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WISH '%n^ ALL
MOTOR CYCLISTS

A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.

A HAPPY ONE
WILL BE ENSURED BY RIDING

" The Car on Two Whee/s. "

Wnu for C».a.oeaes .o :- p ]>^^ (England), Ltd.,
Kimberley Road, Willesden Lane, London, N.\V.6

The Pioneer "' Single "
,,

and

Still the Best.

Agents Everywhere.

Works : COVENTRY.
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Take advantage of

TIME and

EXPERIENCE
and get

YOUR SIDECAR

U/ MONTGOMERY ^^PQ
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W. MONTGOMERY & Co.
THE PIONEER FIRM.

Sidecar Model No. 1

„ „ No. 2
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for every rider."
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ryVERY class oi nder is catered for in the 1921
*-' Omega Range, The best material, used in

the best way, make Omegas the best for every need

From £50 to £170
—each the best id its class

W. J. GREEN, LIMITED,
OMEGA WORKS, COVENTRY.

London Agents ; Bartlett's, 93. Gt. Portland St.,W
B'bam & District Agents : Gough's, 183a, Broad

Street. Birmingham.
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An Expert^s Opinion

Price £205
for the present,

and no possibility of
reduction.

"In genuine de luxe high-power outfits, probablj
no better value exists anywhere than the mode
H Matchless. The specification of this supert
outfit includes a really proved spring frame
three-speed, all-chain transmission, spare anc
interchangeable wheels, efficient mudguarding
and the sweetest-running V Twin engine evei

produced. Its price is £205. No Yanket
production comes anywhere near this Britisher
either as regards first or running costs.'

Thus wrote " Ricardo" in the " l*'ish Cyclist and Motoi
Cyclist,"Dec.l 5th, 1 920. Take an expert's advice and"Mal«
it a Matchless." You will find that the machine lives u(

to its name in every way. Ask your nearest agent about it

H. COLLIER 8l SONS, LTD.,
44-45, Plumstead Road, Plumstead, London

S.E.18.
Works

; Burrage Grove and Maxey Road, Plumstead
TELEPHONES:

WOOLWICH 17 AND 18
TELEGRAMS:

" MATCHLESS WOOLWICH

In answering tins advertisement it is t/rsiinble to mention ••The Motor Ci/cie.
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Hill, The Most Difficult (art.), 512
Hilton's Waterproof Gloves (patent), 487
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Hunt'? Screw Tvpe T-amp Switch, 476
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(illus.) 289, 425
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Poro Engine, The. 491
Peters Motor Cycle, The, 106
Pickersgill Sidecar Coupling, The. 71
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Motor Cycle (leaderette). 415
- Work. Motor Cycles for (art.). 442
Poor Mans Mount. A (art.), 637
Porlock-I.ynton at 19.4 m.ji.h. ? (art.). 302
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Recent Patents. 13, 96. 128. 229, 486
Record. A 92 m.p.h. Norton. 426
— Another Norton, 266
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— Diamond, Norton, and Harley-Davidson. 502
— Hariey and Indian 100 m.p.h.. 559
— New Comet and Morgan. 559
— Norton and Sidecar Mean Speeds 203
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Regulations. 376
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-Reminiscences o( the London-Edinburgh Run, 582
Renold Roller-less Chain. 783
Reverse Gear for Bleriot-Whinpet. Ballard's. 231
Richards Combined Plug Cooler and Cut-out. 101
Richmond Meet, The (report). 411. 437
Riding to Win (art). 184
Ripby Gear. The. 224
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111.

Right WiiidsiicLii. Tht:, 43
Road?- and Motoi' Cycley. The. 825
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-Moto Cuzzi. 217
Z'u h.p. O.K. Sidecar, 788
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3'A. h.p. T.T. Sunbeam, 190
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Roller-skates v. Motor Cycle. 344
Ro.sedale Abbey Bank (illus.), 581 -

Ross-Courtney Compression I'ap, The, 71
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lX<>la:i Igdyno Set. The, 398
Round the Coast Trial lor 1921, 92, 148
Rover iMotor Cycle, The T.T.. 676
Roynl Ruby Oud^eou Pin (jjatcnt), 97

Sidebar S]>nnging. 258
Roy MoUir Tricycle, Tlie. 577
Runbaken Miijznclo Lighting Srt. 258

s
Sambrook Scat. The, 707
Samson's 'I'op-iail Tool liox, 444
Sans Sparking I'lug. 197
Surco Reliance Motor Cycles. 366
Scenes from Four Countrie:*, 513
Schrader Tyre Valve, The, 703
S.C. Lightweight Molor Cycle, The. 21
Scottish Six Uays. The, 470

Trials (Preliminary Regulations). 595
Scott Motor Cycle, The T.T., 725
Screen-light Lamp, The, 808
Screw Road (art.). 604. 642
Second-hand Prices. 50. 70. 134, 165, 206. 2

273. 284. 333. 384. 460. 522. !~ — Graphically, 492
Value- t,i a Formula. lUdutiug. 257

Secret-^ of l-ovvfr, 699
SeUridge's Pi.nic Ba.skt-t. 476
Sensitive Throttle Control, The. 101
SheOleld and Hallamshire M.C.C. Team Trial, !

ShL'lBeld-IUnder.-^ou Motor Cycle, The, 104
Sheldon Countt-rshaft Gear Conversions, 68
- Luggage Grid, The, 44
Shfppee and Jowet Motor Attachment (patent),
Shcppey Licence Holder, The, 254
Shimwell Spring Scat, The, 78
SiHerar Alternative. The (art.). 157~ Comfort (art.). 774
- or Cycle Car? (art.). 308
• Taxis (Icadert-ite). 245
- — in London, 261
- Tax, The (ait.), 25
- The Fir.'^t. 193
Sidecars for Disabled Driver^i. 706
.Silver Princo Motor Cycles. 366
Single or Multicvlindcr? (art.). 331
.Six Days Si-hcme. The New (art.), 66, 147
Skcock C.vrle Car. The, 176
S:L.B. Self-blowing Blow-pipe, 287
Smith and Peakman'a Clutch Control. 230
Smifs Two->troke Engine (patent), 13
Snarrv's Valve Gear (patent), 13
Solo .Sfounts and the A.C*!'. 350 c.c. Limit (ar

Soni.' Anoninh'e.'4 »f tho Motor Cyclo Tnxation (ai

— Brooklands Types. 748— .Si.ring! (illu.-^.). 318
Soutli-Eastern Centre A.C.U., Inauguration of, ^
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Sparklet.^. 90. 120, 139. 236, 276. 350. 405, 4

467. 497. 542. 562, 592, 621, 652. 714. 814. i

Speed Limit. The (letters on), 208
Spicer Leather Specialities, 269
SpinkV Door-leu.'* Sidecar (patent), 486
Spring Wh.-cl, A, 377
Stadium Lii-ence Holder. The, 808
^taff Trial. 77i.- Motor C;/cle, 739
Stanford Spring-.slnnp Auxiliary .Seat, 44
Stangor Motor Cycle, The, 701
Steel Forge Spanner. The, 707
Steering Head Bearing.s (art.), 73
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The A.C.U. and the Cycle Car.

AS
recorded in our issue for December 23rd a
movement ' afoot to transfer the cycle car
once again lO the control of the Auto Cycle
Union, It will be recalled that prior to the

war the cycle car type of vehicle was under
the wing of the motor cycle body, but, owing to
the lack of proper definition, the type developed
into tlie light car, and so brought about the post-
war decision to make a clean cut between cars and
motor cycles, by making the deciding factor the
number of wheels. This, it has been proved, was
a little too sweeping, and the last car shows revealed
the absurdity of terming a four-wheeled motor cycle
a car, and so giving its manufacturer no option but
to exhibit his miniature air-cooled four-wheeler with
the cars; while three-wheeled cars were staged at
the motor cycle e.xhibition.

Further, there is the question of taxation, which
compels the owner of a buckboiird to pay on the
£1 per horse-power rate, while three-wheeled cars
up to 8 cwt. are only subject to a flat rate tax
equal to that on a motor cycle with sidecar.

Again, since the R.A.C. has had control of the
four-wheeled cycle cars, it has done twthiiig to

encourage their developme-nt, and, if the trutli be
admitted, a body interested in vehicles which cost
from ^500 to ^5,000 cannot be expected to be
enthusiastic concerning artype which is tcrv" all

intents and purposes a rearranged motor cycle.

The R.A.C. and Cycle Cars.

That the cycle car as a type deserves encour-
agement is patent to motor cyclists : that it needs
developmg carefully is equally plain. In the
hands of the R.A.C. it is expected to compete' on
level terms with fully developed cars; with the
A.C.U. as its sponsors it could be developed side
by side with the class of machine \vith which it ii
intended to compete, e.g., the sidecar.
To justify their existence, small light four-

wheelers must prove themselves to be at least the
equal, on the score of economy and reliability, of

modern sidecar machines and three-wheeled run-
abouts. For cycle cars to compete among them-
sehes would prove nothing to the prospective
buyers they are intended to satisfy; the onlv way
to prove their capabilities is to allow them to
compete side by side with all types of economical
p-issenger machines. Whether 'three, four, or- six
wheels are used does not matter so long as " costs

"

first cost and running costs—represent the
go\eming factor.

In some of the earlier Six Days Trials, notably
in 1913, for instance, great intere'.st was aroused by
the inclusion of a cycle car class ; the performances
of the few which were then able to enter were
decidedly informative, and, provided that proper
limitations as to type were fixed, the makers of
genuine go-anywhere light four-wheelers would
have better scope in the A.C.U. trials for a con-
vincing public demonstration of their machines,
than they have at present under R.A.C. control.

A Proper Definition Wanted.
Ever>thing considered, there appears everv reason

why the Auto Cycle Union should have the control
of cycle cars provided a proper definition is
armed at. It is our firm opinion that weight must
be one important factor, and since three-wheeled
cycle cars are limited for taxation purposes to
8 cwt. unladen, this weight would provide a con-
venient line of demarcation. In addition, it would
be necessary to limit engine capacity, and in this
connection i.roo c.c. seems to meet all require-
ments when applied in conjunction with a weight
limit. Incidentally, this practicallv lines up with
the definition of the International' Federation of
Motor Cycle Clubs, of which the A.C.U. is a
member, the F.I.C.M. definition including 350
kilogrammes, or 770 lb., and 1,100 c.c. engine
capacity. Abroad, cycle cars conforming to these
two limits are taxed as motor cycles, and who
knows but that with the cycle car again accepted
as an alternative to the motor cycle our own
revenue authorities wiD not take the same common-
sense view? \-
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Prospects lot 1921.

KN spite of the tightness of money and slack trade all

round, 1921 promises to be a great year for motor
cycles. Trade may recover sufficiently by the

summer to restore the prospect of considerable pur-

chases by the better paid artisans, especially by the

young bachelors among them. Whether that happens
or not, lots of people who intended to buy cars can-

not afford to do so in these days of heavy taxation, and
thousands of owners will step down from the car-own-
ing class into our ranks. I quite expect that the

motor car industry is in for a poorish time ; but I hope
for something approaching a boom year in the motor
cycle industry.

Develop the Cycle Car.

nT follows that the cycle car has a unique opening.
In i9i4.the cycle car was outflanked on one wing
by the motor cycle and on the other by the light

car. When you could buy a sidecar de luxe for ;^i25
and a 10 h.p. water-cooled four-cylinder car for ;£i75,
the cycle car had no room to develop. In 1920 a big
outfit cost rather over ;£2oo, and a light car was
listed at ^500 or so. This gap left the cycle car a
range of ^300 in which to spread itself. The G.N.
and the Morgan were about the only cycle cars which
were ready. The R.A.C. and the A.C.U.—control-

ling four and three-wheeled cycle cars respectively

—

could do nothing much to develop or advertise either

type, for the simple reason that the trade could not
furnish entries for any trial which might have been
held. So the public adopted a somewhat cynical

and sceptical attitude towards all new cycle cars. 1921
ought to see a really colossal trial of cycle cars. The
London-Exeter is symptomatic. It attracted over
thirty cycle car entries, although the- New Hudson
three-wheelers and other newcomers were not ready
for it. Now if I were seeking to market a new cycle

car, I should rather funk the Exeter run. It is a stunt

which tests the driver enormously, and allows his

shortcomings (if any) to overshadow the intrinsic excel-

lence of a machine. If a trial so unattractive to a

wise sales manager, held before the season Jias com-
menced, and before the factory has got into its stride,

can draw thirty odd entries, how many can we reckon

upon for a rationally organised cycle car Six Days
next summer? Let us hope that the R.A.C. and
A.C.U. will agree together to render such an event

possible.

A Maggy Christmas.

n
LEARN from a thoroughly sodden colleague that

the London-Exeter men experienced a sloppy

trip once again. For myself I spent what
the locals call a " whisht " Christmas. In lieu

of the irovT earth and frost-bediamonoed hedges which
figure on Christmas cards, the temperature out of
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doors was about equal to that of an air-cooled cylin-

der at 500 r.p.m. Rain fell steadily, and the walls

of the house streamed with moisture inside and out.

In lieu of the historic Yule fare our mournful party

sat down to stewed rabbit and barley-water. Why,
do you ask ? Have I had the sack ? Not yet. I am
saving up to pay the liceiice duty on my stud of motor
cycles. That is why I call it a muggy Christmas. We
are mugs to let the bureaucrats wipe their feet on us.

[Please excuse "Ixion." We happen to know he has

seized up his gear box through forgetting to oil it

;

and he is always peevish when he has done something
silly.—Ed.]

Steady Prices.

THE fact that prices are becoming stabilised will

help the trade more than anything else ; a steady

price is every bit as desirable as a low price.

The other day I went out to lunch. En route I

stopped at a garage to buy petrol, and congratulated

the proprietor that his stock was so small, illustrating

as a contrast the sixteen obsolete cars which I had
seen in another garage, all taken in part payment for

1920 cars, and all practically unsaleable except as

"junk." The proprietor pulled a wry face. "Yes,
that new 1920 sidecar outfit is all I have in; but I've

dropped £,i?> on her already, for her retail price was

reduced at the Show to less than I paid for her whole-

sale." I arrived at my host's for lunch to find him
the unhappy owner of two small cars, the prices of

which had been reduced ^^55 and £,12^ respectively

since he bought them. That sort of thing is just

about over now, thank goodness. It makes people

hesitate to buy, it engenders colossal depreciations,

and it breeds bad blood all round. Announceftients

like the G.N.—" Our price cannot be reduced, and

will not be reduced "—make for all-round confidence

in trading.

Lubrication Again.

HAM glad to have the support of such an authority

as Mr. Batten in my complaints about most of

the current lubrication systems. Expert motor

cyclists are undoubtedly quite content with the drip

feed and the hand pump. But the experts hardly

number more than 500 or so, and there are consider-

ably over 100,000 motor cyclists. The vast majority

hate the eternal fiddling" which any rider-controlled

system of lubrication implies. Such systems are

tiresome enough on a single ; they want attention when-

ever the load varies— 15 m.p.h. through a town, 45
m.p.h. along a flat straight, 26 m.p.h. over a twisting

road under trees, 30 m.p.h. up a steep grade—every

Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" have just

heen published in hook form, price 5s. 3d. post free, from -

~ " The Motor Cycle " Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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Occasional Comments.

—

change of circumstance calls for a variation of the oil

control. The setting which is right when you start

out with a cold tank may be wrong when the 'bus has
warmed up a bit. The setting. which is right with one
grade of oil is wrong with another grade. The setting

which is correct in the blaze of the noon-day sun is

false when night brings down the frost. On a twin-
cylinder matters are e\'en worse. In, perhaps, a

majority of such engines the oiling is always unequal,
as between the cylinders; a slight error of judgment
in either direction leads to sooting up the plug of the
lucky cylinder, or star\'ing the piston of the unlucky
cyhnder. Most motor cyclists are "eternally fiddling"
with their oil supply, and hate the job. ' All car
owners dismiss the lubrication from their mind for the
rest of the day, after they have once verified the
supply prior to starting out.

Hope for the Future.

UNTIL quite recently it was certainly impossible
for designers to oflfer motor cyclists an out-of-
sight and out-of-mind oiling system, for engines

wouldn't stand it. Phosphor bronze Inishes—and
those on the small side, especially where the big ends
of twins were concerned—tended to get too iiot.

Pistons and cylinders of pre-war design were often
subject to appreciable distortion. Successful firms
hesitated to face the risk and expense of altering a
saleable model. Floods of cold oil were useful in

camouflaginc^ sevoral rrudities of design, and in

NATURE'S TRANSFORMATION
SCENES.

A study in contrasts. The lower picture

depicts a Brough rider and the driver of a big

Rex outfit on the road at the beginning of

December. The former wears no coat, and both

enjoy the sunshine amid the autumn leaves.

Then comes the December snow, changing dark

greens and browns to white, and, as shown in

the upper picture, the sidecar driver hurries

on his way.

obtaining good results from cheap methods of manu-
facture.

Then the aero engine tauglit us how to reduce the

possibilities .•' distortion. Ball and roller bearings
came into more extended use. When I first tried the

original 3 h.p. A.i!.C._expeiimental machine, I put
the point to Mr. Bradshaw. He agreed in principle,

and promised to fit sump oiling, sufficient for a month's
riding; He has ne\er confessed why he changed his

mhid, and finally adopted the drip on his first post-

war machine. But the Zenith stand at Olympia
showed that he has been reconverted. In pre-war
days " oil-cooling " was a term of reproach ; if Mr.
Bradshaw succeeds in his campaign for exalting it

into a merit instead of a crime, hand-controlled oiling
will die. In the meantime I denounce it from the
standpoint of practical convenience.

An Object Lesson.
Tut long ago, on a very cold and frosty night, I

I
wa.s dri\ing one of the few twin-cylinders which
i.s fitted with a separate drip for each cylinder,

it was bitterly cold, and I had arrayed myself in seven
changes of raiment, and toasted myself brown before
a great fire ere I started out. I had previously run
the engine free in my garage, and adjusted tlie oil

leeds perfectly. Within five miles a plug oiled up.
Ft was pitch dark and I had no inspection lamp. I

hastily put in a clean plug, which oiled up some
iwQ miles further on. Having no other spare, I was
now compelled to clean one of the dirty plugs, and eke

„ to identify the cause of my troubles.

Not being a novice I was able to

achieve this task fairly rapidly, in

, S]jile of the darkness; and in ten

minutes I was on my way again.
A novice would never have reached
his destination under the circum-
stances. But it is humiliating to

reflect that such a conlretcmps could
not possibly befall any car on the
road, except as the result of piston

V .«^v ring trouble, which is naturally very
0" »'Si«''-5>" uncommon.
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Over 10,000 M
side Adjusiment.

Two AJ.S. O
Scolland

I'lWO years ownership of

anything, whether the

object be^ animate or in-

animate, enables one to form a

pretty accurate conception of

its good and bad points. To
the man who has ridden motor

cycles for fifteen years or more,

two months would be more than

ample time in which to detect

evil points in design or manu-
facture; and bad design and
material in motor cycles are abominations in'deed. So

to find the same make.of machine in the garage after

twenty-four months of motor cycling _ is a sufficient

indication of the high esteem in which I now hold this

particular motor cycle.

TaKing Over.

On a biting cold day in the early part of 1919 de-

livery was taken of one of the first A.J.S. outfits in-

stalled with the Magdyno lighting and ignition, and

a rough ride home from the makers in the darkness

of a late winter's night was a foretaste of the most

pleasurable two years', riding. Thave ever experienced.

The outstanding feature of the A.J.S., without

doubt, is its absolute reliability. On starting out I can

always depend that my journey will be completed

without a mechanical stoppage of any description.

Tyre troubles are inevitable, biit I have been singu-

larly immune, taking into consideration the fact that

a spare wheel is not carried. My contention is that, as

the wheels are so easily detachable, it is unnecessary to

carry a spare wheel for thousands of miles on the off-

chance of requiring it once or twice. If a spare wheel

is utilised, the puncture must eventually be repaired
;

and it is a peculiar but recognised fact that punctujes

often come in batches. A spare tube is always carried,

and can be inserted in practically the same time that

it takes to change a Avheel. Seven years' experience

with detachable wheels fully confirms my views, how-
ever unusual they may be considered.

A22

iles wilhout a Road-
Experiences with

utfils in England,
and Wales.

The smooth running A.J.S.
is exceedingly light on tyres,

and 3.000-4,000 is the average,

mileage obtained on the back
cover.

Up to the time of writing

net a single puncture has

occurred '_ during the 5,600

miles covered this year, and
only one was experienced last

year, although 7,000 miles

were registered^

A noticeable feature is that the tread of all the

covers wears evenly on tlie centre, proving the perfect

alignment of the sidecar.

We frequently hear of a rider becoming so attached

to a particular machine that he keeps it several seasons.

But the craving to test new productions always pre-

vented me from becoming obsessed with the merits of

one rhake of machine. There is always a temptation,

however, when the time comes, to select the mount
for the coming year to. "have a change," no matter

how well the past machine may have behaved.

Although the 1919 A.J.S. served me as no other

machine had done, there was- a sneaking desire to try

out another make. But, even so, I once more' found
myself with the familiar black and gold outfit, ,and

I willingly admit the year's riding has amply justified

the. decision.

A Heavy Haul.

The later model is only different in one or two minor
details, but the engine is more powerful, is a- mag-
nificent climber, and will haul a good load up a stift'

gradient on top gear in a way no 8 h.p. engine I have
previously possessed would do. Considering the cubic

capacity of the engine is 749 c.c. only, this must point

to exceptional efticiency.

To illustrate the power of this machine, the follow-

ing incident that occurred during the summer may be re-

lated. On one excursion we had occasion- to descend
the Sychnant Pass, near Conway, arid noticed a coupe
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A Two Years' Test.—

light car stranded on the roadside about half-way up
the hill. Returning three hours later, it was still

there, and we pulled up to see if any assistance was
required. It transpired that the trouble was such that

could only be remedied in a garage. Though the

owner had appealed to several passing motorists, he

had been unable to obtain assistance to get him into

Conway.
An offer to make the attempt was eagerly accepted,

but there were grave doubts in my mind as to the

ability of a ^-6 h.p. sidecar to haul a car up this

stiff gradient. A rope was procured, and, to

my surprise, the machine started off apparently

without an effort, and completed the task into

Conway. The engine showed no signs of over-

Springing and general finish of the sidecar are

good, and there are none of the annoying rattles

and noises so often heard when one strikes a pot-hole.

A point which generally attracts attention is the mud-
guarding, and in practice it is specially efficient.

On the 1920 model a single-lever Amac carburetter

was fitted, and it. seems to suit the engine veiy well.

The consumption has not been less than 50 m.p.g.,

but with the class of spirit we get in these days it may
be considered a fair average. With this carburetter

the engine will just tick over, and gives an increase in

SIDECARING IN ENGLAND,
SCOTLWD, AND WALES.

(1) The roof of Central Wales—the A.J.»

on the mountain road near Ber^>yn mountain.

(2) On the banks of a famous salmon river

—

the Tweed.

(3) The heights of Malvern, overlooking th.

great plain of England.

¥

heating, and the incident gives a good indication of the
power developed.

No matter how silent an engine is when new, tappet
and other noises often develop after a few thousand
miles' running. Not so with the A.J.S. It is as quiet

and sweet running as when first delivered ; and it is

noted as a silent machine. The wheel bearings,

too, have stood up to their work splendidly. I usually
expect the front wheel bearings to go, sooner or later,

owing to the side thrust, but no trouble has arisen on
cither machine, and, speaking from memory, they were
only adjusted once.

The gear box and clutch have required no attention,

the gear change being silent, and the clutch smooth.

speed throughout the whole range of tlie throttle

opening, the acceleration being remarkably rapid. It

appears to be very sensitive to impurities in the petrol,

and the presence of a trace of water in the carburetter

has a choking effect. The cleaning out of the filter

and carburetter at once removes the trouble.

A word regarding the Lucas Magdyno lighting set,

with which both these machines were fitted, is neces-

sary in justice to the manufacturers. For two years

of constant use, under varying conditions, this lighting

set has given unbounded satisfaction—on no occasion

has it failed or caused a moment's anxiety. .Several

night rides in torrents of rain have been undertaken,

but neither the lighting nor ignition apparatus has

A23
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suffered in the least degree, an excellent testimonial

to the weatherproof qualities of the Magdyno, and the

effective insulation of the various leads to the accumu-

lators and lamps.

After nine months' use the plates in the accumulator

appear to be in finer condition than any that I have

ever had in use for a similar period.

The amount of distilled water necessary to make up

for loss by evaporation was only about a teaspoonful

in each cell, and the top of the accumulator was per-

fectly dry, there being no loss of acid by spilling.

This is rather remarkable when one considers the

amount of vibration encountered owing to the present

state of some of the roads. At the same time it speaks

well for the design of the accumulator, and also for

the springing of the sidecar, which the regular pas-

senger reports1^ /to be most
comfortable.

Ji-

lt will be noted from the illustrations that the head

lamp is carried on the fork and not on the handfe-bar.

Here again theory had been proved wrong, and the

makers of the machine assured me that the lamp fila-

ment would not stand the vibration. During the two

years with the Lucas and four years' previous experi-

ence with another make, no breakage of filament has

occurred when the lamps have been carried in this

. position.

. In conclusion, no machines have . given less

trouble than these two A.J.S. outfits. After an exten-

sive use of any,particular machine it is usually possible

to find some points where improvements might be

suggested, but with the exception of a desire for sUghtly

higher h.p. and consequently higher gear, I fail to

find any point I could criticise.

With a largejc engine on long journeys a higher

speed on straight stretches of road might be attained,

but if at the expense of the other high qualities of the

outfit I should prefer to leave it alone. Magnet.

NORTH WAlIs. a HALT ON
QUAYSIDE AT CONWAY

MIDWAY STANDS: Some of their

THOUGH there is a good deal to be. said in favour ^
of midway stands, this position, nevertheless,

has its drawbacks, chief among which is that

it is difficult to bring into operation. One of my
mounts is fitted with a stand placed just abaft the-

crank case, and, with the machine resting- upon it, the

rear wheel is clear of the ground, while the front wheel
rests almost unloaded, i.e., the stand practically sup-

ports the entire weight of the machine ; while the

average rear wheel stand supports rather over half the

weight of- the machine. Note, then, tliat in hoisting

. a motor cycle on to a midway stand, one is wrestling

with a much greater dead weight than if the stand

occupies the usual position.

Another disadvantage of the midway stand is that

it is awkward to get at—that is, if it be of the spring-

up variety. One lias to reach forward with one foot

in order to scotch the stand, which is a most uncom-
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Advantages and Disadvantages.
fortable and unnatural position when, at the same
time, a physical effort is required to hoist the machine
backwards and upwards.

L consider that the advantages of the midway stand

are rather outweighed by its disadvantages unless

—

and this is the crux of the whole matter—it were, so

designed as to be brought into operation by the push-

ing down of a lever with the foot.

Alternatively the P. arid M. method is quite satis-

factory^a midway stand which entirely supports the

front wheel in addition to the ordinary back wheel

stand. This Ls a much better arrangement than the

separate front wheel stand, which is in the way when
tyre repairs are neCessaiy.

Summing up, then, the further forward a stand is

the more weight it has to carry, which is in its. favour,

except that, unless special provision be made, it en-

hances the difficulties mentioned. H.M.B.
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AEDUA AD
The 1920 M.C.C. London-Exeler-London Run, December 27lh and 28lh.

Retrospective Impressions of the Double Journev.

I The leaders of the London-Exeter Twenty-four Hours Christmas Run of the M.C.C.— P. W. Moffatt (3S Douglas) and
H. Karslake (5 Brough). Though competing, these two intrepid motor c>'clists acted as travelling marshals. The

official timekeeper's car is seen on the right, the arm of the law on the extreme left

!

THE whys and wherefores which impel

some two hundred otherwise

normally-disposed individuals to

embark on the annual M.C.C. Boxing
Night run from London to Exeter are

hidden deep in the psychology of the

human mind. It cannot be the craving

for adventure alone, for there is nothing

great nor spectacular in being stranded

on Salisbury Plain in a blizzard or a

downpour, with eitlier tyres or lamps
that " won't keep up "—tliere is nothing

but discomfort ; cold, clammy and dank
discomfort.

Wet and Warm.
The night 0! December 27th, 1920, was

nnlike London-Exeter nights of previous

years, only in so far as the south-westerly

rain-bearing wmd, was warm instead ol

bitterly cold ; the rain was there in no
half-hearted fashion—none of your gentle

rains that gladden the earth, but a down-
right soaker, insinuating itself into necks

and wheel bearings with equal impar-

tiality.

Staines was the usual scene of intense

animation for an hour or more before the

first man's start at eight o'clock. The

yard of the garage and the garage itself

were packed with competing machines, to

which their riders were adding finishing
touches or affi.xing the club's cardboard
number plates. Garage attendants pushed
through the ciush of weirdly-dressed men
bearing large tins of oil or petrol. Here
a man trieoT his electric set ; here another
made frantic efforts to persuade a recalci-

trant acetylene generator to function as it

should; everywhere watches were adjusted
to the official timekeeper's, route cards
were consulted, and coat after coat added
until most riders were of twice their

original size. .Ju.st before 8 p.m. the line

formed under the flare of acetylene pro-
jectors and the feebler rays of the street

lamps, with vivid intermittent bursts of
flash lights for photography, flashes that
left everything in utter darkness for a few
seconds. AU noped that the fair promise
of the day's weather would be kept, but
over the stars already was stealing an
ominous blue-black group of heavy clouds,
first harbingers of the storm to come.
A few miles from the start, and ere the

tail cars of the procession had cleared

Blackwater, rain fell very heavily indeed,
and existence for the solo riders became

trying, the more so in that the roads
speedily turned into lakes of mud of a
particularly nasty consistency. Numbers
rapidly became the pulp from which they
originated, overalls and Sidcot suits turned
a sliiny dai'k brown, and many so-called

waterproofs became ominously leaky at

the joints. In such circumstances no one
relished the passage over the Plain from
Andover, and quite a number of com-
petitors availed themselves of the open,
warm garage at the latter town to linger

while their machines were filled with
petrol, and to obtain a little really hot)

coffee. Over Sahsbury's dreary plain the
run was just as bad as anyone could have
imagined, and it was difficult to keep
upright, so fiercely did the gale beat upon
the riders, the gusts growing every
moment more fierce, as the last of the
sheltering trees gave place to the bare
road leading almost into Salisbury.

Salisbury.

Despite the fact that the hour was late

and the rain heavy a great crowd of

spectators watched the arrival of the

competitors at the White Hart, and
much interest in the machines was dis-
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played. A great vai'iety of lighting

equipment was noticeable, especially

amongst the solo mounts. The N.U.T.'s
and A.B.C.'s were brilliantly illuminated
with their Lucas electrical equipment,
and electric lighting was decidedly more
popular than anythnig else : but quite -a

number were using Fallolite projectors

with acetylene cylinders. These lamps
give a rather curious effect, as their beam
is long and narrow and the lamp itself

at close quarters appears to be very dim
—until one peers directly into its lens,

when a blinding glare is observed, as the

inevitable enquiring persons discovered
to 'their discomfort !

Over Salisbury Plain.

Starting out from Salisbury after mid-
night, with the rain still falling, the
riders struggled against the head wind
and driving sheets of water ; and the
sight of a string of solo tail lamps,
bounding and skidding on some of
the vile stretches of road, was
curious. Here and there a rider
without lights or with dying illu-

mination would tack closely on to the
rear of a companion, whose path was
lit by a broad and brilliant beam,
and so everyone ploughed gamely
along to the check at Shaftesbury
(first man, 1.42 a.m.), where, despite
the weather, many spectators were
gathered round.
The illuminated direction signs

here were excellent, and one has only
to ride through such a trial to appre-
ciate the fine si^ortsmanship of the
local man who stands half the night
at a wind-swept corner tending the
guttering light and shouting out
directions to the passing riders—

a

trufe guardian of the flame whose
devotion should not remain unnoted
in a woi'ld where the less spectacular
duties are often at a discount.

Easier going, both as regards weather

and roads, followed to Yeovil,, where a

welcome cup of coffee was served with the

replenishments at Moffat's mrage. Mud-
stained, soaked, and generally bedraggled,

who amongst the riders that night could

truly say that he had ever tasted a

better or more welcome drink than that

grateful cup ?

Glorious Devon.

Onwards from Yeovil the weather took

up somewhat, and anon the moon could

be seen at intervals, riding amidst
swiftly-travelling cloud masses. The first

observed hill. Chard, caused no particu-

lar difficulty, and the check at Honiton
was a mere incident in a run that tended
to become a confusion of twisting lanes,

hunger, side-slipping, and a desire for

sleep. At any rate, the feeling that

Devonshire was at last reached filled all

hearts with some satisfaction, and the
" new " Peak Hill (near Sidmouth) was

approached by most in a spirit of

detached carelessness; in consequence, a

number failed.

The hill is severe, probably averaging

1 in 7 for half a mile, and having a toler-

ably good surface. To a powerful sidecar

outfit it presents no difficulty, but the

drivers of some single-cylinder sidecars

and solo lightweights experienced con-

siderable anxiety, . and not a few failed

altogether. Even though the hour was
but 5 a.m., quite a crowd of spectators

had assembled at the top, and watched
some 140 survi\'ing motor cyclists, of

whom about thirty failed. To rnention

any particular performances, ignoring ..the

fact that it was difficult to see the passing

numbers, would be invidious, but the

Matchless, Harley, and Morgan machines
all came up exceptionally well, while

Triumph and iSunbeam rid«rs showed the

capabilities of the medium-weight passen-

ger outfits.

(Left) R C. Staunton (4 Triumph)

was well prepared with such equipment as

leg-shieMs and handle-bar muffs, but one

wonders whether his watch contmued to

function after the torrential journey ; note

its exposed position. V. Gayford, on the

Zenith, carried a useful torch around his

neck, but did not make special preparations

to protect his machine Between him and

the rider in the flying suit is H. Watson

Bourne, who finished second in last year's

Junior T,T.

(Right) More examples of London-

Exeter raiment. The old time Hutchin-

sons were conspicuously few in number,

nd army field boots took their place.
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H. B. Browning (3] Scoti) on a hill in the picturesque district round about Sidmouth

Exeter at Last.
From the top of Peak Hill, a precipit-

ous descent, proved a specially good test

• if brakes, and one of the cars as well as
the outfit of our own representatives, ran
away down it. The former suffered some
injury, but the latter scraped round the
corner at the bottom by sheer superhuman
ctfijrt. Sixteen miles remained, and in the
light before dawn they proved trying to
the soloists, since there %vas a" large
section of narrow and greasy lanes.

Breakfast in Exeter allowed sufficient

time to elapse, so that the riders were
able to .^f art out again on the return
run without relighting lamps, but a some-
what depleted number naturall.v re-

embarked on the journey. A glorious
f unrise raised hopes which were ultimately
lo be dashed, and although fine weather
jn-evailed until the Devon.shire coast was
left, much rain and mist were after-
wards met.
Trow Hill did not seem to wear any-

thing like the formidable aspect it pre-
sented during the run in 1919. in spite
of the fact that the second bend has now-
been widened, and, conseciuently, leaving
much loose unrolled metal. As against
1919, when failures amounted to 20%, there
were only three or four competitors who
were unable to make clean ascents. A
large crowd had congregated to see " the
fun," but the local enthusiasts must have
been sadly disappointed. Probably Trow
is now shorn of its former terrors by the
widening at the top, and the M.C.C. "com-
mittee for its next run may wish to
.•=eek a " new venture." Tn characterise
individual performances would be some-
what superfluous, but in each class the
following ascents were of special merit :

A. Milward (3 A.B.C.), V. Gavford (6
Zenith I. J. Baker (3J Scott)," A. P.
JIacGowran (4 Triumph sc), W. H.
Julian (8 Matchless sc), A. P. Pulling
(6 Eoyal Enfield sc), and W. P.
Brandon (4 Triumph sc).

The long descent into Lyme Regis was
the next incident, and, although the
scenery was charming, no one h.fd much
time to admire it; in the little town
itself huge waves were breaking over
the main street along which the riders
passed.
The run through Doi'«st was again "a

damp one, and ram and a light mist made

driving unpleasant, while tlio roads on
the- Bridport, Dorchester and Blnndford
section were pot-holey and muddy in the
extreme. A stiff following wind over
the imdulating barren country betw-een
Blandford and Salisbury did not tend to

the cool running of engines, especially as

everyone aloiig this stretch was making
up time. A.JTS. and Matchless machines

J. D. Marvin (7-9 Harley-Davidson) was one of the few entrants who took a lady

passenger to brave the elements. On the sidecar was fitted a very neat aluminium dash,

equipped with clock, voltmeter, etc.
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A glimpse ot the sea near Lyme Regis. T. J. Ross (8 Matchless) descending towards the town

bowled along at a great pace, while the
speed of some ot the Harleys was extra-

ordinary. Along the morning'.=i run,
young Eli Clarke (but 15 years old) was
keeping up well, despite the fact that his

6 h.p. chain-driven Douglas, was leaning
in on the sidecar ; the Morgans also were
going^ strong.

Salisbury, reached once more, provided
a welcome, but late, lunch interval, and
many notes were e.tchanged anent the
events and misadventures of the night.
Some twelve hours ago, dim figures
swathed in wrappings had been spoken
to and about without knowledge of iden-
tities—now in the cold light of day Brown
was recognising Jones as the begrimed
individual who had chatted in the wee

sma' hours at Yeovil or Honiton ; the
very atmosphere seemed to bear per:

petual expression of "fancy meeting you!"
Salisbury to Andover was a welcome

relief from mud and decayed roads, and
finally Staines was reached again by 108
of the 152 who started out. Unfortunately
the latter part ot the journey was marred
by a somewhat serious collision between
J. Macdonald (7-9 Indian sc.) and a nOn-
competing car.

INCIDENTALLY—
There was almost unanimity in foot-

wear. Fully 80% of the drivers wore
field boots. Hutchinsons and trench

waders were represented amongst .
the

remaining 20%.

Congratulations to the lady passengers

;

also to the small boy wedged in one
of the light four-wheelers, who wisely

slept.

An account of experiences by

the car competitors will be found
in to-morrow's issue of " The
Autocar."

ClUmpses of the sea and some very
fine scenery were available around Lyme
Regis. Most competitors, however, were
too preoccupied with their brakes to

appreciate this.

Would as many have failed on Peak
Hill had it been after breakfast instead
of at the grim hour before dawn ?

Geirge Brough on the new 8 h p. Brough Superior This
rrachine (described in " The Motor Cycle " on December 23rd)
vas much admired at the different controls, and, incidentally,

started with wonderful ease.

B4

Mrs. Dan Bradbury awaiting her pilot. She travelled down
from Sheffield with her husband, completed the double journey,

then rode back to Sheffield on their 4 h.p. Norton—a really

arduous journey.
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Several competitors got a straight run
at Peak Hill by missing a turn, and
approaching it by the beach road. The
right-angle turn in the official route was
doubly difficult.

It has been suggested that a platinum
medal, studded with diamonds, would be
a more suitable award for the solo riders
who gained "golds." After watching,
from the comparative security of a side-
car, rear lamps that danced from side to
side^ of the road for miles on end, we are
inclined to agree.

Surprisingly few got really lost. Local
clubs provided marshals and illuminated
arrows on many of the loneliest corners ;

while just in front of the competitors
an official car "arrowed" doubtful
turnings with " Christmassy " tissue
paper and shavings, which, however, ven"
quickly compounded with the mud.

The coffee at Yeovil (supplied, as of
yore, by Moffat's Garage) provided one
of the most welcome incidents of the
trial. It was timely, it was free, and it

was really good coffee

!

Few failures awarded the cro\yd on
Trow, and the bioscope man wore a de-
cidedly disappointed smile. Peak Hill,
on the other hand, claimed i*s quota of
victims (mainly sleepy drivers), and a
larger attendance of able-bodied spec-
tators would have been greatly appre-
ciated by some weary competitors.

R. B. Whiffen. riding an 8 h.p. Black-
burne, had e.xtremely hard luck, since
between Dorchester and Puddletown he
was skidded into by a Ford car. Hl.o
machine had been running e.xtremelv well
up to that point.

An approximate cen.sus of types of
clothing provides some interesting figures.

"^Loiig leather coats head the list in popu,
larity, oilskins were nul so prominent,
fur-lined combination flying suits were
much in evidence—particularly so among
the three-wheelers and car.-!—while not

more than half-a-dozen were rigged out
as conventional motor cyclists are sup-
posed to be, i.e., in a waterproof jacket
and trousers.

A long article might be written on
head gear ; but nobody appeared to have
found an ideal here. Probably a fur-

lined helmet surmounted, when desired,

by a chin-strapped oilskin sou'wester,
provides the best compromise for " Lon-
don-E.xeteriiig.

"

return journey, and after being pushed
up one or two Devonshire pimples it wa^
wisely decided not to attempt Trow. It
was comforting to passing motor cyclists

who had received their share of trouble
to see the monster at a standstill.

Alan Hill's 90 h.p. Itala developed a

distinct aversioiji to gradients on the

Electricity or acetylene? Contrary to

e.xpectations in some quarters, dynamo
lighting has by no means ousted the
much-vilified carbide system. Next year
—and despite what was .=aid at break-
fast at Exeter, there 7ci!l be a "next
year "—we expect the battle of lighting
types to be still undecided.

AT THE FINiSM. Some o( liic 108 survivors of the 152 who started, checking In at

Staines. Kaye Don, who rode a Scott, signs the sheet, while E. .\. Bridgman, o( Indian fame,

stands by beaming with satisfaction ; at his elbow is T. C Greenwood—son of the Sunbeam
designer. Ell Clark, the old time Bristol rider (In oilles), awaits his turn. The judge at

the table Is L. .'\. Baddcley.

Official List of Aolor Cycle
wi

A.n.c.
A. Milward (3 h.p.)

A..T.S.

E. W. Cljoldrroft [6 h.p.')
W. C. HeniT (7 h.p.')
f. W. Gile^' (6 h.p.')
D. H. Xol.le (7 h.p.")
S. Julian (6 h.p.')

AEIEL.
L. PiiUiam (3;.^ h.p.)

BEACTMONT.
G. \V. Shepherd (2Ji h.p.)

ulackbuexe.
S. U. Woolrid:? (4 h.p.)

BBnrGH.
H. Karslalie (5 h.p.)

S. S. Debenhoui (6 h.p.)
!'. W. Steven-on 13}^ h.p.)

BltOrGH STTPEniOR.
G. Brough (8 h.p.)

CLYXO.
U'. A. Kay (8 h.p.")

F. Smith (8 h.p.")

CnXNATTGHT.
VV. M. Greenwood {Z'A h.p.)

COUISOX-B.
B. B. Clark (2'.; h.p.)

H. K. Edward.' f4 h.p.)

W. Bray (4 h.p.)

H. Gur l2Ji h.p.")

COEOXA.
J. Harrison t4h.p.)

COVENTHT* EAGLE.
T. G. llooney (6 h.p.")

UALTOX.
!•'. Begler (4 h.p.)

DOUGLAS.
P. \V. Mnflat (315 h.p.)
E. Clark i4h.p.")
E. Clark, jim. ;6 h.p.'j

H.4BLET-DAVlDSnX.
F. G. Kpikins (7-9 h.p.)
C. A. Mc-Keand (4 h.p.)
O. M il.-^nn^Tone^ (7-9 h.p.)
J. 1(. H. Knighi (7-9 h.p.)
J. A, O'SulliTan (4 h.p.)
J. A. Master?! (7-9 h.p.')
B. New-it (7-9 h.p.*)
J. D. Marvin (7-9 h.p,')
S. E. Longman .7-9 h.p.")
F. C. Temple (7-9 h.p.')
B. S. AUen (7-9 h.p.')

HUMBEE.
H. F. 0. Evans ;4H h.p.')

IXDIAN.
C. C. LaWn (4 h.p.)
H. R. Horrey^on (4 h.p.)
H. Le Vaok (4 h.p.')

JAilES.
C. B. Cooke (5-6 h.p.')
H. H. Saddinston {6 h.p.')

H. A. Eeyre :5-6 h.p.')

and Runabout Competitors
Ih fiaving Finished.

who are Credited

MAHTIXSiUK.
A. (i. Fcnn i6 h.p.')
J. T. Bnshall i6h.p.')

MATCHLESS.
L. Arnold f8h.p.')
W, H. Julian (8 h.p.")
G. Packman ;8 h-p.'j
F. .L E)lis (8 h.p.')
T. J. Bos? 8 h.p.")

G. D. Hardee 18 h.p.'i
J. Hoult 18 h.p.*)
)J. S. Parsona (8 h.p.')

F. W, Gnivei (8 h.p.')

METBO-TTLEB.
J. S. Bennett ,2;.2 h.p.)

MOBGAX.
G. A. Pidgeon [10 h.p.t)
W. Pattison aO h.p.+)
H. V,. Holmes (10 h.p.t)

H. E. SsTtell (10 h.p.+i
C. E. Bennett i8 h.p.t'
W. H. Elce (10 h.p.+J
D. G. Prentice (8 h.p.t)

XORTOX.
U. Bradljury (4 h.p.')

X.U.T.
A. C. Bhodes (3Vi h.P)

OLYMPIC.
H. Gold l2K h.p.)

P. & M.
P. O. Cunningham (3^vi h.p.)

PBEMTEE.
J. Ha»lam (8 h.p.t)

E. Crouclier iS h.p.t)
A. J. Di.'Cou {8 h.p.t)

QrADRAXT.
C. Wilson (4i.i h.p.')

EEATirXG-STAXD.VBD
J. Wallis i8 h.p.)

G. A. Gibbs (8 h.p.)

EES.
W. A. Fell-Smith [8 h.p.')

EOVEE.
W. C. Bnyer (5 h.p.)

BOYAL EXFIELD.
A. F. Pulline :8 h.p.')

BOYAL BTIBY.
H. Dale (8 h.p.')

SCOTT.
H. B. Browning (3'i h.p.)
K. Don (3'i h.p.)
J. Baker iSH h.p.)

SUNBEAM.
H. F. Fellows (3i,4 h.p.l
L. Keevil (S'i h.ji.)

P. Street (3',o h.p.)

A. Wooding IZ^/i h.p.)

A. S. Guthrie (3i/i h.p.)

P. W. While (8 h.p.*)
A. M. KniU (31,4 h.p.')

T.IJ.

F. Spouee [10 h.p.t)

F. H. Douglas (10 h.p.t)

TEIUMPH.
T. Francis [4 h.p.)

E. C. St.-innton (4 h.p.)

A. S. Pinchlieck (4 h.p.l

C. Smith (4 h.p.)

C. F. Edwards (4 h.p.)

B. B. Eoberts [4 h.p.)

B. J. Sims (4 h.p.)

S. J. Itarkii (4 h.p.')

E. Hillary (4 h.p.')

A P. McGowran [4 h.p.')

W. P. Brandon (4 h.p.')

VELOCETTE.
G. EicLardson !2'4 h.p.)

VEBUS.
W. G. ChurchUl {2% h.p.)

WILKIN.
H. McBit<:hie (2')i l.p.)

G. W. Wiikin il'.i h p.')

WOOLEE.
J. F. Hull (2Si h.p.)

F. A. Longman (2r-:4 h.p.)

ZENITH.
J. G. Goodenouph (8 h.p.')

E. Chnrle<worth (8 h.p.')

UNSPECIFIED.
E. L. Biohard^on.

"Sidecar. tThree-whe«ler.

B7
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PER ARDUA AD—EXETER: The Story of an Unsuccessful Competitor.

ONE hears so much of the impressions

of those who get through a run
Iil<e the London-Exeter with success,

that it is sometimes interesting to read
the experiences of one who failed to do so I

-

The writer, being blessed with an early

number, left Staines soon after eight

o'clock on Boxing Night. The rain and
the wind held no terrors for him, as he
was warmly clad in wool and leather, so

he settled down quite comfortably to

follow the tail lamp ahead of him all the
w.iy to Exeter.

Just before reaching Basingstoke the
drip feed in the head lamp generator

chok-ed, and a few minutes were wasted
in consequence.
Then followed the inevitable " blind

"

to make up time. Somewhere near
Andover the writer caught up his com-
paniions, and kept with them until the
outskirts of Salisbury were reached.
There a stop was made to study watch

and route card, and it was found im-
possible to restart ! A brawny spectator
gave a hand, and with a push the engine
fired.

At Salisbury petrol, carbide, food, and
a mysterious envelope were a-eeeived, and
after an hour's rest the journey was

]. C. Walker, an Edmund rider, and C. Bourlet (3J Ariel) awaiting their call at Staines.

resumed. Again the greatest difficulty

was experienced in starting up, but

eventually the engine was 'got going.

There followed a kind of T.T. over

difficult and tortuous roads, with here and
there a really bad patch, and Shaftesbury

was reached to time.

Here the engine stopped while route

card and watcn were being coirsulted,

and once again refused to start. Happily,

a large garage was open close by, and
investigation led to the discovery of a

stuck up rocker arm in the contact

breaker.
This was soon eased off, and the engine

started first kick. It was now too late

for a " gold," but the rider was determined
on getting a silver, so he blinded cheer-

fully all the way to Honiton, hardly
noticing the observed gradient of Chard
Hill on the way.
The^ exhaust pipe next came off, and a

game of snap-dragon with the hot union
ensued.

A Curious Accident.

After some twisty, hilly lanes came
Sidmouth, w-here a local workman advised
the competitors that he was going to

summon the M.C.C. for making a noise!
Then Peak Hill—rough, but not so bad.
Then some frightful lanes about 5ft. wide.
Then' . . . deep ruts, mud, and a
fall "all anyhow" in the middle of the
lane, only ten miles from Exeter

!

Somehow, in falling, the inlet valve
was bent nearly five degrees, so that it

would go neither up nor down. The valve
guide was also broken. An hour's un-
successful work, what time the long, long
trail of motor cycles and cars went past
and up the hill as the sun rose. Suddenly
a recollection of being very hungry
resulted in the finding of a perfectly
heavenly farm, with an even more
heavenlj' Devonshire breakfast. . . .

There are compensations for everything !

H.E.S. -

Newcastle and District M.C.
The Newcastle and District ilotor Club's

Friday evening gatherings at the Grand
Hotel are proving very popular. Contri-
butors to an enjoyable programme last
week included Messrs. C. E. Warrington,
Wicks, Battye, Wood, and others. Mr.
A. S. C. Broadway presided. Speeches
by Messrs. Baxter and Keir upon the
intention of the North to organise an
automobile association free from any con-
nection with the Royal Automobile Club
were received with great enthusiasm.

Lancaster, Morecambe, and District M.C.C.
The Lancaster, JMorecambe, and District

Motor Cycle Club held its an'nual dinner
on Monday night, December 20th, at the
County Hotel, Lancaster. Mr. Jos.
Atkinson, of Atkinsons, Ltd., presided
and it was mentioned that a motor reli-
ability run had been held over Whiteshaw
Moss, Kingsdale, during that week-end,
ten completing the seventy-six miles.
A hill-climbing c.-'inpetition is to be

held in 1921 up Langthwaite Brow. There
are 106 members.

bS

CLUB NEWS.
East Lancashire M.C.C.

There was a distinctly motoring flavour
about the third annual ball of the East
Lancashire M.C.C, which was held before
Christmas at the Public Hall, Black-
burn. Nearly 300 guests danced on a
floor that was arrowed in correct trials

manner! Added to this a number of the
dancers carried hooters, etc., upon which
they accompanied the Crellin Best
Orchestra. Mr. W. G. Guest was hon.
secret-ary of the event, and the M.C.'s,
Messrs. A. A. F. Jerrard, H. Walsh, and
W. B. Livesey, wiere assisted by a large
band of efficient stewards.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The Harrogate and District M.C.C.'s
Boxing Day trial attracted quite a good
number of entries, but, owing to fog
and rain, only sixteen faced the starter.

The event, e.xtending to ninety miles, was
run in four sections, each of which had
to be completed non-stop, and no adjust-
ments were allowed without loss of

marks. The first section put out of the
running D. Mon:-e (4 Wilkin), who retired

with. engine trouble. The second section
accounted for H. James (2^ Excelsior)
with gear trouble and H. Hamlyn
(8 Zenith sc), who broke a chain.. No
casualties appeared during the third sec-

tion, but evidently the riders were find-'

ing that mud and wet were intent upon
causing trouble, for, no sooner had the
last section commenced than D. Berry
(4 Triumph sc.) had to stop to tighten
his front cone. C. Mitchell (4 Triumph)
had tyre trouble, and ran out of petrol,
as did Eastwood on a similar machine.
H. E. Ellis (4 B.S.A. sc.) had a large
amount of trouble with his belt. W.
Monkhouse (4 Triumph sc.) also had belt;

trouble. Hlingworth (8 Enfield sc.) had
gear trouble, and failed to finish. The
observed hills did not cause very much
trouble, and nobody had any complaints
on that score.

The results are as follows :

SOLO CLASS.—G. Hill (S^i ScottJ, non-stop- W
Atkinson (4 Triumph), non-stop; D. Brigham (4
Triumpll), non-fitop; H. Smitlues (8 Escelsior), lost
on time; A. Hill (4 Triumpli), lost on time.
PASSENGER CLASS.—W. E. Grange (8 Brad-

bury sc), non-stop; \y.- Monkhouso (4 Triumph ac).
one stop.
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CEMT patent:
5, REVIEWED BY B. H. DAVIES.

Studded Cylinders.

CAPT. W. 0. Beiitley is known to fame
in three separate spheres. Years
ago he was well known as one of

our keenest competition riders. Later
he raced on a D.F.P. During- the war he
designed what is unquestionably the best
rotary engine tor aeroplanes in the world—his experimental corner in the Humber
works had much to do with our
supremacy in the air. Latterly, he has
been much wooed by sportsmen who desire
early delivery of "his three litre road
racing car. He now appears as the in-
ventor of a new type of air-cooled cylin-
der, which much intrigues my curiosity.
This cylinder will obviously be expensive
to manufacture. Does his alwavs cautious
nature envisage the possibilitv of yet
another 'orrible war? Or is his fertile
brain busy on a 100 h.p. air-cooled car
for the sons of millionaires? Anyhow, the
drawing is practically self-explanatory.
Shouldered pins of a high conductivity
metal, e.^., copper or aluminium, are
utilised to stud the steel cvlinder barrel,
which is made rather thicker than usual.'
The pins may be taper-headed, or flattened
to form a continuous tin. Their shoulders
are preferably in contact. They may be
screwed, pressed, shrunk, or cast into

M,yi\iU\/\juy\

Bentley's air-coolin? No. 1-W 286
18,6/19.

place; in the drawing they are inserted
from the outside and riveted on the
inside, a final cut being taken to (iniEh
the bore. I am afraid this mode of con-
struction will prove too expensive for
motor cycles, but it may adorn the
" B.R.3 " in the next war.

A Piston Head Valve.

I am an old cynic, and rarely lift my
eyebrows when a startling phrase greets
Die on opening a Patent Office specifica-
tion. But I rubbed my eyes hard when
I struck the following :""fhe stem of the
mlet valve passes through a hole in the
small end of the connecting rod. . .

."
But I wasn't nodding, as a glance at the'
sketch will prove. The engine in ques-
tion is a two-stroke, and, like all up-to-
date designers in this sphere, Messrs
Snarry and Bullows are irked by the in-
efficient valve timing which the conven-
tional three-port .system imposes. So they
transfer the inlet to the piston crown,

where they fit a poppet valve, the stem
of which protrudes into a cutaway
gudgeon pin. It is operated by a tappet
or pushrod provided with a giiide in the
bore of the connecting rod, and actuated

Snarry "s valve gear. No. 140,598
27/3/19.

by a cam on the crank pin, the big end
benig cut away to suit. This design
confers considerable freedom in timing of
the inlet period. The exhaust ports can
now be cut all round the cylinder, if de-
sued

; and scavenging may be assisted by
shaping the crown of the pistons as "a
crater, from the. centre of which the fresh
charge erupts, driving the exhaust gases
outwards towards the ring of ports. I
wonder much if this engine has been
made and run? It should solve the ques-
tion of deadening the valve clack; but
what about adjusting the tappet clear-
ance?

A Three-speed and Reverse Gear Box.
Mr. T. L. Williams protects the gear

box shown herewith, of which the special
feature is that onlj' one pair of gear
wheels ai-e running idly on any given
ratio, and that the loose wheel of the
idle pair is always on the driven shaft,
which is slow running. The extreme left-

hand pinion on the upper or driven shaft
is the reverse pinion, and the axes of
the three shafts are not in the same
plane, so that the reverse gear is through
two wheels only. In order to keep tlie
shafts short, no neutral position is pro-
vided between the secondary pinions fur
the reverse and first forward gears, and
a special gear changing mechanism is sug-
gested to prevent the dogs on the driven
shaft from^ being engaged during changes
from "R" to "l" and i.;^^ versa.

Kick-starter Engagement.
In yir. J. C. Harris's kick-starter, the

two pinions are alwavs in mesh, and the
larger wheel runs loose. A ratchet on its
outer face matches a ratchet splined to
the secondary shaft, but free to move
endways along it. A spring normally
holds the two rntrlipls out of contact.

Williams's change-speed gear. No. 140 566
25/2/19.

Harris's starting device. No. 140,(03
29/9/19.

When the starter pedal is operated, the
movable ratchet is forced round, and a
couple of spring plungers mounted in the
casting quit two oval holes in the
ratchet, and bear against it, forcing it
into engagement. At the end of the
stroke the spring plungers regain their
holes, and the main spring once more
keeps the ratchets disengaged.

An Auxiliary Attachment.
Messrs. Smit and van Veen (no prize

for guessing their nationalitv) make a
suggestion which I do not think I have
seen before. They propose to motorise
a push-bicycle by removing the usual
pedal crank from the bottom bracket and
marketing a bijou engine which fits into



Recent Patents.

—

the bracket, with the cylinder on one side

and the flywheel and pulley on the other.

I have never worked out the dimensions,

Smit's two-stroke. No.

141,906. 22/4/19.

and ha'e ma doots whether the bore of
the bottom bracket is sufficiently spacious.
They suggest a rope drive from a pulley
on the off side of the crankshaft. Help!

The Original Cykelaid.

Messrs. Sheppee and Jowitt go one
better than the Dutchmen. They'thread
their crankshaft through the hub of the
back wheel ; but there is this in their
favour, that they can supply a special
back wheel with a fat hub, whereas the

last invention
intends to use
a standard
bottom bracket.
I feel grave
suspicions of the
drive which
Messrs. Sheppee
and Jowitt
proposed, viz.,

belt from the
crankshaft to

a countershaft
fixed to the rear
forks and carry-
ing a .small fric-

tion disc rubbing
on a flat belt
rim fixed to the
wheel spokes.
This ijotion was
tried out on a

machine known
as the Derby,
and built about
the year one.
I am not pre-
pared to say
that the Derby
was killed by
its transmission,
for it may have
—probably did
have — a dud
engine and
ignition ; never-

theless, this transmission contains possi-
bilities of trouble, which, I presume, were
duly discovered, since the machine which
was e.xhibited at Olympia as the Cyke-
laid was considerably modified.

BI2

F. H. Sheppee's motor
attachment. No. 141,866
19/3/19.

An Eccentrically Mounted Pulley.

A chain-cum-belt drive, embodying an
expanding pulley gear, represents Mr.
G. H. Jones's idea of a good modern
transmission. The countershaft, which
carries the expanding pulley, is mounted
eccentrically upon a disc, which can be
partially rotated in a carrier fixed to the
frame. This allows the belt tension to

G. H. Jones's variable gears

No. 137,941. 22/2/19,

be maintained at all working diameters
of the pulley. The front chain is pro-
perly tensioned on top gear, and its slack
is taken up by a jockey sprocket on the
lower gears. Single lever control of gear
ratio, constant belt and chain tension are
some of the advantages claimed foi^ the
Jones gear. An alternative construction
allows both flanges of the pulley to move
equally and simultaneously.

A Swinging Countershaft.

Sir, James Jlilne is equally attracted

by the variable pulley form of gear,

but his ideas approach more closely to

J . Milne's belt trans-

mission gear. No
137,953. 15/3/19,

the_ Philipson pulley form. His vari-

able pulley is made in two halves,

pressed together by
springs, so that they
tend to raise the gear.

When extra tension is

put on the belt, either

by a jockey pulley or

other means, the belt

pressure overcomes the
springs, and the pulley
opens. For choice, he
mounts his pulley on an
arm which swings about
the crankshaft centre in
order to put extra ten-
sion on the belt ; the.

primary drive may then
be by chain or gear. The
pulley flanges are driven
by toothed collars. On

JANUARY 6ih, iq2i.

a motor cycle there is no room for

such a pulley to be swung below the crank
case, and if it swung on the upper side

of the crankshaft, the rider would surely

have to be a dwarf or very bow-legged.

Another Method.

Messrs, Hirst complete a trio of vari-

able puHey drives, aitA I plead guilty to

preferring their version, A pinion on
the engine-shaft drives an internally-

toothed wheel fitted in the centre of the
variable pulley. The assembly, consisting

of the internal gear wheel and the pulley,

is not only eccentric to the crankshaft,

but is movable to adjust the belt tension.

A substantial gear reduction is obtainable
on the primary drive, so that the bottom
gear may be low, and is not condemned
to the usual lilliputian area of belt con-

tact, I much doubt whether there is

room for any more variable pulley gears
on the market. Present tendencies are

all in favour of the chain with arbitrary

T. E, C, Hirst and L, N, Hirst, variable

gear. No. 137,658. 25/2/19.

ratios, and the alternative is pretty fully
represented by the Rudge Multi and
Zenith-Gradua.

Duplex Frame Construction.

The duplex frame illustrated herewith
is protected by Mr. R. B. Coleman, of
Sydney, Australia. I fear that its weight
and cost of manufacture are prohibitive,
quite apart from any technical aspects.
The sketch ' does not show the revolu-
tionary design of the front fork, which
includes two inner members of flat sec-

tion, designed to spring in a fore and aft
direction, and provided with spear heads
rocking in slots at their upper ends.

Coleman's frame construction.

No. 13,623.
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IS IT PROFITEERING?
Sir.^JIay I draw your attention and_ tliat of your readers

to the perfectly astounding prices which most firms nitend
to- charge for the new licence card holders. In some cases,

as much as 7s. 6d. and 8s. 6d. is being charged, this seems
a very clear case of profiteering. True, some are to be of

brass, and some nickel-plated, but I fancy that even so the
price is most e.xcossive. The ch.eapest I have seen advertised
so far is 2s. 6d. This is rather more moderate ; but, even
in this case, I venture to consider the price too high. It is

not fair of the manufactiu'ers to take advantage of the fact

that motor cyclists will be bound to buy these holders by
sticking on the price in this way. As a matter of fact, I do
not think the highest priced holders will sell verv well.

Whitchurch. AKTI-PROFITEER.
[We are inclined to think that owners of luxurious and high-

priced machines will be more than anxious to obtain fit-

ments of a comparatively high quality and finish. It is

doubtful if a serviceable holder complying with official

icquiremeiils could be produced at less than 2s. 6d.

—

Ed.]

A TALL ORDER.
Sir.^With reference- to the letter by " G.P./' in your issue

of December 16th, I think that the best thing to do would
be to stop motor cycling and buy a car.

However, the nearest approach to "G.P.'s" requirements
is, in my opinion, the Velocette fitted with the M-L Maglita
lighting and ignition set as shown- in the Show Number of

your journal.

Being the proud posses.sor of a two-speed Velocette I am
in a position to know some of its merits. Although only
fitted with 24in. wheels, this cycle is very comfortable to

ride, and a fair sized person docs not look out of place on it.

My Velocette has flooded with oil only once during the

six months I have had it.

It will climb any hill. . On a recent tour in Wales, only

twice had I to drop into low gear. With regard to tyres,

any pneumatic tyre is liable to be punctured. J.S.J.

Sheffield.

Sir,—As a regular reader of your paper, I should like to

advocate a balloon for "G.P.," Sheffield, as it would fulfil

most of his requirements, i.e., size according to weight of

passenger. It can be ridden in all weathers in ordinary
clothes. It can be used at any time, day and night, if tied

up in the back yard. No flooding with oil. climbs anything,

and will' give a year's silent running without attention to

any mechanical parts, and is free from tvre trouble.

Famham.
"

S.D.M.

Sir,—I was most interested in letters by " G.P." and
"Speed Wobble."

If "G.P." will take a trip to Bournemouth^ I have no
doubt he will find a 'bus to suit him, though I am afraid it

will only be a one pony or donkey power. As for climbing
an;/ hill, I would not say "two strokes" would do it, but
four mil/lit persuade it. —
Now for " Speed Wobble." I like to hear of a man getting

a move on, and the boy's performance of doing over 60
m.p.h. with his hands in his pockets is very creditable, con-

sidering his age (seventeen). Of course, as a man of more
mature age, I can look back on similar stunts of my own. I

remember once I rode to the newsagent's (some considerable

distance) to buy my copy of The Xlolor Ci/rle, and on the

return journey I could not wait till I reached home to read

it so I read it in the saddle. I was doing about 95 m.p.h.

at the time. I remember " Ixion's " "Comments" were as

pithy as usual,- but I cannot remember any sign of wobble.

Derby. A.D.

Sir,—I have just read your correspondent's letter under
the heading of " A Fairly Tall Order " asking tor a machine
wliich will go anywhere, etc.

I would not advise him to look to a motor cycle to provide
the mean.s of transport. I suggest he should ivait a tittle

longer and carry out the parson^s precepts, and eventually a

form of locomotion will be provided, free of cost, wlilch will

about fill the bill. I also believe a harp w-ill be thrown in

with the bargain.
Those, like myself, .who once relied upon surface carbu-

rettors, coil ignition, shoe lace belts, with the addition of

profanity and tears, cannot hope for his good fortune, but
we hope for the best.

As said the fo.x the grapes are very sour. A.E.S.
Manchester.

aji. subscriptions—another viewpoint.
Sir,— I have read with interest the various letters relating

to the increase in subscription to the A. A. Up to the

present, none of your correspondents touch the point that

interests many in this district, and, no doubt, many
thou.iands of similarly situated people throughout the country
generally.

I am a working man, the owner of a sidecar outfit which
I am able to use solely at week-ends and holidays for about
seven months of the year. I have shortly to pay increased

lax of £4, and am asked to pay a fee of £1 Is. if I wish
to continue my membership of the A. A. When to this is

added the increased cost of petrol, garaging, -id eve;y
other necessity to jnotor cycling, and the fact that short

working hours are gei.era! throughout the cou .,'—if one
is fortunate enough to be employed at all—,yo i will agree

it hits me, and others, in the same position very hard
indeed.
Myself and many of my friends and acquaintances do

not intend to renew our A. A. membership : some cannot

afford it, and some of us for the reason that we think the

A. A. should have made much more stringent efforts to get

the new tax reduced. It is the owners of the working
man's car—the sidecar outfit—who feel the effects of this

tax the most. Generally we are married, and, therefore,

have more expenses to meet than the owner of the solo

machine, who is, more often than not, single.

If someone only had the courage to advise the non-

payment of this excessive tax until it was reduced, I feel

sure there would have been such an emphatic adherence to

such a suggestion that the Government would have seen

the necessity and fairness of some reduction to the owner
of the sidecar outfit. Many of us are, at the present time,

forced to store our machines away.

It will be very difficult for some to pay this tax without

making a sacrifice. As a friend of mine remarked to me
recently, the £4 tax, £1 Is. A.A. subscription, 5s. driving

licence, and 2s. per week garaging are, altogether, more
than two weeks' wages on the present working hours.

Let the A.A. think it out from that point of view, and

it will form some idea of the number of members it is

going to lose.

AN UNGRATEFUL MEMBER OF THE A. \.

Coventry.

BI5
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MECHANICAL OIL PUMPS IN COLD WEATHER.
Sir,—Having been a continual rider of a motor cycle since

1905, I have read with 'great interest from time to time the

coiireBpondence in your paper regarding mechanical lubrica-

tion. It seems to me, however, that the main point has been

missed in each case. Before any small pump can bs induced

to deliver a steady stream of oil, surely some means of warm-
ing the oil must be devised. AsWe all know, especially with
air-cooled oil, in the winter time it very nearly assurnes the

form of butter, whereas in the summer it is quite thin. In
the ca.se of cars and some motor cycles the sump gets over
all difficulties by warming the oil ; any pump will then
circulate it quite easily.

Last year I took a trip to Marseilles with my 8 h.p.

Williamson water-cooled motor cycle and sidecar. Even
using water-cooled oil it became so thick that it would not
even draw up into the hand pump. Could one expect any
small pump to circulate this? It seems to me that before
manufacturers need trouble about a pump they should con-
centrate upon an effective method of warming the oil in the
tank, when, 1 thinl%, it will be found that any of the present

pumi>3 will work perfectly. In the case of engines with
sumps tliis is already done. As things are at present, even
if the sump manages to circulate the oil, it must go at only
half the speed in winter that it does in summer, therefore

setting must be altered, frequently. DAVID TOD.

IMPROVING DOUGLAS OIL CONSUMPTION FIGURES.
Sir,—As a patron of your excellent paper for some years

now I was very much interested in Mr. E. Victor Abel's
letter in a recent issue. I also am a 4. h.p. Douglas sidecar
merchant, as they say. I purchased back in the summer a
renovated W.D. model dated late 1918, which, I should
mention, was in really splendid condition ; the engine, I should
think, having done hardly fifty miles. However, I have had
some considerable trouble both as regards the petrol and
the oil consumption. For at least two months it was eating
up a tankful of the best spirit to about forty miles at the
best, though I am a motor cyclist of three years' experience.
The consumption of oil was still more extravagant, the sump
full lasting about the same number of miles, and the machine
in consequence used to come back to dock more like an oil
ship. A friendly tip from a brother Douglas rider put this
right, and I simply sweated in a blob of solder in the bottom
of the oil delivery pipe and rebored it with a smaller hole.

About the petrol consufnption, perhaps Mr. Abel would
kindly tell me how he adjusts the float; by means of a small

washer below the split jjin'/ I tried a smaller jet, a.s I

tried benzole, but it did not act, so I had to replace the No.
28 that was in it originally. The carburetter is the Douglas
pattern with the small pil>e carrying heated air to the jacket,

from the front exhaust pipe. CECIL G. EMERY.

ACCUMULATOR LIGHTING FOR SOLO MACHINES.
Sii',

—

Ajiiojjos "D.H.D.'s" remarks re accumulator light-

ing for solo machines, I have been using this system for some
time now, and find it fulfils my requirements exactly, i.e.,

about half an hoirr's use every evening.
On my machine, however, a four volt Halford accumulator

is carried in a metal case, slung on the carrier.
In spite of the vibration that concentrates in the tail of an

unsprung motor cycle, I have not experienced any trouble
whatsoever from spilt acid or from the paste falling oif__the

plates.

The lamps are connected in parallel, and are operated from
a single switch mounted on the handle-bars.

Personally, I consider it is quite unnecessary to carry four
accumulators, as "D.H.D." proposes to do, when one will
ansv/er the purpose. I have my battery recharged once every
three weeks.
The total cost of the outfit was £3 5s. I purchased the

various parts at several garages and shops, and would he
pleased to send a list of them to "D.H.D," if he is interested.
My 'bus is a 1915 3^ h.p. Indian twih. It has been over,

the Kirkstone, Honister, How Town, etc., in the Lake
District, Bwlch-y-Groes (three times), Eunant Pass, Horse-
shoe Pass, and many more in Wales, all during the last six
months. I have never yet konked out on a hill through lack
of power.

" We " did over 1,500 in Wales during September and
October, and i£ -trial promoters are looking for a choice
piece of road I can recommend- the bit between Clun and
Kerry. I thought I was getting quite an expert at rough
riding until I struck this road and got thrown off twice in
fifty yards. The ruts are only 18in. deep—no exaggeration.
But 1 am more likely to be believed when I say that timber
ha.s been carted on it for the last four years without any
attempt to repair it. There is about six' miles of low and
middle gear work, and then one breathes again.

H. BARTON.

Even when the country-side is mantled with snow, there is a charm in pottering about the by-lanes. Here a solo rider is able to take advantage
of the narrow path at the side of a ford, whereas the sidecarist who accompanied him had to take to the water.

Bif.
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REAR SPRINGING. J
Sir,—After much correspondence and mysterious non-

committances, we have at last arrived at the time when the
ingenious system of retaining a constant transmission tension
on a spring frame is revealed (the Durston system, described
in The Motor Cycle of December 16th).

I was greatly disappointed, as I thought we had really got
it this time. When the inventor mentioned eccentric motidVt
it gave a very different idea, but it appears that it was only
a smoke screen or dust screen in front of our eyes to hide
the real thing.

I had formed the opinion from TJie. Motor Ci/ch that we
were strongly following car lines, but it appears I was wrong

;

it is railway lines, as the idea is a compromise between the
linli of Stephenson's link motion and . the bearing 'of the
railway engine wheel. '

-
,

In my humble opinion, the device would look better if

coil springs were used top and bottom of horn plates instead
of the quarter-elliptical springs, which I always think look
out of place on a motor cycle.

In friendly criticism, I must pass the following remarks :

Where does the simplicity of the knock-out spindle come
in if there are half a doze)i operations to perform before the
wheel can be dropped out?
As the guides cannot be fully covered, owing to the up

• and down movement of the wheel, what is going to stop
the egress of grit, and what would happen if it clogged one
of the horn plates ? It also appears to me that the mud-
guards would have to have e.\cessive clearance for the
movement of the wheel. This, with the shape of the guides
and brackets, would spoil the outline of the cycle.
Birmingham. UBIQUE.

CAR PRACTICE IN MOTOR CYCLE DESIGN.
Sir,—May I be permitted to disagree with "Criticus';' in

his recent article on the above subject?
I have always' looked after my vehicles—cars and motor

cycles—myself, and I have no hesitation whatever in saying
that, to guard again.st wear, the car requires about four times
the attention of the cycle.

It is true that if no care is given to cither vehicle- beyond
the fil]ing of the tanks, the four-wheeler will probably run for
longer before breaking down, assuming that tirst-claiis

examples of each type aj'e experimented on.
I would like to join issue with " Criticus " very definitely

on the subject of brakes. I deny point blank tliat any ciV
foot brake gives as little trouble as those fitted to the single-
gear Xortons or Rudges, for example. It is a debatable
point whetlier the car brake is even as effective as a really
well-designed belt rim brake fitted to a motor cycle.
The lofig delay in fitting automatic carburetters to motor

cycles was by no means due to ignorance of designers of their
existence

.
or value. I submit an automatic carburetter is

hopelessly out of place on any machine which is not fitted
with a kick-staiter and variable gears, the reason being that,
on a single-geared mount whicli has to be pushed off, an
automatic carburetter will not supply sufficient power from
cold to let the rider get away easily.

"Criticus" will excuse me, I hope, if I accuse him of
special pleading, when he states that motor cycle handle-bars
jolt far more than a car steering wheel, and that, therefore, two
levers cannot be accurately worked. "The handle-bar mav jolt,

but the relative position "of the hand and the throttle "levers
is always the same. Except on a car with direct steering
(and such cars are few) this is by no means the case.

Actually, I think that ton-m.p.g. is a senseless sort of
test for pleasure vehicles, as the heavier the vehicle the better
showing it makes. A decent lorrj' will knock spots off a car
in this test.

lie flywheels. While the outside flywheel has many advi^nt-
ages, it is rather sweeping to say "of inside flywheels that
" mechanically there is everything to be said against
their use."
For their size and weight, inside flywheel.s damp the .shock

of explosion better owing to their being so near the crank pin.
It is on the vexed question of lubrication that the car is

generally most favourably compared to the cycle. Now,
with regard to oil economy the car has it all the time. As
against that the motor cycle engine is lubricated with oil all
the time After the first hundred miles or so after a fill the
car engine is lubricated with slops. Owing to its much
greater working heat. I greatly doubt if the motor cyrle
engine would .^itiMul this sort of" treatment.

I have in my garage at present two 1920 cars of different

type, each with a very complete lubrication system. Each
cost over £850. Neither is constantly supplied with good
fresh oil, as is a motor cycle. If I w'ant them to be well
lubricated at any reasonable expense my only course is. to fill

their sumps 'up to less than the half-way "levels and drain
them every week. This is what I do in actual practice, and
even then it is never oil that comes out of the sump. If 1

had to buy my oil in the ordinary way I could not afford this

at all, as the actual consumption is about 250 m.p.g. I have
also four motor cycles, all 1920 models. Two of these", liave
sunfp type oiling. In theory a quart will last either of these
machines 300 miles. Actually, I have to drain the sump
about every hundred miles, or the machines lose power and
overheat. Of these four machine.s the only ones that show
signs of engine wear are the two with the sump and pump
oil supply. They have all done about the same mileage
A well-known car firm slates in its book of instruc-

tion that about twenty-two <;reascrs require attention (i.e.,

turning) each day, and that tlie adju.stinent of brakes should
be tested each day.
Modern motor cycles require a good deal more attention

in the garage than they used to ten years ago. This is

due to more complicated transmission and gearing, and, in

some cases, springing. But it is definitely the case, and
owing to their being a much smaller mass of machinery, it

must always remain the case that, to keep them in' the
best condition,- motor cycles require far less attention than
cars. , .

- ^

Does this mean that motor cycle manufacturers ought to
try and embody as many car fcAturcs as jx>ssible in their
machines?

Willi all respect to "CViticus," I hold that they should not.
E\eii at the present day very few car features can be said
to be really satisfactory. Why then .sliould an attempt be
made to incorporate them on a totally different type of
vehicle, where there is very limited room, and where con-
siderations of size and weight rule supreme?

ITie ignorance of some designers about other people's
products is really colossal.

Finally, "Criticus" says, "Car drivers, however cheap the
vehicle, keep dr\- and clean." Seeing that the writer is on
the staff 01 T/ir A iilarrir, it is impossible to accuse him of

ig.'iorance Therefore^ the only conclusion I can come to is

that he had his tongue very much in his cheek when he
wrote that slnlement. Mark you, he docs not use the word
"comparatively " to qualify his statement. If he did I should
have no quarrel with him.
As he winds up with such a bald declaration of that sort.

I beg to opTXi.'e it with one equally bald. It is impo.=sible
to keep dry or clean in any open car. One's only chance is

to sit ill the back of a limousine with all windows shut and
have a man to drive. PATIENT PETE.

Chapelizod, Co. Dublin.
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New Lightweight
Sidecar

Specially Designed for Low-
powered Machines.

A LIGHTWEIGHT sidecar of attrac-
tive form has lately been brought
out by the L.A.D. Manufacturing

Co., Rustic Walk, Lower Bourne, Farn-
ham, Surrey.
Made throughout in Venesta three-ply

wood, the body is varnished before the
application of the first of seven coats
of paint to prevent eventual cracking or
flaking.

The back folds down when not in use,
thus keeping the seat dry in the event
of rain. It is fastened to the main por-
tion of the body by means of chains,
which also allow the angle to be ad-
justed. The suspension is by coil saddle
springs.

A sidecar for lightweight machines, the L.A.D. , which has a hinged back rest, protecting

the seat from rain when the sidecar is empty.

Both strong and light, the body is

copper-riveted, neither nails nor screws
being employed, and it weighs under
38 lb., being especially designed for

lightweight machines, such as the 2| b.p.

Douglas, Levis, and similar makes. This
sidecar is also exceedingly moderate in

price.

A New 350 c.c.

Four-stroke with
Outside Flywheel
The Wosco Engine which has
a Bore and Siroke of 76 mm.

THE outside flywheel continues to gain
ground. The latest engine embody-
nig this feature is the Wosco,

designed and made by Mr. W. 0. Spink,
-of 52, Broderick Road, Wandsworth
Common.

It is a plain straightforward design
intended for lightweights, and has a bore
and stroke of 75 mm., the capacity being
349 c.c. Side-by-side valves of Ifin.

diameter are used.

Excepting for the outside flywheel the

engine follows well tried practice through-
out, but special attention has been paid

to lubrication. The oil enters the crank
case on the timing side, and is thence con-

veyed to the cylinder walls and piston by
splash from the big end, which dips into

a trough cast in the base of the crank
case. Cam wheel,, rockers, and magneto
chain sprocket are lubricated in the usual

way by oil vapour from the crank case,

whilst both the crankshaft and ball bear-
ings are supplied with lubricant through
channels drilled in the casting.

Three rings, located at the top, are
fitted to the piston, and an effective

method of fi.xing the gudgeon pin is

employed. Two small bolts are screwed
into the gudgeon jjin bosses, and pass
through the gudgeon pin, retaining it in

jjosition.

AARRYATT MUDSHIELDS.
ALTHOUGH front mudguarding has

been receiving much attention lately,

many riders still prefer a neat, if

comparatively inefficient, front guard,
coupled, when necessary, with a wide pair
of leg guards. Good examples of the latter

fitment (illustrated on this page) are made
by the Marryatt Engineering Co., Askew
Works, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.

THE TILSTON LOCK-NUT.
AN e.xceedingly neat lock-nut is the

Tilston, which is secured by being
drilled at intervals so as to admit

of a split pin being pushed through, and

allowed to be engaged with a flat cut
on the side of the bolt. The flat on the
bolt, in its relative position to the holes
in the nut, is always in view, and conse-
quently it is easy to locate the alignmeijt
of both

;
while, in the case of Castle

nuts, the hole in the bolt camiot be seen,
so the alignment between the slots in the
end of the hole and the bolt has to be
obtained by feeling with the split pin.

Tilston locking-

nut devices.

By using a bolt with two or more flats,

a finger adjustment may be made. The
manufacturers are the Tilston Engineer-

ing Co., Ltd.,' Albion House, 61, New
O.xford Street, London. W.C.I.

Valve and fly-

wheel sides ot

the Wosco 350
four - stroke

Mudshields made by the

Engineering Co.

Marryatt
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Experiments in Mudguarding.
A One-piece Legshield and Engine Guard for Triumpii Machines.

IT is an unfortunate fact that niariv
otherwise excellent machines fall short
in the matter of the provision of

adequate weatherprooiing, such as the
" all-the-year-round " type of rider
recjuires.

It 15 tliis state of affairs which has
called into being innumerable legshielus
and splashguard devices which are non-
offered to the motor cycle public. Most
of these, it must be admitted. adequA-.-?lv
fulfil the purpose for which they are
intended, but it sometimes happens that
the methods of attachment connecle'l
with fitlings of tliis nature leave soinc-
Ihing to be desired. With this thougiit
ni view, itessi-s. W. Brandish and feons.
of Foleshill Road. Coventry, set out to
produce a complete underscr'een. magneto-
guard and leg.shields- whicli could be
fitted to e.xisting machines with a
minimum of trouble.

Simplicity of fitting and ample protection

are the great claims made for Brandish's

one-piece aluminium mudshicid for Triumph
machines.

Testing and observing the effectiveness of the Brandish legshlelds and windscreen in a
fifty yards watcrsplash.

It was believed that to achieve this
end in a most satisfactory way only one
style suitable for one particular make
of machine should be adopted, and the
4 h.p. Triumph was selected. Tlie
shield, which is constructed from a
single sheet of aluminium, is fitted to
the Triumph machine without the addi-
tion of any other parts, since the two
front tank holding liolts and the two
footrest crossbar nuts are used in con-
junction with the lugs already attached
to the screen : in consequence, the latter
may be fitted to the machine in about
three minutes without alteration or

modification of any part. In order to
make quite sure that the rider as well
as the engine unit are adequately pro-
tected from any .splashes thrown off the
front wheel, a long series of tests were
carried out; and, after a few slight
alterations from the original pattern, it

was found possible that a long water-
splash of quite fifty yards could be
negotiated at almost any speed without
ijl-effects, the rider merely wearing his
ordinary clothing and not depending
upon waterproof leggings for protection.
This shoultl be a great boon to the all-

weather " business " rider.

A New French Lightweight.
Knocic-out Spindles for Bolli

Wheels and an Aluminium
Cylinder Head.

SEVEBAL unusual features are incor-

porated in the 2i h.p. S.C. two-
stroke, made by Etablissemeiits Soyer

ct Cie., 116. Rue de Paris. Colombes
(Seine). France. The engine, which has

a detachable head of aluminium and an
aluminium piston, has a bore and stroke

i.f 67x70 mm. The carburetter and
general appearance conform with English
ideas The wheel spindles are of the
knock-out variety, while substantial mud-
guards are fitted. Needless to say, this

machine is evjuipped with a two-speed
gear. The neat aluminium cover for the
magneto and tran.smission chains is

worthy of note.

b
Symmetrical l.nes distinguish the S.C. two-stroI<e-

design.

-a good example ol French lightweight

Cy
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Well-timed Greetings.

As usual at this time of the year our

mail bags have contained a large number
of New Year greetings from readers—one

as tar off a« Newark, U.S.A. and another

in New Zealand.

Be Careful.

Motor cycles continue to attract the

attention of thieves, a warning to naotor

cyclists to insure and also to look to the

locks of their garages.

The A.C.U. Spring Trial.

We understand that the A.C.U. One
Day Trial, which was originally intended

to be held in February, has been post-

poned to April.

Enthusiasts. _
They are indeed keen motor cyclists

who during the winter will turn to and
hose their machines after returning, say.

at night, from a muddy journey—yet

many do it.

' Mudguarding.

It is mifortunate that motor cycles are

'designed in the summer for the ne.\t

Olympia Show. It winter conditions pre-

vailed during the experimental period we
might see a more decided improvement
in mudguarding.

First Aid.

Unable to enter in the London-Exeter
run Capt. Dudley Barton, the Dunelt
exponent, set himself a useful task to
help any competitor in trouble. Loading
up his big two-stroke outfit with a
plentiful supply of Thermos flasks, he
started after the last competitor to find

any brother of the wheel in' need of a
helping hand. He found many who
appreciated the mobile restaurant in the
wilds of rain-swept Salisbury Plain, and
also the assistance he was able to give
ilr a mechanical direction. It was a very
sporting action and de.serves official

recognition.

Frame Design.

The effect of the various stresses com-
municated to the members of the motor
cycle frame was the subject of an in-

teresting paper by Mr. Douglas Leechman,
read before the In.stitution of Automobile
Engineers last week. It was pointed out

that a frame consisting of a series of

triangles should be so interconnected that

the load is applied at the apices and not

at the sides. The author discussed the

extent to which the ordinary design of

the frame to-day complies with these

requirements, and then drew attention to

the necessity for large diameter in the

bottom tube to diminish any tendency
towards " rolling."

Special S^oX^xx^$>^

A TWO YEARS' TEST.

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLE RECORDS.

PER ARDUA AD—EXETER.

Economy.
The People's Union for Economy is still

going strong, but we have yet to see it

advocate the more e.xtended use of motor
cycles in lieu of trains or other expensive

methods of transportation. Forms of

membership to the Union may be obtained
from 1, King's Buildings, Millbank, S.W.I.

Taxation.

Many owners of motor cycles seem
keen to know the weight of their mounts
for taxation purposes. We would remind
readers that only in the case of machines
near the' border line of 200 lb. is it neces-

sary to ascertain the actual weight.

Below we give a list of soiiie of the

machines which are in the neighbourhood
of 200 lb. : Alecto (189 lb.), Allon

(190 lb.), Armis (185 lb.), 2J h.p. and
4 h.p. Coulson B. (191 to 198 lb.), 2| h.p.

Douglas (174 to 199 lb.), Edmund (185 to

199 lb.), 23 h.p. Excelsior (193 lb.), 2*

h.p. Francis Barnett (195 lb.), 2J h.p.

H.B. (199 lb.), Invicta (187 lb.), 3 h.p.

Ivv (188 lb.), 21 h.p. Massev Arran
(196 lb.). 21 h.p. New Imperial (186 lb.),

2-1 h.p. Roval Euby (185 lb.), and 23 h.p.

Wolf (192 lb.). All the above are low-

powered solo machines, except the 4 h.p.

Coulson B., which is capable of medium-
weight sidecar work.

BESIDE THE DEVONSHIRE COAST IN THE M.C.C. LONDON-EXETER TRIAL
Near Lyme Regis, A. P. MacGowran (4 Triumph sc.) making an adjustment by the wayside.
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TAXATION.
Your new licence, which includes

taxation, must be paid before

January 31st. After this date a
licence, which will include num-
bers, must be taken out before the

machine can be used.

Tlie taxes and licences arc

:

5/- for motor-propelled machine:^
for luvalids.

30/- for a solo motor cycle under
•itmlb.

50/- for a sidecar outfit, the motor
cycle of which is under 200 lb.

GO/- for a solo motor cvcle over
2001b.

80/- for a sidecar outfit, the motor
cycle of wliich is over 200 lb.

80/- for a three-wheeled cycle car
under » cwt.

The weights mentioned are unladen
weights. /,... without petrol, oil, and
equipment, which is not actually neces-
sary .or the machine to rim on the ro&d.

The new licence includes registration
and ta.xation, but does not include
the driving licence, which remains as
betore—5s. per aiiiuim.

DO NOT WAIT UNTIL
THE 31st OF JANUARY!

Next Thursday

.\e.\t weijk's copy ipf Tht M'llm I'l/rlf

"ill cost you only 4fl.

The A.A. Taxation Booklet.

X sunniiaiy in handy form of tlie

\arions points arising, out of the new
la.N.ition scheme has been issued by the
.\.A. Members may obtain a copy free
111 application by postcard.

Fuel Prices Down.
Conimcneiiig on Monday last there was

.11 all-round reduction in the price of
motor fuels: sevenpence being deducted
Horn the gallon of petrol, and threepence
' mm benzole. The sevenpence off the

I
cWol price is, of course, in respect of

liie late fuel tax (plus cost of collection)
which is now abolished. Benzole has
.Iways been free from ta.\. therefore the
new price represents a genuine reduc-
iion. The new prices announced bv the
Shell Marketing Co., Ltd., this "week
are : Aviation, 3s. 9id. per gallon: No. 1,
3^. S^d. per gallon : Alex spirit is 3s. S^d.
-r gallon, while benzole is to be 3s. 8d.

"Motor Traction" becomes "Motor
Transport."

The changes of expressions and mean- '

iigs of words have had many strange re-

lilts in our dictionaries. The war brought
ijout many such, but there is one that

iias not been generally realised. It is

the word "Transport." Prior to the war,
if the word were u.sed, it generalfy
implied a .<hip that carried troops; to-day
it cover* everything that carries anything.
Ijikewi.^e, another word has changed

—

"Traction." This singular verbal revolt
has given the staff 01 our sister journal.
Mntur Trrifti'in "lor to think." So that
1.0 misconstruction should be read into
the title it has been changed, and in

future will be l;nown as ilutor Transport.
In no wise will the style of the paper be
altered, and it will continue to keep its

readers fully cognisant of the doings in

the transport world as in the past.

Open Events in the North.

At a meeting of the Motor Cycle Board
of the North-eastern Automobile Asso-
ciation held at Newcastle, when Mr. T.
A. Nicol, O.B.E.. presided, it was deter-

mined that control of an open reliability

trial granted to the Board by the Auto
Cycle Union for 30th April next, and an
open hill-climb for 30th July next, should
be handed over to the Newcastle and
District Club. The Board also provision-

ally accepted a third open event for 24th
September next, and secretaries of

affiliated clubs at South Shields, Tyne-
mouth, Sunderland. Diuham, Hartlepool,
Stockton. Bishop Auckland, Darlington,
and Wansbeek are to be asked if they
have any ambition to run thi event.

Exeter Finishers.

In tabular form below is a general
analysis of the entries, starters, and
finishers in the various classes which ran
in the M.C.C. London-Exeter return run.
It will be noticed that the best general
performance was made by the ttiree-

wheelcrs, while- the proportion of solo

riders who got through the trying
journey is distinctly creditable.

a.Tss. Umrics. Sl.ir>cr5. Fir.ishers.

Solo Ko
80
n

fi9

70
13

40
17

•is

Sidec.ir

Thrw.« hosiers ..

Cirs

ToMis = 37 :c6 :5l

A Guide to the New Licences.

Much useful information concerning the
licensing, registration, and taxatioTi of
motor cycles is contained in a shilling
guide just published by the .Vuto Cycle
L'nion. The motor cyclist is told how to
apply for a licence, where to display his
licence card, particulars as to the renewal
and transfer of licences, issue of duplicate
licences, registration, the registration
book, and is given much other useful in-

formation.
The book concludes with a li.st of regis-

tration and licensing authorities in the
United Kingdom, a list of lightweight

4d.
As announced last week, commenc-
ing with next Thursday's issue, the

price of "The Motor Cycle" will be

4d. instead of ^\A. as hitherto.

A small reduction in the cost of paper

enables us to effect this slight change.

We regret wc arc unable at present to

lov/cr the price to 3d., but the vast

circulation (over 100,000 net) makes
this impossible at the present cost of

labour and material.

A further reduction in price will be

made as soon as circumstances allow.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

"Front and rear views ol the new .A.C.U. combined
badge and licence card liolder.

motor cycles giving the weight of each,

and a table nidicating the increase or

decrease of the amount of annual tax

payable by a motor cyclist in the year
1921. as compared with previous years.

Cautious Garage Men.
Careful garage proprietors last week

were apparently clearing out their 1920
stocks of petrol, and often in consequeiK-e
only Aviation or .some of the heavier
grades of spirit were available. That,
anyhow, was an explanation we listened

to on several ociasions : and we need
hardly add that bargain sale tactics were
not adopted.

'The Autocar"—4d.

Ilur piireiit journal, The Autocar, the
representative British motoring journal

embracing all types of cars, will from
next week's issue be fourponce per copy
instead of si.Npence as at present.

Another Licence Holder Idea.

Ingenuity in providing means of li.xing

the new licence carriers lias by no means
exhausted iteelf. Although primarily
designed for car use, a neat device which
could be applied to mo.st sidecar bodies
was described in a recent issue of TIik

Aulf>r.(ir. The holder is simply attached
to a sheet 01 tlexihle material {sheet
rubber), stiffened by a wire frame, and
the top portion of the latter is bent oversc
that it may hang over the top beading o(

the door. It is secured inside
beneath the upholstery of the in-

terior, and its advantages are that
it is not dependent on close fitting

to contoured body panels, nor is

the surface of the latter damaged
in any way.

An A.C.U. Licence Card Holder.

-Members of the A.C.U. will be
able to parade their licence on
the same clip that will carry their
badge. Realising that the average
motor cyclist has an aversion to
having too many clips on his

handle-bar, the A.C.U. has intro-
duced a combined badge and
licence card holder, which is ex-
ceptionally neat, and has no small
bolts and nuts to hinder cleaning.
The illustrations show the con-
struction and general appeai'ance
of the new badge artd holder,
which is to be offered to members
fiir 5s.
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PHOTOGRARUY
A^ND THE

\

The Advantages ol a Sidecar for Press Work in Out-of-lhe-way Places.

A B.S.A. Outfit in the Hands of llie "Agricultural Gazette" Photographer.

OXLY pedlars and 2"/ie Motor Ctjde photographers

are required to go to such out-of-the-way places

as myself. I travel over large areas of this

country in quest of pedigree animals tO' obtain photo-

graphs for the A^ricullural Gazette.

In the early
days I found, con-

siderable difficulty

and delay in reach-

ing a destination

for the reason that

my "hunting
grounds '' were re-

mote from railway

stations, w h i c h
often are of so un-

important a

character that the

chance of securing

a conveyance was
very doubtful.

As my trips were
often of a fort-

night's duration, it

was necessary to

take with me a

large supply of

photographic
plates, as I fre-

q u e n 1 1 y make
several hundred ex-

posures on one
outing. This plate

item, in addition,,

to my camera out-

fit, rendered my
" kit " a distinc-

tively heavy one, making a walk of

practically impossible.

The accompanying illust

which I finally solved the

B.S.A. and its well-sprung

even a mile or so

The local inn frequently has to provide "lunch," which often consists of

humble bread and cheese.

rations indicate the way in

problem, with a 4j^ h.p.

sidecar, which carries the

"kit" without
, vibration. Vibra-

tion, leading to

friction and chafing

between the sensi-

tive plates, was my
greatest fear, since

the slightest rub-

bing of these deli-

cate surfaces would
be quite sufficient

to d a m a g e an
otherwise good
animal portrait.

The mechanism of

the special animal
camera, too, would
possibly be e n-

dangered by undue
jolting.

I found that, by
taking out . the

cushioned seat, I

could accommo-
date a good size

leather " kit bag,"

and by means of

two ropes I

fastened this to the

base of the sidecar.

. Into this bag went

my camera case,
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Press Photography and the Motor Cycle.

—

and round the latter I packed my spare plates with

small cushions of hay to keep the whole of the apparatus

tight, ^\hen the bag was closed, the contents were

insulated from such road shocks as the springs did

not take up when traversing rutty lanes and "farm
tracks. My. personal equipment is carried in the fore

part of the sidecar, and, if need be, a few more bo.xes

of spare plates also.

Since March of this year I have covered close upon

7.000 miles without more than merely trivial attention

AT A NORFOLK FARM.

(Left) The B.S.A. outfit, which has proved a

great aid in getting from farm to farm withoul

waste of time.

(Right) Setting up the photographic apparatus

in the farm yard.

to the machine, and with only some half a dozen
cases of "friction" marks on the plates. The ease
with which I can get to my destination, whether it

be a few miles across country or three hundred miles
away, is surprising, and such journeys (unless caught
in very bad weather) are a source of real pleasure and
enjoyment. At the end of my journey I am fresh and
ready for work, instead of fatigued by carrying mv
heavy camera outfit from one stuffy train to another.

Frequently in the rail-travelling days, when mv
photographic work was done, I had to wait three or four

' hours for the first available train. By motor
cycle, I pack up and am on the road to my
iie.\t appointment within half an hour of making
my last exposure. The sound, if rather heavy,

construction of the B.S.A. machine, is exactly

the thing for my comparatively rough all-

weather requirements, and nothin" could be-

better than the way it has answered my need.-;

wiih the minimum of attention and experience.

Regin'ald a. Malbv. F.R.P.ST

THE SIDECAR TAX.
A Point in ihe New Taxation Scheme which should be Altered.

IS
the ^i sidecar tax an impost on the attachment,

or a tax on the right to use a sidecar?

This question has been raised by more than one
reader, and it reveals a point which should be ainended.
As it stands at present, a motor cyclist may pay the

tax several times per year on the same sidecar, and
we are sure this was not intended. The ;£i. extra

tax for a sidecar over the motor cycle tax merely
gives the right to attacK a sidecar, and is not a tax

on the attachment itself. ,

An Extreme Illustration.

As an extreme example to illustrate the point, we

will suppose that a rider buys and sells his solo motor

cycle several times during the year, but retains the side-

car' which he uses with it. Each of the new machines

would be subject to the full sidecar tax, and the buyer

would take, with a machine without an attachment, the

taxation registration giving him the right to attach a

sidecar. It may happen that the purchaser may not

want to use the machine with a sidecar, but if the

seller has added the tax to the price of the machine,

he pays for the right, and perhaps the next year some

confusion may arise with the authorities when it comes

to renewing the licence.

Far better would it Ije for the sidecar tax to be com-

plete in itself—although it would call for a separate

licence card and holder.

Probably the three most outstanding features of

post-war motor cycles are disc wheels, sidecar screens,

and pillion seats. The popularity of the wheel disc

continues to increase and is likely to do, since the

present day product is a vastly superior article to the

first efforts to enclose the spokes. Sidecar screens

are now regarded as absolute essentials by 90% of

motor cyclists—even the smallest sporting sidecar has

its miniature screen. While as for pillion_ seats—every

other machine one sees on the road is equipped for the

occasional extra passenger.

c
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CLUB NEWS. (Continued from
page 12.)

Birmingham M.G.C.

The annual dinner, smoking concert,

and prize distribution will be lield on
Friday, January 21st, at the Imperial
Hotel, Temple Street.

Liverpool M.C.

A two-day winter reliability run lo

Edinburgh and back will commence on

January 22nd. There will be no secret

checks, and failure to climb Kirkstone
Pass will not entail disqualification.

On Friday, January 28th, the annual
general meeting of the club will be held

at the Compton Hotel, Church ,Street,

Liverpool, at 7.30 p.m.

Carmarthen and District M.C. and C.C.C.

The second annual diinier in connection
witli the Carmarthen and District Motor
Cycle and Cycle Car Club was recently

held at the Nelson Hotel, Carmarthen,
jNIr. W. D. 0. Thomas presiding.

Mr. William Edwards, Carmarthen,
in proposing "The Sport," said they had
met in many keen competitions last year,

and he trusted he would meet them again
iie.xt season. -

Dr. A. Lindsey, Y.stalyfera, in respond-
ing, said opinions differed as to sport.

I'uncli defined it as a sjjort which was
merely sitting in a draught. (Laughter.)
He was very keen on it from an educa-
tional point of view.
The toast of " The Carmarthen Club "

was submitted by Mr. D. J. Powell, wlio
said they had had the honour of organis-
ing an Open speed trial. They intended
instituting a Welsh T.T. at Pendine in

1921.

Cumberland County M.C.C.
This club" has had a most successful

year. The membership has increased

considerably, all events have been well

attended, and the financial position is

most satisfactory. The open event (the

first allocated to this club) was a decided
success. An annual general meeting is

fi.xed for the 21st .Januarv. and the ainiual

dinner for the 28th.

North Wilts M.C. and L.C C.

O^'er seventy membei's and friends
attended the iirst annual dinner of the
North Wilts Motor Cycle and Light Car
Club, held at the King's Arms Hotel,
Swindon, under the chairmanship of the
president. Mr. E. C. Skurray, M.B.E.
During the evening the president dis-

tributed the cups and medals won by
members in the club competitions, in-

cluding silver cups presented by Messrs.
English, Salvage, Skurray, and an anony-
mous donor, and a gold medal presented
by ilessrs. Triumph Cycle Co.. Ltd.

Reigate and Redhill M.C.C.
A preliminary meeting was held at the

Warwick Hotel. Redhill, recently, there

being a large attendance of motor cyclists,

including several ladies. The meet-

ing decided that the name. of the club should

be the Reigate and Redhill ilotor Cycling
Club, and, also, that the club be afiiliated

to the A.C.U., the annual subscription to be
10s. 6d. with an entry fee of Is. The
annual general meeting is fi.xed for

.Januarv 6th at llie Warwick Hotel. Red-
bill. Mr. E. P. Duplock, 15, High Street,

Redhill. will furnish any information

required.

Bristol M.C.C.

On Boxing Day the riding conditions

in the West were so uninviting that only

eleven of the twenty-three entrants fol-

lowed the trail laid by Messrs. A. E.
Tozer (Rudge sc.) and W. Scamjiton
(Matchless sc). Not a stiff course in

good weather, yet it pi'ov'ed one of the

muddiest. It included several good
climbs, plenty of water-logged roads,

and was as strenuous as anyone could

wish.

Edinburgh and District M.C.C.

At the club dinner held in the Cale-

donian Station Hotel, Princes Street,

Edinburgh', Colonel Slater occupied th^e

chair. Representatives from Cilasgow
clubs included Mr. Simpson, President
of the Glasgow Western M._C.C., and
several others. Ml'. Anderson represented

the Cumberland County, and Mr. J. M.
Russell the Peebles and Tweed 'S'alley

M.C.C. The Chairman asked Mr. Ander-
son, of the Cumberland Club, to toast

Edinburgh and District, which. Mr.
Anderson did with becoming grace,

apologising for the absence of Jlr. 3. .J.

Dias, the well-known P. and M. rider,

and extending a welcome to the Edin-

burgh Club members to participate in

Cumberland events. The programme was
filled in with the u.sual speeches and
songs, Messrs. Muirhead, McKay, and
Downie contributing to the musical pro-

gramme, while Jlessrs. Campbell
JlcCiregor, H. Alexander, .J. Alexander,
and ilr. Simpson, of Glasgow il.C.C,
all made excellent speeches.

MOTOR CYCLE DISPLAY IN SCOTLAND.
ALTHOUGH the Olympia Shows are

visited by a large number of buyers
in Scotland, it is only to be expected

that this number by no means includes all

Scotch motor cyclists and car owners who
desire to examine new models. That this

is duly, appreciated in the automobile
World is apparent, since a Scottish show
is always arranged about this time of

*he year, but unfortunately prospective

buyers of motor cycles have not the .same

opportunity to insjrect the latest machines.
This year, however, an effort is to be

made to meet this need, and during the

Scottish Automobile Show at Gla.sgow,

January 28th to February 5th, motor
cycle agents in the Scottish Metropolis
propose to make a special display of

1921 machines, which .should be a great

convenience to those of our readers who

reside north of the border. While this

idea cannot be so fruitful as an exhibition,

there is every promise that the results

will justify the effort. W'e understand
that the display is intended to interest

all private buyers and agents in Scot-

land, and not, as might first be supposed,

a selfish attempt on the part of Gtlasgow

traders to attract bu.yers outside their

territories for their own ends.

UNIFORM DANGER AND DIRECTION SIGNS.

A SCHEME for obtaining uniformity in

road direction posts and danger
signs has been under consideration

by the Ministry of Transport for some
months, and its recommendations have
now been made public.

Regarding the first item, roads are to

be numbered and classified, as in some
Continental countries, as first or second-
class routes. Standard direction posts

will be used, a first-class road being
indicated by a black letter A and the
route number on a white ground, and a
second-class road by a white letter B and
the route number on a black ground.

On- this page also are shown the pro-

posed new types of danger sign, but it

must be understood that these are to be
u.sed in conjunction with, and not to

supersede the familiar red triangle. The
special danger to be guarded against w-ill

be indicated by its respective symbol on a
jilafe 12in. wide by 21iii. high, to be

CI4
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ROADS

N
DOUBLE
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ŜTEEP
HILL
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E
LEVEL
CROSSING
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SCHOOL

attached to the post below the triangular
danger sign. It should be noted "that
special signs will not be erected' at cross
roads or junctions that are in visible

positions nor at the approaches to towns
and villages. Contrary to general expecta-
tions, nothing is embodied in the recom-
mendations regarding a prior right-of-way
for the main road rider and vesting tli'e

onus of special caution at cross road.* on
the driver-* emerging from the secondary
road. This is disappointing.

Signs indicating specific dangers.

THE FINE ART OF PUBLICITY.
No one may accuse the Worcester

M.C.C. of not being enterprising.

Several members of the club assisted at

the M.C.C. London -E.xeter Trial; and
at the supper stop at Salisbury each com-
petitor was handed an envelope contain-
ing a propaganda summary of the why
and wherefore of the "Sporting Club."
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AH questions should be addressed to, the Editor. " Tlie Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2(1. stamped addressed en /elope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

SOLID TYRES WANTED.
I believe in a previous number

of Tht MoUii- Cijdt I saw refer-

ence to solid or semi-solid tyre.s.

Will you please te good enough
to inform me who are tlie

makers and retailers of these tyres?

Do you consider tliat the modern sidecar
outfit would stand the fitting of these,

proxided they were used lor ordinary
family use?—L.J.U.-

Solid tyres would not be suitable for

e.'cisting types of motor cycles, and, eo

far as we know, they are not manu-
factui'ed.

BELT WEAR.
I ride a 6 h.p. Zenith outfit,

and had a new belt not long

ago, and have done 500 miles with

it. As far as 1 know it is now
useless, the rubber being stripped

from either .'ide although otherwise
(piite sound. Can I get it re-covered
with rubber in the same way as a cover
is retreadcd .'

—

Bhightox.

The belt should not be worn out in such
a short di.;tance, and we can only think
thit the trouble ha.* arisen through faulty

methods of driving. The (iradua gear
.should not be operated violently, bul the
t-liange in ratio should be made by gradu-
ally moving the handle to right or left as

desired. One of the surest ways of spoil-

ing a belt is rapidly to lower the gear from
top to bottom. \Ve have never heard of

belts being re-covered with rubber. The
expense of dealing will: small lengths
would be prohibitive. -

RIGHT OF E.NDORSING LICENCE.
While travelling along the

Cambridge.. Road f ran into a
police trap just outside a vil-

lage. The s])eed given was
twenty-seven miles per hour, and

Inr this I was dealt out the ma-xinnnn
-line of £3 and licence endorsed. As
this is niT first olfence in twelve j-ears'

. driving, apparently a good deal rests on
the type of magistrate one enconnters,
for a friend of mine was only Kned 10s.

6d. for a similar ott'ence in London, and
this not his Urst appearance. Should
my licence have been endorsed?—A.F.J.

The fine certainly appears to be harsh.
especially if the speed limit was exceeded
on a safe stretch of road. However, the
magistrate has the right to exercise his

discretion in the case. It is understood
that a licence cannot be endorsed for the
first or second offence of exceeding the
speed limit, and possibly you might get

the endorsement cancelled if you take up
the matter with the Clerk of the Court
concerned.

THINNING A THICK OIL.

I should be much obliged if

you would give me advice on the

following. Having a quantity of

B.B. oil and a motor cycle Kited

with a 2i h.p. Villiers two-stroUe
engine, I wondered if this oil would do
thinned down with petrol.—A.A.S.

It would be inadvisable to thin down
thick lubricating oil with jietrol. A far

• better course would be to obtain .-ionie

Vacuum A and mi.\ until the oil is as'

required, although, unless the weather is

exceptionally cold, there is no reason why
you should not use the heavier grade.

STROKE-BORK R.\TIO OF TWO-
STROKES.

(1.) On a two-stroke engine is

there any advantage as regards
speed in using roller bearings
for the big end of the connecting
rod? What is the •difference

approximately? (2.) Would an engine
with a shorter stroke than bore give

off higher speed than one of equal bore

and stroke (type of engine, two-stroke,

three-port)? (3.) What power should a

two-stroke, three-cylinder engine, 22in.

bore by 2iin. stroke, give? Am 1

right in assuming about 7J h.p.?

—

H.A.B.

(1.) Roller bearings are quite satisfactory

for the bigs ends of connecting rods on
a two-stroke engine, and have the ad-

vantage of withstanding hard work under
adverse conditions. (2.) I'sually a two-
stroke engine has a "square" cylinder,

but there are sevei-al on the market,

both for motor cycle and motor boat

work, which vary in both directions. It

depends entirely upon the port design,

but generally it is considered that the

short stroke 'is the better. (3.) Seven and

a half horse-power should be attained

with lliree cylinders of the size you state.

ADDITIONAL BRAKE.
1 should be ])lea.si'd for yotir

advice on the following. 1 haw
an old model 7-9 h.p. Indian.

This has had a [X'tlal starter, wilh

Corbin Brown coaster brake

(duplex acting). The starter pedals are

scrapped, and only the external conlrait-

ing bantl brake will operate. All tlu-

internal parts are perfect ; but 1 do

not know how to adjust, for although

the bronze disc is intertxmnected with

the foot pedal, it fails to grip, owing.

appaaently, to movement in tlie starter

sjirodvet on the opposite side of huh.

(1). How should I adjust this without

getting separate starting equipment ?

(2.) What would be the best form of

secondary brake— front rim, dummy Ix-lt

rim, or some make of external contract-

ing brake ?-S.H.R.
(1.) Your machine must he a very oUl

model, and we have no available informa-

tion regarding the American type of

coaster brake which you describe, (2.)

You cannot fit a front rim brake on
account of the action of the Indian front

forks, and probably the easiest way out
of your ditliculty would be in fit a dummy
belt rim on the back wheel. Complete
rear brakes may be obtained from several
acci'ssorv firms.

^/^ Happ^ Ne>?^ Year !

I iiilnii|
||i''ji>iniw—feiwimmni ilTlii

i im iBii »iiiaiartiiSat»»w»i !--.

In our New Year's Post Bag: Greetings from the Ariel Competition Riders—

L. Newey, J. L, Stocks, and T. Peck.

I'".

fiS
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REMOVING A TRANSFER.
A dealer's transfer has been

?put on my new machine in dis-

j-egard of my strict orders to the
-^ contrary. As it spoils the

appearance I wish to remove it.

How can I do this without injuring the
enamel ?

—

Tasty Ridee.

If you proceed carefully you may remove
the transfer by means of a flannel soaked
in turpentine. The cautious application

of benzole might also help matters.

A BELT THAT TWISTS.

I have recently bought a 5 h.p.

1914 belt-driven machine with

.sidecar, and am having some
trouble with the belt . (l^in.)

twisting and running on its side

on the back wheel pulley only every

four or five miles. Please tell me the

cause and the remedy.—AV.M.H.

The trouble may be due to the belt being

of Ihe incorrect angle and being hardly

deep enough. Also, in all probability the

pulleys are for lin. belts only.

IS IT A PISTON TAP?

I should be much obliged if

you would help me to elucidate

the origin of a metallic knock, or

clanking, which has made it im-

possible for me to ride a W.D.
Triumph I obtained from the War
Motors Association last February. I

have made the following repairs in order

to try to. prevent the noLse, viz.: (1.)

Fitted new roller bearings to big end.

(2.) Taken flywheels apart and reset.

(3.) .Fitted new small end bearing care-

fully, . (4.) Turned out grooves in the

piston: and fitted wider rings neatly.

(5,) Decarbonised, ground in valves, etc.

(6.). Dismantled, took to pieces, and
cleaned out Sturmey-Archer three-speed

gear box. (This was in perfect order.)

(7.) Dismantled clutch entirely, and
found it in good order. (8.) Raised cylin-

der -^in. In spite of all the above altera-

tions, the knock is as bad as it was in

the beginning. The valve tappets are

loose in their
,
guides,' but the timing

gear is in e.xcellent condition. AVhen
riding. I have held up the valve tappets
against the valve stems tightly with
my fingers, but without producing any
diminution of the distinct clanking.
Testing on the stand, using a wooden
shaft as telephone, indicates that the
noise ''omes from the cylinder. On
taking out the plug and revolving the
engine by means of the kick-starter the
noise was very audible. The only thing
that I have not done so far is to replace
the tappets and guides. Do you think
that this can be the cause? My cylinder
IS perfect, the rings are bright, and
compression very good.—B.R.B.

You have apparently carried out all the
adjustments which would remove the
cause of the trouble, and we can only
think that the noise is due to* the piston
being a very loose fit in the cylinder. If

by any chance the worn part of the cylin-

der bore is distinctly larger than the
mouth of the cylinder it is quite likely
that you will get a knock, due to the
bottom piston ring striking the edge of
the unworn part, since you have raised
the cylinder ^in. You might examine the
inside of the bore carefully, and see if

wiar is discernible.

®ir©igC(faLii

LIGHT FROM MAGNETO.
Is it possible to use an ordinary

high-tension magneto for lighting?

and what alterations would have
to be made in the winding of the

armature ?—F.C.

Y^ou can obtain a light froih the high-

tension magneto by using the.surplus low-

teneion current, which may be tapped off

from the cut-out switch and passed to the

lamps through a choking coil.

important iDatcs.

Jan 20th—
F I.CM. Conference, Brussels

Jan. 28th to Feb. 5lh—
Scottish Motor Exhibilion, Kelvin Hall,
Glasgow.

Feb. 2 5th—
A.C.U. Silencer Trial — Brooklands.

March 25lh

—

Richmond Meet.

March 26lh—
M.C.C. London -Land's End Trial.

April 27th—
A.C.U. One-day Winter Trial for
Stock Machines.

May 14th—
M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

JANUARY 6th, ig2i.

to the designer. (-2.) A "cut-out" is an
apparatus which allows the exhaust gases

to pass directly to the atmosphere with-

(Uit first passing through the silencer.

(3.) A perforated silencer would probably
be regarded as a "cut-but," especially if

the machine was noisy.

EXTRA AIR INLET.

I have a 1919 3^ h.p. Eudge-
Multi 'n'ith Senspray carburetter,

and at present obtain 60-65
m.p.g. (1.) Is this a fair aver-

age? (2.) I am told that the
fixing- of " an extra "air device in the
induction pipe would give (a) more
speed, '(b) more power,' and (c) greater
m.p.g. Is this so? (3.) Are there any

, disadvantages to be set against the
-- ad^'antages mentioned in (2)?—C.G.
(1.) Much depends on the. nature of your
riding, but, solo, your consumption
should work out at about 80 m.p.g.
Verify jet siz'e, petrol level, and .ignition

timing, with the makers' instruction book-
let. (2.) As the Senspray is a .two-lever
carburetter, we question if an extra nn
inlet would giv.e the greatly improved
efficiency which your friend predicts. (3.)

Provided the extra- air inlet is correctly
fitted so as to avoid air leaks, there is no
objection to such extra fitments e.xcept
the initial expense. -i-

WHAT IS A " CUT-OUT " ?

(1.) What is the law regarcling

the silencing of motor cycles ?

(2.) What is a " cut-out." ?.. (3.)

"Is a perforated silencer a " cut-

out"?—H.W.
(1.) The law on the silencing of motor
cycles is, not very clear. The exhaust
gases must ,not. pass directly from the
eiigine into the atmosphere without first

passing through a suitable silencing de-
vice. Provided a machine is reason-
ably silent, the construction of the silenc-

ing arrangement is more or less left open

RECOMMENDED ROUTE,
CLEETIIOnPES TO JllLFOBD HaVEN.—

J,W.G.
Cleethorpes,

,
Humberston, Tetney,

Fulstow, Covenham. Louth, Horncastle,
'Tattersall, Sleaford, Falkingham, Bourn,
Stamford, Uppingham, Rockingliam,
^Market Harborough, Rugby, Warwick,
Alcester, Worcestei-, Hereford, 'W'illers-

ley^ Hay, Brecon, Llandovery, Llandilo,
Carriiartlien, .St. Clears, Narberth, Haver-
fordwest, "Jfilford Haven. Approximately
310 miles.

. ,

LVERY M.AN HIS OWN PORTER.
Eton boys who, in their eagerness to catch the first available train at the Christmas holidays,

utilised a Triumph sidecar to convey their luggage to the station;
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7/6^.^.fi^'!r^-Si^
Over 26,000 "EasHngs" have been
Sold, and every one has a thoroughly
satisfied owner.
The new 1921 " Easlins " incor-
porates all the perfecticn? of iN
predecessor, but is more adap able
and far easier to nnan'pulale.
We hive plenty of them— 1 i any
sh:tde to match yur siJeca-.
An"E8isling" makes ev^ry ride lei
times happier for your passenger^
she is really coniforta:le and pro-
tected in any wealhe *.

Gel a new ' Easting" noAf for her
sake—or write for the "Easting

"

booklet.
STANDARD .. £4 10 O
ROYAL £5 10 O

EASTING WINDSCftEENS, LTD,,

132, Steelho.se Lane. Birminsham.
and at

24, Finsbury Sq.. 1 ondon. E.C,2.
'P)U3m ; Cieihci*iccU 1004.

Atl c-'7nmiinicalionx mtlnidi' J^mUln Ar,-<i

shnutd be 'midrc'sscd to liinnhit/h'ivi.

I

GARAG£
EASTING

windscreen*
•'in stock •

yVf(d
tS:.

Stockists: Atix!ruiui~J. J. Wilkinh.t Son.
'jBG. GeorBcSt..6ytlney. Irelanil—C. E..Iaoob.
184. Gt. Brm-ewick St.. DiiliUn. r. £. Jaro\
:;. Brunswick St.. Howa-d St.. TfoUiu^t. .sv-.i'-

/iK./—Alcxaiiiltr.V Crt..ll.-., t.^ hi 111 ir.l.. Eilm-
l'iir«li. AIuxanilcrA Co. . iJTv. (.t. U"i,terii V.-}..

GIli-«o\v C. Cruikiilmnk. I.'^i;, l"tiicn"'t-, \!ur-
dt} n. U'.i/fM— lorn Norton. L!(l.,LInn<lrtn>Iu.l
Ueii.s. Tom ^orton Ltd.. II. Churl a M .

^_ _ CarJifl: untl all leading Fac- _ ^^W w torci In the t'ouiitry. ^B

mi

POST
ORDERS.

: Special Line

i BALACLAVA

I
HELMETS

J All wooi. Splcn- : j.^.^ ^^^j^,,.

; I
didly cosy and:,s Kivcn

: wann. Completely • or«hTs ^>-

: cover the cars and : Uiro»i;liiln-i'

: throat. Price 2/- :»".*'. *"'?'"i'

: each. Postage ^<1

extra

b e c u r c a

pair of
these all

wool mitts
hout fail. The
be repeated. At
prico these mitts
ivalue.andapair
ry motor cyclist.

: wi;l.sfnc:ioii

,,. - , : ensiirtd. Sim-
\\ rite lor : piy ,„„rjj „ x

one to-(!.ny. : nk'niiist tlioi cm
wanted, writ i*

youc iittnio iii.d

nilf'rcsH oil thii

nmruiii ol this

iMLtf, tuar ItMit.

n i n on your
ihi^nm.', |ic.i(:il

O'diT or moiny , ^:,i„„^,*
.tM'x. «ud i-o.t

o^ t>.^«^car.

SIDECAR LAMP.

REA9 LAMP
Tory sinin

litl'c liiinii.

iarpcdo .^liapc model Toriwdo slmp-

; for acetylene in pol- ' "^
"".""Jl'irt'"

\
ished a ill m in i II III. with carrier

1 with side bracket fi.\- lixiiii: 7/9 i

I

ing. Vcrv light, yet No. si.sThi.

extrcmclv strong. ^\''^'',
'^""'i:'"!:

! No. — I^n'So. nri.--^ l.lM.- IKini 7 9

12 6 ',-1^ I;.

pri

LAMP A^D
GENERA-
TOR.

Special) y designed set.

made for hard wear and
long service. Handle-bar fixinc. Best
quality. British made throughout.

Xo. 2405/80
price 60/-

per set
complete.

An oxLN'pii m-
! ly inicifut.

unmet, diir-

aiut iicat

ill[.

WATCH IN CASE
t ir fillim^ oil hand-
Ju-bars. Kouiul
pattern. Blafk or

nickel finish. 30 hour movement. 18,9
Superior quality, 30 hour. 35,6

WATERPROOF JACKETS.
.':;),-. &> DOLiblelncist-jJ Jjc) c:, -iWti, lonff.

urn to in a'.r.iiit; waterproof liiiit:nal. 'ved-cilt

'iid>m»rt in nitpcartncc. a id very diimMu. hi

vari .Us wci;,'lits and <\ iiiIUI^f. I'att r^ s<iclU

«n apuHrati >r.. Without Belt, W £3 3,

B £2 15. C £2 5 ; With Belt, A £3 5 6,

B £2 17 6, C £2 7 6.

EMERGENCY LIGHT.
<-mv, sa -trviceat'lu

lii.-Iit.nuii'le lo til-

alil-'oiito complete your ioiuncy
-lui'ulil a-ty mialmif occur ;o the r cular a&it.-
l-ne aiipi.ly. Simp y 1111 thu r.-scrvoir with
p-trol (ind clip oil o tlio lamp hamar as ^li iw,j
.^!tni!cU- minle n lirass ami neatly llni^hjd

Na -^I'l '^i
.

M-;,.,. •>' o .. . I,

j
CfttalcHU

ISfoior Cycliii

Acce-8iiif3
jK)s( (ree on

f<itifr=i{

359-361, Euston Road, London, N.W.I
(GLASGOW - 72. St Vincer.t Streit.

In aiuwcrirtfi lliese aclrcrlinements it is desirable to ment

Write lor
Motor

- Cycle
Clothing

Catalogue.

ion ' 77ic Motor Ci/cle. C19
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^^^1^^^ REGULATION

LICENCE HOLDER
FOR MOTOR CYCLES

PRICE 9s. 6a. ^"'^"

Superior finish in brass or nickel, for fixing to handle-bar.

SPECIAL FEATURES
1. Smallest possible outside diameter (33^6 over all).

?. No screws visible, the fixing being internal.

3 Extremely light.

4. Completely enclosed, and thoroughly waterproof.

5. Can be attached in a few minutes in any authorised

position.

Actual size. Side view.

The Cowey Engineering Co., Ltd.

Archer Works, Kew Gardjens, Surrey

Telegraphic Address: "Cowey. Kew Gardens"

Telephone ----- Richmond 447 and 468

-lAMtriN'— 1921 -

£165 FOUR-WHEELER
Immediate Dellverv-

Specification.—8 h.p. J.-^.P. A.C. twin in front. Amac
Carburetter. Sturmey-Archer 3-speed Gearbox. Drive
by enclosed c]iain and long one-piece belt. Seat kick-

starter. Pedal-operated clutch and brake. Separate hand
brake. Solid live axle, giving drive and braking on both
wheels. Car tj'pe ball bearing throughout the trans-

mission and wheels. Springing by adj ustable coil type in

Iront, and semi-cantilever rear. Ackerman steering by
rods. Coach finished body, painted Royal Blue, and
varnished ; with black bevel mud wings. Entire bonnet
instantly detacliable. Petrol tank capacity 4^ gallons.

Oil tank J gallon. Overall length iiyins. Width sgins.

Seat width 2oins. Ample leg room. Speed up to 50
m.p.h. Consumption 60 to 102 m.p.g. guaranteed.

THE TAMPUN
KINGSTON ROAD,

ENGINEERING
STAINES, MDDX,

WORKS,
'Phone I

139 Staines.

F-INAU OI.EARANOE.
Officers' surplus Bedford cord Riding Breeches, in khaki, drab,

or dark brown. Usually £2, now . . , 30/-
Australian breeches, very heavy, dark khaki, all lace knees

very smart. Usually 35 /-, now . . . .
-

. . . . l5 /-

Bedford cord trousers (best quality only), in drab, khaki, or
dark brown. Usually 35 /-, now . . .

.

. - . . 25 /-

Officers' socks (best quality only), in greys, browns, Lovats,
heather mixtures (winter weight). Usually 3/9 pair,

now three pairs for .
.'

. ; 7/6
Canadian pure wool Cardigans .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 10 /6
Fqx\ puttees, khaki or blue .

.

7/6 pair
SPECIAL OFFER. 100 only. Despatch Riders* Jackets.

Waterproof gaberdine, wind cuffs, storm collar, soft leather

wind protector inside fronts, body parts quilted wool, three

pockets, loops for belt, lined Italian cloth. These are all

1 soiled, but in good condition. Can be worn as an overcoat or

as ordinary jacket. Price, to clear . . . . . . . . 30/-
Send size of breast, waist, and height.

As we anticipate a complete clearance, we cannot send goods on
approval at sale prices. All goods carriage paid. Cash, with order.

ABLITT & SON, NEEDI^AM MARKET, SUFFOLK

In afL-^icrri/uj thcsfj ati re/ 1 ist //n n(s it is dcsira

A USEFUL BOOK
for Motor Cyclists

FULL of valuable information
and "wrinkles" relating to

the purchase, driving, ad-

justment, management, equipment,
repair, garaging, etc., of - motor
cycles. The present edition has
been thoroughly revised and is

right up to date in every respect.

P.icc 2/- net. By Post, 2/3
Home or Abroa'.l.

From
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4,
anil all leading booli-geliers and bookstalls.
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SIEMENS

m K<.-

OM^ I

vi:^t^iF»iviE:r4T

S<J

%<

EQUIPMENT No. 1. Comprisincr SIDECAR and REAR LWIPS jnd two Siemens DRV j

BATTERIES in LEATHER CASE. (

EQUIPMENT No. 2. Comprising REAR LAMP only, with glass window tor illuminating
number plate, and one Siemens' DRY B.\TTERV in LE.ATHER CASE.

EQUIPMENT No. 3. Comprising RE.-\R L.\MP only (not suitable for illnminatin? n.-a
DUiiiher pbte) and one Siemens' DRY BA'H'ERV in LE.\TH1-;R C.\SE.

Illutlraled booklgi
on application to

lU.^
n!'

Sc-t.

Apji oxiinat- ninii1x;r

ol honrs lii;lil tj<jm

one Untt-n-.

I'llICK.
liicllullnK

ItntleriM.
Sp.r.' Itatrcr:e«.

No. 1 <0 £3
"l.'e Ijiiiir. 8 •

I'eT til . s/a

No. 2
=<l

£ 12 « 3/6

1
no l tl 2 6 2 6

SIDECAR S

rROMT "

»RCAR
LIOMT
QUIPMCNT

SIEN/IENS BROTHERS &, CP, HP

WOOLWICH -UDNDONSE 18

ciTv t)4oa

1921 MACKLUM MOTORETTE
Entirely British.

" Sooner or later the light-weight
open-frame machine will come.
Of this wc are convinced."

N'idc "The Motor Cycle," Jan. 22. 1920.

f.eltcr from custower

:

" The springittg is wonderJuHv
good ; in fad. easier than any
motor cycle I have ever ridden."

^ SHORT SPECIFICATION—21 h.p. Pero
2-strokc engine, Brampton spring chain,

two band brakes.

PRICE £60
I'nr further particulars app'y to the

manufacturer i

F. MacCallum,
Guildhall Buildings,

Navigation St.. BIRMINGHAM.

k
In 'in-<ivcrin{/ thc'<c ailfcrti.--cmcnt.i it i.s dc-'injlilc lu mention 'The Motor Cijclc.
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'lii!!l!l!ii

The "LUISANDI" Licence Holder

UNIVERSAL TYPE.

NICKEL - 7/- each.

BRASS - 6/- „

ENAMEL - 5/- „
(Black or Colours).

THE NEATEST.

TYPE FOR ATTACHMENT
TO FLAT SURFACE.

NICKEL

BRASS

ENAMEL
(Black or Colours).

3/- each.

2/6 „

2/- „

MOST EASILY FIXED.
THE BEST LICENCE HOLDER.

Approved by Authorities. Fits all Machines.

The "LUISANDI" Holder is so constructed that it will in no way be a disfigurement
to your machine. It is made in two STYLES and several FINISHES.

Ask your Garage for The '^LUISANDF' Holder.
M.^NUFACTURED BY LOUIS SANDY, EMPIRE WORKS, SPENCER STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

MlllllWllWIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIHIIIIIinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllto^ mm

THE
ClfiKELAID

The CykeJaid

filled to a Siin-

beam Bicycle.

The CYKELAID is THE POWER
UNIT for PEDAL CYCLES.

Made to fit either LADIES' or GENTLEMEN'S
Machines. Have you got one ?

11 h.p. Twc-strrks.
- - Au'omatic Lubrication.

Spring Forks.
Cork Inset Clutch.
Runbaken Tdagneto
Amac Carburetter.

WnU-lcr Jiu! jj.i:! ™;,.-,s lo the HOLE M.iKEr,S :

::^; st^?pmm(MMm
59 THQ?ms ST

YORK.
Jn ansu-erimj these ad fciti.^cments it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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THE aSTILLEDSCREEN"
Giving perfect protection to the driver, without in the slightest

degree impairing the vision.

NO WIND RESISTANCE.

CAN BE RAISED AND LOWERED
TO SUIT ALL RIDERS.

FIXED ON TO THE CROSS BAR
IN A FEW MINUTES.

Note the unique shape, scientifically designed

giving perfect accessibility to all the controls

and protection to the driver.

All enquiries to

—

three-quarter Front View.

W. M. STILL & SONS, LTD.,
29-31, Charles Street,

HATTON GARDEN - LONDON,

Test "CALTHORPE" Value for yourself—compare !

Compare with other makc^, the exceptional value offered in the three famous CALTHORPj; Models hcrt
listed:— The CALTHORPE 3 h.p. s-strokc Combination at 110 guineas, complete with lighting set

2j h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P. at 70 guineas, and the 3 h.p. C.-VLTHORPE 2-stroke at 65 guineas, and then note this :•

Our 3 h p. 2-stroke Combination at 110 Guineas is practically equal in

power to the 3 > h P' models of other makes listed at much higher prices.

This CALTHOKPli Combiiiatiou will take you and your passenger conifort.iMy vip .iM rr-u-onriblc hill^, and will overage
20 to 23 m.p.h. It is light, absolutely reliable, and with an approximate petrol consuniption of 75 m.p.g.

Specificaiion includes 3 h.p. PECO 2-stroke engine, patent lubricating system, 2-speed Sturmey-Archer Gear with clutch
and kick-starter. M-L Mag-Dynamo Lighting Set,
complete with light type, perfectly sprung sidecar.

Note the two small views of Combination, and
then call on the nearest CALTHOiy»E Agent
for inspection, or write direct for illustrated
catalo^e giving full information.

Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co
< Minstrel & Rea Cycle Co , Ltd )

BARN STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

The CALTHORPE 3 h.p. 2-stroke Combination,
complete with Lighting Set. Price 110 Guineas.

EcoMoivnr
INVBSTMENT

In aihiircrinrj these advertisements it is d-sirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. B17
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The Hoskison
Motors, Limited,

Lozells, BIRMINGHAM.
Northern 643

Homobik. B'ham

1921.
For 1921 we are concentrating on an exceptionally high-class 2| h.p.

Solo Motor Cycle, and a 4 h.p. model which is suitable alike for Solo

or Sidecar work. The engine used in each case is the BLACKBURNE,
and we have not succumbed to the temptation of fitting the higher

powered engine into the Light-weigfit frame, or vice versa. The two
models are separate and distinct, each being specifically desig7ied for

its own Particular purpose.

The prices are 99 Guineas and 120 Guineas respectivelv, and we
guarantee TH^SE PRICES TO REMAIN CONSTANT TILL
MARCH 1921, Highly finished, luxuriously equipped, and efficient

to the last degree, we claim each to be the best in its class on the market.

PERFECTLY VIBRATIONLESS.

The World's Finest Adjustable

ring-frame Lightweiglit,

PURRS like a Cat,
— but—

Can't wag its tail.

?.Y. Motor Cycles, Ltd., Forest Hill, S.E.23

LICENCE
CARD JK Jh TUCK & ^LAKEMORE tP

COVENTRY

BE PREPARED FOR THE NEW REGULATIONS.

BUY A iVI.A.P.
Combined Number Plate & Licence Holder. The most
compact and serviceable holderthat can be produced

Least Jiabfe to damage.

Price 7/6

or written 10/-

By return post from

MILLFORDS, Ltd., Bullock Street, BIRMINGHAM,
or your Asent

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED. PATENT APPLIED FOR.
Also on view :

Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New Street, Birmingham.
MILLFORD ALL PURPOSE

MICA INSULATION. DETACHABLE.
t- leaned, and replaced in one minute, with a simple

mechanical Gap adjustment-

SOOTING PRACTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE
Send ;-!/6 for eacli Plu« up to a set of Four, and if you wish to
return the Plugs within 7 days your money will be returned

Manufactured by

Price 4/6 millfords, ltd.,
eacii. Bnllock street, Birmingham.

TIf£>^A&ab USE

SPEED
MOTOI^ OflLiS
HIGH GRADE AND
UNEXCELLED FOR

CYCLES.

John S. Morris & Son (Oils) Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchester

An expen-

sive outfit

is surely
worth a
shilling or

two spent

on keeping
it smart and
saleable.

In 1/6 and 2/6 Tins, from your dealer, or from

—

HOWSE'S, The Rust-Preventer Firm,
SMETHWICK, STAFFS.

Bl8 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS m these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are "^charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable___—---5^
toILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed__-*

—

'

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertisements m this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the ofTices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the olllces of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible lor clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoij mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost ol

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the numbci
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

addressed No. ooo. c/o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street

E.C.4. liefilies to Box Number advertisements containing
remittances should be sent by registered po^t, but in all suet

cases it is advisable to make use ol the Deposit System

In the case ol raotor cycles offered for sale under a bos

nnmber, as it Is unusual for these to be sold without flrsi

being Inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers wlh
(aolUtate business by embodying In their advertisement:
some mention of the district Id which the machine
oHered may be seen and tried.

JW DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods i^ three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return ibe amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to £io, a
deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over £io
and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over f50 and under£75, 5 /-;

over £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
over £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

80, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Ilifie & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end ol an advertisement is an

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
sUencs as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it b quite Impossible to reply to

each one by post.

^^Jl^^
'k.'^^kaSi^

TAYLORS
B"

MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
A. B.C.

NEW 1920 A.B.C. t-speed; £150; in stock.-Rnntiall
Andover. [0367

\ .BX-.. 1920^ brand new; £125.—Dunn's. 326, Euston
Ed X.W.I. Museum 5391. [5515

A.B.C, reeeutly deliverc-d, never ridden, owner going
abroad; £135; what offers?—Boi 1,208 c/o The

Motor CyeU. [5012

"I Q20 A.B.C, in excellent condition, complete with
J-^' speedometer, Lums lamps. Klaxon, full toolkit-
£115.—Flint. Chemist, Ne«Tiort. Mon. (5067

Mr. H. TAYLOR
[Managing Director).

y^G have it

!

The very mount you need for

1921— and we can give prompt
delivery too. A.J .'S., Excelsior.

Rudge, Enfield, Triumph,
B.S.A., Matchless, Blackburne.

Harley, Scott — in fact, all

the old favourites as well as

those new comers which have
proved themselves to be good.

Here are three fine examples

:

A.J.S. 1921 7 h.p. Comb., screen,

apron, spare wheel, luggage grid £215

EXCELSIOR 1921 8 h.p.- Comb.. 3-

speed, Blackburne engine .. £195

ENFIELD 8 h.p. Comb., new
Vickers engine £160
We pay 7"„ Interest on deposits placed wlih
U3 upon machines for future delivery. Also
deferred payments arranged to suit (hose
wishing to purchase out ol income.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Acec^^OT-.cs. >r'ar' I'lirr^, nn i Bvpans.

2Ia, Store St., Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I

52*53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.

Wholesale

—

38. ALFRED PLACE. W.C.l.
Garnse: Tottenham Court itoad, W.l.

Phonca- Accessoriea and Bepairs. Masenm I24f)

Motor Cycles i Cara. Kensinston 7-2^.j

Teleiirftms: "Pynametro. Wcstcent, Lnndori -r

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B.C, brand new, just delivered; selling because ot
late delivery, another machine purchased ; what

offers ?—Leigh, 10, St. James Sq., Manchester. [5243

3 h.p. A.B.C. JNlotor Cycle, can do 70 m.p.h.. condition
as new. complete with all manner of spares;

£150. no o^Teti.—E. S. Abram. 226. .Manchester Rd..
Stockport. [5170

A.B.C, 1920, Cowev horn, speed 60 m.p.h., tuned
up, decarbonised, mileage 3,500, almost new rear

tyre, £3 spares, owner buying cycle car; £115.—
Lochinswell House, nr. Newbury. [4880

3Xh.p. A.B.C. Motor C.vcle, dj-unmo lighting model.
2 onlv ran about 300 miles, condition as new; ensli

£150, may be obtained on Harrods deferred payment
system lor a small extra charge.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,

Bromptou Rd., London. . [5176

Abingdon.

\ BIXGBON KING DICK Brand New Coinbinali. n,

-A 7h p twin, unused, unregistered; £150.—WeUord.
2S. St. James's St., Brighton. [4999

i BINGDON KING DICK 3'-jh.p.. engine recently

^TL rebushed throughout. Bosch weatherproof. B. and

B new Dunlop belt, scmi-T.T. handle-bars, lanps.

pcnoraior. horn, etc.. re-enamcUed; bargain

Mnnners. 96. Ilessel Rd., W. Eating
£30."
[5322

21 A.J.S., ir

Rothctham.

A.J.S.

stock : list price. - Cross Agent
[X422619

T. C. PICKEltlXG. ShroKsl.ury.-Enrlr delivery 1921

O modeU A.J.S.; 1920 fiom stock. Loasa

A -J.S.. 1921 modclj.-Earlr deliveries :A Stores. 174. ListcrhiUs Hd.. Bradford.

Merricll'3
[2472

BRIGHTON, Hove and District A.J.3. Agents.

Turpins, 22-29, Preston Rd.. Brighton. 10203

nSOW Bro3.. Whitehall Garage, Guildlord. A..I.S.

agents and expert repairers since 1912. I'aoaKy

.J.3. 1920 Combination,
t Dunn's, 326, Eu'lon Rd.,

J a 1920 Combination,
t Dunn.-, 326, Euston Rd.

brand
N.W.I.

milenee
N.W.I.

I

A-J-S..
.^i. generator

I
ted, E>sfi.

1918. Montgomery siderar.

I*6Ti"e<.-t i-oudition: £120,

new; £200.-
Museum 5391.

(5516
300; £180.--
Muscum 5391.

[5517
3 Inmii^. 2

—Larnian. Bns-
[5285

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-
61™ A.I.S. combination, 1920, all accessor.es

excellent condition; price £200. issoa

AT S Brand Now 6b. p. Combination, comrlete witii

•^iforn"and hnnp; f195.-A J.S. Speeiail.ts, The

Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel. : 444. I'OOb

AJS. 1921 Mn<]els, delivery guaranteed when le-

quired; deferred payments arranged.-A.J^S,

Specialista, The Walsall Garage, « nlsall. Tel.: «4^

i TS 1914 6hp. K.S.. combination unu.=«d 1915-18,

A ali ac"-*^rie Eostius. 5 new tyres overbaul^l

(l.tober, Seriect; £140.-Gr.fflth, St. Ives, South Fara-

borough.

1 TS ShD 1912 Model, with 2.speed, clutch, and

A kick stirt, and Venm coachbuilt sidecar in ex-

cl^ent'^ri.nning o'd«r; £70. or nearest ofier.-John Lpi-

dule, Xarberth.
^^"^^

A J S 1919 Combination, spare wheel, eleclrio light,

sneedome-er, horn, tools, mileage 2,000, excel-

lent ^ndUion; filSO.-Salsbury, Arkley. Wherwell

Rd., Guildlord.
^'*^^*

A J S 1920 6h.p. Combination, dynamo 'i£'{ti"e.

spee<lomeler. Aood. screen, side curtains, klaxon

horn, "ran-Sad, indistingmsl.able Irom new
,

£250.-g

Parker's. Bradshawgale. Bolton. l-VtaiD

48 2"-ih p 3-spe6'i A.J.S.. enclosed chains,

ramps', etc., believed about 1915., owner in Ire-GXS
rrO lamps, etc., believea aooui- 1?^^*,- """y*

t ,t

land; approval anywhere; «,"'<= P""™'?^,^-^' ^^j'!'"!

Rd., Hampstead (oH Finchley Rd.), N.W. l5Sia

AJS Combin.ations.-Good deliveries tor 1921. Bool:

™r orders with us now to save disappointmeal.

Offlcifffry appointed agents for this famous outfit.-I'.

E Wootten. Ltd., High St., Oxlord. 'Phone: 308.^^

ia20 A.J.S. 'Man Ccmbiuatinn. mUease 700, caie-

ly lullv preserved and sto'ly run in, dynamo light-

ing speedometer, screen, boaPide curtains, "I^™. 1"'

Tan-slTd seat, spare wheelT^: £230.-»npenute. .kat

Putney Vale Cemetery, S.W.15. t^iai

Alldays.

ALLD.\YS Allon, new October, not run in; £78 or

near.-Brown. 79, Hampden Rd., Hornsey.^N^^

A LLON 1919 (?) 2Kh.p., 2.speed, perfect, all aoces-A sories: £50, or nearcst.-132, Trentham^ St..

Southflelds.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of c.ich advertisement, and the date o! the issue.

\

[5200

B2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

ALLON 2';.i]i.ii., 1916. 2 speeds, fully e^inipped,
mechaDically sound; £32/10.-143, Ravensbiirv

Rd., Earlsfield, S. W. [5433

3h.p. 1920 2-st]-ok6 Alldays and Onion Motor Cycle,
as new, with Lucas lamp set and horn; £65.— J.

J. Dooley, 35, Killyon Ed., Clapliam, S.W.8. [5546

TVTEW 23'4h.p. Alldays and Allon Model de Luxe, 2-
-'-' speed, clutch, and kick starter; £85 ; or on
Ilarrods unique easy payment system 4% extra.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [5178

American \.

AMERICAN X 1919 7-9h.p. Combination, complete
with lamps, Easting wind screen; £175. near

offer.—Hereford Motor Co.. Ltd., Hereford. [5002

1 fbO Gi^'S.—1920 American X 7-9h.p. twin, dynamo
-*-"" lighting and horn, absolutely new and un-
ridden.—308. Upper Richmond Rd., Mortlake. [4985

AMERICAN X. New 1921 Models now in stock for
immediate delivery, the most powerful and

efficient twin-cyl. machine, many improvements, iu-
eluding 27x3V>iu. tyres, new type fork, etc.; 165 gns.
Write tor catalogue.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [5459

Antoine.

ANTOINE Coachbuilt Combination, 5-6h.p. twin,
mag., runs splendidly; gift, 29 gns.— 1, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth. [5558
Ariel.

ARIEL 3V''h.p., 1911, good oondition ; accept £35.—
Wil-son, Organford, Wareham, Dorset. [5206

31_h.p. Ariel, 1914-1 5^ new bearings, Dunlops, etc.,

2 cost £15 recently; £65.-CuTate, Talybout. Car-
diganshire. [4967

BRAND New Ariel Combination, 6-7h.p. twin, 3-

sjieed, etc., list price £177/10; to clear, accept
£150.—Bamtjer's, Southpoit, Lanes. Tel.: 607. [5473

1 Q 19 3V2h.p. Ariel Combination, electric lighting.
Jl t/ horn, wind screen, as new ; £ 125. — Tel,

Museum 6626.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W-1. [4914

ARIELS, order now for 1921 all-chain and chain
cum-belt models; spares in stock.—Geo. Taylor,

Ariel Agent, 28, Lower Addiseombe Rd., Ea^t Crovdon,
[8165

ARIEL 1920 6-7h.p. -Combination, in practically new
condition, all lamps, horn, etc., mileage about

1,500; ?ei20.—104a, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. Hampstead
7822. [5563

ARIEL.—Orders now booking for the new all-chaiu
models which will be the Rolls-Royce-^of motor

cycles. All spares stocked.—F. Speakrann, Ariel Exjiert,

7 Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester. [8231

"I Q20 Ariel Combination, 6-71i.^., excellent condition,
J~*y hand and foot clutch, complete lamps, horn,
speedometer. Easting screen, Tan-Sad, etc.; 155 gns.

—

Charles Averill, Blythe Bridge, Stafiordshire. [5308

ARIEL 3y2h.p., 1920, with folding coachbuilt sideenr,
will pass any ordinary doorwiiy, Watford trip

speedometer, lamps. Easting screen, etc., small milenge;
£120.-40, Rephngham Rd., Southfielde, S.W.18. [5491

6-7h.p. Ariel, 1919,' perfect condition, ridden 4,000
miles. Easting wind screen, speedometer, lamp;.,

tyres new, sidecar upholstered leather, ill iiealth sole
rea<?on for selling: £150, or nearest offer.—Saxby, 41
Ramsgate Rd., Margate. [X4270

1 Q20 Ariel (July), S^jI^-P- solo, 3-speed, counter
J~iy shaft, complete with horn, speedonLeter, acces'
sories, mileage 800, in perfect condition, guarantee
given; trial bv appointment; sidecar machine; nearest
offer to jEIOO.-98, Maiden Rd., Maiden. [4936

ARIEL.—Some agency is the Ariel, and we hold thi,.

for North London. We are practical riders and
gold medal winners with this wonderfully efficient and
reliable motor cycle. Have you eeen tlie new 4V'h.p.
comb.? it is a glorious outfit; immediate delivery

;"
3'/.

h.p. solo, SVoh.p. comb., and 6-7h.p. comb., 4 models
in stock ; all spares in stock ; trade supplied.—Jones'
Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO and at Woodside Parade,
North Finchley. [0378

Bat.

T Q20 Bat Model 4. ehop-soiled; £135.—Wright's Gar-
-i-tf age. Saffron Walden. Tel.: 16. [5453

1 Q20 6h.p. Bat-Jap, only done 300. model 4; abso-
Ji*y lute sacrifice, £100.—Boulton, Small thorne,
Staffs. [X4324

1 Q20 8b. p. Bat Combination, spare wheel, usualA «7 equipment; offers.—Tel. : Museum 6626.—A. S.G.
60 Mortimer St., W.l. [4915

BAT, roomy coachbuilt sidecar, 4-point, hood and
screen, 26x2yj wheel; bargain, £15.-19, Wood

Jjane, Shepherd's Bush., [5551

BAT 8h.p. and 6h.p., :new, £135 each, or with side-
cars to suit, single-seater, £160, or double-seater

£175; immediate delivery.—336, Gray's Inn Rd., WC
.^^ [0374T>AT 1921 Models.-We are now accepting orders for
-L> early delivery. Your enquiry esteemed.—Mebes,
154-6. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 MayfairB[3256AT, 6h.p., fully eonipped as makers' specifications,

shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price; also second-
liand combination, eame make.—Mebes, 154-156 Gt
Portland St. W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7177

Phone: Mid. 2910. 'Grams: "Lyicar, Bltam'

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTORISTS.

1921
iVS O O E B- S

COMBINATIONS. Pyiiamo
Lighting

Sets.

£28A.J.S., 7 h.p. £215
ENFIELD, 8 h.p,, Vickers

Engine £160
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., Elec-

trically equipped . . £237
ROVER, 5 6 h.p £195
NORTON BIG FOUR .. £177
NEW IMPERIAL, S h.p. 177 Gns. £25
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Chain

drive

£22

£25
£25

£195

SOLO MACHINES.
INDIAN, Scout, 4 h.p £165
NORTON, 4 h.p, 3-speed £135
NORTON, 3 Ui.p., T.T £98
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Chain drive £140
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p-, Belt drive £127 10
ROVER, 3* h.p., 3-speed £127 10
HUMBER, 4' h.p.. Flat Twin £140
BLAOKBURNE, 4 h.p £135
RUDGE-MULTI, 3J h.p £110 5

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
ENFIELD, 2J- h.p., 2-speed .

.

£65
ENFIELD, 2-speed, K.S £70
TRIUMPH, 2| h.p, 2-speed.. £75
MASSEY-ARRAN, 2| h.p.

J. A.P., 2-speed, K.S £90
EDMUND-J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S. £95
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-

speed, K.S 85 Gns.

SHOP-SOILED 1920 MODELS
INCLUDING

A.J.S., ENFIELD, ROVER, NEW
IMPERIAL, ZENITH, HUMBER,

RUDGE, etc., etc.

AT REDUCED PRICES.

SEND FOR LIST.

P.J. EVANS
81 - 91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

"O.A.T.—Early delivery of 1921 models, folo and
-*-* combination, from sol© Berks and Bucks wholesale
and retail agent, A. J. Luce, Hamilton Rd. Garage,
Reading. 'Phone: 967. T.A.: Tune, Reading. [4964

Beardmore.
BEARDMORE-PRECISION 1921 Model.'in stock

for immediate delivery; your encj;i:iry esteemed.—
JVIebe*^, 154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426
aiuytair. [3257

OEARDMORE, fully equipped 09 makers' epecifica-
-*-* tions, shop-Eoiled; at greatly reduced price; now
is the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Poitland St.,
W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7178

Blackburne.
GENUINE Bargain -Blackburne 4h.p., 1920, new;

£120.-Vivian Hardie and i^ne, Ltd., 24, Wood-
stock St., Bond St., W.l. [0320

1 <Cb20 (June) 4h.p. Blackburne, little used, lamps, tools,
M-iJ etc., Claude] -Eobson, S.A. top change, insurance;
£110, bargain.-16, Shirley Rd., Southampton. [5371

"1 Q 20 4h.p. Blackburne Combination, all lamps, speed-
J-tF ometer, 2 horns. Easting wind screen; £150.—
Tel. ; Museum 6626.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l
-_^ [4913
13LACKBURNE 4h.p., 1920, fully equipped, lamps,
-L* speedometer, horn, excellent condition, low mile-
age; £120.-Wiite, Aland, 20, Quarry Rd., S.W.18.

[5552
BLACKBURNE 1920 8h.p. Combination, spare

wheel, hood, screen, speedometer, lamps, leg shields.'^
Klason. tools, etc., splendid condition; £175; can bo
seen at Btdlards Motors, 92, Gloucester Rd., South

'

Kensingtou, S.W.7, o: write Elliot, 25, Whitmore Rd.,
Eeckenham. _ - [0349

Bown.
"1 (|20 Bown-Villiers 2Vi>h.p., 2-stroke. Albion gear,
J-tf lamps, horn, etc., mileage 300; £50, bargain.—
Addrec^s, Jack Marshall, Trewince, St. Columb Minor,
Cornwall. [5032

BOWNS Baby 2-stroke, all lamps, speedometer, new
Dunlop tyres, perfect; £37/10; easy payments.—

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton B.<1., N.E. 'Phone:
Dalstou 2408. [5450

Bradbury,
BRADBURY 4h.p., clutch, engine No. 4845, perfect;

£24.-17, Heaton Bd., Miteham. [5367

BRADBURY 3h.p., mag., perfect, good tvrep, new
spring forks; bargain, £16/10.—R. Shelton. Cook-

hill, Alcester, Warn'ickshire. [4966

4ih.p. Bradbury Combination, coach sidecar, lamps,
4 horn, spare tyre a,rLd tube; £58; tax compelg

sacrifice.—Nye, Waltham Abbey. [4929

£28.—4h.p. Bradbury, le?s mag., n-ew piston cylinder,
valves, new parts to N.S.U. 2-speed gear, bills

shown, free engine.—R. Gallop, Higham, Kent.
[4910

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.—
New 1921 4h.r. Bradbury solo. £128; also new

1921 6h.p. Bradbury combination, £199; just
delivered. [5587

BRADBURY 6h.p. Twin, fully equipped as makers'
specifications, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price;

now is the time to buy.—Mebep, 154-156. Gt. Portland
St., W.l 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair, [7L79

"j Q20 Bradbury 4h.p., 3 speeds, kick starter, all-chain
Xtf d-rive. fitted with Grindlay sidecar, all lamps,
horn, etc., soiled only; £130; exchanges or easy terms.
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone.:
Dalston 2408. [5444

Brough.

BROUGH Sfbh.p., 1916, 3-speed, Binks, mileage
3,000, appearance "new; offers.—120, Marlborough

Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [X4209

B.S.A.

B.S.A,, all models now in stock; delivered anywhere.
—Below.

B.S.A. Specialists.—Replacements by return.—County
Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham.

[4177
B.S:A. Combination, 1917, like new; £105.—Grimes,

18, Bruton Place, W.l. [4827

B.S.A., 1920, brand new, all-chain, solo; £100-—
Dunn's. 326. Euston Rd.. N.W.I. Museum 5391.

[5518

I Q14 B.S.A. 4h.p., 3-speed gear bos, complete and
Xtl perfect; £65.—Palmer Bros., The Cannon, Wis-
bech. [5399

B.S.A. 6-71i.p., uuridden ; £145; exchange 4h.p. and
cash; stamp, reply.—88, Vicarage Rd., Wolyer-

hampton. [X4283
-| 018 B.S.A. Combination, chain driven, lamps, speed-
Xt/ ometer. practically new; £90.—37^ Arlington Rd.,
Snrbiton. . [5364

BOLTON.—All B.S.A. models in stock, solo and
combinations, complete.—Grosvenor Garage, Brad-

ford St., Bolton. [X20ig

B.S.A., 4^^h.p., cha.in-cum-belt, countershaft, 3-speed,
brand new. but shop-soiled ; £ 100. — West's

Garage Lincoln. [X4269

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q17 4h.p. Douglas Solo, good condition, just over-
S-*J hauled; £50 Befurei: owner goin? abroad.—
Apply, Croueli End Motor Co., Coleridge E4., Crouch
End, N.8. [5035

DOUGLA.S 4h.p.. 1919 model with Canoelet sporting
side<jar, lamps, horn, toolbags. etc., absolutely as

new; £80.—A., 136, Eavensbury Ed., Eajrlslield. Lon-
don. S.W. [5317

pjOUGLAS Sidecar Ontflt, 1919, 4h.p., electric and
*-' acetylene lighting, £30 of spares and accesaoriea,
mileage under 2,000; price £120.—Modern Motors, Ltd.,
16, Poole Ed., Bournemouth. [4672

TjiLI CLARK can give you good serrice both in new
J-' machines and spares; try me. I may be useful to
you.—The Pioneer Agent (or Douglas Motors, 196,
Cheltenham Ed., Bristol. [0016

1019 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, almost new condi-
J-i/ tion, sidecar royal blue. Easting screen, Lucas
com, 3 lamp sets, speedometer; £125, or nearest—
73, Southfleld Ed., Oxiord. [5141

"|Q14 Douglas 2Kh.p., makers' colours, splmdid con-J-" dition, fast, new tyre, spare tube, footboards,'
biriiths sfieedometer, lamp-s; £42; owner buying coiu-
bmation.—36, Alui.l Ed., Wind~or. [5033

1 Q20 2«ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick starter, P. and
,

H. lamps. Klaxon, and .Jones trip speedometer.
mileage 307. guaranteed as brand new; cost £115
to clear £90.—Eeynolds, Waterbeacb. Cambs. [5478

OUGLA.'S 4h.n. 1917, Watsonian R34 sidecar, clec- I

trie light all on, splendid condition, 100 ens •

al.so brand new Easting baby wind .screen and Binksi
carburcttcr.-Paton, 31, Dornton Ed., South Croydon. I

T~)OTJGLAS 1916 2',Ti.p., 2 speeds, buffer forks, new!J-' 1920 C.A.V., new b.icfc tyre ,ond Ijelt, new con-
trols, new large lamp set, enamel and plating unscratched
thoroughly overhaoled; £54.—G., 63,- Solon Ed. Brix-
ton, S.W.2, -

f5497
j

^45.—Douglas combination.s n»>i mog.l. almost com-

1

o**- plefe with the exception of carhurctter and rear
spring of chassis; 50 of these combinations in stock —
Apply, Tlie Eflra Motor Works, 14, Eflra Parade i

Buxton, S.W. (5356
"TVOUCLAS, 234h.p., 1916. fitted new cylinders,^ crankshaft, pistons, mudguards, tyres, belt,
saddle, pulley, chain wheel, induction pipe, silencer
etc; a perfect picture; £68.-257. Cavendish Rd '.Balham, S.W. 12. [5425
r)O0GLAS 2^ili.p., 1916, perfect running order, np.'-' pearance good, new spare chain, inlet and exhaust
valves, nearly new spare Clincher cover and tube 2
spare belt), full tool kit, etc.; bargain, £54.—JI.H 'l2
Albion Place, Xorthapipton. [5089

"TiOCGLAS, 2?ih.p., W.D.. delivered from maker"J-' 1920. enclosed chain, Watford trip speedometer
larse P. and 11., Cowey. aluminium horn, mileage
negligible, absolutely new; any trial; 69 gns —88
Brook Green, Hammersmith. [5264*

pjOUCLAS 1921 2^ih.p. Modela in Btock.-2-spled
.«-' model, £85; 3-speed clutch, kick starter. £105-
can be sent passenger train any part of the country-
extended terms.—Official Agents. Elce and Co.. 15.l'6'
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

•'

_Avenue 5548. [0067
T\/-AUCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4

-

»' 2^1. p. Douglas machines. 1921, kick start
models. 3 speeds, clutch. £105. 3 speeds only £100-
JJi.p. combinations. £170; 4h.p. solos. £130; also
2--.h-P. W.D. Douglas, supplied from Douglas works
*-35. Easy terms arranged or exchange. [5577

"TVOUGLAS 4b.p., 1920 model, delivered Kov., 1919
^-^ mileage nnctor 3,000, and sidecar complete, a-ces.^
Bories include Lucas King head lamp. T.W.E. rt'ar
and t-ide-ar. Lucoi horn, Cowey f-peedometor, ' wind)
screen, .sinrc chain and 3 belt.s. all in fine condition
£165; without occes-sories, £155; seen any time by
appointment.—The Brewery, Tcing. [4911

4h.p. Douglas Combination. 1920, property of pri
vate owner, engine No. 10753. in perfect condi-

tion, enamel and plating a; new. Cowey speedometer
inechanical horn, wind screen, excellent kit of tools
including valve lifter, tyre levers, belt punch, bell
link, oil gun. spare tube, and spare valve; will accept
best offer over £160.—Machine may be seen at Eger
ton< Motor Cycle Dept., Woodbridge Ed., Ipswich.

[4988T\OUGLAS Motor Cycle on ea.sy terms of payment •

JL-' 4h.p. combination, £170; 2-speed solo model,
£100; 3-speed clutch and kick starter model, £105-
plu" a small charge for delivery from works to Lon-
don. The above are makers' list prices. For easy pay-
ments ax extra is charged, only one-flith deposit,
balance payable by 12 monthly instalments. Write
lor latest lists of other machines in stock, etc

—

^Elarrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [5181

Edmund.
EIiMrXD Lightweight, 2-spee<l: £55; splendid ordei

-I'latts, 602, King's Ed., Fulham, S.W.6. [51 i

pDMUXD 25ih.p. J.A.P.. fitfed with Enfield 2-spee.•-' gear and clutch, spring frame, shop-soiled only
barenin, £84.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright ^t
Birmingham. rn^e^'

No. 9
No. lO

in the EXETER Run
were our managers.

Write, wire, or see them
regarding your 1921

G.rvp.

ROVER
MORGAN
PREMIER

KINGSBURY
Light Car

OR

O.K.
B. S. A.

A. J. S.

LEVIS
RUDGE
ENFIELD
TRIUMPH
MATCHLESS

HARLEY- DAVIDSON
Motor Cycle

We have them.

DEFERRED TERMS
by arrangement.

LAMBS

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1 Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, brand new; £153.—
-L*^ Below.

"IQ20 8h.p. Enfield Magdyno Combination, brand
J

Xi/ new; £158.—Edwards. 50. Harrington Ed.,
>i South Kensington. 'Phone: Kensington 3709. [4746

NEW 1920 Enfield, 2-«troke, 2-speed; £75; in stock.-
Uandal, Andover. [0369

ENFIELD Combination, 1920, new; £155.—Caeco,
21, Hobson St., Cambridge. [4887

1 Q18 Enfield Combination, Colonial Model, like new;
i-iJ £115.-Eoss, 86, High Ed., Leo. [5100

"1 Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, brand new; £160.—
-LC 34, Manchester Ed., Swindon. [5240

3^ Gns.—Enfield, 1915, M.A.G., 2-speed, K.S., lamps,
^ perfect.—Derby Arms Garage, Mortluke. [X4221

1 Q21 Eorol Enflelds; Sh.p. combination £160, 2Vlh.p.
-1.7 2-stroke 2<pecd £65.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed..
Sheffield. [X3796

1 Q21 Eoyal Enfield Combination, immediate de-
X«7 livery; £160.—Welford. 28. St. James's St..

Brighton. (4996

31i.p. EnfleUi. late model, hardly used (G2900), 2
srieed-s. kjck ' ' '^ '

Bill, Wandsi^Rh.

1 C|20 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., F.R.S. light,

JLI/ Binki carburetter, hardly used; £140—Hcdley,
103, High St., Eochcstcr. [4932

EXFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, lumps, hood, very

gooii condition: £95.-29. St. Leonard's St.,

llromlcy-by-How. Ea.-t 4708. [5373

ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, all-chain, electric

light, mileage 200; i55.—Dunn's, 326. Euston,

I

Kd.. N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5521

"IQ20 Enfield Combination, Lucas lighting. Cowey
XSV speedomete.', horn. IickkI. screen, uiinor; oflcr.--.—

21, Queen's ltd., Wnlthamstow. [49^2

ENFIELD Combination, 1917, 6h.p.. Lucas dynamo
lighting, very good order; £130. or exchange solo

machine.—40. Hertford Place. Coventry. [X4346

ENFIELD Combination. 6h.p.. 1916, speedometer,

luggage grid. horn. lamps, etc.; £105.—27 M
John's ltd.. Putney. 'Plione: 1177 Putney. [5389

6h p Eoyal Enfield. 1918. excellent condition, red.

lined gold, large exhaust, speedometer, lamps,

horn; can be setn.-Apply, Box 1,187, c/o 3'Ac .Volor

C'j;cl«. '^^^^

-1 021 Enflcld Combination, dynamo lighting, w-ith or

11/ without rlyuamo. in stock, immediate delivciy;

I list price.-J. Smith and Co.. 62-54. Uampstead Ed..

NW.l. i°^52

sijeed.s. kict starter, guaranteed; £52;i0.—89, East— -
^-

[4960

6

19'

50, HIGH ROAD, WOOO GREEN, N.

'Phoce : Hornst^y 1956.

'Grams: " Doulamocy, Phone, London."

151, HIGH ST., WALTHAMSTOW.
'Phone : Walthamstow 169.

'Grams: " Cyclotomo, Phone, London."

387, EUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.I.
'Phoiie : Museum 4073.

'Grams ; " Lamocy, Eusroad, London."

h.p, Enfield Combination, 1915, a splendid outfit.

v» complete equipment; bargain: exchange smaller

power; gradual iiaymeots; closed Sundays.-Bunting s

.Motors. Wealdstonc. [5434

ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination. 1921 model. Magdyno
lighting. Liuns horn. Tickers engine, just arrived

ir'.in works; iuiiiicdiotu delivery at makers' price,

£182.-Wilkim', Simpson, opposite Oljmpia, London

8 h.p. Enfield Combination, to makers; spccificatiori.

lor early delivery. £160: dynamo lighting model.

i.182 plus delivery fiom woiks: deferred payineuts lor

^ -mall extra chargo.-Hartoda, Ltd.. 118. Brompton

IM., London. C5190

19 Eoval Enlleld Combination. 6h.p.. Lucas

separate dynamo lighting, hood, screen, Binks,

in perfect or<lcr, guaranteed; £145; exchanges or easy

terms.-Uomac's, 243, , Lower Clapton Ed., N.J..

Phone: Dalston 2408.' [5445

WAUCHOPE'.S, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.-
1921 new Sh.p. Eoval Enfield combinations frorr

-lock, dynamo lighting model £182. standard £160:
new 1921 2',jh.p. Eoyal Enfield 2-strokc, £65. Cash,

exchange, or easy terms. [5574

W\EE\NTED.—6h.p. 1915 Enfield combination,

just taken from original purchaser, been care-

lolly used, and is replete with good accc-s-sories; £100;
terms if required.—Bunting. Motor Exchange. Weald-

tone. (Closed Sundays.! [5480

ENFIELDS.—The cheapest twin combination on the

road. We are North London agents, and can give

uediate delivery of the standard model, £160; elec-

• model, £180: trade supplied. All spores in stock.

Jones' Garage. Mu^well Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside
J'i,rri<K'. North Finchley. [0380

Excelsior.

ESCKLSIOE, June. 1919, 2--ih.p. J.A.P., '<^-f)]'-^°-;

single.-Ashley, Probus, Cornwa.U. [0371

1 AA Gns.—1920 Excelsior 7-9h.p. twin, dynamo light-

ll/V ine. electric horn, fittings as standard, brand

>r,ew. unridden, perfect.-30S. Tpper Bichmond Ed^
iloitlnke. £314217

1 O20 Excelsior Combination, 3-ppeed, kick starter,

\.\j dynamo lighting model: this week's bargain, £130.

snot cosh.—Claijhare Motors), 27. Stockwell St., Green-

ivich. 'Phone: 751. W778

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue. B2';
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Fafnir.

3ih.p. Fafnir, Boscii, B. and B., copper exhaust,
2 discs, perfect; £32; exclianpo Levis similar.—

Webb, Grammar School, Tonbridge Rd., Maidstone,
Kent. [5411

F.N.

r.N., 4-cyl., sloping top tube, yery low frame, good
tyres, etc.; £25.-10, Dunhill Bd., Goole. [4975

r.N. 4-5h.p., 2-speed. frame dropped, Bosch, tyres
excellent, No. 17429. less stand; £25, offers, or

2-stroke.—116, Bridge Ed., E. Molesey. [6351

F.N. Winter prices.—Lovely 4.cyl. F.N., very low,
smart, 50 an honr easily, Claudel latest carliuretter,

Boscli mag., aluminium piston.s, vibrationless. free engine
clutch; saorilice, £28.—Treyena Motors, Bexhill-on-Sea.
'Phone; 162. [5216

Hailey-Davidson.
1019 Hailey-Davidson Combination, Magdyno light-
J-" iug; £150.-Ea:S, 86, High Ed., Lee. [5101

(\fi Gns.—Horlev 1918 electric Canoelet combination,
fJyf peifect.-Derby Arms Garage, Mortlake. [X4220

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 4h.p. Sports Model, 1920,
new; £135.—Caeco, 21, Hobson St., Cambridge, i

[4886QO GNS.— 1918 Harley-Davidson Canoelet electric^ ^ combination, perfect. — Derby Arms Garage,
Jlortlake. ^ [4937

1 tf> /\ Gns.—Harley 1919 C.E. combin.^tion, not war,
J-'^" indistinguishable from new.—54, Coval Ed.,
Mortlalce. [S4216

JQ19 7-9h.p. Harlev Combination, very good con-
J-'-' dition; £110.-29, .St. Leonard's St., Bromlev-bj--
Bow. East 4708. [5380

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.- 1 have at present a fine
assortment in stock, all fully guaranteed.—Ros^.

86, High Rd., Lee. - [3849

HAELET-DAVIDSON, 1915, Gloria sidecar, perfect
condition; £148. or best oflers.-Richards. 108,

Eastgate, Worksop. ' [5283

HAELET-l^AVIDSON.-All models in stock, new and
second-baud.—Sole agents, Bambers', Southport,

Lancashire. Tel; 607. [5009

HAELEY-DAVIDSO.> 1919 7-9h.p. Combination,
fully eijuipped, low mileage, equal to new; £190.

—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. i;X4316

Tj Q19 Harley, complete, less engine unit only, excel-
-2-9j lent condition.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balliam
High Ed,, S.W.12. Latcbmere 4441. [4156

"I
QM Harley-Davidson Model' J., with Mills-Fulford

Jttf sidecar, new 3 mouths ago as new ;' £210.—
Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Sheflield. [X3795

1Q18 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson-, 3-speed, K.S., with
-&-»> new Canoelet sidecar; £100, bargain.—J. J.
Doolcy, 33, Killyou Ed., Clapham, S'.W.8.

- [5545

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p., electric model,
new Wat(jonian E34 sidecar, discs, splendid condi-

tion; £135.—Ordish, Solihull, Birmingham. [5309

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p. Combination
tools, mileage 1,200, electric lighting; £195.— L.

West, 71, Norbury descent, ^orbuiy, S.W,16. [0377

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 7-9h.p., electric model,
as new, discs, speedometer, mileage'200; £150.—

Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5522

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, shop-soiled 4h.p. twin, com-
plete with speedometer and Klaxon horn, for im-

mediate delivery; £150.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall
Tel.: 444. [4007

"1 Q16 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, screen,
-Lt' lamps. Klaxon, etc., excellent condition; ^698,
or lightweight part.—436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton
Heath, S.E. [5257

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7.9h.p., with sporting
sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer, and tools com-

plete, Excellent condition; £210.—Forrest, . Cro&^ford,
Lanarkshire, Scotland. [5031

1Q19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, just
--«.' overhauled and re-enamelled, new tyres throughout,
in excellent condition.—Tel. ; Museum 6626 —A s C
60, Mortimer St., W.l. l49l'6

1 Q20 Flat Twin Harley, mileage 1.239, perfect con-
-l-t' dition. lamps, horn, tools, tax and insurance
December, 1921, paid; nearest offer £110.—Buck,
Claremont, Orleans Rd., N.19. [4979

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., 1915, 3 speeds,
large modern sidecar, part sheet aluminium, re-

painted and upholstered, Lucas lamps, whole oirfflt
like new; any tnal; £85.-88, Brook Green, Hammer-
smith. . [5265
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918-1919 Models, thor-

oughly overhauled and guaranteed, solo £100-
with new Montgomery sidecar, £130; easy payments
£43/10 down, 8 payments of £8, solo; £59/15 de-
posit .ind 8 payments £10 for combination.—Maudes'
100, Gt. Portland St., W.l; and Paris St., Exeter.

[5339XTARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Electric Model, 7-9h p-t-^ just Ipcen painted royal blue, completely over-'
hauled liy makers, fitted aluminium discs, complete with
nil accessories, perfect condition, always looked after
by expert; any trial given; price £150, or near offer-
view by appointment.- Fi-oy, Motor Dept., Brunswick
Works, Hammersmith, W.6. [5013

YOUR
TERMS
To customers -wishing to

purchase by

DEFERRED
PAYMENTS

We offer the advantage of

tlieir arranging the method
of settlement to suit their

own convenience. The only

limits of our system are

that the first payment must
be not less than a quarter

of the purchase price, and
that the balance is paid in

not more than t^welve

monthly instalments.

Clients wishing to pay a

larger deposit or desiring to

effect settlement in less

than a year are entitled to

a reduction in price.

OUR LISTS OF

SHOP - SOILED
and

SECOND-HAND
MACHINES
Await Your Request.

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
OfBcial Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. &M.U.,

418, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E.7.

Telephone—490 East Ham.
Telegrams—"Egaraco, London.'"•••*"""1
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-^Davidson.

HARLEY 1918 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, lamp,
horn, tools, screen, etc.; £110.—Broomfield, Post

Office, Whitehouse Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 660. [5429

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. Combination, 1920, 5-6h.p.,

new and iinregistered ; £165.—Dunn's, 326,
Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5530

NEW 5-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
and ki(.-k starter, a thoroughly reliable outfit;

llarrods have a large stock of these for sale at £186
each, or on deferred payments 4% extra, only one-fifth
deposit, balance bv 12 monthlv instalments.—Harrods,
Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [5171

Henderson.
1020 Henderson, new week ago; list price £210;
X t/ accept £150, perfect condition.—Howgill, Colney
Hatch Lane, iluswell Hill. [5323

T Q 20 Henderson Combination, dynamo lighting ; cost
-Li/ £285 Sept., sell £225^ part exchange Sunbeam
considered.—Tippett, Ai'lington Rd., Surbiton. [5363 .

HENDERSONS, 1921, just arrived; immediate de-
livery, dvnamo lighting.—Barker's Motors, 194,

Bnlham High Rd., S.W.12. Latchmere 4441. [4155

Lni {\ GXS.—Henderson Combination, new, 4" cyls.,
•~J \J latest model; list price, £295; first cheque

secures.—24 Observatory Rd., East Sheen. ~ Rich-
mond 2379 -[4923

HENDERSON 4-cyl., the aristocrat of motor cycles.
—New 1921 models now in stock for immediate

delivery, 121i.p., 4-cyl., 3-speed- and reverse, 27.x3y2in.
tyres, etc. Catalogue iree upon request.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd:, Birmingham. [5460

_Hobart.

LATE 1919 Hobart,2V2li-P-, 2-stroke, 2-speed, W.S.R.
jet, new rear tvre, first-rate condition, not used

winter; £56.—E. Heggs, 38, Stanley St., Derby. [S4338

NEW 2V2h.p, Hobart Lightweight, 2-speed models m
stock at manufacturers' list price, £75, 4% extra

for deferred payments, only one-fifth deposit, balance
by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, ' Ltd., 118,
Brompton Rd., London. " [5173

Humber.
21 4V'h.p. Humber, in stock; £140.—Cross, Agent,

'

Rothcrham. [X4227

1 Q14 Humber Combination, 3-speed, kick start,
-L*^ Canoelet sidecar, splendid condition ; £45.-37.
Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [5365

£105.-1919 31/oh.p. flat twin Humber, Millford side-

car, £125; 1920- 4V>h.p. Humber solo; trial.—
Foleshill Union, Coventry. [X4370

HUMBER SV^h.p., 2-speed, in running order, good
sidecar machine, lamps ,ind horn ; £32. or nearest.

-40, Replingham Rd., Soathfields. S.W.18. [5490

31,h.p. Humber, 2-speed, F.E., E.B., lamps, speed-
2 ometer, horn, complete, splendid condition ; any

trial ; ride away ; £35.—L. J. Piickett, Goudliurst, Kent.
[5011

Indian.
21 Indian? early delivery of all models.—Hewetfc

Bros , 94, Western Rd.. Hove. Sussex. [0345

"I Q20 Indian, dynamo lighting, oversize engine, in-
-L *y distinguishable new ; oilers.-Worrell, Grimston,
Norfolk. [5320

I
Q18 Powerplus Indian Combination, practically new,

i-*y tas paid: £139; seen appointment.—Jefiryes, 32,
Felstead "Rd., Wansteud. [5092

INDIAN Combination, 1913, 9h.p., clutch model,
(spring frame, lamps, etc., good order; £38.—40,

Hertford Place, Coventry. . [X4345

INDIAN 7h.p., 1914, clutch model, nevr tyres, lamps,
etc., splendid condition; £40.-136, Ravensbury

Rd., Earlsfield, London, S.W. [5318

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, recently overhauled, fine
.ippeaiance; seen by appointment.—Panack, Up-

down Hill Wiudle^ham, Surrey. [5030

lQl5 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3 speeds, indis-
J-t/ tinguislinble from new, accessories; £88.—Cran-
leigh. College Slip,~ Bromley, Kent. [5325

INDIAN and Sidecar, 1915, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., all

lamps, in perfect condition; £60.—Dunn's, 326,
Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5523

INDIANS.—Six 1917-18-19 7-9h.p., 3 speeds. Power-
plus engines, saddle tanks, clutch, kick starters;

from £70 to £100.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[X431S

INDIAN 1920 4h.p. Scout Model with sportrn<r side-

car to match, fully equipped, indistinguishable
from neiv: £155.—Parker's, Bradsbawgat*, Bolton.

[X430J
INDIAN 1919 Combination, electric horn, lamps

verv little used, perfect; £140.—Cooper, 32
Manorgate Rd., Kingston. 'Phone : Kingston 680.

[516^

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, 1920, 1,000 miles
perfect condition; owner going abroad.—Tel.

Hampstead 5823.-Barboza, Bos 1,220, c/o The Motoi

Cycle. [512i

19

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

NORTON 1921 Models.
Motors. Ltd., 60

Thone: 72.

Sole District Agents. Wessex
Catherine St., Salisbury.

[5005

19

WATJCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.—
New 1921 4h.p. Norton de Luxe combination,

just delivered, oversize tyres; £180/9. [5586

-| {121 Norton T.T. S'ih.p., 3 speeds, C. drive, K.
J-tf stnrt, brand new. unregistered: accept £127.—
Feuton. Eroughton Av., Bentley Ed., Doncaster. [5105

"DAHGAIN.—3Wh.p. Norton. 1919, 79x100 engine,
-*-' No. 19772, single gear, very fast and sporty,
lamps, born, tools, irreproachable condition throughout

;

£69, no offers entertained under this price.—Keen, Leo-
minster [5324

N.U.T.
j20 N.U.T. 3V4h.p., Magdyno, perfect condition ; I

offers invited.^Paluier Bros., The Cannon. \Ti^-
D6cn. £5399

j

1Q21 N.U.T. 3i,4h.p. Standard Model. -Magdyno:
jJ-f £165; in stock.—Uewett Bros.. 94. Western Rd

Hove. Sussex. [O343

1020 N.U.T.
. new condition, dynamo lighting, discs.Xt/ electric Klaxon; £125.—W., 9. Eardley R.1..I

Streatham, S.W.16. . [5155
j

1020 N.U.T., dynamo lighting. J.A.P. engine, 3JLtf speeds, cost nearly £200; sacrifice 118 gns.—I,Ebner St., Wandsworth. [5537
"NJ.U.T.

:
delivery from stock of all models. SoleJ-' wholesale and retail agents for Stafiordshire; the

trade supphed.-The Walsall Garage, Walsall. TeL : 444.
[4014Ty SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yeovil.

,
•, .gfficial N.U.T. ag^ts, now booking orders lor

early delivery; write or 'phone lor particulars.-Tel.

:

Yeovil 114. [6023
AT.U.T. 1921 3l[,h.p. Twin, Lucas Magdyno set; just
^^ received from works; 145 gns.; extended terms.—
I ?.'^,'"'^r.F°-

'5"1^- B'shopsgate Av., Camomile St..
i!-.C.3. Plione

: Avenue 3548. [0070
OPORTINO 2j-.4h.p o.h.v. 1V.U.T.-J.A.P.. adjustable

!r„. ^^ 1
1^'.?"*' Inhncat.ou, fust, new little ends, beam-ings good, thoroughly done np 2 months ago lamps,

spare,, n.ce 'bus, £65.-8. Booth. Plfory. bdihn.n"'"'"
[5040

NT.U.T. 1921 3>Sh.p. Standard Model in .Stork, £152/5-
\ rP; "'"<'«' delivery in Febru.iry.-Sole wholesaleand retail agent for Berkshire. A. J. Luce. Hamilton

Kd., Garage, Reading. 'Phone: 967. T.A • Tunc
Beading. * •

^^1%^
TU.U.T., 1914. 3i,4h.p., Brooklands racing roadster,L-" completely overhauled, repainted and replatc-d
practically new throughout, including new tank'
saddle, tyres, new Sinks carburetter. 2 long exhaust
pipes. T.T. bars, all on; X65.-Box 1.184, c/ojvic

[4941

AWAY
WITH

DIRTY,
DULL, LUSTRELESS

COACHWORK
6*

Motor C'jclr.

o
O.K.

,.K.-ITNIOX 25}h.p., 1918, re-enamelled, sound order,
fast, accessories: offers.-o. Toll, Stevenage. Herts

[X4214

Omega.

Tf^AnHnli?
Omega 2-spced: £75; in stotk.-Eandall.Anoover. [0368

QMEGA-J.A.P 1920 2?ai.p., countershaft, kick startV^ hand control clutch, o<piipped: £65; nearest -138Stephenson St.. North Shields, Northumberland. [4973
QMEGA-J.A P., Octoter, 1920. lamps uniTRcd Klaxon
tY-itel

"''='»'' "00 miles, umcratchcd. indi":t ng.,hable from new; first reasonabk oller.-Burt 20Ciena Av.. Knowle, Bristol. 1

[5369

^sr%„&'^^;:i^r^?iirir"^jr^!.siS
Mehta. Eiver.side, Shillingiord, Oxon. [5010

P. and M.
p. and M

.
Deoemher, 1919. splendid machine, as-l new.-Ashley. Ptobiis, Ccinwall. [0370

p. and M. Combination. 1919. not a made-np W D
iHxto'S,°t.W.2"=-*'--

^""°^^' lOS- ^"^
}fSi

TX/-AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoo Lane, London, E.C.4

-

P^and'':;i:;^19?9.^£'85.'"- "'"• "°°'- ""^o

^'t-
-in 19 ilatei P. and M. Combination, fine condition-L«^ lamps, hcvin, mirror, watch, leg shields- sElKl
Bewick. Bolllngton, Macclesfield. [5113

19''., -^^ """1 M. Combination, giiarnnteed perfect
, „ •''""«''?"' !«>eessones, not W.IJ. :_£85.-L,ang-
fords, 37, Ciicklewood Broadway, N.W.2. [5081

.T^'iP^^^X' 1920 P. and M.. not W.D., lamps, hern.

f«7.'in"'"T;lr>'"^'"w'' S*^' =""1 in periVt condition;
£87,10.-Jellery. 3, Herbert Grove, Southend. [5440

1 9 ^° .r. """^ jr. Combination, excellent condition.

-B.H.V ., 10. Parsifal Hd.. West Hampstead, N.W.

p. and M.. 1919 model. 2.speed. Sll.h.p.. splln'didJ- new condition, bargain. £68; deposit.-W. Boston
St., Eathenne's Hazelwood Lane, Palmer's Green X 13

' f5i46

99

(hemico
car polish

AND
GREASE REMOVER
quickly rcsturus the coaciiwork
of even the dirtie.st sidcc.-ir to
all its original brilliance. It
remo\'es grease, dirt, smears,
stains, etc., instantlj'. It
sets up a new hard surface
wliich can ca-sily be kept
clean and bright.

In Bottles

2/3 and 4-/-

Of all motor dealers, or

failing that, direct from
the makers

The County Chemical Co.,
Ltd.,

Chemico Works, Biriningham.

^CHEMlCq
^

Urease remove!

.^;«s2in^>^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

"pHELOX and Moore 1920 3' ^b.p. with brand new
-*- W'atsonian sidecar to luatcb, low mileage, indis-
tincuishable irom new; £130.— I'mker's, I3mdsiiaw^;;ite,
Bolton. [X4307

P. and M., 2-.=peed, K.S., re-enamelled R.A.F.
colours, engine No. 4504. perlect order; sent on

approval; £72/10.—Beardwood, 147. Burlington St.,
Liverpool. [4956

pHEIiOX and Moore 3>^.p., ei-W.D.. solo, Fprocket,
-*- original service, green enamel, chain drive, care-
lully run, lamps, tools, spares, London; £70.—BA 1,221,

[

c/o The Motor C>/cIc. [5123

P. and M- Combination, Dunhill Fidecar and storm
iipron. iomps, etc.. fully equipped; £100, great

bareoin.—Meues. 154-156. Gt Portland St.. W.l.
'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. (7183

P.
.and M., about 1918. R.A.F. model. Camber
coachbullt sidecar, electric lighting, all tools and

spares, excellent condition, full insurance to Julv

;

£90.—Write, R.S.F., 31, Silverdale, S.E.26. [4879

1 Q20 P. and .M. Combinntion. August, electric light-
L*J ing, speedometer, etc., mileape 386, penect con-
dition: would cost £185 new, price £170; owner buying
-Morgan.—Law, 25, Grimstone Gardens. Folkestone.

[504T
PHELOX and Moore i'.\-\T.D. Model^^, thoroughly over-

hanled and guarantied, tanks re-enauiolled, front
itrakes. chain cases; £78. Similar model? overhauled
and s;;iarunteed by maker?, £95; with sidocors. ±.100
and £110; easy payments 7'^.% extra.—Maudes, 100,
Gt. Portland St.. W.l; and Pa'ris St.. Exeter. [5340

Pope.

POPK. 7-9Ii.p.. 1917, coacbbuilt sidecar, wind screen,
hood; £160.-26, Crown St., Clowne. (4977

Premier.
PREMIER 7-9Ii.p. C.B. Combinntion, renpholofcred.

linrips. Jiorn, ttc., ride away; £95.—202, Trinity
Rd., S.W,17. [5055

PliKMIEU 3';lr.i«.. 1914. Grodo gear, nil on. in

good condition. £37/10.—Hudson, 14, Conway ltd..

l'Iuiiisto;id, Loudon. [5117

31 li.p. Preini^T. helit>vpd 1916, 3-speed, kiok s-tart,

2 clutch ; £55 ; exchange Douglas 2'ib.p.—Tom-
bling. Church St.. Gt. Missenden. Bucks. - [5332

PREMIER 3.'-;h.p. Con.-hlMiiU Combination. 2-spoed,
lamps, .>:poe<lometer. £40; or exchan^-o with ca^h

(or 1918 couiiter.-hntt 4h.ii. Triumph.— 11, Kilmartia
At.. Norlmry. S.W.16. f:4904

Quadrant.

NEW 1920 4'-.h.p. Q.mdntnt Combination; £145.—
Shepherd, Eiilleld Higliwiiy. TeL: Waltham Cross

31. [0341

1Q20;J Quadrant Conibinotion, 4,';0i-P-. 3-speed, Isand
A*' clnMi; £90.-29, St. Leonard's St., BroLiloy-by-
Bow. Ea^t 4708. [5381

£76.— 4'>h.p. Quadrant Countershaft Combination,
blacfc and gold, new condition, stored, B.S.A.

Sspeed gear box. K.S., chain drive.—Lambert, 1. Pit-
lake, Croydon. [4973

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C-4.-
New 4','-.b.p. 1921 Quadrant combination, with

rtind screen, £147/15: al.'^o 4',i.h.p. *\920 Quadrant
combination, cxct;llent condition, £l20. [5580

"j Q20 Quadrnot Combination. 4':ih.p., Sturmey-
M.iy Archer 3-spee<l, aH-chain drive, Cameo screen,
al! lamp?, horn, under 500 miles; £130; exchanges or
easy terms.—Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
Phone: Dalston 2408. [5442

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co., 70. Royal Hospital
Rd.. Sloane Sq.. S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113.

Quadrant sole agents and wholesale distributers for
Lonon. Southern and Eastern Counties. Immediate de-
livery from stock ol new 4V-;h.p. and 5h.p, models: all
.<part_«. Single and 2-2eater" sidecars ready for imme-
diate 6tting. Deferred payments arranged. [5458

* Radco.
RADCO 2-stroke, complete, perfect, ride away; £30,

or near offer.—36. Limes Grove, Lewishara.
S.E.13. [5244

RADCO Lightweight, single-speed, as makers' epeci-
fications. ehop-soiled; at ereatly reduced price; now

is tlie time to buy.—Mebes. r54-156, Gt.. Portland St.
W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7190

ReadingStandard.
READING-STANDARD 1920 Combination, dynamo

lighting, electric horn, Stewart horn, T^an-Sad.
Easting screen, disc wheels, mirror. £20 worfta acces-
sories, splendid outfit, mileage under 1,000, as new;
bargain, £145.—Dunn's. 526. Euston Rd., N.W.I.
Museum 5391. [5524

Rex.
LTJXtrRIOTJS Coaclibuilt Combination, 6h.p. Rex. 3-

speed. clutch, hood, screen, 4-point, 3 lamps; £60;
motor cjxle only, £30.—Axon. 1, Regent M., Rugby.

[X4282
Rex>Jap.

8b. p. Rex-Jap, lovely sidecar, lamps. 2 speeds, K.S,,
clutch, pillion, enamelling and plating excellent;

any trial; £75.— Drayton and Batt, Dresburg Rd., New
Maiden, S.W. [5266

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

1 Ql9 6I1.P. Eover, splenaid condition: £100.-WneM's
X«/ Garage. Safiion Walden. Tel.: 16. [5455

ROVER 1920 3'^h.p., T.T., Pliilipson pulley, as
new; £95.— Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X4313
1<ftl8 S'/ili-P- T.T. Rover, riiilipson pulley, lull tool
J-t/ kit, Jill af'ceissories, spares; ^75.—20, Queen Bt.,

Hamuiersruitb Broadway, [5126

3ih.p. Rover, 1912, 3-speed IiuTd, clutch, good con-
2 diticn, £20; also sidecar, £5.—Hall Co., Station

Approacli, Upper Warlingham. [4873

ROVER Combination, 5-6b.p., late 1918 W.D., lamps,
horn, Easting, spare tyre, spares; £100, bargain.

—Crawford, Witton St., Novtbwicb. [5052

1 Q20 T.T. Rover, Philipson pulley, Binks carburetter.
-*-•' list price now £115, excellent Iiill-climber : what
offers?—PIatway, Shaldon, Teignmouth. ^ [X4275
T> OVER, SV^h.p-, 3-speed countershaft, fine condi
-JtV tion, _ with C.B. sidecar ; £85 ; separate ; ex
change.—Porter, Mantle St., Wellington, Somerset.

[4922
ROVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with &n

official agent, the man who rides a Ro-ver; im-
mediate delivery.—CoUard, Cook's Garage, Shifnal

[2684

F'OR Sale, 1920 Rover T.T. ^\'2'h.v-, complete with
lamps and horn, in new condition, small mileage;

a genuine bargain, 70 gns.—Modwena, Brighowgate,
Grimsby. - -.

^ [5137

1 Q20 3)2h.p. 3-speed Rover, done 3,000 miles, un-
-S-*J' scratched, bulbous coachhuilt sidecar, speedo-
meter lamp.s; £155.—Fowler, Wintercott, Knebworth,
Herts. Tel.: 36. ^ . [5406

"IQ17 Rover Combination in al)solutely new condi-
JL£/ tion, new lamps and horn, new Palmer cord,
new saddle, new Dunlop belt; £100.—Weliord, 28, St.
James's St., Brighton. - [4995

ROVER Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., all-chain drive.
3 speeds, had very little use, guaranteed; £120;

exchanges or easy pavraents.—Homac's. 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [5443

5-6h.p. Rover Combination, new Feb., 1920, all-chain
enclosed drive. Easting wind screen, accumulator

electric lighting, Klaxon, "Watford speedometer, mirror;
£125.—Fasken, Spread^agle Hotel, Midhurtt, Susses.
(D) [5064

ROVER 3>$h.p., countershaft model, also TT. model.
PIiiHiison pulley, as makers' specifications, shop-

poiled; at greatlv reduced prices; now Is the time to
buy.-Mebes, 154-156. Gt. Portland St.. W.l. *Phone:
3426 Mayfair. [7191

1Q19 S'^^h.p., Rover Combination, 3-speed, counter-
J-^ shaft, kick-starter, perfect condition, tyre un-
punctured, Lucas lamps, luggage grid, Tan-Sad; no
reasonable offer refused; seen by appointment,—34, Fast
Sheen Av.. S.W.14. [4899

NEW SV^h.p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted with 3-spep<l

clutch and kick st.nrter, and with sninit conchbuilt
sidecar; £180, or on deferred payments 5% extra, one
quarter depwit, balan<^6 by 12 monthly instalments.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London, [5177

ROVER 1918 3-speed Countershaft 3Voh.p. Combina-
tion, lightweight wicker sidecar, apron. Cameo

wind screen. Miller head light, unpunctured Dunlops,
machine 43489, engine 7398, mileage about 5,000,
sweetest, quietest machine, takes sidecar anywhere,
complete set tools, etc., enamel, plating excellent con-
dition; Rochester; £95, bargain.—Box 1,233, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [5438

ROVER Combination, December, 1919, 5-6h.p.
J.A. P., all-chain_ drive, foot and hand clutch,

Bonniksen trip speedometer, Lucas dynamo lighting,
Klaxon, sidecar of special roomy design, hinged dash,
wind screen, large lacker in rear, full set of tools.
mileage only 2,500, owner-driven, plate and enamel as
new; must sell as cash needed; trial and expert exam-
ination by appointment; S.E. London; price £165 or
close offer.—Box 1,224, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5142

Royal Ruby.
^Q20 Royal Ruby, 3h.p., spring frame, kick startXt/ 2-speed. immediate delivery; £120.—The Clydes-
dale Supply Co., Ltd.. 2, Bridge St., Glasgow. [0265
-IQ1819 8h.p. Royal Ruby, 3-Ei>eed, K.S., just stove
J- Of enamelled, like new; £75.—J. J. Doolev, 33 Kill-
yon Rd., Cluphara, S.W.8. (See my advt. under Clynos.)

|(I>20 Royal Riiby, 8h.p., Montgomery sidecar, 500
-i-tf miles, splendid turnout; £140; exchange lower
power solo or combination.—The Poplars, Durkar Wake-
fi'^''^- [5106
Qh.p Royal Ruby, spring frame, S-speed, clutch andy kick-starter, equipped with Tan-Sad pillion seat
iamps, mechanical horn, etc., very little used and con-
dition as new: £100: mav l>e obtained on Harrods
deterred payment sy.^tem.-Harrods. Ltd.. 118, Bromp-ton Rd., London. '

J5175-

Rudge.
1 C|15 Rudge Multi, splendid condition; £48,—" Free-t*/ Pie.^s" Office. Main St.. Pembroke. [5065
1Q19 Rudge MuHi. excellent order no eauinment--i-i^ price £50.-WeIfurd. St. James's St-^fg^tSn!

Qih.p. Rudge, clutch, new tyrev^; and belt. firetSa^s02 condition; £40.-Paim6r Bros.. The Cannon Wis!
''^'^^'-

[5400

1

BERTIE'S ADVICE, is to

"GET IT NOW"
anJ be prepared for the bright da-ys ahead.

BURLINGTON BERTIE.
DOUGLASES & TRIUMPHS, re-enamelled and

plated in makers' colours. Engine and gear box

thoroughly overhauled In our workshops,

carrying our 3 MONTHS' GUARANTEE.

DOUGLAS
2| h.p. 2-speed
4 h.p. 3-speed. kick-starter. Solo .

.

4 li.p. 3-speed, kick-starter, Combination
with new Burlington Sidecar

and

£65
£85

£110

TRIUMPH
4 h.p. 3-speed Countershaft £100
4 h.p. 3-speed Combination with new

Burlington Sidecar £130

We have large stocks of Douglas and Triumph
Spares and shall be pleased to quote you upon
receipt of your enquiries.

BURLINGTON LICENCE HOLDERS. POLISHED
ALUMINIUM. For Handle-bar, Mudguard or
Sidecar. 3,.'6 each. Postage 4d.

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS. Convert your Clutch into
Foot as well as Hand Control. Fitted in a
moment bv any Amateur. S.A. CLUTCH PEDAL
4/' Postage 4d.

TO RIDERS OF 4 H.P. DOUGLASES. Write for
Particulars of our Clutch Conversion Set. NO
MORE BROKEN DRAWBOLTS. Trade Supplied

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.
Grama :

" Burlington Motors. Clapham."
(50 yards from Clapham Coramon Under-

ground Station.)

B30 AH letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end oj each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

CPECIAL Racing I.O.M. Eudge Multi; offers, or ex-
>-J change A.B.C.—Faiiview, Thorkhills Rd., Thames
Ditton. [5233

"pUDGE 1919 Isle of Man Model, full T.T, bars,
-^*J long exhaust, very fast; £80.—Parker's, Bradshaw-
gate, Bolton. [X4311

31I1.IJ. Hudge, 1912, N.S.U. 2-Epeea, lamps, perfect
2 running order; £35, lowest.—Garaged, 147. Edward

St., Brighton. [5230

RUDGE, 1920, I.O.M., pedal start, as new, unreeis-
Etered: £77/10.—Dunn's, 326, Bustou Ed., N.W.I.

Museum 5391. [6525

RUDGE Multi 1915 SVsh.p. .Clutch Model, T.T. bars,
lamps, horn, speedometer; £48.—E. D. Varty,

Thundersley, Efieex. [3711

£20 Deposit paid on Rudge Multi, to be delivered
1921: cannot finish paying. Sell £10.—Box 1,162,

e/o The Motor Cucle. _ [4852

RUDGE 31/.*. p., tyres and belt good, lamps. Klaxon
horn, long exhaust pipe; first cash offer over £40

secures.—iLupton, Askem. [5329

RUDGE I.O.M. Multi, l920yo, clutch, start«r, rnile^

age 800, as new, lamns; nearesf £100.—Dann, 3,

Walton Ed., Molesey, Surrey. [5058

RUDGE Multi 3V'h.p., new. October, very fast, com-
plete throughout; £98.—Shimwell, Old Hall

Farm, Youlgrave, Bakewell. [X4325

pUDGE Multi 1920 3V<.h.p., unused, with Canoelet
-tV Minor sidecar, complete with lamps, etc.; £125.
—Hereford Motor Co., Ltd., Hereford. [5004

31.U.P. Eudge, 1914. Grado gear, perfect condition,
2 all accessories: £40, or nearest.—Cooper,

Etlicrow Villas, Hoilingworth, Manchester. [5165

RUDGE Multi Combination, 3Vjh.p., fully equipped,
ai?etylene lighting, recently overhauled; bargain,

£50, or near; trial.-66, Hill Ed., Wimbledon. [5037

RUDGE Multi, 1917, Sy^h.p., horn, new lamps, in-

surance policy, receiitly overhauled, thorough
going order; £57/ 10.—Walker, Upperby, Carlisle. [4894

"IQ20 Eudge Multi, SV-h.p., perfect, lamps, horn,
J-if tools, etc.; cost £115; sacliSce £92/10; ex-
change lightweight.—H. Teat, Ancaster, Grantham,
Lines. • [X4271

RUDGE I.O.M., 1920, mileage 800, overhauled by
makers, very fast, with or without lightweight side-

car; best offers.—L. West, 71, Norbury Crescent, Nor-
bury, S.W.16. [0376

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Rudge Multi, Rudge sidecar, 3 lamps,
-i-*y speedometer, Cameo, horn, spares, 3,000 miles;
owner bought car; £190.—Baily, Bromstone House,
Frome, Somerset. [5236

1 Q 14 Rudge Multi 6h.p. Big Single, coachbuilt
-Lt^ sidecar, wind screen, new lamps and horn, the
whole in excellent condition; £70.—Welford, 28, St.

James's St., Brighton. [4995

Scott.

COTT 3^jh.p.. 2-speed, -.K.S., nice condition; trial;

£32.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [5368

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1921 Scott motor cycle and
combination, in stock.—Millards, Chesterfield. [4003

SCOTT Combination, only done 300 miles; no reasdn-
iibte oilier refueed.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place,

Bond St, W.l. [4826

SCOTT 1914 Combination; sidecar only £13; also
1911 Scott gears, £8.-44, Station Ed., Wylde

Green, Birmingham. [54284

SCOTT, 1920, and sidecar, mileage 200, as new, fully
equipped; £140.—Dunn's, 326, Euston Ed.,

N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5520

1021 Scott.-Early deUvery of all models from A.'
-*-*^ J. Luce, Hamiltou Ed._Garag€, Eeading. 'Phone:
967. T.A. : Tune, Eeading. [4965

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1920
Scott, delivery from stock, £130; also 3%lh.p.

Scott, 1918, £95; cash or easy terms. [5581

£30.—Scott, overhauled and rebushed, Bosch, Binks,
tyres as new, needs tuning ; lightweight reauired

;

bargain.—Highman, Bimport, Shaftesbury. [5048

SCOTT, 1920 sports model, horn, tools, very, small
' mileage, enamel as new, plating fair, perfect order;

£110.— ]J. Lavin, Old House, Sonuing, Berks. [5090

SCOTT Combination, 1921 model, delivery this
month ; owner will sacrifice deposit ; list £170

;

accept £155.—Box 41, c/o Tlic illotor Cycle. [X4321

SCOTT Sporting Outfit, spring frame, gorgeous sidecar,
£30 of accessories, perfect condition, mileage 2,000,

£150.—Wolfendale, 4, Eardley Orescent, Earl's Court.
[5288

SCOTT 1921 Sporting Model, delivery from stock,
Olympia Show machine; £130.—Elce and Co.,

15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone;
Avenue 5548. [0069

SCOTT, 1920, special low Squirrel frame, with full
touring equipment, Magdyno, Lucas lamps, 3in.-

Palmers. in perfect mechanical condition; cost £176;
£130.—Below.

SCOTT 1920, new July, standard touring, tucas
lamps, horn, etc., perfect condition mechanically;

£105.—Kaye Don, River Haven, Thames Ditton. Tel.;
4420 JIuseum. [5337

S'

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES
Scott
delivery

FOR SALE.

BRAND New Scott,
owner bought rar; will sacritite deposit i)aid.

1 Q21 Scott Combination:
J-*' or would divide:

promised January:
„ ,

-6 deposit i)aid, viz.,

£10; list price £130; accept £120 carriage paid.—Box
00, c..'o Tlic Motor Cycle. , [X4320

. price £170: free delivery,
, all Scott spares in stock, in-

cluding chains and connecting links, at Welfords, 28, ;

'St. James's St., Brighton. [4994
:

Singer.
SINGER, 2iih.p., 2-speed, clutch, countershaft, kick

starter, Bosch W.P., Binks, lamps, horn, spare
tyre rnd belt, sound condition; £35, or near offer.—
1. J. Smith, Copthorne Bank, via Crawley, Sussex. I

[4926
Sparkbrook.

gPAEKBHOOK Late 1919 2.-,h.p., 2.speed, complete
with lamps, speedometer, etc., scarcely used; £65

or offer.-Hughes, 68, Highfleld Hd., Dartford, Kent!

NEW z'/M.-iLP. Sparkbrook, Villiers engine,
;69, 2-specd £75: or on Harrods .

casj payment s.V3tom 4Z extra.-Harrods, Ltd.
Brompt<in Rd., London.

[6293
single-

SPARKBROOK 2-lh.p
an ultra finish,

soiled

:

118,
[5179

2-speed, the lightweight with

at greatly reducedTi?.?:' ^oT'fs=\'riimt^^o

Sun.

S^li^FS/I^O'?, "'''''»• Combination, 3.spee.I S.A.,

t?re.;Ta''mps'^-?„d^''ira^rl's.'>?°;'v%- ia^Cfl"'trS,Tt;. T
jyEW 2i4b p Sun-Vitesse. 2-stroke engine sinrlc-

SfeV^'/yo '?"?='• '='"=, d.tU, wfth^'efutch andstarter, £70; lady's model, ditto, £73- or onunique easy payment system 4% 'e.xtra.-
lis, Brompton Ed., London. (5185

kick
Ilrirrmls

Harrods, Ltd.,

Sunbeam
ih.p. Solo;

^E\V 1920 SunbMni 3>a.p. Solo; £155/8; in .took-^^ —Randall, Andover. / .
lo .ron,^

lO'.ii™"- fi'^'^s?" Conjl.inntion, as new; £180-
Phono: Iinchley 360 (or appointment, (5209

1Q19 3i,:.h,p. Snnbcnm, foultloss condition; £115--l^ Low,..th, 6, .Mount Ploiisunt Bd., Euling. (5312
Cl-NBEAM, 1920, 3l,yi.p., brand
>~^ Dunns, 326, Euston Kd., N.W.I.

new; £140.-
Rluseum 5391.

I^mtion, spore- WhMV-£i60:Jg^°5:"'^'S
lill., Lee.

_ jjggg

,. 1,914, 3-speed, re-ennmellcd ; If
Ch^u,.-, « w-f- ^''"ll'orough Flats. Walton .St.,cnclbta, b.H.3. [X4210
Oah.p. Sunbeam. 2-specd, clutch, K.S.; £65, or oHor-

Pi.,T.„l?'S",,"
Exchange-Sunbeam, 59, Wanlip Rd.!

i-i.u.-low. t.lj.
jj^2j

1020 3i_;.h p. Suubc.nm and Sidecar, mileage 120
D J!fF'^\' ,"" nccessoris; £175, or offer -1Brarashill Rd., Harlesden. [Slf

j Q21 Sunbeams; guaranteed delivery of all models
i- ,

•^''M'onnitl District Agents, Hewctt Bros. 94wcslern Rd.. Hove. Susse.T. (0342
Cl-NBEAM Brand New 3i,t.li.p., solo model, eomnlite
•--^^ with Lucas lamps and horn ; fl57;iO.-Tho WiiI-

' ' " "" ' " [4008

JQ18 Sli.p. Sunbeam Combination,
-* ^^ condition. sivlTo wlia^l . ncn

SUNBEAM 3i.i.h.p..

offers.— 120, "

200,
9,

[5166

tiill Oarage, Walsall. Tel.: 444.

1 tt , •K'"'
i'linlicam Combination, speedometer-^" liiiuiis, horn, tools, etc., - -

6623.-A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St.

1020 3i.:h.p. Sunbeam with Dinky Sidecar, 3 lam-"-•^ horn, under 200 miles; cost £225- accent £]•
--.Smith, 52, JIampstead Rd., N.W.I. [53
1Q21 3i,!..h.p. Suiibeom Combination in stock forJ-*^ mediate delivery-
and Co., 52-54, " '

CUNBEAMS.-

rbai.,..
, _,„

Motor E.xchange, Wcaldstone

W-^VaS?°l,",'=^'®'o8',S'"^ I^°«- I^ndon, E.C.4'» 1919 Sh.p. Sunbeam combination, spare whe
^?^i:\ fI""' j™.r^' speedometer, mirror, warning
signal, tools, condition as new, 200 gns. [5582

1 Q20 Sunbeam 3i,h.p. Combination, lamps. Bonnik-
J^Y ^<'^, trip speedometer, Cowcy horn, tools, com-
plete, under 3,000 miles, excellent conditi
Pearman, 148, Elborough St ~ '

"

Mu.'^onm
4917

Ps,

75.
[5342

..milkers' list price.-J. Smith
Hampstead Bd., N.W.I. (0353
New models now being booked for

spring delivery. Way we quote you for ex-change.^ Sunbeams, Triumphs, A.J.3., etc.—Bunting,
[5483

wey
int c

Southaelds.

com
on: £185.—
S.W. [5300

CrNBE-\M.—We are Wolverhampton agents. Snnre-' i^irt- in stock. Repairs and overhauls. Estimatos
niion request for re-enomelling and plating.-The Molin-eus Oarage Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160

„ ,. 13458
Combination, with

. . „ ,- fully equipped all
nr< essori.:*, hood, sjieerlometer, acetylene, etc., mileage
nntler 3.000; f 200,-Trehe.-ne, Abingcr Hei tory, Dork-
>"S' 'Dl [50S0
Qlh.p. Sunlieam, 1920 model, oil hath chain casesy- laminated front spring fork, lamps and horn'
faunlieiun No. 1 sidecar fitted two months ago tyre*
Qlninst unmarked; cash offers invited.—G. Smith The'
Motor Cych^ Coventry. [X3306

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj each

SUNBEAM (late 1919) Sh.p.
luxurious Sunbeam sidecar.

For obvious reasons we
cannot disclose our

NETT SALES.
May we add your name
to our list of friends, and

so increase them?

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
Kvi CALTHORPE Combiii.-i-

tion, Sturnicy-Archcr 2-sp.

(Tax £2 lof.) 110 gns.

1920 SCOTT, Sports Jfodcl,

2-.spec(l 130 gns.

1920 DIAMOND -VILLIERS, '

2} h.p., 2-.siroke, :!-sp<.-c(!,

clutch, and kick-starter .. 78 gns.

19-0COULSON-B, 4h.p., 2-.sp. £90

1920 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. £80

1920 PRIORY, .\ h.p., 2--strok^; £60

1920ARDEN, -'^Irokc, 2-spce(l £58 10

1920 NEW IMPERIAL Comb £150

1919 HARLEY- DAVIDSON,
electric iiKidcl £150

1919 TRIUMPH Combination,
complete with electric

lighting £135

Any machine supplied on "The
Motor Cycle Deposit System.

The last

sti-uction.

BURLINGTON SIDECARS
word in Sidecar Con-
Special iNIodcls for the

TOURIST
AND

SPEED MERCHANT.

— Write for our Jllustrated Catalogue. —
TRADE SUPPLIED.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.
'Crams : BurlinBlon Motors. Clapharo."

'50 yards from Ciapham Commoo Under
ground Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LF..

Sunbeam.

"I
021 8b. p. Sunbeam Combinntion, just delivered,

-- ^ unregistered, Lucas Magdyno and electric born,
Jlrooks latest cantilever saddle, spare wbeel, hood, screen,
legsbields, lupgage grid, side curtains, illness; £15 off
list.-Box 1,219, c/o Tlic Motor Cycle. [5121

SUNBEAM Sh.p. Combination, AuE., 1919, Lucas
dynamo lighting, spare wheel, discs throughout,

4 new tyres (there's £20's worth). Sin. copper exhaust
giving quiet deep purr, engine just overhauled
throughout at expense ol £26, cycle parts overhauled
recently b.v makers, splendid condition, ready to ride
away: £215.—E. D. Barclay, c/o Soutball Bros, and
Barclay, Lower Priory, Birmingham. [X4212

SwUt.
SWIFT Sfl'li.p., variable pulley gear, engine rehusbed,

good tyres, new belt, original enumel in good cou-
di.tiou

: price with .lightweight Watsouian sidecar (coach-
built). 48 gns. : seen by appointment.— Guttiidge. 16.
Wyeth Ed., Epsom. [5124

T.D.C.

T.D.C. 4>:;h.p. -Motor C.vclc. lamps, horn, tools. £40;
also Precision. 4-point sidecar: stamped envelope.

—13, Bournehall lid., Bushey. [5153

Triumph.
IVEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Solo; £140; in stocl;.-
^' Itandall, Andover. [0365

NEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Combination: £195: in

stock.-Enndall, Andover. [0364

NEW Year Bargains.—Triumph 1921 3-spced model:
list price £127/10. to clear £117/10.

1 Q20 T.T. Model, shop-soiled, milengo only 200,
.^*y Klaxon: list price £105, to clear £85.—
ItcynoMs, Watcrbeach. Cambs. [5477

A LL 1921 Triumph Models in stock.—The Premier
.iX .Motor Co., .•\3ton Hd., Birmiugham. [5463

TRIUMPH, Bosch, Amac. sound: a .inip, £21.-36,
Oiurch Lane, Moldgrcen, lluddersfleld. [5229

TltlUirPir 41i.p.. 1914, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S.. flno

Older; £55.—Stone, West St.. Carshaltou. [5202

19 Triumph. 4h.p., 3-spced. recently overhauled;
X85.-Uond. Jun., 69, Park Place, Cardill. [5237

1020 T.T. 41i.n. Triumph Solo. 8hon.soilcd ; £100.—
Ai' Wright's Oarage, Snllron Wnlden. Tel.; 16.

[5457
Bn-\XrJ Xow Triumph 4h.p., 3-specd, etc.. Model

ii; £127/10.—Bamber'.s Southport, Lanes. Tel.:
007. [5475

TRIUMPir, clutch, kick start, 2-spced, splendid con-
dition : £35.-57, Kenbury St., Camberwcll, Lon-

don. [5499

4 h.p. Tritimph: solo £105. combination £125.—
Tel. : Museum 6626.—A.3.C.. 60, Mortimer St..

W.l. [4919

countershalt, J920, brand new;
Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., K.W.I. Museum

5391. (5531

"I
Q12 Triumph, 3^<h.p., Grado gear, lamps, horn;

At/ £30. or best ofler; must sell.-Eason, Burnham,
Bucks. (6422

£*i\ Gns.-Triumph 1915 C.B. ronibinntion, fast, de-
OVf pendable, perfect.—308. Upper Richmond Ed..
Mortlake. • (X4219

TRIUMPH, 1914. 3-spcc(l, now cylinder, piston,
tvres: £60.—Porter, Jlantls St., Wellington,

Somerset. [4921

1 Q16 Triumph 2-strokc, thoroughly overhauled, new
XJ/ tvres; £38.-12, The Quadrant, Winchmore
Hill, N.21. [5228

19

TRIUMPH. 4h.p..
£120.- '

Tri^bh
£175, as nev.'^^B:

sidecar, sneerlo-

Irker's, Bradslmw-
[X4312

TRIUMPH 1920 fh.p
meter, et

gate, Bolton.

TniUMl'H Combiuntion, jnst nrrivetl; list price.—
liiirkor's Motors, 194, Bnllinm High Hd., S.W.12.

Lntchmere 4441. [4154

TRIUMPH V/jii-V-. good nmnin; order, nlso wicker
sideciir: lot' £40.—AsbUy St. Ledgers, EoHtwood

L.-ine. AVestf-Iiffe. [5373

TRIUMPH Coml>in:ition, 1916, new Montgomery side-

car, Innips. nnd liom ; £90.—Miuiiford, 317, KiiiR
St., Hiimmersmitli. C5022

TRIUMPH Junior, Inte 1919, accessories, footboiirda,

nmdsbields, trres iinimnctured ; £65.—PluniridKe,
Stiition Hiso. Mnrlow. [5361

LATE 1919 T.T. Trinmph. little used. e<iuipped with
lamp-s Klaxon, etc.; £80; must seU.-L. Bull. 44,

Uills Ed., Cambridge. [5391

TRIUMPH, 1918, C.S., discs lamps, horn, in per-
fect condition; ;£80.—Dunn's, 326, Euston ltd.,

N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5527

"IQ21 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft model, in stock for
-i-t/ immediate delivery.—J- Smith and Co., 52-54.
Hampstead Rd.. N.W.I. [0354

TRIUMPH Countershaft 4h.p., 3-specd, ahimininm
di<c3. lonip.=, horn, toolp. quick sale; £77/10.—

365. King St.. Hammersmith. [5278

TRIUMPH 3>^.p., clutch, coachbuilt sidecar, Fpeedo-
mt^ter, lamp?, horn, etc.; to clear, £36; ride nway.

—365, King St., Hnmmer^mith. [5280

advertisement, and the date of the issue. b^i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1914 T.T., 1920 tank and wheel, new
2-speed and piston, lamps. 90 iii.p.g.; £56.—Siney,

Experimeutal Camp, Porton, Sali-sbury, [5301

4h.p. Jriumph, countershaft, 1918, large number
of new parts, perfect order; £70, on approval.-^

Stanford. Midland Bank Chambers, Yeovil. [4601

3ih.p. Triumph Combination,
2 start, JBoech mag..

TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1914, 3-speed Sturmey hub
gear, hand clutch, splendid condition, complete

lamps; £50.-248, Drakefell Rd., Brockle'y. [5347

TRIUMPH 1920 H. Combination, electric light,
horn, Watford speedometer, tax paid; £170;

\Vimbledon.—Box 1,229, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5415

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, Bluemel wind screeiu
all accessories, good condition, absolute lowesa

£I25.-Weavgr, 2, The Gables, Glastonbury. [5576

Grado gear and kick
coachhuilt sidecar, good con-

dition; £38.-83, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. [5377

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, in first-class condi-
1iion throughout, £110; or exchange for solo

machine and cash.—Davison, Bute St., Luton. [5336

"H Q17 Triumph Combination, couniersliaft, just been
Xt/ overhauled, guaranteed perfect, accessories; £85.
—Lanpford's, 37, Cncklewood Broadway, ISr.AV.2. [5082

TRIUMPH Junior, perfect condition, enamel and
plating ag new, horn, lamps, spares, mileage about

500; £68.-D. Lavin, Old House, Sonning, Berks. [5091

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, Bosch,
clutch, all accessories, excellent order; ±80, a bar-

gain.—E., 137, Bulverhythe Rd., St. Leonard's-ou-Sea.
[5138

1 Q19 41j,p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed, etc.,
-!-•-' Lucas ucce^sorie^, perfect condition; a. bargain
at £135.—Bamber's, Southport, Lanes. Tel.: 607.

[5476

1 Q19 Triumph-Gloria Combination, lamps, speedO'
X */ meter, perfect condition ; £ 109 ""

"

Accessories

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets.

Write for Catalogue.

Specialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on application.

Harrington Rd.,
3709.

South Kensington.
Edwards, 50,
Phone : Ken.

[5503

TRIUMPH, countershaft model, brand new, unridden
and unregistered; monev urgently needed; £100.—

H. Richardson, 2, Kelton Villas, Hawks Rd., Kingston-
on-Thames. [5303

J Q 19 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, good as new, fully
X«/ equipped; £105. or near offer; owner going
abroad; apply between 6 and 8 p.m.—Carlton, Brockiey
Grove, Lewisham. '^ [5590

LATE Countershaft Triumph Combination, coachbuilt
,«idecar, underslung, wind screen, all lamps, tooli

practicallv new; besc Ojffer.—Leighton, 62,
Tooting Rd., S.W. [5^85

TRIUMPH 4h.p., . countershaft, new, renovated,
guaranteed by makers 1921, new Triumph-

Montgomery sidecar, lovely lot;
"

King St., Hammersmith.
£130.-365

[5281

sporting 3-speed model, cost
6 weeks* old, insured to 11/11/21, un

scratched, guaranteed perfect; must sell, ^100.—Box
1,189, c/o The Motor CycU. [4948

•for

1 Q20 Triumph, 41l.p.,
X*? iei35, '

TRIUMPHS.—New models now being booked
spring delivery. May we quote you for

change. Triumphs, Sunbeams, A.J.S.,
Motor E.\change, Wealdst-one.

-Bunting,
[5482

TRIUMPH, 1918, as new, 3 speeds, clutch, kick
start, etc., £88; also 1913, free engine, etc.,

and Canoelet sidecar, £55.—Dentistry, 769, Romford
Rd., Manor Park, London, E. [5158

-| Q14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-6peed hub, new Dunlop tyres,
X»^ speedometer, engine just overhauled, perfect con-
dition, coachtmilt sidecar, screen, complete set of lamps
and tools; £90.—Vince, Asminster. [5029

TRIUMPHS.-We are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery. Chain drive, chain-

cum-belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Muswell
Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, North Finddev.

[0382
TRIUMPH, 1919, Empire sidecar. Easting wind

_
screen, mudshield, Smith's speedometer, Lucas

lighting set, tools, all in Al condition; owner gone
abroad; £l30.—Daws, 40, West Hill, Wandsworth,
S.W. 18. [5417

fitted with new gear bos,
,

tyres, frame, tank, enamel and plating,
etc., whole machine like new, also fitted with very
smart torpedo sidecar; £100.—L. Bull. 44, Hills Rd.,
Cambridge. [5392

, with Mill-
in new condition, and perfect run-

ning order, Lucas lamps, horn, new tyres, several
sijares, 7 months insurance; £120, a great bargain.

—

Robson, Dale Rd., Matlock. [5238

TRIUMPH, 3y2h.p., excellent running order, engine
just rebushed and overhauled, clutch, good tyres,

new Pedley belt, Bosch mag., almost new horn, com-
plete lighting set, tools, knee grips; £39.—Morley, 4,
Castledown Terrace, Hastings. [5242

TRIUMPH C.B. Combination, 1913-14, 3V2h.p.,
Bosch mag., 3-speed Sturmey hub gear, clutch,

lamps, horn, speedometer, College shields, Dunlops, in-
surance, etc., stored 6 years, splendid condition; 75
gns. ; trial by appointment.—Green, 42a, Balham Park
Rd., Balham, S.W. - [5253

RENOVATED Triumph,
wheels, tyres, frame.

1 Q19 4h.p. Triumph, engine No. 61934,
Xtf ford sidecar.

Se:id a p.c. for address of nearest agent.

TRADE RS
wr*i-te -Fob* FREE Ca.-ta.lo^ues
H.A.K. COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and
Tail Lamps. Accumulators, Carrying Case, Switch,

Wiring, etc. Ready for installing.

Many different Models of

H.A.H. MOTOR CYCLE HEAD LAMPS.
Fig. 895

Best quality
finish
throughout'
Very mas- [SL,
5 i ve an d Bj"^
strong

1j e
"

Ad ] ustablc J
focus. A^d

j u s t a h 1 e

brackets
S p e c i a 1

dust arid
weather-pcoof front. Price as _ -^..^^ „ -

illustrated, 72/6 each, nickel. VJP^ tSW

- Fig. 893, as 895, but with stem instead
of handle-bar fitting, 72 /6 each.

Fig- 347.

,

"Speedolite/'
H'A.H. Patent Speedometer

Lamp, 7/6 each

Clips direct on to Speedometer ^^ illustrated"

A I. 1 IT- IT,* but without
and has coloured bulb to pre-

\yy^x\^ Price 8 '6

vent glare. each.

H.A.H. COMPLETE REAR SETS.

Fig. 358. Garage
Inspection Lamp

Complete Set, 29/6, as illustrated.
Comprising : Fig. 573. Rear Lamp 9/6 each.
Force" Genuine Hellesen Dry Battery, 9/11

each. Fig. 386, Metal Carrying Case, 10/6 each.
With an Acetylene Head Lamp use an Electric
Rear Lamp Set, which cannot blow out, and is
always ready to be switched on at a moment's
notice. .^^__^^____

A. H. HUNT, WTO.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.

Telephones

:

Telegrams:

Croydon 2225, 2226. "Keyage, Croydon."

19=

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

20 Triumpli Combination, 1,200 miles onlv, Lac
lamps, horn, Watford speedometer, liandle-li

v-iocii, aluminium footboards, Gloria sprung wheel sic
oar, Eastiu? wind screen, luggage and petrol can lioldt
JJunlops unpunctni-ed

; price fl45.—Sputr, 144, Hi;
St., Stevenage, Herts. [51^

THEIUMPH, makers' renovated 1918-19 4h
.»- countershaft, T.T. bars, large P. and H. lamp
mechanical horn, speedometer, pump, tools, spa,
inner tube and belt, good tvres, enamel and platii
perfect, sound condition, thoroughly reliable: £91
u-eek-ends.—64, Balloch Bd., Catford, S.E.6. [541

'pEITJMPH Oonntershaft, renorated, as new, n.
-»- ndiien 100 liiiles, Ace discs. Klaxon, electric se
2 accumulators, switches, tools, etc., sporting coac
built (Sidecar, elec:tfic lamps, owner {engineer] buvir
car: trial and expert examination invited by appoin
mcnt; £105, no offers.—Taylor, 46, The Grove, Grave
end. [503

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—Ne
4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo, delivery from stoc;

£127/10; also new 1921 4h.p. Triumph combinatioi
all-chain drive. £195; new 4h.p. 1921 Triumph sol.
all-chain, £140; and 4h.p. W.D. Triumph solo, £10£
also 1920 4h.r. Triumph combination, £152/10; 4h.]
Triumph, 1915, £65; and 4h.p. Triumph, 1914, £51
Easy terms or exchanges arranged. [557

Tyler.
f> iih.p. Tyler, 2 speeds, good coiKlition ; £2S, or e:
f.J4, change.—76, London St., Chertsey. [537

Velocette.

J (ft 20 Teloeette, practically ii€W, very fast; 60 gns.-
-* *^ Speai-man, Parks, Crediton, Devon. [504

"I<1119 Velocette. 2-speed, low mileage, condition ?i" new; £50.-5, Windsor Ed., South Farnborougl
Hants.

'

[531

\7"EL0CETTE, 1919, 2-speea, chain-driven, larp
" lamps, Klaxon, new condition; lowest, £55.—Hoi

den. Ham Ed., Worthing. (13) [538

VELOCETTE, 1914, 2-speed. all-chain, Boscl
Senspray, splendid condition, running order, tyre

good, trial; £38.-45, Ashfleld Ed., Chorley. [497,

VELOCETTE.—Immediate delivery of new 192
Model D2 Velocette; £75,-Sole Midland Agent:

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.. Birmingham. [546

O'DONOVAN Motors are sole London and distric
agents for the wonderful Velocette; immediat

delivery.—O'Donovan Motors, 76a, Gt. Portland St.

W.l. [470!

IMMEDIATE Delivery can be given of the famou
Velocette, 1921 model, 2i/ih.p., 2-speed, all-chai:

drive; £75.—Agents: W. Sparrow, Ltd., Osborne Garage
Yeovil. [163

VELOCETTE. the lightweight with a big heart,- ll

stock for immediate delivery, shop-soiled; at greatl:
reduced price; now is the time to buy.—Mebea, 154-156
Gt. Portland St., Wl. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7191

Verus.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.-

2%h.p. 1920 Verus-Blackburne, excellent coudi
tion. £85. [5571

£35 down and 8 monthly payments of £7/10 secure
a brand new shop-soiled 1920 Venis-Blackbum

2-speed 2.3411. p.—Maudes' (below).

£40 down and 8 monthly payments of £8/15 secure
a brand new 4h.p. 3-speed Verus Blackburne.-

Maudes'. 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l; and Paris St.

Exeter. [534:

Villiers.

VILLIERS 2-stroke, 2^4h.p., good condition, run
splendidly; £26.-143, Eavensbury Ed., Earlsfieli

S.W. [543.

Vindec.

VINDEC, 2'2h.p., 2-sp6ed, original tyres and belt

like ne%v, lamps. 30/- tax; sacrifice, £48.-257
Cavendish Rd., Balham, S.W.12. [542

v.s.

V.S. 6h.p. Combination. Bosch, new Amac. 2-spee.

just overhauled; nearest £25; mornings befi

11 a.m., or write.—Rhodes, 74, Grosvenor Rd., V.Tit

hall Bridge, S.W.I. [514

Wilkin.

WILKIN, Models E and E4, shop-soiled; at greatl

reduced prices; now is the time to buy.—Mebe
154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Ma;
fair. [719

Wolf.

WOLF 1915 2^4h.p.. variable gear, Bosch, lamp
horn, good condition; best offer.—15, Oakley Te

race, Dewsbury Rd., Leeds.
,

[489

1 Q20 Shop-soiled Wolf Machines, fitted with Blacl
-l*^ burne, J. A.P., and Villiers engines ftnd Sturme;
Arche- tfear boxes; cheap to clear.-Tel. : Museum 662f

—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [49^

B32 AH Utters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOU SALE.CYCLES FOR
Wooler.

nao Wooler 2=ih.p.. P. .ind H. lamps, ^wej- born,

fonnl to new
shceli.

P.
£70.- -Palmer Bros., The Ciinnon

[5397

rOOLER, new June, 1920, lamps, horn, tools.
' mudshicld, insurance, perfect; £75.— 6, St. Vin-
fi Kd.. Southend. Tel. : 428. - [4928

[TAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
V 204h.p. Wooler 1921 touring models from stock.

03/10; also 2?.'ih.p. Wooler, 1920, £82/10. [5588

rOOLER. a" makers' specifications, shop-soiled; at

greatly reduced price; now is the time to buy.

—

bc«. 154156. Ct. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone ; 5426
.yliin: [7192

Zenith.

9-1 Zeniths, in stock.—Agents. Hewett Bros., 94.
Western lid.. Hove. Sussex. (0344

E \N'D New 8h.p. Zenith; cost £162; accept £145.
- .Smith. 52, Ilampstead Rd., N.W.I. [5344

'I;MTH 4-5h.p., Olympia Show model; £123; imme-
rliato delivery.—Caeco, 21, Hobson St., CambridRe.

[4884
I PORTS Zenith, 6h.p., exchange 4h.p. Douglas or

Miough.—Fairview, Thorkhills Rd.. Thames Ditton.
[5234

'ENITH 1919 (Sept.) 6-8h.p.. new condition, hardly
' used; £85. no offers.—48, Grenville Rd., Ilomsey
.le. ._ [5330

'ENITH 5h.p. Sports, 1920, as new, mileage 200;
I .ilOS. -Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum
591.

^ [5528

'KXITH 8h.p. Sports, 1920, new, unregistered;
I .«120.—Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd.. N.W.I. Museum
591. [5529

920 Zenith 5h.p. Sports Model, brand new, never
l»-on ridden: tacriaco, £105.—Holmes, Mlkins
ide. [4903

f EN ITH-GRADUA 8h.p. Combination. lamps,
'' generator, etc., splendid order; £60.-5, St.

etrr's Hil., Hammersmith. : [5419

^ENITH (4h.p. J.A.P.) Gradua Coach Combination,
^i nianv new parts, overhauled: £50, or near.—

alls Garage, Lydney, Glos. [5299

ZEXITII 8h.p. Combination, countershaft, new Sop-
Ij teiuber; £180; accessories unscratched.—Maitland,

ill Cottage. Cobharn, Surrey. [5163

"^ ENCINE Bargain!-Zenith 8h.p. spoitiug solo. 1920,
T new; £125.—"Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.. 24.

ooustoLk St., New Bond St., WJ,., [0319

»40.—C.B. combination, 4h.p. Zenith, pcrTot;t con
^ dition^ond appearance; alter 2 o'clock.—Golding.

0. Ospringe Rd., Tulnoll Park. N.19. [5254

/ENITH 1921 Models.—We are accepting orders for

-i early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—Mebcs,
54 6, Gt. Portland .St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mavfair.

[3262
h.p. Zenith Combination, 1914. special sports

countershaft model, 90 bore, side valve; £100;
een Shepherd's Bush.—Noal, 61, Thrcadueedle St..

C. [5162

TENITH 8h.p., 1920, Model II. shop-soiled; In stock
Li at grcatlv reduced price; now is tne time to buy.—
lobes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.-. 'Phone: 3426
.fayl-ur. (7193

ZllXITH 6h.p. Combination, a« new, fully equipped,^ including Caineo wind screen, speedometer, low
loage; anv trial; £100.-5, St. George's Rd., Forest"
It.-. E.7. [5213

920 Sports Model Zenith, 5h.p. twin, delivered
new .July, mileage 350. unscratched, Bunnlksen

I A M Is this

d fill. Resolution

1921 in YOUR Diary?

"Obtain Motor Cycle Equipment

from SPECIALISTS."
One day the truth will crash home to you tha'

it pays to deal with Specialists.

We give Immediate Intelligent Attention to Post

Orders. GOOD SEfiVlCE. GOOD VALUE.

GOOD SERVICE "

Storm-proof

Motor Cycling Jacket.

Made of best quality " Good Scrs-ice"

oilskin materiat, with the (amous

mooth, non-sticky finish.

Tan. unlined .. .. 47,6

Tan or Mole, lined smart

check material .. .. 57/6

Seatless Trousers .. 21/-

Sou'westers .. 6/6

Has a specially designed buttonless

front, fastening with thrce-seclion all

round belt. Extra wide D.B. .|0 ins.

long.

GAUNTLET
GLOVES.

Finest Quality
"Asbestol" with
nianiinoth gauntlet
autoslidc fastener at

back, double stitched
scams.
Colours, Black and
T.an, unlined, 45/6,
lined, 47/6.

pcediinieter. Cowey horn, condition new;
.ml, 28. St. James's St., Brighton.

IVTEW
i-1 or

£95.-Wcl
[4997

yEN-ITH-CiUADTTA, J.A.P. 4h.p. single, 1917, Klaxon,
fj Stewart trip. Hunt adcuinulutor lighting set, tools.

:oo<l coudition: £65; evenings niter 6, nil Sunday.—
lorland, 19. Harcwood Bd.. South Croydon. [5012

I
Q19 4-5b.p. Sports Z«nit.i and light Miilford coach-

l-^ litiilt sidecar, speedometer, lamps, mechanicnl
£93: or solo £90.—Kuwurds, 50. Harrington Kd..

outl] Kensington. 'Phouc: Kensington 3709. [3842

8h.p. Zenith Model 11 Combination; £204.
on deferred payments; one fifth dep^isit.

talance by 12 monthly instalments, a small extra
' argo being made for credit terms.—Uarrods. Ltd..

18, Bromiilon Ed., London. [5180

j.J-6h.p. Zenith Combination, Gradua, twin J.AP. en-
O gine. head, tail, side lamps, tools, spare belt new.
;fioil running order; £90, or exchange small 2-6eater
;yole car or nmabont to value : must he in good run-
ling order.—Green, 32, Clydesdale, Wishaw. [5043

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

"\OUGLAS 2^. p., lady's Irniue, good rimniag order,
L" 3->iK.-ed, kick start., occei^sories; what offers?-

47, Mill St., Biidguorth. [4693

IQ20 Lady's Model Sun-"Vite3se, 2-speed Stnnney,
i-U hand clutch, brand new, unregistered; £65 —
ffellord, 28, St. James's St., Brighton. [4998

Miscellaneous.
Bradbnrys, James, Budges,
etc.—Ewens, Garage, King's

[3659

TAN CAPE, large gaunlcts, lined

19,6, 22 6. 27/6, and 32/6.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

"M'EW 1920 Models at Bargain Prices ;

5-6h.p. James Combination, list £190, to cliar £175;
3i!.h.p. Rudge Mulli. list £110. to clear £95;

3h.p. Roval Rubv. list £120, to clear £99; 2;-,,li.p.

Coulson 'B 2-speed. list £99, to clear £85; 2'-,,h,p.

Coulson B and clutch, list, £110, to clear £94; 2-:,h.p.

Edmund 2.speed. list £90, to clear £80; 2;;;,h.p. Excel-
sior 2-speed, list £78, to clear £G7; 2t^h.p. E.vcelsior

2-speed, list £67, to clear £58; 2i,!.h,p. Excelsior and
clutch, list £73, to clear £64; 2iyi.p. Clyno 2-speed.

list £75, to clear £60; 2',:lh.p. New Hudson 2-speed.

list £75, to clear £65.

HEBDEN and Son,
Tel. : 488.

149, St. James' St., Burn lev.

[0383

LIGHTWEIGHT 2-stroke. mechanically sound, enc-a

condition, ride away; £22/10.-17, High Rd.. Tot-
tenham. [5195

£75.—Sh.p. Zenith combination; 3',iih.p. B.S.A. com-
bination. £45.—E. DeCort. 39. Essex Rd., Isling-

ton, N.l. [5271

WANDS"WORTH Motor Exchange.-^Winter's bar.
gains; grand motor cycles, combinations, start-

ling reductions. Watch.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms, easy terms, easy
terms on any motor cycle.—Below.

WjVNDSWORTH.-Now's the time to buy real good
motor cycles, at a winter's price.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.
ing:

1920 N.U.T. Twin, dynamo light-

3 speeds, magnificent machine; 118 gns.

—

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Triumph, T.T.
lighting, mostly soiled,

19 21 Triumphs, Scotts,

Cniiiiiions, Morgans.

HELMETS.
Tan Cbrome Leather

Teddy and flcccc-lincd, Teddy-
faced peak 25 /

Tan Chronie Leather.
Flcccc-lincd 18/6

THE FIRST BARGAINS OF
THE NEW YEAR !

Exceptional Offer of Accessories.
SPECIAL PURCHASE. — Large Adjustable
Spanners, worth 14/ , post free. 6/3 : Celluloid Foot
Pumps, 15' powerful, best British make, post free, 6/10:
Metal 15' Motor Cycle Hand Pumps, wonderful
vaUic, post free, 4/6; "Flexekas" Valve Stem
Lubricators, prevent air leaks, 2 /6 post free ; Luggage
Grid, steel tubing, very strong, 40/- carr. paid; Knee
Grips, standard make, 10/6 post free; Double Twist
Horn, black, 9 /9 post paid ; Aluminium Footboards

for 2^ Douglas. 32/6 post paid.

W.\NDSWORTH.-N.U.T., famous T.T. twin, over-

head J.A.P., very fast, beauty; cheap,—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-1920 Royal Ruby 2'A.h.v.. almost
new machine, nearly gift; 45 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 lovely red Indian, dynamo
lighting, 7-9h.p. Powcrplus; only 125 gns.—Below.

4h.p.. Lucas
unscratched; 96 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Triumph coachbnilt com-
bination. 4h.p., 3 speeds, Beaulilul turnout; 135

gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Scott coachbuilt combina-
tion, twin, water-cooled, complete, smart lot; 125

gns.—Below.

"\TT.\NDSWORTH.—1920 new Radco, sporting model,
VV 2i..ih.p., 2 speeds, discs; 65 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Do Luxe 2%h.p., 2 speeds,
very smart machine; only 49 gns.-Below.

WANDSWORTH.—B.S.A. 1918 4'ih.p., 3 speeds,

almost new, unscratched; 89 gns.—Below.

W.\NDSWOnTH.—B.S.A. lato coachbuilt combina-
alion, 4h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, kick: 85 gna.

-Below.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. with sidecar. 3',;.h.p.,

mag. 2 speeds, countershaft; bargain, 49 gns.—
Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Red Indian coachbuilt combina-
tion, spring frame. 7h.p: twin, 2 speeds, newly

painted; 68 gns.-Below.

WjVNDSWORTH.—Rex coachbnilt combination, 5

h.p. twin, Bosch. 2 speeds; only 45 gns.—Below.

W.\NDSWORTH.—Bat-Jap combination, 8h.p. twin.

Bosch, 2-3pccd countershaft; 48 gns.-Below.

-Bradbury, flno coachbuilt com-
Boscb, 2 speeds; bargain, 55 gna.

WANDSWORTH,
bination, 4h.p.

—Below.

WAN"DSWORTH.—Antoine, with coachbuilt sidecar,

5-6h.p. twin, mag., aboiost gift; 28 gns.-Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury 3'^h.p., mag., 3 speeds,
clearance; first cheque 29 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH
Exchange,

Station). 'I'hone:

Exchanges.—Wandsworth
Ebner St., Wandsworth
Battersea 327.

HAVE YOU
IT'S FREE —

OUR CATALOGUE ?

.\SK FOR ONE.

J^t^im:u//i/'a^^^

289-293. HIGH
LONDON,
"Admittedly I-ondoa."

HOLBORN,
W.C.I.

Holborn 6430.

MOTOR Cycle,
Druid

Motor
(Town-
[5536

lamps,
James
[5218

S'^^h.p., 2-spced, H. start,

forks, good condition £28.-1, St.

Grove, Battersea Park Bd., S.W.ll.

IF yon want a good privately owned motor cycle or

car. apply Kwlksale Private Motor Registry. 35.

Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2392. [0138

-| Q21 "a.J.S., Matchless, Enfleld, Scott, Nortons,
Xi/ B.S.A., Triumph, Sunbeams, Quadrant, Harley,

Martinsyde.-Cimord Motories, Eostwood, Notts.
[5008

RB. CL.\RK and Co.—Brand new shop-soiled 1920
. models. 10% under list; Rudge I.O.M., Lea-

Francis BA.T.. Verus, Sports Harley, Diamond, Now
Hudson. Call and inspect.—7, Exhibition Hd., Sooth
Kensington. [4336

BARGAINS in Second-hand Motor Cycles, ready to

rida away, £15-f35. Scott engine and Bosch mag-

neto £22/10; Minerva engine, £5; Bosch magneto, for

lighting, £5.-M. Flanagan, 86, Copenhagen St., Isling-

ton, London. [5026

All letters relating to .ndvertisements should quote the numbei- at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

ASTONISHING Litt of uew 1920 motor cycles in
stock flt bargain prices; " no reasonable offers

refused.—Lamb's, 50, High Ed., Wood Green, N.22,
151, High St.. Walthamstow, and 387, Eui^ton Ed.,
JLoDdon, N.W. [5133

XMAS 1919 Scotfc Combination, been carefully
stored for last 7 months; will accept £140, or

nearest cash offer; June, 1920, 2^/4h,p. Popular Levis,
scarc^y nsed ; cost £60; will accept £50.—Thompson,
Grocer, Dovercourt, Essex. [5316

BAEGAINS.—Please peru-se our advertisements in
small columns. We are disposing of our large

stock of shop-soiled models at greatly reduced prices.
Do not wait. Come and buy at once. The offer may
not occur again.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt, Portland St.,

W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Maylair. [7194

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd.. 139, New St., Bir-
mingham.—Little used Douglas combination, £120;

Iiron 2-stroke, £32 ; Campion-Villiers, 2-speed, £45

;

Enfield 2-3peea 2-stroke, leg shields, electric lighting;
new A.B.C., N.U.T., Lea-Francis, Ivy, Cedos; also
Coventry Premier super runabout. [X1881

MOTOR Cycles (New Models), sidecars, and bodies
actually in stock: B.S.A., AUon, New Scale, Eadco

(3 models). Triumph, Douglas, Sun Vitesse (for which
we are the Eole agents for the City of London), and
ctheiB at lowest manufacturers' prices; carriage paid.—
Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78. Bi&hopsgate, Lotrdtm, "E-tTS.

[0356
Tj^EE Scooters.—Many aspirants being recently uu-X successful, wo have decided to supply a new Autoped
'Sfiooter with tools, electric light, etc., for the best cash
offer received up to January lOth, 1921. All offers will

bo filed, and unsuccessful applicants will have a further
odTontageous offer (leatricted to them) submitted.—Motor
Exchange, 25, Hoiton St., Halifax. [X4322

F.O.O.H,, the car, light car, and motor bike
specialists. A good new and second-hand selection

always on view; prices to suit everybody. Fair cash
price paid for your 'bus; exchanges a speciality. We
Bupply Triumph, Zenith, B.S.A., A.J.S., etc., also the
famous Kingsbury Junior, Bleriot-Wliippet, G.N.— 5,
Heath St.. Hanipstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station).
'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, incluriinp
Saturdays. [5135

BARGAINS.—We have a few 1920 new, but slightly

Eoiled solos and combinations to be offered at
greatly reduced prices. These very special offers are
only to be sold once, and cannot be repeated. Secure
now and make euie of a new turn out at tbe right
price for spot cash. Matchless Sh.p. combination,
B.S.A. 4J-^h.p. combination, Douglas 4h.p. combination,
also Trinmph Model H, Rudge T.T.. S'^^h.p. Douglas,
23/4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Levis, etc. Call and inspect any
of the above. Opportunity await.? you to secure at
once.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.

[5063

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WALL Auto-wbeel, splendid condition.; £10.-19,

High St., Whitechapel, E.l. [5255

WALL AutoWheel; £10, or neaieat offer; running
order.-Templeton, 92, Tixall Ed.. Staliord. [5405

YOUNG Motor Attachment, only done 20 miles; a
bargain, £17.-21, Ayresome Ed., Middlesbrough.

[X4328
WALL Auto-Wheel, splendid condition; £15.-3.

Hurst Rd,, Winchmore Hill, N.21. After 6 even-
ing. ^

[5424
TRICYCLES FOR SALE,

ARGSON Hand and Motor Propelled Tricycles, for
invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.

Co., Ltd., 3. Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2647

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
EGERTONS, Northgate, Ipswich, can deliver from

stock A.B.C., Skootamotas, and Mobile Pups.
[4863

1 O20 A.B.C. Skootamota, as new, horn, pump, tools,

i«/ Pedley grips, perfect; £40.—Sissons, North Ferriby,
Torks. [5057

SKOOTAMOTA, perfect condition, hardly nsed; any
trial given; . £30. or near offer.—H. Malliuson,

Woodlands, Ledbury, Herefordshire. [5045

KINGSBURY Scooter, with saddle, carrier, toolbag,
etc., run less thn^ 100 miles, practically new con-

dition : £25.—Abbeville, Parson St., Hendon. [4153

AUTOPED, nearly new. clutch, seat, electric light,

Klaxon, special carburetter, improved handle-
bars, perfect running order; £29.—Simpson, 28,
Dirlwich Wood Park, S.E.19. - [4938

SCOOTEES. Winter prices.—1920 Kingsbury scooter,
as new. mileage 150, perfect, tyres not scratched,

seater model, fine climber; sacrifice, £19.—Trevena
Motors, Bexhill-on-Sea. 'Phone: 162. [5217

FREE Scootera.-Many aspirants being receutly un-
successful, we have decided to supply a ri^w Autoped

scaotev with tools, electric light, etc., for the best cash
<iffer received up to Jan. 10th, 1921. All offers will be
filed, and unsuccessful applicants will have a further
advantageous offer (restricted to them) submitted.—Motor
Exchange, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [5131

KINGSBURY Scooter, 2i4h.p., 1920 model, small
mileage, pressed steel disc wheels, Clincher tyres,

Araac carburetter, C.A.V. mag., speed from 3 to 30
{

m.p.h., petrol consumption 125-135 m.p.g., lights, pani
seat and alarm, guaranteed perfect and indistinguish-
able from new; accept £42; owner going in for
combination.—T. Jenkins, 53, High St., Aberavon, S.
Wales. (D) [5559

New Address^

25, HORTON STREET,

HAI.IFAX.
EXCHANGES WANTED.

NEW MODELS.
LAGONOA, ii.gh.p., coupiS, dickey . £495
CALTHORPE, t-seater 495 gns.
MERRALL-BROWN, 4-cyl., 3-wheeler £325
COVENTRY PREMIER, 3-wheeIer £288 15
L.S.D., Sh.p., 3-wbeeler £245
REX-BLACKBURNE, Model 55, 8 h.p.,

Combinntion, 2S x 3, spare wheel . £218 18
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170
DOUGLAS, ajh.p., 3-speed, solo £100
SCOTT, 3i h.p., 2-speed £130
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame . . £120
NORTON, Big Four, 3-sp., and Sidecar £167 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar . £186 18
NEW IMPERIAL, 2>l h.p., 2-speed ... £80 17
B.S.A. 4| h.p. 3-speed all-chain Com-

bination, hood, screen, ansi carrier £161 15
RUDGE-MULTI, 3.5 h.p., T.O.M. Model £110 5
SCOTT Combination, 3in. Palmers £183 10
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £180
AUTOPED Scooter, new. Cash oiier wanted."
HENDERSON, 4-cylinder, latest model £220

AGENTS FOR
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, ACME-J.A.P., BRAD-
BURY, DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, HENDERSON,
NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON, REX, SUNBEAM,
SCOTT, and TRIUMPH Motor Cycles ; L.S.D.,

COVENTRY PREMIER, and MERRAL-
BROWN 3-whselers ; AIREDALE, DOUG-
LAS, CALTHORPE, and LAGONDA Light Cars.

MILLS-FULFORD and SWAN Sidecars.
Excliange enquiries solicited.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

Solo Machines.
A.B.G., 1920, dynolightii>g,speedoraeter,

electric ho'm, 700 miles £137 10
DOUGLAS, 1920, 3-speed, accessories £95
CLYNO, 1910, 2! h.p., 2-speed, like new £62 10
ARIEL, 3.1 h.p., 3-speed countershaft . £105
ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke £39 10
TRIUMPH, 3I h.p., single-speed £30
DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., 3-speed, discs ... £72 10
METRO-TYLER, 2-speed, red £S2 10
WOLF, 2} h.p., spring forks £29 10
B.S.A., 3l h.p., clutch model £39 10

Passenger Machines.
LAGONDA 1920 It h.p. conp6 £425
MORGAN, w.-c, Grand Prix £165
MORRIS-OXFORD, 1920, ii.gh.p.,

2-seatpr, 900 miles £475
LAGONDA 1914 II h.p. coupi5 £210
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., Grindlay Sidecar,

lamps, etc., 1920 Combination . . . £157 10
B.S.A. 1920 4^ h.p. all-chain Com-

bination and accessories £135
ARIEL 22 h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination il25
ViNDEC, "5 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar-. . £55
HARLEY, 7-9 h.p., 1920, and new latest

type bulbous back Sidecar £198 10
INDIAN 7-9 h.p. spring frame Com-

bination, very fine condition .... £99 10
DOUGLAS 1919 4 h.p. Combination . . £135 10
DOUGLAS 1920 4 h.p. Combination .. £152 10
B.S.A., 1912, 3* h.p., single speed ... £39 10

Easy payments arranged.

FREE SCOOTERS.
Many aspirants being recently unsuccessful.
we have decided to supply a New Autoped
Scooter, with tools, electric light, etc., for the
best cash offer received up to January roth,

J921. All offers will be filed, and unsuccessful
applicants will have a further advantageous
offer (restricted to them) submitted.

NEW ACCESSORIES.
Easting Windscreen, standard £4 10
C.A.V. Magnetos, from £7 17 6
Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, from ,.£7 17 6
Cowey Honis, 50/-; Ivlaxons £1 16
Capac 1920 Carburetter, nearly new . £2 12 6
Cowey Speedometers £6
Eonniksen, Trip , £6 16 6
Smith, Trip £5 15
Binks Carburetters, post free £4 16 10
Capac Carburetters, post free £4 6
New Army I-Cnapsacks, is^Vxiiin. .. 5 6
Plated T.T. Ears for Triumphs £1 5
One-inch Touring Bars, black ....... 15
26X2iX2i Pahner Sidecar Covers . . £1 15
Dixie Mag. tor Douglas, second-hand £2 15
Coachbuilt Sidecar Bodies £6 15

Carriage extra.

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC
HERCULES Hood^, bast and cheapest on the mari

made to flt any body.

HERCULES Hoods, 52/6, 66/-, and 80/-: write
Ust.—Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters E

South Tottenham, N.15. [4j

BODIES.
YT'ENUS Step Bodies are the best lor old chassis.

"17'ENUS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and yery sm!

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons,
but not unsightly. Get one.

Strong and lig

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and suppl
direct. Catalogue *'ree.

VENTTS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St., S. Tottenht
[2;

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodiea fit any chassis, fli

class finish. Se"veral bodies (new) to clear clie

Write for designs.—The Willowbrook Co., Manuf
turers, Leicester. [03

BASTONE'S for Sidecar Bodies. Latest new tj

sporting models, lightweights, bulbous back, t

pedo, step, and other patterns at low prices; no bet
or cheaper house; trade supplied.—228, Pentonv:
Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 Nortl

[5?

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Wo
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings oi origii

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established design
to tne coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us wh
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4

[00

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

ANDUM, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.S
SANDUM Sidecar Catalogue for 1921, the m

comprehensive in the trade.

SANDUM SidecaTs.-No. 1 De Luxe, £24/10; fc

value in Olympia Show.

SANDUM Models. The EsQUisite £24/10, and Spc
£28 / 10, are of distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, £28/10; the smartest si

car en the road; highly recommended in
Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Sideeors, prices to suit all, from £16/16
£50; absolutely honest \alue.-

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidetrar (patented). A sin
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. S

of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously co
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in c

rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to s

any make of machine, £45, bodies only, £22/
The Jatest development of the 2-seater as designed
us, and approved by the recognised experts.

ANDUM — In-sist on Sandum enclosed wLeel ohas
or on girder type chatssis.

WANDUM Screen, £4/10; easily operated ty pas,^ per, with nc:oen in any position,

SANDUM.Featherweight Streamline Body, smart a
racy, weight 18 lbs., locker in back and un

seat; when not in use the seat back hinges forw
and neat coverall encloses the whole; price £4/17/f

ANDUM Hoods, plated fittings, suit any body;
mediate delivery; £3.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Wholesale manufacturers
coachbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens,

aprons.

SANDUM Sideca-rs.—The most noted body-builder;
the country.

SANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd., 336, Gray's
'

Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 933. Factories: :

to 165, Pentonville Rd., N.; and Britannia Wor
Britannia St., W.C. [0(

WATSONIAN R34 Sidecar, 1920. good conditio
£25.—Boxall, 25, High St., Cosliom, Hant^. [5:

MILLFORD Family Sidecar, 2 screens, extra he
tyre; £35.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [X4

CANOELET Sidecar with screen and apiou, ne;
new; £16.-91, Mapledene Rd., Dalston, E.8

[5;

COACHBUILT Underslung Sidecar, wind screen, v

comfortable; £15.-17, Sussex Rd., New Mnld
Surrey. [5C

MILLS-FULFORD for P. and M.. in good coi
tion ; £14, bargain.—33, Hackford Rd., B:

ton. S.\V.9. [4

DOUGLAS Chpsfiis, with wheel, £3 each: reduct
lor quantity.—Banister and Eotten, 341, Up

St., -London, N.l. [5^

1Q21 Harley Sidecar, brand new; £41; list pr
-S-fJ £49/10. -Edwards, 50. Harrington Rd., So
Kensington. [4

S

S

A26 MI letters relating to adveitisenients should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the "date of the issue.
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SIDECAB ATTACHMENTS.
TEVENS Sidecars.—The best that British indnstrr
can produce. Immediate delivery. Catalogue on

Ucation.

lEYENS Model No. 1 Spcrtins Torpedo, for Triumph.
Eudce,. JJ.S.A., etc., etc.; price complete £22,

TEVEXS Model Xo. 2 Standard Touring Sidecar,
suitable for all motor cyclas; prioe compl«t«

lEVENS Model iS'o. 3 Standard Liglt Tourins Model,
price complete £20; for machines from 2»4h.p. to

p.

lEVENS Special 1921 Bulbous Back "Model, price
complete £27; the most luxurious etreamline

nout on the market.

rEVEiVS Sidecars con be supplied with fittings to
smt any make of motor cycle. Bodies and chassis
be had separately if required.

FEVENS Sidecars.-Write for our illustrated cata-
logue Iwfore deciding. Second-hand and clearance

?cars usually in stock.

rETEXS Sidecnrci. 184-186,' PentonTille Ed.. King's
Lross. London, X.l. 'Phone: Centr.il 10264. [5192

ICENCE Holders, circular, suit motor cycles or
cars conforming to Transport Ministry reeula-

as.—Below. ^ =buia-

ICENCE Holders, black, 3/6; brass
minium, 4/-; plated, 4/6; postage 6d.'

ded If not satislleld.— Middieton's,"tje]ow.

riDDLETON'S are standardising their
L applied for spring wheel sidecars for
son; rigid sidecars to order.

4/-; alu-
Money re-

patent
coming

00

riDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are guaran
- teed lor 3 years on usual conditions.

'IDDLE'TON'S (patent applied) one-piece unbrcak
- able chassis axle, with spring wheel, is attcd to
our 2-seater3 and sidecars for- heavy, powerful

:hine,s.

"UDDLETON'S undertake aU classes of repairs to
- motor cycles and sidecars, bodywork, etc.

riDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar
L makers, 27, Stroud Green Hd., Finsbnry Park
one: Hornsey 1584. [4S09
OCanoelef MM4's for Hurleys, bulbous backs, heiivi

Duulnp tyrei, new: £17/10 to £27 each.-Holli
Bioji., helow.

Douglas Chassis, no tyres, £3'10 each
luantities cheaper. Also a range of new bodi.'

Douglas from £6 -upwards.-Hollidny Bros., 20
?en "St.. Hoinersmith Broadway. [5127
ASTONE'S for Sidecars and Bodies: no better or
cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models beforechasing elsewhere.

A.STONES._New 1921 sporting and other model,
'S,i?,^^-

"""^-^s from £4/10; complete sidecars
Q x>16/ 10.

ASTONE'S.-We have a lew soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at hiw prices.

ASTONE'S.-Distribnting agents tor the famousMontgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and
sr models in stock; trade supplied.

AST0NE;S (Sidecar Dept.), 223, Pentonville RdKing s Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North.

OTAL Leicester Sircars to euit all machines. loouiy
bwlles, comfortable upholstery, excellent springing

-

ea from £19/10 upwards.

!ND Tonr Sidecar to ui for renovation. New hoods
wind screens, and aprons fitted. Wrilo for cutu-

:e.

3E Willowbrook Co.. Royal Leicester Sidecar \Vork«
Belgrave Gate. Lei(;e8ter. [0335
RAND New 1921 Uncrated Scott Sidecar; cost
£40; accept £35: owner ordered car.—Green 7

ivery St.. Chesterfield. [X4319
NDEESLtrxG Sidecar Chassis with all conplings

with Dunlop he:ivy nnpunctuied: f5,10.—Tliorn'-
Moor I>!iU6. Sherburn-ia-Ebnet. r5307

DECAR Cha..i!.ii. spnmg wheel, re-enomelled, com-
plete, luggiige grid, fitted \V,D. Clyno- £4- an-

tment.-50. liecchfleld Bd.. N.4. [5159
DECAR Chassis, Douglas. £4; complete sidecar
£17; Millford chassis. 28in. wheel, from £3

—

or, 39, Essex Rd., Islington, N. [5268
EW Sporting Torpedo Shaped Bodr, £6: and new
4-point chassis. £10; would exchange body for

ing.-30. Harold Ed.. BeuLlh Hill. S.E.19. [5287
SW Dinkey Sidecars, any colour, 4-point nttnch-

ments. i ost £45. mr price £30: also Canoelct
or. £11.—Blown. St. Martin's House. Hereford,

SDERSLUNG Fine Cane Millford Shape Side^a^^
Itnv built, l.ejiitiliilly upholstered, n.. ii,.w litinKu
y tyres: £7,10.-3'. Hayes, 2, Chapel St., King's
»• [5350
120 Mills-Fulford Sidccnr. oft Indian, bulbons btick

Eiisting screen. Lucas electric light, perfect con-
in: trial; first reasonable oflct.—Oliflord. Thornhill
rbndge. , f5243
ENDERSON Sidecar.—Large stock of all modeU,
shop-?oiled. at greatly reduced prices: now is the

!
to buy.—Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W 1me : 3426 Maylair. « [7193

and

the New
LICENCE

HOLDER.
[ere's the HOLDER you should fit

-it stands alone for design, utility,

and value—not a "last moment"
article, but one that has been care-
full}' thought out.

See tlie ONE XUT—the only one
that e.xists. E.xamine the clip and
the adjustment which allow the
"Holder" to take up the exact posi.

tion demanded by the Government.
Delivery from stock—one quality,

one price, any finish. Order NOW.

F.R.S. LAMPS,
Vere St., BIRMINGHAM

SIDECAR attachments.
FOR Sale. 1920 Millford sidecar, made for Zenith,

only used once. Binks carbnretter for Sli.p.. brand
new and unused, sidecar and tail lamps; no reasonable
offer refused.— Mjllwaid, Jaeksdale, Notts. [5384

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. No need
to pay garage, "i'ou can keep motor at home;

will go through passage 28in. when folded on any
motor. Any shape body fitted. They have been well
tested for six years on motors up to 8h.p.—Hopley.
Upper Highgate St.. Birmingham. [0152

CHASSIS.—Tho Sandum lightweight. £9/9; heavy-
weight, £12/12; heavyweight enclosed wheel type,

£22: spring wheel type, £27. Ask to see our special
sidecar connections. Trade enquiries invited.-Sand-
h.ini Engineoring Co.. Ltd., 335, Grays luu Ed.. W.C.I.
'Phone; llclbi.rc 933. [C325

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1Q15 Grand Prix Morgan, electric lighting; £185.—
^'J' Ros^. 86, High Rd., Lee. [5098

lighting:
[5096

3-spee<l, £200 : also
86. High Ed., Lee.

(5097
1 Eichardsons. Morgans. Triumphs, Scotts, Rudge,
etc.—Ewens, Garage, King's Lynn. 'Phone; 122.

[4599

G.N. Cycle Cars; latest models always, in atock.—Best
deliveries from Drake and Mount, Ltd., Motor

Agents, Uratknell. [3936

"IQl'' Morgan, new condition. 8b. p. J.A.P. A.C..±V any trial: £95.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-
by-How. Eo.'t 4708. [5382

JUST Arrived Works, latest Morgan do Luxe, lOh.p.

w.c. M.A.G., discs, lamps,, brand now; list price.

-Clarke and Co.. Louth. [4889

CYCLE CAB. 6h.p. Pre«-l.«lon engine. 2 speeds. Iwlt

drive, spoiting body: £70, oi offer.-Spaight. Bella-

honston Hospital, Glasgow»„.-- [X3696

in stock for
208,

[0350

1Q14 7L.p. Swift Cycle Cat. dvnomo
Xi7 £200.-Eo-.s 86, High Ed., Lee.

1 Q 15-16 Babv Peugeot 6h.r..
-l«J2->i(eed model, £l50.-RoM,

19=

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p.

ininiediiite delivery: £300.— Godfrey's, Ltd,

Gt. Portland St., London, W.l.

1 017 Morgan. Grand Prix. wc. J.A.P. engine, coni-

i~0 pletdv overhauled, tvrcs good, electric lighting;

£180.— Dr. Beanc. Long Eaton. Notts. tX4323

"OLERIOT Whippet Cycle CarT^to makers^ speciflca

[5189Ilarrods, Ltd.. 118, Biompton Rd., London

' n. Sociable, modern typos, fully eunippc .

cully sound, good appeanincc : from £60 to £85 ; trial.

-29. Allsop St., Upper Baker St., Loudon, N.W. (3167

GTCLE Car, 4 wheels, 2-««ater, £40. trial; also car

cha«.iij. with wheels, tyres, steering, etc., £5/10;

must sell.-Chaaey, 34, Blissett St., Greenwich, S-L.

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London E.C.4.—
New 1921 8b.p. Coventry Premier, 8l>aro wheel,

detachable wheels, dynamo lighting: price 275 Kns.

COVENTRY Premier Runabout, 3 speeds and re-

verso dvnaniu lighting; 275 gns.-Special Agents,

Ritibll" I!r<''i 200, Gt. IVrtliind St., W.l. 'I'houe:

Maylair 5042. (0385

GIBBONS Mark HI. Cycle Car, reduced to £115;
delivery within cne month; trials any time by

apnolntnienl. Agents required.—Gibbons and Moore.

Cha.iwcll Heath, Essex. [''838

MORGAN 1916, Grand Prix, wnter-cooleJ J.A.P., nil

accessories, painted red and black, good condition

:

sncrifioe £145.-30, Harold Ed., Beulah Hill, S.E.19. i

Tel.; Sydenham 1284. [5286

NEW G.N. Cycle Car, to makers' specification. £245;
dynamo lighting model. £275/12,'j6: immediate

delivery: deferred payments ^Z extra

118. Brompton Rd., London.
Harrods, Ltd .

[5187

T.B. 1921 Models. lOh.p, Blackbume, air-cooled,

£260, water-cooled £275 : ready for delivery Janu-
ary.—Sole agent's Sussex. County Garage,_ Gloucester

Place. Brighton.

water<ooled.

(3231

2-sreed

F. w. WALL

All letteis relating to advei tisements should quote the number at the end of each advertiaoment.

Agents invited.

6h.p. Cycle Ciir Chassis, single,

and ..
-

Aranc, Thomson-Bennett mag. : £35, or offers,-58.
Knox Bd.. Blakenluill, Wolverhampton, (5314

CYCLE Car, 1914, 8h.p., w.c, 5 Lynwood detachable
disc wheels, 3 speeds, electric lighting, hood, wind

screen, perfect condition, sporty appearance: £140.—
Carter, Empire Cinema, Douglas, I.O.M. [5076

MORGAN 1921 Grand Prix, lOh.p. watei-cooled
M.A.G. engine, hood, screen, lamps, horn,

aluminiuui instrument Mard. flush-fitting speedometer,
jnst delivered, used for le^s than 500 miles; £230.—
Below.

1920 New Special Grand Prix, lOh.p.
engine, .-streQiuIine body. hood, screen,

lamps, horn, fully guaranteed; £235.—Below.

MOEGAXS, new and -second-hand, always In stock.
We aro the leading London agents, and can supply

your renuiremcnt..'. All sprites in etock.—Elce nnd Co.,
15-16. Bishopsgnto Av.. Camomile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone;
Avenue 5548. [0072

MOEGAN
M.A.G.

2nd the date ol the issue. a2 7
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
TAMPLIN Tandora, to makers' specification, £165,

or fully eqiupped wi-tb liood and sereen. lamp,
]iorn, aluminium discs on wheels, £189/7, or on de-

ferred payment <?% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
ton Rd., London. [5188

T.B. Tricars.—We hare a few new 1920 models, 8h.p.
J.A.P., air-cooled, 3 speeds and reverse, sijare

wheel, acetylene lip:liting, disc wheels, screen, hood, toola,

pump: £235; new tax £4.—County Garage, Gloucester
PUu^e, Brighton. [3230

MORGAN: 8-lOh.p. J.A.P., late model Grand Piix,
water-cooled, just repainted mauve, hood, ecreen,

lamps, discs, speedometer, etc., absohitely as new; bar-
gain, £150, t<^k6 23,.h.p. Douglas part.—G., 63, Solon
Rd., Brixton, S."W".2. [5495

MORGAN 1920, J.A.P. a.c, latest improvements,
complete equipment, many extras and spares, re-

cently overhauled, in excellent order- owner lx>ught car;

£190 or near ofSer.—Bayldou, Hill View, Q.ueen's Park
Parade, Northampton. [5352

MORGAN.—We are agents for these famous run-
abouts, and are now in a position to offer leason-

able delivery. We specialise in repairs, owerhauls, and
1 epainting.—Tlie Molincux Garage Co., Ltd., Wolver-
hampton. Tel. :1160. [3460

TURNER Cycle Car, 8-10h,p. V twin engine, water-
cooled, live axle, 2 speeds and reverse, wire wheels,

lamps, horn, hood, ecreen, etc.; £75; exchange combina-
tion.—Speechlev, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Hill, Lon-
don, W.3. 'Phone: Chiswicl; 1-902. [5231

CROUCH Light Cars.—Have you investigated the
wonderftil merits of this famous product ? _

If

not, please allow ns to send you fnll particulars. Price
complete, ready for the road, £295, value unequalled
anvwhere.—Mebes and Mebes (Est. 1893), the Qjiginal
Light Car Specialists, 144, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
Tel. : 3426 Mayfair. [4252

G.N. Cycle Car.—Mebes and Mebes, the Original
Light Car Specialists, are the largest official Lon-

don agents. During ££as^^l920 we have sold more of

these than any other a^^m'-^ England, therefore our
expert experience is at your d"KposaI. Immediate _de-

livery of -all. models from stock at makers' list price,

ncv waiting.—144, Gt. Portland St., W. Tel. : 3426
Mayfair. [4251

CAHS FOR SALE.
£35 Secures 6h.p. Rover 2-seater, ready drive away.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£30 Secures 7-9h.p. Peugeot 2-seater, ready drive
away.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£40 Secures 9h.p. Sporting Sizaire 2-seater, bulbous
back, ready drive away.—Palmer's Garage, Toot-

ing.

£50 Down and 12 Monthly Payments £5 secures re-

liable 4-seater landaulet.-Palmer's Garage, Toot-
ing,

£75 Down and 12 Monthly Payments £7/10 secures
R.M.C. underslung- 2-seater. — Palmer's Gnrnge.

Tooting. ^ [5513

DAIMLER 28h.p. Touring Car, C.A.V., guaranteed
perfect: £95.-14, Gleuelg Rd., Brixton, London.

i:54aa
Tj A-12h.p. 4-cyl. Humber Landaulet, new gears, Eoscb,
JL\f Clandel, gate, tyres, paint, upholstering, etc.. al)

^ WE GIVE

AWAY^
Q

perfect; £85-—Hammond, Wivenhoe. [5366

B.S.A. Coupe, 13.9h.p., dynamo lighting, Rudge de-

tachable wheels and spare, handsome appearance;
£225.-11, Claphflm Court, Clapham, S.W.4. [5466

6h.p. Rover, running order, £35 ; 41,'jh.p. Precision
3-wheeler chassis.' complete, £18; lOh.p. Maxwell 2-

seater, £120.—Motors, 39, Essex Rd., Islington, N.l.
-^

[5270
DAIMLER 1916-17 Open Touring Car, C.A.V. light-

ing. Dunlop detachable wheels with spare, iu new
condition; £395.—Capt. Trumble, 69, Bavant Rd., Cam-
berwell, S.E. [5469

SPORTING Italian Peugeot, 12h.p., streamline dome-
shaped 2-seater, dickey, disc detacbable wheels,

hood, screen; £220, or exclmnge 1920 combination.— 84,
Greenside Rd,, Croydon. [5152

"I
Q13 4-s6ater Darracq, detachable wheels, tyres

•i-*y nearly new, hood, lamp?, screen, gate change,
in pplendid condition; exchange for motor cycles, any
condition.—Britnell Bros., 43-45, High St., Fulham.

[4909

1 /ih.p. Twin Alldays 2-seater, in perfect runningX" order, new tyres, hood, screen, lamps, and
Stepney, Binks carburetter, Bosch mag.; trial any
time ; absolutely a bargain, £ 100.—Dickins, 8, Bath
Rd., Cheltenham. [4981

NOTICE.—Landaulets: Sunbeam £175, Talbot £95,
Renault £150, Argyll £95, Mass £75, Wolseley

£85; Napier chassis, £85; Daimler 25-cwt. van, £95;
Straker-SQuire 3-ton lorry, £145; all guaranteed.—
S.M.C, 77, Acre Lane, 8.W.2. [5467

DOUGLAS S. COX regrets no list this week owing
to early press, but latest printed list free on

receipt P.O. Seventy cars, however, always in stock,
and systematic reduction scheme proceeding merrily;
absolute bargains guaranteed all callers. Please call.—
Douglas S. Cox, the absolutely straight motor man, 6,
La-nsdowne Hill, West Norwood, S.E. [5567

To every purchaser of a new cover ^^
from the list below, a new and fully

guaranteed Inner Tube entirely free
of charge. All goods are sent Car-
riage Paid, and on approval, seven
days against remittance. ^%

TYRES
Size.

D

26X2

26'xZJ

o

D
o

Q
O

26X28

26x2i

28x2;
28x3

650X65

Mal;e.

Avon Rubber Stud
Englebcrt Wired-on Rib
Hutchinson Passenger.. .

.

Avon Combination
Beldam Extra Heavy ....
Bates No. I Special
Dujilop Heavy
Clincher De Luxe Ex. Hy
Hutchinson T.T
S. Moulton Extra Heavy
Englebert Wired-on R.S.
Beldam Hea\-y
Englebert Wired-on Rib
Dunlop Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy ....
Clincher De Luxe Ex. Hy.
Kerapshall Anti-skid. . . .

Bates.No. I Special
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Avon Tricar Rubber Stud
Palmer Cord Heavy O.S.
Beldam Extra Heavy . .

S. Moulton Extra Heavy
Palmer 2-ply Ribbed. . . .

Englebert Wircd-on R.S.
Englebert Wired-on Rib
Goodyear A.W. Tread .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread.. .

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Elite E.Hy.Gvd. Retread;
Palmer Cord Heavy . .

.

.\von 3-rib

Dunlop W.D. Grooved
Wood-Mikie Steel^Stucl .

Partriflge R. Non-skid .

Clincher Ribbed
Clincher Rubber Stud .

Our List
Price. Pric;.

25/6
25/.
44/-
44/-
39/6
39/6
39/6
37/6
37(6
37/6
35;-
34/-
30/-
41 (6

39/6
39/-

37/6
37/6
37/-,

34/6
59/-
45/-
45/-
39/-
35/-
30/-
45/-
52/6
35/-
33/.
68/-
58/-
52/6
97/6
85 -

59/6
46/6

3i;-

55/-

63/9
91/-
64/-
67/-

53,'5

62/6
59/-

59/-
64/-
5S/-
60/-

56/9
66/-
68/6
75/-

71/6
63/9
72/6
74 '5

78/-

77/-

50/3
72/6
70/-
84/-

93/6
Si;-

79/6
75/6
77/-

133/6
IIO/-

88 /9

99/6

Q

BELTS—IN STANDARD LENGTHS

Q
o

Q

. Per Foot, 1// 1/9 2;2
iin.

3/3
I Jin.

3/-

RETREADING hS''."""- fim
Medium . . 15/-

Eepair3 aiG executed at
ooT nwn worlis nntier ex- Jjt RFP A IPO
pert supervision.

»»- j-tiift«^

D

RUBBER
HiP BOOTS
Made by

North British
Rubber Co., Ltd
Dominion
Rubber Co.,
Ltd.. etc.

Sizes 6, 7, 8,9,10, ir, 12

18/6
264—266

VAUXHALL BRIDGE
ROAD, VICTORIAA

^Telephone:

o

S.W. 1.

Victoria 6553

O^

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
£100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £25 eecui

n magnificent 3-ton lorry.—Details, Palmer's Gi
age, Tooting. [55

LOREY Bodies for Ford Xoimerg in Stock, exi
strong make, enclosed cab; £65.—The Willowbrc

Co., Leicester. [03

1 K-CWT. Humber Van. 10-12h.p., 4-Lyl.. Bos*
J-^ Zeniui, etc., in pefeut mniting order; £75.—
Bull, 44, Hills Ed., Cambridge. [53

TON 4-cyl. Himiber Loitv, running order, £95 ; 6 i
2-seat6r Hover, ninning order, £65.—Hudson, '

Conwny Kd., Plumst'i'ad, London. [51

£85 down and 12 monthly payments of £15 seen
splendid 1-ton truck, twin solids, will carjy ;

cwt.—Details, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [55

TAXICAB
1?100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £20 seen^ London tasicab.—Details, Palmers' Garage, 'To
ing. [55

ENGINES. r^

EIGHT 8-lOli.p. Douglas Lighting Sets, water-cool
with radiator, 120 v. dynamo, 20 amps., all

OCC-- base plate; these are complete with ewifcliboat
which includetJ, 2 amp. meters and 1 -voltmeter,

switches.—Below.

"OUR 8-IOh.p. Douglas Engines only, with radia
imd magneto and carburetter; £50 each.—Beloi

SIS 4-cyl. Standard Lighting Sets, lOh.p. engine, w
radiator, 120 v. dynamo. 30 amp., switrliboard a

switches, as used on the workhop lorries; £75 each, to

mag. and carburetter.-Below,

EIGHT lOh.p. 4-cji. Austin Lighting Sets. Tarti
lars same as Standard. £75 each, with magni

and carburetter.—Below.

efi.p. 1916-17 Clyno Engines, less mag. and carl

retter; £15 each.—Below.

F'ORTY Switchboards, in cases with sliding gli

doors, containing one voltmeter, 2 amp. mete
and 5 switches; price £4 each; please writfe or apply
Below. -

ALABGE Quantity of Cable, electric lamps, elect

lighting shades, switches, switchboards, etc

Below.

5-6h.p. Rudge Engine, complete with multi geai. Q
mag-: £12.—Below. .

y-

HUEE 4Vih.p. Precision Engines; £8 each.—BelcR

F'

5

T
ONE 3V"'h.v. I/incoln-Elk ; £5.—Please write of ap]

J. J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham. Stami
addressed envelope, please. [55

DOUGLAS 244h.p. Stationnry Unit, complete, guar;
teed as new; £14.-35, Marmion Ed., Portsmoc

152
4h.p. Douglas Engine, as new, £14; 4'>2h.p. Precisit

£12; stamp.—Motor, 39, Essex Rd., Islingt
N.l. [5£

P.
and M. Engine, date model, in jierfect conditi<

£12/10; 2-sp6ed gear, £6/10.—Inman, Othello £

Liverpool. _ [48

4h.p. J.A.P., single, powerful type; £10; low milea
in present owner's hands since new.—Hetheri]

ton. Moffat.
^

[50

4ih.p. Water-cooled Ees Engine, complete with m
i neto, will drive two lathes easily; £14.-170, E

Lane. Coventry. [S43

23.h.p. Union Engine with E.I.C. magneto, latest ty
4 complete, brand new ; £14.^Booth, Main i

Haworth, Kcighley. [52

SUNBEAM 3\^h.p. Unit, complete, mag., carburett
etc., not junk; offers over £24.-120, iSIarlboron

Flats, Walton St..-Chelsea, S.W.3. [X4£

'po Manufacturers.—Engines M.B. 2-stroke 2141
A units ; immediate deliveries large
quantities for trade teriufc.

Kd., W.O.
-Burt's, 245, Haiumersm

r4£

HEPPELTHWAITE.—3V"h.p. N.S.U., £4; CI1

6h.p.. £7/10 (1912); 3h.p. 2-strofces, new, £7/;
Humber. £3/10.-19, AVilcox Rd., South Lambeth, L
don, S.W-8. [53

J.A.P. Engines in Stock.—Special o.h.v. engi:

built, complete stock of spares for all type J.

A

engines; Bosch magneto. 50^ twiu, £6/10; Al J.

A

engines from £15.—B.P. Garage. 40, Murray Me
Murray St., Camden Town, N.W. [3S

UNION 2';:Ji.p. 2-stroke, complete with C.A.V. mi
B. and B. carburetter, e.xhaust pipe and silen(

complete with Hoskinson frame, tank, with drip fe

earner, and stand, the - whole brand new; sacri

£27/10.—Homac's 243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [5'

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
H. Matrneto 55°, clock, suit Clyno ; £4.—G.,

Str;iuss Ed., Bedford Park, Chiswick, W.4..[5:

AGNETO, C.A.V., new single-cyl. heavyweight, et

plete; £3/10.—Jackson, 89, Oak Lane, Bradfor
151

AGNETOS, 180=', from £4/10; 50°, £5; sib

Bosch, £5.—Motor, 39, Essex Rd., Islington,
[Si

u
M
M

A2S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the dat< of the issue.
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
jIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., Bpecialista in

n&gneto repairs.

jIANCE guarantee to return your magneto witli-

n 3 daya, and li neceaaary, 24 hours.

jIANCE worlE under estimate, and guarantee
ivery magneto iot 12 months. Armature wind-
speciality.

jIANCE work lor, and are recommended by. some
5I the largest firms in London and country, and
upply every want.

jIANCE stock spares Tor Bosch, U.H., Eisemann.'
S.I.C., C.A.V., SpUtdorf, Dixie, and all known

jIANCE specialise in the repair of U.H. mag-
netos, and, having the original U.H. parts, can
ntee a sound and reliable lob.

LIANCE stock new and second-hand magnetos at
right prices; old magnetos taken in part payment.
for illustrated leaflet of the new Fellows Hght-
t magneto, the smallest, cheapest, and most elH-

made. Special terms to the trade.

LIANCE will be pleased to receive your enquiries
concerning your ignition troubles, and customers
>e certain of obtaining promptness and cou;"tesy.

LIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.. 11. Gt. Sutton
St., Goswell Rd., E.C.I. [2186

JrllULATOES, 4 volt 20 amp., in celluloid caeea,
TvitL extra tin case and liandle, 13/6 each: r©duc-
o trade for Qoantity.—Below.

JUMULATOES!—Write for our list; very low
pric^: special offer.—F. Yates and Bon, 144,
h St-, Kensington. C39'8

3M.S0N-BENNETT Magnetos, 180=. suit 4h.p.
Douglas, guaranteed perfect: 70/-.—Watson, 6,

dish Parade, Clapham, S.W.4. [5247

iOH ZA2, 180°, onti, £4; ditto, E.I.O.. £3,10;
lew contact breakers, complete, 10,'-: wanted, single
Aslibv, 18, Hertford I'lare, Coventry. [S402

GNETOS: Dixie, 180°, £3) Thomson-Bennett,
single, £3/10) Bosch contact breakers, 18/-.—
il Gflroge, London x.-., Thornton Heeth.

.
- C6403

4, and 9-cyl. Magnetos for all purposes, guaran-
^, at very low prices: magnetos bought, sold,
thonged.—Lavlver Co., 23, Elnathan Mews, Pad-mongec
m, W. [566S

NETO Repairs.—Send vour magneto to Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. Reply paid, qnotation tele-
ed on receipt. Quick, eluclent repair guaranteed
om 2 to 6 days—usually within 24 hours.—
ir's Garage, Tooting. [5503
N'BAKEN Repair Service.-Thorough and cfflelent
epairs to any make of dynamo, starter, or mag
lave the spare parts, plant, and skilled labour
ig out guaranteed work only.—Enclose instructions
end hy rail to The Runboken Magneto Co. Ltd
Qt. Portland St., London, W. Cl'hono 1 ilaylur
Korth of England: Derby St., Cheethnm, Man-

,r. (ThonOi Olty 82SS). [0268
GNETOS, Magnetos.-We bold a stock of V twin
P'K!,''!'"'^"'.,"" "JfSfees, and recommend the new
.. K" to Indian riders : Bosch mnguetos, nil degr.'o.
)tat!ou3

;
It.T.H. singles in stock ; exchanges. The

official Indian electrical service station B T II
son-Bennett, and Peel Connor repairs service

—

'

n Ignition Co., 329. Euston Ed., nTW.1. 'Phone-
im 5034. T.A. ; Magdymo, Eusroad, Loudon,

iTON Ignillon Co.'s 24 hour repair service. Uuar-
intoed repairs to nil tvpes of magnetos: Sulitdorl
Jlxle specialists: ofllclal Indian electrical service
ii lliomson-Bennett repairs and spares. All r»-
pre tested on on approved A.l.D. test bench b«.
Ispatch, and therefore carry our guaranteo for 13
If. tto hold the largest stock of guarnntoed mag-
In London, twins all degrees; spare parti for nil
In stock: charged occumulators all voltages

1
ready in stock, plugs, cables, lA-wntt and vacuum

all voltages. We glie you real Uve service always
;on Ignition Co., 329. Euston fid., London, N W 1
(1 Museum 6034. T.A : Magdymo. fcusroiid

(0363

TYRES.
(TONE 3 for Government surplus and clearance
:over3 and tubes.

iT0NE-3.-26xl>i Mlchelln covers; 15/-.

|TpNE;S.-26x2',i Palmer cord ribbed covers,
14/-; Hutchinson, rubber-studded, 28,-.

ITONE'S.—Englebert ribbed (wire edged) covers
I6x2'i or 26x2i.», 25.-; ditto, rubber-studedi

iTONE 3.-26 x2JJ Hutchinson Tourist Trophy,

lTONE'S.-26x2l,4 Michelin, 21/-. ^
IBsscnger. 42/-; Avon Sunstone, 45/-.

Hutchinson,

!T0NE'3.—23X3 Palmer cord, heavy, 45/-.

JT0NE'3.-Michelin tubes, 26x2>4 and 26x2l/,
i! G each.

ISi" !r'\. ?^*'n,
?'=°'™'''"<' R^- K'°g'» Cross.

f.ond.jn. -J, I. Xel. : 2481 North. [5632

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

REBUILT
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES

overhauled, stove-enamelled, re-

plated, tanks in makers colours, new
tyres, guaranteed, complete with tool

bags, kit, and pump

Douglas 2f h.p. - - £65

Douglas 4 h.p. - - £85

Douglas Combination,

with new body - £105

Triumph 4 h.p. - - £95

2,500 New Covers
(Ex Government Stock).

28x3 Kempshall, Macintosh,

and Wood Milne.

26x2i Clincher de Luxe.

30/- each.
Carriage Extra.

UNRENOVATED
EX GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES.

Still a large quantity to clear from
the Slough Depot at SCRAP
PRICES. Make an appoint-
ment by writing:

''Motor Cycles,"
ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

i

TYRES.
TX. EMANUEL'S for your motor cycle tyres.—Below,

Q QX3 Dunlop Extra Heavy, 4-ply. 60/-. Palmer cord
/V yj heavy 50/-. Palmer cord 45/-. Wood-Milne extra
strong 39/6, Moseley ribbed 35/-, Kempsball antl-skld
35/-.-Below.

•TAAXSO. tor voiturctte rims, will fit 560X651
• \r\J Dunlop grooved 75/-, Wood-iMilne GrUTrlb

70,'-, Srencer-Moulton 70/-, Beldam Bulldog 70/-, Avon
Sunstone 70/-.—Below.

36 X3x2i2 Dunlop Heavy 45/-,
Below.

ditto tubes 8/8.-

All letters relating to advertisement* should quote the number at the end of each ad

/^KAx65 Palmer Cord Heavy 57/8. Palmor cord
\JtJ\f 50/-, Dunlop heavy 50/-. As lollows tOT Tol-
tarette rims : ]\IichcHn steel-studded 70/-, Dunlop
ateel-studded 75/-, Wood-Milne equaro 45/-.—Bolow.

Pftx2U' Dunlop Heavy Rubber-studded 43/-, Bates
r>J\9 heavy pattern ribbed 39/6. Avon Sunston* 41/6,
Dunlop combination rubber and steel-studded 57/6.
Rom ditto 55/-. Wood-Milne 55/-.—Below.

P^x2% Dunlop Heavy 59/-. Wood-Mlln* oxtra^" strong 39/-. JNIoseley ribbed 34/-, Dunlop com-
bination 55/-.—Below.

Oftx3Vi Dnnlop Heavy 39/6, Dunlop combination
'WU 55/-. Rom ditto 5S/-, Beldam ditto 63/-. pat«a
special heavy 37/6, Macintosh chain pattern 35/-.—
Below.

THE Above Tyres are Government surplus, not in
any way perished or soiled. All ordor» 7 days'

approval against remittance. II not satlstaotory money
refunded. Country orders dispatched passenger train
same day as order received.—Below.

H. EJL.VNUEL, Tyre Factor, 27, Belprnda Ed^ N.16.
Stores: 37n. Balls Pond Ed. 'i'hondi Dolfftfln

3161. roasfl

SIDECAR Tyres, complete; a bargain, £4.—Bo
97, Byron Rd., Wealdstone. [4951

TEN Brand New Danlop TjTes, 26x2: 17/8 ftach, or
bc*t olfer lot.—15, South St., Loxith. [4990

1 K /i!* is tho cost for retreading your cover \vlth
-L*'' " extra heavy studded tread.—Bolow.

M//? for retreading heavy ribbod pattern; sond
' v* for acctious of tread, post froo.—Bolow.

REPAIRS ol every description from 2/6.—Phoenix
Tyro Repairing Co., 224, Sherlock St., Blrminj.

ham. [X4344

BEA.NI) New Clincher Tvres, 26x2»4 33/6. 26x2'/i
39,'6.—Wiiudsworth Motor Eschnngo, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth. [6171

TYRES. Great enlo.—Don't buy any until yoq hato
SL-eu our list. It is a levelntiou.—BaucroftJnn Co..

64 ond 78, Biahopsgate, B.C. [0054

OQx3 Bod Capon Hcaton Inner Tubo« and yulves,^ ^ guarautcod new, 8/6 Cflch, post i*aid.—Edwordes
Bio*., 20. Blnckfrinra Rd.. S.E.I. [6169

ECONOmC Tyre Co.—Genuine bargains in now clear-
ance 2Ud Government surplus stoclc; all goods sent

carriage paid on 7 days* approval against remittance.

ECONOMIC—24x2'4 (fit 2in. rims) heavy rubber
non-6ki(]. 41/-, listed 54/6; 25x2\i Duulop heavy,

37/6, listed £2/16/9.

ECONOMIC.-26x2^^ Dunlop heavy, 39/6, listed
£2/19/9; Palmer cord heavy. 39/6, listed

£3/19/4; Avon tricar, 37/6, listed :E3/0/6.

ECONOMIC.-28x2i/i (American) Kempahall Non-
skid, brand new 52/6, listed £4/ll/3| 28x3

Kempshall non-skid, clearance, 45/-, listed £5/12/2.

ECONOMIC—660x65 Clincher de Luxe W.D., 57/3,
lilted £4; 700x80 Dunlop grooved, 75/-, listed

£4/19/6.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed, Dunlop rubber-stud,
24x2 27/9, 26X2 29/9. 26x2U 31/6.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd.. S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone: New Cross 1393.

Repairs and retreading. [4693

BARGAIN.—2,000 new Dunlop, Palmer, Clincher,
Bates. Hutchinson, Wood-Milne tyres, all for

heavy motor cycles, 26x2V2. 26x2^, 26x2Vi, to bd
sold, 20/- each.—Below.

3,000 New Dunlop, Bates, Clincher, Palmer, Capon
tubes, 26x2Vc. 26x2^^, 26x2i.',. to bo Bold, 4/-

each; Franco board Calais.—Call or write to Couter,
9, Boulevard Gambetta, Calais, France. [6514

BULL'S.-Large stock ol motor cycle and voituretto
coTors and tubes at clearance prices.-Bull'e Eub-

ber Co., Ltd., 3, Upper St. Martin's Lane, London,
W.C.2. Tel. : Gerrard 1347. [0243

0^-<2'j Macintosh find Spcncer-Monlton l^yres,^\9 The.?e lire br.ind new, and are not perished. To
clear, 30/- each. Special quotations for quuntities.
Oaniaee extra.—J. J. Dooley, 33, Blillyon Ed., Clap-
ham, 8.W.8. [5542

MOTOR Cycle Inner Tubes.-590 damaged motor
cycle inner tubes, sizes 26x2'',, 26x2'j8, 26x2Mi,

variou--^ makes, mostly have slight punctures, lew arc
without valves; in one lot, what oHcrs?—Box 46, c/o
T/ic Motor Cycle. [X4215

BELDAM Retreads ol a Motor Tyre give thousands
of extra miles at a fraction oi cost of new tyre.

Send old cover (any make) and we will quote cost ot
retread or repairs.—The Beldam Tyre Co. (1920), Ltd..
Brentford, Middlesex. [0310

vertisement, and the date ot the issue. A29
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TYRES.
KEMPSHALL Non-skid, also Hutchinson T.T., 28x

2>^, brand new, at a remarkable figure ; 35/-
each; special prices for quantities over 6; carriage
free

;
greatest bargains in tyres.—J. Smith and Co.,

52-54, Hampstead Rd.,. N.W.I. [0259

DO You Want Reliable High-class Retreading,
bursts vulcanising, chafed beads remoulding, or

imtt ends fitted? Tlien Ret in touch with the Melton
Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray, and you will never
legret it. Trade work a speciality. [0547

R. D. VARTT for Tyres.—New unused Dunlop ieavy
studded 26x2i/i, 37/6; 26x2%, 37/6; two only

28x3 extra heavy, 47/6 each; also others at clearance
prices, all sizes from 24x2, only a few left, don't delay.
-R. D. Varty. Thundersley, Essex. [3713

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.-26x23/8 Beldam, new, £1/5;
Bates, £1/5; Dunlop heavy rovers, £1/10; 26x2i4

Dunlop retread, 26x2%, 17/6; 28x3 grooved Dunlop,
£2; all above are new gocxls. Ask your motoring friends
what they think of Heppelthwaite^'s goods.—19, Wilcox
Rd., South Liimbeth, London, S.W.8. [5355

Q/?x2V' New Beaded Covers, 30/-; new best quality^O tubes, 24x2i/i 6/-, 26x2 6/6, 26x2V, 7/-, 26
X2V2 7/9, 26x21/0x214 8/6, 26x3 9/6, 700x80 10/6,
750x75 12/6; new rubber belts, 6ft. 2in.xlin., 10/6;
I5in. inflators, 2/6; sent approval, carriage paid, re-

ceipt remittance.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, S.W,
[5512

MOTOR Cycle Tubes.—Best red quality, with smaii
patch vulcanised by makers: 24x2, 5/3; 24x

2'4, 5/6; 26x2, 5/9; 26x2i4, 6/-; 26X2%, 6/3; 26x
W2, 6/6T 26x21/2X214. 6/9; 26x3. 7/-; 28x2. 7/3;
28X3, 7/6; 29x31/-, 7/9. 650x65. 8/-. All leading
makes and sizes in stock.—H. Emanuel. Tyre Factor.
27, Belgrade Rd.. N.16. Stores. 37a, Balls Pond Rd.
'Phone: Dc^lston 3161. [0346

GiOVERNMENT Surplus.—Huge stock of specially
^ selected second-hand covers, Dunlop heavy.

Palmers, Kempshalls. Clinchers, etc., 26x234, 26x2^|,
12/6 each; 28x3, 17/6 each; new Dunlop and Bates
tubes, 26x2'-^, 2% f^nd 2]^, 7/6 each; goods cash ap-
proval.—Homer ton Rubber Works, Brooksbys Walk,
Horaerton, E.9. 'Phone: Dalston 3483. Tel.: Eman-
rubwor. Hack, London. [0331

TANKS.
TANKS Re-enamelled to pattern. High-class work

only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At-
kinson St., Deansgate. Manchester. Established 25
years. [1797

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired and
re-enamelied at our own works ; all kinds of

fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges.
—Send postage for illustrated price list to A. Green,
Water St., Chapel St., Salford, Manchester. Tel.:
2191 Central. [0256

BELTS.

A Large Quantity of Second-hand belts.—These belts
are like new. I have all sizes, ?4in-, ^-ain., lin.,

all 6/- per length. By taking 50, 51- each; by taking
100, 4/6 each. Some of these are complete with
fasteners.—J. J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham,
S.W.8. [5541

SURPLUS Government Stock, made bv Pedley, Silver-
town, Lycett, and Dunlop; perfectly new, cash re-

funded if not approved; ^^^in.xany length, at I/7 per
ft.; 2/iin.xany length, at 1/9 per ft.; ^^in.xany length,
at 2/1 per ft.; li'ain.xanv length, at 2/10 per ft.;

special oHer of %m. belts m 6ft. 6in. lengths, at 10/-
each, and lOVjin. lengths at 17/6 each.—H. Emanuel.
Tyre Factor, 27, Belgrave Rd., N.16. Stores, 37a,
Balls Pond Rd. 'Phone : Dalston 3161. [0348

INSURANCE.
FOR Insurance of all kinds fspecially motor), apply

Ernest J, Bash, Insurance Broker, 40, Chancery
Lane, W.0.2. [0005

Ltd., invite enquirj-es for insurance of all
Competitive rates for motor cycles. Lloyd's

and Companies prospectuses on application.—170, Gt.
Portland St., London. [0056

" nPHE Motor Cycle" Insurance Policy is the policv
•*- authorised by " The Motor Cycle,*' and coTers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
purposes. Complete compreheneive Cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Free weekly copy of '* The
Motor Cycle

'J
to all policy holders paying a premium

of £5 or over.—Full particulars and prospectuses on
application.—The Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance
Co., Ltd.. iO. Tudor St.. London, E.0.4. [0007

PATENT AGENTS.

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD, Motor Speoiali^t.-Guide free-
—3, New St., Birmingham. [8992

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E-0.

36 years' references. [0129

W. BRY80N, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.O.E., A.F.E.. Ae.S.,
- Chartered Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Build-

inga, London, W.C.2. 'Phone: Mufieum 3651. [9622

SITUATIONS VACANT,
EXPERIENCED Up'iolBterer offered workshops

manulacturera; willing to place contracts.—Bos
1,180 cfo The Motor Cycle. [4944

ROTS,
kinds.

Price complete

35/.

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET.
Absolutely reliable, suitable <or all makes of Motor

Cycles. Write for particulars.

TAIL LAMP
List No. 19 /l.

Price, 6 /6 each.

ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHTING SETS.

WRITE FOR LISTS

SIDECAR LAMP.
LisI No. 19/2.

Price 7 /6 each.

206 HEAD LRNIP 58 /EACH

207 CENERBTOR 42/ EBCH

I9ia SIDE LAMP i8/6 teSCH

SIDE LAMP.
List No 10U

Price 18/6 each
Right or left fitting

MADE
TO

LAST.
Ma Ig from soliil brass turneci
and tlireided at joints Every
part of Gohd construction.
These lamps may be taken to

pieces for cleaninfiT. and will remain alight
in t!ie strongest gale. Best quality lenses
are fitted, and can ba easily replaced if

broken- These lamps will last as loug as

the machines they are ussd on, and aio absolutely rustless.

LICENCE HOLDERS
(For Motor Cycles).

Number plate fitting, as illustra-

ted, complete with nuts and
screws

.

List No. 214. 3/6 each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clips and screws.
Price 4/- each.
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

complete attachment for fitting to either woodwork or
metal work. List No. 216. 3/6 each.

Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by all reputable agents.

TRADE ^L^^^y MARK

RIM Sc PATENTS LTS _LAWDEN RB BORPESUEY BlRMINCHftW

SITUATIONS VACANT.
MANUFACTURERS and Concessionnaires haj

many lines, require live tales-denionstrator^
tho^ in a position to take lanall financial ii

need apply.—IJox 1,185, c/o The. Motor Cycle.

FOREMAN Wanted, must be firet-rate mec
thoiough knowledge of' motor cycles, us

handling men; strictly honest and tnistwoithyr—
in confidence, stating experience and terms, Bos
c/o The Motor Cycle.

PROGRESSIVE Motor Cycle Company. Mane
district, has a few vacancies for practical

men in all branche-s, who are E^epared to take 2
more preference shares at £1 each, to bear- int«r
10%.—Qualifications, age, and wages required, et

be addressed to Box 1,202 c/o The Motor Cycle.

PARTNERSHIPS.
PARTNER, enameller. competent all-rouTid

£100, good premises, no opposition.—Box
c/o The Motor Cycle.

WANTED, partner with capital (£500), in
lished business (motoring) holding valuabl*

patent rights; Midlands.—Box 1.188, c/o The
Cycle.

G. WADDEN, the maker and designer of

Simplic cycle carts, is desirous of an
partner, practical competition expert preferrtd
business abilities; moderate capital.—Letters
Wadden, Jessamy Rd., Weybridge, Surrey.

AGENCIES.
WELL-KNOWN Car Selling Company fholdii

agencies) with spacious showrooms in Gt. Po
St., London, are prepared to accept agency 01

known light car or high-class motor cycle.—Box
c/o liic Motor Cycle.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
ROBERT BAMFORD, A.M.I.A.E. — Indep<

advice based upon over 20 years' prt

mechanical experience; specialist in carburatioi

speed tuning.—36, 38. and 40, Pelham St.,

Kensington, S.W .7 (close to tube station).

Kensington 7213.

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting

oldest solely motor auction rooms in Lo
terms, V/^X, not chargeable if automobile u
j\Iotor cycles bought and sold lor cash. Nearest
stations: Falcon Lane, L.N.W. Ely.: Wimbledc
and S.W. Rly. ; and G.W.R.—Sole address, Pa
Garage, Tooting, London.

WANTED.
SCRAP Harley Frame, with round head lug

Hornsey Rd., N.4.

anie, good condition.—Cordiue
Glasgow.

LIGHTWEIGHT Wanted, £20-£30; London.
1,235, c/o The Motm- Cycle.

WANTED, second-hand A.B.C. sidccar.-

H.M.S. Warwick, Port Edgar.

WANTED, motor cycle trailer, or frame and i

—Maw, Mowbray Av., Exeter.

3ili p. Motosacoche Engine wanted.—East Con
4 tage, Lewes Ed., E. Grinsteod.

WANTED Millford Corvette body.—Kennai
Plimsoll Hd.. Finsbury Park.

PALMBE'S Garage, Tooting.-The pre-eminent

for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting, will maie you :

ofler at sis,bt.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Tou will bs siii.

good cheque if you sell your machine at Pi

Garage.
' ^

PALMBE'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of me
sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a special

mo-tor cycles in the wgekly auction eale.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction fee for

cycles under £50 reserve, 5/-, over £50 i

10/-. No garage charge is incurred until 7 days'

is given.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting, will collect mu
from any Loudon railway station. The ;'

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

TITANTED, motor _cycle, any make, must he

4h.p. Douglas Fv.'

Cranston St., '

price.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

WANTED, 2i/>h.p. 1920 Levis or 'Villiers;

£40.-379, High St., Lewisham.

SIDECAR, light, sporting, must be chei

Durlston Rd., Upper Clapton, E.5,.

WANTED, 2 and 3-speed gear, suit 1911 Hun
Edwards, Longwood, Winchester.

O-STROKE Wanted for Cash, complete, sound, i

/* Stephen, 711, Commercial Rd., E.l.

TXT"ANTED, countershaft Triumphs, gunbepaif.

iheap for cosh.—16, York

A30 AH letters relating to advertieements should quote the number at the end of each advertlsenient, and the date

[ St., DoMf-

of th$ \m^-
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Editorial Offices: Hertford St, Coventry.
Telegrams: "Motorcycle, Covenlry."
Telephone: ro, Coventry (5 lines!

Nonhern Offices: 199. Dcans^atc, Manchester,
Telegram-^ :

" IlifTe. Mnnche^ter.

"

TeUphm^e : H0"0 and 8071 City.

Subscription Rates: Home, 23s. lOd

Advertising and Publishing Offices : 20, Tudor St., London, E.C,4.
Telegrams: "Cyclist, Fleet, London."
Telephone: 2848 City (13 lines).

Midland Branch Office.
: Guildhall Buildinss. Navisation Sireel. Birminuham.

Titforama :
" .Xutoprees. Bfrminahain '

Idephone : 2970 and 2971 Midl,nd

Canada, 23s. lOd.

Continental Competitions in 1921.

IT
is clearly desirable that certain competitions

in France and other near European countries

should receive the support of British

manufacturers. There is undoubtedly a certain

amount of export trade to be done with the

Continent notwithstanding the high duties, because
there are always people on the Continent who,
appreciating the e.vcellence of British motor cycles,

will not refrain from purchasing them.
International competitions arc good, not only

from a trade but from a political point of view.

The meeting of representatives of various countries

in friendly competition cannot fail to cement the

various understandings and alliances which exist

between ourselves and other nations. It is clear,

therefore, that the British trade should receive

some guidance as to what International com-
petitions to support and what to leave alone.

o'her countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

Races Supported but Trials Ignored.
In the past races have always met with better

support than reliability trials, and this is not quite

what it should be. Although our opportunities for

road racing in this country are confined solely to

the Isle of Man, and France is infinitely better off

than we are in this respect, this does not mean
that reliability trials should be entirely ignored.

Unfortunately, the mishandling of the Paris-Nice
competition last year did an incalculable amount of

harm. We do not for a moment consider that

this sort of thing will occur again, as the French
organisers have learnt a bitter lesson, but a proof
that the British trade do not appreciate the value
of a properly run reliability trial was shown by
the lack of support extended to the International
Six Days last year—an event w'hich was efficiently

organised, and taught a number of valuable lessons

to those who took part in it. The opportunity will

occur again this year in the International Six Days
Trials to be held in Switzerland, and to be run by
one of the best organised motor cycle bodies on
the Continent—the Swiss Motor Cycle Union.
This should certainly receive English support.

In- view of the interest taken by the British Cycle
and Motor Cycle Manufacturers and Traders
Union, Ltd., in competitions in this country, this'

body should certainly make a study of events to
be held abroad. So far as can be gathered at the
present time the most important of these events
is clearly the International Six Days Trial. There
are to be attempts to run the Paris-Nice Trial again,
and a trial from Paris to Madrid. Of these the
latter, would undoubtedly prove to be the more
valuable test, but, unfortunately, neither has vet
received the support of the French governing body
—the French Motor Cycle Union. Unfortunately,
also, both events are not directly organised by re-
sponsible clubs, but by newspapers, and the
organising of trials by newspapers would never be
tolerated for a moment in this country. It is a
pity that the U.M.F. does not organ'ise two or
three open reliability trials, of a true international
character, during the vear.

Road Races.

As regards races, there will be the Circuit de la

Sarthe, held in October, which is also well
organised, and the motor cycle Grand Prix on the
day before the classic car race, which will he held
on the I.e Mam circuit in July. There is also a
Belgian Grand Prix, .so that there are several im-
portant events to which the Briti.«h trade might
give its consideration.

The whole question of trials is under the
frequent consideration of that important inter-

national body, the Federation of International
Motor Cycle Clubs, and after its next congress in
Brussels a clearer idea of 1921 competitions will

be obtainable.

It would be an excellent plan for the F.l.C.M.
to draw up a list of competitions which would
deserve support. This would act as a guide to the
trade generally, both in Great Britain and abroad.
Our object in referring to the matter is to help the
British industry and to prevent its members from
being misled into supporting competitions which
are likely to prove themselves unworthy.

~-^ ^ ^^
.^ .. / .., ,- I' y / , / ^ ^
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An Index to the advertisements in this Issue will be fouid on the page facing the back ccver.
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IDEAS: Useful and Ingenious.

A New Accumulator Position.

TO tliose who have machines with up-
turned end footboards this idea of
carrying an accumulator may com-

mend itself. The illustration is almost
self-explanatory, but modifications might

One method of carry-

mg an accumulator on
a machine with foot-

boards.

5k;
ii I

be made to suit individual requirements.
In this case a 40 amp. Fuller accumula-
tor is used with a 4v. 4w. bulb in the
head lamp, and another ordinary flash

lamp bulb in the rear lamp. C.C. 2320.

DGentring the Speedometer
Pinion.

THIS simple little tip may save an
hour or two's vain effort to get a
silent drive when fitting a speed-

ometer. First fit the large cog to the
spokes as nearly central as can be judged
by eye, leaving the screws just finger-

tight. The small pinion may now be
carefully meshed and screwed up hara
in approximately the correct position.

If the wheel be spun the small wheel will

automatically centre the larger pinion,
when all screws may be tightened up.

B.E.G.

Spring Carrier for Accumulator.
ELSEWHERE on this page is described

a method of carrying an accumula-
tor on the footrest. The neatness

of that idea is somewhat discounted by
a liability to ill-effects from vibration,

To overcome this, a reader has devised
the carrier illustrated on his Triumph
from an old Miller acetylene lamp
bracket. A special T piece bolted through
the front spring bracket anchors "the two
coil springs, and movement is obtained by
slackening the bolts at the handle-bar.
Locknuts are advisable here. X.Y.Z.

i^^^'^H^W
Countershaft Drive for

Voltalite.

MANY readers are interested iji the
practicability of using a pedal cycle
pattern Voltalite dynamo, particu-

larly for rear lighting. Tlie method of

drive we illustrate (adapted to a 1920 3^
h.p, Ariel) has much to commend it over
the "rim contact" way. The dynamo
is mounted^ on the forward rear carrier
stay, and is driven by an ^in. crossed
gut belt from a 4in. brass pulley attached

Voltalite dynamo driven

from the countershaft

on a 31^ h.p. Ariel.

to the clutch spring spindle at the
countershaft. Our contributor who
effected this conversion illuminates both
his head and tail lamps thus from a
Voltalite dynamo. A.W.W.

An Easily-made Speedometer
Lamp.

FIVE shillings, it is claimed, is the
maximum cost of making a speedo-
meter lamp, as illustrated and speci-

fied below :

- Clip.—Strip brass -^-in. x j^in., secured
on instrument by -rein, nut and bolt.

Brass Arm.—Strip bra.ss fx-iVi"-;
lower end soldered inside clip.

Spring suspension for the accumulator.

BMHBX

Diagram of wiring and details of a home-
made speedometer lamp.

Lamp Shade.—Adapted from old pocket
flash lamp. (Cut out so that it goes over
miniature screw holder, as Shown.)
Battery.—Pocket flash lamp type, with

two small terminals soldered on.
Wire.—Small gauge copper run in

valve tubing.
Switch.—Lever switch on saddle tube

(or to suit particular requirements).
W.D.W.

Carrying a Spare Chain.
QUITE the toughest problem facin

the owner of a chain-drive

machine is finding a means c

carrying the spare chain. An extremel;

simple and efficient way out of th

difficulty is illustrated. It consists of 1

sliallow wooden box which just holds th

Carrying the spare chain—a wooden box for

attachment to the carVler.

chain nicely coiled up, and which attache:

to the rear carrier by four sheet iroi

clips (two not shown). Three-ply wooc

is used, and the lid is screwed down bj

four ordinary wood screws, thus keepinj

the chain firmly in place. C.G.E.

A Paraffin Starting Aid.

EASY starting is not one of the strong

points of paraffin as a fuel, anc

those who have been driven bj

increased taxes, etc., to the heavier spiril

should find this tip useful. A meta

polish tin has a small piece of brass tubs

soldered to the bottom ; the other end

For easy starting when paraffin Is the fuel.

of the tube is threaded and screwed into

a conveniently placed hole on the inlet

pipe. By packing the tin with cotton-

wool and then saturating with petrol, a

simple wick carburetter is provided
which will give a good mixture until the

heavier spirit begins to vaporise. CM.

Readers of "The Motor Cycle" are

invited to contribute to this page any
ideas successfully adapted to their motor
cycles. Contributions will be paid for at

our usual rates. Rough explanatory

sketches will suffice.
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COMMENTS
A Parable.

n
PRESENT the following parable alike to Mr.
Brace and to the Chancellor of the Exchequer. I

once lived in a little one-horse burg, where there

were two garages, run by, let us say, John Jones and
Sam Smith respectively. John Jones refused to open
on Sundays. Sam Smith, very reprehensively, no
doubt, was always open. Sam_ did more work than

John, so made more money. -Sam- cherished his

customers more generously than John, so gradually

annexed most of the trade. John- is now driving a

taxi somewhere, while Sam is probably a mayor and
a J. P. for all I know. I have no objection in principle

to a four-hour day for labour, and 50% dividend for

all capitalists. But I never can see how British labour
expects to thrive by doing less work than the similar

labour in a rival country ; nor how British capital can
hold its own if it is prevented from earning as high

profits as capital cmx earn in a rival country. If John
and Sam had covenanted together that neilher of them
woulf! open on Sundays

Cycle Car Engines.

URlXCi the last month or so I have made
extensive trials of many of the latest cycle cars,

and iri nearly every case their engines display

;-a. marked advance over pre-war standards in respect

'of power and of- absence of vibration. Nevertheless,

these tests indicate what is perhaps the main reason

for the failure of the cycle car to captivate the

millions of purchasers who unquestionably exist.

Tlieir^ slow running is so rough and iioisv. I have
known many a well-tuned Sunbeam or Indian motor
bicycle, for example, show much prettier manners
when nnining light than the average cycle car power

- unit can display. The fact that many of these engines

can only be restarted by dismounting and getting out
a detachable handle, aggravates the trouble ; for an
owner dislikes all this fuss over a restart as much as

he objects to noise and vibration if he leaves his engine
["'rimning during a brief stop. The full range of the

Jcycle car boom cannot be touched until somebody
comes along with a better mannered engine ; some flat

twins and the 90° V twins show very little vantage
over the narrow-angled V twins ia this vital respect.

A Useful Gradometer.

.VXV a motor cyclist has longed for a lightning

and accurate method of measuring gradients,

and the accessory merchants have never seen
their way to supply it. We need it more than car

owners, because the low tyre costs and" immense re-

serve climbing powers of our machines encourage us
to rush where a car fears to tread. I cannot say that

I have yet discovered the right gadget for a motor
cvcle, but (luring the last few months I have been'
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playing with a Tapley instrument. Being manufac-
tured for cars, the brackets in which its adjusting

trunnions are mounted have been- designed for bolt-

ing to a flat dash, and are not easily attached to a

handle-bar. Still, I managed to fix it quite rigidly to

a Hunt accessory crossbar, and got lots of readings

with it. It is sensitive to acceleration and decelera-

tion, but registers very steadily when the machine is

driven at a uniform pace On the other hand, it is not

calibrated to record any grade worse than i in 4. I

believe it might pay the manufacturers to turn out a

special model with a tube clip at the back, calibrated

to read up to i in 2. Our freak hill merchants would
get a lot of fuu out of it. If the surface is so bad that

the 'bus cannot be driven steadily, and the needle can-

not help oscillating, you can always get a precise read-

ing by stopping.

A Useful Accessory.

nN lieu of the ordinary dry battery torch I am
carrying a Parkes " Leverlite " for inspection pur-

poses this winter. I haven't had the pluck—or

have I too much sense ?^to investigate its innards,

but in lieu of a battery it contains a tiny dynamo a Jo

Ford flywheel, which is operated by- oscillating a

shaped lever protruding from the lamp. It is rather

expensive (30s.), but saves you the usual outlay on

new cells ; which of us has not found the bulb glowing

dull red like the butt of a cigar just when it has be-

come necessary to dismantle the gear box luider a rail-

way arch in a snowstorm? It has another drawback

in that one hand is kept busy working the handle, and

the remaining hand may prove unequal to working off

a new cover. But it is just the goods for sidecar

work. Working the handle keeps Arabella's fingers

warm while you take off the cylinder ; incidentally,

after the first ten minutes the task will make her a

little breathless and stop her from talkmg too much.

Electric Lighting Cables.

FEW weeks ago I asked our readers whether
they agreed that " concentric " cabling was
really the best, as it is somewhat difficult to

repair a concealed short between the core and the

casing, such as befel me last summer with this system

of wiring, and no spare length of cable available. One
reader informs me that he has scrapped the above

system in favour of ordinary silk-covered, rubber in-

sulated lighting flex, drawn through rubber tubing, as

used for acetylene lamp connections. Short bits of

brass tube may be used for joints, if desire'd. An-
other reader has given my innocent brain a headache

by a learned discourse on megohms, but his notion is

that the twin flex should be filled up with jute, bound

Ixion's " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES " have jusl

been puhliahed in hook form, price 5s. 3d. post free, jrom
" The Motor Cycle " Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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Occasional Comments.—

round with insulating tape, and finally armoured
metallically. This cabling is so strong that neither- a

fractured conductor' nor an internal cross short is at

all probable ; but should such troubles occur, it is a
simple matter to substitute the outer casing for one of
the inner conductors. He has sent me a sample of

this cabling, which is made by the Helsby people.
A test piece was hammered flat for a length of 3in.,

subjected to an end pull of 200 lb. in a tensile testing

machine, heated by a blow-lamp till the aluminium
armour was red-hot, and finally bent at right angles in

two places -v^in. apart. .The insulation resistances at

the end of this maltreatment were

:

Between the two .conductors—8,800 megohms.
Between the two conductors bunched together and

the armour—615 megohms.
I don't know what a megohm is when it's at home,

but the butchery reads very convincingly, doesn't it?

npl
A Receipt.

^HERE lies on my desk at this moment a receipt

ii just to hand for fitting "British electric lighting

to a British machine. The manufacturer in

question has doubtless availed himself of every pos-

sible economy. In other, words, his motor cycle was
specially designed with a ,view to incorporating a

dynamo, and requires no faking for the purpose. His
output is large, so that he has presumably purchased
his dynamos, lamps, accumulators, cabling etc., at

the lowest possible rate. But the charge for the
" extra " is ^24 15s. retail. I can get a good gas

lamp set, suitable for the machine, at about ;£5 fitted.

In other words, exclusive of import duties and ad-

verse exchange rates, electric lighting on this British

machine costs rne about ^20 net, whereas if I had
bought a Harley, it would only have cost me ^3 los.

Apparently it is not only the magneto industry which

demands the tenderest protection if it is to hold its

own ; for this British dynamo is alrefidy protected

]A.hWA.RY ijth, ig2i.

against U.S.A. to the tune of at least 50% by the

favourable factors indicated above. I leave it to
our politicians, financiers, and labour leaders to draw
the obvious conclusions; and I merely add that all

our riders will want electric lighting in the near future,

but will refuse to pay 500% more than is necessary
for it.

Back to Accumolatof Ignition? -

THE electrical equipment of motor cycles is in a

state of flux at present. There are three prin-

cipal factors at work. The buying public have
not yet had the chance to be convinced that dynamo
lighting on two-wheelers is trustworthy: 1920 wil

have big effects here. Secondly, the supply of dynamo
outfits is far below the demand ; four makers have
professed inability to equip machines about which I

have enquired. The third difficulty is cost, since the

cost of acetylene and electric lamps is approximately
equal, and the dynamo and battery are far more ex-

pensive than a gas generator. The first two obstacles

will be automatically removed by the passage of time.

The third can be met, and may be met, by a reversion

to accumulator ignition. Such a change would imply

no trade disturbances, since the concerns which now
make magnetos would unquestionably make the

dynamos., I have a good experience of such an outfit

on an experimental machine, and it appears to be

absolutely satisfactory. Its m'ain disadvantage is that

many users remember the old accumulator ignitions

with a savage resentment, whilst they lack experience

of the very different service offered by a modern bat-

tery with a continuously charging dynamo at its back.

Its advantages are two-fold, viz. :

(i.) It will start engines at a far lower speed than

the magneto.

(2.) The combined cost of dynamo-cum-accumu-
lator ignition plus lighting is certainly not greater thar

that of magneto ignition plus acetylene lighting.

For these reasons I expect more of this equipment

in the near future.

COWBOY SPORT.

The cowboys of the Western States still maintain their reputation as " sports." Here Is depicted a motor cycle with passenger on the

carrier actually riding in a bull-dogging contest. The obiect of the game is to catch the steer, grab him by the horns, and throw him

;

then to tie him up before he can regain his feet. The motor cyclists, who easily out-distanced their competitors on horseback, won the event.

A24
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THE motto of many motor
cyclists is "one life, one

love." They find a

machine which suits tfiem, and

they remain faithful to its

manufacturers' succes-

sive models, world
without end. Some of

us are flirts. No
matter how admirably

a 'bus serves us, we

32 h.p. SCOTT.

though 1920 was for its first six months
an awkward time for buying, and for

its last six months a still more awkward
time for selling—it brought me big mile-

ages on four first-class machines of
makes which I had never owned before.

The first of the bunch was a chain-

driven T.T. Norton with Sturmey-

ungratefully sample the novel
sensations of another make
next season. Journalists more
or less compulsorily figure in

the latter category. S'

S

Archer gear box. This machine
is, of course, a veritable dread-

nought. There is hardly any-

thing on wheels which it cannot

catch and leave. Its acceleration

is terrific, and its chain drive as

smooth as a silken belt running

IfilHilllllliiillllllllllllllllllllillllfl,
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What I Rode in 1920.—

over ivory pulleys. For competing in trials or for

reporting a trial, for high-speed touring, and for

general audacity it is at the very top of the tree. In-

cidentally, it is very cheap to run. It does not break

or shed any of its parts. Its fuel economy at speed

is equal to that of many engines Avhen they are potter-

ing. As its wonderful cylinder never distorts, it asks

for very little oil. Criticisms are quite hard to find.

I can only suggest that the foot brake linkage is un-

necessarily awkward, and that the nuts ought to be

locked. The idea of the footrest mounting is good,

viz., that, as i.t is clipped to a single tube, the

clip can slip round in a-toss, "instead of bending or

breaking ; but the securing nut is hard to get at. The
long plated e.xhaust pipe looks lovely, but does not

come away or go back very easily at decarbonisa-

tion times.

The Norton was followed by a machine of very

different type—the Scott. I planked down the ^lo
extra for 3in. Palmer cords, and found the option

wortlwthe price. I have never ridden a more comfort-

able machine. Next to its extreme comfort, the main
slogan of the Scott is its safety. On bad going it is

easier' to steer and better to balance than anything else

I know, as Clarence Wood's feats in the Six Days
must have suggested to every beholder. I was pre-

pared to find it slow, and I doubt if I ever got better

than 45 m.p.h. out of it—I mean a real 45, which
is quite as fast as many speedometered fifties and fifty-

fives. But on the road it is not an easy machine to

leave, even for a Norton; you don't have to take

corners so cannily on a Scott as is wise on other

machines. It wants a little coaxing to start from cold ;

it doesn't register record gallon mileages ; but I mean
to have a Scott for part of every year until Anno
Domini reduces me to an electric bath chair.

Big Single and Baby Tw^o=stroRe.

Then came a B.S.A. I did not know that a single-

cylinder could develop so much power. Where the

average single is getting a trifle feverish on its bottom
gear, the hefty B.S.A. is still slugging calmly away on
second. I never unearthed a gradient which could
bring her down to first, which I used solely for starting

purposes or where the surface put such wind up me
that I wanted to climb dead slow. And talk about
substantial! The B.S.A. is built hke a tank, and is

fundamentally incapable of fracturing anything,
whilst she creates the pleasant impression that nothing
will ever wear out. She struck me as the utilitarian

machine par excellence—the very 'bus for the hard
rider, who goes a long way in any weather, and isn't

sure whether he will ever be in a position to buy
iinother machine. Of course,, she does not sit up to a
speedster, though she can on occasions touch forty

with a sidecar. Her weight renders her a little

lum,pish to handle till she begins to move. But you
need never sell her unless you,are capricious enough
to desire variety for its own sake.

When winter set in, I began to hanker after a baby
two-stroke, and as I was already familiar with the pick
-of the oldsters, a baby Cedos came along. A very
pleasant change, too, after a series of heavyweights.
Kick-starters are well enough, but there is a certain

Joy about being able to push start on a i in 8 grade
without serious exertion. This httle two-sroke

deserves to be much better known. It is in the same
class as the best of the older makes. Economical in

petrol and oil, it is well run in at the factory, and
doesn't want a lot of humouring when it is new. It

two-strokes down to very low speeds on the flat, and
its sosteniifo never changes to staccato when you ask it

to help itself not too speedily down a light gradient.

A Flat Twin's Qualities.

Through most of the above period I was also

running one of the new A. B.C. solo mounts. In one
sense this magnificent 'bus disappointed me. On the

one hand, it was not quite as good as the original

hand-made experimental models rushed through after

the Armistice in 1918; for it was a great deal heavier,

and th^engine was a little less smooth at small throttle

openings. On the other hand, the springing was not

'equal to that of the defunct 1914 model. When I

recovered from these initial disappointments, I fell in

love with it, as all users must have done. It is one of

the very few machines which is equally satisfactory for

gentlemanly work of a utilitarian character and as a

hogbus, pure and simple. Potter along at legal limit,

and nothing will carry you more smoothly. Essay a

scrap with a road-burning pal, and he will not get the

l.ietter of your A. B.C. Its acceleration is a thing

apart. As racers measure acceleration on their heart-

less instruments at Brooklands, there is probably little

or nothing between an A. B.C. and a Norton. If you
are in a Joe Beckett sort of mood, the heavier punch
of the single will certainly be more reminiscent of

Moran's famous " Mary Ann." But if you want a

jump plus refinement, and prefer to sense acceleration

in terms of wind pressure rather than of roar and rattle,

why—open the throttle of an A. B.C. with a slam. I

know no finer motor cycling sensation than a good
scrap over hilly roads with this 'bus, especially when
corners and grades make you work the gear lever hard.
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THAT LICENCE-HOW TO OBTAIN IT.

Part of the Inland Revenue licence application form of interest

to motor cyclists. It will be seen that the particulars asked for

by the authorities on this form are very few more than those

required under the old system The form is filled up as repre-

senting the application for licensing a standard 4 h.p. solo mount.
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mm immM,
Nir\e Mor\fKs Experier\ces

By or\e of

PKoroOwKers

A familiar figure at the

big trials.

The work of a trials pftotograplier entails hard usa^e for ih: machine he may be riding. Like Vwse members of the

staff who attend the trials in order to record them in "The Motor Cycle," he often covers more miles, and is compelled to

drive with less consideration for his mount than Vie gold medal winners. The writer of this article Attended most of Hie
important trials of 1920 to secure the pliotograplis which have accompanied our descriptions of the events, and. we
commissioned him to relate some of his impressions of, and experiences with, a modern spring frame motor cycle used
under such severe conditions.

ALTHOUGH most spring frames are now well

through the experimental stages, one cannot
deny that they are not so fully tried out as the

rigid type. The work of a photographer on the staff

of T//C .Motor Cycle
is such that it pre-

eludes anything in

the way of experi-

ments, and however
much he may de-

sire to ride a new.

perhaps unconven-

t i o n a 1, machine,

there is always the

responsibility for
" delivering the
goods," as it were.

The possibility of
" letting the editor

down " by failing

to reach the most
interesting points in

a trial, or by being

liung up on the

return journey, is

a n ever - present

dread to the man
with the camera.

Therefore, it was
w i t h some slight

misgiving that I

took delivery in

April last of a

1920 spring frame

In Holland on the Anglo-Dutch trial-

R.N. (31 Sunbeam), who accompanied
return journey to The Hook, mentioned in

Matchless. This was due purely to the extra number
of moving parts a spring frame involves and the fact

that the Matchless was designed primarily for com-
fort. My chief had also warned mc not to experi-

ment, and inferred

- . that my duties were
confined to obtain-

i n g photographs
a n d did not in-

clude testing new
machines.

Personally, being

on the right side of
thirty, I regarded

a spring frame as

.something akin to

an old gentleman's

bath chair, and the

hard riders on the

staff waggishly sug-

g e s t e d that my
choice was a sign

that the time was
approaching when
my physique should

be enquired into.

However, my
19 19 competition

work on a rigid

frame, over post-

war roads, had con-

vinced me there
was something,
lacking in the rigid

•the solo rider is Lieut. Glen Kidston,

The Motor Cycle photographer on the

the context.
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At Chop Gate in the

1920A.C.U. Six Days.

m a c h i n e, the

atrocious roads

of the English

aixl Scottish Six

Days leaving me
decidedly s o r e.

The spring frame

from the Collier

house had been

in the experi-
mental stage

since 1916, so it

was no mushroom
growth, and for

its final trial be-

fore going into

production,
a number of

machines w ere
entered fo^r the 1919 English

Six Days, and came through

without any frame trouble.

I Avill not comment on the

severity of that Six Days.

Suffice it to say it was of the

usual A.C.U. order. All the

same, I had to' remember
that my work did not entail

one six days trial, but many.
From April to Christmas

the machine covered roughly

ro.ooo miles, the majority

of that mileage being com-
petition work. When I say
competition work, I. refer to

the pressman's side. His
job is to cut about over the

course to the principal points

of interest, a different story

from a 20 m.p.h. schedule.

B4

More often than not his

machine is all out, for he has

to see competitors at one point

and be in front of them again

at the next—this with a

machine that is in commission

week in and week out, and

therefore receives the mini-

mum of attention.

My first trip with the new

machine Avas the Birmingham
M.C.C. Victory Cup Trial, on

a Midland course, taking in the

Old Wyche Cutting, Birdlip,

Rising Sun, Sudeley, and the

Colonial section from the top

of Sudeley. This trial, with

the run up from
London and back

again in about
thirty-six hours,

constituted an ex-

cellent debut, and,

apart from a

somewhat high
petrol consump-
tion (a matter of

adjustment) was
accomplished with-

out trouble.

The next run of

import was the

London - Edin-
burgh, the points

of interest being

the run through

Near Inverness on the

Scottish Six Days Trial.

^M-

acoiMND

On the M.C. and A.C. One Day Trial—the hardest open tr.al ot the year
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Through the 1920 Trials.— _
Yorkshire and Kiikstone Pass. I got a day's

start, joining the competitors at the breakfast

stop at Ilkley. Continuing with them, with various

stops en route for photographing, the run, excepting

Kirkstone Pass, was of the main road variety, with

nothing to try the modern machine. The Pass, how-
ever, with its three-mile grind, is still a formidable

proposition. Coupled with gradient, we had to con-

tend with a thick rain mist which seriously interfered

with carburation. The Matchless, being driven well

within its power, and taking advantage of the one
or two easy grades to get into a higher gear, climbed

the Pass without trouble, and after an hour's wait

to obtain photographs, the run was continued to the

lunch stop at Patterdale.

From Patterdale commenced the hardest part of my
work. To enable The Motor Cycle readers to get

their illustrations, it was imperative that I should

be in London the next morning. This necessitated a

300 mile run through the night, not a pleasing pro-

spect after a hard day in the saddle. However, it

was a good opportunity to test the Lucas ^Ligdyno set.

An All<=night Run.
Leaving Patterdale at 3.30 p.m., a quick run was

made to Kendal ; here a quarter of an hour stop for

tea and replenishments, and so on to Harewood. Here
was anodier stop to fill up, taking sufficient to last

through the night. At Doncaster the lights were
switched on. After the medium illumination of tlie

average acetylene set, the Magdyno light was a great

joy. AVith one's engine apparently pulling so much
better, there is something very fascinating about a
night drive behind good lights, and the entire return

journey was without incident, the average running time
being 21 m.p.h.

A great deal c.in be said for a Matchless when one
can do a 500 miles journey without experiencing undue
fatigue. I will refrain from describing the machine's
behaviour in other one day trials ; in fact, there is
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little to describe, for, excepting everyday troubles,

such as with plugs and punctures, they were without
incident.

I always think the Scottish Six Days was my hardest
event, my mileage for eleven days being in the neigh-
bourhood of 1,800. I left London with a sidecar
packed with a photographic outfit of two cameras, 144
plates, and a portable darkroom—owing to post and
train difficulties one has to be practically a self-con-
tained photographic unit; this, with personal luggage,
compensated for lack of a passenger.

Scotland and Holland.
The Scottish trial is considered, arid rightly so, one

of the most sporting events of the year. Any machine
awarded a " gold '''

is deserving of high praise, for
added to its severity is the weather.

Of the five Scottish trials I have "covered," only
(-nee have 1 experienced a really fine week. My
machine, of course, was not entered for the trial ; had
it been so, its performance would have merited a
premier award, for, beyond punctures and a broken
front sidecar spring, it was a week devoid of trouble.
When orders came through for me to attend the

Anglo-Dutch event I imagined it would be more in

the nature of a holiday, for the actual trial only
occupied one day, the remainder of the tour consisting
of luncheons, dinners, and joy trips to the well-knowii
touring grounds of Holland.

Anticipations are not always realised. When my
chief, a member of the English team by the wav, gave
me final or<lers, all thought of a holiday was soon
banished. Bank HoUday week had somewhat dis-

orgamsed press arrangements, so to fit in with them I

had to be in London sixteen hours after the trial

finished at Amsterdam.
The trial, over a distance of 194 miles, started from

Maastrich, South Holland, at 6.30 a.m. on the Satur-
day morning. This, owing to our hotel beijig a mile
or so from the start, necessitated us rising at the un-
conscionaVile hour of 4.30. .After spcndinL' the

Short cuts often lead one into " awkward comers," and on many occasions the Matchless has been forced to take to the water.
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Through the 1920 Trials.—

previous evening at a Dutcli banquet, none of us felt

particularly fit at that hour, and I for one did not look
forward to a long run; for there was a further

considerable distance, to be covered that day, from
Amsterdam to the Hook, to catch the night boat.

Judging from the English viewpoint, Holland has no
hills, therefore apart from its length there was nothing
to worry the competitors. For myself I would rather

the trial had been shorter and more severe, for the

thought was always uppermost in my mind, that it was
a long way to the Hook, and come what may I must
catch that boat, and so reach London on the Sunday
midday. However, the Matchless w^as in good tune,

so that with average luck I hoped that I should get

through.

In a Strange Land.
The run through Holland via Venlo, Arnheim,

Utrecht, to Amsterdam, although veiy flat, has a

beauty of its own, and was quite interesting. We
finished at Amsterdam at 7.30 p.m., and after a hasty

meal I set off for the final stage of my journey. Luckily
I had a companion in Lieut. Glen Kidston, R.N., a

member of the English team, who had to report for

duty at Portsmouth on the Monday. Compared with

the trial this final run, most of it in darkness, was
most trying. On unknown roads, and ignorant of the

language, we had the utmost difficulty in finding our

way. Getting through the towns was a problem ; the

Hague in .particular was somewhat of a nightmare.

We must have wasted nearly an hour when eventually

we found a sporting Dutch Harley rider who acted as

pilot to within seven kilometres of the Hook. He
saved the situation, for "without his good offices we
certainly should have missed the boat—as it was we
only arrived with a quarter of an hour to spare, and
but for a generous distribution of tips should have had
to leave the machines on the landing stage.

For the Matchless this final stage was the most
strenuous ; having lost much time enquiring the way,

it was a case of full throttle when we did get going.

On one of these " all-out " stretches the exhaust pipes

were glowing a bright cheriy red, but despite this it

carried on without the least sign of the engine

drying up.

Shortly after this event I noticed that the compen-

sating stay of the sidecar was slightly bent, which I

attributed to the rough handling the machine had

received in getting it aboard the ship. I was too busy

further to investigate the matter, and the Matchless's

reliability had made me less careful than I should have

been.

My preparations for the English Six Days were

hastily made, and on the Friday preceding the trial I

made a'quick ride to Coventry, picked up a member
of the Coventry staff, and continued to Worksop for

the night.

Next morning we had to attend a hill-climb at Sutton

Bank. This necessitated a final run to Darlington

in the dark, over the worst roads on which it has ever

been my misfortune to ride.

The damage started on the ship was now completed,

for next morning I discovered that the stay was broken.

This meant that for two days—while the stay was being

replaced— I was without a machine. The first two
days of the severest of all Six Days Trials !—These two

days were " covered " as a passenger on the Editor's

machine.

The Most Severe One=day Event.
Later there were a few one day autumn trials,

including that organised by the M.C. and A.C. in

Wales—which proved to be quite as severe as any-

thing in the A.C.U. event. With a passenger, the

Matchless made no protest on that pass with the fear-

-ful surface, known for the day as Boydell's playground,

and later climbed Bwlch-y-groes as " fresh " as any of

the competitors' machines.

To sum up, I may say I know but few machines
giving the same comfort, which would have stood up
tO' the bard usage meted out to my Matchless—M.A.G.
in the hands of a press photographer. D.O.

At all times, in all weathers, and at every period of the year, The Motor Cycle photographer pursues his way in quest of pictures.

The Matchless taking the sharp corner into Mill Hill from Highwood Hill.

b6
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it would not have met with the storm of opposition

called acceptance with wonderful unanimity by the

Colossus of Roads (need I say that I allude to the

Minister of Transport?) Further, I understand that

a constable will be able to hail a motor cyclist to the

nearest weighbridge, when, if he has bee.i for a long

ride in the wet, he will have the mud of several

counties adhering to his machine to the extent possibly

of 10 lb.- I really do not think that this is an exag-

geration, for after about 120 miles through Cornwall,

Devon, and Somerset, I once found my front mud-
guard quite full of caked mud and a good deal in the

Table indicating the Increase or Decrease in Amoi'vt ok Asmal Tax Payable nv Motor Cvci ists for the Year 1021.

AS CoMPARBO with PfiEvtous Yfars. {Compilcl by the .\uto Cycle Union.)

IT is very clear that there was no motor cycle repre-

sentative on the committee that accepted the new
taxation with so much unanimity. Motor cyclists

have, I suppose, come off no worse than car owners
on the whole, but there are some points on which we
have, I think, not been fairly treated. Still there is

one little crumb of comfort which I propose to dis-

cuss when my grumble is over.

Much has already been said about the advantage of

a tax such as the petrol tax, or a tax on tyres, which

makes the mileage covered in the course of the year

the basis of taxation. It is fair and just that the man
who rides constantly

for pleasure should

contribute more to

the maintenance of

the roads than the

hard-working man
w h o spends h i s

weeks in workshop

or office, and can

only get into the

country at week
ends and on his

annual holiday,

which is all too

short.

There are, how-
ever, difficulties in

the collection o f

such a tax which

.\nnual
Mileage.

Lightweights,
Inc. D.ec.

Mcdiumwcishls,
Solo.

Inc. Dec.

Hcav\-wci?hts,
Solo.

Inc. Dec.

Lightweights,
with Sidecir.

Inc. Dec.

Mediumwuights,
with Sidec.ir.

Inc. Doc.

Heav^-wcif^hts,

with Sidccir.

Inc. Dec.

•Tliree-wheelcd
Cycle Cars.
Inc. Dec.

1,000
s. d.
1

s. d. s. d. 5. d.

33 C —
s. d. s. d.

32 6 —
5. d. s. d.

22 —
s. d.

52
s. d. s. d. s. d.

50 —
s. d. s. d.

ri —

2,000 - 2 27 — 25 — 15 — 14 - 40 tl — - 5

.1,000 — S 20 f. — 17 C — 7 fl — 36 - 30 — - 10

4,000 — 14 14 - 10 — - — 2S - 20 — — 27

5,000 — 20 7 — 2 C — - 7 C 20 - 10 11 — — ^S

0,000 — 20 10 — - 3 — 15 12 - — 40

8,000 — 38 — 12 - 20 - 30 - 1 — 20 — 71

10,000 — .50 — 2.5 - 35 - 45 - 20 — '.0 — 93

The rcgistKltiOD hx of 5s. or transfer of registration fee of Is. is no longer payable. This saving is not included in the above

fig'-ires. 'Previously licensed .xs a car at ^3 3s. per annum.

are, I suppose, insuperable, and with this remark I

may dismiss the subject, thankful for a reduction of

7d. per gallon in the price of petrol.

An Authoritative Ruling Wanted.
The tax on weight is a simple one to collect, pro-

vided that it is clearly stated what must be included.

So far, I have seen no authoritative statement on this

point ; the licence application form says simply
" weight unladen." Does this include the lighting

outfit, horn,' tools, and spares, or may a machine be

weighed in a stripped condition without stand and
carrier? Further, the weight limits should be in cwt.,

not in lb., and the gradations should not be so steep.

A difference in tax of £^i los. for a difference in

weight of I lb. is far too much. If the scale had
been, for solo machines

:

Under 2 cwt. £1 10
2
2 10

3
3 10

Sidecars £1 extra.

rear guard. Will the unfortunate motor cyclist have

to pay an extra 30s. if this raises his machine above

the 200 lb. mark, and will he also be indicted for

removing the road surface and converting it to his

own use? Possibly the trouble will not end here, and

the unfortunate individual will be fined ^£20 for making

an untrue declaration.

Contrasts.

Here again is another curious anomaly : My friend

Jones has a motor cycle which weighs 198 lb., and

to this he has affixed a sidecar weighing 120 lb. On
this machine he and his wife disport themselves about

six days per week.- Another friend, Roijinson, has a

solo motor cycle which turns the scale at 205 lb., as

many of the Junior T.T. machines did; this he uses

chiefly at week-ends and on holidays. I may mention

that Robinson is a little man, while Jones and his

wife incline to adiposity. Jones's outfit when laden

does not fall much short of 6 cwt., while Robinson's

is less than 3 cwt., yet Robinson pays J^x, 3"<J Jones

£2 10s.

B7
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Some Anomalies of Motor Cycle Taxation.—

Further, certain advantages are granted to car owners

from which motor cyclists are excluded. I refer to

the issue of quarterly licences. For instance, a car

owner can take out a licence for the six months of

summer, March 25th to September 30th, for a pay-

ment of three-fifths the full duty, Avhereas a motor
cyclist gets no abatement at all unless he takes out his

licence on or after October ist, when he has to pay
half the fee, that is five-tenths, against three-tenths,

the quarterly fee paid by the car owner. This means
that a licence taken out after the end of September
for a medium or heavyweight sidecar outfit costs ;£,2

instead of ^i 4s., which would be the cost if the motor
cyclist received the same consideration as the car

owner.

The three-wheeled runabouts under 8 cwt. seem to

me to get off very lightly ; such a machine may be

12 h.p. and carry four passengers, yet it is taxed the

same as a mediumweight of 3J4 h.p. with a sidecar

attached.

It is, of course, necessary to raise money for road
upkeep, and it is, I suppose, unavoidable that the new
taxes should bear more heavily on some than on others.

The man Avith the biggest mileage will get off the most
lightly. In fact, as the appended table compiled by
the A.C.U. very clearly shows, if the mileage is suffi-

ciently large the saving will be considerable. There-
fore I do not cavil at the taxes themselves, but at the

points where their imposition is distinctly unfair and

might have been greatly improved by a little fore-

thought. Nor do I think that the new taxes will ruin

the industry or drive all motor cyclists off the road.

After all the tax on a heavy sidecar outfit is a small

thing compared with the interest, at present rates, on

the capital outlay involved in its purchase.

A Crumb of Comfort.

I now come to the crumb of comfort to \\hich I

referred. A motor bath chair is taxed at 5s., and
what is a motor bath chair ? It is defined as a

mechanically-propelled vehicle adapted and used for

invalids (not exceeding 5. cwt. in weight unladen).

This must mean that the machine and not the invalid

must be under 5 cwt. but the wording is a little obscure.

Now my wife is an invalid, or at least she is highly

strung, which is always reckoned the same thing. I

mean that she will not ride long distances on the

carrier, because she says it gets on her nerves. What
I am going to do is this : I shall attach a luxurious

coach-built bath chair on a spring chassis to my
machine. The outfit will then become a motor bath

chair, within the meaning of the Act, and I shall fill

up B3 Motor Bath Chairs and other Vehicles for

Invalids, pay a tax of 5s., and all will be well—at least

I hope so. This proves that a smart man can always

find his way out of difficulties, however insuperable,

if he gives his mind to the matter. Jam Satis.

Solo Mounts and the A.C.U. 350 c c. Limit.
A Debatable Proposal of (he A.C.U.

IN
the proposed regulations for the 1921 A;C.U.

Six Days Trials there appeare the suggestion that

all motor cycles of over 350 c.c. shall have sidecar

attachments. Now most of the new proposals are

most excellent and practical, so that it would seem
somewhat extraordinary for the governing body to

insert a clause which discourages the production of

solo machines of over the nominal 2^ h.p. class.

It would appear to be fairly obvious that the A.C.U.
officials have at the back of their minds one of two
intentions (or possibly both). (i.) That each
machine of over 350 c.c. shall be capable of carrying

an official observer. (2.) That machines designed for

sidecar work shall not obtain an unfair advantage by
shirking their normal load. Both these ideas have
much to be said in their favour, but what about the

real solo machine ?

In the past the 500 c.c. solo machine was a popular
favourite, and at tiie present day there are a large

number of motor cyclists who still consider that it is

the ideal mount. Unfortunately this type has been
spoiled from the solo rider's standpoint by being
stiffened and modified for sidecar work. This fault

is apparently to be encouraged, instead of eliminated.

It is one of the first duties of the governing body to

improve the breed of motor cycles, but it is surely

rather hard on' the solo rider to be told that no solo
machine of over 350 c.c. is worthy of encouragement,
and such firms as the Sunbeam, Douglas, Brough,
Brough-Superior, N.U.T., Norton, etc., to say nothing
of other well-known concerns who have special solo
models on the stocks, will hardly appreciate the new
ruling.

As one of the many keen solo riders I am all for the

development of the light and handy 3^ h.p. solo

machine having a good flexible engine and a two or

three-speed gear with rather high ratios, and no un-

necessary " frills."

Simplicity, economy, and handiness are the watch-
words of the average solo rider, and it is up to those

who are responsible for the sport to encourage these

attributes not only in the smaller classes, but in every

class.

It was noticeable at the Olympia Show that some
of the 500 c.c. machines were lighter than 350 c.c.

machines of broadly similar specification. Are these

machines to go without their reward ?

Would it not be possible, in order to avoid shirking,

to formulate a combined weight and capacity rating in

order to decide which machines were suitable for side-

car, and which for solo purposes?
Such a scheme would penalise heavy solo machines

to the axivantage of the lighter makes, and it would
not be difficult to arrive at a suitable weight limit for

each class of engine capacity.

This is merely the suggestion of a solo rider, but it

can hardly be said to be prejudiced, since that rider is

also a regular u.5er of a sidecar for the purposes for

which it is intended.

Possibly better suggestions will be forthcoming, but
at any rate it is to be hoped that the existing A.C.U.
proposal will not be brought into force without some
modification, lest the army of solo riders secede in a
body from an organisation which discourages the de-
velopment of their favourite type of motor cycle.

Ubique.
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YEAR by year the acceseory mai-ket
is filled and refilled, until one obtains
an impression that there is nothing

left to be devised, yet every week sees
new and useful articles offered to the
motor cycle public, by whom they are
appreciated according to their merit.
Just now lighting sets and other articles
appertaining to winter riding are being
introduced, but there are many other
novelties which will have an appeal all
the year round. On this page we illus-

trate a batch of new accessories recently
introduced.

An Aatomatic Lamp Lighter.

An ingenious idea for lighting an acety-
lene lamp by means of tlie magneto has
lieen carried out by a reader, Mr. J. C.
Williams, Roberts Wall. Penally, Pem-
broke, it consists merely of a length of
wire, a handle-bar switch, and a spark
gap designed to attach to the burner of
an acetylene lamp. The wire leading to

J. C. Williams's (Penally) acetylene lighter

the switch is connected to the switch
terminal of the magneto while the other
wire from the switch goes to the spark
gap on tlie burner. The fact of pressing
the button allows the spark to pass across
the spark gap, by which means the lamp
is said to be lighted without any necessity
on the part of the rider to dismount.

A Simple Timing Device.
The timing device illustrat€d is the

invention of another reader, curiously
enough with the some name. Mr. J. C.
Williams, 92, Court Road, Barry Dock,
and has previously been referred to in the
Correspondence columns of Thf Jlolor
Cj/rje. It is quite an ingenious little

fitting, designed to screw into the spark-
ing plug or compression tap hole in the

cylinder. Consisting of a spring plunger,
it has on the upper end a pointer by
means of which a reading may be obtained
on a three-centimetre measure. By
means of the device the timing of the
valves and ignition can be accurately
effected.

Dry Battery Lighting Sets.

For short distances, especially in the
areas round towns, where great "illumina-
tion is not required, a dry battery set is

most useful on a motor cycle. That placed

J. C. Williams's piston gauge

The Bancroftian lighting set for lightweights.

on the market by the Bancroftian Co.,
64, Bishopsgat^?, London, E.C.3, is to
be recommended. Jt consists of a small
head lamp designed to fit on to an ordinary

lamp bracket, a neat
tail lamp, and a cUy
battery in a ne.it

doth case provided
with straps to at-
tach it to any con-
venient part "of the
machine.

Defying the

Weather.

The same firm has
also placed on the
market the Imperial
Scouts overall, made
frr)m the best brown
gabardine, specially
waterproofed, and
all in one piece. It

should be highly
suitable for serious
competition riding,
as it appears to be
perfectly water-
proof, and protects
the rider admir-
ably. A helmet is

included with the
outfit, which is quite
moderate in price.

An Electric Bulb Adapter.

'The failure of an electric lighting outfit

is distinctly inconvenient, as m the event
of a sudden failure miles from anywhere
it is often impossible to get a repair carried
out by an e.\perienced electrician, whereas,
at any cycle sliop or fancy store, flash

lamp bulbe and batteries may be pur-

Fumcr's lamp adapter ; it enables a pocket

lamp bulb to be used in bayonet fittings

chased. 'This ingenious little adapter sold

by Messrs. Turner's Cycle and 'Tool

Stores, 181-182, Railway Approach,
Sheplierd's JJush, London, W., is welt
worthy of review. It consists of an
ebonite holder, one end of which will

take an ordinary Hash bulb, while the
other can be fitted into an ordinary S.B.
.socket. The adapter is made in two
forms, either with a single pole fitting

or with a double pole contact to the lamp
socket. One of our illustrations shows
how the adapter may be used in an ordi-
nary lamp socket as an inspection lamp,
when it can be wired up to a " flash " or
other dry battery.

A Motor Cycle Accelerator.

On previou.s occasions we have referred
to the accelerator pedal which is the in-
vention of A. F. Edwards, The Bur-,
roughs, Hendon, London, N.W. He has
now improved the device, which is designed

Imperial Scouts

overall.

Edwards s motor cycle accelerator pedal,

to attach to the footboard of a motor
cycle. By its means a pedal, connected

, to the throttle, may be operated inde-

pendently of the handle-bar lever, thus
allowing a rapid acceleration to be
effected.
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Luxury in Sidecar Bodies.

Imagine this sidecar for shopping purposes and city use ! Such a vehicle could be used to advantage

by those who have a car, which might otherwise be engaged

Ti''HERE are many uses for a saloon
Jl type sidecar which have not yet

been acknowledged. Where a closed

car is used for shopping by the lady
members of a large family, a motor
cycle with a sidecar such as is illus-

trated here could be used as a tender
with a uniformed youth as the chauffeur.

Certain it is, a body of the quality of

the .lasmine limousine, as it is called,

would in every way be more dignified

than a taxicab, which frequently has to

be called into service when the private

car is engaged.
As a sidecar for the motor cyclist, too,

it will no doubt appeal, as it is often
found that it is not the driver so much
as the passenger who grumbles about the
winter.

The sidecar body under review is a

product of Messrs. Dunhills, Ltd., 359-

361, Euston Road, London, N.W.I, and

is a replica of a small scale of a luxurious

saloon type of car body. Though solid in

construction, it is comparatively light

;

it weighs about 85 lb. to 90 lb., and, in-

ternally and externally, the appearance
leaves nothing to be desired. The frame-
work is coachbuilt throughout of well

seasoned timber, the panels being of the

best Venesta three-ply birch, and the top
panel of beaten aluminium. The windows
are of triplex safety glass.

Petrol Consumption Tests in Paris.
THE Boxing Day attraction in French

motor cycle circles was a fuel

economy competition, held in the
southern suburbs of Paris, on the basis

of one litre of fuel. For the sake of sim-

plicity, the same amount of petrol was
given to each competitor, whether he had
a tiny scooter or a comfortable two-

' passenger sidecar, and each had to run
until his 1.76 pint had been used up.
Under these conditions it was not sui-

prising that the greatest distance was
covered by a motor-assisted bicycle. The
machine, a Cyclemotor, ridden by
Pouget, travelled 50.6 miles before its

engine spluttered and stopped. This is

at the rate of 28.7 miles on a pint of

fuel, or over 229 m.p.g.
The most economical scooter was a

Monet-Guyot, which covered 41.6 miles.
In the 250 c.c. class an Alcyon, ridden
by Guiguet, was first with 48.5 miles,
or 27.5 miles on a pint. There was very
ke'en competition in this class, Alcyons
getting first, second, third, and fourth
prizes out of

,
thirteen to finish. In

the 350 c.c. class the professional rider
Dubost, on a machine of his own con-
struction, was the winner with a distance
of twenty-three miles. Barthelemy, on
a 500 c.c. Norton, made a very fine per-
formance by covering 30.7 miles, or
practically seventeen miles to the pint
(136 m.p.g.). The Rover, which came
second, with a distance of only twelve
miles, was obviously not in form.
A B.S.A. sidecar beat an F.N. in the

750 c.c. class by running a distance of

B32

10.8 miles, compared with 9.5 miles for

the Belgian machine. An Ariel took first

place in the 1,000 c.c. sidecar class with
14.3 miles, defeating an important lot

of American machines and one Matchless.

|^-.~

Sandford's air-cooled Morgan was the
most economical cycle car, with 15.8
miles for the litr-e, or nine miles to the
pint. The Elfe. a French machine,
came second, and another Morgan third.

In France sidecars and four-wheeled cycle cars compete together. A movement is afoot which
may bring about the introduction of this desirable practice in this country.
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FOR NARROW GATEWAYS.
Detail Improvements to a Well-

known Collapsible Sidecar.

MANY motor cyclists who desire to
use a sidecar, and have not room
to keep it at home, are faced with

the prospect of weekly garage bills and
the risk of having the machine knocked
about. To such unfortunately placed
motor cyclists the Paragon folding sidecar
should make a strong appeal. It has
been on the market for a long time, and
has thoroughly proved its reliability.

It is one of the earliest practical forms

With the body removed and the chassis folded

pass through a 30in. doorway.

of folding sidecars, and is sold by the
Wiucycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Hofborn.
London, W.C.I. We have described the
device on many occasions previously, and
it is sufficient to state that it folds up
quickly, is absolutely safe, and is a
thoroughly practical article. The body
and springs are removed in a few second.'!,

and the chassis itself folded alongside
the motor cycle, which can Ihon pass
through a 30in. doorway. For 1921 some
considerable improvement has been made
in the fi-xing of the mudguard, which is

now very strongly secured. When ex-
tended it is not possible to distinguish
the Paragon chassis from that of any
other sidecar.

OT©Ig(CY(SILIS

LICENCE CARD HOLDERS.
Twenty more Firms who Make

Carriers at Various Prices.

IN addition to the thirty odd licence
card holders w^e have described in The
Motor Cycle (issues December 17th and

24th), the following are also producing
holders at prices varving from Is. 3d°
to 7s. 6d.

- Millfords, Ltd., Bullock Street, Bir-
mingham (a continued front number plate
and holder, 7s. 6d.).

Harrison and Co., Bradford Street.
Birmingham.
Eastern Garage Co.,

418, Romford Road,
Forest Gate, E.7 (5s.

brass, 6s. '6d. plated,
«"ith clip for handle-
bar).

H. Foster, 41. Mer-
sey Street, Warring-
ton (polished alu-
minium, 3s. 6d.).

James Grose, Ltd.,
Old Jewrv, Cheapside,
London, E.C.2 (alu-
minium, for number
plate or handle-bar,
2.^. 6d.).

Central Aircraft Co.

,

179, High Road, Kil-
burn, N.VV.6.

J. W. Brooks and

the Paragon will ^^ ^'t"-,. t.'yit"'ion

Works, unmingham
(ill polished aluminium,

attached by leather straps).
Graiseley Motor Accessories, Ltd.,

Church Lane, Wolverhampton (in alu-
minium 3s. 6d., in brass, nickel-plated
4s. 3d.).

Device Engineering Co., 33, Clerken-
\yell Close. London, E.C. (for front
number plate 5s.).

E. Reed and Sons, Ltd., Carlton
Works, Daubeney Road, Clapton, E.5
(with. clip 6s.).

Stanley and Hill, Ltd., Buckingham
Street, Birmingham (with bracket, Ss.
6d. black finish, 5s. nickel-plated).

R. R. Evans, Milverton Garage, Cross
Road, Leamington (5s. brass finish and
5s. 6d. nickel finish).
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Mole and Son, Ltd., Newhall Street,
Birmingham (5s. 5d. nickel finish).

Benetfinks, 107, Cheapside, London,
E.C.2 (in brass I'or attaching to front
forks 5s., for screwing to sidecar 4s., in

aluminium for fi.xture to front number
plate 2s. 3d.).

Cycle Accessories (Birmingham), Bel-
frey Works, Spiceal Street, Bull Ring,
Birmingham (for attaching to front fork,
3s. 9d.).

Cowley Engineering Co., Ltd., Archer
Works, Kew Gtardens, Surrey,

Capac Co., Ltd., 2, Woodstock Street,
Bond Street, London, W.l (The Tredelect
holder).

_\Vates Bros., 132, Charing Cross Road,
W.C. (a neat holder without projecting
screws, 5s. 5d.).

Northern Motor E.xchange, Marion
Street, Sunderland (combination number
plat€ and licence holder).

Stewart Engineering Co., 34, Jlortimer
Market, Tottenham Court Road, London,
W.C.
. iMason Leather Co., 20, Charminster
.Road, Bournemouth (made of waterproof
fabric, Is. 3d.).

A SIMPLE SIDECAR
SCREEN.

THE windscreen has Ijecome almost
universal on the modern sidecar,
right from the very light sporting

to the luxurious big twin types. Illus-
trated on this page, the " Right " screen
is suited, and may be ea.sily fitted, to any
type of body. Its chief' characteristic,
however, is the ease with which it may
be adjusted to any angle.

The "Right" windscreen and
a sectional view of the concealed

adjustment provided.

Vi hen m use the Paragon folding chassis is not distinguishable (rem any other side.

A tube, seated in a grooved piece 'of
hard wood on the dash, caiTies the screen
proper. Inside the tube there is a nut »f
round section, and engaging this nut
through a slot in the tube there is a stud
operated by a milled nut right underneath
the dash. The makers are the Right
Windscreen Co., Borrowash, near Derby.

WESTERN CENTRE A.C.U.
EXTRY forms and particulars for the

Western Centre Open Reliabilit.y
Trial starting April 8th, 1921, wiil

be available shortly. The trial regula-
tions have been so framed that the private
owner entrant should have an equal
chance with the trade, rider to gain
highest honours. There are a number of
special awards, including " The White
Challenge Cup," " Sunbeam Gold
Medal," first and second prizes for
.nmateurs, and a special prize for the
best performance by a lady.
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AN AUXILIARY SIDECAR
SEAT.

THE fitment illustrated is called the

Stanford "Spring Slung" seat, and
tlie double name provides a good

indication of its characteristics. So far,

the majority of such auxiliary seats have
been ligidly mounted on the sidecar floor,

where they were rather apt to cramp the
rear passenger's legs. In this case, re-

ferring to the illustration, it will be seen
that the back rest is mourited on a bar
(which is split centrally to allow the

A new method of carrying an extra sidecar

passenger—the Stanford "Spring Slung"
seat.

seat to hinge clear when pushed to one
Bide). The actual seat portion is slung
from the back rest and from supports
further up in the nose of the body by
two pairs of coil springs. When the up-
holstery is in position, the rear spi-ings

aie covered in. Comfort for both
passengers and easy detachment are the
chief advantages claimed for this attach-
ment, which is made by the Stanford
Sidecar Co., Sampson Road North,
Birmingham. \ .

A CONVERTIBLE COUPE
SIDECAR.

THE elaboration of the sidecar proceeds
apace, and, although the idea of a
sidecar coupe is far from new, there

are several extremely neat points included
in the specification of a patent body de-
signed by Mr. W. H. Burleigh, of' 421,
Harborne Road, Edgbiston Biimingham

By means of balance weights or an inter-

nal arrangement of levers (not shown in

the illustration) the top portion may be
readily hinged back, as shown, to allow
entrance to and exit from the car. In
fine weather, of course, the whole coupe
part may be removed, leaving an ordinary
open type body. Another commendable
feature is the joint between the body and
the top, which may be made weather-
proof by suitable long felt or air-cushioned
rubber pads.
In this construction the sidecar may be

kept of normal height and the passenger
may get in or out without any crawling
tactics.

AN INGENIOUS TOOL.
THERE are plenty of devices on the

market for extracting rivets from
chains, but we do not know of many

which will replace the rivet as easily as

it is removed. Moreover, there have been
no chain rivet-cum-belt punching tools

for machines with the double transmission.

The little tool under review is just

as invaluable in the case of a chain-cum-
belt as in the case of an all-chain drive

motor cycle. If the chain rivet remover
is unscrewed the belt punch may be in-

serted in its place, and when the rivet

remover is in position the handle of the

belt punch acts as a tommy bar. The^
instrument consists of a main body in

which there is an aperture of such" a

shape 'that it will accommodate a lin.

belt or a fin. belt, if the latter is inserted

upside down. The spring plunger acts

as a guide when it is desired to remove
a chain rivet, while a distance piece is

provided to replace the rivet or when
drilling a hole in the belt.

To replace a rivet, the distance piece

is placed in position ; the link is slipped

over, the rivet ends placed underneath,
and the chain rivet is centred, when
pressure exerted on the top screw will

force the rivet into position, when the
point of the device will spread the head
sufficiently to render it quite secure.

When a roller has been broken the
chain is slipped over the two supports
immediately over the boss at the bottom
of the main b'ody of the tool into which
the rivet extractor may be threaded.

This tool, which is the invention of Mr.
N Du'is, 21, Cambridge Road, Luton,
will take all chains from the magneto size
up to the large chain used on three-
wheeled runabouts.
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AN ADAPTABLE EXPAN-
SION CHAMBER.

THE E.W.L. Accessories Co., of 102,

Lancaster Road, East Ham, E.7,

has recently placed on the market a
complete set of parts which can be easily

made up into an expansion chamber of

Castings as supplied by E.W.L. Acces-

sories to make up silencers for existing

machines.

any length up to 20x4in. in diameter.

The set consists of two substantial alu-

minium castings and a length of sheet

iron tubing. The castings, of course, fit

into the end of the latter, which can

be cut down to any convenient length.

A NEAT LUGGAGE GRID.
SIMPLICITY and strength are the

claims of the Sheldon spring luggage

grid, which is being introduced by

the Sheldon Engineering Co., tool-

makers, Bayley Lane, Coventry. It con-

Shown fitted to a Gloria sidecar, the Sheldon

luggage grid is neat and strong.

sists of a simple framework of angle

section steel, this construction allowing a

safe inverted bed for the spare petrol tin,

and in the example illustrated it is

attached to a Gloria sidecar at the front
bolts.

Operated by means of balance weights or internal levers, the

ninged top of the Burleigh coupe sidecar may be raised, lowered,

or completely removed.

Many uses for one tool—the Davis patent combined

chain and belt punch used (1) as a rivet remover,

(2) replacing a chain rivet, (3) as a belt punch, and

(4) when chain roller is broken.

B16
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AH letters must be addressed to- the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

INTEREST IN A COMPREHENSIVE SPECIFICATION.
Sir,—Will Ml'. Ma.x Yuiiiig kindly tell us when hi-s motor

cycle, upon which he is now working, is likelv to he placed
upon the market? T\V0-ST1?0KE.
Worthing.

AN IMPROVISED LICENCE HOLDER.
Sir,—Some of my fellow readers who have been or are

amateur photographers may find a quarter-plate printing frame
and an old dry plate with the film removed a suitable mean.s
of displaying the licence. I intend to screw a ring bolt at
each corner, placing a felt pad between the back of the frame
and the tank. C. C. ROUEK'IS.

Sir,—With reference to the new licence holder.*, I believe,
without exception, that all are made with handle-bar or
number plate attachment.

Personally, I do not think more unsightly or inconvenient
positions could have been adopted, and unle.<ss I can obtain
one for attaching to the tank I intend fitting my own. In
this respect, I .suggest that it should be made after the .^tyle

nf a wrist watch, with a strap from the top and bottom of the
liolder, but not passing down the back. A felt or rubber
back should be provided to prevent chafing of the enamel.
Bournemouth. CONN ROD.

FIRTH OF FORTH FERRY CHARGES.
Sir,—I wi.sh to draw the attention of your reader.« to the

great and unreasonable increase of charges for conveyance of
motor cycles and cars across the Forth by the Graiiton and
also the Queensferry ferries. The charges were : For motor
cycles. Is. ; sidecars. Is. 6d. ; motors in proportion. Now
they are: Motor cycles, 5s.; sidecars. 7s. 6d. ; two-seaters,
15s. ; and four-seaters, 20s. The distance covered by the
liranton Ferry is about five miles; at Queensferry about one
mile. The charges are now the same. Travellers who refuse
to pay these charges and yet wish to cross the Forth will
rcciuire to go up the river about twenty-five to thirty miles.
The ferries are in the hands of the railway companies".

Kirkliston.
"

JUNO.

OVERHAULING AN ILL-USED MORGAN.
Sir,—I have read with interest your contributor's article

on " Overhauling an Ill-used Morgan," and I must congratu-
late him on the thoroughness, and, I hope, the success of
his labours. Many of the defects with which he has had
to deal could not possibly occur in the new models ; I have
done, and am doing, my best to eliminate such causes of
trouble. It is one of the advantages of the Morgan that,
for those who are less painstaking and who have not the
skill of your contributor, an old model can be brought
thoroughly up to date at a comparatively small cost at our
\vorks.

Of course, a goofl many machines are spoilt by care-
less treatment. There seems to be a mistaken impression
tliat because a machine costs little it should receive little

attention. Insufficient lubrication is at the bottom of many
troubles. Judging from the condition in which some cars
return to us. the owners have never used an oilcan. It is

important to e.xamine nuts, pins, etc., occasionally. I could'
wish that all owners of Morgans took as much interest in

their machines as your contributor—though it would ruin
our repair shop ! May I add that at any time, should he
need it. I should be delighted to give him any a.ssistance

that I can H. F. S. MO'RGAN.
MORCAN ifOTOR Co., LtD.

ARE MOTOR CYCLISTS FICKLE?
Sii,—Might I suggest that the statement contained in

the front page of 'J'Tie Motor Cycle of December 30tb, to

the effect that " the majority of motor cyclists . . . keep
their machines for only a year," is open to serious iloiilit?

There are, undoubtedly, a large number of enthusiasts

who reverently worship the fetish of " the current yejir's

model," and who spend an an.xious lime at the annual
Show ill cDiisetjuence—but I feel sure that there must be

a far greater number of enthusiasts who, after many a
glorious mile astride their favourite 'bus, and many an
liour of an.\ious care in tuning, grow to love its every nut
ami bearing, and to sympathise with its every idiosyncrasy.
and feel a positive heart-ache when the moment of parting
does come : and who, rather than face this eventuality,
prefer lb continue with their old love until the march of

progress renders a change imperative.
The opinions of other of your readers on this subject

would, 1 venture to think, be of interest.

Reading. CRIMSON RAMBLER.

THE mi T.T. RACES.
Sir.— I notice that one very big (inn is entering no fewer

than si.N machines in the Junior I'.T. Race this year, and I

feel I should like to learn other motor cyclists' views a.s

regards this.

My own view is that such an entry of so many machines
from a big firm, which is already very well known for its
" speed 'buses," and which could, no doubt, easily afford to
enter even a dozen specially " w.orked upon " machines, is

rather unsportsmanlike, and not at all fair to the small firm
which has yet to make a name for itself.

Should not the A.C'.U. limit the number entered from
anv individual firm to, say. three machines?

This would then give the smaller firms a better chance
and would provide a fairer and more sporting race for
all concerned.
There is another side to the question as well. I believe

that the number of entrants is limited, and it would hardly
be faii^if room could not be fornid for a small film to enter
one machine,
whilst one firm has
entered .lix.

A. L. JUDGE.

Hull Watch Committee is to be congratulated on issuing licences

to taxi-sidecars without a lot of ridiculous quibbling. This outfit,

a 6-7 h.p. Ariel, was the first to be licensed in that citv.

C3
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HIGH-TENSION LEAKS.
Sir,—On starting up a Douglas machine in the daik

recently, I was surprised to see a sparking to " eartli

"

where the H.T. cables were suspended from the tank. The
insulation was in good condition, and, although it does not

affect the general running of the machine, it cannot, in my
opinion, be conducive to efficiency.

I then tried a P. and M. machine where the magneto runs
cojnparatively slower, but the effect was the same.

I should think, Avhen dealing with such high-tension

currents the cables would be "bushed" in ebonite or in-

sulated better where thev are clipped to the frame. .

E. TURNER,

THE 2| H.P. DE DION IN THE LONDON-EXETER.
Sir,^May I say a few words with reference to the recent

M.C.C. Londou-Exeter-London trial?

First of all, I would like to thank the driver of the sidecar
machine who so kindly stopped on Cirard Hill and supplied
me with a tin of petrol, and also left behind a Mills-Fulford
spanner. If he will communicate with me I shall be most
happy to forward on to him the value of tin and contents.

I also ha,ve a K.L. G. plug belonging to a Sunbeam rider

with whom I became acquainted at the Isle of Man during
the T,T, week last July.

I am sorry to be the cause of so much trouble to these two
gentlemen, but hope they will excuse me, and that they did
not suffer any inconvenience.

It may be of interest to know that I did eventually reach
home, via Exeter and Staines, under mv o"wn power.

B. F. C. FELLOWES.
A.A. TELEPHONE KEYS.

Sir,—Your correspondent "Bled Dry (2)" alleges that the
A. A. advertisement in your issue of December l6th, 1920, is

mi-sleading. As the advertisement states, our roadside tele-

phone service is provided free of cost with the exception of

tees for trunk calls. In view, however, of the high cost of

maintaining this roadside telephone service, which service
will be still more costly under the new telephone rates

announced by the Government, the small fee of half-a-crown
is charged for the key which opens all the boxes.

This extra small charge is fully justified by the fact that,

although a motor cyclist member of the A. A. pays half the
subscription charged to the motor car member, he is entitled

to all the advantages of membership enjoyed by the latter.

If "Bled Dry (2)" AvilL refer again to the advertisement,
he will find that there is nothing misleading in it, and nothing
to warrant his assumption that the subscription, Avhich, by
the way, is not mentioned, is inclusive.

STENSON COOKE,
Secretary Automobile Association and Motor Union.

mUDGUARDING AGAIN—AND SOME EXPERIENCES
WITH A RADIAL.

Sir,—As a motor cyclist since the days of dry batteries and
wipe contacts, I have become "more surprised as the years
have passed that we are still offered and we still buy machines
which it is impossible to ride when the roads are wet if it

is desired to keep the person clean. Water from above does
not Blatter much, as rainproofs made for such use can be
obtained ; but water "and m.ud thrown up by the front whe^el

act as a deterrent to the use of a motor cycle on many
occasions.

While writing, I might mention my experiejice with the"

Redrup radial engine, which may be of interest to some of

your readers. My engine is fitted into an ancient Triumph
frame, with three-speed hub gear and the tout ensemble makes
a very useful, light, and economical machine. Although I do
not indulge in high speed, I find that my averages are exceed-
ingly good, and far better than with my previous mount—

a

high efficiency .single—due no doubt to the quick pick up,

and magnificent acceleration of the radial. The smooth run-
ning of this engine has to be experienced to be believed, and
for me singles and twins, nevermore. The lack of vibration
at high speeds is another noteworthy feature, as is also.' the
extreme ease of starting. My mileage with this engine is

about 4,000, and I have experienced no mechanical trouble
of any kind.

I should like to give a hint to those w-ho are running
engines of this make which will result in greatly improved
running. The aluminium disc on the inlet side of the crank

case should be removed, also the cam ring; the locating stud

should now be withdrawn and the bronze ring taken out.

A paper washer with holes to go over the nine studs should

now be made to fit between the faces (which touch) of the

bronze ring and the inner aluminium disc. It will then be

found, owing to the elimination of this fruitful source of

air leaks, that greatly improved carburation and an increase

in power 'will result. The jets should be adjusted (with the

maker.s' automatic carburetter) so that full throttle cannot

be given until the engine is hot. J. THORNTOX.

STANDARDISATION OF CONTROLS.
Sir,—I have read the A.C.U. suggested standardisation

of controls with interest, but fear I cannot agree that such

are best, although quite open toabe convinced, and would

suggest that the committee give some reason for the various

suggestions. JAS. L. NORTON,
Norton Motors, Ltd.

Sir,—With reference to the standardisation of controls as

advocated by the A.C.U.,' I should like to suggestthat the

clutch and exhaust valve lifter should be interchanged. It

is nearly* always necessary to move the hand along the

handle-bar to reach the extra lever, and as the clutch is

much more freely used than the exhaust lifter, it is more
convenient to have the clutch lever in the inverted position,

as is the case with the A. B.C. P. V. JAMES, Lieut.

Sir,—I have just read the recommendations of the

A.CU. with regard to the standardisation of controls, and
was surprised to see that some of their most important

decisions were arrived at by reason of the fact that

several motor cyclists are also in the habit of driving cars,

and therefore the foot brake and clutch should be adapted

to car practice. As a practical motor cyclist who has ex-

perience of nearly every type of machine, I think the

positions they have decided on for these fitments^ are not

at all suitable. Although appreciating the fact that in

several respects motor cycles would be improved if car

practice was more nearly approached, yet I think if the

foot brake is on the right in cars there are reasons why
it should be on the opposite side on motor cycles. In the

first place, it is very often necessary to operate the foot

brake and the kick starter at the same time, which would
be impossible if placed as in the A.C.U. recommendations:
and, secondly, the foot clutch should be in the exact

position specified for the brake, as everybody knows that

it can be very much more sensibly manipulated by the

right foot than by the left; and, thirdly, the majority of

British makers who still cling to the foot clutch fit it on
the right side, and doubtless they must have some reason

for doing so.
"

J. T, SMALLWOOD.

Sir,—I noticed some of the reasons against the'A.C.U.'s
suggestion for the brake on the right-hand side, but one
point against it which has occurred to a friend of mine
might be included. He is rather short, and recently when
driving a sidecar he had rather a nasty smash. He was
taking a left-hand corner, and, owing to his size, he had
to lean over rather to reach the brake pedal, in so doing
the changing over of his weight caused the machine to

overturn—luckily without serious injury. R. _C. SLACK.

It is well that motor cyclists s,^^ Here is a reader

are able to see the humorous ^fej.
making a bur-

side of the new taxation regula- JoS^^ tesqueof parad-

ing the licence.
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OILING THE A.B.C.

Sir,^I do not think that Mr. ilortimer Batten's system of

oiling an A. B.C. engine would prove very satisfactory, as

.separate drip feed glasses would have to be fitted 011 each
cylinder, and it would be a continual nuisance adjusting the

drip. By the way, I do not know whence your corre-

spondent got his idea-of an A. B.C. piston, which has a
pronounced waist. The crank case suction idea does not

work well, as the faster the engine goes the less oil is drawn
into the crank ea;-e ; the ball valves do not work quickly
enough to form an effective vacuum. It is fatal to under-
oil an aluminium pistoned engine, as seizures are so sudden,
and the aluminium grooves the cylinders, even if seizure
does not take place.

There is no lateral play in an A.B.C. spring frame at all.

Wiiy has someone not taken up the spring frame used on
the old A.S.L. made by Air Springs, Ltd? 1 think this was
nearer to perfection than any other. R.N.

Haslar.

Sir,—I was interested to note the letter of your corre-

spondent. Mr, H. Mortimer Batten, in your is.sue of December
25rd, 1920, wherein he commences, "' I agree with ' I.xion ' that

Mr. Bradshaw might have arrived at a better system of oiling

lor his otherwise beautifully designed A. B.C.'
Without wishing in any way to interfere with the very

pood feelings that have always existed between those
responsible for the production of the A. B.C. and myself, and
fidly conscious of the difficult task they had in. organising
.-uch production, I feel that, in ju.-itice to myself, it is not
out of place to mention that the oiling system fitted to this

machine was not the one de-signed by me.
The original one supplied with the designs has been in

'..rustant use by Emerson in all his track work with con-
sistfMit .success, and is a mechanical oil pump driven off the
iront of the camshaft. GRANV'ILLE BRADSHAW.

SNOW PLOUGHING.
Sir,—The following account of a trip from Portsmouth to

Plymouth, carried out during the recent severe weather,
might he of interest to your readers. 'J'he siJCcdometcr
distance is 180 miles, and the machine used was an 8 h.p.

New Imperial and sidecar (new in April).

I left Portsmouth at 9.30 a.m. on Monday, the 13th, with
about Sin. of snow on the ground and a "keen N.E. wind
blowing. My sidecar was loaded with luggage lo about the
weight of a light person, so I had no qualms about its tipping
up too easily. Needless to say, I wrapped myself up pretty
well, and wore two pairs of socks, two pairs of glove.s, and a
thick sweater under my coat. Throughout the whole run I

hardly felt the cold at all, except my feet, which got very
dead at times.

To my surprise, on leaving Portsmouth the snow gradually
liiinned away, until, on arriving at Southampton, I found
lUe lying at all. The roads were in excellent condition,
ard and diw.

In the neighbourhood of Chard I ran into snow again,
'vhich had apparently only just fallen, but it was only a
:f;ht powdering, and did not stop me in the least. This
now I had with me all the way into E.\eter, where I

1 lived at 3.50 p.m. Here I stayed for tea and a warm up,
id, after lighting my lamps, left at 4.30 to complete the
,-t forty-four miles of my journey into Plymouth. Immcdi-

..t«ly on leaving Exetel- the snow got appreciably deeper
.ibout Sin.) and I had to go more carefully. After half an
!iom'V riding I found my lamps beginning to give trouble, and
iitler spending a little time in investigating, I found the water
in both my generators' frozen solid. I had to takeoff the genera-'
tors and take them into a cottage to thaw before I could
go on. On crossing Haldon Hill the snow got much deeper,
and it was with great difficulty I got along at all.- It was
' try dark, and the whole country under snow made it very
iiflicult to stick to the road. However, by going slowly, and
intinually stopping to examine signposts, I made Chudleigh
lid then Ashburton at 6.40 p.m., so that it took me two

lOUi's to do twenty miles. I decided this was not good
I iiough, especiaUy as I was getting tired, so I put up here
•'or the night.

Next morning I continued my journey at 9.15. The
lirst five miles out of Ashburton the going was good, but
liter that the remainder of the journey had to be done
ntirely oji second gear a.^ far as Plympton. The .snow
lound Ivybridge was up to the bottom of the sidecar, and

live times I was stopped dead in drifts, and had to clear

away several yai'ds of snow before I could get on. The
skidding was tremendous, due to the slipping of the back
wheel and the drag of the sidecar in the snow. 1 eventually

had to lash rope round my back wheel to obtain road grip.

ily machine ran simply splendidly the whole journey, and
my average consumption was 55 m.p.g., which, I think, was
good, considering that seventeen miles was done on second
gear. Taking it ^U round, it was a most successful ti-ip,

but one I do not wish to do again under similar conditions.

JOHN D. A. MUSTERS, Lt. R.N.

RUNABOUTS AND SIDECARS.
Sir,—The three-wheeled runabout has been the Cinderella

of the motor house. In the cycle car boom of 1915 some
critics (including one of the most eminent, Mr. Massio Buist)

denied that the three-wheeler had part or lot in that matter.

All cars had four wheels, therefore the three-wheeler was not

a cycle car. It was equally true, of course, that no cycle

has four wheels, therefore the four-wheeler was not a cych
car. Therefore, there was no such thing as a cycle car.

Q.E.D. However, the boom passed, and the term " cycle car
"

became a reproach rather than a distinction, so the three-

wheeler was admitted—not, I supixise, for its merits, but

for its defects. "We have changed all that, and to-day the

three-wheeler appears to be coming into his own Those who
have retained faith in it are surprised at the kind things

which are said of it. Unfortunately, only one maker remains
•to hear them—Mr. H. F. S. Jlorgan. The rest (they were
many) are gone, or have exchanged three wheels for four.

But we mu.it not be too sangine. Even Mr. Morgan would
not, I am sure, venture to say that, because the three-wheeler

has attained a certain degree of popularity the days of the

sidecar are numbered. It is quite possible that some manu-
facturers who turn from the sidecar to the three-wheeled

runabout will find that they luive made a mistake In the

first place, it is significant that only one machine out of many
has survived ten years. Most have succumbed in two or

three. .Moreover, only one three-wheeler has as yet com-
peted successfully against the sidecar. I do not say that

there is not sufficient reason for this. I onlv state a fact.

But until the runabout has competed successfully the position

of the sidecar is secure. No doubt a certain number will

make good in this respect this year, but it remains to bo

seen whether successes will outnumber failures, and every

failure sets back the day of the ininabout. Taking one con-

sideration with another, it would seem that the runabout has

still to fight it"! way, and tho way to fight is successful

com]>etitioi>. The road to success is the open road. To
dethrone the sidecar is a great adventure, and " adventures

are to the adventurous." That I think is the meaning of
'

the much cjiticised criticism of the A.C.U. report.

Sioke L..V. H. GEOR(iE MORGAN.

TWO YOLNG

ENTHUSIASTS.

Master and Miss Berry, of Credilon. whose mount is a

Velocette fitted with the popular Tan-Sad seat. In this fashion

they enjoy the sport, and are loud in praise of their economical

and easily manipulated machine.

c5
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Sidecar v. farm cart.
Sir,—This picture was taken on arrival home with a load

of oats in the straw after a journey of six miles. The machine

is a W.D. Clyno (gun carriage), on which a sidecar body has

been fitted,
' The oats were loaded at the back on a large

carrier, and over the sidecar, being securely roped on. While

How an ex-W.D, Clyno was made useful on the farm is told m
the letter of Mr. Frank Leat,

not takino- so much as a cart, several journeys can be done
in the time of one with a horse, and I can assure you the
load was a good one, extending as it did far back behind the
sidecar, — FRANK LEAT.

TWOPENCE A MILE—INCLUSIVE.
Sir,—I tliought that your readers would be interested in

the following record of the cost of running a 4 h,p. motor
cycle for one year, which has been ridden botli solo and with
a coachbuilt sidecar. Distance run in the vear 8,380 miles
[to date, 13,270), Total cost of running for one year £49 7s,

0^d.,made up as follows : Tyres, £6 12s. 5cl,
;
petrol (105 gall,),

£16 8s. 5d. ; lubricating oil, £3 10s. 5d. ; carbide. £1 5s. Id. ;

etceteras, 19s. lid.; repairs, adjusting, etc., £11 9s. ll^d. :

club subscription, insurance, etc., £3 I7s. ; and stabUng,
£5 4s,

Distance run with first plug, 8,390 miles. The first belt

ran for 12,225 miles, but now is too short to put on. One
valve burnt through in three months, and again at thirteen

months, but the last time it was owing to clearance not being
Correct.

History of Tyees.—No. 1 back tyre. Ran 3,659 miles, and
was then put on the^jdecar. Afterward_s it was retreaded
and put on the back wheel for 955 miles, when it was again
put on the sidecar, transferred to the front wheel for 134
miles, and then put back on the back wheel for 379 miles,

and can still be used.

No, 2 front tyre. Ran for 5,878 miles, when it was re-

treaded. Then it did 2,175 on the front and 25 on the back,

and now, so far, has -done on the front 3,298 miles, and is

still on.

No. 3, sidecar tyre. Taken off and wants retreading ; but
no separate record kejjt of it.

No. 4. New tyre put on back wheel, and when it had
done 4,428 miles it picked up a nail on the tramway in Town
and cut it through. It was then vulcanised, when it ran for

. 23 miles. After being retreaded it was put on the sidecar,

and has run so far 1,294 miles.

No. 5, new tyre. Did 655 miles on back wheel, when it

was spoilt by a cut from a stone. I then had it vulcanised,

and it ran on the back wheel for 195 miles and then burst

through again, EUSTACE PARSONS,

'IXION" BLUSHES AGAIN!
Sir,— I have just finished reading " Ixion's " extremely

interesting book of "Reminiscences.," with which I can only

find two faults, viz,, various paragraphs in tlie first part of

the book are almost repeated in ttie later chapters, and the

fact that the book is all too short, I should like to suggest,

therefore, that he immediately sets about writing A'olume II-.,

as lie must doiibtlese have had thousands of interesting experi-
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cnces of which we have heard nothing during his twenty years
of motor cycling. The book should certainly be illustrated

by that excellent artist IMr. F, Gordon Crosby, \vhose motor
drawings are extremely fine (as witness the illustration of a

three-litre Bentley in your Christmas number).
To revert to "Ixion," I am sure that, in common with

me, there must be many hundreds of your readers who are
wondering what manner of a man this isWho supplies us

with our weekly page, of lies, and I should like to suggest
therefore that a photogTaph of him be published witliout

delay. A. ARNOLD.
[We refer our correspondent to our heading to his letter I

—

Ed.]

AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION AND CARBONISATION.
Sir,—Having seen letters in The Motor Cycle for and

against different methods of oiling, I would like, in grati-

tude, to offer a testimony to the merits of the automatic
system on the 4 h.p. Douglas, as this I have found practi-

cally perfect.

After "running in" the machine with a liberal setting.

I adjusted the by-pass to reduce the flow, and set the drip-

feed to pass fifteen drops a minute, since when, beyond filHhg

up the sump and occasionally draining off, I never . give

oiling a thought.
During the last four months I have been over two

thousand miles (including six hundred in Devonshire) some-
times three up, and when taking out the valves this week I

find positively no carbon on them, or oir the valve caps—
merely a .very slight deposit of soot which was rubbed off

with a rag, I have never had a sooted plug.

West Ealing, W.13. FORTY-EIGHT.

CUI BONO?
Sir,—I beg to suggest that surely some British motor

cycle firm of repute might build a racing machine that would,
be able to attain and surpass the terrific speeds reached by
American machines, notably tbe Indian motor cycle.

It is well known that the wonderful speed of 115.79 m.p.h.
was recently accomplished at Daytona Beach.
Hitherto, only the Matchless has reached anything in the

neighbourhood of 100 m.p.h., besides, of course, the American
machines—Indian and Harley-Davidson.
Why does not one of the firms that used to build "racers"

before the war produce a really fast machine, that would
be a rival to the big American racing motor cycles?

There are a great many British firms that manufacture big

twins, Sui-ely one of these might build such a machine.

Most English racing motor cycles that have broken records

at Brooklands are single-cylinders and small twins, such as

Norton, 2| h.p. A.J.S., N.LT.T,, Diamond-Jap, and others.

In this coming season' I hope to hear of such a machine,

Eaton Square, S.W,1. J,K,D,C,

BE!I3I3BHHEim EnS HHHtaSQHEIHataHHHHQCDEiaElHHHElElHH

a Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists 13
"-

Issued ,D coniunction with The Motor Cydi. q
H -" Q
a "MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price By E
Q THEM." The standard tiaudbook ol the motoc net. post. D
H cycle. 'Cover: every subject relating to all types q
H of motoc cycles, their management and care, q
H Twenty-first Edition. Just pubMshed .. .. z/S a/io Q
^ "HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." Q
^ Containing over 400 useful •' wrinkles " r.nd helpful Q
^ Lints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition. 3/- 2/3 Q
S "TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
f^ Areliiible system for tracmg motor cycle faults and
H cf remedying any trouble when found. Fourtb

g Edition. ... ... - si-

a 'MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES,"
By " Lxicj," of The Motor Cycle. An interesting

and amusing description of early motor cycling

H experiences, with many unique illustrations ,.. 5,.

H "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
^ England and Wales, Scotland, London {showlag
Q roads into and out of London and avoiding London).

2/3

H
D
B
Q
Q
13

Q

Q
Q
Q

Q Mounted on linen. Set of three, completa in casd. i;/6 j/xo ^

^ "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. ^
^ With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and ^
E^ Wales, Scottnd, and the Loudon District. New

[j{

^ Edition. Just published ... 5/. ^^ ^
'^ Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., ^^ zo Tudor Street, London, E.C., or o£ leading Booksellers and El

3 ' Railway Bookstalls. ^
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Camps
4.44 p.m.
4.47 „
4.50 „
4.54 „

Fuel Economy.
The E.A.C. i.=! ursine that motorists

generally economise in fuel by reducing
the size of their jets.

Eaid Lack on the Navy I

An A.B. writes: "Being wliat I am,
and only home for a few days in the
year, and only then ride my machine,
must I pay the whole tax? Is there
no rebate ? Tiierc uiust be thousands in

the Xavy similarly placed."

The New Licences.

From the number 01 letters we have
received on the subject it appears that
motor cyclists do not yet realise that a

motoj- cycle licence need not be taken
out in respect of a machine which is not
in use.

A Dutch Exhibition.

Triday last, tlie 7th insl., marked the
commencement of the Amsterdam Motor
Cycle E.\hibitiou, which will continue
open until the 17th inst. The Royal
Dutch Motor Cycle Club has a stand,
and on it a pleasing display is made of
the awards gained by the various com-
petitors in the 1920 Anglo Dutch Trial.

Another interesting exhibit on this stand
is a series of illuminated transparencies
(taken by Tlit Motor Cycle photographer)
showing various incidents of the trial.

Taxation oi Cycle Cais.

The present system of taxing all four-

^^}leelers irrespective of their size, on the

£1 per h.p. oasis, is a severe handicap
ti those who might otherwise seriously

e.vperiment in this direction. On the new
taxation scheme the smallci^t four-wheeler,

like the Black Priuce Buck board, which
has a 350 c.c. engine and weighs less than
a sidecar outfit, is subject to the mini-

mum car tax of £6, whereas £4 covers

the taxation on three-whi>elors up to

8 c«t. Surely it would be only fair that
ail vehicles of the same wHght were
classed together?

Dazzling Head Lights.

We have received a report from the

Ministry of Transport, the gist of which
will prove that the Jlinistry has been by
no means idle as regards the testing of

anti-daz2ling devices for motor car head
lights. The Sub-committee of the De-
partment-al Committee on Lights on
Vehicles, consisting of General Holden,
Colonel Jarrott, and Mr. A. S. Straker,

S M.Inst.C.E., has been attempting to

ve the question. Tests are being
. 1 ied out contemporaneously by the

J .-^.C. These are of a difficult nature,

lut it is to be hoped that they have been
tarried sufficiently far to justify definite

recommendations being made to the

Minister of Ti-ansport in si.x or eight

weeks.

1-9
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Special T^eatures.

FRAME CONSTRUCnON
WANTED—A CYCLE CAR TRIAV

!

THROUGH THE 1920 TRIALS.

Made in Germany.
.Speaking at a meeting in Birmingliani

recently, Air. Chas. Sangster, managing
director of Ariel Works, Ltd., said that
he knew of a case where a British syndi-

cate had been to Germany and purchased
14,000 German bicycles (less tyres) at £2
each. These machines were an exact
imitation of a well-known British machine.
In the meantime the price of British

bicycke is in the neighbourhood of £10
—and many of tl>€ men who make them
are on short time.

The Position of Licence Card Holders.

In a notice recently issued by the
Jlinistry of Transport concerning the
position of licence card holders we find

the following words: "The position in

which the licence card holder is to be
carried on the vehicle shall be . . .

in the case of motor cycles (including
motor fcootere. motor cycles with trailer

or sidecar, tricycles and invalid bath
chairs), in a conspicuous position on the
near (left) side of the vehicle." The rest

of the announcement is an endeavour to

explain clearly the position in which the
licence card holder is to be carried on a
motor car.

A Cycle Car Trial.

" Wanted—A Cycle Car Trial 1" is the

title of an article on this important sub-

ject on pages 51 and 52. Such a trial is

highly desirable this year.

Return of Well-known Speedman.

S. L. Bailey (the Douglas exponent)

is now on his way back from the Anti-

podes. This well-known record breaker is

a native of Australia.

Wake up, England !

A Winnipeg (Canada) coi respondent

writes that there are only eight different

makes from which motor cyclists in that

city can choose, and that the only English

make available is the Triumph.

New Companies.

Among new capital issues we observe
Sidecar Taxis, Ltd., which has been
registered at 137, Cox Street, Coventi-y,

with a capital of £100 in £1 shares.

Another new issue is Eric Williams, Ltd.,
at 1, Lowesmoor, Worcester, capital

£5,000 in £1 shares. Also the British

Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Research
Association, registered as a company
limited liy guarantee.

F.N. Weights.

There are a large number of F.N.
motor cycles of all dates in this country,
therefore, in view of the new taxation,
it is of interest to know that all four-
cylinder machines of this make weigh
over 200 lb., and that all the light-

weight models weigh under 200 lb.

These weights, of course, apply to the
machines as originally supplied to the
public.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE LIVERPOOL POLICE.

Although much behin<i the American police forces in the matter of motor cycle equip-

ment, several British constabularies now use motor cycles in their many spheres of activity.

These two Beardmore-Precisions have recently been supplied to the Liverpool police.

c?
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Permit for Cudham Hunt Reiused.
The owner of Skid Hill Fai;m at

Cudham informs a correspondent tRat he
has refused a permit to the Woolwich
(R.A.) Hounds for hunting over his
lands, but has sanctioned a motor cycle
meet and competition.

More T.T. Entries.

We understand that J. Blake and Co.,
of LiA'erpooI, have entered an Ivy for
the Junior T.T. It is also practically

certain that there will be at least three
Douglas machines in both the Junior and
Senior races.

Second-hand Prices

Last weeli; " Tax paid," a phrase
which will become increasingly common,
made its first appearance in our classified

small advertisement pages ; and it should
be remembered that where this is the

case the selling price of « machine auto-
matically increases by 30s. to 80s. Little

change is apparent, from the following
table, in the general trend of the market.

I.owest .iiv!

Name, -Model, and Date of Machine. ' Highest
. PricesI"

A.B.C ins-£uo
.'^...l.S., 6 h.p., sidecar, 1920 /iSo-£250
Alion, 2j h.p., 1920 ^65-{'Ss
.\riel, 6-7 h.p., sidecar, 1920 £i2ry-li^2
HIackburne, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1920 ^120-^150
B.S.A., 4i h.p., sidecar, 1920 £iio-£i55
B.S.A., .\^ h.p., solo, 1920 £100-^100
Clyno, 5-6 h.p., sidecar, T916-17 £S5-£i2o
Clyno-.Tap, 8 h.p., sidecar £140-^140
Connaught, 2i h.p., 1920 £^^-£^2
Coulson-B., 4 h.p., 1920 J^8o-^llo
Diamond-Jap, 2f Ii.p., 1920 i^50-£65
Douglas, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1920 ^r25-£i65
Douglas, 2-^ h.p., 1917-1S £45-^54
Douglas, 2^- h.p £60-^115
Kntield, S h.p., sidecas', 1920 /i40-£iCo
Harley-Davi'dson, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1920 . . £i5o-£2lo
Harley-Davjdson, 7-9 h.-p., sidecar, 1919 .. £tio-£i95
Henderson, 10 h.p., sidecar, 1920 £i50-£i57
Indian, 7-9 h.p., sidecar. 1919 ii3.')-£i75

Indian, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1920 £i45-£i75
Lea-Francis, 3! h.p., 1920 £l20-£i30
Levis, 2j h.p., 1920 .£5o-£5.=:

M.-.tchless, S h.p., sidecar, 1920 £i6o-£iS3
N.U.T., 3! h.p., 1920 £120-/125
Omesa, 2^^ h.p., 1920 £65-£75
P. & M., 3J h.p., solo, 1920 £87-£ioo
P. & M., 3i h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 £85-£i7o
Quadrant, 4i- h.p., sidecar, 1920 £90-£t30
Rover, 3J h.p., single gear, 1920 £95-£li5
Rover, 3i h.p., sidecar, 1920 £i55-^Tf>o
Royal Ruby, 3 h.p., 1920 £ioo-£i20
Rud.ge, ',1 h.p., 1920 £77-£roo
Scott, 3i h.p., si.iecar, 1920 £i40-£TrO
Scott, 3'} h.p., solo, 1920 £105 -£120

Sunbeam, 3^ h.p., sidecar, 1920 £i7o-£i8,t
Sunbeam, 3^ h.p., solo, 1920 £r40-£i57
Sunbeam, S ii.p., sidecar, 1919 £i8o-£2t.t

Triumph, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1920 £i45-£i75
Triumph, 4 h.p., sidecar, 1919 £io5-£r35
Triumph, 4 h.p., solo, 1920 £ioo-£ii7
Triumph, 4 h.p., solo, 1919 £85-£io5
Wooler, 2i) h.p., 1920 £7o-£82
Zenith, S h.p., sidecar, 1920 £i45-£204
Zenith, .S h.p., 1920 £l20-{.l45
Zenith, 6-8 h.p., r9l9 £S5-£50

Imports and Exports.

1920 has been a very successful year for

tlie British motor cycle trade, and despite

a tendency towards slackness at the close

the total value of our exports for the

year has increased to £2,340,557, con-

siderably more than the corresponding
figure in 1919. Imports, over the same
period, however, have increased in an
even greater ratio ; but it is note-

worthy that the total value of our exports

still remains nearly si.x times the total

amount of our imports. The British

motor cycle industry is certainly doing
more than- its share to maintain the

balance .of trade. Comparative tables for

the year follow :

IMPORT.S.
Total value of motor cycles and parts

imported during 1919 £107,572
Total value of motor cycles and parts

imported during 1920 £407,429

FOR this event of the Glasgow Western
M.C.C., held on Monday last week,
an entry of thirty was received.

The course was a straight out and home
run—Glasgow to Perth and back—and
as the regulations were not too severe

(there was only one secret check) the

run was very much of a holiday nature.

The morning broke very dull, but the

sun breaking through later, the outwards
journey was taken under ideal overhead
conditions. Of the roads, however, the

least said the better. They were heavy
and full of pot-holes, and the riders found
driving anything but a picnic, and all

£299,857Increase

Exports.
Total value of motor cycles and parts

exported during 1919 £899,177
Total value of motor cycles aild parts

exported during 1920 ... ... £2,340,557

Increase ... ... £1,441,380

Examination of the Board of Trade
returns for the month of December only

(given in tabular form below) reveals

the fact that our imports for that

month show a decided increase compared
with the corresponding period last year.

Comparative export figures for the same
dates, however, illustrate an equally

decided increase—together a state of

affairs whicli will benefit the Exchequer.

Imports.
Dec, Dec, Dec,
1913. 1919. 1920.

Number of motor
cycles 155 679 106

Value of machines
and parts ... £17,835 £39,186 £16,820

Bhiti.sh Export.s.
Dec, Dec, Dec,
1913. 1919. 1920.

Number of motor
cycles 1,305 , 885 1,193

Value of motor
cycles only .. £57,533 £62,884 £99,707

Value of parts and
accessories ... £21,874 £28,029 £50,911

Total value ... £79,407 £90,913 £150.618

The Motor Cycle Grand Prix.

It has now been definitely decided that

the Grand Prix of the Automobile Club
of France will be held on thj Circuit de
la Sarthe on July 23rd. The course is

-close to Le Mans, 516 kilometres long,

and, in the case of the car race, will be
covered thirty times, each lap being
17 kilometres 200 metres in extent. ,

It is also settled that the Union
Motocycliste de France will rv. : a motor
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cycle race over the same course. The race

w-ill be about 300 miles in length. Very
probably it will take place on Friday,
July 22nd.

The Amsterdam Show.

No fewer than thirty-six makes of
"

British motor cycles are exhibited at the
Amsterdam Show, which opened on.

Friday last. In addition, there are eight

exhibits of U.S.A. mounts and eleven

hailing from the Continent.

Enterprise.

Jlotor cyclists are never slow to take
advantage of a sporting offer. Recently
Messrs. Tflaude's Motor Mart announced
that they would award valuable prizes'

to mail order customers whose letters

were opened first on a stated date.

The selection of the letters was accom-
plished in our presence by Mr. 0. E. Seyd,
who is in charge of the A.C.U. Publicity
Department. Mr. Seyd, blindfolded,

plunged his hand into the enormous heap
of letters lying op the floor of the office

and drew out one, written by Mr. C.

Ridsdale, Fellthorpe, Great Driffield,

Yorkshire, who had ordered a licence

card holder. This lucky reader obtains
a brand new 4 h.p. Verus-Blackburne
motor cycle valued £126.
The same procedure was followed in

the case of the second and third, Mr. E.
Robinson, 46, Ella Road, West Bridgford,
Notts, who had ordered a W.D., K.L.G.
plug value Is. 9d., and Mr. W. T. H.
Bolt, 7, Ruskin Walk, Heme Hill, Lon-
don, S.E., who had ordered a Dumbel
spanner. Each of these gentlemen has
now received an Autoped scooter.

At the last moment, Mr. Geo. Pettyt,
manager of Messrs. Maude's Motor Mart,
stated that he would offer five consola-
tion prizes consisting of credit notes of

£5, allowing anyone to order goods up
to the value of this sum from the firm.
The representative of The, Motor Cycle
was requested to make the ^election, and
the five letters were w-ritten by the Rev
J. E. Howell, St. George's, Shemhal
Street, Walthamstow ; F. H. Whiting,
Whiting's Garage, High Street, Keyn-
sham, Som. ; Allan Palmer, Washington
Street, Workington, Cumberland; T. H.
Gosling, School Lane, Mareham-le-Fen.
Boston, Lines. ; and H. H. Reed, Behind
Berry, Somerton, Som.
A further gift of a mott;- cycle and

scooters to the writers of the first three
letters opened on the morning of January
24th will be made, and there will be also
five consolation prizes value five guineas.
A separate competition will be held by
Maudes' Exeter depot.

A SCOTTISH WINTER TRIAL.
were grateful for the few minutes to

spare at the Stirling check.

After a seasonable lunch at the " Royal
George," of happy memory to competitors
in the Scottish Six Days, the return

journey to Glasgow was started at 4 p.m.
Lamps were soon lit, and many hoped
for a most pleasant run to the city on
the Clyde. Their hopes were, however,
not fulfilled, and from Auchterarder to

the finish very heavy rain completely
spoilt an otherwise quite enjoyable outing.

We have seldom experienced a more
miserable finish to an event, and it was
no vi'onder that, with lamp and minor

mechanical troubles, only nine riders
checked in to time at the finish. Sidecar
outfits predominated in the entries, and
their drivers had a much happier lot than
the solo riders on the flooded roads.
Not one solo machine completed the

double journey. The successful nine
(which includes two cycle cars) were
as follows : Mrs. Duncan Bell (7 A.J S
sc), Mrs. W. Simpson (6 A.J.S. sc), J.
Littlewood (6 A.J.S. sc), B. Brown (5
A.J.S. sc), Duncan Bell (6 A.J.S. sc),
D. Alexander (8 Enfield sc), J. Baker
(8 Acme sc), A. MacEwan (8 Richard-
son), and J. Bell (10 G.N.).
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WANTED—A CYCLE CAR TRIAL!
A Plea ihat Three and Four-wheeled Cycle Cars be Allowed lo Compete Together.

By B- H. DAVIESENERGETIC develop-

ment 67 the cycle car

is perhaps the most
crying need for the 19^1
competition season. In pre-

war days it was quite unusual
lor a man to remain faithful

to the cycle car. He bought
one because his income at

la.'^t justified a more ambi-
lious \ehicle than a motor
cycle, anil did not as vet run
to a car. He probably sold

his first cycle car at the end
of its first season' because he
now saw his way to ordering a car, or because liis

business had not prospered, and a relapse to the motor
I ycle became prudent. Thus few users lasted long

enough to become enthusiasts, and a market so limited

;ind fluctuating did not tend to builil up a stable

industry. The- root trouble was that the best sidecar

outfits cost £'iS°, and that a brand-new light

rar of the best-class could be bought for ^£25 more.

Under such conditions the cycle car had about as

much chance of making good as an Italian ice cream
\endor in the Antarctic.

1921 has transformed the

situation. Up to ^£2^0 is

now charged for a first-rate

sidecar outfit dc luxe; but,

on the other hand, the
average light car is listed at

nvund about ;£500. It is

hardly likely that the space
between these two boundarv-
lines will be narrowed appre-
<'iably. If car prices sink,

motor cycle prices will sink
for similar reason. The
cycle car is assured room to

.^iretch its wings. Already
there are signs that the

existing price gap will be
filled by an infinite' variety

of light passenger vehicles,

all displaying afiinities more
or less pronounced with
motor cycles on the one hand
and motor cars on the other.

The two extremes may be
illustrated at the moment by
the Garden cycle car, which
has a very simple engine,
and sells at a motor cvcle

price (;^ioo); and the
sporting A. B.C. car, whicii

is a car in every item of its

specification except the
engine (an air-cooled flat

twin). Between the price

extremes of these two types
a bewildering selection of

Following t$ a resume of the present position of the

cycle car movement. Our conlr.butor supports the oft-

expressed pica of ''The Motor Cycle"—that light four-
wheeled cycle cars be developed side by side with the

machines to which they form an allernalive (i.e., tlie

sidecar and the runabout). *

We reiterate that a sound cycle car definition is

urgently needed. Such a definition, to be effective with-

out unduly tying the hajids of the designer, sliouhl not

include the number of wheels as a factor ; on the other

hand, it is higlily desirable that tlie following essential

points be covered.

Weight : which should be not more than i cwt.

Engine capacity: not to exceed 1,100 e.c.

h\brid machines are already

.\ little c>cle car en approved car lines—the French shatt-

dnven Peugeot quadnlette, which has a 667 c.c. water-cooled

four-cj'linder engine much smaller in capacity than the

majority ot twin sidecar outfits.

on offer, including at least

s i X different makes of
three-wheeler, and at least

one popular " car," the

8 h.p. Rover, the makers of

which employ a night-shift

even in these hard times.

The attitude of the general

public towards the majority

of these hybrid vehicles is

one of good natureil

su.spicion. The G.N., the

Morgan, and the G.W.K.
have already proved them-

' selves in competition. The
Rover won its early orders on the strength of the Rover
reputation, and is now' selling by the recommendation
of private owners. The A. B.C. got its start in life,

thanks to Mr. Bradshaw's name. Few of the other

cycle cars ha\e' any asset of a kind which ajspeals to

the man in the street ; and inoney is now so tight that

adventurous extravagance is over; nobody will any
longer " chance "'

a i)urchase, as thousands did in the

motor famine of 1919-1921. In the meantime a host

of potential cycle carists are waiting eagerly for a lead.

They will Iniy cycle cars as soon as they are given the

._ necessary infonnation for

sorting out the good speci-

mens from the duds (if any).

They will 110/ buy till they

get this information. Until

.-uch information is forth-

coming, would-be owners
will remain motorless, and
thousands of artisans will be
kept unemployed. (As a

proof of this, the 8 h.p.

Rover has already caused
many people to become
motorists who had no such
intentions until they saw
this little car, and heard
good accounts of it.)

An Urgent Need.
A Six Days Cycle Car

Trial is urgently needed by
the public, by the manufac-
turers, and by the men
of those unions which supply

the motor industry with its

labour.

At once the difficulty arises

—-w-ho is to organise such a

trial? At the present

moment three-wheeled cych?

cars are " controlled " by the

A.C.U., and four-wheelet!

by the R.A.G. Two
separate events are quite im-

practicable. There are noi

enough makes of three-

wheeler runabouts to con-

es
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Wanted—a Cycle Car Trial!—
stitute an imjjosiiig trial. If the R.A.C. attempted to

include four-wheeled cycle cars in an event to which
light cars were admitted, the more expensive and re-

fined machines would overshadow the genuine cycle

car, just as the plucky little 7 h.p. twin-cylinder Swift

was blanketed in the 1914 light car trial.

Great care will be needed tO' prevent the three-

wheelers from being O'Vershadowed by the four-

wheelers in a combined trial. But the tx\&\ must be of

the " combined " type' because COST is the vital

factor throughout. The cycle car has at last got its

opportunity, because buying cost and runnrng cost

liave assumed entirely novel aspects. Therefoie cost

and weight, and not, the

number of wheels, are

the principles of identifi-

cation. But we do not

yet know whether the

man with ^£2^° o^ £,2)0°

to spend would be better

advised to buy a four-

wheeler or a three-

v/hceler. It follows that

the trial should include

all the three-wheelers,

and some of these four-

wheelers which in price

and .specification have A cycle car which may be saifl

more affinities with the the popular

motor cycle than with the motor car.

Before such a trial can be held, a regrouping of the

control is indispensable ; and the body which ulti-

mately undertakes the responsibility will have to decide

the basis of admission most carefully.

The organisers might be: (i) the A.C.U., (2) the

R.A.C, or (3) a mixed committee, to which the

A.C.U. and R.A.C. might delegate the job with care-

ful instructions.

Few cycle car enthusiasts w^ill regard the R.A.C.
as the ideal management. The R.A.C. contains mem-
bers who know a great deal about cycle cars and care

a good deal for them. But there is no guarantee that

these members would be entrusted with the work.

Some of the leading cycle car experts and enthusiasts

are not members ot the A.C.U. On/the other hand,

the A.C.U. gave the G.W.K. and the Morgan their

best chances of publicity. If a mixed committee can-

not be arranged, the A.C.U. is the best alternative;

for nobody else has ever cherished the cycle car, if

we except a little rather casual assistance from Brook-

lands, the J.C.C, the M.C.C.,.and the Edinburgh
M.C.C.
Some ardent spirits will doubtless claini_ that a

special oigamsation, based on and correspond-

ing t o the Junior Car
Club, shouW immediately

take OA'er this urgent

task. This might prove

to be a good solution.

There are two objections

to it. The first is that

the Junior Car Club is

not—as yet—a national

organisation. It may
grow .into one ; but at

jresent its positjon is

rather analogous to that

of the M.C.C, except

that it has less experi-

ence of running big

trials. The second is

that the future of the

cycle, car is at present

extremely vague. Which type prophesies the predomi-

nant vehicle-of to-morrow? The Tamplin, the G.N.,

the Morgan, the Rover, or another? Or will there

always be room for them all ? If we stereotype

definitions and organisations too rigidly to-day, we
-- may have to recast them to-morrow ; and the history

of motoring organisations contains sad evidence of the

fashion in which clubs cling to any prestige which they

have attained, even at the cost of dividing our energies,

hampering our development, and weakening our

forces. I am all in favour of rather tentative and pro-

visional treatment for the cycle car at present. A
-joint^committee, nominated from the A.C.U. and the

R.A.C, would best meet the emergency.

to be a re-arranged motor cycle

ttle Tamplm.

An incident in the Glasgow Western M.C.C. Trial. Competitors held up at

the Blackford Jevel crossing. The two rear outfits are A.J.S.'s, the former one

being ridden by a lady.
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Widnes M.C.

The above club is liolding its annual
meeting and dinner to-day.

Surbiton and District II.C.C.

Surbiton and Distri'ct M.C.C. have
chusen the date of ilay 28th, for their

inter-club team trial for ilaudes' Chal-

lenge Shfeld. It is hoped that any clash-

ing of events will be avoided by this early

iio'tic*.

Bristol M.C.C.

As the "hares" were not caught iii

the Boxing Day trial, . briefly reported

last week, the results (now to hand) were
decided on a 20 m.p.h. schedule. There
were four prizes, • as follows : 1, V.
Courtnev (34 Sunbeam) ; 2, W. Le Brun

(3i Rudge sc.) ; 3, G. F. Tozer (2J O.K.) ;

and 4, I\e.\ Foweraker (3i Sunbeam sc. ).

North Wales M.C.C.

The first annual dinner and distribu-

tion of prizes w'ill take place at the Bull

Hotel. Denbigh, on Januarj' 18th. The
chair will be taken by Mr. William
Edwards, the president. All are cor-

dially invited. Tickets, 5s. each, are

obtainable from the secretary, 1, Ruthin
Road. Denbigli.

Bucks County M.C.C.

At the annual meeting of the Hidi
Wycombe and District Motor Cycle Club,

held at headquarters, the question was
thoroughly discussed with regard to form-

ing a county club, and it was, in conse-

quence, resolved to alter the name of the

club to the Bucks County Motor Cycling

Club, as it was thought that it would
give a much larger scope to motor cycling

ni the county.

The hon. sec, Mr. W. F. Johnson, 17,

Priory Avenue. High Wycombe, Bucks,
will be pleased to supply any information
to motor cvclists desirous of joining the
iliib.

North West London M.C.C.

The Reliability Trial held on \ow
Year's Day over a circular course, in-

cluding the well-known hills in the

Chilterns, proved one of some severity
~ under the appalling w-eather conditions

prevailing. There were several mechani-
cal failures in the earlier part of the

course, but otherwise competitors arrived

to time up to lunch.

After lunch, Kop Hill, which, witlc
Pink Hill, was on the non-stop section,

proved too much for several.

In the end the special cup for best

motor cyclist's performance would appear
to be safe in the hands of Hal Hill

w Zenith), with P. G. Averill (6 A.J.S.
sc. I .second.

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The club will held a fancy dress dance
at the Parish Hall, ^Yallington, on
February 19th, 1921, at 7.30 o'clock.

Tickets, which are 6s. 6d. single and 12s.

double, may be obtained from the secre-

tary, Mr. C. M. Bowen, The Chalet,

Woodcote Avenue, Wallington, Surrey.

Western Centre A.C.U.

Entry forms and particulars of the
Western Centre A.C.U. Open Reliability

Trial will be available shortly from the

honorary trials secretary, " St. Moritz,
'

Wyche Road, Malvern. The regulations

have been so framed that the private
owner should have an equal chance with
the trade rider to gain highest honours.

New Tredegar and District M.C.C.

The first annual diinior of the above
club was held on December 30th, 1920,
when a large number of motor cyclists

accompanied by their lady friends,

gathered together for tlie final meet of

the year. Invitations were given to pro-

spective members, of which many
appeared. The dinner was carried out
with great success, everyone being highly
pleased with the arrangements made.
Following the dinner was a concert, over
which Mr. J. Cordingley presided.

The Public Schools M.C.C.

The first annual dinner sijice the war
will be held at the Cafe Royal, Regent
Street, on Thursday, January 27th. The
dinner will be 15s. 6d., exclusive of wine.
Members are invited to bring friends who
are likely to join the club. Prizes will be
distributed after dinner and the annual
general meeting will be held after the
speeches. The president of the club.
Colonel F. Lindsay Lloyd, C.M.G., will

occupy the chair. Secretary, H. B.
Browning. 2. Morpeth Mansions, '\"ictoria,

London, S.W.I.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The Dublin and District M.C.C. held
a winter reliability trial over an exceed-
ingly stiff course on the Christmas Bank
Holiday. Though, only si.xty miles in

length, it embraced all the well-known
South Co. Dublin and N'orth Wicklow
test hills.

The following eleven, made up of three
sidecar outfits and eight solos, completed
the course appro.ximatelv on time : T. E.
Green (6 Eafield sc). 'H. McAllister (6

A.J.S. sc), D. Allen (4 Norton sc), Maj.
J. Waters (2i Velocette), J. A. Car-
ville (4 Triumph), P. H. Hurse (4
B.S.A.), R. Humphreys (2i Velocette),
J. McTaggart (7-9 Indianl, A. Carton
(4 Indian Scout), and P. McGrath (2.i

Velocette).

Taunton and District M.C.C.

The Taunton and District iM.C.C. are

holding their annual general meeting
at 6.30 p.m., on Thursday, January 13th.

at the Castle Hotel, Taunton, to be
followed by a dinner and concert.

Loughborough and District M.C.C.

The above club is holding a whist
drive in the Corn E.xchange, Town Hall,

on Tuesday, January 18th. Tickets,

2s. 6d. (including refreshments), may be

had from the lion, sec, 64, Frederick
Street, Loughborough.

Ealing and District M.C.C.

This club will hold a cinema show aud
dance on January 24th at 8 p.m. A
hearty welcome is extended to all motor
cyclists. Tickets, price 5s. 5d., can be

obtained from Mr. F. A. Longman, 17,

Bond Street, Ealing, London, W., and
Mr. F. H. Douglas. 100, Great Portland

Street. London, W.l.

The Motor Cycling Club.

The .M.C.C. annual general meeting
will take place at Pagani's Restaurant
on Wednesday, January 26th, at 7 p.m.
Members who have the interests of the

club at heart are requested to attend this

meeting. It is hoped that the opening
on Saturday, March 12lh, will be to

Brighton, as usual.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

.\ Boxing Day trial for the Stewart
trophy was held over a main road route

from Sheffield, via Rotherham, Doncaster,
York, Malton, to Scarborough. After
Innch the return journey was made over
the same route. Fine weather prevailed

during the whole day, but the competitors
encountered very severe conditions, having
to contend with bad roads, pot-holes,

inches of mud, and. on the outward run,

a strong head wind. These severe condi-

tions caused a good few retirements en

ronln, but, despite all this, two com-
petitors ran through all known and secret

checks without the loss of a single point.

Another very fine performance was made
by E. Sneath, who piloted a 2| h.p.

Wilkin and sidecar over the whole course,

and duly checked in at the .finish. The
results were as follows :

Stewart trophy and replica each, E. A.
^yheatIey (4 Triumph) and S. Sawer (4

Norton sc.) tied for first place; 2, W.
Kantlehem (3^ Wilkin re.) ; 3, E. Cross
(6 A.J.S. sc). Club silver spoons for

finishing within a specified time: G.
Fletcher, W. G. Brown, E. Searle, and E.
Sneath. The last named was presented
with a special prize by a member for the
most meritorious performance on a sidecar
machine.

CI s
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MOTOR CYCLE
FRAME DESIGN.
A Crilique of Exisling Types

of Aolor Cycle Frames.

THERE are few parts of the modern
motor cycle which need, or are

capable of, such drastic alteration as

the frame. It is true that present day
frames do not often give trouble under
normal conditions, but their success is

achieved by unnecessary weight rather

than by scientific consti'uction. With this

in mind, the paper read by Mr. Douglas
Leechman before the Institution of Auto-
mobile Engineers on December oOth is

of especial Interest. After giving a brief

history of the cycle and motor cycl«-

•frame from the earliest days, and ex-

plaining how existing defects came into

general use, the author attacked the
actual problem, and we publish extracts

from his valuable lecture.

The Problem.

Primarily, the designing of a motor
bicycle frame is a bridge proposition.

The simplest form of frame would con-
sist of a single beam supported upon the
axles of the two wheels (fig. 2).

.Headtube

Top tube

Fig. I.

In addition to the ordinary function
of a bridge of carrying a load over a

gap, the motor bicycle frame (apart from
anti-vibratory and transmission adjust-
ment considerations) must be capable of

resisting longitudinal, tensile, and com-
pressive stresses set np by forces tending
to vary the distance between the wheel
centres, and (apart from steering con-
sideration) the frame must also be
capable of resisting forces tending to
deflect the wheels from the longitudinal
vertical plane about vertical or hori-

zontal axes or a combination of both.
As the principal part-.of the load,

namely, the rider, is to be carried at a
certain height, the beam may be made
of such a depth that the top of if will

reach up to the saddle, less a few inches
for adjustment and spring motion.
Behind this point tlie beams may be
tapered oft' to the rear axle, to economise
material and reduce weight. Were it not
for .steering considerations, the beam

/" .

/ ^--.

^ "^>.

- ^^-,

mands that

cut upwards

would be similarly tapered off right from
the saddle towards the front axle,
lea-ving an ideal form deepest where the
concentrated load is applied, and re-

ducing regularly in depth as the bend-
i n g moment
decreases. (See

dotted lines, in

fig. 2.)

Here we are

met with one of

our most serious

problems. The
best kind of

steering d e -

a large gap shall be
in the front part of the

beam to allow for the deflection of the

steering wheel when the bicycle is

describing curves, fig. 3. Incidentally,

it also allows of a certain amount of

tapering at the extreme front end of

the beam.
In this connection we have to re-

member that while the strength of a

beam varies directly as its breadth and
inversely as its span, it varies as the

square of its depth. Thus, a cut only

half way up from the under (tensional)

side reduces the strength of a beam to

one quarter of what it is in its com-
plete form. The demand for such a

deep gap as is required by the steering

is calculated to make the ordinary bridge

engineer gasp^ The importance of

leaving the uncut section at A as deep

as possible and of even inclining the

upper surface of the beam towards the

front in order to increase the effective

depth at this point is surely sufficiently

glaring, and yet " awful -examples " are

not lacking in which the designer has

actually gone out of his way 'to carry

the gapping to extremities by reducing

the section at the head to practically

a point. Such
designers are
fortunately few,
but there are
many who fail

to give practical
recognition to

the fact that
the stresses on
the head bearing are in inverse propor-
tion to the distance between the two
rings of balls.

Plane Figures.

In any skeleton structure of more than
three sides, and not triangulated by
diagonal bracing, the permanence of the
form depends primarily upon the resist-

3.

ance which the joints are able to offer

to distortion, provided tliat the load is

applied at one of i^he angles. For ex-

ample, take a tube and lug rectangle,

such as ABCD, fig. 4. If forces be
applied at A and C, as indicated by the
arrows, the points of intersection of the

axes of the tubes at B and D may be
regarded as fulcra, and the full leverage
will be expended on the lugs, tending
to close B and D 'and to open A and C.

If the lugs be strong enough to resist

the force, the portions of the tubes just

clear of the lugs will be called upon to

resist the bending moment, and if these

be enabled to resist the force I)y means
of suitable butting or liners, the force

will be expended on the plain and middle
portions of the tubes. While the leverage
is greatest at the lugs, it is least at

the middle sections of the tubes, and
in an ideal construction of this kind
the strength would bo perfectly graded_
all along from the ends to the centres,

in proportion
to the leverage.

Such structure

would resist

any stress (up
to the elastic A
limit) without ^1
fracture or even
permanent set,

and would
spring back to

_ t h .e original
form when the
load was removed. .

In an open polygonal motor bicycle
frame, the stresses on the joints differ

little if at all from those generally
characterising such figures, and the
strength necessary to safety can only
be secured with a weight greatly in
excess of that easily attainable with a
correctly trussed frame.

Reciuiremeuts.

The frame members must be arranged
not as an open quadrilateral or polygon,
but as an assembly of triangles, so that
the whole constitutes a single trussed
beam. The load or loads must be
applied a,t the angles, that is, at the
joints, and not on and transversely to
any of the sides.

Two triangles must not be connected
only by one angle of each.

The plane of the beam must bo
arranged in the plane of the load.

Let us examine the standard type of

frame in the light of these principles.

First, we observe that it is not an
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assembly of triangles only, but, apart
from the front fork, comprises a triangle,
a quadrilateral, and a polygon—all of
doubtful lineage. Breaking the first law
"leads to infraction of the second. The
fourth law is very fairly complied with,
so far as solo machines are conceTned.
The essential wrongness of arranging,

one load-carrying tube to bear on or

. be joined to

/ an other at
l^ an intermediate
'C point on the

^Q latter may be
shown as fol-

lows : Let the
first tube AB
(fig.-5) be
joined to the

'D second CD at
[-.. , 2- Two forces
*''S- ^- AB and CD are

acting on the point B. Whether the
values of those forces be proportioned
to AB and Cb. or whether they have any
other practical value, it is evident that
.their resultant cannot be in the direction
CD ; that would be to assume tliat the
value of the force AB was zero. Hence,
the arrangement AB, Cd involves a trans-

verse stress on CD, which will shear
after the force has been applied a greater
or less number of times.

The Rear Triangle.

Referring now to the rear triangle, a
heavy casting is often found at the junc-
tion of the seat tube and back stays

—

and a heavy casting spells bad design.
The casting is mainly horizontal, and its

- forward end extends to the engine, see
fig. 6. The gear box is suspended from
this casting by bolts passing up through
holes in the casting, the holes being
.slotted to allow of adjustment of the
front chain. The countershaft thus lies

some inches below its point of support,
"

and the stresses on the bolts are much
more severe than they either should or
need be. Seeing that the tension set up
ill >lie chains by the transnii.ssion of the
ilriving force tends to draw the. gear box
towards the crankshaft in the one direc-
tion and towards the axle of the driving
wheel in the other direction, it follows
that the struts between the engine and
gear box should lie in the plane of the
' rankshaft and countershaft, and that the
.-truts between the gear box and back
axle should lie in the plane of that axle
and the countershaft.

Correct design of these parts would not
only relieve the gear box bolts of undue

{^^OT(^IL®

transverse stresses, and the chain stays of
a wasteful tendency to bow upwards, it

would also offer direct resistance to any
tendency the gear box may evince to
twisting out of parallel with" the driving
wheel axle while, say, hill-climbing. Some
machines exhibit a sort of mute acknow-
ledgment of these principles, the rear

end of the casting being curved dow-'n so
that the chain stay tubes actually lie in

the plane of the driving wheel and the
gear box axles, fig. 7, but as the forward
ends of the tubes do not reach the gear
box by some inches, little benefit is

derived from the arrangement. A "sub-
stantial improvement would be secured
by providing the back of the gear box
with lug's wliich would extend to and
overlap the forward ends of the chain
stays themselves, and be bolted thereto
"in a way which would allow for the
necessary adjustment. The author would
suggest that the chain stays should be
duplicated, the upper pair running from
the rear fork-ends to the top of the
crank case, and the lower pair from the
fork ends to the bottom of the crank
case or to a part of the frame adjacent
thereto, see fig. 8. The stays would thus
'act as torrjue tubes to the engine. The
gear box would lie between the pairs of
stays which would be provided with
parallel upper and lower beds on which
the box would be mounted adjustably.
Or the bo.x could be hinged ta one pair
on a transverse axis and locked, after
adjustment, to the other pair. In either
case, the gear box would form the third
side of a triangle to both pairs of stays.
The equivalent lesson in pedal bicycle

construction, namely, the direct staying
of the bottom bracket, was learnt tliirtv

Fig. 7.

years ago, and yet it seems to have been
lost on the motor cycle designers of
to-day.

As already indicated, bending of the
chain stays and scat stays should be
avoided as far as possible. They should
be straight in rear elevation and in plan
as well as in side elevation. This may
involve a longer back axle, but that is

almost wholly an improvement, as it

means a wider hub and stronger wheel

;

and it also gives the opportunity, which
should not be missed, of bringing the
sprocket or the belt rim, as the case
may be, between the ball races of the
wheel bearing, see fig. 9.

The Polygon.

Unfortunately, the great majority of
motor bicycles to-day embody an
aggravated instance of the applica-
tion of a transverse stress to a tube
in the arrangement of the middle (
tube. The result is that when the
front wheel encounters an obstacle,
the head t.be endeavours to
rotate backward about " a trans-
verse axis drawn through, say, the
top head bearing. As the bottom" of the
head tries to go back, the upper end of
the bottom tube tries to swing back, too,
but the tendency is resisted more or less
completely by the middle tube, which
in effect delivers a sharp kick to the
bottom tube every time ifr attempts to
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stir. This kind of action can only be
repeated a limited number of times
before fracture ensues. To guard against
it we find a ponderous casting, com-
prising the whole of the head and oft^^n

extending along tlie down tube to below
the joint with the middle tube. If the
casting is massive enough to preclude the
occurrence of either of these failures,
tbe defect exhibits itself elsewhere, as,

Fig. 8.

for example, by breaking the scat lube
where the rear end of the middle tube is

joined to it, or the; top tube (particu-

larly if curved) behind the head lug.

Provided that the top tube is neither
curved nor kinked, the polygon can be
converted into a triangle by the simple
expedient of raising the middle tube until

it reaches from the saddle-pillar lug at

one end to the bottom of the head at the
other.

The Quadrilateral.

To describe the lower panel of the main
frame as a quadrilateral is a euphemism,
but the term will serve in place of some-
thing which could only be more veracious
by being 4css polite. Three of the sides
are constituted by the middle tube and
portions of the scat tube and bottom
tube; the fourth side is constituted by
the engine in a manner which the author
believes, and hopes, is unique in con-
structional engineering.

It is admitted that the crank case,
owing to its hollow cylindrical formation,
is in itself a very strong article, and is

unlikely to give trouble as a member ol
the frame. To that extent it may be
well adapted to act as, say. a king-post,
the function which it performs in the
Scott frame. But that is not all. The
engine is no inert mass, but a powerful
generator, struggling at every explosion
to rotate backwards around its crank-
shaft, and wrenching some thousands of
times a minute at the fixings which
attempt to retain- it in place. A body of
such an active nature is essentially un-
suited to form one of the elements of
a frame, the functions of which are
characteristicallv- those of a passive
resister.

Fig. 9.

RoU.
The engineer, on first dealing with the

subject of bicycle frame design, is apt
to disregard tlie possibility of roll. He
imagines, perhaps not unnaturally, that
as the bicycle is a balanced vehicle there
are no material forces acting on the frame
other than those of which the directions
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ire in the plane of the frame. As practical
riders, we know that, even when riding
along a straight road, a frame which

is weak torsion-
ally will exhibit
an unsteadiness
w h i c h may
be not only un-
comfortable but
actually danger-
ous. This weak-
ness may arise

to some extent
from the front

fork being indirect in form, or con-
structed of too light members, or to it

being flimsily connected to the .spindle.

The main rolling action appears to

lake place, however, about an axis coin-

cident with a line extending from the
bottom of the head to the point of con-
tact between the rear' wheel and the
ground. It may be due to too short a
head, to a reduction of the depth of the
frame section behind the head (fig. 10),

to the use of tubes which are too small
in diameter or in gauge, or which are
bent instead of straight.

In view of claims put forward on
behalf of pressed steel for motor bicycle
frame construction, it may- be of value
to note that a steel tube of a given
size is as efficient when functioning as a
long strut as a mild steel channel section
of rather mere than five times the weight.

JANUARY J3th, igoi.

By way of practical summary, a design
of motor bicycle frame is submitted in

Fig. II.

fig. 11, which, without any claim to per-
fection, may be considei-ed as avoiding
most of the defects above referred to,

and as according with the elementary
principles of a tubular structure.

LONDON-EXETER RESULTS.
THE rasults of the M.C.C. Boxing Night

run to Exeter and back to London
on December 28th, 1920, have now

been passed by the committee of the
Motor Cycling- Club and are tabulated
below.

It will be seen that the percentage of

gold medallists to starters is greatest in

the car class, while almost equal ratios

obtain in the case of the solo, sidecar, and
three-wheeled classes.

Probably the outstanding performance
of the whole trial was the running of the
8 h.p. Matchless outfits. Of the nine

which started eight secured gold medals,
the remaining one qualifying for a silver.

This excellent team work was closely

approached by the Harley-Davidson riders

with ten golds to one silver out of thirteen

riders, and the Morgans with four golds

and three silver's to the credit of seven
starters.

AN.l.I.YSrS OF ENTRIES.

Class. Entries. Starters. Finishers. Gold. .Silver. No -Award. Disqu.alified. Held over.

8o
So
13

60
70 _

13

5+

49
M
12

3+
30

fi

36

12
r4
6

6

r

I

r

3

,

Sidecars
Three-wheelei-s . .

.

Cars

-

Totat 237 .•!06 ' 154 106 3S 2 6 -

Retired.

Retiied.

Gold.

No award.
Silver.

RclireiL

Gold.
Gold.

Retired.

Retired.

Retired.

Retired.

Disqur.l.

Gold.
Retired..

Silver.

Retired.

Retired.

Gold.

Gold.
Silver.

Retired.

Gold.

Retired.

Retired.

Disqual
Gold.

Silver.

Retired.

Gold.

Silver.

Gold.

Retired.

Digital.

A.B.C.
VV. S. Jameson (3 h.p.)

D. F. Bonham Carter (3 h.p.)

A. Milward (3 h.p.)

A.J.S.
E. VV. Choldcroft (6 h.p.'')

W. C, Hemy (7 h.p.*)
Rev. E. S. Powell (6 h.p.«)

F. W. Giles (6 h.p.»)

D. H. Noblo (7 h.p.»)

S. Julian (6 h.p.»)

W. J. King (6 h.p.*)

R. H. Byvvater (Sh.p.*)

ALECTO.
R. Dequin (2-t h.p.'')

R. L. Richardson (25 h.p.)

ARIEL.
L. Pulhanl (3.'. h.p.)

C. Bonrlet (3V h.p.)

BEAUMONT.
G. W. Shepherd (2-£- h.p.l

BLACKBURNE.
S. G. Woolridge (4 h.p.)

R. B. VVhiffen (8 h.p.*)

H. Clencll (4 h.p.«)

BROUGH.
H. Carslake (3 h.p.)

F. W. Stevenson (3J- h.p.)

S. S. Debenham (5 h.p.»).

K. V. Chidtey (5 h.p.*)

BROUGH SUPERIOR.
G. Brough (S h.p.)

B.S.A.
R. H. Attwood (6 h.p.*)

CASTLE THREE.
VV. R. Cornwall (8 h.p.t)

CLYNO.
VV. A. Kay (8 h.p.*)

F. Smith (3 h.p.*)

CONNAUGHT.
VV. M. Greenwood (2^ h.p.)

CORONA.
J. Harrison (1 h.p.)

E. G Opermah (4 h p.*l

COULSON-B.
R. B. Clark (2.J h.p.)

VV. Bray (4 h.p.)

H. F. Edwards (4 h.p.)

H. Guy {2* h.p.*)

COVENTRY EAGLE.
T. G. Mooney (6 h.p.*)

Retired.

Gold.

Retired.

Retired.

Gold.

Silver.

Retired.

Retired.

Gold.

Gold.

Uoki.

Cold.

Gold.

Retired.

Gold.

Gold
Retired.

Gold.

Silver.

Retired.

Gold.

Gold.

-Retired.

Silver.

Gold
Gold.

Retired.

Gold.

Gold.

Silver.

Gold.

Retired.

Retired,

Silver.

Silver.

Gold.
Gold.

Cold.

Gold.
Gold.

Gold.

DALTON.
F. Begley (4 h.p.)

DE DION,
B. F. C. Fellows {2J h.p.

DOUGLAS.
P. W. Moffat (3!- h p )

F G. V\'aters (23 h.p.)

A. H. S. Love (23 h p.)

]•;. Clark (4 h.p.»)

E, Clark, jun. {6 h.p.*l

EDMUND.
J. C. WaUter (2.V h.p.)

GRIGG.
S. C. MarshaU (ilh.p.)

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
F. G. Spikins (7-9 h.p.)

C. .A. McKeand (4 h.p.)

O. Wilson-Jones (7-9 h.p.)

J. R. H. Knight (7-9 h.p.)

J. A. O'SuUivan (1 h.p.)

J. I. R. Jenson (7-9 h.p.*)

J. .\. Masters (7-g h.p.*)

B Newit {7-9 h.p.*)

A. C. Rowe (7-9 h.p.*)

J. D. Marvin (7-9 h.p.*)

S. E. Longman (7-9 h.p.*)

S. C. Tait (7-9 h.p.*)

F. C. Temple (7-5 h.p.*)

B. S. Allen (7-9 h.p.*)

HUMBER.
C. F. Hagenbach (4^ h.p.)

H. F. O. Evans (4lh.p.*)

INDIAN.
H R. Harveyson (4 h.p.)

C. C. Labin (4 h.p.)

I. Macdonald (7-9 h.p.*)

H. Le Vack (.( h.p.*)

JAMES.
C. B. Cooke (5-6 h.p.*)

H. A. Reyre (5-6 h.p.*)

H. H. Saddiugton (6 h.p.')

C. Cvosthwaite (6 h.p.*)

MARTINSYDE.
H. Bashall (6 h.p.*)

A. G. Fenn (6 h.p.*)

J. T. BashaU (6 h.p.'!)

M.ATCHLESS.
L. Aruokl (8 h.p.*)

W. H. Julian (8 h.p.*)

G. Packman (8 h.p.*)

F. J. Ellis (8 h p,*)

T J Ross (8 h.p.*)

G. D. Hardee (8 h.p.»)

Sidecar.

MATCHLESS (ConI .)

Gold. T. Hoult (8 h.p.»)
Silver. b. S. Parsons (8 h.p.")
Gold. F. W. Guiver (Sh.p.*)

METRO-TYLER.
Cold. J. S. Bennett {1% h.p.)_

MORG.AN.
Silver. G. A. Pidgeou (roh.p.j)
Silver. W. Pattison (10 h.p.f^
Gold. H.W. Holmes (10 h.p.t)
Silver. H. E. Sawtell (loh.p.f)
Gold. ' C. E. Bennett (8 h.p.f)
Gohl. W. H. Elce (10 h.p.-f)

Gold. D. G. Prentice (8 h.p.f)

NEW HUDSON.
Retire'. C. C. Earls (2} h.p.)
Retired. J. A. W. Armstrong (2.I h.p,,

NEW IMPERIAL.
Retired. A. H. Harrison (8 h.p.*)

NEW SCALE.
elired. H. J. Scale (3J h.p.)

NORTON.
Retired. R. Knowles (4 h.p.)

Gold. D, Bradbury (4 h.p.'*)

Gold. J. G. Goodehough {4 h.p.*)

N.U.T.
Gold. A C. Rhodes (3J h.p.)

OLYMPIC.
Pending. H. Gold {2J h.p.)

OMEGA.
Retired. L. W. G. Gotley (2J h.p.)

P. & M.
Gold. P. O. Cminiugham (3J h.p.)

PREMIER.
Silver. J. Haslam (8 h.p.f)
Silver. R. Croucher (8 h.p.t)
Cold. A. J. Dixon (8 h.p.f)

QUADRANT.
Retired, B. Silver (4J h.p.)

Gold. C. Wilfon (4J h.p.*)

READING-STANDARD.
Silver. T. Wallis (8 h.p.)

Gold. G. A. Gibbs (8 h.p.)

REX.
GoW. W. A. Fell-Smith (8 h.p.*)

ROVER.
Gold. W. C. Boyer ('ih.p.)

Retired. G. Lee White (3 h.p,*)

ROYAL ENFIELD.
Gold. A. F. PuUing (8 h.p,*)

fThree-wheeler. .

ROYAL RUBY.
Gold. H. Dale (8 h.p.*)
Retired. L. A. .Apsey (8 h.p.*^

SCOTT.
Silver. H. B. Browning (3'J h.p.'

Gold K. Don (33- h.p.)
Gold. T. Baker- (3? h.p.)

Retired. P. Pike (33 h.p.*)

SUNBEAM. .

Retired. T. Morgan (3! h.p.)

Gold. H. F. Fellows" (3* h.p.
Retired. A. Bridge (3* h.p.)

Gold. L. Keevil (3.1 h.p.)

Silver. P. Street (3J h.p.)

Silver. A. Wooding (3I h.p.)
Gold. A. S. Guthrie (3^ h.p.)

Gold. P. W. White (8 li.p.*)

Gold. A. M. Knill (34 h.p.*)

T.B.
Gold. F. Spouse (ro h.p.f)
Silver. F. E. Douglas (ro h.p.f

)

TRIUMPH.
Gold. T. Francis (4 h.p.)
Gold. R. C. Staunton (4 h.p.)
Retired. H. E. SjTnons (4 h.p.)
Gold. A. S. Pinchbeck (4 h.p.)
Retired. E. L, F, Taylor (4 h.p.)
Gold. C. Smith (4'h.p.)
Silver. C. F. Edwards (4 h.p.)

' Silver. R. B. Roberts (4 h.p.)
Gold. B. J. Sims (4 h.p.)
Silver. S. J. Marks (4 h.p.*)
Silver. E. Hillary (4 h.'p.»)

Retired. G. S. White (4 h.p.*)
Gold. A. P. McGowran (4 li:p.»)

Retired. C. N. Green (4 h.p.*)
Silver. W. P. Brandon {4 h,p.»)

VELOCETTE.
Gold. G. Richardson (2^ h.p.)

VERUS.
Pending. W, G. Churchill iSj h.p.)

WILKIN.
Silver. R. McRitchey (2= h p )

Silver. G. W, Wilkin (3^ h.p,*)

WOOLER.
Silver. J. F. Hull (2J h.r.)
Gold. F. A. Longman (2J h.p.)

ZENITH.
Retired. V. Gayford (6h.p,)
Gold. R, Charlesworth (8 h.p.»)
Retired, D. J, Stone (S h.p,»)

UNSPECIFIED,
Retired. E. H. Fielden.

ei8
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SELECTING A MVCrlCVE.
As you have so much experi-

ence ojf motor cycles, I take tlie

liberty of asking if you would
be good enough to give me in-
formation as to which is the

best motor scooter on the market—not
for racing but for all-round general
use.—A.J.

It is not feasible to recommend any
particular machine in preference to
all others of the same type, since the
products of the various' makers have
each their own special advantages. If
you forward the names of any vou select,
together with particulars of "the work
you e.xpect from them, we will endeavour
to advise you on the suitabilitv of vour
choice.

CAM OVERLAP.
I have a 1916 2| h.p. Dougla.s

?'
I

W.D. model, and a friend a 1913

^ 2J h.p. Douglas. Both machines
I—

I
run well on the whole, but tl-"

1913 pulls far better at low
speeds, especially when hill-climbin",
though it is, ajid alwavs has been, "a
flow machine. The 1916 is, for an un-
tuned machine, really very fast, and will
climb well, provided" the "revolutions are
kept high enough. I am willing to
sacrifice some speed in order to get
better pulling at low speeds, and hifve
been compai-ing the two machines to
see how to accomplish tlijs. My spark
is eet a little more advanced, "but no't*^
enough to make any appreciable differ-
ence, but the valve timuig is altogether
different. I should be much obliged if

.
you couU let me know whether an

^ alteration in the valve timing would
give the desired result, and can I carrv
_this out with the present cams, or should
I have to write to the makers for new
cams? I note you sav in a recent
number that a little overlap is allowed,
but my engine has 35°, and sui-elv this
IS rather much ; the exhaust also is
open for more than half the explosion
stroke, and is still open after suction
has commenced, while the exhaust of
the 1913 engine is onlv open a few
degrees before the bottom of the firing
stroke. I have tried various jets in
the carburetter, but all to no purpose—T.A.M.

Apparently the 1916 machine was fitted
with an overlap cam which' is suitable for
racing purposes. You woiUd be able to
obtain a cam similar to the one used on
the 1913 model from the makers, and this
would no doubt give you the results vou
desire. If you obtain the makers' instruc-
tion booklet you will find several diaorams
showing the valve periods-ivith the variou^

cams which can be obtained, and vou
could then select the one which vou think
would be most suitable. For" ordinary
touring work, and especially for hiU-
climbhig, the amount of overlap on your
own machine appears excessive.

OIL RELE.\SE THROUGH ENGINE
PULLEV

I have a 1913 Triumph, which
Ihrows oil and smoke out of the
pulley end of the cranlcaliaft on
to my boot. The hole in the
shaft is quite clear. Although I

oil the engine about one pumpful every
four or fi\-e miles, I never see any smoke
or vapour come out of the exhaust pipe,
and am incUned to think the exhaust
gases must pass the rings and get out
rin the crankshaft. The exhaust valve
lift^s all right, and I fitted new rings
alx>ut two months ago. The compres-
sion is verj' good, and the engine pulls
well, and will take sidecar (with pas-
senger) almost anywhere.—R.D.

If the compression is good and the engine
pulls well, as you say it does, it is rather
unlikely that the exhaust gases ai'e passing
the piston rings to any great extent.
Apparently you have over-oiled the engine,
and you might try the .effect of cutting
down the supply to one pump in every
six or eight miles. The blowing of oil
vapour through the centre of the pulley
is usual on this machine, especially if

there is too much oU in 'Ihe^^^k ;4s. ^^L^^! '^:a:r".^^^-:,S

We should advi.se you toJx up some form
of shield immediately opixisite the end
of the pulley. We once saw an old table-
spoon adapted for the purpose.

A SIX-STROKE ENGINE.
As I am desi*ous of tui'iiing a

Ij- h.p. stationary iietrol engine into.
a gas engine, will you please put
me right on the following : (1.) It

ah-eaoy has an American magneto
fitted, but this is not very satisfactory,
and for ease in starting aiid reliability" I

propose fitting a tube ignition. Shall
I have to fit some kind of cut-out on
one of the strokes of the engme so that
(he red hot tube is not protruding uito
combustion sixice diu-ing both strokes?
(2.) An acquaintance, who thinks he
knows quite a lot about the nisitter, tells
me that some engines are made to fire
on every third stroke. Somehow I

cannot quite understand how he mean.s
«o do it. Is this possible? Also would
this system benefit the engine in any
way as regards cooling and gas con-
sumption ?—A.B.

(1.) We should not advise vou to convert
the engine to tube ignition. "

If the present
magneto is not a satisfactory one, try to
obtain another of British manufacture.
(2.) Probably your friend refers to an
engine working on the six-stroke principle.
In a gas endne fitted with extremelv
heav^' flvwhcels this can be done; perfect

This Excelsior taxi sidecar is already available (or private hire in Glasgo^v, but an application
tor a hackney carnage licence is under consideration by its owner.

Cl'j
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GEAR RATIOS AND IGNITION TIMING.
I have a Charter-Lea machine

gy fitted with two-seater sidecar (8

^ h.p. J.A.P. engine). The weight
-^ of this outfit is 41 cwt. At pre-

sent the macliine is geared 4|
1 on top. Is this too high a gear ''to

The weight of passengers being 24

stone, malces the total weight 7| cwt.

If too high, what gear would you advise
me to use ? I am troubled with pre-

ignition when driving on top. Binks
carbnrretter, jets 00.2 and 6.—E.M.

Considering the weight of your outfit, the
gear ratios are too high. You would get
an improvement by lowering the top gear

to 5 or 6^ to 1. Pre-ignition may be

due to a variety of causes, the chief being
excess of carbon deposit in the cylinder
head, or an unsuitable type of sparking
plug. In all piobability the ignition is

too far advanced to suit tlie present gear
ratios, and the symptoms may disappear
when the i^ear is lowered.

SINGLE-GEARED SIDECARING.
I have a 1912 34 h.p. clutch

-_| model machine, the engine of

^ which has just been thoroughly
-LJ overhauled by the makers. I

am anxious to fit a light sidecar

for the summer months, but do not

wish to go to the. expense of fitting a

change speed gear. The machine is

not intended to tour the Lake District

and such places. (1.) Do you thinlc

the machine powerful enough without
jittiug a two or three-speed gear? (2.)

What type of sidecar do you advise ?

(3.) What gear ratio would you advise

me to use? The adjustable pulley

fitted to the machine will, of course,

allow of suitable ratios for solo or

sidecar work.—J.A.H.

(1.) The machine would be fairly satis-

factory with a very light sidecar, but we
strongly recommend that you fit some
simple form of variable gear, such as

the Philipson pulley ; this does not in

any way necessitate alteration of engine

or frame. (2.) A lightweight sporting

model would be best. (3.) If you intend
using a single gear, about 5^ to 1 will

be most .satisfactory.

READERS' REPLIES.

EFFECT OF PROLONGED WEAR.
I have experienced the same trouble,

of jerky running in the second gear of the

Sturmey-Arch& gear box, described by
your correspondents, and I ultimately

found that the detect was due to the

dogs occasionally disengaging, not from
any fault in the dogs, but due to wear
at three points in the second speed lock-

ing device, viz. : The sides of the middle

slot in the locking quadrant were too

rounded ; the point of the locking plunger

was too fiat and the sides of this last

were a bad fit in its socket. By. altering

the shape of the second speed slot in the

quadrant, and making a new plunger
with a smaller included angle between
the inclined sides, and also of a slightly

larger diameter to suit the socket after

reboring it to produce a round hole,

I have had no further trouble.—C. C.
Le.-ich.

I notice that " H.C." (issue of
December 9th) and W. A. Bourne

^December 23rd) have been troubled with
" jumpiness " in second gear of W.D.
Triumphs. They will probably be able

to remedy this by fitting a new pair of

gear connection pins (No. 3188 in the
Triumph repairs and parts catalogue).

A new short gear lever swivel (No. 3185)
may also be required. Wear on these
parts makes it impossible to keep the
second gear in correct adjustment, and
so causes snatch • in the drive.—W. W.
KlLBY.

The " jumpiness '_' in second gear
experienced by "'H.C". and W. A.
Bourne is evidently due to wear in the
layshaft sliding pinion of the Sturmey-
Archer gear. Wear of the internal dogs
occurring, no amount of adjusting of the
controls will do' any good, and the best
remedy is a new pinion—easily obtain-
able from the makers. If "H.C." and
W. A. Bourne follow the above advice
thev will find the trouble disappear.

—

H. 'T. Jack.sox.

important iDates.

Jan. 7th to 17th—
Amsterdam Motor Cycle Exhibition.

Jan. 20th—
F I.CM. Conference, Brussels

Jan. 28th to Feb. 5th—
Scottish Motor Exhibition, Kelvin Hall
Glasgow.

Feb 25th—
A.C.U. Silencer Trial— Brooklands.

March 25th—
Richmond Meet.

March 26lh—
M.C.C. London -Land's End Trial.

April 27th—
A.C.U. One-day Winter Trial for
Stock Machines,

May 14th—
M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

DEFECTIVE WORKING OF DRIP FEED.
" F.H.M.Y.'s '* trouble referred on

December 30th, 1920, namely, the pre-

sence of- an excess of oil in the sight

chamber of his drip feed lubricator, can
only be caused by one of tlu'ee things :

(a) Defective non-return valve, (hj Un-
sound sight chamber, (cj Oil delivery
pipe choked, (c) Is very unusual and
would immediately be detected, because
it would prevent the oil getting to the
engine. This leaves (a) and (b), and
the fact that oil is splashed over the
tank would indicate tliat there is a big
leak in the sight cup. Seeing that the
non-return valve has been replaced by a
new one, we should be inclined to think
that the trouble would cease if the sight
cup were made somid, and this can be
done by replacing the glass if cracked,
and tlie washer if worn ; if both these
are already in order, then the top cap
wants firmly screwing down to make an
air-tight joint. The principles involved
in the above remarks apply to any make
of sight feed.—B. B. Bi,.\ckburn, Manag-
ing Director, Best and Lloyd, Ltd.

I note that "F.H.^M.Y." complains
in your issue of December 30th of blow-
back of oil through drip feed from front
cylinder of 4 h.p. flat twin. I had the
same trouble with a new 4 h.p. Douglas
in the summer, and, possibly, he may be
able to cure it in the same way that I

did. I took apart the non-retiuui valve
and found that the upper surface of the

perforated stud on which the pen-steel

disc beds was rough with turning marks.
I filed it dead flat with a smooth file,

finished off on an oilstone, and since then
have had no trouble whatever. Of '

course, the oil pipe and valve must be
kept free from grit and fluff, otherwise
the latter is bound to function incorrectly.
—F.A. (Cumberland).

UNEVEN RUNNING.
Ou page-881 of your issue of December

30th you published a letter of your corre-
spondent "R.P. " in which he com-
plained of the harsh running, of his

2| h.p. Douglas. I have just cured much
the same trouble on a similar machine,
and send ray experience herewith in the
hope that' it may pi-ove useful to "R.P."
The harshness was almost entirely due
to running with two gaiizes (air) on the
carburetter. This point is referred to. in

the Douglas handbook, which recom-
mends two gauzes for jets 27 and 28 and
one gauze fqrjet 26. Personally, I am
getting every satisfaction from jet 25.

A little tappet adjustment effected a com-
plete cure. Irregular firing was found to
be due to a "sticky" rocker arm on the
magneto.—E. M. Grose.

AN ILLUSIVE NOISE.
Under this heading in The Motor Cycle

of the 30th ult., "H.R." writes on the
above subject, and he may. find his
trouble in the ratchet of the free wheel -_-

insufficiently disengaging witli the ratchet -^

on the chain wheel in his gear case. If
his machine has a late pattern Enfield
gear, this will be overcoine by oiling the
clutch on the chain wheel on the starting
handle, which he may have omitted to
do. On the earlier pattern I understand
there should lie a small spring between
the two ratchets to throw them apart
when the engine starts.—L.D.H.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"H.J.B." (Old Trafford).—Hopley, cv

other folding sidecars.

" N.W." (Bournemouth).—Degory carbu-
retter on Scott.

"D.B.Mr" (Jerusalem). — Dry battery
lighting gets. Life of batteries.

" S.W." (Norwich). — Beardmore - Pre-
cision engine. Speed and w-ear.

" R.JV.C." (Stowmarket). — Coulson-B..

(4 h.p.). Strength of frame comj)ared with
' machines of eimilar power.

"D.B.M," -(Jerusalem).—1920 Scott and
sidecar. Reliability, accessibility, and
starting in daily use all weatiiers ; life of

chains, kick starter, etc.

" Notsip " (Dublin). — Success or

otherwise of reboring 7-9 h.p. 1913
Indian cylinders; are alumiijium pistons
advisable ?

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
CARLISLE TO W.\RW'ICK (AVOIDING LaNCS.).

—H.E.P.
Carlisle, Penrith, Shap, Kendal, Kirkby

Lonsdale, Ingleton, Clapham. Settle,

Skipton, Ilkley, Otley, Poole, Harewood,
Collingham, Boston Spa, Tadcaster,

S h e r b u r n , Ferrybridge, Doacaster,

Bawtry, East Retford, Tuxiford, Newark,
Leicester, Lutterworth, Rugby, Bilton.

__Princethorpe, Warwick.
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A Cold Job.

((Fifty-Two Week" Road Service.

A.A. Road Service operates continuously and efficiently in

midsummer sun or mid-winter snow. It contains no
'' weather permitting " restrictions, and omits no reasonable

requirement. The photograph at the head of this article

shows one of the A.A. patrols assisting a motor cycle member

during the cold snap last month, and bears witness of the

truth of the Automobile Association's slogan " At your Service,

Always.

In order to increase the utility of the patrol organisation,

A.A. patrols are being mounted on motor cycles, but, when

heavy falls of snow or other conditions prevent the use of

these cycles, the patrols use their push cycles, or cover the

roads as best they can

Valuable adjuncts to the patrol service are the roadside tele-

phone boxes—which are adapted for use by members at any

hour of the day or night—roadside motor fuel supply stations

(complete with Bowser storage tank and delivery pump, a

New Pelapone engine and electric generating set) and
" mechanical first-aid

'" machines carrying spares and tools

necessary for light repairs to cars or motor cycles.

These are all innovations in Road Service only to be obtained

by membership of the Association.

Other A.A. benefits which are at the service of all members,

year in, year out, include free legal defence in any proceed-

ings under the Motor Car Act in Courts of Summary
Jurisdiction in the United Kingdom, free legal advice on any

matter directly arising out of the use and ownership of cars

or motor cycles, and free legal representation in approved

In onni-erinq this advertisement it is

resulting from the use and ownership of such
civil cases

motor vehicles

The Association provides all possible assistance to members

touring with their cars or motor cycles either at home or

abroad. Home touring facilities include the preparation of

routes to suit Individual requirements; foreign touring

assistance comprises the supply of routes, triptyques and

International certificates, also the privilege of taking a car

or motor cycle into a 45 per cent, tariff country without

paying one penny piece in customs dues.

Members can obtain the advice of qualified engineers on the

choice of motor cycles, and the services of competent experts

for the examination and trial of any motor vehicle, the pur-

chase of which Is contemplated.

A special insurance policy, officially-appointed agents and

repairers, A.A. hotels, and the A.A. handbook are other

advantages Included in the complete service provided by the

Association.

The claim that " everj' need of the reasonable motorist is

met by the Association " is, therefore justified, and every

motor cyclist who'does not carr>' the A.A. badge should join

up at once.

Full particulars of the benefits mentioned above are con-

- tained in the booklet, " The Key to the Open Road, a copy

of which can be obtained, post free, from the Secretary, The

Automobile Association, 21, Fanum House, Whitcomb Street,

London, W.C. 2. Write for a copy to-day.

desirable lo mention " The Motor Cycle." C2i
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BOULTON
MAGNETOS

LIMITED,
Old Hall St., Wolverhampton

Speciality

:

—
The British - made

BOULTON MAGNETO
for Single - cylinder Engines.

Tele "Sparks, WoVerhamp'on."

'njterv!. cnxl sel}
'

vieasuremeni
\

free.

This Book
shoTild be re a

by every Motor ^

Cyclist.

Send for it !

mVINE SMITH,
BUTTERSHAW,
BRADFORD.

TRIUMPH PARTS
We are the promp'est firm for these. Pr.ic

tically every part for every model actua'ly
in stock. Enclose stamped envelope please.

FORFIELD MOTORS,
11-13, Forfield Place,
LEAMINGTON SPA.

TRIUMPH PARTS

i
l^MNES'eElNDER PAINT'

II ,
UNAFFECTED BY OIL OR HEAT ^™ll

Tins 1/2 J^ 2/3 PosI- free — 1 Gall Tms 35/-CarrPaid

RAINES &PORTERtr.P-HULL.

MOTO-REVE
Al-U SPARE RARTS.

REPAIRS. NEW ENGINES.
SOLE CONCESSIONNAIRES

MOTOR SUPPLY CO., 223a, High Street, LEWISHAM

ThE LAW COMPELS.
licence: holders.

POST PREt
fi-uMlNiyrt for hJMBEB P1.&TE 3'3

BRfiiS - • - 3'9

^ ^89/291 wc-ti noiMBN LONDON WCi

Phone: Mid. 2910. 'Grams: *'Lytcar, B'ham.

'

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTORISTS.

A FINE OPPORTUNITY
TO PURCHASE A

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
AT

OREATLY REDUGEO

PRICE

!

1920
UNUSED
SHOPSOILED

MODELS,
including the following well-known makes:

A.J.S., ENFIELD, NEW
IMPERIAL, INDIAN,
ROVER, HUiVIBER,
ZENITH, BLACKBURNE,
RUDGE, CALTHORPE,
GONNAUGHT, EDiVIUND,

METRO-TYLER,

SENB FOR LIST.

Latest 1921 Models
of most of the above makes

also in stock.

P. J. EVANS,
81-91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.

PATENTS, TRADE HARKS
AND DESIGNS

IS ALL COUNTRIES.

Lewis Wm. Goold, A.i.Mech.E
Chiirtrrrd Patent Agent,

<'uiiAn'lti»/f Kiiijivcen,

£n/-<.Ucu P'.ir-:)'t Attornc// o/th-j Cui'eU Stutes

Automobile & Electrical Dept.

:

ROWLAND L. GOOLD, C.p.a.

Asfociute 0/ the Institution oj Automobile

Fclloiv of the Chemical Societi;
Associate l.SJS.

Tclcijrams: " IHjAmnaci/." Ji'ham,

Tclcplione : Central Snoo.

S ((mPORATION ST„ BIBHINfiBAH.

INVENTIONS PATENTED
Guide Free.

J. E. S. LOCKWOOD
3, NEW STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

FJYOUNGS
OK JUNIOR. O.K UNION. COVENTRY- EAGLE. OLYMPIC WOLF.
NEW COMET. Lo,-^l Ascnis for AJ S., ARIEL B.S A , DIAMOND.
IVY. MATCHLESS NEW- IMPERIAL NORTON OMEGA, ROVE?.
RUDCE. SUN. COULSON B. TRIUMPH, ZEMTH, ETC.

SIDECARS. ACCESSORIES. SPARES.

2.3 & Svll^e Parade.:Kilbum:i>iW6:

FRANK B. ROPER,
166-168, London Hd., Sheffield.

Sole Jgeni in this district for

A.J S , Scott, Wilkin, Indian, Bat-Jap,
Bradbury, Motor Cycles also Lagonda Light Cars

See next week 's issue for actual list

of Roper models
Plione : 2S02 Wires: Roper 2S02 Sheffielt].

ORTO HOODS & APRONS
The smartest and best designed hood on the market.
Price complete with Side Curtains and all Fittings

plated finish, £4.
Special Models for Matchless, Harley-Da\ndson,

Douglas, Enlield, Indian, James. Blackburne.
APRONS.—Coverall 16/6 ; Storm, with neckhole,

20/-J Storm Coverall 21 /G ; Detachable Cape 25/-
in best quality Double Texture Twill.

ATKINSON'S, 306, Uxbiidge Rd., Shejiherd's Bush.
'Phone: H.immersmith i jo. W.12.

|

"ASLATT" TYRE STOPPING.
The £ s. d. saver ot tyre bills. Permanently
repairs cuts and gashes in motor, motor cycle,

and cycle tyres. Saves vulcanising. Also repair-

any rubber article. Once used always used.

Tubes, * /2 [post free'.

THE ASLATT TYRE STOPPING CO.
Moor Green. Ho-ise, Wesi'End, SOUTHAMPTON

TRANSFERS
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

IVriie foy specimens and quotations.
N.B.—We oanBo: ~iiprly inalters' owii transfers to intUTuloa^gl

1HE LRITISi TRANSFER PRINTING CO., LTD. T
<Proprietor3 : Iliffe & Sons Lttl.I,

QUINTON ROAD, COVENTRY.

In ansicering these advert>sc!ne7tts it Is desirable to mention " The Motor C'l/de."
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The Name is a Guarantee.

.!#

VERUS
m̂

Ijrv •r^"«r1* *rv *i

a^J?rkJ*riLiaakJaab4>>i>J*avJ»«iJliiVjiak^B«LJMal
5^S5r«5S:^cffiS5rH:

•.?X»

Alfred Wiseman Ltd., Glover Street, Birmingham.

^.:

FULL VALUE
Inclusive charges.

NO EXTRAS. Crates and
packing free.

1^1^^^
A range of models suitable for machines from 2\ to 10 h.p.

Prices from 20 to 44 guineas.

Full list and taxi leaflet from the actual manujacturcrs

:

WATSONIAN SIDECAR COMPANY,
129-131, CONYBERE ST., BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone: Mid. 520. Telegrams: "Watsonian, Birmingham."

^i:.5^.

In answerinfj these advertisements it is desirubie to mention " The Motor Cycle." B17
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BABY CAMEO
A Miniature of our Standard Screen, specially

designed for Sporting and Racing Sidecars

Total Weight - 21 lbs*

£2-10-0
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Phone:
Central

682. , WESTCOMBE &l Co., Ltd.
46-47, Great Charles Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams:
Ollard.
B'ham."

B

BBHBBBBBBBBBBBBBSBBHBBBHHaSHSSaHKBHBBBHBBBBBHaaHSBBSEiBBBBBBBBaS

— 1921 -

£165 FOUR
Immediate Delivery,

LIN
HEELER

£165

HILL-CLIMBING
THE LITTLE CAR with the BIG HEART

Read roUowing Testimonial :

Dear Sirs.

It might interest you to know that I got delivery of ? Tamplm
about 3 weeks ago, and to-dav I took it up Alms Hill. I am only a novice,

and have only beendriviug about a fortnight, but I feel quite safe with

mv car. As you know, von can get no run at the bill, but rather fool-

ishly, I managed to get into top, but soon changed back to second. The

hiUwas inclined to be wet and muddy at the beginning, and I had to

change to bottom gear about soyards farther up. On this gear the machine

roared up without a hitch, and with nothing like full throttle. This

machine is perfectly standard as it left the works. Yours faithfully, O-V.

Official Hill Climb Successes, 1920.
Alms Hill, I in 2'9 clean ascent.

Porlock Hill i in 3-5

South Harting. Fastest in 1,000 c.c. Class.

Consumption at S5 m.p.g. is the rule, 102 m.p.g. has been officially

attained with standard car, and over 15,000 miles on original belt

and chain.

TampHn Eng. Works, Kingston Rd., Staines

BiS In answeimg these advertisements it is desirable to mention ' The Motor C/jcle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.

le

PRICES.
ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

j

First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
^

itional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

re charged double rate. Each paragraph is

harged separately. Name and address must

counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

pecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

le quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

dvertisements should be made payable__—sfcor
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed__--^^^

reasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

ransit. should not be sent as remittances .

All advertisements m this section should be

ceompanied with remittance, and be addressed

the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
treet, London, E,G,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

oventry. To ensure insertion letters should

e posted in time to reach the offices of " The
lotor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

lorning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should

uote the number which is printed at the end of

,ch advertisement, and the date of the issue

1 which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

r printers' errors, although every care is taken

I avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may b«

idressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" OlTice.

'hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

gistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
) the advertisement charge, which must include the

ords Box 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
ill appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
Idressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

.C.4. Riplies to Box Number adverliserfimts cot:laitiing

millance^ should be sent by registered post, but in all such

S£s It t; advisable to make use ot the Deposit System.

In the case o( motor cycles olTered tor sale under a box

imber, as It is unusual for these to be sold without Orst

!ng inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

cilltate business by embodying in their advertisements

me mention of the district In which the macblDe
[ered may be seen and tried.

!»- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Person? wlio hesitate to send money to unknown persons
ay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
jposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
3tor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decisioa after receipt of the

ods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
louat to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
triage one way. For all transactions up to £io, a

posit fee of i/- is c"harged; on transactions over £io
d under f50, the fee is 2/6; over £50 and under£75. 5/-:
er £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
er £100, i %. AH deposit matters are dealt with at

Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
lers should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
ication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

! Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
irous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

;wer to tbelr enquiries are requested to regard the
nee as an indication tbat the goods advertised have
iady been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so
ny enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
h one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

JEW 1920 A.B.C.. 4-speed: £150: in stock.—
' Randall, Andover. [0367
920 A.B.C. 3h.p.. 4 speeds; £80.—Dunn, 326.

Enston Ed.. N.W.I. [6373
.B.C., 1920, brand new; £125.—Dunn's, 326, Euston

1. Kd., N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5515
.B.C., recently delivered, never ridden, owner going

1- abroad: £135; what offers?—Box 1,208, c/o The
tlOT Cycle. [5042

f.B.C,

lamps, speedometer, horn, mileage 1.600*
£120. or offer; London.—Bo.t 1,378, c/o The

tor Cycle. [6264

MAUDES'
BARGAINS.

1920 SHOP-SOILED MACHINES.
List Price. Our Price.

Clio 5 2; b.p. VERUS - BLACK-
BURNE, :-sp.. kick-sUrler £85

{fio o jj h.p. VERUS - BLACK-
BURNE, 2-str..sin?lc-spced £47 10

£65 o 2I h.p. PORTLAND-J.A.P.,
2-sp<ed £S8

£157 to 3! h.p. ARIEL Combination,
3-specd, kick-starter £142 10

£145 4th.p.QIJADRANTCombina-
tion. kick-starter £130

£202 o 3I h.p. ROVER and Sidecar £177
£t35 o 4h.p. BLACKBURNE, j-sp.,

kick-starlvr £120
£ij6 o 4 h.p. VERUS - BLACK-

BURNE £102
£130 o 3» *.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 2-5p. £117
£204 o S"h.p. ZENITH C.j:i.',m;u!.,ri £180

HARLEY- DAVIDSONS
REDUCED IN PRfCE.

HaWn::; purchased another consigriment of
ex-W.D. Harley-Da\-idson Motor Cycles, we are
abl2 to still further reduce the price, nnd believe

we ca.T now offer l>ctter value in

GUARANTEED AND OVERHAULED
machino^ than cm !x! ubt.iincd rlscwliLTL-.

ALL 1918 AND 1919 MODELS.
Solo Price £100
Fitted with Montgomery Sidecar , Price £130
Fitted with Millford Sidecar Price £135

P. & M.
3J h.p. \V.D., chain dri\t:, finished scr\'icc

greea, overhauled, no front brakes.
Price £68

3i h.p. W.D., chain drive, re-platcd
handle-bars, tanks rc-cnancfclled.

Price £78
INDIAN.

7-<) h.p., spring frame, 3-speed, all-chain drive.
Gnibhed in maker's colours, and overhauled

—

Solo £95
Fitted with Sidecar £120

W.D. Models can be purchased on our deferred
pa>inent s>'Stem. Teems: 7j% extra on the
purchase price, one-third down as deposit, and
balance in c:£;bt equal monthly instalments on

appro\-ed reicrcnccs.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
A GOOD SELECTION.

2\ h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., ;sp. £60
z\ h.p. DOUGLAS, ivd, 2-spced £75
a h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, W.D. make

good Sidcc.ir mnchine £115
6 h.p. ROVER, W.D., J.A.P., 3-specd,

kick->tar!cr £100
3i h.p. RUDGE, clutch £95
T.B. Cycle Car, 1920, 10 h.p., 3-spccd,

reverse, d>Tian:io lighting, used as
demonstration car £245

T.B., 10 h.p.. 19JO. 3-speed, reverse,
detachable whcf-ls. ovorh.iuJcd . . £200

Prices of Maudes' New Licence
Card Holders.

Sidecar fitting. 3 -

Number Plate fitting 3/2, and 4;3 p
CombiDation Nucober Plate and .t'osc

Licence Holder 5/9 "'^
Handle-bar fitting 5/9, 6/9, 7/9

LONDON W.I.

;MnuDE's
EXETER. -

teuAms.

TCLCmoNC.
CXCTEII *»,'

AToTOR Mbrt

19'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B.C. 1920. kick starter. Lamps, liom, speedometei.
1,500 miles: £100; GIoncestershire.-Box 1.338,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [5786

1 Q20 A.B.O., brand new, but slightlv shop-soiled;
-•-•-' llrst cheque £110.—Charles Sidney, Ltd., 140-
142, llaniiinsham Lane, Bradford. [X4764

"I
020 A.B.C., lamps, horn, speedometer, etc., de-

.»-*^ Jivered November, perfect condition througltout;
bargain, £125.—Bond, Sutton Benger, Cliippenbam.

C6064
A.B.C.. 1920. 4 6peeds, complete with Swan snortiug

sidecar, all ac^'essories, as new; £160; one ditto,
shop-soiled, solo, £120 ; e-tchnnges.—Carlox Motors, Ltd.,
Cobham, Surrey. [6206

31h.p. A.B.O. Motor Cycle, dynamo lighting model.
2 only ran about 300 miles, condition as new; cash

£150, may be obtained on Ilarrods deferred payment
system for a small cttra charge.—Harrods, Ltd., US,
Brompton Ed., Loudon. [5964

"I
020 A.B.C. Special Racing Combination, Swan

--*' sidecar, fitted with special racing cams,
valves, carburetter, etc., winner of twenty-five medals,
many extras, and spare tvres, as new; £130, bargain.
—King. 76, King St.. Southport. [6410

Abingdon.
16 Abingdon 3",5h.p., di-cs. Limps; £45. bnrgniu.—

tthitbreiid, 26, Koginnld Ed., Boihill. (5820

1 020 Abingdon Kick Dick Combination, 5-71l.p.. 3J-»/ speeds, clutch, and kick starter, all lamps, de-
livered June, guaranteed; £140; exchanges or easy
payments.—Iloniac's. 243, Lower Claptoa Rd., N.E.
Phone : Dakton 2408. (6358

Acme.
A CME Sh.p., with conchbuilt sidecar, 1920 demon-
.tS- stration model, only run 200 miles, spate wheel
and tyro: £195, complcte.-Bos; 1,377, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [0405

A,J.S.

1Q15 2';h.n. A.J.S.. in running order; wants tuning
-•-»' up; £42._Cros3, Agent, Uotherham. (.\4773

A J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination; best ofler.-Firth.
-tJ- Market Place, Melthani. near Uuddersfteld. 16103

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, brand new; £200.

—

Dunns, 326, Euston lid., N.W.I. Museum 5391.
rssis

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, mileago 300; £180.—
Dunns. 325, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum 5391.

A,„
„ [5517

.J.3. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T A

Parts. [7998

A.J.S. 1921 Models.—Early deliveries at Sferrick's
Stores, 174, ListerhilU Rd., Bradford. [2472

BRIGHTON, Hove, and District A.J.S. Agents,
Turpins, 22-29, Preston Rd., Brighton. 10202

CROW Bros., Whitehall Carage, Guildford, A.J.3.
agents and expert rei>airers since 1912. [7989

"IQ19 6h.p. A.J.S. Outfit, complete, lamps, horn
-l-«^ spare wheel; £139.—Cross, Agent, Hotherham.

[X4774
"I Q21 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, equipped with
-!-«.' Lucas acetylene lamps; in stock.—Philpot,
Motors, Canterbury. [6072

A.J.S. 2'-ih.p., enclosed CD., 3-speed, K.S.. acces-
sories, handsome condition; £55.—19, Streatley

Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [6066

A.J.S. 1921 6h.p. Combination, neir. £195; A.J.S.
1921 7h.D. models; early delivery; book now.—

Taylor's Garage, Wednesbury. (5827

1 Q16 A.J.S. Combination, interchangeable wheels, per-
-l-«7 icct condition; any trial; £85, no offers.-Woolf,
84a, Gray's Inn Ed., W.C [5713

A .-1.3. Brand New 6h.p. Combination, complete with
horn and lamp; £195.—A.J.S. Specialists. The

Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel. : 444. (4006

A.J.S. Combination, September, 1920, dynamo, hood,
every accessory, new condition; £235.—T., 67.

Egerton Ed., "Withington, Manchester. [5790

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.—
Sh.p. A.J.S. combination, 1920, all acceistories,

excellent condition, £195; easy terms. [6293

A.J.S. 1921 Models, delivery guaranteed when re-

quired; deferred payments arranged.—.\.J.S.
Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel. : 444.

(4009

NEW 1921 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination. £215: new
1921 6h.p. A.J.S. combination. £195; imraediata

delivery from stock.—Mardton, 31, Bridge St., Chester.
[6145

A.J.S. 1915 6h.p. Combination, lampe, generators,
horn, speedometer, Sin. tyres, excellent condition

:

£120: seen at Harrow.—Bos 1.363, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[5911

6 h.p. A.J.S. C.B. Combination, good condition. 3-

speed, K.S., speedometer, lamps, hood. Easting,
carrier, etc.; £118. — Smith, Osmondthorpe Lane,
Leeds. (6236

\ll letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue. b2I
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MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
A.J.S.

A .J.S. 1912 5h.p. CombiMtion. S-spewl' j'"**'''™^
A. start, all chain: £55; exolionge less pOTvei.-B««l,

Lime Park Lodge, Herstmonceux, Sussex. L='=o

1 O20 A.J.S. Combination complete, Lucas lamps,

lU horn. Tan-Sad, legshields, any examination po

lect; £185.-Southem, Grocer, Gloucester. Ici^^

189.

r.O.C.H. loi A.J.S. Combinations, "l* "'1'5„P2,°|7.

6, Heath St., Hampstead (™=>r H""''!*^"'^.J . .

Station!. 'Phone: Hampst«ad 3752. Hours 9-7, inebi.1^

ing Saturdaj-s. ,- i +

\ .J.S. 1920 Sh.p. Combination dy"™"
'TClaxouA speedometer, hood, screen, $'accurtams Klaxon,

Tan-Sad, spare wheel, as new: £245.-Paikei s, cuiu^

ehawgate, Bolton. .
'

A.J.S. Combination, May. 1?20 electric lamr|,

A aocun.ulator, horn Tan-Sad, eide screen spares

£1901 wanted S-lOh.p. W.C. engme.-Mulliner, Wergs,

Wolverhampton. "-

A .J.S. 6h.r. 1921 Models.-A lta«'="i„,^"f'=^„aXA be sup^plied by °-i-i"£|^,^°"-
'^ l^'^itoSl St';

delivery early date.—S. B. Olapnam, ^i. onj.t

"Grapnwich, S.E.IO. ./°^"'

-ini9 (Nov) 6h.r. A. J.S. Combination, 3,000 miles, lo-

19 ?entlv overhauled, spare wheel %'-'^™. '«mP'>. U™:
ptc. in excellent order; £150.-Mar6h, 9, Gold St., ^orth

"ampton. 'Phone; 774. L^^

-IrtZO AJS. Combination,, oarefully "d?™' P|^.';'

19- chrsed July, in splendid condition £«<=<! -tir

F.R.S. lamps, horn^ etc.; £200, or cnei. v.

Garage, Oxford. 'Phone : 308. L°

AJS 1916 6h.p. Combination, unused 3 J";"!, epare

A wheel overhauled makers J"i"=. .1'"^"™%.^!^.
i^t; Tils] great bargain.-72 Longrrdge Rd., Earls

Court. 'Flione : Western 1314 1°"-'

1 T =; 1CI1H Combination, hood, screen, spare wheel

A-'^ith'unLe??^™'; Lucas lamps, l-«-=X'£e?t"foS:
700X80 all round, mileage ™der 1,500, peilect con

dition- £170.-17, Penrhyn Kd., Colwyn Bay. L=f

•(017- AJ.S. Combinatmn ^n splendKl condition, c^cau-

^Sdirsih^r|^ls£r'^----'f?^
Grove Hill Lodge, Middlesbiough. l

tnm AJS Combination, mileage under ^ 2,000

iS:>SS\^SmJe^spSeSsS?
seat-pillar, screen,

\Y?J^r rtle [6263
Box 1 376, c/o The Motor Cycle. i

i'te iQ^n 6hn Combination, dynamo lightmg,

A-^c'owe"'t'iipsp''eedometer:tMs outfit wa.son^eup-

plied last month ^^d gamed a meM ^^
Lomlo"

^^^.

Exeter Tnal, easily ol'mi'"e^'°^t|t"'3'' absolutely nn-
total mileage 18 744 and *'« omni

^^^
Boratched, and runs better than nei_^,n i

^^^^^
- 200 gns. secures this splendid outm. oiman, _

,,

6t., Ecading. 'Phone; 1024.

Alder.

A LDEK- Vitesse 2-stroke, 2^peed ?«=>"„.*°*w'XA clntcii, splendid condition; bargain, £45.-Hurdte^

Lyon St., Bognor.

, Alldays.
"

4 LLDAY'S Matchless 1914 2-stroke runuing order

A £20.-3, Courtlands Av., Lee, .S.E.12. lb^5u

19^l3l^Saw^'^aS ^'l-'^eSSgtrt.lS!^^"

Oh p 1920 2-slroke Allday and Oruon Motor CycH

O as new, with Lucas lamp set and lioi-n, £bb

J J Doolev, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. 1634^

-fcTFW 2301 n Alldavs Alton Model de Luxe, 2-speed

N'^Iutkanrttick itartw; £85
"^-^r

=[/'" Ltd""T?
„asy pavment system ol 4% extia.-Hariods, Lta.,_y^o,

Brompton Ed., London.

/American X
iia-v^n American X. lOh.p. Combination, ele:.tiically

.|-9'°ea^irP«l «^ new; £175.-C, Hanson, Grange,

^rjnysbury.

-«irk20 American X. lOh.p. Solo, mileage under 100,

19 ve^^asir^sciatched; £16C.-G. Hanson, Grange,

Wiaysbury. , .

A irTT-RTrAN X 1920 7-9h.p. Combination, complete

A ™ lamps,- Ealting wind screen; £175, near

iffer.-^Herelord Motor Co., Ltd., HereJord.
^

[5002

w £-k r:^r«; "Rclow Li^t—1920 American X, 7-9h.p.,

13 d^amn'^'lamp'^ set, ^unused., and brand new;

price nett 100 Ens.-308, Upper Richmond Ed-' ^Mt^

Jake.
, . , ,

-ifblfi American X. 7-9h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

19 clutA and kick stirter, overhauled, and in

reject order very fa.sl; £115; exchanges or easy

Ks.-Homat's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E^

'Phone: Dalston 2408.
^"^"^

REGISTERED

[Accessories.

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets.

Write for Catalogue

'40f V^P''

Specialities

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry

^ Batteries.

"free on application.

HEAD LAMPS

1^,

TRADERS
MMwH&for FREE Catalogues
HAH COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and

faSfamps Emulators Carrying C?^e Switch,

Wirin-, etc. Ready tor instaUing.

. Fig. 895.
<-^ -s-i-i.^

1

Best quality
f i n i s h

throughout.

[ Very m a s -

I

si ve and
strong
.^d j ustabl?

1 locus. Ad
j u s t a. b 1 e

brackets
I
S p e c i a I

1 dust and
weather-proof front. Price

illustrated, 66/- each.

Fig. 87S. Similar to Fig.

J
895,but smaller, andwith

I special "pull on" front.

1 Rubber ting casting .

for glass. Price, as

1 illustrated, 55/- each.

Black plated.

Fig. 880. HEAD LAMP,
as illustrated, big_. with

special new stem fitting.

Complete with adjustable

holder, switch, etc., for

screw bulls. Price, nickel

plated, 40 /- each ; black

plated, 43/- each.

®i3

Fig. 573. Shows red dan- jj^
ger signal,lightsNo.plate.1^
Completewithswitchbulb
wire, clip, etc.Price,9 /6ea

"Force" Hellesen Bat
tcry, 9/11

386. Special metal case

for " Force," 10/6
Complete rear set, 29/6.

Fig. 347.

'Speedolite

'

H.A.H. Patent
Speedomeler

Lamp, 7/6 eac'i

Clipsdirect on to

Speedometer
andhascolorred
bulb to preveui

glare.

Fig.s.'^s. Garage Inspection Lamp
as illus. but without bulb. 8 /6 ea.

Fig. 4=8.

Has a positive

screw up or down
action. Cannot
shake on, totally

insulated. Com-
plete, as illus-

trated. Price 3 /6

each.

Postage extra on
tlie above.

HUNT, tTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS.

runstall Road, CROYDON, Enj.

Telephones: Telegrams :

Croydon 2223, 2226. "Reyage, Croydon.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

TO 19 3iAh.p. Ariel Combination, electric lighting,

X«7 horn, wind screen, as new; £125. — Ic'--

lluseum 6626.-A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. ',6277

AEIEL 1920 6-7h.p. Combination, in practically new

condition, all lamps, horn, etc. very Uttle luile-

nge; £120.-IO4a, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. Hampstead

7822. - — Lbaoo

ARIELS.-Order now for 1921 all-chain and chaiii-

cum-belt models; spares in stock -Geo Taylor

Ariel Agettt, 28, Lower Addiscombe Bd., East

Croydon. •
^"'"^

ARIEL 1920 6h.p. Combination, combined hand .-md

foot control. Klaxon. hom. Cameo ™d screen ™<1

Krid, mileage 800, condition perfect; £162.-Whitalrer.

,
Eveisley, Gerard Ed., Eotlierham. - -

LS'^t

A RIEL.-Orders now booking for the new a>l-chainA models, which will be the Kolls-Boyce .of motor

cycles All spares stocked.-F. Speakmarw Ariel

Expert, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester^^^

-I nm Ariel (July), 3V'h.p. solo, 3-speed,. counter-

I9™shtft ' co'mpl^ti w(th 'horn, ^PJ'dometer acces^

sories mileage 800, n perfect coadition guaiantee

given'; trial by appiintme'nt; sidecar machine ;
nearest

offer to £100.-98, Maiden Rd., Maiden. [493«

TO 20 (late August) -A.riel Twm ConibinaaoK,

19 6-7h.p., perfect condition. 1.200 miles. P.H.

ilmp< bulb horn, Oowey speedometer, luggagie carrier,

ownei' going abriad; 160 gns., or reasonable offer--

18, Ladysmith Av., Seven Kings, Esse.x. [6234

ARIEL -Some agency is the Ariel, and we hold this

for North London. \Ye are practical riders and

.old mrfal winners with this wonderful y efiicient and

reiabte motor cycle. Have yon seen the new 4./,h^p

comb ' it ia a glotious outfit; immediate dehvery; 31/2

hT solo 3V,h.p. comb.,, -and 6-7h.p. comb 4 modeUi

in stSk" an spares in' stock; trade supplied.--JonM'

Garal^ Muswell Hill, N.IO and at W oodside P-f"d<!

North Finchley.
1^5 1>^

\}'

19
B

Bat.

,20 Bat Model 4, shop-soiled;

Garage, Saffron Walden.

AT 6h.p.. 3-speed, „brand new;

Exhibition Rd.,
' S.W.7.

£135.—Wright's
[6251

£134.—Clark, 7
[637!

I

1Oi20 Shp. Bat Combination spare wheel. u»via

19 equipi^ent; offeis.-Tel. : Museum 6626.-A.aG

60, Mortimer St., W.l. t^^^'

BAT 1921 Models.-We are now accepting orders^

,,,H felS St!°^.lf^^Lef'1^M|S

B-LS.Sid-'s ^»e^SrS?i
hand combination, same make.--M6b63. 154lbb ui?

Portland. St. W.l. 'Phone; 3426 MayfaiL [71?

-irk^n HhD Bat 3-specd, Swan sporting sidecai

19 bi^FBS lamp, mechanical horn, spcedometei

perfect ™ndit^on;pi?ce £115. -J^^t.-f^lw"7 Tef
50! Harrington Rd., South Kensington, S.W.7. Tel.

Kensington 3709.
, ^ ,

-1 rk20 Bat Combination, Bh.p., 3 speeds clutch an

'Phone: Dalston 2408. }'"'^

19^°l5l!^SnSlfc;"^iSa^erf=Sil
S'ij^r'Si^^'^- PetJo'l ^?a°?ri'er\.fo!e'

rSlleSTr°er,'\!n\llr 3.000 mileage, new licence pa,^

insured tUl August; price *160. Ivens, Jsa^

Cottage, Wendover, Bucks.

Beardmore.

w.l. 'Phone; 3426 Mayfair. i-"-

Blackburne.

19^^iv^'S^^irer^ r'^'^^^^
Alalmesbury, 'Wilts,

-1020 4hp Blackburne Combinatioii, aU lamps spe.

19 ometfr, 2 ho^n^. ,E^f«°|n'"??„Ataer 'st W
Tel.; Mu3eum_6526.-A.S.C., 60, Mortimer bt.,^™

-DLACKBURNE 1920 4h.p., 3-ireed Stanu*^'^,\™

lon^'^S ^Sar-^ISSSr,"'^39,^".^on?r^Para

gScKBimKE^...d., i^'^n^^l
\U horn, W .!?«• J,",!,. '' qi, High St., Merton, S.

1 Adams Ensiueenng Woiks, 99, uign =1., -"
j-jj

uaisroii ^Huo. . e^ ....u

AU letters relating to adwrtisements should quote the number at the end of each

1 Axioms .i:-iin'-"Y,"V CT7
'Phone: Wimbledon 517.

Advertisement, and the date oS the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

OtJGLAS, 1921 new improved 2?ih.p., 2-8peed

model; £85; in stock.—Herbert Eobinson, Ltd.,

low.

DOUGLAS. 1921 new 2iih.p., 3-Bpeed gear, hand
controlled clutch and kick starter; £105; in stock.

Herbert Eobinson, Ltd., below.

DOUGLAS, 1921 new 4h.p., 3<peed, £130; with
fine fiuisJi conchbuilt IJouglaa sidecar, £170: in

ock.—Herbert Robioson, Ltd., 52-35, Green St., Cam-
idge. Tel.: 995. T.A.: Bicrclea. [6412

920 4h.p. Doujias Combination, mileage nnder 500

;

£140.—Goodwin, Alderwick House, London Rd.,
3unt?low. [5661

SON'S.—Dougjas Four 1918 C.B. combination, as
new, dependable; bargain.—Derby Arms Garage,

artlake. [X4640n

DOUGLAS, Sy.h.p., 1914. md sidecar, kick start,
good running order; £75.-87, Ashburton Av..
scombe [6081

917 2^h.p. Douglas, 2-8peed, splendid condition,
enamel and plating as new; £48.-41, Anerler

irk. S.E.20. [6003

0UGLA3 2^4h.p., 2-speed, 1919, equipped, and
last; £54.—Hillier. 90. Cornwall Rd., North

jnsington, W. [4875

ilh.p. Douglas, 1915 T.T., flue condition, lamps, leg-
i shields, pillion, horn ; £50.—Gentry, 215, Old
nt Rd., S.E. [5743

DOUGLAS. TJosch, B,
Klaxon, wii'ita ti

Guildford

\OUGLAS 2';.ih.p., 1916, with acceaaoriea : accept
' £55: any trial.—Cobley, Mitre, Golborne Rd..
Tth Kensington. [5736
'OR Salo, a Douglas 1916 motor cycle, 2 new tyre»

all accessories, very fast.-Mellor. Cowhroke
Mrage, Warwick. [5622
LUMP Bargain.—1916 2^ih.p. 2-speed Douglas:

£45; any trial; not dealers.—Sharpe. 325, Essex
I

. Islington, N.l. [5947
(120 21 Douglas, 2-;ih.p.. 3-spccd, clutch. K.S.,' un.
>J used, as delivered; £90.—104a. I'Mnchley Rd

[6386
19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, complete with nccea-

sorie-s, in perfect order; any trial; £155.—Kirkley,
The Oaks, Sunderland. [5760

20 2^',h p. 3-specd Kick Start Douglas, perfect
condition; best offer.—66. High Lane. Chorlton-

Hardy, Manchester. [5848
ODGLAS 1921 Solo £85, £100, £105: combination
£1743-j cash, exchange, or easy payments.—Motoriea

Hoitou St., Halifax. [5905
20 (July) 4h p. Douglas Combination, fully
equipped, little used; bargain, £130.—Stocks,

rlstone. ShefBeW. (D) [X4757
OUGLAS 1915, re-enamelled, plated footboards

speedometer, lamps, horn, etc.; £55—11 Banl
y St., Bntteraea, S.W.ll. '

[iVsg

buffer head.
Albert Cot-

[6094
21 Douglas Models, immediate delivery. Write u-
your requirements. Trade supplied.— Moflut Done

Agent. Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [5045

^,^P Douglases.—Each machine - prepared to in-
dividual requirement-^.-Robert Bamlord (see

er Consulting Engineers). [6693
OUGLAS 4h.p., 1918. new condition, guaranteed

perfect ortler. any trial, lamps; £72.-64 Forth-
ge Rd., Clapham Common. * [6162
OUGLAS 1920 2^ih.p., 3-speed, as new; £90-
.Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd
Puone: Hammersmith 80. [6324

.. Douglas Combination, 1917. 3 speeds, splendid
condition and appearance: £68; trial London
1,369, c/o The Motor Cvdt. [5929

b.p. Douglas, late 1916, 1920 frame, tank other
parts, quite equal new; £60, near oBcr.-Parker

iwell Lane, Cromfoid. Matlock. . [5687'

20 2?ih.p. Douglas. 3-«reed, clutch, nnd kick starter
lamps, horn

;
any trial; £90.—Marshall, Horner

[5727

U',3.

V

ODGLAS 1915-16 2-ih.p., 2-speed,
fully equipped: £46; exchange.— 1,
Marlborough Rd., S.E.I.

Stocksbridge, near ShefHeld,

19 Douglas 23ih.p., 2-speed. smart perfecl
machine; £58; fully equipped; exchanges —60

nglord Av., N. Kensington. W. [6037
UGLAS 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped for
2-seater or 2i;h.p. Douglas : cash either wav —
Sandycoombe Rd., Kew Gardens. [6011
20 2''ih.p. 3-speed Douglas ^nd accessories in
good condition, done very little mileage- £92 —

,ds. 223, High Ed.. Kilbnrn, N.W. [liSB
UGLAS 2''4h.p.. 1915. 3-speed, K.S., clutch ex-
cellent condition

: first reasonable offer —South-
Garage. The Downs, Wimbledon. [5707

16 Douglas 2?ih.p., top-hole condition, jnst been
enamelled and plated like new.—For particulars
8, Pear Tree St., Waterloo Rd., S.E. [5845

18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps, horn, etc
everything good; £90, or near ofler.—Eton and

Ltd.. 260. BnUmm High Ed., S.W 17 [5621

5 IT

TAYLORS
and get it NOW
Your Motor Licence

Card Holder

Direct or flush fitting holders
in aluminium or brass. Price,

4 -.

Holders, with special clip fi

tings,for cars and motor cycles.

Brass, 5, - ; Nickel-plated,
6 6
Postage and packing 4d extra.

HANDLE-BAR WATCHES- Black &aish
plaia dial, 20,/- Ditto illumiDated dial,

25/- Postage and packing, 6d

FOOT MUFFS for sidecar passengers make
winter riding enjoyable. Made of leather cloth,
:iQd heavily fur lined. Price, 45/-. Carriagel/-

HANDLE-BAR MUFFS take care of the
driver's comfort, and arc far superior to gloves.
Black waterproof, lined with warm cloth
Price, 15/6. Ditto, wool lined, 25/-. Tan
leather, fur lined. 50/-. Carriage, 9d.

LOW GENERATORS make winter riding a

pleasure—they are absolutely dependable.
Motor Cycle Size, £2 17 9 Carriage 1/6.

Sidecar Combination Size, £4 10 9, Carriage
1/6.

Write for iiluslrated Booklet.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms—.-Vccessories, Spare I'arts, and Repairs ;

2 1 A. STORE STREET. Tottenham Court Rd., W.C. 1

.

Motor Cycles and Cars :

52-53, SUSSEX PLACE. SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Wholesale :

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C. 1 .

Garage : Tottenham Court Road, W.i.
'Phones : Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240.

Motor Cycle, and Cars. Kensington 7260.
Telegrams :

" Dynametro, Westcent. London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 2-'^h.p., 2-speed, 1914. dutch, kick
starter speeiJometer. Tan-Sad, lamps, all acces-

sories; £60.^40. Old Rd. West, Gravesend. [6139

1 Q 20 Don^lBs CombinatioD, 5 lamps, mechanical
Xt7 horn, regietered Sept., n^ new. espert esamination
invited, room wanted; £155.—Gibb, Motors, Glouco-^ter.

[6340
~|Q20 Douglas Combination, only done 1,000 miles^
-L«/ wind screen and all accessories, in good condi-
tion; £125.—Bounds. 223. High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.

[5956
IQl? 4h.p. Doufflas Solo, good condition, just over-
--«/ hauled; £50 recures; owner going abroad.—Apply,
Orouch End Motor Co., Coleridgo Rd., Crouch End.
N.8. [5806

1Q17 4h.p. Douglas Combination, engine recently
J-t/ overhauled; £90; any trial.—Herbert Robinson,
Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge, Tel. : 995. T.A.

:

Bicycles. [6415

"IQ20 4h.p. Douglas, solo, brand new. £118, or with
XJ/ new Douglas sidecar, £152.—Edwards. 50. Har-
rington Rd.. South Kensington. 'Rhone ; Kensington
3709. [4748

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917-1918, nil acces-

sories. pt?rfect mechanical condition.—For prices

anJ arrangements to view, write Bos 69, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [5774

33.h.p. Douglas.—We have n few reconditioned mn-
-4 chines whicb wo ore prepared to cleor at £50

eacli. Kunrnnteed lower than cost.—Autoveyora, 84, Vic-

toria St., S.W.I. [5830

4h.p. Douglas Combination, complete with lnmp5, hood
nnd screen, sidecar just painted; a barpaiu, £70;

niter 7 o'clock, or week-end.—Lyudhurst, Woodhouso
Ed., North Fiuchley. [5612

1 Q14 Douglas. 2-^ih.p.. T.T., fully equipped, splendid
-t-«7 condition, guaranteed in evcrv way; £50; easy
payments.-Homac'a, 245, Lower Claptdn Rd., N.E.
"Phone : Dalston 2408. [6366

EH CLARK can givo you good service both In new
machines and spares; try me. I may be uselul to

you.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196.
Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016

£55>—1917 2''ih.p. Douglas. 2-speed. Thomson-
Bennett. Amac, new P. and H. head lamp,

makers' colours, plating, enamel like new. several new
p.iru.-63, Solon Rd.. Bri.\ton, London. [6032

XTl'-^' 1921 Douglas 2^;b.p., 2r;peo(l, £85; new 1921
^* DouKlas 2*-,h.p.. 3-^peed. £100 and £105; new 1921
nougla.H 4h.p.. 3-apeed. £130; immofUatt! deliveries from
Htock.—Marston, 31. Bridge St.. Chester. [6153

F.O.C.H. hove Q lot© 1919 Douglas combination,
many accessories, as new, cheap.- 5, Heath St..

Hampf^tead (nr. Hamp.'iteQd TuImj Station). 'Phono:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. includinj Saturday.^

[5897
T Q20 2^jh.p. Douglu?. 3-.speed. P. and H. lampa,
A *y Klaxon , Cowey speedometer, knee gri p^t. new
apare chain, many new Hpnres, meclinnically perfect, con-

dition na now ; £82.—Geach, Quarry View, Banetend
Rd.. Carshnlton. [5729

fjilh.p. DoukIos. W.D.. delivered from makers 1920.
'*W4, enclosed clinin, Watford trip speedometer, lamps.
P. nnd H., Cowey alnminium horn. milenKo negligihl^.

absolutely new; nny trial; 59 gnd.— 88. Brook Gre^n.
Hnmmeramith. [6205

1 O 20 4Ii.p. Doutflas Combination, splendid condi-
-»-»/ tion, practically now. Easting. Lucas lamps, tools,

Iota of spares, overalls, etc. : £145 ; not run since
August ; bought car.—Richnrddon, 92. Oakfleld Rd..
Cannon Hill, Birmingham. [5901

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-
22iih.p. Douglas machines, 1921. kick etart

models, 3 speeds, clutch, £105 : 4h.p. combinations.
£170; 4h.p. flolo^, £130: also 2^4h.p. W.D. Uou^'llls,

supplied from Douglns works, £85. Easy terms arninK^d
or exchange. [6291

DOLTGLAS Motor Cycle on easy terms ot payment;
4h.p. combination. £170; 2-speed solo model,

£100 ; 3-speed clutch and kick starter model, £105

;

plus a small charge for delivery from works to Lon-
don. The above are makers' list prices. For easy pay-
ments 4% extra ia charged, only one-fifth deposit,

balance payable by 12 monthly mstalments. Write
lor latest lists of other machines in stock, etc.—
Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Brompton Rd., London. [-5969

Edmund.
NEW 1921 Edmund-Blackburne, spring 'frame; £105;

immediate delivery from stock.—Morston, 31,
Bridge St., Chester. [6152

SEPT. 1919, Edmund, spring frame, 2^ih.p. J.A.P..
Enfield 2-.^peed. oa new througbout ; sacrifice £60.

—Walton. Dawson Sq., Burnley. [X4686

EDMUND 2Sih.p. J.A.P.. fitted with Enfield 2-sreed
gear and clutch, spring frame, shop-soiled only

;

bargain, £84.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St..

Birmingham. [0359
Enfield.

EW 1920 Enfield. 2-stroke. 2-speed; £75; in stock.—
Randal, Andover. [0369

20 6h.p. Enfield Combination, brand new;
£150.-35 Bishop St., Shrewsbury. [6112

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p. ; any trial; special price
£82/10, no offers.— 63, Walm Lane, Crickiew.xid.

N.W.2. [X474«

N
19

Ml Utters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date or the issue. B25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. I

EnOeld.
|

*|Q21 Eoygl Enfieids; Si. p. combination £160, 214I1-P.
-H-t/ 2'3tiok6 2-epeed je65.~Stacey, 12, liicclesall Rd.,

.eiiefiield. [X3796
T QIS Enfield, all on, with hood. and screen; any
J-*^ trial: very good order; offers.—98, Park Rd.,
West Ham, E.15. [5952

ENFIELD Combination, as new, all accessories.; no
reasonable ofler refused.— Grimes, 18, Biuton Place,

Bond St., W.l. [6312

ENFIELD 2-stroke, late 1915, with 1921 -piston, ex-
cellent condition; excliEinge modern 4-Btroke.— 41,.

Anerley lid., S.E.19. [5733

ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke, 2-sreed, all-chain, electric
light, mileage 200; £55.~Dunn'E, 326, Euston

Rd., N.W.l. Museum 5391. [5521

1(t|20 Enfield Magdyno 8b. p. Combination, bought 2
J-«7 weeks ago, Eiisting screen'; £170, or ofier.—Spurl-
ing, 8, Courtliope Rd., HmJipstend, N.\V.3. [5878

ENFIELD Combination, 1917, 8h.p., dynamo light-

ing, best cycle in this district; £135.-374, Grove
Green Rd., Leytonstone. 'Phone ; Wanstead 48,

[6351

1 Q20 Enfield 2-stroke, horn, large P. and M. lamps,
-1-t/ mileage 600; £75, or exchange 1914 Scott or
Douglas and ca-sh.—15, Nursery Av., Hale, Cheshire.

6124
-j Q21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, with or
X«7 without dynamo, in stock, immediate delivery;
list price.—J- Smith and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd.,
N.W.l. .

[0352

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, Sh.p., Bosch, Binks,
unused 1917-1919, perfect order, accessories,

spares ; £95 ; trial.—Kingst^ignton Vicarage, Newton
A))bot. [5745

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, electric lightincr.

Easting, first-class condition; £92/10.—Ne^vnham
Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [6322

ENFIELD (Royal) Twin, 2-speed, free engine, all-

chain drive, under 200 lbs. weight, ready to drive
away ; what offers? Would entertain exchange.— 61, South
Noi-wood Hill, S.E.25. 5619

33h,p. Twin Enfield, engine No. 2C111I6088, En-
4 field 2-(i;peed gear, all-chiiin drive, Easch mag-.,

good tvres, good running order; must sell; £35.— 125.
Rugby Rd., Leamington. [58*24

1 Q20 Enfield 2-stroke, brand new and unregistered,
J-*y 2 speeds, chain drive; sacrifice, ^£65; exchanges
or easy terms.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd..
N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [6563

"1Q16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas head lamp
itf and generator, Lucas horn, tyres pood, mechanical
condition excellent; £125.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-
35, Green St., Ctimbridge. Tel.: 995. X.A. : Bicv<-]pb,

[6416

Sh.p. Enfield Combination, to makers' specification.
for early delivery, £160; dynamo lighting model.

£182 plus delivery from works; deferred payments for
" a email extra charge.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromptnn
Ed., London. [5976

"|i[416 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, splendid condition,
JL«? very fine engine, all accessories, new oversiz^e
tyres, electric lighting; viewed by appointment week-
ends ; £130, or near ofier.—13, Green Dragon Lane,
Winchmore Hill. [5709

1 Q19 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., dynamo light-
Xt/ ing, fitted hood, screen, carrier, in splendid
order, only wants seeing ; ^140 ; exchanges or easv
terms.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [6362

1 Q18 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., fitted hood,
X*r screen, all lamps, carrier, horn, in splendid
condition, guaranteed in every way; snip, £110; easy
payments.—Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
Phone: Dalston 2408. [6361

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.-
1921 new 8h.p. Royal Enfield combinations from

stock, dynamo lighting model £182. standard £160-
new 1921 2i/ih.p. Royal Enfield 2-stroke, £65. Cash.
exchange, or easy terms. [6292

ROYAL ENFIELD 1913 Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P.,
Bosch, 2 speeds, adjustable tappets, sprung boards,

lugg'age grid, cane body, 700x80 metal, rubber, Avon
driver, Dunlops, 2 lamps, all splendid condition, new
li.enolds; trial; £95.—Rowe, Basted, Boro' Green, Kent

. [5740
I^NFIELDS.—The cheapest twin combination on the

J road. We are North London agents, and can give
immediate delivery of the standard model, £160; elec-
tric model, £180; trade supplied. "All spares in stock
—Jones' Garage, Mu(;-\vell Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside
Parado. North Finchley. [0380

"8 021 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Tickers engine, En-
-H-«-' field hood, wind screen, Xucas Magdvno set,
special tyres and saddle to order, Watford trip speed-
omoter, horn, Icff-shields, new this week, costing £209,
sacrifice, £195, tax paid; owner bought solo machine.
—37. Albert Ed

, Handsworth, Birmingham. [X4742

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.-Brand new 1921 Roval
Enfield combination, 8h.p., Vickers engine,

Lucas Magdyno lighting, horn, leg shields, luggage
grid, wind .screen, speedometer, etc.. guaranteed; will
pay purchaser. 1921 licence, iust delivered, cost £200
feelling private affairs; £175, no offers; seen London
district.-Box 1,373, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6260 ,

ALEXANDERS

IgreatI
1

;
i

i #% M. "" i
i ^^ Mm. I Bb i
i ^3 J"% "

—

^

1 ' 1
i of new 1920 models and i
i second-hand machines i

I CONTINUES TO I

i BEAT ALL RECORDS I

HERE ARE JUST A FEW SAMPLES:— 1

1920 CLYNO, 2-stroke, list price ;

IT^. Brand new for - £60 lOs. !

1920 3 h.p. CLEVELAND,
j

2-stroke, ;£85. Brand new for £62
!

1920 2i h.p. METRO-TYLER, !

Model S, £96. Brand new
I

for - - - - - £66 10s.
i

1920 6 h.p. BAT, 3-spced, ;/^i6o.
j

Brand new for - - - £127
j

1920 7 h.p. INDIAN Combin- i

ations, £223 14s. Brand :

new for - - - - £194 lOs. !

1920 6 h.p. WILLIAMSON Com- I

bination, £200. Brand
new for £156

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH Combin-
j

ation, electric lighting,
j

£216. Brand new for - £176

1914 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed,

and Sidecar - -
_

- - £48

1914 2j h.p, DOUGLAS, 2-speed £30

1920 KINGSBURY Scooter,

£46 I OS. Brand new for £30

1920 6 h.p, A.J.S. Combination,
dynamo lighting, good as

new £195 I

SEND FOR FULL LIST.
AU machines sent carriage paid.

Aiexander&Co.
113-115, Lothian Road,

EDINBURGH.
272-274,Gt.Western Road,

GLASGOW.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior

EXCELSIOR, June, 1919, 23/;h.p. J.A.P., l-str. ..
single.—Ashley, Piobus, Cornwall. ,[0371

PXCEL.SIOE 2'-Ah.v., S(;pt., 1920, perfect, 2-speed
-•-' VilUers; or exchange combination, cash.—Thos
Laoy, Grasbr, Lincoln. [573:

F.N.
4-CYL. F.X. Combinations and Solo Singles actuaUs

in stock.— Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton Place, >!ei
Bond St., W. [630!

Xp.N. Combination, 5b. p., 2 speeds, lamps, tyiCL,
-- good condition, recently overhauled, roomy coach
built sidecar.-Ofl'ers to E., 75, Talgarth Ed., Baron
Court. [583'

A'CYJj. F.N., mechanical Talves, saddle, tank, slopini
^X top tube, 2-speed gear, handle-bar clutch, am
conchbuilt sidecar, wind screen, hood, new Dunlop Sin
tyre on back wheel and sidecar ivheel ; lowest price £85
trial here by appointment.—Kichesr 61, Union St., Eec
ford. [X474'

F.N, 5h.p. Sports Model, enamelled red, 2-speeds
clutch, kick starter, dynamo lighting, Cowe:

M.H. speedometer, mechanical horn, all tools, escep
tionally fast and economical, new Dunlop tyres, com
plete, and as new; absolute bargain at £55.—A., 136
Ravensbury Hd., Earlsfield, London, S.W. [604!

Griffon.

GRIFFON Twin, in good going order and ronditioi
lamps, etc. ; f30.—A. Wyeth, The Hollies, Eai

Oakley, Hants. [X460

Harley-Davidson.
HARLEY Sports, new, fully equipped; £142.—Clai

7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [638

Q K GNS.—1918 Harley, Canoelet, electric, all pe" «-' lect.—Derby Arms Garage, Mortlake, [X46il

HARLEY Combination, 1916. nice order; exchang
for Ford van.—302, London Rd.. Croydoi

'Phone : 2237. [638

HARLET-DAVIDSONS.-I haye at present a gi
assortment in" stock, all fully guaranteed.—Ro

86. High Rd., Lee. [56

HARLET-DAVIDSON.-All models in stock, new ai
second-hand.—Sols agents, Bambers', Southpoi

Lancashire. Tel: 607. [50(

1 9(\ GNS.—1919 Harley with genuine bulbous sid
-^ "^^ car, brand new condition, exceptional engia
—54, Coval Rd., Mortlake. [46^

HARLEY-DAYIDSO.N 1919 7-9h.p. Combinfftib
fully equipped, low mileage, equal to new; £19

—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X47,

1Q20 Harley-Dayidson Model J., with Mills-Fulfo
JLiy sidecar, new 3 months ago.' as new- £210
Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Sheffield. [X37:

"I
Q20 Harley-Dayidsori and Henderson de Luxe sic

-*- •^ car. 7-9h.p., small mileage, spares; buying ca
£175.—Wall, 20, Promenade, Southpoit.- [56i

1 Q18 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, 3-speed. K.S., wi
A-iy new Canoelet sidecar; £100, bargain.—J.
Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [63'

"IQ19 Harley, 1920 sidecar, fully equipped, new cl
-Lt/ ditiou, many spares; £150. or lightweight a]

cash.—17, Charles St., Hatton Garden, E.G. [58

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1920, T-gh.p.relectric mod
as new. discs, speedometer, mileage 200 ; £150

Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.l. Museum 5391. [33

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p. Combinati(|
tools, mileage 1,200, electric lighting; £195.-

West. 71, Norbury Crescent, Norbury, S.W.16. [03l

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, shop-soiled 4h.p. twin, co]

plete with speedometer and Klaxon horn, for i:

mediate delivery; £150.—The Walsall Garage, Wals
Tel.: 444. [40

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1918, plating, euam
tyres as new. mechanically perfect ; esceptioi

bargain, 85 gns.—Railway Arch Garage, Denmark R
Camberwell. [57

1020 Flat Twin Harley-Davidson. 4h.p., with Mo
Xt/ A Henderson sidecar, all accessories, only
months old; £160.—Apply. Pavilion Garage, Sloa
Sq.. London. [61

"1Q19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, j
-S-^ overhaaled and re-enamelled, new tyres througho
in excellent condition.—Tel.; Museum 6626.—A. S,

60, Moitiuler Si;., W.l. [6;

HARLEY-DAYIDSON, 1918,- ex-W.D., mechanic;
sonnu and good running order; £80; approva^l

carriage paid both ways.—Owen, 59, Scholefreld

Upper Hdlloway, N.19.
,

(X4'

HARLEY-DAUIDSON Combination, 1917 (De
electric model, speedometer, 2-seater sidei

(detachable seat), 2 wind screens; £130.-22, Print
Rd., Finsbury Park, London. [5

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., 1

model, electrical, fully equipped, -de luxe side

hood and screen; cost £260; what 'Oflersf-Parkhol

Cottage, Fife Ed., East Sheen. [S'^

BRAND New 7-9h.p. Electric Model Har
Iiavidson. complete with lamps, horn, speeflome

and Mills-Fulford de luxe sidecar, cost £243/10
price for cash, £210.—D. Weston, 59, Cowley St., Dei

[5

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

JAELEr, 1917, not W.D., dynamo ligMins, special

1 arfumul;itor, electjic horu, Tan-Sad, speedometer,
adonieter, excellent condition throughout: quick sale,

95.-Heath. 10, Amblecota Ed., Grove Park, S.E.12.r
[5601

ATE 1920 Harley-Davidson 4h.p. Flat Twin, only
3 months old, practically new, speedometer,

mps. Klaxon, perfect condition; bargain, £140, or
Hirest offer,—Tabah, 24, Oxford Kd., Birkdale, South-
)rt. [5843

915 Harley-Dayidson T.T. Road Hacer, 7-9h.p.,
clutch -model, complete with lamps, mascot,

laxon, mirror, Jones speedometer, 80 m.p.h., many
lares; £115.—W. Owens and Sons, Brunswick Kd.,
uckley. [X4758
ATEST Model 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination.

£220: latest Model V,' Harley-Davidson, £150;

inn*'
^^°^^^ J Harley-Davidson eolo, electric lighting,

190; inimedi.ite deliveries from stock.—Marston.x 31,
ridge St., Chester. [6147

HARLEY-DAVLDSON 1918-1919 Models, thor.
oughly overhauled and guaranteed, solo £100;

th new Montgomery sidecar, £130; easy payments
43/10 down, 8 payments o! £8, solo; £59/15 de-
»sit and a payments £10 for combination.—Maudes',
30, Gt. Portland St., W.l; and Paris St., Exeter.

9
[6419

20 Harley-Davidson, nearly new, mag. ignition,
full equipment of electric lamps, and 2 large

ttenes. speedometer, 2 horns, hood and ecrcon with
ie curtains, luggage grid, pillion seat, discs on all
neels, specially designed leg-shields, saddle back-rest,
irror and clock; cost £325, for quick Bale £250 -will
' accepted, for cash or on deferred payments, £84
poait, balance plus 2V-y, payable by 12 monthly in
.alments of £14/3/8.-Sarrod3, Ltd., 118, Bromptoi
d-, London.

Hazlewood.
-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination,

speed, K.S.. hood, screen, etc,
mne Hd., Tottenham, N.17.

[5978

1918 engine, 3-

£90.-187. Lnns-
[6114

JAZLEWOODJ.A.P. Combination. 1920, 5-6h.p.
J- new and unregistered; £165.—Dunn's, 326,
Listen Rd., N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5530
JEW S-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutch.^ and kick starter, a thoroughly reliable outfit
arrals have a large stock of these, slightly shopsoilcd
£186 eacb, or on deferred payments 4% extra, onlv

le-filTh deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments.
'

arrods, Ltd., 118, Bromptou Ed., London. [5960

Henderson.
lOh.p. Henderson Combination, in good condi.

tiou; £135.-183, Belgrave Gate. Leicester,

„ [X4756
lOh.p. Henderson, 4 cyls., 2 spee<l3. clutch, handle

start, guaranteed: lowest £90.-106, Barlow Moor
. West Didsbury, Manchester. [5854

^XE lOh.p. Henderson Motor Cycle, 2-9peed. handle
' sTrirt, new heavy Dunlop tyres, ready to ride nway.
For nirther particulars apply to Stores Dept., John
eatliLO.1t and Co., Tiverton. [5893

Hobart.

920 23,h.r. Hohart-Jup, 2*peed, kick start, Sturmey-
Archer countershaft, mileage 300; £55.-37,

lington Ed., Surbiton. [5992

Humber.
TUMBEn 3^gl.p. C.B. Combination. 2-speea H S.,V- perfect order; bargain, £68.-49, Solterford Ed ,

otiuT. [6054

EU.MBER, 2h.p., 1913, just overhauled makers. 3-
speed: £45. — Plummer, 40, Cavendish Rd..

ondesbury. [6077

DUMBER T.T. 2-'ih.p., V twin, believed 1916,
just overhauled, new tyres, under 200 lbs.-
16, Woodville Rd.. South Woodford, E.18. [5950

ill.p. Humber Combination, S-speed 3.A. (per-
2 lect), engiae overhauled, perfect condition; any
•1; £42.—Ford. Sotwell, near Wallingtord, Berks.

*
[X4754

rUMBEE 1921 4>gi.p. Flat Twin Model, run onlv
I lew miles, guaranteed as new; £130,—Xewnhaui
tor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone
;uiuiersmith 80. [6328

ni4 25ih.p. Twin Humber, recently rebuilt at cost
t' of £20, new spring frame and forks, bars, belt,
ine rebushed, tyres good, 1920 special Binks with
1, lamps, hooter, tools; nearest £38.—Entwistle. Gar-
, West Haddon, Rugby. [5718

19 3i.jh.p. Humber and Mills-Fullord Corvette
Sidecar, electric lighting set, bulb horn,

wart speedometer, appearance and mechanical con-
ion excellent, low mileage; £125.—Herbert Robin.
, Lid.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. ; 995
. : Bicycles. [6417

Indian.
DIAN 1919 Red Powerplns. as new; £90; snip.—
-3. Courtlands Av., Lee. S.E.12. [6229

21 Indians,'' latest models; immediate delivery;
lists free.—J. C. Phipp, Sherston, Malmesbnry'

its. [612"2

rDIAN Scout 4h.p., Iamp6, horn, speedometer, new
July: £130, or exchange Morgan.—W. Smith, 27,

rence Ed . St Albans. [5983

9
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The Most Highly
Developed Motor
Cycle Ever Built

is the 1921 model

'HENDERSON'
Four-cylinder

THE "HENDERSON" is a

year in front of other high-

powered machines in design and

construction.

Regular shipments of New Models

" Perfect in_ every detail," are

arri\ang, and we can now give

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY !

with or without Sidecar, of this

famous i\lachine, rightly named

"The Aristocrat of Motorcycles,"

in which the utmost refinement

in detail is combined with

enormous power, strength and

stability, easy to handle, and

wonderfully balanced.

HENDERSON
Four-cylinder

can now be supplied with a

Reverse Gear if required

—

ideal for Taxi-Sidecar work.

Send for Maker's Illustrated Catalogue.

Sole Midland Distributors
for the Counties of Warwickshire,
Worcestershire, Staffordsbirc. Salop.
Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire, and
Derbj'shire

—

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPX
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM-
Telephone

—

Central 736'
(2 lines).

Telegrams

—

" PRIMUS,
Birmingham,* *

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

LATEST Model Indian Scout, £135; or with specinl

sporting sidecar and speedometer, £165.—ilarston.

31, Bridge St., Chester. [6154

NDIAN 7-9h.p. 1915 Solo, speedometer fitted, £70;
— Eadco 2.speed 2'Ah.p.. £42; both good condition.—
Hill, 54, Eign St., Hereford. [6087

16 Bed Indian 7-9h.p. Twin, mag., 3 speeds.

clutch, spring frame, must sell; gift, 59 gns.—
88, Eepllnghnm Kd., Southflelds. [5993

"IQ19 7-9h.i). Indian and 1920 bulbous back sidecar.
J-i' almost new; any trial; £135.—Conner, 86.

Victoria Rd., Stroud Green, N.4. [X4752

INDIAN and Sidecar, 1915, S-specd, clutch, K.S., all

lamps, in perfect condition; £60.—Dunn's, 326.

Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum 6391. [5523

90.—1915 5-6h.p. Indian, S.speed. etc.. Swan side-

^.-^ car. new Dunlops. lamps, accessories, new condi-

tion.— 53. Solon Rd., Brixton, London. [6033

]ni4 Indian Road Racer. 7.9h.p., clutch model, sport-

-V ing bars, tvres excellent, mechanically sound; 48
gns.-Appleton, 16, Ribble Ed., Blackpool. [5756

INDIANS.-Six 1917.18-19 7-9h.p.. 3 speeds. Power-

plus engines, saddle tanks clutch, kick starters;

Irom £70 lu £100.—Parker's: Bradahawgate. Bolton
[X4726

1 Q20 Indian Combination, sporting Swan sidecar,

XI/ dvnamo lighting, all spares, as new; £180.—
Greaves; 43, Lithos Hd., South .Hampstead. London.

[6222

INDIAN 1920 4h.p. Scout Model with sporting tide-

car to match, fully equipped, indistmguishabla

from new; £155. -Parker's. Bradahawgate, Bolton.

NDI AN 1915 7-9h.p., speed model, clutch, lamps,

a. mechanical horn, tools, new tyre, chain, splendid

order; £55.-Bramwcll, 4, Market Sq., Stony Strat-

lord. Bucks. l-°'-°'

1O20 Indian Powcrplus, dynamo lighting, spccdo-

11/ meter, ampmeter, Milllord de Luxo bulbous

sidecar, screen, tooU : £185. nearest.-33, Y'E'o"a
St., Coventry. 1X4838

BARGAIN. 1916 Indian 7-91i.p. Powerplus, S-speed,

rood lamp?, chains, tyres, lery good fast machine;

£65; or exchange Into B.S.A. or lu.p. Douglas.-

Illaudon, Lokenlieath, Suffolk. l=>'>-'-

INDIAX 3''.h.r., clutch model. 2speed gear box.

lampi. etc.. ready to ride away; nearest oiler to

£50 eecures; can be seen end tried by appoint^

ment.—61. Ivy Rd., Cricklewood. [bii^

1 rk20 (Julsl Powcrplus Indian Combination, dynamo
La lighting, speedometer, Tan.sad, Eastin? screen,

mileage under 3.000, insurance trial by appointment:

£175 -Cliflord, Thornhill, Slalybndgo. [6063

INDIAN 1920 (Aprill Uowcrplus Combinntion. excel-

lent condition, Mills-Fulford sidecar tasting wind

screen KInxon horn. ele<-tric li«>'Vi"i.'>r,''°S?'
\'lll;,';fs

carrier; £200.-Li8more, 169, Hatfield Hd., bt. Albims^

1 n20 Indian Powerplns and Sidecar, complete with

Lif dvnamo lighting, wind screen, spares and acces-

sories, condition as new, perfect ">
«'»'V'?2V„r'S

^
"oOO; £175.-Elton Morris. Tho Gaer, Hereford.^^^^^

1 ms-ie Indian, 5.6h.p.. T.T., all lampsT Bonnikscn

19 speedometer, knee grips, guaranteed perlect in

^crv wav- f85; exchanges or easy^payments.-

IlomaCr 243 Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E. 'Phone:

Dalston 2408.
^°""'

INniA'V MilU-Fulford Combination. 7-9h.p.. 1915.

2-™1ed H. and F. clutch, spring frame, engine

excelkuV^Mdorfowner m«hnnic any trial lamps horn.

cC; £100.-Sage, c/o Power House, D.S.D.. B.A.I .

Kingenortu, Hoo, Rochester. 1="°'

1 rksn Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, spring frame.

l9'dvuamol%hting.Wtric horn, speedometer, IW
and foot clutch control, Tan-Sad, ""'^aBO 2 OOO splen

Sm condition, "npunctured, srare va ve, and tube, £160

—Bramble, 9, Cambridge Av., Lintoln. l=°-">

-in 19 ILatcl 7.9h.p. Indian Powerplns Combina-

19 lion, electric model, speedometer, mileage under

5 000 perlect condition, absolutely sound, all tools

and siiares, licensed for 1921; bargain £175.-

Ci.te"^ Heathbank, Vine St., Kersal, Manche^ster^

SPORTING 7-9h.p. 1916 Indian Combimation, "I/T.

bars. Phoenix torpedo sidecar, discs all round,

hand and loot clutch and 3.specd. brand new tyro

cSodvcarl on rear, beautiful condition thorughout:

terrain £90. or near olicr.-Karslake, 11, Montpelier

S^, aw 'Phone : Kensington 4098. [6095

IxniAN fHendee Scecial) 1914 7.9h.p. Combination,

2"speed, kick starter, speedometer, undersluiig

coachbuilt sidecar, Orto screen, stormproof cover, out-

fit recently overhauled, costing £30, fully equipped,

?oual to new; bargain to immediate piirchaser; selling

omng to drastic Irish motor restrietions.-Gracey

Monaghan. ,
'-

Ivy.

IVT Cycles —1921 models in stoct.-Rothwell and

Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage, Malvern. [1795

IVY 1921 Models.—Sole- District Agents. Wessex

Motors, Lt4., GO, Catherine st. Sahsbury

Phone: 72 t=008

IVY 1919 2^4h.p.. 2-specd, T.T. bars, large P. and H.

Umps. disc wheels. Dunlop tyres, insured for £70;

bargain, £55.-H. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [3710

All letters lekitina to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ivy.

IVY. tlie aristocrat of its type; delivery ol all models
Irom stock; prices and catalogue post free.—Sole

District Agents, The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel. :

144. [4011

IMMEDIATE Delivery oj all Ivy models, the acknow-
ledged finest lightweight.—Full ijarticulars. H. G.

Henly and Co.. London and District Agents, 91, Gt.
Poitland St., W.l. Mayfair 4084. [0022

•lames.

JAMES 41/ih.E., 1916, fully esuipped, 3-sEeed; 48 gns
—17, Heaton Ed., N. iVIitcham. [6994

NEW 1920 5-6h.p. .lames Combination; £190.-
Shcpheid, Euaeld Highway. Tel. : Waltham 0]oas

31. [0340

JAMES Combination, 1915, 3-speed, countershaft,
fully equipped; £68.—202, Munster Rd., Fulham,

S.W.6. [5954

1Q20 5-6h.p. James Combination, electric lights
-it' £165; exchanges.—70, Beechcr Ed., Cradley
Staffs. [X4689
JAMES t'4h.p. S-speerl Combination. 1915, reienth

overhauled; £70.—Brookman, 6, St. Albans Ed.
Watford. [5677
JAMES Si/oh.p. Twin. 3 speeds, solo model; in

stock for immediate delivery.—Philpot, Motors
Canterbury. [6074

1 Q21 2-stroke James, Miller lamps, horn, tools,^t^ insured, little used, unpunctured; £65.—Klein,
6. Northampton Place, Swansea. [6224
TAMES New Combination, all models for immediate^ delivery from stock.—Sole district agents. The AT.il

sail Garage. Walsall. Tel.: 444. [4012
"jQ20 S'/jh.p. . James Twin, Lu.ics lamps, horn
-»-*J' speedometer, spare cover, tube, and accessories:
£120.—Chidlow, Bromsgrove Ed., Eedditch. [X4619
TAMES, January, 1020. 2i,4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed.^ horn. Miller lamps, excellent condition, ready to
nde away; £55.—Eose, Booth St., Ripley, Derbyshire,
_ _ [5803

1 Q20 5-6h.p. .Tames Combination de Luxe, mileage
--V l,80o; tyres unpunctured, Lucas lamps, Binks,
Cowey, unscratched, as new; £160.—Priest, JL2, Lewin
Rd., Streatham, S.W. [6075
1Q19 Sh.p. Twin James, 28in. wheel niodel. and
--•^ Grindlay de Luxe sidecar, hood, screen, luggage
grid, etc., fully equipped: property of a client order
1921 model; bargain, £105 spot cash.—Clapham
(Motors), 27, Sfeockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.
'Phone: 751. [6408

J.A.P.

1Q20 2yh.p. Jap.British Excelsior, lamps, horn,
J-tl' speedometer, as new; £60, or exchange
Triumph.—145a, Howard Rd., Walthamstow, E.17.

[6181
Kerry.

KERRY 3i,ih.p., excellent condition; £25.—Apply.
57. Lone Lane. Boro'. S.E. [5859

.... seen after 7
-Vander Beeck. Turpington, Bickley

Kent. [5841
Lea'Francia

J EA-FRANCIS. M.A.G.. brand new

57. Long Lane, Boro', S.E.

TZEREY 2'4h.p._,_ adjustable pul^ley;
p.ui. £12.-

£116.-
7, E-Xhibition Rd., S.W. 7,

LEA-FEANCIS Twin Combination, 2-speed,
£85.-H.S.. 33. St. Steuben's Rrl . Row

-Clark,
[6378

- --,-—., clutch;
-H.S., 33, St. Stephen's Ed., Bow, E. [5691

1 Q20 Lea-Francis Twin Solo £120. combination £135
Jltf -Tel.: Museum 6626.—A.S.O., 60, Mortimer St.,
W.l. [6282
TyAUGHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, l;.0.4.-
»' Netv 3y2li.p. Lea-Francis from stock; £115-

cash, easy terms, or exchange. [6289
LEA-FRANCIS 1917 3y2h.p., 2 speeds, clutch. HtK.'.

with brand new J.A.P. engine, perfect; £90.
Parker's. Eradshawgote. Bolton. [X4718
T EA-PEANCIS 1920 S'-Jh-P. Twin, run few mile?
-f-^ only; £100.—Newnhani Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [6325
T EA^FEANCI3, 1921.-^Place your name on our
-1-i waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic
mounts.-A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St.
W.l. [0099
1" EA-FRANCIS 1921 Models.-We are now accepting
JLJ. orders for early delivery; your enquiry esteemed—Mebes, 154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone 3426
Mayfair. [3260T EA-FEANCIS. M.A.G.. ns makers' speciflcatlons
-t-' shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price; now is the
time to buy.-Mebes. 154-156. Gt. Portland St W

1

'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [5792
2-speed. clutch and kick starter
at list price, £130. or on de-

ferred payments 4% extra; only one-fifth deposit
balance by 12 monthly instalments.—Harrods Ltd
118, Brompton Ed., London. [5962

NEW Lea-Francis.
M.A.G. engine:

Levia.

T EVIS. Levis. Levia.

/^lENTLEMAN^'S Popular Model, £60; lady's Popular
^-^ Model. £60; immediate delivery. Levis ppecialist«
and sole distributors for London and district Spare
parts stocked, repairs undertaken.—Vivian Hatdie and
Lane, Ltd., 24. Woodstock St, (off Oxford St.). Bond
St., W.l. [0384

[ iS^i^

SAY BOYS,

MAKE SURE OF

YOUR 'BUS

AND

GET HERE

FIRST.

DOUGLASES AND TRIUMPHS
Re-enamelled and plated in maker's
colours. Engine and gear box thoroughly

overhauled in our own workshops, and
carrying our 3 MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
DOUGLAS

2^ h.p. 2-cpeed £65
4- h.p, 3-speed, kick-starter. Solo . . . . £85
+ h.p. 3-speed, kick-starter, CombiuatioD

with new Burlington Sidecar . . £110

TRIUMPH
4 h.p. 3-speed Countershaft £100
4 h.p. 3-speed Combination with new

Burlington Sidecar £130

We have large stocks of Douglas and Triumph
Spares, and shall be pleased to quote you upon
receipt of your enquiries. Trade SuppJied.

BURLINGTON LICENCE HOLDERS, POLISHED
ALUMINIUM. For Handle-bar. Mudguard or
$i(lecar. 3/6 each. Postage 4d.

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS. Convert your Clutch
into Foot as well as Hand-Control. A neat pedal
finished in dull plate, and so designed that it can
be fitted in a few rariments by an amateur. Its

eflect is to convert the standard machine into
combined Foot and Hand Operative Clutch Model.
Price 4/-. Postage 4d, Trade Supplied.

TO RIDERS OF 4 H.P. DOUGLASES. Write ioi:

Particulars of our Clutch Conversion Set. NO
MORE BROKEN DRAWBOLTS. Trade Supplied

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD,.
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.V/.4.

Phone: Brixton 2417,
Grams :

** Burlington Motors, Clapham."
so yards trom Clapham Common JJnder-

ground Station.)
"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

16 21/^h.p. ^Levis, new E.I.C., new DimlopB19
JQ16 Xevis 2l^brp., 2-strofee. 2-speed; £52.-Moffatt

-Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop.
£33

[X47Y(

T EVIS
-L^ omet^r, watch

;

hill Ed., N.l.

Burntwood Lane, Earlsfield, ' S.W.IS. [605:

Baby, 1920, fiill kit, lamps, Cowey speed
£55; seen any time.— 58, Thorn

1588:

LEVIS 1920 2-speed, mileage 800, lamps, accessories
good condition ; £67, or nearest offer.—Molinens

Winscombe, Somerset. [577'

LEVIS, the finest 2-stroko in the world; deliTer
irom stock, £60.—Sole district agents. The 'Walaal

Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [401

2ih.p. Levis Popular Model, brand new from works
4 £60, or on Harrods nniqtie easy payment systen

4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 113, BiomptoD Ed., London
[597(

LEVIS, 2-stroke, overhauled, in perfect order, i

accessories; £35; easy payments. — Officii

agents, Homac"s, 243, Lower Clapt<>n Rd., N.]
Piione : Dalston 2408. [636

1021 Levis Popular, the super 2-stroke, for imm*
J-t' diate delivery from the official agents at £60
easy payments or excbanges.^Homac's, 243, Lowe
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone ; Dalston 2408. [636

LEVIS, exceptional opportunity, ^ only shop-soile
2;.4li.p. motor cycles, used for one test only, othe:

wii9 new; £55 eaijli, carriage paid: first cbeques secnii

—Rutterfields, Ltd., Levis Works, Stechford, Birmini
bam. [X463

Lincoln^Elk.

3ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, running order; £22; "would €3
2 change geared machine, cash adjustment; ofien

—102, Kenyon St., Fnlham. [585

3'/'h.p. Motor Cycle, good rnnnin
mag.; £14/10.—Syd. Pearson, Gat

House, Cheyleamoie, Coventry. [S4B2

PRACTICALLY New Sh.p. Lincoln-Elk, Pbilipso
pullev, lamps, B. and B., enclosed Bosch, ta

50/-; £40\—63, Solon Rd., Brixton, London. [603

L.M.C.

L.M.C.—Webes and Mebes are the sole London an
Home Counties agents; early delivery of all 1&2

models; trade enquiries esteemed.—154-6, Gt. Portlan
St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [325

L.M.C, suspension and ordinary models, j:hop*soilet

as makers' specifications, at greatly reduced price
also 6h.p. and 43iih.p. combinations, second-hand; "

bargain prices.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W
'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [718

Martinsyde.
MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN 1921 Models.—We

now accepting orders for early delivery,
models; your enquiry esteemed.—Mebes, 154-6, G
Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [326

MARTINSYDE Combination, 2 months old, Luci
Magdyno lighting set, electric horn, hood wit

side curtains, wind screen, luggage carrier, Tan-Sa(
complete, condition excellent; £205.—Hewin's Garage
Ltd., The Real Service Firm, Taunton. [630

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.—Sole agents [or Londoi
Essex, Bucks, Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertford

also Cornwall and Devonshire, for Martinsyde-Newma
combination; £170; delivery ex stock; trade supplied
exchanges and deferred payments.—Maudes', 100. G
Portland St., W.l., and Paris St., Exeter. [577

LINCOLN-ELK
order, Bosch

19
Matchless.

21 Model H Matchless in stock;
Agent, Rctherham.

list price.—CroE
[X47^

A/TATCHLESS.

1 Q21 Models now ready; all the latest impro
-'-"«-' mei.'ts. You can have one now, or book delive:
tor any forward date. Every combination personal"
tested by the Matchless specialist- Spares of all daf
in stock.—J. Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead.

[68
VICTORY Matchless, fully Gqnipped, mileage 2,00i

best offer.— 3, Bolina Ed., South Bermondsey,
[56'.

1 O 20 I\Iatchless Combination, as delivered, sho±V soiled; £175.—Wright's Garage, Saffron Walde:
[62£

1 Q21 Matchless Coiibiufttion in stock lor immedia|
J-tF delivery; £305.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sh
field. [X37:

MATCHTESS Combination. 1914, M.A.G., counti
shaft, 3-speed, perfect; £88.—Toop, Caterh:

Valley. [61

T Q21 Matchless Standard, lamps, horn, spal
X */ wheel, screen, mileage 100, 2 weeks ol
£182.—Below.
"j Q20 Matchless, Magdyno, speedometer, hood, spal
JLt7 wheel, screen, brand new, £195, list pri
£241; another, without hood and speedometer, £18
—Edwards, 50, HarrinEton Rd., South Kensingtd
S.W. 7. Tel. : Kensington 3709. [63

MATCHLESS Combination, delivered new 19;

been used, but as new, complete with speei

meter; £185.—Pitt, Amesbury. [58'

1 20 Sh p. Matchle,*s, Magdyno, speedometer, tool

Xtl cost £240, 2,000 to 3,000 mUee ; offers.—2, Buc^

land House, Blandford St., W.l. [56i

B28 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

ATCHLE3S 8L.p. Spring Frame Combination,
Jiotwi. screen, all accessories, Tery slightly soiled

;

.—Marston, 31, Bridge St.. Chaster. [6157

19 Matchless Combination, splendid condition, spare
wheel, all accessories; bargain, £135.—Eton and

Ltd, 260, Balham High Ed., S.W.17. [5620

ATCHLE6S Combination, M.A.G.,' 1921, jnst de-
livered, unnsed, tax paid ; £195 ; exchange con-
ed.-25, Davisville Ed., Shepherd's Bush. [5879

ATCHLESS 1921 Combinations in Stock; ex-
changes arranged.—Authorised agents, R. B.
and Co., 7, E.\hibition Ed., S.\V.7. Kensington

,- [4334
ATCHLESS Combinations, any model; delivery

from stock; deferred payments 5X, including
rt service.—Prior, Motor Engineer, near Station,
.hfield.s, S.W.18. [6125

ATCHLESS Combination, 1918, W.D. model, with
spare wheel and tyre and all accessories, coed

rtion: £130.—Hewio's Garages, Ltd., The Real
ice Finn, Taunton. [6303

20 Matchless Combination, Model H, fully
enuipped, mechanically i)orfect, special engine, and

paid, mileage 2,200; offers near £185.-WainnTiglit,
Held,-, Wolverhampton. [X4474
20 Matchless Model H., M.A.G. engine, Lucos
Magdyno, hood, screen, Cowey speedometer, CVwey

, mirror, watch, all uccessories ; £210.—Griffin,
Warwick St., S.W.I. [5838
ATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders now
with Boss, 86, High Ed.. Lee, S.E., for 1921

:l3; deliveries guarnntoed strictly as i»er order re-
id: n large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models
in stock. (5668
ATCHLESS Model H Combination, to makers'
specification. £205; dynamo lighting model.
1^7/6, or on Harrods unique easy payment system
I small extra charge.—Harrods. Ltd., 118, Bromp-
Ed., London. [5977
20 Miitchless, M;igdyno, hood, triple screen, step,
niiiilshield, speedometer, 6x3ft. waterproof cover,

-pillion seat, e.Kceptionally good- £220.-90 Crof-
Park Ed., S.E. [6005
20 Matchless, Model H, M.A.G. engine, hood,

screen, speedometer, Lucas gas lamps all round,
Jsolutely new condition; £185: exchanges or easy
lents.-Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E.
ne : Dalston 2408. (6365
20 Matchless Model H., Magdyno lighting, J.A.P
engine. Luca^ horn, spare wheel and luggage grid
screen, leg-shields, perfect tliiougliout. mileage

:
sacrifice £200 ; expert inspection invited —Ingle

main, Feckenhanf Ed., Rodditch. [X4'743'

^™|ILESS 1914 Combination, chain drive, clutch
K.&.. MilHortl sidecar, Easting, electric lighting
ge uirrier 700x80 tyres (all new), not another
like It in London, specially nited and tuned: £9D
a, Finchley Ed., N.W.3. Hampstead 7822

T£?»''''^,^^-Ti^°,''','*'u*';*'„'<^'=°snised North London
agents for the delightfully spmng and practically
led Matchless combination; the Rolls-Eoyce on
wheels; immediate delivery from stock- for cashed payments, or exch.inge; trade enpplied: olim stock—Jones' Garage. Mnswcll Hill N 10"oodsvde Parade. North Pinchley. [o'381
TCHLESS 1921 Models.-Immcdiate delivery or
in ™t° ^"a

<'."="'"•„ »">• a DOW model now and
in comfort during 1921 If your funds will not
« a new inachine. we have for disposal severalcomnetition gold medal winner models, laterty of well-known riders; secure one of these —
fr^i pI "Li.'t'^'K'i'^'l

Specialists.: S. E. Clapham
irsj, 27, stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. (6406

Minerva.
i.p. Minerva, C.A.V., B.B.. Druids, perfect- £29-141. Framfield Ed., Hanwell. (S?en Sunday i

[5933
New Hudson.

6 Xew Hudson 3'.5h.p. S-specd Combination nilocces,or,6s; £46.-Alleu, 10. Freshford St., Earl
"

b.U.lB.
jg(,52

u„„'*^'°*°«'^ ^F* Combination, splendid condi-
tion: sacriflc-o £60; must gell.-T. Woods, ParkLoatock Hali, near Preston. [5603

"n-j'*'™!. ^c'i''=°,?
2Wh.p., brand new: £63.-

ISdwards 50. Iferrington Ed.. South Kensing-
.".7. Phone: Kensington 3709. [6357
D.SON 2iih.p., 1920, in splendid condition, acces.
sorips. complete; best offer accepted; inspection1 c. "tV j*^ • "**'' oner accepted; 11.— 1:,. Keed. Edenham. Bourne. Lines. (5940
3 4h.p New Hudson, Jap engine, perfect. Bwd,
f
1,""™!!' h'f^- l°^.eeor iiee<ls adjustinc:

bilt good; £40; an- trial.-Wood. Brishtwell
(X4639

- N«w Hudson 2-stroke, 2-8peod, electric lighting
speedometer, horn, Tan-San, spare tyre, trelt- 60
icuest; perfect, must sell.—115, EarbBeld Ed
worth. (D) . . [5572

^r. '"\;P' 3-speed K.S. New Hudson Coachbuilt
Cornbination, lamps, speedometer, .screen, apron
lored 3 .vears; sound bargain, £55, near offer-
SVi?^~^-S-I- 'S' Dagnall Park, South Nor^
S-E.25 (5949

PROVERBS
UP-TO-DATE.
"A Bike at the Burlington's
worth two elsewhere."

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
1921 CALTHORPE Combina-

tion, Sturmey-Arclicr 2-sp.
(Tax £2 los.) 110 gns.

1920 SCOTT, Sports Jrodel,
2-spcod 130 jns.

1920 DIAMOND -VILLIERS,
'2} h.p., 2-strokc, 2-specd,
clutch, and kick-starter .

.

78 gns.

1920 COULSON-B, 1 lip., 2-sp. £90

1920 NEW IIVIPERIAL-J.A.P. £80

1920 PRIORY, 2] h.p., 2-stroke £60

1920ARDEN, 2-stroke, 2-spccd £58 10

1920 NEW IMPERIAL Comb. £150

1919 HARLEY- DAVIDSON,
electric model £150

1919 TRIUMPH Combination,
complete with electric
•'gliting £135

Any machine supplied on "The
iVIotop Cycle" Deposit System,

BURLINGTON SIDECARS
The last word in Sidecar Con-
struction. Special Models for the

TOURIST

SPEED MERCHANT.

— Write for ow Illnstralcd Catalogue.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

Grams : Barlin5?ton Motors, Clapham."
so yards from Clapham Common Under

^ound StatioQ.)

All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end of each a

MOTOH CYCLES FOR S.\LE.

New Imperial.
IQSO New Imperial Combination, .-is new; £110.—-^" Wright's Garage. Saflron Walden. [6254

1 Q20 New Imperial-Jap. 2-specd, condition as new;
-'-«' bargain, £65.—Putterill. Harpenden. [5953
TV'EW niPERIAL-J.A.P., 2speed, countershaft,
-l-' lamps, all accessories; £39.-17, Manor Drive,
Wembley, Middlesex. [6221
]>TEW lilPEBIAL 1919 Sh.p., Sunbeam sidecar, fullr
J-^ equipped. Easting, excellent condition; £150.-
Parkers, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X1719
lyEW IMPERIAL 1919 8h.p. Combination, complete
;^' with lamps. Easting wind screen, etc.; £140.—
Hereford Jloto- Co., Ltd., Hereford. [5003
DAEGAIN. 1916 2Jrti.p. Now Imperinl-Jap, 2-.epeed,
--' goo<l condition, and spares, accct^ories; £40.-40,

I Wellington ltd.. St. John's Wood, X.W. [5773

i "lyEW IJIPERIAL 1915 2";ih.p., 2-speed, semi T.T.^" bars, complete with lamps and horn; bargain.
£38.—R. D. Varty. Thunderslcy. Essc.\, [3^12

NEW I.MPEEIAL, 1920. latest design, 2"<ih.p. J.A.P.
engine. 2-speed. dutch, kick start, fully eaaippcd,

iis new; 75 gns.-Baldwin, Totnes, S. Devon. (5748

1019 Nen Imperial 2;4'u.p., 2 sixxds. kick starter,
-«-" clutch, Inmpj. Klason, spates, splendid condi-
tion; £65.-11, Sandlord .Vv., Eldon lid.. Wood Green.
^f22. [5982

WAtTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoo Liino, London. E.C.4.—
New 2'.;h.p. 1920 New Imporial-Jap, 2-specd,

clutch and K.S., £80; with 2-siice<l only, £73; easy
terms. [6297

IW'EW IMPEHIALJ.A.P., 1921 model, 2Sih.p., 2-
-L' speed, kick starter, hand clutch, lirand new, un-
used : ininicdiato delivery : 85 gns.- Contrul Garage,
IIouley-on-Thaoiea. [1074

1Q19 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, excellent
-*-v condition, mileago under "1,000, electric light-
ing, speedometer, Cowey horn, Cameo screen- owner
going abroad; £120.—86a, Bedford Hd.. Clapham,
S.W.4. . [5863

"MEW IMPERIAL Motor Cycles and Oombinotions
^^ supplied at manufacturers' list prices lor cash.
or on Harroda nuiaue easy payments system for n
^tnall extra charge: full particulars on application.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118. Brompton Bd., London. [S972

IQ21 New Imperials, all models in stock; combina-
-Li/ tion £186/18, Model 1 £80/17. Model 2
£89/5; exchanges or easy payments.—Official agents,
llomac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phono:
Dalston 2408. (6370

New Scnie.

NEW SC.\LE Motor Cyi'lO: original prico £85,
sacrifico £65; unused.— 64. Blshopsgato. London.

"|Q20 Now Sonlo Combination. 3'/.h.p., 2-8peed, K.S-l" Cow.y spef<loraotcr, kimp.a. Jiotu, perfect condi-
tion: £105.—Apply, 74, BInndHelds St., Balham,
^I^'IZ. (5680
BAItriAI.N. f80.-New Scale 3".h.p. Precision, Bur-

man 2-»peed. hand clutdi. Miller lamps, oversize
new Clincher, speedometer. Klaxon, new Aug. last pnic-
tically unserntched, very low rannins conts, owner (Ire-
land) cannot use.—Capt. Griffith, Kilbrido Camp, Dublin

„ .
[5730

Norton.
NORTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anvwlierc: early

dates—Kelly. Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. [6126
"1Q21 Norton Big Four in stock for immediate
-It/ deliyery.—Philpot. Motors, Canterbury. [6073

SEPT.. 1920, T.T. Norton, fully c<iuipped, mileage
1.500.—41, Tavistock Drive, Nottingham. [5819

BRAND New Isle of Man 1921 Norton. 3-snecd
T.T.; £130; Surrey.-Box 1.370, c/o The Motor

Cycle. (6257

NORTON Motor Cycles—Place that order with me-
early deUvery dates.—Cook's Garage, Shifnal''

Salop. [8136
NORTON 1921 Models.-Sole District Agents. Wcssex

Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury
Phone: 72. (5005

NORTON 1921 Models, Bi? Four and 3i-'.h.p., J-speed
sports; immediate delivery.—Charles Sidney, Ltd.,

140-142, Mnnninghnm Lane, Bradford. [X4767
1Q21 Norton Big Four, with Montgomery 30 gn.
--•^ purple sidecar, brand new turnout, unused;
£165, or exchange solo.—Shaw. Durkar, Wakefield.

1 ni9 S'.jh.p. T.T. Norton. 3.000 miles. Binks, lamps.
J-t/ speedometer, new back tyre, good condition;
£75, or offer.—Corlctt, 1, Crosshall St., Liverpool.

[624SNEW 1912 Norton Big 4 Sporting Model. £135: new
1921 Norton 3l,'..b.p. sporting model, £132: imme-

diate delivery from stock.-Marston, 31, Bridge St.,
Chester. [6146

1 Q20 33^. p. No. 16 Model Norton, special com-
A*-' petition machine and winner of several awards,
guaranteed in perfect condition throughout, and very
fa.-t; £105.—Norton, Bryanston, Leominster. , [5649

N.S.U.
3Xh.p. N.S.T7., 2-speed, will tnke sidecar, good condi-

2 tion; first £20 secures; bargain.—Bennett, King
St., Rochester. [5664

dvertisement, and the date ol the issue. 1329
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
N.S.U.

SALE.

N.S.U. Combination, 3-speed. conntershaft, lovely
condition, late engine; £32/10.—Pearson, Gate

Hollsei Cheylesmore, Coventry. [X4836

N.U.T.
"1020 N.TJ.T. SV^li.p., Lucas M.^gdvno, I>raud new:
J-iy firsf chenue f 140.-Cli.nrles Riduev, Ltd., 140-142,
LM.iuiiiugliam Lane, Bradford. tX4766

1020 N.U.T. 5i/..h.p., horn, speedometer. F.E.W.
-i-v valve attactiments. Magdyno, many spares;
140 gns.—18, Shawfield Park, Bromley, Kent. [6168

N.U.T.—Delivery" trom stock of all models. Sole
^vllolesale and retail agents for Staffordshire; the

trade supplied.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel. :

444. [4014

W. SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yeovil,
official N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for

early delivery; write or 'phone for particulars.—Tel. ;

Yeovil 114. - [5023

N.U.T- 1314 (?) 2%h.p. Twin, c.h.v., single speed,
lamps, Stewart horn, speedometer, tyres new, in

good condition, sporting; £50.—H. Surtees, 28, Basil
St., S.W. [5767

GOLD Medal Winner A.C.U. Trial, 1920 N.U.T.,
Magdyno, Lucas electric horn, magnificent condi-

tion, as new; sacrifice at £145.—Pearn, 69, Birchfield.^
Ed., Kusljolme, Manchester. . [5747

N.U.T. 1920, Lucas Magdyno, condition perfect,
J.A.P, twin, " Sturmey-Arcber 3-speed. original

tjTes, l>arcly used, exceptionally fast, cost £170; first

cheque over £140 secures; despatch, carriage paid,
with guarantee of accuracy ot above description.—
Fisher, 25, Scale Lane, Hull. [5653

O.K.
f>3.h.p. O.K., little used, good tyres, fast; £27.—Shaw.
/^t Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X4769

NEW 1920 O.K.-Junior, shop-soiled; 45 gns.—Cross,
Agent, Rotherham. [X4776

£30.—Lightweight O.K., 2%h.p., very reliable, 2 P
speeds.—Palmer's Garage, " Tooting. [6137 ^

O.K.-UNION, 1920 Model, unused, shop-soiled only
£45.—Hewin's Gkrages, Ltd., The Real Servici

Firm, Taunton.
The Real Service

[6304

O.K.-Villiers 1920 Model, brand new, unused; list

price 48 gns., offers cash or exchange.—103a,
High St., Wandsworth, S.W. 18. [6394

"IQ20 O.K. Union " 254h.p., 2-stroke, lamps, horn,
-ttf spares, coniplete, -.as new; £40, or near casli

offer.—Haining, Ashby Parva, Lutterworth. [5864

Omega.
R . 1920 Omega 2-speed; £75; in stock.—Randall
-L- Andover. [036B

OMEGA 2-strok6 2^j;lh.p. for sale, good condition,
lamps; £31.-63, St. Marys Rd., Heigate. [6225

OMEG.A Model C, 1920, discs, Lucas lamps. Cower
horn, good running order; £80.—Below.

OMEGA Model C, 1920, with accessories, discs, es-
celleut running order; £79;—Hughes, St. John's,

Llandrindod Wells. [6316
P. and M.

P. and M., December, 1919, splendid machine, as
new.—Ashley, Probus, Cornwall. [0370

P. and M., 1912, Millford sidecar, new cylinder and
piston : £55.—Ashbridge, Grove Park, Wanstend.

[5877
"1 Q18 P. and M. S'/ih.p. and C.B. sidecar, full eqnip-
JL"' ment; £66.—Dunn, 326, Enston Rd., N.W.I.

[6374
1 Q18 P. and M. 3J/.h.p., condition as new, lamps,
Li/ etc.; £73.—Baker, Lewsom St., Teynham, Sitting.
liouine. [5860

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
SVjh.p. P. and M.. 1920, £95;-also SV-h.p. P. and

M., 1919, £85; easy terms. [6294

TO 16 P. and M. W.D. Model, in flrst-class
-L*/ mechanical condition, good tyres; price £35,—
Hall's Garage, Ltd., Stevenage, Herts. [5657

"l(n|19 P. and M. Combination, guaranteed perfect
JLif throughout, accessories, not W.D. ; £85.—Lang-
ford's. 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.AV.2. [6232

P.
£.nd M. Combination, in first-class condition,
coachbuilt sidecar and screen, and numerous

spares; £85.—Mr. Allen, 28, Hauworth Rd., Hounslow.
[6079

P.
and M., iust overhauled and - guaranteed by
makers, all accessories, spares, insured ; offers

over *82.—E.N.E., 10, Cobham Ed., Kingston Hill.
[6204

101-S-19 P.M. and Sidecar, hood, screen, electric or
-Lt/ acetylene lighting, spare chains, good mechanic^ll
condition, engine No. 8397 ; £70.—Knight, 4, Pavement,
Coulsdon, Surrey.

"

[5985
"p. and M. Combination. Dnnhill sidecar and storm
-- apron, lamps, etc., fully equipped: £100, great
bargain.-Mel>es. 154-156, Gt Portland St., W,l
Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7188

P.
and M., 1920 model, splendid condition, very low
milea-re, Lucas lighting, Cowev horn, trip speedo-

j

meter. Brooks carrier case; cost £135, accept £115 —
75, Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey. [5979

An interesting leaflet which
is enclosed with every pair of
Ustikon Soles. It explains the
method of fixing without the
use of nails or screws. Once
fitted, Ustikon Soles will sur-
prise you by the money saved
repairing your boots or shoes
at your leisure. They can be
fitted to the thinnest sole, and
by following the directions
carefully, a permanent result
will be obtained.

DAVIS

SOLES I' HEELS

GENTS', al! sizes

LADIES', all sizes

3/9

2/9

Complete with Sol-fix and directions. Q
USTIKON H'^i}:

HEELS 2r-2"
3" —

Please state size when ordering, and
remit 6d. extra towards cost of

postage to the Manager, Dept. E.

ELITE ^
RUBBER ^^
Co., Ltd. ^

264-266
Vauxhall Bridge
Road, S.W.I.

STOCKISTS WANTED

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

p. and M., 1.918, 2 speeds, le-enamelled and plated
*- makeis' colours, guaranteed perfect and as ieT
throughout; £70, nearest; going abroad.—Koselaiyn
Station Rd., New Earnet. 'Phone: 231. [620:

PHELON and Moore ex-Vv.T). Models, thoroughly ovei
hauled and guaranteed, tanks re-enameQed, fron

brakes, chain cases; £78. Similar ruodels overhaule
and gnarant-e^d by makers, £95; with sidecars, £101
and £110; easy payments 7^/^% extra.—Maudes. 10(
Gt. Portland St., W.l, and Paris St., Exeter. [642

Premier.
PREMIER Combination, new engine, new belt, ty«

unpuuctured, perfect condition ; owner Tinablp, t
ride; best offer over £40.-70, High St., Grays, Esse:

1584
£60-—Premier 4h.p. combination, 2-speed gear boj

clutch, kick starter, Dunlops, latest B. and B
enclosed Bosch, excellent condition.—63, Solon Rd
Brixton, London. [603

Ouadrant.
QUADRANT SVsh.p., mag., carburetter, sprit

forks; £12 secures.—Prout. Canon St., Taunto;
[62«

NEW 1920 4yoh.p. Quadrant Combination; £145.
Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cro

31. [03^

QUABRANT 7-9h.p., Enfield gear, new conditio
I.illion seat; £90.—H.S., 33, St. Steplien's E<

Bow, E. [5«
QUADRANT 3V''Ii-P., epring forks. Bosch. £17/1

wicker sidecar, £5/10; gift—Bambridge, 43, Riti
side. King6ton-on-Tliames. [X46

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Slioe Lane, London. E.C.i^.

New 4V'h.p. 1921 Quadrant combination, wi
ftind screen, £147/15 ; also 4y2h.p- 1920 Quadra
combination, excellent condition, £120. [62

1 Q20 Quadrant Combination, fitted Cameo scree
J-»^ all lamps, liorn, etc., as new, mileage un*
300; bargain, £130; exchanges or easy terrasl
tlomac's, 243, Lower Clapton- Rd., N.E. "Phoni
Dalston 2408. _

[SST

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospil
Rd., Sloane Sq., S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7lf

Quadrant sole agents and wholesale distributers
London, Southern and Eastern Counties. Immediate I

livery from stock of new 4Vi;h.p. and 5h.p. models; I

^pares. Single and 2-seater sidecars ready for imn
diate fitting. Deferred payments arranged. [54

£
Radco.

30.—Radco 2-stroke,
~" excellent condition,

m.p.g., electric light.—Seen, 35, Freegrove
Holloway, N.7.

RADCO Lightweight, single-speed, as makers' ^

fications, shop-soiled ; at greatly reduced prii
now is the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portl^
St:, W.l. 'Phone : 3426 Mayfair. [7|

Raleigh.
T>ALEIGH.—We can give delivery of this new mcj
-tV early in February. Book now and avoid
appointment. — The Wimbledon Park EngineeJ
Works, Ltd., 74, Arthur Rd., S.W. 19. Teh :

Wimbledon. [6|
Reading^Standard.

"IQ21 Reading-Standard Combination, dynamo Ijj
J-*^ ing. electric horn, Stewart horn, Tan-Sad,
ing screen, disc wheels, mirror, £20 worth spsi

mileage 400; cost £240, accept £160; exchange ll
A.J.S. Sunbeam. Matchless, Triumph.—60, Walli
ford Av., N. Kensington, W. [^

Rex.

Sih.p. Rex, free engine, less mag.—Apply, Garl
2 Laindon, Essex. [ef

REX Combination, 4h.p., handle start, 2-6peed, ej
lent condition ; nearest to £35.-102, Harold F

Upton Park. [3

REX Twin. 6h.p., 2-speed, 1913, stored Sy^ jk
pplendid condition ; £60, or exchange lower pof

—Box 1,325, c/o The Motor Cycle. [^

£28.—S^th.p. Rex, new mag., Grado gear, belt,

good tyre6, splendid appearance; sacrifice. -I

Parnaby Terrace, Hunslet Carr, Leeds. [|

3ih.p. Rex, powerful machine, semi-T.T. bars,!
2 iustnble pulley, P. and H. lighting, Klaxon

'

sacrifice £32.—Wright, 14, Gordon -Rd., Aldershot. [|

Rover.

1 Q 1 9 6h.p. Rover, splendid condition ; £ 1|
it/ Wright's, Saffron Walden.

TOOVER, 2%h.p., recently overhauled: £15.
Jet Phineas Rett Rd., Well Hall, S.E.9. [1

EW 1921 Speetl Model Rover, 75 ra.p.h., immel
deUvery; £115.—Mareton, 31, Bridge St., ChJ

/»li.p. Rover, 2-stroke, Bosch mag., hood, screen, r
O good running order; £50, or near.—Botting, Bm
stoke.

19 3Voh.p.„ Rover, T.T., Philipson pulley; *,

Newbury, Friars Stile Lodge, Richmond I

Surrey.

lOl'* 3^Ah.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed. lf|

Xt7 horn'; £42/10.—Writer, 163, Kennington :

London.

N-

19

E^o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and t?-e flrtt of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bover.

ih.p. Motor Cycle, Rover frame, tank, footboards.
Triumph back forks; offers.—Bird, 91, Pelham

South Kensington, S.W.7. [6163!

|16 3V2h-P- Rover, Phillpson,. Cowey, overhauled,
complete, perfect, insured; £55, or offer.

—

1.375. c/o The Motor Cycle. [6262
|

119 3>;h.p. Rover Combination, excellent condition,}
lor lute nindel lightweight and cash.—Yate-, 3.

'

rs Rd., Cradley Heath. Staffs. [5772 i

|20',2 Rover, new July. SV-jh.p.. 3-speed, done 1.500
solo only, horn, lamps, speedometer, as new;

15.—Box 1.374. c/o The Motor Cycle. [6261

OVER 1919 T.T,
pass anything,

near.—4, West End

,
guaranteed perfect throughout

,

fully equipped ; must sell

Terrace, Southport.
£82.1

[6170:

OVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with &n
offlcial agent, the man who rides a Rover; im-

iiat« delivery.-Collard. Cook'a Garage, Shifnal.^
[2684

6h.p. Rover Comhinntion, new Feb.. 1920, Ml-chain I

enclosed drive. Easting wind screen, accumulator'
trie lighting. Klaxon, Watford speedometer, mirror;'
5.—Fasken. Sprdadeagle Hotel, Midhuret, Suases.

[5064

OVER Combination, 5-6h,p., run 300 miles only,
fully equipped, as new; great bargain. £145.—

one: Wanst^ad 48.-374. Grove Green Rd., Levton-
le. [6350

OVER 3>^h.p.. connterBhaft model, also T.T. model,
Pliitipson Dulley. as makers' speciftcations. abop-

id; at greatly reduced prices; now is the time to
-MPbes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'Phone:
6 aiayfair. [7191

EW S'/^h.p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted with 3-3peed
utnh and kick starter, and with emart conchbuilt

r,ii : £180, or ou deferred payments 5X extra, one
t-^r deposit, Imlanre by 12 monthly inatfilmenta.—
:--"U. Ltd.. 118. Brompton Rd., London. [5965

1 20 3i,l.h.p. Rover, 3-speed, countershaft, clutch,
kick starter, fully equipped, lamps. Klaxon.

ford speedometer, knee grips, fitted Co.x Atmos
uretter, perfect condition, mileage 2.000. as now;
ain. £98.-E. W. Larby. 14. Whitworth Rd..

Norwooi. 3.E.25. [6397

Royal Ruby.
|20 Royal Ruby .3h.p.. spring frame, os new; £85.
lur quick sale.—Mosedale, 30. Canterbury Rd..

mm, X.W.6. [5765

|18 8h.p. Royal Ruby, S-speed, all-chain, like new;
genuine bargain. £85.-20, Queen St., Hammer-
Broadway. W.6. [6020

20 Royal Ruby 3h.p.. spring frame, kick start.
2-speed; immediate delivery; £120.—The Clydes-

Supply Co.. Ltd.. 2, Bridge St.. Glasgow. [0265

19 Royal Ruby Combinntion. 4h.p. J.A.P., 3-tipecd

Sturmey countershaft, Millford sidecar, hood, etc.,

didly equipped; £85.-24, Cottage Grove, Surbiton.
[5991

)YAL RUBT 1920 3h.p., spring frame. 200 miles:
November equipped £130. sell £120, or es-

ge more sporty 'bus.—Box 1.324, c/o The Motor
[5716

Royal Raby. spring frame. 2-?peed, clntch and
kitk-starter. equipped with Tan-Sad pillion seat,

mechanical horn. etc.. very little u?ed and con
OS new; £100: niav l>e obtnine<l on Hiirrod.-

rwl payment (system.—Horrod^^, Ltd.. 118, Bromp-
Rd., London. [5963

Rudge.
DOE SVi'h.p., perfect running order; £45.—
M:irston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [6155

16 Rudge Multi 3iL.li.p.. lamps, horn, tools; £55.
-Redluud House. Carshnlton Rd., Sutton. [5856

DGE 1919 Isle of Man Model, full T.T. bars
long exhaust, very fast; £80.—Parker's, Bnidshaw-
Bolton. [X4720
!0 I.O.M. Rudge Miilti, brand new. £95; W.P.

'nuRlas 2-f4h.p. part exchange.—70, Beecher Rd..
Staflc.. [X4690

Deposit paid on Rudge Multi. to be delivered
|L921: cannfit tiniah paying. Sell £10.—Bos 1,162.

Motor diJe. (4852

|4 3'-.h.p. Radge Multi, excellent condition through-
1 out. stored 4 years; aaeriflce £40.—Walton. Daw-

Burnley. [X4685
DGE Multi 1915 S'/^h-p. Clutch Model, T.T. bars.
Camps, horn, speedometer; £48.—E. D. Varty.
ersley. Eseei. [371 j

DGE Multi 1920 S'Ah.p.. unused, with Canoelel
llinor sidecar, complete with lamps, etc.; £125
Iford Motor Co., Ltd., Hereford. [5004

Ip. Rudge Multi. T.T. Kirs, fully equipped and
TPsi'itered. only done 100 miles, as new; sacrifice
|-Whit«'s Gtirage, Hinckley. [X4611

Rudge Multi, as new, with lamps, horn, tools,
I'nlr dune 500 miles; bargtiin, £95.—Apply, Bnrk)i-
|tution Parade, Gerrards Cross, Bncks. [5600
EST Model 6h p. Rudge Combination, £150-
lite-t ^model T.T. SVih.p. Multi, £110/5; imme^
leliveries from stock.—Marston, 31, Bridge St.,

[6148

FREB
To every purchaser of a new cover
from the list below we are prepared
to give, free of charge, a new and
fully guaranteed Inner Tube. Don't
miss this opportunity. All goods are
sent Carriage Paid, and on approval,
seven days against remittance.

TYRES
D

2ex2i

Nfake.

Our
I Price.

D
o

46x23

26x2)

2Bx2i
28x3

' 650X65

Englcbcrt Wiredon Rib 25/-
Hutchinson P.TSsenger 44/-
Avon Combination 44/-
Beldam Extra Heavy 39 /6
Bates No. I Special 39/6
Dunlop Heavy 39/6
Clincher De Luxe Ex. Hy. 37/6
Hutchinson T.T 37/6
S. Moulton E«ra Heavy 37 (6

EuElcbcrl Wiredon R.S. 35 /-

Berdam Heavy 34/-
Englebert \ViredK>n Rib 30/-
Dunlop Heavy 41/6
Palmer Cord Heavy 39/6
Clincher De Luxe Ex. Hy. 39/-
Krmpshall .Anti-skid 37 6
Bates No. i Special

;
37/6

Wood-Mitae Extra Heavy 37/-
Avon Tricar Rubber Stud 34/6
Palmer Cord Heavy O.S. '< 59/-
Palmer 2-plv Ribbed I 39/-
Englebert Wired-on R.S.i 35 '-

Englebcrt Wired-on Rib
;
30 /-

Goodyear AW. Tread .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread..

.

Wood-Milne Extra Hea\-y
ElitcE.Hy.Gvd. Retreads
Palmer Cord Hea\'y ....
Avon 3-rib

Dunlop W.D. Grooved
Wood-Milne Steel Stud .

.

Partridge R. Non-skid .

.

Clincher Ribbed 59 6
Clincher Rubber Stud . . 46 6

List

Price.
S'

55/-
68 I9

91/-
64/-

67/-

53 .'6

6: /6

59.'-

59/-
64/-

58/-
60/-

5<;;9

66/-

63 6
75/-

71/6
<>3/9

72 9
74 5

50/3
7=/6
70 1'-

D

46/- 84/-
62/6 01/6
35/- 8l/-
33/.
68/- 79 '6

58;- 75 ;6

S2 6

97 6 n"? '6

8b -
1 Iv) ,'-

Q
o

Q

111

BELTS—IN STANDARD LENGTHs'
Puiilop. P-'dk-r. Batoi.

etc. Por Foot. 1/7
I'n.

1/9

RETREADING
&ncroir* ari

oDf own wi

pert 9U[>er%-

iS UDiIlT (1

D

RUBBER
HIP BOOTS
Made by

North British
Rubber Co., Ltd.
Dominion
Rubber Co.,
Ltd., etc.

Size?; 6, 7, 8,9.10. n 12

18/6
264—266

VAUXHALL BRIDGE
ROAD, VICTORIAA

^Lrelephone: Victoria 6553. J^

All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each ad

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE I.O.M., 1920, mileage 800, overhauled liy

makers, very fast, with or ivithout lightweight side-

car: best oflers.—L. West, 71, Norbury Ciescent, Nor-
bury, S.W.I6. [0376

£40.—3V'A.p. T.T. Rudge Multi, believed 1915-16,
clutch, kick starter, wide tank, foot oiler, ex-

cellent condition, guaranteed.—89, East Hill, Wands-
worth, S.W.18. [6102

"ptJDGE Multi and Sidecar, tullv equipped, condition
-tV equal to new; hareiiln, prif« £75.—Newahnm

I
Motor Co., 223, Hammernnith Ed., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammerfinith 80. [6326

1 Q20 I.O.M. Rudge, Lucas lamps, Cowey speedo-
|J-I/ meter, in superb condition; A^b; exchanges
or easy payments.-Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,
N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [6372

"P UDGE, 3'L'h.p., N.3.U. gears, good order through-
-CV out, lamps, si)are3, tools, under 200 lb., must
sell; ,-ccept £42 lowest.—Spindler, Little Glemham,
Suffolk. [5084

1 Q13-l^ 3i,.\h.p. Rudge Multi and C.B. Sidecar,
Xt7 hand clutch, new back wheel, new handle-bars,
engine overhaule<l by m.ikers, lamps, tyres good con-

diUon. full kit tools, spares, etc.; £50.—Yates. 151a,

Clapton Common, E.5. "Phone : Dalston 1475.
[6164

Scott.

COTT Combination, 1915. mechanieallr perfect: £50:
must sell.- Moss, 496, Oxford St., W. [5698

IMMEDI-\TE Delivery 1921 Scott motor cycle and
combination, in stock.—Millards, Chesterfield. [4003

1 Q14 Scott. iMjrJe^-t order, £11 spent on sundries; sell

-Lv £34.— Sinclair, Klencathni, Wulton-on-ThaUKV.
[5313

NEW 1921 Scott Semi-T.T. Model; £130; immediate
delivery from stock.—Marston. 31, Bridge St..

ClKVitcr. [6150_

SCOTT, 1920, and sidecar, mileage 200, as new, lully

cquipjted; £140.—Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd.,
.N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5520

1020 Scott, absolutely 03 new, done very little

-i-J/ mileage: £110.—Seen at Enterprise Cycle Co..

Queen's Rd., Nuneaton. [6110

SCOTT (Nov., 1919), and sidecar, good condition, low
mileage, lamps, tux : what offers?—Norton, Storth

Uouse, Fulwood, ShelWeld. [6056

I Q20 T.T. Stott. miliflge under 500. condition as
-I. t' now, tyre^ unpunctured: price £95; any trial.—

Hall's Garogo, Ltd., Slevenago, [5656

"I Q20 Scott Combination, spee*lonietcr, electric lamp
Xt/ sft. horns, done cOO miles; what ofleffi?— Grimes,

18, Bruton riace. Bond St., W.l. [6310

SCOTT, 1920 sports model, horn, tools, very small
mileage, enamel os now, plating lair, perfect order;

£110.-11. Lavin. Old House, Sonning, Berks. [5090

]Q20 Scott and Cnnoelet Sidecnr, new July, D.A.
~*y cylinder, little uso-l, excellent order; £130, or

exchange folo machine and ca.-h.—Martin, 212, Harrowby
Rd., Grnntham. [5762

SCOTT Combination, 1915-16, completely overhauled,
enamelled and plated, all new tyros, chains, etc.,

as new; £95.—Mvlam, 197, London Rd., Croydon.
'Phone: 2379. (6160

SCOTT, 1919. with all 1920 improvements, fitted with
dynamo lighting, Binks carburettor, oversize driving

tvre. spare chains, spare tulw, special footrejjts, 1920
Scott sidecar with speciallv built aluminium body: price

£135.-Whurfedale, Box 66. c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4679

Sparkbrook.
VTEW 2Mh.p. Sparkbrook. Villicrs engine, single-

iN speed £69, 2-specd £75; or on Harrods unique
easy payment system 4% extra.-Harrods, Ltd., 118.

Brompton Ed., Loudon. [5967

SPARKBROOK 2^h.p., 2-speed, the lightweight Witt
an ultra finish, as makers' specifications, shop-

soiled; at greatly reduced price; now is the time to

buy.—Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : -

3426 Maylair. 17195
Sun.

20 Sun-Vitesse. 2-specd, lully equipped, as new;
£53.-36, St. Thomas Rd., Hackney, E.9. [5935

4ih.p Sun-Precision C.B. Combinntion, sprung wheel,

-t speedometer, lamps, horn, 2 generators, tyres,

si«xl, mechanically perfect.-62, Galloway Bd., )V12-
[5881

NEW 2"~h.p. Sun-Vitesse. 2-stroke engine, single-

speed." £55; 2-speed, £64; ditto, with clutch and
kick starter, £70; lady's model, ditto, £73; or on

Harrods unique easy payment system 4% extra.—

Harrods. Ltd., 118, Brompton Kd., London. [5971

Sunbeam
NEV,' 1920 Sunbeam S^jh.p. Solo; £155/8; in sto(:_k.

-Randall. Andover. [0366

1 021 Sunbeam. £5 under list price.—Full partionlnrs,

LiJ apply Goodman, EUesmere, Northampton. [5798

SUNBEAM, 1920. 3iAb.p., brand new; *140.—
Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum 5391.

[5525

NEW 3'ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, in crate. lor

immecfiate delivery; £200.-Merilees, Cedar Av..

Chelmslord. [X4738

ertisement. and the date ol the issue. B31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Sunbeam,

CJUNBBAM Brand New 3'^l..l..,
""'"iSj^^^LThTwid'?

h' -witli Lucas lamps and horn ;
£157(10.-1116 ^^m

sail Garage, Walsall. Tel.: M4. l™"°

1Q19 3>ili.p. Sunbeam Combination, speeaometw,

ly lamps,' horn, tools etc., as new.-Tel. :
Mn.emn

6626.-A.S.O., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. l°"

1Q21 31/2I1.P. Sunbeam Combination in stock for iin-

la mediate delivery: makers' list^price.-J. Smith

and Co., 52-64, Hampstead Ed., N.W.I. l-"=°=

qUNBEAM 3>/.ll.p. 1919 (Fr^^^^^^Mmtary Model

» Combination, all accessories, excelleiit cond tio^^

f 145 -Gaussen, Potten End, Berkhampsted. 1"^°

Oh.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1919, j" ffif„„''™™';!us;O electru; light, quantity siares,
.™'»f'"a "'Se

£160, or near ofSer.-Llddiard, Downins St., Cambnn|e^

CtJNBBAM combination de Luze, Sli^p.
41|J«1

I'^jl

k5' Sunbeam equipment, /l^"':,,™"'''
„areVt -Brady,

ometer, Tan-Sad, insurance; £220, nearesi.
^^^^^

Dentist, Blyth. -
,-- ^

QUNBEAM Wh-V- Combination, Ml?_g'l'J.'Xm
k5 excellent appearance an<i .?r<l«! ^^^Sr^fSJ"™
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Hd., \S .6. Phone.

Hammersmith 80.
t a -cT a

WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. *-'"•'*,

1919 Slip Sunbeam combination, spare whee ,

aStif^'Sfl^S*^s-^=^;--

upon request for re-enamellins and plating^-The Molm

eS? Garage Co., Ltd., Wolverliampton. Tel.. "60^^^

fe€r"?i^r^^cS^s^sf''Si-iiX|;
TJpavon, Wilts.

.

31hp Sunbeam, 1920 model, oil bath chain cases,

4 iiminated f ont spring fork, lamps and horn.

Sunbeam NO 1 sidecar \ttld two months ago tyres

almost unmarked; cash oilers inyited.-G. Smit^ rftt

Motor Cycle. Coventry. i-^-'

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., Lucas Magdyno li^ht-

iSf.et and horn, hood with side curtains, «md
screen luggage carrier leg shields, handle-bar muffs

ftcmileale'sOO,. condition ^b=?'«'<^lVM^sWyi e
£285; £240.-Hewin's Garages, Ltd., The Keal ""vice

Fimi, Taunton.

TO 20 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, Lucas *Mm°
Li) lighting, electric and mechanical hoius

speedometer, hood, screen, spare
,
"heel, luggage

caiTier, mileage 2.000; owner l^"/'"!! 1921 outfat, cost

£290 in August, accept £245.-Philpot. 34 St.

George's St., Canterbury. ^""-"^

SUNBEAM 1918 8h.p. Combination. M.A.G.. ovei-

' hauled, excellent condition, electric lights, 9 n

head lamp, wind screen, spare ivheel. tyre, luggage grid

'

speedometer, recently insured; £210 nearest £175.

exchange and cash for touring car.-Bainett, 17, Lane

liam St., Scunthorpe, Lines. i°"-°

Triumph.

NEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Solo; £140; in stock.-

Handall, Andover. luooa

1020 (July) Baby Triumph 2-strokc; £68; as new.-

J-iJ in, Cecil Av., Enfield. [57/b

NEW 1921 Triumph S,D. Combination; £195; in

stock.-Eandall, Andover. 1036"

-»fk20 TT 41i.p. Triumph Solo, shop-soiled; £100.--

XU Wrights Garage, SaHron Walden. [6255

^hp Triumph, re-enamelled 1920 colours; must

4: sellT £60-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [5869

-ffkie Triumph, countershalt, 3-svjeed, hand clutch:

19 £68-55, St. Thomas Rd., Hackney, E.9. [5934

/»/\ GNS.-Tiiumph 1915 C.B. combination, nice jot

t}U —308. Upper Richmond Ed., Mortlake. [X4643

T-RTTTMPH 3iAh.p., variable gear, perfect runnin,

oYdcr £35.-:^Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester
[6156

41,11 Triumph; solo £105. combination £125.-

fel "Sum 6626.-A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St.

W 1 '

'

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., countershalt, 1920, brand new,

Iei2a-Dunn% 326, Euston Ed., N.W.I. Museum

5391.
15531

TRIUMPH Combination, yariable gears, dynamo.

B B., Bosch, spares; £55, ofEer.-169, Harvist Ed
Kilbnrn.

C5S07

-1 fil6 Triumph 2-stroke, thoroughly oveihauled, new

1» tries; ^38.-12, The Quadrant, Winchmore

Hill. N.21.
1-°'''^''

im7 Triumph T.T. 4h.p.. countersliaJt, new- lamps,

19 complete; any trial; £75.-Burnett, Rowsley

Derbyshire.
. , .^

lAt/bM

TRIUAIPH 1920 4h.p., Triumph sidecar speedo

meter, etc.; £175, as new.-Parker s, Bradshaw-

gate, Bolton. 1^4/21

TEIUMPHS.-A fine selection of Triumphs in stock,

fully guaranteed; inspection invited.-Roes 86,

High Ed., Lee. ^^''^^

1O20 Triumph, all-chain, 3 weeks old, mileage 70,

19 unscratched; £119; after-6.-41, Madrid Ed
Barnes, London. 16356

J AU letters relating to a<lvertisement.s

The
Licence Holder
you MUST have!
Don't be rushed into buying Licence

Holders produced as a " last

moment " efiort — you MUST
.

place the holder in the position

required by the Government, and it

cannot be done unless you have

Universal Adjustment. This is

where the F.R.S. design stands

above all others.

The F.R.S. Holder enables the

bracket or cUp to be placed at ANY
spot—it can swing round to ANY
position, and be instantly locked

there. ONE NUT regulates the

whole thing- --

Order NOW—deUvery from stock !

Brass, Nickel Plated, Black

and Brass, or Black and tl I

Nickel Plated .. .. *^/

_«_n-and the F.R.S.

Streamline Gas Set
Here's the new Streamline model

—

a perfectly made lamp, of clean and

smart appearance. Embodies the

ONE NUT adjustable attachment,

adjustable focus, genuine optical

mangin mirror, non-glare ciiimneys

and special new type of door

fastening.

Examine it—and note its marked
superiority in design and quality.

Write for New Catalogue.

F.R.S. LAMPS,
"Beam Works,"

Vere St., Birmingham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALL.

Triumph.
TEIUMrn-GLOBIA, NOV., 1919, screen, luggag,

grid, all aeces.=ori6s; £136.-28, Hambledon Ed.

Southfields, S.W. '""^

TRIUMPH T.T, 1915, perfect «™'l't'°?4-7^Vr!ilmrT
accessories: £60, ofSers.-Oaraged at 537, Hoi ™a^

Rd., London, N. ^

rpRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, new
lf\l^^^1 screen, horn, and spares; £105.-K., 33. -Marlov

Rd., Anerley, S.E.
^^"^

-iqi4 Triumph Coachbuilt C5"t''°|*'°°i,oughtoXV clutch, good condition; £65.-29, Jjrouguiu

Rd., West Ealing.
''"^°

rriRIUMPH, 1918, C.S., discs, lamps, i'om, m ^e

1 lect condition; £80.-Diinn s, 326, Euston Kd

N.W.I. Museum 5391. '

rrEIUMPH 1914, 3 speed?, clutch, new saddle bel

1 tyre, electric light, peHect condition, £55-6

Why Mark Av., Wood Green. 1=='

10 21 4h.p. Triumph, countershalt model, im stot

19 loi immediate deliveiy.-J. Smith and Cj

52,54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. Wab|

1Q14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed hub cj"*"!^^?"
|:„,jla sories, good iuechanical order; £48.-51, bo E

St Bethnal Green Ed., London. ^ 1

1Q20 Triumph Gloria Combination peri«t ;accc

lu reasonable offer; buying cai.-Parkinson, Mirn.j

Drive Monton Gieen, Manchester. i-"

Qlh.p. Triumpli, clutch model
"'f\^^;},f,„K02 enamelled as new, Dunlops, all accessor.e

£40.-Reeve, Cooper's Lane, Potters Bar. loit

-TRIUMPH Combination, 1918,
7"'P'?^gi,'>°iBW ''a

L JJX ka^ili^bufy fd^^farls'oeMl't'w^'^'' [Bl

perfect- £85.-Dunn, 326, Euston Ed., N.n .1. L"

rpEIUMPH, 1920, countershaft.
""'•'^^iJJJ",/,,,™'X <inlv not renovated £100.—±i. fS!cn>iru=u. ,

! Kelton Villa"; Hawks Rd.. Kingston-on-Thames, [61

17 Triumph Combination, countershaft, just

l£/overK&, guaranteed perfect, acCKSories, |
-LangtOTd's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.-^ .2. [62
19^

rriEIUMPH 1915 Countershaft «P-'
':,|'*^il,S'

p

eTclia^gr5irirall '^:'-hJ^^^.^^^^ [«="

500- £68-D Liivii, Old House, Sonnmg, Beiks. [-0

rriRIUMPH Combination, 1919, countershaft. S

ES 2?s:-£S' ^^^"^': Son^^^

insured (transterable) ; £68.-3, Jjmcn.ej ^ .,

^^.

nrw2Q Triumph Combination, wind screen and

i|::iri4^x='2rfcs"ii^:^
Vni9 Triumph, bulbous ^ck sidecar, speedoine

i|i;riir^^^----"-"Bis|

AT)PTT 1920 Triumph and Gloria, perfect co
PRIU iy.iu. -^"^'"'"^

,1 lannDs and accessor

fi.st ^r oTeri?25^.'l??un?^'r,
'2^4! Firs I.ne, Le

™iMPH, 191«:i9,.fountersha,t^s,^dor^te^

-M.

,„
,=be;"'s§i?!^^s!^^"-5ock;;

'iS^^^^^ ^Si&g^'!Si^«i::-i„,
J-t/ luggage B"",o Longfleld House, .

speedometer, etc.; ±14S. \eui), ^" a
^^^

field Herts. , .,

rpRIUMPH 411.P ,
St>i™ey countershaft new^^

citracffe1iVefy^'d\tria^?arJ
20th.-16, The Mo

Whitley, Beading. <

-,qi4 3y.h.p Triumph C-f^;^^.,C-J-f*--

i^itio^S1.hro'utliouTrr65
;^ trial.-Ford, Sotwel^

Walliuglord, Berks.

-rUAnoR Triumph. 2-speed, exce lent condition

Lane Chiswio!;, W.4.

4»--i-^??S'n^N^i°e^f**i£rKs!'"e'iecJ^iJ.*ins^^'^

f, on^ier'elcKe 2%b.p. Douglas and cash

ilytton Ed., Leytonstone. J
.^RIUMPH, 1918 as new, 3 speeds, ch^^ch,

'id Carelet^sidec??'£55.^Dentistry, 769, Eo:

Rd ,
Manor Park, London, E

F.R.S. 6 in Set

Price: £4 4 fww.

should auote the number at the end of each

iq (October) Triumph, Milllord sidecar, el

?liihtine Easting screen, oversize tyres {r

1 dil?s speedometlr. Klaxon, spares, and
new), f'f^.^l'fooo, in excellent condition; opeij
mileage unde> |,uuu. >" ^^^ge y-nth cash for
examination; SJ-^S, or excna t

19'

liSI3f'^n^ir%liP»--arle. The

Putney Heath Lane, S.W. 15.

advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q19 Triumph Gloria Combination, lamps, speedo-
•L*y mete.-, horn, periect throughout; £107.—
Edwards, 50, Harrington ' Rd., South Kensington,
S.W.7. Tel. : Kensington 3709. [6355

TRIUMPH 4h,p. Combination, as new, 3 speeds,
clutcli, kick etart, .speedometer, bmps, eto. ; any

trial ; £110: Saturday or Sunday morning.—3, West
Gardens. Robinson Rd., Tooting. [6002

TRIUMPH 1921 Models in ^tock for immediate de-
livery ; r-xohanges arranged ; also Triumph Model

H., renovated by makers, as new, £105.—Eagles and
Co.^ 275, Hit'h St., Acton, London. [X4737

TRIUMPH, 1919 [June), tyres new, spare valve, Lucas
lamps, horn, coachbult torpedo sdecar (nearly new),

complete, apron, large locker, 6 months' insurance;
£105.—Gibson, 42, Murray Rd., Rugby. [X4730

1Q14 Triumph 4h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3 speeds, and
-*-*' clutch, ]JotiCh, lamps, etc., in excellent condition,
just overhauled by makers, new spare tyre; 50 gns.—
iBorrow, Padnell Farm, Cowplain, Cosham, Hants. [6058

~IQ20 Baby 2-strok6 Triumph, only done 300 miles,
-Lt/ complete with 2 Lucas lamps and horn, new
spare tube, fully insured, and 1921 tax paid; owner
bought car; £67/10.-Hadon, 6, North St., York. [6213
"1019 (Sept.) 4h.p. Triumph with MilU-Fulford
--«' sidecar. Cowey speedometer, 3 Lucas lamps with
esnerators, Lucas horn, and Triumph mudshields;
£135.—Brook Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, bomereet. [5654

TRIUMPHS.-VTe are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery. Chain drive, chuin-

cimi-belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Muswell
Hill, N.IO

: and at Woodside Parade, North Finrhlcv.

|I>ARGAIN.—Triumph-Gloria combination, new just
-*-' over 12 months' ago, engine No, 66758, lamps.
horns. Easting, tools, appearance suffered slightly,
mechanism excellent; first £95 no P.C.'s or offers.-
Keen, Leominster. [6051

NEW 1921 Triumph, all-chain mo<lpI. £140- new
1921 Triumph, chaiu-cum-belt, £127/10; new

1921 Triumph Junior, £75; 4h.p. Vt'.T). B model Tri-
umph, £105; immediate deliveries from etock.—Marston,
31, Brid(i:o St., Clicciter. [6149

TRIUMPH, 1919, with Gloria Sidecar de Luxe, onlv
done 4,700 miles, in . splendid condition, spar*'

tyre, 2 spare iuner tubes, hood, Tan-Sad, 2 wind screens,
speedometer, lamps, horn, etc., and all spares; £160.—
W.C., 19. Tillutson Rd.. Illord. [5607

TRIUMPH 1921 ah,p., countershaft model, £127/10;
4h.p., Type W.D.B., £105; 4h.p., all-cliaiii drive,

£140: 4h.p.. fixed engine, sportiuK. £105.—Cambridge
agents for Triumphs. Hfrbert Robinson, Ltd.. 32-35,
Green St., Cambridge. Tel. ; 995. T.A. : Bicycle?.

[6413
1 Q20 Triumph Combination, 1,200 mile.^ only. Lucas
-*-»^ lainp^. horn. Watford speedometer, handlo-bor
clock, aluminium footboard.-*. Gloria sprung wheel side-
car, Eat^tim.* wind screen, luggage aud petrol carrier,
Dunlop.s uupuDctnred; price £145. or near offer.—
Spurr, 144, Hiyh St., Stevenage, Herts. [5658

1 Q20 Triumph Spring Wheel Gloria Combination,
X«7 latest all-chain, as illustrated pace 830, " The
Motor Cycle," Dec. 16th, perfect condition, Watford
speedometer. Easting wind screen, detaclwible extra seat
in sidecar, horn, lamps, <'lock, Tan-Sad, spares; £180;
owner going abroad—Bartholomew, Old Wokiug. [5618

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—New
4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo, delivery from stock,

£127/10; also Dew 1921 4h.p. Triumph combination,
all-chain drive, £195; new 4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo,

all-chain, £140; and 4h.p. W.D. Triumph solo, £105;
also 1920 4h.r. Triumph combination. £152/10; 4h.p.
Triumph, 1915, £65; and 4h.p. Triumph, 1914. £55.
Easy teims or exchanges arranged. [6285

Trurap.
4h.p.' Trump-.Tap, tyres, belt new. Bosch, B.B., long

exhaust ; any trisil; £31.—Ford, Sotwell. near
Wallingford.- Berks. [X4753

Velocette.

1Q19 Velocette. 2-speed. chain drive, lamps, perfect;
J-t7 £42/10.-1, Othello St., Liverpool, L?870

' 1 Q14 Velocette, nearly new tyres, lamps and l>elt; 32
J-*/ gns.-Allston, Bergholt, High St., Harpenden.

[5987
1Q21 Velocettes, latest models; immediate delivery;
JL«/ Hit? free.-j. C. Phipp, Sherston, MaUnesbury,
Wilts. . [6121

O'DONOVAN Motors are sole London and district
agent i for" the wonderful Velocette; immediate

delivery.—O'Donovan Motors. 76a, Gt. Portland St.,
W.l. (4708

VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-speeds, all chain drive,
new tyres, lamps, horo,'" tools, in splendid condi-

tion; £34.—A., 136, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, Lon-
don, S.W. [6048

I.\rMEDIATE Delivery can be given of the famous
Velocette, 1921 model. 2'ih.p., 2-speed, all-chain

drive;. £75.—Agents : W. Sparrow, Ltd., Osborne
Garage, Yeovil. [1632

VELOCETTE. the lightweight with s Mj? heart. In
stock for immediate delivery, shop-soiled; at (treatly

reduced price; now i-j the time to buy.—Mebe^. 154-156
Gt. Portland St.. Wl. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7196)

HAS IT EVER

OCCURRED TO YOU?
That a firm such as THE
EASTERN GARAGE COM-
PANY, who have made steady

progress throughout the many
years of their career, must have

consistently served their clients

faithfully and well?

Had they not earned the good-

will of their customers, they

would long since have jomed the

unlamented dead.

Your complete satisfaction in

dealing with THE EASTERl^
GARAGE COMPANY is

assured by the fact that each

principle of their business aims

at achieving the " Thank you

of every customer.

If you buy a second - hand

machine from THE EASTERN
GARAGE COMPANY you need

not even think about its mechan-

ical condition, because you will

receive a guarantee that it has

been completely overhauled, and

that the firm accept full responsi-

bility for its future behaviour.

If you are contemplating the

purchase of a 1920 model, THE
EASTERN GARAGE COM-
PANY'S list will offer you choice

of an excellent selection of

machines that are really new, and
are really reduced in price.

If you want a definite delivery

date for a new 1921 motor cycle,

you may trust the word of THE
EASTERN GARAGE COM-
PANY as though It were in vour

Bible.

If you wish to settle by ex-

tended pavments, THE ElAST-
ERN GARAGE COMPANY
will place before you a plain,

straightforward arrangement that

can be varied to suit your con-

venience.

Your enquiry will receive prompt
and courteous attention from the

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
Omci.il Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U.. A..\. & .M.U,

418, ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST
GATE, E.7.

Telephone—490 East Ham.
Telegrams—^" Egaraco, London-'

W
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Verus.
AUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.a

-

23jli,li. 1920 Verus-Blarkl-'urue, excellent condi-
tion; £65; easy terms. [6295

£35 down and 8 monthly payments of £7/10 secur&s
a brand new shop-t;oiled 1920 Verus-Blackburne

2-speed 21' .'h.p.—Maudes' (below}.

£40 down and 8 monthly payments of £8/15 secures
a brand new 4h.p. 3-speed Verua Blackburne.

—

Maudes'. 100. Gt. Portland St.. W.l: and Paris St.,

E-xeter. If these prices do not meet with your ap-
proval read our centre page advertisement, and you
will see our other oiler. [6421

Villiers.

VILLIEBS-WOLP 2')ih.p., semi-T.T., 2-spced, fully

equipped, insured till Marcli, late model, mileage
900, buviuff car reaoon ; £50.—Keeson, 74, High St..

Erith. [5636
Wilkio.

WILKIX. Models B and B4, eliop-soiled : at greatly
reduced prices; now is the time to buy.—Mebes.

154.156, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'Phone: 3426 May-
lair. [7197

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON Combination, 8h.p. Douglas engine,

2.speed, kick start, electric lights, all on: £120:
lower power part — 67, Kenbury St,, Camberwell,
London. [6198

WILLIAMSON Combinntion, Bli.p., K.S., water-
cooled. overt;ize tyros, in perfect condition, all on

;

trial any evening : price £100.—Thompson, 10, Ulver-
stone ltd., West Nonvood, S.E.27. [5821

WoII.

3ilh.p. Wolf-Jap, thorough good order; any trial here:
4 £28.—The Loril Kitchener, Coppermill Lnuo, Wnl-

thnmstow. (6207

1 Q20 Shop-soiled Wolf Machines, fitted with Illaek-
-Li/ buruo, J.A.P., and Villiers engines, and Sturmey-
Archer gear boxes; cheap to clear.—Tel. ; Mtiseum 6626.
-A.S.C., 60. Mortimer St., W.l. 16284

Wooler.
"O/'OOLEIl, 1920, unused, with all lamps, tools, loot-
V> boards, etc.; oflcls.—H, Ho<;hester Terrace..
Camden Rd.. N.W.I. [6194

WOOLER, 1920, as new, many spares, electric

lights; £78.—Henry, 22, Grosvonor Ed., Chis-
wick, W.4. Phone; Chiswick 1186. [6092

WOOLER 1920 Model, fiecond-hand, good condition,
;u cc.si.ri,.,;

;
price £85.—On view, Gydo Dept..

A.X.C.S., Ltd., 105. Victoria St., S.W. [5632

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E,C.4.—
2^;li.p. Wooler 1921 touring models from clock,

£103/10; also 2Jih.r. Wooler, 1920. £75; easy terms.
[6296

WOOLER, as makers* specifications, shop-soiled; at

greatly reduced price; now is the time to buy.—
Mebcs. 154156. Gt. PorUand St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426
Mayfair. 17192

Zenith.

ZENITH 5h.p. Sports, 1920, as new, mileogo 200,
£105. -Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., N,W,1. Museum

5391. [5528

ZENITH 8h.p. Sports, 1920. new. unregistered;

iE 120.—Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd.. N.W.I. Museum-
5391. [5529

NEW 1921 Zenith Sli.p. Sporting Model; £123; imme-
diate delivery from stock.—Marston, 31, Bridge

St., Chester. [6151

ZENITH 1920 Sports Model, 8h.p.; £98.-Newnhnm
Motor Co.. 223, Hommer.-mith Rd., W.6. 'Phone;

Hammer^mith 80. (6327

1 Q20 8h.p. Zenith Combination, Klaxon, spcedo-
X«7 meter, clerttic light: best offer, must sell.—

17, Garden At., Mitcham, S.W. [6111

GENlTINE Bargain.-Zenith 8h. p. spotting solo, 1920,
new; £125.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.. 24.

Woodstock St., New Bond St., W.l. [0319

ZENITH 1921 Models.—We arc accepting orders for

early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—Mebes,
154-6. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Maylair.

[3262

ZENITH Combination, 4h.p., nearly .new C.B. body,
leather belt, and Wood-Milne back, engine re-

cently overhauled; £40.-96, Wickham Rd., Brockley,

S.E, . Cr875

ZENITH 8h.p., 1920, Model H, shopsoiled; in stock

at greatly reduced price; now is tne time to buy.

—

Mebes, 154156, Gt. Portland St., W.-. 'Phone : 3426
Maylair. . . (7193

ZENITH 1919 8h.p., countershaft, original tyres,

and belt almost new, periect order, semi-T.T.
bars; £115.-11. Robinson, Brewery, St. Helens.
Lancashire. [6109

T 016 Zenith 8h.p. Coiuliinatinu, countershaft model.
Xi/ kick start, perfect condition, carry 3 anywhere:
£85. bargain.—Marks, 3, Shoe Lane, E.C. 'Phone:
Holborn 3116. (5714

LATE 1919 6h.p. Sporting Zenith, done 3,000, new
tyres, full aecessorie-s. very fast; any trial; £85

for quick cash wile.-'Phone; Hompstead 5982.-3, Bel.

size Place, K.W.3. [5640

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A25
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MOTOR CYCLES
Zenith.

FOR SALE.

THEEE is a Zeuith Service Depot at 89, Wigmore
St., W., where you may obtain all spare parts.

1921 models for immediate delivery, end 1920 modeifr

at greatly reduced prices.

"VSTE Cater Solely for the Zenith rider, and prompt
» * ciervice is assured. Aecessojies, overhauls, tuning,

information and advice. — Thi? Motorifits' Advise.
Ai^enej", Ltd., 89, Wigmoie St. Mayfair 5598. [5791

actual Olympin Show
Model, complete with tobls, spare belt, belt box,

etc'., perfect condition; £95.— Guard, 22, Vicarage Rd.,
Henley-on-Thames. [6009

"I Q20 5h.p. Sports Zenith, specially tuned by
J- «7 J. A.P."s, tungsten steel racing valves, mileage
approx. 500. new condition; £100.—Williams, 55,
Beckenham Lane, Bromley, Kent. [5931

J.A.P., 1914, recently overhauled,
order, good tyres, lamps, eto.

;

£65, or exchange for lighter machine.—Shilvock. 47,
Spinney Hill, Addlestone, Surrey. [5611

engine, 1919, clutch, kick
coachbuilt Gloria sidecar,

every refinement in accessories; £140.

"SQ2q_Zeuith 4-5h.p. Sporting.

ZEAHTH 6h.p.
splendid running

ZENITH, 6h.p. J.A.P.
starter, countershaft,

wind screen,
103a, High St., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [6396

TQ19 4-5h.p. Sports Zenita and light Miilford coach-
J-*^ built eidecar, speedometer, lamps, mechanical
horn; £93; or ^olo £90.—Eawards, 50, Harrington Rd..
South Kensington. 'Phone: Kensington 3709. [3842

MUST be Sold.—Zenith-Gradua 8h.p., sports model
(guaranteed late 1919J, and Mills-Fulford C.B

EideeoT, complete with lamps and tools, in perfect con-
dition: first £100 secures.—Carter, The Lawn, Sheffield

Ed., Chesterfield. [X4741

ZENITH-.J.A.P. Bh.p. 1915 Combidation, clutch,
countershaft, electric horn and lighting, screen,

speedometer, Bosch, Blnks, accessories, with insur-
ance : £ 1 1 0. no offers.—Clark, 31, Ferndene Rd

.

.

Heme Hill, S.E.24. [5865

NEW Sh.p. Zenith Model H Combination; £204
or on deferred payments: one-fifth deposit

balance by 12 monthly instalments, a small extra
charge being made for credit terms.-Harrods, T,td

118, Brompton Bd., London. [5968

1 Q20 81]. p. Sporting Zenith, perfect appearance and
-I- *? . mechanical condition, Bonniksen speedometer,
mileage 1,050, Lucas lamps, Cbwey horn, knee-grips,
D.A. cylinders, etc.; £130.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd,,
32-35. Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A.

:

Bicycles. [6414

ZENITH (Sept., 1919) Sports Model, mileage under
3,000, fitted with Cauoelet sporting eidecar, with

coachbuilt cover, aluminium da.sh, Auster Triples screen,
and disc wheel, acetylene head, side and tail lamps, hand
Elason, speedometer, and usual toolkit, sporting outfit,

in splendid condition, and a bargain at £150.—Appoint-
liient to view, etc., Edgar, 1, Warwick Rd., Ealing, W.5.

[5662

Ladies* Motor Cycles.

Id 17 Lady's Ivy, 2-speed, 2-stroke, in perfect order;
J-*^ £32, first cheque secures.—Write, 9, Melbourne
Rd., Leicester.

'

[X4772

DOUGLAS 23^h.p., lady's frame, good running order,
3-speed. kick start, accessories; what offers?—

W'ilHams, 47, Mill St^ Bridgnorth. [4693

Bradburys, James, Rudges,
etc.—Ewens, Garage, King's

[3659

Miscellaneous. -

^1920 Harley and sidecar, £175;
1920 Bh.p. Ariel and sidecar, £135/10.—Booths

Motorics Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled Harleys, Ariels, O.K.'s,
Omegas, Quadrants; cheap.—Booth's Motories,

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1919 P. and M. and new' sidecar,
£120: 1914 Rudge Multi and sidecar, £59/10.

—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—3-speed Indian and sidecar, £59/10;
7-9h.p. Harley and sidecar, £92/10; 6h.p. Rex

lombination, £49/10.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—6h.p. Chater-Lea and sidecar, £45/10;
3^,ih.p. Sun-Precision, 3-speed, £35/ 10.—Booth'f

Motories, Halifax.

BARG.IINS.-1921 new Morgan De Luxe. M.A.G.
_ water-cooled engine; 1921 lOh.p. Swift car,

£495 ; Swift car, small mileage, £425. Exchanges
<'ntertained.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Six 1915 Douglas's, from £42/10;
three 4h.p. Douglas's, £85/10; 4h.p. Douglas,

with new sidecar, £110.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

"I Q21 Triumphs, Scotts,
XiJ Campions, Morgans,

TDARGAINS.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled 1920
O.K., £43/10; ditto, 2-speed,

models : 2^h.p
. £54/10; Omega-

.lap, £67/10; Harley electrical model, £170/10; 6h.p
Ariel and sidecar, £145.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1914 Scott.
Jap. 2-speed

2»:ih.p. Imperial-
£38/10: 1919 Royal Ruby "'

£55/10~
- - . -gj^ p

3 speeds, £95/10; 1920 Scott and sidecar, small
mileage, £145. Exchanges.—Booth's Motories, Port-
land Place, Halifax. Tel, : 1062. [5917

IF you want a good privately owned motor cycle or
car. apply Kwiksale Private Motor Registrv, 35,

Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2392. [0138

WE WILL

PAY YOURTAX
—and give you a Licence Holder
free. Here's our offer. ANY OF
THE FOLLOWING MACHINES
ORDERED BEFORE 19th
JANUARY, 1921, will be supplied
complete, with fully paid tax for

1921, and licence holder, without
extra charge.

COULSON B. 1920, 2| h.p. Blackburne en-
gine, 2-speed, little used £75
CLYNO r92o, ai h.p., 2-speed and clutch,
soiled only £63
LEVIS 1920, slightly soiled, used a few miles
only, complete with all accessories, cyclo-
meter, etc. . , ". £55
DOUQLAS, 2^ h.p., 2-speedj overhauled and
renovated £57 10
J.E.8, Motor Cyclette, overhauled,etc.£22 10
P. & M., 3^ h.p., 1918, 2-speed, all-chain
drive, overhauled and renovated .. £77 10
TRIUMPH igrS-rg, 4 h.p., 3-speed, counter-
shaft; complete with all accessories and
Miilford sidecar £110
MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p., combination, slightly
soiled only £185
ROVER COMBINATION, 56 h.p., Japengine,
3-speed, all-chain drive, service green
finish througboiit £115
NEW IMPERIAL. 8 h.p., Japengine, 3-speed
all-chain drive, service green finish. . £120
ZENITH 1920, 5 h.p., Model C, brand
new _ .. £112
ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch Model H. with
kick-starter . . £147 10

A.B.C., 3 h.p., complete with trip speedo-
meter, lamps and Cowey horn, little used,
practically new £120
ARIEL, 6-7 h.p., combination, brand
new £162 10

CLYNO, 8 h.p. combination, 1921 model,
complete with spare wheel, screen, spring
frame etc. slightly soiled T £225
P. $L M. 1920, 3^ h.p. combination, brand
new £155
TRIUMPH 1920, 4 h.p., model H., complete
with Gloria sidecar, slightly soiled . . £170
ENFIELD COMBINATION. 8 h.p.. Colonial
model, overhauled and renovated, as new,
complete with all lamps, horn.. .. £135

BRITISH EXCELSIOR 1919-20, 8 h.p. com-
bination, complete with 4 detachable wheels,
Lucas magdyno lighting, hood, screen,

etc £175
INDIAN COMBINATION 1920. powerplus,
very fins order, dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, Easting

_
. . , . £170

HENDERSON, 10 h.p., 4-cylinder, coach-
built combination, 1915-16, lamps, horn,
speedometer £120

Any of the above are available for

purchase under our well-known
Extended Payment Scheme^ full

particulars, etc , post free on
application.

If you do not see the type of machine
you require, please write for full list

and at the same time mention the type

or make you are looking for, together

with approximate price you wish to pay

THE

SERVICE CO. LTD.
289-293, HIGH HOLBORN
LONDON, ^W.C.l
'Grams: "Admittedly, London,"
'Phone: Holborn 6430,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

,

JONES' Garage.—1917-18 4h.p. Douglas combination,
accessories and wind screen; £87/10.

TONES' Garage.—SVsh. p. Precision, mag., 2-epeed
N.S.TJ. gear, tyres like new, periect running order;

55,

[ONES' Garage.—1916 Levis, all accessories, in good
' order; £35.

JONES' Garage—1914 4h.p. S-spead Triumph, over-
hauled, perfect; £52/10.

JOJTES' Garage.-1920 2Vih.p. Villiers, 2-speed, as
new, perfect; £52.

JONES' Garage.-Late 1919 P. and M. combination,
all as new, not W.D.; £110.

JONES' Garage.—1914 Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed, over-

hauled, ae new J £70.

JONES' Garage.—1919 2i/ih.p. Enfield 2-stroke, all

acceseories, and as new, 2-spe6d; £57/10.

JONES' Garage.—1920 Hobart. 2iAh.p. Villiers, brand
new; £.50; £10 under list price.

JONES' Garage.—1919 Ariel SVoh.p., competition
machine, 1919 Edinburgh gold medal with sidecar,

1919 Six Days with sidecar silver medal, 1920 Edin-
burgh gold medal, London-Exeter flniahed to time with
sidecar but disqualified; this machine ie as good as
new, iuUy equipped, and some S^/^h.p. ; bargain, £100.

JONES* Garage.-1920 3h.p. Bat, unused, list price
£165, soiled; price £145.

JONES' Garage.—1918 7 -9h.p.- Harley combination,
thoroughly overhauled, perfect, a real bargain, not

\Y.D.; £110.

JONES' Garage.—1919 7-9h.p. Harley combination,
not W.D., electric model, all accessories ; a real

snip, £147/10.

JONES' Garage.—1919 James 6-7h.p. twin combina-
tion, all accessories, perfect; £130.

JONES' Garage.—1920 Metro-Tyler Model S, not done
50 miles, guaranteed perfect, cost £94, one of tiie

neatest 2-stroke3 on the road ; £ 65.

JONES' Garage.— 1 917 Norton Combination, 3-speed,
all chain drive, all accessories ; a real good snip,

£110.

JONES' Garage.—1920 O.K. Union, brand new; we
have seveviil to dispose of, dirt cheap; £44; £6/8

under liet price.

JONES' Garage.-1917 ah.p. Triumph, 3-speed, T.T.
bars, perfect order; £77.

JONES' Garage.—1917 4h.p. Triumph, S-speed, T.T.
bars, and almost new, Miilford sidecar, perfect

oi-der; £100.

JONES' Garage.-1919 2i4h.p. James 2-stroke, 2-speed,
all accessories: bargain, £52/10.

JONES' Garage.—SVah. p. Triumph, 1917, Philipeon
pulley, all in perfect order; dirt cheap, £40.

JONES' Garage.-1917 Sli.p. Sunbeam combination.
M.A.G. engine,, Lucas dynamo, electric light

throughout, hoo<l, screen, ispiire wheel, etc., a real good
outfit; gift, £155.

JONES' Garage.—1920 4h.p. Douglas combination, ab-
solutely as new; a snip, £145.

r ONES' Garage.—1919 3V2h.p. Kudge Multi, like new;
£82.

JONES' Garage.—1920 2%h.p. Wooler, brand new; list

price £103, ac-cept £87/10.

JONES' Garage.—"We have a great number oL new
machines, all at bargain prices for cash ; deferred

payments; list price no extra. Our stock consists of

Ariele (3 models). B.S.A. (model H, A, B, C), Bat, Black-

burne, Clynoa, Doughis, Enfields, James, Levis. Match-
less, New Impeiinl, O.K., Rover.s (2 raodel*^), Triumph
(models H and S.D. and renovated).

JONES' Garage.—All tax paid on machines purchased

from this date. Our motto is fair and square deal-

ing, which cannot be found everywhere. Any machine

sent upon the deposit system, or upon the deferred

r;y.^tem. Send for our big list.—Jones' Garage, Muewell

Hill N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North JFinchley.
[5924

£23 1915 Peco 2^ih.p., 2-speed. good condition;

also 6h.p. Bat, clutch, £30: bargains.—22, Prm-
cess Ed., Finsbury Park, London. [5942

MOTORCYCLETTE, open frame model. Wall unit,

2-speed, footboards, nndershield, weight 80 lbs.

:

hnrgnin, £27: approval; photo, stamp.-Sanguinetti,
Egerton, Kent. [6506

REAL Bargains in Motor Cycles, sound machines,

ready to ride away; £20, £30. £40. Engines,

magnetos, oddments; cheap.—M. Flanagan, 86,

Copenliagen St., Islington, London. [6267

Oili-P- Motor Cycle for Sale, in good condition,

/^2 readv for the road, £28; also 3]/ih.p. air-cooled

Bat engine, on stand, suitable for stationary work,

£4.-51, Ratclifle St., Levenshulme, Manchester.
[S4623

BARGAINS.—Please peruse our advertisements in

small columns. We are disposing oi ouji. large

stock of shop-soiled models at greatly reduced prices.

Do not wait. Come and buy at once. The offer rnay

not occur again.-Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St..

I

W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [7194

A26 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

BUY it Now at Lamb's. New and second-hand out-
fits at ridiculous prices. Deferred terms ii

desired.—Lamb's. 387. Euston Rd., London. N.W.I.
151, High St.. Walthamstow. and 50, High Rd., 'Wood
Green. N. [5889

FEANK WHITWORTH. Ltd.. 139, New St.. Hir-
mingham.—Little used Douglas combination, £120;

Ixion 2-8troke. £32; Cunipion-VillierB. 2-spee(I. £45:
Enfield 2-speed 2-stroke. leg shields, electric lighting:
new A.B.C., N.U.T., Lea-Francis, Ivy, Codos: also
Coventry Premier super runabout. [X1881

MOTOR Cycles (New Models), sidecars, and bodies
actually in .'^tock: U.S.A., Alien, New Scale. Radco

(3 models). Triumph. Dougla.*. Sun Vitesse [for which
we are the sole agents for the City of London], and
others at lowest manufacturers' prices: carriage paid.—

|

Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.
(035G

1 Q20 Hoskison-Blackburne 2"':'ih.p., countershaft
-1-*' gears, kick starter, clutch, Xlall saddle. 2V:;in.
Dunlops, 7in. guards, speedometer, Lucas horn, new
condition throughout. £75: also 1921 Union 2-3troke.
2-speed, T.T. bars, 7in. guards, 2%in. heavy Dunlops,
Xlall saddle. £50: compulsory sale.— 105, Milnor
Rd., Selly Park, Birmingham. [6067

INDIAN 5-6h.p.. clutch, good condition, bargain,
£30; Metro-Tyler 2-«troke, 1919, as new, £35;

Alldays Allon T.T. 2^ih.r)., perlect condition. £32/10;
King Dick 3'^h.p., Graao gear, good running order,
£22/10; A.C. carrier, 6-cwt., perlect order, £47/10:
Spyker van, 15-cwt., good running order, good body.
£60. Any exchange entertained.—Apply. Geo. A.
.Sax, 619. Carratt Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.18. [6100

"p.O.C.H for r.ew and second-hand cycles. cou:l'ination«.
J-. and runafjonts at low prices. Inspectioii invited,
Agents lor Triumph, F.N., Zenith, B.S.A.. A.J.S.. etc..
nl.-o the f.imons Kingshury .Tnnior, Bleriot-WLippot.
G.N. We will purchase your pr.^sent machine for (a?h
or arrange an e.'jchanee.— 5, Hesith St., Hanipstcod (nr.
Ilampstead Tube Station). 'Phone Hauipstcad 3752.
Hours 9-7. including Saturday;-. [5900

BATCIIELOR'S Bargains.-1920 Ariel combination,
electric light, £115; 1920 Douglas "Ih.p. com-

tinn. £125; 1920 4h.p. Triumph and siilc>ni, £125;
1920 P. and .M. combination. £115: 1920 8h.p. Enlleltl

nibination. brand new, £150; 1918 Douglas 4h.p.
nibination. £85; 1918 Triumph cnmbination £105-

1918 8h.p Clyno combination. £100; 1914 4h.p.
Precision, twin, combination. £55; 1920 T)nugla« 2--,

.p. 3-speed. £75: 1916 Douglas. 2-.speed. as new.
£50; 1914 Douglas. 2-spced. £35.-Bntchelor'a, Clar-
enro St.. Kinpstou-on-Tluimes. ' [6333
D.\TCHELOR and Co., 36. Clarence St.. King'ston-
-t-' on-Thamcs (est. 1898), 'phone 1809. can supply

stuck 1921 Triumph, chain drive, £140; 1921
Triumph. .Model II, £127 10; 1921 Babv Triumph
£75; Triumph 4h.p. W.D.B.. £105; 1921' Enndd 2-
-tr,.kB, £65; 1921 Enfield 8h.p. combination £160-

Douglas, 3-spee.l, £100 ;1921 Douglas 2-sne"d'
1921 Douglas, clutch. £105: 1921 Douglas coni^

o,,o"'",' ^JI2; J.^^'
Matchless combination, dvnamo,

|£230; also 1921 Ruver, Ariel, A..J.S.. Allon. Bradburv
\. motor cycles: exchanges arranged. Mtmtgomen'., -.. 1.-,. cdinlngue .sent. (6334

192
£85.

B.-i. _„^
niccars, all models stocked;

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-WHEEL, good condition; llgns.—E Barker.cV 22, Vui[.tli;ill St., Lambeth. [5855
U7ALI, Auto-wheel for sale, in perfe.-t running
»• order: £9/ia.-RobmsDn. Solcombe Ed., Newbnry
'

[5645
piiR Sale. l>pi.p. a-stroke Simplex engine for
•- attachment to pedal bicycle, excellent condition,
loriUy used, owner hnving bought motor cycle- no
:«ispnablo offer refused.-Box 1,350. c/o The ilJor*""' [5908

TRICARS FOR SALE.
A O. Sociable.-', modern, fully equipped, mechanically L
;»- sound, gowl appearance, irora £60 to £85 trial -- '
9. Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W. [5809

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
AHOSON Hand and Motor Propidled Tricycles for
^i. inrrilid and di«iihled.— Particulars, Argson Eng
,o.. Ltd , 3. Kendalls Mews. George St., W.l. [2647

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
I .B.C Siootamota. new, £45; one flightlv iised, £35
»- —Whites Garage. Hinckley. [X4613
/TOBILE Pup Scooter,!, slightly iis«<l, from £22/10-f-l- new oues from £30.—White's Garage, Hinckley.

'

'GERTONS. Northgate, Ipswich, can deliver from
' stock A.B.C., Skootamotas, and Mobile Pups.

KOOTAMOTA, perfect condition, haidlv nsed- any:—
'

trial riven
; £30, or near o«fer.-H. Malli'nson

IowUands. Ledbury, Herefordshire. [5045
.B.C. Scootamota.—Exceptional opportunity of— securing our demonstration machine, new lastjmmer, splendid order: £32.—Ward Motors. Ltd

i

!. Hustler St., Bradford. [601S

HOODS, WIND SCREENS. ETC. I

yiND .Screei. Easting, slightly soiled, unused, per
' feet: price £3/10, great bargain.—64. Bishops

£495
495 gns.

£288 15
£245

£218 18
£170
£100
SS5

£130
£120
£167 10
£186 18
£80 17

£161 15
nio 5

£133 ID
£167 10
£6S
£220
£181

Kew Address—
25, HORTON STREET,

HAI.IFAX.
EXCHANGES WANTED.

1921 NEW MODELS.
LAQONDA, 11.9 h. p.. coupe, dickey .

CALTHORPE, .j-scatcr

COVENTRY PREMIER, 3-whccler
L.S.D., Sh.p., 3-whecler
REX-BLACKBilRNE, Model 55, Sh.p.,

Cnmbination, 2SX3, spare wheel .

DOUGLAS 4 h. p. Combination .^
DOUGLAS, 23 h. p., 3-specd, 11'F'K. .

.

DOUGLAS, 2i b.p , 2-spce.^ M/ U...
SCOTT, lih.p., 2-speed_l—r...'.
ROYAL RUBV, 3 h.p.,s:;;fT frame ..

NORTON, Big Four, 3-sr~ and Sidecar
NEW IMPERIAL, S h.p.. and Sidecar .

NEW IMPERIAL, 2» h.p., 2-5peed...
B.S.A. 4i h.p. 3-speed ail-chain Com-

bination, hood, screen, and carrier

RUDGE-MULTI, 3) h.p., I.O.M. Model
SCOTT Combination, 3in. Palmers ....
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar ....
ENFIELD, 2th.p., 2-5pecd, lightweight
HENDERSON, .i-cylindcr. latest model
TRIUMPH, coiintcrshalt, and Sidecar

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
Brand New 1920 MERRALL-BROWN, Ihret-

wheeler, 10 h,p., Coventry Simplex engine, hood,
screen, horn, 700x80 tyres. Extras, aluminium
bonnet and side plates, electric head anil tall

lights, 80 amp. battery, switchboard, discs to all

wheels, spare wheel and tyio. List price, £375.
THE BEST CASH OFFER OVER £275 to Mon-
day, January 17, 1921, secures.

AGENTS FOR
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, AC^E-J.A.P., BRAD-
BURY, DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, HENDERSON,
NEW IMPERIAL NORTON. REX, SUNBEAM,
SCOTT, and TRIUMPH Motor Cycles ; L.8.D.,

COVENTRY PREMIER, and MERRAL-
BROWN 3-wheelcrs ; AIREDALE, DOUG-
LAS, CALTHORPE, and LAGONDA Lli;hl Cars.

MILLS-FULFORD and SWAN Sidecars.

Exchange cnpuiries solicited.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

Solo Machines.
A.B.C., 1920. dyiio lighting, speedometer,

electric horn, 700 niiks £152 10
CLVNO, 10:0, 2! h.p., 2-spccd, like now £62 10
ARIEL, 1I h.p., 3-specd countershaft . £105
ROYAL RUBY, 2-strokc £39 10

TRIUMPH, 3I h.p, single-spc<;d £30
DOUGLAS, 2) h.p., 3-specd, disci ... £72 10
METRO-TYLER, 2-spe«l, red £6i 10
WOLF, 2

i
h.p., sprin; forks £29 10

B.8.A., 3J h.p., clutch model £39 10

Passenger Machines.
LAGONDA 1920 If h.p. coupl^ £425
MORGAN, w-.-c. Grand Prix £165
MORGAN, S h.p.. sporting, hood. etc. £145
MORRIS-OXFORD, 1920, ii.gn.p.,

2 scaler. 900 miles £473
BRADBURY, 6 h.o., Gtindlay Sidecar,

lamps, etc., 1020 Combination ... £162 10

B.8.A., 1920, 4I b.p., all-chain Comb. £135
ARIEL 3I h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £1^5
VINDEC,"5 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar .. £55
RARLEY, 7-9 h.p., 1920, and new latest

t>-pc bulbous back Sidecar £198 10
INDIAN 7-9 h.p. spring frame Com-

bin.^tion, very- line condition .... £99 10
DOUGLAS r9i9 4'b.p. Combination .. £135 10
DOUGLAS 192* 4 b.p. Combination .. £152 10
SUNBEAM, 1916, 8 h.p., mag. engine,

coach Sidecar £155
Easy payments arranged.

NEW ACCESSORIES.
E.asting Windscreen, su.ndar.l £4 10
C..\.V. Magnetos, for Triumph, B.S..A..

etc £7 17 6
Thomsou-Bennelt Magnetos, from .. £7 17 6
Cowey Horns. SO - ; ICJaxons £1 16
Capac 1920 Carburetter, nearly new .£2 12 6
Cowcy Speedometers £6
Bonnikscn. Trip £6 16 6
Smith, Trip .' £5 15
Binks Carburetters, post free £4 16 10
Capac Carburetters, p.-'St free £4 6

New'.\rmy Knapsacks, 13! X inn. .. 5 6

Plated T.T. Cars for Triumpns £1 5
Carriage extra.

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
HERCULES Hood^, best and cheapest on the market,

made to tit any body.

HEBCITLES Hoods, 52/6, 65/-, and 80/-; write for
list.—Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters H<i.,

South Tottenham, N.15. [4547

RENNOC Sidecar Co. are actual manufaetniers of

hoods, wind c:creens, etc.

RENNOC Co., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Holloway. N.4.

—See advert, nnder Sidecar Attachments. [6248

I
BODIES.

I "^ENTJS Step Bodies arc the best lor old chassis.

yEXCS Bulbous liodic- are roomy and very smart.

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and light.

I'Ut not unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue *ree.

VENUS Sidecar Co., 6-14. Gourley St., S. Tottenham
(2298

3-S*!ATEB Bulbous Back Body, almost new, off

American Excelsior; £9/10.-19, Wilco.K Rd., South
Lanilieth, London, S.W.8. [6027

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodice fit any cJinssis, flrsl-

clnss finish. Several bodies (uewl to clear cheap.

Write for designs.—The Willowbrook Co., Miimifac-

turers, Leicester. [03.^6

RENXOC Sidecar Co. always hold the largest flock

of bodies in the trade, racing, touring, nnd tan-

dems; taxi bodies and tradesmen's carrier boxes a speci-

alitv see advert, under Sidecar Altaclimciits.-Ucniuii'

Sidccnr Works, 155, iluilhorough Ed., Holloway, N.4.

RENNOC SidKar Bodies, a largo auautily. nil model*.-

;

cleanmco at knock-out prices. Write for clearance

list.
[6249

B.\STONE'S lor Sidecar Bodies. Latest new typo

sporting models, lightweighls, bulbous back, tor-

iRdo. step, and other patterns at low prices; no better

,.r cheaper house; trade supplied._228. Pcntonv lie

Rd.. King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 No^th^^

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-

ing, coloured, pencil, or lino drawings ol original

designs, also working drawings, lull-siicd or to scale.-

Ceopor's Vehicle Journal, Ltd.. eataWlshed designerj

l„ 1I.0 coach trade lor over 80 years. Consult "s when

designing new ldeos.-20. Tudor St.. London, E.C.4^^

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

OANDUM, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

C-VNDUM Sidecarf.-Best valuo in Olympin Show.

SVNDUM ModeU.-Thc Exquisite £24/10. and
'

Sports £28/10, arc ol distinctive appearance.

C! \NDUM Elite Sidecar. £28/10: the smartest slde-

© car on the road; highly recommended in Ihc

Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single

or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds, size

ol body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-

lortable seating lor 2 adults with the weight in cor-

rect position over rear axle. Flnlshecl In colours to suit

any mako of machine, £4), bodies only, £22/10

The latest development ol the 2seater as designed by

us, and oppioved hy the recognised experts.

VNDUM Feathcrvicight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd.. 336. Gray's Inu

nd WC.l. 'Phone: Ilolborn 933. lactones: 162

to 165. 'Pcntonville Kd., N.; and Britannia W'ork'

Britannia St., W.C. tO"!-)

TEVENS Sidecar Bargains.—Great clearance ol lale

1920 models at cut prices.

TEVENS Bulbous Back Model Sidecars; price noiv

£22/10, usual price £35.

TEVENS Torpedo Racing Model; price now
1^ £17/10, usual price £22/10.

STEVENS Lightweight Model; price now £15, usual

price £20.

C;TEVENS Bulbous Back Model.'' to suit spring Irame
i5 Indian, finished red; price now £25, usual

lirice £40.

QTEVENS Lightweight Chassis; price now £7 each.

>3 usual price £12.

STEVENS Sidecars.—Fittings can be supplied to

suit any type of motor cycle required.

STEVENS Sidecars.—The above cut prices refer only

to present stocks, and cannot be repeated when
these are exhausted.

STEVENS Sidecars. 184-186, Pentonyillc Hd., King's
Cross, London. 'Phone : Central 10264. Illus-

trated catalogue on request. [6238

s

S'

te. London. [0398 HARLET Sidecars, complete, quite new
Ijrimes, 18, Bniton Place, W.l.

£25.-
(6311

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A27
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
FOR S;i]<^, Indian aidOH?ar, toipcdo, new condition

;

£11.-Matthews, Stansted, Essex, (5818

C<ANOELET Sideoar. new condition, suitable Horley;
' £25, offer.—Burnett, Tlia Clyde, Woolwich. [5616a

C'OACH Sidecar, shop-soiled only; cost £30, sell £20.
' —Sinclair, Elencnthra, Walton-on-Thames. [5812

RENNOO Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens. Largest
stock in London ; actual manufacturers tbroiighout.

REJvOC Co. have the linest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

'DE]S;^'OC Sidecar Co. have 18 diflerent model side-
.*-*' cars, racing, touring, and tandem models.

TO ENNOC Sidecar Co. Lave actually in stock 26 yarious
t-*' design sidecar models.

"OHa^^NIX Sidecars.—All parts supplied from stock,^ and repairs for this make by the Rennoc Co.

"DENNOC Sidecar Co. are actual manufacturers of
.*-t hoods and wind screens, fitted while you wait.

"O EXNOO Sidecar Co. undertake repairs to any make^^ 01 fiidecai; complete renoyations a speciality.

T> EXXOC Sidecars are manufactured to fit eyery make
-t«' of motor cycle; Harley-Uavidsons a speciality.

T? EXNpO Sidecar Co. hay© 70 clearance sidecars and
J-*j oodles to clear at knock-out prices; room wanted.
^nte.—Send for special clearance list,

"DEXIJOC Co. invite correspondence. Send lor 1921
-"j catalogue.-Kennoc Motors, Ltd., Victoria Kd.,
London, N.4. 'Phone: Hornsey 850.

"DEXKOO Co. invite clients to view their works and
7 see the famous Eeunoc sidecars and bodies being

actually built throughout. [6250
OOACHBUILT Sidecar Body, roomy,' canoe shape.
^-^ green; £10.-Burton, Lewis Lane, Cirencester.

rX4762
'lVr-'^y'?''''^D Sidecar, coachboilt, perfect, suit^'A Trinmph; £8/10.-W. Ayres, Garage, Kensington
Palace. [6764

J h.p. Douglas Sidecars, fitted with new bodies, latest^colours; £17/I0.-Snow, 91, Mapledcne Rd.,
Dalston. [5927

1 020 Scott Sidecar, with special polished aluminium
J-V' body; £23.-D, gmith, c/o The Motor Cycle,
Coventry. [X4756
CATAN Sporting Sidecar, oft Harley, good condition,
>J- wind screen, luggage grid; £20.—52a, Chertsey Ed.,AVoklng.

j5„;,
QIDECAE, coachbnilt, 4-point attachment, 26in

"fe^'.
'°'""''; ™>:st sell; £7/10.-9, Tollingtou

Pla,-:e, X.4.- [5741
CIDECAH, slightly soiled, but unused, coacbbuilf
[J. price £15/10, original itrice £22/10.-64, Bishops-
gate, London,

Bishops-
[0399

T ICENCE Holders, circular, suit motor cycles or-J-i cars, conforming to Transport Ministry regula-tions.—Below. ^fcUitl

T ICENCE Holders, black, 3/6; brass, HI- aluiLJ mmmm, 4/-; plated, 4/6; postage 6d. Moiey re-
turned It not satistield.-Middleton's, below.

TUriDDLETON'S are standardising their patent
J-'-l- applied for spring wheel sidecars for comin"
season; rigid sidecars to order.

°

MIDDLETONS Spring Wheel Sidecars are guaran-
teed for 3 years on usual conditions.

Tl/TIDDLETON'S (patent applied) one-piece unbreak-
-L'-i able chassis axle, with spring wheel, is fitted to
all our 2-seaters and sidecars for heavy, powerful
machines.

MIDDLETON-S undertake all classes of repairs to
motor cycles and sidecars, bodywork, etc.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar
makers, 27, Stroud Gleen Rd., Finsbury Park

'Phone: Hornsey 1584. [4809
"D'ASTONE'S for Sidecars, and Bodies; no better or
-«-» cheaper house. Kmdly inspect our models before
purchasing elsewhere.

T>A3T0NES._New 1921 sporting and other modelsJ-» in stock. Bodies from £4/10; complete sidecars
from £16/10.

BASTONE'S.-We have a ' few soiled sidecars and
bodies, to clear at low prices.

BASTONES.-Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars. .Latest 1921 sporting and

other moaels in stock; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.), 228, Pentonville Rd
King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.; 2481 North.''

ROYAL Leicester Sir-Jcnrs to suit all maoliines, roomy
bodies, comfortable upholetory, excellent springing-

prices, from £19/10 upwardy.

SEND Tour Sidecar to ui for renoTation. New Tioods
wind screens, and aprons fitted. Write for "cata-

logue.

THE Willowbrook Co., Royal Leicester Sidecar Works.
Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [0335

HARLEY Sidecar, right-hand, latest colour, good
c-ondition. 1918 metal Irody; offers.—Larter, Twy-

ford Rd., Bishop's Stortford. [6007

1 Q20 Wat^onion Coupe, nearly new, mileage 30, large
A*' locker, wind screen, dasb, side wings; £35.-13,
Alfred Place, South Kensington. [5886

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.
\---Yênce ;

RLju _>ILT

GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES

overhauled, stove-enamelled, re-

plated, tanks in makers colours, new
tyres, guaranteed, complete w^ith tool

bags, kit, and pump

Douglas 2f h.p. - - £65

Douglas 4 h.p. - - £85

Douglas Combination,

with new body - £105

Triumph 4 h.p. - - £95

2,500 New Covers
(Ex Government Stock).

28x3 Kempshall, Macintosh,

and Wood Milne.

26x2i Clincher de Luxe.

oO/" each.
Carriage Extra.

UNRENOVATED
EX GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES.

Still a large quantity to clear from
the Slough Depot at SCRAP
PRICES. Make an appoint-

ment by writing

:

*^Motor Cycles/'
ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

1^ SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR, Scott coachbuilt nnderslung, 4-point

attachment, t>re3 good, very comfortable; £l5i
—Ainsworth, 52, Victoria Rd., Romford. [5944

COACHBUILT Sidecar, with Orto triple screen, ex-
cellent condition, £10/10; also cane body, off

Indian, £1.—Aldridge, 114, Lillington St.. S.W. [5932

SIDECARS.—The Tnragon folding sidecar soItps the
storage difflcultv. Cull ajid see it "demonstrated.—

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236r High Holborn, W.C.I. [0387

SIDECAR, cane Canoelet. off Triumph, nnderslung,
4-point. good Dunlop, attachments, luggage

grid, perfect condition ; £6.—Cornwell. Ticehurst,
Sussex. [6223

MILLS-FULFORD. cane body. 4-point attat-hment,
sound, with electric yide lamp; £/; can be seen

at The Firs. Crautord, .Middlesex.-Apply, J. Easte,
26, Palace St., S.W. [5634

HENDERSON Sidecar.—Large stock of all models,
shop-soiled, at greatly reduced prices; now is the

time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156. Gt. Portland St., W.l.
phone : 3426 Mayfair. [7198

SIDECAR, coach, nnderslung. almost new, £12/10;
Canoelet, cost £55, sell £25; coach body. £2/10;

cane body, £1; few belts, covers, tubesj cheap.—57,
Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [6200

1 AA Douglas Sidecar Chassis, with wheels, d£2/15
X\J\J each to clear; lots of five at £2/10 each.
Couie early and take your choice.—HoUiday Bros., 20,
Queen St., Hammersmith Broadway. - [6024

CAJS^OELET Special Touring Model Sidernrs, undev-
sluuf?. bulbous backs, covernll aprons, 28x5 wheels,

with heavy Dunlcp tjies; special models for Harley-
Davidson, new, half list price.—HoiUday Bros., 20,
Queen St., Hammersmtth, Broadway. [6021

PARAGON" (patent) Folding Sidecar saxes storage, has
seven years to its credit, and has ^proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor CTi_ie, and
v.-heu folded combination will pass throuch a "30iu.

doorway. Cnll and see it demonstrated.—\Yincycle Co.,

Ltd., 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [0388

^IDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. No needO io pay garage. \ou can keep motor at home;
will go through passage 28in. when folded on any
motor. Any shape body fitted. They have been well
tested for six years on motors up to Bh.p.—Hopley,
Upper Highgate St., Birmingham. [0153

19
G

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
20 Bh.p.- Tamplin ; £165, or see Gray and Raynea

advt. E.xchnuge columns. [5782

X. Cycle Car, Nov., 1920, perfect. 1,000 miles
only.—Watt^, Lydney, Glos. [5595

~t Q21 Eichardsons. Morgans, Triumphs. Scotts, Rudge,
J-«7 etc.—Ewens, Garage, King's Lvun. "Phone: 122.

[4599
GLOUCESTER.SHIRE, G.N. cycle cars. 60 m.p.g.,

45 m:p.h., full detail 9.-Watts, Lydnev. Glos.
[5596

1Q19 A.V. Monocar. J.'A.R.. electrc light: offers.—
--*' Amory, Enightsliayes, Tiverton, North Devon.

.
[5643

MORGAN. Grand Prix, disc wheels, _wide body.
top-hole condition; £'^85.-^86, Rosebery Av.,

E.C.I. [5937

BLERIOT Whippet Car, new June, 1920, insured;
£200, Quick sale.—AV. J. Jones, Broadway, New-

bury, Berks. [6010

3-WHEEL Runabout. 2 speeds, climb anything, 2 new
covers, lamps, etc. : photo, trial.—Foulger, Alice

St., Keighley. _ [5693

SCOTT Sociable.-We are now booking for early

delivery.-—Jameson and Foster^ Motor Works,
Soiith Shields. -

' [S4606

G.N. Cycle Cars; latest models always in stock.—Best
deliveries from Drake and Mount; Ltd., Motor

Agents, Brackuell. [3936

G.N. Cycle Cars, latest models, in stock, £271/17/6;
dynamo lighting model, £241/17/6.—Taylor's

Garage, Wednesbury. _ [5829

NEW 1921 Rover Light Car, 8h.p., dynamo lighting,

£300 ; immediate delivery from stock.—Ma rstou,

31, Bridge St.. Cliester. [6141

MORGAN Grand Prix. lOh.p. M.A.G. engine, electiicl

lighting, in very good condition; £200.—Marstou.
31, Bridge St, Chester. - [6143

ROVER 1921 Models, £300; write for 'literature:!
motor cycles taken in exchange.—R. B. Clark anf

Co., 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [637i

ROYER Light Car, 1921 rnodel, 8h.p., iu stock fori

immediate delivery; £3C0.— Godfrey's, Ltd., 208,|
Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [0350r

NEW 1921 Premier Super Runabout, dynamo light-l

ing; 275 gns. ; immediate delivery from stook.-
Maraton. 31, Bridge St., Chester. [61421

BUCKINGHAM Cycle Car, 1914, twin water-cooledl
electric lighting, fast, (^porting, accessories; £92

f

London.—Box 1,540, e/o The Motor Cycle. [5783

MORGAN Runabout, late 1918, in good conditionl
all lamps, etc.; £160; no reasonable oflef

refused.-Liddiard, Downing St., Cambridge. [5781

BLERIOT Whippet Cycle Car, to makers' specifioa|
tion; £250, or on deferred payments 4% estra.-

Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [597|

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oS the issue.
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Editorial Offices; Hertford St, Coventry.
TcUgram^: "Motorcycle, Coventry."
Telephone : lo, Coventry (5 lines).

Northern Offices; 199, Deans::ate, Manchester.
2V^-t7rv<77t)S ; " llilTe, Mancliester.

*'

l\le\>i\an<i : f&lo und Bii71 Clt>-.

Advertising and Publishing Offices : 20, Tudor St., London, E.C4.
TiUgrams: "Cyclist, Fleet, London."
Tdcfhonc: 2S48 City (13 lines).

Midland Branch Offices
: Guildhall BuMdipjs, Naviiallcn Street. Birmmsham.

7'f/,'i;mnM : " .Autoprt^is. Uirmiiwhim "

TiU'iiliouc ; 2970 and 2971 .Midlmd

Subscription Rates: Home, 235. lOd,; Canada, 23s. lOd.; o'her countries abroad, 285. 2d. per annum.

The British Magneto.

ONLY those directly concerned with the pro-

duction of British magnetos can fully appre-

ciate the difficulties overcome in bringing

about the present high quality of magnetos
fitted to post-war motor cycles. Prior

to 1 914, tha magneto industry was practically

a German monopoly, and, despite the warnings from
T/ic Motor Cycle and 7'lie Autocar, nothing was
done to remedy this state of affairs until after the

war had broken out.

At long last, however, the Government recog-

nised the gravity of the situation, -and promises were
made to the then young British magneto industry

which, by exhaustive research work and experi-

menting finally produced ignition apparatus which
has proved to be superior to the German
article. Thus a new industry sprang up, making
the motor users of this country' independent of

outside supplies.

So far—after two years of peace—nothing has
been done in spite of promises, and, in the mean-
timCj the British industry is faced with a possibility

of severe price competition from Germany, which
threatens the whole fabric built up with such pains-
taking care.

At the moment, motor cyclists have a prejudice

against German goods, and this, prejudice makes
motor cycle manufacturers hesitate about fitting

the German magnetos now offered at cut prices.

Ver)' shortly now Parliament will reassemble,

and the question of key industries will be discussed.

Will the Government realise the importance of the

magneto sufficiently to make its manufacture a key
industr)' ? We sincerely hope so, otherwise a few
years may see the British article gradually ousted
by ruthless price cutting until the same conditions

prevail as in 1914.

The present rate of exchange is all in favour of

the German magneto, and, while every motor
cyclist desires to see a reduction in prices, we feel

sure he does not wish to save a small amount at

the expense of a vital industry.

Elsewhere in this issue we publish some rather
disturbing facts concerning the magneto industry,
the fate of which appears lo hang in the balance.

Car Practice and the Motor Cycle.
IMMEDIATELY after the Olympia Show, we

gave an article on motor cycle design from a
car owner's point of view, and two weeks later

published a fair criticism of the views ex-
pressed therein; the criticism expressed confi-

dence in present day motor cycle design.
It has long been what may be termed a habit of

critics to assume that modern car practice is an
ideal to be applied to motor cycles, and the
articles already mentioned serve to show that the
single track machine has no need to seek ideals
outside its particular sphere. The two types of
whicle are so totally different that it is doubtful
whether either can gain much from the other. One
thing is certain—if motor cycles were designed to
embody ail the points favoured by the car expert,
there would no longer be the wide difference be-
tween their prices. Such car features as internal
expanding brakes, interchangeable wheels, and
dynamo lighting equipment have all contributed to

the extra cost of the modern motor cycle as com-
pared with the pre-war type, and while no one will

deny the advantage of such refinements, it is clear
that every extra step towar.ds car practice only tends
towards extravagance in design. It may be an
ideal to produce a car on two wheels, but ideals

are not always profitable either to maker or user.

Not only is such over-elaboration costly and un-
necessary, but it is extremely doubtful whether a
too ready acceptance of car features is de,>;irable

from a mechanical point of view.

We agree with our contributor, who urges that
each type of vehicle be allowe<J to develop without
outside influences, and have sufficient confidence
in the British manufacturers ultimately being able
to produce machines which are as perfect from the
motor cyclist's point of view as are cars in the

eyes of those critics who are in another field.

.. y y ^ ^ ^ , / / / /....^.. .z./ / / / / / /.y /\. \ V ^ \ A \ \
-
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In index to the advertisements in this issue will he foii d on the naee facine the back covep.
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Audacity.

^NE of the fundamental defects of the bureaucrat
is^ that he thinks in terms of the Strand and the
dictaphone. He fancies that a. square furlong

of the West End is typical of the whole of England,
and that because he can enforce his will on Piccadilly
by an Order in Council, therefore his writ will run in

Cumberland or Cornwall. Consequently, I yelped with
glee when I read that Sir Eric Geddes was going to
wash out warning signs on main roads where they make
a plus sign with byroads ; and throw the onus of safety
and caution on traffic debouching from the byroads.
Mind you, in theory I wholly agree with him. Cheap,
fast transport plays a bigger part in prosperity for
England than many people understand, and it is a
crime to retard important through traffic for the sake
of Hodge, who dreams of his lady-love as he crosses
the London-Birmingham arteiy with a cartload of
mangoldwurzels.

Bravo, the A.C.U. !

TT HAVE so often been rude to the A.C.U. that I

il really must eat humble pie to-day, and congratu-
late them that, if their 1921 Six Day notions are

more than kite-flying, they have at last recognised the
physical difference between a chamois and a motor
cycle. I have seldom studied- so -statesmanlike and
sensible a competition programme. The sporting
riders will doubtless form an unholy alliance of protest
with any chuckle-headed makers who don't understand
that the average rider is a close relation of Poy's John
Citizen, and would pay £<^ rather thaii try to climb
Park Rash. But the sporting riders v,^ill still be able
to find all they want in the Scottish Six Days, not to
speak of innumerable one day events. Meanwhile,
the A.C.U. Six Days looks like evolving just the kind
of 'bus which most riders want, and which most agents
can sell. Nevertheless, is it wise to make all machines
of over 350 c.c. tow a sidecar?

A Sidecar Six Days?

EVER since motor cycle trials began, organisers
have been groping for some dodge which would
allow every involuntary stop to be registered and

penalised. Oldsters like myself can recall trials in

which continuous observation of the riders by travel-

ling marshals- was
,
attempted; in which each rider

acted as a spy upon another rider; in which we were
put on our honour, like schoolgirls, to confess our own
lapses from grace at the end of the day. All these
methods broke down. So organisers were driven to
undesirable and foolish expedients. The A.C.U.
went baldheaded for freak hills, the M.C.C. for split

seconds, and so on. To judge by the present pro-
posals, the A.C.U. is now coquetting with the plan of

concentrating the real torture at Brooklands, planing
down the , road trial into triviality, and making all

AJO

machines over 350 c.c. carry an official observer in a

sidecar. The stunt is extraordinarily attractive at

first sight. It would enable us to find our winner by

commonsense, instead of by some weird and idiotic

trick. But, as the draft rule runs, it isn't fair on the

bigger engines, and it threatens to strangle the move-

ment towards weight reduction. Perhaps the spring

discussions will wangle some scheme for retaining the

non-stop notion without doing -real harm in other

directions.

The Outside Flywheel.

(1 IS

/J?=^
RITICUS " denounces inside flywheels be-

Vii^ cause of oil friction. " Wharfedale
"

approves them as being cheaper to make,

more easily enclosed, and as lending themselves better

to motor cycle transmissions. Neither gentleman so

much as mentions, the flywheel magneto. This gadget

is still in its infancy, but surely it is possible that it

will have a big effect on design in certain classes ?

Lubrication Problems.

THE car owner attacks our oiling systems be-

cause they are extravagant of oil, non-uniform

in action, and produce rapid carbonisation.

"Wharfedale" admits the over-oiling, but deprecates

any sla'S'ish copying of car systems^ - Briefly, there are

three leading systems :

1. The hand pump. Entirely dependent on the

rider's memory.
2. The drip feed. Largely dependent on the rider's

sight, but the drip is often invisible (darkness, oily

glass, driver distracted by other matters, etc.). Con-
sequently many amateurs use the drip much as if it

were a hand pump, and oil by memory, giving a pump-
ful every five miles or so.

3. Automatic systems.

It is obvious that the first two systems must always

be inaccurate and wasteful, except with a remarkably
methodical and painstaking rider. Where either of

these systems is properly handled, and obtains the best

results, those results are obtained at too great a cost.

No sane motor cyclist desu-es to have his thoughts con-

centrated on his engine all day long. One of the ciy-

ing needs of the British motor cycle trade is the

development of the best automatic lubrication system.

Car Brakes.

I

N the other hand, I am wholly in agreement with
" Wharfedale" when he pleads for the reten-

tion of the belt-rim brake. 1 have yet to own
a rim brake or an external band brake which could be
deemed ideal. Internal expanding brakes are neat and

IxioiCs "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" have just

been puhlished in hooh form, price 5s. 3d. post free, from
" The Motor Cycle " Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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Occasional Comments.

—

compact. \\"hen they are new, their action is delight-
lul.

_

As they age, one begins to criticise them. The
Inction arcs gradually shrink to a couple of humps,
.nid subsequent wear is very rapid. It is generally
rather a job to fit new shoes, and the same applies if

hned .shoes are utilised; the average amateur is

hardly equal to the riveting and truhig up which are
needed. The records of the Patent Office bristle with
.suggestions for perfecting the internal expanding
brake, but nobody has yet managed to work out a
pattern which is cheap and simple, as well as~efiicient.

Paying Up.
X January 4th I duly received (unasked) one of the
new registration forms from the County Council
concerned. The Ministry of Transport has

carried into practice its anomaly of allowing car ta.xes

to be paid by quarterly instalments, provided you

61

pay- 20% extra on the year : but compels motor cycle
prices to be paid annually in one bite. So if your
8 h.p. three-wheeler weighs 897 lb., you can either
pay £2, down or pay £§ 12s. in four quarterly in-
stalments : but if your 8 h.p. three-wheeler weiglis
895 lb., you only pay £4, but you must disgorge that
sum right away. Funny how the brains of super-
bureaucrats work, isn't it? Presumably the quarterly
permission in respect of car taxes is to cheer up the
owner of "a single Ford taxi; but I don't know that
he needs more consideration than the small canvasser,
who uses a Morgan for his business rounds.
Of course, my personal rage is due to the fact that

I do not keep many of my machines for as long a
period as one year, so that somebody else will get "the
benefit of half my taxes.

A Question of Diagnosis.

THE amateur who recently described in our columns
how he renovated an aged and neglected Mors^an
fouiic] that the rear wheel spindle was U shaped.

He ascribed this to the machine having sustained a
violent skid at some time in its history. It may be
so. But I uive knew a joyous agent who amassed
his Ining i)rincipally out of a single customer, to whom
he had .s<jld a .Morgan. This customer was of the
breed who are fundamentally incapable of performing
two different actions simultaneously—you rememi)er
the old parlour trick of patting your head and rubbing
your tummy simultaneously, and how few people can
do It at the first try? So this customer used in care-
ful series to (i) open his throttle wide

; (2) take out his
clutch

; (,5) eng.age bottom gear; and thus (4) take his
foot oflf the clutch pedal.
The immediate result was a buckled back spindle.

He placed a standing order for a new spindle every
Monday morning. I think our contributor mav have
bought that Morgan !

fSk^

ROADSIDE.
CURIOSITIES.

(Left) Even ploughed
fields did not deter the

B.SA. owner— who is

evidently an enthusiastic

archaeologist—from inspecl-

mg at close quarters this

so-called " Devil's Arrow."
situated on the Great North
Road, near Boroughbridge.

(Right) Another wayside
rehc—Legg's Cross, between
West Auckland and Gain-
ford, Durham. Legend has
It that King: John sat upon
this stone to survey the

surrounding country.
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THE motor cyclist oE to-day enjoys a choice

between five different types, of electric lighting

outfits, viz. :_

I. Dynamo sets separate from the magneto, and so

requiring a special transmission.

2. Dynamo sets combined with the magneto.

3. Accumulator sets, minus a dynamo.

4. Dry battery sets.

5. The B.T.H. " Sparkhght,'.' which utihses sur-

plus current generated by themagneto, and dispenses

with the need for a dynamo; it is at present only

applicable to small two-stroke engines.

With such a wealth of choice available, the m-

experienced rider may be glad of a few notes on \.\\e

pros and cons of these different outfits,

Combined Ignition and Lighting Systems.

The magneto-dynamo installations, namely, the

Lucas Magdyno and the M.L. Maglita, are unques-

tionably the most
attractive for touring

machines when a new

mount is being pur-

chased and the neces-

sary capital is avail-

able. Their "cons"
are obvious. They,

add about 7 lb. to

the weight of the

motor cycle, as com-

pared with an acety-

lene outfit. They
cost from ^25 to

_^3o complete with

The well-known electrical firm

of Siemens favour dry batteries foi

iheir lighting equipment.

lamps and all fittings, from which must be deducted

the price of a magneto (about £i), arid the sum usually

paid for a gas set (about £6); so that they are an

extravagance to the tune oi at least £12. No price,

however, has been standardised for such outfits; in

some cases, after allowing for magneto, the figure is

£22,. Of course many are quite prepared to put up

with the small increases of weight and price in order to

obtain the utmost convenience and efficiency in their

lamps! The advantages are unquestionable. The

illumination is superb, and very reliable. The devices

are extremely compact and sightly. The Maglita en-

tails no additional drive of any kind, there being but

one revolving armature. The Magdyno lighting arma-

ture is driven by enclosed gears packed in grease, and

is just as reliable as the distributer drive of a multi-

cylinder car type magneto. In neither case is the

ignition interfered with or rendered less dependable.

The Magdyno will

furnish the usual

ignition spark if the

dynamo is completely

removed from the
instrument, a job
which a raw novice

can perform in a few

seconds. The Mag-
lita will light the

lamps without the aid

of a battery. Both

instruments include
" dimming " devices,

and the bulbs
generally may be
focussed to give a

short, broad beam.
Volex dry battery lighting equip-

ment made by Ward and Goldstone.

A23
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Electric Lighting Outfits.

—

or a long narrow beam
uncertainty and

The
messiness of

.

generator are

H.A.H. dry battery set for

side and tail lamps.

,an - a c e t y 1 e n e

eliminated.

Other dynamo sets (Type I.)

will often be preferred when a

rider wishes to convert an exist-

ing motor cycle to electric light-

ing ; for he has to buy a new
.source of ignition if he wishes

to fit the Magdyno or Maglita,

and he may not be able to obtain

a high price for his old magneto.
The separate dynamo sets are,

in most cases, honest electrical

jobs. Their drawback is that a special drive has to

he faked up, which may take the form of a link-grip

belt or a friction drive off the tyre or off a special

friction pulley clipped to the sjwkesj these friction

drives are not always satisfac-

tory, whilst a belt drive ought
to include a mechanical adjust-

ment for the tension. Wiien
these .separate dynairros are in-

stalled., the machine is apt to

Icok rather '' patchy "-; but the

system remains the most work-

manlike method of economical
conversion, though it is not so

neat as installing a magneto-
dynamo set after selling the old

magneto.

.Dry battery sets have earned
Avidely differing- verdicts from
their users. Their chief draw-
back lies in the fact that no dry
battery thrives ori heavy and
continuous discharges ; therefore

regular and prolonged night
work soon compels the purchase

of a new battery, which is now-
adays a really expensive item.

(Dry batteries cannot be re-

charged. They can be freshened

up a little by drilling holes in

the case and soaking ihe cells in

a saturated solution of sal
am mon i a c;. but the effect is

evanescent.) Vnv jimilar reasons it is not prac-

ticable to obtain the ma.xhnum light from a dry
battery head lamp ; the heavy discharge rate of a

really powerful bulb will soon exhaust the cells. The
writer's personal experiences with such sets all go to

indicate that they are best reserved for intermittent

work over short disrancs : but a dry battery tail lainp

The Magdyno in which

the magneto and the

dynamo are separate
units but driven together

through the medium of

a gear wheel between

the two armature shafts.

fair electrician.

Accumulator Sets.

Manv riders employ accu-

mu!at(jr sets without fitting a

dynamo of any kind. In this

case the accumulators must be

removed from the cycle at least

once a month—oftener if much
nightwork is done—and recharged at a garage, at a

power .station, of off the domestic lighting circuit.

The conditions essential to success with this form of

lighting are obvious, viz. :

(a) The rider must either be a

must be able to trust the person

who charges the cells for him (at

some public charging stations the

work is slipshod).

(b) Regular nightwork i n

winter over a good . mileage will

necessitate frequent recharging.

(c) Storage must be found on

the machine for a well-con-

structed accumulator of good
rapacity. (Suitable storage is

easily rigged up in a sidecar, but

is a real problem on a solo

mount.) A hatten,' of which the

rpad -ivork is all discharge and
no charge must be larger and
better than a battery which is

simultaneou-sly discharged by the

lamps and recharged by an

engine-driven dvnamo.

Another small dynamo set—the Altema, which has

a dry battery for service vihen the engine is

not running.

The Meteor accumulator set includes a metal case tor the battery.

is a good auxiliary to a gas- head lamp, and is far more
leliable than the average gas tail lamp.

For Minature Two=strcKes.

The B.T.H. Sparklight is a real boon for baby two-

strokes. It is extremely light and cheap, and should

certainlv be specified when a new baby two-stroke is

ordered. Its operation is entirely

automatic, it cannot upset the

ignition, and it will light the

lamps without the aid of the

battery, should the latter get out

of order ; of course, under these

circumstances the lamps will only

light up with the engine running

at about 500 r.p.m. or over.

It is not altogether easy to com-

pare the relative costs of the

\arious lighting systems. But it

is only fair to say that the acety-

lene generator sets are still the

cheapest to maintain. The dis-

-solved acetylene outfits are not

much dearer to buy than a gas

generator .set, and afford the most

reliable light in the world; short

of exhausting a cylinder unex-

A2 3
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Powell and Hanmer's dynamo lighting set.

pectedly, no roadside trouble can occur, and this

mishap may be guarded against by using a pressure

gauge before long runs, or by carrying a reserve cylin-

der in the sidecar. Replacement cylinders now cost

6s., and the same value in carbide will give a longer

light.

An accumulator set is hardly more costly than a gas

generator set, and will give upwards of four hours'

light on a charge, according to ^ ^^

the capacity of the battery and ^'^

the consumption of the bulbs.

The cost of charging v a r i e s _..„xa^ / ^
from IS. upwards.

Dry Batteries.

The running expenses of a

dry battery set are frightfully

heavy if a powerful head lamp
is used for long distances, as

a, glance at a price list of re-

placement cells will indicate.

On the other hand, the cost of

maintaining a dry battery rear

lamp is very reasonable ; and
if the machine is only used in-

termittently at nights (as most
machines are), the head lamp battery may last for

weeks or even months, according to the distance

covered.

Dynamo outfits require very little outlay after pur-
chase, but in considering their financial economy the

loss of interest on capital must be charged. If the
outfit costs ;£to over and above the cost of an ordinary
magneto and the lamps, the lost interest is 12s. a year.

A certain number of new bulbs will probably be
required, and head lamp bulbs may cost 3s. apiece.

A small cynamo lighting set known as the Astra.

A good example of the

produced

M-L Maglita combined lighting Battery box of the M-L set

and ignition apparatus. which is carried in the position

usually adopted for gas
generators.

A duffer will probably seek professional help once or

twice in a season for some slight defect or adjustment.

A length. or two of wiring may suffer accidental damage
and extra petrol is consumed in driving the dynamo.
It is doubtful whether these sets are any cheaper to

maintain than a gas outfit.

' Wherever an accumulator is used, economy will

largely hinge upon the care with which it is maintained.

"'^
Care of Cells.

The essential points are as

follows :

I. Never let the accumu-
lator stand when discharged.

If it cannot be charged up on

the machine immediately, re-

move it, and get it charged else-

where without delay.

-2. Never let the liquid in

the cells fall below the tops of

the plates. Replace small
losses with distilled water. Re-
place serious losses {e.g., after

upsetting a cell) by adding a

solution made up of one part

of pure brimstone sulphuric acid

to five parts of distilled water. N.B.—Always add
acid to water, and allow solution to cool before pour-

ing into the cells. (Note particularly that it is very

dangerous to add water to concentrated'-acid.)

3. Remember that vibration is very bad for accu-

mulators. It causes the plates to shed their paste,

which may produce an internal short circuit. Pack
the accurnulators in their case with care, insulating

them with rubber packing so that they cannot move.

B.T.H. lighting set which

uses the magneto for its

source of current.

modem accumulator set-

by Godfreys.
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RE-BUILDING OUR CREDIT OVERSEAS.
Exports of British Motor Cycles nearly Six Times Greater ihan Imports.

£2,340,557 is the total value of British motor cycles and
parts (not including tyres ordered apart from machines)'
exported during 1920.

It is a figure that will take some explaining away by
the pessimist who affirms that our manufacturers are neg-
lecting the Overseas market. £1.572,903 of this amount
represents the value of 21,304 actual motor cycles exported,
while the remaining £567,654 was expended on " parts."
viz., component parts, accessories, and spares. A simple
division sum makes the value of eacli machine to be approxi-
mately £78 10s., which, after allowing for traders' discounts,
still proves that a great many lightweights find their way
abroad. It is unfortunate that no statistics classifying the
types of machines are available, for we feel sure "that the
proportion of low-priced lightweights must be very high.
But these, remarkable as they arc, are not the only

interesting facts that jnay be culled from the summary of
our Overseas ti'ade

in the Board of
Trade monthlv re-

tuiiis for 1920.' Im-
port figures, for ex-
ample, provide
f u r t h e i; food for
thought.
Last year we im-

ported no fewer
than 4,305 motor
c y c I e s—a 1 m o s t

wholly, of course,
from America—to a
net value of
£285,820, and a
gross value, includ-
ing " parts " (but.
again, excluding dis-

tinct tvic consign-
ments), "of £407,429.
Average values in

this case work out
at approximately
£66 56., but a 53i%

almost up to three

A graphical illustration of the fluctuating

monthly totals of motor cycle imports.

fid nilt>Kiri'in duty brings the total _
figures. Apart from other sources of information, we are
nbviou.sly justified in considering the majority of these
machines to be heavyweights. Incidentally, the" Exchequer
benefits to the extent of £135,808 on this" importation.
As we indicated last week, a comparison of 1920's total

imports and total exports of motor cvcles and parts reveals
the reassuring fact that the value of the exports is nearly
six times the value of our imports. This is even more
satisfactory when it is observed that a similar comparison
of the grand totals of all goods and merchandise entering
and leaving the United Kingdom during the same period
shows a ratio of approximately 19 to 13 in /ni-nur of t/ip.

imports: but it must also be noted that in 1919 our motor
cycle e.\-ports were more than eli/Jit times as valuable as
the imports.

Records—Not at Brooklands.
As may also be observed from Table I. on this page,

export figures have more than doubled, and imports trebled
1919 amounts. In both cases, of course, 1920 totals are much
higher than any previously attained, althougli the actual
immber of exported machines in 1913 (which is regarded
as a record year, and when they averaged onlv £43 apiece-!)
reached the fine total of 16,850 compared with 21,304 in
1920.

Turning to monthly returns, which we show graphically,
(wo most interesting diagrams are provided. Taking exports
first, the seesaw fluctuations of the earlier half of the year
are somewhat mystifying, but such sharp contrasts as" are
exhibited in JIarch and April are probably more due to the
laws of chance than the more definite law of supply and
demand.

It is customary, but probably wrong (although no reliable
statistics are published), to aseume that the majority of
our exported motor cycles go to the Southern Hemisphere

;

and, although the high line from July to November mav
be taken as evidence of a Southern " spring demand," i't

seems more feasible to assume that only wdien the demand
in this country eased off somewhat did our manufacturers
turn really seriously to exportation. Although .December
is a disappointment, it is, nevertheless, at a considerably
higher level than December, 1919.

Rapid Decline In Imports.
The import line zigzags almost unaccountably, until we

recall that siipphj and demand must be considered inde-
pendently on this market. For example, the demand was
very great in May, although actual supply was low: and,
by the time the
^"Ppl.V got really

adequate, the de-
mand had begun to

slacken off. The
rapid decline follow-
ing is the most
undorstandable fea-
ture of a hectic
year. December's
figure is less than
half that of the
corresponding month
in 1919; and onlv
halt of the £16,820
represents complete
niaclunes (just 106
all told).

Last year, as we
have indicated
earlier, tyres were
tabulated independ-
ently : and, as auto-
mobile and perambu-
lator types are also
lumped in, their
figures are probably
not of engrossing
interest to o u r

readers. £5.577,078
of these tyres were
imported, and
£6,500,761 e x -

ported : a rather
c u r i u s state of
affairs.

207,739.144 gallons—say it in words '—of motor spirit,
to a declared value of £2'3.360,119. entered this country last
year : an increase over 1919 of 30% in value, but only 4%
in amount. Only half this amount was imported in 1913.

Finally nothing serves to emphasise the satisfactory and
natioiinlly helpful state of the British motor cycle industry
more than a comparison with the correisponding tiading figures
from the automobile world ; for last year the value of ex-
ported cars failed to reach half.the value of»similar imports.
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On this diagram the great .nctivity in

the export market from July to Novemte.'
last year is shovra in a striking manner.

TAHLE I.

TAHI.E II.

MoNTJiLV Values of
Imports asp Exports

ncRixc 19^0.

19U. 1919. ,9-'o. j Imports. Exr-orts.

British Eiporb. Jnn.
c

38,265 . 126,830
-Vumber of British

1

'1

I-Cl). - 25,522 106,730
motor cycles ex- Mar. 40|957 170,327
ported 16.SS0 8.3W -

21. 30.1 Apr. 46.703 125,968
Total value of Brit- .May 23,910 168,082

ish motor cycles June 29,418. 154,586
and parts ex- i lulv 51.179 -271,078
ported fq.SO.5g9 fiio9.i77. l£2,340.557 Aug. 65,884 265,566

Sept. 22,774 251.273
Imports. Oct. 26,406 259t8io

Numt>er of motor Nov. 20,491 249,689
cycles imported . l,7-'8 1,485 • 4.305 l>ec. 16,820 150,618

Total value of
motorcycles and
parts importci /l6G,02l <io;,572 .0(07,429 Total f40r,4-9 C2,340,557
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The New "Six Days" Scheme.
PoinJs of the Suggested A.C.U, Regulations for the 1921 Big Trials.

THERE is a sense in which all sporting riders and
all vej:erans will regret the proposed changes in

the organisation of the Six Days Trial. Ever
since its inception in 1903 the Trial has topped -Jhe

competition programme, furnished a most sporting

week, and 'strung the interest of riders throughout the

kingdom to a very high pitch. Now the event is to be

boiled down to four days of roadwdrk—restricted to

fair surfaces and easy gradients—and the remaining

two days will be occupied in a series of technical tests,

reminiscent rather of the bench acceptance tests of an

aero engine or a tank engine, than of the old " hell-

for-leather " business.

Nevertheless it is quite beyond question that the

change is wise and statesmanlike.

If some association interested in

perambulators were to offer gold

medals for the best ascent of a

telegraph pole by a perambulator
containing twins, the spectators

would enjoy unlimited fun, and the

successful nursemaids Avould un-

doubtedly deserve their medals.
But the resulting type of perambu-
lator would not necessarily be such
as the twins and th-eir mother might
desire. It is on such Heath
Robinson principles that the last

Six Days was run. If . the new
proposals are carried out in their

entirety, they will tend to develop
the sort of machine which nine out
of every ten riders_. want. The
novel factors which are to be introduced include the
following items, all of which are vital to the satisfac-
tion of the average owner :

1. Petrol and oil consumption.
2. Mudguarding. '

3. Springing.
^

4. Oil retention.

Reliability will be severely tested by the seventy-five
mile high speed test which concludes the actual riding.
Brooklands test hill will guarantee the climbing power.
Brakes are to be tested separately (this will surely
arouse much controversy about front wheel brakes).
The only points which have been overlooked are com-
paratively secondary, and may possibly be incorporated
in the 1922 event. Obvious omissions of great interest
to the private owner are :

5. Ease of cleaning.

6. Accessibihty (e.specially in reference to tyre
- repairs on all machines, and to mechanical adjust-
ments on sidecar outfits).

7. Quality and design of tool outfits.

8. Vailue for money.

A Drastic Change.
The suggestion that all engines exceeding 350 c;c.

must pull sidecars through the trial may mean a great
deal more than is stated in the draft. It may imply
that the A.C.U. intend to equip the bulk of the entry
with an official observer, and to run the event on a
non-stop basis, with a penalty for every stoppage of
25

As recorded in our issue for Decem-
ber 23rd, it is intended to introduce
several new features in this year's
A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

The start will be from Brooklands,
where the machines will be subjected
to a preliminary examination and
certain eliminating tests, including a
test of mudguarding over a prepared
surface, top gear slow running and
silencer tests.

Brooklands is also to be the scene of

the finish of the Trial when the surviv-
ing competitors will be required to
maintain certain specified mimimum
speeds for 25 laps.

It is also suggested that every
machine over 350 c.c. shall be required
to be fitted with a sidecar.

any sort or kind. At first sight this possibility is

exceedingly attractive. Non-stop trials have been very

largely responsible for developing cars to what they

now are. Petty stops are far too common with many
makes of motor cycle. This innovation would show
up the " class " of the different types and different

makes with great faithfulness. The adoption of the

non-stop principle is probably impossible unless side-

cars are made compulsory, and in most directions it

would be extremely beneficial.

But there are two or three equally serious snags

about it. For example, if I may take familiar names
in vain, the 4 h.p. Triumph, the 3 h.p. A. B.C., and
the-2|^ h.p. Douglas all sell freely to solo enthusiasts.

Of this trio, the Triumph and
A. B.C. exceed 350 c.c, and would
therefore have to pull sidecars.

These machines would necessarily

be far more severely tested and far

more closely observed than the

Douglas. Given reasonable roads,

the Douglas (or its equivalent) could

easily take a sidecar through the

.road portion of the trial with credit,

as could many of the little two-

strokes and J.A.P.-engined light-

weights now on the market, but
it would be unfair and disastrous.

The multi-lap high-speed test at

Brooklands would be much more
severe on a 350 c.c. sidecar -outfit

than on a genuine dual-purpose
machine like the sturdy Triumph.

It would tend to increase the weight of the 350 c.c.

machines, whereas there is real need for their weight
to come down.

Discouraging the Solo Mount.
No wise enthusiast will hastily denounce careful

efforts" to run the Six Days on a non-stop principle.

But two preliminary cautions are essential. If the
non-stop principle is applied, it must" be applied fairly,

and it must not hamper the new movement towards
lighter solo machines. The new taxation scheme
tends to encourage machines which weigh under 200
lb. Popular demand Avas already pushing in the same
direction; the new light Sunbeam, Coulson, etc., were
already showing the folly of building one and the same
'bus for the solo tourist and the sidecar potterer. The
A.C.U. must encourage this tendency, instead of
crabbing it.

Can they find a way out of this dilemma.? It is

difficult to find an escape. Personally, I value the
non-stop principle so enormously that I dare not
denounce it offhand and • without reserve, though it

threatens great sacrifices. I wonder whether the
A.C.U. can devise some other method of encouraging
the light solo 'buses if they should be penalised in the
Six Days by this suggested rule. Could they be given
compensating attention in a .series of shorter trials ?

What would be the effect of making sidecars com-
pulsory on all Six Day entries exceeding 200 lb. ?

Could the problem be dodged by including in the Six
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Days a special solo class, in which the entering manu-
lacturers pledged themselves to dehver duplicates with
the usual guarantee plus a ^oidance clause in the event
ijf a sidecar being fitted ? I doubt whether anv satis-

I actor}- solution can be found, and in that event I fear

the non-stop principle ought to be abandoned.
The scheme is considerably more audacious than it

appears, for although it is easy to frame, it is very

ditiicult to carry out. It will demand the most meti-

culous organisation and a host of first-class minor
(ifficials. However admirably it is planned and staffed,

it will unfortunately be extremely boring to the partici-

]3ants and to the spectators. It should prove worth
the trouble, for it will produce rapid acceleration of

development in the points which matter. A strictly

limited entiy would appear desirable.

The pitfall of a limited entry is that the results are

apt to flatter the trade and humbug the public, seeing

67

that almost any finii can prepare a single super machine
and provide a super tuner. There may consequently

lie some suggestion that the A.C.U. should after

receiving entries purchase examples of the entered

makes at random from the stocks of local dealers,

instead of accepting machines selected and prepared

by the entrants. I doubt whether any such compli-

cated .system is necessary. A glance at the items

selected for rewards and penalties indicates that they

are mostly elements of design .rather than matters of

tune. No doubt the machines which do best in the

1921 Trial willdiffer from the 1921 machines sold to

the public. But twelve montlis should set this right.

The new mudguanls, the new springing, the new oil

trapping devices, the new carburetter design will surely

grace the 1922 models. A. trial fulfils its purpose
when it forces upon the manufacturer's next year model
such alterations as the greater bulk of liis customers
desire. B. H. Da\ies.

The 1921 Grand Prix.
An Imporlan( ConlinenJal EvenI for Mo(or Cycles, (o be held al Ihe Time of (he Car Race.

As announced in last week's issue, a Motor Cycle Grand
Prix will be held in France ne.xt July, in conjunction
witli the thiee-lilre motor car race, near Le Man.';.

This event will be the most important motor cycle

speed contest of the year on the Continent, and will be under
the direct control of the Union Motocycliste, which i."! the
national body controlling motor cycle races and competitions
in France.

It will be remembered that the Auto-
mobile Club of France decided, several

months aijo, to revive its Grand Pri.x

race in 1921, this event having been
interrupted by the war and the un-

settled conditions since the Armistice.

Every indication pointed to the selection

if a course near Strasbourg for this im-

portant event ; but, owing to the slow-

ness of the Alsatian authorities to give

the guarantees required by the Auto-
mobile Club, this body suddenly decided
to accept the offer of Lc Mans to prepare

a course and pay an important subsidy
for the race.

The Grand Prix having been fixed for

Saturday, .July 23rd, the decision was

taken at a recent meeting of the Sporting Commission of the
Automobile Club of France to hold a motor cycle event on
the preceding day and over the same course. The rules have
not yet been drawn up. for motor cycling in France is under
the control of the Union Motocycliste, and not directly in

the hands of the Sporting Commission. It is understood,
however, that the I'rench Motor Cycle Grand Prix will be

On the course at Le Mans, where the

Grand Prix Race will be held in July.

Top : Through the pine forests near Le Mans.
Bottom : One of the best stretches.

over a distance of three hundrec miles.

Solo machines only will be adraitteti.

The circuit is ten and a half miles, the

roads are fairly level, the country is wild

and deserted, and there are three sharp

turns, only one of which, however, will

cause any real difficulty to riders. For
the Grand Prix it is intended to relay the

entire road surface. ,
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A Monocar with a Dickey Seat.
A Promising Cycle Car, embodying Well-known Motor Cycle Engine and Gear Units.

ALTHOUGH there is undoubtedly a
demand for an efficient monocar,
it suffers, lilie the solo motor cycle

with a carrier, in that a second pas-
senger cannot be carried. The designer
of the Baughan monocar illustrated no
doubt appreciate this, and has taken
his cue from the number of solo motor
cycles now iitted .with Tan-Sad and
similar seats, for, although all the ad-
vantages of a solo four-wheeler are
retained, in addition a convenient dickey
seat forms part of the ecjuipment.

An Unusual Transmission.

The Baughan is a new proposition
introduced by Messrs, Baughan Motors,
of Lower Street, Stroud, Gloucestershire,
and has an 8 h,p, twin Blackburne engine
placed across the front end of the frame.
The primary drive is by shaft to ?

small gear box behind the driver's seat,
containing a bevel gear, from the cross-
shaft of which a " spider " conveys the
drive to the outer member of the clutch
of a Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear bo.x.

A short chain is used for the final drive

to the reai^ axle, a shock absorber being

embodied.
Quarter-elliptic springs are used at both

ends, and at the rear girder-constructed

rods are used and the spring ends allowed
to slide in their housings. The specifi-

cation also includes 650x55 mm. tyres

on detachable wheels, Capac carburetter,

domed-shaped mudguards, and an effi-

cient cooling fan.

The price is £222 10s. with dickey seat,

and a wider model, seating two passen-

gers side by side, and having a third

seat at the rear, is also to be marketed
for £255, complete with hood, screen,

and electric lighting.

The Baughan runabout, primarily designed as a monocar, but capable of takmg a second

passenger m a neatly arranged dickey seat.

Countershaft Gear Conversions.
FREQUENTLY we are asked by ov/ners

o£ single or hub-geared machines if

it is possible to fit a countershaft

gear. An answer is supplied by the ac-

companying illustration of a 1913 hub-
geared Triumph, which has been converted
for use with a Sturmey-Archer three-speed

countershaft gear. Such conversions, it

must be noted, however, are not so easily

made as might appear.

The work was carried out by the

Sheldon Engineering Co., of Bailey Lane,

Sturdy bottom bracket used by the Sheldon
Engineering Co. in their conversion sets.

Coventry, who specialise in such conver-
sions.-. Their method includes a new rear
portion to the frame, and new wheel as
well, of course, and the gear box. Almost
any type of machine can be converted
for a price in the
neighbourhood of £27,
though the figure

varies somewhat ac-

cording to the amount
of work required in

attaching the new rear
frame and altering
brake gear and
controls.

A very substantial
bottom bracket lug is 5,

incorporated to carry '^

the Sturmey - Archer "

gear, and plenty of

room is provided for

adjustment of the
pi'imary chain.
During our visit to

the firm we were able
to examine several
different makes of
machine which were
undergoing conver-

sion, and it may -be said that certain

forms of frame offer involved problems
in the way of modification. So far, how-
ever, the Sheldon Engineering Co. have
overcome all these dilficulties.

Rear portion of an early model Triumph, which has been

converted from a hub to a countershaft-geared machine by the

Sheldon Engineering Co.

MOTOR CYCLES IN SWEDEN.
WE have had a very interesting letter

from Mr. Gustav Gothe, a Swedish
motor cyclist and enthusiastic

reader of Tlte Motor C'ych, who gives us

some very useful information concerning
the motor cycle sport and pastime in his

country. He tells us that the Swedish
Mdtor'Cycle Club has now developed into

a firm and powerful organisation, well-

known, and acknowledged in the whole
of Sweden. Last year it joined the
F.I.G.M. Conseque'ntly the Swedish
Club is going to make this year's May

Trials at AVhitsuntide an international
affair, and sincerely trusts that British
motor cyclists will go over and compete.
He says that the Swedes have earned an
international reputation for their hospi-
tality, and he promises that motor cyclists

who visit his country will have no reason
to regret it

Mr. Gothe has studied motor cycle con-
ditions in this country carefully. He is

secretary of the Competitions Committee
of the Swedish Motor Cycle Club, and
tells us that the motor cycle, both as a

sporting A'ehicle and for practical pur-
poses, has gained ground tremendously
during the last few j'ears. Before the
war motor cycles were comparatively rare,

but now they are in use all over the
country. He regrets to have to tell us
that most of the motor cycles are
American, due to the difficulty in getting
supplies of British machines after the
war. This year, however, he hopes to
see an alteration. He is very enthusiastic
concerning the qualities of British-made
machines.
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Arterial Roads <m</

^ //e 1 Tkemployed

BY - PASS .ROApJ NO
UNDER CONSTPUCTION.* -

OTH6R . SCHEMET PROJECTEP.

The new road between Purley and Waddon Stations in course of construction.

IT has been known for a long time that
st«ps are being taken to improve the
roads in the Metropolis.
The approaches to and exits front

London, as many of our reader.s are
aware, are in places dangerous and be-
thronged with traffic. The construction of
new roads, too, is providing work for the
unemployed, and consequently some refer-

ence to tlie sclienie is of double interest.

We may first make mention of the
Eltham by-pass, which will enable traffic

pa.ssing from London to Maidstone to

avoid Eltham High Street. Tlie northern
extension of this Ijy-pass will serve as a
useful coinicction between Greenwich and
Woolwich. The Shooters Hill by-pass,
which is four miles in length, will
brancli from the Dover road at Blackheath
so as to a\oid the 250ft. climb over
Shooters Hill, rejoining the Dover road
at Welling. Two circular roads are also
projected one in the south tlirough Wool-
wich, and one in the north through
Willpsden, Edmonton, Walthamstow, etc.,

both of which will allow the congested
centre of the city to be avoided.
The western avenue through Humincr-

siiiith and ActoM will, it is hoped, con-
tinue through Ealing and Grcenford, and
will join . the Oxford road beyond
U.xbridge. The easteriK avenue will
traverse the marshes of the Lea through
Hackney and Leyton, and will cross the
Lea valley between the Bow road and
Lea Bridge road. It is hoped that this
avenue will eventually be prolonged
through Wanstead and Hford. and join
the main Colchester road beyond Rom-
ford, forming a road from the north of
Londoii eastwards without going through
Whitcchapel, Bow, and Stratford.
There is yet another scheme which con-

cerns the new Cambridge road through
Tottenham, Edmonton, and Enfield, re-

joining the old Cambridge road after
Cheshunt.

Modem Motor Ways.
The Ministry of Transport contemplates

the construction of highways of at least

ICOft. between fences. In the case of the
100ft. road there will be an 8ft. footpath
next to each fence. On each side of the
footpath a 5ft. grass track and a 3ft.

gravel strip between it and the 24ft.

carriage-way. Next to the carriage-way
will be a 20ft. track for fast traHic or

tramways. Bevond the 20ft. track will

be another 24ft. carriage-way similar to
that on the other side of the central track.
At the present moment the intention

is to prepare the roads roughly throughout
their full width, and only to complete the
footway, grass track and narrow strip,

and one of the carriage-ways, which will

have a 6ft. footpath on the right-hand
side. The remainder of the roads (54ft.)

will probably be let out in temporal-)'
allotments pending the time when they
can be completed. Other roads will have
to be of smaller dimensions

Tills gives briefly an idea of the work
on which the unemployed are being
engaged, and it is inleresling to note that
preference ie being given to ex-Service
men.

Ten Millions for Roads.

A .<uni of Kn million lour hundred
thousand pounds is to be made available

for distribution for new road construction

by the Ministry of Transport, and of this

sum five million two hundred thousand
pounds form a fund from which further

grants towards road schemes can be made,
while a similar fund is available for roads

at Government rate of interest. Half of

the largest sum is being allocated for the
Metro|>olitan area, and the balance for

arterial road schemes in other districts.

Not less than 50% of the cost is to be
expended on wages for unskilled men.
So far the Minister of Labour has

sanctioned expenditure in thirteeu areas

inside the Metro|X)litan area and sixty-six

areas outside the Metropolitan area. In
the Metroiwlitan area the county councils

have- been approached and pressure has
been brought to bear upon them to under-
take the necessary work with a 50%
grant and a 50% loan, but .so far the

councils have agreed onl)' to undertake a

pmall portion of the work. When there

is any excessive degree of unemployment
in any particular district the Ministry of

Labour notifies tlie Minister of Transport,
whereupon the latter communicates with
the local authorities so as to ascertain

whether any road construction schemes
are in existence in that district. The
amount offered to the local authority is

based on the number of unemployed ex-

Service men in the area concerned.

Thousands of tons of chalk are being conveyed by lorries to raise the foundations of the road

to the required height.

.429
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Prices o[ Second-hand Motor Cycles.
A Schedule of Prices at which used and shop-soiled Motor Cycles were being offered in the miscellaneous

advertisements of last week's issue of " The Motor Cycle." '

Make, H.P., and Date.
A. B.C. 3h.p., ig^o . .

A.B.C. 3h.p. sc, iq30 ...

Abingdon 5-7h.p. sc, 1920
Acme SIi.p. sc., 1920 ....

A.J.S. 6h.p. sc, 1920 ....

A.J.S. 6h.p. sc, 1919
Allon 2']h.p., i<^o

£80,

£140
.',"195

£l7.'i,

£200,

.C139,

£65,

Classified Prices.

£100, *£iio, £120,

£125, £135. t£i50
"

£160

Average
Price.

0,

ifilS

£1-15

£180, £185, £190, *£200,

t£2io, t£235, 1-/243

£150
£85

American X 7-9n.p., 1920 t£i65, £t6o
" ' £175

£162, £168
t£i70,American X 7-9ii.p. sc, 1920

Ariel 6h.p. sc, 1920 £120,
Ariel 3Ah.p., 1920 £100
Bat Slj^p. sc, 1920 £115.
Beardmore sh.p., 1920 *£85,

Blackburne 4h.p., 1920 ,£io5,

Blackburne Sh.p. sc, 1920 £r75
Brough .=)-6h.p. sc, 1920 £i.'io

B.S.A. 4ih.p., 1920 £100,

B.S..A.. 4ih.p. sc, 1920 £rio,

t£l50, £160
£105
''£i-'o

£130,

£63,
£65,

£60,

£52.
£85,

Calthorpe 2.,h.p., 1920
Cleveland sh.p., 1920
CljTio 2ih.p., T020
Clyno Sh.p. ^v, W.D
Connaught 2.Th.p., 1920 ....

Coulson-B. 4h.p., 1920 ....

Coutson-B. 2^h.p., 1920 £8:

Coventry Eagle 2.Jh.p., 1920 ..... £75 ,

Douglas 2?h.p., 1920 £82,
Douglas 4h.p. sc, 1920 £125,
Edmund 2,^h.p., 1920 .£105

Enfield Sh.p. sc, 1920 £150,
Eniield 8h.p. sc, 1921 I*£i75,
Enfield sjh.p., 1920 £55,
HarJey-Davidson 7-9h.p. sc, 1920.

.

t£i.5o,

Harley-Davidson 4h.p., 1920 .... £140,
Hazlewond 5-6h.p. sc, 1920 ...... *£i65,

Hobart 23h.p., 1920 ;..."... iy,
Humber 4ih.p., 1920 - *fci3o

Indian 7-9h.p. sc, 1920 "i'£l^o.

£100, *£i07, *^io
£120, £120, £123,

£138, £140, t£i43 .

£So
£70

t£"5.

£140
£52 .

£124

£90, £90. £90. £9-
£130. £140, £145, £152, £133

£175
"'^.''''^^'^'^.'^^'

t'£i95 ....-...:.........

£63, £75, £75
£175, .£210, t£2io, £250 . .

.

*£I42, •£150
•£186

£202
£145
£75

£132
£172
£130

£95
£112

£104

£128
£71
£77

£too
£52
£104

£89
£141

£162
£185
£67
£199
£144
£173

'i'£i73- t','175. £185, t£2O0 £179

tDyuamo lighting.

Make, H.P., and Date.
Indian 4h.p., 1920
James 5 6h.p. sc. 1920
James 2ih.p., 1920
Lea-Francis sjh.p., 1920 . . .

.

Levis 2ih.p., 1920 . . .

Martinsyde.eh.p. sc, 1920 .

.

Matchless Sh.p. sc, 1920 . .

.

New Hudson 2ih.p., 1920
New Imperial 8h.p. sc, 1920 . .

.

New Imperial 22h.p., 1920
New Imperial Sh.p. sc, 1919 . . .

New Scale 3-ih.p. sc, 1920
Norton 4h.p. sc, 1921
Norton 3;^.h.p. model 16, 1920 ...

N.U.T. 3Jh.p., 1920
O.K. 2*h.p., 1920
Omega 2ih.p., 1920
P. and M. s'-h.p., 1920
P. and M. 3.ih.p., 1918-19
Quadrant 4ih.p. sc, 1920
Reading Standard Sh.p. sc, 1921.
Rover sih.p., 1920
Rover 5-6h.p. sc, 1920 . .

.

Royal Ruby 3h.p., 1920
Rudge 3lh.p.,.i92o
Rudge 3jh.p. sc, 1920
Scott 3ih.p. sc, 1920 . . . . ,

Scott 32h.p., 1920
Sun sth.p., 1920
Sunbeam 3^h.p., 1920
Sunbeam 3ih.p. sc, 1920 .......
Sunbeam Sh.p. sc, 1920
Triumph 4h.p., 1920 ...........
Triumph 4h.p. sc, 1920 , .'

Triumph 4h.p. sc, 1919

Velocette 2ih.p., 1919
Wooler 2jh.p., 1920
Zenith Sh.p., 1920 .

Zenith 5h.p., 1920 ._

*Unused.

£13°;
£160,

£55,
'

£100,

£33,

.t£205
£175,

r£i9S,
£63,
£110
£63,
£120,
£105
*£iS5
£105.

t£i40,

£40,

£73,
£115
£68,
^^130

£160
.£98,

£120,

£83,

£95,
£125
£130,

£95,
£33
£140,

^'£200

£220,
, £ioo,

£123,
fios
£133.

. £42

. £78,

. £98,

. £95,

Average
Classified Prices. Price.

£133 £132
£165, £190 £171
'£65 £60
»£ii6, £120 £112

£.35 £55

£i8o,' £182] £185', £185', £185,

t£200, t£2I0. 1£220 £191
"£63 £63

£79,'£S9';.::-^--••• £77
,
£i,to, £150 £137

£130
. t£l40, t£r45, tCH?
'£43, '£47

£79, £80

£70, £70, £82
£145

£113
£145

£100, £120, £120
£95, '£95

t£l33, £140
£110, £110 . .

'£140

M240, t£245
£119, *£ii7, *£i2o
£145, £145, £il3. £180 ...

£105, £107, £123, £j23, £135,
£l6o

£112
£143
£44
£78

£72
£137

£106
£132
£106
£95

£135
£107

£140

£235
£"4
£148

- £127

£85 £81
*£i20, «£l25, £130 £118
£100, £105 £100

A Floatless Carburetter.
The Parmor Vaporiser—a Well-made Inslrument embodying Several Novel Fealures.

EVER since the introduction of tlie spray

carburetter a certain number of designers

haA'e given their minds to the problem
of eliminating the float and its attendant
mechanism. We have before us a recent ex-

ample of floatless carburetter, which embodies
several features of interest, and which has
been tested by a well-known Midland firm

with satisfactory results.

This instrument is known as the Parmor
floatless carburetter, and is . marketed by
Parmor Carburetters, Ltd., Carlton House
Extension, Birmingham.

Graduated Adjustment.

Petrol is fed directly to one or more small

jets drilled in the face of a wide cone. When
at rest these jets are sealed by an internally-

coned valve which takes its seating on the
surrounding face. This valve has a vertical

hole drilled thi'ough the centre and lies imme-
diately below a series of spraying jets. By
means of a milled cap the height of the main
coned member may be adjusted, thus regu-
lating the permissible travel of the valve.

The cap is provided with a scale and a lock-

ing device, so that once the correct adjust-
ment has been found it may be retained in-

definitely, or modified to suit existing condi-
tions. It will be clear that engine suction
will raise the jet covering valve and thus allow
petrol to pass to the atomising jets.

Air and throttle barrels are of normal con-

struction, the former being D shaped and slid-

ing within the latter, while the cap of the
carburetter is secured by a bayonet joint

locked in position by a simple spring clip.

At the present time the carbui'etter is made
for " big singles " only, though further models
are under way.

Advantages Claimed.

Since a Parmor carburetter is in the course
of being fitted to a staff machine we will con-
fine our description to this brief outline \)f

the instrument with a view to giving our actual
experiences on the road at an early date.
We may state, however, that we have seen
reports from competent and independent
sources which state that the carburetter has
given excellent results as regards power, flexi-

bility, and consumption, and that there are
no syniptoms of drip when the machine is at
rest. The main claims of the manufacturers
are ; easy starting, low consumption, great
flexibility, and prevention of " konking."

Part sectional view of the

Parmor floatless carburetter,

showmg the conical jet and
its covering valve.

REVERSE GEAR ON SIDECARS.
EXHIBITED at the Amsterdam Motor

Cycle Show there was a four-cylinder

Henderson fitted with a reverse gear.

Such eauipment seems unnecessary complica-

tion and cost.

The majority of sidecar outfits can turn in

their own length, but there are exceptions,

and to the makers of these we recommend that

they increase the wheel lock. We do this,

not because we think there is the remotest

possibility of them considering a reverse, but

because no sidecar outfit should require the

full width of the road in which to turn.
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A BOWDEN WIRE NIPPLE.
AN ingenious and effective method of

fitting a Bowden wire has been
introduced by Mr. L. Parsons, 277,

Ley Street, Ilford, Essex. The nipple
is made of brass, and through it is a
hole drilled eccentrically. A further
hole is drilled through below this, and
still another, which does not quite pene-
trate the nipple, at right angles. The
end of the wire is first sweated and then

Parsons wire nipple. The
three upper sketches show the
cable fixing, holder, and
needle. (Bottom) Section
showing needle in position.

pushed through the horizontal hole,
while an old gramophone needle is ne.xt
driven through the. vertical hole. The
effect of this is to force the wire upwards
into the liole partially drilled through
the nipple, thus securely anchoring the
cable. The method appears to us to be
quite good, and should be entirely satis-
factory.

A SELF- HEATING
SOLDERING IRON.

ASI^IPLE and ingenions soldering
iron, heated by methylated ^irit,
is handled by Gordon t'ren, 11, Rue

Descombes, Paris (XVII<s), France.
Known as the Ki-soude, It will certainly

A French self-heating soldering iron.

appeal to those motor cyclists who do
their own repairs. Filled with a penny-
worth of methylated spirit, the iron will

k<ep hot for half an hour and should
prove very useful to the motor cyclist for

small repair work.

A PRACTICAL
COMPRESSION TAP.

AN ingeuious motor
cycle compression
tap has been pro-

duced by Messrs. Ross,

Courtney, and Co., Ltd.,
Ashbrook Road, Upper
Holloway, London, N.19.
It is made in two portions,

a main body screwed into

the cylinder and a de-

tachable portion fitted

complete with dust cover
and terminating in a

steel ball which engages
with the seating of the
main body. The design
of the tap should pre-
vent all leakage, and ^...
should be entirely satis- sion tight in-
factory for ordinary use. jection tap.

The Ross-

Courtney dust

and compres-

A SIMPLE LOCK.

A MOTOR cycle lock which is none
the less secure despite its sim-
plicity is marketed by Messrs. H.

Taylor and Co., Ltd., 21a," Store Street,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.I.

It consists merely of a piece of flat
steel bent into the shape of a hook with
a hole at the opposite end. The hook is

Taylor's simple motor cycle lock.

passed i-ound one member of the front
forks, while the other end is secured
to the opposite .side by means of an
ordinary padlock, the hasp of which is

slipped through the hole. In that posi-
tion the motor cycle cannot be wheeled,
and it would Uike an expert thief some
time to cut through the sleel bar with a
hacksaw.

A FLYWHEEL BRAKE.
JN our pages of readers' ideas (lie

1 suggestion of a flywheel brake lias

often arisen, and lately Messrs. James
Grose, Ltd., 4. Old Jewry. London,
E.C.2, have submitted to us a sample
brake, which may be used on Douglas
motor cycles as well as on many other
machines provided witli outside (Ivwiicels.

Grose's flywheel brake for Douglas and
other outside flywheel machines.

The same firm also handle a comfort-

.

able foot muff for sidecar use, which
should be specially welcomed by lady
sidecar passengers' at this time "of the
year.
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A QUICKLY DETACHABLE
SIDECAR COUPLING.

ANY device which will enable a side-
car to be quickly detached must, of
necessity, be welcome. A coupling

designed with this end in view has been
produced by ilessrs. PickersgiU and
t^rasby, 257, Attercliffe Common, Shef-
field; It IS known as the Quick clip, and
consists of a lug in which a slot is cut
engagmg with a spigot forming part of

A quickly detached
sidecar connection

^.^ patented by*• PickersgiU and
Grasby, Sheffield.

motor cycle frame attachments. When the
slot IS engaged with the spigot a taperpm IS pushed through; the pin is then
covered by moans of a slide which, when
twisted into position, fits close up against
the conntersunk head of the pin and
prevents It from moving. The slide is
hltcd with a self-locking device which
renders the coupling ab.solutelv secure

A PLUG TEST.
WE have had under lest for the last

two or three moiitlis a couple of
new type plugs, manufactured by

Messrs. Bluenicl, Ltd., of Wolston. These
have been given a very
hard lest on a big
t w i 11 sidecar outfit,
and have stood up
to many severe n-ruel-

lings on the road when
long bursts and fast
.speeds have been in-
dulged in. The mile-
age done with these
plugs has been about
three thousand, and the
fact that we intend to
retain them in use for
the future is sufficient
evidence of their excel-
lent qualities.

The only alleration
which we made to the
plugs as sent out by the
makers was to widen
the gap slightly, other-
wise they have been
untouched since they
were first put into the engine. A sec-
tional view of the plug is illustrated
herewith.

Section of the

Bluemel plug.

A foot-muff for sidecar passengers

It is made by J. Grose, Ltd.

IMPERL\L MOTOR TRANSPORT
CONFERENCE.

Copies of the report of the proceedings
of the Imperial Motor Transport Confer-
ence held at Olympia in October are now
available at a " charge of 8s. 6d. {post
free). It is obtainable from the hon.
secretaiy to the Council. Mr. Horace
Wyatt, Royal Automobile Club, Pall
Mall, S.W.I.

A3I.
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How a Weight Limit Encourages the Aoderately-priced Cycle Car.

THERE has always been a, difficulty in deciding

on a dividing line which will distinguish

between the cycle car and the miniature car,

and so long as engine capacity alone is used for the

purposes of identification this difficulty is bound to

exist. Whether the limit be fixed at i,ioo c.c. or

any other arbitraiy figure, both air-cooled radial and
four-cylindev water-cooled line ahead engines are in-

cluded, while if price is chosen as a basis, one is apt

to find certain American productions which can hardly

be described as cycle cars included in the definition.

Let it be stated here and now that there is obviously

no objection- to the standard line ahead four-cylinder

engined cycle car provided the initial cost and running

expenses can be kept lovj enough to compete javourahly

iM>it]i a higli-class motor cycle and sidecar.

The whole crux of the -situation appears to he in

the fact that the succe.ssful cycle car must compete
equally with the more luxurious sidecars.

Effect of Weight Lrimitation.

And now to explain how a suitable weight limitation

will ensure this desirable end. There will be few who
will deny that weight is one of the, most important
factors in upkeep, granted, of course, the machine is

strong enough to be roadworthy. Weight also has a

great bearing on the question of initial cost provided,

again, that the machine is designed and not guessed
at. Let us examine the question briefly, commencing
with the all important power unit.

For the purposes of this article all types of engine

likely to be used at the present time, V twins and
flat twins, will be henceforward ' referred to as
" radials," since it is obvious that the former is 'the

simplest form of single line radial, and the latter the

simplest form of two line radial (radials with cranks in

more than two places are not worth considering at

the present moment).
It must be obvious to the average intelligence that

a single line radial is the lightest and cheapest form of

engine for a given number of cylinders, since it involves

only a single throw crankshaft of such short length

that it can be made sufficiently stiff with a minimum of

weight and machining. (Against this must be set the
necessity for balance weights which,, however, are
easily constructed.) A short crank case, also with the
minimum of metal is required, and if an outside fly-

wheel is used, the castings will weigh but a few pounds.
Both crankshaft and crank case will cost proportion-
ately less than the long shaft and case of the conven-
tional four-cylinder, which must be made unduly heavy
in order to attain the necessary amount of rigidity.

The radial has another very great advantage in that,

being short in itself, it enables the chassis to be

shortened without reducing the seating accommoda-
tion? At first sight the advantage thus gained is not

so obvious, since few of the non-technical public

realise the amount of extra weight involved by the

addition of 6m. to- the wheelbase. Such lengthening

increases the weight, not only by the extra 6in. in the

frame and drive length, but also if the frame has been
correctly designed in the first instance by a consider-

able increase in the depth or section of the frame mem-
bers, and possibly of the propeller-shaft. It is true

that a long wheelbase provides additional comfort at

speed, but if the seating accommodation is kept well

within the wheelbase and the springing is well carried

out, the difference is not likely to be very noticeable.

So far, no mention has been made of the respective

merits of air and water-cooling, but the air-cooled

engine obviously scores in the matter of both price and
weight, though in the latter respect the difference in

the near futpre is not likely to be so great as might

be expected, since designers are beginning to realise

that to obtain the best and most even cooling, a cpn-

siderable mass of metal is required in air-cooled cylin-

der castings. (The use of aluminium and composite
cylinders is not contemplated on the score of in-

creased cost.)

Since the engine and chassis will be considerably

lighter in the case of the air-cooled radial, the springs,

axles, and tyres can be made lighter, thus again reduc-

ing the cost of material and a very important factor,

unsprung weight-7

Saving Production Costs.

Now if an air-cooled radial engine is designed so

that both (or all) the cylinders are identical, the com-
bined saving in weight, and cost is going to make a con-

siderable difference in the first cost and upkeep of the

machine, and the car type engine will have its time

cut out to compete with the less orthodox type.

It is hardly in the province of this article to deal

in detail with the most suitable type of air-cooled

radial, but it is to be hoped that sufficient has been
said in explanation of the fact that, given suitable

weight limit, the car type with its greater initial price

and upkeep will be automatically excluded from the

true cycle car class. If, however, a true and roadworthy

light car can be built within the limits of, let us say,

1,100 c.c. and 8 cwt. complete, and still appeal to the

prospective cycle car buyer with a low price, it de-

serves all the credit that it will undoubtedly earn..
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STEERING HEAD BEARINGS.

Some Notes on an Imporlant Ilem of Design.

A LETTER published in The Motor CyfU of

December 2nd brings home to me the fact that a
little morfe explanation and fuller details should

be added to my remarks on bearings and their adjust-

ment in the series of articles intended for novices.

Let me say first that on many points I am in agreement
with the writer of the letter mentioned whose connec-
tion with the Skefko Ball Bearing Co. naturally sug-

.uests some knowledge of the subject.

f
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Figs. 3 and 4 —Adaptation

of cycle wheel bearings apphed
to the steering head, as sug-

gested by our contributor.

A conventional

bearing.

Fig. 2.—A more suitable type

of thrust race.

There is probably much
difference of opinion as to

the desirability of journal

bearings for motor cycle
wheels. Doubtless they
will run with less friction

than the cycle bearings
usually employed, and if

.Skefko or other double
now ball bearings are used
there will be no question
I if their not being up to their work on .solo machines,
Imt they have the disadvantage of not being adjust-
able, and I think they have still to prove their worth
im sidecar outfits. The Timken taper roller bearings
are excellent for this purj^ose, provided that dirt can
be rigidly excluded.

The Best Bearings for the Head.
It is, however, nn the mailer of the head bearings

that I differ from Mr. Walker (whose letter appeared
in the issue, for December 2nd). The usual thrust
bearing would not do at all, and it is only by deepen-
ing the cups that the bearings can be even reasonablv
efficient (see figs, i and 2). Even when the cups are
deepened the wear takes place principally on the
edges of the cups rather -than at the bottom," and tliere

must come a time when the depth of the cups is

insufficient to allow of enough adjustment to take up
the lateral movement.

Suppose fig. 5 to be a diagrammatical representa-
tion of the front part of a motor cycle having a rake
of 30° from the perpendicular. Let the line through
the centre of the head produced meet the ground at
the point of contact of the tyre. Now, if the top of
the head be 36in. from this point, the head 6ui! be-
tween the bearings, and the load on the front wheel
100 lb., we obtain the following figures (see fig. 6).
The resistance of the road (R) will be equal to the

weight on the front wheel (100 lb.), and will act ver-

tically upwards. This force can, by means of the

parallelogram of forces, be resolved into two compo-
nent forces acting at right angles, one directly through

the steering head, which will represent the force with

which a thrust bearing can cope ; the other at right

angles to this, which will represent the force for which
journal bearings are best suited. The angle RGB
being 30° we have now a triangle equal to half an

equilateral triangle, and the sides will be in" the pro-

. jiortion of i, 2, and V3^ This gives a force of

86.6 lb. acting directly through the head as a plain

thrust, and a force of 50 lb. acting at right angles to

the line of the head at C, the point of contact with the

ground. We will take the distance between the head
bearings AB as 6in., and the distance of the top

bearing to the point where the wheel touches the

ground A C as 36in. If we suppose for a moment
that the head can swing about A, the force at B, the

lower head bearing, for which a journal bearing is re-

quired, is 300 lb., for \ C is a lever of the second

class.

A Compromise.
Thus we have in the lower bearing 86.6 lb. suited to

a thrust bearing, and 300 lb. suited to a journal bear-

ing. Hence 1 maintain that a combination of these

bearings is necessary for complete efficiency. Con-
sidermg the top bearing in tlie same way we find that

the thrust is equal to nothing, for the weight is only

pressing the bearings apart, and the radial force

250 lb. in the opposite direction to the same force

at B.

Failing a combination of thrust and journal bear-

ings I am in favour of such bearings as that used on
cycle wheels (fig. 3), or that shown in fig. 4. Where
the balls touch at two points only the line of stress

must pass through these two points and the centre of

the ball, and in cycle bearings this line can be set

in the most suitable direction for withstanding the

various forces by a proper arrangement of the curves

in the cups and cones. Fig. 4 shows a three-point

bearing, and the lines of stress for the radial and end
thnists will be situated in different parts of the ball.

Neither will be quite as good as separate thrust and
journal bearings, but both will serve their purpose
if properly and carefully designed. J.H.W.

300 LBS
n

Fig. 3.
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'jEAR,^

The motor cyclist on the left favours a woollen cap, a long rubber coat, and a pair of Hamel's " quick-fastener " overalls tucked inside snow

boots. A leather helmet is worn by the other, who, having efficient leg guards, does not trouble to wear " extras " on his lower limbs.

Some Notes of Clothing for Head, Body, Hands, Legs, and Feet.

ONCE more the audacious motor cyclist who
does not put away his machine with his cricket

gear in September is obsessed by the problem
of keeping warm and dry. As one of that pugnacious
class who consider no weather too inclement for their

favouiite hobby I propose to set out a few precious
maxims bought in the hard school of experience and
suffering. In order to maintain some sort of logical

sequence these notes shall commence at the rider's

head and work gradually downwards.

Head Gear.
A weird assortment of hats and caps may be viewed

at the start of a London-Exeter, but riders for whom
every winter day is an instalment of a continuous
London-Exeter will perceive immediately
that two-thirds of the entry are badly
dres,sed. The obvious first essential is to

keep the ears warm. Rolls and flaps are
used for the purpose. Rolls facilitate

hearing, but do not make for warmth at

low road speeds in a side wind. Flaps
are certainly preferable except in very
heavy traffic. Oddly enough, the fore-
head feels cold more readily than any
part of the head except the ears, and the
cap "or helmet should be thickly padded
in front.

Helmets are all very well, except that
they do not protect the eyes. In blinding
snow or a hailstorm anybody's eyes need
protection, and goggles cannot be worn.
In an icy wind most men's eyes are apt tT
•stream with water; as a cure goggles' may
B2

A storm cap made by M.bhekman
and Co., of Tyne Dock.

be worn if the air is clear ; in this case the goggles

should not be lowered over the eyes until loo yards

after starting, or they will mist. Eye protection in

snow or hail is not provided on any storm cap of my
acquaintance; a stiff peak {e.g., with an aluminium
liner) resembling that of a jockey's cap is required.

I use two types of headgear in winter, viz. :

1. A waterproof flapped helmet by Shekman, of

Tyne Dock, which is excellent, except that its peak
is flabby and soft. With a stiff,, long peak it would
be fine. In fair weather it can be furled up into the

sort of cap once known as the "polo" type, but now
associated with Bolshevists.

2. A seafaring man's headbag with face-hole and
neck skirt, for which see below.

Neck Gear.
The blazing crime of nearly all motor

cycling coats is that they do not seal the

gap round the neck against the entrance
of rain. Tailors doubtless imagine that

the seal is perfect. So do riders until

they venture out. Then they wind long
soft scarves round their necks, and in

half an hour the sodden feeling becomes
miserable, and an Alpine rivulet trickles

between the shoulders. Good motor
cycling tailors like Irvine Smith find it

necessary to sew a protective flap along
the buttoned front of a jacket to stop
rain blowing in ; from which, it can be
imagined that the problem of a dry neck
is acute in really bad weather. I believe

Dunliill has a poncho-necked coat drawn
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U-.ti ill gauntlets

with liide palms—speciality

of Dunhills.

Two of Barbour's (South Shields) specialities mentioned by our
contributor—the B iziard helmet and oilskin mitts,

tight by a string. I have never tried it, and the old
" umbrella neck " of elastic rubber is the only water-
proof neck I know. Since umbrella coats became un-
obtainable, I have relied on the enormous oilskin bags
in which sailors encase their heads. Barbour, of South
Shields, makes a good one. The chief merit of such bags
is that they have an ample skirt, whicli overlaps the

coat collar; so they shoot water off the head on to the

shoulders, and the shoulders shoot the wet off on to

the road. But they are ineffably hideous. Bold as I

am, I dare only wear them in the dark, or in dis-

tricts where I am unknown.
Failing such a head-bag, the best plan is that

u.sually followed. Get a coat cut to fit your neck as

closely as possible, and caulk the joint with many
vvrappings of a soft scarf.

The Coat.
Leather for warmth and oilskin for " dryth " is the

old motto. Nothing but a thick, close-textured stuff

like leather will ward off winter winds at motor cycling
speeds. Put on as many undercoats as possible, one
of which should either be leather or solid rubber sheet-
ing; and cover the lot with a -genuine wateqiroof, such
as a Beacon oilskin. Windcuffs are not necessary, as

gauntlets will certainly be worn. Barring the difficulty

of the neck, emphasized above," the coating is perfectly
simple, and is merely a matter of quantity. A belt,

of course, is essential, or the draughts work up from
beneath, and make you fee! as the emperor of the
fable did in his new clothes.

The Hands.
Hand-comfort hinges on circulation. Xobodv can

keep his hands warm indefinitely on a motor cycle in
winter, not even douhle-skinned youngsters, such as

G. P. Mills was
in his prime.
Any of us can
start a ride with

his hands warm,
and cover his

hands with
non - conducting
materials, which
will retain the

Wool-hned waterproof handle-bar mufls bv Starting heat for
the Gimeta Rubber G)., Birmingham. a variable

"Combined mitts and gloves as supplied by

Dunhills to the troops in Russia.

period. A man with a bad circulation may have to

stop and warm his hands at a fire or by performing

physical jerks within half an hour. A man with a

good circulation can keep going for an hour or two.

The desirable accessories are :

1. Handle-bar muffs.- (Essential in Arctic

weather and long distance work.)

2. Two or three pairs of thin, soft gloves (silk or

wool).

3. An overall glove which is both wind and water-

proof.

I agree with my colleague " Ixion " that the German
"Continental" glove has never been equalled. I 'am
now using in its stead a pair of mitts made for the

Archangel field force, waniily lined and finished in

waterproof twill. I also possess a pair of gloves on
similar lines by Dunhill, and a pair of Beacon oilskin

mitts.

The Legs.
Leggings come in the same category as coats.

Almost anything will do. If we except one detail,

leggings are more a matter of quality than quantity.

The exception is the spats. Xinety-nine leggings out

of every hundred are .spatted. The spats are cut to

fit an ordinary boot. One pair of walking boots spells

frostbite in real winter motor cycling ; but if the feet

are properly clad, the spats won't fasten over the feet.

Ergo, the winter rider must eschew shaped and spatted

leggings and wear trousers. His
exact specification for leggings will

thus vary according to what he
intends to wear on his feet. Later
on, as the weather gets worse, I shall

appear in a pair of knee gum boots,

which are the warmest boots ever

made, but need careful precautions
to prevent water running down into

them. So when I don the gum
boots, I wear oilskin trousers right

over them, and strap the hems of the

trousers round the ankle to jjrevent

them singeing on the engine or

catching in spiky parts of the

machine.
A regular wardrobe, you say,

gentle reader? Certainly. But with-

out, proper winter motor cycling

ceases to be a pleasure, and ranks
rather as a graveyard filler.

The College "foot

overall," which is

adjustable, and has

a leatlier insole and
waterproof outsole.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

CROSS ROADS RIGHT OF WAY.
Sir,—I have just read in your paper that nothing has been

embodied in the new recommendation of the Ministry of

Transport to indicate a prior right of way at cross roads.

I beg to suggest that the "cross roads" sign visible to a
driver should indicate that he lias prior right of way when
the sign is in black lettering, and against him when in red
lettering. It would cost no more, and it is just as easy to

do the right thing at the commencement.
A. W. BAILEY.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR TROW HILL.
Sir,—As you say in your description of the London-

Exeter, Trow Hill seems to have lost its old terror for motor
cyclists. I also think so. "I can cliinb it on my 2^ h.p.
Kadco, and when the hill is quite dry I can get up on top
gear on my two-speed 7-9 h.p. Indian.
As a "new venture'," w'hy not bring before the M.C.C.

Committee Chine Way Hill between Ottery and Lyme Regis?
It would not be a single mile out of the way (rather less
tlian the Trow Hill route if anything).

I admit this hill is only about the same gradient as Trow,
and it has no corners, but it invariably has a very loose
surface, and would be just as likely to cause failures as
Trow (if not more so). I merely mention this as a keen
motor cyclist, but, perhaps, it might receive the attention
of the M.C.C. Committee, if they were to hear of it.

RICHARD SHEPPERD.
TWO YEARS ON A SOLID TYRE.

Sir,—I was pleased to note "L.J.G.'s" query 7-e solid
tyres in your issue of the 6th.

I have been riding for the last twenty years, and although
engmes have improved vastly in the meantime, pneumatic
tyres have not, and, until we can afford to fit Rapsons,
we are still subject to the puncture bugbear.
To avoid this, I have used a solid tyre on the driving wheel

of my 2J, h.p. motor cycle for the past two years with great
'. success. It may slow the machine a trifle, but it certainly
makes for peace of mind, and the worst and flintiest road's
have no terrors

!

It is made by the British Airless Tyre Co., Ltd., cost about
57s., and was obtained from the local agent of Curry's.-

H. S. CHARLTON.
A.C.U. AND CYCLE CARS.

Sir,—As a more than satisfied owner of a Tamplin cycle
car, I welcome the proposal of the A.C.U. to take over this
type of vehicle from the R.A.C. This little car is a motor
cycle on four wheels pure and simple, with 8 h.p. a.c.
engine, S.A. three-speed gear box, belt and chain drive, and
motor cycle wheels and tyres; and, in my opinion, it is
absurd that such a machine should be classed with pukka
light cars of four times the weight and cost. There is an
immense future for the true cycle car if developed on the
right lines, and I entirely agree with you that it is only bv
competition and comparison with the sidecar and three-
wheeler that this can be brought about satisfactorily. At
the same time, I think the utmcst care must be used in
striking a dividing line, and would suggest that weight is
even more important than c.c. If these" were fixed at 8 cwt.
and 1,000 c.c. respectively there could be no genuine arE;ument
against control by the A.C.U., and it would remove the
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absurdity of such cars as the Singer, Deemster, etc., being
classed as cycle cars and compelled to compete with motor
cycles and three-wheelers.

Further, I feel convinced that once the true cycle car is

under A.C.U. control, future taxation will be based on the
same basis as three-wheelers. Under present taxation the
monocar and light two-seater cycle car are doomed, and I

am surprised that those who are supposed to represent the
type do not appear to realise this? TAMPLINITE.
Birmingham.

A.A. SUBSCRIPTIONS—ANOTHER VIEWPOINT.
Sir,—I am in full sympathy with " An L'ngrateful Member

of the A.A" regarding his comments upon the increased, cost

of everything connected with his motor cycling ; but in

regard to his objection to the increased subscription for A. A.
motor cycle members, may I put him right on one point ?

The A. A. made very stringent efforts to get the new tax

reduced, and in my Minority Report on this taxation I laid

particular stress ui>on the cases of the large number of

motorists Avho, by force of circumstances, use their vehicles

occasionally, or at week-ends. I had in view the case of the

worker who, like "An Ungrateful Member of the A.A.,"
could not afford to let his motoring, amounting only to a few
hours each week, cost much.

Because the A.A. did everything possible to prevent the

imposition of this tax, and intends to continue its fight, your
correspondent, if he is really anxious to see a reduction of

motor taxation, should continue to support us. A fight can-

not be maintained without a war chest, and "An LTngrateful

Member of the A. A." and his friends should realise that by
cutting out their membership of the A. A., they are capitu-

lating to the enemy, and that in these circumstances conditions

will certainly not improve, but are likely to become worse.

STEXSON COOKE,
Secretary the Automobile Association and Motor Union.

T.T. ENTRANCE FEES.
Sir,—Some time ago one of your correspondents pointed

out the desirability, nay the necessity, of a reduced entrance

fee for the genuine " private owner " in this year's T.T.
Probably owing to the length of time which then existed

before the event became reasonably near, the epistle did

not attract the attention it de-served. With the race now
less than five months distant, however, it is time to

make a protest against the excessive high fee of £21 which,

I understand, has been settled for trade and amateur riders

alike. A private entrant should certainly not be called upon
to pay such a high penalty for what is, after all, only a sport-

ing run, from his point of view. The private owner's chances

of success are naturally 100 to 1 against the trade rider's.

A tee of £10 is certainly high enough for him. Such a fee is

".solid" enough to prevent any overcrowding.

It might also be pointed out that incidental expenses in

connection with the T.T. are greater than those of any other

competition or trial in England. The trade and the locality

where the event takes place stand to gain more by this event
than by either of the English or Scottish Six Day Trials.

Nevertheless, though the first event occupies only a single

day (for each competition), the fee charged for entrance is

six or seven times greater than that required for an event
of a week's duration. RICHARD McAULEY.
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MECHANICAL OIL PUMPS IN COLD WEATHER.
Sir,—I must beg leave to disagree with Mr. David Todd in

his diagnosis of the trouble m lubricating motor cycles

mechanically during cold weather. I submit that the size

of the pump makes no ditference to the draw or pace exerted
on the oil. This is a question of elementary hydrostatics.

As a matter of practical experience, I was recently able

to observe the behaviour of the Best and Lloyd mechanical
pump which I have had fitted to my Matchless since last

August. It must be admitted that on one or two mornings
during the month of December the temperature was as low
as is generally experienced in this country during winter. I

was therefore rather surprised to notice that there was no
check on the action of the pump and apparentlv no lessening

of the oil supply. F. j. NESBIT.

MOTOR CYCLE TAXIS AND THE NEW TAXATION.
Sir,—Som,e uncertainty has existed as to the position of

motor cycle taxis under the new taxation, and it was thought
that they would be classed as hackney carriages, and thus
be liable to a tax of £15, which would be a serious blow
to this new development of the motor cycle industry.
With a view to obtaining an authoritative statement, we

waited upon the chief taxation officer for Birmingham, and
were informed by him that, under the " Roads Bill " now
passing through Parliament, it is definitely stated that
"where a hackney vehicle of the class mentioned in pars.

1 or 2 of the second schedule to the Finance Act. 1920, it

shall be charged with duty under par. 1 or par. 2, as the
case may be, and not under par. 3 of that schedule."

Par. 1 refers to motor bicycles with right to draw sidecar

or trailer, weight unladen not exceeding 8 cwt., £4.

Par. 2, tricycles not exceeding 8 cwt. unladen, £4.

Par. 3, motor hackney vehicles, £15.

In view of the importance of this point to your readers,

may we ask that you will give it prominence?

the" COUNTY CYCLE AND MOTOR CO.,
Fawkener BiRcir.

SOME MORE DOUGLAS LUBRICATION HINTS.
Sir,—Referring to Mr. Cecil Emery's letter in a recent

number of The Motor Cycle. I would strongly advise against
the use o£ soft solder in the main oil l^a of the 4 h.p.

Douglas.
When my machine was first taken down after 2,000 miles

there was no trace of carbon or oil in the rear cylinder,
the cause being a blob of solder in the pipe. Whether this
was due to careless soldering of the joints or an endeavour
to restrict the bore I cannot say. What I have done is to

cut the oil pipe below the T joint and solder in a small
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brass tap. The oil supply is now under absolute control

from the saddle.
With regard to petrol consiunption, I am now getting 75

m.p.g. with a Binks, with sidecar and passenger, and, having
just fitted a hot air pipe, I hope to improve this as the
engine now takes full air on a No. 1 second pilot jet with
Aviation. SOUTHCOMB MAY.

TO SAVE SHOE LEATHER!
Sir,—For many moons past, I have been a humble

neophyte in the motor cycle world, studying your invaluable
columns and hoping that some rich uncle would die and do
the necessary. To my unbounded joy, I recently acquired
an ancient grid, wherewith I have considerably startled the
villagers (and myself).
Tongue cannot tell, nor pen delineate, the joy of roaring

up hilhs (quite frequently), merely by waggling a lever,' in-

stead of pushing the wretched pedals round, as previously.

E.xquisite the pleasure, until it was painfully borne upon me
that there is no unalloyed bliss on this unfortunate planet.

I liave come to the conclusion that the plague of mankind
is (or are) dogs. Milhons of them ' Whether it is my rowdy
exhaust or merely my .homely countenance, I know not; but
no sooner do I set forth, than I am beset by pups. Hounds
of birth and curs of low degree, the butcher's mastiff .ind

the grocer's dachshund all seem bent on hari-kari in my front

wheel. Not that I am disobliging, really, but old ladies

scream so, and " bobbies " have an unfortunate habit of

flourishing note books.
I h.id tliought of a sort of miniature machine gun swivel-

ling on the handle-bars, capable of shooting tin-tacks, but
the thought of the tyres following after deterred nic.

In my less lurid moments, I bethought me of an
excellent remedy—a veritable cerebral undulation ! Observing
the joyful bang of a disused electric bulb, I wondered
if this could be developed. Why not have a number of very
thin gla.fs eggs, full of "negative pressure," carried in a
soft-lined bolster on the tank? One of the.se, discreetly

dropped in front of a bellicose tyke, should give it pause, not
to say shatter its morale.

I have even thought out a scheme (all rights reserved)
whereby the eggs could be dropped into a flannel-lined ex-

hau.st-pipe (by means of b.w. control), to be projected with
terrific force against the unhappy canine nose. The.v could be
made of such thin glass that they would disappear in dust, on
impact, and, of course, would cause no lasting harm to the
offending poodle, except, perhaps, shell shock 1 If any
acces-sory dealers would care to take the matter up I should
be glad to confer such a boon on mv fellow handle-bar
clutchers. BOW-WOW BANG.

Edinburgh.

.\ meet of the Hertfordshire Hounds at Ayot St. Lawrence. Local motor
cyclists reveal an interest in horseflesh and a rival sport

B?
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SPORTING OR SCIENTIFIC TRIALS.
Sir,—111 the past oui^Six Days Reliability Trials have been

fairly sporting for the'i-iders who participated in them, and,

as a competition rider, I wish to point out, in all good spirit,

that by killing the" personal element in competition riding

and by making six days events duller for the rider than they

have been hitherto, we are inevitably hastening the doom of

the reliability trial, which I, and I believe all sportsmen,

would sincerely regret.

In the past the few bright spots in our English Six Days
have been the freak hills. The Scottish Six Days is always

bright, on account of the ever-changing scenery and the

general spirit of good sportsmanship which pervades it. I

suppose the time has come when the competition rider is the

last man to be entitled to voice his opinion. He is merely a

puppet, and it remains for others to pull the string. Per-

haps the following of the rules of the game without question

or cjuarter is half the sport of modern competition riding.

I believe it is. We succeed or we fail. We curse, or we
grin. Always we endeavour to be Bohemianly cheerful, while

others decide our fates. iBut as one who occasionally rides

as a trade rider purely for sport I cannot help but comment
on the A.C.U. project'for next year's Six Days. Apparently,

it is to be a deadly monotonous affair for those who participate

in it. It is to be scientific rather than sporting; but does

the A.C.U. realise that the British public is sporting and not
scientific? It will follow and remember the results of a

sporting trial. Such a trial will influence the public, but the

scientific trial will leave the latter cold and unmoved.

Also what is the matter with the mountain track and river

bed variety of trial? Has the good machine ever failed to

show up in its true colours, or the dud to go under? The
" trial of destruction " is the only kind which shows the

public what a machine is capable of enduring, and though
some of the ideas in the new scheme are good, I do not think

that freak hills, etc., should be excluded.

If the A.C.U. carry its present scheme into effect we must
look to our Scottish friends even more than hitherto. It will

be left to them to retain the sport of the pastime in the

competition world. Now is their chance. I sincerelv hope
they will grasp it. H. MORTIMER BATTEN.

Sir,—I was very much surprised to see a clause in the

A.C.U. ruling of the 1921 Six Days Trials which says that

all motor cycles of over 350 c.c. will be required to be
fitted with sidecars.

One imagines the reason for this to be the development
of the sidecarette ; but surely it is, at the same time, a hit

at the small, but important, portion of the community who
favour the sporting single gear machine of 500 c.c, such as

you often uphold in your valuable paper. They may be
a minority, but are usually the enthusiastic element who do
more to uphold the true sport of_ the pastime than any other

portion of the community.
It is such riders as these that know their engines inside

out, and interest themselves in keeping their machines in

perfect tune— so different from a great and apparently
increasing number of present-day motor cyclists who drive

a machine on the highest of their many gear ratios until

the little end appears through the cylinder head, having had
more difficulty to knock its way through the carbon deposit

than through' the' cylinder head itself f ~ WINKLE.
Burslem.

HIGH TAXES OR MANY TAXPAYERS—WHICH

?

Sir,—The new taxes are due, and when I look around
me, here in Sheffield, and see the harm already done by thi.s

senseless scheme it makes me wonder where it is all going
to end.

We who are interested in the manufacture of steel, for
which this city is famous, were hoping that the motor
trade would absorb a large amount of our enterprise, and
our hopes were realised until this new taxation was mooted.
Not so very long ago our legislators sent men to impress

upon us that only by hard and constant industry could
we hope to redeem our. position, and they then follow it

up by this.

In my humble opinion it would be much better to increase
the number of motorists by letting the old taxes remain,
and reap the benefits in trade and revenue which would
automatically follow.

Sheffield.
'

W 7755.
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SUGGESTED 4 MM. SPARK GAP FOR TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—Now that the flywheel magneto is a practical pro-

position on two-strokes, why not take advantage of the
increased electrical output to eliminate the four-stroking
defects of this type of engine ?

Oyer nine years ago I proved to my own complete satis-
faction that four-stroking when running light, and after
sudden throttle changes, was mainly a matter of ignition.
The standard magneto and plug, as developed for four-

stroke engines, is totally inadequate for the ignition of the
attenuated and adulterated charges prevalent, at times, ni
two-stroke engines.
Wliat is really necessary is a magneto giving a current

capable of jumping at le'ast 4 mm. at low speed, also a
larger size plug giving a gap of 4 mm. without risk of
shorting.

I can assure manufacturers of two-stroke engines that
experiments in this direction will give surprising results.

Coventry. W.H.T.

A QUESTION OF COST.
Sir,—Several motor cycle manufacturers have commenced

during the past two years to use steel in place of
malleable iron frame lugs, and some are now making a
great advertising point of this.

The lugs to which these advertisements refer are the
steering-head and other vital lugs of the frame. These
steel lugs, bored out from the solid stainpiiig-'t, are obviously
a deal more costly than were the. old malleable lugs.
Can the designers, who advertise the advantages of these

expensive lugs, say why this additional cost should be
imposed upon the long-suffering motor cyclist ?

To the ordinary rider with a little knowledge of metals
and of frame building, this steel lug business appears to
be only one of those e.xpensive fads which many designers
have, the accumulation of which goes a long way to increase
the cost of the present-day motor cycle.
A little information from the responsible designers would

be helpful. ANTI-FAD.
Birmingham.

CAR PRACTICE IN MOTOR CYCLE DESIGN.
Sir,^Surely your correspondent, "Patient Pete," can have

had no experience of the Cox-Atmos carburetter ?

He states that, on any motor cycle not fitted with a kick-
starter and variable gears, " an automatic carburetter is

hopelessly out of place, as it will not supply sufficient power
from cold to let the rider get away easily."

I beg leave most emphatically to disagree with your
correspondent.
My machine is an early 1914 single-geared (no clutch) Rover,

and to it I fitted one of the first, motor cycle carburetters
that Messrs. Cox Carburetters turned out "of their works,
and it is no exaggeration to say that it literally transformed
my machine. I could (and, after a season's mileage of 10,000
odd, still can) paddle away from cold, accelerate to forty-five
or more miles per hour in 'two or three hundred yards, whilst
the slow running was a revelation.
The hill-climbing abilities of my old single-speed 'bus have

been well proved in inore than o'ne trial of the Birmingham
M.C.C. Besides winning two silver medals, it won a special
mention in The Motor Cycle report of the Llangollen trial.
As for economy on long runs. I have obtained 140 m.p g

on benzole. E. H. SEYMOUR TYE.

^^'-'''j_
;

A substitute for a spring frame
^^-'''^^-^'' r-7' patented by A. J. Shimwell, ol
-'' Shimwell Bros., motor cycle

agents, of Johannesburg. The drawing is self-explanatory.
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FURTHER OPINIONS WANTED
Sir,—Might I make a suggestion on a subject that con-

cerns most all weather motor cyclists, namely, cleanliness.

Even on the best machines in dirty weather one is hable

to collect a certain amount of mud. Prevention is, of course,

better than cm-e, but prevention being apparently im-

practicable, I suggest that the A.C.U. or any other large

club, should fit up a house as a "changing room" and

garage, for the convenience of provincial motor cyclists,

within easy reach- of a tube station on the outskirts of

London, at, say, Hammersmith, where for a small fee one

could garage the cycle and change into more orthodox attire

before proceeding "up town," or to an hotel.

In time this scheme might be extended, the local club at

each large town might be responsible for the " changing

house."
Personally I should welcome such a convenience at half-a-

crown a time. D. G. iMACASHIL.

AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION.
Sir.—With reference to " Ixion's " plea for automatic

lubrication in a recent issue, we describe below our patented

system. The attached sketch should elucidate its general

principles.

A small pipe from the engine exhaust supplies pressnre

to the top of the tank and forces the oil up the rising main

past the needle valve to the small chamber surrounding the

valve, whence ,it flows by gravity to the engine.

The following points are to be noted :

7. Automatic Control of Supj/hj.

The manner in which this system controls the supply as

compared with existing systems is illustrated in the table

\'ARiATiON OF On. Supply with Throttle Ope.vinc anii Engine Spfed.

Hand Pwrnp
or Gra\'itv
Drip Feed.

Mechanical Punip. Peters System.

Low throttle

Low revs.

Small supply Small supply

Full throttle

Low revs, {i.e., labouring)

Identical with above More tlian above

Full throttle

Full rev's.

Large supply Large supply

Low tbrottle

Full revs, (i.*;., downhilH
Identical wilh above Less than above

•pO '/Hi!)

-
-RB.TIS M^B

"

"iven. From this it will be apparent that a pump or other

mechanical device, unless its supply is further controlled

in conjunction with the throttle, must, assuming it is

designed always to dehver suflicient oil, be at times deliver-

ing too much? Other existing systems must inevitably be

wrong—their only safe method of operation is to supply

always too much
oil, causing un-

^"^^

necessary carbon
and unnecessary ex-

pense. The Peters
system, with the
needle valve once
correctly adjusted,
will supply always,
at all speeds and
powers, the correct

minimum oil supply
adequately to lubri-

cate the engine^-
and no more.

2. No Variation
with amount of OH
in Tunh. — In a

plain drip feed
lubrication system,
the head forcing
the oil past the
needle vaJve may
vary as much as

100% between full tank and empty tank. In the Peters
system, the oil is forced past the needle by a pressure equal
to several feet head of oil—hence the few inches variation

of level in the tank has no material effect on the supply.

u
RDM DQiSiST PE

An exhaust pressure-fed lubncalion

system referred to in the letter of

Mr. D. Esdale.
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3. Automatic Starting and Stopping.—It will be noted

that the chamber round the needle valve is vented to the

atmosphere. When the engine is stopped, the pressure in

the tank blows off through the exhaust pipe, and the oil

in the rising main drops back to the mean level. The
oil contained m the delivery pipe runs into the engine,

providing a little free oil for starting up. The vent

prevents any possibility of a syphon action keeping up the

flow of oil.' On restarting tlie engine the system begins

to operate at once.

You will thus see that the system is fully automatic,

with not even a tap to turn oft when starting and stopping,

and the oil supply is controlled perfectly to suit the

requirements. DONCASTER ENGINi::2RING CO.
D. Esdale.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Encouraged no doubt by recent letters, several corre-

spondents have sent us (more or less) authenticated accounts

of extraordinary speed work. In one case this interesting

subject provoked the Muses, as follows :

" 'Tis indeed a troublous question—the true answer I can't

place

—

Does racing make men liars? or do inly liars race?
"

(H. G. Chapman.)

We have received a letter over the signature " Official

M.C.C.," in reference to an article on a competitor's

experiences in the London-Exeter by " H.E.S." "Official

M.C.C." takes our contributor to task for his reference to

an "inevitable blind"; and he further states that he is

not surprised that a workman, near Sidmouth, made some
disparaging remarks in regard to noise. He alleges that this

competitor rode an extremely noisy machine, aud even had
he finished the Trial l.e would "probably have been dis-

qualified on this account.

Under the pen-name of " Gadget," a correspondent revives

the old suggestion that pedal cyclists, too, might contribute

to the revenue, and thus partially relieve the big burden
of the motor cyclist. Several readers, however, write in

an entirely different strain, and suggest that, if one can

afford a £100-£200 sidecar outfit, one should be prepared

to pay the comparatively small sum of £4 in taxation. It

is somewhat late in the day now to criticise the new taxation

rates with a view to modifying them, and for this reason

we afre compelled to hold over several letters on this subject.

Many correspondents have written to point out various

advantages they have gained from membership of the A. A.

and A.C.U. . and " F.G.H.H." considers the previous sub-

scription (10s. 6d.) to the former Association to have been
absurdly low. He does not think that the A. A. should be
perturbed because " An Ungrateful Member of the A.A."

and several other correspondents have annoanced their

intentions of resigning from that body.

ElElaQElEJQnnEQinHDElQiatDHGBHQBQBHDtraQDBOOQQB.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Is<uef1 n conjunction with Thf Motor Cycle.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price By
THEM." ^^le standard ba;idbook O' the motoc oet. post,

cyclf, 'Co\-ers every subject relating to all types

01 motor cycles. liieT manageraent :jid care,

Twcrtr-firs! Edition. Just rablished .. „ 2/6 2/10

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Cootalnine over .joo usetu " wrinkles " rn 1 helpful

LiBts m regard t'. motor cyc.es. Seventh Editioa. 2'- 2/3

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
AreU.ible system tor tracing motor cycle (auiti aaj

d retnedymg aay trouble wtien lound. t-aurth

Edition. „. -. .. ... -. a'- 2/3

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES.'
By " bcios," of The Motor Cycle. An interesting

and amusing description of early motor cycling

experiences, with many unique illustrations ... 5/, j/^

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland. London (showtog
roads into and out of London and avoiding London),
Uountedon linen. Set oi lliree, complete in casi, ^/6 5/I0

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
Wuh 32 pages 01 Road Maps 01 liaglaud and
Wales. Scotland, and the Loudou District. New
Editioa Just published ._ ._ .. 5/. ^^

Obtainable bv post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20 Tudor Street, London, E.G., or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection ol questions ol general interest received Irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended Jor publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing : egai
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

VARIABLE JET ADAPTERS.
Will yoi^i kindly tell -me the

? advantages of fitting a variable
jet adapter to my Amac carbu-
retter on a 2^ h.p. Radco motor
cycle ? I wish to improve the

mileage per gallon, which is rather low.

Can the adapter \>% fitted by a novice
without any alteration to the carbu-
retter?—R. a.

The jet adapter will permit you to adjust
the size of the jet while the engine is

running; also, it allows a small jet for

economical running on the level and a

large jet for obtaining full power on hills.

It can be quite easily fitted to the Amac
carburetter, provided that no projecting
parts of the engine interfere with the
clearance below the jet plug at the base
of the throttle chamber.

WHICH WHEEL LIFTS ?

Will you kindly let me know
on which bend—a right-hand or

left-hand—a sidecar with passen-

ger is liable to lift when going at

a fair speed? My friend persists

that it is a right-hand, and I wish to

convince him that it is not. We have
decided to accept your statement as

final.—D.E.S.
The question you r.iise has been answered
innumerable times in these columns, and
it can be tested practically by anyone
who has a motor cycle and sidecar.

When turning to the left the sidecar tends
to lift. At extremely high speeds it is

possible, of conrse, to lift the motor cycle
when taking a right-hand bend, but this

does not happen usually until 40 m.p.h. is

exceeded.

STOPPING ON THE RELEASE VALVE.
When stopping on a two-stroke

by closing the throttle and lifting

the compression release, the
machine stops sooner than if the
throttle is closed and compression
release not used. Why is this,

since in the latter case the cylinder
and crank case compression would both
tend to stop the machine sooner, and
in the former only the crank case com-
pression would be acting? The engine
is revolving and the clutch is not used.
—W.M.P.

When you close the throttle there is a
partial vacuum on the crank case, and,
consequently, very little work is expended
in inducing and compressing gas. If you
open the compression release while the
thl'ottle also remains open, a good deal
of work is done in inducing and ejecting
gas through the release valve, and it is

the gas friction at the latter point which
chicHy accounts for the difilerence in
effect v.-'-.ich you notice.

REMOVING RUST
I should be obliged if you

could let me know if there is

anything on the market which
is really capable of taking rust

off the nickel parts of a motor
cycle.—L.W.

We know of no preparation which will

remove rust from nickel parts. All you
can do is to clean it off with fine emery
cloth ; of course, a slight amount may
yield to applications of paraffin or metal
polish.

LUBRICATING THE GEAR BOX.
I have been much troubled with

?' oil splashing out along the shaft
and on to the belt and clutch

-^ plates, causing slip, on my
Sturmey-Archer gear box fitted

to 1920 Triumph. I have taken the
box down and cleared out the lubri-

cant and now suggest repacking with
Ambroleum. (1.) Will this, in your
opinion, be suitable? (2.) If this grease
is ttjo thick, is there any way in which
I could thin it down? (3.) If altogether
unsuitable, what would, in your
opinion, be the thickest grease I could
use with safety?—D.K.F.

The trouble you describe is uncommon,
and it is quite likely that it is due to the
gear box being over lubricated. (1, 2,

and 3.) The grease you mention should
be quite satisfactory, although thick
engine oil is the usual lubricant.

^

At Maude's Motor Mart. Dealing with s

orders from those who were attracted by the firm's offer of a new
4 h.p. Verus-Blackburne for the customer whose order was opened
first. Sealed at the table is Mr. W. Pratt, well known before the

war as a keen competition rider, and at his elbow, Mr. Geo. Pettyt.

the manager.

USING PARAFFIN.

(1.) I should be glad of your

advice generally re using paraffin

for a 4 h.p. Triumph. (2.) One
" expert " in a garage says that a

special paraffin carburetter is

required ; another that he has used his

ordinary carburetter without special

adjustment. Would it be necessary to

heat the carburetter? (3.) Has paraffin

a deleterious effect,'—N.F.A.
(1.) Paraffin can be used, but it is not to

be recommended, as the running is usually

very harsh and th« engine prone to knock.

(2.) A special carburetter is not necessary,

but one has to start up on petrol or

benzole. (3.) It has no serious effect on
the engine if the piston rings are in good
order, but it is advisable to drain the

oil from the crank case and renew it

regularly every 500 miles.

ADJUSTMENTS FOR BENZOLE.
IMy machine is a 35 h.p. three-

speed Rover (1919) with a B. and
B. carburetter. (1.) As I wish
to run on benzole, do you recom-
mend , me to use a variable jet

adapter instead of using a different

sized jet? (2.) The gear seems very low
for solo work, as it will take me up
almost all the hills round Lincoln on
top. If I fitted a smaller belt pulley
on the rear wheel, would- it damage or

put a strain on the machine? I want
more .speed on the level. (3.) If I re-

moved the silencer
and merely had a
long exhaust, how
would it affect the
speed ? I do not
think the noise
would be very ob-
jectionable if I did
this.—J.S.

(1.) If your B. and
B. carburetter is one

|

fitted with a variable
jet operated by
taper needle on the I

throttle a variable jet

adapter cannot be
|

fitted. There is really

no need to alter the I

jet when using ben-
zole, but it is ad-
visable to lower the I

level slightly. (2.)

It would be easier to I

fit a larger sprocket I

on the engine-shaft, I

and probably the I

makers of thel
machine will be able |

to supply one. (3.)

Not to any appreci-
able extent.

of the mail
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DiSMANTI.iNG A CRANK CASE.

q| I should be obliged if you would
S I kindly iuform me how to separate
-i-l a 1911 3;It h.p. Uumber crank case.

-\V.H;H.
if ^ou hare removed the pulley from the
engine-shaft and also the pinion -irom the
shaft on the timing gear side and all the
Clank case bolts, you should have no
difficulty in separating the two halves of
the case itself. It is merely held together
by the ball bearingSj which are a light
push fit on the main shaft. Hold the
crank case and flywheel assembly hoi-izon-
tally with the driving-shaft ui)wai-ds,
taking the whole of the weight on the top
lialf of the crank case. A few taps with
a mallet on the end of the sliaft should
cause the crank case to come away. A
bundle of old sacking should be placed
iuiderneath, so that no damage will be
done when the flywheels and the timing
side of the case drop away.

STOPS WHEN HOI
I have a 2^ h.p. two-stroke

? machine, -which runs perfectly
well for about twenty miles, and

-^ then the engine gets hot, when
the machine will slowly pull up.

Afterwards it will run for a few miles
and stop again. The timing is correct.
;1.) What makes it pull up when hot,
and what cStises white vapour to come
from the exliaust? (2.) Is a 28 jet too

.
large? (3.) What, causes a loud
whustling from the engine only when

'hot? (4.) Is T.T. Mobiloil a suitable
oil for a two-stroke?—A.J. C.

(1.) The overheating of which you com-
jihiin might be due to under lubrication,
an unsuitable sparking plug, or excessively
rich mi.\ture. Blue smoke from e.xhaust
indicates over-oiling. (2.) A 28 jet is
rather large; probably 26 would be
better, and the petrol level should be
ii'm. below the top of the jet. (3.) The
noise might possibly be due to a partially
seized bearing, but we cannot speak
definitely as to this without seeing the
machine. (4.) The oil mentioned is suit-
r.ble for your engine,

INCORRECT TIMING OF TIVIN.

I have recently purchased a
second-band 2| h.p. Royal Enfield
twin (1913, 1 believe), and cannot
pt it to fire properly. I have
had both cylinders off, and everv-

thing appears to me to be in perfect
order. The trouble seems to be that one
cylinder sucks through the carburetter
and blows out through the exhaust,
while tlie other blows out through the
carburetter and sucks in through the
exhaust. I fancy this is caused through
the fact that the pistons follow one
another round very closely. By this, I

mean that when one piston is on top
dead centre the other one is nearly so,

-

though, as far as I can sec, they are
connected to the crank quite all right.
—A.H.S.

Vou could have no variation in the
movements which the pistons make in
relation to each other, since both are con-
nected to the one crank pin. It would
appear that the valves in your engine are
timed incorrectly. The exhaust valves
thould just close when the piston reaches
the top of the exhaust stroke, and the inlet
valves at this point should just be com-
mencing to open.

READERS' REPLIES.

BELT WEAR.

As a rider of a 5 h.p. Zenith I should

like to inform your Brighton reader, who
.complains of excessive belt wear, that I

had the same trouble until I fitted a

John Bull, which is differently con-

structed from the majority of belts. I

get a splendid mileage from this.

—

X.B.64.

IS IT .A PISTON TAP ?

I feel sure that noise complained of

by " B.R.B." in the issue for January
6th is not a piston tap. Having suffered

agonies myself from that " metallic

knock or clanking " with an old Triumph,
I adjusted and renewed practically every-

thing except the actual cause of the

trouble—which proved to be the- pulley

side shaft bearing. I have experienced
this trouble twice, so am sure of the

cause. Tlie fTTBt time the noise gradually
grew until I thought the whole engine
must be wrecked ; yet examination
showed no fault at all at first. Then I

found that the crank case housing of

the bearing in question was cracked and
allowed a slight movement. I had the
aluminium welded and -packed the ball

race, and the noise disappeared. The

important jDatcs.

Jan 20lh—
F I.C.M. Conference, BruueU

Jan. 28th lo Feb. Sih—
Scottish Motor Exhibition, Kelvin Hall
ClasRow.

March 25th—
Richmond Meet.

March 26lh—
M.C.C. London - Land's End Trial.

April 27lh—
A. CD. One-day Winter Trial for
Slock Machines.

May 14th—
M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

May 2Slh—
A.C.U. Silencer Trial— Brooklanda

July 22 nd—
Grand Prix R»ce—Le Mans.

welding gave way, so I got a new crank
case. Then the noise commenced again !

In de,spcration, for the " umpteenth "

time I took down the engine, and found
that the previous hammering had worn
the ball race, allowing a slight play. I

have just fitted a new ball bearing in the
new crank case, and now the engine runs
like a Triumph should do ! The noise has
disappeared completely.

—

Clank.

In your issue of the 6th inst., " B.R.B."
is anxious to know the cause of a knock
in his W.D Triumph, and I, therefore,
venture to suggest that if " B.R.B."
holds a piece of rag or something similar
against the two bottom fins round the
valve ports, he will find that his knock
has disappeared. I hops that this tip

may help to solve " B.R.B.'s " troubles.
—H. S. NOKES. ^

A BELT THAT TWISTS.
With reference to " W.JI.H.'s " en-

quiry in your issue of January 6th con-
cerning a twisting belt on a 6 h.p. 1914
outfit, perhaps the following advice may
be useful to him. Should his machine
be a Zenith, the trouble may be due to

one of the small chain sprockets in the
gear-operating mechanism being loose and

allowing back lash on the push rod
moving inside the rear frame stay. This
would cause one end of the hub spindle

to move less than the other when the
gear was changed, thus throw'ing tiu'

wheel out of track. 1 remember iavini;

the same trouble on a 1912 8 h.p. machine,
which I traced to this defect.—E.H.R.

SOLID TYRES \V.\NTED.

I should advise your correspondent,
"L.J.G." (Queries and Replies), to use
Rubberine tyre filling, made by Rubberine.
Ltd., 17, jMarket Road, Caledonian Road,
N. I find that this filling is very resilient

(more so than a " board-hard " tyre), is,

obviously, unpnncturable, and the money
he gives for his tubes will pay for it,

as no inner tubes are required. Mileage
of covers is increased fully 50",',, as they
can be worn down to the canvas.

—

H.W.L.
E.XTRA AIR INLET.

A correspondent in your issue of the

6th inst. asks some questions under the
above heading with regard to m.p.g. on
a Rudge Jlulti fitted with a Senspray
carburetter. He obtains oidy 60-65 m.p.g.,
which is very poor for this machine.
I offer a few suggestions w-hich have
helped me un an identical machine t"

get 100 to 110 m.p.g. on the open road
and 80-95 m.p.g. in towns. (1.) Loosen
the carburetter on the induction pipe,
and rotate it so as to lower the float

chamber slightly in order to lower the
level of petrol in the jet. (2.)_ A 36
jet should be, tried iti.stead of the 38
fitted as standard. The all-out speed will
decrease probably, but one cannot have
extremes of m.p.h. and m.p.g. at the
same setting, (3.) The " dope " tap in the
inlet dome should be used when possible.

If the carburetter has the latest variable
adjustment, put this over to " Petrol

—

loss," and use the instrument as a two-
lever carburetter. (4.) Do' not always
blame the carburetter ; faulty valve
timing may, aiid veiy often 36es," account
for low m.p.g. The engiiie sliould be
timed as follows (retiming a' Rudge is

delightfully simple) : inlet valve opens
at about ^in, (measured on flvwheel) after
T.D.C. if the machine is 1919 or earlier,
and at T.D.C. exactly if a 1920 machine.
Give the .spark as much advance as it

will take for normal running, and retard
when starting. (5.) Oold size the joints
in the inlet system. (6.) Read " Rudge
Wrinkles " carefully : the makers will
send it on request.—L. W. E.' H.MiTi.EV.

E.XPERIEXCES WANTED.
" S.E.J.L." (Redhill).—General run-

ning of Beardmore-Preci.sion with side-
car, and 4^ h.p. Quadrant sidecar outfit.

" R.B." (Torringtoii).—Tamplin and
Gibbons cycle cars : steadiness on road,
life of belts, wear of chassis, speed on
hills, and springing.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
London- to C.\tterick.—J.B.
London, Barnet, Hatfield, Welwyn,

Stevenage, Baldock, Biggleswade, Eaton
Socon, Buckden, Alconbury, >forman
Cross, Stilton, Stamford, Grantham,
Newark, Tuxford, Retford, Bawtry,
Doncaster, Ferrybridge, Aberford,
Wetherby, Boroughbridge, Leeming Lane,
Catterick, Approximately 223 miles.

C3
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The British Aagneto Industry Menaced.
An Unsatisfaciory State o( Alfairs Due to Government Apathy.

DUE to Government delay in redeeming promises

made during the war, -the British magneto in-

dustry is in danger of extinction. Prior to the

war, the various branches of the motor industry were
entirely dependent upon Germany for magneto sup-

plies. Only the crisis which occurred in 1914 brought
this state of affairs" home to the Government, though
warnings had I'epeatedly been thrown out, notably in

The Motor Cycle and The Autocar. Quite a furore

of excitement was created in German houses on this

side when in rgi^ the true state of affairsvvas boldly

exposed in the two- journals named.

Danger Ahead.
\\ hat happened subsequently is common knowledge.

Hastily electrical experts got to'" work, but not for a

long time was Government support forthcoming.- In-

deed, mild rebukes were offered, such^ as " No firm

in this country could make magnetos." Were it not

for the fact that stocks, of German magnetos were held

in this country -and America, the -position might have
been impossible. As it was, a crisis was narrowly
averted by th^ co-operation and wholeheartedness
which characterised British enterprise in the electrical

field. A small band got to work—thanks largely to

Admiralty encouragement^and not many months after

the outbreak of war, steady and increasing supplies of

magnetos for all types of vehicles and aircraft were
forthcoming. From small beginnings the British in-

dustry developed its output until the whole of the huge
requirernents of the British forces were able to be met.

During the war the British magneto industry was
acknowledged as an essential key industry, and protec-

tion was to be afforded, when peace arrived, to pre-

vent any possibility of a resumption of the old unsatis-

factory conditions. Yet, inesedible though it ma)
seem, the promised measure of protection is not yet

forthcoming, and an industry represented by fourteen

firms of -manufacturers is in danger of collapse. Last

week, at the annual dinner of the British Ignition

Apparatus Association, these unpalatable facts were
openly talked of, revealing a. state of affairs which is

to be deplored.

Evidence was provided by the chainnan. Mr. Prter

F. Bennett, C.B.E., that German magnetos were now
arriving in this country in fairly large quantities, and

at no: fixed prices, the intention being apparently to

undercut - the British article, and so underrnine the

British industry which assisted sO' materially in winning

the war. The only hope of preserving national

security, he contended, was. the introduction of the

. long promised Bill to protect key industries. British

magnetos had proved their worth during and since the

war,, a long list of notable achievem6nts being in-

stanced, such as the flight across the Atlantic, to the

Cape and Australia, the motor cycle T.T. Races, and
innumerable successes on road and track. Prices, too,

were but 75% above pre-war standard.

Mr. Edward Manville, M-P-! opened the eyes of

those pj:esent when he stated that, in the early months
of the War, Britain so badly needed magnetos and
Germany w"as so short of tyres t-liat surreptitious bar-

gaining went on, a set of solid tyres being exchanged
for a magneto. Mr. Clem Edwards, M.P., later

characterised such action as scandalous, and argued

that there should be no risk of that again. Our
national safety demanded that such - a condition of

things in the future could never be tolerated. The
magneto industry, he contended, w-as an essential key

industry.

The Need for Immediate Action.

Parliament reassembles next month, when this all-

important question of the protection of key industries

will come up for discussion. Surely no serious-thinking

man can allow the magneto industiy to drift slowly

back into the hands of the Germans. The British

industry proved itself a national -asset during the war

—

an essential key industry, in fact, and the much needed
protection then promised is already much "overdue,

and. to say the least, this is^disturbing.

Although the precise terms of the Government's

Bill dealing with the protection of key industi-ies is

not know-n, according to T!ie Times there is some pos-

sibility that it will include magnetos. " Some pos-

sibilitv," however, is altogether too vague.

WHEN SCHEDULE SPEED SUFFERS.
If one sets out to cover a certain distance" against the clock," there is often much time lost through overshooting a corner. It i

the way that saves the time when off well-beaten tracks.

finding
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Proposed Club for Letchworth and North
Herts.

^ It is proposed to foi-m a club for motor
cvciists and car owners, with headquarters
at Letchworth Garden City, Herts. Will
those - interested please communicate in
the first instance wiUi Mr. C. F. Plow-
man, 37, Broadwater Avenue, Letchworth.
A meeting will be called shortly to appoint
officers and discuss 1921 programme.

Bridgwater and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The annual dinner of the above club
will take place at the Golden Ball Hotel,
un Tuesday, February 15th, at 7 p.m.
Prizes and medals won last year will be
presented, and a programme for 1921 dis-
cussed. It is hoped that aTT'riiembers
'vill make a. special effort to, attend.
Tickets may be obtained from the hon.
secretary, Mr. .J. \V. Hooper, Wenibdon.

Eskdale M. and M.C.C.

This club has had a most successful
year. The membership havinp increased
considerably. At the annual general
meeting held in the Crown Hotel,
Langholm, on December 29th, the office

ijearers for the coming year were duly
elected. It was proposed that if the
niember.ship be large enough, steps should
I'e taken to have the local roads improved.
It was decided that a club room be
opened in the new headcpiarters at the
Eskdale Hotel. ' This lias now been
<lone. and membpi:^ may have full use of
the club room from 9 a.m. till 10.30 p.m.
daily. The hon. sec., Mr. Jame.s Bell,

Eskdale Border Garage,' will be pleased
10 bear from those interested.

CLUB NEWS.
Worcester M.C.C.

-Mr. W. T. Thorne gave the second of

his series of lectures at the Pack. Horse
Hotel on Monday, the lOtb inst., before

an appreciative audience of nearly fifty

members and non-members. So thoroughly
did he deal with his subject, " Ignition,"

that he was unable to complete the lec-

ture, and he will therefore speak again

on the 24th inst.

Rugeley and District AC.
Despite its title of an automobile club,

we understand this newly formed organi-

sation will just as completely cater for

the motor cyclist as any of the puvely
motor cycling clubs. Major J. Selby
(iardiner, of Cedar Lodge, Brereton,
Rugeley, is president, and the hon. sec.

is Mr. "H. E. Beasley, 43, Brereton Road,
Rugeley.

The Northern M.C.

Nearly 300 guests (with very few
exceptions all in fancy dress) made
"carnival in the best Continental style

at the First Annual Bal Masque and
Carnival. Thousands of streamers,
balloons, and rose petals, and dancing
'neath tlie kaleidoscopic rays of the lime-

light, coupled with excellent music, all

contributed to the success of one of the
most delightful and brilliant dances held
in the district for some time. The first

anininl dinner of the club will be held
ot the " Turk's Head," Xewcaslle, on

the 20tli inst. Prizes and medals awarded
during 1920 will be presented. The
annual general meeling will take place on
the 28th inst. at the "Crow's jS'est."

Glasgow Western M.C.C.

The annual dinner of the above club

takes place on February 3vd. I'urthei-

details will be announced later.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

It is proposed that the opening run

for 1921 shall be on Saturday, February

5th, when the members will hold a
•' parade of licences." An effort is bein^

made to have an inspection by the local

authorities, and afterwards there will be

a slgprt speed judging competition and

lea at a popular rendezvous.

Gorseinon and District M.C.C

Instead of the 'usual dinner, a whist

drive and entertainment formed the even-

ing's programme at the club's first annu.nl

prize distribution on January 6th. Mr.

J. 51. Bailey look the chair in the absence

of the president, and Mr. Cransh, hon.

secretary. Neath Motor Cycle Club, made
a very able speech. Intending members
should note that meetings take place

every Tuesday evening.

Esi^ex M.C.

For the purpose of arousing interest

among the unattached motorists of Essex
and the eastern suburbs of London, the
Essex M.C. is holding a cinema and lan-

tern slide exhibition of topical motoring
films and slides at the Castle Hotel,
Woodford, Essex, on Monday, January
24th, at 7.30 p.m. .•\dmission is free,

and the captain of the club, Mr. D. S.

Parsons, 119, Kingston Road, Ilford,

Essex, will be pleased to forward tickets

and particulars to any interested.

A Home-made Cycle Car.
A Blackburne Engined Four-wheeler, wilh Three Speeds and Reverse.

FROM time to time we receive par-

ticulars of ingenious home-made
cycle cars built by the originators

for their own use. Particular intere.'^t

attaches to the one described herewith,

not only on account of ih: unusual
features which it embodies, but also

because it has been constructed by Mr.
C. S. Burney, whose name is well known
to most motor cyclists. It is engined
with an 8 h.p. air-cooled Blackburne,
which drives a Juck«s three-speed and
reverse gear box through a short chain,

a second short chain driving a counter-
shaft carried in Hoffmann roller bear-

ings. Two long belts convey the drive
to the rear wheels. The chain centres

are short, and in each case adju.=table.

Frame Construction and Springing.

The framework is tubular. Chater-
Lea lugs being used throughout, and
both axles are trussed by means of a
king-post and tie-rod. A similar method
of staying the longitudinal frame
members is employed, but in this case
I he ends of the tie-rods are anchored
to brackets placed below the pivoted
centre of the full cantilever springs;
ihus a shock delivered to the front or
rear wheel on either side increases the
tension on the tie-rod on that side, and
lelieves the frame tube to some extent.

C. S. Bumey's cycle car—^a light and

speedy vehicle, which may be said to

be a re-arranged motor cycle.

28x3in. Palmer Cord lyres are fitted

tluxiughout, and the steering is effected

by duplicated wires passing over a
" bobbin " on the steering column.
(This column, by the way, is mounted
on ball bearings.) One other unusual
feature is the fact that all three brakes

—

a band brake on the countershaft and
a shoe brake operating in each belt rim
—are operated at the same time, either

by pedal or hand lever. The rod which
actuates the band brake is extended rear-

wards to a crossbar carried on the radius
rods to 'which the belt rim brakes arc
attached. The adjustments are simple.

and in practice the brakes are most
effective. After about forty miles road
experience with this little machine,
which in its present form is fitted only
with aeroplane seats, we came to the
conclusion that it was an excellent

climber, sufficiently fast for all purposes,

and fairly well sprung. An accumulator
lighting set is used, oil is fed through
a Best and Lloyd sight-feed drip, and a
four-gallon petrol tank is mounted inside

the bonnet. The main features, including
the stout tubular mudguard stays, are
clearly visible in the above illustration

of the outfit.
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Olmcs to Cigl)t Camps
Jan. 20th

,, 22nd
,, 24th
,, 26th

4.56 p.m.
4.58 ,,

5.2 „
5.6 „

Mexican Oil.

It i.s reported that petroleum haa^eei:
discovered in the State of Oajaca, JMe.xico
on a concession held by a British firm.

Horses and the Roads.

A Committee of the Ministry of Trans-
port has been investigating the problem
of horses on sfippery roads, but appar-
ently horse owners have insufificient in-

terest in the experiments suggested.

Hard Luck.

E, A. Burney, a well known motor
cyclist, who is responsible for the design
of the Powell motor cycle, has had a nasty
spill during a night ride. He was un-
lucky enough to break his leg about four
inches above the knee. He writes that
he is doing as well as can be expected,
but it will be some time before he is

about again.

An Air Force Reunion.

So many late members of the R.A.F.
are motor cyclists that we make 'no
apologies for publishing in these columns
the announcement of a reunion dinner
for officers of the Aeroplane Experi-
mental Establishment! Martlesham Heath,
to be held in London on Friday,
^February 25th. Old members of the
station are asked to communicate with
Capt. P. G. Robinson, Room A 139, Air
lUinistry, London, W.C'.2.

The Paris-Nice Trial, 1921.

We have received a letter from JI.

Hamon, of the Moto Cycle. Club de
France, on the subject of this year's
Paris-Nice trial, which will start on a

date between February 21st and 27th.
The same route as last' year will be fol

lowed to Dijon, but there is an alteiation
in the next section of this journey, which
is through Roaune, St. Etienne, to Lyon
There will be one day's rest at Lyon,
which will certainly be vvelcome if the
roads are anything like they were last

year, but there, is likely to be some im-
provement owing to the alteration in

route. The third stage of the journey
will be through Valence, Montelimar, and
Avignon, while the final stage will be
through Aix, Brignolles and Caen to

Nice. It will be noted that Marseilles
is avoided. This last stage was in excel-:

lent condition last year and a very
fascinating run. M. Hamon informs us
that the trial is being run by the Moto
Club de France under the auspices 'of

the U.M.F., but official confirmation of

this fact is not yet to hand. He also

tells us that he has already received
entries of several well-known makes.
Those interested in the competition
should write to M. Hamon, iloto Cycle
Club de France, 65, Avenue de la Grande
Armee, Paris, XVI., France.

c8
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Special T^eatures.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFITS.

WINTER WEAR.

Texas Petrol from Shale Oil.

There are said to be over 52,000 million

barrels of shale oil in one section of Texas,
U.S.A. A refinery could produce from
this, 50,000 barrels of petrol per day.

The Paris-Madrid Trial.

Another competition, which promises
to be niost attractive, is the Paris-

Jladrid reliability trial, organised by
Molo Jfeviie, 5, Rue St. Augustine, Paris,

from ilay 2nd to 6th. We are still

awaiting official confirmation that this

trial has received the official sanction of

the Union ;\Ioto Cycliste de France, and
of the Real iloto Club d'Espana, and
until we receive news of it w^e w^ill with-

hold further details. We would call at-
~ tent ion to the leading article in the issue

of Jan. 13th. •
.

A Belgian Sporting Trial.

Belgian motor cyclists are to have a

trial which has been inspired by the Scoti.

sporting event in this country. This will

be organised by the Royal Moto Club
Liegeois, and w-ill be known ae the
" Cuuije de la Meuse."

A Belgian T.T. ?

Provided the Royal Automobile Club of

Belgium run a car race, there will also be
a Belgian T.T. for motor cycles this year,'

which will be run very much on^^^rfie

lines of the Isle of Jlan event.

Motor Cycles in Belgium.

Notwithstanding the fact that the

dollar is worth three times its pre-war
value in Belgium, as compared with the

pound "sterling, which is only twice its

pre-war value, American big twins can

be bought at a considerably lower figure

than the average chain-cum-belt single-

cylinder of British manufacture. Mr. J.

Taymans, one of the best known BrusSL^ls

agents, discussed this ' question with us

on the occasion of the recent Brussels

Show, where he had a very fine exhibit of

both English and American machines, and
he regards the position of the British

manufacturer as serious. We hope later

to refer to many other points raised by
Jlr. Tavmans.

The simplicity of control on a P. and M. sidecar was well illustrated last week in

Birmingham, when one of Capt. Woodward's sea lions drove the outfit through the crowded

streets to deliver a £300 cheque collected at the Victory Circus for a charity. The machine

had a slightly lower gear than usual, and was fitted with a two-lever B. and B. carburetter.
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An Omen ?

The Weslein Ceiitie (A.C.U.) has
ananged for at least one cimeiia. operator
10 cover its open trial on April 8tii.

Does this mean that tlie route is likelv
to provide those " stunts " so beloved
of the filni world ? Or is it simply illus-
trative of the enterprising policy of this
newly-formed centre? Pi'obably it is
both : but the trial will be a sporting

- event without a doubt. .

Encouraging.
"... Machines and engines must

liave been designed and constructed
within the British Empire. This rule,
however, will not apply iu the case of
such serotidanj equii)iii<>^t as the ii/nitiun
s,/..>t/',n "—an e.xtraet from the schedule
of conditions for a competition held by .

the .A.ir Ministry, and quoted by a .speaker
at the B.I.A.A. dinner as illustrative of
Government protection of a key industry.

Benevolent Fund Concert.

The twelfth Bohemian concert ol the
Cycle and Motor Trades Benevolent Fund
ni connection with the Birmingham Centre
will be held at the Temperance '^Hall,
Temple Street. Birmingham, on Fridav.
February 4th. Tickets are obtainable from
Mr. G. J. Lowenthal, The Leatheries.
Sarap.son Koad North. Sparkbrook, and
My. A. Hickstepp, 10a; Temple Row.
Birmingham.

Scottish Ex-D.R.s' Reunion.
'1 he proposed reunion of ex-Signal

Service Despatch riders has now been
arranged to take place in. the Eo\'al
Restaurant, West Nile Street, Glasgow.
at 7.30, on Friday, February 4th. It was
hoped to arrange a dinner, but it wa.s
decided that it would be more r=uitable
lor the first function to hold it .smoking
coiK'ert, and perhaps to fix a date for
a dinner later. Tickets for the smoker
are os. 6d. each, and may be obtained
IroBi ilr. R. Wat.=on, care Jennings, Ltd..
86. .Mitchell Street, Glasgow, or from the
D.R. Engineering ,Co.," Ltd., llospilal
Hill, Dnnfermline.

Apply in Time.

Readers are advi.-^ed not to leave tin
application for theii'--licencee until the
last few days of the month, or they may
Imd that they will have to give^ up'ridini'
lor a few days, for, although the Mini.s^
Uy of Tran.sport have announced that
they do not intend to be hard on those
who Jinve been unsuccessful in tlieir
t'fforts to obtain licence holders it is not
likely that the same clemency will be -

extended to those who have not got their
licences. In giving this advice' we have
111, mind the ca.se of a rider who applied
recently to his County Council- for a
licence, but did not receive it for more
Ihan a week.

Wanted, T.T. Riders.

Many manufacturers have asked us to
assist them in finding riders for their
inacliines in the T.T. race, and, as we
know many hundreds of our readers are
keen to ride in the classic event, we are
compiling a register of such riders. This
register will contain two- lists : (A)
Those who have had previous T.T. ex-
perience, and (B) registering those wlio
have not ridden in a T.T. race, but have
the necessary Cjualifications. Those riders
interested should give brief particulars

of. successes in hill-climbs and s-pecd
events, age. etc.. and address their com-
munications to the Editor, T/ie Motor
Cijda. Coventry, the w'ords " T.T.
Register " to appear on the left-hand
corner of the envelope.

The Junior T.T.

Appartntly there will be several Ivy
two-strokc«. in the Junior T.T., for, iii

addition to any entries fi-om the manu-
factures, Blake and Co., of Liverpool, and
H. G, Henley and Co., of Great Portland
Street, are both entering machines.

Revelations.

So short were we. early in the war, of
ignition apparatus that " we were com-
pelled to indulge in surreptitious ex-
changes with our enemies on the basis
of one British solid tyre for one German
magneto. On another page we give the
views of some prominent British magneto
manufacturers on this startling state of
affairs, and also an e.xpressioii of their
fears that a similar shortage of British
magnetos is not a remote possibility of
the future.

Motor Cycles and the Scottish Show.
.Sc<.llish motor cycle agents do not

inleiid quietly to submit to the present
state of affairs in the North, whereby
there are no facilities for the exhibition
of motor cycles to Scottish motor cyclists
In our issue for Januarv 6lh. we outlined
a suggested scheme to liave a special dis-
play of the latest models on show during
the motor exhibition at Kelvin Hall
(January 2611) to February 5th), and
arrangements are now well' in hand to
bring this about. In the meantime a
committee of Glasgow agents is en-
deavouring .to formulate a plan to hold
a Scottish motor cvrle show.

S5

Standardisation.

Has anything yet been done to follow
up the A.C.U. recommendations regard-
ing standardisation of controls? We
think not, and candidly do not expect
very rapid action on the' part of the trade
to bring this about. It can hardlv be
expected that makers will alter their'pat-
terns immediately after settling the de-
tails of their 1921 programme. Far better
would it be if the bodies concerned would
concentrate first on one point—car-
buretter controls only, which are also
probably more important than brakes.

The Six Day Regulations.
Two points in the suggested regulations

for this year's A.C.U, Six Days Trials
have struck motor cyclists as unile-sirable.
Foremost is the question of attaching
sidecars to all motor cycles over 350 c.c,
and therefore tending' to discourage the
solo motor cycle with engines exceeding
this capacity. Next comes the considei^
able body which doubts the infallible
accuracy of the Audiometer for the
silence tests. It is more than possible
that both these features will, after serious
consideration of the committee, be re-
moved from the regulations. At the pre-
sent moment it is not possible to make any
definite statement on this subject, but an
early announcement is e.\pected.

Coventr>-s first taxi-sidecar—an Excelsior fitted with an 8 h.p. Blackburne engine

In'I^S'd '^''^-r^
^^ " fi"f -d.28x 3in. Dunlops. The inset'shows theTggage ^'d
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The 8 h.p. Brough Superior.

HOW often has the sporting solo enthusiast asked
for a British big twin to compete with tlie big

Americans ? Tifae after time complaints are

made that the choice of British big twins is, with

perhaps one exception, limited to sidecar machines.
There will be many who will argue that 8~ii.p. is un-

necessary for solo work on British roads, and there is

some truth in their- arguments, but- such persons have
probably never enjoyed the perfect motion of a" high-

geared twin/- in a small compact machine, which will

cruise along at 'a fast touring speed with the engine

just ticking over. The 8 h.p. Brough Superior is a

newcomer to the piarket, which was fully describesl

in The Motor Cycle of December 23rd, and during
the past week we have had two opportunities of trying

out the machine on the road. On the first occasion

a light Montgomery sidecar was attached, the gear

ratios employed being 3.25 to i-, 5. 2, to i, and 8 to i.'

It must be understood that the Brough Superior is

designed as a solo mount, but that Mr. George Brough.
realising full well that a certain section of the public

is sure to fit an attachment, decided to test the machine
in this manner.
Certainly the racy

'

lines and excellent

finish of the sporting

model Montgomery
suit the machine
admirably, and the

extra weight appears

to make but little

difference u n d e ?
ordinary touring con-

ditions. As our
first trial was to

be a comparatively

short one in the

neighbourhood of

Coventry, we -natur-

ally selected a route

which would ' pass

over Stoneleigh hill,

since this short rise,

thoii"h hothiuE: to a
On mounting the Brough Superior, the low and comfortable riding.position is

immediately appreciated.

solo mount, is sufficiently steep to test the pulling

powers of the average sidecar machine. In spite, how-

ever, of its high top, gear, the Brough Superior scarcely

noticwi the hill, even with .a ten-stone passenger in

the sidecar. Soaasy \vas the climb that we returned

to the foot 'of the_,gradiein, and, restarting at this

point, changed up into___top and continued the ascent

with ease.
"

, ^

Flexibilitv is, one of the strongest points ofthis new

machine.' for it will potter along on top at about 10

m.p.h. without snatch or jerk, and is literally as tract-

able as a lightweight.- On the second occasion the

Brough Superior was ridden as a solo machine,' and at

once the merits of the design became obvious. In

spite of the big 1,000 c,e. overhead valve engine the

machine is small and compact, smaller indeed than

the niajority of single-cylinder Tnachines. The riding

position is a natural one, and the controls appear to

come automatically to one's liands.

From the outset one lias a feeling of the utmost

confidence, an"d the fe'eling of hesitation so often

experienced in handling a strange machine is absent,

,
The engine starts

*
easilv and without

fuss, and one glides

away with scarcely

a whiff of gas. In

,1^ a few yards top is

engaged, _ and the
machine glides

along smoothly and
easilv, responding

instantly. to~ a touch
of the .throttle.
Recent recruits to

the ranks of motor
c )" c 1 i s t s' who are

not accustomed to

high gears should

beware of the decep-

tive feeling, for at a

speed of 40-45
m,p,h. one gets
the impression of
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Road Tests of New Models.—

about; ao m.p.h. against a
strong headwind, and it is

well to. remind the novice
that the high gear of the
average machiffe is approxi-
mately J:he same as the
middle gear of the BroHgh
-Superior.

In order to obtain smooth
running at such small
throttle openings, an- entire
absence of air. leaks in the
induction system is neces-
sary, and this point has
been carefully watchecl in

the design, with the result

that tht^ wonderful flexi-

bility is- attained. The
machine.^will creep up a
gradient of.'i in 9 at a bare
twelve miles an hour, ye*
it will accelerate instantly
on the same gradient to a

speed which would deHght the heart of the
greate.st enthusiast. TransinLssion by chain through-
out, via a Sturmey-Archer gear box and Enfield
type shock absorber, is smooth and gentle, and the
700 X 80 mm. tyres ensure comfortable riding, though
on the occasion of our trial the tyres were inflated too
hard for ma.ximum comfort. E.vcellent mudguarding
is provided, as we were able to prove since the road

Ease of manipulation is one of the Brough Superior's best
features. Although a powerful mount, there is not a semblance of
unwieldmess in handling the machine.

conditions durins:

87

six miles home being ridden
in the teeth of a heavy
snowstorm. The conclu-

sions which we draw as a

result of our experiences
a r e that Mr. George
Brough has accomplished
exactly what he set out to
attain, and has produced
one of the^most admirable
high-powered solo machines
that has ever been placed
on the maj-ket. We should,

perb'aps, add that the finish

and fittings are excellent

throughout, and that we
ha-ie seldom enjoyed a trial

run so much in spite of the

inclement- weather condi-
tions. Our sole criticism

lies in the noise of the \-alve

gear at high speed, but if' is

onl\- fair to state that the
machine which we rode has

been pre\iously driven hard for well over 3,000 miles,
anfl that the speeds at which the noise becomes un-
pleasant are well over such speeds as would normallv
be accomplished on the road.
We understand that arrangements are now well in

hand for the production of this machirre in commercial
quantities, and that new works are being erected at
Haydn Road. Xottingham. to which place corre-
spondence shoulil be addressed.

A very commendable feature of this fast and powerful mount ,s ,ts remarkable flexibility. A flock of sheep was encountered on the road,
through which the machine crawled at walking pace.

DESPITE the fact that the month of^ grace is

drawing to a close, only a comparatively small
number of motor vehicles are displa\i'ng the

iK-w licences. -Quite recently, while visiting one
northern city in which about 8.000 registrations had
been, issued up to the end of 1920, we were told that
during the first fortnight of Januarv only 16% of the
total number of expected applications for licences had
been made.

THE WAITING GAME.
Does this mean that motorists are hanging out to the

last moment, or is it to be as.sumed that manv are
allowing their machines to lay bv in the' hope that the
new tax will be repealed? On the face,of i't the latter
hope appears tp be a vaiivone, but it 'is quite likely
that the new necessity of paying o\-er a lump sum in
taxation is, at this time of widespread unemployment
and financial stress, most inopportune to numbers of
motor cyclists.
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Rear Wheel Dynamo Drive.
A Speedometer Type of Generator Transmission which may be Instantly Disconnected.

THE usual method of driving
a_ lighting dynamo on a

motor cycle has -been from
some point on the engine, but a
variant of this method has re-

cently been patented by Mr. M.
j\luir, 27, Melrose Gardens,
Hammersmith, London, W., who
has adopted the principle of

speedometer transmission to the
driving of an electric generator.
This generator is situated on.

tlie saddle tube of the frame of
the two-stroke machine to which
it has been fitted. (It is a

Brolt six-ampere dynamo which
charges at half rate during the
daytime, thus preventing the
.accumulator from being _ojv"er-

charged.)

An Enclosed Cable.

The tran.smission consists of a
worm wheel, clamped on to the
spokes of the rear wheel, driving
a partially enclosed worm con-

nected to the dynamo shaft by
means of an enclosed spiral

cable. The worm is mounted on
Muir's " speedometer " rear wheel drive for lighting dynamos,

fitted to a solo lightweight two-stroke.

a bracket, and is provided with
a fly-nut, so that the drive may
be disengaged when the accumu-
lators have been fully charged,
thus doing away with the

necessity of driving the dynamo
all the time, whether it is re-

quired or not.

A.C.U. Test Pending.

^The outfit will be sold -com-

plete with lamps, switchbox. and
cut-out. An accumulator is

carried, the box for which can

be seen on the other side of

the motor cycle frame.
The device is shortly to be put

through an A.C.U. - officially

observed trial to test wear,

silence, and adaptability.

Knowing the weaknesses of

some present-day -speedometer

drives,_and, consequently, uncer-

tain of the ability of a similar

type of transmission to stand up
to the much greater resistance of

a dynamo, we congratulate the

inventor on publicly offering to

prove his device by such a test.

Motor Cycle Movement in Germany.
Expected Revival on Account of Prohibitive Costs of Running a Car.

THERE is no equivalent in

Germany to the immense
motor cycle development of

England, nor anything like the

healthy revival to be found in

France. In all Germany has

thirteen -motor cycle manufac-
turers, the great majority of

these making nothing but two-
wheelers. The only big car-pro-

ducing firm interested in motor
cycles is the Adam Opel Co., at.

Russelsheim. This firm has pro-

duced a lightweight machine
since the war, and is offering it

at what is considered to be, in

Germany, the exceptionally low
price of 5,000 marks. This is

really cheap in comparison with

the price of 20,000 marks for a

twin N.S.U. The Opel machine
would be considered in England
a motor-assisted bicycle. It has

a strengthened bicycle frame and
a tiny single-cylinder engine
driving to the rear wheel by
means of a chain.

MA Flat Twin.

Reminiscent of a well-known
English design, a .flat twin

engine specially designed for motor cycle

or cycle car work has been produced by
the

' Bayerisch Motoren Werke, near

Munich. This firm has a very fine fac-

tory, erected during the war for the con-

struction of aeroplane engines.

Since the Armistice the works have

been converted, and among the new
product* is the flat twin air-cooled engine

.W. flat twin, a cleanly designed German power unit, which
closely follows English practice.

shown in the. accompanying illustrations.
The design is- wonderfully neat,, and the
engine is most up to date in every respect.
The two cylinders, which have enclosed
side by side valves, are mounted on
an aluminiunj^ base chamber which forms
an oil reservoir. The crankshaft is

mounted in ball bearings, the connecting
rods are tubular, and aluminium pistons

are used. The flywheel is ex-

ternal, and the magneto, a high-

tension Bosch, is placed on the
top of the crank case. It is

claimed that the engine will run
under load at 3,400 revolutions,

and will turn over at 5.000

revolutions without load. It if

the intention of the B.JI.W. Co.

to produce this engine in quan-
tities for the trade.

Conditions in Germany.

Very few motor cyclists are
|

seen on German streets and
roads. Indeed, during a very
extensive tour through t h a 1

1

country not a single touring
[

motor cyclist was observed, but I

a certain number of motor-
assisted cyclists were met ij) the I

leading cities. The reason for
[

this neglect of the motor cycle I

is the high cost not only^ofl
machines, but of fuel, tyres, and I

repairs.

Until a very short time ago I

motoring could only be indulged!
in with a special permit. It is I

now free, but petrol is very ex-

pensive, the legal price being 4

1

marks 50 per litre, but it is practically I

impossible to obtain.it at this price. The I

use of. a car has gone beyond the meansl
of any but a few nouvemuz r'nJiff, and iti

is because of this tfiat the motor cyelel
industry is believed to offer possibilities.!

It will be several years, however, before!
even tliis form of economical niotoringl

becomes really common.
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CLUB NEWS, ^^"-risr

A live and sporting club in the North of England, the Ilklcy M.C. and L.C.C., which held its annual dinner on Jan. 14th at the

Middloton Hotel, Ilklcy.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Owiiii;! to m.^uilicient acccunrnudation at

the Impe:-ill Hotel, it has been found
iiecessarv to hold the nnnuRl dinner and
smoking conCtit at the Midland Hotel
to-nio\ro\v night.

Bournemouth and District M C.C.

Il i.s huped that .is many a.s pos.siblo

ivill attend the general meeting to be held
at the Bournemouth Camera Club's ri.oni

on Wednesday, January 26th. The
telection of offieiale for 1921 and considera-
tion of the current year's programme form
the chief biisuic.'s. —

Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.

The .^eeond pu.st-\var annual dinner of
tile Ilklev Club wa.' held oil Friday last

at the .Middleton Hotel, Ilkley.
" Up-

wards of ninety members and friend's
Aveie present and the evening was carried
through with the greatest succes^s. Speech
making was cut down to very small '

limits, a plan which might well" be fol-

lowed univer.'-ally when no important
annouucements concerning future policy
*r programmes are to be made. After the
toa.n of the King, the toast of the Club
was called by Sir. D. H. Smith, who,
amongst other remarks, commented upon
the success of the Ilkley one-dav open
trial of last June, and of "the A.C.'U. Si.x

Days Trials, in which the"~IIkley Club
helped largely, especially as route-finders;
the hard work of the president, Capt. J.
N. Longfield, and the hon. secretary, -

Mr. H. W. Sellers, was commented upon.
JMr. Sellers, in responding briefly, re-
viewed the club's doings during the past
year. Mr. W. R. Haggas then propo-sed
' Die Visitors," calling special attention
!'• the representatives of other Yorkshire
ciiilis who were present, and also to the
wTjrk of the press. Due response was
made by Jlr. G. S. Boston, the well-
known and consistent winner of speed
events and hill-climbs. The final toast of
the President was very humorously pro-
posed by Mr. W. F. Scott, and the
acclamations-which greeted the response

of Capt. .7. Nbnnan Eongfield sufficiently

testified to the popularity of the latter.

After the distribution of prizes, a musi-
cal cnt'Ortainnient was provided, princi-
pally by the Dewhirst Brothers, whose
rag-time ditties are becoming a recognised
featuit? of York.-ihire cUili gallierincs.

Bedford and District M.C.
A large number of members and friends

attended at the Stuart Rooms, on Monday
eve-ling, .Jaiiuary lOth. when a lecture
was given, illn.strated by lantern slides,
descriptive of the sporting side of motor
cycling. The lecturer was Mr. C. F.
Plowman, of Letchworth, well-known in
the motor cycle world. Few are better
qualified than he to bring out the inter-
esting features of the slides. An in-
tensely interesting entertainment was pro-
vided. Some very fine slides, from the
negatives of .Mr. "W. Paige Stuart (Tied-
/i)rr/.</iiri: Tiiiu.^) of some of the club's
events were also shown.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

Nearly £450 worth' of prizes were
f)re-
liresented at the Sheflield and Hallamsli

Club's dinner at the (>rand Hotel on the
15th inst. Mr. W. Hallam Peai-son pre-

sided, nnd the company included Capt.

J. N. Longfield (of the" Yorkshire Centre

A.C.U.) and .Mr. H. 0. Wood.
During the evening Mr. /Dan Bradbury

received a •presentation as an acknowledg-
ment of great and valued services to the

club; and. later, Mrs. I'earson presented

the trophies and prizes won during 1920.

An excellent musical programme was con-

tributed to bv the following artistes:

Messrs. W. .T. "Parker. T. Sherrdan, W. .1.

'

Laurence Milne; J. Ridders. : id Kent
Maples.

North-west London M.C.C.

The club introduced in 1914 a very
successful meeting, which it is proposed to

repeat this year if sup|X)rt is secured.
This will take the form of a simple " hot-
pot " supper, probably at Golders Green,
followed by a visit to the Hippodrome,
where a block of seats will be reserved.
This affair was, in 1914. thoroughly en-

joyable, and it serves the purpose of an
informal reunion, and gives an oppor-
tunity to new niembers'to see something
of their new colleagues. The arrange-
ments will be in the hands of Jlr. F.
Thomas, 172, Belsize Road. South Hamp-
stead. N.W.

Successful club competitions are largely dependent on a sufficiency of trophies and awards.
This display at the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. annual dinner on Thursday last is

sufficient proof of the club's policy.
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Police Selection o£ Licence Holders.

Licence liolders made by Messrs. S.
Smith and Sons (M.A.), Ltd., have been
selected by the Metropolitan police for
their fleet ot cars, lorries, and motoi
cycles.

Surplus Spare Parts.

-Anyone requiring odd .spare parts may
be able to _ obtain the very thing they
require at quite low prices from the
Slough Trading Co., Ltd., Trading
Estate, Slough. The company are pre-
pared to fill individual orders as well as
to supply in large quantities.

A Record b£ Successes.

"Achievements'' is the title of a
copiously illustrated booklet issued by the
Harley-ibavidson Motor Co., Ltd., of
Harleyson House, 74, Newman ^Street,
London, W.l, and it contains a'^list of
succe.sses gained on Harley-Davidson
motor cycles and sidecar outfits during
the present year.

Taxi-sidecars.

In accepting the B.S..'V.-Canoelet ta.xi-

sidecar outfit for licensing by the Bir-
mingham City Police, the makers
(Messrs. The County Cycle and Motor
Co., 307, Broad Street, Birmingham)
tell us that the police experts specially
commended the sidecar and rear wheel
compensating foot brake. Several of
these machines are now on the road, and
orders have been secured from Birming-
ham, Brighton, and Southsea.

Adjustable Footrests.

One often feels sorry for thfi_ long-
legged rider who has not yet discovered
Kow to modify his pet machine which
only has footrest provision for persons
of ! mediunr height. A simple remedy,
however, is to fit new drojiped footrests
with facilities for adjustment according
to length of reach. Various patterns of

tliese are manufactured by the Stone
House Works Co., of Spon Lane Mills,
Houghton Street, West Bromwich. They
are very neatly carried out in aluminium,
and are well worth examining.

Wise Policy.

An attractive catalogue giving descrip-

tions of the 2J h.p. Wooler machine
is now available. The company state

their belief that the best workmanship
can only be accomplished under the best

^conditions, hence the charming layout of

the model works at Alperton.

A British Success in France.

. The premier award in the 1,000 c.c.

class of the petrol consumption trials,

held in Paris (as described last week),
was won by a 6-7 h.p. Ariel and sidecar.

With passenger the outfit had to weigh
410 kilos. (902 lb.) so that extra weig^it

had to be carried. Otherwise the machine
was quite standard.

A French Opportunity.

Messrs. Greame Fenton _and W. F.

Nisbet, Moto-Comptoir, 157, Boulevard
Pereire, Paris, 17, France, inform us

that they are on the look-out for sole

agencies for France for all makes of

motor cycle accessories. Mr. Fenton is

well-known both in England and on the

Continent, while his ptirtner, Jlr. W.
F. Nisbet, is a son. of the late Mr. J. R.

Nisbet, former chairman of the A.C.U.

~~ Combined Lighting and Ignition.

The new B.T.H. system of combined
lighting and ignition, recently described

m Tlie_ Motor Cycle, came tlirough~its

first public test with flying colours. It

was fitted on the 2^ h.p. Metro-Tyler
ridden in the London-Exeter by J. S.

Bennett, who was one of' the few riders

of lightweights to obtain a gold medal.

TAXIS FOR GLASGOW.
Two Acme sidecar taxis on their way to Glasgow, where they

are taking up hackney carriage work.
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Catalogues Received.

Messrs. Thomas Firth and Sons, Ltd.,;

Sheffield. An interesting booklet on

steels^ dealing with various methods of

testing, notes on case-hardening, and
steels recommended for various purposes.

The book concludes with some very useful

tables.

"Motor Cycling and Lubrication," is

a free booklet published by ilessrs. C.

C. Wakefield and Co,,- Ltd.-, Wakefield

House, 30-32, Cheapside, London, E.G. 2;
it -deals with Castrol and the iiiany .suc-

cesses and records gained with the help

of this popular oil.

We have received a catalogue of Geeko
motor cycle electric liead, side, and tail

lamps, together with a list of the bulbs

supplied for these. It is issued by the

manufacturers, The General Electric' Co.,

Ltd., 67, Queen Victoria Street, London,
E.C.4.

Messrs. T. Bath and Co., Ltd., con-

tractors, 18, Savoy Street, London,
W.C.2, have sent us an extensive cata-

logue of sheds, many of which are suit-

able for^iotor cycle houses, and are sdd
at very reasonable prices. In' some
eases very big reductions indeed Jiave

been made on current market iirices.

Messrs. J. Pedley and Sons, Ltd:,
Oxford Works, Great Charles Street,

Birmingham : Motor cycle section, listing

the principal Pedley motor cycle tyres,

which were greatly appreciated befoie

the war ; also tyre accessories, water-

proof clothing for motor cyclists, and
repair outfits.

Grindlay (Coventry), Ltd., Melbourne
Works, Spon End, Coventry. A complete
and well-illustrated booklet showing ,nll

models of the Grindlay sidecars, including
the well-known double spi'ung models as

well as the new rigid-wheel sporting ty|ie.

A leaflet describing the Grindjay lliiee-

panel windscreen, which is adjustable in

all directions, is flso included.

A new catalogue has been published
by the Cowey Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Archer Works, Kew Gardens, Surrey,
giving particulars and revised prices of

Cowey speedo-
- meters, h or n s,

clocks, __a n d
watches. The
manufacture of
clocks and watches
has only recently
been taken up by
the firm, and is a
new development
of their business.
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SUCCESS AT THE SHOW
The demand for "CLAY RITE" accessories

is greater than ever. Immediate delivery

can be given. Send for new

illustrated catalogue

and price list.

CLAYTON-WRIGHT,
= LTD. =:

Great Hampton St., BIRMINGHAM.

No. 21 Cla«ite
Motor Cycle Horn

Retail 27/-

No. 18 Light Weigh i

Motor Cycle Horn
Retail 17/6

Send for Ncu
Illustrated Catalog'ji

Telegrams:

"CLAYRITE." BIRMINGHAM.

llllinilllllNllllllllllllHINIIIIIIIIIIMnilNIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINNIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllllHI

QUESTIONS ASKED & ANSWERED AT THE SHOW
Ml III

QUESTION :
—

^^hy is it that the Cox " .\TMOS " carhurettor Oives the sensation of no
power, but when carefully checketl is found to be ftivinft considerabh
more, yet the exhaust note is softer ?

ANSWER :—
The perfect mixture which the Cox '* ATMOS " delivers is so correctly
proporlioned and l)lended thai perfect combustion results.

The hammer blow due to improperly atomised fuel, and improperly
proportioned and blended mixture is lost. You (^et power by an elastic
force, rather than by a hammer- like blow.

The exhaust note is softer because the work of the charge is completed
before the exhaust valve opens, instead of after.

This elimination of the hammor-Uke blow considerably increases the
life of engine bearinjis. transmission, driving wheel, tyre, etc. : it

means an economy as important as the fuel economy obtained bv the
use of the Cox "ATMOS."

COX CARBURETTERS, LTD., ^"^-^"^ 'Singha" |
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiNiiiNiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniii^

I
In ansu-crinr/ these aclvertlf:€menti it i.~ dc-ira'jle to mention " The Motor Ci/cle."
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46

LONDON TO EXETER

44 STARTERS ON

SPEEDWELL
obtained

29 MEDALS
Insist on "Speedwell," and get better

results. Stocked at all leading garages.

ERITISH OIL & TURPENTINE CO., LTD.,
55 & 5S, Chancery Lane, London W.C.

'Phone : MUSEUM 71 15.

And a.t Glasgow/, Aberdeen, and Dublin

BBHBaHBBaBaeBSBBeBBHBBSasaHflBBBa

i SILVER PRINCE
~

LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLE.
NOTHING BETTER IN THE WORLD. _

BBflBBaBaBBBaBBBeBBBBBBBBBBBaBSias Guineas

n DONT BUY UNTIL YOU HAVE SEEN ONE.5 4.6 Guineas SPECIFICATION. 46 Guineas
ENGINE—Villieis' Mark IV. CARBT'RETTER—B. and B.
.Magneto in Flywheels. 2% h.p

TYRES—Dunlop, 26x2Vj.
FOOTBOARDS—Aluminium.
FOOT BRAKE—Strong, eHec-

tive, worked by foot.

GEAR BOXES — Sturmcy-
Archer, Albion, or Burman.

CARRIER-Tubular.
TOOLBAGS—Two, large size.

MUDGUARDS — Back, 5U.
Front, 4iti. Valanced.

FINISH—Enamelled lour coat5,
Blaik and Gold Lined. Tank,
JIagneto Cover and Chain
Cover Enamelled Silver Grey
and Blue Lined.

Reynold's "A" quality Tulie. All round, no Crank in Back
Specially designed to enable anyone to convert a Single Spee J

RIMS—Dunlop, 26x21,4
BELT—Dunlop, iiin.
CHAIN—Coventry.
HANDLE-BAR—Bowdeu.
LEVERS—Bowden Inverted.
BRAKE-Bonden Front.
SPRING FORK—Brampton.

'

SADDLEi-LeaUieries.
OILER—Be'st and Lloyds.
TANK — Heavy Plate. with
Patent Sump. Taped, 7in. to
5in. Petrol. I'i gal.: Oil, 1 qt,

FRAME
Stays
to a Two-speed, or vice-versa, without the slightest trouble whatever.

Single Speed, 46 Guineas. Two-Speed, 57.
Two-Speed, kick-start, 03.

Manutactuted by
THE TRYUS CYCLE CO,
Johnstone Street, Birclifields,

BiRMINGHAM. England.

A W0R1> lo THii WISE.
•'Hind what you are buying, insist on having a printed specification

of your Machine from the Agent, and see that everything corresponds."

BROLER
349 c c.

Two.stroke.

The engine that will take you anywhere

SOLO OR SIDECAR.

BROOKES, TRASLER & COX,
Narborough Nr. Leicester.

Ill ansu-crin:/ these adi-crti.<crnentsit is desirahh to mention '-The. Motor Cycle.'
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LONDON—EXETERo
Once again "REX^^ scores—100 Gold Medal Result.

A Standard 'Rex" Model. 55 B.D. Combination, driven by Mr. W. A. Fell-

Smith, with passenger, completed the trial with ease.

This was the only "Rex" Machine entered.

Think it over—70 Sidecar Combinations started.

47 „ „ finished.
23 „ „ failed.

Two makes only gained 100% Gold Medal Result,

including the "Rex."
" Rex " Gold Medal Results ;

1919, London—Edinburgh .. 1 entered— 1 Gold Medal.
1920, London—Edinburgh .. ^ entered—3 Gold Medals.
1920, London—Exeter .. 1 entered— 1 Gold Medal.

Why not make your next season's mount a Model 55 ?—" The 100% Gold
Medal (Combination." List and full particulars post free on request

THE REX MOTOR MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., COVENTRY.

Excelsior.
The Motor Cycles which minimize

the Taxation on Repairs
and Renewals.

EXCELSIOR
2; h p. (c.c. 348)

" Blackburne
"

2-speed Gear.
with

Clutch & Kick-itarter.

PRICE

£96 net.

EXCELSIOR 2j h.p. includes 'Blackburne"
engine. Countershaft 2-speed Gear, with hand-
controlled Clutch; specially designed Frame,
built from best weldless steel tube ; Druid patent
Spring Forks; 26in. .x2|in. Wheels; Dunlop
Tyres ; semi-automatic Carburetter, with two-
lever control; Dunlop Jin. Belt; Hans Renold
Chain ; Pan seat Saddle ; Tank of large capacity

:

• fully protected Mudguards, etc.

EXCELSIOR ij h.p. is practically identical

except that it ha= a "\'illiers" eoErine.

BAYLISS, THOMAS & Co.
tExcel^io^ Motor Co.. LUL),

KING'S BOAD, TYSELEY, BIBHINGHAH.
phone: Graras:

12.5 Accck's Green. " Moaarch. Hay Mills."

London Agents : H- TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.,

52, Susiex Place, South Kensington. S-W-

EXCELSIOR
2'. h.p. (c.c. 269)

"VILLIERS"
2-stroke, 2-speed,
witJi ClutoliiKick-Btartor.

fiilCE ; with -i -sjiLti

£67 net.
.'-r'..Clutihi: Kick 5tnrtor

£73 7 6 net.

In answering these advnrtisemenCs it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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BE PREPARED FOR THE NEW REGULATIONS.

BUY A IV9.A.P.
Combined Number Plate &. Licence Holder. The most
compact and serviceable Pioiderthat can be produced

Least liable to damage.

Price 7/6

or written 10/-

Sy return post !rom

lyilLLFORDS, Ltd., Bullock Street, BIRMINGHAM,
or your Asent.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED. PATENT APPLIED FOR
Also on view :

Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New Street, Birmineham.

^^•^^^ Tl,„

MILLFORD PURPOSE.

MICA INSULATION. DETACHABLE.
Cleaned, and replaced m one minute, with a simple

mechauical Gap adjustment.

SOOTING PRACTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE
Send 8/6 for each Plug up to a set of Four, and if you wiah to

return the Plugs within 7 days your money -will be returned

Manufaciured In

Price 4/6 millfords, ltd.
aach. Bullock Street, Birmingham.

Peerless Sidecar
Whether you judge by beauty in

design, exquisite finish, maximum
utility, perfect balance, smooth
running, or strength and durability,

Canoelet Models stand supreme.

"Bicycling News'* says : "One
Canoelet Lightweight Model ap-

peals to us as the most comfortable

design In seating accommodation
we have yet seen

'

Send lor our mtere'ting Calalogueto-day

MEAD
and

DEAHIN
Tyseley,

BIRMINGHAM

?

Examine specimens of FERODO
MOTOR , CYCLE BRAKE
BLOCKS made from high-grade

asbestos. They will not scratch

the rim, but give an even,

powerful grip, and possess that

durabihty for which FERODO
materials are famous.

FERODO, Ltd., Chapel-en-le-Frith.

Depots at : London, Birmingham, Manchester,
Belfast, Leeds, Bristol, Burslem, Cardiff,

Coventry, Glasgow, Liverpool, Newcastle,

and Swansea.

CONOMICAL

FOR

Motor Cyclists.

For full particulars apply to :

—

PROVIDENT ACCIDENT &
GUARANTEE CO., LTD.

Head Office :

54/55, Coleman Street, London, E.C.2

B14 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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WAUCHOP
IF YOU ARE BUYING A MOTOR BIKE IN THE SPRING

Why not get it now, while prices are at rock bottom, deliveries freer, and WAUCHOPE'S
E/\SY PAYIW1ENT SYSTEM is available into the bargain. If yoii wait for your new-
mount until the season commences, you will—in all probabilitj'—pay a higher price. BUY NOVi^.

All the best makes supplied prompt.y. Below is a selection taken Irom our list.

List Price.

£80 17

C^g 5

(.77, o
f:y~i o
'£75 o

f-3 o

C'9S °
(Troo o

i"i27 10
rjH2 10

(,2 O

NEW 1920 MOOELS. GUARANTEED UNUSED.
Our Price.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p., 2-spccd £70
NEW IMPERIAL, ;} h.p., :-spced. clutch, and kick-

start.r £75
BAT Combihaiion, 6 h.p £175
P. as., =! h.p £65
LEA-FRANCIS, 3 h.p £115
CLYNO, 2ih.p £62 10
TRIUMPH" junior £67 10
TRIUMPH Combination, all-chain drive £180
DOUGLAS, 2; h.p., 3-';pced £90
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H £120
TRIUMPH Combination, Model H £175
AUTOPEO Scooter, dynamo lighting £35

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
.^ero MORGAN, yi.A.C. cnsino, 1920 £215
A.J.S. (_ ombination, 6 h.p.. 1920, all accessories £175
TRIUMPH Combination, Model H, 1920 £150
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H, all accessories, 1920 £105
CLYNO, 2! h.p., 1920. as new £60
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H. 1915 £65
P. & M., 3,1 h.p.. 1920, as new £100
B.S.A., 4t'h.D.. Model K, 1919 £82 10
CARFIELD, '2i h.p.. 1920 £42 10

NEW 1921 MODELS. JUST DELIVERED.
COVENTRY PREMIER Super Kunabout, dvnamo lisjhtinK 275 5ns.

NORTON <;:• lu.\.-. 4 h.p £180 9
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2t h.p £65
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, .S h.p., standard £160
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p., dyn.amo hghtins £182
TRIUMPH, I h.p., Mode! H £127 10
TRIUMPH Combination, .Model H £732 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., all-chain £140
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., rcnovate<l £105
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., 3-spced. clutch, and kick-starte» £105
DOUGLAS Combination. 4 h.p £170
DOUGLAS, A h.p., solo £130
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., improved W.D £85
G.N. Cvdei-ar, standard £245
BRADBURY, 4 h.p £121 12
BRADBURY Combination, 6 h.p £191 5
QUADRANT Combination, 4* h.p £147 15
WOOLER, 2j h.p., tourinK model £103 10
A.J.S. Cnnibination, 6 h.p., standard £215
NORTON, 3! h.p £132
B.S.A. Comliination, 6-7 h.p. twin. No. 2 Sidecar £164
B.S.A., ti h.p., solo. Model H.2 £110
B.S.A., tl h.p.. solo. Model K.2 £107

Our EASY TERMS of payment are : ONE-FIFTH down, and the remainder in eleven monthly instalments.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4
*Phone : Holborn 5777. Grams :

" Opificer^ Fleet, London.

Electric

Lighting
for

Sidecar and Rear
Lamps

The SIEMENS DRY BATTERY
SYSTEM.

IS

RELIABLE
CLEAN
COMPACT
SIMPLE
INEXPENSIVE

Equipment
No 2

EQUIPMENT No. 1. Comprising SIDEC..\K and REAR lamps, and two Siemens'
DRV B.\rTEKIES in LEATHER CASE.

EQUIPMENT No, 2. Comprising REAR LAMP only, with glass window for
illuminating number pl.atc, and one Siemens' DRY B.\TTERY in LE.ATHER
CASE.

EQUIPMENT No. 3. Comprising REAR L.\MP only (not suitable for illuminati;ig
rear number plate) and one Siemens' DRY B.ATTERV in LE..\THER CASE.

StK.

-Vpiroxini.tu numb r
ol hours licht from

one Pfttt rv.

i'lUCK
lacludinff Spoie Batteries

No. 1 .',0 £3 O O
"ido L-tDHt 8
Re\r Lanip5'6

No. Z 61) fii 13 e 5 6
No 3 . 80 £1 2 B 2 6

Equipment No. 1

1

1

lustrated
Booklet

on Application.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., Ltd.
! j'.L-Taiii'- : Sir..Mf-:N.s, Woolwich. Telephone: CiTv Gtoo,

WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18.

In unfufring l/icxc ad icrdxcmcnti it ii rlcxirrihle to mention " The Motor Cijrlc. DI7
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Select and test your 1921 Machine

AT OUR RISK FOR ONE MONTH
We have so much confidence in our experience, judgment, and the machines

we sell that we are makmg a

SPECIAL JANUARY OFFER
to all motor cyclists, actual and prospective, who can select a new or second-hand

machine from our stock of BEST makes, either in person or by post, and have it

on test and in daily use for one month from the date of delivery. If the machine

is then not entirely to the satisfaction of the purchaser it can be returned to us

and exchanged for another make of not less value — NO deduction will be made
for the one month's deterioration, we will carry that loss. The value of the machine

returned will be credited in full. All Machines sold under this special offer are

for cash only — and are dispatched carriage paid. Further, if the machine is

not as described, it may be returned at our expense.

START the New Year well — Start it successfully, exercise care and discrimina-

tion in your buying, be careful to ensure that you are investing your money in a

machine with a good name and reputation — a machine that will sell well at any

time you may wish to dispose of it. Do not sink your capital in a second-rate

machine that rapidly deteriorates and has no value in the second-hand market.

You cannot be too careful^ and will be well advised to allow us to help you. We
offer you our experience and'advice, knowing full well that if you will avail your-

self of it, you will invest your money to the best advantage. It is our business

and our pleasure to assist you quite independent of sales. We hold no brief for

any particular makes of machines, but sell only the BEST, because only the best

can give genuine satisfaction to our clients and ourselves. If you cannot make a

personal call

WRITE TO US TO-DAY and ask our advice — the pleasure of giving will be

ours, the pleasure of receiving will be yours— and if business results, the pleasure

of doing business will be mutual.

YOU TAKE NO RISK
FROM SUCH AN OFFER

Do not miss it !

Here are some of our unrepeatable and

UNBEATABLE BARGAINS

&lN\FG|5rrY

1921 MACHINES IN STOCK
for

Delivery Cash, Extended

Payments and Exchanges.

1921 Big Four NORTON Show
Combination, complete with elec-

tric lit?htin[;

1921 Bie Four NORTON
1921 direct drive NORTON
1921 3 speed NORTON, Sports Mod.
1921 ZENITH, 5 h.p
1921 ZENITH. 6 h.p
19211 RIUMPH, MoJel' H'

...

1921 MAFCHLES- Combination...
1921 ENFIELD Combination
1921 ENFIELD Combination with

IVlaedyno
1921 ENFIELD Lightweight
1921 P & M. Combination

Etc., etc.

£200
£135
£93

£132
£123
£139
£127 10
£205
£160

1920 4 h.p. BLACKBURNE Combination,
Shopsoiled only. L'sl £167 IDs £140

1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH All-Cham Model.
List £140 £120

19204h.p.TRlUMPH,direcdr:ve. List£l05 £95
1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb. Ma.dyno. List

£200 £185
1920 4h.p. B.S.A. Model'K'Comb. List £149 £135
19207h.p.RUOGE-MULTI-Twin.List£147 £115
1920DIAMOND2-st,sin3legear.List£56IOs. £49
1920 6h.p. L.M.C. Com'jmation. List £180 .. £135
I920MEIRO-TYLER, 'S'type. List £95 £65
1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, Sporting Model. List

£13) £120
1920 8 h.p. ZENITH, Sporting Model. List

£139 £120
1920 BEARDMORE-PRECISION Com-

bination. List£135... .. £120
Enquiries heartily invited.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES
1921 ENFIELD Lichlwei8ht.2-sp ed £55

1920 B.q Four NORTON, as new
w.th accessories £120

1920 4-5 h.p. ZENITH, countersh: ft.

Cost £149 £120
1920 ALLON,2-speed Model £6o

1920 BEARDMORE-PRECISION £70

1920 3i h.p SUNBEAM, Semi-T.T.
MoHel. complete

192) NEW HUDSON Lijhtwjight,

complete - ••

1920 4h.p. BlACKBURNE. soiled

only, complete. Cost £142 10s

—

1921 VELOCETTE. Cost £75.

so led only ",„,%;.•

l915TRIUMPH,countershaft,W D.
Model

1920CONNAUGHT Lightweight...

1920 COVENTRY EAGLE, 2f h.p.

J. A.P., with speedometer
1920 VERUS 2-stroke Lightweight...

/Isk /ar Bargain List -w^ich civss full details

of these and other machines.

£120

£.55

£120

£67 10

.£70
£55

£65
£50

90, High Street, Oxford. London Road, Bicester.
Telephone : 784 Oxford. Telephone : 35 Bkesler.

Telegrams :
" Integrity. Oxjord.' Telegrams :

" Integrity, Bicester.'

Bl8 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to 7nention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is '.

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application. I

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed'

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost

transit, shouU not be sent as remittances.

fX\r

^'^SfcHCS^W^H?- •.^2^^

TAYLORS

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the oOices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, anJ the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible lor clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience o( adverlistrs, Icttcis may he

addressed to mnnbers at
"

'Jlie Motor Cycle" Olfice.

!

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added*
lo the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box ooo, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only tlie number

'

will appear in tlie advertisement. All replies sliould be
addressed No. ooo, c/o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

1

E.C.4. ^^pff^s to Box Number aiivertisenimt-, coiitainine'.

remittances shoull be sent by registered post, but in all suck
^

cases it is advisable lo make use of the Deposit System.

In the case of motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box
nunaber, as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

t)elngiQ'ipected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

(acltitate business by embodying In their advertisements
some mention o( the district Id which the machine
oflered may be seen and tried.

JMT DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
persons who hesitate to send money to iiiikiiown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availinR tlteniselves of our
i

Deposit System. If the money be depo:.itcd with "The
Motor Cycle," botli parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amouol
lo the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to ^10, a
deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transr-clions over £10
and under £50, the fee is 2/6; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-;

ovL'c f7S and under fioo. 7/6; and on all transactions
over iioo. i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at
ao, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisetnent is an

Indication that the ad vertiser is willing to avail liimselt ol

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply lo advertisemonis and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an Indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite Impossible to reply lo
'^ach one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A .B.C., brand new: £ 125.—Jackson's Garage, Stil-
T.^*- iiani. .^orIoIk. [6499

JEW 1920 A.B.C., 4-8peed; £140; in etotk.-
Randall, .\udover. [0367

, JB.C, 1920. brand new; £125.—Dunn's, 326, Euston
E<1.. N.Wl. Museum 5391. [5515

I

020 3h.p. 4.speed Tivin A.B.C.. very little ridden,
t-*/ in splendid rondition find running order- £140r nenr r.fler.—tViite Bo.\ 980, Eevnell's, 44, Cliamerv

W.C.2. [66J9

So'e London and District Agents for

A.J.S. and British Excelsior Motor
Cycles—Prompt Deliveries.

LICENCE CARD
HOLDERS.

Direct or flush nttiiiL; holders in aluminium or
brass. Price 4/-

Holders, with special clip fittings for Motor
Cycles— brass. 5/-; nickel plated, 6/6, Postage

and packiiii;;. 6d. extra.

CAM£0 WINDSCREENS
Complete with Side \'.Uau:'', 60/-; or without

\'alaitce. 55 - drri.iyc 2/-

MUOSHIELDS.
College Leather. No. loS. 32/8; No. 253. 36/6;

No. 146. 24/-; No. 259. 28/- CarriaRc 1 /-

Sterling Let; Shields, cnann-lhvl black. 50/- pair.

Carriagu 1 -

SIDE SCREENS
special Celluloid, for A.J.S. Sidecars, price46/-

Carriagc 1/6.

LOW GENERATORS.
llie famous low Generator, motor cycle size

£2 17s, 9d.
Lifiht car size. £4 10$. 9d. Carriage 1 /-

Write for Illustrated Pamphlet.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD
Showrooms

—

.\.cce>;.<iOries, Spare Part^ ani3 Repairs,

21a. Store St . Tot enham Court Road, W.C. 1.

Motor Cycle-' oiid Caiv.

52-53, Sussex PJace, SoutS Kensinslon.
\Miole3ale

—

38. ALFRED PLACE. WC 1.

Garaso : Tott-nhnm Court Ilond. w.i.
Phones; Accessories and Bepaire, Museum 12lO,

MotO'- C/clc-i nnil Cars. KensinKtin 72G0.
Ttlecr.ims- '" iJviiaiJietro. Wc^tccnt ' ondn. '

MOTOR CYCLES
A. B.C.

FOR SALE.

A.B.C., recently delivered, never ridden, owner going
abroad; £135: what oSere?—Bos 1,208, c/o Thi

Motor Cycle. [50a7

A..O.C. 4-speea T.T.. ridden 100 miles onlr, lionclit
Dec. Lucas lamps liorn. insurance policy. £150;mp;

:ici-ept quick sale, £100; .seen by
BuaRalow, Harcfleld ltd.. Uxbrid

appoiutnieut.—Tlie
[6517

A .B.C. 1920 31i.p.,

several cold nii>

. , beautiful condition, has won
everal trold medals in hill-climbs; the buyer of

this machine will be able to win frold medals nest
.se;ison; rtr.st cheaue £100 se*:ur6s.—Julian, 84, Brmid
St., licading. 'Phone 1024. [6713

Abingdon.
ABINGDON King Dick 5-6h.p. Combination. 3

speeds, countershaft, all accessories, low mileage:
£137/10: exchanges.—llomac's. 245, l>o\ver Clapton
Rd., N. Phone : Dalston 2408. [7236

Acme,
ACME 8h.p., with coachbnilt fiidecnr, 1920 demon-

stration model, only run 200 miles, spare wheel
c/o The Matnr

[0405

300; £180.-
Muscum 5391.

[5517
new; j£200.—
Museum 5391.

(5516
2-sneed. clutch:
I.ta., Ilcrelord.

(6977

and tyre; £195, complete.—Box 1,377
Cycle.

A.J.S.

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, mileage
Dunn's, 326, Euston ltd.. N.W.I.

V.J.S. 1920 Combination, brand
Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I.

I*) .ill. p. A.J.S., recently overhauled,
"^•^ £30.—Uoss Engineering Co.,
shire.

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,
Chapel Asb Depot. Wolverhampton. T.A.

;

;s. [7998

A.J.S. Agents,BRic:
Tu
ICHTON, Hove, and District

CROW Bros.. Whitehall Garage. Guildford, A.J.S.
agents and expert rejiairers since 1912. [7989

iinuHed 2 years,
Newman, Uiiver-

(6514

1<I117 A.J.S., Moutgomrry i-ideear,

Xi/ splendid running order; £110.-
hill, Suttolk.

A.J.S. 1914 Combination, complete with detachable
rear wheel, Cowey horn and lamps ;

price £95.—
Stott, 120, Cusllegiite, BerwickKin.Tweeil. [6482

A.J.S. 2>;h.p., 1915, 3-»pe«<l, luind dutch, fully

e-piipped, spbnilid order: £55, or near offer.—

llrojlding, 9. Holly ltd., Leytonstone, E.ll. [7211

A..r.S. 1921 Models, delivery guaranteed when re.

quired: deferred payments arranged.-A.J.S.
Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel. ; 444.

f40O9

A.J.S. 1916 Combination, spare wheel, hood, Fcreens,

piition. lamps, horn, manv extras, stored two years,

used week-ends only; £140.— Hulo, Codmore, Chcsham.
[6571

Oih.p. A.J.S., 1916, 2.speed gear, clutch, detarhaWe
•V4 wheels, nice machine, in excellent condition;

i68.—L:ivington, Askett, Princes Eisborougb, Bucks.
[6440

1016 A..T.S. 6h.p. Combination, hood, wind screen,

J- 17 spring ticat pillar, etc., in excellent condition;

av trial- £135, or near oSer.—Hughe.*, 7, Hyde Paik
s.,:, W.2. • [6531

t .J.S. 6h.p. 1921 Models.—A limited number can
''i. be supplied by ordering now: 7h.p. models,

delivery earlv date,-S. E. Clapham, 27, Stockwell 8U
Greenwich, S.E.IO. [6107

1 021 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination.-We can give early

J.«7 delivery: exchanges or easy payments.—OIDcial

\ccnts : Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N.

Phone : Dalston 2408. [7237

1Q19 (June) A.J.8. Combination, wind screen, spare

i-iy wheel, 3 Lucas lamps, Watford speedometer, ine-

cljjmical horn, in perfect condition; £165.—Smith-
.Mastcrs, 28, Morgan Ed., Rending. [6862

1Q19 (Nov.) 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, spring seat,

l-O Lucas acetylene lamps, speedometer, horn, m
excellent condition, original tyres, owner buying 1921

oiitflt; £170.—Holland, Midland Ed., Bedford. [6931

\ .J.S. 1920 Combination, fully equipped with acce.s-

A. Eories and spare wheel and tyre, not ridden 250

miles, and is like new; £175, ea.sy terms arrangc'l.--

Wauchopc's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London. (7264

JS 1920 6li.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,

-peedometer. hood, screen, side curtains. Klaxon

|..irn Tan-Sad. nearly new; £245.-Parker'8. Bradshow-

cate Bolion and 245. Deansgate, Manchester. [XSITI

A
I S 1916 6h.p. Combination, unused 3 years,

wheel, overhauled makers June, everything
bargain.—72. Longndge Kd..

Phone: Western 1344. [7098

A. spare
i.erlect: £125. great

Earl's Court, London.

A J.S. Comliinations.-Good deliveries tor 1921. Book

vour orders with ns now to save disappointment.

OlBcially appointed agents for this famous outut.—t.

I-;. Wcotten. Ltd., High St., Oxford. 'Phone: 308.^^

All letters relating to advertisements should aiiote the number :it the end of each advertisement, and the date nf the issue. B2i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

T Q20 (July) A.J.S. Combination, engine No. 13145,
-^*y spare wheel, spring seat-pillar, Easting and stand-

aid wind screens, Lucas lamps, horu, discs, Taii-Sad,
very little used, perfect; tux paid: cost £248, ;i'.'Cf,it

£215.-ArnoId, 4, The Myrtle-s, Sidmouth. [X5184

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, mileiige 3,000, F.K.S.
accumiiliitor ligliting, siwedometer, 3iorn, spare

vvJjeel, etc., ftrst-cl,nss running order, tyres unpuuctnred,
spore never used, new licence paid; £180; apply early,

owner going abioad.—Stagg, 14, Undeiclifi, Bosconibe,
Hants. [6533

Alecto.

ALECTO, tlip first 2-stroke to break records; 1921
models, immediate delivery; cash, exchange, and

deferred payments ; catalogues and' full particulars on
request.— IIL, Kramer Mews, West Erompton, S.W.6.

[6523
Alldays.

ALLOX, 1919, 2-speed, clutch, good condition; 55
gns.—Ealcer, Niugwood, yaimonth, I. of \\. [7094

1 Q19 2S/ih.p, Alldays AUon, single speed, legshielda,
J-iJ all Lucas accessories, new condition; £48.-30,
.Talbot St., Burnley. [X4936

"I QlS AUon, 2-speed, equipped and perlect; 35 gns.;
-Li/ approval or particulars willingly; also L.M.C..

—

15, The Mansions, Mill Lane, N.W.6. [6943

1 Q20 Alldays Allon, 2-speed, kick starter, Lucas
JLi7 lamps, hoiu, Ton-Sad, etc., good condition, licence
paid; £60—R. Hole, The Broadway. Burgess Hill. [6443

ALLDAYS Allon, 1920, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,
lamps, horn, tools, etc., run 500 miles, as uhw

;

£55.—A., 136, RavensDury Rd., Earlsfield, London.
S.W. 17167

3h.p. 1920 2-stroke Allday and Allon Motor Cycle,
as new. with Lucas lamp set and horn ; £55.—

Please apply J. J. Dooley, 33, Eillyon Rd., Clapham,
S.W.8. [6865
33.h,p. Alldays, 2-speed, leg-shields, first-class condi-
4 tion ; any trial; £42; includes tus and holder;

genuine bargain.—Poulter, Newsagent, Castlelorgate,
Shrewsbury. [6635

NEW 2^4h.p. Alldays Allon Model de Lurce, 2-speed,
clutch, and kick starter; £85, or on Harrods unique

easy payment sy.stem of 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118.
Brompton Rd., London. [6803

GEM.—Alldays Allon, 1920, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, ex-
ceptional condition, pass for new; accept £70;

arjcange terms; consider exchange.—Bunting's Motors,
Weildstone. Closed Sundays. [6502

American X.

AMERICAN X., 1920, in excellent condition, all on;
£100.—Seen Chester Engineering Co., Chester.

[7091
AMERICAN Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.p., occes-

sorie.^ very fast, as new; £178.—Taylors. Ltd.,
52, Sussex Place, S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260.

[0410

1 (\(\ <jNS.—American S 7-9h.p. twin, 1920-1. 3--^"" speed, dynamo lamps, horn, unsoiled, uuridden,
absolutely new as sent out by makers ; 73 gus. below
list price.—308, Upper Richmond Rd., Mortlake. [X5142
AMERICAN X. Combination, 1916. 7-9h.p.. 3

speeds, clutch and kick starter, electric lights,
hood, screen, carrier, guaranteed in every way ; £115;
exchanges.—Horaac's, 245, Lower Clapton Rd., N.
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [7258

1 Q 20 Special Record-breaking Big Valve Racing
-i*.'

. American X, short, frame, 28x21^ wheels, spare
sprockets, etc.; any trial; imported June, 1920; mileage
600; ca^t £200, accept £170, or near Ofier,—J.D., 8,
Riverbank, East Molesey, Hampton Court. [6897

ArieL
ARIELS, all models, orders now accepted for early

delivery.—Ratclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St..
W. Mayfair 5042. [0438

ARIEL 1920 New 3V-h.p. Solo; list price £l20, our
price £105.—Rntcliffe Bios.» 200, Gt. -Portland

St., W. Mayfair 5042. . [0422
19 SV^b-P- Ariel Combination, electric lighting,
horn, wind scieen, as new; £125. Tel.: Mu(=enm

6626.-A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [7216

ARIEL 1920 6-7h.p. Combination, in practically new
condition, all lamps, etc., little mileage; £120.—

104a, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. Hamp. 7822. [7178

LATEST Model 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, electric
lighting, Easting wind screen, etc. ; cost over

£200, accept £145.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley.
[X4939

ARIELS.—Order now lor 1921 all-chain and chain-
cum-belt models- spares in stock.—Geo. Taylor,

Ariel Agent, 28, Lower Addiscombe Rd., East
Croydon. [8165
ARIEL.—Orders now booking for the new all-chain

models, which will be the Rolls-Royce of motor
cycles. All spares stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel
Expert, 7, Rochdale Rd.. Harpurhey, Manchester.

[8231
ARIEL.—Some agency is the Ariel, and we hold this

for North London. AVe are practical riders and
gold mal-il winners with this wonderfully efficient and
reliable motor cycle. ' Have yon feen the new 4'/oh.p
comb.? it is a gloricoa outfit; immediate delivery ' svi
h.p. solo, Si/ah.p. comb., and 6-7h.p. comb.. 4 m'odels
in stock; all spares in utock ; trade supplied.—Jones'
Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO and at Woodside Parade
North Finchley. [0378

19

Accessories.

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets.

Write for Catalogue.

Specialities

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on application.

TRADERS
vwi-i-to -For" FREE 0£L±cilos-ue3
H.AH. COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and
Tail 'Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Case, Switch,

Wiring, etc. Ready lor installing.

Fig. 895.
Best quality
finish
throughout.
Very mas-
sive and
strong.
Ad j ustable
focus. Ad-
justable
brackets.
S p e c i a 1

dust and
weather-proof front. Price,

illustrated, 72/6 each.

Fig. 878. Similar to Fig.
895,but smaller, andwith
special "pull on" front.

Rubber ring casting
for glass. Price, as
illustrated, 55/- each.

Black plated.

H.A.H.
HEAD LAMPS

Fig- 573- Shows red dan-
ger signal,lights No.plate.
Completewithswitchbulb
wire,clip.etc.Price,9 /6ea.
'

' Force " Hellesen Bat-
tery. 9/11

386. Special metal case
for " Force," 10/6

Complete rear set, 29/6.

Fig. 880. HEAD LAMP,
as illustrated, big, with
special Iiew stem fitting.

Completewith adjustable
holder, switch, etc., for

screw bulbs. Price, nickel

plated, 40/- each ; black
plated. 43/- ear-h.

^
Fig. 34%

Speedolite/
H.A.H. Paten!:

Speedometer
Lamp, 7 /6 each
Clips direct on to
Speedometer

and has coloured
bulb to preven*"

glare.

Fig.35S. Garage Inspection Lamp
as illus. but without bulb, 7/6ea.

NEW Fig. 42».

MODEL Has a positive

SWITCH. Ecre\vupordown
action. Cannot
shake on, totally

^ insulated. Com-
a plete, as illus-

©
1 trated. Price 3/6
1 each.

Postage extra onW the above.m
A. H. HUNT, I.XD.,

H.A.H. WORKS,
Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.

Telephones; Telegrams ;

Croydon 2225, 2226. "Keyage, Croydon.

'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Aston.

Ah.V- Twin Aston Combination, 2-speed, fully^t equipped; £38.-96, Doncaster Rd., Leicester.
[6509

Bat.
Qh.p. Bat Combination, 2-speed, good condition; £40." —2a, Aubrey Kd., Waltliamstow. [6835

"DAT 1921 Models.—We are now accepting- orders tor
-*-* early delivery. Your enquiry esteemed.—Below.

"DAT, Sh.p., fuUy equipped as makers' speeificatioiis,
J-* shop-soiled ; at greatly reduced price ; also second-
nand combination, f^ame make. — Mebes, 154-156. Gt.
Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [6738

BAT 1920. shop-soiled only, list price £160; our
price £132.—RatcliHe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland

St., W. Maylair 5042. [0439

1 Q20 8h.p. Bat. Combination, new, spare wheel, usual
-L" equipment; otters. Tel.; Museum 6626.—A.S.C.,
60, Mortimer St., W.l. [7217

BAT New 1920 6h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, dutch,
and kick starter model; ^175; easy terras

arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lon-
don. [7265

BRAJsD New 6h.p. Bat, with low coaclibnilt sidecar
to match, spring frame, 3-speed, etc. ; a genuine

barg.Tin, will accept £160 to clear.—Bambers', Eastbank
St., Southport. Tel.; 607. [7167

BAT-J.A.P, 6h.p., fixed gear, adjustaltle pulley, Bosch
mag., Amac carburetter, new T.T. bars, lamps,

horn, completely overhauled, very fast: '£70, or nearest
oSer.—H. Andrews, 121, Bradfleld Rd., Crewe. [6597

Beardmore.
BEARDMORE, perfectly new, shop-soiled only; can

never repeat; £85.-138, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.
[5704

BEAEDMORE-PRECISKIN 1921 Model, in stock
for immediate delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—

Below.

BEARDMORE-PRECISinN. 1920 model, fully
equipped with P. and H. head lamp set, rear lamp

and generator, scarcely used, in new condition; special
bargain. £90, for quick sale.—Mebe.*; and Mebes, 154-6,
Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [6737

Blackburne.
GENUINE Bargain —Blackburne 4h.p., 1920, new;

£120.—Vivian Haidie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-
stock St., Bond St., W.l. [0320

BLACKBURNE new 1920 4h.p., list price £135;
our price £120.—Ratcliffc Bros., 200, Gt. Port-

land St., W. Maylair 5042. [0430

BLACKBURNE 4h.p., 1920, brand new; list price
£135, £120.-Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24,

Woodstock St., Bond St., W.l. [0420

BLACKBURNE 4h.p., 1920 model, Stni-mcy-Archet
3-speed gear, unused, shop-soiled only; £115.—P. J.

Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0454

1O20 41i.p. Blackburne Combination, all lamps, speed-
JLtf ometer, 2 horns. Easting wind screen; £150.
Tel.: Museum 6626.-A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l.

[7216
1Q20 (October) 4b.p. Blackburne, once used, Lucas
J-iy lamps,' Cowey horn, Lycett's attache case, 4
gns. motor cycle suit, all in insurance, etc., etc.,

condition perfect; £130.-78, St. Augustine's Rd.,
London. N.W.I. [6568

BLACEBITRNE 1920 Combination, 8h.p., perfect

mechanically and in appearance, hood, screen,

speedometer, Lucas lamps, 2 horns, luggage carrier,

.sp^ire wheel, all necessary spares, mileage 2,000; £175.
—Jarrett, 199, Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [6876

BLACKBURNE 1920 8h.p. Combination, spare
|

wheel, hood, screen, speedometer, lamps, leg shields.

Klaxon, tools, etc., splendid condition; £175; can be I

seen at Ballards Motors. 92, Gloucester Rd., South
|

Kensington, S.W.7. o. write Elliot. 25. Whitmore Rd.,

Beckenham. - - [0349
|

Bradbury.
BRADBURY 4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn, re-

1

liable; £33.-31, Sharsted St., Kennington. [6855 1

BRADBURY 6h.p. Combination; £85.-59, Palfrey I

Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [6462 I

BRADBURY, 4i4h.p., Grade gear, splendid running
|

condition; £50.—Hopperton, High St., HurstI
Green, Sussex. -- [64961

BRADBURY Combination, lamps, spares, runningi
complete; bargain. £30.—Clarke, Oaklodge, Em-I

breck, Wokingham. [6889|

1 Q20 4h.p. Bradbury Combination, lamps com-
-I-t/]]lete, done 150 miles; cost £160, sacrifice £115.1
—C'lastcn, Blackwood, Mon. (D' [7010|

BRADBURY 6h.p. Combination, shop-soiled, makcrs'l

price £199, our price £175; fully equipped.—Rat-I
clifte Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. Maylair 5042. I

[04331

BRADBURY^ 4h. p., 1914, 2-speed countershaft, cluteli.!

kick starter, T.T. bars, fully equipped, new front!

tvre. back nearly new, condition good; £42.— 175b,l
Highbury New I'ark, N.5. [703?|

BRADBURY 6h.p. Twin, fully equipped as makerj
specifications, shop-soiled; at greatly reduce*

price; now is the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156, GtJ
Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [6739

B22 All letters relatinj, to advertisements should ouote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough.

BROUGH i920 5-6h.p., Montgomery sidecar, Stur-
mev-Archer 3-spesa, excellent condition; £130.

—

Morgan, '371, Old Kent Rd., S.E.I. [6704

BROUGH 5b.p. Flat Twin, £140; S'/oh.p. flat twin,
overhead Talvea, ideal importing solo, £130.— Sole

agenU, G. and J. Dawson, Regent St.. Caml)ndge. [7184

ROUGH 1920 5h.p., Cowey trip speedometer, Cowey
horn, Terry i;illion, 700 miles; £130.—Seen a'B

Adnms' Engineering Works, 99, High
London.

St.. ileiton,
[5814

BEOUGH, superior, 8h,p., overheod valves, built to
:m ideal for the rider who Tvill have the beat;

£175; enquire of sole agents for Cambridgeshire. Hunt-
ingdonshire, nnd district, G. and J. JJawson, Kegrent
St.. Cambridge. [7185

31h.p, 1916 Brough. overhauled and tank re-

2 enamelled, plating good, semi-T.T. bars, new
nickel plated Miller lamps, all tools, bronze medal Bed-
ford M.C Hill-climb. July, 1920; £70; meet half way
for trial.-Worsley, 25. St. ,Cuthberfa. Bedford. [6697

B.S.A.

now in stock; delivered any-

t> -S.A. Sidecars, hoods, grids, screon:J. etc., in (-took,

part and pattern, by

Cycle and

£165,

B.S.A.-All models
where.

B.S.A. Replacement!^, every
return.

B.S.A. Specialists: County
Uroad St., Birmingham.

Motor Co.,
[6575

B uew; Kxhi-
17169

,S A. Magdyno Combination,
'ition Ed., S.W'.7.

"D.S.A. Combination, 1914 countershaft, dynamo light-

ng, exct'Ilent condition; £85,—See below.

B.S.A.
Ltt

72G0.

Combination, 1915, accessories; £95.—Taylors,
Ltd. o^, Sussex Place, S.\V.7. 'Phone: Ken.<innton

[0406

TD.S.A. Combination 4%h.p.,
l-> dition, done 1,000 mik-s —Todd,

T> .S.A.; all models in stock; also 1917 Model K.
L> ixirtect; £75.—Chaston, Blackwood. Mon. (D)

rj.S.A., 1920. brand new.

Vest's
fX4269

coiinlershaft. perfect <'on-

Lenhnm, Kent.
[6605

also
Blackwood,

[7008
all-chain, solo; ;ei00.—

Uunns. 326. Eubton Kd., >.W.i. Museum 5391.
[5518

K.S.A. Combination, brand new, unused, all-rhain
drive; accept £140.—J. Smith, 52. Hampstead

Id.. N.W.I [7113

.S.A. SVali-P- fine order throughout, fully equipped;
£40; aicept half down.— BuQtint,*'i* Motor Exchance,

|\'ealdttone.
*

[7155

.S.A.. 4f^h.p.. cham-cum-belt. countershali. 3 speed,
brand new but shop-soiled ; £ 100. — we

Ear^ige Lincoln

OLTON.—All B.S.A. models in stock, solo and
combinations, complete.—Grosvenor Garage, Brad-

[)rd St., Bolton [X2019

t.S.A. 1921 Models; orders now oocept-ed lor early
delivery.—EHteliflte Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

Mayfjiir 5042. [0429

919 B.S.A. and Sidecar, lamps. Klaxon horn; £95.
Cockram. 3. Oakfield Villas, Grove Park Rd.,

(rove Park S.E. 1 2. [6430

-S.A. 1916 4i/ih.p., C.B. sidecar, excellent condi-
tion; £90: trial.— Simmon**, Sunnyaide, Swan Lane,

[betstoue. Middlesex. [6821

.S.A. 4^h.p., 3-speed. countershaft, C.B. sidecar,
e.vcellent condition; £80.-26, Ailsa Av.. St.

|argaret's. Twickenham. [7096

.S.A. 1921 4i/4h p. Lntwt Model K2: delivery very
shortly; list price.—Turner Broe., 134, Upi'er

James St.. London, E.G. [7055

.S.A. Model H Combination, fully e^juipped; £85.—
Newnliiim Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd.. W.6.

lione: Hammersmith 80. [6321

|.SA., 4i/4h.p., 1914. lampe, etc., belt drive, excel-
lent condition ; £82. including taxation.—Hall,

tifrid House, Stockton-on-Tees. [6495

I
ATE3T All-chain Drive B.S.A.. brand new; £100,

near ofler.—Horswill, Indian agent, 42,
[7228tdge St., Chester. 'Phone : 943.

4iih.p.
wind !Magdyno, wind screen, hcod, luggage grid,

condition; £135, cost £190.—Below.

|20 B.S.A. Al'ib.p. and No. 2 sidecar, all chain,
mileage 100; bargain. £112.—Below.

19 B.S.A. 4.'4h.i
Edwarils, 50. Harrington Rd.,£85

bton. 'Phone
ds
Ken

1 19 B.S.A. and
lamps, perfect,

Iton Rd . London

Millford sidecar.
50. Ha
3709.

plendid order;
' South Ken-

[7173

Sidecar. 4h.p.. Model K. all
new tyres; £95.-Dunn. 326.
Museum 5391. [7171

-S A.. 3-speed, kick starter,
gomery coachbuilt sidecar,
only £65; bargain.—Mo.«s,

combination, Afont-
new last June, good
Wem. CX5224

PO.-B.S.A
Minor

Irate.—

7

Combination. 2 speeds, clutch. Canoelet
perfect throuehout ; any trial ; would

IT ONLY TAKES TWO

Reading
Standards

in the London - Exeter to

win

TWO AWARDS.
PRICES.

Solo

Comb. Standard

de Luxe

with PLUS

£184
£229
£270
ONE

Sidecar, a Single or Double Seater

otwill £250
Above prices inclu ie Dynamo Lighting
(not combined with magneto), ail

Electric Lamps, Electric Horn, Shock
— Absorber, Coverall Apron, etc. —

NEW AND USED MACHINES
IN STOCK.

1920 Big Four NORTON Comb.

igzi B.S.A. 6-7 h. p. "Plus One "Comb.
1920 LEA-FRANCIS 3.} h.p. Solo

iqzo MORGAN, aero body.

1920 READING "Plus One " Comb.

1920 HART FY 7-9 h.p. electric Comb.

1920 HARLEY 7-9 h.p. acetylene Comb.

1920 MATCHLESS dynamo Comb
1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Comb.

19.; I NEW HUDSON 2.} h.p Solo

1921 ACE electric Solo.

1921 ACE electric Comb.

1921 EMBLEM 4-5 h.p. twin Solo

1920 RUDGE 3i h.p. Solo.

ALL THE ABOVE ARE AT
SPECLALLY REDUCED PRICES.

89, Gt Portland

Street London.
MAYFAIR """

owdray Rd.. Wimbledon. [6842

All Iptter.s relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ad

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 1914 Conitiiuntion. coimter^liaft, K.S., in verv
pno4 condition. Inuips, horn, etc.; £65, or neir

tifler.—107, I,iinsdO'.Tiie Ed., Eii.;t Croydon. [6760

B.S.A. and Gloria Sidecar, 1919. accessories. Easting,
onlv run a tew miles: £125.—Tavlors. Ltd.. 52,

Sussex Place, S.W.7. 'Phone : Kensington 7260. [0409

B.S.A. 1919 4'4Ii.p., 3-siiee(l counteishnft, Coorer
sidecar, Ea<>tins, lamps, born, spares, top-hole con-

dition; £130.-479, Reddings Lane, Birminghiim. [6633

4JLh.p B.S.A. Combination, splendid coudition,
l lamps, tools, wind screen, apron, luggage

carrier: £120.—Koss Engineering Co., Ltd., Here-
turdshirc. [6976

1Q14 B.S.A.. 2-speed. completely overhauled, good
X.'J tyres and belt, lamps, norn, and tools, guaran-
teed perfect, will take sidecar anywhere; £40; no
oilers.—Day. Okehampton. [7272

B.S.A. 6h.p. and 4",lh.p. Solo in stock for immediiUe
delivery; price list nnd catalogue post free; de-

ferred pnrmeuts arranged.—Sole district agents. The Wal-
sall Gntnge. Walsall. Tel.: 444. (4010

B.S.A. 1920 Combination, 4Wn.p.. 3-speed, nll-cbnin

drive, hood, screen, grid, condition as new; open
to export cxnuiinntiou: £120.— Field, c/o Huckleliridge,

133, Sloane St., Loudon. S.W.I. [X5212

"IQ19 B.S.A. 4lili.p. 3-specd Chnin Drive Couibiun-
-L«7 tion. Eastiiig wind screen, Watford, speedometer,
Lucas horn, lumps, etc.. perfect condition; £125.—
West, Ecur Forks, Spa.vton, Bridgwater. [6453

B.S.A. 1915 3-speed, chain and l>elt, just been re-

ennmellod and overhauled, new H.S..\. sidecar wifli

luEpaijo grid. Easting .screen, 3 new tyres, Lucas lamp.s,

perfect order, any trial; £120.—Morgan, Sbipynid.

Swauwjck, Hants. [6553

-| 019 (late) B.S.A. Combination OutBt. Klaxon lurn.

-II' speedometer, lamps, Tan-Sad rear siiddlc, wind
screen, all usual accessories, recently been uverhauled

;

piice £110, or near oiler.— Grove Lodge. South Wood-
ford. Essex. E.18. (6S21

1Q19 B.S.A. 4^4b.p. all chain Combination, lamps,

X*/ born, wind screen, leg shields, speedometer,

tyres good, full tool kit, insurance, oilskin outfit, guar-

anteed; £116: appointment only.—Roberts, 51, Bins-

field Rd.. Clapbam. S.W.4. 1"1B2

B.S.A.. late 1919. engine No. 28735. C.ll. ooud>ina-

tion. chain<u[ii-l>elt, 3-spccd countershaft. Easting

wind screen, D.A. lighting set, luggage grid, sound

throughout; first cheQue £115.-Duke W. Harding,

I.ittlc Leinbill. Lecblade, Ulos. I665I

B.S.A. 4Hh.p., sidecar, 1920, chain-cum-belt, de-

liverer! .Inly, winner of gold medals. Matchless
Cup, 1920, cttmp'lete with Lucas ^Magdyno set. speedo-

mcler. horn, tools, spares, perlect machine: uwuer buy-

ing Morgan, licence paid £160..-Braeniar. IL-islemere

Rd., Croucn End. 16914

B.S.A.—A motor cycle worthy of its name is Ilio

B.S.A We have alwnyn In stock at least three

uiwlels. Model K. Model H, and 6-7h.p. twin, imme-
di.ite delivery: all spfires in stock; trade supplied.--

.Tones' Garage, Muswoll Hill. N.IO. and at Woo.lside

I'iirade. Korth Finebloy. (0379

1 O20 B.S.A. 4>/ili.p.. nll-ehain. countershaft, and
L«J sidecar, mileage 800. splendid condition. Klaxon.
.Miceilometer. 3 lamps and generators. 2 spare tubes,

^[.ire tvre, iinee-grips, valve complete, links, plugs, new
beluiet." full insurance, beautiful outHt; £135.—Buxton,
,Tackson8 Lane, Highgnte. [6647

B.SA. 4V4h.p.. 1920, all-chain, hand and foot clutch,

liest Lucas head lamp, Miller tail, F.R.S. horn,

exceptional engine, no trace of wear, 95 m.p.g.. siieci-

ally geared, fust, K.E.W. attachment, original tyres,

extra sprocket for sidecar work, suiicrb condition ; 87

gns. excluding licence.— Provost. Mount St. ilary s

College, Chesterfield. [6638

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London.—
New 1921 B.S.A. motor cycles, chain and chain-

cum-belt, delivered Irom ttock, price *110 and .£107

respectively; 4i4h.p. B.S.A., 1919, chain<:um-bclt, .€85;

4iih p 1914 B.S.A. combination, £75; 1920 4l.'jh.p.

BSA. combination all-chain. i£120; easy payments
taken.—Write or phone: Holborn 5777. [7266

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Twin, Model A, with B.S.A.
No. 1 sidecar, in stock for immediate delivery;

BSA new 1920 4i/(h.p.. Model H. all-chain drive,

with B.S.A No. 2 sidcar, shop-soiled, reduced price,

£138 or separately; B.S.A. 1914-15 4i,!lh.p.. Model K.
3-speed chain-cum-t>elt, excellent condition. £72.—
Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. (X5231

Calthorpe

CALTH0RPE-J.-\.P. 2'ih.p., Enfield, good condi-
tion- £40.—Brown, Club House, Westerbam, Kent.

[6820
CALTHORPE 1921 Models.—We are now accepting

orders lor early delivery: your enquiry esteemed

—

Below.

C.\LTHORPE 2%h.p.. 2-speed Enfield gear, as

makers' specifications: at greatly reduced price;

now is the time to buy.—Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [6740

"I Q20 Calthorpe, 2^xih.p.. 2-stroke model, soiled.

X«7 with new lamps, born; £57.—Chaston, Black-
wood, Mon. (D| (7011

1 Q19 2%h.p. Caltborpe-Jap, Enfield 2-8pccd, 1920
y\j cylinder, and tank, carefully used, fully equipped;

£55, or' nearest.-Glenburn, West Mailing, Kent. [654C

vertlsement, and the date ol the issue. B2.i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE Junior, Precision, 2 speeds, all lamps,
horn; go anywhere, 30/- tax; sacriiice £25.—

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Bd., N. 'Phone: Halson
2408. [7250

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 23,lh.p., 1920 model, Enfleld 2-

specfl, £65; also 2-6troke model, with Enfleid gear,
^£68.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., BirmJUK-
ham. [0458

C-\LTHORPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retail
agents for the County oi Devon ; all models in

etot;k for immediate delivery.—The Carlton Motor Co..
33. Torwofld St., Torquay. [0201

GNS.—Calthorpe combination, 1916-17, 4.5h.p.
twin J.A.P., Enfield gears and clutch, handle

start, all-chain, coachbuilt sidecar; gift price.— G., 63,
Solon Ed., Brixton, S.W.2. [6997

I. p., Enfield 2-speed, new P.
Klaxon, mileage about 1,000,

carefully ridden, condition as new; £65, or near oiler.

—A.K.B., Hie Grey Cottage, St. Asaph St., Ehyl. [6663

Campion.

J C|15 4h.p. Campion, J.A.P. enji:ine. pedal start, drip
-i-t/ feed, engine veiy good puller; £45.-29, St.
Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. East 4708. [7024

Cliater-Lea

CHATER-LEA Late 1920 sh.p. Combination, done 100
miles; £180.—Webb, 22a, Cornwall Ed., S.E.I.

[7189
CHATEE-LEA, 1915, tip-top condition, H.S., eidecar

renpholstered ; £115.—Webb, 22, Cornwall Ed.,
S'.E.l. [7191

CHATEE-LEA 9h.p., speed model, excellent condition,
any trial; £65.—Billingshurst, Wordsworth Ed.,

Worthing. [6544
Cleveland.

CLEVELAND 3h.p,, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced
price; now is the time to buy-—Mebes, 154-156,

Gt, Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [6741

CLEVELAND 1918 Sh.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
wants assembling, minus wheels and forks;

£17/10.—Kemp, 62, Southfield Rd.. Bedford Park.
Chiswick. [6885

Clyno.
CLTNO

Kent.
2-stroke; £67/10.—Garage,

CLYNO Combination,
Horsmonden, Ken

Horsmonden,
[6586

de luxe model; £280.—Garage,
[6586

1 Q20 Clyno, 2-speed, hand clutch, all accessories: £65.
-l" —Smith, Craithie Ed., Doucaster. [6685

CLTXO 1921 Models.—We are now accepting orders
for early delivery

; your enquiry esteemed.—Below.

CLYNO Lightweight, 1920, shop-soiled, at greatly
reduced price. Now is the time to buy.—Mebes,

154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : 3426 Mayfair.
[6742

/iLYNO Combination, 1916, in excellent condition,
v^' also accessories; .best offer.—97, Roman Rd. Bow,
E.3. ^_ [6551

CLYNO 1920 2jai.p.. 2 speeds, clutch, £uHy equipped;
£50.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245

Deansgate, Manchester. [X517^
-| 4120 2yjh.p. Clyno, 2.6peed, clutch, scarcely
Xt/ tyres nnpnnctured, horn, and lamps; £50.-
Fox Lane, Palmer's Green, ~^ -

-

used,
-197,

N.13. [6950

CLYNO, 7-9h.p. ,T.A.P. -engine, with 2-seater sidecar,
newly paintetl throughout, new tyres; £160, or near

ofler.—Bean, Bargains Hill, Sittingboutne. • [6527
"1016 Clyno Combination, perfect condition, spare
-'-*.' wheel, 4 practically new oversize tvres. Easting
screen, Lucas lamps; £105.-22, Cranes Drive, Surbiton.

[7201
CLYNO 1921 models, immediate delivery; 1920 light-

weights, shop-soiled, £63; list price, £75.—Rat-
cliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. Mayfair 5042

[0434
CLYNO 1920 Lightweight, 2 speeds, clutch, only

ridden 300 mile«, with tools, horn, and rear-driven
speedometer; £58.—Motor, Five Bells, Harmondsworth,
Middlesex. [6538

1014 6h.p. Clyno Combination, fitted with lamps,
-"-s^ horn, and speedometer, just completely over-
hauled and in splendid condition ; ,£85.—Tel. : Museum
6626.—A.S.C, 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [7218

6h.p. Clyno Coach Combination,- 3^peed, K.S-, clutch,
interchangeable wheels with spare, lamps, mecha-

nical horn, excellent condition; any trial; £75, offers;
must sell-—41, Boleyn Rd-. Forest Gate- [7031

Oih-P. Clyno Motor Cycle, 1920 model, done 150
r^ 4= miles only, absolutely as new, complete with head
lamp and new taxation hcence, ready for the road £56
a real genuine bargain.—Corwen Motor Co., Coriven- '

CLYNO 8h.p- 1921 Combination-—Batchelor and
Co-, East Surrey agents, have a new 8h-p- com-

bination : demonstration runs given ; orders booked for
very early delivery--Batchelor's, Clarence St-, Kingston-
on-Thames. 'Phone: 1809. [9545

Sh.p- Olyno-Jap and Snnbeam Sidecar, fitted with
electric lighting set (accnmulator), detachable and

interchangeable wheels, and special spning pillion seat
hinged dash, tyres good, the whole in jicrfect condition
and entirely overhauled, re-enamelled and plated- £140
Midlands.—Box 49, c/o The Molor Cycle. [X4306

173, Gt. Portland Street.
Telephone—Mayfaiy 879.

192! Models In Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery :

192 1 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb... £160
1921 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. and Side-
car and spare wheel .... £207

I92i4h.p. DOUGLAS Comb... £170
1921 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb. £205
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL
Comb £186 18

i92i3Ah.p.twinLEA-FRANCIS£130
1921 2-|-h. p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £85
1921 2f h.p. 3-speed DOUGLAS,
with clutch £105

192 1 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, chain
drive £140

1921 10 h.p. HENDERSON,
with reverse gear £210

1920 5-6 h.p. JAMES Comb. . . £175
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL
Comb £165

1920 2-stroke DIAMOND £50
1920 2|- h.p. 2-speed NEW
IMPERIAL, with clutch £83

1920 2f h.p. 2-speed NEW
IMPERIAL, without clutch £78

1920 BABY TRIUMPH £70
1920 3i h.p. LEA-FRANCIS . . £118

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
191 5 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed £75
1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb. £150
1920 5-6 h.p. JAMES Comb... £145
1920 2-stroke JAMES, 2-speed £65
1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, sports
model, and Sidecar £130

19208 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb.,
dynamo, and accessories . . £185

1920 2.^ h.p. 2-speed EDMUND £78
191 5 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and

accessories £90
191 ^ 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and
Sidecar . . : £105

1920 4-cyl. HENDERSON and
Sidecar, all acces.^iories . . . . £185 .0

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Com-
Ijination, all accessories . £145

1920 2|- h.p. DOUGLAS with
clutch and all accessories . . £85

1916 2-speed CALTHORPE .. £38

A BARGAIN—Heavy Bulbous-back Sidecar,
brand new. List price £42. Our price £30.

CANOEkET SIDECARS.
— All IVIodeis in Stoclt. —

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

CAR DEPOT

:

378, Euston Road.
T --h-bhone—Museum 64^6-

Lar^e Stock of Powell & Hanmer Lamps
and other Accessories,

spare cylinder,
-H- Clarkson, All-

[6925

MOT-OR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

/^LYNO 5-6h-p-, 3 speeds, kick start (iust overhauled
^^ by Clyno), oush drive fitted to engine-shaft, enam-
elled hlack and gold, fitted with all new tyres. Stepney
Road-grip rear, spare interchangeable wheel with Dunlop
rubber and steel studded, Cowey hoin, F-E-S- Major
lamp set, Tan-Sad,- Clyno sidecar with Cameo wind
screen; the whole in splendid condition; nearest £120,
or would exchange for solo machine.—Harvey, "335,
Gloucester Ed., Hoifield, Bristol. [6875

IQ 16-17 6-6h.p. 3-speed K.S. Clutch W.D. Clynos,
--^ nnrenovatcd, £40 each. These machines are worth
£120 whei finished. They are all complete, le-ss mai,'.
and carburetter: new Thomson-Bennett mag- required,
£5/10 extra- These machines only need overhauling
and renovating- The engines and L-ar boses are
absolutely Al- I have a large quantity of these machines,
and they are going like hot cakes, so come and inspect
my stock and you are sure to buy something; re-

ductions on quantities-—Below-

"

"1 Q 16-17 5-6h.p- 3-speed W-D- K-S- Clynos, renovated,
-Ltf £85. I have also a very large stock of Clyno
spares, not one 01 each kind, but thousands- See my
advert under Miscellaneoifs for Clyno spares, etc,

sed my spares very cheap to buyers of my machine-s-—
Please apply -or write to J-J- Dooley, 33, Eillyou Rd-,
Clapham, S-W-8- [6866

Connaught.
£40; Connaught, 2-speed, all on

piston ; will allow 30/- for tax.-
iiian's Heath, GIossop.

COXN.^-t-TGHT 2i/,h-p-, 1920 model, single speed, shop-
soiled only, £50; also 2-speed- model, £58.—P- .J.

Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Binulnghanr [0459

CONNAUGHT 1920 2-stroke, T-T., under 600
miles, guaranteed as new; £47/10: exchanges.—

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N. 'Phone

:

Dalston 2408. [7239

"1015 Connaught 2-stroke, T.T. bars, di-sc wheels
-I-*' perfect order; exchange with cash for 3Voh.p
combination, or ,sell £45.-35, Shepherd's Bush ltd.
Hammersmith, W.6. [644]

Coulson.
COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.—Sole WUtshirc

Agents, Wessex Motors, Ltd.. 60, Catherine St.

Salisbury. 'Phone ; 72. [500'

COULSON" (July, 1920] 2%h-p-, 3-sreed, K- B- Clark'!
famous competition 'bus, Lucas equipment, neif

tyres; 78 gns--7. Exhibition Ed-, S-W-7- ['?16|

COULSON B, 4h-p-, shop-eoiled, at greatly reduced
price; now is the time to buy-—Mebee, 154-6, Gil

Portland St, W-1- Tel-; 3426 Mayfair- [674|

COULSON B-—We are sole agents for WolveihamJ
ton, Stourbridge, Dudley, Walsall, and district

good deliveries; private and trade enquiries invited.-f

The Moliueux Garage Co., Lt3., Wolverhampton. Tehi
1160. [34jr

NEARLY New 4h.p. Coulson B, 3-speed. clutch, aj
kick starter, run about 100 miles, complete vrii

all accessories: a bargain, £110; deferred payments ij
a small extra charge.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromptj
Rd., London [68II

NEW Coulson B, 2%h.p., £99/15; fitted with J
speed gear, spring frame, Blackburne engid

2'^h.p. model, with clutch and kick starter, ;£110/l
4h.p., with 3-speed clutch and kick starter, etc., 11
gns. ; if fitted with smart boat-shaped sidecar, painti
roval blue, £162/10, or on deferred payments 4X extiT

only one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly instr

ments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., LondonI
[67|

Dayton.
D.iTTON I'.ih.p., 2rstroke, Druids, Amac, U-H- mill

guarantee perfect order; £18/10; 200 m-P-g.—2T
leknield St., Birmingham. [X52|

Diamond.
DIAMOND 2-stroke- 1919, not driven 500 mii

guarantosd; £42,'10; approval-—Gibb, Gloucestf

'Phone: 852. [Ofl

DLAMOND-J-A-P- 1920 2%h-p-, 2-speed, comull
with lamps, etc-; £55-—Smith's, 86, Chalk VtM

Rd,, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [71f

T Q 20 2.>ih.p. Diamond-Jap, Enfield gear, electric ^

-B-t/ acetylene lighting, tools, horn, long exhaust, pern
condition throughout, tax 30/-; £65.—Ryder, "PJ
Fields, Wolverhampton. (Dl [X5|

D
Douglas.

OUGLAS, Doiiglas, Douglas.

1 Q21 Models in stock; 4h.p. combination £170, 4|
Xc/ solo £130. 2"/ih.p. clutch model £105, 2'>ih.p,

speed model £85. Extended T'EiJ'nients if desired. Bi

parts stocked, repairs; Douglas specialists.—Yi'i
Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24. AYoodstock St. (ofl Ox
St.). Bond St., Loudon, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6l

QIS Dousla'?es,~2^-jTi.p., 2-speed; £38 each.—Maid3
k5 6, Barrack Rd., Hounslow.

15 Douglas, 2-speed, splendid condition; £jg

41, Anerley Park, S.E.2G. '^

3.h.p. Douglas, splendid order; £28.—Platts,

4 King'.. Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. V\

19
2

B24 All letters relating to advertisementt. AioxAA quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the i.ssue.
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fine asBOitjneut in stocli at prices
'- — - " - L5670

. , .
gotnl tvres, lamps, horn, long

£30.—English. Yateley, Hants, [7108

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

IQ16 Douglas 2^h.p., fulls- equipped, perfect; £42.—
liJ 106. North End Ed.. W.14. [6892

IQ19 Douglns 4h.p. Combination: £95.—Virgo, 166,
L*.* High St., Hounslow. Tel.: 125. [6762

E
42.—1915 Douglas. 2-speed. all spares, perfect oon-

dition.-13, Grantham Ed., S.W.9. [^061

DCiI'GLAS 2^;ih.p., 2-3peed, r-ew Aniac, top-hole; £35.
-H.S., 33, St. Stephen's Ed., Bow, E. [6600

DOUGLAS
to suit all.—Eoss, 86, High Ed.. Lee.

DOUGLAS 2-::,h.p,

exhaust

DOUGLAS.—Several in stock for imiiiedi;ite delivery.
-Pollard, BroomJield Ed., Chelmsford. [X5164

JOUGLAS 2?4h.p. WD. Model, mileage under 1,000;
£40.—Virgo, 156, High St., Hounslow. [6763

JRICHTGN. Hove, and District Douglas Agents,
Turpin s. 22 and 29, Preston Ed., Brighton. [0201

|OUGLAS Combination, 1918: £95: condition per-
fect.—Hcdley's Garage, 610, High St., Chiswick.

[6792
kOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, in good condition:

£57.—Jury, The Mews, We^t St., Bromley.
[7214

CI 19 2-',ih.p. 2-speed Douglas, equipped, perfect:
-O £58. -bO, Wallingford Av., N. Kensington.

[7065
>17 4h.p. Douglas Combination, perfect: £68:

would 6eparate.^81, Hornsey Park Ed.. Horn-
[6981

' S GNS.—1918 Douglas, CD. sidecar, electric, nicely" fitted, dependable.—Derby Arms Guriige. Mort-
ke.

)

1921 new improved 2?ih.p.. 2-8peedoc -^ -x_.,-
.Herbert liobinson, Ltd.,

[X5145
OL'GLAS Late 1918 2?4Ii.p., absolutely ns iieir; any
trial; £56.-30, Crystal Palace Park Kd., Syden-

[6937

OUGLAS.
model: £85; in stock.

Ion.

OUGLAS. 1921 new 2^ih.p., 3.speed gear, hand
<outrolled clutch and kick starter; £105; in stock.

Hertiert Robinson, Ltd., below.

OUGL.iS, 1921 new 4h.p., 3.fipeed, £130: with
finish coachbuilt I'ouclas sidecar, £170: in

k -Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. 32-35. Green St., Cam-
Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [7231

918 Douglas 2=,',h.p., 3 speeds, guaranteed excel,
lent condition throughout; £65.—Rose's Garage,

tiee. [7107a

Q20 4h.p. Douplas Combination, niile^ige under 500;^ £140.—Goodwin, Alderwick House, London Rd !

(5661
OUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, mechanically
-"iind trial week-ends; £105.— Bramley, 8, Stanier
•Swindon. [687*7

920 4h.p. Douglas Combination: £135, or offer-
as new.-I'rench, 43. Old Park Rd., Palmer'-

rccn, .NM3. [6479
IIBH, Gloucester, can give immediate delivery Doug-
r his 1921 models and spare parts ttom stock —
hono: 852. . [6340
AS l'aid.-1916 2?lh.p. Douglas, electric ligliting,

.1, ,„ n._.. .._j,..._ £55._75^ Western
[664!

)

all i>n, excellent condition;
Southall.

h.p. Douglas, late model, tank re-enamclled, any
trial; £47/10—Jones, 131, Beechcrolt Rd..

3per Tooting. [6962
148.—Douglas 1917 2^4h.p., 2 speeds, new 1920
' C.A.V.. whole in peilect order.— G.. 63, Solon Rd..
i.vton. S.W.2. (6996

921 Douglas 2?ih.p., 3-speed gear, hand clutch,
and kick starter, unpacked; £105.—Rose's

rage, Uxbridge. [7107b

917 Douglas 2"^ih.p., 2-speed, perfect condition,
fully eauipiMKl, uccessones; £50.-64, Frnnitield^ Hanwell, W.7. (6938

(OUGLAS 2J<h.p., siBBls speed, 1911, Bo«?h mag.,
needs adjustment: £22, or offer.—Box 1,481 c7o
Motor Cydt. (D) [6630

»20-l Douglas 2'-ih.p., 3-speed, clutch. K.S., un-
used, list £105; £90.-104a, Finchley Rd.,

ft .5. Hamp. 7822. [7179

lOTJGLAS 1921 Solo, £85, £100, £105: combination.
£170; ca,-*h, exchange, or easy payment;.—Motorics
Horton St., Halifax. [6757

lOUGLAS 2";ih.p., 1915, splendid condition, verv
fast, complete with tools and lamps; £50.—F.

ids, Rippjugule. Bourne. [6543

k21 Douglas Models, immediate deliverv. Write us
' your reqiiircments. Trade supplied.—Moffat, Dong-
Agent, Yeovil. Tel.: 60. (5043

20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new condition.

^^ Easting screen, lamps, tools, spares; £130.—
es, Ludgerahall, Andover. [6623

OUGLAS 4h.p. Solo, 1920, brand new; list price
£130, fl20.-Vivian Haidie and Lone, Ltd.. 24
'stock St., Bond St., W.l. [042]

WHEN
FIFTEEN
IS EQUAL TO

ONE
THOUSAND
If }-our local Baker's business had
been commenced in the days of that
celebrated (?) baker. King .-Mfred

tlie Great—over a thousand years

ago—it could claim to be one of the
first estabUshed in that trade.

It follows therefore that the
Eastern Garage Company can truth-'

fully say they are equally pioneers
of the Motor Cycle.-Vgency business,

as fifteen years ago they were one of

the first firms to specialise in Motor
Cycles and devote their business
solely to Motor Cycles.

Those fifteen years have proved
a period of success for the Eastern
Garage Company because during
the wliole of that time they have
not departed from their policy of

making the customers' requirements
their first consideration. .\s a result

the Eastern Garage Company is to-

day one of the premier Motor Cycle
Agents of the Country, and have an
unrivalled reputation for honest

trading.

Such a firm can be safely entrusted
'with ^ouf enquiry, and \v\\\ justify

your confidence in them.

For the convenience of customerm we
have preparc<l separAle Slock L-ttt of

—

NEW 1921 MODELS
NEW 1920 MODELS

Cat Rreatlv reduced prices)

and

SECOND-HAND
MACHINES.

We shall be pleased to send the lists

that interest you. aid quote deferred
payment terms if desire*.

EASTERN GARAGE Co,
Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone : 490, East Ham.
Telegrams : "Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1920 2'^;ii.p., 3-.=peed, as new; £90.—
-N'ewnham Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd..

W'.Z. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. , [6324

DOUGLAS 2=4h.p., 1920. splendid condition, all

•aecef ,"Cries ; £85.-Tavlor.». Ltd. 52, Susse.-c Plate,
S.\V.7. 'Phone: Kentiustou 7260. [0411

DOUGLAS 2'-^h.p.. countershaft. 2-speed. free engine,
clutch, lamps, good tvres; £33.—Smylie. 82,

Godstone Rd., Whyteleale, Surrey. [6840

1 Q12 2^ih.p. Douglas. 2-ppeed, tyres good. Klaxon.
s.ij lamps, spares, perfect running order; £35.—Ford,
Hoaghton Bridge, Amberley, Susies. [6556

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p., 1915. in real good order, lamps,
and new tyres; any trial.—Hi<;eman, 5, I'arkdale

Hd., Plumstead. (After 6 p.m.) £45. [6856

DOUGLAS 1916 2^ih.p., 2 speeds, new trres, helt,

and map., perfect condition, nice appearance: £46.
-27, nalveniie Grove, Southfields. S.\V.18. [7040

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1916, new lamps and
belt, tvres sound, just overhauled, enamel and

plating good: £80.—31. .-Mloa Rd., S.E.8. [6789

DOUGLAS, genuine pre-war, T.T., 2-spced. bought
new last year, magnificent condition, superior to

1920; £55.—20a, Pitshanger Lane, Ealing. [6920

DOUGLAS 4li.p. Combination, 1918, little used,

sple.idid condition. £95; motor cycle only, £75.—
Jlud.-on, 14, Conw.iy Kd., Plumstead, London. [6848

DOUGLAS 4h.p., henutilul condition, last, reliable,

85 m.p.e.. lumps, horn ; £78.—Apply Iwtween 7-8

evening, 1, Winslude Kd., Brixton Hill, S.W. [6486

1 020 (Intel Douglas 2".ih.p., 5-sireed, fully equipped,
i-'J nnlcage uesliuible, nbtolntely as new: 90 ru».—
Bawlinps, 33, Muhvood Kd., nalham Hill, S.^Y.12. [6616

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, full onuipmeut,
guaranteed i«.'rfect condition; £125.—Vivian Hardio

and Lane. Ltd., 24, Woodstock St., Bond St., W.l. [0416

IQU Douglas 2"-ih.p., T.T., all lamps. 2 speeds.
-l-*7 guaranteed; £47/10: exchangas. — Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N. Thone : Dalslon 2408.

(7240

1 018 Beautiful Douglas Coachbuilt Combination,
Xcf mag., 3 speeds, clutch, kick. hood, screen,

lamps; sacrifice, 89 gns.— 1, Ebner St., Wandsvvorth.
[6945

1Q20 4h.p. Douglas, solo, brand new, £118, or with
X«/ new Douglas sidecar. £152.—Edwards. SO, Har-
rington Rd., South Kenaingtoo. 'Phono : Kensington
3709. [4748

DOUGLAS 2'tili.p.. 2-ipeed. W.D. model, 1916, over-

hauled, renovated, fitted new controls, new tyres

and tubes; any trial run allowed: £41.—Dowell, "vtleet,

Surrey. [6825

1017 "h.p. ronglns Combination, engine recently

J-t/ overhauled- £90; any trial.—Herlicrt Robinson.

Ltd .^2.35, Green St.. Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A.

;

Bicycles. [7253

DOUGLAS, 2':ih.p., 2-spccd, footboards, complete
lighting, horn, good condition: £38/10; bar-

gain. — W. Slickland, Stanley Villa, Templccombc.
Somerset. [6433

-|Q20 Douglas Combination, all lamps, born, 3-panel

J.%/ wind screen, legshields. trip speeilometer. spares,

excellent condition: £155.—Skillcr. King Edward Rd..

Rochester. [6718

fQl8 4h.p. Douglas Combination. 3-speed, kick

Xt7 start, lamps, mechanical horn, hood, wind
screen, nearly new tyres; £95.-68, Malvern Rd..

Dalston. E.8. [6952

DOUGLAS Cnmbinotion, 4h.p., 1920, hood, fpeedo-

metcr, lamps, not ran 1,000 miles; £145 —
Taylors Ltd.. 52, Sussex Place, S.W.7. 'Phono:

Kensington 7260. [0407

PECLAL Bargain.-1919 4h.p. Douglas combination,

- coiinter-liaft. 3- speeds, kick-starter, mileage model,

only n.sed 12 months: Inist offer over £100.-Motories

25, Horton St.. Halifax. [875f

3;th p. Douglas, delivered November last. S-speed

4 clutch, kick sUrt, P.H. lamps. Klaxon horn
legshields, fast machine, lully insured; £90.—Rankin
2. Albtny Rd., Bristol. [689;

ELI CLARK can give yon good service both In new
machines and spares; try me. I may be nselnl to

von —The Pioneer Agent lor Douglas Motors, 196.

Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016

DOUGLAS 2^ib.p., in splendid condition and gofsi

running order, all accessories: £55; can be seen

iit any time.—Chiis. Clarke. 251, Tooley St., London.
S.E.I. (Near Tower Bridge.) [7193

£55.-1917 2^y).p. Douglas, 2-6peed, makers' colours,

new P. and H. head lamp, Thomson-Bennett,
Amac, enamel and plating uiwcratched, several new
parts.-63. Salon Rd., Brixton. [7028

DOUGLAS 2''ih.p., 1916, just overhauled, like new,
mechanical horn, large Miller lamp set, tools,

new oversize tvres. long exhaust: £56, no offers.—

.Ablett. 101 Shaftcsburj- Rd.. Reading [6708

DOUGLAS 1919 2':4h.p., engine No. 40824. original

enamel, all tools and accessories, lighting by
Lucas, new spare tyre, excellent condition: £65. or
nearest.—King. Fairoaks, Sollersholt, Letchworth. Herts.

[6696

S^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue, as:*
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MOTOR SALE.

1 QI6 Douglas 41i.p., 3 speeds,
-i-f overhauled by Douglas Co.,

- brand new coach sidecar
2^5, Lower Clapton Rd.,

CYCLES FOR
Douglas.

kick starter, juSg
all lamps, fitted

£95 ; exchanges.—Homae's.
N. "Phone : Dalston 2403.

[7241
DOUGLAS Late 1919 4h.p. Combination, complete

with si^eedometer, horn, mirror. Tan-Sad, tools.

splendid condition, very little used; £l23.~High Croft
Stables, Chichester Rd., Croydon (nr. Water Tower).

[6793
THE Effra Motor Works.—When you have purchased

a 2-^;ih.p. Douglas from us you have the satisfac-
tion of knowing that our machines are entirely over-
hauled and worn parts renewed; carriage extra,—
Below.

ON Approval Against Cash.

£45; 2^4h.p. Douglases, 1915-16, re-stoved and re-

plated in makers' colours, new Amac carburetter,
just like a new machine and as good.—Eelow.

WHY ? As we purchased the remaining entire
dump of 2%h.p. Douglases, W.D., . this is the

reason we are able to" offer these machines at this
price.—The Effra Motor Works, 14, Effra Parade.
Brixton, London, [7186

DOUGLAS 1914 T.T .SV^li-P-, fitted with special
ypheric'jl o.h.v. combustion beads; spares: 2

oiiginal cylinders complete, 5 camsliafts, gear box; ex-
tr;iordinariIy last; £100.—Moir and Baxter, Ltd., 2.

C<istle Terrace. Edinburgh. (D) [6629

DOUGLAS 234li,p., late 1915. makers' colours, prac-
tically new, only done under 2,000 miles, loot

boards, ample mndshielde, licence, lamps, tools, pump,
etc., long exhaust; ^55, or best oft'er.—'Phone : Ching-
lord 113.-4, Eglinton B<i., Chingford. [6769

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-*
2^h.p. Douglas machines, 1921, kick start

models, 6 speeds, ohitoh, £105; 4h.p. combinations,
£lr70; 4h.p. solos, £130; also 2%h.p. W.D. Douglas,
supplied from Douglas works, £85. Easy terms ananged
or exchange. [7267

1 Q 20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fitted with
-Lt/ poli;^hed aluminium discs. Lucas horn, iront
mudshields, Rotax dynamo lighting set, Cameo wind
screen, mileage 1.250, practically new api^earance,
mechanical condition guaranteed perfect; £155.

—

Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge.
Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [7235

4h.p. Douglas and Chassis with wheel. £30; 1917-18
W.D., um'enovated, compri.sing engine, gear box,

traaie forks, wheels, tank, mudguards, carrier bars.
etc. "We have 100 of these to dispose of; the best bar-
gain since the Armistice. This is positively the last
lot we can offer at nnv price. Our price £30, elsewhere
£45,—Banister and Botten, 341, Upper St., Loudon,
N.l (opposite Agricultural Hall). [7146

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle on easy terms of payment

;

4h.p. combination. ^170; 2-speed solo model.
£85; 3-speed clutch and kick starter model. £105
plus a small charge for delivery from works to Lon
don. The above are makers' list prices. For easy pay

•meats 4% extra is charged, only one-fifth deposit,
balance payable by 12 monthly instalments. Write
lor latest lists of other machines in stock, etc.—
Harrodt;, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [6806

Dunkley,
DUNKLEY-DALM 5h.p. 2-stroke Lightweight, 2-

speeil countershaft, just overhauled, tyres nearly
new. sacrifice £30,-591, Poleshill Rd., Coventry. [X5265

Edmund.
EDMUND 2%h.p., 1920 model, J.A.P. engine, Enfield

2-speed gear and clutch, spring frame, imused,
shop-soiled only; bargain, £80.—P. J. Evans, 81-91,
John Bright St., Birmineham. i.0457

Enfield.

NEW 1920 Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-i

Randal. Atidovpr.

19
Eandal, Andover

20 81i.p. Enfield Combination,
soiled; £157/10.-

£65; in stofk.—
[0369

. brand new, un-
Rose's Garage, Uxbridge.

[7107

rQ16 6ii.p. Enfield Combination. fiiUv equipped
»/ £95.-29. St. I.«r,r ' - -

4708.
' £95.-29, St. Leonard's St., Broniley-by-Bow. Ea.'-t

[7025

ENFIELD 31i.p.,

light, splendid condition; £55.-
W.12.

1915, 2-speed, speedometer, electric
-143, Percy Rd.,

[6961

ENFIELD 1921, all models for immediate deliyerv.
—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. MaV-

fair 5042. [0432

ROYAL ENFIELD 2-stroke, practically new; price
ujoderate.—Cbambers, 69, Longridge Rd., EarFs

Cuurt, London. [6557

ENFIELD 1920 2J4Ii.p., fully eouipped, as new;
£60.— Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245.

Deansgate, Manchester. [S5166
6h.p. EnRcld, 1920 modol, J.A.P. engine, unused

shop-soiled only; £150.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [0451

ROTAX ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, in
perfect order, hood, screen, D.A. lighting; £110 —

G., 19, Netherford Rd.^ S.W.4. t'i'199

1021 Enfields in Stock; also
A*/ lamps. Easting, £85
Chasten, Blackwood, Jlon.

1915 combination,.
1914 combination, £75.—
(D) [7009

List

Price.

Our
Price.

^75 o . £60

£73 ro . £65

/i6o . £130

fM 3 . £70

Ij64 io . £130

£9i 15 . £75

£140 . £120

ri3o .0 . £115

VALUE
FOR MONEY

NEW 1920 MODELS
(Slightly Shop-soiled).

CLYNO, 2', h.p., 2-sp., ^-stroke,

hand clutch
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2i b.p.,

2-sp., Enfield gear, clutch . .

BAT, S h.p., J..\.P. engine, 3-sp.,

chain drive, soring frau'e . .

DIAMOND, 2; 'h.p., :;-spced,

2-stroke, clutch, kick-starter .

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 4 h.p.,

sports model, flat twin, speedo-
meter, l.''mps /i6.(

WIETRO-TYLER, 2S h.p., 2-sp
'

2-stroke, latest S Type £g4 r5
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., a^speed, all-

chain drive. Model S.D
LEA-FRANCIS, 3J h.p. twin

M..\.G. engine, enclosed chain
drive

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS,
MATCHLESS Model H Combina-

tion, M..A.G. ciifiine, spring
frame, spare wheel C:.os

ROVER, 5-6 h.p. J.A.P. engine,
3-speed, chain drive, latest

type Sidecar jC-35
BAT, S h.p., 3-speed, spring

frame. Henderson Elite S ,'c.ar /^205

MATCHLESS Model H Combina-
tion. M.A.G. engine, spring
frame, spare wheel' ......... ^^205

NEW 1921 MODELS.
SCOTT, 3.? h.p., sporting model
DOUGLAS, 2] h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

ki-k-starter £105
DOUGLAS, 2'i h.p., 3-speed model . . £85
N.U.T., 3i h.p., iwiuj 3-speed, Lucas

Magd\niO lightjitg - 145 gns.

CALTKORPE-J.A.P., 2' h.p., 2-speed
Enfield gear 70 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p. J.A.P. en-
gine, 2-speed. clutch, kick-start ... 85 gns.

NEW IMPERIALS h.p. Combination. 178 gns.
QUADRANT 5 h.p. Big Single Comb. £150
MATCHLESS Model H Comb., complcte2205
LEA-FRANCIS, 3i h.p,, twin, 3-specd £145
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.; 3-specd. Model H. £127 10
ENFIELD S h.p. Combination £160
ENFIELD lightn'eight, 2.1 h.p., 2-spted,

Idck-starter £70
G.N. Cyclecar, ro h.p., touring model £241 17 6
G.N. Cvclecar, io h.p., touring model.
dvnamo lighting > £275 12 6

MORGAN, 10 h.p., Grand Pri;:, M.A.G.
engine, P.U accessories, special body . £230 q

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1921 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 3-speed, used once £90
igtg ARIEL 5-G h.p. Combination,, all

accessories '.
. . £125

1919 ZENITH, S h.p., countershaft model.
Elite Sidecar £125

1910 ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combination, complete £145
1918 P. & M., 3J h.p., R.A.F. Model £65
1920 G.N. Cyclecar, to h.p., Vitesse Model,

dvnamo liiihting £325
1920 BLERIOT-WHIPPET Cyclecar . £175
1920 MORGAN, de luxe model, lO h.p..

water-cooled, electric lamps £225

o . . £175

o . , £165

o .. £165

o .. £175

List Price.

?-sp. £130

All Machines Fully Guaranteed.

EXTENDED TERMS.

15-16, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE.
CAMOMILE STREET, E.C.3

'Grams ;
" Elceniocyca, Led, London."

'Phone : Avenue 5.^48.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENTTELD, 8h.p. J.A.P., lamps, horn, large roomy
sidecai . good tyres ; trial ; climb anythinp

;

£140.-10, Penylan Rd., Cardiff, [X4S34

1 Q17 Enfield 3h.ii. Twin, 2-speed, kick start, lamps,
J- «^ and speedometer, as new ; £53 ; after 5.-97,
Lonehurst Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13. [6921

1 Q 20 Enfield Sli.p. Standard Gombination. brand
J-'-' new; £152.—Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709. [7175

81iji. 1919 Enfield Combination, completely equipped,
exceptional condition, unused last 6 months; £150,

offer; appointment.—136, Boundaries Rd., Balham^ [6909

Ii^NFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, wind screeu, all
J accessories, splendid condition; £95, or near offr^r;

uny trial.—56, Arrail St:, Si.x Bells, Abertillery. [6529

1 (ft 16 3h-p. Enfield, 2-speed, lamps, born, speedo-
J-iJ meter, new tyre, all in perfect condition, mui-t
^e)l: £35.—Wallis, Hartiugton Grove. Cambridge.

[6477

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., dynamo lightinf?,
-LiJ in stock: iumiediiite delivery; £182.—Smith's, 86.

Clialk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk l-'arm TuV-e Station.
[7165

1C|21 Enfield Combination,, dynamo lighting, with
-i- *y without dynamo, in stock, immediate delivery

;

list price.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54, Hampsteod Rd.,
N.W.I. [035S

EXFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1914. Eosch, East
ing and small screen, eliild's seat, car, and carrier;

£95.— Gill>ert, 77, Brunswick Rd., Handsworth. Bfr
mingham. [,X5211

ENFIELD Combination, 5-6li.p., 1912, recently* thor
ongWy overhauled, with new cylinders and parts

renovated, excellent condition; £90.-79, High St.

Beckenhani. [665^

1 (C418 Enfield Combination, Colonial Model, tyre*? a:

-1-*:' new, hood, - screen, lamps, horn, speedometer, per

feet condition; £110.-Malt, 47. Clockhouse Rd.
Beckenham. [720

ENFIELD 1919 2i4h.p., 2-8peed, chain drive, Dun
lops; enamel and platine unscratched, lamps, horn

tool^, etc, ; £48, baigain.— 18, Marlborough Rd., 01'

Kent Ed., S.E.I. [705'

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, electric lighting

Ea?tiug, firtt-class condition; £92/10.~Newnhaii
Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone
Hammcr=mith. 80. [632

ENFIELD Combination. 1916, electric lighting, jus

been overhauled, new Thomson-Bennett mag
Jones speedometer; £100.—Barclay. 26, South St
Greenwich, S.E.IO. [670

ISLE OF MAN Enfield (3h.p.), Brooks_. 225. Lucfi

lamps, numerous spares, very fast, perfect cond
tion : photogrsph ; £70, or near.—Lath<nm, We^tbw:
Belgrave Rd., Torquay. [648

ENFIELD Sh.p. Twin, 2 speeds, kick start, dis

wheels, long copper eshaust, T.T. bars, knee-giipi

exceptional condition; photo; £60.—Decourcy, Franl
fort St., Birmingham. "

. ^ [707

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, new tyres, new. tanl

lamps, and horn, etc., cost ol overhaul £34, wb;

offers; also brand new twin mag., £5/10, carriag

paid.—Walshaw, Dale St., Ossett. [685

ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p., 1917, all lamps, hoo(
screen. Tan-Sad, Binks, overhauled, rebushet

insured £150, appearance as new; £120,—C.B., 3(

Westbourne St., Sloans Sq.. S.W.I.
, \ . [650

ENFIELD 6h.p. Coiubination, as .good .as new^
lamns, hood, screens, horn, . speedometer, pain

etc., unscratched, guaranteed mechanically perfect; £9
—Wallif, 23, Hartingtoa Grove, Cambridge. [64'

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. — Enfie
1921 comt.ination, fitted with Vicorl engiu

with dynamo lighting set. ^182; standard mod(
i;i62; 2-stroke solo, £65; ea^y terms arranged. .[72f

1Q16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas head li

J-tJ and generator, Lucas horn, tyre.s good, mechanit
condition esceJlent; £125.—Herb&rt Robinson, Ltd.,

'

35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. ; Bicyoli

[72;

Sh.p. Enfield Combination, to makers' specificabi
tor early delivery, £160; dynamo lighting mod<

£182 plus delivery from works; defetied payments-
a ?niall extra charge.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromptj
Rd., London [68

6 h.p. 1920 Enfield Combination, new October la|

Magdvno hghting, tyres unpunctxued, spares, o]

driven 150 miles; selling on account ill-health; E^
Devon; any leasonable trial; £155.—Write Be-^ 1^

c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) . .
.[6fl

ROYAL ENFIELD 3h.p., twin, late 1917,
Thomson-Bennett, 2-speed, kick start, i&i

copper exhaust, nirmerous spares, tyres good, 2 n
chains, excellent condition; £65 See exchange colui

—Garland. Eastmoor, Harpenden. C6I

ENTIELDS.—The cheapest twin combination on
road. We are North London agents, and can S

immediate delivery of the standard model, £160_
trio model, £180; trade supplied. Ail spares in etoH
—Jones' Garage, Mutweli Hill, N.IO, and at Woods
Parade, North Finchley. [0;

F,N.

I^N. 2V''h.p., 2-speed, clutch, late 1914: £40; tl

oughly good.—17, Cromwell Rd., Wimbledon. [6i

A34 All letters relating to advertiseraents should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

CYL. F.N. Combinations and Solo Singles actually
in stock.—Grimes and Co., 18, Bniton riace. New

ond St., W. [6308

X. 2V2h.p., 2-3peed. clutth, shaft drive, perfett order,
sound and reliable; £26.—Mac, 13, Victoria Kd.,

Iil".'r Norwood, S.E.I 9. [6596

^.\. 5-6h.p., 4-cyI., disc wheels, electric light, splen-
•*- did condition; £40, or near oHer; ride away.

—

"oddard, 41, Avenue Rd., Brentford, Middlesex. [6782

Harley-Davidson.
HARLEY, 1918. and -sidecar, perfect running; £125.

—Neil. 13, Sangley Rd., Catford, S.E.6. [6969

|K GNS^—1918 Harler canoelet, electric, exception
flUy fast.-Derby Aims Garage, Mortlake. 1X5144

-peei

mie:

qi9 7-9h.p. Harler. 3-speecI, a? new; £110.-29. St.
L^7 Leouard'ii «t., Bromlev-bv-Bow. East 4708.

l70.'>3
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1917 Combination: £100;

Ijood and screen.-Webb, 22a, Cornwall Ed., S.E.I.
[7190

JfARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, leR shields.
-1- etc.. Tip-top condition ; £110.—Garage, Horsmon-

Kent. [6588

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.—I have at present a fine
assortment in stock, all fully guaranteed.—Ross.

6. High Rd., Lee. [5669

OA GNS.—1919 Hnrlej- with bulbous sidecar, ap-
/Vv iwirance, coodition new, dependable.—54.

oval Rd., Mortlake. . [XS143

JTARLEY-DAVIDSON.-All models in 8tock,.new ond^ Kecond-han
lancashire. Tel. : 607,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Harley-Davidson.

SALE.

1Q20 Hailoy-Davidson.
--•-' lull . equipment of

nearly neiy, mag. ignition,
equipment of electric lamps, and 2 large

batteries, speedometer, 2 horns, hood and screen with
side curtains, luggage grid, pillion sent, discs on all
wheels, specially designed leg-shields, saddle bnck-rest.
mirror and clock; cost £525, for quick pale £250 "will
be accepted, for cash or on deferred payments, £84
deposit, balance plus 2\^X parable by 12 monthly in-
stalments of £14/3/8.-Harrod3, Ltd., 118. Brouiptott

London. [6815Rd,

Hazlewood.
fJAZLEWOOD^.A.P. Combination. 1920, 5-6h.p.

and unregistered ; £165.—Dunn's, 326,
Euston Rd..

/^.iSlllHI

m

[5009 ^
915 Harley-Daridson Combination, 4',2li.p.. lamps

and horn ; a bargain at £70.—Bombers', EaBtbank
;t.. Sr'uthport. Tel.: 607. [7159

KARLEY' 1918 7-9h.p.. in perfect condition, fitted

with new 40 gu. sidecar ; £100 cash.-0nderhilj
•"nnu. liiirnet. 'Phone; 186.

qrARLEY-DAVIDSOX^ .*olo and cnrih.—51
leathw S.E.

1916. nice turnout

;

Muplethorp© Rd.,
2237 Croydon.

[6645

£100, or
Thornton

[6896

Q18 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson. 3-ppee<l, K.S.. with
i~U new ninoelet eide-ar; £100; bargain.-J. J.

)ooley, 33, Killyon Kd., Clopham, S.W.8. [6867

ARLEY-DAVinSOX 1919 7-9h.p. Combination,
tools, mileage 1,200, electiic lightinp ; £184.— L.

est. 71, Norbury Crescent, Norbury, 6.W.16. [0377

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1920. 7-9h.p.. electric model
ns new. discs, speedometer

N.W.I
i new. discs, speedometer, mileage 200; £150.—

Punns, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5522

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 7-9h.p.. nearly
new. electric lighting, horn, spares, suitable for

any trial: bargain. £158.—79a. llillmorton Rd..
ugby. (7097

919 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, elec-

tricallv fitted, low mileage, guaranteed condi-
on, licensed; £165; South London.—Box No. 1,506,
3 Tht Motor Cycle. [6791

-91). p. Harley-Daviilson Combination, electric model,
condition excellent tlirouKhout, splendid sidecur

,d flttiap^: trial: offers over £100.—Buckingham, Glen
ottage, t'nderriver, Seveuouks. [7041

919 7-9h.p. Harler-Dnvidaon Combination, in ex-
cellent junnioB order, large bulbous bnek sidecar,

early new tvre-s: price £145. or near offer.—Stevens.
!4-186. Pentonville Rd.. King's Cross. [6680

KARLEY-DAVIDSON Combinntion, 7-9h.j^., 1919.
equal to new. electric lighting, fully eQuiprtecl

:

140; any trial Saturdnv or Sundav luoruiug.— 3, West
ardens. Robinson Ed. Tooting. S.W. [7083

J
RANI I New 7-9h.p. Electric Mode! Harley-

li:iviii-iin, complete with lamp^. horn, speedometer, —
d Mill-Fiilford de lus'- t-idecar. cost £243/10; my
ice tor la.ii. £210.-D. Weston, 59, Cowley St., Derby.

[5647
ATE 1920 Harley-Davidson 4h.p. Flat Twin, only

i 3 months old, practically new, speedometer,
mpa. Klaxon, perfect condition; bargain, £140, or
larest offer.—Tobah, 24. Oxford Ed., Birkdale, Sonth-
rt. [5843
•128.— 1918 Harley roaibinatiou, Canoelet MM4 side-

car, overhiiuled and guaranteed perfect throughout. ^
amelling and plating as new, lumps, horn, upron. aS
iw is the tune to buy.—Langford'e, 37, Cricklewood
oadway, N.W.2. [6940

|

=
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1919, solo, new; £98. Huge !

stock spares, engines, frames, gears. Send your^H
rley along. Carriage paid, or fetched 50 mileiH
dius Birmingham,—Harley Expert and Specialist
arley-Davidsons only), 117. Poplar Rd., Edgbaston.
rmingham. [X4935
ARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918-1919 Models, thor-
oughly overhauled and guaranteed, solo, £100;

th-ncw Slontgomery sidecar, £130; ea.-^v pavments.
3/10 down, 8. payments of £8 solo; £59 ,'

15 'deposit
d 8 payment-^ £lO for combination.—Maudes". 100.
Portland St.. W.l; and Paris St.. Exeter. [7235

m
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
from STOCK, of the nFAMOUS 1921 8

'TRIUMPH' I

N.W.l. TMuseum 5391. [5530
"^EW 5-6h.p, Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutch.^' and kick starter, a thoroughly reliable outfit;
Hiirrwls have n liirpe stock of these, slightlr shop-soiled.
at £186 each (£20 below list price), or on deferred

J

pa.vnieot.s 4% extra: one one-llftli deposit, balance bv'" "-"-"i'.,. ;„,.,i„ ,r_.. .,. ..., ,,„ Bromp-
[6798

rij[12 monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd.". 118,
ton Rd., London

Henderson.
1 O 20 ^Henderson, new ^Chri.<tmas, perfect: list price

TTENDERSOX 1917 Electric Model, with
-.J- steel sidecar, t^plendidly oqnitiped: seci

MOXOR f^YPT PS = WEXDEnSON igiS, perfect runninR conditionITiVy X VyrV KyXKyl-tHt^j — J- J. tri,,_head .ind tail lamps: £120, or next

Ready to ride away!
The most complete display of new
1921 TRIUMPHS in Gl. Britain
now on view in oar new showr:>oms.

£210, accept £150. or near.—Howgill, Coliiev
H.'itch Lane, X.IO. [6873

handsome
oqnitiped: seen by im-

intment.-Bnseldon, West Dyiieet. [6893

c!ec-
- — lamps: £120, or nest best

^ Her.—H.W., 45. Terminns Ed., Eastljoume. [6444

5 fTJSXDEIiSON Combination, 1918. aU accepsories,— *--- recently overhauled at £40. mechanically perfect:— £120: what offers.—Railton, 44. Gloucester Terrace.—

.

Hyde Park. [7144

S H.E.W.
— XJ.E.W., 2',2li.p. ViiUers, 2-si>ee*l, llurmon countershaft
— ,iA (jear, 2ein. wheel*), Brrtuipton forks, lamps, \ etc.

:

£50.—Garage, Horeiuouden, Kent. [6587

! Hobart.
~ V>4.1^'P- 2-stroke Hobart. 2.speod, in good condition:
— "•'a £37/10.—Ross Eneincering Co., Ltd., Hcrclord.

>liire. r6978

NEW Hobart-Villiets, 2-8pecd model; £63; list

price £75; clightly soiled.—Cha»ton, Blackwood,
Mon. —(O) [7012

Humber.

tt Type S.D. 4 h.p. TRIUMPH patent

;:: 3-spced gear, all-chain drive.
= Price £140.

5 Tvpc S.D.C., as above, fitted with
m TRIUMPH-GLORIA Sidecar.

=r Price £195.

&
HrjIBER 3i-.,h.p., 2-speed, clutch, line condition,

original enamel and plating; £38.-51, Chesnut
Rd., Tottenham (6836

1Q20 Hnraber 3'-51i.p. Flat Twin, brand new; £120.
-••«-' or with !-ide<ur £140.—Wellund.' Garago. Ports
mouth Rd., Kshor. [671i

HlTilHER 4!;ii.n. Flat Twin, 1920 model, uuused
.'hop-soiled only: £125, " "

Itriglit St., llirmingiiam.
-P. J. Evans, 81-91, .lohn

(0453

1 Qig (.November) 3',-h.p. Flat Twin Humber, handle
J-«/ start, automatic carburetter, very reliable; £90.
-Robb, Elm High Rd.. Wisbech. [6492

1 Q21 Humber 4U'h.p. Flat Twin, only 500 miles
X*7 coniitlelc; £130: also Ko*jd sidecar, £17 extra
— Donkin,

qih.p.
02 tyt.

Medway Brewery, Maidstone.

Type H. 4 h.p. Sturmev-Archer
3-speod. Price £127 lOs.

T-s-pe H.C., as above, fitted with
TRIUMPH-GLORIA Sidecar.

Pries £182 lOi.

Type L.W. 2 1 h.p. TRIUMPH
"Junior" 2-speed hghtweight.

Price £75.

Write for Special Bargain List

ot Shop-soiled 1920 Models^
only a few machines left

[6857

Humber, 2 speed/*, in splendid order, neu
, res. tubes, lamps, tools, •ipuro tyre, registered

:

acritice £35, or nearest offer.-Lynn, Pag© Hall. Pen-
rith. [7064

1 Q20 4'/i[h.p. Humber, 3 speeds, kick starter, as new,
-*-«^ leg-shields, Lucas lamps, mechanical horn: £128,
T offer.—Peom, 69, Dirchfields Ed., Rusholme, Man-

. hesMr. [6994

TJUMBER 1921 4>,h.p. Flat Twin Model, run only

'

— -*•-* few mil^, guaranteed as new; £130.—Kewnhaui
I^ Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.. W.6. 'Phono:
eg; Hommersmith 80. (6328

= .1019 J'ih.p. Flat Tuin Humljcr. £85; 1920 4i,;,h.p.= ' X«7 flat twin Humber, £120; perfect condition: ilill-
fiird sidecar if refiuired; trial.-Lines, Union House.

' Folcshill, Coventry. [X5185
:

Imperi.

—
1

Q^-P- Imperi. Eisemann, B. and B. variable jet, outo-^ ,

t> matic pulley, toolt,. pump, horn, good tvres and
fu lielt, ride away; £24.—Dodd, 135, Bathnrst Garden.i,
\S Willesden, N.W.IO. (6777= Indian.
«'TNDIA>' 1915 5-6h.p., clutch, excellent condition;

A £35.-17. Heaton Rd.. N. Mitcham. [6967

In addilion to the Models abive we have
other Sidecars— specially made for thcss
machines— in stoc''. for immcrliatc delivery
at prices from £i7 to £35.

'XCEl'TIONAL Opportunity for spectl men.-Racink-
Hurley, M.510K., in i)ertect condition for speed

rk, capable of lapping Brooklands at over 80, mileage
er 2,000; any cxnuiination desired; with full equip-

tnt for road use, £110.—Can be inspected bv appoint-
Tut with Houlberg. 229, Hnmmersmjth Ed., W.6. [7195

I The PREMIER
MOTORCOMPr

= Aston Rd, BIRMINGHAM.

— 1 Q^^ Indian 2-^pee(] and Clutch. 7-91i.p.. in very good
^^ JLiJ lODdition; £46.-88, Claremont Kd.. Eugby.
rz [S5247m TXDIAX 4h.p. C.B. Coiiiiiination, clutch mrxlel, sprinp™ i trame: ueJire^t £42.-9. St. Paul's Munsious, Haiii-= nier.^mith, W.6. [6778

1 Qi9 Indians, 3-6pe€d. repliited. re-ennmelled, reton-
Xt/ ditioned, choice of five; £SO.~Bacou, 7, Butoum

Hrimmersmitb. 6532H (j'^irdens.

^ TXDIAN 5-6h.p., 1915-16, 3 speeds, hiinps, horn, iu
ZZ -L splendid order, periect ; trial ; £70.— 17a, Seely

Q Ed., Tooting Junction, 8.W. [7082

^ TNDIAN Combinntion, 3-speed. K.S.. for 1916 Hender-— |X eon combination, reasonable condition.— Long, 92,

iBlllllffllllllBBIIIIISIIIIIBBIIIIISIllllWil ''•='*'"='' »'••• ""Ph-™. S.W.8. (6646

All letters relatini! to adveitisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisetnent. and the date of the Ifsue. A35

Telephone :

Central 7357.
(2 lines).

Telegrams :

"PRIMUS,
Birmingham."
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MOTOR CYCLES I-OH SALE.
!

Indian.
j

1 Q19 7-9h.p. Indian and 1920 bulbous back sidecar.
|

-*- «7 almost new ; any trial ; £ 135.—Conner, 86. :

Victoria Rd., Stroud Green. N.4. [X4752

INDIAN T.T., clutch, Boscb, new Einks, discs, hiiup.?;
selling- through imempJoynieut ; excellent coudition :

£A5, otfers.-Stoodley, Ludgersball, Wilts. [7049

"j Q20 Indian Powerplus and sidecar, 3,000 miles,
JL */ perl'ect condition; owner going abroad; £175, or
nt-:';ii offer.—Elton Morris, The Gaer, Hereford. [70S0

"pOWERPLUS Indian. 1916, K.S., 3-speed, S.F.,
Jl- 'jMiigdyno lighting, speedometer, Swan sidecar,
tools; £110, or excbange.-92, Blytb Ed., Leyton. [6998

1 014 7h.p. 2-speed Spring Frame Indian Cotichbuilt
-'-«-' Combination, mechanically sound, condition l;iir,.

tyres good; £65.—Netherlands, Redbouru, Herts. [X5270
f^h-p. Indian, 2 speeds, spring frame, electric light-
• ing, and coachbuilt eidecar; £85, or exchange for
lower power and cash.—50. Talbot St., Burnlev.

[X4938

"I
Q20 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, neAv

J-*/ last May. dynamo lighting, speedometer, 2 horns,
perfect condition; price £145.—Potter, 135, Maple Rd.,
Surbiton. [7069

INDIAN 3V2h.p. Twin, 1915, 3-speed, cluteh, K.S.,
|

semi-T.T. bars, accessories, leg shields, good con-
dition, very leliable; £50.—Anwell Cottage, Hoddesdon,

'

Herts. [7034 i

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.(^., clutch model, lamps, mechaui-

i

ciil lioin, Amac, point rough, clutch requires atten-
tion; ride away; £50.—Sims, Colaba, Penrith Rd.. i

Basingstoke. [6450 !

1QI6 Indian 5-6h.p., 3-sp6ed, clutch and kick start,!
-fl-«^ perfect oondition, with Millford C.B. sidecar, !

lamps, etc.; £87; will separate.—Stratton, Wyminptonj
Bnshdeu, Xorthants. [X5241 I

"I Q 16 5h.p. Indian and Millford sidiscar, 3 speeds,
J-*/ clutch, electric lighting, disc wheels, just over-
hauled, excellent condition; £110; what ofiers —Jlopes,
90," Dean.sgate, Manchester. [X5217

£145.-1920 Powerplus Indian combination, Millford
de Luxe, dynamo lighting, hood, screen, speed-

ometer, etc. Now is the time to buy.—Langfoid's, 37,
Ciicklewood Broadway, N.\V.2. [6941

"I Q 15-16 Indian 5-6h.p.. 3 speeds, clutch and kick
-I-v starter, all lamps, Bonniksen speedonneter, tyres
perfect; £85; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [7242

1 0^6 Indian 7-9h,p. Combination. 3-speed model,
M-i^ roomy sidecar with ^^trong luggage carrier, fully

equipped, excellent condition all round; offers invited.—
119, Sutherland. Av., London, W.9. [7202

INDIAN Combination, 1919, 7-9h.p., in splendid con-
dition, hood and screen, nice sidecar, and all tools,

with spare tubes; £170, or near offer.—A. Clarke, 251,
Tooley St., London, S.E.l. (Near Tower Bridge.) [7192

INDIAN, 1920 (April) Powerplus Combination, excel-

lent condition, Mills-Fulford sidecar. Easting wind
f^creen. Klaxon horn, electric lighting and horn, Inggage
carrier; £200.-Lismore, 169, Hatfield Kd., St. Albans.

[5695
~| CfclS 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed gear box, clutch and
JLt/ kick starter, acetylene lamps, iitt-ed with hand-
soiiie coachbuilt sidecar, a pleasure to drive and ride;

cash price £97/10; trial run with pleasure.—The Felp-
""liam Motor Works, Ltd., Felpham, Sussex. T.A. ; Ser-

vice, Felpham. [6582

1 (C|20 Powerplus Indian (May), fitted clutch control
XUon tank extra, H.B. mirror, bucket seat ajid saddle
interchangeable, coach sidecar (Oct.), fittetl ,scoop, 4
lockers, take 2 cans petrol, spare tyre, tube, lamp, bulbs,

tools, condition excellent, mileage 2,000 ; seen Taun-
ton district ; trial given ; £190, tax paid; or oilers.-

Box 1,447, cloThe Motor Cycle. [6518

Ivy.

Ivy Cycles.— 1921 models in stock.—Rothwell and
Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage, Malvern. [1796

IVY 1916 2-stroke, engine, tyres, plating, and enamel
all good; £35.—Fletcher, Grocer, Castle Ed,, Bed-

ford.
_

[6858

Ivy 1921 Models.-Sole District Agents. Wesse^
Motors, Ltd.. GO, Catherine St., , Salisbury

'Phone: 7^ [5006

IVY 2-stroke, single speed, all accessories, good as
new; £45 cash.—Write, Bryan, 2, Brackley Rd.,

Beckenham, Kent. -. [6794

IVY-PRECISION 1914 33.^h.p., N.S.U., enclosed
Bosch; £32; t^een after 7.—Kennard, 65, Plimsoll

Rd., Finsbury Park. [6668

IVY 1919 2%h.p., 2-speed, T.T. bars, large P. and H
lamps, disc wheels. Dunlop tyres, insured for £70;

bargain, £55.—R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [3710

IVY, the aristocrat of its type; delivery of all models
from stock; prices and catalogue post free.-Sole

District Agents, The Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel. :

444. [4011
IMMEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow-

ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. G.
Henly and Co.. Loudon and District Agents, 91, Gt
Poitland St.. W 1. Maylair 4084. [0022

3ih.p. Ivy 2-stroke, just overhauled -and fitted with
2 .new piston, rings, and gudgeon pin, most reliable

and economical; inspection invited; cash jirice £37/10
—The Felpham Motor Works, Ltd., Felpham, Sussex.
T.A. : Service, Felpham. [6583

ALEXANDERS
1 i

IGREATI
1 i

m ^^ #m I Kh i
^ dv J"% ^^ E»i

of new 1920 models and i
second-hand machines ^

CONTINUES TO |

BEAT ALL RECORDS i—'
^ m

HERE ARE JUST A FEW SAMPLES:— M
— 1920 CLYNO, 2-stroke, list price

Brand new for £60 10s.

! 1920 3 hp- CLEVELAND,
j

2-stroke, ^£85. Brand new for £62
!

1920 2j h.p. METRO-TYLER,
i

Model S, 1^96. Brand new
I

I

for £66 10s.
i

1920 6 h.p. BAT, 3-speed, ;/^i6o.
j

Brand new for - . - £127
j

1920 7 h.p. INDIAN Combin- i

ations, ;i223 14s. Brand :

new for - - - - £194 lOs. !

1920 6 h.p. WILLIAMSON Com- !

bination, ;t20o. Brand
|

new for - - - - - £156
(

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH Combin-
j

ation, electric lighting, i

£216. Brand new for -. £176 1

; 1914 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed,
j

! and Sidecar - - - - £43 :

I

1914 2f h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £30
j

1920 KINGSBURY Scooter,
j

! /46 108. Brand new for £30
I

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, ;

dj'namo lighting, good as !

new £195 I

[ISEND FOR FULL LIST.^
— All machines sent carriage paid. ™

i
^—

^

i

lAlexander&CoJ
m 1
^113-115, Lothian Road, §
1 EDINBURGH. |
i 272-274,Gt.Western Road, 1
i GLASGOW. /i
m m

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

1 Q20 .Tames, 2%li.p., 2.speed, done 50 miles, lamps-L^ ccmplete; £63. — Chasten, Blackwood, Mon.
<D) [7013

NEW 1920 5-61i.p. James Combination; £190.—
Shepherd, Enfleld Hiehnay. Tel.: Walthaui Cross

31. [0340

4 ill. p. James, 1918, 3-speed, good condition, £65;
4 .sidecar, £6; magneto, £3.—Horlock, Farncombe,

Sutler. [6899

JAMES Combination, 1915, 3 speeds, countershaft,
K. start, all accessories; £68.-202, Mimstcr Ud.,

Fulham. [6683

1 Q19 3V2I1-P. Twin James Countershaft Combination,
- *^ enclosed chain drive, equipped, ideal outfit ; £85.
—5, Victoria At., Surbiton. [6999

JAMES New Combination, all models for immediate
delivery from stock.-Sole district agents. The Wal-

sall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [4012

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, 1920, used only for;
rural Tun:^, fully eqiripped; £170.—Ratcliffe Bros.,

200, Gt. Portland St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0423

1020 James, 2-stroke, 2-spee(l, mileage 300,
A.U equipped, cost £80; accept £60, condition brand
new.—60, Wallingiord Av., N. Kensington. [7066

JAMES 1920 4i,.ih.p. . 3-6peed Countershaft Combina-
tion, Lucas lamps and horn, splendid condition

;

£120.-27, Woodbridge Ed., Moseley, Birminghnm.
•
- [X5243

-| Q20 4iih.p.- James Combination, new July, only
-'- *y riddea few hundred miles, perfect condition

throughout; £130.—P. J. Evan^, 81-91 John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [0447;

"I 019 5-6h.p. Jame.s Combination, 3,000 miles, excep-
-l" tional coirdition, lamps, mudshield, spring saddle

pillar, Cirmeo, luggage grid, many spares; nearest offer

£130.—Draper, Martin, Lincoln. [6526

1020 (Junei 5-6h.p. James Combination De Luxe,'
'J fitted with hood, screen, electrrc and acetylene

lamps Cowey hoin and .«p6edometer, mileage under,

I 000 tax and insurance paid, any trial, a magnificent

outfit,' cost £220; accept £150.-E., Sun Hotel, Steven-,

age, Herts. [7V^1-^

1019 5h p. Twin James. 28in-. wheel model, and!

Xt7 Grindlay de Luxe sidecar, hood, screen, luggage^

grid etc., fully equipped; property ol a client ordering;

1921 model: bargain, £105 spot cash.-Claplram|

(Motors), 27, ' Stockwell St., Greenwich, b.E.lO

Phone; 751. [6408;

J..\.P.

T\ P 8I1 p 3-speed, countershaft, K.S.. not done

250 miles, excellent condition; £85.-26, Arlsa'

Av.. St. Margaret's, Twickenham. [7095

rai4 JAP. 5h.p. Combination,- C.S. 2-speea and
•J clutch, Bosch mag., perfect runnrng order; 65

"ns , or offer.—W.S., 58', Tranmeie Ed., E:irl3fleld,

S.W'18. [6898

J.E.S.

JES 1921 Models from stock.—Gibb, Gloircester.

''Phone: 852. t0441'Phone: 852.

i.e., Ih.p., com^,,,.^, •,—,, -

feet.—Chairdler, Shepherdswell.
T.E.S., Ih.p., complete, 24in.^ new tyres ;

18 gns;^pM-
[6537

JE S Motor Cyclette, new July, 1920, iVjh.p., spnng
'

'forks, lamps, horn, all like new; £35.-Coupe, 9,

Packer St., Bolton. i°^^'*

Kerry.

£7 Purchases SYsh.p. Kerry, sjjlendid puller, less I

mag.; gitt.-Stocker, 49, Erverside, Kingston-

1

on-Thames [X5121

BARGAIN.—Kerry motor bike, 31i.p., H.T. mag., B.B.L

carburetter. Whittle; £12/10.-Butler, Li«Ie(>ver|

Works, Derby. [S4608f

Lea-Francis.

20 Lea-Francis, brandy new, delhered^necembef
;|

what offers?-
"" ^"^ ""~ "^ """19

19
W.l

-47, Hamilton Rd., Reading.
[68231

'0 Lea-Francis Twin Solo. £120, combination £135.1

Tel.: Museum 6626.—A.S.O., 60, Mortimer St.r

LEA-FRANCIS 1921 Models.-We are now ncceptingj

orders for early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.

-

Below.

LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G., as maker.s' specifications!

shop-soiled: at greatly reduced prrce ; now is tha
time to buv.—Mebes, 154-166, Gt. Por-tlond St., W;l|
Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [B?**

1 Q20 3h.p. Lea-Francis, shop-soiled: cost £130l
J-t/ accept £90.—J. Smith, 52, Hampstead BdJ
N.W.I. PUT
1 020 Lea-Francis Combination,. as new, mileage 200l
J-*y £130, or near.—Knight, Maypole House, EesI
ley, Kent. [6961

LEA-FRANCIS 1920 ^'Ah.p. Twin, run few mild
only; £100.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223. Hammei

smith Ed., W.6.. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [632|

LE.A.-FRANCI0, 1921.—Place your name on
waiting list for delivery of these aristocratii

mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St
W.l. [009|

A^6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR SALE,CYCLES FOR
Lea-Francis.

1120 |'/2li.p. Lea-Francis, S-speed, kick start, Innd^ nnd loot clutch, Lucas lamps aad hom, absolutely
new; a sift at £112.-Bambers', Eastbank St., South-

Tel.: 607. 17160
EA-FEASpiS 1917 3Kh.p.. 2 speeds, clntch. over-

ly
"='"?''', litted with brand new 1920 J.A.P. en-inc-

o.-Parker',«, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 2a5, Dean?-
te, Manchester. 1X5170

i^^'f:,?,'^'*'^'®
^^^°- shop-soiled onlv, list price

„, ^l^V', Of r price £115; orders now accepted tor
2^^]^'-'}':}=-—^^tcli\[e Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St..

Majiair 5042. [0431
Ih.p. 1920 Lea-Francis CombiaatioB, wind screea.
£ electric lighting (accumulator), extra acetylene
Id lamp, speedoiueter, Cower horn: f I20.-Stoodley,

JJirkenhe.'id Av., Kinsston-on-Thamea. (6510
EA-FRANCIS. twin J.A.P.. 2-sneed, clntch, Bosch
,„"''/ !'°™P'eto accessories, lamps and spares,

,' ''-?, ?. '"^^^ perfect condition; £80.—Hol-
Dok, c/o McGraths Garage, Gillingham, Kent. (7253
'EW Lea-Francis," two-speed, clutch and kick
1 starter, M.A.G. enpne; at list price, £130, or
deterred payments 4% e.\tra; only one-fiftli deposit,

lance by 12 mothly instalments.-Harrods, Ltd.. 118
ompfcon Rd., London. (6800
EA-ITIAXCIS 1920, M.A.G. S'.ih.p. twin, 2-speed,

I \\atiord .speedonifter, accumulator, electric li~ht-
,
Lucas horn, Amac, mileage under 2,500, escellent

idition, numerous spares, including driving chain
iau.t valves, and Lodge plugs; £1CK), or near off«

fSLl ^',?;,'r"
J^'" '"'^'- N.W.3.-B0.. I,4f3 c/o

[6632

I evJA

Motor Cycle.

EVLS. Levis. Levi-

|.^5<'T|-EMAN'S Popular Model. £60; lady Pooalarr Model. £60, immediate delivery. i^vi,',pfe°a|i ?.
Etie dHtributors lor London and district. Spare

no ^*";;''<'''^."=f,'!'"
""dertaken.-Vivian Hardie an-!

"^^V''- ^'•- Woodstock St. (off Oitord St.). BoSd
'r3E4 '

W.l.

IBB «Ioucestcr.-1921 Levis from stock.-'Phone •
I

"^''-
- [0442 1

,^^i^ 2',lih. p., splendid running order; £40. or near IoBer.-Miijor Green, Christ's Hospital, Susse.K.

49.—Levis 1920, accessories, very reliable, reauires'no repairs; approvQl.—Collis, 199, Uuthank, Nor-
[6901

k20 Levis, perfect condition, unpunctured tvres ac-
' cessorics; 42 gns.-Fcrsfleld, Wesfbury Rd ivew
ten.

Jgggj

^TF; iS??^''™,,"^' 'P"'*' n""3«'' f»''l wrapped,CM £60/10: will accept £52/10.-Walli8, 23. fiTrt;
ton Grove, Cambridge. [6476
EVIS, the Bnest Z-sfroke In the world-: deliverv
from slock, £60.-Sole district agents. The Walsall

age. Wolanll. Tel.: 444. (4013
OR Sale, 1920 Levis, meehnnically perfect, in go«l
condition: £45 : seen by nppointment.-Replie.s to
1.503, c/o The Motor PycU. [6726

1 19 (August) Popular Levis, Btted new tvre, lielt
el";tric lighting, variable ignition, horn, 'Hue con-

on
:
±48.—Brunsden, 53, Thornhill Rd., Croydon, V\'.

^'r"";,,^''^
Popular Model, brand new from .-. ik-tbO, or on Harrods unique cosy payment system

\estra.-Hariod!. Ltd.. 113. Itrompton Rd.. Lcndol, i

)19 (Aug.) 2i,:,h.p. Levis. Model E. 2-«peed, all chain
' tyres and ineclianical condition perfect, verv little

,'
*« p-iW: f57.-Holbrook, 3, St. Mary's iui'liling,^.

Is Ed., Bath. [6665 I

SVIS 2i;ili.p., 1916, fully eonipped, replnted. re-
enamelled and overhauled, £38 ; sidecar bodv, new,

htiuilt, spiing upholstered, £5.-45, Pembe'r Ed
isal Green, N.W. (6599
|21 Levis Popular in stock for immediate de-
.

livery; £60; exchanges or easy payments.-
;ia| Agents

: Homac's, 243. Lower Clapton Rd
Dalston 2408. (7243'Phor-e :

h.p Levis (Aug., 19141, stored during war. in splen

h„atH
':"""?'"°''- B"«l climber, lamps, generator.

Boards, toolbag, nearly new tvres
: £36.-King 27

venor St., Ormsgill, Barrow-in-Furness. (6505
Sns. Exceptional opportunity.-Two only, shon-
soiled, 2yh.p. Levis motor cycles, used for one
only, otherwise new; £55 each, carriage paid- firstue secures -Butterfields, Ltd.. Levis 'STorks, Stecli-Birmingham. [X5161

L.M.C.

'^.l^lf- V*','^-.,2-»P«<'^- ''ifk ='»' topping order,

I?^r Nw'L*'"^'
aPP'-O'al—15, The Mansions

i,ane, iN.\\.6.
[6944

*"i£:,~^?l"^' /'•"'' ^^'"^'^ "'« **"' '°'e London andHome Counties agents; early delivery of all 1921
Is; trade enciuiries esteemed.—Below.

^,;?';„m'"";°'''°''-/°?.
oMinary models, shop-soiledas makers' speriflcations at greatly reduced prices

:

6h.p. and ^Vih.p. combinations, second-hand atin price8.-154-156. Gt. Portland St., W.l "phiae-Maylair.
j5.^^j

^-READING-^

New Machines
IlN

Stock To-day.

1920 Humber
4i h.p. Combination
Reduced 135 Gns.
Machine only,

115 Gns.

1920 Zenith
6 h.p. Sports Model

110 Gns.

W.D. Triumph
100 Gns.

1921 New Imperial

77 Gns.

1921 Levis £60
1921 Matchless
and Sidecar

£205
1921 Enfield

2-stroke £65
1921 O.K.

48 Gns.

1921 Velocette

£75
1921 Enfield
and Sidecar

£160

JULIAN
84, Broad Street,

READING.
Phone : 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martin.

jU-AE'TIN-.T.A.P. 5h.p. Twin, Grado gear, Bosch,

;;,,„.;? i"-?' ^"0°"^' '""' '°°' ''°-«^- eood condition:
bargain, £o5.—42, Cowley Ed.. Brixton. [7051

Martinsyde.
]yr-AETIN-STDE-NEWMAN 1921 Models. - We are

A ,

""'" I'^'^fpting orders for earlv delivery, allmodels: your enquiry esteemed.- Jlebes, 154-6 Gt
Portland St., W.l. Thone: 3426 Mavf.-^ir (6746

Matchless.
TITATCHLESS.

1021 Models now ready; all the latest iniprove-^" luents. You can have one now,, or liook delivery
lor any forward date. Every combination personally
tested by the Matchless specialist. Spares of all diites
in stoc-k.-J. Tassell, la, Bloouifleld Ed.. I'lumstead.

rjIBB, Gloucester, can dc-Uver 1921 Matchless models
^-" from stock.—'Phone : 852. (0443
"\,rATCHLESS Combination. C.B. ; £60.-59, PallrcyJ-'X Place, Dorset Rd.. Clapham Rd., S.\V.8. [6461

T.^'tf 1520 Matchless Spring Frame Combination,
'-' aOO miles only; £185.-136. Lambeth \V:dk, S.v,

RT^r^ ^ (6655EU Competition Matchless. 8h.p.. o.h.v.. 6 speed
(irndun: sell or exchange.— 3, Atherton ,St.. Livei-

I™'-
. . (6542

Jl/T-VTOHLESS Sh.p., dynamo lighting and spare wheel,
J-Tx pertect; £140, or near ofter.-46. Bauiber St..P terborough.

, [5570
IV/rATCHLESS 1920, M.A.G., dynamo lighting, hood,

„T; '1'? »'"«''''», '"J"', ride away; olter^.-Illaiid. Pviv
Hill, ^cwhury. [5554
1Q21 ."Vlalchless Standard, lamps, horn, spare
r",r„ "''f'. screen, mileage 100, 2 weeks old;
£182.—Below.

TO 20 Matchless, Magdyno, speedometer, hood, spare
--«-' wheel, screen, brand new, £195. list price
£241; another, without hood and speedometer. £184—hdwnrds, 50, Harrinston Rd., South Kensington'
b.U .7. Tel. : Kensington 3709. [6353

M.VTOHLESS 1921 Jlodel- ; orders now nccept.-d for
immediate delivery.—Batcliffe Bros., 200 Gt Port-

land St., \V. Maydiir 5042. ' [0424

MATCHLESS Combination, delivered new 1920
been used, but as new, complete with spccdo-

mclei; £185.—Pitt, Amesbur.v. (5368

MATCHLESS 1921 Models Irom Stock: also 1918
Sh.p. combination, lamps complete, etc., £120.—Chasten, Blackwood, ,Mon. (D) [7014

M.VTCHI.ESS Combination, brand new unused
M..\.G. engine; cost £205. accept £175.—.!

Smith. 52. Hampslcad Rd.. N.W.I. (7114

1QU Matchless, M.A.G. engine, Blackbnrne tandem
--•^ Hidecar, lamps, horn, spares, flue order; £100 —
91, Trenthani St., London, S.W.IS. [6774

MATCHLESS 1920 Mngdyno Cnuibiuntion, new, £188;
1921 couibinations in stock; exchanges arranged.

-Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. (7170

M-.VTCm.ESS Combination. 1915. M..\.G. 8h.p.. 3-
spced. splendid condition, any trial; £85 quick

sale—£6. Grosrenor Park Rd., Walthamstow, E.17.
(6434

MATCHLESS Combinations, any model; delivery
Irom stock; deferred payments hV,, including

expert .service.—Prior, Motor Engineer, near Station,
Southflelds. S.W.18. [8125

mo
ccpt

MATCHLESS Sh.p. 1920-21 Combination, dvna;
lighting, only driven 60 miles; cost £245, "accc,..

£220.—Yivinn Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woo<lstock
St., Bond St., W.l. (0417

MATCHLESS Combination. 1918. W.D. model, with
spare wheel and tvre and all accessories, good

condition; £130.—Hewins Garages, Ltd., The Real
Service Firm. Taunton. [6303

M.-VTCHLE.SS Combination, Sh.p. 1915 M.A.G., 3-
sped countersbalt, 2-seatcr sidecar, lamps, and

accessories, good condition; 95 gns.; seen alter 5.—
198. Wcstmount Hd.. Eltbam. (6424

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, 1920, dvnamo light-
ing, practically as new, guaranteed perfect; £185,

genuine bargain.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24,
Woodstock St., Bond St., W.l. [0418

1 Q20 (June) Matchless Combination, M.--i.G., Lucas
-L*' Magdyno, insurance policy, exhaust whistle,
6 new covers extra, trial, examination, soand, every-
thing possible on; £215.—Trevista, The Grove. Couls-
don. Surrey. [6932

MATCHLESS 1914 Combination, chain drive,
clutch. K.S., Milllord, Easting, electric lighting,

luggage carrier, 700x80 tyres, new, specially tuned,
guaranteed perfect; £90.—i04a, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.
Hamp. 7822. [7180

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book yonr orders now
with Boss, 86, High Ed., Lee, S.E., for 1921

models ; deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order re-
ceived; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 modeM
al^o in stock. [5668

M-ATCHLES3 Model H Combination to makers'
specification. £205; dynamo lighting model,

£231/7/6. or on Harrods nnique easy payment system
:
for a small extra charge.—Harrods. Ltd.. 118. Bromp-

[
ton Rd. London. (6811

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. A^7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Matchless.

1Q21 Matchles.s Combination, M.A.G. engine, dynamo
-i-«-' lighting', .'Speedometer, hood, Avon combination
iind ribbed tj-res: thi^f outfit ol)tained a gold niedal in
tbe London to Exeter Trial, and cost complete over
£240; will accept 1'95 gni^.-Julian, 84, Broad St.,

Keadintj. 'Phone: 1024. [6576

6-81i.p. Matchless, o.h.v., . lacing model, ju^t hod
£28 overhanl by K, C. Baragwanatb, new

Thomson-Beunet magneto, pood tyre.s and appearance,
Amac carburetter; £55, or offers, or will exchange for
other pporting machine; can be seen Wanchope'? 9,

SlroG Lane, London.—Vintcent, The Lons, Bitton,
Bristol.- .

[6570

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
jigents for the delightfully sprung and practically

designed Matchless combination ; the Kolls-Iloyce on
three wheelri; immediate delivery from stock; for cash,
deferred payments, or exchnugej trade supplied; all

spares in -stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill. N.IO,
and a* Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [0381

MATCHLESS 1921 Models.—Immediate delivery or
date to suit client^s. Buy a new model now and

ride in comfort during 1921. If your funds will not
run 10 a new machine, we have for disposal several
1920 competition gold niedal winner models, late
property of well-known riders; secure one of these.—
Note address of Matchless Specialists: S. E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [6406

Monarch.
MONAKCH-YILLIEitS 1920 23.ih.p., 2 speeds, fully

equippetl; £45.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton,
and 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X5177

MONARCH-VILLIERS, 1920 (June). 2-stroke. Albion
2-speed, fully equipped, mileage 900; nearest £65.

—Ellis, Clifton Terrace, Wakefield. [7048
-| (a20 Monarch 254h.p., 2-speed, 2-9troke Villiers,
J~iJ Albion, Amac variable jet, horn, lamps, tools,

etc., including insurance for £90 against fire, theft, etc.,

with unlimited third party claims; sacrifice £60.-1''.

W. Fairbank, Summerford, Willenhall, Staffordshire.
[X5159

Metro.

1Q20 Metro-Tyler, S. Model, 2V2li-P., 2-speed, not run
-«- if 100 miles, jjerfect condition ; offers.—Brearley,
East View, Elland, Yorks. [6507

METRO-TYLER, 1920 model. Type S, 2-speed, un-
useu, shop-soiled only list price £96; accept

£70.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [0456

METRO - TYLER 2^/ih.p., 2-speed, demonstration
model, special engine, not done, more than 60

miles ; to clear £60 —Bambers', Eastbank St., South-
poit. Tel.: 607- L7158

New Hudson.
NEW HUDSON S'Mh.p., perfect condition; trial

given willingly; £50.—Parkside, Ruabon. [6625

3ih,p. 1913 Ne^ Hudson, fair condition, wants little
2 attention to Re.ir. engine good; £35.—Worslev,

25, St. Cuthbert's, Bedford. [6699

1 Q20 New Hudson 2yih.p.. brand new; £63.—
-L«/ Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton, S.W.7. Phone : Kensington 3709. [6357

NEW HUDSON 3V2h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clntch,
excellent running order ; £65, or near offer.—

Major Green, Christ's Hospital, Sussex. [6661

NEW Hudson Combination, 4h.p.. 1919, accessories,
liit-e Uf^ed ; a bargain, £95.—Taylors, Ltd., 52

Sussex Place, S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. [0412

New Imperial.
]\rEW IMPERIAL 1920 Sh.p. Combination, imused.
•J-^ shop-soiled only; bargain, £160.—P. J. Evons,
81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0450

NEW IMPERIAL 1916 23:ih.p., 2-speed, serai T.T
bars, complete with lamps and horn; bargain

£38.—R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [3712

NEW IMPERIAL, 23ih.p. J.A.P., clutch, and kick-
starter, 1920; £65.-Taylors, Ltd., 52. Sussex

Place, .S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. [0413

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2?4h.p., 2-speed model,
brand new, .^hop-soiled only; bargain, £70.—p. J

Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0449

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 8h.p., Sunbeam sidecar, fullv
equipped, Ea^tins. perfect; £145.—Parker's,

Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deausgate, Manchester.-
[X5173

1Q20 New Imperial, 2^/4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch.
-LtJ kick starter, mileage 200, all lamps, as new;
£60.—Dunn, 326, Euston Rd., London. Museum 5391

[7172
NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., 1920, 2-speed, done under

400 miles, perfect condition, lighting set, acces-
sories; £65.—]{i6liop, 35, Princes Rd., Wimbeldon,
S.W.19. [6682

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A:P., 1921 model, 2"^.p., 2-
speed, kick starter, hand clutch, brand new, un-

used ; immediate delivery ; 85 gua. — Central Garage,
'Henley-on-Thames. [1074

1 Q21 New Imperials.—AU models,, in stock for
-i- */ immediate delivery.-Exchanges or easy pay-

, nients from the Official Agents: Homacs, 243, Lower
Clapton Rd., N. 'Phone ; Dalston 2408. [7244

f

"NOW I ASK YOU"
COULD WE
GUARANTEE

OUR
MACHINES

FOR
3 MONTHS,
UNLESS WE KNEW
THEY WERE

THE GOODS.

DOUGLASES AND TRIUMPHS
Re-enamelled and plated in makers'
colours. Engine and gear box thoroughly

overhauled in our own workshops, and

carrying our 3 MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
DOUGLAS

2j h.p. 2-speed £65

4 h.p. s-speed, kick-starter. Solo . , . . £85
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-starter, Combination

with new Burlington Sidecar , . £110

TRIUMPH
4 h.p. 3-speed Countershaft £100
4 h.p. 3-speed Combination with new

Burlington Sidecar £130

We have large stocks of Douglas and Triumph
Spares, and shall be pleased to quote you upon
receipt of your enquiries. Trade Supplied.

BURLINGTON LICENCE HOLDERS, POLISHED
ALUMINIUM. For Handle-bar, Mudguard or
-Sidecar. 3/6 each. Postage 4d.

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS. Convert your Clutch
into Foot as well as Hand-Control. A neat pedal
finished in dull plate, and so designed that it can
be fitted in a few moments by an amateur, 1 ts

eftect is to convert the standard machine into
combined Foot and Hand Operative Clutch Model.
Price 4V-. Postage 4d. Trade Supplied.

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixion 2417.
'Grams :

" Burlington Motors, Clapham."
150 yards from Clapham Common Under-

ground Station,)

N'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial. ,

,,

NEW IMPERIAL .T.A.P., 2-siJ6e,a just overhauled'
bj' makers, in perfect condition throughout, lamps/

horn, tools, spares, etc., tyres good; i.rial by appoint-
ment; best otier over 50 gns., bargain.—Fkitt, 41,*

Eveisly Kd., Bexhill-on-Sea. [6903

1 Q18 Sh.p. JCew Imperial Combination, head lamp
-D-^ set, sidecar lamp, rear lamp, large Lucas burn,

all tools, ju.st rebnshed, 3 brand new Dunlops, outfit

euaranteed perfect; £110 cash; a bar;jain. — WalliB,
Hartin^ton Grove, Cambridge. [6473

NEW IMPERIAL Motor Cycles and Combinations;
supplied at manufacturers' list prices for cash,.

or on Harrods uniQUe easy payments system for a'

s"iaM extra cbaree; full nnrticnlars nn .inplicatinn -

Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [6809

New Hyder.
£27/10; New Ryder, Villiers 2-stroke engine, lamps,

accessories, mechanically sound, trial.—143,
Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfleld, S.W. [6949

New Scale.

NEW SCALE Motor Cycle; original price £85,
sacrifice £65; unused.—64. Bishopsgate, London.

[0393
Norton.

GIBB, Glouce.it.'r, can deliver 1921 Nortons from
stock.—'Phone: 852. [0444

NORTON, brand new." 1021 models, for immediate
delivery; from £98.-Moss, Wem. [X5227

ORTON, 1921, 3IAh.p., 3-speed,- T.T., from stock;

£132.—Chasten, Blackwood, Hon. [7015

NORTON Motor Cvclcs.—Can deliver anywhere: eailj

dates —Kelly, Bachelor's Wa.lk, Dublin. [6126

TWO Eland New Big Four Nortons in stock for im
mediate delivery.—Taylor. Cycle Agent, Kettermg

[705!

NORTON Motor Cycles.—Place that order with me
early delivery dates.—Cook's Garage, Shifnal

Salop. 18131

"\TORTON 1921 Models.—Sole District Agents. Wessel
1> Motors Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury

Phone: 72, t^OOl

1Q18 Norton 3V>h.P-, B.R.S., T.T., discs, 2-speed

X*J clutch, accessories; £80, or near offer.—53
Old ilarket St., Bristol. [710|

1 Q21 Norton T.T. SVih.p., 3 speeds, C. drive, K. star

t-iJ brand new, unused: £132, or exchange 1920 sol

or I'ombination.-Shaw, Durkar, Wakefield. [692|

T.T. Norton, 1919, Model No. 9, with tools, lampi
horn, not ridden for 9 months, owner cannot us*

faultless condition; 60 gns. only.—Keen, Leominsterl
[702|

NORTON 1920 3 'ill. p.. 3-sp6ed sports, in good coj
dition and excepfionally fast, small mileagf

105 gns. -Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'PhonJ
1024. i""T

N.S.U.

3ih.p. N.S.U. Motor Cycle, perfect mechanical coJ
2 dition.—C. Harman, Harrietsham, Kent. [64*

J>18; 3i<.h.p. N.S.U., free engine, mag. good conj
S* tion.—Asworth, 11, Berridge Av., Nottingham.J

[72^
N.U.T.

NU.T , latest type, Lucas Magdyno lighting, bral

new; £150.-Pollaid, Broomfleld Rd., Chehuslo|

NUT 1920, Magdyno, horn, di*C5, 500 mil*
,

ceptional bargain at £128.-9, Kipling Ay., Eol

Ferry. .t66|

1 Q20 N.U.T., perfect in every respect, tax paid, I

X«7 mouths' insurance: £137.—Beech Lea, Spna
field Ed., Altrincham. ['0|

N.U.T.-Delivery from stock of all models. S|
wholesale and reta,il agents for Staffordshire;

trade supplied.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel
444. Wl
-fl Q20 N.U.T., dynamo lighting, speedometer, KlaxJ
Xtf in perfect condition throughout, engine ner
rnnuing better, 55 ra.p.h., £130; also A.J.S. wheel a

tyre, unused; £9/10.—Hope, R.-'V.F., Gosport, HantJ
[6T

O.K.

OK -UNION 2?4'h.p., 2-stroke, 1920, splenihd cj

dition; best ofler over £28.—Box 1,504, c/o 1
Motor Cycle. [6|

Omega.
IV'I'W 1920 Omega 2-speed; £75; in stock.—EandL
i- Andoyer. , [Of

10|19 2yih.p. Omega, 2 speeds, kick starter,

J-tJ accessories, good condition; £65.—E. Brofl

Talbot St., Burnley. [X*

Qiih.p. Omega-Jap, May, 1920, lamps, horn,
/W4: grips, spares, mechanically sound; £62. neai

—Haigh, Electricity Works, Bootlc. [6i

OMEGA 1919 2?4h.p. J.A.S., 2-speed, coimtersll
excellent condition, accessories; trial; £55.—

M

Lodge, London Rd., Lower Mitcham, Surrey. [6|

T Q20 Omega Combination, Coronet sidecar, 2^*
XJ/ J.A. P. engine, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., Dunlop
pump, tools, lamps, horn, npron, perfect condition,

weight tax; £100, or would separate.—Day, Ditt

Market Harborough. - [Xa

A^8 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the niimher .it the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Omega.

OMKGA, late 1920. countershaft and K.S., special

2-galIon tank, straight through exhaust, Binks,

Flexekas, fully equipped, perfect condition, fast, small

mileage; best reasonable offer.—May, Stafford Rd.,

Bushbury, Wolyerhampton. [7271

P. and M.

P.
and M. 1918 C.B. Combination, lamps, tools: £55.
-12, Tlirnle Ed., Stieafham, S.W. [7060

TJ. and M.. 1918, coacbbuilt sideoar, any trial; £75.—
i -6, Itidce Ed., Child's Hill, X.W. 17197

T>. and M., 1917, splendid condition, trial; £63.—
i Wallace's Garage. Enviile St., Stourbridge.

[6883
p. End M., 1918, 7507, R..4.F. model, 2 speeds.
^ K.S., spares; £72 cash.—Birch, Holmecot, Tap.

[6508

VTEW 1921 P. and M. in Slock, Model 021, imme-
li diate delivery; prico £125.—Bates, 4, Pasture
it., Grimsby. [6953

Xy. and M. Combination, screen, good order, lamps,
I

IT Binks. tyres good; £55.—Hargreaves, 63, Savile '

ark St., Halifax. [6919

1 Q17 P. and M. and 4-point attachment sidecar, in
M-*y perfect order; £80.-5, Stroud Green Rd., Fin^-

,

ury Park, London. [7291

p. rind M. Combin.ntion, 1919 R.A.F. model, 3',Ui-r ,
:

*^ in Kood condition ; £106, or nearest offer.-

D

lolden, Crimdols, 'Widsall. [6589

IQIG P. and M., 30. en:', sidecar, electric horn,
jLv lights, hood, lupgage carrier, £5 spares; £65.-55,'

;t. James Ed., Bermondsey. [7206 I

[irAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lilne, Fleet St., London.—
VV smi.p. P. and M. 1917 model. £57/10; 1920

1

lOdel, £95: and a 1919 iiiMlel, £85. (7255

and M., R.A.F. Model, new May, 1920, solo
gears, lamps, pump, tool kit; selling owing to
£95.—V. Lyle. 91, King St., Maidstone. [X5126

and M. Combination, 1918. R.A.F, only 500
mile.'* since reconstructe*!. new sidecar, lamp:*;

105.—Field. Fenham Villa, Bank St., Malvern.
(6912

85.-1919 P. and M. combination, Runrauteed per-
ftct tlironghoHt, iicce^^^ories. Now in the lime to

luy.— Langford's, 37, Crickle-nood Broadway, X.W.2.
[6942

19 P. and M., not ridden till 1920, mileage 2.600,
Millford Skill; sidecar, all accessories, excellent

ndition, appearance perfect: £120.—Miller, Hatton,
arwick. ; [X5209

and M., 1918, mcchani.sm perfect, enamel and
plating unscratched, very little used, must sell;

tec, or offer.—Rocclawn, Station Rd., New BarncI
fhonc ; 231. [6985

L9^

2.speed, drip
Bosch mag.,
Clifton Rd..

[6838

and M., all-chain, countershaft,
lubrication, Senspray carburetter,
Dunlops, good order; £32.-74,

tuning Town, E,16.

and M. Combination, llunhill sidecar and storm
apron, lamps, etc., fully equipped; £100, k-rcat

lirgain. - Mebe«. 154.156, Ot. Portland St., \V 1.

fhone: 3426 Mayfair. [6747
>HELOX and Moore cx-W.D. Models, thoroughly otc:-

hauled and guaranteed, tanks re-enaraolled, fiont
takes, chain casies; £78. Similar models overbaulcd
Id cuaranteed by makers, £95; with sidecars. £100
lid £110; easy jiayments 71...% extra.—Maudes, 100.
It. Portland St., W.l; and Paris St., Exeter. [7286

Paragon.
20 31i.l>. Paragon; £50. — 59. Palfrey Place,
Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [6454

)ABAGOX 3h.p., brand new, 2-5eater, 2.«.peed, spring
Intiue; £55, or near offer.—Osment, 79 The

descent, X.15. [6565
Peugeot.

JErfiEOT 4h.p. Twin, drop back btand, Bosch, B.
and B., just spent £15 on enamel, plate, and en-

he OTcrliaul, nice condition; £28.-18, Key Hill, Bir-
l°eham. [XS254
)ErGEOT 5-6h.p. ,Combination, eoachbuilt, 3 speeds,

clutch, Sturmev-Archer hub gear, penect nmniim
per: £60, or exchange runabout.-Tonier, Blundoll-
pdfl, Liverpool. . [7075

Precision.
kRECISION Coachbuilt Combination. 4h.p , mag

good tyres, must sell; 32 gns.—1. Ebner .St..

9

Premier.
[6946

lib, p. T.T. Premier." clutch, good mnniag order: £25.
I-* —« arwick, Hmckley Ed., Leicester. (6442
^REMIER 2^ih.p., lamps, new tyres, good condition

£35, or ofler.—32, St. James's Ed., Bermondsey.

lEEMIER 3',2h.p. Twin, single gear, B. and B., M..^
L.rcttt> saddle, tvrcs and l>elt good, requires tuning-:
1.509, CO Tht Motor Cycle. [7123

|EEMIEn 3i.:^h.p., 1914, 3-specd gear, lamp.;, veiv
good <ondition

: nay trial; owner going abroad

-

-Apply, Boobyer. Gable Villa. Heather, Leicester.'

|50 Combination.—Premier. S'ih.p.. 2 speeds, nice
1 sidecar, good accessories; just come and talk
|ver

;
boi nd to please you.—Bunting Motors. Weald-»" Cloied Sundavs. [6503

PROVERBS
UP-TO-DATE.
' BOOK BEFORE YOU SLEEP.'

MAKE SURE OF
YOUR BUS

AND
ORDER NOW.
DELIVERY AT
YOUR CONVENIENCE.

T.B. LIGHT CARS
3 wheel, shaft drive

F.N.
B.S.A.
WOLF
SCOTT
VERUS
ALECTO
TRIUMPH
DIAMOND
DOUGLAS

CALTHORPE
NEW IMPERIAL

ETC.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
IF DESIRED.

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.
Special Models for the

TOURIST

SPEED MERCHANT.
Wrile for our Illustrated Catalogues.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.
'Phono: Brixton 2417.

'Grams : Burlinslon Motors. Clapham."

{50 yards from Clapham Common Underground
Station.)

R
3i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

£19.—Quadrnnt SUli-T-. Bo^ch, B. and B., good order;
eheop.—Hills, Longdene, Hiislemere, Surrey.

[6874

NEW 1920 4i,oli.p. Qiiadrnnt Combination; £145.—
Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross

31. [0341

~\ Q20 Quadrant Combination, new oondition, low inile-

A*7 :ige. Easting wind (rt-reen ; £120.—Taylor's Gar-
age, Wednesbury. [7084

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.-
New 4V'h.p. 1921 Quadrant combination, with

wind screen. £147/ 1 5.- also 4^2h.p. 1920 Quadrant
combination, excellent condition, £120. [7256

1 Q20''. Quadrant Combination. 4^jb.p., Sturmey-
J-*' A'rcher 3-speed, all-chain drive. Cameo screen,

all lamps, soiled only, under 500 miles; £130; ex-

changes.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N.
Phone : Dalston 2408. [7245

1 Q20 Quadrant Combination. 3-5peed Sturmey coun-
XJ7 tershaft. K.S.. tradesman's box sidecar, elec-

tric lighting, 3 lamps, aluminium footboards, chain
drive, speedometer, overhauled, any trial; £85.—23.

Leathwaite Rd.. Clapham, S.W. [6927

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co.. 70, Royal Hospital
Rd.. Sloane Sq., S.W. 3. Tel.: Kensington 7113.

Quadrant sole agents and wholesale distributers for

London. Soutlu-rn and Euf^teru Counties. Immedtiite de-

livery from stock ol new 4i-;h.p. and Sh.p. modeh; all

f^pares. Singlo and 2-seater' sidecars ready tor imme-
diate fitting. Deferred payments arranged. 15458

Radco.

RADCO Lightweight, single-speed, as makers' speci-

fications, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price;

now 19 the time to buy.—Mebcs, 154-156, Gt. Portland
St.. W.L 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [6748

Raleigh.

RALEIGH 1921 Model; orders now arropted for iXuA

machine, solo or combin;ition.—Katclifle Bros..

rOO, Gt. Portland St., W. Mayfuir 5042. [0425

Kex.
KX 5-6h.p. (tax 30/-). good running order; £28.—
125, Cbureh St., Croydon. [6958

b.p. Rex, BoEch. all on; £22; buvinc combination.
Smith. 53, White. Horse Hill, Chislehurfit. [6484

REX Combination, 6h.p., all aoi'-essoriefl, poo<l nm-
ning order: £80.—Hughes. Andovor llu., Nwwbnry.

[6511

REX Combination. 6h.p., handle .^tnrt. Bowh, 2-speod,

running order; £30.—Menrs Station St., Sittioc-
bourue. [6830

R?:X 2^ih.p.. nil on, not running. Senspray. Ihxit>.

jnst overhnuled; £18. near offer.— 1, Winhlade
Rd., Brixton Hill, Loudon. [6485

REX Couibiniition, lute 1914. 81i.p., Roe goarg, Rex
dt> Luxe sideear, Cnmeo, liimpi, horn, spares; £9p.'

—575, ReddingB Lane, Biruiinghiim. [6634

Rover.

"I Q20 S'^-h-p. 3-8i.eed Counter»hiift Rover, mileage
J-t/ 2.000"; £88.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [6861

ROVER Combination. 1920 3l-jh.p.. only run 1.200.
guaranteed perfect, unpuncturerj : £135. bargain.

-Moss, Wem. [X5228

ROVER 1920 3',-h.p.. shop-soiled; list prio« £135,
our price £125.—Rat'^liHe Bros., 200, Gt. Port-

land St.. W. Mayfiiir 5042. [0426

lOl4 Rover 3'Ah.p.. 3-.speed, wicker sidecar, acety-
1-U lene lamps, hooter, tools; £52.—Write, B., 48,

Knox Rd.. Forest Gate, E.7. [6796

ROVEE Combination, 1913, 3-8pped, lamps, etc,
splendid condition: £50; exchange considered.—78,

Edgell Rd., Staines, Middlesex. [6614

ROVER 3'-jh.p. Coachbuilt Combinntion, S-speed.

clutch. K.S.. good condition; would separate; 75
gn^._>Vaddell, Bileiugton, Ashford. [7035

ROVER 3^ili.p., 1920 model, complete with Rover
^idwa^, uuu>-fd, ehop-?oiled only: £155.—P. .1.

Evans, 81-91. John Bright St., Birmingham. (0452

ROVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with an
official agent, the man who ride*? n Rover; im-

mediate delivery.- Collard, Cook's G'lrnge, Shilnal. [2684

ROVER"5-6h.p.. coot £170 June, 1920. lamp?, speedo-
meter, watch, horn. College mudshields, owner

going abroad; first cheque over £130 gecuree.—Bos 1,482,
c/o me Motor Cycle. (D) [6631

K-6h.p. Rover Combination, new Feb., 1920, all-chain
t' enclosed drive. Easting wind screen, accumulator
electric lighting. Klaxon, Watford speedometer, mirror;
£125.—Fas-ken, Spre.id6.igle Hotel, Midhuret; Sussex.
[Dj [5064

ROVER SVsh.p., countershaft model, also T.T. model,
pliilipson pulley, as makers' speciflcntione. shop-

f-oiJed; at greatly reduced priced ; now is the time to
l'U7.-Mcl>e.'j. 154-156. Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'Phoue:
3426 Miyf.iir. [6749

NEW 31,-h.p. Rover Motor Cycle. fUte«-l with S-snee*!.

clutch and kick starter, and with smart coachbuilt
sidecar; £180. or on deferred payments 5% extra; one-
quarter deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments,—
Harrods. Ltd.. 118, Brompton Rd., London. [6802

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

7 Cfe20 5-61i.p, Rover Combination, delivered Aug.
-'^*' l.T^t. only ridden 150 miles. OTvuer boxight oar;
' ould consider exchange tor late Barley or Henderson

i

^ iini'r)ination Tvith ""adjustment; no reasonable oft'ei"

i-nised.—Tarrinston, Grpystone. Newbridge, Mon.
[7149

Royal Ruby.
"3 Q18 4h.ii. Koval Ruby Combination, 3-sp"e"ed eounter-
J-if shaft, Millford sidecar, fully equipped; £75.-57.
.'irltuetou Rd., Surbiton. [6860

ROYAL RUBY 2~j4h,p. 2-strolie, 2 speeds and acces.
sories. splendid rendition; £34.-143, Ravens-

ury Rd., Earlstield, S,"W.
_ [6948

ROY.\L RUBY" New Sli.p., spring frame; list price
£1-20, our prire £99.—Ratcliffe -Bros, 200, Gt.

P'ntland St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0427

1019 Royal Rnby Combination, 8h.p., beautifulit^ tui-n.<.iut. perfect, makers" price £250; accept
ilOO.— 60, "Wallingl'ord Av., N. Kensington. [70b'(

»>h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, 2-sp66d, clutch and" liick-starter, equipped with Tan-Sad pillion seat,
mps. mechanical horn etc.. very little used and con-

dition as new; a bargain. £100; may be obtained on
llarrods deterred payment system.-Harrods, Ltd.. 118
Brompton Kd., Loudon. [6801

Rudge.
pOR Sale, Rudge, 1913, fixed gear; £35.-Ashbourne,
J- Uargrave Ed., Twyford, Berks. [6694

TO 14 Rudge IMuIti, really splendid condition; £38.J-tr —Edwards, 60, Harrington Ed., South Kensing.
tun. (71,77

"DUDGB Multi Combination, 3V'h.p., 1916, acces-
J-l- sories; 75 gns.—Jacobs, High St., Tenterden,
Ivent. [7103

QA'i-S- Rudge Combination, 2-speed, lamps, acces--".J Eones; £50.—A. Elkington, 629a, Lordship Lane
S.B.22. [7200

"J
Q19 Rudge Multi 3r^,h.p. Combination, perfect con-

J-'J' dition, any trial; best olter.-A.VV., 19, Hanover
Sq., W.l. [6787

RUDGE Multi 1915 3y;h.p. Clutch Model, T.T. bars
lamps, horn, epeedometer; £48.—R. D. Varty

Thundersley, Efises.
f37

1"

RUDGE. Multi, S-6h.p., May, 1920, mileage 2.200,
condition excellent; £105, or nearest offer.—

r'has. Hawkins, Cirencester. [X5120

EUDGE I.O.M., 1920, K.E. lamps, tools ; exchange
combination, or sell £90; no rubbish.—Cooksev.

56, LatL-hmere Rd., Eattersea. [6971

"pUDGE 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
J-l' a? new: £140.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton,
and 245, Ileansgate, Manchester. [X51':4

BRAND New 1920 Touring Rudge, £95; also 1920
T.O.M. Rudge, low mileage, fully equipped. £90.

—59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8.
[6463

"!_O20 I.O.i\I. Rudge, fine order. Miller lamps, horn,A*^ etc.: £85/10; guaranteed; exchanges.—Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd.,- N. 'Phone ; Dalston 2408

[7247
RUDGE I.O.M., 1920, mileage 800, overhauled hv

makers, very fast, with or without lightweight side-
:-ar; £80.—L. "\Vest, 71, Norbnry Crescent, Norbury,
S.W.I 6. ^ [0376

1Q14 Eudge Multi, lO.M. T.X. model, winner two
-*-t^ tlrst prizes Brookhinds 1920; cheap; seen at
Rudge Garage, Oxford, by appointment with Majoi
Dakley, Eynsham. " [6494-

1Q20 I.O.M. Rudge, T.T., as new, Lucas lamps,
-^^ Cowey speedometer, guaranteed; £90; ex-
nlianges.-Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd,. N
Phone : Dalston 2408. 17246

RTJDGE-WHITWORTH, coachbuilt sidecar, 1912,
3i.>h.p.. 2-speed cear, accessories, good mechani-

cal Older: £45.—Taylors, Ltd., 52, Sussex Place, S.W.7.
Phone: Kensington 7260. [0460

RUDGE Multi 1916 3i/,h.p., clutch model, T.T. bars,
new tyres, new back w'heel, lamps, horn, speed-

ometer, tools, Tan-Sad; bargain, £45.—Apply, Whittaker,
Green St. Green, Farnborough, Kent [6608

RUDGE 1920 I'O.M. SJ-^b-p., lamps, born, knee
and handle-bar grips, engine and covers splendid

condition, mileage low, insurance policy; 88 gns.—J. S.
Austin 95, Taunton Ed., Bridgwater, Somerset.

[6654TO 20 3jih.p. Rudge Multi T.T. Touring Model, only
JL*^ ridden 500 miles, new condition throughout, com-
plete with brand new Mills-Fulford Skiff sidecar: £105.
-P. J, Evans. 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[0448
RUDGE Multi, 3y2h.p., Oct., 1919, engine 16759,

mileage 4,000, Lucas large lamp. Klaxon, spare
belt, valves, springs, long exhaust or silencer, well-
tuned; £80.—Ashford, 35. St. Mark's Rd., Henley,
Oxon. [6832

RUDGE Multi Coachbuilt Combination. Seh.p.,
engine No. 6583. mileage only 6,500 by Cowey

speedometer, beautifully equipped with 1,200 ft. beam
F.R.S. head lamp, tail, and sidecar lamps, speedo-
meter, Lucas horn, Bluemel's wind screen (new),
spares, guaranteed perfect throughout; £75.—Millar,
Ashfield Gardens, Dunbar.

'

[6990

n FREE I

Special Clearance®
YOUR LAST CHANCE r^
With this week's issue of "The Motor Cycle,

"

our free Inner Tube offer will cSose. Don't miss
I

the opportunity of obtaining a fully guaranteed
Inner Tubs absolutely free. All that is necessary

,

is to purchase a new cover from the list below.
These goods are sent Carriage Paid and on 7 days
approval against remittance.

TYRES
Size.

26x2

26" 23

26 2
J

26 :-: 2,1

X2i
26x2J

28 2!

28 3"

650x65

I 700x80

Make.

i BELTS—IN STANDARD LENGTHS

Avon Ribbed
Englebert Wired -on Rib.

.

Avon Combination
Hutchinson Passenger .

.

Bates No. 1 Special
Beldam Extra Heavy ....
Dunlop Extra Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.

.

Hutchinson T.T
S. Moulton Extra Heavy.

.

Englebert Wired-onH.S..

.

Beldam Heavy
Englebert Wired-on Bib.

.

Dunlop Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy
Clincher De Luxe Ex. Hy..
Kempshall Anti-skid ....
Bates No. 1 Special
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Avon Tricar Rubber Stud
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Wood-Milne Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy O.S..
Wood Milne Extra Heavy
Palmer 2-ply Ribbed . .

.

Wood-Milne Heavy
Englebert Wired-on R.S.
Englebert Wired-on Rib.
Goodyear A.W. Tread. .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread .

Dunlop Extra Heavy . .

.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Elite E. Hy. Gvd. Retreads
Palmer Cord Heavy. .

.

Avon3-rib
Dunlop W.D. Grooved
Wood-Milne Steel Stud
Partridge R. non-skid.
Clincher Rubber Stud .

Clincher Ribbed

Our
Price

27 6
25/-
44'-
44'-

39 ,'6

39 6
39 6
37/6
37/6
37 /6

35/.
34 !
30'-

41 6
39 6
39/-
37 ,'6

37/6
37/-

34/6
42/6
37/6
59/-
44,'-

39/-

37,6
35 /-

30,-
45/-
52/6
51/-
35/-
27 /6

68 /-

58/-
52 ,'6

97/6
85/-
66/6
59/6

List
Price

33/6
55/-
91/-
68/9
67;-
64/-

53/6
62/6
59/-
59/-
64/-
58/-
60,'-

56/9
'66/-

6S/6
75/-
71/6
63/9
72 /g
86/-
60/-

74/5
87/6
50/3
63/6
72/6
70/-

84/
03/6
84/-

&-LJ-

79/6
75/6
77/-

133/6
lio/-

99/6
88/9

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

GIBE, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Scotts from stock.
—'Phone; 852. [0445

SCOTT, 1916, mechanically perfect; sacrifice £57.—
' Mather, Kielder Terrace, North Shields. [7086

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1921 Scott motor cycle and
combination, in stock.-Millards, Cliesterfield. [4003

SCOTT. 1919 pattern, powerful and fast, no acces-
sories; £90 cash.—2, The Rise, Grove Park,

S.E.12. [7222

TTTAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Loudou.-
v* Scott 1919 (late), £92/10; as new; easy t«-ms

arranged. _ [7257

SCOTT, 1920, and sidecar, mileage 200, as new, fully

equipped; £140.—Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd.,
N.W.I. Museum 5391. [552C

SCOTT, new April, 1920. small mileage, lamps, horn
speedometer, good condition, tyres unpunctured

£110.-13, Clifton Cres., Folkestone. i671(

SCOTT, 1920 sports model, horn, tools, very smal
mileage, enamel as new, plating lair, perfect order

£110.- D. Lavin, Old House, Sonning, Berks. [609(

SCOTT Combination, 1920, little used, as new; £150
or near offer; bargain.—Chatfield, Grosvenor Gar

dens Mews East, "Victoria. 'Phone : "Victoria 9951.
[679(

1-014 Scott, new sidecar, hood, screen, electri.
-Ltr Lamps, Stewart horn, new tyres, perfect order
£78, or separate.—Huilock, Jeweller, Mill Hill. X.W.

[692'

SCOTT Combination, Aug., 1920, mileage 450, electri

light, screen, .speedometer, etc., as new; £150
liuving car.— 7, Grosvenor Hill, Wimbledon. Tel.

Wimbledon 2114.
"

[686

SCOTT Coachbuilt Combination, like new throughou
mechanism, tyres, enamel and lighting perfec

rleliver anywhere free; bargain, £100.— Mason,
Glenthorn R<i.., Jesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [

-| 020 Scotts Sports Model, thorough order, just ovei
J-t/ hauled, mileage under 2,500, F.R.S. electri
lighting set, Cowey horn and speedometer; £115.-
Private Owner, c/o Upson Bros., Engineers, Ascot.

[727

Singer.

SINGER 41'ih.p. Combination, S-speed, clutch, near;
' new sdecar, all on; £60.—H.B., 13, Barons Con:

Rd., W,14. [643

SINGER 1913 4;4h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-<pee
clutch, Bosch mag., Senspray carburetter, lam

t-omplete, sound running order; £40.—Daws, Coin
Bucks.

Dunlop. Pedlfcy, Bates. |in. fin. iin,
etc. Per Foot. 1/7 1 /J 2 ,'2

tin. i^in.

3/3 3/-

»^^ >^ M> B ip^ M I ^^ Extra Heavy £ 1RETREADING St • il'^filedium . . 15/-
Eepaira a\e executed at w^^r^mar%^^
oar own works under ex- ^J^ REPAIRO
]iert- 3iire7V'sior'-

RUBBER
HIP BOOTS
Made by

North British
Rubber Co., Ltd.
Dominion
Rubber Co<.
Ltd., etc.

Sizes 6, 7, 8,9,10, ii, 12

18/6
264—266

VAUXHALL BRIDGE
ROAD, VICTORIA

h^aajimaiga 8.W.I.

Telephone: Victoria 6553

se

g]

SparkbrooU.

NEW 2'Ah.-p. Sparkbrook. Villiers engine,
speed £69, 2-speed £75; or on Hatreds uaiqi

easy payment system 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 11
Biompton Rd., London. '68(

SPARKBROOK 2^4h.p.. 2-s.peed, the li|htweight wi
an- ultra finish, as makers* specifications, she

soiled; at greatlv reduced price; now is the time
biiv.—Mebes. 154-156. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phni
5426 Mayfair. [67!

Sun.
-f QI7 2^:ih.p. Sun-Vitesse 2-stroke, in excellent cc
-^*y dition, Millers- lamps, etc.; bargain, £35.-

Kos-s 8t., Huddersfield. lX52:

SUN-VILLIERS 2^^h.p., 2-stroke, Albion 2-spe(

sound mechanical condition; bargain, £58
Hubbs. Westfieid, Preston Grove, Yeovil [68

NEW 2Vjh.P- Sun-Vitesse, 2-stioke engine, sinj

speed, "£52/10, ditto with clutch and kick start

£70; lady's model ditto, £73; or on HaiTcds" uniq
esisv payment system 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd,, i;

Brompton Rd., London. [68

N
Sunbeam

EV,' 1920 Sunbeam S/.ili.p. Solo; £155/8; in stoi

Eandall, Andover. [03

SUNBEAM, 1920, 3V>li.p., brand new; £14C
Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum 53

[5£

SUXBE.A.1I 1920 314b. p., fully equipped, unscratohi
£140.—Parker's, Brad.sbawgate.. Bolton, and 2

Deansgate, Mancbester. [X51

rC|20 SV'b.p. Sunbeam, -witli dinky sidecar, Ian]

«T ete. ; oost £215, accept £180i as new.-TT. Smi
52. Hampstead Ed., N.W.l. -[7]

SUNBEAM Brand New SVA.p., solo model, oompl
ivith Lucas lamps and born; £157/10,—Ibe «

sail Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [4(

SUNBEAM 3V'b.p. Combination, brand new in er
' privately owned : owner bougbt li^bt car : £2

—Meiilees, Cedar Av., Chelmsford. [XS:

JQ19 312b. p. Sunbeam Combination, speedoiue
J-i/ lamps, born, tools, etc., as new. Tel.: Muse
6e26.-A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [71

SUNBEAM 6b. p., 1915, Canoelet sidecar, lamps
born, tborousfalv overbauled ; £110, a bargain..

Drifloia Villas, Money, Sutton Coldfleld. [X6

T Q21 3V"b.p. Sunbeam Combination in stock for

it/ mediate delivery; makers' list price.—J. Sn
and Co., 52-54, Hampst«ad Ed., N.W.I.

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and th^ date of, the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

UNBEARE 3',^h.p. 1920 Combination. Easting wind
screen, perfect condition; £ 180.—Deputy Chief

Constable, Newtown, Montgomeryshire. [6497 i

[UXBEAM 1915 S^h-p. and Sidecar, fully eqiiipp^l.
mecbnuically pertett; £120.— Parker's Bradt^haw-

gate, Bolton, and 245, Deanygate, Manchester. [X5167

LATE 1920 3VL'h.p. Sunbeam Combination, speed-
ouit^ter, lamps, Kltixon, insurance, done 3,000

;

irhnt oftersr— Morris, Delamere House, Chester. [X5213

SUNBEAM and Sidecar, 3VJh.p., 3-3peed counterahaft,
complete with lamps, . EastinR wind titreen, v^ry

gociJ 4ondjtiou; £120, close offer.—Dan Guy, Weymontli.
[6578

£90.—3H'h.p. Sunbeam, 1915^4, 3-speed, K.S., H.C.,
oilbfith, black and gold, lamps, accessories, new

condition; 25ih.p, Douglas part.—63, Salon lUl., Brixton.
[7029OUNBEAM 1914, re-enamelled and plated, iudistin-

*^ Buishalile from new, cylinder and all parts and
aoie^ohes now; 100 gns. ; after 6.—41, Gt. Dover St..,
S.E. [6679

1

1 Q 19 (Not. delivery) Sunlwnm eii.p. Combination,
]-*-•' spare wheel, hood, wreen, electrio lightinf f«t,

electric horn, condition as new; £210.—Wood, Theatre,
fiyde, [7183

1

SUNBEAM Twin, original tyres, spare wheel, in
changeable, round Lucas lamps, etc. ; no roa-

at>lo offer refused.-E. "W. Barber, ~' —
deiyfield.

inter-

CUiyton West, Hiid-
[X5140

CjrXBEAM 1916, M.A.G. engine, Bh.p., thorouplily

'

*J overhauled and renovated, fitted with new sidecar.
laiiip-j and horn; £155.—Depot, Chamberlain 3q.. Bir-

,

iTit:hani. [X5251
O 1 li.p. 1920 Sunbeam Motor Cycle, touring model, ap-
^'^ proximate mileage 1,000, Lucas horn and lamps
iuli acr*s<one3, ns new; what offers?—Aliens. Motora,
Bring, Liucfi. [6676

1Q20 Sunbeam SK'jh.-p., brand new, for immediate
J.9J delivery; £155; exchanges or easv payments.-
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N. 'Phone

:

Dal.ston 2408. [7248

SUNBEAM 3'-$h.p. Combination, fully efluippod,
exci-llent appearance and order; 'EllO.—Xewnliani

Mntor Co.. 223. Hammersmith ltd., W.6. 'Phone:
H;immersiiiith 80. [6323

8li.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1919, 3 lamps vnth gene
ratoi^. Eat-ting. mat, nnd Klaxon. like new; anv

tiiiil to cennino buyer: £145.—Blow, 19, Beversbrook
Rd., Tufuell Park, X.19. [6930

1Q20 SVjh.p. Sunbeam Combination, new in Aueui-t.
-»-«^ Lucas lamps jmd horn, Cowey niiee4lnm<'t*
pillion seat; £150.—A. W ~'

Clifls, Bournemouth West.
Hunt,

nifter. Terrv
Lyndall, Cimiord

[6776

1 Q20 S'jh^p. Sunbeam Combination; electric liclU-
-1-*' ing. speedometer, horn, etc., mileage negligible;
cost new £225, accept £185.—Rntcliffe Bros., 200. Gt.
Portland St.. W. Maylair 5042. [0435

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-
1919 8h.p. Sunbeam combination, spare wheel,

hood, screen. lamps, speedometer, mirror, warning aigniil.

tools, condition as new; £190 gns.; easy terms. [7258

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agents. Spare
partH in stock. Repair^ and overhauls. Estimatei

i

upon Tequo-<t for re-enamclling and plating.—The Moliu
eus Garage Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160.

f345Pi
1 Q21 Bh.p. Sanl)eam Combination, Lnca^ Mapdynn,

,

J-«7 eleetric liorn, hood, screen, grid. Brook- late>t

cantilever saddle, etc., ju.'t delivered, most luxuriou>
outfit produced, co,«t £290; accept £265.—Box 1,521.

j

c/o The Motor Cycle. [7135:

1Q20 (July) Simbeam, Bh.p. Sunbeam engine, luxuri-l
it' oua sideciir, luggage grid, spare wheel, hood,

j

screen. Magdyno electric light nnd horn, spewlometer, <

first-rla^is condition, owner going abroad; 238 gu«.—40,

'

Edmund St., Birmingham. [X5252
|

SUNBEAM Combination, Bh.p., M.A.G. engine, 3-'

speed, .^pare interchangeable wheel, new Dunlops-
leg shield, all lamps, speedometer, horn, screen, apron, i

tools, tax paid, condition perfect; 145 gns.—Brown,
43, Woodside Green, South Norwood. [6935

!

1 Q20 [.Tunei 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas I

J-*' Magdyno Uchting. Lucas electric and bnlb horn?,
hood, screen, spare wheel, Tan-Sad. speedometer, con-
ditiun absolutely as new, very small mileace; £245.—
Deveys, 50, Darlington St.. Wolverhampton. CX5238

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., Lncas Magdyno light-

ing set and horn, hood with side curtains, wind
screen, luggage carrier, leg shields, handle-bar muffs,
etc. mileage 500, condition absolutely as new; cost
£285; £240.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., The Real Service
Firm. Taunton. [6302

LATE 1920 Sunbeam. 3'-..h.p. sporting model, not
dune 500 miles. Bonniksen spee^^lnraeter, Lucas

lamps, Cuwey horn. knee-grip=, legahields, complete
tool kit (never been used), just been tuned by maners.
contiitioD better than new, cost over £170; accept £160.
See Exchange column.—Garland, Eastmoor, Harpenden.

[6843

swirt.

2jlh.p. Swift. Jb. and B.. Ruthardt mag., Sturmey 3-

4 speed, clutch, new aluminium footboards, disc^,
long exhausts, almost new tyres, lamps, fast, power-
ful; £30.—Cash, 26, Church Brow, Mottram, nr. Man-
chester. [6986

KEEP OUT
THE DAMP
—and you keep away the doctor.

"SERVICE" OILSKINS do both.

HERE ARE SOME BARGAINS.
OILSKINS.

GUARANTEED NOT TO STICK,
CRACK, OR LET IN WET.

Usual Our
jacket. Black, heavy make. Price, Price.

*36in. long, unlined .. .. 20/- 14/6
Ditto. Tan. J-lined, belted.

Raglan shoulders. 38in. long 47 5 37 6

Ditto. Tan, J-lincd, 36in. long 42 6 32 6

Scatless Trousers to match 21 - 17 -

Black Legging Overalls .. ., 7 6 3-

HELMETS.
Dark Tan,
Chrome, fur

lined, fur

prak 42 - 30 -

Tan Chrome
lcathcr,tleccc

lincil 18,6 14,-

Natural Sheepskin Gauntlet
Gloves. Sheepswool lined . . 30 - 20 -

Best Qualitv Tan Cape
Gauntlets, lined wool . . 27 6 20 -

Durable Moleskin Jerkins.

S.B.. =9in. long, fleece lined. 18 6 12 6
" Service " Eye Shields. Un-
interrupted view, safe & light. 3- 2-

ASSISTYOUR ENGINEt
save fuel, and increase your mileage.

You can very materially do so with a

reliable belt. Get the "SERVICE,"
and a belt of Unquestionable Quality.

MOTOR

-L' Knn.Jall,

CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

1921 Trinmph S,D, Solo; £140

SALE.

AndoTer.
Etock,—

TEIUMPn 1913, N.S.TJ. 2-siieed; oiters.-Grant, Lon
dou Ed.. St. Albans.

lamps.

[6859

tools.—6.
(6768

1921 Triumph S.D. Combinntion; £195: in
^toek.— Randall. Andover. [0364

bargain,
[6955

also 1919 Hlodeb
Mon. (D) [7016

iqi2 TriuMiph; £30; single epeed,
J-*' Queen's Rd., Peekham.

1 Q 17 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft gea
J-^ £65.-200, High St.. Tooting.

TRIUMPH, all models from stock;
H.. £80.—Chasten, Blaokwood,

,;1Q18 Triumph, ienoviite<l, rc-eunraelled 1920 colours;
-L«7 iiteritift; £60.-1, Otbello St., Liverpool. [3865

TRRMPH. 1919 (Sept.), :

sidecar; ^£115.—24. Kingsway
like new, with brand new

Coventry. [X5273

TniUMrH Junior, brand w\v, perfect: wfiot oflfers?

-Wallis, KeUthngton Kd., Louth, Lines. [X5206

1 Q13 Triumph, recently overhauled: £50, or neare.'^t.
XtJ —Spencer, 125, IJarnsIey Rd., Hemsworth. [6455

1 'Iil7 4h.ii. Countorshnft Triumph; expert osaihina-
*-*^ lion; £75.— l-'red Hnrrif^, Kynshiim, Oxon. [6449

offers.

[6720

BAltV Triumph, excellent
nny triid: £48.-TuIli.s

THESERVICEBELT
Vhc belt is made up
with two or three
layers of chrome
leather with tanned
hide blocks, top and
boltoni, rivcUcd to-
gether. The rivets
are hollow and accom
niodatc the special
service fastener, two

of which are Riven with each belt. The Ser\*icc

belt is very supple, absorbs less engine power
than any other form of belting, and hai an
exceedingly long life. It h easy to fit and
simple to adjust. No belt punch is necessary."*

OUTLASTS THREE RUBBER BELTS
Tlie two-ply belt is recommendrd for Rudgc-
Multi and Zenith standard machines as well as
all machines, with direct drive from engine to
rear wheel.

^in. I in. fin. lin. ijlin.

2/8 3> 4/- 6/. 5/6
per foot post free.

Extra belt fasteners 9d. e?ch, postage 2d. extra

SEND FOR OUR FREE BARGAIN LIST

'JIic 5-ply belt I: specially made for count'.-c-

shaft loachines.

I'm. lin. i^tn.

5/- 6/- 6;6
per foot post free.

Extra belt fasteners lod. each, postage 2d, extra

THE SERVICE BELT IS AN IDEAL
WINTER BELT.

&)289-293.HichHolborn
LONDON, w.c.

1Q13 3i....h.p. Triumph, S-speetl hub; £37. no
J-*' —Jol>. 408, ilertou Ed., Sontliticlds, S.W.

TRIUMPH C.n. Couibiuiitiou ; £50; ciinipiwd.—59,
I'allrey I'lacc, Dorset Ed,, Clapham Rd,, S.W.S.

[6465
3.111.P, Triumph, rhitcli model, sound condition; £85.

- — liolton, \Vhiple,v Fiirui, Normandv, Guildford.
(6864

nt condition, lamps, horn,
Middleton, KiiiK's Lynn,

[6873
TRIUMPH Combination, machine pcrlect; £60;

Kivine up riding,—24. Clovelly lid., liornscy.
(6428 -

1Q11 Clutch Triumph, lullv equipped lliro\ignout;
Xi/ £37/10.-59, Statlord Hd., Oakengatci, Salop.

[6498

I Q13 Triumph Clutch Model, including jtidecar,' coach-
J-«/ linilf; £45.-Waucliop;;'fi, 9, Shoo Lane, London.

[7263
Itll'MPH. 4h.p., countcrsbalt, 1920. brand new;
£120.—Dunn'.,, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum

5391. [5531

TRIUMPH 4h.p. T.T. Model, decorapresaor. nearly
new, ituarantced pcrlect, 30/- tax; 85 gns.-Moss.

Wem. [XS225

. F.K.. clutch, oxcollent
BobiUfjOD Rd., Tootiutr,

.S.W,17. (6674

TRIU.MPn Sl-.'h.p., clutch, lamp.s, tools. Klaxon, per-

fect running; £30.-145, Leander Rd., Brixton
Hill, S.W. ' (6784

EIGHT Trinuilihs, C.S., 3v«poed, 1917 and 1918
mo<lcN: £50 each.—Mnidmcnt, 6, Barrack Hd.,

llonnskiw. [6594

TRIUMPH 3^-jh.p., overhauled, magnificent tune,
tyres perfect, lamps; £28.—Morgan, Winston.

QJli.p. Triumph Contbinntion
•>i! conditiou; £60,-62, ~

Slowmarket. (6705

1 Q21 Triumph Slwlel H. unregistered: accept £115:
Xt/ side^-ar if reynired,—J. Smith, 52, Hampsteitd
Rd,, S.\V,1. (7117

TRIUMPHS.—A fine gelw^'tion of Triumphs in stock,

tally guaranteed; inspection invited.—B068, 86.

High Rd., Lee. (5671

£35; 1914 Triumph, 4h.n., T.T., clutch, all acces-
vories, goes splendid.—143, Ravensbury Rd.,

EarlsBcld, S.W. [6947

-f O20 Triumph, countershaft, small mileage, flrst-cluss

X^y «-nndition throughout; £107.— Gordon, A<Tes,

Brudftcld, Uucks. [6951

TRIUMPH 3>^h.p., 1912, free engine, splendid
runnint: order; £34.—Pope, 161. Thornbitl Rd..

Tolworth. Bnrhiton. [6545

TRIUMPH. 1921. jVfodcl H. ^juaranteed onTy done
170 mile* and good as new; licence paid; £120.

—Tippcn, Marden, Kent. [6984

TRIUMPH 1916 4h.p., countershaft, absolutely as

new. £75; with large new sidecar, £100.—Virgo.
156. High St.. Hounslow. [6761

TRIUMPH Combination. Model H, brand new, shop-
soiled; accept £160; list price £182.—Jackson's

Garage. Stalbam, Norloli. (6500

TRIUMPH, 1919, 4h.p., countershaft, condition as

new. tools, and Lucas horn; ££5.—Ross Engineer-

ins Co., Ltd., Herefordshire. 16975

TO 21 4h.p. Triumph, countershalt model, in stock

J-*J lor immediate delivery.—J. Smith and Co..

52.54. Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. (0354

TRIUMPia, 3'/''b.p.. new engine fitted, completely
overhauled:" £42, or nearest offer; bargain.—

Haskell, Eenstridge, Somerset. (6432

TRIUirPH, all models in stock, W.D.. fully guaran-

teed by makers; £105.—Ratcline Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St., W.. Maylair 5042. [0436

TnlUMPH, low frame. Inte type tank, Hosfli, U.B.,

l.'imp^, etc.. good condition ; any trial ; £28.-56.

nlandford Rd., Beckenhnm. Kent. [6730

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. A4t
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

T^ItlUMPH 4h.p. S-sp'eed Countershaft Model, brand
new, a.s jus^t received from makers; £98.— "Wallip,

23, Hartingtou Grovo, Cambridge. [6474

1 Q21 Triumph, all chain, Grindlay £48 aluminium
-»- *J' spring wheel t^idecar, lamps, horn, leg shields, un-
scratched; £150, cost £194.—Below.

20 Triumph, all chain, mileage 50; £118.~Ed-
wards, 50. Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

'I'hone: Ken. 3709. [7174

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. T.T. Model. Philip?on pulley,
long exhau.'^t, a« new; £90.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X5175

LATE 1920 Triumph. Model H, sporting combina-
tion, discs, horn, perfect, any trial; £135, or

near offer.—Shutflebotham, Brooklands, Leek. [6911

TRIUMPH C.S.. renovated by makers, Nov., 1920,
done 500 miles since, lamps, horn, speedometer.

perfect; £85.-Dunn, 326. Euston Rd., N.W.I. [6375

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., countershaft, lully equipped,
tiud spares, perfect condition; £98.—J. F. Cham-

bers, Fearfield House, Stapleford, Nottingham. [S5215

TRIUMPH, 1920, Smith's trip, F.R.S. lamps, spare
valve, Elasou. excellent condition, mileage 4,300 :

£105, or close otfer.— 81, Manor Lane, Lee. S.E. [6627

TRIUMPH Jmiior, perfect condition, enamel and
plating as new, horn, lamps, spares, mileage about

500; £68.-1). LJivin, Old House, Sonning, Berks. [5091

BABY Triumph, 1917. in lovely order throughout;
£48/10 only, with lamps, horn, tools, etc.; first

cheque or caller gets it.—James Pollard, Wragbv, Linos,
[X5216

TRIUMPH 1919, Dnnhill C.B. S .C, triangular
cha^-^is, Taa-8ad. speedometer, acetylene and electric

lighting. Klaxon, tools, spares.- 61, Argyle Rd., Ilford.
[7203

TRIUMPH, a.o.i.v.. S'/oh.p., iixed engine, B.B.. Split
doif, dropped frame, spring forks; £15, offers, or

ftU separate.— 101, Eglinton Hill, Plumstead, S.E.
[7036

T Q20 Triumph Corabination, mileage 400, electric
J-tf and acetylene lighting, lu.xurious outfit, excep-
tional engine; £130,-60. Wallinglord Av.. N. Kensing-
ton. [7068

1 QI9 Triumph Combination, latest gear change, Lucae
-i-t/ lauip.-;, horn, tools, Tan-Sad, etc.; any trial; reason
lor selling; 110 gns.—Fox, 20, Inkerman Rd., Kentish,
Town. [6902

£25.—Triumph, 2-speed N-S.U. gear, new heavy Dun-
- lops, all accessories, late model, condition and

appearance practically a^ new,—Bacon, Offington Lane.
Worthing. [7033

TRIUMPH Combination, late 1916, renovated, over-
hauled, .splendid condition, large specially built

sidecar ; £85 ; will separate.—Andrews, 10, Martin
Rd., Slough. [6957

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., J.S. 3-speed, clutch, unused
during war. 1920 condition throughout. £58; al."-o

practically new 1920 sidecar if required.— 63, Norrey'?
Av., Oxford.

"
[X5234

1 020 Triumph and Coachbuilt Sidecar. Sturmey-
Xf/ Archer 3-speed gear, kick, start, horn, lamps;
£125, sacrifice.—Williamson, St. Martin's, Prestwood,
Gt. Missenden. [6788

TRIUMPH 1914 Combination, S.A. 3 speeds, ovpi
hauled, new tyres, lamps ; bargain, £65 ; nde

awav : stamp, particulars.-King, 62, Brinkburn St

,

Newoastle-on-Tyne. [6692

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p., "^ Triumph sidecar. Lura'-
lamps, speedometer, hood, wind screen, equal to

new; £170.— Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245.
Deansgatc, Manchester. [X-5169

4h.p. Triumph 1914 Combination, Sturmey 3-speed,
clutch, Milltord sidecar, Lucas lamps and horn,

spares, etc. ; £60, or offer, or will separate.—Jewell. 64,
Carter St, Walworth, S.E.17. [7188

TRIUMPH 1921 Models in Stock, for immediate de-
Jivery. exchange arranged; also Triumph, Model

H, renovated by maker.s, as new; £105.—Eagles and Co.,

275, High St., Acton, London. [X5232

31h.p. Triumpli, 2-speed, chain and belt drive, hand
2 controlled clutch, just overhauled by makers at

cost of £10: accept £35, or nearest offer.—Richardt^,
Orgreave, near Handsworth, Sheffield. [X5214

TRIUMPH 4h.p.', 1918. T.T., excellent condition.
Swan _ sporting sidecar, 1920, all spares and

accessories, good running order; £125; by appoint-
ment.—56, Asbburton Rd., Croydon. [7224

1 Q19 (Sept.) 4h.p. Triumph with Mills-Fulford
-M-^ sidecar. Cowey speedometer. 3 Lucas lamps with
cenerators, Lucas horn, and Triumph mudshield?:
£135.—Brook Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, Somerset. [5654

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery. Chain drive, chain-

cuin-belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Muswell
Hill, N.IO; .and at Woodside Parade, North Pinchlev.

^ [0382
TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, and C.B. sidecar,

nice looking outfit, gears and engine recently over-
hauled by makers, all accessories, splendid condition

;

£80, or offers.—A.H.E., 46, Wightman Rd., Harringav.
N.4. [6659

Price complete

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET.
Absolutely reliable, suitable for all makes of Motor

Cycles. Write for particulars.

TAIL LAMP
List No. 19/1-

Price, 6 /6 each.

ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHTING SETS.

WRITE FOR LISTS

SIDECAR LAMP.
List No. ig/2.

Price ^ /6 each.

206HESD LUMP 58/ehCH
207 CENERftTOR 42/ EBCH

I9ia SIDELAHP IS/6 MiCH

SIDE LAMP.
List No. 19/4.

Price. 18/6 each.
Right or left fitting

MADE
TO

LAST.,
Afaile from sohd brass, turned
anii threaded at joints. Every
part of solid cnnstruction.
These lamps may be taken to

nieces for cleaning, and will remain alight
1 tliQ strongest gala. Best auality lenses

ara fitted, and can be easily replaced if

broken. These lamps will last as long as

the macbines they are used on, and are absolutely rastless.

LICENCE HOLDERS
(For Motor Cycles).

Number plate fitting, as illustra-

ted, complete with nuts and
screws
List No. 214. 3/6 each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clips and screws.
Price 4/- eacb.
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

complete attachment for fitting to either woodwork or
metal work. List No. 216. 3/6 each.

Wesftuood Special Lines are stocked

by all reputable agents.

<C,^^

RIM Be. PATENTS LTP
UAWDEN R5 BPRDESI.EV BIRMINCMAM.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

TBIUMPH Combination, 1920 model, electric am
acetylene lamps, horn, speedometer Easting wim

iicreen, magnificent condition, mileage under 2,000
£130, or exchange light car.— 115, Xorthbrook Ed.
Ilford. [657:

|Q19 Triumph 4h.p.. countershaft, with new Swai
J-v sporting sidecar, all lamps, horn, speedometer
the whole absolutely as new, hardly soiled; £130.-
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N. 'Phone
Dalston 2408. [724J

T"RnJMPH 3V2b.p. Combination, clutch model, Bo^h
long copper exhaust, sporting bars, idl new Dunloj

Magnums, sp.nre belt, P. and H. lamps, thoroughly over
hauled, beautiful running; £65.—M., Rest Harrow, Up
down Hill, ^A'^indlesham, Surrey. [659

TRIUMPH, makers' renovated 4h.p., C.S., and 192(
Triumph Gloria sidecar, complete with wind screen

lamps, mud-shield, horn, and. latest Triumph aluminiuu
footboards, etc.; cost £180., in June, accept £145.—

H

F. Bond. Ke'steven Rd., Ipswich. [668!

7 Q20 4h.p. Triumph Montgomery Combination, com
-- »/ plete with wind screen, 3 lamps, horn, Watt'ori
speedometer, Binks carburetter, watch, lugage giid, no
done 3.500, condition as new; £155, or nearest
Cheshire district.—Bos 1,443, c/o The Motor Cycle. [651i

TRIUMPH Nearly New Combination, show mode
Henderson Elite sidecar. Easting screen, Bonnik

sen speedometer, mirror, leg-t^hields, Lucas lamps, un
serntched; £150; tax paid; any trial; seen any time
guaranteed.— 14, South Terrace, Bosham, Sussex. [705i

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., countershaft model, £127/10
4h.p., Type W.D.B., £105; 4h.p., all-chain drive

£140; 4h.p.. fixed, engine, sporting, £105.—Cambridg<
agents for Triumphs, Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-.55

Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicvcles.
[723:

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—New
4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo, delivery from stock

£127/10; also new 1921 4h.p. Triumph combination
all-chain drive, £195; new 4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo

all-chain, £140; and 4h.p. W.D. Triumph solo, £105
also 1920 4h.p. Triumph combination, £150 ; 4h.p
Triumph, 1915. £65; and 4h.p. Triumph, 1914, £55
Easy terms or exchanges arranged. [725r

Velocette.

19 2-speed Velocette, chnin drive, perfect; £46.—

1

Othello St., Liverpool.
'

[676i^

VELOCETTE, the wonderful 2-stroke lightweight
1921 models from stock.—Moss, Wem. [X522f

VELOCETTE 2-stroke, new cylinder, Itelt and tyre

nearlv new, lamp, horn, etc.; nearest £32.-
Bergholt, High St., . Harpenden.

- [720:

O'DONOVAN Motors are sole London and districi

agents for the wonderful Velocette; immediati
delivery.—O'DoDOvan Motors, 76a, Gt. Portland St,

W.l. [470r

IMjMEDIATE Delivery can be given of the famou
Velocette, 1921 model, 2Vih.p., 2-speed, all-chair

drive ; £75.—Agents : W. Siiarrow, Ltd., Osbornt
Garage, Yeovil. [163*

Verus.

VERUS 2-stroke, 1920, ridden few miles; £48.—Virgo
156, High St., Hounslow.- [676^

VERUS 1920 25jh.p., 2-spped. K.S., fiillv eQ^lipped

£60.—Ratcliflle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W
Mayfair 5042. [042i

1020 Verus-Blackburne, 4h.p., 3-speed Sturmey
X»/ Archer, done 500 miles; £85.—Chaston, Black
wood, >Ion. (D) [701";

£35 down and 8 monthly payments of £7/10 secure

a brand new shop-foiled 1920 Verus-Blackburn
2-spe6d 23-4h.p.—Maudes' (below).

£40 down and 8 monthly payments of £8/15 secure:

a brand new 4h.p. 3-speed Verus Blackburne.-
Maudes', 100. Gt. Portland St.. W.l: and Paris St.

Exeter. It these prices do not interest you, read ou:

centre page advertisement, and you will see our othe:

offer. .
[728'

1 Q20 4h.p. Verus-Blackburne, 3-speed, E.R.S. lamp
-Lt7 excellent condition; £95. or offer; must sell

owner going abroad.— 50, Priestfield Rd., GiHingham
Kent. £682'

Wilkin.

WILKIN. Models B and B4, ehop-soiled; at sreatl;

reduced prices ; now is the time to buy.—Mebes
154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 May
fair. [675:

Williamson.

WILLIAMSON Combination, 8h.p,, splendid condi

tion; best offer.—West, 72, Dynevor Rd., Stok
Newington, N.16. [669.

"I 1'* Sh.p. Williamson Coachbuilt Combination
Xil water-cooled, 2 speeds, clutch, kick start, lull;

equipped, very nice condition : snip. £73 ; tax pait

for 1921.—436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath.
[709!

Wolf.

WOLF 2,'2h.p., 1915 2-speed, fine condition, fas

little machine; £40; accept half down.—Bunting'
Motor Exchange, W&aldstbne. [715

-| tf^ 20 Shop-soiled Wolf Machines, fitted with Black

X«/ burne, J.A.P., and Villiers engines, and Sturmey
Archer gear boxes- cheap to clear.—Tel. ; Museum 6626^

—A S C , 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [722

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dafe of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wooler.

WAUCnOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.a.—
2'^a'h.v- Wooler 1921 tourinp models irom etotk,

£103/10: also 2?lh.p. Wooler, 1920, £76; easy terms,
[7260

WOOLER, latest Brooklands special models, now on
bbow, guaranteed speed 55 m.p.li. : price £112,

—

Applebee Bros., Motor Agents, Church Hill, Walthara-
stow, [6717

WOOLER, as makers' specifications, shop-soiled; at
greatly reduced price: now is the time to boy.

—

Mebes. 154156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426
llayfair. [6752

1Q20 Wooler, flat twin, as new. spring frame, nanc-
J-t/ tureiirnor tyres, iull lighting set. Con-ey : offers
over £75. -Buckingham, Glen Cottage, Underriver,
Sevenoaks. [7042

Zenith,
8L.p. Sporting Zenith, discs, etc., new appenrnnce:

£59.-57, Clarence Hd., Teddington. (6615

ZENITH 1921 Models.—We are accepting orders lor
early delivery: your euQuiry esteemed.—Below.

2'EMTII 8h.p., 1920. Model H, shop-soiled; in stock
J at greatly reduced price; now is the time to buy.

—

Mebes, 154-156. Gt, Portland St„ W.-. 'Phone : 3426
Miiylnir. (6753

ZENITH 4h.p., re-enomellci). plated: £55, largftin.-
White, 48, Alexandra lid.. Newport, Mon, (6607

ZENITH 4-5h.p. Twin, oountersliult. late 1919. guiir-
anteed perfect; £89 insh.- 5. Norwich Rd., Ips-

wich.
. [7037

ZENITH Sh.p. Sports, 1920, as new, mileage 200,
iilOS, -Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum

"91- (5528

ZENITH 1920 Sports Model, 8h.p.: £98.-Ncwnh»m
Motor Co., 223, Hammertmith Ed,, W.6. 'Phone-

Hammersiuith 80. (6327

ZENITH 6h,p. Sports Model. 1920. shop-soiled nn-
used; tiirjrain, £118. -P. J. Evans. 81-91. .Toljn

Bright St., Birmingham. (0455

1 q20 8h.p. Zenith Sporting, mileage 1.600, Watsoniaii
-«-«/ sidecar, electric lightiue: offers; seen Sundays.-
Eramott, 3, Jews Walk, Sydenham. [6771

GENUINE Bargain.-Zenith Sh.p. snoiting solo, 1920,
new; £125.—Vivian Hardio and Lane. Ltd. 24

Woodsto<'k St.. New Bond St.. W.l. [0319

ZENITH Coinhinatioo, 1920 Heuder.-'on sidecar, not
run 800 mile.«; £145.—Tovlors. Ltd.. 62. Sussex

ria-e, S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. [0408

h.p. 1920 Zenith Combination, electric lighting, totils,

horn, etc.; £140 for quick stile: tlrst deiiosit
secures; satriflce.-173. King's Rd.. Kingston. (6604

1 Q20 Sh.p. Countcrshalt Zenith, Swan sportingLtf sidecai. under 200 miles; cost £230. acocpt«
£175.—I. Smith. 52, Hampslead Rd., N.W.I. [7115'

1 Q13 Zrnith-Gradua C.B. Combination, handle starter
-Lc/ just overhauled, rebushed. new belt, accessories

'

£85.—Quenfly, Middle Bd., Lymington. Haut.<. (6436

6 h.p. 1916 Zenith-Gmdua. overhauled, good condition
Bonuik.4en, .^pare belt, lami«, Cos Atmos- £70-

meet hall way lor trial.—Worsley, 25, St, Cutliberfs'
Bedlord. [6698

ZENITH 8h.p: 1920 Sports Model, brand new, spt. i-
allv tuued up for speed: £125. list price £39-

Vivian Haidie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St., Bond
St., W.l. (0419
ZENITH 1921 Models, orders now accepted for early

delivery; 1920 models at greatly reduced prices-
write or rail.—Ratclifle Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St W
.Maylair 5042. [0437

THERE is n Zenith Service IJepot lit 89, Wigmnr.-
St., \V., where you may obtain all ^pare parts.

1921 models for imuiediate delivery, pad 1920 modeU
.'It greatly reduced prices.

WE Cater Solely for the Zenith rider, and prompt
service is assured. Accessories, overhauls, tuning,

information and advice. — The Motorists' Advisory
Agency, Ltd., 89, Wigmore St. Mnyfair 5598. (5791

^ENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination, Lucas
^-i accessories Cowey, knee-grips, Aco discs, Inggsce
grid, nearlv new; £160.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton
and 245, Dean.^gate, Machester. rX5168

ZENIIH 1916 6h.p., completely overhauled by
makers, fitted new £40 sidecar, wind screen,

hood, luggage grid, mechanical horn, speedometer-
£100.-224, Hale End Rd., Woodlord Green. (6988

SPECIAL Racing L.ite 1916 Zenith-Gradua, 4h.p.
J.A.I'., Bosch map., new Binks, condition as new-

too f;i^t for owner: £80, or .'xch;inee 3'^h.p. with gears'
—Frank Marshall. Hugworthmgham, Spilsby, Lines.

31h.p. Zenith, J.A.P. engine, Zenith-Gradua gears
2 new Dunlop belt, heavy Dunlop tyres, new A nine

rnrbnretter. and piston rings; trial here: in good running
order; £35. a bargain.—Harris. Grocer, Castleflelds
Shrewsbv.ry. - [6636
VENITH (Aug.) 1920 8h.p. Countershaft Combinotion,
^-^ fitted he>t accessories throughout, many spare-
any expert examination, as new: tacrifice £155 cash-
Lo-idon district.-'Phone: Gernird 1589.—Box 1507'!
e, 'itie Motor Cycle. (6828

8

25, HORTON STREET,

HAILIFAX.
EXCHANGES WANTED.

192t NEW MODELS.
LAGONDA, Tr.g h.p., coup<-, r42o c.c. £495*
CALTHORPE. isoater 495 ens
•MERRALL-BROWN, 4-cyl., 3-wheeler £325
COVENTRY PREMIER, 3-wbceIcr £288 15
L.S.D., Sh.p., 3-wh»eler £245
B.8.A.,TwinCoiabination, spare wheel

Dvn.i Lighting, etc £235 9
REX-BLACKBURNE, Moflcl 55, 8 h.p..

Combination, spare wheel £218 18
•DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £179
DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., 3-spced, solo £100
3C0TT, ii h.p., 2-speed £130
•ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p.. sprini; (r.imc . . £120
NORTON, Ric Four, 3-sp., and Sidecar £167 10
NEW IMPERIAL, Sh.p.. a:id Sideoir . £136 18
NEW IMPERIAL, 2.1 h.p,, 2-spce^l ... £80 17
B.S.A. it ii.p. 3-specd all-chain Com-

biiialioii. hooci, screen, and carrier £151 15

•RUDGE-MULTI, 3) h.p., I.O.M. Model fllO 5

•SCOTT Conibinalion, jui. i'almcri .... £183 10
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £180
HENDERSON, 4K:ylindcr, latest model £220

'.ViTi' io.:o MoHch. Ca^h ofjcr^ ^i-au'.ci.

AGENTS FOR
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, ACME-J,A,P., BRAD-
BURY, DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, HENDERSON,
NEW IMPERIAL NORTON, REX, SUNBEAM,
SCOTT, and TRIUMPH Motor Cycles; L.S.D.,

COVENTRY PREMIER, anl MERRAL-
BROWN 3-whceicrs ; AIREDALE, DOUG-
LAS, CALTHORPE, and LAGONDA Light Cars.

MILLS-FULFORD and SWAN Sidecars.

Exchange enquiries solicited.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed In Running Order.

Sslo Machines.

A.B.C., IT20. fiyiiuliglitii'-'.>p<cdoiU'.'lcr.

electric horn, 700 ntilc^ £137 10

DOUGLAS, 1920, 3-spccd accessories £87 10
ARIEL, 7' h.p., s-spec^l roualcrshall . £105
ROYAL RUBY, 2-slrokc £39 10

DOUGLAS, .-; h.p., 3-spccd, discs ... £72 10
METRO-TYLER, 2-spccd, red £62 10
WOLF, 2j h.p., sprin? lorks £29 10

B.8.A., 3J h.p., cltitch model £39 10

Pauengtr MichlnM.
LAGONDA lO-o 1 1 h.p. coupe £425
MORGAN, w.-<-.. (.rand Prix £165
BLERIOTWHIPPET,sparc wheel. etc. £215
MORGAN, S-h.p..SportingAccessories£145
BUCKINGHAM, Sh.p., 2-scater £85
INDIAN, t920. Electric combination,

like new, fully equipped £190
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., Grindlay Sidccrr,

I<\mps. etc., jq:o Combiii.-ilion ... £157 10
B.8.A., 1920, 4t h.p., all-chain Comb. t13S
ARIEL 3i h.p, 19ZO 3-sp. Combination £115
VINDEC, 5 h.p., 2-speed. and Sidecar . . £55
HARLEY, 7-9 h.p., rgzo, and new latest

type bulbous back Sidecar £198 10
DOUGLAS 1919 4 b.p. Combination . . £135 10
DOUGLAS 1920 4 h.p. Combination . . £152 10
SCOTT, 3l-h.p., and Scott Sidecar. ... £75

SPECIAL.
1919, 4-h.p., 3-speed Douglas Com-

bination, moderate mileage, used
r2 months only. Condition, ex-

ceptionally good. Best offer over
8100 ccccptcd.

Easy payments arranged.

NEW ACCESSORIES.
Easting Windscreen, standard £4 10
CA.V. Magnetos £4 19 6
'rhomson-Rconett Magnetos, trom ..£7 17 6
Cowey Horns, 50/-; Klaxons £1 16
Capac 1920 Carburetter, nearly ncrt* .£2 12 6
Cowcv Speedometers £8
Eonnilscn. Trip £6 16 6
Smith, Trip £5 15
Binks Carburetters, post free £4 16 10
Capac Carburetters, p.'^t free £4 6

New .-Vrmv Knapsacks, i3.Vxiiin. .. 5 6

Plated T.t. Ear^ lor Triumphs £1 5

One-inch Touring Bars, black 15
26X25X 2i Palmer Sidecar Covers. . £1 15

Dixie Mag. for Douglas, second-hand £2 15 g
Perleccion Coachbuilt Sidecar Bodies £6 15

Carriase exira.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ATEW 8h.p. Zenith Model II Combination; £204.
-LI or oo delerred

. payments; one filth deposit,
balance by 12 monthly instalments, a small extra
charpe being made for credit terms.—Uarrods. Ltd..
118, Brompton Ed., Loudon. [6805

1 Q20 Zenith 8h.p. Combination., countershaft, new
J-t^ Augii»?t, 3i»eedometer. Easting ecieeu. electric light-
ing. Coivej- horn, accessories, splendid condition; owiier
buying car; any trial; £180. no oflters, no dealers.—K.
Biadbury, Eosemorran, Kent Gardens, Ealing. [6688

VENITn-GRADTTA Combination. 6h.p. J.A.P..
-tJ Sports model; de Inxe sidecar, bulbous back (new
last Aug.). fitted Easting, new Dunlops, new belt
Coventry Ideal pillion seat, lamps, etc.. fine condition;
£100; insured.—Walker. 183, Broadway, Cricklewood.

[6890
1 C|20 8h.p. Zenith-Gradua, 90 ram. bore, o.h.v., and
-- •' racing cano^et sidecar, lamp^ etc.. very fast,
just completely overhauled, ideol touring machine, cvclo
insure<l for £150 to 1922. must fell, owner going

:
al»roa(H fir.^t fair offer accepted.—C. Hoyle. 24. Wo.«tcliff
Hd.. Birkdale, Lanc-i. [6872

ZENITH 1920 Model C. nearlv new Jind absolutely
pi-Tfect inechaiiiwil rondjtion, mileage 350. fully

je*|uipped, largest lampy, uiecliaoicnl horn, lucnco holder.
IJaiid Jicce.-sorie'; : soon and tried Yorks. (West Bidiugl.

I

and full expenses allowed to purchaser; a real snip;
£110. cr near oiTcr—Box 1,502, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[6725
'1Q20 Mngninccnt Zenith Millford Countcrshalt
-*- V Combination, motor boat body, electric lighting
throughout, Cowey speedometer, Cowey liorn. Lucas
iiorn, Ejisting wind screen, clock, luggage, petrol, and
oil carriers, smrc-i include new cover, cost £250.
almost nnusea; nccejjt 170 gns. ; exchange G.P.
Morgan, adjust any way.—Manager, Old Waverlev

J

Hotel, Southport. [7109

I Lndies* .Motor Cycles.

TADY'S .T.K.S.. now design; 42 gne.
;
photo, stamp.—

,

J Chandler, 8hcpherd6wel), Dover. (6536

I

Miscellaneous.
ALLKHll Motor?.—Real bargains in motor cycle?;

^

come and view our stock.

A LLBER.—Harloy-Davidsou. 1918 model, combinotion.
-** riuart tnroout; £125.

ALLBEH.-Alhhiys-Allon. 1920. 2-iipecd, clutch, kiek-
.'tartei, run undor 200 miles compKto: £60.

A LLnEU.-ExcelMOr, 1920. 2->troko. 2 speeds, olu-
-'^ minium di^c wheals?, u^ new; £52/10.

A LLBER.—S«a-Vite.-so, 2-^trokc, 2 fpc<KK.in splendid
-TV order; £39.

ALLBER.—Triumph 41up., T.T.. decompressor. PhlHp-
toa pulley, good order; £39.

A I.LBER.-Royal Ruby. 1918. 2-ttroke. 2 speeds com-
-iA. pK-to with Jamp^; £35.

ALLBEH.-F.X. Sports Model. 5h.p.. 2-speed. clutch.
kick-sturter. dynamo lighting, ypeedometer. full

itiuipmcnt. onamellod rod, extra fust; £55..

ALLBEB.—Triumph combination, 1918. 4h.p., 3-

(*pfed. uouutershaft, hood Hireen, lamp?, splendid
order: £100.

ALLBER Motors. Thorn.-^ett Rd.. Earlefleid, London,
S.W. 'Phone: Lutchmere 4388. / [7143

1 Q21 Triumphs. Scotts, Brndburya, James. Rudgeo,
XU Campions, Morgans, etc.—Eweus, Gurage, King's
Lynn. (3659

20 Sh.p. Ariel and sidecar, £135/10.—Booth's
B.\RGAIN9.—if20 Harley and sidecar, £175;

1920 Sh.n. A
-----

Motorics Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-6oited Barleys. Ariels. O.K.'b.
Omegas. Quadrants; cheap.—Booth's Afotories.

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1919 P. and M. and new sidecar,
£120; 1914 Rud^e Multi and sidecar. £59/10.

—Booth's Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—5-£pted Indian and sidecar. £59/10;
7-9h.p. Harley and sidecar. £92/10; 6h.p. Rer

combination, £49/ 10.—Booths Motories, Halilas,

BARGAINS.—6h. p. Chater-Lea and sidecar, £45/10;
3'"4h.p. Sun-Prccis:on. 3-specd, £35/ 10.—Booth's

.Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.— 1921 new Morgan De Luxe, M.A.G.
water-cooled engine; 1921 lOh.p. Swilt car,

£495; Swilt car. small mileage, £425. Exchanges
entertained.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Six 1915 Douglas's, from £42/10;
three 4h.p. Douglas's, £85/10; 4h,p, Douglas,

j
with new sidecar. £110.—Booth's Motorics. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled 1920 models : 2"'4h.n.
O.K.. £43/10; ditto. 2-speed. £54/10: Omega-

I

.lap. £67/10; Harley electrical model. £170/10; 6h.p,
Ariel and sidecar. £145.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1914 Scott, £55/10; 2'-ih.p. Imperial-
Jan. 2-speed. £38/10; 1919 Royal Ruby 6h.p

,

I 3 speeds. £95/10: 1920 Scott and sidecar, small
mileage. £145. Exchanges.—Booths Motories, Port^
Iftnd Place. Halifax. Tel. : 1052. [5917

, TF you want a good privately owned motor cycle or
X car, apply Kwiksale Private Motor Registry. 35.

1 Long Acre. W.C. Gerrard 2392. [0138

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, mt.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

TONES' Gnwge.—1917-18 4h.p. Douglas combination,
*-' Jiccftssories nnd wind screen; £87/10.

TONES' Garage.—S'/jli.p. Pwcision, mng., Z-epeea
*' N.S.U.

.
gear, tyres like new, perfect running order;

£35.

JONES' Garage.—1,916 Levis, all accessories, in good
Older; £32/10.

JONES' Garage.—1914 41r..p. 3-speed Triumph, oyer-
Ijauled, perfect; £52/10,

JONES' Garage.—1920 2'/ill.p. Villiers, a^speed, as
new, perfect ; iE52.

JONES' Garag.e.—Late 1919 P. and M. combination,
.ill as nelv^, not Vf.D.; £105.

JONES' Garage.—1914 Indian 7-91r.p., 2-speed, over-
bauled, as new; £70.

JONES' Garage.—1919 214I1.P. Enfield 2-stroke, all

accessories, and as new, 2.speed; £57/1-0.

JONES' Garage.—1920 Hobart. aVih.p. Villiers, brand
new; £50; £10 under list price.

JONES' Garage.—1920 Slj.p. Bat, unused, list price
£165, soiled; price £145.

JONES' Garage.-1918 7-91i,p. Harley combination,
tlioronghly overliauled, perfect, a real bargain, not

W.D. ; £110.

JONES' Garage.—1919 7-9h,p. Harley combination,
not W.D., electric model, all accessories; a real

snip, £147/10.

JONES' Garage.—1919 James 6-7h.p. twin combina-
tion, all accessories, perfect; £130.

TONES' Garage.—1917 Norton Combination, 3-speed," all oliain drive, all accessories; a real good snip,
£110.

JONES' Garage.—1920 O.K. Union, brand new; we
have several to dispose of, dirt che^p; £44; £6/8

under list price.

JONES' Garage.-1917 41]. p. Triumph, 3-speed, T.T.
bars, perfect order; £77.

JONES'Garage.—1919 214I1.P. James :2-stroke, 2-speed,
all accessories; bargain, £52/10.

JONES' Garage.-3'/.h.p. Triumph, 1913, Thilipeon
pulley, all in perfect order; dirt cheap, £40.

JONES' Garage.—1917 8'h.p. Sunbeam combination.
M.A.G. engine, Lucas dynamo, electric light

throughout, hood, screen, spare wheel, etc., a real goc.1
outat; a gift, £155.

JONES' Garage.—1920 4h.p. Douglas combination, ab-
solutely as new; a snip, £145.

JONES' Garage.-1919 3%li.p. Eudge Multi, like new
£82.

JONES' Garage.—1920 2=41i.p. Wooler, brand new; list
price £103, accept £87/10.

JONES' Garage.—We have a great number of new
machines, all at bargain prices for cash ; deferred

payments; list price no extra. Our stock consists of
Ariels (3 motlels). B.S.A. (model H, A, B, C), Bat, Black-
bnrne, Clynos, Douglas, Enfields, James, Levis, Match-
less. New Iiiiperial, O.K., Rovers (2 models). Triumph
(models H. and S.D. and Juniors renovted).

JONES' Garage.-All tax paid on machines purchased
from this date. Our motto is fair and square deal-

ing, which cannot be found everywhere. Any machine
sent upon the deposit system, or upon the defeired
system. Send for our big list.—Jones' Garage, Musw-ell
Hill, N.IO. and at Woodside Parade, Nortli Finchley.

16924
1Q17 8h.p. Matchless Combination, electrically
JLiJ equipped, accumulator; £130.—Below.

19
19
TPIE above open to near offers.—Horewill, Indian

agent, 42, Bridge St., Chester. 'Phone: 943.
[7227

DOTJG^^LAS, Matchless, and others, awaiting some
repair, room wanted; any reasonable offer taken.

—Bunting Motors, Wealdstone. Closed Sundays. [6501

IRISH Agent offers O.K. Villiers, O.K. Union, Revere
Villiers, new, uncioile<l; rauet sell owing to Mar-

tini I/Mw restrictions; best oifer over £40.—Bos 3,501,
c/o The Motor -Cycle. (D) [6724

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham.—Little used Douglas combination, £130;

Ision 2-strolre. £52 : CaiiipioJi-Villiera. 2-speed. £45

;

Enfield .2-speed 2-sf,ioke, leg shields, electric lighting;
new. A.B.C., N.U.T:, Lea-Francis, Ivy, Cedos; also
Coventry Premier super runabout. [X1881

MOTOR Cycles (New Models), sidecars, and bodies
actiiaUv in ^tock : B.S.A., Allon, New Scale, Radco

(3 models). Triumph. Dou^^las, Sun Vitesse (for which
we are tlie sole agents for the City of London), and
others at lowest manufacturers' prices; carriage paid.—
Bancroltian Co., 64 and 78, Bi&hopsgate, London, E.C-2.

[0356

1 Q 19 Metro-Tyler 2-stroke, as new, £35 ; Royal
J-t? Ruby, 2-stioke, complete, Inuips, etc., £35; King
Dick SVL'h.p., good condition, bargain £22/10; A.C.
Auto-Carrier, 6-cwt., perfect order. £50; Spyker van,
15-cwt. good running order. C.B. body, £50; anv ex-
change entertained.—G. A. Sax, 619, Garratt Lane.
Earlsfleld, S.W.17. [7105 i

15 5h.p. 3-speed and clutch Indian; £75.—Belo

20 3V:.h.p. Sunbeam; £150.—Below.

THIS is the
Licence Holder
you need
Don't be rushed into buying Licence
Holders produced as a " last

moment " effort—you MUST place

the holder in the position required

by the Government, and it cannot
be done unless you have Universal

Adjustment. This is where the
F.R.S. design stands above all others.

The F,R.S. Holder enables the

bracket or clip to be placed at ANY
spot—it can swing round to ANY
position, and be instantly locked
tliere. ONE NUT regulates the

whole thing.

^ Order NOW*—delivery from Stock !

Brass, Nickel Plated, Black -

and Brass, or Black and C
Nickel Plated .

.

..*-'/
Plus 6d. for packing and postage.

F.R.S. New
Straight Horn
Designed by experts in

musical instrument man-
ufacture. Embodies a
special reed,immovable
dust cap, latest patent
ONE NUT handle-

bar clip, and straight

through ' note ' of

loud and sonorous
quaU ty.

Finished in
finest smooth
black and
nickel plate.

Write for New
Catalogue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Winter's bar-
gains; grand motor cycles, combinations, start-

ling reductions. Watch.—Below,

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms, easy terms, easy
terms on any motor cycle.—Below.

TyANDSWORTH.—Now's the time to buy motor
»» cycle or combination, at the right price.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Antoine 5-6h.p. twin, mag., B.
and B., wants little attention; clearance, 15 gns.

ANDSWORTH.—Minerva SV^h.p., mag., F.E.,
clutch, runs splendidly; only 24 gns.—Below.

w

F.R.S. LAMPS,
" Beam Works,"

Vere St., Birmingham.

W
WANDSWORTH.—Rex SV^h.p., mag., dropped

frame, ready drive away; 25 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Kerry-Abingdon 3'/--h.p., mag.,
newly painted, splendid hill-climber; 29 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. Wih.p., 4-oyl., mag., sTiaft
drive, drive away; 29 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. late 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., Bosch,
dropped Irame, runs splendidly; 38 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Rudge Multi IMh.p., mag., good
tyres, first-class order; 42 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury SMjh.p., mag., -F.E.,

clutch, ready ride away; 25 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Singer late 4h.p., Bosch, 3
speeds, clutch, kick, lamps; 52 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1915 sporting Zenith, 3V-h.p.,

mag., Gradua gear, disc wheels; 55 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph with sidecar,, SV^h.p.,
waterproof Bosch, plate clutch; only 49 gns.-

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury coachbuilt combina-
tion, 3'/jh.p.. Bosch, 2 speeds, beautiful condi-

tion; 55 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. with sidecar, Si.oh.p.,

mag., 2 speeds, very cheap; 49 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Bat-Jap with sidecar, Sh.p.

twin, mag., 2 speeds; 48 gns.—Below.

fVNDSWORTH.-N.D.T., special T.T. J.A.P. twin
engine, overhead valves, beauty; 68 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Henderson late Bh.p., 4-cyl.,

mag., 3 speeds, fine machine; 78 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1918 Red Indian 5-6h.p. twin,

mag., 3 speeds, kick; 69 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1918 B.S.A. coachbuilt combina-
tion, 4V4h.p., 3 speeds, almost gitt; 89 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Moto-Reve lightweight, small

twin, mag., wants adjustment, clearance; 15 gns.

—Below.

WANDSWORTH Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworfh (Town-

Station). 'PHone : Battersea 327. [7121

BUY it Now at Lamb's.—New and second-hand outfits

at ridiculous prices. Deferred- terms if desired.

161 High St., Walthamstow, 50, High Kd., Wood Gr«n.
and' 387, Euston Ed., London, N.W. [6715

F.O.C.H. for new and second-hand' cycles, combiiia-

tJons, and runabouts at low prices; inspection

invited. Agents for Triumph, F.N., Zenith, B.S.A.

,

A.J.S., etc., also the famous Kingsbury Junior, Bleriot

Whippet, G.N. W^e will purchase your present machine
for cash, or arrange an exchange.—5, Heath St., Hamp-
<tei)d (near Hauipstcad Tube St,atiou). 'Phone: Hamp-
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [6728

ATCHELOR'S Bargains.—1920 Ariel combination,
electric light. £115; 1920 Douglas 4h.p. com-

bination, £125; 1920 4h.p. Triumph and .srde:ar. £125:
1920 P and M. combination. £115; 1920 Sh.p. Enfield

combination, brand new, £150; 1918 Douglas 4h.p.

combination, £85; 1918 Triumph combinaUon. £105;
1918 Sh.p Clyno combination, £100; 1914 4h.|).

Precision, twin, combination, £55; 1920 Douglas '2^A

h.p. 3-speed, £75; 1916 Douglas, 2-speed, as new.
£50; 1914 Douglas, 2-speed, £35.—Batchelor's, Ciarr
euce St., Kmgston-on-Thiimes. .

[7137

BATCHELOR and Co.. 36, Clarence St., Kingston-
on-Thames (est. 1898), 'phone 1809, can supply

from stock 1921 Triumph, chain drive, £140; 1921
Triumph. Model H, £127/10; 1921 Baby Triumph,
£75; Triumph 4h.p. W.U.B.. £105; 1921 Enfield 2.

stroke £65; 1921 Enfield Sh.p. combination. £160;
1921 Douglas. 3-speed, £100 ;1921 Douglas, 2-5peed,

£65; 1921 Douglas, clutch. £105; 1921 Douglas com-
bination £170; 1921 Matchless combination, dynamo,
£230; also 1921 Rover, Ariel, A.J.S., Allon, Bradbury,
B.S.A. motor c,vcles; exchanges arranged. Montgomery
sidecars, all models stocked; catalogue sent. [6334

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WALL Auto-Wheel, almost new, 1918; £10.-Thorp,

20, Abinger Ed., Bedford Park, W-4. [6673

A0TO-WHEEL, Wall, bargain; £7/ 10.—Prcece, 8,

Sandford Terrace, Aylburton, Lydney, Glos.
[7030

AUTO-'WTIEEL, sound condition, iilso shock absorber,

Luc;is headlight, generator, ete. ; £10.—Lewes, 73.

Victoria Ed.. Alder.*ot, Hants. [6648

B^

Ail
I

'^" '^"^''^ relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
n WC. C.B. Well Tricar, in good order; can be

^een Wednesday or Thursday.—Flavell, Kiln-

st, Hotherham. - [7100

,0. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, mefhanically
sound, good appearance, from £60 to £85: trial.—

AllBOp St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W. [5809

L^

TRICYCLES lOR SALE.
GSOX Hand and Motor Propelled Tricycles, for

HiTalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argaon Eug.
Ltd , 3. Kendalls Mews, George St.. W.l.

,
[2647

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
.B.C. Skootamota, unused; £A0 lor quick sale.—

S.. The Manor, Wedmore, Somerset. [7152

[IGERTONS. Northeate, Ipswich, can deliver from
stock A.B.C., Skootamotas, and Mobile Pups.

(4863
INGSB0EY, 1919, mechanically perlect, little

n^erl, ride away; £28.—Victoria Garage, Surbitoii.
[7071

.B.C. Skootamota, 1920, excellent running order:
£32, or near offer.-Walton, Bohemia, Marlow,

ick... [6906

^
UTO-WnEEL Scooter, perfect condition, very little

u^ed; £25; suit lady.— Bartlett, Eidgeway. Ger-
Cros3. [6640

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC
roens.—Avro, Triplex, adjustable: cost

12,6.—Ceutrnl Garage, London lUl.,

eatli,

Thornton
[6895

7IND Scree 1. Easting, slightly soiled, nnuged.
V led: price £3/10, great bargain.—64. Bish

pcr-
hope-

te, Londiri. ' ~
"

[0398

EltCTLES Hoods, beat nnd clieni>est on the mortet,
iiiiide to fit an3' body.

ERCULES Hoods, 52/6, 65/-. nnd 80/-: write for
list.—Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Ed.,

lutb Tottenhruu, N.15. [4547

EXXOC Sidecnr Co. are octuid mnnnfnctnrers of
ids, vriud foreona, etc.

K.VXOC Co., 1550. Miirlborongh Hd., Holloway. N.4.
See advert, nuder Sidecar Attnchuients- (6248

USTER Triplex Adjustable Aero Type Wind Screen,
overall size. 13x7''4in.. 15,/- each, including car-

ge and
berOeen.

packing.—George Cumming. 19, Ko^ St
[X5207

BODIES.
TEXT'S Step Bodies aie the be^t for old choeais.

EXUS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smart.

Strong and light,

Jiictory and suppH&d

TEXTS Tandems hold 2 persons,
but not unsightly. Get one.

EXTS Bodies are made in
d 1 rec t. Catalogue f ree.

EXrs Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St. S. Tottenbnm.
[2298

EEFECTIOX Coachlmilt Sidecar Bodies from £6/15.
Motories, 25. Horton St.. Halifax. [6759

RAND New, beautiful roomy bulbons fawn body;
£8.-969, Eccleshall Rd., Sheffield. [7092

IIAXD New 2-seatcr Sidecar Body with apron,
never used; what offers ?—Day, Okehampton.

[7275
XFIELD C.B. Body [oversize), good condition; £10;
exrhange for standard model.—Brrden, Wellingtou
Leeds. [6602

EAIjESMAX'S Sidecar Body, suitable grocer, baker.
butcher, ash frame, 3-pIy body, finished creen,

ranteed as new; £6/10.—Uun Guy, Weymouth. [6579'

OTAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chaBsia, flrat-
clnss finish. Several bodies (new) to clear cheap.

ite for designs.—The Willowbroot Co., Manufac-
era, Leicester. [0336

ENX'OC Sidecar Co. always hold the Inrgest etock
of bodies in the tr.ide. racing, touring, and tan-
tflsi bodies and tradesmen's carrier bosea a speci-

. . see advert, under Sido<;jir Attachments.—Bennoc
ecar Works, 155, Marlborough Bd., Holloway, N.4.

EXXOC Sideoar Bodies, a large Quantity, all modek

;

clearance at knock-oat price*. Write for clearance
[6249

ASTONE'S for Sidecar Bodies. Latest new type
sporting models, lightweights, bulbous back, tor-

0, step, and other patterns at low prices; no better
cheaper house; trade supplied.—228, Pentonville

;

, King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North.
[5534

DECAR Body Designs for the trade cnly. Work-
ing, colouredj pencil, or line drawings of original

gns, aUo working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
jper'a Vehicle Journal. Ltd.. established designers
the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult ua when
Igning new ideas.—20, Todor St., London. E.C.4.

[0004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
XDERSLUNG Chassis. 26x2V2. suit 6h.p.—Taylor,

Barlby Rd.. W.IO. [6923

The Belt and
its Fastener.

Till' For'rard J'astrnt^r. Vricc 1 y9.

Ths former may be the
finest that the World
produces, but if the
Fastenerfails and you are
not carryhi* a spare, its

super - excellence will
count for nought.

And it s because we recog-
nise that fact that we
have designed and manu-
factured the

FO R WARD
AND

KING HOOK
with a reserve of strength
that is an absolute insur-
ance against failure.

Our Pocket Booklet des-
cribes both fully.— Ask
for it

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
-pOR

OANDDM. the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

QAXDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite £24/10. and
Sports £28/10. are of distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar. £28/10: the smartest side-
car on the road; highly recommended in "The

Motor Cycle."

SANDUAf Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of body as cur single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-

I

fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-

]

rect position over rear a.\Ie. Finished in colours to snit
any make of machine, £45, bodies only. £22/10
The latest development of the 2-seater as designed by
us. and oppioved by the recognised esperta.

I C-^^DUM FeathcrweiKht Streamline Body, smart and
|0 racy, weight 18 lb.--.; price £4/17/6.

SAXDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd.. 336. Gray's Inn
Hd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 933. Factories: 162

\ to 165. Pentonville
;
Britannia St., W.C.

Rd., N. ; and Britannia Works,
[0019

Canqclet James Chassis, 26x2U wheel; £12.

SIDECAE Complete. £16; aUo torpedo body, £6.—
Neil,' 13. Sangley Rd., Catford. S.E.6. [6970

NEW Coachbuilt Sidecar, under^lnng chassis; £15.
—FleVher, 6, Ridgo Rd., Child's Hill. [7198

REXNOC Sldecard, bodies, hoods, screens. Largest
stock in London; actual manufacturers throughout.

REXOC Co.
enlrcars ii

have the finest
tho trade.

select iou of complete

The King Hook. Detachable 1 /3. Adjustable 1 /6

FORWARD SPARKING
PLUG CO..

Summer Row, Birnungham.

REXXOC Sideo^ir Co. have 18 diflfereut model side-
cars, racing, touring, and tandem models.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. have nctually in stock 26 vorjoue
(le«ign sidecar models.

PHflvXIX Sideonrs.—All parts supplied from stock,

I
nnd repairs for this make by the llennoc Co.

[
"DEXNOC Sidecar Co. are actual manufacturers ol
-*-V hoods and wind screens, fitted while you wait.

REXNOC Sidecar Co. nudertnke repairs to any make
of »;idecnr : complete ienov;ttion« a speciality.

REXNOC Sidecars are manufaeturcd to fit every nmko
of motor cycle; Hnrley-lJavidsons a speciality.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. have 70 rlearanco sidecars and
bodic* to clear at knock-out prices; room wanted.

Xotf.— Send for special clearance fiat.

REX'XOC Co.
catiilogue.-

Lundou, N.4.

S

SEND A
CARD TO
IRVINE SMITH,

BUTTERSHA W, BRADFORD.

invite correspoudence. Semi for 1921
-Il».'inK)f Motors. Ltd., Viotoriii Rd.,

Phone : Uornsej* 850.

REXXOC Co. invite clients to view their works and
6ee the lar.iou.n Gennoc sidecars and liorlit's bein^r

iielu.lUy l.uilt thioucliout. [6250

IDECAR. Kporting torpedo, "l-point, 26in. wheel;
S25.—48, Broxash ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.ll.

[6702
CLYNO M.n. Chassis, £3; bargain; first chequo

secures.—Babljage, 65, Cotbam Brow, Bristol.
[7153

MILLFORD, o« 8h.p. Sunbeam, new Deo., 1919,
complete; £30.-B. England. Bello Isle. Wake-

field. [6478

DABK Bine Featherweight Sidecar, new condition

;

£16.-L. West, 71, Xorbury Crescent, Norhury,
S.W.16. (0414

SIDECAR, iindersluDg. brand new, for Triumph;
£15, cost double.— 7, Farmau Hd., Earlsdon,

Coventry. (X3276

COACHBUILT Sidecar, nnderslung, wheel. 26x2','i,
very roomv; 10 gns.—Fletcher, 12, Dcrwentwater

Rd., Acton. " [6917

BRAMBLE Enclosed Cbnssie, £35 sidecar, perfect;
photo; £16/10.-Starker, Hillcrest, Worting Bd..

Have you been look- Basingstoke. .
[6691

IDECAR, slightly soiled, but unused, coachbuilt;
price £15/10, original price £22/10.-64, Bisbops-

gate. London. [0399

9 Rover Sidecar, excellent condition. 28x3 heavy
Dunlop: bargain, £15.—^oble, Melton, Heath-

dene Ril, Wallington. (6795

Coaclibuilt Sidecar, 4-point, hood and
bargain, £15.-19, Wood

\^ne. Shepherd's B'ush. (5551

COACH Sidecar, apron. Palmer, good condition;
£10; 8ft. ii-;i. 5ft. ',!r% chains; offers.—W.J.T.,

173, Lancaster Rd., W.ll. (6922

with new saxe blue

ing for the Cover,

alls that really

keep tlie wet
out?

Then get

this book-

gate

19"

BAT Roomy
screen. 26x21,1. wheel;

Lancaster Rd., W.ll.

Sidecars, fitted4h.p. Douglas
bodies. £17/10; Douglas spares, cheap.—91.

Mapledene Rd., Dalston, £.8. [7208

SIDEC.4.R Attachments.—P. and IL, Mills-Fullord.
Oloria. Douglas, Montgomery: to clear at £10/10.

—33, Hackford Rd.. Brixton, S.W.9. (7142a

SIDECARS.—The I'arngon folding sidecar solves the

storage difficulty. Call and see it demonstrated.-
Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.0.1. (0387

All letters relatini; to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A45
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS. !

STEVENS Sidecar^.-The best that British iudustry
can produce. Imuiodiate deliveiT. Catalogue on

application.

STEYENS Model No. 1 Sporting Torpedo for Triumph,
Rudge, B.S.A., etc., etc; price complete, £22.

. ^TEVENS Model No. 2 Standard Touring Sidecar,
^-j Fuitiible 1*01 all motor cycles; price complete,
£23/10.

QTEVENS Model No. 3 Standard Lisht Touring Model,
*^ suitable for machines from 2i.4h.-p. to 4Ji,p. ; price
i-'ouiplete, £20.

^TEVENS Special 1921 Bulbous Back Sidecar, the
^J mofit luxurious streamline turnout on the market;
price completo £27.

STEVENS Sidecars can be supplied with fittings to
suit any make of motor cycle; bodies and chassis

i\;u be bau separately if required.

STEVENS Sidecars.—Write for-our illustrated catalogue
- before deciding. Second-hand and clearance side-

cars usually in stock.

QTEVENS Sidecars, 184-186, Pentonville Ed:, ICing'=
•^ Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: Central 10264. [6681

LICENCE Holders, circular, suit motor cycles or
cars, conforming to Transport Ministry regula-

tions,—Below.

LICENCE Holders, black. 3/6; brass, 4/-; alu-
minium, 4/-; plated, 4/6; postage 6d. Money re-

turned it not satistield.— Middleton's, below.

patent
coming

M
MIDDLETON'S are standardising their

applied for spring wheel sidecars for
season; rigid sidecars to order.

IDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are guaran-
teed for 3 years on usual conditions.

MIDDLETON'S (patent applied) one-piece unbreak-
able chassis axle, with spring wheel, is fitted to

all our 2-seaters and sidecars for heavy, powerful
machines.

MIDDLETON'S undertake all classes of repairs to
motor cycles and sidecars, bodywork, etc.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar
makers, 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park.

"Phone: Hornsey 1584. [4809

BASTONE'S for Sidecars and Bodies; no better or
cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models before

purchasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other models
in stock. Bodies from £4/10; complete sidecars

Irom £16/10.

BASTONE'S.—We have a few soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and

other models in stock; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.), 228. Pentonville Rd.,
King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North.

[5533

ROTAL Leice.9ter Sin^icars'to suit all machines, roomy
bodies, comfortable upholstery, excellent springing;

prices from £19/10 upwards.

SEND Your Sidecar to ui for renoyation. New hoods,
wind screens, and aprons fitted. Write for cata-

logue.

THE WillowbrooTr Co.. Royal Leicester Sidecar Works,
Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [0335

HENDERSON Sidecar.—Large stock ol all models,
shop-soiled, at greatly reduced prices; now is the

time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
, 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [6754

CANOELET Special Touring Model Sidecars, under-
slung, bulbous backs, coverall aprons, 28x3in.

ivheela with heavy Dunlop tyres, new; at half list price;

special models for Harley-Davidson.—HolUday Bros.—
Below.

DOUGLAS Sidecar Chassis with wheel, no tyres,

£2/15 each; £2/10 each in lots of 5.—HoUiday
Bros., 20 Queen St.. Hammer-smith, Broadway. [6734

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage, has
seven years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle, and
ivheu folded combiuatiou will pass through n 30in.

doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—WIncycle Co.,

Ltd., 236, High Holboru, W.C.I. [0388

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. No need
to pay garage. You can keep motor at home;

will go through passage 28in. when folded on any
motor. Any shape body fitted. They have been well

iested for six years on motors up to 8h.p.—Hopley,
Upper Highgate St., Birmingham. [0152

BIDEEZL—Special ofier of 100 brand new chassis and
bodies, to be cleared at once, various models, fit-

tings accurately machined to suit all -makes, fully guar-
inteed. Write for special list. Cannot repeat.— Sidecar
Co., 25, Upper Clapton, E.5. 'Phone: Dalston 3110.
Grams: Rideezi, Lowclap, London. [6580

A'

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
C. Sociable, hood, screen. Bints, new tyres; £50,—
Armitase, Clarendon St., Hyde.

,
[6709

A -C. Sociable, splendid condition: £75; any trial
ii- Seen Farthings, Photographers, Tooting. (6817

1 (0121 Richardsons, Morgans, Trinmphs, Scotts, Rudge,
.l-«j' etc.—Ewens, Garage, King's Lynn. 'Plioue: 122.

[4599

"PJOTOT^CLE-

Insurance Policy

^sttmang
THIS space will be occupied

each week with copies of

letters from Policy holders who
have made claims. - Original

letters may be inspected.

Dear Sirs,

I beg to thank you for yours of the

30th inst., enclosing cheque in settlement

of claim.

You certainly live up to your reputa-

tion for promptitude, and I have great

pleasure in expressing my appreciation

of same.

Yours faithfully.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is

Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

(Incorporating The Autocar Insurance
Department, Established 1904.)

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, London, E.G. 2.

Telephone: City 9831 and 9832.

Brandies: BIRMINGHAM—Guildhall Build-

ings. Navigation St. M.^NCHESTER—199.

Deanseate. LEEDS—Calvert's Chambers,

8 Commercial St. NEWCASTLE—Atlas
Chambers. Westgate Rd. CARDIFF—15,

High St. GLASGOW—137, West Regent St.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS
~|Q21. W.C. De Luxe Morgan, discs, lamps, n
Xt7 £240, makers' list price. — Chaston, Bl
wood. Mon. [7

G.N. Cycle Cars; latest models olivays in stock.-

deliveries from Drake and Mount, Ltd., M
Agents, Braclcnell. [2

MORGAN ChassLs, thoroughly overhauled, new t

new discs, J.A.P. engine; £120.—Downing,
Union St.. Eyde. [(

MOEGAiSr New 1920 de Luxe, W.fc., complete
hood, screen, lamps, liorn, etc. ; £225.—Gibb, C

Tester. 'Phone : 852. [(

"I
Q20 Morgan De Luxe, 8h.p..A.C. J.A.P., as

-a- *^ engineer owned, fully equipped, tax paid ; £2:

30. Bourne St., Dudley. [Xi

G.N., Sll.p. J.A.P.. 2 speeds, Elnks, lamps, just (

liauled; £130.—Homac's, 243, Lower Cl.apton

Dalston 2408.- ['

CARDEN Monocar, torpedo shape, J.A.P. —

„

2-j:peed. 6h.p., _ splendid 'condition.— Galla:
eui

Te Whnre, Gerrard's Cross. _ ['

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., in stock

immediate delivery ; £3P0.— Godfrey's, Ltd.

Gt. Portland St., London, W.l "[I

A.V. Monocar, £60, genuine bargain, in splendid

dition, ready to drive away; tax paid this ye

Broadwater Garage, \Yorthiug, Sussex. [

MORGAN, aero model, 1920 machine, eporty

fast, M.A.G. engine, accessories included ; i

—Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. [

G.N. Cars for Immediate or Future Deli

extended payments; exchanges.—A. P. Rey,

384, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. r

MORGAN Cars for Immediate or Future Deli

extended payments; exchanges. A. P. Rey,

384, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [

BLERIOT Whippet Cycle Car, to ma'iers' spec,

tion; £250, or on deferred payments f/. ext

Harrods, Ltd., 118. Brompton Rd., London '

19^

H^
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GW K 2-seater, dynamo set, accessories, just

hauled: .sacrifice £160: consider motor

part.— 121, Norwood Rd., Stretford, Manchester. [

CAEDEN Monocar, in excellent condition, 4.',

JAP engine, Amac carburetter, manutac

1914, trial; £60.-83, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croyd

PREMIER Super Bunahonts for Immediate or P
Delivery; extended payments; €xchanges^.-A

Hey, 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone; Museum 643b

WADCHOPE'B, 9, Shoe Lane, London E.-

New 1921 8h.p. Coventry Premier, spare w

detachable wheels, dynamo lighting; price 275 gi

AO Sociables, modern types, fully
_
equipped,

ehanicolly sound, good appearance; from ±b

£85; trial.-29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., Loi

N.W. '

19 51ip A v. Monocar, 6-ToIt accumulator

^« in", good condition; sacriflse. 80 gns, or

oBer.-Tanqueray, The Cottage, Werrmgton, 1

borough.

1ft 13 AC. Sociable, good condition, lamps, lei

-LtJ hood, good hill-climber: owner giving up
vassing; a bargain, £65.-Pageant House, West
Sussex. ^

'

COVENTRY Premier Runabout, 3 speeds an

verse, dynamo Jighting; 275 gns.—Special Ata
Ratclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'PI

Mayfair 5042.

UMBERETTE 8h.p.. water-cooled, new Aug.,

jt^ dvnamo lighting, 5 good tyres, speedomete

all accessories, excellent condition, trial; £165.—Vi

Garage, Surbiton.

FOCn have a 1919 Carden Monocar, beaut
equipped.-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

"^

stead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752.

9-7, including Satutdays.

-1 tf\20 Morgan, model de luxe, J.A.P., A.C.,

IJ7 hood cover, lamps, horn, wind screen,^
pump, perfect, mileage 300; price £20a-Shaw, C

hill, Sherborne, Dorset.

NEW G N Cycle Car, to makers' specification,

dvnamo lighting model. £275/12/6; imm
delivery; delerred payments 4% extra.—Harrods,

118, Bromptou P,<1., London.

TURNER Cycle Car, 8-lOh.p., twin V, water-^

Ine axle. 2-speed, wire wheels, lamps horn

screen etc.; £85; exchange combination.—bpeechl

(Junnersbury Lane, Acton, W.3.

4-WHEEL 2-speed Chassis, 8h.p. J.A.P., Bosch

final belts, evervthing complete and pertecf,

be finished in few days; £42 or first near

Palmer, 16, Fox Hill, CiTstal Palace.

COVENTRY Premier Runabout.-G. L. Franci

Co.. authorised agents for the Coventr,- Pi

runabout. 7-9h.p., immediate delivery, £275,

Shaftesbury Av. 'Phone: Genard 3288.

1 fl20 Morgan Sporting Model, lOh.p. Precision,
1" Dlete with hood, screen, lamps, generator,

guaranteed perfect condition; oSers.-Packman^

.. Bournbrook Rd., Bournbrook, Birmingham. O

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The State of the Trade.

THERE is uiuioubteyiy at the present moment
a tendency on the part of the puicliasing

public to witlihold orders in the hopes of a

decline in prices. A slight fall in the cost of

some materials is probably the root of these

hopes, and it is only natural that the purchaser

should be anxious to pay the minimum price for

his 1921 mount.

There may be grounds for e.xpecting a drop in

the motor cycle prices in the not distant future,

and certainly by 1922; but, be this as it may, to

withhold an 'order at the present time is likely to

delay that most desirable event. It needs very

large resources for manufacturers to build for stock.

P'urthermore, not many factories have sufficient

floor space to carry a heavy stock, and, should
works be compelled to slow down, there will in-

evitably be a shortage of machines when the spring

orders arrive.

As a consequence prices will remain high, and
much trade may be lost. "^

The plain fact is that manufacturers ever since

the • war have l>een hampered by shortage of

materials. When, last summer, the position eased
slightly, most makers decided to replenish their

stocks, while the opportunity was favourable. This
meant that the high figures then prevailing had to •

be paid, and it is on these costs that the present
prices of motor vehicles "are based. Thus it will

be appreciated that any decided reduction in sell-

ing prices would, in the maji:>rity of cases, entail

definite loss to the manufacturer. Clearly, then,

these expensive materials must be absorbed before
price reductions of machines become general.

During the past week we have received communi-
cations from two well-known concerns, one a

prominent manufacturer and the other an equally
well-known distributer, dealing with this ver)' ques-
tion. Both point out the serious damage to
the trade which may result from any marked
depression at this time of the year, and both are
prepared to guarantee to refund the difference

between ruling prices and those in force at the
end of May. This sporting lead deserves encour-
agement, and we hope that the firms concerned
will receive a due measure of orders. Such
promises reassure the buying public and assist in
stabilising trade.

International Records.

AI.fST of officially recognised world's records
has been compiled at last. Hitherto the
records made on Brooklands have been re-

garded merely as British records, and figures

set up in America have not been taken into
consideration. A section of the public has not
accepted to<^ readily some of the speed claims of
record-breakers in the United States. The accept-
ance some time ago of the American organisation
as members of the Jnternational Federation of
Motor Cycle Clubs, and the compilation of the
first list of world's records, in which several U.S.A.
figures are included, officially places America in

her rightful place.

British motor cyclists have always been among
the first to give credit where credit is due, and now
that the U.S.A. holds the world's records for

si)eed (over 108 m.p.h.) there will probably be
keen competition on this side of the Atlantic to beat
the figures : whereas while American records and
British records were distinctly separate, and the
former not recognised in this country, there was
little inducement to do so.

The 'world's records do not include the British

one-way records for kilometre and mile. There-
fore, many classic records are automatically

eliminated. The mean speed method is certainly

. the better, although not the easier, way of obtain-

ing records, as, then, no advantage can be taken
of a favourable wind.

The object of eliminating Class Ai (275 c.c.)

will not be clear to British motor cyclists, but it

must be remembered that Great Britain is only one
of the countries representing the F.I.CM., and
the decision was made by the vote of the majority.

=-...^ / ^ ''
. / . /:./ / i...J...J.^ / J / J i / /./.y.jv. is::s: "^ ^ V ^ V . V \ , S \„,.S 'i, \ \,, \, >,, s u-j.

An Index to the advertisements in this Issue will be foud on the page facing the back cover-
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COMME:NT6
On tlie Border Line.

(^OME of our thriftier boys are spending an anxious^ time this month in their efforts to get down to
the 30s. tax. ' One idle scoundrel of my acquaint-

.
ance thought it would suffice if he excavated the crank
case from the mud and oil accumulations of years.
Not a bit of it. Then he let the air out of the tyres.
Still over 200 lb. Finally he had a brain wave. He
took off his Sturmey-Archer hub-wheel, and inserted
a plain T.T. wheel. I think he has caught Sir Eric
bending here, as the Act says nothing about swopping
wheels after you have paid your tax. But if many
people do it, the police will begin to sink weighbridges
in the roadway at the entrances to all large towns. In
which case I shall reluctani;ly split on quite a number
of my correspondents who- have got down to 30s. by
ways that are child-like and bland.

Splitting Two Gallons. ~^^

nT is high time that the. A.C.U. or some other body
tackled the question of fuel supplies for motor
cyclists. On my .way to and' from the North I

was recently refused supplies of fuel unless I took
the whole can. Some tanks will easily hold two
gallons, but such a capacity does not solve the
difficulty, .because

'
we dare not ride on until a mere

drain remains at the bottom of the tank! The reason
of refusals to split a can is quite obvious—many cans
do not contain- two gallons when opened, The other
day I was, at the Exchange Motor Depot, Highfield
Road, Rock Ferry—a garage which does a large'trade
witli Cheshire riders who wish to put up their machines
while they cross to Liverpool—and is, therefore, willing
to split cans. A light car owner wanted to fill his tank
right up, and was replenishing by measure, A sealed
can was opened, and measured; it contained seven
and a quarter quarts, but the buyer had to pay' for
eight quarts. If the_buyer had made a fuss, or if

the /can had been sold in small anrounts to -two or
more purchasers, the garage would have lost the value
of a pint and a half. The problem clearly divides
itself into two halves, viz

:

(i.) As between garage and motor cyclist.

(2.) As between garage and petrol syndicate.
The iirst half would be met if the A.C.U. supphed

a special plaque to those garages which ~ are open to
split cans. The second halL is a thorny matter. I

presume that no canning concern can absolutely safe-
guard itself against leakage and evaporation. But I.

should fancy that the agents' association is strong
enough to force some sensible agreement upon the
petrol companies."' Can any reader with trade- experi-
ence in America tell us- whether similar difficulties

arise under the " bulk storage" and stand-pipe system
of selling petrol? We must not forget that the private
owner suffers from short measure when he buys whole
cans.- I generally buy thirty cans at a time, and many
of them contain much less than the alleged two gallons.

When petrol was gd. per gallon we put up with such
losses. Now we ate less inclined to take these
shortages lying down. If the. A. A., R.A.C., and
A.C.U. tackled this matter seriously, they might du
their members a very good turn indeed.

-

Sinews of War.

ALL sportsmen will feel with Mr, AT L. Judge that

each maker should be represented in the T.T.
by the same number of machines, just as each

country used to be represented in the International

Cup Race by three riders. In fact, Mr. Judge might
well have gone further, and applied the same prin-

ciple to the Six Days. I should long ago have tilted

at this very obvious windmill if tire T.T. were not

—

unfortunately —' an extremely expensive event to

organise and run. ' The A.C.U. give such limited

publicity to their: balance sheet that few' riders know
exactly how much they make of lose on their bigger

events. But Mr. Judge will -doubtless recognise that

a standard T.T. entry of one, machine per make might
result in a heavy loss, and that a standard T.T. entry

of three machines per, make would tax the resources

of the smaller makers to the limit. Still, I fancv that

the principle which Mr. Judge pleads for, is- slowly

coming into its own. For example, if the T.T. re-

commences to attract entries on the 1913 scale, it may
prove fea.sible to rule that not more than three

machines of one make shalLbe entered. Moreover,

if the A.C.U. attempt to carry out their very complex
proposals for the 1921 Six Days, they wjll surely be

forced to limit die total entries. And a limited total

entry should imply limited individual entries? On
several notorious occasions, both in races and relia-

bility events, the sole survivor of a team has earned

kudos for a maker who hardly deserved it.

Listen to Tliis.

KT is many long years since I attended Sunday
school, but unless a paganised memoiy deceives

me, one of the commandments says, " Thou shaft

not covet." Temptation is sometimes irresistible. I

- quote from a letter just' to hand

:

" All went well to the other side of Lichfield, when
without any warning she stopped and refused to fire

at all.- You could grasp the h.t. terminals and never

feel a shock. So I sat down by the roadside and took

the mag. to pieces. All the screws were covered with

iron filings, but right inside the thing on the con

denser plate was a spot of grease with a nice curly

steel shaving cosily embedded in it. The wretched

thing, had chased round and round, tearing the insula

tion before it finally shorted all the lot. I removed
it and faked it up with candle .grease—I always carry a

small piece of candle for wiring emergencies—put it

Ixion's " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES " have just

been published in book jorin^ 'price 5s. 3d. post jree, from
" The Molar Cycle " Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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togetli^r, and went on rejoicing. \Vlien I got lionie

1 sent the thing to the makers. They sent it back in

Ji few days with no remarks and no charge, but plus a

new armature, new magnet-s, and a new contact-
breaker.

"

Reflections on above

:

Happy thought—write scathingcomment on careless
workers. ' -

Happy thought—always carry a bit of cafidle.

UnJiappy thought—should I know how to use it ?

Unhappy thought—I was not consulting radiologist

to B.E.F., as tiie writer of above was.
Final spa.sm—what exactly is a "radiologist?"

' Asking too Much.
NOVICE corres[X)nilent asks me to instruct liini

per this column in the repair of chains and the

adjustment of wheel spokes. He need not worry
about his chains. If his service chain" is new, he need

93

The truing up of a -wheel stands in quite a different

category. It- is a job for a skilled man, and should
not be attempted by an amateur until he has repeatedly
.watched a skilled mechanic perform the 'operation;
even tRen he should preferably borrow somebody else's

wheel on which to make his first experiment. I am
!Wt surprised that my correspondent has wrecked his

sidecar wheel by tackling the job on his own.

Security Bolts.

^OBODY likes security bolts, but I quite agree
with ,a correspondent that they are possibly
desirable on (a) high-powered passenger

machines, and (b) solo buses capable of very violent
acceleration. Some' people say that a good deal of

inaccuracy exists in tyre and rim dimensions, but I

never find that ni)- low-powered machines suffer from
creeping tyres. On the other hand, as soon as I

start driving a hog-bus rather blue, the valve tries

to convert itself from a -radius into a tangent. If it

^^

A sidecar in the service of an estate steward, who is able to visit, and superintend work, on widely different parts of a large country estate.

only carry a few 'spare links and a rivet punch. Nine
times out of ten he will be able, to deal with any
mad emergency by means of the adjusters on the
machine, but if an actual fracture occurs, he will be
aljle to restore the damaged chain to the proper length
by removing the damaged link or links with the aid
ol the punch, and inserting spare links or half links
til suit with the aid of the spring clips provided. As
the chain ages, it becomes a wise precaution to carry
a complete spare chain; but this is. seldom done except
as an insurance in big trials. If a chain is cleansed
in paraffin and relubricated at regular intervals, its

life should exceed 5,000 miles; and when it is worn
out, the sprockets are usually hook-toothed, aiTd new
chain wheels are essential.

is any comfort to the sufferers, let me add that sundry

imported tyres are worse. LastWeek a friend of mine
brought down an imported car from town. It was
fitted with some weird tyre of which I had not so

much as heard the name, and the covers simply skipped

off the rims if the pressure in the tube were allowed

to fall below 80 lb.

My own experiences may riofbe representative, but-

all the tyre troubles in which I have participated this

year have either been caused by a creeping dover
' or have been complicated by this unpleasant pheno-

menon, and a slack fit on the part of the cover can

hardly be the cause when it puzzles a hefty man to

pull the cover back so that its notches register with

the hole in the rim.
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Novelty i/n

Pesign A/no
Construct

An Outline of a

Proposed New Machine
which will have Many
Interesting Features.

General layout for Capt
for special notice are the

wfieels, the accessibility

gear box design.

SINCE tfie Armistice more
cliange has been seen in tlie

general design of motor cycles

than for any two correspond-
ing years before the war, and
there has been a readiness to brealv

away from accepted practice on the
part of a number of old-established firms in this country.
Whether the general design of machines will continue to

undergo considerable change more or less ad lib. remains
to be seen, but it is certain that less reluctance will e-xist

in scrapping ^deficiencies in design, for the reason that keen
competition between the considerably increased number of

manufacturers will enforce such action.

The halves of the rear \vhe

cover parted, m order to allow

of the rear wheel bemg removed
in a backward mstead of a downward direction.

_ We have recently been afforded an oppgrtonity to inspect

the detail drawings of a machine which shows considerable
originality, and in several respects a complete departure
from standard practice. In this machine a strong effort

has been made by the designer—Capt. I. P. Millar—to

overcome some of the outstanding
deficiencies of present-day design
without complication, and there has
been no attempt to introduce the
average inventor's favourite innova-
tions, such" for example, as six-

cylinder water-cooled engines, shaft
drive, armchair seats, wheel steering,

' and otlier features often beloved by
the inventor.

In the design under review there
are tlrreo features oi outstanding in-

terest. The first is the use of stamp-
! in'gs for the wheel covers, forks, and
chain cases, sets of three dies only
being required in the manufacture of
these components. The.second feature
is the u-nit construction of the engine
and gear ; and the third the system
of spring suspension at the rear.

. Mdlar s design for a medmm-powered machine. Among the points

clean lines of the machine, the comprehensive mudguardlng of the

of the chain case, and the general cleanness of the engine and

The torpedo-shaped tank is built of steel tubing with
malleable iron nose and rear pieces, and the tank forms the
backbone of the machine. - Extending down from the tank
are four tubes, two at the front and two at the rear, which
engage with four large lugs in the casing forming the engine
cranlc case and the gear unit, and the complete construction
forms the central portion of the machine.
An unusual feature exists in the design of the rear pait

of the machine, in that no tube of any -description is used
in the construction. The rear wheel is housed within a

stamped sheet steel cover, to -which is attached on either

side a stamped casing forming radius components for the
up and down movement of the rear wheel. These latter

casings are attached to lugs on either side of the. engine
and gear box casing by means of side bosses, which are
concentric with the gear box countershaft and act as radius
rods for the rear wheel. The weight of the rider and the
central part of the machine is taken by a pair of laminated
springs, extending from lugs on the rear pair of twin tubes
under the saddle to sliding joints between the chain cases
and the rear wheel cover, as will be seen in the plan view
of the transmission system.

How the Rear Wheel is Withdrawn.
Apart from the rear spring suspension system, the rear

portion of the machine holds another ^'ery interesting
feature in the manner in which the back wheel can be de
tached and taken out. To withdraw the wheel, four castle

nuts are unscrewed from lugs on the periphery of the rear
wheel cover, and the halves, together with the side cases,

are drawn apart to permit of the wheel being taken out
backwards, as shown in the illustration. To allow of this
operation it is not necessary to remove or disturb the driving
chain sprocket or any part of the rear wheel bearing system,
except the central bolt of the rear hub, and, when bolted up
after the wheel has been inserted, the complete cover of the
wheel, together wuth the casings on both sides, form a box-

SPHcKICAL BOSS CUKMY
CHAIN".

-

- "

WHEEL,
COVH!.

-PI, of speed gear, rear cham transmission and disposition of side casings and rear springs.
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Novelty in Design and Construction.

—

like construction which should prove to
be immensely strong. The manner in
which the sprocket drives the r.ear hub,
through an auxiliary sleeve mounted in

ball bearings, is shown in another illus-

'tra.tion.

From the crankshaft it is intended
that a pair of wide Coventry chains
extend to the countershaft, and the two
speeds are obtained on the P. and M. or
Eniield system of different sized sprockets.
The crankshaft is to be mounted on roller

bearings located within the' crankshaft
chain sprockets, in order to give the
maximum width of flywheels, and at
the same time to reduce the overall
width of the crankshaft. The crank-
shaft and its bearings are supportetl
within two large detachable steel discs
within the crank case^ while a very simple
and sturdy form of cam gear has been
evolved for the valves. The final drive to the rear wheel is

to be by means of a very large roller chain located within
the near side case.

The change-speed gear possesses an unusual feature, in thai
the low gear is brfJlight into operation by an expanding
clutch, while the high gear comes into operation on the
eiigagemeiit of a pair of dogs on tlie countershaft. The object
of this construction has been to eliminate a number nf .work-
ing parts and provide a foolproof mechanism. In the
majority of instances it is unnecessary to declutch when
changing into top gear, whereas the clutch is always used in

starting away with the machine on bottom gear, -hence the
low gear clutch and high gear dog system employed in the
design. Probably clianging down will .be a matter of prac-
tice. The size of chains ancLsprockels in the two-speed gear
unit has been so proportioned to give a guaranteed mileage
of 40,000 withont, replacements, while a similarly large
mileage is intended in respect of the fabric facing employed
in the low gear expanding clutch face.

Optional Disposition of Fina) Drive.
li will be observed from the design that nu difficulty

whatever should be experienced in removing and greasing
the rear transmission clutch, since its casing is right on the
outside of the machine and completely unobstruct^^d. In-
cidentally, it should be noted that when the halves of the rear
wheel cover are parted for withdrawing the wheel, the out-
ward hinging movement of the chain -case is brought about
on the spherical boss concentric with the countershaft on
the side of the gear box, to which the casing is attached.
Al.s:o when t)ie casings are hinged outwards the leaf springs.
together with their brackets, perform a similar movement.
The illustrations show the rear chain on the near side, but as
the casings on both sides of the machine are identical to each
other, the chain can be on the near or off side at option,
according to sidecar position. Hence for both Continental
and British markets the rear chain can be on tlie off side.

UNUSUAL
ENGINE
FIXING.

laF SFBK SiaCHHEin

Section of rear hub, axle and sprocket drive.

Complete engine and

gear box unit dropped

away from the tank

and four down tubes.

Other features of the engine and gear
box unit are a combined hand and foot
control for the dog gear and clutch,
enclosed valve springs, and magneto
driven by shaft and skew gearing. from
the cam gear.

In order to allow for the engine and
gear box to be overhauled as a unit on a
workshop bench, the four tubes extend-
ing downwards from the tank are pro-
vided with fittings which allow the
engine to be dropped away from the
machine as illustrated, or, in the case of
the garage pit not being available, the
engine unit can be chocked up on a box
and the central part of the frame lifted

away from it. . It should be mentioned
that, if desired, the tank and down tubes
can be lifted away and still leave the
rear wheel and side casings in position
with the engine and gear box, which
allows of the whole of the engine and

tran.smission (including the rear wheel) being overhauled
and adjusted with ease and comfort.

Unique Construction of Front ForKs.
The front forks are to be built of two stampings made

from one set of dies only, and when welded together in
position on the pressed steel cover of the front wheel form
a very strong construction. The bolts to which the links
are attached have bearings the complete width of the fork,
in order to pronde lateral rigidity at the front part of the
machine over a long period of use. The laminated leaf
springs, attached to the cross bolt connected to the lower
fork links, are designed to take up the motion of the forks,
both in a vertical and fore and aft direction, and the
attachment of the top part of the ' spring is direct to
brackets forged nnderneath tho upper fork links. External

expanding brakes (totally enclosed) are
fitted to both front and rear wheels,
and the wheels, incidentally, are inter-
changeable.

One of the two
stampings which
form the front

fork construction.

Complete pressed

steel fork ready for

welding to the

front wheel cover.

The general and detail design of the machine has been
fully worked out by the designer, and, needless to mention,
a number of the general features have been made the sub-
ject of patents. Pi-ovision has been made in the general
design for many details, siich as dynamo lighting, rear
carrier', and a number of points in smaller equipment, and
it is hoped that an experimental machine will be placed on
the road during the present year, when manufacturing
arrangements are to be attempted.

It is, perhaps, curious that in so complete and excellent
a design, Capt. Millar should be content with a two-speed
gear box providing no method of declutj:hing without re-

sorting to low gear. Such an arrangement might prove dis-
tinctly unhandy in traffic, and we expect to see this detail
modified in the production model. Except for this criticism,
the design is most interestingj and will undoubtedly attract
the attention of those who desire a weatherproof machine.

A23
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A Mechanical Oil Pump.

I
DO not know that I have fallen wildly
in love with Mr. Weaver's oil fiump. It

is obviously designed for a somewhat
complex transmission, and, to judge from
his. specification, is intended to be driven
so slowly that a charge of oil is injected
into the crank case every five miles or so,

though in actual practice both the volume
of the charge and the frequency of de-

livery are adjustable. In other, words,
it is a mechanical substitute for the
ordinary hand pump, and differs from
the general run of mechanical pumps,
which inject a tiny charge of oil every
few yards. Still, if a type of engine is

used which requires the cooliiTg effect of

a big dose of cold oil every few miles,
the Weaver pump would be less trouble-

W. A. Weaver,
oil pump.
No. 135,562,

22/11/1

some than the hand type. It consists of

an ordinary plunger pump fitted to a gear
case. The train of gears on the right
are driven off the engine in any con-

venient fashion, and the adjustable hori-

zontal arm is slowly oscillated. A pawl
fixed to the arm rotates the toothed crank
disc on the left, and a second pawl pre-

vents the disc from flying back. The
pump piston is then given a suction

stroke, and when this piston passes its

dead centre,, the coiled spring operates

its delivery stroke, whilst the crank disc

free wheels., A hand lever, fitted to the

spindle of the crank disc, permits the
drirer to inject extra supplies at his

discretion.

A Eotai'y-engmed Wheel.

A J-innish engineer, Mr. Y. J. Aal-
tonen, propounds a motor wheel, consist-

iiig of a three-cylinder rotary engine of

the pattern in which the cj'Hiidera and
crankshaft rotate in opposite directions.

The two rotating parts of the engine are
coupled together (or disconnected) by
means of a friction clutch acting on the
planetary wheels of an epicy'clic gear.

How such a fiendi-shly heavy wheel would
bump on our modern roads ! f.tr. Aal-

A2,|

REVIEWED BY B. H. DAVIES.

tonen has apparently done a little "prop-
swinging" in his time, for he points out
how nice it would be to handle an aero-

Aaltonen rotary engine, No 142,010.

plane built on his system, and clutch in

the prop aft«r the engine had , been
started. Ack Emmas will agree, but. what
the design section of the Air iMinistry

would remark is perhaps unprintable.

An Elaborate Oiling Control.

Mr. W. P. Lloyd proposes to use
exhaust pressure for the control of

a regulating valve in the case of a

gravity fed lubricating system; the
chief objections appear to be lack
of pressure on the oil. As tiie

sketch indicates, the method is quite
simple. The. oil in the tank rises to its

own level' in an oil tube which it reaches
through a non^return valve. The oil tube
may be located inside the oil tank, or
be of the external type, and surrounded

Lloyd's lubrication.

No. 141.622.

22/10/19.

with an exhaust-heated jacket. In either

case it contains a valve communicating
via a sight feed glass and a pipe with the
crank case ; the .valve is normally closed

by a spring and is adjustable. The
head of this valve terminates in a disc,

and the disc supports the centre of a

leather diaphragm in the exhaust pressure
chamber. A by-pass from the main ex-

haust conveys pressure to the upper side

of the diaphragm, whereupon the valve
opens, and oil passes through the sight

glass. Apart from the possibilities of

fouling when the exhaust gas is dirty,

, the device should work well, for the

supply of oil will increase, not only with
r.p.m., but also when the engine is

running slowly on full throttle on a steep

climb.

Two-stroke Piston Cooling.

If the next Dalman two-stroke engine

is constructed according to the present

patent, it will join the select band o'

"four port" engines, of which the origi

hal Connaught iind the Clyno are

familiar examples. The fourth. port is in

the piston skirt, and forms the communica-

C. W. Dalman and J. H. Dalman
(Deux Temps), two-stroke. No. 140,173.

17/2/19.

tion trench between the crank case ant

the" transfer passage.- I use the wor
"trench" advisedly, because the siibjec

matter of the patent covers the use of .

v/eb or baffle inside the piston ; in sidi

view this baflle is a puIled--out S, anc

in cross view a U ; its purpose is t<

cause the charge to travel along th(

under side- of the piston crown, and s(

assist in the cooling. It is quite possibli

that the ordinaiy type of two-strok<

engine maintains a pocket of semi
stagnant gas under the piston head
which does not make for cooling th

hottest point in the engine. Clearly

nothing but careful experiment can prov
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whether the present interesting innovation
results in increased efficiency. It is cer-
u-iiiily possible to keep a. well-designed
piston reasonably cool without resorting
to such expedients. On the other hand
adequate charging is always a serious pro-
blem with the simpler types of two-stroke
engine ; and in this case two new obstacles
to charging are apparently introduced.
Ope is the additional friction and throt-
tling produced by a devious transfer
p.ifsage. The other is tlie additional
pre-heating of the charge, which must
lead to expansion, though it mav
produce a better mixture with less
" blobbiness." .Messr.s. Dalman have
presumably satisfied themselves that the
gain exceeds the loi=s*s.

Non-slipping Sidecar Connections.
Sidecars have grown so ponderous and

speedy that frictioual locks have ceased
to be satisfactory for fixing the adjust-

ments of the
connections to
the cycle
flame. \Ir. G.
E. Rigby pro-
tects the "use of
bolts passing
through the
eyes of the con-
necting tubes
and through
slots in the
sidecar chassis,
slip being pre-
vented by cor-
rugating the
surface round
the slot, and
using a serrated
washer in con-
tact with the
slot. Alter-
natively, h e
uses giooved
lugs on the

G. E. Rigby, sidecar

ottachmenls. No.
137,385, 2I/1/I9.

chassis, and an internally grooved clip
on the end of the connecting tube.

Hand and Mechanical Lnbrication.
Mr. H. Williams propounds a hand

pump for use in conjunction with the
Best mechanical pump. He couples
a pipe from the engine-driven pump
to the cylinder of the hand --pump
between the valves of the latter. The
engine pump then draws oil through the
barrel of the hand pump, and forces it
through the sight feed of the hand pump.
When additional oil is rerjuired, the hand

H. Williams, oil

pump. No. 137.618.

27/1/19.

'©is(nfpLi

pump is used to augment the supply. A
single indicator and a single pair of
valves thus serve both the lubricating
systems.

Adjustable Caiu Gear.

The Bra-dbury valve gear, illustrated

herewith, will arouse fierce glee in the
bosom of the expert knut, for it enables
him to set his timing to ^Jijth of a circle,

or less than a degree. The crankshaft is

Bradbur> and Co.,

Ltd.. L. W. Haney.
and T. Lees (timing

gear). No. 138,555.

25., 7,' 19.

externallv serrated, and drives two half-

time pinions, each of which is internally
serrated, and operates one of the cam
wheels. The exhaust cam wheel is made
in one piece with its spindle, and the inlet

cam wheel runs fiee on the same spindle,
outside the e.xhaust cam. Assuming
pinions with sixteen and thirty-two t«eth
respectively, and fifteen serrations in the
internal bore of the half-time pinions,
the timing can be set to ^Jjth of a circle.
Whether the novice who rashly dismounts
his timing gear will prefer this pattern
to the ordinary three-pinion type with
nice punch marks remains to be seen.

Gudgeon Pin Fixing.

Without doubt an easily removable
gudgeon pin is welcomed by those
motor cyclists who are inveterate
" tinkerers "

; we have to remove carbon
from the inside of the piston, and the
removal of the gudgeon pin is a delicate

j«.b when it is

a driving fit in

a light piston.
The name of
the devices
which secure
gudgeon pins is

legion, proving
that it is no
easy matter to

combine detach-
abilily w i t li

security. Mr.W.
Caddick, in con-
junction with
the Ruby Cycle

Company, protects the use of" bronze
set screws, screwing into either end of a
gudgeon pin. The piston is so recessed
that the heads of the set screws definitely
locate the gudgeon pin. This is a varia-
tion of the not uncommon system by
which floating caps of soft metal arc

Royal Rubv, gudgeon pin.

No. i4l,570.

97

placed between the cylinder walls and
the ends of the gudgeon pin. I have never
had any trouble with the simpler device

;

but provided that the set screws are of a
metal which expands under heat to a
greater degree than the steel pin, this
patent should be satisfactory.

A Four-valve Head.
Messrs. Stevenson and Smith, of the

Royal Aircraft Establishment, are con-
cerned with the multi-valve engine. No
doubt aero engines were in their mind.

A. C. Stevenson and W. S. Smith, valve

operating gear. No. 139,894. 14/3/19.

but any amateur mechanic who is faking
up a 2^ h,p, .J,.\,P. into a gixteen-valver
with an eye to the Baby T.T, should
study their lovely arrangement. For four
valves per cylinder (two inlets and two
exhausts), they use one pivot bracket and
two pull rods. These are so ingeniously
devised that, as the plan shows, the two
prim.iry rockers operate four secondary
rockers, the business ends of which are set
equidistant round the central point of the
head. Very neat, too.

Sidecar Wheel Springing.

Mr. W. F. Lechmere and the James Co.
patent a spring sidecar wheel, the character
of which is obvious from the drawing.
The sidecar body is spnnig by any ap-
proved method. The sidecar wheel is

carried in a separate triangulated frame,
rocking on a broad pivot pin mounted on
the transverse tube which secures the
sidecar to tho motor bicycle. The upward
movement of the side wheel frame is

damped and finally checked by a leaf
spring moun.ted as shown.

W. F. Lechmere and the James Cycle Co.,

spring sidecar wheel. No. 140,160. 1/2/19.
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Commenlary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

Useful Statistics. Last week we analysed the Board of

Trade Returns of overseas trading

figures for 1920. and several striking facts were

brought to light. Of course, the most satisfactory

finding was the extraordinarily high ratio of motor

cycle exports to imports, especially when compared
with the corresponding figures for cars, and, remember-

ing that ^2,340.557 worth of motor cycles and parts

were exported in twelve months, it will not be per-

missible now for our o\erseas readers to complain that

they are q^uite neglected by the home manufacturers.

But that is not all that the statistics reveal. By the

use of a littl-e sirnple division and equally .

simple deduction it may be inferred that a

high proportion of the number of complete

motor cycles exported were lightweights

—

and low-priced lightweights at that.

The Motor Cycle has frequently drawn
attention to the great potential demand for

such lightweights from the widely diffused

populations of manv countries abroad.

Is this demand being satisfied now ?

Both by the B.O.T. figures and by

other sources of information we are con-

straimd to answer in the affirmative. But
although manv makers have turned an
attentive ear to this particular market,

supply cannot yet have gained on demand;

and each year the latter factor gains in dimensions.

The higher priced and higher quality lightweight

must be dealt with as a proposition distinct from the

above question. It must not be regarded as a play-

thing or a toy for either native or European ; and.

regardless of conditions, we reafiirm that the variably

geared de luxe lightweight machine is a sound utility

mount wherever the use of the motor cycle, of anv
type, is at all possible. Undoubtedly a number of
the 21,000 machines that went abroad last year were
of this type. We await with interest the verdict of
the hard rider under difficult riding conditions.

ON AN INDIAN FRONTIER

North-west India is the country of great road

engineering feats. In the Alps of Central Europe

and in the Roclcics of America are to be found fine

mountain roads, but India can boast also of long and

well-graded climbs over wild and very rugged country.

These two photographs show hairpin bends on the

road to Kashmir, a climb of ten miles. A Triumph

and sidecar accomplished the climb when our photo-

graphs were taken. A timed hill-climb from the

bottom to the top of this little rise would surprise

a good many owners who pride themselves on their

machines and their own hill-climbing abilities
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Springing. The deve-

lopment of

motor cycle springing has
taken a curious turn, for

though the necessity for

increased comfort is still

fully realised, the majority

of present day designers

seem content to insulate the

rider and to leave the

machine to take the shocks.

.Spring seat-pillars and
saddle suspensions have
])rogressed by such leaps

and bounds that the insula-

tion of engine ' frame and
transmission appears to be
in danger of becoming side

tracked. There are many
ditificulties in the way of

designing a perfect spring

frame motor cycle, for in

addition to a wide range of

action with absence of side

play or roll, it is necessary

to maintain as nearly as

possible a constant tension

on the transmission. It is

not generally realised that

the slight variations in

sprocket centres to be
found in most rear springing systems matter less

than the " snatch '"- imposed by the sudden lifting of
that section of chain directly over the top of the large
rear sprocket. Anyone who cares to make a rough
diagram will see clearly that if a stationary sprocket
of considerable size be swung about the axis of the
driviug sprocket, that .Iriving sprocket will be partially

rotated, and since this happens to a greater or less

degree when any inequality in the road is struck
one may imagine the effect on the transmission system.
Equal sized driving and driven sprockets will alleviate

the trouble, but these are seldom possible in the case
of motor cycles. In spite of these difficulties we art-

'onxinced that the correct sprjnging of motor cvcles
will develop, and that it is only a matter of time before
rigiii frames will be the exception rather than the rule.

Japanese are quick to recognise the qualities oi anything Irom the

West, whether it be of machinery or sport, and although motor

cycling is a comparatively new pastime in Japan, a T.T. race has

already been held. The photograph depicts S. Yokokawa (Triumph)

winner o( the event, which was held over a ten-mile course.

Cycle Cars for UNDER the
Overseas present sys-

Marke<s. tem of taxa-

t i o n the
small four-wheeled run-

abouts of motor cycle

specification are likely to

encounter an adverse period

on the home market, yet

no one " has seriously

estimated their possibilities

in more distant fields. In

the great Dominion cities,

of course, conditions are

much the same as in our

own towns, and any type of

machine will find its buyers,

but in the pioneer districts

assuredly the monocar type

(if four-wheeler has special

I'laims for attention. It is

light, powerful for its

weight, has a narrow track,

and, usually, a generous

clearance for its under-

works. On half-made dirt

tracks, probably deeply

rutted by horse or bullock

transport, its narrow track

should enable a safe course

to be maintained between

the wheel tracks of the

circinnstances where a three-wheelerheavy traffic in

would be at a cons'iderable disadvantage

The light four-wheeled single-seater is narrow enough

to take to a bush track, and can be lifted over those

obstacles which stop a solo machine or ditch a car.

Another advantage of the cycle car machines is the

simplicitv of construction; a motor cycle engine, gear

box, and transmission are easily understood and

cheaply maintained when they are run in an enclosed

position. The chassis, instead of being a complicated

and delicately aligned system of brazed tubes, may be

of wood and cheaply assembled; even if of the '.razed

tubular type it may be understood and repaired by any

village blacksmith or backwoods handy man, simply

because it needs to be little more than a rectangular

framework embodying the simplest of lugs.

A Selection of LeUers from Readers scattered all over the World
An Oriental Opinion.

A Japanese correspondent, who sif;ns himself with a
native registration mark (which, fortunately, he Iraiislate.*.,

for it is beyond the capacity of our printing presses !), sends
us the following decisive if somewhat original views of his
own tastes, especially with reference to earlier statements
by " Ixion "

:

"Your contributor, 'Ixion,' in the issue of October 21st,

1920, gives us to understand that a two-stroke of a certain
make grows on us for ever, or we sell it in six months. . .

Fools suck joy out of four-strokes ; two-strokes are for the
clever rider, etc.

' I had a Scott for four years, then I sold it. I have
a Bradbury now, and like it better. I prefer grinding valves
to cleaning out transfer ports. I like independent adjust-
ment for chains. I prefer to stay at home, when it is wet,
to carting around so much sheet metal on my outfit, in antici-
pation of a deluge.

" ' Ixion ' must have been listening for misfires at low
speeds and high speeds when his three tool rolls left

home. Sewing the roll to the bag is nonsense : if it is

wanted at the front wheel, it means emptying the roll, or

too many trips to the roll. Pack your pannier bags tightly,

make sure you fasten them, and you will not need to sew

anything, and you will not sow your outfit of tools."

Mail Orders for Accessories,

A resident of Northern Rhodesia, in a letter received this

week, draws attention to the possible sale of small articles

through the post, and, like many other Overseas readers,

no doubt, recjuires more information than is contained in

the aver,ige advertisement,
'

_
" To read manv of the advertisements in The Motor

Cycle," he writes,' " one would think that either the adver-

tisers are indifferent about selling their goods to people

living abroad, or must imagine that your popular and

widely-read journal does not circulate outside the United

Kingdom.
"These advertisements often do not give the price of

the article advertised, and rarely, if ever, state the foreign

Ji3
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postage on it. , This is most inconvenient to people liting

abroad, as it often takes four months to get a reply to an

enquiry, and twice this time to get delivery of the article

which may be wanted.
. .

"If the reason for not stating the postage to foreign

countries is that it varies too much, surely the advertisers

might take a sum equal to the average cost of the postage

to the principal colonies, and be satisfied with this. They
might lose a few pence on one. parcel, but would gain as

many on another.
" I think a gojjd deal of trade by post with the colonies

must be lost through advertisers failing to state clearly in

their advertisements the essential facts about an article one

w;ii.>*s to know, e.g., a description and, if possible, illus-

tfMr&n of it, its cost, and the postage on it to any part

of the world."

The Movement in Jamaica.

Writing from Jamaica a reader, who is about to form a

amniran itintnr rvcle club, savs : " We feel that m inaugu-augu-
would possibly be the

Jamaican motor cycle club, says

rating a club of this sort it

means of getting into touch

with the manufacturers of

English machines, as we feel

that the English machine

—

owing to quite a dumber of

reasons—has not been fairly

represented in this country.

For instance, its geographical

position affects the situation

to a certain extent on account
of its close proximity to

America and the easy method
of procuring machines, as

against the almost insurmount-
ible difficulties of procuring
English makes during the war,
owing to the output of English
manufacturers being re-

stricted and diverted to

Government work. The lee-

way lost on account of these
reasons gave American manu-
facturers a wonderful cliance
to flood the market, and to-

day we would say 90% of
the motor cycles in Jamaica
are represented by American
makes. But we feel that,
although this regrettable posi-
tion could not be avoided, if

the English manufacturers
combined together and made strong representation here,
there would be quite a considerable amount of business
that they could still obtain. Owing to the popularity of
the American machine, the motoring public here has become
educated to the idea of having a very powerful engine.
Most of the machines are rated at 8 and 10 h.p., and some
as high as 16 h.p, ; and, although we feel that we want
plenty of power in this country, a machine of this kind,
except for use with a sidecar, is really too powerful for
solo riding. The Harley-Davidson and ttie Indian practically
number four to one of any of the other machines, and, as
you know, these are very powerful engines, ranging from
8 to 12 h.p. While on this subject, perhaps it would be as
well to point out to you that , these makes sell here for
around £130 solo and £180 with sidecar, so the English
4 to 6 h.p. would have to sell here for about that figure,

or possibly less, so as to enable them to get a strong hold
on the market. In connection with this club, we propose
to have motor cj'cle tours, and, possibly, if it could be
arranged, speed trials—the same as you have in Englanjl^-
the machines being rated as to horse-power, size, and so on."

Urban Requirements in Australia.

Mb. A. Marsh.vll, ot .Sydney, New South Wales, writes

:

"As an Australian reader of your excellent papei;,^I would
like you to publish some of my opinions.

;

" There is one thing I have noticed in your Overseas
Supplement. All the advertisers stress the fact that their

articles are of 'special interest to Overseas riders.' They
emit, however, to state the pVice of their product. What, to

B4

my mind, would be a good idea would be to publish the

approximate price of their product in the different countries

for which they are suitable.
" If any of the well-known motor cycles which are cheap

in England were imported into Australia (with spare parts)

they would find a ready market, provided, of coui'se, they
were reasonably priced. There are many potential purchasers

of motor cycles who, at present, are riding push bicycles, and
who are prepared to pay a moderate price for a simple, fool-

proof motor cycle that will climb hills and not fall to pieces

after a few miles on our ' roads.' I think it will be found
that push cyclists become the best motor cyclists, owing to

the experience they gain whilst push cycling. They know
where they can squeeze through, and also where they cannot,

and they know how to dodge people.
" In conclusion, I might mention that Harleys predominate

here in our races and competitions. One exception, and a

startling one, is the Sunbeam, a post-war model, with A.
Bideij, of Biden and Roberts, the Sydney agents, in the
saddle. This machine is beginning to wake things up for the
English makers (they do not know what a good thing they
are losing), but it should be expected by those who ever read

reports of English trials.
" Please do not encourage

scooters to be sent out here.

We had a few, but they did

not catch on. We want
cheap, good British motor
cycles.

'

' I hope I have not bored
you with my long letter, and
wish you and your paper every
success. A finer publication

I do not knoAv."

How British motoi cycles are packed tor abroad. A case

measuring only 4ft. 6in. X 2ft. 6iin. X 2ft. 1 1 in., which contains

two complete P. and M. motor cycles

Shaft Drive in India.

A shaft drive enthusiast in

Palapilly, South India, is dis-

appointed that British manu-
facturers do not market a

machine with this form ot

drive. He writes :
" In these

parts one is very glad to see

your fascinating little paper,

and I was interested in the

account of the fine show at

Olympia ; but I must confess

to being disappointed to see

that British makers still pre-

fer to cling to the old chain-

cum-belt or all-chain drive,

instead of adopting something
more up to date.

" Having done a fair lot of motoring and motor cycling (a

bit over 80,000 miles of the latter) on all sorts of machines

and roads, and under nearly everv kind of condition, I go

back to an old—probably 1911—model F.N., and I have no

hesitation in saying I consider there is not, so far as I know,

a cleaner, neater, sweeter, running drive ; and last, but not

least, it is a real no-trouble form of transmission. I may
mention my present F.ST., judging from the state of all nuts,

screw heads, piston, gudgeoii pin, mainshaft hushes, fly-

wheel casing, etc., may have been about twentieth-hand

when I bought it, and could it speak more eloquently than

its apparent condition, it would disclose a harrowing story

of its maltreatment by many fools for at least eight and a

half years ! j\Iy only "reason for desiring it was my love for

shaft transmission, 'coupled with the fact that a careful

examination of its gears and pinions showed them to be as

good as on the day they were put in.

" The transmission I "consider next best to that of the F.N.

is the worm drive to countershaft, and a chain thence to the

rear wheel. -This I had on a Starley two-speed machine with

2| h.p. Minerva engine, and all I need say about it is that it

never needed any adjustment in the 10,600 miles of enjoyable

riding I did on" it. This was in 1908, and you doubtless

remember it had a large worm wheel reducing the gear to

5-^ to 1 for top speed at the countershaft, equal sized sprockets

on countershaft and rear wheel, making a particularly sweet

and silent drive for a chain.
" In connection with wheels, I am pleased to notice that

some makers have at last broken aw-ay from their con-

servatism, and are fitting 28in. wheels."
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A COMBINATION PLUG
COOLER AND CUT-OUT.

A NOVEL accessory has recently been
placed on the market by Richards
Patents, 16, Manor Gardens, Rich-

mond, Surrey. The device consists of

a perforated disc whicli is placed over
the sparking plug terminal and acts not
only as a plug cooler but as a holder for

carrving a fibre bush in which the high-
tension wire is held.

The current is carried througli a

metal strip connected to the plug which
lies imraediatelv beneath and is in con-

.\ combined

plug cooler

and cut-out.

tact with tlic high-leiision wire. By
pressing a small knob at the end of this
strip the circuit to the plug is cut off

and the plug rendered inoperative. When
pressure on the knob is discontinued, the
strip springs back and connects the high-
tension wire to the plug.

A SENSITIVE THROTTLE
CONTROL.

AIjI'HOCGH the motor cvclist may
be loth to encumber his machine
with any more cables than those

which already adorn most handle-bars and
steering heads, there appears to be some
e.xcuse for a device which will be con-
ducive to easier driving.

In this category must be placed the
Unity " Sensitive " Control, made by
Messrs. Kerslake, Ltd., of Putney.
This device may best be described as
a finger-operated accelerator, and it is

ingenious, in that it does not involve
any alterations or interferences with the
e.xisting throttle control. Briefly, the
accessory consists of a finger trigger
attached to the handle-bar 'near one of
the grips by a universal ball and socket
arrangement ; this trigger pulls on a

A "Sensitive"

control for the

carburetter.

Bowden wire and operates a small lever
device on the carburetter, which in turn
lifts up the end of the throttle cable
outer casing. This being so, the inner
wire (to which is attached the throttle
barrel) is also pulled up : thus the
throttle is raised without disturbing the
relative distance between the ends of the
inner and outer wires which is controlled
by the setting of the ordinary handle-
bar throttle lever.

In practice the throttle is set to give
a certain speed (as, for instance, a slow
tick over with clutch disengaged), and
the sensitive control is then operated for
all higher speeds ; the instant it is re-
leased, however, the throttle flies Imck
to the predetermined position controlled
by the throttle lever. For traffic riding
such a control .«hould be invaluable.

PANNIER-BAG KNEE-
GRIPS.

AN accessory which-- usefully fulfils

a dual role is to be welcomed,
especially by those riders who dis-

like the crowding of their luacliines with
anything Imt essentials. Such a fitment
is the pannier knee-grips, made bv the
Betorl Leather Co.. Ltd.. of 56," Seel
Streetj Liverpool. This consists of two
rectangular pouches, with padded fronts.

Combined pannier bags and knec-grrp?

made by the Betorl Leather Co., Ltd., of

Liverpool

which are fi.xed by laces, as are most
devices of this kind. Besides providing
a satisfactory grip upon the tank, they
are sufficiently roomy to accommodate a
repair outfit, dry battery for rear or
inspection lamp, or a useful assortment
of small tools. The prips are made of
brown leather, the front end of the

' pouches being stiffened while the rear
ends are soft to allow the grips to give
to the pressure of the rider's knees.

AN INGENIOUS PETROL
TAP LOCK.

WHII^FJ not absolutely thief-proof the
invention under review should
certainly ensure the safe leaving

of a motor bicycle outside a shop for a
reasonable time, as it is virtually im-
possible to turn on the petrol unless the
thief is let into the secret. The coned
barrel of ihe tap is drilled in such a

manner that it can only be opened in one
position. This position can be marked
by any figure, or by any space between
a figure,- by means of the celluloid disc

which can be rotated independently of the

milled screw which turns on the tap.

Anyone attempting to start the machine
would naturally suppose that the "on"

position is opposite one of the figures.
It is quite conceivable that the owner
of the machine might set the disc with
the tap opening pointing to a quarter of
the way, say, between 3 and 4. Such a
position would take time to discover.

Ceal petrol tap,

showing con-

struction and
interior of the

filter.

Naturally with the device in question
any position of the disc might be chosen.
The secret of turning on the tap is

practically impossible to unravel. The
tap ha« a sump b«low it with a pipe
projecting some way up in the centre so
that any foreign matter remain.'} at the
bottom, thus providing an effective filter.

The proprietors arc Messrs. Chandler and
Lowe, 4. Carlton Terrace, Child's Hill,

CrickIcwood. N.W.

WEATHER-PROOF
CLOTHING.

RECENTLY we have been testing

some waterproof garments made by
Messrs. J. Taylor and Sons, of New

Park Street Mills, Leeds. The material

used is n leather cloth which has all the

appearance of leather itself, until a clo.'C

inspection reveals the fact that the

material is a fabric with a waterproof
face. During the London-Exeter run.

a double-breasted trench coat and a

sleeved waistcoat were worn, and as both
these were lined with fleece and equipped
with wind-cuffs, neither cold nor rain

caused any inconvenienc'e, so far as pene-
tration of these garments was concerned.
To complete the eciuipment ordinary oil-

skin leggings, trench boots, and a leather
helmet were worn. The helmet became
soaked, and there would appear to be
a good opening for a helmet made of the
I.T.S. material.

The trench coat, besides having the
appearance of leather, is smartly cut,

with belt and slit pockets, and the collar

when turned up protects the lower
part of the face.

A SPRING TER.VIINAL.
MADE by the Apollo Plug Manufac-

turing Co., Ltd.. of Moseley Street,

Bii-mmgham, the snap-on high-

tension terminal illustrated is stamped
from a single

sheet of brass.

I t consists f

two superimposed
" button - holes,"

which are slightly

staggered, so that

they grip the '-.

flange of the plug K
nut tightly when ;

pulled into place
;

the terminal nut
is inverted.

Apollo snap-on

terminal.
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(Continued from

THE earlier motor cycles were fitted with brakes

copied from the pedal cycle. This was unfor-

tunate,' but not surprising. What is surpris-

ing and still more unfortunate is the fact that these

brakes still survive on the front wheels of many makes.-

A brake which operates upon the wheel rim has

proved effective in pedal cycle practice where the

weights are low, but it has never been a real success

on a motor cycle, though it must be granted that

some examples of this construction are very much
Better than others.

I have seen brake blocks which were so badly fitted

that on the first application they turned round on their

stirrups and either went out of action entirely or

caught on their spokes. Such things bring credit

to no oiie.

Belt Rim Brakes.
Very soon a great improvement was made—so far

as the rear wheel Was concerned^—by applying the

brake to the belt rim, a dummy rim being fitted ex-

pressly for this purpose in the case of hub gear models

and chain-driven machines. - Tl>e arm, carrying the

brake block is pivoted to a bracket attached to the

loAver members of the rear part of

the frame ; this bracket is often

passed through a slot so that it

can be moved backwards or for-

wards to allow • of chain adjust-

ment. The brake block can be

either above or below the pivot.

When it is fitted above the pivot

less force is required from the rider

in the application of the brake, as

the action of the revolving wheel
tends to keep the brake block in

contact with the belt rim. It is

important, however, that too much
advantage should not be taken of
this tendency, or the revolving
wheel will so greatly increase brake
pressure that the brake will be inclined to jam and lock
the wheel ; for the friction of the wheel against the
brake, and the increased brake pressure caused by it,

will act progressively upon each other until the wheel
is made to skid.

Why Brakes Jam.
A jammed brake is liable to happen when the

pivot on which the brake swings is placed too far away
from the belt rim, as shown in the accompanying
sketches, where fig. i shows a reasonable addition
to the leverage, and fig. 2 an excessive and dangerous
amount.

B6

Fig. 1.

(Right) The brake pivot in

(Left) In a position giving

page 520).

The best belt rim brakes are applied always along

their entire length, which may be as much as six

inches, although^ several modern designs incorporate a

compensating action.

I have occasionally heard complaints that the brake
which works inside the V of the belt rim is inclined to

jam, but, though I have used such brakes for many
years, I have never experienced this defect, and I am
inclined to think the trouble, when present, is not

caused by the brake block being inside the rim, but is

due to the faulty design to which I have just referred.

After the belt rim brake had been in use for some
little time on the rear wheel it was adapted to the

front wheel also, first by Messrs. Lea and Francis, after-

wards by the Enfield Cycle Co. and the Birmingham
Small Arms Co., and it proved to be a great improve-

ment. WhejT used on a front wheel it is of course not

advisable -that a brake should be so powerful as when
used on the rear, for it would never do to fit a brake
which would cause the front wheel to skid, for front

wheel skids mean certain falls.

The belt rim brake, then, as applied to front wheels,

is always made less powerful, and this occasionally

causes unthinking riders to say that it is no good, but

this is quite a mistaken- idea.

When properly adjusted the front

Avheel belt rim brake is quite as

jiOTverful as it should be.

Car Type Brakes.
From time to time contracting

band brakes have been fitted to

motor cycles, but these .have not

always proved to be up to the work
which they were called upon to do.

and the band was apt to touch the

drum when it should have been
clear of it.

Some up-to-date firms have fitted

the internal expanding brakes, and
these, when lined with Ferodo or

lining, have turned out to be most
They are powerful but

Fig. 2.

a normal position and
an excessive leverage.

some other similar

effective in all respects.

smooth in action, and not very apt to admit dirt;

moreover, they wear well, and do not rub when in

the off position.

These brakes are commoner on the rear wheel than
on the front, but on a few machines they are fitted

to both wheels. It is just as well that the drum on
the front wheel should be somewhat smaller than

that on the back, as that, combined with the fact that

the rear brake is generally foot-operated, while the

front brake is annlied by hand, will make it less
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Notes for the Novice — -

powerful. One occasionally notices that small bits

of grit get between the drum and tlie inner metal part

which carries the expanding parts. This does no par-

ticular harm, but gives rise to an occasional tinkle

such as can be produced by tapping a cycle bell with

the finger nails. It can be removed by running a

piece of stiff paper or thin card round between the

parts.

On chain-dri\'en machines it is obvious that any

adjustment of the chain made by moving the rear

wheel backwards or forwards must be accompanied by
a corresponding adjustment of the brakes and
brake-rods.-

At one time it was common practice to mount the

brake pedals upon the footrests, and cnn^e']iK'iitly
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they were often put out of action by a fall ; no\y they

are generally mounted on special lugs of their own,
and placed out of harm's way—a much more satis-

factory method—and seldom suffer damage should the

machine be upset.

A periodical examination of the brakework is very

desirable, as in an emergency much may depend upon
an efficient brake. It is not only in hilly country that

brakes may be urgently needed. J.H.W.

Previoiu articles in this series include:

CARBURETTERS- Parts I., II.. and III., Aiii;. ntli

mii a'ld V)th resp actively 1' ARIABLE GEARS—
Paris I., 11., and III , Sep . 2.3rd, Oct rill and
IJlh respectively. CYCLE PARTS-- Nov. I'll.

LIGHTWEIGHTS-- Dsc. lOlli.

-.lijsr'i-^aasaistt

AT POTTRIDGE POND.
Frozen out of their native element, the swans

become fearless in tlieirsearch for food. Obviously
this quest is more important than any hidden
terrors of the Matchless outfit.

MAGNETOS.
A New Ediiion of a Much Appreciated Book.

VJ:.R\ hazy is the average motor-cyclist's idea of
the inner workings of the magneto. Admittedly,
the modern magneto is the very essence of re-

liability, and, provided the contact breaker points open
and close evenly and at the correct time, practicailv
nothing can prevent the current getting to the plug'.
" Practically," liowever, does not mean alisolute
immunity from elusive magneto trouble, and we think
it just as desirable that the rider should carry a work-
ing knowledge of the princii)les of his ignition as it

is to carry a spare valve in these days of stainless

steel. It is also somewhat of an anomaly to know
every detail of a machine and yet to be ignorant of
exactly how the vital spark is produced.
The need for a volume devoted exclusively to

ignition has been amply proved by the success of tlie

first edition of " Magnetos " (by A. P, Young,
A.M.I. E.E., and published by Tliffe and Sons Ltd",

f.undon) ; and in consequence the second enlarged and
revised edition should meet with even greater success

llian the first, which was quickly absorbed.

Magnetos for all types of internal combustion
engines are dealt w^ith in a readable and yet complete
and exhaustive manner : but motor cycle instruments

appear to receive special attention in the new edition.

Primarily written for those who have little or no elec-

trical knowledge, the treatise should appeal to the vast
majority of engine users—and there must be few who
could not learn anything from it.

The illustrations are as they should be in a volume
of this nature, clear, helpful, and interesting.

The chapter on locating ignition faults may resemble
in its "frightening " qualities patent medicine adver-
ti.-^ements, but nevertheless it deserves close perusal.

Taken all round, it is a most useful addition to the
rntalogue of motoring handbooks.
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A Moderate-

priced 4h.p.

Outfit.

The

Blackburne- engined

Sheffield- Henderson.

Novef Ideas appfied

lo Springing, Fo:k

Design, and Lubrica-

(ion.

SPECIFICATION
ENGINE: i Ii.p. Blackburne

{S5 X S8 mm. = 499 c.c).

GEAR BOX : Stnrmey-Ardier three-

speed.

FRAME: Sloping top lube, saddle

and carrier sprnng.

FORKS : Henderson leaf-spring.

CARBURETTER: Amac.

LUBRICATION: Exhaust operated

drip feed.

TYRES : 26 x mn.
SIDECAR: Henderson standard

model.

TRANSMISSION : Chain. MAGNETO: Runbaken. PRICE (complete outfit) : £150.

IN these days any effort to keep down
the price of mediumweight outfits is

to be commended, especially when that

effort is combined with progress in

design.

A machine produced to a price is all

too often the cheapest possible assembly
of the cheapest obtainable parts, and as

such its life on the market is apt to he
short. Genuine reduction of production
costs by carefully calculated detail de-

Rear fork end, showing the spring-supported

saddle and carrier stays.

sign alone can end in the truly moderately
priced machine.

These ideas no doubt actuated Mr. L.

B. Henderson, of Henderson Sidecars,

Fitzwilliam Street, Sheffield, when he laid

down his plans for the machine which
was first shown at Olympia in December
last. Its construction betrays no slavish

copying of accepted designs, yet it is

in no way unconventional; and, although
standard power and transmission units

are employed, they are not allowed to

dominate the layout. These items were
incorporated because it was justly con-

clndEd that, as specialist productions of

universal success, they were ultimately

cheaper than components specially pro-

duced on a small scale for the require-

ments of a single make.

Sound Frame Design.

The frame and forks of the Sheffield-

Henderson call for most attention, since

they embody a number of features worthy
of close e.xamination. A compact sloping

top tube frame, with saddle tank, is em-
ployed, and it is chiefly remarkable for

the size of the steering-head. This item
fulfils a requirement often demanded in

the pages of The Motor Cycle, in that it

employs large diameter cup and cone

ball races which use iin. balls ; indeed,

the same cups as those used in the

Henderson sidecar • wheels are inter-

changeable with tho'se in the steering-

head. In. addition to the steering

column itself, there are two external

members parallel with it, and the lower

extremities of these terminate in the

bearing studs of the front fork swinging

links. There are no upper links to the

forks, since the single-leaf scroll springs

which are bolted to the fork crown are

attached directly to the lop cross spindle

of the fork
These
permit

gu'der.

springs- ^

the forks to

move up or

. down and back-

ward and for-

ward, but their

inherent lateral

stiffness p r e -

vents sideways
motion of the

fork.

To the top of

til e steering

column m e m -

bers the handle-

bar is rigidly

bolted ; this con-

struction makes
for great
strength, and
the large head
bearings, com-
bined with the
triplicate steer-

The Sheffield-Henderson

automatic engine oiling

system '

b8
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exhaust-operated oil

feed.
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A Moderate-priced 4 h.p. Outfit—
ing head, should
be unusually well

able to withstand
sidecar stresses.

Insulating Saddle
and Carrier.

Instead of at-

tempting to pro-
vide a completely
sprung machine,
the makers of

the Sheffield-Hen-
derson take a
course which is

less beset with pit-

falls, and mount
the saddle and
carrier upon a

spring - supported
portion of the

frame. The constrnction is simple and effi-

cient, and consists of a cantilever saddle-
pillar hinged to the sloping top tube of
the frame. The end of this is T shaped.
and connected on each side to a tubular
member which passes through an abut-
ment formed integrally with the rear
fork ends. Coil compression and recoil
.springs taking their bearing against this
abutitient limit tlie plunger action of
the tubes, to which also the carrier is

secured. Adjustment to suit riders of
varying weight is obtained by moving
the saddle backward or forward on its

pillar ; while it will be seen that rider,
carrier and contents, rear number plate
and toolbags are supported on springs.

Automatically Controlled Lubrication.

As before mentioned, the power unit is

a standard 499 c.c. Blackburne engine.
and it docs not call for any special
comment. The lubrication system, how-
ever, is one which has been designed for
the Sheffield-Henderson machine, and it

is specially interesting in its adaptation
of a well-known principle to serve a par-
ticular requirement.
An effort has been made to render the

oil supply to the engine proportionate
to the throttle opening rather than to
speed, as is usually done in the case of
automatically-operated systems. The con-
trol is quite independent of the rider's
attention once the drip feed regulator
has been set to suit the weather condi-
tions or the thickness of the oil. The
governing factor in the Henderson system
is the amount of ^as passing down the
e.xhaust pipe, this, of course, in its turn
being dependent upon the e.^tent of the
throttle opening. The apparatus is

designed and worlts as follows : A short

^^(^m
distance from the port the exhaust pipe
terminates, and its end projects slightly

into another bell-mouthed pipe which
leads to the silencer. This arrangement
forms an injector, and the junction of the
two pipes is surrounded by a small
annular chamber, which, owing to the
injector action, becomes exhausted of

air while the engine is running. The
remaining part of the system consists of

a plain Enots sight feed, with regulator
mounted on the tank ; the delivery pipe
of this extends almost to the bottom of

a metal cylinder depending vertically

from the lower tank tube of the frame.
There are two outlets from tliis cylinder,
one (at the top) being connected to the
vacuum chamber, while that at the
bottom is led to the usual oil union and
ball valve on the crank case.

When the engine is nmning the air in

tlie oil-pipe cylinder is almost immediately
exhausted, and oil flows from the tank,
passing by gravity to the engine ; the
wider the throttle opening the greater
the depression in the exhaust pipe vacuum
cliamber, and the greater the iiow of oil

induced.

The Machine on the Road.

Kecently we had the opportunity of

testing the Sheffield-Henderson outfit on
tlic rough roads and hills in the district

surrounding its place of origin, and were
agreeably impressed by its comfort and
ease of handling. Both Blackburne engine
and Sturmey tliree-specd gear box were
familiar to us, and the performance of the

^05

machine was such as might be expected
from any well built motmt embodying
these components. Our test was under-
taken rather with a view to observing
the action of the lubrication system and
testing the spring-suspension, and other
qualities which go to make a machine
" rideable " or otherwise. The front

forks ajipear to be exceptionally good, no
clashing bemg noticed, while the case of

steering, with sidecar, was all that could
be desired, as there was not the least

evidence of side drag. Saddle comfort
was assured, even when as a further t«st

the machine was driven into broken
ground at the side of the roads, and tried

over the drainage galleys cut through
the turf.

On later models. a specially-made
Brooks saddle will permit a slightly

lower riding position, but this, perhaps,
is not so important on a sidecar machine
as on a solo mount.
A point worthy of note is that both

brakes of the inverted V type work upon
the back wheel where a special drum is

provided, 'i'he foot brake is operated by
])edal on the right footrest, while the
hand brake, wliicii is pivoted from the
seat stays, is controlled from the right

handle grip by means of Bowden
mechanism ; this hand brake is particu-
larly effective when the machine is tend-
ing to run backwards (as when starting
on a hill),' and it, therefore, removes an
objection oft^n levelled against machines
equipped with foot bralces on the right-

hand (or kick-starter) side.

Special spring forks, with specially strong head and spring suspension of saddle and carrier,

are features of the 4 h.p. Sheffield-Henderson outfit.

MOTOR CYCLES IN NIGERIA.
THE Comptroller of Customs at Lagos.

Nigeria—Mr. T. F. Burrows—acts

also as trade correspondent to the
department of Overseas Trade, and has
contributed information as to the possi-

bilities of the motor cycle in that country.
Excluding British Cameroons, Nigeria

has an area of 336,000 square miles and
a population of over 16,000.000, which is

larger than the Dominion of Canada and
Tnion of South Africa put together.
There are many thousands of miles of
loads suited to the use of motor cycles
and sidecars, and very many more thou-

sands of miles of pathways suited to the
use of solo mounts. Internal communi-
cations are being continually added to,

and work of this kind will continue for
years. There are in use now probably
less than 1,000 motor cycles, although the
potential market there is said to be
exceptional.

Mr. Burrows states that the cost of
establishment, in Lagos especially, "and
to less marked degree in all the principal
trading centres in Nigeria, is increasing.

He has no doubt that firms wUl find it

advantageous to open a large and well-

equipped first-class branch of their busi

ness m Lagos, with a view of extension
to the thickly populated trading centres
such as Abeokuta, Ibadan. Zaria, Kano.
etc., in the immediate future. They
could not have better prospects of an ex-

tensive business than are held out to them
in this country, if men of the right

stamp are selected as representatives, who
possess not only capacitj' for organisation,
business ability, and expert knowledge of
the line in which they are dealing, but
the moral character requisite in a country
of this kind.

E9
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Two Remarkable Molor Cycles in which AcceptecT Practice has been Ignored.

The Peters Design.

THAT it is possible to produce a

machine incorporating all the essen-

tial units which constitute a motor

cycle and yet to reduce the number of

building operations is exemplified in the

tirst of the two machines under re\'iew,

which is the production of ilr. J. A.

Peters, 28, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

Mr. Peters, wdio has for many years

been associated with the motor cycle

industry, and has had experience as an

a.ircraft designer, has, in many cases,

based his design on aeroplane practice.

As may be seen from the illustration,

the general appearance is somewhat un-

conventional, which is perhaps due to the

absence of a frame proper.

Right : Side sectional view

of the steermg head.

It is often said that the modern

motor cycle is the development of

the pedal cycle, and that were it a

"designed" instead of an evolved

proposition, the result would be

entirely different from present-day

practice. On this and the follow-

ing page we describe and illustrate

two machines quite contrary to

conventional design.

throughout its range of movement, it is

obvious that the lower the gear employed
the greater is the belt tension.

Silencing through Frame Tubes.

A point worthy of note is the arrange-
ment of the silencer. The lower real

member, a stamping, receives the exhaust
gases, which pass out through the fork

tribes.

The rear springing system provides a

snubbing action both ways, and consists

of neatly enclosed coil springs located
beneath the saddle and incorporated on
the top rear member. The lower member

Above : Pivot o{

frjnt forks.

The two-stroke engine is inclined at
20^ from the vertical, and is held at the
head by ]ugs welded to the petrol tank,
whilst the crank case plates are held by
a bolt passing through the lower end of

the vertical member welded to the rear
of the tank.

It will be noted that the construction
is such that the engine forms one side of

a triangle. The tank, which is a one
piece stamping, accommodates, at the

front, the particularly robust steering

head.
A novel and interesting lubrication

system is used, in which the oil is fed

under pressure from the exhaust gases.

A pipe from the exhaust port is connected

to the top of the oil tank, and the

resultant pressure forces the lubricant

up a semi-syphon pipe through an adjust-

able needle" valve into the delivery lead

which lubricates' the cylinder walls. The
lubricator is within easy reach of the

rider and constantly under- observation.

Simplicity in Gearing.
A variable pulley gear is incorporated,

and adopts the reverse principle to that

most frequently used. The sprung rear

wheel is linked to the front part of the

machine by two members—one, incorporat-

ing the coil springing system, fixed to the

rear end of the tank, and the other con-

nected through links to the lateral bolt

holding the crank case. • The links at-

tached to the lower member are extended,

and are provided with a segment operated

by a worm on the contr-oUing lever pro-

truding thro'ugh the tank. The " coffee

mill " action of turning the handle moves
the rear wheel backwards or forwards,

and,, since the pulley is equipped with a

floating flange held in position by a coil

spring, the gear ratio is altered.

The flanges are curved, and since the

spring tension is practically constant

BIO

Peters motor cycle, in which the tank, engine, and one stay make a triangle to form the "frame."

^ -i

How the engine is fixed to the tank and

the one tube in the construction of the
" frame."

is, of course, hinged about the axis of

the gear links. The front fork is in-

geniously arranged and consists of a

short laminated spring contained in the

head.
A spring stand is provided, and is fixed

beneath the footboards with which a pair

of leg shields are made integral. These
and the large domed mudguards should
protect the rider from the mud. Number
plates are incorporated in the rear mud-
guard, whilst the carrier is also a part of
the same stamping. The riding position
is low, and the weight of the machine is

only 140 lb. ready tor the road.

Kelly's Patent Motor Cycle.

As may be seen from, the illustration,

the appearance of the Kelly machine is

most unconventional, whilst the spring-
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Departing from Convention.

—

ing Bystem isolates the engine unit, gear
box, saddle and carrier from the two
wheels. A long laminated spring is

anchored at the front of the engine plat-

form, and is located in a slide immedi-

ately beneath the rear of the footboard.
A 3 h.p. Dalm two-stroke engine unit

is used, and is momited on plates fixed

at the front end of the platform ; whilst
a three-speed gear box, clutch, and kick-
starter are placed immediately behind,

Kelly s patent motor cycle, in which symmetry has been the last consideration Mechanically,

there appear to be many doubtful points, including tlie (rent forks and the flimsy

construction of the rear wheel member.

707

and retained in position by four long
bolts held to the top flat steel member.
This latter material is used throughout,
and another feature, which will be recog-

nised as an unusual procedure, is the

lilting of a twin-tyred wheel at the rear.

Sprang Tank and Carrier.

The tank is" located beneath tlie saddle,

which with the rear carrier is sprung on
leaf springs. The front fork is of unusual
design. Two laminated springs are an-

chored to a cross member at tlie bottom
of th? head aiid attached at their lower
ends to the front axle. Two other mem-
Ijers. which go to complete the triangles

supporting the front wheel, are rigid.

This construction limits to a great extent
the action of the sijrings ; this is pro-

bably advisable, as it may be noted that
there is little clearance between the front
mudguard and the exhaust pipe. We
tried this machine, but since the gear box
mounting, which is of a temporary nature,
would not permit the gear remaining in

mesh, our trial was of short duration.
We are informed that the machine

will shortly be offered to the public by
Messrs. KcUv Patent Cycles, Lion Motor
Works. Black Lion Street, Brighton, but
we recommend that, before doing so, they
considerably clean up the design and
subject it to very searching tests.

A Divided Wheel Spindle.
Tyre Repairs facilitated by a Divided Axle with Patented Locking Action.

Fig, I,—Casceign's divided locking spindle assembly. Fig, 2.—^Divided axle with detachable parts removed

THERE can be no two opinions as to

the desirability of being able to

remove the tyre, tube, or cover

from a motor cycle without having to

interfere with the transmission and
brakes.

This can be effected by means of a

quickly detachable wheel, or it can be

done even without taking out the- wheel

by fitting a divided axle. The difficulty

in the latter case is to construct an axle

which shall be absolutely firm and rigid

when locked.

Distortion Avoided.

It has sometimes been found that when
the parts are simply screwed together a

slight amount of distortion occurs with

detrimental results to the ball bearings

and the free running of the wheel.

In J. Gascoign's patent (No. 143158/19)

this difficulty has been got over in a very

simple and "efficient manner. One ball

race is formed on an enlargement of the

axle and at this end a hole is drilled and
threaded. Into this is screwed the de-

tachable part of the spindle after being

first passed throu^^h the fork end and a

distance piece, which can, in the case of

a chain-driven machine, form part of the

chain adjuster. This detachable portion

has a liole drilled in the end, which is

then divided into four by two saw cuts

at right angles, and the hole is coned or

bevelled to an angle which has been
found to give the best results for locking

and for easy release when required.

Inside the* main part of the spindle is

a steel block which spreads the coned
end of the detachable part and efi'ectively

locks the threads together without any
distortion. The movable cone on the
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Fig. 3.—Removable parts of Gascoign's

axle

other end of the spindle has a peg pro-

jecting from it to prevent it from rotat-

ing, and adjustment of the ball bearings

is carried out by turning the axle itself

(instead of the cone), which has a squared
end for this purpose.

Adjustment of Bearings.

Turning the axle outwards tightens the

bearing, while turning it inwards natur-

ally has the reverse effect. When screwed
liome and propeily adjusted, both sides

are locked with the usual nuts. It will,

of course, be obvious that the bearings
need not be disturbed when the remov-
able part is taken off to allow of a tyre

to be changed.
It is not claimed that there is any

novelty in a divided axle, bat the patent
covers the method of locking the several

pieces firmly together. It is proposed to

manufacture the complete axle to fit all

standard patterns so that all a rider need
do is to remove his solid axle and fit the

new one in its place, which is a mattei

of minutes only. Production will start

in Coventry in the near-future.

BH
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters most be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

TO -EXETER" COMPETITORS.
Sii',—I am anxious to get in touch with the driver of a

Triumph
' and sidecar who let me have some petrol near

-Honiton on the recent London-Exeter run.
If you can assist me in tracing this gentleman I should be

very grateful. H. F. OWEN EVANS.

TWOPENCE PER MILE INCLUSIVE.
Sir,—Mr. E. Parsons has overlooked the fairly large item

of "depreciation" in his calculation of running costs. This
is at least 20% per annum on the capital cost, whicli would
add one penny or three halfpence U> the cost per mile.
Eyton-on-Tyne. . T.A.C.

"IXION'S'' LIKENESS.
Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. A. Ai-nold, in The Motor

Oycle-ior January loth, puts forward a request for you to
publish a photograph of the famous " Ixion." I really hope
you will do nothing of the sort. At present "Ixion" is a
mysteriou.s being whom we all admire, and if you publish
his photograph he may lose most of his charm. You will
bring him down to the level of an ordinary human being from
his present high seat among the gods.

PERCY J. FOSTER.
THE LURE OF SPEED.

Sir,—After having for many years ridden American motor
cycles, I have now a British-made twin of 8 h.p. This
machine is of quite reliable make, and well tuned, but I

cannot get from it anything like the speed I enjoyed with
my others. In each case the engine capacities have been the
same, yet my present mount is nearly 10 m.p.h. slower than
my former machines. Why is this? I have pondered a good
deal over it. Perhaps your readers can offer some solution.

Gillingham. HANLINDEX.

THE SUPER-SIDECAR AND THE INFRA-DRIVING
SEAT.

Sir,—Drivers of sidecars agree that designers are paying
too much attention to sidecars and not neany enough to the
driving machine. In the many recently published illustra-

tions of over-elaborate sidecars one readily contrasts these^

with the antiquated pedal bicycle type saddle, cumbersome
tank, and lack of mudguarding provided for the man who
does the work.
Why not an open frame with mudguarding as on the

Unibus, with a bucket seat as on the Reynolds runabout?
Look at the illustration of the latter. Imagine, say, an

8 h.p. J. A. P. engine, tlu'ee-speed gear, and Sin. tyres, and
one then feels that one would not object to facing the
elements as driver, however elaborate the coupe sidecar in

which the passenger lounged. REGINALD BOASE.

WHAT "IXION" RODE.
Sir,—There seems to be a general impression among motor

cyclists that the 4^ h.p. B.S.A. is an unusually heavy
machine, and I fear that " Ixion's " notes on his 1920
machines in a recent issue will tend to strengthen that
erroneous impression. He says of -tlie "B.S.A.," "Her
weight renders her a little lumpish to handle till she begins
to move," whereas he does not refer to the weight of his

Norton, or of his Scott, or A. B.C., in spite of the fact that
it is quite likely that the B.S.A. was actually the lightest
of the quartette.

In last year's Six Days, the lightest 4^ h.p. B.S.A. weighed
280 lb., as did the lightest Scott, while the lightest examples
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of the 3^ h.p. Norton and the A. B.C. each weighed 7 lb.

more, or 287 lb. These weights of course include all kit, as

well as petrol and oil, so that the, weights of individual

machines of the same type may vary according to the rider's

idea of the amount of kit necessary. It is the lightest

machine of each type, therefore, which must be taken as the

basis of comparison.
I may add that my own 1920 4i h.p. B.S.A. complete with

Lucas Magdyno sot, large leg shields, all tools and kit, and
with full tanks, weighs just under 290 lb.

Comment appears superfluous, except to say that, in addi-

tion to praising the power and reliability of his B.S.A.,
" Ixion " should have referred affectionately to its unusually

low weight for a machine of its class.

D. S. HEATHER, B.Sc, A.M.I. A.E.

THE 1921 T.T. RACES.
Sir,—With reference to Mr. A. L. Judge's letter in The

Motor Gycle of January 13th, may I express the views of an
amateur?

I do not deem it at all misportsmanlike to enter six

machines of the same make. If Mr. Judge has a 'bus which
he thinks will do good in the race, why not race it against

six of the same make? The said six machines will un-
doubtedly be all very much the same. It is then quite

plain that if he can_J)eat one he ought to be able to beat the
six. My motto is more the merrier. OUTSIDER.
Birmingham.

FEBRUARY 1ST.'

Sir,— I crave your indulgence for the space of time required
to scan the enclosed. *

I am aware that you do not habitually waste space on
this sort of rot, but I have often enjoyed the exceptions.

I am compelled to forward this under the baneful eyes of

several companions, so if you have no use for it, be as nice

as possible under the circumstances. W. H. WILCOCK.

There are riders whose great delight it is to fill up the Kan<lle-

bar of their machmes with various accessories. The new licence

holder will be a delight to them instead of a nightmare, as it Is to

the unfortunate gentleman in the sketch. (See letter by
Mr. W. H. Wllcock.)
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WAKE UP, ENGLAND!—ONE VIEWPOINT.
Sir,—While British motor cycle manufacturers are worrying

their dear little brains re spring frames, but still use rim
brakes and drip feed lubrication on their 1921 bargains at

£250 or more, I am enjoying myself with the perfect running
of a Harley-Da\idson, and also availing myself of the excel-

lent "service" to be had from the H.-D. Co. in London. It

is the same old saying, " Wake up, England."
Nuff said. EX-R.A.F.
Weymouth.

DO WE COUNT?
Sir,—I have just obtained from the Post Office a copy of

Form R.F.I, ajid on filling it up I notice that in the space

numbered B.2, the engine number of the motor cycle is not

asked for as is the case for motor cars under B.l. We have

been led to believe that the new regulations would be a

check on the stealing of motor vehicles, and if this is the

intention, is it not highly necessary that the engine number
iind frame number of trie motor cycle should be entered in the

registration book, as is done in the case of a car? Perhaps-

\\e motor cyclists are .not of sufficient importance to be pro-:

tccted in the same way as car owners.

In my own particular case, although I have not seen a'
'

copy of the new registratioir book, I shall do my utmost to

persuade the licensnig authorities to enter in my book, the

number of my engine and frame nu7nber, and would suggest

that all other motor cyclists should do the same and qubte-

these additional particulars on their application form when
applying for a new licence. B. W. BURROW.

LUBRICATION OF CHAINS—AN IDEA.

Sir,—Having seen the question of chain lubrication men-
tioned several times lately iu 2'Ac Motor Cycle, it struck me
that you might be interested in a method I have used on
my machine with great success.

The rough sketch enclosed gives a sectional view of the

sprocket \viieel which is raoantcd on a boss, which in tuiri

is keyed to the crankshaft.

The engine is lubricated with

an oil feed to the main shaft

bearing in a similar manner
to the A.J.S. Any surplus

oil which works out of the

bearing is flung into the

rccesg shown in the sprocket

boss, and centrifugal force

carries th,e oil through the

holes and channels shown
right on to the roller and
rivets of the chain. Only a

very small amount of oil really

<oines out of the bearing, but
it is quite sufficient to keep
the chain always perfectly

clean and thoroughly lubri-

cated inside the rollers.

The arrangement may, of course, have been in use for

some time, but it is quite original in my case, and was
carried out at the beginning of last year, since when it has
done 4,000 raile.s. My machine is a 3^ h.p. Rudge with the
uiiginal machine very much altered, particularly the engine.

I find plain bearings to the engine shaft much sweeter
iLinning, and, judging by this year's running, far more durable
than ball bearings. They are, of course, fitted very accur-

ately and properly lubricated, and I am of the opinion that
ball bearings are only fitted because they are cheaper. My
engine will revolve just as freely now as it did with the

ball bearings, and one has only to see what the A.J.S.,
Indian, and Blackburnes have done in order to see that a

plain bearing properly designed is qiiite satisfactory.

Glasgow. "D.E.J.

LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHTS.
Sir,—May I humbly suggest that the wording of the

following e.xtract from the interesting article on " The
Sporting Solo Mount " in a recent issjte is just a little

misleading, viz. :
"

. . . the T.T. Rudge-JEuiti, although
of fairly heavy build, is essentially a sportsman's
mount. . .

"?
. -

True enough, it is difficult to realise, when looking at the
1.0. M. Eudge-Multi, with its large tank, voiturette wheels,
and generally " hefty " appearance, that it only weighs 188 lb.

An excellent idea for oiling

a chain sprocket, and thus

the chain. (See letter from

D.E.J.)

unladen. This figure I get from the excellent " Buyer's
Guide" included in your last Spring Number. Surely
"sturdy" would have been a better word than "heavy."
Moreover, I find that, of all the models mentioned in your

recent article, which were also to be found in the " Buyer's
Guide," the Rudge is without exception the lightest. No
doubt it would sm-prise most of your readers to find that,
according to tlie specifications I refer to, tlie T.T. Rudge is

just as truly a lightweight as the 2J h.p. Douglas.
May I conclude by emphasising what a thorough blessing

it is to have a really useful size of tank ; to be able to pour
in a two-gallon tin w'ithout "squeezing," and forget about
it for 200 odd miles—in my case a fortnight's daily running
to Town and back. Whv is the Rudge almost alone in this?

East Sheen,, S.W. APPRECIATIVE.

THERE ARE STILL MOTOR TRICYCLES.
Sir,^I shall feel much obliged if you will kindly give

pubUcity to what I consider to be "a great injustice to

users of tricycles of lightweight under the new motor taxation.
. Whoever drafted the Act must have forgotten that there

,
are still such things as three-wheeled cycles proper (as .dis-

tinguished from tricars and runabouts) still iu use. The^e
being light in weight, of low power, cari'ying one person only
at quite a moderate speed, should sui-ely not be liable to the
same taxation as a 10 h.p. runabout for three or four
passengers? Take, for instance, a light pedal tricycle fitted

with a Ij h.p. motor attachment, doing no damage to the road
surface, not doing more than 15 m.p.h., and weighing in all

under 100 lb. Can anyone say that such a machnie is fairly

taxed when its owner has to pay double and more than the
owners of a motor cycle weighing up to 200 lb. with a 3J h.p.
engine, and which can carry at a speed of anything up to

60 m.p.h. two or even more persons? DISCJUSTED. *

Keynsham.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING CABLES.
Sir,— 1 sincerely hope that " Ixion " has recovered from

his headache. It ie too bad that he should be inflicted with
technical details that are of little value to the average motor
cyclist. Lighting cables suitably fixed to the macTiine are
.subject to little or no strain, or bending movement ; there-
fore, what is the use of specifying te^ts that could only
lie conveniently carried out with a steam-roller? The use
of special and expensive material is often put forward by
theorists, who do very little, if any, riding, and follow the
sport mostly on paper, with the result that motorists who
are anxious to fit electric lighting sets get the impression
(wrongly) that it is an expensive ajid difficult matter.
My only set has been in use nearly two winters, and cost

just over £3, the cable used being ordinary round twin
workshop flexible with a compound finish. The wires are
just twisted together (groans from the theorists), there is nc
elaborate terminal board such as described in a recent number
of The Motor Cycle, and what is more important, no-trouble.

F. BRADFORD.
ARE MOTOR CYCLISTS FICKLE?

Sir,— I have read "Crimson Rambler's" letter "Are Motor
Cyclists Fickle?" with interest. I have often wondered if

I am a freak in this respect. My fickleness does not only
extend to the fair sex but also to my favourite hobby, motor
cycling. At the same time, I do not think my case is a rare
one. 1 have met others of the " fickle ilk."

" Analysing the
question, I should imagine that the majority of sporting
riders are fickle, given the necessary cash.

I seldom see a new and resplendent sporting mount with-
out coveting it, and go through hours of torture wondering
if I can run to it. It must not be imagined that I soon tire

of a 'bus if it is a good one. I would keep all the good ones
if I could and buy the new one in addition. At present I

covet the Brough Superior, as I have seen it at rest and at

work, and "some" work at that, and I won't be happy till

I get it

!

Now how does the following list show the fickleness of just
a sporting amateur? In four years I have owned the
following: Two T.T. Rudge-Multis, one Isle of Man Rudge-
Multi, one 3^ h.p. Zenith Green, one 4 h.p.Hex (Speed King),
one 3J h.p. Brough, one 2| h.p. Humber, one 3i h.p. T.T.
Norton, one 2^- h.p. Sparkbrook, one 2J h.p. o.h.v. N.U.T.,
and two 6 h.p. sporting Zenitlis.

My life is spent in a medley of satisfaction of possession
and dissatisfaction of desire for something new—and yet I

love each. A. W. GRAHAM MARTIN.
BI5
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HEAR SPRINGING.
Sir,—I have to thank " Ubique " for

his somewhat adverse criticisms, under
the above heading in 7'he Motor Cycle
of January 6th, of my system, and
would, in its defence, ask him some
questions. He is greatly disappointed,
as he thought we had really got a
system retaining constant transmission
tension. Well, can he state that mv
system fails in this respect ? When
did I mention eccentric motion ? I am
afraid this is an eccentric idea of
' Ubique." Why an opinion' should
be formed that my system strongly
followed car lines I cannot say. In a
letter written to The Motor 'Cycle, in
August, 1920. I distinctly mentioned
the locomotive or Stephenson.

It is not whether the device would
look better with coil springs, but
whether it works better, that I am
concerned. I use cantilever (not
quarter-elliptical) springs, and there-
by follow best car practice, because
cantilever springs give the best result
and are necessary if one is to maintain
he centre of the fulcrum coincident

*"l{e ','rd?n '"il
^''^^ ^^^ "™*''« °f transmission system.

^^ouwZ.^Ll lu^'l""-
°*' -simplicity of wheel removal, I

nnt «K.f '.!"
''I' '^'^^'S" "S published, there are three extra
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T'""-'^- ^* ^'l^o^M be perfectly obvious
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nnfl ^J I'P""^ '^^'^'"' ^"<i therefore these three opera-
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'

n-ri^''''i'fJ%"° iu'^"'!-^', " providing protection from mud,
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'"
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•"''

f.""^'^'
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result Ubique must understand that there are other

Z;l ui
P^T'!^"ting lateral movement than by naked

]l A
?'"'°"Sh It is not possible to show or describe everymethod in a small general drawing. '

G° HAROLD DURSTON.
"AIR SPRINGING" EXPERIENCES.

»v"kr7^
am interested to note that your correspondent

K.JN. mentions the old A.S.L. motor 'cycle made bv Air
bprings, Ltd., with their old spring frame.'

It may be of general interest for you to know that I still
run a 1912 model A.S.L. fitted with 22in. wheels. The
machine was put away in 1914 until 1920 for obvious reasons
but, on being " recommissioned," it has given every
satisfaction.

I have had several excellent trips during the last two years,

S- !," T?7
weathers every day, and spending ten days in

^orth \^ales in the summer, with no mechanical trouble.
I have fitted a modern coach-built sidecar and a last year's
Lurman gear box, and have yet to find a hill to stop us
with two up and luggage. This certainly speaks very well
for the A.S.L.

, and I am sorry to learn that this firm'is not
now in existence. In fact, the machine runs so Mell that I
am contemplating fitting 26in. wheels. It is quite common
for us to pass many modern outfitj? on hills.

Unfortunately, the present-day roads are too much for the
"air springs." The really fearful, pot-holes burst the pneu-
matic sleeve, and I have now fitted large metal coil springs
over the air chambers, which work satisfactorily, although
not giving such a delightful resiliency as the "air spring.^'

I should welcome the experiences of 'any other A.S.L. rilers,
if there are any left.

"

E\ R N
Derby.

GRADIENT METERS.
Sir,

—

We should like to refer to "Ixion's" "Comments"
in your issue of January 13th, on the behaviour of one of
our gradient meters, which he succeeded in fixing to the
accessory cross-bar of a motor cycle. -We do not quite know
how he managed the fi.xing, and we quite agree that the
standard brackets as supplied for motor car instrument
boards do not lend themselves very readily to fixing on a
tube.

With regard to " Ixion's " suggestions, wluch we appreci-
ate, we are considering a suitable, universal, fixing clip for '

Bi6
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An Australian trials rider, H. T. Giimwade, with his 1>\ h.p. Norton outfit

is a spring wheel Goulding, manufactured locally.

1 he sidecar

motor cycles, and we also make the instrument with a dial

reading up grades only, to 1 in 2^.

We are afraid there is no hope of an instrument for measur-
ing gradients ever being entirely immune from the effects

of acceleration and retardation, but with reasonably steady
driving the results given on a motor cycle will be very
nearly accurate.
There are roads on which the .surface is so bad, as

,
" Ixion " says, that the needle cannot help oscillating, and
we certainly do not claim to be able to measure accurately
the slope of the side of a pot-hole' at 30 m.p.h.

TAPLEY AND CO. (W. Tapley).

THREEPENCE PER MILE—INCLUSIVE.
Sir,—The following details of running expenses kept care-

fully for twelve months of a January, 1920, 4 h.p. Triumph
and sidecar may be of interest. Decarbonising and trifling

rejiairs have been done by myself ; the rest at a garage.
The only defects in 7,000 miles in all weathers, half the
mileage in Cornwall, the rest throughout England and
Wales, north, east, and west, have been a frequent breaking
of wheel ball races and of sidecar mudguard.
Mileage.—7,100.

Chains (Remold).—One, 2,500 miles only ; second, still

running.
Tyees.—One halfpenny per mile, including belt cost.

Belts.—Dunlop lin., 5,500 miles; John Bull lin., still

running.
Petrol.—About 60 m.p.g. averaging the j'ear. National

benzole -produces 10 m.p.g. more than No. 1 spirit, when it

can be got, which is not often.

Oil.—1,650 m.p.g.
Total Running Costs (chieily in hilly country with two

up), including all repairs, insurance, etc., 2-id. per mile.

Including depreciation of one-tenth cost and 5% on capital =
3d. per mile.

This is the total cost in all weathers for very hard usage
in bad country. For lighting I use a converted set of carbide
lamps (no more carbide after the first thousand miles for me),
with 12 c.p. head light and two screw-in bulbs for rear and
side, and 60 amp. 6 volt accumulator in a box let in the
sidecar bottom under the seat, the whole set converted and
wired up with three separate switches at trifling cost, and
found perfectly reliable and cheap.

Wanted.—(1.) Control wires that do not stick and rust

after a week's rain, and no plating on the cycle.

(2.) Mudguarding that is rider-guarding.

(3.) Magneto rocker arms that do not stick in persistently

wet weather.
The A. A. has, in the year, saved me £4, supplied me with

much valuable information, and prevented me having to sleep

one night under the hedge.
Lastly, an appeal. Will some firm arrange to supply benzole

in Coriiwall? CORNISH PARSON.
Redruth.
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iVET WEATHER RIDING IN DRESS SHOES.'
Sir,—Concerning tlie letter of Mr, J. Thornton in your issue

of the 13th inst., in which he remarks upon mudguarding,
may I make a few remarks in appreciation of my A.J.S. in

this respect?
The machine is a 1920 model, and while I do not consider

the protection perfect, it is certainly very good. After supple-
menting the generous front guard with a pair of Sterling

mudshields, I have discarded overalls entirely. I recently

rode twelve miles in pouring rain to a dance in dress shoes,

and arrived quite spotless. Incidentally, the shields kept my
feet quite warm.
My only criticism is that at speeds in excess of about 17-20

m.p.h. the rear wheel flings liquid mUd on to one's back and
along the off sidecar panel. However, so long as one rides

at about 15-17 m.p.h. it is possible to remain perfectly clean

—

in fact, it is the finest machine I have ridden in this respect.

1 have never had the pleasure of riding either a Scott or an
A. B.C., both of which appear to provide almost perfect

weatherproofing.
Birmingham. A PERFECTLY. SATISFIED USER.

CONTROLS—AN IDEAL.
Sir,—With reference to the standardisation of controls as

recommended by the A.C.U., I shall be glad if you would give
me an opportunity of expressing my views, as an old re.ider

of your esteefned paper.
The aim of standardisation of controls is to give the rider

in any circumstances fhorough mastery of bis machine. It is

therefore unnecessary to make the action of the controls

instantaneous and simultaneous. The recommendations put
forward by the A.C.U. hardly seem to meet the needs of

motor cyclists. For example :

(1.) Starting the motor cycle. (a) The engine working,
the rider is on the left side of the motor cycle. He rests on
the left foot, raises the right, and is able to act freely on the

pedal 7 to put the clutch in. (h) The machine and engine
being at rest and the pedal 7 being at its lowest point, the
rider on the left side of the machine presses upon the valve

lifter (1), and the right hand being free pushes the machine
forward. The engine having been started, a slight pressure

on the clutch lever 2

causes the machine to .^.^mv nZ
stop without any fur-

ther movement of the

hand.

(2.) While running.
The gear and carbu-

retter controls are
grouped on the right-

hand side of the

handle-bar. As a

rule, riders are right-

handed, • consequently
acting with greater

precision with the
right than with the

left, so that it is

necessary that the
right hand should
control the two lever's mentioned above, which require greater

sensitiveness than brake or clutch control. By referring to

the diagram, it will be at once seen that it is possible

simultaneously to close the throttle,. lift the valve lifter, and
put the clutch out ; or put the clutch out, change speed, and
put the clutcli in, etc.

(3.) To stop. Tlie instinctive movement of the rider who
desires to stop quickly is to close his hands on tlie levers on
the handle-bar and drop his feet to the ground. In the par-

ticular case to which the diagram refers, this instinctive

movement acts upon the clutch lever 2 and the brake lever 5.

(4.) Skidding. When on greasy or slippery roads, in order

not to slip or skid, the rider only lets the clutch in slightly,

and in the case, which I am showing by means of the diagram
this is done by a simultaneous gentle pressure on the levers

2 and 7—that is, the clutch controls.

(5.) Both brakes may be applied simultaneously.

These examples give but an imperfect idea of the benefits

to be .derived by this arrangement of the controls. There are

hiany other circumstances easily imagined by riders in which
sensitive controls ensuring instantaneous and simultaneous

action must prove of great benefit.

M. VIRATELLE.

.(Yaui III

On this system of control suggested

in the letter of M. Vlratelle, 1 is the

valve lifter. 2 clutch lever, 3 air,

4 throttle. 5 front brake. 6 rear brake

pedal, and 7 the clutch pedal.

A LICENSING MISAPPREHENSION.
Sir,—When will the Ministry of Transport really and

finally find out what they want us to do?
I paid 7s. 6d. for a pretty nickel-plated licence card holder,

and fitted it with six wood screws to the centre of the door
of my sidecar, a sufficiently conspicuous place, surely. Now
I see by the daily press that the holder must be not less

than 2ft. 6in, from the ground, whereas, in its present place,

mine is only 2ft.

Now I suppose I must buy another holder, or fake up a
clip to attach the present one to the motor cycle, since my
sidecar is too low built to allow of the holder being fitted

2ft. 6in. from the ground. Also, unless I choose to run
about with six wood screw holes disfiguring the beautiful
paint on my sidecar door, I must have the holes plugged,
and the door repainted. Who is going to compensate me
for all this humbug and expense?

I suppose the next thing will be that we shall be required
to hav: the holder facing both sides and back and front, and
all illuminated at night! ELDON.

Reading.
[Our correspondent has evidently found a " mare's nest

"

in " the daily press " ; for the regulations setting maxi-
mum and minimum heights for licence-holders only apply
to motor cars.—En.l

SUMMARY OF CORRESPOXDEXCE.
Lt. G. Hazel, R.N., replying to a correspondent in a

recent issue who signed him.'K'If " Ubique," writes in defence
of the Durston system of rear springing. He claims that he
invented a very similar .system himself, and has severely
tested the device on his own machine with very satisfactory

results despite the severest weather Conditions. [We must
make it clear here that the " Ubique " of this con-espondenco
is iiof the "Ubique" of The Motor Ci/rlc stall.—Ed.]
With reference to correspondence under the heading of " A

Tall Order," Mr. E. Grifhths takes exception to an earlier

letter by "J.S..J.," in which the latter stated that his two-
speed Velocette would climb nn;/ hill. Mr. Griffiths has
found a gradient (Mow Cop) which has proved too much for

his own two-speed Velocette, although he stales that he has
been unable to persuade several other machines up this hill,

including an 8 h.p. sidecar outfit. Previously, he had owned
five different year.s' models A.J.S. machines, "and they
always managed to climb Mow Cop with ample reserve
power."

" Conn Rod " last week commented on (he " unsightly
"

effect of a licence holder on either the handle-bar or number-
plate. Millfords Ltd.. of Birmingham, write calling atten-

tion to their M.A.P. combined number-plate and licence

holder, and also to the M.A.P. model B holder that is

designed to fit on the spring fork spindle or to the butterfly

nut on the head lamp.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
«=uef^ n coninnct'on Tri>h Th: Molo Cycle.

•MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price try

THEM" 1^"^ slaiKiard Da.idbook o. the motoc aet, pos"..

cycle 'Co\-er: every subject relating to all type;

c' motor cycles, tbcr man.ngemeaf and caca,

Tircntv-fir=' Eftition, .lust rubbshe,'! . j/6 2/i,i

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
CoDtalninK over ^oo uselu " wrmKles rnclnelpt^i,

1 mts !n re:;ard t rDC.torcyc.es, beveath Edition. 2'. 2/3

TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reli-ible system lor trac.ng motor cycle tamti aii J

r'l remedy.ii^ any trouble wtien louud. foortb

I dilion, " ,
"• =/•!

•'motor CYCLE REMINISCENCES,"
By " Ixios." of Tlic liloto' Cycle. An interesting

and amusing description of early motor cycling

ctpcriences, with many unique illustrations ... 5/. r/^f

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland. London (showln?

roads into and out of L.ondon and avoiding London).

Mounted on iineo. Set ot three, complete in ;isj, 5/6 5/10

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOIC
With 32 pages 01 Koad Maps 01 liaglaiid and

Wales. Scotliuid, and the London District. Ne.v

Edition. Just published ... ... 5/- 5/4

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) Irom ILlFFfi & SONS Ltd.,

20 Tudor Street, I^ndon, B.C., or of leading Booksellers and

Railway Bookstalls.
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A Motor Cycle Club £or Accrington.

It is proposed to form a motor cycle
club in Accrington, and a meeting with
this object in view has been arranged to

be held at Palmer's Cafe, Whalley
Road, this evening (the 27th), at 8.15.

All interested are invited to attend this

meeting.

Lancaster, Morecambe and District M.CX.
The first annual meeting of the Lan-

caster, Morecambe, and District Motor
Cycling Club was held at the County
Hotel, Lancaster, on January 17th. Mr.
F. Sharps was elected as president, Mr.
Gordon Reid captain, Mr. W. Atkinson
vice-captain, Mr. R. L. Ducksbury sec-

retary, and Mr. J. Garlick treasurer. It

was decided to affiliate with tha A.C.U.

Halifax M.C.C.

Members of the Halifax M.C.C.
mustered in force at the Boar's Head
Hotel on the occasion of the annual
dinner on January 13th. Through the
generosity of one of the club patrons (Mr.
H. Somerville), a splendid concert party
attended and kept the company in a_

lively humour for the whole of the
evening. Owing to the absence of four
of the principal prize winners it was not
possible to jDresent the prizes won last

year. This year their programme will

be exceptionally strong, including, pro-
visionally, four trials and two hill-climbs.

North-Western Centre A.C.U.

At a meeting at Stockport on January
15th the following officials were elected
for 1921 : Chairman, Mr. H. Reed
(Manchester) ; vice-chairmen, Messrs. H.
Marsden (Stockport) and V. Horsman
(Liverpool) ; hon. treasurer, Mr. A.
Taylor (Burnley) ; hon. secretary, Mr.
J. H. Place (Burnley) ; hon. auditor.

CLUB NEWS.
Mr. G. E. Watts (Stalybridge) ; and
representative to A.C.U. General Com-
mittee, Mr. H. -Reed (Manchester). It
was decided to allocate the three open
permits as follows : One to be u,sed by
the Centre as a speed trial, a second to
be given to Liverpool for a reliability
trial, and a third to Stockport for a hilt-

climb.

Heaton Moor M.C.C.

A club has been recently formed which
will be known as the Heaton Moor
M.C.C. Its objects will be to run one-
day reliability trials, hill-climbs on time
and formula, speed trials, and social
events. The hon. secretary is Mr. W.
Williamson, 1, Brownsville Road, Heaton
Chapel.

North Lindsey A.C.

The annual general meeting of this
club was held at the Crosby Hotel on
the 12th inst. Since the 1920' season has
left the club in a sound financial condi-
tion, the subscription has been reduced.
A good programme has been^ arranged
for 1921.

A resolution expressing motor cyclists'

dissatisfaction with the new taxation
scheme, and with regard to carrying an
additional identification badge, was
passed unanimously, and the secretary
was instructed to forward this to the.

local M.P. The hon. secretarv is Mr.
F. W. Llewellyn, 9, Clayfield Road,
Scunthorpe, Lines.

South-East Durham M.C.

This club has just been formed with
Trimdon, Wingate, and Wheatley Hill
as centre. The headquarters are at the
Comrades' Club. Ashleigh, Trimdon
Station. At present there are seventy
members, and it is hoped to have over
a hundred before the opening run to.
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Richmond on Good Friday. The club has
in hand arrangements for a reliability

trial of 120 miles on Easter .Monday.'
Among the awards of this trial there
will be three gold- and three silver

medals confined to club members.

North London M.C.C.

The annual general meeting was held

on January 14th, at which' Mr. A. J.

F. Beaurain was elected vice-captain.

The officers for the coming season, who
were elected at the annual dinner, were
confirmed in office, Mr. A. W. Day
accepting the position of secretary.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

An extensive programrne has been
arranged for the coming season, some
twenty events having been fixed, includ-
ing reliability trials, gymkhana, speed
events, etc. Five valuable cups are to

be competed for by members of the club,
including the B.S.A. and Terry challenge
cups, which were put up last year in the
West Midland open trial.

Motor cyclists wishing to join the club
should send in their names immediately
for the fixture list and entrance form to

the hon. sec, P. C. English, Easemore
Road, Redditch.

Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The Taunton and District Motor Cycling
Club at its recent annual meeting
decided to extend the sphere of the
club so as to embrace light car owners,
and the club in future will be known as
the Taunton and District Motor Cycle
and Light Car Club. Lient.-Col. Dennis
F. Boles, il.P., again accepted the
presidency, Mr. Stewart Gloodman, the
former secretary, being elected captain,
and Mr. S. L. Ward, the assistant secre-

tary, being elected secretary.

Syndicated Propaganda.
What is Needed to Foster the Greater Use of British Molor Cycles Overseas.

THE subject of joint representation

touched upon recently by an Indian
correspondent is one that should

engage the attention of our manirfac-

tnrers. Already there are indications of

supply overtaking demand, and when
-that is more forcibly brought home,
manufacturers will "find the disadvantage
of being late in the field and our Ameri-
can friends' firmly established overseas.
It must not lie assumed too lightly, as
some people appear to think, that a
maker has only to send a competent re-

presentative abroad to ensure immediate
success. Such is by no means the case,

and most makers are fully alive to the
facts. Riders who have lived abroad
know full well the difficulty and delay
in obtaining British spares and parts,
and this fear has often driven customers
to purchase machines emanating from
another country. There is no need, how-
ever, to let this obstacle stand in the
way of British enterprise, for it is only
required that our makers should combine
in self-defence.

Let, say, five of the leading manu-
facturers agree to act jointly in appoint-

C4
.

It is imperative that more British

motor cycles are sent overseas. At the

present time the lack of direct representa-

tion in the various countries appears to

be a stumbling block, and such concerted

action as is suggested by our contributor

would undoubtedly prove of great value

to any group of makers who wish to

gain a strong foothold in any of the

Overseas Dominions.

ing a tlioroughly competent man to act

as their representative—not as an agent
—jn, say, Bombay for all India. He
should be of unimpeachable integrity, of

sound constitution, unmarried, and not

over thirty-five years of age. His whole
time should be given to his employers
(the syndicate), and should be confined

to selling, and issuing of propaganda

;

while his advice should be available at

all times to riders of " syndicate
"

machines. He shou4d, in fact, closely

watch the interests of the firms forming
his syndicate, and one of his most im-

portant tasks would be to organise a

central spare parts depot.

The syndicate would supply him from
time tO- time with literature recording
successes for distribution in India, while
the representative might contribute to

7'/ie Motor C'l/cle a- monthly letter of

local topics, which most readers would
appreciate especially if accompanied by>
illustrations. Each meni'ljer of the syndi-
cate would undoubtedly benefit by this

method, as it secures to each a faithful
service free from all partiality at a mini-
mum cost of salary aud establishment
charges. At the same time, provision
could be made in the article of agreement
for a withdrawal of a member on suit-

able notice being given in favour of
another manufacturer wishing to enter
the field.

Further detail might be elaborated, but
there is no need to do so here. If success
is attained, and surely it would be, then
South Africa and Austi-alia and other
dominions might be similarly treated to

the benefit of all concerned.
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LICENCE HOLDERS

Rudge. Wales.

IN the course of the last month we have
examined a large number of examples
of licence card holders. One point

which has struck us very forcibly is that

their " designers " have not sufficiently

taken into consideration the fact that-

motor cyclists generally clean their own
machines, and that when an article

has to be cleaned any projections not only

hinder the process but tear the cleaning

rag-

In too many cases the two impoitant
parts of the licence holder are secured

by many tiny

bolts and nuts,

which are not
only unsightly,

but render the

process of clean-

ing difficult and
arduous. There
is no doubt,
liowever, that
the nut and bolt

fixing is secure,

Too many Small Nuts
and BoKs are used
in (he MajorKy of

Holders.

Parliculars of Some
of the Exceptions.

but, on the other hand, there is really

no excuse for its existence, as there

are other methods which are equally

satisfactory. Quite a number of licence

card holder manufacturers have avoided

the use of these unsightly screws,

some by clamping a grooved ring,

which not only holds the glass, but also

the back portion ; others have made a

screw fitting, while a third method is to

use a split ring.

When Attached to the Number-plate.

Another point worthy of remark is that

unless the brackets holding the number
plate on to the mudguard are strong

enough thej' arc liable to break owing to

the extra leverage caused by the super-

imposed holder.

The F.R.S. liolder, made by the well-

known lamp concern, is one of the neatest

on the market, and contains one nut only,

which not only serves to hold the device
together, but is utilised also to secure

Brandish. Brown Bros

it to the handle-bar. Brown Bros.' holder
uses the spring ring system as used to

secure lamp glasses, while H. Tavlor and
Co., Ltd., of Store Street, W.C., have
introduced a neat holder with its outer
rim split and secured by a single scj'ew.

The exterior is entirely smootli. Other
neat holders arc the Gowcy and the

Rudge-Whitworth, both of which have
screw-on fronts, and, like the Ta-ylor, the
only nuts and bolts are in the clip fixing.

Wates Bros., of 132, Charing Cross Road,
have a holder which, like the F.R.S.,
has only one nut, and this on the clip.

The Tredelect holder, too, reduces the
number of bolts to a minimum.

An unusual licence

holder which has no

nuts and bolts at all.

The \V.A.G . made of

transparant fabric.
-owey.

Continental Competitions for 1921
EACH year the representatives of the

various French motor cycle clubs
draw up their programmes for the

season, and submit their dates to the
Union Motocycliste, which prepares a

national calendar. For tlie present year
there are twenty-one events on the pro-

gramme, and although others may be
decided on at a later date those already
selected are the most important.
The most important event of the year

is the Motor Cycle Grand Prix race, to

be held at Le Mans on July 23rd. This
corrresponds in importance to the T.T.
race in the Isle of Man, but difters from
it in being held on a very fiat and fast
road forming a ten and a half mile
triangular course. This vear it has been
decided that motor cycles only shall be
admitted, there being three classes of
250, 350, and 500 c.c. By Selecting July
23rd as the date of the Motor Cycle

Grand Prix, the big car Grand Prix
date will have to be changed to Sundav,
the 24th.

The Cycle Car Grand Prix has been
fixed for September 17th, also ou the
triangular course at Le Mans. The
event, it should be noted, is being
organised by the national authority, the
Union Motocycliste, although forming
part of the three-day meeting being got
up by the Automobile Club of the West
of France.
As the Six X)ay Trials are not to be

held in France this year, the Union
Motocycliste has decided to hold a
couple of_^touring competitions, probably
in the neighbourhood of Paris, the first

one being on April 24th and the second
on July 26th. The details of these have
not yet been decided on. The Paris-Nice
trials will open the series of competitions
on February 21st to 28th. Paris to

Madrid does not yet figure on the pro-
gramme, for official sanction has been
withheld until the promoters have given
definite guarantees.
Fel). 21-2S.—Paris-Xipo Ecliability Trinls.
M;inli 27-28.—Miirseilles-Nice and Betuin Belia-

billty Trials.
April 3.—T.-ivignnno Cup, Corsica.

10.—Moto-Cycle Club of Fmnre Speed Teste.
„ 14-20.—Nire Motor Cycle Week.
„ 24.—U.iil.F. TouriDg Competition.

Mny 15-16.—Provence Circuit.

„ 15-16.—Militury Motor Cycli<)t3* Conipetition.
June 26.—Moto-Cycle Club of Franc© Touring Com-

petitiOD.
July 10-14.—Motor Cycle Meeting at Le Mans.

23.—French Motor Cycle Grand Prix Race
at Le ,Man.s.

31.—Mont Vcntoux Eally and Hill-climb.
Aug. 14-15.—Hares on I'Eure Circuit.

14.—Dinard Eally.
21 —La Baulo Enlly.

Sept. 4.—Mont Terdnn, Lyons, Hill-climb,

„ 17 —French Cycle Car Grand Prix Eace at
Lc M.nns.

25.—Gaillon Hill^limb.
Oct. 2.—Moto Cycle Club of France Kilometre

Sr>eed Trials.

„ 30.—Gometz Hill-climb,

C7
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NOVELTY IN DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION.

FI.C.M. CONGRESS AT BRU.SELS.

Taxation.

Have ynu obtained your licence yet?

The Cycle Car Definition.

The writer of the motor cycle column
in The Dally Mail considers our sug-
gested definition of 1,100 c.c. and 8 cwt.

limits the best.

1920 Senior T.T. Winner.

T. C. de la Hay is now back again
at the Sunbeam works, where he is in

charge of the test department. In all

l^robability last year's Senior T.T. winner
will defend his title in the Isle of Man
this year on the same machine.

The London-Exeter Run.
W. Gr. Churchill (2| Verus), whose

award was held in abeyance because he
did not sign out at E.xeter, has been
proved to have left the check to time, and
has been awarded a gold medal. H. Gold
(2| Olympic), who did not sign the sheet
at Exeter, is granted a silver medal.

A.C.U. Secretary in the North.

One day last week Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough, A. M.I. A. E., secretary of the
A.C.U., was entertained at Durham by
the North-eastern Centre of the Union,
when he addressed a large gathering of

north-eastern motor cyclists on motor
matters generally.

Private Bills in Parliament.

Several Corporation Bills have been
deposited in Parliament, which the Legal
Department of the R.A.C. are closely

watching. Liverpool, Preston and

-

Burnley want it made compulsory for

the driver of a motor vehicle to stop
when passengers are boarding or alight-

ing from a tramcar, while Hoylake in-

cludes a clause making it obligatory on
drivers not to drive at a greater rate
than 5 ~m.p.h. while passing a church,
chapel, or other place of worship during
service on Sunday, Christmas Day, or
Good Friday.

Less Time, More Work.
We hear that the Indian factory in

America is working with appro.ximately
1,300 men from four and a half to five
days per week, depending on each de-
partment, with absolutely no overtime,
to turn out its relative proportion. It
is interesting to know that the daily pro-
duction is greater now than it was five
months ago, when the factory was on
full time with overtime in the majority
of the departments. We understand that
the men themselves, realising, the general
poor business conditions, want to hold on
to their jobs, and are giving an honest
day's work.

c8

Welding Costs.

Before placing a welding job in hand,
it is well to obtain an estimate. We have
heard of cases where welding a pinhole
in a cylinder has cost more than a new
cylinder. The prices of the majority of

firms specialising in this work, however,
are usually very satisfactory.

Bonuses to Competition Riders.

The British Cycle and Motor Cycle
Manufacturers and Traders Union, Ltd.,
have agreed that members shall not pay
any form of bonuses to riders of motor
cycles in connection with the use in any
competition by such riders of any pro-

prietary article, nor will they give or

loan to any rider any such proprietary
article or accessory. The underlying
reason for the action is understood to be
that motor cycle manufacturers desire

entire freedom of choice of specifications

of components and accessories to be used
on their machines to ensure that such
machines compete under the best condi-

tions. Accessory manufacturers will

therefore not approach riders direct, but
will make their arrangements with motor
cvcle manufacturers.

The late Mr. F. Manning who, in conse-

quence of a regrettable accident, sustained

fatal injuries on Brooklands last week. He
ran his F.N. into a wooden barrier which,

it appears, he had passed several times before

whilst circling the track.

A Cycle Car Grand Prix.

For the first time the Cycle Car Grand
Prix will not be_jnixed up with motor

cycle events. This year the cycle car

race will be held on Saturday. Sept. 17th.

The A.C.U. Badge.

The combined badge and licence holder

introduced by the A.C.U. costs 5s., but

this price does not include the badge

itself, as many have understood from

our recent description of the device.

Motor Cycle Cure.

W. F. Guiver, a successful competition

rider, until a short time ago could only

get about on crutches, the result of rheu-

matism and complications through Over-

seas service as E.A.F. examiner. On a

specialist's advice, he says, he resumed
motor cycling, and can now walk with

a stick.

The Scottish Show.
Special displays of 1921 motor " cycles

are being made by Glasgow agents during'

the Scottish Automobile Show, which

opens to-morrow, January 28th, and

cycle cars of both types will also be in

evidence. The Tamplin will be outside

the exhibition, with headquarters at the
'

Clydeview Garage, Clydeview Lane,

Partick West.

The Jarrott Cup Trial at Easter.

This event will be run from London to

Land's End (single journey) over the same
course as last year on March 26th. To
qualify for a gold medal every comjietitor

must make a clean ascent of the two
observed hills—Porlock and Lynton. A
new rule precludes any repairs or adjust-

ments being effected at controls. Nothing
may be done except the replenishment of

fuel and oil tanks. A competitor may not

even pump his tyres.

Under Difficulties.

When, in this country, much ink is

being spilt on increased taxation and in-

creased subscriptions, an Irish corre-

spondent wonders how some of our indig-

nant " Constant Readers " and " Work-
ing Men Motorists " would regard their

lot if it were placed in his distressful

country.' Writing from Larne, co.

Antrim, this reader states that a permit

is necessary for motoring trif/iin a

twenty miles radius of the applicant's

home. In his case, which he states is

no exception, even this limited permit

was refused, and he has been requested

to " dispose ot the machine to an ap-

proved person," or " to hand it over to

the military authorities for safe custody."
or "to dismantle it in such a manner
as effectively to prevent its use." And
(the last straw) the new taxation rates

apply here as elsewhere.
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World's Records.

Class Al (275 c.c.) is not included in

the world's records compiled at Brussels
last week.

A Martinsyde Rumour Denied.

Notes appearing in the daily press con-
cerning i\Iartinsyde, Ltd., have created

an erroneous impression. The report that

500 men were discharged and the factory

closed down is entirely without founda-
tion, and arises from the fact that certain

departments were so much ahead of

others that a certain number of men were
temporarily suspended. The company is

not in liquidation, as is supposed by some
to be the case.

German Ignition Appliances.

Apropos our last week's references to

Oerman-made ignition appliances', it is

interesting to -know that e.x-service men
at lea.st will not sell goods emanating
from our late enemies. I^ast week a Bir-

mingham firm, composed of e.\-service

men, offered American Bosch pattern
plugs at 2s. 6d. each, but on receiving
deliveries they found that they were
jialpably German-made and returned
tliem irrespective of the financial loss in-

volved. All moneys will, of course, be
returned to those who ordered the plugs.

Guarantees Against a Fall in Price.

So sure are certain agents and manu-
facturers that present prices will prevail

for some time, they are undertaking to

refund any difference in price before a

fpecified date. H. Taylor and Co., of

South Kensington, make this offer on
machines purchased now, guaranteeing

LIVERPOOL TWO-DAY TRIAL,
One of the best known pre-war figures in the big Reliability Trials, Harold Karslake, who

piloted a Brough.

A MEMORIAL TO A BRAVE
DIVISION.

f{

any price adjustment before March 51st,

while Rudge-Whitwortli, Ltd., make the
dates between February 1st and May 31st.

P. B. Roper, the Sheffield agent, gives a
similar guarantee.

The Fastest Motor Cycle.

Over 108 ni.p.h. is the world's record
highest speed, at present held by the
Indian motor cycle.

The Belgian Grand Prix.

The Belgians, who are taking a keener
interest than ever in motor cycling, are
very enthusiastic over their Grand Pri.x
in August. It is unfortunate that their
internal affairs are interfered with by

the secession of certain motor cyclists to

the Union Velocipedique, but the F.>I.B.

will carry on all the same. We believe

there is similar trouble in the Danish
camp. '

An Old-fashioned View.

in Denmark motor cycles are classed

among the luxuries which at the present

time are not allowed t» be imported.

Several orders tor motor cycles were
placed at Olympia pending permission to

import them, but so far the Danish
Government adhere to their old-fashioned

view, which is somewhat surprising, since

it is one of the largest cyclmg countries

in the world.

m^-z^-'

Situated on the Dunchurch Avenue, between Gjventry and Dunchurch, on the London-Holyhead road, this monument was erected m
honour of the men of the immortal 29th Division who fell in Galllpoll. King George reviewed the Division on this spot previous to its

departure for the Front. Near where is stationed the car, this famous high road is Intersected by the old Roman Fosseway.

C9^
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Congress of World's Motor Cyclists' Representatives.
World's Record List Compiled by F.I.C A, at Brussels. New International Rules Passed.

THE two most important lesults of last

Thursday's International Congress

at Brussels are the compilation of

the first complete list of world's records,

in which American records make their

first appearance, and the final passage

of the international competition rules,

under which all international events must

be run in future.

A special sub-committee, consisting of

Messrs. Jules Neher (chairman), G. de

Ko, G. Fenton, and T. W. Loughborough
(secretary), met at 10 a.m. to consider

the rules. These rules had been passed

at the meeting in Paris on August 3rd,

1920, as being fit to send out to the

various governing bodies for their ap-

proval. Certain amendments were con-

sidered, and the rules were then ready

to be submitted to the Congress. The
rest of the meeting dealt with the claims

to world's records, and, while consider-

ing this subject, it was found that Italy's

claims could not be substantiated, as the

records had . been previously beaten in

America.

Eight Countries Represented.

Certain proposed amendments to the
competition rules were then e.vamined,
but it was finally decided to make no
alteration. At 12.30 the members of
the Congress adjourned to the appro-
priately named Taverne du Globe in the
Place Royale, where they were enter-
tained to lunch by the Royal Automo-
bile Club of Belgium.
The gathering was one of the most

representative of its kind which has yet
met, no fewer than eight countries being
represented. Three new delegates at-

tended : Count Bonacossa (Italy), a
thorough enthusiast and a most active
and useful member, who rides a Rudge;
Mr. E. Host (Denmark) ; and Flight-Lt.
Kindberg (Sweden), an expert pilot, and
a skilful rider of an A. B.C.
Following is a list of those present :

Baron Noth5mb, in the chair (the Royal
Automobile Club of Belgium) ; M. Jiiles
Neher (Union Motocycliste Suisse), vice-
president ; Mr. W, H. Wells (Motor
Cycle and Allied Trades Association of
America) ; M. E. CoUignon (Competi-
tions Committee Federation Motocycliste
Beige) ; Mr. Greame Fenton and M. G.
Longuemare (Union Motocycliste de
France) ; Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite (A.C.U.)

;

.M. G, A. de Ro (R.A.C.B.) ; Mr. E. M. P.
Boileau (A.C.U.) ; M. M. Fagard (Presi-
dent F.M.B.); Count Alberto Bona-
cossa (Moto Club d'ltalia) ; Mr. E. Host
(Dansk Motocycle Union) ; Dr. Lam-
borelle (chairman Competitions Com-
mittee F.M.B.) ; Flight-Lt. E. Kindberg
(Svenska Motor Cykel Klubben) ; and
Mr. T. W. Loughborough (A.C.U., and
general secretary F.I. CM.).

A New Vice-president.

After being lavishly entertained by
the R.A.C.B.. the Chairman welcomed
the delegates in a s'peech which was short
but to the point, to which M. Neher
replied.

Those present then returned to the
premises of the R.A.C.B. shortly after
3 p.m., Avhen the congress sat with Baron

Nothomb in the chair. The minutes of

the meeting in Paris on August 3rd last

were read and confirmed. To the list of

e.xisting vice-presidents it was decided to

add. the name of Count Alberto Bona-

cossa, to occupy the vacancy occasioned

by the death of the late Mr. A. W.
Torkington.

Trials and Races.

Arising out of the minutes it was de-

cided to deal with the international com-

petition rules, now revised and brought

thoroughly up-to-date. Considerable dis-

cussion then arose. M. Longuemare sug-

gested the inclusion of a special class

for scooters and bicycles with auxiliary

motor attachments. M. Neher replied

that these were adequately catered for

in the 275 c.c. class. Some objection was

then raised by the French representatives

to the omission in the amended rules of

the regulation compelling all motor

cycles, whether used for races on the

track or for attempts at record, being

atted .-ivith a clutch and change speed

Countries Represented:

Great Britain America

France Belgium

Italy Sweden

Denmark Switzerland

The new official list of world's records

includes many American figures,

including the Indian records of over

lOS m.p.h.

Class Al {275 c.c.) is eliminated, as

are all kilo, and mile records made in

one direction only.

gear, and it is necessary to explain here

that our Continental friends have not yet

learned to distinguish between a race and

a reliability trial. The word course race

is too freely used, and is often employed

when concoiirs de r! 11 rahUiIf—rehahihty

trial—is intended. The result is that an

attempt was made to compel purely rac-

ing machines, such as are used for speed

trials and record attempts to conform to

the same requirements as those laid down
for motor cycles competing in reliability

trials.

Racer or Tourist Machine?

ilr, W. H. Wells pointed out that such

fittings tended to slow the machine and
strenuouslv opposed the proposition.

Mr. E. M. P. Boileau pointed out that,

probably for the reason given above, the

diflerence between a machine stripped

for record breaking and a motor cycle

used in a reliability trial, or in . a race

in which touring conditions had to be

observed, was not clearly understood.

After considerable further discussion it

was unanimously decided to leave things

as they were. The most important
amendment which was duly carried w-as

the new silencer rule. At the Paris

meeting the regulations affecting silencers

attempted to limit the orifice of the

exhaust pipe scientifically, but this was
found to be unworkable, consequently an
amendment had to be made, and this

reads as follows :
" All ^ motor cycles

taking part in any competition must be

fitted with an efficient silencing system as

may be required by the rules governing
such competition, but in races a free

exhaust may be permitted. In all cases

the exhaust gases must be so ejected as

not to raise dust or to be otherwise dan-

gerous to a competitor. Uncovered
exhaust ports in the walls of the cylinders

are forbidden in all competitions."
Count Bonacossa then raised several

important and interesting questions re-

lating to the making of, and verification

of, record attempts, with the result that

the following proposals were adopted :

" The distance covered must be verified

by a qualified surveyor, the cubical

capacity of the engine must be verified

by an official measurer, and a certificate

as to the time . must be presented by an
- official timekeeper. The course, in the
case of all attempts at records of less

than two kilometres in length, shall not
in any part have a gradient exceeding
.5 per cent. (1 -in 200) from the hori-

zontal."
The international competition rules

were then unanimously adopted. The
final amendments have just been referred
to, and the previous amendments which
were confirmed were published in 7'lie

Motor Cycle of August 12th, 1920 (p.

182). These rules will now form the basis

for all events open to competitors from
foreign countries, such as the Tourist
Trophy Races, the Auto Cycle Union Six
Davs Trial, the International Si.x Davs
Trial, the Grand Prix of the U.M.F., etc.

Spain Admitted.

M. Longuemare pointed out that,

although he understood that these rules

were to come into force as from January
1st, they had not been confirmed in time
for certain events now in process of

organisation. In reply, it was pointed out
that these rules must apply from the
date named, but that in aiiy case of hard-
ship the governing body of the country
concerned should have authority to deal
with the matter on its merits.

The Real Moto Club de Espafia was
next received into the Federation. It

was decided that the next meeting of

the F.I. CM. should be at Geneva on
the 8th August at the conclusion of the
International Trial.

The question of tUe control of cycle
cars was discussed, and' the General Secre-
tary stated that he had written on
November 25th to the secretary of the
International Association of Recognised
Automobile Clubs, but had received no
reply. M. Georges Longuemare offered

to take up the matter with the Auto-
mobile Club de France immediately on
his return to Paris, and the matter was
deferred.

A financial statement of the F.I.CM.
was duly presented and adopted. Count
Bonacossa suggested that a handbook of

the Federation should be drawn up in

French and English. The suggestion was
adopted.

Mr. Boileau proposed that a fixture

list of each body belonging to the
Federation should be presented at the
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first meeting in every year, so that the
Federation should be made aware of those
international events which were worthy
of support. This was agreed to.

Motor Cycles in the Olympic Games ?

The General Secretary was instructed
to apply to the organisers of the Olympic
Games so as to make application that
mutor cycling should be accounted as one
of the sports duly recognised. Count
Bonacossa proposed an international
race for a challenge trophv, to be run
on the lines of the T.T., but to be held

a different country each year, each
country to be represented by not more
than three teams, the first "event to be
run on the Circuito di Brescia on Sep-
tember 11th.

Votes of thanks were accorded to Baron
Xuthomb and M. Jules Neher. The
ijeeting came to an end at 7 p.m.

World's Records.

Pending the compilation of a list of
world's records, the following informa-
tion will allow the reader to gain an idea
ot the ultimate details of the list. Re-
ferring to the records to date published

the issue of January 6th, 1920, Class
Al (275 c.c.) is eliminated, as. are also
all kilometre and mile records made in

one direction only. It must be borne
in mind that, as a result of the putting
of these records on a proper basis at the
recent meeting of the I'M.C.JI., no
.innouncement may be made by manufac-
turers or others claiming world's records
unless the class is stated. An infringe-

c'lit of this rule renders the offender
liiil)le to severe penalties. The following
additions must be made to the lists pre-
viously given as British records.

AVERAGE MEAN SPEED RECORDS.

Ci..*ss r.-5oo c.c. April I5TH, 19:0. Djviosa r>E.vc.i.
S'-imph

Flyins Km.— E. Walker, i-cyl. Indian. S::. 5X93 (197C.C.) -

:','s-Spr
"

8''oo '

V
'

Flvins Mik.-E. Walker, i-cyl; Indian. S2. 5x93 (49; cc.)
, min -o 1 1 sec

"
85.' '6 ,.

Fh-ing 5 Miles.—E.. Walker, i-cyl. Indian. 82.5x93 (497 CO.) 3 mm. ^o. 11 sec. ..03

Cl.\SS E.—I.OOO c.c. .\P«IL IITH, 1920. DaVIONA HeACH.

Flying Km.—E. Walker, 2-cyl. Indian, 83.5x93 (9tH<:.c.) ?!-ow "
103 74

" -

Flyine Mile.—E. Walker, 2-cyl. Indi.in. 82.5x93 (934 c.c.).....
,„,:,, i^ 6°

sec
"

10S.68 ,!

FIj-ing 5 Nfiles.—E. Walker, 2-cyI, Indian. 82.5x93 (t)94 c.cl ,. 2 mm. 15 . U- sec. .. i"».u
.•

• Class G.—500 c.c, with Sidecar. .SwiT2r.Ri.AND.
^^

FIving Km.—Ge.t (Motosacoche sc; 40-8 sec. .. 54-'-- ,

Class I.— i.ooo c.c. wiTU Sidecar. Febkcarv irm, i9--o.
«, mmnh

Flying Km.-L.Parkh.llst.2-cvl.Harlev-Davidsonsc., 84.1x88.9 (983 c.c.) 2.T.30sec. .. 81.94 m.p.n.

Flying Mile.—L. Parkhur5t,-2-cyl. Harley-Da yidson sc, 84.1x88.9

Fljing 5 Miles.—L''Parkhm4tVi-cylVHar'leyi'avidson ,, ,,scc 83.90 ,.

{98SC.C.) ; 3 mm. 34 -5- SIC. .. i 1

Continental CompetiKons-Hints to th* reallv valuable trial:
'1^^: {j";^ .^.^^fX

British Trade excellent course, and British makeis wno

\\3 dealt prettv fuUv with the question value their Overseas trade ^l'"» d <^«"^

of 1921 competitions in the leading article centrate m tins trial which oMg to the

which appeared in the issue of the 13th nature ot the country m which t " 1'<^1>^'

inst., wiiirein it was stated that after wU provide lessons which cannot be

the F.I.C.M. congress a clearer idea of learned in t.reat Jiritam.

1921 competitions abroad would be ob- N'e.-ct in importance is the brand l-rix

tainable. This has proved to be the case. of the U.M.F. to be held at Le Mans,

and we are now able to give the British The French thoroughly understand the

motor cycle tr.ade and private owners running of speed event*, the course can be

some useful advice based on enquiries and reached tioin England with the minimum

observations made, so to speak, on the amount of expense, and the event is well

spot The amateur or private owner, who worthy of support. The Belgian t.rand

has private means, and is out for fun Prix is al.-=o worthy of consideration,

and interesting experiences, mav do well while equally noteworthy is the race

to support such events as the taris-Nice recently proposed by the Italian delegates

or Paris-Madrid trials, but as there is to the F.I.C.M. to be run in Italy over

not a hill worthy of the name in either the Brescia circuit on September lllh.

event, it is necessary to point out that

neither of these conipetition.s is worthy F.I.C.M. NOTES,
of the expense entailed for the trade to

^isit to the F.N. Factory.
fiUppOl I' li. ^—^

First and foremost the International On the day following the Cuiigress a

Six Days Trials run by the Union Moto number of the delegates accepted the

d'ycliste Suisse, starting from tieneva on invitation of the director of the Fabrique
August 1st, is the most im))ortant of all National d'Armes de tiuerre to visit the

the events to be held on the Continent F.N. factory at Jlerstal, near Lijge.

this year. The organisere are a business- While in the town MM. Fagard and
like body who may be trusted to run a Collignon, who are residents there, made

MAKING THE ROADS SAFER.
,

j- •

In virious parts of the country there is evidence of activity to improve the roads and to make them more suitable for present day conditions.

Here work is in progress widening a dangerous corner on the well frequented G)ventry-Stoneleigh road. The railings in the background show

the extent of the widening.
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the visitors their epecial care, and first

drove them round the picturesque city.

At ten o'clock cars sent by the 'F.N.'Co.
conveyed the delegates to the factory,

tv'here a very interesting morning was
spent visiting one of tlife most famous
works on the Continent. It is clear that
the accuracy in workmanehip, careful
viewing, and excellence of material have
brought the F.N. motor cycle to the
high standard it has now reached. The
company were entertained to lunch by the

directors, M. Gallopin, occupying the
chair., M. Kelecom (who often visits

England) and JI. Meghi showed the party
round the works.
When it is remembered that the

Germans denuded the whole works of
' machine tools and left the shops filled

with broken-down lomes, the sight of
this hive of industry and its marvellous
recovery are simply astounding.

World's Records.
Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, the A.C.U.

timekeeper, attended the meeting speci-

ally to aid in settling the question of

world's records, which the International
Federation has now pilaced on a satis-

factory basis.

An Italian Spoitsman.
Count Bonacossa, the new vii

president, is certainly an acquisition to

the Federation. He is not only an active

motor cyclist, but is abso active and use-

ful in Congress. When he missed the

connection at the frontier last August,
owing to the overheating of the a.xle of

the sleeping car, he attempted to reach
Paris, first by motor car, and then by
aeroplane, but none were available.

A TWO DAYS WINTER TRIAL.
Liverpool t\ C. Touring Test lo Edinburgh and Back.

Liverpool club's winter two-day trial to Edinburgh and back. Competitors waiting to cl eck m at Kendal.

AINTREE, near Liverpool, was the
scene of the start of a winter tour-

ing trial, which attracted an entry
of forty-one, last Saturday morning.
The Liverpool Motor Club organised

the run on very free and easy lines, for,

on the outward journey to Edinburgh,
there was only one check (at Kendal),
while on the return run there was again
only one check, which was situated near
the top of Kirkstone Bass at the end of

a four miles non-stop section, commencing
at Patterdale.
Variable weather and a gusty north-

westerly breeze worried the competitors
the whole way north, and the going was
very heavy in places. Solo riders especi-

ally found some terribly skidsome
patches, notably on Shap, and again near
Hawick.

Tyre Troubles.

There were two retirements early,
these being W. Johnson (2J Ruby) arid

E. N. Dean (4 Wilkin), but otherwise
there appeared to be few troubles. A
machine noted with some interest was
one of the new T.T. Sunbeams ridden
by J. F. Burns, and it appeared to be
particularly steady on grease. About
t^ancaster W. J. 'Winter (3^ N.U.T.) had
tyre trouble, and subsequently, when
over the Border, suffered a bad burst

C16

on a rough section of road. He was
thrown, and severely damaged both him-
self and the machine, being thus com-
pelled to retire.

The following checked in to Alexander's
Garage, Edinburgh, well up to schedule
time : Hugh Gibson (8 Royal Ruby sc),

J. Roddick (8 Zenith), S. V. Banner (8

Sunbeam sc), J. F. Burns (3^ Sunbeam),
R. G. Taylor (3 A.B.C.), J. G. Collins

(6 A.J.S. sc), H. F. Brockbank (8

Blackburne sc), H. J. Scale (3^ New
Scale), F. Highfield (3^ Beardmore), N.
C. Sclater (3i Norton), J. L. Jenson (7-9

Harley-David.son sc), S. Bartley (6

A.J.S. sc), N. H. Brown (7-9 Indian sc),
F. Gunton (23- Dalton), J. Lee (7-9 Indian
sc), D. G. Prentice (8 Morgan), W.
Cottle (4i B.S.A. sc), J. H. Green (6

Martinsyde sc), H. Karslake (5 Brough),
S. Parker (8 Matchless sc), F. E. Mars-
den (8 Sunbeam sc), V. Horsman (10
G.N.), H. Burrill (3i Rudge).
M, Deeley (4 Triumph) arrived late, no

doubt having found his wheel discs dis-

advantageous in the gusty winds on the
Teviothead moorlands, while A. Ellison
(8 Zenitli) unfortunately ran out of petrol
about five miles from Edinburgh and
checked in late.

The start of the next day's run was
made at, 8 a.m. under perfect weather
conditions, but as the high Border county

was reached rain fell heavily. It die

not seem so easy to maintain the samf

speeds as on the previous day, for thf

roads were very heavy.
Amongst those running consistently ifiaj

be mentioned N. C. Sclater (3^ Norton),

F. Highfield (3^ Beardmore), H. Karslakf

(5 Brough), and the Ruby, Sunbeam anc

A.J.S. sidecars. No one definitely knew
the position of the time check on Kirk-

stone Pass, and in consequence ther(

were many variations, most of the sole

men being . early. As at all the othei

checks, Hugh Gibson's 8 h.p. Royal Rubj
outfit was dead on time, this despite th<

fact that the back tyre punctm-ed onlj

fifty yards before the non-stop section

commenced and the wheel had to b(

changed.

Bad Weather Conditions.

Very heavy rain was encountered on th<

descent to Kendal, and the weather con
ditions were unpleasant onw'ards to th<

finish where the following checked
within qualifying time : H. Gib.son, J,

Roddick, S. Banner. J. Burns, J. Collins
H. Brockbank^ F. Highfield, N. Sclater
J. Jenson, F. Gunton, D. Prentice, J,

Lee, J. Green, H. Karslake, S. Parker,
V. Horsman, and A. Ellison. The result:

of this long and heavy trial will be an-

nounced later.
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A selection ol questions ot general interest received irom readers and cur replies thereto. Ail questions should be addressed to the £d itor, " The Motor Cycle, **

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether mtended tor publication or not must bB accompanied by a 2d, stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy lor ease ol reierence. Letters containing legi-

uestions should be marked " Legal " in the leh-hand corner of the cn7elope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

CHARGING FROM ALTERNATING
CURRENT

How are accumulators charged
from the house mains? The cur-

rent is 200 volts alternating.

—

H.A.T.

It is iinpo.'^sible to charge accumulators
hum an alternating current without the
ii.~e of .-^ume form of rectifier which will

convert the current to continuous. Unless
you have a large number of accumulators
to charge, the expense of installing this

apparatus would be excessive.

DIFFICULT STARTING.
I have a 1919 single-cylinder

model which is very difficult to

start by means of the kick-starter,
and I should be obliged if you
could let me know if there are

any means of making it easier. It starts
easily when hot.—U.S.

The trouble is no doubt due to the design
of the starting apparatus. A certain
amount of the power expended on the
starting pedal is lost in overcoming the
friction of the oil between the clutch
plates in the thi-ee-s;peed gear box. A
very thin oil should be used to lubricate
the gears, and this will, to some extent,
facilitate starting. You should, of course,
ascertain that tiiere are no air leaks in

the induction pipe, that the inlet valve
is a good fit in its guide, and that both
valves are holding compression. Ignition
should be almost fully advanced, and an
injection of petrol in the cylinder will
liclp matters.

MALLEABLE LUGS.
In co-operation with a friend

I am considering the building of

a sidecar chasses (folding type),
but am in difficulty as regards
the elbows, T pieces, and special

bends which would be required to piece
up the steel tubings. Is malleable iron
suitable for these? I can procure these
all right {i.e., steam or hot water
screwed fittings), and intended, fitting

l^in. cycle tubing in the main parts
with lin. for the cross stays, etc. One
cycle builder told me all cycle fittings

were malleable, but I know some are
steel pressings and thought the cast-
ings wouldn't stand the road shocks.
—A.E.S.

Motor cycle frame and sidecar chassis
lugs are usually malleable castings, and
it would be better for you to obtain them
from a firm specialising in this class of

fitting. Some manufacturers use steel

castings or pressings, but you might find

more difficulty in obtaining these. Oft

no account use hot-water fittings.

V TWIN FIRING ANGLE
In the case of a 50° twin V

Q engine, why should, the magneto
> cams on the contact breaker be
-i-J offset to half cylinder angle, i.e.,

25° instead of being diametrically

opposite?—R.J.R.
Your query is not absolutely dear, but,

as we read it, we think the following
explanation should be what you require.

It is obvious that a twin-cylinder engine
with cylinders at 50° and a common
crank will not fire at etiual intervals.

Since each cylinder fires only once in two
revolutions, the firing intervals will be
360° plus 50°, and 360° minus 50°. Since
the magneto runs at half crankshaft speed,
the reason tor the offset of 25° should be
clear.

important ^aXzs.

Jan. 28th to Feb. Slh—
Scottish Motor Exbtbi'.ion Kelv'n Hall
ClasRow

March 25lh—
Richmond Meet.

March 26th—
M.C.C. London - Land's End Tr!al.

April 2 7ih—
A.CU. One-day Winter Trial for
Stock Machines.

May 14lh—
M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

May 2Slh—
A.CU. Silencer Ti-ia! — Brooklan^s.

Jum 14-I6lh—
Touriil Trophy Races.

July 22nd—
Grand Prix R3ce—Le Mans.

STARTING A TWO-STROKE.
I have recently purchased a

new 2j h.p. two-stroke motor
cycle, and have to push off

three or lour times, before I can
get it running. I have carefully

examined the carburetter, which appears
" to be all right ; also adjusted the

platinum points of the magneto to the

gauge, and tried a new plug with no
better results. I push the machine off

in low gear.—C.C.T.
The difficult starting may be due to air

leaks at the induction pipe, or at the

joints between the cylinder and crank
case, or between the two halves of the

crank case itself. To ensure an easy

start, well flood the carburetter and
advance the ignition fully or almost fully.

The gap between the sparking plug points

should not be too close—try about
3-54th inch—for it is only a popular
fallacy that a narrow gap improves
starting.

TWO-STROKE OR FOUR-STROKE.
I am thinking of purchasing

a lightweight motor cycle (2-3

h.p.), which I shall use regu-

larly through the summer, and

part of the winter for a ten-mile

journey every morning and evening,

but l' cannot decide between a four-

stroke or a two-stroke, though I am
rather inclined towards the former. I

shall be very glad if you will give me
your opinion of them, or rather com-

pare them for me, with regard to petrol

economy, ease of starting from cold_.

average miles- per gallon of the two

classes, running expenses, adaptability

to benzoic, general reliability, etc. 1

have ridden my father's 5 h.p. outfit,

but that is all" the experience I have

had, so I regard myself more or less

as a novice.—L.N.Jl.

You would find either a two-stroke or

four-stroke lightweight almost equally

satisfactory. Given two engines of the

same capacity the two-stroke will be

rather more powerful, but its consump-

tion is higher, usually being about 88 to

90 m.p.g. as compared witli 100 to 120

m.p.g. of the four-stroke. Ease of start-

ing is about equal, the small two-stroke

probably having a slight advantage.

Benzole" is equally suitable for both.

TIMING QUERIES.
I have recently purchased a 4

h.p. twin Peugeot motor cycle in

parts, and have overhauled it

ready for assembling. Being a

novice with twin engines, I

• ehould esteem it a great favour if you
would kindly instruct me in the timing

of this particular engine. The timing

wheels are marked in two or three

places. The inlet valves are overhead,

automatic. Re ignition timing. Should

the cylinder nearest to the magneto fire

first ? The magneto is a Bosch. Carbu-

retter is B. and B. (pilot jet), late

pattern.—J.H.W.
The timing of the engine is as follows :

Inlet, automatic. Exhaust : the valves

should be timed so that they close when
the piston reaches the top of the

stroke, and if they are set according

to this plan there is no need to consider

their opening ; it will be automatically

correct. Ignition : the spark would occur

when the piston reaches the top dead

centre of the compression stroke, the

ignition control being two-thirds retarded.

Bosch magnetos are usually numbered 1

and 2 on the terminals. These numbers
correspond to the numbers of the cylin-

der, which are 1 and 2 in the direction of

rotation—that is, the back is No. 1.

CI7
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MAGNETIC LINES OF FORCE.
Would you kindly give me an

approximate expression for the

flux provided by a permanent
(magneto) magnet, when polo

pieces and armature are in posi-

tion, in terms of the dimensions of

the magnet?—C. E.G.
The expression for a good quality mag-
neto magnet is 10,000 lines per square

centimetre—the total being 20,000

—

50,000 according to size.

BAD STARTING ON OLD MACHINE.
It is practically impossible to

start my 4 h.p. single even with
a running mount, yet everything
seems to be in perfect condition.

Priming takes no effect. I

imagine the trouble to be the carbu-

retter, which is a B. and B. (old pat-

tern). Do you think I should get better

results it I fitted a new one?—G.R.G.
You would probably get better results

with a new carburetter ; but we do not

think that the trouble lies entirely in this

direction. Probably the inlet valve guide

ie very much worn, and an air leak at this

point will most certainly cause difficult

starting. The spark should be almost
fully advanced, and should occur "when the

piston is 8 to 10 mm. from the top of the

compression stroke.

REFUSAL TO RUN SLOWLY.
My motor cycle is a 1920^ Omega-Jap, and until quite re-

> cently I could keep the engine
-iJ just ticking over perfectly

smoothly on low gear, which was
very convenient when I was in traffic.

During the last few daj's it has lost

all its smoothness when in low gear,

and tends to fire irregularly. This is

coupled with eight-stroking when
starting. I am at aT loss to remedy
this, and should be pleased with your
advice. The carburetter is a B. and
B., and magneto C.A.V. At all speeds
over 6 or 7 m.p.h. the machine runs
perfectly.—W.L.S.

The details you give are insufficient to

enable us definitely to say what is the

Jj[®T«(20L]S JANUARY 27th, 1921.

cause of- your trouble. It may possibly
be due to the mi.xture being too rich

;

this would be brought about by the
raising of petrol level- due to wear of
the float chamber needle seating. You
can tell if this is so by noticing whether
black smoke is thrown out from the
exhaust. Should you now find that the
machine needs a much wider throttle
opening to keep the engine running, you
may assume that the trouble is due to
an air leak, probably at the inlet valve
guide \vhich has become worn. Notice
also that the magneto rocker arm is

working quite freely.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Valkyr (South Shields).—IMost suitable

driving costume for lady.
.

" Dews-berry " (Dewsbury).—Flat-twin
Harley-Davidson with sidecar.

"K.B1036." (Earlestown). — H.A.H.
electric rear light eet on rigid frame
machine.

"G:A.B.W." (Ixmdon, S.E.).—TampUn
cycle car. Seating comfort with passenger,
reliability, and stability on grease.

" L.C.C." (Harringay).—4i h.p. B.S.A.
outfit with adult passenger and child
(age six) : m.p.g., speed, cost of upkeep.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
EETrOBD TO Warkinton.—D.F.

Retford, Worksop, Barlborough,
Chesterfield, Baslow, Bakewell, Buxton,
Macclesfield, Chelford, Knutsford, Mere
Corner, Warrington.

BlRMINGH.^M TO TeTBTJBY.—:S.S.

Birmingham, Alcester, Evesham, Chel-
tenham, Painswick, Stroud, Nailsworth,
Tetbury.

Lincoln to Southwold,—A,E,P.
Lincoln, Sleaford, Swineshead, Wigtoft,

Fosdyke, Long Sutton, King's Lynn,
Stoke Ferry, Thetford, Diss, Scole,

Harleston, Halesworth, BIythburgh,
SouthwoW. Approximately 145 miles.

^^Jv^p^^

#* '

v^%#9te«

A scene at the recent meet of the Hertfordshire Hounds on Harpenden Common. Motor cycles

were in evidence, as they always are when sport of any sort is concerned

Cl3

Altered Exeter Award.

We understand that S. E. Longman,
who rode a Harley-Davidson in the

London-Exeter, has now been awarded a

gold medal instead of a silver medal, as

previously announced. Out of thirteen

starters eleven Harley-Davidsons gained

gold medals, which is certaiiily a high

percentage.

To Home Enamellers.

Those riders who devote the dull season

touching up their machines in preparation

for the bright days of spring, should not

fail to send to Jlessrs. Jcnson and

Nicholson, Ltd., of Stratford, E.15, for a

colour card of Robbialac enamels. Along

with it they will i-eceive a useful folder

entitled "Instructions for Amateurs to

Enamel a Cycle or Motor Cycle."

Graphited Lubricants.

A booklet entitled " Foliac "- has been

receiv^^d, and its pages describe various

Foliac, motor graphite cornpounds, which

consist of graphite mixed with various

types of greases ; these are produced by

Graphite Products, Ltd., 218-220, Queen's

Road, Battersea, S.W.8. Reference is

also made to Foliac Silica graphite paint

{for painting exhaust pipes and silencers.

Catalogues Received.

Armis Cycle Co., 290-1, Heneage Street,

Birmingham. A list containing pictures

and specifications of Armis machines

equipped witli. Precision two-stroke and

J, A. P., 2| h.p, and 5-6 h.p. engines.

Both the 350" c.c. " two-stroke and the

5 h.p. twin models are 'listed as sidecar

outfits.

Whitley ,
Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Charterhouse Mills, London Road, Coven-

try. Particulars of the Whitley sidecars,

which are specially noteworthy for the

sound design of the attachments. These

are made to secure a particularly rigid

grip on a number of standard motor

cycle frames.

Coventry Eagle Cycle and Jlotor Co.,

Coventry. The 1921 catalogue and price

list of the Coventry Eagle motor cycles.

Lightweights fitted with J.A.P. or Tilliere

engines, and mediumweights with either

King Dick single (500 c.c.) or J.A.P. twin

(680 c.c:), are included, but the latter

models may be had with sidecars. For

those who want additional comfort,

single frame springing des'ice is listed as

an extra for any model.

AJldavs and Onions, Ltd., Matchless

Works, "Birmingham. A particularly well

illustrated booklet, showing technical

details of the AUon machnies. The
description of the light sidecar outfit is

worth noticing, as are the running in-

.structions on tlie final pages. Dui'ing the

Scottish .Show, which commences to-

morrow (Friday), AUon machinee will be

exhibited at the show rooms of Messrs.

Rossleigh, Ltd., 532, Great Western Road,

Glasgow.
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COULSON-B
—the Successful Motor Cycle ;

2| and 4 h.p. Solo and Sidecar.

nil

4 h.p., Less
than 200 lbs.

HO. I. Ill l/.'l

THE Coulson-B has we
earned the descriptio

,

"successful." Its repeate
consistent wins in competitiv^
events of every possible kind'
its outstanding achievement
in its run from London to
Edinburgh (2J h.p. and Sidecar)
without stopping the engine ; its

nine World's Records for similar

combinition—all these obviously
point to a Motorcycle of far more
than ordinary merit.

And the more you inve tigate the claims of'

the Coulson-B the more will you be impressed
by its high qualities, the more clear will it be

that here is the machine you have been looking
for. Although light in w-ight, its splendidly

balanced design gives it marvellous strength

and reliability under the most arduous con-
ditions; while its master-sprung frame protects

rider and mount alike fro.-n shocks and jars,

no matter how bad the roads may be.

The F. ASLETT COULSON
ENGINEERING CO.,

[ rni'lors l'lit;lit. r;ut. Ltd

1 68 Regeikt St. London W. I

Gerrard y-W

<^^<3

OTHER MODELS
23 h.p. 4-stroke Motor Cycle,

2-speed, Chain and Belt

Drive, Cork Clutch and

Kick Starter.

2| h.p., with 2-speed Gear,

minus Cork Clutch and

Kick Starter.

FOR SEASON 1921.

2:J h.p. Single Speed, with

Countershaft and large

diameter adjustable pulley.

4 h.p. Single Motor Cycle,

3-speed, Countershaft and

Kick Starter. Chain Drive.

Twin - cylinder Motor Cycle and Sidecar Combination.

SPECmCATION.

Specially designed Frame, Duplex Front Down
Tubes, Druid Spring Forks, Engine 750 c.c

Cylinders fitted with Detachable Heads, Side
by Side Valves, Drip Feed Lubrication, Brown
and Barlow's Carburetter, All-Chain Drive,

fin. X vin- Roller Chains, Dunlop Tyres
650 X 65 mm., Coach -built Sidecar.

Please write for Catalogue to—

BRADBURY & CO., LTD.
WELLINGTON WORKS, OLDHAM.

Telephone : lOoS. Telegrams : " Rotarj', 01dh.Tm,'

/7i answerini/ thc^e odvertiscments it ii drfirahh to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle."
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Model No, YOU SIMPLY FLOAT."

MODEL No. 2,

fitted \vith2£-li.p

J. A. P. Engine
and Burman 2-

speed Gear and
Kick-s t ar ter.
Chain-cum-belt
Drive .... £95

MODEL No. 3,

fitted with 25
li.p. Blackburne
Engine and Bur-
man 2 - s p e e d
Gear and Kick-
starter, Ghain-
cum-belt Drive.

£105

Write ior illus'
trated leaflet to

Scottish

Motor Show
Messrs. BELL BROS
238-250, Gt. Wester

Road, GLASGOW, IV

extend a cordial

invitation to their

friends to visit

their Showrooms,
where a fuU range

of Edmund Models

wiV be on display.

C. EDMUND & CO. (1920), LTD., Crane Bank, CHESTER.

Increased
strength and

^reater rigidity

are the leading

characteristics of theMotor
Cycle frame built up with

REYNOLDS*
BUTTED TUBES.

These famous Tubos are expressly designed to

overcome "frame weakness" and. used ia ma
construction of Motor Cycle Fi ames, wi:i lengtlien

the life of the machine, increase its -value,

eliminate all tentk-n-y to " whippiness," and

add immeasurably to the safety and comfort

o£ the rider,

Eemeraher that tho 1920 S-nior T.U Ba^e
T\-a3Wouona"R9ynolds-butted-Tube-huilt"
machine, and then select your mount
accordingly.

Peerless Sidecar
Whether you judge by beauty in

design, exquisite finish, maximum
utility, perfect balance, smooth
runnmg, or strength and durability,

Canoelet Models stand supreme.
"Bicycling News" says; "One
Canoelet Lightweight Model ap-

peals to us as the most comfortable

^
design in seating accommodation

' we have yet seen.'

Send tor our intercting Catalogue to-ciai

MEAD
and

DEAKIN
Tyseley,

BIRMINGHAM
The Patent Butted Tube Co., Ld.,

Hay Hall Works, Tyseley

.__^_^ B'HAM.

^a

in answering these adrertisements it is desirable to .mention "The Motor Cycte."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

-First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

[itional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

ite "^charged double rate. Each paragraph is

iharged separately. Name and address must

le counted. Series discounts, conditions, and I

ipecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

le quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

dvertisements should be made payable__

—

-t-q^.

ILIFFB & SONS Ltd., and crossed.^—

"

freasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements m this section should be

iccompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the oQlces of " The IVIotor Cycle," 20, Tudor

Street, London, E,c,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which Js printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the coiivenieoce of advertisers, letters may be

aJdressed to nuintiers at
"

'Hie Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must \x added
to tlie advertisement charge, which must include the

words liox 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo, c/o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

E.G. I. Ref>lies to Box Number advtrtisemaits coittammg
fi'iitttances sltoiiU be sent by registered post, bttt i>i all such

ca^es it is a,tv:sable to nialte use ot the Deposit System.

In the case of motor cycles olTered for sale under a box

number, as It la unusual for these to !» sold without first

beln^ Inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

tacilllate business by embodying In their advertisements

sona mention ot the district in wbicti the machine
ottered may be seen and tried.

JW DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons wlio hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing tlienisclves of our
Deposit System. It tlie money be deposited with. "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allo%ved for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and i( a sale is efiectcd we remit Ibc
aiQOunt to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to £10, a
deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over £xo
and under £50, the fee is 2/6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-;

over £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
over £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

•0, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to llifie & Sons Limitca.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

Indicalion that the ad vertiser is willing to avail himself of I

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eScct.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements aod receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an Indication that the goods advertised have
already been disponed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that It is quite Impossible to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

£140: in etocfc.—EW 1920 A.B.C., 4-speed
Randall. Andover. [0367N

A .B.C., 1920 machine; £110. or near offer.—Flower,
28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [7911

A .B.C., 1920. brand new; £125.—Dano's. 326, Euston
Ed.. N.W.I. Museum 5391. [551.5

3h.p. A.B.C., good condition, needs slight repair;
sacrifice, £60; Hornsey.—Box 1,658, c/o 77ie

3/o(or Cycle. [8046

A.BO. 3h.p., Anj.. 1920. run aliont 500 milen,
splendid condition, tyrfes oearlv new; £125.—

O good, 79, Alma Rd.. Clifton. Bristol. [7479

COMMONSENSE
tells us the only way to

achieve success is to win
the good opinion of every

customer.

WE ARE AMBITIOUS
AND WE HAVE
COMMO.NSENSE

We know that to gain our desires

we must fulfil yours—a sufficient

reason why your enquiry should

be sent to us.

OUR CONTRACTS FOR
1921 MOTOR CYCLES
embrace the following, a number
of which are available for

immediate delivery :

—

A.J.S., Alton, Ariel, B.S.A.. Brough,
British Excelsior, Blackburne,
Diamond. Royal Enfield, Indian,

Levis, Matchless, Martinsyde, New
Imperial, N.U.T., Rudge, Scott,

Sunbeam, Triumph, Zenith.

NEW 1920 MODELS
AT REDUCED PRICES

OUR PRICE
A.J.S. 6 h.p. Combination £198

Ariel 3^ h.p. Combination £105

Ariel 6 h.p. Combination £155

Brough 5 h.p. Solo £125
Diamond 2.V h.p. S S... £53

Invicta 2J h p. J.A.P., 2-

speed and kick-starter £76

Invicta 3.1 h.p.,3-spd., k s £100

£57

£114

£158

£67

£115

Levis 2.J h.p. popular model

Lea Francis 3> h.p. Solo

Martinsyde 6 h.p. Comb.
Omega-Jap 22 h.p. 2-spd.

Rover 3V h.p., 3-spd., k/s

Triumph 4 h.p., 3-spd.,

Model H £120

Zenith 5 h.p. Sports Model £110

SECOND-HAND
MACHINES.

We have an excellent selection, all ever-

hauled and fully guaranteed.

EASTERN GARAGE Co.,
Official Repairers to"*

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & iM.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone : 490. East Ham.
lelegraras; "Egaraco. Londoo.'

19=

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A.B.C. Skootomota, 1919-1920. perfect meclwnicil
conditioD, good tyres, etc.; £25, or near ofl6r;

Derbyshire.—Box 114, o/o The Motor Cycle. [X5577

20 3h.p. 4.speed Twin A. B.C., very little ridden,

in splendid condition nnd running order: £140,
or near offer.—Write Box 980. Eeynell's, 44, Chancery
Lane. W.C.2. [6619

A.B.O. Electric Model, never ridden, sell 10% b«low

,
C06t: also Into model Singer cor, fanltlces, owner

detained abroad after delivery, returning hnrriedly; seen
by appointment.-S., 2a, Narbonne At., 8.^.4. [7411

Abingdon.
ABINGDON Kins Dick. 3'ih.p.. 1913. free engine

with clut'h, lamps, etc., iu good condition; £35.—
Bryan, King St. Bye. [7413

1Q20 Abingdon King Dick 5-6h.p. Combination,
X£f all lamps, 3.speed countershaft, very lov? mile-
age, as new; £137/10; exchanges.—Homac's, 243.
Lower Clapton Rd., N. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [8019

Acme,
ACME 8h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar, 1920 demon-

stration model, only nin 200 miles, spare wheel
nnd tyre; £195. complete.—Box 1,377, o/o The Motnr
Cycle. [0405

NEW Latest Typo 8h.p. Acme Combination, J.A 1'.

engine, epare wheel and tyre, slightly shop-soilod.

nt great redaction. Write for special bargain list.-The
Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Binuingham. [X5340

A.J.S.

JULIANS, rl Keading, lor A.J.S [7561

A.J.S. Snares, piompt dellTery.-Cyril Williams.
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A.

Parts. [7993

21 A.J.S. lor Earliest Deliveries.—Write the
appointed agents.-Tew, Petcrsflcld. [7820

A.J.S. 1921 Models.—Earlv deliveries nt Merrlcks
Stores. 174. Liblerhills Rd.. Bradford. (7313

BRIGHTON, HoTe, and District A.J.S. Agents.

Turpins, 22-29. Preston Rd., Brighton. [0202

CROW Bros.. Whitehall Garage. Guildlord, A.J.S
agents aod exiicrt repairers eince 1912. [7969

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, mileage 300; £180.--
Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum 5391.

(5517
A .J.S. November, 1919, Combination, fully equipped.
*\ all accessories; £195, near offer.—31, Cecil Av..

Wembley. . (7981

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1920 Combination, very little nsed; trial

run with pleasure; £190.—Mandee', 100, Great

Portland St., W.l. [8158

A.J.S., 1916, 2»ih.p., 3-speed, K.S.. clutch, acccs

series, thoroughly overhauled; £68/5.—Carlton
Motors. Bcttws-y-Cocd. [7792

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination. 1916. epare wheel, screen,

lamps; £125.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hamraor-
smith ltd.. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [8075

A.J.S. 2''ih.p.. 3si«ed. clutch. K.S., lamps, ncce.i-

soriefl. pillion, excellent condition; £50.—Kellie.
51a. Domton Bd., Bulham. Btrenthnm 2052. [8096

1016 A.J.S. Combination, splendid condition, little

Xft7 used. Tan-Sad, lamp.^, spare wheel; £125.-72
Longridge Rd., Earl's Court. Phone : Western 1344.

[7819

A.J.S. 1921 Models, delivery guaranteed when re

quired; deferred payments arranged.—A.J.S.
Specialists. The Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel. : 444.

(4009
6 h.p. A.J.S. 1914. in excellent running order, lamps,

hoin, fpeedometer, spring pillar seat, mndshield.
few spares; £80. or near.—Carter, Comberback, Nortli-

wich. [7382

IQI9 iLatel A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, In excellent
Iv condition, side screen, all lamps, new tyres; bar-

gain £170; Camatvonshiie.-Box 1,604, o/o The Motor
Cycle. ("86

BBAXD New A.J.S. Combination, beautifully

erinipped, mo.^t luxurious outfit, cost £245:
accent £190; exchanges.— 60, Walliugford Av., North
Kensington. [7935

-|013 A.J.S. Combination. 6h.p., stored war, over-

1-iJ hauled 1920 ov A.J.S. £45, new tyres, horn,

.speedometer.' Easting; first offer £100.—Clapham, Lyona-

hali, Kingston, Herefordshire. , (7431

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, unridden, perfect dynamo
lighting, speedometer, hood, screen, side curtains,

Klaxon horn. Tan-sad. spare wheel; what oilers?—Bes-

borough. 754, Alum Reck, Birmingham. [2k5734

1 Q14 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, wind screen, all

I

\.\} lamps, tools, and spares, just been overhauled,

! splendid condition, any trial; £90.—Ainsworth, Bruch

; V lew, .Manchester Hd., WarrlngloD, Lanes. [7830

All letters relatini! to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adveitlseraent. and the date of the Issue. BI7
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MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S.

FOR SALE.

A.J.S. Combinntion,
diaos, leg-shields,

A.J.S. Combinntions.—Good deliveries for 1921. Booli
your orders witb ns now to save disappointment.

Offlcinlly appointed agents for this famous outfit.—F.
E. Woottea, Ltd., High St., Oxford. 'Phone: 308.

t3392
"|Q16 A.i,.S. 6h.p. Combination, spring seat pillar,
A«-' interchangeable wheels, spare wheel, small mile-
age, excellent condition, splendid pulling engine, bought
car; £130, or near offer.—W. Baines, Melton Mowbray.

[7627

A.J.S. Late 1920 Combination, accumulator electric
lighting, Einks carburetter, Bonniksen speedometer,

spare wheel and screen, splendid condition, new tax paid

;

£200.—Parslow, Hazlewood, Hazlewood Lane, Palmer's
Green, N. [7396

1 Q 19 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, A.J.S. sidecar,
J- «-' dynamo lighting, spare wheel, hood, screen, side
curtains, speedometer, tyres as new, outfit good as
new; £l45; seen any time.—29, St. Leonard's St.,
Broraley-by-Bow. East 4708. [7856

late 1919, Binks, speedometer,
electric lighting, also acetylene

headlight, Tan-Sad, foot and hand clutch, automatic
lubrication, muffs, eoreen, side screen, hood side cur-
tains, many spares, perfect coudton : £170 for quck sale.
—27, Gt. Quebec St., Marylebone Rd., Loudon. [8145

WAUGHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—6h.p.
A.J.S. combination, latest 1921 model, com-

plete, ^215; A.J.S. 1920 combination, fully equipped
with accessories and spare wheel and tyre, nob ridden
250 miles, and is like new, ^175; easy terms one-fifth
down, the remainder in 12 monthly payments. [8111

Alecto.

ALECTO, the first 2-strok6 to hreak records; 1921
models, immediate delivery ; cash, exchange, and

deferred payments; catalogues and full particulars on
request.—IIL, Kramer Mews, West Brompton, S.W.6.

[6523
AUdays.

1 Q20 2^h.p. AJldays Allon, as new, mileage 500

;

J-t/ £70.—Stewart, 7, Cleveleys Rd., Clapton, E.5.
[7637

2-stroke,
-Newman,

School HouseT Totteridge, N.20. [7703

35 gns.;
also L.M.C..

—

15, The Mansions, Mill Lane, N.W.6. [6943

ALLDAYS Allon, 1920, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., Dandy
sidecar attached, delightful little turnout; ^70.—

Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone., Closed Sundays.
[8006

ALLDATS Allon, 1920, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,

lamps, horn, tools, etc., run 500 miles, as new;
£55.—A., 136, Eavensbury Rd., Earlsfield, London,
S.W. L7167

ALLDATS Allon 2^/ih.-p., 2-speed, lamps, good tyres,

perfect running order, reli

Clothiers, 300

ALLDAYS Allon 1917, 2^4h.p.. 2-speed,
discs, legshields, good condition; £^Z-

)ol House, Totteridge, N.:

"1 Q18 Allon, 2-Epeed, equipped and perfect;
Xt7 approval or particulars willingly;

£39/10.—S. Lucas,
Bournemouth.

NEW 234h.p. Alldays Allon Model de Luxe,
clutch, and kick starter; £80/15, or on

uniqiie easy payment system,
118, Brompton Rd., London.

Haldenhurst E^l,

[7415

2-Bpeed,
Harroda

4% extra'.-Harrods, Ltd.,
[7675

AMERICAN
series,

52, Sussex

N^

American X
Excelsior Combination, 7-9h p.,

very fast, as new; £178.—Taylors,
Place, S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensiugtou

accee-
Ltd.,
7260.
[0410

tfifi GNS. Net.—1920-21 American X 7-9h.p. twin,
X\f" brand new, unsoiled, unridden, dynamo llght-

ine and horn; evenings.—54, Coval R.d., Mortlake.
[X5571

fEW 1921 Model American X. for immediate de-

livery, 7-9h.p., 3-3peed, SVsin. tyres, etc., Millford

de Luxe sidecar; £213; liberal exchanges.—The Prein-er

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Binningham. [X5341

AMERICAN X 1916 7-9h-p., S-speed dynamo light-

ing, electric horn, speedometer, AVatsonian '"bulb-

ous backed sidecar, hood, screen, little used; £105, or

nearest; must sell.—13, Woodstock Rd., Poplar, E.14.
[7666

1 Q20 Late American X Combination, 7-9h.p., only
B-*y done few miles, dynamo lighting, Cowey, speedo-
meter, mechanical horn, spares, most luxurious com-
liination, cost £245; accept £145; exchanges.—60, Wall-
ingford Av., North Kensington, [7937

Ariel.

Tj 020 Ariel fApril) Combination,
JLJ/ £130; Liverpool.-

A RIELS, allmodels,

perfect condition

;

-James Sinclair, Sligo. [X5670

orders now accepted lor early
delivery.—Ratcliife Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

W. Mayfair 5042. [0438

ARIEL 1920 New 3V^h.p. Solor list price £120, our
price £105.—Ratoliffe Bros., 200,* Gt. Portland

St.. W. Mayfair 5042.

A RIEL, the no-trouble outfit,

J\ a tnisted agent since 1909
Works, Gillingham, Kent.

ARIEL Combination, 1914,

Croydon. 'Phone

:

[0422

supplied promptly by
-Burton's Motor Cvcle

[7340

SVoh.p., 3-apeed counter-
Southend.

[7864

K-6hp. Ariel 1919 Combination; £125.—Clifford Wil-
O gon, 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3.

Kensington 7113. [7812

WE WANT
YOU

the

pre-

to see ior yourself

extreme value we are

sently offering, of Brand
New 1920 Models, at

hitherto unheard of prices.

Our List certainly gives all details,

but there are many buyers who
like to see exactly what they are

getting, and to make sure the

Machines are as represented.

We therefore make th« followmg

UNPRECEDENTED

OFFER
of a FREE JOURNEY to

EDINBURGH or

GLASGOW,
to each Buyer of a

machine from our Sale

List.

Come from any part of Great Britain,

select your machine from our gigantic

Stock, at our already greatly reduced

price, from which your train-fare will

also be subtracted.

If your time is short—travel overnight

—

we will give you lightning service if

desired, and you can be on your return

journey, either by road or rail, within an

hour or two.

How does this appeal?

Send us your en.quiry, and get our List

which will firstly show it's worth your

while to visit us

A HEARTY INVITATION TO ALL
FROM LAND S END TO JOHN-
O'-GROAT'S

!

This offer lasts till February 5th
and supersedes all other offers

If you give us a slight indication of your

requirements, we will advise you whether

it would be better to visit Edinburgh or

Glasgow for the greater selection of the

type of machine required.

\ llEUUm < CD.

i

' i
113-115, Lothian Rd., EDINBURGH

AND %
272-274, Gt. Western Rd-^ GLASGOW. %

(Time is short—write us at once !)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
ArieL

1 Q 16-17 Ariel 3%h.p. Combination, 3-speed countt
J- 1' shaft, Binks, Spencer cords ; £95.—Torode,.
Northfielda Av., Ealing, W.15. [78

ARIEL 3V^L.p., 3-sceed and sidecar, Oct., 1819, 8
miles, unpuuctured, lamps, born, new conditio)

£110.-Pusi]l, Hillcrefit, Denganwy. [78

Ariel Combination, electric liglitii

screen, as new; £125. Tel.; Mni*eu
60, Mortimer St., W.l. [80

1Q19 3V2h.p.
J-tf horn, wind screen, as new; £125.
6626.—A.S.C., "^ " "

" ~ "

ARIEL 1920 6-7h.p. Combination, in practically ni

condition, all lamps, little mileage; £120.—104B
Fiiicbley Rd., N.W.3. Hampstead 7822. [SO

ARIELS.—Order now for 1921 all-chain and chai
cum-belt models; spares in stock.—Geo. Taylt

Ariel Agent, 28, Lower Addiscorabe Ed,
Croydon. [81i

ARIEL SJ^h.p. (1920) and Paragon folding sideca
lamps, speedometer, horn, Easting and Tan-sa

low mileage; £120; deliver 50 miles.—40, Replingha
Rd., Southfields, 3.W.18. [79(

ARIEL Service Depot.—Orders now booking for t

new all-cliain models, wliicli iire the Rolls-Roy
of motor cycles. All spares stocked. Prompt att^ntio
—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7, Rorhdale Rd., Hnrpii
bey, Manchester. Tel.; 325 Cbeetham Hill. [8r

(Sept.) 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, mile
under 1,500. luggage grid. P. and H. head li|

and generator, side and tail lights, Cowey speedomsi
bulb and mechanical horns, pillion seat, Easting mi
screen, excellent order; owner buying car; price £16
offers considered.-Apply, Colonel E. L. DunstervU!
U.E., Taplow, Bute Rd., Wallington, Surrey. [74i

ARIEL.—Some agency is the Ariel, and we hold tb
ior North London. We are practical riders ai

gold medal winners with this wondeifuUy efiicient at
reliable motor cycle. Have^ you seen the new ^V-yh..

romb. 'I It is a glorious outfit. Immediate deliver
sy^h.p. solo, sy^h.p. comb., and 6-7h.p. comb., foi

models in stock; all spares in stock ;^ii-ade supplied.
Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and at Woodsii
Parade, North Finchley. [03'

Bat.

BAT 6h.p. Tw^in, tip-top condition, iust oveihanle
Clack-mannanshii-e; £85.—Bos 1,654. c/o The Moj

W\

Cycle. [76:

Gb.p. Bat-Jap Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed gea

_ just overhauled ~" " - - - «
£65.- Hudson, 14, Conway R(

[77(Plamstead, London,

BAT 1920, shop-soiled only, list price £160.
price £132.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portlan

St., W. Mayfair 5042. [043

1 Q20 8h.p. Bat Combination, spare wheel, usu
i-iJ eqiiipruent: offers. Tel; iluseiim 6626.—A. S.(

60, Mortimer St., W.l. [80(

BRAND New Bat 8h.p. Combination; £165.—CI
ford Wilson, 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelse

S.W.3. Tel. Kensington 7113. [78

1 Q20 eh.p. Eat-Jop, Model 4. yet nnpunctured, tyr
-S-t? new, any trial; abi^oluto baigaia at £100 to cle;

—Boulton, Smallthorne, Staffs. rX56'

NEW 1920 6h.p. 3-speed Bat: list price £160, eho
soiled £135; carriage paid to any address.—Tl

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X53'

BAT 8h.p., 1920, shop-soiled, 3-speed clutch ai

kick starter, £170; Atitoped scooter, dynan
lighting; £30.—Motor Cycle Mart, Chatham. [79'

____.'---".-ii'^

£35.—4h.p Bat-Jflp, spring frame. J.A.P. engin
Bosch, drip feed, lamps, horn, fa^t climber, ]

"

away : bargain.—75, Greenside Ed., Shepherd's Bush.
[74-

1Q16 Bat-Jap 5-6h.p. Twin, countershaft, olutc
jL«^ kick start, coachbujit sidecar, running orde'

£70: must sell; trial.-Wood, 16, Hewett St., Londo
E.C.2. [76'

BAT, lat« 1919, 8h.p., electric lighting set, 3-sp«
gear bos, kick starter, Henderson sidecar, all

first-class condition; £110.—Moflatt, 139, Bnmtwot
Lane, Earlsfield, S.W.IS. [79:

BRAND New B.A.T., with coachbuilt sidecar I

match, spring frame, 3-speed, etc., a beautifi

outfit- £160; exchanges entertained.—Bamber'c, Ea:

bank St., Soutlrport. Tel. : 607. [794

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 eh.p. Dat and coach sid

car, accessories, excellent condition; £110
Heath St.. Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Statioi

'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satn

days. C75;

Beardmore.
BEiEDMOEE, perfectly new. shop-soiled only;

never repeat; £85.-138, Gray's Inn Rd., W.(
[570

THE Beardmore Agents.—1921 models in stocl

^£105.-Service by Riders, Smithies, Carlt-

Motors, Bettws-y-Coed. [77!

BlackbuniB.

GENUINE Bargain —Blackburne 41l.p., 1920, nei

£120.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woo
stock St., Bond St.. W.l. [03:

"DLACKBITRNB new_192p _4Ty)., list price £J3i
-13 our price £120.-Ratolifte Bros.,

land St., W. Maj'fair 5042.
200. Gt.

BiS All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Douglas.

3UGLAS, 1911, 2y4h.p.. 2-ipee(l

Motors, Bettws-y-Coed.
^25.—Carlton

[7794

1
16 2''ih.p. Douglas, perfect, very fast; £55.—Dunn.

326, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [8041

.p. Douelas, less miigneto, 1918; from £30.-24,
Churcn Walk, Hampstead. [7293

|15 Douslaa 2^4'b.p.. leps magneto and gear box:» £20.-2'4, Church Walk, Hampstead. [7294

[20 Douglas Combination, shop-soiled; £155 to
clear.—Cross, Agent, Hotherham. [X5694

OUGLAS 2-'>4h.p., 1911, perfect order throughout:
£15.-199b. King St., Hammersmith. [7966

orOLAS.-A fine assoitment in stock at prices
to suit all.-noss, 86, High Bd., Lee. 15670

Ih.p. Douelns, 2-speed, good running order: £35. or
oSers.—Whipp, 226, l-'emdolo Bd., Swindon. [7487

RIGHTON. Hove, and District Douglas Agents,
Turpin s, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0201

(20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, accessories, small
mileage; £115.—Dunn, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I.

[8039
OUGf..\S, 1918, in first-class condition, thoroughly
overhauled ; £90. — 262, Blackborse Lane, Wal-

mstow. [8016

55.—Douglas, 1916, 2%h.p., excellent condition;
must sell.—4, St. Mary Abbott's Place, High St.,

isington. [7694

I. p. Dcnglga, lamps, etc., perfect, £55; 23^h.p. Doug-
«. lamps, Kla.^on, 1918, £50.-141, Melton Rd.,

luM.-ilon. [7468

|20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, mileage under 500;
' £140.—Goodwin, Alderwitk House, London R(f,
unt^low. [5661

IBi',. Gloucester, can give immediate delivery Doug-
liis 1921 models and spare parts (loiu stock.—
: 852. (6340

OIGLAS 1920 4h.p., shopsoilcd only; £153.-
Pirker's, Bradshawgato, Bolton, 245, Deansgate.

n.lic-ter. [X5635
lAX I'aid.-1916 2''ih.p. Douglas, electric lighting,

all ou. excellent condition; £55.-76, Western
Sonthall. [6641

1 21 Douglas 2^iU.p., 3-si*ed, K.S., 100 miles," milkers' guarantee, £3/15 insurance; £97.— Clner,
mtWi'den, Henley. [7495
EXriXE 1914-15 Douglas 2^4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch,
kuk, l:Mups, perfect, little used; £50.—Parkinson,

ild'-t, Chatteris. [7536

|13 4h.p. Douglas Combination, running order,^ needs slight clutch repair; £75.—Dunn, 326,
-ton Rd., N.W.I. [8043

919 4h.p. Douglas Combination, complete with
hood, screen, speedometer, lamps, etc.; £140,

near offer. Also

919 2-,h.p. Donglas. lamps, horn, etc., complete;
£75. or near offer; any e.\amination.— 57, Stone-

use .St., Clapham, S.W.4. [7305
40.-Douglas 191415 2^;h.p., 2.spee<l, Amnc. C.A.V.,

limps, horn, etc.; exchange.—!, Albeit Cottage.s
lrll.Mi.iiigh Rd., S.E.I. [7766
\OrGLAS, 1916, 2y4h.p., makers' colours, over.
' hauled, new tyres; trial; £48.-30, Crystal Palace
iTc Rd., Sydenham. (7782
Ii.p Donglas, rebuilt, re-eniiiiielled, leplnted, thor-

oii_-liiy overhauled : £68: with new sidecar £98 —
IS, 84, Jeiniyu St., S.W. [7492
yiruLAS 2-)4h.p.. 2.s.pecd. 1915, splendid condition,
' K.S.. ilutch missing; £54, or near oHer—Ewens
oodl.iii.l' Rd., Camlterlcy. n-^07

9:0 Douglas Combination, P. and II. lamps. Cowey
horn, spe»?dometer, pillion; tax paid; £135—5

oadfirld ltd.. Catford. ['7714

Q20 1 Douglas 2'ih.p., Sspced, clutch, K.S., nn.
«^ nse.1, hst £105; £90.-104n, Finchley Rd
\\.5. Hampstead 7822. [8086

921 Douglas Models, immediate delivery. Write us
your requirements. Trade supplied.- Sloftat Done.

I AE'-*nt, Yeovil. Tel. ; 50. [5043
\OrGLAS. 1915, replated and enamelled, specdo.
-^ meter, lamps, etc., good tyres; £45.-25 Old
iwii, Clapham, London, S.W. [7716
\OrGLAS 4h.p. Solo, 1920. brand new; list price' £130, £120.-rivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd 24
oodstock St., Bond St., W.l. [042l'
\ornLAS 2?;h.p., 1920. splendid condition, all
^,-'",'i;fries; £85.-Taylor=, I.td. 52, Sussex Place.
W.7, 'Phone; Iveusiugton 7260. [0411
r\OrGLAS 1921 Solo, £85. £100, £105; combinn-
\f ti'.ii £170; cash, exchange, or easy payment"

—

[otori.;., 25, Horton St., Halifax. [75V2
pkOrGLAS 1919 2^ih.p., 2-speed, 'smart, perfect
1-' machine, well equipped; £58; exchange".—60
ralllngiord Av., North Kensington. [7934

920 Douglas Combination, mileage 1,200, 3 lamps
lioin, wind screen; £140: owner nwnv; inspection

mted.—Rootes Garage, Pudding Lane, Maidstone
[7471

k

THE LAPCEST OEAL lyP^ IN THE^^^^^SOIJTH

OF READING

The Last of

the Barg^ains

1920 LEVIS, mileage about
800. 47 Gns.

1921 MATCHLESS Combina-
tion, Magclyno.hood, speedo-
meter. Gold Medal winner,

London-Exeter. Mileage
about 1,000. Beautiful out-

fit. 190 Gns.

1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, Sports
Model, new, but slightly

shop-soiled. 110 Gns.

1920 MORGAN, G.P., water-
cooled M.A.G., mileage
under 1,000. Painted blue,

and in really magnificent
condition. Complete,

190 Gns.

Model 2 B.S.A. Sidecar, with
apron, shop-soiled only, list

price £42. 32 Gns.

Several Mills-Fulford and
Montgomer}^' Sidecars below
cost price.

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

•Phone: 1024. READING-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Douglas.

4h.p. Douglas T920 Combination, new June and onlj

run 4 months, lamps, horn, tools, excellent con-

dition; £135.—Elliscales. Dalton-in-Furness. [729f

4 h.p. Douglas, 1915, 2-specd, recently overhauled, neri

tyres, fullv euuipped, discs; genuine bargain, £60,

cHms.-17, Charles St., Hatton Garden, E.C. [7640

1 Q20 Douglas 2=ih.r., 3-specd, as new, Cowey speed-
J-«^ ometer, P. and H. lamps. Klaxon, all accessories;

160.-Syiuons, 18, Eosslyn Av., BaineiS, S.W. [7798

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, full equipment,
guaranteed perfect condition; £125.—Vivian Hardie

.uid Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St., Bond St., W.l. [0416

£45.-1916 2'>4h.p. Douglas, 2.spccd,
' enamel and

plating like now, engine, tyres, etc., peilect.—

Milliners, 6, Cavendish Parade, Clapham, S.W .4. [7778

1 Q21 4h.p. Douglas, brand new, £117; or with new
JLi* Douglas sidecar, £152.—Edwards, 50. Harring-
ton Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone; Kensington
5709. (8168

DOUOLjVS 1920 4h.p. Combination, new conilition

throughout, verv little used, lamps. Klaxon horn,

etc.. lorcecf s«le; £l'45.- Stirling, I'oster Clark. Ltd..

Maidstone. t'l^S

1 Q21 Douglas. 3-speed model, used 100 miles, per-

A«7 Icct; £95, or near offer.-Cliliord Wilson, 70,

Koyal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.: Kcnsing-
l..n 7113. [7810

DOUGL..\S 1921 2"'',h.p.. 2-speed, only used once:

exceptional Utrgain, £90.—Elco and Co., 15-16,

Bihopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C. 3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. [0066

DOUGLAS Combination. 4h.p., 1920, hood, tneedo-

melor. lamji-, not run 1,000 miles; £145.—
Tnvlors, Ltd.. 52, Sussex Place, S.W.7. 'Phone:

KcU'ington 7260. [0407

DOUGLXS, 1913, 2.spee<l. clutch, new engine, 2."fi

h.p.. all lamps and spares, complete outfit, perfect

ninnine order; what oUftrs? must sell.— 41, Underbill

n.l., Uulwicb, S.E.22. [7567

ELI CI..\RK can give ."U sood service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful to

vou.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196,

Clultenham Rd., Bristol, [0016

DOUGLAS 2;ih.p., late 1919. in ftcellenl condition,

new Stepney lyiois. laiuprt. horn, etc., recently over-

l:;inl«l, thoroughly icliabic; what oflcrs?—Bowers, The
Villnr, Dunley, Slourporl. [X5608

DOUGLAS 2''ih.r., 1917, very speedy, new Clauuel

single lever cnrbutettcr. new C.A.T. mag., new
Palmer tvres and tubes: trial invited; £40.-King, The
Aviary, Brooklnndfl, Byfleet. [7805

£55.-1917 2^ih.p. Douglas, 2-spced, makers' colours,

new 1". ond H. head lamp, Thomson-Bennett,
Aniac. enamel and plating unscratched, several new
pai.s.-63, Solon ltd., Brixton. [7776

4h.p. Douglas Combination, tyres good, 3-speed, clutch

model, ready to drive away; price £75; trial by

writt. n appointment.—ILA.W.. 8, Richmond Bd., Gotten-

ban; Park, Wimbledon, S.W.18. [7612

1 (Q20 August) Model B. 4h.p. T.T. Douglas Coin-
157 hinatiun, run 500 miles, P. and H. head light,

l.f.ru, Tnn-Snd, etc., all as new; £140, or near ofler.-

liiay, 16, Tavistock Sri., W.C.I. [7506

l Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, with Volex dry
X*/ batterv lighting and Easting wind screen, mile-

age under 600; price £155.—Cliampeney, Fairdale. Bel.

muni Crescent, Swindon, Wilts, [7312

THE Effra Motor Works—When yon have purchased
a 2^4h.p. Douglas Irom us you have the satisfac-

tion of knowing that our machines are entirely over.

hairied and worn parts renewed: carriage extra.—
Below,

oN Approval Against Cash.

£45; 2^ih.p. Douglasos. 191516. rc-stOTod and re-

plated in makers' colours, new Amac carburetter,

jiivt like u new uiiicliine and jis good.—Below.

'XX/HY ? As we purchased tho remaining entire
VV damp of 2*Xih.p. Doiiglnscs. W.D.. this is the
reason we are able to oUer these machines at this

price.—Tho F.ffra Motor Works. 14, EHra Parade.
Rrixton, London. [8119

4Ii.p. Douelas, W.D. nnrenovated, with fiidecnr chassis

and wheel, less mug. and carburetter and small

purt'^, £30: magnetos, new Thomson-Bennetts. £3/15,
t^nit si>me.—Banister and Botten, 341, Upper St., Islinsr-

ton. N.l. [7918

"I Q19 Octoberl 4h.p. Dougl.n? Combination, engine
-L */ Xo. 9277, just been oTerbauled. new Dunlop:-,

fptire tyre and tiite, F.R.S. head, ele«;tric side and tail.

T.ni as Iiorn, Cameo, toob and spores, jui^t reinsured

;

£145, or best offer.—Hazelden, Preston Grove. Yeovil.
[7405

DOUGL.VS 1921 Models in stock.—2^ih.p.. 2-speed.

hand clutch, kick starter. £105; 2-speed model.

£85: cash or e.xtended payments; sent to any part

o( tiip countfy.—Authorised Agents : Elce and Co..

15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.0.3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5543. [0065

OJih.p. Douglas. 3-3resd. clutch. K.S.. 1915-16,
/V4 stored 3 years and in excellent condition, large

d<^t.nc:hahl6 aluminium mnd-'^bield and wind ecreen, 1920
Bink-3 (over 110 m.p.g.), 1920 Watford trip, Lucas
lamps, fall tool kit. spares; £65.—Patrick, 91, Lam-
l.eth Palace Ed., S.E.l. [7518

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

WAUOHOPES. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
2%h.p. Douglas machines, 1921. kick start

models, 3 speeds, clutch, £105; 4h.p. combinntiOBB,

£170; 4h.p. solos, £130; also 2%h.p. W.D. Douglas,

supplied from Douglas works, JE85; easy terms one-

^fth down and the remainder in 12 monthly pay-

ments. [8108

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fitted with
J-iJ polished aluminium discs, Lucas horn, front

mudshields. Rotax dynamo lighting set, Cameo wind
screen, mileage 1,250, practically new appearance,
mechanical condition guaranteed perfect; ^155.—
Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Camliridge.
Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [8124

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle on easy terms of payment;
4h.p. combination, f170; 2-speed solo model,

£85; 3-speed clutch and kick atarter model. £105,
plus a small charge for delivery from works to Lon-
don. The above are makers' list prices. For easy pay-
ments 4% extra is charged, only one-fifth deposit,
balance payable by 12 monthly instalments. Write
lor latest lists of other machines in stock, etc-
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [7678

BARGAIN.—Brand new 1921 2%h.p. Douglas, 5-speed
only, fully ©quipped and fitted with electric lights,

Stewart mechanical horn, Flesa epring eeat-pillar, Tan-
Sad, auxiliary petrol tank (1 gall.), footboards, under-
sliield, W.R.S. jet, and licence card holder; speci-ally

plated model, fitted up for comfort, convenience, and
appearance; the machine has never touched the rood
fiince delivery a few days ago; satisfaction guaranteed;
it only wants seeing; cost £120; will accept £100, or
nearest ofier either wav; owner officer returning to.

India.—Bos 1,587, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [7358

Edmund.
EDMUND 25,4h.p., 1920 model, J.A.P. engine, Enfield

2-speed gear and clutch, epiing frame, unused,
shop.-Boiled only; bargain, £80.—P. J. Evans, 81-91,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [0457

Enfield.
1 Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, brand new; £152.
-L*/ —Below.

1 Q15 6h.p. Enfield Combination, wind screen, hood,
-L«^ lamp.s, perfect condition; "£75.—Edwards, 50,
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone : Kensing-
ton 3709. [8169

EW 1920 Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed; £65; in stock.—
Randal, Andover. [0369N

ENFIELD 2-stroke. 2-speed, Nov., 1919, little used;
£50.—Wright, Feathers, Rickmansworth. [7980

ENFIELD 1921, all models lor immediate delivery.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. May-
fair 5042. [0432

i>ilh.p. Enfield, 2-3peed, complete with lamps, thor-
'•^4 ourWv overhauled; best ofEers.—Lloyd, The Leys.
Aylton, Ledbury. ~ [7545

ii
Q^° 2J4h.p. Royal Enfield, 2-fitrote, 2-8peed;

JLtf 60 gns. ; for immediate delivery.-Morriss and Co.
139, Finehley Rd., N.W. [7444

1 Q15 6h.p. Enfield Combination, in good running
-*-*' order; £75 for quick sale,—Williams, 19, Port-
land St., Cheltenham. [X5703
6h.p. Enfield, 1920 model, J.A.P. engine, unused,

shop-soiled only; £150.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [0451

BRAND New Enfield Lightweight; £60,—Clifford
Wilson, 70, Royai Hospital Rd„ Chelsea, S.W.3.

Tel,: Kensington 7113. [7811

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., splendid running
order; any trial; £78/10, worth £100.-63. Walna

Lane, Cricklewood, N.W,2. [X5672

055.—Enfield 2i4h.p,, 2-speed, 1920_. engine E. 1875,
p*' usual accessories, new condition, tax 30/-.—
Urewer, Amersham, Bucks. [7764

1 Q19 3h.p. Enfield, 3-Epeed. K.S., lamps, horn, and
-L*^ spares, fully licensed, with holder; f75.—"Walker,
32, King St., Queen's Sq., Bristol. t7517

ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p., 1920, Magdyno, East-
ing screen, Cowey speedometer; £125.—Hop. 5970.

~G. Whitmore, Pilgrim's Hatch, Oxted. [7647

ENFIELD Combination, late 1919, hood, wind
screen, lamps, speedometer, etc., as new; £150.—

Nunn, Windows Bridge, Thames Ditton, Surrey. [7960

"I Q21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, with or
-*~^ without dynamo; in stock, immediate delivery;
list price.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd
N.W.I. ^. [0352

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, only been 4,000 miles,
3 lamps, speedometer, hood, screen, and many

extras; only £100.—Wallis, Hartington Grove, Cam-
bridge. [7351

1Q21 Enfields in stock for immediate delivery; 8h.p.
J-t' combination. £160; 2-stroke. £65; easy pay-
Tirents.—Ilomac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N. 'Phone *

Dalsfcon 2408. [8021

EOTAL ENFIELDS. 1921 Combi-nationH, Magdyno,
£182: Standard, £160; orders executed in strict

rotation.—Owen. 19, Battersea Rise, S.Vv.ll. 'Phone-
3299 Battersea. [7401

1

Accessories,

HJI.H.
Complete
Electric

I

Lighting Sets.

Write for Catalogue.

Specialitie3

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

FREE on application.

TRADE RS
wr-i-te-Fov- FREE Ost-ta-log^ues
H.A H. COMPLETE SETS.—Head. Side, and
Tail 'Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Case, Switch.

Wiring, etc. Ready tor installing.

H.A.H.
HEAD LAMPS

Fig. 878. Similar to Fig.
895,butsmaUer, andwith
special "pull on" iront.

Rubber ring casting
for glass. Price, as

illustrated, 55/- each.
Black plated.

Fig. 880. HEAD LAMP,
as illustrateri, big, with
special new stem fitting.

Completewith adjustable
holder, switch, etc., for

screw bulbs. Price, nickel

plated, 40/- each; black
plated, 43/- each.

Fig. 573. Shows red dan-
ger signal, lightsNo.plate.
Completcwithswitchbulb
wire,cl]p,etc.Price,9 /6ea.

"Force" Hellesen Bat-
tery, 9/11

I

3S6. Special metal case
for "Force," 10/6

Complete rear set, 29/6.

Fig 347-

Speedolite/
H.A.H. Paten
Speedometei:

Lamp, 7 /6 each
Clipsdirecton to

Speedometer
and has coloured
bulb to preven'

glare.

Fig.3',>i. Garage Inspection Lamp
as jllus. but without bulb. 7/6ea.

f.EVV Fig. 428.

inODEi. Has a positive

SWITCH. ecrewupordown
action. Cannot
shake on, totally

.^^^i-m.
j^ insulated. Com-
i plete, as illus-

\m^
I trated. Price 3/6

1 each.

>-osia63 cx.ra on
the above.

A. H. HUNT, &.TD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstal! Road, CROYDON, Eng.

Telephones: Telegrams :

Croydon 2225, 2226. "Keyage, CTOydon.

'

E^

[7

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1Q19 (Sept.) 8h.p. Enfield Combination, 3 Tj
-L*y lamps, Lucas bom, Cowey trip epeedomi
Easting screen, perfect order; £140.—Geo. Hyde, I
St., Shrewsbury. [7

KOYAL ENFIELD, food condition, lightweieht,
speed, for sale, or exchange for heavyweight,

adjustment, combination.—A. West, 21, Prideaus:
Landoi Kd., S.W.S. [7

ENFIELD 6h.p., 2-speed, handle Etatt, C.B. sidi

Easting, all accessories, yery special offer; £7
Kewnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Kd,
'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

Q(\ GN.S. Only, reallv absurd bargain.-Enfield cc

O" combination, believed 1915. Easting wind scr

lamps, speedometer, Inggage grid, smart, last;

examination.—24, Beauval Ed., East Dnlwich. [7

8h.p. Enfield Combination, to makers' specificat

lor early delivery, £160; dynamo lighting mo
£182 plus delivery from works; deferred payments
a smail extra charge.—Harrods, Ltd^' 118, Brom
Rd., London.

'

L7

WAL'CHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—Enf
1921 combination, with dynamo lighting

£182; standard model. iS160; 2-stroke solo, £55:
terms arranged, one-fiith dowii and the remamdei
12 monthly payments.

ENFIELD 1921 Models in stock.—8h. p. comb
tion, £160; lightweight model, £65; cash

extended payments.—Authorised Agents ; Elce

Co., 15-16, Bisljopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E,

Phone : -\7enue 5548. • I^

NFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916, lately overhau— sn.all mileage, bought May, 1917, by owner, 1

65 years, screen and hood, extias, car tyre puBct

proofed tube, new tube and chain, bought car; £10

Hepherd, Beechcroft, Bassett, Soufliampton

LATE 1919 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Lacas Ian

Luras hoin, speedometer, Tan-Sad, mudshield,

X80 tyres, spare, hood, screen, child's seat, luggage g

tools, used week-ends only, not used since bept. 1

splendid condition; fl48.-M. 181. Tipper Rielim

Rd., Putney, S.W.

ENFIELD,^.—The cheapest twin combination on

road. We are North London agents, and can
1

immediate delivery of the standard model, £160; e

trie model, £180; trade supplied. All spares m st<

-Jones' Garage, Mnswell Hill, N.IO, and at Wood^

Parade, Nortli Finehley. l"-

Excelsior.

1Q20 Excelsior-Jap, 2?4h.p., SturmeyArcher 2-sp<

It? clutch and kick starter, Cowey horn, absoiut

as new; £80; exchanges,—Homac's, 243, Lower Clap

Rd., N. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. l»'

NEW aVoh.p. Big Single Excelsior Combinati

bulbous back sidecar, slightly shop-soiled, at gi

leduction. Write for special bargain list.-The I ren

Motor Co., Aston Hd., Birmingham. l-i-=

Falnir.

FAFNIR 3h.p., spring forks, new mag,, piston,

back tyre, low position, just renovated; £
Iowest,-Sayer, Kirkby Stephen, Westmorland. [7.

F.N.

4-CTL. F N. Combinations and Solo Singles actul

in stock.—Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton Place, 1

Bond St., W. l^-

4-CYL. F.N., overhauled, enamelled, drop frame, g

tyres, Bosch, Amac; offers nearest £28; photi

Grimme.i, Upper Heyford, Banbury. [7'

LIGHTWEIGHT F.N., 2-&peed, countershaft, clut

tyres good, needs slight repairs; £20 quick s!

oflel'" —E. Wardman, Wigmore, Eingsland, Hereft

shire. t^^-

FN , 4-cyl,, Bosch, single gear, few small parts m
ing power unit and transmission compieto i

perfect; fl5 to clear,-Hill, 3, Bedford Ed.. W
Ealing, W.13, .. ["

1014 l-cyl- F,N., 2 speeds. extr.i heavy tyres, F.B
i-tJ lamps, horn, transferable insurance, mechanic:

,TOd appearance perfect; £42, or exchange lightwag

-75, Wam-ick Kd., Bowes Park, N.ll. l7^

FranciS'Barnett.

FE -iNCIS-BARNET, 25,4h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speea, clu

and kick etarter, electric lamps, speedometer, ho

le" shields mileage under 500, condition as new, gu

anteed peiiect • £75.—Arnold, c/o Hucklebridge. 1

Sloane St., London, S.W.I. K5i

Carnage,

GAAIAGE-VILLIEES, 1919, 2^peed, 2?ih.r., th

ouehlv overhauled throughouA, tyres as new,

eluding quaritity of useful tools, etc : £48 or near ofl

-Eng, 125, St, Asaph Ed„ Brockley, S.E.4. 'Al

6 p.m.) _ .
t'''

Grandex.

O.lhr Grandex-Precision ; £32, bargain, tax paid

rCZ 36, Elmbmst Ed., Bruce Grove, Tottenha

N 17. ^''

Harley-Davidson.

HAELEY Spoit<!, new and perfect; first le.isOT.'i

oiler.—38, Hawthorn Av., Louth. [S56

B22 All letters relating to .-I'dvertiseinents should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, nnd the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hailey-Davidson.

K GNS.—1918 Harley. Swan sidecar, electric lamps,
O perfect, last.—Derbv Arms Garage, Mortlake.

[X5573
919 7-9h.p. Harley. 3-speed. as now; £90.-29. St.

Leonard's St., Bromlej-by-Bow. East 4708.
[7857

ARLEr-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916. excellent

condition; £98.-15, Mervan Ed., Brixton, S.W.2.
[7412

VRLEY, 1918, new condition: any trial; Harley
sidecar; £105, bargain.—45, Burton Hd., Brix-

[7994

920 Harley-DaTidson Electric Model, perfect con-
dition, many spares; clieap.—'Phone : Kingston

2. [7361

AELEY Combination, Tan-Sad, leg-shieklg, hood.
screen; £100.—C/o Foster's Garuge, East Grin-

•nd. [7629

AULET-DAVIDSONS.-1 liave at present a fln«
ji.fsortment in stock, all fully guaranteed.—Boss,
High Ed., Lee. [5669

AELET-DAVIDSON.-All models in stock, new and
second-hand.—Sole agents, Bambers', Sonthport.

ncashire. TeL : 607. [5009

920 Harley Kew Electric Model and sidecar, lamps,
tools, complete; £175.—Plough Lane, 48, Hav«-

n lid.. South Wimbledon. [7920

:VHLFJY Combination, 1917. 7-9h.p., lamp.i, Khi.xon.
speedometer, ftas cvl., good condition: £120.—

P

ker. 21, Cumberland Park, Acton. (7433

-VRLEY Combination, 1918, luxurious onttit, hood
and screen. luUv equipped lamps, etc.; 36145.

—

.\iragon Gardens, Strcatham, S.W. (7997

-VltLET-DAVIDSON 1920 Sh.p. Combination, fully
cauipiMxi. nearly new; £190.—Porker's, Bradshaw-

te, Bolton, 245, Deansgate, Manchester. (X5630

ARLEY 1920 Electric Combination, speedometer,
discs. Easting, equal new. tax paid: £175, genuine

argain.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.\V.7. (7629

-VRLEY 1916 Combination, lamps, screen, tool-,

perict t older, gniUantced, anv trial, ta.K r>nit;

10. l..«ii.t.-322, Whitehorse Rd., Croydon. [729a

920 4h.p. Ilarlcy-Davidson, done 800 mile*, electric
light, absolutely as new; 125 gns.— .\i)plv.

Christopher, R.A. Mess, Ewshott, Aldcrshot. (8128

AHLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p. Conil.inatuui,
twils, mileage 1.200, electric lighting; £184.-1.
71, Nuruury Crescent, Norbury, S.W. 16. [0377

I

I

I

I

I
ak.

i
3

I

i

1

113

I

ARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 7-9h.p.. electric model,
as new, discs, sjieedometor. mileage 200; £150.—

in .-. 326. Euston ltd., N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5522

IAitLEY, complete le^s eneine. unit 1919, VT.D ;

j.rice' £45; good condition.—Uarknr'a Motors. 194,
l.,.m HipU Rd., S.\V.12. Tlione: Latcbiuero 4441.

!7.'P:
l; IZE Bnrgain.—Harley-David^n. 1919. 7-9h.ii,,

>peL.-ial Montgomery sidecar. Easting screen, ttc.

;

3D, -Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstonc. Closed Snn-
^yi. [8007

ARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 7-9h.p.. nenrlv
new. electric lighting, horu. spares, suitjible f r

II n>- trial- bargain. £158.—79a, llillmorton R-l
n^hv. [7097

HARLEY-DAVIDSOX 1919 Solo, olectric, indi^tin-
k'uishjiblo from ne«', unipgistered ; reatou lur

eiiiiu'. money wanted; £130.—Hilton, 45, Slotrno StV;
aiit.bill, Bolton. [7927

HAI^LEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 1915. 4.l^.p..
liimps and horn, perfect running order; a bar^jam

£70: exchanges entertained.—Bamber's, Eastb.Tuk
Sntithport. Tel.: 607. [794-i

HAKLEY-DAVIDSOX Combination for siile. 1915,
7-9ij.r.. iiijicr.. M.1''. sidecar, accimnibitor liKlitmc.
e^u good order; £110. or offers; seen by appoiut-
22, I'lirk A'iew, Chestei-le-Stivet. [75?::

K 123.—Harley combination. 1918, Cnnoelet M.>I ;

r-iilecnr. overhaulwj and gunrantee^l pe.rfe<?t tbroiiL-ti
it. viinmelling and plating ns new, himpa, horn, .iprtii,.

Lungtord's, 37, Cricklcwood Broiidway, X.W.2. [8059

919 Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p., lamps,
born, tools, etc., 2 sparo sprockets and chains.

lerff-rt running order and condition; £ll5, or otier.—
la. King Henry's Rd., Hampstead. 'Phone: 6552.

[8131
ATE 1920 Harley-Davidson 4h.p. Flat Twin, only

3 months old. practically new, speedometer
Bnir'*, Klaxon, perfect condition; bargain. £140 or
lenre^t offer.—Toboh, 24, Oxford Ed., Birkdale. South
'Oit. (5845

:T-\RLEY-DAVIDS0N 1918-1919 Models. thor-LA ongbly overhauled and guaranteed, solo, £lOO-
new ifontgomery sidecar, £130; easy payment^"

^43, 10 down, 8 payments ol £8 solo; £59/15 depo-it
>nd 3 payments £lO lor combination.—Maudes' 100
t. Rtrtland St.. W.l; and Paris St.. Exeter. [8147

920 Electrir. Harley Combinr.tion, discs, speedn-
m&ter. ju=t de^arbonii^ed, many extra fltment-

anuv Ppare=, int-'lndin? chains (new), plaga, tx\hf~
.pr''"ket. won several medal?, open examination, trial-
205. including licence and holdt^r; or eichance lower
lower and cash.—Tatham. 10, Portugal St. Cambrirk-f

[X5704

More Bargains Boys

!

Final Reductions to Clear.

YES! but onlv a few more

SHOP-SOILED
but otlienvisc pcrlect iy.;o models
yet remain to be disposed of, all

Highest Grade Machines at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
Only O.Ni; M.icliinc of <;ich tyi>f i> l.-jt.

Secure the model you waut by writing
TO-DAY! Don't buy a "sccoiul-ratcr " wh(,^n

you*-:!!! qft one of th**~f hi'-'h-'.;r.iile models.

Lightweight Solo
(Tax 30 -)

DIAMOND LEVIS
RADCO VELOCETTE
Heavy Solo Machines

(Tav 60/-)

BAT BROUGH TRIUMPH
Sidecar Combinations

(Tax 80/-)

ACME BROUGH TRIUMPH
JAMES REX EXCELSIOR

Makers' Catalogues fully describing
the above machines free on request.

Machines despatched by road or rdil

—

delivery free.

The PREMIER
MOTOR COMPr
Aston Rd., BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone : Telegrams :

Central 7367 "PRIMUS,
i2 lines). Birmingham."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

T HAVE Just Completely Overhauled my Compc-ti-
-*- tion Harley, and piiamntee it m pood ns n(?iw
niter graiuinfr many awnrd? this year. It i-^ a 1920
electric model, many siindrie?. cos^t over £205: flr-t
le^if^onable offer accepted; Xoudon.—Jiox 1.588, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [7359

Hazlewood.
"I Q20 Hazlewood Combination. 6h.p., 3-speed, new;
--*' £155. cash, exchange, or easy pavments.—Dunn.
326. Eiulon Ed., N.W.I.

"

[8036

NEW 5-6h,p. Ilazlewood CombinaLion, 3-speed
countershaft geni-, clutch, tools; list price £204;

will accept £175.~ClmtrieId, 27, High St.. Tonbridpe.
[7330

"VTEW 5-6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutcli.
-L^ and kick startcf. a thoroughly reliable outfit;
Hnrrods hnvo n large stock of these, slightly sliop-soiled.
at £186 each (£20 below list pric*), or on deterred
payment'* ^% extm ; nnl\- one-flfth deposit, bntnnce I'y
12 monthly instalments.— Ilarn.ds. Ltd.. 118. Bromp-
tou Ed., London. {7670

Henderson.
HEXrJKItSOXS. 1921; iinme<liate deliverr.-Barkej-s

Moiors. 194, Calhaui High Rd.. S.W.12. 'Phone:
Lalchmcre 4441.

_
[7384

1 Q20 IJenderson Combination, dynamo lighting,
-* •^ practically new; £180; lower power part.—37.
Ailington Rd.. Surhiton. (7746

HENDEKSON 1917 Electric Model, with handsome
steel sidecar, »;plendidlv equipped; seen by ap-

pointment.—IJaseidon. West Byfleet. [6893

"V"KW 1921 Model HoiiUerson, tho most hiphlv de-
i~ veioiK'd motor cyrlo ever built; now in utocl: for
!:' :iiedi;ite deliverv : liberal exchange*:.—Tlie I'reniier
-MMtm Ci-., Aston Rd.. JJirmingham. rX.S347

ONE lOh.p. Henderson Motor Cycle, 2-speed. handle
it lift, new heavy Dun lop lyres, ready to drive

.iway ; price £60.—For further particulars applv to
yinres Kept.. John Ileathcoat and Co., Tiverton. [7552

£165.-1920 Henderson lOh.p. combination, new
denionBtration model. .Swan .sidecar, wind screen.

di-c wbeol. luxurious outiit; £116 under list.—Hardy.
H. Breamit Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C. 4752
Holborn. [7569

Hoskison.

1 Q20 Ilo.^kison 2-;truke, 2';ih.p. Union engine. 2-
-Lt^ speed, kick starter, and clutch, will taKC sidc-
ar; £72.—Motor Cycle Mart, Chatham. [7972

Humber.
rULIAN'S, ^f Heading, for Humber. [7564

19

H
1 Iliiniber and MilUord Sidecar, in stock; .£170.
—t'rosa, Agent, Rotherlmm. [X5693

UJinEU 2r-;ii.p. Tniii, 1914, Sturmey 3-spoeiI, con-
dition iind ni»iiL')iiaiico perfect, 150 11)6.; £35.-82,

- iitlue.i Av., Wutloiil. [7771

HUMBEU l^a.p. Flat Twin, 1920 model, nniifCd.
sl.op.soilcil only; £125.-1'. J. Evans. 81-91. .lolin

Iiii:;;tit St., Itirmint'lmni. 10453

HCIIBER 1919 Fliit Twin, tully cquippcil, like ncu :

78 pns., Imn.-nin : cccluinj-'cs coD8i(lere<l. — 70,
r...rcb.T Bd., Crndlcy, Stafls. [X564a

HCMIIER 1914 41i.p., 3-spcod. clutch, kick Btart.
I oacli .-idccar, in pooa condition, all accessories;

C45.-Uil]. 3. Bedford Kd., West Eoling, \V.13.
[7949

4ili.p. Flat Twin Ilumbcr, delivered Oct., 1920.
*2 l)crfect order, mileage 1,280, Bonniksen, lamps,

liorn; most sell, oilers over XllO.—llQgonbacli, 34,

Doughty St., W.C.I. 17712

HUMBER 1917 3i,ih.p. Fiat Twin Millford Combina-
tion, J-speed, clntch, nll-eluiin cush drive, new

ivr*-=. till^es, ele.;tric lighting. low JiiiJo.nge, very ecnno-
niicai; £1 10.—Mnguire, St. Giles House, Edinburgh.

[7368

Indian.

'Y-9h.p. In'linn, splendid fast machine; sacriiice tor
> £50.- IMruer's Garage, Tooting. [7850

INDI.\N 1915 7-9h.p.. 2-spced, spring frame; bargain,
£44—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. (7832

7-9h.p. Indian. S-speed, clutch, now condition; £75.—
43. Nonhwood Rd., Forest Hill. (7951

IXDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, in perfect order,

£55; Eel 6b.p. twin, £14.-77, Acre Lane, S.W. 2.

[7899
INDIAN 1919 5'6h.p. Sporting Combination, electric

iigtits perfect order; £85.—Turnill, North Peter-
borough. [7579

INDIAN, 1915, 5-6h.p.. 3speed, K.S., clutch, solo

speed mount;' ^65.—Service by Riders, Carlton
Motors, Bettws-y-Coed. (7793

INDIAN Scout, 4h.p.. lamps, horn, speedometer, new
.Tulv; £130. or part exchange Morgan.—W. Smith.

27. Clarence Rd.. St. Albans. (5983

MUST Sell, 7-9h.p. Indian combination, 2 speeds,

spring frame, electric ligbtini;, ^ood running order:

63cns.-30, Tall.ot St., Buiuley. [X5711

"j Q20 Powerplus Electric Indian. T.T. bars, only done
it' 2.000 mile-, a real sportine 'bus; £150.; London.
-UPS 1.589. c/o Iht Motor CycU. [7360

All letters relating to advertisements should guote the number ;it the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b2^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOI^

Indian.

SALE.

Id 19 7 9h.p. Indian and 1920 bulbous back sidecar.
Xft? almost new; any trial; £135.—Conner, 86.

Yictoria Ed., Stroud Green, N.4. .
[8162

INDIAN 1915 3-spe6d, spring frame, new eidecor,

all nccesh^ories. in perfect condition; £100.—Hill.

5, Bedford Rd., West Ealing, W.13. [7947

1 Q20 Indian 7-9!i.p. Powerplus, dynamo lighting,

X«/ 3-speed, scarcely ridden, condition as new; £165.
or nearest.—Bond, Springfield, Bideford. [7306

-| Q15 5-6b.p. Indian, 3-speed, clutcli, K.S., C.B. side.

JLt' car, disc, wlieels, new tyres, excellent condition;
^95,—74, Hiinsdon Bd., New Cross, S.E.15. [7692

1 020 Indian Powerplus nnd sidecnr, 3_,000 miles,

perfe'.^t condition ; owner going
iir nftei.— Elton Morris, The Gaer,

abroad; £175
Hereford. [7080

T.T. Indian, 1915, Model D.,'7-9h.p., F.K.S., pump,
tools, etc. : oifi^is, or exchnnge foi Truinpli, Kudye.

Noiton, etc.— 64, Clifton Rd., Peckham, London. [7588

INDIAN 1920 4h.p. Scout and Sporting Sidecar,
iiillv equipped, f^hop-^oiled only: £155,—Parker's,

Bradshawcate, Bolton, 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X5636

"I O-O Indian Powerplus, dvnamo light. Swan sidecar,

JL*7 all accessories; any trial; £179, or exchange
A.B.C. and cash.—Hancock, Veterinary Surgeon, IJx-

bridge. [7332

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, electric

light and horn, wind screen, hood, carefully used,
(URine perfect; any trial; £95.-1'., 35, Richmond Park
ltd.. Kingston. [7610

4? 65 secures 7-9h.p. Indian combination, in excellent^ condition; several others to choose from; prices

light.—Halt Motor Co., Ltd., Eilburn Lane, W.IO.
Tel.: Willesden 1341. [7446

rfi 19-1920 Indian and sideciir, 7-9h.p., in first-class

*y running condition, for immediate disposal; what
c /o Advertisement Dept. , 5'ri'ers?—Write Sensible,

New Bridge St., E.C.4. [7505

jQ 15-16 Indian 5-6h.p.. 3 speeds, clutch and kick
J-t/ starter, all lamps, Bonniksen speedometer; £85;
exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.
'Phone: Dalston 2408. ^ [8022

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, K.S..
electric lighting set, nickel plated lamps, beautiful

condition; any trial; £75.—Ward, South Western Gar-
age, New Maiden, Surrey. [7309

1 Q20 Indian Powerplus, Millford bulbous sidecar,
l-*y dynamo lighting, ampraeter, speedometer,
screen, tools, mileage under 3,000, unscratched; £165.
—33, Victoria St., Coventry. [X5738

WASTE!—Why epend £200 on a 1920 Indian Power-
plus combination? Our price is £150, fitted uith

djTiamo, speedomet-er, nrnmeter, condition perfect.—Im-
]:*eriai Motor Works, Bournemouth. [7502

INDIAN, 1920 (April) Powerplus Combination, excel-

lent condition, Mills-Fulford sidecar. Easting wind
r^i reen. Klaxon horn, electric lighting and horn, luggage
carrier- £200.—Lismore, 169, Hatfield Rd., St. Albans.

[5695
INDIAN Combination, 1915-16, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds,

clutch, kick starter, new tyre and chains, semi-
T.T. burs, Millford touring sidecar, absolutely perfect;

lirst £65 secures.—G., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton, S.W.2.
[7768

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, mile-
age 3,000, hand and foot clutch,, special sidecar,

electrically equipped, lull set of tools and spares;

t:i80.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the real service firm,

'launton. . [8035

1019 (late} Indian Powerplus, electric midel, Hender-
-*-«' son Elite sideciir Tvith hood, red discs all round,
absolutely sound, enamel good condition, owner buying
--uto machine; £150, or nearest ofEer.—Nesbitt, Cliapel-

town, Sheflield. [7435

145.—1920 Powerplus Indian combination, Mills-

cV Eulford SLidecar, dynamo lighting, electric horn,
liood wind screen, speedometer, luggage grid, etc., con-

dition practically as new.—Langfoid's, 37, Cricklewood
Broadway, N.W.2. [8060

DON'T Mi?s this Genuine Bargain: Late 1920
7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian combination, Mills-

I'^uliord sidecar, dynamo lighting, guaranteed as new
tlnoughout, mileage only 2,700, reason for sale, bought
car; accept £175.—Apply, Brown, 11, Higher Albert

St.. Chesterfield. [X5716

INDIAN Powerplus Sidecar Combination, N.E.20,
electi'ically equipped, head lamp, tail and sidecar

I. imp, electric horn, separate geiieratoi. Model de Luxe
.sidecar, perfect mount, a.q new, only done 550 miles;

co^t £245, accept nearest offer 200 gne.—Ru-ssell, Land's
End Works, Rhodes, near Manchester. [X5339

1 020 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, electri

J-*y cally efiuipped, Mills-Fulford bulbous back side'

r;ir, fitted Cameo wind screen, hood, luggage carrier,

spare accumulator and chains, ridden under 1,000 miles,

nerfect mechanical condition; owner selUng owing ill-

iTess; bargain for £170; only wants seeing.—Apply,
I-^tter or persouallv, any day after 5.30 p.m., at 23a,

The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.19. [8094

Ivy

Ivy 1919 2-stroke, fully equipped, perfect; £48.—
Bailey. Stratton, Micheldever, Hants. [7945

IVY 1921 Models.—Sole District Agents. Wessex
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury

s
I

E
C

R
S

NEWEST
MODELS

AT
SPECIAL
PRICES.

WE CAN
GET YOU
ANY MAKE,
NEW OR
SECOND-
HAND.

s
BW^ I

D
E

99"A
R
S

Phone : 72 [5006

B SELECT YOURS NOW for the coming |

i» season. We have a fine range. New and .

*% Second-hand, at the lowest possible ,

J prices.

V WATSONIAN Coupe, with detachable top,• large locker at rear, 650x65 Dunlop tyre £30
*« BAMCO Special Modelfor Harley-Davidson, .

^^ finished in Harley colours, best welded ^

J frame 28 x 3" wheel and tyre £35V GRINDLAYPOPULAR,flttings for Triumph '

£23

»J,
HENDERSON ELITE to suit Harley-David-

Jf. son, finished in Harley colour's, 28 x 3" wheel

J and tyre £45V CANOELET, large M.M.4, suit powerful* machine, locker at rear, 28x3" wheel and
.. tyce £35
Z Ditto, to fit Harley, and finished HarleyV colours ......£36< CANOELET SPORTING, fitted with torpedo

apron £25

,1, SECOND-HAND.
5 Kvery model thoroughly overhauled and in
** good order.

<« MILLFORD SUNBEAM . . .

.~ 18 Gns.
,. MILLFORD CORVETTE 1920 model £22/10
J MONTGOMERY 1920 model, with fittings to

J suit Triumph, fittle used £25
V 285. SERVICE Undersluag, coachbuilt.* streamline body, locker in back £18

^«, Coachbuilt Sidecar, dark green, side curtains,

suit any 3^-4 h.p. machine, hood and screen. " £17/10

»J» SIDECAR CHASSIS
^\ Slightly shop-soiled, but otherwise new. Big

X reductions. All complete with springs and fit-
** tings for any machine, mudguard, and wheel.'

t» B.8, for machines up to al- h.p £6
B.6, for machines up to 3^-6 h.p £8/10
Tandem, extra heavy chassis, double tubes
all round, tri'ple springs. 28 x 3" wheel. 5

** point connection to suit from 6-8 h.p.* machines £14 '10

..«. Variety of New Bodies in $tocl< to suit above

J from £4/17/6

V BARGAINS IN SECOND-HAND
V MOTOR CYCLES.
«* 8 h.p, 3-speed, all-chain drive, CHATER-
j>^ LEA Combination £80

J920 3.! h.p. I.O.M. RUDGE-MULTI, clutchV and kick-starter r £85

J» 1520 7-9 h.p. RUDGE-MULTWIN Combina-
tion, as new, lamps, horn, speedometer,

t discs. Easting £160

V 1920 SCOTT & MONTGOMERY Sidecar,
aluminium discs, electric light, all acces-A series £135

» 7-9 h.p. POWERPLUS INDIAN Combination,

J specially finished blue, Lucas lamps and
** - accessories £110

J« 2 h.p. mOTOSACOCHE, overhauled . .£18 /10

,, 2 J h.p. J.E.S. Motor-cyolette £20
I ALLDAYS ALLON 2-speed, discs, Lucas
** lamps, etc £45
<• 1919-20 ROYAL RUBY-VILLIERS, almost

new condition £37 /10

^ Full list with pleasure upon application.

X Extended Payment terms arranged for any ofV the above Machines or Sidecars.

I il;eCervice(ornpanV//w..7i'^

: LONDON, w.c.
?• 'Gmms: "Admitledly, London." 'PJi-^m: Ilolborn, C430..!:•.!:::::::•!

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ivy.

IW Cycle?.— 1921 models in stock.—Eothwell
Milljourne, Cowleigh Garage, Malvern. Tl

IVY 1919 2°4h.p., 2-Bpeed, T.T. bars, large P. a.nc

lamps, disc wheels, Dunlop tyres, insured for 5
bargain, £55.—E. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. l3

IVY, the aristocrat of its type: delivery ol all mo
from stock; prices and catalogue post free.

District Agents, The Walsall Garage, Walsall. T
444. " [4

IJIJIEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the ackl
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H

Henly and Co., Loudon and District Agents, 91,
Portland St.. W 1. Maylair 4084. [0

ITX-J.A.P. 1919-20 2-seater combination, elw
lighting, beautifully equipped; £125: easy

ments if desired.—Lamb's. 387, Etiston Ed., Lon
N.W., 60, Higu Ed., Wood Green. IT., and
Hi,i:h St., Walthamstow. '[1

.Tames.

1Q20 Jan^es 5-6h.p. Twin, lamps, horn, good ci

J- if tion; £75.—L. Cole, Gt. Sheliord, Cambri
17

1 020 5-6h.p. James Sporting Solo, 3-speed, aU-ch
-Li/ T.T. bars; *87/10.—Dunn, 326, Euston
N.W.I.

JAMES Combination, 1915, 3 speeds, count^isL
kick start, accessories; £66.-202, MunBter ]

Fnlham.

1 Q20 5-6h.p. James Combination, makers' p.

-•-^£190; what offers.-Shepherd, Enfield High^i
Tel. : Waltham X 31

TAMES 4lih.p. Combination, 1915, 3-«pced, Ian
horn, just overhauled: £50.—Brootman and r

5, St. Albans JJd., Watford. [7

rQ19 James 5-6h.p. Twin and De Luxe Sidecar,
*' new, over £40 accessories, everything guar

teed perfect; £200.—Below.

"I
Q16 James No. 6 Combination, everything on, 11

-fl-t/ used, guaranteed perfect: £105.—Below.

1 Q20 James Twin Combination, new; £175.—Bel

1 Q21 James.—All models for delivery, all

i-iJ stocked.—Tew, Petersfleld.

JAMES New Combination, all models for

diate delivery from stock.—Sole district: agei

The Walsall Garage, WalsaU. Tel. : 444. [4(

JAMES 5-6h.B. Combination, 1920, used only

rural runs, fully equipped; £170.—Eatcliffe Br
200. Gt. Portland St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0'

1 Q 20 James 2-Etrok6, mileage 400, well equipi
-*-*-' exceptional fine machine; cost £80; accept £
exchanges.—60 Wollingford Av., North Kensington.

l7

J-IMES 4'4b.p., countershaft gear box; James can
=idecar', splendid order; £75,—Newnham Motor <

223, Hammermsmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone; Hammersn
80. ,

[^'

"I Q19 3i^h.p. Twin James Coachbuilt Combinati
XtJ countershafts enclosed chains, ideal out

equipped; i£e5.—Blencathra,
on-Thames.

Highfield Ed.. Walt

1Q20 4|;:h.p. James Combination, new July.

-Lf/ ridden few Imndred niiles, perfect _
conditdden few

throughout; £150.-
Birmingham.

5-6h.p. James Combination,
lighting, speedometer, hood, screen, etc., first-r

condition; bargain, £150.-Cook 147 Broadway, W
Hendon, N.W.9.

J. Evans, 81-91 John Bright

March, 1920, eleci

tS]

1 tfll9 5-6h.p. James Combination, lamps, leg-sliie

-It/ Cowey horn, and speedometer, luggage grid, chil

N^

detachable seat in sidecar, exceptional condition; £15(

Allen, 166, High St., Aeton, W.3. .17'

EW 6h.p. Twin James Combination, Model de Li

bulbous back sidecar, one only, slightly shop-soil

at great reduction. Write for special bargain list.—'

Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. rX5;

J.A.P.

6 h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S., easy starter, fast

;

exchange 3-4 twin.'

Ed., Bedford.

JAP Combination, coachbuilt, countershaft; £3
Exeter Engineering Co., la, Sternhall Li

Peckham Eye. :7

J A P syih.p.. Philipson Pulley, O.AV. mag.,

and B carburetter, weight 189 lbs., 110 m.p

any trial; £60, or exchange for higher power—K'

17, Thames St., Hampton, "* ^

A. Barraclough, 10, Crom\
l7:

[X5f

J.E.S. 1

•phone; 852.

J.E.S.

Models from stock.- -Gibb,

J.H.

Gloutes
10'

1 016 J H. and Sidecar, 6h.p. M.A.G. engine, Stiirr

1«7 countershaft, complete lamps, etc.; *69.—Cn
Agent. Botherham. -^=1

Lea-Francis.

LEAFR'iNCIS 1920, shop-soiled only, list pr
*£ 130' "our price £115; orders now accepted

1921 mode'ls.-Eatclilfe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland

W. Mayfair 5042. [04

B24 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote tlie number at tlie end of each advertisement, and ttie date of the issue.
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MOTOH SALE.

2 speeds, rlutch. fully

IJradihawgate, Bolton,
[X5633

CYCLES FOR
Lea-Francis.

A-FIt-VXCrS 1317 3>-ib.p.

egiiipr'el; £50.— PaiUer':;,

l)e;lDr^-Mle. Mua.-lie>ter.

OCN.S. Net.— 1920-21 Lea.-Francis, 31jh.p.

M A C twin, counterslialt, unsoiled. unndden.
eveniofis. -54. Cuval Rd., Mortlake. [X5572

l-KR.\.\'CI3 3'Ah.p., 2 ryls., M.A.G. engine,

countert^b.-ilt ge;ir. speedometer, lamp, liom, etc.;

t new Aiisnst, 1920: cost £140, accept £77.-
j, 24, Mansfield Ed., Gospel Oak, London, N.\V.3.

W Lea-Francis, two-speed, clutcli and kick

starter. M.A.G. engine; at list price. £130, or

elerred payments 4% extra; only one-QIth deposit,

ce liy 12 monthly instalments.—Harfods, Ltd., 118,

ptou BM., London. [7672

IVIS. Levis.

I evia.

Levis.

iNTLEMAN'S Popular Model, £60 ; lady's Popular
Model, £60; immediate delivery. Levis specialists

sole distributors for London and district. Spare
s stocked, repairs undertaken.—Vivian Hardie and

Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (oU Oxford St.), Bond
W.l. [0384

LIAN'S. of Reading, tor Levis [7563

RB. Gloucester.-
852.

¥

1921 Levis from stock.—'Phone:
[0442

IVIS 1921 Sports Model, brand new, not used;
£54.-"Wallis. Hartington Grove, Cambridge. [7350

ABY Levis, 1914, excellent order, enamelled
French grey; JE32.—Hopwood, White Waltham
rage. Maidenhead. [7730

ilVIS, 2'/ih.p., 1915, in perfect condition, just over-

hauled, lamps, horn, etc.; £30.—Hill, 3, Bedford
West Ealing, W.13. [7948

ilVIS, Iho finest 2-stroko in the world; delivery

from stock, £60.—Sola district agents, The Walsall
age. Walsall. Tel. : 444. [4013

.h.p. Levis. 1916, all accessories, Kood condition,
T.T. liandle-bars, variable jet: £40. or nearest.—

lemplcton, 92, Tixall Ed., Staflord. [7373

20 Levis, perfect condition, ridden 2,700, Cowey
speedometer. Miller lamps, horn, knee-erips, nc-

ories; £55.—Dannntt, Sheiliuff, Thames Ditton.
[7596

iVIS 2.stroke, 2i4h.p., in magnificent condition,
tvres nearly new, with licence ;ittachcd ; £42/10.
T. Proudl'oot, 531, Bnttersea Park Ed., S.W.ll.

[7473
,h.p. Levis, Popular model, brand new from

works; £60, or on Ilarrods unique easy pay.

,t system 4^ extra.—Ilarrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton
London. [7679

»21 Levis Popular in stock for immediate delivery
at £60 ; exchanges or easy payments accepted

fflcial .\gents. Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd.
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [8023

EW 1921 Levis llodcls in stock for immediate de-
livery; 2i/(h.p. Touring. 2',ib.p. Sports, 2lili.p.

's, £60; buy your machine from the Levis Special-
The Premier ^otor Co., Aston Ed.. BirmiDghaui.

[X5348

L.M.C.

el5 4h.p. L.M.C. 2-speed. kick start, topping order,
owner Ireland; approval.—15, The Mansions.

II Lane, N.W.6. (6944

Martlnsyde.
21 Mnrtinsyde Combination in stock.-Julian. 84.
Broad St.. Beading. 'Phone: 1024. [7488

AETINSTDE Combination, 6h.p., 1920, Easting
_wind ecreen; £140.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland

[8155

INSYDE Combination, electric lighting,
l Triplex screen, hood, etc.. excellent condition,
70; Ejisting wind screen, £3; Tan-Sad, 25/-.—Kenil-
rth Garage, High St., Putney. [7779

AHTINSYDE Combination. 1920, demonstration
model head, sidecar, and tail lamps and gener-

=;, wind screen. Cowey horn, not run 250 miles;
70.-Motor Cycle Mart, Chatham. [7975

9^

aSin:

Matchless.
fATCHLESS.

921 Models now ready;
ments. You can have

nil the Intest improve-
have cue now. or book delivery

any forward date. Every combination personally
ited by the Matchless epecialist. Spores of oil dates
Btock.—J. Tassell, la, Bloomfield E4., Plumatead.

f6881
ULIAN'S, of Reading, for Matchless. [7562

921 Matchless, standard, lamps, mileage 70; £182.
—Below.

921 Matchless, Magdyno, mileage 100, absolutely
unscratched; £197.—Edwards, 50, Harrington

South Kensington. 'Phone ; Kensington 3709.
[8170

tlP.n, Gloucester, win deliver 192i Mntchle^s models
" Irom stock-—'Pbone: 852. ^0443

Now IS the time to buy your

machine. We can quote you the

lowest possible slump prices.

We have not any old goods In

stock that we are trying to clear,

butwe have purchased absolutely

real snips in machines this last

few weeks, and we are offering

these to the public. It is worth

your while to give us a call to see

for yourselves what bargains

there are to be bought.

COMBINATIONS.
19- 1 new ENFIELD Combination. I.uc.i.;

dynamo lightiiii; set. hood, and

screen. Immedi.alc dclivcrj' £190

IQ2I 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination.

ImmKliate delivery. Standard

model -"^O
lO-r 3! h.p. SUNBEAM Combmation 195 pij.

iQ-i I h.p. TRIUMPH Combination .... £165

igjo loh.p. 4-cylinder HENDERSON
Combination. tl>niamo hRhtuii;,

smart sportinc Sidecar. oriKinal t\Ttti £175

ro'o 3l h.p. SUNBEAM with Dinky Side-

car, complete with Lamps, under 100

milM • *'85

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, com-

pletc with lamp's, as new £135

lo-o 8 h.p. countershaft Zenith, with

S%v,ah sporting Sidecar. Mileage 200

miles ; cost fno. Accept £176

19-0 B.S.A. Combination, best Sidecar,

all-chain drive. Unused and un-

registered **35

i9i.t MATCHLESS Combination. M..-\.G.

engine. Just been overhauled and

re-enamelled bv Matchless £90

1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combmation,
exceptionally good condition £100

t9i6 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination,

Swan Sidecar £°5

SOLO MACHINES.
I02t ll h.p SUNBEAM 1!I|"A
lOM4h.p TRIUMPH £137 10

lo^lI.O.M RODGE-MULTI £105

19-0 2! h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-spccd.

clutch, kick-starter, complct:

with lamps and horn. Wry
small mileage • £'»

190 =J h.p. MAS8EY-ARRAR,
J..\.P. engine. Sturmey-.Archcr

sear box, all accessories; real

snip "* °

SIDECARS.
HenHerson Sidecars, also DinVy Side:a'S in

Stoci 'tor immedi.itc d-.-lucry.

WANTED.
Finst-class Combinations and Solo Machines

wanted tor spot ca.sh.
.,, -

Bring your machines to us, and we will iive

\o\i spot cash.

J. SMITH & CO.,
52 &54, Hampsteaa Rd,, London, N,W.1.

(Bottom end ot Tottenham Court Rd.

'Phone : Museum 593^.

19

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Matchless.
21 Matchless, in stock. J.A.P. engine; £?05.-

Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [X5692

21 Matchless Magdyno Combination, brand new;

i£198.—Alter 6, 41, Madrid Bd., Barnes. [8166

1Q21 Matchless Combination; all models in stock.-

i-U Julian, 84, Broad St., Heading. 'Phone: 1024
L74oy

MATCHLESS. 1920, Magdyno. speedometer, low

mileage, perfect; £185.-3, Kildowan Rd.. Goml-

mayes. U5<ii

1 Q20 Matchless, all accessories, mileage 800: ^£200.

-La or otter for quick sale.-Wilson, 43, Beckenham
Rd., Penge. l^^^''

"l/TATCHLESS 1920 Magdyno Combination, Model H.
'*' hood, screen, epcedomster, spare wheel: li5 gns.,

-. ofJer.-Spurling, 8, Courthore Ed., Hampstead.

S.Vl.i. ['55^

M.VTCHI,ES3 1921 Models; orders now ncceptcd for

immediate delivery.-Rateliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Port-

land St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0424

MATCHLESS 1921 Models for immediate deliver;-.-

Xawnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith RiU

W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [8067

M.\TCHLESS 1921 Models in slock; liberal ex-

change allowances for .up-to-date machines --R

B. Clark and Co., 7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [7631

1 020 Matchless Combination, new. with Magdynanio.

LU offers; 1920 Matchless combination, *40 of

extras, £175.-365, King St., llammeismilh, W.6.^^^

MATCHLKSS Model H Coml.ination. drnamo licht-

in. spar? wheel, all complete: £160.-Newnlmm

Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Kd.. W6 Phone^
Hammerjuiitli 80. '•

MATCHLESS Combinations, any model;
.
del'^f-'

from st"k: deferred l«ym.ents 5%, >nc ndlng

expert seVvic-.-Prior. Motor Engineer, near Station.

Sonlhfields, S.W.18. l-'"-^='

-»«- iTCHI KSS 8h n 1920-21 Coinhinntion. dj-nanio

M'^UiMli^.'^^lyTrivcn 60 milej: cost £245 necep

£220.-ViviMii Hiirdio and Lane, Ltd.. 24, """dstrnk

St., Bond St., W.l. .^"".'

MATCHLESS Combination, 1918 W.Il. model. «-it 1

spare wheel and . tyro and all ««^","?»^' ??"'

condition; £130.-newins Garages, Ltd., The HeM

Serrico Firm, Taunton. ^"'-"'-'

MUTriTTF'^S 1914 4h.p. J.A.P. engine. 3-specd

^St'^"mc?:'Bo"h\*'la,np?. spares complet^^^^^^^

lent condition; £65; any trial.-Smith, 19, H Avenue,

Royal Arsenal, Woolwich. . ' ^""

MATCHLESS Combination. 8h.p. 1915 »;';A-5'"nn',l

sped countershaft, 2.seater sidecar lamps and

accessories, good condiUpn; 95 gns.; seen after 5.--

198, Westmount Rd., Eltham. l"*.;'*

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, 1920, fs;"™" ''«''"•

ing, practically as new, euamntced perfect; £185,

genuine' l.irg.iin.-Vivian Hnrdie and Lane, L'1- 2"^

Woodstock St., Hond St., \\.l. 1""'°

1Q20 llatuliless Combination, Uoilel H, fully

19 equipped, inechonically I«"«'. »"«.'"' «»«''«

and tax paiif, small mileage; offers near £185.-;\ niii-

wlighr. Millftelds, Wolverhampton. [^5637

1O20 Matchless, Model II, Magdyno, M.A.G engine,

19 Lucas horn, spare wheel and luggage g"J- h^'';

screen legshiclds, perfect throughout, mileage 2,500,

nea?°'tX to iaoO.-Edger, Lyndene, Queenboccmgh^

Kent.

MATCHLESS Combination -Book your order, now

with Ross. 86, High Rd., Lee. S.E., for 1921

model"; deliveries guaranteed strictly a, I^^O'-i^;^,;-

ceivcd: n large assortment ol 1919 and 19^0 moueiJ

aU-o in stock.

MATPTTT FSS Model H Combination, to makers'

specification, £205; d>-namo lighting model,

£231/7/6 or on Harrods unique easy payment system

for a small ex?ra charge.-Harrods. Ltd.. 118. Bromr.

ton Rd.. London. I-"""'

MATCHTFSS 1914 Combination, chain drive,

clutch KS.. Millford. Easting, electric lighting,

Hampstead 7822.

Tfk21 Malchless-M-A.G.. Lucas dynamo lighting.

19 Lucas hornTrear drive speedometer, hood, screen,

ieg shiekls aluminium undersliield. spare wheel lug-
leg ^"'^;''^=' ,^-,1- cnares unused, tax not paid cost

|lf5;^a'c'cepV'£235'ioreksh; will drive anywhere.-174

Stamford St., Stalybridge. l'^'"'

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North Lond-Mi

agenS for the delightfully sprung and practically

designed Matchless combination; the Rol s-Royce on

rhrc°e wheels; immediate delivery from stock; or cash,

de erred pavmcnts, or exchange; trade supplied
.
h^

spares in stock.-Jones' Garage Muswe11 Hill, N.IO.

and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley, [0331

MATCHLESS, 1921, all models, 'phone Greenwich

T^l My record last season (no premiums). eiei>

client satisfied. Why pay tax on a nondescript when

vou can 'ccure the last word in comtort-MatchU-^,-

v°?hpS,mpt delivery ol these gold medal wmners ^ind

all leading makes oi motor c-vcles Irom .?-„E.nClai.ham

(Motorsl, 27, Stockivcll St., Greenwich, &.E.10 (
18OU.

All letters relating to adxertisements should quote the number at the end of e.nch advertisement, and the date ol the issue. 1325
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1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro.

METHO-TTLER, 1920, A Type. 2 speeds, disrs,

long plated exliaust, fully saTiipped, neifeot con-
dition; i£50.—7, Deiby Villas, Netter St., N. Fincbley.

'
- ' [7932

METEO-TYLEE, 1920 model. Type S, i-speed, un-
uscu, shop-soiled only list price £96; accept

£70.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [«156

Minerva.
MIXEEVA 2'/.h.p., 2-speed countershalt, low bnilt.

footboards, 'Bosch, B.B., 2 jets, new tubesj good
tyre^, acetylene lamps, acce-ssoiies, ride away; £20, or

offer.—54, Leutaine Grove, Fulham, W. £7654

Motosacoche.
MOTO.S.'VCOCHE, mag., good order; £18.-57, Ken-

bury St., Camberwell, London. [7870

3 111. p. Moto,sacoche, new belt, back tyre, and rim; £17.

2 -H. McFadyeny Xorth Esk E.d., Montrose. [7o94

Iili.p. Motosacoche. ma^.. perfect condition; £20--
2 136, flalton Ed., East Molesey, Surrey. [(4S3

New Hudson.
1 li.p. New Hudson, single speed, new piston, good

'V-il nuiing order; £27/10.-Turner, Bndgeman Place

Bolton. [^=S82

1020 New Hudson 2i5h.p.. brand new: £63.—
X.\j Edwards. 50, Harrington Ed.. South Kensmg-

t.cn. S.W.7. Phone: Kensington 3709. [6357

1 Q15 New Hudson 2lSh,p. 2-stroke,£17 spent recent

If oyerhaul. new tyres and belt, lamps, etc.^

£42.-Lawn Villa. Holly. Walk, Enfield. [7835

TVTEW Hudson Combination. 41i.p.. 1919, acressories.

I> lil..^ usell; a bargain. £95.-Taylors. Ltd.. 52

Sussex Place, S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. [0412

NEW HUDSON Combination, 4i4h.p., 3-speed coun-

tershaft, kick start, clutch; £88; exchange lower

power.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. L78/1

1 017 New Hudson Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, 1919
X-iJ Eennoc C.B. sidecar: £80, or exchange good

eii.p. machine.-Maidment, Baker-, Shaftesbury, ^^ovirA^

NEW HUDSON 4h.p.. 3-sreed courrtershaft, very

reliable and in excellent condition; £75.-Kewnham
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed.. W.6. 'Phpne:

Hammersmith 80. [<=0'S

NEW HUDSON eh.p. Combination, Oct., 1919, ex-

cellent condition, little used, tyres unpunctured,

new licence, lamps winds creen horn; £140.-^ortou

6, Tnptonville, Broomhill, Sheffield. [8084

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. Combination. 1919, chain-eiim-

belt, countershaft 3-Bpeed, B.B. carburetter,

Thomson-Bennett mag., Watford, P. and H. lamp, bulb

liorn, tyres good, Ucence p;iid ; £95.—Cassan, 72, Britan-

ni.l Ed.. JSTorwich. [7865

New Imperial.
-1 O20 New Imperial, 2^:ih.p., 2-specd lamps, and
JLyhorn, as new; «60. - Dunn, 326, Euston Ed..

N.W.I. l*''*^

NEW IMPEEIAL, 2»ih.p. .T.A.P., S-speed, EPlendid

condition; f60.—ManJes', 100, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. £8151

NEW IMPEEI.4.L, Sh.p.. solo, W.D., mileage about

2,500. nnpimctaied; £80; perfect.-9.5, Gleiwarry

Ed., S-E.22. [7867

VTEW IMPEEIAL, 8h.p. J.A.P., W.D model 3-

snee<l. !:ood order; £115.-Maud€s', 100, Gt. Port-

land St., W.l. [8152

-1 019 25ili.r. New Imperial, 2-speed, clutch, K.S.. all

Jl\j accessories; bargain, £45.—Hurst Lodge, Hadley
Rd.. New Barnet. [8161

NEW IMPEEIAL 1920 81). p. Combination, unused,
shop-soiled only; bargain. £160.-P. J. Evans,

81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0450

NEW IMPEEIAL 1916 2';4h.p., 2-speed. semi T.T
bars, complete with lamps and horn; bargain

£38.—R. D. Varty. Thundersley, Essex. [3712

clutch, and kick-
52. Sussex

Kensington 7260. [0413

N'

NEU IMPERIAL, 23^h.r. J.A.P.,
starter. 1920; £65. -Taylors. Ltf].,

Q^S'J. 'Phone:

NE^\ IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2541i.p., 2-speed model,
brand new, sliop-soiled only; bargain, £70.—P. J.

Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0449

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.. 2^4h.p., 2-speed. new tyres,

belt, etc., in fair condition; £40, or near offer.—

Leveridge, 14. Nicoll Rd., Harlesdeii, N.W.IO. [7993

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P,, 1921 model. 2^/4h.p,, 2-

speed. kick starter, hand clutch, brand new, un-
used; immediate delivery; 85 gus. -— Central Gnrape,
Henley-on-Thames. [1074

1 Q21 New Imperials, all models in .stock for irame''.li-

J-t/" ate delivery; exchanges or easy tei'ms from
(he official agents.—Homac's, 243, Lower ClaptoD Rd..
N. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. - [8024

NEW IMPERIAL 1918 8h.p. Combination, 3 lamp
sets. Luca?^ horn, tools, 3 new Dunlop extra heavy

studded tyres, just rebushed and overhauled, guaranteed
n genuine bargain; £110.—Wallie, 23. Hartington Grov*^,

Cambridge. [7348

NEW IMPERIAL Motor Cycles end Combinatiou.^
supplied at manufacturers" list prices for cash,

or on Harrode unique easy payments system for a
small extra charge; full particulars on applicatinn.
Harrod.'=, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., Loudon. [7681,

E26 All letters relating to advertisements siiou!

THE
AND

NOTHING
BUT THE
BEST

is our Motto.

DOUGLASES AND TRIUMPHS
Re-enamelled and plated in makers'

colours. Engine and gear box thoroughly

overhauled In our own workshops, and

carrying our 3 MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
DOUGLAS

25 h.p. 2-speed
,

£65

4 h.p." 3-speed, kick-starter, Solo . . . . £85

4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-starter, Combination
with brand new Burlington Sidecar £110

TRIUMPH
4 h.p. 3-speed Countershaft £100

4 h.p. 3-speed Combination with new
Burlington Sidecar . . £130

We have large stocks of Douglas and Triumph
Spares, and shall be pleased to quote you upon
receipt of your enquiries. Trade Supplied.

BURLINGTON LICENCE HOLDERS, For Handle
bar. Mudguard, or Sidecar. 3/6, 4/6, and 6/6,
Postage 4d.

LICENCE HOLDERS and NUMBER PLATE
COMBINED, 6,6. Postage 6d.

TO TRIUMPH RIDcRS. Convert your Qlutch
into Foot as well as Hand-Control. A neat pedal
finished in dull plate, and so desig led that it can
befitted in a few moments by an amateur. Its

effect is to convert "the standard machine into

combined Foot and Hand Operative Clutch Model.
Price 4/-, Postage 4tl. Trade Supplied.

i

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,

7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.
'Grams :

" Burlington Motors, Clapham."

f.o yards Irom Clapham Common Undei-
ground Station.;

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

New Ryder.
^26—New Eyder, Villiers 2-stroko engine, I
c** l.ampa, accessories, mechanically sound; barga
143, Eavensbury Ed., Earlsfleld, S.W. [I

New Scale.
TVrEW SCALE Motor Cycle: original price
J-' sacrifice £65; unused.—64, Bishopsgate. Lon

1020 New Scale Combination, S'A.p., 2-spee4, :

.«.*' done 900 miles, speedometer"; lamps, born,
feet; £105.-74, Blaadflclds St., Balliam, S.W.12.

Norton.
JULIAN'S, of Beading, for Norton.

*

NOETON Big 4; flOO.-Exmocrco, 7, B.ltb
Exeter. ['

/^IBB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Norton? :

'"" stock.—'Phone : 852. [(

"XJEW T.T. Norton, just dclirered; £98; in sto
-L^ Holland .Bros., Ltd., Boston, Lines.

1 Q20 Norton de Luxe Combination, electric lighl
At' £160—23, 'Winchester Av., Cardiff. [1

NOETON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anyivhere:
dates—Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. [f

NORTON Motor Cycles.—Place that order with
early deliyery dates.—Cook's Garage, Shi

Salop. [f

VrORTON 1921 Models.—Sole District Agents. We
J-^ Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisb
Phone ; 72. [f

1 019 Norton Big 4 Combination, beantiful ci

J-*^ tion. carefully used, lamps, and horn; £1'.

Dunn, 326, Euston Ed., N.W.I. (~
NOETON 1920 Big Four and Sidecar, fully eauij

eaual to new; £130.—Parker's, Bradshaw)
Bolton, 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [XS

NORTON 1919 Big Four Combination, excellent
dition; £110. or exchange new Triumph

cash adjustment.—Brown, Gables, Rugeley. [XI

-1Q21 Norton Models. Big Four. B.E.S. (Philipi
Xt/ and 3y2h,p. T.T. countersHaft, immediate
livery.—Spa Motor and Engineering Co., South <

Scarborough, ['^

NOETON 4h.p., engine No. 1,51105, 3-speea Stun
Archer countershaft gear box, luxurious CO

built combination, with picnic table attached, lai

speedometer, horn, wind screen, etc.. all in exce
condition: accept £110.—Allen, 10, Fieshlord St., E
field, S.W.18. [7

N.U.T.

N.U.T., 31/zh.p., o.h.v,, 1915, T.T,. perfect, fa
Stott, Winker Green, Armley, Leeds. ['

"J Q20 N.U.T., 3y.h.p., Magdyno. electric horn, milAC 700, .18 new; £135.-27, Gloucester Rd., Eosi
Wye. H
1 Q20 N.U.T., 3y»h.p., 5-speed, Magdyno lightAC horn, as new; i£128.—30, Crystal Palace I
Rd.. Sydenham.

[

"I Q20 N.U.T. J'ihp., Lucas Magdyno, Cowev sp(AC meter. Tan-Satl, knee-grips. ho*rn; £135.—Fern
Gas Works. Yeovil. ['^

N.U.T, 3yoh.p., Magdyno, acc^essorica and spares, I

lutely indistinguishable from new ; £135.-33.
ford Rd,, Gt. Lever, Bolton. [i

N.U.T.—Delivery from stock of all models,
wholesale and retail ag'ents for Staffordshire,

trade supplied.—The Walsp-U Garage, Walsall. T
444. [4

3ih.p. N.U.T.-J.A.P. o.h.v. Twin, 1914, re-enamel
2 leplated, rebushed, special engine, very f

£60 ; exchanges.—Deller, 4, Roseford Terrace, S!

herd's Bush. [7

LATE 1920 SVih.p, N.U,T,. Lucas Magdvno,- tev
October, not inn 500 miles, perfect condition, -i

insured; what- offers —Lieut, Robinson, E.N H
Valhalla, c/o G.P.O. 17

O.K.
"I Q21 O.K. .TunioTs; 4S gns. ; immediate delivery fAC stock.—Kemp's Garage, Louth, Lines. [X5

1 Q21 O.K. Union. 2-stroke; list price; for immecAC delivery.—Morriss and Co., 139, Finchlev
N.W. '

[7

LICENCE Free—O.K. Junior, 4-stroke, 2 spe
countershaft.- excellent condition, guaranti

£30,-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [7

Omega.
RT:;tv 1920 Omega 2-speed; £75; in stock.—Eanc
1' Andover. [0

OMEGA-J.A.P. aiih.p,, 1920, 2-speed, kick start,
punctured, equipped.—Cromar, 'yoxall. Bur

on-Trent. - [7

TO 19 2^'4h.p. 2-speed Omega-Jap, in good rumAc order; £45, or near offer.—F. Wilder, 41, I

ton St., Cambridge. [7

OMEGA, 2=,4h.p, J.A.P., 1920, 2-speed, hand clu
K.S., lamps, horn, tools, a splendid mach:

£65, offer.—Kerr, Glen Lyu, 8, Glenfield Rd., Leices
[7

"I 020 Omega-Blackburne 2.74h.p.. heaviest overXC ' Dunlops, red discs, plated exhaust, guarant
mechanically perfect: £30; reasonble offer.—Chamb
Arlington, Ba-rnstaple. [7

Id quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date-ofVhe issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

i.—V. and M., 1918, less ma?., otlienvise perfect.

-24, Cluiuh Walk. Hampstea.l. [7541

5.—P. aad M. 1918, condition a« new throueh-
oat.-35, High St., Haiupstead. [7542

|14 P. .nnd M.. 5'^li.p., lamps, horn; ride away;
offers; mu&t si?ll.—109, Cambeiwell Kew IJ4., S.E.

[7601
and M. 1920 Combination, as new; eeeu between
6 and 7; offers.—34, Highdo^ra Ed., Hove, Sussex.

[7602
and M.. 1917. splendid condition, trial; £63.—
Wallace's Garage. Enville St., Stourbridge.

[6883
and M. 3'/.h.p. Combination, 19 14, in flr-it-elass

tondition: 'iSO.—Maudes', 100, Gt. PoTtmn4 St.,

[8157

T. P. and JL. late model, 2-speod, kick starter,
un^cratched, guaranteed like new; £60.-89, East

,
Wandsworth. [7741

(iDd M. 1920 Combination. shop-?oiled onlv;
£120.-Pnrker'y. Brud^hawgate. Bolton. 245,

instate, Manchester, [X5626
and M. and Sider<Tr. tJioroiigh order. Bpsch, readj-

I- road; £75, or nearest; trial.—Aspdeh, 69. Old
irch Hill, Chingford. [7644

fcl6 I'.M., handsome sidecar, electric horn, lighta, 2
' spare wlseels. h;»od, £5 spares; £65.-55. St.
lee's Ed., Bermondsej'. [8144

and M. Combination, 1917, perfect condition,
lamps, horn, renovated. 1920 colours.—261.

tcham Lane, Strcathara. 8.W. [7998

[i20 P. and M., as new, mileagp 200, with new
m^ litenie paid: focriflce £111, or cxchanKe tor 1920

,S. combination and ca^h.—W. Tyrrell. Horton Rd.,
•uoester. [7399

Q2a p. and M., done 500 mile?, with pnrnle Mont-
is gomery sidecar (new). Lucas lamp.a. hand^^ome
nout; £130. or exchange any «)lo.—The Poplars,
rkar. Wakefield. — [7940
48:-1918 3'/:.h.p. H.A.F. Model P. nnd M.. makers"

colours, T.T. bars, fully t'(iuippe<l, new tyres and
ins, pnaiantecd perfect.— 1, Cromwell Mansions, King
Hammersmith. [7773

and M.. 1919, delivered April, 1920, IJunhill side-
<ar, excellent (ondition, electric lighting, all ac-

snries; trial alter 5 Uy appointment; £105.*-LTons.
Chepstow riuce, W.2. [7853

and M. 3iih.D,, 1919. lamps, horn, and Cowey
speedometer, delivered new Febmary 1920, abio-

-ely as new; to clear, £95; exchanges entertained.

—

mber's, Eastbank St.. Southport. Tel.: 607. [7942

'AUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
^'.^Ii.p. P. and M. 1917 model. £57,'10; 1920

idel, i95; and n 1919 model. £B5: easy terms ol
-fifth down and the remainder in 12 monthlv pav-

rnt?. [8107

)HELOX and Moore es-W.D. Model**, thorongldy over-
hanled and gnarantced. tanks re-enamelled, front

Qkes. chain i-m^s; £78. Similar models overhanled
Kunrnutocd by lonkcrs, £95; with sidecars. £100

d £110; easy payments 7\-'X extra.—Maudes. 100,
Portland St.. W.l; and Paris St., Exeter. ~ [814^

'p. and S.

920 P. and S. 2",i.h.p. 2-stroke. Villiers engine. 2.

speed, shop-soiled; £65.—Motor Cycle Mart,
latham. [7974

920 P. and S. Combination 3h.p. Dalm engine. 2-
epee<l, clutch and kick starter, shop-soiled

;

OO.-Motor Cycle Mart. Chatham. [7973

)EAItS0X-SOpWITH 3h.p.. 2-speed, K.S.. clutch.
1920 inodt'I. a-i new, accBMorie*. and repistration
1921; £75.—Xewnhnm Motor Co.. 223. Hammcr-

i;th lid., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-mith 80. [8072

Paragon.
ARAGOX New 1920 3h.p., 2-?peod, spring frame

,li-t pnre £70), owner forbidden to rid&; £45; 1

ix< liange.—Andrew, 2. Madrid ltd., Barne-. [7419'

Precision.
iib.p. Precision, good tyres, lamp?, horn; trial

;

'4 £27/10.—Houlstcn. 558, Kings Rd., S.W.6. [798$

914 4'/ih.p. Precision Combination, 3-9peed S.A..
« lutdi. watertisht Bosch, Sensprav, overhauled

5): trial; £45.-58, Tustin St.. OM Kent Bd., S.E.
[7742

60.—1918 Precision combination, 4'4h.p., 4-point
C.B. 3 spec'ls, K.S., good tyres, lamps, tools, splen-

d r niidition ; appointment.—20, Windsor Ed., Den-
ark Hill. [8135

Premier,
>KEMIER 3''.li.p. Combination, 2-9peed, good order.

t;.x pjiid; £40.-54, Bunynn Ed., Wnlthamstow.
[8138

ill. p. Premier, believed 1913, Rood order, engine
2 ri.-iently overhauled, adjustable puller, lamp*,

leo'lnnieter, etc.; £30. or offer.— 1. Abbey Rd..
r-bam. [7480

912 Premier S^jh.p. Coachbnilt Combination, excel-
lent condition, clutch, kick start, variable gear,

ew body and chas^sia. licence paid, ride awnv. eeenr any
ly before 2 o'clock, bargain, must sell; £55 aU on.—
urdett, Kern Cottage. Heatherside Ed., Ewell, Surrey.

[7403

PROVERBS
UP-TO-DATE.
'A Bike in your Garage, is

worth Two at the Factory.'

DON'T RISK A
DISAPPOINTMENT
ORDER NOW.
DELIVERY AT
YOUR CONVENIENCE.

T.B. LIGHT CARS
3 wheel. shaft drive.

F.N.
B.S.A.
WOLF
SCOTT
VERUS
WILKIN
ALECTO
DOUGLAS
TRIUMPH
DIAMOND
CALTHORPE

NEW IMPERIAL
ETC.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
IF DESIRED.

Wc arc sol ^ dis'ributinK aecnti of the Wilkin
Motor Cycle for London and District, and

invite trade enquiries.

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.
Special Models for the

TOURIST or SPEED MERCHANT

H'rile for our Illnslraled Catalogues.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

TO 4 H.P. DOUGLAS RIDERS.
Write for partkulars of our Clutch Cof\verbwi\ Set.

NO MORE BROKEN DRAWBOLTS.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.
"Phone: Brixton 2417.

'Grams: " Burlinflrton Motors. Clapham
"

(50 yards from Claphara Common Underground
Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P.V.

"|Q20 P.%'.. shop-5oiIed, 31i.p. Precision engine. 2-
-*-«/ speed, spring fr«me; £87.—Motor Cycle Marl.
Chatham. [7971

"1 C|13 P.T.^ twin J.A.P., spring finme, Sturmey-
-»-*' Archer hub gear; £65, nefirest.—Box 1,661, c '>

The Motor Cych. [8051

Ouadrant.

1 Q20 4''h.p. Quadrant Combination; makers' price.
-i- •^ £145: what >h'ers?—Shepherd, Enfield High-
way. Tel.: WalthanTX 31. [0341

O /\ / _ Tiix.—Qundrant S'jb.p., Bosch magr., loot-
0\7/ hoards, sound. Kood order throughout; £17.—

j
Bos 1.636, r'o The Motor C'lch. [7510

QUADRANT 1921 5h.p. Combination; delivery from
stock; £150; cash or extended terms.—Author-

ised Agents: Eire and Co,, 15-16, Bisliopsgate Av..
Camomile St., E.C.3. "Phone: Avenue 5548. [0067

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.—
New 4''"h.p. 1921 Quadrant combinatioo, with

wind screen. £147/15; nlsa. 4»;;h.p. 1920 Ouadrant
combination, cxi^ellent rondilion, ^£120; ea-y terms
ot one-fidh down and the remainder in 12 monthly
payments. [8106

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co.. 70. Royal Hospital
Rd., Sloane Sq., S.\V.3. Tel. : Kensington 7113.

Quadrant sole agents nnd wholesale distriouters lor

London. Southern nnd Enctcrn ConntV'.<i. Imincdiiite de-
livery Irora -stock ol new 4'.-h.p. and 5h.p. model?; all

j-pnre^^. Sinyle and 2-?«itter t^iderar? ready for imme-
diate fitting. Deferred payments arranged. [5458

R
Radco.

AnCO. 1915 lilt!" ii'Wl. ns new. electric liplitiui;;

£30.-145, Lounilcr Ed., Brixton. (7665

Olh.p. RqcIco Z.stroke: £32, or excliange lor higher
-vX poKcr.-Mulley, Builder, Welling, [7311

NEW 2>iL.i>. Rndco, sinfrlo ipercl, slif;htl.r sliop-soiled,

nt Krentlv lodiircd price. Write for special clenr-

imc« li§t.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Kd., Bitmii.ii-

hiim. 1X5349

1Q16 2l4h.n. Bodco, discs, T.T. bnr*>. Ions cxiiiiiist.

XiJ rcbiislicd 1920 I'J* nmkers, new Druid forks, cylin-

der, nnd Tcnr Dunlop, sjilendid climber, condition and
iipiieiinince ns new: £43.— Pettinger, Irnhaui RJ., Mine-
heild, Somerset, (D) [7469

Raleigh.

RALEIGH Combination ready (or delivery in Mnrcli:
PRrliculnrs on requeit.-Ooadrant Garage, Winch-

ni^-ro Hill, N.21. [7347

RALKIOTI 1921 Mo<W: orders now nccepled for thi»

niiichnie, polo or couihin.ntioo.—KntclilTo Bros.,

?00, Gt. Portland St.. W. Mnyfair 5042. [0425

R
Rex

r.X 3'-h.p., running order, new t>Te, mag. ignition;
fi23.—21. Victoria St., Clitheroe. [737?

REX Twin, 5-6h.p., runuinc order, lamps; £25.—
KimNer, 7, Grove Gicen. ltd., Leyton. (7619

£22.—Rex 3'..,Ii.p., Bo,ch. lamps, horn, spare l>elt,

just over"huuIed.—Write Lloyd. 45, Michcldever
ltd.. Leo, S.E. , [7762

MOTOR Crcle and Sidecar, 1912 Rex 3J^.p.. w.c.

.-nKino, Armstrong 3-<ipee<l gear, ride away; £40.
—5. Busk- Crescent, Rufborough, Farnborougb, Hants.

[74373X GXS. Only; urgent sale—Rex 6h.p., believed
V 1913. coachbnilt ."idecar, 2 speeJis, handle st.ut.

watertight mag., lamiw. horn, ready for use.-76, Neate
St., Camherwell, S.K.5. [7868

Rover.
1 Q20 T.T. Rover, Phihp?on, fully e<)nipred, a,^ new:
I'" £85.-11. Marshall, Clay Cross. [X5586

ROVER 1921 3'Jh.p., 3-speed model in stock; list

price. £135.-Collard, Cook's Garage, Shifnol.
[7390

ROVER 3'-h.p. Combination, 3-?peed, new tyres
£55.—Moscdalc, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kdbnrn.

N.W.6. f'719

ROVER 3;ih.p., brand new. only nscd 300 miles, with

£3/3 Cowey horn; £85.—Wallis, Hartington Grove.

Cambridge. (7352

ROVER 3'»h.p.. No. 3026, Armstrong 3-speed, in

oxcclleni"condition; £60 complete.—Tonge, Villa«.

Killam'ar.-h, Shefflold. (7477

ROVER 1920 3i',h p., shop-soiled; list price £135,

our price £125.—Hatclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Porf-

1 ind St., W. llayfair 5042. (0426

1018 T.T. Rover, hand-controlled Philip?oo, all ac-

JLU cessories. lull tool kit; £72.-20, Queen St..

Hammersmith Broadway, W.6. (7790

ROVHR 3>^.p., 1920 model, complete with Rover

sidecar, unused. shop-?oil6'l -only: £155.—P. J.

[;v,Tn=, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0452

BRVND New Hover 5h.p. Combination, lutsage grid,

accessories; £176.—Clifford Wilson, 70, Royal

Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel. : Kensington 7113

1 Q20 S'ih.p. Rover. 3-Epeed, clutch, kick starter,

L*J lamps, horn, knee grips, and insurance; £120,
: or oIlcrs.-Apply, 7a, Mount Pleasant, Barrow-in-Fur-

1 ness.
"^^^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue. B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

pOVEE 3V2I.P.;
-EV electric liglithigj

Rover.
late 1919. C.B. eidecar. 3*i«Fa.

spares includiug tyre, eplendid
ondition, aWofutclv reliable; 4105.-76, - College Ed.,;

Maidrtone. [7614

ROVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with an
offi<;inl agent, the ]nan who ridee a Rover: im-

mediate delivery: hire purchase il desired.—Collard,
Cook's Garage, SLiiiial. [2684

6h.r. 3-speed K.S. Countershaft Rover, purchased
summer, 1920, all accessoriee, fully insured, per-

fect condition, mileage under 500; price £107, or close
ojffer.—Balfour, Belton, Camberley. [7-80.8

TO 20 3^/i,h.p, Eoyer, 3-Epeed, kick starter, Lucas
J-tf lamp, horn, Watford speedometer, etc., gold
jnedal "winner, machine property of a client.—Seen,
Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.

— - [8010
5-6h.p. Rover Combination, new Feb., 1920, all-chain

enclbsed drive. Easting wind screen, accumulator
electric lighting, Klaxon, Watford speedometer, mirror

;

£125.—Faskeu, Spreadeagle Hotel, Midhuret, Susses.
Dl . [6064

NEW 3i/i,h.p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted- with 3-speed,
cintch and kick starter, and with smart coachbuilt

:ndecar; £180, or on delerred payments 5% e-xtra; one-
quarter deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [7674

Royal Ruby.
1919 8h.p., with Gloria sidecarROYAL ELTBY

£130.

ROTAL EUBY 1920 3h.p., spring frame, shop-
soiled only; £90.—Exmocyeo, 7, Bath Rd., Exeter.

[7915
£35.—Royal Ruliy, Villiers 2-strok6 engine, 1918, 2

speeds, lamps, etc., mechanically sound.— 143,
Eaveasbury Ed., Earlsiield, S.W. [8082

ROYAL EUBY" 1920 8h.p. Combination, hood, wind
screen. Xan-Sad, lamps, etc., fine Gonditioji; £165.

-Koss, Mills,, Rogart, Sutherland. [7641
)

ROl'AL RUBY New 3h.p., spring frame; list price
£120, our price £99.—Ratelifle Bros., 20.0, Gt.

Portland St., W. Mayfair 6042. [0427

ROYAL EUBY, 1919, Sh.p. J.A.P., ond sidecar,
a^ new; to clear £.135; yery desirable outfif.—

National Drug Stores, , 13, Prince of AYales Ed .

Keutish Town, N.W.5. [7611

3h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, . 2-epeed, clutch, and
kick starter, eouipiwd with Tau-Sacl .pillion seat,

lamps, mechanical horn, etc., very little used, and con-
dition as new; a bargain, £100; may be obtained on
Harrods deferred payment system.-Harrods, Ltd., 118,
Brompton Rd., London. [7673

T|Q19 Roya] Ruby 8h.p. Combination, bulbous side-
-11^ car, Tan-Sad pillion, speedometer. Klaxon, 6 v.
electric throughout, new Deaory carburetter, new Binks,
Auiac, spare new chain, valves, tuties, etc., etc., perfeA?t,
take 3 anywhere; £120; trial by appointment.—29,
Wcltje Rd., Hammersmith. [X5604

Rudge.
1 .0 1 3 Rudge, cintch model, fine gcer

;

Xt» Park St., Wellington, Salop. -

RTIDGE Multi sy.h.p., 1920, LO.M. model, like new:
£95.-Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8159

"I Q20 Unused LO.M. Eudgc Multi: £95, or nearest—if Boston, Coventry ijtores, JJorthallerfon. [7860

"I Q20 Eudge Multi, perfect condition, accessories;
-Lt* sacrifice £75.-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [7638

1Q20- Eudge Multi Twin, 7-9h.p., Canoelet sidecar,
-L*^ shop-soiled; £160.—Turnill, North Peterborough.

[7576
"I Qi4 Eudge Multi, really splendid condition; £38.
-•-t' —Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensing-
ton. _ [7177

RUDGE Multi 1.920 3>Jh.p,, Model, shop-soiled onlv;
£95.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, 245, Deans-

gate, Manchester.. [X.5629

RUDGE Multi 1915 3V2h.P. Cautch Model, T.T. bars,
lamps, horn, epeedometer; £48.—R. D. Varty,

Thundersley, Essex. [371

1

|Q19 T.T. Rudge Multi. £65; also light coachbuilt
J-if sidecar, £9/10, '" ^-'•- "' " -'

£32.—Shaw,
[S5681

nYOU GAN[
STICK

to your shoes as easily as you can
stick a stamp on your letters. No
tools are required, neither screws
nor rijets. The method is sim-
plicity itself. What can be easier?

GENTS', ALL SIZES .. 3/9
LADIES , ALL SIZES . . 2/9 D

^% Comprete with Sol-fix and full directions.

D

::iapham Ed„ S.W.!
59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd

[7585

RUDGE SWh.p., 1919 Multi gear, hand clutch, new
tyres, lamp^s, and tools, practically new

19, Valnay St., Tooting
£58
[7895

BUDGE Multi, I.O.M., new Oct., 1920, little used,
di.sc wheels, open copper exliaust ; .£90.—P. Dew-

hurst, Trinity College, Oxford.^, [7414

EUDGE LO.M. Model,, shop-soiled only; £97/10.-
Xeivnham Motor Co.," 223, Hammersni^th Ed., W.6.

'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [8068

-"j Q21 Rudge Multi, LO.M. model, kick starter, and
X*-? h.c. clut^:h; sacrifice,^3 gns., for quick sale.—
Collins, 82, Queen's Rd., Nuneaton. [7702

1014 Eudge Mviiti, overhauled and renovated, little
-It' used during 1919-20; bargain, £44.-110, Lane
House, Trawden, Colne, Lancashire. [S564 6

-|Q20 LO.M. Eudge T.T., fine order. Miller lamps
JLtJ horn, etc.; £85/10; exchanges.—Homac's 243
Lower Clapton Ed., N. 'Phone : Balston 2408. [8027'

ji" < a"

usTiKON if-jl:

HEELS 2r-2l"
3" —

. .lOd.

...1/-

...1/6

...1/9
. . .2/-

Please state size when ordering, and
remit 6d. extra towards cost of

postage to tlie Manager, Dept. E.

ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD.,
264-66, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
LONDON S,W.l .

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE LO.M., 1920, mileage 800, overiaule
makers, very fast, with or without lightweight

car; £80.—L. West, 71, Norbury Crescent, Nor
S.W.16. -

STOCKISTS WANTED
E28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

r

"pTJDGE SV^h.p. Coachbuilt .Comhinatioa.. speed
-L*' €hitv:b, lamps, horn, beautiful condition: £4.
The Mews, Victoia Ed., Clapham. 'Phone: Latr-h
4290, "[

IQSO I,O.M. Rudge T.T., as new, Lucas la
J-*^ Cowey speedometer, guaranteed; £90; excha
—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton E,d., N. "Ph
Dalston 2408.

[

"IQ14 Eudge Multi, I.O.M. T.T. model, winner
At/ first prizes Brooklonds. 1920; cheap; i

Eudg« Garage, Oxford, by appointment Trith
Oaliley, Eynsham. [(

I Q20 5-6h.p. Eudge-Multi Combination, Cooper
--«/ ear, Hopley folding chassis, Easting screen
accessories, 2,500 miles, good condition; £130
Eldon Ed., Birmingham. [XI

RUDGE-WHITWORTH, coachbuilt sidecar, 1
SV^h.p., 2-speed gear, accessories, good raecl

ral order; £45.—Taylors, Ltd., 52, Sussex Place, 8.
Phone ; Kensington 7260. [(

1 Q20 LO.M. Eudge Multi. delivered August, en
-L*/ No. 48263, condition afid appearance as
complete with lamps, tools, etc.; "any trial; gee
bargain, £75.—J. Knight, 17, Ash Rd., Luton. ['

1 Q20 S^^h.p. Eudse Multi T.T. Touring Model,
J-*/ ridden 500 mite^, new condition throughout,
p]et6 wirth brand new MiHs-Fulford Skifl sidecar : £
~P. J. Etqd.s. 81-91, John Bright St., BiiToingha

[(

T.T. LO.M. 3V2h.p. Rudge Multi, late 1919, p
starter, accessories, perfect order, been very t

fully used, never had iall or any kind breakdown

;

uaid; getting car; £9.0.-49, Marine Parade, Wortt

"fQ20 fjuuel Si/.h.p. T.T. Eudge Multi, coachl
J-*/ sidecar. Cameo wind screen, mileage 500,
feet condition, as new, complete with lamps,
etc. ; any trial

;
price £125.—Balls, High St., Downl

Norfolk. n
RUDGE Combination, 1917, Lucas lamps and h

spring-up trouser shields, complete outfit, g
anteed iirst-class condition, appearance very good, ov

going abroad: highest offer over £70 by January 2

Officer, c/o Burton's Cycle Works, Gillingham. [7

LATE 1920 7-9h.p. Rudge Multwin Combinat
electric (accumulator) lighting set, Stewart_

speedometer, Klaxon, complete Tan-Sad, "Royal .

ing; any trial or expert examination; what ofTer

6, Montpeiier Terrace. Upper Parliament St., Li
pool. [7

'a 1920 3.'-ih.p. Rudge Multi Motor Cycle, lamps,
^^ A.A. badge and insurance, not been ridden
miles, practically new, cost £120; would accept £87/
great bargain, first cheque secures; reasons for sell

private affairs.-Commmander Allison, "^ R.N., Paj
Park St.. Neot's Hunts. [7

Scott.

GIEB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Scotts from st(

—'Phone: 852.
^ £0

Id 21 Scott Solo or Combination in Stock.-
-Lt/ Petersfield. [7

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1921 Scott motor cycle
combination, in stock.—Millards, Chesterfield, [4(

1 O20 Scott, fully equipped, mileage 500: £11(
l-*y 'Eateliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., "\V. i:

fair 5042.

1 Q 20 Scott Com'bination, 3in. tyres, accessor
X*/ cheap.—Grimes, IS, Bruton Place, Bond
W.l. Mayfair 4792. [7

SCOTT, 1920, and sidecar, mileage 200, as new, li

equipped; £140.—Dunn's, 326, Euston
N.W.I. Museum 5391. [5

SCOTT, 1920 sports model, horn, tools, very su
' mileage, enamel as new, plating fair, perfect ore

£110.— D. Lavin. Old House, Sonning. Berks. [5C

SCOTT. 3V-h.p. rotary valve, actual Tourist Tro
winner, 2 phigs per cylinder, racing gears, lari

and speedometer: £45.—Coruisk, Cookham, Berks.
[7-

"j Q21 Scott, 3ifl. Palmers, brand new from mai
X*7 last week at £139, unused and guaranteed
feet ; £127.—Truscott, Arcliitect, Peusilva, Liske;

[7;

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Londoi
Scott 1919 (late). £92/10; as new; easy tej

arranged, one-fifth down and the remainder
monthly payments.

SCOTT Coachbuilt Combination, like new througho
mechanism, tyres, enamel and lighting perlf

deliver anywhere free; bargain. £100.—TMason,
Glenthom Rd., Jesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [6i

33h.p. Scott, sporting model, late 1919, with li)

4 Henderson sidecar, speedometer, Binks, Ian
spares,' tools, perfect condition, very powerful ; £1
-Penn. Charlton House, Old Charlton, S.E.7. Te
.Greenwich 241. fD} [7!

1 C|20 Scott, mileage 500, mauve. Ace discs, 3iii. E.
it/ Duhlops, latest M.L. maglita ignition, elect

lighting' and horn, Cos carburetter with H.A. inta

Smith speedometer, all perfect and unseratched : £1£
photo.—B., 7, Drapers Fields, Coventry. [XSe
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Scott.

ETING Scott, delivered Adj.. 1919, and recently
:ompletely overhauled at woiks, friime, tank, and
or 1920 pattern, footrests, Binka. 3in. Dunlop on
vlieel, everything in good order, spare chains and
tube; £105. or very near otfer.—D. Smith. " The
Cycle " Offices, Coventry. [X5625

Singer..
A 2''jh.p. Singer, just overhauled, good running
order; offers.—Hart, 30, Eltisley Av., Cambridge.

[7559
,GEE 1914 4'..h.p. Comhinotion, C.B. sid&ur, I

ilutch. countershaft, B.B., Bosch; any trial; £48.1
torn hell, 43, Birnam, ToUington Park^ London,

[7925

Sparkbrook.
18 Sparkbrook 2V-.h.p.. lamps, horn, spare belt, goo*!
order; £55.— Salt, Hollington, Stalls. [7604

IRKBROOK (1919) 2-speed. dynamo lighting,
^50; portable workshop, litted, £25, or exchange
car.—JI., 89, Priory Park Ed., Kilburn. (7455

^ 2',^h.p. Sparkbrook, Villier*^ engine, single speed
±69, 2-spe^d £75, or on Harrods unique easy pay-
.syatem, 42 extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Iliompton
London. [7676

Sun.
Sun Villier?, nice running order; 29 gn-a.—

3, I'arker Lane, Bnrnley. (X5710
16 Sun Villiers, 2-5reed, reliable; £31, bargain.-
Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop. rx5680

20 (Jane) Sun-Vitesse, S..\. 2.speed. clutch, K.S
discs, lamp, as new; £60.-Platt, Llangollen.

17933
^-VILLIERS 2-stroke, 1915. new bearings, tvres
and Senspray carburetter; £28.-Fernside. O'ller-
>w Rd., Hale, Cheshire. [7451
;W 2Vt.h.p. Sun-Vite<!e. 2.strokc engine, single
speed, £52/10, ditto with clutch and kick starter
ladys model ditto, £73; or on Harrods' uninu.-
payment eystoiii Hy, extra.—Harrods, Ltd., J18.
ipton Ed., Ix>ndon. [7680

MOTOR

19 20

CYCLES FOR
Sunbeam.

3i2h,p. Sunbeam Combination,

SALE.

These Special Clearance Lines arc sent Carriage
Paid and on 7 days' approval against remittance.

TYRES

'.\.

Sunbeam
1920 Sunbeam 3;ih.p. Solo; £lSS/8;

unbcam Combination. 1919. lioorl, screen, lamps,
a, speedometer; £165.-l--enwick, Gas Works,

„ . ., , ,— —- 1 ,— . ,.. ftoi'k.
-Kandail. Andover. [0366

XBEAII 3l^h.p. Combination, perfect ninnini;
order; ilOO.-Muir, Littlo Nnst Hyde. Hninel.l.

[7549
Sunbeam Combination, «-•«•'

bora
'! [7371
NBEAM 1920 3J,;li.p. Model, equal to new; £140
—Parker's, Bradshawgate,' Bolton, 245, Deansgate,
cheater. (X5634
19 (Nov.) 8h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, as new. all

accessories, guaranteed perlcct; £205.—Tew
rsflcld. [7823
rNBEAM Brand New 3',4h.p., solo model, complete
^ith Lueas lamps and horn ; £157/10.—The Wal-
tianige, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [4008

|21 3',Mi.p. Sunbeam Combination in stock for im-
Mli;ite delivery; makeis' list price.-J. Smith

Co, 62.54. Hampslend Ed,, K.W.I. , (0353

[XDEAM 3;;ii.p. Solo, late 1920. Lucas, ncces-
sr.rie>. cost £161, little n^d; reasonable offer.

—

er, Butler, 51, Poplar Ed., Edgbnston. (7952

19 3'.2h.p. Sunbeam, in splendid condition
linoughout. horn, lamps, ne\v tvres; jBllO.—

liarii-, 19, Portland St., Cheltenham. [X5702

|20 .Hunbeam 3','oh.p., brand new. in stock; £155;
changes or easy payments accepted.—Humac's.

Lower Clapton Ed., N. 'Phone : Dalston 2408
[8028

NBE.VM Combination. 3'Mi.p., Sept., 1920, C.A.V.
electric lighting, mud^hields. fully insured, un-
turcd; £185.—Sunbeam, 88, Ebury St., Victoria.

[7824
Snnbeam Combination, perfect order, speed

ometer, horn, wind screen, luggage grid, etc.

;

4. no offets.-4, We.-tgate Terrace, Whitstable.
[X5662

NBEAM 3i...h.p. 1916 Mcdel and sidecar, new tyie.
Eii^tiirg wiud etrceu. excellent condition, careiully
£105. no offers.—10, Parsifal Ed., West Hamp-

a, N.W.6. [7969

15 3',2h.p. Sunbeam and Mill-FuHord Sidecar, in
splendid condition, engine just overhauled bv

ers: £105.—Paynrer. Normanville, Sandford Mil!
Cheltenham. [X5701

rN"BEAM 3;^.p.. 3-speed. late 1915, and sidecar,
ftrstK;Ias3 condition, all accessori&s; £110.—Xewn-
M..lor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'PhAne;
.mer.-mith 80. [8071

SBEAM 1918 3.','h.p.. W.D. Model, new 1919, in
eicellent condition, very little used, Dunlop tyre-.
?. horn, and acces.=ories: first offer over £100

ipted.-W. Leediag, High St, Sutton. 'Phone: 235
[7404

XBEAM.—We ore Wolverhampton agents. Spare
pint.* in stock. Ecpairt* and overhauls. Estimatei
request .for le-ennmelling and plating.—The Molin-
Cirage Co., Ltd., Wolverhamptock Tel.; 1160.

[3458

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL OFFER.

BATES
SPECIAL HEAVY COVERS.

Our
Price.

List

Price.

26x2t .. 37 ,'6 60/-

26x2! .. 39,6 7il-
26 2'. X2I 45- 70 ;-

Size.
Our List

Price. Price

26 > 2\. , 45/- 76/
z« • 3.. 55/- 0:;
650 65. . 50;- So/

1Q20 8h.p. Sunbeam
X«7 electrio lighting.

S^

w^

19'

Our I.I.,;

Size. Make. Price Price

26, .2 Avon Ribbed 27 6 3^ b

Englebert Wired on Rib.. 25 -

26 21 Avon Combination 44 - 0: '-

Hutchinson Passenger . 44 1.5 .-)

,1 Beldam Extra Heavy . .

.

39 6 0, -

,j Dunlop Heavy 39 6 .i3 6

„ Clincher de Luxe Ex.Hy.

.

37 6 6: 6

,j Hutchinson T.T 37,6
I
50 -

S. Moullon Extra Heavy.

.

37 6 ! 19
'

,, Englebert WIred-on Rib.

.

30 -
i
i« .

26 2;; Dunlop Heavy 4t 6 M.

,, Palmer Cord Heavy 39 6 no -

J, Clincher De Luxe Ex. Hy.. 39 - 05 6

^j
Kempshall Anli-skld 37 6 75 •

,, Wood Milne Extra Heavy 37 - 63
26 2' Palmer 2-ply Ribbed ... 39 - .;" i

„ Englebert Wlred-on R.S. 35 -

., Englebert Wlred-on Rib.

.

3D - -0

28 .21 Goodyear A .W. Tread .... 45 -
,

S,,

28 3 Goodrich Salety Tread . , 52 6 01 6

,, Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy 35 - Si/-
Elite E. Hy.Gvd.Relreads 27 6 —

650x65 Dunlop W.D. Grooved . 52 6 77/-
700x80 Wood-Mllne Steel Stud . 97 6 r«;6

,, Partridge R. non-skid . . . as - iio/-
Clincher Ribbed 59 6 ' -K ')

TUBES. NEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED

Our List

Price. Price.

6 6

7 -

7 6

ro/-
10 /3

Our
Price.

26x2ix;i 8 3

26x:i ..7 9
;8X3 .. 11 9

electric light-
ing, speedometer, horn, etc.. mileage negligible:

cost new £225. accept £185.—RatcliHe Bros., 200. Gt.
Portland St., W. Maylair 5042. [0435

1Q19 3',[;b.p. Sunbeam Corubination, wind screen.
-ILt/ luggage carrier, lamps. Klaxon, Dunlop extra
heavies, condition as new; £155; by appointment.

—

Hubert. 10. Tnnza Ed., Hampstead. [7657

1 Q2C 3i^h.p. Sunlwam Combination, fully equipped
-LiJ with hood, screen, speedometer, lamp, horn, Tan-
Sad, etc., mileage 800, as good as new; £205.—Smith,
267, Cheetliam Hill Ed., Manchester. 'Phone: Citv
181. [7427

1 Q20 SHh.p. Sunbeam, Grindlay sidecar, Binks, Lucas
-'-*' lamps and horn, tyres unpnnctnred. spores, tax
paid, insurance, ecellcnt condition; £170; G.P.
Morgan wanted.—Fisher, 11, Middleborough Ed..
Coventr.v. • [XS689

Combination, Lucas Magdyno
, electric horn, Tau-Sud, hood

ver, nitron, spare wheel, ns new, done 300 miles, un-
punctured; co«^t £278/10, accept £265, or nearest.-
Ii;irbour, 17, Brigstocko Ed.. Bristol. [7426

rXBE.VM 1919 3"/.A.p. Combination, S-speed
countershaft, kick starter, hand clutch, chain

drive, oil bath gear cases, fully equipped with speedo-

ni.^ter, lamp.s, horn, etc., all in practically new condi-
tion; £140.-10. Froshfoid St., Earlsfield, S.W.18.

[7923
ACCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.O.4.—
1919 8h.p. Suubcam combination, spare wheel,

hood, 6Cieen, lamps, speedometer, mirror, warning signal,

tools, condition as new; 190 gns.; easy terras arranged,
one-filth down and the remainder in 12 monthly pay-

mints. [8113

20 3V'h.p. Sporting Sunbeam, Millford sidecar to

match. Lucas lamps, Cowey horn, Cowey speed-

(iiii.-ter, Binks carburetter, tyres nlmost new, 3 spare

cuv.-rs and tubes, taxation paid, splendid condition, fast,

.^.onnmical: £170.—Apply by letter, Greig. 44. Park
Line, Cioydon. . [7639

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p.. Lucas Magdyno light,

ing set and horn, hoed with side curtams. wind
screen, luggage carrier, leg shields, handle-bar muds,
etc. mileage 500. condition absolutely as new; coat

£285; £245.-Hcwin's Garages. Ltd.. The Real Service

Firm. Taunlon. ' [6302

h.p. Sunbeam Combination, now October, 1919, mile-

age 1,600, fully Cffuipped with alt accessories anci

to<.l3, ftrst-clasn condition throughout; £220: photo-

graph and particniars on application; would exchange
\>->r 3' -.h.p. sporting Sunbc;tm and cash adjustment.-
IVrcv Hurt, Bmdiey, Wyhini, Northumberland. [7749

p. Sunbeam Combination, August, 1920, owner
deceased, not done 200 miles, Lucas horu and

•amps thioughout, never been lit, new Cameo wind
screen not yet fttted. silvering, enamelling, tyres nbso-

liitelv new- only needs Bceing: £180. or nearest offer.—

Mr'.' Webster, Albion Hotel, Warrington Ed., St. Helens.
[7544

T.D.C.

4 h.p. T.D.C. Sporting Model, built 1920, very fa..t,

mileage 1,000, disc*!, lamps, horn, etc.; bargain.

£60; seen nnv time.—Necton. Plough Lane, near Bed-

dington, Surrey. [7661

UPERB Model 4h.p. T.D.C. de Luxe, 1921. Sturmcy-
Archer 3spccd and clutch, C.A.V. ignition, large

saddle de luxe, tank with drip Iced, a la A.J.S.

Amnc carburetter. Dunlop 2i/- tyres, Dunlop bell.

Brampton latest Biflex forks, alnminium chain case

and lootboards, steel welded carrier, armoured bags,

with lock and kev, 7in. wide mudguard, superior finish

;

li«t price jei20. first cheque £80 secures, greatest bar-

din ever ollered in these pages.— 191, Swoctman St..

WolverhamRton. [8012

Trlumpb.
TEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Solo; £140; in «tock.--

KanJall. Andover. (0365

8"

3'J"'

pan

BELTS— IN STANDARD LENGTHS
iilvertown rvKll.-y.

17 19 22
lin.

3 3

r /in.

3 -

i
1:11:::

RETREADING
&

ei
17 6

TRIUMPH Junior. 500 miles, 06 new

45, Snnnydene Ed., Pnrley.

1921 Triumph S.D.ATEW 1921 Triumph h.u.
1 Etock.-Eandall, Andover

Itepaira oic execnte^l at

our ow.i worl4s uiiCer ex- REPAIRS
RUBBER HIP BOOTS.

.,,.0,.,. 13/3
264—266,

VAUXHALL BRIDGE
ROAD, VICTORIA

8.W.I

TETOMPn
MaudcH'

» LL 1921 'Triumph Models in stock.-Preuiier Motor

-A. Co. Birmingham. [\5350

£55.—Clark,
[7366

Combination: £195; in

[0364

3'(,h.p., single speed, clutch; «8.-
106, Gt. Pottland St.. W.l. [8154

TiRIUMPH, Baby, 1920. in perlcct condition; £60

1 loivest.-House, 2, Lexington St., W.l. 17/1/

rpEIfrMPH, 1914, 3-sneed, new Dnnlo^". good oWer:

1 £46 -Shaw, Park St.. 'Wellington, Salop. [i.56i-

iaO^US";^!' iJS^ler;"^lief^aZrS. "^l^

' £^°--C™Ts''%"B^ltr'pr^-™BondT.: W™"i^^«

' T«ssi^^i?s^i^^Ba,^-- «--"^ii;
'

mlUMPH. 4h,p., countershaft^ Ump^hor..^^oo.

19=

T'^Sn"n;'"S3.-?S;gS^ Ne^'o-.
^"Y^,

All letters iel;,tinS to advertisements should auotc the .lumber at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the .ssue. B20
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

"JQ20 Baby Triumph, eanal to new; £60, or near
J-i' ofler.—J, Steeve, 68, Higt St., Crawley, Sussex.

[7839
TEItTHrPH 4]i.p., W.D. model, in excellent tonfli-

tion; £78.—Maurles', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[8153

4h.p. Triumph, Philipson. accessories, new tyres, belt,

Binks, 1912; £40.—Cable, Bridge St., Homerton,
London. [7457

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumpb, new tyres and belt, splendidA" condition; £110, must sell.—Tobitt, Pebmaish,
Essex. [7715

THIDMPH. 4h.p., countershaft, 1920. brand new;
*120.—Dunn's, 326, Euston Bd., N.W.I. Mnsetim

6391. [6531

TRIUMPH 1919 Countershaft, £85; with Mont-
gomery sidecar, £100.-71, Livingstone Rd.,

Derby. [7961

1Q12 Triumph, lamps, horn, good running order;J-f £30.—Elsome Villa, Old Crosby, Scunthorpe,
Lines. [7910

"|019 (late) 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Triumph,
--«/ small mileage, nice condition, tools, etc.;
(693/10.-Below.

fpRTUMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, new Dunlops,
-- large P. and H. head lamp, tail lamp, horn, alu-
mmium discs; sacrifice, *78/ 10.—Below.

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., countershaft new. renovated,
guaranteed by makers. 1921, new Triumph Mont-

Komery sidecar, lovely lot; bargain. £130.—Harry Nash,
Triumph agent, 365, King St., Hammersmith, W.6.

[8001
'pEITJMPHS.—A line selection of Triumphs in stock,
-*- tuliy guaranteed; inspection invited.:—Ross, 86,
High Rd., Lee. [5671

BRAND new 4h.p. Triumph, niorlel H, in stock; list
price, £127/10.—Bamber's. Eastbank St., South-

port. Tel.: 607. [7943

(i(\ GNS.—1915 Triumph and C.B. Sidecar, clutch,
v» \J Philipson, nice outfit, perfect.—Derby Arms
ilarage, Mortlake. ' [X5574
nnRIU.MPH Late 1919 Combination, and all acces-
J- series; price £120.—Apply, 3, Dartmouth How,
Blacklieath, S.E.IO. [7557
ffRIUMPH 4h.p., fixed, running excellentlv. owner
-»- going abroad; what offers l-'—Scarfe, 48, King's
Hall Rd., Beckenham. [7308

TRIUMPH 4h.p., Stnrmey-Archer gears, excellent,
renovated W.D. bike, ail accessories; £69.-4

Green St., Cambridge. [7316

"1021 4h.p. Triumph, Model H, S.A. 3-specd: list
-*-*^ price; for immediate deliverv.-^Morriss and Co.,
139. Einohley Rd„ N.W. [7441

"I Q21 2>ih.p. Junior Triumph, 2-stroke, 2-speed; list
--«.' price! for immediate delivery.—Morri-s and Co
139, Finehley Rd., N.W. . [7442

TRIUMPH 1921 All-chain Combination; cost £193,
i-un few mile^ only; £146 gns, bargain.—Clark.

7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7630

TRIUMPH 3;2h.p., 2,spe6d gear and coachbnilt
sidecar, in splendid condition: £65.— S. Curtis.

Godmanstono; nr. Dorchester. [7409

TRIUMPH _1921, 3-speea, rountershaft just as
received from makers, not used; £98.-Wallis

Hartington Grove, Cambridge. [7349

MGN8—Triumph, reliable; also 3h.p. Peugeot-
Chater, mag., B.B., new tyres, perfect, £15.

—

Derby Arms Garage. Mortlake. [X5575

TRIUMPH and Sidecar. Grado gear, recently over-
hauled, good condition ; £48. or exchange for solo

mount.-Mulley, Builder, Welling. [7310

1 Q21 41i.p. Triumph, countershaft model, in stock
JLi' for immediate delivery.—J. Smith and Co.,
52.54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. [0354

TRIUMPH, all models in stock, W.D., fully guaran-
teed by makers; £105.—RatcliHe Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St., W. Hayfair 5042. [0436

TRIUMPH, 1921, Model H, guaranteed only done
170 miles and good as new. licence paid; £120,

or nearest.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. " [7827

TRIUMPH Combination, 4i4h.p., very little used,
sidecar new, perfect condition; £120, or near

offer.—'Phone May (Wimbledon 227). [7979

"IQ20 Triumph, all-chain, mileage SO, unscratched;
-L«? £110.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.. South
Kensington . 'Phone : Kensington 3709. [8167

1Q13 Triumph Gloria Combination. S.A. 3-speed,
Xtf lamps, horn, spares, perfect condition, trial;
£68.-72, Beaconsfieia Rd., Coventry. [X6737

TRIUMPH, Oct., 1919, in good condition, small
mileage, tools, spares, etc.; £95.—Payne, next to

Church, Heath Ha.ves, Cannock, Staffs. [7463

TRIUMPH and Gloria, splendid condition, very
powerful, lamps, horn, Tan-.Sad; £80.—Apply,

410, West Green Rd., South Tottenham. (7333

4h.p. Triumph Countershaft, 3-speed, K.S., fully
equipped, lovely condition, Mackintosh's racing

helmet; £65.-19, Streatley Rd., Kilburn. [7816

TRIUMPH Junior, perfect condition, enamel and
plating OS new, holn. lamps, spares, mileage about

500; £68.—D. Lavin, Old House, Souuiug, Berks. (5091

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.
REBUILT

GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES

overhauled, but not re-enamelled,
good tyres.

P. & M., 3| h.p. - - £65
P. & M. and sidecar - £75
Clyno, 5-6 h.p. - - £70

2,500 New Covers
(Ex Government Stock).

28 X 3 Kempshall, Macintosh,

and Wood Milne

26 X 2^ Clincher de Luxe

30/ - each, plus carriage.

Brand new heavy 26 X 2f Clip-

per Covers, to fit 2| rims

28/6 each, plus carrfage.

Tubes for above 6/6 each.

CRABTREE & SON, LTD.,

MOTOR ENGINEERS, WISBECH.

UNRENOVATED
EX GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES.

Still a large quantity to clear from

the Slough Depot at SCRAP
PRICES. Make an appoint-

ment by writing

:

otor Cycles,
ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumpli.

THIUJrPH Combination, 1917, countershalt, 3
kick start, tine condition, lamps, and

*97/10.—261, Mitcham Lane, Streathani, S.W.

FOR Sale, Triumph combination, 1914-15,
during war. perleet condition; sacrifice £7

.7. Searle, Chambers 437, 61-62, Chancery Lane,

"I
Q 10 Triumph, with 1916 th.p. engine fitti

-L*J speed countershaft, cane undersiung si

£35.—Davis, 6, Millburn Av., Druracondra, 'Dut

3ib.p. Triumph, adjustable pulley, Bosch, new
2 complete. Miller's lighting set, tyres goo(

and rebable; £30.-75, Mill St., Norton, ilaldon,
[:

1Q20 T.T. Triumph, Type D, Lucas equii
-I. t/ spares, tyres unpunctured, in new cone
£90.—Braithwaite, 32, Winchester Rd., Cokhe

TRIUMPH Junior, 1920 model, as new: 60 gi

exobauge higher power.-Newnham _Moto;
223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hamuie
80.

LATE Countershaft Triumph Combination,
slung coachbnilt sidecar, wind screen, all

tools, spares, as new; ^100.—62, Upper Tootint
S.W.

^

TRIUMPH 1918-19 Countershalt, speedoraete
accessories, compJete, thoroughly reliable,

to go anywhere: £90; seen week-ends.—64, Bailee
Catford.

1 Q20 Triumph, countershaft, Klaxon, liuef

-•-•^ P. and H. lamp set, all in excellent con
any examination; £87/10.-12 The Quadrant. 1

more. Hill.

TRIUMPH, 1920, Philipson pulley, Buarantee
mider 1,000, cost £114; accept £90. or ex(

modern dynamo combination, cash adjustment
Ij^iildun, Shipley.

"1Q20 Countershaft Triumph - Combination, n
-t*^ about 400. electric lighting, exceptional e

any trial; £130; exchangas.-60, Wallingi'ord

North Kensington.

1 Q19 Triumph Combination, aluminium dis

XiJ round, screen, lamps, tools, Tan-Sad. g(

1919. not ex war, in perfect condition; £115.

Highbury Grove, N.5.

F.O.C.H. have a new S.D. Triumph, 1921, oll-

£140.-5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Ham
Tube Station). 'Phone; Hampstead 3752. Hoar
including Saturdays.

-1020 Triumphs.—A lew slightly shop-soiled ma
XtP at greatly reduced prices, solo and sidebar,

for special clearance bargain list.-The Premier__

Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

10I4 Triumph. 3-speed hub, Gloria coachbuilt

Xv car. Easting wind screen, complete with

spares, excellent condition, smart outfit; £85.— .>

Broomfield Av., Palmers Green.

1 Ck20 4h.p. Triumph S.C., Model H., horu, 1

J.V speedometer, knee-grips, special engine,

tinguishable from new- £160, or near ofler.-Ire

27, Templars Av., Goldeis Green.

TRIUMPH Combination, discs, brand new bod

tirely overhauled, countershaft, model ei

overhauled, restored, and plated. 3 iiionths' guar

-EHra Motor Works, 14, Effra Parade, Brixton.

TRIUMPH 1921 Models in Stock, lor imm
delivery exchanges arranged: also Tiiumj

Models, renovated by makers, just delivered, as

£106.-Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, 1(

TRIUMPHS.—We ore the North London agentl

can give immediate delivery. Chain drive,

cum-belt, and renovated models.-Jones Garage, M
Hill. N.IO: and at Woodside Parade. North Fin

TRIU.MPH 1921 All-chain S.U. Model, del

.September, mileage under 200. engine No. 7

cost with accessories £150; will accept £135 cas

otters.-Mile Oak Products, Ltci., Portslade, bui

TRIUMPH-MILLFOED Olympia Corvette Coi

tion May, 1920, Ace discs, F.R.S. electno

spares, ili'ileage under 2,000, tax pjiid 1921; coet

accept £155, or near ofle»; tnal.-Dr. Pracy, Atber

Warwickshire.

1 ir»19 Triumph and Gloria special sidecar mech
LU iierfect, oversize tvres in splendid com
plating, enamelling, and bodywork as new; no

lamps, all spares; bargain^ floO.-Kershaw, 2,

Rd.. Bu-ton-on-Trent. U
1 fM9 Triumph. 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch aiid
1" starter, with new Swan sporting sidecai

lamp? speedometer, absolutely as new; must be

to be appreciated; £130.-Homac's, 243, Lower CI

Rd.. N. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

TRIUMPH Countershaft 1919 Engine. No. 6

and 1920 super Grindlay spring wheel sli

Cowey speedometer, electric light, born, and liceni

1921 mileage 3,000, excellent order; £150, or ne

—Miilwardf 9. Allen Rd., Peterborough.

TEIUMPH 1921 4b. p., countershalt model, £11

4h.p., Type W.D.B., £105; 4h.p., allK^hani

£140- 4h.p.. fixed engine, sporting, £105.— C'am
aeeiits for Triumphs. Herbert Robinson, Ltd..

Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A.: Bicycl

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Tritimpb.

ABY Triumph, 2-=troke, purchased last June, per-
fect condition, run about 1,000 miles, decar-

sed and tuned, engine dismantled for inspection if

ired: any trial; £65, including anj' new gas lamp
:ted.—Meeton Motors, Dorking. 'Phone ; 163.

[7991
'ADCIIOPE'.S, 9 Shoe Lane, London, E.C.iJ.—New
4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo, delivery from stock,

7/10; also new 1921 4h.p. Triumph combination,
hain drive, £195: new 4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo,
thain, £140; and 4h.p. W.D. Triumph solo, £105; '

1920 4h.r. Triumph combination, flSO; 4h.p. '

imph. 1915, £65.

JSO 3V2h.p. Triumph and Sidecar, 1913; £47/10.
Easy terms, one-fifth down and the remainder in

nonthly payments, [8103

Union.
20 2?4h.p. 2-,<frolcc Union-Nationnl. 2-speed Bnr-
man gear bo.x, clutch, kick-starter. Iamp,s* £60;

verod.—Hardman, Lome Terrace, Darlington.
[7931

Velocette.
LIAN'S. of Reading, for Velocette. [7565

XOCETTE, 1920, excellent condition: £50.-
E.xmocyco, 7, Until Ed., E-xeter. [7914

|19'^ Velocette, 2-spced, all-choin, tvres. enamel,mf etc., as new. lunning perlecfly, lamp eet ; first offer
£40.-63, rcak.-ficld Av., Grimsby. [7407

lltEllIATE llelivcrv of iieir 1921 Velocette, 2-3peed,
nil-chain drive; f75.—Solo liirlninehum Agcn'-s,
Premier Motor Co., Aston ltd., Birminghiini.

[X5352
DONOVAN Motors are sole I^ndon and district
agents for the wonderful Velocette; immediate

very,—O'Bonovan Motors, 76a, Ct. Portland St..

[4708
MEDI.-VTE Delivery can be given of (he famous
\elwette, 1921 model, 2'ih.p., 2-specd, all-chain
e; £75.—.igents : W. Sparrow. Ltd.. Osborne
age. \covil. [1632

Vei'U8.
3KUS 1920 2'ill.p., 2-speeil. K.S.. fully cuuippcd

:

f60.-K:itclifl« Bros.. 200, Ut. Portland St., ^V.
rtair 5C42. _ (0428
35 down and 8 monthly riivnieuts of £7/10 iecurc«

a brand new sliop.*oiled 1920 Vei-Ud-Bhickburne
leed 2J4h.p.—Maudes' (below).

EEtrs 2'ih.p., practically new. 2-sni-eiI, clutch, kick
stait, lamps, hoin. etc., ideal lady's mount; what
r—Howors, Tlio Villor, Dunlcy, Stouiport. (X5609

40 down and 8 monthly payments of £8/15 secures
a brand new 4h.p. S-speed Verus Blackburne.—
des'. 100. Gt. Portland St.. W.l; and Paris St..

iter. If these prices do not interest you. read our
tre iiage advertisement, and you will see our other

[8149
Victoria.

irTORIA. April, 1920, 2">41i.p. Villiers, 2-speed.
I.iiups^ tools, spares, Gtc. complete: £60- week

incs litter 7.-Lyall, 18, Tralalgiir Rd., Moseley
uiin^ham. (7395

M'iUinmson.
p. W.C. Williamson Combination, lamps, horn,
mirror, speedometer, luggage erid, 60 m.n.g., smart

fit; £120.-451, West Green Rd., N.15. [7786
ll.r.IAMSON Sh.p. Coachbuilt Combination,

water-cooled, screen, hood, lamps, splendid con
11; trial; ,C104.—69, Beckcnham Hd., Beckenham

[7728
Wolf.

(19 Wolf 2-stroko, 2-speed, appointment; £40.—M.,
25, .Aberdeen Place, Maida Vale. (7881

lIli'. Wolf-Jap. cood condition, ride .away; £30 cash
1 -P., Chnrch Hill. Loughtou. Essex. [7398

'OLF-VILLIEES 2*tioke. 2',Ti.p., 2.spced counler-
-li lit, brand new machine; accept £48.-139

ahrnrul Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W.18. [7922

20 .^hop-soiled Wolf Machines, fitted with Black-
burne and J.A. P. engines, and Sturmey-Archer

boxes: cheap to clear.—Tel. : Museum 6626.—
.C. 60. Mortimer St., W.l. [8065

Wooler.
|20 Wooler, spring frame, fully enuipped, pleutv of^ -P'lres, done 500 miles; owner bought car; saeri-
i 68.—Martin, 13, Turnpike Lane, Hornsey, X.8.

_ [7747
T^AfCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—

h.p. Wooler 1921 louring modeU from stock,
)3 10; also 2''ih.p, Wooler, 1920, £75; ea.sy terms
-filtb down and tlie remainder in 12 montlily pay-

[8112

Zenith.
iXITH 1920 Bh.p. M<«lel H.. shop-soiled only •

il20.—Exmocyco, 7, Bath Ed.. Exeter. [7916

—yh.n. Zenith, with 2.spoed gear box, Bosch, B.B.;
^ £15.-14. Laundry Lane, Belgrave. Leicester.

[XS713
.p. Zenith C.B. Combination, kick start; £75.—
59. Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd.. Clapham Rd., W.8.

[7686

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

REBUILT
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES,

overhauled in our own workshops,

stove-enamelled, replated, tanks in

makers' colours, new tyres, guaran-

teed, complete with tool bags, kit

and pump.

Douglas 2? h.p. - - £65

Douglas 4 h.p. - - £85

Douglas Combination,

with new body in

Douglas colours - £105

Triumph 4 h.p - - £95

SHOP SOILED
NEW MACHINES

Beardmore Precision - £95

Sparkbrook, 2-speed gear £60

O.K. Union - - - £45

Douglas, 2| h.p., clutch,

kick- start, ridden 500

miles, complete equip-

ment - . - - £85

New 1921 Douglas -
2-speed gear - - £85
3-speed gear - - £100

New 1921 Humber—
4| h.p., 3-speed, kick-

start, with coachbuilt

sidecar . . . - £170

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers, Wisbech.

MOTOR CYCLES POR SALt,

I

Zenith.

T OOK for the Zenith sign in Wigmore Street.

"you Will Find There a Service Depot iihere tou can
f obtain liny spare part you require, have vour ma-
chine overhmilcd by experts, itnd get any information
you may want.

'VKTE Cater specially for the Zenith rider, and can" supply all 1921 models from stock. We have also
some real bargains in 1920 models as follows: Sh.i..
sporting uio<lel. speedometer, oiileage 3,000, indis-
tinguishable from new, uupunctured; £115.
Oh. p. Countershaft Combination, mileage 1.500 1'" nnd H. head lamp, electric side and tail, Easting,
perfect condition thioughout; £195.

j/^OME iind See them in our showrooms.—The Motorist-'

'silvf„fr sIqs'
-'^eency, Ltd., 89. Wigmore St., W.

ivia>lair 5590. [7508
llOSI 6h.p. Zenith Model H; immediate delivery; list
->-"• price.-Morriss nnd Co., 139, Finchley lid.,' N.W,

17440
I

^ESITH Colubinntion, lute 1914, 4h.p. twin, coiintei-
I ^, sliutt, kick start ; £75.-2a, iJelafleld Kd., Charlton.**• [7753

"I
O 20 Zenith, 8h.p„ sports, new; £120. cash, c\.

change, or easy payments.—Dunn. 326, Eusloii
Rd., N.W.I.

19
[8037

20 Zenith. 4-5h.p., sports; fllO; new; cash,
change, or easy payments,-Dunn, 326, Euston

Rd., X.W.l [8038
ZE.NITII Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p.. good run

nu.,. nr.ln,-. X*., a n . rt. ...ning order
Weybridge.

,£48.—Rosemount. St. Albans Av.,
[7690

I

yENTTH 6h.p. Sports Model. 1920. shop-soiled. «n-
, ^ nseil; l.arnun. £118.-P. J. Evans, 61-91, .T„hn

I

IJnglil s>t.. Ilirmingham. [0455
/?< EXDIXE Uurgaiii.-Zenith 8h.p. sporting solo, 1920,

.
v-» new; £125.—Vivian Ilardie and Ijinc, Ltd. 24
Woodstock St.. New Bend St., W.l. [0319
VEXITH Combination. 1920 Henderson sidecar, not
£r '"SJ.^? "'<}"•'- fillS.-Taylors, Ltd., 52, Susse.'!

jl'lac *.\\.7. 'I'hone: Kensinntou 7260. [0408

VEXITII 4h.p., 1913. £40; orWccr going to India
n, „

"'',
J, '",."'"^ "'*•' '""!« '" perfect order.-

Philllps, 165, hhootcrs Hill Ed., Blnckhenth. (7516
^E.MTII 1920 Counlershatt Combination, wiml

'^"vfX''
speethinieler. Innins. Klaxon, spares, as;new; £170.-Green, High St.. Thames Ditton. Surrey.

(79^9
,
t~Q'9,''-5h.p. Sports Zenith, speedometer, lamps, uie-

' S", o'''".',""'^!
'"""= £90.-Edwiiids, 50. Hunincton

;
Kd., South Kensington. 'Phone; Keusingtou 3709.

' CJPECIAL lOh.p. 90 bore Side Valve Racing ZenuV.-J as new, free eugiiie to 2-1 top. 75 m.p.li. • £85-
exchange lower iK)wer.-9, Efdhlll, Bassett. Southnmp-
l""- (8130
ZENITH 8h.p. 1920 Sports Model, brand new, eiicci-

ully tuned up for speed; £125. list price i' 39-
Vivian llnidie and Lane. Ltd.. 24. Woodstock St Bond
St. W.l. (0419
ZENITH 1921 Models, orders now accepted lor early

delivery; 1920 models at greatly reduced prices-
write or call.—Ratclifie Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St , W
Maylair 5042. (0437
1020 Zenith Model H. Sidecar Combination, new in
->.»/ May. done iibont 1.500 miles, all ucccssorie^ con-
dition excellent; offers convdered.—L. O. King' The
Croft, Stourbridge, Worcs. '[7640

iQ17 Zenith 4h.p., with Milllord sidecar, all accc.s-X«/ series, in splendid condition; sacrifice £75- ex-
changes.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton lid N
'Phone ; Dalston 2408. [8030
Qh.p. Zenith and Baring Cnnoclet S.C., new June,
vJ 1920. electric lighting. Cowey horn, mileage nut
1,000 done. 72 m.p.h. eolo. iusuicd £170; .accept £145.—G. and J. Dawson, Euginecrr), Cnmhridge. (8177

1 Q20 5-6h.p. Zenith, Watford trip speedometer, lamps,
-•-•^ Klaxon, grey discji, mileiige 68, Inst word in motor
cycles; cheap, £125. or offers; owner bonght car —

L

Dudley, Wentworth, The Avenue, Bushey, Herts. (7597

NEW Sh.p. Zenith Model H Combination; £204. or
on deferred payments one-fifth deposit, balance

by 12 monthly instalments, a small extra charge being
made for credit terms.—Ilarrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton
Rd.. London. (7677

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Countershaft Combination, Mill-
ford sidecar, special roomy body. Easting screen,

luggage carrier, electric lighting, horn, speedometer, in-
sured, tax paid, absolutely new condition; sacrifice £165.
—Cutting, Ebor Villas, Stamford. (7859

1 Q20 8h.p. Sporting Zenith, perfect appearance andXt/ mechanical condition, Bonniksen speedometer,
mileage 1,050, Lucas lamjts, Cowey horn, knee grips,
D.A. cylinders, etc.; £130.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,
32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A.

:

Bicycles. (8125

ZENITH. 1920. Sh.p.. sporting Model C. only run
a lew hundred miles, and is unscratched, fitt?d

with Hunt's electric lighting as on Show model; £110.
or offer; would exchange C.S. model or 4h.p, Norton;
private owner.—Seen any time at S. E. Clapham, Slock-
well .St., Greenwich. [7707

•Ml leueis
1 elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. •''31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

ALLBEU Motovs.—Great bargain sale of new and
second-hand machines.

ALLBER.—Triumph 1920 Gloria combination, com-
plete, spotless condition; ;£115.

ALLBEE.—Bat combination, 1919, 8h.p., electric

model, luxurious outfit; ^110.

ALLBER.—Alldays AUon, 1920, 2-spced, clutch,

kick starter, full equipment, run under 200 miles,

spotless;- £60.

ALLBER.-Sun-Vitesse S-stroke, 2 speeds, 1920
model, in splendid order; £39.

ALLBEK.—Excelsior 1920 2-stroke, 2 speeds, polished
aluminium disc wheels, complete as new; £52/10.

ALLBEH.-CaJthorpe-Jap, 1920, 2V2h.p,, Enfield

gear, Cowey speedometer, lamps, etc., absolutely

new condition throughout; £57/10.

ALLBEK.—Boyal Buby 1919 2-stroke, 2 speeds, vei-y

nice order, complete; £37.

ALLBER.—Sunbeam combination. 1919, Si^h.p.,

lamps, speedometer, etc., splendid outfit, in new
condition; £140.

ALLBER.—ITarley-Davidson combination. 1918. lull

equipment. Easting screen, splendid condition;
£125; exchanges entertained.

ALLBER Motors, Thornsett Rd., EaTlsfield, London,
S.W. 'Phone : Latchmerc 4388. [8011

SMART Motor Cycle, conii)l6te, copper exhaust; want^
timing; £20.-231, Eailton Ed., S.E. [7375

2-STROKE Lightweight, splendid order; £32.—
Platts, 602, King's Rd., Fulham, S.\V.6. [7698

JONES' Garage.—1917-18 4h.r- Douglas combination,
accessories and wind screen; £87/10.

TONES' Garage.—S'/ih.p. Precision, luag., 2-speed

-N.S.n. gear, tyres like new, pertect running order;

£35.

JONES' Gnrage.—1916 Levis, oil aecessOTief!, in good

order; £52/10.

JONES' Garage—1914 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, over-

hauled, perfect; £62/10.

JONES' Garage.—1920 2l/ih.p. ViUiers, 2-£peerl, as

new. perfect; £52.

JONES' Garage.—Late 1919 P. and M. combinition.
all as new, not W.D. ; £105.

JONES' Garage.—1914 Indian 7-9h.r., 2-spee(l, orer-

hauled, as new ; £70.

JONES' Garage.—1919 2Vih.p. Enfield 2-stroke. all

acc*s6ories, and as new, 2-speed; £57/10.

JONES' Garage—1920 Hobart, 2i;,h.p. VUliers, brand
new; £52; £10 under list price.

JONES' Garage.—1920 Eh.p. Bat, unused, list price
£155, fioiled; price £145.

JONES' Garage.—1918 7.9h.p. Harley combination,
thorouglily overhauled, pertect, a real bargaiu, not

W.D. ; £110.

JONES' Garage.—1919 7.9h.p. Harley combination.
not W.D., electric model, all accessories ; a real

snip. £147/10.

JONES' Garage.—1919 James 6-7h.p. twin combina-
tion, all accessories, perfect: £130.

JONES' Garage.—1917 Norton Combination, 3-speed,
all chain drive, all accessories; a- real good sirip,

£105.

JONES' Garage.—1920 O.K. Union, hrand new: we
have several to dispose of,, dirt cheap; £45/10;

£6/3 under list price.

JONES' Garage.—1917 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, T.T.
bars, perfect order; £77.

JONES' Garage.—1919 2i4h.p. James 2-strokc, 2-speed
all accessories ; bargain, £52/10.

JONES' Garage.—3Mi.p. Triumph, 1913, Philipson
pulley, all in perfect order; dirt cheap, £40.

JONES' Garage—1917 Mi.p. Sunbeam combin.ition
M.A.G. engine, Lucas dynamo, electric light

throughout, hood, screen, spare wheel, etc., a real good
outfit; a gift, £155.

JONES' Garage.—1920 4h.p. Douglas combination, ab-
solutely as new; a snip, £145.

JONES' Garage.-1919 S'/oh.p. Rudge Multi, like new-
£82.

JONES' Garage.-1920 23/ih.p. Wooler, brand new; list
price £103, accept £87/10.

TONES' Garage.—'We have a great number of new" machines, all at bargain prices- for casli ; deferred
payments; list price no e.xtra. Our stock consists of
Anels 13 models], B.S.A. (model H, A. B, C), Bat, Black-
hilrne, Clynos, Douglas, Enfields, James, Levis, Match-
less, New Imperial, O.K., Rovers (2 niodelf). Triumph
(luodeis H. and S.D. and Juniors renorted).

TONES' Garage.—All tax paid on machines purchased" Irom this date. Our motto is fair and square deal-
ing, wluch cannot be found everywhere. Any machine
sent upon the deposit system, or upon the defer'-ed
'^?,'^™<,

, S'^"'^ f°'x°V/. ''¥ I'st.-Jones' Garage. Muswell
Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley

[5924

B32 All letters relating to advertisements sh

F.R.S.
Licence Holder
Here's the HOLDER you .should fit

—it stands alone for design, utility,

and value—not a "last moment"
article, but one that has beeii care
fully thought out.

.See the ONE NUT—the only one
that exists. Examine the clip and
the adjustment which allow the
"Holder" to take up the Sxact posi-
tion demanded bj' the Government.

Delivery froiif stock—one quality,
one price, any finish. Order NOW

X
Price 5/- each.

Plus 6d. for packing and postage.

F.R.S.
Streamline
Here we lead again in design—

a

correctly made Streamline lamp
that looks just perfect on a motot
cycle.

It has patent Ring Grip for holding
lens iu position, latest type ONE
NUT adjustable side sockets,
adjustable focus, non-glare chira
neys, special type of door fastening
and genuine optical Mangin mirrof
Gives a wonderfully powerful beam
of Hght.

6in. Set : Price £4 4s.

Write for the New Catalogue and
see our latest designs of lamps
and horns.

F.R.S. LAMPS, 'Beam Works,'

Vere St., BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAtE.
Miscellaneous.

1 <i21 Eiehar^lsone, Morgans, Triumphs, Scotts —-Ltf etc.—Ewens, Garage, King's Lynn. 'Phone

Qih.p. Motor Cycle for sale, good running orde"^ overhauled; price JB30.—CamssU, Eeynoli
Filey. -^

19
Lynn,

21 Triumphs, Scotts, Bradburys, James, E
Campions, Morgans, etc.—Ewen.s, Garage,

MOTOR Cycle, 23^.p., sportin?. long copper 63
T.T. bars, fast, photo: £25.—Decourey, Fi:

St., Birmingham.

BARGAINS.—1E20 Harley and sidecar.
1920 6h.p. Ariel and sidecar, £135/10.—

B

.Motories Halifax.

BARGAINS—Shop-soiled Harleys, Ariels,
Omegas. Quadrants; cheap.—Booth's Mc

Halilas.

BARGAINS.—1919 P. and M, and new
£120; 1914 Rud^e Multi and sidecar, £

—Booth's Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—3-speed Indian and sidecar, £!
7-9h p. Harley and sidecar, £92/10; 6h.p

combination, £49/ 10.—Booth's Motories, Halifa

BARGAINS.—6h.p. Chater-Lea and sidecar, £,i

S^ib.p. Sun-Precision, 3-speed. £35/ 10.—

I

Motories. Halifax,

BARGAINS.—1921 new Morgan De Lu.xe, >
water-cooled engine; 1921 lOh.p. Swift

£495 ; Swift car, small mileage, £425. Excl
entertained.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Six 1915 Douglas's, from £i
three 4h.p. Douglas's, £85/10; 4h.p. D<

with new sidecar, £110.—Booth's Motories, Hal

BARGAINS.-Shop-soiled 1920 models:
O.K.. £43/10: ditto. 2-speed. £54/10;

Jap, £67/10; Harley electrical model, £170/10:
Ariel and sidecar, £145.—Booth's Motories, Hal

BARGAINS.—1914 Scott, £55/10; 2%h-p. Im
Jap. 2-speed, £38/10; 1919 Royal Ruby,

3 speeds. £95/10: 1920 Scott and sidecar,
mileage, £145. Exchanges.—Booth's Motories,
land Place. Hatilax. Tel. : 1062.

IF you want a good privately owned motor cj

car, apply Kwiksale Private "ftlotor Registr
Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2392.

MOTOR Cycle; (new models), sidecars, and
actually in stock ; B.S.A., Allon, New

Radco (3 models), Triumph, Douglas. Sun Vit6s«
which we are the sole agents for the City of Lo:
and others at lowest manufacturers' price= ; ca

paid.—Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate,
don, E.C.2.

F.O.C.H. for new and second-hand cycles, coi

tions, anu runabouts at low prices. Insi:

invitcdT Agents for Triumph, F.N.. Zenith, 1

A.J.S., etc., also the famous Kingsbury J

Bleriot-Whippet, G.N. We Tvill purchase your i

machine for cash or arrange an escliaoKe.— 5,

St., Hampstead (nr. Hempstead Tube Station). 'I

Harapstead "3752. Hours 9-7, indudins Saturtla

BATCHELOR and Co.. 36, Clarence St;. Kio
on-Thanies (est. 1898), 'phone 1809, can

from stock 1921 Triumph, chain drive, £140

;

Triumph. Model H, £127/10; 1921 Baby Tri

£75; Triumph 4h.p. W.D.B.. £105; 1921 Enfi
struke, £65; 1921 Enfield 8h.p. combination.
1921 Douglas, 5-speed, £100 ;1921 Douglas, 2-

£85; 1921 Douglas, clutch, £105; 1921 Douglas
bination £170; 1921 Matchless combination, dv
£230: also 1921 Ro^er, Ariel, A.J.S., Allon, Brat
B.S.A. moto'" cycles; exchanges arranged. Montg
sidecars, all models stocked; catalogue sent.

JAMES Twin, 3».;h.p., 1916, mileage 4,000,
complete, O.B.' S.C, £75; Indian clutch

7-9h.p. Combination, fitted complete, £58 ; Conn;
1920, 2-speed, £58; Triumph, N.S.U. 2-speed,
Bradbury 4i/ih.p., new tvres, £35: Forward twin,
White and Poppe, fitted S.C; lugs, £23; Goveri
stock; 2-speed breast drills, eome new, 19/6;
lamps (governer make), 18/6, new; spring links,

needles, tyres, carbide, oils, petrol; everything fc

motor cyclist. If it's motor bikes, see White
repairer tp tlie A,A.—P. H. White, 62, Higl
Kingston.

THE Following Machines, recently taken
exchange for new machines, will be sold

they stand, al! - in sound running order: 1913 3

B.S.A,, 2 speeds and clutch, nearly new tyres
1912 3>2h.p. Rover, 3 speeds and clutch. £35;
3j-^h.p. P. and M.. 2 speeds, £30; 1914 4h.p
Triumph, £45: 1912 6h.p. Matchless. £45; 1917 <

B.S.A.. 3 speeds, new back tvre. £60; 1919 O
Jap, 2^.ih.p.. 2 speeds, as new. £60; 1920 4h.p. Do
3 speeds, kick-starter, £100; 1915 6h.p. A.J.S. con
tion, overhauled and enamelled, as "new, 4 wheels.
changeable wind screen, this is really good, £110;
5h.p. Zenith, clutch model, variable gear, with si

£75; 1915 6h.p. Clyno combination. 4 wheels (

changeable), 3 speeds, all chain. £75; 1920 2

Alldays-Allon, quite new^ £65. Close oflers coiisi

Further, we will guarantee to accept back at price

if in reasonable condition, any of the first seven ma(
in part exchange for any new machine in stool

time within six months of tlie date of the pnrcb
The Walbro Cvcle and Motor Co., 49. High St,, P

Walden. 'Phone 45. [iX

ould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTO« SALE.CYCLES FOR
Miscellaneous.

iDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, electric

light, £75; King Dick 3V'h.p., Grado gear, running
£22/10; Royal Ruby 2-stroke, new tyres, £35;

_ I combination, S-spoed, spare wheel, etc., £65

;

xwell touring 4-seater. hood, screen, etc., £110;
exchange entertained.—Geo. Sax, 619, Garratt

e, Earlsfield, S.W.18. [7905

MOTOR CYCLKS FOR HIRE.
'OTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday. 42/6, 1

week, 85/-; combination, 52/6 and 115/-; write
further inlormation.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland
W.l. [8160

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
ilALL Lady's Cycle witli Anto-Wlieel attached, ir

good running order, tor sale, £20.—Miss Hovenden.
uegrnnite Cottage, Findon, Sussex. [7447

HE Young Cvcle and Motor Attachment complete.
l"?4h.p., the latest lightweight; £31/17/6; full

ticulare on request; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd,
' Brorapton Rdr, London. [7689

TRICARS FOR SALE.
ill. p. "Water-cooled Humber Tricar, 2-6pecd, free en-
" gine. Beach mag., B. and B.—Trendell, Crow-

;. Berks. [7757

.C. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, mechanically
sound, good appearauce, from £60 to £85; trial.—

Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W. [5809

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
PGSON Hand and. Motor Propelled Tricycles, (or

invalid and disabled.—Particular;;. Argson Eng.
Ltd.. 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2647

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
IGERTONS. Northgate. Ipswich, can deliver irom

stock A.B.C., Skootamotas, and Mobile Pups.
[4863

'IXGSBTTRT Scooter, 1920. perfect order, just ovcr-

hiiuled by makers, sent, lumps, etc.; owner bouKht
what offers?-R. Hamilton, Holshanger, BuRley

00(1, Oxford. [X5593

HOODS. WIND SCREENS, ETC.
'EECULES Hoods, best and cheapest on the morket,
- made to fit any body.

EECULES Hoods, 52/6, 65/-. and 80/-: write for

list.— Hercules Hood Co.. 698, Seven Sisters Rd..
mth Tottenham, N.15. [4547

EXNOC Sidecar Co. are actual "manufacturers of
hoods, wind ecreens, etc.

EN"NOC Co., 155a, Marlborough Rd.. Holloway. N.4.
Seo advert, under Sidecar Attachments. [8153

IND Screen, Easting, slightly poiled. unxised, per-
fect; price £3/10. great bargain.— 64, Bishops-

te. London. [0398
i USTER Triplex Adjustable Aero Type Wind Screen,
i- overall size. 13x7-'?-4in,,

V

age find packing.-
berdeen

15/- eacn.
Gumming,

including car
19. Rose St.,

1X5207
George

BODIES.
7"ENUS Step Bodies are the best for old chassis.

TKXUS Bulbous Bodies ore roomy and* very smart.

NUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and light,
liut not unsightly. Get one.

TEXUS Bodies are made in a loctory and supplied
' direct. Catalogue free.

TEX US Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St. Totteuhnm.
[2298

>ERFECTION Coachbuilt Sidecar Bodies Irom £6/15.
-Motories, 25, Horton St., HQlilnx. [7573

MILLEORD C.B. Body, complete with C springs;
£5.—Flat 17, 122, Southampton Row, W.C.I.

[7655
^AKE your Sideciir Body instantly detachable. Any-

[.Tl i»tie can oiisily tit our device: post free 15/6.—
ovettied Trading Co., Miteham, Surrey. [6822
OVAL Leicester Sidecai' Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class, finish. Several bodies (new) lo clear cheap.
it I.' for designs.—The Willowbrook Co., Jlanufac-

[urers Leicester. [0336
EXNOC Sidecar Co. always hold the laigeat etock

of bodies in the trade, racing, touring, and tan-
13; taxi bodies and tradesmen's carrier boxed a speci-

lit}- ; se-? advert, uudet Sidecar Attachments.—Renuoc'
idec'ir Works, 155, Marlborough Ed., Hollowoy, N.4.
ENXOC Sidecar Bodies, a large Quantity, oU models;

learauce ot knock-out ijxiceg. Write for clearance
ist. [8164
BASTONE'S for Sidecar Bodies. Latest new type

sporting models, lightweights, bulbous back, tor-
pedo, step, and other patterns at low prices; no better
)r cheaper house ; trade supplied.—228, Pentonville
Rd., King's Cros*. London, K.l. Tel.: 2481 North.

(5534
SIDECAR Body Design? iov the trade only. Work-

ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original
iesigtis also working drawings. lulLsizcd or to scale.-
i3oopcr's Vehicle Journal. Ltd., established designers
X\tne coach trade (or over ,30 years. Consult iis when
iesigning new ideas.--20, Tudor'' St., London, E.C.4.

[0004
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IT ONLY TAKES TWO

Reading
Standards

in the London -Exeter to

win

TWO AWARDS.
PRICES.

Solo £184
Comb. Standard .. £229

deLuxe .. £270
with PLUS ONE

Sidecar, a Single or Double Sealer

otwill .. .. .. £250
Above prices include Dynamo Lighting
(not combined with magneto), all

Electric Lamps, Electric Horn, Shock
— Absorber, Coverall Apron, etc. —

NEW AND USED MACfflNES
IN STOCK.

920 Big Eour NORTON Comb.

921 B.S.A.6-7b.p. "Plus One "Comb.

920 LEA-FRANCIS 3^ h-P- Solo.

920 MORGAN, aero body.

920 A.B.C., Magdyno, speedometer.

919 HENDERSON Solo or Comb.

920 HART FV 79 h.p. electric Comb.

920 HARLEY 7-9 h.p. acet>lene Comb.

920 MATCHLESS dynamo Comb
920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Comb.

921 NEW HUDSON 2J h.p. Solo

921 ACE electric Solo.

921 ACE electric Comb.

921 EMBLEM 4-5 h.p. twin Solo

920 RUDGE 3i h.p. Solo.

ALL THE ABOVE ARE AT
SPECIALLY REDUCED PRICES.

89, Gt Rjrtlana

StrGet London.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
-pOR

QANDUM, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

GANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite £24/10. and
Sports ;e28/10, are of distinctive appearance.

SANDUai Elite Sidecar. £28/10; the smartest side-
car on the road; highly recommended in "The

Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Duel Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
fortable seating lor 2 adults, with the weight in cor-

rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to suit
any make of machine. £45 ; bodies only, £22/10.
The latest development of the 2-seater as designed by
us, and approved by the recognised experts.

OAKDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs. price £4/17/6.

LtdSANDHAM Engineering Co,.
Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn

162 to 165, Pentonville Rd., N.
Works. Britannia St., W.C.

336, Gray's Inn
933. Factories

:

and Britannia
[0019

M
MIDDLETON'3

Axle, with K

and sidecars fur nigh-powered machines

TITIDDLETON'S Undertake all classes of repairs to

M

IIDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidciars are guaran-
teed (or 3 years.

One Piece TJnbreaicable Chassis
Axle, with spring wheel, is IlLted to our 2-seaters

sidecars lur nip'

motor cycles and sidecars, bodywork, etc.

IDDLETON'.S, London's Oldest Established Side-

car .Makers. Wholesale and Retail, 27. Stroud
Green Rd., I^insbury Park, N.4. 'Phone : Hornsey
1584. > (8008

C.\XOELET Sporting, black and gold, new condition;
bargain, 14 gns,—29. Windermere Av., N.W. 6.

[7886

DARK Blue Featherweight Sidecar, new condition

:

£16.—L. West. 71, Norbuiy Crescent, Noilmry,
S-\V.16. [0111

T'ORPEDii Light Wicker undorslung sidecar, £4/1;
-l oil Triumph.—Bell, 49, .Kiyetsido, King,<ton-(in-

;Tliiime!.
,

[X5639

MILLS-FULFOnn Sidecar, complete, new; £25.—
Grimes. 18, Bruton Place. Bond St., W.l. May-

I

(air 1792. t7315

SIDF.C.\H. slightly soiled, but unused, coachbuilt;

price £15/10, original price £22/10.-61, Bishops-
- [0399

new. corti.

gate, London,

DOUGLAS
plete.

tharostow.

Cha.*sis, 1918, renoyatcd as

-The l>cst that British

[8017

dustryOTEVENS Sidecars. __. -.

•J can produce. Immediate deliyeri'. Catalogue on
application.

STEVENS Model No. 1 Sporting Torpedo for Triumph,
Rudge. B.S.A., etc., etc; price complete, £22.

STEVESS Model No. 2 Standard Touring Sidecar,

suitable lor all motor cycles; price complete,

£23/10.

STEVENS Model No. 3 Standard Light Touring Model,
suitable lor machines from 2>4h.p. to Ih.p.; price

complete, £20.

STEVENS Special 1921 Bullions Bock Sidecar, the

mo?t luxurious strean)line turnout on the market

;

price complete, £28^0. _

STEVENS Sidecars can lie supplied with fittings to

suit any make of motor cycle; bodies and chassis

I

c- be hnu separately if required."

STEVENS Sidecars.—Write for our illustrated catalogaio

before deciding. Second-hand and clearance sido-

1 car,- usually in stock.

STEVENS .Sidecars. 181-186,
Cross, London, N.l. Tel.

Pentonyille Rd., King's
Central 10261. . [7898

RED Coachbuilt Sidecar, suit 3"/ih.p., wheel Z6x2V,,
£10; also light chassis, fil.—Ramsay, 93, Sussex

I

Rd., Watford. • [7700

COACHBUILT 1920 Sidecar, 3-point, excellent con-

dition; sacrifice. £12/10.—I^osslyn, Devon Rd..
Cheam, Surrey.

' [7642

BASTONE'S lor Sidecars and Bodies; no better or
cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models before

purchasing elsewhere.

ASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other models
stock. Bodies from £4/10; complete sidecars

from £16/ Ip.

BASTONE'S.—We haye a fev; soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S.-Distributing agents lor the famous
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and

other models, in 'stock; trade supidied.

"D ASTONE'S (.5id_eca.'_ Dept.l, 228,, Pcntonrille Rd

B

King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. 2481 North.
(5535

LIGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar \riUi door, 3-i;oint. cnnniol

nntl npholstery perfect; higliu.it ofter uccep!eil,-6

Ijinsnster IM., Rugby. . [603

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o£ the issue. A25
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
RENNOO Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens. Largest

stock in liOudou ; iictual manufacturers throughout.

ENNOO Co. have the finest selection of complet^i
sidecars in the trade.

ENNOO Sidecar Co. have 18 different model side
cars, racing, touring', and tandem models.

ENNOC Sidecar Co. have actually in stock 26 various
design sidecar models.

T>HCENIX Sidecars.—All parts supplied from stock,
-^ and repairs ior this make by the Rennoc Co.

ENNOC Sidecar Co. are actual manufacturers of
hoods and wind screens, fitted wTiile you wait.

ENNOO Sidecar Co. undertake repairs to any make
of sidecar; complete renovations a. speciality.

ENNOC Sidecars are manufactured to fit every make
of motor cycle ; Harley-Bavidscns a speciality.

ENNOO Sidecar Co. have 70 clearance sidecars and
bodies to clear at knock-out prices ; room "R'anted.

isuie.—Send for special clearance list.

RENNOC Co. invite correspondence. Send for 1921
catalogue.—Rennoc Jlotors, Ltd.. Victoria Rd.,

London, N.4. 'Phone: Hornsey 850,

T> ENNOO Co. invite clients to view their Tvorks and
-*-*' eee the famous Rennoc sidecars and bodies bein
actually built throughout. ^ [8165

"l^EW Coachbuilt Body, large rear locker, JB6; trades-
-^' men-'s carrier and -chasGi^, £5 ; bargains.—Green-
field, 1^, Temperley Rd., Bulham". [7553

SIDECAR Chassis, strong, underslung, excellent con
dition, re-enamelled, wheel, tyre, tube; £4/10,

f.o.r.—Walsh, Harlow Common, Essex. [7331

T IGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar and Chassis complete with
.!U all fittings, slight repair; £5/10.—Leedom, Fire
Station, Commercial Rd. E., London, E. [7496

OYAL Leicester Sidecars to suit all machines,
roomy bodies, comforLable upholstery, excellent

springing; prices from £19/10 tipwards,

SEND Your Sidecar to us for renovation. New
hoods, wind screens, and aprons fitted. Write for

catalogue,

THE.Willowbrook Co., Royal Leicester Sidecar Works,
Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [0335

MILLS-FULFORD Coachbuilt Sidecar, 28in. wheel,
perfect condition, red, for 7h.p. spring frame

Indian; £17.-1, Glancynon, Abercyuon. - [7873

SIDECARS.—The Paragon folding sidecar solves the
storage difficulty. Call and see it demonstrated

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.O.I. [0387

BARGAIN for Quick Sale.—Light coachbuilt side-
car, door, wind screen, etc., as new ; £6/10.-

Hackford Engineering Co., Hackford Rd., S.W.9. [7696

CAJSfOELET Special Undersiung Touring Model Side-
ear, bulbous back, coverall apron, 28x3 wheel

with heaTy.Dunlop tyre, unused; £23.—Holliday Eros.
{Iielow}.

(\(\ DOUGLAS Chassis Tvith iiheols, £100 the lot,
y9\j 55/_ each singly. We have a good selection of
new bodies in stock.—Holliday Bros., 20, "Queen St.,
Hammersmith Broadway, .'

[7788

SIDECAR, ready for road. 4-point, roomy, uphol
stered, etorm apron, side entrance, aluminium

side light, Tvhite and red; £I0, best offer.—Cole, 1

Taveruejs Rd., Peterborougli. [7423
rpRADESMAN'S Box Sidecar, doors back and side,A rail top cJbasei.«, new condition, off Triumph, less
tyre and tube,- nearest £17/10; also Clyno chassis,
r-nach body, less wheel and arms, 50/-.—Dinsdale, 11
Austin Av., Stofkton-on-Tees. [7613

SIDECAR'S Complete, bidbous back, 2-seater, touring
lightweight, stepped bodies ;. Cameo, Easting,

Roper screens; hoods, aprons, mat^; lepaire- trade sup-
pliefL Call.—T. Williams, UtEanufacturer, 9, Lower Chnt-
ham St., Oxford Rd,, Manchester, [X5708

SIDECARS.—Manufacturers* stock to be ' cleared at
' half price. Luxurious coachbuilt bulbous back

touring" and torpedo sports models, also number of com-
plete bodies, but unpainted or trimmed, at knock-out
]jrices.—Particulars, H, Williani.s, Sidecar Manxifaofurer,
Littlehampton. [7302

ANOTHER Batch of Unused Ex-W.D. Mills-Fulford
sidecar chassis, complete with SSin. wheels, cones,

mudguards, springs, etc., for Indians, suit Harleys, etc.,
rightrhand fitting, easily converted; 35/- each.—
Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station. [7759

ANOTHER Batch of Unused Es-W;D. Mills-Fulford
sidecar chassis, complete with 28in. wheels, cones,

mudguards, springs, etc., for Indians; suit Harleys,
etc., right-hand fitting, easily converted; 35/- each.—
Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station. [7760

RIDEEZI.—Special ofEer of 100 brand new chassis and
bodies, to be cleared at once^ various models, fit-

tings accurately, machined to suit all makes, fully guar-
nnteed. Write for special list. Cannot repeat.—Sidecar
Co., 25, Upper Clapton, E.5. 'Phone: Dalstou 3110.
'Grams : Rideezi, Lowclap, London. " [6580

PARAGON (patent] Folding Sidecar saves storage, has
seven years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle, and
when folded combination will pass through a 50in.
doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wincycle Co.,
Ltd.. 256, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

OUR LINES

EACH THE BEST

OF ITS TYPE

NORTON
INDIAN

QUADRANT
BLACKBURNE
VELOCETTE
Motor Cycles

G.N.

Cyclecars

LAGONDA
Light Gars

WHAT BETTER?

Selling goods of proved merit is a

pleasure, .and that pleasure passes

on to the user. As a discriminating

motor cyclist you should buy

brands that have proved them-

selves in trials and races, from

agents who have ditto ditto'd

You then get good goods at once

and good service hereafter.

VICTOR HORSMAN
LIMITED,

7, Mount Pleasant,

LIVERPOOL.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. No n

to pay garage. Yon can keep motor at bol
will go tliroiigh passage 28in. when folded on j

motor. Any shape body fitted. They have been v
tested for six years on motors up to Bh.p.—Hopl
Upper Highgate St., Birmingham. ^ .(0

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MOEGAN Eunaijout. 1919, in good ninning prd

f 125.-Lauilj and Sou, 43, Shoe Lane, London
[7'

COVESTET Premier 1921 Z-wheeler, 275 gns, ; c
or exchange.—Motories, 23. Horton St., Halif

[7!

"I Q20 Bleriot -Whippet, mileage 300, electric lig
J-«7 clock; (£195.—Dunn, 326, Euston Rd., N.W

[8C
"I Ql^ Morgan, lOh.p- *f.c. M.A.G;, engine jnst oi
J-if hauled; £110.-34, .Heher Ed., Cricklewo
N.W.2. [74

D.E.W., 1914, Sh.p., 3-speed, reverse, hood, sere

electi-ic light; £130. —*Seen at Co^tnty Gara
Banbury. [7

G.N. Cycle Cars ; latest models always in stock.—

B

deliveries from Drake and Mount, Ltd., Mo
Agents, Bracknell.

'
[3J

MORGAN New 1920 de Luxe, W.C., complete w
hocwl. screen, l.nmps, liorn, etc. ; £225.—Gibb, 01

cester, 'Phone: S52—
.

[C

S-WHEELEE, 4-6h.p. water-cooled engine, good c

ditinii
; £40, or nearest: Edinburgh.—Box 1,5

do The 2Iol(ir Cycle. ^ [7'

ROVEE Light Car, 1921 model, Sh.p., in stock
immediate delivervi £3C0.—.Godfrey's, -Ltd., 2

Gt. PorHaud St., London, W.l. .
.

' [0~

"DOVER 1921 Models, £300; write for literatu
J-*^ motor cycles taken in exchange.—R. B. Clark
Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [76

MOEGAN De Luxe, 1918-19. M.AG., air-cooled, f

equipment, splendid condition; £165.—Eey, 3

384 Euston Ed. 'Phone: Museum 643S. [73

MOEGAN Cars for Immediate or Future Delive;

extended payments; exchanges. A. P. Hey, 3

384, Euston Ed. 'Phone; Museum 643S. [64

MOEGAN Grand Prix, 1920, water-cooled J.A
engine, new parts throtighout, perfect, lam

etc.; £170.--Turnill, North Peterboirough. - [75

/"i.N. Cars for Immediate or Future DeHve
v^ extended payments; exchanges.—A. P. Eey,
384, Euston Ed. 'Phone: JIuseum 6436. [64

PRIZE Bargain: Cbater-Lea-Jap Sh.p., W.C, VI

smart 2-seater; £100; cycle in part if necessai

—Buntings, Wealdstone. Closed on Sundays. [80i

BLERIOT Whippet Cycle Car, to makers' specific

tion ; £250, or on deferred payments 4% extra

Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [76

MORGAN, 1919 Grand Prix, 8h.p. J.A.P., S-seat

new tyres, overbanled, fully equipped, perfect c<

dition; £180.—Lee, 33, Canterbury Ed., Leyton. [74

TAMPLIN 2-seater, Sh.p. J.A.P., Sept., 1920, hoi

speedometer, electric lamps : any trial ; best of
over £142.— J. Darlington, Magdalen College, Oxford,

[74

1 Oil A.C. Morgan, recently coach painted, fu

-Ltf equipped; nearest £140; motor cycle part C(

sidered.—Cyclecar, 223a, Hatfield Ed., St. Albans.
[77

IiEEMIEE Super Runabontsl for ImusBdiate or Futi
Delivery; extended payments; exchanges.-A.

Eey, 378-384, Euston Ed. 'Phone: Museum 6436.

TO 14 CN. Cycle Car, Sh.p. J.A. P. engine. perf<

Xtf order, lamps, Binks; £130; exchanges.—Homac
243, Lower Clapton Ed., N. 'Phone : Dalston 241

[80

A.O. Sociables, modern types, fully equipped,

chanicallv souud, good appearance; trom £60
£85; trial.—29, AIlsop St., Upper Baker St., Londc
N.W. - [56

COVENTEY Premier Runabout, 3 speeds and
verse, dynamo lighting; 275 gns.—Special Agen

Eatclifte Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'Phon
Mayfair 5042. [03

MORGANS, 1921 models.—Place your order wi

the leading London agents, and ensure i

livery.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Can
mile St., E.C.3. . [00

1 QA GNS.—Late Morgan G.P., 5 lamps, dynai
XtlXj set £40 of extras, special body, extra lo

cliassis, fastest and smartest Morgan on road.—Del
.\rms Garage, Mortlake. [X55

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Garden Monocar, beautifu
€quipped.-5. Heath St., Hampstead (ni. Han

! -tead Tube Stat'on). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hoi
1
9.-7, including Saturdays. [75

NEW G.N. Cycle Car, to makers' specification, £24
dynamo lighting model, £275/12/6; immedia

delivery; deferred payments 4% extra.—Harrods, Lt
lis, Brompton Rd., London. [76

G.N. 1921 Models: delivery from stock; cash,

change, or extended terms.—Authorised Agent
Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile S

E.C-3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. , [00

-| qA GNS.; exchange combination and cash.—19iOV Crouch 2-seater, Sh.p. twin, water-cooled,

=pceds, exceedingly smart, fast ; exceptional bargain

24, Beanval Rd., East Dnlwich. [79

A26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
VENTEY Premier Runabout.—G- L. Franois and
Co., authorised agents for the CoTentry Premier

bout. 7-9h.p.. immediate delivery, £275.-169,
tesburr At. 'IMioue : Germrd 3288. [0586

[NG3BURV Cycle Car, 1914, 2-seater, lOh.p.
J.A.P., overhauled, retrimmed, repainted, new

I and screen; £l25.—Henry and Leslie. Ltd., 135,
on Rd., South Xorwood, London, S.E.25. [8126

21 Morgan, W.C. J.A. P., special aero Locker in
tail, new in stock; list price £230; exchange

leferred payments.—Edwards, 50, Harring.ton Rd.,
h Kensington. 'Phone: Kensington 3709. [817_2

AND Prix Morgan, water-cooled M.A.G. engine,
complete with discs, lamp set, horn, finished in

al blue and polished aluminiurn bonnet, tyres prac-
,ly new; £175.—Sims, 85, Cromwell Rd., Luton.

[7989
17 Grand , Prix Morgan. 8h.p. J. A.P. engine.

hood, screen, electric lighting; £175; exchanges.
anteed per/ect.—Homac's, Morgan Service Depot,
Lower Clapton Rd., N. 'Phone: Dalston 2408.

[8031
20 BJeriot-Whinpet Cvclc Car,' complete witli

spare wheel and all accessories; exceptional
ain, £175.—Elce pnd Co.. 15-16, Bishopsgate
Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

^^ [0069
,tJRNER Cycle Car, 8-lOh.p., twin V engine, water-

cooled, 2 speeds, reverse, wire wheels, 26x2'^'
, splendid order throughout. lully equipped; £85^

leechley. 1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Hill, London.

!

[7894
v., 1920. 8b. p.. 2-^peeJ, ociumubtor, eleitric lisJtt-
ingj biidy heated by exhaust pipe, speedometer. 1

, mileage under 2,000; £110. or exchange modern
amo combination; cash adjustment.— Vo.s, Baildun.i
pley. [X5588
LTERIOT Whippet, new July. 1920. mileage 1.300.,
special cream colour body, blue upholstery, spare .

eel. speedometer, other extras, perfftct condition,
i

il; £190.—Cross, 2. Mount Aden Park. Lordship
S.E.22. - [7826 1

AMPLIN Tandem, to makers' specification, £r65.
j

or lull.f »;quipped with hood and s«-reeu. lamps,
aluminium discs on wheels. £189/7. jr on de-

i

red navmc-nt 4;^ extra—Harrods, Ltd., 118. Bromp-

i

Rd.. London. [7683 1

TAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane. London E.C.4.-
New 1921 8u. p. Coventry Premier, spare wheel.

Cachable wheels, dynamo lighting; ]irice 275 gns.
terms one-fifth down and the remainder in 12

nthly payments. [8109

ORGAN.—We are ngonta for these famous run-
Jiliouts, and nre now lu o position to offer reitson-
delivery. Wt- specialise in repnir.i, overhauls, nud

ifinting.-The Mnlineux Garage Co., Ltd.. Wo1v.t-
uptoD. Tel. : 1160. (3460

920 Bleriot Whippet. 8h.p. Blackburne engine.
liuod. screen, spare wheel, electric lighting. 8-dav

ick; <03t £270; sacrifice £200. mileage under 800";
irhanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N.
hr,nc ; Dalston 2408. [8032

BRAND New lOh.p. M.A.G. Morgan do Luxe.
finished yellow and black, disc wheels, Lucqs

naiiio lighting and lamps, horn, hood, srrccu. speedo-
Her; Ijn price £271 / 12.—Clifford Wilson. 70, Royal
ispital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.; Kensington 7113

[7809
TORGAN, lato 1916. M.A.G. engine, water-cooled.
- perfect condition, beautiful engine, tyres just new,
cedometer. spare- tyro, chain, etc.. com|>leto. acces-
rie-, ready for any journey; trial bv appointment;
160.-Crane, 79, Middle Lane. Crouch End. N.8.

[7828
920 Morgan, Aero model, J.A.P. engine, complete

with Jill tools, 8iieedo«iet<-T, nluniiiiinm diish.
Inx'Ti horn : exiwit esnrainntion invited, any trinl

;

10. or any reiiRonnble offer iiccepted ; must sell

:

oer pjirchiwed smtill car.—W. R. Asluuim. 3. Nicholl
Sw.ius(^u. [7487

CARS FOR SALE.
^ALBOT '4 Landaulet, in perfect order; £95.-14.

Glcnelg R., Brixton. S.W.2. [7901

'J.-N.. list price; extended pavmeut^.—Rey, 378-384.
Eu-lau ltd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [6469

>EN.\ULT 'fi Landaulet. 20h.p., the property of
V gentleman; £145.—Chaufleur. 21, Elm Park Gar-
:n Mi?w-, South Kensington, S.W.IO. [7900
•PORTING 2-3eater Peugeot, 12h.p., streamline
* Ixtdy. detachable disc wheels; £160; exchange
mbiiialion.—84, Greenside Rd., Croydon. [7802

[MALL 2-seater, 3 speeds, reverse, live axle, new
' tyres, spares, smart, perfect; £55; exchange
otor cycle.-Walter Jones, Newport, Salop. [7930

jTORGAX Grand Prui." M.A.G.. lamp? nnd full I

KL ^^luipnient. li-t price; extended pnvmeut-.—Rcy.
178-384, Eu-tou Rd. 'Phcne.: Museum 6436. [6470 i

L|b.p. Darrarfj Landaulet, 4-cyl., Bosch, Zenith,!L^ etc., £95. or exihange motor cycle or combinii-

1

on.—Job, 403, Merton Rd., ftoutbfields, S.M'.18. [79951

r.V. 10-12h.p. 4-seiiter. electric lisht, hood. Stcpncv,
|

limks carburetter, Bnsch mag.; any cxnuunation; i

90, nr oflera.— 139, Oxford Gardens, North Ken<iing1oa'
r.lO. 17406

1

l^h.p. 4fTl, Metnllurgioue-S^enter. in benutiful <ou-

:

L^ dition, tax 10 gns. : £180: iinv trinl: would ex-

1

tiange combination find cash- -1 41, Merton Bd..
\

FimMrdon. [7467

1

CARBURETTERS
for

HEAVYWEIGHTS,
LIGHTWEIGHTS,
TWO STROKES.

They get the
best results
f ron\ your
ervgine.

Type B.S.V.

Variable Jet Model.

Send tor descriptive

Booklets (post free).

BROWN & BARLOW,
LIMITED,

Carburet Works, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams: Carburet, Birmingham.

Telephone : East 301.

CARS FOR SALE.
OKli-r- Iris Limousine, dynamo lighting, speedometer,
'^ t/ clock, enclosed diive, tools, spares, in benutiful
condition throughout; £350; exchanges.—76, Western
Ed., SouthalL L6642

STANDABD 9.5h.p., dickey, repainted, and in splen-
did condition: trial with pleasure; £235.—Newu-

ham Motor Co.. 225, Haaimersmith Rd., "\V.6. 'Phone:
Hjimmersmith 80. [8080

HUMBERETTE, 1914. water-cooled, £120; plated
fittings, acetylene lamps, hood, screen, horn,

clock, owner taken delivery new car.—Pigott, Land-
beach, Cambridge. [8134

f^ALCOTT Car. 1915. 2-seater nnd dickey, "dynnmo
^-^ liehtins, 5 Snnkey wheels and full equipment, piiiut.

upholsterj' pood, iiiochauicallv perfect, any triiil; £285.—
\yalli8. Hortington Grove. Cambridge. [7363

PAIGE 1914 15.9h.p., fitted with new EnglTsh
2-seater body, dynamo lighting set, perfect order

throughout; £175. ur exchange motor cycle combina-
tion.—Garage. 199b. King St., Hammersmith. [7965

COTTEREAU Chassis. 1912. 17b.p.. 4-cyl.. Bosch
mng., G.A. carburetter. 4 speeds forward, chain

drive, pneumatic tyres, all nearly new, reasonable triitl.

.^dund article; slump price £75 to clear,— Macaskie.
The Hythe, Staine.-. [X5570

25
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.

li.p. Daimler 2-ton Lorrv, txi-oHont ruuliiiiB oT<>r

:

f 105.—Clmiipoll, Suiookiiieton, HincWoy. (XS706

'IX/'OLSELET Lorrs'. oiirry ton. 16h.p., splendid: cx-
' » cliiincft coiubiniltinn, sell £95.—Pcake, Bnnbiliy.

r7363

.

SI"XUEAM Clnir-n-l.imo. 261i.n., I8-.«0iit.>r. solid.^ linck i

osc-li.ingo property.—54 Wurwiik Rd., Bnul>ury.

!

[7364
£100 Down nnd 12 Montlily Pnynicnts ot i:25 seemes

n mncnificcnt 3-ton lorry.—Details, Palmer'.'^

"Gurase, Tooting. [7845

LOP.HY Bodies tor Ford Tenners in .Stork, extra
utronp make, enclosed cab; £65.—The Willowbrook

OoxXcifc^ler.
.

[0373

TRADER'.^ Auto-Carrier. tlioroAghly 5onnd. full

equipment; :e55. oHer*.-12, A.-<muns Hill.

Golders Green. [7800

GARFORD 1916 2-ton Lorry, £245; Peerless 3-ton
chaf-is. 1917 model, £125; Straker-Squire 3-ton

lorry, £145-—77. .Acre I-ane, .S.\V.2. [7902

£85 Down and 12 Monthly Payments of £15 secures
splendid 1-ton truck, twin solids, will carry 30

. owt.—Detail*. Palmer's Oarage. Tooting. [7842

1f>h.p. 4-cyl. .Sunbeam Van, 4-spced, reverse, splen-
^ did ash Iwdy, good goinjj order; sacrifice for

£75. or consider twin combination.— 22, Somers Rd..
Walthamstow, E.17. [7701

UNIC 12-14h.p. Van. 1911 demonstration chassis. 5
oxcellcnt tyres, oil side and tail tamps, ^ag head.

I maRnillcent roomy couchbuilt body, double doors at
rear, sound ninning order., screen, horn, etc.; trial

£195. or offer.- Macaskio. The Ilythc. Staines. (X5569

i;axicab
£100 Down nnd 12 Monllily Payments of *20 secures

London laxicab.— Details. Palmer's (Jarlrye, Toot-
ing. [7844

ENGINES.
POWF.lil'UI, 5-6h.p. Twin Antoine. very good order

£7 10; also twin Boscb magneto, 90/-.—41.

I

Wilmot St. Derby. [7962

COUNTERSFIAFT Triumph Engine, or any parts;
also Sturmev-Archer gear box or parts.—Box

1,660. c/o Tlic Molar C'lclr. (8050

J.A.P. Engines, new. Sh.p. £22. also 8h.p. £25;
J.A.P. fivwheels. 45A- pair; B.S.A., 50/-.—Davies.

14713. Holloway Hd., London. [7608

Qih.p. Peugeot Unit, mag'., carburetter, silencer, ex-
02 ccUent condition; cheap, 115/-.—Hudson, 14,

Ckjnway Rd., Plumstead. London. [7706

SALE, new 4h.p. .T.A.P. Engine, complete mag. and
caruretter, £20; 2 new Splitdorl magnetos. £5

each.—13, Richmond Rd.. Ipswich. [7723

5h-p- Twin .\dvauce Engine, been tehuslied; £7/10:
single wanted.-E. Hoiton. 75, Hnitside Terrace,

Eiist Chevington, Acklingtou, Koitliurnberfnnd. [7428

OKE 30!i-p. Gnome Engine, brand new, in crate

;

£9 10. cernplcte with 2 umgneto*; and cjirlitjretter.

— 19. Wilidx Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. (8091

MrXERVA Engine. Bosch luag., B. and B. car-
buretter. Bowden controls, all perfect, £9: will

sell ser'ara'te.-Box 1,653, c/o The Motor Ct/cle. [7619

EXGINBt 4'^h.p. Alldnci, new, decompressor, mag-
neto pliitft)rin. £10: Tiiuraph engine, 4h.p.,' 1915,

perfect condition, £10.-56. Sutton St., Aston, Binning-
' iHim.

- (X5685

6h.p. J.A.P. Twin. 1913, with mag. and carburettei.
overhauled and in perfect condition; £12. or

near offer.-Goldstone M.C. Depot, 32, Goldstone
Villas. Hove. (7618

£25.—O.H.V,, -499 e.e., stainles-s steel valves, roller

bearing conne'jting rod. ball bearing gear, and
pullev spiudlefi, detaclinble bead, biand new tr.'ide special

Idiec.-^lletric Engines, Lt'd., 30-32, itorlimor St., W.l
(7502

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the bsnc. A27
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ENGINES.
WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.c;a.—New

8h.p. J.A.P. engine, water-cooled. 1920, £20.
Easy terras, one-fourth do\\-n and the remainder in 11
monthly payments. [8105

"I
Ah. p. Water-cooled Hoiizoutiil Eugiue, siiitnble

-«-" power, coibuiett^r, ignition, silencer, oil pump,
complete, £10; also Auto-Carrier engine, perfect, £7/10.— 14, Highgate Rd., London. [7550

TJEPPELTHWAITE'S secured another lot 1920
-*--- T.B.C. 2-yih.p. new 2-stroke engines, with - mag-
nepos fi.ned. £9/10; guaranteed perfect, worth £19/10.
—19, 'Uikos Ed., South Lambeth, Loudon, S.W.8.

[809o
T.A.P. Engines in Stock.—Special o.h.v. engines built;

<-f
complete stock of spares for all type J.A.P. en-

gines, new and second-hand engines, from £l5.—B.P.
Garage, J.A.P. specialist, 40, Murray Mews, Murray
St., Canidea Town, N.W. [6350

3ih.p. Precision Engine, mechanical valves, splendida condition, £4; 2 good wheels and tank, 10/-;
j^enuine opportunity, cash wanted; also lighting' dTuamo
[car or motor cycle) new, cost^, £20; accept £6.—

E

Hcod. 15, Totteridge Lane, Whetstone, N.20. [7594

HEPPELTHWAITE'S, the noted engine specTalists.-
Largest stock of second-hand engines in South

•Loudon. 2',^h.p. m.o.v. Minervas £3 each,' 3V^h.p.
£4/10: N.S.U. 2h.p. m.o.v., £4; 3V»h.r. Ees, £4/10;
3VMi.p. Tr-]umph with pulley, £8/10; 3y->h.p. De JDion.
£3/10: 254b.p. T.D.C., £4/10. Now the' cream ! 3h.p.
2-strok6 engines, listed at £15, our price £7/10; geai
box to smt, £6/10.-19, Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth,
London. [7337

J.A.P. Engines, J.A.P. engines, J.AIP. engines.-I
have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines- and

parts in England, over 30 engines always- in stock to
-select -from, and the price. 5h.p. twins, £18/10

:

Sh.p., £20; 8h.p. fitted with new pistons and 1921
cylinders. £22/10; 8h.p. J.A.P. crank eases, flywheels,
and connecting rods, £1T); valves complete, 4/-; piston
iing.s, 1/6; cam wheels complete, £1; postage extra;
itailip for reply.^Hawkins, 465, Xork Ed., Wandsworth.

[5883

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
RELIANCE Magneto Eepairing Co., specialists in

magneto repairs.

RELIANCE guars^ntee to aeturn your magneto with-
in 3 dayfi^ and, if necessary, 24 hours.

RELIANCE work under estimate, and guarantee
every mag.ieto for 12 montiis. Armature wind-

ing a speciality.

RELIANCE work for, and are recommended by.-
' some of the largest firms in London and country.

and can supply every want.

RELIANCE stock spares lor Bosch, U.H.. Eisemann.
E.I.C., C.A.V., Splitdorf, Dixie,, and all known

makes, •

T> ELIANCE specialise in the repair of U.H. marg-
-tV netos. and, having the original U.H. parts, can
guarantee a sound and reliable job.

RELIANCE stock new and second-hand magnetos
at right prices; old magnetos taken in part pay-

ment. Send for illustrated leaflet of the new Fellows
liglitweight magneto, the smallest, cheapest, and most'
efficient made. Special terms to the trade.

RELIANCE will be pleased to receive your enquiries
concerning your ignition troubles, and customer?

may be certain of obtainiiig promptness and courtesy.

Price complete

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET.
Absolutely reliable, suitable for all make; of Motor

Cycles. Write for particulars.

ACETYLENE
CAR LIGHTING SETS.

WRITE FOR LISTS

206 HEBD LAMP 58/ EACH
2D7 GENERATOR 42/ EACH

1910 SIDELAHP 13/6 iJhZH

SIDE LAMP
Lf:t No ig/4

Free 18/6 each
Kioht or left fitting

SIDECAR LAMP.
List No. 19/2.

Price 7 '6 each

ELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.. 11. Gt. Suttou .

St., Goswell Ed., E.C.I. [2186
|

R
MAGNETO, single, anti, for sole cheap.—1, Cromwell

ililnsions. King St., Hammersmith. [77T2

S.LC—Sonthern Igi ition Co., Hove.—Magnetos re-

paired efl&ciently and promptly at moderate charges.

Q. I.e. —Satisfaction is certain. Magnetos all makesO and spares stocked, and everything electrical for
the motor cyclist.

S. I.e.—Special department for C.A.V. repairs. Ma-
,chines returned' same day as received if necessaiy

Q.I.C., Rutland Works, Hove. 'Phone: Hove 796
t^' Mention "-The Motor Cycle." [5902

MAGNETO, Dixie clockwise twin, unused, perfect
£3/3, must sell.—64, Bishopsgate, London. [0396

THOMSON-BENNETT Flat Twin, brand new,
£4/10; ' sacrifice.—Mav, 100, Denbigh St., S.W

[7699
lyT-L Magneto, new, variable, S'oh.p. size; ^3/10

,

-L'X perfect.-R. Hood, 15, Tatteridge Lane, Whetstone,
N.20. . , [7589

BOSCH Watertight Single, clock, ZEl, in sood con-
dition. £7/10; Dixie, single, anti, £2/10.—Box

121. c/o The Motor Cycle-. [7362

PLANTINUM Points Fitted, heavy, all makes. 10/-
pair; no waiting. — Laylaud Bros., Magneto

Specialists, Kildare St., Newtown, Wigan. [7053

HECO 4-cyl. Magneto, ^3/10; a large quantity of
4-cyl. and 180° -magnetos reauiring overhauling,

I heap.— Holliday Bros., 20, Queen St., Hammersmith
Broadway, W.6. ;7789

MAGNETOS, new, waterproof, single £4, twin £5/10,
4-cyl. £8/10;i.Ford conversion sets. £10; Thom-

son-Bennett twins, A.C.2" £6/10, 90° £8/10.—Ashton,
Granary Lane, Mirfield. [6525 1

MADE
TO I

LAST.
IMa 1p from solid br.iss turned '

and threatl il at joints Erery
I

part of solid coiffitr notion. '

Tlieaelamiis may he taliento
i

11 e for cleaninc, and will remain aiiglit
j

in tlic strousest gale. Best rmality lenses :

are nited, and can be easily replaced if
'

brolten These lamps will last as lone as
the iiuahii'ies tliey are used on, and are absolutely rostles

LICENCE HOLDERS

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
/^.A.V. and Thomson-Bennett 1 and 2-cyl., £3/11
V-' nearly new; magnetos bought, sold, or exchange!
—Laviver Co., Elnathan Mews. Paddington, W.9. [789

MAGNETO, Thomson-Bennett, 180° twin, oS 1h.
1 louplij,;, excellent sparker nnd condition : £4.'

Cook. 62. Buchiinan Gardens. Willesden, N.W.IO. [730

BOSCH Waterproof Magneto, single, anti-olockwis
off Triumph, type ZEI, £4/17/6; Bosch ditto, ope

type, £3/15; postage (registered] 2/6 extra.—Ward. 1

Hartford Ud., Leamington Spa. tX570

MAGNETOS.—Surplus stock of Dixie Model M'
single-cyl.. high tension, anti clockwise, lor di

posal.—Apply, The Bristol Wagon and Carriage Wori
Co.. Ltd.. Lawrence Hill, Brijstol. [673

TT^'SATISPACTGIiT Magnetos should 'be replacf^ hy a Buulton, £5 each: immediate dispatch.
lew shop-soiled to clear at lower prices.-^Boulton Ma(

; netos. Ltd.. Oldhall St., Wolverhampton. [645

JEBKOX, registered 29L.298. greatly superior
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, e-tc., cu«

uiisflring, 7/- each rivet ; JebrOn screwe, fit Bosc
magnetos. 15/6 pair: old screws, Jebronised, 7/- each.

JEBEON Contacts, used by "Messrs. Collier Bros
Colver, Martiu. making -world's records.—Jebroi

38. Herbert Ed.. Woolwich. London, S.E.18. [000

M"AGNET0 Uepairs.—Send your magneto to Palmer
Garage. Tooting. Reply paid, quotation tel(

^raphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guarantee
in from 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.-

Palu^cr's Garage, Tootmg. [IS'i

MAGNETOS.—Aay type repaired and guaranteetl f(

12 juonths at a fair and just charge. Sever;

motor cycle and c;ir type magnetos in stock.—King
Cross M;igneto Eepairing Co., 144, Pentonville Ed
Loudon. N.I. Phone: Central 3045. [745

THOMSON-BENNETT Magneto, with gear whee
suit 4h.p. Douglas, as new. i£4/6; C.A.V. ma[

ueto. suit 2'>ih.p. Douglas, £4 ; B. and B. carburettei

! lightweight. iCl/S; another, suit P. and M., £11716.-
366, King St., Hammersmith, W.6. [800

REVOLUTION in Magnetos: 1,000, brand ne^

latest, - single-cvlinder, high-tension, variabl

ignition, fullv guaranteed; £2/18/6 each, post 1/3; twin!

fours and sixes ecinallv reasonable. We buy rigi

aiwavs.-Universal Motor's, St. James' Ed., Derby
[565

HEPPELTHWAITE'S, having purchased 10,00

single magnetos, are clearing at ridiculous pnc(

£2 each, less contact breaker, or £2/10 with contact

\1I magnetos are guaranteed perfect order. Trade en

quiries invited.— 19, Wilcox Ed., South Lamtieth, Lou
dou. S.W.8. [809:

THE Only Firm on the North-east Coast that have I

well-stocked and eanipped department for the em
cient carrying out of mapneto repairs and a supply, o

^pare parts; we guarantee a good, --ound, and servic*

;il)l6 repair.-The Northern Motor Exchange, Ltu.. -

,
Nobles Bank. Simderlan'd. 1°^^

RUNBAKEN 'Repair Services.—Dynamos, magnetos

and starters. Huge stocks of spare -parts .and^

modern plaut enable us to make a thorough and ea

'ient repair to every make and type. Pack in a stron

,iOX enclose instructions, and address to The Kunbake
Magneto Co.. Ltd., 115, Gt. Portland St., London, W
(Phone: Mavfair 3585). North of England: Uerby St.

Cheetham. Manchester ('Phone: City S266). [025'

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24 hoar repair service

Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos
Splitdori and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec

trical service station: Thomson-Bennett repairs anc

spares. All repairs are tested ou an approved A.I.D
test bench before dispatch, and therefore carry on:

guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stocl

of guaranteed magnetos in I.ondon, twins all degrees

spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu
lators all voltages always reariy in stock; plugs, cables

i,;,-watt and vacuum bulbs all voltages. We give yoi

real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co., 329
Euston Rd., London. N.W.I. 'Phoned Museum 5034
T.-\. ; Magdvno. Eusroad. Loudon. [026

(For Motor Cycles).

Number plate fitting, as illustra-
ted, complete with

, nuts and
screws
List No. 2T4 3/6" each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clips and screws.
Price 4/- each.
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

complete attachment for fitting to either woodwork or
metal work. ListNo. 2r6. 3/6 each.

TYRES.
BASTONE"S for Government surplus and clearanc

covers and tubes.

TDASTONE'S.—26x134 Michelin covers; 15/-.

BASTONE'S.—26x2''^ Palmer cord ribbed cover;

34/-; Hutchinson, rubber-studded, 28/-.

BASTONE'S.—Englebert ribbed (wire edged) cover;

26X2V4 or 26X2V2 "-

'

'""
' ' ^

30/-.

BASTONE'3.-
40/-.

25/-; ditto, rubber-studec

26x25^ Hutchinson Tourist Trophj

Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by all reputable agents.

TRADE F ^ M

i-AWDEN RP BORDESLEV BIRMINGHAM.

BA^TO^^S'S.—26x2V2 Michelin. 21/-; HutchinsoE
passenger. 42/-; Avon Sunstone, 45/-.

"DASTONE'S.—28x3 Palmer c&rd, heavy, 45/-.

BASTONE'3.—Michelin tubes, 26x21^ and 26x2'^
8/6 each.

B\STONE'S, 228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cros!

London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [553:

TYEES and Tubes Vulcanised at competitive chargei
IIL, Kramer Mews, Wert Brompton, S.\V.6.

I
[652

A2S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement: and the date of the issue-
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TYRES.
iLB . EMANUEL'S for your motor cycle tyres.—Below.

>X3 Danlop Extra Heavy. 4-ply. 50/-, Palmer cord
' heavy 50/-, Palmer cord 45/-, Wood-Milne extra
Dg 39/6, Moseley ribbed 35/-. Kempshall anti-skid
-Below.

x80, for Tolturette rims, will fit 650x65:
V Dunlop grooved 75/-, Wood-Milne Gruvrib
Spencer-Moultoa 70/-, Beldam Bulldog 70/-, Atou
tone 70/-.—Below,

[x3x2Vn Dunlop Heavy 45/-. ditto tubes 8/6.—
Belo-.;.

:f /4x65 Palmer Cord Heavy 57/6. Palmer cordP" 50/-, Dunlop heavy 50/-. As lollows lor voi-

ette rims : Michelin steel-studded 70/-, Wood-
ne square 45/-.—Below.

*x21m Dunlop Heavy Rubber-studded 45/-. Avon
y Sunstone 41/6. Dunlop combination rubber
steel-studed 57/6, Rom ditto 55/-, Avon combina-
47/6, new endless .tubes 6/6, heavy pattern

ber studs, 40/-.-7^Below.

m*x2% Dunlop Heavy 39/-, Wood-Milne extraO strong 39/-, Moseley ribbed 34/-. Dunlop com-
ation 55/-, Palmer Cord 38/6. Bates heavy special

-Below.

/?x2i^ Dunlop Heavy 39/6. Dunlop combinationO 55/-. Rom ditto 55/-. Beldam ditto 55/-, Bates
cial heavy 37/6, Macintosh chain pattern 35/-.—

iV, .

•x2Vi; to Fit Z]A Rims.—Clincher de luxe rubber.
* studs 45/-, Englebert heavy rubber stud 42/-.

)od-Milne 3-ply (special) 36/-, 4-ply extra stronu
'-, ditto -combination 57/6.—Below.

'HE Above Tyres are Government surplus, not In

any way perished or soiled. All orders 7 da.ys'

proval against remittance. II not satlslnctory money
. nded. Country orders dispatched passenger train
ae day as order received.—Below.

. EMAN'UEL, Tyre Factor. 27, Belprnde Rd,. N.16.
titurus: 37u, Build Pond Rd. 'Phonft: Dnlaton

61. [0235

5* //* is the cost for retreading your' cover with
I \J extra heavy st^jdded trend.—Below.

4//? for retreading- lienvy ribbed pattern; send
' vP ior sections of tread, post free.—Below.

>Kr\IRS of every description from 2/6.—Phffiuix
^ Tyie Repairing Co., 224, 'Sherlock St., Birnhnc-

tX5676

BRAXD New Clincher Tyres, 26x2^ 33/6, 26x2',*;
59/6.—Woudsworth Motor Eichunge. Ebner St.,

nOsworth. [6171

VRES. Great Sale.—Don't boy any until you have
SI en our list. It is a revelation.—Bancroftian
64 and 78. Bishopsgate. E.C. [0054

;i'ECIAL Offer, good seeond-hnnd motorcycle covers.
2G:<2i;', itnd 26x2^ii, 10/6 ond 12/6 eacli to clear;
with order.—Hercules Tyre Co., Henry St.. North-

urtnn. [7161

^CiiNOMIO Tyro Co.—All goods BSDt corriogo paid
^ en seven days' approval against remittance:
nniiie bargains in new, clearance, ond Government
irphu-t ttock.

;iCON(^MIC.-24x2;.i heavy rubber non-skid. 41/-.
-t li-ted £2/14/6; 26x2i4 Dunlop heavy, 37/6.
ted £2/11/3; Dunlop tubea, 7/6.

pCON'OMIC—26x2% Dnnlop heavy, 39/6. listed
U £2/13/9; Avon tricor, 37/6. listed £3/0/6; Dunlop
ibes. 8/-.

7C0N0MIC.—28x2i:, (American) Kempshall Non-
-J skid, brand new 52/6, listed £4/11/3; 28x3
empshall non-skid, clearance, 45/-, listed £5/12/3.

I CONOJIIO.—700x80 Kempshall Anti-skid, 67/6,
1 liHtod £4/1/10; heavy oon-ekid. 90/-, listed

B/15/3; brand new.

I^CONOMIC—Fully guaranteed, Dunlop rabber-etud.
i 24x2 27/9. 26X2 29/9, 26x2^ "31/6.

PCONOMIC Tyre Co.. 314, New Cross Rd.. S.E.14
-i fnear Town Hal!>. 'Phone: New Cross 1393.
epairs and retreading. [5885

"^OVER, Clincher Dreadnonght passenger, eBop-
soiled. 700x80 lor 65, unused, 56/6, list price

9/-; 26 x2V' to fit 2V4. Clincher heavy De Luxe, un-
sed. price 39/6. list 63/9; unused tube. 7/6.~64.
Ishopsgate, London. - [0394
7" EMPSHALL Non-skid, also Hutchinson T.T., 28 x
\- 2' J, brand new, at a remarkable figure; 35 '-

pch ; a^^eclal prices for quantities over 6; carriage
ree; greatest bargains in tyres.—J. Smith and Co.,
2-54. Hamp^tcad Rd.,J^.W.l. [0259

p. D. VARTY for Tyre?.—New r.nused Dnnlop heavy
tt Ptuaiied 26x2^:i. 37/6; 26x2?^. 37/6; two only
l8x3 oxttn heavy, 47''6 each: also others at clearance
>ricea, all sizej from 24x2, only a few left, don't delnv.
-R. D. Varty, Thundersley. Esses. [3713

|l<rOTOa Cycle Tubes.—Best red quality, with small
LTX jiatch vulcanised by makers: 24x2. 5 '3; 24

x

:Vi. 5/6: 26x2. 5^9; 26X21^. 6/-: 26x2%. 6/3;
:6x2i,o. 6/6; 26x2VjX2'i. 6/9; 26X3, 7/-; 28x2.
73; 28x3. 7/6; 29x3'/.-. 7/9; 650x65. 8/-. All
eading makes and sizes in stock.—H. Emanuel. Tyre
^tor. 27. Belgrade Rd.. K.16. Stores: 37a, Balls
'ond Rd. 'Phone: Dalaton 3161. [0346

xiT3§^|-lVRHs-

L__ . J

NEW BEL TS.
6ft. 6in. X Jia. complete with

fastener 13/6
Jin. any length per foot 2/-
lin., 8ft. and 8ft. 6in. per foot 3/3

Fastener given away free with each belt.

SPECIAL BARGAINS
Brand New Covers

1st Gr-SLdG Only,
From Government Stores, etc.

:: i :< 2 Avon Druid 31 -

2 1
- 2\ Avon Druil 36 -

2(>y. 2 CHnchcr Ribbed 29 -

FOR 2i RIM.
rfi .: 2\ Heavy Rubber Non-skid . .

.

27 6

Avon S'uistonc 39 6
Wood-.MiInc Combination . .

.

79 -

C'oodrirh .Safety Tread 56 6

zGy.zl Dunlop Hoavv Rubber Stud. 42 6

Palmer Cord Heavy 39 6
. .. Bales' Special Heavy 44 -

Wood-Mihic Extra Heavv .

.

37 6

Avon Tricar 34 6

Hutchinson Passenger 36,-
2^^ .2' / 2\ Hutchin-jon Rubber Stnd 52 -

Enylcbert Super 55 -

F.nclcbcrt Touriuu 47 6

Goodrich Safety Tre.id 61 -

FOR 21 RIM.
2h- 2\ Hca\'>* Non-5hid 37 6

Wood-Milne Combination ... 55 -

Clincher do Luxe Heavy 50 -

2(-> '•: '. -. 2 \ l^unlop Heax-A* 45 -

Fnplcbcrt Passensier 47 -

Pedley Heavy Tbrcc-rib 67

FOR AMERICAN RIMSt
jS - 2\ Hutchinson P.i?.scn?fr 38 6

Kempshall Noti-sUid 45 -

2S . :j Kempshall 35 ^

„ . Dunlop E.xtra Heavy .

.

48 6
Goodrich Safety Tread 59 6
P.ilmcr Cord 55 -

Clincher de Luxe Extra Hen \ 55 -

Wood-Milne Extra Heaw . .

.

55 -

Englebert Super Ho.'t% \ .... 69 6

FOR 6SO X 65 RIMS.
700 :; 80 Dunlop Grooved 80 -

Spencer-MouUon 70 -

70 -

57 6650 r.5 Dunlop Grooved
,\von Square 59 -

59 6
59 -Clincher dc Luxf Extr: Hw

Lightweight 27 6

NEW CLEARANCE TUBES .

sG x 3 X 2I Pedley Heavy 10 6
26x:ii Endless 6,6
26x23 Endless 6 9
26 x 2jx2i Endless 7,6
26 X 2i X 2i Butted '. 10 -

26X2A Endless 6 6
28x3 Endless 8,6
28 x 3 Hutchinson -. 13 9
2ii '/. 3 Avon 13/4

S< ii( carriage paid on 7 dnyt' approval againtt \

remitlanc^.

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd

The TYRE HOUSE,

83, THeobald's Road, 1

HOUBORN,.Vtf.C.1 1

'Phone: Dluscum 1543.

-J

TYRES.
ROM Combination Extra Heavy Non-skid Coven's,

absolutely new and guaranteed. 26x2%in., fit 2',4
or 23r^iu., list 88/9. price 59'-; 26x2ii., Jit 2^iu., list
85/6, price 57/-': 26x3iD.,.fit 2i/irin., list 91/6, priit*
61/-: cjirriage paid; only n few left; cannot be repeated.
—Sherring, 9, Melbourne Ed., Leice.ster. [X5707
Q^x2i^ New Beaded Covers, 30/-; new best quality^" tubes. 24x21.4 6/-. 26x2 6/6. 26x2Vt 7/-. 26x
2'^ 7/9, 26x2i..^X2i,i 8/6. 26x3 9/6. 700x80 lO.'S,

I

750x75 12/6; new rublier belU. 61t. 2in.xlin., 10/6;
15in. inflators, 2/6; sent approval, carriage paid, re-
,-eipt remittance.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, S.W.

I • [7840
GOOD Articles always recommend tbemeelves, like-

wise good work. We do not claim to make rotten
i

old tyres new, but we remould bursts nnd cuts in tjres.
also broken oway bends, and mnke them perfect. .Tuet
try us for retreading butt-end fittinff tube, vulcanising',

^
in fact anytluug in the tyre line, find he agreeably eur-
prified.—;Melton Eubber Workt-. Melton Mowliray. [0347

GOVERNMENT Surphi?.-Huge stock ol specially
Ectei-ted second-hand covers, Dunlop heavy.

Palmers, Kemp?halls, Clincher.'^, etc.. 26x21,4, 26x2%.
12 '6 each; 28x3. 17/6 each; new Dunlop and Bates

,
!ubc5. 26x2'!. 2\s. and 2i._.. 7/6 each; goods rasli
approval.—Homerton Eubber Works, Brooksbys Walk,
Homerton, E.9. 'Phone : Dahton 3483. Tel. : Eman-
rubwor, Hack, London. [0331

TANKS.
T.A,NKS Re-cnamelled any Design; 12/e each.—Whit-

worth ftfotor Renovating Co., Bclvoir Works, Bel-
voir Place, Barr St., Hockley, Birmingham. [77G1

TANKS, re-eunmelling, etc.—We guarnnteft ninkeis'
tnnk transfer, trademarks, latest onloura and do-

signs. Liets.—Park Works, la, Paradise Kd., Higlibuiy,
N.5. • [6916

TANKS Ke-cnamplled to pattern. Highiclass work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sous. 6, Riclinrd St.. At-

kinson St., Deansgatc, Manchester. Established 25
yvnTa. |1797

TANKS: Any pattern to pkctrh. Lightweight un-
enanu'llwl from 37/6, enamelleil 50/-; tank tlttinge,

diR-e, mudguards, etc., nt rock Itottoiii prices; frnmea,
forks. Rear.-!, etr., in stock.—VenuH Motors. Plaahoi
Lano. Upton Park, E.6. Tel.: 247 Ertst Horn.

[7522

TANKS ol every de.icrijjtion reiilaced, repaired, and
re-cnnnU'Ucd nt our own works; all kinds ol

fittings -stocked; quick service and reasonable clrarges.

—Send postage lor illu.';tratcd pric** list to A. Green,
Water St., Chapel St., Sallord, Manchester. Tel. :

2191 Central. [0256

BELTS.
BELT, Clincher rubber, %in., 8ft., shop-foiled ;

piiie

11/6. postage 9d. extra, original- cost 24/-.— 64,
Bishopsgate. Ix)ndon. [0390

SURPLUS Government Stock, made by Pedley, Silver-

to*n, Lycett, and Dunlop; perfectly new. cash re-

funded it not approved; ^In.xany length, nt 1/7 per
rt.; ''iin.xany length, at 1/9 per ft.; %in.xany length,
at 2/1 per ft.; liaio.xauy length, at 2/10 per ft.;

special offer of %\n. belts m 6It. 6in. lengths, at 10/-
cach, and lO'.iin. lengths at 17/6 each.—H. Ema.nuel.
Tyre Factor, 27, Belgrave Rd., N.16. Stores, 37a,
Balls Pond pd. 'Phone: Dalston 3161. (0348

INSURANCE.
FOR Insurance ol all kinds (fipeclally motor!, apply

Ement J. Jiasa. Insurance Broker, 40, Chmneiv
Lane, W.C.2. [0005

ROYS, Ltd., invite enquiries for Insurance of all

kinds. Competitive rates lor motor cycles.

Lloyd's and Companies prospectuses on application.—
170. Gt. Portland St., London. [0055

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy

authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers
motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
&urpo5es. Complete comprehensive Cover. Maximum
pnefits, minimum rates. Free weekly copy ol " The

Motor Cycle " to all policy holders paying a premium
of £5 or over. Full particulars and prospectuses on
application.—The Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance
Co.. Ltd.. 77. Cheapslde, London, E.C.2. [0007

PATENT AGENTS.
CONSULTING Patent Agency. 253. Gray's Inn Ed..

London.—Aero and aircraft engines. [2373

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King. Registered
Patent Agent. 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.C.

35 years' references, [0129

W. BRYSON, B.Sc. Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., A.F.R.,
Ae.S., Chartered Patent Agent, 29, Southampton

Buildings, London, W.C.2. 'Phone : Museum 3651.
r9622

H. N. & W. S. SKEEEETT (H. N. Skerrett, FeUow
of the Chartered Institute oi Patent Agent-,

A.I.Mech.E., A.LA.E.. Associate I.E.E., etc.): W. S.

Skerrett (Eegi.^tered Patent Agenti; patents, designs

and trade marks.—24, Temple Row. Birmingham.
Tel.: Central 1058. T.A.: Skerrett, Birmingham.

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency. Auctioneering, etc.—

Train by post for thi*; paying profession. Start a

buBine=6 of your own. Prospectus free.—Agricultural

Correspondence College (Dept. TJ, Eipon. [0389

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A2Q
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SITUATIONS VACANT.

pEOFIT-SHAMNG Stlieme.-Progressivo motor cycle
-^ eouipanj', Manchester district, has a low vacancies
lor practical workmen in all branches, who are desirous
or improTjng their position both materially and linnn-
ciaiiy, and who are prepared to take 200 or ihore pre-
terence shares at £1 each, to bear diyideud at 10%, orwo or more orclinary shares at £1 each.—Age, wages
raqmred, Qiia)i8catione, etc., to be addressed to Box
l,'»<t5, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6516

SITUATIONS WANTED.
W'^^mS' ^°''*.'™ f= competition rider, tester, or

-Box 1 ?Rfi ^f^V^" „^"P-''l'l!; °f aoiDg all tuning, etc.BOX l,o86, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7357
J^BEN Motor Cyclist seeks situation as competition
, vTies o? lV„l,f

^"' ?,' ''^'^'^ demonstrator of motorycles oi light cars—Box 1,656, c/o The Motor Ciclc.

,nt. f„„/ii^ •,?'i''.
jiccessory sales manager or assist-

V*(ir cS^,"
'^"*"'=* P«fened.-Box 1,623, do The™°' ^y""-

[7443

A^wS^'l?,,???™^ Situation as manager of test-

• omraSf Sh' ?q f t
*=" " ™°*°'' <='•«'« manufacturing

.aetS?Sg SpfnV.'i5fox"'T,"elI *^,oT.? SLt. "S
T"A??ft°'''ShTn„~f^/*'*'f'j «^''5<«>* i° sJntlf

leouirement'^ ™^L^ *^'"'"t °t*
'''=*""'' conditions, and

ence 1? ?hnt coT^r,
""""Si" business and road experi-

^( !i * • ' colony dating from 1906 is desirous

™de ake''fxoorr'?,'r'""
'" '="^"'-''- CoSpeten™to

!,-„„
export sales management, len-thy wOrkshon

referenced Hi T°-'"'"="'!«
technickl knowledge, good

wh?,h mmt hrir, H
°.'^S="'>se agency service on lines

on general nod Lt^i^T' '"""'t'^: competent to advise

-E™1 st4fn„ " *' '^"^'^^ suitable for the Colonies.

Bo''/'i:5oi!^*c7i ffi'*;a„5!™cS^' -^ -'--^
"^i-^

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED

TyAEREN SMITH, 11, Princess .St Luton has1'V clients waiting for small bnsineS [7726

G^^vSfe™? fw-'"'Y''%^'i^"'*^=' flrst-class position'

Pnetor,^f^Cla^i^'rktr ia¥n°a?' B^Slii^.^°°T7'2-^0

G^?afh^^f'i'yl^™«'' "«ar busy centre, £200, or fSO

WeS^^Sou^tJ/^CortUinTm^nrSk ^oTAiir

A'TsSsh™ t
^'^^ P'ovinciar premises fo'^^th!

shop and large garaee a?°l°I
''''""=

."-"l'^^"-
S-"a

H

negotiate the purchasfof anv e t,''H?'i,"5'-, P'' "«"'''

600dagencics.ll£.ff:6§i^?fo1^?';^'i^,i'gj:^-^[^7|'>

January 27TH, iciai

FINANCIAL.

A''Ia''sYmS?-atSfve'l^yS':t")*f »' ^Pri-^^'ftame,
clndcs shaft drive wishes to mlit °^ ^"™''' "'^C' ">-

same, or would eichin™
» meet someone to finance

position on progressive fir?n'^o,'v„7f''*'i',
<***- '" S™'1

Hand made expSlntaf fran,™",^
"=" '''"« ™t"glit.

miles -tisfactoS!y™lfcff i^'e-eTcrrTrS^r
^'J^.?,!^

[8052
GENERAL TRADE.

stations: Falcon Lane T wu; t.i
'^eaiiest goods

L.S.W. Ely and (fvp'n qT ^l^ Wimbledon,
Garage, ToVtin'^^SiK' ^°'' "^^"'^

'^^%';^l

WANTED.
W'^S\|Sf« -^^/,>„<o>- 1915 4h.p. A.J.S.-Babb.

'F'^'i^^li^^ l^^% .ood^condition.-21. Endlo'e

0'^%^^,^.^\^^i?ri^^^r. to WhiUey,

W^'l?aa,?f-Min^Lrt^.^^'la/o";.
^''•''-

--^V"l«
priceW^r^^,^J«-^^^»>^ar.-.owest,to 145, Douglas Edr-Surtitra' '">743fi

W^^-%^1/?-- f/jj„. Bongas or Oou.so.B.-

LAMPS
ARE THE MOST RELIABLE.
"THEY WON'T BLOW OUT."

Ornamental and Usaful.

Fit these lamps to your motor cycle or sidecar
for Winter riding and avoid all bother.

Sidecar Lamp.

In Polished
Aluminium

Red .g].ias

at back

WANTED.
DALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-The pre-eminent p^ for drspoaing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make yon a c
otter at sight.

pALMEE-S Garage, Tooting.-You will be sure o

Garagl?""^
cheque if yon sell four macwie at'palm

P^^^,??,'^- <5arage, -Tooting.-Thousands of men i-^ sold their machines here,

P^^J^t^?'® Garage, Tooting, make a epeciality«- motor cycles in the weekly auction sale.

P'^^c^l^^''^ ?^'"f1:' ^'ao'ine.-Auction fee for mo

is give? ^ ^ ^ ^'^* '^ incurred until 7 days' not

P^frmf^LL °T™^?'
Tao-'iie. win collect machi

sai» dZ ^j""' ^Si'^™ railway station. The auctsale ,s held every Thursday, commencing 2 pm.™
excha:

REAR LIGHT BAG CONNECTOR.
Reg. Design. 630341.

GAS BAG
CONNECTORS.

Eeg. Design 607878.

6in. 1/2; gin- 1/4j I2in. 1/6;

J5m 1/9; i8in. 2/.; 24in. 2/6

each.

A steady and perfect
flame ensured.

Send for List.

I

SURRIDGE'S PATENTS, LTD.,
73, Church Street, Camberwell, S.E 5.

A.io

WANTED, Morgan, 1920-21; experii examination
and trial.—Full particulars, Hall, 54, Maygrove

. _^,^__ Ed., Brondesbury. [7652
All letteis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

W\^nfP' ni\^:, ", ^'"""ar machine _" 3,jh.p.-83, Pedro St., Clapton, E.5. [7,

E^*i?i^il*^^f"f° S^» EFDXl) with Eudge driv,noiness, Jilmer House, Saadgate. (D; [7'..

TX^ANTED, cylinder for ShiAp." B .S A 1913 i>VV shape.-Oakley, Hurst Ur«n, Sutsex '[7^

W'^'^lT.?.""^!^"^?''- J?^^ "™* cylinder.-Ford»» dene. Hunton Badge, King's Langley '[74

I

TyANTED, pair Eudge touring handlebars. --Gee," Oonstanfme Ed., Hampstead, JSr.W.3. [75

]\J.S.U. or Grade Gear, whole or parts, also ace^<- series.—Box 1,667, c/o The Motor Cycle. (30

WILLIAMSON Machine.- Wanted, flywheel and baVV carrier.-Peel. 35, Hart St., London, W.C. [76

/-JOMBIiVATION. 5-Sh.p., about 1918; no dealers^ Marshall, 121a, Western Ed., Southall, Middled

WANTED, P and. M., 1910.1914. 2-speed SVV about £25.-King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

-yrrANTED shop-soiled T.T. Triumph or Norton^wVV give £85 cash.-Box 1,635. c/o The Motor Cycle

p EAE Wheel, back stays, and gear box for TnumnAt -Dives, 253, Lower Ed., Hotheihithe, S.E.8.

Q -SPEED Free Engine" for Early Triumph or^fl!
'y engine gear; sidecar tody.—Brown, Wollaton. fl

rjLOEIA Sidecar wanted for Triumph.-Price^n
'-" particulars to Phillips, Lowerhead Eow, Leeds.

1020 4h.p Triumph, shop-soiled, touring modei.--J-«^ Apply hy letter, P.S., 49, South Molton St., W.I

WANTED, 1911 Douglas connecting rod, lomptetV' —Platts, 602. King's Ed., Fulham, S.W.e"

TTENDERSON B Sidecar, good, reasonable"^^^^

.

-»--«- Triumph.—150, Cambridge St., Belgravia. Londoi

LEVIS'S, 2i4h.p., late models, wanted ; no dealers
Particulars, price. Box 1,668, c/o The Mote

Cycle. [805

MOTOE Cycle; e.xchange smart economical 7-9h
Premier cycle oar.-26, Ballino, Honor Oak Par

S,E.23. [781

TTTANTED, electric horn, 4-volt, good condition, suivv-able for hghtweight—1 6, Falkland St., Middle
brough. |-7^gl

MOTOE Cycle, countershaft, 2-stroke, anv' condition
about £25.—Palmer, Jlilford Cottage,' "

Epping.
Coopers.Tl*

[774
TyANTED, 1920 good combination and. solo; leasoi
'' able; cash waiting.—60, Wallingford Av., Nort

Kensington. [793

£30-£35 Awaiting mechanically perfect 2-speed Levii
fully equipped; deposit, approval.—Davies, Westley

Newmarket. [755,

3 -Speed Oountershaff Gear, (or chain drive, suit
to 411. p. single.—Henry Williamson, Brigham Hil

Coc^eiiuouth. [754

WANTED, for 1914 SVsh.p. Humbcr, hub, or whe<
with controls.—Holmes,- 19, Harrison Av

Bournemouth. [753

WANTED, 4-cyl. F.N.'s. T.A.C.'s, T.M.O.'s, Hender
sons.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St,

Wandsworth. [618l^

W.\NTED, combination, Enfield, A.J.S., Triumpl
preferred.—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kil

burn, N.W.6. [772(

WANTED, motor cycles for cash; any make o
condition if really cheap.—p., 181, Ne'wton Rd,

Burton-on-Trent. [7831

RTTDGE T.T. Frame, forks, tank, front wheel, second
hand.—Grierson, c/o McDonald, 28, Eoseneatl

Place. Edinburgh. [75o(

WANTED, Douglas or Scott, also electric Harley,
other 28in. wheel model.—Sinclair, BIencath.„-

Walton-on-Thames: [7526
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Telegrams :

TelephaH."

Editorial Offices: Hertford St., Coventry.
"Motorcycle, Coventry."

Coventry (5 lines).

NortKem Offices; 199. Deans-iatc. Manchester.
Teleuranii : "Iliffo, Mancticstor.'
Telepfwue : P970 mut 8?7I Cit>'.

Suljscription Rates: Home, 23s. lOd.; Canada, 23s. lOd.; other countries abroad, 285. 2d. per annum.

Advertising and Publishing Offices : 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

Telegrams: "Cyclist, Fleet, London."
TcUphotie: 2848 City (13 lines).

Midland Brancli Offices: Guildhall Buildinss, Navigation Street. Birminjham.
Telegramj : " Aiitopres.<i. BlmilnKlmra."
Tctephona : 2970 anj 2371 Midi .nd.

The Speed Limit.

IT
has become geiural knowledge that recom-

mendations regarding motor cycles and motor
cars, their speed limits and drivers' licences,

will shortly be made to the Minister of Trans- .

port by the Departmental Committee on the

Regulation of Road Vehicles. The .\.C.U. is

about to place the views of motor cyclists on these

I liiestions before the Government, and at the ne.xt

meeting of the General Committee at Shrewsbury,

on February :2th, tlie whole question will have

consideration. Both the A.C.U. and the A. A.

are circularising their meml>erj as to their views on
ihese important questions.

The matter is one of great difficulty, and motor
'yclists asked by thtj bodies as to their views would,

we think, untJonlitcdly state with little hesitation

that the abolition of the speed limit altogether

would be most desirable. There is no doubt that

a speed limit in itself is a very arbitrary means of

regulating the driving of a motor vehicle. Take,
for instance, a town in which a ten mile an hour
limit is imposed. On a market day this speed is

quite in order and may, at times, be too fast for

the amount of traffic on the road. But take the

same town at five o'clock on a summer morning

;

obviously the ten mile speed limit' at this time of

day is perfectly ridiculou.s. I'^ifteen or twenty miles

.Til hour would be absolutely safe. Also, it is clearly

alisurd to place any speed limit on certain fast

stretches of road in this country. On the other

hand, there is a feeling that if the speed limit were
removed altogether too much power would be
placed in the hands of the magistrates as to the in-

terpretation of Section i of the 1903 Act (Driving to

the Common Danger). It is also possible to argue

that a Bench of magistrates may decide on any
speed in excess of a certain limit imposed by them
constituting " driving to the common danger."

Again, to ask for no speed limit at all might well

be asking too much, and it is doubtful, even though
motorists are unanimous on this subject, whether
tliey will get so generous a concession.

Abolition or Modification ?

Another point wiiich can be put forward is that
if police traps are abolished it is better to leave
things as they are. It is not generally known, but
it is, nevertheless, a fact, that there is a speed
limit in France, namely, 30 kilometres (19 miles)
an hour. This law has become as dead as the
ancient law in England that everybody must attend
church on Sundays. The latter law is still in

existence, and has never been repealed. The
speed limit in France is comjiletely ignored, and
is only enforced in certain populous places.

There are plenty of speed limits in towns and
villages, and very often the smaller the village the

smaller the speed limit. It is by no means uncom-
mon to come across a notice stating that the speed
for all vehicles is 8 km. (5 miles) an hour.

A number of people consider it would be best

to leave well alone, but in this case there is no
doubt that the police at any time could enforce the

old limit, and, since this is so, it is perhaps better

to make a compromise, and raise the speed limit

to thirty miles an hour. This is a happy medium
between the old limit of twenty miles an hour and
no speed lin\it at all. Thirty miles an hour is a

very useful speed, and it is usually found that most
motorists drive at something between twenty-three

miles an hour and thirty miles an hour, and there

seems to be a very fair chance of motorists obtain-

ing this concession.

There is no doubt that the Section i regulation

to which we have referred requires revision. In

the case we have previously mentioned, of a village

with a ten mile limit, at 5 a.m. on a summer day
a motor cyclist might drive through with per-

fect safety to himself and everybody else—because

no one would be there—at- twenty miles an hour,

and yet run the risk of being prosecuted for driv-

ing to the common danger and for not having taken

into consideration " tlie traffic which might reason-

ably have been expected to be on the road at the

time." This must clearly be altered.

y.. y ^. / y / / / / / , / J / / / / / / \ \ \ \ \ V V V ^ ^ TsTTT ^ N ^ i-„,\.,.M

An index to tne advertisements in this Issue will be fou-d on tVic page facing the bacl< cover.
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Personal Insarance.

WITH all the care in the world motor cycling

adds a trifle to the inevitable risks which we
run in passing through this vale of tears,

microbes, Kaisers, and Bolshevists ; and the wise motor
cyclist consequently insures his person as well as his

machine. I notice that the wily companies add 15%
to the premium on an ordinary " sickness and acci-

dent " policy, if one pleads guilty to being a motor
cyclist; and I imagine that they make a handsome
profit out of this percentage, as a mileage approach-

"

ing 250,000 has not yet put me into the doctor's hands.
However that may be, I am broaching the subject of
personal insurance because I have recently changed my
own practice in this respect. I used to include my
person in my machine policy. I discovered the other
day that for a very trifling additional cost per annum
I could insure myself hand.somely against all kinds of
accident and many forms of sickness, instead of merely
against the road crashes which I never sustain. So
now I take out two policies—one for the machine, and
another of a comprehensive kind, not limited to motor-
ing, for myself.

Finding Illegitimate Noises.
OTHING is more fascinating than tracing unlaw-

ful sounds in a motor to their hidden lair, pro-
vided the tracking succeeds ; and nothing is more

irritating than being baffled by them. On my Scott,
for example, I was recently subconscious of a squeak
and a rattle. The squeak occurred when coasting with
the engine off, but not when wheeling. I hunted for

it "times," as they say in Devon, but without success;
it disappeared when the rear chain got its fortnightly

oilbath. The rattle was easier to track, for the pull-

,off coil spring of the kick-starter had weakened, and
failed to keep the pedal up against its stop. Until

a stiffer spring could be faked up, silence was earned
by a bit of insulating tape on the stop and on that

part of the chain stay most concerned. The resultant

silence impressed a friend who had previously tried

to stir my ire by terming the Scott a rattletrap, and
who was. now rather irked by illegitimate noises on
his own 'bus. He demanded my assistance. We
started out on the car and he bumped me over a
rough road at fifty. My startled ears heard a noise
suggestive of the glass in the windscreen grinding
internally. We could not provoke this noise by any
stationary tests, and needless to say that at fifty we
could hear, but not trace it. I suggested he should
drive her all out down a hill of i in 5, when the
afflicted item would probably reveal itself by fracture.

This remark was coolly received
;
yet if ever we envy

the lordly car owner, let us rejoice that there are no
body timbers secreted within a motor cycle. The

second noise was w-orse. As he accelerated from the

change up on to his top gear, a solitary but appalling

mechanical thump was occasionally audible. It

sounded for all the world as if one of the crank

pins had gone down wallop to six o'clock, and found

the lower half of its split bush missing. I surveyed his

power unit: engine, clutch, gear box, dynamo, etc.,

all bolted up into a solid mass; advised him to dis-

mantle it, and calliper each detail precisely; and

then I fled for my life

Life's Little Worries.

\E must not be hard on the trade in these worry-

ing days. They are doing their best to fit us all

out with roadworthy machines under conditions

of unprecedented difficulty. So I tell the two follow-

ing yarns in no captious spirit, but solely because of

their intrinsic humour. Let it be supposed that Plan-

tagenet de Vere is a motor cyclist of the gentlemanly
type : a hard rider withal, but not of that kidney

which enters the lounge at the Hotel Majestic with a

smear of B.B. on his right temple and a miniature

reproduction of the devastated Somme area on his

oilskin trowtrows. P. de Vere takes delivei-y of his

new two-stroke, unwitting that the foot brake is of the

heel pedal variety, and that the heel is. situate peril-

ously near the revolving clutch boss of his counter-

shaft two-speed gear. After a day with a sporting pro-

vincial club, he hobbles into the dining-room at the

Hotel Titanic minus his left boot heel. Boots now
cost about 90s. in Bond Street, where de Vere deals!

The shoe pinched om- second hero in a different

place. A diligent reader of Tlie Motor Cycle, he had
assimilated the benefit of the spring frame, and his

latest mount was of that variety. Unfortunately,

he .selected for his patronage a firm afflicted

with a designer who was a thought too sanguine. In

fact, this designer was so utterly enamoured with the

superb insulation afforded by his post-war spring frame

that he dispensed with a saddle, and substituted a

scarlet leather hassock of the pattern upon which one

supposes Royalty to perform their orisons. For that

pur-pose such hassocks may do well enow. But

Major X. (that is neither his name nor rank) rashly

entered for, let us say, the Exeter run, before he

had sufficiently proved 'the new seating accommoda-
tion. Seeing him dismount-—at Andover, would it not

be?—a kindly constable thought to himself, "Another
of our wounded heroes! " and proffered a ready arm.

Major X. said •—:— . Had it been a beauteous maiden,
in lieu of a burly constable, the designer might have

been blessed instead of accursed.

Ixion's " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" havejvsl

been published in book form, price 5s. 3d. post free, from
" The Moto' Cycle " Offices, 20, Tudcrr Street, E:C.4.
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Roads Like Glass.

THE other night I had one of the nastiest rides in

my whole experience, though it did not exceed

ten miles in length. Heavy frost had converted

wet roads into sheets of glass. ^Vhat was worse, the

surfaces w-ere not uniform. On a southerly slope the

road.was still mushy in parts, except in shaded patches,

where it might either be hard and safe or ice-tilmed

with moisture. Skidding and wheel-slip, super-added

tu intense cold, made this short expedition as lively

as anybody could wish. When I arrived at ray des-

tination, .1 was mentally inventing knee and elbow

pads, on the lines of an R.A.F. "crash" helmet;

but, thanks to well-scolloped rubber tyres and a

plentiful use of second gear, ray machine never actu-

ally went over. It is under .such circumstances that

three or four wheels are so pleasant, because they per-

mit of vei7 slow speeds on surfaces where steering is

.something of a gamble. Some years ago an intrepid

member of The Autocar staff .took me for a 300 mile

run over snowclad

roa(.ls at Christmas-

tide, and, though

w e h ad ma n y
anxious moments
with his little car,

we were never in

danger of physical

injury, as I (>ertainly

was" a .few nights

agu. As I grow

ulder, 1 sometimes

pine for a monocar

in wintertime ; ,and

.so, 1 fancy, do other

\et'erans. Moreover,

,1 raging wind at zero

temperature inspires

dreams of a cosier

.seat than the saddle

of a motor cycle :

tis a naked perch

i n such weather.

En route I passed

an unfortunate
stalled w i t h a

drowned charge in

his acetylene genera-

tor. 1
' told him

that, in theory, 1

wa.s the best ol

C.ood Samaritans,

hut that on such a

night I would not

take pgi.ooo to tow

li i m home, a n d

that m y fingers

uL-re far too numb
to piav with his

lamp. Luckily, a

Iriendly car came
along, and, being

an ancient dug-out,

it bore- acetylene

lamps, and w a s

a file to set him

FROM SINGLE TO THREE TRACKS.

A. J. Dixon, a pre-war Singer exponent, re-entered the competitions field in the

recent London-Exeter Run, when he drove a Coventr>' Premier runabout and

obtained a gold medal.

going again. Quite sensibly its occupants enquired

why the Kaiser we were out in such weather on motor

bicycles.

Petrolling a Scott.

|NE of our readers, w'ho dislikes Avatching one

sight-feed on the road, found lh£ twin glasses

on the Scott somewhat of a strain, and coiisulted

the makers as to the safety of mixing the oil with the

petrol. They replied that they did not recommend
the method because it is apt to be messy, but that

it suits their engine perfectly, provided an occasional

charge is given via the pump to lubricate the com-

pression glands on the crankshaft. Consequently, my
correspondent commenced experiments a month ago,

putting half a pint of engine oil in each gallon of

benzole and injecting half a pump every fifty miles

through the pump to the glands. He is delighted with

tile results. As a cork-seated petrol tap is used on

the Scott, and his Binks carburetter is more petrol-

tight than some
which I could name,
he has only been
troubled with greeny

stains at one point

of the machine, viz,,

the petrol tank
stopper. He has

not yet devised a

really workmanlike
dodge for curing

this, but is content

to wrap a piece Df

r a g round the
stopper, This bit

o f experience i s

useful in two ways."

In the first place,

it relieves the owner
of what is rather a

tedious job on the

machine in question,

viz;,.- replenishing

the frame tube
reservoir with oil.

In the second place,

it shows up a petrol

leak which probably

exists on all Scotls,

as on other machines

fitted with similar

tank stoppers, but

which escapes notice

till the fuel i s

coloured. Of
course, this leakage

oiily occurs when
the tank is full.

When adding the

oil to the petrol, it

It wise to mix it in

the tin first, as, if

p ou r e d into the

tank, it tends to

drop siraight to the

bottom,

A23
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A SINGLE-TRACK RUNABOUT.
HUNbREDS of our readers have

asked for a lightweight motor
cycle which

. will keep them clean
on"'! their pleasure trips or journeys to
business. With a view to this special
market, Mr. L. Jupp, of 165, Camden
Road, Tunbridge Wells, has designed
and constructed the interesting little

vehicle described herewith.
When examining the ilKistrations, it

should be remembered that the wheels are
18x2in., and that the whole' machine
weighs but 170 lb., in spite of its very
complete guarding. With the exception
of the frame and wheels, the specification
is much the same as that of any high-
class lightweight, and includes Villiers
flywheel magneto two-stroke engine,
Sturmey-Archer two-speed gear and
clutch, and all-chain drive. The kick-
starter, however, has been modified, and
the engine is started by pulling up a long
lever conveniently situated to the driver's
right hand.
Both side members of the frame are

of angle steel, the remainder of the
frame being tubular in construction in the
first models, though angle steel may be
used throughout for production purposes.

Si)ring Footboards and Seai
Telescopic tube front forks are used,

a coil spring being fitted within the top
portion of each "girder" member; in
addition, the footboards and the comfort-
able bucket seat are spring suspended.
At first sight it would appear that

the engine and transmission are some-
what inaccessible, but we have seen the
rear mudguard and carrier, the trans-
mission housing, the engine housing, and

A Miniature wilh

Many Inleresling

Features.

The small wheels of the Jupp runabout
accentuate the length of the wheelbase.

leg shields removed in the space of two
minutes, leaving" all working parts
exposed for inspection or adjustment.

Left side of power unit, showing how it is

accommodated in the frame.

Details of the trans-

mission and seat sus-

pension. The lower

lever is connected

with what is normally

the kick-start pedal.

The small lever above

the flywheel magneto

operates the variable

ignition

A large leather tool bag is suspended
from the front of the bucket seat, the

tank holds rather more than a gallon of

petrol and a quart of oil, and a band
brake on the rear wheel is assisted by a

handle-bar-operated brake acting on the

front wheel rim.
In spite of the fact that the machine

we inspected was an experimental model,

the guarding was well carried out, and

should efficiently protect the rider from
mud and oil.

Lightweight Motor Cycle Cost.

It is hoped that when manufacturing
facilities have been arranged it will be

possible to market this little runabout
at a price in the neighbourhood of £80,
so that it will compare favourably with

existing lightweights as regards price,

and will offer certain advantages which
will appeal strongly to a large number
of prospective purchasers.

Front assembly

showing the prin-

ciple of the sprini

forks, the let

shields, and mud
guard.

WE would have given a good deal
to have been present at a sale

recently held at SouUisea. where a
number of motor parts were put up for
auction. Neither the man who printed
the catalogue, the auctioneer, nor the
majority of the buyers had the least
idea of motor technical terms, and the
specimen catalog_ue sent to us by a reader
is a weird and wonderful productiou.

A24

FUN AT A SALE.
How the auctioneer persuaded his hearers
to buy Lot 107, which was down in the
catalogue as a " Split zioue," we cannot
imagine ; and we cannot understand any
buyer being taken in by Lot 104, which
was described as a " Millemum pulley
deceiver." There are numerous other
curios, such as Lots 127 (" Valcanised
pulley"), 133 ("Crank, pum "), 135
{" Box addrents "), 142 (" One Sans-

play "), 45 (" Commitator "), and 5(

("Gcle stand—back"). Other attractiv

lines were Lots 92 (" Two pistons 80 mm
and gudgeonpuns "), 93 (" Set trin

tremble coils in case "). and 96 (" Polish

ing hot "). Our informant says that thi

parts had apparently been preservec

since the day of the red flag, and wen
for the most part a collection of obsolete

items.
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A Dual Purpose Machine from the North.
Exceptionally Wide Mudguards Characterise the New Blaclcburne-engined Glendale.

^ USEFUL double-purpose mount has
lately been placed on the market
by Messrs. Luke Atkinson and Son,

llendale Works, Wooler, Northumber-
and. It is constructed with a strongly

)irilt frame, Brampton Biflex forks, 26

X

in. wheels with flat base rims to which
Sates' 26x2|in. tyres are fitted. Very
ivide mudguards form a feature of this

nachine, being 6|in. across with Sin.

alances, and on those on the front guards

the registration numbers are painted.

Footrests are provided.

Large Tank Capacity.

The tank is tapered from 12in. in front

to Sin. at the rear, and carries one and
threequarter gallons of petrol and three-

quarters of a gallon of oil. The'reason for

this is that the makers have found by
experience tliat it is often more difficult

to get a particular brand of oil than it !.;

of petrol, which can now be bought
mywhere. This is a great convenience

to the rider who purchases his oil in

Ijulk.

The Gl.

machine;

The power unit is a 4 h.p. Bhickburnc

engine driving by chain through a
8turmey-.-\.rcher three-speed gear bo.x.

The filial drive is by bolt. Silencing

arrangements are attended to by a large

silencer and long tail pipe. The machine
is well equipped and appears to be a

thoroughly up-to-date mount.

Cooling the Piston.

A Design which Utilises Crank Case Suction to Induce an Air Draught.

WHILE efforts to provide adequate

cooling, of the cylinders of modern
air-coofed enghies have been per-

sistently kept in view, much less atten-

tion has been paid to the cooling of

pistons. Never-
theless, in all pro-

bability, excessive

lieating of the

latter is one of

the most serious

defects militating
against the effi-

ciency of many
existing engines.

With a view to

eliminating any
troubles arising

from inadequate
piston cooling,

one of our readers.

Mr. A. Freeman
Sanders, of Pens-
ford, near Bristol,

has produced a

design of four-
stroke unit in

w h i c ii V e r y
thorough efforts

are made to keep

Diagram showing the

path of , the cooling

draught on the under

side of the piston.

down the temperature of the internal

working parts. The' idea u.sed 114 not

altogether new, but the thorough way
in which it is proposed to carry out the

arrangement should tend towards a

decided improvement in the running ol

air-cooled engines.

No Extra Parts Needed.

An explanatory diagram and a more
complete section of a cylinder and piston

render description almost unnecessary,

but it will be seen that the piston has

long slots at each side communicating
with each other through a chamber
formed by the piston top, and a ''false

roof" to the piston which clears the

gudgeon pin basses. The piston slots cor-

respond with ports cut in the cylinder

walls: these are opposite each other, one
opening directly to the atmosphere, and
the other communicating with the crank

case by means; of a duct in the cylinder

castuig. On the up stroke ail' is drawn
through the ports and across the hollow
head of the piston, into the crank case

;

on the down-stroke this air is pumped out

again through the same passages.

By this arrangement cooling of the

piston by an excess of "oil should be

unnecessary, as the continual flow of air

under tire hottest part of its crown
should maintain it at a rjasonable

temperature.

r^B
.

The cyhnder of a four-stroke engine designed

to permit of cooling the piston

AN EXHIBITION IN THE EAST INDIES.
BRITISH manufacturers and exporters

who seek to develop trade in the

Netherlands East Indies—one of

the most lucrative markets in the world,

and one that is by no means over-sup-

plied and over-developed—should be in-

terested in the announcement that the

Second Netherlands East Indies Fair is

to be held at Bandoeng (.Java) from
September 19th to October 9th of this

year. The Fair will be international in

character, and will offer manufacturers
an opportunity of exhibiting wares of all

kinds to a vast number of potential

buyers in the East. Everything that per-

tains to industry, commerce, and agri-

culture will be represented at the Fair,

and a Motor Vehicle and Tractor Exhi-
bition will be held simultaneously in the

same town.

Preliminary arrangements are well for-

ward, and a booklet setting forth all

details, in English, is being prepared by
the British Chamber of Commerce for

the Netherlands East Indies, to whom,
at 38, Dover Street, London, W.l, all

enquiries in connection with' this Fair
and the concurrent Exhibition should be
addressed. There is every prospect of

the Fair being a great- success.
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THEVIRATELLE ON THE ROAD.

first mentioned car will tel

A French Machine with
" Side-by-side " Twin Engine
and many Other Innovations.

SINCE our brief inspection of the

Viratelle—an interesting
machine of French origin (a

description of which appeared in the

issue of December 9th)—M. Viratelle

whose name it bears, gave us a de-

monstration of its road performance.
It may be recalled that the

Viratelle is- a water-cooled four-stroke

machine, one model of which has

two cylinders side-by-side ; and as no
similar motor cycle is on the British

market its running was of particular

interest. Probably the side-by-side

twin is the neatest form of two-cylinder engine, and
the reason why four-stroke engines of this type have not

been more greatly favoured is on account of (i) the

difficulty of balancing them if even impulse torque is

obtained by arranging the cranks at 360°, and (2)

the uneven firing torque if good mechanical balance
is secured by using cranks at 180°.

We have had both types in the small car field,

and excellent examples are still giving satisfactory

service. The 8 h.p. Perry has the 360° crank arrange-

ment, and the engines of the 7 h.p. Swift and 8 h.p.

G.W.K. have cranks set at 180°. Owners of the

-

.
us tiiat the vibration set

up by the 360°

setting is imper-

ceptible, w h i 1 e

Swift and G.W.K.
enthusiasts state

that there is no
inconvenience or

irritation accruing

from the uneven
firing, i.e., two
explosions in one
revolution a n d
none in the next.

The t w o

-

cylinder Viratelle

engine is of the

Perry type, and
is, therefore,
artificially b a 1 -

anced, as, say,

t w O' s i n g 1 5 -

cylinder engines placed side-by-

side. One would suppose that, as

the pistons move in unison, vibra-

tion would be present, but, after

our trial of the French machine,
we must admit that these theoretical objections are
not so serious as is generally thought.

Unfortunately, a sidecar body was unavailable ; con-
sequently it was impossible to appreciate the comfort
provided by the long laminated spring, which supports
the bearers of the Viratelle chassis.

B2 ,

Twin radiators

on the fore end of

the Viratelle tank.

The 6 h.p. model ot the Viratelle, which has two water-cooled cylinders side Dy side, having

73 mm. bore and 82 mm. stroke (686 c.c.)

Perched on the carrier, however, which is inci-

dentally abnormally wide, we were able to follow with

interest -the ease with which the machine is controlled.

Starting is effected by inserting a detachable handle,

which is neatly clipped to the carrier stays, into a

recess at the front end of

the transmission case. The
engine responded immedi-
ately to a half turn of the

starter, and, with the first

gear engaged, a touch of

the clutch pedal, which,

, since the gear is of the

epicyclic type, is actually

a brake, set the machine
in motion.

T h e transmission i s

smooth, whilst the silence

of the engine was quite

car-like. _ The gears are

eng;aged by moving a small

lever on the handle-bars,

and it is possible to pre-

pare -a gear ratio long

before it is required. To
bring it into direct engagement, the clutch is operated.

Responsive Gear X^hanging.
This scheme has a unique advantage, arid would

permit a change to a lower gear at the precise moment
of advantage when ascending difficult gradients. The
slow running of the engine is also worthy of note, and
M; Viratelle demonstrated the work-

Valve gear of thetwo-cylinde

Viratelle engine.

The clutch pedal also actuates the carburetter control, and
automatically throttles down when changing gear.
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I The Viratellfr on the Road.—
ing the front wheel within three

inches of a slow moving vehicle.

I'he efficiency of the radiator

I

requires no comment, and the

cylinders kept remarkably cool.

The 3 h.p. single-cylinder model
runs quite as well as the big

A dean handle-bar. The
decompressor I's above the

eft grip.

137

machine, and hauls a light sidecar

with ease.

It is hoped that these machines
may have an opportunity of figur-

ing, in some open competitions,

when their performance under
(liflicult conditions "would e.\cite

mi;ch interest.

ELECTRIC WIRING FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
A Review of Various Types of Cables Suitable for Ligfiling Sels.

<=^G~i:,. ;;g='

ELECTRIC lighting has become so popular with

motor cyclists that the details of such equipment
are now an important subject. With electricity a

little knowledge is dangerous, and not a few amateur
mechanics have invited trouble in installing electric

lighting on the experience gained from tinkering with

electric bell wires.

A little consideration will show that if ^n electrical

installation is to be a success, it must be carried out

in the proper manner, and, in this connection, there

is a no more important point than the wiring.

There are two principal troubles to be feared with

the wiring o f motor
vehicles generally ; what
electrical .men call
" shorts," and disconnec-

tions. Shorts are generally

f.lr the more serious : they

m a y lead t o serious

damage to the dynamo, to

the ruiuiing down of the

battery, and possibly to

other troubles. Discon-
nections only lead to the

loss of current to the

apparatus supplied by the

wire in which the break
occurs. By a " short "

is

me^int a short path for the current from one wil-e to

the other with double wiring, from the wire to the

frame of the machine with single wiring.; in either

case, the electrical resistance of the apparatus the

current is to supply is cut out of the circuit by the

short, and the pressure has very little resistance

opposed to it, and delivers a very powerful current

through the conductors remaining in the circuit in

consequence. As the heat delivered to the conductor
by the current increases as the square of. its strength,

the possibilities of trouble will be appreciated.

Forms of Wire Available.
There are three kinds of wire available for motor

vehicles; twin wire, single insulated wire, and con-
centric wire". By concentric wire is meant a single

wire, insulated in the usual way, with a second con-
ductor forming the return, outside of the insulation,

the outer conductor being concentric with the inner

one. The outer conductor may be insulated, or may
be allowed to make as much " earth " as it can.

Twin wire consists of two conductors each carefully

insulated, the two being enclosed in some kind of
protecting envelope. Its advantage is that it requires
two earth faults, two connections to the frame of the
machine, or one connection between the two wires

Types of electric wires

suitable for motor cycles

(Top) Concentric. (Centre)

Twin. (Bottom) Single.

brm a short circuit ; usually shorts

are due to separate connections to

themselves, to

with twin wire

the frame of- the machine, one on each wire. . The
disadvantage is, the wiring is more complicated, two
wires have to be taken everywhere, and the twin wire

is usually not as well protected from mechanical injury,

and from grease, etc., as the single wire. There is

usually greater danger of a connection occurring

between the two wires.

With the single wire, one side of the battery, and
one side of the dynamo,, are connected to earth, the

frame of the machine ; and one wire is led from tlTe

baiterv and dynamo to everywhere that current is

wanted, switches being interposed for control ; it has

the advantage of simplicity ; one wire only is required

to be taken everywhere, and that is a great convenienpe
in itself, especially for lamps. It is much easier to

protect the single wire from mechanical injury, and
from oil, grease, etc.

Concentric wire is a late introduction. The present

writer is not enthusiastic about it. Special fittings are

required with lamps, etc., where it is used, and in

his view, shorts are more liable to occur through direct

connection between the inner and outer conductor.

Protection of the Wires.
The pi-otection of the wires, and their insulation, is

really the crux of the whole thing. Wires should be
made strong, ami flexible; half the troubles with

wiring outfits are due to the wires themselves being
too small ; the present writer would not use a smaller
gauge than Xo. 16, or its equivalent, anywhere. \ext,

the- protection of the

insulation ; there are three-

methods possible, armour- _^

ing, drawing into lead

tubes, and covering with

cab tyre sheathing. The
writer very- much prefers

the last. Tead tubes for

])rotecting wires are
formed over the insulated

wire, and can be made
very flexible, and not at

all liable to crack. A wir-

ing outfit with wires equiva-

lent to No. 16 gauge,
insulated with a good
thick envelope of vulcanised rubber, the rubber pro-

tected by braid, and the whole drawn into a modern
lead tube, should answer well, and give very little

trouble ; but the same wire protected with cab tyre

sheathing,-which stands mechanical injury, as well as

oil, etc., is even better and cheaper. S.F.W.

B,1

=ClyrwMaiiatkiimi'aiiiMiiiMiiiiMiwil

Methods of protecting the

insulation. (Top) Armour.
(Centre) Lead tube. (Bottom)

Cab lyre sheathing.
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ECEMT PATEMT^
REVIEWED "BY B. H. DAVIES.

Compensating Gears for Springing.

ONE of the minor troubles encountered
in developing a spring frame is to

keep the final drive—whether chain
or belt—at the correct tension. It is

almost impossible to make the hinge pin

of the rear frame coincide with the centre

of the countershaft pulley or .sprocket.

Tranter's rear springing. No. 145,292.

5/8/19.

Most designers put up with a co.jpromise,
and in eome cases no ill effects are
perceptible on the road. But it is not
unknown for the belt on such frames to
slip more than it should, or., to snap its

fastener or pull through , a belt screw
oftener than would occur with ^a correct
design ; whilst on one well-known chain-
driver it is wise to put a heavy rider in

the saddle before adjusting the rear chain.
Messrs. Tranter and Brookes have evolved
the arrangement shown herewith to

correct these evil tendencies. They intro-
duce compensating gears in the hinge of
the chain stays, whereby the path of the
wheel spindle is kept at a true radius
from the centre of the countershaft pulley
or sprocket. This invention effects its

purpose, but fails to do so with that
simplicity which is at once the hallmark
of genius and the secret of commercial
success. The weight, complication, and
manufacturing cost of the apparatus are
too great to justify its adoption. Note-
worthy, however, is the proposed method

of springing the carrier, which is pivoted
at the front to the fi-ame, and suspended
at the rear on coil springs from the wheel
member.

Four-speed Gate Control,

Mr. T. C. Juckes protects a neat type
01. four-speed gear change. In general

outline it is. of the ordinary gate pattern.

The special features are its adjustability

for angle of the lever, and the method
of locking the lever in each corner of tire

gate. The gate bracket is slotted for

attachment to bolts on the gear box, and
the foot of the lever is also slotted for

attachment by bolts to the end of -the

rod which controls the " selector

mecljanism. It is thus possible to swing
the lever through an arc depending on
the length of the slots; and the^^rider

can thus set his gear control to suit his

reach; or to dear any fittings which he
mav desire to mount on the machine.

T. C. juckes's

gear - operating

mechanism.

No. 140,336.

13/10/19.

Motorising the Pedal Cycle.

Mr. E. F. Eveleigh is out to motorisa

push -Kcyclee w-ithout any structural

alterations. He uses a fixed spindle for

the rear wheel, and at one end of. the

spindle he mounts a fixed disc on which
the engine, magneto, etc., are carried,

thus avoiding any reconstruction of the

B. G. Wood, mudguard
No. 138,714

The under side of each comer of the gate

is machined out as a cone ; a correspond-

ing spring operated cone slides on the gear

lever. Thus the lever is freed whenever
its knob is depressed, and locked when
the knob is released. A separate spring

trigger lock isj of course, provided on

each selector position inside the gear box.

Cowling and V<^eatherproofing.

Mr. B. G. Wood is interested in the
cowling of an air-cooled engine. By
means of joining the footboards into

an undershield, adding
deitachable side covers,

fitting a wide front
splasher, etc., he'bo.xes

the engine in, and pro-

vides a wide funnel
mouth bisected by the
steering head. The
draught enters the cowd
through the opening,
and may be concentrated
on the cylinders with
the aid of any suitable

interior baffles. It is

doubtful whether this

construction .would be
s and shields. satisfactory Vi^ithout a

24,/2/19. forced draught.

Eveleigh s motorised cycle. No. 144,008

27/3/19.

rear frame, such as would be necessary
if a fat motor wheel were employed. The
road wheel consists of a hub of large

diameter secured by wire spokes to the

tyre rim, and is driven through a clutch

and internally toothed gear wheel by a

small "pinion on to the crankshaft. The
device appears to be quite practicable,

though neither its weight nor cost could
be very low.

Combined Lock and Lamp BracKet.

Messrs. Bourne and Bourne propose to

safeguard a cycle—motor or otherwise

—

against theft by means of a spring-
operated bolt, which is controlled by a

lock and key, and can be fixed so as to

protrude between the spokes of the bai

wheel. A bracket for carrying the tail

Bourne's lock

and lamp
bracket.

No. 144,015.

1/4/19.

lamp may be included in the gadget. I-

am all in favour of a thiefproof device
which does not have to be carried loose

in the pocket. At the same time, I am
always a little nervous about using one
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in h does in a, few spokes if some clumsy
Hit pushes the machine a foot or 60.

e need security against fools as well as

(ainst rogues.

Hubs from Stampings.

M. L. A. Berlaiid's invention is chiefly

interest to manufacturers, being

esigned to cheapen the production

hubs. His idea is to use three stamp-

Berland's hub—component parts. No. 140,895

ngs for the parts composing the business

d of a hub, as shown in the sketch, and
weld them in position on the end of

iie plain tube which comjposes the shell

)f the hub. No machining would be

lecc'ssary, except perhaps on the faces of

Exhaust Pipe Fixing.

Messrs. George and Bircumshaw, like

all the rest of us, have evidently wasted

some time in wrestling with unsatisfactory

exhaust pipe fi.xings. As the sketch

shows, they give their preference to a

stud screwing into

a boss on the

cylinder walls and
clamping a cowl on
the end of the pipe.

The system
certainly ren-

ders the pipe

easy to fix or

detach. It

may be a little

apt to shake
loose, and a

little difficult

to safeguard
against leaks.

1 1 probably
will not make

a hotter spot on
the cylinder wall than

.Countershaft Epicyclic Gears.

Mr. A. Alltrco's name is probably

familiar

George's exhaust

pipe fixing. No.

144,494. 12,7/19.

rival methods.

i2g

ment they worry a skilled rider and often

baffle a novice. Under Mr. AlUree's

design four ratios can be provided in a

reasonable space at a moderate weight,

and at no very great cost, all quite

weighty considerations.

Flexible Sidecars.

The maintenance of the sidecar wheel

in a vertical plane at right angles to the

axle became standard practice long ago,

although many experiments were made
with side wheels (t-o mention only the

Montgoinery flexible and Millfoid caster

wheel types) which moved in some way

hi svmp'athy with the steering or inclina-

tion" of tlie machine when cornering.

Now, however, M. Louis Herbrecht,

of Belfort, proposes a moditied edition

of the pattern in which the motor

cycle wheel is linked to the sidecnr

wheel by a tubular framing which

takes the" form of a vertical parallelogram

jointed at the corners. This construc-

tiuii enables, each rear wheel to bob up

Herbrecht's sidecar chassis.

No. 133,670^ 8 9/18.

to

Berland's hub in section. No. 140,895. 19;3/19

111,-

the
bearing cups and on the outside of

end caps. I am not a hub manu-
faiturer, but I wonder whether the heat

f welding Would affect the temper of

tin- steel used for the bearing cups.

Saddle Springing.

The construction of Messrs. Burgess and
^\ inter's saddle mounting is obvious from

sketch. The horizontal tube of the

oiilinaiy saddle-pillar is utilised to con-

tain an adjustable coiled spring, the saddle

being mounted above this tube on a pivot.

The obvious defect of the device is that

it raises the saddle. The amount of hoist

nil-

the majority of our readers,

but his bi-aiii is responsible

for more than one popular

gear box, and any new
ideas qf his on the subject

of transmission command
o u r respectful attention.

There are two points of

quite special interest in

his prcse.nt set of patents

which cover a good deal

of ground without betray-

ing exactly what final pat-'

lern some firm of manu-
facturers presumably intend to market.

The first novelty is that he proposes

to adapt the epicyclic type of gear

box for countershaft use, and to supply

either three or four ratios. The second

is that he also' covers the use of two
separate chain and sprocket drives between

r . 1, ..

=^££^c=

Burgess spring saddle. No. 143,137.

17/12/19.

shown in the drawing is not more than

2in., but for motor cycling over modern
pot-holes, or for the jump mount, the

saddle would have to be raised consider-

ably more than this amount.

ree-sscar. No. 145,908. 17/4/19.

the engine and the gear box, coupling up

either of them by means of a dog clutch,

as was done on the A.J.S. machine which

won the 1920 'T.T. The sketches explain

the technical details. The control policy

is to use a plate clutch with a neat con-

centric cam action and to fit a gate for

the gear controls. A more convenient or

foolproof policy could hardly be imagined,

and the clumsiest beginner wiU experience

no difficulty in handling such a trans-

mission at 'sight. On the other hand,

unless the double primary chains ai;e

included merely for racing stunts, it is

difficult to see how they can be justified.

When two chains share a common adjust-

and down indcpcndentlv when the machine

is travelling in a straight line. In round-

ing corners the side \vlieel tilts in unison

with the driving wheel. M. Herbrechts

arrangement differs from previous con-

structions in that the upper edge of the

parallelogram is in line with the \s\\<i&

axles, which improves the stability.

The' practical drawback of this flexible

construction is that the combination

lacks what an airman
would call " automatic

stability " when the out-

fit ia stationary. ^[.

Ilerbrecht prevents his

outfit from wilting side-

ways when stationai-y

by providing a locking

aim working in a

sector, -as shown at the

left of the sketch. He
suggests a nut and
spanner, but such a
clumsy expedient would
be fatal to the commer-
cial success of his side-

car. If his drawing is

to scale, the slot in his

sector permits a rocking

action of about 75°. It is just pos-

sible that he may find a limited market

if he fits stops' reducing the rock to

30°, or if he provides a lever lock for

use in stoppages. But I doubt the success

of the svstem under any circumstances,

for the 'rigid sidecar h'as proved quitt

acceptable to the public. I should add

that the lower ends of the C springs are

secured to a horizontal lever which is

centrally pivoted, so .that the sidecar

hangs vertical when the frame tilts. The
success of the flexible sidecar in America

cannot be denied ; and at least two firms

in this country make what might be

termed the " semi-flexible " type.
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Mexborough and District M.C.C.

A club lias been formed at Mexborough
under the above name ; and we are
requested to call the attention of local

motor cyclists thereto. The annual sub-
scription is 10s. 6d., and the secretary is

Jlr. C. Smith, 52, Main Street, Mex-
borough.

Stockport M.C.

The Stockport Motor Club held its

general meeting on January 11th at the
White Lion Hotel, Stockport, at which
the president, Mr. H. Marsden ; the
treasurer, Mr. H. Greenhalgh ; and Mr.
E. S. Abram, secretary, were unani-
mously re-elected. The secretary's report
was of a very satisfactory nature, the
membership of the club having increased
from 40 to 170. A very energetic pro-
gramme has been arranged for 1921.

Surrey M.C.C.

The annual general meeting took place
at the White Horse Hotel, Guildford, on
January 19th. The report and balance
iheet showed a satisfactory position; but,
in view of the increasing costs, it was
decided to raise the annual subscription
from 10s. 6d. to 15s.., plus any increase
in affiliation fees.

A supper will be held at Ripley on
Wednesday, February 16th, and the
annual dinner will take place at Guild-
ford on Saturday, March 12th.

North London M.C.C.

An exceptionally enjoyable evening
was spent on January 21st, at The
Refectory, Golders Green, when a social
evening and whist drive was held. Mr.
J. F. Hull, who is a vice-president of the
club, was present, and kindly presented
the prizes to the successful competitors.
It is hoped in view of the success of this
evening to secure a record attendance at
the club concert which has been fixed for
February 12th. Full particulars can be
obtained from the secretary, Mx. A. W.
Day, Lynton, Park CresceiiT, N.3. -

Birmingham M.C.C.

With Mr. Lycetfc in the chair, about 130
members and friends of the Birmingham
M.C.C. -enjoyed an excellent dinner and
musical programme on Friday, the 21st
inst. During the evening 163 awards
were distributed, no fewer than 127 going
to membei-i; ^of the club. In addition,
Mr. Egginton (hon. sec.) and Mrs. Eggin-
ton received handsome mementos "sub-
scribed by the club in recognition of their
excellent work on the club's behalf. The
Birmingham INI.C.C. was founded in 1905,
and, with a membership cf well over 300,
claims to be one of the oldest and largftit
motor cycle clubs in the world. There
were many well-known figures in the motor
cycle world present on thi.<5 occasion, and
the dinner, lield at the Midland Hotel,
Cirniingliam, was voted a great success.

b6

Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
A general meeting of this club will

be held on Tuesday, February 8th, at

8 p.m. at the Royal Crown Hotel,
Rochester. It is requested that all

members interested in the future of the
club should attend.

Oxford University M.C.C.

At a general meeting of the Oxford
University M.C.C. held on January 18th,
the following new officers were elected:
Hon. sec, Mr. I. P. Riddoch, 58, Holy-
well, Oxford; hon. treas., Mr. F. P. D.
Scott, Balliol College, Oxford.
A hill-climb between the Oxford and

Cambridge University M.C. Clubs will take
place on March 6th, or, if wet, on March
13th, _on Aston Hill, near Tring.

Purley and District M.C.C.
' An extraordinary general meeting of

, the Purley and District M.C.C. will be
held on February 23rd at the Railway
Hotel, Purley, at'8 p.m. The club, which
w'as founded in 1907, has an excellent
programme for 1921. Enquiries from pro-
spective new members are invited. T'^e
hon. secretary is Mr. A.- 0. Gruzelier,
93, Foxley Lane, Purley.

Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The Plymouth and District M.C. and
L.C.C. is anxious to organise an inter-

club trial for West Country clubs in

1921 and a general meeting of motor
cyclists. Mr. S. L. Snell, sports hon.
secretary, 97, Old Town Road, Plymouth,
will be glad to get into communication
with secretaries of clubs who are likely
to be interested.

Leeds Motor Union.

Tihe annual dinner of the Leeds Motor
Union took place recently at the Victory
Hotel, Leeds, when 146 members at-

tended, Mr. E. H. Hepper (president)
presiding. After dinner, the usual toasts
were given, these being interspersed by
musical items of a very high quality.
Mrs. E. H.. Hepper presented the prizes,

amongst which were the Mitchell Trophy
and the Great North Cup, and, in addi-
tion, about fifty medals.

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

This club held its opening run on
.January 22nd to Burford Bridge, when
twenty-eight members were present. The
club flag, which is black and white check,
aroused a great deal of interest on the
road. Particulars of the club may be
obtained from the secretary, Mr. C. M.
Boweu, The Chalet, Woodcgte Avenue,
Wallington, Surrey.
A comprehensive programme has been

drawn up for 1921, and for February
there is to be a,- fancy dress dance on
the 19th, and a social run on the 27th.
It is hoped that there will be large
attendances.

North Wales M.C.C.

Established about twelve months ago,

the North Wales JLC.C. held its first

annual dinner and distribution of prizes

at the Bull Hotel, Denbigh, on January
18th. The club has now a membership
roll of between eighty and one hundred,
of which seventy, including several

ladies, attended. Mr. William Edwards,
.-who initiated the club, presided, and was
supported in the vice chair by Mr
Sidney Watkins. The meeting proved
a thorough success. A programme of

music had been provided, which v as

much enjoyed.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

At" the headquarters, the Talbot Hotel,

on the 17th inst., the above club held its

annual dinner, which was attended by
about seventy members, including the

president, Sir Alfred Bird. An excellent

concert followed the dinner, the songs and
music being well- received. In
very witty and suitable speech. Sir Alfred
touched on the fame of the club in the

world of motor cycling, several national
events last year being won by the

jnerabers, chief among -which should be

mentioned the Tourist Trophy Races iu

the Isle of Man.

Western Centre A.C.U.

Preparations for the open two days
trial, to be held on April 8th and 9th,

are now well in hand, and forty appli-

cations for entry forms have been re-

ceived. A number of officials are required
to carry the trial through successfully,

and an appeal is made to secretaries of

affiliated clubs to render all the assist-

ance they can. The hon. trials secretary's

address is St. Moritz, Wyche Road, Mal-
vern. It is anticipated th.it there will

be a large entry from manufacturers
and private riders, while other centres
ar« invited to nominate centre teams of

three riders to compete for a special
award. There are prizes also for manu-
facturers' teams and for teams fnim
clubs within the centre.
The next board meeting of the Ceiitrt

will be held at Bath on Februarys 19th.

Newcastle and Distiict M.C.

About 100 members attended the
annual meeting of the Newcastle and
District Motor Club held at the Grand
Hotel on January 21st, when Mr. Fred
Keir presided. Sir Arthur Sutherland
was elected as president, and it was
intimated that he would present a prcsi
dent's cup for competition. A friendly
arrangement between Sunderland M.C.
and the club was outlined by the chair-
man, under which, for a 3s. capitation
fee, Sunderland members are to be
admitted to the Newcastle competitions.
Messrs. S. Bell and W. Chase were elected
as secretaries, and Mr. W. R. Lister
treasurer.
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The Balance of Motor Cycle Engines.

Some Informadve Notes on Improving (he Balance of Existing Engines.

HE
A Simple Explanation

of a

Common Difficulty.

npi neces-

sity o f

balancing

arises from tlie

old and obvious

principle of

action and re-

action : when-
ever force i s

exerted on an
object, causing

it to move, an

equal force is

exerted i n t h e

opposite direc-

tion.

Kig. 1.—Here the whole For example,
o( the reciprocating \vhen a man
masses are moving at the i ,

same speed as the crank P"*'^es
f.

"^'
pin. torward, his feet

are all the time

tending to push the earth back-

wards ; when the exploding gas

pushes down the piston of an

engine, there is an equal force

tending to push up the cylin-

der; when the engine pulls

round the chain, there is an

equal pull tending to twist the

engine in the frame ; and

so forth. Now in the case of

an engine there are certain

parts which we wish to move,
while we desire the body of

the engine as a whole to keep
still. But, as just explained,

for every motion of the

moving parts, there is a

tendency towards a reverse

movement of the " stationary
"

parts. The difficulty can be

got over b y arranging the
moving parts in pairs, so that

for any one considered there

is an equal one moving in the

'[iposite direction. But this

is not always practicable, so

Slime compromise has to be
arranged ; and in the design
III this compromise lies the

The best modern engines are exactly

balanced by their makers; bat many
owners of older machines could improve
their running by a slight alteration.

As a general rule, articles on balancing

confine themselves to the ideal engine

with connecting rods of infinite lengUi,

with the result that the conclusions arrived

at are appreciably incorred.

In this article an attempt is made to

set oul the ACTUAL conditions of balanc-

ing in a simple manner, together with

hints on carrying out the alteration in

practice.

science of balancing.

Fig. 3.—For an infinite

connecting rod : balance

weights equal to rotating

masses only.

The distance from
the centre to the cun'ed

line (OA) Indicates the

amount o f unbalanced
force. For any other

position of the crank draw
centre - line and measure
from where it cuts the

cur\'e. In this case the

maximiun force is 58 units.

Fig. 4.— For a

connecting rod of

I J times the stroke;

balance weights
equal t o rotatmg

masses only.

The light line

shows the curve of

fig. 3 (infinite con-

necting rod) for

comparison. The
maximum force is

here 73 units.

Taking first
the case o f a

single .z- cylinder

engine, there are

three types of

motion to be
balanced: the
crank-pin and
connecting rod
big end moving
in a circle ; the

piston and small

end in a straight

line J and the

rest of the con-

necting rod the

motion of which
varies along its

length, but is

always of oval

form.

The circular

Fig. 2.— In this

position the piston is

stationary : only the

lower end of the con-

ncct ing rod is

moving.

motion is easily

balanced by gi\ing the flywheels

excess weight on the side opposite

to the crank-pin, the excess weight

being equal to that of the crank-

pin and big end, and at an equal

distance from the centre. But

the straight line movement of the

piston can only be completely

balanced by a similar straight line

motion. As, however, this would
entail complication— practically

a second (dummy) cylinder, etc.

—

the piston^ielc, is usually partially

balanced by increasing the excess

weight on the flywheel.

Lastly, the oval motion of the

shank of the connecting rod is

usually balanced by considering it

in two parts : we deal with it as if

part of the rod moved straight up
and down with the piston and the

remainder revoh-ed with the crank-

pin. If the right proportions 'are

chosen for the two parts, no error

^s introduced.

Now comes the important ques-

tion : what should be the weight of

the " bob--weight " or " balance-

weight " to be added to the fly-

B7
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The Balance of Motor Cycle Engines.—

-- Fig 5. ^Showing the
effect of adding extra balance

weights to an engine with

iniinite connecting rod.

In this case the balance-

weights are equal to half the

reciprocating masses as well

as the rotating. The maxi-

mum force is reduced to

29. The dotted part of

the curve represents a push

on the crank instead of

a pull.

Fig. 6.—Here, balance weights,

as in fig. 5, have been added to

an engine with connecting rod of

If times the stroke.

The maximum force is 44

units. The curve of fig. 5 is

repeated for comparison.

wheel? Looking at fig. i,

we see that the whole of

the piston, rod, and crank-

pin are moving downwards.
One .would, therefore, te

inclined to add a balance weight of equal amount.
But now compare fig. 2. Here ^^e see that the only

parts actually moving are the crank-pin and that part

of the rod that we have agreed to include with the pin,

the piston being stationary for this instant.

-

Diagrams of Unbalanced Force.

Obviously, the same balance weight cannot suit both
cases, so, again compromising, we make the weight
equal to the crank-pin and " rotating part " of the rod
(which are together known as the " rotating masses ")

and then add part only of the weight of the piston and
the other part of the rod (known as the " reciprocating
masses.'') It is frequently stated that one-half of the
reciprocating parts should be balanced : but this is

derived from calculations on the basis of a connecting
rod of infinite leirgth. In actual practice, the fact
that the rod is of finite length, and usually short at

that, exerts a much greater influence than is usually
supposed.

In the following diagrams an attempt has been made
to show its effects. All these balance diagrams are;

to be read in the same way.

Fig. 8.—bU" twin engine,

connecting rod 1:| times

stroke, balance weights

equal to rotating + "54 ot

total reciprotating %veight.

Heavy curve, bore and

stroke, same as single
already considered ; maxi-

mum force 3 1

.

Light curve, total c.c.

same as previous single

;

maximum force 15^".

Fig. 7.—Balance weights

increased from h to '65 of

the reciprocating masses .

improve an engine with

short connecting rod (If

tiiVies the stroke), reducing

the maximum force to 36

units. The curve of fig. 6
is repeated for comparison.

In fig. 3, for example,
the crank has been shown.
If its centre-line is pro-

longed to cut the curve, the

length OA represents the out-of-balance force pullinir

on the crankshaft bearings, and hence tending to sb.ift

the engine in the frame, and thus causing vibration.

For any crank position to the right of the centre-line

the force is found in the same way. The forces for

crank positions on the left of the centre-line are exactly

similar, and are omitted to keep the diagram as simple

as possible.

Shortness of Connecting Rod.

Fig. 4 shows the effect of a short connecting rod.

Rods .in use on petrol engines vary between one and
threequarter times and two and a quarter times the

.

engine stroke, and the force curve in this instance has

been drawn out for a rod equal to one and threequarter

times the stroke. The force for an infinite connect-

ing rod has been repeated for comparison. It will be

seen that the unbalanced force is now much greater

at top dead centre than at bottom, and that instead of

_being_ zero at half the stroke, this ocurs some time
before (actually at about 75°)_.-" These facts have
most important effects, e.specially when dealing with

twin engines. -

Fig. 9.—90° twin, connect-

ing rod of If times stroke,

balance weights equal to

rotating + '53 of total recipro-

cating masses.

Maximum force 20 units.

Fig. 10.—75° twin, connect-

ing rod of 1} times stroke,

balance weights equal rotating

-l-'48 of total reciprocating

masses.

Maximum force 18 units.

Fig. 1 1
.—82|° twin, connect-

ing rod of twice the stroke,

balance weights equal rotating

+ '5 total reciprotating

masses.

Maximum force 16 units.

Fig. 12.—Three-cylinder radial,

total capacity equal to tv.'ins already

dealt with. Connecting rods
of If times stroke, balance

weights equal to rotating -t- '52

of reciprocating masses.

B8
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Fig. 13.— Showing llie angle

between cylinders which gives

the best balance for various

lengths of connecting rod.

As the calculations needed

for this and fig. 15 are exceeding-

ly laborious, part of the \vork

has been done graphically.

Accordingly, the accuracy of the

results is not greater than about

2%. or 1 in 50. This, however,

is amply sufficient for practical

purposes.

reproduced
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he Balance of If<)lor Cycle Engines.—

Ir both the last ca.ses, the forces are

li.iwn as entirely unbalanced, i.e., the

job-weights are equal to the Totaling

nasses only. Fig. 5 shows the effect of

..dding to the imaginary engine, with

infinite connecting rod, bob-weights equal

:o half the reciprocating masses as well.

The dotted part of this curve, to the left

jf the centre-line, represents the period

luring which the force due to the bob-

iveight is greater than that of the piston,

:tc. During this time, the force on thp

bearings is a pressure away from the

-ank. It will be noted that the greatest

negative" force (i.e., aivay from tht

crank) is equal to the greatest positive ;

that they both have, maximum values of

fwentv-nine units instead of forty-seven,

in 'fig. 3; and that there are now four

small kicks per revolution instead of the

two large ones—a great improvement.

Fig. 6 shows the con-esponding state of

iffairs in a practical engine with short

. nimecting rod, the curve of fig. 5 l)ein;

inr comparison.

It will be seen that the shortness of the connecting

khI has raised the maximum force to forty-four units;

liut the maximum negative force due to .the bob-weight

is only twenty-eight units. Hence, as shown in fig. 7,

tlie balance can be improved by increasing the bob-

«cightS7 when the maximum force is thirty-six units,

I he bob-weights being nearly' two-thirds of the recipro-

cating weights (actually 0.65).

This is one, quite important fact

balancing of an engine depends on

i!ii: conmcting rod length. Further

(III are gi\'en some practical hints on

llie subject.

Twin Engines.

Turning now to the consideration

iif V twin engines, fig. 8 shows the

birceis for a" 60° twin (the centre

lines of the cylinders are shown)

with short connecting rods. For a

]iarticular reason, the diagram has

been drawn for an engine of_ the

same bore and stroke -as the single

already dealt with For real comparison with the

single,' in fig. 8 there has been added a smaller curve

uivmg the forces for a twin of the same total. capacity

nf the single : its maximum is fifteen and a half units.

as compared with thirty-six as the best for the single

—no wonder twins are smooth-running! The bob-

weights here are one and one-twelfth the reciprocating

masses of one
cylinder; i.e.,

slightly more than

half the total reci-

procating masses.

But we are
usually told that

the 90° twin is

far above others
Fig. 15.-Each curve gives, for a certain

^ ^ ^ balance—in
length of connecting rod (in terms ot the .

stroke), the portion of the total recipro- ^^^^'
'J

i*" ="j'F"

eating masses which should be balanced. posed to be

lis
COmlECTlN(r ROD LENGTH
iM TERMS OF STROKE

the correct

Fig. 14.—^Weighing the

reciprocating masses.

133

perfectly balanced. Accordnigly, its'

forces are shown in fig. 9-
_

The ," big

twin shows twenty units maximum, or ten

for equal capacity with the single.

(Henceforward only the forces for the

big twin are shown; divide by two to

compare them with the single.)
.

Bob-

weights' are slightly less- than in the case

of the 60° twin.

Obviously, the 90° twin is not perfectly

balanced with short connecting rods,

though it is for long ones. As a niatter

of fact, on trying several angles it \yas

found that the' best results for connectmg

rods of one and threequarter stroke-

lengths were obtained (fig- lo) foi' a."

engine of 75°, in which case bob-weights

of "slightlv less than half the total recipro-

cating weights gave" a maximum force of

eighteen units. If longer connecting rods

are used, the angle should be greater, as

shown in fig. II, which is the bestir

connecting rods of twice the stroke. The

cylinders are at 82 i°, the balance-weights

exactly half the reciprocating parts, and the maximum

force is sixteen units.

Hence we have found another important point
:
the

best angle for a twin is not- 90°, but a smaller angle,

its exact value depending on the length of the connect-

ing rods.

Radial Engines.

Another c-ngine popularly sup-

posed to have perfect Ijalance is the

radial. Actually, this would appear

to be not perfect even with infinite

connecting rods.- With short rods,

it gives the results shown in fig. 12,

which is for an engine of the same

total capacity of the twins already

considered. It will be seen that

the maximum force 'is greater than

that of the 90° twin, let alone the

75°. Of course, it must not be

forgotten that the balance of moving

liarts is not the only thing to be

considered. There are the ques-

tions of uneven firing intervals,

crankshaft stresses, etc., in many

of which the radial is much to be preferred.

The Flat Twin.

One case where theory and practice agree thoroughly

is that of the flat twin. No diagram of unbalanced

forces is shown here, because there are none. In this

case every moving part has a

correspondhig part moving in

the opposite direction, and

complete balancels obtained for

all connecting rod lengths,

except for a small force of a

different kind caused by the

fact that the use of a two-throw

crankshaft necessitates the two

connecting rods being out of
^..^ i6._Where to

hne with one another ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ weights on

In actually attempting _ to the flywheels: A, I'm.

improve the balance of a gi\en hole to take a wire hook.
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The Balance of Motor Cycle Engines.—

engine, three problems arise :"first, to

find the ^veight of the reciprocating

parts ; second, to find whether the

balance weights are correct ; and

third. _ to make any alteration

required. Unfortunately, the angle

between the cylinders cannot be

altered, but we give a curve (fig. 13)

showing the best angle for various

lengths of connecting rod. To weigh

the reciprocating masses, hang one

of the pistons on a spring balance,

with the connecting rod horizontal

and the big end supported, as in fig.

14. In the case of a twin check by

weighiiig the other- in the same way:
they must be equal, or it is useless to

attempt successful balancing.. Now,
having measured the connecting

rod length, find, frorri the curve in

proportion of the total reciprocating masses should be
balanced.

Drill a small hole through the flywheels opposite the

crank-pin. and at equal distance from the centre, as.

shown at A in fig-. 16 ; arrange a pair of level runners
at such a height and distance apart that the two ends
of the main shaft can roll on them, taking care to level

them accurately. If there are ball bearings, to the

FEBRUARY 3rd, ig2i.

-Arrange a set of runners on
which th^ flywheels can roll freely, with

the pistons, etc., hanging free.

what

main shaft, the two halves of the

crank case can be used : the only

necessity is that the flywheels should

be perfectly free to rotate with the
.

connecting rods and pistons hanging

free (fig. i7)._ Now, hang from the

small hole above-mentioned weights
- equal to. the total reciprocating parts

less that portion which .should be

balanced : .for exartiple, in a 60° twin

with connecting rods of one and

threequarter strokes, the bob-weights

should be 0.55 of the total recipro-

cating masses; so weights of 0.45

should be hung on the flywheel.

.When this has been done the flywheel

shotild remain indifferently in any

position. If any one part tends . to

remain at the bottom, that part

should be lightened, or the opposite

point weighted : the alteration must be made at a dis-

tance, from the centre exactly equal to the crank radius.

Lightening, by simply- drilling out metal, is the simpler

method : weighting the opposite side by drilling out and

filling the holes with lead is the better, as it increases

instead of diminishes the total flywheel weight.

Care must be taken, in lightening, that the drilling is

not enough to cause weakness, and in weighting that

there is no possibility of the plugs coming adrift.

TABLE FOR SINGLE-CYLINDER ENGINES.

Connecting rod -i- stroke
Balance weights'-^ reciprocating parts ..

(.667) (654) 'M?,) (633) (-6^5)

2j

(.6,18)

2-i

(.611)

This table shows the correct bob-weights, expressed as a fraction or decimal, for various connecting-rod lengths.

Prices of Second-hand Motor Cycles,
A Schedule of Prices at which used and shop-soiled Motor Cycles were being offered in the miscellaneous

advertisements of last week's issue of " The Motor Cycle."

Clasjificd Price?.

/.Co, £110, f,i25, '-^12=). li\o

Make, H.P., .and Dale.
A.P.C. 3 h.p., 1920 , „„,
Abingdon 5-7 h. p. sc, 1920 .- ^137

frW
C^75' £rSo, £190, '-^igo. £200

.^cmo 8 li.p. sc.,"i920

.A.J.S. 6 h.p, Kc, 1920
A J.S. 6 h.p. sc, 1919 i-£i45, liyo. "fiyo, fiqo
Alton 2j h.p., 1920 -.

,f55, fjo, fjo ...7
American X 7-9 ii.p., 1920 ....;.. *'yriio '.....'..:

.American X 7-9 Ji.p. sc!, 1920 t|i43, £1/8 ^ ../.......

.

.^ric-I C h.p. 5C.. 1920 £i20, 2il5o -

-Arie) 3J h.p., 1920 £105
Hat 3 h.p. 5C., 1920 '/165, *)Cl7o
Bcardmore 3 h.p., 1920 ' "£85 ...';. .-

Blactiburne i h.p., 1920 . £93, "jTii;, >'/:i20. */i20, £120 . .

Blaclvburne 8 h.p. sc;-, 1920 ...... £r/5, tri78 7
Bradbury 4 h.p. sc, 1920 ........ £145 ,

.'

B.S.,A. 4^ h.p.. 1920 *£loo
^S-A. 4i h.p sc, 1920 £125, 1-£i55, -ff 155
Calthorpc^ 2] h.p., 1920 f6i, *£^o
Cleveland* 3 h.p., 1920 £60 .

."*,

Clyno 3^ h.p., '1920 £50, £55, £56, V63. £65 . . . . . .

.

Connaught 2 V h.p., 1920 £30, £50, £$»
Cotilson-B. 4 h.p., 1920 '.

. . . "fy^, £110
Coulson-H. 2j h.p., 1920 lyg ,\
Coventry Ea.ctle 2} h.p., 1920 £75
Douglas 2j h.p., 1920 £80, £85, "/go, »rioo .-

Douglas 4 h.p. so., 1920 ....,..-. fii5, /Jijs, '£133. £135, £140, /;,:,o,

T. , . ,,. )Cl40, £145, *£i53. ,Jl55, tf'S.'ihdmund 2.3 h.p., 1920 "(fio
Enfleld 8 h.p. sc, 1920 fiss, £11.3
Enfield 2j h.p., 1926 £5^, *f_6a, 'chy,
Excelsior 2^' h.p., 1920 fjCo ..".... .7.
Francis-Barnctt 2^ h.p., 1920 .... f7S '.'..'.'.'.'.'..

Harley-Davidson 7-9 h.p. sc. 1920 +)?iso,' t&s',' +£205'

'

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Harley-Davidson 4 h.p., 1920 !'£i30, -frisi, tfl.io .'

Hazlewood 5-6 h.p. sc. 1920 £155.
Humber 4 1 h.p.. 1920 -. . . ri
Indian 4 h.p 1920 .

"£175, •£i3r,-

verage
Price.

£ii2

£174

£l6i
/140

£167

£115
£175

1C151

-C70

£i3.

£102

iCi-lo

£135
'£59

£171
£133
£172
£i'7

BIO

Mal<e, H.P., and Date. Classified Prices.

Indian 7-9 h.p. sc, 1920 t£i4.i, t£i5o, t£i63. tfiOj, 1-£i7o,

t£i75, +£175, t£l7i), *£i3o, t.£200,
t£2l0

James 5-6 h.p. sc, 1920 £150, £r76,

Jamei 2| h.p., 1920 ....

Lea-Francis 3i h.p., 1920

Average
Price.

Levis 2} h.p., 1920 £42, £55

C173
£57
£77, £ro5, £115

Martinsyde 6 h.p. sc, 1920 . .

.

£r40
Matchless 8 h.p." sc, 1920 £175, t£r82, t£i8.5,-t£i85, 1-£iS5,

t£200, f200, '!'£220

•£70

"£70

Metro-Tyler 2^ h.p., 1920 £50,
New Hudson 2| h.p.. 1920 *r63
New Imperial 8 h.p. sc, 1920 . . . *'£i6o ....

New Imperial 2-J h.p., 1920 £60, £65,
New Scale 3V h.p. sc, 1920 £105
Norton t h.p'. sc, 1921 £120,- £l30rt£r*^o
N.U.T. 3.5 h.p,, 1920 t£i2,3, £130,- £135, £135
Omega 2^' h.p., 1920 £65, £80
P. & M. 3i h.p. sc, 1920 ""'£120, £130
Rover 3^ li.p.-r 1920 £85, £120, £12.5

Rover 3-6 h.p. sc, 1920 £125, t£r76 -

Royal Ruby 3 h.p., 1920 £90, *£99, £roo
Rudge sJh.p., 1920 £73, £75, £So, £85, £87, £90, £95,

£93, '£95, *£97
Scott 3f h.p. sc, T920 £J40, t£i5o
Scott 33 h.p., 1920 £rro, £iro
Sunbeam 3! h.p.. 192Q £140
Sunbeam 3I h.p. sc, 1920 £145, £170, £170, £rSo, ^185, /i?5,

£203 :

Sunbeam 8 h.p. sc, 1920 £220, t£240, t£265
Triumph 4 h.p., 1920 £90, £110, £rio, *£i20
Triumph 4 h.p. sc, 1920 £130. £130, £140, £155, £160 ...

tDynanio li.2htin.

Velocette 2:} h.p., 1920
Verus 2? h.p., 1920 .

Wooler 2j h.p., 1920
Zenith 8 h.p., 1920 .

.

Zenith 8 h.p. sc, 1920

;. *Unu^.ed.

£50
£fio~

£68
£120, £120, £123, £125, £130
£145, £165, £170, £190

.£173
£l63

£9f)

£43

£iQl
,

£fio

£65

£133
£132
£72

£125
,£rio

£1.30

£96

£87"

£143
£rio

£177
£231
£107
£l(3

£I7.|



The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

^STANDARDISATION OF CONTROLS.
Sir,—As regards the standardisation of throttle corttrols,

t appears to me to be an open question.

With touring bars the more easily manipulated controls

are those which open inward, whilst with T.T. bars it is

more convenient to have them opening outwards. In fact

with more or less straight T.T. bars it is almost impossible

to open the levers inwards. It would tlicrefore seem that

t/ie only solution is to use the two types, the one for touring
bars and the other for fiat bars.

Douglas, I.O.M. AUr.KA MEDIOCPJTAS.

ANOTHER LICENCE POSITION.
Sir,—Through the medium of your valuable paper, I should

like to give a tip for fixing the new licence holder to a 1921

and possibly 1920 model Matchless. If the lop and bottom
icrews of the brass fitting that holds the windscreen in place

II the near side are taken out it will be found that most of

tlie licence holders can be fitted on verv neatly with the

same screws again. It is quite a simple job, and saves

damaging the sidecar in any way. A brass holder is best,

a.'i it matches the wiiid.<creen. T.^^.

Leigh-on-Soa.

2} H.P. DE DION HINTS WANTED.
Sir,—I am assembling u machine with a 2^ h.p. De Dion

enu'iue, and I should be glad if Mr. B. F. C. Fellowes would
give me a few hints on it, and also what consumption I am
likely to e.xpect. The carburetter is a Binks. I should also

like to know its climbing powers, as I Contemplate making
it a single speed 'bus.

To change the subject. I do not like the A.C.U. standardi-

alion system. It merely makes things hot for those manu-
iicturers who are sensible enough to. fit controls opening

outwards. To my mind, the choice of direction of opening

should be left to the discretion of the rider concerned.
XOKMAX H. MILLS.

WHO ORIGINATED DISC WHEELS?
Sir,—I think it would be most interesting to know who

claims to be the originator of disc wheels as fitted to motor

cvcles. I may say that I fitted" them as far back as 1912 to

a' 3i^ h.p. Triiimpb,- but they were not to he compared with

the present-day fitment. I made them out of sheet alumiiiium

and riveted them so as to make the conical shape required.

As I used to ride quite a good deal in London, I presume

many motor cyclists of a sporting nature copied my idea,

fi.r on returning fi-om the East I was amazed at their

popularity. Although I do not claim to be the originator,

up to the time of fitting them myself I had never eeen them

fitted to any other motor cycle. I took the idea from discs

on cars, which I first saw fitted on the Continent.

CHAS. DAUNTON-SHAW.

ARE MOTOR CYCLISTS FICKLE?
Sir,—The letter penned by " Crimson Rambler " and

published in The Motor C'l/de gave me much pleasure in

reading. As pointed out by him, a certain section of us

motor cyclists do make a point of purchasing a new 'bus

yearly, probably after spending many a pleasant hour at the

Show, and also, probably, very many more regretful ones

after. But that is beside' the point. There is another section

who, from lack of funds, keep their " grids," take an interest

ill and retain them until such time as the pass-book shows

favourable figures. Then, hey presto ! . . . There is also

(and I belong to it) another section who buy a machine, spend

. their leisure hours working on it (when not riding) and get

it into such trim and tune that it becom-es part and parcel

of their existence. Then, and then only, can such an owner
become really enthusiastic. He knows its every -mood and
humours it accordingly, the result being that hisplea.'iure is

assured all the more because he has personally contributed in

no small degree towards it.

My own machine, a 1915 23 h.p.^ three-speed T.T. Douglas
is such a 'bus. It was bought in 1916 (quite 10.000 miles was
to its credit at the time), and througli careful, yet hard
driving, is to-day, like Charle.y's Aunt, still running, and well

j>l that. I have covered over 30,000 miles on it, have yet to

record a breakdown, antl hope to cover another 30,000 before

I shall, with regret, part with it. It will do 55 m.p.h. in

touring trim (proof if required). It has just bceu thoroughly
overhauled, new parts fitted whore necessary, re-ciiamelled

(Uobbiahic, by hand), and could not bo bougnt for £100. I

am with "C.R." every time when he says that heai'tacbe is

bound to be caused through parting with one's pet machine.
I shall delay that parting as long as I possibly can.

MAKTIX',J. WRIOHT.
. TO SAVE SHOE LEATHER .'

Sir,—Referring to "Bow-wow Bang's" letter, I may say

that I anticipated his " ciirebral undulation " /about a year

ago. Being at that time much troubled by local canine pro-

jectiles with uncertain trajectories and velocities, but which
only rarely impinged on my toe, I took to carrv^ng anti-dog

bombs in the form of burnt out electric bulbs.

I only used two, but they were highly successful. The
victims promptly retired with; shell-shock. The vacuum
exhausted their lungs in a .single yelp, and they departed

from my path for ever on lop gear with an acceleration

causing audible claw slip.

As I thought tliat the remnants of gla.ss and metal might
damage tyres, I reluctantly abandoned the treatment, and
carried a dog whip, but found it disappointing. In the end,

I tactfully interviewed one or two dog owners (without the

dog whip), and am pleased to say that since then canine

projectiles have almost cea.sed to velocitate in mv direction.

Saltburn. DOG-BOilBER DICK.

^«^' Wi|c«ek .

Feb. 1st, 1921—a story without words. (Sent to us by a reader

who apparently delayed obtaining his taxation licence until the last

day, and now finds that the authorities are so busy serving other

laggards that he is without the use of his machine.)

BI3
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RIGHTS OF WAY.
Sir,—I read iu TJie Motor Cijcla Mr, A. W. Bailey's sugges-

tion tiliat tlic " right of way " at cross roads sliould be indi-

cated by black lettering on tire sign visible to lire appro;icliing

driver and red lettering on the road v.hich has )!f'( the right

of way. Theoretically, this seems sound ; but I am very
dubious about the working of it. At present every good
driver takes it for granted that he has not any right of way,
and, accordingly, proceeds cautiously ; but if he is encouraged
to dash on, conscious of his right, what happens if, at the"

cross roads, he meets that terror who, in spite of red letter.?,

prefers to risk losing a limb rather than losing a minute?
Without anv right of wav, there is only this .terror who

rushes crossroads^ ' H. FRANCIS KINGSTON.

FOLDING SIDECARS.
vSir.— I venture to write my e.xperiences of folding sidecars.

As a tradesman desiring some kind of an adaptable arrange-

ment for pleasure and work, I decided on a folding chassis

and sidecar. I purchased one made by Hopleys, ITppev
Highgate Street, Birmingham, during the year 1915, to which
I also fitted a box sidecarrier for carting working plant

about (being in the building trade), so that I am able to

change from sidecar to box or vici' rcisa in one minute.

During the five years I have had this chassis practically in

daily use I have not had the slightest trouble .with it.,

no screws or ' joints coming loose ; in fact, it. is as rigid as

ever, and I liave had weights in the box amounting to

4 cwt. , and have done a great aijionut of touring with a ten-

stone passenger and the necessary luggage. I consider this

bears good testimony to the -reliability of this make of

chassis, and to tiiose desiring an adaptable arrangement I

can honestly recommend this to them. SATISFIED.
Sparkhill, Birmingham.

CRUELTY TO SIDECARS.
,
Sir,—In your issue of January 13 Mr. Leat gives an illus-

tration of a Clyno and sidecar doing farm work.
In the early days of the war I was having a short holiday

in Bishopdale. My host," an elderly gentleman and small
farmer, had a two acre field ready for loading. Being the~

middle of hay time, labour was scarce and horses difficult to

get. The weather, also, was very unsettled, and mine host

was uneasy about his hay. I asked him if he had a sledge.

(Sledges are always used in the fields in the high parts of the

Yorkshire dales.) He had the sledge, but nothing to pull it

FEBRUARY jrd, ig2i.

with, so I suggested my 'bus, an 8 h.p. Matchless and side-

car. This was coupled to the sledge by a rope from the side-
car chassis. We set off for the first load at 6 p.m., and had
all the hay up (and a good heavy crop, too) and in the hou'se,
and mine host, myself, and gentleman friend enjoying an
excellent Yorkshire dale supper at 9.20. The only assistance

'

reciuired was a slight pnll when starting off with the loaded
sledge owing to the back wheel slipping on the grass. I have
seen motor cycles used for various work, but never before,
or since, have I seen one with a sledge full of hay at the
back of it. WALTER WATERHOUSE.
LVCK (?) IN TRIALS.

Sir,—Some months ago there were several letters in y^iur

excellent paper dealing w'ith luck in trials. I think fhis

letter might be of interest to some of your readers. During
the past eighteen months I have entered five twenty-hour
trials, and never once have I gained an award. The follow-
ing are the reasons

:

.(1.) York to Edinburgh and .back, 1919. Notwithstanding
the fact that the back and front tyres were new, we managed
to get two punctures and a burst, eventually having to buy
a new sidecar tyre. , ... :

, (2.) London-Exeter, 1919. 'The failing of our electric lights

and a puncture were the main causes of our retiring on this
trial.

(3.) Jarrott Cup. 1919. In this trial we also had two
punctures— one in the sidecar tyre and the other in the petrol
tank. The latter was caused by the sparking plug blowing
out and badly splitThig the tank.

(4.) London-Edinbirrgh, 1919. A chain broke a few miles
- from a check, and in the consequent blind we had a nasty
skid, bending the front forks so much that we could not
proceed. It was a new chain on a new machine.

(5.) London-Exeter, 1920. Into this trial I took a new
Alecto solo, and, for the first time, had an absolutely no-
trouble ride, and arrived at Staines very satisfied, only to fiml
now that I have been disqualified through arriving early at

the secret check at W'hitchurch, my watch having " crocked
"

early in the trial. " In this case it was particularly bad luck,
as the friend from whom I was taking rriy time, and who left

the control a minute before I did, took the wrong road after
leaving the Salisbury check, thus allowing me to get in

front of jiim without my knowing it, and it was in trying to

catch him up. thinking he was ahead, that I became earlv.

London, S.W.4.
"

R,S,R."

' The days are slowly lengthening, and the motor cyclist's thoughts turn to spring and picnics away from the madding crowd. Here is a

^dlty which has reached the banks of the Wye between Rhayader and Bullth Wells with the aid of an A.J.S. outfit and- a New Hudson
lightweight Such beauty spots are inaccessible to those who do not know the joys of lHc motor cycle.

B'.4
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DOG CATCHING.
Sir,—Is the following occurrence unique ? On Boxing

Day, in Aylestone Lane, Leicester, a small rough-haired
fox terrier matle a dash at my machine (nothing unique in

that !). As I passed it I heard a yelp and felt a drag, and
pulled up promptly. Looking round, I could see nothing, so

I got off, and after a moment's inspection I found, to my
amazement, that the unfortunate dog was jammed on the

top of the wheel under tte mudguard. So tightly was it

fixed that, unaided, I could not release it; but with the
help of a passing car driver and a couple of near-by foot-

ballers, by pulling the wheel round and hauling at the
dog, we at last succeeded in getting it out, and

—

mirabile

dictu—the dog trotted away under its own power, seemingly
none the worse for its adventure.
My machine (a 2| h.p. Wilkin), in spite of a 3in. back

tyre, has a large mudguard clearance, and is fitted with a
steel strap puncture preventer fixed" to the carrier stays.

It was this, apparently, which prevented the dog from being
carried further round the wheel. But how did it get there Y

I could understand it getting tangled in the spokes, but it

was on top of the tyre and nowhere near the spokes. Can any
of your readers relate a similar experience ?

(Rev.) J. M. PHILPOTT.

LUBRICATION COMPARISONS—CAH AND MOTOR
CYCLE TYPES.

Sir,—May I, with some nervousness (as the amateur with
ilie expert), disagree with your contributor "' Ixion " on the
desirability of sump lubrication for motor cycles.

Before buying my first motor cycle last summer, I was a

rar owner-driver for eight years, and, therefore, approached
the motor cycle from a somewhat critical standpoint, but
h.ive been agreeably surprised, among other things, with
engini; lubrication, which I had always considered to be of

ii vci y rough and ready kind as compared with a car.

Your contributor is, of course, correct in what he says
about drip feed, but I am convinced that a far better alterna-
tive to the sump is a mechanical pump similar to that now
fitted to the P. and M., which delivers fresh oil alternately
t'l the cylinder walls and big end.
As regards sump lubrication on cars, your correspondent,

" Patient Pete," is right when he says that the ordinary
lar is not lubricated with oil beyond the first few hundred
miles after refilling the sump, and I do not think that this

system would prove more satisfactory on a cycle, when the
sump would contain a smaller volume of oil, and the engine
would be working under harder conditions.

I do not, however, agree with him that as regards oil

economy the car has it all the time. I, myself, found that
to obtain perfect lubrication a car sump had to be drained
every 500 miles, and never allowed to remain longer than
1,000 miles, and with a large sump the amount of oil used
Is considerable. (I am aware that not one car in a thousand
is treated thus, but that does not disprove my point.)

While on the subject of lubrication I should like to men-
tion my experiences of enclosed all chain drive. I have had
no experience of shaft drive on cycles, but as between chain
and belt, of which I had some experience mider active service
conditions, I greatly prefer the former.
The P. and M. system includes a pipe conveying any sur-

plus oil from the crank case to the chain case, which has the
great advantage of making it impossible to make the engine
smoke for any but the shortest periods, and in spite of a
very free use of the auxiliaiy hand pump at first, I have
never sooted up a plug, and there is yet no outward sign of

carbon deposit.

At the same time I do not consider this entirely adequate
for complete lubrication of the chains, and have always
supplied vei-j' thick gear oil (Vacuum C.C.) direct to the chain
case. As a result, I lielieve, of this, after about 1,500 miles,
all chains are as tight as when delivered, showing no signs
of wear, and have never been adjusted.

In conclusion, speaking as a late car owner, I should like
to record with pleasure the great (and to me, unexpected!)
reliability of the modem motor cycle, and the ease of main-
tenance as compared with a car. The essential finish, of the
P. and M. at least, is superior to any car I have owned.
For example, whereas a car engine will become externally
an oily mess unless cleaned almost daily, I find that all crank
case joints are so perfectly made that it hardly shows a
speck of oil outside even In the hottest weather. While on
the subject of cleanliness, why are so many cycle engines

spoilt, as to appearance, by rusty cylinders, when by apply-
ing blacklead mi.xed with turpentine, a finish can be given
that seems impervious to wet' K.B.

Charlbury.

NOVELTY IN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.
Sir,—Tour welcomed criticism on the two-speed gear

incorporated in my design for a motor cycle, which appeared
in your last issue, prompts me to show you the line ot

reasoning I adopted before putting even pencil to a sketch
block in an attempt to achieve simplicity and cheapness
in motor cycle manufacture, and yet provide something
more than the minimum considered desirable, from a point
of view of handiness in control, weather protection, etc.

Thusly

—

Mi- : We'd simply love to have a three or four-speed box
and a real clutch,

ilydi : Remember, my son, you are standing the racket
yourself for experimental 'buses.

Mf : Yes. that's so. Well, then, let's have a really simple
thing—say a selective type dog clutch two-speed gear.

That will be cheap,.
.Mi/.<i-lf : But what about getting under way and changing

up and down ?

Me. : Oh—ah—of course ; we need a clutcli.

Ml/self: Right oh. Suppose we substitute a friction

clutch for the low gear dogs. We can start off nicely ; we
can change up on the exhaust lift or throttle. The clutch

will come in handy in changing down, and it can't be
slipped on hiyh ijear.

X/c : Of course, you'll want a decent shock absorber m
the transmission. But you'll need that in any case with
all-chain drive,

Mi/.<elf : Then, that is settled. It won't cost much, and
it will be simple. Let's go into details.

The same sort of inward conversation took place when
the cylinders, etc., were being decided upon. And in the

same way were all other superfine details reluctantly shelved.

May I point out to interested readers that I shall be
only too pleased to go into the thousand and one details

^necessarily omitted through .space limitation, etc., from
your admirable journal—if they care to take them up.

The methods of construction, details, and accessories alone

have accounted for more than six months of my spare
time, the whole machine having been nearly two years on
the paper " stocks." Now, unfortunately, funds are getting
low ("'excessive economic pressure," some call it), and
a purely personal attempt at manufacture has become rather

remote. However, the essentials of the design are covered
by patents, .and time will show what can be done in the
way of production.
There is a sidecar to go with the machine, and in its

design a real attempt has been made to eliminate all forces

which tend to distort the frame of the cycle to which it is

attached.
Simplicity, cheapness, and sound principles of design have

again been the watchwords. I. P. MILL-\R.

SUM.MARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Regarding "W.D.V.'.'s" speedometer lamp on page 30,

Mr. Paul Taylor recommends a No. 126 Ever Ready battery

which may be obtained in neat canvas case with straps for

attachment to the machine.
Referring to correspondence on increased A,A. subscrip-

tions, Mr. C. G. Virgoe considers that, if dissatisfied

members made more use of their association in such matters

as route finding, etc, they would view the matter in a

different light. Personally, he praises the organisation of

the A, A., judging from his own experiences with its

Touring Department.
We have received numerous letters describing home-made

licence holders, and more particularly licence holder clips,

A few of these are obviously intended for " Ideas " page,

but their number and similarity prevent us publishing them
en bloc. It may be inferred, however, that a great many
motor cyclists are adapting this new fitment to all sorts of

weird fixtures and positions.

Recently there has been a gratifying lack of complaints
regarding what is very popularly and freely called "pro-
fiteering," i.e., charging more for an article than the

customer considers it is worth. This week, however, there

is a " Disgusted " who complains of being compelled to

pay 9s. 6d. for a new throttle lever.
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CASE HARDENING.
1 am just overhauling my

motor cycle, and wish to case

harden a piece of mild steel.

Could you, please, tell me how
this is done?—W.G.

The most effective way of case harden-

ing mild steel is by means of the patented

preparations which you can buy at most
large ironmongers or tool warehouses.

Both "Kasenit" and ''Rapid Durvite
"

are very effective, and full instructions

are printed on the packages

CLUTCH SLIP.

I am having a great amount of

Q trouble with my clutch, which is

5 of the Ferodo ring variety. The
makers say that the rings might

be worn, but I feel sure they are

^w„. I have repeatedly cleaned them
and washered the springs. The metal

plates of the clutch are quite shiny.

—

A.G.W.
Slipping with this type of clutch is due

either to wear of the Ferodo rings or to

-oil on their surfaces. If the latter, the

remedy is obvious. In the former case

either new rings must be fitted, or you
might fit an extra one at the side of thp

sprocket, that is to say, lay the two rings

side by side b'etween the sprocket and tlie

next steel .plate. This has the effect also

of increasing the tension on the springs,

and usually cures the trouble.

NO COMPRESSION AFTER OVERHAUL.
My 1912 Triumph has been^ running well for the last two

> years, giving me very little

-^ trouble. I have taken the

cylinder off, removed all carbon

deposit from piston, ground in valves,

freed the rings (which have had very

little wear), and on assembling find

that there is practically no compres-

sion. When turning the pulley round

there seems to be only a sucking in

and blowing out of air, through the

pulley centre. Before dismantling the

compression was quite good. Being

about to sell the machine, am I liable

to a fine if I run it on the road to

show the customer, having taken out

no Eevenue licence this year?

—

Ct.W,

It often happens that an engine has very

little compression on reassembling after

overhaul. About fifty miles running on

the road would put this right. Of course,

we take it tKat you have taken all the

usual precautions, such as tightening the

valve caps, sparking plug, and compres-

sion tap. If you take the machine on

the road at all you become liable to pay
the Inland Revenue taxation.

UNDER OILING.

I have a 1909 or 1910 P. and JM.

3-^ h.p. two-speed nth B.

^ and B, carburetter variable jet,

-iJ On taking the machine out I

could climb a good stiff hill on
top gear with sidecar and passenger,

but after doing from ten to fifteen miles

I cannot take the level on the same
gear, and there is a very distinct knock-
ing about the engine. Immediately I

change down the engine runs very
smoothly and simply roars along.—A.G.

The details j'ou give are insufficient to

enable us to diagnose accurately your
trouble. You should use a first-class

heavy grade oil suitable for air-cooled

engines, and a charge should be given
every six miles when riding w'ith sidecar
and passenger.

3mportant i>ates.

Feb 2Isl-2Sth—
Par^s-Nice Trial.

March 25th—
Richmond Meet.

March 26th—
M.C.C. London-Land's Fnd Trial.

April 27 th—
A. C.U. One-day Winter Trial for

Stock Machines.

May 14th—
M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

May 25th—
A.C.U. Silencer Trial — Brooklands.

Jjn- 14th-I6th-!-
Touri t Trcohy Races.

June 25th—
M.CC. Inter-team Trial for

' The Moor Cycle' Cup.

July 6li-7lh—
Arbuthnol Trophy Tr'al for Naval
Officers,

July 23rd—
Grand Prix Race—Le Mans.

August 8th

—

International Six Days Ti-ial^—Geneva

August 28lh to Sep. 3rd—
A.C U. Six Days Trials.

Sep. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

them.

HOT CRANK CASE.
I have a 1919 Triumph, which

_. I ride solo. The machine runs" well, but the crank case and

carburetter get so hot that it is

impossible to bear one's hand on
I give plenty of oil (Price's Huile

de Luxe), and the machine has onU"

run 1,000 miles. I decarbonised after

ha\dng done 800 miles. Is this usual,

or, if not, what is the cause and
remedy ? . I always rid-e with the air

lever fully open and at moderate speeds.

—B.W.C'.

If the machine is quite powerful and

,capable of maintaining fairly high speeds

indefinitely, there is no need to worry

about theheating of the crank case, which

is probably due to conduction in the

cylinder. If the engine overheats, how-

ever, and knocks when picking up on top

gear, it evidently requires some attention,

but .you do not' give sufficient details ol

the trouble.

BENZOLE FOR TWO-STROKES.
(1.) Is benzole as suitable as

petrol for a 2^ h.p. air-cooled

two-stroke? (2.) How does it

compare with petrol as regards

economy, hill-climbing, cooling,

starting from cold, and speed? (3.)

Would any alteration to Amac
standard carburetter be necessary? (4.)

Is a half and half petrol-benzole

mixtui-e more satisfactory in the.-e

respects?—B.A.W.

(1.) Benzole is quite suitable. (2.) Hill-

climbing will be better, starting quite as

easy as with petrol, cooling about the

same, and 10% to 15% more miles per

gallon should be obtained. (3.) It might

be necessary -to fit a slightly smaller jet.

but yon should first try the efliect of

lowering the level until it is a-jin. below

the top of the jet. (4.) The petrol-benzole

mixture can be used without any altera-

tion to the carburetter setting.

A DRIP FEED TROUBLE.
I recently dismantled the drip^ feed on a J.A.P.-engined light-

> weight to clean the glass, which
-2J was very dirty, and since then I

have been troubled with a distinct

snort in the glass chamber, as thong
part of the compression was being blown
up the oil pipe. The oil union on the

crank case is a clear passage, as is the

oil pipe itself. There is no ball or disc

valve of any kind. Is this as it should

be? Inside the pump there was a small

flat disc of metal, which I think I re-

placed wrongly. This, J think, is pro-

bably the cause of the continued snort-

ing noise. Should there be a valve in

the crank case union?—G.D.

You have probably failed to replace the

small disc ^alve which is normally situated

in a small valve chamber below the drip

feed body. We should recommend that

you write to the makers of the drip feed

for a diagram of the device, as you will

understand this much better than any

e-xplanation in words. It should not

necessary to have a non-return valve where

oil pipe enters the crank case. Make
quite sure that there are no air leaks past

the edges of the sight glass.
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" R.M." (Streatham).—Cleveland two-

stroke ;
general experiences.

" C.S.B." (Leicester).—2J h.p. Coulson

B; life of engine and spring frame;
stability.
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READERS' REPLIES.

Removing Rust.

Rt letter from " L.W." in your issue

of January 20th, asking for a tip for

removing rust from plating, I am pleased

to say I came across a capital article at

the e.xhibition held in Glasgow last

November. It answers the purpose ad-

mirably. It is called " Eustrimova," and

can be had from the Silver Replating

Powder Co., Stoke Newington, London,
N.15. They have also a " Nickeldep

"

for depositing nickel on handle-bars, etc.

—T. A. McCkeadie.

In your issue of January 20tb, you
advise' " L.W." to use fine emery-cloth

for removing rust from" plated parts.

This, of course, cuts the plating unless

very carefully used. If fine pumice
(loiir is used, "applied with a rag dipped

in a V(ah solution of o.xalic acid, the

rust will be removed witli far less damage
to the plating. This treatment will re-

move both rust and mildew from steel,

nickel-plating, and aluminium, but great

care must be used to clean off carefully,

and dry the part treated, as any acid

left on will gi-adually eat into the metal.

^A. W. Stiles.

I notice " L.W." wishes to know of

a good rust remover capable of taking

rust off the nickel parts of a motor cycle.

May I say that I liave found good quality
typewriter eraser rubbed over the affected

parts to be very satisfactory. If the
rust be very bad, first soak a rag witli

paraffin, and well rub over the rust to

remove as much as possible : this will

loosen it ; then, when dry, use the eraser,

and the rust will come away. I have
used this with every satisfaction on
affected nickel parts of typewriters, and
I have also used it for motor cycle plating,

with good results.—J. E. White.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Newcastle to Chester (avoiding traffic).

-^A.F.
Newcastle, Neville's Cross, Darlington.

Northallerton, Ripon, Ripley, Blubber-

houses, Skipton, Gisburn, Clitheroe,

Preston, Ormskirk, Liverpool, by ferry

to Birkenhead, Chester.

WooBtmN Green to Weston-supee-JIabe.
—W.T.S.

Wooburn Green, Marlow. Henley.
Reading, Theale, llungerford, Marl-
borough, Calne, Cliippenham. Bath.

Chelwooil, Compton Jlartin. Sandford.
Weston-super-JIare. Approximately 127

miles.

Ai/nEnsiiOT to York.—W.F.
Aldershot, Farnborough. Bagshnt.

Ascot, Windsor, Slough, Beaconsfield,

Amersham, Chesliam, I'ring. Dunstable.
Westoning, Ampthill. Bedford, Eaton
Socon, Alconbnry, Hill, Norman Cross,

Wansford, Stamford, Grantham, Newark,
Tn.\ford, Retford. Bawtry. Doncaster,
Brotherton, Tadcaster, York. Appro.\i-

mately 225 miles.

io<^o

ACCESSORY COLLECTION AS A FINE ART.
A very complete Hai ley-Davidson outfit owned by Mr. J. L. Marvin, of Ballards Motors.

On the sidecar dash there is an aneroid, volt and amp. meters, a clock, a compass, and a

lamp to illummate them Both the A.C.U. and the A.A. badges are carried in front of

the Triplex glass screen, on the left of which is a licence card holder, and on the right a mirror.

In addition to the usual lamp equipment, an American " spot " light for reading signposts

is on the handle-bar, while between the sidecar and the motor cycle are an air speed indicator

and a revolution counter. A speedometer and a gradient meter with a lamp are on the top tube,

and in order to make the outfit really complete, there are a hand Klaxon, a cigarette lighter,

three mascots, and several other items of a mechanical nature.

To Goli Enthusiasts.

Many motor cyclists who also follow

the royal and ancient game will be in-

terested to learn that a branch of the

County Chemical Co., Ltd., well known
for the Chemico motor specialities, is con-

centrating on golf ball manufacture.

Motor Cycles for the Police.

As the utilitarian value. of the motor

cycle becomes recognised by the police,

its use by the authorities will increase.

In the meantime it may interest chief

constables to know that hundreds of

machines are in use in New Y'ork. Phila-

delphia, and Boston. Incidentally, over

two hundred of these machines are

Indians.

Chat on Chains.

The above is an apt title for a useful

booklet which tells the rider about the

chain, what it is, and what it lias to do.

It also gives information as to how to

minimise the effect of dc>slructive factors

on chains, deals with their lubrication,

the effect of bad alignment, eccentric and
oversize wheels, and gives other informa-

tion concerning the cause of chain defects

and wear. Tlie booklet is published by
Messrs. Brampton Bros., Ltd., Oliver

Street Works, Birmingham.

Catalogues Received.

A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltd. (1914),

Graiselcy House, Wolverhampton : De-
scribing the new 7 h.p. 1921 model side-

car outfit. Detail photographs of most
of the distinctive features are well

reproduced.
B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd., Birmingham:

Complete specifications of the B.S.A.
single-cylinder machines with chain-cum-

belt and all-chain drives, also the 6 h.p.

twin outfit with chain drive and inter-

changeable wheels. The very moderate
price of the chain-driven single is

remarkable.
Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Redditch :

Brief descriptions and specifications of

the Royal Enfield models, both 2^ h.p.

two-stroke and 8 h.p. sidecar outfit.

Special .ittention may be di'awn to the

trade delivery outfit, which consists of a

standard machine and chassis with .a

special box carrier mounted on the latter.

A touring body may be easily substituted.

Ward and Goldstone. Ltd., Frederick
Road, Pendleton, Manchester : The first

catalogue to be received from the new-

address of this well-known electrical

accessory house is the sectional list deal-

ing with supplies for motorists. All

manner of electrical novelties are men-
tioned, and its pages should be studied

by all who contemplate, or already use,

electric lighting on their motor cycles.

H. Collier and Sons, Ltd.. 44, Plum-
stead Road, London, S.E. : The Match-
less machine is well described in this

leaflet, and its salient points are almost

too familiar to need mention. A model
which is apt to be forgotten is the

double-seated sidecar " family " outfit.
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Weights.

All 21 h.p. Douglas machines, of aiiv
date, with the e.xceptioii of the new
o.h.v. Sports model, are under 200 lb.

A Health Bulletin.

We are pleased to learji that Mr.
George Stevens, of Messrs. A. J. Stevens
and Co. (1914), Ltd., who recently had
to undergo a serious operation, is now
making good progress towards recovery.

Buy Now.
Both to ease the present heavy unem-

ployment figures, and to avoid a very pos-
sible rush, with all its " delaying '' con-
sequences, potential buyers, are advised
to place their orders for new mounts at
once.

Help Wanted.
Jlotor cyclists who would care to assist

in what promises to be a most sporting
event (the Western Centre A.C.U. Two-
day Trial on April 8th aiid 9th) should
communicate with the Trials Secretary
at "St. Moritz," Wyche Eoad, jMalverii.

The Legal Limits.

The A.CU. is asking all its members
to give their opinion on three important
points, upon which, it is understood,
recommendations will shortly be made to
the

,
Minister of Transport. The three

Questions of the ii.C.U. are : (1.) Should
there be any limit of speed for motor
cycles, bearing in mind that the removal
of a limit might encourage prosecutions
for driving to the common danger? (2.)
Should the 20 m.p.h. limit be increased ?

(3.) Should applicants for driving licences
be required to undergo tests? The A. A.
also is asking all motorists for their
opinions as to whether 30 m.p.h. is a
suitable speed limit.

Ten Thousand Orders.

10,000 letters were received by Maudes'
Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland Street,
London, W.l, in , connection with their
second offer of a free 4 h.p. Verus Black-
burne motor cycle and two Autoped
scooters to the senders of the first three
orders opened on Monday, Januaiy 24th.
The winners, respectively, were : (1) Mr.
H. 0. Bryant, 46, Poplar Avenue,
Edgbaston, Birmingham; (2) J\Ir. W. N.
Fowles, London House,. Lord Street,
Wotton-under-Edge, Glos. ; and (3) Mr.
F. W. Wells, Market Place, Alford,
Lines.

A similar draw was held by Maudes'
Motor Mart Depot at Paris Street,
Exeter, on the same date, the winners
being : First prize (2| h.p. Verus-Black-
burne), Mr. Froggatt, John Street, Scun-
thorpe, Lines., while the second prize
was won by Mr. Bonser, the Cafe, Sal-
combe, Devonshire.

ff <iâ^
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Special J^eatures.

A TRIO ON TOUR.
THE BALANCE OF MOTOR CYCLE

ENGINES.
INTERNATIONAL SIX DAYS TRIAL

REGULATIONS.

Prices.

Apropos our remarks last week con-
cerning the improbability of a reduction
in the prices^ of motor cycles at the
present time, it is interesting that one
firm—the makers of the Coulson—have
had slightly to increase the prices of
their 2| h.p. and 4 h.p. three-speed
models. The prices of these are now
95 guineas and 120 guineas respectively,
as compared with 95 guineas and liS
guineas as ruling in 1920.

Sidecar Wheel Brakes.

The official consulting engineer to the
Birmingham Police, who passes all taxi-
cabs for that city, is advocating that
brakes be fitted to sidecar-taxi wheels.
Our exi>erience with sidecar brakes has led
us to believe that they can be very
dangerous, and 'it is significant that the
Rover Co., who at one time standardised
a sidecar brake, no longer do so. Whether
compefisating brakes are less liable to
cause erratic steering in the case of an
emergency is a question that has never
been definitely settled. Readers who
have had experience with
such brakes on the sidecar
wheel are invited to gi\e

'"

their impi-essions in our
correspondence columns.

N.B.—in Cambs.
A considerate victim acquaints us of

a most efficient, police trap which is in

operation at the Whittlesford cross

roads, Cambridge.

The G.N. to be Made in France.

The French company of ilessrs. Gaston,
Williams, and Wigmore, and the Societe

des Jloteurs Salmson; are manufacturing
the G.N. cycle car in France.

XHster Centre M.C.U.I.

The Ulster Centre of the Motor Cycle

Union of Ireland has for some time past

occupied rather an anomalous position,

being the governing body of the sport

in the province of Ulster and at the same
time carrying on the fimctions of an
ordinary club. During the past year the

subject was discussed a good deal by the

committee, and at the annual general

meeting held 011 January 20th, they
made a recommendation to the effect

that an end should be put to the anomaly
by confining the operations of the union
to its original function as a governing
body of tlie sport and forming a new
club, to be known as the Ulster JNIotor

Cycle Club, to carry on the work hitherto

performed by the centre. Jlr. Harold
jMcMullen has been appointed hon. secre-

tary pro tern., of the new club, and the

existing officers and committee of the

Ulster Centre were retained in office to

take the necessan steps to alter the

constitution ot tin 1 1 iitie

^,&i^

Another taxi outfit consisting of a Dalton two-seater sidecar which has staggered seats,

machine has a Coventry-Victor fiat twin engine.

The
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ow are the Mighty Fallen!

According to Auto-Technlk, Krupps, ot
ssen, are turning swords into plough-
lares by manufacturing a motor scoot«rl
t is fitted with a If h.p. engine placed
n the left-hand side ot the front wheel.

Misapprehension

—

There is an impression abroad that the
proved W.D. model 21 2| h.p:
ouglases are rebuilt from old W.D.
aterial, or that they are actually re-
uilt e.\-W.D. machines. This is not
0, as they are entirely new machines in
:very respect, only the basis of the de-
ign resembling the old but popular W.C.
lount.

-And Another.

The Baleigh Cycle Co., Ltd., who are
low making deliveries of the EaJeigh
notor cycle, wish us to correct a pre-
ralent impression that they are fitting a
proprietary engine to this machine. A
glarije at the design, however, should
prove instantly that it is original, and
entirely of their own manufacture.

What's in a Name?
We have been asked to point out that

here is no connection between the two
firms who trade under the names of
Millfords, Ltd.. of Bullock Street, Bir-
mingham, and Mills and Fullford, of
Coventry, the makers of the well-known
Millford sidecars.

Lost, a Cylinder

!

It is astonishing the nature of articles
lost by motor cyclists on the road. They
vary from spare wheels to suit cases, any
one of which, one would think, the owners
would hear fall. The latest is the loss of
a D.A. cvlinder reported bv Mr. P.
jMister, of 21, ^Howard Road, Crickle-
wi.od, as occurring between Finchley
Police Station and Tally Ho Comer.

French Competitions

In a letter from M. F. Colli, treasurer
of the Motor Cycle Club de France, we
are asked to make it clear that the 1921
Paris-Nice Trial is organised by the
M.C. de F., and that that body alone
is responsible, and that this fact is a
guarantee of good organisation. The
M.C. de F. is in collaboration with the
Pflit Journal, and will receive the help
of MotorcycJisme and the Eclaireur de
Nira ; but. in order to remove suspicion
"fcf a fiasco, as last year, the governing
body has assumed control. Entries at
ordinary fees close on February 10th. and
at double fees on the 15th.

The Belgian Grand Prix.

It is officially announced that the
Belgian Grand Pri.x will be held on
August 13th, on a fifteen kilometre circuit
in the neighbourhood of Spa. As stated
in our last week's issue, the Belgian Moto
Cyclists' Federation is extremely en-
thusiastic over its proposed motor c>ycle

Grand Pri.\, which will take place
probably the day before the car event.

"Magnetos."
In our last issue the second edition

of A. P. Young's informative handbook,
" Magnetos," was reviewed, and those
readers ,who desire to increase their store
of knowledge on this subject should place
their orders at once. The price is 4s.

6d., or- by post 4s. lOd. (home and
abroad), from the publishers. Messrs.
Iliffo and Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.4.

Martlesham Heath Reunion Dinner.

A reunion dinner for officers of the
Aeroplane Experimental E.stablishment,
Martlesham Heath, will be held at the
Cafe Royal, Regent Street, London, W.,
on Februarv 25tTi, at 7 p.m. Air Commo-
dore H. R. .M. Brooke-Popham, C.B.,
C.M.G., D.S.O., E.A.F., will be in the
chair. Tickets (£1) may be obtained
from Captain P. G. Robinson, Room A,
139. Air Ministry, Kingswav, London,
W.C.

"

Prospects oJ a Scottish Motor Cycle Show.
There is a strong feeling in .Scotland

that a motor cycle show is necessary
north of the border. Prominent members
of the trade in Scotland are taking the
matter up. and during the present car
show in Glasgow a deputation waited on
Mr. T. A. Fairley, the secretary of the
S.M.T.A., with a view to forming a
motor cycle section of the S.M.T.A., and
reserving a part ot next year's space
for motor cycle exhibits.

Club Week-ends on the Coast.

.Mr. E. M. Ford, of the St. Leonard's
Adelphi Hotel, St. Leonard's-on-Sea, is

an old motor cyclist, and contemplates
organising week-ends at St. Leonard's
among the motor cycle clubs in the
London area. The idea is to provide
week-end accommodation on first-class

lines, with a dance on the Saturday even-
ing and a concert on Sunday night, with
trips to interesting local points in

between. The idea is a good one, and
might be copied by other hotels at

favourite resorts.
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Cylinder Wear.
According to Mr. W. H. Wardall, who

read a paper last week on " Cylinder

Wear " before the London Graduates'

Section of the Institution of Automobile
Engineers, the bore of a cylinder does

not in the ordinary way wear truly taper,

but in a series of steps.

A Show at Dinner.

In conjunction with the annual dinner

and presentation of prizes of the Glasgow

I^I.C.C. on Wednesday of last week, a

display w^as held of 1921 models kindly

lent by the various agents in the city.

All the popular makes were represented.

A large turnout of members and friends

spent "a most enjoyable evening.

Lost en Routes

During the return run of the Liverpool-

Edinburgh Trial on January 23rd, Hugh
Gibson, who tied for the premier award

on his 8 h.p. Royal Ruby outfit, had the

misfortune to lose a suit case containing

personal belongings, as well as a 28x3in.

inner tube and a set of Lucas electric

bulbs in a metal container. It was last

seen a little south of Lancaster, and, so

far, enquiries of the local police have

been unavailing.

A Contrast.

At the request of the Board of Edu-
cation, Messrs. F.N. (England), Ltd.,

have sent a 7 h.p. four-cylinder F.N. to

the Science Museum. South Kensington.

This is a great compliment to the famous

F.N. production, which will be boused

in the same section as Col. llolden's

famous and historic four-cylinder of

thirty vears ago. A direct comparison

between the two will demonstrate the

progress of the motor cycle movement

during its short history.

Ambiguity.
.

There are two ways of interpreting the

words "manufacturer's name. ' It may
mean the name of the manufacturer or

the name of the article marketed by the

manufacturer. The two words appear

under Section B of the new licences. Sub-

section (d). We understand that the idea

of the Ministry ot Transport is that this

does not mean the name of the manu-
facturers of the motor cycle, but the

manufacturers' name for the machine.

For example, if the owner of an Indian

regi.sters his machine he is intended to

put the word "Indian" opposite Sub-

section (d), not the name of the Hendee
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., who are, of

course, the manufacturers.

WHERE CYCLISTS AND MOTOR CYCLISTS FRATERNISE.
USUALLY cyclists and motor cyclists

do not "mix." but members of the
Midland Cycle and Athletic Club

are exceptions ; and last Saturday about
150 members, repreeentative of the car
owners, motor cyclists, and cyclists of

this old-established club, sat down to

dinner at the Queen's Hotel, Birmingham.
Mr. C. Gough, the president, was in the
chair, and among the many visitors were
Major H. R. Watling (of the Jlanufac-
turers' Union), G. H. Stancer (C.T.C.),

and F. T. Bidlake, the well-known time-
keeper. Mr. J. TTrry, who is regarded as

the father of cycling in the Midlands, in

proposing the toast of " The Visitors,"

urged that cyclists and motor cyclists
" run together," as most of their interests

were identical. Mr. H. C. Stancer
(C.T.C.) suggested that cyclists and motor
cyclists should work out their own destiny
without interference from the other. He
refeiTed to motor cyclists as representing
the lion and cyclists as the lamb ; but
Major Watling, who represented the
interests of both, later remarked that
from his observations he thought the
cyclists were more lic«i than lamb, but
agreed that a coalition body was most
desirable.

The M.C. and A.C. has proved that

cyclists and motor cycUsts can fraternise

to the advantage of both, and is doing
everything in its power to make the two
classes of road users one brotherhood.

One of the features of the M.C. and
A.C. dinner was the excellent musical

fare provided by the club chorus party in

costume, who gave several selections from
the " ilikado, ' which were enthusiasti-

cally received. The club is rightly proud
of its concert party, which is led by Mr.
J. Doherty, jun.

W' e congratulate the club on its success-

ful year—its thirty-second, by the way.
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A SIX DAYS TRIAL IN THE ALPS.
Preliminary De;ails of the Big Internalional Event to be held in Switzerland, August 1st to 6.h

A 1,200 Mile Course.

WE have previously referred to what
should be the finest reliability-

trial ever held, and which will

start from Geneva, August 1st to 6th.

Organised by the Union Moto-cyclist-e

Suisse, 42,
' Rue du Rhone, Geneva,

this trial will be held during a month
when Switzerland is looking its best, and

when the country is full of visitors

from Great Britain and numerous other

countries,-,among whom there should be

a large number of potential purchasers

of economical motor vehicles.

The trial will be about 1,200 miles in

length, and will comprise secret controls

and observed -sections, hill-climbs, speed

hill-climbs, and, on the last day, a kilo-

metre speed trial and the final examina-

tion. The competitors will be divided

into the following classes : (a) in-,

dividual entries according to category; (bj

teams of different makes
;
(c) club teams

;

(d) teams nominated l)y the various

countries competing for the International

Trophy, presented by the British Cycle

and Motor Cycle Manufacturers and
Traders Union, Ltd., which is at present

held by Switzerland.

The Itinerary.

The course, which is indicated on the

accompanying map, will be as follows :

Monday.—Geneva to Chaux-de-Fonds.
Tuesday.—Chaux-de-Fonds to Bale.

Wednesday.—Bale to St. Gale, Zurich.

Thursday.—Zurich to Lugano.
Friday.—Lugano to Fribourg.
Saturday.—Fribourg to Geneva.
Sunday.—Examination of machines.

The trial is to take place "no matter
what the weather and no matter how
many entries are received." Every com-
petitor must belong to a club affiliated

to the F.I.CM. Class A will consist

of entries by manufacturers or agents,

Class B by individual riders not belong-

ing to the above class, who must sign

an undertaking that they are not and
will not be manufacturers or agents or

paid riders to manufacturers or agents
during the trial. The entry fees are :

Class A 300 fr. (about £12 10s.), Class

B 150 fr. (about £6 5s.), Entries close

at ordinary fees on July 15th, and are

payable in Swiss money.
The classification will be according to

the usual classes : Solo—250 c.c. , 350 c.c,

500 c.c, 750 c.c, and 1,000 c.c; side-

cars—600 c.c. and 1,000 c.c ; cycle cars

—

up to 1,100 c.c Machines must be
equipped according to the new F.I.CM.
rules, details of which appeared in our
issue of August 12th, 1920.

Spares to be Declared.

All important parts will be sealed.
;

Spares may be carried, but a list must
be made out in duplicate, one of which
must be surrendered to the organisers.
No other spares may be carried, except
sparkinfj plugs, tyres, belts, chains, or
chain links. Vehicles with more than
two wheels may carry a spare wheel.
This must be carried throughout the
competition, and if the spare wheel is

used the wheel and damaged tj're must
be carried throughout the competition.

During the trial competitors must carry

armlets, and those who are entrants for

the International Trophy must have these

armlets coloured according to their

countries. The British national colour
in this event is green. Two numbered
discs must be carried, one on each side

of the machine and a number plate in

front, which will be clearly visible and
free of all obstruction. Each English
competitor must be provided with an
A.C.U. competitor's licence and an
International travelling pass.

Details of the Trial.

The average speed throughout will be
thirty kilometres (nineteen miles) an hour,

with allowances for difficult sections

where the course is of exceptional

severity. One and a half hours will be
allowed for lunch.

There will be controls at intervals,

where a competitor must mark his time-
sheets. An allowance of ten minutes
ahead of, or behind, schedule time is

permitted, but competitors will be
penalised one mark per minute early or

late beyond this limit. Competitors must
also stop at all secret controls when these
are encountered, and these same rules

apply. Any competitor who is one hour
late at a control is deemed to have
retired from the trial, and in such case
must surrender his number plates.

Should a competitor lose his way, he must
return to the point where he went wrong,
as no short cuts are permitted, but arrows
will be arranged at all doubtful points.

After lunch intervals, competitors will

start according to schedule, and not in

the order of arrival, e.g., a man who is

fifty minutes late wdll have only fort}'

minutes for lunch.

If the packet of spare parts is opened,

a declaration must be made to the nearest

marshal, who will seal it afresh. Failure

to observe this rule will involve a penalty

of ten marks for each part not declared.

In the luncheon controls and at the

starting and finishing depots, competitors

may only replenish their tanks ; no work
of any kmd may be done. There will

be special replenishment depots through-

out the trial.

St)eed Limits.

All speed limits must be strictly

observed. On the last day, the flying

kilometre speed test will be on the Eau-
Morte road, near Geneva, and each com-
petitor will have to maintain the particu-

lar speed designated to his own class.

There will also be a six kilometre spaced

hill-climb on a straight road. Both these

events will be electrically timed. Each
competitor will have 1,000 marks to his

credit at the beginning of the trial.

Penalties.

In addition to being penalised one

mark for each minute, early or late, no
penalty tor being late must exceed sixty

marks. For not maintaining the set speed
during the speed trial one, mark per kilo-

metre under the set speed will be
imposed, and as regards the hill-climb

one mark will be deducted for every ten

seconds under the speed of the fast-est

man in that class.

Awards.

Individual Awards.
250 G.c. class : 75% marks, gold; 55%,

silver.

350 c.c. class : 80%, gold ; 60%, silver.

5C0 c.c, 750 c.c, and 1,000 c.c. classes ;

90%, gold; 70%, silver.

Sidecars (600 c.c. class): 75%, gold;

55%, silver.

k,bSsle

Saconne,

Cliaiicy\

Kiloiii.S
iiGCd Trial

The course o( the International Six Days Trial in

Switzerland. The flags denote the starting point on the

respective days ; all other places Indicated are controls.
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A Six Days Trial )n the Alps.—

Sidecars.

Sidecars and cvcle car (1,000 c.c. class) :

£0%, gold; 60%, silver.

AH competitors finishing the trial with-

out loss of marks will gain the -U.M.F.
special gold medal, and a bronze medal
will be awarded to all who finish the

trial and have gained no other awards.
As regards the teams of different

makes, three machines of the same make
must be nominated by a manufacturer or

agent twenty-four hours before the be-

gmning of the trial. The awards will be
(a) Silver cup and three silver medals

to the first team.
{h) A silver cup and three bronze

medals for the second team.
Club -teams, or clubs affiliated to one

of the national bodies, will be composed
of three machines of makes nominated
beforehand, and the.se will compete for

the same prizes and under the same condi-

tions of entry.
In the case of a dead heat the winners

will be the team having the smallest

quotient obtained by dividing the c.c.

of the three machines by the number of

passengers carried.

The International Trophy
Entries for this award will consist of

one team of three riders entered by the
governing body of each nation entering
the competition. Riders must be of the
nationality of that country, and must
enter machines made or assembled in that

country. Teams must be composed of

two solo motor cycles and one sidecar

outfit or cycle car. Motor cycles must
be of Classes A, B. or C, and the cycle

car or sidecar may be in any class.

Insurances throughout the trial are in^

eluded in the entrance fee. Any protests

must be made at latest one hour after

the competitor arrives at the end of a

section; aud fifty francs must be de-

pfsited, which will be returned if the

protest is upheld.

In the map accompanying these details,

competitors must bear in mind that the

names of the places are in their French
form. A large portion of Switzerland

being German-speaking, some of these

names are quite different from those by

H3

which they are locally known. For
e.\ample : Schaffhouse, where is the lun-

cheon stop during the third day's journey,

is known as Schaffhaus«n. What we know
as the Lake of Constance is called locally

the Bodensee. What we know as the

Lake of Lucerne is known by the French
as Lac de Quatre Cantons, but locally

as the Vierwaldstattersee. Finally, the

Lake of Thun, shown on the map
as Thoune, is known locally as the

Thunersee. Intending competitors should,

therefore, study their maps carefully.

.\ Li iiish tourist's P. and M. in one of the passes of the Swiss Alps

DURING the present week (January

28th to February 5th) the Scottish

Jlotor Exhibition is being held in

Kelvin Hall, Glasgow. This show is

only open to motor cars and car acces-

sories; but, in conjunction with local

motor cycle traders, most of the leading

machines are on e.x'hibition • in various

showrooms in the city. All Scots and
North countrymen who had not the oppor-

tunity of visiting Olympia will find the

latest models on view as follows :

Alexander and Co., 272-274, Great

Western Road : Bat. Clyno, Coventry

Eagle, Coulson-B, Diamond, Douglas,

American Henderson, Indian, Levis,

Matchless, Norton, N.U.T., Omega,

P. and M., Quadrant, Rex, Enfield,

Velocette, Verus, Wilkin, Zenith, and
Morgan.

GLASGOW DISPLAY WEEK.
Ariel Works, Ltd., 81, Duiilop Street :

Ariel.

Bell Bros., 238-250, Great. Western
Road : A.J.S., B.S.A., Edmund, Harley,
James, Millford, and Watsonian.

Dickies, Ltd., 222, Bothwell Street :

F.N.
Douglas-Deans, Ltd., 74, Great Western

Road : Lea-Francis, New Imperial, and
Sparkbrook.

General Motors (Glasgow), Ltd., 22,

Wilkie Street : Wooler.
Harry Gold, 149, Elderslie Street :

Corona Junior.

v. Jennings and Co., Ltd., 86, Mitchell

Street : Bradbury, Coventry Acme,
llumber, O.K., and Sunbeam.
North British Machine Ca, 56-60,

Great Clyde Street : Excelsior, Cal-

thorpe, LincolrL-Elk, and New Hudson.

Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd., 34, Queen
Street : Raleigh.
James Robertson, 11, Bath Street :

Beardmore-Precision.
Rossleich, Ltd.. 532, Great Western

Road : AUon, Martinsyde, Rover, Royal

Ruby, Scott, A.V., Premier Runabout,
and Scott Sociable."

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., 16, West Nile

Street : Rudge.
G. M. Smith, 19, West Regent Street :

]M-L Maglita.
Triumph Cvcle Co., Ltd., 14, Waterloo

Street : Triumph, Whitley, and Grindlay.

Victoria Motor and Cycle Co., Victoria

Works, Dennistoun : Victoria.

Gerard. Wakeham, and Co., 114, Duke
Street : Alecto.

John Wishart, 3, Cadogan Street : Sun-

Vitesse.

MC.C. At^lNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

LIEUT. -COL. Charles Jarrott, O.B.E.,

occupied the chair at the annual

general meeting of the Motor Cyclmg

Club which took place on Januaiy 26th,

at Pagani's Restam'ant, and in the course

of his opening speech congratulated the

committee on the terse and busmesslike

way in which they had presented the

report and spoke of the efficiency of the

captain of the club, Mr. W. H. W^ells

Mr. Head made a short speech m which

he referred to the success of the 1920

events, showing how easily they surpassed

those of 1921 as regards entries. He

tendered his thanks to the President for

presenting the Jarrott Cup ao;ain, and to

Messrs. Wells, Lester, Elce, Seed,

Pettytt, and ilessrs. Godfreys for the

cup.sthey had presented to the club. The
club was in a strong position, aiid the

usual competitions would be carried out

in 1921, while the London to Lugano run

would receive the committee's considera-

tion for this year. Proposals for a sea-

side camp were also considered.

During the ballot for the new com-

mittee a general discussion was opened.

Mr. B. Marians made a special plea on

behalf of lady motor cyclists, urging the

advisability of admitting lady members
to the M'.C.C, and allowing them to

take part in the club competitions.

Messrs. A. Candler and R. H. Head
spoke against this proposal, and eventu-

allv it was decided to abandon the idea,

the committee for 1921 has been

elected as follows : Messrs. R. H.
Head (chairman), A. Candler, E. A.

Bridgman, B. A. Hill, W. Cooper, H. G.

Bell, E. M. P. Boileau, V. Olsson, E.

James, J. Ogilvie, J. A. Masters, and

A. C. Robbins.
CI I
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Being Extracis from ihe Diary of a

in Good
ACT I. Scene I. Glasgow.

THE first actors to appear in this drama are dis-

covered trying to get away from Glasgow at

6 p.m. to keep an appointment at Clynder,

scheduled at 5 p.m. Tlie younger of the two is dash-

ing round with an oilcan and a handful of grease

trying to put it into the greasers, but only succeeding

in anointing the exterior of the machine; the elder

brother, who is lashing cans of petrol on the back of

the sidecar, is protesting that oil is unnecessary, as the

bicycle had some four months ago.

When every, inch of "cargo space" liad been
loaded the outfit moved off looking something like

a tinker's caravan.

ACT I. Scene II. Clynder.

Arriving at Clynder, only three hours late, we were

greeted by a .totally undeserved flow of condemnation

from our companion-to-be. John. We also discovered

that our friends,

the Hardies, had
been searching the

Gar-elpch ^ in their

motor boat for us,

which we considered

rather pessimistic

of them. The
" Bulldog " (John's

B.S.A.) w as re-

ported to be simply
"pawing" the
ground to get awa}i.

We d is c oai n t e d
John's impatience

;

solo-' riien do not
sympathise . with
the responsibilitv of

packing a sidecar.

C12

Motor Cycfisf during a Scottish Tour

.

Company.
ACT II. Scene I. Same as Scene II., Act I.

The morning was one of surpassing loveliness.

After all, one reflected, Clynder is not such a bad
little place. Certainly, butfor the urgings of John,

we would not have left for many hours. But John
would have none of the "drinking in of the beauties of

Nature " stunt, and, amidst protests that we were

comfortable where we were, he marshalled the caval-

cade in front of the house and, after a little work
with a measuring tape, a theodolite, and a slide rule,

in order tO' adjust his lens, he took the official

photograph of the "meet." Finally, as the

clock paused between the fifth and sixth strokes of

eleven, we left amidst a chorus of blessings and
farewells.

We made fair progress up Whistlefield Road to

Arrochar, where we thought it necessary to alter the

alignment of the sidecar in order to minimise our load

as much as possible. In spite of this, however, the

engine was so hot by
the time the foot

of " Rest and be
Thankful " was
reached that' it was
necessary to resort

to low gear for the

climb] the B.S.A.

,

of coui'se, climbed
it easily on second
gear. ;'

From " the Rest
"

to Inveraray w a s

accomplished prac-

tically, jion-stop, as

it was 'downhill most
of the way. We
had lunch at the

Argyle Arms Hotel,Fully loaded and ready to leave Clynder.
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A Trio on Tour.—

which all enjoyed except John,
who was greatly annoyed by the

inattention of the waiter. The
only relaxation permitted us was a

walk down the pier to inspect the

vessels lying there, then once more
we were urged to mount and
ride on.

After leaving Inveraray the road
is very beautiful; we passed
through a fir wood which is alleged

to contain some of the largest fir

trees in Scotland, and certainly

.~ome of them were strongly remi-

iiiscentof the picture on tin

Australian burgundy bottles.

Passing through Dalmally, John
spotted a Druidical stone, and in-

sisted on being photographed with
the '-Bulldog" in front of it.

Lea\-ing Loch Awe Hotel one
passes through some beautiful scenen', including the.

famous pass of Brander, and on arriving at Taynuilt
we repaired to the local inn and had an excellent tea.

From Taynuilt we dashed on to Connel, where
James made friendly advances to the manageress of

the hotel, and secured rooms. As the A.J.S. had
been running verj' badly it was decided to o\erhaul tlie

magtieto. On dissecting it, the wire to the condenser
was foutid to be cracked and required soldering.

^Vhile working on the bicycles, the owner of a 2',

li.p. Levis, which was standing in the garage, appeared,
and got into conversation. He informed us that he had
coom fra Manchester." He congratulated us on

obtaining rooms, and on James explaining that some-
rme had to be put out of a room into a small cottage
ill order to let us in, he laughed loudly, but changed
his tune somewhat on finding out, when we adjourned
to the hotel, that it was he who had to transfer.

After an unsijccessful attempt to solder the magneto
with the aid of a candle and a piece of copper wire,

we took the globe and mantle off the petrol gas bracket
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in the bathroom, and scraped some
solder off one of the water pipes,

but, owing to the want of Fluxite,

we were baulked again.

One would not think that there

would be very much shunting done
on the railway at a one-horse town-

ship like Connel, but we soon dis-

covered that Willesden Junction is

a quiet place by comparison. To
make matters worse, the engine

which did the shunting kept up
such a pressure of steam that it

hissed loudly all the time, and
whistled on every possible (and im-

possible) occasion.

ACT in Scene I., and
Several Others.

After breakfast John took Tom
into Oban on the tail of the
' doggie wee bike," w'here, with

the ai(.l of a friendly plumber's soldering iron, the

magneto was put to rights.

The glorious weather of two days before had been
replaced by a steady drizzle and a dull grey sky. On
returning to Connel, and reassembling the magneto,
a fiiH> healthy .spark was obtained, and the engine ran

beautifully. As it was almost lunch time before the

A.J..S. was ready we stayed at Connel for that meal.

Our friend of the Levis was preparing to depart. On
the carrier of his tiny moimts he had a gigantic bag.

An idea of its size can be gal,hered from the fact that

one half of it (it opened down the middle, longwise)

contained a two-gallon tin of petrol, half a gallon tin

of oil, some tools and clothes, the other half being
filled with clothes. How the poor little engine
managed to get along amazed us.

On starting off ourselves, we crossed the Connel Ferrv
'Viaduct, being mulcted to the extent of six and sixpence
in the process. The tickets issued us were most in-

sulting. A person was rated with a dog, fee 2d. ; the

A.J..S. was the equivalent of a cow, fee 4s.-; but wor.st

A wayside halt at the foot of Ben Nevis.

C13
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of all was classing the B.S.A. with a pig, fee 2S.

During a roadside halt shortly afterwards a large

tack was discovered in the front wheel of the A.J.S.
John wanted to push on to our destination before re-

pairing the tyre, and finally carried the day, and we
proceeded, pumping up the tyre when it went down.

Shortly after this there came on what is known in

Scotland as a Scotch mist, and in other parts of the
globe as heavy rain. There are few ways so effective

of getting thoroughly wet 'as driving through a High-
land rainstorm.

As we were not sure if we should get rooms at

Ballachulish, John pushed on. We sorrowfully pushed
the A.J.S. back under a railway bridge which hap-
pened to be near! An arm of Loch Linnie con-
veniently placed near the railway bridge provided us
with the means of locating the puncture in the tube. '

Just as the puncture had been sealed, John returned
with the news that he had secured rooms. All the time
we were struggling to get the cover on, John kept on
eulogising his Bates tyre till we threatened to take it

off and . strangle him with it.

We arrived at Ballachulish in plenty of time to

change into our dinner trousers before dinner (we
kept our dinner jackets on, even when under way,
as this economised luggage space).

Someone writing of _ a visit to Ballachulish said,

" Being in the heart of the Highlands, we got beauti-

ful fresh margarine and glorious condensed milk," and
our experience bore this out.

A large map hanging on the wall provoked a lengthy

discussion as to the route to be taken on the morrow.

The shortest route suggested was straight home by
Glencoe, the longest included the Kyle of Loch Alshe

and John o' Groats House. Finally, John declared

that we must visit Fort .William at any cost, and that

James should therefore wire for one day's extension of

leave, optimistically hoping that the wire would get

home before we did.

%><*
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ACT IV. Scenes from Ballachulish to Ben Nevis
After breakfast we proceeded on board the Ballachu-

lish ferry boat, which crosses Loch Leven at a point

where the banks are only about two hundred yards

apart. The following is a brief description of this

most rag-time craft. Mounted on the large flat boat

is a turntable, which is rotated to bring it end-on to

the jetty at either bank, while at the same time allow-

ing the boat to lie alongside the " pier." As the latter

is very steep the turntable touches it at the upper
side only, while the " seaward " edge of the table is

about a foot ^ or eighteen inches above the surface of

the jetty. Once- the cargo is aboard the turntable is

swung round until it lies fore and aft of the hull. As
the whole of the tide ration for the upper part of Loch
Leven has to flow through this narrow channel, the

speed of the current is tremendous ; it was given us

by a native as ten knots, which we fully believed.

As the ferry is not nearly fast enough to steam

against the full force of the current " she " crawls

along the shore. in most hair-raisingly close proximity

to the latter, in order to get the benefit of the slack

water. When the ferrj'man judges he has gone far

enough against the tide, he steers for the opposite

side. As soon as the boat encounters the full force

of the tide it. is whirled away like a leaf in a mill-race,

but the ferryman has so judged the speed of the tide,

that by the time the landing jetty is passed the boat

just enters the slack water behind this, and makes

£ At the bend on tlie famous

Scottish test hill—Rest and Be

Thankful. TheA.J.S and B.S.A.

were halted midway ostensibly,

so that the scenery might be ad-

mired. (Inset) Druidical stones

near Dalmally . the B.S A. rider,

however, msisted on occupying

the foreground.
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fast, when practically the same performance is gone

through as at the loading.

In the case of motor cycles one end had to be lifted

to prevent the crank case fouling the edge of the turn-

table. A stranger with a Harley-Davidson was also

going along to Fort AVilliam, as the Highland Games
were to take place there that day. On landing at

North Ballachulish, the order of leaving was arranged.

The A.J.S. was sent on first with instructions to go

as fast as it possibly coiild (there was a nasty insinua-

tion contained in these instructions). John followed,

while the Harley brought up the rear. We had hardly

gone half a mile xyhen a large Rolls Royce appeared

behind the Harley-Davidson, thereby speeding up the

whole procession considerably. On arriving in Fort

William the A.J.S. people stopped. Feeling they had
gone fairly quickly, they e.vpected to get off with a

few insulting remarks on their slowness ; instead, how-
ever, they were assailed with a perfect torrent of abuse
in what appeared to them to be Arabic for going so

fast. It seemed that the road had been far too loose

and rutted for John's liking, and, judging by his com-
ments, he did not seem to have enjoyed the ride at all.

When peace had been restored, we made for the

Highland Games. Evidently the promoters of the

games knew their audience, for they had erected high

screens of pack-sheet round the enclosure. The
shilling admittance fee coming on top of a fare of four

shillings to cross the ferry was too much for our Scotch

blood, so we decided to push on and see Ben Nevis,

which was free. We did get some of the " atmo-

sphere " of the games by standing outside, however,

as evervone was running about in kilts, while .someone

inside the enclosure was playing Handel's "Messiah "

rin the bagpipes.

We proceeded up a small side road towards the Ben.

[here are few roads in Scotland, surely, which could

surpass this one for beauty or scenery. On the one
hand was a pretty woodland, while on the other rushed

a sparkling river, from the further bank of which rose

some of the finest mountains in Scotland. Their tops

were wreathed in mist, and though this prevented

us seeing the actual summit of Ben Nevis we could

make out the '' road ' which leads up to the observa-

tory on the top.

By general consent the scene was voted magnificent,

but we all agreed that, as usual, we had been " done,"

as we could only see the foothills. James lay at his

ease on a grassy bank and kept on telling us that he

would have climbed Ben Nevis if it had not been for

the mist.

After a long, last look, we reluctantly wended our

way back to Fort William, where, the games being

over, the shops had opened. Being seized with an

economical spirit, we dined at a small eating shop,

whose customers seemed to be chiefly fat Highland

mothers, with multifarious families, who dished out

tea in saucers to their offsprings, and jabbered to each

other in Gaelic at a most frightful speed.

After having increased our weight we proceeded to a

garage in search of oil and, perchance, petrol.

John asked for a filler for his gear box, but the garage

l)roprietor onlv possessed petrol fillers with wire gauze

strainers in them; however, he obligingly knocked the

gauze to pieces with several pokes of his large horny

finger.

The gallon of oil filled both tanks, John's gear box,

all axailable oilcans, and even the hubs of the wheels

so full that the street was slipper)' with oil, but even

then we had reluctantly to leave some of it in the tin.

It seems to lie a trait in most motor cyclists' characters

that they will cheerfully spill half a pint of oil wheij

filling their tank, but it is like losing a tooth for them to

have to leave even a drachm of oil in the tin. By the

time we had finished filling up fully threequarters of

the children in Fort William had collected round us

asking questions and passing remarks. To keep down
our average speed a little we stopped outside Fort

William and gathered some very fine heather with

which to decorate the machines.

(To be continued.)

The New " Six Days " Scheme
Testing a Racehorse belw

I\

his otherwise comprehensive article of January
2oth, under the above heading, my friend Mr. B.

H. Davies somehow overlooks what seems to me
an important point, anent machines of over 350 c.c.

being compelled to draw sidecars in the next Six Days
event.

I had in ray possession recently two machines of

approximately this capacity. One was a low compres-
sion, outside flywheel single-cylinder, and the other a

high compression overhead valve flat twin. Both were
excellent solo machines in their way, but for real

pleasurable riding there was no comparison—the high

compression twin being far and away preferable

according to my own tastes.

Of these two machines, the single was quite capable
of drawing a lightweight sidecar anywhere within the

limits of reason, but the other was so essentially a

solo machine that not only would it have been a

hopeless proposition with sidecar attached, but it would
have been absolutely criminal to have imposed such a

een the Traces of a Plough.

load upon it. Vet this machine suited me admirably,

and it would be foolish to discourage its type.

It may be said that even a solo machine should

possess a sufficient reserve for sidecar haulage, but I

fail to see the reason of this argument. Would it be

any test of a thoroughbred racehorse to sample its

pulling powers between the traces of a plough ? No,
it would merely niin the racehorse.

Some manufacturers of purely solo machines may be

sufficiently bold to stipulate that their guarantees

become void immediately a sidecar be attached, and

I think that such a stipulation made public by the

makers should, at any rate, exempt machines of that

make from the imposition the A.C.U. propose to

inflict.

The idea does not seem to be a fair one. Obviously

such a machine as a Triumph would not be so heavily

handicapped by the attachment as wojuld such a

machine as the overhead valve flat twin Brough.

H. Mortimer Batten.
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CLUB NEWS. (Continued from
page 130.)

Newport and County M.G.C.

The annual general meeting will be
held at the Town Hall, Newport, Mon.,
at 7.30 p.m. on February 9th, for the pur-
pose of electing officers and arranging a
programme for 1921.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting on
Friday (January 21st) of the Woolwich
Club this year's competitions were left to

a sub-committee appointed. Mr. T. J. Roes
was re-elected captain and Mrs. Hardee
captain ladies' section. -

North Wilts M.C. and L.C.C.

About fifty members and friends of the
North Wilts" Motor Cycle and Light Car
Club spent a convivial time at the King's
Arms Hotel on Wednesday of last week,
when, following a supper at which Mr.
D. W. Mercer occupied the chair, an in-

formal but helpful discussion tools; place.

Brighton and Hove M.C.C.

At the first annual general meeting of

the above club satisfactory reports of the
various activities of the club were received
from the sub-committees, and officers for
1921 were elected. A very ambitious pro-
gramme has been arranged, opening with
a fancy dress ball at the Old Ship Hotel
on February 22nd, Social runs and com-
petitions are to be a weekly featui-e.

'
Grimsby M.C.C.

The winter reliability trial for the
Best Silver Challenge Cup was run on
Saturday, January 22nd. The course
was a short but exceedingly stiff one.
Mrs. M. C. Jennison, on a 2^ h.p. Velo-
cette, was the winner of the Best Cup,
club's gold medal, and special prize for
the best performance under 350 c.c.
Silver medals were awarded to F. Plastow
{2i Triumph), W. Maltby (4 Triumph),
J. Woods (3 A. B.C.), and H. Jennison
(2| Verus).
Sports Committee medals for meri-

torious performance were awarded - to
Messrs. Hercock, Eves, and Burton
(4 Triumphs).

Newcastle and District M.C.

Newcastle and District Motor Club has
^ed 30th April next as the date of the
open Travers Trophy hill-climbing com-
petition. The trophy is a two hundred
guineas gold challenge cup, with a £50
first prize.

Leeds and District M.C.

Headquarters of the above club are
now at "the Albion Hotel, Briggate, Leeds,
where there is, yard accommodation for

members' machines. The adjourned
generab meeting will be held . there on
Thxirsday, February 10th, at 7 p.m.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

A very enjoyable " smoker " w-as held
at the Belle Vue Hotel, Bradford, on
Thursday, January 27th, and the members
were much indebted to Messrs. Dewhirst

-Bros., Sydney Firth, and C. C. Cooke
for a delightful musical programme. Mr.
T. G. BuUus (the club trials hon. sec-

retary) gave a " lecturette " on " Reli-
ability Trial Riding."

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.

The first annual general meeting was
held at the Hotel Metropole, Leeds, on
Monday, January 24th, Mr. Norman
Longfield presiding. He stated that the
centre had been allowed three open events
for 1921 instead of two, as originally
arranged.

It was decided to hold four Yorkshire
Centre events in addition to the three
A.C.U. open events.

Wrexham and District M.C.C.

The first annual general meeting was
held at the headquarters, Talbot Hotel,
Wrexham, on January ' 28th. Twenty-
three new members were proposed and
enrolled. The membership and financial

state of the club proved very satisfactory.

A dinner w'ill be held at 7 p.m. on
February 9th at the Wynnstay Hotel,
Wrexham, his Worship the Mayor, Aid.
T". Sauvage, presiding. Information and
tickets (6s..) may be obtained from
the hon. secretary, 32, Norman Road,
Wrexham.

Cambuslang and Rutherglen M.C.C.

It is proposed to form a club as above.

Interested motor cyclists in this neigh-

bourhood should communicate with the

secretary (pro tern,.), Mr. G. MacGregor,
Hillside Terrace, Main Street, Cambus-
lang.

The Public Schools M.C.C.

Col. Lindsay Lloyd, C.M.G. (the Presi-

dent), occupied the chair at the first

annual dinner of the Public Schools

M.C.C. since the war, which was held at

the Cafe Royal, Regent Street, London,

W.l, on Thursday last. It was a very
" jolly affair, and quite informal.

Wellingborough, Rushden, and District

M.C.C.
" After a lapse of five years the Welling-

borough, Rushden, and District M.C.C.

was restarted at a meeting, held at the

Queen Victoria Hotel, Rushden, last

week.' A temporary committee, consist-

ing of Messrs. H. Macleod, C. Ette, W.
Watts, W, H. Mason, S. R. Edwards
(Wellingborough), ,and Claridge Chettle

(West Rushden), were appointed to carry

out preliminary arrangements, with Mr.

W. A. Fathers honorary secretary pro

tern.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

held its annual general meeting last

Friday, when activities for the past year

were satisfactorily reported. For 1921 Col.

Cole, managing director of Humber, Ltd.,

has been elected president, while the

officers are: Hon. sec, J. F. Spencer;

captain, A. McGowran ; treasurer, C. H.
Elson ; committee, G. E. Roberts (chair-

man), F, Hulbert, A. Elson. S. Wright,

M. W. Danks, M: Sampson, W. Brandish,

E. J. Appleby, G. I. Francis, H. L.

Davey, W. A. Atkin, G. L. White,, J.

Bachelor, and E. Barnett. The subscrip-

tion has been raised to 12s. 6d., and the

entrance fee to 7s. 6d. The opening run

will be held on Saturday next, meeting

at Davenport Road, Coventry, while a

twenty-four hours trial to Torquay and

back for the Golden Goblet is being

planned for June 18th.

LIVERPOOL-EDINBURGH TRIAL RESULTS.
QUITE a high percentage of the thirty-

seven starters secured gold medals
in the recent two-day winter trial

of the Liverpool M.C, from Aintree to

Edinburgh and back.
The Horsman Cup for the best motor

cycle performance cannot be awarded, as
both Hugh Gibson (8 Royal Ruby sc.) and
H. F, Brockbank (8 Blackburne sc.)

qualified ; the tie will be run off by

arrangement subsequently. G. F. Burns,
riding a new 3^ h.p. T.T. Sunbeam,
secured the Triumph gold medal for the
best single cylinder performance. His
riding was very consistent, and the
success of this machine on its first appear-
ance in a club run bears out its promise
as a super-excellent sporting solo mount.
A special prize for the best performance
of a 350 c.c. machine was secured by

F. Highfield (Beardmore-Precision).

GOLD MEDALS.—Hugh Gibson (8 Royal Ruby
sc), G, Roddick (8 Zenith), S. V. Banner (8 Sun-
beam so.), G. F. Burns (S'/o Sunbeam), J. G.

Collins (6 A.J.S. EC.), H. F. Brocibank (8 Black-

burne sc), J. L. R. Jensen (7-9-Harley sc), J.

Lee (7-9 Indian sc), D. G. Prentice (8 Morgan),
J. H. Green (6 Martinsyde sc), H. KaTSlake (5

Brough), and S. Parker (8 Matchless sc.).-

BEONZE MEDAIiS.—F. Highfield (2% Beard-
more-Precision), N. 0. Slater (3% Norton), M.
Deeley (4 Triumph), S. Bartley (6 A.J.S. sc), and
F. Gunton (2% Dalton).

A ROUND THE COAST TRIAL FOR 1921?
THERE is a very large section of the

community which coneiders that the

time has come when the public

should be shown what a motor cycle can

do, instead of its few failures being empha-
sised, as is usually the case in big com-
petitions.

Ci6

Undoubtedly the best way of carrying

out this propaganda is to arrange a long

distance trial in which all the machines
will pass , through various important
centres on schedule time so that the

general public may see how reliable a

mount is the modern motor cycle.

With this in view, the Birmingham
Jlotor Cycle Club proposes to organise a
" round the coast " trial lasting thirteen

days and covering a distance of approxi-

mately 2,300 miles. At present the idea

seems" to be receiving very favourable

comment.
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PRATTS
PERFECTION"

SPIRIT
is the spirit tor motorists

who count the cost— who
record the miles — and
judge by results alone.

MOSELEY
TYRE PRICES

MOSELEY Motor Cycle Tyres have always

been sold at the lowest possible price

consistent with the highest quality and

workmanship. A further fall in the price of raw
materials enables us at once to pass on the benefit

to our customers.

Moseley Motor Cycle Tyres are now
moulded in ttie form they take when
inflated on the rim, with the result that the

labour of fitting on the rim is reduced to a

minimum. The beads are also specially

strengthened to avoid rim cutting.

These improvements are further evidence of the

constant watchfulness and effort of Moseley to

serve the motor cvchst's interest.

MOSELEY MOTOR CYCLE
-15%COVERS REDUCED-

Examples of New Prices :

Heavy 3-ribbed Cover, 3-ply

Canvas, 26 x2i .. ..£2- 8-3

Heavy 3-nbbed Cover, 4-p!y

Canvas, 28x3 .. ..£3-18-3

Light Rubber-studded Cover,

2-ply Canvas, 28 X 2 ..£1- 8-0

SEND TO-DAY FOR COMPLETE LIST
SHOWING NEW REDUCED PRICES.

The prices oj Moseley Cycle and

Motor Tyres have also been reduced.

David Moseley
& Sons, Limited,
Ardwick- Manchester.

BRANCHES:— I0.V7)<i.V: 1!)-2i, JlKlborn ViadKCI,
1: r MAyclIESTEIt: 2, J. <t 6, AVif Brr>irn Stre t.

JAYFAtPOOL: 9. Cimmiilalim Iloir. lilJIMIXG-
H.tM : J. Ijiiicaglcr Kttfet, CotJ'Oatioii Street.

}.-i;irCJSTrA:OS-TYXK: «. High BiiJae, GL.'.S-
C,0^]^: r:0. Xiwr,im .S'frtvf. JfVTiTAS: IS. Jniliam
.s-fm-*. .4r>-lI!.1LtA—syi)SLY: ,^71'. fd! fer.-.vf.

In amivcrinr/ these aciL-ertiscJiicnls, it is dcsiral'h to iiuntiun 7//t Mnlor Cjrle."
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PartyTime
at Christmastide is the happiest time of the year

and everybody at parties loves Mackintosh's

'ioffee de Luxe;' the little folk and grown-ups

Tiid even gx-andad watching the fun from his

arm-chair by the fire.

Gft a 4-lb Family Tin for Buy from Cou feet oners

Christmas. Sold also in

Mb. and Mb. Tiui and
loose by weiglic

everywhere.

1^^

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
15 to 50% reduction ofF usual list prices

ALL NEW GOODS BEST MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP.

HYGIENIC HEATERS
FROM £1 15

SAVOY
GEYoERS £6 GRIT CRUSHER. 15 -

MOTOR CYCLE HOUSED
FROM £10

SAVOY
PORTABLE RADIANT

SUSSEX STOVES FROM GAS WARMERS
BROODER 17/.> £3 10 £17 6

Send for Illustrated List No. 85 post free.

T. BATH & CO., B.TD.,
18, SAVOV STREET, t.ONOON, W.C.Z.

OUR NEW SHOWROOMS ARE NOW OPEN.

STOLEN
Harley-Davidson and Sidecar, 7-9 h.p., 1920.

Reg. No. L.R.3225. Engine No. 19A4644.

Rover, 3J- h.p., 1914. Registered No. A.R.8802.
Engine No. 5056.

Indian Scout, 4-5 h.p., 1920. Registered No.
CD.5877. Engine No. 54R077.

The above motor cycles, insuredby this

Company, have recently been stolen.

A Reward of£25
is offered for information which leads

to the recovery of any of the machines.

Provident Accident& Guarantee Co., Ld.
HEAD OFFICE

:

54-55, Coleman Street London, E.C-2.
'Phone: London Wall 5306 (4 lines). 'Grams; Perpend, Ave, London

Says Clem
the Clubman—

-

" Do you want to know why
you have so much trouble

to get away these cold

mornings, kick-startmg til!

you're white in the face

sometimes? Do you want
to know what's wrong,

and how to cure it ?

"0-I-L, Oil, and nothing

more! How can you

expect to spin the engme
over fast enough to_ get a

spark when the piston and
rmgs are covered with so-

called oil. It's just like

thousands of tiny invisible

fingers tugging against you.

You want Lubricant m your

engme, not gum ! in short,

you want SPEEDWELL I"

THE BRITISH OIL &
TURPENTINE

\iA CORPORATION LTD.,
\ntk 55-56, Chancery Lane,

LONDON, \V.C.2

In answerini; these advertiscvients it is desirable to mentiuii ''The Motor Ci/cle."
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DRY BATTERY ELECTRIC LIGHT
EQUIPMENT

Equipment for

Rear Light only

SIMPLE INEXPBNS IVE
On Exhibition ab British Industries Fair London and.
British Industries Fair. Birmingham 21st Feb. -4lh. March l?2l

I/lustrdkd Booklet on Applicdtion to

SIEMENS BROTHERS <&.C9 LT9
WOOUOC^ICH . LONDON. S.E. 18

Telegrams Siemens Woolwich Telephone Cjty 6400 t7h"-si

She* II eat up ^^50

Good! but don't lose sight of

the safety margin so absolutely

necessary to high speed.

No. 10. CLAYRITE HORNS are perlecl

for warning .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

13 -

No. 21. CLAYRITE OBSERVATION
MIRRORS ensure you all the rear view necessary
at the merest glance .

.

. . . . 27/6

Telegr.ms . "CLAYRITE. BIRMINGHAM.'

(m^^HMIM
Clayton-Wrig'.it Ltd : : : Gt. Hampton Street, Birmingham.

In an(K(TinQ these advcrtiseirients it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'' A23
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GET FROM

y (J5J
'v:

YOUR

1 92

1

O.K. G.N.
A.J.S. MORGAN.
B.S.A. PREMIER.
ENFIELD. KINGSBUR
NEW IMPERIAL. ROVER.
ROVER.
ZENITH. Light Cars.

rr Tl^^'VAT»» 11

MATCHLESS.
TRIUMPH.
NORTON.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
NEW HUDSON.
RUDGE.
LEA-FRANCIS.

1 1 Payments
50, Hi^h Rd., Wood Green, N.

^Phone: Hornsey 1959.
15 i. High St., Walthamstow.
'Phone: WaHhamstoti: 169 and 170.

387, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I
'Phone: Museum 4978.

MARTINSYDE
6 h.p. Standard Combination Again.

lOpVo SUOOE^SS
Liverpool Motor Cycle Club's Touring Test to Edinburgh
and back, including a journey over Kirkstone Pass.

Martinsyde 6 h.p. Standard Combination, ridden by
J. H. Green, succeeded in gaining a GOLD MEDAL.

Head Office and Works:

Maybury Hill, Woking.

Telephone :

Wokmg 551, 552. 553.

Telegrams

:

"Martinsyde. Woking."

London Office:

Carlton House, 1 Id, Regent St., S.W.I.

Telephone

:

Gerrard 4500.

Telegrams

:

Aeronautical and General Engineers. "Martinsyde. Piccy, London.'

MANUFACTURERS :

MARTINSYDE, LTD,

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.-'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

i

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

litional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

jre -charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must

be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

e quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable^^—XTcoT
to lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.^—2:

Treasury Notes, bein? untraceable it lost in

transit, shouii not be sent as remittance?.

All adverusj.nents in tni; section shculil be

loeompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor
Street, London, E,C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry, To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the oilices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the flrst post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

In which it appeared.
I

The proprietors are not responsible (or clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is laken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the coiiveiiieuce of .ndvcrlisers, ietltrs may be

ddresseJ to numbers at
"

'llie Motor Cycle" Office.!

IVhen this is deiired, the sum of 6d. to dcfr.Ty tlie cost of 1

igistratio.'i and to cover posUige on replits must be added
;o the advertisement charge, which must include tlie

?ords Box ooo, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only thcnumbcr
rill appj.ir ill the advertisement. All replies shoulii be

iddresseJ -N'o. ooo, c/o " Alotor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street

s.C.-t. Riptiis tf> Box Number advcrtisetnaiti conlattunz

tmittance^ should bs sent by tegisterett post, but in all such

OSes it 15 advisable to make use 01 the Deposit System

In the case ot motor oyotes offered tor sale under a box

jaraber, as it Is unusual [or these to be sold without first

letng inspected by the lntendln| purchaser, advertisers will

acllltate business by embodying Id their advertisements

lOmo mention of the district Id which the machine
tflered may be seen and tried.

J)S- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to sent! money to unUnown persons

nay deal in perfect safety by availing tlicnvsclves of our
Deposit Svitein. If the money be deposited with "The
tfotor Cycle," botli parties are advised of this receipt.

The tune allowed lor a decision after receipt of the
[oods is three days, and ii a sale is effected we remit the

imount to the seller, but, if not, we returo the amount
o the depositor, and each party to the transaction pa>*s

arriage one way. For all transactions up to £io, a
leposit fee of r/- is charged; on transactions over Cto
,00 under Cso, the fee is 2 /6; over £50 and undcr£75. s /-;

iver £75 and under fioo, 7/6; and on all transactions
iver iioo, i %. AH deposit matters are dealt with at

10, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
>rders should be made payable to Ilifle & Sons Limited.
The letter '* D " at the end of an advertisement is an

adicattoa tiiat the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot

he Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
esirous, but have not advised us to thai eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

nswer to their eoqcirles are requested to resard the
lleDC3 as an indication that the goods advertised have
Iready been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so
aany enquiries that it b quite impossible to reply to
aeb one by post.

{

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
A.B.C.

W'EW 1920 A.B.C. 4-speed; £140; ii
^' Randall, Andover.

A .B.C.. 1920. brand new; £125.—Dunn's, 326, Euston
t*. Hd., .N'.'W.l. Museum 5391.

, [5515

i .B.C. Motor Cycle, Aug., 1920. in new condition:
^ £110; complete lamps, speedometer, etc.—Gibbs,
undle. [8994

k.B.C. 1920 T.T., mileage 700, specially tuned for
1. competitions, liora, tools, etc.; £115, or nearest—
iair»rs, 2, Kcuiplay Bd., Hiimpste.id. [8578]

SESOND'HAND MACHINES.
A SPLEXUID SHLHCTIO.N"

SOLO.
NEW IMPERIAL, ^'. h.p. J.A.P., 3-5pcC!l . £60
RUDGE-IMULTI, sf h.p., podal starting,

hind clnlch. like new £95
TRIUIVIPH, 1' h.p., 1913, sioRle gear ... £50
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. J.A.T., VV.D.

model, 3-5peed. iTick'-Starter £115
VERUS, 2t h.p., 1920, 2-3troke. i-specd,

all lam'ps £65
RUDGE-MULTI, 5! h.p., 19=0, I.O.M.

n.^Klol £95
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. \V.1>. model, j^speed,

K.S., K'lnd coridiiiiii £78

REDUCED PRICEr.
HARLEY-OAVIDSONS.

H.iviim pnrrlnscd ;uiotli'-r consiBimi-jnt oj ex*

W.D. Harley-JDavidson Motor Cycles, we are

.ibic to slili further reduce the priced, and
believe we can now oiTer better value in

GUARANTi-ED AND OVERHAt)LEb
machines than cut be obtained elsewhere.

Solo €100
I'itted Willi ,Monlgon-.ery Sidecar £130
fitted with Millford5id'-iar E135

Can be purchased on our defoTed payment
system. Terms : 7\ per cent, extra ; one-third

down with order, balance eleht equal mont.My
payments, on approved references.

THE WINNER,? OF OUR FREE MOTOR CYCLE
OFFERS IN LONDON WERE :

.Mr. H. C. URYANT,
]7, Poplar .\venue, Edgb.iston, Binninsham.

Mr.'W. .\. FOWI.ES,
" I.ondon Ho!ise,** I.ons Street,

Wotton-undcr-Edeo, Glos,

Mr. r. W. WT.U.'.
M,.rlc-t I'kir,-. Alf.-.rd. Liiv ,.

THE CONSOLATION PRIZE WINNERS FOR A
CREDIT NOTE OF £S 53. WERE :

Mr. \V. W. P. ^ I LEY,
();>, Kin^ I-!dward Road, Rugbv.

Mr. W. J. L. MILNE,
75. South \*iew Road, Sharrow, Sheffield. -

Mr. \V. J. NICOL,
V 12, Ballour Road, Claughton, Birkenhead.

Mr. C. E. HICKS,
Tiatern. 75, Danccroft Road.

Heme Hill, S.E .

:

.Miss BETTY SALT,
HillninrVM! P.id'!"x. N^ar R"-;i v.

THE WINNERS OF OUR FREE MOTOR CYCLE
OFFERS IN EXETER WERE :

Mr. FKOGGATT,
John Street, Scunthorpe, Li:.-^

Mr. BON'SER,
Till- Cafe. ?.,I.:rM„b... Tli-von.

THE WINNER OF A CONSOLATION PRIZE
FOR A CREDIT NOTE OF £5 5s. WAS :

Mr. LAWFORD.
Bur|t!y Street, Bur.cy, Vork.s.

LONDON Vyj

IST^CJDES . TILWIMC:
-.EXCTIR 933.'

.M010,5 CYCLES 10 R SALK.
A.B.C.

T Q20 3b. p. 4-s;iecd Twin A.B.C, very little ridden.
.*-»/ in splendid condition and running order; £140.
or near cfl'er.-Write Box 980, Boycell's, 44, Chancer,-
Lane. \V.C.2. [6619
A .B.C. 1920, lamps, horn, accessories, spares, small

-^*- mileage; best ofter, or eschnnije bis combination,
cash .ndjustnieat.—Waterhouse, Biiarfield, Barrington
Ed., Altrincham.

*

[8263
Abingdon.

3 ill. p. Abingdon King Dick, \Yickcr sidecar, 2 s[iced.=.
2 fie.; engine and clutch, Bosch, tyres and belt

good; ^£40,—M, Sims, 61, London Kd„ Salisbury. (8611

1Q20 Abingdon King Dick S-6h.p. Combination, all
J-t/ lamps, S-speed, countershalt, very low mileage,
as new; £137/10; eicbanges,-Homac's, 243. Lower
Clapton Rd.. Ualston. 'Phone; Dalston 2408. [B931

Acme.
ACME 8b. p. Combination, screen, Tan-,Sad, spaio

wheel, belt, nearlv new; ;ei75,—Lathwell, 54.
Clarendon Ud,. Luton, (8620

ACME 8h.p., with concbbuilt sidecar, 1920 deiimu-
etration model, only run 200 miles, .spiiro who.sl

ini\ tyre; £195. corapIete.-Uo.'C 1,377, c/o Tlie tlu'nr
Curie. [0405

'V'EW Latest Type 8h.p. Acma Combination, J..\ P.

j

.i." engine, ^pare wheel and tyro, slightly shop-soiled.
!
lit great lei'uetion. Write for special bargnin list,—Tli»
Premier Motor Co,.- Aston Ed.. Binniughaiu. [X5340

A..I.S.

TULIAXS of Bo-lding have 1921 A.J.S.

.J.S.

stock.
[8300

6h.p.. about 1914, sidecar; £95.-17, llootey
Range, Ileaton Moor, Stockport,

A,J.S. Spares, piompt delivery.—Cyril
Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton.

Paris.

A.,I.S. 1921 Models. -Karlv deliveries at
Slore.^. 174. Lislcrhills Rd., Bradlord.

BRIGHTO.N-. Hove, and District A.,J,S.
Turpius. 22-29. Preston Rd., Brighton

(8194

Williams,
T.A. :

(7993

Merrick's
[7313

Agents.
[0202

19

MoTQii TyftiiT

CROW Bros.. Whlteball Carape. Guildlord. A,J.S
agents and expert reiiairers since 1912. [7939

A .J.S. 1920 Combination, with lamps, horn, spee<l-
j^ omcter; £130.—l-'uir, 201, Cheltenhum Ed., Bristol.

[8313
i .J.S. 1920 Combination, mileage 300; £180.—

-^i. Dunn's, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Museum 6391.
[5517

A.J.S. 1921 Combinations. 2^Ul.p. lightweights; easy
payments.— Clifford, Motorics, Kastwood, Notts.

(8717
1 Q21 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, spare wheel, etc.,

J-«7 perfect; oilers, — Chatham, Ce(n Quarries.
Ruabon, [X6118

W.WCIIOPES. 9. Shoe Lane. London,— 7h,i..

.\.J.S. combination, latest 1921 model, standard
ri'.odel; £215.

'

(8910

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, dynamo lighting, clectrii;

horn, speedometer, etc,, tax paid; £205,-7, Lock-
wnod Ed., Iliord. [8522

1Q20 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, lamps, hood,
X«^ scrc^'U. speedonicter, mileage 1,200; £200.
offcrs.-Slade. Garage. Penn. [8557

A .J.S. •1921 6h.p. Combination, new, £195; A.J..S.

1921 7b.p. models; early delivery; book now.—
Taylor's Garage. Wedocsbury. [5827

20 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, as new, completely
c.quippcil. mileage 250; £185.— Charles iloxhani

1 Co., 32, Torwood St., Torquay. (8231

\ .J.S. 1921 .Models, deliverj guaranteed '^hen te

*jL quired; deferred payments arranged.-AT.l.S
.i legalists. The Walsall Garage, Walsall. 'Tel.: 444.

4 .J.S. Combination, 1920, dynamo lighting, speedo-
-A meter, Tiin-Sad se;;t. hood; f190.—Brcokman and
I " . Nascott Motor Works, 5, St. Albans Ed., Wnt-
toVd. t8195

TMMEDIATE Delirerics 1921 A,J.S.- Combinations.
X 7h p , dvnarao lighting models; also 2'j4h.p.

sbortlv.-The One Tree Motor Cycle Co., Huddersfleld.

Phone: 1920. ^
[8405

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination. Lucas Macdyno, cxcep-

At/ tionally fine engine, special draughtproof hood,

per'ect order and condition; £200 for quick sale.—Box
140, c/o The Motor Cijclc. (X6081

\J.S. 1920 Combination, perfect condition, screen,

spare wheel ctj-re unused), Lucas. F.R.S. lamps.

Watford trip, horn, mirror, mnS: £185, or close cBei,--

Mosey, Estate Agent, Scarborough. [3744

A J S Combination, condition as new, complete with

lamps horn, spring seat, hood, wind screen,

nar» wheel, and all tools, piaranteed; £175.—It J.

Marston. 50, Argyle St., Birkenhead. [8752

J S 6h p. 1916 Combination, spare wheel, lamps,

screen, etc.: £125: exchange lightiveight 4-stioKo

I and rnsh.-Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith
r.d WJj. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9045

A-^

,\11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. BI9
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

\ -J.S. 1920 eii.p. Combiuaftoii, spnre ivhecl. speed-
.c\. ometer, dual liglitiug, absolutely perfect condition

;

Rvent bargain; making- room for new stock; 160 gns.—
Lontjuian Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel.: 689. [8709

A.J.S. Combinations.—Goad deliveries for 1921. Book
your orders, witli us now to yave disappointment.

Officially appointed agents for this famous outfit.—F.
E. Wootten. Ltd., High St., Oxford. 'Phone : 308.

[3392

A.J.S., 1921, early delivery ensured if you place
your order with us, the authorised city agents.

We are now booking orders for the new 2-}4h.p.

model and 71i,p. combination.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C,3. [0070

EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity.—A.J.S. 6h.p. combina-
.tion, witli spare wheel complete, jis makers' speci-

fication, and with guarantee, electric lighting (2 inde-
pendent sets, not dynamo), tools, .spares, Sterling leg
sliieldif, Watford mileage under 600, tax paid, insur-
ance policy, carefully u-sed. by engineer owner; £210, or
close ofCer, immediate, safe; owner got hew model.—53,
Buskin Walk, Herne Hill. 'PEone: 652 Brixton.

[&925
Alecto.

ALECTO, tbe first 2-Etroke to \ break records; 1921
uiodels, immediate delivery : cash, .excliange, and

deferred payments; catalogues and full particulars on
request—UL. Kiamer Mews, West, Erompton, S.W.6.

[6523
Alldays.

ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS 2-btToke, perfect running
Older; £38.-15, Lamboum Rd., Clapham, S.W.4.

[8205
ALLON 2-speed Gear Box, perfect condition ; what

offers?-Apply, Turner, 58, -Holyhead Rd., Hands-
iroith. [X6028

1Q20 Allen De Luxe. 2^h.p.. 2-speed, K.S.. clutch,
A*' fully eciuipped, perfect condition, tax paid; £75.
-38, Hazeldene Kd., Goodmayes, Uford. [8519

1 020 Alldays-Allon, 2-5peed, clutch and kick-starter,
--*' absolutelv as new, tax paid; £70; exchanges.—
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., Dalston. 'Phone i

Dalstou 2408. - [8943

8h.p. Alldays Combination, 1914-15. 3,000, 3-speed
C.S., oluiin drive, 3 lamps, speedometer, magnifi-

fent sidecar, whole as new, just overhauled; £130, or
very near.—Jennings, Broadwater, Stevenage, Herts.

[8698
JONES' Garage.—1921 Alldays Allons in stock, 2-

speed, K.S., and clutch, one of the best 2-strokes;
immediate delivery; ;6S1.—Jones' Garage, Muswell
Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchlev.

[9013
ALLDAYS Matchless, 2Vjh.p. Villiers, 3-speed and

clutch, all accessories, needs slight adjustments,
would make anyone mechanically inclined a very
Ecrviceable mount; nearest to £30 secures.—Address,
Box 1,803, c/o T?ic Motor Cycle. [8980

American X.

£1^0.-~-American X, 1920-21, brand new, un-
ridden, unsoiled, dynamo lighting.—54, Coval Rd..

Mortlake. [X6095

AMERICAN Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.p., accea-
Eories, very fast, as new; £178.—TayIor>5. Ltd.,

52, Sussex Place, S.W.7, 'Phone: Keniiingtou 7260.
[0410

NEW 1921 Model American X. for immediate de-
livery. 7-9h.p., 3-speed, 3';^in. tyres, etc., Millford

de Luxe siderar; £213; liberal exchanges.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X5341

Ariel.

AUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London.-*-6h.p.
Ariel twin, 1916 Model; £52/10. [8907

1 Q21 Ariels for Immediate Delivery.—E. Brown, Ariel
1-9J Expert, 3 and 7a, Parker Lane, Burnley. Tel.:

1032. [X6090

ARIEL.S, all models, orders now accepted for early
deliverv.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

W. Mayfair 5042. [0438

ARIEL 1920 New 3V'h.p. Solo; list price ££120, our
price £105.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland

St., W. MayfaU- 5042. [0422

5-6h.p. Ariel 1919 Combination; £125.—Clifford Wil-
son, 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3.

tel. : Kensington 7113. . [7812

1 Q20 Ariel Combination, practically new, hood,
-L»7 screen, lamps, guaranteed; nearest offer £140.

—

89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [8950

1 (rt 19 3V2h.p. Ariel Combination, electric lighting.
JLtJ horn, wind screen, as new; £125.—Tel. :

Museum 6626.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [9057

3ih,p. Ariel Combination, Sturaiey 3-speed hub, E.
2 jind B.. Bosch, just overhauled, in perfect running

order, tax paid; £39.—Laurel Farm, Headiugton, Oxfoid.
[S696

ARIEL Combination, 1920, 3V2h.p,, complete equip-
ment, delivered November last; cost £165. sacrifice

£125.—Longman Bios., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel.: 689.
[8712

ARIELS.—Order now tor 1921 all-chain and chain-
cum-belt models:; spares in stock.—Geo. Taylor,

Ariel Agent, 28, Lower Addiscombe Rd., East Croy-
don. [8165

1 Q16 Ariel Twin, Bh.p,. with ' coachbtiilt sidecar,
--•J' Cameo screen lamps, horn,- perfect condition,
guarantee given ; £90 ; have bought ear.—Horwood,
Killio, Peithshii-e- [X6125

W

FiMfJTOR CYCLES

OF READING

The Last of
the Barg^ains

1920 LEVIS, mileage about
800. 47 Gns.

1921 IV!ATGHLESS Combina-
tion, Magdyno, hood, speedo-
meter. Gold Medal winner,
London-Exeter. Mileage
about 1,000. Beautiful out-

lit. 190 Gns.

1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, Sports-

Model, new, but slightly

shop-soiled. 110 Gns.

1920 IVIORGAN, G.P., water-
cooled M.A.G., mileage
under 1,000. Painted blue,

and in really magnificent

condition. Complete,
190 Gns.

Model 2 B.S.A. Sidecar, with
apron, shop-soiled only, list

price £42. 32 Gns.

Several Mills-Fulford and
Montgomery Sidecars below
cost price.

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

READING.'Phone: 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
ArieL

A RIEL Service Depot.—Orders now booking for the
-^ new all-chain models, which ore the Rolls-Royce
oi motor cycles. All spares stocked. Prompt attention.
—1'. Spenkmau, Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Rd., ilarpur-
hey, Manchester. Tel.: 325 Cheetham Hill. [8231

A RIEL.—Some agency is the Ariel, and we hold this
-^-^ for North London. We aie practical riders and
gold medal winners with this wonderfully efficient and
reliable motor cycle. Have you seen the new AVih.p.

-V?^
It is a glorious outfit. Immediate delivery.

^Vah.p. Eolo, S'/ob.p. comb., and 6-7h.p. comb.. Jour
models in stock; all spares in stock; trade supplied.

-

•Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside
Parade, North Finchley. [0378

Aster.
h.p. Aster-Chater-Lea, new mag. and carlniretter;

£17.-17, Heatcn Rd., Mitcham. [8813

Bat.
AT 1921 Models.—We are now accepting orders for
early delivejy. Your enquiry esteemed.— Below.

"DAT, 6lr.p., fully equipped as makers' specifications,
--'' shop-soiled ; at greatly reduced price ; also second-
hand coQibiuation, same make. — Mehes. 154-156, Gt.-
PorthiQd St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [8363

T>AT 6h.p., 3-speed, brand new; £130.—Clark, 7,
--' Exhibition Rd., South Kensington, London.

[8961
j Q20 8h.p. BAT Combination, unused, soiled only,
*-^ listed £210, sacrifice £150.—Arthur G. Daw,
114, Brixton Hill. [8822

BAT 1920, shop-soiled only, list price £160; our
price £132.—Ratcliffe Eros,, 200, Gt. Portland

St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0439

1020 8h.p. Bat Combination, spare wheel, usual
-L •-' equipment; offers.—Tel. : Museum 6626.-
A.S.C.. 60, Mortimer St.. W.l. [9058

BRAND New Bat 8h.p. Combination; £165.—Clif-

ford Wilson, 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea,
S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. [7813

6-8h.r. Bat-Jap, 2-3peed, F,E. clutch, spring- frame,
good running order; £50; exchange Douglas pre-

ferred.—30, York Ed., Long Eaton. [8352WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,- London.—6h.p. Bat
combination, new 1920 model, all-chain drive,

3-=peed coiuitershaft, kick start and clutch; ^175.
1891P

BRAND !New 6h.p. Bat and coaohbuilt sidecar to
match, a really smart and reliable combination

;

genuine bargain, £160.—Eambers', Eastbank St.,, South-
port. Tel.: 607. [8901

Benrdmore,
BEARDMORE-PRECISION 1921 Model, in stock

for immediate delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—
Below.

BEARDMORE-PRECISIOX, 1920 model. fully

equippetl with P. and H. head lamp set. rear lamp
and penerator, scarcely used, in new condition; special

bargain, £90, for quick sale.—Mebes and Mebes, 154^6.

Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [8365

BEARDMORE, 1920, scarcely used, with acces-

sories; your best bid please.—Bunting's. Ex-
change,. Weaklstone. [9026

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, 1920 (Sept.), fully

equipped, many refinements, improved front

guard and" engine shield, low mieage; £80.-73, South--
field Rd.. O.xford. [8190

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, 1920, spi-ing frame,
kick starter, 2-speed, footboards, electric lamps,

horn, lull tool kit, guaranteed as new; 75 gns. —H. J.

Marston, 50, Argyle St., Birkenhead. [8756

1 Q21 Beardmore-Precision Spring-frame Motor Cycle,
-i-t? absolutely as new, fitted with electric lamps,

horn, and trip spee<"lometer with back wheel drive, ma-
cliine only done 200 miles

;
price £75.—Duncan and

Shepherd, 33, The Parade, Golders Gieen. [8413

Blackbui-ne.

20 4h.p. Blackburne, coajchbuilt eidecar. Jamps,19 Easting; £120, oifers.—Pearce, 13, St. Alban's
Rd. Bristol. [8686

GENUINE Bargain.—Blackbiune all. p., 1920, new;
£120,—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24. Wood-

stock St., Bond .St., W.l. [0320

BLACKBIJRNE new 1920 dh.p., Jist price £135;
our price £120.—Ratclilte Bros., 200, Gt. Port-

iMd St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0430

BLACKBURNE 4h,p., 1920, brand new; list price

£135, £120.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.^ 24.

Woodstock St., Bond St., W.I. [0420

BLACKBTJPLiSrE 41i.p. and Sidecar. 1920, practicllly

new. midersllield to engine, lamps, etc.; £120.—
1, Skinner St., Wtutby. 'Phone: 11. [ff25T

BLACKBURNE 4b. p., 1920 model, Sturmcy-Archer
5-speeil gear, unused, sliop-soiled only; £115.—P. J,

Evans, 81-91, Jobn Briglit St.. Birmingham. [8,495

1:020 4h.p. EkickburuQ Combination, oil lamps, speed-

XO oiiietcr, 2 liorns. Easting wind screen; £150:
-Tel ; Museum 6626.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St.. W.l.

1:9056

1 O20 8h.p. Blackburne, Magdyno, 2-seater sidecar,

X*y spare wheel, new 1921 engine, unscratched;
£165.—Edwards, 50, Harrinsrton Rd., South Ken-
sington. 'Phone : Kensington 3709. [9035

E20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

916 2"r4h.p. Douglas, not W.D., perfect condition;
£42.~BeIow.

921 4h.p. Douglas, brand new. ^117; or with new
Douglas sidecar, ^152.—Edwards, 50, Harring-

Rd., South, -Kensington. 'Phone: Kensington
709. - [9037

916 2Y4h.p. Douglas^ perfect, very fast; £55.—Dunn.
326. Euston Rd., N.W.I. [8041

917 2"j:ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, good condition; £48.
—41, Anerley Park. S.E.20. C8586

^MUGLAS.—

A

^ to suit ali.-

fine assortment in stock at prices

Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [5670

lUGHTON, Hove, and District Douglas Agents.
Turpins. 22 and 29. Preston Rd.. Brighton. [0201

921 Douglas, all models; immediate delivery; cata-
logued iree.—Kemp's Gaiage, Louth, Lines.

[X6067
T^AUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe . Lane. London.—4h.p.
'' Jmuglaa and coacOibuilt sidecar, 1919 r £57/10.

[8923
920 4h.p. Douglas Combination, accessories, small

mikcige; ^ii5.—Dunn. 326. Euston Rd., N.W.I.
[8039

919 Douglas 2';4h.p., splendid condition, lamps,
iiorn, speedometer.— Stokes, Elmhurst, Elstree.

crt.. [X5810

915 2'-.ih.p. T.T. 2.sp$ed Douglas, last and reliable:
M-'i.-A. V. Foster, Station View. Hitcham.

k>. « [8243

915 Douglas^ 2">4h.p., 2-speed, very fast, and splen-
did order; i:4«;/ 10.—Dunn. 326. Euston Rd.,

[9017

"\oUGLAS 3i.2li.Pi (1914) and sidecar, good running
-^

' rdar; £75, or oHcr.—87, Ashbnrton Av., Addis-
n;hr. [8781

919 2''ili.p. 2-epecrl Douglas, perfect, well equipped:
£58; exchange^.-60, Wallingford Av., N. Kon-

j-tuii. [8655

920 41i.p. Doneliis Combination, milenge under 500:
£1-10-—Goodwin,' AUlerwick Hour^e. London Rd..

ount^Iow. f5661

Q20 2%h.p. Douglas. 3-speed and clutch, lamps,-»/ knee grips, spares.—18, Eastwood Mount,
ham. [8740

920 4h.p. Douglas" Combination, compiete with
Iamp3, as new; £135.- J. Smith, Ilampstead

A.. N.W.I. [9030
^IBH, Glour-ester. c.na give inimedtnto delivery Doug-
-^ Ills 1921 models und spare pnita Irom stock.—
'hone: &52. [6340

DOUGLAS 1917 Combination, good condition. lampB.
-^ Kii^tine, private owuer; £90,—Buker, 4, Lonntpit

^"11, LcwiHliiim. [8426

"\ouCLAS 1916 23ib.P-. overhauled, enamel, plat-
--' iriK as nnv. trial; £50.-30, Crystal Palace Park

Sydenham. [8601

^OUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Model, shop-soiled tn'v: £153.-^ J':irke --. IJrod^'bawgate. Boltcii. and 245. Deans-
[S6038

Premier 3-spccd.
each, or offers.—

[X6109

920 4b. p. Douglas Combination, equipped, small
milL'ttiie. in very nice order; £105.—Dunn. 326.

usion Rd.. N.W.I. [9016
4h.p. Douglas Combination, running order
?('!.- elicht clutch reiiair ; £75.—Dunju 326.

Uton Rd., N.W.I. [8043
)f)UGLAS. exceptionally fine condition. Bosch.

.-\mac. "hern, lamps; £20.—-Mark^. 121. Acton
ne, Chi^wick, W.4.

*
[895?

GN3.— 1920-21 DouglaR and Donela? sidecar.
ujw condition, dependibie outli'i. — Derbv

Garage, Mortlnke. [X6094
920 4h.p. Douglas Combination, complete, nil Ininr

horn, tools, in new condition *" ~" '

ardol Heiul, Shrewcibury.

DAYBEAM' Electric Head Lamp
5in DIA.

Adjustable Focus.

Exceptionally Powerful

PRICE 40/-

MOTOU CYCLES FOR
Douglns.

SALE.

DOUGLAS 41i.p. Solo, 1920. brand new; list prico
£130, fiaO.-Viviau Hiirdie nud Ltme. Ltd.. 24,

Woodstock St., Bond St., W.!. [0421

DOUGLAS 2^jh.p., 1920, .splendid condition, all

accessories : £85.—Tovlors. Lti^ 52, Sussex Place,
S.W.7 'Plione: Kensington 72S0. [0411

D.OUGLAS 1921 Solos, £85, £100, £105: comhinn-
tion, £17Cn o.niJh, esclinuRe, or easy pnyments.—

Motories, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [8445

DOUGLAS Combination, An;.. 1920. milejije 1.700.
lamps, horn, trip speedometer, as new: £130 —

Seen 132, High Rd., East Finchley. . [3816

iih.p.,DOUGLAS 2'::ih.p., purchased new 1919, 2-speed,

all expensive accessories, unscvatched, unworn:
£60.-288, Sangley Rd. Catlord, S.E. [8967

DOUGLAS 2'"ih.p.. late 1915, only run tew miles,

absolutelv as new. guaranteed, complete lamps

;

£48.—Gough. 248, Drakefell Rd.. Brockley. [9082

DOUGLAS 1917 2'-ih.p.. 2 speeds, new 1920. C.A.V..
makers" colours, accessories, perfect order; £47

secures.—G., 63. Solon Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [8876

4h.p. Doufrlns Combination, 1918, renovated makers'
colours, new carburetter, new sidecar body; £85.—

Jfotor, 59, Essex Rd., near Angel, Islington. [839£

SLUMP Bargain. — Douglis Four combination,
iVufUst, 1913. in exceptional condition, insui^

.nice; £95.-0, Victoria Parade, Kew Gardens, [3631

41i.p. l)o\i?hn Combination, lute 1919, nice condition,

eneedouioter, lamps, accessories: any trial; £78.—
.Ii.nc<,"jDl, Bceilicvoit Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W. [8702

19

Man.-liester.

914 2>.lh.p. Douglas 2-specd, 4h.p.
b-tM :'oort condition*,^ £45

sllbe.'. Cononlcv.

20 2*'',h.p. Douglas, 3-spced. clutch, kick starter,

corapJete with Limps and horn, verj- small mile-

,75.-J. Smith, Ilampslcad Ed.. N.W.I. [9034

DOUGLAS ;^h.p.. 1916, re-enamellod and plated,

like new. Triumph front forks and bars: nda
away; £55, ot nonrcst.-202. Trinity Ed.. S.W.17. [8107

Douglas Combination. 1920. unscr.itchcd. done

Cetn Quarries, Ruabon.
1X5119

Price complele

35/-
Absolutely r<-liahlc, suitable all makes

Cycles. Write for particulars.

Motor

SIDE LAMP
Lu! No. I,;,.

Pr ce. 18/6 each.
Kiulit rr i.ft httin.,'.

SlDECAfi LAMP.
Li .! S'o. 19 '2.

Prco 7 6 L-ach.

9

20

£155.—Majoi.
[X6013

919'1> Douglas CoTnbinatif;n. speedometer. 3 )a^)p^-
horn. good as new; £120. -Adam, 9. Princeton

Red Lion Sq . W.C. [9073

»nuGLAS 2^41i.p.. Bo?oh mag-., new tyres, lnmi»>,
Imm, «nlendid running order; £60.—Tanswell;

gli St.. Ilalsteitd, Essex. [8264

921 Douglas Models, immediate delivery. Write ii^

your reQiiirements. Tiiide supplied.—Moffat. Dotiv:-
Accut. YoOTiL Tel.: 50. [5043

^Ol'GLAS 1919 2">:Ui.P-. 2-speed. like new: £70.-
' N'twbnui M'itor C-o,, 223. Hanunersniith Kd., W.6.

Haniuiersmitb 80.

'50.-191 5 Douglas T.T. 2^h.p.
rnnd.—Smith'r', 86, Clinik l-'arm

nil: Farm Tube Station.

[9048

fully licenced for
Kd.. opposite

[8890

-Ma-le from soluibru'a, tnmo.l
an J threaded ntjoinb*. Every
itarl of solid ciiistnietfoii.
Tiii-s,' lamps m,iy Ihj taken to

icceifoT clcinlng. and will rciniiin b-MkIiI
.n the stron^'M:Kal-_-. f^Jcat (juality Icnsea
nre llltci. and ran lij eaiily replaced if

brok'-'n Tlicso lamp^ will last as loncn.
m-ncliine: tliey aroossdon, and are absolutely riutlfcs

LICENCE HOLDERS
For Motor Cycles;.

Number plate tilting, as illustra
ltd, complete with nuts and
screws.
List No. 214. 3,6 each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clips and screws.
Price 4/- each
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

:o:iip!e-tc attachment for fitting to either woodwork or
u'.-tal work List No. ::i'''. 3 6 ^ach.

W^estwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

DOUGLAS 2-^h.p.. 1920. 3.spee<l. kick starter, hand
' rintch. guaranteed as new; £90.—H. J. Marston.

.rg.v'e St.. Birkenhead. [8757

919 4h.p. Douglas Combination, all acre.-sories, just
overhauled by makers, tax paid; ^125.—Davici=,

Mriiket Hill, Cambridge. [8600

ni6 W.D. 2-^;h.p. Douglas, renovated as new; nsw
*^ tyrt?. rnrbu ratter, magneto, etc. : £50, wcrtti
5.—Daw, 114, Brixton Hill [8324

AM letters relating to ndveitisenients shonUI nuotc the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

4h.p^

paid; XI 65.—Chatham

DOUGLA.S Jh.p. 1919 Combination, Tory llttfe used,

electric lighting, all accessories, tax paid, tnujt

sell; what cllcri?-41, Cowley Rd., Brixton, London
L90O5

DOUGLAS. Mav, 1920, 2->yi.p., 3-6peed, clutch, kick

start tvres and condition as new; £95.—F. H.

Crabbe. 17. Douglas Ed., Acocks Grcon, Birminpbaui.
[8646

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, wind screen, aM:es-

sories, sroiill roHcaBc, cnarantced perlcct; flrst

rcajonablc ollcr.-Gtcenlect 98, Holm St., GlasBow.

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, hood, screen,

»l*edoraeter, lamps, mileaBC 2,400, new condition;

£I10.-LonfUian liros.. 17, liond St., Ealinc fel.:

689. ISlll

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917. tax paid, abjo-

lutely n.i new, snxe blue sidecar, any trial, or de-

liver 60 inibs radios; £82/10.-91, Mapledcno Rd..

Dalslon. tSeOS

1 021 Douglas. 3-speed model, used 100 miles, per-

il/ led; £95. or near oHer.-Cliflord Wilson. 70,

noval Hospital Kd.. Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel. : KensinR-

tori 7113. t™'"

1Q16-17 4h.p. DoubIus Combination. 3-8peed. K.S..

X«7 clutch. -Mvni djnnuio lii;htinp. P. and H. head

lamp: imr trial; bargain, 80 gns.-Yeates, Chislehurst

Rd.. Orpington. [8483

1 Q16 4h.p. Pouglns Solo, overhauled, good runnins
i-*y order- owner going abroad, must sell: accept

£48.-Applv, Crouch End Motor Co., Coleridge Kd..

Crouch End. X.8. [8318

DOUGL.\S Combination. 4h.p.." 1920. hood, speedo-

meter, lumps, not run 1.000 mi'.os; £145.—
Taylors, Ltd.. 52, Sussex I'lace, S.\V.7. 'I'lw",?:

Kensington 7260. [Ol^^

DOUGLAS 4h.ii'. Combination. 1920, P. and H. lamps.

C"wev Hpeeflometer. Klaxon horn, good condition:

£165- Saturday or by appointment.—Holmesdale, Hadlev

Wood', Bamet, Herts. IS347

DOUGLAS. 1911. 2%h.p.. very good running' order,

ncarlv new lyres, iust overhauled: £20.--Herbcrt
Robinson. 'Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel :

995. T.A. : Bicycles. [9007

ARGAIN (or quick sale. Douglas 1916 2'-:,h.p.. 2-

speed lamps, horn, long exhaust, last, splendid

condition throughout; £43, no olIers.-59. South

Island Place, Brixton. [9072

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be uselul to

you.—The Pioneer Agent lor Douglas Motors, 196,

Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. - [0016

DOUGL.AS 2?4h.p., 1916. 2-spced. T.T., all lamp:-,

horn, etc., in splendid mechanical condition and

B^

guaranteed: £45.—Butterworth's Garage,
Lane, Brixton Hill, S.W,

64, Jlill

(8363

£38.—Douglas 2*ih.p,. 2-speed, lighting set, horn,

Tan-Sad, undershield. licence holder, tax paid,

good tyres, in perfect mniiig order; £38, lowest.—J,

Yewtree Rd., Beikenham, Kent. [8790.

1 Q17 25db.p. Donglas, 2-5pee<l, makers' colours, new
-Lt? p. and H. head lamp, Tliomscn-Bcnnett, Araar^,

enamel and plating unscratched, several new parts;

£55.-63; Solon Rd., Brixton. [3314

B2.S
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q16 Douglas 4Ii.p., 3 speeds, kick-starter, just
JL t/ overhnuletl, all lamps, fitted with biand new coach
sideenr; £95; excllauge^^.—Houiac's 243, Lower Clapton
Rd-. DaMon. Thoue: Dahton 2408. [8952

DOUGLAS Twin Motor Cycle, 2 speeds, first-cla^s

running order, tyres sood, acetylene lamps; bar-

gain, £3S net; cau be seen any time between 10 and 6.

—C.R.C. Co., Ltd.. 1-5, Fitaalan tit, S.E.ll. [8645

DOUGLAS 2%li.p., 2-speed, AV.D. models, 1916, un-
dated last year, lamps. Lorn, iootboards, Uinks

caiburetter, makers' colours, good condition; £45.—
Harris's Garage, 514, Commercial E-d., Portsea, Hant.s.

[8311
41i.p. Douglas, W.D. unrenovated, with sidecar clia^eis

and wiieel, le^3 mag. and carburetter and small parts,

£50 ; TliouiEOD-Bennett magneto for same, £3/15.—
Banist'sr and Eotten, 341, Upper St., Islington, N.l.

[8841
BRAND New 4h. p.. Douglas Combination, with' special

cream and black bulbous sidecar, l^eautifuHv
erjuipped, exceptional outfit; coet £198, sacrifice £148;
e.\changes.—60, AVallingt'ord Av., N. Eeneingtou.

[8658
DOUGLAS, 1915-16, 2-^4h.p., reconditioned model,

complete with lamps, horn, etc., aluminium
covered footboar-ds, polished discs, perfect order; £45.
—Suodgra-ss, 18, Junction Rd., Brentwood, Essex.

[8625
DOUGLAS" 4h. p. Combination, 1920, equipment in

cludeo Cowey speedometer, meeliauical horn, pillion
seat, guaranteed perfect condition; £135.—Vivian Hardie
and Lane, Ltd., 24, ^yoodstoc-k St., -Bond St., W.l.

r0416
-|Q18 23ih.p. Douglas, 2 speedy Tan-Bad, Luca:
-M-*y liplitini,' !^et, Lucae horn, original plating and
enamel, excellent order, not W.D., date guaranteed
l.'argain, £52.-435. AThitehorso Rd., Thornton Heath
S.E.

I

[8806

1Q20 4h.p. Douglas CombinatioD. 2,000 miles, splen
Xc/ did condition, wind screen, hood, Cowey speedo-
meter and horn, set dry battery lamps or acetylene;
best ntler over £130; North Weald.—BOX 1,746. c/o
The Motor Cycle. (D) [8245

1 C|ll 2-speed Douglas, 2^^h.-p., recently enamelled and
_L«/ overhauled, tools, horn, and rear lamp, foot-
hoard?. Brooks saddle, nearly new Duhlops and belt;
£30, or exchange good 2-strok©, Levis preferred.—Thorpe,
ira^t Heath, Wokingham, Berks. [8256

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, bought August,
mileage 1,000, perfect order, all accessories, in-

cluding speedometer and Easting screen; any trial
given ; 130 gns., or very near offer.—Snodgrass, 1"

"Junction Rd., Brentwood, Essex. - [8624

DOUGLAS 1921 Models in Stock, 2i4h.p., 3-speed,
clutch, kick start, £105; 2-speed model, £85;

1921 second-hand 2^;ih.p. 3-speed model, used once.
only £90; extended terms.— Authorised Agents. Elce
and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3.

[0069
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—New 1921

2-}4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch and kick start
model, ^£105; new 1921 4h.p. combination, £170;
solo 4h.p., £130; new 1821 improved W.D. pattern, 2
speeds, £85 ; easy payment or exchanges arranged.—
'Phone: 5777 Holborn. [8915

JULY, 1920, Douglas combination, small mileage,
brand new condition, lamps, speedometer, specially

built to carry 3, luggage and petrol carrier, all spares;
ill-health only reason ; nearest offer £160 ; any trial
any time.—Morgan's Garage, Prittlewell, Southend,
Es.-5ex. Privately owned. [8617
"020 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fitted with
i-*^ polished aluminium discs, Lucas horn, front
mudshields. Rotax dynamo lighting set, Cameo wind
Ecreen, mileage 1,250, practically new appearance,
mechanical condition guaranteed perfect; £155.—
Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35. Green St., Cambridge.
Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [9003

"IQ19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, in perfect order,
-"-*' pmall mileage, ju.^t overhauled (engineer'? certifi-
cate), sidecar reupholstered, tank re-enamelled, 3 brand
new Dunlop heavy tyres, C.A.V. mag., BlumeN wind
pcieen, oak 'ocker -under dash, Cowey horn, Watford
speedometer, P.H. head lamp?, Lucas sidecar lamp,
Clayiite refleetor, spare brass petrol can, copper exhaust,
Tan-Sad. engine shield, spare tyre, tube, belt, chain,
ruulact-breater, H.T. cable, licence holder, luggage grid;
f]ist £150, or nearest offer.— Lt, West, Goatland, Torks

[8289

Rdmiind
Ilj^DMUND 2^411.?.. 1920, 2-speed. clutch, kick starter,
J under 400 miles ; bargain, £65.^34, Park Rd.,

Chi'wick. '
[8886

pDMUND, 2^;.'^h.p. J.A.P., 1920 model, Enfield 2-
--J speed, spring frame, lamps, accessories, tax paid;
bargain, £65.—Jones, London House, Hay, Hereford

[8691
"I Q20 2">:',h.p. Edmund-Union .2-stroke, Enfield 2-speed
-^^/ gear, spring frame, perfect condition.—Seymour,
57, Bridge Rd., East Molesey. Bargain, £73/10, with
licence. (D) [8618

EDMUND-J.A.P. Spring Frame Lightweight, 1920
model. 2-speed, kick start, hand clutch, foot-

boards, guaranteed as new; 80 gns.—H. J. Marston
50, Argylo St., Birkenhead. [8753

pDMUND 2^':ih-P., 1920 model, J.A.P. engine, Enfield^ 2-speed gear and clutch, spring frame, unused
Khop-sGiled only; bfirsain, £80.-P. J. Evans. 81-91
Johs Bright St., Birmingham. [8498

Buy from

l-AIVIB'S

NOW
while f^lJCAG
they're wfltAr'

Original
1920 Unused Moilels. Trice. OURS.

MATCHLESS Combination,
M.A.G. en^'ine ^205 o £190

MATCHLESS dvnamo Comb, ^ajr o £215
CLYNO Combination /250 o £220
CLYNO, liahtweight £75 o £58
DOUGLAS Combination £170 o £152 10
DOUGLAS, ri h.p. (2) fioo o £89
NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke (2) ^jj a £65
CALTHORPE, 2-5trolce f7±ligU £65
DIAMOND, 4-stroke, J.A.P. £go 6 £79
DIAMOND, siiigle-spee'l £63 3 £55
P. & M. Combination £155 o £137
ROVER 1-6 h.p. Combination £235 o £155
ROVER, i! h.p. (3) ....... . £147 10 £125
LEA-FRANCIS £140 o £115
RUDGE-MULTI £rio 5 £95
ARIEL, 5n!o £120 h £107 10
NEW IMPERIAL* Swan So. £183 o £150
JAMES, 2-stroke £73 £65
JAMES s-e h.p. Combination £196 o £172 10
O.K., ;-speeil ^63 o £59 10
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 4 h p.

twin ' £164 10 £155
ENFIELDCombination, Sh.p. £177 2 £152 10
BLACKBUfiNE Combination £165 o £147
ZENITH £139 o £122
WOOLER, solo, equipped . . £120 o £89
ALLON £85 o £75
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb. £253 o £220

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
(Majority fully equipped).

I02T B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Comb., dj'namo
lighting, tully equipped ; cost £255
(two weeks ago) £240

1920 SUNBEAM, 3i h.p.,. t.T., and
accessories £140

1919 ROYAL RUBY £35
I9r6 ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination .. £89 10
]92nCOULSON-BLACKBURNE,2j h.p £75
1915-1'', ENFIELD Combination, dyna-
mo ligliting set ^...£125 9

igrg ENFIELD, lightweight £52 0.
1919-20 IVY-J.A.P. 5-5 h.p. 2-seater
Combination £125

1919 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and H.-D.
Sidecar £140

I9r8 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and S/car. £130
I9r5 HARLEY- DAVIDSON, dynamo,
and Sidecar £105

igre HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb £115
1920 LEA-FRANCIS £85
I9r9 TRIUMPH and Sidecar £130
1914 TRIUMPH £45
r9r4 EXCELSIOR and Sidecar £59
1920 DOUGLAS Combination £135
iQiq DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination .. £125 10

W.D. DOUGLAS, reno\ated as new £59
W.D. B.S.A. (2) £72

1916 LEVIS, lightweight . . .

." £42
1920 JAMES, ]ight\raght £45
T9ig P. & M. Combination £105
1919 RUDGE and Sidecar . .

.'. £100
rgig RUDGE and sporting Sidecar . . £100
1920 QUADRANT Combination £105
1919 CLYNO, lightweight £50 C

W^D. ENFIELD and Sidecar .... £30

Deferred Payments -Quarter down, and 11

payments.

LAMB'S
50, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, N

'Phone : Hornsey 1956.

151, HIGH ST., WALTHAMSTOW
'Phone : Walthamstow 169 and 170

387, HUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.I
Phone : Museum 497S.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SaLe.
Enfteld.

JULIiNS of Heading haw 1921 Enfields in stock

[830

20 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, brand new; £152
Below.

1 Q14 Entleld Combination, wind screen, hood. TanXt/ ,Sad, lamps, horn, condition excellent; £74.-
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington
'Phone : Kensington 3709 [903f

NEW 1920 Enfield, 2-strol£6, 2-speed: £65- in stock.-
Eandal. Andover. [036

ENFIELD 1921 Sh.p. Latest- Combination;! sacrifici
£150.-12, Wellington St., Eastwood, Notts,

[876
ENFIELD Com.binations, 1921, in stock; best propQs

tion on the market.—Clitlord, Motoiies, Eastwoot
Notts. [871

ENFIELD 1921, all models lor immediate delivery
—Ratclitie Bros-, 200, Gt. Portland St., W. May

fair 5042. [043i

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, from stock with or witl
-^^ ont Maifdyno lighting; exchanges.—Chaston, Blaci
wood, Mon.

"

[873(

ENFIELD 311. p., 1916, 2-speed, kick 'stait, magnif
cent condition throughout: £55.-52, Worthinf

ton Rd., Snrbitoh. {823

1Q20 Royal Enfield Combination, mileage 1,200, lik
*-^ new, lamps, hoin. screen.—Apply, E. HoUier, 1(

Beaufort St., Reddflcli. - [825

BRAND New Enfield Lightweight; £60.—Cliffor
\\'ilson, 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.;

Tel.: Kensington 7113. [781

/:*h.p. Enfield, 1920 model, J.A.P. engine, units*W shop-soiled only; £I60.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, Joh
Bright St., Birmingham.

'

[849

1 Q16 Enfield Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P. enginf
-Li/ hood, lamps; £85.-29, St. Leonard's St.

[879:

16 Enfield Combination, 6h.p.
hood, lamps; £85.-29, St.

Bromley-by-Bow. East 4708.

"j Q20 Royal Enfield. 2-stroke, 2-spee_dj perfect condi
i-iy - tion, lamps and tools; best cash offer.—Pearct
89, Whiteladies Rd., Bristol. [858

1 QI7 6h.p. Enfield Combination, completely ovet
-1-^ hauled, all accessories; £120, tax paid; seen an
tinie.-245, Whitehorse Ed., Croydon. [851

LATE 1920 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, new cond
tion, dvnamo lighting, speedometer, Einks, 192

licence; £170.-74, Malpas Rd., S.E.4. [857

ENFIELD Combination, 1913, Easting screen, spat

inner tube and chain, tools, good running order

£75.—Howse, c/o Dan Guy, Weymouth. [823

1 Q21 New Enfield Outfit. Vickers engine, al

-1-1/ lamps. Klaxon; owner unable to take delivery

£150.—Box 1,804, c/o The Motor Cycle. [r"

I Q16 Enfield Combination, unused 2 years, excej

-!-«/ tional condition, all acce-ssories, licence paid

£130- after 6.30 p.m.—43, Tantallon Rd., Balhaul.
[841

II Q20 Royal Enfield 6h.p. Combination, electric ligh

-Itt/ ing. Cameo screen, perfect conattion, hardly used

£160; lax paiu.—Ibberson, Ltd., King's Lynn. "Tel.

23. [824

1 Q19 (delivered 1920) -3h. p. Enfield Twin, 2 speedi

Xt/ kick starter, lamps, horn, licence, done 1,50

miles- £75.—Pugh, Craigddu, Alexandra Ed., Aherys

«Tth.' 1831

I Q21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, with o

-L^' without dvnamo; in stock, immediate delivery

list price.—J. Sm'ith and Co., 62-54, Uampstead Rd
-N'.wll. ,

[035

31hp Twin Enfield, 1916, M.A.G.,, 2-speed, K.S
?. and Canoelet S.C.. lamp, all accessories; an

trial; *55, or separate; 50/- tax.—W, Varney St

Tooting. [858

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, Easting, lamps, Klaxoi
speedometer, hood, pillion seat, excellent conditiot

very little used; £125.-Wells, 92, Loampit Val(

Lewishnm, S.E._ - [838

1Q16-17 Enfteld 3h.p., 2-speed, kick statt, speet

X*J oiueter, lamps, etc., t\Tes nearly new, splendi

condition ; first wire 43 gns.-Pearce, Bramley Cottage

Handsworth, Sheffield. [884

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—EnfieL
1921 combination, with dynamo lighting set

£182- Etandard model, £160: 2-stroke solo, £65: eas

terms arranged, one-fifth down and the remainder

12 monthly payments. 1891

1Q21 Enfields in stock for immediate delivery; 8h.i
Liy combination. -£160; 2-stroke. £65; easy paj

nients.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., Dalstoi

'Phone: Dalston 2408. [893

ENFIELD Combination, good condition, thorough!
overhauled, worn parts replaced, new heavy Due

lops; £75.—Scotswood. Saudon Rd. (corner Dray to:

Rd.), Edgbastou, Birmingham. [X613

ENFIELD 1920 (August) 6h.p., with comfortabl
Siuidum bulbous sidecar. Easting, mileage nnde

900 engine iust run in, tax paid, genuine; £130.-

E.S., Ridley "Hall, Cambridge. _ [8251

ENFIELDS 1921 Models in Stock, Sh.p. combim
tion, £160; Lucas jMagdyno lighting set coit

-bination, £182; lightweight model. £65; extende
terms.—City Agent, Elce and Co., 16-16, Bishopsgat

Av., Camomile St., B.C. 3. [006

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

919 ei.p. Enfield CombiuatiOQ, very good condition,

lamp3, tools, hoot-er, speedometer, muffs, mirror,

irgage grid, nice Jiood, Eostin? screen, tyres nearly

w, Gpare tyre valve and plug, A.A. insured; £135.-35,
ender St., New Cross, S.E.14. .

. [8643

OrAL ENFIELD 1916 Combination, overhauled
tyres as new. complete with lamps, born, tools,

nd screen, hood, luggage carrier: any trial given; a

irgain, £95.—Autolee Motor Engineering. Co., 1.

Itliam Kd., Lee Green, S.E.13. [8507

^INFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916, lately overhauled
-J sniall mileage, bought May, 1917, by owner, then
j years, screen and hood, extras, car tvre puncture
•oofed tube, new tube and cUain, bought car; £100.—
I^herd, Beechcroft. Bassett, Southampton. [7369

?Nf^IELDS.—The cheapest twin combination on the
J road. We are North London agents, and can givi-

nmediate delivery of the standard model, £160; elec

ic model, £180; trade supplied. All snares in stock
' "' ' " nd at Woodi^idiJones* Garage, Muswell l-lill, N.IO

arade. North Fincbley [0381

Excelsior.
IXCELSIOE, a'Ah.p.. new October. 1920. done 200
i miles, lamps, horn, etc.—Kiifciip, Kibblcoworth,
ateshead. [8951

92u E.^celsior-Jap. 2*4h.p., StnrmcyArcher 2-3peeii

clutch and kick starter, Cowey horn, absolutel>
, new; £80; exchanges.—ITomac's. 243, Lower Clantor
d., Dalstcn. 'Phone: Dal>ton 2408. [8937

F.N.

I
T'YL. F.N". Combinations and Solo Singles nrtunlb

t in stock.—Grimes and Co^, 18. Bruton Tlace, Npv
1 St., W. [630'-

7 ^i'- 4-cyl. Coarhbuilt C-ombinatibn, perlcct order,
'Excellent condition; £35; bargain.—Box 142, o/n
Motor Cycle. [X6128
X. 4-cyl., converted, wide taak. enamelled red, new
tvres, notf quite complete; £30, or exchange.— 1.

TV Rd., Long Ditton, Surrey. [8762

IN., 4-cy'.. 1914, No. 50767 pond condition, over
bauiei-l discs. Brooks B170 saddle, electric light

. Sin. rear, wide valanced Iront mudguard, specia

K aluminium fuot boards, engine shielded, Ama<
! I Hm lop tvres. Brooks carrier bag; £50.—Tonks

laii'.r Ilouie, Brompton, Chatham. [8187

Francis- BarnettT

rULIAXS of HeadiDg have I''ranei5-B:irnett iu stiv-k.

[8303
RANCIS-BARXETT, late 1920, a^ih.p. J.A.P., 2

Npeed. clutch, IC.S., completely eiilliitpe<l ; £90, o]

flor.—22, Leyton High ltd., E.15. [879=

Hnrley-Davidson.
018 7-9h.p. Hnrler. like brnnd new: £85.-29.

-<-' Leonard's St., Bromiey-by-Bow. East 4708

i

i

St

[8792
\RLEr-DAVIDSO>f 7-91i.i>.. gocd condition; £75
'xnlumce Douglas coiubinotion.—44, I'enrith Hd.

hornton Heatll. [838'

ARLET-DAVIDSO.\S.-I linvo nt present n fin,

ssortment in stock, nil luUy guaranteed.—Boss
6-. Hi;li Ed., Lee. [566f

IAELET-])AVIDS0N.-A11 models iu stock, new nnd
iC'Cond-liand.—Sole Qgents. Kambers'. Southpnrt.

nni'.nsliire. Tol. : 607. [5009

920 (.Iidy) 4h.p; H.Trier, mileiiee nbout, 2.000, full
Cfinipuicnt: renanniible offers to E. Slien.<itone.

nmce IM., Lerton, E.IO. [8533

919 Hurley 7-9b.p. Combiuation, brand new condi-
tion, pxc<^pttonal endine: 120 gne.—Cartwricht,

1. Urigbtou Ed., Stoke Newinjrtou. [8836

918 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidsou, 3-speed. K.S., with
new Canoelet sidecar: £100, b.argain.—J. J

oolcy. 33. Killyon Ed., Clapham, S.W.S. [8972

AELEY-DAVIDSOy 1919 7-91i.p. Combination
touls, mileasc 1.200, electric liglitins: £184.—

L

N 71. Norbary Crescent, Norbnry. S.W.16. [037'.

AELET-DAriDSON 1920 8h.p. Combination, fully
eiuiijped. ntarly new; £190.-Parlier'?, liradshaw-
liulton, and 245, Dean-sate, Maucbci-ter. [X6033

ARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 7-9h.|,., cleclnc model
as new, discs, speedometer, mileage 200; £150-

unn=. 326, Euston Ud., N.W.l. Museum 5391. (552:

.\ELEY-DATIDSON Combination, 1915, racr-llcnl
condition, all accessories and spares : any tri.d

105.—Luis, 9, Greencroft Gardens, Swiss Cottage, N.W*
-^ [8527
-TAULEY, complete les.-; engine, unit .1919, 'WD.;
^ price £45; good conditiou.—Barker's Motors 194"
lUi iiu High Ed., S.W.12. 'Piione: Latchmere 4441.

[7383
Q20 Harley-Davidson 7 9b. p., iBagneto model, per-
*^ l"e:t condition, electric b«ad and tail lamp, elec-

ic born, tax paid; price £155.-76, Cleano Ed., Gillin«-
"m. Kent, [8337
O20 7-9h.p. Harley-Dayidson. disc wheels, lamps,^ speerlomoter. Klaxon torn, under 2.000 miles -

ice £140.—Duncan and Shepherd. 33, Tbo Parade
olders Green. [8414
AELEYDAYIDSO^" Combination, 4i:.h.t.,, 1915;

mip^ and horn, in excellent runniug 'oraer £70-
ichances eutertained.-Bambers', Eastbank St., South-
•rt. Tvl.: 607. [8902

i

i

I

1

QUADRILETTE
—on a gallon of fuel will run 50-60

miles (tested).

But that is only one of its merits.

THE "QUADRILETTE" is a

worthy successor to the ' Baby
"

Peugeot but faster, hvelier, and full

of " vim."

Easy to start, easy to drive, it

has the speed and low-running costs

of a Motor Cycle, with the added
comfort and freedom from trouble

of a £1,000 Car.

An Ideal Little Car for a Lady.

The PEUGEOT QUADRILETTE
IS a product of the Largest and
Most Famous Motor Manufacturers

in the World, and represents all

that is best in Workmanship and
Finish.

PRICE, complete with Two-seater
Body, Hood, Screen, Three Lamps,
Five Wheels and Tyres, complete
Kit of Tools.

<£29S
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
A TRIAL RUN on the NEW PEUGEOT
QUADRILETTE four-cylinder will con-
vince you of its many Sterling Qualities.

Catalogue with complete sfiecification

free on request.

The PREMIER
MOTOR COMPT
Aston Road. BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone :

Central 7367 (2 lines).

Telegrams :

"Primus, Birmingham."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HAELEY. 1917, not W.D., dynamo lighting, new
accumulator, speedometer, gradometer, Tan-Sad,

excellent order throughout; £84, offers.—Heath. 10,
Aniblecote Ed., Grove Park, S.E.12. (D) [8542

1 Q20 Harley 7-9h.p. Electric Combination, speed-
J-tf ometer. Easting, discs. College, tax paid, new
condition, cosv £262. £170; new sports model. £140.
—Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [8955

1 19 Harley-Davidson Combination, big bnlbous
--•/ bflck sidecar, iu first-rate ranning order; any
trial, engine No. 19T5058; £125.—Lieut. G. Conner,
Co Stevens' Garage, 184, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross.

[8422
HARLEY'S.—1918 models, good appearance, running

order, a few left at £85; aeroplane propeller?,
n?w, 2-bladed 4/6. 4 blades 10/-. carriage extra.—
Owen, 59. Scholefield Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19.

(X6087

rQ i5 Harle.v-Unvid.'ion Combination, 7-9h.p., mag.
•' model, 3 speeds, K.S., electric and acetylene

lighting, Cameo, 2 horns, 2 new tyres, economical,
guaranteed mechanically perfect; £90; tax paid.

—

Matthews, Grocer, Little Ealing Lane, South Ealing.
[8803

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.-W.D. mo<lels. thorougbl ^'

overhauled and guaranteed, eolo £100, witii

new Montgomery sidecar £130; easy payments;
£45/10 down 8 payments of £3 solo. £59/15 de-
posit and 8 pavmcnls £10 lor combination.—Maudes'.
100, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. and Paris St.. Exeter.

[8623
lift 19 (Juuel Hitrloy-DaTidBon Electrical Model, fully
A- '^ efiulpped. extra largo Harley sidecar, with Bpecinlly
>frenct]iene<l ehasais and springing, 3 lockers, liood, sido
I urtuins, triple screen, Barkers au.^ilinry mudguards,
tyros perfect, been well tended, mechanically perleet,
ru^t u.xed last 6 month*^ ; £190.— Seen at Eyres Motors,
niven(Ush St., Chesterlleld. [8353

Hazlewood.
NEW 5-6h.p, JTazlewocd Combination, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick starter, a thoroughly reliable
outfit. Harrods have a largo stock of these slightly
shop-soiled at £170 each (much below list price), or
dcfi-rred payments 4% extra; only one-fifth deposit, bal-
ance by 12 monthly instalments. -Ifarrcds, Ltd., 118,
Brompton Rd., London. . [9036

Henderson. ''-

HENDERSONS. 'l921; immodiote dpliTory.-Rnrkcr's
Motors, 194, Hnlham High Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone:

Latchmcre 4441 [7384

X RTHUR G. DAW. Triumph. 1919 Henderson side-
-*-A car. Lucas accessories, screen, carefully used:
£120.-114, Brixton Hill. [8819

HENDERSON 1917 Electric Model, with liandsonio
steel sidecar, tiplendidly equipped: seen by np-

ti^intmont.-Bnseldon, West Byfleet. [6893

1 Q20 4-cyK Henderson Combination, dj-namo light-
X*7 ing, smart sporting sidecar, original tyres:
£175. -.J. Smith. Hampstoad Rd., N.W.l. [9029

"IQ15-16 Henderson. 10-12h.p, 4-cyL engine. appe.Tr-
i*? ancc througlioiit as new, tax paid; £100; any
I'XchangG entertained.—Box 1,802, c/o The Motor
Ci/clc. ^ [8976

HENDERSON Combination, 1920 lOh.p.. special 2-

scatcr sidecar, large luggage accommodation, wind
scrtcn. hood, lamps, psrfect condition; bargain, £185.
-95, Fowler's Walk, Ealing. [8784

"IVTEW 1921 Mndel Henderson, the most highly de-
Xl velopo<l motor cycle ever built; now in stock for

in. mediate delivery; liberal e-icchangce.—The Premier
Mfjtor Co., vVston Rd., Birmingham. |X5347

L.
B. HENDTiTHSON hce for sale his lOh.p. 4-cyl.
Henderson combination, fitted up regardless of

expense, with Henderson Elito eidocar, complete with
all accessories, electric lighting, etc.. condition better
than new.—Apply for full particulars to Henderson
Sidesjire, Aero Works, FitzniUiam St., Sheffield. [8291

HENDERSON 4.cyl.. lOh.p., believed 1915-lG mmlel,
2-Rpeed liub pear -fdogs. not old S.A. type), connter-

shiift fhitfb. hand and full control), hand pump and
mechauicjd lubrication, uiag., Schebler carburetter, new
tyre.i, navy l>lue enmnel like new, with most plating
the same, carefully ridden, make first-class fast solo
or combination machine, tax £3/3; accept £100, Bub-
jeCi inspection, or consider old Scott part.—Stanley R.
Sizer, lugs Rd., Hull. [8360

Hobart.
OBART-TILLIEES 2-speed Model, brand new:
£61.-Cha^ton, BIa:;kwocd, Mon. (D) [8733

NEW 1920 2J-;h.p. 2-stroke 2-speed Hobart, never
been run; £66.-159, St. Annes Rd. East, St.

Annes-on-Sea. [8738

1 Q20 Hobart 2'/^h.p. 2-stroke. 2 speeds, P. and H.
i«7 lamps. Watford speedometer, Lucas horn, pump
and tooh, T.T. bars, licence holder and licence, in-

nrance policy, ip perfect condition, and most reliable;
\:55, or near offer.—IL W. Eads, 24. Rothesay Rd..
Luton, Beds. [8369

Humber.
Sih.p, Humber, 2-5peed. perfect order throughout,

2 lamps, horn, speedometer; £35.-132. High Rd..
East Fiuchlcy. [8817

MOTOR Cvcle, number, S^^h.p., 2-speed. newly over-

hauled: bargain for cash.—John Waring, Rock
Cottage, Tngleton. [865<'

H

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

HUMBER aVjTi-P- Flat Twin. 1920 model, unused,
shop-soiled only; £125.—P. J. Evans, 81-91.

JoliD Bright St.. Birmingham. [8494

3 ill. p. Humber, 2-speed, clutch, Phtenix torpedo si<lt'-

2 car, gas imd electric lamps, spares, fast, makpis'
finish : accept £45 for qmck sale.—Holmhush, Oalahili?

Rd., Weybridge. [6401

HUMBER 4V2h.p. 1920 Flat Twin, with Dunhill
sidpcar, ridden 70 miles only, -perfect through-

out; £157/10.-Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35. Green
Bt., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 995. [9006

Indian.

INDIAN 7-9h.p., special frame. 2-speed, potrerful;

£75.-Copthojn, Chase Rd., Epsom. [857"

pood :
CODCUtiOIl

Mitcha'm. .{8812

and kick starter

INDIAN 5-6h .p., 1 913 . clutch,
barj^'ain. £29.-17, Heaton Rd..

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 3^peed, clutcli,

splendid condition.—4, Romilly Rd., Barry. [8639

4i.p. Indian Scout, absolutely a-s new, eemi-T.T. bars,

electric liead lamp; £130.-14, Prance's Sq., Har-
rogote [8276

1Q16 Indian, 7-9Ii.p. Powerplns, good going- order
X t/ £ 60.—Jones^ l^ia. Old Warwick Rd
Birmingham.

Olton,
[8787

TNDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, |ull -access, Eastj^ng,

perfect throughout; £90
Kentish Town.

Highgate Rd,
[8606

"I Q21 Indians.—Immediate delivery from Etoct.—E,
Xt7 Brown, Indian Specialist, 3 and 7a, Parker Lane,
Burnley. Tel.: 1032. [X6090a

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, new Not., 1920, mile-
age 150, U.S.A. army model; £155.—Scott, Town

Head, Alston, Cumberland. [8402

TO 19 7-9h.p^ Indian and 1920 bulbous back sidecar
jay almost new ; any trial; £135.—Conner, 86
Victoria Rd., Stroud Green, N.4. [8162

1 Q20 American Indian Combination, D.A. lighting,
Xi/ Easting wind screen, mileage 500; £l60.—Tay-
lor, Gienholme. Richmond, Sheffield. [8855

INDIAN 1920 4h.p. Scout with Sporting Sidecar, fully
equipped, equal to new; £155.—Parker's, Brad'

shawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X6039

1 Q20 Indian Powerplus Combination, absolutely p3r-
XJ/ {ect condition, 3.000 miles, owner going abroad;
£170, or near offer-—Elton Morris, The Gaer, Here-
ford. [8767

POWERPLUS Indian, 1918, condition as new, new
Montgomery touring sidecar, fully equipped, in-

cluding tax; £130.—Jeffryes, .32, Felstead Rd., Wan-
stead. [8324

INDIAN Powerplus Sporting Combination, discs, only
wants seeing; exchange A. B.C. or C.S. Triumph

and cash.—Harrey,
Herts.

Cosynook, Churchfleld, Cheshunt
[8780

"I Q15 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., spring frame, 2
X«/ speed, clutch, K.S., new tyres, le-enamelled, up'
bolstered; £70, or near offer.-Xeates, Chislehurst Rd.
Orpington. ._, [8484

£65 secures 7-9b.p. Indian combination, in excellent-
condition; several others to choote from; prices

nglit.—Halt Motor Co., Ltd., Kilburn Lane, W.IO.
-Tel.: WiUei^den 1341. [7446

1015-16 Indian 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick
Xi7 starter, all lamps, Bonniksen speedometer; £85;
exchanges.-Homac's, 243, Xower Clapton Rd., Dalpton.
'Phone: Dalston 2408. [8934

INDIAN N.E. 7-9h.p., Aug., 1920, electric model,
with standard bare, Henderson Elite eidecar and

screen, Lucas electric sidecar lamp, licence paid, new
condition and appearance.—Gibson, Surveyor, Winder-
mere. [8293

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. Powerplus C-ombination. mile-
age 5,000, baud and foot clutcb,, special sidecar,

electrically equipped, full set of tools and spares;
£180.—Ilewin's Garages, Ltd., the real service firm.

Taunton. ~ [8035

1 Q 15-16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, kick-start, clutch,
X*/ lull electric equipment, dynamo thoroughly over-

hauli'd, renickelled and enamelled, [:;plendid condition

;

£75; tax paid.— St. "Vincent,. Chinbrook Rd., Grove
Park. Main S.E.R. [8517

INDIAI^ Scout, 1920 model, lamp set and mechanical
horii, low mileage, careiuly used, first-class

mechanical condition and appearance, fast machine;
£125.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cam-
bridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [9005

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, electric lighting. Easting
wind Bcreen, £75; King Dick 3'2h.p,, Grado genr,

running order, £22; Royal Ruby 2-stroke, lamps, etc.,

£35; A,C.. carrier, Sankey wheel, perfect. £50; Triumph
3;-^h.p., Philipson pulley, lamps, etc.. £30; any exchange
entortainea.— George A. Sax, 619, Garratt Lane, Earls-
field, S.W.18. [8607

LATEST Type 7-9h.p. Indian Model de Luxe Com-
bination, special machine used for demonstrations

onlv, fitted with spring frame, dynamo lighting, disc
wheels, legshields, 2 horns, .speedometer, watch, mascot,
etc., the sidecar has bulbous back, fitted with dickey
seat behind, also wind screen, step, etc.; cost over
£270. accept £230; absolutely it.—3, Parker Lane,
Burnley. [X6085

YOU WANT
THE

BEST
BIKES?
WE'VE

-f:^ GOT THEM.

DOUGLASES AND TRIUMPHS
Re-enamellcd and plated jn makers' colours:
Engine and gear box thoroughly overhauled in

our own workshops, and carrying our
THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE.

DOUGLAS
22- h.p. 2-speed .-. £65
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-starter. Solo . . . . £85
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-starter, Combination

with brand new Burlington Sidecar £11 q
TRIUMPH

4 h.p. 3-speed Countershaft .. ... .. £10ft

4 h.p. 3-speed Combination with new
Purliugton Sidecar £130

We have large stocks of Douglas and Triumph
Spares, and shall be pleased to quote you upon
receipt of your enquiries. Trade Supplied.

BURLINGTON LICENCE HOLDERS, for Handle-
bar, Mudguard, or Sidecar. 3/6, 4/6, and 6/6.
Postage 4d.

LICENCE HOLDERS and NUMBER PLATE
COMBINED, 6/6. Postage 5d.

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS. Convert your clutch intj
Foot as well as Hand-Control. Fitted in a few
momentsby any amateur. Price 4/-. Postage 4d.

Trade supplied.

DOUGLAS PATTERN FOOTBOARDS. Rubber
or Aluiniuiuin covered, Brass edgings, complete
with clips for fixing, for 2^ h.p. Model 12,6,
for 4 h.p. Model 15/-. Carriage gd.

TO 4 h.p. DOUGLAS RIDERS.
Write for particulars of Clutch Conversion Set.

No more broken drawbolts.

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,

7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.

'Crams :
" Burlington Motors, Clapham."

i^o yards Irom Ciapham Common Under
ground Station.)

.^MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

TO 20 Indian Combination, 7-9h,p., dynamo ligllt
-•-•^ Bpeedometer. horn, inspection lamPj wind scr
spare tyre,; chain, H.B. mirror, in excellent condit
•£200, or good ofler.—64, Bachelor St., Hull. [8

Ivy. ^^
IVY l"92l' Models.-.Sole district -agents, We

Motors, Ltd., 60, CatKerlM St., Sa.lisl)ury. 'Ph
72.

-

IVY Cycles.—1821 models in stoclt.—RothwelT
Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage, Malverli.

IVY, the aristocrat of its type; delivery ol all m.
from stock: prices and catalogue post free.-

District Agents, The Walsall Garage, Walsall. 1

441. [I

IMJIEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the ack:
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H

Henly and Co., Ix)odon and District Agents. 91.
Poitland St.. W 1. Mayfair 4084. H

1Q17 Ivy-.Iap 8h.p. Combination, Sturmey-Arche
A*^ speed countershaft, hand clutch, Bosch u
wind screen, speedometer, electric and acetylene li

ing, luggage grid, pillion seat, liorn, and spares;
gns.—Talbot Arms, 161, MarkEouse Rd., Walth
stow, E.17. [i

James.

19

19

20 James, 2-speecl, good condition ; quick
£65.—Bradbury, G4, Toothill Ed., Loughboro

[f

20 Janws 2!'^h.p., 2-speed, done 50 miles, la

complete; £62.—Chaston, Blackwood. Mon.
[i

"I
015 James Sy^li.p. Twin, horn, lamps, good e(

J-tf tiou; £68; licence paid.—Lieut Arnot,
College, Cambridge. [1

1 Q20 5-6h.p. James Combination, m.akeTs'-
-l»'£190: what offers.—Shepherd, Enfield High
Tel.: Waltham X 31. [C

JAMES Combination, I^Ah.p., 3-speed, chain d
kick start; £88; take Douglas part.—57, Hen]

St., Camberwell, London. [i

-|016 Jame^i 4V4h.p 3-speed K. Start Combina
J-t/ splentlid condition; any trial ; £85.—Co
Station Ed.. Buruham-on-Crouch.

_,

[i

1Q19 5-6h.p. James Combination, lamp, horn, e

At/ ometer, wind screen, splendid conditionj i

—S'ewton, 50, Hampstead Kd., N.W.I. [(

JAMES New Combination, all models for in

diate delivery from stock.—Sole district agt

The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. ['

JAMES 6-6h.p. Combination,. 1920, used only

rural runs, fully equipped; £170.—Eatclifle B
200, Gt. Portland St., W. Mayt'air 5042. [(

SMART 1917-18 4Vih.p. James Combin.ntion, :

screen, electric lighting, plating, etc., afi new,

'Inl owner, onlv w.ints seeing; £105.-»132, Valetta

Acton Vale, W.S. [i

1 O20 4^,4h.p. James Combination, new July,

X»/ ridden few hundred miles, perfect condi

throughout; £130.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Br

St.. Birmingham.

1 O20 4h.p. Twin James Combination, as new. 3.=

i-if countershaft, kick start, handle clutch, with I

ing set. perfect, guaranteed; co.st £165, sacrifice 82

—ivy House, Thomas St., King's Lynn. [t

JAMES Tivin, late 1919. Williamson sidecar,

wide chassis, hood, screen. Klaxon, speedoiU'

lamps, little used, thoroughly overhauled, conditioi

new; £13.0.-Garaged Wheel and Crane, Ley St., Ill

J. A. P.

JA.P. Combination, 8h.p.; £45; fully equip

perfect.-Errington, 18, Stanhope Gardens,

ringay. 1*

A BOUT 1914 J.A.P. 2%h.p., J.A.P. engine, B(

A- B and B., good tyres, good condition, and

with lamp set. horn, complete: 18 gns. : 30/- tax

Huddlestone, 9, Edward St., King's Lynn. Lt

J.E.S.

JE S. 1921 Models from stock.—Gibb, Glouoe

''Phone; 852.
'

JES.. specially built, new condition; rid»- »v

£25.—Wright, 14, Gordon Rd., Aldershot. [£

Lea=Francis.

20 Lea-Francis, tax paid, all accessories; £1;

19 44. Chapel St., Lv.tbn. ['

LE\-FEANCIS Combination, new condition,

£80.-33, St. Stephen's Ed., Bow. It

LE.\--rH.*'NCIS, ULA.G., brand new; £112.—CI

7, Ehibition Rd., South Kensington, Londoi

LEA-FRANCIS 1921 Models.-We are now acoep

orders (or early delivery; your enquiry esteem)

Below.

LEA-FEANCIS, M.A.G., as makers' specificat

shop-soiled : at greatly reduced price
;
now is

time to huv.-Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Portland St.,

'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. 1*

TO 20 Lea-Francis Twin Solo; list price £130,

JlU price £115.—Tel. ; Museum 6626.—A.b.C.,^

Mortimer St., W.l. I-

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
]

I.ea-Francis,

fi(\ GNS.—1920-21 Leri-PnmciB, 3;^. p. twin
Vvf M.A.li.. brand now. unused, unndden, unregis-

•ir.d.-54, Coval Kd., Mortlake. 1X6092

EA-FEA:N'CIS 1917 S'-ih.p.. 2 fiiecds, clutch, brand
nsn- 1920 engine; £7u.—Purker's, Bradshawtrato,

oltcn. and 245, Dean«gate, Mancliester. [X6036

EA-FRANCIS 1920. shop-soiied only, list prii-e

£130; our price £115; orders now accepted for

321 nicdeis.—RatclifTe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

Mayfair 6042. 10431

^EW Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clutch, and kick starter.

.^ M.A.G. engine at list price, £130; or on delerred

ayments 4% extra; onlv fme-fitth deposit, liiilanie bv
- monthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
on RJ., London. (9087

I evU
EVI3. Levis. Levis.

1ENTLE1IANS Popular Model. £60; lady's Popular
^ .Model. £60; immediate delivery. Levis specialists

nd sole distributors for London and district. Spare
arts stocked, repairs undertaken.— Vivian Hardie and

Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (oB Oxford St.), Bond
1., W.l. (0384

1921 Levis from stock.—'Phone :

(0442
I IBB, Gloucester.-
r 852.

>i,li.p. Levis, lamps, horn, new Dunlops; rare bar-
'* gain, £28.-3, Park St., Wellington, Salop.

(X6112
920 Levis, perfect, nniiunctured tvres, necetraories

;

42 gns.—FersfteUl, Westbury Rd., Xew Maiden,
urrey. [8778

920 Levis, perfect condition, tax paid, £45; wanted.
Norton, Rudge. cash adjustment.—Morgan, Bank,

ibergcle. (8236

EVIS 2Wh.p. 2-strol;c, 1915,
,
good order: £25.-

i Xewnliam ilotor Co., 223, Hnmuiersroitb Rd., W.6.
I'hone : Hammersmith 80. (9047

EVIS, the finest 2 .stroke in the world; delivery
-I Irom stock, £60.—Sole district agents. The Walsall

:arace. Walsall. Tel.: 444. [4013

ETIS. Sept., 1914, stored during war, ruuninc
order, tyres good, re-tr lamp; £28, carriage iiaid.

-Wells, The G:een, Brasted, Kent [8273

N Stock, 1921 Levis, £60. Good wine needs no busb.
Null .se-I :—Sole agents. The Headin?Iev Motor and

Ingiiiocrinx Co.. Ltd.. 18, St. Michoel's Lane, Loed-,
riioue: lleadingley 480. (8298

IQ21 Levis Popular in stock for immediate (lellverv
l-^ at £60; exchanges or easy payments accepte-l,
Oll'.cial .\gcnt3, Ilomac's. 243. Lower Clapton Rd.
(tldton. 'Phone; Dalstou 2408. (8935
^EW 1921 Levis Models in htock for immediate de-
' livery; 2',.'ih.p. Tourinc. 2^ih.p. Sports, 2lih p.
.b'-. £60; buy your machine from the Levis Speelol-
t.^ The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bl^I^ingb.^nl

(X53J3
I..M.C.

-M.C—Mebes nnd MebCd ore the sole London and
-i Home Cotmties agents: early delivery of nil 1921
lodeis; trade euQuiries esteemed.— Below.
" ,M.O., suspension and ordinary models, shop-soilerl.
-i as makers' speciflejitione, at greatly reduced prices'
Iso 6h-p. and 4'/lh.p. combinations, second-haud- at
argain prices.— 1S4-1S6, Gl. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone
426 Ma.rfair. (8369

Mortln.
^AIITIN S'-oh.p., X.S.U. 2.speed. Bosch, B.l).. new
»A piston lltteil. good condition; £33.-7, Saratoga
;d,. Milllields Rd., Clapton. (8512

Alartlnsyde.

920 Martinsydc Combination, lamps, horn, screen
spare cover, licence paid; £150.—Wyley, New-

larkfl Buildings, Bridgnortu, (X6114
k/TARTIXSYDE 6h.p. Conibin:iti(in, Triplet hoed»TX ilH-tric lighting, excellent condition, mirror, mufls'
;st over £155.— Kenilworth Garage, High St., I'utnev!

LTARTINSYDE-NEWMAX 1921 Models. - w'e^ me»x now accepting ordeis for early delivery, all
lodels.; TOUT .enquiry esteemed.-Mebes, 154-6 Gt
ortland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. '(8371

JIassey..\rran.
ASSET-.\RRAX," 2?lh.p. J.A.P., S.A. 2-speed ns
iiiw trnni makers recently, licence; £75.-5 Ethng-

[8346

Matchless
ATCHLESS.

M
ain Ed., Bristol.

Ivi
Q21 Mo<lels row ready; aU the latest improve-V ments. Ton can have one now, or book deliverv

=.' 1"?. .''i™'''^, .'^?f'*' '^"'^'T combination personally
Bste<l by the Matchless epecinlist. Spares of all datesn stock.-J. Tassell, la, Bloomfleld Rd., Plnmste.ul.

j'ULIANS of Reading have 1921 Matchless in stock
(8302

IBB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Matchless models
trora stock.—'Phone: 852. [0443

ITATCHLESS Combination. 8h.p. J.A.P. engine fulh-'-« canipped; £69.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. (8811

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE.

Matchless.
21 Matchless Magdvno Combination, brand new;
£198.—Alter 6. 4'l, Madrid Rd., Barnes. (8168

20 Matchless. Magdyno. fuUr eauipped; cost £248;
mileage only 2,600; £206.-90, CltHton Park Rd..

(8580

15 7-9h.p. Matchloss-M.A"'.G. Combination
accessories, perfect; £95.— Daw, 114,

INVESTIGATE
THEN

INVEST.
THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS
•l-i CALTHORPE Combination, Stur-

mey-Archer2-sp. Complete with
D\'namo Lighting (Ta.x £2 los.) 110 gns.

t02o BCOTT, Sports Model, 2-sp. ... 130 gns.
1920 DIAMOND-VILIIERS, 2i h.p.,

2-stroke. 2-spccd, clutch and
kick-starter ^ ... 78 gns.

1920 COULSON-B,, 1 h.p.. 2-six:ed ... £85
1920 NEW IMPER)AL-J.A.P £60
1920 PRIORY, 2i h.p.. 2-stroke ... «55
1920 ARDEN, 2-5trokc, 2-spced ,.. £55
igrg NEW IMPERIAL Combination eiJS
1919 HARLEY-0AVID80N, electric

model £135
loro TRIUMPH Combination, com-

plete with electric lighting .,. £120,

Anv machine supplied on ".The Motor Cycle'
IVposii Svslem

ORDER YOUR NEW MACHINE

NOW.
Delivery at your convenience

F.N.
B. S. A.
WOLF
JAMES
VERUS
WILKIN
ALECTO
DOUGLAS
TRIUMPH
DIAMOND
CALTHORPE

NEW IMPERIAL
ETC.

We ere sol? disributin? Qdcnii of the Wilkin
Motor Cycle for London and District, and

invite Irade cnq'jirics

BURLINGTON SIDECARs!
All interested in Sidecars should
write for our Illustrated Catalogue.

THE^RLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixton 2417
Grams: Burlington Motors. Clapham"

!5o yards trora Clapham Common L'nder2:round
Station.)

14 Sh.p. Matchless
Matchless body,

-Below.

M..\.G., fitted new
speedometer, lamps.

Lucas
ri.tton

[8623

1921
horn;

it .Matchless, standard,' lamps, mileage 70; £182.
—Below.

1Q21 Matchless, Magdyno, mileage 100, absolutely
O unscratched; £197.—Edwards, 50, Harrinctoa

Kd.. South Kensington. 'Phone: Kensington 3709.
[90<:0

MATCHLESS llr4els for immediate delivery.— Neirn-

ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., \\'.6.

I'lione: Hammersmith 80. _ (9044

M.VTCHLESS 1921 Models; orders now accepted fcr

immediate delivery.—Rjitclifie Bros., 200 Ut. Port-

land Bt„ \V. Mayfair 5042. • (0424

MATCULESS-J.A.l'. 7-9:i.p,, wiclter sidecar, 2-speed

V.8., or otter pnrt.«; £45 (£3 -ta.-cl.-Serve, 52,

Waterloo Av., Leiston, SuSolk. [8317

MATCflLESS Conihinntion, 1921, unused, t.ax paid

£7, insurnnce, hood, screen, lamps; £195.-25,
lluvisvillc Ed., Shepherd's Bush. (8552

MATCHLESS 192: Comhinntions, from stock, cx-

chansc': al.-o 1918 Sh.p. comhinntion. lamps, com-
pl; ; £120.-Cha5ton. Ulaekwood, Mon. (8735

1 020 Mnlchle.-a Sh.p. M.A.G. . new Aug., £30 extras.

i-O nearly new, £175; wanted. Triumph and Douc-
]as.-47, LiKlbroke Grove, W.ll. Park 3581. [62^7

MATCHLESS 1920 Mode. H. Coinbin.ation, Lucas
lamp», horn, spare wheel, screen, speedometer;

£170.-Huntor, 87. Hish St., Clapham, S.W.4. (8469

MATCHLESS 1921 Models in stock; exchanges
arranged.—Authorised agents. E. B. Clark and

Co., 7, Exhibition lid.. South Kensington, I^ndou.

1 Q21 Matchless, in stock, £205; electric lighting,

Xi/ £230; purchasers instructed to drive without

extra chargo.-Arthur G. Daw, 114. Brixton Hill, h \V

•iriCTnRY Mo*>l Matchless, Sh.p. J.A.P'.. detaclmhlo
» wheels, Iniiip.s horn.' tcols, etc., chnib nnythmi;

£115, for quick sale.-Jackson, Ockendcn, St.

tray, Kent.

MATCHLESS Comljlnations, any model;

Irom atocK

;

Mary
(8255

delivery
includin,;deferred payments "5%.

.xiicrt eervic-.-Prioi. Motor Engineer, near Station

Soiithflelds, S.W.18. C6125

MATCHLESS 8h.r. 1920-21 Combination, dynamo
lichtinB, only driven 60 miles; cost £245, iiccept

£220.-Vivian Hardie nnU Lane, Ltd.. 24, Woodstock

St., Bond .St., W.l. lO"''

MVTCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, 1920, dycnmo light-

ing, prncticnlly ns new, guuriintecd perfect; £185.

goouiue bargain.-Vivian Hardie imd Lane. Ltd. 24

Woodstock St.. Bond St.. W.l 10418

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, M.A.G.
engine, dvnomo lighting, spare wheel and tyre,

,b..p-soile<l oi:ly; £207.-p.jrkcr'!. Bradshnwgate, Bolton

and 245, Deausgate, Manche.-tor. [XbU40

MATCHLESS 1921 Mwlels in Stock, Model H coin-

binatii,n, £205; 2.seater sidecar corabmaUon.
£212 aO; extended terms.—Authorised agents, Elce

and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgatc -A.V., Camomile St., E.t..3^
(OOdo

MATCHLESS Combination.-Book .vour orders now
with Ross, 86. High Rd., Lee, S.E.. lor 1921

models; deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order re-

ceived; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models

also in stock. .

15668

MATCHLESS Model H. Combination to . makers'

specification. £205; dynamo lighting moilel.

£231/7/6- o.- on Harrods unique easy payment system

lor a small extra charge.—Harrods, Ltd., 113, Bromp-
ton Rd., I^ndoD. [909''

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination. 8h.p. J.A.P. en-

gine, Lucas lampj, hood, wind screen with right

side attachment, spare wheel, horn, mileage 2,700;

nearest offer £185 obtains.—E. Farina. 107, I'hilbeach

Gardens. S.W.S. Tel.: Western 6855. [8563

MVTCHLESS 1918 (? ) Combination, 3-specd,-8h.n.

J. A,p. engine, chain drive, interchangeable

wheels, a lew parts missing, £87/10; aeroplane pro-

pellers, new, 2-bladed 4/6, 4 blades 10/-, carriage

extra—Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd., Upper Holloway,

N.19. [X6088

I Q20 Matchless Combinat:oD. Sh.p. J.A.P. engine.
Xt7 newest model. Lucas Magdyno lighting set, wind
screen. Triplex glass, . sliding adjustment and side

wings, hood, legsliields spare wheel. 3 tyres <ne'A),

adjustable jet to carburetter, tax paid, no faults;

owner taking 1921 model; £200.—Freelh. 5, Cornwall
Parade. C.E., Finchley, N.3. [8777

M.\TCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightlully sprung and practically

designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce on
three wheels; immediate delivery from stock; for cash,
deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied; all

fjiares in stock.—Jones' Garage. Muswell Hill, N.IO,
nnd at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. (0331

All letters lelnting to ndvertisemeiit.s should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. D27
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M

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miitchless.

MATCHLESS, 1921. all models, 'phone Greenwich
751. My record last season (no premiums), every

client satisiied. Why pay tax on a nondescript when
you can secure the last word in comfort—Matchless—
with prompt delivery ol these gold medal winners; and

- all leading makes ol motor cycles from S. E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO [8009

Metro.
~

MJ3TK0-TXLEE, 1920 model. Type S, 2-sDe6a. un-
used, Ehop-soiled only; list price £96; accept

£70.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. -

[8497.

METRO-TVLER, 1920, Model S, 2-speed, 2-stroke,
new, shop-soiled only; no reasonable offer re-

fused.—Call, Douglas S. Cox, 6c, Lansdowne Hill, West
Norwood. [8726

Minerva.
3ih.p. Minerva, mag. ; £20.-30, Harpeuden Ed., West

2 Norwood. -
"~

[8436
INERVA 2?4h.p., mag., good order; £15.-57,
Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [8883

pr-61i.p. Minerva Combination. Bosch, B. and B., 650x" 65 tyres, powerful; £22.-434, Fulham Bd., S.W.
[8551XxG Twin Minerva AVatertight Magneto, spring forks,"^ tyres as new, with coacbbuilt sidecar; £25.—Box

I'i^^./o The Molor Cycle. •[X6129

Monarch
MONAECH-VILLLEES 1920 2,'2b.p., 2 speeds, first-

class contlition throughout; £45.—Parker's,
IJiad.'hawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X6042
Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE 2h.p., 4-stroke, good condition, per-
' feet running order; £25.—Kynaston, Reabrook,

Miasterley, Salop. [8404

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, Bosch mag., nmuing
order, bnt requires belt; £10.—Plater, 64, Park

St., Thame, Oxou. [8779

MOTOSACOCHE 2-,!,h.p., new Aliiac, mag., Whittle
belt, tyres unpuijctured, as new; £25, or ofSers.

—Green, Stationer, Brandon, Suffolk. ' " [8334

Neal
j O20 JS'eal-Dalni, Henderson sidecar, lamps, mileage
-B-t/ 800; bargain, £85.—Taylor, Glenbolme,- Rich-
mond, Sheffield. [8854

New Hudson.
"j Q20 Xew Hudson 2^ih.p., 2-stroke, as new; fee-
's-^ 3, Melville Rd., Barnes. [8521

IQ20
New Hudson Lightweigbt, 2-speed, practically

tf new, licence paid; £65.—Rogers, 42, Chuicb Rd..
Hendon. '

- [8642
"VrEW HUDSON 3h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, K.S.. acoee-
1-^ snric.<: £48, or near oSer.—75, Tottenham Rd.,
Lshngton, N.l. [&511

NEW HtrnSON 4h.p., 5 speeds, clutch, K. start, per-
lect condition; all on, £60, or -offer.—60, Star St..

I'addlugton. W.2. [8524
TVfEW HUDSON 1920 2,iih.p., 2 speeds, shop-soiled
--> only; £67/10.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton, and
245, Deansgate. Manchester. [X6041
"jQ20 New Hudson 2Vih.p., brand new; £63.—
JL*^ Edwards; 5U, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton. S.W. 7. Phone: Kensington 3709. [6357

TVrEW HUDSON 2i.»!i.p., single-speed, 2-stroke, good
-LI running order: £35; test arranged by letter.-
Porter, 49, St. Asaph Rd., Brockley, S.E.4. [8761

NEW HUDSON Combination, 4h.p., 1919, acces-
sories, little used; a bargain, £95.—Taylors, Ltd.,

52, Sussex Place, S.W. 7. 'Phone ; Kensington 7260.
[0412NEW HUDSON 2-strok6 2y4h.p., in perfect running

order, tyres, belt new, only wants viewing to buy

;

£30, or offer.—Marshall, 82, Hampstcad Ed., N.W.I.
[8839

[VrEW HUDSON 4h.p. CKjmbination, in perfect condi-
.1-* tion. ready to ride away, little used, all accessories

;

accept £75, or near offer.—Adams, c/o Hedges, Butcher.
129, Askew Ed., Shepherd's Bush. [8423

T.T. New Hudson 2i,4h.p., sporting model, enamelled
red and silver, ju8t spent £25 on same; money

wanted; accept £55 for quick sale, worth 70 gns ; in-
spection invited.—48, Milton St., Southport. [8990

New Imperial.

These Special Clearance Lines are sent Carriage
Paid and on 7 days' approval against remittance.

TYRES

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p., sidecar,'
offer; just overhauled.—Elmstead

. necessories; £120.
-Elmstead Lodge, Colchester.

^ r8247
1 Q17 a^ili.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speeds, clutch,M.^ kick starter, accessories; £52.—Daw, 114. Brix-
ton Hill. [8825
8h.p. New Imperial- Combination.^ as= new; £140 or

cheaper motor cycle and cash.—Bos 1,764, c/o The
Motor Cycle. - [8295

£36.—New Imperial, 23<h.p. J.A.T., 1918, 2 speeds,
)nmps. niecliauically sound.—143, Raveusbury Rd

Earlsfield, S.W. [8891
RJEV^ IMPERIAL, 2^ih.p. J.A.P., clutch, and kick-
-L^ starter, 1920; £65.-Taylors, Ltd.. 52. Sussex
Pace. S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. [0413
jW'EV IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2=,4h.p., 2-speed model,^^ brand new, .^hop-soiled only: bargain, £70.—P J
Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [8491

THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL OFFER

BATES'
Special

Size

Heavy
Our Price

Covers

List Price

26x2i
26 X a
26 X 21 X 2}
26 X 2i
28x3
650 X 65

37/6
39/6
45/.
4.5/.
55/-
50/.

6o/-
72/-
76/-
76/-
92/-
8o/-

Do not miss it !

33

Our Lisl

Size Malie Price Price

26x2 Avon Ribbed 2T 6 33/6
„ Englebert Wired on Rib.

.

25/- 55/-
26 X 2

1

Avon Combination 44 - 91/-

,j Hutchinson Passenger .

.

44;- 68/9
„ Beldam Extra Heavy 39/6 64/-

„ Dunlop W.D. Heavy 39 6 53/6
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.

.

37/6 62/6
., Hutchinson T.T 37/6 59/-

,^ S. Moulton Extra Heavy.

.

37 6 59/-
Englebert Wired-on Rib.

.

30/- 6o/-
26 2 3 Palmer Cord Heavy 39 6 66/-

„ Clincher De Luxe Ex. Hy.. 39/- 68/6
Kempshall Anti-skid .... 37/6 75/-

,, Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 37/. 63/9
-

26x2i Palmer 2-ply Ribbed 39/. 50/3
,, Englebert Wired-on R.S. 36/. 72/6
„ Englebert Wired-on Rib.

.

30/. 70/-
28>;2', Goodyear A.W. Tread 4!i/- 84/
28 3 Goodrich Safety Tread .

.

52/6 93/6
Wood-IWilne Extra Heavy 35/- Si/-
Elite E. Hy.Gvd. Retreads 27/6

650x65 Dunlop WD. Grooved. . .

.

52 6 77/-
700x80 Wood-Milne Steel Stud .

.

97,6 133/6
Partridge R. non-skid.... 85/- iio/-
Clincher Ribbed 59 6 88 /q

TUBES. NEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED

Size.
Our List

Price. Price.

6/6 10/-

7/. 10/3
7/6 11/3

Size.
Our List

Price. Price

26X2iX2i8/3 13/3
26X2.V . . 7/9 12/9
2SX3 .. 11/9 :5/-

BELTS— IN STANDARD LENGTHS
Silviirtowii i'lidley. ^in. \m. |iu. I ill. lim,
Bates etc. Per Foot. J /7 1 /9 2 /2 3/3 3 /-

^ w^^mm.^ m •^ • •. .^k. Extra Heavy £1RETREADING He.v ive
Sleilium .. 15/-

Repairs aie exeoutcd Ht -—___. - »«->
(iiir ow.i worlis Timler ex- ^ REPAIRS
pert Biiperrisio".

RUBBER HIP BOOTS.
Sizes 6, 7, 8, g, lo, ii. ^ C^ If^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
' New Imperial.

EW IMPERIAL 1918 81i.ii. Combination absolutcl
good as uew, with every accessory, at slump Tiii't

f98.-Wallis, 23", Hartinftou Grove, 'CambriJse. [847

l^EW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., 1931 model, 2?4i.p..
-L' speed, kick starter, hand clutch, brand new, m
nseil

; immediate delivery; 85 gns. — Central Garag(
Henley-on-Thiimes. [107

fCfcSl New Imperials, all models in stock for immsu
--t/ ate delivery; exchanges or easy terms froi
the official agents.—Homac"s, 245. Lower Clapton Rd
Daiston. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [893
TyEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P. 25ih.p., 2-speea, in perfei
-i-^ condition tlirougliont, lamps, horn, tools, spai
valves and piston rings, hack tj-re new; £33.—J. Chan
bers, Preston liissett, Bilclungham. [840
JVIEW IMPERIAL Motor Cycles and Combinatioi^" supplied at manufacturers' list prices for cash
on Harrous unique easy payment system for a smi
extra charge; full particulars on application.—Harrod
Ltd., lid, Brompton Rd., London. [909

NEW IMPERIAL Light Tourist, 2yoh.p. J.A.P.,
speed, clutchless, 1918, perfect mechanical cond

tion. Miller head light, mechanical horn; £40; on vie
Saturday from 1 to 4.30 p.m. by appointment.— 8. Cad
gan Court, S.WS.. Tel..: Kens. 1814. [X605

w

NEW SCALE
ssacrifice £65;

TVTEW T.T. Norton, Just dclirered; £98;
'-' Holland Bros., Ltd., Bo-ston, Lines.

NORTON 1921 Models.-
Motors, . Ltd., 60,

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, VaQxhall Bridge Rd.,

Vicioria, S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria. 6553.

New Scale.
Motor Cycle; original price £8!

unused.—64. Bishopsgate. Loudoi
ro39

"VTEW SCALE 3V:;li.p., 1920 model, a3 new; £80,
-1-^ George Eastwood, AVholesale -Market, Huddei
field. [83:

Norton
TULIAX^ of Reading liave" 1921 Nortons in stock^ -

[83(

GIBB, Gloucester, Ciin deliver 1921 Nortons fro
stock.—'Pkone: 852. [04^

stock.
[73'

NORTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere; ear
dates.—Kelly. Bachelor'.? Walk, Dublin. [61!

]VrORTON 1921 3;^.p., 3-pe6d. T.T., from stocl
*-^ £132; exchanges.—Chaston, Blackwood, Mon.

[87;

NORTON rioter Cycles.—Place that order with' m
early delivery dates.—Cook's Garage, Shifnc

Salop. [81;

NORTON 1920 Combination, special competifi
Mabon gear; £150, or offer.—North St. Garaf

Guildford. [82-

Sole district agents, Wessi
Catherine St., Salisbui

Phone : 72. .

_ [50(

NORTON 1920 Big Four, 3-speed countershaft, ful

equipped, as new-; £125.—30, Crystal Palace Pai
Rd,, Sydenham.

10 20 Bi& Four Norton Combination, £15 wortli
J-«^ extras; £180, or cheaper motor cycle aad ca^rb

Bos 1,763, c/o The Motor Cycle. [92

NORTON, 1918, B.R.S. Philipson, lamps, speec
meter. Klaxon, new bock tyre, just been overhaul

and enamelled; price £95.-1, Fletcher St., Grantha
Lines, L81

DISTRICT Agent for Derbyshire for the Nort«
motor cycle; can deliver anywhere; all mode

in stock; immediate deliverv--H. Palin. Ltd., Bour
St Derby.

"^

[891

1017 Big 4 Norton Combination, large bnlbo
JL J/ back sidecar, roomv and comfortable, lami
;tnd born, very fast; £97/10.—Dunn, 526, Eutton R
N.W.I. [90

B.R.S. Norton 3i.^.h.p., 19i9, PhiHpsoa, spare eve
thing very nearly, very fast, of course; good cc

uition tbrougbout; £85.—T., Tweutyman, Pickerii

Yorks. (D)
'

[86

1Q21 Norton Models, Big Four B.R.S. (Pbilipso
JLt/ and 3y2h.p. T.T. countershaft, immediate
Uvery.—Spa Motor and Engineering Co., South CI
Scarborough. [76

N.S.U.
"1VT.3.U. SV^jh.p., 2-speed, recently overhauled and
j-^ amelled, good tyres and belt and new lamp
£36, or nearest offer

.S.U. 4h.p

Carlton, Aptleby, Westmorlai
[S2

N.S.U. 4h,p., 2-speed, Miller and Motex lamps, toe

infiator, horn, just overhauled' fast, £30; a

C B sidecar £16.—Smith, 2, Orcbard, Goathlai
Ycrks.

*
[81

N.U.T.

N.U.T. 1920, as new, Magdvno; £125, or neai
North- St. Garage, Guildford. [8;

3ib.p. N.U.T., 1920. Magdyno, Watford spee
2 meter, fuUv insured, excellent condition; £1

—M. Lavender, 2, North Brink, Wisbech. [X61

1 Q20 N.U.T., Magdyno, Cowey horn and speedome
Xt/ practically unused^ £125,^ or exchange loi

-Leng, 36, West Hill, Sydenham.power.

iA wholesale and retail agents for Staffordshire
trade supplied.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Te
444. [4'

N.U.T. 1921 S'^h.p. Twin. Lucas Magdyno light

set. brand new, just received from works;
gns.—Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camor
St., E.C.5. .

[Ol

B28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

N.U.T.

fUT-J.A.P. 2^411. p.. O.L.T.. very fast, specially toned
I engine, ndjustatile pulley, long plated exhausts,

20 Einka, paintwork, tyiea, etc., as new, all acces-

ries, only wants^sceing; £58.-33, Streatbbourne Ed..

ilham, S.W.
'

[8540

.U.T.—i_ few latest SVili.p. N.CT. machines, stan-
dard specification, list price 145 gns., clearance

ice £125: similar, minus dynamo lighting, £110,
and new.—Maudes'. 100, Gt. Portland .St., W.l. and
10. Paris St., E.vcter. [8627

O.K.
ULIANS of Beading have 1921 0:K. in stock

[8301

920 O.K.-Villiors, perfect condition throughout:
£35, or nearest oiler.—N. A. Lindley, East

Irleton, Norwich. [8207

VK. 1920 (June), Villiers 2-speed, mileage 500,
' perfect condition, 110 m.p.g. : £55.—A. Wicgin-

10. Walpole Gardens, Chiswick, W.4. [8239

VK. 2-stroke, 1919. Villiers engine, Albion gear bo.\-.
' 2.spceil. condition as new; Derbyshire: £40. or
ar offer.—Box 126, c/o The itotor Cycle. [X5813

917 2'/i,li.p. O.K. 2-stroke, condition like new, vari-
able pulley, new tyre, fully equipped: 29 gns.:

loto.- .'Vrgylc Lodsc, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Tront.
[8852

>25: £25! £25! Absurd bargain.—O.K. lightweiglit,
1915, 2V\\\.v., 2 speeds, free engine, footboards,
ready to drive away.—24, Beauval Bd., East Dul-

ch. (8573
Omega.

EW 1920 Omega 2-speed: £75; in stock.—Randall.
\ndover. [0368

9

)M!'^GA.—Immediate delivery- of nil n^odelB.—Tlie
Uocliester Auto Suiiply Co., Corporatiou St.,

[0465

Q19 2^:ili.p. OmoRa, 2%=!peod, Inmpa, horn, leeeliieUls.
•' k-oec gripe, etc., copper exhaust, p«fect condi-

£55.—Xugle, juu., Hnis A^©aton. St, Ncota. Hunts
[8259

QJl Oniesn. single speed, 2-atrolcc. deliverv iidui
•^ 8tOi;k, £50; 2-spced model, £58: other models

few diiys.— Gray imd E;iyne3, 8, Low Ed., litilby.
ttiioii-tor. [8457

kMEGA 2-stroke, 2-3peetI : £38; good nnining con-
dition, tiix paid; would exchunKe cnsli adjustment

r twin ronil'iuntion ; seen Sntiirdav aftcrnoou, Suudav.
7, AubrL-y Rd., Hoe St., Walthamstow. [8154

P. and M."

18 P. nnd M. R.A.F. Model Combination; £60.-
9. Churrh Rd.. Willesdon, N.W. [8591

ind JI., 1917, and 1918. 2-speod. less rang, and cm-
' uetter; £33.-24, Chuu-h Walk. Hami>6tead.

[8706
-0 (latel P. and M., absoUitcIv new condition:
£92.—Clark. 7. Exhibition Rd.. South Kensing-

[8956

QlB P. ond M., renovated, re-enomelled 1920 colour*.
iierfect tUroughout. as new; £62/10:— 1, Othello

l.iverpoul. [8429

) '-.kX yi. 1918 Coachbuilt Combination, perfect con-
litioii; trials; £70, or oftor.—17a, Seoley Ed..

©tin; Juuctioa. [8580
and M.. R.A.F. model, overhauled find re-enam-
cllcd; ilSS.-Stanleys, 173-4. Railway Approach,

lephcrd's Bush, W.12. • [8865

916 P.M., handsome sidecar, electric horn, lights,
houd. 2 spare wheels. £5 sppres; £65.-55, St.

mes* Rd., Bcrmondsey. [9078

OE Sale, P. and M. combination. Jn good nuiuing
order, with lamps and tools; £60.—Applv, J.

alkpr. The Gubles. \\'ooaelie3ter, GIos. [8441

an, I M. 1920 5>^h.p. Model, branrl new TVnt?oninn
sidecar, oqual to new; £120.—Parker'?. Brnd^haw-

te. Bolton, and 245. Deansgate. Manchester. [X6031
t. and M. Combination, £50. or cla?o offer; coach-

built sidot-ar. 2-speod. handle .start, pood running
ier.-M., 4, Quentiu Bd., Blackhenth, S.li:. [8514

45.-1918 S'/^ii.p. P. and M.. makers' colours. T.T.
bars, Bosch Capac; owner unemployed. — 1,

onwoU Mansion?, King St., Hammersmith. [8663

AUCHOPK'S. 9. Shoe Lnne, Fleet St., London.—
3>Ah.p. P. and M. 1917 model. £57/10; 1920

idM. £95; and a 1919 mod.-l. £85"; easy lerms of
e-tilth down nnd the remainder in 12 morrthly pav-
;nts. [8917

). and M. 1921 Olympia Show Combination, ridden
50 miles only, special finish, perfect condition;

135. exceptional opportunity.—Herbert Robinson,
d.. 32-35, Green St.. Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. :

cycles. [9004

and il. Motor Cycle Combination for sale. 3Vl>h.p.,
2"ipeed. kick starter', mechanically perfect. *

hite
19, complete neco^ories. tyre^^ and new. in perfect
adition: offers wonted.—Rich, 100. High St., Harle'?-

N.W.IO. [8903
IHETvON and Moore ex-W.D. Models, thoroughly

nverhauled and guaranteed, tanks rccnamelled.
*Qt brakes, cliain cases; £73. Simitar models over-
uled and guaranteed by makers, £95; with eide-
rs, £100 and £110: easy payments IV-^X extra.—
iades*. 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l, and Paris St..
etpr [8629

GREAT

SALE
OF

NEW UNUSED
1920 MODELS
Offers Value which is

Unequalled Elsewhere.

V

SEND IMMEDIATELY

FOR OUR FULL LIST.

as OLip Stock is rapidly

decpeasing.

State your Wants!

We can Save you

Pounds Sterling.

Every machine fulij' guaranteed

and cash refunded entirely if

machines not as represented'

MOTOR CYCLES I-OR SALE.
P. and M.

£50.—Late t.vpe 3',1'li-P. P. and M., not W.D.. com-
plete lamps, tools, new licence, perfect condition,

privately owned.—Apply, Wilson's, 32, High St., Peck-
ham. [8798

Precision.

4ih.p. Precision, 2-speed, free engine, handle start,
4 wicker sidecar, engine perfect, gears require

adiustment: bargain, £27/10. no offers. — Gibbs,
Oundle. [8993

Premier.

PEEMIEK 1914-15 3',yi.p. Coachbnilt Combinatiou,
5-8peed countershaft, kick start, condition as new,

numerous spares, tax paid : £85.-7, Lockwoo<l Bd.,
Ilford. [8523

Pebok.
PEBOK 3',-.h.p.. splendid running order, drop [rarne:

£16/10; must sell.—Ill, Bearwood Hd., Smeth-
wich, Birmingham. [8212

Priory.
|Q20 2"'4h.p. Priory, 2-stroke. 2-fpeed, never been
-I*' used: £50; a barsain— 8, Manor Hd.. Cuvontry.

(X6203
Quadrant.

4? 9.—Quadrant, map.. B. and B., sprini: forks, new^ saddle, sound tyre=.— King. Kgrove Fnrm. Oxford.
[X6097

1 O^O a'Jh.p. Quadrant Combination; makers' pricd,

i-V £145: what offers?—Shepherd, Enfield High-
way. Tel.: Waltham X 31.- [0341

W.\CCJI0PE'3, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
New A'.^'h.p. 1921 Quadrant combination, with

wind screen. £147/15: also 4';..h.p. 1920 Ouudranf
combination, excellent condition. £120: easy terms
of one-fittb down and the remainder in 12 monthly
payments. 18918

CLIFl'ORD WIIJ30N Mfg. Co., 70, Ro,val Hospital
Rd., Sloano Sq., S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113.

Quadrant solo agents nnd wholesale distributors lur

London, Southern and Ea«;tern Counties. Iinniediato de-

livery Irom stock ot new 4'/-h.p. and Sh.p. models; all

spares. Single and 2-seater sidecars ready for imme-
diate fitting. Deferred payments arranged. 15458

Radco.
R.ADCO Lightweight, single-speed, as makers' speci-

fications, shop-soiled: nt greatly reduced price:

now is the time to buy.-Mobes, 154,156, Gt. Porllnnd
St.. W.l. 'Phono 3426 Mayfaif. [8372

Ralciglt.

R.M.EfCIl Flat Twin: actually In slock: at list

price.—Wcltord, St. .Inmcss St.. Brighton. [8720

RALEIGH Combination ready tor delivery in jMarch

:

particulars on request.- <>uadrant Garage, Winch-
more Hill,. N.21. 17347

RALEIGH 1921 Model; orders now accepted for this

miichine, solo or comhinntion.—Itateliile Bro--.,

200, Gt. Portland St., W. Mayfair 5042. 10425

Kex
EX 5-6h.p. Twin: £22, or offer ; must sell.—West,

54, Kenley ltd., Twirrkenham. [8653

JLh.p. Rex, ride away: bargain, sacrifice £32.—
a Wright, 14, Gordon Rd., Aldershot. [8593

R

Alexander & Co.
(the Great Scottish House),

1 13-1 15, Lothian Road, Edinburgh

;

272-274, Gt. Western Rd., Glasgow.

S;-6h.p. Rox. tax paid (Jight), clutch, lamps accc?-

iy scries, good crdcr ; £39/10.— A. Fogden. Honston
Dairy, Chicliestf-r.

' [8766

LATE Model 6Ii.(i. Hex, 2-specd. olntoli. handle stmt.
BoeJcli. splendid eondition, lust: £55.— Giblts, 58.

Ashdown nd.. Worthing. [8427

6h.p. Eex, 2-9rced, Bosch, B. and B., rebiishwl. now
tyrca, helt. rnniiinp, neo'is filipht attention ; £26.

—Whitney, 1, Jnnics Plnoc, Northnmptoii. [8268

REX 1916 Sh.p. Twin Motor Cycle. 2 speeds, free

engine, fitted vvitli eidc box carrier, very fine

and powerlul combination, good order; £55. real

barKain.—A. Iloihind. 164. Earlsdon Av., Coventry.
[X6206

Rover.
"1 Q20 3^:'h.p. Rover. 3-?peed. connterMinft, fully

XJ7 eqwipped,' praetitally new; £87.-37. Arlinston ltd..

Snrbiton. [8801

TJOVER 1920 3'Ah.p., ehop-Soiled ; list price £135.
XV our price f125.—RatcliKe Bros., 200, Ot. Port-

land St.. W. Mayfair 5042. [0426

1 Q17 R<jvor. 3-Epecd. rountershaft. clutch, kick
Xlt/ starter, perfect condition; £70.—Burgess. 2.

Nridd^e nill, Egham. Surrey. [8599

ROVER, S'/^fa-P-- h.b.c, Philipson, long exhaust, all

accessories, perfect condition, tax paid; £50.-73.
K:ngs6eld Rd., Bnshey, Herts. [8621

ROVEH SJ-^i.p., 1920 oindel. complete with Rover
tidernr, unused. ehop-?oile<l only; £155.— P. J.

Evan-;, 81-91, John Bright St.. Birmingham. [8493

T.T. Rover 5',.jh.p.. Philip?cn pulley, 1920 model,
complete, (n perfect f.rder, very fast: 90 gns.—

H. J. Marston, 50, Argyle St., Birkenhead. [8755

BRAND New Hover Sh.p. Combination, luggage grid,

accessories: £176.—CliUord Wilson. 70, Royal
Hospital Rd.. Chelsea. S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7115.

[7814

1Q20 3'/i.h.p. Rover, 3-5peed, clutch, kick starter.
\.*y lamps, horn, knee grins, and insurance: £120,
or oHers.—Apply. 74, Motint Pleasant. Barrow-in-

Furne?s. ' [7875

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue ii2g
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MOTOR

BOVEE Motor
.iffi<-inl

19=

CYCLES
Rover

Cycles.-

FOR SALE.

w-^„

ROYKE SJsh.p.,
Piiilip-son pnlley, as makers'

-Piitoe your order ivith an
aceiit, tile man who ride^ a RoTer : im-

mediate delivery; hire purchase if desired.—Collard,
Cook's Garage. .ShiJnal. [2684

20 SV^li.p. Rover, 3-speed, Ttit:k starter. Luca&
lamp, liorn. Watford speedometer, etc., gold

medal winner, machine property of a client.—Seen.
Clapham (Motors). 27. Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.

[8010
Rover Combination, 5-6h.p. J. A.P., all-chain

rive i speeds, clutch and kick-starter, all acces-
.•^ories, Eastiug screen, guaranteed: £125; exchanges.—

1

Ht,mar's, 243, Lower Clapton Ed., Dalston. 'Phone:
Ualft.m 2408. [8945

countershaft model, also T.T. model,
specifications, shop-

soiled: at greatly reduced prices; now is the time to
buv.-Mehe.s, 164-166, Gt. Portland St., 'W.l. 'Phone:
3426 Mayfair. [8373

NEW 5',wh.p. Rover Motor Cycle, fitted with 3-speecl,

clutch and' kick starter, and with smart coachouilt
jidecar; £18U, or on deferred payments 5% extra; one-
quarter deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments,

-

Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton R,d., London. [9089

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL EUBY New 3h.p., spring frame; list price

£120, our price £99.—Eatclifle Bios., 200. Gt.
Portland St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0427

"IQ16 2i[,h.p. Royal Ruby, "Villiers, new tyres, fully
-t-^ equipped, ride awav anywhere; £29/10; photo.
—181. Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [8851

1019 Roj'al Euby Combination, 6-3h.p., all-chain
-Lt/ drive, well equipped: makers' price £235, accept
£106: excLanges.—60. -Wallingford Av., N. Kensington

[8657
31i.p. Royal Ruoy, spring frame, 2-speed, clutch, aii<!

, kick starter, equipped with Tan-Sad pillion seat,
tamps, mechanical horn, etc.. very little used, imd con-
dition as new; a b.aigain,- £100 : may be obtained "on
Harrods deferred payment system.—Harrods, Ltd., 118.
Brompton Rd., London. [9088

Rudge.

£92.—Clark, 7,

London.
RUDGE I.O.M. Mnlti, new, __ _

tioo Rd., South Kensington

1Q20 3i,ih.p. Rudge. I.O.M., mileage
J-iT £95.^Dunn, 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I.

Sih.p. Rudge,
2 condition

:

1Q17 SVjh.p. Eudge Multi, lamps, hofn,
-*-•-' con<Iition, licence paid: £60.—Cobby,

RUDGE Multi Combination, S^.h.p..
nieal order; what oilers?—Carej

-tt^ cellent condition;

Exhibi-"
[8960

50 only

;

[9019

T|Q12 Rudge, free engine, new tyres, licence paid;XU £28.-3, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X6111

1920. LO-M., mileage 800,^ perfeit
£85.—Bla.xland, Oriel. Oxford. [8336

RUDGE 1914 3i,L>h.p., e.wellent condition, eolo; £70,
or near offer.-Birdwowl, 19, Corfton Ed., Ealing.

[8420

1 Q 20 Rudge Multi, few weeks' running, like new;
-Li' bargain, £85.—Outwood, King's Av., Maiden,
8,W. [8330

excellent
paid: £60.—Cobby, Felphani.

Jiognor. -
[8322

perfect mecha-
arey, Portmarnock,

Dublin. [8635

RUDGE Multi Combination. 3'Ah.v.. 1916. lamps,
etc.; £65.—Eowe, ^5, Lower Addiscombe Ed..

Croydtm. [8269

clutch, lamps, horn, complete.
£42.-134, Eavensbury Ed.,

[8892

coachbuilt sidecar, all in ex-
price £60.—Wellord, St.

[8719

acetylene and electric lighting,

^
'"'

. very little used; £80,
ofler—61, Argyle Ed., Ilfoid. [8508

RUDGE Canoelet Combination, believed 1914, per-
fect running order, tax paid: must sell; £60.—

P.vndford. 43. Eacton EiV. Fulhaiu. [8379

TO 20 S'/^h.p. Eudge Multi, only ridden few hundred
-L*/ miles, lighting set and horn, etc.; £100, or near
'.tt-i--,1eur)e, UIKiiiei Kd.. Woithjng. [8359

RUDGE Multi 1920 Skjh.p. I.O.M. Model speedo-
meter. Tan-Sad; £95.-Parkcr's, Bradsh;iwgat6.

Ii<.lfoii, and' 245. Deansgate, Manchester. [X6032
Multi, perfect, only done 400-500

ops, tools, knee grips, etc., tax gaid;
90 gns.—Harris, Raylton, Westgate-on-Sea. [a6Ib

1 Q20 Rudge Combination, Lucas lamps, horn, un-
J-ff scratched; £70.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd..
.South Kensington 'Phoue : Kensington 3709. [9038
1020 I.O.M. Rudge T.T.. fine order, TMiller lamps
S.»J horn, etc.; £85/10; exchanges.-Homac's 243
Lower Clapton Rd., Dalston. 'Phone: Dalston 2408

[8939
TJDDGE I.O.M., 1920. mileage 800. oveihauled bv
-It makers, very last, with or without lightweight side-
car: £80.-L. West, 71. Xorbury Orescent, Norburv,
S.W.I 6. [0376
1020 I.O.M. Eudge T.T., as new, Lucas lamps,
^jy ' owev sneedometer, guaranteed; £90; exchanges.
-Homac's, 243. Lower Clapton Rd., Dalston. 'Phoua:
lJal^TM„ 2408. [8938 I

RUDGE Mnlti, 1915,
goes splendidly;

Eaihlisld. S.W.

Rudge Multi
silent

James's St.. Brighton,

1019 Eudge SViih.p.",
-fi-t/ tools, good condition,

-I Q20 T.T. Rudge
-L«/ miles, lamps,

ABSOLUTE
PROTECTION
is yours when you buy "GOOD SERVICE"
ALL WEATHER OUTFITS. We have

just the thing for any emergency.

Look at these : ^
HANDLE-

Tan Chrome Leather, lined furry fief ce .. 50,-
Best Quality Black Mackintosh, Imed curl

fleece 25 ,'-

Ditto, lined woollen tweed 19 '6

Ditto, lined cloth tweed 15'6

Best Qvlity Khaki Mackintosh, lined cloth
tweed -14,6

p'or lin. and ^-iu. Handle-bars.

BROOKS (Patent) SPRING LEGGINGS.

J

These Leggings are
firmly held in place
by spring clips below
knee and above
inkle. Afford com-
plete protection, and
ir-e very quickly put

on and off.

The Service Model II. Holder is the best value
in the trade—substantially made to. Govern-
ment specification. Si:pp]ied with clip or
plate fitting. XZ9 All Black 2/6

XZ7 Plated 5/3
Can also be fitted flush to sidecar body. Post free.

The Service Model VII. Holder is the same as
that supplied to the A.C.U. Single stud fixing

'—fitted with clip for handle-bar—alumin-
ium finish . . XZ4 (post free) 3,/9

The Service Populai HoliJer, made in alumin-
ium is legally correct, has a clip for the_

handle-bars or forks, and costs only 2/3
post free, XZ12.

ervice(mnpaffi.....;i'^

289-293,HiCH Holborn
LONDON, W.C.

Best Quality, Fawn Waterproof Mackintosh.
Short Pattern . . 28 6 I

Ditto. Hip Extension 42 6
|

Best Quality, Black Rubber-proofed Cloth.

Short Pattern 32 '-

Ditto Hiji E-\tension ., ,,, 47'-
Slatc six ot call.

BE CAREFUL!
and do not get caught. GET IT NOW. There is

safety in the "Service" Licence Holder.

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbot- at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAI.t.

Rudge.
1 Q20 (late) Eudge Multi, I.O.M., lamps, horn, T

[

-Itt^ sad, knee grips, licence, little used, as m
\

snip, 85 gns.—8b, \Varwlck Square Mews, Claren(
St., Westminster. t9(

RDDGE-WHITWORTH, coachbuilt sidecar, 19
3VA^-V-> 2-speed gear, accessories, good mecha

I

eal order; £45.—Ta,vlors, Ltd., 52, Susses Place, S.W
Phone : Kensington 7260. - [0'

WANTED, fSO.-Hudge Multi coaclibuilt ccmbi
tiour engine No. 11813, clutch model, hii

Klaxon, 5-6ii.p. : lide 50 miles for cash.—Brignull, W
gate, Rillington, -Yorks. [8;

3ih.p. 1920 Eudge Multi, I.O.M. Tourist Trop
2 complete with lamps, speedometer, knee gri

and accessories, as new, in perfect order; bargain, £
—King, Post Office, Arlesey, Beds.

.
[8f

RUDGE llulti 3i,ih.p. Combination, l)elie\ed 1915-
speedometer, lamps, horn, tools, etc., good mechi

.ill conilition, tyres good, low, comfortable sidec

£57,'10,-104a, Finchley Ed., N.W.3. Hamp. 7822,
[8!

1 Q20 Stih.p. Eudge Multi T.T. Touring Model,
-L*^ ridden 500 miles, new condition throughout, c(

plete with brand new Mills-Fulford Skiff sidecar; £1
—P. J. Evans. 81-91, John Bright St., Bimunghjn

[S'

"Id 20 Rudge Multi 7-9h.p. Combination, d
Jl*J guaranteed, October. Hunt's electric accur

lator lighting, not done 300; cost £200 (rece

shown), will sell for £125.—Wellord. St. Jamesii
Brighton. [8'

"IQ16 Rudge Multi Combination, 3i,ih.p., recen
X»7 completely overhauled and re-enamelled IJ

colours, fully equipped, in perfect condition throu
out; write for full particulars; £70 lowest"; or excha
late model solo Triumph, 8h.p. A.V.. or old G.I

Madoc. Pembroke College, Cambridge. [8

17n m.p.h.-Eudge Multi, I.O.M., Def.. 1919, ta

i yf enamelled orange, clutch, handleliar controll

extra air and ignition, large exhaust pii>e, scient

design, ^winner sidecar race Brookfands Meetinii J
lOtli, large uumber of wins hill-climbs and speed trii

condition excellent, tax paid; £85.—Kennedy, 116, H
St., Oxford. [8

Scott.

GIBE, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Scotts from stb

—•Phone : 852. [0'

-lOl^'-lS T.T. Scott, top-hole solo machine, .^nv

-Lt/ L'ltt, £50.-88, Lord St., Southport. [8S

IMMKDIATE Delivery 1921 Scott motor cycle ;

combination, in stock.—Millards, Chesterfield.
[41

lQ2a Scott Combination, 3in. t.vves, accessor!

i-tJ cheap.—Grimes, 13, Bruton Place, Bond
W.l. Mayfair 4792. [7;

"1Q20 Scott and Sidecar, lamps, horn, tools, sm
J-*y mileage, excellent condition; £150.—Erov
Grocer, March, Cambs. [85

SCOTT 1920, and sidecar, mileage 200, as new
equipped; £140. — Dunn's, 326, Euston E

N.W.I. jMuseum 5391. [5!

SCOTTS in Stock at Wellords, St. James's

Brighton; demonstration machine always av

able; all spares stocked. [8^

SCOTT 1920 Motor Cycle, in very good conditi

small mileage; cosh offer invited to clear.—M<

36, Parade, Leamington. .
- [8.

SCOTT 1921 brand new sporting model; £150; re;

to ride away.-Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsg

Av.. Camomile St., E.C.3.

SCOTT 1914, in splendid order, smart sidecar,

as new, hood, screen, electric; quick sale.

Bunting's, Exchange, Wealdstone. ..-^

SCOTT 1920 T.T. Model, sportiirg sidecar,

somely finished, fastest lot on the road;

terms if required.—Bunting's, Wealdstone.
Sundays.

SCOTT, engine 3032, gears, radiator 1915, remaini

1920, C.A.V. mag., Cox'--\tmos carbnrett

perfect condition, fast and reliable; going cheap
cash.—-Apply for fuller particulars to Storrar, E..^^

Netlieravon.
"- [S

SCOTT Combination, in the pink of condition,

gistered late 1917, new chains and' spares, la

etc.. good tvres, little used: price £90, or near'

or exchange for higher power, not earlier than 191
Brockbauk, Printer, Garston, Liverpool. [X5!

SPORTING Scott, delivered Aug.. 1919, and lecei

completely overhauled at works, frame, tank,- :

radiator 1920 pattern, footrests, Binks. 3in. Dunlop
back wheel, everything in good order, epare chain,^ j

inner tube; £105, or very near offer.-D. Smith. "'

Motor Cycle" Offices, Coventry. [X5i

Singer.

SINGER 2h.p., runiiing order; £8; Cambiidfc—

1

1,808. c/o r/ie Motor Cycle. '.S'.

Sparkbrook.

NEW 2V'h.p. Sparkbrook, "Villiers engine, single sp

£69, '2-speed £75, or ou Harrods unique easy r

inent system, 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromi'
Rd.. London. .

_
[9r

SPAEKBRO'O-K 2'',h.p., 2-speed, the lightweight 1

an ultra finish, as makers' specifications, si

soiled; at gieatlv reduced price; now is the time
bnv.—Mehes. 154-156. Gt Portland St.. W.l. Pho
3426 Mayfair. ['

10(

aim
£60
[90

ha:

£1!
Clo;

[90
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MOTOR CYCLES
Sun.

irN-VILLIERS. in good order, 2-spced
^ rark St., Wellington, Salop.

917 2-stroke 2-speed Sun, requires lew adjust-

ments. with lamps, horn, etc.; £23, or

!

:arest.-Gibb3, Oundle. [8992^

IAS Paid Sun-Vite:-se,
' 2-spe«I gear box, fully

etjuipped. splendid condition; £35, sacrifice

lover St., Hnckney Wick.

TEW 2i'.li.r. Suu-VitesEC. 2.6troke eneinc, sicgio

' speed, £52,'10, ditto witli clutch and kick starter.

70: liidy's model ditto, £73: or on Hiinods' un:qu.

iwiyment system -4% e.Ktra.—Harrods, Ltd..

roiiipton IM., Loudon.

-10,

[8644

118.1
[9092

W

Sunbeam _^
^EVV 1920 Sunbeam 3i,!,h.p. Solo; £155/8; in stock.

^ -Randall, Andovcr. [0366

M.'CHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—3V3h.p.
Sunbeam, new 1921 model, just delivered;

155/8. [8919

•UXUEAM 1920'3;5h.p. Model, equal to new: £140.-
' Parker's. Bradshawgat«, Bolton, and 245, Deans-
tc. llaneliester. (X6037

921 3',2h p. T.T. Sunbeam, delivery date guaranteed
nest monrh; oSeis under list; particulars.—Bo.\

796, c/o The Volar Cycle. [8481

't'XBEAM Brand New 3i,.',ll.p., Bolo model, complete
> with Lucas lamps and horn; £157; 10.—The \Vq1-

11 fiarase, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [4008

921 3'/2h.p. Sunbeam Combination in stock for im-
mediate delivery: makers' list price.-J. Smith

d Co., 52-54. Harapstead Bd., N.W.I. [0353

UNBEAMi 2"-.ih.p., K.S.. clutch, new piston, con.
' nccting rod fitted, makers" parts, good condition;
70.-Bayley, Ileathfield Place, llalilax. [X6124

fili-p. Sunbeam and sidecar, black and gold, 1915,
''i Bosch, absolutely a no-troublo machine: £90
lOt <n..ih.—L. Fieaman, Beehive. Weymouth. [8198

920 Sunbeam, standard model, guaranteed as now.
mileage about 400. complete with Lucas titting..*;

si cheque £140.-King, Butcher, Guildford. [8186

920 3'/.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas lamps.
BinSs. perfect condition, 3,000 miles; £170.—

.idj, I'enlydee. Shaftesbury St., Stockton-on-Tecv
[8189

ilJO Sunbeam 3'^h.p., brand new, in stock; £155;
-•' evchanges or easy payments accepted.—llomac's,

Lower Clapton' Rd., Dalston. 'Phone: Dalstnn.

108. [8940

in the pink ol

Cowey speetio-

a reui" bargain,
[8751

919 Sunbeam 3',vh.p. Combination,
cnntlitinn. sei of Lucas' lamps,

eler. sp:ire tyre, tube, and valve;
155.-58. Manor Rd., Rugby.

920 3^ih.p. Suobcani Ccmbination, electric light-

ing, pptjedcmetcr. horn, etc., mileage ncgligibli:?;

new £225. acL-ept £185.—RatcliOe Bros.. 200. GL
ortland St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0435

ATK 1920 Sunbt-oin 3i{;h.p. Combination, ab6ohit4?ly

i> new not run 50 lulles. Lucas beet horn and
nps also <i:.«»odoiiieter and Cowey mechanical horn

:

EO, finifk sale.—Bnren, Hylands. Kendal, [8202

920 Sunbeam 3>^li.p, Sports, electric lighting, 8in,

head lamp, perfect condition, unscratched.
ecial sporting sidecarr with locker, new this month:
55; will separate.— 2. Kenyon Rd., Wigan. [8687

[UNBE.\M,—Wd arc Wolverhampton agents, Sparc
li'-rt;. in slo(.k. Repair; and overhauls. E^timat'-s

I request for w-enaroelline and plating. — Tht
oITn'?ux Garage Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel. :

60. [3458

rNBEAM, 1920. SV^h.p.. sporting racdel, Lucas
ilectric head and tail lamp with battery, horn,

atford speedometer, Amac and B. and B. carburetlers.
rellcnt condition ; ,£125.—Siddeley, Cracklev, Kenil-
.rth. [X6194
[E\V 8h.p. Sunbeam, unused. Lucas JVIagdyno com

plcte. Sunbeam chassis. Sandum Duo car. wind
een, hood, apron. «>pare wheel, discs all wheels;
£296. accept £285.— 17.' Marlborough Rd.. Brad-

d. Yorks.
'

[8684

920 (Sept.) 3",2h.p. Sunbeam, with Henderson Elite
sidecar, luxurious combination, mileage neglig-

all lamps, sidecar and rear electric, horn, leg-
ields, etc.; seen any time; cost ;£220, £190. or near

-Show, CO 22, Blackburn Ed., Haslingden. fl>)

[X6083
UNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., Lucas Magdyno light

ing set and horn, hood with aide curtains, wind
n, luggage carrier, leg shields, handle-bar muffs.
r:i!eape 500. condition absolutely as new; ccil

8S; £240.— Hewin"a Garages. Ltd'., the Real Service
Taunton. 16302

Q 20 S'nh.p. Sunl>cnin Combination, new Julr 30tli.
*' Knetitit: screen, C-owey trip speedometer, P. and
la-jips, separate generators, horn, spare inner tul>e.

nplete set tools, perfe(4^ condition, very small inJle-
in.sured to Aug. 4th, 1921, owner abroad; price

70 —Anna-Valley Motor Co., Andover. [8266
'105 ,Tas Paid).—Sunbeam combination. 3Hh.p.. 1915
' CB. cTincelet sidecar, overhauled Jan., co5t £20."
einal tyrr;? jn-^t renewed, lamps, horn, speedometer,
B. inirfor. t^pare tube.= and parts, insured to Sept.,
hante^l in perfe-^t condition, anv trial, owner bonslit

S'lnt^am.- Qace. 22. Woodfield Ed.. Ealing W.5
K>L.-- P.kM 857 [8516

Price £8 8 Carriage
Paid.

PATENT AUTO.MATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
Don't Scrap

an old Engine,
but give it a

NEW LEASE OF LIFE

by fitting the

World - famed

Philipson Pulley.

Entire]}^ Free from trouble-

some and weight\' compli-

cations—only two working
parts — no levers, rods,

wheels, etc., to worry about.
Simply takes the place of

the ordinary pulley. One
nut secures the complete
gear to the engine. Can be
fitted without any alter-

ations to most direct belt-

driven engines in a few
minutes.

For hill-chmbing it is un-
surpassed. Makes mount-
aineering easj'.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Send for Ilhislrated Booklet.

Philipson 8r Co., Ltd.,

Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 40 y^arj )

MOTOR CYCI.KS FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

L.\TE 1919 3',.ili.r>. .Sunbeam Combination, Lucas
horn, mirror and acetvlene lamp, accumulator

lor rear and sidecar, muirs, Wattord trip, spare'valve,
chain. 2 unused retreads, 2 inner tubes, carefully driven,
excellent condition: first cheque £145; refund if trial
considered unsatisfactory.—Rev. W. II. Thomas. Wnr-
wicl: School. Warwick. [X5817
QIU2<SEAM Combination. Sh.p. Sunbeam cnsine, De
*^ Luxe Sunbeam sidecar, coach painted snxo l)]ue.
upholstered real leather. 2 wind screens (dash and Enst-
mg). hood, luggage grid, spare wheel, leg-shields, extra
brajce, ilagdyno electric light and horn, perfect condi-
tion, finest outfit in the Jllidlauds; £225.—Eggintou,
76, Earlsbiiry Gauleus, Hirchttclds, Bi-.niiughnm.

[xeois
T.A.C.

4-Cri,. T.A.C. Combination, cylinder.': reground, new
tyros: £40.—Hoycs, 4, Wonvick Chambers, Ken-

sington; \V.8. [8278
T.D.C.

"IQ18 T.D.C. 2-stroI.o. speed, lamps, and horn: £29.
J.»^ -Dunn. 326. Euslon Rd.. N.W'.l. [9020

Torpedo.
1 Q 15 (late) Torpedo 2'^h.p. 2-stroke. B. and D.
-Lt/ carburetter, new back cover and tube, wheels
2Gx2','i. nil new bearings and rings; nearest offer to
£35 secures.—G. Brame. Mere St.. Diss, Norfolk. (8873

TrlumDh.
"pBIDMPH Model H and S.D..

Blackwood, Mon.
from stock.— Chflston.

[8737

[X5350

in stock.—
[0365

ALL 1921 Triumph aiodcls in stock.—I'temier Jllotor
Co.. Biruiinglinm.

TV'EW 1921 TiiumpU S.D. Solo; £140;
-l-* Rjindall. .\ndover.

NEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Combination; £195; in

stock.-Randall. Andover. [0364

TntmiPn 3".(.h.p.. splendid order; £18.-57, Ken-
bnry St., Ciimbeiwell. London. (8884

"I Oil F.E. Triumph. Grndo. splendid condition.—i" SavQgo. Walton Hoath, Surrey. [X6101

41i.p. Triumph Solo: £100.—Tel. : JIuseum 5266.-
A.S.C.. 60. Slorlimcr St.. W.l. (9061

TRItTMPII 1912. clutch model, fully equipped, trial;

£29.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. (8810

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. 3-speed, perfect condition; £45.—
Sinclair, Blcncatbni, Wliltou-on-Thames. [8848

IQlt Triumph. J-spoed, clutch, now tyres, faultless;
-!-«/ £46.-3, Park St., Wellington, Salop. (X6110

1 021 4h.p. Triumph, unused and nnregistercd;
Lif £120.-J. Smith. Hampstend Rd., N.W.I. (9033

£90.—Triumph 1918 combination, lamps, screen, etc.

-Grimes. 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. [7344

TRIIIMPn 1918 Counteriihaft 4h.p., new conditiuu

;

£75.-76, Herongato Rd., Wanstcnd I'aik. (8727

ARTHUR G. DAW. W.D. 4h.p. countershaft Tri-

umph, Sspecd. clntch; £70.-114. Briiton Hill.
(8820

BVBY Triumph, November, 1919. e.^cellent condi-

tion, hardly used; best offers.-Bcesley. Exmouth.
[8206

SINGLE Geared Triumph, good condition, comiUete

;

bargain, £38.-3, Coopers Lane, Grovo I'urk, Keat.
[8386

BVBY Trinnlph. fiplendi.l condition, licence paid

;

£50.-Copus. 26. Halstend St., Brixton, S.W.9.
[8470

31 h p. 1911 Triumph, rc.enamelled. plated, tyre.'^,

a carclally used; £26.-3. Park St., Wellington.

Salop. " [X6113

TRIUMPH, 1917. 3-fpoed. C.S.. hand clutch, as new;
£70; ofler.—61, Kensington Av., East Hani

Station. [8515

1 Ci20 4h.p. Triumph Combination, all accessories:

LtJ £120, or nearest offer.—Atkinsr^8, West Park.

EUham. • (8748

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. ex W.D.. countershaft, nceessorics,

reeently rebushed, excellent : £68.-4, Green St.,

Cambridge. [8789

TRIUMPH. 4h.p., countershaft. 1920. brand new:
£120 — Dunn's, 326. Euston Rd., N.W.I.

Mujeum 5391. [553!

T'RIUMPHB.-
A fine selection of Triumphs in stock,

fully guaranteed; inspection invited.—Ross, 86.

High Ed., Lee. 15671

TRIUMPHS, new Model H. also Junicr; also second-

hand clutch model, £40.-Bunting, Motor Ex-

change, Wcaldstone. (9027

1 018 Triumph Canoelet Combination, privately owned,

LtJ in lieautifnl condition: best ofler over £100.—

475. O.xJord St., W. (843;

TRIUMPH 1913 3V;h.p., T.T. bars, good condition;

£43.—Parker's, Bradshnwgat; Bolton, and 245
llPansgatJ?, Manchester.

' (X6041

-| Q20 Model Junior Triumph, all accessories,

1.U condition: £50.—Apply, Russell, Spring

Tpnburv Wells, Wouester. [824 £

21 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft model. In stook

II XV for immediate delivery.—J. Smith and Co,
i-62.54. Hampstead Rd.. N.W.I. (035^

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of e.nch ndvertisement, and the dote of the issue. B=!I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

rpEIUMPH 1913 S'/^li.p., clutch, Bosoh, lamps, tools,A IClnxoi],. perfect Tunoing; £35; tas paid.—58.
Upper Tulse Hill, Brixton Hill. [8504

TEIUMPH 1915 Clutch Model,- Pplendid condition,
xeeentiy ov-erhauled ; best -OTei £45.—D. A Smith.:

Tiie Old Place, Swanley, Kent. [8335
''PRIUMPH, late 1919, coimtershaft, mileage 1.500,i untarnished. Coney, Tan-Sad, spares; £105.—
l^ongall, Photoerapher, S\''rexham. - [8845

TRIUMPH, all models in stock, W.D., fully guaran-
teed by makers; £105.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St., W. Maylair 5042. [0436

1 CI13 Tiinmpli, clutch. Grado. speedometer, lamp?.
A*^ running order; £56/10.—Diaper and Tebbutt,
Engineers, Hackleton, Northants, , . [8344

TRIUMPH 1921 Model H, new in January and only
done 170 miles, uuscratclied, tax paid; £115, or

nearest.—Tippen, Marden, Kent.

TRIUMPH 1914 31/oh.p.-. clutch, 3-speed liirb, C.B.
sidecar: best ofter : Triumph, 1911 solo-,- £23.—

Webb, Hillbrow, Hcathfield, Sussex. [8315

j(ftll Triumph, 3V>h.p. clutcTi model, overhauled, new
X*/ tubes, tyre, and belt; £25.—Cornwall Houee, Weat-
groye, Hersham, Walton-on-Thames. [8529

TRIUMPH 1918-19, countershaft, speedometer, and
aeceaiorjes complete, sound 'throughout ; £90

;

week-ends—64, Ballock Rd., Catford. [8417

TRIUMPH, 3V'li-P'. lamps and hoin, etc., in splen-
did condition ; £28 for quick sale.—Moffatt, 139.

Burntwood Lane, Earlsfield,,. S.W.17. [8613

j Q20 Triumph Combination, "mileage 400, weli
J-i/ equipped, exceptional engine; £130; esclianges.
—60, Wallingford Av., N. Kensington. [8656

1 Q19 Triumph, bulbous eidecar '[not W.D.I, tyres
M-iy new, lamps. Klaxon, tools, spare chain, belt,

valves, etc.; £95.-106, Church St., CheWea. [8788

1-Q21 Triumph All-chain Combination, mileage 100,
M.*y lamps, horn; cost £195,, bargain, £152.—Clark,
7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington, London. [8957

TRIUMPH Sporting Model, excellent condition, tool-

box, horn, spare belt, trame dropped, countershaft
tauli; £35, oflers.— 5, Thames View, E. Molesey. [83.92

TBIUJN^rPH Combiniition, 3 speeds, hood, screen,, elec-

tric liphting, epeedometer. mechanical • condition
new; £78.-116, Croyland Rd., Lower Edmonton. [8277

1 d 20 Triumph Gloria Coml)inatiou,
'

electric light.

-l-«7 practicallv new; oflers wanted for cash.—Box
268, Rays Agency, 18, Charing Ci'oss Rd^ W.C.2. [8348

"1 Ql'^ Triumph, .4h, p., 3-speed hub, horn, Cowey epeed-
-i-iJ ouietej', Gloria spring wheel sidecar. Model 2,

good condition ; £70.—Selton, New Maiden, Surrey.
[8564

1 Q21 4h.p. Triumph, run 150 -miles only, £115;
Ji*y brand new. in stock, £127/10-; all chain drive
model. £140.-Arthur G. Daw. 114. Brixton IJill.

[8821
TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1914 3-speed Sturmey hub

gear, hand clutch, splendid condition, complete
lamps; £^9.—Gougb. 248. Drakeiell Rd., Brockley.

[9083
TRIUMPH 1918 Combination, overhauled, new

bearings. 2 lamps. Klaxon, tools, £4 tax paid;
£115.—M., 46, Clarendon Rd., Putney, S.W.15.

[8689
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3V>li-P-. b.b.c clutch, new car-

buretter, good appearance, and " mechanically
sound; £47.-121, Letchmore Rd., Stevenage, Herts.

[6609

"I
Q13 Triumph, new dropped frame and tank. Philip-

Xt7 son pulley, excellent condition, -privately owned;
£45, offers.-Seen, Avenue Garage, Second Avenue,
Hove. r8679

1 Q20 4h.p" -ITriumph, Gloria sidecar, hood, screen,
J-9J Tan-Sad. Cowey horn, all lamps, spares, tools,

splendid condition; £160.-134, Commercial St., Shore-
ditch. [X5995

1Q18 Triumph, brand new Swan sporting sidecar,
Xft/ lamps, and horn; £83.—Edwards, 50. Harring-
ton Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone : Kensington
3709. [9039

TRIUMPH 1919 Combination, coachbuilt, hood,
screen, la;mps, and various spares, never repaired

in any way; £105.—K., 38, Marlow Rd., Anerley,
S.E.20. [9079

"I Q14 Tiiumph, 3-speed, clutch, horn, lamps, tools,
J-*J insurance, just returned from makers, condition
;is new, £30 lor renovation; £65, bargain.—140, Whip-
pendell Rd.. Watford. [8435

1 Q20 Triumphs.-A few slightly shop-soiled machines
-B- «>^ £it greatly reduced prices, solo and sidecar. Wnte
i'n spefinl clearance bargain list.-The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X5351

1 Q19 Counterr^haft Triumph, fully equipped, in per-
XJJ feet condition throughout; exchange with cash
for w.c. Morgnn-Jap, condition immaterial, or eell £105.
—Box 1,795, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8480

1 Q 1 9 Countershaft Triumph and Gloria, Miller,
X*? Klaxon, Cameo, Tan-Sad, and other fittings, per-
fect, wants seeing; buviug car; £140; Reiaate.—Write
Z.S. 513, c/o Deacons, Leadenhall St.. London. [X6059

TRIUMPHS.-We £:r6 the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery. Chain drive, chain-

cum-belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Muswell
Hill, i!^.10: and at Woodside Parade, North Finchlev,

[0382

Sole Distributors for

Readin
Standard

The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle

PRICES.
Solo

Comb. Standard

de Luxe
with PLUS
a Single or

£184
£229
£270
ONE

Sidecar, a Single or Double Seater

at will £250
Above prices include DynamoLighting
(not combined with magneto)^ all

Electric Lamps, Electric Horn, Shock
— Absorber, Covsrall Apron, etc. —

A Single or Double-Seatei* Side-
car at will

Deliveries have commenced vvith fittings complete
for attachment to the uudermentioned makes

of cycles

—

Reading Standard, Sunbeam, 3.V and 8 h.p.
Zenith, Enfield, Harley-Davidson,
Triumph, Douglas, 4 h.p. Blaclcburne 8
h.p.,B.S.A., 4 and 6-7 h.p. Rudge, 6 h.p.
Henderson, Excelsior (American), British
Excelsior, Indian, Ace, Matchless,

A.J.S., James.

NEW AND USED MACfflNES
IN STOCK.

1920 Big Four NORTON Comb.
1921 B.S.A.6-7 h.p. " Plus One "Co nib

1920 LEA-FRANCIS 3* h.p. Solo

1920 MORGAN, aero body.
1920A.B.C., Wagdyno, speedometer.

1 9 1 9 HENDERSON Solo or Comb.
1920 HARLEV 7-y h.p. electric Comb
1920 HARLEY 7-9h.p. acetylene Comb.
1920 MATCHLESS dynamo Comb
1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Comb.
1921 NEW HUDSON 2} h.p. Solo.

1921 ACE electric Solo.

192 1 ACE electric Comb.
192 1 EMBLEM 4-5 h.p. twin Solo

1920 RUDGE 3J IJ.p- Solo.

ALL THE ABOVF ARE AT
SPECIALLY REDUCED PRICES.

89,Gt Ri^landl
Street London;

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

'pHIUMPH 1921 Models in stoeU for iiumP']i
J- delivery, exchange.s an-anged; also Triumph
models, renovated by maker?, just deliveipd. as n*
£105.—Kagles and Co., Hish St., Acton, London.

[X6:
-|Q20 (May 17th) 4h-p.- Model H. Tiiumph.
-L*J Douglas sidecar, Cameu screen and apron, 1

generators, and horn complete, condition equal to nt
£155.—James Coulteit, 12, Main St., Kirkuy Lonsd;

£110.—Triumph 1919 Luxurious Combination, ai

lutely like new, every expensive accessory,
sured; or e-'^change dvnamo lighting 2-seater.— 3,
Mews, Victoria Ed., Ciai^ham, S,W.4. 'Phone: Lat
mere 4290.

4 h.p. Triumph, 1919, S-speed, K.S., lamps, h(

spar© "belt, discs, tools, etc., semi-T.T; bars, 1

exliaust, just overhauled, excellent condition, rere
tered; £100, or nea;.- ofier.—Tupling, 3, Alderley
Hoylake, Cheshire. * [8:

TRIUMPH Combination, renovated 1920, 3 mon
old, Mills-Fulford sidecar, lamps, horn, k

grips, spare covers and tubes, long nickel exhai
wind screen; £125 cash; in perfect order.~J. B>
Church Aston, Newport, Salop. [8i

1 Q19 Triumph. 4h.p., 3 speeds.' clutch and k
J- tP starter, with new Swan sporting sidecar,
lamps, speedometer, absolutely as new; must be s

to be appreciated; £130.~Honiac's. 243^ Lower Clap
Kd., Dayton. 'Phone: Dal^ton 2408. [8!

1 017 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed coun
-S-«y shaft, complete with lamps. Klaxon, etc., g
tyies, perfect running' order, grey sidecar. Easting w
eei'een, luggage cfirrier; £80 for quick sale.—Wr
Philpot. 82, 'VVoodgrange Av., N". Finchley. [8'

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, W.D., entirely re

vated, complete all equipment, lamps, Cov
horn, tools, spare belt, cover, tube, chain, valves, i

sidecar; anv trial; owner going abroad.; £11(
Write, D., 138, Dalmeny Av., Norbugy, S.W. [81

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., countershaft model, £127/
4h.p,, Type W.D.B., £105; 4h.p., all-chain dv

£140 : 4h.p., fixed engine, sporting. £105.—Cambri
agents for Triuniphe, Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. 32-

Green St.. Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A.: Bicycles.
[9'

WAUCHOPE'S, 9 Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—.T

4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo, delivery from stc

£127/10; also new 1921 4h.p. Triumph combinati
all-rhain drive. £195; new 4h.p. 1921 Triumph s

all-chain, £140; and 4h.p. W.D. Triumph solo. £l
also 1920 4h.p. Triumph combination, £150; 4

Triumph. 1915, £65. [8

TRIUMPHS.—1918 3-speed countershaft model, fi

equipped, £85; 1916 countershaft model, £
1919 Baby 2-stroke, £55; 1914 3-speed hub gear,

complete, £35 ; Dunlop heavy covers, 26x2^'s, ii

35/-; Wood-Milne heavy, new, 32/6; aeroplane i

pellers, new, 2-bladed 4/6, 4 blades 10/-; all ab
plus carriage.—Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd., Upper Ho
way, N.19. - [X6(

Velocette.

VELOCETTE, 1921. in stock at Welfords,
James's St., Brighton, [S'

l Q16 Velocette, 2-speed, fully equipped, good ty
J-*y go" anywhere, tank renovated; £31; photo.—

1

Newtcn Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [B-

O 'DONOVAN Motors are sole London and dist

agents for the wonderful Velocette; immed'
delivery.—O'Donovan Motors, 76a, Gt. Portland
W.l. ' [4'

IMMEDIATE Delivery can be given of the lam
Velocette, 1921 model, ,2i4h.p., 2-speed, all-ch

drive; £75.—Agents ; W. Sparrow, Ltd., Osbo
Garage, Yeovil. [K

VELOCETTE.—Immediate delivery of new 1!

Model D2. 2-speed. £75; Model DL2, ladi

£78; I\Iodel D3, 3-speed, £85.—Sole Birming
agents. The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
mingham. [9(

Verus.

VERUS, Blackburne 25ih.p.. 2-speed, K.S.,
£85.—Clark. 7. Exhibition Rd., South

sington. London. ' [8!

£35 down .and 8 monthly payments of £7/10 secu
a brand new shop-soiled 1920 ,Verus-Blackbu

2-speed 2^4b. p.— Maudes' (below).

£40 down and 8 monthly payments of £8/15 secu

a brand new 4h.p. 3-speed Verus-Blackburnt
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.. W.l, and Paris
Exeter. If these larices do not interest you, read
column and back cover atlveitisements, and you will

our other oilers. [8

1020 Veriis-Blackburne, 2^f:,h.p., 2-speed, F.E.. 11

-Lt/ clutch, K.S., speedometer, lamps, general

mechanical horn, knee grips, spare chain, all practice

brand new, unscratched. cost £120; best^offer over £
—Moore. Central Fire StatioiT, Woodford Green. [8:

VERUS-BLACKBURNE 4h.p. Combination, i

Dec. 17th, 1920, fuUy equipped, lamps, mechi
cal horn, spares, including 1921 tax. as new; neai

£110; sell separately; good reasons for selling; :

trial except Sundajrs.—35, WelUaouse Rd., Barno
wick. [9t

Victoria.

VICTORIA, April, 1920, 2541i.p. Villiers, 2-spf

lamps, tools, spares, etc., complete; £60; w
evenings after 7.—Lyall. 18, Trafalgar Rd., Mose
Biraaiugham. ,

f^;

B^2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Vindec.

rlNUEC, 8h.p. J.A.P., Amiatrong 3-s[)eed, lamps,

/ horu, speedometer, tools, spares, 2-seuter sidecar,

ood, screens nil good order: 80 gns. ; by appointment.—

Jarry, 20, Falcon Grove, Clapliam Junction. [8539

Werner.
[X7ERNEK l^b.p., good tyres, coil, pedol start, com-
VV pk-te and ready Jor tie road; flO; well packed

od put on rail free.—P. H. White, 62, High St.,

lingston, Surrey. 892a

Wilkin
rt/TLKIN, Models B and D4, shop-soiled; at greatly
V" reduced prices; now is the time to buy.—Mcbe?,
154-156, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'Phone: 3426 May-
f3ir. , [8376

STTILKIN, 2%h.p., special competition machine,
Vt winner of special awards in Ilkley, Scott, and
3amborland trials, never been beaten in open com-
ietition, 3-speed gear, all-chain, cush drive, guaranteed
IS new ; first cheque 90 gns. secures.—G. W. Wilkin,
;/o Wilkin Motors, Onslow Rd., Sheffield. [X6123

Wiiliamson.
lI7ILLI.\MSON, 8h.p.,- oir- cooled, large C.B.,
Vt equipped regardless; offers or exchange.—29,
Selkirk Dd., Tooting. [8585

IQ14 8h.p, Williamson Coachbuilt Combination,
•-•^ water-cooled. 2 speeds. i:lutcli. kick start, lamps,
tc, excellent condition: bargain. £69.-436. Whiteliorse
Rd.. ThoiTiton Heath, S.E. [8807

1Q15 Water-cooled Williamson Combination, hood
X*/ and wind screen. Rushmore searchlights, car
..enerator. Zenith carburetter, horn, special mudshiclds.
disc wheels, tyres excellent, spare chains, very fast, 60
n.p.li. guaranteed, gear box just overhauled by makers,
eceipt shown, mileage about 5.000, guaranteed abso-
ntely perfe.t, a magnificent outllt: 120 cub.-Frederick

_ 00* 1. Park House, Cliurch Rd., Hanwell, W.7. [8871
'

rr/'ILLIAMSON' Comluniitiun, 1916, Ix-autilul outdt,
'» 8-lOh.p. Douglas engine, w.c., countershaft, kick ;

tarter, cush drive, spring fo^ititotirds, specHloiueter, lights
|

lood, screen, Tan-Sad, horn, etc., recent overhaul cost-

1

ng over £60 new crankshaft, pintous, gears, and chains,
also new 700x80 best tyres all round, drives like a
Bolls-Royce, and as silent, ciui crawl at 3 m.p.h. or pass
nnj-tlnug; hargain at 140 bus. ; lax paid: trial with
pleasure.- 17, rieorgc Lane, Woodford, E.ie. [8536

TAYLORS
Sole London and District

Agents for A. J.S. and British

Excelsior Motor Cycles.

GOODS ON APPROVAL.
We will willingly supply any goods on
approval, providing customers are agree-

able to pay carriage both ways in the

event of the articles being returned.

Wolf.
Sturmey 2-speod.IQ20 Wolf-Jap. Sturmey 2-speed. K.S.. Cowev,^v lamps, perfect: £48.—f;lnrk 7, Exhibition

[8958

IQ14 Wolf-J.ip 2'r4h.p., 3-si)eed hub, and good side-
-»-«' car, good order: £45. oilers.— O'. Salt, 3. Lord

Ktruria, Stoke-on-Tieut. [8343

1 Q 20 Shop-soiled Wolf Machines, fitted with Black-Xt/ burn© and J.A.P. engines, and .'^turmey-Archer
gear boxes; cheap to clear.—Tel. : Museum 6626.—
A.S.C.. 60. Mortimer St., W.l. [9062

Wooler.
T^OOIjKR, as makers' specifications, .*hop-soiled ; at
'» greatly reilueed price; now is the time to bnv.—
Mebcs 154-156, Of. Portland St., Wl. 'Phone: 3426
Mayfair. [8375

^TVOOLER 2--4h.p., 1920. plate.1 lamps. Cowey horn.;" Tan-Sad. makers' price £103, vcrv little used'
and last; bargain. £70.—Parsons, 1, i\cton Lane I

Chiswick. (8775 I

"II7AUCH0PE'S. 9, Shoo Lone. London, E C 4

—

/!,, .^y*''-. ^^'ooler 1921 tonring modeU from stock.
£^°inO- a\so 2,-ih.p. Wooler, 1920, *75; easy terms
one-hlth down and the remainder in 12 monthly pay-
ment '.

[892.1

Zenltli.

_JULIA>'S of Beading have Zenith in stock.

(8304
VFXITil 1921 Models.-W© are accepting orders tor
'-* early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—Below.
^EXITH 8b.p., 1920, Model H. shop-soiM ; in stock^ at greatly reduced price: now is^the tirue to buy.—

"Phono: 3426 1

[8377
I1QI7 4-5h.p. Twin Zenith, sportin? model, fully!X«^ equipped; £60.-3/. Arlington Rd., Surbiton.

_ 18802
yKNITH 6h.p. Sports Model, 1920. shop-.soiled. un-
t-l u.«ed; l.arcain. £118.-P. J. Evans, 8-1-91. John
Bri;;ht St., Birmingham. [8496

1 Q20 Zenith 8h.p. Combination, complete with
.*:_ i9.™l'^.^^°''!l' ''"^^ Clips. D.A. lighting; 139 gns

MehA-. 154-156
Maylair.

Gt. Portland St., W.l.

-283, Hills Rd., Cambridge. [8648

ONE of the few epedal 8h.p. o.li.v. model Zeniths,
recently overhauled. Cox Atmos; cheap, offers.—

Motors, Christ's College. Cambridge. [8467

GEN'UIXE Bargain.-Zenith 8h.p. sporting solo. 1920.
new; £125.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd. 24

WDcdstock St.. New Bond St.. W.l. [0319
1Q30 8h.p. Countershalt Zenith with Swan Sport-Xi/ ing .Sidecar, mileage 200 miles, cost £230; accept
£175. -J. Smith. Hampstea.l Rd.. N.W.I. [9031

VK.VITF Oomhination. 1920 Henderson sidecar, not l

'- ran 800 mile*; £145.-Taylors. Ltd.. 52. Sn.s.eoi
Pkl e, S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. [0408

LOW GENERATORS.
Motor Cycle size £2 17 t

Light Car size £4 10 t
Carriage 1 ;6. Full particulars sent free.

CAMEO WINDSCREENS.
Complete with Sule
without Wilancc, 55/-.

Val.-inco. 60/-; or
Carriage 2/-.

EASTIMQ WINDSCREENS.
£4 10s. Carriage aiul pacUing 4/- extra.

SIDECAR HOODS.
Hoods to fit any sidecar, complete with all

ttttiiigs. made of Airship fabric. Aluminium
finish. 60/-. Carriage 1/-,

STIRLING MUOSHIELDS
afford wonderful protection, and ar(.' easily
btted. 50/- and 60/- ix.t pair. Carriage 1 ;6,

JOHNSON'S DECARBONISER
will take the knock out of the dirtiest

engine without dismantling. 6/* and 10/6.

Carriage 4tf.

TAYLOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Set, comprising sUn. headlight, torpedo
sidecar lamp, and tubular tail lamp, all

complete, black finish, with bulbs. £4 9s. 6d.

per set. Packing and carriage 2/6.

STOP THIEF.
The Taylor thief-proof device, for attaching
to front forks of motor cycles. Complete
with Vale lock and two keys. Price 7/6.

Postage 4d.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms

—

Motor Cycle-' anij Cnn.
52-53, Sussex Place, South Ketuington.

.\c.-.,-^.orKji, Sfmr..- Part^ nnci R.-.iir^

21 a. Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I

Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.CI.
Gnnu.'c : Tottenham Court Road. W.l.

'Phones: Acccaoorics and Repaira. Museum J2I0
Motor Cjclcs and Cant, Knnsin,:t in 720).

T..1.-.TT.>i-: ri.'iTTii.-tro. W...qt.-..nt l.f*nd n."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenitli.

ZE.NITH Combination, S'.^h.p., perfect runninc order,
smart turnout; what offers ?—F. W. Heavens.

114. Dra.vcott .\v.. Chelsea. Thone : Ken. 137. (8564

IQIS 4-5h.p. Sports Zenith, speedometer, lamps, me-
^*y ehimiejil horn; £90.—Edwards. 50, Harrinpton
Rd.. South Kensington. 'I'hone : Kensington 5709.

[8173
1Q20 Snper Posh Zenith Countershaft Combination.
Jt-*y equipiied res.nrdless; cost £250, offers, exchang©
G.P. Morgjin.—ilannger. Old Waverley Hotel, Sonth-
rort. C8928

IQ20 Sh.p. Sporting Z«nith, lamps, liom. ir.itch, leg
J- «y Khieltt, knee grips. Binbs carburetter, run 500
miles, as hew; £110, no offew.—J. Turner, Cockshott
Hill. Beigate. [8287

ZENITH 1921 Models, orders now accepted for early
delivery; 1920 models at greatly reduced prices;

write or call.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W
Mayfair 5042. [0437

1Chl7 Zenith 4h.p. with Miltord sidecar, nil oeccs-
-Lt/ pories. in splendid condition: sacriflce, £75; es-

rhauge-i.—Horaac'B. 243. Lower Clapton Ed.. Dalston.

'Phone; Dalston 2408. [8942

6hp Zenith Combination, 1915, Dnnhill sidecar, kick

iitnrtcr, clutch, recently overhauled, new tyre,

.speednuifttcr, li.mpa, horus, licence piiid; £95.—Bogert-.
42, Chnrch Bd., Hendou. [8641

ZENITH Sh.p. Countershaft Conibiuation. engine No.

8/71564;E.E.1, completely equipped, many spares;

any trial, expert examination; as new; £155.—Ashmore.
Hylton, Uplier Wnrlingham, Surrey. 'Phono: Oernir'l

1589. t°*^^

NEW Sh.p. Zenith Model H Combination; £204, or

on dcicrrcd payments one-filth doiJosit, b.ilancc

by 12 monthly instalments, a small extra charge being

made tor credit terms.—Harrods. Ltd., 118, Bronniiton

Kd.. London. [9091

£135; Zenith 1920 combination. Sh.p. J.A.P.. coun-

tershaft, dutch, kick starter, Blnk-s. all lamps,

hood, screen (adjustable). Klaxon, whole outfit abso-

lutely as new. cost £230; will acceiit £135 for imme-

diato sale.—G.. 63, Solon lid.. Brixton. S.\V.2. (8675

ZENITH 90 bore, o.h.v. (.lune. 1919), and sMecar

winner of 15 firsts. 2 fastest times of il.iy, rooonl

speed with sidecar, kilo. 71=05, horizontal Zenith

rarlmrctter: prio £125. -^E. O. E. Bnragirauath. 40.

Murray Mc«s, Murray St., Camden Town, "-W.^^

ZEXITH.flB.\l)UA Sh.p. Jtodel H-. «"npl»t«ly ^Vi'.
hmiliil hy makers Sept. last, Httcd with 1920

Sunbeam sid.^car, new tyres, lamps, horn, Cowey speed-

ometer. 2 new bolts, fast, splendid <ondition and appear-

nnco; trial; cheap, £130.-Bert Birkf. Potford St.. Old

Hill, StaBs.
. ,, ^ „ ,

l»^3^

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Sun-Vitesse. 2-speed. hand clutch, now and

unused; 60 gns.—Wellord, St. James s »t.,

Brighton. [8723

1 ih p.. open frame. 2-specd. chain drive, undershicld,

X5 footboards, equal new; £.21; photo, stamp.-

Sanguinetti, Egerton, Kent. 18S3U

Miscellaneous.

1 021 Riihardsons. Morgans, Triumphs, Sootts, James,

Xt7 ctc.-Ewous, Uurage, King's Lynn. 'Phono: 122^

IF You Want Bargains in Second-hand Motor Cycles

you can get them at Wauchopc's. 9. Shoe I-ane,

London. '8906

IF you want a good privately owned motor cycle or

car, apply Kwiksale Private Motor Uegislry. 35.

Long Acre. Sv.C. Gerrard 2392. (0138

BARGAINS.-P. and M. with ooach «i'l«""'„f25/10

;

SUh.p. Triumph. £2SU0: 3h.p. Clyde, £10; 2',2

h.p. ma<'hi4ie, f5'5.—Booths' Motorift<, Halifax.

BABfiAINS.— 1919 P. and M. and new sidecar. £120:
3-«peed ludian and sidecar. £59/10; 2-.;peed Indian

and sidecar, £49/10.-Booths' Motorie.^ Halifax.

BABOMXS.—6h.p. 2-speed Bex combination, £49/10;

3"ih.p Suu-Precision, 3-speed, £35/10.—Dootha'

Motoricfl. Halifax.

BABG.\.IXS.—1920 Cronch light car, spare wheel,

elwtric lamps, £220; shop-eoiled 1920 lOh.p.

Swift light car. dynamo lighting, £425; exchanges.-

Booths' Motoiies, Holiiax.

BABGUN'S—Six 1915 Dongln/=e3 from £42/10; 4

h.p. Dougl.i.ses. £75/10; 4h.p. Douglas with new

sidecar. £97/10.—Booths' Motoriea. Halifax.

BABGAINS—Lightweights: 2^;h.p. New Imperial-

Jap. £38/10; 1919 Enfield 2-speed, £49/10;- 1920

Scott and sidL-car, £135/10; 1919 6h.p. 3-speed Eoyal

Ruby, £89/10.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-Shop-soiled 1920 models: 2Jill.p, O.K..
£43/10- ditto 2^r>eed. £54/10; 2;^.p. Omega-

Jap 2-s[ieed. £67/10; Hatley-Davidson and sidecar,

£189/10; 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/10; exchanges

entertain'e^l. Pay ua a visit.—Booths' Motories, Port-

land Place, Halif.ax. Tel.: 1062. [S479

Pand M- Combination. 1918. lamps, and insurance.

£68; 2'^ih.p. Alldays Allon. 1918, bargain ; both as

new.—F.H., Spring Villa, Church St., Chalvey, Slough.

Sh.p. 2-stroke. 1920 model, new. unused, complete
mag., carburetter, silencer, fitted drop frame,

Saxcin forks; best offer over *20.—.Sanguinetti. Egerton.

Kent. (8583

Ml letters ielati;ig to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

BTXy it now at L.amb's.—New and socouG-liand outiit-s

(It ridiculous prices. Deferred termd quarter
down and 11 pavnient-s.—50. Higli Rd., Wood Green;
151, Higli St., Walthamstow ; and 387, Enstou Ed,.
London, N.W. [8475-

BARGAINS.—Sunbeam, 1916, 3>/,li.p., 3-.5peed,
clutch K.S,, lamps, generator, etc., £85 ; Indian

5-6h,p,, 3-speed, clutcb, JK.S., 1916, lamps, generator,
etc., £65; any trial; expert e.'camination invited.—
Oswald Jones, Allt, Llangennech, S. Wales^ [8739

SOLD Owing lucrensed Taxation : 1916 Z^h.-p. Cal-
thorpe.Jiip, 2^peed; 1915 7-911.1). Harley-Davidson

CE. combination, dynaino bgbtiug (not Uemv] ; 1913
15-20b.p. stndebakcr 5.seater car, new bood. All lately
nvexhauied and in good running order. Offers.—Nutt,
Kiliay, Swansea. [8261

.T*-'-^^^' Garage.—All tas paid on machines purchased
^^ from this date. Our motto is fair and square de;d-
jug, which cannot be found everywhere. Any machine
sent upon the deposit system, or upon the deferred
ty.stem. Send for our bis list.—Jones' Garage, Muswell
Hill, N.IO. and at Wcodside Parade. North Finchley,

TONES' Garage.—1917-18 4h.p. Douglas combination.
^' accessories ami wind screen; £87/10.

TONES' Garage.—3i,^b. p. Precision, mag., 2-6peed
*' N.S.U.' gear, tyres like new, perfect running order;
*32/10.

TONES' Garage.-1914 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, over-" banled. paifcct: £52/10.

JONES' Garage.—1920 2yh.p. Villisis, 2^Beed, as
new. perfect; £52.

JONES' Garage.—Late 1919 P. and I\L combination,
all as new. not W.D. ; £105.

JONES' Garage—1914 Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed, over-
bauled, as uew ; £65.

TONES' Garage-1920 2i',h.p. Enfield 2-stroke, all
'J accessories, and as new, 2.sreed; £57/10.

JONES' Garage—1920 Hobart. 2i/ih.p. Villiers, brand
new; £52; £10 under list price.

JONES' Garage.-1920 8h,p. Bat, unused, Ust price
£165, foiled; price £146.

TONES' Garage— 1919 7-9h.p. Harley combination^ not W.D., electric model, all accessories; a real
snip, £160.

JONES' Garage.-1919 Jivmes .6-7h.p. twin combina-
tion, all accessories, perfect; £130.

JONES' Garage.—Norton combination, 3-speed, all-
chain drive, all accessories : a real good snip,

.«1D0.
-

JONES' Oarage.—1920 O.K. Union, brand new; we
have several to dispose of, dirt cheap: £45/10;

£6/8 under list price,

JONES' Garage.-19J7 4h.p. Triumph, S^speed, T.T.
bars, perfect order ; £77.

JONES' Garage—1919 2V|h.p. J.ame5 2-stroke, 2-speed,
all accessories; bargain, £52/10.

JONES' Garago.-3i,4h.p. Triumph, 1913, Philipson
pulley, all in perfect order; dirt cheap, £40.

JONES' Garage.—1917 &h.p. Sunbeam combination.
M.A.G. engine, Lucas dynamo, electric light

throughout, hood, screen, spare wheel, etc., a real good
outfit; a gift, £155.

JONES' Garage.—1920 4h.p. Dougloa combination, ab-
solutely as uew; a snip, £145.

JONES' Garage.—1919 Si/jh.p. Eudge ilulti, like new;
£82.

JONES' Garage—1920 2=ih.p. Wooler, brand new; list

price £103, aw'eot £87/10.

JONES' Garage.—^Late 1919 Harley-Davidson, electric
model, complete with 2-seater sidecar to match,

absolutely as new, not scratched; £195.

JONES' Garage.—1920 4-cyl. Henderson combination,
absolutely like new, 3 brand new tyres, all acces-

sories, including speedometer; £175.

JONES' Garage—1920 brand new A.B.C., 4-speed,
the ideal motor cycle; a gilt, £120.

JONES' Garage^-1920 brand new A.B.O., electric
model, registered but unused; offers.

JONES' Garage—1920 4Vih.l). B.S.A., chain drive,
and sidecar, all brand new; list price £152, our

price £130.

JONES' Garage.—1920 Cljno, 2-speed, 2-stroke; list

price £75, our price £59.

JONES' Garage—1917 2"ib.p. 2-Epeed Douglas, abso-
lutely like new; £57/10.

r
ONES' Garage.-1914 Z'^h.v.

perfect condition; £46/10.
2-speed Douglas, in

JONES' Garage.—1920 2-speed Eadco, brand new

;

list price £65, our price £57/10.

JONES' Garage.—We have a great number of new
machines, all at barg;iin prices for cash; deferred

payments: list prioc no extra. Our stock consists o!
Ariels 13 moilelsl. B.S.A. (model H, A, B, CI, Bat, Black-
Iiurne, Clynos, Douglas, Enfields, James, Levis, Miitch-
Ie<s, New Imperial, O.K., Rovers (2 modelc=), Triumph
(models II and SD and Juniors renovated). [9012

There's a big boom in F.R.S. Accessories

—created by tiieir outstanding superiority

—and we have had to greatly extend our

facilities to cope with the ever-increasing

demand. We can now give immediate

deliveries of all models.

Kegd. No. 679394

New Streamline Model
A perfectly made lamp of clean design

and wonderful light-giving power. Em-,

bodies genuine optical Mangin mirror,

adjustable focus, non-glare chimneys,

patent F.R.S. One Nut attachment, and

new type of door fastening. Prices

:

6in. set £4-4-0. Sin. set £2-15-0.

Regd. No. (579273.

New Straight Horn
Gives a loud and harmonious note, and
is a most effective road clearer. Embodies
a special reed, immovable dust-cap, and
the One Nut attachment. Finest smooth
black and N.P. finish. Price 22/6.

LICENCE HOLDER
Surpasses all others in design, utility,

and simplicity. Adjustable to ANY angle.

Note the One Nut attachment. No ugly

screws showing and no sharp edges pro-

jecting. Nothing to rust or shake loose.

Even pressure all round the rim which
holds the card, etc., making it absolutely

waterproof.

Supplied in Brass, N.P..Black and Brass,

or Black and N.P. Immediate delivery

from stock.

F.R.S. LAMPS, 'Beam Works/

Vere St, BIRMINGHAM.

Write for
Catalogue

Plus 6d. lor postage.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

MOTOR Cycle, ^feolutely complete, less power u
fitted AiTustrong late 3-speed hub, good" tyres

brake?, dropped frame, Druids, condition perfect i

3y2li.p. eusine; £19/10.-164. Earlsdou Av.. Cov^n
[X6:

MOTOR Cycles (new models), sidecars, and ido(

actually in stock : B.S.A., Allen. New -Sc
Radco (3 models). Triumph, Douglas, Sun Vitesse
which we are the sole agents iox the City of Loncl(
and others at lowest manufacturers' iirices; carrj
paid.—Bancroftiau Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate, L
don. E.C.2. [O:

MOTOR Cycle Bargains,—Some want slight o^

liauls, from £16; others ready to ride from £.'.

lightweight Calthorpe. £18/10; 1916 smart li
Singer, £35; others cheap; Kingsbury motor scoof

2kih.p., only done 200 -miles, £30; bargain ; 3-sp(
cycle Wall's auto wheel, equal new, £26.—M. Flanag
86, Copenhagen St., Islington, London.

F.O.C.H. for new and second-hand cycles, combi
tions. anu Tiinal.)outs at low prices. Inspect

invited. Agents for Triumph. F.N.. Zenith, B.S.
V.J.S., etc., also the famous Kingsbury Jun
Bleriot-Whippet. G.N. We will purchase your pres
machine for cash or arrantre an exchange.- 5, He
St.. HampsteaS (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Pho
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays.

[8'

BATCHELOR and Co., "36, Clarence St.. Kingat
on-Thames (est. 1898), 'phone 1809, can sup

from stock 1921 Triumph, -chain drive. £140: li

I'l-iumph. Model H. £127/10; 1921 Babv Trium
£75; Triumph 4b.p. W.D.B.. £L05; 1921 Enfield
stroke, £65; 1921 Enfield Sh.p. combination, £1
1921 Douglas 3-speed. £100 ;1921 Douglas, 2-sp(
CSS; 1921 Douglas, clutch. £105; 1921 Douglas C(

'jinatioD £170; 1921 Matchless combination, dvna:
£230; also 1921 Rover. Ariel. A„J.e.. Allon. Bradbr
B.S.A. mote- cycles; exchanges arranged. Montgom
-idecars. all models stocked, catalogue sent. [6:

THE Following Machines, recently taken in

excliange for new machines, Tvill be -sold cheap
they stand, oil in sound running order: 1913 3!'2l

B.S.A.. 2 speeds and clutch, nearly new tyres, £.

1912 3Hh.p. Rover, 3 speeds and chitrh. £35; 1'

3','^h.p. P. and M., 2 speeds, £30; 1914 4h.p. T

Triumph, £45; 1912 6h.p. Matchless, £45; 1917 4;i
R.S.A.. 3 speeds, new back tvre, £60; 1919 Omi
Jap. 2%h.p., 2 speeds, as new, £60; 1920 4h.p. Doug
3 speeds, kick-starter. £100; 1915 6h.p. A.J.S. combi
tion, overhauled and enamelled, as new, 4 wheels, in
changeable wind screen, this is really good, £110; li

5h.p. Zenith, clutch model, Tariable gear, with side(

£75; 1915 6h.p. Clyno combination, 4 wheels fin

changeable), 3 speeds, all chain. £75; 1920 2'/$l

AUdays-AUon, quite uew, £65. Close offers consider

Further, we will guarantee to accept back at price p(

if in reaaonable condition, any of the first seven machi:
in part exchange for any new machine in stock i

time within sis months of the date of the purchost

The Walbro Cycle and Motor Co., 49. High St., Safi

Walden. 'Phone 45. [S.5f

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-WHEEL, iu good condition, several spai

bargain, £9.—Belle Tue, Knockliolt, Kent.. [8!

AUTO-W'HEEL and Gent's Bicycle, perfect couditi(

£24, or nearest oJfer.— 492, Caledonian Rd., K
182

AUTO-WHEEL, good tyre, perfect rurming ore

little used; £8/10.-3, Park St., Wellingt*

Salop, tX61

SIMPLEX Power Units for push cycles; 1921 mod
' iu stocTi. Write for catalogue.—Sole agents, Ba

.>t^rs', Eastbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607. [Bi.

AUTO-WHEEL, as new, s(5arcely used, complete,
cellent running order, tax paid; bargam, £]

owner bought motor cycle.-^Lunn, 14, Colby Rd., Up
Norwood, London, S.E.19. _ - [8i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
MOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday, 42/6

week, 85/-; combination, 52/.6 and 115/^; wr
for further information.-Maudes', 100, Gt. Portia
.St.. W.l. [81

TRICARS FOR SALE.

A.C. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, mechanic!
sound, good appearance, from £60 to £85; tria

29, AUsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W. [51

TRICYCLES rOR SALE.

ARGSON Hand and Motor Propelled 'Tricycles,

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Ajgson E
Co., Ltd.. 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2f

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A UTOPED Scooter, as new, sliop-soiled : £17/10,
i3L gain.—Bradwcll, Sandgate Rd., Folkestone. [S*/

EGERTONS, Northgate, .Ipswich, can deliver fr

stock A.B.C., Skootamotas, and Mobile Pups.

BRAND New A. B.C. SkootamciTa in stock;

offers.—Bambers', Eastbank St., Southpoii:. Tt

607. . . [89

AUTOPED Scooter, 2h.p., brand new and unus<

cost £50, accept £22/10.-13, Stratbleven

Briston, S.W.2. [87

A26 AH letters relatinj^ to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each aclvertiseraent, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR SCOOTERS.
B.C. Skootaniotji. 1920, haidlv used, i-erfeot mn-
niDC order; £35. or offer.—Autoveyors, 84, Vio-

a St., S.-tt.l. Tel.: Vic. 309. 18251

UTOPED, practically new, clutch, seat, electric

linlit, special carburetter and handlebars, perfi-or

:

-Simpsou, 28. Uulwich Wood Park, LondoD. [8567

UTOSCO Scooter, brand new. 20in. wheela. Palmers,
eeat; £35: tax paid; list £48.—Particulars, photo,

9, Electric MiinsiODs, Electric Av.. Brixton. [8560

iLE London A(fents for A.B.C. Skbotamota. De-
liveries from -Stock.—Autoveyors. Ltd., 84. \nctoria
Westmin.^ter, S.W.I. 'Phone: Victoria 309. Par-

Jars on application. , [0468

OPED, new, complete, tools, pump, everything
"eady fur road, 6 volt dynamo lightini; with larap.*!.

registered and liceneed, tax paid, card fixed; luir-

£25. liit £42.'-Huy8he. Campden, Glos. [8325

HOODS, WIND SCREENS. ETC.
'ERCrLE.S ITood>, be>L and cheapest on the

market, made to fit any body.

ERCULES Hoods, 52/6, 65/-, and 80/-; write (or
liat.—llercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd..

ith Tottenham, N.15. [4547

ENNOC Sidecar Co. are actual manufacturers of
hoods, wind screens, etc.

ENNOC Co., 155a, Marlborough Rd., noHoway,
N.4.—See advert, under Sidecar Attachments.

[8163
RTO Wind Screen, antomatic opening, adjustable,

off 1920 Matchless; free, 27/6.—Vicar, Comberton.
Mbridge. [8258

7'IND Screen, Easting, slightly soiled, unused, per-
fect ; price iES/lO, great bargain.—64, Bishop--

London. [0398

VKO AdjustaUe Wind Screens, Triplex pint's, 12/6.
elsewhere 42/-; fjuite new.—Central Garage, London
Thornton Heath. (6223

"Of'D Material*.—Twill, eticks, coHuloid, fittinps,
etc.; iiinterialfl complete for recover. 14/9.—Henrv

lea. 778, High Kd., Tottenham, Loudon. [823:j

U.STER Triplex Adjustable Aero Type Wind Screen,
• cveral size. 13x73:iin.. 15/- eacn, including car
ge and packing.—George Curaming. 19, Rode St.,

erdeen. [X5207

BODIES.
'ENUS Step Bodies are the best lor old chassis.

"ENfS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smart.

'ENUS Tandems hold 2 persona. Strong and light,
but not unsightly. Get one.

'ENT'S Bodies are made in a factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue free.

ENUS Sid?car Co., 6-14, Gourley St., S. Tottenham.
[2298

,

OVER Conchbuilt Body. £3/10. After 7.—Kcnnard,
G5, Plimsoll Ed., Finsbury I'nrk. [8391

ERPECTION Coachbuilt Sidecar Bodies from £6/15 :
Jnew sidecai chassis, with wheel, £7/10.-25, Horton 1

Halifax. [34<;6
'

AKE Your Sidecar Body instantly detachable. Any-
one can oiisily fit our device; post free 15,'6.—

velties Trading Co., Mitcoam. Surrey. [6822

iOY.\L Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-
lass finish. Several bodies fuew) (o clear cheap.
for designs.—Tha Willowbrook Co., Manufac-
Leicetter. [0336

BASTONE'S for Sidecar Bodies. Latest new type
pnrting models, lightweights, bulboufl back, tor-

do. ^tep, and other patterns at low prices; no better
ht?apcr house; trade supplied.—228, Pentonville
King Cross. London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North.

[5534

RENNOC Sidecar Co. always hold the largest stock
of bodies in the trade, racing, touring, and tan-

;, taxi bodies and tradesmen's carrier boxes a'
ality; see advert, under Sidecar Attachments.—

|

nmir Sidecar Works. 155, Marlborough Rd., Hollo-
y, N.4.

I ENNOC Sidecar Bodies, a large quantity, all
models; clearance at "knock-out prices. Write fori

•iuuo list. [8164 I

IDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing. coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

sign-, also working drawings, fuU-sized or to scale.—

j

oiii-r- Vehicle .Journal, Ltd.. established designers!
tni.' loach trade for over 80 years. " "

"

I

i,

Bigning new idcJis.— 20,
Consult us whc.

Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
riniiLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are guaran-l
L tfdd for 3 years.

rif'DLETON-S One Piece Unbreakable Chassis!
^ A\le, with spring wheel, is fitted to our 2-seaters,
d oi Jecars fur high-powered machines.

[H>I)LET0N'3 Undertake all classes of repairs to
motor c.cles and sidecars, bodywork, etc.

rim>LETON'S. London's Oldest Established Side-
• i-ir Makers. Wholesale and Retail. 27, Stroud
een Ri. linsbury Park, N.4. 'Phone: Homsev
84 f8008

WE CAN
SUPPLY

THE

MACHINE
YOU WANT
FOR EITHER

CASH,

EXCHANGE,
OR

DEFERRED
PAYMENTS.

May we send you our lists of

NEW 1921 MODELS

NEW 1920 MODELS
(at greatly reduced prices),

AND

SECOND-HAND

MOTOR CYCLES
guaranteed perfect).

I EASTERN GARAGE CO., |

ANDUM. the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

ANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

S
POR

S
S
QAKDUM Models.—The Exquisite £24/10. and
•^ Sports £28/10, are ol distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar. £28/10; the smartest side-

car on the road: highly recommended in "The
Motor C.vcle."

SANDUlt Duel Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single

or 2-scater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

oi bodv as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
tortablo scnlinc lor 2 adults, with the weight in cor-

rect iX)sition over ic^ir axle. Finished in colours to suit

any make ol machine, £15; bodies only, £22/10.
The late.-t development o! the 2-seater as designed by
us, and approved by the recognised experts.

SANDITM Featherweight .Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

SANDH.VM Engineering Co., Ltd.. 336. Gray's Inn
Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone: llolborn 933. Factories:

162 to 165. Pentonville lid., N.; and Britannia
Works, Britannia St., W.C. [0019

DOUGLAS Sidecnr,-ns new; £16.-Motors, 39, Essex
Rd.. N.l. (8396

new.-EvBDs, Police
[8234

T>OX Carrier, strong chnwis and well-mnde box^:^£^9^

)OITOLAS Sidecnr,-ns new;
Rd., N.l.

CFNBEAM Sidcfar for Nile, i

^-^ Station, Peutre, Rhondda.

-25. lirtiham St., S.W.I. (9076

RUDCE Sidecar, complete, new body; £20; ex-

changcs.—81, Hornsey Park Rd.. Hornsey. (8979

MILLVORD Sunbeam Chassis, new: £10. Alter 7.-
Kennnrd, 65. I'limsoU Rd.. Finsbury Park. (8390

A -J.S. Sidecar, reupholtitoied. re-enamelled, hood nndA screen; £20.-6. Cornwall Rd., Harrogato. (8741

RENNOO Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens. Lnrpc^^t

stock in London ; actual manufacturers throughout.

REXXOC Co. have the llncst selection of complete
side-cars in the trade.

RENNOO Sidecar Co, have 18 diUcrent model side-

cars, racing, touring, and tandem models.

R ENNOC Sidecar Co. have actually in stock 26 various

design sidecar models.

IJIlaSNIX Sidecars.—All parts supplied from stock,

and reiairs for this ni.ike by the Hennoc Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. are actual manufacturers ol

hood-s and wind scrcoits. fitted while you wait.

ENNOC Sidecar Co. undertake repairs to any makeR

i

I

i

Oft'icial Repairers to

R.A.C, .\.C.U., .•V-.A.. & M.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone : 490, East Ham.
Telegrams: " Egaraco, London."

I

of r^idecur: complete renovations a speciality.

RENNOC Sidecars are inanufactnred to fit every make
of motor cycle; Uarlcy-Havidsons u speciality.

RENNOO Sidecar Co. have 70 clearance sidecars nnd
bodies to clear at knock-out prices ; room wanteil.

.Niite.—Send for special clearimce list.

RENNOC Co. Invite correspondence. Send for 1921
catalogue.—Rcnuoc: Motors. Ltd., Viotoria Rd.,

I.'adon. X.4. *Phone: Hornsey 850.

RENNOO Co. invito clients to view their works and
rce the famous Reanoc sidecars and bodies '";•

actually built throughout. (8165

MILLVORI) Sidecar, off Tiiumph, new condition:
£15.—Itowe. 95, Lower Addii'combe Ed.. Croydon.

[8270
DOUGLAS Sidecar, complete, new body; £16/10:

exchanges.—81, Hornsev Park Rd., Hornsey.— [8977
ELITE Henderson Sidecar, green, 1920',-''. aluminium

disc. 23x3; £30.—Ward. Bank House. Maldon.
(8809

NEW Grosvenor Sidecar, complete with fittings; cc-t

£23. bargain at £15.-13, Derby Rd., Sonthport.
[8179

SCOTT Aluminium Sidecar, fittings complete: £14.—
145. Upi^er Thomas St., Aston, Birmingham.

[X6127
NE-\ELY New Coachbuilt Sidecar, tyre perfect. 26:-:

2'1: £18.-76, Station Rd., Huncoat, Accriugfon.
(8312

DARK Blue Featherweight Sidecar, new condition;
£16.—L. West. 71. Nt>rbury Crescent, Norbury.

SW.16- [0414

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, complete, new; £25.-
Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. .Mav-

lair 4792. (7345

B.\HGAINS —C.B. sidecar, off Triumph, £7;
tradesman's sidecar, £5.—Searles' Stores, South-

borough. [8995

BASTONE'S for Sidecars and Bodies: no better or
cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models before

purchasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other models
in stock. Bodies from £4/10; complete sidecars

Irom £16/10.

BASTONE'S.—We have a lew soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S.-Distributing agents tor the famous
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and

other models in stock; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.l, 228, Pentonville Pd.,
King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2431 North.

(5533

.Ml letters relating; to ad\ertisement8 should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A 2 7
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

TEVENS Sidecars.—The best that British industry

npplication.

STEVENS Model No. 1 Sporting Torpedo for Triumph,
Rudge. B-S.A.. etc., etc; price complete, £22.

QTEYENS Model No. 2 Standard Touring Sidecar,
^-^ suitable lor all motor cycles; price complete,
£23/10.

STEYENS Model No. 3 Standard Light Touring Model,
suitable for machines from 2Xh.p. to 4h.p.; price

complete, £20.

QTETE::S Special 1921 Bulbous Baot Sidecar, the
^^ most luxurious streamliire turnout on the market;
price complete, £28/10.

CTETENS Sidecars can be supplied -with fittings to
-^^ suit any make of motor cycle; bodies and chassis
f- . : be liau separately if required.

Write for our illustrated catalogue
Second-hand and clearance side-

QTETENS Sidecars.-
^^ before deciding,
car's usually in stock.

iJTEVBNS Sidecars, 184-186, Pentonyille Ed., King',=
'J Cross, London, N.l. Tel.; Central 10264. [8421

SIDECAR C.B., new Cameo, oil lamp, good tyre,
very comfortable; £16.—Smith, 2, Orchard, Goath-

land, Yorks. [8182

SIDECAR, sliglitly soiled, but unused, coachbuilt

;

price JEIS/IO, original price £22/10.-64, Bishops-
gate, Loirdon.

'

[0399

BASTONE Lightweight Sidecar, new 1920, off

Triumph, good condition; ofiers.—Young, 5,

Queen's Walk, Ealing.
"

[85S5

"^ANOELET Touring Sidecar, witlr screen and apron,
new, fit any machine, sacrifice £15:—91,

iVIapisdene Rd., Dalston.
'

[8605

CANOELET D4 Sidecar, repainted, excellent condi-
tion, ^Jnn]op__lieavy tyre; £12/10.—H., Lynwood,

c-^

AYindsor Walk, Weybiidge. [8568

SIDECARS in Stock, of several varieties, fitted in a
fetv ]iours to any make of motor cycle.—Wau

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [8909

Douglas,
[9069

OYAL Leicester Sidecars to suit all machines,
oomy bodies, -comiortable upholstery, excellent

SIDECAR, coach, £10/10; another £25. cost £35;
JSf.S.U. gear, £6/10; Cameo screen^ £2/10.-57,

Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [8885

MILLS-FULFORD, suit Triumph, £16, lovely con
dition, as new; P. and M., as new, £16

as new, £16.-33, Hackford Rcl., Brixton,

springing; prices from d£19/10 upwards.

SEND Yotir Sidecar to us for renovation. New
hoods, wind screens, and aprons fitted. Write for

catalogue.

THE Willowbrook Co., Royal Leicester Sidecar Works,
Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [0335

BRAMBLE Conchbuilt Siclecar, perfect, cost £35,
enclosed chassis, 4-point connections; £16/10.

—

Starkey, Hillcrest, Worthing Rd., Basingstoke. [8690

BASTON"E'S Model de Luxe, bulbous, underslnng,
Triumph colours, clips, apron, nearly new, per-

fect; £18.—Smith, The Lodge, Wigginton, Tring. [8955

SIDECARS.—The Paragon folding sidecar solves_ the
storage difficulty. Call and see it demonstrated.—

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0387

MILLFORD Chassis, light-hand, easily converted. 45/-
each; W.]"_). bodies, Enfield, Clyno, etc., 30/- each

Millfoid 2-seatGr, H;4.—Motors, 59, Essex Ed., N.l. [8397

SIDECAKj light, comfortable, 5-ply wood, grey colour,
' cornplete with door; £10. AVrii-e, or seen any time.

—Alford, Thorley Place, Bishops Stortford, Herts. [8319

HENDERSON Sidecar.—Large stock of all models,
shop-soiled, at greatly leduced prices; now is theshop-soiled, at gr

timo 10 buv.—Mebes, 154-16o
Thone. 5426 Mayfair.

Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[8378

P.
J. EVANS ,can Piipply -a number of shop-spiled

sidecars, consisting: of Canoelet, Mills-iuliord,
and Henderson* at greatly reduced prices ; send for
i;argaiu list.—81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[8501
COACHBUILT Sidecar, tinished in r«d, practically un-

used, strong chassis, suitable Harley . or Indian,
fitted 26in. wheel with heavy Dnnlop, perfect condi-

Uou ; sacrifice £15.—Hambro* Lodge, Dat<;het, Bucks.
8192

CAN0EIJ5T MM4S, bulbous backs, coverall aprona,
lockers rear and under seat, 28x3 wheels with

heavy Dnnlop tyres, new, nt £23 each. Can you beat
it?' Special connections for Harleys.—HolUday Bros.
;|jelow).

DOUGLAS Chassis, with wheels; £100 the lot,

55/- ench singly.—Hdliday Bros, (below).

LARGE Selection of new bodies in stock. Any
type body made to customer's specification in 7

days. If you do not leauire a new bociy, let us reno-

i-ate your old one.^5Iolliday Bros., 20, Queen St., Ham-
merc^mith Bfoadway. ^ ,[8773

"5 Q20 Montgomery Sidecar, removed from new Harley-
J- «J' Davidson combination, fitted Easting wind screen
and aluminium discs, as new, cost £40; best offer

ficcepted to clear.—Charles Moxhara and Co., 32, Tor-
od St... Torquay. [8229

A

jAccessories Specialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries,

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets.

Write for Catalogue. FREE on application

Sind a P. C. for address oj nearest Ageiil.

TRADERS
«Mr-ito-Fo»- FREE Cata.logrues
H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and

Tail Lamps, Accumulators, Carryins Case, Switch,

Wiring, etc. Ready for installinr

Fig. 895
Bestqu-ilit>
fin i b. h
througbout
Very mas
s i V e and
strong
Adjustabli..
focus. Ad
j us t a b 1 e
brackets

Jg S p e c 1 a I

dust and
weather proof front Price, as

lUustiated 72 '6 each Nickel
plated

H.A.H.
HEADLAMPS

Fig. 347-

Speedolite,'
H.A.H. Pacen
Speedometer

Lamp, 7/6 eacD
Clips direct oa t

Speedometer
and has coloured
^ulb to preven

glare.

^^~
fy

Fig. 560. Side Car Lamp, ^./y^
As illustrated. Complete __(

switch, bulb, wire, nuts,

washers, etc. Price 8/6
each. -

Fig. 573- Shows red dah-
^»g- gersignal,lightsNo.plate.

^^* Completewithswitchbuih
wire,cIip,etc.Price,9 /6ea.
"Force" Hellesen Bat-

tery, 9/11
386. Special raetal case

for "Force," 10/6
^Complete rear set, 29 /b.

SIDECAR OR DASH-
BOARD LWITCH

V >- ^fi

Fig 358. Garage

Fig. 429. Very neat, en-

tirely new model, i-way
Switch. Screw action

Cannot shake on or off.

Price 3/6 each.

Fig. 42S. Ditto with i" Lamp, less bulb and
or ij" Clip formotor cycle wire. Price 7/6 eacb
handle-bar or tube. Price

3 /6 each.
Postage extra on the al>ove.

A. H. HUMX, lb.-rD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON Eng.
Telephones : Telegrams ;

Croydon 2225, 2226. ' Iveyage, Croydon. '•

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves sto

has 7 years to its credit, iLnd has proved
absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
when folded combination will pass through a ;

doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wincycle
Ltd., 236, nigh Holborn, W.C.I, [I

QfDECAB,.—Have a Hopley folding .sidecar. No
*^ to pay garage. You can keep motor at h(
will go through passage 28in. when folded on
motor. Any shape body fitted. They have been
tested for 6 years on motors up to Sh.o.—Ho
Upper Highgate St., Birmingham. [(

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
CALTHOEPE 1921 Light Cars: exchanges Tvant(

Jlotories, 25, Horton St., Halifa.'c. [i

COVENTRY Premier 1921 3-whselei-; 275 gns.;
or exchange.—Mot-ories, 25, Horton St., Hal

A.C. Sociable, in good running order, for ealf

exchange for combination.—27, Creek Ed., I
ford. [!

3-WHEELED Cycle Car, J.A.P., 3-speed and levi

w.c. ; £70.-118, Kinveachy Gardens, Char]
S.E. IB

CAHDEN 1919 2-senter, discs, lamps, horn,
coudition; £98.—Legge, 25, Victoria St.,

bridge. ['

LATE 1920 Grand Prix Morgan, rOh.p. water-co

M.A.G. engine, perfect; £210.^89, Aldoch-.
Oatlord. L8

G.N. Cycle Cars;- latest models always in stock.—"

deliveries from Drake and Mount, Ltd., M<
.Agents, Bracknell. t^

MOEGAjVf New 1920 de Luxe, W.O., complete
hood, sereen, lamps, horn, etc. ; £225.—Qibb, Q

cester. 'Phone: 852.
'

10

G.N. Cycle Cars, latest models, in stock, £271/17
dynamo lighting model, £241/17/6.-Tayl

Garage, Wednesbury. 1^

£30; bargain, Auto-carrier, box body, dome wi:

fine tyres, good running order, guaranteed.--^

East Hill, Wandsworth. - [8

ROVER Liglit Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., in stock

immediate deliverv; £300.—Godfrey s, Ltd., ..

Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [0

1 020 MoTg-an de Luxe, o.e. .T.A.P.,, splendid co

JE-3' fion, fully egnipped, tax paid; liest oflel al

£200.-30, Bourne St., Dudley. - lS-6

MORGAN De Luxe, 1918-19. M.A.G., air-cooled

equipment, splendid condition; £165.—Rey,_
384 Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. U

MORGAN Cars for Immediate or Future DeUvc

extended payments; exchanges. A P. Eey, 5

384, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436.
_

LO'

O-t .N. Cars for Immediate or Future Delivf

T extended pnynients; exchanges.-A. P. Key, -

,t84, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. L^

T 4. P 2-speed Cvolccar. shaft drive, live axle, i(

J screen, et."., overhauled, tax paid; £80, or excha

combinatiou.-The Rosery, Church Ed.. Hanwell. [9(

CROXTCH 2-seater, 8h.p., 3 speeds, lamps, he

screen, sp;ire wheel, good; "30 ;
combination p,

-Central Garage,. London Rd., Jthornton Heath. [8.

MORGAN 1915, <'omplet6, a.c. J.A.P. engine,

excellent condition, tyres good: lowest £11'

Apply, F. SouthoU, Selborne Rd., Worcester, L8.

114114 G N. Cvcle Car, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine perl

J-t? order laiips, Binks; £130; exchanges.—Homa
243, Lower Clapton Ed., N. 'Phone: Dalston 2408

O-WHEEL Chassis, 6h.p. W.O. engine, 2 speeds a

O reverse, worm steering, all in new condition; S
or oHer.-K. and T., 62, Southfleld Rd.. Chiswiol

AV Monocar, 1919, S-6h.p., 2-speed, 3 new tyi

electric lighting, just completely overhaul

equipped; £100, oi!er,s.-Cox, 62, Philpot St., E.^l.^

IJREMIER Super Eunalionts for Immediate or Fut

Deliverv; extended payments; exchanges.--A.

Hev 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436
l6'

AC Sociables, modern types, fully equipp

mechanically sound, good appearance; from ..

to -iess; trial.—29, AUsop St., Upper Baker at., L
don, N.W. '-=''

GN —Immediate delivery of latest models, with

liithont dynamo lighting, from the main TS.<

agents. The Rochester Auto Supply Co., Cori'oration E

Rochester. i-"^

COVENTRY -PTemier Runabout, 3 .speeds and
verse, dvnamo lighting; 275 gns.—Special agen

Ratclifie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. Phon
Maytair 5042. !-"=

DUO Cvcle Car, excellent rnnniug order, 8u.«. J.A.
' 5 detachable wheels, hood, screen, electric hg

ing, year's tax paid; 95 gns.—Grose. I'oudeimis, Chui

Circle, Faruborough. t33

FOOH have a 1919 Oarden Monocar, beautrtu

equipped; cheap.- 5. Heath St., Hampstead (

Hampstead Tube Station). Thone; Hampstead 37:

Hours 9-7. including Saturdays. '
^4

28 All letters ielatin!5 to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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EDrroBiAL Offices: Hertford St., Coventry.
Telegrams: "Motorcycle. Coventry."
Telephone. 10, Coventry (5 lines).

Noflhern Offices: 199. Deansiate, Manchester.
Telfgrams :

" lUffe. Manclii-'dtor."
Tcleplwm : tj^70 oatl 6971 City.

Advertising a.nd Pubushinc Ofrces : 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

Telegrams: "Cyclist, Fleet, London."
Tetepliom: 2848 City (13 lines).

Midland Branch Offices: Guildhall Buildings. Navigation Street, Birminsham.
Tetroratns : " Autoprcsa. BirminKliam."
Teltphoiif : 2970 aiul '-'971 MiOliml

Subscription Rates: Home, 23s. lOd.; Canada, 23s. lOd.; other cotintries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

Cycle Cars in Reliability Trials.

AT
last post-war four-wheeled cycle cars are to

be allowed to compete in open reliability

trials on level terms with other vehicles

which appeal to those interested in

economical motoring. We have urged in

these pages that the Royal Automobile Club hand
over to the Auto Cycle Union the control of the

light four-wheeled vehicles of motor cycle type.

— While the R.A.C. has not yet quite fallen in with

this suggestion, it is distinctly encouraging to know
that the parent body will permit the A.C.U. to

assume control in occasional trials. The first of

these is the open one-day eveiu now being
organised for April 27th, when all types of mo/or
vehicles zvhich do not exceed ~J2 lb. in iceiglit

will compete together.

We have already clearly shown the necessity for

all classes of vehicles which interest a given public

competing together in public trials, and we have
suggested that the desirable limits for four-wheelers
to be described as cycle cars are 1,100 c.c. engine
capacity, and 8 cwt. ma.ximum weight.

In Ihe forthcoming A.C.U. spring trial this sug-

gestion has been followed as regards engine
capacity, though the weight limit has been fi.\ed

tentatively at 350 kilos. (772 lb.). This weight
limit has been introduced in order to comply with
international rulings, and therefore has behind it a
sound reason. At tlie same time so long as 8 cwt.

is the limit for three-wheelers in the taxationscheme
any other definition will have its drawbacks.
From now, it may be said that all four-wheelers

are catered for by the R.A.C. and the R.A.C.
and A.C.U. jointly; but the international definition

automatically rules out several promising proposi-
tions of the three-wheeled class which weigh
between 350 kilos. (772 lb.) and the 8 cwt. fixed

by the Government for taxation purposes.

. Cycle cars of both types have now reached a
stage of development in which they deserve every
encouragement, and if by successes in open trials

they compare favourably with sidecars as regards

reliability, economy, ease of control, and general
utility, their future is assured. Clearly, the best
way of attaining this end is for the control of all

sucli vehicles to pass into the hands of the A.C.U.

Manufacturers to Support Trials.

TO
a certain extent the attitude of manufac-

turers towards open trials forms a convenient

method of testing the pulse of the industry.

Each trial represents a fairly heavy expense
to the manufacturer who supports it whole-

heartedly, and this expense can only be recouped
by the prominence which his machine attains.

Coiisidering these circumstances in conjunction

with the present state of the trade, the pessimist

might be led to expect but meagre support for 1921
competitions. It is encouraging, therefore, to learn

that the Manufacturers' and Traders' Union has

decided to support the thirty open competitions
which have been sanctioned by the A.C.U.
A note of caution is expressed in the reservation

that no event of more than one day's duration will

receive trade support ; but this is a policy of

wisdom, since the expenses incurred in a two-day
trial are usually much more than double tliose of a

one-day event. Of course, support will be forth-

coming only if the regulations and route are

approved. •

With regard to the more important events of

the year, the Tourist Trophy Races have already

beeii sanctioned, and it is most probable that

the .Scottish Six Days Trials and a Scottish speed
event will receive support. The Manufacturers'

Union is at present negotiating with the governing

body with regard to the A.C.U. Six Days Trials,

though we gather that there is little chance of

a disagreement. It is the policy of the Union to

assist the governing body throughout its pro-

gramme, but certain difficulties have occurred coil-

cerning the selection of stock machines for the
A.C.U. spring one-day trial. These difficulties are

perfectly genuine, but we hope and believe that they

are capable of a solution satisfactory to all parties.

. .<,. / / / y.../ / / / ^ ^ / y J / / y / / J J \.
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Benzole.

I
IMAGINE that if unlimited supplies of benzole
were procurable, even at petrol prices, few of
us would trouble the petrol syndicates any

longer. Personally, I use benzole whenever the above
conditions are fulfilled. But if one is travelling
about, or chances to live in a remote corner of Eng-
land, it often proves impossible to get any kind of
benzole; and if benzole happens to be obtainable, it

may not be the brand or quality for which the car-
buretter is adjusted. Three times in the last month
I have been tuckered up by the above difficulties. In
each case an engine was concerned which had rather
a high compression ratio, and suffered from detonation
when heavy petrol was the fuel. On any petrol short
of the aviation grade, the engines knocked rather
badly. To quote examples, one of the 'buses was a
1920 G.N. with the Capac carburetter, wHch admits
of very rapid adjustment to suit various fuels. On
petrol it hesitated in accelerating, knocked when pick-
ing up, and behaved abominablv on hills; on benzole
it behaved, like a stroked kitten. Requests for b&n-
zole at west country garages during a holiday trip
provoked the information that " there is no benzole
west of Bristol." "I don't suppose this is true, but it

indicates that the benzole organisation has failed in
its early promise.

The Chief Need of the Cycle Car.

FROM a motor cyclist's standpoint, I think we
must admit that the best cycle cars, such as
the G.N. and the Morgan, already rank as for-

midable competitors of the sidecar combination, how-
ever "de luxe" the latter may be. The cycle car is,

however, far more than a potential jival of the sidecar;
it also threatens a great offensive on the light car,
especially since the price of the latter has shot up to

£A5°- From the small car standpoint the average
cycle car is still deficient in one vital respect, viz., the
manners of its engine. In point of balance, silence,
and exhaust note, the V twin is unquestionably a very
crude unit when it is contrasted with the vertical
four-cylinder or with the 'flat twin. Motor cyclists
evince no prejudice against the V twin—they are used
to It

; they accept its failings because they appreciate
Its merits. On the other hand, new vehicles are gradu-
ally appearing which have affinities with the cvcle car
and yet embody engines which do not dismay \ small
car man. The flat twin Rover is the cheapest exavnple

T ^"A^''^"'^'''
^'^ ''" ^^"^ '"Sher cost we meet the fiat twin

A.B.C.—which IS far too refined a chas.sis to be termed
a cycle car; and the American Cotay, which I have
not yet seen, and which mounts a- four-cvlinder air-
A22

i X I O N
cooled Cameron engine. If the air-cooled flat twin

or line-ahead four-cylinder, can be turned out at th

same money as a V twin, the cycle car of to-morrow-

will make vast inroads into the light car market.
If I were producing a cycle car, I should try to secure

the reduction of vibration, the increased silence and
the smoother exhaust note which such engines afford,

so that I might draw my customers from the ranks of

small car men as well as from motor cyclists.

Engine-starting on Cycle Cars.

,
XE will accept manv minor inconveniences 111

order to save ^^250 in initial outlay and a pro
portionate sum on the weekly upkeep. -It is for

this reason that cycle car owners put up with the annov
ance of detachable starting handles which have to

be unearthed from the boot" whenever the engine is

accidentally stopped. One criticises the detachable
starting handle not because it is a nuisance, but be-

cause it is an unnecessary nuisance, which can be
obviated by a little ingenuity and a very trifling expendi-
ture.- I am not pleading for electric starters on cycle

cars—^many good authorities hold that they will sh.ortlv

become obsolete on the cheaper small cars. They
cost a lot of money, and it is common knowledge that

they give quite a lot of trouble. One of ray Atiioca >

colleagues owned three _;£5oo cars last year, and I

notice that his starter switch is usually thrown out of
action (as a precaution against meddlers) bv havin;

its push button packed up with a collar. A Well

tuned cycle car engine, whether it be a V, a^ flat twin

or a bijou four, is delightfully easy- to, start on th.

handle, and particularly so if it is a flat twin or a four
(hence the popularity of- these types). All that is

wanted is either a handle on car lines, mounted per
manently in position, or a "pedal -^starter such as is

used on the Horstmann small ..car. To sum up.
large output is essential to a cheap cycle car. Th
maximum output will only sell if appeal is made to

impo\erished small car men as well as to ambitious
motor cyclists. A nice-mannered engine and con
venient engine starting are- essentials if the small car

man is to be drawn into the cycle car fold.

Weight and the A.C.U.

nN the first big motor cycle reliability trial e\er

organised in this country, horse-power was un-
limited, but the overall weight of a machine was

not allowed to exceed 170 lb. The pundits in question

Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE HEMINISCENCES" havijusl

heen puhlished in book form, price 5s. 3d, posl free, from
" The Motor Cycle " Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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were the Automobile Club, which had not then become
Royal. To-day the Auto-Cycle Union, which has
yet to become Royal, organises a T.T race for

igji, and as last year will limit the liorse-power, but
not the maximum weight. This reversal of policy

nives one furiously to think. We must admit that the

A.C.U. has its hands partially tied. If it organises

a race under conditions which the trade disapproves,

it will not secure entrie'S. If - it accepts conditions

which annoy judgmatic users and irresJDonsible

scribblers like myself, it will get badly heckled when
it faces its constituents. It is between the " denl " of

the trade and the " deep .sea " of the motor cycle

public. Moreover, a race is not on all fours with a

iL-liability trial ; and if si.\ aspiring lightweights broke
ilieir front forks when scrapping madly clown Snaefell,

I he Island course might get closed to us. But a race

i'(ir~lightweights in which there is no weight limit is

an idea which only Lewis Carroll could handle saiis-

factorily. I iiote that in the first trial, alluded to

aliiive, u/j machine weighed more than 170 lb.

The F.N. Kick-starter.

THE four-cylinder F.N. has a kick-starter of the

usual radial type, but mounted across the track

instead of in line with it as the British practice

goes. I rather fancy this setting may be worth further

attention. After several years of " copy-my-neigh-

bour," designers are beginning to study kick-starters

anew. The Show revealed several e.xcellent tenden-

cies—increased leverage, interconnection of the starter

and valve lifter, etc. Of course, you cnit start any old

engine with any. old kick-starter." But, at best, the

recjuired foot action is not natural ; and a good de-

signer will ease it as far as possible. Here is a common
oversight. With a solo machine, the kick-starter is

sometimes u.sed with the machine on the stand and
.sometimes with the wheels- on the ground, i.e., in

positions differing in height by several inches. It is

seldom that the action is pleasant under botli

circumstances.

Lamps in Town and Country.

THE magnates of the Metropolis are naturally
obsessed by the problems of sti'eet illumination
in cities and suburbs : they quite fail to realise

how futile most of their laws are in rural areas. When
I spend a holiday in the country, I learn to rely on
my own lamps and on nothing else. Over large areas
of Britain the density of the police is much less than
one bobby per ten square miles, and the law is

ignored accordingly. In such districts all road laws
are more honoured in the breach'than in the observ-
ance, e.Kcept by motorists. The carter and the
cyclist represent short distance traffic; familiar with
the local constable's timetable, habits, and personality,

they do not trouble to light their lamps unless they
are sure to meet him. If they make a miscalculation
and meet him, there is seldom a prosecution. Robert,
perhaps, calls round next week to buy a little chicken
food, and no more is said. The motorist is similarly

free, but owing to the speed of his vehicle and, per-

haps, also to the fact that his longer journeys cause
him to lose touch of Robert's movements, he is"

generally law-abiding. Anyhow, the net result is that

in rural areas it is essential to the |)ublic safety that

motors should have long-beam lamjjs. The solution

of the problem is a scienlilic device for eliminating

glare, not a Prussian and senseless reduction of light.

In urban cUslricts, where the police are thick on the

ground and all road users keep the law, a long beam
is quite unnecessary. The total area of such districts

is a relatively small portion of the counlry, however.

I >.

LOST ! Motor cyclists generally have a very good sense of direction, but sometime the winding lanes ir. an unknown district lead them

back to the starting-point. Nevertheless, lane exploring has a fascination of its own. The machine in the foreground is the experimental

Dunelt outfit.

A23
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Being Extracts from the Diary of a
in Good

{Concluded from p

ARRIVING back at the feny we found a large

two-seater motor car waiting to cross. Tliere

was, liowe'\er, no sign of the ferry leaving the

other side.

Dressed in the ine\itable waterproof there was a big

man standing on the quay, gazing disconsolately at

the water with an air of resigned patience suggestive of

Noali standing on Mount Ararat waiting for the flood

to subside.

When at last the. ferry -arrived and unloaded a

victim in the shape of a motor, there followed tre-

mendous excitement (on the part of the occupants)

wliile the large coupe was being shipped, the owner
finally getting to the seaward side and pushing the car

as if to keep it out of the water.

We Meet a Fellow=traveller.

At length we pushed our machines aboard, and had
as a shipmate a very ancient crock with -a very high

sidecar. [For convenience we wilt in future refer to

this outfit as the Kangaroo.]
The driver explained that he had come from Man-

chester (he said it like that, and not " coom fra Mann-
chesster," as might be supposed), and had been all

round the North of Scotland, and had no trouble till

that day, when he had had two blow-outs (in his rear

tyre).

Arriving at the south bank we gave him a push off

and followed him after a short interval. Getting away
quickly from a gi^-en spot is not our speciahty, and
consequently it was some time before we caught up the
Kangaroo, which, slow as we are, we eventually did.

He was stopped by the roadside at the top of a small
hill cleaning his plug. When he was ready we gave
Mm a hearty push (his only method of starting), and'

Motor Cyclist during a Scottish Tour
Company.
age 147, Feb. yd.)

again followed in. his wake as far as the top of the

next small hill, where tlie Kangaroo gave a few con-

sumptive coughs and came gracefully to rest. The
driver would have carried on repeating the plug clean-

ing process indefinitely, but an examination of his

machine revealed the fact that his spark plug was
being short circuited by the carburetter control wires

touching the plug top. We tied these back, and he

had a short trial run, his lady passenger following

him on foot loaded with rug, travelling, one
;
proof,

water, one; ba.5ket, luncheon, small, one; scarves,

parcels, petrol tin, etc., lot. assorted. We also trailed

after the "man from Manchester," and helped to load

the passenger and dunnage intO' the sidecar, and gave

them a very hearty push off amidst a chorus of thanks

and good-byes. It proved only to> be an au revoir,

however, as shortly afterwards, on topping a rise, we
saw him in a dip in tire road, climbing the hill on the

further side. Vi'e judged he would be over the top by
the time we reached the bottom of the dip, and so we
dashed down in order to make a top gear climb, but

unfortunately the Kangaroo^ man having reached his

bottom gear ignominiously konked out half way up
the hill and started to run backwards.

Involuntary " Stunting."

For a moment it looked as if we would give him
a violent help up the hill, but James cleverly looped

the loop sideways intO' the ditch and the Kangaroo,
which had by now gained considerable velocity,' flashed^

over- the spot where we had been a second before.

When near the bottom of the hill it occurred to the

man to turn the machine into the steep bank, which
he did, with, the result that the back wheel mounted
up the grassy slope, while the sidecar '' nose " di^'ed
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on the road, but the whole contraption did not turn
turtle (as it should have done by all the laws of

dynamics).

The lady extricated herself, and her luggage with
some difficulty (we noticed that' she never left the
sidecar without taking her luggage with her), and we
pushed the outfit to the top of the hill. The trouble

on this occasion seemed to be the steepness of the
hill, combined with overheating of the engine. This
time we gave him an exircmehj hearty push off.

We followed him within " visual '' distance, as they
call it in the Navy. On closing up somewhat on the

Kangaroo we were astonished to see sheets of flame
belching forth from its carburetter and trailing aft in

long streamers of light. This did not retard the

machine, and the owner, no doubt congratulating him-
self on the sudden increase of power, was blissfully

unconscious of the fact that he would liave been safer

sitting on the top of a volcano. We dashed up and
holloaed to him, and when he saw the flames he im-
mediately " stood on everything," locking his back
wheel, and thereby nearly ejecting his passenger. .

"A Little Knowledge is "

The lady alighted with alacrity, seized her usual
burden, i.e., luncheon basket, rug, scarves, and petrol
tin, and "hit the_trail at speed ''

for the next parish
—with the man in pursuit, as he wanted the rug
to extinguish the flames. The fire was eventu-
ally got under control, but the machine looked
worse than ever, if possible. Certainly it had' not
improved its appearance, while the driver's coat had
several new ventilation holes in it. He explained that
liis engine had been misfiring before the machine
caught lire. His contact breaker was therefore de-
tached, much against his will, and examined. The
libre bush of the rocker arm was found to be swollen,
and was reduced wdth emery paper. John remarked
that it was a curious fault on a machine which had
been in use .so long.

The driver's reply fairly took our breath away; he
said he di'l not think it liad much wear; he also pro-"'

?5J

pounded the theory that the fire had been caused by

the magneto missing one or two,. sparks, and the next

time it sparked, the missing sparks, which, according

to his theory, the magneto had stored up, caused such

a rush of current that it had set lire to the carburetter !

While James and .John were still lying with their

foreheads in the damp grass, the man had a trial run

without his passenger, after which Tom collected the

lady and her luggage and loaded them into the side-

car and once more helped to push the Kangaroo along

the road to start it.

The fire seemed to have improved their engine some-
what, but, by and by, we caught up with the pair

.Tgain, stuck on a hill with their engine very hot. Again
we pushed them off, muttering things to ourselves.

When they had got out of earshot, we held a council

of war and decided to try and induce the pair to stay

tlie night at Port Appin Hotel, which would allow us a
clear run to Connel.

We hadn't long to wait for an opportunity to put
our scheme into action, as a cloud of blue smoke on

Lett, Everyone who knows the

Crinan Canal wiH be familiar with

the little " Linnet ' shown here

preparing to? her ourney to

Ardrlshaig,

(Right) Passing tnrougn one ol

several locks on the Crinan Cana'.
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the next hill proclaimed the presence of the Kangaroo.
If the manager of the Port Appin Hotel could have

heard how we boomed his hotel to the Kangaroo man,
he would have appointed us as advertising agents

forthwith. We praised the view, the food, the com-

fort, and pointed out that it was the spot par excellence

in which to spend the night. Just when we thought

we had him convinced he mentioned the fact that he

had booked rooms at Dalnially, and hoped to reach

there before dark. \John was the first to. recovei' his

breath, and proceed(^d to explain that the roads from

Port Appin to Dalmally were amongst^the worst in

the kingdom, and that Dalmally was at least eighty

miles away. We talked so loudly and with such feel-

ing that at last he said he would try Port Appin. We
followed him very closely when he got under wiiy,

until he reached the gate of the hotel, where he pulled

up and started speaking to a man who had come out.

There is a steep hill at this part of the road which we
went down " all out," and as we daslied past we
shouted a cheery " You're all right now !''

Imprbmplu Wireless.

Spurred on by the thought that they might be follow-

ing us we managed the next ten miles non-stop, when
we felt compelled to give the machines a rest.

Then on again in our whirlwind style. The road

at this point was beautiful in the extreme, winding

round the very edge of Loch Creran. The ten miles

to Connel were covered in record time (for us)—the

average being over 25 m.p.h.

As there is an hotel at each end of the bridge, and
it costs 4s. for each machine to get from one to the

other, we decided that one of us should walk across

the bridge (fee 2d.) and ascertain if rooms could be

had at the south side hotel. We tossed up who should

go and James lost. He took a pocket flash lamp with

him to " Morse " the result of his investigations.

The arrangement was that if we received a favour-

able message, we were to light a small fire as a reply

and then join him on the south bank.

In order to acknowledge the signal smartly, we
decided to make a fire with petrol, and so got out

the spare bottle .from the A.J.S., and as soon^ we
had. read James's message we dashed a quantity over

some dead thistles on the bank. We put rather too

much on, for though some of it evaporated while we
endeavoured to strike a match, on a rotten matchbox
John produced, when we did apply the light half the

bank broke out into a roaring sheet of flame which
vrauld have acknowledged a signal from Glasgow.
From our point of view, the plan worked splendidly,

and we were saved the time it would have taken James
at leastdralf an hour to walk back to us.

We had the same room as before and slept quite

soundly in it in spite of the fact that its number was
thirteen. Just to cheer us the railway company kindly
provided their usual midnight demonstration of shunt-
ing and whistling.

ACT V. Scene at Oban and Crinan.

We got under way about 10 a.m. and set out for
Oban. We hadn't gone far when we passed our
friend on the Kangaroo also making for the " Charing
Cross of the Highlands.'' His machine M-as running

A 2 6

as sweetly as two Fordson tractors having a fight on

.the corrugated iron. roof of a tin can factory. Needr

less to sav, we did not fall in behind him, but dashed

jjast at our very utmost speed. Neverflieless, he was

only about one minute behind us when we stopped a,t_

Oban. We immediately asked him which way he was

goingr Fortunatelv he was still making for Dalmally,

so we didn't have to alter our route.

His parting words were to the effect that they might

see us in Inveraray. As we were scheduled to arrive

a day after them, we didn't see how we could, at the

time. Howe\'er, he proved to be right.

Leaving Oban, .we continued south over most atro-

cious roads, through the Pass of Melfort.

About -half a mile from Crinan, we took the wrong
road and did not discover our mistake until we had
covered nearly two miles, including a long hill about

a mile long. Arrived at Crinan, James went to try

and get rooms at the Hotel. -He must have a very

charming way with hotel keepers, for although the

hotel was full, they dashed around and made up beds

in 'rooms over the garage, evidently meant for the

chauffeurs. The garage accommodation here was the

best we had come across on our trip. -

ACT VI.

So many people advised us to \isit Loch Sween, on
our way home, that at last we decided there must be

something special there, and altered our, route a'ccord-

ingly. We made for Tayvallich, but the road was so

rough that -it took considerable coaxing on John's pai't

to keep James from turning bac'k. John, who had
\'isited the' place while on a voyage in a yacht, remem-
bered a small road across the' peninsula which finally

landed us at a very small place called Arisaig,

We returned by the same route (the only one) to

the Crinan Canal, and stopped above Crinan village on

a \erv. tempting blind corner, -whence we watched the

efforts of a cormorant to swallow a large flounder which
it had caught. It could get the flounder half-way

down its throat, which caused its neck to become flat

instead of round. Reraernbering the" annoyance
caused by a single fish bone stuck in one's throat, our

sympathies were all with that cormorant.'

While we were watching these digestive troubles, a

large yacht passed up the. canal, on its way to

Ardrishaig, and we decided tO' push on to Cairnban

and photograph it as it passed tl'u'ough the locks. We
managed to get there first, as. the yacht had engine

trouble on the way, and we watched it go through

the first lock, photographed it, and even went as far

as to help^ by leaning' again.st the beam for opening

the gates. We noticed the usual bunch of heather

tied to the rigging of the yacht.

Proceeding on our way, we ran non-stop to about a

mile from Lochgilphead, when John got into the

sidecar and Tom took the B.S.A.

Near Furnace, James suddenly announced that he

was going to have a bathe, declaring that this was
one of his objects in coming the trip. Tom followed

his example. Both were much troubled, by midges
while undressing. When the -bathers had waded in

about knee-deep, John decided tliat he must take a

photograph, and insisted on us standing up to our

knees in icy water, and being devoured by midges
above the water line, while he carefully measured off

the distance in order to focus his pateiit lens.
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After the bathe, and once more under way, we
ilecided to take the shore -to Inveraray in preference to

ihe main road. A warning from a native in Furnace

that there were a " wheen braes ''' on the road proved

very correct, tlie worst "braes'' being a gentle slope

of about I ill 2, in climbing which we had to pass a

liorse and cart and a horse solo, also two open gates.

A few hundred yards from this semi-precipice we
flushed" a black cock, and later a grouse, only

missing running over them by about li\e feet.

Presently we came on a parting of the ways. A
fairly decent road went to the right, but was marked
"Private." To the left there was a farm track rather

deeply rutted, while straight ahead stretched what

appeared to be a dry river bed. Naturally we took

to the left, and after making one or two sudden bends

the road brought us into a beautiful little sylvan glade.

Right About Face!
John had discovered th.it we were on tiie wron^g

road, so we stopped at the end of the gjade. As we
should have gone along the river bed already referred

to, we retraced our wheel tracks thither. John, who
was coming along behind, was engaged in a spirited

encounter with a collie dog, and in his efforts to get

in a kick he did not notice, until he was altnost on it,

tliat the sidecar machine was stopped with its back

wheel buzzing round in a deep rut. Looking back we
saw him frantically .'stamping on pedals and moving
handles, all the time endeavouring to kick the dog.

Almost the first person wc met in Inveraray w\as the
^

passenger of the Kangaroo. Sliprtly after we met the

driver also.

He told us that he had broken the key of his timing

gear the night before and had liccn lowed into Inver-

aray bv a Ford.

After bidding farewell to the KangaroO' people we

ran from Inverara) to the hairpin bend on " Rest and

Be Thankful,'' non-stop, which we considered pretty

good, even though we are accustomed to long non-stop

runs! During this stretch the A.J.S. gave one or two

demonstrations of frightfulness, but chnibed the

" Rest " easily (on bottom gear).

As the'A.j.S. had still about forty miles to do w'e

didn't stay long on the " Rest," but hurried on to

Arrochar. ' On a previous run John had pa'cked all his

luggage in his own bag and found at the end of the

day's run that the vilnation that the bag was subjected

to on the carrier of his bicycle had blunted a packet

of safety razor blades, set off a box of matches, and

done other minor damage to the contents. As a

result of this experience, all the hard and breakable

goods in John's bag had been packed in our port-

manteau, while soft goods had been transferred there-

from to John's ca.se. This necessitated a complete'

unpacking of both bags and a sorting out of the con-

tents on the party splitting up.

Home at Last I

When things had been straightened out a bit, and

Arrochar had once more resumed something of its

usual calm, there was a very touching scene while we
took affectionate farewell of the B.S.A. and its rider.

Once more on semi-respectable roads, the A.J.S.

niaile very good time to Dumbarton. By the time

Paisley was reached darkness was falling, and w'e did

not want to stop to light up, so wc fished out a small

electric flash light and switched it on whenever we
ihought there would be any policemen about. Glasgow
was reached at 9.30 p.m., two hours after leaving

-Arrochar, which we thought pretty good.
\Ciirt(iiii.'\

J.F.H.

ON THE EDGE OF THE FOREST OF ARDEN.
Reputed to be the centre of England—Meriden, on the main London-Holyhead road, and located between Covenlrj' and Birminghatn.

B27
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A Waistcoat Pocket Tool Kit.

What motor cyclist lias not at some
time on the road found a need for a
corkscrew, gimlet, bradawl, or a pair
of tweezers? The tool kit illu.strated is

contained in a little case which forms the
handle for five of the six tools in the kit,

The Gough pocket tool kit.

and the whole may be carried in the

waistcoat pocket. This novelty is sold

by Mr. A. Gough, l83a, Broad Street,

Birmingham, and costs 5s. 6d.

An Acetylene Gas Purifier.

The importance of sturdy construc-

tion is a most essential point which
is frequently overlooked in the manu-
facture of small accessories, and causes
much inconvenience on the road.
An old principle for purifying the gas

in an acetylene lighting outfit is excel-

lently carried out
in the purifier illus-

trated. The con-

s t r.u c t i n is

unusually strong,
whilst a quarter of

a turn of the lower
miUed-edge nut on
the base enables the

plug to be taken
nut and the con-

densed water
released. The plug
is held by an
expanding rubber
ring which malces a

gas and water-tight

joint.

On a dark night
this type of plug,

which does not carry

any threads, should

be much appreciated. This accessory is

the product of the Light Car and Motor
Cycle Engineering Co., who have recently

opened a new garage at 26a, Tulse Hill,

Brixton, London, S.W.2, under the

direction of Major C. L. Willcox. This

firm holds the A.C.U. official repairer's

appointment.

A2R

Willcox gas puriF.ev,

showing the delivery

pipe and base plug

A "Streamline" Gas Lamp.
F.R.S. lamps have, for years, been

well known to motor cyclists in this

country and overseas, and an entirely

new design of gas head lamp by the

F.E.S. firm is not without interest, even
in these days when electric lighting is

becoming so popular.

Transparent Wind Cuffs.

The ancient handle-bar muff has long
been appreciated by the owners of motor
cycles during the winter months. The
manufacturer of the Walbro windscreen,
i\Ir. H. S. Wallis, Lynn Road, Ely, has
lately placed on the market a variation
of this in the shape of a celluloid wind
cuff for the handle-bars. This, while

F.R.S streamline gas lamp.

For the past twelve months two mem-
bers of The Motor I'l/ch. staff have used

F.B.S. major gas lamps with every satis-

faction, and those who favour the acety-

lene system will find this lamp all they
require for the fastest runs in the dark.

The new Streamline model is a j&iti. set

having an 800ft. beam and has several

features, including a new type of door

The latest F.R.S. electric head lamp.

fastening which prevents the possibility

of rattle, an adjustable focus and a

genuine optical jMangin mirror. The
price is £4, while a Sin. set with a 600ft.

beam is offered at £2 15s.

Another addition to the F-R-S. range

is a 7-^-in. electric lamp which, with a

4 volt 8 c.p. bulb is said to give a 1,500ft.

beam. It has an anti-glare device operated

while riding and is sold tor £4, a smaller

type being available at £3.

,-.. Walbro handle-bar wi

preventing the cold air from circling up
the rider's sleeve, allows the position of
the control levers to be seen clearly, owing
to its transparency. Consequently if

the rider has to remove his- hands from
the handle-bars before replacing thein he
can see the position of his throttle or
spark lever at a glance.

Spring Mattresses for Cycle Cars.

In order lo retain a low seating posi-
tion, many makers of cycle cars fit some-
what thin seat cushions: and owners
desiring to obtain greater comfort are
not always successful owing to insufficieni
steering wheel clearance. " Here is illus-

New straight pattern horn by F.R.S.

A neat straight horn is another
speciality of this firm, selling at 22s. 6d.

Tkhe new address of the makers is Beam
.Works, Vere Street, Birmingham.

A spring mattress fo-' Morgans.

trated a spring mattress, obviously the
outcome of road experience, which has
been introduced bv Mr. L. Marcus, of

9, Golders Green- Crescent, London,
N.W.ll. It is suitable for Morgan Run-
abouts or similar vehicles where the clear-

ance between seat and steering wheel
does not permit the use of a deeji

cushion, and only raises thfe cushion about
an inch. The price of a mattress for a

Morgan is 33s.. but any size can be made
to order.
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A Brief Hi'lory of (he

Cycle Car.

A runabout of 1900 having a Dc Dion

air-cooled engine and belt drive. Its weight

was 423 lb.

FOR- twenty years or more the cycle

car type of vehicle has proveil

the will-o'-the-wisp of the motor

inilii.stry. At times it has seemeJ to

promise so much, at others as little of-

ihe ideals of the dreamer.
Born in the earliest days of motoring it developed

into the small car which, in turn, grew larger and
larger into a vehicle weighing over a ton. A few

vears later, a few makers turned back, as it were, ami

small cars again appeared, to be eventually dropped,

hut the little vehicles may be found to-day giving faitii-

lul service to those who are content with a moderate

speed. We refer to such machines as the old 6 h.p.

Kover, 7-9 h.p. Swift, 9 h.p. Riley, Phceni.x, 6j2.h.p.

De Dion, the original Humberettes of 5 and 6 h.p.,

the 6 h.p. Velox, and the several Baby Peugeots that

preceded the miniature four-cylinder model so popular

laefore the war. All of these may be said to be ances-

ti3rs of the present-day light car.

In the meantime, the motor cycle had developed.

]''rom a bicycle fitteil with an engine, it became a

machine specially designed for self-propulsion, and

the next step brought along the trailer and the forc-

lar, and Ihially it became the luxurious sidecar machine
tliat we .see daily. Concurrently there have been

attempts to produce four-wheelers, starting with the

Quad." The sidecar caught the public fancy, and

the small four-seater on semi-cycle lines, with a very

few exceptions, disappeared.

Another Revival.

A decade ago, the cycle car type was again revived,

largely due to the undue praise accorded to designs

—

such as the Bedelia. Promises made at tliat time

that it would revolutionise the passenger inotor

cvcle remain unfulfilled. With four cycle wheels,

.lir-cooled twin engines, and variable pulley devices,

these improved vehicles were pronounced as the

rificient sidecar substitute. The Motor Cijch coiv-

Nidered them unmechanical, and in the interests of the

innocents did not hesitate to say so. Many otlicr

makes quickly appeared, and as quickly disappeared,

leaving behind a public distrust of the_cycle car, which

would never have ai>peared had responsible design

been at the back of the movement. In the mean-
time, several car manufacturers, recognising the public

interest in sinall two-seated four-wheelers, started to

develop light machines grounded on the lines of the

Al llie presi^nl time Ihe jour-

wliecUd type of cycle car is in need

of encoivagement to develop it along
sound lines. \Vc urge thai Ihe

R.A.C. hand over Us control to Ihe

A.C.U. in order that cycle cars may
compete in reliability trials alongside

three-wheeled cycle cars of Ihe same
weight and engine capacity— i.e..

tS'civ/. maximum weight.

JjlO'J c.c. engine limit.

- The New Orleans of 1900, which had an

air-cooled single-cylinder engine and belt

transmission.

conventional car, and knowing that

these were likely to provide greater

satisfaction, and prove a sounder invest-

ment, we encouraged this type. Inci-

dentally, it is not without interest that,

as a result of our encouragement of the

miniature car, the first details of the Singer, Morris-

Oxford, Steliite, and Standard light cars were pre-

sented to the world at large in the coKimns of The
J/ofor: Cycle.

Thus again the illusive cycle car failed to establish

itself as a t)pe. We have always maintained that the

cycle car prc>per would ultimately develop from its

ihrysalis form, and in our i.ssue for November 3rd,

1 9 10. we expressed our view that "the self-contained

\ehicle (i.e., a machine of the cycle car type) could

be produced at a slightly lower price than the sidecar

otiifit. and it would possess advantages which the motor
liicycle rider at present has to do without.'

Room for Both.

We still hold that view, but we do not believe that

the sidecar is doomed, or that the cycle car will take

its place. First produce the cycle car as durable, as

reliable, as fast, as economical, and at the same price

as the dc luxe sidecar outfit, and thenJ;he sidecar is

bound to feel the competition, provided ihe luxation

is Ihe some. But the cycle car must not be a cheap

looking \ehicle at the same price as an ultra-refined

sidecar outfit. The majority of owners of the most

expensive outfits do not represent the potential market

for a cheap substitute for a car. They are now at the

top of one class of vehicle, and will not readily change

places to be at the bottom of another.

it must not be overlooked, also, that the majority of

sidecars on the road are not of the most powerful and

expensive type, consequently to form a sidecar alterna-

tive, cycle cars must line up in price and performance

with ail types of sidecar outfits.

Can it be done? 2'lte Motor Cycle believes it can.

Such cycle cars as the TaiBplin, G.N., and A.V. have

done much in their" respective, classes to confirm our

opinions of ten years ago. Will it be done generally?

Not yet I In our judgment, the moderately priced

sidecar will retain its present place in the favour of

the public for many years to come.
For the present', we regard the cycle car more as a

step between the .sidecar and the light car, which there-

fore appea-ls chiefly to those who want sometliing

-9
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more than a motor cycle but cannot afford a light car.

We repeat what we said in 1911, "the- motor cycle

runabout must possess two qualities : first, it must

be cheap; secondly, it must hd a go-anywhere

machine."

Will History Repeat Itself?

In our issue of January 13th, we published an

article entitled " Wanted—A Cycle Car Trial," which

vvas a plea that three and four-wheeled cycle cars be

allowed to compete together, either under the A.C.U.

auspices or a joint committee of . the R.A.C. and

A.C.U. It was then pointed out that, although the

former body controls all four-wheelers, '

it has done

rsothing to promote the welfare of the motor cycle type

of light four-wheeler. . It is therefore interesting to

know that the A.C.U. Qne Day Trial in April will

include four-wheeled cycle cars

We were asking the same
question in 1912, when we
said: "In the event of the

R.A.C. ultimately taking the

Quad car under its wing, it

ought to do more than say

it will look after the new
vehicle. It would be better

for the A.C.U. to take up

result that nothing has been done to demonstrate by

official trial the
. new machines which have since

appeared. The Cycle Car Club did useful work, but

has, of late, under the Junior Car Club, shown fnore

favour towards the already proved light car. As in

1912, the small four-w-heeler is nobody's child, a state

of affairs which Js unfair to maker and public alike.

We have now" commenced the third cycle, of the

motor industry's will-o'-the-wisp. The 1900 machines

developed into large cars, the i9ro types. into light

cars, the 1921 types into—what? Is the cycle to be

perpetual ? Are cycle cars always to be the nucleus of

something bigger ? If they have a place in the sun,

that place .should be recognised and their capabilities

proved by public trial. By their speciiication and
price, some of them challenge the sidecar outfit. Let
them fight it out on the trial courses alongside motor
cycles. There is no room in the motor field for

machines of doubtful character. The public want to

- "- know more than is told them

^ - 'in makers' catalogues—and
the makers desire an oppor-
tunity to prove their claims.

From the public stand-

point, trials for cj-cle cars

are more necessary than
with any other type of

vehicle, for two reasons :

(i) they are practically un-

Three cycle cars of a decade ago with variable gears, utilising very small pulleys, which proved unsatisfactoiy.

these vehicles at once and allow them to participate in.

the motor cycle trials, than for the R.A-C, after

undertaking to protect their interests, subsequently to

neglect them."
Energetic action ultimatelv brought the cycle car

under the A.C.U. control, and as a line of demarca-
tion, the cycle car was defined as a vehicle weighing
not more than 6 cwt." chassis, or 7 cwt. all-on, with an
engine not exceeding 1,100 c.c.

It is interesting to recall that in the Colmore Cup
trial of I9r3, only two cycle cars (a Morgan and a
Humberette) out of twenty starters made non-stop

runs. True, it was a very severe course—at least,

severe in those days, but one which the motor cycles

had no great difficulty in negotiating; therefore, the

cycle cars failed to prove their equality with the side-

car outfits.

- Since this date, manufacturers of car-type cycle cars

have increased their weights until they are outside the

old definition, and the four-wheeled type with a few
exceptions (notably the G.N.) died during the post-

war reconstruction period, after the conttol of four-

wheelers had been handed to the R.A.C. with the

tried; and (2), which is even more important, they are

so easy to construct (easier, ihjact, than a motor cycle,

and sidecar) that the good work of-the few good

machines in the hands of the public may lead pseudo-

designers to start again to produce unsatisfactory cycle

cars such as appeared ten years ago.

Again we urge that the four-wheeled cycle car be

allowed to compete with the sidecar and three-wheeled

runabout, 'and that the R.A.C. give back to the

A.C.U. the control of a type of vehicle with ivhich the

latter is an fait.

Defining the Class.

We ha-^'e pre\'iously .given our suggestions for a suit-

able definition, which, we repeat, should include the

•following factors : (r) a weight limit of 8 cwt. ; ,(2) an

engine capacity limit, of 1,100 c.c.

One of our reasons for the first is that the Revenue
Department is recognising this limit throughout the new
taxation system. Three-wheelers are subject to a tax

of £^\ only, if they do not exceed this -weight, which
is also the line of demarcation in several other respects.

Therefore, four-wheelers under 8 cwt. should be given
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the same privilege as three-wlieelers of tlie same weiglit,

instead of b,eing considered as cars and taxed on the

;£i per h.p.' basis, witli a £^(i minimum as at present.

If the A.C.U. take^ up the small four-wheeler again,

it is not improbable that the Government toO' will class

together for taxation purposes all vehicles under 8 cwt.

The present taxation is so unfair to four-wheeled
cycle cars that their progress is retarded, since, when
fitted with motor cycle type V twin engines of 8 h.p.,

they are subject to a ;£io fax,, although their capacity

is only 99S c.c. or less. A fully fledged car, with four-

cylinder engine- of considerably greater capacity, and
weighing anything up to a ton or eA'en more, is only

subject tO'the same tax, while on a three-wheeler of

8 cwt;, only £^i, is due as against ^d for a little buck-
board of a third the weight, and with an engine one-

third the size.

In some quarters it is thought that 1,000 c.c. wouLl

be a suitable Hmit for a cycle car engine, but this

would be distinctly unfair considering that most of the

three-wheelers with which they - would compete have

engines between 1,000 and 1,100 c.c. (T.B., Coventry

Premier, New Hudson). It may be well to emphasise

here that the public generally does not,trouble whether

a anachin'e conforms to a definition or not—but a

definition is necessary for classification purposes.

There is no doubt that the present-day cycle cars

are \-astly superior machines to those of a decade ago.

and given a fair trial, there is every chance for them

to make good. Ten years ago, when we had occasion,

in the interests of our readers, to critici.se the design

of cycle, cars rather harshly, we prophesied that the

cycle car -would take ten years to develop. It has.

"\Vhat is wanted now is proof that the development has

been alono- the right lines.

The Future of the Two-stroke.
Some Commenis bearing on ihe Present-day

ON the subject of the past and present popularity

and potential possibilities of the lightweight, a

prominent motor cycle manufacturer a few days
ago expressed the opinion that the two-stroke machine
had reached its zenith. This particular maker, it -

should be noted, makes both two-stroke and four-

stroke machines, so presumably he is unprejudiced. -

That the two-stroke machine is simple was agreed
;

that it cost very nearly as much to manufacture, the

cycle parts being identical, was also agreed ; but that

the speed of the two-stroke was too low and could
not be maintained at a high average was a statement
with which I could not agree.

I have ridden many makes of two-stroke machines,
and several makes of lightweight with four-stroke

engines, and I have come to the conclusion that,

capacity for capacity, the best two-stroke machines
are as fast as the best four-stroke types, and, more

'

important still, they will maintain their tune longer.

I do not agree that the two-stroke, if properly
designed, well made, and built of the right material,

will not stand up against a four-stroke machine of
equal capacity under ordinary touring conditions. At
the same time, I believe that under racing conditions

a four-stroke machine could be tuned up to travel

faster than a two-stroke, but racing is not the motor
cycle's sole reason for its existence.'

Its Faults and its Charms.
The two-stroke is at its greatest disadvantage when

petrol consumption is under discussion, and it is well
known that in this res]3ect the type does not shine, and
I am afraid tlie difficulty is almost insurmountable
so long as present two-stroke practice is followed, and
no additional complications are added to the usual
method of charging and exhausting the necessary
gaseg. By more careful study of the question, and -^

closer attention to finding the most suitable type of
carburetter, and then giving the most suitable setting
to attain the best all-round results, a great saving of
petrol could be attained in many instances.

The two-stroke has as its greatest charm its sim-
plicity and flexibility, which really ineans its ability to

A3^

Posifion of this Popular Type of Machine.

develop maximum power at varying speeds or under

varying loads, in many instances to such an extent that

a two-speed gear can be dispensed with for all practical

purjDoses.

As to the difficulty of getting regular running, the

elimination of irregular " two-stroking " can be over-

come by a correct design of piston head and cylinder

ports, in conjunction with a suitable carburetter.

To Displace the Pedal Cycle
It was prophesied in these columns several years ago

that the two-stroke w'as the machine of the future,

the machine for the million—the writer went so far

as to say millions, and he still believes this to be tlie

case, in spite of the fact that the present cost of pro-

duction of a lightweight four-stroke is almost identical.

This confidence is l)ascd on the simplicity of the two-

stroke, its ability to maintain its " tune," its flexi-

bility, and consequent possibility of working without

a somewhat costly, complicated, and heavy two-speed

gear box, and, above all, its simple construction and-

fewness of working parts, which make it so pre-

eminently suitable for the inexperienced or those who
do not possess an engineering turn of mind.

The two-stroke, engine carries with it the future of

the real lightweight motor cycle, the type so frequently,

advocated in these columns;—the 80 lb. or 90 lb.

machine which will ultimately take the place of the

pedal cycle, and sell by the thousand. Such a machine
will not be suitable for the average reliability trial,

or Six Days courses such as those of 1919 and 1920,

but it will be good enough to take its owner anywhere
within reason, and take him there in comfort aiid with

that peace of mind which can only be attained by
reliability coupled with the knowledge that if anything

does go wrong it will be ^simple 1;^o put right.

The coming of the lightweight sidecar outfit will

help to popularise the tiny two-stroke, and Jjiose who
have not yet had the experience of driving one of these

wonderful little outfits should hasten to do so. The
two-stroke is doomed, it has been said. It is doomed
—doomed to success and to become the machine of

the future.
'

R.V.C.B.
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THE 5 1ip. RALEIGH.

SPECIFICATION.
ENGINE: 7 <' :', mm. (7(JU c.c.) flat

twin four-stroke. «

LUBRICATION : Drip feed.

MAGNETO : ifuas.

CARBURETTER: Amac (Iwo-lever).

GEAR BOX: Tltree-.':peed, ^onslant

III e s li t y p c . modified Slurincy-

Archer.

TRANSMISSION : Enclosed eliain.

WHEELS: <,.jO : O-J mm.

FORKS: Brampton Bi-flex.

FRAME : Leaf spring.

WEIGHT: J'M lb.

PRICE: £I6:i J5s. solo; C2tU los.

sidecar.

THl'.RK are few lirms capable of icluining in-

terest in a i^roduct when more than two years

elapse between the lifting of the veil from
the first model and the actuul commencement of de-

liveries. The Raleigh Gj'cle Co. is one of the few.

A clever design in the first case, and an excellent

reputation in the pedal cycle world— fully 90% of

the motor cycling community were originally pedal

cyclists—these two factore probably explain this satis-

fiKtorv state of affairs. The fact that two inter-

vening " Shows "

revealed an in-

creasingly attrac-

tive Raleigh kept

alive the interest

of even the most
casually - minded
rider.

It was, therefore,

with a feeling akin

to eagerness that

we took over one
of the first batch
of production

How the induction pipes are

attacheo to tlie passage in the timing

cover. The bevelled ring compresses

a ring of asbestos siring to obtain a

simple gas-tight joint

machines lo satisfy dursclves as to whether it was, or

«as not, as gootl as it looked. Our expectations were
high, and high expectations breed a keenly critical

frame of mind.
It had been whispered, too, that the new Raleigh

was fast. Xow we may confess that in terms of

Brooklands and sheer speed. Rumour proved once more
a lying jade. Jiut, contradictory as it may seem, there

are few T.T. and fewer touring machines on the road

The only pedal on the Raleigh—the rear brake—and a very

convenient one, too. Note the clean business-like lines of the

footboards, chain cases, and mudshield
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Road Tests of New Models.—

tij-i.lay- thiit could average safely a

better time en a long journey in the

hands of an average rider: P'ifty-five

miles per hour as a maximum is

claimed by the makers : in our case

•\ve failed to persuade the needle of

a reliable speedometer furtlier round

the dial than fifty-two. But (i) it

wculd stay there, (2) the machine
was as " steerable " at that speed as

at ten, and (3) it might be sent back

to "ten" more quickly than the

\\orks O'f the speedometer allowed

for, but Avith an even smoothness

tliat surprised us. More, however,

of the rear brake anon.

Uptinned ha-ndle-bnrs. footboards,

and a spring- frame have never,

singly or ccllecti^ely, entered into

the wiiter'-s ideal specification of a

solo mouiit, and, coupled with a

hefty 700 c.c. engine, we confess

that we anticipated^well, a feeling of awkwardness.

if "nbthing worse, during the preliminary negotiation of

the busy streets of Nottingham.

Speed—with an Easy Mind.

Directly after the first corner, however, we realised

the fact that controllability, balance (of the rnachine

as a whole), and steering were exeeptionally good:
and before we had glided past the last tramcar Ave

felt as if we had owned the Raleigh for years (in-

cidentally, fancy Avas

playing all sorts of
"

pretty mathematical
tricks with a certain-

bank balance, ^ in an
effort to make it pan
out at ^162 15s. 1).

Opening ' out. t h e

C o w e y very quickly

said "forty," t h en
.

'

' forty-five "
] a n d

,

accustomed previously

to grip a shade tighter

and to "' get down to it

more" on such occa-

sions, it seemed almost
ludicrous to be-sitting

up and admiring the

sceitery as coml^ortably

and calmly as on a

family sidecar. Only
the rush of air (and of
milestones) saved the

Cowey from a charge
of gross exaggeration.

Suddenly a wander-
ing pup, evidently
agreeing that it was
too easy, rushed out on
to the road about fifty

yards ahead—behaving
as if he Avere a goal-

keeper and -Ave Avere the

opposing forward with

An Induction system that is unusually

neat. The space around the passage

through the timing case is warmed by

oily vapour, which serves also to lubricate

the maeneto chain.

The average big twin when used as a solo machine conveys an
impression of weight, especially at low speeds, but not so the Raleigh,
which is as easy to handle as the majority of "singles."

FERRVARY jotl,, igoi.

the ball. These " do or die " tac

tics of the average dog are oft^n

a huge bluff : but Ave Avere taking m,
chances. ' _.._Home Avent the' throttle

and doAvn the brake pedal : A\e

ambled past that cur at less than

"five"—too surprised at the sudden
and smooth pull-up to carry the

football analogy to its 1 o g i c a 1

conclusion !

Three factors help toward such

e.xcellent braking—good design of

the amply proportioned internal ex-

panding brake itself, an utuisually

long pedal, and a verA" convenient

position for that pedal. It is A-er)

true that a machine is, or should be.

only as fast as its brakes .
alloAv.

Here, then, is oife reason why the

Raleigh is a suitable mouut for' the

man in a hurry or for one who craves

but comfort and reliability.

.Regarding comfort little need be

said. That nruch-desired quality is there in large

(]uantities, or perhaps it Avould be an improA'emenl
from the literary point of- view to say thrtt. discomfort
is entirely absent at all speeds. We tested it on ^nw.;:

\-cry rough going indeed, and it came thmiigli wiih

fiving colours.

Pointers in Design.

Such a machine must be ridden at least 5.000 niiles

before one can speak authoritatively on how^ the frame
maintains its lateral
rigidity ; Ijut, judgin;;

from appearances, this

-should not be a \\-eak

spot. Incidentally, tlic

neatness of tlie frami-

was a subject for ad-

mi r i n g CO m m e n l

wherever \\t went. The
Avheelhase is kept down
by making the speciallv

designed Sturmev gear
liox a nieiiiber :of tlie

frame asseml^ly ; and
the- _-springing pivot.^ is

thus very near indeed

to t h.e transmission

c e n t r e, and is also

slightly higher t h a n
that point. Therefore,
the variation in the two
a r m s is practicallv

negligible. A 75% por-

tion of the rear mud-
guard is independently
attached Avidi the

carrier to the Avheel.

ensuring constant tyre

clearance.

Retunnng to our road
i m p r e s s i o n s, - one
naturally e.xpects ^a 700
c.c. engine to play
Avidi most single-figure
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,L;radienU. Expectations in this case were more than

hilfilled. As an example, we may cite Edge Hill,

which was taken on the run after twenty miles' Jiard

going. Only caution on the initial corner, which was
very greasy, necessitated forsaking the top • ratio.

.Should traffic or road conditions make a slow climb

preferable, one could not ask for a more suitable

mount.
The shock aiisorber (on a boss outside the flywheel,

and a Raleigh patent), and the clutch, both function

very smcuithly and well, and acceleration is all that

could be desired throughout the range of throttle

positions. Indeed, '' responsive " is an attribute that

may very aptly be applied, to this machine. Lubrica-

tion, by an Enots sight feed, once set attends tojtself

;

and fuel consumption for hard solo riding works out-

at over 75 m.p.g.

.So far we have dealt out nothing but prai.se : in

fairness to all, there are two points that call for

criticism. It is true that they do not call loudly, and
it is true that they are but details, (i) The valve gear

(and indeed the engine as a whole) is not so silent

as one would expect on such an otherwise excellent

machine : possibly the curved metal legshields in-

tensify the clatter. (2) Clearance in the primary chain
case does not appear to be quite adequate. An adjust-

ment of the <:hain was fomid necessary early in our
test, and, before it was made, the chain made its

condition heard. Thi.s was our only adjustment, tiie

Raleigh method of sliding tlie whole engine forward
proving remarkably easy.

.Summing up, the new Raleigh as a solo mount
possesses a combination of virtues, but rarely found
in one machine ; and it is probably unique as a spring

frame big twin so fascinating sans sidecar. Delivery

has now commenced, and an extensive new factory

will shortly increase three-fold the present rates of pro-

duction. We predict that the man who likes luxury

will not allow this enterprise to run to waste.

A low saddle position of the Raleigh permits the rider of average height to place both feet (irmly on the ground.

THE PRICE OF MOTOR FUEL.

THE second report on motor fuel by a Sub-committee
iippointed by the Standing Committee on the in-

vestigation of prices has now been issued in the form
of a While Paper, and contains many interesting

points. The report deals with two headings : (1.) The high

price of variouij petroleum product.s. (2.) Alternative fuels

and other sources of power.

With regard to prices it is recommended that tlie Govern-

ment should control freight and fix distribution charges in

this country, and (bat the powerful combination.s controlling

petroleum products should be controlled by the combined
nction of consunihig nations through the economic section of

the League of Kation.";.

Under the second headiiig it is recommended (1) that all

gas companies above a certain size should be compelled

completely to extract benzole from the gases, (2) that shale

oilfields should receive Government encouragement for.

speedy and extensive development, and (3) that power
alcohol should be produced" in such tropical and sub-tropical

parts of the Empire as are suiwd to its production.

It is recommended that electricity, gas, and st«am should

be used for transport as far as is possible. It is pointed out

that in the case of the two latter sources of power good
working plants are already in use for commercial traction.

It is emphrf'sised also that the production of substitutes,

and the adoption of alternative sources of power can only

reduce prices to a reasonable level if their production and

distribution are kept free from the control of monopolists.

B3
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cm. PIACTICE OE SIMPUCITY?
Are Car Features Desirable? The Q

Ex'ernals and

CAN motor cycle designers copy with advantage the

best features of car practice ? A critic in these

pages, subsequent to a visit to the Olympia
-Motor Cycle Show, averred that much could be learned

by motor cycle manufacturers from modern car design.

Largely on the score of low cost of production and
the banishment of unnecessary impedimenta on a

machine intended as a poor man's motc>r vehicle, we
qualified his plea. Clearly many things may be de-

sirable in a ,design when cost is no consideration, but

Avhen " price " is a question of paramount importance,

success can only be achieved by simplicity in design

—

or, at anv rate, by a compromise.
Certainly the car has many qualities which the motor

cycle has not, and these the motor cycle designer should

set himself to provide. As to whether ^hese attributes

will be obtained by followii'ig car practice is an open

question. We refer to such questions as silence—both

mechanical and exhaust—protection from the elements

and mud, and increased comfort.

When Critics Disagree,

Other critics have entered the field, and, generally

.speaking, it Avould appear that critics accustomed to

cars are naturally prejudiced in favour of that type

of vehicle. They consider that motor cycles should

embody car features, since, in their opinion, the car

is the superior vehicle of the two. On the other hand,

motor cyclists are inclined to resent any suggestion

that motor cycles should follow car practice, m.erely

on the plea that it is car practice.

The original article which opened -the discussion

—

the criticisms of a car engineer—was confined to

mechanical elemeiits, and the comments which have

followed have hinged upon the advantages of intro-

ducing in motor cycles features more .general in car

design. The aspect of the matter was discussed in

our leading article of January 20th, when we expressed

the view that ''if motor cycles were- designed to em-

l)ody all the points favoured by the car expert, there

would be no longer the wide difference between their

prices .... It may be an ideal to protluce a

car on two wheels, but ideals are not always profitalde,

cither to maker or user."

The Times correspondent on motoring matters now
enters the controversy, using our comments as his text

for a long discourse on the subject. His article, how-

O'R PRACTICE.

Praclicabil (y.uestion of Idealism

Internals.

ever, includes many points which have no part in the

original criticism, and,, although put forward to show
how much the motor cycle designer can learn from car

design, they have no bearing on the subject, " Car
practice in motor cycle design."

"The problems of power development and power
transmission are almost identical for both types of

machine,'' he -writes, " and if the designer of the one

kind is not prepared to learn something from the de-

signer of the other, he is merely denying himself advan-

tages without any just cause. It is fair to presume,

however, that the motor cycle is in a position to

extract the greater benefit from any interchange o-f

ideas, seeing that, as a vehicle for the transport, of

passengers, it is so obviously less highly developed

than a car.

"The mere fact that the motor cycle demands
special clothing," The Times continues, "is a case in

point." ^Ve do not agree that it is a case in point.

To render a motor cyclist immune from the incoii-

venlences of mud does not necessarily mean following

car practice. In the majority of cases the speciab

clothing mentioned is necessary to protect the rider

from the wind and cold more' than the mud.
That motor cycles are capable of being made more

weatherproof is admitted—and The Motor Cycle has

been insistent in demanding attention to this ^-ital

iioint, but. as pointed out previously, diis is hardly

relevant to the question as to whether motor cycles

should follow car practice. ^

An Unfair Inference.

Another statement by The Times correspondent is

that "One cannot shut one's eyes to the fact that the

two-wheeler is more often found in trouble by the\side

of the road than is the ordinary car, even if the latter

is sold at a figure which comes within j/^20 or ^30 of

the price of a high-class sidecar combin.ation.
'

This-infcrs that the modern high-priced motor cycle

is less reliable than the car, which inference is entirely

erroneous. Actual breakdowns are really few and far

between, and roadside adjustments come under

several headings. First, the motor cyclist is prone to

"tinker "—it is part of the game! A keen rider is

part and parcel of his mount, so to speak, and enjoys

nothing more than extracting the last ounce of

SIMPLICITY.

i he American Militor, which may be regarded as an exemple
of over-development through following too slavishly the fealurcs

o( the car.

A typical British motor cycle ot the simpler type which

car practice has not influenced in any way. Had motor

cycle designers followed car practice, t^^'o-stroke engines would

nnt have been developed.
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efficiency. The motor cyclist ^YI"lo is content to leave

well aloiie seldom has an involuntary stop.

Out of Date Cars Scrapped.
Secondly, there is a class of rider who, having a

distinctly limited capital, purchases a worn-out
macliine, and naturally does not obtain greater
reiialiility than is to be expected. This class of driver
in the car field is practically non-e.\istent, for the
reason that very old second-hand cars are too expen-
sive to run by the class wlio otherwise might use them.
Most of the car contemporaries of many motor cycles
• in the road to-day are only to be found in odd corners.

Thirdly, the number of motor cycles on the roads
considerably e.\.ceeds that of cars, and, lastly, quite a
large .section of motor cycle users are youths who add
to the ranks of the first-mentioned group by their

iiatiu-al thirst for knowledge.

Refinement and Cost.

Every motor cyclist desires the greatest possible re-

fmeraent and comfort frovided the fricc of a motor
cycle does not become frohihitive. The Times corre-

spondent goes so far as to agree with -us on this point, •

but, after saying that the problems of power and trans-

mission are identical in each case, he goes on to state

fhal •
it is not for a moment suggested that motor cycles

should all be made with water-cooled four-cylinder

engines, cone clutches^ four-speed gear boxes and
inopcller-.shal't transmission, nor even be fitted with

'leiaihable wheels and dynamo lighting sets,'' and says,

cacli vehicle must be considered from a design point

/ 7-ic'v OH its merits. . It is therefore only natural

thai, in regard to engines and transmission, there

<i!ionhi he 7cidc differences in principle between car

and motor cycle. These are practically the same sen-
timents expressed by ourselves.

At no point does he suggest where a motor cycle
can be improved by adopting car practice, but cites' the
appeal which the average motor cycle makes to the
woman user.

_

" It is,'' he states, " incomparably less
than that which is niade by the average car, and the
reason for the difference, is solehj connected with in-

ternals " (sic!). He proceeds to infer that a lady's

partiality for a car is due to the fact that its mechanism
is hidden.

Xo doubt there is a deal in this—the average woman
thinks a car is much less complicated than a motor
cycle, whereas tiie reverse is the case—but the reason
cars have a greater appeal to the average lady mav be
the same that induces her to pay several guineas for a
liat when a few shillings will buy something which will

give perhaps better protection for the head.

Limitations.

We repeat that because certain features are em-
bodied in a car is no criterion that they will improve
the motor cycle. By all means let the motor cycle

designer and the car designer take advantage of each
other's experience and knowledge. They do so

already at the meetings of the Institution of .Auto-

mobile Engineers, but successful motor cycles designed
by car engineers have been distinctly rare. That so

much has to be embodied in so little .space in a motor
cycle is one of the most important points often over-

looked by the car designer.

On the other hand, there are points on the motor
cycle which car designers could emulate with advan-
tage. Despite the room available in a car chassis, the

engine and gear box, especially, are extremely
inaccessible.

Prices of Second-hand Motor Cycles.
A Schedule of Prices at which used and shop-soi'ed Motor Cycles were being offered in the miscellaneous

advertisements of last week's issue of " The Motor Cycle."

0.issifi«l Prices.

^ii."!. *^i25, •i'l-io, £140..

fiSo, £i8o, £185, £185,

Muke, H.P., aod Date.

..\.B.C. 3 h.p., 3920 .i'lio,

.\biiigdon 5-7 h.p. sc, 1920 £137
Acme 8 h.p. sc, 19JO £17;,

A J.S. 6 h.p. sc, 1920 £168, .. . _ _ .

4190, £200, t£'200, t'j205, ti2I0
AlloQ 2; h.p., 1920 £75, £70 ,

American X 7-9 h.p. so., 1920 .... £178
.\riel jl h.p. sc, 1920 ?l.)o

Ariel i5 h.p., IQ20 j^ioj ,

Bat 8 h.p. sc, 1920 *4i5o, .*i'<io. 'f ifi";

Dcardiuoie 3 h.p., 1920
Blackbumc 4 h.p. sc, 1920

V5i
£12.

.V".er.iKe

Price.

£126

£185

fi9o
f73

fiss
f8i

Blackbiime 8 h.p. sc, 1920 (^\fs% £175, t£230
Bradtury 4 h.p. sc, 1920

;o, £120, £130, £150 £130

£115

B.S.A. 4t h.p.. 1920 £too, '£100, £103
B.S.A. 4{ h.p. sc, 1920 . £100, £115, £r25, £130, £135,

t(i45, t£i5o
57, £65, £80

£190

£101

i:i27

f58
£51

Calthovpe 2j h.p., 1920 .,_,. ,_ __ ..

CItoo 2j h.p., 1920 £50, £60, £6.S

Co'imaught 2J h.p., 1920 *£50, *£5S
Coulsou-B. 2\ h.p-, 1920 £80 ._ : . . .

.

Diamond 2J h.p., 1920 £48, £50. £70
Douglas 2} h.p., 1920 £75, £85, £90. £95
Douglas 4 h.p. sc, 1920 £105, £1 10, £115, £130, £135, £135,

£137. £140, £l4S, V14S, £155,
t£l55. £l6o, £165

Edmund 2} h.p., 1920 £65, £65, £73, £80, £64
Enfidd 8 h.p. sc, J920 £130, •£152, t£l7o £l57
Enfield li h.p., 1920 »i6o, £65 -. £63

^56
?S5

fi39
£73

Excelsior 2^ h.p., 1920
Harley-Dav-idson 7.^h.p. sc, 1920.
Hazlewood 5-6 h.p. sc, 1920 . . . .

Henderson 10 b.p. sc, 1930 .....

Hob:vrl a} h.p., 1920
Hnmrcr 4! h.p., 1920 £125

£80
t^'40, tfi40, t£r5o, £i55, U^V. •

£170
4175, £iS5
fes, 'IfiH '£66

£155

£180
£61

Make H.P., and Dale
Indian 7-9 h.p. sc, 1920 . .

.

Indian 4 h.p., 1920
James 5-6 h.p. sc, 1920 . .

.

James 2I h.p., 1920
Lea-Fninci5,3i h.p., 1920 . .

Levis 2i h.p.. 1920
Martinsyde 6 h.p. sc, 1920 .

Matchless 8 b.p. sc, 1920 .

,

New Hudson si h.p., 1920 .

New Imperial 2^ h.p., 1920
New -Scale 3 J h.p. sc, 1920
Norton 4 h.p. sc, 1921 ....

N.U.T. 3j h.p., 1920
O.K. 2} h.p., 1920
Omega 2i h.p., 1920
P. & M. 3! h.p., 1920
P. & M. 3t h.p., 1918-19 . .

.

Quadrant 4i h.p. sc, 1920 .

Rover 3J h.p., 1920
Rover 5-6 h.p. sc, 1920 . .

.

Roval Ruby 3 h.p., 1920 .

.

Rudge 3J h.p., 1920

Scott 3J h.p. sc, 1920 , . .

.

Sunbeam 3} h.p., 1920 . .

.

Sun"beam 3^ h.p. sc, 1920

Triumph 4 h.p., 1920
Triumph 4 h.p. sc. 1920 .

.

Verus 2^ h-p.. 1920
Woolcr 2i h.p., 1920
Zenith 8 h.p., 1920
Zenith 5 h.p., 3920

t£230
£125,
£370,

£55,
£332,

£44,
£150,
£370,

t£205,
£60,
•.£65,

£80
£150,

*t£i25,

£35,
£55
£92
£120
£l20
£87,
'£376
*-£99.

£80,

£92,
£340,
£12.1,

£353,
£390
i"io5,

£320,

£70,
£70
£135,
£I2J

Classiiied Price's.

tCtOo, t£370, t£38o, t£200,

i £'30
,
*Cn)o . . .

.'

£62, £68.
. '£335. £n>
Us
£155
£173, £385, £385, t£200,
t'£2C7, t£220

£63, £65. £67
£70 •

£J^'-:;:.;..;..;-;-^';'
t£325, t£325. t£330, t£l33.
£35

-^\<:rai;e

IMce.

£364
£327
ri8o

• 'C62
- ^339

£43
£153

£'93
.£64

£67

£363

C127
':43

£9.^. £320, £327

99. £
80, £i

£to9

£300

£89
£347
.£333

£174
£"3
£l4l
£78

£145, £146, £i5J, £i7S . • • • CKx

J85, £83, £83, £85. £85, £90,
£95, £93. £95. £300
, £350, £350
, £340, £3.(0

, £163, £170, £170, £180, £383,

•£320 . . #

£130. £155. £l6o
'£85

•Unused. tDyTiamo lighting.
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THE WHEEL DISC VOGUE,
Special Advanfages when Filled on Sidecar Ou;fit5.

IKE twist grips and pillion

passengers, disc wheels
probably take a little 'get-

ting used to on a solo machine.

As to such factors as . side wind
pressures, I prefer to leave them
to experienced solo riders to de-

cide among themselves. I am
more interested in the sidecar

outfit, and driving one c o n-

tinuously robs one of a true per-

spective where solo machines are

-concerned. I am as ardent a

sidecarist as " Ixion " is a solo

rider, and therefore consider disc

A\"heels from the standpoint of

the passenger machiiie man. '

It is the all-weather motor
cyclist who fully appreciates the

advantages of wheel discs, Avhich

to many fair-weather riders are added
merely for refinement. There is no
doubt that a set of well-made discs en-

hances the appearance of a machine,

but it is the utilitarian view one falces

at this time of the year, when they

save much time in cleaning the

machine. -

To remove the mud from exposed
wheels is a long task, especially if the

mud has been allowed to dry, but with

discs fitted it is but a few minutes'

work with the hose and wa.sh leather.

After experience with several types

of discs I can vouch for their utility,

and also enumerate the disadvantages

of certain types, both as regards
appearance and utility. Some of these

are : .(i) They sometimes creep, and
when it is necessary to inflate the tyre,

the disc is found to have moved round until the valve is

nowhere near the valve cover in the disc.

SEMI-DISCS FOR
SOLO MOUNTS.

\ feature of the New Hudson Sports

Model

A 1919 Ariel twin outfit with blackiliscs. which our contributor

affirms lose their smart appearance when splashed with mud.

A modem Triumph with polished aiuminium discs of the

Ace variety.

{2) The method of fixing by means
of a number of small nuts and bolts

near the periphery has certain dis-

advantages. - The bolts impede the

cleaning operations, and to remove the

mud around them is a 1 e n g t h y
-

operation.

(3) Black and coloured di.scs Imik

\ cry well when they are new, but after

lra\'prsing a few miles (if wet ro^ni

tiiey give the machine a muddy appear-

ance by the splashes th;it arc upun
them. They are also ea.silv scrnlilicd.

and a coloured " disc that has lost its

first gloss soon detracts from, rather

than enhances, the appearance of the

machine. For this reason a neutral

colour is better than black—or, better

still, aluminium.

(4) There are some discs that ne\'er

really present a smooth finish, and under way on the

road they convey an idea that the wheels are out of

, truth. This illusion also occurs

on a mud-stained disT: which is

enamelled black.

(5) Painting a disc in several

coloiirs, like the sign displaved by
aeroplanes, also gives tlie idea that

the wheel is wobbling.

(6) Gccasionally a sheet metal
disc, will drum; and >vith any
type, if one drops a few valve

parts into the interior, on starting

off or slowing down, they make a

new kind of (more or less!) musical

instrument.

(7) Those discs with flaps to

cover the valve holes have been
known to require a certaiii amount
of periodical attention, or the flaps

become loose, and, swinging on
the pivot of its retaining bolt, not

only make a fearful din—which
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The Wheel Disc Vogue.—

may be speedily rectified—but so mark the disc that

until it is re-enamelled its beauty is destroyed.

In summing iip,. one may say that all disc wheels

save a considerable amount of time in cleaning, but

some save more time than others : that most enhance
appearance, but some are better than others.

Personally, I prefer the type that is made in one
piece of aluminium, and has flange fixings, such as the

Ace, made by the Cornercroft .Co., of Coventry. The
latest type of this company's disc also embodies a

device to prevent creeping. There are other discs I

107

should like to try: for example, I once came across a

black celluloid disc with flange fixing, wlaich I rather

suspect infringed the Ace patents, but the material

seemed to offer certain advantages ; then there is the

disc made of. W.A.G. transparent fabric by the Mason
Leather Co., of 20, Charminster Road, Bournemouth.
If 1 have a solo machine this year I may tiy the New
Hudson idea of half-discs, such as were fitted to the

sporting model of this make at the Show. In any case,

on my sidecar machine I shall have discs of some
kind, for poking about a wheel with a spoke bnish will

no longer be tolerated by Vedette.

Order of Merit in
Power-weight Ratio and

TH Y. suggested regulations lor the fuitiiconiing

-V.CU. Six Days Trials are of interest to mo.st

motor cyclists, and there is one jKiint on wliich

we voice the opinion of most of our readers when we
say diat one important improvement cner last year's

arrangements would he to issue tile ofticial report while

the results are still rememliered. Last year tlie^/frial

was held in August, but the judges' report was not

- i.ssued until the Olympia Show had opened. .

•'.

Notwithstanding the dehiy, however, m,any" m6tor
cyclists ol)taine<t the report and studied it carefully,

and as the 192 1 trial is^ a topic of the pre.sent lime,

we give below the result of an analysis cm the part of

the Rev. J. M. Philpott, of Nuneaton, who has re-

arranged the order of merit by a simple fomiula. Our
i(>rrcs|)ondent writes as follow's : .;.

A question often asked at the end of a trial is—wliat

was the best ijerformanoo? Tlie answer generally is no
more than an e.Kines.sion of opinion, Witli the help of tlie

jiidj;es' report, however, it has been possible to arrange the
whole list of the finishers in the Six Days Trial in order of

irierit, taUinfi into consideration the lollowini; details :

Wei:;ht, power, liillclinibinn, speed. Tlie method is as

follows : Find the woij;ht-power ratio, I'.r., divide the

capacity of the engine—in e.e.—into the weijrht— in lb.

—

of rider and machine, nuiltiply this figure by the speed—in

ni.ji.h.—on BrooUlands ; to the resnlt add the marks f^ained

in hill-climbing. There appear to have been twenty-five

hills—incUidiTig V:yr\^ Hash—on which failnres were noted.

For each clean a.»ccnl two iniirUs have. been awarded. In

Six Days Trials.
General Performance.

ibe case of thicc-wheclcrs 20% has been added to the weight-
power ratio to Iwlanoe the extra road and wind resistance.

'I'his sounds complicated, but put as a formula it is ceen to
be simj>le.

Figure of merit = H x S -f H in ease of two-wheelers.

or = —V- X S + n in case of three-wheelers,
o

,,.. ^ Weight in lb.
W here R = -—— —

-. :

Cubu- capacity in c.c.

S = .Speed on ftrtrnklauds in m.p.h.
H - 50— (number of hill failures X 2).

This nii'lhod perhaps .seems to place undue emphasis
on the speed maintained on Brooklands, but reflection shows
lli.it after all it is the .icid test of fitness at the end of a

\;ruelling week. That the method gives a fair idea of the
comparative merit of all types is shown by the fact that in

iUp fnst twenty, nine arc solos, nine sidecars, and two
Moigaiis. The following is a list of the first twenty :

I. E. F. Goodnum (:} Vilocctlc) iio.Sq
-'. F. J. Price (2j Di:iiiiond) iu6. 15
3. G. Kuliii {z\ IxxK) ,.' 103.01
1. S. WriKfit (4 ; Humljt^r sc.) 101.5.^

f. G. Dcnicy (^i VVJocettc) 101. 5O
f>. H. F. .S. Morxaii (.S Morg.iiil 100. N3

7- S. Joiire {;} Vdoccttc) lOo./j
8. K. Kobinson (3 .\.B.C.) 100.05

9. F. .T.nmc-s (10 Morgan) . 56.41
10. 1*. I'chrson {^i DuncU sc.) qCi.o^

11. M. R. D.wies (6 A.J.S. sr.) ^.'j.ll

iz. T. J. Ross (7 Malcliless sc.) 91.95
13. .1. Cooper (6 A.J.S. sc.) 04-^-i
14. l*. E. Stobart (7 J-imcs sc.) 94.70
15. E. Willuims (6 A.J.S. sc.) .^ 9:. 76
16. O. W.Kic (6 A.I.S. sc) yz.05
17. J. W. Wills (Jj Vcnis) 92.59
i«. R. B. Chrk (:i Coulson) 92.15
19. D. Alexander (8 Enfield ^"-^ 92.03
:o. T. C. do la Hay (3I Sutil 9V.81

The public displayed great interest in the 1920 Six Days Trials. Any system differentiating the performances by formula siiould give the

general public a true conception of the merit of the respective machines.
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West Kent M.C.
The club held a sijeed-judging com-

petition over a very sporting course on
tlie 30th January, the winner being E.

E. Williams (6 A.J.S.), who had a total

error of 32 seconds.

Cheltenham and District M.C. and L.C.C.

A whist drive and dance held recently

at the Town Hall, Cheltenham, attracted

a company of about 360. During the

evening the prizes won during 1920 were
piesented by the Mayor to the successful

competitors. Incidentally, the prize list

was of most imposing dimensions.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.

The annual meeting of the East Mid-
land Centre of the Auto Cycle Union
will be held on Saturday afternoon,

February 19th, at 3.30, in the room over

Bennett s garage, Shakespeare Street,

Nottingham. Eepresentatives of all

clubs in the area, whether as yet

members of the Centre organisation or

not, are heartily invited to oe present.

Ealing and District M.C.C.

On January 24th the annual general

meeting of the Ealing and District -Motor
( 'ycling Club took place at the Prince's

Hall, Town Hall, Ealing, Dr. A. M.
Low in the chair.

Dr. Low commented on the splendid

work done for the club throughout the

year by the honorary secretary, Mr. F.

A. Longman, and said that, as a recog-

nition, he suggested that Mr. Longman
should be macle a vice-president of the

club. Tho name of Mr. J. A. Masters
was put forward for election as captain,

and was received wilih loud acclamation.

I','. Low wag again unanimously elected

president, and Messrs. F. A. Longman
and A. Tilbury honorary secretary Hnd
honorary treasurer respectively.

Bristol M.C.C.

Although their opening run is not until

the 19th iust., the Bristol Club started

their programme on Saturday, January
29th, when tliey paid a visit to the

Bath Club. Despite inclement weather,
about thirty-five members ran over from
Bristol, being met, outside Bath, by a

few of the local members, who led the
way to headquarters and tea. Some
Bi.xty members of the two clubs were
present, and all adjourned to the Palace
Theatre later. An excellent idea, these
friendly meetings of neighbouring clubs,

and the two western cities, to judge by
their fixture lists, intend to meet on a
lunnber of occasions this season, both
m competition and socially. A return
visit of the Bath Club to Bristol, with
similar entertainment, is planned for
Febrnarv 12th.

The Motor CycUng Club.

The opening run will take place- on
Saturday, March 12th, to Brighton as

usual. A dinner will be held at the

Old Ship Hotel at 7 p.m., at which
the medals won in the London-E.xeter run
will be handed to those of the competitors
who will be pre.sent. As the accommoda-
tion is limited, each member will be
entitled to two tickets each. The price of

n ticket is 10.«. 6d. Earlv application
should be made to ilr. W. H. Wells, 366,
Euston Road, London, N.W.

TO CLUB SECRET AniES.
For reference pwposes and in aider

to place on record the numerical
strength of organised participants in tlie

pastime, will club secretaries please supply
us witli Ifie following information:

(1) Dati on which club was formed.

(2) Number of members on January
1st, 102], or in the case of a newly

formed club, at current date.

(-3) Fixture lists for 1921—when icady.

(1) Secretary's address.

(•5) Press Secretary's address.

(6) Whetlier affiliated to A.C.V. or not.

Envelopes containing club matter should

be marked "Club" on the top left-hand

corner, and addressed to Vie Editor
of "The Motor Cycle."

Gloucester M.C C.

It was decided at the annual geneial

meeting on January 31st that the club

should affiliate with the A.C.U. , and also

join the Western Centre (A.C.U.). Canon
C. E. B. Kingsfnrd was elected presi-

dent for the ensuing year. It is hoped
that all local motor cyclists will support

the club. The subscription is 10s. 6d.

Further particulars jiiay- be obtained from,

the hoii. secretary, aff. G. Brookingj 24,

Alexandra Koad, Gloucester.

Norwich and District M.C.

The first annual general meeting of

the Norwich and District If.C. was held

recently at the Bell Hotel, Mr. C. J.

Paul in the chair. The secretary (Mr.

P. V. Howes) read a letter from Mr.
Anthony Sargeaunt, of Mulbarton Hall,

intimating that he would be hapjjy to

accept the presidency of the club for

1921, and would do what he . could \ to

further its interests.

The Chairman piesented the awards
to the prize winners at the Eingland
hill-climb and the reliability trials. The
Secretary's Cup (presented by Mr. P. V.
HoAvesl was won by Mr. W. G. Barnes.

k/tG/^\^PORj) fu^c.

N.E.A.A. (Motor Cycle Board).
The Motor Cycle Board of the

N.E.A.A. has decided to hold a gym-
khana near Newcastle on 28th May, and
a team trial on 14th August. It was
reported that the Durham M.C. had
applied to have the third A.C.U. open
event placed at the disposal of the Board
allotted to them, and it was decided to

agree. l\Ir. A. Cordner was re-elected as

secretary.

North London M.C.C.
The first run of the year, on Saturday,

26th February, will start at the Orange
Tree Hotel, Friern Barnet Lane, at

2.45 p.m., and tea will be served at the

Red Lion Hotel, Radlett. This event is

the opening and invitation run, and
\isitors are specially invited to come
along with the club.

The club has provisionally selected

10th September for the open trial, for

vhich a peimit has been granted.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.
Although only recently re-formed, the

above club shows every indication of

being a great success. The number of

old and new members enrolled at pre-

sent exceeds ninety, and it is hoped to

increase this number considerably be-

fore Easter. An attractive programme
is being arranged, embracing sporting,

social, and inter-club events, and the

honorary secretary, Mr. Hugh 0. Gold-

smith, 355, Norwich Road, Ipswich, will

be pleased to supply any information to

motor cyclists_ desirous of joining.

Stafford and District M.C.C.
The annual meeting of the Stafford and

District Motor Cycle Club was held on
Tuesday, February 1st, when the club

was reported to be in a sound financial

condition after the first season's working.

Mr. F. ('.. Amies was reelected chair-

man, Mr. F. .M. Webb secretary, and
jSIr. G. Sandy - treasurer, while Mr.

E. M. Waift was elected captain and
. Mr. Keith Amies vice-captain. It was
decided not to affiliate with the A.C.U.

'The opening run was arranged to

Chester on March 20th.

Worcester and District M.C.C. and
Worcester M.C.

At the Pack Horse Hotel, Worcester,,

on January 31st, Mr. W. T. Thorne
delivered another of his interesting series

of lectures to a number of- members and
motorists. He commenced his lecture

with the condenser of the magneto, again

carefully going over where he left off in

his previous lecture, sparing no pains in

thoroughly explaining everything before

passing on to. the tuning of a motor cycle

engine, followed up with the tuning of

multi-cylinder engines, including car

engines.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must be addressed t« the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coveotry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and additss.

DANGERS OF DRIVING TESTS.
Sir,—Examination for driving licences is in the air.

If a man is examined in a provincial town he may not
bo fit to drive in London-; if he is examined in Lonclon it

^vill not teach him not to pass on country corners.
All this means new officials ; with more taxes to pay their

salaries or licences costing pounds instead of shilliiic;.>!.

Let us make our associations fight it. E.P.H.
London, W.l.

SYNDICATED PROPAGANDA.
Sir,—My congratulations on your timely article (of Jan.

'27th), "Syndicated Propaganda." From my pei'soiial

xperience oi the motor cycle in India and Ka.shmir, I

should say that British motor cycle manufacturers must
sooner or later endorse the Syndicate System if they wish
tn hold their own.
To carry the matter further, how would a syndicate of

liie twenty-five leading makers with five depots at Karachi,
Calcutta, Bomb.ay, Madras, and Colombo, appeal to I3riti.sh

motor cycle raaiuifacturers? 1 am certain tliey would soon
have the ludiaji market in their hands again.'

AUDENTES FORTUNA JUVAT.
Brmulcy.

FOLLOWING THE SPORT ON PAPER.
Sir,

—

Ifi' the gentleman who had twelve machines in foiir

years, I think it a duect incentive to some of us poor wretches
who follow the sport on paper to commit a burglary, when
they realise that one man can toy with that innnber and
they with none. I am still too bu.sy tuning up five national

assets to repair our louiitry's fortunes, to be able to collect

enough of the neces.''arv to acquire a 'bus. May I suggest
that if the genlleinan has a spare one (lax .iOs.) that he
send it on to my address

!

I have taken your pa])cr every week for more years than
I care to look back upon, and I .«liH am greatly interested

every Thursdav. —
"J". P.

Plumstead, S.E.18.

AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION.
Sir.—With reference to the oiliug system described by

vonr correspondent of the Doncaster Engineering Co., ti)

my miud there are several point.s that warrant criticism.

Fii^t, tmless a silencer with a very restricted outlet be
employed, pressure ab<5ve atmosphere in the exhaust pipe
is only present, in the case of a single, during one out of

four strokes of the jiiston. Any pressure created above the
oil during the exhaust stroke v.ould.mast certainly blow off.

via the silencer, during the next three strokes. Inertia

would not allow the oil in the "rising main" to rise and
fall about one thousand times a minute. Thus, in order
to get any oil to flow at all, a nonreturn valve muft be
placed in the small pipe leading from the exhaust to the
iiil tank. Any motor cyclist who has had experience of
.small pipes leading from the exhaust" in connection with
war-time paraffin gadgets will realise bow soon these
become blocked with carbon, even when unobstructed.
Imagine what the result will be when the pipe includes a
-mall non-return valve !

Secondly, supposing the maintenance of pressure in the
I'll tank to have been satisfactorily accomplished, on a cold
ilay I wonder how much of the oil -forced past the needle
valve will flow "by gravity" to the engine, and how
mueh will sc|uirt out of the vent hole. Jly own experience
.-iiggests that 99';u of the oil will come out of the vent.

Other disadvantages in the system as set forth by your
correspondent are that the rate of drip cannot be inspected.

Any loss of tank pressure due to obstruction of gas pipe,

failure of non-return valve, or leaky joint of filler cap
would at once cause a failure in the oil supply to the engine
without the rider being aware of it.

Finally, I per.xonally dislike the idea of contaminating
the lubricant with sooty exhaust gas. K.B.

Liverpool.

[Our correspondent should note that the Peters machine, on
which the lubrication system in question is embodied, is

a two-stroke, and therefore a good deal of his criticism

does not apply.— Er>. 1

PREVENTION OF CREEPING TYRES.
.Sir,—As I have on many occasions derived benefit from

'Ixion's' remarks, may 1 offer the following "tip" as a

cure for creeping tyres, for, according to your issue of

.January 27lh, he know s of nothing except the hated
security bolt which will effect a cure.

Here it is. and plea.se do not laugh till you have tried it,

Mr. "Ixion": Purchase from any electrical engineering
stores a coil of bitumen tape at least lin. wide, such as is

used for cable joints ; ordinary insulating tape is useless.

Remove tyre and wind this tape at least twice rounrl the

centre of rim, after which the valve hole can be punched
through with any handy instrument. Fit tyre as usual,

minus security bolts, and I will wager that neither violent

acceleration nor thumping on top gear will shift .i tyre

thus fitted. Of course, this method is no good with a
badly fitting tyre (security bolts will not hold that sort),

but it /s a cure for the average lyre which creeps.

With reference to a correspondent's desire for Ine publica-

tion of "Ixion's" portrait, my huniblp plea, with all due
respect, is, please do not

!

S.A.B.
llariieudeii.

ANOTHER SIDE OF THE MAGNETO QUESTION.
Sir,—Having read with interest your articles on the

subject of protection for the magneto trade, I venture to

give the opinion of a humble motor cycli.st. Although quite
realising tlie desirability of preventing Germany, from re-

gaining the monopoly of the magneto trade. I certainly tliink

that the existing 33% import duty should afford quite as

much protection as is healthy for, ami deserved by. the
British manufacturers. There cannot be uiuch doubt but
that these havemade big profits during the war, and if they
find that, after six years' experience, the)' cannot produce
a good magneto for less than 33% in excess of the (.lerman

trade price, then they cannot be worth any further protec-
tion or enconragement. The idea of raising the import duty
appears to me to be merely an instance in which the
lioverinnent is to co-operate with manirfacturers in keeping
prices inflated. We motor cyclists are admittedly an over-

taxed body, and surely we ought to oppose, rather than
advocate, this new scheme for preventing the initial cost

of our machines from being lowered by a pound or two.
Per.sonally, I have yet tfl find the British magneto which

fin' geiuiine reliabilitv is the equal of the Bosch.
South Hampstead. N.W.6. BROKE.

[In accordance with our usual policy of ventilating all sides

of a possibly controversial subject, we publish the fore-

going letter in rxtrnKii. "Broke," Iwwever, is almost
alone in his ^"iews, and particularly so in his failure to

find a British magneto as reliable as the German article.

—Ed.]
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BALANCING OF ENGINES.
Sir,—I was mucli interested in -the reference in the A.C.L".

report of the Six Days Trial that "more attention should be
paid to the Ijalance of engines, especially at slow speeds."
As far as I can see, the more slowly an engine goes so

ought the balance weight to approach that of the I'eciprocating
masses. The faster an engine goes so ought the balance
weight to approach that of half the reciprocating masses.
That of course is eferring to single-cylinder engines. I

should like to know what the best compromise is.

I should also like to see described the differences in Jhe
balance of different types of engine giving the magnitude of
the unbalanced forces and their eft'ect in producing engine
vibration. The effect of transverse couple on the Scott type
ot engine also puzzles me. I know there was an article

on this sub.iect before, but it did not go into detail enough.
Perhaps .some mathematician will kindly oblige. E.E.C.
Ilfracombe.

[An article on the subject of balancing appears in this

issue.

—

Ed.]

WHY NO PRICES?
Sir,—May I be allowed to give vent to a good long

"grouse"? I have read your journal from its first number,
and learnt much from its interesting articles. This, however,
is the first time I have ventured to w'rite to you, and I do
so, in the hope that the various advertisers in your journal
will " sit up and take notice." Like many hundreds of other
motor cyclists, I can only afford a second-hand machine, so

always look-out for little gadgets to improve its running.
Well, I look through the advertisements and find that

Brooks advertise a cantilever saddle. Just the thing on these
little pot-holey roads. Can I aft'ord it? The advertisement
gives no price, so I cannot tell. The same with the Degory
carburetter, the Cox-Atmos, and the B. and B. Most of the
advertisements that suffer from this omission are whole page,
and give a whole lot of information, but omit the price.

Besides the firms I have mentioned are the Burman Gear
people, Maglita, Still windscreen, Tan Sad saddles and
pillion seats, and many others.

The Sturmey-Archer people tell us to use no other gear, yet
when I wrote to them they said that they could not supply
me with a gear box inside twelve months, as their output was
booked. On September 15th I sent 5s. for two valve air leak
preventers, which were advertised as "delivery from stock."
Three days afterwards I received a card promising delivery
in fourteen days. Twice since then I have Avritten, but the
fittings are not to hand yet!
The Government tells us that we should as far as possible

limit unnecessary expenditure, and yet all these firms insist

that the readers spend one penny or twopence to find out
th« price of their articles.

I am convinced that such firms lose much custom, because
many riders will not take the trouble to write and ask prices.

where can I purchase a fiftv-gallon drum of benzole?
Eastbourne.

"

HC 1724.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE 19:21 ARBUTHNOT TROPHY
TRIAL.

vSir,—I wonder if I might encroach on your space to put
forward a few suggsetions in respect to the 1921 Arbuthnot
Trophy Trial. This may strike you as being a somewhat
peculiar time of the year in which to air my views, but my
reason is that if I had done so immediately after last^year's

event everyone would have forgotten all about it by next
year, and if I leave it much longer there will be no time to-
alter anything, in the (extremely luilikely) event of any of

my ideas being acted upon. »

I think most people will agree that last year's event was
somewhat of a failure, bearing in mind what the trial could
be if only it had a fair chance. No one is likely to deny that
it was a thoroughly well run and sporting affair, and that
the winner deserved every credit ; but what I mean to say
is that this trial should be the greatest amateur event of the
year. Given a really good entry, there is no reason why it

should not become a classic ; at present it seems like de-

generating into a farce. One cannot possibly blame the
organisation, for the A.C.U. has done all it can to make
things go, both in 1919 and 1920, and it would, I think, be
somewhat unfair to blame the Navy for not providing sufficient

entries. The sea is proverbially a fickle mistress, and it is

impossible to arrange an event to fit everyone's leave.

T2

After the 1920 event there was, I believe, some talk oi

augmenting the entry by allowing a cerfain number ol

amateurs outside the Navy to compete. Surely this would

caujse considerable difficulty, both in deciding who should

and who should not enter, and also in defining our old friend

the amateur—always a knotty point.

ily suggestions are as follows :

(ci) That the 1921 trial should be open to officers and men
of the Royfl Navv, Royal Marines, and Royal Air Force.

(b) That the trophy should be won by the best perform-

ance not of a private individual but of a team of seven,

representing any of the above Services. Naturally, any

Service could enter as many teams as it wished.

(c) In order not to excliide individual riders not sufiiciently

fortunate to be included in any team, a small separate award

should be given for the best individual effort, and silver

medals awarded to all those completing the course without

loss of marks.
(d) That the dates and conditions ot the trial should he

announced as soon as possible and freely circulated amongst

the Services, so as to give the event as much publicity as

possible.

I certainly do not consider myself competent to suggest the

form the trial should take. I' was myself unable to compete

in last year's event, but from all accounts it was a thoroughly

sporting and enjovable event, and needed no improvement

save a larger entry".
' W. S. JAMESON, Lt. R.N.

We have forwarded a copy of our correspondent's letter to

the secretary of the A.C.U", who replies as below :

" I entirely agree with Mr, Jameson that if possible the

scope of the entry list should be increased so that enough

entrants may be 'obtained to make the trial the success

which it should be. The only difficulty is that -the trophy

was subscribed for by the public on the definite understand-

ing that it was to be competed for at a trial ojjen only to

officers of the Royal Navy. Possibly a public announcement

that the conditions of the trial were likely to be altered

would satisf)" any objectors.

"As regai'ds Mr. Jameson's proposals in detail, I ha\e

not yet had an opportunity of submitting these to the Com-
petitions Committee of the Auto-Cycle Union so I am unable

•to comment on them—otherwise than by saying they secni

worthy of most careful consideration.
" T. W. LouGHBOEOUGii, Secretary,

"The Auto-Cycle Union."

The police in South Africa have thousands of square miles to

cover, extendmg from Cape Town to Lake Nyassa, a distance ot

nearly two thousand miles, and the convenience of the handy

motor cycle can well be imagined- The illustration depicts a

police inspector with his B.S.A, at Mengulat, Lake Nyassa. .
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THEORY AND PRACTICE.
Sir,—In your issue of December 30th there is a request

by " A.S.," who wants to fit a switch to a magneto not
adapted for one.

I was in the same difficulty many years ago owing to the
choking up of a release valve passage on a two-stroke

;

and, against the advice of experts, I clipped to the tube
beneath the tank a piece of spring steel or mudguard stay,
which was pulled down into contact with the plug terminal
by Bowden wire, and cable worked from the handle-bar.
This has worked as a perfect cut-out for years, and on

several machines, apparently with no harm to plug or
magneto. It is not in the way when the plug is taken out,
iior is there any electric shock therefrom.

Dublin.
DITTO.

LIGHTWEIGHTS FOR THE USE OF LADIES.
Sir,—As a reader of your valuable paper and a keen

motor cyclist (solo), may I be permitted to say a few words.

I think most ladies cither do not ride because they don't
like wearing breeches, or else they have not found a suitable
machine.

I have now been riding some years, ily first 'bus was a

1915 lady's open frame Velocette. I have since then tried
various diamond frame machines, but still find I prefer to
keep my little Velocette. alike for speed, easy starting, and
.nbove all as an absolu'ely no-trouble mount. I have no
interest in Messrs. Vcloce, and I simply write this letter

because I believe, if more ladies knew of this real lady's
mount, there would soon be a multitude of lady riders. I

iim convinced that what the lady roijuires is a lightweight^
open frame (very open to allow for riding in skirts as
usually worn) ; she also wants a two-stroke because it starts
ea.sily and is simple to understand. Chain drive I consider
liest, as this form of transmission is more reliable. Auto-
matic lubrication is essential, as on the Velocette all that
one has to do is to put oil in the sump, and never think
again about it.

I keep my little 'bus in the back kitchen, and if I have
some shopping to do, I just take it out, paddle oft from the
saddle and away I go. I may also say that I get 150 miles
to the gallon always, a Sen.ipray carburetter being fitted.

I may conclude by saying my husband was so pleiist'd with
the way my little Velocette behaves, that he has also got one,
and his also is the open frame model, which he much prefers
to the diamond pnttern. (Mrs.) GLADYS BENNETT.

^iV INGENIOUS EXPLANATION.
Sir,

—

I?i: the letter by " J.K.D.C." in youi- issue of .January
15th, there are one or two things which your correspondent
has not quite grasped.
The fact that motor cycle speeds in America arc greater

than over here is not due to any superiority in design or
tuning. The reason is that the air on the other side of the
Atlantic is altogether less humid, less damp in other words.
Now, the chief factor militating again.st big speeds is the
lesistance of the atmosphere, which increases as the square
of the speed. In other words, suppose at 10 m.p.h., the
atmospheric resistance (or pi'essure against the direction of

motion) were 1 lb. per square inch (this is a purely imaginary
example), then at 100 miles an hour, or ten times this .speed,

it would amount to 10- lb. per square inch or 100 lb. per
square inch.

Now, the American atmosphere, being dryer, has less re-

tarding effect upon a moving body (not nuch it is true), and
owing to the law of squares, this does not show up at all con-
siderably, until fairly high speed has been attained. So it

remains that c.c. for c.c. America will put up bigger speeds
than we do, but if American machines were to race at Brook-
lands their speed would be found to have dropped. very con-
siderably.

One of the cars competing in fl believe) the Indianapolis
races in 1914 put up much bigger speeds when it arrived
in America than it had done on this side.

Harry Vardon, the famous golfer, says in his book that,
when playing in America, he found that the drive which he
was able to put up was always longer than he had been
able to do in this counti-y—another sphere in which the
r|uestion of atmospheric resistance plays an important part,
as we are told that the velocity of a golf ball on leaving the
club, on a full drive, is about 300 miles per hour.

L. \V. G. HARTLEY.
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OVERSIZE TYRES IN BELGIUM.
Sir,— I am a regular subscriber of your very interesting

paper, and note that plenty of your readers seem to be quite
at a loss to understand tyre sizes and rims.

\^ ill you allow me to tell you what my actual experience
has taught me'? I may say that living in Belgium obliges
one to try a way out of the discomfort which is the rule if

small tyres are fitted. Hence my knowledge is based on
experience. Here are the results :

Un the 26x2iin. rim. (same as 4 h.p. Triumph) one may
fit 26x2iin.. 26x2iin., 26x2ix2iin. Dunlops, 750x75 mm.
Hutchinsons small car type, and Firestone 28 x Sin. non-skid
without difficulty whatever. The last named give splendid
comfort on the Triumph. However, it is not possible to fit them
on the front wheel, as they touch the bottom of the mud-
guard ; also it is not possible to tit them on the back wheel
of the Model H if the mudguard has been patched up or if

the i-im is badly out of truth. When fitting, the inner Hange
of the tyre must he cut with a knife round the place of the
valve. English 28x3in. tyres are not satisfactory on the
26x2iin. rim because they roll. On the n»w chain-driven
Triumph one can put 28x5in. Firestone on both wheeU
easily. Also, on the 3^ h.p. Ariel one simply forgets all

about punctures with them on 1 On the 26x2iin. rims one
can put 26x3in. English tyres, also 710x90 mm. .Michelins.

On the 28x3in. American rims (American X, Harley-
Davidson, and Indian) the 760x90 mm. Jenalzy go all right.

It is also nice ta know that the new 27x5iin. American rim
i.s practically the British 26x2iiii. rim, and if an English
rider wants to fit an English sidecar to his 1921 American -\,

or Ace, or 1921 Henderson it will be an easy matter to match
the sidecar wheels by fitting a 26x2iin. rim.

In the way of inner tubes, I found that the 26x2ix2iin.
endlf.^j' tube fits the 28 x Sin. Firestone; the 26x2Jin.
endless fits the 26x2Jx2iin. Dunlop.

I beliexe in tyres pumped board hard on the back wheel,
and I do not believe in taking girls lor joy rides on the
carrier if they do not sit properly—that is. facing the

direction of travel. In Belgium and Holland there is no
" pillion question " as one Clears of in England, simply
bccaxise passengers on the carriers do not do such silly

things as to sit sideways. The danger comes from that

practice and from nothing else. J. TAYJl.ANS.
Brussels.

L..

In France, where the roads are generally straight. One of the

great mam roads on the Continent, often traversed by British

motor cyclists on their tours to the Alps and beyond.
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STAND-PIPE PETROL SUPPLY.
Sir,
—" Ixion " is asking in your issue of January 27th

how one is served, and if any shortage results from tlie

"bulk storage" and stand-pipe system of selling petrol in

, America.
From my experience out there I can safely say that you

get the gallon every time, because your gallon is registered

by a sight gLass. To prove this system I have measured it

after being supplied.

I cannot help but praise this genuine, quick and clean

system of supplying petrol, and how crude our system of

cans, waste, and messj not forgetting that many will not split

a can.

Again, every petrol supply station in America has the price

per gallon displayed where all can see, another convenience
air round.

'

REGINALD GEARY.

TWO-STROKES.
Sir,

—

Re the remarks on " Four Stroking " by " July "

and others, may I give what I think the real reason? It

always occurs when going slowly on level and fast downhill.
The following given is the result of practical experiments.

First, it is due only to bad scavenging, and it is only to be
remedied by structural alteration provided to exhaust the

burnt gas, and cannot be remedied by any amount of careful

driving.

In the Dunelt engine we find a step in the right direction.

Two-stroking does not depend on', speed, but on throttle

opening only. When going slowly on level and fast downhill
the throttle is nearly closed, but go slowly uphill with a heavy
load with full throttle and it will two-stroke. Assuming the
piston is at the bottom with a cylinder of burnt gas at

atmospheric pressure, the crank case is only partially filled,

due to small opening. The small charge from the crank
case pressure is not sufficient to expel the burnt charge, and
is damped by it, but leaves a better charge ready for

mixing with the next inflow from the crank case. "July,"
by fitting an extra air valve, helps the crank case to get a

fuller charge to expel the burnt one, but it is a remedy that
cannot be carried far, as the mixture would be too weak.

Radcliffe. - ENGINEER.

DAYLIGHT INTO SOME TAXATION ANOMALIES.
Sir,—May I have the pleasure (as a motor cyclist and for

many years a regular reader of your paper) of criticising the

article which appears in the issue of January 13th 7-e the new
taxation?

I quite fail to see any difference between a fixed weight of

200 lb. or 2 cwt., because a pound over or under would be
the factor in deciding the tax in either case. May I point

out here that the 200 lb. limit is just the mark which covers

practically all lightweights, and the raising of this figure to

2 cwt. would bring in the greater number of higher powered
mounts, defeating the object in view, viz., revenue.

The little joke about the transportation of soil for weighing
purposes is funny, but the motorist that would be caught
under such circumstances should not only be a rarity, but
decidedly unlucky also.

The contrast cited is that a cycle of 198 lb. (a lightweight)

with a sidecar aflSxed weighing 120 lb., presumed to carry

two heavy people, making about 6 cwt: and paying a tax of

£2 10s., while a cycle of over the 200 lb. limit pays a tax

of £3 and has no sidecar.

Well, I have very, very grave doubts if there is a machine
anywhere so lightly constructed capable of such service with
such a load for any length of time. ,^

The issue of quarterly licences to motor cyclists would again

defeat the objects of revenue. There would be by far the

greater portion of licences issued m respect of short periods

only. In addition to that there would be a considerable

increase in labour involved in its collection. Further, the

annual sum is not great if money value is taken into

consideration.
The crumb of comfort with a sly dig about the tax for a

motor bath chair is a little joke which neatly finishes the
article signed by "Jam Satis," but it would cease to be an
invalid bath chair attached to a machine and driven by other
than the invalid.

But, in spite of all, we won the war. We are very much
alive, and hope for some enjoyable runs on luxurious roads,
and last, but not least, cheaper fuel. CHI.

r'hichester.

<^4

MAGNETO ADJUSTMENT.
Sir,—I have just spent half an hour in endeavouring to

adjust a magneto chain by means of the usual four studs in

a slotted platform—the chief feature being that the process

of tightening the studs upsets the adjustment.
At first this is wildly annoying, but after a time the

would-be adjuster blasphemes, weeps, or goes into a trance

according to his temperament.
As motor cycle designers apparently use Rolls-Royce cars,

or leave their adjustments to uncomplaining mechanics,
would it not be possible to start a list of these abominations
which transform peaceable men into raging savages?

If readers would take. part in the compilation of such a

list we might in time eliminate some of these unmechanical
devices so dear to the makers.
We could, at least, say that a machine contained such

and such a number of these inanities which would form a

useful basis for comparison.
If you will furnish me with the names and addresses of

any " Constant Readers " who never experience trouble of

this particular nature I will gladlv do them to death in the
most brutal fashion.

"

P. WYAND.
[This letter was evidently written before Olympia, where

several machines were siiown with a simplified magneto
adjustment. However, we are in entire agreement with our
correspondent on the awkwardness of most existing designs.

—Ed.] •

to give

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Further correspondents this week urge "Ixion'

us a second volume of his reminiscences.
Several readers write to correct _" Appreciative's " impres-

sion that his Rudge-JMulti only w-eighs 188 lb. They state

that this machine weighs 240 lb., and the 188 lb. weight
applies to the single-geared T.T. Rudge.
A correspondent, over the signature " Fortiter et Recte,"

takes seriously the humorous suggestion of " Jam Satis
"

in a recent article regarding taxation of motor bath-chairs.
We had not thought it necessary to label the suggestion
in question as in lighter vein, but we take this opportunity
of very definitely stating that it was.
.In the course of a long letter a correspondent, who signs

himself " Troublesome," attempts to estimate the amount
of trouble a novice may reasonably expect during his first

twelve months' ownership of a good machine. One of his

items (for 5,000 miles running) is :
" Internal cleaning of

crank case—twenty-five times." We trust he does not mean
dismantling: but, even a thorough " swill out" every two
hundred miles is more than most novices (or experts) of our
acquaintance bother with. The rest of his list is similarly
rather optimistic regarding adjustments, and pessimistic on
actual trouble. We fear his litter, if published, would raise

a shoal of claims from readers who have covered greater
distances " without touching a spanner."

Bocks and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued In conjunction with TJie Moto" Cycle.

Price
net.

By
post.

2/6 2/10

2/3

2/- 2/3

MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook on the motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types
of motor cycles, their management and care.
Twenty-first Edition. Just published ,

.

''HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS"
Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful
hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition

'* TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motorcycle faults and
of remedying them when found. Fourth Edition

"MAGNETOS." By A. P. Young.
A complete treatise nn magneto ignition for motor
cars, motor cycles, and aeroplanes

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By "IxiON," of The Moto^- Cycle

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS,
En^Und and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete m case. 5/6 5 /lo

''THE MOTOR CYCLE' ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of ^oad Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District

4/6

5/-

4/10

5/)

5/- 5/4

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., 4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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A Home-made Flat Twin.
An Excellent Example of Design and Construcfion under Difficullies.

IT
ifi not often that we learn of " home-made " machines
which truly deserve their appellation. True, from time
to time, various industrious readers forward particulars
of mounts which they have assembled from component

' units, but the machines built throughout by private riders
could be enumerated on the lingers of the hand, figuratively

speaking.
Herewith, however, we are able to give two illustrations

and .some particulars of a decidedly attractive' looking Sj h.p.
flat twin which has been almost entirely constructed by one
of our Shetheld readers, Mr. W. G. Barber.

A bhelhera reader's machme, designed and constructed

tlirouahout by himself. It has a 3i h.p. flat twin engine and
two-speed gear box.

Power unit of Mr. W. G. Barber's machine, made on a Sin.

treadle lathe ; the neat appearance and compact housing of the

gear box are commendable features.

In the ]>roduotion of the engine and gear bo.x. the entire
machining lias been carried out on a 5in. treadle lathe, and
only those who have operated a tool of this description will

appreciate the patience and physical effort summarised in

that simple statement.
The engine capacity is 530 c.c. {71 x 67 min. bore and

stroke), and is uiui.'^ual in that the exhaust valves only are
overhead. The inlets are on the "top" of the horizontal
cylhiders and concentric with the exhausts. A single cam-
shaft, with two cams, operates the four valves, and although
the cylinders are staggered Jin., the valve chests are in line,

thus allowing the induction pipes to be symmetrical. Plain
bearings are fitted to the engine, which lias a hardened
nickel steel crankshaft of liti. diameter.
Uba* steel is employed for the pinions in the two-speed dog

clutch gear box, and the casing of the latter is a one-piece
malleable casting.

Re-enamelling the Motor Cycle at Home.
A Spare Time Task which may Save (he Equivalent of ihe Tax.

Now that the days are diawiug out again one's thoughts
turn to the open road, but motor cyclists still have
time to turn some attention to details which occupy
valuable riding time if undertaken during the summer

months. I give belo\v some directions for re-enanu'lling a

machine, which, if carefiUly followed through, will bring
abundant satisfaction and pleasure to the keen rider.

Preliminary Tasks.
To begin with, the fir.st thiii',' to decide is the proposed

colour. 'This settled, work can begin at once, the time whilst
waiting for the necessary tnamels, etc., to arrive, being
cKcupied by getting the machine as nearly ready as possible.

Both tanks (oil and petnjl) should be emptied, after which
a small quantity of paraffin should be introduced into the
oil tank ; this, when pumped through to the crank case,

assures one that everything is clean in the oil container,

greativ frees the engine on rotation, cleans the flywheels,

and allows all thick oil to be drained from the crank case.

Now commence dismantling, by taking engine out, tank, back
and front wheels, mudguards', etc., off, imtil the bare frame
is left standing on front and rear stands. A word of advice
here. Some people advocate putting all small nuts and bolts
carefully away in a box by themselves. This is Cjuite good,
but to anyone who has not taken his particular machine to
pieces before, I always advocate "a second sight" principle,

I.e., putting nuts and bolts back on parts to which they
belong.
Now examine the frame. If the enamel is badly chipped

or c^-acked, t^hen there is nothing for it but to "commence
scraping, as a good surface is essential. This takes time,
and sometimes appears hopeless, but if the "blood is

warmed up " to it. it is surprising how quickly this—the
worst part of the job—can be overcome. Follov/ t)iis up with
a good smoothing down with fine glass paper, carefully re-

moving afterwards all traces of du.st. The frame is" now

ready for Ihe liist coat— a start always being made by
applying what is called a " priming coat," and 7inl glass
enamel, which is only for second and third coats. Whilst

—

generally three days—this is drying (covered by a news-
paper to prevent dust settling), attention m.iy be" turned to
the other parts, such as the carrier and mudguards, and
all parts which require replating should be carefully noted,
and delivered to the platers. By the time this is done the
frame will be dry, so carefully" " flat " this off with fine
pumice du.st on a wet cloth (to prevent scratches); then
wash off clean and dry. and apply first coat of '" gloss,"
taking care that as thin a coat as possible is applied.
Three more days are required for drying, and so in the
meantime attention may be given to the engine—decarbonis-
ing, freeing piston rings, cleaning carburetter, and adjust-
ing magneto—getting all ready for reassembling.

The Final Coat.
When the second coat is dry, " flat " this off again as with

the first coat, the result being that now there is a lovely
surface oa which to put the third and last coat. 'This should
be a fairly full one, and it is the one for which all previous
preparations have been made and on w'hich results depend.
Allow this last coat of enamel to dry thoroughly, after
which—as it is no use spoiling the ship for a hap'orth of
tar—and it is a sure preventive from the rain spot trouble,
apply a coat of transparent varnish, which, when dry, bathe
off in clear cold water. The nett result should be a beauti-
fully finished frame, hard wearing.
With regard to materials and expense, the writer (using

Robbialac) .spent 12s. 2d. on enamels, brush, and postage,
and another 10s. covered all the plating that was necessary.
Altogether, it was time and money well spent—the machine
being "pounds" better in appearance, not to mention the
satisfaction at having carried tne work through successfully.

K.W.M.
C7_
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The A.C.U. Six Days.
Shall we see small four-wheeled cycle

cars m this year's A.C.U. Six T)ays''

Car Practice.

On page 164 of this issue we publish
an article on a question of embodying car
features in motor cycles.

A 2| h.p. A.J.S. for 1921.
We learn that it is the intention of

iMessrs. A. J. Stevens, Ltd., again to
market a 2| h.p. A.J.S. The popularity
of the pre-war machine of this type, and
the successes attained with its predecessor
includmg winning last year's T.T., make'
this news particularly interesting to solo
riders.

Reduction in Price.

Motnr Trans-port, hitherto fourpence
will from February 21st be reduced to
th''eepence per copy. This reduction
should; if this is possible, increase even
further the wide sphere of influence of
this publication, which deals with the
many phases of industrial transport—an
important and ever-widening movement
in these days.

Prejudiced Public Bodies.

Various Corporation Bills affecting
motoring interests have gained the atten-
tion of the Motor Legislation Committee
as well as the A. A. An important point
is made when it is stated that " public
bodies owning tramways are unable to
take an impartial view respecting the
regulation of other forms of vehicular
traffic."

Motor Cycling in Italy.

We have already referred to the pro-
gress of the sport and pastime in Italy.
In an Italian paper we notice references
to the Rex, Indian, Triumph, Excelsior,
Ariel, Martinsyde, Wooler, Clyno,
B.S.A., Matchless, Harley-Davidson, and
Royal Ruby, in addition to motor cycles
manufactured in Italy. This shows, there-
fore, that British and American machines
are popular in that country.

Separate Organisation in the North.

Last Saturday's issue of Tht Autocar
contains a report of the .situation which
has resulted in the severance of the Norfh-
Eastern Automobile Association from the
R.A.C., to which it was affiliated. The
Northern body, at a meeting in New-
castle-on-Tyne on January 29th, adopted
a resolution to the effect that it should
call upon its committee " to devise ways
and means of serving its members as an
indepenc^ent organisation." How this
resolution will affect the motor cycle
section of the N.E.A.A., which is affili-

ated to the A.C.U., and to which some
of the 1921 open competitions have been
allotted, remains to be seen.

C8
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Special 'y&alures.

THE SIDECAR ALTERNATIVE.
CAR PRACTICE OR SIMPLICITY.

THE DISC WHEEL VOGUE.

Good!
In the A.C.U. One Day Trial on April

27th, three and four-wheeled cycle cars
will compete side by side.

The Tax on Auto Wheels.

There has been no little confusion
regarding the taxation of tricycles iitted

with Auto wheels. Some authorities
have demanded £6, as for a car, and
others have considered it to be a sidecar
for taxation purposes. We are now in-

formed by Major Watling, the manager
of the Manufacturers' Union, that the
Ministry of Transport has come to a
decision on the matter, and that all

local registration authorities have been
advised that, whether fitted to a tricycle

or a bicycle, the taxation is £1 10s._

Cycle Cars o£ Long Ago.

On page 157 of this issue we illustrate

two cycle cars on the market in 1900.

What is a Cycle Car?

At present, it is apparent that the

R.A.C. and the A.C.U. are accepting the

F.I.CM. definition of the cycle car, i.e.,

772 lb. weight maximum and 1,100 c.c.

engine limit.

The Paris-Madrid Trial.

We are informed that the Royal
Spanish Motor Cycle Club has under-
taken to help in the organisation of the

above, after the Spanish frontier has been
crossed, looking after the replenishing

depots and supervising the trial through-
out the remainder of the course. At the

start, assistance will be given by the

Sporting Club, aided by the ftlotor Cycle
Club de Boulogne et de Billancourt, and
the Motor Cycle Club de Montmartre.
From Chartres the organisation will be
carried on by the Western Auton-.obile

Club. At -Poitiers the Union Veloci-

pedique de France will give its assist-

ance, and at Bordeaux help will be given
by the Bordeaux Motor Cycle Club.

SURPLUS GOVERNMENT ROADS!

The many ex-D.R.'s amongst our readers will, we are sure, feel quite home sick after

looking at the photograph reproduced above. It was not taken in devastated France,

however, but shows the present condition of the main roads in the New Foresl just west of

Southampton. This surface was produced during the building of two aerodromes
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T.T. Aspirants.

Evidently a great many of our readers
have T.T. aspirations, for we have re-
ceived names for our T.T. register by
every post since the publication of the
original paragraph. Our long list now
includes a number of riders with pre-
vious, and in some cases very successful,
experience in past races in "the T.O.il.,
and others whose names aa-e almost by-
words

_
in the Brooklands and " hill-

climb " side of the pastime.

High Averages.

It has lone been a somewhat moot
point as to which quality in a machine is

the more favourable to a high average speed—acceleration or sheer ma.'cimum speed.
However, there is a third essential to
rapid transport even more important than
these two, and it is a factor that some
designers of "efficiency" mounts are in-
clined to give but verj- secondary considera-
tion. We refer to brakes. Especially
on a big machine it is an infallible rule
that the better the braking system, the
better the jouniey.

The Scottish Motor Cycle Show.
Oil Wednc'^day of last week, during the

Scottish Show in Glasgow, a deputation
representative of the motor cycle trade
in Scotland waited on .Mr. D. A. Fairley,
secretary of the S.M.T.A., regarding the
poiisibility of rmming a motor cvclc show
.concurrently with the car show ne.xt
year. The deputation was very favour-
ably received by Mr. Fairlev and several
of the leading members of' the Scottish
M.T.A., many of whom appear to
be very much in favour of the .scheme,
and we shall in all probability .see a Scot-
tish motor cycle show next "year.

Courtesy.

\\e have received a letter from the
secretary of the. A.A. which includes the
follownig paragraph : "When meeting
other cars my head lights go ' off ' in good
time. This invariably brings an answer-
uig courtesy; if not", up diey go tigain
.for a second, and that teache«"vet another
driver what should be doiie." We
are urgnd to .support tlie practice men-
tioned. Though we are alwavs an.xioas
-to encourage courtesy on the road we take
the libertj- of reminding Mr. Stenson
Cooke that owners of acetvlehe lamps
(and there are many) are unable to dim
their lights on the approach of otlier
vehicles, and that if they are to be
"punished" a.s suggested the chances of
confusion are considerably increased.
Surely it is up to us to be" as courteous
as po.=sible and trust that others also will
dn ihe same. Wliat do our readeis sav ?

Death of Pioneer.

We regret to record the death of Mr.
W. Hillman. one of the pioneers of the

cycle and motor industries in Coventry.

He was one of the founders of the

Premier Company.

Prices.

Further to our rec-ent paragraph refer-

ring to the policy of manufaeturers and
agents who are undertaking to indemnify
purchasers of machines which before a

certain date are reduced iiv price, we are

able to state that other concerns are now
giving a similar guarantee. Among these

are the makers of the Royal Ruby and
the Ariel, and the well-known Jlidland
agent, Frank Whitworth.

Two-stroke Motor Cycles.

We learn from our publishers that the

first edition of " Two-stroke Motor
Cycles " is now ready, and copies may
be obtained from Iliffe and Sons Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, price

3s. net, by post 3s. 3d. This book,
which has been prepared by the staff of

The Motor Cyrh. deals fully with this-

fascinating type of machine, and should
be found helpful to all owners of two-
strokes as well as to prospective buyers.

TRADE NUMBERS.
In future policemen will have no difficulty

in recognising trade numbers on a machine
undergoing test. Here we have a little

Triumph Junior bearing the new official

plate, which, incidentally, may be used in

official reliability trials. Placed a little

higher over the handle-bar it might almost

be used as a screen !
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A.C.U. General Committee Meeting.

Possibly the most generally Lnterei~ting

subject for discussion at the forthcoming

meeting of the A.C.U. General Committee
is the proposed revisi«n of the law as to

the speed limit and driving hcences.

Several Centre byelaws and open competi-

tion rules are also down for considera-

tion, with a view to possible detail

amepdment. This meeting will be held

at the Clarendon Hotel, Shrewsbury, on

the 12th February at 11 a.m.

Four-wheeled Cycle Cars.

At tlie meeting of the Committee of

lhe'R.-\.C. held last week, it was
agreed that temporarily, until the ques-

tion of the line of demarcation between

car and cycle is settled internationally.

the E.A.C. will favourably consider

applications for permits for small four-

wheeled vehicles coming under the defini-

tion of the Federation Internationale des

Clubs Motorcyclistes to compete in Auto-

Cycle Union Competitions in 1921.

Oil in Australia.

The ' Agent General for Western
Australia has stated that the Anglo-

Persian Oil Co., Ltd., is proposing to

engage in oil mining in that State: The
company is eiilirely British, and its aim

is to develop oil fields within the Empire
so as to make Great Britain independent

of foreign supplies. The Anglo-Persian

Oil Co. is already committed to the oil

refining business in the Commonwealth,
and it is proposed to establish a refiuery

in Victoria for the refining of imported

crude oil until an internal supply of

petroleum is available.

A Fallacy.

Although the figures given by the' Rev.

J. M. Philpott (page 167) in his en-

deavour to classify the performances in

the last Si.N Days Trial are interesting,

they cannot be taken as conclusive, since

the formula used places undue value

upon the speed figures at Brooklands. It

must be remembered that the require-

ments demanded certain minimum speeds

for each class, and no credit was implied

in the regulations for speeds in excess

of these. Obviously a cautious rider who
was content merely to tour round the

track at his qualifying' speed is dis-

advantageously compared with the reck-

less rider who could not resist the track's
" all out " invitation—hence the Rev.

J. M. Phillpott's formula as applied to the

1920 Six Days re.sults is valueless, but

would form a useful basis of comparison
in future events run under suitably

framed regulations.

CYCLE CARS IN A.C.U. TRIALS.
AT last the small four-wheeled cycle

car is to be given a chance in open
competitions. The R.A.C. has given

permission to the A.C.U. to include this

type of vehicle in the cycle car class in

the Spring One Day Trial to be held
on April 27th. It will be remembered
that The Motor Ci/ch has urged such a
coiuse. Furthermore, we urged the in-

stitution of a weight limit.

This weight limit has been fixed at 350
kilos. (772 lb.). The present F.I.C.M.

cycle car definition and classes for both
solo and two-seater models are to be
included. •

Brooklands will plav an important part

in this trial, and, although we' do not
expect a freakish course, it should be an
interesting event, if the regulations are

any guide.
There is an impression that this is a

trial for stock machines only. This is

incorrect. Entries must conform to

F.I.C.M. and A.C.U. open competition

mles as regards equipment, and there is

to be a special certificate of merit for

all successful motor cycles that are really

stock machines. These will be chosen
from agents' stocks, but details as to this

have yet to be arranged.
Manufacturers who wish to enter

standard stock machines for this award
must notify the Union before the 3l3t

of March. Ordinary entries close on 9th

April, and late entries may be' received

up to mid-day of 16th April.
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Simple Front and Rear Springing
The Defy-all Lighlweight—

the Product of a Well-known
Designer,

PERHAPS the most interesting point of

the Defy-all spring frame, apar.t from
the refreshing originality of its

carrier design, is the tact that it' may
be locked up solidly as a rigid assembly

should a spring break.

It is a simple
design, but, never-
theless, promises
to be most efficient

in action.

Mr. Caddick,
the designer (who,
incidentally, was
associated with
the design i

another well-
known spring
frame machine
which has given
most satisfactory
service on the
road for some
years past), has
followed the usual

With the earner part ol the mam trame, the Dely-ali lightweight leaves oniy the

rear wheel unsprung.

The "Defy-all" sprmg
fork dismantled.

practice of pivoting the rear staj's just

behind the gear box. Another pair of

stays and a curved vertical tube com-
plete the rear wheel member. The
cur\'ed tube is linked to a very much
"humped" four-leaf spring, which, in

turn, is housed at one end just behind
the saddle-pillai', and at its lower
extremity is linked to the saddle tube.

Insulating the Rear Lamp.
The carrier is an independent structure

attached rigidly to the sprung portion of
"

the frame, and so designed as to allow

ample clearance tor the moving wheel and
mudguard. A special extension of the

carrier is provided to carry the rear lamp
—a commendable feature, as lamps
attached to spring wheels usually receive

much more vibration than is good for

them.
In the illustration, the frame is shown

in its " free " or springing form. It may
be made rigid by attaching at one end the

auxiliary struts on the lower carrier stays

to bolts at the wheel spindle.

_, Also extremely simple, the front forks

of this machine work on the parallel link

principle. A special housing extending
upwards from the base of the steering heaS
holds the single coil spring in a very neat

manner.
At present the Defy-all is only made as

a lightweight, but we understand that

mediumweight and heavyweight models
are on the stocks.

On the existing machine, such well-

known components as the 2^- h.p. Villiers

engine, Amao carburetter, and Sturmey-
Archef two-speed gear box, lielp to form
a very taking little machine both in ap-

pearance and design. It is possible, how-
ever, that later editions of the lightweight

will be fitted with 2| h.p. BTackburne
engines.

The makers are the Defy-all Cycle and
Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Chapel Street,

Stalybridge, Cheshire.

A Scottish Light Four-wheeler.
The Two-sea*er Skeoch Cycle Car—a Newcomer at the Glasgow Show.

ITS success as the power-unit of many
lightweight sidecar outfits has often

in the past caused us to wonder why
so few designers have considered the

350 c.c. Precision two-stroke engine for

an ultra-simple cycle car. We may no
more wonder : for another four-wheeled

two-seater with this engine has appeared.

Glasgow Automobile Show saw its debut

;

and, incidentally, Scotland is the land of

The Skeoch cycle car .s a Scotch production, which

has a 350 c.c. two-stroke engine.

its birth. The Skeoch, as it is called—
only a Scotchman could pronounce it

correctly !—sells, complete-with hood and
screen, at £180, and is not without in-

teresting, even unique, features of design.

Three Drives.

Two speeds are provided by a Burman
gear box, while the final drive is by belt

and then by chain to a solid rear axle.

Four very slender-looking quarter-elliptic

springs support a simple "chassis," with

side members of ash, while the body-

work, though plain, appears neither uii-

symmetrical nor comfortless.

Mudguarding, although simple, should

be quite efficient.

Lever Engine Starter.

The Skeoch possesses a long lever

engine starter and two external contract-

ing band brakes on the rear wheels. At
£180, or £155 less lamps, etc., it appears

to be excellent value, although, of course,

this is considerably more than a side-

carette with a similar engine. The
makers are the Skeoch Utility Car Co.,

Dalbeattie, Scotland.
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A.C.U. WESTERN CENTRE OPEN TWO DAYS TRIAL.
REGULATIONS and route of the

A.C.U. Western Centre two-day
trial have now been issued, and

contain several novel points of quite
general interest. Especially is this so of
the checking system. Briefly, this
method, which is well-known to com-
petitors in Scottish 'trials, but has not
previously appeared in an important'
English event, means that- checks axe
independent of one another, and that time
lost or gained on one check cannot be
made up or lost again on the next.
Additionally, any competitor who is more
than one hour behind his echedule time
at the end of the first day's run must
automatically retire.

The route, witli wliich we will deal more
fully at a lat«r date, is from Hereford
to Aberystwyth and back ; but, although
"stunt" hills have been excluded, it is

by no means a straightforward tour.

.
Tt^ere will be eight test hills, and, to
qualify for a premier award, competitors
must make clean ascents on all of them.
An attempt is made in the regulations to

emphasise the difl'erence between " foot-

slogging " and steadying, and ridere are
advised to avoid the latter 'to be free
of suspicion of tlie former.

A.C.U. Centre Championship.

A mo6t imposing award list has been
drawn up. In addition to the usual gold.

silver, and bronze medals, there are the

following special awards : Club t*am
prize, A.C.U. Centre team championship
l^rize (the three ridere constituting a

centre team must be drawn from any three .

clubs in any recognised centre), the

White challenge cup (for the most out-

standing solo, sidecar, or three-wheeler
performance), " foui'-wheeler " challenge

trophy "(cycle cans, light cars, or cars),

Sunbeam gold medal (best motor cycle

performance on hills), amateur prizes,

lady's prize, and, finally, a club gold
medal for best individual performance by
a member of each club in tlie centre.

These latter awards will be presented by
the individual clubs themselves.

THE MOTOR CYCLE GRAND PRIX.

As already mentioned in The Motor
Ci/cte. the Motor Cycle Grand Prix
will be run on a circuit near Le

Mans on Saturday, July 23rd, the day
before the car ra-ce,- for a distance of about
300 kilometres for motor cycles of 350 c.c.

and 5(k) c.c, and about 250 kilometres for

motor cycles of 250 c.c. .The cost of entry

is fixed" at 400 francs. The race is open

to manufacturers and ownere of motor
cycles. These latter will have to produce

a certificate from the manufacj,urers of

their veliiclcs. Entries are unlimited, and
may be received at single fees up to May
31st. six o'clock in tlie evening, by the

secretary of the Union Motocycliste de

France, 8, Place de la Concorcle, Paris.

After jlay 31st up to June 30th at six

o'clock entries will be received at double
fee.

If. after June 30th. the number uf

entries is considered to be too high, the
Competitions Committee of the U.M.F.
reserves to itself the right to reduce the
number by elimination.

Important to Competitors.

Motor cyclists entering must conform to

the International Regulations decided
upon at the last F.I.CM. meeting at

Brussels. Competitors will onlv be alloi*?d

to take part in the Motor Cycle Grand
Prix if, on the day the machines are
weighed in, they are furnished with a

certificate from a mininp engineer (French)
certifying that the veliicle entered com-
plies witn the conditions.

The Competitions Committee reeerves

the right to withdraw a competitor who
is considered unsuitable, in the interests

of the security of the public or of other
competitors.
The course adopted for the race will

be exceedingly fast. It is roughly tri-

angular in shape, practically level, and
having no railway crossings, and only
three turns which really call for skill

on the part of the rider.

The term " Grand Prix " is so com-
monly employed in France that the
British motor cyclist may be excused
for not completely understanding the
respective values of the various events
appropriating this title. There may be a
dozen Grand Prix of the " Slocum-cum-
Slocura " type, but there is only one
Grand Prix of the Union Motocycliste
(the national body), and it is this event
which constitutes the blue riband of the
motCr cycle world.

1NTI::R\\IIiiN.\L .MUTOR cyclist delegates at the F.N. WORKS on the occasion of the recent F.LC.M.
meeting at Brussels. (1) Mr. W. H. Wells, Motor Cycle and Allied Trades Association of America. (2) Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
Secretary. F.I.C.M. (3) Mr. E. M. P. Boileau, Auto-Cycle Union. (4) M. M. Fagard. F M.B. President. (5) M. N. Kindberg, Swedish
Motor Cycle Club. (6) M. E. Host, Danish Motor Cycle Union. (7) Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, A.C.U. Timekeeper. (8) M. Marcellis,

Timekeeper of the F.M.B. (9) M. Thuilier. Manager of the yourna/ Je Z-ifje. (10) M Collignon, F.M.B. (1 1) M. Renson, Sporting

Editor of La Meue. (12) M. Galopin, Managing Director of the F.N. (13) M. Joassart, General Secretary of the F.N.

(14) M. Nepper, Assistant Manager of the F.N. (15) M. Meyhl of the F.N. (16) M. Kelecom of the F.N.

Cl.i
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THE ONLY TWENTY-FOUR HOUR OPEN TRIAL.
EALING and District M.C.C. are

organising the only twenty-four hour
open trial of the year. ' The route

lias just been published, 'and will be dealt
with in detail later : but it may be stated
that with the exception of a short stretch
between Llanidloes and JIachynlleth no
freak surfaces are encountered, and the
whole run merely consists, from Here-
ford onward, of a long series of stiff

climbs which will prove an excellent test
of the efficiency of any type of machine.

Furthermore, every type of rider is

catered for, and the rider who has never
yet obtained an award in a trial is given
a slight advantage.
Cups, prizes and a challenge shield" are

being presented for the best perform-
ances, being divided up as follows :-

Best individual jjerformance.

Best performance by an amateur.
Best performance by a private owner.
Best performance by a trade team.
Best performance by a private team.
Many inquiries have been received

regarding this trial and a very large
entry is expected.
The start will );ake place from Cran-

ford Bridge Hotel at midnight on April
15th.

'

B.M.C.R.C. ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
THE annual general meeting of the

B.M.C.R.C, which was held at the
end of last month, marked the con-

clusion of a very successful year. So
far as the officers and committee are con-
cerned, the following were elected :

President, Brig.-Gen. Sir H. Capel-
Holden ; vice-president, Col. F. Lindsay
Lloyd, C.M.G. ; hon. secretary, Mr. T.
W. Loughborough. The committee con-
sists of the following members : Chair-
man, Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, and Messrs.
F. "W. Barnes, S. F. Garrett, F. A.
Hardv, W. A. Jacob, F. A. McNab, W.
Pratt, A. G. Reynolds, W. H. Wells,
and E. B. Ware.

At the meeting it was decided on the
following classes of membepship : Trade
members, subscription five guineas

;

private members, three guineas; and
members who are also of tlie Brooklands
Automobile Racing Club, two guineas.
Any candidate for private membership
must sign a declaration as follows: "I
hereby declare that I am not now either
a manufacturer of, or agent for, or dealer
in, motor cycles, or motor vehicles, or
any articles allied to the motor industry,
nor an employee of any firm or company
engaged in such trade or trades, nor will

I accept any financial assistance of any
kind whatsoever from any person or

persons interested in or associated with
the motor or allied uidustries. I under-
take if elected, and in the event of any
amateur status thus defined being in any
way modified during the club year ending
31st December next, forthwith to acquaint
the secretary, with the circumstances,
and if required to pay the difference

betvveen the rates of subscription payable
by trade and other member."

It was decided that any trade member
under the above definition who does not
intend to use the track for racing pur-
poses shall be held to be a private
member until such time in any year when
he does so use the track.

CLUB NEWS, ('^r-''^-
Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham A.C.

The above club will hold the Colmore
Cup Trial on March 5th next. All in-

formation, entry forms, etc., may be
obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr.
Phil Mosedale, the Kook, Maney Hill
Road, Sutton Coldfield.

Western M.C.C. (Glasgow).

Over £400 worth of prizes and medals,
the awards for last season's competitions,
are to be presented at the second annual
dinner of the Western Motor Cycling
Club, which will take place at the
Grosvenor Hotel, Gilasgow, on Saturday
next, 12th inst.

Ilkley M.C. and L.CC.
The Ilkley Motor Cycle and Light Car

Club, one of the healthiest of the Yorkshire
clubs, was shown to be in a very flourish-

ing condition at the annual meeting held
on January 31st. Not only had they paid
their way during the year, but they had
actually made the open trial—one of the
best one-day open ti'ials of the country

—

pay for itself. Capt. J; N. Longfield was
re-elected president of the. club with j\Ir.

H. W. Sellers as hon. sec. and treasurer.

Birmingham M.C.C.

A good proportion of the 333 members
of the Birmingham Motor Cycle Club
attended the eighteenth annual general
meeting, held at the Imperial Hotel, Bir-
mingham, on Monday, January 31st.

The election of officers for the year
resulted as follows : Captain, Mr. R.' W.
Duke ; vice-captains, Messrs. W. H.
Edwards and T. F. Watson; social
secretaries, ilessrs. C. Browne and E.
Danks ; trials secretaries, Messrs. L.
Clarke, W. S. Banner, S. Haden, sen.,
and S. C. Toye

; press secretary, Mr. G.
R. Jlorgan : treasurer, Mr. E. W.
Winckle

; secretary, Mr. W. H. Egginton.
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Stamford and District M.C.C.

A company of over forty attended the
first annual dinner of the Stamford and
District M.C.C, which took place a;t club
headquarters, the Crown Hotel, Mr. D.
L. Simpson presiding. During the even-
ing the Stamford Challenge Cup was pre-

sented to Mr. Turnill, a representative

of the winners, the Peterborough M.C.C.

Burnley and District M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting held at

the Cafe Royal on February 2iid, the
following were elected as officials for 1921 ;

President, Alderman E. Whitehead, .Lf".

;

vice-presidents, Messrs. W. Catlow and
B. S. Cooper ; secretary, Mr. J. R. Ash-
worth, 58, Colne Road, Burnley

;

assistant secretary, Mr. E. Pool-;

treasurer, 5Ir. W. Easton.

Lewes and District M.C.C.

The old Lewes Motor Cycle Club has
been revived, and starts with a member-
ship of over fifty. A whist drive held
recently was a great success. Owners of

light cars and cycle cars not exceeding
10 h.p. are invited to join. The pro-

gramme will include social runs and com-
petitions. Those wishing to join should
communicate with Mr. G. E. Stacey, c/o

White Hart Hotel, Lewes.

North-west Loudon M.C.C.

When old companions meet after six

years things usually go with a swing, and
under these circumstances the informal
supper at Golders Green was thoroughly
enjoyed by forty members on Wednesday,
the 2nd inst. The finish up at the Hippo-
drome, where seats had been reserved,

was voted thoroughly enjoyable. JNIr. 0.
Hill, 3, Old Bond Street, W., will be glad
to hear at once of all members (other than
those who have already notified) intend-
ing to attend the annual dinner on
March 2nd.

Proposed Hertford and District M.C.C.

A meeting will take place at the Coffee

Tavern Hall, Hoddesdon, on Tuesday,
February 15th, at 7.30 p.m.. to discuss
formation, etc., and it is hoped that all

motor cyclists in the district who are
interested will put in an appearance.

The Brookdale Club (Motor Section).

The above club, with its spacious head-
quarters at Brookdale Road, Catford,
S.E. (rear of Town Hall), is holding a
rally at Keston Lakes on the 13th inst.,

with a view to re-forming its motor
section. Any motorist interested will be
welcome to this rally, or to a meeting
at headquarters on Wednesday evening,
the 16th inst., at eight o'clock.

Essex M.C.

Intended to demonstrate the capa-
bilities of modern vehicles under ordinary
touring conditions, the one-day winter
trial, to be held on February 19th. will

not include freak hills or secret checks.

It is open to motor cycles and sidecars

of members only, but the cycle car and
ear classes (under 1,500 c.c. ) are open to

all. Acceleration, flexibility, and brake
tests are included.

-

Cumberland County M.C.C.

At the annual dinner of the Cumberland
County JM.C.C, Mr. W. Theodore Carr,

M.P., as president, took the chair. Others
present included the Chief Constable (Mr.

Eric H. Spence), 'Mr. T. Gigson (the

retiring capitain of the club), Mr. J. J. A.
Dias (the new captain), Mr. H. A. P.

Mawson (secretary), ilr. W. B. Anderson
(treasurer), Mr. T. B. Westmorland, Dr.
Doughty, Mr. H. C Simpson, Mr.
Tliompson, Mr, C. G. Brooks,' ilr. J. (i.

Bell, V.S., Mr. Alfred Sutton, and Mr.
W. N. Simpson, and Mr. John Robinson,
representing the Western Motor Cycling
Club, Glasgow.
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A selection of questions oi general interest from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not nHJSt be accompanied by a 2(1. stamped addressed envelope lor reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects-

A SIDECAR CONVERSION.
(1.) Could I fit a 1920 4 h.p.

Douglas standard sidecar to a

1921 8 h.p. New Imperial (solo)

without it being out of align-

ment? (2.) If so, should I need
any extra sidecar arms or bolts?—J.R.J.

(1.) It is most unlikely that you would
be able to fit a 1920 4 h.p. Douglas side-
car to a 1921 New Imperial machine, as

the sidecar attachments are specially

made to suit the Douglas motor cycle

frame. (2.) A good mechanic might be
able to effect the fitting, but it would
not be done without considerable trouble
and expense.

GENERATING FROM MAGNETO.
(1.) What voltage is given out

NO TAX ON MACHINE IN STORE.
I have a motor cycle which I

^] do not intend to use again, as I

^ am going to sell it in the spring.
-S-l Shall I have to pay the new tax?

I shall not use it on the roads,
nnd as I intend to buy a new one before

Whitsuntide I don't see the necessity
of paying twice.—J.A.Y.

If you do not use (he machine on the
roads, you need not take out the tax,
but you will understand, of course, that
you will be unable to demonstrate the
machine on the public roads to a prospec-
tive purchaser until the tax is paid.

by the low-tensfon coil of

magneto? (2.) Could the elec-

tricity be stored in an accumula-
tor, and if so, what would its

voltage have to be? (3.) Would a choke
coil be required when using an accumu-
lator?—J. M.

(1.) Probably about four to si^'volts, but

no definite figures are available for all

types ; a test would have to be made.

(2 and 3.) As the primary current of a

magneto is alternating, it cannot be used

for accumulator charging, unless special

arrangements are made to include a

commutator in the apparatus.

TYRE SIZES AND CLUTCH MANIPU-
LATION.

(1.) Can I safely fit 28x3in.
tvres on the 25x2iin. rims of

my 1914 3i h.p. Sunbeam? (2.)

Is' it good driving to use the

exhaust when cornering, slowing

down, or coasting downhill? (3.) When
kick starting from the near side of a

well cambered road, why does my gear

invariably jump from neutral into low

before 1 touch the gear lever or raise

the clutch?—ScN-UKiVM.

(1.) Provided there is sufficient clearance

between the rim and the mudguards, you
.should be able to use 28x3in. tyres on
your 26x24in. rims. At the same time

the tyre makers do not recommend the

fitting of this size of cover to such rims,

but it is very frequently and successfully

done. (2.) There is no objection to using

the exhaust valve when coasting down-
hill, but in all other circumstances with

a three-speed machine and handle-bar
clutch such as yours, it is better to use the

throttle or clutch according to circum-
stances. (3.) In all probability this i»

due to wear of the gear operating
mechanism, and it may be necessary to

replace the dogs and the selector fork in

the gear box.

important jDates.

Feb 21«1.28th-;
Par:»-Nice TriaL

March 25lh—
Richmond Meet.

March 26th—
M.C.C London-Land's '"nd Trial.

April 27ih-
A.C.U. One-day Winter Trial for
Slock Machines.

May 14lh—
IVI.C.C. London-Edinbursh Run.

May 25th—
A.C.U. Silencer Trial — Brooklands.

Jum 14th.l6lh—
Touri it Trophy Races.

June 25th^
M.C C. Inter-team Trial for
The Mo'or Cyc'.e" Cup.

July 61 > 7th—
Arbuthnot Trophy Tral for Naval
Officers

July 23rd—
Grand Prix Race—Le Mans.

AuKuil Ist- 6lh—
InIern3t)onal Six DaysTrial—Geneva

Aueust 28th to Sep. 3rd

—

A.C U. six Days Trials.

Sep. 17lh—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

THE RESULT OF PRE-IGNITION.
I have a 2j h.p. Villiers two-

^ stroke which gave no trouble for

^ three years imtil lately. Last
-SJ week, owing to pre-ignition, the

flywheel key sneared. After

fitting a new key the engine knocked
very badly. Immediately the release

was lifted, however, everything seemed
all right : the engine was retimed with-

out result. On dismantling, very little

play was found, and there was plenty

of oil.—C.E.L. de S.

The details you give are not very clear,

and it is rather difficult to tell you
exactly what is the cause of the knock-
ing, you might make quite sure that

the keyway in the flywheel and shaft are

undamaged. As a matter of fact the

makers have now discontinued the fitting

of flywlieel keys, and it would be advis-

able" to leave out the key when reassem-

bling the engine. You do not say how
far the engine was dismantled, but we
are inclined to believe that the trouble

which you now experience is due to the

shafts being distm-bed and out of line, as

a result of the pre-ignition which loosened

the flywheel. Perhaps it would be best

to return the engine for overhaul if you

find that the above explanation is correct,

as it may be damaged considerably if you

coutinuo to run it with the shafts out of

alignment.

REMOVING OVERHEAD INLET VALVE.

I have a 1916 Harley-Davidson,

and am desirous of grinding in

the valves. I have managed,

after considerable difficulty to

remove what I wiU call the

"domes "of the inlet valves. Now I

am confronted with the difficulty of

knowing how to proceed. Can you
please give me the method of procedure

in getting the plate out, which, to me,

.^eems determined to etay where it is?

—

K.T.
r.emove the exhaust valve cotter, cup and

spring, and then raise the valve itself until

it presses against the inlet valve. Then
place a distance piece between the valve

stem and the tappet, taking care that the

latter is in its lowest position. By gently

rotating the engine, the rising of the

exhaust valve tappet will press the inlet

valve seating out of its place.

SLIPPING FRICTION CLUTCH.
I ride a 3 h.p. Royal Enfield,

and the two-speed gear defies all

my attempts to repair it. New
actuating pegs have been fitted,

and the cam is in No. 3 position.

Low gear keeps in position, but the

hiffh gear will not remain in action

umess the lever is held in with hand
or knee. Then there is a lot of slipping

in high, and whenever a hill is tackled

the engine races without the machine
increasing in speed, no matter what
pressure is exerted on the lever. I think

I have carried out all instructions given

in the makers' handbook, but all to no
avail.—F.S.

\

In all probability the slipping on high
gear has nothing to do with the counter-
shaft gear itself; it appears to be the
high gear sprocket on the engine-shaft. If

you study the handbook issued by the
makers you will observe that this is

arranged as a slipping device in order to

eliminate shocks on nigh gear, and the

pressure on the springs should be increased

or new ones fitted.

CI 7
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NO SPARK AT FULL RETARD.
I have an old pattern twin

magneto, which I am using lor
a single, after Teraoving one
carbon brush and one roclier arm
opener. I get a good spark wh^n

tlie ignition lever is fully advanced, but
a verj' weak spark when I retard the
lever. My engine is an old 5^ h.p. P.F.,
and I cannot get it to run slowly. Of
course, it has a fixed gear, so I thought
if I got a good spark when fully retarded
it would run more slowly.—VV.R.

Probably the weak spark on full retard
is due to a defect in the design of the
magneto, and it is doubtful whether you
could improve- this. The fact that 'the
engine will not run slowly is more likely
to be due to defective carburation result-
ing from an air leak in the induction
system than to tlie ignition. Make quite
sure that there are no leaks at the induc-
tion pipe joints, or at the inlet valve
stem where it passes through the guide.

LUBRICATION
Having just taken delivery of

a 2| h.p. British E.Kcelsior two-
speed model, with . J.A.P. en-
gine, I am lubricating with
Vacuum oil B.B., and would

like to know (1) the correct setting of
drip feed lubricator until engine is
run in? (2.) Correct setting of drip
feed lubricator after engine is run in ?

• (3.) Correct lubricant for Albion two-
speed gear bo.x? (4.) How often will
the gear box need refilling with fresh
lubricant?—G.D.W.

(1.) Setting of the drip teed .lubricator
depends altogether on circumstances

—

norrnal speed, nature of the load, quality
of oil, and temperature, all having to be
taken into account. Your average con-
sumption of oil should be about 200
miles per quart, and you might set the
drip regulator to deliver thirty drops per
minute. If the engine smokes on this
quantity yo.u can cut it down slightly,
or you may Hnd that it needs a little
more to get the best running. (2.) After
the engine has done five or six hundred
miles you should be able to get about
300 miles per quart oil consumption.
(3.) Ordinary engine oil will suit the
gear box. (4.) About every five hundred
miles. The gear box should not be more
than half filled.

TESTING PETROL LEVEL.
Will you kindly criticise the

I

following suggestion for check-
ing the petrol level of an
ordinary carburetter, and also
give me the information re gear?

(1.) Assuming the correct level is -^m.
below the jet top, and that the float
displaces the same amoimt of petrol,
whatever its height, run the engine
a few moments to ensur-e the needle
valve seating, turn off the petrol and
carefully remove the float ; mark at
what height the petrol stands in the
float chamber. Ne.xt fit up carburetter
and flood well, allow plenty of time
for the excess petrol to escape, then
again remove float and mark new level.
If the difference between the marks is

iiii., then the level requires raising
7%-in. (2.) -What gear do you recom-
rnend for top, with a 4i h.p. B.S.A.

_ sidecar outfit (weighing about 4 cwt.),
in not very hilly country?—P.B.

ciS

(1.) Your suggested method of ascertain-

ing the petrol level does not appear' to

be altogether reliable. The usual plan
is to remove the float chamber and jet

platform complete from the carburetter,

and connect it up to the tank by means
of the petrol pijje. When the fuel is

tui'ned on it is quite easy to notice
whether the petrol reaches to -within the
required distance of -^in, from tlie top
of the jet. (2.) The most suitable top gear

ratio is 4J to 1 if the machine is to be
used on ordinary undulating roads. In
a very hilly district a 5 to 1, or 5i to 1

is more suitable. •'

READER'S REPLY.

REMOVING RUST.
I noticed in " Questions and Replies^"

a few weeks ago, an enquiry from a
coi respondent as to whether there is

any known composition that will take
the rust off nickel plating. Perhaps
your correspondent may be interested to

hear of a substance I obtained over a

year ago from Messrs. A. W. Gamage.
It is a blue powder called " Rustoff "

;

when mixed to a paste and applied, it

will quickly remove any rust from
nickel plating. I should say it is a
vei\v fine emery or Carborundum powder-,

but it does not. scratch the plating in

the least, and removes all dullness and
tarnish. I cannot say whether the
powder is still obtainable ; but if your
correspondent obtains any and makes
use of it, I should most strongly advise
him to apply one of the excellent trans-

parent enamels now on the market,
or grease the plating well after removing
rust, or it will go rusty again all the

more quickly.—A. H. Newman.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"G.M.W."—8 h.p. 1920-21 Clyno

outfit, freedom from _mechanical noise
at all speeds, reliability, springing,

electric lighting.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES
Bedfobd to Bisley.—R.T.G.
Bedford, Ampthill, Westoning, Tod-

dington, Dunstable, Ivinghoe, Tring,

Chesham, Amersham, Beaconsfield, Slough,

Windsor, Ascot, Bagshot, Bisley.

AsHEi'-DE-LA-ZOUCH TO MARKET DbAYTON.
- —W.K.
Ashby- de-la- Zouch, Burton -on -Trent,

Newborough, Abbotts Bromley, near
Colewick, Weeping Cross, Stafford,

Eccleshall, , -Market Drayton. Approxi-
mately 53 miles.

Leicestee- TO' G:reenock.—W.U.
Leicester, Loughborough, Nottingham,

Mansfield, Worksop, Doncaster, Ferry-
bridge, Aberford, Wetherby, Borough-
bridge, Leeming, Catterick, Scotch
Corner, Barnard Castle, Middleton-in-
Teesdale, Alston, Brampton, Longtown,
Gretna Green, Lockerbie, Beattock^
Abington, Lesmahagow, Hamilton, Glas-
gow, Dumbarton, Greenock. : -

Stafford to Farnborough.—F.J.M.
Stafford, Rugeley, Lichfield, Weeford,

along Watling Street for a short distance,
then through Nether Whittacre to Coven-
try, Southam, Banbury, Oxford, Shilling-

ford, Benson, Nettlebed, Henley, Brack-
nell, Bagshot, Farnborough. Approic-i-

niately 143 miles.

Wallsend - ON - Tyne to B r I X t on
(London).—W.R.S.

Wallsend, Newcastle, Chester-le-Street,
Neville's Cross, Darlington, Northaller-
ton, Boroughbridge, Wetherby. Aberford,
Ferrybridge, Doncaster, Bawtry, Retford,
Tuxford, Newark, Grantham, Stamford,
Wansford, Alconbury Hill, Buckdeh,
Eaton Socon. Biggleswade, Baldock,
Stevenage, Welwyn, Hatfield, Barnet,
Regent's Park, Portland Place. Regent
Street, M'aterloo Place, Trafalgar
Square, Whitehall, Westminster Bridge,
Westminster Bridge Road, Kenningtoh,
Brixton. Approximately 279 miles. '•

-

Well known to Wolverhampton, Kidderminster, and Stourbridge motor cyclists—the

Stewponey Hotel, established in the reign of Queen Anne, and an important scene m
S. Baring Gould's novel, "Biadys of the Stewponey." Mine host is one of the old brigade

of roadfarers.
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TOOL KITS.
The *'Dunhill." No. .-i.'Od'Mi. Contains be>,l-mado
Tools ill vtry neit kit with pockets— lyro Leverg. Belt
Puucli, Box Sratiners, ScreAdriv r. Plier^^. 2 Adjustable
Fpannen, File. Oil^iun. I'rice complete. 30/-
Too Hollo ly. No, 1620/80. Enob.cs Customers to
make tip own kit. Price 4/6

GOGGLES.
CATALOGUES.
The iJuiiliiU

Catalogut; ia fu I cl

intercat, end a copv
should be in the hand*
of every M-jtorCvcliat.
To .seoiire Y U K S
Bimply wrilo your _ ,

-
name and a 'dre^s on rcar--hap. u coiiaps _„„„._
the marKin. tear it

'^"'* ''^- «'"* *>l<'e9. edce I clieiiille
.^..r »..,! i. ._ .._ Kn. Ifi/i7/ftn Hr\/-t>S'^

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement.

Valises,
-'•Of 30--- Kennard Ved'ae
made of best compressed
fibre, covered T\ith water-

proof canvasor leather cloth,

strengthened with an iron

frame, fitted with dust proof

lining. The most practical

valise on the market. Ex-

pansible and indestructible.

Water and dustproof.

'z£ i5ix8ix6Un '

Price 45/-

Advf.rtisements. iii.

How to Order.

Usc'tbiHpaRcanyour
Ordo Form, simpy

mark a x asainst the

item wanted toar out

the raK'\ ^rita your

namcnnd aldre^.iin tlio

mar^rln pin o" chtaue

or noital ordef and poHt
mt ii..i.niti. iea.r it ;-' '«e». e^iEC I ciiemlle ,,,

' We Pav carrh'RO
out, ftud poBt to U3. NO' 16^7/80. Price 4/a per. air. Other ^""f/

''^^*^'"

collapsible KoCK'les, beit

bhapcs from 2'- iii.ward.«. List < u rcnue'-t

lU 113. •*. »— -

on rotail orders over ii.

SIDECAR
LAMP

BRACKET
(Adjustable)
Rcgister^-(1

LAMP and
GENERATOR

No. 24f)ti fSo.

Adjustable Side-

car Lamp Bracket. Tang i".

adjustable to any position.

Bracket fits any make or

shape Sidecar. Finished black cnamoi

and nickel. Price 4/6

REAR LAMP. A very smart Htlo Inmp.
Tirpedo8hai>e i" AUiml ium. No. 2138 80.

"With carrier fixinc, 6/6 each.

No. -jlHT/fO Wiih nuiiilvr plato
HxhiR. 6/6 each.

KNEE GFIPS. For
attach'nR to pot ol tank.
This ntm-nt adds Kreat
coiifldepcc and comfort,
c~-ipccially wlion rldinK at
hluh speed'*. Kuhbor or
hothir. padd&il.

, Pri lO'B

Specially designed ^et.

made for hard wear and
long service. Handle-bar fixing. Best

quality, British made throughout.

An exceptionally efficient, compact,
durable and neat outfit. No. 2405/80.

Price 52/6 per set complete.
Postage !/ extra.

B IDECAR
LAMP.

Torpedo Bhnpe
mod'-l for Acety-
lene, in poliahpd
a'amintum. with
side brack't Hz-
inir. Ve y lit: t.

yet extremely
strong. No
221.'W/eo. Erico
ll/eoacli. Post-

DRe 6d. ex ro.

LEATHER CASES.
spare Tube Case. With two straps as

shown and snap fastening to lid. Keeps the
|

spare tube in perfect condition so that it is :

ready for immediate use in an emergency. :

Strong but neat. No. 2615 /40 Price 12/6 ea.
;

Postage 6d. extra.

Carbide Carrier.
Made specially to

carry in handy
fashion a spare tin

cirliido. The two
Btiaps shown may
be nsoi for attach-

ing toth.'m ichint;.

and a sirone snap
fa'tening is pro-

^idoi (or Iho lU.
Will tako a tin

2tin. in diameter
by over i\n. deep.

No. 2321/10 Price 5/6 eacl

Postage 6d. QXtnu

MOTOR CYCLING EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

359-361, Euston Road, LONDON, N.W.I.
GLASGOW : 72, St. Vincent Street.

^ DURING THE WINTER
^^ Winter winds, sleet, snow or hail do not affect

HI the passenger behind an " Easting.'*

^ She remains comfortable in the worst weather—
ZZZ and t're worst the English climate can produce.— Get an *' Easting " to match the colour of your
m: sidecar. You can adjust it to nine positions—
^ and they're all neat and comfy.

Royal £5 lO O
^ Standard .. d54 lO O
= *Baby £3 lO O
—

"

('For Sportins Type Machin^B.)

lu-

ll
I"

EASTING WINDSCREENS, LTD.,
132, Steeltiouse L.ane, Birmingham

And at 24, Finsbury Square, London, E.C.2.

'Phone—Clerkenwell 1904.

Alt aanrnHnicotioiit oiitnuU' the. T^mton
A rea aliouUt be fvtdrcstcd to Hinnivghivi

STOCKISTS

—

j. J. Wilkins & Son, 58G. George Street, Sydney
Alexander & Co., 15, L-othian Koad, Edinburgh,
and 27. Great Western Road, Glasgow. D. c.
Cruickshank, 156, Union Street, Aberdeen.

C. E. Jacob, iS^, Great Brunswick Street, Dublin.
3, Brunswick Street, Howard Street. Belfast
Tom Norton, Ltd., LlandrindoH Udells.

A ustralia

Scotland :

Ireland:

Wales:

In answering these advertisements it is de.tirablc to me.ntion Motor Cifcle.
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otor Vehicles for Business Purposes
ANY readers of "The Motor Cycle'

wlio are concerned with motor

vehicles for the carrying or de-

livery, of goods, or are interested in

transport undertakings of any kind,

should study the pages of " MOTOR
TRANSPORT " each week.

This journal deals in a practical

manner with all aspects of motor haulage

and delivery. It is equally useful to the

owner of a single van or lorry as to those

who own or control fleets of vehicles.

Reliable and helpful information is

provided for, users and prospective

users of motor road transport, for

operating engineers and for drivers and
mechanics.

Among the subjects dealt with
are—Costs of Running various types
of motor vehicles for trade and in-

dustrial purposes ; Descriptions and
Illustrations of new velucles, com-
ponents, and accessories, Care and Main-
tenance of business vehicles ; Practical

Notes for drivers and mechanics; Motor
Transport finance, legal matters, etc.

A consulting staff is at the service ol

readers to give advice and information,

free of cost on all transport matters.

Proprietors : ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, EC 4.

WITH WHICHIS
INCORPORATED
CD JfOTOR^ CH
cn TRAcnoiv zn

I
If you I

are

j interested
\

\ write to-day \

for a

1 FREE i

i SPECIMEN!

I

COPY
I

I mentioning
j

h'The Motor
|

Cycle."

EVERY SATURDAY
Price 4d.

Of AD Newsagents.

MOTOR
^TRANSPORT

Comraencing with the issue of February 21st the
price of "Motor Transport" will be reduce J to 3d.

Subscription Rates:

Home .. 19/6
Abroad .. 23/10
Canada . . 19/6
per annum, post free.

Sheppy's Licence Holder
fFixed Triplex Glass).

Ensures absolute

security agamst all

possible trouble.

No loose parts. It

is the only holder

that efficiently

carries out the

functions for which

it IS intended.

Weather-proof

Thief -proof.

Retail Prices:

No. 1 . To fix on wood. Brass 5/ "

No. 2. To fix on metal. Brass 5/-
No. 3. With lug for windscreen. Brass.. 5/6
No. 4. With clip to fix on handle-bar.

Nickel-plated 6/6
NoS. 1, 2, and 3 nickel-plated 6d. each extra.

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNT.
Wholesale :

WALTER SHEPPY,
3, BURY COURT, LONDON, E.C.3.

'Phoue: Avenue 8130.

ACE WHEEL DISCS
AS USEFUL AS THEY ABE ATTilACTIVE

PATENT
CENTRAL
FIXING.

SPRING
VALVE
COVER.

SEAMLESS

LASTING

UNIQUE

UNRIVALLED

ACE DISCS CAN ALSO BE SUPPLIED FOR CARS.

POLISHED ALUMINIUM OR ENAMELLED.
The Patent Central Fixing gives uniform pressure
throughout the whole surface of the Disc, and

thus completely eliminates rattle.

CORNERCROFT Ltd.. ACE Works,
Vecqneray Street. Coventry.

In answerintj these adferthements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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WEIGHTS
IF THERE IS ONE MOTOR CYCLE YOU CAN
AFFORD TO RIDE: A MOTOR CYCLE THAT
HAS PROVED ITS ABSOLUTE RELIABILITY
IN OPEN TRIALS. COSTING LITTLE TO
BUY, NEXT TO NOTHING TO RUN. AND
TAXED AT THE LOWEST RATE. IT IS THE

O.K.~JUNIOR

HUMPHRIES & DAWES, Ltd,

HALL GREEN WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.

SINGLE SPEED MODEL,
138 lbs

T^'O SPEED MODEL.
.
137 lbs

TWO SPEEDS. KICK-

ST.aRTER, HANDLE-BAR
CONTROLLED CLUTCH

162 lbs.

I
TAX 30/- I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!

=^HHB—

48

Guineas.

57

Guineas.

64

Guineas,

'n

=HB^H

We wish to inform all owners of

CLYNO machines that we are

in a position to promptly execute

orders for SPARES AND
REPAIRS.

-THE CLYNO ENG. CO., LTD.,

PELHAM STREET,
WOLVERHAMPTON.

Transfers
Motor Cycles and Sidecars

Monograms : Crests
Names : Letters, etc

SPECIAL NOTE,—We cannot supply Manufacturers own
transfers to individual motor cyclists.

Scad particulars ot your requirements to

The British Transfer Printing
Co., Ltd.

(Proprietors: Iliffe an j Soni Ltd.),

London: COVENTR.Y ^^^''^tiester

.

;o.Tudor St.,E.C.4.

A.B.C
REDUCTION IN PRICE.

A.B.C. 3 h.p. Motor Cycle
complete with kick-starter - JE140

A.B.C. COACHBUILT SIDECAR

£3S
Redt^ced
Price.

With special Spring Chassis
Waterproof Cover {i 7s. dd extra),

SPECIAL NOTE.
We also have a few Shop-soiled A.B.C.'s and Sidecars

for disposal at very much reduced prlces.

Do }20l 'ose litis opf>orttijiily oj obtaining c; bargain for
the coming season.

THE SOPWITH AVIATION AND
ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

[In Liquidt'tion;

K IN G S TO N-ON -THAMES.
igO-Deansg^Le

In all.'iriTini/ l/irsr nr/ rr rtixri/irni ,- ll /,. f!r.-iral'h l.i tiinntinn " 77" MhI^it C ifil, EI 3
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Send for it !

This Book
describes Motor
Clotliing made
by a Motor
Cyclist.

IRVINE SMITH,
BUTTERSHAW
BRADFORD.

Cleans, polishes & Feeds the Enamel.

j^AMsmpaimm
Large Bottle 3/6 Post Free

RAINES* porter LIP- HULL.

fixaFOGTRESTs^SYOUR

JliSM Pillion Seat
J">AND SO AVOID ACCIDENT- -

BASTONES FOR

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS
All Models in Stock. (Trade Supplied.

j

228, Pentonville Road, King's Cross,

LONDON, N.l. Tehphon,: :-iSj .Worth.

"ASLATT" TYKE STOPPING,
' The £ s. d. savec or tyre bills, i-'ermanentiy
repairs cuts and gastaes in motor, motor cycle,
and cycle tyres. Saves vulcanising. Also repair^

any rubber article. Once used always usej.

Tubes, 1/2 (post free-.

THE ASLATT TYRE STOPPING CO.,
Moor Green House, West End. SOUTHAiViPTON,

3-PI-Y WOOD ^or
SIDECARS, CARS, Etc. LISTS AND PRICES 0,4

APPLICATION.

Builders and Genera! Traders Co.,

83, Colmore Row, BIRMINGHAM.
Phone: Central 28^,6 'Grams; 'Centra'lcn," B'haai.

SANDUM SIDECARS
See our Advertisement under "Sidecars"
in MISCELLANEOUS COLUMNS,

SANDHAM ENGINEERING Co , Ltd.,

336, Gray's Inn Road,
LONDON, W.C,

Renew The

Appearance
of your Enamelled Parts with Crystal
Polish; it will make a new Machine of

it; just a rub with a duster and Crystal
Polish. Price 4 /6 per bottle (12 ozs.)

ADAM & GAYLER
Dyneto Works, Suffolk Place

Jobn Bright Street, Birmingham

MOTOR CYCLE &
CAR HOUSES.

Portable Buildings of every description.

List Post Free.

Bungalows

;;;:;;5;,5miS(S^ £190

"WOODWORKS"
1 & 4. Becltenham Rd., PENCE, S.E.20

JUCKES'
Patent

Coui\tersl\aftGEARS
Lightweigllt (Chuctl & K. Str,). 2. 3, & 4 aacedt.
Heavyweight {do. do. do). 3 and 4 speed*

and 3 SPEEDS AND REVERSE.

Efficient Motor & Engineering Co.,

Bilston Road, Wolverhampton.

t^UD-l-EYS for any motor
Adjustable. Sin. diameter, 15/6, Plated.

Fixed, to Sin. diameter. 8/6.

Supplied in size Sin. to 9in. diameter.
WELL-KNOWN MAKES IN STOCK.

Guai^anteed. Post Fp^".

J. PERKINS. '^^-^^^^oT""
T''!i'!'hi<ti'-: 24S. Wallham a loir.

PISTONS, RINGS, VALVES.
All Popular Patterns Stocked.

.— Liberal Discounis to the Trade. —
LIFFORD ACCESSORIES CO.,

Gothic Arcade, Snow Hill, BIRMINGHAM.

Pj:^OtJNGS
„,. _....,... EAGLE. OLYMPIC WOLF.

NEW COMET. Lac^l .Ac,-ni< f„r A.J S , ARIEU B,S A ,
DIAMONIX

IVY. MATCHLESS. NEW IMPEfilAU NORTON OMEGA, ROVER,
RUDCE. SUN. COULSON B, TRIUMPH, ZENITH, ETC

SIDECARS. ACCESSORIES. SPARES.

2.3 & 5 .The Parade. Kilburn.NV/6.

TO MAGNETO REPAIRERS,
FACTORS AND GARAGE OWNERS.

Surplus Stock of

PLATINUM SCREWS
& BALL BEARINGS

for ail types of Magnetos

For DISPOSAL CHEAP.
Apfily

:

The British Lighting & Ignition Co., Ltd.

Cheston Road, Aston, fiirmingham.

Motor Car Houses
AND

Portable Buildings
of every

description,

IllustTaled

List Free.

SOU fH-WESTERNAPPLIANCE CO.
HI .H ST., FULHAM. ONDON, S.W;

FHANK B. kOPEH, ;

166-168, London Hd., Sheffield.
Sole Agent in litis district for

A.J S , Scott, Wilkin, Indian, Bat-Jap,
Bradbury, Motor Cycles also Lagonda Light Cars

See next week's issue for actual list

of Roper models
PJTone : 2802 VVirfs Roper 2;'o2 .Sheffield.

LONDON and EXETER.

ORTO HOODS
ar . r, tlJt in fro t

for esigii, (ma it,v.

pr ceaud efficiency.

rice ;

£4 to £4 7 6.

oiiol3 for even'
male-.

ATKINSON'S,
MO6. Uxbridge Ud.,

Slieplierd's Bush.W
Plume :

Hnvaiu'rsmith UO.

INVENTIONS PATENTED
Guide Free.

J. E. S. LOCKWOOD,
3, NEW STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

B14 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Bargains like these
don't occur every day
A.J.S. 1915 Comb. .. £11

6 h.p., speedometer, acetylene
lighting, horn, spare cover, etc.

Splendid condition.

A.J.S. 191S Comb. . . £150
6 h.p. military model, spare wheel,
screen,hood,elect ricand acetylene
lighting, horn, tooh, spares, etc.

rOR CASH ONLY.

A.J.S. 1920 Comb. £195
6h.p.. East niKwind'^crccn.electric
lighting. Binks mechanical lubri-
cation. Cowey (Speedometer and
Iinrn, ;i= nr^iv

i -itB£iiii-J?^

TAYLORS
AND GET IT NOW
Sole London and District Agents for

BRITISH
A.J.S. 1920 Comb. £186

6 h.p.. fully equipped, acetylene
ligliling. hood, hora, etc.. in vc; v

fine order.

EXCELSIOR, Comb .. £175
io::o, 7,0 h p., American model
Elite sidecar to match, acetylene
lighting, horn, etc., practically
new, run onlv 300 mill's.

£85B.S.A. 1914 Comb.
i\ h-p., with dynamo lighting,
horn, screen, apron, etc., perfect
running order

B.8.A. 1919 and s.c. £125
i\ h.p.. Gloria sidecar, Easting
windscreen, acetylene lighting,
hfirn. etc.. -^t :tr<ely used, as new

CASH OR CREDIT
For the convenience of those wi.'^hing to

purchase out of income we will supply
any motor cycle or combination listed on
tliis pagiD (with three exceptions plainly
marked) on the deferred payment system.

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE

CALTHORPE 1920 2 Mi.p. £50
Two-stroke. Enfield 2-5peed gear.
lamps, horn, etc., very little

DOUGLAS 1920 2} h.p. £85
5-51>eed. c!utch"and k /s, acetylene
lighting, horn, knee grips, tools,

etc., as new.

G.N. 1920 £230
Dynamo light:ng, spRcdometer,
hood, Sparc wheel, horn, etc.,

complete and T.\X PAID, in

em.-fi!'.'nt condiijon.

LEAFRANCISi9203jh.p.£98
3 speed, chitchand k /s, acetylene
lighting, horn. etc.. s^plendid con-
dition. FOR CASH ONLV.

NEW IMPERIAL ig.:o £6S
al h.p. J.A. P. engine, s-spord,

clutch .^nd k/s, in vcrv fine order.

Cash price of Combination
Deposit

£45RUDGE 1912 and s.c

34 h.p. with N.S.U. 2-speed ge.ic

and free engine, concli buiirside
car. lamps, etc.

Interest at 7^%

Balance

£100
34

£66
4 19

£70 19

Pnyable \n \2 monthly inst.Tlments of £5 18 3

NEWIMPERlALComb. £110
8 h.p., military model, 3-5peed.

clutch and k/s. acetylene light-

ing, horn, etc. for cash only.

NEW HUDSON and s.c. £95
4 b.p,. 1919, 5-5peed, clutch and
k /9, Hcndersonsidccar. acetylene
lighting, horn, tools, etc., thor-

onchly u\erhaulrii.

ZENITHi92o8h.p.&s.c.£145
Henderson Elltcsidecar, very fast,

and ver>' excellent condition, ruu

only 700 miles, a real bargain.

NEW & SHOWROOM SOILED MACHINES
If the mount you require Is not advertised here, write u*, WE CAN SUPPLY.

A.J.S. 6 li.p. Comb. £188 10
NEW.

Immediate Deliverv.

EXCELSI0ni9-o 2^ h p. £61
2-st. with countershaft z-speed
gear, new but slightlv soiled.

Makers' price £67

A.J.S. 6 h.p. Comb
D>*namo lighting. NEW

Immediate Delivery.

£218 10

EXCELSIOR 1920 6 h.p . . £142 10
J..-\.P. engine. Sturmey-Archer 3-5peed gear,

clutch, detachable wheels, chain drive, new
but slightly soiled. Makers' price £154

GRAHAME WHITE 19^1

CYCLE OAR £150
3J b.p., 2 speeds, electric lighting,

hood, horn, etc. NEW.

ZENITH 1920 and s.c. £175
8 h.p. clutchmodelwithWatsonian
sidecar to match, new but slightly
soiled. Makers* price £196 4

H.TAYLOR&CO.,LTD.,
SHOWROIMS
'Phones
Telegrams

52/53, Sussex Place, South Kensington, S.W.
21a, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.

.. Kensington 7260, Museum 1240.
"Dynamctro, Westccnt. London."

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention '* The Motor Cycle. Bio
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1

ALLEN - BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD.
SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK OF SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

All Guaranteed for Three Months from Date of Purchase.

DOUGLAS, 1% h.p., 2-5peed
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-spee<i, clutch, and kick-starter

P. & M., 3^ h.p,, z-speed, clutch, and kick-starter

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and Icick-starter

AH the above have been thoroughly ovcrhauied,

A.J.S., 1920 model, Magdyno lighting, as new, run under 500 . . £220
ZENITH, 1920, 8 h^p., and Henderson Elite Sidecar, all lamps,

horn, etc £180
DIAMOND, io:;o, 2jh.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, as new £67 10
WOOLER, 1920, 2% h.p,. variable gear, as new £82 10
MORGAN, 1920, G.P., Mag., £25 worth o£ extras, new condition £215
MORGAN 1920 Sports, just been thoroughly overhauled, splendid

cniidition £100
ROVER, 1915, 3^ h.p., T.T., Pliilipson pulley, splendid condition £55
DOUGLAS, 1917, 24 h.p., re-cnaniellcd and plated, Harley colours,

disr wheels, etc '. £70
•HARLEY-DAVID30N 1920 deluxe Combination; new August .. £220
'HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1920, flat twin, and Swan sports Sidecar £175
'HARLEY-DAVIDSON i^ig dc luxe Combination, electrically

'jquippcd £180
* HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, solo, re-enaraelled and plated, £120

;

<ii- witii new Sidecar
^

£155
*ROVER, 1920, 3A h.p., sports model, and Swan sportmg Sidecar £160
*ROVER, 1920, si h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley^ unscratched £90
*ROVER 1919 3^ h.p. Combination, electrically equipped £130
•ROVER 1916 3i h.p. Combination £100
*INDIAN 1919 Combination, electrically equipped, as new ...^.. £155
INDIAN 1919 Combination, brand new Sidecar % £150
INDIAN, loiQj 7-9 h.p., Powerplus, solo, semi-T.T. or touring bars £110
INDIAN 19113 Powerplus, T.T. model, 3-speed, re-enamcUed and

plated £95

£65
. . . .- £85 With Sidecar £115

£82 „ £105
£90 „ £115

rc-cnamelled, and plated makers 1920 colours.

INDIAN, 1015. 7-9 h-p., 2-speed, clutch, and K.S., spring frame £75
TRIUMPH, 191S, 4 h.p., 3-speed,. clutch, and K.S., Henderson

Sidecar ,... £120
*TRIUMPH, 1918, 4 h.p., 3-speed, and Swan sports Sidecar; £25

worth of extras ; £130
TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-5peed, . clutch, add K.S., splendid

condition £65
DRUDGE, 1920, 3'. h.p., I.O.M.. run under 10 miks £105
'DRUDGE, 1919, 3'b.p., I.O.M., touring or T.T. bar^ £90
^MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, hood, etc £185"

^MATCHLESS 1919 Victory Model Combination £150
*ZENITH, 1920. Sh.p., C.S. model, an;! Swan sports Sidecar £175
"*ZENITH, 1916, 5-6 h.p., C.S. and K.S., and Swan sports Sidecar £125
^ZENITH, 1916. 5-6 h.p., C.S. and K.S., and Swan sports Sideair £120
ENFIELD 1918 8 h.p. Combination, rc-cnamdled ani.t plated, new

Sidecar £125
'ENFIELD, 1919, 3 h.p. twin, 2-spced, clutch and K.S £72 10
ENFIELD, 191G, 3 h.p. twin, 2-speed, clutch, and K.S. £67 10

'''JAMES, 1920, 3-^ h.p. twin, sports model, T.T. bar«, long exhaust £110
*SCOTT, 1920, and Heiiderson Elite Sidecar; ^20 worth of' extras £170
*A.J.S. 1917 Combination, Lucas dvnanio lighting, £165
*NEW IMPERIAL 10x9 Combiuation, Sh.p., all-chain drive ...._. £125
'^WOOLER, 1920, 2.,' h.p., all lamps, horn, speedometer, un-

scratched £90
Machines marked "* arc completely equipped, all accessories.

EXTENDED PAYMENT TERMS : Quarter Down, Balance in 12 Monthly Instalments.

WRITE FOR FULL LI3T WHICH INCLUDES NEW MACHINES.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR Co., Ltd., «»i,K. '"''£!:-*tl ?3f»"

2', H „ TIetoi^3Mer^ 1921

Two-speed, All-

enclosed Type,

£80

Sidecar

Combination,

100 Guineas.

Three-speed Box,

Approx. O CjnS. extra.

The only 2J h.p. Machine to obtain a

GOLD MEDAL
LONDON-EXETER RELIABILITY TRIAL,

DON'T MISS SEEING THE 1 MILE RACE BETWEEN THE 2\ H.P. M-T. V. Mr.
A. R. EGLINGTON (ON ROLLER SKATES). THE WORLD'S CHAMPION, AT

HOLLAND PARK RINK, MARCH 9th, 9 p.m.

Head Offree an-? Works; .

TYLER APPARATUS CO., LTD., Banister Road, Kilburn Lane, W.IO.
'-—
B16 In answering th-ese advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Oi/rh."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS m these columns

First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

litional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

ire charged double rate. Each paragraph is

jharged separately. Name and address must

)e counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

pecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable__—TcoT
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.

Treasury Notes, being

and crossed^

untraceable if lost

transit, shouli not be sent as remittances .

All advenisainents m this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offlces of " The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19. Hertford Street.

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the ofUces of " The
Motor Cycle," by the Qrst post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For tbe convenience of adverliseis, letleis may b<

addressed to numbers at
"

'1 he Motor Cycle" Office.

Wben this is desired, the sum ol 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to tlie adverlisemcut charge, which must include the

words Box ooo, c /o " Tlie Motor Cycle." Only tbenumbcr
will appear in tlio advertisement. All replies should be

addressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," so, Tudor Street.

E.Ct. Rgffties to Box Number adveitiseuienh cotitainm^

remittances should be salt by legisleretl post, but in alt such

cases tt is aitvisable to make use o! the Deposit System.

In the caso ol motor cycles ofrered for sale under a tioi

number, as it Is unusual for these to be sold without first

beluK Inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

some mention of the district In wbicb (he machine
ottered may be seen and tried.

31*- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons wiio hesitate to send hioney to unknown persons

may deal in perlect safety by avniling tliein.selves of our
Deposit Svitein. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle,'* both parties are advised of tliii receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amouot

OF
READING

to ttio depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to £io, a
deposit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over ^lo
and under £50, the fee is 2 y6 ; over if50 and under£75. 5 /-;

over f75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions

over £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

io, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Uifle & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, tut have not advised us to that eSect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to tbolr enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an Indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed oL Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to

taeh one by post.

MOTOR

NEW 1920
Randall, Andover.

A-B.C. Motor
£100.-W.

CYCLES
A. B.C.

A. B.C. a-^ipced;

FOR S.ALE.

£140; stock,

—

[0367

Motor Cycle, 1920 model, 4-speed. unused

;

U. Johnson and Sods, Ltd., Kind's
LyiiD. [9207

1 Q20 A.B.C., just overhauled, mileage 4.000. accea-
-!-«' sories; £95 ; a bargain.—Evans's Garage, New-
pert Salcp. [X6S60

A.B.O. 1920 T.T., mileage 700, specinlly tuned for
competitions, horn, tools, etc.; £115, or nearest.—

Sawere, 2, Kemplay Ed., Hompstead. [8578

The Last of
the Barg^ains

NEW
never
.soiled.

IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed,

been ridden, slightly shop-

67 Gns.

1920 MARTINSYDE, and Sidecar,

Hood, Screen, l-llcctric lamp<, Horn
etc., t\Tes unpunctured most mag-
nificent condition. 137 Gns.

8 hp. NEW IMPERIAL, and
Sidecar absolutely new, never

Ixen ridden, slightly shop soiled.

IGO Gns.

1021 MORGAN DE LUXE, water-

cooled J. A. P. engine. Hood, Screen,

Lamps, Horn. £236.

1920 LEVIS, Mileage abont 800.

46 Gns.

192 1 MATCHLESS, Combination,

Magdyno, Hood. Speedometer, Gold
Medal winner, London-Kxter. Mile-

age about 1,000. Beautiful outfit.

190 Gns.

1920 G.P. MORGAN, water cooled

^i.A.G., }ilileage under 1,000.

Painted blue, and in really magni-
ficent condition. Complete, 190 Gns.

also tlie following 1021 models

—

Norton, A.J.S., Matchless, P. & M.
Velocctte, Levis, llartinsyde, New
Imperial, Zenith, Triumph, O.K.,
Francis Bamett, Ariel, Royal Enfield,

and New Hudson.

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

READING.Phone : 10?4.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A .B.C.. 1920, lirnnd new, 4-spc«l : £110 cnsli-
H;illkiiii, lioseiliilc, )3ove Holes, StocUpcit. [X6593

A .B.C. 1920 31i.p., olcctrio lightiug. Cowej- lioin.
Bunuiksoii. little iised. iirst-rjite condition; £130;

WoR'cator^hiie.—Box 1.941, c/o The Motor C'nclc. [9965

A.B.C. (Aug., 1920), 4 spewls, lamps, Klnxou. speed-
oniet"!, tool kit, in excellent condition, ride

reji^ounble distance to purchaser; £110.—Flint, Clicmist.
Newport • [9157

A.B.O. 1920 ih.p.. 4.speea. not done 300 miles: tin?
niadiine i- in luo;;t exceptioD.illy §ood condition,

ond is olt'ered at the very low bargain nncc of 95 gns.;
thi.s machine, is fnlly insured: yreot 'ftip.—.Tnlian, 84,
Broad St., Heading. 'Phone: 1024. [0489~

I

Abingdon;
3ih.p. Atiinpdon, 2-spCGd, tax p:nd ; £38.-3. II:i!e.

!i Donrts, Lydbrook, Ulos. (9324

ABINGDON CoinbinAtion (loss engine). 3-speed. kick;
£37.-Sha». Park SI., Wellington, Salop. (X6583

1Q14 .Abini^don KinR Dick 3',l>h.p.. 3-spced, clutch,XU good condition.—Watts, 70, Huntingdon St..

Barnsbury, N.l. [9554

ABINOnON King Dick 3',-.h.p., 191U thorough
order: l3arR.iin, £28, or nearest.—S. Davey.

Bissoe. PerranwcU Station, Cornwall. [9556

Acme.
ACME 8U.p., with co:ichbuilt. sidecar, 1920 demon-

stration model, oidy run 200 miles, spare wheel
and tvre: £195. complete.—Bos 1.377. c/o The Motor
Ciide.' 10405

A.J.S.

JULIAN'S of neidinif hate 1921 .VJ.S. in ftoek.

[8300

A..I..S. Latest 1921 7h.p. Combination: in stock.—
Morston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [9594

A ..!.». 1921 .Models.- Earlv deliveries .it Merrick's

Stores. 174, Listorhills Rd.. Bradloril. [7313

BRIOHTON, Hove, and District A..).S. AgenU.
Tnrpins. 22-29, Preaton Rd.. Brighton. - [0202

CROW Bros.. Wliitchall Garage, Gnildlord, A..I.S.

agents and expert repairer* since 1912. [7989

A.J.S. Lato 1919 6h.p. 'Corahlnallon. complete: bar-

piiin. £r65.-Vista Cinema. Westl.ury, Wilts. [9314

1Q14 JV..I.S. 6h.p., complete with Millford sidecar,

V lamps, etc.; 100 gns.—Cioss, Agent, Uotherhani.
[X6550

M.VGNIFICF.NT Unused 6b.p. A.J.S. Combination:
great bargain, £185.—Bos 1,937, c/o 27ii: Motor

Cijde. (3501

A..X.3. Corrbination. splendi<l condition; £110, bar-

gain.- .Mosedale. 30. Canterbury Rd., Kilburn.
N.W.6. [9702

A.J.S. Sparc-i, piompt delivery.-Cyril Willuims.

Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. T.A '

Parts. 17993

WAUCnoPES, 9. Shoo Lane, London.-7h.p.
A..T.S. combination, latest 1921 model, ttaiidar.l

model: £215. [1075

T Q20 .\.,I.S. Combination, as rew, with hood, screen,
jL*y s])are wheel, etc.

m.. Chester.
£185.—Marston, 31. Bridge

19588

1 020 Brand New 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination; best
i-O otlcr over £190.—A. E. Moore, 27, York Hd.,

Chatteris, Cambs. (9695

A.J.S. 1921 6h.p. Combination, new. £195: A.J.S.
1921 7h.p. models; early delivery; book now. -

Taylor's Garage. Wednesbury. [5827

6h p. A.J.S. Combination, delivery early 1920, dynamo
lighting, spare wheel, etc.; £175.—Gill, 61, Xas-

~inston ltd., Hnmpstond, N.W.3. [9568

1019 A.J.S. Sh.p. Combination, spare -wheel, tvres

i-iJ and condition liko new, tax paid; £158; appoint-

ment.—Motor, 174, Hanover St, Sheffield. [9634

"I 021 A.J.S..—Being nnthorised agents, we can give
-Lt/ early deliveries. Write at once for lull paiticn-

lals.—Hanison and Bunkall, Chichester. [9155

A_J.3. Combination, 1919 model, guaranteed good
condition, Lucas accessories, spare wheel, com-

plete; £165.—Eveson, Wollescote, Stourbridge. [1103

AJ.S. 1921 Models, delivery guaranteed when re-

quired; deferred payments arranged.—A.J.S.
Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel. : 444.

'4009

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, electric lighting, Cowey
speedometer, spare wheel unused, gnaranteed aa

new- £195, or offer.-Halliday, 74, Gore Rd., Hackney,
E.9.' [X6S88

I 015 A.J.S.. 2''ih.p., kick iitart, hand clutch, per-

Xt/ lect condition, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc.;

£65 or near oiler.-Blay, 192, Heath Rd., Twicken-
ham. [9423

IMMEDIATE Deliveries 1921 A.J.S. Combina_tion«,

7h.p., dynamo lighting models: also 2-;ih.p.

shortly.—The One Tree Motor Cycle Co., Huddeisfleld;

•Phone: 1920.
.

(840S

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. BI7
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iMOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

-

p'.O.C.H. Lare n new A.J.S. combination (shopTSOiled)

:

^ f190,— 5, Heath St., Hiiinpete.'id {n€ai Hampstcfld
Tube Stntionl. 'Phone: Hiimpsteacl 3752. Hours 9-7.
iiK-hKhng- SatuTdays. [9360
T ATE 1920 A.J.S. Combination, Luoaa Magdvno
'-' model, in perfect order, complete witli hood, and
including licence (or 1921; 195 gns.; Midlands.—Box
163, c/o Kic Molor CiH-Jc- [X6541
A .J.S. 1916 6h.p. 3-speed Combination, .spare wheel,
^^ hood, .screen, and lamps, splendid order; £125.—
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
Phone : Hammersmith 60. [1034

I

Q20 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas Magdyno, exce]>.
L Y tionalty fine engine, special diaughtproof hood,

perfect order and condition ; £200 for quick sale.—Box
140, c/o ne Motor Cycle. [X6081
"1021 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, latest model, spare
J-c/ wheel, wind screen, for immediate deliver,v; eas.v
payments -Official agents, Homac's 243, Lower Claptoii
Hd., N. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [9714
A .J.S. Combinations.—Good deliveries for 1921. Book

-Ok. .y<3nr orders with us now to save disappointment,
i; "i','?'"

appointed agents for this famous outfit.-P.
E. Wootten, Ltd., High St., Oxford. Phone : 308.

- [3392
A .J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, dynamo, hood,
-Ji screen, hootl coTer, side curtains, Klaxon, Tan-
sad, speedometer, indistinguishable from new; £225 —
Parkers, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate,
Manchester, [X6502

kl6 A..T..S. Combination, Triplex screen, hood, spare
wheel, new I'almer, D.A. lighting, sidecar recently

enainelied, engine rebnshed makers November, very
complete spares, tax paid; £130.-Mnjor Gillelpie, Mel-
villc Barracks, Chatham. [9631
1020 (Aug.) 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, dvnamn
J. tr lighting, electric horn,- Cowey horn, speedometer,
lamps, leg sjiields, many spares, tyres unpunctuied
perfect, sprung seat, Tan-Sad, tax paid; £235.—Lieut
Oarnett, St. Mary's Barracks, Chatham. [9688
iqi9 A.J.S., (Nov.) 6h.p. Combination, hpod, stwm-^^ proof apron, Tan-Sad, electric lamps, Lucas Jlni'n,
speedoiiteter. Ace discs to all 4 wheels, spare chains,
etc., all tools; any trial; £220 or near orter; seen
baturflay or Sunday by appointment.-Buich, Heine
Kent. ^9215
A HEAL Bargain, 1920 A.J.S. combination, practi-

-i-»- cally new condition, spare wheel and tyre, liood
side curtains, screen, Cowev speedometer, mirror, storm
apron, petrol tm carrier, Tan-Sad with back and foot
rests, large size P. and H. head lamp. Klaxon horn
magmficeut running order; price £175; Londoji.-Box
1,916, c/o TIls Motor Cuch. [9292
pXCEPTIOiS'AI. Opportnnity.-A.J.S. 6h.p. combiiio-
-f-*

tioii, with sTinre wheel complete, as makers' spclm-
tication, nnd inth guarantee, electric lighting (2 inde-
pendent sets, not dynamoi, tools, spares. Sterling leg
shields, Watford mileage under 600, tax paid, insur-
ance policy, c;irefully used by engineer owner; £210 or
close offer, immediate sale; owner got new inodel.-53,
Kuskm Ualk, Heme Hill. 'Phone: 652 Brixton.

• "

[S925
Alecto.

A LECTO, the first 2.st,roke to break records, a
. ,™P<i=' to_ suit each individual taste, the speed

model for the sportsman, the touring for the potterer
the complete combination for—the family man im-
mediate delivery ex stock all 1921 models; catai.iiiues

?5 ^„ particulars on request.—IIL, Kramer Mews
West Brompton, S.VV.6. [9991

Alldays.

A LLDAY.S Allon, overhauled, insured, 'lamps, etc.-
-'^ B. Mostyn, 10, Marlowe Ed., Cambridge. [9286
IQia AlldayS, 2-speed, K.S., clutcli, lamps, horn,Atf pump,-tools. tax; £56.—Avery, T.S: Cornwall,
Purfleet,

, [956I

1Q19 Alldays Allon, all accessories, new condition
-^•-' not done 300 miles; £60.—Blay, 192; Heath
Rd,, Twickenliam. [9429
1 015-16 Allon, 2-speed, countershaft, fully equipped,
--•^ perfect throughout, genuine, tax paid; 45 gns.
—5, Howard Rd., Bromley, Kent. [9897

10 19 Allon 2'!ih.p., excellent condition, 2-,speea,
-*-«.' lamps, horn, primp, n<^\v heavy Duulope, ejiaro
belt, drive chain 30/- tax paid; £65.—Ivvdene, Maiazion.
Coriiw(dl. •

[9204

1 Q16 Allon, 2-speed, hand clutch, lampe, horn, Tan-
-*-*' Sad, speedometer, spare belt, 6pl«ndid condition:
genuine bargain, £38—7, Victoria Terrace, West Hartle-
pool- [9269

F-0,O.H, have a new Allon .shop-soiled; £73/5.
—5, Heath St.. Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube

Btation). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-
cluding Saturdays. [9387
JONES' Garage.—1921 Alldays Aliens in stock,, 2-

speed, K.S., and clutch, one of the best 2-Etrokes:
Immediate delivery; iBei.—Jones' Garage, Muswell
Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

[9013
"in 20 Alldays-Allon. 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch and
A«/ kick starter, Lucas horn, etc., soned only,
under 500 miles; exchanges; £70.—Homac's, 243,
Lower Clapton Bd., N. Thone : Dalston 2408

[9724
American X.

AMERICAN X. Combination, 1916, S-spccd, fully
equipped, spares; offers; quick ssle.—440, Foro

St., Loiver Edmonton. [9213 '

Accessories L^I\Jk Specialities.

Complete W^o^ vt^'^'^F "ellesen

Electric ^^»—i^F „ y'l.
Lighting Sets. ^^IW^ Batteries.

Write (4r Catalogue. FREE on application.

Sciiil a P. C. tor rciiiir^-.s 0/ ncaresl Agi^itl.

TRADERS
wr-l-te'Foi* FREE Oa.'fca.los-ues
H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—Head. Side, and
Tail Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Case, Switch,

Wiring, etc. Ready for installing.

rig. S()5.

Best quality
fin i s h
thi^ongboxit.
Very mas-
sive ,a n d
s t r o n g .

Adjustable
focus. Ad-
j u s t a b J e
brackets,
S p e c i.a I

dust and
weather-proof front Price
illustrated, 72/6 each, Nickf
plated.

H.A.H.
HEAD LAMPS

Fig- 347-
Speedolite/
H.A.H. Paten:
SpesdomcL'jc

-Lamp, 7/6 each
Clipsdirect on t>
Speedometer

and has coloured
bulb to prevc-iit

glare.

fig 560. Side Car Lamp. __

As illustrated.. Complete _-^
switch, bulb, wire, nut^.^'-^'

wasliers, etc. Price 8/6
each

I'-S. 573- Shows led dan-
gersignal.lightsNo.plate,
Completcwithswitchbulb
\vire,cIip,etc.Price.9/6ea.

'Force" Hellesen Bat-
tery, 9/11

;S(). Special metal case
for "Force," 10/6

(Complete rear tct, 29 /b.

Garage

Fig 429 Very neat eu
tirely new model, i-way
Switch. Screw action.
Cannot shake on or off.

Price 3/6 each. j.-jg

Fig. 428. Ditto with i" Lamp, less bufb'and
or li" Clip formotor cycle wire. Price 7/6 each
handle-bar or tube. Price

3/6 each.
Postage extra on the above.

A. H. HUNT, UTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones : Telegrams ;

Croydon 2225. 2226. 'Keyage, Croydon

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
American X.

A MEEICAN EicelFioi Combination, 7-9;i n a'Cf-'^ sories, very laiit, as new; £17S.—Taylor" Lh
52, Su35ex Place, S.\V.7. "Plione: KensiDetoJi' 726

Ariel.

1 Q20 3>5h.p. Ariel, 3-spaotl, mileage 500; £85.-29
-li' Birle3' St., Blackpool. [99-

3ili.p. Ariel, chltcli, C.A.V., Amac; date not ]mo*i
2 £30, oHers.—Cojitliorne, Chase Bd., Epsom.

t98f

1 Q21 Ariels for Immediate Deliverv.—E. Brown, Ari
-li' JSipert, 3 and 7a,.. Parker Lane, Burnley. Tel
1032. ;X60<
AlttKLS. all models, ordei-s jrow accepted for ear

deliver)'.— Ratclifto Bros., 200, Ct. Portland Si
VV. Maylair 5042. [04;

ARIEL 1920 New I'.'-.b.v- Solo; list pries £120, or
price iSlOS.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portlar

St., W. MayJair 5042. r04S

I-\IMi:OI-\T]': d.iiveries of Till .\uel inoilels : easy pa
ineut,.; aiiaiig-eii.—AntoveyoLs, Ltd., 84, Victor

St., We-tiuiiistei, S.W.I. 'Plrone; Victoria 309. [04f

AltlEL Service Depot.—Orders now booking for tl

new all-<-liain models, wljiclr arc the Eolls-Royi
of motor cycles. All fipares stocked.' I'rompt atteiitioi
—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7, Eochdale Kd., llai-pu
hey, Jlanchester. Tel.: 325 Cheetharn Hill. [823

ARIEL.—Some agency is the Ariel, and we hold th
for North London. We are practical riders an

gold medal winners with tlris wonderfully efficient an
reliable motor cycle. Have yon seen the new 4'Ah.l
comb.? It is a glorious outfit. Immediate deliver
3Vih.p. solo, 3Vjh.p. comb., and 6-7h.p. comb., for
models in stock: all spares in stock; trade supplied.-
Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and at Woodsic
Parade, North Fiirchley. [037

BAT 1914, 61i.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, clntrJi, new tytei

lamps
; 45 Kns.=-TifJen, IiishBatc-Xarlisle. [920

BAT 1920, shop-soiled only, list price £160; ou
price £132.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portlan

St., VV. iMayfair 5042. [043

BR-\ND New Bat 8h.p. Combination; £165.—Cli
ford WUson, 70, Royal Hospital Ed., Chelse:

S.W.J. Tel. : Kensington 7113. [781

WAIifllOPK'.'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—6h. p. Ba
ronibinalioii. new 1920 model, all-chain drivt

3-^peed couiUcrshalt, kick start and LHutch; iil75.
;i08(

BAT-.I.A.P. 3i,h.p,, 2-spead, F.E. clutch, fine i rder

sell, or with little cash and twin new T. and B
inagnyto for countershaft Triumph.-10, Einbdei
Grove," ]\Ia nchestcr. [X655;

BAT Brand New 8h.p. jModel, 3-speed, cha.in drive
spring fraure, and iiew-^Henderson Elite sidecar

a bargain that cannot be relocated, £165.—Elce am
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

[006^
6h.p. Bat-Jap Coach Combination. 2-speed. kick start

fully equipped, in sound goin^ order; £85. Thi
machine 'won gold medal London-Ediirburgh Trial

Garage,

Palmer'
[974(

machine
NewpiDrt
[X656!

1919; seen after 6 p.m.— 31, .\Tondale Rd.,
Green, N.13.

Blackbuine.

1 Q20 4h.p. Blackburne, demonstration
J-^ accessories; £110.—Evans"
Salop.

BLACKBURNE Agenls.-Offlcial Blackburne engiiii

repairers in any make—BuUoughs ^Motors, Ltd.
Waterloo St., Oldham. "

[109S

GENUINE Bargain.— Blackburne 4h.p;, 1920, new
SI 20.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood

' stock St., Bond St.. W.l. l032(

L.-\CKBURNE now 1920 4h.p., list price £135
our price £120.-HatolrlIe Bl'os., 200, Gt. Port

land St., W. IVIaylair 5042.
'

[043(

BL.-\OKBUI!NE 4h.p., 1920, brand new; list piici

iS135, i£120.—Vivian Hardie and Jjsne, Ltd., 24
Woodstock St., Bond St., W.l. [042t

BLACKBURNE 41i.p., 1920 mode!, Sturmey-Arehei
3-speed gear, unused, shop-soiled only; £115.—P. J

(Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [940f

B^

19 20 ah. p. Blackburne,
spare wheel, new-

Si 65.-Edwards,
sington. 'Phone

Magdyno, 2-seater sidecar,

1921 eneiue, unscratched;
5b, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
Keirsniglon 3709. [9035

BLACKBURNE 1920 8h.p. Combination, spare
wheel, hood, screen, speedometer, lamps, leg

shields, Klaxon, tools, etc., splendid condition; £175;
can be seen at Ballards Motors, 92j Gloucester Rd.,

South Kensington, S.W.7, or write Elliot, 25, Whitmore
Ed., Beckenham. [0349

Blumfleld.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4.-3tyi.p, Bloomaeld and sidecar, 1914. 3-

speed gear; £50. [1079
Bown.

F.O.C.H. have a Bown-Villiers, good running order;
£25.-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead

Titbc Station]. 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,

including Saturdays. [9381

Bi-adbui')'.

FOE Sale, 1920 6h.p. Bradbury combination, mileage
500; sale, exchange.—2«s, Birley St., Black-

pool. [9973

B18 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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lOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Diamond.

UOXD 1921 Models in stork for immediate de-
Tery.—Stevens, Gooch St., Birmingham. [X6601

MOf>"D 2-=troke. 1919, not
narantoed; £42/10: approval

852.

driven 500 milee,
—Gibb, OIouco-<ter.

[0440

MOXD-VILLIERS, 1920. single geared, lamps,
)ols. tyres unpujictiired, perfect condition, tax
148; offers.—26, Arundel Sq., Barnesbury, N.7.

[9845
DIATE Delivery of any Diamond ]\rodeI: cash or
(erred payments: book yonr order now, and
disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
Side, Ciapham Common. S.W,4. 'Phone: Brix-
17. [1006

MOND, 2 new 1920 models, wilh and without
ick starter: £79 and £55; much below makers"
terms quarter dov.n and 11 payments.—Lamb's.
gh Rd.. Woo<l Green. 151. High St., Wallhani-

387: Euston Rd., N.W. [1014

cr..\s.

I

:

Douglas.
Dougl:i&. Douglas.

iVIodels in stock; 4h.p. combination ^170. 4h.p.
solo .«130, 2'4h.p. clutcli model *10S. 2"j4h.p. 2
model .-ess. Extended payments if desired. Spare
stocked: repairs.—Douglas Rpecialist«, Vivian
and Lane, Ltd., 24. Woodstock St. loll Oxford

kind St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair G559
[0375

CT.Xfi. 1921 Models.-Ccorgc Smith, Ciapham
Jumtion, S W. [9425
GLAS 4h.p., splendid condition, as new; cheap.
33, Pennard Rd., \V. [9870
2",h.p. Donglas, not W.D., perfect condition:

£42.-Belo\v.

1 4h.p. Douglas, brand new. .£117
Dou:;las sidecar. .£152.—Edwards.

South Kcn.sington. 'Phone

IBERT ROmXSON. Ltd.,
>ridge.— Below.

or with new
50, Harring.
Kensington

[9037
32-35, Green St.. Cam

JGL.AS,
Dodel

1921, nev». improved,
£85; in stock.— Herbert Robinson,

2^;h.p., 2.spccd
I

Ltd. I

JGf.AS 1921 New 2';h.p.. 3-specd gear, hand
lontrolled clutch, and kick starter: 4:105; ir
Herbert Robinson, Ltd. '

JGLAS 1921 New 4h.n., 3-specd, £130:
Inisfi roachbuilt Douglas sidecar, £170:

with fine
_ „ , . . ,

. -. in stock.
jert Robinson. Ltd . 32-35. Green St., Cambridce
Bi. ydcs, Tel. : 995. [9947

,p. Douglas, splendid -order

:

King's Rd., Fulham,
£28.—Seen at 602.

S.W.6. [9557

7GL.\S 4h.p., 1916. in sound condition; ££0
41. Aferton Rd., Wimbledon. [9993

1 Douglas; £85—Gonrlay, The Great Douglas
Agent, Fallowtifdd, .Manchester. [8503

5 Douglas, W.D., mechanically in good condition,
very fast; £35.—Talbot. Ware. [9195

6 2"lh.p. Douglas laid up during war, complete;
£60.- .1. Wcklord, Palne.v, Wilts. [9255

p. 1916 Donglas, like new: £48.—Write Hnrling.
), I'.aitree St., Wnteiloo Ed., S.B. [1053
CLAS.—.\ fine

give immc-
rX6446

~A fine assortment in^ stock at price
suit alfc-rto-s, 86, High Rd., Lee. (5670

LLIAMS' Garngo. Cheltenham, cin
'liatB delivery of any ukhIcI Licutlas.

9 Druglas 2',li.p.. almost n-w, ptrfect; bargain,
£fc0.-141, .Mcrtcn Rd., Wiinlilcdon. [9992

17 Douglas Combination : £85, or 4«xchange —
Motor, 39. E8.se.^ Hd., Islington, N.l. [1047

16 Douglas 2'^;h.p., 2-sppcd, B.S.. splendid condi-
.tuin: i:42.-41, Aneiley Park. S.E.20. [9766
[JGLAS 1915 2":;h.p.. splendid condition; £44 —
oO, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [9816

TGL-^S 1915 2-sreed, as new; sacrifice £50- must
sell.— I!n.\- 1.917, e'o TI'C Motor Ci/rlc. .Dl (9293
COLAS 1916 Z'^'ih.p.. as new, special vellow tank
aew tyres; £56.—\ellow Garage, Surbiton. (9172

.8 4h.p. Douglas Combination, exo^-llent condition ^

f95.-Parkes. 46, Cambciwell tireeu, S.E.S. [8502
IGHTON, Hove, and District Donglas Agents
Curpics, 22 and 29. Preston Ud.. Brighton. [0201

1 Douglas, all mcdeK immediate delivery ; eata-
logues free.-Kemp's Garage, Loutb, Linen.

JGLAS 22Xh.p., 1915, perfect, lamps, etc.: £45
—Fowler and Brigden, 130. Enaton Ud., N.W.I.

jGLAS. single-speed model, perfect running
order; £25.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Cheater.

[9592
JGLAS 27ih.p., 1918,. fully ctjuipped, neilect;
£65, or offer.— Pacey, Qoadring, Spalding.

[X6586
JGL.\S. 4h.p. : recently bought £85, sacrifice
£68.10; equal new.—Box 1,936. c7o The Motor

[9464
-1918 4h.p. Douglas and chassis. 3-speed, kick
start, new condition.— 58. Malvern Rd.. Dalston

[9747

Sole Distributors for

Reading
Standard

The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle

PRICES.
Solo .. .. .. £184
Comb. Standard £229

de Luxe .

.

£270
with PLUS ONE

Sidecar, a Single or Double Seater

at will . . . . . . £250
Abqve prices inc'uJe Dynamo Lighting
(not combined with magneto), all

Electric Lamps, Electric Morn, Shock
— Absorber, Coverall Apron, etc. —

* PLUS ONE '

A Single or Double-Seater Side-
car at will

Dciivories have coinmoncod with fittings complete
for attachmunt lo the undcrmentioacd mnkes

of cycles

—

Readin:* Standard, Sunbeam, 31 and 8 h.p.
Zenith, KnHeld. Harley- Davidson,
Triumph, Dout^las, 4 h.p. Biackburne 8
h.p.,B.S..\., 4 and 6-7 h.p. Rudge, 6 h.p.
Henderson, Excelsior (Ameiicanj, British
ICxcelsior, Indian, Ace, Matchless,

A.J.S., .lames.

NEW AND USED MACHINES
IN STOCK.

ig20 Big Four NORTON Comb.
IQ2I B.S.A.6-7 h.p. "Plus One "Comb.
1920 LEA-FRANCIS 3I h.p. Solo.

ig20 MORGAN, aero body.
1920A.B.C., Magdyno, speedometer.
1919HENDERSONS0I0 orCorab.
1920 UARLEY 7-9 h.p. electric Comb.
1920 HARLEY y-gh. p. acet\-leneComb.

1920 MATCHLESS dvnamo Comb.
1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Comb.
192

1

NEW HUDSON 2i h.p. Solo

1921 ACE electric Solo.

1 92 1 ACE electric Comb.
1921 EMBLEM 4-5 h.p. t\via Solo.

19:0 RUDGE 3i h.p. Solo.

ALL THE ABOVE ARE AT
SPECIALLY REDUCED PRICES.

89, Gt R>Ttland

Street London.
'Avfaro ^ _ 53,99
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

16 2-^ih.p. 2-speed Donclas. perfect ninnin? order,
lamps, horn, etc.; £46.-14, Kildoran Rd., Brix-

ton. (9694

NEW 4h4». Donglas Combination, deliverv from
makers in 10 davs; £170.-322, GokHiawk Hd..

W.6. (9261

DOUGLA.S 1920 2Mi.p.', 3-speed, clutch; this is as
new; £85.—Central Garage, 302, London Rd..

Croydon. [9671

f^ IBB, Gloiiceater, can give immediate delivery Doug-
*-T las 1921 models and spare pans tiom sloi-k

—

'I'hnnp; SS2. [6340

t)'lli.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, lamps, etc. : any trial: splen-
'W4- did condition.—29, Wiriibledou Park Rd.. Wands-
worth, S.W.I. 19223

rQ19 4h.p, Douelas, all aeee^sories, everything -is

tf new; £87. no oilers.-HuEgett, 1, Folkoston"
Rd., Dover. [9280

DOrOI.AS 1920 4h.p. Combination, brand new: £140.
—Fowler and Brigden, 130, En«lcn Rd., X.Wl.

Museum 4827. (9363

1Q19. factory Sept., 2'>ili.p." Douicbs, as new. aeres-

-i-*' sories. spares; nearest offer £58.-318, Barkinj;

Rd., East Ham. [9528

1 O20 Douelas, 2"'il).p. 3-speed. kick start, and
-117 clutch, slightly soiled; £85. — Marston. 31.

Bridge .St.. Chester. [9589

1Q20 4h.p. Douelas Combin.ation : £130. or offer:

i-tJ «i)leudid condition.-l-'rench, 43, Old Park Ed..

Palmer's Green, N.13. [9355

DOUGL.\S 1920 4h.p. Scott Combination, perfeer

order; accept £125, or near offer.-Jones. 330.

Huston Ed., London. [S6515

DOrOLAS 2"',h.p.. 1915, lamps, now fyrea, in splen-

did condition: £47, or near ofler.-34, IVmburv
(irove. Hackney, E.9. [X6590

1018 Douglas, 2>Vh.p.. 3specd gear, first-class con-

XU dilion tliroughout. not WD. model; £65.—
Rose's Garage, U-Kbridee [9864

DOUGLAS 2'lhp.. 1916, overhauled, renovated;

anv trial any time, including week-end; £43.—
Dowcll. Byfleet, Surrey. [9537

DOUGLAS 2--lh.p., .single, loss mag otheryiso com-

plele; £14; good iKxrgain.-Blackburn. Fell View.

Haltcn Leagatc, Lambloy. l\bbli

DOUGLAS 2'ih.p. 1920, splendid machine, complele

c<iiiipmenl. tax paid; bargain, C82.-T. IL Beck.

Sandon Il\.ole Hd.. Chester. [9123

I 0*^0 4h p Dotuilas Combination, condition and rnii-

1" mug perfect: £135.-Chatterton, 26. TJPPO'' '<''l-

mnnt ltd., Biehopston, Bristol. [9287

1 rt21 DouBlnj Models, immediate delivery. Write us

i-V vour reiiuirclncuts. Trade supphed.-Mofiat, Douii_-

la. Agent, Yeovil. Tel.: 60. [504»

DOUGLAS 2>;h.p., 1920. splendid condition, nil

occes.-ories; £85.-Taylors, * '
'

"=" "-

sole I

Ltd 52. Sussei Place.

S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. [0411

OUGL\S 2-'lb.p., 1916, excellent condition, fully

-J^ylip^. "compulsory- sale; £55.-4, St, Mary

Abbott's Place. High St., Kensington. (9115

-QOUGLAS.-Fonr 1920 ,2^iV.P-„.?:f!«<^d^™^„!;l,°!f

D
^ «ud 'accessories,^ very little used; £90 cach.-

Bonnds. 223, High Kd.. Kilbnrn, N.W. (9913

-I 020 (June) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3 lamps,

ly Klixon, 2 new tyres full tax pai<^. splendid con-

dition • £135.-Kendrick, Westbary, Wilts. [9582

DOUGLAS 1921 2M1.P.. K S., jlxf^
,f

eh''?
«fj?'£95.-CllDord Wilson. 70. Reyal Hospital Rd

Chelseo. S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. (1089

OUGLVS 1914-15 2--',h.P.. 2-5pced, T.T. Tnoclel. fully

"Quipped, Klaxon, nol W.U.: £40: e^'^hangea -^

llHsrt Cottago«, Mnrlborongb Rd., b.E.l. isiauD°
1. Allwrt Cottago«,

1 ftl5 Gennine T.T. Donglas, new Amac. long copper

ly Ixian.sts. condition perfect: £48/10: excbanges.--

17. Birchineton Bd.. High Rd.. Kllbum. (9328

DO'UOLAS 2%h.T:.. 1915. not W.D.. eompk-tely

Quipped. •Jan'^ad. good tyres^ good rannmg
order; £48.-Tho Garage. .Seabrook. Kent. [9822

19^

DOUGLAS. 1921. solo. £85. £100. £105; combina-

tion. £170; cash, exchange, or extended paj-

ments.-Motorios, 25. Horton St.. Halilax. (9469

£48.-2^h.p. Douglas, 1916. 2-speed. enamel and

plating like new. engine, tyres, etc., pcrlec-t^

Milliner. 6. Cavendish Parade, ClapUam. S.^S .
(9797

17 Donglas, 4h.p., absolutely nnscratehed. appear-

once 03 new, splendid running order; £68; ex-

change*.—Dawson, 34, Ampthill Ed.. Bedford. (9529

DOUGLAS 1917 2')ih.p.. makers' colours, enamel,
plating, splendid, new lamp set. trial; £55.—

Homo View. Thtrlow Park Rd.. West Dulwich. [9815

DOUGLAS. 1915 (late), 2v-ih.p. T.T. model, complete
with lamps and horn, fully licensed'till December;

Largaia, f50.—E. U. Vnrty, Thundersley, Essex. [9901

f Q18 Douglas 2v'.ih.p., S.E., Millers lamps, foot-

-Li/ boards: £57, including tax.—Fire Station. South
Parade, Church St., Fulham Rd.. Chelsea, S.W.

(9678
1Q19 4b.p. Dougkis Combination and acce^ories, in
-Lt/ good condition; £135: solo machine taken in

part pavmejc—B-unds, 223, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.

All letters lelnting to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. n2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Douglas. i

DOUGLAS 2?ili.p.,. lecoudltioned, done 1,200, Paliii. 1

'

rords, nlL acaest^oriea, mudshield, goot'L coiiditiou
;

j

150.—Stevenson. JN"oitlimead Wing, Faniliam Coiiinniii.

JluiHs. . 19609

1 Q18 2i4Ii.p. Douglas. 2-speed, makers' colours, new
it/ P. and H. head lamp, Thomson-Bennett. Anmc,
nlntinff and' enamel unscratt-hed ; £55.—.63, Solon Ru.,

4h.p. Douglas eonibiviation, 1917., ta.'C paid, abso-

lutely as new, saxe blue sidecar, any trial, or de-

liver 60 miles radius; £82/10.-91, Mapledene Rd..

Dalston. [97*5

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, electric ligbting,

At/ mileage under 1.000, sidecar never used, owner
in Ireland.—Apply to Belgrave Motor Co., 12, Carey

St., London. -
[9r06

DOUGLAS 1917 41i p. Sporting Combination, fully

— equipped, condition as new; £70, or oHer; seen

London.—Leters to Lt. Kolmes-Tarn, R.A. Mess, Deep-

cut, Hants. [9119

1 Q19. all. p. Douslas Combination, good condition,

X«7 lamps, accessories, insurance, tax paul
:

£90;

owner nervous.-5a, Iviuilioe Ed., Dos Kennel llill,

Camberwell. '
[91S2

DOUGLAS 2'''ih.p., 1915-16 model, Meonditioned

perfect oi-d.r throughout, complete with all

accessories; £45.-Snod!;rass, 18. Junction Rd., Brent-

wood, Essex. 1991

1

)0rGLAS,»»1911, 2%li.p., very- good running order,

nearly new tyres, just overhauled; £20.—lleibert
Robinson, 'Ltd.. 32-36, Green St., Cambridge, lei.:

995. T.A. ; Bicycles. , [9952

DOUGLAS 23ih.p., late 1917, hardly used, engine

perfect, aluminium mudshields, enamel and

plating as new, smart lot; £55.-129, BcecUcroft RiU
Upper Tooting, S.^W. [9570

EH CLARK can give you good service both in new

machines and spares; try me. I may be useful to

vou.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196

Cheltenham Ed., Bristol. ,
[0016

4h p Douglas Combination, 1917-18, nearly new
coachbuilt sidecar. Cameo screen, tyres good (1

new), just overlifruled; £115, or near oHer.—Routh,

Trinity College, Oxford. (D) [9918

TAX Paid.—1915 Douglas S^h.p., 2-speed, fully

equipped, guaranteed good mechanical order .ind

very fast; £38, bargain.—29, St^ Leonard's St.,

Bfomley-by-Bow. East 4708. [9638

4h p Douslas Combination, July, 1919, all acces-
'

sories, discs, mudshields, etc. : makers' test card

;

ta.x paid; £1-40—44, Howard Rd., South Norwood.

After 6 p.m. or Saturdays. [9417

kOUGLAS 1912 2^ih.p.. 2-specd, acetylene lighting,

_J' all accessories, excellent running order,- tyres

sound; what otfcvs?-R. Pack, Hope House, Suniiing-

dale, Berks. 'Phone: Ascot 165. [9229

1 020 Douglas 2";.ih.p., 3-spced, h.b.c. clutch, kick

-LI/ starter, perfect condition, very little used, com-

plete with lamps, horn, knee-grips, footboards, uuder-

shield; £100.—Jones, Poplars Clehonger, Hereford.

DOUGLAS Combination. Sept., 1916, 4h.p., 3 speeds,

kick start, 3- lamps. 3 genciators. mechanical horn,

Cowey speedometer, good running order and appearance.

72 m.p.g. : £78.-rl6, Inumn Ed., Harlesden, N.'VS .10.

4h p Douglas/ incomplete, less mag. and carburetter,
j

with sidecar chassis and wheel, £30; Thomson-
Bennett new magnetos, I8OO, for same, £5/15.—
Banister and Botten, 341, Upper St., London, Iv.l.

F.OrO.H. haw n 1920 Donglaa combination, almost

new, completely eQiiipped, tax paid; £135.-5,

Heath St.. Hampsteart- (near Hampstcad Tube Stntion|.

•phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Sjitur-

days. [9378

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, equipment in-

cludes Cowey speedometer, mechanical horn, pillion

seat guaranteed perfect condition.; £140.—Vivian
Hardie and Lane Ltd., 24, Woodstock St., Bond St.,

W.l.
'

[0416

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, Nov. (1919), 1920,

clutch, disc wheels, Easting wind screen, speed-

ometer, Lucas lighting, mechanical horn, good condition;

£140, or near oflei.—Baldwin, Sand 'Ground, llaigh-

woith, 'Wilts. [9793

IMMEDIATE Delivery, of any Douglas Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clipham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-

ton 2417. [1004

1020 Douglas, 2%h.r)., latest model, S-speed and
X«/ clutch, guaranteed new condition, run only

250 miles; reasonable olfer.—Boon and Porter, Ltd.,

161, Castelnati, S.W.13. (Close Hammersmith Broad-
way.) [9190

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1915, engine 2212,
D.A. lightihg. Klaxon, Easting, luggage carrier,

Jones speed max. and trip, muffs, 2 spare covers, extra

large body, 63 m.p.g., absolutely reliable; trial given;
tax paid, £95.—'Winton, Victoria Bd., N.W.7. [9508

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New 1921
2''4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch and kick start

model, £105; new 1921 4h.p. combination, *170;
solo 4h.p., £130; new 1921 improved AV.D. pattern, 2
speeds, £85 ; easy pavment or exchanges arranged.—
'I'honc: 5777 Holbom. [1072

P>i All lettei's rct:iting to iidvcrti-senieiits should uitote the minihcr

OUR NET SALES
of second-hand motop cycles
are probably larger than
any other motorcycle special-
ists in the kingdom.
WHY? Because buyers know they
get a square deal and that every
machine and combhiation is over-
hauled inoupworkshops by experts,
and Carrie. OUR GUARANTEE.

Examine these examples for VALUE.
Motosaeoch*, 2 h.p £18 10
Clyno, 2I h p., 2-speed, 1920, as new .. £58
Alldays Allon, 2-spced, clutch and kick-

starter £70
O.K.Juniof,:; speed. T020. allaccessories £52 10

Sun Villlers, 2I h.p £32 10

Triumph, 4 h.p.. 3-speed c/shaft, 191S-

19,: not W.D., with Millfordiidecar
and accessories .. .. .. £110

New Imperial 1920 6 h.p. Comb., with
accessories and Easting windscreen £150

Enfield i9iS-r9 8h:p. Comb., with acces-

sories, new condition throughout. . £135

A.J.S. roiG 6 Ir.p. Comb.,- spare wheel,

accessories, etc. .. ... £130

British Excelsior 1920, ^J h.p., 3-specd

Coiub., soiled only ...... .. £140

Indian Powerplus 7-9 h.p. Cotnb^, rgiG,

specially finished blue, all acces-

sories, smart turnout .. .. £110

Scoll and Montgomery Sidecar, 1920,

horn, electric light, alaminium discs

verv line order .. ' .. .. £135
British Excelsior 1919 S h-p. Comb., 3-

specd. dynamo lighting, double
scaler Sidecar, hood and screens .. £175

I.O.M. Rudge Multi, 1920, F.R.S. lamps,

flc, as new .. i £97 10

B.S.A., J919-20. 41 h.p., ,3-speed, i\Iodcl

11 . with lamps, horn, speedometer £90

EXTENDED PAYMENT TERMS.
One quarter of cash price deposit,
and balance, plus a small percent-
age, in 11 monthly payments.
Bonus for regular payments.

1921 Models of Leading Makes In stock. Ex-
changes or Extended Payments. SOLE LONDON
AGENTS foi BROUGH. DISTRIBUTING AGENTS
for O.K. SPECIAL AGENTS lor NORTONS
and VELOCETTES.

This Weeks Special Offer.

Latest Model 3i h.p. twin
N. U.T. 3-speed, brand new £110
Ditto witH Lucas Magdyno

. Litrhtiiif? £125.

Send for Latest Lists of New
and Second-hand Machines.

liieCervice(ofnpanVw.v t-i

*2)289-293,HichHolborn

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

4h.]j. Douglas Combination, as new. very little

an-.l then only by member of works' staff,
:

dynamo lighting set; absolutely special machine,
ilie thing for a man who requires a machine de
£190. or near offer.—Write for particulars, 28, Ad
Rd., Bedford Park, Chi3\vick,..^W.4.

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fitted
*-^ polished aluminium discs, Lucas horn,
naiidshields, Rotax dynamo lighting set. Cameo
screen, mileage 1.250, practically new appear
mechanical condition guai^anteed perfect; £i
Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambi
Tel. ; 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

F.dmund.
ED:MUNIX-LE\aS, Enfield gear, splendid

£55; tax paid.—Platts, 602, King's Jftd., Ful
S.W.6.

"

1Q18 Edmund, spring li-aroe, Enfield 2-speed
-I-«7 did condition, all accessories; £55.-24, ]

St., Chester.

1 Q21 Edmund, new spring framt:: models, just av
J. «7 Sr-<-nre one now.— S. E. Clnphnm iMotors]
Blockwcll St., Greenwich.

EDMUNU 2^/4h-p.,'1920 model. J.A.r. engine.E
2-apeed geax'- and filutob, spring frame, ud

shop-soiled onjy ; barg.iiu, £80.-1'. J. Ei-ans, t

John Bnght St., Birmingham.

Enfield.

1 021 EufieMs.

ALL Models in stock" for imniedinte deliveiy

;

cnmbiuatiou £160, with dynamo lighting set £
Entit'M lightweight, £65; easy pfiynients arranged;
oh] iii,n(niii> taken in part payment. To enable- in

\nn ]i)iit hi.'-ifi.s to inspect alter our business hour
;tn; piHparevl to show these models at any time b
pointuunt.—Brooni and Whitehead, Ltd., Autht
Aleuts, 88, Ot. Portland St.. London, W.l. M;
663B.

TTLTAXS ot Rending have 1921 Eufields in

NEW 1920 EnfleW. 2-stroko, 2-si)eea; £65; iu st

It;in<l;il, AiKk'ver.

-\riELD, 3Il.p., 1917-18, little used; £60.—Ly(
es, New Oxford St., W.C.

-Ij "i.r.soiled; £166.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge.

EXFIELD Combination, brand new, 8h.p. 1921 u
£160; iiinnediote delivery.-Moss, Wem. [S

ENFIELD 2-stroke, 1918, lamps, horn, Berlect;

—49, Webbs Ed., Clapham Common.

£60.-Brand new Enfield, 1920, 2-strokp, 2-si

WalViro, Ely, Cambs. 'Phone: 48 Ely.

1014 3h.p. Enfield, recently overhauled,
-L«/ series; £45.—Evans's Garage, Newport, (

[5

"IVTEW Enfield Combination, 8h.p., dynamo ligl

IN £182.—Bounds, 223, High Rd.. Kilburn, N

WILLIAMS' Garage, Clieltenham, can give

diate delivery ol any model Koyal EnfieU

ENFIELD 1921, all models for immediate del

—Ratclille Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St., W.
lair 5042.

ENFIELD Combination, 1917, 6h.p4l Lucas dj

lighting, as new; £125.-40, Hertford
^

Coventry. - L^

TO 16 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., grand <

XtJ £85.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-bs

East 4708. t

£48; 1919 Enfield 2-3trokc. 2 speeds. I

equipped, like new.—143. Ravensbury Rd..

field. S.W.

ROYAL ENFIELD 1921 Models.—London Aj

Fowler .and. Biigdcn, 130, Euston Hi, J

Mnsenm 4827. '

rr»20 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, lamps, horn

if wind screen, little usetl; £140.—Evans s G
Newport, Salop. >'

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, Gh.p. coach

lamps, etc., any trial; bargain, £82/10v
Hornsey Rd., N.7. L!

£56.-Enfield 2i41i.p., 2-sfced, 1920, usual acces

new condition, tax 30/-, insurance 1921.—

B

Amershani Brewery.

1 fkl9 Enfield 6h.r. Combin,ation, 700x80 tyres, 1

It* horn," Tan-Sad, homl; £110, barsain.-25,

ear At., Ealing, W.IS.

6 h.p. Enfield. 1920 model, J.A.P. engine, n

shop-soiled only; £160.—P. J. Evans, 81-91,

Bright St., Birmingham.

BRAND New Enfield Lightweight; £60.-G
Wilson. 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, t

Tel. ; Kensington 7113.

1 fk20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, braud new;
1" -Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.. Sputh Ke

!
ton. Phone : Kensington 3709.

EXPIELP Combination. 1919, lamps, hood, etc.
"

Utile milease, splendid condition; cheap, £

44 Morning Lane, Hackney, E.9. l-

ENPIELD 1920'2l4h.p.. fully, equipped, indistil

able Irom new; £60.—Parker's, Bradsha

Boll.m and 245. Deansgato, Manchester. I

t trie end of each advei tisement, and tlie^ date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

NFIELD 1915 3h.p, Twin, 2-spee(l, tick 5t.irt, lamps,
' speedometer, new tvres, new clinins, c-sccllfiit eon-

ion; £48.-43, "WestuionDt Ed., Eltbam, S.E. [9633

IKFIELD Combination, 6Ji.p., 1914, lomps, horn,
I *:pt«dometer liood, screen, overhniiletl, perfect
dition; £80.—J„ 64, Broeuiar RU., Boutli Totten-
Q. [9526'

921 EnGeld Combination, dynamo lighlins, with, oi

without dynamo; in stock, immediate delivery;
; price.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd..
KM. [0352

[1 20 Royal Enfield Combination, d.vnamo lighting,
L/ ;i leen, etc., guaraoteeti perfecc; £150; exchanges,
lomac^. 243, Lower - Clapton Rd., N. 'Phone:
Iston 2408. •

[9729

INFIELD. 6h,p., 2-stiecd, handle start, coachbuilt
I sidecar. Easting, accessories; iV'S.—Kewnham
tor Co., 223. Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone:
mmersmith SO. ;103S

NFIELD Combination, lafe 1919. lamps, horn,
1 speedometer, hood and SLic^n, Tan-Sad, perfect
iditiun. mileuge 2.700; oi}.;r-.—Xuna, \Vindow.=
dge. Thames Ditlon. [9668

[|19 Enfield Combination, very little used, electric
i/ lighting;, speedometer, wind screen, wutch.
scoi, and a+I accessories, tax paid; £136.—Bonuds,
S. High Rd., Kilburn, N.W. .[9916

INFIELD, 1916-17, 3h.p. (win M.A.G. engine, kick
I start, 2-3peed. fast and reliable, smart appear-
le, tyre-s nearly new; 40 gns.—Pearce, Bramlev
ttage, Handsworth, Sheffield. [9550
b.p. 1916 Enfield Twin, 2-specil, mccJinnic.'il lubricn-

tinn. cintch, ki'^jfe start, lamps, horn, tools, splcn-
rondition, n real Bportv bike; quick sole £68.-160.

gh St., Teddington, Middlesex. £9330

NFIELD 8h.p. Combination, 1921 moikl, Magdyno
I lighting. Lucas liorn, Vickcrs eugine. just arrived
ED uorks: immediate delivery at makers' piicc, £182.
riikins, Simpson, oppoeite Olympia, London. [9358

[|21 Royal Enfield Combination. 8h.p., latest model,
t/ in stoitk (or immediate delivery. £160; latest
l-roke model. £65; easy payments acccntH.—Uomac's.
S, Lower Clapton R<(., N, 'Phone :" Daiston 2408

[9715
NFIRLD 1921 Models in Stock: 8h.p. combination

£160. Lucas Magdyno lighting set and horn
82; ligiitweight model; £65; extended terms.—
le and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,
'.3. [0073

Combinntiou . 2-seater sideca r,

laiiiiifi. Lucas horn. Hpeedometcr,
id sineen, hood. 700x80 car tyren, tulx*s unptmr-
ed, whole ^-omhiuation is (ri excellent order; a bar-
n, illO.-Walljro. Ely, Cniul)«». 'Phone: 43 Ely.

[9236
NF1ELD3.—The cheapest twin combination on tht
load. We are North London agents, and can give

nedialc delivery of the standard model, .£160^ elcc
s model. £180; trade supplied. All spari.-s In Stock,
ones' C.arace, Muswell llill, N.IO, and ut Woodsidi
rade. North Fincfaley. [0380

TArCHOPES. 9. Shoe Lane. London.—Enfield
' 1921 combination, wilh dynamo lighting set
12: standard iii-xld, £160: 2-fitroke solo, £65: nUv
,9 3h.p. Enflcid twin. £55: and 5',ih.p. Enfield, 1920.
!/10 : easy t-niis iiiianited, one-litth domi aud tJit-

lainder in 12 monthly payment*. [1073
NFIELD^ 8h.p. 1920 Combination, qnitc new.

£152/10, much below original prices; also 1916
ibinalinn. £89/10; 1915 dynamo combination, £125;
I slighiweight, £52/10; terms quarter down and 11 i

ments.-387. Enstou Rd.. N.W.. 151. High St. i

Uhamstow. and 50 lri^;h Rd., Wood Green. N. '

[1015
Uxcelslor.

;

Ih.p. Coveiitiv Excelsior, 2-speed, free engine, t-hnir
a nnd b^lt drive; £25.-12, New Rd., Gaywoo^.

[|17 8h.p. Enfield
tJ Lucas electric

" The Most Economical ij

Motor Cycle." [»

Embodies features not foiiftd in any V
otlier Lightweight: ^
Patent Pump Lubrication; Patent ,«

Lubricated Ball Head ; Patent Gear ^
Control: Duplex Loop Tube Frame; /
Petrol Consumption Guaranteed 120- ?
130 m.p".;;. b'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

1Q31 F.N. aVl'h.p., shalt-drire. 2 speeds, clutoli .ind
Aft/ kick starter, the most eOicient lightweight nuw
on the market, latest model: £84; immediate deliver.v
of the 4.cyl. combination: easy payments.—Official
agents. Ilomac's, 245, Lower Clapton Rd.. N. 'Phone :

Dalston 2408. [9127
FranciS'Bnrnett.

JULIANS ol Reading have 1921 Francis-Barnett in
stock. [3303

Harley.Davidson.

1 Q20 Flat Twin Harley. mileage 500;
J-ft/ change.—29a, Birley St., Blackpool.

1921 MODEL D2.

^I h p., Two-?i>cc(l. Two-stroke. .Ml-cliniu drive

PRICE £75.

h.p..

1921 MODEL D3.
Three-speed. Tn-o-slroke.

drive.

PRICE £85.

A 11 -chain

1921 LADY'S MODEL DLZ.

2\ h.p.. Two-spcc<l, Two-stroke. All-chaio drive

Price £78.

? All Three Models in Stock for »I

IMMEDIATE >,

DELIVERY. >
Makers' Catalogue on Request.

ig's Lynn. [9690

? IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF f

sale, ei-
[9975

H.\RLET Comliin.ltion. 1915. nnz.. C.A V. lightine-
£115.-13. Grove Park Rd.. Chiswick. [9128

"IQ13 7-9h.D. Harlcv, like new; £85.-29. St.
-Li/ Leonard's St.. Bromley-by-Bow. East 4708.

[9641
HAEUET Combination. 1918, perfect; £95.-45.

Burton Rd.. B:i!iton. [9348

HAELET Combination. 1919, fully eouipped, perfect
condition: £125.-5, West Gardens. Eobinsou Rd..

Tootins. [9848

[t find
-Rosp.
[5669

HAELET-nAVID80NS.-I have ot present
nrtsortmont in stock, all fully guaranteed.

86. High Rd., Lee.

19=

|20 Excelsior-Jap. 2'-, h.p., Sturraey-Archer 2 speeds,
9 clutch and kick .starter. Cowey horn, absolutely
lew, RUaranteed.—Ilomac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd
'I'luine: Dalston 2408. [9716

F.N.
LD r.N.. 4-cyl.. wilh magneto: £7, cr ofTcrs.—
Turner, Richmond Villa. Ledbury. [9602

25.— 2i;:h.p. F.N.. 2-3pend, linnd chit.h. fine condi-
tion throughout.—King. Egrove, Oxford. [X6607

CYL. F.X. Combinations and Solo Singles actually
in stock.—Grimes and Co.. 18, Bmton Place, New-

id St., W. [9443

.N., 5h.p.. 4-cyl., Bosch. B. and B., sloped tank,
running order: £28.—Overton, Church Lane,

AMERICAN "

ACME
BAT
BROUGH
HENDERSON
JAMES

NEW 1921:
LEVIS
NORTON
RALEIGH
RADCO
REX
TRIUMPH

Each Machine selec;ed by
us as the best of il« type.

Write for Special Bargain
List of 1920 Moilels—only a

few left.

ipsley. Derbyshire. 19875 Mhe PREMIER?
JMOTOR COMPXJ
J Aston Rd., BIRMINGHAM <

||20 7h.p. F.N.. 4 cyls.. ns new, very little used-' list
? piice £160, hargaiu, £125.—Alsford, 45, Pul-
raton Rd., Bosconibe. [9184

120 (.\pril) F.N. 2i;.h.p.. 2 sDcedir. splendid con-
/ dilion. only done 950; cost £91; what offers;
nor power considered.—Lord. Mountfield. PresLwich

[X6571
IMEDIATE Delivery ot any F.N. Jlodel; cash or
deferred payments; book your enter now, and

id disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.
th Side. Clapham Common. S.W.4. 'Phone: Brii- ,-____«««--------M-»__i
2417. [9998 ;^B"B"^^r«"«"«"^"\«"i^^JW«ri^".%

Telephone

;

Central 7367
(2 lines).

Telegrams:
"PRIMUS.

Birmingham."

H.\RLEY-DAVIDS0N.-A11 models in stock; 1S7,
(3/- in the' £) discount for cash.—Marston. 31.

Bridge St.. Clieitcr. [9599

HARLET-HAVIDSON.-AII models in stock, new nnd
>pcond-hand.—Sole agent-, Bambers', Southport,

Lancashire. Tel.: 607. [5009

1QI8 7-9b.p. Ilarley-Davidson. 3-speed. K.8., with
Aft/ new Canoelet sidecar: £100, bargain.—.1. J.

IJooley. 33. Killyon Ed.. Clapham, S.'W.8. [9967

HARLEY-DATIDSON Combination, 1917, electric

incdel, execptionally smart outfit, perfect conditiou,
all accessories ; seen after 7.—14, Penn Rd., Holloway.

[9126
HARLEr-DAVIDSON 7-9h.r. Combination. 1918.

lamps, horn, tools, perfect order, tax paid: £112.
—Post Offlce. Whitehousc Rd.. Croydon. 'Phono: 660.

(9927

LATE 1919 Harley-Davidson. 3-speed. Bosch mag.,
mileage under 2 000, enual to new, lamps. Klaxon,

etc.; £130; must realise.—365, King St., Ilammersmith.
W.6. [9710

4h.p. Hnrlev. eleetrio lighting, horn, Tan-Sad.
mileage 300. ns new, tax paid: £105.—Edwards.

50. Harrington Ed.. South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken.
3709. (1049

I Q20 Harler-D.ividiion 7-9h.p., magneto model, por-

-l-ft/ fe:t condition, eloftric head nnd tail lamp, elec-

tric horn, lax paid; price £155.-75, Cleave Rd.,
Cillingbam. Kent. [8337

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p.. Swan sporting

sidecar. F.R.S. electric lighting, indistinguishable

ivom now; £180.— Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and
245. Deansgate. Manchester. [X6505

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p.. with sidecar, sent 2.

perfect condition; £145. or offer; trial ran given

S-iturday or Sunday by appointment.—Write, Matthewe.
Kitchener's Heada, St. Albans. [9353

ir-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination. 1916, rerninied
t throughout, excellent tyres, chains, etc., mechani-

cally perfect, lamps, horn, etc.; £125.—Smith. Medow-
brook, llildenborough, near Tonbridge. [9785

-|Q17 Hailey-Davidson ilcd.;1 L. 7-9h.p., 3-Epeca,

X«7 right hand kick staiter. fitted with new 40 gn.

Model de Lnxe Millford sidecir, accessories; special

clearance price £130.—Tho Premier Motor Co., Aston

Rd., Binninghnm. [9374

7-9lj.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, 1915-1916, elec-

tric model, in the pink of condition, beautiful

sidecar, with luggage grid, screen, apron, electric light,

etc. • offers.-Buckingham, Glen Cottage, Undemver.
Scveuoaks. 'Phone: 2X3 Tonbridge. [9784

"I Q19 IJunel Harley-Davidson Electrical Model, fully

Lft/ equipped, extra large Harley sidecar, with specially

.slrenclhened chassis and springing, 3 lockers, hood, side

curtains, triple screen. Barkers nuxiliary mudguards,
tyres perfect, been well tended, mechanically perfect,

not used last 5 months: £190.-Seen at Eyres Motors,

Cavendish St.. Cniestorfield. 18i53

HARLEY-DAVIDSON New 1920 4h.p. Twin, £115;
1920 combination, as new. £220; 1919 combina-

tion £140; 1918 combination. £130; 1916 combination,
£115: 1915 Dyno combination, £105; all real bargains;

terms quarter down, 11 payments.—Lamb's. 151, High
St. Waltharastow. 387, Euston Rd., N.W., and 50,

High Rd., Wood Green, N. (1016

Hazlewooil.
Hazlewood Combination. 3.;pped.

kick starter, a thoroughly reliable

outfit. Harrods have a large stock ol these slightly

shop-soiled at £170 each (much below list priccj

:

deferred paj-ments lor a small extra charge: only
one-fifth deposit, balance by 12 monthly instalments.-

-

Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Brompton Rd., London. [9936

NEW 5-6h.p.
clutch, and

Henderson.
HENDERSONS. 1921; immeflisfe delivery.

Motors. 194. Calham High Ed., S.W.12.
Latchmere 444"

HENDERSON, Model A, recently purchased, con

dition perfect, fully equipped: best offei\—6^

Barker's
'Phone:

17384

l>erl

Wolverhampton.JeUcock Rd..

All letters relating to ailvertisements should duote the number .it the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

[9627
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

1 20 JXod,4 Z2 lOlj.p. 5-siice(l Henderson, fitted with

-L57 l.iaiiOTis l.ark Caiioelet MM4 aideL-av, W. and G.

liiilitiiiB s«t. Tills ooMibination lias only lieen used loi-

di'Uioiistlntion. Aiipc.liance and inec'lumioal condition

as iieiv: special (.leaianca price fl80.-Tlie PJ™''"
Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birminsliam. 1-937&

HENDERSON 4.cyl., lOlj.p., believed 1915-16 model,

2-apeea hub gear (dogs, not old S.A. type), counter-

sliai't chitch, hand and lull control), hand pnmp and
mechanical lubrication, ma?., Bchebler carburetter, new
tyres, navy blue enamel like neiv, with most platiiie

the same, carefully ridden, make first-class fast eolo

or combination machine, t.ii £3/3; accept £100, sub-

iect insijc^tioii. or consider old Scott part— Stanley R.

Sizer, luss Rd,, Hull. - [8360

Hobart.

Oilh.n. Hobart-Villiers, 2.speed, line order; £32/15.
/W4 -Sha\v. Park-St., Wellinstou, Salop. [X6580

HOBART-VILLIEBS, 1920, splendid condition,

good hill-climber, ridden few miles only; £44,—
Chapman, Penny Pot, Chobham, nr, Woking, Surrey.

[9165
Hoc.iiley.

ONE Superb Brand Nei Hockley 2%h.p. 2-stroke,

fitted with Albion 2-speed gear, 26in. wheels,
Diiulop tyres, Sa-xon forks, pan saddle, aluminium
footboards, O.A.V. mag., B. and B. carburetter; a

handsome "machine; take sidecar anywhere; list £65,
our price £55; don't miss your chance. —

- Hockley
Motor Co., 38a, Cecil St., Birmingham. [9495

Humber.

HUMBER 2-stroke Combin.ntion ; £65.—Personally,
OoLson, 98, Herbei-t St., London, N.l. [9267

1_hp. Hurirber, 19l4 {?), 2.spcc(l, in good condition:
Oia £35.—Brooke, Royal St, Sandown, l.W. [9344

"I tk21 All-black Humber Twin, 4i,yi.p., in stock, £140;
JLtF sidecar to suit, £30.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

[X6561
1Q20 4yJi.p. Plat Twin Humber Combination, im-
J-'J used; first £160.—Gray's Garage, Watford.

[9866
3Hi.p. Humber, P.-sveeii' i'^T : Doirglaa 2';.lh.p., £20;

2 seen 7 p.m.-Vanderbeeck. Turpington, Bickley.

Kent ,
- [9791

"I Q13 3Voh:p. Humber, 2-speed, lamps, tools, etc.,

X»/ with' chassis; £43.-17, Redferu Rd., -Katies-;

ilcii, N.W.IO.
"

[9.923

HVMBER -4V'h.p. -Mat Twin, 1920 model; unnsed,"
shop-soiled" only; £125.—P. J. Eyans, gl-91.

.lolin Bright St., iBrminghara. [9405

HUMBER Si/ili.p., 2-speed, Boseh, B.B., mnnins
order, engine recently tuned; £28, or nearest.—E.

Barter, Bishopstono, Salisbury. [9305

HD-MBER 2-,h.p. 1914 V Twin, 3-spe_ed, chrtch.
just overnauled, nflw pistons and rings fitted,

Tirst-class running order; £34.—Taplin, 159, Hornsev
Rd., London, N.7. .. [XS568

HUMBER 4yoh.p. 1931 Flat Twin, with Dunhill
sidecar, ridden 70 miles onlv, perfect through-

nii; *157/10.—Herbert Eebinson, itd.,- 32-35, Green
St.. Cambridge. T»l. ; 995. r.A. : Bicycles. [9951-

HU;\rBER, 4h.p.. 1914, S-.sireed, .^'hitc'j, kick Jtart.
Bosch, B. and B., c^achbuiU sidecar, lamps,

Intin, etc., lin good running order; bargain, £45 to
clear.—Hill, 3, Bedford Rd., Wist Ealing, W.13. [9500

HD-^fBER 6h.p. Twin-cyl. Water-cooled Combina-
tion, licensed, pirrchased 1917, engine and gears

just examined and certified perfect, with hooter,
^pcediimeler, 3 acecylene lamps. Easting wind screen.
Tan-.Sad, tools aird spares, mileage under 3,000, splen-
did hill-climber; price £140.—liedleafe, Reigate. [9146

Indian,

HORSMAN for Indians.—Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7,

Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0470

POWERPLUS Indian Combination; £85; see Ex-
change-Yellow Gauge, Surbiton. 'Phone: 1875.

[9174
INDIAN t^Bte 1915 V-9h.p. Road Racer; 57 gns.-

Huntriss, Ashmeade Lodj^e, Leckhampton, Glos.
[9333

1 (i20 Powerplus Indian Combination, mileage 400;
1- 1/ sale, exchange.—29a, IJirley St., Blackpool.

[9974
INDIAN 5-6h.p. Sporting Combination, 3-speed, kick

start; £73 —Slosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kil-
biirn, N.W.6. [9701

1 O20 Indian Electric- Combination, 89 M 378, speedo-
i~0 meter; best offer.—Gilbart, 6, Grcenside Rd.,
C'loydon. Surrey. ^ [9814

"jQ21 Indians.—Immediate d'eliyery from stock.—E.
-LO* Brown. Indian Specialist, 3 and 7a, Parker Lane,
Tlnrnley. Tel. : 103^. [X6090a

INDIAN Combination, 19J.4, 6h.p., 2 speeds. Easting,
all accessories, spares; sacrifice, £60.-5, Bedwar-

diiie Rd., Upper Norwood.
_

[9151

INDIAN 7-9h.p., torpedo eidecar, just oyerhanled; sell
reasonable ofier, or excliange countershaft Triumph.

—Godson, Alresfoid, Hants.
"

[9446

1 Q19 7.9h.p. Indian and 1920 bulbous back sidecar
-•-»' almost new; any trial; £135.—Conner. 86
\ i.-toria Rd., Stroud Green, N.4. [9735
"IQ17 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, kick start, clutch,!
J- 1-' electric lamps, Tan-Sad, smart machine ; £75.—

|

Satis Cottage, Esplanade, Rochester. [9178

I 24 AH letters reUiting to advertisements 4h

DOUGLASES

and

i. TRIUMPHS.

Re-enamelled and phUed In makers' coloors.
IZnginc and gear box thoroughly overhauled in

our own workshops, complete witb tools, tool hit

and pump, and carrying our

THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
DOUGLAS

2l h.p. ::-spced

4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-starter. Solo.. ._.

4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-starter, Combination
ivith brand new Burlington Sidecar

TRIUMPH
'f
]'? 3-speed Countershaft

4 h.p. 3-speed Combination witli new
Burlington Sidecar £130

\\'e have large stocks of Douglas and Triumph
Spares, and shall be pleased to quote you upon
receipt of your enquiries. Trade Supplied.

BURLINGTON LICENCE HOLDERS, for Handit

'

bar. Mudguard, or Si(]ccar. 3 .'6, 4/6, and 6;'6'

Postage 4'].

LICENCE HOLDERS and NUMBER PLATE
COMBINED, 6/6, Postage 6d.

£65
£85

£110

£100

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS, Convert your clutch into
Foot, as well as Hand-Control. Fitted in a few
moments bj'"any amateur. Price 4/-, Postage ^d

Trade Supplied.

TO 4 h.p. DOUGLAS RIDERS.
^^'rite for particulars of Clutch Conversion Set.

No more broken drawbolts.

Write for our Bargain List, and List of Agencies.

CASH OR DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD,
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.
'Grams : Burlington Motors, Clapham "

(50 yards from Clapham Common Under-
ground Sta^.on)

.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Indian.

1 Ql.8 Indian. 5-61i,p., splendid condition, 3-sp
-*-«/ rlntch and kick starter, alV accessories; £"65.-

Nugent Ter., St. John's Wood, N.W.8. [9

7-9h.p. Indian Ttoadster, clutch model, good luni
Older; owner fining abroad; £S6, or nearest, n

be &old.—63, Hastings Rd.^ Maidst-one. [9

INDIAN" 1915 7-9h.p.. 3 speeds, clutch, tick si

good condition; £65.—Parker's, Bradshawp
Bolton, and 245, Dean*gate, .Manehester. - [Xi

INDIAN 192Q 7-9h.p. Powerplus, electrically equip
low mileage, equal ro new; £160,—Parker's, B

sliawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate. Mancheste
'X6

rQ20
Indian Powerplus Combination, absoluu-ly

•-' iact condition, 3,000 miles, owner going abro
£170, or near offer.—Elton Morris, The Gaev, H
ford. [8

Indians'.—1919 Po^^-erplus. 7-9h.p., 3-speed. ch
10, reconditioned; replat^d, re-enamelled, ei

new; £80.-7, Batoum Gardens, Hammersmith.
don. W.. -

----- -

- . . [9

j 020 Indian Gorabination, dynamo Ufe^htin?.
-K-*' pli^te ^tiuipinent, excellent con'-litioii, stored s

September; 150 gua. — Shenord, Br. John's Coll
CJiutnidge. ... - L9

£65 Ke'iujes 7-5h.p. Indian combination, in escel
condition; several others to choose from; pi

right.—Halt Motor Co., Ltd., Kilbnru 'Lane, W
Tel.; "Willesden 1341. t?

1 Q21 Indian Powerplus. 7h.p., withde luxe side

I J-t' flectrirally equipped throughout, just deliv;

from maker?; £226. lor quick sale; delivered.—Le^
63, Field St., . Kettering. -- * - [9

1 Q20 Big Valve Indian" Powerplufl Combination,
-fi-t/ -gage gxid, lasting, triple sidecar i-priugs,

Uaule.l makers, insiued. licensed; £195.—Hoge', 4, B
enhfill Mansions, Baker St., \V. [9

"j Q'20 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., as new. dym
J~*y lighting, electric horn, speedometer, unpun«itu
Easting sCJeen, tooJs. spares; £175. tax paid::^Teu
34, Hiiddle=lon Rd., Tuinell Park, N.7. . [9

INDIAN (19141 7-9h.p,, clutch, engine
87F009. rhurnugtily overhauled, new tyiea,

accessories; £45.—Brosse, 120, Cranley Gardens, 5;

well Hill, N.IO. "Plione; Horn.s"y 2314. [9

1Q 15-16 Indian 5-6h.p., 3 speed.i, clut^-b and 1

l~*y starter, all lanips', lionniksen .spee<3ometer, t

perlecb, very last, gnaranteeil, perfect; £80.—Horn;
243, Lower'Clapton Rd., N. "Phone : Dalston 240

'9

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. Powerplus Cflrabinalion, m
age 3,000. hand and foot clutch,, special side<

eleitricajly equipped, full set of t-ools and spai

£130.-Hewiu'3 Garages, Ltd., the real service fi

Taunton. [8

INDIAN Powerplus 7-9h.p. Conibination, Miilf(
3 .speeds, dual clntch." spring frame, lamps, >pe(

meter, sprung pillion. Easting, little nsed, apepara
and condition new: reasonable offer.—Robert Bremi
8, Hillside St., Edinburgh. [9

INDIAN Scout, 1920 model, lamp set and median
horn, low mileage, carefuly used,., first-ci

mechanical condition and Appearance, fast machi
€125.—Herbert Robinson. Ltd., 52-35, Green St.. C:
bridge. Tel.; 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [9i

1Q16-17 Indian 7-9h.p., 3-speed, spring frame, clnt
At/ kick start) in splendid condltioii; any exlpert
aiiiinrdion; electric lighting set complete, and horn, 1

bulbous sidecar, npholst'eied, and .^ccessoriw ; fIK
Fit(h, Hartley M'intney, Winehfield, near Basingst-c
Hampshire.

^
[9^

INDIAN, 1916, 7-9h.p., with Swan sporting ^idec
wind screen, 3 speeds, olutcli, kick starter, ac

mulator lighting, epare petrol can carrier, to(

spares, etc.. excellent condition; 105 gns., or off

trial Saturday alternodns hv appointinent.—Belmo
CMnbrcok Rd., Grove Park, S.E. [9<

Ivy.

IVY 2-stroke, 1919: ±45.-'\A'iite Hailing, 8, Peart
St., Wateiloo Rd., S.E. [1(

1 Q?0 Ivy, 2^4h.p., footboards, legshields, soil*
-It/ £55.—Marston^Sl, Bridge St, Chester. [9f

IVY 1921 Models.—Sole district agents, Wes
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury. 'Phoi

72. - [5(

IVY Cycle-^.-1921 models in stock.—Rothwell i

Millwurne, Cowleigh Garage, Malvern. [1'

IVY, the aristocrat of its type; delivery ol all moc
from stock; prices and catalogue post free.—

S

District Agents, The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Te
444. [4(

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol all Ivy models, the ackn
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars. H.

Henly and Co., London and District Agents, 91,
Po?tland St.. W.l. Mayiair 4084.

1 /\h.p. 90 Boie o.h.v. Ivy-Jap^ aluminium dice, b
-L" finish, straight through l^.-jin. copper ©xhnu
80 m.p.]i. exceeded at Brooklands, every eox^essory, fix

raoine juncliine in Midlands; £95. or olt'er; seen
^pponitm'jut.—54, Brirwick St., Birmingham. [91

[OC

Ixion.

TXIONN" 2%h.Pj Villiers, 3 Bpeedg, with lamps; £5i
. H^le, Bourts, LydbrooJr, Gloe. [9;

ould quote the number at the end of eflcfi advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES
ixlon.

FOR SALE.
I

9

I

KION-VILI.TERS 2=41i.p-. perlect condition; £35.—
Fuller. 16, Trafalgar Studios, JIanresa Hd.,

elsea, S.W.3. .
[9569

.Inmes

19 James 5-6]i.p. Combination, complete witli

lamps, etc.; 100 gns.—Talbot. Ware. [9192

920 5-6h.p. James Combination, makers" price

£190; what offers.—Sliepherd, Enfield Highway
Waltham X 31.

"'
[0310

AMES New Combination, all models for immediate
delivery from stock.— Sole di.strict agents, Tlie

Isall Garage. Walsall. Tel. : 444. [4012

AMES 5-6h.p. Comhinntion. 1920. nse.i only foi

mini runs, fully equipped; £170.—RatclitTe Bros.,
0, Of. Portland St.. "ft'. Miiyfair 5042.- [0423

AMES S-6h.p. 1920 ilodel Coluhiuiition, ahsolutely
unused, complete with lamps, horn, etc.; £150.—

J. Eviin3,ai-91, John Jtright St., Biruiingbam. [9412

919 James Coaclibuilt Combination, 5-6h.p.. 3
speeds, excellent condition throughout; £95.—

nk ale Private Motor Begistry. 35. long Acre. W.C.
[0476

AMES New 5-61I.P. Twin. Model de Luxe sidecni,
il70, list £190; also new S'.ih.p. twin solo, £120.
LI 55.—Stevens, 248. (icoch St.. Bitminghnm.9[X6602
20 4i^h.p. James Combination, new July. onl>
ridden few lumdrcd miles, perfect condition

ouchout: £130.—P. J. Evans, 81.91, John Bright
, Birmingham. [9401
AME.S, 4ilh.p., 3.specd. nll.chain, with James

Canoelet sidei-ar. accessories; very cheap. .^:75.—
wnham Motor Co.. 223, Jfammersinitli Rd., \V.6.
honp ; Haramersrailh 80.

920 5.6h.p. James Combination, electric
1921 engine, run 400 miles, anv trial, going

; £180; carriage paid.—Albert Walker, 10.
Grove, Soulhport, Lancashire. [9259

'EW 6li.p. Twin Janica Combination, Model de Lusm l.ull.nus l.iick side. ;ir, one only, slightlv shop-sojlml
great rednctioii. Write for .special Imrgiiin list —Tt
emler Stotor Co.. .\slon Rd., Birmingliam. [9997
OX.FI. li.nve n 1919 .T.tuics 4V,h.p. combination, a-

ii-'W, conipleti^Iy c^iiiipped, olectrie not: £120—5
tli .St. Harapstcnd (near Hiimpstend Tube Station).
lie; Hampste-id, 37S2. noiira 9-7. including Satiir-

[9379
MMEDIATE Delivery of any .lames Model; cash or

Iclerred payments; book your order now, and
disappointment later.-Burlington' Motors. Ltd..nth Side, Clapham Common, S.\V.4. 'Phone- Brix-

2417. . [1052
J.A.P.

A. P., 4h.p., T.T., single gear, just overhauled, tol
lowing new parts fitted; tank, carburetter

mile bars, mudguards, saddle, rear wheel and
Im-r C.ord tyres, engine overhauled by makers

B. and B., and rc.enamelled, very fast, guur-
teed: £40; first cash sccures.-Hill, 3,' Bedford Rd,
est Ealing, ^V.13.

J.E S
.E.S. 1921 -Models

Phone: 8S2.

[1.037

light

[9499

f!o:ii stock.—Gibb,

'.E.S.

nearest.

-

Gloure-stei

[0441
E.S.. £17/10; guriLintee.) ;dl reliable, new tvrej.

nccessories.—Claj-don, Eattiy. Keut. I94.';0
Cyclette. splendid condition; 22 gns . or

Withers. Old Park Terrace, Wednesbury.
[9912

hingshtiry.
ill p. Kingsbury 2.9pe<d 2-»tioke Motor Cycle, new
* -Sept., 1920, unpunctured, mileage 600 Miller

nU'H horn, tools, tni paid: £61/10.-63, SiKor Hd'
Derby. (992C

Len-Francis.
Q19 Lea-Francis, practically new condition, and
I' complete with ncces-sories and speedometer, etc
genuine bargain.— G9, Church Rd., Hendon. N.W.4.

[9294EAFRANCIS 1920, shop-soiled only. list price
£130; oar price £115; orders now accepted for

21 raodels.-Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Pcrtland Si ,

Mayfair 5042. [0431
JEW Lea-Francis, 2.sp3Cd. clutch, and kick starter.
' .M.A.G. engine at list price, £130; or on deferred
ynioats AX extrn ; only one-flfth deposit, balance b>
mi nthly instalments.—Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Brcmp

n Rd., London. [9937
EA FR.\NCIS. brand new S'/.h.p. twin. 2-speed.

Clutch, kick starter, all enclosed chain drive.
g.iUy shop-soiled, maker-' guarantee; exceptional
rgain. £112.-City agents; Elce and Co., J5-16.Sliopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0070
EA-FRANCIS S'-di.p. M.A.G. engine, Milllnrd >id.>-

cnr, August, 1920, mileage under 400, detachnble
eels, »pare_whcel and tyre, speedometer. D.A. light-
g with spnro cylinder, etc., condition ns new: £135 —
ewili s Garages. Ltd., The Real Serviie l-"irui, Taunton.

. ,
[9456

I evln.
EVI3. Levis. Levis.

E-VTLEMAN'S Popular Model. f60: lady's Popular
Model. £60; immediate delivery. Levis specialists

Id sole distributors for London and district. Sparr
irts stocked, repairs undertaken.—Vivian Hardie and

lane Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond
*^ '- (0384

THE
1920

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

JULIAJN's', of Reading, have 1921 Lavis in stock.
[0483

GIBB. Gloucester.—1921 Levis from stock.—'Phone ;

852. . (0442

1 O20 Levis, perfect condition; 43 gns.—'Write B.aibci,

-Li/ 4. I'alliser Court, W.14. [9210

ARE
GOING.

BUY NOW!
List by netuni.

1921 MODELS.
£ s.

7 h.p. A.J.S. Dynamo 243

8 h.p. ENFIELD
combination 160

7-9 h.p HARLEY-
DAVIDSON 287 15

6-7 h.p. B.S.A.

combination 207

n h.p. DOUGLAS 85

4 h p. TRIUMPH 127 10

8h,p. IMPERIAL 186

21 h.p. TRIUMPH 70

8 h.p MATCHLESS 205

10 h,p. PREMIER
Runabout 288

MORGAN De Luxe 224

KINGSBURY 295

G.N. 275
and several others.

TERMS :—l down and 11
payments.

EXCHANGES.

LAMB'S
151, HIGH ST., WALTHAMSTOW

'Phone: Walthatnstow iGo (2 lines).

387, EUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.
'Phone : Museum 40/3.

50, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, N.
'Phone : I-Iorn?cv 1956.

iy"gain,''i43"-Wn'nstrad°386"
'"

[9794

35.—Levis nbont 1915), 2-sreed, good tyres, lumps,

just oveihaulcd.—King. Egrove. Oxford. [X6607n£

Julian. '84, Hioud St., Beading.
(9143

LEVIS 2"-4li.ii., 1919, Edmonds siuiug frame, 2-sreert,

chain drive; £43.-116, Tuani ltd.. I'lumstcnd.
[9782

LEVIS, splendid condition, recently overhauled, riden

by lady only.—W., 47, Brondesbury Villas. Kilr

burn. [9378

LEVIS Popular, 1916. lamps, horn, little used,

splendid condition; £35.-23, Graemcsdyke Av..

1 020 Levis, very httlo uso'l, prnetically eju.il to

-Li/ new; 48 gns.-
- -. - .-.- -..._..

•Phone; 1024.

TO 16 Levis, everything excellent condition, ncces-

i-V .sories; 30 gns.—Fersfleld. Wcstbury Rd.. tSC\v

Malden. Surrey. [9656

rQ21
Levi.s 2>.;h.p. : the lender of its claas.-Immediiitc

«? delivery irolu authorised ngcuts, Uallisou nud

r.inikall. Chichester. [9156

£39; tax paid; 2i.ih.p. Levis. 1915, new condition,

accessories.—Kinsev, 352. Lower Addiscombc ltd..

(•ro.vdon. 'Phono: 1129. [9806

LEVIS, the finest 2.stroko in the world; delivery

from sXock; £60.-Solc district agents, Ihc W ni-

elli Garage, Walsall. Tol. : 444. [4013

Lr:VIS 2' -'.h. p.,, 1917, chain drive. 2-specd, lamps,

born, and tools, in good order; £50, or near offer:

;.rivate owner.-Kerridgcs Garage. Alton. Hants. [9825

1 O30 Lcvi.s. excellent appearance, mechanically ns

!•/ now. fully CQuipiicd. ele<tric lighting, good tyres;

liargnin. £47: approval.—Sutton Valence, 199, Unthant

ltd., Norwich. [9956

IN" Stock 1921 T/>vis, £60. Good itino needs no bush.

Nult f»l!-Sole agents. The Hcndinglev Motor and

l-;ugin«ering Co.. Ltd.. 18. St. Miclioers Lnno. I*ods

I'hono: lleadiuglcy 480. [»298

-in21 Levis Popular. 2-stroko. latest model, for iin-

lif mediate delivery; £60; ea.sy payments accepted

;

evchangca.-Olllciiil agents. Iloraac's, 243, Lower

Clapton lid., N. 'I'hone: llalslon 2408. [9718

Martlnsyde
CHAN'S, of Heading hovo 1921 Maitinsydc in RloiAv

1 020 Mnrtin,syd« nnd Sidfl<-nr, with hood, ecicen.

Lif electric lanipn, liuru. tyros unpnctiired. mngnif^-

cnt condition; 137 gns.-Juli.an. 84. Uroad St.. Eefi-l-

nig. 'Phono: 1024. (9142

MARTINSYDE Combination (.July. 1920). stored

winter, hood, screen, leg shields, Magd>;no light-

ing horn. spoe<lonictcr, nearly new; £185.-Collins, 6_.

I-', Aer Hill Hd., Dedford. [9163

Mntchleas.

VIATCHLESS.

1 021 Models cow rendy: nil the Intest imtirove-

IV mentj. You ran hnve one now. or book delivery

(or nnv forwnrd dnte. EvciT combination pcrsonnllv

tested by the Matchless ppecinlist. Spares of nil dates

in 8tock.-J. Tiiwell. la. Bloomfleld Ud.. I'lunistead^^^

TtTLIAN'S of Heading have 1921 Miitdiless in stwl^

I Q21 Matchless, standard, lamps, mileage 70; £182.

I J/ —Below.

1 021 Matchless. Magdyno. mileage 100. absolutely

IV unscratched; £197.-Edwards. 60. Harrington

ltd.. South Kensington. Thone : Kensington 3709^^

1 Q21 Matchless Outfit in stock. Lucas lamps; ^?15.--:

Lu Cross. Agent. Rotherh.-uu. 1X6549

GIBB GlouccMer can deliver 1921 Matchless models

trim stock.-'Phone : 852. [0445

J

19
M

'1 Matchless ^fagdvno Combination, brand new:

f198.—After 6. 4'l. Madrid ltd.. Barnes. (8166

ATCrlLE.SS C3. Combination; £60.-59. Palfrev
Place. Dorset Rd.. Clapham Rd. S.W.8. [9755

MATCHLESS. 1921, just delivered; will drop £10.—
Boyd, 9, West Heath Av.. Goldcrs Green. N.W.

[1025
1020 Mntchlcss Combination, August, M.A.G., £50
X*J extras; £175; exchanges.-^17, Birchington Rd.,
High Rd., Kilburn. [9327

1 Q21 Matchless Combination, immediate delivery;XU easy terms.—Iloniac's, 243. Lower Clapton Rd..
N. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [9719

MATCHLESS 1921 Models; orders now accepted for

immediate delivers-.—RntcliSe Bros.. 200. GL Port-
l.ind St.. W. Mayfoir 5042. [0424

1 Q20 Mfitchlesg Combination. 8h.p. J.A.P.i new con-
XiJ dition. fitted everything: low price; paiticulnrs.
-Weaver. Arc:ide, Okeh.-impton. [9274

All letters relating to advertisements should ciuote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the is.stie. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

T-91i.p. U.A.G. Matchless Combination, Mntcliloss S.C.
new 1921, accessories, speedometer, siiares : 85 j;ns.

-19, Streatley Rd.r Eilbuiu. [9770

MATCHLESS 1921 Models.—Liberal exchange allow-
ances.-Authorised agents, R, B. Clark and Co.,

7 ^Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. [1022

"I O^l Mntchles,* Combination, S-spe&d, dynamo light-
-*- «^ ing, very little used, better than new; 195 gns.

—

Jnlh.iu, 84, Broad St., Keacling. 'Phone: 1024. [9141

MATCHLESS 1921 Models in Stock; cash, exchange,
or extended terms.—City agents : Elce and

Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile -St., E.C.3.
[0072

MATCHLESS 1920, Mrfgdyno lichting, combination,
hood, screen, speedonieter^ £180, or oft'er; exchange

|

Enfield combination.—Spurling, SrCourthope K.d., Hamn-
stead. N.W. [9304

|

"I
Q'20 J\Iatchless CK;mbination, M.A.G. engine, screen.

-jLvJ spare wheel, 'lamps, horn, rear "strive speedo-
meter, slightly soiled; £185.—Marston, 31, Bridge
St., Chester. [9590

MATCHLESS Bh.p. 1920-21 Combination, dyuiimo
hghting, only driven 60 miles; cost £245, accept

£220.-ViYian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, AVoodstocl:
St;. Bond St.. W.l [0417

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., hood,
screen, spare Tvheel, lamps, done 2,500 miie?,

almost new condition; price £175.—Humphries, Baker,
59, High St., Egham. [9650

MATCHLESS 84-P- Combination, 1920, dyuamo hght
ing, practically as new;- guaranteed perfect; £18C'

genuine bargain;—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24
Woodstock St., Bond St.. W.l. [041,-

"I
(tfel9 Matchless Combination, Liicas lamps and horn,

-Li? "Watford speedometer, spare wheel, etc., whole
combination is like new; first cheaue S^ISO.—Walbro,
Ely, Cambs. 'Phone: 48 Ely. [9237

MATCHLESS Service Tlepot. 'Phone: Greenwich
751.—All 1921 new models. Secure one now. De-

monstration ride with pleasure at S. E. Clapham [Motors),
Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [1030

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, dj'namo
lighting, spare wheel, hood, screen, Capac car-

buretter; £160.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hanimer-
•^inith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1035

MATCHLESS-M.A.G. 8h.p. 1917 Combination, hood
and screen, electric lighting, spare wheel and

4 sound tjires, speedometer, licence, insurance to
April; £105.—The Ley, Northwich, Cheshire. [9416

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, 1921 model,
M.A.G. engine, Magdyno lighting, just arrived

linm works; immediate delivery at makers' price, £230.
—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olj'mpia, London. £9359

MATCHLESS 1919 Sh.p. Combination, Victory
Model, detachable wheels and spare, Lucas

accessories hood, screen; exceptional bargain, £115.
—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3
- [0066

MATCHLESS Combination .—Book vour orders no'n

with Ross. 86, High Rd., Lee. S.E.. for 1921
models; deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order re-

ceived; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models
also in stock. [5666

MATCHLESS, 1921 Models, from £205; demonstra-
tions daily.—Agent- (wholesale and retail), for

S.W. London : George Smith, 268, Lavender Hill (opp.

Arding and Hobbs), Clapham Junction. 'Phone

:

Battersea 1271. [9423

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 1920 Bh.p. -Combination, hood,
curtains, wind screen, leg shields, all lanip':^ (new),

sjiare wheel, tools find spares, tax paid, splendid condi-

Hon; best reasonable offer accepted.—40, Queen'i^ Rd.,
' Ea^t Grinstead.^ . -

"

[9298

-|Q21 Matchless in stock; al-so soiled (2) 1920. £190-
XU £215 each; terms quarter down, 11 payments;
much below makers' price.—X,amb's, 387. Euston Rd..
N W. 50, High Rd., Wood Green, 151. High St..

Walthamstow. [1012

MATCHLESS Model H. Combination, to makers
specification, £205; . dynamo lighting model,

£231/7/6: o- on Harrods unique easy payment system
for a small extra charge.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromp
ton Rd., London. [9933

Sh.p. Second-lumd Motehlees Combination,- with de-

tachable wheels and spare with tyre, lamps, horn,

hood and screen, luggage grid, etc., in -very nice order

and condition; £135; earsy payments for small extra

charge —Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London.
[9934

-J 020 Matchless Model H Combination, rear drive,

it? speedometer, Lucas horn and lamps, D.A.
lighting, sidecar step, and extra storm apron, spare
re°ar chain unused, tax paid; seen after 6: £175.—
Marshall, 51, Holmewood Gardens, Brixton Hill, S.W.

[9491
MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London

agents for the delightfully sprung and practic-ally

designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce on
thre^e wheels; immediate delivery from stock; for cash,

deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied; all

spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

and "at Wogdside Parade. North Finchley. [0381

flletro.

1 Qi9 Metro-Tyler, lamps, discs, tax paid; £39.—
it/ 29a, Brrley St., Blackpool. [9977

Oih.p. Metro-Tyler, S. tyne. 1920, 2 speeds, like new,
^2. fxiliy eijuipped ; any trial ; £72.-26, Newland Rd.,

Worthing. [9341
,

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

2,500 New Covers
(Ex Government Stock).

28 X 3 Kempshall, Macintosh,

and Wood- Milne

26 X 2| Clincher de Luxe

30/ - each, plus carriage.

Brand new heavy 26 X 2f Clip-

per Covers, to fit 2j rims

28/6 each, plus carriage.

Tubes for above 6/6 each.

CRABTREE & SON, LTD.,

MOTOR ENGINEERS, WISBECH

UNRENOVATED
EX GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES.

Still a large quantity to clear from

the Slough Depot at SCRAP
PRICES.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE
OF OVER 100

RENOVATED 2| h.p.

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES

OverKauled, stove enamelled, repkted.

Tanks in makers' colours.

£52 10s. each.

Special price for quantities. Particulars of

these and theunrenovated machines by writing.

otor Cycles/
ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
- Metro.

1Q20 2',4h,p. Metro-Tyler, 2-speea, demonstrati
-L*J model, only run 50 luile.^, as ne^; to clear £6C
Bambers', Eastbank St., Sontbport.

METEO-TTLEB 1920 2iill.p., feetl gear, ;ib-olut
as new; £60.— Pa-rker's, Bradsliaivgale, Bull

and 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X6J

METRO-TYLER, 1920 model. Type S, 2-speoi3,
used, shop-soiled only ; list luice £96 ; accf

£70.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright Utr, Binnii
ham. [§4

METRO-TYLEK, brand new, latest S-Type 2-spe
2-stroke, fully guaranteed; offered at t

greatly reduced price o! £70.—Elce and Co., 15-:

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., EX.3. [OO

Minerva.
MINERVA, C.A.V., JJruids, lamp, h.,rn. jii«t ov

hauled; £19, offer; lide aivav.^lll, FramDi
Rd., .Hanwell. [95

3ih.p. Minerva,- condition- gobdj^ except^'or sli&h
2 cracked cylinder, .side -TTTIves, Bosch; and

and B. :.fl5.—Taylor, 7, Victoria St., Clayton We
Huddersfleld. " _

- " [97

IMoto^Reve.
MOTO-HEVE 25;h.p. Twin, believed 1913. good cc

dition, runnmg order; nearest £25.—Beckwi
High Lau,5ley, Buruhope, Durham. [92

LIGHTWEIGHT Moto-Reve 2'ih.r.. V twin, raa|
clutch, in good running order, new Dnnlop, bai

and carbnristter, a hit shabijy, "l)-,it no repairs neede
bargain for £19 only, lowest.—Keen, Leominster. [9"

^lotosacocht.
MOTOSACOCIIE. good order, less batterv; offers.

C. Johnson, Skelton, nr; York. [X64

M0TO.9AC0CHE.. splendid, order; £20; take .

cycle part.— 57. Iveubury St., Camberwell, Loudn
[97'

New Hudson.
1 O20 New Hudson Lightweight, soiled: £60 to cleai^ —Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [95!

NEW HUDSON 3Vih.p., 2 speeds, fine conditio:
£24.-17, Heaton Rd., N. Mitcham. _

[9Bi

4 h.p. New Hudson-Jap, 3-speed, smart, good conditioi
£32.-12, Garfield St., Leicester. '

,
[X64!

WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Limdo
E.C.4.—New Hudson 2»4h.p., 1920; i52'10. [10'

NEW HUKSON" 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, -K.S., smai
perfect o'rder; £55.-^67, "Wantage Rd.', Reading.

- LX659
1 C|20 New Hudson 2f4h.p.^ brand new; £63..
Xt/ Edwards. 5U, Harrington Rd., South Kensinj
ton. S.W. 7. Phone ; Kensington 3709. [635

"VfEW HUDSON Combination, 4h.p., 1919, accc
-Ll sories, little used; a bargain, :^95.—Taylors. Ltc
52, Sussex Place, S.W. 7. 'Phone : Kensington 7260.

[041

I Q 13-14 Sy^h.p. New Hudson Combination, 3-sijee
-LtP clutch, electric lamps, horn, mirror, in e.xcellei

condition a bargain, £45.—Bambers', Eastbank St

Southpoit.
-

- _, [993

NEW HUDSON 2-stiokc, 1920, new October, all a
cessorie.s, owner- no louaer reciuires: rea^onabj

offer aceepted.—Oapt. Dickson, E.A.M.C. Mess, Slil

bank. S.W. - [924

"VTEW HUDSON 1921 Ace Model in Stock, 75 gns,

-L* also de luxe, 65 gns. ; also a 1920. only soilet

£60; much below makers' price; terms quarter dowr
II payments.—Lamb's, 3S7, Euston' Ed.. .M.W.. -5(

High fed.. Wood Green, 151, High St.. Wallhamstov
[101

New Imperial.

JULIANS, of Heading; have 1921 New Imperial 'I

stock. - [048

£55; New Imperial, 2.'>4h.p. J.A.P.. 2 speeds, lamp:
horn, good condition.—143, Ravensbury Rd

Earlsfleld, S.W. [102

4h p New Imperial-Jap, 3-speed. clutch, splendi

conditionT £45.-29, Wimhledon ' Park Rd
Wandsworth, S.W. - [916

NEW IMPEKIAL-J.A.P., absolutely new, slight!

shop-soiled, 2-speed ; 67 gns.-Julian, 84, Broa

St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [914

7 021 New Imperial 2";.ih.p. solo and Bh.p. conibin:
XtJ tions.—Prompt deliveries from authorised agenti

Harrison and Bunkall, Chichester. [915

NEW IMPEEI-\L Combination, 8h.p., .ibsolntel

new, sliehtly shop-soiled; 160 gns.-Juhan, 8'

Broad -St., E'eading. 'Phone: -1024. [914

ATEW IMPERIAL, 2-jh.p. J.A.P., clutch, and kic

i> starter, 1920; £65.—Taylor, Ltd., 52, Susse

Place, S.W.7. 'Phone : Kensington 7260. [041

NEW IMPERIAL 1919'8h.p. with Sunbeam Sideca

fuUy equipped. Easting; -£145.—Parker's. Bi'a(

shawgate," Helton, and 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X650

BARGAIN.—Practically new 2^;h.p. New" Imperia

Jap, - 2-sreed, clutch, kick start: £65,. indudij

new^ licence.—40, Wellington Rd., St. John's Wooi

N.W.8. - [936

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1921 model, 2?4h.p., '

speed, kick starter, hand clutch, brand new, ill

used; immediate delivery; 85 gns. — Central Garagf

Henley-on-Thames. [107

A^i All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
New Imperial.

IMPEEIAI/-J.A.P. 2;'i;lj.ii.

SALE.

'EW 2-sree(l diodel,

urnnii new. siiop-:fOile(j only Uirgain, £70.—P. J.

,n«, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [9402

0.*- H. ha\e a New luiiierial. 2''{th.p.. kick starter,

siiop-soiled: £78.-5, Heath St., Hamp.=tead (nKir
mp^ti-ad Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752
uTk 9-7, inckldins Sattivdays. [9382

h.p. 1919 New Imperial, J. A.P.. as new, lamps.
speedcmeter, and accessori&i, Canoelet sidecar,

ker at back, ]ugf;age carrier, all finished black and
d; what offers?—Britannfa, 27, Fulham Palace Rd.,
mmersmith. [9737

MJIEDIATE Delivery of any New Imperial Alodel

;

cash or deferred payments; book yoiir order now,
i avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors,
a.. South Side, Claphara Common, S.W.4. 'Phone

:

ixton 2417. [1005
Q17 New Imperial Combination, Bh.p., 3-apoed
«/ countershaft, 3 hiiup sets, Lucas horn, 5 new
nlop tyros, and tools, in absolutely perfect condi-
0, only u.^d 4,000 miles; il(}5.—Wallis, 23, Hart-
ton Orove, Cambridge. [9396
'EW IMPEEIAl Motor Cycle.* and Combimitions

Hij.plied at njannfactureftf' list prices for cash or
llanous nnique easy payment system for a small

tra charge ; full particulars on applicatiou.—Harrods'
d., 113, Brompton Ed., Loudon. [9932
h.p. New Imperiar Combination, ohiiin drive, coni-

jili-te with lamps and horn, Tiought new Aug. last
d \. ly littlo used, in excellent condition throughout:
h £145: easy pjiynients for a «moll extrn cliarge.—
iji'ls, Ltd.. 118'8, Brompton Ed., London. [9935

921 New Imperial Combination, latest model in
>t.jck for immediate delivery. £186/18; light-

ighl .Model 1 £80; 17. M.)del 2 £89/5; easv payments
epicd; exchanges.- Oflicial agents, lioniac's. 243.
\\cr Clapton Rd.. N. 'Phone ; Dalston 2408. [9720
ri:\V I.MPERIAL, 1921. 2''4h.p.. 2.siieed. dutch,
I and kick starter, 85 gns. ; 8h.p. combination.
8 L;ns. : extended tf rms, one auarter cash depo.sit
i 12 monthly instalments.-City agents: Elce and
.. 15 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.C.3.

[0074
New Scale

JEW SCALE S'/ih.p., 1920 model, ns now: £80.-
tleorge Eastwood, Wholesale lliiiket, Uuddcrs

I'l r8320
E« SCALE-PRECISION Combinaticn, 1920, 3';

h.p.. 2-speed, kick start, good soirmi cutlit; £100:
ccpl halt down.—Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone.
oscd Sundays. [9674

Norton
IBB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Nortons Iron'

St. ick. -'Phone : 852. [0444
HORSJIAN for Norton*.-Vi( tor Ilotsmrm, Ltd., 7,

Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0471
EW T.T. Norton, just delivered; £98; in^ftock

-

Holland Uros., Ltd., Bo.=ton. Lines. C737S
X7"i^'f.IAMS' Garage, Olieltenluim, cau give inime-
' diale delivery ol any model Norton. (X6444
ORTON 1921 Models from stock.-The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9994

JUltTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere; earlv
^ dates.-Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublni [6126
irORTOX'S for immediate delivery, each machine
' -pccially tuned.—Evans's Garage, Newport. Salop

[X65S7
EPT.. 1920. T.T. Norton, fullv winipred, mileage

• 11.500; £92.-41, Tavi«to.-k Diivc, Nottmifham.
[9523

919 3' Ml. p. T.T. Norton. Philipson, .ill accessories-
fS5.—68, High L:uie, Chorltou-tum-Hardr, Man-

ester. [9248
TORTON 1921 Models.-Solo district agents. We«sex
' Motors, Ltd., 60, -Catherine St., Salisbury,
hone : 72. [5O05

915 3ll.h.p. T.T. Norton, in good condition, verv
last

; ;e58, near offer.—70, Camden Mews, Cam'-
n IM.. N.W. [9802
TdltTON Combination, Big Four (J-spewl). splendid
' order; £78: take solo part.— 57, Kenburv St.
mbcrwcll, London. f9775

r
ORTON 1919 Siyi.p., B.R.S.. very fast. Philipson.

discs, all accessories, any trial, as uew, tax paid:
00.-39, Mosack Rd.. Balhani. S.W. [9515

BRO0KI,.\NDS Racing Special Norton, about 1917
or 1918. very last, brand new heavy tyres; £74"'-

9. Red Hill, Basiett, Southampton. [9894

XTAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shix> Lane, London.—Norton "com-
t hiiintiou. Big Eour. fitted with ]Je Luxe side-

w 1921, just dehvcred from works: £177. [1082

921 Norton 4, 3-sr.eed>. with -Montgomery purple
sid-car, brand new turnout, unused : £170. or

change modern solo.—Shaw, Durkar, Wakefield.
[9245

DISTRICT Agent lor Derbyshire lor the Norton
motor cycle; can deliver an.vwhere; all models

t ick: immediate delivery.—H. Palin. Ltd.. Bourne
Derby. [8905
E.S. Norton 3',ih.p., 1919. Philipson, spare every-
thing very nearly, very last, of course; good ^-on-

tiou tljioughout; £85.—T. Twentyman, Pickering,
arks. iDl [8633

921 Norton Models. Big Four. B.R.S. (Philipson).
and 3'..h.p. T.T. countershalt. immediate de

err.- Spa Motor and Engineering Co., South ClifT

arborough • [7626

J'

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

REBUILT
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES,

overhauled in our own workshops,

stove-enamelled, replated, tanks in

makers' colours, ne'w tyres, guaran-

teed, complete with tool bags, kit

and pump

Douglas 2^ h.p. - - £65

Douglas 4 h.p. - - £85

Douglas Combination,

with new body in

Douglas colours - £105

Triumph 4 h.p - - £95

REBUILT
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES

overhauled, but not re-enamelled,
good tj-res.

P, & M., 31 h.p. - - £65
P. & M. and sidecar- £75
Clyno, 5-6 h.p. - - £70

New 1921 Douglas

2-speed gear -

3-speed gear -

Douglas, 2|h.p., clutch,

kick- start, ridden 500

miles, complete equip-

ment _ . _ -

£85
£100

£85.

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers, Wisbech.

MOTOU^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton

BIG Four Ncrtcn, 1919. countershalt, T.T. handle-

bars, Lucas lamps and horn, new tank, mecnanic-

ally perfect; £110, or near.—Apply by letter, Sykes.

University Club, Edgbastcn. li.b54H

1021 Big Four Norton, with tamily sidecar, childs

X«7 4cat wind screen; delivered by makers this

week- £184/10; immediate delivery.—The Premier

Motor Co., .\ston Rd., Birmingham. [9995

1Q20 Norton Big Four, with lamps, horn, and
ly kncegrips. soiled, £125 to clear; latest 1921

Big Four, £135; and 3>';li.p. T.T 3-specd, £132

in stock.-Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [959^

NORTOX Motor Cycles.-Imracdiato delivery of nil

models: combination £177, Big Four solo £136

S'/.h.v. sports £132, 3V:;h.p. T.T. £98, sportmg Eidecar

£35.-!-P. J. Evaus, 81-91, John Bright St., BirminghaBK

N.U.T.

N.U.T,. 1921. brand-new, dynamo model ;
£125.---

Cnf(ov,l Wilson, 70, Royal Hospital Ed., Chelsea

S.\V.3. Tc!.: Kensington 7113. U09U

N.U.T.-Delivery Irom stock ol all ,jnoie\s. So'.e

wholesale and retail agents lor StaHordsbire; the

trade Eupplied.-The Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel

444.
'^"'

N.U.T. 1920 o'^h.p., Magdyno lighting, ran 100

miles indistinguishable Irom new; £1^5.— rar-

kers'. Bmlihawgale, JBolton, and 245, neansgate. Man^-

Chester.
^*

NU.T. Brand New 3',0h.p. Twin. 3-5peed, Lucas

Migdyno ligbting set, just received l™^ works

£125- also one without lighting eet, £100.-City

Agents ; Elce and Co.. 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.. Canlo-

mile St., E.C.3. •

NrT-\ few latest S'-l-h.p. N.U.T. machiii&s. stan-
•

dard spcciftcation, list r,rice 145 glis .
clearance

price £125; similar, minus dynamo '"sli'iOf/. ,*-l";i

brand new.-.Maudes'. 100. Ot. Portland St., ^^-l;
-J^!''

100. Paris St.. Exeter. l^'""

!
O.K.

TULIAXS of Reading liavo 1921 O.K. in
'•"'J^.qj

O.K. Junior, new. nnuscd; £45. - Marston. 31

Bridge St., CI ester 19597

O'
.».. Union brand, new, shop-soiled; £43.-Evans's

Garage, Newport, Salop. _ lAoaaJ

O28.-0.K. Junior 4-stroke. 2-speed, Eood tyres, spleii-

:t did tuunins order.-King. Egrove, Ctford. [X6608

1Q21 O.K.. absolutely new, very good \^Iue: 18 BJ?-
IV -Julian; 84. Broad St., Reading. Phone: 1024^

OK 2i;h.r. 3..S..V., 1917, -counterehaft, cnnipped

Cowev, lamps, Spares; £42.-4, Cedars ^d..

1 Tottenham: ^^°^

£43.-Brand new CK-Uuion, 1 ?.20; »'»° '^n"' "fi"
O.K.-Villiers. same price.-Wiilbro, Ely, CmnhB.

, •Phone; 48 Ely.
^^^^'^

F.O.C.H. have n new O.K.. 2-.^rie«l. sliop^oiled: £59

-5 Heath St., Hampstead (iioar Hampstead ru.l">

: Station!. 'Phone: Hampstead 3762. Hours 9-7. in-

chuhug Saturdays. L9i8i

Omega.

NEW 1920 Omega 2-!i>ecd; £75; in stock.-Randall

Aiidover.
^°^^^

0MEGA.-Immediat6 delivery of nil models -The
Rochester Auto Supply Co., Corporation St

Rwhcster.
' l"'"^

'

-I irk21 Omecn single speed, 2-sttoke. delivery from

|19 stc2r£50f 2^8 model. £58; other model,

in n few days.-Gtay and Rayncs, 8, Low Bd.. Bato.

Doncaster.
'"^^

rO C H. hnvo new Omega, ZJ.Ti.p.. kick starter.

6lion.£Oll9l; £73;i0.-6, Heath St.. Hampstead

!;near Hampetead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead

3752. Hours 9-7, including Sjiturdays. i»iBJ

I
P. and M.

JULIANS, of Heading, have 1921 P. and M. in rtwk^

n 17-18 P. .and M., minus mag and smaU parts: £35

LU -1, Othello St., Liverpool. 1='''"

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.--

3^.lip.r. and M. 1917 model, £67;i0. [1071

P.
and M. Combination, 1919, good condition; £95.

-Snelling, 2, .Mcrley Rd.. Twickenham. [9676

-I fk20 II te) P. and M. absolutely new condition:

i" £92 --Clark. 7. E.\hibition Rd.. South Kensing-

ton
1835^

1 1^20 P. and M.. R.A.F. model, £80, in good condi-

ly ti..n.-l'. A. Weetwood, 421, Harbome Ed.. Edg-

hastou. Birmingham. " [X6489

1 018 P and >I. Combination, storm apron, screen,

Xt/ l:imp tools, new tvres, condition new; bargain,

±90.-Ferguson, Cluirch Ed., Crowborough. [9437

FOR Sale, P. and M. comtiinatiorf. in good running

order, with lamps ;rad tools; f60.-Aprls\ J.

Walker. The Gables. Woodchester. Glcs. L84«i-

Pand M. 1919 Combination, lamps, spares, horn,

etc 1920 colours, in absolutely new condition,

:my trial" given : 78 gns.-A. Southern, 12, Tlirale E.I.

Streatham, S.W. ^^'"^

,M1 letters lel.iting to advertisements should quote the number ;it the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. '

P. and M. 1

P.
ami M., 1918. W.D., Millford eidecar, fnlly

'

oiiaipped, lampB, speedometer, soreen, etc., engine
I'lacticiiliy new, small mileage, insured, licensed; £80;
ap])Oiiitnii-it. — Maoiirtosh, llawlish, Cliatsworth Rd.,
N.W.2. " [9786

P.
and M. Motor Cycle Combination for sale, 3V2h.p.,
2-si)eed, - kick starter, mechaiijcally perfect, late

1919, complete accessories, tyrea and new, in perfect
ondition; oflers wanted.—Rich, 100, High St., Harlec^-
deu, N.W.I 0. [8903
PHELON and Moore ex-W.D. Models, thoronghiv

overhauled and guaranteed, tanks re-enamelled,
front brakes, chain cases; £78. Similar models over-
hauled and guaranteed by makers, £95: with side-
car , £100 and £110; easy payments 7yj% extra.

—

Maudes', 100. Gt. Portland St.. W.l, and Paris St..
Exeter. [9479

P. and S.

PEARSON-SOPWITII 1920 3h.p. 2-stvoke, 2-speed,
clutch, K.S., lamps, horn, registered, liew coudi-

lion; i£70.-Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
ltd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [1040

Paragon
20 3hp. Paragon; £45,-59. Pallrey Place, Dorset

Rd., Clapham Bd., S.W.8. [9754

- Peugeot.
K-6h.p. Peugeot C.B. Combination, 2 speeds. F.E.,
*-* H.S., Bosch. Amac; ride away; bargain, £35.—
51, Claiemont Rd., Tooting. [9495

Precision.

PRF.C1.SI0N 3Vdi.p., 2-specd, excellent order; £25.—
17, Heaton Rd., N. Mitcliam. - [9847

Premier
15 7-9h.p. Premier Combination, countersliatt

cars, good order; £55.-29, St. Leonard's St.,

19

19

New Aditcss—
25, NORTON STREET,

HALI FAJCa
EXCHANGES WANTED.

1921 NEW MODELS.
LAGONDA, ir.qh.p., coupt^, dickey;

full equipment ; reduced price .... £465
CALTHOR»'e, 2-seater, standard mode] 475 ens.

CALTHORPE, 4-seater, full equipment 495 gns.

CUVEMKr r-REMIER, 3-wheeler 1283 15

L.S.D., 8 h.p., 3-\vheeler £245
REX-BLACKBURNE Model 55 8 h.p.

Cjimbination, 23 x^, spare wheel .. £218 18
'DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3-speed, solo £100
*SCOTT, 3 I

h.p., 2-speed £130
« ROVAL RUBY, 3 h.p.. sprins; frame . . £120
"TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., aud Sidecar £161
Nnsv IfflfcRIAL, S h.p., and Sidecar £186 18

NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p, 2-speed ... £80 17

B.S.A. 4j h.p. 3-speed all-chain Com-
bination, hood, screen, and caiTier £161 15

"SCOTT Combination, 3in. Palmers £183 10

BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £187 10

ENFIELD, 2t h.p., 2-speed, lightweight £65
TRIUMPH, countershaft, and Sidecar. £161 '

B.S.A. twin Combination, Lucas
dyne, spare wheel, etc £235 9

*I920 models. Cash offers wanted,

1921 DOUGLASES.
2} h.p., 2-speed £85

2^' h.p.. 3-speed, no clutch £100
2j h.p., 3-speed, kick-start, clutch . .

.

£105

4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch £130

4 h.p. 3-speed Combination £170
Prices plus transit. Liberal exchanges.

AGENTS FOR
ACME-J.A.P., BfiADBURY, DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD. NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON, REX,
SUNPEAH, SCOTT, aid TRIUMPH Motorcycles;

L.S.D, nnrt COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheelers ;

AIREDALE, DOUGLAS. CALTHORPE, and

LAGONDA Lisht Cars; MILLS- FULFORD
and SWAN Sidecars.

Exchange enquiries solicited,

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

Solo Machines.

A.B.C., 1020, Magdyno lighting, speedo-
meter, electric honi, 700 miles . , , , £132 10

EDMUND, 2j h,p., 1920, as new £75
AKIEL. ^*. h.p., 3-SDced countershaft. . £105

PREMIER, 3!^ h.p.,"new tank £25
NlErRO-rYLER. 2 speed, red £62 10

DOUGLAS,i920, 2jh.p., 3-sp., accessories £87 10

HOBART, 1920, 2.!- If.p., 2-speed as new £62 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.pT, 3 sp.. countershaft £87 10

BRADBURY, 3I h.p., 3-specd £47 10

Passenger Machines.
LflROwnA. -g.Q rrh.p., coup;^ £395

RICHARDSON, 1920, 2-seater £195

MORGAN, _., t.rand Prix £1E5

MORGAN, 8 h p., Sporting £145

BUCKINGHAM, 8 h.p, 2-scater £85
rKc'-rt'- i, 3.-, n. p., 3-specd, and Sidecar £75

PREMIER, 3! hp., 2-sp., and Sidecar £47 10

wKAUHO«y,"6 h.p., Grnidlay Sidecar,

l^m^=, 'c.. T920 Combination .... £162 10

B.S.A. TWIN, 8 h.p.. New Sidecar £145

AKIEL 3^ h.p. r920 3-sp. ComDination tl;ia

HARLEY', 7-9 h.p., 1920, and new
latent tvpp bulbous back Sidecar.. £198 10

HARLEY 1919 Combination, electric . . £175

INDIAN 1920 7-Qh.p. spring frame

Comb., dvn. lighting, Cost £245 . . . £190
DOUGLAS igig 1 h.p. Combination , , £125
no'lci.aQ IQ20 ' h.p. Coml>i^,^tion . . £145 10
CHATER-LEA, 8 h.p., 3-sp., Comb £85
BRADBURY, 3.', h.p., 3-sp., Sidecar ... £75

tasy rayments Arranged.

NEW ACCESSORIES.
Easting \Vin.'lscreen, standard £4 10

C.A.V. Magnetos, for Triumph, B.S./V. £7 17 6
Tnomson-Bennett Magnetos, from ..£7 17 6

Cowey Horns, 50/- ; Klaxons £1 16

Capac IQ20 Carburetter, nearly new.

.

£2 12 6

Cowey Speedometers £6
Bonnrksen, trip £6 16 6

Smith, trip ,' £5 15

Biuks Carburetters, post free £4 16 10
Capac Cai'buretters, post free £4 6

New Army Knapsacks, 13^X11",,.. 5 6

HIated T,T. Bars, for Triumphs , . .

.

£1 5
Carriai" =x*ra.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

1Q21 Radco, ZVJi.p-, 2-speed, just delivered,
J-«/ price, also 1920 Radco. 2Vili.p.; new, eligl
shop-soiled, sell at greatly reduced price.—Blay, 1

Heath Rd., Twickenham. [9

Raleigh.
1 Q21 Raleigh, flat twin, just delivered.—Weltt
--«' St. James's St., Brighton. [1(

RALEIGH 1921 Combination, brand new, for
mediate deliveiT at list price.—Philpot, ilot

Canterbui'y. [9

13 ALEKjH Combination ready for delivery in MarAV particulars on request.—Quadrant Garage, Wii
'ncre Hill, N.21. [7

RALEIGH N"^w Flat Twin in stock, roady icr doliv.

—The Wimbledon Park Engineering Work?, -L
Ttjleiihune 511 AVimbledou. [9'

RALEIGH 1921 Model; orders now accepted for
iniiohiue, solo or combination.—Ratchffe Br

200. Gt. Portland St.. W. ilayfair 5042 TO-

"|Q21 Raleigh 5-6h.p. Flat Twin, all-chaiu dr
A*/ spring h'ame; now on view; order.s booking
early delivery,—Sole Birmingham Agents, The Prenj
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. ^9!

Regent.
£28.—Regent 1920 mofor cycle, leas eiieiue aud

bos, Coventry Victor and 6.A. gear box fits, £1
cfieTP or eschiiuge; also- Regent frame ivith carrier i

stand, £4/10.-257, Cavendish Rd., Ealham, S.W.12
[9(

Rex
6 h.p. Rex Combination, 2-speed; £55.-5, Addii

Av., Holland Park, W.ll. - [U

I
.'t-eh.p. Twin R^x Motor Cvcle, H.T. Bosch, el

I

O clear, £22/19/6, great bargain.—Madison, Lit
!
over, Deiby. - _ - " [X6J

1 QIO Rex SV'h.p., Bosch, new belt, new tyre, 2
J-*' tubes, good condition; £25.—Johnstone, Hcort
Garstang, Lanes. _- [91

l<ftl4 Rover SV^h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, Stiira
X«J bub, lamps, horn, tax paid; £42/10.—Writ

!
163, Lower Kenuington Lane, S.E. [9J

REX 5-6h.p. Combination, Eoseb, B. and B,.

hauled, re-enamelled, good tvres; £65, or near*
-32." Artlmr Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [96

3 ill. p. Rex, mag., recentlv thorougbly overhaul

,

2 good running or^3e^, readv for use; £16,—Hollai
I
25, Victoria Rd., Haiborne, Birmingham. [93

£55, bargain.- eli.p. twin Rex, 2 speeds, coach si

Ci.r, tank blabk and gold lined, excellent con
'ion and running order.—19, Stockwell Park Cresce
S.W.9. [95

31h.li. Rex. mechanical valves, T.T. bave. dropi
2 Irarae, wanta raa^., saddle, and silencer: £14,

of^ei.- Middletou, 35, Millai's St., Albany Rd., Camb
well, S.E. 199

Rex=Jap.
TJEX-J.A.P. De Luxe Conibination, 8h.p., first-ch
XV condition, including tyres, accessories; £80, tai

g;iin.— 1, Chatham St., Colne, Lanes, [96

Rover.
"DOVER 6-6h.p., never ridden, standard mod
-tV £145.—Eveson, Wollescote, Stourbridge. [11

3ih.p. Rover 1914 S-speed Combinatiou. equipp(
2 £56.—Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X65

1 Q20 T.T. Rover, Philipson pulley, lamps and ho:

At' spare belt, eciual new; £85.—F. Wildersp

Broraley-by-Bow. East 4708. [9640

PREMIER 7-9h.p. Combination, 19i5 (August), 3
speeds, excellent condition, exceedingly good nia-

fhiue: £110.—Sumner, 19, Moss Lane, Southpoit. [9322

BARGAIN.—lOh. p. countershaft Premier combina-
tion, just overhauled, reupholsteredj accessories

:

tiial; £90, ofEers.—105, Balham Park Rd., S.W.12.
i:928r

31.h.p. Premier, Boach, B. and B., new cylinder,
2 valves, back tyre, newly overhauled ; £36 ; ex-

change considered.— 1, Caiey's Yard, Fleming Sa., Marv-
pojt. [9603

PREMIER 7-9h.p., electric gas lighting, speedometer,
hood, screen, 2-seater sidecar, and coachbuilt pillion

.seat, real family turnout, iust overhauled; £120.-28.1
Beiesfoul RU., Kingston-on-Thames. [9628

WAUCHOPE'b, 9. Shoe Lane. London E.C.4.-
New 1921 8n.j). Coventry Premiei', spare wheel-

detachable v.heels, dynamo lighting; price 275 gn;^.

easy terms one-fifth down and the remainder in 12
monthly payment©. [1069

PREMIER 7-9h.p. Combination, 1914, double-seater
sidecar, perfect condition, 3-IoId wind screen, just

home from overhaul, ready to ride away, 3-sp>2d
clutch, kick start, lamps, nearly new tyres, tax paid;
.£110; photo.—Gillatt, 2, Mascotte Rd., Putney, Lon-
don. S.W.15. [9697

P.V.

1C|14 P.V. spring frame 6-6h.p. J.A.P. C.B. Corn-
-L*? bination, splendid i-unniug order, Armstrong
S-spced gear, all accessories and spares, stored 3 years;
.£55. or near offer; must sell.—1, Chi'istchurch Av..
Tcddington. [9520

Quadrant
HOKSMAN for Quadrants.—Victor Horsman, Ltd..

7, Mount Pleasant. Liverpool. [0472

QUADRANT 4h.p., clutch model, Simms. B. and B,,

perfect; £28; tax paid; exchange 2-atroke.— 15,
Eltlioine Rd., N.19. [9262

QUADRANT 4Vzh.v. Combination, B.S.A. 3-speed,
all-chain drive, kick starter, condition new; £100.

- 3, London Rd., Gloucester. [9107

1020 4>2l^-P- Quadrant Combination;, makers' price,±^ £145: what ofl"ei»e?—Shepherd, Enfield High-
way. Tel. : Waltham X 31. [0341

QUADRANT Combination, 1920, ^Vzh.Y)., Sturmey-
Archer countershaft, hand clutch, all-chain drive,

speedometer, 3 electric lights, 3 new Dunlop tyres,

n I urn i Ilium footboards; ^78.-23, Leathwaite Rd..
(lapliam Common. [9804

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.-
New 4V"li.p. 1?21 Quadrant combination, with

V ind screen. £147/15; also 4V2h.p. 1920 Quadrant
iombination, excellenii condition. £120; easy terms
of one-fifth down and the remainder in 12 monthly
j,.iynKruts. [1065

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co.^ 70. Royal Hospital
Rd., Sloane Sq., S.W.3. Teh: Kensington- 7113

t..'uadrant sole agents and wholesale distributers for

London, Southern ond-Easteiu Counties. Immediate de-
livery from stock of new 4y2h.p. and 5h,p. models: at)

Miares. Single and 2-sealer sidecars ready for imnie-
liate fitting. Deterred payments arranged. [5458

Radco.

R'VDCO 2i/,h.p., in good condition; £29.—H. Giindle,
Cimnop, n6ar Coleiord, Glos. [9326

RADCO 2-speed, lamps, Klaxon, just overhauled by
makers, costing £13; nearest 40 gns.—26, Bar-

rington Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [9114

A36 '^1' letters relating to ;idveitisements should quote the numbe: at the end of each ad\e!tisement. and the date of the issue.

Chatteris, Cambs. [96

1 18 T.T. Rover, hand controlled Philipson, fu
ItF cuiipped, perfect; £72.-20, Queen St., Hamm
smith Broadway. [98

1 Q19 3i.zh.p. T.T. Rover, Phillipson pulley, h
1~*J overhauled, accessories; £77/10.—Evan.Vs Gi

age, Newport, Salop. [X65

ROVER 3V'h-P. Combination, 3-speed. new tyr

first £48/10 secures.—Mosedale, 30, Canterlu

Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [97

ROVER 1920 3V'h.p., shop-soiled; list price £1;
our price £ 125.-Rat cliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Po

land St., W. Mayfair 5042. [04

ROVEr, 51-^.p.. 1920 model, complete with Ro
^ideeor. unu«ed jihop-^oiled nniv; £155.—

P

Evans, 81-91, .lohu Bright St., Birmingham. [94

ROVER 3V.h.p. T.T., 1920, Philipson pulley, Co-n

hovii. Iiraud new, onlv u?ed 400 miles; £85; i

,^i gift.—Wallis, 23, Hartiugton Gro-ve, Cambridge. [93

ROVER 3'/.h.p., 1914, C.B. sidecar, . 3-speed cluti

good tyres, lamps, speedometer, Service belt, all^

thorough good order; £55.—Joyce, 73, Staines RJ-.. St'

bury.

ROVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with

ofiicial neent, the man who ride« a Rover: 1

1 mediate delivery; hire purchase if desired.—Colla

j
Cook's Garage. Shifnal. [26
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

.D Hover Comination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P.. 3 speeds,

clutch, kick-starter, new lamps, horn, new

Hne screen, guaranteed perfect; exchanges.—
ac's, 243, Lower Clapton Ed., N. 'Phone : D»l='°°

)VER Brand New ell.ri. Twin Combination, 3-

speed, chain drive, bulbous back Rover sidecar,

Ige carrier; a bargain that cannot be repeated,

j-Elce und Co., 16-16, Bishopsg.ite Av., Ciinioniile

E.C.3 -
, .

[0068

)VER 3'(.h.p., T.T.. 3-5pecd. quite new. in stock,

only shop-soiled. £125; mtich below original price;

payments, quarter down. 11 instalments.—Lamb'^
High .St., Walth.iin.!t(iiv, 50. High Hd., WoeVood

nrand 387, Eustou Rd., -N'.W. [1019

5W 3';.li.p. Rover .Motor C.vclo. fitted with 3.speed,

clutch and kick starter, and wi.th smart coachbuilt

«r; £180. or on deferred paymenta 5% extra; one-

ter deposit, balance bv 12 monthly instalments.—

orts, Ltd., 118, Jirompton Rjl., London. [9939

Royal Ruby.
17 Roval Ruby 2-stroke; £22.-66, Church- St.,

E.lgware Hd.,' W. (9511

)YAL BUBT 1920 3]i.p.. spring frame, brand
ne>v; £90.—Fowlei and Brigden, 130, Euston Ed.,

1. [9365

21 Eovnl Euby Sports Model, 2"!.'ih.p.. 2-»|iocd, kick

Nt.iit- liflt price 85 gus.—Noith, Bridgefuot, reter-

„g|,, 19393

YAL RUBY, Villiers 1919. Tan-sad. Klaxon,
nipclianically perlect; £25.—Wellord, St. James's
Brighton. (1092

Y.VI, EUBY 1921 Slodcls.—London Agents:
FowliM- and Uiigdeu, 130, Enstou Ed., N.W.I.

eniM 0827. ,
[9369

|20 Eovid Euby 3h.p., sprfng frame, ritlden 200
miles, new conditiou : £105.—North, Bridgefoot,

itlifrouph. [9392

18 4h.p. Royal Riibv. 3-specd. counter.shaft. Mill-

lord sidecar, lully equipped; £70.-37. ArliDg-

Ed.. Surbiton. [9659

DYAL EUBY New 31i.p., spring frame : list price

£120. our priie £99.—EntcliOo Bios., 200. Gt.

land St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0.427

I i: rival Euby, spring frame, 2.Plieed, clutch, and
l;i. k 'starter, Cfiuipped with Tan-Sad pillion sent,

18, mechiiaieal horn, etc.. very little used, jind con-

u lis new; n bargain. £100: may ho obtained on
rods deferred pnnuent system.—Ilarrods. Ltd.. 118.
mpton Ed., London. (9938

Rudge.
UUHE Mulli sr.h.p.. in good condition; £50.—

70. Baring Eil., Lee. Kent. [9483

[15 5-6h.r. Eudg.-Multi C.B. Combinntion. t;i.\ paid;
' iSfr.-lO, Clarendon Ed., W.ll. [9179

\Ti: 1920 Rudge Multi; £90.-59. PaKrev Place.
)..i!et Rd., Clapham IM.. S.W.8. [9753

4 19 Itu.lge Multi. T.T.; £65.-59. Palfrey Place,
1 11,.1-set Rd.. Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [9756

:i)(;f:. 3'.dl.p.. clutch model, complete; £35; or
ixrliange.—350, Brixton Ed., .S.W. [9148

2(1 ji.h.p. I.O.Jl. Rudge Multi. list £110,'5. un-
used; £100.—Gray's XJarage, Watlord. [9367

1.1 Rudge Clutch Mo<lel. tine goer: £36.—Harrison,
Al'eiford Terruw. Stiinley, Wnkcftcld. [9564

hi' Eudge. 1920. LO.M.. mileage 800. perfect

urtition; £85.-Bla-Kland, Oriel. Oxford. [8336

riniE 1914 3V'h.p.. excellent condition, «;olo; £70,

near o£[er.--Bi«lwood. 19, Corfton Ed.. Ealing.
[8420

ECIAL Mwlcl T.T. I.O.M. Eudge. only had few
months use; £65.—.\very, Littlemore, Oxford.

[9884
rriliE Multi T.T. Touring. 1920. brand new; £92.
—K0WI.T and Brigden, 130, Euston Ed., X.W.I.

[9366
rriTiE 1921 Models.—London Agents: Fowler and
Bngdeu, 130, Euston Ed., X.W.I. Mu--cum 4827.

[9372
19 Eudge Multi 3'/i.h.p.. touring model, good con-

lition, luuips, horn-: £80.—Tnrnill, Little Caster-

uiitord. [9396

lb. II. Etldge, free engine. re-enaMielled and over-
li.iiiled. as neWj all accessories: bargain, £37.—M..

Ailingtou Ed.. N.W.I. [9228:

20 3','.h.p. Eudge Multi, only ridden few hundred'
lies, lighting set and horn, etc: £100, or near
ane. Chapet Kd.. Worthing. [8359]

B20'
. I.O.M. Eudgo Mult>v tax paid, insured, as]

ii.'W, Binks carlmicttcr. accessories : any test : £80.

)'

r

)

owrr. Ciistie Brouiwirh. IJiniiiughiim. [9318

20 I.O.M. Rudge. T.T Miller lamps, horn, etc..'

kHiarantee*! perlect; £85/10; exchanges.—Homac's
Li.wet Clapton Ril., N. 'Fhone : Dalston 2408.

[9721
I

UDGE 1919 3>vh.p. Isle of Man model. fu!l T.T.i
b:ir.s. long exhaust pipe, very fast; £75.- Parker's, i

dshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgato, Manihester.

'

[X6508

I

.h.p. Rudge Multi. (onring model, mileage 50.
" unsrratched; £90; lightweiHht liart.—Spink,
Brodrifk Rd., Wandsworth Common, S.W.17.

[9919 1

^.S^^.
CARBURETTERS

for

HEAVYWEIGHTS,
LIGHTWEIGHTS,
TWO STROKES

They get the
best results
fron\ your
engirve.

Type B.S.V.

Variable Jet Model.

Send for descriptive

Booklets (post free).

BROWN & BARLOW,
LIMITED,

Carburet Works, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams: Carburet, Birminghani.

Telephone : East 301.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.

Rudge.
SEPT, 1920, I.O.M. Eudgo Multi. liko neiv mech.nni-

cally and erternally, equipped ,nnd tax paid (in-

cluding sidecar tas}; accept £85.—Lavcr, Uuthank. Xor-
Kich. [9958

RUDGE 1920 5-6h.p. Big Single Combination, fully

equipped, indistinguishable from new: £145.—
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate,
Manchester. [X6509

RUDGE Multi Coachbuilt Combination, 3V;li.p.. 1912.
lamps, insurance, splendid condition, good

running order: £60, or near oller.^Sims, 60, Bromar
Ed., Camberwell. .

[9490

1 Q20 (June) SV-h.p. Hudge. I.O.M., small mileage.
J-t7 fully equipped, speedometer, tax paid, condi-

tion new: exchange; too iast for owner; £89.— Green,

la, Arundel Rd., Brighton. [9813

RubOE-WmTWORTH, coachbuilt sidecar, 1912.

SV'h.p.. 2-speed near, accessories, good mechani-

cal order: £45.—Taylors, Ltd.. 52, Sussex Place, S.W.7.

Phone : Kensington 7260. - [0460

,,.20 Tourist Trophy Rudge, overlap cam. Brook
-IJ/ lands bars, lamps, various spares, spotless con.

dition. last machine; best offer over £83.—Barratt.
Edsmont- Derby Rd.. Nottingham. [9421

19^

19^

19=
dition. - -

Edsmont, Derby Rd., Nottingham.

20 Rudge. I.O.M. T.T.. as new, mileage 3,290.

_ dry cell electric lighting. Klaxon, Bonnikscn
speedometer, inst overhauled, very fast, licensed; £95.

or oUers.-Catesby, 211, West Princes St., Glasgow

20 7.9h.p. Rudge, F.R.S. electric lichtinp. Large

Grindlav sidecar, screen, cto.. in splendid order;

\erv fast: guaranteed; exchanges; £140.—Ilomac s,

243, Lower Clapton Rd., N. 'Phono ; Dalston 2408

1O20 5.6h.p. EudKo Multi Combination, liko new.

JLJ duno about 500 miles, complete with new lamps.

Tan-Sad with back and footrests, luggngs grid, and motor

suit, etc.; £140.-Sruflard, Internes, Fainlinm Coininon,

Bucks. [9202

RUDGR 1.0 M. 1920 Models, with and -without

.-idorurs: £100; reol bargains: terms qtinrter

down, 11 payments.- Lamb's. 50, High Rd., W ood

Green 151, High St., Walthamslow. and 387, Euston

Rd., N.W. [1020

1 Q20 (April) T.T. Rudge, specially picked high com-
i-tj nressioDcd engine, expert tuned, mileage 1,500.

Klaxon, lamp teU, knecgrips, spare belt, tools, licence

paid, mechanical condition and npncnranoo perlect

;

expert examination invitcd.-Seen, Parkin s l'^"e<^

Kirkby Stephen. 198J0

T.VX I-'tee, insurance free, dolivcry free, and tho

bik.y.. nearly fr««.-A 1920 SVth.p. I.O.M. mc«!el

Budge Multi motor cvcle, ns new, completo equipment.

lamiiB, diw.-«, etc., new in Sept., milonRC 500, tyres iin-

puuctured; n priyato o\vnor's 'bus that's been lookivl

after- another 7 months insurnnco, and .
will deliver

within n hundred miles free; note slump pnco, 85 gns.

;

owner wants n countoiKlmft Triumph, value not exceed-

ing £95: exchange coiuiidete<l.-neply, 1. Bartholoni-w

St., Nowlmrr. l99--<

Sarolen.

£22flO—4-5h.p. Sarolen T.T. Twin, splendid con-

dition, guaranteed overhead inlets, Saxon forks;

l)argain.-89. East Hill, 'tt'andsworth, S.W.13. [9624

Scott.

SCOTT SquirlcU in stwk.-Welford. St. James's Sl^

Brighton. 11"^"

GIBB. Gloucester, ran deliver 1921 Scotts from slock.

-'Phone: 852. 1°'"'5

1Q14 Scott, new lyres, tax paid, gilt: i^-Sfj--
XU Birley St., Blackpool. [9976

SCOTT Mngdyno Combination in stock.—Welford
'

St. James's St., Brighton. [1096

TMMEDIATE Delivery 1921 Scott motor cycle and

i combination, in stock.-Millards, ChesterBeM.^^^

SCOTT 3'ih.p. Combinntion, Scott sidecar, 1915, 2-

sileelovel hauled; £75.-Soith, Br.dgelcot, 'eter-

I

liorouRli.
[9391

19 15 Scott Combination, very little used, in spleii

-':< condition; what offers ?-Gurney, Clarmont
[9188

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the niimhcr nt the end ol each adv

did
Burnham-on-Sea-

QUICK Sale. semi-T.T. Scott, Boscli, double pole

pings: stamp, full patticulars.-Cothic Oottiige^.

Milford. Surrey.
^''^^^-

SCOTT 3»,li.p.. 1912, Bosch, Scnapray, tyres good,

2Wc«d, wSnts overhauling: £32.-Snrgeaut, High

St., Kington, Heteiordshire. ta^ua

1 O20 Scott, absolutely as new, doiiB yery little

Lu mileage; £110.-Seen at Enterprise Cycle Co„

Queen's Rd., Nuneaton. lono

SCOTT 1920 Motor C.vclo, in very good condition,

small mileage: ca.-h offer invited to clear.-MaIn

36, Parade,' Leamington. IBB/i

SCOTT S^'ih p., tax paid, nccessories; cost £137 four

weeks ago: owner going abroad accept fllS.-

Alsford, 43, Palmers-ton Ed., Boscombc. [918E

-in 20 Scott Combination, run 126 inilcs only. Lucaj

ly lamp, horn, speedometer. 3m. Palmer; £130.--

Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [1021

SCOTTCombination. complete with lamps and spare-,

good tyres, perfect condition; b^rS"'"', ""rq-ofo
Luff. Glebe Cottages. Fnirtield Hd.. Lenthelhf.id. ,9819

ertisement. and the date ol the issue. A37
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MOT0« CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT, 1919-20 model, semi-T.T. bars, loolrests, Sin.
tyre, Binks carburetter, iii fine condition ; offers

invitee!.—D. Smith, c/o The Motor Cycte, Coventry.
tX6577

JTJST Arrivccl, brcind new 1921 Scott nu.l sidecar.
Adveifiser ivill s.neritice deposit, viz., £20. as mnst

le.ilise: would sepnrnte.—Bos 161, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[X6513

CCOTT, 1920 model, perfect order, £95; 1920 special
»^ comi>etition model, £105; 1921 squirrel and
sports models in stock, £130.—Marston, 31, Bridge
•St, Cl'ester. [9596

1Q19 Scott, Sept., standard, speedometer, electric
Atf equipment. Tan-Sad, new rear tyre, licensed,
IJiinn's motor helmet, gloves; £100.-12, Dartev Av..
I-'arnwtjrr.li, Bolton. [X6473

SCOTT Spirts Model, 1920, 2-speed gear, slightly
<hop-ic;iled, and unused; at £130.—Burlington

Alotors, Ltd., Soutli Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Pli'jne: Bri.'iton 2417. [1009

SCOTT 1915 Combination, completely overhauled,
re-enamelled, and plated, new tyres, chains,

sprockets, etc.: a genuine bargain, £90.—Aylam, 197.
London Rd., Croydon. Phone: 2379. [9906
"1020 Scott, full equipment of tools, spares, acce^-
-*-*' sorJes. T.T. and touring bar's, Cowev speedt..-
meter, jnst overhauled, perfect internally and exter-
nally; £t05; part exchange entertained.-Batten.
KiHin. Perthshire. [X6443
CPOR-n.\(i Si ott, fAS .just spent on completely ovei-
'- hiiMlinff. iep:iinting ie<l and repl.nting as new,
clei-mc rlclMiiig. Itnsih, long exhaust. Palmer cords;
1^89, or offer; uutsl r-ell, going abroad; alter 7 p.m.—
15, Copley I'.iil:, Streatliam. [X6520
CCOTT 1920. T.T. type, hardly ridden, enamel, plat-^ ing liUe new, Lucas lamps, Cowey mechanical
licrn, spare links, ping, t.tc, tyres unscratchHi,
niacliino pcrfccl. better than new; price £115 —
.Mcorc,-Hvy House, M'cavevham, Cheshire. [X6667

1Q20 Scr.tt Combination, electric lighting Cowev
-li/ speedometer, l.ncas horn, E-sting screen, mileage
1,000. tax paid, cost £209 last Aug.; price £160
nb.-ulntely as new. guaranteed; exchanges.—Scot l

agents, Ilomac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N
'Phone: D.Tlston 2408. [9725

Singer.
2 nil. p. Singer, clutch model, 1913, good tvrcs, 1920

4 Amac
; £25, or oHeis ; call, trial, or write.—ijood-

body. Benson, Oxon. ^ 19606
31h.p. Singer, B. and B., Bosch, lamps and senerator,

2 horn, brake.s. good condition; price f30,—Worsley
Catherine, Stiangcways, Mancliestcr. - [X6517

1Q14 3',ih.p. Singer. 2-speed clutch, countershaft.
J-i/ good condition; f30.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
IM., south Ivensiimton. 'Phone: Ken. 3709. [1050

SINOER 4J4fi.p. Combination, 2-speed countershaft,
clutch, 1919 C.B. sidecar, Bosch, B. and B

£60, or near offer.—II.B., 13, Barnes Court Hd., W.14!
[9571

1 Q14 Singer S'l.h.p., weight only 170 lbs., 100 m.n.g . I

-Lt/ topping condition throughout; approval anywlieie-
'

;6 gns. only.—15, The Mansions, Mill Lane, West Hamv-
stead. -, [9769
"IQ16 loh.p. Singer 2-seater. dickey back. Rolax
-!-«./ dynamo lighting, spare wheel, like new, better'
Ihan 1920 model: exchange Afodel H. -Matchless com-;
bination and cash, or sell £325.-29, St. Leonard'^
.St., Bromley-by-Bow. East 4708. [9637

Snarkbrooli.
"1Q20 2i,ih.p. Sparkbrook-Villiers 2-stroke, 2-speed,Xt» unused; I st £75, accept £65.—Grays Oarage
Watford — [9863

WAUCnOPE'S, 9, .Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
I0.C.4--Sparkbrook 2i,ih.p., 1920, excellent condi-

liou: 442/10. _ [1077

1 Q20 2l,;h.p. Sparkbvook. 2-snced, .-«cceESories, leg;
-«-«' shields, as new; ,£60.—Evans's- Garage. New-
port, Salop. [xesee

NEW 2i,oli.p. Sparkbrook, Viiliers engine, single speed
£69, 2-speed £75, or on Harrods unique easy pav-

.MA.it '^v-t'^m, 4% e.xtra.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brom^tni
Ud., London. [9940

FOE Sale, 2?ih.p. Sparkbrook, 2-stroke, late 1920
model, complete with lamps and horn and trans-

ferable insurance policy to Sept. 1921, excellent run-
ning order, covered 700 miles only; offers and in-
spection.—Banyard, c/o Shanks, Contractor, Cliatteris,
Cambs. , [9160

Sun.

1 Q17 Snu-Yilliors, 2-speed, new rings, beaiiiigs, tvres,X*/ good condition, lamps; £33; consider push bike
exchange.-A. Harrison, Hayle, Cornwall. [9852

SUN-VILLIEES 2i.ih.p., believed 1916, .[ust over-
tciuled. new tyres, fully licensed, take two; £35,

lowest—R' flreen, Elniswell, Suttolk. [9129

SCWIM^IERS 2.sti-oke, Thomson-Bennett mag..
.\niac carburetter, lamps, horn, spare belt, in

- >.d rrTiniug order: £26.—Wells, 90, J2dward St.,
\r)ir,;ioii Warwick-hire '- [9880

'\rEW S'.l'li.p Sun-Vitesse, 2-«troke engine, single
i-^ sii. cd f52'10, ditto with clutch and kick sfarter,
£70: hidv's model ditto. £73: or on Harrods' unique
ea-sv pavnieiit system 4% extra.—Harrods, Ltd.. 118
Bronipto^l Kd., London.

, [9942

Please state sizewhen
ordering and remit 6?-f
extra co$t ofpostage to
DEPTV

ELITE RUBBER C? 11°.

264-66.VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD. S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
' Sunbeam
"EW 1920 Sunbeam S'/i-h.iJ. Solo; £155/8; in stO'

—Randall, Andover. - [03

7ILLIAMS' Garage, Cheltenham, con give imu
<liiit-e delivery of any model Sunbenmr [X64

^ casb.—Halkiui, Rosedale

M

3-speed, latest; 135 gi

Dove Holes, Stockpor
[X65

1 Q2I Sunbeam, delivery this month; £10 under 1

-L*/ price.—Goodman, Ellesmere, Northampton.
(06

W.4UCH0PE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-S'/jh
Sunbeam, new 1921 model, just delfvere

£155/8. [10

NEW 1921 3',Mi.p. Sunbeam; good solo faken
part payment; £155/8.—Bounds, 223, High R

Kilburo, N.W. [99

SUNBEAII 1920 3V'h.p., not done 100 miles. In

cjuipped, £4 licence paid; £150.-23, Moat E
Langley, Birmingham. [S65

£85.-Sunbeam 3i-'h.p., late 1915, stored during w
Lucas accessori'es, new tyres ; snip.—Wheatley,^

Roylnnd Rd., Loughborough. [X66

SUNBEAM Brand New 3'/'h.p., solo model, comph
with Lucas lamps and horn; £157/10.-The W

sail Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [40

1 Q21 SVoh.p. Sunbeam Combination in stock for ij

XJ7 mediate delivery: makers' list price.—J. ' Smi
and Co.. 52-54. Hampstead Rd.. N.W.I. [03

31h.p. Snnbeam, sporting model, delivered Oct., 192

2 Bonniksen, Lucas lamps, Cowey hOrn, leg shieli

all tools (unused), in perfect tune: £155.-See below.

3ih.p. Combination, delivered April, 1920, Luc
2 lamps and hom, tools, etc., uunsed since An

mileage 400-500; £170.—Ohirncy's Garage, Harpeiidi

SUNBEAM 1920 3',Ut.p. Model, fully equipped
distinguishale from new; £150.-Parker s. Bra

shawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Manchffit«r
[Jt65l

CiUNBEAM 3V-h.p.. 1920, for sale: £125: or excnan

O' 4h.p. Donglns combination, or Tnnmpb coniom

tion.—Write, Harling, 8, Peartree St.. Waterloo E(

S.B. ['"

SUNBEAM 3V.h.p. (Aug., 1920), tyres perfect, spce

nmeter, Trorn, tax aid, excellent mechanical co

ditiou thvoughont; £160.-The Gables, loxgrove E(

Beckenham. l^*'

1Q20 3"Ah.p. Sunbeam Combination, electric ligl

Lif ing." speedometer, born. etc.. mileage negligi

cost new £225. accept £185.-Ratchfte Bros., 200

Portland St., W. Mayfair 5042. [04.

1 A 15 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, electric lightin

JLcf Easting, wind screen, Cowey speedometer, exc

lent condition, mechanically perfect ; irearest offer

£185.—H. W. lladfield, Chinley, nr, Stockport. [981

-1 O20 3V.h.p. Sporting Sunbeam, hardly nsed,

i-tt -0160/10 in August, new Binks, leg-shiclds, rnte

ohnngeable wheels, semi-T.T. bars, as brand new. u
scratched: sacrifice £140,-14, Estcourt St., UeviMs^^

UNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agents. Spa

plrts in stock. Repairs and overliauls. Estimat

upon request for re-enamelling and plating. -- -TI

Slolineux Garage Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel.

1160.
'^*'

in20 Late 8h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, leaf spra

Xlf forks Magdyno lighting, speedometer, spare

exceptional luggage accommodation, per ect conditio

fafnaid: £245 -Sowers, Sandy Lane, Charlton Kinj

Cheltenham. l-^^'

8h P Sunbeam Combination, 1919, spare wheel Ine

Dunlop), 3 Lucas lamps, 2 apare tubes and othi

! accessories: owner buying car; J180, tax free, or i>ci

ofter.-Apply (letter). Read, Wyvehngholme. ^\llbmy Re

Letchworth, Herts. 1^'^

SUNBEAM 3V'h.p., 3-spced, K.S., not W.D. mode
excellent or'der, F.R.S. head lamp, all accessoriei

£90 or witli Snnbeam black and sold sidecar, hoc

and' screen, £10B.-Snodgrass, IS. Junction Hd
Brentwood, Esse;<. L'^^'

SUNBEAM Combination. i'Ah.-p., 1920. complet

Lucas accessories, guaranteed, £165; brand ne

3VShn TT. Sunbeam, 1920. £145; touring modi

3Mh!p!, brand new, Lucas accessories, £149.—Evesoi
Wollescote, Stourbridge. LHU

m20 .Sunbeam, SVih.p., fitted Grindlay sidecar

Ltf match l,u<as lamps, horn, Calneo screen, man

spares, tax paid, guaranteed perfect; £165; e4
changes.-Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,

'Phone : D.alston 2408. tS"

t Ci20 Demonstration S'-jh P Sunbeam, speedomete

ly Sunbaam mudshields, knee grips, largest Lucl

lamp, born, rear lamp, separate generator spare tyri

valve tools, beautiful condition; £159/10.-Dartinj

ton. Brocton, Stafford. :
1.2^055

1 rt20 8h p Sunbeam Combination, fully eguippe

ly with spare wheel, luggage carrier, Lucas dynan

lighting, electric and mecTianical horns, speedomete

etc small mileage; cost over £290 last Aug.; accel

£225 ?ir qSck sale.-Philpot, Motors, Canterbury^

SPECIAL Sporting 3i,<,h.p. Sunbeam, July, 192(

lightened piston, high co'^uressc'-ri. beat tv-

Icvl. long exhaust pipe, develops 12h.p. on
^

bene

I and exceeds 60 in.p.h. on sidecar gears, medallist 1

'hill-chmb, lias only done 1,450 miles, fitted with Luce

1 lamps born speedometer, etc., licence paid; £loo.

Stri'jge 33, Uiklands Hd.. Wolverhampton. [925

s

A38 All letters relaiing to atlveitisenients should nuntc the niimhcr at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issun.
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MOTOR CYCLES
T.D.C.

FOR SALE.

<Herj—Racld,

Ririll'H incwi,
i,;].-Hiilliiiii.

»19 T.D.C. 2-sUoko, iully equipped, as new;
£30.-29, St. Leonards St., Bvomley-by-Bow.

t 4708. ' [9639

NE New T.D.C, De Liixe Motor Cycle, fitted with
ASbion 2-sr'^eft gear, 26in. wlieels, IJnnloii tyres,

saddle, aluminium iootboards, C.A.V. mag.,
ip, 48 gns. ; one ditto, single-speed, 24in. wheels.
LCher De Lu.ve non-skid tvres, aluminium foot-

3, C.A.V. mag., bargain. £^4: all jjarts by lead-

makers.—Hockley Motor Co., 38a, Cecil St.. Bir- ,

glr.m. [9494!
Triurapb.

TLIAXS, of-Eending, have 1921 Triumph in ytocTc.

- C0''87

HUMPH, 1921 Models.—Ceoj-go Smith, Claphan)
Junction, S.W. L9424

EW 1921 Triumph S.D. Solo; £140; in stock.-
Randall, Andover. [0365

EW 1921 Triumph S.D. Combination; £195; in

stock.—Handall, Andover. [0364

B21
Triumph .Junior, in stock, at makers' list price.

—Rome's Garage, U-\bridge. ' L9863
j

3S.-3iili.p. Triumph. 1911, last, tax paid.—20.
Minto Cottages, Cardonden, File. [9892 1

HUMPH C.B. Combination; £50. 59, Pallrey

'

Place, Dorset Rd., tllapliara Rd., S.W.8. [9752

BIUMPH .lunior, late 1919, pertecl condition;!
f 52.—WoodrutI, 17, Maison Uien Rd., Dover.

[9133
ir:MPH 1918 4h.p., overhauled, oicellent condi-
tion; £89.-Levett, 93, Hife-h St., llcktield, Sussex.'

(9251
RIU.MPH. Type D. late 1920. condition perleot:

" ' Stapenhill iUl., Burton-on-Trent.
[9898 ;

I.itost .ill-rliniu. 3-.Hii<>eil; 120 ens.
Riwcdnlc. Dovo Holi'.s, Sto<;kport.

[.\6594
IH'Mrn, 4h.p., countershaft, renoyatod 1919. all

;i' .essorft-s. T.T. bars.- 4, Green St.. Canibri^lgc.
[9885

h.\'. Trinmpli. clutch model, tax paid, ride away;
! i;33.—Froggatt, 2, John St., Scunthorpe, I.incr. i

[9820]
ICMPn Combination, all acccssc.ri?F. wind screen.
ji(.; £90.—Grimes. 18. Bruton Place. Bend St.. 1

.^ [9983
[

Rir.MPTI, 1915. perfect condition, n« neWj all m- \

ories; f60.—Gal.iscd at 537, Hnlloway Rd..

X. ,
[9127

.in.MrH 4h.p., cnnntershofi 3-speed, brand new:
110 fins., cash.— Halliiui. Itosednle. Dove -Holes,

kroit.
, .(X6595

T. Tiiuuiplj, 3vpe?il coiinterehnft, K.S., won .several

old niedal.9; saciiftcu £69.-11, Jye'iccster St..

tbpoit. [9273

J 21 Ch,nin-<lriveu Tvinmph, £140: Model TI., 1921,
/ £127 10: Jjluipr Xlinniph, £?5.— Cross, Asent,

111, in. - 1X6548

AlE 1919 Couutershoft Triuinph. cvorv nccessoiy,
't.i't conilition: £100.—Write llarhcr. 4, Piiili.er

W.14: [9211

311'IIPH 1920 Combination, brnud new; £160.
— I'l.nler and Urigdeu, 130, Eirston Rd.. N.W.I.
nil 4827. [9364

Rlt .\IPH, 1919. Eun.Enleed,' 4h.p.. S-speed: £85:
III! 1921 models in stock.—Marston, 31, Bridge

flicHer. [9595

li p. Triumph, overhauled, renovated, new lamps.
t\rc3, etc.; bargain['£40.—10. .\ctoii I.iine. Sud-

y. siillolk. [9431

.]- Triiuaph ComMnation. 2..;pfed, F.E., Binks
-liorting C.B. tl'l."ai: £50.—Sharlston, Kinus-

Wi iking.
. [9566

HUMPllS.-A fibe selection of Triumphs in slock.
IiilU' giiaraiiteed; inspection iuviled.- Ross. 86.

Ii H.I.. Lee. , [5671

Rir.Mfll 4U.P., 1921, chain drive, onlv lidden 100
1.11. ii« new; £130.—Jones, 23. Maiden Rd., Kou-

toil. Liverpool. v '
— [9230

B14
Triumph 4h.p.. thoronghlv ovcrhauJcd. new

listou, cylinder; Midlands: £50.—Box 1,935, c/o
.l;,'..r Ci/rle.

~ ~ 19463
^UMPH S'.bh.p., Orado Gear, kick start, all

ftrce:?ories, little nsed: cheap.—W., 47, Brondcs-
Villas, Kilburn. . [9877

lUMPH, X.S.U., about 1913. condition and tvro
vc-iy good, accessories; £37. or near offer.—58,

al.- ltd., Streatham. [9826

121 41i.p. Triumph, countershaft model, in stock
' i.r immediate delivery.—J. Smith and Co..

:np.-lead Rd.. N.W.I. [0354

B18
Triuuiph. countershaft, excellent condition:

i65 —Edw:uds. 50, HMirineton Hd., South Ken-
tou, 'Phone: Ecus. 3709. [1051

RirilPH 4h.p. Coni;^iu:ition, Inte 1914, Canoelet
siilpiir, apiendid enciuo; offers; f65-£70.— Giifflth>i

,-. I.liiiihitiiJdr, Oswcstiy. 19310
TUMPH 3tih.r. Cliitcli jr.vle!. late =pring forks
ci.rd rnnnins ordei

: £26.—Syd. Peaisou, Gate
_..i^-, Cliey]e.smnre, Coventry. [X6635
RUMPH 1918, C.B: sidec.ir, elic.tric lighting trip

.--donieter : cenuiiie ImrgHiu, £95; tax paid —8
ltd., llitlignte An-hwny. [9768

To every purchaser of a new cover from
the list "below we are prepared to j*ive,

free of charge, one of our El'te Motor
Cycle Outfits. Don't miss this oppor-
tunity. These special clearance lines
are sent Carriage Paid, and on appro-
val, seven (lavs against remittance.

TYRES
SPECIAL OFFER

BATES'
Special Heavy Covers

Size Our Price List Pricc

26 X 2i 37 /e 6o;-

26x2i 39/8 7 2 /-

26x2J 45/. 76 i-

28:; 3 6S/- 92 /-

6S0 X 65 60/- 8o^--

Our
Si 7,e

^ 2

Make. Price

se Avon Ribbed 27 6
Englebert WIred-on HIli.. 25 -

'IR ;2i Avon Comt
Hutchlnsoi

44 -

I 1 Passenger ... 44 -

Beldam Evtra Heavv 39 «
Dunlop W.D. Heavy 39 8
Clincher de luxe Ex. Hy.... 37 «
Hutchinson T.T 37 6

,
S. MauUon Extra Heavy... 34 -

Engletert WIred-on Rib... 30 -

26 ;2; Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.. 39 -

Kempshall Antl-skid 37 6

,
Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy 37,-

ih 21
21'

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 44,-

Hutchinson T.T. R.S 37,6
26 2( Avon Tricar Rubber Stud 45 -

Palmer 2-ply Ribbed 39 -

, Eneleberi WIred-on R.S...

.

x>--
,

Englebett WIred-on Rib... 30
26 21 Goodyear A.W. Tread 45 -

28 3 Goodrich Safety Tread ... 52 6
Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy 35 -

Elite E. Hy. Gvd. Retreads 27 6
700 80 Wood-Mllne Steel Stud... 97 6

Partridge R. non-skid 85 -

Clincher R !bbed .... 69 6

TUBES. NEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED

Size.
Our List

Price. Price.

;6;.;;

^6X2j
7 -

7,6

lO/
10/3

Our List

Pries. Price

26x=jx:l 8)3 I3i1
26X2J .. 7,,9 12/0

11/3 33X3 11 i9

BELTS— in Standard Lengths.

Tiaici tto. Per Foot. 17 J 9 22 3 3 3 -

RETREADING p^"r' ^e
Repairs nra exck-nte I nt »^-»« •».--.
„nr owi, ,v?.h „ndi.-. .;x- & REPAIRS
nort siinorv ftin",

RUBBER HIP BOOTS.
Sizes 6. 7, S. 0. 10. II. ^ C^ /f%

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.ALE.

Ti'itimpli.

TRIUMPH, all models in stock, W.D.. fully guaran-
teed by makers; £105.-Ratclitte Bros., 200, Ct.

Portland St., W. Mayfair 5042. [04J6

TEIUMPH Combination, perfectly reliable, take J

anywhere, all extras; £65, honestly vOTth _£85.—
Miss E.' Holbnd, Kastiy, Kcut. - [9443

1 Q20 Triumph T.T., almost new, used BOO mllsi
-i. ^ only, lamps, horn, speedometer; £90.—Walli*.

23, Hartinetou Giovc, Csuubridge. [9399

TETUMPH (Oct.. 1919) Mo<lel H Combination, all

acces-ories, tax luiid 1921, excellent condition;

±'105.—D;dobrook, Burtoii-on-rient. [9273

TRIUMPH Gloria Combination, 1919, perfect condi-

tion, onlv 1,800 miles; £125, complete.—Spencer

34, Suealh Av., Goldev's Green, N.W. [9506

TRIUMPH, Babv, 1920 (Oct.), only run 20 miles,

in splendid .Condition; £70, or nearest.-Rev. H.

S. Barber, llenstono College, Rocester, Stalls. [9Eb»

1Q19 Triumph, countersliRlt. engine No, 61763,

J-U ncM !ami>s. etc. date guaranteed- £87.—2,

liarrossa Terrace, Church St., Chelsea, London. [9560

TRIITMPil S'Mi.p.. Tiith clutch, guaranteed perfect

inei-hanical coudilion, enamel, etc., unscratchcd

;

i:!a.—Wiillis, 23, liartington Grove, Cambridge. [9398

1Q14 Triumph 3'.:.h.p.. 3-spced bub, clutch, lamps.
i-tJ horn, tyres almost new. mechanically perfect;

£57/10.—Arthur, Cecil Villa, Llandrindod Wells. [983n

1020 41i.p. Triuinph ond Gloria, Stunney--Vroher 3-

-It? speed gear box, Inmps, and all accessories, splendid

condition; £100.-Box 1,932, c'o The Motor '^""'fgilj

T'niDMI'H 1918-19, countershaft, speedometer, ond
-I accessories, complete, thoroughly reliable, ready to

Ell anywhere; £90; week.ouds.-64, Balloch Rd., C"™™,-

rQ21
Triumph Junior, all models, now arriving; nlso

'f every leading inako of motor cyclc.-S. 1.. Ciap-

liiim (.Vfotois), 27, Stockwell St.. Greenwich. S.E.IO.^^

raiS Countershaft Triumph, C.B. sidecar. Easting,

>J new tvrcs, just overhauled, condition perfect,

,^paro5; £100," or otfer.-Smith, 242, Uigh St., UckfiekT

TRIUMrn, about 1918, countershaft, aluminium
<liscs, new Dunlops. largo lamp sot, horn, etc.;

must realise; £74/10.-365, King St., Hammersmith
\V.6. l^^"

1Q20 4h.p. Triumph, Gloria sidecar, hood, screen.

XU Tan-Sad. Cowev horn, all lanips. spares, tools,

splendid condition: £160.-134, Commercial St., Rhore-

ililcb. 1X599.)

1021 Triumph, renovated by makers. 3-specd, new
J. J/ Montgomcrv sidecar, Iully guarantee<l; cash

wanted; snip, £125.-353, King St., Hammersmith
W.6. l»/l.i

TO 17 Triumph, countershaft, Lucas lighting set,

XtJ complete, now Dunlop extra heavy cov^ers, A.K.
kiue-grips. condition as new; £85.-Cain, 38, Briton

St.. l.cicester. l'*"*

3Xh p Ttiuinph, adjustable pulley, aluminium foct-

2 boards, Bosch, Lucas lighting, good ninuins order

;

£30.-Angnj, Sunnysidc, Kensington E<1.. Ohorlton-cuin-

Hurdy, Manchester. 19319

TRIUMPH 1920 Combination, ,,vrUh himps, tools

sriewloineior. complete, new .lulv, mileage 800,

£135, or near offer.—Burgess, Salop
[9268

jit'rfe<t order.
Bnvery,-^hrewsbiny

TllIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Combination, Lucas accessories,

Cowev, hood anil screen, indistinguishable from

niw £170^—Parker's, Uradshawgato, Bolton, and 245,

Dcansgate, Manchester. [X6504

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. countershalt, 1919, all acces-

sories all as new: £90; exchange for late Douglas

and cash.—Avers, Old Barracks, Kensington Palace,

W.8. •Phone: Park 86. 19533

TRIt'.Ml'H, 3'.Mi.p., dropped frame, overhauled, new
valves, bushes, pulley fitted, 1920 rear wheel,

lamps. Klaxon, perfect condition; bargain, £35.—
KniglU. 10, Nctherclosc .St., Derby. [9649

ONLY used since .Tuly. 1920, 1919 4h,p. C.S.

Triumph, tyres unpunctured. P. and H. lamps,

Tan-=,ad knee grips, horn, tools, spare valve, com-

plcic; £95.-89, Ma.xcy Hd., Plumstead. [9621

10 20 Triuinph 4h.p., countershaft, 3 speeds, clutch,

1«J and kick starter, fuUy equipped, including knee-

Biilis ;md Tan-Sad, perfect condition; best offer over

llOO.-Willis nnd Son, Market Place, Dovizcs. [9160

1 Q 19 Triumph with Swan sporting sidecar. Lucas
Xcf lamps all round. Watford speedometer, not

-i.iled- must be seen to be appreciated; £130.—Homac's.
243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N. 'Phone :

Dalstcn 24(«.

TRIUMPHS.-We are the North London ajents. and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

cura-belt. and renovated models.—.Tones Garage. Muswcll
Hill. N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, North Finchlcy.

[0382

-|Q19 Triumph 41i.p. nnd Hender?on sidecar. Model
Xt/ Bl, giey to match, complete wiUi Easting wind
fii^icen, lamps, horn, tools, etc., splendid condition, low

mileage; £135, ueiirest offer.-Beechey, Lord St.. Gains-

borough (9347

IMMETjlATE fielivery of any Triumph .Model: cash or

deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors. Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phcne :

""-Brix-

ton 2417. [1003

All letters rehitiiic to .Tclvertisemcnts should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A.yj
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MOTOR CYCLES FO« SALE,
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Cylinder, 1919 pattern, quite new,
2 pins at bottom, pieces broken off and the bot-

tom one between vaJve guides, otherwise perfect;
accept £2/10; carriage paid.—Dene Motor Cycle Co.,
Haymarket, Newcastle-on-Tyne [X6536

TRIUMPH, 1919, countershaft model, top change
speed, the #hoie maclilne practically unscratehed

nnd indistinguishable from new, fully licensed ior tlie

coming year, any trial; £85.—H. Richardson, 2, Kelton
A'illas, Hawks Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [9824

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p.. countershaft model, £127/10
4h.p., Type W.D.B.. £105: 4li.p., nil-chain diive.

£140: 4h.p., fixed engine, sporting, £105.—Camhridge
iigents for Triumphs, Hprhert Robinson, Ltd.. 32-.?5

Greeij Rt.. Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycle?
[9948

1Q19 Triumph Combination. Montgomery No, 1

J-t' 1920 sidebar, bood, screen, luggage and petrol
carrier D,A. lighting, luxurious outfit, perfect con-
dition; genuine bargain; tax paid; seen by appoint-
ment; £120.-113, Helix Rd., Brixton Hill. S.W.2

[9415
TRIUMPH 1920 Combination, new. £155. mucJi

bejow makers' price: also 1921 standard and
baby models in stock; easy terms, quarter down. 11

payments.—Lamb's, 50. High Rd., Wood Green. 151
High St., Walthamstow, and 387. Euston Rd., N.W

[1017
TTRIUMPH Gloria Combination, 1920, 4h.p., 3-speed
A kick starter, Lucas electric lighting equipment

'Lucas horn, BonniUsen speedometer, mechanical condi
tion of the complete comhiuation as new; special dear
ance price £150.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.,
Birmingham. [9376

QA m.p.g.—4h.p connter.'jhaft Tiiuraph. nbsolutelv
iy" perfect condition, only 2 months' running, electric

lighting, spare belt, chain, vah-es, horn, knee-grip.s, hnndl*

grips, licence holder (tax paid), other spares, detail im
provements: any test; £115.—Stonier. Trades School.

Houn^low (Tram Terminus). [9305

WAUCHOPE'S. 9 Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.-New
4h,p. 1921 Triumph solo delivery from stock.

£127/10; also new 1921 4h.p. Triumph combination,
all-chain drive, £195; new 4h.p. 1921 Trinmph soln.

all-chain. £l40. and 4h.p W.D. Triumph solo. £105.
also 1920 4h.p. Triumph combination, £150.. [107C

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft gear, long lever change.
aluminium disc wheels, long plated exhaust pipe

wonderful hill-climber, and very fast, engine just beinv

overhauled, lamps, horn, ami 2 generators, knee-gnps
very httle used, as new: £98.-\Vrit6 Box 5669. Hvam?
Advertising Agency. 10, Essex St.. Strand. W.C.2. f919r

1Q20 4h-p. Triumph, W.D. B. model, purchaped
i*/ new December 5th. splendid running order

and condition, fully equipped, large Lucas lamps.
Klaxon, knee grips, tools, etc., licence paid; expert
examination and trial any time; cost over £112, will

accept reasonable offer.—Three Arrows Garage, Midd'e
ton Rd., Rhodes, near Manchester. (D) [9643

TWO Triumph Combinations, both renovated W.D
machines, ex Triumph works last April, new

Millford sidecars (new last April), both combinations
in excellent condition and ready for the road; one with
electric lighting, speedometer and Klaxon; the other,

acetylene lightme. Klaxon, wind screen and luggage
carrier; both £90 net. -West London Garage. Kenlev
St., Princes Rd.. W.ll (Holland Park Tube Station^
'Phone : Park 5139. [9706

Velocette

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Velocette in ptock.
[0486

HORSMAN for Velocettes.—Victor Horsman, Ltd.,

7, Mount Pleasant, Liveriiool. [0473

O'D0N(JVAN Motors are sole London and district

agents for the wonderful Velocette; immediate
delivery.—O'Donovan Motors. 76a. Gt. Portland St..

W.l. [''708

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, IHeet St., London,
].-.C_Velocet.te 2yib.p.. new 1921, 2-speed. all-

cliain drive, delivery from stock ; £75; easy term,«

arranged. .

[1068

IM M ED IATE Delivery can be given of the famous
Velocette. 1921 model, 2l^h.p., 2-speed, all-chain

drive; £75.—Agents : W. Sparrow, Ltd.. Osborne
Garage. Yeovil. [1632

Oih.p. Velocette, last year's sports model, 2 speeds,

/W4 all-cham, better than new, Bonniksen says 3,000
miles, Lticas accessories, over 50 miles per hour; bar-

gain, £55; very special.—Buckley, 555, Stratford Rd..
Sparkhill, Birmingham. [9153

Verus.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Verus Model; cash or
deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid iiisappoiutnient later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side. Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-

ton 2417. [1001

4h.p. Verus-Rlockburne with Swan de luxe sidecar,

electric lighting, discs, speedometer, all accessories,

insurance policy, 1920 model, only 5 months old, mag-
uiflcently equipped machine, under 2,000 miles, guar-

anteed perfect in writing; sacrifice £140.—Eaeterbrook,

•Hadleigh, Suffolk. [9246

1 O 20 4h.p. Verus-Blackburne, Sturmey-Archer 3-

X*? speed, K.S.. fitted with licence, lamps. Cowey
horn, aluminium discs, long exhaust, new and old
belt, good tyres, and all accessories, in splendid con-
dition, open to expert examination; £110, or near
offer.—Lake, Stoke, Teignmonth. [1105

THIS is the Lamp
Here's the latest F.R.S. lighting

set—a correctly made Stream-line
lamp, that looks just perfect on a
motor cycle. Gives a wonderful
beam of light.

Embodies the F.R.S. patent ONE
NUT attachment, adjustable
focus, genuine optical mangin
mirror, non-glare chimneys and
special type ot door fastening.

Examine it at your agent's—note
its superiority in design and
quality—then fit it and you'll have
no trouble with lighting. Price
6' set £^ 4 o, 5" set £z 15 o.

Rcgd. No. 67927'i

THIS is the Horn
to clear the way—gives a power-
ful, yet harmonious warning note.

Embodies a special reed, immovable
dust cap, and the -ONE NUT
attachment. Finest smooth black

and N.P, finish. Price 22/6.'

THIS is the Holder
that surpasses all others in design,

utility, and simplicity. Adjustable
to ANY angle. Note the ONE
NUT attachment. No ugly screws
showing, and no sharp edges pro-

jecting. Nothing to rust or shake
loose. Even pressure all round
the rim which holds the card, etc.,

making it absolutely waterproof.

Supplied m brass, n.p., black and
brass, or black and n.p. Delivery

from stock.

F.R.S. LAMPS,
Vere St., BIRMINGHAM.

Write for
Ca!SL*o&ue

Plus 6d. for post.a:;e.

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each adv

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Verus.

VERUS 2VA.p., S^pced, 1919 model, new July, li
£52.—James, 246, East Kd.. T.vlorstovm, Elion

... Villiers.

"I Q20 Villiers 2>ih.p. Lightweight, hardly used,
-^•-' scratched, lamps, speedometer, knee grips, (

cost £75. iE58- cv offer.—Kinsey, 352, Lower Ai
combe Ed.. Croydon. 'Phone : 1129. [r

Viper.

FOE Sale, 1920 Viper-Jaji, clutch and lack .

model, all accessories, good as new : £65, or nej
offer.-Apply, O. R. Mitchell, Jun., 8, Mill St., Ki<
minster. [I

v.s.
5-6h.p. V.S. Motor Cvcle and Sidecar, twin, 2-s

gear; price £28.-46 Besson St., New Cro
[S

Wiikin.
WILKIN, sole distributing agents cf London

District for Wilkin motor cycles ; immed
delivery can be given of all models, cash or defe
payments; we are now fixing sub-agencies, and in
enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South Side, C
ham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brixtcn 2417. [1

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON Combination, 8-lOh.p., nat«r-po

Douglas engine, family sidecar, electric li

£120: take lower power part.— 57, Kenbuiy St., t
berwell, London. [9

WoU.
WOLF-VILLIERS 1920 Model, 2!jh.p., 2-slrok

speeds just as delivered, never been ridden;
£69; will sacrifice, £56.—A., 136, Eavensbury^
Earlsfleld, London, S.W. [!

WOLF.—Sole agents for London, South cf Tha
mid district. We are now If.Ying -sub-agen(

and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., St
Side, Clapham Common, S.W. 4- 'Phone: Brixton 2<

[1

Wooler-

WOOLEE Flat Twin 1921 Model.-:.—Fowler
Bri^den, London Agents, 130, Euston Ed., N.^

Museum 4827.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.G.
23/dh.p. Wooler 1921 touring models from si

£103/10; also 2%h.p. Wooler, 1920, £75; easy ti

^ne-fifth down and the remainder in 12 monthly
ments. [1

Zenith.

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Zenith in stoc
[S

6h.p Zenith Combination; £75.-59, Palfrey PI
Dorset Rd.. Clapham -Rd.. S.W.8. [9

ZENITH Sli.p. Sports Model, 1919, perfect oouditl
£100, or oiter.-Wallet, 39. Tork St.. W.l. (9

1 O20 Zenitii, sporting solo, hardly used: £11
-i-t' Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. [9

YOU Will Never Regret your pmohase if yen com
the Zenith Service Depot at 89, Wigmore St.f

LOOK for the Zenith sign, where vnu may obtaiii

spare parts, accessories, overhauls, information
.idvice. and the assurance of prompt service.

FUTURE Eiders of Zenith motor cycle.i will

plenty to choose from, both in 1920 and 1!

models, and know when purcTinsing a second-hand i

chine that it has been carefully examined before be

offered for sale.

THE Following are real bargains. Come and see the

Two 1920 4h.p. sporting motlels, with accessor

in new condition, and ready for the road, £115.

-f d20 8h.p. Countershaft Model, with Millford li

!-«/ bodv sidecar, all accessories. Easting wind sort

as new- £195.—The Motorists' Advisory Agency, E
89. Wigmore St., W. [9S

-|Q17 4h.p. Twin Zenith Sporting Model, Lo
-Lt/ lamps, horn; £62.-24, Cottage Grove, Surbft

f9(

1QI5 Zenith T.T. 3'Ah.p., Gradua, overhauled, extr

Lu £55; exchanges.— 17, Birchington Ed., High i

Kilburn. fSi

1 021 Zeniths—Early delivclies of all models fr

J-t/ authorised agents, Harrison and Bunk
Chichester. !9I

rri21 Zenith 5h.p.. clutch model, immediate delive
«* £145. or complete with sidecar £176.—Harrif

and iunkall, Chichester. 191

£35 4i3 p. T.T. Zenith-Gradua, fine condition, n

tyres, watertight Bosch, guaranteed.—89, E
Hill, Wandsworth, S.W. 18. [9f

ZENITH 6h.p. Sports Model, 1920. shop-.=oiled,

used- bargain. £118.-P. J. Evans. 81-91, Jc

Bright St., Birmingham. [9'

ZENITH-GEADUA SV-h.p., good tyres, lamps,

chanically sonnd, licenced; £45.—Crotrees,

John's Ed., Newport, Wight. [9i

GENUINE Bargaru.—Zenith 8h.p. sporting solo, 19,

new- £125.— Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., J

Woodstock St.. New Bond St.. W.I. [03

ZENITH 1913 3yoh.p. Combination, Gradua ge

Coronet coachbnilt side chair, good conditlf

£55.—Harnett, Little Coggeshall. Essex. 198

ZENITH SV-iJ.P-. Gradua gear, .discs, excellent o
dition, good tyres, accessories: bargain. S|0

Brooks, 63, Derby Rd., Ponders End, N. [981

ertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

h.p. Zenith Sporting Combination, disc wheels, elec-

tric lights, and in perfect working order; £85.—
Hacking, 10, Walkden St., Rochdale. [9S35

ENITH Combination, 1920 Henderpon sidecar, not
run 800 miles; £14S.—Taylors, Ltd., 62, Susses

l:e. S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. . [0408

TArCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
» E.C.4.— Sh.fj. Zenith, 1920 sporting model, ex-
lent condition; £107; easy terms arranged. [1076

h.p. Si'Orting Zenith, discs, long exlinlb^t, lamp set,
-, good condition; £60, or near; must sell, going
-Cyril Edmonds, Baker, Aberkenlig, (jlaui.

[X6483
EOTTH-GEADUA, 1920, 6h.p-, sports model, yery

lightly shop-soiled, very marvellous bargain; 110
I.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Heading. 'Phone: 1024.

[9139
EXITH-GEADUA 4h.r. J.A.P. Cciubination, coacli-

built, horn, lamps, spares, etc.^ perfect condition:
.iny time; f80.—Artliers, Farmer, Shepperton,

ddleees. [9321

ENITH 1921 Models, orders now accepted for earlv
delivery; 1920 models at greatly reducetl prices';

te or call.—Ratclirie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W.
yiair 5042. [0437
EMTII 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination. Lucas

accessories, Cowey, knee grips. Ace disc^, luggage
d, equal to new; £160.—Parker's, Bradsliawgate,
Iton. and 245, Deausgale, Manchester. [X6503
ENITH 6-eh.p. 1920 Combination, countershaft.

Milifcrd family sidecar, wind screen, lamps,
-m. pillion, speedometer, p.'rlect comliticn, mileage

100; ofttrs.-Grecn, High St., Thames Ditton. [9667

eASTERN
GARAGE

IF YOU APPLY
FOR OUR LISTS OF

SECONDHAND

nation; £204, oi
._ payments one-ti(th deposit, balance

12 monthly instalments, a small extra charge bcirif:
Bde (or credit terms.—iiarrods, Ltd., 118, Biomnton
i., Londcn.. [9941

[TEW 8h.p. Zenith Model II Cojnbii
^' on deferred payments one-ti(th
;
12 monthly instalments, a small ex

Bde (or credit terms.—lianods, Ltd.,
i., LondcD..

''ENITPi:^1920 5-6h.p. Sports Moflol, elaborate srott-

f
uv^ sideonr, as new, 600 miky only; £125; cliefi).

Ip acepted part pnynieot, or exchange with oaMi lor
r—Clrveily, 6, WelUnston Miin^ions, TJpper Saint
artm's L.'iue, W'.C.2. [9565

t Ladies' Motor Cycles.
MX Paid Lndy's 31i.p. Minerva, Bosch. Araoc, all
s^ohnm, lamps, oxpellent ninninp order; 25 ;:n9.—

i

', T^^^ti-rn nd., Southall, 3Iiddle^ex. [9281

Miscellaneous
"iFFERS Wanted (or 2 Combinations, private cwner.
-^ —Tiumble, 424, High Rd., Leyton. [9675
IRTUMPH 3i,;,.h.p., cyl. re"bored, new piston, rings

anri bushes, Bosch. B.B., s,ax paid; £34.
j^NFIELD 2->:ih.p. Twin. 2-speed, cvls. rebore*!. new
^ pistons, rings, bushes, Bosch, plating and enamel
lendid. tax paid; £36.

>AT-J.A.P., 8h.p.. 1911. C.B. sidecar. Grado gear.
-» B..sch. Amac; £35.-Wilkin, Culver St., Col-
lester, [9543
I LLBER Motors.—Great bargain, come and view our
V, slnck. no crocks; all machines guaranteed in
od order; exchanges entertained.

k LLBER.-New^ Imperial-Jap, 2',...h.p.,

L LLBER-
I. model

;

Sun-Vitesse, 2-stroke.
bargain. £39.

2 'speeds,

speetls. 1

L LLBER.-Indian 1920 model. 3-speed. clutch, kick
* starter, run 500 miles, absolutely new, tax paid;
to.

LLLBER. -Excelsior. 1920. 2-stroke. 2 speeds, coun-
»- tersha(t gear, complete lamps, etc.. polished
uminium discs, as new, smart appearance; £52,a0.
L LLBER. Rndge. 1920. Isle ol Man model. 3";.Ii.p..
». multi gear, ab.^^olutelv new, disc wheels, complete
mps. horn, etc.; £77/10.

L LLBER.—Hazclwccd-Jap 1916 5h.p.. 3 speeds.
»- clutch, kick starter, complete lamps, horn, etc.,
nditif.n as new; £57/10.
L LLBER.—Rover 1918 3i;h.p., T.T., Phillipsm
V pulley, complete with lamps, etc., in splendid
ndition; £55.

i LLBER.—Campion-Jap. 2i/.h.p.. 2 speeds, counter-
*. shaft, nice little machine; £36.

L LLBER. -Sunbeam combination. 1919 model, lamps,
1. horn, speedometer, in excellent condition; £140,

I LLBER.—Harley-Davidson 1918 combination. East-
»- ing screen, all lamps, etc., splendid outfit; £125.

i LLBER Motors. Thomsett Rd.. Earls8eld. London.
1. S.AV. 'Phone: LatcUmere 4388. [9103

jfOTOR Cycle, S^^li.p., good condition, new mag.
U- .md Lars, less tyres; £20.—D. Funkie, Bicin
ottnges, Leveq, Fife. [9108
TOTj can get cxactiv the motor cycle yon want
L through the KwiKsale Private JMotor Registry,
" Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2392. Send tdt list of
nvately owned motor cycles. [0138

I CE 4-rvl. 10-1 6b. p.. special sidecar, 3* -in. tyres,^ rr.st £291, rnn n few_ miles only, any trinl<'aIso
920 Hnrley combiuntion, dis
>r Hplline, overdue car nrrived.-
.W.7.

, etc, cost £210: reason
-Ncamc, 4. Onslow Place,

[9119

AND

SHOP-SOILED

MACHINES
YOU WILL BE AMAZED

AT THE

LOW PRICES
' AND

VARIETY OF MODELS
WE OFFER.

IF DESIRED, PAYMENT
CAN BE EFFECTED BY

1_

4 DOWN
AND 12 MONTHLY
INSTALMENTS.

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,

Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone
Teleeram?

490. East Ham.
" Ei,'araco, London.'

WAXDSWOETH.-
3'jh.r.. Bosch,

TXrAXDSWOETH.-
V> 2 tp'Ksis (oiiiitorshiilt :

WAXDSWOETH-
lombiuation.

W

W „,r. <Jl..i.., 3 i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WAXDSWOETH Motor Esolinnge. Lonilcn's Icndins
Motor Cycle Exchange, for real choiip machiuea.

— Delow.

WrAXDSWORTH.—Buy yonr motor cycle on our ensy
VV luiyiiieut t^y^tem ; immediote delivery.—Below.

WAXDSWOETH.—Ensy terms, onsy terms, easy

terms on :my motor cycle.—Below.

WAXDSWOETH.—Moto-Bete LiBlitwcislit. small

twin, mag., wants little attention; 15 gns.—
Below.

"\T7AXDS\T0ETH.—Wolf. 2',;li.p. J.A.P., mair., 3
V> ^i^?e<ls. kick

:
preiit bargain, 35 gns.-Below.

WAXDSWOETH.—EiidTO with sidecar, SVjli.p., mag.,

2 speeds, goes well ; 49 gns.—Below.

Tiiimirli w-itli coadibnilt sider'ar.

counteralnitt geiire ; 6>'<. SB gns,

—Below.

WAXDSWOETH.—MatchJCM, fHte<l 3',yi.p. twin

J.A.P., Uosih, 3 ^iwed*. clutch; 49 gns.—Below.

WAXDSWOETH.-1920 Eoy.-ll Euby, 2^.^h.p., mag..

nearly new, little inudiine; 48 gns.-Below.

-Bat-Jap with sidecar, Sli.p. twin.

48 en'.—Bek^w.

Bed Indian beatitifnl roaehlinilt

71i.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 78 gns.—

Below.

TX7AXDSWOBTH.-i918 li^antifal Douglas conch-

VV built eomljiuatiou, 4h.p., 3 i-iiccds; only 89 gns.-

Below.

:VXDSWOBTH.-1920 lovely Emlse TSInlti conrli-

l.nilt combination, 3',yi.p., complete^ lamps
: 83

gn.«.—Below.

WAXD.SWORTH.—1920 Scott, nice conehbuilt com-

biuution, water-<-oolcd, nicely fitted up; 125 gus.

—lielow.

W\XDSWOETrr —1920 Tiiumph, flttwl Oloiin conch-

built siib.xar, 4h.p,, 3 ?pec<fc; 135 gns.—Below.

1918 Triumph with spotting side-

iccds, liCiiuty; 89 gns.—Below.

VXDSWOETH.—Trininph with conehbuilt sidecar.

3i,...h.p., mag., ready drive away; 38 gns.—Below.

\XDS\VOBTII.—1918 Quadrant eonchbnilt com-

bination, 4>,ili.p., mag., 3 speodji, Pimial; 85 gns.

-l;,.low.

T\7 VXDSWOETH.—1920 inagniaccut Eeil Indian

\> toachbnilt combination, dynaiuo lighting, com-

plete; 155 gn--.—Below.

WAXDSWOnTH.-Hendetson Sli.p. , «;Cyl., mag., 2

speeds, kick, veiy fast; 7S gus.-Below.

AXDSWOBTH.-X.n.T., famous T.T.. J.A.P. en-

gine, overhead valves, lieauty; ouly 6B gns.—

Below.

WWDSWOnXn—r.X. 1914 S-eh.p., 4-eyI., water-

proot Bo"h. 2 8pce<ls, dutch; 45 gns.-Below.

7AXnSW0KTn.—Kcrry-Abingdon SVlh.p.. "nag..

i,.«ly painted, lino hill-climbcr ; 29 gus.-Below.

T \XD^WOETU.—F.N. 4iAli.p., 4-cyl., mag., chaft
'

irivc, ic'idy drive away; 25 gns.—Below.

A-)l7AXDSW0UTn.-l-.X. 2V!.li.p. mag.. 2 speeds,W clutch, shaft drive; gift, 29 gns.-Below.

WVXDSWOETH Esdinnges.-Wnndswoith Motor

lOx'hange, l-biier St., Wandswoith (Town St.at.ou)

•Phone: Batter^ea 327. [3'8B

LIliHTWEIGHT, Levi« engine, 2-speed countershaft,

neids adjustiient.; £23.-2, Glem Ten,ace, J. ew-

market. o«crin
BABOAIXS—P. and M. with coach sidecar, £25/lu;

3^a:.p Triumph, £25/10: 3h.P. Clyde £10; 2',!,

h.p. machine. £5/5.-Bootlis' Motories, Halifax.

B\EGAIXS-1919 P. and M. and new sidecar. £120

:

"Jpcid Indian and sidecar. £59/10; 2-6p<»d Indian

and sideiar, £49/ 10.—Booths' Motorics. Halifa.v

\BGMXS.—6h.p. 2-speed Ees combination, £49/10:

"'/h.p Snn-Precieion, 3-speed. £35/10.-Booths'

Motorics, Halifax.

AEG-UXS—1920 Crouch light car, spare wheel,

electric lamps. £220; shop-soiled

Swift light car, dynamo lightmg. £4Z5;

Booths' Motories, Halifax.

AHGAIXS.—Six 1915 DouglaEes from £42/10; 4

hp Douglases, £75/10: 4h.p. Douglas with new

sidecar, £97/10.-Eooths' Motories, Hahfax.

BABGAIXS—Lightweights: 2''a.p. New Imperial-

Jap issho; 1919 Enfield 2-speed, £49/10 : 1920

I Scott and sidecar. £135/10; 1919 6h.p. 3-spced Eoyal

Ruby. £89/10—Booths' Motories. Halifax.

W''

w
w

B
Mot(

B^
Swifi
Boot

B^

1920 lOh.pi
eschangesi

—

BAEGAINS.—Shop-=oile(l 1920 models: 2^ih.p, O.K..
Omega-
si deojjf.

£43/10; ditto 2*reed. £54/10; 2?ill.p.

.Tar 2-6i>eed, £67/10; Hailey-Davidson and

fl89/10- 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/10; exchanges

entertained. Pay u« a visit.—Booths' Motories, Port-

land Place. Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [8479

VICTOEY Garage. Victory Garage.—We have a few

excellent bargains in second-hand machines, so o

and combinations; Norton. Triumph. Eudge. Match-

fess, Douglas Bat. Quadrant, etc.; write for particujars.

Trial given on any machine.- ^'"

mark Ed., Camberwell.
-Victory Garage, 2b. Den^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the d.-ite of the issue. A41
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or near offer.—W,
Battersea, S.W.S.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.,

MOTOR Cycle, perfect order, all on, licence paid;
£18, or exchange Auto-wheel and push bicvcle,

Bird, 41, Stockdale Rd., New Rd.,
[9869

TONES' Giirnge.—AJI tnx paid on inacMneg purehiised
*J _from this date. Our motto is fair and square deal-
ing;, which cannot be Ibund everywhere. Any machine
sent upon the deposit system, or upon the deferred
system. Send for our big' list.—Jone-;' Garage, Muswell
Hill. iSr.lO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

TONES* Garage.—1917-18 4h.p. Douglas combination,
*-' accessories and wind screen; £87/10,

y.ONES' Garage.—SVoh-p. Precision, mag,, 2-6peed
*^ N.S.TJ. gear, tyres like new, perfect running "order;"

£52/10,

JONES' Oarage.—1914 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, over-
hauled, perfect; £52/10.

JONES' Garage.—1920 2iAh.p. VilUers, 2-6peed, aa
new, tierfect; £52.

JONES" Garage.-Late 1919 P. and M. combination,
all as new, not W.D. ; £105.

JONES' Garage.—1914 Indian 7-9h.p., 2-flpeed, OTer-
hauled, as uew ; £65.

JONES' Garage.—1920 2i/ih.p. Enfield 2-stroke, all

accessories, and as new, 2ispe6d; £57/10.

JONES' Garage—1920 Hobart, 2iih.p. Villiers, brand
new; £52; £10 under list price.

JONES' Garfige.—1920 8h!p. Bat, unused, list price
£165, soiled; price £145.

JONES' Garage.-19Z9 7-9h.p. Harley combination,
not 'W.D^, electric -model, all accessories; a leid

.snip, £160r*^--—

:

JONES' Garage:—1919 James 6-7h.p. twin c'ombina-
tiori, all acceesofies, perfect; £130.

JONES' Garage.—Norton combination, 3-speed, all-

chain drive, all accessories; a real good snip,
£100.

JONES'" G.nrage.—1920 O.K. Union, brand new; we
have several. In dispose of, dirt cheap; £45/10;

£6/8 under list price.

TONES' Garage.—1917 4b.p. Triumph, 3-speed, T.T.
'-' bars, perfect order; £77.

TONES' Garage.—1919 ai^h.p. James 2-stroke, 2-speed,
^y all accessories: bargain, £52/10.

TONES' Garage.-SVoh.p. Triumph; 1913, PhilipsonO pulley, ail in perfect order; dirt cheap, £40.

TONES' Garage.—1917 &h.p. Sunbeam combination.
JM.A.G- engine, Luca(; dynamo, electric light

a real good

1920 41i.p. Douglas combination, ab-

throughout, hood, screen, spare wheel, etc
outfit; a gift, £155,

JONES' Garage,
solutely as new; a snip, £145.

JONES' Garage.-1919 SVuh.p". Eudge Multi. like new
£82-.

JONES' Garaire.—1920 2^Kv- Wooler, brand new; lis

price £103, accept £8T/10.

JONES' Garage.—Late 1919 Harley-Davidson, electric
model, complete with 2-seater sidecar to match,

absolutely as new, not scratched; £195.

JONES" Garage.—1920 4-cyl. Henderson combination,
absolutely like new, 3 brand new tyres, all acces-

sories, including speedometer; £175.

TONES' Garage.~-1920 brand new A.E.C.,
*~^ the ideal motor cycle; a gift, £120.

JONES' Garage.—1920 brand new A.B.C.,
model, registered but unused; offers.

JONES' Garage.—1920 4i4h.p. B.S.A.. chain drive,
and sidecar, all brand new; list price £152, our

price £130.

JONES' Garage.—1920 Clyno, 2-speed, 2-stroke; list

price £75, -our price £.59.

TONES' Garage.—1917_2^4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, abso-

4-speed,

electric

lutely like new; £57/10.

JONES' Garage.—1914 2^:Jh.p. 2-speed Doiiglas, in
perfect condition; £46/10.

JONES' Garage.—1920 2-speed Radco, brand new;
"list price £65, our price £57/10.

J_PNES' Garage.—We have a great number of new
machines, all at bargain prices for cash; defeiTed

payments; list price no extra. Our stock consists of

Ariels (3 models), B.S.A. (model H. A, B, C), Bat, Black-
burne, Clynos, Douglas, Eufields, J-omes, Levis, Match-
less, New Imperial. O.K., Rovers (2 modelc). Triumph
[models H and SD and Juniors renovated),—Jones'
Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside Parade,
North Finchley, [9012

MOTOR Cycles (new models), sidecars, and bodies
actually in stock : B.S.A.,. Allon, New Scale.

Radco (3 models), Triumph, Douglas, Sun Vitesse (for
which we are the sole agents for the City of London).
and others at lowest manufacturers' i^rices; carriage
paid.—Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate, Lon-
don. EX\2. [0356

INDIAN 7-9h.p., electric lighting. Easting wind screen,
excellent condition, £75: King Dick S^/^Lp., Grado

gear, i^erfect order, £22 ; Clyno combinatiori, 3 speeds,
detachable wheels, perfect order, £65; Triuuiph 3V'L?h.p.,

Philipson pulley, £30; Royal Ruby 2-stroke, new Dun-
lops, £35 : lightweight sidecar, as new, £7 ; any ex-
changes entertained.—Geo Sax, 619, Garratt Lane, Earls-
lieid, S.AV.IS. [9841

iMSifflii
NEW BELTS.

6ft. 6in. X fin. complete with
fastener -. 13/6-

|in. any length per foot .... 2/-
lin., 8ft. and 8ft. 6in. per foot 3/3

Fastener given away free with eacli belt.

SPECIAL BARGAINS
Brand New Covers

1st Gi-ado Only,
From Government Stores, etc.

24x2} .A.von Drui'i 36 ;-

26x2 Clincher Ribbed 29 /-

FOR 21 RIM.
26 X 2i Heavy Rubber Non-sl^id .... 27/6

Avon Sunstone 39/6
Wood-Milne Combination 79/-

,, Goodrich Safety Tre.nd 56/6
26 X 2f Dunlop Heavy Rubber Stud . . 42 '6

,, Palmer Cord He.-.vy 39/6
Bates' Special Heavy 44/-
Woo.l-Milne Extra Heavy ... 37/6

„ Avon Tricar .' 34/6
,, Hutchinson Passenger 36 /-

26 X 2i X 2}- Hutchinson Rubber Stud . 52 /-

Englebert Super 55 /-

Fnglebert Touring 47/6
Goodrich Safety Tread 61 /-

FOR 2^ RIM.
26 X 2I Heavy Non-skid 37/6

,,
' Wood-Milne Combination .... 55/-
Clincher de Luxe Heavy ^ /"-

26x3x21 Dunlop Heavy 45 /-^

,/ F.nglebert Passenger 47/-
Pedley Heavy Three-rib ..... 67/-

FOR AMERICAN RIMS.
2.S x 2I Hutchinson Passenger 38/6

,,
' liefnnshall Non-skid 45/-

2.« x 3 Dunlop Extra Heavy 48/6
„ Goodrich Safety Tread 59/6
„ Palmer Cord 49 6

,, Clincher de Luxe Extra Hcavv 50/-
Wood-Mihie Extra Heavy ... 55/-
F.nglebert Super Heavy 69/6.

FOR 6SO X 65 RIMS.
700 X So Dunlop Grooved 80 /-

,, Spencer-Moulton 70/-
Avon Sunstone . . ^ 70 /- -

650 X 65 Dunlop Grooved- 57/6

Avon Three-ril; 59/6
Clincher de Luxe Extra Hvy. 59/-
Lightweight 27 '6

NEW CLEARANCE TUBES.
26 X 3 X 2; Pcdlev Hcavv tO /6

26x2^ Endless 6/6
26x2! Endless 6/8
26x2; X"2i Endless 7/6

26 X 2! Endless 6/6
28x3" Endless 8/6

Sent carrla/je paid nil 7 daij^' approval oaai m
leiiiiitfiiiC'i.

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd.

The TYRE HOUSE,

S3, Theotoaad's FCoeicI,

HOL.BORN, Vt^.C.1
'Phone: i/uscum 1513.

A42 All letters relatini: to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

F.O.C.H. for new and second-hand evcles, combin
tions and runabouts, at low prices ; inspecti'

invited. Agents for Triumph, F.N"., Zenith, B.S.J
-A..T.S., etc.. also tlte famous Kingsbury Junior, Bleri
Wliiptifit, G 2^. jn^o , will purchase your present m
chine for cash, or "arrange an exchange.—5, Heal
St., Hampstead (near Hainpstead Tube Statioi
'Phone: Hampstead 3752. "Hours 9-7,-ineluding Satt
aays. [93!

BARGAINS.—"We have a few 1920 new but. slight
soiled solos and combinations - to be offered

greatly Tecbiced__priees. These offers are only to
sold once imd cannot be repeated. Secure now at t

right price "for" spot cash. Matchless 8h.p. combin
tion, B.S.A. 41/ili.p. combination. Douglas 4 h.p. coi

lination, also Triumph Model FT, Tludge SVi.h-P. T.G
Douglas 23:Jh.p., Calthorpe-Jap, Levis. -etc. Call ai

inspect the above^ Opportunity awaits you to scou
at one.5.

—
"\Yilkins," Simpson, opposite Olympia, Loado

r9S(

BATCHELOH and Co.. 36, Clarence St.. Kingslo
on-Thames (est. 1898). 'phoue 1809. can supp

Irom stock 1921 Triumph, chci.io drive. £140; 19:

Triumph. Model 11. £127/10; 1921 Baby Triump
£75; Triumph 4h.p. W.D.B.. £105; 1921 Enfield
stroke, £65; 1921 Enfield 8h.p. combination, £16(
1921 Douglas 5-speed, £100 ;1921 Douglas, 2-sp6e
£85; 1921 Douglas, clutch, £105; 1921 Douglas coi
bination £170: 1921 Matchless combination, dvnam
£230; also 1921 Rover, Ariel, A.J.S.. Allon, Bradbur
B.S.A. moto" cycles; exchanges arranged. Rfontgome
.:idecars. all models stocked , catalogue sent 163:

THE Following Machines, recently taken- in pa
exchange tor new machines, will be sold cheap \

they stand, all in sound mnning order: 1913 3^gh.
B.S.A.. 2 speeds and clutch, nearly uew tyres, £3J
-1912 SJih.p. Rover, "3 speeds and clutch. £35; 191
3i.^h.p. P. and M., 2 speeds, £30; 1914 4h.p. T.^

Triumph. £45; 1912 6h.p. Matchless, £45; 1917 V/th.
B.S.A.. 3 speeds, new back tyre, £60; 1919 Omegi
Jap, 2%li.p., 2 .opeeds. as new £60; 1920 4h.p. Dougla
3 speeds, kick-starter, £100; 1915 6h.p. A.J.S. combin!
tion, overhauled and enamelled, as new, 4 wheels, inte

changeaV'Ie wind screen, this is really good, £110; 191
5h.p. Zenith, clutch model, variable gear, with sideca

£75; 1915 6h.p. Clyno combination. 4 wheels (inte

changeable). 3 speeds, all chain. £75'; - 1920 2)5h.i
AUdays-Allon, quite uew, £65. Close offers consideiet

Furtlier, we "null guarantee to accept back at price pait

if in reasonable condition, any of the first seven machine
in pa"rt exchange for any new machine in stock an
time "R-ithin six months of the date of the purchase.-

The "(Valbro Cycle and Motor Co., 49, High St., Saifia

^Taldeu. 'Phone 46. - [X560

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
A"UTO-WHEEL, in good condition; £9, or nea

offer.—Talbot, "Ware. - [919'

WALL" Auto-"\yheel, perfect order: 12 gns., or uftuvs

ofSer.-Laftertye, 308, King's Rd., Chelsea. !934

AUTO-WHEEL for Sale, cheap, shabby i"int in goo""i

. running order, value lor mouey; £7.—Keen
Leominster. - -" .982;

S\LE, 1^^4h.p. 2-stroke .ilotorcyclete, new conditicn

less carbureter":" il5.-W.- Bater, Farrs, Chittlf

hamholt, Chulmleigh. -
_ [X6531

WALL Auto-Wheel, good "as. new", guarantee given

no reason ible offer refused.—Crittenden. 75

Salisbury Rd., Maidstone. -
,

[965!

AL'TO-WHEEL, attached to gent's cycle, good coudi

tiou. lamps, etc. ; "ride away.; £25.-37, Gicsbacl

Hd., Upper Holloway, N.19. - [935'

YOUNG Motor Attaclimcnt, with new bock wheel

only done JO miles ; -bargain, £16.—Eobson, Fm'n
ilouse. Carthorpe, Bedale, YorkS. [925:

AUTO-WHEEL, perfect tune, with low bike, 22in.

excellent tvres, licence, horn, lights, fast outfit

£16/10; 'exchange (lightweight) considered.—Ford
ham, 27. Winchester St., Acton, .Middlesex. ^979!

MOTOR CYCLES lOR HIRE.

MOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday, 42/6., 1

week 85/-; combination, 52/6 and 115/-; writ(

for further information.-Mandes', 100, Gt. Portltjnc

St W 1 18161

TRICYCLES i OR SALE.

AEGSON Hand and Motor Propelled Tricycles, fol

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng

Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2647

TRICARS FOR SALE.

AC Sociables, modern, fully eanipped, meelianicalls

smmd, good appearance ; froni £60 to £35
;

tn.al

-29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W. .9284

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
AUTOPED new, clutch, electric lighting, tools

19 gns -64, Church St., Edgware Rd., W. [951S

AUTOPED, Model D., E.L., condition excellent: c

changes; f 28.-I'owkes, Tavistock St., Bedioul.^^

EGEHTONS, Northgate, Ipswich, can deliver from

slock A.B.C., Skootamotas, and Mobile PiPl^gj

AUTOPED Brand New Scooter; sacrifice £16, cost

£50.-Miss Haivk c/o 77, Acre Lane, S'.W;2.gg^

A .B^: Jlotaskoota, as new, unused; cost £50, acceptA £40, or near offer.-S., The ilanor House, Wed-

more, Somerset.
^^^''

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR SCOOTERS.
uroiiLIDEE Scooters, 1921 models

Au.uts: Fowler and Uligaen, 130, E
:i. JIiKeiim 4827.

E<1..

[9373

rrOGHDEE Scooter, 1921 clutch model, liiuips,

. oiuiiletc, knnwdiate deliver)-; £65.—Fowler una
cden. 130, Euston IW., N.W.I. [9368

UTOGLIDER. 1920, carry 2 persons anywhere,
electric lamps, 2--;h.p. Uiiion engine: £35.—Oxley,

Jlarsala Kd . Lewisham, S.E.-13. IS"?*?

nOSCO Scooter, hrand nerv, 20in. wheels. Palmers,
ee.-it; £35: tax paid: list £48.-Paitiiulars, photo,

9. Electric Mansions, Electric Aw, Urixtou. [8560

WIND SCRHENS, ETC.
are actual manufacturers ol

, etc.

HOODS,
E-N.NOC Sidecar Co.
hoods, wind screens

ENNOC Co., 165a, Marlborough Rd., Holloway,
N.4.—See advert, under Sidecar Attachments.

[9734
ERCFLES noods, b»t and cheapest on the

market, made to. fit any body.

EBCULES Hoods, 52/6, 65/-, and 80/-; write lor

list.—Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Kd.,

,tU Tottenham, N.15. [4547

TI.ND Screen. Easting, slightly soiled, uniiscd. per-

lert; price *3/10, great bargain.—64, Bishops-
London. [0398

JR.VND Now Easting Royal Wind Screen, cost

£5/10. never used: sacrifice, £4/5. — Else,

111 Ic. iMatlock. (X6610

fIND Screens. Aero, sporting type. Triplex glass,

12/6; elsewhere, 42/-.—Central Garage, 302.
Icn R<1., Croydon. [9669
01 ID Mutorials.—Twill, eticks, celluloid, fltlings,

etc.: materials conipleto for recover. 14/9.—Henry
nes. 778, High Ud., Tottenham, Loudon. (8232

USTER Triple.'! Adjustable Aero Type Wind Screen,
overnl size. 13x7.\'|in.. 15/- chcii. including car-

ge and packing.— George Cuiiimiiig. 19. Rose St.,

lenleep [X5207
BODIES.

''EXrS step Bodies ai'c the best lor old chassis.

rEM'.S BiUbous Bodies arc roomy and very emart.

Strong and light.TENU^ Tandems hold 2 persons,
bnt not unsightty. Get one.

TENt'-S Bodie.'; nre made in a factory and supplied
ciircct. Catalogue free.

?:NL:S Sidecar Co., 6-14, Uourlcy St., S. Tottenham.
12298

.\..AriJER.—Bodie-i to suit nny machine from £5/12/6
£10/17/6.—Blight ;ind Haylo^. 78, Chiuch St..

miK'tH-e'-l. [9758

ERFECTION Coachbuilt Sidecar Bodies, Ironi
£6 '15; new s^idccar cliassis, with wheel, £7/10.
Horton St., Halilax. [9470

\ivK Your Sidecar Body instantly detadiablc.
Aiivone can easily (U our device: post free, 15/6.—

.ivekie-s" Trading Co.. Mitcham. Surrey. t6822

RIDEEZI.—Special olFer of 50 bulbous bodies, perfect.

;itl colours, lor 14 days only: write for list.—

Body Co.. 25. Upper Clapton Rd.. E.5.
: Dahton 3110. [9459

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, fir^t-

^ la.s? finish. Sevi-ral bodies (new) to dear cheap,
for designs.—Ths \\'illo\vbrook Co., Mauufac-
Leicester. [0336

UWRIOUS Tandem Sidecar Body, new, spceialb
buiU for adult and cliild, grey, 2 cocki>its and

mi s:-iC5ns. beautifully upholstered; £26.—White,
w.-ascnt, Cobham, Surrey. [9796

ENNOC Sidecar Co. always hold the largest sl.>ri:

uf bodies in the trade, lacint'. touring, and i

trxi bodies and tradesmen's carrier box'.-.

lily ; sec advert, under Sidecaj' Attae-bnioii'-
cnnor Sidecar Works. 155, Marlborough Rd., llollu

. N.4.

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, a laryc quantity, nil
models; clearance at knock-out pnccs. Write for
LUcc list.

"

[9753

IDECAR Body Designs for the trade onlj-. Work
^ coloured, pencil, or line drawings ol original

i^uj, also working drawings, lull-sjzed or to scale.—
ooiier\- Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
the coach trade lor over 80 years. Consult us when

jsigtiing new Ideas.-20, Tudor St., London, E.C^.
[0004

BASTONE'S for Sidcrar Bodies. Latest new tvpc
sporting models, Iif;htweigbt3, bulbous back, tor-

?do. step, and other patterns at low prices: no better
.-h.aiier house: trado supplied.—228, Pentonville

d., King Cross, London. N.l. Tel.: 2431 North.
[5534

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

l^

>Cr.

MU'DLETOrf Sidocnr. wicker, side dcor; £9.-138.
llinybam Ed-, Croydon. [9130

'4.— Sideoar, sound, roinuc tyre; carriage patd.^
' 20. Minto Cottages, Cardenden. Fife. [9893

I^IDECAR Chassis. 26in. wheel, Dunlop. £3; alsoJ^ motor mrts.—23, Globe Rd., Romlord. [9655
"^OACH Siitocar. shnp-sniled oulv; oo?t £30. sell £19.

~.SiiiLl:iir, Blriii:it!j);i. Waltoii-on-Thjiiiies. [gSS"!
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

GANDUM, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

CANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite £24/10, and
Si>orts £28/10, are of distinctive appearance.

CAN'DUM Elite Sidecar. .£28/10; the smartest side-^ car on the road; higllly recommended in "The
Motor Cycle."

S.\NDUiU Duel Purpose Sidcrar (patented). A single

or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of hody as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
lortahle seating lor 2 adults, with the weight in cor-

rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to suit

any make of machine, £45; bodies only, £22/10.
The latest development of the 2-scater ns designed by

us, and approved by the recognised experts.

SAKDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price .£4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd.. 336. Gray's Inn

lid., W.C.I. Phone: llolborn 933. Factories:

162 to 165, Pentonville Kd., N.; and Britannia

Works, Britannia St., W.C. (0019

pAMBKE.—Lightiveight sidecars, £16/10.

O.VilllEE.—Seinitouring Bidee.nrs. £20/15.

/~<.\jrBF.R.—Tandem sidecars, £27/10.

ptAMllEB.—UtiUty sidocart:, £27/17/6.

C.VMIlEIt.—Milkers: Bright and IIayle«. 78, Clinr.h

St., Camberviell, Loudon. 'Phone: Buxton 2951.
(9757

MinDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are giiaran-

lee.i lor 3 years.

MmilLETON'S One Piece Tjnbrcakable Chassis

Axle, with spring wheel, is fitted to our 2-scater3

.iiid sidecars for, liigh-powercd machines.

M11)I;LET0N".* Undertake all classes of repairs to

niotuT c.clcs and sideciirs. bodywork, etc.

MIIIULETON'S, London's Oldest Established Side-

car Makers, Wholesale and Hctnil, 27, Stroud

<;reen Hd , Finsbnry Park, N.4. 'Phone: Honisey

1584. '°°°^

HENDER.SON. best model, only used twice; £35.-
Orimcs, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. [9986

RENNOO Sidecars, bodies, hoodn, screens. Liitce^t

stock in London : actual mauufncturets throughout.

REXXOC Co. liiivc tho finest selectiou of coiuplcto

HideciiTtt ill tho trade.

REXSOC Sidec.-ir Co. Iinvo 18 different model side-

cjirit, racing, touring, nnd tiindciii models.

REXNOC Sidecar Co. havo aetualiy in stock 26 variouo

design sidecar models.

PUCEXIX .Sidecnrs.-All Iiarts suplilied from stock,

and reinirs for this liiako by the Heniioc Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. arc actual manufacturers of

hoods .-.nd wind screens, fitted while you wait.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. undertake repoirg to nny luako

of ^idec:lr; completo renovations a speciality.

RICNNOC Sldecirs are innnutnctured to fit every make
at motor cycle: Hailey-lJuvidsona a speciality.

REXXOO Sidecnr*Co. have 70 clearanco sidecars iind

bodie« to clear at knock-out in ices; room wanted.

Note.—Send for 8peei.al oloaronco list.

RENNOC Co. invite correspondence. Send for 1921

eatjilogoe.-lteunoc Slotots. Ltd., Victorm ltd.,

l.'mdon, X.4. 'Phono: lIoriLsey 850.

RENNOC Co. invite clients to view their works and
ree the liiinoiis Rennoo sidecars and bodies- ojiDg

actually built throughout. L9''32

HARLEY Millford Sidecar, good condition; £20--
353. King St.. Hammersmith. [9713

DUNHILLS ChnMis. with -trndesmnn's box: £9.-
Ihicta 6, Wilton Mews, S"Mtli Bclgravia, Lnn.lon.

_ 19291

CANOELET Sporting Sidecar W.intcd, Ie.ss tyre: rash

waiting.-Ellis, 40, Kidderminster Hd., Crovvlon.

LIGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar, needs slight repair, new
Dunlop; £6/10, olIer.-68. Pine Rd., N.W.2^^^

SIDEC-VR. 2-Eeatcr, wicker, £7/10; also chassis,

£4/10— ^shbv, 65, York Hd., New Southgalc.
' "

[9742

C< IDECAR, slightiv soiled, but iinused, coachbuilt;

>5 price ,£15/10, original price £22/10.-64, Bishops-

^:ilc. London. [0399

NEW Cn:irlibuilt Siilecar. under^lung, 4-roint. tvrci

and tube 26x2'/s f12.-Harveyson, 87, Station

Rd., FLochlev. [9264

RUDGE C.B. Late Sfodcl Sidecar, new. painted,

good condition; £15.—Land, Primrose Itill.

liuddersCeld \S73R

DOUBLE-SEATED Sidecar. Sandum. 1920. 2 vvind

screens, aprons, hood; £17/10.-30, C.irden R.l..

Nunhead, S.E. i.^""^

A.B.C. Sidecar, 3 months old, hood, screen, luggatn

grid: £30, or near of!er.-.Smith, 40, C^';nw:in

Terrace, Bradford. lX6b-j

Ml letters iclntins! to advei'tisemciits should iiiiotc the mimher at the end of e.tch adveitisemtnt, and the date of the issue. A4i
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BASTONE'b lor Sidetjara and Bodies; no better or

cheaper house Kindly inspect our models before
purchasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'8.—New 1921 sporting and other models
in stock Bodies Irom £4/10; complete sidecars

liom £16/10.

BASTONE'S.—We have a few soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at Tow prices.

BASTONE'S.—Distributing agents lor the famous
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and

other models in stock; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.), 228. Pentonville Rd.,
King's Cross, London. N.l. Tel.: 2481 North.

[5533

NEW Sidecar, fit Harley, 28x3, ditto, fit Triumph
or any SVuh.p. machine; £25.—Grimes, 18.

Briiton Place, Bond St., W.l.

CAMBER Bulbous Sidecar,
suit Triumph, nearly new

Albert Rd., Dalston, B.8.

J:9987

underslung, 4-point,
£15; after 6.—A., 28,

[9746

"VOLEX" DRY BATTERY
ir'sfSe^c'i? LIGHTING OUTFITS'^-?

Briiish Made.

TTJBNER Coachbuilt Sidecar, wind screen, hood,
luggage grid, extra child's seat, new tyre; £'20.

—Maratou, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [9600

MILLS-FULFOED, can« body, ^^l-point attachment,
sound, with electric eide lamp; £7.—Can be seen

at The Firs, Oranlord, near Hounslow. [9357

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars to suit all machines,
roomy bodies, comfortable upholstery, excellent

springing; prices from £i9/10 upwards,

SEND Your Sidecar to us for renovation. New
hoods, wind screens, and aprons fitted. Write for

catalogue.

THE Wiilowbrook Co., Royal Leicester Sidecar Worts,
Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [0335

SIDECARS.—The Paragon folding eidecar solves the
storage difficulty. Call and see It demonstrated.—

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0387

DOTTGLAS Sidecar, as new, £17; Enfield, Clyno, nnd
Milliord W.JJ. bodies, from 15/-; Millford chassis,

28in. wheel, from £2.—Motor, 39, Essex Rd., Islington,

N.l. [1046

CANOELET, sporting model, new last season, good
condition, brand new extra heavy Dunlop tyre;

first cheque £17/10 secures.—Lloyd, 24, Llandough
St.. Cardiff. [9859

P.
J. EVANS can supply a number of shop-t^oiled

siderars, consisting of Canoelet, Mills-Fulford,

and Henderson at greatly reduced prices; send for

barErain lifit.—81-91, John Bright St.. BiimxDgham.
[9414

QIDEOAR, coachbuilt, £10; another, £22; sidecar
io' chassis. £4/10; N.S.TT. gear, £6/10; Cameo screen,

£2/10, Qs new; lamp seta, £1, £1/^0, £2/10; speed-

ometer. £1/10.—57. Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[9776

SiffeCARS to suit 4h.p. Douglas, with coachbuilt
sidecar body, coverall apron, heavy 26x2% Dunlop

rubber-studded cover, new; carriage ^id, £28; worth
£40, -The Dene Motor Cycle Co., Haymartet, New-
castle-on-Tyne. [9496

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
P'nrage. Attached tfl motor, will go through pas-

Rage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested
7 years on motors up to 9h.p.—Hopley, Upper Highgate
St., Birmingham. [0152

CANOELET, MM4's, touring models, bulbous backs,
28x3in. wheels with heavy Dunlop tyres, coverall

aprons, new, £23 each: special connections for Harley-
Davtdsons.—Holliday Bros., 20, Queen St., Hammer-
eraith Broadway, W.6. [9855

SIDECAR Covers and Aprons. Send old cover or
paper pattern. We will send patterns and price by

return. Douglas covers always in stock, with fittings £1.
Hoods re-covered from £1.— Service ManufacturiDp r'n

67, Dalberg Rd., Brixton. S.W. [1087

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle, and
when folded combination will pass through a 30in.
doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wincycle Co.,
Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

RIDEEZI Sidecars.—Special offer of brand new
chassis and bodies, various models. 50 only left

final reductions, fittings accurately machined, guaran-
teed, suit any make; these are not clearance, but new
goods; perfect; cannot repeat these spcial prices; write
lor list.—Sidecar Co., 25, Upper Clapton Rd., E.5.
'Phone: Dalston 3110. [9458

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
GARDEN, 5-6h.p. J.A.P. twin, very fast; 50 gns.

—77. Acre Lane, S.W.2. [9682

A.T. Monocar, 1919,; £75, bargain.—Ratclifle Bros.,
200. Gt. Portland St., W, [9905

CALTHORPE 1921 Light Cars; exchanges wanted.-
Motories, 25, Horton St;. Halilas- [9474

MORGAN, new 1921 models: immediate delivery.—
Clarke and Co., Queen St., Louth.

.

[9693

G.N., list price; extended payments.—Rey, 378-384,
Euston Rd- 'Phone: Museum 6436. [9662

1 Q19 Grand Prix Morgan, £195; exchange.—Miss
X«^ Treasure, 8, Maybell Av., Blackpool. [9981

RUNABOUT, 2-seater, cheap ; wants engine and
mag.—Wickes, East Lodge, Richiugs Park, Coin-

brook. [9342
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THE 'aUPERBA DE LUXE'

f Motor ryole and Sidecar
• LIGHTING OUTFIT (as illustrated)

I SPECIFICATION -6 volt "Volex' Dry BaUodo. in
« Meral C .nraiii r which lie couvpniently in the bottom
5 of the Sidecar ; Swit hb ard, "Siiperbad Luxe" ; Head-
f lamp I7in fr. nt' ; Ball latr-rn Side nnd Tail Lamps;
!i Cciidncnug Cord ; Metal Filament B' Iba.

J
N<i M /460 Price £9 O

f Sopplied a HO withth6"Snperba' Hea lamp (5' in front).

I No. Mr /JQ p. Ice £8 8 o

THE "SUPERBA"
Motor Cycl H.ad and Rear

LIGHTING OUTFIT,
comprising "Superha' ' i6Jin front) Moi or Cyoli- Badlamp,
Jewel' iLnminated Bear Lamp, ^^et o biUbe, Oonduct-

ing Wires. Switch, and "Vol s '6 volt "Aero' Dry Battery

in Strong r.,eather Satchel Container: ->^ ., _
No. MlO/10 PrlO" S5 1 O

B.otor Cycle Head S-t as above isithout
1 earlight.

No. MIO/T Price «4 15

'VOLEX" DRY BATTERIES S

Bri<l''h'nujde
The most powerful TJry

Rutteri son the market.
"Unaiiip 63 'd I T lunit on,

I'jhllrte Oneratins Eleo-

r io noma, eto

Ty £ Vols Size Price

tiait i 6ix8x3 10 6
6!x-|s3 15 O

A.ero »t 6ix5x2i IS O
,,

6 6ix6iK-2i 21 O
Emporal 4 64x7j -ii 25 O

6 'i\5s5 30 O
Fwl partica/ara of the

"Volex" Di-y Batteries on

xtioiial Zist Mi!92 on request

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

M
Below.

ORGAN^ 1&21 de Luxe Model. lOh.p., air-coolJ
ttils month,!M.A.G. engine; £220 ; delivery

MORGAN 1921 Models.—To ensure delivery whJ
required, order now from the leading LondJ

agents; we are otBcial contracting agents, all spare* f
stock.—Elcs and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., CamomL.
St., B.C.3. -^ ^

[oo5l

COVENTH.Y Premier 1921 3-wheeler; 275 gnsl
cash or exchange.—Motories, 25, Horton sJ

Halilas [9471

1 Q20 Morgan de LuKe, M.A.G. engine, lOh.p., uol
J-*^ miles only, as new; £185.—Wellord, St. JameJ
St., Brighton. {lOtf

CASTLE Three in stoclr for immediate delivery, wid
dynamo lighting; £295.—Mason's Garage, Letcl

worth, Herts. [9811

G.N. Cycle Cars; latest models always in stock.—
deliveries from Drake and Mount, Ltd., Mow

Agents, Bracknell.' [39^

GIBBON'S Cycle Oar (almost finished}, dynamo lig]

ing: £65, or ofler; must sell,—Young, 121, g
Albana Av., Chiswick. [92r

"lITOItGAN New 1920 de Luse, W.O.; complete wii
J-'-t hood, soreen, lamps, horn, etc.; £225.—Gibb, Gloi
cester. 'Phone : 852. . [044

G.N. Cycle Cars, latest models, in stock, £371/17/(
dynamo lighting model, £241/17/6.—Taylor

Garage, Wednesbury. [582

MORGAN do Luxe, late 1916, Precision engine, i

perfect order, lampa, hood, screen; £165.—Hean
Liverpool Rd., Eurscough, " [910

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., in stock f<

immediate delivery; £300.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 20f
Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [035

MORGAN" 1915, a.o,, completely renovated an
licensed; £140 cash, or lightweight taken part paj

ment—Dale, Little Haven, Pemb. [988

CYCLE Car, described "The Motor Cycle," Jai
20th ; offers.-Phone : East 662.—Burney, Londd

Bottle Co.. Pacific Rd., Canning Town. [983

MORGAN Grand Pris, M.A.G., lamps and full eqnii
ment ; list price ; extended payments.—R-ey, 37J

384, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [910

MORGAN De Luxe, 1918-19. M.A.G., air-cooled, fa
equipment, splendid condition; £165.—Rer. 37J

384, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436.

MORGAN de Luxe, 1918-19, M.A.G., air-cooled, ful
eqriipment, splendid condition ; £165.—Rey, 378

384, Euston Rd. 'Phone i Museum 6436. [910:

MORGAN 1920 Model de Luxe, hardly been uset
better than new. electric light, disc wheels; £21!

—'Phone : 1873.—Yellow Garage, Surbiton. [917

MORGAN Grand Prix, M.A.G., lamps, and full equit
ment ; list price ; ext^ended payments.—Rey, 378

384, Euston Ed. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [966

MORGAN 1915, complete, a.c. J.A.P. engine, i

excellent condition, tyres good ; lowest £114.-
Apply, F. Southall, Selborno Rd.. Worcester. [828

ARDEN 2-seater, 191,4-15, Sh.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds
reverse, differential, hood, screen; £100.—Simp

son, 77, Netherwood Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W.14.
[943

TAMPLIN Tandem, 1920, aocessories, hoo<3, makers
specification, condition guaranteed; £135, or offer

trial by appointment.—72, Scotts' Lane, Bromley, Kent
[966(

SEPTEMBER (1919) A.V. Monocar, in splendid con
dition, winner of gold medal in hill-climb, goo(

lamp set; £85, ofiera.—Clark, Brook House, Basingstoke
Hants. [965'

G.N., Morgan, and Premier enper runabouts ior im
mediate or future delivery; extended paymentj

exchanges.—Rey, 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone : Musenn
6436. [9091

G.N. 1921 Models in Stock; standard, touring an(

Legere; extended terms can be arranged if desixet

—Elce and Co., 15-16, Biahopsgate Av., Camomile Sb
E.C.3. [007

BUCKINGHAM, water-cooled, lamps, hood, win
screen, discs; £118: exchange motor cycle, Nortoi

preferred; adiustment".—Olton Hall, Solihull, Warwick
shire. t95t'

G.N., Morgan, and Premier super runabouts for tm
mediate or future delivery; extended paymenta

exchanges.—Rey, 578-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Musena
6436. [966:

G.N.—Immediate delivery of latest models, with b
without dynamo lighting, from the main Ken'

agents. The Rochester Anto Supply Co., Corporation St.

Rochester. [046(

COVENTRY Premier Runabout, 3 speeds and re
verse, dynamo lighting; 275 gns.—Special agenta

Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone
Mayfair 5042. [038i

TAMPLIN Tandem, perfect, mileage under 800
electric lights, will deliver by road, radius IPO

£140; tas paid; exchanges entertained.—57, Gt. Georg
St.. Liverpool. 'Phone : 1092 Royal. [S77(

MORGAN de. Luxe, 1920 A.C. J.A.P.. new cqn
dition throughout, fully equipped, disc wheels

insurance; £210; allow £50 for Douglas or other soio.-

Underwood, 20, Regent St., Wrexham. [956,

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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When will Prices Fall?

IT
is plainly apparent that a considerable section
of the buying p_ublic are withholding orders
till prices fall. The question uppermost in

their minds is, when will this longed for event
take place ? To this same question ,we have

given it as our opinion that the fall so keenly
awaited is actually lieing delayed by the with-
holding of orders.

'

Elsewhere in this issue, we puljlish some notes
on the trade outlook from the pen of a writer well
acquainted with the manufacturer's point of view
and the special difficulties with which he is having
to contend at the moment. The statement foims
interesting reading at this juncture, and bears out
the editorial remarks in our issue of January 27th.
The greatest difficulty lies in the fact that on

account of the enormous demand for motor cycles
during the early part of 1920, manufacturers were
compelled to purchase stocks of materia! at about
"300% over pre-war prices." Some of that stock
still exists, and until this material has been
absorbed, 'there would appear to be only two
alternatives: (i) to lower the price by providing
second-class equipment; or (2) to cut' losses and
liquidate the stock by selling at the best prices
obtainable. The first of these altematlves is not
likely to appeal to the general public, nor is it

calculated to irnprove or sustain the excellent
reputation- of British goods abroad. The second
alternadve is entirely out of the question so far
as a large number of firms are concerned, since
their present financial status would not enable them
to withstand the loss. The matter is further com-
plicated by the fact that many of our overseas
markets are at present closed to us, and conse-
quently, since the rate of producrion is reduced,
prices tend to remain high.

Thus, it will be realised that a reducrion in the
market price of certain materials and .equipment
cannot have any immediate effect upon prices of
the finished article, since the crux of the matter is

the absorption of existing stocks.

The Weight Question.

ALTHOUGH little has been definitely settled

regarding the regulations for the Six Days
Trials, there appears to be signs that at last

w'eight will be a'deciding factor. For long
we have urged that encouragement should

be given to the light machine, and we have fre-

quently drawn attention to the fact that, while
trials organisers have insiste.d upon minimum
weights as a factor of safety, maximum weight has
been more or less ignored.
Now that the taxation schedule automatically

dixides solo motor cycles into two clas.ses, i.e., those
not exceeding and those e.xceeding 200 lb. in
weight unladen, and as one class is subject to
double the taxation of the other, it behoves every
manufacturer to consider weight reduction seriously.

There are several suggestions appertaining • to
the regulations of this year's .Six Days Trials which
revolve around the 200 lb. line of demarcation.
In the preliminary regulations it was proposed

, that all machines with engines exceeding 350 c.c.
should propel .sidecars. We did not agree with
this, and we were not surprised to know that it

had been unanimously opposed by the Advisory
Committee to the A.C.'U. Competitions Committee,
and as the trade is represented on the former, the
suggestions of the one and the recommendations
of the other may almost be regarded as negotia-
tions to arrive at regulations which will be satisfac-
torv_ both to the A.C.U. and the trade. The
A.C.U. evidently desired that all machines over.
350 c.c. should propel sidecars : the alternative
suggesrion is that .special team prizes be offered
for solo machines of under 350 c.c, under
500 c.c, and for two classes of sidecars. As an
outcome of these negotiations it may be agreed
that, instead of 350 c.c being the deciding factor
as to what is and what is not a solo machine, a
200 lb. limit be placed on the solo machines which
may be of any engine capacity. Such a regulation
un'doubtedly would encourage a more serious con-
sideration .of. this important question.

-
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How Many Tubes?

VARIOUS Olympian critics—jaundiced, doubtless,

by their financial interests in sidecar or cycle

car factories—opined that the Scott Sociable

comprised more tubes than any chassis ever offered to

the public, and compared it to the Jousts set for a

game of spillikins. In actual fact many twin-cylinder

sidecar outfits are constructed from more tubes than
the Scott Sociable. A well-known single-cylinder out-

fit comprises, I believe, some three dozen tubes,

divided by differences of gauge, length, and shape into

t'Lveiily-six drfferent iypes.. A Scott Sociable chassis

is built up of. forty-three tubes, divided into no more
Ihan four different types, even if we' count tlie steering

column as a "type.'' In other words, this chassis is,

comparatively speaking, an excellent production job.

But what^ a comfort its jagged triangles would have
been to the lighthouse man in Kipling'-'s yarn, who
went mad because all the currents in the' Straits ran

tlie same way !

Designer Forward, Please !

THl'^ above paragraph reminds me of a recent visit

to a baby two-stroke factory (read the last three

words either way, as you prefer). The produc-

tion expert had just got down to counting the number
of bits -which assembled into one complete machine.

He found they totted up to 563. "Not so dusty,"

he remarked. "Now let's see how many bits go to

each component, and perhaps "we can pare a few

off." When the factory statistician reported^ that

seventy-one of the 563 bits wei^e accounted for by the

brakes, the air was soon- full of steel filings, as the

P.E; did his war-dance. "What the megohm is the

use of concentrating on an engine with only one and a

half moving parts if. your vermilion brake . . .
."

etc., etc. The drawing office is now-?'f/-// busy.

Weight and Handiness.

R. D. S. Heather has routed me horse, foot, and

artillery on the question of the weights of,, the.

various machines which I rode in 1920. I put

none of these macliines on the scales, and. in my
review of their several perforniances, I implied that

the /\.% h.p. B.S.A. was the heaviest of the bunch,

and perceptibly weightier than the Norton, Scott, and

A. B.C., whereas in the Six Days the lightest B.S.A.

and Scotfwere 7 lb. lighter than the lightest Norton
and A. B.C. These hard facts are clean contrary to

my personal impressions ; for in the absence of a weigh-

bridge I should have bet heavy money that the Scott

was easily the lightest, of the quartette, with the Norton
second, and the B.S.A. bad fourth, close behind the

A.B.C.'s bad third. This contrast raises an interest-

ing point. It may be that my personal impressions

are hopelessly at sea, my memory unreliable, my judg-

ment influenced by little accidents of difficult starting,

stupid attempts to push intO' garage against a slope,

etc., etc. Or, contrariwise, as ''Tweedledum" Itath

it, it may be that actual weight on. the scales is a minor

matter compared with .certain obscure fiTctors wliich

make for handiness or the want of handiness. For
example, a machine with a lieavy tail will feel less

handy than a machine which has its-\yeight evenly dis-

tributed between the two wheels, when it comes to

lifting the 'bus on tO' the stand; and stand desig^i

will again affect these impressions. Again, a machine
ill which the relative positiohs of the saddle and handle-

bar do not quite fit the rider's arm reach may seem
less handy than a heavier machine which fits his

reach, and so on. I am naturally unwilling to admit

that my impressions are groundless, while I gracefully

bO'W to the B.S.A. and ask its pardon for considering

it heavier than it is.

Yet Another Exhaust Valve!

STAINLESS steel valves are proving highly satis-

factory in some engines. In others it is founcU

that this very hard steel may de-\elop too much
of a " Mary Ann " punch for valve seats cast in certain

grades of cylinder iron. So one firm of engine makers

are experimenting with cast iron valve heads and steel

valve stems. Readers will remember that such a com-
posite valve was at ^ one period used in the Triumph
engine. In that case,, unless memory betrays me, the

valve head was scre\ved on to a threaded valve stem.

The valve to which I am now referring has its head

cast on to a ribbed valve stem, the temperature being

such that the two metals are practically fused into

each other.

Gradient Meters.

nN frarikly stating that the Tapley gradometer is not

proof against the effects of acceleration and

retardation I cast no slur
, upon it ; I do not

think it possible to- design a gradometer which shall

be " dead beat " under all conditions, and the Tapley

is quite astoUndingly steady when the machine is driven

at a uniform speed, even over bad surfaces. It is

separated in this respect by ..a perfect chasm from thi

arched spirit level type of gradometer, iii which the

bubble is never still ; and those who by experience

of the latter type have come to despair of the grado-

meter for motor cycling purposes should make a point

of testing the. special motor cycling model which Mr.

Tapley has in preparation. I think they will like il.

Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" have just

been published in book form, price 5s. 3d. post free, from
"The Motor Cycle" Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.i.
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How it is Done.
RECEXTLV commented on the fact that full

electric equipment is only a £^i extra on the

Harley-Davidsnn, whereas it 'is often a ^zo extra
on British 'buses. The H.D. advertisement manager
at Milwaukee informs me that since April, iqjo, the
entire ignition "and generator nnit has been manu-
factured in the Harley-Davidson works. c\en the

armatures being woun^itT their own works. It is. of

course, .doubtful wltether our comparatl\clv small
outputs would permit of a similar piflicv h.ing adn]iie<l

over here.

A Very Hot Spot.

HO was the merchant who he.ud that vou couM
increase the speed of any babv two-strokf
io m.p.h. by the mere adoption of an alumi-

nium piston? Is it true that when he verilied the •

allegation on Brooklands he melted a neat little crater
light through the centre of the piston crown? In the
sequel, did he fit a more thick-headed piston ;md beat
60 m.p.h. ?

Be the above true or untruc-, the baby two-stroku

seems to be on the boom. I already hear of babv two-
strokes which never dry up, -which iivver. jam their

piston rings in tlie grooves, and which never develop
two-stroke rattle.

There are also yarns of .-^exeral interesting new
engines in this class—to particularise, one which has
exhaust ports approximating to an arc of ,560°, and an-

other (with a water-Cooled head) to sell" in 1^22 with .i

guarantee of at least 55 m.p.h.

w

^<-'^:7

Petrol Supply in U.S.A.
BRISTOL agent, who has just returned from
the United States, tells me that the American
dealer buys his petrol in barrels by weight,

allowance being --made for the tare of the barrel.

With temperatm-es ranging from ioo° in the shade to

40° below^ zero some such method is obviously

desirable. The man w'ho' buys from a standpipe gets

his full gallon, and the dealers consider that they

make rather than lose by the system. And do not our

garage men continually complain that one and one

do not make two—in gallons of motor spirit?

Utility or Swank?
I'R American contemporary lias lieen throw-

ing cold water on the popular dreani of a

sim|)ls, cheap Ford type of motor cycle. Its

notion is that, if a man can afford a motor cycle at

all, he will chuck caution to tlie winds, and order the

best that money can buy. If this be true, it follows

that the sales of a rock-bottom, niass-produced propo-
sition would be far less than many people suppose,

and that it w^ould be a risky business for a factory to

stake its future oil the idea.

Ford is credited with saying that an output of about
10,000 machines is the most economical figure. There
is not the slightest doubt th.at there is an annual sale

in this country for 10,000 Ford type motor bicycles

(probably many more), provided, of course, that they
compare as favourably with more expensive machines
IS die Ford car Ciunpares widi convpntinnal cars.

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK. Newton St. Loe, better known to Bristol and Bath motor cyclists than to those who pass through

Somerset en route to Devon and Cornwall.
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From Ainlree to Edinburgh and Back on
Liverpool M.C.

ABOUT the time of the last Olympia Show it was
suggested to us that we should cccupy the side-

car of (jiie of the new 8 li.)). Royal Ruhy
spring frame outfits during a one-dav demonstrati<in

run amongst either the hills of Yorkshir-e or the Lake
Country, and it M'as arranged that this trial should
take place during the, early months of the present year.

- ^V'hile awaiting a favourable opportunity for this

test, however, we, learned that Mr. Hugh. Gibson, the

\vell-known trials rider (who joined the Royal Ruby
("o. late in 1920), was aliout to make his lirst com-'

petition appearance as a dri\'er of this make in the

Liverpool M.C. Two-day ^^in:er Trial to Edinburgh
and back, and we gladly fell in w'ith the suggcs-

, tion that we should join him on this run. Accord-
inglyTon January 2'2nd. we were at the starting i)la(e

(the Old Roan Hotel. Aintfee, near Liverpool) all

prepared for the long journew

Comfort for the Passenger."
The morning was a dismal one, a bitter north-

westerly breeze was blowing from the Irish Sea, and
a good deal of rain was falling, but an inspection of
the luxurious sidecar on the Royal Ruby machine con-
vinced us that the driver alone \yould suffer' from the

elements. After having our Avatch sealed. Ave were
given the w'ord to go at 8.30 a.m., and as the outfit

carried "Number i," Ave did not see much of the
other competitors"'untir our first stop was made in Gar-
stang. Here Ave paused awdiile in order to photo-
graph some of the others^ as they came along, anil

nur wait was surprisingly long, for apparently, the
machine had travelled at Av'ell above schedule speed
owing to the small amount of traffic on tlie loads.

an 8 h.p. Royal Ruby Sidecar in the

Winter Trial.

J'hc lirst time checkwas -ija Kendal, about .Seventy

miles from, the start, and arrivhig on the outskirts of

the town it Avas foun'd-that thei-e Avas almost half an

hour to spare before cherknig in. and consequently we

drew into the roa>lsiile and waited for the other com-

petitors to a]jpear. 'I'lie roads had been very Avet and

heavv in places, but despite this, flie machine Avas

remarkably clean, tfianks Ln the efficient mudguards
and legshields Avhich.Avere fitted. The sidecar had
proved to be verv comfortable, and its great depth "in

conjunction with the Ivisting windscreen provided

"every proteclion fur die pas.'-enger.

Over Shap Fe'Is.

Afler chi'iking in ^in die main slreet) . Ave- m;\de

diroclly f(.)r .Shap, since it Avas our intentioii to stop" for

lunih in Penrith. Although the gradient of Shap Fell

is not al.mormal, the long" climb and the poor surface

,of the road are quite a good test for any" machine, and
as a strong wind was blowing in uneven gusts from
the direction of the Lakeland hills, it Avas not to be
Avondered that the 8 h.p. J.A.-P. engine of the

Royal Ruby was unable to take the outfit to the summit
on top gear. A .change down into second gear had to

be made after about threequarters of the ascent had
been covered

I and in view of the fact thai the outfit

Avith driver, passenger, and luggage must have totalled

at least 8 cwt., the performance Avas, remarkably good.
On the smoother descent into Shap village and along
the main road to Penrith surprisingly high speed was
made, and .a- Avelcomc meal Avas taken av hen- the latter

town Avas reached.

OnAvards from Penrith through Carlisle, Langholm,
and Hawick to T.dinburgh the rui"i Avas uneventful :
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Riding to Win.

—

few of ,the, other
sidecar competitors

were s e e n, b n t

several of the solo-

ists, having appaf-
eutly carried o n
without liuich, were
hurrying towards
the Scottish capital

in - order to reach

the finishing point
ii e f o r e darluKss
set in. 'ffiis was

J) e r h^a p s a « ise

move on their part.

as the roads around
Hawick and . Sel-

kirk were in an
iippnliing' condition,

and even our big

sidecar outfit showed a sbgiu tendcii' y u., >ki.l in

places. On' a normal stretch of Toa-d, heiwever. it was
quite possible for the driver to release the handle-bnrs
for at least 200 yards, atid the outfit continued in a

straight course ; for a heavy spring frame machine
ihis' is indeed remarkable, and wc have seldom seen
a machine which would steer in the saine easv wav.

Arriving in the vicinity of ICdinburgh two hours
before we we^ due to che<1< in (having had an abst;-

Uuely no-trouble' run), we \»erc able to book rooms.
ha\e a meal, and rid ourselves of all traces of the
jcurney before running into the control, and thus .we

'

were able to leave the nrachine at once and look around
the sights of Ivlinburgli, not furgetting die Ivlinliurgh

MA'.C. lieaili|uarleis at Castle Terrace.

Bach to England.

A iKauliliilly clear sunrise greete<l us iie.M d.iv. a\v\

ihe Castle, from Princes Street, looked at its best.

silhouetted against the morning sky. but \\£ had no
lime to spa le in

In the early morning sunlight. The 8 h.p. Royal Ruby near Selkirk on ih

return journey.

.some ditKculty to

estimate the> speed
\v h i c h should be
inaintain'ed. After
some "little disciis-

sion during a stilp

in T an gho 1 m to
clear a choked jet,

^ve decided on our
lilan of action as
follows :' A good
average ivas to be
maintained until we
reached Penrith :

here we would stop
for lunch, 'and also
change, the back
wjieel for ons fitted

with a steel-studded
tyre, in order to

,
>;' :• \\ ,-make- a certain

• liml. (it the Pass, jio iliatier what the condition pf
its surface- From Penrith to the non-stop section
(Patterdale Hotel) was eighteen miles, and we decided
that an hour ami twenty minutes should be allowed
for thi.s : then, before entering jhe non-stop, we would
"ait until a Ijare twenty minutes was left for covering
(he four and a third miles to the check. This plan of
.Hlion was carried out .so "far as changing the back
wheel anrl starting out for Patterdale was concerned

;

but within sight of the latter place, and after wasting
most of our time by touring gently along the shores
of Ullswater. it was nrjliced that the new steel-studded
lear tyre was go|ng down, and we were just able Ui
.-Hip before entering upon the non-stop sectioci. Time
was now precious, but thanks to the f|uicklv detach-
able \yheeis of the outfit, we were able to replace the
original back wheel with its plain rubber cover and
get on our way without fallhig behind our pro-

.Although it was fuie at the lakeside, theregramme.
was a iieavv driving rain and a

.idniiriiig tile aiiln-

iriiural beauties of
I Ik: I'ily. as we were
M'heduled tc> lea\'e

at 8 a.m. T h c

|) rjj m i s e» of the

morning was not

borne out. for by
ihe time we were
iinongst the hills

on Teviot .H e a '1

rain was fallir^g

heavily, and t h e

comfort and jiro-

I'lcticm of the side-

' ar were appreciated

Id the full. Xo
tiiiie check was in-

< hided in 'this day's

run before the

summit of Kirk-
stone Pass, and as

this was to be the

ileciding check, it

was a matter- of

j^yi^m

i\x 5 a.m. Hugh Gibson preparing to start from Ihe Qld Roan Hotel, Ainlree,
jn the Liverpool M.C. trial lo Edinburgh and back. This was his first competition
on the Royal Ruby outfit;

k

powerful head winrl

blowing down the

Pass as .we com-
menced the climb.

There was also

some uncertainlv

as to the exact \oci\-

tion of the check,

but our calculations

proved correct, and
when we rounded
the final bend the

check came into
view, and we were
able to regulate our
speed against the

watcii in order that

M'c might reach the

timekeeper dead on
schedule.

This is one of
the great advan-
tages .of ,a machine
such as the Royal
I'luby, which Tias

ample power under

all circumstances,
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Riding to Win.—

for we were able to lose speed b> crawling on low gear

and then accelerate up to the timekeeper, just as the

hand of the watch was ai few seconds off the re-

quired tiirie, whereas a machine with a smaller reserve

of power would have been compelled to keep up its

speed in order to accomplish the climb, and so would
have checked in early.

Rain, Wind, and Darkness.
The descent from the top of Ivirkstonc into Winder-

mere was made in haste, against a blinding rain-

storm. Darkness was rapidly approaching, and there

were some seventy miles of twisting roads to be

covered before the finish was reached. It was there-

fore decided (in order to have time in hand should

trouble arise) that the best possible speed should be

maintained so long as daylight lasted; and when
an expert like Hugh Gibson decides that speed is to

be kept up, and the machine itself is capable of doing

a little over 50 m.p.h., there is nothing for fhe pas-

senger to do but to sit tight and to put his trust in

the skill of the driver and his " lucky star." Perhaps

it was fortunate that this speed burst was indulged in,

because after passing through Lancaster, where the

lights were first switched on, the head lamp bulb gave

out, and' we were compelled to ride some distance in

the lights of a large car which was travelling in the

same direction. The spare feulB had S'lso given up
the ghost on the outward journey, and it was
apparently impossible to obtain a Lucas biilb either

in Edinburgh or in any of the other places en route.

However, after ten miles of riding in semi-darkness,

with only the dim filament of the head lamp glowing.,

iOT@ll(@CE>II FEBRUARY ijtli, ig2i.

the full power of the light mysteriously reappeared,

and it gave no more trouble until the end of the

journey was reached.

Thanks to an intimate knowledge of the roads across

Lancashire, almost an hour was saved on our schedule

for the last seventy miles, and we were thus able to

waste this time in the vicinity of the final control and

crawl ill, as at all the other checks, with the minute

hand of the watch dead on the time indicated on

our route card.

Thus ended our 400 mile two-day journey. In this

retrospect it may appear to have been a most unin-

teresting ride; indeed, it was so, if. by "interest" we
refer to trouljlesome incidents connected with the

machine. Altogether the outfit proved itself capable

of accompIishi:)g the journey to time with the speed

and reliability of a train.

Advantage of Frame Springing.

The Royal Ruby system of adjustable frame spring-

ing which is applied to both the machine and sidecar

chassis proved most effective, since the driver himself

did not show any signs of suffering from vibration

after the 1-ong period in the saddle, while the sidecar

was perfectly comfortable over the yworst stretches #'

road which were encountered, and some of these,

especially in Lancashire and in the vicinity of .Edin-

burgh, were as bad as anything which can be imagined.

Our run was satisfactory in every way : especially so

when we learned that the 8 h.p. Ruby had been suc-

cessful in gaining a gold, medal and had tied with

another 8 h.p. outfit for the principal award (the

Horsman Cup), which was awarded for the best per-

formance in the trial.

Ready to check in at a control after " killing time " under the comparative shelter of a railway bridge Obser\e the ample mudguardmg ol

the Royal Ruby machme
A24
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MODERN SPRING FORKS.
Notes on the Ways and Means Adopted by Twenty-seven Makers to Absorb

Front Wheel Shock.

TO appreciate even faintly what the spring fork

does for us, one must imagine doing without.

The rigid frame machine is a quite practical

andvery popular proposition : but the rigid" fork on

the mechanically - propelled two-

wheeler is extinct.

Haci the idea of a spring fork

never arisen, had the idea never

developed into .something workable,

reliable, and eiificient, then the motor
cycle, as we know it to-day, might
iie non-e.xi.stent.

Desirable Qualities.

('ooil as present-day forks are. a

wide divergence in design and
method in attaining the one end
seems to indicate that finality has not

been reached. Probably not; but
it must be remembered that even the

liest types are based on a compromi.se
.ind, unfortunately, a compromise
letween more than merely two
l.ii-tiir.s. Comfort, ea.se of steering

(under which must be included
sleadiness at all conditions), relia-

liility (inmiunity from danger of
sudcjen breakages), and durability

(that is, maintenance of efficiency,

and particularly lateral stability),

nil must be studied in the evolution
lit' a front wheel springing system.
It is but natural, therefcire, that
designers should struggle to these
ideals by wide.ly differing paths.

Onr present purpose is to e.xplain

and analyse the various methods employ
trap as far' as po.ssible front wheel
reaches the machine and the rider.

Fork.s may be most rea<]ilv and in-

telligibly clns.sified into five general
categories, by considering the move-
ment or motion they permit. of the
wheel (or wheel spindle) when in

•Htiou. Tabulated, these five types
.ire :

(I.) V-erticaL or slightly inclined

straight line movement.
(2.) (a) Short radial movement

\n front oi 0. low down pivot; or
' l>) short' radial mo\-ement behind a

i'iw.pivc)t.

(3.) "'i-To and fro '"
radial mo\e-

roent on 'a pivot at the foot of the
-leering head.

(4.) Upward (or ver.tical) curving
motion obtained by two "parallel link.-,!' {modilie<_l

in .some cases by being neither parallel nor of equal
l-ngth). :

{5.) -Vjiproximately a combination of
' litiiineil

1' p pair

suhstitutinp

links.

ROY-\L RUBY

.some form of spring for the

Class I. despite the fact that it lends itsell

admirably to enclosed shock and rebound springs, and
to a strong and neat construction, has but three

adherents—rCouison, Scott, and Wooler. And each
carries the idea out differently. On the. Coulson the

spindle-carrying rods are linked at the top to a pair

of short leaf springs, with two coil springs, tO' take

The Scoit makes use of a duplex fork
briilged by a plunger working against

« single large compression spring

;

while the Wooler spindle floats on
two pairs of coil springs in short

upright guides.

Suspending the wheel on short

radius rods (Class 2) formed one of
the earliest methods, and it still

holds good on at least seven
machines—Chater-Lea, Co ron a,

l-'.N., Harley - David.S(]n, 'Indian,

I..i[.C.. and P. and M. Excepting
the Indian, their wheels all describe

an arc in front of the pivot, and
here again the actual springing is

'cry varied. Aw extension of the

;ii\ot rearwards on the L.M.C.
-imply pulls against two coil sprin'gs

—a very simple but flexible construc-

licn. On the Corona' a similar ex-

i-.nsicn, but at right angles, converts

.1 ''vertical " movement to a hori-

/'Mital motion checked l)y enclosed
>|)rings. Both the F.N. and the

Harley make use of iluplex vertical

slays containing coil springs—in (he

l.iiter separate springs are used for

shock and rebound. The Chater-

l.ea favours the simplicity of two
sturdy unenclosed coil s p r i n'g s

mounted above- The duplex girder,

while the P. and M. uses a pair of

iKiked tension springs for shock
stresses and a t:entral enclosed coil

for rebound. Doubled-back laminated

springs reaching out from the steer-

ing head efficiently "riamp both these

nvivements on the Indian. It is

noteworthy that both the well-known

American machines make u-r r f vlie

-^iHU't pivot svstem.

No 'Vertical Movement.
Only two forks of the types illus-

trated come into Class 3, by using

the rlean-lcoking and almost wear-

proof action so long embodied on the

Triumph. The other, of course, is

the- Beardmore, which, however, em-
Ijodies two laminated springs set at

right angles in contradistinction to

the single short coil, or more recent

enclosed shock ancl rebouml, faiffers

on the Triumph. ^"
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Modern Spring Forks.—
Class 4 is easily numerically superior without

including the nearly allied Class 5, but a little

study will prove that not all in Class 4 .are of the

true parallel link type. B.S.A., Cedos, Douglas,
Druid (old type), Edmund, Enfield, Rudge, and

-Saxon all must be included; but the Matchless,

Royal Ruby, and Sunbeam, and particularly the

Matchless by reason of non-paTallel and unequa

top and bottom connecting

links, . have a considerably

modified and restrained
motion. ^
No t\^o forks in this class

employ an exactly similar

type of s p r i n g.

Sunbeam a n t\

Royal Ruby both

employ a single flat

laminated
spring,
but the

RUDGE.

spring in the former exer-

cises its restraining influence

in quite a different manner
from the latter (refer-

ence to the respective

drawings will prove
this). Perhaps the most
interesting o f

WOOLER.
1 1, i s ^^f^l^ Jg

the Edmund,
A\ hJch has -a vertical semi-elliptic spring
Avith an action that may best be described
as " frictionally retarding a parallelogram
from becoming a rectangle," a description
perhaps not technically brilliant, but, we
liope, lucid !

The remainder embody from one to four
coil springs, as follows: B.S.A., a single
central coil, which is compressed under
load ; Cedos, the same in a shorter housing ;

Douglas, two long exposed tension springs
\vhich, of course, expand under load ; Druid,
"parallel

CORONA.

FEBRUARY ijih, iq3i.

(on the latest pattern, however, the lower

links allow a rocking motion to the

girders more nearly allied to Class 5)

;

Rudge, entirely enclosed central tele-

scopic plunger type shock and rebound
springs (incidentally, the Rudge fork

enjoys a long-standing reputation for

fine steering qualities); and, lastly, the

Saxon, where angular extensions of the

lower links allow a
single horizontal ..coil spring to

take up all shocks.

Four names at present con-
stitute Class r 5^B r a m p t o n,

Dunelt. O.K., and Rover,- and
lor sidecar work especially the
type has much, to recomnTend it.

A pair of tension-
springs provide the
A-ertical movement in

the Brampton fork,

while two f ur t h e r'

p airs of
smaller coils

mounted on
the upper
links effec-

tively damji
''to and
fro" swing.

U p w a r d SCOTT.

shock on the.

Dunelt is absorbed by a single ffve-leaf

spring, while tlie top pair of links act

as plungers against tension springs ex-

tending towards the rear of the steering

head. The O.K. design is notable for

the manner in which it combines sim-

plicity \\\ih a wide range of action ; this

done by substituting a pair of helical leaf springs

for the top links. . _

Our list t)f twenty-seven does not rej-U-esenf every

fork made : but it is representative of every type of

fork shown at Olympia last year.

INDfAN. P. and M. CEDOS.

\2<i
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THE 1921 31 h. p. T.T. SUNBEAM

SPECIFICATION.
ENGINE: So - SS mm. = J'Jf) c.c TRANSMISSION : j x i chains in TYRES: 2Q x 2lin.

single cylinder. Sunbeam chain cases. FORKS: Druid type.

CARBURETTER: Seiupray m ^ GEAR BOX : Tlvec-specd, no kick'^ FITTINGS: T.T. bars footresls,

Amac. starter. narrow jront mudguard.

j

MAGNETO: M-L. CLUTCH : Hand control WEIGHT: 2:i0 lb.
'

THAT there is a market lor a light and speedy
solo mount of medium power is a fact which
we have consistently emphasised.

-Owing to the e\er stiffening fecjuirements of "go-
anywhere " relialjility. trials and the amazing pojjularity

of the sidecar, the ardent soloist^ who did so much to

develop the motor cycle in its earlier davs, has found
himself, latterly, almost uncatered for/ The old type
180 lb. 500 c.c. "singles," so unfailingly successful

in the hands of pre-war competition riders, liave almost
disappeared ; the very efficiency of these machines
-)iroved to be their own undoing, since it was soon dis-

covered that the engines were capable of sidecar work
under most conditions, and, in consequence, weight and
lu.xury were added, until finally the enthusiastic speed
man fovmd his machine o\-erload!;d.

Gears Essential To=day. ,''

y\ll the progress of the motor cycle movement has
tended towiu'd the use of high speed engines and a

greater range of gearing. The earlier school of speed

rider achieved his success w ith the direct belt drive and

variable pulley ; the modern speed man "lets it rev.,"

using his gears freely. That the latter method gives

better results, especially in road racing, was shown in

the last T.T., wdien direct geared machines were out-

classed by similar engines, with three-speed gears.

This is the clay of the gear box, while chain drive

is used almost entirely under high speed or arduous

conditions on the majority of- medium and high-

powered mounts. Given chain drive, gears, and a

clutch, the average rider demands a kick-slarter, gener-

ous weather protection, and luxurious springing. His
•requirements have given us wide mudguards, under-

screens, footboards, spring frames, eflrcient .spring

forks, spring seat-pillars, pan saddles, and every re-

finement associated with the up-to-date machine. His
requirements have also given us the modern 500 c.c.

mount of about 300 lb. unladen weight.

A small group of ridSrs of the old hard-riding school

(they form the- backbone of support in club and open

speed events) have never failed to look askance at the
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seat under the most adverse conditions,

deep loose sand.

Road Tests of

New Models.

—

ever-growing weight

of the 500 c.c. class

of . machine. To
many the charm of

riding was in danger
of being lost ; speed,

liveliness, ease of

handling, and brisk

acceleration were all

being sacrificed to

the sybaritic latter-

day influx into the

ranks of motor
cyclists who cried
' comfort, more
I

I

imfort, and take a

^idecar anywhere."

Reducing Weight.

Realisation of this

>late of affairs has

been dawning upon
ilic trade for some
lime, and, in various

luarters, a return to' lighter specifications for purely

^'V) type's is being considered by those concerned.

To the makers of the

Sunbeam machines must be

awarded the credit for

lieing the lirst to place on

the market a model in

which none but the main
issentials of the general

iniuing la\out have been

iiiained. i-tefmement and
"elimination axe the key-

notes of the ne\v sporting

T.T. .Sunbeam, which has

.1 specification drawn up
! I make a special appeal
III the lover qj:' medium-
w i-ight, medilim-iKiwered,

s|)orting models. Taking

the standard .solo machine

:is the ground work, the

I lame has lieen shortened

•ind lightened, lighter

lorks have been used,

nuidguarding is- curtailed

a little, a lighter gear box
u iih only one sliding

member is used, while the

kick-starter is omitted, and
internal expanding brakes

are replaced by those of

the dummy belt drum
variety. Essentials of the

touring model retained

.are the .Sunbeam engine in

standard form (except that

an aluminium piston is

ii>ed), and the well-known
.Sunbeam tran.smission by

The trials rider on a sporting Sunbeam will liave no difficulty In retaining his

Here is a rider negotiating a. path of

chains running in oil bath

The " Sports ' Sunbeam is so unostentatious in operation that it

travels faster than the rider realises, and until this is fully

appreciated corners are approached more quickly than Is wise.

The excellent braking and the ease of control generally, however,
prevent mishaps through under-estimated speed.

cases in conjunction

w i t h the enginc-

slxaft shock absorber

a n d multi - plate

metal clutch con-

trolled from the
handle-bar.

A Certain
Liveliness.

Wolverhampton is

one of tho.se places

from which, it is an

excellent plan to get

away as- quickly as

possible, so,' after

taking over a new
machine a t - t h e

works of Messrs.

John ?^Iarston, Ltd.,

we lost no time in

leaving behind the

greasy streets with

their vik " .stud-

contact " tramlines.

Starting the new
Sunbeam is ea&y. for, although its carburetter setting'

allowed speeds of six to .sixty-five miles per hour, a

short rim and jump was

all that was required ; had
it Ijeen tuned for less

ambitious speeds a paddle-

off under all circumstances

woulil have fieea possible,

liiut the jump was- fouml

easier except on falling

grades. Oliee under way
it was found tliat the

riding position w'as one
conducive to safe and easy

handling—the wide, flat

bar.s giving great security,

while the footrests, imme-
diately under the saddle,

brhig the rider into the

best position for certain

control. The clutch is

operated by the left-hand

as is the front brake, while

the exhaust and throttle

are on the r-ight — this

arrangement is open to a

purely per.sonal criticism,

and -if the rnachine had
beeii'Our own the positions

of front brake and exliau.st

would have been reversed

at the earliest opportimity.

Close to the rider's left

foot the brake pedal gives

quick and easy control

without disturbing, the bal-

ance or distribution of the

rider's weight^an im-

portant point on such a

really fast mount.

A29
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Road Tests oi New Models.—

Very easy manipulation of the gears is possible on

the new Sunbeam, the changing being silent, certain,

and instantaneous, and the control lever is situated in

a nearly horizontaL position towards the front of the

tank. High gear is engaged by pulling )/^ (back-

ward) the lever instead of pushing it forward as on

the standard models. The action iseasy and natural,

and the cha.nge from secqiid to top is delightfully easy.

This is as it ?>hould be, since, on second speed, a con-

siderable speed should be attained before top is .snicked

home ; and the get-away then is astounding.

Our test comprised an afternoon's running in. the

\'icinity of Kinver, near Stourbridge, and the machine
was tried on good and .bad main roads, on .a rough

surfaced hill, and on sandy by-lanes.- Under all cir-

cumstances it proved delightfully tractable, no tendency

to skid in grease was noticed, and tire -speed was all

that could be desired. Absence of fuss is an outstand-

ing characteristic of the engine ; at 4om.p.h. there is

neither mrpleasant noise nor vibration, while the rangi;

of gearing permits slow- and certain climbing on any

surface. G'omfort naturally is, perhaps, a little less

than on the standard' models, since_ the rather hard

.semi-racing' saddle and -short wheelbase tend to pro-

DEMONSTRATIONS OF
HANDINESS.

nounce the effects oi pot-holed roads. Thanks to the

shock absorber, the high top gear (approximately 4.6

to i) does not cause harshness, and the pick-up is

smooth and certain if initial speed is not too low.

Judging by the speed on middle gear, however, it

would seem that the top ratio might be lowered slightly

without seriously affecting the maximum speed, while

improving the acceleration from dead slow.

One point which should be mentioned is the provision

of arrangements for rear tyre replacement without

removing the back wheel. Of course, the interchange-

alile detachable wheels of the. touring model are

eliminated on the score of lightness,' and a divided

rear axle is used. This device was well tried out on

pre-war Sunbeams and is simple and convenient.

Altogether, we, were agreeal.ily impressed with tin-

sporting Sunbeam ; if caters adequately for a delinite

(if, nowadays, somewhat limited) demand, and its

success in so doing, a.s our test run proved, shows that

the end in view has never been allowed to 'become

obscured in the minds of its producers. The ridn
who requires a iiiount planned on purely sporting ]ine>.

and yet not unsuitable for .solo touring or freak hill-

rlimliing. must include the sporting Sunbeam in the

lirst rank (.it machine.*; produced for his needs.

'--;i<r^ v.4^-^"s*<*t>»>

Some of llie attrlbules o( the

sporling Sunbeam apart from Its

speed. (Left) When warm it may
be paddled off. (Middle) h is

not always necessary to place the

machine on the stand. (Right) Its

low saddle position allows both

feet to be placed on the ground.

SILENCE, MECHANICAL AND EXHAUST.

AN evening stroll from the Marble Arch to Hyde
Park Corner is apt to be instructive to the

keen motor cyclist. In the comparative
quietude of the Park one is able to appreciate the

wonderful silence of the strings of automobiles as

they glide past. Not many motoi cycles pass this

way, but the majority of those that do so compare
most imfavourably with the cars. On a recent occasion

.
we counted some thirty cars passing over this section,

and all were reasonably quiet. Not so the three motor
cycles which were encountered on the same journey.

A30

None of these tluee have a reputation for being

specially noisy, yet all made considerably more
" racket " than the noisiest of the cars. The quietest

motor cycle was a 4 h.p. twin, the exhaust of which was

reasonably silent, though the valve clatter was audible

from a considerable distance. An 8 h.p. sidecar outfit

was noisy both mechanically and with regard to the

exhaust, while the exhaust noise of a single almost

drowned the mechanical noises, but not quite. The.

popularity of the motor cycle will never reach its

zenith until designers pay more attention Xo silence.
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Notes for the Novice.

No. XI.—TYRES.

Hinls on Care and Management lo Enhance Comforl and Avoid Undue Wear.

A tyre which fits its

rim correctly but is

under-inflated.

THE makers of pneumatic tyres always—or nearly

always—advise their ^customers to keep their

tyres blown up hard. This is good advice,

especially from the point ol view' of economy, for a

hard tyre will wear better than oiie which is iiVsufii-

ciently inflated, because there is less bending of the

walls of the tyre at the sides

and near -the bead. ;

A tyre should be so inflated

that it does not give appreci-

ably when running on a smooth
road; if it does, the wall will

Re continually bending, and this

will cause both heat and wear.

1 c should not, however, be so

hard that it will pass over a

stone or other obstruction with-

out any flexion, as, if this be

the case, a large amount of the

idvantages of a pneumatic tyre will be lost, and there

will be practically no gain in comfort.

The happy miediurri is to inflate die tyre in such .1

manner that it shall give way slightly before the occa-

sional obstruction, and, by partly absorbing it into

itself, reduce the shocks that would otherwise be felt

by the entire machine and rider; but. on the other

hand, it should not be constantly bending, and thus

using up engine power to its own (Jisa(]vanlagc.

Road ShocKs.

.K fairly good test is to see that the tyr.es do not

flatten out mor£ than very slightly when the- rider is

seated on the machine. This, of CQursc. means that

the back tyre must be somewhat. 'liardeT -than ' the

froiit, as it has more weight to z'Mr<,- as well as more

work to do. A very hard front tyre can be the somre
,if considerable- discomfort, even
when the spring forks are fairly

good ones.

It -is desirable from a theoretical

point of. \new to intercept all road

shocks before they meet the wheels

uf the machine, to be by them trans-

I erred to the machine, and, (inally,

to the rider. This is, unfortunately,

not always possible, but much may
he done by the u.se of large tyres

jiKliciously inflated. However," it

must not be expected - that the tyres can damp
out the larger shocks caused by bad pot-holes or-

absorb the unpleasant waves which are found in some

Tarmac roads. These are due to the weakness of the

road foundations and their consequent destruction by

the heavier c^ss of motor vehicles. Often the surfxice

itself remains intact and dip is formed—not a pot-hole,

which is due to a breaking away of the surface of the'

I-,,ad—then a hea-vy vehicle passing over this dip is

caused to bounce "on i'ts springs, and so other dips

are formed on each side of the- first, if it be so placed

as to encounter the traflic in both directions.

To damp oirt the jolts . caused

bv such obstruction the tyres

would have lo be very large; and

to be run in a very soft condition.

anVl this, in addition to the

other' ilisadvantage previously

mentioned, would give them a

great .and unpleasant tendency

"to roll.

Tyre and rim ill-

nialched.

An example of under-inflation: the

solid line shows where the ground line

often is, the dotted line where it

should be.

Kolling.

.Some tyres are said to have this

tendency .nipre" than others, but

1 am inclined to the opinion that

niUing is due.raUier to umlcr-inflation,. or to litting a

ivre which is large in section on a narrow rim, as, for

..•xample. a 3in. tyre on a sJiin. rim. It will not then

have sufficient su|)poft at its base, 'and its lateral

rigidity wiil be wanting—in other words, it will roll.

The exception to the aboye^opinion will; I think, be

ilie case of a tyre .with a narrow but mttslanding tread.

.\ tyre .of thi.s shape will have less' support from the

ground and-will.be inclined to bend near the project-

ing tread much in the same way a.s a tyre on a too

narrow.rim bends unduly near tlie bead with a similar

result ii;i each ca.'^e. /.<., a lack of lateral rigidity and a

tendency to roll unless blown up very hard.;

Many years ago 1 had a tyre on a pedal 'cycle with

a single rib about five-eighths of an inch wide in die

centre of the tread. This w.is one of tlie earliest— if

not Iht eatjiest—attempts at a non-

skidding, pneumatic tyre (it- canie

\ery soon after the idea of solution-

ing'a strip of webbing along the

tread), but it was not altogether a

.success,, tor it soon cracked where

the tread joined the tyre and became
Usr-IeSs.

Punctures.
Unfortunately, the care nf pneu-

matic tyres does not consist only in

using rliem in a projaer manner and keeping them

properly inflaterl, though the latter is 99% of the

battle, and now we come to the point where . the

maintaining of the tyre in such a condition that it can

be inflated at all must be considered. As will be

shown, a little care should avoid much potential trouble.
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A tyre \y

sufficiently

by the rim

too narrow

Notes {or the Novice.^

Brief]}-, the inner tube of a pneumatic tyre may lose

the power of retaining the air which is pumped into it

in six ways: (i) it may be punctured or cut from the

outside of the tyre by a nail, thorn, or piece of glass, to

name only the three puncturing implements which are

most common; (2) it, may be chafed through by a

roughness inside the cover; (3) a defect in the tulje

may develop into a tiny hole (I once had a
.

tube that had many hairs running through

the rubber and all leaked in time)
; (4) .

an

imperfect joining of the two ends when the

tube is made up
; (5) an insufficiently screwed

up valve seating; and (6) a leak in the valve

itself.

Test the Valve First !

Of. these No. 1'; the genuine puncture or

cutj, does the most damage, and is tire most
trouble to- repair, for the outer cover needs

attcp.tion as well as the inner tube—^in fact,

a sufficiently bad cut may mean that the

cover must go to the. makers for treatment, or

it may even have to be scrapped. Nos. 2,3,
and 4, internal defects, are the most diflicult to locate,

for sometimes the hofes are very small and can be dis-

covered only wuth the help of a pail of water. No. 5
also may easily escape detection, but both it and No.
6 can generally be jDut right without difficulty. It is

a good rule when a tyre is found to be leaky, and the

cause is not an obvious puncture, to commence opera-

tions by testing the valve. This is easily and quickly

done, and may possibly result in saving the trouble

of removing the tyre; therefore, it is always worth
trying.

It is very irritating after removing the cover and
expending Iialf an hour or so in the vain search for a

puncture by immersing the tube in water, wliich must
he wiped off again, to-find that all this trouble mig^lit

have been aveided, and the tyrg made fit for use again
in a couple of minutes by the simple expedieiit of re-

placing the valve rubber. Sometimes, especially if the

tyre "has not been removed for some little time, it will

he frxznd that the inner part of a valve does not readily

come away from the main body.

This will be because the valve

rubber has stuck. In this case

it is inadvisable to pull the

inner part out by main force,

as this may spoil a good valve

rubber, or, worse still—^if spares

are to hand—leave the' valve

tube sticking inside the valve,

whence it is difficult to dis-

lodge it.

The proper procedure is to

warm the valve with a lighted

. riiatch, when, in nearly^ every

case, the inside part, including

the, valve rubber, will he a't once

released and come away entire.

To test a valve the wheel should be turned until the

valve is at the top, when' it can be immersed in a

wine glass or test tube full of water. This will show
whether, the leak is past the rubber or through the

smaller tube to which the inflator is attached. Away
from home, where a wine glass is not available, the

The tyre of a motor

cycle attached to a

sidecar and leaning

inwards causes uneven
wear.

latter point can be tested by moistening the finger and
placing it for a moment on the end of the valve, when
slowly issuing bubbles will reveal a leak, and the

latter can generally be discovered by an examination

of the valve rubber. In fact, the whole thing can be

done in iess time than it takes to read these lines.

Punctures when found are not difficult to mend,
especially if the prepared patches, first introduced,' I

'believe, by the " Patchquick " people, are

used. These patches "are often covered

on the prepared side of a piece of paper. or

canvas which does not adhere tightly, and
when this is taken off the patch can be at

once applied to the .tube after' the latter has

been properly' treated .if 'oiie.. is iiV.'a hurry,

though it is better: when there is time to

apply a coat of sulution to the patch as

generally directed in the instructions, but the

solution must dry before the patch is placed

hich is in-
"^ position, if a good joint is. to be 'made,

supported Therefore, when_ time is an object, L shoul-l

and has always prefer to- apply the patch .without a

tread. goat of solution, than to attempt to make a

joint before the solution was sutlriciently dry.

When a nail has been the i^uncturing instrument, it

\ery often happens—in fact, more often than not

—

that quite a large number of small holes will be found
on the side of the tube next to. the rim, a fresh one
being made at every reNoIutioi-jof the wheel until the

machine is brought _.to rest. A. careful examination

should always be made with the object of discovering

these holes, if any exist,' and they can generally be

covered bv a single patch of large size.

Remove the Culprit.

Care should be taken, to6,_ that the cause of the^

puncture is removed from the outer cover. ' Cases

have occurred when a thorn or nail in the tyre has

escaped tiotice, and as soon as the- tube has been in-

flated a second puncture has been made. This is a

\ery irritating experience, for it means that the lyre'

must be taken off again, and the oiitfit made use of a

second time. '\Vords are apt to fail a rider on such an

occasion, unless he be blessed—or cursed—with a very

fluent vocabulary. -

-

When tyres are being mended the outer co\er should

not be forgotten. Many covers

are made of compressed rubber,

and . automatically . close up

small holes, but a little solution

or tyre putty will help to make
sure that the hole is stopped,

and that water will' not make its

way through and rot the canvas

lining, thus causing a burst.

The\Shaler vulca'nisers are also

very handy for this purpose as

well as for the repair of tubes.

A canvas patch on the inside

of the cover is sometimes a

wise precaution, and should never be omitted if the

lining is at all cut or frayed.

Security Bolts.

If the outer cover is not a tight fit on the rim, it

'

is desirable to fit security bolts, one, two,, or three

in number, according to circumstances, spaced equally

The tyre shown above

when rolling.
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rcxind the rim, counting the valve as one. Thus, if

one bolt is sufficient it will be opposite the valve : if

two are used, they, will be on each side of the valve

at angles of 120°, and so on. These are wanted not

so much to hold the tyre on the rim when fully inflated

as to retain it in position when a puncture occurs, as

ir then may happen that the cover is dragged round

the wheel, pulling the inner tube with it, and so tear-

ing the valve from its seating before the machine can

be brought to a standstill.

Security bolts make it rather more difficult to detach

.'ind replace a tyre, but this is hardly wijrth considera-

tion. Care must be taken not to nip the tube between

the flanges of the bolt and the cover. It will be found

that the tube will slip more easily into position if it

be rubbed over with French chalk before being put

into the cover, and a little chalk should be put into

the cover itself after alt grit and dirt, which may
\ery readily fall in from the wheel, has been brusheil

away. The chalk may be rubbed on with the fingers

;

it will help to prevent the inner tube from ciiafing or

from sticking to the outer cover. The valve tube

should also be treated in the same way ; it will then

be found to slip very easily into position and be less

imlined to stick in the valve.

Rim Sections.

When purchasing new tyres it is always advisable

I . specify the rims to which they are to be fitted, or.

railing this, an exact description of the old tyres.

Xow that rims and tyres are standardised, it is easy

ti) obtain a good fit. Most motor cy<lcs are equipped

with rims of section D (i, 2, and 3), but some of the
larger machines ha\-e round base rims known as section

CC or section 65 mm., and tyres made for these cannot
be used on section D and vice versa, 'for the beads are
shaped differently.

Sidecar Tyres.

One thing more, if tyres are to give satisfactory ser-

\ice on sidecar outfits, great attention must be given to

the correct alignment of the sidecar, otherwise there will

be a continual dragging of the tyre sidew'ays on the

road, which will cause very rapid wear of the treads. It

is very commcHi to sidecar outfits on the road where the

motor cycle is leaning over towards the sidecar in a

most loving or confidential manner. This, again, is

most ui\fair to the tvres, especially when, as is often

the case, this fault is combined with under-inflation,

lor it causes excessive wear oiv one side of the tread,

and excessive strain on the tyre walls on the same side.

Oil has a harmful effect on rubber, therefore if any
oil does happen to get on the tyres (it may run down
a spoke from the hub if the latter has been over-tiiled)

it should be wiped off at once, and oil should not be
allowed to lie about in puddles 011 the garage floor.

J.H.W.

Previous ailides in this series include:

CARBURETTERS—Paris I. II.. and III., Au^;. -M,
Villi and mh repedively. VARIABLE GEARS—
Paris I., II., and III., Sept. -JSrd., Oct. 7lli and
mil respedively. CYCLE PARTS— Nov. .Ilh.

LIGHTWEIGHTS—Dec. Ifjlh. BRAKES—Jan. ilth.

The First Sidecar.
Claimanls to Ihe Honour of Suggestion. Invention, and Manulaclure.

protected on January 21st, 1903, and the rights of

the invention were sold to Components, Ltd., Bir-

mingham, on March 22nd, 1904. Needless to say,

this side(?ar was known as the '"Liberty." The
original

IT
is often ver)- difficult to trace the originator of an

invention, especially an invention of the nature of

a motor vehicle, but there appears no doubt that

Mr. W. J. Graham, of 56, Church Street. Enfield,

London, N'.,

Plan of the Graham sidecar chassis

patented in 1903.

w a s the first

man to patent

a sidecar attach-

m e n t. The
writer is able
to say that he

rode in the

machine, shortly

afterwards pur-

chasing one
m a d e under
licence by Com-
ponents, Ltd.,

a n attachment
which was run

successfully with

a 2^ h.p. Or-
monde through-

out the summer
of 1903.

The design

of the original chassis shows that there is very little

difference between this and tlie modern sidecar. The
first Graham sidecar was devised in 1902, provisionally

Graham side-

car came into

prominence on

t h e occasion

o f the first

Stock Ex-
change walk to

Brighton, and
was attached

to a 3.V h.p.

Minerva.

Mr. W. J.

Graham must
be indeed
proud of
his invention,

which was to

some extent THE FIRST SIDECAR,
suggested by Attached to a 1903 Minerva, the Graham

a drawin" by sidecar was accorded its earliest publicity

humorous °" '^^ occasion of the first Stock Exchange

, walk to Brighton.
artist, and
which has affected the motor cycle industrv' to a degree

second only to the masneto and the pneumatic tyre.
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IDEAS: Useful and Ingenious.

Holding the Cylinder for Valve
Grinding.

THE sketch shows a way in which I

improvised a dev4ce for holding the
cylinder of my 4 h.p. Triumph

when grinding in valves.—T.A.S.

Holding down the cylinder when valve-

grinding.

An Excellent Emergency
Bowden Nipple.

A SUBSTITUTE for the soldered
nipple can be made up in ten
minutes, with nothing but a pair of

pHers and a bit of copper wire.

First shorten the casing by an inch,

or as much as is necessary to get enough
exposed cable to work on. Then cut off

a length of about three coils of the
casing, and slip it on the cable. Cut a

An improvised Bowden wire nipple that may
prove stronger than the soldered article.

piece of copper or other wire about ^in.

long. Double back the end of the cable,
place the bit of wire in the fold, and
wedge the three coils of casing over the
turned back cable end. This results in

a "stop" equal to a soldered nipple,
and more durable. The cable does not
snap off when doubled back, if carefully
done.—A.G.B.
[Will the sender of the above please
forward his present address?

—

Ed.]

A Control Lever Tip.

THE rubber of a fount-pen filler,

fitted as shown in sketch over a
wrapping of insulating tape, makes

an efficient substitute for a missing con-

For broken control lever tips—a fount-pen

filler and some insulation taps.

trol lever tip. It may also be advan-
tageously used on the whole control if a
surer grip be desired.—J.G.C.

Iniprovised Grips.

IN an emergency a pair of grips can be
made up in a moment as illustrated.
A pair of tyre levers, as shown,

are bound round with a piece of

thickish copper wire, or even string,

taking care that'
they are tied, more
or less, to suit the
job. By this means
a big and sure
leverage is secured,

and the job can be
firmly held or

twisted, as the case

may be.—G.I!,.V. •

Vinegar-
Salt.

not

H^
[AVING occa-

sion lately to

overhaul m y
machine, I had
great difficulty in

removing the fly-

wheel from the
engine. I spent

some hours at it,

and tried every
possible method,
but all my efforts

were entirely use-

less. I remem-
bered an old tip some days later, and as

it has been successful I ha-se no doubt
it may be of assistance to others in a

similar predicament.
I made a little cup of plasticine round

the spindle, filled it with vinegar,

and left it for a few hours, and on trying
later the flywheel came away with the
minimum of effort. I have since tried

this on various articles, such as rusted
bolts and nuts, screws, etc., and have
never yet found it fail to act.—H.A.JIcQ.

Useful grips may
be improvised from a

pair of tyre levers and
some copper wire.

One of Many.

THE holder itself was made from a

lever pattern tin lid ; and a piece

of photographic film was washed
clear and used' as a covering, a rubber
washer being placed between the licence

and the film. It was found unnecessary
to fit one between the lid and the back.

An unobtrusive and easily made licence

holder. The chp-nut is soldered to the

arm.

It is clipped to the middle tube of the

frame, and the arm should be made so

that it allows the holder to be about

-[V'n. from the side of the tank. The clip

nut niny be soldered to the strip.—R. C.

Magneto Chain Adjustment.

WHEN the full adjustment of the
magneto driving chain has been
taken up, the correct thing to do

is to take a link out. It is common to

find, however, that on doing so the chain

An exaggerated view of a quite effective

way of tightening the magneto chain when
the limit of adjustment has been reached.

is too short. By inserting a packing
piece (as shown in an exaggerated form)
under one side of the magneto, and so

tilting it, it is possible to increase slightly

the range of adjustment.—G.ll.
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SANS SPARKING PLUG.

WE have received two ingenious solu-

tions to the seemingly insuperable

problem of '' getting h»me " when
t!ie sparking plug has given out.

The first suggests requisitioning the

rear brake block and shaping it to a

slightly tajffir fit in the sparking Tjlug

hole.
" Then a long screw or nail is

driven longitudinally through it, and
bent over at the thicker end. so that

when the improvised plug is fitted

securely from the iiifiih of the valve

cap the correct sparking gap is obtained.

It is claimed that the cylinder pressure

will oiily tend to drive it further

home. But we
should imagine
that this, would be
a very tedious task.

So^ too, would
the second idea,

which we illustrate,

although perhaps
not to so great an
extent. This sug-

gestion depends
on the disabled

plug being of the

detachable type

;

and a shaped piece

of wood, which
must be dry, with
a shoulder to take

the pressure, pro-

vides the insulation

in this case.
Obviously the nail

is driven in after

assembly ; other-

wise the illustra-

tion is self-

e.xplanatory.

A nail in lieu of

an electrode and

wood to replace the

msulator.

AUXILIARY MUD-
GUARDING.

EVERY year sees a large increase in

the use of the riiotor cycle by pi-o-

fessional men who ride their motor

cycles every day, whatever the weather

may be.

'These readers, particularly, will natur-

ally be interested in any device designed

to "protect the rider and keep him clean

during this time of year when the roads

ai. usually muddy.

--\n undeishie'd designed to protect the

engine and gear box.

Ihe question of mudguarding has been

cuiciuUv studied by Mr. N. Dawson, 54,

Ai'ipthill Road, Bedford, who lately sub-

milted to us several samples of various

ivpes of mudshields. One type con-

sists of shields for protecting the rider's

legs, held in position by a .stay clipped

to the secondary tube of the frame at the

top and at the" bottom by the footrests

rod, which passes through a half-inch

hole in each of the shields secured by a

nut on the footrest rod.

A second pattern has a .straight rod

ihiough the centre of the shield at the

top fi.xed to the
down tube, and a

flap which comes
over the knees. It

is provided with a
suitable means of ad-
justment by means
of a butterfly nut,
while the bottom has
a small bracket with
the shielded foot-

rest lying in between
and the rod pass-
ing straight through,
while the outside nut
tightens the whole
securely. .

A third pattern
is fixed in the same
manner as the type
of shield just de-
scribed, but it has
no adjustable flap.

FRONT WHEEL LOCKING.
OF recent years the exploits of the

motor thief have ever been on llie

increase, both in number and in

audacity, and it is not surprising that

many locking devices are appearing on

theJnarket. Foster's lock for motor cycle

Various types of leg guards
manufactured by Dawson, of

Bedford.

tubes. When in position this disc is

turned back at right angles to the rod

and held there by a spring lock. In the

position shown it may only be released

again by the key.

Foster's wheel lock in position m front forks.

wheels consists, as may be seen, of two
discs at the end of a rod of suitable

length, one of these discs being pivoted

diametrically to allow the device to be
inserted between the froirt. fork girder

E,CC.
two-stroke engine.

HOUSE LIGHTING BY
MOTOR CYCLE ENGINE.
OUR queries department frequently

deals with readers' enquiries respect-

ing electric, petrol gas, and acety-

lene ligiiting plants, showing that living

in the country pre.«ents problems to motor

cyclists other than those that may be

overcome by motor cvcle.

In the lighting set illustrated, however,

the power plant consists of a Villiers

two-stroke engine with flywheel magneto,

mounted on a bod plate with blower fan,

dynamo, and petrol and paraffin lank.

This set is made by the Electrical Con-

-slvuction Co., Ltd., of Wolverhampton,
and has an output of 500 watts, the

batterv capacitv being. 60 amp, hours at

25 volts.

Taking a 15 -watt lamp (the half watt

type gives greater candle power) as a

.standard, the accumulator will provide

current for ten such lamps for ten hours,

or five lamps for twenty hour.s ; so assum-
ing the requirements
of the afverage small

country house to be
the equivalent of five

lamps continuously
burning for six hours
per day, it is only
necessary to charge
the battery twice per
week. After two
minutes' running on
petrol, paraffin may
l)e used.

Of the two pole

type, the dynamo is

shunt wound, run-
ning on ball bearings
and giving ^ k.w.
25-35 volts continu-

- ously at - 1,250-1,350

r.p.in. A very com-
plete equipment, in-

eluding a slate

switchboard w i t h

automatic cut-in and
cut-out, is supplied

with the set, which
costs £115.

^- I »r-.jrellor

a ViUier:.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

1921 ARBUTHNOT TROPHY TRIAL.
Sir,— I find that I made an error iu the letter, which you

pubhshed on February 2nd, on the subject of next year's

Arbuthnot Trophy trial. I intended to suggest that the 1921

trial should be open to officers and men of the Royal Navy,
Royal Marines, Army, and Royal Air Force. In the type-

written copy i unwittingly omitted to mention the Army.
W. S, JAMESON, Lt. R.N.

WHO ORIGINATED DISC WHEELS?
Sir,—Replying to the letter written by Mr. Chas.

Daunton-Shaw, and published in The Motor CijcU. of

February 3rd, on ''Who Originated Disc Wheels?" I believe

that the first wheel of this description was invented by my
father and introduced on a racing pedal cycle called the

"Dorset Flyer," made by the Shaftesbury Cycle Co., of

Shaftesbury, Dorset, about 1893. Being only a lad at the
time I cannot recall the details of its construction, but as

far as I know this was the first disc wheel made.
S. J. SMITH.

IN TROUBLOUS IRELAND.
Sir,—I notice that motor cyclists across the " pond " are

worrying about the new taxation. Why should they worry ?

When they realise the position of Irish motor cyclists, they
will probably cheer up and say " it must- be done," and pay
their vert/ fair ta.x.

At present twenty miles is our limit ;
permits to have, to

use, etc., with photographs, description, age, height, etc.,

and searches almost hourly. We do not grumble. We have
to pay the tax also, but would pay anything to have the
" open road " again' for the coming summer.

Dublin. ONE OF THE jNlANY THOUSANDS.

SPLITTING TWO GALLONS.
Sir,—We notice in your issue of January 27th, under tlie

heading of " Occasional Comments," a short paragraph
entitled " Splitting Two Gallons."
The difficulties put forward by your correspondent would

certainly not arise under the hulk storage and kerb pump
system, as any amount from half a gallon upwards can be
delivered from the pump with absolute accuracy. We think
your correspondent's remark another point strongly in favour
of the universal adoption of bulk storage. The utility of

being able to draw a small quantity' of petrol is apparent,
having regard to the enormous numbers of light cars and
motor cycles whose ta°nk accommodation is small.

ANGLO-AJIERICAN OIL CO,, LTD.,
H. G. E. Ghevili.e, Publicity- Manager.

Sir,—Referring to~the remarks of your esteemed contribu-
tor " Ixion " in TJie Motor Cycle of January 27th, I quite
agree that the question of whether a garage proprietor will
"split" a can of petrol and supply one gallon or a less

quantity is often an important one to the motor cyclist.

In this connection I would point (iut that one of the ques-
tions invariably put to garage proprietors who apply for the
Auto-Cycle Union's official appointment is as to whether
they will supply less than two gallons of petrol to .the Union's
members. There is great reluctance to appoint any garage
where only complete cans of petrol are sold, but your readers
will be glad to know that over 90% of the A.'C.U. official

garages and repairers do supply less than two gallons if

required. . T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH,
Secretarv, Auto Cvcle Union.

B6 ,

»
•

PETROILING HINTS.
Sir,—While reading through " Occasional Comments,"

by. "Ixion," in your isfrue of February 3rd, I was much
interested in his remarks regartling "Petrolling a Scott."

I use for business purposes. a Connaught lightweight side-

car outfit,, which, as you know, has a pefroil system of

lubrication. Tlie tank cap has a leather washer and a
small hole in the centre of about 25ths for the purpose of

an air vent. In addition to this, there is a metal anti-

splash device fittedi, which reaches to the bottom of the
tank. Thus it is practically impossible for oil to leak
round about the petrol cap. As long as nuts and unions are
kept perfectly tight, I never find the least sign of any
messiness. With regard to the carburetter, as long as one
does not flood excessively, no leakage of any consequence
occurs in that quarter. In my opinion, the petroil system is

absolutely the best solution for lubrication troubles.
As a matter of fact, I understand that the majority of

competition riders always add a little oil to their petrol,
even on four-stroke machines. S. T. ASHBY.

GETTING OUT OF LONDON.
Sir,—I should like to warn readers riding through London

or leaving by the north, to avoid the fearful road between
Edgware and Cricklewood. The surface is worse than
any I encountered in a 1,200 mile tour in Devon and
Cornwall. The narrow passage by the side of the car
lines is rutted and "pot-holed," the lines in many places
inches above the adjoining surface, and between the lines
themselves blocks are out, and the track is more fit for a

.

chamois than a motor cyclist. (Yet the L.C.C. is inflicting „

more miles of tramlines on us I) Riding solo on the evening
of February 6th, I had three spills between the points
named and another in Edgware Road.
The state of the several main roads leaving London by the .

]iorth reflects discredit on the authorities concerned; the
lead to the Great North Road until one reaches Barnet is a

.

succession of leaps and boimds, and the Hampstead Road
is notorious.

Can anyone tell me how to reach the pretty country and
fine roads in Bedfordshire, Herts, and Buckingham on an
average London Sunday without serious risk of life and
limb? R. W. WATT.
GOOD WORK ON AN OLD MINIATURE.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. M. J. Wright's letter which
appeared in The Motor Ci/cle of Febrilary 3rd, I would
like to mention that I purchased second-hand a little 2 h.p.
scooter in June, 1913, which had done about 2,000 miles, but
was in the pink of condition when I took it over. From
that daj' until I joined up, I can safely say I rode it over
another 2,500 miles. This little machine has a speed that
can hardly be conceived by anyone uirtil he crosses swords

,

with me on the road. As a matter of fact, the only thing
I fear on two wheels is the Norton (one of which' I also

'

possess).

I came home on a ten days' leave in 1918, and did not
stop until I had knocked the scooter's record up another
1,500 miles. I am firmly convinced the machine is even
better now than when it came out of the factory. I was
" demobbed " in February, 1919, and have run about on it

continually.

I would like to say, in conclusion, that this has. been [

the most economical 'bus I ever possessed. My only replace-
ment has been one back cover. DONALD CAMERON.
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TIME IS MONEY.
Sii',

—

The Motor Cycle has published several letters giving
comparative costs and the saving effected by using a motor
cycle instead of the train, but your correspondents do not
appear to have considered that the "time" saved is in itself

a ^ery considerable item.
My own case may be of interest. I hav.e to journey daily

from Kingston-on-Thames to Cricklewood, a distance of four-
teen miles each way. By public conveyances, I have to use
two trains, a 'bus and a tram each way ! and never manage
the journey under one and a half houre ; it is usually two
to two and a quarter hours. On my machine I do the journey,
in all weathers, in from forty to fifty minutes, according to
-tne state of the roads and traffic.

Excluding Sundays, holidays, and special occasions, when
J have had to go by train, I have made about 250 return
journeys in the past twelve months.

• A veiw low estimate of the time saved is one hour each
way, or two hours per day. 250 x 2 = 500 hours. Deduct,
aay, 25% to represent time >pent in cleaning, repairing, and
tunhig up, and this leaves 575 hours, or more than a month
[of working days of twelve hour.=; each I Surely an item worth
taking into (onsideration in the course of a year.

H. A. CHAPLIX.

CRUELTY TO SIDECARS.
Sir,—I read with interest a letter published in your issue

of February 5rd under this heading.
-My 'bus—a 6 h.p. New Hudson—towed a siilgle-seater

aeroplane fuselage a distance of seven miles, chiefly through
traffic. We got on to top gear easily and attained a speed
of 25 m.p.h. The machine took a long trying gradient very
.easily on second gear; till, the engine beginning to labour,
I looked round, and found several small boys having a free

perfectly flat faces, and any suspicion of roundness should be
removed in the lathe. The stem must be a good working fit,

with no side play, and the lift must not exceed -3^2"'- '^^^

spring should be just weak enough for the engine to suck
when turned by hand, which will show itself by a species of

grunt in the inlet pipe.

As these engines are well balanced, and will rev. freely,

tlie gear should be kept somewhat on the low side, to ensure

good cUmbing. Use a plug with heavy electrodes, as it is not

uncommon for these engines to show a dull red combustion
chamber when riding at night. Fit as large an exhaust pipe

as possible, it being advisable, to increase the bore into the

port, and avoid using thick piping with a view to eliminating

the storage of heat round the cylinder head.

If Mr. Mills cares to follow these points, assuring himself,

of couree,. that the engine is mechanically good regarding

bearings, cylinder bore, and piston rings, etc., he will find

that he has" an engine that can show a clean pair Of heels to

many modern machines. W. S. LEECH.

CHERISH YOUR LICENCE.
Sir,—I wish to draw the attention of your readers to the

trouble and expense incurred in obtaining a new taxation

licence in place of one lost.

I had the misfortune to lose mine in Maida V^ale on

Februarv 2nd. 1921, the same day as it was issued me. My
machine" is a 1920 Indian with sidecar, and the licence, m
its holder was fixed to the rear of the front number plate.

Apparently, not enough clearance was allowed and it was

pushed off, by the action of the front forks.

I appliecl next morning for another and. was told that a

Statutorv Declaration ' from a Commissioner of Oaths, a

declaration from myself, and a re-issue payment of 5s. would

be required before they could consider the matter of issuing

nie another.
The Statutory declaration costing me 10s. 6d.,

the L.C.C. re-issue fee 5s., a new licence holder

5s., about six hours of my time, and the prospect

of waiting a week or two, make me take this

opportunity of warning other motor cyclists to

look to the fixing.? of their licence holder.s.

I might add that a small " Teddy Bear

"

mascot was wired to the blank side of the holder.

T leave it to you. to consider whether the

blank " mascot brought me anv Inck.

W. THORPE.

.A big haul for a sidecar, but not so heavy as il looks. (See letter from

Mr. J. Spalding.)

I v.ouder if your readers know of the bargains tliat may
be jiicked up at certain aei'odromes. I obtained the above-
nieiitioned fuselage complete (less engine) for 10s. There are
two 700x75 tyres on it, some hundreds o^ nuts and bolts,

and innumerable other useful fittings,- not to mention the
wood. There were aboiit fiftv of these, machines for sale at

the same price.
"

J. SPALDING.

NEW HINTS FOR AN OLD ENGINE.
Sir.—Referring to Mr. Norman H. Mills's letter in your

i;mc of February 3rd, i-e 2J h.p. Dc Dion engine, may I, as

out of the users of this type for many years, offer the follow-

ing suggestions

:

-

Before attempting to tune the engine, carefully examine
the exhaust valve seating for cracks. Make certain that both
push rod and exhaust valve st-em are a perfect fit, as being

direct lift by the cam, any play causes great variation in

timing. Fit a fairly strong e.xhaust valve spring, with as

little clearance between the tappet as possible when hot.

The inlet valve requires verv close attention, and must have

.MORE DOG CATCHING.
Sir.—III reply to your correspondent, the P.ev.

.]. M. Philpot't, will you please find space for

the following truthful account :

Some months ago, whilst proceeding along

the King's (somewhat bumpy) highway, rumi-

nating on the possibilities of one day becoming
an aviator, I noticed a dog evincing a lively

interest in the 24in. wheels of my New Hudson
two-stroke. My mind was just wandering back
to the thought" that one day I might do a

- 6 spinning nose dive, when the front wheel sud-" "' denly jammed solid, and, as a consequence, I

executed a graceful curve over the handle-bars.

I arose immediately, and with the help of the

crowd which had already collected, placed the

machine on the stand and looked for. the damage. Whilst

meditating on the purpose of the remark of a local com-

mittee candidate, that "he was not going nearly as fast as

he usually does," I noticed a shower of mud and a noise

like a steam whistle coming apparently from the front

mudguard. Shortly afterwards a dog emerged similar in

appearance to the one I had seen before, but rather thinner

and longer, and a bit naked in places, which ran up

the street, taking the steam siren effect with it, but misfiring

slightly on one cylinder. C. T. WORSELL.

Sir,—A few months ago, I had a similar experience to that

of the Rev. J. JI. Philpott. The dog, a White West
Highland terrier, ran at my machine in the usual manner,

Ics? his head, crouched down, and disappeared between the

(P..S.A.) motor cycle and sidecar. I heard him yelp, and as

I was going very slowly, I pulled up within a yard or two.

On wheeling tlie outfit backward, I found the belt had
tranned the dog's hair and had carried him round with it." \^NCENT H. SUGDEN.

k
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WOKE DOG CATCHING.
Sii';—I was interested in reading of the Rev. J. M.

Philpott's dog-catching feat in the issue of The Motor Cycle
for February Srd ; but, strange as it was, I do not think it
so curious as the following exti-aordinary "accident" which
hajopened a few months ago (I forget the exact date, but the
incident was reported at the time in the JJiicks Advertiser).
A motor cyclist was riding from' Aylesbury to Leig-hton
Buzzard, and, upon approaching the latter town, which is

by way of a long steep decline with level railway crossing at
the bottom, he met the gates closed and train approaching.
Unable to pull up, he crashed into the gates, as the engine
came abreast of them. His motor cycle was utterly destroyed,
but—and this is the extraordinary part of the busines's—the
rider was thrown, and landed unhurt on the knees of the
engine driver on the footplate of the "cab." As the news-
paper remarked at the time, what a film stunt it would have
made

!

May I say tliat while I have given up my motor cycle for a
cycle car, I am unable to give up 'J'/ie Motor Cycle?

JI. C; MILLBURN.

Sir,—I read with interest the Rev. J. M. Philpott's letter
in your issue of February 3rd, and offer the following
solution, which may (or may not) be correct :

He had been enjoying a "blind" for some miles, and
the resultant heat rendered the tread of his' tyres tacky,
with the result that when he ran over a dog it became
amalgamated with the rubber, and was carried round, luitil

brought to rest by the back stays.

Speaking more seriously, though, .the writer some yeais
ago had the following experience :

Whilst driving a small three-wheel runabout, which had
the engine situated somewhat like the Morgan, a dog run-
ning across the road failed to accelerate quickly enough, and
vanished underneath : but, strange to say, no bump was
felt, nor did the animal reappear from the back of the
machine. A hasty stop was made, and when a frantic
yelping commenced underneath the bonnet, investigation
showed that the dog was sitting in a pool of oil and
water in the canvas underscreen beneath the engine, and,
in fact, refused to budge until the underscreen was un-
strapped, when it shot aAvav apparently unhurt.

E. B. LEECIi.

SIDECAR WHEEL BRAKES.
Sir,—Being a rider of a Rover sidecar outfit having a

sidecar wheel brake (of the e.xternal band type), my impres-
sions may be of interest. You are probably aware that the
sidecar brake works in conjunction with the back wheel
brake, and is actuated by the same pedal. As tjie two
brakes are compensated (which I think is the most important
point in the design), I have found every satisfaction in their

\vorking. On descending a hill with snow on the ground I

have applied the brakes until both wheels were locked. The
whole outfit tended to slide in a straight path, and I did not
notice any ill effects on the steering, tfnfortunately, I can-
not really say what difference there would be with the
sidecar brake put out of action, as I have not made a test

under the above road conditions, but I should say that the
outfit might possibly tend to keep to a straighter path with
both wheels locked than with only the back wheel locked.

I keep my brake rods adjusted so that the back wheel shoe
commences to act just before the sidecar brake band, as I

think this prevents any tendency of the sidecar wheel to act

as a pivot on which to swing the cycle round, although I

have never experienced that tendency. Speaking generally,

I should not recommend sidecar brakes that were made to act
independently of the back wheel brake (especially passenger
operated) ; but where the two brakes are fitted through
compelisating rods to the same pedal (operated by the driver)

I think the even braking effect on the road of both wheels
is an asset to any outfit.

I have no interest in the Rover Co., except as a satisfied

owner of a 1914 machine. A.G.
Beeston.

Sir,—Your remarks re sidecar wheel brakes reopen an old
controversy. We entirely agree with you that sidecar wheel
brakes when operated independently are very dangerous.
When we first introduced our B.S.A. taxi outfit we were -

faced with the necessity of providing, in addition to the
powerful internal expanding brake fitted to the machine, a
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second independent means of stopping and holding' a heavy
outfit when fully loaded under all conditions.

We realised at once the unsuitability of the front wheel
brake as, if made powerful enough for this purpose, it would
be extremely dangerous in operation if the surface of the

road were at all grea.sy, particularly in descending a hill,

having in mind the distance of the unbraked and heavily

loaded sidecar wheel from the rear wheel, as compared with

the length of the wheelbase of the machine.
In addition, the action of a front wheel brake throws an

undesirable strain upon the steering colunin and forla in a

direction contrary to that for which they are designed. At
the same time, the attachment of another brake to the back
wheel we considered to be undesirable, for we found, in the

event of a sudden '-' pull up " being necessary, the braking
friction of one tyre only was insufficient before locking of the

wheel resulted and consequent heavy wear of the rear tyre.

We therefore designed the " County " combined and com-
pensated rear wheel and sidecar wheel brakes (patent applied

for), which we have fitted to a considerable number of motor
cycle taxis which are now plying for hire in various towns.

This brake is capable of arresting the progress of and
holding our taxi inider aU conditions, and, contrary to your
surmise, it has a steadying effect upoir the steering. This is

particularly noticeable in grease, when it can be applied to

it.^ fullest extent without causing the outfit to slew round.

THE COUNTY CYCLE AND MOTOR CO.,
Fawkenee Birch, Manager.

A FRONT FORK WEAKNESS.
Sir,—May I warn fellow motor cyclists of a danger which

they may perhaps have overlooked? I have for some years
past ridden a well-known make of cycle, in which I learned
to put absolute confidence, and which I thought I knew
inside out. Two years ago I had a bad accident with it,

which I attributed to cornering at too high a speed, though
the explanation never satisfied me. But about two months
since, when free-wheeling at a moderate pace, I saw the
bolt head of the fulcrum link of the spring forks suddenly
shear off, and when 1 regained consciousness I found my
passenger insensible and badly injured.

The two accidents have involved about twelve weeks' illness

and nearly £100 in expenses, so that the matter is sufficiently

serious to warn other riders to look to this point in their

mounts, since it involves irremediable wreck if it gives way.
In the case of the machine in question, the bolt was of

small section, unprotected by a sleeve, lubricated by an
-inefficient arrangement, and subjected to a constant shearing
strain against a sharply faced bearing. Add the twist of the
sidecar and the uncushioned punch of the road, and it is

no wonder that the bolt had crystallised and parted.
Surely a spring fork can be designed in which failure of

the parallel link fastening does not involve wreckage? Of
course, now I know, I shall add a safety fastening, possibly
of piano wire in many turns, for my nerve is still good. But
it ought not to be necessary for riders thus to ensure them-
selves against designers.

Also, since, when one puts on the brake in an emergency,
the momentum of the sidecar swings one on round to the
right, cannot someone design us a differential sidecar brake?
It is of little use to elaborate refinements of comfort before
we have attained the maximum of bare safety.

W. M. WATKINS-PITCHFORD.

THE SIDECAR FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES.

A delivery sidecar made by the Sandham Engineering Co. for a
' boot manufacturer.
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SIDECAR AND CYCLE CAR.
Sir,—Just, at present it appears to be the correct thing

to decry the sidecar combination on the plea of over-
elaboration and high cost, and boom the tliree and four-
wheeled cycle car as the passenger vehicle. Fortunately,
not everyone is taking this line of action seriously.

When purchasing a light car a buyer is frequently informed
that the question of high price is a myth when viewed in_

comparison with pre-war equivalent money values; and that
a modern light car with self-starter and dynamo lighting
at £500 to-day is but appro.vimately £30 dearer than its

pre-war replica without electrical equipment, calculating on
the decline of the sovereign to one-half of its pre-war value
on a purchasing basis. Following this line of argument,

i 1921 A..J.S. sidecar outfit, with spare wheel, tyre, and
Mieen, ranks equal to a £108 outfit in 1913-14, and I think
I veryone will admit the new model has not degenerated in

liriish or service in tlie meantime.
Further, £300 to-day will purchase the best motor cycle

.'ind sidecar at present produced, and, coupled with such
:ittraetions (luxuries? ) as spare wheel, dynamo lighting,
.spring frame or specially sprung saddle, speedometer, electric

liorn, etc.—in other words, perfection as near as -skill and
)ii'ains can make it. For the same sum I have the choice
'if about six three or four-wheeled cycle cars, some of which
liave hardly had a thorough test, all of which are acknow-
I'figed to be rough, and admittedly made on a minimum
'ist basis in order to sell at the figure and still show a

I'rofit. , . .

I am not coniiemning the cycle cai\ It is a good thing
in principle, and will eventually win full regard : but,

nevertheless, it appears to me to be a pcnny-wise-and-pound-
.fcinlish policy to disparage the ultra reliable luxury sidecar,

ymbolical of perfection, in favour of a cheaply finished,

ii'iisy, and not over smooth-running vehicle ft'hich, excepting
"lie make, has not yet proved its real worth. After several
rti'inths' running of a post-war cycle car, I have abandoned
ilie type for the present in favour of a reallv good sidecar
ciitfit. I am keeping an open mind on the subject, but
rannot see the benefit of jeopardising my season's pleasure,

under present conditions of cycle car advancement, for the
sake of a supposed improvement in personal protection

during wet weather. F. E. SCIIOFTET.D.

IN PRAISE OF WATER-COOLING.
Sir.—Although a reader of T/i({ Motor Cycle since number

one, I have never dared to encroach on your valuable

space. I have owned all classes of motor cycles since 1909,

single and twin, but could never find that " just as you like

it " mount.
In 1915 I purchased a .second-hand water-cooled Scott and

ti\od a sidecar. I had this outfit two years," and up to the

time of selling it only co.st me £2 for mechanical repairs.

I, however, v.anted more power, but after my two years'

ploasuiable experiences, decided it would have to be another
water-cooled engine. My choice was a second-hand" 1915
Williamson." with 8-10 h.p. water-cooled Douglas engine.

1 bought this outfit through the advertising columns o( The
Motor C'l/rlr irt 1917, and it is still going strong. I have
done over 8,C00 miles on this machine, and every mile a

pleasure.

I have toured Wnles;.Com\vall,. Devon, and home counties,

mostly with three up (sometimes four), and I have yet to

find the hill that can make this engine labour, or get hot.

As to cooling, the system is ideal. In traffic the control is

everything needed.
As to speed, well—coming from Exeter last September, I

met a friend on a_ 1920 famous American outfit, who chal-

lenged me to a run home, the last in town to pay for suppers
all round. He had one passenger, I had two. Well, he
paid. His passenger has now a water-cooled outfit, and I

feel sure if some of those "red hot" air-cooled enthusia.sts

were to give the water-cooled engine a fair trial, tliev would
never ride anything else.

^ ROBERT MTJMDAY.

TEMPERATURE CHANGES AND LUBRICATION-
AMERICAN EXPERIENCES.

Sir.—Having ridden for a number of years in sections

of the United States where the daily winter temperature may
vary from 40° F. to 3° or 4° F. below, I feel experienced
enough in lubrication matters to sympathise with ^Ir. David
Tod and others who have had hand oil pump troubles.

I have used machines fitted with the common or garden
variety of hand pump, and also witii mechanical oiling
(with supplementary hand pump). In my mind there is no
question concerning the comparative merits of the two
systems, but neither will give satisfaction unless a little
judgment is used in choosing the oil. Hard labour at tlie

kick-starter has taught me to go to a bit of trouble in
exchanging the heavy treacle-like lubricant which my motor
utilises in the warm weather for the thinner winter oils

used here.

The oil tank on my machine is located behind the rear
cylinder, which keeps it at a fairly fluid temperature, even
at below zero, provided the motor has been warmed up by
i-unning, etc. If I should get caught out with the heavy
oil, and a cold motor and oil tank, I resort to paraffin
and my petrol syringe, thinning down the oil until the motor
will start.

It has been my experience with hand pump lubrication
that in cold weather and with heavy oil the hand pump
has to be sturdy. If one will notice the construction of
the hand pumps on such American machines, as the Harley-
Davidson, Indian Scout, and Reading-Standard, one will see
that there is plenty of puinp cylinder wall, and that the
rider may put considerable effort on the handle willunit

feai' of the whole works fetching loose, and giving the
repairman som?thing to do. I-recently rode a lightweight
cif British manufacture for several daj^, and when the
piercury began coyly to descend into the thermometer bulb
1 was afraid to push too vigorously on the bijou hand pump
handle for fear of ruining the whole lubricating .system.

If you will permit a suggestion from an advocate of the

mechaTiical oiler, put more metal into hand pump cylinders

and plungers, and -change your oil to suit extremes of

temperature. Thus, if your motor calls for oil of a con-

sistency of Xlobiloil B for temperatures above freezing, use

one of the consistency of Mobiloil A for zero weather.

I am not connected with the oil business in any country,
but just cite these products as examples.

Hartford, Conn, U.S.A. D. R. HOBART.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. Ji. W. 0. Hartley writes further to his letter pub-

lished last week on the retarding elToct, compared with
America, of our moist atmosphere against very high speeds.

He suggests tliat the F.I.C.M. should arrange tests to

determine exactly how much difference is existent.

Over the signature of ".Mascot" a correspondent praises
the Ajmllo special two-stroke plug for speed and hill work
with that type of engine.

" D.H.D."" writes endorsing the experiences of Mr. E. H.
S. Tye concerning the Cox-Atmos carburetter. He also

praises the conduct of his 3 h.p. Royal Ruby, to which
the itistrument is fitted.'

Bocks and Maps for Motor Cyclists
issuo.i in conjunction with Tfre ifo!o' Cyd:.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price

THEM." The 'standard handbook on tlie motor net.

cycl-*. it? carcandnianagcment. Twenty-tirst Edition 2/6

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS "

Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A s\-stem for tracing motor cycle faults and of

remedying them when found. Fourth Edition .

.

"MAGNETOS." By A. P. Youkg.
A complete-treatise on -magnet) ignition i"' rn^tr^r

cars, motorcycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES.!'
A reliable treatise on Tw.o-strokes, from the rider's

point of view. Just published .

.

.

.

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES.

'

By "IxioN," of The Molo' Cycle

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Enaland and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads in to and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road i\raps 01 England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District

.
2/-

2/-

t.

Bv
pos-.

2/3

4/10

3/3

5 /ft

5/- /I

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.t, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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Gosc^GiEff^T

Oimes to Cigl)t Camps.
Feb. 17th 5.45 p.m.

„ 19th 5.49 „
„ 21st 5.53 „
„ 23id 5.57 „

What Petrol Costs in France.

The price of petrol in France varies

from 2.40 fr.«. to 3.20 frs. per litre (1|
pints).

London io Eiinbuigh Course.

The 1921 London to Edinburgh course
has been considerably stiffened, and wh^n.
the details

.
are pufiished many aspiring

competitors will receive a surprise.

The Richmond Meet.

This year the annual jueeting of

Nortliern motor cyclists which _ is held
on Good Friday' in the JMarket Place of

llichmond, in Swaledale, will be orgauised
under the auspices of the Yorkshire
Centre, A.C.U. At a recent meeting it

was decided tkat the organisation should
be carried out by the York and iNliddles-

brough clubs, and as the latter preferred
to leave the arrangements in the hands
of the former, Messrs. F. T. Cleveland
and A. K. Procter have been appointed
joint . secretaries ; their address is The
Kiosk, Lendal, York.

Benzole, Benzene, and Benzol.

That important and energetic body,
the British Engineering Standards Asso-
ciation, has had the question of a
standard definition and specification of

benzol (commonly known as ." benzole ")

bef()»'e it for some time now ; and its

findings have just been issued in booklet
form,, copies of which may be obtained,
at Is. 2d. post free, from the S€cretai\,
28, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I
"Benzole" in future shall denote a liquid
consisting roughly of benzene and hot
more than 30% (by volume) of toluene
and xylenes.

The Grand Prix.

In previous years cycle cars have been
admitted to the Grand Prix Race at the
same time as two-wheelers, but this yeai
it is considered that motor cycles aie
sufficiently important for them to have
their own event; the cycle cars will ha\e
a race of their own in September, o\er
the same course as that which will be
used by the motor cycles on July 23ul
The motor " cycle contest will gain
enormously by being held the day befoie
the three litre car CJrand Pri.x. Because ot
this bigger event it is possible to spend
larger amounts on the preparation of the
course, as is shown by the voting ot

£10,000 for road inipi-ovements only tor
the ten and a half miles of highway.
Further, the grand.stands, the pits, and
the barricades erected for the car race
on the 24th .July, will be available for
the motor cycle event, and thousauds*ot
spectators who would not come for a
niotor cycle race only will be induced to
visit Le Mans for the double event.

g^T <saj^

Special features.

NOTES FOR THE NOVICE,

RIDING TO WIN.

MODERN SPRING FORKS.

Pillion Riding.

It is apparently .'against the law in

Auckland, New Zealand, to take a
passenger on the carrier ot a motor
cycle, and there have been several con-

victions for the breach of this regulation.

This law only applies within the city

ajea

.

Garage Accommodation in the City.

The Auto Cycle L'nion, having been
approached by a. considerable number of

members with enquiries as to w'here garage
aceommodat'ou for niotor cycles is available
within tiie City of London, h?.s recently
carried Out a full investigation of this

matter. From this the Union has ascer-
tained that garage accommodation actually
within the City is very restricted. Ciarage
l^roprietors or others Avho may be able

to assist in this matter are invited to

communicate with the Auto Cycle Union,
85, Pall Mall, S.W.I, and. the Union will

be pleaded to couisider the appointment ot

,un suitable picniise« as A C U official

gaiago^

American Road Records.

Road records in America have now
been banned by " the Motor Cycle and

Allied Trades Association. The M. and
A.T.A., the governing body of the sport

in America, has never officially sanc-

tioned inter-city trials, since in most
cases they entail the reckless breaking of

the traffic regulations. The Auto Cycle

Union in England has, of course, for

many years taken similar action, refusing

to recognise any road records.-

A Provisional ControL

As announced by The Motor C'l/cle last

week, the Royal Automobile Club and the

Auto Cycle Union cam€ to an agreement
regarding the control of - four-wheeled

cycle' cars 'for competition purposes.

It was agreed that temporarily until the

question of the line of demarcation be-

tween car and motor cycle is settled inter-

nationally, that the R.A.C. will favour-

ably consider applications for permits for

small four-wheeled vehicles coming under
the definition of the Federation Liter-

nationale xles Clubs Motocyclistes (772 lb.

weight I'lOO c.c. capacity or under) to

compete in A.C.U. competitions in 1921.

The effect of this agreement is virtually

that the Auto Cycle Union will- control

four-wheel cycle cars during the 1921
season, and it is anticipated that when
international agreements have, been
lormally ratified the control of this type
of small car w'ill be handed over pei'-

nianently to the Union.

THE WAY HOME. Tenants moved into Leicester's first municipal houses last week.

Their "lot" is not quite a happy one, however, as will be seen from the above illustration,

which shows the only road iiome.
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THE "GAMAGE" TWO-STROKE
We are offering a limited number of ttiese famous motor cycles at an amazingly low pnce during

the Super-Sale only The high standard of excellence is rigidly maintained throughout

THE FINEST TWO STROKE
The folloirivo Extracts from an unsoHcUed
/.>c-K,„««v«7 /..««. an enihusiaslicttser render^tcslitnonial from «,(. e-

tonnneni superflttous

Bawtry. Ycrks. 20/9/20,
I have now run my 'Gamage' for a little over a year.

on five days a week and over all kinds of roads
and very often even across fields where there is no
r ad. or even Irpck, She his n::w run betweei three
and lour thousand milesand s) far has had no repairs
tf any kind, s .v^. of course, djcarbonisina the engine.
The machine will climb any hill on top gear
I once lent her for a week to my brother who ridt-s a
pawerfui single-cylinder machine, and he was aston-
ished in the way the little Gamase went up the
nil's, and said he never would have believed it unless
h- had ridden the machine htm elf. It is only fa r to
tell you how reliable a machine you have put on the
market at a reasonable price."

BRIEF SPECIFICATION
2i h.p. Villiers engine, 2-speed gear, C.A.V. magneto. Best and
Lloyd's semi-automatic lubrication, Saxon spring forks. Amac
carburetter, 26 x 2i Dunlop lyres and Dunlop belt.

Usual Price £65

SUPER-SALE PRICE-
Girriage and paclcing extra £58

NOW IS J HE TIME TO BUY FOR THE COMING SEA60N

BARGAINS IN ACCESSORIES
PRICES THAT MAY

Spcrini Sale Offer of hifih grade Palruer and oiliei

MOTOR CYCLE TV'RES. All quite new butslightly
shop soiled.

Sire

26 X 2]in.

26 X 2\in.

26 X 3in.

zH X 3in.

Sale rrico.

£1 11 e
1 12 6
2 3 O
2 9 6
3 3 O

Carriage cxtrn

r?ual Pn,

J 3 '

1

Special Sail- Olfcr of COLLAP-
SIBLE SIDE GOGGLES.
Sale price, per pair O / "1 1
Usual price 3/9. ^^/ -^ -^

Postage 46.

BE REPEATED.

.\luminium WHEEL DISCS tor Motor Cycles

To fit Douglas. Harley-Davidson, Triumph,
and Zenith. Sale price per set complete C7/C
Usual price 75/-. Carriage extra. 01/0

Special offer 'of MOTOR CYCLE BULB
HORNS, verj- loud and deep toned, fitted

w-ith No. 8 bulb.

I'siial price tS/6.
SALE PKICE

Postage gd. 11/9

MOTOR CYCLE
WHISTLE.

To fit to the exhausr

pipe. Sale price

Usual price 5/9
Postage 9d.

Breeches offer to motor cyclists.
^ancy 500

P

Cor- There
d wi'ii wear

23/11

400 Pairs only Plain and Fancy
Derby Tweed BREECHES Cof
rcct shape, knee double strapped wi'h
same material. The ideal
garment for all outdoor work-
ers. Cyclists, motor cyclists,
and motorists. Slocked in
sises—3oin., ^sia., 34in., 36iu.,

38in.
Whea ordering please state size coOu<j
waist and height

500 Pairs Velvet Cord BREECHES
There i? iiothiTig iimre suitable (or harfl
wear than velvet cord. Tliis opiwr-

tiinitj- shoiiUl hi taltvn advjntjircof
nt oiiL-: by motor n tH.-t . 'J lioy ar.-

made ui> with laoo knoe. doiilitf \iv.ii;

Ptra.)plnc8. mid stocked iw mz s—
.tOiii., a2in.. JW u., 36in., JOiii. wiii^t
nii'a.HUrcniE!iit-«.

SALE PRICK, rer pair 2S/1!, Wortli :il!G.

Two pairs for -ilf-. Po:?ta^-o t» 1

MOTOR
CYCLE
KLAXON
HORNS.

Ex. Gov:,
Stock.

Sale price

23/6
L'suaJ price 35 /

Postatie T /-

WRITE NOW FOR THE BEST BARGAIN SALE CATALOGUE YET PUBLISHED,

GAMAGES, Holborn, London, E.C. 1
fn an-siceriny t!i!s atlvertlsement it is (Icsirahh to mention "The Motor Cijclt. eg
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1921
ocycles

Our organization, equipment, and output enable us to
OFFER MORE VALUE THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER, WHILE
MAINTAINING THE HIGHEST QUALITY THROUGHOUT.
If the INDIAN equipment be compared with that of any
OTHER well-known MAKE IT WILL BE READILY SEEN THAT WE
OFFER THE BEST VALUE IN THE MOTOR CYCLE TRADE.

Send for List.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,

*' Indian House,"

366-368, Euston Road, London, N.W.

Telephone—Museum 1643.

Telegrams—"Hendian, Eusroad, London."

AXJSTR.\L1.\— iog-iJ3, Russell St., Melbourne.
AFRICA—"Indian House," 127-9, Commis-
sioner St.. Johannesburg. "Indian House,"

579, West Street, Durban. " Indian House.'

Strand St., Port Elizabeth.
>-V,

MOTORCYCLES
Any of these Machines are available

SOLO MACHINES
2i h.p. TRIUMPH JUNIOR, 2-stroke, 2-speed

2j h.p. LEVIS, popular model, single speed . .

2| h.p. HOBART, Albion 2-speed gear

2j ii-.p. O.K Lightweight, single-speed

2I h.p. SPARKBROOk, single-speed

2i h.p. SUN VITESSE, single speed
2|h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, model de lu.x;e .. ...

2j h.p. DOUGLAS. 2-speed model
3 h.p. ROYALRUBY, spring frame, etc. (nearly new)

3| h.p. RUDGE-MULTl, T.T
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, belt and chain, model 'H.'

4 h.p. TRIUMPH,'aU-chain drive, model ' S/D '

.

.

4i h.p. B.S..\. all-chain drive, model 'H.'

4i h.p. B.S.A., belt and chain, model 'K' .. ..

on Easy Terms of Payment—Details free on request

COMBINATIONS
£75

£60 .

£75

£50 8

£69
£52 10

£80 15

£85

£100
£110 5

£127 10

£140
£110 n

£107

3i h.p. ROVER, with smart coach-built sidecar .

.

£180 li

3} h.p. INVICTA, Abingdon engine, coach-built s/c £143
4' h.p. DOUGLAS, Twin-cyhnder, 3-speed3, etc. .

.

£170
4 h p. COULSON, spring frame, smart sidecar .

.

£162 10

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, model 'H.' £182 10

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, model 'H.' coach-built sidecar .. £151 10

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, chain-drive model £165 5

4i h.p. B.S.A., model 'H.,' and No. 2 sidecar.. .. £152

4I h.p. B.S.A., model ' K.,' and No. 2 sidecar . . .

.

£149 '

4J h.p. QUADRANT, including carriage from works £145
5-6 h.p^HAZLEWOOD, countershaft, 3-sp. clutch, etc. £186
8 Ji.p. ZENITH, model 'H,' to makers' specification £204
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, Model ' H.' £205
8 h.p. ENFIELD, to makers' specification .. .. £160

SPECIAL

!

Harrois also offer from stock a few 1920 m^del Shop Soiled Solo Machines, and Sidecar
|

Combinations, in first-class condition, 'at remarkably attractive prices. Order Early ! \

Latest Lists 0/ New and Secoiid-Jiand' Machines gladly sent free on application.

HARRODS MOTOR SHOWROOMS 116-118 BROMPTON RD LONDON S\yi
CIO In answerinrj these adrertiseinents it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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By Road to the Football Cup Final.

Accommodation for members' motor
cycles on the occasion of the Cup Final
at Chelsea in April has been arranged
for by the A.G.U.

R.A.C. and the Speed Limit.

Complete abolition of the speed limit
IS urged by the R.A.C. Several excellent
arguments are put forward ia favour of
this course of action.

Defining "Owner."
ilainly on account of difficulties that

have arisen regarding who is " the owner,"
for licensing purposes, of a vehicle pur-
chased on the hire pur<-hase_system, the
ilinistry of Transport has provisionally
defined " owner " as the' " person by whom
the vehicle is kept and used," who is, of
caurse; not necessarily 4he legal owner.
Itegistration books, therefore, do not
constitute absolute proof of ownership
with a power to sell.

Price Guarantees.

It is becoming quite common practice
Jidw amongst manufacturers to gi^arantee
a full refund in the event -of. an early
Induction in- price. This issue contains
111 iny such announcements and, in
addition, the following firms have notifieil
us to this effect : Veloce, Ltd. (Velocelte,
to .June 1st), Roberts and Hibbs (New
t'cale, to ilay 31st), and Cashmore Bros.,
Ltd. (Alectoj to May 31st).

Worth Winning.

Competitions are now the order of the
day. The latest is an estimating contest
organised by S. Smith and Sons, of 179,
(ireat Portland Street, who will send an
entry form to all purchasers of a K.I^.G.
plug between February 21st and Jlarch
7th. Competitors are asked to estimate
the number of K.L.G. plugs sold by
Messrs. Smith during the period men-
tioned, and the prize list includes a £300
8 h.p. Rover light c;u-, a model H 4 h.p.
Triumph, and a 1\ h.p. Enfield light-

weight, in addition to many other prizes.

Motor Cycle versus Roller Skates.

An e.xceplionally novel race between a
2^- h.p. Metro-Tyler motor cycle and Mr.
A. R. Eglington, the world's record
holder (on roller skates), will be run off

at 9 p.m. at the Holland Park Rink,
l^indon, on March 9th.

Mr. G. F. Amnion, the motor cyclist,

when interviewed at practice last week,
stated that he found considerable diffi-

culty in negotiating the ISC curves at

each end of the floor. The consequent
reduction in speed, however, is easily

made up on the straight, which is of
considerable length.

Mr. J. S. Bennett, of the Metro-Tyler
Co., Ltd., informed us that the race is

I he result of a challenge by Mr. " Peggy "

liettison, the founder and manager of
the National Sporting Club, who offer's

a side .stake of £25.
Mr. Eglijigton's speed for the mile (the

distance selected for the race) is just over
two minutes; and, since a difference of
two seconds only is the present standai"d

of the competitors, it should prove an
e.Nciting event.
The machine is a standard one, with

the exception of a fi.xed gear of 7j to 1.

and the use of Duralumin engine plates
to reduce the weight.

Weights of Trials Machines.
It is possible that the 200 lb. limit may

divide solo and sidecar mounts in future.

Efficiency.
At the Efficiency E.xhibition at Olynipia

the A. A. is "showing a model of one of

its roadside telephone boxes.

Old Salonica D.R.'s Annual Dinner.

The second annual dinner will be held,

at the Torino Restaurant in Oxford Street,

opposite Frascati's, on Saturday February
26th, at seven o'clock. This reunion is

not confined to the old D.R.'s of any
pai'ticular unit, but open to any D.R.'s

who served in the Ballcans. Application

for tickets can be made to Mr. 0. Felt-

ham, 212, High Street, Ponders End,
Middlesex, or Mr. W. llines. Castle

Brewery, Bedford.

Nine New Index Marks.

Re-iegistration under the new licensing

regulations has apparently I een respons-

ible for the following batch of index

marks, nine in all : City of Leeds, N W :

Cmmty of Derby, 1^ U ; County of

Glamorgan, N Y ; County of Leicester,

N R; County of Salop, N T; County of

Somerset, Y A; County of Stafford.

RE; County of Warwick, NX; and
the County of Worcester, N P.

Two-stroke Motor Cycles.

For the first time au authoritative

handbook oji the practical management
of two-stroke motor cycle engines has

been produced. Known as "Two-stroke
Motor Cycles " (published by Iliffe and
Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4,

price 3s., by post 3s. 3d.), it has^ been
prepared by "the staff of The. Motor Cijch'.

to meet the needs of the everyday rider.

The illustrations cover a wide field, both
by diagram and actual examples of exi.st-

iiiK practice, and the book will no doubt
attain a popul.irity equal to that of
" Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them." Next week we shall review .some

of its special features, reproducing some
specimen illustrations.

-Motor Cycle Tourists in France.

Jlotor cyclists who visit France must
pay a supplementary tax of 12 frs. per
month for two months. If their stay in

the country is longer than two months
full tax on the machine has to be paid.

Motor Cyclist Supervises New Trap.

A new short-distance trap in High
Street, Eltham, is supervised by the local

Douglas-mounted iuspector. According
to local reports, he recently gave chase
to a motor cyclist who declined to stop,

but the result is not known.

To Reduce Prices.

A meeting has been arranged at the
Camion Street Hotel, London, E.G., for

5.30 p.m. on Saturday, 26th inst. The
object of this meeting is the establish-

ment of an Association of Production
Eiigineers, with a view to increased
elHciency in manufacture, and conse-

quently a reduction in prices. Particu-

lars may be obtained from Mr. H. E.
Honer, 273, New Cross Road, S.E.14,
who is the conveiwi' of the meeting.

MeRu. Speed Records

-At Brooklands on Thm-sdav, February
lOlh, D. R. O'Donovan, on' a 3i h.p.

Norton and sidecar, put up the following

mean speed times for the flying kilometre

and mile, %vhicti constitule Rrilish mean
speed records in Classes G and H. Sub-
ject to approval by the F.I.CM., they

are also international records for these

two classes.

AVEHACE JIEAN SPEED RECORD.?.
Classes G .knd Tl (Not exceeding 500 c.c. and

750 c.c. respectively).
Time. SpcedT

Klyins Kilometre. — D. U.
<:)*i)otrovan (Norton. 79x
100 ram. =490 c.c, and
sidecar) 33.99s.=65.81 m.p.h.

Previous bcft : Oct. 19tli. 1920. H. R. Davies
(ZV, A..I.3. sc). 62.84 m.p.h.

FlyinE Milc.-D. R. (iDono-
vaii (Norton, 79 X 100
mm. =490 c.c, and side-

car) .. 56. 56.=. =63. 57 m.p.h.
Previous. best : Oct:. . 19lh, 1920. H. B. Davies

(2% AJ.S. sc). 60.30 m.p.ll.

The motor cycle escort to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales in his recent official visit to Brighton.

The riders are : P.C. Tindall, P.C. Latham. Sergt. Morgan, P.C Holland, P.C. Funnell

and P.C. Wood, M.C. All were mounted on Triumphs except Funnell, who rode

a Douglas.
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THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' PARLIAMENT,
Lasl Genera! ComiTii lee Meeling of the A C.U. J920-21 Sess:on held a! Shrewsbury.
Folal Abolilion oJ Sp^ad Limit Sugaested. Why Motor Cycles ware not Taxed £5.

Fruitful Work by all D^pariments of the Auto Cycle Union.

Thanks lo the policy; first urged by
•I- TJie Motor Cycle, o£ holding it's

committee meetings in the provnices,
tlie Auto Cycle Union is now regarded by
everyone as a national organisation.

Before the war there was a feeling

among motor cyclists that because, the.
lieadcjuarters of the A. C.U. were in the
Metropolis it was a London club, run' by
London men, chiefly for motor cyclists in

the capital. Now that impression has
been removed, and the Auto Cycle Union
is firmly established as a national institu-

tion, with. H.R.H. the Duke" of York,
K.G., as patron, governing the motor
cycle movement for the benefit of its

present and future participants.

A.C.IT. Local Centres.

A feature during the past year has been
the formation of centres, wliich divide up
the country, enabling every motor cyclist

in England to take an active part in the
general work and to assist in furthering
the interests of motor cyclists locally.

To do this he need not necessarily become
a subscriber to the A. C.U. direct, but
may be a member of a local club whicn
is affiliated to the governing body. Such
clubs, in turn, are members of a centre
which has a voice in the matter of

government and, in^ addition, go\erns the
pastime locally.

The General Cojnmittoe meeting held at

Shrewsbury last Saturday was very well

attended by the representatives of motor
cyclists all oyer the country. Lt.-Col. A.
E.- Davidson, chairman' of the A.C.U.,
was in the chair, and in addition to
committee men sent by the North-
western, Midland, East Midland, Western,
North-eastern and Yorkshire centres (in"

themselves a body well representing tlie

interests of provincial motor cycli.st^), the
following were also present : Rev. E. 1'.

Greenhill (chairman of Competitions Com-
mittee), Mr. H. P. E. Harding (chairman
of Touring Committee), Dr. A. M. Low,
Major R. V. C. Brook, Col. F. S.

Brereton, Messrs. W. H. Wells, F. A.
Hardy, V. Horsmaii, H. Johnson. J. Jj.

Norton, A. S. Ross, F. A; Applebee, E.
J. Bass, J. A. Masters, R. I. M. Samuel,
F. S. Whitworth, S. W. Philpott,,F. W.
Barnes, D. H. Noble, and T. W. Lough-
borough (secretary).

The V/orlt oJ the Meeting.

This committee meeting was the last

of the 1920-1921 session, and most of
the work consisted of receiving the re-

ports of the various committees, drawing
up the annual report, receiving the finan-
cial report, and considering various points
raised in their connection. It is outside
our province to record details of all these
matters, neither would motor cyclists
generally be interested. Everyone who
has now anything to do with committees
and sub-committees Jsnows that the
amount, of work done seems out of all

proportion to the results attained, and
Ihal onlv the results count.

Mew Constitution oS ihe General

Committee,

As an outcome of the formation of
local centres, the constitution of the
General Committee has now been altered,

.'md at the annual general meeting, which
will be held in London at 6 p.m. in
Friday, March 11th, a new committee
will be formed as under :

Ma.timiim
number.

Presids^^t and Vice-presidents.—Elected
at the annual general meeting from can-
didates nbminated b.v committee of any
centre, or any two individual members ... 13

R.A.C. Representatives. — Si.\ appointed
annually by the Royal Automoi^ile Club,
the parent body. 12

THE

A C.U. CENTRE
SCHEME

lNDiviriT5.AL Members' Representatives.—
Six appointed at annual general meeting
of individual members, to hold ofSee for

two years ... 1-

Aefiliated Clubs' Representatives.—
Elected annually by Board of each centre,
one per centre, with additional represen-
tatives up to a maximum of three per
centre, one for every five clubs in excess
of the first six 42

Total 79

Voting Power at Centre Meetings.

The centre scheme previously referred

to is now settling down in satisfactory

working order. On Saturday the voting

power of a club was decided on a basis

of one vote for each club delegate at

a meeting, and an additional vote to be

HOW ENGLAND AND
WALES ARE DIVIDED

FOR THE LOCAL
CENTRE SCHEME

Many of -the centres ind

active

bodies, while others are in

i^rncess of organisation.

Local Centres I. Northern. 2, North-eastern.

3 North-western 4, Yorkshire. 3, Midland, 6, East

Midland. 7, North Wales. 8, South Wales. 9. Western

10, South Midland. II, Eastern. 12, South-western

|3, Southern. 14, South-eastern
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tended by such delegate or delegates oil

behalf of their dub for each hundred,
or part of hundred, members on the
books of their club. An independent
vote may also be exercised by each officer

of the centre, and the chaii-maii shall
have a casting vote.

In the event of a. centre becoming
wound up, disbanded, or ceas^ing to e.\ist,

it was proposed that all raoneys and pro-

|)evties of the centre should be deemed
tu be the property of the clubs in the
I I'utre, and be distributed amongst them
HI proportion to their membership. This
motion was defeated, however, and it was
agreed that in such cases any accumu-
lated funds will become the property of

tlie Union.

The Speed Limit.

One of the national matters considered

at the meeting was the proposed revision

nf the law as to speed limits. All clubs

had been invited to give their opinions,

and these were by no means unanimous
either for or against total abolition or

MH-reasing the present limit. It was de-

cided to supiwrt the proposals of the

Motor Legislation Committee, which

favours total abolition.

In conversation with Mr. T. W. Lough-

liorough after the meeting we gathered

that this was the feeling of the majority

of members and also the officials of the

Union. Mr. Loughborough pointed out,

however, that quite irrespective of the

ultimate decision, the Union strongly

desired to bring about an alteration in

the dangerous driving clause. As the

law stands at present the police are able

to prosecute for fast driving on roads

u-her(t traffic in'uild rfu^nnubly he expected

at the. time, and this should be amended
to take into account fact only.

Brakes on Racing Machines.

One of the several matters of interest

tu competition riders brought forward

was that dealing with brakes on racing

machines. It- may be recalled that the

absence of brakes' was the cause of an

.ir.ident on Brooklands during last year,

and it has now been decided that, with

the exception of machines entered for

record breaking on enclosed tracks, all

motor cycles taking part iu races, and
also in speed trials, must be fitted with

a brake.

SIX DAYS TRIALS REGULATIONS.
Although' little has been definitely

decided regarding the Six Days Trials, the

tuinpelitions Committee and its Advisory
I'uinmittee are busy preparing the final

regulations. At a recent meeting of

those responsible for competitions it was^
decided that the following is the defini-

tion of " engine capacity "
:

" That for the purpose of the com-
putation of engine volmne, the cubic
capacity be taken as the volume
swept by' the piston or pistons or
other moving parts, subjected to the
products of combustion to produce
power."

Among the recommendations of the
Advisoi-y Committee, of which, inciden-
tally, Maj. Ratling, of the Jlanufac-
tnrers' LTnion, is a member, may be men-
tioned the plea that time lost through

punctures during the speed tests at
Brooklands should be allowed.

It is suggested that one day oulybe
devoted to testing the consumption
of petrol and oil. The suggestion that all

machines over 350 c.c. shall propel
sidecars has met with unanimous opposi-
tion, and in - place of this feature it is

proposed that team prizes should be
awarded to solo machines under 350 c.c,
and 500 c.c. and sidecar machines under
and over 550 c.c.

Awards for Light Machines.

The Advisory Committee . also recom-
mend that one special award should be
given for the best performance put up
by any machine weighing under 200 lb.

unladen, regardless of class.

Whereas in the original recommenda-
tions it was decided to divide .solo and
sidecar entries at the 350 c.c. mark, it is

not altogether improbable that the final

regulations will fi.x the line at 200 lb.

weight. This would mean that all

machines ridden .solo would have to be
of a weight which permits them to come
into the 30s. ta.\ation class.

Wheel Slip and Clean Climbs.

It has also been suggested lliat Ibo
secret check be done away with in reli-

ability trials, but since the margins
allowed in A.C.U. trials are very wide,
it is not probable that this will be done.
Another suggestion of the .Advi.sory Com-
mittee is that a rider brought to a" .stand-

still on a hill through wheel slip should
be credited with a clean ascent if he
keeps his engine running and. lifting his

back wheel on to a good surface, com-
pletes the climb.

So far nothing definitely has been
decided regarding the Si.x Days course,
but since the first and last days will be
at Brooklands, one has only to glance at
the map to gain a fair idea of the nature
of the trial. In any event, there cannot
be more than two days of hill-climbing.

This Year's Tourist Trophy Races.

It has been agreed that the ma.ximum
number of entrants for the T.T. races will

be 100, and that each manufacturer will

be permitted to enter three madiinc* of
any one type, and up to three entries will

be accepted from private riders of any one
model for each race.

The Year's Work.

Although the A.C.U. has not fulfilled

to its entire satisfaction every ideal which
it has had before it, the Union has full

cau="e to feel satisfied with what has been
accomplished. The eighteenth annual
report of the General Committee contains
evidence of activity in all the many fields

in which the body operates, and which
members often overlook.

During the past year the membership has
steadily increased. At the General Com-
mittee meeting held at Cambridge on
December 17th it was decided to raise

the annual subscription from lO.s. to£l,
but it was agreed that no entry fee should
be charged, and that the "use of the
Union's b.idge should be free to every
member during the .currency of his sub-
scription. So far, it is. recorded, raising
the subscription does not appear to have
unduly affected the membership roll.
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The number of meetings of t'ne several
committees reflect the hard work put in
by the voluntary force behind the move-
ment. The Touring Committee met six
times, the Competitions Committee
thirteen times, and the JIanagement
Committee held fifteen meetings. These
meetings are augmented by those held
by the various sub-committees and those
of the local centres.

THE A C.U. SHARE IN LEGISLATION.
The activities of the new .Ministry of

Tiansport appear to have kept the
Union busy, for it has actively partici-

pated in the representation of motor
cycling interests, the secretary taking an
important share in the work of the
Motor Legislation Committee. One of
the most general cries from motor
cyclists when the new taxation scheme
came into being was "What have our
motoring organisations been doing'.'"
In passing, we have usually found tliese

questions come from riders who belong
to no organisation, and therefore do not
know of their activities. The report
referred to shows that the Anto Cycle
Union has been doing a great deal, and
if the results are not altogether as every
motor cyclist would like, they are
nrobably belter than they would have
oeeii had there been no A.C.U. to act

. and advise on the Motor Legislation Com-
mittee. For example, we are told in the
report that the Government suggested
£3 as the minimum for a motor cycle
tax, and it is no secret that there were
signs of £5 being the figure in the
minds of the Ministry. As is now known,
this was reduced to 30s. for machines
not exceeding 200 lb. in weight. Further
luessure was also brought to bear at the
last moment in the House of Commons
to reduce the scale a])plicable to a light
sidecar outfit from £4 to £2 lOs.

A United front.

These modifications of the original
Government intentions were only secured
because the A.C.U. and the Manufac-
lurers' Union were able to present a
single and undivided expression of view,
whicli was adopted in tola by the Motor
Legislation Committee. The Ministry of
Transport, therefore, was not in a posi-
tion to play off one organisation against
another, as it was, unfortunately, -o

successful in doing with reference to the
maintenance of the petrol tax.

The report details other legislation
work, past and present, which we are
"unable to give in full.

The Touring Department has also had
a bu.sy time. In the course of the year
over 1,000 official hotels and repairers
have been visited (as against 700 the
vear before) ; 800 applications for Customs
papers, international vises, etc. were
dealt with ; and more than 1,000 foreian
routes, in addition to upwards of 5,000
British routes, supplied.

Get-you-home Scheme.

Nearly eleven hundred cases of brcak-
downv or accident were relieved through
the get-you-home scheme during the year,
and the Consular service has beeu greatly
expanded. The number of consuls
appointed has increased from* 25 to 57,

and others are receiving consideration.
It is interesting to know that at least one
lady corisnl is being app^iinted.

C13
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Prices of Second-hand Motor Cycles.
A Schedule of Prices at which used and shop-soiled Motor Cycles were being offered in

' advertisements of last week's issue of *' The Motor Cycle."
A\'er;.ge

the miscellaneoita

Make, H,P., and Dafc.
A-B.C, 3 h.p., T9:;o

Acme, y h.p., sc, 1020 .

A.J.S., fj li.p., sc, 1920

Al'lon, 2J h.p., 1920
Ariel, 3^ h.p., 1520
Bat, 8 h.p., sc, 1020
Biackburne, j h.p., i9.:o . . . .

Blackbunie. S h.p., sc. 1920 .

Bradbury, f> h-P-, sc, 1920 .

.

B.S.A., 4J h.p., sc, 1920 . . .

.

CaUhorpe. 23- h.p., 1920
Clyno, 2^ h.p., 1920
Connaught, z\ h.p., 1920 ..'...

Coiilsou-B., 4 h.p., 1920
Coventry-Eagle, aj h.p.. 1920
Diamond, 2i h.p., 1920
Douglas, Hi h.p., 1920
Douglas, 4 h.p., sc, 1920

Edriiimd, 2.^ h.p.. 1920
Enheld, 8 h.p., wc, 1920
Enneld, 2^ h.p.. 1920
F.N.. 7 h.p., 1920
Harley-Davidson, 7-9 li.p., 1920
Harley-Davidson.. 4 h.p., 1920 .

Hazlcvvood. 5-C^ h.p.. sc, 1920 .

Henderson, 10 h.p.", sc, 1920 .

.

Hobart, 2} h.p., 1920
Humber, 4! h.p.. sc, 1920 . . .

.

Indian. 7-0 h.p.. sc, 1920

Indian, 4 h.p., 1920

Classified Prices.

. /g-,, /^loo. £ioo*-, £110, £110, lilt,

Y.i'i.o ^109
. ';^I95 . . V. . -

. fJ75, TjCi/.'^. r^S?' t£iS5, "£190,

^£190. '£i95> t£200. 1^,20 J. /.2to.

U:225; iC2-i^ £iSr

. £70, *£73 . • -.- £72

. £85, *£io5 £95
*£i65, "^£165. *£i7!i :. £i6S

*ftlo. *£ii5. *£i20, ^^£120. ^£120. £117
t£i6?. £175 ^170

• *£i75 V ... ..... ... —
. ^'ii^, fii5, £120, £125, £130. £m5.
't£i-10, t£i50 £r29

- i, 18, £58. £65, £65 £.19

. £^1. -V%o, *J'63. *£6t £60

. ^£49. *£50, '-'f^S " £32
£90- £90, *£i09 £96

^^£84 .- ~
- £48, *£55- *£79 ff^i

. £82, C^^, £85, £85, £90, £100 - £8S

. £1-25. £i35> £135. £140, *£"40. t':i55-

£iqo £1.46

. *£So .. .: —
.

- £mo; t£i50. t"i5::. *^£r53 (U9
*/55, *£6o, *£6o, +£("15 £'io

. /l2=i £125
£158 --

. t£i05 • —
="£1-0 / —

. £180 : —

. £44
. I i-^y. £160 .

.

t£iq5
. t£i^5

i£i7o, t£:;5. t£iSo,
£159

£173

Average
Price.Make, H.P., and Date. Classified Prices.

Ivy, 2I h.p., 1920 £55
James, 5-6 h.p., sc, 1920 *£t50, £170, *£i7o, '("£180

Lea-Francis, 3! h.p., 1020 ....... *£ir2i *£ii5
Levis, 2k h.p., 1920 .

.'

£45, £45, £47, £50
Martinsyde, 6 h.p.. sc, 1920 ..... £142, ^"£185
Matchless, S h.p., sc, 1920 £160, £i75.£i75. t£i7i!, t£i8o, t£i85

t£i85 -. :...
Metro-Ti,kr, 2;; h.p., 1920 £r>o, £60, *£7o. ''£70,_fj2
Kew Hudson, ai h.p., 1920 *£6o, *£6o, *£63 ..-;..'..

New Imperial, 8 h.p., sc, 1920 . . . £145, *£i68 ".

New Imperial, 2J h.p., 1920 £65, £65, *£78
'New Scale, 3V h.p., sc, 1920 £100
Norton, 4 h.p., 1921 *£i25
N.U.T... srh.p.. 1920 .:.:. t£r2o, t*£i25, t*£i25
O.K., 2^ih.p., 1920 *£;13. *£43.*£45, '£59

. Omega, 2I h.p.. 1920 £50. *^7t
P. & M., 3I h.p.. 1920 £So, £92 ,

P. Si S., i\ h.p., 1920 ........... £-70

-Quadrant, 4^ h.p., sc, 1920 £78, £120
Rover, 3^ h.p., 1920 ,

.-
l^f), %vz=,^^li2^

Rover, 5-O li.p., sc, 1920 *£i(35, £175 _ £i;o
Royal Ruby, ^, h.p., 1920 .;..... £90. *£99, /"lOO, £io,'i "^915

Rudge, 3}h.p., 1920 £80, .£83, £8.5, £86, £Sg.-£39, £90,
£100, *£ioo, *£ioo £87

Scott, 3.^ h.p., sc, 1920 £130, £160 £1.15
Scott, 3.f h.p., 1920 ., £95, £ro5^ £105, £rio, £115, ^£130 . £110
Sparkbrook, 2^ h.p., 1920 ..-..,.. *£6o, *£65 -. £63
Sunbeam, 3! h.p., 1920 '.

. . £125, £140, £150, £150. £15,=;, £160, ,

,
- -- £^^^5

.' '. " .~— £149
Sunbeam, 8 h.p., sc, 1920 t£"-5. t£-45 £-3"^
Triumph. 4'h.p., 1920 £90, £100. £ri5. *£ii6 . .

.
,

, £105
- Triumph, 4 h.p., sc, 1920 V'loo. £13.^. £i.'io,-*£i55, £iCo, '""£-160.

" J^ijo
."

^ £U7
\ eincette, 2^ h.p.. 1920 £5^
Verus, 4 h.p., sc, 1920 £140 —
Zenith, S h.p., 1920- £110, £.t"iGj £125 '

'

£m7
fDynamo lighting.

£if''8

£ti4
£17
fMn

.C17S

£61
£i.=^7

£^>9

£1^5
£52
£62
£^'>

£S9
/ir2

THE PRICE QUESTION.
The Trade Oullook as viewed by Molor

Advanced by (he Trade as to why ReducI

THERE appears little likelihood of substantial

price reductions for some time. Several manu-
facturers liave .already made public announce-

ments to this effect, and one or two guarantee

prices for a limited period. ,:
'

Such an actron-is, of course, one for the individual

judgment of eacli manufacturer after he' lias reviewed

the circumstances of his own particular case. As
regards manufacturers who liave large outputs or who
produce machines in which expensive labour and

materials represent a high proportion of value, a

material price, reduction cannot be expected at the

present time in view -of manufacturers' desire to give

the public a highly reliable machine. Large stocks

are still held by reason of: the big purchases of raw

materials and component parts last year at prices

representing in, some cases advances of 300% o\'er pre-

war, to which must be added labour costs (under

conditions which have not made for production com-
mensurate with wages paid).

~ Refinement or Loxv Cost ?

An alternative method of price reduction might be

moditication in design, equipment, or quality, tending

to economy, but which might not be " favourably

regarded by the user who is constantly demanding
further refinements.

Whijst all desire to see price reductions, the user_

must remember that what in effect are '' price reduc-

tions " are contimially taking place in the shape of

improvements in design, addition of desirable features,

CJ 1

Cycle Manufacfurers. Some Reasons
ions cannot be Expected for Some Time.

accessories, speed, luxury, and comfort, which are

. found in an increasing degree in>cycles and motor
cycles. The value of these to the user, and the cost

thereof to the manufacturer, are both real and sub-

stantial. '.

'

-

When manufacturing costs are stabilised, and the -

manufacturer can reasonably expect an output of such"

a quantity and quality as is commensurate with- his

expenditure, then can the purchaser expect the same
high-grade quality products at prices materially lower

than those reigning at the present time.

It must be borne in mind that7 purchasers in the

past have been able to obtain their wants at a lower

retail price by reason of the large export trade which
enables production of a larger number of vehicles at

a lower price than w:ould be. the case if the home
market alone were catered for.

Effects of Restricted Export.

The export trade is suffering great disabilities at

present. Certain countries are entirely barred -from

importing British products ; in other countries the

imposition of drastic Customs tariff has almost killed

the trade. Elsewhere depreciated exchanges and the

refusal of the responsible authorities to permit the

.export of gold have almost completely barred the

export- of motor cycles.

Not only is this state of affairs affording the greatest

anxiety to all concerned, but such a situation must

inevitably reflect upon the selling conditions obtaining

at home.
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The Balance of Motor Cycle Engines.
Furlher Light on the Question of Balance. How Frame Design has to be Studied

in Coniunction with Engine Balance

'

I
' HAT the theory and practice of balance are of

I interest alike to the expert and the general
^ reader is proved by the number of queries on

tus subject that our technical department receive.

N'aturall), therefore, our article of February- 3rd

aused much comment and friendly discussion amongst
3ur readers, especially so as it emphasised the effect

)f varying connecting-rod lengths^a point which has

litherto had little prominence. We print below, in

xlcnso, the views of two correspondents further to

this theme.

Mr. Georges Funck, A. M.I. A. E., of 'Coventry,

rliscusses the important question of " under-balance
"

or " over-balance," and comes to the conclusion that

for motor cycle engines, the latter is the lesser of two
necessary evils. He writes as follows :

"I have read with very much interest your article, 'Tlie

Balance of Jlotor Cycle Engines.' The effect of connecting
rod length on the balance is shown
admiiably, and should once for all

e.xplode the perfect balance theory of

Ihe 90° engine. This perfect balance,

as you mention, is only the case for

'infinite connecting rod length, which
pbxiously is never possible in actual

practice.

.

" However, there is one important
point I desire to mention in connection

with balance on wliich your article does

not touch, i.e., that for such engines

which cannot be tlieoreticnlly per/er.tlif

balanced, as is the case with most motor
cycle engines, except the flat twin, we must, take into con-

sideration the machine in which the engine has to be used.

"Taking the case of a single, engine in particular, as

balanced according" to your investigation (fig. 7), there

remain two main forces of the largest amplitude essentially

at right angles. One is vertical -and one horizontal.

"By 'under-balancing' we increase tlie vertical one and
decrease the horizontal one. ' Overbalancing ' has the

opposite effect. These vei-tical or horizontal free forces,

which in no case can be wholly eliminated, are transmitting

•themselves to the frame of the machine, and through syn-

chronisation are setting up disagi-eeablc vibrations. '

" Now since the machine fiests on tyres and generally ha.s

ia spring fork and sometimes a spring frame, which all arc

lending to assist vibration ifi a vertical direction, I am of

the opinion that the vertical component i.s the most harmful

one, and should be kept rather low. The horizontal cout

ponent, however, has no such elastic means to assist vibra-

tion. From this consideration I consider that the best

results are obtained by ' over-balanciug ' the engine, and
.the amount of overbalance depends entirely on the machine
itself and, 1 venture to say, on the rider also.

"It is the 'under-balanced' engine which gives the rider

the uncomfoi-table 'electric' shock through the handle-bars,

and which makes it difficult for him to-keep liis*feet on the

footboards,
-

" An engine giving good results on one machine needs re-

balancing to give equal results on another machine. This
is particularly noticeable if the engine is mounted in two
.widely different machines, such as a motor cycle and a
cycle car or light cai'. This ' over-balance ' might under
the circumstances require fo be carried to a high degree. In

the light of the above considerations, it will be noticed that

the 90° engine is not so-favourably placed as, for instance,

the 60° engine, and the rectification presents difficulties

which are iion-existent for the 60°, and, according to the

machine, the 60? will give equal, if not better, practical

results.
" As space is rather Umited, I would like to mention one

further interestins fact. The free unbalanced force is

Mr. Artiiur G,

Wolverhampton,

In our i.'sui of February :ird we
published an exhaustive arlieie on the

balance, and balancing, of motor cycle

engines. Two interesting letters, both

from qualified engineers on this subject,

are printed here, one dealing mainly

with further theoretical considerations

and tlie other with the practical side.

moving in opposite directions to the rotation of the engine,

and does not move round uniformly, although the engine
may turn at a uniform speed. This non-uniformity, again,

has a great influence on the synchronous vibration.

" One point in your article, I consider, needs rectification as

being very misleading. In the last paragraph but one you
declare that the alteration (lightening or weighting) must
' be made at a distance from the centre exactly equal to

the crank radius.' I presume the writer had in mind that

if the rxrir/ amount of weight as revealed by the balancing

test (fig. 17), either deficient or in excess, is either added
or I'emoved, it will have to be in the position aA indicated

in your article. However, the same result is evidently

obtained by removing or adding less, as the case may be, at

a distance greater than the crank throw, provided the weight
alteration is proportionate to the relative distances from
the centre, i.e., the greater the distance from the centre at

which the correction is made, the smaller the correction

need to be."

Booth, .A..M. I..\.E., writing from

gives another and > possiblV more
accurate method of actually carrying

out ihe operation in practice. 1 1 is

noteworthy that his concluding para-

graph should raise the same jioint

as Mr, Funck, i.e., that it is not

necessary for the balance weights

to be on a coincident diameter with

the crank pin, provided they are

proportionately heavier or lighter as

the radius decreases or increases on

iliat of the-crank pin. Mr. Booth's

letter follows .

" I have read with great interest the article on balance,

and wish to congratulate the author on the lucid way in

which he deals with his subject.
" May I be allowed space to raise a point which has come

to my notice in regard to the actual operation of balancing '!

I find, particularly in engines which have developed very

little wear in the big end, that if the balance is obtained by
the method illustrated in fig. 17, it is very difficult to arrive

at an accurate result, and tliat an ounce or two either way
has no perceptible influence on the equilibrium of the fly-

wheels. This is due to the -slight amount of frictional

resistance to rotation- in the big end of the connecting rods

hampering the free movement of

the flywheels. Also this slight

binding of the big end causes, the

C.G. of the reciprocating parts to

swing a small distance away from
a vertical line drawn through the

crarvk pin centre, thus altering the

leverages.
" A method I have found more

successful in practice is as follows :

" Build up the flywheels without
the connecting rod, piston, etc., and
place them on the runners, as in

fig. 17, suspending the weight to

be balanced from the crank pin by

means of a steel wire (spoke wire is

very .suitable) hooked at one end,

the weight of the wire being in-

cluded in the "total weight. The
hook should have an internal dia-

meter slightly larger than that of

the crank pin, and the contact side

should be bevelled to a knife edge.
" With a little lubricating oil on the crank pin. the weight

will be found to hang quite freely, and the balance can be

obtained almost to a dram, thus assuring the correct propor-

tion of the reciprocating masses being represented.

C19

Anotlier convenient

method of canr>-ing out

the practical side of

balancing. (See letter

from Mr. .\. G. Booth,

A.M.I.A.E.)
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Further Light on the Question o£ Balance.—
" This method gives more accurate results, obviates the

necessity for drilling a hole opposite the crank pin from
which to suspend flie weights, and is no more complicated
than that advocated in the article in question.

"The weight to be suspended is equivalent to all the

rotating masses plus the correct proportion of the recipro-

cating masses as stated' ,hy the author, and should be
obtained thus :

" (1.) For rotating masses support the big end of the con-

necting rod at a point opposite its centre on a delicate spring
balance (postal scales are very good), holding the piston and
keeping the connecting rod horizontal meantime. If crank
pin rollers and cages are fitted, these must also be weighed
with the big end.

"(2.) To obtain .the reciprocating masses, subtract the
rotating weight already found from the total weight of all

the parts, i.e., piston, connecting rod, gudgeon pins, and
bearings.

FEBRUARY lyth, jg2i.

"For a twin-cylinder engine, weigh the two big eni

when obtaining the rotating masses, and subtract this fro
the total of all the parts for reciprocating masses.

" One other point I wish to bring forward. Why stipula
that when the flywheels are out of balance the alteratic
must be made at a distance from the centre exactly equ
to the crank radius ? A more common method is to remo
the metal from the rim, when only about .4 of the form
weight of material need be taken away, due to . the ext
leverage obtained. -

" '

" I think it shouldbe mentioned that metal removed mn
be taken in equal amounts and at the same point. from eai

flywheel j also that alterations to the .balance of engin
with an outside flywheel must be made in the bob-weight
not in the flywheel."

We invite further criticisms and opinions on th

important question. At a later date we shall publi
a review, by the writer of the originalarticle, up
the points raised.

THE SPEED LIMIT.
Opinions of our Readers on the 30 m.p.h. or No Limit Question.

ON first thoughts one would be inclined tO' .con-

sider that the majority of motor cyclists would
favour the complete abolition of the speed limit

were the decision left in their hands. Yet, although

completely representative data "will not be available

until the publication of the voting figures by the two
associations whO' are at present circularising ' their

members, we think that only a -small minority fa\{:Our

this drastic step. This opinion is- borne out by
various letters that we have received on the subject,

extracts from which we JDublish below.

" Why not have the speed limit abolished on all main roSds,

except 200 yards each side of cross roads and 500 or 600 yards
outside any town or village ? The speed limit in tliese areas

should be the present limit of 20 m.p.h., and. warning signs

erected. in conspicuous positions to show where the limits

commence. Other signs should be set up about 100 yards
before the speed- limit signs, to act as distant signals.

"Also, all the responsibility should be put on the vehicle

turning out of the side road on to the main road. All side

roads should be well danger posted. By main roads, I mean
all roads except naiTOw winding lanes (which should keep
to the present limit). "The option of having no speed limit

on small but straight by-lanes should be left to the discretion

of the local authorities. ,
" Gommonsexse."

, "ilalvern."

Danger^ of No Limit.
" The- A. A. and M.U. demand the opinion of its members

on the speed limit and taxation of motors.

"Question No. 3 can be dealt with at once. A flat, rate

tax on motor spirit is the only /air system.

"As to Question No. 1, motor vehicles nowadays crowd
every highway in the kingdom. A speed limit suitable to

the jyarticulcu- road is necessary in order to protect all. road
users. The absence of a speed limit would restrict offences

for alleged excessive speed to driving to the public danger,
which is far more serious than exceeding a speed limit,

and which is- capable of a much more elastic and less certain

2Droof : the opinion 6i 'a village policeman might suffice.

A reasonable speed limit would-, however, provide a basis

whereby a motorist summoned for an offence under Sec. 1

para. (1) of the Motor Car Act, 1905, would be safeguarded,
for, if he w-ere accused of driving ^ at a speed or in a
maimer which is dangerous to the public,' the fact" that
he had kept within the speed limit at the time would
invariably operate in his favour. A speed limit is absolutely
essential in -Great Britain, and it should vary (as sugg'ested
below) for each class of road, and also for the type of

motor car. My reply to Q.uestion No. 2, therefore, is a
substantial ' Yes,' qualified as follows

:

'

"Speed level on first-class roads, 40 m.p.h,; second-da
roads, M m.p.h. ; tliird-class roads, 20 m.p.h. ;

- and throui
towns and .villages 20 m.p.lii or lower, according to lot

requirements. ^'

"All motor vehicles exceeding 2 t-ons in weight to ke
- within half the suggested limit. " G. W. HuKTB.iCH."

A 20 m,p.h. Limit—with No Traps !

"Is it not best to let sleeping dogs lie? or, in oth
words, to retain the present limit of twenty, wliich is actual
nearly a dead letter already?
"As things are going at present, I imagine that anoth

ten years should see the 20 m.p.h. forgotten, ichether it

erased from the Statute Boole, or not.

"On the other hand 'thirty^ is a much more practic
figure—so practical, in fact, that it would, in all probabilit
be strictly enforced. And who amongst us has not exceedi
thirty at times? Even the 'babies' reach thirty-five.

" The consequences of no limit leave little to imaginatio
We should all be haunted by ' Section One ' (isn't it?) of t

Motor Car Act and probably never dare to e.xceed fifteen.

"London, S.W." "Z.Y.X."

Lesser of Two Evils.
" The speed merchants will likely be shocked to think

any alternative to no limit. I felt that way myself until

saw an article on the subject that set me thinking.
" First", suppose the maximum limit to he abolished. Tl

probable result would be:
"(1.) Certain "motorists will take advantage of the fat

and drive alike to,the danger- of the public, other motorist
and themselves.

" (2.) The police will proceed to convict them for dangero
driving; but, usually being without commonsense, will aL
convict innocent motorists at the same time.

"(3.) Those magistrates who at present mete out jiisti'

will fine or otherwise punish those motorists who are brougl
before them, without discriminating between the sheep ai

the goats. - ,
;"

"(4.) That -punishment for reckless driving will be mu(
heavier than for exceeding the speed bmit.

" Next suppose the limit to be raised to 30 m.-p.h. :

"(1.) That, for usual conditions and long tours, I do m
think 30 m.p.h. would be found an excessive restriction upc
speed.

" (2.) That for really good straight stretches, it would
almost as bad a restriction as 20 m.p.h.

" (3.") That probably the policewould trap those same go<

stretches"."" --

"(4.) That fines would likely be increased, though peop
would really not go faster than -they do now.

" In conclusion, it seems we get caught both ways, thoug
not so badly by the second alternative. .

'

"Cambridge!"
'

"Cantab.'
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Southend and District A.C.

3 have before us the annual report

le Southend and District A.C, and,
ing from this, the club is a very
;" body uideed. Its activities iu-

' a legal section, with the services

: honorary solicitor, and an insurance
ommittee, and it has to its credit

ippointment of an R.A.C. guide in

listrict,

Woolwich and Plumstead M.C.C.

party of Woolwich club members
rather a poor showing at Ciullnim

it a recent week-end. Deep ruts have
formed by locked waggon wheels,
most of the climb resembles a newdy
;hed field. A solo Triumph stopped
times at the bend, and a sidecar

ito a bank. The party found Brastod
We.sterham hills in good trim. Ijul

Hill (Crown A.sh) very loose.

Wrexham and District M.C.C

Wednesday, February 9tb, the

diam and District Jlotor Cycle Club
its first annual dinner at the

ustay Hotel, the Mayor, Aid. T.

age, presiding! Over 100 guests were
taiued, including Mr. Pbillpott, the

U. consul, Livej'pool, and member.>i

e North Wales Club. The trade was
itionally well represented by both
s and makers. An excellent concert
the usual vote of thanks terminated
c^t enjoyable e\'ening.

Uortljcoming (Tlub "Events.
Feb. 19.—Essex M.C. One-day Wmler Trial.

Feb. 19.—Bristol M.C.C— Ofiening /fun.

Feb. 27.—]l'allington and Vintrict M.C.C. Club
Run. •

.

Ivy M.C.C. (Wolverhampton)

At an enthusiastic

day, February lOlh,

old branch of the

decided to carry on
as the Ivy .M.C.C
with headquarters a

Victoria .Street. Mr
\'icarage Road, was e

-Mr. t;; H. Sanders,
was elected secretary.

i'i.\ed at 5s. per year
2s. 6d. for ladies.

meeting, on Tburs-
of members of the

N.M.C.F.U., it was
the club ill future
(Wolverhampton*,

t the Jlitre Hotel,

W. .7. Dawes, 86,

lected chairman, and
223, Dunstall Road,

Subscriptions were
for gentlemen, and

Stourbridge M.C.C.

The next event of this club will take
tiie form of a social evening at hcad-
(luartevs, Ihe Woodman Hotel, CIcul, on
Saturday, February 26th, at 7.30. A good
mu.-ical progranmie is being arranged, and
a very enjoyable evening is expected. It

is hoped lliat all members will maJ;e a
special effort to attend. All motor cyclists

are cordially invited, and any wishing to

become members of the club arc requested
to get into communication with the
secretary. Ill, High Street, Stourbridge,
who will be pleased to furnish full

particulars.

Westmorland M.C.C.

At the invitation of their popular
president, Mr. R. Rainshaw Rothwell,

of" Broom Riggs, Hawkshead, some six

liundred members and friends of the

Westmorland JI.C.C. thoroughly enjoyed

a concert at the Town Hall, Kendal, on

February 10th.

At the moment the committee is busy
with arrangements for the annual open
hill-climb at Orton Scar on Easter
.Monday, March 28th. Motor cyclists

who ])ropose to attend the rally at

Richmond, York,shire, on C!ood Friday
will be able to include both events during
the Easter holidays.

Leeds and District M.C.

A general meeting, adjourned from
January 13th, was held at the new head-
quarters, the Albion -Hotel, Leeds, on
February 10th. Among other business,

the foljow'ing officers were elected for

1921 : President, Col. Sir 15. A. Brother-
ton, Bart., M.P. : vice-presidents, Messrs;
0. Brooks, S. jcpsoji, H. H. Charge,
T. Chappell, .sen.. A. Walton, and H. A.
Crawford; trials lion, secretary, Mr.
-Martindalo ; delegates to the Yorkshire
Centre of the A.C.I'.. Jlcssrs. A. C.
Thornton and R. Cawthorne.

Mr. S. Jepson has presented the club
with a valuable watch for use by the
official timekeeper in competitions. A
hearty vote of thanks was accorded the
donor.

ON THE ROOF OF WALES. In spring, summer, autumn, and even winter, there is always new louring ground to be found in Wales.

The A.J.S. owner has discovered that there arc some fine roads over the mountains in the central counties.
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Tict M.G.U.

known as the
Motor Cycling

. The programme
uns, speed trials, and

, J. Bonnard is treasurer,
--. j-«;i]ey secretary pro tevi.

A Club for Harley-Davidson Riders.

Several enthusiastic riders of Harley-
Davidson motor cycles in North-west
London propose forming a club to be
known as the Harley-Davideon Motor
Cycle Club. —Subscriptions are 10s. 6d. for
members and £1 Is. for honorary
members.
The proposed club has the approval of

the Harley-Davidson firm, who have
promised a substantial donation.
Motor cyclists who desire to join should

communicate with Mr. Rowntree, 325,
Kentish Town Road, N.W.

Eastern Counties M.C.
The Eastern Counties^ Motor Club will

hold its^annual general meeting at the
Rose, and Crown Hotel, Walthamstow,
on February 21st, and hopes to continue
the usual season of social runs and picnics
as before. The Executive will be pleased
to hear from anyone wishing to become
members to associate in the programme.
We

. are desired to point out that the
above club is run purely on social lines
for good fellowship and intercourse of
kindred spirits.

Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.

At the annual general meeting of the
E.xeter Motor Cycle and Junior Oar Club,
held under the chairmanship of Mr. C. C.
Harvey, in the unavoidable absence of
the president (Sir Robert Newman, Bart.,
M.R.).,and-Mr. B. C. Matthews (chair-
man of 'the committee), it was decided,
after a lengthy discussion, to debar trade
members from taking any part- in the
management of the club. The new
officers appointed were : Hon. secretary,
Mr. C. C. Harvey; assistant hon. secre-
tary, Mr. R. S. Hartree : hon. treasurer,
Mr. A. M. Huill; committee. Rev. R. C
Owen. Messrs. 0. R. Claridge, W. R
Bright, G. Goodchild, L. Mock, P. L.
Crews, L. Peters, and J. Clarke. The
retiring hon. " treasm-er (Mr. Tapley
Snper) and the late hon. secretary (Mr.
T. J. Mooney) were heartily thanked for
their- sei'vices.

THE Italian motor cyclists have in

front of fliem a year full of inter-

esting and sporting competitions in

a quantity far more numerous than any
other preceding year.

The ii.xtures list of si-xty-three events
was fixed by the delegates of all clubs
affiliated to the Moto Club d'ltalia at

a recent meeting in Milan. This pro-

gramme was officially inaugurated on
Sunday, January 15th, at Rome, with
a hill-climb. - The following are tlie

results of this event which was called
tile Gran Premier d'lnverno :

Class 250 c.c.— i, Ciai (Clyiio) : 2, Perucci (Ivy).
Class 3.50 c.c.—i,.Del .Sordo (TeiTot).

Class 500 c.c— i, Miiietti (Delta Ferrera)
; 2, Mar-

colli (Triumph)
; 3, "Bo-ocolini (Motosacoche)

; 4, Tri-
\eilalo (Sunbeam); 5, Cittadiili (Motosacoche)

;
u,

Di Gialio (Rudge).

TO CLUB SECRETARIES.
For reference purposes and in order

to place on record the nnmerical
strength of organised, participants in the

pastime, will club secretaries please supply
us with the following information:

[1) Date on which club was formed.

{2) Number of members on January
1st, 1921, or in the case of a newly
formed club, at current date.

(3) Fixture lists for 1921—when ready.

(J) Secretary's address.

(5) Press Secretary's address.

(6) Whether affiliated to A.C.U. or not.

Envelopes containing club matter should

be marked "Club" oji the top left-hand

corner, and addressed to the Editor
of "The Motor Cycle."

Colchester and District M.C.

Mr. A. Crowther, a vice-president,

presided over a large corhpany, including
ladies, on the occasion of the club's armuaL
dinner. Interspersed with the s.peeches, a
capital musical programme was provided,
and the floor' was afterwards cleared for

dancing.

Coventry and Warwicksbire M.C.

In the nature of an opening run, a
speed-guessing competition was attended
by sorrie forty members on- Saturday,
"February 5th. Considerable local interest
was taken in the event (as in the doings
of the club generally), and an enjoyable
afternoon's sport was provided. G. F.
Evans (3^ Sunbeam), with an error of
one minute, was first in the solo class, and
E. S. Asttey (5-6 Rover sc.) (48 seconds
late) was the most consistent of the
sidecarists.

JNIembers who are desirous of competing
in the Colmore Cup trial (for which
arrangements have been made to make
them eligible) should communicate their
intentions at once to Mi-. Phil Mosedale,
"The, Nook," Maney Hill Road, Sutton
Coldfield.

"The Motor Cycling Club.

The next important event to be held
by the M.C.C. is the London to Land's
End trial on Friday and Saturday, the
25tli and 26th March. Entries close on
Tuesday, March 1st; the trials hon.'
secretary is Mr. B. Alan Hill, "Apsley,"

ACTIVITY IN ITALY.
Class 7no c.c.—i, Garettoni (Harlev-Pavidson)

;

2, Rimoldl (Delia Ferrera)
; . 3, MadrulH (B.S.A,) ;

'

.1. Bniscoli (Sarolea)
; 5, De Prosperis (Scott).

Class i.ooo c.c.— l, Faraglia (Harley-Davidson)
;

2, Maivisi (HarJey-Davidson)
; 3, Visioli (New Im-

perial)
; 4, Ru^i^eri (Harley-Davidson)

; 5, Genevini
(Indian) ; 6, Chimici (Indian). .

Sidecar, Class, i.ooo c.c.— i, IMalvisi (Harley-
Davidson) : 2, Tizzoni (Indian)

; 3, Putti (Indian)
;

4, Morabito (Harley-Da\idson).

It was a fairly representative entry,
and the successes in the various classes

were fairly evenly divided between the
machines representing England, France,
Italy, and America.
The first really important event to be

held will be a road race, also to be run
at Rome, called the Circuito del Tevere,
followed by' a hill-climb to be held at

Parma on May 8th. Other important
events are scheduled as follows :

Fellowes Road, South Farnboi
Hants. Intending competitors who
to join the M.C.C. for the purpo
this competition must forward
applications to the .secretary, Mr. Sc

comb May,', 34, Gower - Place, Lor
W.C., so as to reach him not later

Tnesclay, February 22nd.

Wallington and District M.C. and L.

The club will hold its annual f

dress carnival dance on Monday, M
14th, at the Small Public Hall, Croy
from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Bands wil

supplied by Mr. Marius B. Winter, (

ton House, Regent Street, '. App
tion for tickets, which are 8s. 6d.

should be i^iade to the secretary. Mi
M. Boweu, the Chalet, Woodcote Ave
"Wallington, Surrey. .

Blaina and District EI.C.C.

A motor cycle club has now
formed as above. The following offi

were elected : Chairman, Mr. Robi
captain, Mr. T. Nicklin ; vice-capt

Mr. H. Matthews ; treasurer,

Murray; joint secretaries, Mr. Han
ton and Mr. H. Prichatd. -The si

taries Avould be very pleased if

club secretaries would forward him
useful hints on club management.

Worcester and District M.C.C

On January 27th the "club held

annual general meeting at the Pack H
Hotel, Worcester. The secretary's re

stated that the success of the club ah
its members in competitions tliroug

1920 was nothing short of marvellous
it could safely be said that no other

could present such a record. A hill-cl

and one-day trophy event were extrer

-well supported, and the hill-climb atta

almost the importance of an open ev

Keath and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial is to be run on M;
27th, starting- at 10 a.m. prompt,
winner will become the holder of a ha
some challenge cup, ffnd there are ot

prizes of gold and silver riiedals.

cotirse will not be too stiff, thus allow

small machines a chance to gain
premier award.
The Club is forming an excellent

j

gramme for this season,' including sp
trials, hill-climbs, reliability runs
social functions. Particulars may be 1

from Mr. Fernand Dupoht, La Mar
Mav's Hill, Neath.

An Italian Calendar.

May - Circuit de Cremona. Inttrnational road r

-Circuit de! I.ario. International road'r
the Italian Tourist Trophy.

June 12.—Circuit "d'Orbassano. International
race, 100 km.

July 10.—Circuit del Si*triercs. Reliability trial.'

,, 17.—Biella Oropa. Hill-climb.

,, 31.—Coupe ,de la Consuma. Hill-climb. '

. 7.^Susa Mout Cenis. Hill-climb in conjunct
with the car race on the same daA".

2S.—Aosta to the St. Bernard Pass. Hill-dii

4.—Circuit de Brescia. International road r;

17-1^.—.Milan to Naples. Long distance tria

goo km. in a single trip.

,, 2'5.—Reliability trial for two-stroke machine;

Oct. 2.—Flvmg kilometre trials (international).

- ilost of the events have been approv
of by the manufacturers' unions recenj

formed in Italy, and will, therefore,

-

supported by them.

.^ug

Sept.
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A selection ol quentions oi general interest irorn readers and cur replies theieio. Ail tjuestions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped aditressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions ihould be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner oi the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Ih

FOR CANADIAN TRAILS.
My sons in Alberta are - very

anxious to have a motor cycle of

British make, and I thought of a

small two-stroke; but, as the

cituation of my farm is some
1...^^ miles out of town, against the

heavy gradient of prairie trails, which
means cart-track over grass, and as the

temperature in the shade gets up to

110' F., I have my doubts as to the

suitability of this type. Will you let

me know what machine you would
suggest ? We should not require a

sidecar.—G.S.P.

or the kind of roads which you de-

ribe, we should advise you to have a

achiiie of at least 500 c.c. with two or

iree speeds. A lightweight machine
iglit aiisw'er the purpose, but the frame

id w heels might suffer uiu! r such hard

lago, and it would thus prove more
:pensive to maintain than a heavier and

ore solidlv constructed mount.

BALANCING A V TWI.N.

I have a little problem that I

'would be very indebted to you
if you will 6olve it for me. 1

have a 50° V twin air-cooled

engine which I am tuning up for

1 am fitting light aluminium

POSITION OF LICENCE ON SIDECAR.
In the case of a sidecar outfit

must the now licence holder be
fi.xed to the sidecar, or can it

be fi.xed to the motor cycle?

—

StIXUE.VM.

The licence holder may be fitted to the
motor c.ycle provided that it faces the
near side of the road.

speed.
(Zt'pliyr) pistons, which will nece.'ssitate

rebaliincing the engine. I know the

•tt-eights- of the pistons, gudgeon pins,

connecting rods, crank pins, crank pin

bosses for beai'ings, retaining nut-s, etc.

(1.) How can I calculate the required

weight of the balance weight on the fly-

wheels? (2.) For ordinary cast iron fly-

wheels, am I right in assuming that__a

cubic inch of metal weighs 4 ozs.V (3.)

Also right in assuming that the required

balance, weight varies in inverse ratio

to the square of the distance from the

centre of the mainshaft to the centre of

weight? (4.) In a 50° V twin engine

the pistons and connecting rods balance

each other for 25° each side of the

top and bottom dead centres," i.e., for

100° out of the 350°. Docs any allow-

ance require to be made for this? May
1 say that I cannot just remove the

difference in weight between the old

pistons and the new ones, as the engine

wa« not correctly balanced previoiislv?

—E.X.W.

.) It is usual to balance the whole of

le rotating and half the reciprocating

ass. (2.) A cubic inch of cast iron

eighs 4.16 ozs. (5.) The balance weight

iries inversely as the distance (not the

,uare of the" distance). (4.) No. See

ie article in our issue of February 3rd.

important iDates.

IVTor,.. Feb 2l8l. lo Mon . Feb, 28lh—
Paris Nice Trial.

Sal . Marcli 5lli—Colmoro Cup Trial

Pri.. March 2Slh—Richmond IVleel.

Fri . iVIarch 2Sth, and Sal . March 26lh—
M-C.C. London Land's End Trial.

Fri.. April 8lh. and Sal.. April 9lh

—

Weslcrn Ccn're A.C.U, Two-day Open
Tr.at.

Fri. April 1 5lh. and Sal., April 16th

—

EalinR and District M.C.C. London-
Holyhcad-London 24 hr. Open Trial.

Sal . April I 6lS—Yorkshire Cenire A.C.U.
Open Hill.cl mb.

Wed , April 2 7lh—A.C U One-day Trial.

Fri. May 13lh. and Sat. May 14lh

—

M.C C. London-Edinbursh Run
Wed.. May 25th—A.C U. Silencer Trial at

Brooklands.

Tucs.. June 14lh—Jun'or T.T. Race

Thurs. June 16lh—Senior TT. Race.

Sal, Jun? 25lh—M.C.C Inter-leam Trial

for "The Motor Cycle" Cup
Wed . July 6lh. and Thurs . July 7lh—

Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Sal.. July 23rd—
IVIotor Cycle Grand Prix Rac ; in France.

Mon . AuK. Isl. lo Sa\. Auir. 6lh

—

International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land.

Mon., AuB. 29th, to Sat, Sept 3rd—
A C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sat., Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

OVERHEATING TROUBLES.
(1.) I have a 1914 Triumph

which overheats badly, although
I give it plenty of air, and it is

timed correctly. It has just been
decarbonised. (2.) It is also very

heavy on petrol (under 50 m.p.g.j. It

is fitted with a B. and B. carburetter,

jet No. 27, and I ride solo. Is this the

correct jet?—S.A.C.

(1.) Make sure that the exhaust valve is

not closing early. It should not close

until the piston has reached the top dead
centre. Worn valve operating mechanism
and excessive tappet clearance may
account for the trouble. (2.) You do not
give sufficient details to enable a full

answer to be given ; but it would appear
that the jet is too small. Try a 32 jet.

Remember that it does not follow that

you will get the most economical running

with a very small jet.

A MISSTATEMENT AS TO AGE.

On viewing a machine recently

advertised, 1 was informed that

it was a genuine 1918 model, and,

taking the owner's word together

with the advertisement, I de-

cided to pay £25 deposit, and remit

balance in a week or so. In the mean-
time I wrote to the makers, giving them
the number of frame together with

number of engine, asking tliem if that

machine left their works in 1918. The
reply was that it was supplied to the

Russian Government in 1917. I have

informed the owner lo this effect,

stating that I did not wish to go any
further in the transaction. Can I re-

claim the deposit?—J.K.
If the m.ichine is not as stated on the

receipt, there is no obligation upon you

to complete the purchase. We should

advise you to inform the seller that you
cannot accept delivery, demanding at

the same time that your deposit be
returned. Should he refuse to do this,

place the matter in the hands of a local

solicitor.

CARBURATION AND OILING ON LEVIS.

Will you please inform me how
to set the petrol level on my Levis

machine? The carburetter is an
Amac. I have been trying to set

it to the jet top, but without

success, as I cannot get it low enough.

Should the petrol level be set to the jet

top? I have heard that the level should

be adjusted just below the top of the

sprayer in the mixing clramber. Is this

correct? I have been oiling on the

jjetroil system, but as there is an oil

tank and a three-way oil pipe to the

cylinder and main bearing, I thought I

might oil this way. Will it be satis-

factory, or may I put less oil in the
petrol and use the tank and pipes to

provide the rest?—W.E.B.
The petrol level in the Amac carburetter
should be -I'^in. below the spraying jets

and- not below the regulating jet. The
best way to set the level in this carbu-
retter is to ignore the jet altogether and
adjust the needle so that there is -rVin- up
and down play between its split pin and
the top of the float. Tliis will give you
the required petrol level. Oil no account
use the petroil system on your machine.
It would be best for you to write to the
makers asking for their instruction book-'
let, which will explain the working of the
Levis lubrication system.

C23
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A PLAIN CLUTCH WANTED.
I have ii 1914 3^ h.p. V-twiii

machine with hub gear, of which
tile latter is not in good order,

and wish to know if there is a

clutch wlieel on the market
which I could fit, in" its place.

—

C.V.
Clutch wheels are no longer manufactured,
and if the three-speed hub gear is not
worth repairing, we should suggest that

you replace it with a fixed wheel ; and if

you must have a clutch, tit either a Mabon
free engine pulley on the engine shaft, or

one of the Bradbury two-speed engine
shaft gears.

LOWER GEAR NEEDED.
I have a W.D. Douglas machine,

and although it is very fast on
the level it will not climb freak

hills. I live in a very hilly

district, and have one hill, about
1 in 4, on which races were held before

the war. A 2j h.p. Douglas won an'

event just before the war, but my
machine will not go up at all. Can you
give me any hints' to get it better on
hills? I have checked everything I can
think of, carefully, and it seems
correct. When I open up there seems
to be a pop back as if the, mi.xture is

too rich, but I" have tried all size jets

and it makes no difference. I am
wondering if the gears are too high.

If so, how can I lower the gear. On
hills about 1 in 8 -to 10 I can do 30
m.p.h. on low gear by speedometer,
but on steeper hills the engine konks

'

out.—W.J.B.
As the performances appear to be good
under normal conditions, evidently the

machine is over-geared for freak hills, and
we recommend that you obtain ai sprocket

for the flywheel with two leas teeth than
the one at present fitted. It is not likely

that this will appreciably reduce the

maximum speed on the level, and hill-

climbing will be much improved. The
sprocket is screwed on to the flywheel

boss by means of a left-hand thread.

CHOKED RELEASE VALVE.
My 2-i h..p. Velocette two-stroke

is always very stiff to push when
in gear, even with the release

valve lifted. If the road is

slightly greasy I am unable to

make the engine revolve quickly enough
to fire, though it fires at a very low
speed. Also, the engine will run with
the release, valve lifted. Apparently,
the valve is -working correctly, but the

compression is-, not completely released

when it is operated. I fancy the trouble
is due. to carbon deposit in the narrow
tube which conducts the gas'Jrom the

release valve to the exhaust i^ort, I

have decarbonised the engine recently,

and was puzzled to find a method of

removing .this carbon in the tube. (1.)

Can you tell me whether the trouble is

carbon in the small tube? (2.) How
may I ckar this tube of the deposit?
—F.R.

(1.) It is qivite likely that the trouble is

due either to carbon in the passage con-
necting the release valve of the exhaust
port, or to the release valve itself hot
lifting sufficiently. Take up the adjust-
ment in the control cable, or shorten the
latter if necessary. (2.) This tube is

closed at the top by a set-screw. It would
be advisable to write to the makers for
their instruction booklet.
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READERS' REPLIES.
UNDER-OILING.

As a novice, I hesitate to give my
advice, but as my 1919 P. and M. outfit

suffers from the same ailment as "A.G."
complains of in the issue of February
3rd, I venture to suggest the cause of the
trouble and its remedy. I find tha,t, with
a passenger, it is very unwise to attempt
a speed above 30 m.p.h., for as soon as I

cover more than five miles at, say, 35
m.p.h,, the knocking occurs, and the only
remedy is the low gear for half a mile
and an extra cooler in the shape of a
pumpful of oil. If such a thing occurs
on the level it can onlv be expected to
be intensified on a hill. The cause then is

hard driving, and tlip remedy is obvious.
In order to take an ordinary hill success-
fully, it should be rushed with air two-
thirds and gas one-quarter open. Immedi-
ately the hill is met, reverse the levers,

placing gas two-thirds and air one-quarter.
At the slightest suggestion of reduction
in revolutions gently reduce air and spark
equally. I have been severely censured
by more experienced riders for altering
the spark at all, e.Kcept in exceptional
circumstances, but I find there is no
knocking, nor is there overheating if this

method is followed out. I have rushed
my P. and M. on top gear with three up
oii a hill of 300 to 40"0 yards, with the
steepest part of 1 in 10, arid sailed away
to the top.—J. A.
•With reference to query from "A.G."

in your issue "of _ February 3rd on the
subject of loss of power in a V. and il.

with B. and B. carburetter and variable,

jet, may I suggest that if he still has the
trouble, after satisfying himself that his

lubrication is correct, the cause is pos-
sibly too weak a mixture. I have a 1920
P. and M. combination with Amac carbu-
retter and W.S.R. variable jet. The jet

opening needs to be slightlv increased as

soon as the enguie ^^alms up 01 if the

SSZZeSSf^SSi

engine is pulling under any but the
lightest load, for there is then gi-eat loss

of power, knocking, etc., which a change
down at once cures, as he describes.
Manipulation of the air lever alone is

not sufficient to effect a cure.—K.B.

REMOVING RUST.
My suggestion to " L.W." is that he

sponge the bars (to remove rust) with
either of the following pickles : Ten per
cent, solution of sulphuric acid or twenty-
five per cent, of hydi-ochloric acid, with a
final sponge of clean water, and then
polish with ordinary polishing material
T._A. McCi-eadie mentions a preparation
for depositing nickel on the handle-bars.

I should advise "L.W." that, unless all

the old nickel is first stripped off the
bars, he will not get a firm deposit, for it

takes' an experienced- electro-plater to

deposit nickel on top of nickel.—G. E.
J.iCKSON.

EXPERIENCE WANTED.
"Pro Bono " (London, S.E.23).—A.C.

Sociable under tropical conditions, or

other air-cooled two-seaters in heat of
India or Africa.

RECOMMENDED ROUTiS
BiRMINGHAjr TO Llandudno.—M.J.C.
Birmingham. Halesowen, Stourbridge,

Bridgnorth, Much Wenlock, Shrewsbury,
Burlton, EUesmere, Wrexham, Mold, St.

Asaph, Abergele, Colwyn Bay, Llandudno^

Sheffield to Marleorough._—A.G.
Sheffield, Chesterfield, Alfreton, Ripley^

Derby, Slelbourne, Cole Orton, Ibstock,
Hinckley, Coventry, Southam, Banbury,
Chipping Nqrton, Burford, Lechlade.
Swindon, Marlborough. Approximately
149 miles

IHL HIGHEST ROAD IN GREAT BRITAIN.
Although the majority of southern motor cyclists never get to Scotland for their summer

tours owing to the distance, they invariably- plan that some day they will visit this famous

touring ground. Here is an Ariel outfit owned by a Workington rider who occasionally looks

oyer. his snap shots to remind him that all the bad stretches of road are not in his locality.

The photograph was taken near the Devil's Elbow, 2,2C0{t. above sea level.
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TO THE FAMILY SIDECAR USER

NOW IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY.—
our Agents haA'e special instructions to

Phe MaCHjNEOF no Regrets introduce the "ACME" two-seater passenger

combination.

cme
:3

THIS IS

YOUR

OPPORTUNITY

The first twelve combinations will be offered

at a special price in order to get them on

the road at once.—^^'e want the publicity

that this new model will create.

8 h,p. Twin cylinder " Acme " Combination,
with special two-seater sidecar, pressed steel

chassis,' and canti!e\-er springing, complete
with detachable, interchangeable and spare

wheels—not a tandem or child's additional

seat, but a real comfortable outfit for two
adults, and room to spare.

I.ET YOUR AGENT TELL YOU ABOUT LP,

OR WRITE FOR DETAILS DIRECT TO US.

he Coventry Acme Motor Co^ Ltd.,- -Coveil try.

A Rule that results in Economy -

Fit BRICO Piston Rings once a year and
get the fall power from jour Enjine.

HALF-t'OWER s the rejull of lea';y p'stcn rings—tfiey ijol up your fparkin-^

plus-, pi va'.vtfs, anH make your cnsin? knock^th?y soik up oil. pelrjl.

and money. Fil BRICO PISTON RINJS o cca ye.r. and ycur engine

will deve*op full power always because ihey are rnade ol Ire highest grade of tron

adopted as a -.tindard for A rcrjft Piston Rings iron having high tensil*. higi

elasticity, m ni.i.u-n permanent s.t and treat durjb;lity under working beat—iron

that ts exhaustively teste 1 m toth raw and fin shed stile. I3est also b.caus:

BRICO R n3s a c perfectly rojnd. and are tes:ed to 'COOl of an inch divergence

befor- goin? into 8to;k. si accurate that perfect compre'.s on is ensured. I'hey

are thz p rf cled production cf <p:c al.sation and sfandaid sat on— so good, that

improvemeat is imposs ble.

There's a BRICO Ring for every Engine
in s:oc'; at. ail Dea'ers Agents, and Gara::es

FIT BRIC03 NOW.
Don'l jml ask. for Ask for a BRlCCf
a Piston Ring and sel the BEST

The BRITISH PISTON RING Co , Ltd., COVENTRY

In miSKCTinrj these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle,' 020
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and GUARANTEE
The Light Cars with the reputation

for AV
60 -SO m.p.g.

MONOCARS
5 h.p. Mg4 - £155
6 h.p. m^ - £164
8 h.p. £1^ - £170

Comfort, Economy, Speed, and Reliability.

45-55 m.p.h.

BICARS
Improved Steering, Gear Control,

and Shock Absorbing De-\rice,

8 h.p. £295 - £220

GUARANTEE
18/2/21.

Should manufacturing conditions permit of an)'

further reduction in prices between tliis date and
1st June, 1921, Ave guarantee tliat purchasers of

A.V. CARS during that period sliall beneiit by
any sucli reduction. (We do not anticipate that
tliere Avill be any furtlier reduction for some
considerable time).

Book your order now to derive full benefit of next
quarter's tax.

WARD & AVEY, LTD.,
TEDDINGTON,

MIDDLESEX.

DEMONSTRATION RUNS AVAILABLE AT WORKS OR AGENTS' SHOWROOMS.

ITlNyL
TheTrouble tSaver

E\M?ry, motor cyclist should incUide a
' Britinol " Soldering Outfit in bis Tool Kit.

It ia the most efficient and prac.tical soldering
outfit on the market. There is no mess or
bother with flux or resin,- "Britinol" is solder
a.id flux combined in paste fornij ensuring a
clean, worUmanlike job in a few moments.
Used in the leading; engineering workshops,
anil acknowledged to be the only soldering
medium for high grade work. All accessory
dealers sliould write for Trade Terms of this

quick seller.

Price 3/6, or sample set post pai'1 in he
Unitei Kingdom tor iO,-. .

BI-SVIETAI.S, t-TD.,
E7, LANT STREET, BOl^O', S.E 1.

^ O 5 la SM
HIGH GRADE

- AND
UNEXCELLED
FOR CYCLES.

(John S. Morris& Son (Oils) Ltd., Cross L^ne Oil Works, Manchestei

Three tkings you ought to know about Licence Holders

1. Is it weatherproof .^

2. Will it rust?
3. Will the glass break ?

IF YOU UiE A
tVI.A.9=>. THE
ANSWERS, ARE

Price 3/3

QUALITY : HIGH.
FOR TERMS APPLY: MILLFORDS, LTD.,

1. Yes,
2. No.
3. No.

Model A.

For
CARS and

SIDECARS
with Sci'-ii'^

Price 2/(

LOW.

AGENTS
WANTED. TRY M.A.P. PLUGS. BULLOCK ST.,

BIRMlaiGHAM

in ansivcrina these advertiaemenls it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. ^io
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An entirely new EXCELSIOR 6 h.p.
Touring Combination for £160 net.

For £i6o net we offer you just the combination you are

y^ "^^^^ waiting for—a hea\^^weight of the highest dependabiUty

j-g^ ^^^^ at the lowest possible cost. Made for uphill work,

features • ^^^^ ^^'^ *'-' i^iiriirnise the indirect taxation of repairs.

ENGINE — 6 h.p.
J.A.P.; GEAR—Sturmey-
Archer 3-speed,havingCIutch
and Kick - starter ; TRANS-
MISSION—Chalo-cum-belt ; CAR-
BURETTER— A.M.A.C. or B. & B.

;FRAME—as used on EXCELSIOR .Modele
de Lu.xe Combination, practically unbreak-
able ; FORKS—Druid pattern .- WHEELS and
TYRES—650 < 65-

; SADDLE -Pan seat; COACH-
BUILT SIDECAR of latest design, havin.> bulbous
back with large luggage compartment" and apron

Should the prices of EXCELSIOR Motor Cycles be
reduced between now and April ist, all purchasers

will be credited with the difference in price on
any machine supplied between these dateS.

BAYLISS. THOMAS & CO.
(Ko-.-l.-ior .Vol^rCo.. IJI .

King's Rd.,Tyseley, BIRMINGHAM

Granib—" Monarch. Hoy Mills."

H. TAYLOR & Co.. Lid..

Excelsior^
52. S us sex flace.

South Kensinelon,
S.W.

^ J

III 'iitsa-urini/ Ihcfe udrcrtiscinents it ts ilcfirnhte. to mention "Uhe Motor Ci/cle 13
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1

ENFIELD^ Comb.
£160, or £42 down and n
payments of ^i i 14 7.

Dynamo £22 extra.

2-]- model £65.

IVSATCHLESS Comb.
£205, or /55 7 6 down and 11

payments of £15.

Dynamo £25 extra.

6-7 h.p.

B.S.A. Comb.
£228 4, or ^61 6 6 down and 1

1

payments of ;£l6 14 6. Dynamo
and Spare Wheel included.

'H2' model £110, 'A' model £150

NEW IMPERIAL comb.
178 gns., or ^^50 down and 11

payments of £13 14 5.

Dynamo £22 extra.

2|- h.p. Ivightweight 77 gns.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.
70 gns., or ,/;20 down and 11

payments of £s 7 4-

7 h.p.

A.J.S. Comb.
£215, or ^58 2 6 down and
II payments of £\$ 14 7.

Dynamo £25 extra.

TRIUMPH "H."
£127 10, or ^35 T 3 down and
1 1 payments of ;£9 5 6.

Triumph Junior £70.
Comb. £172.

- „ W.D. model £90.

DOUGLAS Comb.
£170, or £4,$ 13 9 down and
II payments of £12 9 3.

2|- h.p. £85. 35 h.p. £105.

1921 MODELS
NORTON.

£113, ^30 9 6 down and 11

payments of ^8 5 6.

Combination £177.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
£199 10, or;£53 12 3 down and
1 1 payments of ^14 12 6.

H.D. sidecar £49 10 & £84 16.

2f h.p.

O.K.
48 gns., or £14 3 6 down and
1 1 payments of ^3 12 9.

Other models 57 gns. & 61 gns.

2i h.p.

LEVIS.
£60, or ^16 2 6 down and
payments of £4 8.

34 li-P-

ARIEL. Comb.
£157, or £42 15 6 down and
1 1 payments of £4 8.

6-7 h.p. solo £140.
Sidecar £37 10.

2| h.p.

ALI.ON.
£80 15, or i/;2i i& down and
II payments of £s 18 2.

Includes hand-clutch and kick
starter.

Runabout, Super

PREMIER.
£288 15, or £77 12 down and
II payments oi £21 3 4.

Spare wheel and dynamo
included.

ROVER (Eigrht).
£300, or ^So 12 6 down and
11 payments of ^21 19 9.

Dynamo and spare wheel
included.

6 h.p.

ZENITH.
£123, or ^33 4 6 down and 11

pa5Tnents of £g.

2j h.p. £98, ;-6 h.p. £108,
and 8 h.p. £142.

2i h.p.

NEW HUDSON.
65 gns., or ;£i8 6 10 down and
II payments of ^5 o i.

, "ACE" models 75 gns.

I.O.M. RUDGE.
£110 5, or ^29 12 6 down and

II payments of £8 i 8.

Runabout

MORGAN.
£206, or £55 7 3 down and 11

payments of ^^15 2.

De Luxe £228.

Grand Prix £218.

G.N.
and£241 17 6, or ^65 down

II payments of £iy 14 7.

Legere model £275 12 6.

S-io h.p.

KINGSBURY.
£295, or £yg 5 6 down and 11

payments of ^21 12 6.

Dynamo and spare wheel
iijcluded.

DISCOUNTS ALLOWED from Easy Payment prices if account
paid in thiee, six, or nine months. EXCHANGES

LAMB'S
387, Euston Rd., London, N.W

'Phone: Museum ^978.

50, High Rd., Wood Green, N.
'Phone: Hortisev 1056.

151, High St., Walthamstow.
Phoiu^ : WaWiaimtow i6c) (2 lines,)

BI4 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Biadbuiy.

RADBURY 4h.p. and Sidecar, variable gear, K.S.,
perfect; f30.—17, ITeaton Rd., Mitcham. [1566

JADBTTEY 1921 Models, prompt delivers-.—Agents,
Bni'lit and Huyles, 78, Church St., Combem-cU.

fl808
{ADBURT 1920 4h.p., 3-speed. Grindlaj- sidecar,

new, machine ^hop-soiled; £150.—North, Bridge-
Peterborough. [1461

J/'jh.p. Bradbury, Bosch, B. and B., tyre as new,
low; sacrifice, £9/10, bargain. — Argyle Lodge,
ton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [1763

AUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London,' E-.C.-6h.p.
Ei:idl)ury conibinavion. new 1921 model,

1/6; 4h.p. solo, £121/12. [1991

lADBURY 6h.p. Combination, shop-soiled, makers'
price £199, our price £175; lully eqiiipped.—Rat-

1 Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. Maylair 5042.
'0433

p. Bradbury. 1913-14, single-speed, engine sound.
reliable, Bosch, 2 new Dunlop tyres, studded, new
s, tax 30/-; £43.—W. Medlin, 2, Pearces Cottages.
Coed, nr. Jlerthyr. [1180

lADBURY 6h.p. Twin, lully equipped as mailers
specifications, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced

!; now is the time to buv.—Mebes. 154-156. Gt.
land St., W.l. 'Phone : 3426 Maylair, [1299

lAliIitTBY 4Uh.p., 3-8peed gear box. Itick start,

hand clutch, Wutsoniaii sidecnr. almost new. in
let order, electric lighting, tax paid : £89. l-'ord

lis wanted.—B. Booth, 37. Hightown, Crewe. [1652

Brough.
h.p. Brough, 3-3peed, kick stait; £32/10, offer.—

26, Mnnnock Ed., Wood Grcon, N.22. [1789

20 5h.p. Brough, Swan sporting sidecar, speedo-
meter, lamp.-j. tax paid; offers ; soo Exchange.—

ytoii St., Cheetiiaui Hill, Manchester. [X7051
lOUGH 5h.p. Flat Twin, £140; i'.ibp. flat twin,
oveiiiead valves, ideal ^porting sc.To, £130.- S0I.3
.8, G. and J. Dawson, Regent St.. Cambridge
le: 993. (0462

^y Model G Brough. 5-6h.p., flat twin, oil-chain
drive, coachbuilt sidecar, shop-soiled, at greatly
ed price; write (or special bargain list.—The
ler Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birminghom. [1876

Brough Superior.
;0UG7I. superior. 8h.p., overhead valves, built to
an ideal tor the rider who will have the l)eBt:

; en'iuire of sole agents for Cambridgeshire. Hunt-
insliiie, and district. O. and J. Dawson, Regent ;

IJambridge. Plione : 993. [0463

Brown.
!.-Brown 3Uh.p.. Bosch, H. and B., Grndo gear,
wants few parts.—Write Southeran, 10, Mayall
Heme Hill, London. [1135

B.S.A.

low in

.A. Sidecars, hoods, grids, screens, etc., in stock.

.A. Replacements, every part and pattern, by
return.

A. Specialists ; County Cycle and Motor Co.,
Broad St., Birmingham. [6575

A.— .\ll models now in stock; delivered any-
where.

New Address—
25, HORTON STREET,

HAL.IFAX.
EXCHANGES WANTED.

1921 NEW MODELS.
LAGONDA, r 1.9 h.p., coupe, dickey;

full equipment ; reduced price £465
CALTHORPE, 2-scater,standard model 475 gnj.
CALTHORPE, 4-5eater, full equipment 495 em.
COVENTRY PREMIER, 3-wheeler .... £288 15
L.S.D., 8 h.p., 3-\vheeler £245
REX-BLACKSURNE Model 55 8 h.p.

Combination, 28X', spare wheel .. £218 18
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., 3-speed, solo £100
SCOTT, 3; h.p., a.spec-d £130
•ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p.. spring frame .. £120
•TRIUMPH, 4 h.p, and Sidecar £161
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar £186 18
NEW IMPERIAL, 2I h.p, 2-speed ... £80 17
B.S.A. 4t b.p. 3-specd all-chain Comb. £152
SCOTT Combination £170
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £187 10
ENFIELD, 2} h.p., 2-speed, lightweight £65
TRIUMPH, couutcrshaft, and Sidecar. £161
B.S.A. twin Combination, Lucas

dvno. spare wheel, etc £235 9

SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination, Lucas
dyno lighting, spare wheel, etc. . . £274 I

•1920 models. Cash offers wanted.
1921 DOUGLASES.

2j h.p.. 2-spced £85
2; h.p., 3-spccd, rii, clutch £100
2^ h.p., 3-speed. kick-start, clutch ... £105
4 h.p., 3-5pocd, clutch £130
4 h.p. 3-specd Combiuatioii £170
Prices plus transit. Exchanges, easy terms.

AGENTS FOR
ACME-J.A.P., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD, NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON. REX,
SUNBEAM, SCOTT, and TRIUMPH Motorcycles;
L.S.D. and COVENTRY PREMIER 3-whe'lers

;

AIREDALE, DOUGLAS. CALTHORPE, and
LAGONDA Lleht Cars; MILLS- FULFORD
and SWAN Sidecars.

Exchange enquiries solicited.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed In Running Order.

Solo Machines.
A.B.C., 1020. Magdyno liglitiiig, spec<io-

nielcr. electric horn, 700 miles .... £132 10
EDMUND, 2i h.p., 1920, as new £75
ARIEL, 1920. 3j h.p.. 3-sp., c/shaft.. . £98 10
NORTON, il h.p., T.T £75
COVENTRY' EAGLE, 1920, 3I h.p,

5--J1C.J £98 10
METRO-TYLER, 2-spced, red £62 10
DOU6LA8,i92o, 2}h.p., 3-sp.,accessoric5 £87 10
HOBART, 1920, 2i h.p.. 2-5pcccl as new £62 10
BRADBURY, 3I h.p.. 3-speed .'. £47 10
DOUGLAS, igtg, 4 h.p., little used.. .. £87 10

Passenger Machines.
LAGONDA, Tqio. coup .tax paid £395
RICHARDSON, 1920, 2-seatcr, lax paid £105
MORGAN, S h.p.. Sporting, tax paid . . £145
BUCKINGHAM, 2-scatcr. tax paid ... £85
SCOTT jjtroke Coach Comb £78 10
PREMIER, 3j h.p., 2-sp., and Sidecar £47 10
BRADBURY, 6 h.p.. Cniidlay Sidecar.

l.imp^. ''tc. 1920 Combination .... £162 10

B.S.A. TWIN, 8 h.p., new Sidecar £145
ARIEL 3j b.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £125
HARLEY', 7-9 h.p., 1920, and new

latt^t type bulbous back Sidecar
HARLEY T920 Combination, electric

DOUGLAS 1919 4 h.p. CombiDation
DOUGLAS 5920 a h.p. Combination
CHATER-LEA S h.p. 3-sp. Comb. ..

BRADBURY. 35 h.p., 3-sp.. Sidecar . .

.

BAT-JAP o h.p. 3-speed c/shaft Comb.^
speedometer, watch. lamps, etc....

Easy Payments Arranged.

NEW ACCESSORIES.
Hasting Win.iscreen, st-indard £4 10

New Magnetos, Single or Twin, for

all makes. " Exchanges."
Cowey Horns, 50 - ; Klaxons £1 16
Capac 1920 Carburetter, nearly new. . £2 12 8
Cowev Speedometers £§
Bonniksen. trip £6 18 S
Smith, trip £5 15
Binks Carburetters, post free £4 16 10
Capac Carburetters, po>t free £4 6
New Army Knapsacks, j^] x rr' . . .

.

5 6
Plated T.T. Bars, for Triumph? £1 5

Carriage extra.

19

£198 10
£200
£125
£145 10
£85
£75

£90

,A Combination, 1914, countcrshart, dynamo
ligbtiDg. escellent condition; £65.—See below.
.A. Combination, 1915, accessories: £95.—TayIor«
Ltd., 52, Sussex Place, S.W.7. 'Phone: Ken^inp'
360. [-5406
.A. All-chain Combination, brand new £145 —
Wellurd, St. James' St., Brighton." [1726
10 B.S.A. (late) H. Combination, hood, screen
lugt;!ige grid, scarcely vised; £115.—Below.
4.ND Xew Miigdyno Combination: £164.—Clark
f, Exhibition Rd., Soxrtli Kensington. [8954
7 (March) B.S.A. and. Sidecar, all accessories

-

Reynolds, 303, Western Bank, Sheffield. [1538
.p. B.S.A. Combination, oU-cLain drive, guaranteed
umis<j(i: £135.-Smith, 54, Hnmpstead Kd,, ^^^V.I.

'

A. Combination, 4'.0.p., model H. perfect £95 '

-OH Licence, Truman's Rd., Stoke Newington i

A ^>M « , - [1705a
A. 4^4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, tools, wind
ereen, uU a^ ne\r; £110.—H. Wright. Arlesev

[1235 !

&^ 1915 Combination, £75: excellent condition
-Jr all partKuIars, 13, Crooklog, Bexiey Heath t

[1422
A. Lat6 1913 Combination, chain, 2-speed, clutch I

Mcelleiit condition; £75.-7, Chatsworth Rd W'
,'

Od, ^.K. iil206
I.TON.—All B.S.A.- models in stock. eoIo and'

ombinations, complete.—Grosvenor Garage, Brad-
t.. Bolton. [X2019!
A. 1921 Models; orders now accepted for early I

ehvery.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St
I

layfair 5042. [0429
A. 3'i;h.p.. clutch, perfect, for anv countershaft,!
amaged or otherwise: sell £36.-106. Chatham
alworth, S.E. [1978

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, ei^
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iMOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

"O.S A. Combiiiation. 1917, fully equipped, over-J-» haulad. tax paid, spares; £95.-7. Cambridge
St., Wolverton, Bucks. [1540

1 Q20 (July) 4"4h.p. B.S.A., all-chain, sidecar, licenceJ-^ paid, no accessories: £85.—C. Ingram, Hazelmere,
Goldsworth Rd., Woking. [1287
"D.S.A. Twin 1921 Combination, just deliTered,
J--» £198; B.S.A., new Model K2, in stock, finest
s-idecar machine made, £107,

JANKS and Adams, the recognised. B.S.A. agents
East Finchley, London, N.a. [8483

B.S.A.—A fine machine at a reasonable price;
immediate delivery 1921 models.—Turner Bros..

134, Upper Thames St.. London, E.G. [1675

B.S.A. 3U'h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition, complete
with lamps tmd horn; ride away; £55, or near oflt-r.

—Brawn, Cambridge Rd.,. Sandy, Beds. [1113

20 B.S.A. Combination, Cowey speedometer, Lucas
lamps, horn, wind, screen, indistinguishable iroiu

new; £97.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [1557

lQ20'-j B.S.A. 4»/4h.p. all chain. Lucns lanu..
J-*^ Cowey horn, splendid condition. liceocJJ paid.
Midlands.-Box 2,097, cVo Tkc Motor Cycle. [1958

"O.S.A. Combination, 1914, in excellent order, 2-speed,
-"-' tree engine, hand and foot control; £55.—Dnvies.
4, Pla.-ycoed Ter., I'stradgynlias, Breconshire. [1383

B.S.A. and Gloria Sidecar, 1919. accessories. Easting,
only run a few miles; £125.—Taylors, Ltd., 52,

Sussex Place. S.W.7. Phone: Kensington 7260. [0409

B.S.A.— All model.^ for earliest delivery. Also 1920
models at reduced prices.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. "Phone: Hammersmith
80. [2016

B.S.A. 1919 C.B. Combination, S-apeed, CS., kick
starter, excollont condition, lamps, horn, etc.;

90gns., offers.-Diller, 4, Itcxford Ter., Shepherd'»
Bush, W. [9567

MUST Sell.—B.S.A. combination, 'K., September,
1920, fully equipped, perfect, tax paid; \>e»t

offer; reason bought cm.—Coutes, Bunk House, St. Ive.H,

Cornwall.
-

[1681

HF. EDWARDS, the B.S.A. competition specialist,
• CAT! give delivery all models; also expert advice.

—50, Harrington Rd., South, Kensington. 'Phone

:

Ken. 3709. [1904

B.S.A.. 4Uh.n., Model K, 1919. with Patey family
fidccar, exceptional condition ; £115.—Newnhaui

Motor Co.. 223, Hammcramith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [1036

B.S.A. 6h.p. and 4y,h.p. Solo in stock lor immediate
delivery; price hat and catalogue post free; de-

ferred payments arranged.—Sole district agents. The
Walsall Gaagc, Walsall. Tel. : 444. [4010

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, complete \rit]i

spare wheel, Iukkiiro grid, and wreen ; cash, or

extended navment*.—Tayiora. Ltd.. 52 and 53, Sussex
Place, S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. [0481

QXh.p. B.S.A., 2-3peed' pear, completely overhauled.
Oa and guaranteed perfect, fully equipped with uU
lamps, etc., tuke sideirar anywhere; any trial or

examination; nearest £45.—Day, Okehampton. [1343

F.O.C.H. have a brand new B.S.A. Model H, sliop-

soiled; £95; exchanges and easy payments ar-

ranged.— 5, Heath St.. Hampstead <nr. Hampstcad Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. in-

cluding Saturdays. [I37d

WAUCIIOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. Ixjodon. -

New 1921 B.S.A. motor cycles, chain and chain-

cum-belt, delivered from stock, price £110 and £107
respectively: easy teran one-fifth down and the remaindci
in 12 monthly jwyments. [1992

B.S.A. 4>/4h.p. Model H. late 1920, with B.S.A. No. 2

^idecn^. Mugdvno lighting, brand new, slightly

.soiled: usual price £158/15, our price £145/15; this

V'TV 6reci;il offer cannot bo lepeated.—Wilkins, Simpson,
opposite Olympia, London. [1353

B.S.A. 1919 Model H. and Dunhill sidecar, Luc.ts

Iront lump rear, and sidecar lamps. Smith's speed

ometer, horn, niirror, and spares, guaranteed luechani-

cuUy perfect; £105.—Marquis, c/o Hucklebridge, 133.
Sloane St.. London, S.W.I. [X69^8

1Q13 B.S.A. Combination. C.B. sidecar, 2-9peeil

X»/ and clutch hub, engine thoroughly renovated,
with adjustable tappet, new valve guides, pistons, and
all bearings, pulling magnificently, new belt and tyre;

£70. or near oiTer.—Box 1,625, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[7616

B.3.A.—A motor cycle worthy of its name is the
B.S.A. We have always in etock at least three

models. Model K. Model H. and 6-7h.p. twin, imme
diate delivery; all spares in stock; trade supplied.—
Jones' Garage, Mu=weU Hill, N.IO, and at Woodsido
Parade. North Finchley.

'

[0379

B.S.A. Canoelet Combination, 4f41i-P-. 3-speed, K.3.
and clutch, Oct., 1916, bought new 1917, outfit

rp-«toved as new, tank by B.S.A., excellent order
tbronghout. new H.A.H. electric lamps, Watford trip,

Cluyrite horn, knee-gripa, pannier bags, tools, sidccai
apron, tube carrier, etc., tyres good, long copper ex-
haust, widened btrs, .spare?; trial; climb anything, fa.*t,

all-chain drive, beautiful outfit, tax paid: £110 : ex*
rhansf fast .solo, cash adjustment.—M. B. Lax, 17,

Hdtou Rd., Leeds. [1118
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
B.S.A.

1Q20 (.JiilTj B.S.A. Model H2 Combhiation,
JlJ/ Magdyno, Easting screen, Cowey horn,

ijic-ter, luggage grid, mirror, just completed
miles, jierfect order; owner buying new B.S..\.

.iny trial; tax paid; £135.—Neame, Coombe
Farnborough, Hants.

Burman.
I<i20 4h.p. Siugl€-cyl. Burman, 2-speed, hand
-tt' kick starter, mileage under 100; bargain
111, Cox St., Coventry,

c

Lucas
speedo-
4.000

model;
Farm,
[1543

clutch,
£55.-
[XTOSS

Calcott.

.^LCOTT, 2lAhp-, variable gear, lamps, horn, nice

machine; ;e30.— 17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [1568

Calthorpe
CALTHOEPE 1921 Models.—We are now accepting

orders lor early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—
Belov:.

CALTHORPE 2%h.p., 2-spced Enfield gear, as
makers' specifications; at greatly reduced price,

MOW is the time to buv—Mehes. 154156, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [1300

"1Q15 Caltlioipe-Jap, Z^h.p., Enfield 2-Epeea, 4-stroke,
-i-t' excellent order; £37.—E. E. Thomas. Hendre
Viil.-,, Penglaise Ed., Abeiystivyth. [1261

/CALTHOEPE Juiiioi, 2l4h.p., 2-speed, perfect, go
V/ onvwhere; £33. Wanted, 2-stroke.-P. Webl
Guimuior School, Tonbridge Ed., Maidstone, Kent. [1248

CALTHOEPE.J.A.P. 254h.p., 1930 model, Enfield 2-

spt^ed. £65: also 2-stroke model, with Enfield gear,

J 58 —P. J. Evans, 81-91. John Blight St., Biiniiug
ham. [9410

CALTHORPE Jlotor Cycles, wholesale and retail

agents for the County ol Devon; all models in

ftock ior immediate delivery.—The Carlton Motor Co..

i3, Torwood St., Torquay. [0201

Campion.
C.\JIPION Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., equal to new;

£140.-37, Bayswater Ed., Newcastle. . [1781

1Q15 4h.p. Campion.Jap, Irce engine, pedal start;
-l «7 £35.—29, St. Leonards St., Bromley-by-Bow.
Ka.'t 4708. [1772

tf? 70.—Campion eombiuntion (nbout 1914), 4i4h.p. Pre-^ cision engine, good condition, all-chain, clutch, 2-

speed, 3 lamps, 5 generators, tools, running order, in-

.sured £80, t:ix paid.—Deurauce, Elim, Shelthorpe,
Loughborough. [1274

Cedos.

CBDOS 2-stroke. tlie finest lightweight reaching the
public, earliest deliveries, particulars on appli-

i.ttiOD-—Laigest London Agents; Fowler and Brigden,
130, Euston Ed., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
4827. [0469

Chatei-=Lea

CHATEE-LEA Combination, 8h^p., 3-speed counter-
shaft, chain, kick etart, car tyres, screen, luggage

platform, horns, mirror, lamps, spares, tools, tax.

—

Wheeler, St. Nicholas, Thanet. [1799

CHATER-LEA 1914 S-lOh.p, Combination, 3-speed,
clutch, K.S., disc wheels, lamps and ac^'essories,

ures almost new, fast sporting model, slight sidecar
repair; £65, or best offer.-Frv, The Cottage, East
Knighton, Winiritji, Dorset. [1185

Chater>Lea-Jap.
CHATEE^JJi.P. 61i.p., 3-Epeed, clutch, guaranteed

perfect; £38, olTer.—329, Old Ford Rd., E. [1642

CHATER-J.A.P. 4h.p. Combination, C.B., Bosch, B.
and B., 3-speed, lamps, generators, horn, good con-

ilition; £65, otl'eis.-Eoss, Watford, Rugby. [X6923

Cleveland.
Cleveland, 31i.p., clutch .iiid kick start, new

Scnspray carburetter; £60.—Mackenzie, 46, Gierke
Giimsby. [1356

Clyno.
LYNO, 1920. all on, guaranteed perfect; offers.

—50, Fairlawn Grove, Chiswick, .W.4. [1608

EARLY New 2%h.p. Clyno, 1920, 2-specd; 60 gns.-
A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1256

CLY"NO 1921 Models.—AVe are now accepting orders

for early delivery ; your enquiry esteemed.— Beluw.

CLYNO Lightweight, 1920, shop-soiled, at greatly
lednced price. Now is the time to buy.—Mebes,

154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone; 3426 Maytair.
[1301

CLYNO Countershalt, 5-6h.p., solo; offers.-Thomp-
son, 32, Clarence Rd., Kentish Town, N.W. [1470

CLYNO 1913, C.B. sidecar, 3-spced, K.S., good 'bus,

lamps on; £75: licence paid.—R. Yare, Kirkby
Steplien. [1406

CLYNO Lightweight, 1920 model, complete with
lamps, horn, tools,' etc.; 50 gns.—H. J. Marston,

50, Argyle St., Birkenhead. [1501

CLYNO, 3-speed, large tandem sidecar, Cameo, electric

lights, spare valves, chains, splendid condition;
.tl05.-190. Maple Bd., Penge. [1492

TEN Brand New Clynos, 2Vjh.p.. 2-speed models;
list price £75; to clear at £58.—J. Hebden and

S. US. 149, St. James St., Burnley. [2021

"I 0(15 Clyno C.ombination, engine as new, inter-
J-t7 changeable wheels, spares; £110, or near offer.

—Way, Y'ork Terrace, Devizes, Wilts. [1575

19
St.,

C

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Mayfair 879.

1921 Models in Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery:
1921 S h.p. ENFIELD Combination £160
1921 6-y b.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar and

spare wheel £207
i92r 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination .. £170
1921 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination £205
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Comb. .. £186 18
1921 3)^ h.p. twin LEA-FRANCIS £130
Z921 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUSLAS £85
r92i 2j h.p. 3-speed DOUGLAS, with

clutch £105
1921 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, chain drive £140
1921 10 h.p. HENDERSON, with reverse

gear £210
1020 5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination .... £175
1920 3 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Comb. . . £165
1920 ^-stroke DIAMOND £50 Q
1920 2} h.p. 2-speed NEW IMPERIAL,

with clutch £83
J920 2j h.p. 2-speed NEW IMPERIAL,

without clutch £78
192a BABY TRIUMPH..: £70
t92o ii h p. LEA-FRANCIS £118

1921 GRAND PRIX MORGAN, M.A.G.
entwine £229 14

1021 G'.N., dvnamo lighting £275 12
1921 PREMIER Super Runabout £288 15
DE LUXE A.C. MORGAN, in splendid

order, alt accessories £170

NEW IMPERIAL SPARE
— PART STOCKISTS. —

SECOND-HAND MACfflNES.
rgri 4 h p. TRIUMPH, 3speed £75
1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination . . £150
1920 2-stroke JAMES, 2-speed £65
1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, sports model, and

Sidecar £130
r:i2o 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination,

dynamo, and accessories £185
1920 2j h.p. 2-5peed EDMUND £78
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories £90

1515 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £105
1920 4-cyl. HENDERSON and Sidecar,

all accessories £175
1920 4. h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, all

accessories £145
1920 2} h.p. DOUGLAS with clutch and

al' accessories £85
r9i6 2-speed CALTHORPE £38

A BARGAIN—Heavy Bulbous-back Sidecar,

brand new. List price £4-2. Our price £30.

CANOEI.ET SIDECARS.
— All n/lodels In S-tocU, —

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Larse Stock of Powell & Hanmer Lamps
and olhsr Accessories.

CAR DEPOT:

378, Euston Road.
Telephone—Miiseiini 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALIi.

Clyno.

CLYNO 1921 models, immediate delivery; 1920
weights, shop-soiled, £63; list price, £75.-

clifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. IVlayfair

CLYNO 2-sti-oke, 2-sreed. clutrli, Deer,. 1919
IVt condition, tax paid, full •e<iuipm6nt ; £1

near offer.—Cliapman. St. Dunstan's, Nightin^ie
Rickmans i\"0 rth

.

IQ14 61i.p. Clyno Combination, fitted with 1

A *y horn, and speedometer, just comDletely
hauled and in splendid condition; £75.—Tel. : Mi
6626.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l.

CLYNO Bh.p. 1921 Combination.—Batcbelor
Co., East Surrey agents, have q new 8h.p.

()iuation: demonstration runs given; orders book(
very early delivery.—Batchelor's, Clarence St., Kin
on-Thames. 'Phone: 1809.

8 h.p. Clyno-Jap and Sunbeam Sidecar, fitted

eie<:tric lighting set (accumulator), detachabl
Intel-changeable wheels, and special sprung pillion

hinged dash, tyres, good, the whole in perfect con
and entirely overhauled, re-enamelled and plated;
Midlands.—Bos 49, c/o Thu Motor Cycle. [1

-IQ16-17 5-6h.p. 3-speed K.S. Clutch W.D. C
X t7 unrenovated, £40 each. These machine
worth £120 when finished; they are all compleU
mag. and carburetter; new ThonisoD-Bennett
required. £5/10 extra. These machines only
overhauling and renovating. The engines and
boxes are absolutely Al. I have a large quant
these machines, and they are going like hot cat
come and inspect my stock and yon are sure t

something. Reduction on quantities.—Below,

-I Q 16-17 5-6h.p. 3-speed W.D. K.S. Clyno;
-L*/ novatetl ; £85. I have also a very large
lit Clyno spares; not one of each kind, but fchou
See my advert, under Miscellaneous for Clyno s

etc.; 1 sell my spares very cheaply to buyers <

machines.—Please apply or write to J. J. Doole
Eillyon Rd.. Clnpham, S.W.8.

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT 2"^h.p.. 1920 model, single speed,

soiled only. £50: also 2-speed model. £58.-
Evans, 81-91. John Bright St., Birmingham.

NEW 1920 Connaught 2ijh.p. Miniature Mod
speed, lamp.^, horn, all complete; list £70 w

acces-sories; accept £60, no otters.—Stanworth, Hi|
nr. Burnley, Lanes.

Corah.

3 ill. p. Coi-ah-.Tap, Simms variable mag., B.B
2 instable pulley. semi-T.T., new Bates rear,

exhaust, good running order, fast, licence (

paid, holder; nearest offer £20.-15, South St.,

bouine, Derbyshire. [3

19
Coulson.

20 Coulson 4h.p., 2-speed, brand new;
Bartlett's, 93, Gt. Portland St., W.

J

COULSOM-B., 1920, 41i.p., 2-speed, perfect cond
ivortli baving; £98, or nearest.—Curtis, 7,

St., Grantham.

COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.—Sole Wil
Agents. Wesses Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherin

Salisbury. 'Phone : 72.

COULSON B, 4h.p„ shop-soiled, at greatly re

price; now is the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-f

Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair.

COULSON B, 4h.p., 2-speed, spring frame,
series; ^£90.-Newnham Motor Ck)., 223, Hai

smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

SOLE agent for Newport, Shifna], Ludlow,
north, and part Staffordshire for Coulson

mediate delivery all models.—Evans's Garage. Neu
Salop. IS

COULSON-B., 1919 2%h.p., Albion 2-speed, !

frame, accessories, tools, spare belt, new -

mileage about 3,500, licence paid, attractiye h
machine; £68.-105, London Ed., Southend-on-S

COULSON -B.-We are sole agents for Wolverl
ton, Stourbridge, Dudley, Walsall, and dis

good deliveries; private and trade enquiries invi

The Molineux Garage Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton.
1160.

COULSON-B, 4h.p., 120 gns.; an ideal solo or
car mount, as low and handy as a Levis; in st

Sole agent.'^ for Leeds and 15 miles radius, escl

Bradford.-The Headingley Motor and Englneerin(

Ltd.. 18, St. Michaere Lane, Leeds. 'Phone; Hei
ley 480.

F.O.C.H. have a brand new Coulson B 2^4h.

^peetl and 4h.p. S-speed, shop-soiled; £t

and £108/10; exchanges and easy payments arra

—5 Heath St., Hampstead (nr. HampsteacL
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-'

eluding Saturdays.

Co-ventry Eagle.

GREAT Snip.—Coventry Eagle 1920 3i/L.h.p.

bination, best Lncas accessories, mileage

cost £175; accept £110; exchanges.—60, Wallii

Av., N. Kensington.

FO C H. have a brand new Coventry Eagle, 2^
kick starter, shop-soiled; £84; exchanges an<

payments arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

E20 .411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

FIELD 1920 2i4h.p., fully equipped, indistin-

?uii!uible from new; £65.—P;irk6r's, Bradshnw-
Boltou, and 245, Deaoagate, ilancliostor. [6920

19 2i/4b.p. Enfield, 2-6trote, 2-speed, all-cliain drive,

in new condition, ride a^ay, lamps, liorn, ©to.;

in, £58: after S p.m.-334. East St., Walworth.
[1240

FIELD Combination, 1918, dynnmo lighting, hood
and srreen, epeedomet-er, splendid condition; fll40i
aid.— 125. Freemason's Rd., Custom House, E.lft-

[liOO
FIELD Combination, 1913-14, overliauled, new
oversize Dunlops ; sell cheap, offers.—acotswood,
r Drayton Rd., Sandon Rd., Edgbaston, Birming-

[X7073

21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, with or
without dynamo; in stock, immediate delivery;

)rlce.—J. Smith and Co.. 52-54, Hampbtead Rd.,
1. [0352

li.p. Twin-cyl. Royal Enfield, 2-speed, new tyres,

Bo3ch, B. and B., 1911-12, runs well- £27, or
—J. Blackburn, Carnadore, Castlefinn, Co,
gal. C1552

17 Enfield Combination, 8li.p., dynamo lighting,
Eas'ine. Tan-Sad, insurance, tax paid; £135.
ne : Wanstead 48.-374, Grove Green Rd..
stone. [1836

21 Enfield 81i.p. Combination, ab?ohitely perfect,
delivery 3 weeka ago; any trial; must sell; owner
abroad; £155, or offer.—Write. O.T.L., 23, Anplo-
Ru. W.14. [1384

FIELD. 6h.p., 2-specd, handle start, coachbuilt
idecar, Easting, accessories: i75.—Newnham

r Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone

:

meramith 80. [1038

FIELD 1920 2yih.p.. Luros acoessorlea, apares,
milr'a^jei 500, nbsolutely perfect ; £55, offers ; ex-

le 3'..li.p., old if good.— Merrv, 10, Amblecote R^l-,

e Park, S.E.12.
'

[1418

21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas Magdyno
lighting set, mileage under 200, tax paid, guar-

•d perfect, unscratched ; approval against cash

;

.—104, Elgin Rd., Seven Kings. [1985

FIELD Combination, late 1912, cane sidecar, not
done 10,000 miles, stored during war, now BInkp,

art, horn, Umx's, watch, mirror, licence, spares;
tiers 7—Barton Firs Barton-on-3ea, New iSIilton,

[1602

YAL ENFIELD Motor Cyclea.-Immediate de-
livery ol the new 8h.p. combination at £160;
0. lightweight, £65; call and inspect or send for
Culars.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St..

Ingham. [1402

20 Royal Enfield Combination, 8h.p., dynamo
lighting. Easting, Tan-Sad, Watford epeedo-

r, insurance, run 439 miles only; cost £225.
£175.-374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonatone.

ne : Wanstead 48. [1833

15 3h.p. Enfield, 2-spced, fitted with electric
lamps, horn, machine in good running order;
£48. See advert, re gloves in Miscellaneous

ons.—Duncan and Shepherd, 33, The Parade,
ers Green, N.W.4. [1824

17 3h.p. Twin Enfield, 2-spced, all-chain drive,
cost £8 overhauled, with new carburetter, new
tyres as new. speedometer, all lighting set. jier-

approval; 42 ens. : 30/- tax.—H. Mann. Ivy
e, Tliomas St., King's Lynn. [1971

16-iv Roynl Enfold 6-8h.p. Combination, new latest

moUel t-idecar, fullv equipped with wind screen
Cover, new tyres, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc.,

sla?s condition throughout; trinl by appointment;
sell.—All off-ers to the Manager Gas Worka, New

et. [1202

ArCTIOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London.—Enfield
1921 combination, with dynamo lighting set,

;
standard mode), £160; 2-stroke solo, £65; also

3h,p. Enfield twin, £55; and 2iih.p. Enfield, 1920,
.0: easy terms arranged, one-fifth down and the
inder in 12 monthly payments. [1994

FIELDS.—The cheapest twin combination on the
road. We are North London agents, and can give
jdjate delivery of the standard model. £160; elec-

model. £180; trade supplied. All snares in stock.
supplied. —Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N".10. and

i^oodaide Parade, North Finchley. [0360

FIELD 8h.p. 1920 Combination, quite new.
£152/10, much below original prices; also 1916
ination, £89/10; 1915 dynamo combination, £125;
lightweight, £52/10; terras quarter down and 11
lents.—387, Euston Rd.. N.W.. 151, High St.,
-hamstow, and 50 High Rd., Wood Green, N.

[1015
TE 1920 6b. p. Enfield Combination, done 900, as
new and guaranteed absolutely perfect, with follow-
iitraa, eto.^ hood, screen, side curtains, lamps, speed-
er, Tnn-SaJ, new spare cover and tube, new spare
ng chain, valve, Coverall apron, etc., tox paid.
lillceut outfit : ride reasonnble distouce; £155.—
ly, 4, Fumeaux Villas, Paignton. [1280

FIELD Combination. f 1920. 6h.p. twin, handle-
starter, practically new, and in perfect order,

1 with sidecar cover, Easting wind screen, mirror,
imp5, and D.A. cylinder, speedometer, horn, i

on, mndsbiold, spare tube, and usual tools; £160; !

ce and insurance can bo traqiferred.^T'Iaude Bas-
I

61, Station Ed., Harlesdon, N.W.IO. [1707

CJcudeoJ
QUADRILETTE

THE DAINTIEST
UTTLE CAR IN THE WORLD
— IS designed strictly on car lines to meet

the increasing demand for a comfortable,

cheap, but reliable two-seater vehicle with the

speed and low-running cost of a motor cycle.

THE PEUGEOT QUADRILETTE
is a SOUND ENGINEERING JOB-not
" freakish " in any way.

SPECIFICATION-in brief-
Four-cylinder water-cooled Engine

Pressed Steel Chassis.

3-speed and reverse Gear Box.

Worm drive.

Detachable Wire Wheels.

Two Independent Internal Expanding Brakes

on Rear Wheels.

PETROL CONSUMPTION :

60 MILES PER GALLON.

PRICE, complete with hood ; screen ; three

lamps ; five wheels and tyres ; complete kit

of tools- J£298.

THE QUADRILETTE CREATES A
NEW STANDARD IN CAR VALUE
and will appeal to the discnmmating
purchaser who knows that the name
" PEUGEOT " stands for all that is best

m Workmanship and Luxurious Finish.

CALL AND INSPECT
"THE DAINTIEST LITTLE C.^ IN
THE WORLD "—avail yourself of our

offer of a TRIAL RUN, and personally test

the Comfort. Speed and Easv Handling of

the new "PEUGEOT QUADRILETTE"
It will be a delightful experience.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Catalogue with complete specificalion

free on request.

The PREMIER
MOTOR COMP^
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone : Telegrams :

Central 7367 (2 lines). "Priml'5, Birmingliam."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

ta.x 30/-; £28.
[1788

and sideenr, 3-

, etc.; f85.-H.
[1234

1914-15, screen,

; what otters ?

—

[X7020

ombi nation, bnl-
soiled, at great
t.—The Premier

[1878

Sih.p. Excelsior, Druid. B.B.. Boscb,
2 —71, Grove Rd., Windsor.

LQIS 5-6h.p. Excelsior Big Single
*" speed, kick starter, lamps, tools,

Wright. Arlesey, Beda.

EXCELSIOR Big Six Combination,
liorn, lainps, etc., in good order

Featherstone, Tregantle, Leckhamptor
VTEW 4>Jb.p. Big Single Excelsior C^
.^" boils back sidecar, slightly shop
reduction; irrito for special bargain lis

Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

F.N.

F.2C., 4.cyl., overhauled aud re-enamelletl : £50.-28,
Cronmer Av., West Ealing, W.13. [1758

F.N., 4-cyl.. litt]e used, new back tyre, complete: £50.
—Arnold, Quadrille Court, Lymington. [1401

F.N'. 4.CVI., 2-3peed and free, Bas<-h, new rings, new
Dunlop rear; £25.-69, Oranleigli Drive, Leigh-

on-Sea. [1141

4.CXL. F.X. Combinations and Solo Singles nctuiillv

in stock:—Grimes aud Co., 18, Bruton Place, New
Bond St., W. (9443

020.—4-cyl. F.N., single gear, recently overhauled.^ now studded tvres, in good running order.—
Cornlord, Bindon, Wool, Dorset. [1831

F'.N. 4-cv]., speeds, clutch, epoeial nKichiue. jast

stoved black, dropped frame, wide tank, lootbcnids.

overhauled, £55; good sidecar, £6.-60, Meatli Tlil..

Ilford. (1139

Francis- Barnett.

JULIANS ol Reading have 1921 Francis-Barnett I"

stock. (0479
Hni'Ie>'.Da\idson.

T n.WE

lOl'. 1919. and 1920 Harlev-Davidson combina.
i-V tions; from £100 to £200.

BL^ from tho Sole .4gent, J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecele-

sall Rd., Sheffield. (1927

ra20 Hnrlcy 4h.p., new; £140.-21, Hobson St., Com-
f bridge. [1435

HAELEY Sports, fullv equipped, new; £142.-7.
E.xhibitio[i Ed., S.W.7. (1934

HAELEY-DAVTDSON 1918 Model, good condition;

£80.-0wen, 59, Kcholelield fid., 1,'pper Hoaoway.

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.-I have at present a line

assortment In stock, all lully guaranteed.-Ross.

86, nigh Rd., Lee. [S669

TO 18 Harley-Davidson, excellent conditiori: £95;
XV 2-3peed lightweight part.— 175, Knollys Rd..

Streatham, S.W.16. [1661

1 020 Ilarley-Davidson 4h.p. Combination. Henderson
i«7 sidecar, all accessories; £145.-Apply, P''"''""

Garage, Sloano Sq., London. [1469

H.\RLEY-DAVIDSON.—All models in stock new
and second-hand.- Solo Agents, Bambers', South-

port. Lancashire. Tel. : 607. [5009

1 Q19 (N'ov.) Harley-Davidson, mag. model, and sidecar,

-L*/ splendid order and condition; trial by appoint-

ment: £170.—Bicknell, Nailsea, Bristol. (X6946

|Q18 Harlev-Davidson Mag. Combination, complete
X«7 with lighting set and horn, re-eoamelled and
overhauled; £120.—Mastin, Gosberton, Spalding, Lines.

[1635HABLET 1920 Standard Dynamo Combination, speeii-

ometer, discs. Easting, College, privately owned,

nnscratched, licensed ; £178.-7, Exliibition Ed., S-W 7

1020 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Model F, magneto
i-U model, brand new. with lighting set and
mechanical horn; £173.—Mastin. Gosberton, Spalding.

Lines. [1633

1 QA Gns.—Harlev 1920 Electric Combination, hood,

XO" etc new, dependable condition, speedometer,

2 000 miles, insured, tax paid 1921.-8, Blenheim Place.

Putney. [X7004

1020 Harlev-Davidson 7.9h.p. Model J. electrically

XU equipped brand new combination, speedometer,

etc; list price £249; reduced to £225.-Mastin, Gos-

berton. Spalding, Lines. [163.i

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917, Dec., electric model,

with Z-seater sidecar, fully equipped, speedo-

meter, etc.. spare, tax paid; £128.-22, Princes Rd.,

Finsbury Park, London. (1.918

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p., Swan sporting

sidecar. F.R.S. electric lighting, indistinguishable

from new; £180.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton, and

245, Dean-gate, ilanchester. [X6915

20 Harlev-Davidson 4h.p. Sports Model, brand
new complete with lighting set. horn, and speedo-

meter; list price £164/10; accept £147/10.-Mastm.
Gosberton, Spalding, Linos. [16,31

1Q15 Harley-Davidson Mag. Combination, complete
Xt7 with lighting set and horn, re-enamelled and
overhauled bv Harley Davidson Co.; £110, or near

19^

ofTeV.—"jftstini Gosberton. Spalding. Lines. [1634

1 018 Harley-Davidson. Canoelet MM4 sidecar, over-

X«7 hauled and guaranteed perfect throughout,

enamel and plating as new. lamps, horn, tools; £135.

—Langlord's, 37, Cricklewood Broadwa.v, N.W.2. [1664

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B23
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MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE,
Harley'Davidson.

"1020 Ilailey-Davklsou Model J Standanl Combina-
XiJ lion, engine No. L20T14197, done 3,000, per-
fei^t condilioo, cai'eiully run In. new back tyi'e, tools,

Barkers side valnnces.—Box 2,091, c/o The Motor
Cijclc. [1471

1 Q20 Ilarley-Davidson Model J (electrically equipped)
X«7 Coaibinatiou, mileage under 3,000, complete
with Bpeedonieter, discs, hood and screen, condition
]jke new, tax paid; cost £267; £200.—T. Mastin,
Gosberton, Spalding, Lines. [1636

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davi'dson, complete with, lamps,
j-*J hoin, speedometer, aud discs, splendid condi-
tion; price £140. See onr advert, re driving gloves
in Miscellaneous column.—Duncan and Shepherd, 33,
The Parade, Golders Green, N.W.4. [1823

SPECIAL ITnrley, single-speed, clutch, 75 m.p.h..
speedometer, new tyre, tube, low mileage, spring

forks, guaranteed perfect, hot stulf, photograph, spares,
racing forks, sprockets, seat, buying, car; £105, ur
ncarest.-Fotten. Westfields. Sandbach. [1583
"OEMARKABLE Offer of 4 1918 and 1919 Harley-
J- 1' Davidson machines; these machines have been
thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated," and
are indistinguishable from, new: £100 each. — The
Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89, Wigmore St.,
W.l. [2020
HATfLET-DAVIDSOX Combination;^ from £75 ; Good-

year all-weather 28x3 covers, £2/17/6, new; Eemj-
dynajio repairs by American Itemy expert. Anything
Harley from a split pin to engine unit.—Harley Expert
and Specialist (Harleys only), 117, Poplar Ed.. Edi?-
ba'ston, Eirming'ham. [X6897

Henderson.
HENDERSON 1920 4-cyl.. brand new. unused;

£145,—Ridlev, 30, Lawn Crescent, Kew Gardens,
S.W. [1157

HENDERSON lOh.p. Combination, Swan sidecar,
perfect running order.—Stallwood, i\Iodel Cottage

Farnborough Green, Farnborough, Hants. [1588

HENDERSONS. 1921, immediate delivery; extended
pavments.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High

Rd., S.W.12. 'Phone: Latchmere 4441. [1340

LUXURIOUS Henderson 4h.p. Combination. 1919.
20. absoiutelv as new, unscratched ; any trial

:

first cheQiie £L70.— 13, Victoria Rd., Sheffield. [1599

rQ20
Henderson Combination, bulbous bnck sidecar,

•-' wind screen, disc Tvl>eels, all in *>plendid condi-
tion; £175;,tax paid.—Hartop, Draper, Bedford. [1221
"VTEW 1921 Model Henderson, the most highly de-
-*-" veloped motor cycle ever built; now in stock for
immediate delivery: liberal exchanges.—Tire Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham, [1879

HENDERSON, 1920, small mileage, De Luxe
family sidecar, disc wheels, complete acces-

sories; £220.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High
Rd., S.W. 12. 'Phone: Latchmere 4441. [1859

HENDERSON 4-cyl., lOh.p., believed 1915-16 model,
2-speed hub gear (dogs, not old S.A. type), counter-

shaft clutch, hand and. full control), hand pump and
mechanical lubiicntion, mag,, Scbebler carburetter, new
lyres, navy blue enamel like new, with most plating
tlie same, carefully ridden, make first-class fast solo
or combination machine, tax £3/3; aocept £88, .sub-
ject inspection, or consider old Scott part, —Stanley R.
Sizer, Ings Rd., Hull. [8360

Hobart
OBART 2-speed, 1920 model, unused; 60 gns.—H.
J. Marston, 50, Argyle St.. Birkenhead. [1503

1Q21 Hobart, 2-speed, latent model, new, makers'
*J price, £78/10.—Shepherd, Enfield Higbwav, En-

acld. Te!.: Waltham X31. [0477

H umber,
1Q14 3i.<>h.p. Humber, coach!>uilt nidecor, good order,
-B-J7 any'trini, tax paid; £65, nenie^t otter.—Manlev,
Sunbridge, Sevenonk~;. .

,
[1217

HUMBER 3'/oh.p , 1913, 2 gears, free engine, Bosch
mag., powerful engine, good order; £22.-68, Glou-

cester Rd., Camden Town. [1524

HUMBER 4y.h.p. Flat Twin, 1920 model, unused,
shnp-soilrd only; £125.—P. J. Evans, 81-91.

John Bright St., iBrminghara. [9405

HUMBER 4y2h.p. 1921 Flat Twin, with Dunhill
sidecar, ridden 70 miles only, peifect through-

out; £157/10.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. 32-35, Green
St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. ; Bicycles. [1944

HUMBER 6h.p. Twin-cyl. Water-cooled Combina-
tion, licensed, purchased 1917, engine and gears

jlist examined and certified perfect, with hooter,
speedometer, 3 acetylene lamps. Easting wind screen,
Tan-Sad, tools and spares, mileage under 5,000, splen-
did hijbclimber; price £140.—Redleafe, Reigate. [9146

Indian.
INDIAN, 5-6h.p.. clutch model, excellent running

order; £29.—Below.
INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, spring frame, perfect;

£42/10.— 17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [1565
HORSMAN for Indians.—Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7,

Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0470
INDIAN 1919 7-91i.p., everything like new; gift, £75

-O., 12. Station Parade, Muswell Hill. [1745
4h.p. Indian Scout, absolutely as new, Kemi-T.T. bars

electric head lamp; £130.—14, Priiice's Sq., Har-
logxite. [1223,

H

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

2,500 New Covers
* (Ex Government Stock).

28 X 3 Kempshall, Macintosh,

and Wood-Milne

26 X 2\ Clincher de Luxe

30/ - each, plus carriage.

Brand new heavy 26 X 2f Clip-

per Covers, to fit 1\ rims

28/6 each, plus carriage.

Tubes 26 X 2| 6/6 each.

REBUILT
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES

overhauled, but not re-enamelled,
good tyres.

P. & M., 3J h.p. - - £65
P. & M. and sidecar- £75
Clyno, 5-6 h.p. - - £70

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE & SON, LTD.,

MOTOR ENGINEERS, WISBECH

UNRENOVATED
EX GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES.

Still a large quantity to clear from
the Slough Depot at SCRAP
PRICES.

Special price for quantities. Particulars of

the unrenovated machines by writing.

^^Motor Cycles/^
ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

7Q15 Clutch Model Indian; £60; a gift, 77 n
J-«^ tax paid.—19, Wilcox Rd., South Lan
London. S.W. 8.

t^-9h.p. Indian Cambination, 2-speei3, good cone
* £65.—Apply, C. Skelton, 172, Avenue
Acton London.

1 Q21 Indians.—Immediate delivery from atoc
-*-»J^ BroT^Ti. Indi.'in Specialist, 3 and 7a, Parker
Burnley. Tel.: 1032. - [I

1 Q20 Indian Scout, all lamps, horn, etc., very
J-*^ £130.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton R(
'Phone ; Dalston 2408.

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed, clutch,
ometer, luggage grid ; £90 ; or exchange.—]

ton, Elton, Peterborough. [3

IQl^ 7-91i,p. Indian, clutch model, in good
J- iy ning order ; £53.—G. George, Louvain,
combe Rd., Godalming, Surrey.

1 Q19 7-9h.p. Indian and 1920 bulbous back si

3-iJ almost new; any trial; £135.—Conne:
Victoria Rd., Stroud Green, N.4.

INDIAN" Combination, clutch model, good con(
tax; sefi. or exchange solo, Triumph prefe

Joe HerroD, Browney Lane, Durham.

'1 Q 20 Dynamo Electric Indian Combination
-!-«-' whefis, Cameo screen, splendid condition
trial; £145.-37, Regent St., Rngby. [:

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., 3 speed:?, clutch, kick
con^lition goorl; £65.~Paiker% Biad-ha

Bolton, and 245, Deauvigate, Manchester. [;

1 Q13 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, electric lig

l-*y leg guards, etc., go?s w&ll; £60.—Homac's
Lower Clapton Rd., N. 'Phone; Dalston 2408.

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, dynamn li

-LJ7 set, electric hoin, mileage under a tlioi

accept £145.—Smith, 54, Hampstead Ed., N.W.l.

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, 1920, ool

with electric lamps and horn, speedometer, r

etc.; £160.-H. J. Marston. 50, Argyle St., Birke

INDIANS.-7-9h.p. Powerplus 1919 and 1918 n

condition and appearance atinal to new: res

gains, £77/10.—Owen, 59, Seholetield Rd., Tppe:
loway. [-

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination
trically equipped, low mileage, eaual to new;

—Parker'6,Bradshaweate,- Bolton, and 245, Deai
Manuhestor.

POWERPLUS Indian 1916 7-9h.p., spring

Canoelet sidecar, electric and. acetylene li^

verv smart lot, little used; £110.-95, Paulet Ed.,

berwell, S.E.5.

POWERPLUS S.F. Indian, 1916, 3-speed,
Slagdyno lighting, speedometer. Swan s

tools, splendid condition, tax paid; £115.-92,
Rd., Leyton, E.lO.

1 Q15-16 9h-p- Indian Combination, khaki, 3
X.*J E.S.C, lamps, horn, tools, etc., good conditii

paid- best offer secures.-Write Box C.S. 4126, Ht
Salisbury Sq.. E.C.4.

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. powerplus Combination
age 3,000, hand ana loot clutch,, special s

electrically equipped, full set of tools and ;

il80.—Ilewin's Garages, Ltd., tne real service

Taunton.

BARGAIN.—7-9h.p. Indian, 1918-19. 3-speed,

eolo, Powerplus, just overhauled and ren

perfei-t, no lamps or accessories, too ponert
owner; lowest price 69 gns., worth double; stamp
—Keen, Leominster.

"1 Q20 Powerplus Indian C-ombination, Mills-F
X.*y dynamo lighting, hood, screen, electric

luggage grid, speedometer, etc., mileag^e 2,700,

condition any trial; £150; close offer.—Langforc
Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2.

-jQl4 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, complet(
±.*y lamps, horn, tools, etc.. owner no lurthi

having purchased car, mechanicalJy sound, and
to drive away; £80, or nearest offer.-Reply, J.

Probert, Trinity Hall, Cainbridge.

INDIAN Scout, 1920 model, lamp set and mecl
horn, low mileage, carefuly used, fir

mechanical condition and appearance, fast mi
£125.-Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 52-35, Green St.

bridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

INDIAN Motor Cycles.—Immediate delivery o:

famous machines, electrically equipped,
combination, £226; 4h.p. Scout, _ with speed(

£157; lighting set £15.— Sole Birmingham Ag*
J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Biimingliam.

1 (C|20 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., as new, (

J-t/ lighting, electric horn, speedometer, n
tured, Easting, spares worth £20, including new
vear tyre, complete waterproof Coverall, tax

£170; buying car.—Teulon, 34, Huddleston Rd
nell Park, N.

Xnvicta.

INVICTA 1920 3i-ih.p. Combination, fitted w
accessories and sidecar screen, run 400 mil*

atcept- £118.—Olympia Motor Co., 1, Ilamm*
Rd., W.14. Thone: Western 4140

U2A All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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HOTOR CYCLES
Ivy.

:'ycles.—1921 models ir

bourne, Cowleigh Oaiag

FOR SALE.

stock.—Rothwell and
;, Malvern. [1796

1921 Models.—Sole district ageuts, Wessex
tors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury. 'Phone :

[5006

'i;li.r. 2-stiokp. 1915-16, Lufiis, Cnwey, Dunlops,
lendid running: order; £40.—Jenkins, Clarcniont,
ir, Herts. [1532

!-9troke, lute 1919. 2' jlj.it., nil acoessories, per-
ct running urder, tiix luiid; £55.-82, Cronjwell
iint'iedou. [1462

2'-ih.p., 2-speed. top-liole condition, as new,
,-etr; £46, bargain; delivered.—Mason. 42.
Rd., .Jcsinund, Newcastie-on-Tyne. [IGlS

the aristocrat o! its type; delivery of all models
1 stock; prices and catalogue post Irce.—Sole
Agents. The Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel. :

[4011

IDl VTK Delivery ol all Jvy model?, the acknow-
ged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. O.
and Co.. Loudon and District Agents, 91. Gt.
id St.. W 1. Maylair 4084. [0022

Ixion.

VILLIERS 2'uli.p..
iIlT, 16. Tralalgar

S W.3.

perfect condition; £35.—
Studios, Manresa Rd..

[9559

James ^ |

•IS 4i'ilj.p. Coni'-'ination, Lucas dviiflino lighting,
1 .11 ceffoiics, i«:fect ; £100.—Below.

t

1920 2"-lli.p.. 2-6iiee<i. all aecf^ysorie?, perfect
inn; £55.—The Wiuiblcdon Tiuk Enfriuecr-

rks. Londuu, 3.W.19. Tel.: 511 Wimbledon.

EH Cfimbination. 3-speed, chain drive, kick start,
ill. p. ; £88; take lower power part.— 57. Kcii-

Ciimberwell, London. [1590 i

ES New Combination, nil models for immediate
elivf-ry frnin .<;tnck.~So!c district agents. The:
1 Ciragc, Walsall. Tel.; 444. [4012

f
KS 5-6li.p. Combiii.it ioij, 1920, u'P'I onlv lor

,

i\ run.-, fully equipped: £170.—RatclifYo Dro*..
t. Pt-itUiud St., W. Maylair 5042. [0423

1

.Tame.> Twin. 3 -speoii. perfect nrdcr, fullv,
equippe*.!. fast, powerful, takes sidecar nnvwIiore;i

nearest £60.~Uay, OkehampLon. (1344|

ES 5-6h.r-. 1920 Modol eouibinntion. nbHolutoIy I

•d, coiiiileti; uitli lynijip, horn, ntc. : £150.—
IS, 81-91, Jdlni Hri^;Itt St.. Biiuiinylunu. [9412

ES Xew 5-6I1.P. Twiji, Jlodol dc Luxe aidocnr, 1

1170, list £190; ;dM. new 3',-li.i'. twin solo. £120.
|

35.—Stevens. 248, (iioch St., Biiminghnni. 1

fX6602

,

E.S. 4',h.p., 3-spccd, flll-chain, with .Inmc^^ I

'iuioclcL .-^idcar, accessories; veiv e-hcup. 4:75.—
I

am .Motoi Co., 223, llammei-smitli ltd.. W.6.

,

IIamnl^r^miLll 80. [ 1037
.James 5-6h.p. Combination. 3 ?p6etlii, KIS. and '

cluuh. counierfihaft. coiichbuill sidctar. Came"
screen fully equipncl. as new; £150.-10. Iloval

Dawes Ud., Vulhani. 11581

.Tomes 6li.p. do Luxe Combination, usod for n
fpw dr'iuo'istratiou run.-* only, indi.-'tingiM-LHble

tlio ll^^t sniiMl deposit received u'iil secure

'

fpCL-iid cJeaninco price, £169.—Below. I

1920 James 2-!^trokeN slightly shop-soiled; £65
and £60.— Below. i

)THER Barpaiu, 1919-20 Jnme? 4J.ili.p.. 3-spec<l,
j

:;iin drive cunibination, lighting .'iet, born, 1

1 : 120 gns. Try us lor spiiies for engine,
,

lH.(.k nb^orl<er. brake, etc.. tanks and frauies.— i

liitl^y and Sou. James SMcialiita and S0I9 Agent?. I

Vale. Actun, Loudon, W.3. 'Phone: Chiswick
'

[1393

C.H. have a 1919 .Tamct 4i',li.p. combination, an
lew, coiuplet.Oy eMliiiipi.-d. el'-rtric i"_'t : £120.-5.
St., llampstcud :uo:ii ILunpstrad Tulte Station).

r. Uampste;td 5752. IIouis 9-7, Including Sutur-
[1367

IFJS 1919 5-.6h.p., Conibinatiou. new condition,
ivell kept, careiully driven,. Tan-Snd, speedometer,
;e grid, extended *ji!eurfi, Lucus acrcs.'soriei : £120,
•hniipp 2-seatcr, cash adjustment.—Woodward, 18,
d Kd.. Peckhaiu, Loudou, S.E, [X6951

.I.A.P.

.p. J. A. P.. a.i.v., Bcscb, B.B.. Crado gear, re
liable; olt'ers.— 84, Clarence Rd., liacknev.

[1472
P. 1920 i""5W:p', 2-speed. kick start, specially
iprung. almost new, fully equipped, owner going
d, and mii?t sell; £70. or nearest oftcr; seen after

Bux 2.032, CO The Mutoi- Cycle. [1196

J.E.S.

s 1<»?,1 ^Fcxlela from stc rk.—Gibb. Glouc-ester
U"hone : 852. [0441

S.. ride nwu *, e.^Pv-lleTit roiKlitinn. tux
£2e I0„ nbsol ite.—Wii^t,

Lagonda

14, Gordon Bd., Alder-
[1531

fioxnA 41i.Ii. niiiK.. rebnred. new liiston

;

£12.-
8'. IVnl Illy Estnte, R(»lnej Ed., Walwoitb. [1496

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

REBUILT
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES,

Our Grade 1 Machines
are the best in the trade.

Ovei hauled in our own uorksliops,

stove-enamelled, re-plaled, tank,s in

makers colours, new tyres, magnetos,

carbure'ters, etc, guaranteed, com-

plete wi:li new tool bags, kit 6c pump

Douglas 2 1 h p. - - £65

Douglas 4 h.p. - - £85

Douglas Combination,

with new body in

Douglas colours - £105

Triumph 4 h.p - - £100

Our Grade 2 Machines

2;i h.p. Douglas only, are

extraordinary value.

Each machine thoroughly oveihau'-

ed, stove-enamelled, replated, tanks

in makers co'ours. good tyres,

guaranteed in runnmg order.

Price without equipment

£55.
Large quantities for

Special quotations to

disposal,

the trade.

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers, Wisbech.

SALE.MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Lea=Francis.

1^120 Lcji-Fnmfis, siiop-soiled. onlv ; eost £130. :\c
Atf lept £90.-Suiitli, 54, HamrsUad Rd., N.W.I.

[170C
"I
Q20 Lea-Francis 3i:.li.p. Twin, lam^s. etc.. first-clas-,

i-O order; £100,- BanleH's, J3. Gt- Portland St..
W. [2060

LE.\-I''nAXCI3 1921 Models.—We are now nccepfini;
orders* lor earlj delivery; .vowr enQnilj- esteemed.—

Bclow-

LKA.FEAXCIS, M.A.G., as makers' sreciflcation.«.
shop-soiled: at greativ reduced price; now is the

time 10 bnr.-Melics. 154-156.. Gt. I'ortlaud St., W.l.
•Phone : 3426 Jla.vlair [1305

LE.\-FRAN'CIS 1920, shop-soiled only, list price
£130; our price £115; orders now accepted for

1921 nicdels.—Bat^jlifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

W. Waylair 5042. [0431

LEA-FEAXCIS Sl.jh.p. JI.A.G. ensine, Jlilltord side-

<ar, Aii):iist, 1920, niil^njie tmder 400, detachahlc
wlieelx. spare wheel and tyrep speedometer, IJ.A. light-

ing witli spare cylinder, etc.. condition as new; £135.—
Uewin's tiarages, Ltd., The Real Service Firm, Taunton.

19456
Levis.

T EVIS. Levis. Levis.

GENTLEMAN'S Popular Model, £60: lady's Popular
Model. j£60 ; immediate delivery. Levis specialists

and sole distributors loi London and district. Spare
jjarts stoikcd. repairs undertaken.— Vifrian Hardio and
Lane. Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (oH Oxford St.), Bond
St.. W.l. (0384

JULIAN'S, of Rcadiof, have 1921 Levis in stock.
[0483

IIBB, Gloucester,- 1921 Levis from slock.—'Phone :

852. [0442

E\TS Popular Model. 2H<pMd. new tyies, tax paid:

£45.-6. (iohlers Way, Goldets Green. [1316

1 fJSO Levis, uiileago about SCO, beautiful condition:
Jl*J 42 cms., vert- great baigaiu.—Jidian, 84, Ilroiirl

St.. R-.-adiug. [0490

:0 I.evis Popular, perfect, iitipliuctiued tyres,

lamps, horn, accessories: £45.—Wright. 73.

Blooninehl St., Derby. [1679

EVIS. Iho nnest 2.3troke in the world; delivery

from slock; £60.— .Sole district agents. The Wal-
sall Garage. Walsall. Tel.; 444. [4013

6 Lc\-is. 2-spcc«l. c;,untersliaft, ovorhaule<l, re-

cuamclleil. and plale<l; E:i»ter bargain, £45.--

U'.iit. 36, St. Thomas Hd., Hackney. [1475

KVIS lla'.v. 1920, resistered, lull kit, Cowey, lamps,

bom. \v:it<-li- iSS. or will cx«Ii:inge with cash lor

4h.p. Tiiuuiph.— 58, Thoinhill Hd., B.Hrnsbuiy, X.l.
[1293

IN Slwfc. 1921 Levis, £60. Good wino need" no bush.

Null' foil :—Sole agents. The Headinclev Motor nud
Kiifine-Tinv Co.. Ltd.. 18. St. Michael's Lauo, Leed".

Phone: IlcadinBlcy 480. (0479

LEVIS 1919-20 2'ili.p., 2-stroke, hmips, horn, mirror,

plated long exhaust, kuee-grii^, toolbiiga, pumji,

Punlop tvres, iH?rlect,. new condition; £48; exchange
heavier.—Lister, 9. driven lid., Keighley. [X6995

NEW 1921 Levis Models in Stock for iinmedinio

dclivorv: 2'4h.p. Touring. Sports, or Ladies', £60;
eiirlv delivery of the new Model S, Stiirmey-Areher 2-

spsed. handlc.bar ccntrollcd clutch. £68.—The Premier

.Mtitoi Co., Aston Rd., llii-mingbam. [1880

Liiicoln'Ellv.

IM'Ol.N-KLK 4' lb. p. Combination, countershaft,

kick start. Dunlops. Boscb. running order;

n.-arc-t £55.—Lodge, The Avenue, Birstall, Leeds,

19
St..

19=
Bloo

L'
sail

19'^
U'.iil

L'

L.M.C.

LOYII Motor Cycle. 2"'ill.p..,

[1627

LLOYII Motor Cvcle. 2-'ih.p., lununig. useful; liemest

i:l5.-Webber, Hcle, Cullompton, Devon, [1319

LM C—Met'cs and Mebes are the sole London nml

Home Counties agents; early delivery of. all 1921

models; trade enquiries esteemed.-Below.

L.M.O., Busiiension and ordinary models, shop.aoiled,

us m:iker8' sfieeiflcationsr at greatly reduced, puces;

also 6h.p. uiid 4';h.p. combinations, second-hand; at

l.arirain nrice..— 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'IM.one:

3426 Maylair. [1504
M;A.O.

h.p. M.A^Ij.^T.H. and Sidecar, complete.
6 Agent, Rotherham..

Martin.

lamps.
[X7001etc.; £70.—Cioss,

Martin.

AltTIX-J..\.P. 1915 Sb.p., 3-.siieed Armstrong gear

and cbitcb, Bink= ciirburettcr, lamps, tools coiii-

•• nio-hiuo enamelle:! Indian red, tyres good, licence

d"'an'd in holder; the wbolo in splendid goinj^ order,

j^t and flexible mount; £60, no ofiers.

ii.E. Mess. Bulford Camp, Salisbury

M
I'l'

p;
-Capt. Hoskins,

Plain. [1379

Martinsyde

JULIANS, of Reading have 1921 Martinsyde in sto..!;.

[0484

1 O20 Martinsvdc Combination, excellent condition.

LiJ Lucas eriuipment, horn. Easting; licence paid;— - ....,,.. penibrey, Cann.
[1574

1921 ilodcl.s. — We aio

now accepting orders for early delivery, all

esteemed.—Met-es. 154-6. '•!-

best over £140"—Jones, Wainholme,

IITARTIXST DE-NEWMAX

1 models: rour enituirv

All letters relnting to advei'tisements should quote the nuiiiher

1
Portland St., W.l. 'Pbnne ; 3426 Maylair. [1306

at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
(Matchless.

S.\LE.

ATCHLESSM
"1 1^21 Coml'iuntinns, any model frnra stnok, or in fewJ t^ (iitys, Grudiuil iJuymentB rriii now be anan;?ed.
l';very outfit peisonallv tested by tlie Mntcliless spei'ialist,
S|«nes of all dates In stoi-k.-J. lassell. In, Bloomfield
IM., Plmnstead. [6881

JULIANS of Eeading have :921 Matchless in sto<-k" [0480

(JIBB, GloiiresteVj can deliver 1921 Matchless models
from stock.—'Phone ; 852.

1 Q20 Matchless, Magdyno lighting
J-*^ new, unused; £195.—Below. ,

i LL 1921 Models Immediate Delivery
*i- deferred jiayments and exchanges
I'.dwards, 50, Harrington Kd., South
Phone: Kew 3709.

absolutely

[044

brand

from Stock

;

if desired.

—

Kensington.
[1399

T Q20 Muti-ljless fntnbinafioii, absokltelv perfeft, run
J-«-' 300 nules-; £175.-136, LauAetlf Walk, S.E.

[1426
M-\TCHLESS Combination. Sh.p. J.A.V.. 2-:,peed.

K.S., equipped, .perfect; 3668.-17, Heaton Ed.,
.Mitcham. '

-

[1564

SHEFFIELD Sole .\gents tor 1921 Model Matchless
combinations; delivery from stock.—Stacey. 12,

Kcclesall Rd. '

[1926

MATCHLESS 1915 8h.p. Conibination, exer-llent con-
dition; ilSO.-lMill inntiruhirs, 13, Crooklog, Bex-

l-y Heath, Kent, [1423

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H., acetylene lishting, pri-
vatelv owned, e.'c<ellent throughout; £154.—Clark,

7, JCxhibition lid.. S,W.7. [1931

"1O20 Mat<-hless Combination, with Lucas lamps,
J- tf condition as new, licence paid; £165.—Stacev,
12, Ecclesall Rd., .Sheffield. [1925

0T<l6is now accepted foi
" ' 200. at Port-

[0424

MATCHLESS 1921 Model,
immediate deliveiT.—E^tcliffe Bros,

land St., W. Mayfajr 5042.

"VTATCHLESS ;5h.p. Conibination, 1921, accessories,
used Jortnisrht; £195—70,

i.W.3. Tcl. ; Kensington 7113.

MATCHLESS
£30 extra

17. Hin-hinBton

1 Q19 .Malchl

Royal Hospital Rd.,
[1852

1920 Combination (August), M.A.&.,
i, '^peedoinetPi:, etc. ;

£1'7'5
; exchanges.-

Ed., Kiibnrn.
'

[1792

^ss, 8h.p. Victory Model, detachable
wheels, spare wheel, lamps, etc. £135.—Bart-

letfs, 93, Gt. Portland St.. W. [2058

1 Q21 Mat,hle=s Combination, M.A.G., brand new,
J-t/ unused: £205; or cxchauEe ,1919-20 solo or com-
bination.—Shaw, Durkar, Wakefield. [1397

BR.\ND New Matchless Combination, Lucas lamps;
makers' price £215, accept nearest offer ^£200.

—

Brewster, Sparhawk St.T -Bury St, -Edmnnds, . [1768

"I Q13 Matchless-,J:ip, single gear, ^slight repairs^ to
-*- *J clutch hub am] silencer; engine good, all tyres
new; £55,-7, AViiriam 'St,, Gt, JToitliem Tonace, Lin-
.nln, [1227

MATCHLESS Model II Combiuatioh, hood, special
screen, leg shields, lamps, horn, etc., -must ^ell;

exceptional bargain; £16.8.~W., 2, Worship "St... Lon-
don. [1584

MATCHLESS
electric lighting

1916 Combination, 7-9h,p.. M.A.G.,
hood, screen, .speedometer, Tan-

Sad; £l50--rarticular.s, Oi-dcn, Inchkeitli. Bushcv Hall
Ed., ATatfold. - [1391

1 til7 Matchless Sh.p. Comtdnation, 3-5peed. spare
J-i' wheel, lamps, horn. ne^\ spate chijin, climb any-
thing, 2 new tvres, t:ix patd; £115,—Job, Alban House.
Oxted, Surrey. [1121

lyrATCHLESS Sh.p. 1920=21 Combination, dynamo
lighting, only

£220.— Vivian Hardie and

i.p.

ti liven 60 miles : cost £245. accept
Lane, Ltd., 24. Woodstock

St., Bond -St., W.l. [0417

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, Model H.. Magdyno
lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, little used;

£180, or liglrtweiglrt itn'd cash.— Spurling. 8, Courtliope
Rd., Htimpstctid, K.W.3. . [1413

1 Q 20 Model II Matchless, detachalile wheels, Mag-
-- V dyno, hood, screen, sidecar «tep, leg f^bields,
t.ud "tax paid, beautifully sprung; bargain, £175-—56.
Baionsmere Ed., E. l-'inchley.

~

[1263

. Combination, 1920, dyijamo light-

... as liew, guaranteed perfect; £185
genuine bargain.—"S'tvion Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24
Woodstock St., Bond St., W.l- [0416^

MATCHLESS Service Depot. 'I'hone; t:;teenwich
751.—All 1921 new models. Secure oiie now. 'J")e-

monstr:ition ride with pleasure at S. E. Clapham (Motors).
Stockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E. 10, - [1030

TyfATCTILESS 1920 Model II Combination, dvnamo
-i-'A lighting, spare wheel, hood, screen. Capac car-

MATCHLESS Sh.p.
ing. practically a.

burctter; ^£160
smith Rd., W.6,

_apac
-Newnham Motor Co.. 223. Hammer-

'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [1035

MATCHLE.SS-M.A.G. Sh.p. 1917 Combination, hood
and screen, electric lighting, spare wheel and

I

4 sound tyres, speedometer, licence, insurance to
April; £105.—The Ley, Northwich. Cheshire. [9416

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders now
with Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E.. for 1921

models; deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order re-
ceived; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models
also in stock. [5668 I

Not

Necessarily

Cheapest

But

Undoubtedly

The Best.
The"above exactly describes
ourrecoiiditiouecl machines

Stove-eiiameJled and plated in maimers' colonrF.
Engines and gear boxes thoroughly overhauled in

our own workshops. Fitted with new" tyres,

belts, and chains. lu appearance practically
indistinguishable from n6\v. Every machine
complete with Tool Bag, Kit, and Pump, and
carries our

THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
TRIUMPHS

4 h.p. 3-speed Countei £100haft
4 h p. 3-speed Combination with new

Burlington Sidecar £130

DOUGLASES ^
^^- h.p. 2-5Teed . . .... . - ^ - . . . £65
4 h.p. 3-speed. kick-starter, Solo,. £85
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-starter, Combination

with brand new Burlington Sidecar £110

We have large stocks of Douglas and Triumph
Spares, and shall be pleased to quote yon upon
receipt of your enquiries. Trade Supplied.

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS. Convert your clutch into
Foot as well as Hand-Control. A neat pedal
finished in dull plate, and so designed that it can
-be fitted in a few moments by an amateur. Its

effect IS to. convert the standard machine into a

Foot and Fland Operative Clutch Model. Price
4/'- Postage 4d.

Trade Sutiplied,
^

TO 4 h.p. DOUGLAS OWNERS.
Write for particulars of our Clutch CL-nversion

Set.

No more broken drawbolls.

Trade Supplied.

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD,,
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixton 2417.
, Grams: "Burlington Motors, Clapham."

(50 yards from Clapham Conimoa Under-
ground Station.)

MOTOR

MATCHLESS.
tions dailv

CYCLES I OR
Matchless.

SAL

1921 Models, from £205; ri

„, ^ _,

..—Agent (wholesale and ret
• W. London ; TJeorge Smith, 268, Lavender H
Arding and Hobbs),- Clapham Junction.
Battersea 1271.

MATCHLESS Combinatinu, Sli.p. M.A.G., 1^
brnncLnew, slishtly goiled, Mag-dvno lightii

siM^tdomet-er, leg shi-elds. t;ide?:n steii', et;-.": u-
£243/1/6, our price £195; tins -jfEer ^:aiinot he—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Londou.

MATCHLESS- 81i.p. Combination. M.A.G. en^
34547. Easting screen, 3 lauiips and g

hiffgage grid, iu exeeptiomdly good (.onditiou,
expert e.vnnnnatiou and trial, not u~f^il =inee
overhaul: £100, no offers, bargain.—Sawvei.
Works, Wreiitliaui. :D}

J0 2G' HatiiWess Combinirtion, Sh.p. J.A.?
-*-«-' newest nicdel, Magdyno li^htir.g set, wiut
Trii)lex g\a^^, and side wings,- trip speedoiuete
leg shields, sjiare wheel, tax paid ; no faults
taking 1921 model: £200. or nearest offer—

F

Cornwall Pi.rade, C^E., Fiuchley, N.3.

1 Q21 Atatcbless.—We are the recognised aj;

-Lt? iSoith Es^ex, and can deliver from i;toe

suit your convenience, jilace your order with
we are experts and can guarantee you real
tion; exchanges.-^Walbro Motor Cycle Co., 4
St., Saflrou W-alden, E==ex. 'Phone : -45.

Combination, 1918-19.
are, tester, J.A. P. work;

Morgan-Jap engine, Bo.sch mag., all-cliain drive
sprung siderar. spare wLe^l, TansSad, all

fhis combination is.woith 3 new ones as regnn
bargain. 140 gns., offer, or exohauge.— Sawyer, 3

Kennington Lane, London, S.E.

ATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North
agents for the delightfully sprung and pr

designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-R
three wheels; immediate delivery from stock;
deferred payments, or exchange; trade suppl
spares in stock.—Jones' Garage. Musweli Hil
and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

MATCHLESS Sh.p.
Iniilt for E. Wa

M-^

Metro.
type, 1

i4. V little u-:ea

1 n IS Metro-Tyler, ,,A

- *-' Iniufit, discs, tax .

Mj-nll. DitcMiiig. Sussex.

METEO-TYLEB, 1920, 2 speeds, srueedojiiet
pleto, 800 miles, oveibyuled, perfect; £t

yuson. Tiiiibi;ills, Eton, Bucks.

METRO-TTLEE 1920 2Vjli P-. fi^tl sear, a
as new ; £55.—Parker's, Eradsliawgat-

and 245. Deaiif^gate, Mauchester.

2-speed, discs, hon
plating and enamel

Wort, Powick, Worccste

Type S, 2-sp
slioij-soiled onlj' ; list price £96
Evans. 81-91. Jolin Bright St., 1

METHO-TYLER, 1919,
long nickel exhau:

fast, tax paid; £58.-
""

"|\/rj;TEO-TYI.ER, 1920 model,

-P. 1.£70-
liain.

Minerva.
331].p. Minerva, Bosch mag. ; £12

4 St.itiou, Hovvden, I'orks.

Moto=Reve.
21i.p., single, Druids, Lyce
horn, holder and licence,

overhauled, rebnsljed, compression excellent : £
15, Ballour Grove, Oaklcigh Ed., .Whetston

MOTO-EEYE
merlianical

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE Liglitv.eigbt, .nhnut 2ioh

chanical - valves, Y Itelt drive,- splendid li

chins; £22.—Allen, 10, Freslilord St., Earlslield,

New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 2-^troke; £25; musl sell.— 10
"ford St.,- Earlsfleld, S.W.18.

NEW HUDSON, 2''ih.p., J-speed, splendid c

£23.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcliain.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Slice Lane, Fleet St.,

E.C.4.—New Hudson 2>,4h.p., 1920; £!

ho
Eai

"\rEAV HUDSON 2?-4l>.p., 3-str6ke, lamoi
-L' mechanically sound; £28; trial.—143,
Ed., Earlslield, S.W.-'

1 Q20 2'.ilr.p. New Hudson, brand new, unuse
1-iy —Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South

'

ton. 'Phone : Ken. 3709.

1916 4h.p.,' 3-speed, K.S.
little used, equal to' uew;

Llandrindod AYelLs.

NEW HUDSON
lamps, very

Brown, Dderv^

NEW HUDSON Combination, 4h.p., 1919
series, little used ; a bargain, £95.—Tayloi

52, Sussex Place, S.W.7. 'Phone : Kensington

NEW HUDSON,
scratched.

June. 1920. Lightneigl
new, lamps, liotn; neare:

See Wanted column,— 14, St. Augustiue Av., G

£55.—New Hudsou, 1914-15, countershaft d
speed, clutch, K.S., full equipment", re-eu

tax paid, appearance and mechanically guaran
new.-22, St. James's Ed., Kingston, S.W,

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

HUDSON Lightweights, all models„. ,_. , _. ^^^. on view;

W'uiar", 50 gns" dc luxe.' 65 gns.; Ace. 75 rd^.

for 2'|h.p., 3iAh.p., and 6h.p. machines stocJjed.

gues and any information by return.—New Hud-
j

;i)0t. 45, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn, W.C.2. [1982 i

New Imperial.
\

lAXS. of Reading, have 1921 Is'ew Imperial in
,

tock. [0485
,

5 2'^h.p. New Imperial, 2 speeds, tax paid; £34.—
1

Cro^^, Agent, "Eotherham. [X6998

f IMPERIAL 23.ib.p., 2-speed. 1916, tax paid-;

15 gus.—)VhitfieId, Fleet, Hants. [1715
;

V IMPEEIAL, 254h.p. J.A.P., 2.spcPd, new tyres,

;

fiist mid reli;ible: £28.—64a, HighbiuT Cirove, N.5.
|

[1296
I

6 New Imperial, 2-speed, good running order, I

trial, licenced; £36.—Sharpe, 325. Essex Rd., I

ton. [1981
,

B New Imperial-Jap. 2-'4h.p., 2-3peed, excellent

coDdition. accessories; 40 gns.—l-'ersfield, We-<t-

Rd., New Maiden. [1648

W IMPERIAL 8h. p. Solo, W.D.. mileage 2,500,
inpii'K lured; perfect mechaniLally ; £80.-95,
arry l?d., S.K.22. [1523

IV IMI-*ER1AL.—All models lor immediate de-

iverv.-Newiiham Motor Co.. 223, Uamniersmith
W.6.' Phune : Hammersmith 80. [2017

7i IMPERIAL, 2''',h.p. J.A.P., ciiilch. and kick
slarter, 1920; £65.—Taylor, Ltd., 52, Sussex
S.\V.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. [0413

W I-MPERIAL 1919 8h.p. with Snnbeam Sidecar,
fullv equipped. Easting; £145.-Parker'.-;. Brad-
ate. Bt lUu, and 245, Deansgale. Maucnesler.

(X6917
18 New Imiieriiil-J;ip,. 4h.p., t-peciul model, 3-him.i!

and flut:-h, lumps, horn, low uiilciige, beimtmil
ion £75 ; can -be iceii.—ILimilton Garage, St.

s Wuo<l Ed., N.W.B.
- [1408

W IMPERIAU'j.A.P. 2'rih.p.. 2-3pced. in perlect
condition throughout, lamps, horn, spare valves
lislon rings, back tyre new, any trial; first clieque
es motor cycle £30.—J. Chambers. Preston BiL"

Buckingham. [1629

C.H. have a brand new New Imperial 2\,li.p.,

kirk starter, shop-soiled. £78; exchanges and easy
BDts arranged.— 5. Heath St., Hampstcad (nr.

istead Tube .Station). 'Phone: Ilampslead 3752.
97. including Saturdays. [1370

W IMPERIAL Motor Cvcles.-Imniediote delivery

of tliose pojiular lightweicht machines. 2yih.p. 2-

uiodel with clutch and kick (ttiirtor, 85 gns.

:

S-spet-^l combination, 178 gus.—P. J. Eviids, 81-91,
IlriL'lit St., Birmingham. [1454

IK 1919 New Iiiiperial-Jap 2^. p., 2-8pced couater-
shatt, Lloyd and Best drij) feed, Lucns head lamp,
'io n-ar, spare valve, spare belt, spare 8i>oke^, not
250 iiiiIhs, brand new condition tlnouphont : any
a b;irgain. nearest £70 secures.—Evans, 1, Hill

ftliymney, -Mou. [1421

New Scale.

W SCALE SVjh'.v, 1920 model, n." new: £80.—
George Eastwocd, Wholesale Market, Uudders-

;
[8320

Norton
UANS ot Reading have 1921 Xortoiis in stnck.

[0489

5B, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Nortons from
Btock.-'Phjne: 852. [0444

)RSMAN ior Nortona;-Victor Horsmtin, Ltd.. 7,

Moimt Pleasant, Liverpooh [0471

RTON. T.T. model, brand new; £98.— Bartlctt's.

93. Gt. Portland St., W. [2055

[LLIAMS' Garage, Cheltenham, can giTO imme-
diate deliverj' of any model Norton. [X6444

RTON Motor Cvcles.—Can deliver anywhere; early
dates.-Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. [6126

RTON, 1918. B.R.S . condition excellent, very fast;

£75. or be-t ofler.—Gue.-t and Co.. Rugby. [X690a

20 (Whitsuntide) Big Four Norton, sports side-
car.—Reynolds. 303, Western Bank. Sheffield.

ri537
ETON'S lor immediate dehvery, each machim;
specially tuned.—Evans's Garage, Newport, Salcp.

[X6557
ETON Sports ComUuatioii. 3',>;h.p., 3-Bpeed counter-
sbafT: £98.-Albany, Booth Rd., Colliudale, Hen-

[1653

20 3M-h.p. Norton, sports model. Cowey horn.
Cowey speedometer; £90.—Victoria Garage; Sur-

[1596

RTON 1921 Model?.-Sole district agent?. Wessex
Motors. Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisburv.
16 : 72. [5005

20 Norton Big Four, delivered November, brand
,

new and unlicensed; £120.—Apply, R. Murray.
1

rinary Surgeon; Rugeley. Staffs. [X7030

iETONS.—Alec Jackson (ex Dispatch Rider) rides
them and sells them. Immediate delivery. Con
;r anywhere.-East Parade, Xcighley, Yorks. [2062

RTON All-Chain Big Four Combination, as new;
JE105; special machine, guaranteed perfect, tax
—WiUon, YarningaI-2, Claveidon. Warwickshire.

[1563

Make sure of your

'Bus for Easter.

We can give immediate delivery, 1/

desired, of any of the following
makes. Cash or deferred payments.

Quarter down, balance' in eleven
monthly instalments.

F.N.
B.S.A.
WOLF
SCOTT
VERUS
WILKIN
ALECTO
UNIBUS
DOUGLAS
TRIUMPH
DIAMOND
CALTHORPE

NEW IMPERIAL
ETC.

We are ihe 8ol° dia'ribu'inn Rscnl 1 of Wilkin
Motor Cyc'.es for London and District, and

invilc trade cnq liries.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS
19^1 CALTHORPE Combination, St.ir-

nicv-Archer 2-sp. (T.lx £2 loi.)

102.1 SCOTT, Sports .Model, ^-spccd .

.

1920 DIAMOND-VILLIERj, 2^ h p..

2 stroke, 2-sp., clutch, and Icick-

st.irlor

1020 COULSON-B., ,1 h.p.. 2.spccJ . .

1920 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P
1920 PRIORY, 2; h.p., 2-slrolic

192 t ARDEN, 2 stroke, i-specd

1920 NEW IMPERIAL Combination
1919 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, clcclr;,

model
1919 TRIUMPH Combination, compit i

with electric lighting

1920 A.J.8., spare wheel, elcctr*c lish

:

ing, speedometer, hood, screen.

Ta.\ paid, perfect conditioa. All

accessories and spares

110 |ns.

£130

78 gns.

£90
£60
£55
£55
£150

£150

£133

£200

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMlTtD.

7 SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixton 2417.

'Crams: "Burlington Motors. Claphim"

(50 yards irom Clapham Common Uoderground
Station.)

19

Si
good order.

[1854

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.

Norton.
21 Xorton S'ih.p., T.T., 3 speeds, kie'.: starter,

clutch drive, bifind nev, unused: £132, or es-

ehunge any solo it rensonuble.—Shaw, -Durkar, 'NVakeftelfl.

[9872

BIG Four Norton, 1919, Norton sporting siUeeai.

si!Xecn, disc wheel, Lueiis eleetiic: lightl'ig, 700x80
new Uunloiis; £125.-102, '.VestWood Ed., Enrlsdon,

Coventr.v. [i7079

TQ21 Norton Models. Bis Four. B.R.S. (Philipson).
X«7 and S'^.h.p. T.T. countershaft, immediate de-

liverv'.— Spa Motor and Engineering Co.. South ClilT.

Scarborough. [7526

NOBTON 1917 Big 4 3-specd Coachbuilt Combina-
tion, as new thTonghout. insured £125 until

Sept., 1921; .iccept £105.-30, CiysUl Palace Park
Rd.. Sydenham, S.E.26. [1549

NORTON" Agents.-Motor cyclists in or near Oldham
tall. Our Mr. Mitchell will demonstrate to you

the finest machine in the wovKl.—Bullonglis Motors
Walerh-o St.. Oldham. [2050

NORTON Big Four. 1920. chain drive, S..\. 3.Epeed

countershaft. semiT.T.. rnagnifKent machine.

Klaxon knee grips, unscratched. mileage 500; £114.

baTgain.-18, St. Mary's Rd., Peckbam. [198G

NORTON Motor Cveles.—Imuiedinte delivery of all

models- conibinutiou £177, Big l''our solo £135,
3i,-.h.l.. spoils £132, 3i..h.p. T.T. £98, sporting sidecar

£35.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., BiilninshniiL

1Q19 B.R.S. Norton. Philipson. engine No. 19673.
X«7 lamps. Klaxon, tools, new belt, just overhauled,

fitted 1921 B.S. cylinder, tuned and guaranteed excep-

tionally las'., by Jlr.. Leslie Mitchell, like new; £95.—
Mcllori .lun., 28, Belmont St., Oldham. [1660

NORTON B.R.S. (Biookiiinds certirtcate], winner or

ojicii scratch race lircokhinds, Oct. 2nd, 73 m.p.h.

ior hip, also other Brookhuids awards, 14 firsts, 3 tnstest

times in hill-eliinbs, etc., jnst re-onainelled, ta.x paid,

guaranteed perj'ect; £98.-Keniiedy, 116, High ht..

Oxford. tins

NOBTON T.T., late 1919, little used, fully cqlliprtd

with largest P. and H. head lamps, electric icni.

Klaxon, knee-grips, ete., in perfcc-t condition, and just

liko new, very last and flexible; 85eiis., or exehaugo

new or nearly new I.O.M. Rodge.-Hindes, 24, Ha""'"
Rd., .Colelicstel, Essex. [1,.-^

. . N.S.U. '„-

h.p. N.S.C, r.cw tyres, Bosch; £24;
Wnlali, Weavcrham, Cheshire.

-61ip N.SU. Twin Coinhination. £48: Boeell twin

magneto, £8.-1, Cedars Rd., Clapham. [175?

N.S.U. 3i:.li.p., 2spcetf, F.E., Bosch mag., B. and B.,

Triumph pattern tank, nearly new. tyres, lamps.

I

and horn: i;2e. lO.-Knight. Uigh St., Reigalc. [1910

N.II.T.

N.U.T. latest tvpe Lucas Magdyno lighting brand

new; £150.-l>ollard, Bioomlield Rd., Chelmstord.,
[AD697

N.U.T. Brand New Dynamo Model; £120.-70.
rroval Hospital Hd.. S.W.3. Tel.: KenainBtoii

7113. '
'185'

RACING N,U.T., 8-lOh.p. J.A.P., o.h.T.: ncaresl

offer *80.-Brcwster, Sparhawk St., Bui.v St

Edmunds. ,..
'"^^

N.n.T. Latest Eleetrieallyeauipped 3!.^li.r. ModeU -at

maker.' list prices from stock.-A. J. ^oung ami

Co., Ltd., Newmarket. !''=="

NU T!-Delivcry Irom stock ol all .models. Solo

wholesale and retail agents lor StaHord-shire; tho

trade 6upplied.-The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel

444.
' ['•01'*

N.U.T. 1920 3t.h.p,. Magd.yno lighting run 100

miles, indislingmshnble from new; £125.-Par-

ker.' Bradihawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgato^^Man-

ehester
[X6911

1Q14 6h.p. N.U.T., 3-apecd gear, clutch. T.T. bars,

XU to'.treets, lamps, mechanical liorn, Amac, tnee-

grips, tvtes eoo<l, numerous spares and tools, 60 m^"--
75-80 in.p.g:, tax paid; £73.-Bannerm:m, All Saints

Vicaiago, Newmarket. „ „
lio.io

O.K.

JULIANS of Reading liave 1921 O.K. in s<«j.*^gj

1 O20 O.K.-Union, brand new: clear; £43.-BartIett^s

lU 93. Gt. Portland St., W. [2054

1 Q2n O.K. Villicrs, brand new. single speed; £46--

-Lt/ Stebbings, Attlehorougli, Norfolk. lllin

2-SPEED O.K., latest model from stock at list Prico --

A. J. Toung and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1258

Ozc Vtt TIERS 1921. unused; £45.—Compton

^SuVpf" Co..' 54 St; James's St:. Ashted Bir-

miogham. • lA(u.itJ

a 3 h.p. O.K.-Union. new October, 192(), new Milkr

/iZ lamp, unused IJunlop belt; any trial; £45.-Lnd-

clifJe, Moor St., Luton. 11414

T ft20 O K 'fi, unused, shop-soiled only: one single

iU speed £43, one 2-spced countershaft £58 :
both

guaranteea.-Sta-tion Garage, Banbury. [X6986

-1 Q17 2'.'.h.p. O.K. 2-stroko, absolutely like nev.-.

i-iJ fully" equipped, new tyre; photo; £29,'10;

ride away.—181, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Tient. [1761

OK. Lightweight, 2',',h.p.. 2-speed. countershall.

good condition, ride away: bargain, £25.—Oarage

Hausler Rd., East Dulwich. [10-5, not Sunday.) [1541'

All ktt'2is iel;iting to ail\ei tiscinents should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the dat2 ol the issiic a3t
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iMOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

Uiiit-n 1920,
aJl aci'essurie^

;

Hainmersmith Ril

un a few mUes oulv. fitted with
.osl; £56; accept £39.— Chinery,
\V.)4. 'Phone 1 M'estcrn 4140.

[1346
F.O.C.H. have a brand new O.K. 2-3peed, shop-

soiled; £59; e.\'changes and ea.sy pavments ar-
ranged.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr, Ilampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone : Ilampstead 3752. Horns 9-7, in-
cluding .Saturclavs. » [1371

Omega.
7EW 1920 Omega 2-speed; £75

Andover.
"

IV*^"' 1920 Omega 2-speed; £75;. in stoL-k.-Randall,
-L' Andover. [0368

"IQ21 Omegas; £50 to £120; all models in stock;A»/ deferred payments.—Bartlttt's, 93, Gt. Portland
St., W. [2056
/"illEGA.-Immediate delivery cif all models.—The
y-' Eochester Auto Supply Co., Corporation St.,
Eoc-hcster. [0465

1 021 Omega, single speed, 2-strok6, delivery from
J-i^ stock, iSO; 2-sreed model, £68; other models
jn a few days.— Gray and Baynes, 8, Low Ed., Balbv,
Doncast^r. [8457
"C'.O.C.H. have a brand new Omega, , 2"''',h.p., kick
-i starter, shop-soiled; £73/10; exchanges and easy
payments ai-ranged.-5. Heath St., Hampstead (nr.
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. fl373

P. and m.
JTJLIAXS, of Beading, have 1921 P, and M.

£55.—P. and M... 1919, condition as uew.-
St., Hampstead. -

I Q 17-18 P. and M.
-l" £35.-1, Othello St., Liverpool.

P.
and M,
1913;

stock.
[048S

-36, High
[1646

muius mag. and small parts;
C1816

,
tax paid- (light), good' condition, about

£37/10.—Brummitt. Banbury. [1579

IQ16 P. and SI. Combinatioi, lirst-class order and
-•-«' condition; £80.—Barlilett's, 93, (Jt. Portland
St., W. •

[2061

P.
and M. 1917 S'.Ah.p., first-class condition: trial;
£55.—Gowdell, Wallace's Gflni&e, Euvill.e St.,

Sfourblidge. '

[1265

T>. and M. CombinatiQU,. condition as new, wind screen,
-- Cowey trip, all accessories;- offers.—5^, Gaskarth
ltd., Balham. . [isis

K >7 Gas.-1918 P. and M., lamps, tools, tax paid, cx-
<^ • cellent condition.—79, Castleton Mansions, Eiver-
view Gardens, Barnes. [1314

-| t>18-19 Semi-T.T. P. and M„ absolutely nnsciatched,
J-zJ thoroughly reliable, guaranteed perfect; genuine
baigain, £50.-69, East Hill, Wond.5wotth. [1689

P. and M. 1918 3"oh.p., 2-speed, K.S., perfect condi-
tion, lamps, tools, registration a"ud tax paid-

£60; owner ill.—'Phone ; 888 Hammersmith. Appoint-
ment. , [X594

P.
and M. 1319 Combination, lamps, spares; horn,
etc., 1920 colours, in absolutely new conditioni

any trial given; 78 gna.—A. Southorn, - 12,
.Streatham, S.W'..

Thiule Kd.
[9842

"I
Cj20 P. and M. SUh.p.. brand new last August,X*' and in absolutely new condition; £80- will

accept Motor Cycle deposit system.-Box 2,103, c/o
The Motor Cycle. . . -

,
. [1960

LATE 1918 P. and M., enamel unscratched, all on,
tyre unpunctured, mechanically perfect offers —

Buckingham, Glen Cottage, Cnderriver, Sevenoaks
'Phone ; 2X3 Tonbridge. [1559

1 Q19 P. and il. Combination, engine Xo. 8151, fully-ttf equipped lamps. Klaxon, apron, tools, spares,
4 spare tubesj excellent condition; £80.—Ihring, Zaria
Broadwater Ed., Worthing. [1795
1 QCO P. .-iiid M., run 500 miles; al,so 1920 P aiid
-*-., ^-^ EA.I'., with Canoelel; sidecar, run 500
miles

;
must sell both ; no iieasonable offer refused —

Clegg, i. Broad St., Teddington. [n'47
and M. Oiympia Show Model

..„,.-' ""'y '<"' demonstration, perfect;
£115.- Herbert Bobinson. Ltd., 32-35, Greeu St Cam-
bridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles. '[1945!

65.-P. and >I. Combinntioni late model, 7000cv engine number, Bosch magneto, nice condition
and order, and fitted with brand new lighting set

—

.^pply, 14, Effra Parade, Brixton, London, S.W. [1158

1 Q20 3i'::h.p. P.. and M. Combination, MUlford side-
-*-" car, ratchet brake, Cowey trip speedometer,
horn, tools,, Lucas lamps, spare tube, excellent condi-
tion, insured and tax paid; £140,-41, 'Victoria St

-iqsi 3i,yi.p. P.
J-fJ ridden 50 mil

ion, 3-speed, clutch, perfect coi
Phone

: Museum 1826.

Accessories.V £.M ^ SSpecialities.
|

Complete W^oJ ^M He"«eii

Electric T|h jT » R'^-
Lighting Sets. ^^Hi^^^ Batteries.

TRADERS
PLEASE NOTE:

PRICES CANNOT COME DOWN YET,
In order to safeguarii trade interests and encourage

buyers to place their Spring orders early,

WE GUARANTEE
between Feb. 21st, 1S21, and June 1;t, 1921, to

grant a REBATE ol any difference in price on
goods purchased after Feb. 21sl, 1921, and actually

held in stock on the date

ANY REDUCTION IS MADE.

H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and
Tail Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Case, Switch,

Wiring, etc. Ready for installing.

Fig. 895.
Best quality
finish
throughout.
Very mas-
sive and
s t r o n g .

Adjustable
focus. .'Ad-

just a b le
brackets.
S p c c i a 1

dust ^11 d
weather-proof front. Price as
illustrated, 12/V 'each Nickel
plated.

H.A.H.
HEAD LAMPS

_
, - rig. S78.

.similar to Fig. f

but smaller, and with
special "pull on

'

Irout. Rubber rin|

casting for glass. Price

as illustrated.

54,'- each.

FiS. 347.

Speedolite.'
H.A.H. Patent
Speedoqiettic

Lamp, 7/6 cacn
Clipsclirecton c

Speedometer
fiiiil iinscoloiiren
'>ulh ICT i^rev. n

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Precision.

4ih.p, Preci
•* £45.—

P

PRECISION. 4ViJi.p., coachbuilt undersluno
-t- Sturmey-Archcr 5 speeds, clutch, kick
tliorough order ; £55.—Cope, 36, Ling Kd,, C
Tou-n, London, E,16.

I

Premier.
pKEMIER 1915-16 4h.p. Coai hljuilt Combinai
-«-. speed countershaft, kick start, accessories
mileage 7,000. new "condition, tax paid; £70.-
Jolly Uaggoners, Ewell, Surrey.

! Oundrant.
HORSMAJi lor Quadrants.

I

7, Mount Pleasant, Livi

QUADRANT Sole A
, Hoyal Hospital B
,7113. ^
1Q20 Qiuidrant 4h.p._ 3-speed Combinatioii
--«' speedometer, screen, etc.. iust as new
Bartietfs. 93, Ct, Portland St., »-.

.

Rixico.
RADCO 2iyi.p., as new, electric lighting

145, Leander Rd., Brixton. S.W. 2.

Vit.'tor Horsman
erpool.

_ents, Clifford Wilson C
pital Rd,. S.W. 3. Tel. : Kem

Lincoln. [1766

J>-
and JI. Motor Cycle Combination for sale, 3iih p

Tk,n^^^^^''- ''"''^'' starfer, mechanically peifeet "
late

1919,
,
complete accessories, tyres and new. in nerfect'„-.-- tyres and new. in perfect

condition: oflers want«d.—Rich,, 100, High St., Harle,=-
den, K-.W.IO.

.
.
Mang^

>
_ P. and S.

pEARSON-SOPWITH 1920 3h.p. 2.stroke, 2-speed
.•

clutch. K.S., lamps, horn, i;egi.stered, new condi-
tion

;
^£70.-Newnhain Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith

Kd., \V.6. Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1040

Peugeot.
^l4.--Eeus«ot Sli.p., B.B. mag., new tviet-TVirhy
=*» Arni.= -Gaiose, Mortlake. rx7006 '

Tig 560 Sidroir Lamp. ^/ \©
\s illustrated"- Complete ^1
iwitch, bulb,
washers, etc.

each.

wire, nuts,

ffKB- 8/c

i' g. 573. Shows red dan
gersignal.hghtsNo.plate.
Completewithswitchbuib
wire,clip.etc.Price 9/6ea.
"Force" Hellesen Bat-

tery, 9/11
386. Special metal case

foe "Force." 10/6
-Complete rear set, 29 /b.

Postage extra on the above.

A. H. HUNT, UTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON. Eng.
Telephones : Telegrams :

Croydon 2225, 2226. ' Keyage, Croydon."

2-speed,
Wait, 36.

24iii.. wheels, .as new,
St, Thomas Hd., Hack'

1 020 Radco,
-It? £50

"D ARGAIN.—2i;h.p. Rad.o." re-enamelled, re
*-» new tyres and mudguards, Bne little biki
£30.—la, Richardson Rd., Eccles.

RADCO Lightweight, single-speed, «3 makers'
fications, shop-soiled; at greatlv reduced

now is the time to buv,—Mohcs, 154,156 Gt P
St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair.

Raleigh.
THE New Flat Twin Raleigh in slock at We

bt. James .St., Briglitou

TJALEIGH 1921 Model; orders now accepted fAt machine, solo or combination.—Rntdifle
200. Gt. Portland St.. W. Mayfair 5042.

RALEIGH 5-6h.p. Twin; 'early deliverv.-Vie
machine at Newnham Motor Co.. 223 H;

smith Ed., W.6. Ph.jue : Hammersmith 80

Regal,
'' ision, all-rhain diive counters
liiti'h, in s-und mcrliaiii'id orde

I'i'ifCrt fOllrlitiOD r

4ih.y.. I!,--d-Pi
4 SI.,,. I ,ni.l .

t^ les, 1,1 ';-. U I'Ti'ssniio^
tl 511 UIVI L..I : 1

1

<e i;48.-"\'\
hiiywood Kin '(S Lynn.

Mr

Hex
REX Sijli.p., Bosch mag.; £3

.^nns Rtl., Harringay, N.4.

pEX CM. Combination,

u
-— ~. fnilv ff(ni.i)ii..,] : ride

£35.-321, Ivydale Kd., XmdiMi„l.

EX Combinntioi), 4]i,p., 1913, iiuiimi,^ mde
good; £40.-Tiusslev, Ci-nnleif:!!, (:iiul(llord.

T>EX Motor Bike, S'.li.p.. Bo<:ch. spring, han
--*j controls, valves, nitchanical. low price; £17
—Wade, Av. Motoriec, Xittleover. Derby.

31h.p Rex, condition, appearance, perfect
2 tyres, belt. T.B., Saxon forks, verv fa^t—Macfarlane, Tillonburn, Newhuuse, Lauarkshii

1 Qll 4U.p. Rex Single, running order, Eosch
-i-«J' B.. Armstrong 3-speed and clutch £2£
Clyno sidecar body, re-enamelled, £5 — S She
Ryston End, Downham .Market, Norfolk.

i ni'.'ing iiKidel, fixed
lulitioii

: £85, Vu" excbar
coiinteisb;ttt. cash .idjiistnient.-Gibtie
Ed.. Kinystlioipe, Xorlliamiiton.

8b. II. Twin -K,cx, spec
];it6 191-5, iierfci-t

Tiinniph,
Harburu'

Rover.
"I Q 14 Rover S-speed Coach Cnnibin.'^ition, eonJ-«^ £56.-Shi.iw. Park St.. "WeHingtou, SLdop. [;

-|Q19 3iyi.p. Rover, T.T.. Philipson, Jamp,
J-*' and speedometer; £85.—Smartt, Stavelev
sliire.

1Q19 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p.. beautiful

;^ , .,^'*^Ji; ,™^,S*^^"'^3''^>' perfect; £135.—Osbalt
Digbeth, Walsall,

ROVER 1920 SV^h-P.. shop-Eoiled; list price
our price £125.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt.

.land St., W. Mayfair 5042.

I Q19 Rover, 3i-jh.p., 3-.HJeed. clutch, kick s-L*^ full equipment, perfect condition:
Cundel], Harbour, Paignton. -

1Q18 T.T. Rover, hand-controlled Phi)ip';onJ-v equipped, spares, as new; £72.-20,
St., Hammersmitli Broadway.^

ROVER 3',L.h.r. Combination, Sept., 1919, as i

Lucas lamps, unused spare;;; f 120.— Malpas
Works, 12, Brockley Cross, S.E,

3ih.p. T. T. Rover, Phi]ip<on. H.C.. equipped,
2 new. 57 gns. ; also Rover .sportios (J B =i

10 gns.—19, Streatley Rd., Kilburu.

1 AA Gns. secures 6h.p. Rover Combination,
-L^y^^^ with wind screen, only 6 months' use g(
new.—Advertiser, 93, Onslow Sq., S.AY.T.

'

A36 All letters relating to advertisements shoiiTd quote the number at the end of each a<lvertisenient, and the date of the

L
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lOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

ER 3''«h.v-, 1920 modd. roiiiplete with Hover

;i(ipiarr unii«(l, sLoii-soiled oulr :
£155.—1. J.

81-91. John BiigM St., Birminghaui. - [9404

ER T.T. Model, 3V.h.p.. 1920, with Philipson

.iliev complete, in perfect ortler. verjr last; 80
J'. Marston, 50, Argyle St.. Birkenliead. [1498

EH Combination, 5-5h.p.; run 300 miles only,

Ily equipped; great bargain. £140.-374. Grove
Ed., Leytonstoue. 'Phone : Wanstead 48.

[1834

EE Motor Crcles.-Phice your order with an

Bcial agent, the man who rides a Eover: im-
; delivery; hire purchase if desired.—Collar^.
Garage, Shilnal. [2684

(July) 3r:.h.p. Rover, all-chain, large bulbous
back sidecar. Easting, lamps, horn, tools, in-

_ishable from new; £140.-25. Queen St.,

:rsmith Broadway. [1728;

T.T. Rover, Ions 3in. copper exhausts.
:\ceptionally fast, perfect condition and appear-
£56. or exchange 2^4h.T). Douglas or similar.-
Hill, Bassett, .Southampton. [1856

EE 1920 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, roomy side-

ar. npholttered red, electric lighting, disc wlieeb,
very smart turnout: £179. or near offer.—

age, Fife ltd., Heursnll Common. Coventiy.
[X6905

ER 3,'-2h.p., countershaft model, alj^o T.T. model,
hilipson pulley, as makers' ppecitieations, shop-

at greatly reduced prices; now is the time to

rehfs. 154-156. Gt. Portland St., TV-l. 'Plione:

ilayfair. [1308

3i,_,h.p. Rover P.P. Speed Model. Htled with
racing Amac, Bonniksen trip, Klaxon, knee
long plated exhaust, been carefully run in and
for competitions, can do 70, the linest sporling
on the road, and guaranteed as new, only run
les; cost £138 with accessories, tax paid; first

tor £115 secures; no oilers; preference given
ipetition rider.— Any further particulars from
nwurth, Iligham, nr.. Burnley. Lanes. [1163

Ifoyal Ruby.
2L:.li.p. Roval Rubv, perfect running order; any

trial, little 'used; £32._E. Pledgtr, Ely, Cambs.
[1175

\T. ItUBY 1920 31i.p., spring frame, luiind

; i90.—Fowler and Brigden, 130, Kust«n Ed.
(1840

Eoyal Euhy 3h.p., K.S., .spring frame, ridden
few miles onlv, now condition; £110.—Turnill, X.
jroiigli. [1469

AL RUBY 1920 Model.—London Agants:
wle- and Brignea, 130, Eustou r.d., N W.I
4827. [1843

ATj RUBY New 3h.p., spring frame; list piice

;120, oni price £99—Eatchffe Bros., 200. Gt.

id St.. \V. Mayfair 6042. [0427

81i.I>. Royal Ruby Combination, splendid
condition. unTJuncturcd, electric and gas lamps,
id: any trial; £160 or nearest offer.—Haines,
oiihfield Av.. Ealing, \V.13. [1638

Rudge.
t.I-:, 1912, F.E.. uew tyre^, licence^ paid : £27.—
li>n. Park St., AVellington, Salop. (X7032

lindgf? Miilti at makers' li.'^t price, from stock.—
I. Yonug ami Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1259

nudge, 1919, I.O.M., lamps," tools : £75, 01

J a otter; alter 6.-21, Moyser Rd., Streattam.
11321

f.E Mnlti T.T. Touring. 1920, brand new: £92.
i'iwler and Brigden, 130, Euston Rd.. KW.I.

[1841
fiK 1921 Mfidels.—London Agents: Fowler and

!..u, 130, Euston Ed., N.W.I. Museum 4827.
[1846

Riulge Multi, little used, *.mait npiie.'iran' e

:

lir.-t offer over £40.-95, Laaercyd Ed., Cnlnc
[X6933

-1920 Rudge Multi combination, all accessories.
ric,;t condition, ttis pjiid.—40, Avnhoe Ed..

[1267
T.T. I.O.M. Rudge, 3,t'::L.p., dene a few miles

oiiiy, lamiw, horn, etc. ; £75.— 64a, Highbury
X.5.

•

. (1295
(.June) Rndce. lamps. Tan-Sad. Cowey. motor

suit, new conuition; nearest £90.-94, Colchester
ventry. (X6885
IGE Multi, SVih.p.. 1920, good condition, small
ileage, Lucas horn,' lamps, etc. ; £85.—Hedlev
Chis.vick. • ;i57'2

iGE Multi C.B. "Combination, legshields. 3
ps, good tyres, tax i>aid; £8(7.-29, Thorn-
Leyton, E.IO. [1609

IGE Multi 3i,.l.h.p., T.T. louring model, shop.
iled only; bargain. -£96r^P. J. Evans. 81-91,
Irigbt St., Birmingham. [1453

Eudge Multwin 7-9h.p. Combination, slmr-soiled.
Canoelet side.ar. powerful and fa.-t; £165.—
Bridtiefoot. Peterborough. [1460
5-6h.p. and 7-9h.p. Rudge Multi Combinatit-ns.

nmv; £152 and £175.—Shepherd, Enfield HicL-
nfleld. Tel.: Wnltham X31. [0341
ICE Multi, 1916. plating and enamelling in
oed condition, new tyres and tube', lamps; £49.
52. Winchester Rd., East Twickenham. [1764

Accessories.
The big DEMAND for F.R^. Accessories

is convincing proof of their superior quality

and value. The F.R.S. mark is recognised

as a guarantee of highest excellence—and

any Accessory' bearing that mark can be

DEPENDED upon to give sound service.

P.UCE :

35A
The MIDGET" Set
A new gas set, specially designed for small

motor cycles. Gives a powerful light for

its small size, and is neat, compact, and
reliable.

Si in. Headlamp. 2iin. Lens Mirror. Finest

Black Ebony finisli with N.P. relief.

PRICE:

F.R.S.
Licence Holder
Adjustable to ANY angle. Note the On^
Nu. attachment. No ugly screws showing
and no sharp edges projectmg. Nothing

to rust or shake loose. Even pressure all

round the rim which holds the card, etc.,

makmg it absolutely waterproof.

Supplied in Brass, N.P.. Black and Brass,

or Black and NP. Immediate delivery'.

Regd. No. 679::75- Price 22/ 6

New Straight Horn
Gives a loud and harmomous note, and is

a most effective road clearer. Embodies a

special reed, immovable dust-cap, and the

One Nut attachment. Finest smooth black

and N.P. finish.

F.R.S. LAMPS, 'Beam Works,'

Vere St.. BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAl.I:.

Rudge.
RUDGE 3',2h.p.,* discs, 2 horns, sperdometev, lamps,

spare cover and tube, flexible exhaust: £80.
oilers.—C. E. Tliompson, Jeeus College, Cambridge.

[1266

RUDGE 1919 3'3i.p. Isle of Man Model, fiUl T.T.
Ijars, lonft exhaust pipe, veiT fast; £73.—Parker's,

Eradsbawgjite, Bolton, and 245, Deaii'sgate, Manchc-ster.
[X6918

RrDGE 1920 5-6h.r. r.ig Single Combination, fully

e"Uipr>ed, indistinguishable from new; £140.
-Parke'r'.=. BTadsha^vgate, Uolton, and 245, Deansgate.
Manchester. [X6S22

1O20 lO.M. Rudge, T.T., under 500. perfect, long

XV copper exhaust. l-'.E.S. Major lamps, uuuierous

accessories; £85.—UlUme, 102, Richmond Bd., Earls

Court. S.W. [118"

LATE 1920 Touring Bmlge Multi, .ihsoluteiy as new:

very fast, cylinder newr been dismantled; accept

82 sns.—Apply. 65. Northcote 'Rd., Claphnm Junction,

between 6 and 8 p.m. [1794

RTJDGE-WHITWOHTH. caachboilt sidecar. 1912.

3i:.lin 2-sreed geaf, accessories, good mechani-

cal orde-r;'£45.-Taylors, Ltd.. 52. Sussex Place. S.W
7^

Phone: Kensington 7260. W^O

RUDGE Mnlti 3V.h.j>., T.T., lato M20, brand new.

'.lightly Boile.J*' nsruil prico £110(5, our pr.ce

£92; tbis is a fpceia! bargain, cnnnor be repeflted.-

Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [135.:.

RUDGE Multi 3;ai.p., June (1920) model, done

700 miles conditroi as new, e<=n"">S,„t"?="°
•

first cheque £84 secures; no offers: good reason^or

"elling.-38, fielding ltd., Wodsley liridge, bheffleW^

IT GNS : Rcallv Absurd.. Bargain,- -Hmlge SVjh.P-,

37 clutch, powe'riHl, 1920 colours, nenrlv ""'^ 1°^;

pedo coich sidecar, excel lent tyres .sniarl; would

reparate"-24, Beafivat Hd., East Dulw.cb. Not Sjm-

{lays. , ,

Nnr 1919 I O M Budge Jtnlti, Inmps, lioni. ftpeea-

"'^on.'cfe' 'tcols, etc, e'u.ine, tyre.s ""l "ri«»^»,^«

excelleut t;i8l and tel iible. tax paul; best oSer secures.

iwrUe jlox C.S.4126, Haddons Advcrttsiug Offices.

1 «-vwi Siinc'r Snortinff 7-9h.p. Hudge Multi Twin.

19 high'genr 'long ?xhaust,'^T.T. lor toV,™?'co„°di:
Seaspray or Bibks, oWrsiM b'«^^''f^:,

«'l"='''f',t'Xt
lion Stored over 6 months, suiall "I'iWB"-

,?,*''V,fff,

ki™, t:.x lun.t: fl20,-13.K., Bolnol*. Hayward s IIea«b

«»""^
Scott.

OCOTT Squirrel in stock.-WeUord, St. J»m'='
fj,;

io Brighton.

r> IBB, Gloucester, c^an deliver 1921 Sc£tts Irom slo.^k

Lit -Phone : 852, . . t"

SCOTT Combination. 1921 ; what oHersf-Grimcs «.
IJiulon 1M;kc, W.l.

\(;DY\0 Scott Combination in stock.-W clford^M St. James St., Brighton

COTT. 1916, himps, born; £60; very

> JohiiV Cottage, Hoehauiptoii.

20 -Scott Combination, tools, l""'".

£145.-12. Dalmcny Av,, llollo»a>.

ICOTT Combinalion, 1920, cost £240

accept S170.-37, Bayswatcr Rd

[1720

sporty.— St.

[1130

19
tax
N.

paid

:

[1659

SCOTT Combinalion. 1920, cose ».ihu. complete;

''°a^cpr ?170.-37: Bayswater Rd.. ^?«•™stie.^^^

TMMEd'iATE Delivery
' 192\..fco',' "^L^esteSild"""1 combination, in ttock.-Millards, Chcstcmem.^^^

ir\15 Scott Combination, very little >>«<!'l. i" ,y''°"

19 did Condition; what oilers ?-Ourney, Clarmont^,

3urnham-on-Sca

-I Q20 Scott, brand new in perl«;t ordor *l''°"«X*r'LU £118: tiiUo good hsbtweight pait.->. "alts':

17, George St., Hidl. ^^^
-,0 20 Scott Combinaf.on. run 125 "'''=,'

""'yi-J-^'o",!

cl?k rfehibu"ion"S.tT<^utu'Keniio^To'i[.' ^1!S21

r-iroTT 1919-20' model. scmi-T.T. bars, footrests. Sin.

SS^^tir^-^'^'»i^-'-<S:

J-^vS^n^^afrl^^ljSCfli
teahse: would separotc.-Box 161. c,o tuc Mo,or_^^^^_

TO 20 Scott. Rennox ^''^'^"^-
,'"'iJI;rl'^'^^ilit-

Ec""i^ i^'cs^'si r^^cn^V
ston 2408. ,

, , ,

1014 Scott, perfect order, "«°'.'y .°T'y"''f ' °i'thl£F bcarin" etc., all accessories; S55. or witn

.tachbuiU sidectrr, £65._Snodgrass. 18, Junction Rd.

Brentwood, Essex. ^

SCOTT 1920 Combinalion. hood, screen, electric light-

ini perfect condition, every accessorj-; £165.-

N-ewnham>otor Co 223. Hammersmith M- W.6^

Phone : Hammersmith 80. f^'

SCOTT Coachljuilt Combination, in new condition.

1921 colours a genu ne bargain; cash w.anteo

.

£95; delivered anywuere. ^Bernard. 42. Glcnthorn Rd

.Fesmond, Newcastle-on-Type. 1'°'"

TT Scott, as new, overhauled -at cost of £30 la>t
'

month, new iJilts Jbroughoiit, including blirs.

radiator chains, discs, speedometer, TanSail, perfect:

S-i'fl"c: £9o! or good lightweight and cash; tax paid --

Whittle, Chain Lane, Mickleover, Derby. UiJ''

All letters rclnlii>g to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of. the \j7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

21 Scott Cojnbinalion, not done 100 niiJes. engine
No, 5049. tielivered 3 weeks aRO, liLCnce paid;

£155.—WellGvd, 28, St. James' St.. Brigliton. [1723

Singer.

1Q14 T.T. Sinsec, perlcct; any trial; 24 gns.—
J-t7 Toilet Olnb, Mill Lane, N.W.6. [1864

1Q14 Singer, 3-speed, Milk-Fullord sidecar, licence,
Atl' lamps. Easting, etc., good condition; £70.-37,
Church St., Edmonton. [1571

SINGER 1914 4i4h.p. Wicker Combination, Bosch,
B. and B.. clutch, excellent running order; £47,

—Lamberth, Westwell, Kent. (D) , l^llSl

"I Q 14 4^:ih.p. Singer, 2-Kpeed, clutch, countershaft,
J-^ good condition, new t,vres: £30.—Edwards. 50,
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [1905

SpaikbiooU.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,

E.C.4.—Sparkbrook 2i/.h,r., 1920, excellent condi-
tion: £42/10. - [1997

LATE Model 2-speed Sparkbrook, Villiers, thor-
oughly overhauled, last, steady machine, excel-

lent condition; baigain, £40.—la, Richardson Rd..
Eccles, Mandiester, J [1562

"I Q21 Show Model Spa.rkbrook (New) 2',^h.p. 2-stroke,
J-*^ countershatt drive; the ideal mount for the
lightweight rider at an ideal price, £64. -- The
Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89, AVigmore St.,
W.l. [2019

SPARKBROOK 2iih.p., 2rsp6ed, the lijlitweight with
an ultra finish, as makers' speeifieatlons. shop-

soiled; at greatly reduced price: now is" the time to
linv.-Mebes. 164-156. Gt Portland St.. W.l. Phone:
3426 Mavfair. [1309

Sun.
"IQ20 Sun, Sturmey 2-spee<l, Watford speedometer,
J-^ Klaxon,, lamps, as new; £60,-21, Hobson St.,

Cambridge. [1436

"I Q20 Sun-Vitesse, 2"'4h.p., 2-speed." fully equipped,
-i-if as new; £53, bargain.—Wait, 36, St. Thomas
Rd., Hackney,

Sunbeam
[1477

EW 1920 Sunbeam o'/ih.p. Solo; £155/8"; in stock.
Randall, Andover. [0366

SUNBEAM- 3',^h.p,, 1914, aud sideeafi" speedometer;
£75.~CampboH, Elms, Tavi^^tock. [1208

^TTILLIAMS' G^irage, OhelteDliam, con give imme-
Vt diate deliveiy of any model Sunbeam. [X64fl5

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.— Si.Mi-P-

Sunbeam, new 1921 modDi, just delivered;
£155/8. . [1998

SUNBEAM, French militaiy' model, 1919, com-
pletely equipped, perfect; £130 cash.—The Fort,

Newhaveu. , [1542

1 Q15 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination-, in fiir^t-elass order,
-L*^ laid up during' thfe war; £160.—Meldrum,
Esplanade, Dundee. - [1363

1 C|21 Sunbeam, Sl^h.p., Lucas Maffdyno lighting,
--«-' 3,!2h.p. touriuff Sunbeam in stock; list price.—
Cro.~^, Agent, Rotherham. . -

.
,
[S6999

CUNBEAM 2';4h.p.. K.S., clutch, 2-speed. perfect
condition; a bargain. £50.—Lowbridge, High

St., Eckington, Sheffield. [1676

SUNBEAM Brand New o^^li.p., solo model, complete
with Lueit3 lamps and horn; £157/10.—The ^'al-

snll finrage. Walsnlt. Tel. : 444. [4008

SUNBEA^M 3i/2h.p. Combination brand new, in crate,
privately owned, owner bought light car; £200 —

MeriJees Cedar Av.. Chelmsford. [X6696
1Q21 S'^.h.p. Sunbeam Combination in stock for im-
J-»^ mediate delivery; makers' list price.—J. Smith
and Co., 52-54, Ilampstead Rd., N.W.1. [0553

1 Q20 S'zh.p. Brand New Sunbeam and Sidecar, inter-
-*-*-' changeable wheels, at list price, from stock.-
A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. - [1254

1Q20 Sunbeam S'^h.p. Combination, in faultless
-t- V (.ondition. hardly used, detachable wheels,
lamps; £165.-27, Sidmouth St., Devizes. [1576

SUNBEAM 1920 3i/^h.p. Model, fully equipped in-
distinguishable from new; £150.—Parker's, Biad-

shawgate. Boltou, and 245, Ueansgate, JIanchester
[X6916

SUNBEAM Combination, 1917, S'/jh.p., quite perfect,
excellent condition, stored during war, iU-health

cause sale; £120; near offer.—8, Blakemore Ed.,
Streatham. [1913
SUNBEAM Couibiuation, 1919 (July), 8h.p., grey, fnllv

equipped, insured, tax paid, spares, overhauled,
excellent condition and appearnce; £165.-28, Oxford
St., Liverpool. [1417
1C|20 3i/i,h.p. Sunbeam Combination, electric Hght-
-L*^ ing, speedometer, horn, etc., mileage negligible;
co.st new £225, accept £185.—RatclifTe Bros., 200 Gt
Portland St., W. Mayfair 5042.. [0435

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agents. Spare
pS.rts in stock. Repairs and overhauls. Estimates

upon request for re-enamelling and plating, — The
Moliueu.x Garage Co.. Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel •

1160- [3458.

SUNBEAM 5'/jh.p., 1920, delivered August, net run
' during winter, Sunbeam leg shields, Cowey signal,

Biuks, excellent condition, small mileage- £140, or
near offer.—Fergus O'Connor, 58, Northumberland Rd.,
Dubiip. [1360

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
OFFERED
Of nearly all 1921 Models of the

following

—

A.J.S.,

ARIEL, -
ALLON,
B.S.A.,

BROUGH,
BRITISH EXCELSIOR,

BLACKBURNE,
DIAMOND,
INDIAN,
LEVIS,

MATCHLESS,
MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN,

NEW IMPERIAL,
N.U.T.,

ROYAL ENFIELD,
RUDGE,
SCOTT,

SUNBEAM,
TRIUMPH,
ZENITH.

LIGHT CARS, etc^
A.B.C,
G.W.K.,

MORGAN,
ROVER,

We have a batch of machines as below

Ex-Government Stores.

All have been re-conditioned and en-

amelled, and are GUARANTEED.
' New Imperial S h.p. Con]bination ... £115
Rover C h.p. do. ... £115

P. &M. 3J h.p. Solo ... ... £78
P. & M. 3^ h.p. with new sidecar ... £38
Douglas 4 h.p. do. ... £110
Clyno S h.p. (det. wheels) with new s-car £125
Enfield 8 h.p. Combination £125

DEFERRED PAYMENT TERMS.|
One quarter down and tweh'e monthly
instalments.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers tn

R .\.C., .\..C.U., \..\. & M.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E 7.

Telephone—490 East Ham.
Telegrams—" Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALI
.Stinbeaii]

8]J.D. Sunbe;im Combination, 1919, sij.irp \vh(
Ounlop), 3 Zacas lamp.<, S sij^iie tubps an

.^iceessories
: o^vner buying tar; £180, tax Ir^

"

olier.-Apply (Icttei-I, Read, Wyvelingholme, W'ilfji
Letehworth, Her^

"IQ20 Sunbeam Combination, "blade and jolil
J-*^ hood, screen, aprisn, tipare" "wheel, extra
tyre, tube, horn, nil-rror, T^attord trip, or-eti'Ie
paid: £230; excellent eouditlou.—Eev. C. K 1
Bolnlmr.st, St. Xeots,

QTHNBEAJI Combination, 3>gi.p., 1919, pic-kcf^ nrachine, .special, eagino,. Lucas acces^sorier-j
meter, leg^hields, -sidecar has disc wheel and
.screen on special 3-p!y scuttle, perfectly kei
trial; will ride to purchaser; £150.—Oswald
Mut:ii AVenlocli, Shropshire.

1 Q 14 .Sunbeam 3J/.h.p., 3-speed, H. control
-*-«.' black and gol3 touring model, Bosch, B
jet, lamps, generator, Lucas horn, oversize tyrt
Dunlop rear, gears overhauled by makers
stored during war. carefully driven, and in
coi.dition, tax iraid : 84 gns.—Williams; BuildCi
St., Caergwrle.

Triumph.
TULIAJfS, of Reading, have 1921 Triumph i

THTOMPH, 1921 Models.-George Smith, Cf
Junction, .S.W.

NEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Solo; £l40; in

Randall, Andover.

NEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Combination; «l|
stock.—Randall, Andover. I

COUXTBHSHAFI Triumph, complete, lamps |
Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

1 <i20 Triumph, in. fine order, eomplete, lamp!i" £115.-Cross, Agent, Eotherham.

TRIUMPB, renovated W.D., late 1920, littlel

£85.—Ivydene, Conglas Ed., Cork

ALL 1921 Triumph Models in Stock.-The
Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmin^-ham.

"I Q19 Triumph. Millford sidecar, speedomete
J-»7 horn, excellent condition; £110.—Below!

ALL 1921 Models Immediate Delivery from f
deferred payments and exchanges if wil

l^dwards, 50, Harrington Rd.. South Kensf
'Fhonc : Ken. 3709.

TRIUMPH, 1919, little -used, not AV.D., 3|
£87.-Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop.

_uaranteed u|
amps'

THUTMPH, ridden 50 miles, as new; £95.-

769; Itouilord Ed., Manor Park, Loudon.l

TEIT^MPH 3i-';lip., excellent condition; £25 I
Moflatt, 139, Jiurntwood Lane, Earlstielil, ^"

RIUJNIPH, 1920, 4h.p., Henderson sidecar, all!

ories; £136.—Sharp, Stuart Hd., High \Vj-i|

TRIUMPH, 1915, clutch, imd C.B. sidecar,

nice order.—508, Upper Eiclimcud Rd., Md

TRIUMPH 3-speed; £40; exchange Ugbtweigh
trial.— 57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Loni

TRIUiiPH 3'-.h:p., excellent condition, lamps
—Walker, Bteriot Works, Addlestonc, Sur

TRIUMPH, coach sidecar, 2-speed, top-hole

tion; £45.—la. Princes Place." Holland

W.ll.
1 h p Triumph, with tradesman's sidecar i

2 ment, perfect older-; £45.-Box 2,050, '

Motor Click.

TRIUMPH, 1920, single-speed, .completely equ

perfect; lowest^ £80 cash.—6, Knatchball

Ashford Kent.

3 ill p. Triumph, 3-speed, and coacilbuilt sire:

2 sidecar, excellent condition; £75.—Victoril
age, Surbitpn.

TRIUMPH 1920 Combination; brand new;
-Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston EJ., ^

Museum 4827.

31 h.p. .lunior Triumph; 2-speed, go- anywhere,

4 tyre; quick sale, se44 cash-.—181, INewtol

Burton-qn-Trent.

TEIUMPH, 1918 renovated; Dlrahill coachlniil

car, excellent throughout; >£73.-Clark, 7, E
tion Rd., S.W.7.

TRIUMPHS.—A fine selection of Triumphs in

fully guaranteed; inspection invited.—Ross

High Rd., Lee.

20 Triumph Co.mbination, mileage 400,

equipped; £150; exxhanges.—60,- Wallil

Av., X. Kensington.

LATE 1920 Baby Triumph, fitted with discs,

horn, tools, as new; £65.-Peter Jennings, Flai

Heath, High Wycombe.

B4.BT Triumph (August. 1920], eomplete witl

Lucas accessories; £70.—Frank W hitwoith.

139, New St., Birmingham. [3

OUXTEESHAFT Triumph, 19i8(?). lamps, K
perfectly reUable, well tyred; _£85.-Crotreei

John's Ed., Jv^ewport, Wight.

1 021 41i.p. Triumph. Model H., guotonteed u
-Li/ £120.—Smith, 54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.1.

T

SI

19=
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I.Il-

SECOND-HAND MOTOR
CYCLES (Guaranteed Perfect).
A.J.S. Ifilf 6 h.p. Combination, and

accessories, tax paid £95
ARIEL 1916 5-6 h.p. CombiDation, and

accessories £110
BROUGH, 1920, 5 h.p., 3-speed. kick-

starter, Swan sporting Sidecar,

accessories £140
BROUGH, 1920, 5 h.p., 3-specd, kick-

starter, Henderson Elite Sidecar,

,'icccssorie5 €140
B.8.A. 1919 -il h.p. Combination, and

accessories £120
CLYNO, 1920. 2^ h.p., 2-speed, clutch.

Ta\-paid... .' £50
DOUGLAS, 1920, 2] h.p., 3sp;rd.

clutcli, and kick-starter, .tccos-

snrics. Ta.\ paid £85
BRITISH-EXCELSIOR, 1920. 2; h.p..

2-spced, acrfssories £65
ilAMES I'd'* -ti h.p. Combination de

l.ixt £110
MATCHLESS 1920 8 h.p. Combination,

l.iifas accfNsories £175
METRO-TYLER, 1920, 2I. h.p., 2-spi.e<l,

-nrits '. £55
NEW IMPERIAL W.D. 8 h.p. Conibina-

ti..n, and aicessories £120
NEW IMPERIAL U'.D. 8 h.p. Combina-

tion, and .icccssorics £120
OMEGA, 1919, 2; h.p. J. -A.I'.. 2-spccd,

accessories. Tax paid £50
P. & M., 191.S, 3i h.p., 2-ipeed, clutch,

anil kick-si,i"rter £70
ROYAL ENFIELD 1914 6 h.p. Combina-

tion. and accessories £30
SCOTT 1920 3] h.p. Combiuation, and

.ic tssories £135
SUNBEAM loti 6 h.p. Combinatinn.

.ind acc-ssorics £120

192P MODELS (Guaranteed New)
.Milkers" List Our

Price. Cash Price.

ARIEL .1': h.p. Combination ,Ci.i7 10 £138
ARIEL ''rh.p. Combination i"r77 ^o £155
BROUGH, 3 h.p. flat lu'in,

^>n., clutch, and kick-st. /'140 , o £125
CLYNO, 2} h.p., 2-spccd,'
--.md clutch 1.... /"-5 o £65
INVICTA, 3J h.p., 3-spced,

clutch, and kick-starter . /H7 12 £102
LEVIS, 2). h.p.. Popular

M^Klel. si.iele-speed fOo o £57
KARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Com-

bin.Uion. 3-;peed, clutch.

and kick-starter fi70 o f160
ROVER, 3', h.p.. 3-specd,

( Intrh. and kick-starter . /'149 10 £115
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H.

3-spoed. clutch, and kick-

starter Ciz7 10 £120

SHOP- SOILED SIDECARS.
Mal:crs*Li-t Our

Price. Cash Price.

CANOELET, D.l C^IXO o £25
CANOELET, M.M.i Cl^ l=i '< £32 10
GLORIA, de Lnxa ^53 o o £52 10
GLORIA. Special >. £{$ o o £43
MILLFORO, Skin i(27 15 f' £22
MILLFORD, Corvette ... f2» 7 £23
MILLFORD, Olympia Cor-

vette £31 10 o £28
SWAN, Sporting iii IT (• £29
SWAN, Standard yr32 n o £31
HENDERSON, B.l dt o o £27
HENDERSON, Klite C\5 O- " £42

Deferred Payntent Terms.
One Quarter down, and Twelve Monthly Instalments.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Krpain r, n R .\C, .\C.r.. .\..\. & M.U.

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate,
E7.

'Phone: 49oEa3t Ham. 'Grams: 'Egaraco.L'don
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OTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

Triiimi'li Coju'ii^otiou.'Iw^outiinl fondition. onlv

[1 50 mile^;. tax paid; £135, or iicareat.— Brendu
.. Moor St., Coventry. [X697i

4h.p. Triumph, countershaft model, in stocl

or immediate delivery.—J. Smith and Co.
lampstead Rd.. N.W.I. .

[035^.

MPJI. all models in stock. W.D., fully guaran
id by makers; £105,—RatcIiUe Bros.. 200. Gt.
• St., W. Maylair 5042. [0436

ifPH and Sidei^ar, 1919, carefully driven tmd
it, look,j likonew; £130.—Central Garage, Htig-

Hjde;owc'U, Birming'h;im.

,

[1435

Baby, Triumph, 2-?pccd, had very little use,
naranteed perfect throughout; £55.—Lang-
7, Cricklcwocd Broadway, N.\V.2. [1666

ail'H Junior, Xov., 1919, inileatrf under 800.
new, unpunctured; Jill !ii-ce.*sniiefl, licensed; £65:
-5,. Ehmvuod Rd., Heme Hill. S.E. [1683

MPH. 1921, H.. and sidecar. Cameo, lamps,
n-S;id. insurance, 120 miles, perfect, tax paid;

no offeri.—Cluer, Hambleden, Ueniey; [1649

JIPH, renoTatel, delivere<l A'lfwst. only done
10 Hi lie--, (iplendid cntsdition ; what oflfcre?—
H. 135. Wu'-t Side. C!apl:aiu Common. [1137

riumph Counterslioft. 3-speed, kick start, hand
ill, engine No, 42005. last and puwerlul; £65;
nip, -Wait. 26, St. Thomas Rd.. Hacknev.

[14?e
MPH 1920 Model H., brand new. ridden IOC
il''< onlr, tax paid, absolutely perfect; £118,
l';ith, 10, Aniblecote Rd.. Grove Park, S.E.12.

[1359
Tiinmph, believed 1910, tyres as new, tank

novated ; ride away anywhere; first ^29;
A!;~'\'le Lodge, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

[1760
4li.p. Triiirapli, 3-8peed. and Gloria sidetar.
llv '.(juipped, engine overhauled July last 're-

wnj ; £80-: tax paid.— 8. Manor Rd., Cnrentrv.
[X7084

Triumph (Aug., 1920), complete. lamps.
R.S. head. horn, tax pairl, contlition as new;
,ew:s. Wellington Villa, Dun ton Green. Kent.

[1334
Triumph Junior, all modeb, now nrriviiit-: -i!.'*'

ery leading luake of motor ovclc.— S. K. Clap'
rnrs), 27, Stoukwell St.. Greenwich, S.E. 10.

(1029
ilPII 3',^h.p., 1910 atandord model, ovorhauM,
th Eaglea-N.S.tJ. 2-speod pear, tax 30/-; pi ice

Eagles and Co., 275. High St.. Acton, Lnn-
tX7017

rSlPH, countershaft, as new, neaily new tyre^,
lal'^.Tiii sidiy.ir. stormproof apion and lanip,>

:

lr.^ £93.—Be-.-cher, 472. Archway Rd., Londrm.
[1814

MPir 1918-19 Countershaft, speeiJoinoter and
:ces?ories complete, thoroughly reliable, reailv to
where; £90; week-ends.—64, Balloch Rd.. "Cat-

(1338
Triumph C.B. Combiriation. 3-speed. clutch.
iK.il. screen, new tyres, belt, owner coinp
£55. offer; any trial.'-M., 14, Crabtrce Lane.

[1335
Ml'H 3',yi.p.. old racer, renewed, pcrfectlr over-
led, liconne, climl>er, fast, lamps, footboarfls.
e B.B., heavy tyreS; £30.—Morgan, Win**t"n.

rk.t. _ (1325
1' Triumph .and Light Henderson Sidecar, over-
hauled and guaranteed perfect throughout,
horn, tools; £90.—Langford's, 37. Cricklewood

-•ay. N.W.2. - [1665
-MPH 1920 4h.p. Combination, Lucas accessorio*,
owt'v. hoiKl and ^crepu. iudi.*tinK"ishable from
il80.—Pavk-er'^. Bradshawgote, BoUoii. and 245.
te. Manchester. [X6914
YTiON Agents for Triumph motor cycles. All
lodflj in stock, roady for immediato deliverv.—
a Pre.sto Motor Works, Ltd.. 145, Xorth End,

'Phone: 2624. (1348
p. Triumph, sports type, torpedo tank, dropped
frame, lortn- copper exhaust, alt accessories, nt-w
)s, smart, fast; '£25; photo, stamp.—Atheldene.
on Lane, Worthing. [1680
1914 Triumph. 4h.p., S-specd, clutch, hub,

kValsonian. Binks, renovated, trial, instruction,
red; exchange countershaft. — Woodward. 1.

ury Rd., London. E.8. [1607
Triumphs.—A few slightly shop-soiled machines

at greatly reduced pric^'*. solo and sidecar; write
eeial clearance bargain lii-t.-The Premier Motnr
ton Ru., Birmingham. [1882

9 Triumph, counterslioft, Bosch map., P. and H.
lamps, horn, t^pares, iusurjince, pe-'fect condition,
gon'' abroad; seen at Harper's Garage; £75.—
y, Sfpiire. Calue, Wilts. (1271
p. Triumph, single-speed, 1914 engine, in good
condition. See our adyert re gloves in Mis-

sous (olumnf?,—Duncan and Shepherd, 33, The
e, Ciolders Green. N.W.4. [1827

LY Used Since July, 1920, 1919 4h.p. C.S.
Tiiiiinph, tyres unpunctured, P. and H. lamps,

nd. knee-grips, horn, tols, spare valve, completp;
0.-89. Maxey Rd., Plumstead.

_ [1483
UMPH, Sept.. 1919, 4h.p., countershaft, latest
jear change, Lucas lamiis and horn, numerous
\, splendid condition; bargpin, £90.—Crosbv.
pton G rove, Hendon, N.W.4. [ 1 668

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. a39

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRir^fPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can give immediate deJivery; chain drive, chain

cumbelt, and renovaterl models.—.Tones Garage. Aluswell,
Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, North Finchlev.

[0382
TRIUMPH Model H 4h.r., late 1920, brand new.

slightly soilefl, 3 speed, kick .^tarter; usual prico

£127^0. our price £115; this special offer cannot he
lepeiited.—Wilkin?, Simpson, opposite Olvmpia, London.

[1351
TRIUMPH 1921 Models in stock for immediate de-

livery: es'-hunges arnmged. Also Triumph H.
models, renovjited bv the makers, just delivered, as new.
£90 and £95.—Eagles- and Co., 275, High St.. Acton.
London.' fX7018

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph 4h.ti . Sturmey-Archer .^-

speed and kick starter, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, and
accessories, enamel and ilating unscrat'died : going
abroad: barcaiu. 75 gns.—Wood,- 12, ErUuigci Rd.. New
Cross Gate. S.E.14. [1112

"1Q20 T.T. Triumph, dime 2.800 miles, perfect con-
J^iy ditiiin, 2 lamps, 2 generator.*^, long exhaust, kne-^-

Kiip";: £35, <>r neare-st offer: exchange for I.O.M.
Rurl;;e. nia.-kburnc, A. B.C.. X.U.T., or similar.—Ivy-

deno. Tichbnuuie St.. Leicester. [1528

B.\BY Triumph, 2-stroke, purchn.'iod last June, per-

fect condition. lun about 1.000. miles, decarbon-

ised and tuii'd : engine disuiaiitlcd for insi»ection if rc-

'luiied. anv trial; £65, including any new gas lamp «ct

st_-locted.-Meeteu Motors, iJorking. [1136

1|iai4 Trinmpii Combination 4h.p., 3-spped, clutcli,

J-tf kSfivicc sidecar, accumulatois, head light, tyres

C'<*'(1. luimcrnuH si)are3, owner's possession since new,

MMiiid ntnning order; trial by appointment; £65.—
P.-lliill. Rosemcad, Widtham Abbey. [1488

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speod Sturmey-Archer
whcyl, iill controls, top and bottom .stayg, gejir

wbecl. crank-i, frt-e-ongine rwl, clutch. bntTc brake, car-

buretter, levers, timing cacii*. eountorghaft brakv; £15,
ur offer.—Wilson. Sioularhall. Carluke, N.B. (1^04

19 Triumph Combination. Montgomery No. 1

1920 side -.ar. hood, screen, luggage and petrol

earner DA. lighting, luxurious outfit, nerloct con-

dition; genuine bargain; lux paid: seen hy appoint-

ment; £120.-113. Helix Rd., Brixton Hill.
S-J^'---

\T7.\rCII0PK'S. 9. Shoe I„Tnc. Loudon, E.C.4.-Ncw
VV 4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo, delivery Irom stock.

£127/10; also new 1921 4h.p. Triumph combination,

nil-chain drive. £195; new 4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo,

all-chain. £140. and 4h.p. W.D. Triumph solo, frorn

£90. [2002

TRir.MPll 1921 4h.p. Countcr-haft M<>.lcl, £127/10;
4h p. Tvpc W.D.B.. £90 ami £95; 4h.p. all-

rhiiin drive. £140; 4b. p. fixed engine, sporting, £105:
Canibridee agents for Triumphs.-Herbert llobmsnu.

Md.. 32-35. Grecu St., Cambridge. Td. :
995. TA :

Bicycles. LlS'tl

TRIUMPIf Combination, countershaft, just com-
pletely overhauled, rcstovcd and plated by the

Kifra Motor Works, and fitted with disc wheels, nev.

-uddle, and brand new bpdy to suit requircmenU nf

purchaser; price £88.-Apply. 43, Brailstord Rd., 'lul^c

Hill. Brixton. S.W. [2033

1Q16 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft, kick start, re-

X*J novated and guaranteed nbiolutely as new; t!ii>

machine ha> loUowing fittings all bran<l new : Uelhas

-

mag >>cn-prav carburetter, tank. Brooks SiuMIe. tvre-,

and belt and plated rims, all plating and enanicilmg

new wide bars, footboard-: price £68. or with new
^i.|f<'wr £88. -Virgo, 156, iligli St.. Hounflluw. Tel. :

125. [1328
Velocette.

TULIWS of Reading, have 1921 Ve)oc6tte in stock,

„
'

[0486

HOUSM.\N tor Velocctles.—Victor Ilorsman, Lt'J..

7. ilounl Pleasant. LivcrpooL [0473

B\K<iAI\ —Volccettn 2-stroke, coml niiinini; mrKi.
"

nil acccssoiies; f 25.-Alilil.v, Hurpcr. Craven Anns,

Si.lcjii.
1121.:

0'DONOV.\N Motor..! are wle London and dislriii,

•icent" (or the wonderlid Velocetlc: immediate
.lelivorv.-O'Dono-.an Motora. 76a, Gt. Portland St

W.l.
"

['*7V3

WArcnOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.

K C —Vi-lncette 2','t\up., new 1921, 2-8ipecd, idl-

chain drive, delivery iicm stock; £75; eaay teinp^

arranged. [1993

IMMEDl-VTB rielivery can be given ol the lamoin
'velocetle, 1921 model, 2'/4h.p., 2-specd, all-chai;i

drive: £75.—Agents : W. Sparrow. Ltd.. Osborno
(israge. Yeovil. [1632

-|Q21 Velfirette, not done 50 miles, very complelc!"

i-U eqilippe*.! with lltmt's electric lighting, Luciis

li.irn licence paid, rinscratched; £75.—WcltoTd. .'>'.

« St., Bnghton. [1722.lames"

Verus.

mH

VEEUS-BLACKHUnXB. 2^ih.p., brand new; X85.-7.
Exhibition Ed., S.W. 7. 11932

Victoria.

\''ICTOHI.V-Vir.LIER.S, 1920. 2-siieed, lami.s, bom:
£52, oiler: after 6.— 130, Drayton Park, High-

burv, London, N.5. [I5''6

Vindec.

VIXriEO Zijh.p., 2-speed, almost ncrr, tas pnid :
£48.

-Grace, 54, Albert Ed., Kilburn. (1115

-r
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wilkin.

"M/'irjEIN, Moflels B and B4, shou-soiled ; at sreotlv
'' leduced iirices; now is ths time to buy.—Me'.i«s,
)54.1B6, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'Plione: 3126 Mav-
fair. -

[1310
Williamson.

Ty'JI-UAMSON Sli.p. Combination, air-cooled
»' Douglas engine; ofiers. See E.xcbange column.

WII.LIAJISON Combination, 8b.p., splendid condi-
tion; best oiler.—West, 72, Dyneror ltd., Stol;e

Xewinstou, N.X6. [1262

LATE Williamson Combination. 8h.p. water-cooled
Ponglas engine, spare wheel, beantiinllv equipped,

Ittsnrions outtit; £115; e.xoL.'mges.—60, Wallingiord Av.,
N. Kensington. [1154

Wolf.
i>ilh.p. Woe f-Jap, good condition : £30 cash : ride
'-^4 away.—Parrott, Clrarcbill, LougMon. [1278

WOLF-.T.A.P. 4b.p., coimterslial't ; £60, oHelS: Jones
speedometer, 4-cyl. mag., cheap.—Tegg, Caniille,

Pangbourne. [1387

tf>3h.p. Wolf, new piston, lamps, horn, etc.; £28, -or
^^4 ofiers; stamp please.—Sharpe, 45, Clabon ^lews.
Cadogan Sq., Cliel.sea. .- [1578

WOLF-VILHIERS, 1920 model, just as delivered,
3h.p., 2-stroke,^ 2-speed countersiiaft gear box,

makers' equipment, brand new, must sell ior best offer.

—A., 136, Eavensbury Rd., Earlsiield, London, S.W.
[1717

Wooler.
WOOLEIi, 1920, horn, speedometer, mileage under

250, hardly soiled; oifers.—Dunmore, Boston.
[1603

WOOLEB, Plat Twin, 1920 models.—London agents.
Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston Rd. Museum

4827. [1846

WOOLER 2%h.p., complete with lamps, horn; £75;
trial .Saturday by appointment.—Cook, South

Field, Atkins Rd., Clapham Park, S.W. [1871

WOOLER, as. makers' .specifications, shop-soiled; at
greatly redirced price; now is the tinre to buv.—

Mebes 154-156, Gt. Portland St., Wl. 'Phone: 3426
Mayfair.

'

[1311

WOOLER, 1920, scarcely used, too big for owner;
for sLde £90, or would take in part exchange new

or nearly new good lightweight.—Lt.-Col. John Brown,
80, Abington St., Northampton. [1407

WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
2?.4h.p. Wooler 1921 touring models from stock,

*103/10; also 2J4h.p. Wooler, 1920, £75; easy terms
one-fifth down and tne remainder in 12 monthly pay.
ments. [2000

Yale.
1Q15 Sh.p. Tale C.B. Combination, 2-speed, K.S., all
-*- *-' on, perfect running order, smart appearance

;

bargain. £60; or nearest.—25, Grove Hill, South Wood-
ford, B.18. [1519

Zedel.

ZEDEL 5-61i.r. C.B. Combination, lide away; £56;
t;ix paid.—Bird, 91, Pelh;;m St., South Kensing-

ton. - [1798
Zenith.

JULIANS ol Reading have 1921 Zenith in stock.
[0482

ZENITH 1921 Models.—We are accepting orders for

early delivery; yonr enquiry esteemed. ^Bclow.

ZENITH 8h.p., 1920, Model H, shop-soiled; in stock
at greatly reduced pri-^e; now is the time to buy.

—

Mebes, 154-156. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426
Mayfair. [1312

twin J.A.P. 4-5h.p., excel-
-Marshall, Cornhill-on-Tweed.

[1402
4)ilh.p. Flat Twin Zenith, slightly shop-soiled; accept
/V4 £100 cash, a bargain.—A. J. Young and "Co., Ltd.,
Newmarket. - [1255

ZENITH Gradua, 1916,
lent condition : £55.-

Sh.p. Zenith C.B. Combination,
condition, all accessories; £80.-

Tottenham. ^

1915-16, in good
-1, Chandos Bd

[1586

ZENITH Coachbuilt Combination, Bosch, B. and B.,
lamps; bargain, £65.—Robinson, 106, Fawe Park

ita.. Putney, S.W. 15. [1511

ZENITH 6h.p. Sports Model, 1920, shop-soiled, un-
used; bargain, £118.-P. j. Evans, 81-91, John

Bright St., Biriiringhain. [9407

1Q17 Countershaft Zenith Oombination, 6h.p., lamps,
-S-iJ horn, sriecdometer, insurance policy; £95.-2,
Macclesfield Ed.. S. Norwood. [1385

1 /\h.p. 90mm. Bore Racing Zenith, exceptionally
t-\J iast, free engine to 2-1 gear, as new; £95, near
ofter.—64, South . St., Bridport. [1626

ZENITH-GEADtJA 1915 ^i/oh.p., T.T., condition per-
fect, all accessories, speedometer, Lucas lamps

;

£55.-17, Birchington Ed., Kilburn. [1793

GENUINE Bargain.—Zenith 8h.p. sporting solo, 1920,
new; £125.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24

Woodstock St., New Bond St.. W.l. [0319

ZENITH Combination, 1920 Henderson sidecar, not
run 800 miles; £145.—Taylors, Ltd., 63, Sossex

Plaie. S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. t0408

1 C|20 Countershaft Zenith, kick starter, Swan sporting
-L •' sidecar, lamps, speedometer, Klaxon horn ; cost
£230; accept £165.—Smith, 54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I.

. [1703

••> jyipTOTgCLE
Insurance Policy

THIS space will be occupied
eacli ' week with copies of

letters from Policy holders who
have made claims. Original

letters may be inspected.

Gentlemen,
l much ycsrcl thai tt has bc_en necessary Ox

make this claim. I must, ho.i-evefj place on
recofdmy apprecialion of the wanner in.-which

you have dealt with this affair without the

slightest equivocation. / desire also to thank
yoii jar your efforts, entirely on your own
initiative to get the repairs .expedited.

My investment in a policy issued by you
has been a distinct success, and your compre-
hensive cover—drawn up by motor cyclists

.
for motor cyclists— should' surely commend
itself to that considerable section of the com-
munity, generally limited in means, who need
the maximum value in return for their outlay.

I trust the day is not far distant when
yours will be recognised as '* The Mouse" /or
Motor CvcU' Insurance.

The only Sate Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

{Incorporating Tit/: Autocar Insurance
Department, Established 1904.).

Head Office;

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

Telephone : City 9381 and 9382.

Branches: BIRMINGHAM—G\iildhall Build-
ings, Navigation St. MANCHESTER—igg
Deansgate. LEEDS—Calvert's Chambers
8. Commercial St. NEWCASTLE— Atlas
Chambers, Westgate Rd. CARDIFF—15,
High St. GLASGOW—137, West Regent St.

•••••IB}•••«

MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SAl
Zenith.

^h.p. Spoitmg Zenith-Gradua. excellent

^ Ucenr.:*tl imd eauipped; co^t £120 1.

highest offer .secnieS.—Wliitegate Farm,
Yorks.

ZENITH 1921 Models, orders now accepte-J
delivery; 1920 models at greatlv reduc

write or call.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Portlai
Mayfair 5042.

1Q20 5h.p. Sports Zenith, lamps, Klaxon
J-tF speedometer, good order; offers; eschj
sporting i-'onibination; cash adjustment.—53
Kd., Grantham.

OPPORTUNITY; motor journalist offer
8h.}). Zenith combination, very carefi

electric li^ht, speedometer; £l50 cash.—

B

c/o The Motor Cycle.

"jQ20 Sh.p. Zenith Sporting, clutch model, i

*-*^ himp, Kl;ixon. MJllford slderar, -plendid
very last; £145, or nearest.—Stephens, Bn
Teme, Worcester. iD} -

ZEXITH-GRADUA 4h.p. Sports Model, .lu
onghlv overhauled, re-enamelled, new it>

I
euiirds, ef4_\: £55: las 30/-.—Russell, 20, I

I

Colliers Wood, S.\Y.19.

ZENITH 1919 8h.p. J.A.P.. sports mod(
exhausts, magnificent machine, P.H. la

1
grip.s, pertect, giving away ; £95, or offer
Mai-y's Rd.. Peckham.

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Combination, Lutjiis :

Cowey, kuee grips. Ace discs, luggage
to new; £160.—Parker"6, Bradsliawgate, B'

245, Deiinsgatc, Manchester.

QQ, Wigraore St., W., is the address of tl

C> iJ service depot, where you can obtain j

ior models from 1911-1921, have your macl
hauled, etc., and purchase your new moun
coming season.

WHY Not a New Zenith tor Easter ?

WRITE lor the Zenith Catalogue, and con
following prices for new 1920 model-

Sh.p. "countershaft, £142; Sh.p. sporting, £1
sporting, £110; Sh.p. sporting, all acgessorie;

used, £115; Sh.p. countershaft combinaticn,
sories, £190; 1919 6h.p. sporting combinati
sidecar, new, electric lighting, all acces;orif

ALE 1921 Models for immediate delivery.

PAY lis a call to-day; you will see the fi

Zenith hanging outside to guide you;
phone is Mayfair 5598. — The Motorists'
Agency, Ltd., 89, AVigmore St., W.

"IQ20 Zenith Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P.,
J-»/ shaft, clutch, kick start. Binks, all lai

screen, Klaxon, pump, etc., whole outfit abst

new; cost £230; nearest to £140 secures.—

G

Rd., Brixton S.\V.2.

ZENITH 19201,2 5-6h.p. Sports Model, Gradr
lipru, tools, occcf^sorie^, licence holder,

700, new condition .ind mechanical order; tii

provai againet cash; only ivants seeing; offer;

"West Biding.—Box 2,080, c/o The Motor Cy<

ZENITH Spei?ifll Sports Model, - 8-lOh.p., s

J. A. P., eijecdal Diuid forks, special iv

P. and H. lighting' set, Lucas, Klaxon, al

discs, knee piips, €xc6ption;illy fast but fiexibl

off, done 1.000 miles, splendid condition

;

near ofler.—ElIiott, The Bull's Head, Astou
Aylesbury.

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

SUN-VITESSE Lady's Model, unused, 2-spee.

K.S.. absolutely new and unscratched;
Welford, St. James' St., Brighton.

"I
Q19 2'-jh.p. New Imperial, lady's model

Xt/ engine, 2-speed, clutch, and kick start'

with lamps; price £35.—Duncan and Sliepl

The Parade, GoTders Green, N.W.4.

Aliscellaneous

ALLBE.R Victors.—Great bargains; coni.^

our stock; all machines guaranteed;
exchanges entertained, or we buy for cash.

ALLBER.—Bradbury 1920 4h.p. 3 speeds
kick, complete with iamps^ etc., in ni

£65.

ALEBER .-Rover 1918-19 3H>h.p.. T.T.,
pullev. complete lamps, horn,, tools, eti'-,

order; £52/10.

ALLBER..—Excelsior 1920* 3h.p'. 2-stroke. :

coimtershaft. polished alummium discs,"

lamps, etc., absolutely as new; £52/10.

ALLBER.—Indian 1920 Powerplus. 3 speed;
kick starter, run 500 miles, as new, t

£95.

ALLBER.-Rudge Multi 192-0 Isle of Man
SVi'h.p.. ahiininium dis^-s, fitted lani^s

distinguishable from new ; bargain; £75.

ALLBER..—Hazlewood-Jap 1917 Sh.p.. 3
clutch, kick starter, complete lamps, h^

condition as new ; £57/10.

ALLBER Motors have machines always
•-Don'fc pay high prices. We bargain w

Give us your order to supply new or second-!

ALLBER Motors, Thcrnsett Rd., Earlsfreld.

S.W, 'Phone: Latchmere 4588.

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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5-sp6£d Triumph, over-

Villjeis, 2*peei]. as

comtiinatioo.

CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscelliineous.

G^iage.—All tax paid on macliines purcliased

tliia date. Our motto ie fair and square denl-

"h caouot be found everywhere. Any inacliine

the deposit system, or \ipon the (leferrwl

Send for our big list.—Jones' Garage, Muswell
10, god at Woodside" Parade, North Fincbley.

i' Garage.—1914 flli.p,

led, perfect; £52/10.
1' Garage.—1920 2V41t.p.
. oerfe^t; £52.
" Garage.—Late 1919 P, and M
as new, not W.B. ; £100.

' Garage.—1914 ludiau 7-9h.D., 2-speed, over-

.led, aa new ; ^65.
' Garage.-1920 2iih.p. Enfield 2-stroke, all

esfories, and as new, 2-speed; £57/10.
1' Garage -1920 Hobart. 2'ih.D. Villiers, brand
•; £52; £10 under list price.

' Garage.— 1920 Slip. Bat, unused, list price
5, coiled; price £145.

'•' Garage— 1919 7-9h.p. Harley combination.
W.D., electric mode!, all accessories; a real

60.

Garage.—1919 James 6-7h.p. twin combinn-
oll acce<=sorie3, perfect; i;i30."

Gaia^c.—Norton combination. 3-spccd. all-
haio drive, all accessories ; a real good &nip,

Gnrase—1920 O.K. Union, brand
e spveral to di::poie ol, dirt cheap;
nJer list price.

new
£45yi0

we

Garage.— 1917 41i.p.

perfect order; £77.
Triumph, 3-3pced, T.T.

Garage.—1919 2>:',ii.p. Jnniei 2-stioke. 2-apeed,
nci:es-sorios: bargain, £52/10.

Garage.- 3'Mi.p. Tiiiiuipli. 1913. I'hilipsoii
lley. all iii perfect order; diit cheap, £40.

Garage.-1917 Sh.p. Sunbeam combination.
A G. engine, Lucae dyniimo, electric light

t, hood, soieeu, spare wheel, etc-, n leal good
yift, £155.
Garage.—1920 4h.p. Donglng combination, nb-

utely a& new; snip, £145.
8'

listG:iKi2e.—1920 2'-ih.p. Wooler, brand now;
£103, accept £87/10.

Garage.—Late 1919 Ilarley-Davidson, electric
idel. complete with 2scntcr sidecar to match,-

new, not scraLchod; £195.

S" Garage—1920 4-cyl. Henderson combination,
olutely like new. 3 brand new tyres, ail accea-
ncluding speedometer; £175.

Garage.—1920 brand new A. B.C., 4-spced.
deal motor cycle; a gift, £120.

Garage.- 1920 brand new A.B.C., electric
odel, registered but unused; olfer«.

•&• Garage.-1920 4'4h.p. B.S.A., chain drivcT*
id sidecar, all brand new; list price £152, our
130.

S" Garage.—1920 Clyno. 2-spced, 2-slrokc; list
ice £75, our price- £59. ; 1

:S' Garage.—1917 2'-ih.p. 2-spccd Douglas, abso-i
tcly like new; £57,10.

m

new;

^^M

;S' Garasjr.-1914 2"'^ih.p. 2-speed Douglas,
riect condition; £46/10.
3" Garage.- 1920 2-'ipced Radco. brand

price £65, our price £57/10.

S" Garage.-Late 1919 5-6h.p. Rover combina-!
on. lully equipped, hardly used, wind sctccn.
127>10.

f

Garage.—New renovated (by maker.<;l 4h.p.

.

riumph. with almost brand new Triumph side-'
£160 lot lor £132; 10.

S* Garage.—Brand new 1920 ah. p. Bat solo,
op-soiled; list price £165. to clear £135. Side-
match, £32. I

^S• Garage.—Brand new 1920 6-7h.p. Ariel com-'

-

nation, shop-soiled; li&t price £177/10, to cl.eai:J

Garage.— 1920 8h.p. Blarkbuvne combina-!
list price £225. to clear £190; brand new.;

K' Garage.—1920 3";.h.p. Rudge, LO.M., brand'
list price £110; 5. to clear £90. -'

'

|

S' Garage.—1921 Alldays Allon. 2-specd, kick
tart, h.b.c, clutch; £80; brand new. I

SS' Garage.—Brand riew 1920 3'.L'li-P. Ariel com-'
nation, Magdyno model; list price £182, to

'

:i67, 10. - ' i

ES" Garagc.-4iih.p. B.S.A.. Model IT, all-chain,'
B20. shop-eoiled; £100; brand new.

ES* Garage.-1920 brand new Diamond 2-stroke,
[speed, K.S., h.b.c. clutch ; list price £85, to

'

E75.

ES' Garage.—1920 brand new Diamond-Jap. 2-
[leed Enfield gear; list price £80. to clear £72.
ES" Garage.—1921 8h.p. Enfield combination
todel 180, £160; Model 190 £182; from stock.

s advertisement continued in third column.)

LOW
.Motor Cycle si,

J.i,^lit Car sizy

Carriage 1 ^6.

GENERATORS.
;. £2 17

£4 10
I'uU particulars aciil h'-

CAMEO WINDSCREENS.
Complete with Sid'- Valance. 60,'-; o?
without Valaucc, 55;-. Carria-c 2 -.

EASTING WINDSCREENS
£4 10s. Carriage aiid pacUiii;; 4,- cxir.i

SIDECAR HOODS.
Hood5 to fit any sidec.ir, roinpkto with alt

lilting?, made of Airship fabric. .Muminimn
liuiih, 50/-., Carriage 1 /-,

STIRLING MUDSHIELDS
nfford wonderful protection, and arc easily
fitted. 50/- and 60/- per pair. Carriage 1 ,o.

JOHNSON'S DECARBONISER
will take i\n: knock out of I he dinv-
ii-^ine wUiiout dismantliii:;. 6 - and 10 J,

Carriage 4d.

TAYLOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Set, comprising sUn. headlight, toriedo
sidecar lamp, and tubular tail lamp, all

complcle. black finish, with bulbs. £4 9s. 6d.
jcr set. Packing and carriage 2 6

STOP THIEF.
The Taylor thief-proof device, for altachni;
to front forks of motor cycles. Complete
xiiih ^'aIc' lock an rl two keys. Trice 7 5.

I'oslagc 41

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms

—

Victor Cycles ami Cars.

C2-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.

Acco->orii.A. Sparc Part* and Roi'air-i,

21 a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, WX. i

Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.CI
Gara^'c : Tottcnliam Court RamX. W.L

'Phones; Acce?soricf and Repairs. Jlusoum 12:0

Motor Cycles and Cars. Kensin;;tjii ?3C>.

Telegrams: " Dynametro. We*tcent I-ondn."

MOTOR

TAYLORS
Sole London and District

Agents for A.J. S. and British

Excelsior Motor Cycles.

GOODS ON APPROVAL.
\Vc will willingly supply any goods on
approval, providing customers arc agree-

able to pay carriage both ways in the
event o:" the articles being returned.

CYCLES FOR
Miscellaneous.

SALE.

JOKES' Garage.—Brand new 1920 Matchless com-
bination, spare wheel, wind screen, all Lucas

lamps and horn; list price £215/17. to clear £190.

JONES' Garage.—1921 Matchle?? combinations from
stock, standard rilodeh, £205; electric models.

JONES" Garage.—1920 S'.L-h.p.

brand new; list price £202.
Rover combination,
to clear £180.

JONES' Garage.—1920 S-6h.p. Rover, brand new.
solo; list price £180, to clear £150.

JONES' Garage.—Late 1919 3'-..h.p. Sunbeam, abso-
luLelv as new, complete with all Lucas lamps and

ready lor 10,000 miles tour; £147/10.

JONES Garage.—flh. p. makers renovated C.S. model
Triumphs, as good as new, carrying makers'

Igyarfintee, with S.IL tyres and saddle, £90; with new
1 tyres and saddle, £95; in stock for immediate dc-

1 livevy.

JONES' Garages.— It is impossible to advertise all

our wares, so send for £>ur list. We have a great

^
variety ol sidecar bodies from £5. and posh ones. too.

J

Sidecars, brand new, Ii-om £19 upwards. Spares and
I accessories at city prices, so let's hear from you.

JONES' Garage.—Uemembi^r that all machines^ will

,

have the 1921 tax paid, and in the case ol

second-hand will be thoroughly overhauled.—Jones'
. Garage, The Broadwav. Muswell Hill, and at 4, Wood-
'side Parade, North l-inclilcy. [1889

"VTOTOR Cycle, 4Uh.p.. never used.-Apply, 373.
Harrow Rd.

4Uh.p..
\Y.2. [1109

BAT.J.A.P.. 1912. all parts; 6li.p. J.A.P. engine,
spring Iramc, wheel, etc.—Below.

TRIUMPH and Dougla.s Parts.—1 have several part*

for thes'j machiues; cheap to clear.—22, Princes
Rd., Finsbury Park, London. [1917

rf^OMHINATIOX. twin. Bosch, freo^ engine; ^A^-. twin. _ ... ._ ..

llall, Hockuian, Whetstone, liOudon. [1171

NOVELTY Motor, 2-straIte, chain drive, lowest on

the road; 60 pus.; exchange combination.- 57.

B
b.v.

B

Kenbiiry St.. Cambe'rwell. Lomlon. tl592

iAKGAIXS.-V. nnd M. with ooacli tiilecar. £25/10

;

S'Mi.p. Triumpli. £25/10; 31i.p. Clyde, £10; 2'/-j

l].p. miichiue, £5/5.—Booths' ilotories, Eillifa.^

ABfiAISS.—1919 P. nnd M. niul new sidecar. £120;
' 3-speed Ilidiiiii ami siderar. £59/10; 2*pe6d ludiuii

.'iud gidecilr, £49/10.—JJooths' Mototies H'lhliix.

BVnOAIXS.—Sh.r- 2-sr«il Rex combinntion. £49/10;
SKh.p. Sun-1'rctit.ion. 3-8pced. £35/10.—Booths'

Motoriee, " Holilas.

BARG.\r?CS.—1920 Cronrli liclit enr, spare wlieel.

electric laliipB. £220: shop-snilcd 1920 lOh.p.

Swirt light car. Us-iianio ligktiu!,-, £425; excliauscs.—

Booths' Motoiie-1, Huliuis.

BARGAIXS.—SLt 1915 Dnuphises from £42/10: 4

h.p. Dougln.ies. £75/10; 4;i.p. Doughis with nenh.p.

sidecar, £97/10. -Booths' Motorics. Halitux.

[
Tr> i _ _

I
i3"jiip. £38/10; °1919 Eulielil 2.sp<;cd, £49.'10: 1920

Scott and jidetar, £135/10: 1919 6li.p. 3-speed Royal

ISuhy, £89/10.—Bootlis' ilotories, Halifax.

B' ARfiAIXS.—Shop-soiled 1920 models: ajih.p.' O.K..
£43/10; ditto 2-speed. £54/10; 2JiTi.n. Omega-

I .lap, 2^*iMied. £67/10; Hailey-Diividson and sidecar,

[fl8'9'10: 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/10: esclianged

»>nteitniiied. Pay n<5 a vi.iit.—Booths' "Motorics, Port-

I

land Place. Halita.':. Tel. : 1062. [8479

YOU can get cxactls the motor cycle yon want
through the Kwiksalc Trivale iMolor Reciitry.

35. Long Acre, W.C. Cerrard 2392. Send tor li.st ol

privately owned motor cycles. [0138

TilUUMPH Coinljination, with torpedo wicker ."idecor;

; -t. Rood running order and condition, £48; - Jfew

Hud'on solo, 2;ih.p.. 2-strol;c, in good condition. <lisc

iwheeK £30. or near ofler.— 151, Caledonian Ed., Kins'-

Cro^>-, London. - [1291

NEW and Second-liand Motor Cycles ; TVilkin 4h.p..

Rudge 3!,jh.p., Coulson B 4h p.. Douglas 2yih p.,

I Hobart 2=ih.p.. J.A.P... Hobart 2Xh.p.. Vllhcrs, Barley-

i Davidson 7-9h.p.: in nil cases delivery free Engl.y.-
.

] Guest and Co., Rugby. CX6907

I Tl/roTOR Cycles (new models), sidecars, and bodie;

I JML actually in stock ; B.S.A., Allon, New Scale.

I Radco (3 models). Triumph, Douglas, Sun Vitesse (lor

1 which we are -the sole agents lor the City ol London).

Und others at lowest manufacturers prices; carriage

I'naid-Bancroltian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate, Lon-

don, E.C.2. (0356

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, electric lights, speed-

ometer, very good con<lition, £75 : Royal Ruby,
1916 lamps, etc., good tyres, £35: Triumph T.T. 3!.i.h.p.,

Pliilipson pulley, £30: King Dick 3',Ah.p., Gtodo gear,

perfect order, £22; 3',ih.p. Blunifleld. good tyres, and
' perfect order, £20 ; A.C. carrier, Sankey wheels, good.
'

fondition, £55- anv exchange entertained.— Geo. A. Sax.

619, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield. [1754

F.O.C.II. for new and second-hand c.vcles,
_
combina-

tions, and runabouts at low prices; inspection

i
invited; agents for Trtunipb. F.N.. Zenith, B.S.A..

A.J.S., etc., also the famous Kingsbury ' Junior.
'

Citroen, Bleriot Whippet, G.N. ; we will purchitsij

' your present machine for cash or arrange an exchange.
' —5 Ileath St., Hampstead (nr. Ilampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. in-

cluding Saturdays. [1377

All letters relating to advertisements should atiote tlie number at the end of each ad\ertisement, and the date of the issue. a41
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE.

Miscellaneous.
BATCHELOR and Co., 36, Claience St., Kingston-

on-Thames (est. 1898), 'phone 1809, can supply
from stock 1921 Triumph, chain drive, £110; 1921
Triumph, Model H. £127/10; 1921 Baby Triumph,
£75; Tiiumph 4h.p. W.D.B., £106; 1921 Enfield 2-

stroke, £65; 1921 Enheld 8h.p. combination, £160;
1921 Douglas, 3-speed, £100 ;1921 Douglas, 2-speed,
£85; 1921 Douglas, clutch, £105; 1921 Douglas com-
bination £170; 1921 Matchless combination, dynamo,
£230; also 1S21 Hover, Ariel, A.J.S., Allon, Bradbury,
B-S.A. moto- cycles; exchanges arranged. Montgomerj'
sidecars, all models stocked; catalogue sent. [6334

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.

ALEXANDER'
THE GREAT

SCOTTISH HOUSE
A UTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. de luxe-; £9.-

Esplanade, X)undce.

"1Q20 Auto-WheeJ, £22; cost £30:^17,
-i-*' So

Meldium,
[1364

Wilcox Ed.,
I

[1210

'

South Lfuul^ft-li, London, S.W-8.

T.E:S. Engine and Tank, etc., makers' colours; £4.

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, i

WI\n Sirccus, Avio adjustable. Triplex bI
lag type, 12/6, elseirhele 42/-; brand

ensily fttted.—Central Gaiiige, 302, London E
ton Heath. ^
AITSTEE Triplex Glass AdjustaMe Aero T

ScreJjns, 12x8!,<,, 10/6 each; electric ti

with wire, 2/-.—Bastone's, 228, Pentoni
King's Cross, London, N.l.

BODIES.
\7"EN"U.S .Step Bodies are the best lor old

T^-ENUS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very

-Aitken, 14, Gordon Ed.,. Aldershot. [1529

AUTO-WHEEL, Model de Luxe, condition
ready -for any joumey; £10.-'

St., Hounsloiv.

as new,
-Biercv, 255, High-

[1898

AUTO-WHEEL iind Cycle, "in splendid condition;
£21; n'OulS separate.—Nicton, " Eailivay Bridge,

JMongh Lane, near Beddington. [1469

AUTO-WHEEL and Gent's Xea-Francis machine,
.small frame, excellent condition; w-hat offerp—

J- T. Lawrie, 58, Deverell St., New Kent Ed.j London.
[1239

Iih.p. J.E.S. Engine, complete with tank, belt rim,
2 belt, controls, new carburetter, ' -jready lor

attachment to cycle, excellent condition; 12. gn.s.

—

Langlord's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. [1667

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.

VENUS Tandems hold
but not unsightly.

yENUS Bodies are made

Strong

in a factory ant

MOTOK Cycles,
week, 85/-; combination, 52/6 and 115/-

solo, Saturday to Monday, 42/6, 1

ombination, 52/6 and 115/-; write
lor further information.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. [8160

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
IX'^'ALIDS' fricvcles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.—Rayner, 10-12, George St., BlacTrpool.
[X7038

ARGSON Hand and Motor Propelled Tricycles, tor

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l, [2.647

TRICARS FOR SALE.

A.C. SCHi^iables, modern, fully eauipped, mechanically
sound, good appearance ; from £60 to £85 ; trial.

-29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St,.Loudon, N.W. [9284

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
for Sale, as new.— 515-317SCI.iOTEl; Motor

Ed., Chiswick.
High
[1182

AUTOPED Scooter, iiuite new

;

77, Acre- Lane, S.W.2,

A B.C. Skootmuota, 1920,
J\- unpacked.

-

£19.--Miss Hawk, c/o
[1870

straight from makers, not
-Young, Eairbourne, Blaeuai; Festiniog.

[1605
EGERTONS, Northgate, Ipswich, can deliver frpiu

stock A.B.C., Skootamotas, and Mobile Pups.
[486.^

SKOOTAMOTA, A.B.C., complete carrier : cost £58 ;

' nearlv new; cash £30.— Wiiine and 'William-s. 50.^

High St., Dorking. [1288

AUTOGLIDER Scooters.. .1921 modek.—London
Agents: Eowler and Brigdeu, 130, Enstoh liii:.

N.W.I .^ Museum 4827. [1847

WHIPPET Motor Scooter, T.T. handle-bars, com-
fortable seat, very inetty machine, runs fault-

lessly; £40, or offer.—Cundell, Harbour, Paignton.^
[1787

SKOOTAMOTA, A.B.C., absolutely new and un-
used, in crate, latest engine -and carburetter;

'was £63, accept £35.—.Storer, 3, Sherrington Place,
Chicheley St., Ashted, Birmingham. [X7026

AUTOPED Scooters.—Immediate delivery Irom stocki
IVi'h.p.- 4-fitroke engine, free engine clutch, and

dviianio lighting, 1920 model, shop-soiled onlv, £28.^
P. .1. Evans, 81-91, John Blight St., Birminghaih. [1456

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC,
T> ENNOC Sidecar Co, are actual manrrfacLurers of
-tV hoods, wind screens, etc.

RENNOC Co., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Holloway,
N.4.^See advert, under Sidecar Attachmeuts.

£9734
HEECULES Hoods, best and cheapest on the

market, made to fit any body.

HERCULES Hoods, 52/6, 65/-, and 80/-; write for
list.—Hercules Hood go., 698, Seven Sisters Rd.,

South Tottenham, N.15. - [1606

C-iMBEE Hoods, 55/-; "ivind screens, ' 27f6.-Bright
and Hayles, -78, Church St., Cambeiwell. [1809

WIND Screen, Easting, slightly soiled, unused, per-
fect; price,ie3/10, gr ' ' ' -- --

offer all the Advantages
to Buyers.

1. REFUfi^D GUARANTEE
-on all new 1921 models bought

now from us, should pi-ice fall

before June.

2. NEW 1920 MODELS AT
RECORD-VALUE PRICES
Carriage paid to your address.

Send for Jist.

3. THE LARGEST STOCKS

S. T

direct. Catalogue free.

yENUS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St.,

CLYNO and other \\'.T). bodies, from 30/-.-
and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd.. London, N.l

TRADESMEN'S Box, 4tt. 8in. longv lit. f

£2/10.-81, Little Ealing Lane, South

CAMBBEWELL Coach Bodies; £6/12/6 to
-Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Cl

SE^rEEAL Ccachbuilt Bodies, designed for t

price; photographs: letter^;.-Lane, 30
: Watford.

SPOETINe_ Body, new, speciidly built fo
' exchange touring body, or sell; £7.-26, 'X

Brixton. - . -

BRAND New 2-3eater Sidecar Body, comp
apruu. colour green; £10,. or best ot

Okehampton.

,
S) -SE,\TER Bnlbous Backed Body, .'dmost ne^

!
V ofi American X.— 17, Wilcox Ed., Soitth

I

London,- S-W.8.

PEEPECTIO-\ Coachbuilt Sidecar 'Bodi!

£6/15: new sidecar chassis, with wheel
: -Motorics, 25, Horton St., Halifi

SIDECAR Body, coachbuilt, stepped type, i*

2-scater side;ar off Harle.v'-Davidson, g0(

tion, £25.-22, Princes Ed., Eiusbury Park,

of the leading makes on bestt'RO'^'^-'^'" ^^''^,^^'";.^''i''S''';^,'^''''=''^'^"*'
'^^''^

^ XV cla5s finish. Several bodies (:

terms for Cash, Exchange or

Easy Payments.

for designs
Leicester.

-The
:s (neAv) to clei

WilloWbrook Co.,

BOOK YOUR 1921

IVIOUNT NOW

RENNOC Sidecar Co.
of bodies in the trade.

R^

great barga

DOUGLAS
NORTON
INDIAN

VELOCETTE
BAT

COULSON B.

B.S.A.

INVICTA

NEW
ir/IPERIAL

WILKIN
HOSKISON

SPARKBROOK

enf;eld
matchless

LEVIS

P. & m.

ZENITH
CALTHORPE
COVENTRY

EAGLE
DIAMOND
REX

VERUS
OMEGA
N.U.T.

Morgan-Runabouts. Unit Tto. 1 Cars.

US- 115, Lothian Road, Edinburgh;

272-274, Gt. Western Rd., Glasgow.

Write
tiirers

Iways hold the larj

racing, touring,
dems; taxi bodies and tradesmen's carrier
speciality; see advert, under Sid-et^r Attad
Rennoc Sidecar Worlis, 155, .Marlboroiish Re
way, N.4.

ENNOC ~ Sidecar Bodies, a large quan
models; clearance at knock-out price;

clearance list.

SXDECAll Body Designs- for the trade only,
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings ol

' designs, also working drawings, iull.eized or tc

Cooper's Veliicle Journal, Ltd., established
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult

,

desJgniiig new ideas.—20, Tiidor St., LondoD,

i
SIDECAR ATTACHIUENTS.

s
pOR

. CANDUJI, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

QANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Glympia

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite ^24/1
Sports £^8/10, are of distinctive appear

SANDUM Elite Sidecar." £28/10; the smart,
car on the I'oad; highly recommended i

Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Duel Purpose Sidecar (patented)
or 2-Eeater sidecar as required in 5 second

of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxurious
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight
rect i:o.5itiorL over rear axle. Fiuished in colours
any make of machine, £45 ; bodies only, i

The latest development of the 2-seater as desii

us, and approved by the recognised experts.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, sm
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gra
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 933. Fat

N. ; and Bi162 to 165, PentonviUe Rd.,
Works, Britannia St., W.C.

<^AMBER.—Liglitweight sidecars, £16/10.

r^AMBER. -Semi-touring _sidecars, £20/15.

-Tandem sidecars, £27/10.

.-., . „ - _ „ ._ -64, Bishops-
gate, London. [0398

HOOD Materials.—Twill, sticks,
.
.oelluloid, fittings,

etc.; materials complete -for -leeover, 14/9.—Henry
Jones, 778, Hi^h Ed., Tottenliam, London. [8232

AUSTER Triples Adjustable Aero Type Wind Screen,
overall size. 13x7^4in., 15/- each, including car-

riagp and packing.—George Gumming, 19. Rose St
Aberdeen.- [X5207

A42 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

CAMBER.—Makers: Bright and Hayles, 78,

St., Cambeiwell, -London. 'Phone: Brixtoi
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
DLETON'S Spring Wheei Sidecars are guaran

:ed tuT 3 year*.;

DLETON'S One Piece Unbreakable Chassis

sie. with spring wheel, is fitted to our Z-seaters

ccars lor high-powered machines.

I:LET0N'S Undertake all classes oE repairs t(

lotor c/cles' and sidecars, bodywork, el*

DLETON'S, London's Oldest Establishe^l Side

ar Makers, Wholesale and Retail, 27, Stroud

Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4. 'Phone: Horn?ey

NOC Sidecors, bodies, hoods, screens. Lnigp*;!

oek in London; actual luanulacturers thioughout.

NOG Co. have the finest selection of complete

decars in the trade.

NOG Sidecar Co. Lnve 18 different model side

Ts, rooiug, touiiug, ond tundem models.

NOG Sidecar Co. huve actually i" stock 26 varioiv

design sidecar models.

SNIX Sidecnrs.—AIl pints supplied from stock,

d reinirs lor. this mjke by the Rennoc Co.

NOG Sidecar Co. are actual mnnnlacturers 01

Dods find wind screens, fitted while you wait.

NOG Sidecar-Co. undertake repairs to uuy uiakt

ddecar; complete leiiovutions a speciality.

XOG Sidecars aie innnufactuied to fit every muke
motor cycle; UaileyOJavidsous 11 speciality.

'SOC Sidecar Co. Jiave 70 cleaiauce sidecars, nnd
(ti*s fo clear at knock-out prices; room wanted
Send for siiecial clearance list.

NOG Co. invite corresiiondeiu-e. Send for 192)
ciiliiln';i>c.—lieuuoc Motors, Ltd., Victorin Ed..

, X-4. 'Phone; Uornsey 850.

XOC Co. invito clients to \ie\v their works and
p. ihe i:inious H*'iiiioi; sidecais mid bodies being
<,' buiit tlMOiighon*;. [9732

'GLAS Coachbuilt Sidecar, minus wheel; £8.—
.od^-c. The .\vcnuc, Biritall, Lced?. [1628

LEY-DAVIDSON Sidecar (omplcte. sot gas
ii|i>;.-Goodse!l and l-'iid, Strood, Kent. [1131

;G.\R. coachbuilt. neaplv new, perlect condition

;

18. offers.—Write. 40, Waller Rd.. y.E.14. [1523

d .Af. and Douglas Sidecars, in good condition:
10 each. -24, Church Walk, llampatead. [1645

E Sidec;ii, 4-poiNt. gi.nd tyre; £5/10, otter.*.-

1. Boundary ild.. Shepherd's Bii^h. [1226

JJ('X, cost £22, used 3 time-;
door at rear.—170, Red Lane.

[X7045
OKT.KT Spnj tin's Sidocnr. uJisolutcIv complete.

1 condition; ii5.-Ui5ou, 147, StamfoW Hill.
X. . [X6947

ICAlt, sliglulv . soibd. but iinnsod, coachbuilt:
rir,. +:15/10, original price £22/10.-64, Biehops-
ondoii.

\
- [0399

TKXS Sidei'jiis.—The host that Jiritish indU9ti7
produce. Immediate deliverj'. Catalogue on

itiuii. -. -
"

V'ICNS Mndcl Xo.l, sportins torpedo, for Triumph.
tml^M, B.S.A., etc., etc.; price complete £22,

VEXS Model Xo, 2, standard toTiTing sidecar,
suitable l^ir all motor oyth.s

; price complete

TEXS Mod-d Xo. 3, .standard light touring model,
jrice compiet'.^ £20; lor machines I'loui 2',ih.p. to

TEXS Xo«. 6 ;uid 7 Modclff with or' without
lul'iian b;tik, the uiu>t Inxuiit-iifs streamline tnrn-

tlic mmkct. • -

VI-:XS Sidecars can be supplied with flttiilgs to
ait .iuy niake.ot' motor cyi-ie. Bodie-* and chassis

liad separately if required.

VEXS Sidecars.—Write for our illustrated onta-
ogup l^tore deciding. Sccoud-haud and clearance

ually in stock

TEXS Sid^'Ciirc^. 184-186. Penton\ille Ed.. King's
:ros«, London, X.l. 'Phone; Central 10264. [1129

ICAR oflf Indian, painted ie*\, new condition, new
yre. wind screen, lamp, etc.—Arucki. Qundrillc
Lyuiineton. [1400
V 2-yeater Mat-^hless Sidecar Bpdy, 1921, tront
prou, 2 scroeus; £18, list price £25.—0='croft.
Uow Bd., E.3. [1142

>TOXE'S for Sidecars and Bodies; nb better or
hciiptr hous2. Kindly inspect our models before
Ing elsewhere. —
iTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other models

•tock. Bodies from £4/10; complete sidecars
£16 10.

TONE'S.—We have a lew foUed sidecars and
iodif> to clear at low prices.

'

;T0\E'S.— Distributing agents for the famou'=
•:;Qraery sidecar?. Latest 1921 sporting and
i'ls in ctock; trade supplied.

-TONE'S fSidccar Dept.), 228, Pentonville Rd
vin- s Cro^s, London,. N.l. Tel.

""

'CHKR'S Sidear
;12: i.il e2cl(v-cd.

Hu

2481 North.

:.L10RD 1912 Cane Family Sidecar Bodv, Mjih
lurnii. good condition: 35/-.—Alibert, 102,' Wate-
Ed., Clapham Common.

. [1170
;0io £42.Canoetet Sidecar^ 600 miles: exchange
Swan spor5.ing nnd little cash; sell £32.—Eiltfn

lands, Dewsbnry. Yorkshiie. [11R5

TURNER'S STORES,
180-1-2, Railway Approach,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,
LONDON - W,12

'I'tioiie : Western 6177.

We hold the largest and best assorted

Motor Cycle Accessory Stock in London

BOWDEN FRONT BRAKES !. suit anv machine.
BOWDEN OONTROL LEVERS nnd all Spare ParU.
BEST & LLOYD LUBRICATORS and all Sparc

r'art> in Stock.
BRAKE BLOCKS to fit anv make of Motor Cycle.
BELTS— DU.XLOP, JOH.\ BULL, PEDLEY, at

Lowest Prices.

BELT FASTENERS and Spare Links.
BAGS (PANNIER), 11/9 pair, in Metal Cases.
CARBURETERS — A.M..\.C, BROWN AND

BAKLOW, SEXSPRAV. BINKS, ami all Sparc
Parts for same in Stock at Lowest Prices.

CHAINS—REN'OLDS, COVENTRY. BRAMPTON,
also Spare Links for same.

CARRIERS iMotor Cycle), 11 6, 14 6. 15.6 each.
FERODO BRAKE LINING, T. A'. J", in Stock.
FORKS lJR.\.Ml'TONS SPRING in Stock, also

Sprinss for DRL'ID, UOIGLAS, B.S.A.,
TRir.MPH. etc.

FOOTRESTS AND FOOTREBT RUBBERS.
GLOVES 4 3, 5 6. 11 6, 18 6 pair

(iOGGLES 111, 1 3, 1 6, 2 3, 2 6, 3 -, 3 9,

4 6 p.iir. .Also GUibSL'i for same.
HANDLE-BARS—all shapes in stock. Also Grips

(or s.-iine.
.

'.

HORNS (liiilb)— 8 6. 10 6 each.

,, I Mechanical) -14 6 each.
HUBS Ako CUPS. CONES, and CAPS for -am-.
CARBURETTER JET ADAPTERS. W.S.B.—To suit

1'. i H. or A.M.AC. 8 6 eadi. To suit SEN-
SPRAY or TRIUMPH. 10 6 each.

KNEE GRIPS (leather) -4 3 pair.

LAMP-SETS, and Repair iMrts for same.
LAMPS Head. Sidecar, and Rear.
LICENCE CARD HOLDERS. '

MUDGUARDS, MIRRORS, MASCOTS, MEASURES.
MAGNETO PARTS i i COVERS.
MUMBER-PLATES 1 .: M r r cv. I, 01 C.ir.

PATCHES AND REPAIR OUTFITS. — P.\TCI1-
I'i k K. IIOLDTITI;, OUNI.OP, and JOHN
i:ri-l. in slock.

PUMPS M-o Connections and Clips. ...

PISTON RINGS -To suit all enguies."
SPARKING PLUGS.—LODGE. K.L.G., .•VPOLLO.

l-dKW ARD. and SPHINX.
SIDECAR CHASSIS and all Sparc Parts for same.
SIDECAR BODIES in stock. SIDECAIt WIND

SCREENS CAMEO and E.\S-nNGS. SIDECAR
HOODS, 43 - each. SIDECAR CARRIERS.
SIDECAR MATS, 3 - and 6 6 each.

SADDLES and Repair Parts (or BROOKS and
I.^CI;TTS.

TAN-SADS and All Spare Parts for same.
TAPS --'lank. Drain, Gas, Compression, Priining,

Rip.uilt. Enots.
TERMINALS and UNIONS.
WIRE—Carburetter, Brake (and Waterproof Casing

for same). Low Tension, High Tension.
VALVES— Inlet and Exhaust to fit all Engines.
VALVE LIFTERS ,11 1 GRINDING IN PASTE and

POWDERS.
COVERS AND INNER TUBES— DUNLOP and

HirCllINSON. All sizes in stock at lowest
prices.

ADAPTERS—To convert Ba.vonet to Screw in Bulb.

TURNER'S STORES,
180-1-2, Railway Approach,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12,
'Phone : Western 6177.

J

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
NEW Sidecar, ceaehbuilt B.S.A., underslnng cha.=;.sis,

.suit Triiuuph, £18: also B.S.A. body, new, fluished,

£6.^7. Faiman Ed., Coventry. (D) [X7077

ROY.AL Leicester Sidecars to suit all machines,
roomy bodies, comfortable upboUtery, excellent

.-pringing; prices from ^19/10 upwards.

SEND Your Sidecar to us for renovation. New
hoods, wind screens, and aprons fitted. Write for

catalogue.

THE WiUowbrook Co., Royal Leicester Sidecar Works,
Belgrnve Gate, Leicester. [0335

Q-SE.\TER Coachbuilt Sidecar, underslung chassis,

.v suit 6h.p. to Sh.p., luggage grid, Eastins: £18.
—Haines, 130, Northfleld Av,. Ealing, W.13. C1637

DOUGL.AS C.B. Sidecar, tepiiinteJ, upholstered, 4-

point suspension, nearlv new Hutchinson tyre

:

£12'10.-4, Bridge Rd., Bedford Pari:, London. (1114

WATiONIAN Coaelilmilt Sidecar, only few weeks
old, ]5;isting wind screen, taken ofl Tiinuiph;

£16.-139, r.nrntwood Lane. Jiarlstleld, S.W.17. [1431

INDT.VN Side-ar, 2-scatcr strcaudine wiclter hotly,

28x3 wheel, new electric head lamp; £12/10 lot.

-Stauway. 63, Bethesda St., Hnuley, Stuffs. (X7047

DOUGLAS Sidecar, ooniplete, as new, £1-6; also

P. and JI. sidecar, complete, £10 : Millford chassis,

from. £2, sound.-Mctors, 39, Essex Hd., London, ]S a.

SIDECAES.—Many designs, bodies and chassis sold

.H?i(aialelv; hood, screen {nil makes), renovations.—

T Williams, ' Miinnfaetnrer, 9, Loiror Chatham St

oxford ltd., Manchester. [X6985

HENDERSON Sideeor.-Lnrse stock of all models,

sliot>i-oile<l, at greatly ledni-cd prices; now is the

lirn^ to buv.-Mcl.es. 154-160. Gt, Portland St.. W.L
'Phuhe: 3,426 llaylair: [iJuo

SUNBEAJl Sidecar, eomiilete, 4.point flxing, ns. nw-.

"m Tiiuuiph, U.S.A.", lllneklmrne, Hurley, Induin,

nearlv all other makes, stormproof apron, less tyre:

£16.—needier. 472, AichwayRd.. London, N.6. [1813

P."
.J. EVANS (an sniiply a uninbcr of shop-soiled

.idernrs. cai.sistinK of Canoelet. Mllls-l'ulJoid,

and Ilcndeis.n at greatly reduced paces: send for

irgain list.-8i;9I, John Bright St., Birminglmm.^^^^

i-N TT^Trr* \Rft tn Kiiit 4h n Doucla.^. with coachbuilt.

S "'s'idii^rVd"
.

"^leralVapron, leavy .26 x2|i Dunlo,,

rubber-studded cover, new; carnage uatd, £2H «''>ti'

£40 The llene Motor Cycle Co., Hayraarket. Ncav-

castle cnTyne. • .

^^^^"

SIDECAR.-Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Save,

garage. Attached to motor, will f" .''".""S'' r;";:

Ace 27iu Tand».n and single hod.es fitted. Teste.1

7
y"'.,!'. on motors np to 9I,.p.-Hopley, Lprei Highgate

St.. llirmiugbnm. • itJio-

CANOELET MM4's. underslnnB '?»'"'? niodels.

bulbous backs. Coverall aprons, 28x3in. wheeU

with licavv llunlop tyres: £23 each: spc^'ial connectio.^,

for lIarh:y-liavid.son .-.Uolliday Bros., 20. Queen St

nimimersmilh Broadway. i""

MVGMEICENT Sidecar Bodv, Harley eoloiir, bulbous

l.i?k loeker front and baek, tlashboard with luni...,

supetl y uphoWeied, hood and side aprons. Tn,dex rereen

Triplex glass; the whole W'^BS. accept £30 e,

iiearest c:Her.-Clarke. Terrace, Tninham Green. 11474

* FEW Leit nnu«ed ex-W.D. Mills-Fullord sidecar

^rSs5"{;!r^uae=s^,"J;:s'f;a^?%f^;

Tube Station). '
"

^tlJ^cJ^M see it demonstrated.-^V.ncycle Co

Ltd., 236, nigh Holborn, W.G.I. ^ '"

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

piALTHOEPE 1921 Light Cars :
exchanges

--^''^fl-
' ' Alotories, 25, Horton St., Halilax. tit'"=

^ N Tecere as new, completely ciuipped, disc wlicel.s:

G'^i28o': no exchaliges.-W., 51, Ridgeway. Enhehl

.r-mrr-s-TRY Premier 1921 3-wheeler; 275 gns-:

C°^cash o^r exchanse-Motories, 25, Horton^^St..

Halifax. -

^ , ,•

miMi'TTV 1921 Cvcle Cars, immediate deliveri:

T^£l6"-20 Heath Ed.. TwieUenl.am. 'T^b<»>Yzo\l
Richmond.

o-VTXTT 2-"cater hood, screen. Stepney Ininps tools,

S^'-rum,i.'g order: best offer to Alma Parade Gawv^

Redcat, Yorks.

ri.N. C.ycle-Cars; latest models ^l^^-" ">^ ^^^'M^gJ
<jr deliveries from Drake and Mount, Ltd., i^io^^^

Agents, Bracknell.

-SfORGAN 1920, "•:;^-A'IV,,'^^.ra1r'iacf en": I'l'ttt

iVX screen, spare tuties and chain, jatt. e. •

u'ed, tS raid: lowest f 195.-llorrison, 39, JU.lm,

Rd., N.6.

G

AM letters relnting to advertisements should qtiule the luiiiihei at the end ol each advertUeniciit, and tiiu tlitc of the issue. A43
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN New 1920 (le Luxe, W.C., complete .with

hood, si^ieeu, liimite, liorn, etc. ; £225.—Gibb, Glou-
cester. 'Plione; 852. [0446

EOVER Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., in stock for

immediate deliveri' ; £300.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208,
(St.. Portland St., Loudon, W.l. . [0350

8-lOh.p. J.A.P. Cjcle Car, live axle; hood, screen,

lamp, perfect; £75; exchanges entertained.—81,
Hornsey Park Rd., Horn.sey, N. [1776

MORGAN 1915, a.c, completely renotated and
licensed; £140 ensli, or lightweight taken part pay-

ment.-Dalc, Little Haven, Pemb. [9887

ROVER 1921 Models; £300 indusiYe; motor cycles
taken in part.—Authorised Agents, R. E. Clark

and Co., 7, Exliibition -Rd., -S.W.7. [1935

WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
Morgan de Luxe, M.A;G., water-cooled, new

1921; delivery from stock; list price. [2003

1 Q 17 Garden IVTonocar, 2 speeds, disc wheels, dome
-*-•? mudguards, fine condition; £75, nearest cash
oflei-.—3, Ladysmith Bfl., Cradley, Staffs. [X7025

MORGAN Grand Prix, M.A.G., lamps and lull equip-
ment; list price; extended payments.—Rey, 378-

384. Eustou Kd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [9100

SIM.GEB Light Car, 1914, dynamo lighting, faultless:
£245, 1920 combination part exchange.—Hop.

2329.-61, New Kent Rd., London, S.E.I. [1585

MORGAN De Luxe, 1918-19. M.A.G., air-cooled, full

equipment, splendid condition; £165.—Rey, 378-

384, Eustou Rd. 'Pbons : Museum 6436. [9664

MORGAN de Luxe, 1920, water-cooled, -perfect -oon-

dition, electric side and tail lamps, painted red;
£200.—Oapt. Collings, BuUer Barracks, Aldershot. [1276

G.N., Morgan, and Premier super runabouts for im-
mediate or future delivery; extended payments,

exchanges.—Rey, 378-384, Eustou Rd, 'Phone; Museum
6436. '

.
[9098

G.N.—Immediate delivery of latest models, with or
without dynamo lighting, from the main Kent

agents. The Rochester Auto Supply Co., Corporation St.,

Rochester. [0466

MORGAN, M.A.6., 1918, red, discs, eouipped, in
splendid order; £170, nearest, or exchange good

motor cycle part.—Robinson, Station Rd., Dalton-in-
Fiirness. [1527

G.N., Morgan, and Premier super runabouts for im-
mediate or future delivery ; extended payments,

exchanges.-RejS 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone; Museum
6436. [9661

COVENTRY Premier Bunabout, 3 speeds and re-

verse, dynamo lighting; 275 gns.—Special agents,
Ratcliffe -Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone :

Mayfair 6042.
'

[0385

MORGAN.-New 1921 Grand Prix water.cooled
Olynrpia Show model, purchased ofE stand, latest

^improvements, show finish; £215.-^Shaw, Engineer,
Roystcn, Herts. [1600

PREMIER Super Runabout, 1920, but delivered this
vear, fully guaranteed ; £270

;
exchange considered.

-Frank Whitworth, Ltd., Midland Agents, 139. New
St., Birmingham. .[X6956

CYCLE C^r Cha.ssis, suitable -for light engine, in-
cludes clutch, differential, brakes, steering com-

plete-radiator, bonnet,. 5 good tyres; £20.-89, Toll-
ington Park, N.4. [1515

MORGAN Runabouts.-We can deliver the de luxe
model from stock: early delivery other models;

book now.—Walbro Motor Cycle Go., 49, High St.,

Saffron Walden, Essex. - [X6981

G.N. Cycle Cars.—Official agents for North Essex.
We can deliver these from stock or in lew days.

—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.. 49, High St., Saffron
Walden, Essex. 'Phone: 46. [X6980

SINGER Light Car, 2-aeater, painted blue, dynamo
lighting, 2 head lamps, 5 wheels, good tyres, in

splendid rmmiug order; £250.—Brituell Bros., 43-46,
High St., Fulham. Putney .1652. [1505

MORGAN Grand Prix, M.A.G., lamps, and full equip-
ment; list price; extended payments,—Rev, 378-

384, Euston Rd. 'Phone; Museum 6436. [9663

MORGAN 1920 (Sept.) De Luxe, M.A.G. iv.c, discs,

lamps, hood, screen, mechanical horn, spare chain;
cost over £260 : mileage 800, unscratched.; ^230.—
Mucklow, Woodhill, Bury, Lancashire. [1381

MORGAN 1921 Grand Prix, M.A.G,, water-cooled,
5 weeks old, discs, lighting set, speedometer, hootl,

;iccessolies : owner going abroad end of month; trial;
£220.-5, Elms Mews, Clapham Common. [1644

MORGAN de Luxe, 1918-19, M..\.G., air-cooled, full
equipment, splendid condition ; £165.—Rey, 378-

584, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum ,6436. [9101

MORGAN de Luxe, w.c. M-A.G. engine, speedometer,
lamps, etc., practically brand new, only done 300

miles; exchange good bike aird cash, or >sell £220.—
C.S., 14, S-waton Rd„ -Boiv, B.3. Tel.: E. 3155. [1487

COVENTRY Premier Eunaboirt.— G. L. Francis and
Co., autliorised agents for the Coventry Premier

runabouts, 7-9it.p. Immediate delivery of 1921 model,
£265.-169. Shaftesbury Av. 'Phone; Gerrard 3288.

V . [0386
COVEN'TRY Premiet Super Runabouts.—We can

deliver these from stock and take your used
machine in part exchange.—Official agents : W^albro
.Motor Cycle Co., 49, High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. ! I

'Phone : 45. [X6979
i I

These Special Clearance Lines are sent Carriage
Paid and on 7 days' approval against remittance.

TYRES
SPECIAL OFFEE

BATES'
Special Heavy Covers

Fi£EE To aU purchasers
of covers from this list we
include one of our Elite
Motor Cycle Outfits with
every cover ordered. ©

26 X 11

26 :: 2;

28;: 2.'

25;<3"

Make,

Wood-Milne Special
Avon Ribbed
Eriglebert Wired-on Rib.

.

Avon Combination
Hutchinson Passenger ...

Beldam Extra Heavy
Dunlop W.D. Heavy
Clincher de luxe Ex. Hy....

Hutchinson T.T
S. Moulton Extra Heavy. .

.

Englebert Wired-on Rib...

Wood-Milne Special

Dunlop W.D. Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy..
Kempshall Anti-skid
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Wood-Miine Special H'vy.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy

Hufchinson T.T, R.S
Avon Tricar Rubber Stud
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Palmer 2-ply Ribbed
Englebcrt Wired-on R.S.. .

.

Englebert Wired-on Rib...

Goodyear A.W. Tread
Goodrich Safety Tread ...

Dunlop W.D. Ex. Heavy...
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Elite E. Hv. Gvd. Retreads
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Wood-Mi ne Steel Stud
Partridge R. non-skid...
Clincher Ribbed

Our
Price

29/6
27/6
25/-
44,'-

44/-
39 ;6

39/6
37/6
37/6
34;-
30'-

29 /6

42/6
39/6
39 '-

37 /6
37/-
32 6
44;-

37 ;6

45;-
44 /-

37; 6
35/-
30/-
45/-
62/6
48/6
35/-
27/6
60/-
97 ;8
85;-
69 /6

List
Price

47/6
33/6
55/-
91/-

68/9
64/-

5,1/6

62/6
59/-
59/-
60/-

53/9,
56/3
62/-
6>! /6

7,i /-

61 '9

56,/9
86 /-

78 /-

87/6
40/-
72/6
70/-
84/-

93/6
84/-
81/-

33/3
133/6
rio/-

TUBES. NEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED

Size.
Our List

Price. Price,

26x2 ,. 6/6 ro/-
26:,<-2j .. 7/- ro/3
,6X2S .. 7/6 ir/3

Our List

Price. Price

!6X2i
iSXj"

s2i8,'3 13/.3
7 /9

9 6
r2/9
-5/-

BELTS—in Standard Lengths.
Silvertown, Pedlfcy. ^in. |in. |in. lin, i^in
Bates, etc. Per Foot.

| /7 ] jQ 2/2 3/3 3 /-

__ ,^^_-._ a^ — _«. _ , ^^ Extra Heavv £lRETREADING S'^-yy i^/e
iUGamni , . t5/-

Kepairs are executGLi at w%^m^ m.
OUT own worltG niider c:<- q^ R^ P/V IRS
pert sniiervisioTt.

^^

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, VaDXhall Bridge Rd,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephone; Victoria. 6553-

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CA
O-SEATEIt Bleriot-Wliippet, 1919, Sli.p. J.A.^ cyly. and Eioaidn pii^tous-, aynumo Ufjlitia
royal blue, all ou, any trial; £190; xoom v;

Eiiiersou, Wy.fceLam Cottage, \\>->it Grove, Z^
AValton-on-Thames.

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
New 1921 8h.p. Coventry Premier, span

detachable wheels, dynamo lighting; price 2
easy terms oue-flith down and the remainder
monthly payments.

MORGAN.—We are agents for these famo'
abouts, and are now in a position to offer

able delivery. We specialise in repairs, overhai
repainting.—The Moiinexiic Garage Co., Ltd.,
hamptou. Tel. : 1160.

AGEN"T3 for G.N.,' Grahame-White, Coventi
mier, Kingsbury Rover, and other ii^

new and second-hand.; always a good selecl
stock; cash or extended payments.-Service Ct
High Holborn, W.C.I.

jQSO (late) Morgan de Lnxe, a.c. J.A.P., _-Lv 400 miles, complete vith hood, hood -cove
Bcreeu, P. and -H. lamps, mechanical horn, too]
unpunctured; price £200, includiua- licence.—P,
Greenhill, Sherborne, Dorset.

BLERIOT-WHIPPET Light Car. handle
acetylene head lamp, electric side .and tail

spare wheel, car only done 700 miles, tyres and
v.'ork as new; price 190 gn.?.—Duncan and Sh
33, The Parade, Golders Green, N.W.4.

CARS FOR SALE,
CLEMENT ^4 Landanlet, in good lunning

£95. -la, Strathleven Ed,, S.W.2.

UNIC Landanlet, 12h.p., aoimd order; £*

Princes Place, Hullarid Park, W.ll.

£50 down and- 12 payments, of £5 monthly
reliable landanlet.—Palmer's Garage, Too

£50 down and. 12 monthly poyrnents £7/10
reliabl-6 2-seater.—Palmer's Gara^^e, Tootii

375 i-a^'h secures magniflceiit 8-cyl. De Dion^ —^Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£375 cash semires Kniglit-Daimlev closed hir^

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£125 cosh secures 12-14h.p. Fiat cliassi.-;,-

P

Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 nionthly-.,payrQents £10
magniflcent Napier hiudaulet.—Palmer's

Tooting.

IRIS Interior Drive Limousine, dynamo light
excellen-t order; £250.-77, Acre Lane, S.

AXON lOh.p., .1916, dependable condition
economical; £150.—Derby Arms Garage, MiS

BELSrZE, 1914, -ivitli doiiljle didiey, lOh.u., 5
Dice Older, reliable; £200.—Derby Arm?

Mortlake.

NEW Pick 14h.p. 2-seat6i', dynamo liEliting, vei

£135; appointment only.— 14, Glenelb' Ed,
ton, Lomlon.

SPORTING 2-seater Peugeot, 121i.p., stvcamlin
detacliable disc wlieers: £160; exchange co

tion.—84, Greenside Bd., Croydon.

CHENAED-WALCKES, :4-cyl., 3 and re

van body, g'ood tyres, engine rerfeit: £30-

sell.—20, " Qneen St., Hanjmersmitli, : "\V.6

FORD Landanlet, English body, 1920, mag.,
saver, 5 detacliable wieels, tyres as new, 1

for year: £300.—St." Brlac, Broad Lane,' Cover

[

HUMBEHETTE, A.C, jnst been tlroroughlj

liauied, new parts fitted, all accessories; no
alile offer refused ; must sell.—Branch, Holloway;

corn.-

8-1011. p. Sfzaire-Xaudin 2--seater Car for Sa

exchange for late model liiotor - cycle, good

tion throughout, tax paid.—Amoc and East, Eii

Maidenhead.

1 Ah-J>- T^yin Alldays 2-seater, 'in perfect con
-Lv new tyres, lamp, hood, screen, Stepney,

carburetter Bosch magneto; bargain, £100.—

D

Cheltenham.

NAPIER Landanlet, 15h.p:, engine .inst thoi

overhauled, nearly new tyr-es ;
giving up a

only reason for sale; accept £230, or talie comb:

part.—Bevell, 1C4, Feel St., Hull.

HU^[BERETTE, 1914, a.c, new hood, disc \

40 m.p.h., 50 miles ixg.j yellow and
nuite sporty; any trial; £135.—374, Oroye Gre(

Leytonstone '" w..,..„j »o'Phone: Wanstead 48.

TAXICABS.
OlOO Down and 12 Monthly Payments of £20 ;^ Loudon taxicab.—Details, Palmer's Garage,

ing.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
L.G.O. 3-ion Lorrv, £145; guaranteed in good o

Southern Motor Co., Acre Laue^ S.W.2.

LORRY Bodies tor Ford Tonners in Stock,

strong make, enclosed cab; £6,5.—The Willoi

Co., Leicester.

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at thfe end of each adveitisement, and the date of the issue.
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COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
Lown and 12 JlontWy Payments ol £25 secures

fmaBiiifii-cnt 3-toii loiry —Details, Palmer's
[Tooting.

' [2035

,vn and 12 Monthly Payments ol £15 secures

Jcndid 1-ton truck, twin solids, will carry 30
tails. Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [2042

l-CAERIEE, A.C.'fi make, uioderu, excellent con-

ion and appearance throughout; bargain, £65;
Allsop St., Upper Ilaker St., K.W. [9283

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
I list price: ext«?n(letl pavments,—Key. 378-384,
stoii Rd. 'I'lione: iluseum 6456. [9099

ENGINES.
sound; £5.-16,Excelsior, m.o.v.

td., London.

jlSIOX Engine, us neyr; £9.—Motors
London, Is.i.

Highsate
[1887

39, Essex
[2024

r.A.P. Engine. uiaS. nnd carburetter;
|Frflmti»^ld Rd., Hduwel).

£10/10.-
[1283

J Engine, No. 3333. comrilete witli rnogneto: £20.
|0, Chiremont Rd., Liverpool. [X695?

Clynos Engine:;. 1916-17, less mag. and car
Iretter, good coridiLion and order; £15 each.—

GE Quantity ol electric cable for disposal;

I
sell in large quantities: cheap. Electric lamps.

JlightiuK snaJea. switchea, etc.—J. J. Doolev.
|yon Rd., Clnphiim, S.W.S, [2008

Twin P'Uigeot Power Unit, a.i.v., Boscli. B.B.,

I good running order; £10.-254, Iiknield St..

ihaui. [X7043
Rex Engine, niechiinicnl vnlve.i, frnme, C.A.'V.

Ingneto, fjiuJtless; £5/5 lot.-Rallaid, 7, Fiiiri:!.^

|iiDptonwick. [X6692

2-stroke Engines, 2 nud 3-specd ponr boxes;
nniediutp dt_-liveries.—Rurt?, 245, Hlllnuier^?Ulltil
ludon, \V.6. [1958

IcHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. London.
8-lOh.p. J.A.I*, waier-tooled enyiue, new 1920,
lith magneto; £45. [2001 i

la^ili.p, T.IXC. Engine, Ruubaken vmiablo mag., I

ftenfipriiy curburetter, power nnit complete; £15.
i

rilunningtree, Eflses. [1395
Twin Rex, water-cooled, perrect. mechanical
ies, £7; new Fellows twin magneto to suit. £5.
Tird, 137, Earl's Rd-t Southampton. [1714

JfAYS A.'jh.p. Si^ngle.-^, ball and roller bearing', de-
|mpre^?or. uud uia?. platiorni, brand n'vr;" £10

l-ilkin^-ton and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd.. Itir-

[1330
mPH Conntersliaft Engines, ne^r. £25; also

|14 4b. p., eomplete with e.\htutf;t pipes, majrueto
etc., £12.—Miles, 11. Chichester Rd., West
N.W-.6. [1974

iLAS 2^ih.p. Engine, complete, Boacli, Amac,
Inltless, Birt, £5/10; C.A.V. new 4 volt 20 amp.
[ator, mni-sed, 10/-.—Stoiker, 49, Riverside,
1-ou-Tliauie.s.

^
• [X6693

illdiiys Engines. 6 only, brand new, decompres-
plates for fllliug to frame. lests magneto and

Iter: £9, to clear. Spare puits for above, cheap,
Engiueeiiug Co., Leamington. [9196

tO.H.V., 499 e.o., stainless' steel valves, rolkr
Ji-jiiring conneL'ting rod, liall bearing gear, and
Ipindles. detnchablo liead, brand iiew trade special
"trie Engines, Ltd., 30-32, Moitimer St., W.l.

[9243
Sjiecialist?.—Engines in stock from £15;

rial bargain; 292 v.c. o.b.v. engine, perfect.
Scnspray carburettor, 192 1 . £2/1 5.—B.P.
40, Murray Mews, Murray St., Camden Town,

[1892

J J.A. P. Engine, side-by-side Tnlvcs, complete
lith inducti n pipe. Amac cambur.-'Uer, silencer
lid silencer Tliomson and Bennett . ^oscb mag..
hp as a complete unit, new; accept £42.—The
potor Cvcic Co. Iliiymarket. Newcastle-on-Tyne.

[9497
IPELTHWAITE'S Big Stock of Enpinft^: 8h.p.
liter-cooled De Dion, £12 [make lovely htntiouaiT)

;

|914 Clvno, £12: 3'.-h.p. m.o.T. Minerva £4,'10,
3/10: Quadrant, £3; Fnfnir, £3: 2'i:h.p. Pre-
Iwith 2-sp*'ed gf?ar, £5/10. See Ignition colnmn.

Wilcox Rd.. South Lambeth, S.W.8. [1190

Engine^, J.A.P. engines. J.A.P. engines.—

I

X' the largest stock o( J.A.P. engines and
Enyland, over 30 engines always in stock to

|Ironi. and the price, Sh.p. twins, d£18/l0;
£20; 8h.p., fitted with new pistons and 1921

£22/10: Sh.p. J.A.P. crank cases, flywheels,
hnecting rods. £10; valves complete, 4/-,- pi?ton
1/6; cam wheels complete, £1; yjostage extra;
rior repl v.—Hawkins, 455{ York Rd., Wands-

[5883

IGNITION APPLIANCES,
J3S, new K.L.G. aa-TO; 2,'9. post free.—T. Hen-
^w, 19, Wesley Av., Listard, Ch&*hire. [X6691

Magnfto*? lor Honglas, Triumph. V twins, etr.

:

kchaug'^3.—^Motor Exchange, 25, Uortou St-. Hali-
[1449

ALTERATION

ENLARGEMENT

PREMISES.

Brand New Motor

Cycles at Pounds

below makers' prices.

T*u.! Mnt

<.)l.i

.M,.l,f I'r.,.-.

t ^. (

TRIUMPH, Chain Drive "^

Our Pr.ce ..

DOUGLAS,;} li.p. 3-$pi'«cl,

Kick-starter ..

Our Price

DOUGLAS, 1 h.p. Comb.
Our Price

HOBART JAP, =3 h.p..

r-si'ccd clutch. Kick-
starter

Our Price

ROVER, 35 h.p.. 3-spccd 143 16

Our Price

ROVER.' s-f' Jap 3-spced 1M 10

Our Price

ROVER, 5-6 Conibjiiation 235

Our Price

lYc-ciit

I'ricu-

140

. £125

103

.. £95
170

£143 10

90

. £75
135

. £119

ISO

. £133

19S

. £175

HARLEY Fbt Twin.
Spcctlouiclcr ..

Our Price

SINGER, two scaler Car.
Dickey Scat, braod new 500

Our Price

157 16 3

.. £139

450

.. £435

First Wine Secures,

cannot repeat.

W. Brandish & Sons.

Works and Showrooms —

FOLESHILL ROAD,
COVENTRY.

Telephone: 1050 Coveotry.
Telegcams :

'* Brandish 1050 Co^-entry."

R
IGNITION APPLIANCES.

ELIAXCE Magneto Ecpaiiing Co.. specialists in
magneto repairs.

RELIANCE guarantee to leturn your magneto with-
in 3 days, and, it necessary, 24 hours.

Rl'.LlAN'CE work rmder estimate, and guarantee
every magneto for 12 months. Armature wind-

ing a speciality.

RELIANCE work tor, and are recommended by.

some of the largest firms in London and country,

and can supply every want.

RELIANCE stock spares~for Bosch. U.H.. Eisemann.
E.I.C., aA.V., Splitdorl, Di.\ie, and all known

makes.

RELLVNCE specialise in the repair ol U.H. mag-
netos, and. having the original U.H. parts, can

guarantee a sound and reliable job.

"D ELIANCE slock new and second-hand magnetos
XV at right prices; old magnetos taken in part iwy-

lircnt. Send lor illustrated leaflet ol the new Fellows
lightweight magneto, the smallest, cheapest, and most
enlcitnt made, irrecial terms to the trade.

r>j:LI.\\CE will be pleased to receive your enquiries
*j concerning vour ignition troubles, and customers

may be certain oi obtaining promptness and courtesy.

ELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.. U, Gt. Sutton
St., tioswell Ud., E.C.I. [2186

AGNETO. Dixie clockwise twin, unused, perleel

:

£3/3. must sell.—64. Bishopsgate. London. [0396

R
M _
WEST London Magneto Col, London's leading mag-

neto repairers, guarnuteo every repair lor 12
rponth>.

WEST London Magneto Co. can supply from stock
just the magneto or si>are part you require.

WEST Ix)ndon Magneto Co. can return motor cycle
magnetos within 24 hours.

"\T7E.ST London Magneto Co., 164. Shepherd's Bush
VV Rd., London, W.6. [8677

BOSCH Contact Brenkor... Z type. eoiTipletc less points,

perlect; 10, -.— Budliill, 187, Woodhouse Lnne.

Li«ls. (LI) ["15

THOMSON -BENNETT, converted, to suit Clyno,

new; £4 —Do Court and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd..

London. N.l.
,

[2028

'PIIOMSOX-BENXETT MilKuclO. new, £3/5; also 6-

1 cyl. cut uiHSiieti). f7,'10, biitgiiiu.—279, Union
St.. IllackJriiif^. [1^68

BiiSCH MaunoSo off 1911 Trinnipli. complete with

.-prockot." in penect condition; £3,'10.-Don. 45,

Cowick St., Exeter. [1^95

BOSCII MuBncto. single. Z.\l. nntielock; f3^15;
fom.> >p!irk.-Hcppeltliwaile. 1, Sutherland Ter.,

VMxry Bridge. S.W.I. 11734

TUOMSOX-HKSNKTT Slagnetos converted for Clyno?.

with base plulo; £3'10,-Super Powor Co.. 81.

North Side, Cliipham, S.W.4. [1712

M\CiNETOS bv Thoiuson-Beiinott and M.L.'s of Cov.

cntrv. siilBle'iyl. llxed ignition type. A.U.S. 180°.

clo.k or "unti-clcA-kwisc.—Below.

SOILED, othcnviac new. Tented and giuirantced in

good working Older. 30/- each, cash with order, or

deposit system. IliBcoiiuts tor qunntities.—Below.

M\TI1E\V and Kidman, 171, Stuflord Ud., Wnlling-

lon, Surioy. U2»l

PLATINUM Screws, guaranteed real platinuna; all

typos and makes, 12.'- per pair; trade suprlicd;-

Belianc-e. 11. Gt. Sutton St., E.C.I. [1800

C\ V and Thomson-Bennett 1 and 2-cyl. Magnetos,

soiled only. 75/-; others Irorn 40/-; approval.--

Laviver Co., Elnathan Jlews, Paddmgton, W .9. [1612

EIC Magneto, 180°, suitable for flat twin, as new.

SO'-- also Dixie 50° anti-clock, good condition,

65/-; bargaine.—Brown, Wellington Plnce, D&tsley.

."AGXETOS. new, waterproof, single £4, twin £5/10,

i^ 4-ovl £8/10- -Eord conversion sets, £10: Ihom-
.„a-Bennett twins. A.C.2 £6/10, 90° f8/10.-Ashton

Granary Lane, Mirfleld. iba^b

MAGNETO Repairs, all makes, promptly and elB-

ciently. All work guaranteed; expert staff; esti-

mates by return. Give us a trial.—Ward and Co.. 51.

Upper Richmond Rd., Pulney. [20«7

UXSATISFACTORT Mairnctos shonld be replaced

by a Boulton. £5 ea.h : iniineiliate dispatch. A
few shop-soiled to clear at lower prices.—Boulton Mnc-

netos, Ltd.. Oldhall St., Wolveihauipton. [e458

TB iMaBOCtos for P. and M. and Triumph, with

fixing bolts and base plate. 50/-; T.B. singles,

without breaker and brush holder. 37/6.—Super

Power Co. 81. North Side. Clapham. S.W.4. S1711

GOVERNMENT Snrrilus (Xew).—Magnetos, C.A.'V.

and Tliomsoa-Bennejt, single and twin, 180°,

clock and anti, £2/15: Bo-cli waterproof, ODclOte^,

ZEl, single, clock and anti, £310, postage 1/9.

LODGE Plugs. Aero, 2/-; K.L.G., type R7, 1/6;
KLG "Re,' 2 6; new 'high-tension wire, nn-

perUhed', 7iuiil., 4il. per yard, coil of 25 ynrdi 6/3:

sne'-inl terms for (|iiantities; all goo<ls r*r return post

Ion nPProv:il ng.iiivt ca-ii.—Moody's Engineering 'Works.
' 5lT New Park Rd . Bri.xtou Hill, London. [1978

M^

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a45'
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
MACNETO Repairs.—Send your magneto to Palmer's i

Garage, Tooting. Reply paid, quotation tele-
1

graphed on receipt. Quiek, efficient- repair guaranteed
in Irom 2 to 6 -days, usually within 24 hours.—
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [2036

BOSCH, second-ha^id, ZA2. 180°. £4/10: ZE2. 160°,
£5; ZEl, single, auti. £4/15; DA2. 42°, £2/10;

E.I.C., 180''^ £4; C.A.V. single, anti, £5/10. All mag-
neto spares at right price; exchanges arranged.—
Ashby. 18, Hertford Place, Coventry. [1697

TSOMSOX-BENXETT Magnefos for 4h.p. Douglas,
fitted complete witli Bowden wire adjuster for ad-

vance and retard, leads and terminals, all ready for

liolting- on engine; these magnetos are tested and have
never been used; price £3 each.—Tilley, Pine Cottage,
Weybridge. [1897

LOVELAND Magneto Repair Service.—Repairs to all

makes quickly and efficiently executed. Spare
parts for all types. Bosch pattern contact breakers.
12/6 each; -Bosch pattern contact screws, 10/6 per
pair; remagnetising by special process, 5/- per pair.

—

'Phone: Streatham 1390. Loveland Bros., Crescent
Magneto, Works, Norbury, S.W. [2022

WEST London Magneto Co. guarantee a satisfactory
repair to any make of magneto. Our large stock

of spare parts enable us to return repairs within 24
hours; estimates wired if desired. Send at once for

our list of magnetos and spare parts; all repairs guar-
anteed for 12 months.—West London Magneto Co.,

164, Shepherd's Bush Rd., London, W.6. [8678

HXPPELTHWAITE'S Sold 300 Magnetos last week
at 50/- each. M.L. singles, anti or clock, and

Euarant«e(i for 18 months. Cannot repeat after these

are gone. Sent return of post carriage paid, 50/-. Also
one or two Ruthardt 50° twin £3/15. 42° Dixie £3/10.
Fellows enclosed tvpe £3/10 (not lightweights).—17-19,

Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W. 8. [1191

KUNBAKEN Repair Ser-vice.—Thorough and efficient

repairs to any make of dynamo, starter, or mag'.

We have the spare parts, plant, ond skilled labour
turning out guaranteed work only.—Enclose instructions

and send by rail to The Runbak©n Magneto Co., Ltd.,

115, Gt. Portland St.. London, W. ('Phone: Mayfair
3586). North of England: Derby St., Cheetham, Man-
chester ['Phone: City 8266). [0258

MAGNETOS, Government surplus, guaranteed, new,
suitable for Triumph, B.S.A., P. and M., Douglas,

etc.; C.A.V. and Thomson-Bennett single and twin,

180°. clock and anti, £2/15; Bosch enclosed water-
proof, ZEL, single, clock and antt, £3/10, postage
1/9; Lodge Aero plugs, 2/-; K.L.G., Type R7, 1/6;
KX.G., Type R6, 2/6; new high tension wires, un-
perished, 7mm., best quality, 4d. per yard, coils of

25 yds. 6/3, special terms for quantities. All goods
send per return post on approval against cash.—
Moody's Engineering Works, 51a, New Park Rd., Brix-
ton Hill, London. * [1977

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24 hour repair service.

Guaranteed repairs^ to all types of. magnetos;
Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-

trical service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and,

spares. All repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D.
test bench before dispatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We bold the largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spare parts for all irfakes in stock; charged accumu-
lators all voltages always ready in stock; plugs, cables,

.Va-watt and vacuum bulbs all voltages. We give you
real live service always.-Euston Ignition Co., 329,
Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum 5034.
T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London. [0263

TYRES.
MORE Bargains.-Every transaction brings a testi-

monial per return.

NEW Beldam Clearance Covers, 26X2, 25/- each;
26x2i/i, 26X2%, 26x21/^, 26x3, 30/- each; 28x3,

40/- each; 700x80, 60/- each.

GOVERNMENT Surplus, Duulop heavy second-hand
covers, 26x2i/i and 26x2%, 12/6 each; 28x3,

17/6 each; new Duulop and Bates tubes, 26x21,4, 2%,
and 2V2, 6/6 each. Ail goods cash approval; money re-

fuhded'if returned within 7 days in the same condition
afi received.—Homerton Rubber Works, Brooksby's Walk,
Homerton. E.9. 'Phone: Dalston 3483. 'Grams: Eman-
rubwor. Hack, London. [033^1

BASTONE'S for new clearance covers and tubes (no
be-tter or cheaper house).

BASTONE'S.—26x21/4 Gaulois ribbed, 28/-; Hutchin-
son T.T. 34/-, Passenger 39/-; Goodrich Safety

tread, 39/-; Englebert (wired edge only), ribbed,

26x214 or 26x21/2, 25/-; rubber-studded. 30/-.

BASTONE'S.-26x2% Huteliinson T.T., 357-; ditto
Passenger, 40/-.

BASTONE'S.—26x21/2 Michelin, 21/-; Wood-Milne.
30 /- : Hutchinson Passenger, 39 / - ; Avon Sun-

stone, 39/-.

BASTONE'S.—650X65 Hutchinson ribbed. 45/-;
Goodrich Safety tread, £3/10; Hutchinson

ribbed, 700x75 for 650x65, 50/-; Goodrich Safety
tread, 700x80, £3/15.

BASTONE'S.—28x3 Palmer Cord heavy, 45/-;
Hutch mson ribbed, 50/-; Goodyear all-weather

t-read, 60y-.

BASTONE'S.—Michelin tubes, 26x214 or 26x2V.,
816; Goodyear butted, 28x3, 30/-.—228, Penton-

ville Rd., King's Cross, Loudon, N.l. Tel. : 2481
North. . [2004

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

ABOX OF STANLEY SP-RES is a complete
belt equipment outflt^the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains:

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.
Hardened & tempered hook and flansed pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK which Is the best
belt length adjuster yet Invented. Saves time,
troubled money. Saves the cost of a new belt

The STANLEY SHIELD, which protcctsthe belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley. 9cl.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS, for adjusting the
length of your belt In one second. Set of 3, 6d'

" Never be wUltout a box ol Stanley Sparest
Price 3 /6, post tree. Send sue of belt when ordering^
The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000

miles

—

lid.
Our Goods are world-renowned lor their Reliability,

A STANLEY FASTENER tree with each belt

Belt

Punches 2/3
Adjustahle
Punches 3 /e

-1^/9
r 2/2
¥2/S
i'3/2
iV 3/6

Setld P,C. tor 'wo interesting booklets.

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the Original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids)

BROMLEY, HENr. Z^°^r- ,806. Bromley

MOTOR CYCLE &
CAR HOUSES.

Portable Buildings of every description.

List Post Free.

Bungalows

£190

"WOODWORKS"
1 &4,BeckenhamRd.,PENGE,S.E.20

TYRES,
XT EMANUEL'S lor 3'our motor cycle tyres

QO,v3 Dunlop Extra Heavy (4-ply) 50/-,1^^ cord heavy 60/-, Palmer cord 45/-, Wo
e.-itra strong 39/6, Moseley ribbed 35/-. K,
anti-skid 35/-.—Belcw.

T'ftAxSO. tor voiturette rims, will fit 6
• \J\I Dunlop grooved 75/-, Wood-Milae

70/-, .SpcDcer-Moulton 70/-, Beldam Bulldog 70
Sunstone 70/-.—Below.

i}Cyiy'2V2 Dunlop Heavy 45/-, ditto tube
r^ ^J Below.

CKAX65 Palmer Cord Heavy 57/6, Pain\ifJ\J 50/-, Dunlop heavy 50/-. As foil
voiturette rims : Michelin steel-studded 70/-
Milne square 45/-.—Below.

<>/Jx2V2 Dunlop Heavy Rubber.studded 45/r^yt Sunstone 41/6, Dunlop combiiSStion
and steel-studed 57/6, Eom ditto 55/-. Avon i

tion 47/6. new endless tubes 6/6. heavy
rubber studs, 40/-.—Below.

OCx2% DunloT) Heavy 39/-. Wood-Mjlni'W" strong 39/-. Moseley ribbed 34/-. Dunl
bination 55/-, Palmer Cord 38/6, Bates heavy
38/-.—Below.

()fty-2Vi Dunlop Heavy 39/6. Dunlop com,
f^yt 55I-, Rom ditto 55/-. Beldam ditto 66/
special heavy 37/6, Macintosh chain pattern
Below.

Oftx2'/2 -to Fit JVi Rims.—Clincher de luxe
/WV» studs 45/-, Englebert heavy rubber sti
VVocd-Milne 3-ply (special) 36/-, 4-ply extra
45/-, ditto combination 57/6.—Below.

THE Above Tyres 'are Government surplus,
any way perished or soiled. All orders

approval against remittance. If not satisfactory
refunded. Country orders despatched passengt
same day as order received.—Below.

H EMANUEL, Tyre Factor, 27, Belgrai
• N.16. Stores : 37a, Balls Pond Rd.

Dalston 3161.

4>£?X2V2 Mackintosh or Spencer-Moulton Tyr.^ Vf each to clear.- Dooley.

DUNLOP Retread Tyres, sizes 2^, 2%, 21,4!

each : special quotations to the trade for m
ot 50.—Dooley.

IXNEB Tubes, neiv, Dunlop 26x3 and 28x3, 7
plus carriage.— Dooley.

PLEASE apply for above to J. J. Dooley, 33,
Rd., Clapham, S.W.8.

TYRES and Tubes Vulcanised, also covt
treaded.—IIL, Kramer Mews, West Brc

S.W.6. . ^ . . ^

BRAND New Clincher Tyres, 26x2i(i 33/6,
39/..—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebr

Wandsworth.

TYRES. Great Sale.—Don't buy any until yt

seen, our list. It is a revelation.—Bam
Co., 64. and 7B, Bishopsgate, E.C.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Special offer of new
Milne Keygrip covers, unwrapped, and c

the usual warranty ; seiit carriage free agai
mittance.

EOONOMIC.-Wood-Jfjlne 24x2% heavy 31/
£2/12; 26x2 heavy 30./-, listed *2/10

heavy 36/-, listed £3.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milnes : 26x2% heav^i-
listed *2/X6/8; extra heavy 39/6, listed £

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne : 26x2V.X2i4 heavs
listed £3; extra heavy 42/6, listed £3/10

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne : 26x3x2y2 O.S.
38/6, listed *3/4; extra ieavy 49/-, listed

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne : 28x2y. American
38/9, listed i£3/4/8; extra heavy 46/-,

£4/0/8.

ECONOMIC —Wood-Milne : 700x80 heavy
listed £417: extra heavy 56/-, listed £HI

ECONOMIC—26x214 Dunlop 'heavy W.D.
listed £2/11/3: Kempshall clearance ai

30/-. listed £2/17/4; non-skid 35/-, listed £3/
Dunlop tubes, W.D., 7/6.

ECONOMIC—26x2% Dunlop heavy W.D. 39/6
£2/13/9; Dunlop tubes,"W.D., 8/-; 28x3

shall non-skid clearance 45/-, listed £5/12/2.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed : Dunlop
stud, 24x2 27/9, 26x2 29/9, 26x2% 31/

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd.,
(near Town Hall). 'Phone: New Cross 1

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads rem
made perfect, tube .vulcanising, butt-ends

retreading ; send-for list.—Melton Rubber Works.
Mowbray.

GENUINE Bargains.-Brand new Dunlop
28x3, extra heavy rtibber studded, suit Ii

etc • price 50/- eachi—Apply, Salmons, 8, Upp
Martin's Lane, W.C.2,

WISE Motorists reduce their running costs by

ing their worn tyre covers to the Beldan
Co. (19201, Ltd., Brentford. Middlesex, to he retj^

A Beldam retread lasts as long as nuiuy new
Estimates given free.

A46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Edttorial Offices: Hertford St., Coventry,
Te\ezram%: "Motorcycle, Coventry."
Tel£pho>ir : lo. Coventry (5 lines).

Northern Offices: 199. Deansqale, ManchutV.
Tfilegrajii9 ;

" lUffo. Mant:Jlost«r.

"

Tehrptiotig : H07(t and M971 City.

Advertisino and Publishing OmcEs : 20, Tudof St., London, E.C.4.
Telegrams: "Cyclist, Fleet, London."
TeUphotu:: 2848 City (13 lines).

Midland Branch OlSces
: Guildhall Buildcnes. Navieaiion Strett, Birminsham,

l^Uorarru :
" Aotoprwa. Blrmlndhftm,"

]\l.Tlwiic : ism mi 2S71 Midlani

Subscription Rates: Home, 23s. I0d.( Canada, 23s. lOd.; other countries abroad, 28s- 2d, per annum.

The London-Land's End RegU'
lations.

NEW regulations for long distance trials are

always a matter of intere.st to competition

riders. Many feel that existing rules are

not quite adequate and are apt to lead to

bickerings. As a result, any innovation

requires careful thought, for the results are often

far-reaching and may even lead to the develop-

ment of undesirable types of motor cycles. In the

forthcoming London to Land's End trial, organised
l)y the Motor Cycling C'luh, certain features have
l)een introduced which call for comment. Follow-
ing the precedent of the Club's Ix>ndon-E.\eter trial,

110 adjustments will be permitted in controls. This
is as it should be, for the modern motor cycle' should
i)e capable of a twenty-four hour non-stop run.

except as regards replenishments, and the oppor-
tunity for minor adjustments is a4w'ays permissible

at the expense of time in unobserved sections.

It is in the regulations governing the most severe

[)ortion of the run, between Porlock Village and
the top of Lynton Hill, that the real innovations

occur. With the idea of avoiding possible diffi-

culties in deciding what is and what is not a clean

climb, time limits have l)een set for two sections,

which is a good feature, provided the limits are

sufficiently carefully calculated.

The first limit covers the three miles sub.sequei)t

to the Ship Inn. Porlock, and includes practically

nothing but the famous Porlock Hill. A minimum
limit of l8 m.p.h. is specified, and this should not

worry seriously solo machines over 350 c.c. Small
two-strokes, however, will be hard put to it to

maintain this speed, and the average medium-
powered sidecar outfit will have to be in very good
trim. Added to this, the surface of Porlock Hill

is often remarkably greasy, and wheel spin on the

severe gradient will cause even the bigger passenger
machines some difficulty. The second debatable
i;ondition is to the effect that no one shall be more
riian five minutes late at the top of Lynton Hill.

This implies an average speed of approximately

18 m.p.h. over rough and narrow moorland roads,
dmen Counlishury Hill, and up Lynton Hill. If

all goes well the average is not too high ; but new
competitors who do not kiww the country should
be warne<.l that the long and narrow descent of

Countisbury is highly dangerous, and culminates
in a sharp pitch near the foot, which has been the

cause of more than one serious accident.

It is not often we find ourselves at variance with

a sporting body such as the Motor Cycling Club,
but in this instance we feel insufficient distinction

has been maile between machines of widely differ-

ing powers, and that the average speeds may be too
high for safety under adverse weather conditions.

Fostering Club Life.

AT
a period when, to many people, the times

may appear to be suddenly out of joint,

there may be some tendency for all but the

utilitarian side of the motor cycle move:
raent to be placed on one side. Such a

policy, especially on the part of club officials, is

rather short sighted, for the practising of economy
by the curtaibnent of a healthy recreation is un-

wise; moreover, the truth of the sayri^ tliat " once
a motor cyclist always a motor cyclist " must not

be forgotten.

In club circles, for instance, there is no need
for a curtailment of programmes or the adoption
of a spirit of resignation if events are not supported
with the usual enthusiasm. Rather let trials secre-

taries absorb the duties of social organisers where
the latter officials do not ,nlready exist especially ; if

the average member at the moment is disinc'.ined

to join in extensive trials which necessarily involve

expenditure of time and incidental sums, let the

club programme be adjusted to su^ circumstances.

Social runs,,runs with an object, outings to places

of local picturesque, historical, or archaeological

interest are well worth taking ; they serve to keep
the members together, to strengthen mutual good
feeling, and to cater for a class which either cannot

or will not muster up enthusiasm in competitions.

- - -
.. / / '
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An index to the advertisements in this Issue will be found on the naee facing ti^ back cover.
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Greasy Camber, and a Pillion Flapper.

n
APPRECIATE no items in my postbag more
heartily than the—usually unprintable—letters

which I occasionally receive from keen amateurs
on whose toes I have trodden. The causes
specified in my cross-heading have brought me a breezy
letter from a damaged enthusiast, who is familiar with
all the machines which I rode in 1920. He waxes
extremely merry at my remark that a Scott is not
easily left, even by a Norton ; but he doesn't know the
roads of which I spoke. He considers I have a bee
in my bonnet about the A. B.C., which he prefers to

formularise as follows:

; :-
'-, x + Y=z

when X is high revs, Y is small bearings, and -Z is

wear. (Happy thought: express some of my own
childish notions in this learned form, chucking in a
few surds and wth powers to fog the innocent.) When
ills broken limbs have calloused up integral once more,
he proposes to sniff the ozone on an LO.M. Rudge,
which, he assures all and sundry, is the goods.

More About Electric Cables.

fV next letter is from a No. 8 hat, and has given
me a headache. He thinks less than nothing
of the merchant w1t6 irapres.sed me a few weeks

ago by talking in thousands of megohms ; apparently,
there might have been something in it if he had said
millions. Anyhow, his prescription for a care-free
existence with electric lighting on car 'or cycle is to
scrap the lot, as Jacky Fisher put it, immediately on
receipt. Then go to a cable company, and get them
to make up multicore wires with («) conductors ot
forty No. 33 s.w.g. wires, insulated with (&) pure
vulcanised rubber to a diameter of 7 mm. finally (c)

covered with cab-tyre sheathing. I gather that if you
put the charge of a Pacific thunderstorm down these
cables when the^were submerged in water, they would
still function merrily. Incidentally"he bids me beware
of the jute packing advised by another correspondent

;

it has a spongelike love of water, and soon shorts.

Rost Prevention and Cure.

AT Smethwick, in Staffs., there is a firm known as
T. Howse, Ltd., which specialises in chemical
elopes and appears to enjoy a high reputation in

technical circles of a more august character than those
which I frequent. Its top man, or " big shout,

''

'

as the . Yankees would call him, has a curious
psychology. Some while ago he wooed me with a
sample bottle of some stuff called Corrosine,
guaranteed to pi'event rust; it was quite good, too.
Now he has weighed in with another bottle of dope
called Derusta. : It is much as if an evangelist were
to offer you with one hand a safe passport ..to the
golden gates, and w ith the other hand an asbestos
suit in case you missed your way. My latest motor
cycle being only a week old, the times weren't quite

A20

ripe for a routine test of Derusta. But in my madder
moments I play golf. [We shouldn't call it that.

—

Ed.]

My clubs have lain in a damp shed since 1914. I

.selected a favourite driving iron, and anointed it with

Derasta. Being of a trustful disposition, Iwas much
disappointed. I expected to hear a rending sound and

to behold all the orange excoriations peeling off in-

continent. They didn't. I massaged the clubhead

gently withDerusta for five minutes, and at the end

of that period it became possible, to decide that the

metal had originally been white and not red. From
which I deduce that Derusta would do good work on a

motor cycle which had lain neglected in a damp shed

for some months.

'Ware Petroil on Scotts?

yi recent note on petrolling a Scott has brought

me a lot of correspondence. The firm have

no objection to the. petroil system, but advise

that an occasional pumpful be ejected via the drip

feeds for the sake of the bearings. But a corre^

spondent who has tried the system says it made him
wish the originator into a place where petrol does

not keep. It began by choking his carburetter ; it then

fouled the petrol tap filter ; and finally it made such

a mess of his transfer port gauzes that he had to cleanse

them with a blow-lamp, and finally buy a new set. As
it happens, I did not make this experiment until just

before I parted with my Scott ; u.sing a thin, filtered

oil, well mixed with petrol before insertion in the tank,

,1 experienced no trouble of any kind. Some months
later the purchaser enquired whether I would like to

buy the Scott back. .

Insurance.

To) ECENTLY in these notes I suggested that the

ifVi, following principles should govern our economies
in an outlay which has become very expensive,

(i.) Every! motor cyclist should be fiilly

covered against " third party " risks in the

interests of himself, his dependants, and any

persons whom he may chance to injure. (For a

man of limited means to burden his own shoulders

with risks which may exceed ;£i,ooo' is criminal

folly—there is no other name for it.)

,(2.) Whether we iiisure the machine itself or

not is a matter of taste. (It is a pure gamble.

Can we replace it, if burnt to the ground ? Would
we rather face this rather remote peril, or part

with the necessary premium ?)

(3.) Whether or not we insure ourselves against

personal injury is a question to be settled by the

effects which two- months in bed or permanent
crippling would have on our homes and business.

If it is wise to obtain this protection, we ought

probably to cover ourselves against general

accidents and sickness ; in that case motoring
accidents may be included in the "personal"
policy and excluded from the motor cycle policy.
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Into the Teeth of iIe Storm

The Ascent of Ihe Rugged

D'l
was at Conway that we put u[> for the night after

a pleasant run without special uiterest or excite-

ment from the old city of Chester. Tlie road along
the borders of the Dee and then of the opening sea

would be far more dreary and uninteresting were it not

or the vision of better things that lures one on. Com-
paratively level and of average .surface, it neither gave

IS the opportunity of doing things or seeing things,

mil, the weather being quiet and the sky montonously

jvcrcast, we found nothing to excite tlie spirit of adven-

urc ; certainly nothing that in any degree could be

egarded as a forecast of the programme that was to

je unfolded ere the little tour was finished. ,
We had am[)le time for a jaunt to the Great Orme,

mil were in lime to see the .sun conquer the gloom of

lit evening clouds and send its lires across the sea

Llanberis Pass against a Gale.

The whole heavens were on fire : it seemed that

streaks of molten metal were being poured from an

unseen cauldron, till the sparks burst upwards, their

light trailing away in half-seen luminous wreaths that

curled and flashed behind a screen of glowing gauze.

We slept that night the sleep of weariness and

peace, and so we woke refreshed ; and the clear sun

shone radiantly in the openeil window; but it was the

clearness that speaks of a .sky-way washed by the rains

of night: and white lines streaked the clear blue sea

away to the northern horizon.

A Freshening Gale.

• By nine we were on our way along the coast road

of North \\'ales, and the wind was wre.-,tling to impede

our progres.s—a pure, fresh wind, thai banished all ill-

humour and called forth the highest and

the best. At lirst a merry, playful thing,

it soon became too persistent for play-

fulness, and it was evident that it was

only testing our courage, and was pre-

pared to do better later on.

(Left) There are not many motor cyclists who,
Ircquenting North Wales year by year, do not even-
tually get caught in a storm in llie passes.

Pen-y-Gwryd Hotel, just beyond the summit of

Llanberis Pass, has on scores of occasions proved a

welcome stopping place after a tussle with a gale.

(Right) A scene in Llanberis Pass
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A Road Test in the Foothills of the Alps.—

lake side. The weather cleared a little and a most
magnihcent view was unfolded. Huge hills on all sides,
and above them the Alps, towards which I was heading—a more ideal testing ground could not be imagined.

I took advantage
of a respite in the

weather to try a
" speed burst."
The' pick-up was
rapid, and 50 m.p.h.
was reached with r'"

ease, but as I was |-

on an unknown road
and^ the visibility-

was low, I did not

,
exceed this, al-

though there was
power enough in

the engine had I

required it. Nor,
I may say, did I

keep it up long,

which was lucky, as in a few minutes I met a herd
of bullocks. This gave me an opportunity for some
clutch work, as the brigand in charge of the brutes

refused to take any notice of me. The action of the

clutch was sweet, but I would hke an auxiliary clutch

\

Where the Moto-Guzzi is made—Mandellc

Como. The snow-clad peak in the

pedal. This, however, is merely a matter of opinion,

as many motor cyclists prefer handle-bar control foi

such occasions.

Had the weather been anything like fine I should

have made the Swiss frontier at Castasegna or Tirano,

but, as it was, the

head of the lake

was my turning
;

,

point. From this

point the Alps were

obscured, and the

surrounding country

was remarkably

like the Loch
Lomond district
near Ardlui. The
rain was almost
Scotch- in its
intensity, but the

little pink villas
brought one back

to the Sunny South.

There was no

serious hill on the route^ but, what hills there were,

the machine took in its stride. It has been, on the

road for over two years, and had about 8,000 miles

to its credit, but it pulled like a 1921 machine. '

G.S.M.

, on Lake Lecco, a branch of Lake

background is Monte Grigna.

MORE
ANY fresh legislation seems bound to produce

anomalies and hardship to some of those

affected, and thii*is particularly so when motors
or motor cycles are the subjects of that legislation.

It is very big odds against the man who drafts a iiew

regulation concerning motor cycles being himself a

motor cyclist ; and it seems almost impossible that

cither he or his advisers should be cognisant of all

the ins and outs connected with the pastime.

A reader who signs himself " Auld Reekie " points

out two glaring anomalies upon which he has sought

the guidance of the Ministry of Transport. The
MinistiT's reply through the local taxation officer is

also .appended. The points in question were: (i.)

" What licences require to be taken out by a person

jwning two identical machines, but only one sidecar

TAXATION ANOMALIES.
attachable at will to either? (2.) In the event of

an owner of a sidecar outfit selling the sidecar, would

a refund be madfe to him by the authorities for the

unexpired portiori of the year?
"

The reply goes as follows

:

" The Secretary of the Ministry of Transport has for-

warded to me a copy of your letter to him on the subject

of rating for duty on sidecar used alternately with two
Triumph motor cycles, and also on your position relative

to refund in the event of your selling your sidecar.
" I have to state that the Ministry is of opinion that if

any person uses the same sidecar attached at different

times to two motor cycles, he must pay an additional simi

of £11 in respect of both motor cycles. With reference to

the second query contained in your letter, in the Ministry's
opinion a refund would not be payable under the circum-
stances mentioned."

—

Local Taxation Officer.

Cpmment is needless.

INSTRUCTION IN TWO-STROKE MANAGEMENT.
DESPITE the fact that two-stroke engines have

held a prominent place in the motor cycle move-

ment for the last ten or eleven years, specialised

literature regarding this type of power unit has been

particiilarly unfertile.

The enquiring novice who wanted practical instruc-

tion in the whys and wherefores of management has

been almost entirely limited to the two-stroke chapters

of such handbooks as " Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them," which, although excellent in their

way, have necessarily not exhausted the possibilities

of the subject. An effort to produce something on

satisfactory lines lias borne fruit, however, in the

handbook-"- now under review. The work of the staff

of Tlie Motor Cycle, it embodies all that is accepted

' Ivvo-stroke Motor Cycles." Price 3 /-. by post 3/3. Iliffe & Sons Ltd.

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

and trustworthy in the discussion of two-stroke pos
sibilities as applied to motor cycle practice, while the

instructional chapters, which cover such groun"ti as
" Getting the Best Results on the Road," " Tuning.
Up," " Tracing Troubles," and " Cleaning the

Engine," haAe been compiled by writers who have used
and appreciated two-stroke motor cycle engines from
their inception. Innumerable hints and tips will

enable the inexperienced rider, puzzled by some minor
defect, to search all possible causes of trouble, and
then, the secret of his difficulty being revealed, to

rectify it in the easiest possible way.
To those who are interested in the development of

the two-stroke, the chapter on past and contemporary
designs of. more unconventional nature than their

fellows, and the final notes on the technical aspects

of the two-stroke, will repay careful study.
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-rrr-^ Luggage Carrying on the Sidecar.

1 WJMWBI^Ml.} details of modern ^-^\ f:l\^^Bmmimmummf
SIDECARS.

?IQ

Millford two-seater sidecar. (2) .A boat-

jdel on the Metro-Tyler. (3) A feature

lalcr-Lea is that the spare wheel is carried

part of the chassis. (4) A capacious

part of the Brough sidecar body.

^^^^N

ly 7 HILE automobile bodywork ha.s btcijme more

^^ or less standardised in recent years, sidecar
design, and more particularly sidecar coach

-

vork, follows no distinct fashion.

Probably no two sidecar chassis are entirely alike,
lid no two sidecar bodies bear more than a faint
esemblance to each other. Naturallv, therefore,
iigj;age -carrying arrangements are presented in a
ariitv of forms.

(Right) The rear locker of the

Chater-Lea sidecar.

(Left) Althougli a sporting model,

there is ample luggage accommodation

on this gracefully designed Zenith

sidecar.

1 here IS the grid, which may be (i) rigidly affixed
to lie chassis, (2) sprung with the body, or (3) inde--
liendeiuly sprung, l.ockers, again, mav be anywhere :

(I) behind the seat, {2) underneath the seat, (3)between the mudguard and the body, or (4), a vcrv
popular • unofficial " position, on the floor.

Facilities for canyiiig a spare tin of petrol do n<it
receive as much attention as they deserve. If the can
be thrust on the grid the luggage capacity of the latter
IS greatly curtailed; the same may be said of the
locker position. Kut many bodies nowadays have
some pretensions to a streamline tail and, where a
spe<-ial carrier is not incorporated with the side(-ar
chassis or luggage grid, the flat top portion of the
tail 111 (luestion makes a very sfiitable anchorage for-
the spare two gallons of spirit.

Even if a special position is provi.letl there is no
reason why this tail area should not be padded with
rubber and railed in, as on the Sheffield-Henderson and
U.S.A. At sometime or other in the sidecar's career

the extra luggage space afi'orded
will be more than welcome.
On the more luxurious outfiis

the position of the spare wheel
is another unsettled question

—

almost "problem," for the
beauty-experts of the automobile
body world discoxered, some
years ago, that a loose wheel at
any angle or fixing does not tend
to enhance appearance. Even
now, hone\'er, sidecar bodies
are barely commodious enough
to adopt the neatest car expedient
of stowing the wheel away in an
entirely concealed compartment.
Probably about the same time

in the future as unpuncturable
tyres come into general use, one
fixing and position for the detach-
ajak wheel will be universal; but
at present we must rest content
with various compromises.
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Commenlary based upon Praclical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.
^'^"'"- Now that most British motor cycles

are in e\'ery way suitable lor the needs
of the Overseas buyer, fewer letters reach us setting
forth "ideal specificatibns." Before the war such
helpful suggestions were a feature of our postbag.
Among the subjects upon which our correspondents
now base their useful criticisms one stands out above
all others. We refer to the question of a ready supply
of spafe parts, in short "Service."
Many times we have given prominence to this sub'-

ject because we feel that until Overseas riders are. able
to obtain replacements for British machines as promptly
as they can for those manufactured in America, British
motor cycles will not secure their full share of popu-
larity.

The service of American' makers has often been
quoted as an ideal for British makers to equal or
emulate. Ideals, however, are not always practicable,
and in this case the conditions auent American and
British motor cycles are by no means identical.

American motor cycle manufacturers can be counted
upon the fingers of one hand, but fully a hundred
makers share the'fOverseas trade from this country,.

During the war, the U.S.A. products were able jointly

to establish them.selves in our Overseas Dominions, with
the result that_ there are now in use sufficient machines,
of two or three makes to justify the expense of a very
complete spare parts service.

It would appear that in the past the British motor
cycle industry has considered that since it is impos-
sible to organise " service '' on the lines of their

American contemporaries, there is nothing more to be
done in the matter, instead of fojgetting what has been
done by U.S.A. makers and attempting to solve the

problem which would still exist even if no American
motor cycles were in use overseas.

Ijl cjj cji ._

Solutions to the There are several solutions, each
Problem. worthy of consideration, but first of

all British motor cycle makers must
cease to regard their productions in the same light as

commodities which, when worn out, are replaced by
new goods. They, must consider potentialities which
accrue from usage. If the life of a motor cycle be
taken as fen years, then it is in the interests of the

maker to provide for the needs of evei-y owner who is

likely to use that machine.

The following are some of the ways open to provide

spare parts service for British machines

:

(1.) By syndicated representation by means of central
depots in each country financed by groups of manu-
facturers.

26

(2.) By central depots organised and financed by
new branch of the Manufacturers^ Union.

(3.) By private enterprise.

Regarding the last mentioned method, it is passing

. strange that Overseas towns have not concentrated

upon the spare parts, business such as has -proved

successful in the Home Country. Surely, if spare

parts can build up a big business at home, there is

wonderful scope f^r houses working on similar lines ir

India, Africa, Ai;stralia, and New Zealand.

Co-operation With the co-operation of the manu
Necessary. facturers, agents should be enablec

tO' carry a reasonable stock of spare;

for the makes they represent, while in the more im

portant centres quite a trade should be available ir

spare parts for the leading makes in general use ir

the district. In certain of the Overseas Dominion;
large importers of complete motor cycles are carryinj.

stocks of spare parts for the machines in which the\

speciahse, Ijut taken on the whole this branch of ths

business has not received the attention due to it

partly, nO' doubt, on account of the necessity to loci

up a large amount of capital for two or three years

tjj [jj IS

Encouraging There is every evidence that manii
Overseas Trade, facturers are more seriously makinj

a bid for Overseas trade than eve

before, and no opportunity is being lost to regain thei

footing in those markets which have been more
le-ss neglected sin'ce the war.

The British Industries' Fair, which opened thi

week simultaneously at London, Glasgow, an<

Birmingham, is well supported by -members of thi

motor cycle industry, and, as a number of these firm

exhibited last year, this fact may be taken as evideno

that they have found' the Fair profitable.

As on the last occasion, the Fair is purely a busines

proposition, i.e., a place where buyers from Oversea

and sellers can meet, and where the former can
a very short time examine lines of commodities pro

duced by many manufacturers. There are no sidi

shows or amusements, as is the case with the usua

exhibition, and the catalogue is printed in thre

languages.

The presence of such commodities as motor cycle

and accessories must be the means of interesting ne\

buyers for these goods. In addition, trade buyers

goods outside the motor field are personally interest©

in motor cycles, so that Overseas traders shoul

benefit materially from the s'isit to this country of thei

coimtrvmen.
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A Selecdon of Letters from Readers scallered all over Ihe World.
In Baghdad.

Over tiie signature of '' Ghalba," a military correspondent
th the forces in Baglidatl sends -us the •foUowiiig accouiit
conditions in that city :

" The Motor Vyrle. is a very pleasant connection with
line even if it does sometimes cause attacks of home-
:fcness wlieu flunking of what machine to -buy on our
turn. However, there will he at least one more Siiow
nnber before that comes off.

"This is not a motor cyclist's paradise; in summer' it

not so very bad, though it is liot, du.'»ty, and bumpy

—

t now even ' I.^ion ' avouUI rather walk on some roads,
le ram will not soak in, so all the imnietalled road.s
nsist of a mass of hard bumps and ruts covered with
inci^dibly ."lippery surface of clayey 'mud.' I have

on the

" In the writer's opinion, however, one would do better
to sell the machine in England and purchase a' new machine
n\ India. Good American big twins and fours are quoted
as low as £125. The motor stores out here to-day are
cranmrcd full of British machines, too, especially two-strokes.
Whilst Briti.sh machines are very popular hero, one cannot
help but notice the wide popularity of the Americans, especi-
ally the Henderson (four-cylinder). When"ie considers that
a four-cylinder machine can be bought for £125, as against
£150 for a i^ood 'single,' one can well see wliv this is so."

whirhen an K.A.F. tendei

!td at 5 ni.p.h. To
>et this sort of thing

chief motor agents
Baghdad display in

eir phite-glass win-
w (the only one in

city) tiip 'V.T.

reel hf'// i/i'irr nioilil

famous maker,
44 li.p, model

luld be alnio-st ideal

the country. Nced-
s to say they seem
have reposed in tlie

n d u w for some
mtlls nf)W. I rather
LJik a two or thrcc-

!ed lightweight for

.vn use ojdy would
as well as anything;

e. In the summer there u.sed

be several ex-W.l). Doui;lase.s

iden by prosperous- looking
itleiiien clad in spotless white
Jl ami a fez. This kit would look
ther well in the Si.\ Days !

"

"Owner Going Abroad."
VIj;. .Tamils Oscaui), wiitini;

mi Karachi, gives his c.\pevi-

:es in taking his own machine
India. He al.so emphasises the
ireniely low figure at wliicli

loriran motor cycles sell out
;rc :

' 'J'/ii M'h,!- ('ijrh: of December
id is lo hand, and I am inter-
ed in your correspondent's
narks under above heading,
rhaps my experience
taking a 1 Humph

eciir outfit to India •,,- '»->C!

1 interest him and
lei's wlio contemplate
nj to India.
' 1 foimd the best
n was to entrust the
cliine to the maivers.
ese ])eo4)le do their

u exporting, or have
iir exporters, and
IS ' know the ropes.'

"My macliine was
mantled, packed, iii-

ed, and put on
ii'd, for quite a
ninal sum. The
chine arrived safely
Bombay one month

er, Hud the total
it v,'as, with shippiii"
ea, etc., £21 9s. 3d.
e Customs duty is

;{) on the value of
s machine.

could liardly keep

Italy and Exchange Difficulties.

All unfavourable rate of exchange is " G.F.li.'s " reason
wliy there is no large e.^port trade to Italy. He writes from
Milan as follows :

" At present the position of the exchange is still greatly
unfavourable to a large

4

'-:; -istij^ -i'

l^B&aiiSL^

.s^Z\

1

IN THE HIGHL-XNOS OF NEW ZEALAND.
A King Dick outfit which our New Zealand correspondent has had in use lor

three years. The photographs convey a good idea of the fine scenery in the
North Island. Both pictures were taken at the southern end of the Kaimanawa
range ol mountains, among which run fairly good motoring roads.

xport trade in motor
cycles from England to

this country. At the
present very high rate
of exchange, a good
English sidecar outfit,

such as a Sunbeam or
A.J.S., costs, delivered
here, nearly as much
as a good light car
chassis (such as the
l!iiinchi model 15 fitted

vith electric lighting
iKJ starting equip-
iciit). You will, ihei-e-

i"re, iniderslaiid that
it is almost impossible
to expect large orders
from this country under
the pre.sent conditions.

If British manufacturers are
really anxious to export on a large
scale, they must study some means
of overcoming the exchange diffi-

culty, or otherwise business will
be viuv slack."

Impressions from Swaziland.
.Mn. B. T. MAtfDoNALB, Swazi-

land, writes :

"I trust you will excuse my
picking a bone with you. lu re-

producing a few of my statements
in T/fi' Motor (UjrU of Seiitejiiber
30th (Overseas Section), you have
erred slightly to the detriment of
my 'bus. I would not mind so
much, but for the fact that :i

couple of African motoring papers
copied yonr reproduc-
tiini.

" First, I never ride
solo, road surfaces and
gates being trouble-
some, and comfort a
primary consideration.
M.y consumption of 90
m.p.g. was wiili- siilv-

car, paxunnifi-r, and a
con^iderahli'. niiiount 0/
hii/gm/K (including six

ij. gallons of petrol and
^ two of oil). I have

several times exceeded
60 m.p.g., but uormal
running with many
starts a day rather
spoils the average.

" Jly actual state-

ment with regard to
' spares carried ' was
to the effect that one
cover (for rear wheel)
and one main driving

A27
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Overseas Section.—

chain wore my only spares since acquiring the outfit.

(This is picl-iing a Ixrne with a vengeance, as I happen to

cany a cover .and tube liabitually.)
" As a comparison. To travel from here to Johannesburg

by the ordinary way—by post car to rail head (eighty-two

miles) for two persons and luggage, £25 ; rail to Johannes-

burg about £5 , total £30 to £40. By motor cycle and side-

car—petrol 6s. 6d. per gallon at 50 m.p.g. = nine gallons

the double journ(|| comfortably, £2 18s. 6d. ; oil, 10s. 6d.
;

four days travelling there and b.'.ck, twelve meals at 2s. 6d.

= £1 iOs. ; two beds, 5.s. (one person). For two persons,

therefore, to Johannesburg and back, £6 19s.
•" I think this emphasises the need for motor cycles and

sidecars as a neans of transport."

Advantages oJ C.O.D. Payment System.

Writing from Nawalapitiya, a reader who signs himself

"Ceylon," supports a recent correspondent who advocated

that spare parts should be sent by the "C.O.D. Post
system.

" A little time ago," he states, " I decided to get sori

spares for a well-known gear box, and so wrote to the makei
Not knowing the price, I asked them to send the goof

C.O.D. post. After some delay I i-eceived a reply in tl

shape of a j)'''o forma invoice, stating goods were ready fi

despatch, and would be sent on receipt of cash. This wou
have meant a further delay of at least a couple 1

months, before spares came to hand. In consequence I wro
and told them I would not take the spares. As it happenr
I was not in immediate need of the spares in question, gettiii

them only in case of wear of parts, or emergency ; had
required them urgently, it would have been most annoyinj

" I know of other instances of the same treatment
am open to correction, but I thought that manufacturers
others had been asked to stimulate overseas trade by tl

Government, and the C.O.D. post had come into operatic
more or less for this purpose."

Motor Cycle Spares Service.
What may be Done by Private Enterprise. An Example at Honie as a

Pointer for Overseas.

THE most frequent and persistent complaint which

reaches us from our overseas readers is that British

machines do not accrue their full popularity abroad

because they are not backed by efficient spare parts

service.

Granted that British makers remain apathetic, it would
still appear that the o\-erseas retail trade remains blind to

the possibilities which exist in specialising upon spare parts

business. Wherever more than one or two macliines of a

make exist, there is a potential demand for replacements for

those particular machines and a stock, complete and well

chosen, will not only be drawn upon constantly, but will have

the effect of drawing further machines of the same make
into its vicinity—the owners feeling secure in the knowledge
that they are insured against the delay entailed by the col-

lapse of an essential detail only to be replaced by a tedious

application to the parent factory.

That a highly satisfactory business in spare parts may be

built up has been demonstrated Jit home in more than, one

case, and if a private firm can establish an almost world-

wide business when located very close to the actual maker's
woiks, suielj theie is still moie scope for the man who

establishes a comprehensive store where private riders ha

no means of immediate access to the parent factories.

We have in' mind particularly the example which has bet

set up by Messrs. Herbert Robinson, Ltd., of Cambridg
Here we have the management of a provincial garage ai

repair business realising the existence of a contmuous ai

certain demand for prompt spares service. Well equippf
storerooms were burnished, a special staff detailed, and
judicious advertising campaign inaugurated. The results ha
surprised even those responsible for the scheme, and tl

firm is now receiving orders for spares, not only from a

parts of the British Isles, but from almost every pla
abroad where British machines are used. ' Complete stoc!

of parts for all Douglas, Triumph, J.A.P., Villiers, ai

Sturmey-Archer manufactures ara maintained, and separa
illustrated price list for each are available; approved crec

aciounts are opened, and orders on these as well as tho
covered by remittance are filled on the day of receipt. Tl
businesslike method has resulted in ever growing" ordeil

and it appears abroad there would be even greater sco]

than at home. This is proved by the fact that Messr
Robmsons lecene a large proportion of orders from overse;

A28

Although but ten miles from the metropolis, Mill Hill still retains some traces of ^the days when it was a "sleepy hollow."
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What it Costs to send a Motor Cycle Overseas.
A Schedule of Inclusive Packing and Freight Charges, and Details of Import Duties in Various Countries.

(Compiled by Messrs. Davies, Turner & Co., Ltd., Lime Street, London, E.C.)

Nyijic of Country lo

which the Rates and
Duties Apply.

\Nrir.L-A (B.W.I.)

\RGENnSF,
(South America)

Australia

\tiiKIA

1AH.\M,\S (D.W.i.) ..

AKUAUOES (B.W .1.)

JLU.TI M

lEKMUDA (B.W.I.) .

\%Ki\\. f^. Ani<'i-ica)

HiNA : Hongkong
£ll\NGII.M

t\ LON

:vpa.v-i

>ENS1ARK . . . .

LAiiM. ., L'.-W.l.)

:cvrr

•*RA.V< i

illI.L.Co.\ST

;heev&
iRtNADA tB.W .1 :

itiAWA (British 1

These Duties are Compiled
from Official Sources, but
without responsibility.

% = per centum ad valorem.

Under the British I'reforential

tariff, 105% ad valorem
Under general tariff, 13% ad
valorem

32% of the valuation of I'lO

pesos each
Under the British preferential

tariff, £10 each, or 25% ad
valorem. (b) Under (lie

seneral tariff, £12 each, or
3U% ad valorem.

(b) Whichever rate returns the
higher dutv).

loO Kr. per 100 kgs

St. John's .

Rate per
|

One Molor '

Cycle.
I

Xanie ol Counti-j' lo
which the Rales aiul

Duties Apply,

Buenos Aires
Montevideo .

.'\delaidc . . .

.

Brisbane . . . .

' .Melbourne .

.

Frcmantle . .

Sydney

^ 17

H 17
8

< HolLa.s'd
,

>0% ad \-alorem. with an ad-
ditional charge of lO*^',, on
amount of duty leviable at
rale given

Under ihc British Preferential

tariiT. 9% ad valorem.
Under the general tariff,

UJ^n ad valorem.
)->') Frs. per Hw) ksjs. (with

or without sidecars).

The use .of motor vehicles in

Bermuda is prohibited.

Cyil'^s. including molor cycle

frames with one sciii for

adults, 50,UOO Reis each.

The inotore are dutiable separ-

ately at the rates of l.'t^;,, ad
valorem. Bicycles with more
than one seat oay an addi-

tional 30,000 Keis for each
scat.

Under the British Pcrferontial

tariff. --S'"^j atl \al'>n'm.

Under the general tariff,

•fJl% ad \aloreni.

Free
5% ad valorem
Used bicycles, including used

motorcycles, brought with
a passenger as part of bag-
gage, free. Motor cycles,

74",, ad xalorem.
10% ad valorem
Motor c^xles, gilded, silvcr-

rlated, coated, enamelled,
acq uered . painted,

bronzed, oxidised, ornickel.

Plated. 'XttO Kron. i>cr kg.

Other. O.-'iO Kron. per kg.

Under the British Preferential

tarill, 10% ad valorem.
Under general tariff, l-i%
ad \alorem.

S% ad valorem '. . 1 ..

,

Frs. -^20 per I'W \<i%i. (1.3)

The duties shown must be
multiplied by the figures in

brackets against thcra in

order to arrive at the total

amount of duly leviable.

Motor cycles weighing each 5U
kgs. or k-ss 100 Mks. per

From on to H'O kgs.. 7o Mks
per UK) kcs. From 100 to

L*5i.» kgs., 70 .Mks. per lUO kgs
Free
15 Drachmas each
Under the British Preferential

tariff, 8% ad valorem.
Under the general t:uiff,

I'V',. ad valorem.
Under the British PrE-fcrential

tariff, lyj^o ^"1 valorem.
Under the general tar iff

108% 3d valorem, with
an addi tional rhargt of

10% on the amount of duty
Tc^^ablo at the rate given.

via Fiumc-
Trieste .

.

Nassau .

.

Bridgetown

Antwerp
Ostend .

Rio de Janeiro .

Santos

Montre.ll .

Hongkong .

f^liaiighai

Colombo .

.

Lamaca . .

.

Copenhagen.

Alexandria
pbrt Said .

Boulogne .

Calais ....

Hamhiir;^

Accra
Pirseu? ....

St. George':^

Demcrara

13
W

MosibuRAs (British)

Italv
India

jA.MAIt\
.

Japan .

.

: LiBRRiA (VV. Afrira)
!' 1 (I I; MArKllU'S
!t 1 *l MONKIRKAT
10 lo u

MOKOCt

5 13 t;

Tp
13' ti

.", (!•

Vi 0»

s 17 a
8-0 !•

10 17
7 11

Nevis t^V, Indie?)

New /i-.\i.and

NiGF.KI ^

Norway

PORTVCAi.

Russia

St. Lie I a

St. ViN^

SlAM
SlF.RK\ LF.t»N:.

South A>-rka

SfKAIli bl-l 1 1 t- MI-

These Duties arc Compiled
from Official Sources, but
without respotisibility.

Ji = per centum ad valorem.

o% ad valorem .

15% ad valorem

f*0 Lire each ....

74°i ad valorem

lCa% .^d vaUui I

03.60 Yen each

1^4% ad valorem
12% ad valorem ".

Under the British Preferential
tariiT, U'!l% ad valorem.

Under the general larifT, 13^%
ad v.doR^m.

I'.Vl'^o ad \aIoreni

Under ihi- ^rili^ll Preien-ntial
tariff, 8t% ad valorno.
Under the general tarill,

11% ad valorem.
If tin: produce of some part of

the British Dominions, I0'»;,

ad valorem, otlienvLsc 20%
ad valorem. Plus 1% ad
valorem primage tax on alt

goods.
Frw
Cycles i*l> Kron. each. The

engines Of molor cycles are
dutiable separatelv at the

rate of 10% ad valorem.
1-3 Escudos each. IMus Sur-

tax of 30 Fscudos each.

The position is so flnclnalins

that it is impossible to

furnish dcAnile informa-
tion. Each of the Govern-
ments have a dillercnt tariff.

If classed as vehicles—Under
the British Preferential
tariff, 12% ad valorem (a).

Under the general tariff,

10% ad valorem (a). If

classed otherwise, 1C% ad
valorem (a).

(a) With an additional charge
of 10% on the amount y(

duty leviable at the rate

giveiu
Under the British Prefcreiitial

tariff, l<t% ad valorerti.

Under the general taril?,

121% id valorem.
:i"o ad valorem
l'j% ad valorem
Under the British Preferential

"^tariff, 17% ad valorem.
Under the general tariff.

20°i, ad valorem.
"!> I'cset^is per kg

•R

^ t-^ Free .

Swedes i GO Krou each ,

Syrian Coast ,

(Palestine)
(Mesopotimia)

Trinidad

: 11% ad \jUorem

Tlkkev
(Cor.stantiuopIe and
Black Se.i Porrs).

U.S.A

\
L'ndertheJJritiSli Preferential

\ tariff, 8% ad avioreth.

I
Under the general tariff,

I 10% ad valorem.
*

1,200 Piastres per 100 kg?. :

.

, ad valpccm

Amsterdam
Rotterdam .

Belize
Genoa
Legliorn . .

.

I-ionibay . .

.

Calcntt.-i ...

K.irachi . .

.

Madr.ts
Kingston .

.

Kobe
Vokohama .

Monrovia .

.

Port Louis .

Plvraouth .

.

Casublanca .

Mazngan . .

.

Mogodor . .

.

Tangier . . . .

Charlcstown

Auckland .

Dnnedin .

.

Lvltleton .

Wellington

Lagos
Aalrsund
Ber^n
Chnstiansund
Trendhjem . .

.

Lisbon

Rate per
One Motor

Cycle.

i 5.

10
G IC
7 It
8 15
S 15
8 U
8
8
S
7 M
8 15
8 1.1

7 o
S 1

7

8
8
8 !)

8 9

Kingstown

Bangkok
Freetown
Capetown' . . . .:

Port Elizabeth .

East London

.

NafSU. ......;.
Barcelona
Bilbao
Malaga
Saiitander . . . ,

.

Penang
Singiipore . . .

.

Slockholm
Beyrou*. . .'

Jaffa :,

Port of Spain

Constantinople

Boston .;. ..

New York ...

PhiladcIpFiia .

11 3

8

JO
7 5
7 18
7 18

,
S 2

1 S 2
8 10
8
8 10
«
8 12
8 12
7 17
XI'
a 9

7 13
7 13
7 13

'Con&ulagc.charges extra. Thf; above rates arc liable at any tnne to alteraiion withoat notice.
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WINTER WORK IN THE GARAGE.
Some Conversions and Adap(a(ions (hat will Improve or Modernise Existing Macliines.

Component parts of the Grado pulley,

illustrating the simplicity of this type

of ^ear.

NOT all motor cyelists appreciate the -Joys of winter

riding, and those .who do not object to laying

up their machines for a week or two have open

to them a wide field of activity in the garage.
.

Renovations
a n d overhauls

form the gener-

ally-accepted pro-

c ed u r e at this

time of the year,

but there is no
reason \\' h y
owners, particu-

larly owners of

old mac hi n e s,

should not go one

better, and, in-

stead of content-

i n g themselves

with renovation,

endeavour to improve and modernise their machines

and so improve their value.

Apart from the general tightness of money, and con-

sequent inability to obtain a new
mount, many motor cyclists have

. ^.
.

__ .

an affectionate regard for their

old motor cycles, and an unvoiced

opinion, sometimes based on
fact, that there is little to choose

between pre-war and post-war

engines. Some go even further

and stoutly declare that their

1913 XYZ is a better puller and
has better material in it than its

1 92 1 prototype.

Often, however, the " old

love " is single-geared—clearly a

case for conversion.

Bottom bracket design and various constructional

details prevent the majority of proprietary counter-

shaft gear boxes of to-day from being fitted to fixed

gear mounts of six to ten years ago, bui there are

several variable
gearing devices that

are specially mar-
keted for this work.
some are already

well known, but one
or two, that are

not widely adver-
tised, are probably
not so familiar to
the majority of our
readers.

The Philipson

.

pulley is so linked
with the T.T. type
of machine that its

advantages to the
tourist are some-
w h a t neglected.

It simply consists

For c»in:S!'ting 1915-18

4 h.p. Douglas clutch

drawbolts to a push

action—the Burlington

Motor Cycle Co.'s

reverse action set.

The

of a variable pulley which may be opened at will bj

hand-^r foot control, w^ith the. additional property oi

automatically lowering the gear ratio when the engint

commences
to labour. Most
existing machines

with direct belt

drive usually may
be readily fitted

with this device.

Also on -the
variable pulley

principle the

Grado gear may
no^v' be obtained

in a countershaft

form, supplied

with a detachable

starting handle,

and particularly

suited to single-

geared lightweights. Other variations of this gea

include a hand-le\er operated engine-shaft ptrlle

with or without a kick-starter

It is claimed for the Gradi

pulley that, however slack th

belt, the' inner flange of th

pulley exercises a gripping stres

that effectively prevents any pos

sibility of. slip. Two hours i

the time that the makers ca

culate as necessary to fit th

countershaft model.

There are at__ least two mor
well-known' variable pulley gear

sold as separate units that mus
not be forgotten. The " Pneu
manufactured by the Pnei

Auto-Pulley Co., 22, Bassborough Road, Birkenhead
ranks among the very simplest of these devices; bu
the Mabon gfear, sold by the Mabon Motor Works
^^"oodside Gardens, Bruce Grove, Tottenham

N.W. 17, is als(
, popular in its ball

bearing counter

shaft form, when i

is fitted with a tan]

lever control

Those who re

quire somethin;

more elaborate ar

catered _iox b

several gear b o

people, n o t a b 1

Messrs. Knowles an(

Ramsbottom, Cod
dington St., Black

burn, who make th(

Rigby or Simple:

two and four-speec

gears, especially fo

single - seare(

U " pedal for converting the Sturmey-
Archer clutch to dual control.

Diagram showing the Rigby four-speed

gear, which may be adapted to many

pre-war machines.
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Winter Work in the Garage.—

machines of pre-war manufacture.

i'he two-speed model is on the ex-

uiding clutcli principle, while a
\ery interesting four-speed model
iiinbines this principle with a .dog

lutch box, giving two further

:aios. Thus, on the latter type

here are two direct and two in-

lirect drives, and a simple kick-

.st.irler has now been incorporated.

lioih models are ivell designed, well

made, and thoroughly sound pro-

positioas, and we should imagine

tliat, say, an old Triumph {circa

910) should be a very fascinating

mount when equijjjied with either.

'J'be conversion in such a case is a
iniple task to a good mechanic.
.Suspension is another item whirii

might receive attention by the owner
btiil on im|jroving bis old inacliine.

I.M.C, I'lexa. aiid Mabon spring

.<ieat-pillars (all described previously in these colunin.s)

may lie readily litted to existing motor cycles, and are

iindoulitcdiy \cry efficient substitutes for a fully sprung
ranie.

So many ex-W.D. niachiiicR are there on the road

niiuadays that it is not sinprising that sjjecial atten-

tion is being gi\eu to various details that lend to t>nng
such machines up-to-date. .\ clutch-operating con-

version set for 1 915-191 8 4 h.i). Douglases is a

typical example of a small but very neatinotlification,

which mainlv ai)plies to ex-W.D. models. It elimin-

ates the draw bolt, which, unless carefully used, was
rather apt to give trouble, .substituting a short stiff

push rod. .-Vi the insiilc ol this rod there are two pawis
pi\v-)ted about their

centres which thus
!-• o n V e r t the push
motion of the rod

into a pull on the

clulih. To obtain

this i)usliing action,

ihe arm of the quick

threaded portion is

reversed, and then

connected to the

clutch pedal in tlie

usual way. The sole

.Mills's pedal for Sturmey dutches. concessionnaires for

h simple hand lever control attiiclied to

the B.S..^. clutch pedal : it does not involve

any alterations to the existing control, and
is sold ready for httini; by the Ixion Motor
Mfg.Co., Great Tihdall Street, Birminghain.

this fitment are the Burlington
Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., 7, South
Side, Clapham Common, London,
S.W.4.

This firm also makes a clutch

pedal auxiliary to the hand control

on .S"turmey - Arclier countershaft
gear boxes. . A. Uppadine, Long-
ford, Coventry, is another to design
a jiedal on similar lines, which we
illustrate. It will be noticed that

it is only necessary to withdraw the

existing clamping .screw of the

worm-o[)erating lever and replace it

with a long heel-operated pedal.

Heavier and more elaborate, the

Mills pedal nevertheless is on the

same principle ; the manufacturer in

this case is Cyril S. Mills, Trent
Lock, Sawley, near Derby,
Owners olf machines with foot

clutch operation only, who desire

the dual system of control, arc

catered for by several enterprising firms. For example,

15, S, .A,, clutches may lie adapted for hantl control by

I he hand-operated lever sold by the County Cycle anil

Motor Co.. .^07-514, Broad Street, Birmingham, The
Ixion Motor ^Manufacturing Co., Great Tindall Street,

Birmingham, is another firm which markets a some-

what simpler conversion .set.

.\part from the improved efficiency and comfort that

such conversions and
adaptations as we have in-

dicated will (irovide, there

is a subtle satisfaction in

[lossessing a " new -old
"

macliine. For it is very

often, in some respects,

aJ.so a luii'iuc machine; and
often, too, such modernised

moimts are not one whit

behind the equivalent capa-

citv machine of to-day in

pulling power or reliability,

b'mally, the pleasurable

Sensation of achievement

more than compensates for

a few hours' toil in the

garage ,at a- season when, „ , .
, ^

, ^ , '-11 Hand control set
the same -tune might be

b,S..'\. dutches made
wasted by the fireside. il-.e County Eng. Co

for

by

MID-WEEK
rHE Autocar recently contained a sunrise to

sunset census made on Tebruary 1st of traffic

on a busy trunk road, .Mthougli its purpose
was mainly to arrive at some reliable data as to Ivow

the new licensing regulations were being complied with,

some of the tabulated figures are of quite general

interest. For example, while more than one hundred
aud eiglit cars and a similar number of lorries passed
l>y, only fifty-two motor cycles and sidecar outfits

appeared during the day. We venture to think that

a Saturd.ay afternoon or Sunday census would almost
ha\e reversed these figures. Again, solo motor cyclists

TRAFFIC.
at tiiat date hail apparently been just as lax as car

owners in the matter of obtauiing their licences (only

68% of each class exhibited the necessary blue card).

89% of the sidecarists, however, were licensed, and
the only three three-wheelers were all conscientiously

adorned.

It is -rather surprising that during the day only

106 pedal cycles (approximately double !the number
of motor cjxles and sidecar outfits) were observed.

Evidently the meclxanically-propelled two or three-

wheeler is ousting the ordinary bicvcle to a greater

extent than is generally imagined.

A -54
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Removing the Small Timing Pinion.

A useful tool for garage owners and
those motor cyclists who do their own
repairs is one lately brought out by P.
F. Collyer, 78, Snell's Park, Upper
Edmonton, London, N.

It is a tubular spanner, the end of
which is shaped like an internally toothed

Collyer's device
for removing the

timing pinion
from J.A.P.

[p engines.
'

gear wheel, the object of wilicir is to

engage with the teeth of tlie small tim-

ing pinion on the J.A.P. engine, the

small timing pinion of which is screw-ed

on to its shaft. By means of the tool

illustrated the timing pinion may be

removed without fear of damage.

Two Licence Card Holders.

Made by the Great Eastern Rubber Co.,

31, Norton Folgate, London, E.l, the

Gerko licence card holder is a neat ex-

ample of the conventional pattern of this

iitment. One nut, however, is saved by

the supporting arm also acting as a screws

for tlie clip.

useful

licence

holders.

(Left) The
Gerlvo.

(Right) The
Depend-

All exceedingly well-made licence holder
provided with a very ingenious form of

fitting is the Dependence, made by
Jlessrs. J. and R. Oldfield, Ltd., 215,
Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.

Tlie clip works on the same principle
as the jaws of a drill chuck, providing
an unobtrusive but strong fastening to
any tubular part of the machine.

A32

A Douglas Legshield and Underpan.

There is a distinct tendency nowadays
to design accessories specially for various
popular makes of motor cycles. The fit-

ments described below are applicable onlj'

to Douglas machines.
A neat and simply constructed acces-

sory, which combines a pair of metal
legshields and an underpan, is marketed
by the Mariyatt Engineering Co., Lurgan
Street, Great Church Lane, Hammer-
smith, London, W.
Two models are made—one for the

4 h.p. Douglas machine, the footboards
of wliich permit a simple method of at-

tachment for the underpan by bolt? pass-
ing through holes drilled _ in- the side
flanges. The second model, for the light-

weight machine, is attached bj' a spring
clip to the frame' at the rear, whilst the
front end is held by clips fitted around
the forward footrest spindle. The side
flanges are, of course, eliminated, and
an oil trough drains the lubricant to a
small hole drilled in the rear of the pan.

Marryatt 'combin'ed

egshields and
underpan lor 4 h.p.

Douglas machines.

The legshields are attached beneath

the front "of the underpan, and are held

in position by a cross member fixed at

the centre to the front down tube of

the frame.

Petrol Tank Filler Caps.

The filler cap of a motor cycle tank
is a fitting which has undergone numerous
improvements, but there is undoubtedly
more vfork to be done in this direction.

The experienced motor cyclist is well

aware that filler caps should be amply
large, should be leak-proof, should be
incapable of being lost, and yet easily

detachable. The latest invention of jMr.

A. C. Davison, 163, Arlington Road,
Camden Town, London N.W., the well-

known tank maker, apparently adequately
answers these requirements.
The actual cap, which is cork-lined, is

carried on an inverted U shaped tube

held down by a spring in an outer tube

let into the tank. To detach the filler

cap, it is pulled up sufficiently high to

leave it clear of the orifice over which
it fits. At the same time, a tongue on
the small tube is raised - so as to be
sufficiently clear of the groove in which
it rests to allow it to be turned to one
side. The filler cap may now be swung
clear away, and will not re-engage until

it is dead sc^uare with the orifice.

Davison's £l!er cap.

In the sample tank submitted to us

the two fiUei; caps were placed fore anc

aft, and not side by side, as shown ir

the illustration. The idea strikes us

being ingenious and practical, while il

is an undoubted boon when thick glove:

are worn.

A Licence Holder for the Tank
Quite a number of our readers hav<

expressed ,
their disapproval of licenc<

holders -which

have to be fixed

to the machine
by. means of

clips, and others
have stated that

they consider

the tank the
ideal place for

the new acces-

sory. Very few
makers have
considered this

position, per-

haps for the
reason that it is

more a matter
for the tank
maker than
those providing
for , accessories.

H w__e V 6 r
,

Messrs. J. B. Brooks and Co., the well

known saddle firm, have introduced
holder to be fixed by straps to the tank
A leather back prevents the holder fron

damaging the enamel. This fitment i

made in polished aluminiunj, and sell

complete for 7s. 6d

The J. B. Brooks licence

holder for the tank.
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Among the" Accessories

Licence Card Holders.

An ingenious licence card holder has
been brought out by Messrs. C. Bryant
and Co., 34 and 35, Mortimer Market,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.I,
wi)ich serves a dual purjrose. Incorporated
with the front numl>er plate, it embodies

fj^^^

Bryant's licence holder and number plate

combined. The reverse side takes the

A.C.U. badge,

on the left-hand .side the licence card
liolder, while on the reverse side the
A.C.p. badge i.s displayed. 'J'his makes a
remarkably neat fitting. We have sug-
gested to the makers, however, how the
two portions of the licence holder could
be secured without the aid of screws,
which would greatly simplify cleaning.

Provision for Licence Holder and
Tail Lamp.

There is no doubt that cast aluminium
number plates greatly improve the ap-
pearance of a motor cycle. Those lately
brought out by Jlessrs. F. T. Turpin's

C D
1234

C0I234
1 urpin s alummmra plates with piovision

for fi.xmg licence holder and tail lamps on
the front and rear plates respectively

Motor Depot, 27, Prcslon Road, Brighton,
are ccrtanily attractive in appearance.
The front number plate has lugs welded
on to it for attaching directly to the front
mudguard, and may be liad provided with
an attachment to which a badge may be
fixed, so that a neat nluminiiun licence
holder can be screwed on to it. Thi?

227

licence . holder is practical in design.
Tlie two portions are held together by
brass cotintersunk screws which barely
project through the face plate. Reverting
to the number plate, it will be noticed
that the front number plate is curved,
followiiig the contour of the front guard,
while there is a lug cast on the rear
number plate, to w-hich an electric or
acetylene rear lamp can be fitted.

Aluminium Number Plates.

We illustrate here a very neat alu-
niinium number plate, which is the pro-
dnct of Messrs. Ward Slotors. Ltd., 5S,

Hustler Street, Otley Koad, Bradford.
The letters and numbers are raised in

I old relief, and are clearly indicated,

1 he alummmm number plates produced by

Ward Motors consist of two plates riveted

together.

since the background is enamelled black.

The two sides are held together by a

number of rivets, whilst, at the purchasei''s

request, two substantial lugs may be

securely fixed to the bottom of the plates.

DISSOLVED ACETYLENE.
An Always-ready Syslem which gives Ihe Gas Lighting Set many of (he

Advantages of Electricity.

THERE is no more satisfactory form of
using acetylene gas for lighting pur-
poses than by carrying it in steel

cylinders. The gas stored in these
•cylinders is free from moisture, and con-
«e(iuently there are no impurities or water
which can enter the supply pipes and
clog the burners. These facts have been
known to many motor cyclists for a long
time, and it has always lieen a source
of wonder to us why the use of these
cylinders has not become more universid.

It was not, how^ever, until the present
tinie that any firm has tackled seriouslv
tlic important question of distribution.
Dissolved acetylene in steel cylinders has
been taken up by iMessrs. Allen-Liver-

sidge, Ltd., 106, Vic-
toria Street, London,
S.W.I. Motor cyclists

may now obtain sup-
plies in all the prin-

cipal towns.

AJ-. gas cylinder used in

conjunction with the
Fallolite lamp.

The company have wisely come to the
conclusion that there is more business to

be done" with motor cycle owners than
with car drivers, and the needs of motor
cyclists, therefore, liave been carefully

studied. The .A.L. cylinder is of solid

drawn steel, the bottom end of which is

spun over. It is filled with a prepara-
tion known as Kapok, a vegetable fibre,

and a certain amount of acetone, with
the object of breaking up the gas in such
a manner as to render it perfectly safe

under compression. This metliod of stor-

ing acetylene has been exceedingly popu-
lar in the Ignited States, but it has never,
been possible to import the Preslolite

cylinders, as they are known over there,

into this country because the pressure
of the gas has exceeded that allowed by
the Board of Trade.

What it Costs.

The A.L. cylinders are sold in two si/.cs.

the five cubic foot size for ordinary motor
cycles, 3in. in diameter lOiin. long,
weighing 5^ lb., and sold full of gas and
including a valve, key, and pressure
gauge for 80s. A recharge for this

cylinder costs 4s. The ten foot cylinder
for sidecar outfits has a diameter of 4in..

a length of IS^in., weighs 8 lb. and cost.''

90s. It is also sold absolutely complete
and a recharge costs 6s. Of these two
sizes, the smaller cylinder gives fifteen

hours light with a 14 litre burner, while
the larger cylinder gives about thirty-

five houi-s light. The average tail liglit

burner, whicli is also used in some sidecar
lamps, consumes 3^- litres.

.\!f.s.srs. Allen-Liversidge, Ltd., have
also taken over Ihe Fallolite lamp, which,

our readers will renK-niber, is fitted with

a Bunsen burner, the flame of which
impinges upon a special pastile composed
of rare earths. It gives an extremely
brilliant light, and with this burner the
cylinders have double the burning
capacity of that of an ordinary burner.
It should be noted that wdien dissolved
acetylene is used the cylinders slrould be
either vertical or inclined at not gi'eater
angles than 45°.

A.L. gas cylinders for solo and sidecar

machines. The smaller cylinder has a

15 hr. capacity, and the larger 35 hr.
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New Proprietary

Units.
Single and Twin M.B. Two-s(roke
Engines. Two and Three-speed
Gear Boxes.

Also a New Cycle Car.

CONSIDERABLE experiment has been
made with large capacity two-stroke

engines. From their behaviour in

the big trials it is apparent that the

higher powered two-stroke engine is.

capable of developing more' power and
attaining speeds greater than was at first

generally supposed.

In the case of a twin-cylinder two-

stroke engine, some difference of opinion

has been expressed with regard to the

disposition and relative angle of the .two

cylinders.
' Messrs. Burts, of 245, Hammersmith
Road, London, W.G, who have made
prolonged experiments \vith a 2^ h.p.

single-cylinder two-stroke have selected

the vertical side-by-side cylinder

arrangement for their new 492 c.c. two-

stroke, and since the larger model will

be identical with the existing unit, with

the exception, of course, of the addition

of an extra, cylinder, a brief description

of the 2j h.p. unit will serve to illus-

trate the design of the new engine.

Single-cylinder Model.

The lightweight il.B. engine has a bore

and stroke of 67x70 mm. (246 c.c). It is

of the three port type, and in most
- respects adheres to general two-stroke
practice.

The cast iron cylinder is machined in

the liead, whilst great care has been taken
to ensure a constant thickness of metal
throughout its length.

^
A cast iron piston, fitted with two

rings, is used, whilst the gudgeon pin,

The 2} h.p. M.B. single-cylinder engine.

Two of these units are used to form the

two-cylinder cycle car engine.

The aim of the makers of the Wonder cycle car is depicted by our artist after

examination of the working drawings.

which is a taper fit in the piston, is pro-
vided with a double spiral oil-way and
an annular groove in the centre. This
latter ensures that the spiral is supplied
with oil should the pin turn.

Attention to Lubrication.

The lubrication system has received
considerable attention, which is essen-
tial, since the makers claim an excep-
tionally high r.p.m. A single oil union
only is used, and directs the lubricant to
a port in the cylinder wall which coin-
cides with the circular groove cut round
the piston when it is at the bottom of its

stroke. Thus the oil is fed to the piston
and cylinder .wall at this point, whilst
directly the piston rises, the oil is

directed down an oil-wav drilled in a

M.B. two-speed gear box, which follows

standard practice.

boss cast on the cylinder and thence to a
circular oil-way out in the cylinder base
and top of the crank case respectively.

This groove is connected with holes
drilled in the crank case walls, which
commmiicate with the crankshaft main
bearings. The crank assembly consists of
two hardened shafts to which the internal
flywheels are riveted. An external fly-

wheel is also fitted. The two halves .'of

the crankshaft are balanced and secured
together by means of the crank pin.

The fitting of mternal flywheels reduces
the cubic capacity inside, the crank case,
which, is an important factor in two-
stroke design. In order to ensure a

pressure tight crank case, two felt

washers are fitted to the outer extremities
of each main bearing. The usual type of

compression release valve is fitted. The
gas, however, is directed through a by-
pass to the exhaust pipe. A chain-driven
C.A.V. magneto is fitted.

The 492 c.c. twin engine is, as pre-

viously stated, similar .in specification

to the small unit.

Amongst the other products of this

firm are the M.B. two and three-speed
gear boxes. The construction follows

standard practice, whilst the class of

workmanship is good. The main shaft

runs on two Hoffmann ball bearings, and
the lay shaft on two phosphor bronze
bearings. The gear change is effected

by means of sliding dogs.

The gear ratios of the two-speed box
are—top 5.8 to 1, low 10.2 to 1, whilst
the ratios of . the three-speed box,
which is fitted with a clutch and kick
starter, are top 6 to 1, middle 10^ to 1,

and low 15-^- to 1,

New Lines on the Stocks.

Another product which it is proposed
to manufacture when the market resumes
its normal condition is a small two-
seater cycle car which will incorporate
the twin two-stroke engine aiid the three-

speed gear box units. It is christened

the Wonder cycle car.

The illustration provides an idea of the

appearance of the body. The transmis-
sion will be by chain from the engine to

the countershaft, and thence by a flat belt

to a large pulley on the back axle.

This pulley and that fitted to the gear
box will be provided with a cork linmg.
We hope to l)e able to give a description

of this machine in the near future.

AN ALL-WEATHER
HELMET.

-ri"HE helmet illustrated appears to offer

1 very certain advantages for all-

, weather riding. A specialitv of Mr.
H. Bednall, 55, Sutton Crescent.'Walsall,

it is made of soft leather lined with wool,

, and includes a flap in which are inserted

two celluloid eVe-pieces ; this arrangement
provides a very
convenient type
of goggle which
cannot be lost or

misplaced.

The Bednall

helmet with

eye - flap

raised.
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Cooling and Valve £ieai.

Capt. H. F. Groves is o£ opinion that

:Xistiiig air-cooled engines are still imder-
ooled, and that a " bolster " on the

cylinder head will mend matters. It

would be interesting to know if his patent
based upon actual research or not.

At any rate, he holds that a fan-shaped
ad or pack of copper fins, secured to

he centre of the cylinder head b.y a
finned nut, will improve matters. His
fins are so heavily splayed that they
:oinpel hiifl to incline the axes of his

jverhead valves at an angle to the a.\is

f the cvlinder—an inclination which is

engine.

No. 150,520.

I5;3/I9.

'urther desirable because it tends towards
hemispherical combustion chamber. He
as devised a special rocker and tappet
lystem to operate his inclined valves, and
he rockers are mounted on roller bear-
HOT. The engine is evidently of the
' hotstuS " de. luxe order.

Equalising Oil Supplies.

Mr. T. E. Castle suggests a novel
iielhod of oiling the front cylinder of

\' twin. As the drawing suggests, the
ear wall of this cylinder is not easily
urnishcd witlr its fair share of the

Inbricant. H e

provides an oil

channel at the
base of its front
w- all, and in

this channel he
mounts an oil

thrower, driven
by spur gears off

the crankshaft,
and equipped
with any suit-

able form of

paddle or \ano
calculated to fling

T. R. Castle, lubrica-

tion. No. 139,978.

18,6/19.

oil against the back wall of the cylinder.

I much doubt whether such hercuJean
measures are really necessarv : surely a
drip led to the point at which his oil

splash hits the wall would obtain a
similar effect mucli more simply?

Novel Crank Case Assembly.

Messrs. Malcolni lliiiik it desirable
that we should be able in emergencies to
take out our crankshafts, leaving the
crank case in position in the frame.

very neat liousing, shown sectionally in

the lower drawing. This section is taken
on two lines forming a right angle in the
vertical plane. The upper sketch indi-

cates how the magneto, -gears, clutch, and
countershaft are arranged round the two-
sti'oke single-cylinder engine.

Petrol Tank Position.

.Torgcn Mygiiid, ni' Denmaik, appears to

have money to burn. He has gone to the
trouble of patenting a U shaped petrol
tank suspended below the chain stays on
each side of the back wheel. His excuse
for this ccconlric construction is that it

W. Malcolm and J. C. Malcolm, engine

design. No. 139,980. 19/6/19.

Given an engine of the outside flywheel
type, they mount the main ball bearing
on the flywheel side in a detachable
cover plate. The nut securing the crank
pin to the crank web on the timing side
is unscrewed by n box ispanner inserted
through a screwed plug
in the crank case. The
flywheel shaft, crank
web, and crank pin arc
then withdrawn from
the driving side, while
the connecting rod and
piston can be taken out
if the cylinder is

lifted. Can the average
rider be trusted to re-

assemble these parts
satisfactorilv ?

Unit Construction.

Signor Garelli, of
Milan, is out to pro-
vide a cheap, neat, and
compact power unit for
motor cydes, which
shall be cheap to

manufacture, have a

smooth exterior, and
admit of easy adjust-
ment. By using the
Jlea magneto, which
has a cylindrical ex-

terior, he contrives to
pack his parts into 3

Mygind"s pclrol tank. No. 146,767.

28/9/19.

gives extra stability by lowering the
centre of gravity, and further diminishes
the wiiiil rceistance. If I understood
Danish I would visit this inventor in

order to hear his remarks after a heavy
sideslip with such a vulnerable tank. He
does not say whether he proposes to .use

an Autovac or exhaust prefsure in order
to feed hie carburetter from such a low
tank. In either case, I make a friendly

Garelli's power unit. No. 135,497. 18/11 ,18.
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Recent Patents.—

ajipeal to him to abandon the design of

motor cycles and to devote liimself to

producing butter

Dry Battery Carrier.

I can only tind one snag in Mr. C. J.

Hamilton's "patent carrier, designed for

containing two dry batteries for lighting

purposes. The case is cylindrical, and is

carried on the seat-pillar tube by two

pinclips, similar to those which are now
universally used for mounting tyre intia-

t'ors. The electrical details are so cun-

ningly arranged that the head and tail

lamps are switched on and off by rotating

the carrier in its clips ; and the thought-

ful inventor has even arranged that the

head lamp may be switched on separately

when a rider desires to economise current

in the apparent
absence of the
police. More-
over, there is

no need to de-

tach any of the
wiring when
changing a bat-

tery. If only

dry batteries

could be relied

upon to give a

powerful light

for a long
period we need
have looked no
further for an
ideal lighting

system. As it

is, the well-

known defici-

encies of the dry cell limit the practical
utilitv of the invention.

Hamilton's

electric lamp
fitment.

No. 142,983.

4/4/19.

Throttling the Transfer Port.

It is well understood by two-stroke
enthusiasts that carbm-ation presents
special difficulties .witli this type of

engine. Viewed as a ijump, the .crank
case, is a somewhat bulky and amorphous
chamber. The timing of the inlet and
transfer ports is limited in range, as
compared \yith the possibilities of the
poppet valve. Mixing with tire exhaust
gases is a serious problem. Mr. Cecil

Robotham's invention attempts to mini-
mise the fii-st of these 'difficulties by
transferring the throttle to tlft transfer
pipe, in which he places a barrel type of

throttle, opened by a Bowden wire, and
returned by a coiled spring. He hopes by
this means to get a larger charge into

the crank case at low speeds than will be

transferred to the combustion chamber,
and hopes to reduce the tendency to four-

stroke by maintaining the maximum
crank case pressure for a longer period of

time -than is usual. Has he devised a
carburetter which will give a perfect

mixture at all engine speeds when attached
to such an engine? And, if not, does he
consider that riders will put up witli an
extra control?

De Luxe Springing.

Mu. J. H. Anscomlje has worked out

a completely sprung frame, which very
possibly furnishes extiieme comfort on
the road. I would, however, venture to

draw the attention of many, recent
patentees of spring frames to sundry
vital tacts wliicli are too often ignored.

Rightly or wrongly, many practical riders

are of opinion that a 'rigid frame con-

joined with (a) big tyres, (h) a first-class

saddle, and (c) a first-class fork, affords

approximately the same road comfort as

the best spring frames which have been

FEBRUARY s^i//, ig2i.

A Valet for the Chain.

Mr. A. S. Menzies has provisional!

protected, and is anxious to sell,

device for cleaning and oiling

whilst they are at work. A
oil reservoir, fitted

chains

small

valve

Menzies's chain

cleaner.

Robotham's two-stroke engine. No. 144,468. 7/6/19,

Anscombe's motor cycle frame. No. 150,227. 19/1/20.

manufactured up to date. The combina- on this point.

tion of big tyres, good fork, and good
saddle is a little heavier and a little

more costly than the sort of specification

which was current in, say, 1911 ; but it

is not a great deal heavier nor a great

deal more costly. Before cerebral tissue

and Bradburys are lavishly exhausted on
perfecting and protecting any given
spring frame, the inventor should surely
be pretty certain not merely that his frame

is comfortable, but also

that it is cheap to make
and light in weight. iMr.

Anscombe's frame, illus-

trated herewith, strikes

me as isolating the ideal of

comfort too exclusively.

It can hardly be light.

It can hardly be cheap.
One is sorry to press these
sordid commercialities, but
they dominate all motor
cycle inventions, and are
too often forgotten. One
seldom sees a rear-spiung
frame layout pivoted so
far forward of the
countershaft ; the front
chain tension will preseiit

problems in attaining
constanc}-.

and stop cock, is mounted immediately
forward of the rear sprocket. Brushes
sliding in grooves remove dirt from the
chain and sprocket resijectively, whilst
an adjustable supply of oil drips on to the

- cleansed chain
before it engages
the cleansed
sprocket. Where
an enclosed chain
runs in an oil

bath no such
apparatus is

needed. Where
the c h a i n is

naked, it is ques-
tionable how far

the, dirt swept
off by the
bi'ushes would be
t h r o w n clear,

especially as side

screens are fitted

to prevent dirt

from the road
reaching the

lower brushes.

Presumably Mr.
!M e 11 z i e s has
satisfied himself

on this point. Encased rear chains

inspire little affection either in designers

or users, and there would be a good

demand for a device which kept naked

rear chains in good condition for long

periods of use.

Dual Clutch Control.

Messrs. Smith and Peakman,
_
like

many riders, , have been excessively

annoyed by the rocking type of clutch

pedal, which on occasions compels the

driver to hook
his boot under
the pedal plates

to get the t hitch

right in or right

out. I had sup-

posed that this

evil design had
joined the dodo in

oblivion, but the
patentees disagree

with me, and pro-

pose the inter-

connected hand
lever shown in the

sketch. Dual
clutch control is

becoming more
popular lately,
however.

T. B. Smith

and W. H.
Peakman,
clutch opera-

tion mecha-
nism, N o .

139,021.
13/3/19.

E4
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AN AMERICAN SIDECAR
CHASSIS.

FROM first glance at the ilhistration

given here of the American X side-

car, one would conchide that the

view was taken from the front end of

the chassis, and it is first necessary to

get accustomed to the idea that tlie

transverse spring is at the rear before

the principle of the construction can be

grasped. Apparently, the only rigid

meniber of the frame is the tube which

is fixed longitudinally with the machine.

The fioiit tubular member, to which is

connected the wheel frame, is free to

not be available in this country, as it

is the usual practice for American
machines to be imported ianii sidecars.

This design again indicates the popu-
larity of flexible chassis abroad, although
we have many spring wheel sidecars.

>\

The new American X sidecar chassis,

from the rear.

Swing on a bearing on the longitudinal

tube, and carries the coil springs which
support the front end of the body and
a centre tulie extending rearwards. On
the end of this are (1) a transverse stay

supporting the ends of the quarter-elliptic

springs which extend from the rear of

the body and (2) a long transverse spring,

tJie ends of which are connected to the

front ends of the wheel frame and the

rigid member respectively.

Although patented in Great Britain by
tlie American company, this chassis may

A 110 lb. TWIN RACER
OF 1905.

THE rider shown in the accompanying
photograph is probably unknown' to

most of our readers, though he won
the first speed event ever held over
Briti.sh roads. Mr. J. S. Campbell, of

Greenock, proved the
victor in the elimi-

natijig trials held in

the Isle of JIan to se-

lect a British team of
three for the 1905 In-
ternational ('up Race.
The Course was seven
laps of a twenty-five-
mile triangle, w i t h
Douglas. Castletown,
and Ballachraine as its

apice.s, and Campbell's
6 h.p. Ariel covered the
175 miles in 4h. 9ni.

36s.. H. A. Collier
b e i n n second on a
Matchless, and C, B.
Franklin third on a
J.A.P. The British
team were outcla.sscd in

llip International Cup Hace. held at

Dourdan a few weeks later, the Austrian
Wondrick on a LaurirtKlenieiit machine
scoring an easy victory over the French.
A glance at Campbell's machine will

rouse surpri.se that such an outfit should
have been capnVile of sustained speed.

Under the absurd rules then current, the

total weight was limited to 110 lb. Xote
the Watawata belt, drilled pulley, cranked
out rear forks, rigid front forks, and,

alx)ve all the accumulator on the front of

the machine. Even in those early days

LJ?

The winner of the hrst oflicial speed
event held on Brilish roads — J. S.

Campbell. His machine was a 6 h.p. Ariel

weighing only 1 10 lb.

safety helmets were worn. Six montlus after

the race Campbell had a bad smash, a)id

retired from racing ; otherwise his name
" would doubtless have been a Irouschold
word, like those of the two men who
hunted him home in the Isle of Man.
The small diameter of the tyres is also

noticeable, while those who fear the
effects of vibration upon their lighting
accumulators, which are carried oil

modern large tyred machines, may well
reflect that the batteries were strapped
to the rigid front fork girderh, and so
take hope accordingly.

The Ballard epicyclic reverse gear for Bleriot-Whippet and iVIorgan cycle cars fitted to one

of the former vehicles.

A REVERSE FOR BLERIOT-
WHIPPET CYCLE CARS.
M.MsY owners of a Bk-riot-Whippet

have found the need for a reverse,

and even though the vehicle is very
light a reverse gear is often necessary -

I'oi' the purpose of manceuvring in a con-

fined area.

The question of undertaking this work
has received the careful study of .Messrs.

Ballard's Motors, 92, Gloucester Road,
South Kensington, London, S.W., and
they have evolved an epicyclic gear fixed

to the countershaft and controlled by a
lever working in the same rack as the
clutch and hand-brake lever. I'he actual

engagement is effected by means of dogs.

Naturally when running in the forward
direction the epicyclic gear is completely
idle, as it rotates as a .solid di.sc. It

seems that it might also be possible to

incorporate a specially low emergency
gear in a device of this kind, which would
come in very handy at times. The actual

diameter of the gear illustrated is 6|in.,

but this will be reduced in all future

models to 4^in. It is also intended to

fit this reverse to the counter.shaft of a

^lorgaii.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible ,for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

PRICES OF CARBIDE.
Sir,—I wonder if one of your readers can tell me why I

have to pay Is,. 2d. for a 1 lb. tin of carbide, while an adver-
tiser in The Motor Cycle offers it at 31s. per cwt. (or 3.3d.
per lb.). Allowing for tins, "tinning," and the retailer's

profit, surely Is. 2d. i.s' a bit "thick." CARBIDIER.
Birmingham.

HOLLAND V. GREAT BR/TAJAT.
Sir,—The International Trial with Holland is to be held

again this year, this time over here. To be fully repre-

sentative, it sliould be ^tyled Holland (the challengers) v.

Great' Britain, and the best riders from England, Scotland,
and Ireland invited to form our team. As a member of

the organising committee, I propose to bring ^this point
foi'ward. and should be glad to have a note from any of

your readers who agree with me, with suggestions as to

possible members of the team. FRANK A. HARDY.

COURTESY THAT MAY BE DANGEROUS.
Sir,—Referring to the recent paragraph in " Current

Chat," I liave experienced this courtesy (of dimming
glaring head lamps) several times in the country roads where
I live, but on one occasion, when it was extended to another,
it was nearly my undoing.

I had just turned out to overtake a horse and trap,

when immediately on top of me I saw the dull glow of

doused lights, and I had a very narrow escape of a "head
on " collision. The driver of the car had evidently doused
)iis lights for the benefit of the horse and trap in front of
me. a slight bend in the road preventing my seeing the
liead lights before they were "off."

If accidents of this kind are to be avoided, it will be
necessary to insist on all cars having small subsidiarv lights.

Brentwood. "
•

' F.R.

BRITISH MACHINES WANTED IN SWITZERLAND.
Sir,—As a reader of your splendid journal, I know I

am bringing to notice a much discussed question.
Out here one can purchase four kinds of machines oidy

—

two of these are American and two are Swiss. It seems
to me a great pity that the English manufacturers are
unable to realise that there is such a country as Switzerland.
If some' enterprising firm would send along a medium-
powered, reliable machine, capable of taking a sidecar, I

do not think it would be disappointed in the way in which
its goods would sell.

Also, there is ?i chance not to be missed for a machine
like the Brough Superior. The Swiss are good sportsmen,
and love speed. It is depressing for an Englishman to
watch .speed trials in which England is not represented.
Whv do not the British manufacturei's wake up?
Geneva. S. N. TURNER.

WHERE WILL THE MONEY GO?
Sir,—It will be interesting to know the total revenue

derived from the new scale of motor taxation, presuming
that the authorities publish the figures at a later date when
the majority of taxes have been paid,

I am told that all money collected by this taxation has
to be spent either on the maintenance and repairs of exist-
ing roads or towards the construction of new roads.

It seems only right that this should be so, but the
question which how exercises the minds of so many motor
cyclists is whether some councils or boroughs actually intend
eitlier at once or at a later date to commence repairs'.

Most of us would like to know whether any effective

pressure could be brought to bear on those authorities who
persist in adopting a " nothing doing " attitude whenever
the question of road repairs is raised, for it is certain that

practically all of your readers can name stretches of road
where the surface is either very poor or similar in con-

dition to the road in the New Forest, a photograph of

which appeared in a recent issue. Unfortunately, rhis type
of road is only too common at the present time!

I should like to know whether we are to get any return

for the considerably increased premium we now have to

pay for the privilege of being allowed on the road.

Chorley Wood. PAGHALED WALLAH.

CAUSES OF A SLIPPING CLUTCH.
Sir,—In your issue of February 3rd, under "Questions

and Replies," a case of slipping in a clutch lined with Ferodo
friction discs is mentioned. May we remark that, while your
reply is perfectly consistent, there is still a further and very

prevalent cause of slipping, i.e., overloading.

Some motor cycle clutches, originally designed for small

power engines,' are now fitted to heavy sidecar outfits, and,

instead of taking the drive of, say, a 4 h.p. engine on a

single machine, many have twice the duty imposed on

machines fitted with a sidecar. If such be the case, while

frequent cleansing of the friction surfaces will eitect some-
thing, the only real cure is to increase the number of driving

and driven elements. Usually the clutch box does not readily

permit of this, but if the clutch is of multi-plate type, a-

considerable mechanical advantage may be obtained by.

using thinner linings and additional driving and driven
elements ; or by taking out a number of the floating linings,

and substituting them by steel plates with fabric insertions,

an additional number of elements can be introduced, Uii-

doubtedly, it is much better practice to obtain additional
driving power in this way than by increasing spring pr.e?-,

sure, which, generallv speaking, is as high as it is convenient
to apply. '^

'

FERODO, LIMITED,

-

A, R, Eglinbton,

roller skate
champion, and
G, F, Ammon,
motor cyclist,

who wil! race at

Holland Park
Rink on March
19Lh,
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In a modem garden village, St. George's Hill.

FOVR-iTKOKlNG.
8ir,—>fy riding expeiience does not. actually coincide

with that (if ' Engineer " in a recent issue. 1 am riding

a 2^ h.p. Clyiio, and from my 6,000 miles on this machine
ill all weathers, I have found that :

ll.) Over-oiling will upset two-stitoking, whether it lie

liy drip feed or petroil.

(2. 1 On a slight down grade or running with the wind
;i little more on the throttle will secure two-stroking.

(3.) Four-stroking occurs when crossing a field of pot-

holes.

(4.) Four-stroking occurs when the machine is " running
on the stand," or stationary %vith the gears in neutral.
Two-stroking can be effected by use of the exhaust valve
•release.

l5.) When running slowly I keep the air fully open,
shutting the throttle until it is nearly closed, and the
machine two-strokes beautifully, smoothly, and singularly
devoid of noise. Ou opening the throttle slightly, four-
stroking occurs, and still more throttle (usual for ordinary
running) produces two-stroking. From this I infer that
the four-stroking stage is an intermediate one on the
throttle.

Wlien I e.xperience fonr-stroking on my machine (which
is very rarely), I feel that it is just pure " cussedness

"

on the part of the engine J. W. CL.VMP.

MORE ABOUT THE MAGNETO QUESTION.
•Sir,—Replying to your correspondent '' Broke,'' we have in

slock a brand new Bosch magneto and^ a B.T.H. Both of

these are V twin magnetos (which, of course, is the most
dilbcult type of any magneto to g'et perfect firing on both
cylinder.';). We shall be pleased to give him a practical

demonstration first as to efficiency of spark, and secondly
detail and workmanship, of the superiority of the B.T.H.
over the Bosch, and the price is equal. We can also supply
him with a list of riders who have used these magnetos in

all the important trials of 1920. We are still waiting to get
one back for repair or adjustment.

EUSTOX IGXITIOX CO.

Sir,—The views expressed in " Broke's " letter in the issue

of the 10th iust. are shared by a very large section of the

present, as well as prospective, motor cycling fraternity.

Xuinbers of woald-be motor cyclists are at the moment
deterred from purchasing mainly because of high prices. If

the industry, in common with other industries, wants to

increase a" effective demand for its products, prices must be
lowered.

Protection involves artificially inflated prices; otherwise,

no protection is afforded. High prices mean restricted

demand and output ; low prices, increased demand and pro-

duction. This is an economic truth which the people to-day

are beginning to realise. The existing import duty of 0O3 ,0

should be abolished forthwith, as it is a cause of present high

prices of motor cycles, and was only introduced as a " war
measure.'"

If the British magneto, generally speaking, is equal to the

Bosch, what have our manufacturers to fear, and why the

need for protection? As an ex-D.lt., I venture to say that a

Bosch was a much coveted possession in the Army, and

to-day is equally .sought after.

Opinion and feeling against protection are very strong .

amongst motor cycliste, and 1 for one strongly endorse

"Broke's" sentiments, and feel that if introduced perma-

nently into the motor or any other industrj' it will have

disasfrou.« effects for British "manufacturers as well as for

the consumers. H. MORRILL.

Sir,—I was very glad to read your leader on this question

some time ago, ana only write because I think there are

many others who think like " Broke " does, because they do

not realise the unfairness of the pcsition that the mark's rate

of exchange places the British manufacturer and workman in.

I have a report in front of me from Germany which stales

"A workman who is not earning 24,000 marks per year is

absolutely stirving. On pre-u-ar rates of exchange, this works

out at £1.200 per .annum, siiy £23 per week, which, for a

forty-seven hour week works out at Ss. 9d. per hour.

The British workman, for the same work, is gctHiig. shall

we say, 2s. 6d. per hour, and yet with the rale of e.xchange

of the German mark at Id., instead of Is., this German
labour is being imported into this country at one-twelfth of

9s. 9d. That is, the German labourer is competing with the

English at the rate of 9Jd. per hour against the English-

man's 2s. 6d.

If one adds 33^% on the 9id. one only gets somewhere in

the neighbourhood ofls. per hour; and it we buy Gemian
goods the Britisher is still walking the streets.

Speaking for myself, I have run my 1919 8 h.p. Enfield on

a British magneto with absolute satisfaction and not the

slightest trouble.

This country of ours has got to be top dog commercially,

and it is only by everyone insisting on havnig guaranteed

British mounts, British tyres. British magnetos, and British

everything that she will get there.

Most British trades have only had two (difficult) years in

which to make good since th6 Armistice, and while some
have not yet equalled the Germans, others have overtaken

them, despite the fact that Germany has had the experience

of a lifetime.
"

R. C. ROGERS.
["Broke's" denunciation of the 53^% protective tariff on

imported magnetos and his failure to find a British magneto
equal to the Bjsch has inspired a number of letters, of

which those printed above may b&, taken as representative

of all sides of opinion on this question.—En.]
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AMERICAN V. BRITISH SPEEDS.
Sii',—Mr, L. W. G. Hartley's ingenious explanation rf

the leason for American times being faster than ours suffers
from one obvious defect. -

Dry air is lieavier than moist air, as any chemist will

tell you, because water vapour is lighter than air.

Woolwich. GUNNER.
S'l',

—

Se the recent correspondence regarding the question
as to why motor cycle speeds in America are greater than
over here, Mr. L. W. G. Hartley, in your issue of February
10th, advanced the ingenious explanation that the air being
less humid in America causes less resistance to high speeds
than the damp air of this covmtry. I fear, however,, that this

explanation scarcely " holds water." While it is true that
the prer\'ailing atmosphere of most parts of the States is

"drier'' (in more senses than one) than in England, and that
" the chief factor militating against big speed is the resistance
of the atmosijhere," yet surely your correspondent has over-

looked the fact that air containing water vapour is less dense
than dry air. One has only to consult an ordinary barometer
to ascertain this. -Hence, since the resistance to motion of a
body varies directly as the density of the surrounding medium,
the fact that humid air is lighter (or less depse) than dry
air ought to assist, rather than retard, the attainment of high
speeds.

As a matter of fact, the difference is too small, I think,

to be of any real account either way. Probably the true

reason lies in the fact that the American speed merchant has
always concentrated, all his energies on the production of big-

high-powered machines, since the bad roads, etc., demand such
engines. It is noteworthy that no records of any account
have been piut up, to my knowledge, in any but the " un-

limited " class. Such high efiHciency machines as our Sun-
beam, Norton, etc., in the 500 c.c. class are unknown in

America. D.D.B,B,Sc,
Stafford,

CONTINENTAL ROTARY ENGINES.
Sir,—In your issue of 'January 27th there is a short

description of a rotary-engined wheel, the invention of a

Finnish engineer. -

Will you kindly -permit me to state that this does not
appear to be a very original idea, since there is already in

MEAN SPEED RECORDS
WITH A

3; H.p. SIDECAR.
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existence a motor cycle called the " Megola," which has a
five-cylinder rotary engine of the so-called opposed type?
This machine is being built by a firm of engineers in Munich.
Up to a few months ago the engine of this machine was

built into the back wheel, but since then the design has been
varied, and the engine is now fitted to the front wheel,
whereas the back hub contains an electric self-starter motor.
This is of imj>ortanoe, as no clutch is required and no gear
box is provided. The engine may be throttled down to a
"tick over" without too great a loss of power, owing to the
number of cylinders and the even torque. At full speed,
the engine makes 3,000 r,p,m,—that is, the crankshaft 2,500
r,p,m. in the opposite direction to the cylinders, which revolve
at 500 p,m.
The machine has several other features which have attracted

my interest, so that I am very keen on it. Nevertheless, I
have decided to stay with a machine of a little more conven-
tional design for this year, and have taken delivery of a Mars.
But w-hcn the makers of the five-cylinder have gained a
little more road practice I feel sure that it will not require
a great deal to persuade me to change.

'

Berlin, W,30. ENTHUSIAST,

L). K O Donovan and his INorton, with which he recently beat
several lecords The sidecar was designed by Mr. Muller. of
Vickers, and was built alongside the track at Brooklands
OD n vin's mean sp ed was 65'81 m.p.h.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
In replj to "HC1724," who wished to buy benzole in

bulk, Mr. J. Hale recommends ilessrs. J. M. Steele and
Co., of Thames House, Queen Street Place, London. Also
referring to the question of benzole supply, the R.A.C.
gives favourable publicity to a large refinery at Church-
Path, Mitcham, Surrey.
Several interesting letters on the subject of " Car Practice

or Simplicity " are unavoidably held over this week. The
majority of these take the view^point that the average motor
cycle is more reliable and a better hill-climber than the

average car.

Inspired by the Rev. J. JI. Philpott's letter on " Dog
Catching," Mr. .1. L. Aitkinson sends us an account of a

very similar drama, where, however, a cat took the leading
part. Somewhat too gruesome for publication is his

description of how the unfortunate tabby had to be forcibly
extricated in a very much dead state !

" Patient Pete's " observation in these columns some time,
ago that " an automatic carburetter will not supply sufficient

power fjiom cold to let the rider get away easily " has been
productive of several denials from users of various auto-
matic carburetters. A correspondent, signing himself " YX,"
praises the Cox-Atmos in this respect and on aocount of
its general functioning. Mr. F. Mills, the maker of the
Mills carburetter (described in TIte Motor Cycle oi October
14th, 1920), points out that on his instrument allowance has
been made for this by withdrawing the tapered needle
a quarter of an inch out of the jet when starting from cold.

He also states that any reader may try this car'buretter.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued in cDnhinc<:ion n-ith Tlig MolO" Cycle.

" IVOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM ' The standard handbook ou the motor
cyclic, it? Clue and management. Twenty-first lidition

• HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS '

Containing over 4Q0 useful "wrmkles" and helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing moior cycle faults, and of

remedying them when found. Fourth Edition ..

"MAGNETOS." By A, P, Youno,
A cDmplete treatise on magneto ignition f"*- m'-^tnr

cars, motorcycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise 'on Two-strokes, from the rider's

point of view. Just published ..

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES. '

By "l.'cioN," of The M :)tO' Cycle

'THE MOTOR CYCLE' ROAD MAPS.
Enfrland and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding Loudon).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete i.i case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps of Eugiami and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District

Price Bv
net.

2/6
post,

ZllQ

4 /6 i /lO

6h
.

3/3

Obtain^bls by post (remittance with order) Icom ILIFFE&SONS Ltd.,
^o, Tudor Street. Loodon, E.G. j, or of le^diti; Uookseii-r- -ii t

Railway Boolistalls.
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A selection of questions oi general interest Irom readers and cur replies thereto. All questions sliould tie addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects

FACTORS IN CHOOSING A \tACHINE.

As a novice I shall be glad of

yom- kind assistance in the choice

of a machine for 1921. My
present and first mount is a

2| h.p, flat twin Douglas. The
road.s around my home, however, are in a
terrible condition, and a heavier machine
is indicated ; also I shall want a eidecar.

My requirements are : (1.) Comfort both
for passenger and driver, including
reasonable -absence of engine vibration.

i2.) A machine that can be readily dis-

posed of without abnormal depreciation.

|3.) Strcngtii (ride remark re roads
above). Any of the leading single, flat,

and V twin outfits come within my
present financial scupe, and I tshall be
mncli obliged if you will kindly indicate
which type you think would best suit
me. (I assume that there is little to
choose between them on the ground of

reliability.)—E.G.
If absence of engine vibration i.s one of

1 yotir essential requirements, we should
recommeud that you have a flat twin
machine, of which type there are several
excellent examples to be had. You would

,
no doubt find, however, that depreciation
would be less on the siiigle-cylinder
machines, but they are much less comfort-
able to drive. V twin engines -occupy a
middle class. They are smoother than the
singles, but the torque is not so even as
it i.s in the horizontally opposed engines.

TYRES AND TRANSMISSION.
(1.) I understand that certain

28 X 3in. tyres fit certain 26in.
rims. I should be glad to
know what makes and sizes

of larger tvrea I can fit to
niy 1914 B:S.A. " with 2^in. rims?
(2.) When I wheel this machine in free
engine, a slight creaking noise come.s
1 10m the back -wheel, wiiich I imagine
is due to the wide belt rim giving under
the tension of the belt a» the wheel
revolves. Is this u.sual and due to the
additional strain of a wide rim on the
spokes ? The rim seems to be as securely
fitted as the system permits. Will this
kind of belt rim be strong enough for

sidecar work? (3.) Sometimes when I
change down to middle gear there occnrs
and continues a grinding or rubbing
noise such as might occur if the piston
or the gear bo.x were dry. Neither is

the case, and I cannot locate the trouble.
Can you suggest anything? The engine
and gear bo.x are in quite good- order.

—

S.A.P.
(1.) 28x3in. tyres can be fitted on 26x24in.
rims, but they cannot be fitted to 26x2iin.
rims. You can obtain 26 X Sin. tyces to

fit 26x2iin. rims-. These would serve your
purpose, but first make sure that there is

suflicient clearaiice between the wheel and
the mudguards. (2.) In all probability,

the noise you describe is due to the belt

being rather too tight. As you aie pro-

bably aware, however, the bell rims on
the B..S..A. machines are now fitted with
separate spokes, and if yours show any
signs of coming adrift it might be worth
while having one of the new pattern

wheels substituted, if you Intend taking
up sidecar work. (3.) The uoise you
notice on middle gear may be due to

the gear control being out of adjustment,
or it may be that the middle gear pinions

are rather wont. Without fuller particu-

lars, we cannot tell you definitely what
it is.

FITTING;A SIDECAR TO A LIGHTWEIGHT.
I have a 2| h.p. two-speed two-

stroke which has given me great
.iatisfactioii in regard to power.
Will you kindly tell me if I should
lie doing any harm by fitting a

light sidecar t 1 know (he

engine would be capable of

taking it, but I am in doubt
as regards the frame.—L.W.

The fitting of a sidecar to

machines of this class is not to

be recommended. The frame is

not designed to with.stand the

strains of sidecar work, and in many cases

tire makers themselves refuse to guarantee

the machines when so used.

EFFECT OF OVERSIZE TYRES.

We were arguing the other

night ill the mess on the advant-

ages of Sin. tyres over 2iin.^on

motor cycles, (hie said that 3iii.

tyres on a W.D. model Triumph
gave you more speed owing to the

greater grip on the road. Several of

U.S, including myself, said that the

heavier tyre produced more drag and
possible sideways roll, and consequent

loss of speed. I should like to know,
as a matter of interest, which of us

you winild consider right?

—

Poko.
The i^icreased speed due to the fitting of

a 3in. tyre is, of course, the residt of

the slightly increased gear ratio resulting

on the greater diameter of the rear wheel
when so fitted. With the larger diameter
tyre, especially when softly inilated, there

is more possibility of side-roH, and this is

particularly noticeable with some makes.

The first sidecar taxi to be licensed in Oldham is very appropriately a

6 h.p. Bradbur)'. The district in and around Oldham is very hilly, but the

machine has proved to have suffiaent power to take the heavy sidecar with

two people in addition to the driver.
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READERS' REPLIES.

THE RESULT OF PRE-IGNITION.

From my own experience with an Auto-

wheel engine, I shorald say that the cause

of the knock " C.E.L. de S." complani»

of in his query, on page 179 of the issue

of the 10th inst., is that the flywheel is

loose on the shaft and that the key is not

a close fit, and that the cure is to scr«w

up the nut on the end of the shaft as

lightly as possible. (Without some means

of holding the flywheel, I doubt if he will

be able to screw 'it tightly enough,) There

is no doubt that the keyway in the shaft

and/or flywheel is distorted, and the new-

key does' not fit in the same way as the

original one. The fact that the knock

disappears when the release is lifted bears

out this diagnosis, as, w-hen released, there

is no compression to overcome and so drive

tile flywlieel tightly against the following

side of the key t'o have the crankshaft

suddenly driven forward against the key

at the moment of ignition.—0. G. Tayloh.

I have had the same experience with

my old lii h.p. Levis, caused through pre-

igiiition, which not only stripped the key

but widened the keyway in the shaft about

-^i\\\.,
with the res'ult that when I fitted

another key (which was fitted to the fly-

wheel) and tried the machine I got a,

bad knock, which was due to the clearance

between the key in. the crankshaft. This

key suffered the same fate as the first key,

and badlv damaged the shaft. I bored

out and bushed the flywheel, had the key-

way welded up in the crankshaft, the

shaft reground, and the flywheel fitted

without a key. This machine has been

driven hard in a very hilly district, and

has given no' trouble since removhig the

key.^S. H. Beas.

I noticed recently a correspondent

enquiring about the above : and, having

had exactly the same experience myself,

I think he Would like to know what had
to be done. I tried twice to put new
keys in the flywheel, but each time they

sheared off (with the ignition retarded).

On examination I found that the shaft

w-as somewhat worn, so I obtained a

new one. This had no keyway in it, and
I found the old flywheel would not keep
on, owing to the taper fit not being
correct. I therefore had to get a new
flywheel, and have had no trouble since

. fitting, and have covered about 500 miles

since^—R. Hartley.

NO SP-ARK .\T FULL RETARD.
I notice that " W.R." gets an inefli-

cient spark at retard. I was up against

precisely the same trouble with a 34 h.p.

high-compression engine, and had great
difficulty in starting (on retard) until

I fastened a clean copper wire round
the louyr metallic part of the outside
of the plug, connecting the other end
of the wire to any convenient metallic
lod near the magneto ; so long as

contacts at both ends were good, I got
easier starting and much more flexible

retard-running. I was simply trying, of
course, to " coax " the spark across the
points by giving the current a first-class

passage liack to the magneto ; but the
improvement was undoubted. I did not
try the method of strengthening a
spark—by interposing a small spark gap,
easily fitted on between the plug "and
magneto (attached to the plug, in fact

;

c8

e-<7-! a B^in. gap). Perhaps " W.R. "

would find it useful. I took oft the wire
fitting mentioned above last Christmas,
and the old difficulties returned.—C.S.B.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
•W.H.S." (Cambridge). — 28x2in.

tvres on 4 h.p. Douglas.
'"H.B." (London, S.E.).—Brooks B600
saddle ,: weight distribution and its eifect

on steering when used solo.

"S.B." (Ilford).— 8 h.p. Enfield
(Vickei'S engine), lubrication, consump-
tion, practical hints.

".J.F.C." (Nottingham).--Norton 1920
4. h.p., shock absorber, speed on hills,

oil and petrol consumption, general reli-

abilitv. '

RECOMMENDED ROUTIS.
Cambridge to Bristol.—P.V.J.
Cambridge, Str Neots, Bedford, New-

port IJagnell, Stony Stratford, Buck-
inghanv Bicester, Oxford, Abingdon,
Faringdori, Cricklade. Malniesbury, Acton
Turville. Bristol.

illKEHEAD TO PORTSMOUTH.—A.J.J.
Minehead, Williton, Bridgwater,

Othery, Langport, Sparkford, Wincan-
ton, Shaftesbury, Salisbury, Southamp-
ton, Cosham, Portsmouth.

Ottery St. JIary to Tuneridge Wells.—F.W.S.
Ottery St. Mary, Honiton, Yarcombe,

Chard, Peasraarsh, Ilminster, Ilchester,
Sparkford, Wincanton, Bonrton, ilere,
Willoughby Hedge, Hiiidon, Wylye, Dept-
ford, Winterbourne Stoke, Amesburv,
Parkhouse. Thruxton (edge of), Weyhill,
Andover, Whitchurch, Overton. Basing-
stoke, Odiham, Faniham, Ciuildford,
Chilworth, Dorking, Reigate, Redhill,
Godstone, Tonbridge, Tunbridge Wells^

important £>a\ts.

Kon. Feb 21st to Mon. Feb 28lh—
Paris Nice Trial.

Sat , March 5th—Co'more Cup Trial.

Fri.. IWarc'i 2 5th— I- ichmond Meat.
Fri . March 25th. and fat , Marc'i 26th—
M C.C. London LandV End Trial.

Fri., April Sth. and fat., April 9th

—

Western Cen re A.C.U I wo-day Open
Trat

Fri. April l?lh end Sat., April 16th—
Ealing and District M.C.C. London-
Hclyhead-London 24 hr. Open Trial,

Sat . April 1 6t'i—Yorkshire Centra A.C.U,
Open Hillclmb.

Wed , April 27th—AC U One-Jay Trial.

Fri. May ISth, an 1 Sat, May 14lh—
M,C C. London Edinburgh Ri.n.

Wed. May 25th—A.C U. Silencer Trial at
Brooklands.

Tuss.June 14th—Jun'or T.T, Race
Thurj. June 16lh—Senior TT. Pace.

Sat. Jjm 25th—M.C.C Inter-team Trial
for * The IV!otor Cycle" Cup

Wed. July 6th, and Thurs , July 7th—
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Sat.. July 22ri—
Mot.r Cycle Grand Prix Rac2 in France.

Mdu . Aug. )st, to Sa ., Aug. 6th

—

International Six Days trial in Swltzer*
land

Mon., Aug. 29th. to Sat, Sept 3rd—
A C.U. Six Days Trial.

• Sat.. Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

Paragon Motor Cycles.

Owners of Paragon machines, the manu-

facturers of which have ceased business,

may obtain spares from.the Motor Works,

Cressing Road, Braintree. A new

machine, to be called the New Paragon,

wdll shortly be marketed from the same

address.

A Midland Motor Map.

Prepared bv Jones's Garage (Lich-

field), Ltd., the pocket map beariiig: the

above title is a form of advertising

which commends itself to whoever re-

ceives a. specimen. The folder contains

a road map showing the principal places

within a forty-five mile radius of Lich-

field, while detailed routes to all parts of

England and Wales are given.

Controls to Work Both Ways.

In view of the fact that there is .some

diversity of opinion regarding the ideal

direction for the operation of carburetter

levers, it is worth recollecting that all

the Amac instruments are provided with

levers which work either inwards or out-

wards. The handle-bar clip is also pro-

A'ided with serrations which mesh with

similar ones on the control body, so that

the whole fitting can be placed in any

position on the bars.

Spares for American Two-speed Hubs.

A number of Henderson four-cylinder

motor cycles in 1914 were fitted with

Eclipse two-speed gears, for which it

has not been possible to obtain spare

parts for some considerable time,

ilessrs. Robertsons Motors, Ltd., 157b,

Great Portland Street, W,l, inform us

that they have just received a large con-

signment of these parts and can now
supply them from .stock.

Motor Cycles for Hire.

Although the provincial motor cycle

dealer does not yet appear to favour the

hiring out of machines, several London
agents are developing this branch of the

business. The motor cyclist without a

mount may become the temporary owner
of one (by the hour, day, or week)
eitlier through the agency of Messrs.

Robertsons Slotors. Ltd., 157b. Great
Portland Street, W.l, or Messrs. Maudes'
Motor INLirt, 100, Great Portland Street,

W.l.

Albion Gears,

In addition to their plain two-speed
gear and the gear box with clutch and
kick-starter, the Albion Engineering Co.,

Ltd., of Tower Works, Upper Highgate
Street, Birmingham, are now manufac-
turing a gear box with a clutch but
without kick-startei'j as they find that

there is a considerable demand for this

type of box without the additional com-
plication of the starting device. The
clutch may also be fitted to the majority
of Albion plain two-speed gear boxes.
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Feb. 24th

,, 26th
28th

Mar 2nd

5.58 p.m.
6.2 „
6.5

6.8

The Price of Petrol.

When will tlie price of petrol come
down ''. The enormous importations

(luring December last suggest that supply
is overtaking demand.

On the Brighton Road.

Th.it the Hoads Improvement Asso- .

elation does not conline its activities to

purely technical aspects is evident from
its recent success in obtaining better

level-crossing service at gates on the
maui London-Brighton mad.

Wideaing Fields lor British Trade.

China lias hitherto been a very difficult

trading country for the British manufac-
turer or merchant, but recently a com-
prehensive charter was granted to a
British Corporation (in course of forma-
tion, aud to be capitalised initially by
triuh.'rs and manufacturers only) which
will considerably facilitate matters. There
i.< undoubtedly a huge potential market
in China for the British motor cycle.

Reliability Trials.

There are plenty of reliability trials in

Xcw Zealand. -Most of the competitors,
however, appear to be owners of American
motor cycles.

.\t the niontlily meeting of the Olago
Motor Club some comments were made
.jiicerning the manner in which the com-

petition was run. Complaints were made
that the competitors did not keep up a
consistent average sjieed—they had slowed
duwn at times so a<s not to be at the
controls before schedule, and accelerated
in other parts of the journey. A sugges-
tion was made that tlic sy.stem of secret
checks should be reintroduced.

Imports and Exports.

Inipijrtation of motor cycles, as shown
by extracts from the Board of Trade
returns for January given below, is on
the increase. Appro.xiniately £10,000
worth more than in December entered
this country last month. E.xport figures
during the same periods, however, show
an increase of almost identically the
same amount. Comparative tables for
three years follow :

Imports. .

J:mii.nry, Jauuary, Junmny,
1913. 1920. 1921.

No. of motor cs-ilc'S.. 137 767 136
Vuirie of mavbines

nnd pjrte .. .. f 10,529 £38.265 f27.260

Bhitish Exports.
JiiniKiry, Jinmnry, Jiiuiiary,

1913. 1920. 1921.
Ko. iif motor cytlos.. r,289 1,123 1.203
Tahte of motor cycles

only .. .. .. £54,526 £84.152 £106.172
Valo« of parts .. £15,080 £42.698 £54,511

^44;

Special "y^aturas.

WI.NTER WORK IN THE GARAGE.

INTO THE TEETH OF THE STORM.

A ROAD TEST IN THE ALPS.

Brooklands a. Easter.

The Brooklands Automobile Racing
Club will hold their usual race meeting on
Easter Monday, March 28th, beginning
at noon prompt. There will be nn
motor cycle races, but the last race will

be the Easter Cycle Car Handicap, dis-

tance about 5J miles, for motor cars and
cycle cars in racing trim, propelled by
means of internal combustion engine
only, the cubic capacity of which is less

than 1,100 CO. There ar.; live other car
races down for decision, and a most in-

teresting day is indicated.

Newly Licensed Harley Stolen.

.\ 1918 llarley-Davidsciii combination,
with licence card in a Smith's holder,
owned by .Mr. li. Boxer, of the Woolwich
Club, was stolen the other night from a
garage at Wickham Road, BrocKley, S.E.
The burglars cut two padlocks. The
carburetter jet was removed overnight,
and the back tyre was flat ! W^e under-
stand that Mr. Boxer had not received his
registration book. The following morning
the sidecar was seen being pushed in

New Cross Road towards London.

Total v.nluA .. £69.609 £126.830 £160.683

THURSDAY, MARCH 17th,

ANNUAL SPRING NUMBER
AND BUYERS' GUIDE

Native Support.

We understand that the Braddan .Motur

and Cycle Depot, 47, Athol Street,

Douglas', Isle of -Man, inteml enterhig a

25 h.p. Blackburne motor cycle for the

Junior Tourist Trophy Race.

To Manchester Readers.

A considerate .Manchester club asks lis

til warn our readers of great police

•ictivity, particularly on Sunday «fter-

nnons. on the Jlanchester-Chesler road.

Danger /.ones exist in the neighbourhood

f.f Buckh.w Hill, and also I'lumljley.

Magneto Manufacture a Key Industry.
.

.Magnetos and permanent steel magnets

are included in the Government's list of

key industries which are to 1«> protected

by' the new fiscal scheme. Importi* are

to be prohibited save by licence of the

Board of Trade. The Key Industries

Bill, which will not be presented until

alter Kaster, does not include such a

large number of industries as ha: been

antii'ipalcd.

No Shortage o! Petrol

!

52,124,702 gallons of motor spirit were

imported last nionth as against 12,381,806

in December, and 9,459,689 during

.January. 1920. The figure for the first

month i>f 1921 is actually nearly double

that of the monthly average for 1920.

Truly, this promises to be a motoring

year; .ilthough the removal of the ta.K

may in part be responsible for this strik-

ing increase.

French Motor Cycle Championships.
Tln" Competitions Committee of the

U.M.F. has decided to consider the ques-

tion cpf establishing motor cycle cham-
jiiimships in France. Two classes are in

view, the French speed championship
whicii will be run off about the .lame time
as the Motor Cycle Grand Pri.x, July
23rd, and the French touring champion-
ship, which will be run off during different

touring events which will finally be

decided by the Competitions Committee
of the U.il.F. The first trial chosen is

the Paris-Nice.
These championships will only be open

to riders of French nationality. 'fhe

touring championship of France will also

serve to determine the French team in

the International Six Days Trial to be
held at Switzerland, August 1st to 6th,

o( which the preliminary details were
given in the issue of Tht IMoior C'l/cle of

February 3rd. We understand that three
trials (of which Paris-Nice is one) in the
U.M.F. fixture list will serve (o select

the team to represent France in the above
International competition.
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Comparative Road Speeds.

A good rabbit can attain 25 m.p.li.,

says The Autocar. Recently a reader

of T/ie Motor CycU asserted that the

speed of a liare is 40 ni.p.h.

Not an Unmixed Blessing

!

Dry roads last week-end disturbed the

Puncture Fiend's winter sleep somewhat
prematurely. Considerable activity is

reported in the repair outfit trade.

Ihe London-Edinbm^gh Run.
Applications for membership to the

M.C.C. for the purpose of competing in

the London-Edinburgh Whitsuntide event
must be received by the club before
Tuesday, April 19th.

Institution of Automobile Engineers.

The next ordinary general meeting of

the Institution of Automobile Engineers
will be held on Wednesday, March 2nd,
at • the Institution of Mechanical En-
gineers, Storey's Gate, St. James's Park,
London, S.W., at 8 p.m., when Dr. W.
H. Halfield will read a paper on "Auto-
mobile Steels." Cards of invitation for

the meeting may be obtained by those
interested on application to the secretary
of the Institution, 28, Victoria Street,

London, S.W.I.

Some Gems among the Queries.

The other day one query was accom-
panied by a letter to the effect that the

writer enclosed a cheque for the half-

yearly instalmenT: of his income tax. [No
cheque was enclosed.

—

Ed.] Next day
an envelope arrived, duly sealed, but with
nothing inside it; while recently a reader
wrote stating that he found the, spanner
he was using was attracted to the magnets
of his magneto, but it was not attracted

to the aluminium base plate—did w'e think
there was a short-circuit anywhere ?

Signs of Spring-On the Motor Cyclist's BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR
Calendar.

Starting on the first Saturday of March,
with the Colmore Cup Trial, there will

be at least one important competition each
week-end until further notice.

A Belgian Motor Cycle Grand Prix.

A triangular course, Francorcharaps-
Stavolot-Malraedy, is the venue for a
proposed Belgian Grand Prix race for

motor cycles, towards the end of August,
and immediately after a "three-litre" car
event. Organisation and details of the
motor cycle meeting are in the hands of

the " Federation Motocycliste de Belgique."
We understand that the " F.-S.-]M." circuit

i« not so difficult (of pronunciation!) as
it looks.

The Racing Bugatti.

Motor c.yclists w-ho delight in obtain-
ing the maximum amount of pow"er from
their engines should 'be particularly inter-

ested in an illustrated article which
appears in to-morro.w's issue of Tlic

Autocar descriptive of the sixteen-valve
racing Bugatti which won the Grand Prix
des Voiturettes at Le Mans. The engine,
which has a capacity of 1.353.24 c.c,
averaged 57.6 m.p.h. for 256J,- miles on
the road. Its total weight is 15 cwt.

Big Twin Solos in the London-Land's
End.

Those competition riders of pre-war
days wdio knew of the friendly rivalry
between Harold Karslake and C4eorge
Brough will be interested to know
that the former will ride a Brough
Superior in this year's London-Land's
End event. Competition between these
two exjDert riders will be very keen.
Incidentally. Kaislake has severed his
connection with the trade, and will ride
as a private owner.

AN admirable opportunity for examin-
ing British goods is provided for

Overseas buyers by the British

Industries Fair. Divided in three centres

—London, Birmingham, and Glasgow

—

the Fair opened on Monday last, and will

continue for a fortnight from the opening
day. As far as motor cyclists are con-

cerned, the chief interest lies in the

Midlands display held at Castle Brom-
wich, for in the enormous buildings which
lie beside the late aerodrome are housed
the motor cycle exhibits. There is not

a large number of exhibitors . of motor
cycles, and there is little that is new in

tins line to be seen, nevertheless Overseas,

and foreign buyers will find worthy
representatives of all classes. Such
names as the Sunbeam, A.J.S.. B.S.A.,

Beardmore-Precision, Blackburne, Levis,

Radco, and . others are included in the

list : whilst among those who displa.v

accessories and fittings are Messrs. fler-

bert Terry, Apollo, Easting, Accles and
Pollock, Miller, the Leatheries, Clayton-
Wright, Cox Carburetters, Best and
Lloyd, etc.

The exhibition is a purely business
affair, but is nevertheless full of general

interest. Plant and machinery, house-

hold fittings, sporting accoutrements

—

indeed, almost every brancft of industrv
is represented : and on the occasion of

our first visit (before the Fair was
opened), a cold raw day and an atmos-
phere of straw and packing-cases made
us feel particularly grateful to those
manufacturers of patent grates who ex-

hibited working models. The catalogue,

sold at the somewhat high figure of 5s.,

is worth ever.y penny of its cost. Printed
in three languages, it includes such a
wonderful method of cross indices that
one can find the required exhibit with
the minimum of trouble.

Prices of Second-hand Motor Cycles,
A Schedule of Prices

MAKE, H.P., -AND DATE,
A.B.C. 3 h.p., 1930

at which used and shop-soiled Motor Cycles were being offered in the miscellaneous
advertisements of last week's issue of ** The Motor Cycle."

AVERAGE
make; h.r, and, date.

Indian 7-9 h.p. s^^., 1920

average
PRICE.

A.J.S. 6 h.p. sc, 1920

Allon 2} h.p., 1920
American X 7-9 h.p. sc, 1931

Ariel 6 h.p. sc. 1920
.A.riel 3^ h.p.. 1920
Bat 8 h.p. sc, 1920 "£155

CLASSIFIED PRICES.

£i2o/f£HO, *£r40
£170, £170, £iSo, t*'£i90. '''£190.

£193, £^00, £300, f£2io, t£--5i

t£^30
£44. £c^o, ^'fji

t*£r72. £i7S £I7^

£140
^£105

Beardmore 3; h.p., 1920 ,

Blackbui'ne 4 h.p., 1920

Blackbuine 8 h.p. sc, 1920 ..

B.S.A. 4i h.p. sc, 1920
P.radhury 6 h.p. sc, 1920 . . .

.

Cleveland 3 h.p., 1920
Clyno 2.x h.p., 1920
Connaught 2^ h.p., T920
Coulson-B. 4 h.p., 1920
Coventry Faglo 2f h.p.. 1920 .

Douglas 2} h.p., 1920

Douglas 4 h.p. sc, 1920

Edmund 2^ h.p., 1920 ..

Enfiel 1 S h.p. sc, 1920

£74. £30
£9,>, £100, *£li5, ''itiso, -^fi20.

*/l20 .'

£175. «£2iri

£85. C97, £115, U135, £135. .€1-16

'£175 ••.
£60 :

£53, -£58, "£63, "£63
£60
£9". '£99. *£i09
£75, ^Cfii

£77. £82, £S3. £S5, £85. "-£90, £90.

£92, £ioii

£120, £130, f!35, £140, «£mo.
£14.';, £150, '(f.155

£60
£t2.i, inS, £153, ti7

Enfield 2{ li.p., 1920 £45, £55, £,';7, £60
Harley-Davidson 7-9 h.p. sc. 1920 .

Harley Davidson 4 h.p., 1920 .

Henderson 10 h.p. sc, 1920 . .

Holiart 2} h.p., 1920
Hnniber ^^ h.p., 1020

£173. t£i7R, t£i8c,,

*/ilo, »<fi42, •£l4'i

fl75, fzzo ..."....

*£63
"£1^5

£20d, t«£2:

£116

£196
9

£77

£112

£122

ri02
£So

/:s7

£193
£143
£198

Indian 4 h.p., 1920
James .5-6 h.p. sc, 1920
Lea-Francis 3.\ h.p.
Levis 2^ h.p., 1920
Martinsvde 6 li.p. s

CL.4SSIFIED PRICES.- PRICE,
t£i45, t£t45, t£iS0, £160, t£l70,
£i?o, £180 jri6l

£125, £130 £128
£i,'io, *£i50, £169, £170, ^^£170 .

.

£162
1920 "£90, £100, *£ll5 £102

£44, £45. £4?, £55 £48
£140

Matchless 8 h.p. sc, 1920 ^fi6o, /165, t^i75- ^175. ^^75.

t£l8o, t£i85, t£l9J, t£i05, t£20o.

Metro-Tyler 2.} h.p., 1920 .

Npv-' Hudson r} h.p., 19:0
New Imperial 2} h.p., 1920
New Scaie 3.I h.p., 1920 .

.

NortO!i 1 h.p., 1921
N.U.T. 3! h.p., 1920
O.K. 2^ h.p., 1920
P. & M. .^.} h.p. sc. 1920 .

Quadrant 4!h.p. sc, 1920
Rover 3^, h.p. sc, 1920 £140, ^'£155

Rover- 5-6 h.p. sc, 1920 .^ £140, t£l79
Royal Ruby 3 h.p., 1920

*"'— '*'"— '

Rudge-3.^ h.p

1£220
Cfio, ~£-o
£.^s, £63
£65, "£78
£80
£114, £120

t*£i20, t£i21, t£i,io

£39. '£43. £45. -"£4'5, £.18. £59
£140
£120

Scott •

£90, ',£99. £"0..
1920 £75, £84. £85, £35, £85, £90, '£92

"£02. £98
h.p. sc, 1920 £130, £145, £145, £163, £175

Sun 2^ h.p., 1920
Sunbeam 3A- h.p., 1920 . .

.

Suul.icam 3 1 h.p. sc, 1920
Sunbeam 8 h.p. sc, 1920 .

Triumph 4 h.p., 1920
Triumph 4 h.p. sc. 1920 .

.

VVooler 2^J h.p., 1920

£184
£63
£5i
£63

£"7
£132
£43

£143
£160

£99

£87
£l5l
£57

£145
£175

Zenith 8 h.p. sc,

tDynamo lighting.

£53, £60
£140, £150
£105, £183
£r8o, £230 £205

"£115, »£ii3 £117
£•30, £133, £135, £160, £lSo £l.t3

£90 —
1920 £140. £l45i £145, £160, £163, £190 £150
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The Siart of the Trans-Fra

Many Two-
HK Paris-Nice reliability trial dues

not appear to have sutl'ercd in any-

nce Evenl. An Inspec ion of (he Compeiing Machines.

5(roi<es and Some Ineresiing Cycle Cars.

way from the unfortunate incidents

of last year, for the event attracted almost
one hundred competitors in the ten

different classes, who were started away
early last Monday morning from the subiu'bs

of Paris. There are not quite so many
Uritish riders as a year ago, but just

as many English machines, entered by
French agents. It may be estimated that

9o% of the competitors are professional

riders, for the French amateur shows no

enthusiasm for trials and competitions iii

whicii only' medals or diplomas can
be won.

Cycle Car Interest.

The increasetl numbers are found in all

classes of macliines, from the lightweights
xif 250 c.c. to the 1.100 c.c cycle cars,

it is in this latter class, however, that

there is the greatest increase, and this is

indicative of the rapidly growing interest

of the cycle car in France. The Morgans
and G.N.'s arc naturally well-known to

P.ritish motor cyclists, and wilt be cou-

sidei'ed as British machines. Both these

makes, however, are now built in France.
The li.N. has been taken up by the
Salmson Aviation Engine Co., and the
Morgan is con.structed under licence by
the former agents. It has been found
necessary to sti-engthen the frame of the
Morgan for French roads ; and, owing
to the higher speeds obtainable on the
Continent, the water-cooled engine is used
to the almost total exclusion of the air-

cooled type. The de Mar9ay machines,
produced in a former aviation factory,

made their first appearance in a public

competition in France, and for their ili'hul

two of the four mounts were handled by
Engli.sh drivers. The Grilfon is anothci-

French cycle car appearing for the first

time in a public competition. The .Monitor

THE STAGES OF THE TRIAL.

Monday
{Feb. :'/.)

Tuesday.

Wednesday.

Thursday.

Fridav

Saturday.

Sunday.

Monlegeron. Fontainebleau,

Sens, Auxerrc, Avallon,

Priey sous Tliil, Somhernon,
Dijon.

Dijon, Beaune, Monccau les

Mines, Paray-lc-Monial,

SI. Marlin-du-Lac, Roanne,
Feurs, St. Etienne, Lyon.

Exhibition of Alachines at

Lyon.

Lyon, Vienne, St. Vallier,

Valence. Loriol, Montelimar,

Pierlatte, Orange, Avignon.

Avignon, Orgon, Lambesc
Aix, SI. Maximin, Le Luc,

Frejus, Cannes, Nice.

Starting and Flexibility

Tests. Flying Kilometre

Speed Test.

La Turbie Hill-climb

also is a newcomer, built very mucii
on the lines of the A.V., with a two-
cylinder M.A.G. engine.

One of the features of the trial is the
large number' of two-strokee entered.

L'iidoubtedly, the most hiteresting of these

is the new Peugeot, with siugle-cylindor

two-stroke engine and chain-cum-belt drive.

As a contrast, there was entered one of

the racing type Peugeots with a single-

cylinder having four valves in the head.

The Peugeot Co. not long ago purchased
the Terrot and the Magnat-Debon motor
cycle concerns, and it is obvious that

much of the practice of these two firms

has been incorporated in the new two-

stroke machine.
The biggest single team in the trials

is the A.B.C., with seven mounts. These
machines are now produced entii-ely in

France at the Gnome and Rhone factory,

and have several detail changes on tha

original English design. Belgium sent

for the first time a team of Saroleas, com-
posed of the new two-strokes produced
since the war. Italy was represented by
two makes—a Stucchi and a Frera. Tlie

American mounts were Indians, Harley-
Davidsons, and E.xcelsiors, all ridden by
French agents.

A Luxorious Machine.

Motosacoche put in three machines,
two of them being 500 c.c. solos, and
the third a very handsome 1,000 c.c.

twin .willi M.A.G. engine and three-speed

gear. This machine was one of the most
elaborately ef|uipped in the competition.

It had a really substantial V windscreen
of pressed steel with Triple.x glass, spare
wheel, and electric lighting.

The route selected for the Paris to

Nice trial is not the most direct, for, in

order to add somewhat to the dilli-

culties, a detour is made in order to in-

C13
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Big twin and auxiliary motor. Hughues (8 Frera sc.) and Trouche (15- Evans cyclomotor).

elude Dijon, and another one in order
to get in the towns of St. Etienne and
Lyons. In this way, the distance is in-

creased from 560 miles by the most direct
route to 694 miles, which have to Se
covered in four stages, namely, Paris
to Dijon, 188 miles; Dijon to Lyons,
202 miles ; Lyons to Avignon, 140 miles

;

and Avignon to Nice, 164 miles. A whole
day is spent at Lyons, in order to ex-
hibit the machines : and, after arriving
on the Biviera, starting, flexibility, and

. speed trials are held, in addition' to a

hill-climb up La Turbie.

Road Conditions Not Severe.

Road surfaces have improved enor-
mously since last year, and, as there are
few hills, except in the neighbourhood
of St. Etienne and Lyons, the trial

cannot reallv be considered a verv diffi-

cult test. The average tourist, whether
on a car or on a motor cycle, makes the
run in two and a half days, while three
days may be considered a maximum for

this journey under normal conditions. It
is necessary, therefore, that the organisers
should be very exacting in their applica-
tion of the rules, which call for an
average of thirty kilometres (18| miles)

an hour, and the accomplishment of the
entire trip without changing any essen-
tial part of the machine. The prelimi-
nary work, in Paris, where the machines
were weighed, measured, and sealed, was
very carefully done ; and if there is the
same rigorous control on the road, the
results of the competition, ought to be
hiteresting. The officials objected to in-

efficient silencing on seA'eral of the French
machines. ,The petrol situation this year
is normal.

Last year there were sixty-nine entn'e.s

(of whom forty-three finished). The
paucity of British riders this year, if

understandable, is, nevertheless, regret-

table, for it is desirable that the repre-

sentatives of the two great nations should
meet in competition, and not only from
the point of view of machine design. Of
cours'e, the main reason for the absence
of English entrants in this particular
event is the unfortunate debacle that
occurred at the conclusion of the 1920
trial; but there is also a strong feeling

abroad, not without justification, that,
while a very pleasant tour, the Paris-Nice

_ is too easy to test thoroughly the ultra-
reliable modern machine.

- La Turbie, -to be climbed on the last
day, is a sinuous ascent, but as the road
could not be cleared for the contest last

year, accidents were nari-owly averted.

Competitors on Swiss and American sidecars. (Left) Doerr on the 1 ,000 c.c. Motosacoche and (right) Suller with his American X.
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On Monday last the competitors started
;iom Paris witti Dijon as tlieir first

<jljjecli\e. The following is a complete
litt of machines in the trial with the
d livers' names in parenthesis'.

CLASS 1.-250 c.c
Eaaco [Colonibel).
J?adco IGirard).
D.F.R. (Pierre)

LIST OF STARTERS IN THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL.

Velocette (Denley).
Velocette (Humpiij-eys)
Velocette (Berger).
Alcyon (Lehman).

CLASS
D.F.R. (Dubost).
D.F.R. (Boulangier).
Edmund (J. C. WalkerJ.
M.C. (Moret).
Vvel's (Veraisse).

CLASS
Norton (Basbide).
Norton (Barthelemv).
Norton (Lazerge).
A.B.C. ( ).

A. B.C. (Borgotti)
A.B.C.
A.B.C.
A.B.C.
A.B.C.
A.B.C.

(DetrncheJ.
(Bartlett).
(Smett.";).

(Bernard).
(Roily Gonnet).

Motosoio (Clech).
Diamond (F. J. Price).
S:C. (Lfoin).
S.C. (Sexe).
Cleveland (Poulet).

'

Cyclomotor fPougct).
Cyclomotor (Trouche).

-350 c.c.

Yfel's (Pernettcl.
Yvel's (Sarradet).
Yvel's (Bauer).
Peugeot (Pean).
Peugeot (Lessmann).

-500 c.c.

Rudge (Daverne).
Norton (Dard),
Bleriot (Le Bri.«).
Bleriot (Contant).
Bleriot (Brunet).
A.B.C. (Veringa).
Triumph (Gabriel).
Motosacoche

(Lapallud).
Motosacoche (Robert). A French cycle car on the lines of the A.V.—the Monitor, driven by Rouquet.

Sarolea (Eaulhoux).
Sarolea (Lefevrc).
Sarolea (Rivet).
Zenith (A. Kllison).
Zenith (Kayo Dou).

CLASS 4.—750 c.c

t3riIIoQ (Jacquin).
Triumph (Pinnev).
Triumph (G. Wren).
Rover (.Sollet).

Rover (Brandish).

CL.\SS 5.-1,000 c.c.

Harlcy-David'ion (Bonnard).

CLASS 7.-500 c.c. (Sidecars).

Rover (L. Psalty).
| Cottin (Cottin).

CLASS 8.—750 c.c. (Sidecars).

iiiKon (Bourry).
| C.L. (Laconr).

CL.VSS 9.-1.000 c.c. (Sidecars).

Matchless (Gaillard).
Matchless (Leymarie).
Indian (G. Arnaud).
Indian (Vache).
Indian (R. Berthe).
Uarley-Davidson

(Vernault).
ir.trle.v-Davidson

(Jean Psalty).
ila rley-Davidson

(Marcel Walbrou).
A.J.S. (G. Fenton).

Ilarlev-Davidson •

(J. Kenneth Flemon.s).
Sunbeam (P. W. White)
Frera (Hughne.s).
Stucchi (F. Dclaunay).
Indian (A. Temple).
Ha rley-Davidson

(Collet).

Excelsior (Chappaz).
(Sutter).

Motosacocho (Docrr). .

CLASS 10.-750 c.c. (Cycle Cars).

.N( .nitor (Rouquet). I Chaudron i Ricoux
I

• (Ricoux).
CLASS 11.—1,000 c.c. (Cycle Cars).

.sssssai

To show the efficiency of a representative British two-stroke. The Velocette team-
Denley, Berger. and Hirmphreys

l-:lfe (Mauvel.
Dc Marcav (Mundy).
De .Marcay (Pullin).
De .Marcay (Benoist).
G.N. (.\. Lombard).
G.N. (P. Henel).
G.N. (Ramon Buene).
Bcdelia (Bourbeau).

Morgan
(Franquebalme).

Morgan (Sandford).
Morgan (Darmond).
Griffon (Maurer).
Griffon (Coudcrc).
Major (Mourre).
Fournier (Pessej.

OWIXG to the abnormal state of the
trade of the country a reprcsenta-
ti\e of Tht: Motor C'ljck devoted -the

greater part of last week to a tour
amongst some of the Northern niaiiufac-
tuivrs, with a view to ascertaining how-
far existing conditions might influence
future pi'ices and the prospects of busi-'
uess generally.

In the Midlands there is afready a
growing spirit of optimism : it is felt "that
conditions arc likely to "ease'' some-
what, and that a normal .springtime
demand will be experienced. Signs are
not lacking that the motor cycle" public
IS already beginning to take "interest in
its annual selection of the new mount

;

and altliough many may be withholding
hen- orders in the hope of a price reduc-
ion. makers are receiving a steady flow
i enquiries regarding the specific details
)f particular models. This state of affairs
s found to obtain in the Jfanchester
listrict. where it is confidently felt that
I new boom will be forthcomino-.

A BUSINESS TRIP TO THE NORTH.
Reception at New Royal Ruby Works.
On Thuisday last the directors of the

Kuby Cycle Co., Ltd., invited repre-
sentatives of the technical press to
inspect the new works erected at
Altrincham. The party -was conducted
throughout the entire plant, which is on
a most up-to-date and modern plan,
operating in a large and well-lit factorv
comparable with the best of its kind in
this country, and capable of dealing witli
an output of 5,000 motor cycles and
10,000 pedal cycles annually.
As is well known, the Royal Ruby has

a very complete system of frame spring-
ing, and an examination of this through-
out the process of manufacture showed
the amazing amount of care and atten-
tion which has to be bestowed on the
production of a high-class machine.

Some Manuiacturers' Opinions.

The makers of the New Scale machines
were quietly confident that increasing

business would shortly be expected.
Enquiries were being received in increasing

numbers, the special lines of this firm
(light and mediumweight 'sidecar outfit.'^)

being apparently of special attraction in

these days of economy. Prospect of prices

reduction on an extensive scale wais

remote, but slight improvements in the
machines were possible owing to mo.-o
favourable prices of certain components.
Mr. Harry Reed, of the Dot Jlotor Co.

attributed the hiatus in the motor cycle
trade largely to the difficulties in the way
of export, but was optimistic in his views
upon an improvement of the home market
about Easter.
With only one exception, and that one

an accessory manufacturer, every one with
whom the motor cycle movement was dis-
cussed anticipated a plentiful influx of
orders during the Easter-Whitsuntide
period : while several predicted that th&
real boom in motor cycles was not the
artificial rush of 1919 but the demand
which may be expected in 1922-23.

CI9
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FORTHCOMING TRIALS,
Particulars of the London- Land's End Run, Colmore Cup, and Victory Cup Trials,

and the Wes'.ern Centre (A.C.U.) i wo Day Event.

THE VICTORY CUP TRIAL.
1AST year no fewer than 177 entries

_j were received for the Victory Cup
Trial, organised by the Birmingham

M.C.C., being the largest entry in any
open trial during the 1920 season. This
year, however, it will be open only to

members of the clubs forming the
Midland Centre A.C.U., which embraces
the Birmingham, South Birmingham,
Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham,
Coventry and Warwickshire, Jlidland C -.

and A.C., Kidderminster, Nuneaton, and
Wolverhampton Clubs. As practically all

the competition riders who have sup-

ported the event in the past are members
of one or another of these clubs, a record
entry is again anticipated.

The trial will be a test of reliability

and hill-climbing, at least two hills with
a maximum gradient of 1 in 3 being in-

cluded ; but there will be nothing
" freakish," in the way of hills or roads
on which baulking might take place.

A novel feature is that four-wheelers,
iDichr S cwt. and 1,100 c.c, may compete
on equal terms with sidecars and three-

wheelers. This year gold medals will be
awarded to all competitors who lose no
marks in non-stop sections, and are
inside the three-minute time allowance
at all timed checks. Competitors who
lose not more than ten marks will be
awarded silver medals.
There will be an acceleration test

i
^ he

Motor Cycle, formula being used) on a
suitable hill, but marks cannot be lost

in this test, which is simply to determine
the winners of the following awards in

the event of a tie or ties :

" TLe A^ictorv Cnp " fpreseuted by tlie Rif?]it

HoQ. The Lord Cnlthorpe) to the competitor who
ijitiljpr; the best peit'oimance of the day. (Present
holder, A. Milner.)
''The Midland Cnp" for the best passenger

machine performance. (Present holder, J. E,
Greenwood.)

" The Duke Cnp " for tho best performance by
a solo machine oyer 275 c.c. (Present holder,
F. A. ApplebeeO

Entry forms and full particulars of the
trial can now be obtained from the hon.
secretary, Mr. W. H. Egginton. 76, Earls-
bmy Gardens, Birchfields, Birmingham.
The trial takes place on Saturday, March
19th, entries closing on March 12th.

THE LONDON -LAND'S END.

THE M.C.C. intends to make this year's

competitors in the London-Land's
End run earn any awards they may

secure. Several innovations have been
introduced, which are in the nature
of an experiment. For instance, a
momentary step on Porlock will not neces-
sarily lose a competitor his gold medal,
and a regulation has been introduced
which, to a large extent, rules out the
element of luck and trouble so often
caused by baulking. This regulation is a
time limit for the sections which include
the test hills.

An indication as to the task set for
aspirants to the premier award is shown
in the following conditions which have
to be fulfilled to win a gold medal, for it

will be awarded to competitors who are :

C20

(1.) Nob more than fifteen nrinuteg early at any
point of the jonrney.

(2.) Not more than five minutes late at the
bottom of Porlock.

* (3.) Not slower than 18 m.p.h, for the three
miles commencing near the Ship Inn at Porlock.

t (4.) Not more than five minutes late at the
top of Ijynton Hill.

(5.) Not more than fifteen minutes late at any
part of the journey.

* This section includes the ascent of Porlock Hill,
t This portion includes about nine miles of

moorland road, the descent of Countisbury and
the ascent" 01 Lynton.

The start will be from near the
Berkeley Arms Hotel, Cranford Bridge,
Hounslow, at 10.1 p.m. on Good Friday,
March 25th, the order of starting being
as follows : Solo motor cycles, sidecars,
three-wheeled cycle cars, and light cars.

The route will be through Maidenhead,
Reading, Newbury, Hungerford, Marl-
borough, Devizes, Trowbridge, Frome,
Bridgwater, Minehead, Porlock,. Lyn-
mouth, Lynton Hill, Barnstaple, Hols-
worthy, Launceston, Bodmin, Truro,
Penzance, and Land's End. at which
place the first competitor will be due at
4.5 p.m. on the Saturday.

Controls will be arranged at Bridg-
water (130i miles) and Launceston (252^
miles), and the total mileage will be 314.

Entries close on Tuesday next, March
1st, and should be sent to the trials

hon. secretary, Mr. B. Alan Hill, Apsley,
Fellows Road, S. Farnborough, Hants.

the Sudeley hairpin, and the ascent d£

Willersey ; but in addition to the usual

awards (the Colniore Cup, the Calthorpe
Trophy for machines under 250 c.c, and
the Levis Cup lor the best single-geared

performance) there is a special prize lor

the best performance of any team. Any
three riders may constitute a team, which
may be nominated by themselves, their

club, or a manufacturer.
Additionally to motor cycles and both

types of three-wheeled passenger machines,
nionocars are eligible provided they
comply with A.C.U. definitions.

As in previous years, the event is a
non-stop one throughout, and marks will

be deducted for touching the ground with
the feet. This method of scoring, given
slightly wet roads, generally proves a very
successful eliminating medium.
The entry fee is one guinea ; and the

secretary of the club from whom all in-

formation may be obtained, is Mr. Phil
Mosedale, "The Nook," itaney Hill

Road, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham.

THE COLMORE CUP TRIAL.

ENTRIES for the Colmore Cup Trial

on March 5th close on Saturday
next, February 26th, so that there

is little time left for those who wish to

enter in this classic Midland event, and
have not already done so. Although not
open this year, its scope is still very
wide ; for all members, of clubs in the
Midland Centre A.C.U. are eligible. The
route is the .same as in 1920. viz.. Stone-
bridge vku Warwick, up Saintbury down
Willersey, and up Sudeley to Chelten-
ham and return, including Rising Sun,
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WESTERN CENTRE A.C.U. TWO
DAY OPEN TRIAL.

IN The Motor Cycle of February 10th,

we touched on the Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Two Day Trial, to be

held on April 8th and 9th, more particu-

larly Avith regard to the checking system
and award list. On this page will he
found a map of the course with alterna-

tive routes. . There are four non-stop
hills each day, as follows :

Friday.—Llanfillo, Mynydd Effynt,

Cynau, Ystwyth Valley.
Saturday.—Pencarreg, Caio, Lland-

dewfi Cwm. Trevador.
Entries at ordinary fees close on Tues-

day, ilarch 22nd, but late entries may be
accepted at double fee up to Saturday,
March 26th. Mr. J. A. Newman, of St.

Moritz, Wyche Road, Malvern, is the

hon. trials secretary.

Rhybcymmerau V
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.'Cayo ^
Li^DOVEBY Taiachddp^

Proposed course of the Western Centre A.C.U. Two Day Trial. Friday and Saturday

April 8th and 9th.
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Essex M.C. One Day Trial.

Double Circuit Event including Fast and Slow Hill-climbs.

\v

THERE were very few failures in tlie

One Day Trial held by the Essex
Motor Club on Saturdaiy last.

Competitors assembled in the early hours
-' the morning at the Castle Hotel,

Df-lford, thfi route being ctrt. Ching-
forti, Lippitt's Ilitl, High Beech. Church
Valtham, Low Hill, Harlow, .Moreton,
Ingar, ' Standon, Kelvedon Hatch,
'assingford Bridge, Abridge, Chigwell,
and thence back lo the Castle Hotel,

oodford. Two circuits of this course
lad to be made, one in the morning and
one i]i the afternoon.

Tests en mule, irjcluded a fast and
ow hill-climb up Low Hill in the morn-
ig. and a stop))ing and restarting test

in the afternoon.
In giving the best performances in each

cla.vs it would be well to bear in mind
that all lesults are .so far provisional
pending any protests lodged by competi-
tors or the reports of observers so far
not to hand. The following riders claim
non-stop runs :

B. Men-is i2"'i C..iil.<r.n B).
H. H. Uarve.vscn (3i,l Indi.in .Scr.iUI.
.S. M. Greening <3i>. Sunbeam).
F. Roberts (3 A. B.C.).
.\. C. Rliorle.s (31., N.t'.T.).
A. O. Martin (4 Triuinp!!;.
ir. Le Vark m Indian Sniiil).
E. Elliott {A Indian .Scout).
E. J. Ander.<;on (3''j Scott).
W. S. Parson (8 Matclile^.v).
V. N. Edwards (6 EnBcIdl.
C. W. Bairslow (7 Indian).

So far ,J. V. Pre.stwich (2% Diamond)
is the only rider who is reported as hav-
ing failed to finish.

In tlic .slow a^nd fast bill-climb held
diirnig tlip mormng i:-ircuit the best per-
fniTuance in each class is reported as
iViUnws :

^
I 1. vss I (not exceeding 350 c.r.)._r. W Annie-

bee '21^, Levis).
( I \ss 2 (not exeeeding 500 c.c.).—3 MGrwning (3li Sunbeam).

Yeovil and District M.C.C.

The annual general imcting of tlic

Vcuvil and Distiict M.C.C. will be held
at the SLnsonic Hall, Yeovil, to-morrow
(Friday), at 8 p.m.

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The club will hold a social run to the
Hut Hotel, Wisley, on February 27th.
H'hen it is hoped a large number of

members will be present. The first com
petition to be held will be a speed hill

limb on March 19th.

Bristol M.C.C. and Bath M.C.C.

These flourishing Western club.s again
met in a social manner on Saturday, Feb-
ruary 12th, when the Bath Club paid a

return visit to Bristol. A fine crowd of
members met at Keynsham, and, riding
into the city in single file, between fifty

and sixty machines, solo and sidecar,
with half-a-dozen cars, they caused a

mild sensation. A tour of the city and
Clifton, including the far-famed Dnrd-
ham Downs, led to tea at the Bristol
headquarters, where nearly one hundred
assembled. Afterwards the party ad-
journed to a local theatre.

E. A. Bridgman (7 Indian sc.) in the fast hill-climb

II. L« VackCi..\s.s 3 tnot e\'ce«JiQf; 750 c.c).
(4 Indian .Sco\]ti

The following riders were penalised for

failing to restart within the stated time
after the luncheon hour :

B. .Morris (2"'i CouUon B).
A. G. Martin (4 Triumph).
C. W, l!airir..w (7 lii.lianl.

CLUB NEWS.
North London M.C.C.

The last ^oci.•il event of the winter
season, held on February 12th. took the
form of a concert by the " Sparklets."
The evening was much appreciated, and
the attendance very much larger than
was expected. A furlhc;' reminder is

given of the opening run, starting from
the Orange Tree. Friern Barnet Lane,
at 2.45 p.m. on Saturday next, the

26th. to which a cordial invitation is

given to all motor cyclists in the district.

Sunderland and District M.C.

.Vt the annual general meeting, held
on February 4th, there was a large

gathering of old and new members. The
coming sea.son promises to be one of

the most successful in the history of

the club, which is in a prosperons condi-

tion financially. '

A very attractive programme has been
drawn up of .social and competition
events, and two valuable trophies have
been present-ed to the club by local

gentlemen for competition.
All motor cyclists in the Sunderland

district who are not members are cordially

invited to join the club.

In the stopping and restarting test

held during the afternoon the best per-

formance in each class may be given as :

Ct.ass 1.—B. Morris (2'1 Coulson B).
Gl..\ss Z.S. M. fircening 13'.'. .Sunbeam).
CtJ^ss 3.—H. Lo Vack (4 Indian .Scout).

Class 7.—K. .\. Bridgman (7 Indian).

Weather conditions were favourable and
the roads dry.

Rugeley and District A.C.

This newly-formed clidi is hoUling an
opening run to Bridgnorth on the 27th

inst., starting at 10.30 a.m. from head-

quarters, the Vine Hotel. -\ll local motor
cyclists are invited.

Woolwich and Plumstead M.C.C.

Over a hundred, including ma)iy Indies,

were present at the Woolwich Club's

annual dinner at the "The Shakespeare,"
Woolwich, on February 17th. Capt. T.

Ross said fourteen competitions had been
arranged this year, and also several

gjTnkhanas and picnics in Kent. Mrs.
Collier presented the prizes.

Worcester and District M.C.C. •

Mr. W. T. Thorne continued his series

of excellent lectures at the Pack Horse
Hotel, Worcester, on Monday. February
14th, his subject for the evening being
"Tracing Troubles,'" which was an excel-

lent guide to the amateur owner-driver in

tracing the symptoms of any tioubles that
might arise, and the cure thereof. After
this lecture questions were invited, and
several new troubles exposed. His next

lecture is on the 28th inst.
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Club News.

—

Proposed West Central London M.C.C.

Mr. Marcel Clement, 17, Eussell Square
Mansions, Southampton Row, W.C.I,
would be pleased to hear from any enthu-
siastic motor cyclists in this district with
the view to forming a club as above.

Rotherham and District M.C.
There was a lai'ge attendance of

motorists at the first meeting of the club
held in the Y.M.C.A. rooms, Rotherham,
and the officers for the year were elected.
It was decided to hold the first run on
Marcli 20th to Worksop, meeting in Cor-
poration Street at 2.30 p.m.

Faraday House Engineering College

M.C.C.

In spite of pouring rain, a keenly con-
tested hill-climb (on formula) was held
at Wlielpley Hill, Herts. The hill has
a gradient of about 1 in 8 for two hun-
dred yards, which is followed by two
hairpin bends. The surface, being of
chalk, was not improved bv the rain, and
the .small number of mi.shaps speaks well
for the riding. The event was won by
K. M. A. Ramsay (3^ Sunbeam). Second
place was obtained by W. Rochford
(4 Triumph), who made a fast, steady
climb, and judged the corners well.

Midland Centre A.C.U.
Various matters in connection with

forthcoming competitions were discussed
at a meetnig held at Birmingham on
February 12th. Preliminary arrange-
ments were made regarding an open
reliability trial to start from Redditch
on April 23rd. Two other open trials
are fixed for September 17th and Novem-
ber Sth. On April 30th there will be a
team trial open to teams from clubs in
the centre only, each club to send seven
riders, and the five best performances to
count. Thu.'s it is hoped to eliminate the
Inck-cimi-puncture element.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

!Moi-e in the nature of an enjoyable
holiday run than a gruelling trial an
Easter reliability run to Lynmouth •will

start on Saturday, March 26th. A return
will be made on the following Monday^
Prizes include the Mitchell and Cooper
cups, gold, silver, and bronze medals, and
marks towards the Joyce ' Shield and
Allday Cup.
On Friday last week the club held their

annual dinner at the Mermaid Hotel.
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Special Articles and Illustrations are

in course of preparation for the

Annual Spring Number of this
Journal. In addition to topical

features, this enlarged issue will con-

tain an Illustrated Buyers' Guide
of 1 92 1 Models.

^

Westmorland M.C.C.

Motor cyclists in the North will be
gratified to hear that the Westmorland
M.C.C. is again holding its open hill-

climb on Orton Scar, near Kendal, on
Easter Monday, March 28th. Last year
over 2,000 spectators spent Easter Monday
on the bracing moorland, witnessing this

well-conducted event. A full list of

classes is arranged, and entry forms are

available. Motor cyclists are reminded
that Orton Scar is only fifty miles from
Richmond, Yorkshire, at which the annual
rally organised by the Yorkshire clubs is

being held on Good Friday. A splendid
opportunity, therefore, occurs of includ-

ing both these events an-l of spending
a week-end in the Lflke District.

FEBRUARY 24th, 1921.

Brookdale M.C.C.

Sixty motor cyclists were present at

the Brookdale il.C.C. opening run to

Kestou (Kent). All signed on, and
agreed to attend the general meetiirg at

the Brookdale Hall, Catford, wheu tire

re-formed club will be formally started.

Proposed Herts County M.C.C.

There is strong evidence that a club

for the whole county of Hertfordshire,

wrtli central head charters, would be vei-y

popular amongst keen men in the dis-

trict, and a meeting has been arranged

for 7.30 on Saturday evening, March
Sth, at the . Red Lion Hotel, Hatfield.

It would greatly help the organisers if

those iritending to be present would
send a card to Mr. C. F. Plowman, 37,

Broadwater Avenue. Letchworth, Herts,

^beforehand.

Northern M.C. (Newcastle-on-Tyne).

At the recent annual general and com-

mittee meeting of the Northern "M.C,
the 'following officers were elected for

1921 : President, Sir Alexander Leith

;

cliairman. Major W. Anderson, D.S.O.

;

hon, secretary, Mr. 0. L.' Rutter ; hon.

treasurer, E. E. Oldersliaw ; and joint

sports secretaries, Messrs. R. Detchon
and Jas. Percy.

It will be remembered that this club

originated out of the national coal strike

in early 1920, when about forty gentlemen
offered their services to the Government,
and were employed by the local Food
Controller. Out of this beginninji. the

club has grown to its present size of 150

members. It is essentially an amateur
club administered by amateurs for

amateurs, although trade members are

welcomed, as co-operation with the trade

is desired. The annual subscription Js
15s., and an entrance fee of 5s. for new
members. All communications to be ad-

dressed to the hoH. secretary. Northern
Motor Clu"b, 194, Cartington Terrace,

Heaton, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

ANNUAL DINNERS IN SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
Glasgow Western M.C.C. and Dublin M.C.C. Successful Events.

THE annual dinner of the Western
M.C.C. (Glasgow), held in the
" Grosvenor " on Feb. 12th, was

indeed a very enjoyable function. About
150 members and friends were present,
and did ju.stice to a very excellent repast.
Among the guests were several well-known
names in the motor cycling world, notably
Mr. Geo. Stevens of A.J.S. fame.
: In proposing the health of " The
Western M.C.C," Mr. David Black paid
tribute to the excellent work the club
was doing in fostering the pastime in the
West, and as a member of the trade was
greatly in favour of competitions, and
emphatic concerning the Ijenefits which
these brought to manufacturers.

In reply, Mr. W. H. Simpson, the chair-
man and popular president, gave a short
resume of the life of the Western M.C.C.
As instancing the enthusiasm of its

members, he stated that the membej'ship
at the end of 1919 was fifty, whereas
to-day there were 200 names on the roll.

The club had held eleven competitions
during the past season, and these had
been very weU supported indeed.

Dui'ing the course of the evening m.usical
selections were ably rendered by several

well-known artists, who grertly assisted

in making the evening a most enjoyable

one. To judge by the euthusic-.sm of those

present, the coming season promises to be
a record one from tire sporting standpoint,

and speed merchants in the West are

assured of a very full programme, includ-

ing several hill-climbs.

The Irish Affair.

Curfew regulations notwithstanding,
the annual dinner and distribution of

prizes of the Dublin and District

Motor Cycle Club at the Dolphin Hotel
on the 12th inst. was a very merry affair,

and for a few hours the members of the
club and theii' visitors to the number of

neai'ly 100 endeavoured to forget the fact

that unless the regulations regarding the
circulation of motor cycles are materially

relaxed the prospect of being able to carry

out the usual competition pi-ogramme
dui'ing the coming months is a very
gloomy one.

Tlie newly elected pre.sident, Mr. S. L.

Hutchinson, was in the chair, and in his

usual cheerful manner he set a note for

the proceedings that was sustained
througliout the evening.

After dinner,- the awards won duriu]

the year were distributed, over a hundrei
trophies, cups, and medals being handed
over.

The toast of "The Club" was propo€
by Mr. Cormac Walshe, the local manager
of the Dunlop Co., a fii'm, by the way;
that largely contributed to the prize list.

It was responded to by the hon. sec.^

Mr. W. H. Freeman, wio mentioned that

despite the troubled state of affairs in

Ireland, the club had carried out the full

programme of events arranged at the

beginning of the year and two extra
events.

The toast of the health of "The Presi
dent " was given by his predecessor in

office, ilr. G. A. M. Cui-tis, and when
Mr. Hutchinsou had siutably responded
he sprang a surprise on the gathering by
producing a beautiful rose bowl for

presentation to the secretary. Several
members joined in the compliments paid

to Mr. Freeman's work on behalf of the
club, and the recipient suitably replied^
Other toasts included " The Press " and

" Our Musical Eriends," the latter con-

tributing in no small degree to the

pleasure of the evening.
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LIGHTWEIGHT
MOTOR CYCLE

The 21 h.p., 2-stroke (Villlers Engine) Model Victoria is admitted on all

hands to be best value. It is British from end to end, and neither

American nor German competition can touch it in price.

The prices of Victoria Motor
Cycles will not be reduced
this season.

Fixed gear model . . S,DD

2-speed counter- n nf\
shaft gear A,DU

2-speed counter-
shaft gear, with clutch r^ nrf
and kick-starter .... ^OO

VICTORIA MOTOR AND CYCLE CO., LTD.,
Phone: 514, Bndgetoa. V-ctoria Works, Dennistoun, GLASGOW. 'Grams: " Bicycle, Glasgow."

TAMPLIN
£165 FOUR-WHEELER.
ORDERNOW. cT^^.m;^ £165

Finest Value for Money
BIG MILEAGE PER GALLON.
LOW RUNNING COSTS.
ABSOLUTE DEPENaABILITY.

Combines the Simp'.icity of a Motor Cycle with

Ihe Protection of a Car.

The ideal oitlfil for the Business man.
Ask for catalogue and list o( successes.

Tamplin Eng.Works, Kingston Rd., Staines
'Phone—139, Staines.

EASTER MOTOR CYCLING.
We liave purchased a very fine lot of Government Motor Cycles, of recent

date and in good condition. These arc being replated, re-enamelled, and

stoved in makers' colours, and rebuilt throughout

Equal in appearance and wear to new machines.

FIRST DELIVERY—

4 h.p. DOUGLAS—Solo or Combination
(other makes to follow).

EASTER FALLS EARLY.
Why not have a machine inspected for you by the A C.U. or A.A., who

will give you an unbiassed report i"

PRUriL

4 h.p. DOUGLAS
(Solo)

< h.p. DOUGLAS
(Combination')

Complete with
NEW lighting set

and accessories.

Side car Chassis
NEW, lighting set

and accessories.

THE NUMBER IS LIMITED.
Secure a m.ichlne, subject to inspection, lor a deposit ol live per cent

MOTOR VEHICLES (L^I'Tu^l":) ASSOCIATION, Hd,
(D=pt M.C.). 15. 16 & 17, ELDO.N STREET, LCNDO.\ EC.2

llllllllllllllllllllliilllllllllllllllllllllll

In answeriny l/ice adcerlisements it i.s detiraOle to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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Monthly

(2nd
Thursday)

THE

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEER

A Technical Journal devoted to the theory and
practice of Automobile and Aircraft Construction.

Price

2/-

net.

ISSUED in the interests of Designers, Managers,

Shop Superintendents, Consulting Engineers,

and all engaged in the Automobile Industry.

Deals with British, American and continental

design and practice, giving data and formulae,

and recording all progress and development in

the automobile manufacturing world.

Its advertisement section constitutes a

c urrent guide to the purdiase of machinery,

machine tools, materials, equipment, ac-

cessories and suppUes

FEBRUARY NUMBER
NOW ON SALE.

Principal Contents :

Suspension (Leading Article).

Harmonic Cams with Flat Followers.
The 11-h-p. Riley Chassis.

The Influence of Various Fuels on the Perform-

ance of Internal Combustion Engines.

The Character of Various Fuels of Internal Com-
buslion Engines.

Graphical Analysis of Valve Gear.
Developments in Transmission
Roads and Vehicle Maintenance.

Subscription Rates ; Home and Abroad

Proprietors: ILIFFE & SONS LTD

One year.

30/-

One rear.

25/6,

Sis months,

12/9.

20,

15/- Canada

Tudor Street, LONDON, E.C.4

EMP
DE

Every ride will be a ride oJ

comfort if your mount is fitted

with an EMPIRE -DE -LUXE
Pan Seat.

The secret of its exceptional comfor-
giving qualities is in the special

method of springing, and the perfectly
moulded and luxuriously padded seat.

Examine the Empire- De -Luxe at
your agent's—and note its high grade
quality and sound construction
Write for Catalogue.

BaSBaBBHHHaHBBBBBHBBSBSBaHaaaa

i SILVEM PEINCE i-fffi
1 Ughtweight motor cycle.
nothing better in the world. h ~ ^

BaHHHasHEBaBHsaBHHBaHanBaa Guineas fl

H NO LIVE AGENTS? THEN SEND DIRECT TO US.

4.6Cumeeis. SPECIFICATION. 4S Guineas-
EXGINE-Villiere' -Marl: IV.
Magneto in Flywheels. 2^:ih.\-i.

TYRES-Dunlop, 26x2i,'i.

KIMS-Dimlop, 26x2>4,
BELT— Uunlop, %m. —
CHAIX-Coventiy.
HAXDLE-BAE—Bcivden.
LEVEES-Bowden Inverted.
BHAKE-Bowden Front.
SPRING FOEK-Bramiiton.
SAl IDLE—Leatheries.
OILEE-Best and Lloj-ds.

TAKK — Heavy Pl.ate, witL
Patent Sump. Taped. Tin. to
5in. Petrol, HI, gal. Oil, Kit

CAEBUEETTEE-B. and B.
F00TB0AEU3—Ahiininium.
FOOT BE.VKE - Strong, effec-

tive, worked by foot.

GEAR BOXES — Stnrmey-
Archer, Albion, or Burman.

CAEEIEE—Tubular.
TOOLBAGS—Tivo, laxce size.

3IUDGUAEDS - Back. S^in.
Front, 4in. Valanced.

FINISH-Ennmelled tour coats,

Black and Gold Lined. Tank,
ilagneto Cover and Chain
Cover Enamelled Silver Grey
and Blue Line-I.

FRAME—Reynolds "A" quality Tuba. All round, no Crank in Back

Stays. Specially designed to enable anyone to convert a Single Speel

to a Two-speed, or vice-versa, without the slightest double whatever

Single Speed, 46 Guineas. Two -speed, 57.

Two-speed, kick-start, 63.

SEND ^-a^zr Manufactured by

cnn> ,s^^^a>a THE TRYUS CYCLE CO.,
'"'-'" t^^""^!^ Johnstone Street, Birchfields,

LIST. «^#^—J^ BIRMINGHAM, England.

A WORD TO THE WISE
"Mind what you are buying, insist on having a printed secificatio

of your Machine from the Agent, and see that everything corresponds

In answering these advertisements It Is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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THE
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. BENEffIn^^^^^

GREAT SALE
A Wonderful Opportunity to lay in

your Season's stock and save Money

!

"= The Agents.

9
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O.KrJunior

THE AGENTS ^ THE PUBLIC

The Manufacturers cannot foresee any
possibility or

being able to re-

duce the current

net prices of their

Motor Cycles.

I The Public

Should, how-
ever, they be able

to do so, they

guarantee to re-

fund such reduc-

tion on any Model
purchased on and
after this date to

May 1st.

will remember we
are the Pioneers

of value-for-
money Motor
Cycles, and
should not hesi-

tate to order now
any of our five

Models from our

400 sales agents.

I

i

i

I

I

'i

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

i
X

1

I

X

HUMPHRIES & DAWES, I
LIMITED, ^

Hall Green Works, |

BIRMINGHAM.
X

p. & H.
LAMP
SETS

178 Genuine P. & H.

Lamp Sets, Excess

Government Slock.

SPECIAL OFFER OF

BULB HORNS
35/3Lightweight size

Sale Price

Hcawvelght Size AT/Ck
Sale Price ^ i / if

IVsLinc. I (3.

670
DOUBLE TWIST MOTOR
CYCLE HORNS. Loud,

deep note. Large Q / 1 "I

bulb. Sale Price O/ 1 1
Postage 9d

20,000 SOLID ALUMINIUM :

LICENCE j

HOLDERS i

Handle-bar fitting with screw- ;

on front—a great improvement. 5

Regulation size. Weatherproof. I

Sale price O / Ct\. \

Usual price. 5/-. ^ «J2
;

Postaic 6d.

Tyres! Tyres!
The whole of our soiled and W.D. stock to be
cleared at cost price. All subject to being unsold.

Cash returned if not satisfied. BUY NOW.

NO. DESCRIPTION.

87 26 X 2 Wood-Milne Special Key Grip

Covers .

.

86 26 X 21 Wood-Milne Special Key Grip
Covers .

.

114 26 X 21 Dunlop W.D. Heavy R5. Covers

72 26 X 25 Dunlop W.D. Heavy R.S. Covers

43 26 X 21 Wood-Milne Extra Strong Key
Grip Covers .

.

54 28x3 Dunlop Ex. Heavy W.D. R.S.

Covers .

.

16 650x65 Wood-Milne Extra Strong Covers

9 700 X 80 Wood-Milne Special K.G. Covers

SALE USUAL
PRICE PRICE

29/6 50/-

29/9 53/9

35/6 56/9

35/9 60/.

41/9 72/3

45/6- 82/.

41/3 76/6

49/9 87/

JKIIIIIKIIIllKlililKIIIIIXIilllKIIIIIKIIIIIXIIIIIKlllllKlllIlK

In answerinrj these adveTlisements it is desirable to menlion " 't'lie Motor Cycle.'

SEND FOR SALE CATALOGUE—Post free on request.
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ALBIONTWO-SPEED
New Model now ready

CLUTCH ONLY
without Kick-starter

PRICE £10
Any plain model as il-

lustration converted to
new clutch model £4
Han<Ue-bar control clutch.

Any model supplied

for conversions.

on Engineering
Co., Ltd.,

r HigUgSLte Street,

I R M I N G H A M.

No conversions to Kick stal^^e.^

YOUR
TAX
PAID BY US.

13
We shall send
cheque to pay the
motor cycle tax of

the person whose name is on the 13th order, opened
on Tuesday next, for one of our Model C's. A sporting
chance of your tax being paid for you. Send us name
of your agent and his receipt for 7 6, you have paid
to him for 1 Model C. M.A.P. Holder. No letters will be
opened till after 1st post Tuesday, so do it now
Holder will be mailed to your agent Tuesday night,

IVm-UF-ORDS, I.TD.,
BULLOCK ST., BIRMINGHAM.

TRY M.A.P. PLUGS.

Get Acquainted.
An early introduction to the machine bearing

this transfer will soon prove to be to you

A Good Friend

—

Not one that always

assistance, but

—

needs your

An expen-

sive outfit

is surety
worth a
shilling or

Iwo spent

on keeping

it smart and
saleable.

Rust
Proof
Dope

In 1/6 and 2/6 Tins, from your dealer, or from

—

HOWSE'S, The Rust-Preventer Firm,

SMETHWICK, STAFFS.

THE BONNIKSEN ISOCHRONOUS SPEEDOMETER.

..^L

50

10 eo 110

Rocksteady
and Unlimited

Speed Reading

Governed by

Balance and
Escapement.

Scniiforlllustratei!

Booklet.

Rotlierham & Sons, Coventry.

ACCURATE AT

%
ALL SPEEDS.

I PRICES—

--^M
\ Motor Cycle Type:

J Trip. £6 5

f Non-Trip.

1 £S 10

i'-ZM
U Car aiTl Cycle Car
W Type:

Trip, £8 5

^^BT Non- Trip.

£7 10

Phnne—

7

Grams—

'

32 A 7.-."!

Rotheilta'T's. C'-vPiitr'"-'

A Real Pal.
Its top hole specification includes the most

satisfactory Spring Frame yet devised, and our

Handle-bar control to Magneto flywheel gives

Abnormal Range of Spark Control.

Ask your Agent to get you one.
TWO AND FOUR STROKE MODELS.

ROCKSON^
Stourbridge M.M.C.C. Victory Hero Cup, 1st Prize in

Class A ; also Team Prize for three machines ridden by

Rock Bros. Cheapest machine on the market for the quality.

See our Models at British Industries Fair, Castle Bromwich, Birmingham, February 21st to March 4th.

STAND 500. BUILDING AA. BLOCK H.
Model A, single speed, 48 Gns. Model B, 2-speed, 56 Gns. Model C, 2-speed kick-starter, 62 Gns

%t. S. ROCK & SONS, Beecher- V^or-ks. pygAP^EV. S<:a.-ffys.

Greenhouses from £10-5-0 Bungalows from £50
'^'"''"'^from'fi?""^'^'*

Poultty Houses from £3

T. BATH & CO., LTD., 18, Savoy Street, LONDON, W.C 2. Oar New Showrooms are now open

Illustrated Booklet upon application.

I
« E. A. RADNALL 81 CO.,

7jr%^m^^^^ Darimouth Street, BIRMINGHAM.
IB BH J ^t > m Standard Model £52

^ ^ Orl^^u^^ooked m Two-speed- £60 10

fc.^7f*->-^ strioc rotation. tX&i^ Kick-starter,, £66 10

^^Op UGYKVi^^^^ Sv<yMn<. £66 10^

—

A-Ivrll _^,^^^^ Beware of overcharges by profiteers*
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES,

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
litional word. Paragraplis of under 8 words

ire ^cliarged double rate. Each paragraph is

harged separately. Name and address must
le counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
pecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

)e quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

dvertisements should be made payable^—T'co'
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^

—

'

'reasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

ransit. shouli not be sent as remittances .

All adverlisainents m this section should be
ccompanied with remittance, and be addressed

the olUces of " The IVIotor Cycle," 20, Tudor
treet, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

loventry. To ensure insertion letters should
le posted in time to reach the odlces of " The
Jotor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
norning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

note the number which is printed at the end of

ach advertisement, and the date of the issue

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

r printers' errors, although every care is taken
1 avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the couveiiieiice of adverli.^ers, letters may be
idressed lo numbers at *' '1 he Motor Cycle " Office,

hen this is desired, the sum of 6cl. to defray the cost of

igistration and to cover postage ou replies must be added
> the advertisement charge, which must incJude the
ords Box coo, c/o'* The Motor Cycle." Only the number
ill appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
Idressed I^o. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

.0.4. Replies to Box Number advcTlisewettts cotilaining

mitlances should be sent by registered post, but in all such
ses it is advisable lo make use of the Deposit System.

In the case ot motor cycles ofleted for sale under a boii

mber, as It Is unusual tor these 10 be sold without first

ling Inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

ollitate biulness by embodying lo their advertisements
me mention ot the district In which the machine
!ered may be seen and tried.

gir DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who heiitale to send money to unknown persons
ay deal in perfect safety by availitig themselves of our
epoiit System. If the money be deposited with "The
otorCj'cle," both parties are advised of ibis receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
ods is three days, and i( a sate is effected we remit the
lOunt to the seller, but, if not, we return the amouot
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
rriage one way. For all transactions up to /^lo, a
:posit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over £io
id under £50, the fee is 2/6; over £50 and under £75, 5/-;
'er £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on alt transactions
er Ctoo, k %' All deposit matters are dealt with at
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money

ders should be made payable to Ilifle ii; Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
iicatioQ that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

e Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
irous, but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

swer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
enca as an Indication that the goods advertised have
-eady been disposed of. Adverli;ers often receive so
iny enquiries that It Is quite Impossible to reply to
cb one by post.

ACCESSORIES
/

.MOTOR CYCLES
A. B.C.

Weymovith.— 1921

.9^

v-v Gtrr,
£215.

IJW - 1C20 A.B.C.
Randal], Andover

D.C. 1920 T.T., lirand new,

FOR S.ALE.

A.J.8.

ELECTRIC COMBINATION SET.\

4-speed; £140;

stork;
[2173

stock.—
[0367

unregistered; £125.-
^ 166, High St., Cradley Heath. [2114

20 A.IJ.C, in new condition, only ridden 500 miles;
£100.—Chiyton, Croivn Point, Uenton, llanchest<>r.

[2099
V.B.C. New Modoli froni Stock, 1920: be=t cq^^h oiler

enleruiii'^d.—A. J. Xouag and Co.. Ltd.. New-
^-^l:^f [1252

COMPLETE WITH SWITCH.
WIRE,ACCUMULATOR* BULBS.

The most cflirient and economical Electric Light-
ing Set on the market. Oivt-s a powerful beam
of light from a 4 volt. Sep. bulb. Knibodics a
special parabolic reflector, patent .\nli-Glare
device, adjustable focus and adjustable One Nut
attacluiient. Supplied in Modtls.

Price: complcto. from £7 15

GAS COMBINATION SET.
This is the ideal set for efficient and economical
lighting. ONE big generator supplies all three
lamps—saves time, troubleandlabour. Supplied
with either the famous "Major," 1,200ft. beam;
'Big," 1,000ft. beam; or "Junior," 600ft. bcaui,
head lamps.

Price: complete set. from £7 11 6

Write NOW for latest Catalogue, which illnstrites

many new lines of outstaiulin? merit.

F.R.S. LAMPS,
Beam Works, Vcre St., BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
A.B.C.

1 .B.C 1920 (Aug.). dynamo model, accessories and
-^ spares, perfect order and condition: £135.--
Clarke. Lynn Rd., Ely. Cambs. [1339

A.B.C. 3h.p. (Aueust, 1920), run nbont 500, good
condition, tyre« ROod. H.H. elwtric lamp set: 110

gns.—Osgood. 79, Alma Ed., Bristol. [2086

A.B.C. 1920 T.T., mileage 700, specially tuned for
competitions, horn, tools, etc.; £115, or nearest.—

Sawere, 2, Kemplny Rd., Hompstcad. [8573

A BE your leouiring a new eomMnntion for Easter?
f*- Julians, of B.ading, hnve 1921 A.J.S. in stock,
beture one early. otherwL-e vou may be disoppointwl.

' [0477
A.B.C. T.T.. 1920, 3h.p.. 4 speeds, clutch, lamps, ete.,

tax paid, ju.at overltanled bv makers, in the pink,
ample- spaies available; £100, offers.—Potter, Henlow,
Beds. [2678

A.B.C. (Aug., 1920). 4 speeds, lamps, Elaxon, speed-
ometer, tool kit, in eseellent condition, rido

ren.*ioniible distance to purchaser; £110.—Flint, Chemist,
Newport. [9137

OXh.p. A.B.C. Coml'inntiou, sporting, spring frame.
*^2 1915, electric light, speedometer, Inst, splendid
londitiou: barg'.un, £130.-0. C;trter, 2, \Vestwoo4l St.,
Moss Lano Eiist. Mnmheattr. [S.7563

A. B.C. 1920 3h.p., 4 speeds, tyres perfect, 2 Lucas
- lamps Jind Ln<iis horn, eoppcr exliaunta, eseeji-

tionnlly itiBt inmhine, mileat:e uuuer 500, maehiiio in.

uiaKnilicent condition; £125.—Stirling, BroouifleUl ,(inr-
;iKO, Airdrie. [2087

A .B.C. Motor Cycle, late 1920 model, winner of
.iTi fievenil pnld medjiLs iu leliability trial?, complete
with dynamo lichtiok-. tool.-', etc., i>orfott condition, any
r'\i;0ual"le trial: £135.—Pioneer Motors, Ltd., 50.
lirindluy St., Edinhnr^-h. [2309

A .B.C., ypoeially tuned 1920 model, winner of several
^i- hill<'limb.s very fast, in penect running order, with
(pe<MulIv .'treuRthiMifd parts, ideal mnchino for fast tour-
ing, and very reliiiMH; £118.—Pioneer Motors, Ltd.. 60.
Grindlay St., Ediubiugh. [2313

1 Q20 A. B.C. Motor Cycle and sidecar, as new, perfect
J-«/ order, done 1.000 milt-w. Lncad dynamo lishting.
extrtift; cost £223, bargpin, 119 ^ns.; any trial; accept
1 920-2 1 A.J.S. in exrhange with cash difference.—
Webber, St. Itcs Hotel, Mnidenhea<L [2284

Abingdon.

1 Q20 Combination. 6-7h.p. Abingdon engine, r^itLU lyres, tools, accessories, little mileage; £115,
bargain: exchange.—78, Enell's Park, Edmonton.

[2630
Olli-I'- Abington CB. Combiniition, 2-fipeed, clutch,
02 Boech, B. Hud B., lamps, etc., splendid condition;
rido away: £45.-14, Credeuhill St., MJtchum Lnne,
etrcathiim. . [2336

1 Q20 Abingdon King Dick 5-6h.p. Combination. 3
XiJ speeds, countershaft, all lamps, disc wheels,
mileage 800. guaranteed; £135; exchanges.-Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408.

[2992
A.J.S.

A.J.S., immediate delivery. latest model.—Ma rston.

31. Bridge St.. Chester. [3089

A.J.S. 1921 Models.-Early deliveries at Merrick's
Stores. 174. IJsterhilla Rd.. Bradford. [7313

A J-S. 1931 Combinations in Stock. 2-ih.p., shortly.
-^ —Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, Notts. [2773

BRIGHTON, HoTe. and District A.J.S. Agents.
Turpin's. 22-29. Preston Rd.. Brighton. I020:i

CROW Bros.. Whitehall Garage. Guildford, A.J.3.
agents aod expert repairers since 1912. [7989

A.J.S. 6b. p. Twin, in excelli-nt condition; first cheque
£65 seiur-^f.— tjodniiin. I'nion Lime, t>t. Albans,

[X7313
A«J.S. Spares, prompt . delivery.—Cyril Williams,

Chapel A=h Depot, Wolvtrbampton. T.A.

:

Parts. [7998

A.J.S. and Side'jir, n&w condition; Hi^t £120 securet?,

ta.K paid.-Moiodule. 30, Canterbury Ed., Kilbnrn.
X.\V.6. [2498

1 Q21 7h.p. A-J.S. Combination: immediate delivery,
A*/ list price.—Morrii-9 and Co.. 139. Einchley ltd..

X.W.3. [2217

A.J.S. 1921 6J1.P., brand new, £195; A.J.S. 1921
7h.p. models, prompt delivery.—Taylor'5 Garage.

Wedu&;bury. [256*

WAl'CHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. I^ndon.-7h.p.
A.J.S. combination, latest 1921 model, standard

model: £215. [3112

A.J.S. Combination. 1915, all accessories, completely
overhauled in iJecember last: flr(=t cliefiue secures,

£120.-18, Lnn?downe Ed.. Wimbledon, S.W.20. [2782

A.J.S. Combination, Hec. 1918. hoo*!, screen, Lucas
.accessories, spare wheel, Tnu-Sad, unscnit<-lied;

£152.-20. George Ed., H;ty Mills. Bimiiugh.im. [X7473

A.J.S. 1921 Models, delivery guaranteed wben re-

quired: deferred payments arranged.—A.J.S.
SpecialisU. The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444.

'

[4009

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Bi :;
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Combination, lamps, Stewart, Klaxon, speedo-
meter, new Amac carburetter, periect condition;

£125—Baker, 9* Berkeley Rd.. Westbury Park,
Bristol. C1539

A.J.S. (late 1919) 6h.p. Combination, side screen, liood,
iipron, spare wheel, acetylene and electric lamps,

Tan-Sad, in splendid condition, tax paid; £160.—Tudor,
Midland Bank, Carnarvon. [X7311

LATE 1920 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas Magdynn
model, in perfect order, complete with hood, and

including licence for 1921; 195 gas.; Midlands.-Box
163, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X6541

1 Q21 A.J.S. Combination, 7h.p.; immediate delivery
J-*' of the latest model; exchanges or easy pay-
ments.—Official agents, Homac',s, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [2991

A.J.S. Twin 3-speed K.S. C.B. Combination, inter-
changeable wheels, speedometer, screen, luggage

carrier, lamps, splendid condition; 105 gns.—De'Ath,
10, Elaine Grove, Gospel Oak, N.W. [2530

TpJARGAIN.—A.J.S. etmbination. 5-6h.p., in perfect
--' inerlianical order, many spares, licence paid: any
trial; £120 the outfit ; any evening or week-end.— Green-
wood, 19, Speucer Gardens, Eltham. [2235

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, in stock, £215; ex-
changes or extended terras arranged.—Citv

agents, Eire and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0069

A .J.S.- 6h.p. Combination, 1919, dynamo lighting,
ii- spare wheel, screen, all black finish, splendid ccn-
dition; £167/10.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3061

A.J.S. Combinations.—Good deliveries for 1921. Book
your orders with us now to save disappointment.

Officially appointed agents for this famous outfit.—F.
E. Wootten. Ltd., High St., Oxford. 'Phone: 308.

A TO n-,
''3392

.J.b. 2j4b.p. Motor Cycle. 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
detachahie cylinder bend, tools, lamp, etc., perfect

runniagr order, tyre^i in good eondition, ereat bargain;
£65.-Pione6r Motors, Ltd., 50, Grindlay St., Edin-
Iturgh. j;2311

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
speedometer, hood, iscreeu, hood cover, side curtains,

Klaxon horn. Tan-Sad pillion seat, ©Qnal to new; £230.
—Parker's. Bradsliawgate, Bolton, and 245. Dean->;gate,
ManGhe:?ter. [X7403

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1920 Combination with Watford speedo-
meter, Luca.s dynamo litrhting set. hood, screen,

and spare wheel, excellent condition; £210, or near
offer; done just over 4,000 miles.—Brannam, Potterv.
Barnstaple.

_
[0499

A.J.S". Motor Cycles: immediate delivery of the new
7h.p. combination, tomplete with inferchaiigeable

wheel;? and f^pare, £215; Lura.s dynamo lighting set,
£28 extra.-P. J. Evans, 81-91. John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [2459

A.J.S. Combination, luxurious outfit, Easting wind
screen, speedometer, lamps, horn, spare wheel,

2 spare chains and valves, mileage 2,000. condition as
new; £165; tax paid.—50, Church Lane, Normanton.
Yorks. [2716

A.J.S. Combination, 1919, November, Lucas horn,
generator, P. and H. lamp, Watford, insurance,

tax, makers' accessories, perfect condition, mileage
3.000; ^168; evenings.—Hopgood, 162, Brownhill Rd.,
Catford, S.E.6. , [2628

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, beautiful condition, electric
lighting, spare, wheel, hood, side curtains, and wiud

screen, Cowey horn and speedometer, Tan-Sad, and all
spares: accept £185, or near ofler.—Baines, Broom
Hall, Shrewsbury. [2330

F.O.C.H, have a brand new A.J.S. combination, ehop-
soiledj ; £190 c^sh ; exchanges and eaey payments

arrange<l.—5, Heath St,, Hainpstead (near H-ampstead
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,
including Saturdays. [2404

I:iiXTRAOKDINART Bargain.-Magnificent unused
^ 1920 6h.p. A.J.S. combination for £185, a unique

opportunity of acquiring the most luxurious outfit at
£25 under manufacturer'? list price; Midlands.—Box
2.241, c/o The Motor Cycle.

'
[2982

1 020 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, Nov., Eastings and
•LZf glass wind screens, Watford siieedometer,
Stewart's car horn, F.R.S. electric lighting, under
2,000 mileage, perfect condition, bought car; £200.

—

Coish, 21, Station Rd., Reading. [2659

LATE 1913 Early 1914 A.J.S., 6h.p., with good
?iderar, luggage carrier, .speedometer, watch, lamps,

leg guarus, latest front mudguard, gate change gear,
new inner tube. firi;t-class condition, motor suit, new
Easting wind screen; best offer over £100.—F. Facer,
Station Ed., Quorn, nr. Loughborough. [2670

Alecto.

ALECTO, the first 2-stroke to break records, a
model to suit each individual taste, the speed

model for the sportsman, the touring for the potterer,
the complete combination for the family man, im-
mediate delivery ex stock all 1921 models; catalogues
and full particulars on request.—llL, Kramer Mews.
West Brompton. S.W.6. '[9991

Alldays.
,
believed 1915, new tyre, good condi-
nearest.—76, Cromwell' Rd., Luton.

[2747

Sih.p. Alldays
2 tion ; £20,

'Phone: Mid. 2910. 'Grams: " Lytear, B'ham '

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTORISTS.

P. J. EVANS
FOR

MOTOR CYCLES

1921 MODELS IN STOCK

7h.p. A.J.S. £215
Lucas Dynamo Lighting £28

7/9 h.p. INDIAN COMBINATION
5/6h.p. ROVER do.

8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL do.

4 h.p. NORTON do.

4 h.p. TRIUMPH do.
4 h.p. BLACKBURNE, S-speed

4| h.p. HUMBER FLAT TWIN
4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed £127

3A h.p. ROVER, 3-speed £135

3i h.p. NORTON, S-speed £132

3S h.p. NORTON, T.T. £98

2!h.p. NEW IMPERIAL
Kick-start £89

2i EDMUND, Spring Frame £85

2| h.p. MASSEY ARRAN do. £90

21 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £65

21 h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-speed £75

£226
£195
£187
£177
£195
£135
£140
£157

10

5

SPECIAL BARGAINS:
1920 Shop-soiled Models.

31 h.p. ROVER, 3-speed -

4"h.p. INDIAN SCOUT
4J h.p. HUMBER, Flat Twin -

4 h.p. BLACKBURNE, S-speed
6 h.p. SPORTS ZENITH - -

3.5 h.p. ROVER, T.T. -

2\ h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed

£125
£145
£125
£115
£118
£95
£52

2J h.p. CALTHORPE-.IAP, 2-speed £63
2? h.p.CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £58
25 h.p. METRO-TYLER, Type S. - £70
2J h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2-specd - £58
2* h.p. CONNAUGHT, single-speed JS50

81-91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldnys.

ALLDAY.S ALLON, 1918, 2-5peed, lamps, stc.
as gns.—Sax, 619. Garratt Lane, EarUaelJ,

S.W.18. [iO20'

O^li-P- -Alldays Allon, 2-6pe6d (jear, thoroughly over-
^•l hauled, complete; £46.—A. Mores, 119, Earle
St.^ Crewe. [2738

33.h.p. Allon, late 1920, 2-speed. kick start, lamps,
4 mileage 1,000, perfect; £57/10.—Garaged, 261,

Albany Rd., Camberwell, London. [2813

I 019 Allon, 2-sp»ed, and Canoelet sidecar, lamps,
-Lt/ horn, tools, splendid condition; £65.—Write H.F..

15, Cliirenrlon Sil., Leytonstonc. [207^

1 Q20 Allon. 2-speed, kick starter, lamps, horn, Tan-
Xt7 sad, etc., good condition, licence paid; £55, or

near offer.-B. Hole, Broadway, Burgess Hill. [2778

TO 18 Allon 2-stroke, 2-speed, Lucas horn. P. and
i-U II. lighting, good running order and condi-

tion- £39.-436, Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath,

S.E. [2831

-|O20 Alldays Allon, 2 speejis, clutch, and kick

-If starter, Lucas horn, tools, etc., soiled only,

under 600 miles, tax paid; *66.—Stewart, 7,

Cleveleys Rd., Clapton, E.5. [2909

ALLDAYS Allon 2%h.p., 2-speed countershaft, in

rrew condition; genuine barga;in, £40; after

6 o'clock or week-end.—Parkin, 61, Haydous Ed.,

South Wimbledon, London. [2532

rQ20 2'fih.p Allon do Luxe, 2-speed, K.S., Binks,

• ' Cowey horn, lamps, Bonniksen speedometer, 800

miles, only used week-ends; reasonable offer: cost £105

-Walton, Hensall, (Joole. [S7390

A LLDAYS Allon, 1919, Dec, 2 speeds, kick starter,

ii. hand clutch, legshields, tyres good, lamps, horn,

splendid mechanical condition; e66.-Dare, Gloucester

Rd., Ross, Herefordshire. liim

-| O20 Alldays Allon 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch and

LV kick starter, Lucas horn, soiled only, mileage

under 500: exchanges, £70^Homac s 243, Lower

Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [3000

FOCH have a brand new Allon, shop-soiled; £73/5

cash; exchnnses and easy jwyments arranged..--

5 Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station).

Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satiii-

days.
[2410

American X
AMERICAN X 7-91i.r., speedometer, haudle-biir

clutch, new tyres, excellent condition-; £60. m
ofScr.-Godfrey, 25, London Rd., Lutou. i'''^«»

-I 0/\ GNS- 1920-21 American Excelsior, dynamo

ioU and' ' underslung Canoelet, as brand new

never ridden.-54, Caval Rd., Mortlake. [X7439

AMERICAN X Combination, 7-9h.p.. accessories,

very fast, as new; £178.—Taylors, Ltd. 52

Sussex Place, S.W.7. 'Phone : Kensington 7260. [0410

NBM 1921 American X for immediate delivery,

7-9h.p. 3-,speed, 27x3,1-2 tyres; liberal exchanges.-

The Premier Motor Co.; Aston Rd., Birmingham^^^

fr-9hp. American X. Combination. 3-speed. etc

t lamps, born, very good condltron. believed 1916

or 1917 ; £85.—Houlston, 658, King s Rd., Fulham,

S.W.6. [2612

AMERICAN X Combination, late 1920, 7-9h,p.,

Canoelet MM4 sidecar, accumulator lighting

system, perfect condition, very last, tax paid; *195.--

13, Norton Rd., Northampton. l^y^n

PRI-VATELY Owned American X Combination,

late 1919, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, K.S., special eneine,

brand new Millford Corvette de Lnxe sidecar, fully

equipped, and in perfect Condition, ^tax paid, and m-

Rured lor £200; accept £180, or best offer.-Gibbs 68

South St., Bridport, Dorset. 1260B

RACING Motor Cycle, American X, big valve model,

fitted with Enfield 2-sp6ed sear, etc., probably the

fastest motor cycle in Scotland, ideal for fiist touring _or

trnok work, special short wheelhase and low saddle

position, with spares, perfect condition a sure winner

in any speed event; £206.-Pioneer Motors, Ltd.. 50

Grindlay St., Edinburgh. l-^'i'^

Ariel.

AN GUY, Weymouth.-Ariel agent, early dclive^-yD dates.

-7h.p. Ariel Combination,

[2174

6-7hp Ariel Oombiuation, June, 1920; £140.-67.
Cliaworth Ed., West Bridgford, Notts. [1122

ARIEL 1914 3'-^h.p.. Philipsoh, Bosch. Dunlops,

rood condition; £38.-146, Station Hd., Cray-

ford, Kent. .
13026

ARIELS all models, orders now - accepte'd for early

delivery —Ratclitfe iBros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

W. Mayfai'r 5042. [0438

ARIEL 1920 New 3i/2h.p. Solo; list price iei20, our

price £105.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland

St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0422

ARIEL 6h.p. Combination, perfect, spares galore ; any

trial licensed; £110.— Greenfield House, Whieldon

Rd., Fenton, Staffordshire. [247-6

-1 Q20 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination (late August), condi-

LJ7 tion as new, Cowey speedometer, P. and H. lamps,

lueeage" carrier, bulb horn; owner going abroad immedi-

ately- £165, or neaT oft'er.-18, Ladysmith Av., Seven

BI4 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

ately
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. '

Indian.
DIAXS 1921 Models Now Heady.—Davies. 229,
Deiin^gate, Mauchester. 53S Central. [2137

DIAX 1920 7-9h.p. Combination, good condition,
dynamo lighting, epeedometer^ £180.—Max Syz,

im, Ch^^bire. [2423

DIAX 7-91i.p., spring frame. 2.6peed, clntcli, K.S.,
splendid condition; £60.-122, Coventry Rd.,

rd. [2420

fc21 Indiana.—Immediate delivery from stock.—E.
' IJrown. Indian Specialist, 3 anil 7a, Parker Lane,
nicy. Tel.; 1032. . [X6090a
9b. p. PowerpUis Indian Combination, 1919 mo(l<'l,
condition as new, accessories; £125.—Oeffryeg, 32,

itead Rd.. Wanstead. :2250
3h.p. Indian Combination, .2-specd, clutch, speed-
ometcr. luggage grid; £90; or exchange.—Heigh-
Ellon, Peterborough. [X7076

iDIAX 71i.p. Combiuation. overbanled, less engine
and gears; £15.-JIiller, IJevonsbirc Cottages,

row Hill, Chesterfield. [2805

DIAX 1916 Powen>lns, electric .'pring frame model,
sportm^ .sidecar, wind screen; £120, or otter.-DoT

7. c, Tlu Mohtr Cycle. [2210

»19 7 9h.p. Indian and 1920 bulbous back sidecar
' almost new; any trial: £135.—Conner. 86
toii:i l{d., Stroud Green, N.4. [2870

1 14 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 2..speed clntcb,
,„"?'' Ji^'ci^n. speedometer, electric lainpi nndi
£95, offers.—85, Deodar Hd., Putney. [2355

IS.-Indian 1918-19 Powerplns, 7-9h.p.. 3 speeds,!
clutch. kick->tarter, excellent condition, tax paid,

'•

away.—Cooper, 19, Julians Itu., Stevenage. [2230
liI-\>' Twin Combination ;70xS5). light, fait ei-
c...ll..nt order, discs, 3 speeds, chain drive- £90-!

nil]. 3, CustcUaiu nd., Mnidft Vale. V,'.
'

(2108
I

DIAX 1915 7/9b.p.. spring frame, 3 speed", clutch
.„', i!",V- e''^"\ '"P^Mo": £65.-P<irker's. Brad-
gate, Bolton, and 245, Deausgatc, Manchester.

i

niAX Combination, 7-9h.p., 1914, 2-spced, Jamn>
" flecdometer, (jnantity- of spares; excellent

±80.-Uarry Thrall, Wainfleet ltd., Skegness,
j

12121

dir

OWERPLrs Indian New Luxurious Combination,
luliy equipped, dynamo lighting; best oUer over

10 accepted.-90, Hugh Kd., StoSe. Coventry.

|20 Indian .Scout, all lamps, etc., in perfect ordervery fast, guaranteed; £130; exchanges.-
""o',;;.^^''

^'"^"'^ Clapton Bd., -N.E. 'Phone : Dal

-

' "'OS. (3007
liIAX 1920 7.9h.n. Powerphis Combination,

el.-, trically e<luippKi. good cnnilition: £160-^
ei - Bradsluiwgjite, Bolton, and 245, Dennsgate.Meter. [A?411

IDI.A.N 1914 7-9h.p., clutch, engine No. 92F844 all
accessories, spares, recently overhauled, many new
'V ,S

''"*°°' ^2°' Pranley Gardens. Muswell'/'" [3051
r. 7-9h.p. Road Racing Indian, long copper
exhausts 60 rn.ph., 65 m.p.g., good condition

puphout; trial; ;e49.—Ford, Sotwell, nr. Walling-
1, Berks. [X7521
120 Indian Combination, dynamo lighting speed-
f ouieter, tax paid, splendid turnout; £16S, or
liju);,'e lower power solo or combination.- Sbiirf niir-

efleld. '(2700 1

|15 5-6h.p. Indian. 3-.^reed. K.S., clutch, dvnnmo

!

m' liu-htiUB. ju~t re-enamelled and plated, long copper
v. ,"".*. ""'' I'O'ferfiil; £75.-St. Yincent, Chin-
Kd., Urovo Park. S.B.12. [2500

DI.VN.S.-Powcrplus 1919 ,-ind 1918 models, equal
to new, £75; genuine aeroplane propellers, 2-
ied. new. 4/6; -larriage extra.—Owen, 59, Scheie-'

IM.. Upper Holloway, X. [X7443
'

TDIAX 1920 4h.p. Scout, with Grosvenor sporting;

)

War to match, fully ecjuipped, speedometer
rn new; £155.-Parkcr's, Briid.<bnwgatc, Bolton,

(

245, Deansgate, Manchester. .'X7409I

13 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p.. 2 speeds, clutch
and kick starter, electric lighting, leg guards '

well
;

acccjit £60.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton'

!

-NC. 'Phone: Dahton 2408. [3004'

16 Indian 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick
.^tarter, all lamps, Bonniksen speedometer, guar-

eed: £80; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton i

. X.E. 'Phone; Dalston 2408. [2995'

kl5-16 Indian 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick^ ^tJirter, new Imcns lamps. Ford horn. Swan 1

all in good ordel'; mn-'t be sold; £90.—H.
tei. 104, Moor St., Birmingham. [2297

(20 latest) Indian Combination, special Mills.Fulford
siilocnr. new spare chains, tyre, luggage grid,

till];, 3,000 miles, overhauled by Godfrey's two weeks
oiidition as brand new throughout ; £180.-69,

heby Rcl., Highbury, X.5. [2482

DIAX Motor Cycles.-Immediate delivery of these
fiimous machines, electrically equipped. 7.9h.p
iitiou. £226; 4h.p. Scout, with speedometer,

7; lighting set £15.- Sole Birmingham Agent. P.
Krain. 81-91. John Bright St., Biiminghum. (1455

SPECIAL OFFER
OF

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES

Rebuilt as new from ex-
Government machines and
new peirts.

Completely equipped tvith new
accessories, including head lamp
and generator, tail lamp, horn,

licence holder, two toolbags, punip,
and tool kit.

Douglas 21 h p , 2-8p., £65
Douglas 4 h.p., 3-sp., kick-

start and clutch . . £85
Douglas 4 h.p. Combina-

tion, with new body, £105

Being tlic largest dealers in reno-

vated Douglas motor cycles in the
trade, and having large numbers
on hand for disposal, we make the

above -offecj for a sliort period, to

endeavour to considerably reduce
our stocks.

Each machine is rebuilt in our own
Nvorkshops, stove - enamelled, re-

plated, tanks renovated in makers'
colours, fitter with new magneto,
carburetter, tyres, front brake, etc.,

and complete with full equipment
as above.

Each machine is absolutely guaran-
teed, and in appearance is practi-

cally indistinguishable from new.

In addition to the above, we liave

about IGO niacliines at a lower
figure, each one overhauled, stove-

enamelled, replatcd. tanks in makers'
colours, good scr\'iceable t\Tes, fitted

with toolbag. kit, and pump.
Guaranteed sound, good running
machines.

Douglas 25 h.p. 2-sp., £55
Full equipment extra.

Carriage extra in each case.

Trade Supplied.

Full p rticulars of Deferred Payment
Terms on request.

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE.

Indian.
"I Q20 Indinn Powerplns Combination, bip; volve, T.T.
-Lt/ b.Tre, licensed, dynnmo lighting:, iiiilenge 4,500,
luostly solo, spiire chain sprockets giving 3 ratios, hand
clutch, unimurtnred, wind screen, spare chains, valvf^s

complete : £190.' I'hone : 1111 Greenwich.—7. St.
John's rark, Btjiokheath, [2152

1 Q 17 5h.p. Indian, 3-specd, hnnd and foot clutch.
J-*/ liinips, horn, original front tyre, new back and
new retread, spore chains, valves, engine tlioionj,'hlv

overlianled imd guaranteed T'erfeot, re-enamell<'d and
plated, licensed ; seen by oppointmpiif,—Faber. Croft Vale.
Croft St., Eenfrew, Scotland. 1X7512

Invicta.

1 Q20 Invictn S'yQ.i.-p., perfect order, Lnca? light ins
J-*' set. .-^pcedometer. Terv little nrnning. tax paid;
£120, near offer.—Went Motor Co.. Worn. Shropshire.

[2171
INVICTA 1920 S'i-h.p. Combination. fiUed with all

accessories and sidecar screen, run 400 miles only;
accept £118.—01>Tnpia Motor. Co., 1. Hammersmith
Rd., W.14. 'Phone: Western 4140 [1347

31u.p. Invicta. 1920 model, run about 500 miles,
2 sinpio speed, lamps and horn. 26x2.':! ^'1°'^^

Magnum tyr^^. in almost new condition, cost £70;
price now £50: eaxy payments.—Harrods, Ltd.. 118,

Brompton Rd.. London. [3082

Ivy.

IVY- Cycles.—1921 models in stock.—Rothwell and
Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage, Malvern. [1796

IVY 1921 Models.—Sole district agentF, Wessex
Molois. Ltd., 60. Catherine St., Salisbury. 'Phone :

' 72. [5006

IVY, the aristocrat of its type: delivery of qU models
Irom etock; prices and catalogue post Iree.— Sole

District Agents. The Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel.:
444. (4011

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol all Ivy models, the acknow-
ledged finest liRhtwetght.—Full particulars. U. C.

Hcnly and Co.. I^ndon and District Agents. 91. Gt.
Poitland St.. Wl. Maylair 4084. [0022

IVr-I'llECISIOX 3'iih.p.. T.T., fast machine, ndjust-
ablo pvdiev, new wheelii, tyres and tubes. ItoHch,

variable jet, disc wheelii, long copper fxhiiust, Lucas
King of the Bond. exccUeut condition, nil minpletc, tax
paid; £55.—Lomus, Tuustend, Wlinley Bridge, Stock-
port. [X7470

Ixion.

APOSTCAED Brings Particulars of bargain (Txion-
Vilhern).-!?. Gower St., Wolverhampton. [2363

James
B.VX GUY. Weymouth.—James agent, eatly delivery

date- given. [2178

1 Q20 James ajjh.p., 2-snecd, done 50 miles. lamps.
XJ/ complele; £62.—Cnaston, Blackwood, Men.
Ill) [2891

rQ20
James 2>/ili.r-. lampB, horn, licence, spino

rf cover, condition jieriect: £60.— G. Snndy, Elcc-

.

tricity Works. Lunncestttn, Cornwall. [2245

JAMT5.9-' New Combination, all models for immediate
delivery from stock.— Sole district agents. The

Walsali Garage, Walsall. Tel. : 444. [4012

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, 1920, uRed only for

rural runs, fully equipped; £170.—Ratcliffo Brop..

200, Gt. Portlund St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0423

JAMES CoDibination, Cnnr.elet. Sf'jh.p. twin. 3-flp**wl.

all on: trial: gift. £77.-M. liettiner, 42, Falk-

laud Ed., Kentish Town. London, N.W.5. [2092

JAMES 6h.p. Combination. 1920, new September, cnm-
plpte -Nliigdyno liKhting, wind ecreen, Ton-Sad

:

£160.— 12, 'City E<1., Dunkirk, Nottingham. [2845

JAMES New 5-6h.p. Twin, Model de Luxe sidecar,

£170, list £190: also new Slah.p. twin solo. £120.
list £135.—Stevens, 248, Guoch St., Eirmiugham.

[X6602
NEW 1920 .Tames 6h.p. Twin Combination, model de

luxe sidecar, shop-soiled, at greatly reduced price;

write lor special bargain list.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3035

JAMES 1919 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, electric

lighting, mileage 1,000, ridden by owner only,
perfect, and like new; best offer over £160 accepted.—
90, Hugh -Rd., Stoke. Coventry., [X7518

JAMES AViii.^., 3-speed countershaft, all-chnin, with
canoelet sidecar, reliable outfit, special price;

£72/10.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. (3065

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1920 5-6h.p. James com-
bination, complete, Luco* head lamp. Luca-^ horn,

Lnra* sidecar lamp, tail lamp, epeedome'ter. Easting
gereen. uiilea/e 1,195 only, a« new; cash oHots wanted.

(2179

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 James 4i,4h.p, combination, an

new, completely equipped, electric net: £120.-5.
Heath St.. Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station),

'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including fintiir-

days. (2403

IMMEDIATE Delivery cl any James Model; cash or

deferred payments; book ycur order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..

South Side, Clapham Common, S.\V.4. 'Phone: Brix-

i ton 2417. [0503

All letters lelating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.

J.E.-S.

J.E.S^ ,'821 Models Jrom stock.—Gibb, Gloucoster,
Phone: 852, [0441 I

-I Q20 Factory-built J.E.S., complete with lamps, tax,
JLtr horn, as new; £30, or oHer.—Badcock, Britisli
workman, Exeter. [2908
T.E.S. Model de Lu.\e, fine order, dinky little engine;" nearest ofler i20.—Particulars, Lysaght, 34,
Thomas St., Limerick. [2077
T.E.S. li/oh.p. 4-stroke, late 1920, done Tery little" work, has been tboronghly oyerhauled, tmd carries

-makers gnarantee; first cheque for £35 secures this
bargain.-J,E,S. Motor Works, Gloucester. [3009

•Juiio.

19''l»a"°on^'^o;^-'T^"^*''°'=''' 2-fpce(1, new condition;

iart 47^087'' ''* ^^™''"'-° ^*- B™'""'>'-^5';f°j7

JUNO, 2?4li-Ii. Villiers, Amae, Tiiomson-Bennett, 2-

JT
sP«?d„Albion, in p.erfect order, tax raid- £47-

E. Marshall, Bracknell, Berks. [2368

Kerry.
DAEGAIN.--Kerry motor bike, 3h.p., H.T. mae ,W 7?'^- '^•'"^uretter, Whittle belt: £12;iO.-Bottom-
1*7, 74, Lano Bottom, Tliongsbndge, Hnddersfteld. [2806

Kingsbury.
EW 1920 2^Ji.p. Kingsbnrr. S-speed, 2-strok6, un-
delivered; 60 gns.-Pcllant. Harpenden. Hert=

[2186

Lea=Francis.

1 020 Lea-Francis 3Kh.p., mag., complete, done 200-t" miles; £105.—Downing, Union St., Eyde. [2324
T,^'^;^''^"''^°^S 1921 Models. Now Eeady.-Davies
.«-' 229, Deaniigate, Manchester. 636 Central. [-2436

1|Q14 LeaFrancis, Canoelet combination Lucas
win ?^£'^'°"^',Vp,°*'5y^

perfect; £85,-114, Brixton
Hill, 'Phone: 1713 Brixton.. [2906
"VTEW Lea-Francis, 2-speed, clutch, and kick starter

TA 'P?!'
sigine, £130; deferred payments,-Harrods'

Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [3076
£40 (slump price). -Lea-Francis, 2-speed, JAP fastow and good running order, tax paid.-Setn Uichiird-
•on's Garage, Bosslyn Mews, Hampstead. [2241

lP^°.i^^"'^™'5'' ''-^-P- T""'"' l^imrs and horn,-^« M.A.G. engine, used on road twice only exactly
a« new; £100.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed
Birmingham, [3038

T.^^.'F,?^'*"^'^ 1920, shop-soiled only, list price
f-f £1'9', °'"' P"'=^ £115; orders now accepted for
1921 models.-RatcIiffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland StW. Mayfau- 5042. [0431
T EA-FBANCIS 3M.-h,p. M.A.G. engine, Millford side-
•V car, August, 1920, mileage under 400, detachable
wheels, spare wheel and tyre, speedometer, D.A, light-
ing with spare cyhnder, etc, condition as new £135 —Ucwin s Garages, Ltd., The Eeal Service Firm, Taunton.

[9456T EA-FEANOIS, August, 1920, M.A.G. engine, SVjh.p.J^ twin. 1,000 miles, P.H. set, speedometer, Lucas
Horn, Binks carburetter. 100 to gallon, spring- seat-
pillar, l.i bars, detachable wheels, enclosed chain

I"'.,,'"'' '°°* clatch, spares, absolutely like new;
cost £145, sell £105; tax paid; genuine bargain.-^
Apply, Farmer, 57, Biscot Ed.. Luton. [2283

Levis.

J EVIS. Levis. Levis.

/^ENTLEMAN'S Popular Model, £60; lady's Popular'^ Model. X60; immediate delivery. Levis specialistsand sole distributors for London and district. Spare
Earts stocked, repairs undertaken.—Vivian Hardie andane Ltd., 24. Woodstock St. (oH Oxford St.l, -Bond
St., W.l. j03g^
JULIANS, of Eeading, have 1921 Levis in stock

[0483

l-A^Jf GUY, Weymonth.-Levis 1921 models in ^tock-
.

^''°- [2180
IBB, Gloucester.—1921 Levis from stock.—'Phone :

852, [0442

D
G
19 21 Levis, Sl4b.p., licence paid, all on, legshields,

perfect; *56.—17, Station Rd., Bromley. [2541

LEVIS Late 1920 2V,h,p., all accessories; price 50
gna.-0., 15, Nightingale Lane, Hoinsey, N,S.

[2392
1 Q20 Levis, mileage about 800, beautiful condition-
^ -,.

'•?,ens., very great bargain,—Julian, 84, Broad
8t., Reading, [0490

J EVI3, the finest 2-stroke in the world; deliveryAJ from stock; £60.—Sole district agents. The Wal-
tall Garage, Walsall. Tel. : 444. - [4013

NEW 1921 Models in .Stock for immediate delivery;
2Vib,p. Levis touring, sports or ladies, £60.—The

Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [3036

1 Qai Levis Popular.—We can give immediate delivery
--•^ from stock; easy payments or exchanges; £60— OIBc-ial agents, Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Ed. N V,
Phone ; Dalston 2408. [2996

JN Stock, 1921 Levis, £60, Good wine needs no bushJ- Null sed!-Sole agents, The Headinglev Motor and
Engineerini Co. Ltd.. 18. St. Michael's Lane. Leeds
Phone : Headingley 480. [0494

Nt:D Address—
25, HORTON STREET,

H AL.I FAX.
EXCHANGES WANTED

1S21 NEW MODELS.
LAGONDA, Ti.g h.p., coupe, dickey;

full equipment ; reduced pric-3 .... £465
CALTHORPE, 2-seater, standard model 475 gns.
CALTHORPE, 4-seater, full equipment 49S gns.
COVENTRY PREMIER, 3-wheeler.... £283 15
L.S.D., 8 h.p., 3-wheeler £245
REX-BLACKBURNE Model 55 8 h.p.

Combination, 28 x -a, spare wheel .. £218 18
SCOTT, 3; h.p, a^speed £130
fROYAL RUBY. % h.p.. spring frame .. £120
"SCOUT (INDIAN) Twin £140
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., and Sidecar £161
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar £186 18
NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p., 2speed ... £80 17
B.S.A. 4i h.p. 3-speed aU-chain Comb. £152
.SCOTT Combination. ..„ £170
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and .Sidecar .... £187 10
ENFIELD, aj h.p., 2-speed, lightweight £65
TRIUMPH, countershaft, and Sidecar. £161
B.S.A. twin Combination, Lucas

dvno. spare wheel, etc £235 9

SUNBEAM 8 h.p; Combination, Lucas
dyno lighting, spare wheel, etc. . . £274 \

(^1920 models. Cash offers wanted.)

1921 DOUGLASES.
Including lamps, generator, horn, licence holder
2j h.p., 2-speed £85 c

2:,' h.p., 3-speed, no clutch .- £100
2j h.p., 3-speed, kick-start, clutch . . . £105 C
4 K.p., 3-speed, clutch £130
1 h.p, 3-speed Combmation ....... £170
Prices plus transit. Exchanges, easy terms.

AGENTS FOR
ACME-J.A.P., BRADBURY. DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD. NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON, REX,
SUNBEAM, SCOTT, and TRIUIK'PH Motor Cycles;
L.S.D. and COVENTRY PREMIER S-wheelers ;

AIREDALE, DOUGLAS. CALTHORPE, and
LAGONDA Light Cars; MILLS-FULFORD
and SWAN Sidecars.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed In Running Order.

Solo Macliines,

A.B.C., 1920, Magdyno lighting, speedo-
meter, electric horn, 700 miles .... £132 10

EDMUND, 2| h.p., 1920, as new £78
ARIEL, t920, 3i h.p., 3-5p., c/shaft.. . £98 10
NORTON, 3J h.p, T.T £75
COVENTRY EAGLE, 1920, 3^ h.p.,

3-speed. Very fine condition .... £98 10
METRO-TYLER, 3-speed, red £62 10
DOUQLA8,i920, 2jh,p., 3-sp., accessories £87 10
HOBART, 1930, 2j h.p., 2-3pecd as new £62 10
BRADBURY i4 h.p., 3-speed .

.' £47 10

MOTOSACOCHE magneto light\vc-ight £17 10
passenger Machines.

LAGONDA, T920, coup", tax paid £395
RICHARDSON, 1920, 2-seater, tax paid £195
MORGAN, 8 h.p.. Sporting, tax paid . . £145
BUCKINGHAM, 2-seater, tax paid ... £85 C
SCOTT 2-stroke Coach Comb £85
PREMIER, 3I h.p., 3-sp., and Sidecar £65
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., Gnndlay Sidecar,

lamps, etc., 1920 Combination .... £162 10

B.S.A. TWIN, 8 h.p., new Sidecar .... £127 10
ARIEL 3i h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £110
HARLEY, 7-9 h.p., 1920, and new

latest type bulbous back Sidecar.. £195
HARLEY~i920 Combination, electric . . £200 C

DOUGLAS 1919 4 h.p. Combination . . £120
CHATER-LEA 8 h.p. 3-sp. Comb £85
BRADBURY, 3* h.p., 3-sp., Sidecar ... £75
BAT-JAP 6 h.p. 3-speed c /shaft Comb.,

speedometer, watch, lamps, etc £90
NORTON Big Four, 3-sp.. Swan sport-

ing Sidecar, electric ligbling .... £145
Easy Payments Arranged.

NEW ACCESSORIES.
liasting Windscreen, standard £4 10
British New Magnetos, Single or 'Twin, for

all makes. " Exchanges."
Cowey Horns, 50/- ; Klaxons ...... £1 16
Capac 1920 Carburetter, nearly new. . £2 12 6
Cowey Speedometers £6
Binks Carburetters, post free £4 16 10
New Army Knapsacks, i^J X ri" . . .

.

5 6
Plated T.T.^ Bars, for Triumphs £1 5

Carriage extra.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis

J EVIS 2.'-|h.p. 1917 Popular Model, in Px.ellei
-*-* condition, ju--t overhauled, complete with lamp
horn, tools, good tyres, and aluminium footresti fitt«<
bargain, £35.—Thurgood, Bicknacre, naar ChcIn"for
Essex. [225

IMMEDLATE Delivery of the new Model S Levi
with Sturmey-Archer 2-speed. handlc-bar-controlle

clutch; £68; the cheapest high-grade iightweigli
Place your order now.—The Premier Motor Co., Astc
Rd., Birmingham. '30;

Lincoln>Elk.
23h.p. Lincoln-Elk, Bosch, B, and B., tyres excellen
4 re-enamelled, in good condition; £25.-35, Chi

well, Portland, Dorset. [261

L.M.C.

1 Q14 4Uh.p. L.M.C. Combination, C.B., 2-specd, K.f
-L*' lamps, etc.; £55; after 5, or Sunday any tiijie.

Timbs, 43, Birnam Ed., Tollington Park, N.4. [207

Martinsyde
JULIANS, of Eeading have 1921 Martinsyde in stoe

(04!

MAETINSTDE Combination, hood, screen, all -K'

series, electric and D.A, lighting.—EenilMLi

Garage, High St., Putney. [28'

1 Q20 Martinsyde-Newman Combination, milea
-i-«7 under 100, absolutely for sale; offers.—Dor
20, Portland Ed., Oxford. [26!

MAETINSTDE, delivery from stock of standard ai

de luxe combinations; also tradesman's outfit.

Ilewin's Garages, Ltd., The Eeal Service Firm, TaUnte
t24i<

5-6h,p. Martinsyde Combination, 1921, mileage 25

cost with all accessorise, including- Tan-Sad, ta

I and insurauce, £200, sell £175, or exchange for goi

1 1
modern 2-sentcr light car, cash adjustment.- D. .=mit

I
Haslemcre. Broadshard Lane, Eing-wood, Hants. [28C

Matchless

M ATCHLESS

19

G

DON'T Hesitate.—If makers reduce prices befu

the end of May I guarantee to refund the diff^

cnce.

1 021 Combinations, any model from stock, or in ii

-«- •^ days. Gradual payments can now be arrange
Every outfit personally tested by the Matchless speeiali;

' Spares of all dates in stock.—J. 'fassell, la, Bloomtte

1 1 Ed.. Plumstead. (68^

rCLIANS of Eeading have 1921 Matchless in stoe
' [04

20 Matchless, Magdyno lighting, absolutely bral

new, unused; £190.—Below.

ALL 1921 Models Immediate Delivery from Stoe
deferred payments and exchanges if desired,

Edwards, 60, Harrington Ed., South Kensingto
Phone : Kens. 3709. [18

IBB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Matchless modi
from stock.-'Phone : 852. [04

MATCHLESS C.B. Combination; £60,-59, Palfi
Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [27

M.'^TCHLESS Combination: £110, bargain; must sei

stump, particulars.— 59, Ashburnhaui Ed., Bedfoi
: - - [23"

MATCHLESS, 1920, Magdyno, speedometer, as ne
£185, near ofler, or exchange ear.—3, Kildowi

Ed., Goodiuayes. - - [21

MATCHLESS Model H Combination to . make
specification; £205; easy payments,—Harrods, Lt

110, Brompton Ed., London. [20-

MATCHLESS 1921 Modele; orders now accepted
immediate delivery.—Eatchfle Bros., 200. Qt To

I land St., W. . Mayfair 6042, [04

' 1 Q20 '8h.p, Matchless Spring Frame Combinatic
I

X*7 screen, spare wheel, all accessories, slightly soile

£170.-Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [30

MATCHLESS 1921 combinations from slock,

changes: also 1918 8h.p. combination, lamj
'comptete; £120.—Chaston, Blackwood, Mon. [28

MATCHLESS 1921 8h.p. Combination, accessori

used tortniglrt; £195.-CliiIord Wilson, 70, Eo:
Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7J:

MATCHLESS Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G., silei

chain drive, 3-spe6d countershaft. Cameo, lam
Pillion, tax paid; accept £105.-8, Squires Lane, Fin<

ley. [22

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, hood, spec
screen, leg shields, lamps, horn, etc., must se

I exceptional bargain; £168.—W., 2. Worship .St., L<
; don. [15

M-4-TCHLESS 1920 Model H. Combination,
paid, Lucas lamps, horn, spare wheel, screi

! speedometer ; £165.—Hunter, 87, High St., Claplia
S.W.4. [25

1 Q21 Matchless, Magdyno, hood, screen with s

Xt7 wings, legshields, speedometer; £210, or near ofi

1 -Packman, 86, Bournbrook Ed., Bournbrook, Birmi:
ham. [29

1 Q21 Matchless, the combination ol luxury and
-!-«/ pendability. all models in stock; standa
£205; electric, £230.-114, Brixton Hill. 'Phol
1713 Brixton. (29

B2 2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, .-nid the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

'ATCHLESS Combination, Model H2, Masdyno
lighting, Easting wind screen, spare wheel, all

essories, as new, £195, or offer.—37, Winstanley
Sheerness. [2514

KATCHLESS Brnnd New 1920 8b.p. Combination.
dvnamo lighting, just delivered: £195.~Cliflord

Isou, 70. Royal Hot^pital Ed., Chelsea, S.W.S. Tel.;

nsiijgton 7113. [2577

'ATCHLESS Combination, 1920, mrdel H, spring
. frame, spare wheel, lamps, etc.; £165.—Newnhara
itor Co., 223. Han^imersmith Kd., "VV.e. 'I'hime:

mmersmith 80. [3059

Ih.p. 1914 Matchless Twin, in perlect condition.
~ 3-speed, K.S., chain-cum-belt, just overhauled by
ker^; £65, or lightweight
ith St., Bridport.

cash.—Gibb=, 68.
[2609

ARGAIN.—Matchless 7-9h.p.. M.A.O. engine, 3-

speed gear box, running order, believed 1915; to

t offer this week.—Thompson, Potato iMerchant. St.

er's St., Ipswich. [2822

B. CLARK and Co., Matchless agents.—Imme-
diate <leUvery ail model--*, including double-

ter; write lor catalogue; exchanges arranged.-7,
ibition Rd.. S.W.7. [2964

(21 Matchless Combination; immediate delivery
of these excellent machines; easy ))Hyments

entfd.-Homac'.s. 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
one : DaUton 2408. [2997

'ATCHLESS Sli.p. Combination. 1920, dycumo iight-

. ing, practically us new, guaranteed perfect; £185
aino bargain.—Vivian Hordie aiiJ Lane. Ltd., 24,

KKistock St., BoDd St., W.l. [0416

ATCHLESS Service Depot. 'Phone: Greenwich
. 751.— All 1921 new mmlelH. Secure one now. Ue-
iBtriition ride with pleasure at 8. E. Clapham (Motors),
ckwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [1030

ODEL n Matchless Combination, only run few
miles, unscratched, best Lmas accessories, inter-

ngeablc wheels; sacrifice. .£155; exchtiiiges. — 60.
llingford Av., N. Kensiugloii. [2639

p. Matclilr>!-s Combination, lar«e coachbuilt eid©-

car, lamps, hood, Bcreca, Bparos, inHurunce and
nee paid : auv trial ; splendid condition ; £85.—
h.'H.. Middle Hilleate. Stockport. [2146

ATCHLESS 1920 Combination, Magdyno lighting,

liood, srreeu, speedometer, spare wheel, splendid

flitioii ; 175 j:ns. ; pjirt exchnuge liphtweiBht.—

Thuy. 8, Courthori* ltd.. Hampstead, N.W. [2352

17 Matchless M.A.C coachbuilt 8h.p., 3-speed,

K.S.. screen, hood, electric lighting, Tan-sad.
gage and petrol carriers, oversize tyres, just rc-

11- £iau.— 39, Kvric Hd., Clapham Common.
[3023

{IMI'KTITIOX Matchlcf*. 90ium. bore, o.h.v. twin
J..V.P., Zenith tyi>e (jr;idua gear, coachbuilt tor-

sidecnr, excellent condition : £75, or exchange
and cash.—Davi*. 30. Beatonsfield Kd.. South Tot-

inm. [?257

20 Matchle--* Combinntion. Hagdyno. 8h.p. J.A.P.,

Kla.\on. eier-tric horn, Lucas bulb hoai. speedo-

er. tax paid; £180; any trial; owner bought oar.—
Primrose Farm, OocKlmaye**, Ilford. *Phone:

rd 177. [2358

ATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders now
wiUr Ross, 86, High Hd., Lee, 3.E.. for 1921

lels; deliveries guaranteed strictly ns per order re-

ed; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models
in f-tock. [5668

ATCHLESS. 1921 Model?, from £205: demonstra-
tions daily.—Agent (wholesale and retail), for

. I,ondon : George Smith. 268. Lavender Hill (opp.

iiig and Hobb.-), Clajibani Junction. 'Phone :

tersea 1271. [9423

20 Matchless Combination. 8h.p. J. A.P.. hood,
screen, spare wheel. Lucas horn and acetylene

Ks. speedometer, -sidecar 5itep. mileage 2.000. tax
"Splendid condition; £190.—Bennett, Coate>.

erborou?:h. [2662

ATCHLESS 1921 Models.—We specialise in the
Matchless, and can supply from stock; exchanges

extended terms arranged.—Elce and Co., 15-16,

opsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

;

nue 5548. [0067

ATCHLESS Combination, new April, 1920, M.A.G.
-ensine, Magdyuo, Lucas horn, speedometer, leg

Ids. <-iiI<-udid con'lition. tax paid; seen and tried any
? ]-v ;ippniiitiiH-iit : £190.—Hubbard, 126, Hitlh St.

Kfist Ham. 'Phone: East H;na 317. [2137

ATCHLESS 1914-15 8B Combination. 8h.p..
.M.A.(;. engine, 3-speed, conotershaft, Lucas

tmc ligbting, electric horn, luggage grid. Easting,
lamelled, very smart; £125.—Ncwnham Motor Co.,
, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. "Phone: Hammersmith

[3060

)21 Matchless.—Wd are the recognised agents lor

Noith Esiex, and can deliver from etock. or, to
. your convenience, place your order with u« now;
are experts i nd can guarantee you real satisfac-
i; exchanges.-Walbro Motor Cvcle Co., 49, High
Saffron \V:Llden, Essex. 'Phone : 45. [X6978

)20 Matchless Combination, 8h.p. J. A.P. engine,
newest model, Magdyno lighting set, wind screen,

plex plasji, and side wings, trip speedoineter, hood,
shields, spare wheel, tax paiu: no faults; owner
ng 1921 mwlel: £200. or nenrrfftoffer.— Freetb, 5.

nwnll Parade. C.E., Finchley, N.3. [1245

)'

)'

Sole Distributors for

Reading
Standard

The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle

PRICES.
Solo .. £184
Comb. Standard .. £229

»» de Luxe .. £270
,. with PLUS ONE

Sidecar a Single or Doubl I Sealer

at will * > * * *

.

£250
Above prices incfude Dynamo Lighting
(not combined with magneto), ail

Hectric Lamps, Electric Horn, Shock
— Absorber, Coverall Apron, etc, —

"PLUS ONE"
A Single or Doable-Seater at will

Specif cation. Sidecar body and chassis (finished

in any one of thcsix standard colours). Coverall
apron, complete with turn-buttons. Adjustable
lamp bracket. Aluminium step plate. Self-

locking sidecar wheel stand. 26ia. or sSin.
wheel, tvre. Four 7>oint suspension complete
with steel sidecar lugs for attachment to most
makes of motor cycU":;. The whole of these
guaranteed for six mouth-;. Total weight — 1S5 lb.

No irritating extras. Will carrv two adults in
comfort. Cafaloeue with pUature on request
Agents now being appointed.

Oolivrric^ have romincnccd with fittings complete
fijr aitachini.'nt ti the imdcrmcntioned makes

of cycles-

Reading Standard, Sunbeam. 3'. and 8 h.p.
Zenith, Enfield. Harley-Davidson,
Triumph. Douglas, ih.p. Blackburnc, 8
h.p. B.S.A,, 4 and 6-7 h.p. Rudge, 6 h.p.
Henderson, Excelsior (.Vmcrican), British
Excelsior, Indian, Ace, Matchless,

A.J.S., James.

LONDON AGENTS FOR

NEW HUDSON
Lightweight 2-stroke Types. All 30 - tax.

The New Popular Utility Model.
Latent introtUiction. Simple—Lit;ht—Efficient

—Inexpensive. With refined appearance, finish,

and equipment, ensuring good st^r\'icc and com-
plete satisfaction. 60 Guineas (complete)

19=20 XiM- Hudson Z'.'.h.p.. 2-stroke, 2-6p«(), milenpo

jLi^ 100 ppriert condition: sivins "P. I'ool'l' rcnsons;

58 gng.-ThoUKiii. SilchosKT Villus, Woklnsliam. [2369

NEW HUDSON Combination. Ih.p., 1919, accei-

series, little used; a barcain, £95.—Taylors. Ltd.,

52. Susses Place. S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 7260.

NEW HCDSOX 1914 ZVAi.V; juBl overliauled, new
3-siieed clutch fttte<l. eood sidecar moclune; f35.

.JF exchange li);ht»eielit.— il.C, Denstono College, Staffs.

[2136

TO 20 Kew Hudson 2',ih.p., 2-stroI;e, sp.nr6 tjrro,

±U lamps, horn, £65: Triumph 4h.p., clutch model,

lumps, Tan-Snd, £50.-Tas-lor, High St., Eawclifle.

Yorks.- 12838

1 fkl4 New Hudson Big Six Combination, good

At/' throughout, £70 or nearest; .ilso unused 650x65
Dunlop heavy covsr, 40/- ; also Isochronous sreedometor,

f4'10.—Howe, Wexford. [2472

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view;

Popular, BO gns.; de luxe. 65 gns.; Ace. 75 bus.

Spares (or 2'ib.p., 3Mih.p.. and 6b.p. machmes stocked.

Catalogues and any inlormation by return.—New mia-
son Depot. 45, Gray's Inn Pd., Holborn, W.C.2. [1982

New Imperial.

JULIANS, of Ecoding, have 1921 New Imperial In

stock. ["''85

£28; 2^ih.p. New Imperial. 2 speeds, lamps, good
running order.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [X7447

W\XJCHOPE'S 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.—
New Imperial. 2:'4!i.p„ 1917; £40. [3105

1Q19 New Imperial. 2-speed, fully equipped; £40.—
li' 29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. East 4708.

[2796

NEW mPEEIAL-J.A.P 2'-;h.p.. 1914-15, T. model,

good condition; £42.—Box 2,205, c/o Tin Motor

Cycle. [2302

-10 20 New Imperial, 2i.ib.p., 2.000, fully equiijped,

X-iJ -necdometer; 69 gns.—52, Chath.im Rd.. Kings-

ton. Surrcv. [292"

NEW IMPEItlAL 2^ih.p. J.A-P., 2 speeds, lamps,

etc.- £38.-W.. Holly Cottage, Brace Gioye Ed..

Tottenham. N.17. [2393

All letters relntlng to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B23

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Matchless.

20'; Matchless M.A.C. Combination, tax paitl,

insurance to Nov., fully equipped, including
Lucas lamps and born, spare wheel, speetlometer, mutt
shield, hood, wind screen, sidecar step, extra storm
apron, tvres unpunctured, mileage 2.000, faultless con-
dition; Bristol district; £175.—Box 2,236, c/o Thr
Motor Vin-lc. [2959

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practiciiUy

designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce on
three wheels; immediate delivery from stock; for cash,
deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied; ail
spares in stock.—Jones' Garage. Muswell Hill, N.IO.
and at Woodside Parade. North Fincliley f0381

1 Q20 Model H Matchless Combination, disc wheel.'*.
A«/ speedometer, dynamo lighting, hoou, Tan-Sad. only
done 1.700 miles, a bargain. £200: .ibo similar model
with full accessories, done 1,200 miles, £190; also 1919
Victory Model, very nice order^ Lucas lamps. £140;
and also late 1914 8B Model, dynamo ligbtiup, disc
wheels, £138; 3 months' guarantee given with each
of above machines. —Eoss, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E.

[2264
Metro.

METHO-TYLEB 2')4h.p.. 1919, good condition, 2-

speed, drip feed, long plated exhaust, disc wheels,
lamps; f55.—Tremaino. Engineer, Honiton, Devon. [2847

METRO 1920 2'^h.p., '2speed, T.T., K.S., clutch,
very littl« used, perfect running order, tax paid,

lamps, etc.; £60. offers.—Monuox. Honlow, Beds.
[2677

METBO-TVLEE, 1920 mo<iel. Type S. 2..pe6a. un-

used, Bhop-soiled only; list price £96; accept
£70—P. J. Evane. 81-91. John Bright St. Birming-
ham. [9408

I Q20 Metro-Tyler, single-speed, long exhaust, disc".

iXiy tax paid, just overhauled, splendid condition;

£56, Biter 6.—Luckham. 51, Stormcnt Ed., Clapham
Junction, S.W. [2676

Monarch.
-| Q20 Monarch-Jap 25,',h.p.. 2-speed, K.S., small ipile-

±U age, tine condition; best over £60, tax paid.--

Ficldside, Wroxhaui. Norfolk. [2151

Moto-Reve.

I?OR Rale. 2'.',h.p. twin Moto-Pevc, Bosch mag.,

. splendid running order, sound belt and ty-res;

£18.—Gulky. Post Omce, Filleigh, N. ^"'""'fJP.t^

Motosncoche.

MGTOSACOCHE, mag., splendid order; £20, or

push cycle and ca8li.-57, Kcnbury St., Camber-

well. London. [28,3

New Hudson.

1 Q20 2'ih.p. New Hudson, brand new. unused; £58.

1.V —Edwards, 50, Harrington lid.. South Kensing-

^n. 'Phone: Ken. 3709. H903

NEW HUnSON 1916 2Vili.p.. 2 speeds, splendid

condition, «i*e<lometer, lumps, etc., licensed ; £37.

-Bishop, Holly Walk, Enfield. (2427

NEW HUDSON Combination. 4h.p., 3spced, kick

start, chain, belt: £88: take lightweight part.--

57, Kcnbury St., Camberwell, London. [2872

ACE 4-CYLINDER.
Agents for the Counties of Herts. Surrey, Kent,

Sussex, Middlesex, Essex.

89, Gt Portland

Street London.
S399
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

1 QI5 24ili.p. Kew luipei'ial-Jap, All>iou 2-speed, good
X t/ condition ; £38'; exchflnges eutertainetl.—21, Brent
St., Hendou, N.W.4. [2483

NEW IMPERIAL Motor Cycles and Combinations
suppled at mannfacturer's list prices; easy pa3'-

nicnts.—HaiTods, Ltd., 118, Brompton lid., London.
(3079

NEW IMPEKIAL-J.A.P., 23ah.p., 2-speed, semi-T.T.
bars, Seu.sprav carburetter, complete, splendid con-

dition; £46.—Apply, Harben, 14, Old Swan Lane, E.C.4.
[2202

W'.D. New Imperial and Sidecar, 2 lamps, 8h.p.
Jap- ensine. all 3 speeds, tyres good, and seneral

coDuitioii perfect; £95,—Asliville, Honor Oak, ,S.E.23.
[2201

NEW IMPERIAL.—All models ior immediate de
livery; exchanges. — Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[3071

NEW IMPERIAL, 1916, 2%h.p. J.A.P., equipped
•speedometer, sound throughout, good .tvres;

£37.—Write, P., 7, Albert Bridge. Ed., Battersea,
S.W.ll. [2614

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, new Easter,
1919, not done 6,000, just overhauled, tools.

Klaxon, lamps, speedoineter, licence, spare tyre; ^140.
—Gould, Wellington College, Berks. _ [2880

1Q21 New Imperials.-Immediate delivery of all

JL*y models from stock; easy paymerrts or exchanges
arranged.- Otticial agents, Homac's, 243, Lower Chip-
ton Ed., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [2998

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 8h.p. Model, 3 speeds, kick
start, hand-controlled clutch, fitted with Sunbeam

sidecar. Easting wind screen, frdlv equipped; £145.—
Parker's Bradshawpate, Bolton, and 246. Deansgate,
Manchester. [X7406

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any New Imperial Model;
cash or deferred payments,; book your order now,

and avoid disappointment later.^Burlington Motors,
Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, S.W74. 'Phone

:

Brixton 2417. [0506

8h.p. New Imperial Combination, chain drive, com-
plete with lamps and horn, bought new Aug. last

and very little need, in excellent condition throughout;
ca.sli £146; easy payments.—Hariods, Ltd., 118, Bromp-
ton Ed., London. . [3081

NEW IMPERIAL Motor Cycles.-Immediate delivery
of these popular lightweight maeliiues. 2-;4h.p. 2-

speed model with cluteh and kick starter, 85gns.

;

Sh.p. 3-speed combination, 178 gns.—P. J. Evans, 81-91,
John Bright St., Biiuiingham. [1454

F.O.C.H. have a lirand new New Imperial, 2Kh.p.,
kick starter, eliop-soiled; £78 cash; exchanges and

easy payments arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead
[near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampste.a,d
3762. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [2406

New Scale.

1 Q20 New Scale Combination, SV'h.p. Precision en-
-LtJ' eiue, kick start, clirtch, S-speeS, flrst-olass condi-
tion and running order; £80.—A. L., 12, Oailev Sq.,

. N.W.I. Seen after 6. [2479
OCALE S'^h.p. Precision, £94/10: 4 h.p. Blackbufrre,
^J £126, motor cycles vou will hear more about, i
Ijave always
Davies 229,

stock of each model;
Deansgate, Manchester.

trade supplied,
536 Central.

[2440
Norton

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Nortons in stock.
[0489

GIBB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Nortons from
stock.—'Phone : 862. [0444

NORTON.—Inmiediate delivery all models.—Marston,
31, Bridge St., Chester. [3087

HORSMAN for Nortons.—Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7.
Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0471

WILLIAMS' Garage, Cheltenham, can give imme-
diate delivery of any model Norton. [X6444

NORTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere; early
dates.—Kelly, Bachelor's Wulk, Dublin. [6126

NORTON 1921 Models from stock.-The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [3039

"IQ20 (Whitsuntide) Big Four Norton, sports side-
-•-«/ car.—Reynolds. 303, Western Bank, Sheffield.

NORTON 1921 3^Pl.p., 3-speed, T.T., from stock^;
£132: exchanges.—Chasten, Blackwood, Men.

£8893
NORTON'S for immediate delivery, each machme

specially tuned.-Evans's Garage, Newport, Salop
[X6657

NORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district agents. Wessex
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury.

'Phone : 72. . . [6006

NORTON SVah.p., T.T., Philrpson, brand new, un-
registered, cost £107; what offers?—Padget, How-

den, E. Yorks.
'

[2775

NORTON 1919 Ji/Ji-p. B.E.S., Philrpson, aluminium
discs, lamp.?; horn, knee grips, etc. ; £100.-39,,

Mosack Ed., Balham, S.W. [2492

3ih.p. Norton Sports Model, 3-speed counteishoft, all
2 chain drive, lamps. Klaxon, tax paidj £90.—45,

Pelham Kd., Wimbledon, [2739
NORTONS.-Alec Jackson (ex Dispatch Eider) rides

tliem and sells them. Immediate delivery. Can
deliver anywhere.—East Parade, Keighley, Yorks. [206i

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets,

Specialities.

Genuine
Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

TRADERS
PLEASE NOTE:

PRICES CANNOT COME DOWN YET.
In order to safeguard <rade interests and encourage

buyers to place their Spring orders early,

VIE GUARANTEE
between Feb. 21st, 1S21, and June 1st, 1921, to

grant a REBATE of any difference in price on
goods purchased after Feb. 21st, 1921, and actually

held in stock on the date

ANY REDUCTION IS MADE.

H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and
Tail Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Case, Switch,

Wiring, etc. Ready for installing.

Fig. 895.
Bestquality
finish
throirghout.
Very mas-
s i V e and
St r o rr g ,

Adjustable
focus. Ad-
i us t a b le
brackets.
S p ec i a 1

dust an d -

weather-proof front. Price as
illustrated, 72/6 each Nickel
plated.

H.A.H.
t^EAB LAMPS

^'H^Sfi

Fig. 8 78.

Similar to Ffg. ^95
but smaller, and with

special "pull on'
front. Rrrbber ring

casting for glass. Price

as illustrated,

55/- each.

Fig- 347-
Speedollte.'
H.A.H. Patent
Speedomeicr

Lamp, 7 /6 each
Clipsdirect on tu

Speedometer
and has coloured
bulb to prevent

glare.

i^-^-;v

Fig. 560. Sidecar Lamp ^, \®
As illustrated. Complete ^|^\|
switch, bulb, wire, nuts, ^^^^^/ff
washers, etc. Price %l»-^^>^ ^^
each.

Fig. 573- Shows red dan-
ger signal.ligbtsNo.pJate.
Completewithswitchbulh
wire,olip,etc.Price,9 / Sea.
"Force" Hellesen Bat-

tery, 9/11
386. Special met^ case

for "Force," 10/6
Complete rear set, 29/6.

Postage e«fra on the above,

A. H. HUNT, LTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON. Eng.
Telephones : Telegrams :

Croydon 3225, 2226. *Keyage, Croydon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

"I 019 3',l>h,p. T.T. Norton, PhiliiLson, CoTrey spi
--<-' ometer. kiiee-erips, lamps, boru, took, tax pa
±85.-68, High Lane, Chorltoii-cum-Hardy, Alanohi^s

[2'

NORTON 1919-20 Big Four Model, Sandum eidft
Cameo winrl gi-tppti. iwW-u p<%yi\m\ci\ < ci^r

Parker's. Bradsliawgate, Bolton, and 245,
Manche?-ter.

Deanagfl

T^AVIES, of Manchester, can deliTer 1921 Xort
---' irom btock; the machine you will e'ventnally bi
all spares t^tocked, prompt attention.

-

'Phone: 536 Central.
229, Dean^

[24

NORTON Agents.^Motor cyclists in ^i near Oldh
call. Our J\Ir, Slitchell will demonstrate to y

the finest machine in the world.—Bulloughs Mote
Waterloo St., Oldham. - [2C

1 Q21 Big Four Norton, with lamily sid&?ar, chil
J-«7 seat, wind screen; delivered by makers U
week; £184/10; immediate delivery.—The Prem
Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmin^'ham. [50

1020 3i..{.h,r. T.T. Norton (Nov.), complete.' ir

JL«^ licence, lamp.-';, horn, speedometer, etc., tyres
pnu.jtuied, small milenge; price 90 gns.—Capt. M.
Fiyiir, Oiclmid End, Tliaxted, Esses. . [21

NORTON Mot-or Cvcles.—Immediate delivery of
models: combination £177, Big Four solo £13

3^,l.li.p. sports £132, 3iAh.p. T.T. £98, sporting sidec
£35.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birminghai

[94

LATE 1920 Norton Big Four, fitted with Henders(
latest- Elit*' sidecar, ivind screen and etorm apio

electric Ihghts, insurance £5 from January and £4 ti

paid, not done 250 miles, finest turnout seen on roa(
any trial; bought car; bargain, £165 cash; cost ov
£200.—Guest, Owstoii Ferry, Doncaster. [21f

N.S.U.
2^;4h.p., fine, ninniug order, Bnsch, Dniilop

Hat;:her, Vicarage, St. James' Rd., Ham
ton Hill. [21]

N.U.T.

NUT-J.A.V. Motor Cycle, brand new; £150.-Ponni
Broouilield R.I., Clielmstord. [301

N.U.T., Magdyno lighting, new Dec, only run
miles; nearest £ 125.—Bishop, Casa Mia, Hor

church. [26!

N.U.T. Late:^t Eleotricalfy-equipped 3,'4h.p. Modela (

makers' ]i.st prices from Etock.~A. J. Tonng nn
Co.. Ltd., Newmarket.

"

[125

N.U.T. 1920 SV^h-IJ-. 3-speed Magdyno. horn, tool

splendid condition; £11,8.—103, Thurlow Par
Rd., Westr Dulwich. [252

N.U.T. 1920 3'.-2h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, T.T. bar
dynamo lighting, as new; £125.—Parker's, Bra(

.-hnwgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X741

N.U.T.—Delivery !rom stock -Tif all models. TJoi

wholesale and retail agents lor Staffordshire; th
-. . ™, ,„ , „ ^ .., .

^^j ^gj
[401

N.S.U.
£20.-

trade supplied.—The Walsall Garage,
444.

4-5h.p. Twin Nut-Jap, 3 speeds,, kick start, lamp;
horn; sell £54, or exchange lower power and cash

iindersluui.

£10.-125,
coachbnilt
Canal Rd.,

;idecar, suit same.
Mile End, E.

with hoo(
[22.5

N.U.T. 1916 SJah.p. Racing Model, fitted with J.A.J
Q.-h.v. engine, exceedingly fa^-t and in really %<^

condition, just re-enainelled dark red, long plate(

exhausts, T.T. bars, adjustable pulley, smart sportini

speedy machine, seen in Manchester; best oSer near tt

50 gn.=.—Apply, Box 2,179, c/o The. Motor Cycle.

[22i:

1 Q 20-21 N.U.T.. 3V-b.p., semi-T.T. model, Sturmey
J- *y Archer 3-speed countershaft gear, Binks CJ>r

buretter, ebony black finish lamias, Lucas Magdyno
Cowey speedometer, spare belt, tools, Lucas horn
coasting £180, scarcely soiled, mileage negligible, Dim
lof) oversize tyi'cs; will accept £150, icnlnsive ol tnx
—H. Baker, The Crossways, Yelverton, S. Devon.

[2629

O.K.

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 O.K. ia stork
[0481

2-,cpeed, splendid condition, any trial;

Standen St., Tunbridge Wells.

£38.-
[2665

3-SPEED O.K:., lat«.st model from .=;tock at list prire.-

A. J. XoTing and Co., Ltd., Xcwmaiket. [1258

DAVIES. of Manchester, can deliver 1921 O.K.'s
from stock.—229, Deansgate. 'Plione: 556" Ceutral.

1243;"

1 Q21 O.K. Union; immecliate delivetv, list piice.-
Xt/ Morriss and Co., 139, Fincliley Kd.. JT.'W.a,

[2221

£28: O.K. 4-sti-olie. about 2h.p.. 2 sre^, handle
starter, splendid running order.—King, Egrove,

Oxford. [X7448

Oaii.p. O.K., J.A.P., 1917 believed, lamps, 2-speed,

'W* fast, lax paid; £36; photo stamp.—181, New-
ton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. £2586

O.K . Union 1920, run a few miles only, fittetl with
all accessories; cost £56; accept £39.—Ghinery,

1, Hammersmith Rd., W.14. 'Phone : Western 4140.
[1346

F.O.C.H. haue a brand new O.K., 2-speed, shop-soiled;

£59 f-ach[ exchanges and easy payments arranged.

Heath St., Hampstead (near, Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: H.nmp6te.ad 3752.
eluding Saturdays.

Hours 9-7, in-

. ., . [2406

r2^ All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Omega.

E\V 1920 Omega 2-EEeed; £75; in stock.—Randall,
I Andover. [0368

>3IEGA 1921 Models Now Eeadr.-DoTies. 229.
Dean-eate, Manchester. 536^ Central. [2438

>MEGA.—Immediate • deliveiy ot all models.—The
Eochester Auto Su;iply Co., Corporation St.,

.Chester.
^

[0465

VO.C.H. Lave a brand new Omega, 2^4b,p., kick
started, &hopT5oiIed: i'73/10 cjisli; cscliangeJ and

sr payments' arranged.—5, Heath St.. Hampstead
"iir Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone; Hampstead
52. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [2408

P. and M.
ULIAXS, of Beading, hove 1921 P. and M. in stock-.

[0488
and M., about 1918, conditio^ as new; 43 gn?.—
36, High St., Hampstead. [3029

>48—1918 E.A.F. model P. and M., fast .and reliable.

—Eae, 245, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. [2731

918 r. and M. Combination, E.A.F. model: £62:
tax paid.— 9, Church Ed., Willesden. [2079

and M. Combination, E.A.F., Canoelct sidecar,
tools, 2 lamps; £80.—Pino Farm, \Yokinphaiij.

erks. [2384

and M. 1917 oi.Ah.p.. ftr*:t-clnM condition: trial:

£55.—Cowdell, Wallace's Garagie, Enville St..

onrbridge. [1265

and M. 3U'h.p., mag., 2 speeds, countershaft, nms
splendidly; muet sell; 29 gns.—53. Swattleld Ed.,

'nndsworth. [2836
35: P. and Jr.. E.A.F. models, less mag. and car-

buretter; magnetos for same, £3.-24. Church
Ik. Hampstead. [3027

919 P.M., handsome sidecar, electric horn, lights,
whole as new. Saturday or Sunday; £75.-55.

lames Rd.. Bermondsey. [3016

and M.. 1918 Minlel K.A.F,. in splendid ord.:r,
<-oniplete with ncicssories. toots, licence, one new

re: £70. or near ofler.—Bevan, Tisbury, Wilts. [2282

40; 1914 (Dec.l S'-ih.p. P. and M.. not W.D., all
accessories, tax paid, perfect condition, trial;

ivately owned.-Wilson, 32, High St., Pcckham.
[2647

and M. Combination, 1917, with lamps, mw
tvre back, perfect order; anv trial; JE78. or

III 1.-38, Parklands Rd., Tooting Bee Common, S.W.
[2916

919 3',L'h.p. P. and M. Combination, full spare.3 and
accessorifti. licence and insurance: wh:it olTers:

fHeld district.—Boi 2,207, c/o Tht Motor Ciicle.

[2304
t\ll V. and M.. in good condition, splendid runiiinK91 if oriipr, recentl.' overhaulfd, tyrt-s doup iiiuier 200

£45. no offer-.—Bos 2,232, c/o The Motor Cycle.
1-' [2839

P.
and M. 1919 Combination, lamps, spares, horn,
etc.. 1920 colours, in absolutely new condition,

HIT truil given: 78 gns.—A. Soutlicrn, 12. Thiale IM..
itrfiUliam. S.W. [9842

I
Q19 P' mill M. CombiDntioD, engine No. 8151." fully

i-«^ etiuipped lamps,- Slaxon, apron, tools, spares.
paro tiiffe.-*, esopllent tonditiou; £80.—Thring, Znrin.

Bi.'irlwater Rd., Worthing. [1795

rQ 20 3' L'h.p. P. and M. Combination, mechanicnl
»' lubrication. Ea^iting, BoDniK'iieQ trip si^evdometer.

Lu- IS acetylene, elettric aide and rear. Klaxon, spare
tulie, ("haroa, tooitt, tax jKiid and in excellent condition;
£128.—Mitton, Oiehaid, Norton, Letcliworth. [2736

P.
jnd M. Combination. Jan.. 1920, Canoelet tourinp
sidecar, Cowey 8i>eedoiu«tt'T, Lucjia lamps, milence

1.700.' insurer! to June, Rnatouti'ed perfect and un-
jjuiii-nired, licence paid; coat to-day ^175; rail accept
115gu3.— 67, The Avenue, Bruce Grove, Tottenhnin.

tX7368
Paragon.

1 Q20 3b.p. Paragon: £45.-59. Palfrey Place. Dor^t
X«7 Rd.. Clapham Rd.. S.W.8. [2725

PARAGON 5h.p. 2-9troke. 2 speeds, Iree engine,
spring frame, brand new, unpacked from makers;

.sncriflce, £55.—Box 2,237. c, o The Motor Cycle.
[2960

Peugeot
61i.p. Peugeot Twiu Combination, engine lebnshed,

new rings, good tyres; first cheque £15.-2, Queen
St.. Bideford, N. Devon. [2138

Precision.
AUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London. 4';h.p. Pre-

cision. 1914, 3-3peed gear model; £35. [3100

35.h.p. Precision. Bosch, new B. and B.. Dunlnpa,
4 discs. lampA, horn, mechanically sound; £35.—

156, London Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [2389

PRECISION 4»,;ii-P- Snorts Combination, 3speed.
clutch, etc., smart lot; sell. £S5. or exchange

lightweight and cash.—9a, Brightwell Crescent, Toot-
ing, S.W. [2549

Premier.
Kb. p. Twiu Premier, compkte, Amac, Bo5ch, exhaust^ pipes;- £15.—Woodwards, Chiltern Green, Luton
»e-^*-

^
[2130

"pREMIEU aVih.p., lunning order, licencfi paid, lamps,
or near offer.— 118, Pembroke Rd .

[2107

W

M^ horn
; £26

Canton, Citrdiff.

NEW IMPERIAL- J. A.P.,

2-speed, slightly shop-
soiled '. 67 Gns.

1920 MARTINSYDE, and
Sidecar, hood, screen, electric

lamps, horn, etc., tyres

unpunctured
condition

magnificent

.137 Gns.

S hp NEW IMPERIAL,
and Sidecar, absolutel}' new,
never been ridden, slightly

shop-soiled 150 Gns.

1920 LEVIS, mileage about
800 42 Gns.

1920 6 h.p. ZENITH-
GRADUA, Sports model,
absolutely new, slightly shop-

soiled .

." 110 Gns.

MATCHLESS Combination,
slightly shop-soiled, never
ridden, Magdyno, screen,

detachable wheels, etc.,

magnificent outfit 195 Gns.

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

READING.
PHONE: 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

1 Q14 31,-jli.p. T.T. Premier Motor Cycle, good condi-
-^*J tiou; £28 tor ouiek sule.—Butt, Sandy Down.
Boklte, L.vmim;ton. [2164

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Premier Combination, Swan coach side-
-•-«' cor, countershaft cear; £55.-29. St. Leonard'*
St., Dromley-by-Bow. East 4708. [2801

PREMIER Coachbuilt Combination, 3-sneed, clutch,
kick start, dynamo lighting, good condition:

£55.—Ajnswovth. 24. Springfield Rd., New Southgate.
[2828

PEEMIEIt 1915 3'^h.p., 3-speed countershaft, K.S..
solo, or wicker sidcrar, excellent condition, tax

paid, lampii, horn, tools; £75.£80.—28, Old Dover Ed..

Cnntcrhury. [2093

PEEiriEE 1914-15 3'.bh.p. Combination, 3-specd

counteishait, K.S., speedometer, lamps, makers'
overhaul, new condition: £85.-Dyke, Lindfleld French
Garden, Haywards Heath. [2687

PREMIER 4h.p., late 1916. flrst-class condition,

just ovorhnuled. tyres good, 3-speed gear, kick start,

countershaft gear box, speedometer, lamps, complete:

f75.—Apply, A. H. Brown, Broad St., Thutcham, Berks.
'

[2449

PRE.MIER 7-9h.p. Combination. 1914, donble-scater

sidecar, perfect condition, 3-foId wind screen, just

home from overhaul, ready to ride away, 3-spced

clutch, kick start, lamps, nearly new tyres, tax pard;

£110; photo.—Gillatt, 2, Mascotto Rd., Putney, Lon-

don, S.W.IS. [3093

Priory.
PEIOEr 2»,h.p. 2-.stroke, 2^peed, price £66/10; kick

stjiit, £75. Suh-ascnts reqttired for LaucJisliire

Cliathire. North Wales, Islo of Man.-Liverpool and

County Motor Co., 16, Pieesons Row. Liverpool. [2351

Quadrant.

1 Q20 Quadrant and Sidecar, nico order; £95.-Ro*s
If 86, llign Ed., Leo, S.E. (2266

HORS.MAN lor Quadrants.—Victor Horsman, J-td-

7, lilount Pleasant, Liverpool. (047.!

rftSO Quadrant Combination, new condition. Easting

if wind screen; £115,-Taylot'fi Garage, ^ «1"»^-

lurv. [2568

1 O20 Quadrant Combination, tradesman's sulec.ir.

ly cqinpped: £85.- 59. Pallrey Place, Dorset Rd..

Clapham «d., S.W.8. ["726

QrADllAXT Specialists, nolo ugcnta and distributct.j

London, Southern and E;i«tem Counties, Cliflord

\VU>on Mfg. Co.. 70. Royal Hospital Ed.. Chelsea,

S.\V.3. Tel.: Kens. 7113. 12572

QrADRAXT Combination, 3 spccd». free engine, K.S..

ci«ahlimlt hidciir, all aciemories. engine overhauled

by milkers; £75; solo £60.-Spnitt, 35, t'ourth Av..

Queen's Park. London, \V,10. 12397

QITVURVXT 1920 4i.'.h.p. S'Sjieed Combination, East-

ing acetvleno h«uf with olectrio stand-by, electric

tail nn.l side,' horn, tools, etc., new condition, regis-

tete<I; £133, or o«er.-60. Crcsswell Bd., Twickenham^

Radco.

R.\1)C0 2^h.p., in running order; £25.-DuS, King's

Rd., Thaine, Oxon. [2254

£23; Radco 2-.stroke. in good running order; bargain

—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X7449

ADC'O 19)5 2>ih.p.. 2-»peed, fully CQuippcd; £35:

tax pnid.-84, Dawlish Rd:, Leyton. [2263

1 n20 2'ih.p. Radco. single speed, new; £46; license;!.

ly -H.'rring. 20. High St., Pctersttcld. [2103

QA fiN.S.—Radco 2-5trokc, electric light, etc., excel-

•tiyj b'nt condition, tax paid, ready lor road.—35,
Pr-.-vurovi: Ud., nolloway. N.7. [2878

R

Raleigh.

1 02l Ralei-'h 5-6h.p.. flat twin, in stock; catalogue
La on :ipplication.—Roe's Cycle Depot, West Bride-

lird, Nottingham, [2936

RVLEIUU 5-6h.p., solo or combination, in stock;

orders now accepted.—EntcliBe Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St.. W.l. 'Phone; Mnyfair 5042. (0425

RALEIGH 4-6h.p. twin, the motor cycle superb, in

stock at li.st price.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammtrsniith Bd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.
[3067

1 021 Iia!ei--'h, 5-6h.p., flat twin, spring frame, chain
X«7 drive solo. 155 gns.; sidecar, 195 gns. ; first ai

li»u:illy with auvthinit really good, we now Jinve both in

stock—Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor
Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3041

Reading Standard.

READIXG-ST.VXD.UID lOh.p. Combination, dynamo
lighting Cant-elet MM4 sidefar, shop-soiled; £180,

ot offer.—H. E. Williams, Motor Engineer, Exeter.
[2734

Rex.

REX 6h.p. Twin Combination, handle start; £28.—
Smith, 20, East Hill, Dattford. [2149

3ih.p. Rex, old model, goo<l; nearest £12/10.—A.
2 Tallack, Bissoe, Perranwell, Cornwall. [2356

EX. 6h.p. Combination, Bosch mag., new tyres. 2-

speed sacrifice f45.—Small, Butcher, Ludlow.
[2849

EX. 3'/.h.p., mag. ignition, B.B. carburettor, run-

ning order; «15.—63, .A.rlineford Rd., BiiStou

R^

W
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. AS3
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

5 -6)1. p. Kex Coinbiuation, 2-Kpee(l, clutch, Stewart,
Jumps, £2/10 tax paid; £65,-17, Higli. Ed., Tot-

tenham. ' [2490

5-6h.i). Twin Rex, splendid condition, coil ignition,
stored 5 yeaii ; ymat oflersp—22, Eastbourne St.,

lloclidale. Lanes. [2580
Rot.

ROC Motor Cycle, less engine. low built. 26in.
^Vheels; £6/10.-56, Sutton St., Aston, Birming-

ham. [X7465

ROC, 31/Ui.p., new Triumph forks, new B.B., Bosch,
peiiect going order; ^25, offers.—Hoggard, 30,

Anchor St., Chelmsford. [2633

Rover.
1Q14 Rover 3-speed Combination, equipped, coach-
X«/ built; £55.—Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop.

[X7433
3ih.p, Rover, 1914, 3-pi>eed, clutch, sporting sidecar,

2 perfect condition; £55.-54, Graham St., Sloane
Sq , London. [2203

ROVER 3Vib.p. 3-Bpeed'' Countershaft Combination,
, Cameo, lully equipped; £80; tax paid.— £"1, Vav:-

lish Rd., Leyton. [2262

ROVER 1918 5-6h.p., 3" speeds, clutch, and kick
starter, as new; be^t offer.—Smith, 20, Church

Rd., Southgate Rd., N.l. .
" [2585

ROVER 1920 S'/i-h-p., shop-soiled; list price ^135.
our price *125.—Katcliffe Bros-, 200, Gt. Port-ur pri(

.t., W. Mayfair 5042. [0426

5-6h.p. Plover Combination, W.D. pattern, in excel-
lent condition; anv trial; £100.—Wallis, Eav-

ley's Hill, Sevenoaks, Kent. [2618

ROVER, 1919. T.T.. perfect, uith PhJUpson pulley,
absolutely fine machine; £85; any trial.—H. Daw-

son, 60, Regent St., Cambridse. [2952

NEAE.LY New Rover 5-6h.p. Twin, with MiUs-Ful-
ford sidecar, splendid condition; £105; bargain.—

Beecher, 472, Archway Rd., London, N.6. . ""[2721

ROVER SVib.p., 1920 model, complete with Rover
sidecar, unused, shop-soiled only ; £155.—3?. J.

Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [9404

/^h.p. W.D. Rover Combination, just re-enamelled," Easting wind screen, in perfect condition; £100.—
Nunn, Farmer and Co., 73, Union St., Torquay. [2348

1 Q20 3Vi>h.ii. Rover, coachbuilt sidecar, 3-sreed, kick
-Li/ starter, fullv ennipped, Cowey speedometer, mile-
age 800 ; £145.—Bungalow, Llawhaden, JSTorberth. [2089

"j Q19 RoTer 3>2li.p-, 3-speed, kick start, sidecar, new
JLU tyres, lamps. Klaxon, all. spares and full kit,

excellent condition; 90 gns.—Hoare, P.O., Wilton.
Salisbury [2777

"|C|20 6h.p. Rover Combination, discs all round, all
JLiJ lamps, beautiful condition; £145; tax paid.
Exchange 1920 Triumph and Ciish.—6, Abbotsford Rd..
Redland, Bristol. [2650

'VTRA Hot.—5-6h.p. Rover combination, large ex-
-^ hausts fitted, specially tuned, small mileage, electric
lighting. Easting; £125 cash.—Blencathra, Maidstone
Rd., Chatham. [2795

T> OVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with au
Xlf ofhcial agent, the man who rides a Rover; im-
mediate delivery; hire purchase if desired.—Collard,
Cook's Garage, Shilnal. [2684

1Q19 (late) "Rover, 6h.p., J.A.P., Rover sidecar, 3-

M.*^ Speed, chain drive, 28X3 tyres, small mileage,
carefully used, fully equipped t reasonable ofler accepted.
-89, Oak Lane, (Tel.: 2190), Bradford. L2846

Royal Ruby.
DAVIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Rcval

Rubya from stock.—229, Deanagate. 'Phone: 536
Central. [2433

8h.p. .Royal Ruby Combination, late 1918, electric
lighting, very little used.—Davies, Adcote, Bas-

churoh, Shropshire. - [2244

4h.p. Royal Ruby-Jap Combination, 3-speed S.A.,
H.C., • lovely condition, lamps, hood, accessories

;

any trial; ^78.-19, Valney St., Twting. [2877

1 Q 20 3h.p. Roj'al Ruby, spring frame, 2-speed,
-L £/ K.S., lamps, horn, good condition; offers or
exchange Harlev. — Fisher, Oraigmore, Pontypool
Rd., Mon. - [2827

ROYAL RUBY 1919 8h.p. Combination, mechani-
cally perfect, engineer owned, electric lighting,

all accessories; any trial; £150, or nearest offer.

—

J.D.M., 62, Church Rd., Northwich. [2603

,. with Dunhill sidecar, £160,
in perfect condition, almost as new, has iust done

T Q20 8h.p. Royal Ruby
-Ltl in perfect condition, amiost as new.- has n
3,600 uiijes, and does over 60 miles to the gallon, tax
paid.— G.M.,
'don, N.3.

The Grange, Hendon Av., Finchley, Lon-
L2344

3h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, 2-speed, clutch, and
kick starter, equipped "with Tan-Sad pillion sent,

lamps, meclinuical horn, etc.,. very little used, and con-
dition as new;
7-larrod.-. Ltd.,

-L>l 88, Par

reduced to £100: deferred payments.
118. Brompton Rd.. London. [3077

Rudge.
Rudge MuHi, unridden

;

Rd., Duhvich.

19

£95. 01 offer.

—

[2842

19 T.T. Rudge; £65.-59. Pal'lrcv Place, Dorset I

Rd.. Clapham Rd., S.W.8.
'

[27281

'Phone

Rates are

Rising. Ring

us Now.

DOUGLASES

•^^ & TRIUMPHS

stove-enamelled and plated in makers' colours.

Engines and gear bo.\es thoroughly overhauled m
our own workshops. Fitted with new tyres,

belts, and chains. In appearance practically

indistinguishable from new. Every machine
complete with Tool Bag, Kit, and Pump, and
carries our

THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
TRIUMPHS

4 h.p. 3-speed Countershaft £100
4 h.p. 3-speed Combination with new

Burlington Sidecar ..... .... SI 30

DOUGLASES
22 h.p. 2-speed £65

4 h.p. 3-speed. kick-starter. Solo.. .. £85

4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-starter. Combination
with brand new Burlington Sidecar £110

We have large stocks of Douglas and Triumph
Spares, and shall be pleased to quote you upon
receipt of your enquiries. Trade Supplied.

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS. Convert your clutch into

Foot as well as Hand-Control. A neat pedal

finished in dull plate, and so designed that it can
be fitted in a iew moments by an amateur. Its

effect IS to convert the standard machine into a

Foot and Hand Operative Clutch Model. Price

4/- Postage 4d.

Trade Supplied.

TO 4 h.p. DOUGLAS OWNERS.
Write for particulars of our Clutch Conversion

Set.

No more broken drawbolts.

Trade Supplied.

CASH OR DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,

7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone; Brixton 2417.
-Grams: "Burlington Motore, Clapham."

150 yards from Clapham Common Under-
ground Station.)

,

19=

19^

19=

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

21 I O.M. Rudge, brand new ; £89.—Ramfiden
8, May Bell Ay., Blackpool. [286

I.O.M. Rudge Multi at maker?' list price, from stock.
A. J. Young and Co., itd., Newmarket. [125

12 F.E. Rudge, licence paid, new tvres, guarat
teed; £27.—Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop.

[X743
RUDGE Multi Combination, in new condition; £55

any trial.—Wright, 12, Albert St., Poplar, Lon
don. [305

1 020 Special All-red 7-9h.r. Eudge Miiltwin, milea^
i-if 200, last and powertul; £135.-6, Fleet St., Prei

ton. Lanes. [210(

20 5-6h.p. Eudge Multi Comliination, Montgomei
sidecar; £90, bargain.—Bradbeei, Friday St

Minehead. [212

RTJDGE-MDLTI 3><.h.p„ late 1919, excellent cond.

tion; best ojfer over £85.-Geake, 4, Wlutebangl
Terrace, Paisley. [215;

£36.—Budge 1914 3V,h.p.. clutch, good condition

accessories, goes splendidly.—143. Ravensbury Ed
Earlsfleld, S.W.

' [295i

1Q19 Rudge Multi, 36h.p., only ridden 400 miles

J- J/ as new, lamps, etc.; £82, no offers.—364, Lilli'

Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [221'

1Q20 date] Eudge and Watsonian sidecar. Easting

XV mileage 200, like new; £95.-Central fe'™!';

Lord St., iSouthport. [X748(

RIJDGE Mnlti, 1920 I.O.JI., done about 300 miles

like new, lamp.?, tools, etc.; £90.-Horo, Eau)«

ford Ed., Cllelmsford. ^
'212'

RUDGE Multi, 1921, LO.M.. unused; cost i6110/£

cash wanted, what offers ?-82, Queen s Rd
Nuneaton, Warwickshire. '^ l'^^'^

RUDGE Combination, 5-6h.p., 1919, splciidid condi

tiou, privately owned; £120.-Seen at Bpotli'i

Garage, Frodsliam, Cheshire. 12361

RUDGE 1920 Combination, appearance and coiidi

tion as new, lamp, and spares, tax iwid; *125.--

Morgan, Jeweller, Gravesend. l^^^i

RUDGE Multi SV'h.p. Gombinaticiu. lamps, insurance

good running order and condition; £60, ofer.—60

Bromar Ed., Cambeiwell Grove. L'-27(

RUDGE Mnlti 1916 5-6h.r., perfect mechanical eon

ditlon, lamps, horn ; seen any time ;
£78.---Biir^

don, Eushey Green, OoHord, S.E.6. [2j37

1 Q20 5-6h.p. and 7-9h.p. Eudge Multi Combinations,

i-V new; £152 and £175.-Shepherd, Bnfleld High;

way, Enfield. Tel.: Waltham X31. [0341

RUDGE, I.O.M., 1920, as new, done rnider 100

guaranteed perfect and unacratclietl ; £98, bargain^

—S. Da.wson, 60, Regent St., Cambridge. [2950

EUDGE Multi I.O.M., late 1920, mileage under 100,

Met UghVing; absointely as new; £90.-198, Sheen

Lane, East Sheen, S.W. 'Pbone: Kiclimond 1112. [2329

-1 rkl3 3i;,hn Eudge Multi, exceptionally fine engine,

la' whole machine in perfect conditioii,. «Y *^is*;

£50.-Foreman, Southbrae, Brauihall, Cheshue. [X7362

"D tlDGE 1919 I.O.M. 3' jli.p: Model, fnll T.T. bar.E,

14 long exhaust pipe, very fa*t; £73 -Parker's, Brad-

s^awgatef Bolton, and 245. Dean=gate,- Manche|terj.^

T)UDGE, LO.M. T.T., 1918, lamps, discs, heence,K etc splendid condition, fast; £65; wrl exchange

(or late model Enfield 2-stroke.-ll, iHcibj St., Int

ham.

OUDGE Multi Coachbuilt Combination, June, 1913,

li recefltly overhauled makers, lamps, tools, spares

£50.-TateB, 161a, Clapton Common, E;5. D ilston

1475. .,
'-'^""^

RUDGE 1920 3y„h.p., TVIulti-gear,^I.aM. Irame,

speedometer, electric horn, eriual to n'^w. ^™i
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245 Dean5|.at|

Manchester. ^

RDDGE-WHITWOETH, coachbuilt sidKar, 1912,

"AlTp.. 2-speed gear, accessories, g(gd mecliani-

cal order; £45.-Taslors, Ltd., 52. Sussex Place, S W 7

Phone: Kensington 7260. !"«''"

irk 20 3i/,h.p. LO.M. Rudge, nearly new, Henderson
1" sidecar etc., property of client ordered new

model; £UO-SeeA S.^ E. Clapham (Motors), St«^
well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. L'==""

RUDGE 3V.h.p., 1913, clutch model, overhariled by

makers June, 1920, rrew tyres, etc., same time to

£25, Ucence paid,'very last; £56, or best ofter.-Horse-

man, Hawoith-on-Tees, Darlington. i^v\it

10 M T.T. Eudge Multi, Nov., 1919, lamps Klaxon

knee-grips, overlap cams, just thoronghly over

hauled, last and leliable, tax paid: snip; must feU:

£75.-O.J.W.T., 1, York St., Norwich. .
[2251

-1020 Rudge Combination, .7-9h.p., P.E.S. electric

lit lamps, Grindlay sprung sidecar, Cameo screen,

in splendid order, very fast, guaranteed; exchanges,

£140.-Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.I..

'Phone; Dalston 2408. .12993

Scott.

GIBB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Scotts from stoclE.

-'Phone: 862. [O^S

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1921 Scott motor cycle and
combination, in stock.—Millards, Chesterfield.^^

•*34 All letters relating to advertisements gbould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Scott.

919 Scott, semi-T.T. bars, huups, liorn, .ina tooU,

in perfect order; 485.--12, Bridge St., Cnm-
jdy,,

1,2299

920 Scott, 3in. Palmers, Binks. l.nmps, liom, spures.

perfect order; £107, or offer.-i'oater, 8, Jlonu:!

Wisl.eclj. 12274

ICOTT 1920 Combination, ridden 125. lamps, horn,

speeduraeter. Sin Palmer; snip, £128.-7. Ex-
bitiou Rd., S.W.7. 12965

914-15 Scott, splendid order; cxclumse lor Lite 2')i

h.p. Donelus: or sell f6S.-Bunis, 17, Nortli Row
coye, Biiirow-in-l''urness. [2735

914 Scott, thoronghly oveiliaulod, nciv roplaoements
where reciuired, niuuing order; £45, or nearest.—

ayo, 28, Kiugstoii, Yeovil. 12702

COTr Solo, seijii-T.T. bor>., Binks, oversize rear
' trre, 1919-20 model; luifst be sold; £95; Coventry.
Bo.\ 207, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X7385

CUTT, 1920 sports model, horn, tooL«, very small
mileage, enamel as new, iilutiu),' fair, ])er(ect order:

llO.-D. Lavin, Old House, ,Sonninb-, Berks. 12097

920 Soott Combination, 3in. Palmers, Lueas lamp
set, siwedometer, manv spares, perfect condition

;

135.-Alau Hill, Apslfv, Fellows nd.,-S. l'aruhoroM;.'li.

ants. ^ [X7314

JCOTT 1920. small mileage, lamps, horn, si»et^to-

meter, JUnka carburetter, excellent condition,
xuipunctured; 110 gns.—13, Clifton Cic-^^'iit.

oikestone. [2296

JCOTT Sports Jfodel, 1920, 2-spccd gear, slightly

shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.—BurlinEloii
lotors, Ltd.. South Side. Clapham Common, S.VV.4,

'hone: Bri.xton 2417. [0510

EW 1921 Seott Souirrel, £130, delivery liom stock:
new 1921 sporting model Scott, £130. immediate

livcrv; special 1920 competition model Scott, sliglith
ailed, fllO.-Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. 13085

920 Scott, with Rennoc >idccar, P. and II. I:im|i=.

Lucas horn, etc., magnificent condition, giiarini-

ed perfect, tvres unscratchcd; £145; exchanges.—
cott agents. Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton Ud.. N.I-'.

Phone: Dalston 2408. [3002

920 Scott Combination, Godfrey's electric lighting
(accumulator). Cowey speedometer. Lucas horn,

lasting screen, mileage 1.000, tax paid, cost £209 la^t

,. .
price £160: absolutely as new. guaranteed; ex-

changes.—Scott agents. Honiac's. 243, Lower Clapton
Id.. -N'.E. Phone: Ualston 2408. [3001

Singer.
16 3;jii.p. Singer Combination, 3-speed. hub gear.

L»^ tyres and condition gwid: £35, for quick Mile.—
arnlorth, Haywords lid.. Chcltenhaui. [2667

Sun.
JUN-VILLIERS 1917 2-stroke, single gear, lamps,

speedometer, spares, excellent condition; £42.—
IVrite, 28, Koxlcy Hill Hd., Purley, Surrey. [2531

QUN-VITESSE, 2=.ih.p., 1920. 2 speeds, clutch, kick-
sJ starter, Ininps. run 500 miles, new condition, boncht

£55.-Kedferu, Thnrlow Park, Torquay. [2224

^EW 2',.jh.p. Sun-Vitosse, 2-t.troko engine, single
i-^ speed. £52/10, ditto with clutch and kick starter.
E70: ladv's model ditto. £73; easy. payments.—Hurrods.
td., 118 Brompton Ed., London. [3078

AXh.p. Sun-Pre: i-inii, 1914, stored 5 years, thoronghly
*T4 iiverhauled. ii-rTiit ,,aidi(ion. Anustrong 3-spt^.

li. £58; als,, -]i,ire Hateliiu.-on tyre, 26x2,'iin., 52/-;
e-lianical hoin, 30,-. b,,lh brand new; head light. 14/-.
Webster, Bclford, Mcrthyr Rd.. Abergavenny. (2327

'Sunbeam
fEW 1920 Sunbeam 3','>ll.p. Solo; JE155/8: in stock.

-PnndTll .^ndo»er. [0366
CrN'BE.VM 1921 S'ih.p. in stock; makers' list price.
'^ —Chaslon. Blackwoo<l, Men. [2895

"VXTILLLAMS' Garage, Cheltenham, can give fmme-
V> diate delivery of any model Sunbeam. [X6445

L9'

WAUCnOPES. 9.

SuDbctOD, new
155/8.

Shoe Lane, Ixindon.— 3','.'h.i^.

1921 toodel, just delivered:
[3101

3ili.li. Snntenin, lute 1920, new condition, Lura*;
2 InniTts. Imru: £140.-0. rarrisb, 28, Cuvendisli
. KeitihU-y, Torks. [2080

f>31i.p. Sunbeaui. Laud rlutoli. K.S.. all aocessoriet:,^ 4 milence under 3.000 ; £70.—ilclutire, ChriRtN
'Ilc-H. Cjiuil)ridge. [2233

914 Sunbeam Combination, in good condition,
complete with lamps and sidecar screen; £100.

Cbrk, Builder. Billcricay. [2599

920 Sunbeam 3',-jli.p., nearly new, wonid exchanc:e
Ford van or sell; £130.—Write, A. E. HarlinV.

125, fit. Suffolk St., Borougli, S.E. [3050

SUNBEAM Brand New 3',l.li.p., solo model, oomrlpte
with Luriia lamps nud horn; £157/10.—The Wnl-

snll Garage. \V:iUnlI. Tel. : 444. [4008

3 lb. p. Snn!>t;i:ii. 1916, 1920 engine, Cnnoelet sider.ir,
'•2 Lu.-Jis liiihtinK, puJirnntee'd as new, r^jnovateil

:

i:124.—I'eiiise, Isuraery W'lilk, Worcester. iX7469
lQ-1 3''_.h.p. Sunbeam Combination in stock for im-
-i-tf mediate delivei-y; makers' list price.—J. Smith
an.l Co.. 52-54. Ilampstcad Rd.. N.W.I. [0353

B

What's Yours?
We can give immediate delivery, tf

desired^ of any of the following
makes. Cash or deferred fayments.

Quarter down, balance in eleven

monthly' instalments.

fvnI
B.S.A.
WOLF
SCOTT
VERUS
UNIBUS
ALECTO
DOUGLAS
TRIUMPH
CALTHORPE

NEW IMPERIAL
ETC.

TUITION FREE.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS
lijji CALTHORPE Combination, Star-

iin;v-Ari.hi;r 2-sp. n"ax £2 los.) 110 gns.
19:0 SCOTT, Sporti Model. 2Specd .

.

£130
i9::o DIAM0ND-VILLIER3, 2} h.p.,

2slroke. 2;p., clutch, and kick-
starter 78 gill.

1020 C0UL80N-B., 4 Ivp-. 2-5pccJ .. £90
io:n NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. .. £60
io;o PRIORY, y; h p , Jstroke .. £55
i',^<. NEW IMPERIAL Combination .. £160
1.^19 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric

mr>del £150
if)i9 TRIUMPH Combination, complete

with electric lighting . . .

.

£135
1920 A.J.8., spare wheel, electric light-

ing, speedometer, hood, screen,

Tax paid, perfect condition. All

accessories and spare; . . .

.

£200

ALL GUARANTEED.

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.
Special Models for the

TOURIST
OR

SPEED MERCHANT.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

LIMITED,

7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM
COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixlon 2417
'Crams : ' Burlington Motors, Clapham."

(50 yard5 from Clapham Common Underground
Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES POR SALE.
Sunbeam.

1 Q20 S'ih.p. Brand New Sunbeam and Sidecar, inter-
im' changeable wheels, at list price, from etock.—
A. J. Tounf and Co.. Ltd.. Kewmarket. [1254

"I Q21 Snnbeam SV-rh-n.. double purpo-^e gear?, foot-

X*/ boards, T.T. Landle-bar.-:, delivery May: Giaapow:
£5 deposit paid: offers.—Fernhill, Stranraer. [2560

3ih.p, Sunbeam, guaranteed indistinguishable Iron:

2 brand new. cost £155/8; will siicrifice tor £139
(unregistered).—Beck, Thornhill Hoolc Ed., Chester.

3Xh.p. Sunbeam, eportiue sidecar, Lncus accessories.

2 spares. Bonnikaen, licence, insurance, overhanled

milkers: £129. -Borland, 139, Xcwpart Ed., Staitonl.

CUXBEAM 1920 S.'jh-r. Model fully entiipped. mvul-

l3 shields, equal to new: £1S0.-I'arker's. Bradshaw-

Rate. Bolton, and 245. Deansgate, Manchester.

1 020 Sunbeam, brand new. immediate delivery;

Xi/ £155: exchanges or easy payments.—Homacs.

243, Lower Clapton Ed., K.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408
loUUb

8 h.p. SunWam Coudiinatiou, Kov., 1919, delivery,

all accessories, iaclading spiiro wheel.* trial by

appointment: £190.-3tl.ri... 145, Harley St., "'•l^jgg

8 h.p. 1920 Suubeam Combination, hood, screen. 4

iuteridiangeablB wheels, accumulator lightmg. speeit-

omcter. Klaxon; £225.-0. V. Goddard, Avenue nd_.

Leicester.
^"^^^

'

1 020 Snnbeam, 3<fjb.v.. horn and lamps complcle,

i-U equal to new, with nicely, built sidecar; ill-

health reason lor selling.-IIassell, West Harptree, near

Bristol.. 12^^^

1 Q19 Sunbeam S'.'.h.p. Combination, with Lncns lamp.

LO hem. speedometer, wind screen, lallion seat and

],'is Buards. splendid condition; £135.-Poult™, 4,

llrinhlon Ed., Chelteuhnui. [X7301

1Q14 SunKvim SVjh.p. and sidecar, carefully """l;

-ItJ foot and hand control clutch. «i>eedoinetcr. suit

overalls, etc.; owner bought ear: fUO: tax I>""1: "
offer.-Iiovcy, Farnborough. Kent. [ma
1O20 3iih.p. Sunbeam Combination, electric lislit-

lU ing.' speedometer, horn, etc., mileage negligible:

cost now £225. accent £185.-Eatcliire Bros.. 200 Gt^

Portlaml St., W. Maylair 5042. [0435

SUNBEA>f 3'ih.p., 3-Bpecd. all-chain, eoachbuilt

sidecar painU-d black to match, lamps, horn, and

Easting; £110.-Newnham Motor Co.. 223. Uammcr-
smilh Ed., W.6. 'Phone: nammersmith 80. (3064

t 020 3'-'.h.i>. Sunbeam. Grindlay sidecar, Lucas
11/ accessories, wind screen. Binks carburetter,

spares, excellent condition, tax paid; *160; Morgan
w'anted.-Fisher. 11. Middleborough Rd.,

"^"^'fi'^Jj,

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agents. .Spare

pSrls in stock. Repairs and overhauls. Estimates

upon request for rc-Onamellins and plating. — The
Jfolineux Garage Co.. Ltd.. Wolverhampton. Tel.:

1160. 13458

SU.NBf:.\M. 1915. S'lih.p. engine, gear box, and
clutch, thoroughly overhauled, lamps, and horn,

excellent running order; £82.—Herbert Robinson.

Ltd.. 32-35. Clrcen St.. Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. :

Bicycles [297(J

SUNBEAM Combination, black and gold, 3l<,h.p.,

1916. little used, excellent condition and mecnani
cally perfect. Easting screen. 4 almost new tyres, Luca^
lamps, spares: nearest £125.—Sunnycrolt, Eoundbill.

Leicester. [2663

SUXBEAM I.iite 1919 y-.h:p. Combination, eoachbuilt

sidecar. Easting screen. Tan-Sad, full set Lamps,

speedometer, horn, etc, really smart outat, practically

as new. tax imid: £140.-85. Shlrlund Ed.. Paddington.

'Phoae: Padd. 3889. [2354

SUXBEAM 3'.h.t).. New E.iater. 1919. 3 snecds.

splendid machine, carefully used, .small mileage,

excellent condition throughout. Lucas acetylene lamp,

toohi, horn. etc.. complete: first chCQue f125.—H.T.H..

26, New Ed., Shoreham, Sussex. [2834

LATE 1920 Sunbeam Combination. 3',^h.p., detacli-

ablo wheels, registered Sunbeam sidecar, screen,

legshields. lamps, horn, fur-lined muffs, Tan-Sad, knee

grips, licpnce, very small mileage; £195.—Tipper, Deigh-

ton. CTiurch St., Brierley Hill, Staffs. [2737

SUNBEAil Late 1919 3'rjh.p. Sporting Model, 1920
cylinder and piston. Binks or Amac, Lucas laniiw^,

generators, and D.A. cylinder. Klaxon, new tvres.

spares, etc., tax paid^ perfect condition: £120.—Gutbric,
24, Overstrand Mansions, Battersea Park, S.W.ll. [2332

SUNBEAM 3i:.h.p., 1918, W.D. model, new in W!19,
very littlo 'used and in good mechanical order.

Dunlop -tyres, lamps, generator, and mechanical horn:

owner wants to dispose at once: what oflere?—Leeding.

High St.. Sutton. 'Phone: 235. [2561

1 020 (July) 3',-'.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, mileage
XtJ 2.000. Cowey speedometer, detachable wheels.

Dnnlop Magnimi unpuuctnred tyres, Lucas lamps and
horn, tax paid: cost £228 (receipt shown): accept £175,
or near.—White. Sau Eeiuo. Solihull. Warvrickshire.

(X7475
SU.NEEAM (Oct.. 1920). S'/.h.p.. Magdyno lighting

set. horn, knee grips. Bonniksen speedometer,

ridden few hundred miles only, perfect condition and
app;a-ance; £160.—.\ndcrson. c/o Herbert Bobinson,

Ltd.. 32-35. Green St.. Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. :

Bicycles. [2975

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

IQ20 SV-jli.p- Sunbeam Combimition, F.R.8. eleotilc,
Jl*^ Lucas' boan, Cowcy, leu sliifJde, Brooks laminated
fpring' saddle, back rest, Terry's pillion, spare wheel and
(j're, luggage carrier, screen; £190, coat oTer £250;
trial bv appointment.—Dahymple, 9, Lyndhuist Ed..
Wolverhampton, [X7474

1Q20 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas electiin
-«- *J lighting, Klajson, Cowey speedometer, Tau-Sad,
petrol carrier, Bluemel wind BCieen, spaies, new tyres,
ipf^xnance, niecbanically perfect, excellent appearance,
tax paid; £224, or nearest offer; owner buying car.—
Tyers. Trade Division, Admiialty. [2331

8h.p. Snnbeanr Combinotion, purchased new Oct-ober,
^919, niileago 1,600, fully eonipped and iu first-

flass condition througliout; cost £260; great sacrifice
;it £200; must sell immediately; photograph and par-

.
tiiniiars on application ; trial or expert examination.—
Peicy Hurt. Briidley,' Wylani. Northumberland. [2562

Triumph.
JULIANS, of Eeadipg, have 1921 Triumph iu ptook.

[0487

T^R.IUMF'il, 1921 .Models.-George Smith, Clapham
i Junction. a.VV. [9424Junction. y.VV.

A LL 1921 Triumph Models iu Stodi
-^^ Co. Birmingham.

NEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Solo;
Randall, Andover.

TRIUMPH Model H and S.D. from
Blackwood, Mon.

[9424

Premier Motor
[3042

^140; in -stock.

-

[0365

itock.—Chaston,
[2894

ABX Triumph, splendid condition, just overhauled:
£46/10.~Cai-teis, Ibstock. [X7366B

NEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Combination-, *196
stock.—Ramlall. Andovei'. r(stock.—Ramlall, Andover.

14^12 Triumph, fine condition, l;inipt;

At' offer.—20, Valuny St., Tooting.

IQIS T.T. Tiinmph, JIahon gear;
i-iJ £50.-18, Farm Av., Streatlnmi.

1 Q20 Trimnph Jnuior, not ridden since " Oftolter;
J-t' f 55.-196, Church Kd., Hovo, [2246

[0364

first decent
[2583

ecu any time

:

[2480

TRIUMPH SVih.p., rnnninE order; £35,
ofler.—(>. Addis, St. Brlavels, GIos.

or nearest
[2619

TBItlMPH SV.h.p., 1912, perfect condition, eauipiied

;

£26.-17, Heaton Rd. N"., Mitchcim. . [2690

1 Q19 Triumph, MiUford sidecar, speedometer, lamps,
A*' horn, excellent condition: £110.—Below.

ALL 1921 Models Immediate Delivery Irom Stock;
deferred payments and excliauges if wished.—

Edwards, 50,
'Phone ; Ken.

Ilarrinfitou
3709.

Rd.. South Kensington
[1902

1 019 T.T- Trinmph,
i-O f70.-L. " - -

T.T. Triumph, engine 71779, mileage 200, tax paid;
nearest £9a—2, Chudleigh Rd., Ladywell. [2509

TRIUMPH.-lmmediate delivery all models, from £75
to £140.-llarston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [3088

TRIUMPH C.B. Combination: £48.-59, Palfrey
Place, Dorset Rd., Claphaor Rd., S.W.8. [2729

CLUTCH Triumph, splendid condition : £40 : tax
paid.-170, Paruell Ed., Bow, Loudon. ' [2281

lQmp.s, Klaxon, etc., perfect;
Bull, "44, Hills Ed., Cambridge. [2694

TRIUMPH, ridden 50 miles, as new; £95.—Walker.
769, Eomford lid.. Manor I'atk, London, E.

[1380

DAN GUT, We.vnioutb.-1921 Triumph combination,
£182/10: Triumph 2-stioke. £75; in stock.

[2181
mechani-

cally sound: £35.—Springett, Billericaj, Essex
[260C

nation,
inteed

;

[2182

echani
poking

ham. [2370

IQll Triumph, smart appearance, good tyres; bar-
i-iJ gain, 4125; 10.—Shaw, Park St., Wellington,
Salop. [X7434

£182/10; Triumph 2-stioke. £75

"j qil Clutch Model__Trii^mph, new tyr

DAX GU
complete, Lnca

[2600
^yeynlOUth.—1920 Triumph combination,
Lucas lamps, and apares, guaranteed;

tllO. [2182

1tkl4 Triuujph, 3',jli.p., 3-speed hub, lamps, mechani-i^ cally pellect; £47.—Dickius, Rose St., Woking-

£29-:-Triumph 1913 S^ah-p.,
e^ Sect running, tax paid- :

ton.

, clutch, accessories, per-
145, Leander Rd., Brix-

[2496

^ Q21 4h.p. Triumph, S.A. 3-speed: immediate delivery,
-i-v list priLe.—Morriss and Co., 159, Finohley Rd..

N.\Y.3. - [2219

TRIUMPH, new. 1921, renovated by maker.s, 3-

speed, guaranteed by them; £90; several in stock.

—Below.

TRIUMPH, new, 1921, renovated by makers, 3-

speed, guaranteed by them, fitted 1921 Mont-
gomery sidecar (new), all lamps, horn, etc., no better
vaU'e; £120.-365, King St., Hammersmith, \V.6.

[2819

1 014 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, ohitch, nearly new
Xt/ tyres; trial; £55, or ofler.—Bos 2,160, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [2127

-Edwards, 50,
South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken.

3709. [3097

TRIUMPH Combination, countershaft, not earlier

1918: cheap ;
genuiue ; letters only.—70, Farring-

pToii St., City. [2421

"I Q18 Triumplr, perfect condition; £68.-
X*/ Harrington Rd.,

m

WHY WAIT
MONTHS
for a motor cycle when a
postcard will bring you
particulars of our deferred
payment system, enabling
you to have one at once.

aC]C]QDQE]El

Customers wishing to purchase under this

system should for many reasons send to

THE SERVICE COMPANY (LONDON)
LIMITED for particulars.

We have for many years specialised in

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
We conduct the business ourselves, and
do not hand it over to outside Money
Lenders.

Each account is under the control of

this. Company^

The additional charge is the minimum
allowed by the Manufacturers, and a

REBATE is allowed for prompt payment.

There are no harsh terms, and in the

event of a customer's inability to keep
up the instalments, time is generally
allowed for payment, or, if the machine is

returned, the full market value is allowed.

Customers will thus see that they are

assured of every possible privacy, aud
guaranteed fair treatment.

Therefore every intending Purchaser
should get iu touch with us before
purchasing elsewhere. >

We are Contractors for all the BEST
of ig2i models, and can supply A.J.S.

ARIEL,* ALLON,* BLACKBURNE,
BROUGH. B.S.A.. ENFIELD, HUM-
BER, LEVIS, MATCHLESS,* NEW
IMPERIAL,* NORTON, O.K.,* P. & M.,

RUDGE,* ROYAL RUBY,* SCOTT,
SUNBEAM,* TRIUMPH, VELGCETIE,*
ZENITH, etc.

•All Purchasers of if)2t models of these

machines delivered between this date and
June 1st next, will be refunded the

difference if any reduction should be
made during this period, provided the

claim is submitted before June 30th nest.

SECONDHAND
MOTOR CYCLES.

We have a fine stock of the above, every
machine overhauled and guaranteed in

good order. Please send for lists or let

us know the type of machine you are'

requiring and the approximate figure

you wish to pay.

Our Extended Payment system applie?

to secondhand machines as well as new
:nodels.

ifeCervice (fflpany^....; t^

'2)289-293,HiCHH0LBORN
LONDON, w.c.

•Orama: "Admittedli/. Loitdon," 'FjMii£;6-t30, Holhorn

«

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

T'RIUMPHS.-A fine selection ol Triumphs in slocl

r'T 1- "i'v B'l^anleecl; inspection invited.—Hoes, 8i
Higli Rd., Lee. -

[667

"J
Q21 2>ih.p. Junior Triumph, 2-?pee<l; irani^^dlet

-• *^ delivery, list price.—Moiriss iind Co., 139, Finch
ley Rd., N.W.3. r^°22l

'pRIUMPH 4h.p., countcrshalt, W.D., renovatei-
-- 1919, accessories, licence paid; £68.-4, Greei
St., Cambridge. [251:

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph Combination, S-speed, little used
J-«/ perfect; £128, fjuick 6ole.-Dr. W., 2, Holfori
Rd., Hanipstead. [280i

TRIUMPH, T.T., 1920, absolutelv perfect, and yeri
fast, must sell; £80 only.—J. Dairson, 60 Begen'

St., Cambridge. [294(

1 Q20 Baby Trinmph, good condition, small mileage
--•^ £55, or near offer.—D. Harris, Hampatea(
Farm, Henley-on-Thame.s. [261(

"I
Q12 Triumph SJ-jh.p., mechanically sound, ne^

-tt' lamps, good tyres, licenced, fast; £38.—Gibbida
Cambridge Rd., Hounslow. [277i

TRIUMPH aud Torpedo sidecar (renoyatedi, onli

done 50 miles, in beautiful condition; £90.—

L

Bull, 44, Hills Rd., Cumbridge. [269;

1 Q21 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft model, in stocl
J-t' for immediate delivery.—J. Smith and Co,
62-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. [055'

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., tamiw, spares, etc., very fast
£80; or with light eoaihl.mlt sidecar, £100.—2b

Denmark Rd., Caniljerwell, S.K. [249;

TRIUJIPH, all models in stock. W.D., fully guaran
teed by makers; £105.—RatoliHe Bros., 200. Gt.

Portland St,, W. Mayfair 5042. (043e

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. -1921, brand new. immediate de
livery.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmitl

Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hanunersmith 80. [306S

1 Q20 Triumph, use 3 months, 200 miles, speedometer
J-tf horn, spare valve; £115 or near otfer.— Writt
Collins, 97, Upper Eichmoud Rd., Putney. [235(

1 Q20 Triumph aud Sidec.ir, £115; also 1920 model
X»^ new last Octolier, with sidecar aud Qceessorie*

£130.—Ross, 86, High Rd., lee, S.E. [226!

1 Q21 Triumph Combination, all-chain drive, delivei
i-^ at once; £195.-1>. Kllis and Co., 364, Lillie Rd.
Fnlham, S.W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1553. [2215

TRIUMPH 4;4h.p.,, 1920, countershaft, iudistinguish
able from new, perfect, lamp and horn, complete,

any trial; £110.—P. Dawson, 60, Regent St., Cambridge.
[2951

TRIUMPH 4h.p. bought July at Triumph firm, ful

equipment, sidecar, £100 ; Frenchman leaving

England.-Bertin, 33, Store St.. Tottenham-Court Rd
[3017

TRIUMPH Junior, 1920, appearance and condition
as new; £62/10.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

,
[3069

"|Q21 Triumph Junior, all models, now arriving; aisc

XtF every leading make of motor cycle.— S. E. Clap-

ham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.
[1029

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., couuteishaft, new Swan side-

car, lamps, horn, tools, eto., excellent condition
throughout; £130.—Horn, Bainsford Rd., Chelmsford.

[2123
~| 021 Tiiumph, run 150 miles only, £116; 1919
Xt/ Triumpli, Henderson sidecar, Lucas accessories,

£115.-114, Brixton Hill. 'Phone; 1713 Brixton.
[2903

1 Q20 Tritimph Countershaft Combination, mileage
-LI/ 400, beautifnllv equipped, exceptional engine;

£130; exchange—60, Wallingford Av., N. Kensington.
[2641

TRIUMPH Junior, perfect condition, -enamel and
plating as new, horn, lamps, spares, mileage about

500; £68.—D. Lavin, Old House, Souning, Berks.
[2033

-| Q20 Triumph, T.T., 4h.p., perfect condition, all

l_ij accessories, Cowcy horn, knee-grips, uuder 2,000,

licensed r £90.—Squires, 29, Harsuett Rd-, Colchester.
[2116

TRIUMPH 1914, 3-specd, clutch, stored wur and
after, perfect condition, any trial; £60; sidecar

cheap if wanted; Sussex.—Box 2,204, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [2301

TRIUMPH 3Hh.p., 1910 standard mcidel. overhauled,

with Eagles-N.S.U, 2-spcert gear, tax 30/-; price

f32/10.-Eagles and Co., 275, High St.. Acton. Lou-

don.
' - -

[X(453

TRIUMPH, 1917. 3-speed, hand clutch, K.S., good
tvres, new plated lamp set, horn, fast machine,

i£7S/lb; or with sidecar, £90.-251, Mitcham Lane,

Streatham. ' ' [2915

TO 19 Triumph and .'Iporting Sidecar, absolutely as

X«7 new, unscratched, condition guaranteed, all

temps, tax paid; £110.-30, Harold Rd., Upper Nor-

wood, S.E. [2883

"1014 Triumph, 3-si)eed aud chltcli, in excellent

-L*/ order, all acoessories: price £55; with nearly new
Millford sidecar £70.—Mnnfon, 37, Naunton Crescent,

Cheltenham- [2810

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. T.T. Model with Philip«on

pulley, good condition, equal to new; £85.-

Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate,

Manchester. 1X7400

A.l6 AH letters relating to .advertisements should auote the numbei at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

lEirilPH 1914 31,

1

•h.p.. 5-ppeed, just been over-

linaled, excellent tondition. back tyre new; fSO:

indnv morninss.— 19, Tlie Moll, Southgate, ^. 12395

"lEIUMPH 1920 41).p. Model. Triumpb sidecar, horn,
|

Watford speedometer, equal to new; £160.—
nrker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245. Deanfeate.
anchesler. [X7401

IRIUMPH 4b.p. Combination, late 1918. practicall.v

Dew outfit, electric lightinK. all accessories': any
ial; best offer secures.—41, Cowley Hd., Brixton.
Dndon. [2713

920 T T. Triumph, only done 500 miles, horn, i

machine too fast for owner; will sell cheap or
j

[change lor Douglas and cash.—Reynolds, Water-
aih. Cambs. [2943

\

920 Trimnph Model H., done 500 miles, with un-

j

uded Montj^oiiierv pitrpie sidecar, lamps, Cowey i

spares; £135. or exchange solo.—The Poplars,;-
lurk.ir, Wakefleld. 12701

j

911 Triumph, free ensine, good tyres, and new belt,

lamp^. etc., gnou running order. ii>u.st soil thrcmeli
Doniploj-meht: £35, or best offer.—J. UriffltLs, Mvrtl''
ilia, Potter's Bar. [2495

OUNTEKSHAFT TriumiA, in splendid condition,
with £30 Montgomery sidecar, plating and

Qamel unscratclied ; any trial; £98.-37, Rye }Iill

'ark. Peckham Rye. [2534

noYDOX Agents for Triumph motor oycle.i. All
'

models in stock, readr for immediate <ielivcr\".—
lonrc's I'resto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, Kortli Ei)d.
'rnydnn. 'Plione : 2624. [1348 _

UIUilPH Si-jb.p., clutch model, low position, rc-
L enamelled, very smart, toolbars, lamps, etc., £39;
xchange late Levis, ta.t paid: before 8.30.—Coote. 12.
roadway, Streatham. [2507

914 41i.p. Triumiili, coochbnilt sidecar, 3-Bpced, I

clutch, lamps.' horn, tools, etc., just tteen over-
aulcd. perfect condition, licence ; £70, ot- nearest offer.
-22, MuswcU Hill, N.IO. [2866 I

Q20 Triumphs.—A few slightly shop-soiled machines
"

'-*' at greatly re<luc&d price.*, solo and sidecar: write

*^itBai,i^^

TAYLORS
Sole London and District

Agentsfor A.J. S. and British

Excelsior Motor Cycles.

Four Weeks Only
TO EASTER,

Buy NOW while

These Bargains Last.

RUDGE IQ[2 and s c. £45
|

3-1 h.p.. with N.S U. 2-six'cd soar
and free engine, coach built side

car, lamps, etc.

19

or >iiw:'ifil rlearance i»nrgain Het.-
ArtoD Ku., Biniiiughom.

•Tb« I'remier Motor
!

[1882 '

919 Countersbaft Triumph, with Montgomery
\

I siderar, complete with Easting wind sermon.
1

amps. Klaxon, tax paid; £110.—R. S. Rage, Lower;
luitc. near Andover, Hants. [2604

RIUMPH. W.D.B.. renovated hy makers, in ptock
[

lor immwlifite delivery, new tyr^^s. £95; another
90; Montgomery sidecar to raatoh, £25.—The Premier'

Mi-ri.r Co,. Aston Rd., Birminghao). [3043 >

920 Triumph, Grindlny de Lnxo siderar. wind soreen,
I bofvl, nil uoct'-Hsories, Ttin-Sad, and A.J.N. child's

|

ofit. lugpuge grid, unscnitched; £135, or nearest offer.
I'V'riier, 1, Nelson Xerruco. ])iinde<". [2101

j

"ilMUMPH Combination. 1919 (Nov.). engine No.!
65609, Lucas accessories, many spares, very care-

1

Il\ ridden, condition excellent; £125.—The Fruiterers. I

;. Hath Rd., Cheltenham. 'Phone: 1083. [2932

"iRIUMPHS.-We are the North London agents, anc]
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

urn belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage. Muswell
N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, North Finchlev,

[0362
rniUMPII 1921 Models in Mtock for immediate de-

livery ; exrhiinges nrranpe<l. AIbo Triuini'h H.
-Itla, renovated hv the makerg, just delivered, as umt.

9n and fSS.-EngleB nud Co., 275. High St., Acton.
L-Milnu. [X7454

1 Q20 (May 17lh) 4h.p. M..de! H Triumoh. withA «^ Douglas sidecar. Cameo screen and apron.
lamj's. generators, and horn, complete, condition equal
to new; £155.—James Coultert, 12, Main St., KiAby
Lunidale. [2709

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash or
deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Claphara Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-
too 24W. [0504

LATE 1918 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, lamps,
Lucas horn, pump, tools, siiare l>elt, plating and

enamel like new, in beautiful tune, exceptionally
smart machine, tax i«id: £75, bargaiu.—436, White-
horse Rd.. Thornton He&th, S.E. [2833

Sound Countershaft Triumph, foot-
1 lee>hields, overalls unii€ce^*yir>-,

ideal for proie.-^ional fir luisiue*? cjjIIs, Locas hoin,
\atcc h^ad lamp. re;ir laiup. tools, eiKiies ; £80.—Lcn-
hur^t. Piie-ts Lane, .Sheufleld [2158

. . Triumph. 1913. clutch model.
carburftter, P.H. lamps, Lucag horn,

fo(>tlioarda, nearly new Duniopn, tank renovated, every-
thini? excellent <--ondition : 40 gun.—Jeusou, Stoke House,
Stoke Mandeville, Aylesbury, Bucks. [2289

31.h.p. Triumph ,'20010), seiui-T.T., foot control Philip-
2 son, Irniips. Jiori), uiakers overhatded engine

Dc'cmber. 1920. really goc«d condition externally and
mp. hanically, 30.'- tiix :paid/ ; £35: adequate reasnus
for selling.—9. The Ci'pscent, Surbiton. [2475

1020 Triumph 4h.p., chain drive, leg shields, Gloria
J-t/ sidecar, spring wheel, 3 lockers, luggage gnd,
petrol can carrier, 3 lamj's, 2 generators, Stewart Lorn,
ftiirror, 2 new spare chains, new valve completf, spare
tyre and tut>e, tax paid, and holder; £170.-16, Win-
cnester St-. Baaingstoke. [2584

CALTHORPE lo-o 2I ii p £50
Twu-airokc, Lnlield 2-spccJi;c,u",

tamps, faoro, ctCf very Utile
used.

DOUGLAS i^j^o 2i ii )>. £85
3-spccd, clutch and k.'s, acety-
lene lighting, horn, knee gri|>s,

tool^, as new.

B.S.A. 1 91 5 comb. . . £95

4l h p., acetylene lamp^, horn.

NEW IMPERIAL Comb £110
8 h.p. military mo<Icl. 3-specd.
clutch and k s, acetylene light-

ing, horn, etc, rOR cxsn onlv.

A.J.S. 1915 Comb. .. £115
6 h.p.. spccdotncter, acetylene
lighting, horn, spare cover, ed;.

Splendid condition.

A.J.S. 1918 Comb. .. £150
6 h.p. u)i]it.ir\" model.sparcwhccl.
screen, hood, electric & acetylene
lighting, born, tools, spares, etc.

FOR c.^sii CS-LV.

Till >HOTTfiHLY
I'o.nrd-. apef-itil lee>hields, overiills

BABGAIX.-Slih.ii.
Bosch, B.B.

Write for our Big List of New 1921 Motorcycles
also List of shop-soiled 1920 mounts. All

machines supplied on our "Payment out o
Income " system if desired.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
Showrooms

—

A^'-ti-ories. Sraro Pa i- and Iteniirs.

21a, Store St., Tottenham Court Road, W.C Ii
Muter (Tyclts an.t Car^.

52-53, Sussex Plac-?. South KeosinTton
Wholesale—

38 ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I.
Gara«-j TotteiH am Court Bad. W.

Phones: Accessor ea and Itepairs Museum 12J0
Motor Cycles and Ciri, Ken iocton 7263.

Tel'Crams: "Dynimetro. Westcent. Londju.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.

Triumph.
FOR S.Tle. Triumph combination. 1914. 4h.p.. 5-

specd, clutch, lamps, horn, etc., recentlv tbcr-
oughly overhauled by makers, re-en.imeiled, "all in
splendid conditicn: 75 gns.—Wood=. 330. Balham H'gh
Rd., S.\V.17. Tel. : 4368 Latchmere. [2592

TRIUMTH. sporting model, polished aluminium
discs, mechanical horn, long plated e.xhaust

pipe, ridden few miles only, perfect: e.\ceptional bar
eain. £107/10.—Herbert Robinson. Ltd.. 32-35. Green
St.. Cambridge. Tel. ; 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [2977

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.-New
4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo, delivery from stoch.

£127/10: also new 1921 4h.p. Triumph combination,
all-ehain drive, £195; new 4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo.
all.chain. £140, and 4h.p. W.D. Triumph solo, from
£90. [3103

TEir.MPH C.B. Couihinntion, 4h.|.., lato 1914, 3-
spepd, kick start, lamps, horn, speedometer, water-

proof cover, wind screen, new tyres, just overhauled,
perfect condition, carefully iised, looks like new, tax
p;iid : neiirest £90.—Pearce. HoUington, Clarence Gar-
dens, Ciuueh End, Kin. lilev. [2143

Trump.
41r.p. Trump-Jap, T.T. bars, long .exhaust. Bo?ch.

B.B.. Danlop^, large ndju^lable pulley, enamelled
Indian red. fast; trial; £33.—Ford, Sotwell, nr. Wal-
lingford, Berks, [X7520

Velocette.

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Velocette in stock
[0486

HOR.SM.IN tor Velocetles.—Victor Horsman, Ltd.,

7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. (0473

Ii Velocette, 2-stroke, good condition, lamp, horn,

etc.—BerRholt, High St., Hnrpeuden. [2696

O'DONOVAN Motors are sole London and district

agents for the wonderful Velocette; imme«liate
. delivery.—O'Uonovau Motors, 76a. Gt, Portland St..

W.l. [1708

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoo Lane. Fleet St.. London,
E.C.-Veloc<5tte 2Vih.p., new 1921, 2.9rccd, all-

rlinin drive, delivery fioni stock; £75: ca.^y terms
arranged. [3110

IM.MEDIATE Delivery can be given of the famous
Velocette, 1921 moilel, 2!ih.p.. 2-speed, all-chain

drive: £75.—Agents: W. Sparrow, Ltil., Osborne
Garage, Yeovil. [1632

VELOCETTE. late 1920. special machine, lamps.
horn, licence paid. leg shields; £67,^10.—Newn-

hnm ftfotor Co.. 223. JIammcrsmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. (3070

1Q21 Velocctto. MoiW 1)3. 3-.=pecd. £85; Model D2.±U 2-"peed. £75: Model 1)L2. ladv'.« open frame.

£78: all in stock tor imuie^liate deUvery.—The Premier
M<,(,,r C"., Aston ltd., Birmiughato. [3044

Verus.

VEIifS 1920 2 uli. p.. 2-speed. K.S.. li.enscd; £65.—
Jenkin, 137, Tredegar Ed., Bow, E. (2353

VERIS 2-slrokc. 2l,ih.p., 1920. as new. with lamiw,
LiM-is horn; £48.-Virgo, 125, High St.. Houn-

flov.. Tel. : 125. [2917

IMMEDIATE Delivery cf any Verus Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Ccinmon, S.\V.4 'Phone: Bri.t.

, ton 241?. . [0502

£88- 1920 4hJ>. Verus-Blackburne, 3-specd, electric

lighting, 'Ian-Sad, knee grips, footboards and
undershield, spare footrests, solo and sidecar sprockets,

only 30,- tax paid.—Topg 143, Masons Hill, Bromley.
Kent. [2515

I Villiers..

2 ah p Villicrs-nobart. 2-speed. little used, guaran-
4 teed; £32/10.-Shaw, Park St., Wellington.

[Salop.
v'<S

•

[X7436

V.S.^ SIi.p. Twin CoinhinatioD, 2-speed, needs slight

adJHstment: £25. or near ofler: cash wanted
iurgeiitlv moruiugs 10-11 a.m.—Bho<le3, 74, Grosvenor

;
Ed.. Plililieo, S.W.I. [2074

!
Williamson.

WIT,LIAMSON Conibination. 8h.p.. splendid condi-

tion: best offer.—West. 72, Dynevor Ed., Stokn

Xewinston, X.16. [1262

WILLIAMSON Combinatjion. 8h.p. water-cooled

Douglas engine, beautifully equipped, spare

wheel; £110; exchange.—60, Wallinglord Av., N. Ken-
sington. (2642

1014 8h.p. Williamson Coachbuilt Combination.
A.*J water-cooled, 2-speed. clutch, kick start, fully

equipp"d. excellent condition: £69, or lightweight

part.—436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E.

WILLIAM.SON Combination. 1916. beautiful outfit.

8-lOh p. Douglas engine. W.C, countershaft, kick

starter cosh drive, spring h.otboards. speedometer,

lights hood, screen. Tan-Sad. horn. etc.. recent over-

haJil costing over £60, new crankshaft, pistons, gear.,,

and chains, also ne^v 700;.c80 best tyres all rouml,

drives like a RoUs-Rovce. and as silent, can crawl .a

3 m.p.h. or pass anything; bargain at £135: tax pa"'.

trial with pleasure.—17, George Lane, Wocdtord, .h^l«

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the nunihei nt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A37
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MOTOR CYCLES
M'olf.

TyOLl' aii.p. Lishtivei^M, C.A.V. mag., fljje condi-

1,/ .1'"" i""' "IiP<-'ni'anc6
; tiJirgaia, jEl-6.—26, BriBstock

HiV, Tlioijiton Heatli. [2371
"Vyoi-F 2-;jh.p. 2-stioke, comiilete, excellent condi-

cJ'°'i; ","^ examination; bargain, £10.-3:6, Ben-
siai bt., Uradtoicl, Manelicster. [2070

"VV^°f^l^''4''-P- 2-stiolce, believed 1916, food tyres and
,

_' '-"^'' leifeot -unning order; any leasonable trial

;

iaO, or neiirest oiler -F. Godivin, Hill Eidware, Bear
^'"Seley, Mails. [2106
Y^OLF 2!:jh.p., 1915, 2-speed, countelshait, lamps,

JV
^'';e"™t oondition, tax paid; £37; rWelea.^oniWe rtistan.e to puiehaser; \Ti]t5liire!-Box 2,239

'70 i/ie Mo/or Ctjch. [2979
"WOLF.-Sole a|ents for London, South of Thames

' <i lU district. We are now fixing sub-agencies

Side rilnh»"'^''n'"'=-^"/',i?e^'°" *i°t"^' Ltd ,'= South'bide. Ciapham Common, S.W.4. 'Prone : BrJxton 2al7.

19^?„nI?£''*^;'i'i?."„?;^'^-i'-S
2-stroke, 2-Bpeed, lery tow

,.,iH i?„^\ *""*' «inipped, perfect condition, licence

mi,i,v.tT„';''°
=,'!*','''*''?,? i>"-i*e<l; fSO; owner buylne

> "lUbmation.-ShiD.lcy, Tater.hiil, Burton-on-Trent

,„ ,
[X7302

Wooler.
UT-OOLEB, 1920 special, fast competition machine,

by exceTrfn, s-rJi
*° »";, e°Bi"6 specially balanced

|>s e.xpeit foi speed, over £25 of spares and acce--sorie=including, specially made set racing valves and springs
low gear set, countershaft wheels,
'jiroueii exhausts, 2 sets standard
1. and H, head lamp and generator,
tiiii i-.t tnni. sundry small spare.'

sell £96,
Cijcle.

for speed work
separate straight
valves and spring
electric rear light, full kit tool

'"'iS'^ti"',!'^'
1™'=''™','''!.''°™' *™ paid for 1921' and

umw ^00 ^"."f^T,,
'"'"!''"' =>PP«^raac6 as new. mileaginndei 600, meohamcally sound, .eller will gmrantel-

r nearest offer.-Bos 2,180, c/o The Motor
- _ '2213

Zenith.
"H/"HY Not a New Zenith tor Easter?

TyRITE for the Zenith Catalogue, and compare the'T following prices for new 1920 models: 6 and
Sh.p. countershaft. £142; 8h.p. sporting, £124; Sh.Ti
sportiirg, £110; 5h.p. sporting, all acoeseories, slightly
used, £115; Sh.p. countershaft combination, a,ll acces-
sories, £190; 1919 eh.p. sporting combination, Swan
sidecar, new, electric lighting, all accessories, £145.
A LL 1921 Models for imn^edia.te deliverj'.

PAy us
Zenith

phone is M
Agency, Ltd.,

call to-day; you will see the sign of the
hanging outside to guide vou; our tele-

Mayfair 6598. — The IVIotorists' Advisory
Wigmore St., W. [201889,

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Zenith in stock.»J
[0432

/2h.p Zenith, countershaft; £68.—Boss, 86, High Ed" Lee- S.K [2270
Zenith agent, early delivery

[2183

8h.p. Combination, in new condition
Shanks, Cheitsey.

ZENITH 41i.p. O.B. Combination, lamps
£60.-156, Henniker Kd., Stratfoid.

Jh.p. Zenith, countershaft
Lee, S.E

pAlS- GU". Weymouth.-
-*-' all models.

1020 Zenith
-If £120.-

O K GNS., near offer;
*JtJ dition.— 12, Stanley Rd.,

[2096

Tan-Sad;
[2192

Zenith-Gradua 4h.p., nice con-"' Bromley, Kent. [2658

WAUCHOPE'S 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C-
Zenith, 5h.p., 1920 sporting model; £110.

r3106
Twin o.h.v. Zenith, deHvery from works

St price.—Barton, Coin, Fairford.

ZENITH C.B. Combination, equipped: £75—59
Palirey Phace, Dorset Ed., Ciapham Rd., S.W.8.'

[272'73ill. p. Zenith, Gradna gear, perfect ooudition all
2 lami's, etc. ; £40. or nearest.— 20, Valnay St

Tooting. (2582
"IQ21 8h.p. Clutch Model Zenith; immediate deliveryJ-9^ list tiTiri^ —.ATrTTTi tc onrl C*n fin tm i_i-. t. -i '

N.W.3.

90 mm. Bore
3-4 weeks

price.—Morriss

«>3h.p. Fhit Twin Zenith,
'<^4 £100 cash, a bargain..
Newmarket.

and Co., 139, Pinchley'Ed
[2218

ihtly shop-soiled; accept
J. Young and Co., Ltd

[1255

ZENITH 6h.p. Sports Model, 1920,, shop-soiled
used; bargain, £118.—P. J. Evans, 81-91,.!

Hright St.. Birmingham
John
[9407

ZENITH 4h.p., 1914, J.A.P., Bosch, clutch KS
good condition; £48.—Hanscomh, 4 Elms'lea

Villas, St. Cross, Farnham. '

[2746
ZENITH 1921 Models

Newnham Motor Co.,
\V.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith

for immediate delivery.—
223; Hammersmith Rd

60- [3073

_, electric lamp, prac-
,
£110.—Arthur G. Daw, 114.

1713 Brixton. [2901

,. . ,
,,. ,;;--,-- — Combin,ation ; im-

mediate delivery.—Taylors. 52 and 53- Sussex
Pla^c, S.W. 'Phone: ICcn.sington 7260. ' [0497

ZENITH-J.A.P., 3i/2h.p., oyerharded; ie29/10- tax
*3/a0. -paid, C.B. sidecar, same £7/10- 'trial

Saturday.—96, Wickham Rd., Brockley, S.E.4. [2881

ZENITH-GEADUA 8-lOh.p. Sporting Combination
J".A.P. clutch and kick start, all on £100 —Daw-

son and Hackett, Grey Prior Gate, Nottingham [2428

-j Q20 5-6h.p. Zenith Sporting
-Ltf tically brand new;
Brixton Hill. 'Phone :

1 Q21 Zenith Sports Model
Xtf nie

THE ONLY RUBBER
SOLE THAT CAN BE
SUCCESSFULLY
FITTED BY ANY
AMATEUR.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Zenith.

SALH.

A^f,- Zenith.Gradua-.Tap Combination, licenced, cane

^lendld'SnaftlS'; ^S2i ''^'?- "™ ^^''- -P«4?»eter,

. 11020 Sh.p,
t3.U shields,
wanted
607.

DAVIS

HEELS

USTIKON SOLES.

GENTS' SIZES .. 3/9

LADIES' SIZES . . 2/9

Complete with Sol-tU and directions

USTIKON
HEELS

H' -1?" lOd.

ih -ir V-
r -2r 1/6
2.V -2i" 1/9
3" — 2/-

Ustikon Soles and HeelscontaJn
quality sufficient to obtain 6
to 1 2 month's wear. No beat
OP apparalus, neither nails not*
screws are requ red to fit them
to boots which bacome ab-
sciutely waterproof. U:;tikon
Soles and Heels are stuck on.
The methrd is simolicrty itself.

Motorcyclists every.* here are
constant users, ard moreover
you don't have t"* be a cr.afts-
man to fix Ustikon Soles and
Hee's, but you will be = urjrnls-d
to see how ' crafty" you will
become as soon as you have
fitted a pair to your boots
If you can repair a puncture'
you can repair your own boots

£55,—Fea,rson, Thetlord, Norfolk!

r, -i. « ,
[2508

iienitli CombiDation, lampu, honi, kg
Tinee-grips, excellent couditioii; eosli

eiJt £115.-2, Eastl^ank St., Southpoit. TeL
[2125

^ENITH Sli.p., f:lu.teh, kick-starter, imscratcbed^ magnific-ent machine, lamp, and liorn, perfect
deport sal© terms; £110.-G. Dawson, 60, Iteg^nt St.,
Cambridge. ' [2948

^ENITH 1921 J\ro<lelE, ordei's now accepted lor earlv
^-» delivery; 1920 models at greatly reduced prices":
write or call.—Ratclitfe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St., W.
Mayiair 5042.

. [6457

"I
OX'S (late) Zenith 4-5h.p. Twin and Sandum 'sidecar,

•^*' complete, condition ar* new, mileag:e 2,000; only
uauts seeing; l-aijiiiin, £115.—Gumming, 90, Higher
Diive, Piirley. [2234

Q-h.p. 1920 Sports Zenith, speedometer, horn, knee
'^ grips, in mapuifioent condition, small mileage;
tridl any week-end; 115 £;n*^.—Midwood, Norwood, St.
Anne's-on-Sea. Lancw. [2133

7ENITH 1915 5h.p., oountersliaft, tyres, belt nearly
^J new, engifle thoroughly oveihauleii, acoessoriet?,
licensed, insured; 70 gns.—Saker, Wentwoitb, Chessing-
ton, near Surbiton. [2398

1 Q20 Sh.p. Sporting
X»/ lect tlnoughont,

Zenith, lamps, horn, tools, per-

. mileage' under 2,000, over 60
m.p.h.

: £125. 01 exchange faster mount.—Cuulilfe, Wal-
pole Houst;, Eton. [2688

1 020 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, cIiTtch. kick-starter,
-*-*^ all lauip>;, carrier seat, manv extra fitments^ cost
over £200, as now,

'" ~
The mma. "Wattord.

run SOO milet; £1^0.- -Barnard,
1_^675

iZ^

RUBBER
HIP BOOTS
Ma.cle by

North British
Rubber Co Ltd
Dominion
Rubber Co.,
Ltd., etc.

Sizes 6,7,8,9, lo.n, I.:'

18/6
WE UNDERTAKE ALL KINDS OF
REPAIRS TO RUBBER HIP BOOTS.

Please state size when ordering, and
remit 6d. extra towards cost of
postage to the Manager, Dept. E,

ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD,
264-66. Va'jxhall Bridse Road.

'

I ONDON

-

SWl

EASTEE Awhed.—Zenith 1915 Sli.p. eoai'libuilt Coui-
t>inatiou, .exoelleut coiuli'tion, lamps, horn, Ingtraf^e

gii J, liood, wind wjeeu, sit.areB, aocessoi ies ; .any trial

;

86 nLi'.e. : JE82.-75, Elthorne Ed., Holloway. [2150

ZENITH 4-61i.p., igw. oounter.«liaft, r-lntch, K.S. -

jnodL^l, new type o^.lnaeket, "w.^tertigbt Bo.seli mag.
lx::i tittwl, ahmiininm nuiuber-plate-e. anil all acGes-
•«rieiJ and-iipares.—F75., 14, Phoenix St., Euston.

- ' - [2501

1 tk20 Zenith Sh.p. Clutch Model, Hendereon Elite
JLij sidee;n*, di«c ttlieels, hardly used, absolutely a.s

new, and guniautee<l peil'eet; cost £218, saciilice £175.
—Seott, 433, Briiston Bd., B.Vf. 'Phone: En"5;ton 704.

[22BO
ZENITH 1920 eii.p. Sportine Combination. I.ncas

head. Fear, and =idei'.ar lamps, Cowey speedometer,
knee-gxipa. Are disc wheels, luggage grid, equal to new;
£160.—Paikei's, Bjad.^hawgate, Bolton, -and 245, Beans-.'
gate, MaULhe<ter. [X7399 '

FOB Sale, 6h.p. countershaft Zenith, with Milllorcl

sitlecar, P. and H. lamps, in perfect order. £125;
01- would exchange for 10 or 12h.p. 2'Seater, 1914 per-

ferred, with cash adjustment, must be sound.—^Rossie.

Wey Hill, Haslemere. • [3115

ENITH Sh.p., overhauled June, 1920, receipt.?

shown, coach built; sidecar, new June, 1920.
screen, hood, electric lighting, tools, year's tax paid,

eftc; sacrifice £110.—Foucar, Coldiall Lodge, Fortis
Green Rd., MusweU HiU. [2907

ZENITH-OR.'U)DA 3V'h.p., 1920 colours, and quick
detarhable sidecar, .f.A.P., B. and B., Bosch,

lamps, tools, and spares, recently overhauled, licence

paid- trial after 7 p.m.. or week-end: real bargain, £50
cash.—3, Danecroft Rd.. Heme Hill, S.E. [3022

ZENITH-GRADUA eh.p. Combination, late model,
countershaft, clutch, K.S., discs, copper exhaust,

low undeislung coachbuilt sidecar, Kla.xon, lamps.
Svpeedometer, good tyres, excellent appearance and
perfect mechanical condition, recent thorough overhaul
hy makers, receipts shown, licensed, insurecn real

sjwrting outfit; £88, must sell; after 5 p-m., or ap-
|X>int.ment.—20, Tieen Av., Hoggers C<3rner, Barnes.
S.W.13. [2542

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

1Q20 Lady's Motorcyclette, 2^ih.p., 2.stroke, clutch.
XtJ Amac, trip cycleometer. Klaxon, very powerful,
done 55 miles; nearest £29, genuine bargain.—Hilliard.
Harlow, Essex. _ [2422

.'Miscellaneous.

Conibinatjou, _ pawned £30.: ticketh.p. £25.-Bo,\-

[2455

Open Frame Lightweight, 2-spBed, as new

;

£27, bargain.—Sanguinetti, Egerton. Kent.
[2715

OTOR .and Side'^fir -with ^pare wheel; £25; sepa-
ated it' desireii.—Box 2,227, c/o Tht Motor Cucle.

[2458
S.A. 1914 4h.p,, splendid condition, £45: Douglas
2uh.p.. Iiuflei- forks, £45: Douglas 25^h.D., less

mag., frvrk sh,ackles, £35.—Hatton, Red Lion Hifl, East
Finchley, N.2. [X7413

PELTGEOT 7-9h.p. Combination, X-speed, chain-cum-"
belt, clutch, liiek start, Boscli, neiv tyres, £42:

also Rudge, sidecar, clutch, perfect, lamps, -£36.-47^
Cowlev Ed., Mortlake, .S.W. [2787

O "2,224, c/o The' Motor Cycle.

lib.p;.

B

A38 All letters relating to advertisements sliotild quote the number .Tt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issti:
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
MlscellaneouE.

SALE.

B7 \ vnsWORTH Motor Eschanfe. London's leaaing
' Motor Cycle Exeliange, for real ch«a[i maohines
ielOTT.

7ANDSW0ETH.—Buy j-our motor cycle on oni c.tst

I>;iyment ej-^tem ; immediate delivery.—Below.

r.^MDSfl'OETH.—Easy terms, eaay terms. »isr

terms on any motor cycle.—Below.

7ANDSWORTH.—Scott splendid coachbtiilt com-
' binatioB, twin, 2-.=;peeds, kick; only 68 gns.—
low

7.\\D.SWORTH.-1919 (.July) Rudge Multi coacli

built combination
15.—Below.

\ NDSWORTH.—Triuftph with coachbuilt side
car. 3'bb.p., Bosch, ready drive away: 39 gns,—

3',.ih.p., complete, special

;

V
ow.

7ANDSW0RTH. Triumph coachbuilt combination,
1^.-111 T>t prill a If cranra l-l^Tnnl(llp rparlv for mad :

yA-.DsjUORTH.-
' magneto.

V

onntershaJt gears, complete, ready for road
t'ns.—Belov/,

-Roc with sidecar, 4V0:5h-p.,
Grado gear, kick; sacrifice, 38 gna.—

ow. —
AXDSWORTH.—Bradbi-.ry, lovely coachbuilt side-

4h.p,, Boscli, 2 speeUs; only 55 gns.—
low.

TAXDSWORTH.—Premier, fitted New Hudson
' coachbuilt sidecar, S'^^h.p., 3 speeds; oUerb.—
low.

WDSWORTH.—F.N.. 2ioh.p.. magneto, 2 speeds,
shaft drivf : great bargain, 26 gns.—Below.

.VXDSWORTH.—Alklays coachbuilt combination,
4h.|.., magneto, 3 speeds, countershaft; sacri-

e, 49 gn;;.—Below.

ANDSWORTH.—Abingdon King Dick. 3'/ah.p.,
magneto, tewly I'ainted. runs splendidly; 29

-Btlow.

TAXDSWORTH.—Rudge. with sidecar.
' magneto, 2 speeds; who wants; 39 gns.-

.VXDSWORTH.-Hun'ber, 3Vjh.p.. magneto,
jl-eods, handle starting, nice machine; 35 gu

3»^h.r.,
-Below.

V-'

AXDSWORTII.-Minerra,
<lutch, dropped frame.

3ll'h.p., magneto, F.K.,
runs well; 24 gns.—

V \XDSWORTH.-F.N. (late). 5-6h.p.. 4cyl.. c

closed Bodch, multi clutch; bargain. 38 gna

.T^AXDSWORTH.—Brown. 3«yi.p.. magneto, pood
>* lyre?, spring forks; first cheque 22 gns.—Below.

;ttaXDS\VORTH.—P. and
VV bpeeds, chain drive;

M.. 3'Mi.p..
first cl»£qu(

magneto, 2
25 gns.-

nt/'ANDSWORTIl.— Mii:erva 4li.h.p. twin, magneto,
V> good tyres; who wivnts, 19 gns. >-Bclow.
r|7AXDS\V0RTH.—Antoine Sh.p. twin, magneto, all
Vf (_-oiujtlete, wants attention; clearance, 15 go*.—

rr7AXI>s\V0RTH.-Mir.crva. 3'-l-h.p.. cood t.wcs.
V\ rt-ady drive away; gilt, 13 gn^-i.—Below.

l\TA\D.S\VORTH.-We are the original piciiLov? o(
Vt real good, cheap motor cycles.—Below.

IXTANDSWORTIl Exchangea.—Wandsworth Motii
VV KxL'liauae, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town St.itioni

Phono: Battersea 327,

.VLMER'S Qarnge.
peeds, liowerlul

MER'S Garage, TootiUR.—3V.h.p.
speeds, hnnille stnrt; £20.

"pALMKR'S Garage. Tooling.—1920 Rudge spoiting

p.
PAI.MI

type

. Tooting.—3V'b. p.

£35.

(2750
Allday.-, 2

Humtier, late

niibin.'ition. neaily new; £100,

P.\I.MER'S Garage, Tootinc- eli.p. Clvno
tinn. 3 .speeds, nice condition; £125,

PALMKR'S nnrnge, Tootlng.-
. lutcb model, fast; £30.

Ji.Lli.p. Endge, 1913

T>ALMEIt'S Garage, Tooting.—Postcard secure* weekly
33(ve Palmer'6 Motor Auction Catalogue, free.

,
[2757

.VHGATXS.—1920 I'owciplns ludian, dynamo liplit-

iue, siieedometer, Milliord bulbous back sidecar

;

£165 lb.—Booth's Motories, Haliiax.
B
BARGAINS.-1920

new, £8910: 1914 1'

Woolcr, lamps,
. and M.
Motories,Trii.mpli, f25'10,—Booth

BAROAIXiS,— 1919 P, and M. and new sidecar,
3-spoe-i Indnn and sidocnr.

£49' 10,—Booths
£59/10:

Motoiie',

speedometer, like
£45/10; 3i:.h,p,

Kalilax.

£120
2.epeed ludian
Haling,

1915 Douelases from £42/10-
ises, £75/10; 4h.p. Douglas with a
-Booths' Motories, Ualilax.

BARGAINS.—6h. p. 2'Speed Ee.i£ combination, £49/10.
3J*h.p. Sun-Ptecieion. 3-speed, £35/10.—Booths'

Motories. Halitas.

BARGAINS—Sil
h.p. Dong!

Biaef:ir. £97/10.

BARGAINS—Lightweights: E'ih.p. New Imperial
Jnp. £38/10; 1919 Enfleld 2-speed, £49/10; 192C

Scott and sidecar, £135/10; 1919 6h.p. 3-speed Boyj
Euby, £89fl0.—Booths' Motories, Halifai.

BARGAINS.—Shop*oilea 1920 models: 2Kh.p. OK
£43 10; ditto 2<!peed, £54/10; 2'ih n. Omega

Jap. 2-fl[»eed. £67/10 ; Htulev-Davidson and sidecar.
£189'10: Gh.p, Ariel combination, £149/10: exchanges
ente'Tiinwl Par n6 n visit.-Booths' Mctoiies, Port
land Plaie, Halitax, Tel. : 1062, [2401

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbe

GET READY
FOR EASTER
AND PARTICIPATE IN OUa

FREE OFFER
To every purchaser of a new cover
from the list below, we are prepared
to g^ve a new and fully guaranteed
Inner Tube entirely free of charge.

These special clearance lines are

sent Carriage Paid, and on approval,

seven days against remittance.

TYRES
SPECIAL OFFER

, Our Li.^l

Si 7^ M ;.!,,- Prlc«

29; 6

Price

24x2 Wood-Mllne Special I?/"
26x2 27 6

si/-Englebert Wlred-on Rib., 25 -

26x21 «/-
Hutchinson Passenfier ,,, 44/- 6S .)

,, Beldam Extra Heavy 39 6 o.i

,1 DunlOD W.D Extra Heavy 39 6

,, Bales Special Heavy 37/6 0.1

jj Clincher do luxe Ex. Hy..,. 37 6 (.>J '•

Hutchinson T.T 37 6 .V)

jj S. Maultcn Extra Heavy... 34 -

„ Enjleb?rl Wlred-on Rlh... 30 - 6o

J, Wood-Mlln» Special 29 6 ,S1 )

26x21 DunlOD W.D. Heavy 42 8 y'M
„ Bates Special Heavy 39/8

39/6"
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.. 39'- bv :',

1, Kcmfshall Anti-skid 37 6 7S /-

^j
Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy 37/- 6\:<)

^, Wood-Mllne Special H'vy. 32/6 515/0

26x2J Wooa-Mllne Extra Heavy 44 - 3n/-

x21
Hutchinson T.T. R.SIud .. 37 6 6;/,

£6 2\ Bates Special Heavy 45/- 71'/-

„ Avon Tricar Rubber Stud 45 - 7S ..

,j Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy 44/- 87,6
_j Palmer 2-ply Ribbed 37/6 40/-

J,
EDElebert Wlred-on R.S.... 35 -

Enelebert Wlred-on Rib .. 30/- 70,-
28x21 Goodvear A.W. Tread 4,=./- 81 /•

2Cx3 Bates Special Heavy 55/- r.h
Goodrich Salelv Tread ... 52 6
Dunlop W.D. Ex. Hea'/y ... 48/6 ill-

,, Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 35/- Sl/-

„ Elite E Hv. Gvl. Retreads 27/6
350. 65 Bates Special Heavy 50/- 80 /-

,
Wooa-Mllne Extra Heavy bO/- «v'i

/00;.80 Wood-Mllne Steel Stud ... 97 ,6 I3J
Partridge R. non-skid 85- no '-

Clincher Fibbed 69/6 IS;.)

Do not miss it !

BELTS-in Standard
SiiTortown.-Padler. ^ill. Jin. ;in.
Boio-i etc. Perl'ooL (7 19 2 '2

Lengths.
lin. i^iii.

3 /3 3 /-

RETREADING "«»> "e
AleUiani .. I5.-

oor own works unJer ex- fit RcPAIRS
pert anpcrriBton.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

JONES' Garage for square deah; practically nil

machines have theiv tax paid. Our motto : Fair
and aquarc dealing, which cannot bs found every-
where.

JONES' Garage.—Any new machine supplied upon
deferred p.'-.ymeut.

JONES' Garage.—Machines o[ late makes taken in

,

paic exchange, no crocks offered, none wanted.

JONES' Garage.—1920 a^ih-p. Villiers, 2-speed, as

I

new, perfect; i:52.

JONES' Garase.—Lato 1919 P. and M. combination.

I

all as new, not W.D.; ^100.

JONES' Garage.—1914 Indian 7-9h.p.. 2-spe«d. OTCr-

haulcd, as new-, £65.

! TONES' Garage.— 1920 2Uh.p. Enfield 2-sfcroke, all

I

•-' ncce=(iorie3. and a» new, 2-Kceed: £57/10.

JONES' Garage— 1920 Hobart. 2ijh.P- Villiers, brand
new; £52; £10 under list price.

JONES' Garage—1920 8h.p. Bat, unused, list price
;ei65. soiled; prico ^£145.

JONES' Garage.— 1919 7-9h.p. Harley combtnatici
not W'.U.. felectiic model, oil acceasoiiea: a ro;d

1
;inp. .C160.

I TONES' Garage.—1919 James 6-7h.p. twin combin;i-

I

'-^ tioD, all ncc&ssories, pcifect ; £130.

JONES' Garage.-Norton combination, S-specd, all-

cLaiu drive, nil accessories; a real good hnij

,

I

-CI 00.

JONES' Garage.—1920 O.K. Uuioii. brand new; u.

tiiive several to dispOiO of, diit cheap; £45/10,
t6/8 under li-^t i)ricc.

JONES' Garage.—1917 4h.p. Triamph. Sspccd, T.T.

,

ba^^•. perfect order; £77.

! TONES' Garage.—1919 2';ii.p. Jamc? a'-stvoke, 2-
•^ speed, all accessories; bargain, £52/10.

JONES' Gurngo.-Sll.h.p. Triumph. 1913, Pbilipsoii

pulley, ull iu perfect order; dirt the;ip, £40.

JONES' Giirngo-— 1917 8h.p. Sunlir-;ini combination.
M.iVO. engiiip, Lucu6 dynnmo, electric light

throughout, hood, scrccu, spare wheel, etc., a teal good
outnt; gift, £155.

JONES' Garaso.-1?30 4h.p. DongIa6 combiDatiou, ab-

Bolutely an new; a soip, £145.

TONES' Garage.- 1920 2';.»h.p. Woolcr, brand new;
list price £103, accept £87/10.

TONES' Garage—1920 4c>l. llendcrioii rombinalicn.
abi^olutely like new, 3 brand ucw tyres, all ncccs-

f lies, includiDg speedometer; £175.

JONES' Garage.— 1920 brand new A.ll.C. 4-tpccd.

the ideal motor cycle; a tilt, £120.

JONES' Garage.— 1920 brand new A. B.C., elcctiic

joodol. rcgHtorcd but unused; otfers.

JONES' Garage.—1920 4i^b.p. B.S.A., chain drive,

and sidecar, all brand new; list prico £152, our
price £130.

JONES' Garage.-192q, Clyno. 2 speed, 2-stroke; list
" price £75, our price £59.

JONES' Garage—1917 2*'ih.p. 2-specd Douglas, abso-
lutely like new; £57/10.

JONES' Gar.'ige.— 1914 2^ih.p. 2-sijeed Douglas, ia
perfect condition; £46/10.

JONE^' Garage.— 1920 2-spced Rjidco. brand new;
list price £65. our prico £57/10.

JONES' Garage.-Late 1919 5-6h.p. Rover combina-
tion, fully equipped* hardly used, wind acreeu,

tic.; £127/10.

JONES' Garage.—New renovated (by makers) 4h.p.
Triumpli* with almost brand new Triumph tide-

car; a £160 lot for £132/10.

JONES' Garage—Brand new 1920 8h.p. Bat folo,

fihop-foiled: list prite £165, to clear £135. Side-

car to match, £32.

JONES' Garage.—Brand new 1920 6-7h.p. Ariel com-
bination, (rhop-soiled; list price £177/10, to clear

1:155.

JONES* Garage.—Brand new 1920 Matchle.^s com-
bination, spare wheel, wind screen, all I^ucas

lamps and horn; list price £215/17, to clear £190.

JONES' Garage—1921 Matchles=; combinations from
stock, standard models, £205; electric models.

£230.

JONES' Garage.—Remember where possible all

machines will have their 1921 tax luUy paid,

with licence card and holder fitted.

JONES" Garage.-Send for our big list, it contain*-

about 100 motor cycles to choose from, and all

guaranteed.—Jones' Garage, Broadw.iy, Muiwell Hill,

and \\'oodsidc Parade. Finchlcy. "Phone : Hornsey
2562. [3095

YOU can get exactly the motor rvcle you want
through the Kwiksale Private Motor Registry.

35, Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2392. Send (or list of

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE '^-Z^tZr 7;^Z c,.r.,e..-^. SZ
2(l4-2Aft Vanxhall RridtfP Rd ' 'totk a large us.-ortment of really gooil »econd-linii4
fiOf 6WU,_ WdUAUdll DllUgt; nU.,

„jaeliines: Norton. Ttinuipli, Douelns. MatcliU-.-s,. Kufl

-

Victoria. S W 1 jmlti. liKllon Quaarant. etc.: write 113 for particular

-

wi^>v>>u, u..>.>.
^1^^ ^uut<-> of overv description.-ab. Denmark E'l

Telephone: Victoria 6553 CnmleTMull, S.E. [S"'!'

at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. AJy
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Miscellaneous.

SALE.

MOTOR Cycles (new models), sidecars,
actually in stock : B.S.A., Allon,

ALL3ER Motors, Earl&fiekl <opposite station).—We
have a ROod selection oi maobines, all of which

are guaranteed; no crocks.

A LLBER.—Bradjbury 1920 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
J\. kick starter, all-chain drive, black and gold finish,

'oDipiete with lamps, condition as new; £65.

ALLBEB.—Rudge Multi, 1920, Use of Man model,
aluminium discs, long copper exhaust, complete

lamp set, pump, tools, etc., run 100 miles, as new;
£82.

A LLBER.—Excelsior 1920 3h.p., 2.stroke, 2 speeds,
countersliaft gear, polished aluminium disc wheels,

complete lamp set, horn, etc., very smart appearance,
condition as new; £52 /lO.

ALLBER.— Indian 1920 Powerulus, 3 speeds, clutch,
kick starter, complete with pump, tools, etc.,

run 500 miles, as new; £95; tax paid.

W'OLF-VILLIERS. 1920, brand new, 3h.p,, 2-stroke,
Albion 2-speetl countershaft gear box, makers'

eguipment; list £69, our price £55.

ALLBER.-Brough Combination. 1917. 4h.p., 3

speeds, clutch, kick starter, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, coacbbuilt sidecar, wind sci'een, etc., tax paid,
in vei"y good order; bargain, £85.

ALLBER.—Blackburns Combination 1920 4h.p., 3

speed, clutch, kick starter, all-chain drive, elec-
tric lighting, complete, in splendid order; £125.

\ LLBER Motors. Thornsett Rd.. Eaijsfield, London,
J\ S.W. 'Phone: Latchmere 4388 ^2853

P.
and M., 1918, lamps, etc.. £50; King Dick ?'/^

h.p. .Grado gear, £22; Indian combinati'"'n, elec-

tric lighting, £75; S'-jh-p. Blurafield, good running
order, £20; Koyiil Ruity 2-st-rnke, new tyiey, £3b

;

A.C. carrier, periect order, £50; any exchange enter-
tained-—Geo. A. Sax, 619, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield,
S.W. 18. [3021

and bodie
. New Scale,

Radco (3 models). Triumph, Douglas, Sun Vitesse (foi

which we are the sole agents for the City of London),
and others at lowest manufacturers' prices; carriage
paid.—Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate, Lon-
don, E.C.2. [0356

F'.O.O.H. for new find second-hand cycles, combinations
flud runabouts, at low prices ; inspection invited.

Spot cosh, or an exchange Jirranged for your present
mount. Agents for Xi'iumpb, F.N., Zenith, B.S.A.,
A.J.S., etc., also Kingsbury, Citroen, Bleriot Whippet,
iind G.N. cars; any make supiihed: cash or easy
Iiaymentfi.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hour.s 9-7
including Saturdays. [2412

BATCHELOR'S Bargains.— 1920 Ariel combination,
fully equipped, £110; 1920 4h.p. Douglas com-

bination, £120; 1920 Triumph, Henderson sidecar,
£120; 1920 P. and M. combination. £100; 1918 En-
field combination, hood and screen, £95; 1918 Clyno
Sh.p. combination, £100; 1920 2%h.p. 3-speed Douglas.
all on, £75; 1918 Triumph, Model H. £75; 1918 4h.p.
Douglas combination, £85; 1920 Triumph, Model H,
Gloria sidecar, £l30; 1921 Enfield 8h,p., with 1920
sidecar, all brand new, £150. All machines sold sub-
ject to trial and examination.—Batchelor, Clarence St.,
Kingston. ^ [3047

BATCHELOR and Co.. 36, Clarence St., Kingston
on-Thames (est. 1898), 'phone 1809, can supply

from stock 1921 Triumph, chain drive £140; I92I
Triumph. Model H. £127 '10; 1921 Babv Triumph
£75; Triumph 4h.p. W.D.B., £95; 192i' Enfield 2-
stroke. £65; l921 Entield 8h.p. combination, £160,
1921 Douglas 3-speed, £100 ;1921 Douglas, 2-speed
£85; 192L Douglas, clutch, £105; 1921 Douglas com
bination £170; 1921. Matchless combination, dynamo
£230; also Jd21 Rover, Ariel, A.J.S.. Allon, Bradburv
B.S.A. moto" cycles; exchanges an-anged. Montgomery
sidecars, all models stocked, catalogue sent. [6334

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
MOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday, 42/6, 1

week, 85/-; combination. 52/6 and 115/-; write
for further information.-Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. [8160

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
A UTO-WHEEL Model de Luxe, perfect condition

;

-^!i- £12.-23, Adys Ed., Peckham. [2287

splendid order;WALL Auto-Wheel,
langer Rd., New Cross, S.E.14.

£13.-28. Er-
[2882

13.h.p. Young Attachment, as new; £16; with cycle,
4 £21.-Lowe, 2, West St., Crewe [2634

ATJTO-WHEEL, good condition, licence paid; particu-
lars iiud photo on request; £9.—Braund, Lough-

Ixirough, [2286

1 3.11. p. Young Engine Cycle Attachment, new,
4= ridden; £18, or nearest.—Huxloy

Towns. Salop.
Ruyton Eleven

[2418

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; ratalogup

free.—Rayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool.
[X7038

ARGSON Hand and Motor Propelled Tricycles, for
invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.

Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2647

LAMPS
ARE THE MOST RELIABLE.
"THEY WON'T BLOW OUr."

Ornamental and Useful.

Fit these lamps to your motor cycle or sidecar

for Winter riding and avoid all bother.

Sidecar Lamp.

In Polished
Aluniimum

Red glTs=

at batk

Rear Lamp

8 ;6 eacli

Gas.

10/6 eacn.
Electric.

REAR LIGHT BAG CONNECTOR.
Reg. Design. 630341.

each.

GAS BAG
CONNECTORS.

Eeg. Design 607878.

6m. 1/2; gm. 1/4; izin. 1/6;

ijin. 1/9; i8in. 2/-; 24in. 2/6

each.

A steady and perfect
flame ensured.

Send (or List.

SURRIDGE'S PATENTS, LTD.,
73, Church Street, Camberwell, S.E 5.

TRICARS FOR SALE.

A.C. Cinrier, good hox body,- Sankey wheels; wbal
uJieis?—RisoD, Stonecot, Cedar Av., Cheluisfordl

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
[230d

EGERTONS, Northgate, lp.swich. can deliver Iron:

stock A. B.C., Skootamotas, and Mobile Pups.
rased

AUTOI'ED Scooter, brand new; £22; penniue.—0|
Curtei, 2, Westwood St., Moss Lane Bast, Maul

Chester. 1X7369
AUTOGLIDEE. with seat, nieithanical liorn, aln|

minium nufnl->er pl.-ltes, nnscratohed; any exauiinaj
tion; fao.-iliic.'iskie, Tlie Hythe, Staines. [X73171

T^ ENII.WORTH Cyclette, 1920 model, used only lorfJ^ demonstrations, perfect condition, electric light* ;L
£45. or ojfers.—Ken, 76. Guilford St., London, W.C.1.|

[X744ll
AUTOI'ED Scooters.—Immediate delivery from stock.r

IVih.p. 4-c^trokc engine, tree engine clutch, and|
dynamo Jighting. 1920 model, shop-soiled only; £25.-
P. -J. Erui:s, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. tl466|

HOODS. WIND SCREENS, ETC.
ENNOC Sidecar Co. are actual manufacturers ol|

-»X hoods, wind screens, etc,

T> ENNOC Co., 155a, Marlborough Rd.. Holloway,

H
HEECULES Hoods, 52/6,

li.=t.—Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters

HOOE
etc

X.4._See advt. under Sidecar Attachments. [2868

ERCULES Hoods, best and cheapest on the

market, made to fit any body.

65/-, and 80/-: write for
~ "

Ed..

South Tottenham, N.15. [1606

CAMBEE Hoods. 65/-; wind soreens, 27/6.—Bright
and Hayles, 78, Oliurcll St., Camberwell. [1809

WIND Screen, Easting, slightly soiled, unused, per-

fect; price £3/10, great bargain.—64, Bishops-
gate, London. (0398

WIXI) Screen and Hood, complete, suit Enfield sid-

car, little used; price £3.—William Hi.scock,

France Fami, Blandford, Dorset. [2394

OOD Materials.—Twill, sticks, celluloid, fittin_
,

materials complete for recover, 14/9.—Henry
Tones, 778, High Ed., Tottenham. London [8232

WIND Scieens, Auster, Triplex glass, sporting type,

brand new, adjustable. 12/8 each, elsewhere 42/-.

—Central Garage, London Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E.
[2707

AUSTER Triplex Adjustable Aero Type Wind Screen
overal size. 13x7%lin.. 15/- each, includmg car-

riage and packing.— George Gumming. 19, Rose St.,

.Aberdeen rX5207_

AUSTER Triplex Glass Adjustable -Aero Type Wind
Screens, I2x6",i, 10/6 each; electric te.^t lamps

with wire, 2/-.—Baslone's, 228, Pentouydle Rd,
King's Cros.s, J^ondou, N.l. [2006

BODIES.
VTENUS Step Bodies are the best for old chassis.

"VTENUS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smart.

VENUS Tandems lipid 2 persons. Strong and light,

but not unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue free.

VENUS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St., S. Tottenham.
[2298

CAMBERWELL Coach BotUes, £5/12/6 to £10/17/6.

-Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Oimberwell.

SIDECAR Body, new, painted green, nice finish;

accept £5.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Ed., S.E.

Hop. 4913. Thursday close 1. [2643

BULBOUS Back Bodies, to fit old type chassis, six

only left, £9 each; a few other high-class bodies,

from £6.-8, Byron Rd., Harrow. [2699

PEEFECTION Coacbbuilt Sidecar Bodies, from
£6/15; new sidecar chassis, with wheel, £7/10.

-Mototies, 25, Horton St., Halifax. (2377

SIDECAR Bodies at half cost, B.S..\. pattern, up-
holstered and grey painted, ready for finishing;

JS4/17/6.—Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry.
' ' - [X7534
IDECAE Bodies, £5, painted any colour; bulbous

back, £7/5 and £9; fitted free.—Hop. 4913.

Thursday 1 o'clock.—Edwardes, 277, Cambenvell Ed..

S.E. [2645

RO'VAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish. Several bodies (new) to clear cheap.

Write for designs.—The Willow-brook Co., Manufac-
turers, Leicester. [0336

RENNOC Sidecar. Co. always hold the largest stock

of bodies in the trade, racing, touring, and tan-

dems; taxi bodies and tradesmen's carrier boxes a
speciality; see advert, under Sidecar Attachments.—
Ecnnoc Sidecar Works, 155, Marlborough Ed., Hollo-

way, N.4.

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, a large quantity, all

models; clearance at knock-out prices. Write for

«learanc6 list. . (2869

IDECAE Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
coloured, pencil, or line drawings ol original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.-
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.-20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

[0004

S'

S'

A/jo All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

)fDUM, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

VDt7SI Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Shon-.

S'DTJM Models.—The E.tqnisite JE24/10. and

J
Sports ;£28/10, are ol distinctive appearance.

INDUM Elite Sidecar. £28/10; the smartest side.
1 car on the road : highly recommended in " The

Cycle."

NDUM Duel Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-Eeater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size
ody as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
ible seating for 2 adults, -with the weight in cor-
position over rear axle. Finished in colours to suit
make ol machine. £45; bodies only. £22/10.
latest development ol the 2-seater ^s designed by
and approved by the recognised experts.

NDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/5.

'iP.'^A^? Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Kd., W.C.I. 'Phone : Holborn 933. Factories

:

to 165, Pentonville Rd., N.; and Britannia
ks, Britannia St., W.C. [0019

ilLBEE.—Lightweight aideoar«, £16/10.

iilBER.—Semi-touring sidecars, £20/15.

A.MEER.—Tandem sidecars, £27/10.

iMDEE.—IQikers: Bright and Haylcs. 78. Clmrrlj
bt., Camberweli, London. 'Phone: Biixton 2951.

ASTONE'S lor Sidecars and Bodies; no better or
cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models bclore

cha.sing elsewhere.

A.STONE'S.-Ncw 1921 sporting and other models
in stock. Bodies Irom £4/10; complete sidecars
£16/10.

ASTONE'S.—We have a few soiled sidecars and
hudies to clear at low prices.

ASTONE'S.-Di.stributing agents (or the lamous.Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 siKjrting andmodels m stock; trade supplied.

A.STONE'S (Sidecar Dept.). 228, Pentonville RdKings Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North.

riliDLETGN'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are guara"L teed lor 3 years.
bu«*au

["ViVi^l°,'ii'® -""^ ^^'r^-
Unbreakable ChassistL Axle, with spring wheel is nitcd to our 2.seater8

I siJccars lor high-powered machines.
rinrLETOS'S undertake all classes ol repairs toL motor ccles and sidecars, bodywork, etc

riDDLE'TON'S, London's Oldest Established Side-™r Makers Wholesale and HeUil. 27, Stroudeen Rd
,

linsbury Park. N.4. 'Phono : HoniMv"'
[8008

TEW lirnSON Sidecar complele: £12.-47, Golding.
I Ion Buildings, London. N.W.I. [2513
>AKriAIXS.-Shor.-soiled hichKjInss fonchbuilt tide.' car.H, eheup.-Booth's Motorics, Huliinx.

>AI!GAINS.-Shop-30iled undetslung sidecar .-Iinssi*> cheap.-Booth's Motories, Portland Place, Hili/nx.'

JAKOAIXS.-nighKinK conchl.uilt bodies, nny colourL» -Booths Motories, Portland Place. HnUta.i (2399
[IDECAR Body, wicker, and two chassis- what
V olrers?-65, York Rd.! New Southgate

''
(Mli

EN'BRO Coachbuilt Sidecar, complete, £6/5- dittowicker. 38/-.-112. Gorton Rd., Coventry. [X7427
JENNOC Sidecars, hodics, hoodj, screens. Lnrga^tx stock in London; actual manufacturers llirooghout
^ENXOC Co. have the finest selection of complete

sidecirs in tlio trade.
"-i-oto

JEXXOO Sidecar Co. have 18 diflerent model side-^ <':us. racing, touring, and tandem models.

> EXXOC Sidecar Co. have actnolly in stock 26 various
•< design sidecar models.

^.u.iuuo

>HCEXIX Sidecars.-All parta supplied from stock,and reinirs lor this miko by the Bcunoc Co.

r'^?'„'15°
Sidecar Co. are actual mannlactnrers olf hoods and wind screens, fitted while you wait.

» EXXOC Sidecar Co. undertake repairs to nny maket 01 tidecor; complete renovations a speciality.

> EX'XOC Sidecors are manufactured to fit everv mateI ol motor cycle: Harley-Davidsons a speciality,

> EXNOO Sidecar Co. hove 70 clearance sidecars and
1; bodies to clear at knock-out prices; room wanted
ite.— Send lor special clearance list.

tENNOC Co. invite correspondence. Send for 1921
cntalogue.-Rcnnoc Motors. Ltd., Victoria Ed

tndon, N.4. 'Phone: Horosey 850.

> EXXOO Co. invite clients to view their works and
f,ee the famous Eenuoc sidecars and bodies beioi;

lunlly built throughout.
[2ae

-^ HOSPITAL HILL.

DuiHFEET^LINE.
FIFE.

Grams: Cars 'Phona 444.

We still have a number
of BRAND NEW 1920
MACHINES in stock,
and are prepared to
accept any reasonable
O^F FERfor same.
METRO-TYLER, " S ' Type.

METRO-TYLER, Disc Wheels.

HOBART, 2' h.p.

WOOLER, Flat Twin.

COULSON, 2? h.p. Blackburne

CHATER-LEA, 2-speed

DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2-sp., S.A.

DIAMOND, 2-stroke. Clutch.

NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p.

These Moiaels must be
CLEARED. Send us your
offer and, with our accept-
ance, we will present each
customer with 12 months'
FreeTax and Licence Holder.
NO REASONABLE OFFER

REFUSED

1921 MODELS
FROM STOCK MAY
BE PURCHASED BY
EASY PAYMENTS.
i down and 12 monthly Instalments.

A lew Bargains from our List :

1920 6 h p. Sporting ZENITH,
Lamps. Horns, etc

1 920A V.Monocar, only done 250

1920 O.K. Junior; 2-;peed . .

1920 4 h.p. Blackburne;
Sidecar, ell Lamps. Horn,
Tools, in perfect order .

.

£80

£120

£45

£145

Service Depot at

61, Qneen St., EDINBURGH.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
"VrOXTGdllEEY 2-E«if6r Sir!.. or. 28in. \rlicel, no-r.
-^'-- tiiop-iOileil ; £24.-364. Liilie Kd.. Fulljam, S.W.6.
..- [2215
Ai E\V Large Coachbuilt Sideiar, undcrshinj:. with
J-' apron; £17.—Vir^o. 156, High St., Kounslow.

[2918
^rOETIXG XiRhtwoisht Sitieo.ir. .=plemli<l fonilition;
^J £9/9.-JIorrisa aud Co., 139, FincLley ltd.. N.W.3.

[2223
EJll'IEE W.;litTCiKht, coiicliliuilt, 4-iJOilit, ucw lull'.

26iii.: £8, lO.-Keuisley. 76, Bedlord At., Hi--li

Buruet. i2465
STEVENS Sideoars.-The best that Uritisli iiulustrr

fiin produce. Imiuediato delivery. Catalogue on
applitiition.

STEVENS Model No. 1, sportirrf: torpedo, for Tiiumpli.
Kudge, B.S.A., etc., ete. ; price coluplete £22.

STEVENS Model No. 2, standard tonriiig sidecar,
suitable for all motor cycles; price complete

£23/10.

STEVENS Model No. 3 Standaid Licht Toutius
Sidecar, suitable lor miieliiucs from 21,4 to 41i.i>.

:

price complete £20.

STEVENS Special 1921 liulbous Back Sidecar, the.
most hixurioua streamline turnout on the maricet;

price couipleto £28/10.

STEVENS Sidccjirs can bo supplied with flttinss

to suit any make of motor cvelc. Eveiy model can
be supplied with fall bidbous back if fctiuired, without
extra charge.

STEVENS Sidecars.—Wrilo for oiu illusfrntca cntn-

lopue before deciding. Chussit; and bodies sup-

plied sejiaratcly if required.

STEVENS Sidccarf. 184-186, Pentonville Ud., KwR's
Cross. London. N.l. Tel.: Central 10264. i2335

SIBEC.AlR. slightly soilc<l, hut unused, coachbuilt:
price £15,10. original price £22/10.-64, Bishops-

gate, Louden. [0399

B.\RGAINS.-C.B. sidecar, £7/10, ol! Triumph:
tradesman's sidecar, £5/10.—Searlcs Stores..

.Soulliborough. [2665

PHCENIX Torpedo Cane Sidecar, condition Rood,
uiider.slnng. room wanted; £5/10.-8, Kilrusb

Terrace. Woking. [2784

8IIJECAII Coachbuilt Torpedo, undcrslung cha.-isia.

suitable Triumph; £15.-6. UrondesbuTy Villas.
Kilburn. London. [2544

OUGLAS Siderar. late 1920. Cameo screen an.!

aijrun. splendid condition; £36.—James Coultert.
12. Main St.. Kirkby Lonsdale. ^ (2710

BUUBEEEY Dickey Seater, wind screen, CoveraH
uprrtn. verv little used ; £30. or nearest cfVer. -

B.;.\- 2,222. c/o The Molar Cliclc. [2453

ROVAL Leicester Sidecars to suit all machines,
roomy bodies, comfortable upholstery, excellent

bpringing; prices from £19/10 upwards.

OEND Ycur Sidecar to us (cr renovation. New

D

hoods, wind screens, and uproDs tlUcd. Write lur
catalogue.

THE WiJlowbrook Co., Royal Leicester
Works. BcIgraTe Gate, Xekester.

Sidccnr
10335

UNDERSLUNG Sidecar Chassis, new. enamelled and
lined; accept £9.—Hop. 4913. Thursday closed

l.-Kdwiirde^, 277. Ctiniherwell Ud., S.K. [2644

BUADBUllY Sidecar, undcrslung chas-ii*. coachbuilt
largo roomy body, rhild's seat. 650x65; £14.—

Minett. 1. St. Julian's lid., Kilburn, N.W.6. [2885

SACRIFICE.-New WilliiiniBon £40 ukmU-I 1921 m.li-
car. B.S.A. coai-hbuilt bulbous body, 4-point

couplinga, Dunlop; £25.—Uott, Albany Rd.. Covcntrv.
[X7392

UNDER9LU?^G Chassis, standard, new, splendidly
made, 4-iioiDt attacbments, left side, plated fil-

' tings, 26x2',-. new Dunlop, black,- cost £17/17; bar-
gftin, £7/15.

C0.\CIIBU1I.T Indian Rt-d Splendid Siderar Bodv.
with hood; bargain. £8/10.—Owner, 77, Salmo"n

Lane. Stepney Station, E. [3055

SIDECARS.—Many d&^i^ns. bodie? and chas-is sold
separately: hood. f.ereeD (all make-), renovotioos.—

i T Williams, Manufacturer, 9, Lower Chatham St..

; Oiford Ed.. Manchester. [X.7'lb5

j

"1 Q20 Swan Sporting Sidecar (bluej, 4-point. off Zenith.
! XI/ locker, spring^ stat, apron, tyro unpunctured, mile-

[ii;e 200. nns'.iatched: cost £36. accept £28.—Bowyei.
[2247

±12.-"
[2860

£16.—
[2825

All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end of each a

36^ Oxiord At., Mc-iton Turk, S.W.

CiOACHliCTLT Sidecar, Mills-Fuliord chjiRsis;
^ R;iiasden's, 8, May Bell Av., Blackpool.

DOUGLAS Sidecars, complete, as new

;

Motors, 39, Essex Ed., London. N.l.

P.
J. EVAKS can supply a number of shop-6oiled

sidecars, consistinc of Canoelet, Mills-Euiiord.
and Henderson at greatly reduced prices; peed for
I orgaiL liet.—81-91, John Bright St., Birmingiiam.

19414
SIDECARS to 6uit 4h.p. Dnunlas. with coachbuilt

sidecar body, coverall apron, "Leavy 26x2'*(j Dunlop
nibber-^t added cover, new; carriage paid. £28; worth
£ao.-The Dene Motor Cycle Co., Uaymurket, New-
castle-cn-Tyne. [9496

SIDECAR.—Hove a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garnge. Attached to motor, will go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested
7 years on motors up to 9b,p.—Hopley* Upper Highgato
St.. Birminghom. [0152

dvertisetnent. and the date of the issue. Ml
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
"lyrit-LS-FULFORD Sidecars, complete, stormproof
.^'JL apron, made lor Sunbeams, 4-point fixing, less
tyre, suit B.S.A., Indian, Blackburne, Ariel, and all
other makes, as new; £16.—Bleecher, 472, Archway
Rd., London, N.6. [2722

pARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves .storage,
-- has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself
absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle, and
when folded combination will pass through a 30in.
doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wincvcle Co.,
Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
7'h.p. Smft Car, dviiiuijo lightin
• High lid., Lee, S.E.

1Q16 Baby Peugeot, 6h.p., 3-spee,l,
J-«/ £190.-Bos!, High IW., Lee, S..

Gr' d,

£195.-Eoss, 86,
[22S7

sound condition

;

iE. [2268

Y^ALTHOliPE 1921 Light Cars; exchanges ciuoted.-
^-^ Motorie.s, 25, Hortou St.. Halifax. [2381

1 Q20 Tamplin, unused, like new, all fittings; £120.—
J-^ 52, The Chase, Olapham, S.W.4. [2970

GIBB, 100, Nortbgate. Gloucester, can deliver 1921
Morgans from stock.—'Phone: 852. [0446

MORGAN, new Aero model, immediate delivery;
£230.—Clark, 7. E.'chibition Kd., S.W.2. [2967

A.V. Bicar 2-seater. new; list £235, accept £160.—
Eamsden's, S, May Bell Av., Blackpool. [2864

1 Q21 G.N. Standard Model, £241/17/6; dynamo light-
-•-»' ing, £276; in stock.—I'aylor's Garage, Wednes-
hury. [2567

COVENTRY Premier X921 3-wheeler; 275 gns.;
cash or exchange.—Motorics, 25, Horton St.

Halifax. [2380

TAMPLIX 1921 Cycle Cars, immediate deliverv;
£165.-20, Heath Ed., Tivickenham. 'Phone: 96

Richmond. [2012

IQI'' Morgan, a.c, renovated, fully eriuipped ; £135;
-L«^ motor cycle part considered.—AUston. High St.,
Harpenden. [2695

1 Q16 Grand Prix Morgan, disc -wheels, electric light-
-^*^ ing, very nice order; £175.—Ross, 86, Hisih
Rd., Lee, S.E. [2271

Cycle Cars; latest models always in stock.—Best
deliveries from Drake and Mount, Ltd., Motor

Agents, Bracknell. [3936

SEVERAL Second-hand Morgans, in good condition,
various models.—Ecy, 378-384, Eustou Ed., N.W.I.

Thone: Museum. 6436. [2465

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., in stock for
immediate delivery; ^300.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208,

Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [0350

MORGAN de Luxe, 1921, M.A.G., water-cooled, full
equipment; list price.—Bey, 378-384, Euston Ed

N.W.I. 'I'houe: Museum 6436. [2463

ROVER Light Car, £300; Premier runabout, 275
gus. : Morgan runabout; inunediate deliveries from

stock.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [3090

Car, 1914, lOh.p.,
- . -- ;-. £-

Norton.—Box 211. c/o TIte Motor Cifclc. [X7429

1 Q15 Morgan, A.C, complete, in perfect running
J-tf order, tyres good, bargain, tax paid; £98; trial
run.—Southall, Selbourne Rd., Worcester. [2910

CYCLE Car, complete, but pear bos etc., recjuires
reassembling, 8h.p. J. A.V. 2-3eater, 2-speed, 4

wheels, etc.; £60.-75, Eedlaud Ed., Bristol. [2191

MORGAN Grimd Prix, 1921 M.A.G.. lamps, .and full
equipment; list price; extended pavuients.—Rey,

378-384, Euston Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 6436.
[2462

MORGAN 1921 De Luxe, M.A.G. w.c, lamps, and
lull equipment, in stock ; list price.—Edwards. 50,

Harrington Ed., Soutli~Keusington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709
[3098

MOEGAN Aero. Model 19, dynamo lighting, disc
wheels, beautiful condition, smartest car on the

road; £210, ollcr.-Want, The Cottage, Addlestone.
Surrey. [2674

G.N.—Immediate delivery of latest models, with or
without dynamo lighting, from tile main Kent

agents, The Rochester Auto Supply Co., Corporation -St.,
Rochester. [0466

COVENTRY Premier Runabout, 3 speeds and re-
verse, dynamo lighting; 275 gns.—Special agents,

,,:„. ,,...„ r.^ ^^..,,.^^ „. ,yj_ 'Phone:
[0385

BUCKINGHAM C.vcle Car, 1914, lOh.p., water
cooled, electric lights, accessories; £90; exchange

Ratclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.;
Mayfair 5042.

G.N., Morgan, and Premier super runabouts for im-
mediate or future delivery ;_ extended payments.

exchanges.-Eey, 378-384, Euoton Ed., K.W.I,
Museum 6436.

FOR Sale, special aluminium A.V. Monocar,
J.A.P., electric side lights, liquid acetylene 1

'Phone

;

[2460

8h.p.

, . -^ , - -- .,.w..w Ijead
l>est ofier.—Can be seen at 14, Brookes Mews, Davies
St., Berkeley Sq., W^.l. [2503
\TORGAN Runabouts.—We can deliver the de luxe
-^'J- model from stock: early delivery other models-
book now.—Wdlbro Motor Cycle Co., 49, High St.,
Saffron Walden, Essex. [X69ai

A.C. Runabout, 2-3eater, new hood, lamps, horn, just
overhauled, redecorated, in new condition; good

hphtweight part exchange; sell £85; t.as paid.— 4, Bail-
w;iy St., Aylesbury, Bucke. [2349

SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES
(Guaranteed Perfect).

A.B.C. 1920 3 h.p. dynamo lighting,

£140
and

£95

accessories
A.J.S. 1914 6 h.p. Combiualion

accessories, tax paid
ARIEL 1916 5-6 h.p. Combination, and

accpssoiies £110
BRADBURY 1920 4 h.p. Combination,

accessories £125
BROUGH 1920 5 h.p., accessories £110
BROUGH, 1920, 5 h-ix, 3-speed. luck-

starter, Henderson EHte Sidecar,
accessories '. £140

B.S.A. 1919 4:f h.p. Combination, and
accessories £120

CLYNd, 1920, 2^ h.p.. 2-specd, clutch.
Tax paid £50

DOUGLAS, 192.0, 2I h.p., 3-speed.
clutch, and kick-starter, acces-
sories. Ta.\ paid f£5

DOUGLAS 1915 2|h.p.^3-speed.cUitch,
and kick-starter, accessories £55

BRITISH-EXCELSIOR, 1920, 2J h.p.,
' 2-speed, accessories £65
JAMES 1919 4j- h.p. Combination de

bixe . £110
MATCHLESS 1920 8 h.p. Combination,

Lucas accessories £175 C
METRO-TYLER. 1920, 2I h.p., 2-spced.

accessories £55
NEW IMPERIAL W.D. 8 h.p. Combina-

tion, and accessories £120
NEW IMPERIAL W.D. 8 h.p. Combina-

tion, and accessories £120
OMEGA, 1919, 25- h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed.

accessories. Tax paid £50
P. & M., 1918, 3^ h.p., 2-speed, clutch.

and kick-starter £70
ROYAL ENFIELD 191.^ 6 h.p. Combina-

tion, and accessories £80
SCOTT 1920 3:ih.p. Combination, and

accessories '. £150
SCOT'f 1920 3ih.^., Henderson side-

car, accessories £135
SUNBEAM 1914 6 h.p. Combination,

and accessories £120

1920 MODELS
(Guaranteed New)

Malvcre' List Our
Price. Cash Pric;.

ARIEL jJ h.p. Combination £157 10 f138
ARIEL6-7h.p. Combination £177 ro £155
INVICTA. 35 h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, aiiilkick-starter . /^ii- i:;

LEVIS, 2; h.p.,- Popular
Model, single-speed i6o o

ROVER, 3I h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, aad kick-starter- . ^149 16

TRIUfflPH, 4h.p., ModelH,
3-speed, clutch, and kick-

starter [127 10

£138
{155

£10Z

£57

£115

S120 5

SHOP-SOILED SIDECARS.

CANOELET, D., ...

CANOELET, .\1.M 4
GLORIA, de Luxe .

GLORIA. Special . .

MILLFORD, Sldff .

.

MILLFORD, Corvette

Makers' List Our
Price. Cash Price.

£25
.. m 15

- iS5 o
•• f+5 "
.. £27 15

i'-S 7
MILLFORD, Olympia Cor-

vette £31 ro
SWAN, Sporting £31 r7

SWAN, Standard (.^1 i:

HENDERSON, B.r fsr o
HENDERSON, Elite ;.... in o

£32 10
£52 10
£43
£22
K23

£23
£29
£31
£27
£42

Deferred Payment Terms.
One Quarter down, and Twelve Monthly Instalments.

Eastern Garage Co.,
* Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate,
E-7.

'Phone: 490 East Ham. 'Gratos: 'Egaraco,L'don

1?EBRUARY 24TH, I921,

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
/^.N. C.vcle Cars.—Official agents for North EmeI
„ „"'' '^*" deliver these from stock or in few div—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., 49, High St., S»llr"(

Wa.den, Esse.x. 'Phone: 45.
—
[3i

Tl/rORGAN G. P.
_
Model, 1919, with 1921 iuipro'

'

ineiits, disc wlieels, manv spares, condition thiooi
out as new; £190; licence paid.—Alan Hill, Apsl
Fellows Ed., S. Farnborough, Hants. [17*

RICH-^EDSON-J.-A.]"'. 8h.ii Cj-cle Cor, mileage 50
licence, tull insurance, Uiuny spares and aeo

eoiies; accept £190, or nearest otler; Sheffield-Bothi
ham district.—Bos 2,206, c/o The Motor Cy^^le, [23l -F.1

COVENTRY Premier Eunabont.-G. L. Francis ar
Co., authoriaed agents ior the Coventrv Preini

runabouts, 7-9h.p. Immediate delivery of 1921 raoll
£265.-169, Shaitesbury Av. 'Phone: Gerrard 3288.

[031

CANOELET 3Jl.jU.4's, touring models, bulbousbae)
Coverall aprons, 28x3 wheel with he .

'

tyres, new; £23 eacji; connections ior Harleys.—HoJ
day Bros., 20, Queen St., Hammersmith Broadway.

[27!

COVENTEY Premier Super Runabouts.—We ci

deliver these from stock and take your ou
macjhine in part exchange.—Official agents ; Walb
Motor Cycle Co., 49, High St., Saffron Walden, Esse
Phone : 45. [Xe*

RITZ 1915 lOh.p., tax l^iii, laid up three yea)

thoroughly overhauled, rehashed throughout, gOt

tyres, spare and tube, fast on hills; 150 ens. ; appoin
ment week-end.—Grimsdale, St. Mary's Cottage, Oi
land«, Weybridge. [2H

WAUCHOPES. 9, Shoe I.ane, London, E.CA.
New 1921 8h.p. Coventry Premier, spare whee

detachable wheels, dyuamo lighting; price 275 gn
easy terms one-fifth down and the remainder in 1

monthly payments. [511

MOEGAN, sporting model, new Sept., 1919, J.A,
engine, air-cooled engine, tyres, everything in e;

cellent condition, complete with hood, screen, lamp
horn, etc. ; bargain, £180 ; any trial.—Eelly, Huis
Langport, Somerset. [218

MORGAN.—We are agents ior these famous ml
alx)uts, and are rrow in a position to ofler reasoi

able delivery. We specialise in repairs, overhauls, an
repainting.—The Molineus Garage Co., Ltd., Wolve
hampton. Tel. : 1160. [346

AGENTS for G.N., Grahnme-WMte, Coventry Pi
mier, Kingsbitry, Rover, and other light ca-r.

new and second-hajid ; always a good selection i

stock; cash or extended payments.—Service Co.. 29E
High Holborn, W.C.I. - [047

BLEEIOT-WHIPPET 2-seatcr, 1920 model, only use

for demonstration runs, in perfect order, slightl

shop-f*oiled, great bargain, with spare wheel, tyre, tool

electric lighting, horn, etc.; £190.—Pioneer Motors, Ltd
60, Grindlay St., Edinburgh. [231

G.N. 1921 Legcte Model, dynamo lighting, polishe

alnminium body, spare wheel, speedometer, etc.

cost £508 three weeks ago, guaranteed .perfect ; £28i

—Clittord Wilson, 70, Eoval Hospital Kd., Chelsei

S.W.3. Tel.: Kensington 7113. [257

MORGANS, 1921 Models.—We specialise in thi

famous cycle car, and are the largest Londoi
contracitng -agents; ycmr order placed with us wil

ensure delivery. All spares in stock.-Elce and C<i

15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., B.C. 3. 'Phone
Avenue 5548. i007

CARS FOR SALE.
1Q1S G.W.K., 5 wheels, guaranteed perfect; £180.
LiJ Eamsden's, 8, May Bell Av., Blackpool. [2851

8h.p. Eover, modernised body, licensed, sound; £70.
Particulars, Eavner, Apperley Bridge, Bradford.

[2S7;

8h.p Eover Car, good condition throughout ; no reason

able ofler refused.—Eidgway, 2, Meadow St., Stock

port. [278!

CABS and Lorries at bargain prices, or exchange fo

motor cycles.- Gray and Kaynes, 8, Low- Ed., Balby
Doncaster. [251'

LAWRENCE JACKSON 2-seatei, new; list £265
accept £165. — Eamsden's, 8, May Bell Ay

iSl

i,p

Blackpool. [2863

HUMBEEETTE, 1914, a.c, complete, runnrng darly

£115, ofier s; A.Y. part.—Beard, Magdala Ed.
[266'Nottinghiun.

"IQ16 Caltliorpe 2-seater, dickey, dynamo, new tyres

X«:J perfect; first
- . . -.

Av., Blickpool.
Eamsden's, 8, May Bel

[285'

AIMLEB 20h.p. 1916 Tou _
new; £395.—J. Jones, Architect,

Court, Clapham, S.W.4.

Car, C.A.V.,
11, Clapham

[2590

PEUGEOT 12h.p. Sports Model, streamline bod.v,

t;ichabl6 disc wheels; £160; exchange combina-

tion.—84, Grcenside Bd., Croydon. [26^15

reliable.B.S.A. Coupe, dTnamo lighting, I

Eudge detachable wheels; £195.—IHiss Patmore,

106, Acre Lane, Brixton, London. [2591

IEIS Interior-drive Limousine, dynamo lighting, in

excellent order; £250: accept small car part-
Mrs. Hawk, c/o 77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [2588

STDDEBAKER 16-20h.p. 1917 7-seater, fitted with
all latest improvements, in new condition;

Bacriflca £195.-69, Bavant Ed., Camberwell, S.E.
[2569

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue.
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CARS FOR SALE.
Secures English-built sporting Ford, as new

schanges.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

Down and 12 Monthly Payment *5 secures

eliaWe landaulet.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

Down and 12 Monthly Payments *7/10 secures

eliable 2-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

Down and 12 Monthly Payments £10 secures

lagnificent Daimler limousine.—Palmer's Gftra;

Fiat chassis.
v_

Secures beautilul little 12-14h.p,

-Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

Secures sporting lOh.p. 192o Floid 2.Eeater

;

exchanges.—Palmer's parage. Tooting.

Secures 11.9h.p. Arrol-Johnston l-seatcr, cco-

lomical car.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

3 Down and 12 Monthly Payments £10 secures

gnificeiit Napier landaulel.—Palmer's Garage,

Payments f 10 secures

l-ton' Talbot truck.—
Down and 12 Monthly

either l-tou Garford or
's Garage, Tooting.

Secures superb Wolseley interior drive limou

ne; exchanges, terms.—Palmer's Garage, Tcot-

)0

I Secures modern Delaunay-Belleville sporting

.S-seatcr.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

D Cash Secures reliable e-iob.p. riumberette; ei-

•hanges.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

i Secures splendid Vauxhall 1917 limousine; el-

hanges, terms.—Palmer's Garaee, Tooting.

Down and 12 Monthly Payments ,420 secures

uiayiiiticent vVolseley landaukt, hackney tax £12.
mer's Garage, Tooling.

^
Secure^ 20h.p. Argyll torpedo, dynamo light-

ig ; exchanges.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

Secures 1920 Humber lOh.p. 2-seatcr, sell-

tarter, dynamo^ lighting.—Palmer's Garage, Toot-

Secures 12-lSh.p. ITillman light Z-scater.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

POSTCARD Secures Palmer's Motor Auction
Catalogue, sale every Thursday at 2.—Palmer's

ge. Tooting. [2758

KR Light Cur, 1914, 2-fleator, dickey, dynnnio
lifclitiiig. spare wheel: £240: exchange solo, com-

-61, New Kent Ed., London, S.E.I. 12837

]> Ilaby, water-cyolcd. 3 speeds, reverse, friction
irive, hood, screen, lamps, speeilumeter, new back
hi'Ck abs'orbers: £130; excllall^ie powerful com-

un.— Agate, Apsiey. Hemel Hempstead. [2516

TAXICABS.
00 Down and 12 Monthly Payments of .£20 secures
l.o:idon taxicab.—Details, Palmer's Garage, Toot

[2759

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
VRFORD 30-cwl. I9L6 Covered I-orrv, solid tvres,

uaranteed: £195.-77, Acre Lnne. S.W.2. (2587

00 Down and 12 Monthly Payments of ;e25 secure'
magnificcnL 3ton lorry.—Details. Palmer's
Tooting. [2760

)r{RY Bodies for Ford Tenners In Stock, extra
strong make, enclosed cab; £65.—The Willowbrook
Leiv.ester. [0373

15 Down and 12 Monthly Payments ot £15 secure?
stilendid 1-ton truck, twin solidi, will carry 30
-LK'tiiils, I'jilnier's G;irnge, Tootinp. [2766

TON Commcr Lorry, working daily, tax (£25)
paid to Dec. 31sl: £150 for ciiiick sale—Hollidav

. 20, Queen St.. Hammersmith Broadway, W.6.'
[2753

h.)). Darracq Tax!, smart cab; 16h.p, Chenard-
Walcker van; and ISii.p. Renault landaulet for

r cytlcs and sidecar, room wanted.—Wright. 12.
ert St., Poplar, London. [3049

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
.N., list price; estendpd payments.—Uev. .^78-384.
Eustou Ed., N.W.I. 'IMione: Musemu 6436. [2461

.p. V Twin.
248. Bentley

ENGINES.
m.o.h.i.v., adjustable pullov: £3.—
Rd., Doncaster. ' CX7452

EEFECTLT New Arden 2''ih.p. 2-stroke tJuit lea.**

Ciiiljuretter; £14.—Burton, Ealeigh 8t., Waisnil
(2109

p. Boiler and Engine, overhJliled; exchange com-
biuation or 2-seatei.— Millinr, Burringtou, Bristol.

^ [2168
FECIAL eC* J.A.r., o.h.v., rnrburetter, unused:

best offer.—XJptou. Trinity College, CambridRe.
[2122

OLTGLAS 4h.p., C.A.V. mag., very good condi-
tion; £25.—Housekeeper, 16, !Mark Lane, E.C

[2820
6h.p. Clynos Engines, 1916-17. Ie5s mag. and rar-

buretter, good condition and order; £15 each.—
ow.

HUGE Quantity of electric cabl^ for disposal

;

to sell in larse quantities: cheap. Electric lamps
;trir lighting shades, swirches. etc.—J. J. Dnolov!
Killvi.u Rd., Chipbam. S.W.8. [29S7

1921 MODELS

IN STOCK
A.J.S. 7h.n. Combination £215
A.tl.S. 7 h.p. Combination, with djTiamo

liehling £243
ARIEL .ti h.p. Combination £177 10
ARIEL l',-7h.p. Combination £197 10
B.S.A., tl h.p.. Model K £107
B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Corabiuation £198
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combination, with

dviianio lighting £218 15
BR0U6H 5 h.p. Combination £180
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, :', h.p. Black-

bunic, i-spc'.'d, clutch, and "kick-

starter £96
DIAMOND, 2i h.p., 2-spoecl £84
INDIAN 1 h.p. Scout, vvith electrical

equipment £172
LEVIS, r! h.p.. 2-strokc £60
MATCHLESS '^ h.p. Combination £205
MATCHLESS S h.p. Corabiiiation, with

dvn,.m" liKhtina _ £230
MARTINSYDE 6h.p. Conihin.ition ... £176
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combin.ition, de

luxe model £225
NEW IMPERIAL, j) h.p., ::-speed £80 17
NEW IMPERIAL, z) h.p., j-spccd, with

cUitrh rnd kick-starter £89 6

NEW IMPERIAL K h.p. Combination . £186 18
ROYAL ENFIELD, :;i h.p., 2-speed . . 865
ROYAL ENFIELD, :i h.p., :-spfed,

with rh.l' h and kick-starter .... £70
ROYAL ENFIELD H h.p. Combination £160
ROYAL ENFIELD >< h.p. Combination,

uith .iNjianiolightmg £182
RUD6E-MULTI, 3; h.p.. I.O.M. Mo,-lel £110
SCOTT, sj h.p., sm)rls model £130
SCOTT 3? h.p. Combination £170
SUNBEAM, 3S h.p., 3-spced, clutch .ind

kicksuirtcr £155 8
TRIUMPH, 2i h.p.. :-specd £75
TRIUMPH, 1 h.p.. Type H £127 10
TRIUMPH, I

h.p., chain drive £140
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Type H Combina-

ti,.ii £172 10
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. chain-drive Combina-

tion £195
ZENITH, i h.p., sporn nwlcl £12J
ZENITH, S h.p., clutcll model £162

We have a batch of machines as below

Ex-Government Stores.

All have been re-condltioned and en-

amelled, and are GUARANTEED

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination . £115
ROVER oh.p. Combination £115
P. & M., 3! h.p., solo £78
P. & M., 3; h.p.. with new Sidecar . £93
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., with new Sidecar . £110
CLYNO, 8 h.p. (iletachabic wheels), with

new Sidecar £125
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combinatio:i £125

DEFERRED PAYMENr TERMS
One quarter do\v<i, and- twcKo

monthly instalments.

EASTERN GARA6E GO.
OfScial Repairers to

R..\.C., A.C.U., .\..\. & M.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone—490 East Ham.
Telegrams—"Egaraco. London."

TTrrEST I^ondon Magneto Co. can return motor cycle

"\TTE.=!T London Magneto Co.. 164, Shepherd's BushW Rd.. London, \\^.6. [8677

WEST lyondon Magneto Co. guarantee a satislactorv

repair to any make of magneto. Our large stock

of spare parts enable iN. to return repairs within 24
hours- estimates wired il desired. .Send at once for

our list 01 magnetos and spare parts; all repairs gijar-

anteed for 12 months.—West London Magneto Co-
ISA, Shepherd's Bush Ed.. London, W.6. [8678

MAGNETO. Dixie clockwise twin, unused. perlKt:
£3/3. must sell.— 64, Bisbopsgate, London. [0396

MAGNETO, Dixie, suit Douglas, excelleut co-Klitiou

:

£3,'15.-Fowler, 13, Maldou Hd., Brighton. [2105

A".l letters relnting to ndvertiseinents should quote the nijniber at the end oj each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A43

ENGINES.
2i.h.p. 2-stroke TIngines, 2 and 3-3reed irear boxes

;

4 imniechate deliveries.—Burts, 245, Hammersmith
Bd.. London, W.6. [1958

NEW 8h.p. J.A.P. and lOh.p. Preci<^ion Engines. A
tew lor sale singly at wholesale prices.—Bos 2,181,

c/o The Molar Cuclc. [2209

OAh.p. 4-eyl. Mercedes, perfect, with carburetter,
f^" £15: motor cycle engine, suit stationary; 50/-.

—16, Higheato Rd., London. [2919

8 h.p. M.A.G. Engine, water-cooled, Claudel carbu-
retter, mag. clutch, exhaust pipes, radiator;

£20.—Langlands, Sntton-at-Hone, Kent . [2553

5 h.p. Minerva Twin Engine, mechanical valves.

Bosch, mug., B. and B. carburetter, £15; 23flh.p.

engine, £4.-602. King's Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [2933

D0I;GL-\S 4h.l>. Enoino and Gear Box. 1917, C.A.V.
mag., Amac carburetter and controls, perfect

condition, no silencer or clutch; £25.—Uowell, Byflect.

Surrey. [2654

STATIOX.VBY I'etrol Engine. 2i-jh.l).. watepcooled.

new condition, heavy flywheel, strung bnilt and

complete, circnlutiou ti.nk, mag.; f20.-KenneIl, ^o^ton.

Cuokney, Maustleld. l2o60

VILLIER.3 2''iL.p. 2-stroke Engine, eoiuplete with

C.A.V. mng., silonoer, imd engine plates, oil "ranu

new, 1921 starapeii; bilrgain, 15 gus.-tiregsou, tjedllng

Ed., Carlton, Notts. L2,i9a

D.-VRRACQ Engine, twin, w.c, complete with mag.

and carburetter; £20, or complete chassis, live

axle, wheels, tyres, etc., £35; dri\-c away.—I'rout.
Canon St., Taunton. [.ibbo

J.A.1".
Spociolists.-Engines in stock ironi £15; JiU

tyiies J.A.I". BiJiiro parts in stoi-k ;
quotations oy

return.-B.l>. Gnragc, 40, Murray Mews, Murray St.,

Camden Town, N.W. [2947

RANM) New Power Unit, viz- Z^ih.j;. \Vall 2-st^oko

B^ (roller bearing) engine, fitted Runbakeii mag.

and silencer; cost £2*1 accept £12.-Simpson, 156,

Merton Rd., Wimbledon. [5014

BEOWN Twin, 5-6h.i.. engine. B. and B. carburetter,

iBosch mag., all csluiiist llttings, good order; price

£10, or Dear.-Particuhirs to S., 145, Lbetna Ed.^,

Hemel Hempstead, Herts. Ui"-

SlOh.p. Water-cooled .I.A.P. Cycle Car Engine,

heivv flywheels, complete with magneto, abso-

lulelv new, suitable for cycle car, etc.-Apply, Rotjry

Units, Ltd.. Wooburn Green, Bucks. 12447

4 h.p. Allduya Engines, 6 only, brand now, docorapres-

6or», plates lor ailing to frame, lew magneto and

carburetter: £9, to clear. Spare ports for above, eheaji.

—C.M.D. Engineering Co.. Leamington. [91SB

NEW 8-lOh.p. Spncke De Luxe Air-cooled Engine,

complete with l»n. carburetter, and magneto

absolutely new, purchased for experimental work and

nev?r used.-Al'pb'. Kotary Units, Ltd.. Wooburn
Green, Bucks. [2446

1020 Sh.p. J.A.P. Engine, n« new, drive for magneto.

1«7 inlet pipe, silencer, and exhaust pipes, adustable

pulley. £25; 2'. .h.p., £14; sw-ial strong vnlvo cap

spi.nneis. singles and twin«, J.A.P- 8/6. post "'^.-

V.M., 13, Ashinouut Ed., South Tottenham. [2417

8h p J A.P Engine, side-by-slde valves, complete

wifi inducti'.n pipe. Amac camburetter, silencer

pipes and silencer Thomson and Bennett or Bosch mag.,

fitted up as. a complete unit, now; accept £42.-ihe
Dene Motor Cycle Co. Haymarket, Newcastle-on-Tyne

FIFTY 2-stroke Engines Given Away.—.Simply pay

£5 deposit on complete set motor parts at £35
and pav off balance weekly or monthly; send 2d. stamp
for handsome illustration showing machine complete;

see our big advertisement in miscellaneous colurnns.-

Address : Motor Assembly Department, 191, Sweet-

man St., Wolverhampton. [2851

JAP. Engines, J..\.P. engines. J..-\.P. engines.—

I

have the largest stock of J.-'V.P. engines and

parts in England, over 30 engines always in stock to

select from, and the price, Sh.p. twins, £18/10;
Sh.p.. £20: 8h.p., fitted with new pistons and 1921

cylinders £22/10; 3h.p. J.A.P. crank cases, flywheels,

and connecting rods. £10; valves complete, 4/-; piston

rings 1/6; cam wheels complete, £1; postage extra;

stamp lor reply.—Hawkins, 455, York Rd-
worth.

Wands
15883

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
to Co., London's leadin

guarantee every repair for 12
EST London Magneto Co., London's leading mag
neto repairers,w

n'onth:

"YIJ7EST London Magneto Co. can ?iii>ply ['o™.J'_*^°''^

just the magneto or spare part you require.

EST London Magneto Co. ci

magnetos within 24 hours.
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
ELIAXCE Matnelo HepairiDg Co.. Epecialists m

ma-gneto repairs.

TJELIANCE guarantee to tetnrii yotir magneto wilh-
tV in 3 days, and. if necessary, 24 liours.

lELlADCE work under estimate, and gua-rantee

every magneto lor 12 months. Armature wmd-
ins a speciality.

RELIANCE work lor, and arc recommended by.

some of the largest firms in London and country,

and can supply every want.

RELIANCE specialise in the repair cf TJ-H. and
Dixie magnetos, and, having the original parte, can

g-uarantes a sound and reliable joB.

RELIANCE stock spare parts for Bosch, U.H.. Eise-

mann, E.I.C., Thomson-Bennett, C.A.V., Dixie,

Splitdorf, and all known makes; our prices are the

keenest in the market! platinum screws, all types, 12/-

per pair, trade inquiries solicited.

RELIAfiCE wUl be pleased to receive your enquiries

concerning your ignition troubles, and customers
may be certain of obtaining both courtesy and prompt-

ness.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.. 11. Gt. Sutton

St., Goswell Ed., E.C.I. [2593

SALE, Alterna motor cycle, dynamo, new, iiieluding
' lamp; f4.-H. Eand, Gainslaw Hill, Berwick-mi-

Twecd. [2607

NEW Magnetos for Douglas, Triumph, T twins, ete.

;

eschanges.-Motor Exchange, 25, Hotton bt

.

Halifax. [2^«2

TECO 4-cyl Magnetos, in good order; £3/10 each.--

L Holliday Bros., 20, Queen St., Hammersmith
Broadway, W.6. [2v54

PLATINUM Screws, guaranteed real platinum ;
all

types and makes, 12/- per pair; trade supplied.--

Keliance, 11, Qt. Sutton St., B.C.I. [1800

^IIISTOL —Magneto repairs of all descriptions ;
urg<?iit

_> repairs same dav.—The West of England Magneto

Repair Co., 227, Coronation Ed., Bristol. [2443

CAV Big Twin and one single, £3/10 each; single

Bosch, DL type. £2/5 : O.A.V. C.B. points, 2/6

eaoh.-Apply, 146, Fulham Palace Kd.. S.W.6. [2157

CAV and T.B. Magnetos, soiled, 76 /• ; others from
40/ ; Astra dynamos, 6-yolt, new. £4/10;

approval.—Laviver Ce., Elnathan Mews, Paddington,

W.9. [2719

MAGNETO.S, new, waterproof, single £4, twin £5/10,
4-cTl. £8/10; Ford conversion sets, £10; Thom-

son-Bennett twins, A.0.2 £6/10. 90° £8/10.-Ashton.
Granary Lane, Milfield. [6525

MAGNETO Repairs, all maies, promptly and effi-

ciently. All work guaranteed; expert staff; esti-

mates by return. Give us a trial.—Ward and Co.. 51.

Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [2047

MAGNETOS for Douglas, Thomson-Bennett, unnsetl,

guaranteed, 75/- each; one C.A.V., foi Douglas,
unused, guaranteed, 80/-, post free.—V. Thompson, Nova
Scotia, Empire Ed., Toiiiuay. [2135

UNSATISFACTORY Magnetos should be replaced
by a Bonlton, £5 each; immediate dispatch. A

lew shop-soiled to clear at lower prices.—Boultoa Mag-
netos, Ltd., Oldhall St., Wolverhampton. [6458

JEBRON, registered 291,298, greatly 'superior to

platinum, uneaualled for blades, screws, etc., cures
iiiistrring, 7/- each rivet ; Jebron screws, fit Bosch
magnetos. 15/6 pair; old screws, Jebronised, 71- each.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jeinon,

38, Herbert Ed., Woohrich, London, S.B.18. [0002

GOVEENMENT Surplus (New).—Magnetos, C.A.V
and Thomson-Bennett, single and twin, 180°,

clock and anti, £2/15; Bosch waterproof, enclosed.

ZEl, single, clock and anti, £3'10, postage 1/9.

LODGE Plugs, Aeio, 2/-; K.L.G., type R7, 1/6;
K.L.G.. E6, 2/6; new high-tension wire, un-

peiished, 7ium., 4d. per yard, coil of- 25 yards 6/3;
special terms for (luantities ; all goods per return post
on approval against cash.—Moody's Engineering Works,
51a, New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London. [3018

MAGNETO Repairs.—Send your magneto to Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. Reply paid, quotation tele-

graphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaranteed
in from 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.—
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [2761

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos for 4h.p. Douglas,
fitted complete with Bowden wire adjuster for ad-

vance and retard, leads and terminals, all ready for
boltin;! on engine; these magnetos are tested and have
ue. ^r been used; pries £3 each.—Tillsy, Pine Cottage,
Weybridge. i:i8'97

LOVELAND Magneto Repair Service.—Repairs to all
makes quickly and efficiently executed. Spare

parts for all types. Bosch pattern contact breakers.
12/6 each; Bosch pattern contact screws, 10/6 per
pair; remagnetising by special process, 5/- per pair.—
'Phone; Streatham 1390. Loveland Bros.. Crescent
Magneto Works, Norbury. S.W. [2022

RUNEAKEN Repair Servicee.—Dynamos, magnetos,
and starters. Huge stocks of spare parts and a

modern plant enable us to mate a thorough and effi-

cient repair to every make and type. Pack in a strong
box, enclose instructions, and address to The Runbaken
Magneto Co.. Ltd., 115, Qt. Portland St, Loifdon. W
('Phone: Mayfair 3586). North of England: Derby St
Cheetham, Manchester ('Phone: City 8266). [0257

PHIUPS0F5S
PATXNT AUTOMAHC GOVERNOR

PULLET
Don't Scrap

an old Engine,
but give it a

NEW LEASE OF LIFE

by fitting the

World - famed

Philipson Pulley.
Entirely Free from trouble-

some and weighty compli-
cations—only two working
parts — no levers, rods,

wheels, etc., to worry about.
Simply takes the place of

the ordinary pulley. One
nut secures the complete
gear to the engine. Can be
fitted without any alter-

ations to most direct belt-

driven engines in a few
minutes.

For hill-climbing it is un-
surpassed. Makes mount-
aineering easy.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Send for lUusirated Booklet.

Price £8 8 Carriage
Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,

Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 40 years.)

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
TpUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24 hour repair
J-f_ Guaranteed repairs to all types of magne
splitdorf and Dinie specialists; official Indian
trica! service station: Thomson-Bennett renaiis
spares. All repairs are tested on an approved A.
test bench before dispatch, and therefore carry
guarantee lor 12 months. We hold the lareeat 6
oi guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degr
spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accn
ators all voltages always ready in stock; plugs, oa
y2-watt and vacuum bulbs all voltages. We ^y
real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,
Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum 6i

T.A. .- Magdyno, Eusroad, London. [ol

TYRES.
EMAKUEL'S for your motor cycle tyres.—BelH

OC>;3 Dunlop Extra Heavy (4-ply) 50/-, Pall
>S/CJ cord heavy 50/-, Palmer cord 45/-,, Wood-SM
extra strong 39/6, Moseley ribbed 35/-, Kempsl
anti-skid 35/-.—Below.

*7AAX60' for voiturette rims, will fit 650x1
i \j\j Dunlop grooved 75/-, Wood-Milne Grul

70/-, Spencer-Moulton 70/-, Beldam Bulldog 70/-, A|
Sunst-oue 70/-.—Below.

i^KA^65 Palmer Cord Heavv 57/6. Palmer
\lO\J 50/-, Dunlop heavy 50/-. As follows
voiturette

, rims : Micnelin steel-studded 70/-, Wd
Milne non-skid 57/6 each.—Below.

4>/*x2V2 Dunlop Heavy Rubber- studded 45/-. &\
-V \J Sunstone 41/6, Dunlop combination rubl
and eteel-studed 57/6. Rom ditto 55/-, Avon combif
tion 47/6, new endless tubes 6/6, heavy patt^
rubber etuds, 40/-.—Below.

0/Jx2% Dunlop Heavy 39/-. Wood-Milne ex
'V\J strong 39/-, Moseley ribbed 34/-. Dunlop ^c

bination 55/-, Palmer Cord 38/6, Bates heavy spec
38/-.—Below.

Oiix2^ Dunlop Heavy 39/6, Dunlop combioat^O 55/-. Rom ditto 55/-. Beldam ditto 55/-. Ba
special heavy 37/6. Macintosh chain pattera 35/
Below.

OA>=2V' to Fit 2% Rims.—Clincher de luxe rubl
/vO studs 45/-, Engleberfc heavy rubber stud 42
Wood-Milne 3-pIy (special) -SS/-, 4-ply extra stro

45/-, ditto combination 57/6.—Below.

THE Above Tjres are Government surplus, not
any way perished or soiled. All orders 7 da;

approval against remittance. If not satisfactory mop
refunded. Country orders despatched passenger tra

same day as order received.—Below.

H EMANUEL, Tyre Factor, 27, Belgrade E^
. N.16. Stores: 37a, Balls Pond Rd. 'Phom

Dalston 3161. [02;

MORE Bargains.—Every tiausactiou brings ^^ tes

menial per return.

NEW Beldam Clearance Covers, 26x2, 25/- eacl

26X2VJ, 26x2^fe, 26x2V-., 26X3, 30/- each ;
"

40/- each; 700x80, 60/- each.

GOTERNMENT Surplus, Duniop heavy secoud-haii
covers, 26x214 and 26x2%, 12/6 each; 28x:

17/6 each; now Dunlop and Bates tubes, 26x2»/.i, 2^
and 2^2) 6/6 each. All goods casli approval; money i

fimded il returned within 7 days in the same conditio
m received.—Homerton Rubber Work«, Brooksby-s Wall
Homerton. E.9- 'Phone: Dalston 5483. 'Grams: Emai
rubwor, E[ack, London. [033

BASTONE'S for new clearance covers and tubes (n
better or cheaper house).

BASTOKE'S.—26x2i/i Ganlois ribbed, 28/-; Hutchii
son T.T. 34/-, Passenger 39/-; Goodrich S,ifet

tread, 39/-; Englebert {wired edge only), ribbed
26x214 or 26x21/0, 25/-.; rubber-studded, 30/-.

BASTONE'S.-26x2% Hutchinson T.T., 36/-; ditt
Passenger, 40/-.

BASTOKE'S.—26x2',4 Michelin, 21/-; Wgod-Milne
30/-; Hutchinson Passenger, 59/-; Avon .Sun

stone, 39/-.

B ASTONE'S.—650X65 Hutchinson ribbed, 45/-"

Goodrich Safety tread, £3/10; Hutchinsoi
ribbed, 700x75 for 650x65, SO/-; Goodrich Salef
tread, 700x80, ^63/15.

B ASTONE'S.—28x3 Palmer Cord heavy, 46/-
Hutchinson ribbed, 50/-; Goodyear all-weathe

tread, 60/-.

B ASTONE'S.—Michelin tubes, J6x2i/i or 26\2i4
8/6; Goodyear butted. 28x3, 10/-.—228. Penton

ville Ed., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481
North. (200*

0/2x21/' NeuL Macintosh and Spencer-Moftlton tyres;
/VO 30/- each.—Dooley.

DUNLOP Retread Tyres, sizes 2V4, 2%, 2iiin.
; IS/-,

as new ; special quotations to the trade for min^
mum of 50.—Dooloy.

INI?EE Tubes, now Dunlop. 26x3, 28x3, II. caclfi

plus carriage.—Dooley. '^

NEW Heavy Dunlop Tyres, sizes 700x65. 650X65i
26x2%; prices 42/5, £2, and il/10 respectively:-

Dooley.

PLEASE Apply for the afibve to J. J. Dooley, 33,

KillyOB Bd., Clapham, S.W.8. [2988

TYRES and Tubes Vulcanised, also covers re-

treaded.—IIL, Kramer Mews, West Bromptoo.
S.W.e. [9990

A4<| M\ letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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TYRES.
(ENIX lor reliable and cheap tyre repairs: all

work guaranteed to give satisfaction.—Below.

10 retreading any old cover with extra heavy

/ O' studded or ribbed tread. Send lor section

list.—Below.
I

D Covers retreaded by us will weai;^ better than

many new covers. Why buy new ! Try a retread

5/6.—Below.

is the most vour cover can cost you lor repairing I

and retreading.—Below. . I

rXT Ends fitted, chaled beads repaired, vulcanis-i

inc. bursts, etc., from 2 / 6.-Ph«nl.\ Tyre

iring Co., 224, Sherlock St., Birmingham. [X7476
|

AND New Clincher Tyres, 26x2i/i 33/6. 26x2i/;

39/- —Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St..

dsworth. [6"'
!

RES. Great Sale.—Don't buy any until you have

seen our list. It is a revelation.-BancroItian 1

64, and 78, Bishopsgate, E.C. [0054
|

:ONOMlC Tyre Co.—Special offer of new Wood I

Milne Kcygrip covers, unwrapped, and carrying!

usual warranty; sent carriage free against re

ance.

JONOMIC—Wood-Milne 24x2'4 heavy 31/-, listed

~^*2/12; 26x2 heavy 30/-, listed £2/10; extra

y 36/-, listed £i.

!ONOMIC.—Wood-Milnes : 26 x2'!8 heavy 34/-,

listed £2I16IB; extra heavy 39/6, listed £3/8/6.

;ONOMIC.—Wood-Milne : 26x2'/..x2li heavy 37/6.

listed £Z; extra heavy 42/6, listed £3/10.

;ONOMIC.—Wood-Milne : 26x3x21,!.. O.S. heavy

38/5, listed £3/4; extra heavy 49/-, listed £4/2.

DONOMIC—WoodMilne : 28x2'-i American heavy,

38/9, listed £3/4/8; extra heavy 45/-, listed

0/8.

CONOMIC—Wood-Mllno : 700x80 heavy 52/6.

listed £4/7; extra heavy 55/-, listed £4/13,

DONOMIC—26x2>,i Dunlop heavy W.D, 37/6,

listed £2/11/3: Kempshall clearance anti-skid

. listed £2/17/4: non-skid 35/-, listed £3/10/10;
lop tubes. W.D., 7/6.

}ONOMIC.—26x2% Dunlop heavy W.D. 39/6. listed

£2 '13/9; Dunlop tubes, W.D., 8/-; 28x3 Kcmp-
11 uon-skid clearauce 45/-, listed £5/12/2,

CONOMIC—Fully guaranteed ; Dunlop rubber
stud, 24x2 27/9, 26x2 29/9, 26x2H 31/6.

CONOMIC Tyre Co.. 314, New Cross Hd,, S.E.14
(near Town HalU. 'Phono : New Cross 1393.

[8452 I

UEST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed bo^i.ls remoulded,

nindo perfect, tube vulcTnijfing, 1'utt.eiids fitted,

ending send for liat.—Melton Rubber Works. Melton

ffbray. \ [0347

EMPSHALL Heavy Non-skid Clenrnnce Covers,

26x21;., to fit 2>i rim, 40;-: 26x21..., 32/6;

1x65 40/-; .appioviil agair.st oiiali.—H. Robinson,

Uina Ed., Mciton Pork, S.W.19. (2075

ELDAM Eetrcnds ol' motor tyre give thousand..
' of extra miles at n fraction of cost of new tyre,

jd old cover (any moke . and wo will .luote cost 01

read or rep.iirs.-Tlie Beldam Tyre Co. {1920,!, I.t.l.,

sntford, Middlesex. 10310

lOVEE, Clincher Dreadnought passenger, shop
soiled, 700x80 lor 65, unused, 56/6, list price

/-• 26x2V. to fit 2\'t. Clincher heavy De Luxe, un

id,' price 39/6, list 63/9; unused tube. 7/6—64
ihopsgate, I^ndoo. [0394

IREE Tul>es.—To every customer purchasing one

of the following covers, we will include a tube

of charge. The covers are guaranteed brand new,

perished cx-W.D. stock. Money refunded if not

i than satisfied.-Herbert Eobinson, Ltd., 32-35,

een St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

ERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
bridge—Wood-Milne 24x21,; special, 32/6, listed

.; 26x2 special. 31 '6, listed 50/-; extra strong,

'6. li-tcd 60/-; combination studded, 55/-, listed

"VOLEX" DRY BATTERY
?nri:^d!Ll LIGHTING OUTFITS—*

I

[ERBERT EOBINSON, Ltd.. 32-35. Green St..

Cambridge.-Wood.Milne 26x2li special, --33/6,

ted 53 8; extra strong, 42 6, listed 68;'-: combina-

studded, 57/6, listed 96/6; special, 36/6. listed

;/
-

- -- -
t

1 studded, b/;b, iiscea 30:0; sjiecitti, ju.u, uolcj

8; 26x2' ., to fit 25x2l,i, special. 37/6, listed 60/-;

ra strong. 44,'-. listed 70/-; combination studded,
'6, listed £5/1/6.

I
;tei

na

I

ERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd.. 32-35. Green St..

- Cnmbridge.—Wood-Milne 26x2'*8 special. 35 '6.

ted 56 8; extra strong. 42.'11, listed 68/6; cpm-
nation t-Uidded. 52,6. listed 96 ,'6.

ERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd.. 32-35. Green St.,

Cambridge.—Wood-MUne 26x2i-.. special. 39/11.
ited 63 8; extra strong. 45/-, listed 72/2;
ibination studded, 63;'ll. listed 102'-; 26x3. to

26x2'-. special, 39/11. listed 64/-: extra strong.

1/6. listed 82/-; combination studded. 64/6, listed

03/-.

ERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd.. 32-35. Green St.,

Cambridge.—Wood-Milne 26x3 special. 42/9.
;ted 66 '8; extra strong. 53/11. listed 86'-; c<im-

itudded, 65/6, listed 105 f-.
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MOTOtt Cycle Tubes.—Beat red quality, with !

patch vulcanised by makers: 24x2. 5/3;

THE ' SUPERBA DE LUXE"
Motor Cycle and Sidecar

LIGHTING OUTFIT (a, ilUtrMcdl

SPECIFIi'ATIiiS —c. volt "Volex" Dry BattotiM in

Mutai Coniair.er wliich lies cnnvpniontly In the hnttom
ot the Sidecar; Switchboard. "tiUDorba di.- I-uxa" ; Head-
lamp t7in. (ronti : Ball Pattern Sidf and Tail Lamps;
CtndnctinR Cord ; Molal Filament I'.ulhs.

No. Mr/450 Ppica £9 9
SupDlIed also with tho"Snpcib3i' Hrii.llauip ("Sin tronO.

No MCI'' Price £8 S O

i

ination

[ERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd 32-35, Green St.liKBEKT ROBINSO^. lAd.. 52-35, Ureen St..

Cambridge.—Matchless touring, 25/-: Moseley's
h°ivv 3-ribbed, 45^; Pedley medium 30/-,

. AC ' - -,11 -;.,„ rocno

THE "SUPERBA"
Motor Cycle Head and Rear

LIGHTING OUTFIT,
-^™nr; in«"fintM(rha* '(.^in [ronl>^Iotor Cycle Htadlanip,

fj"";r'm„mT.;»5 Pear°Lan„..S=toI B^ta. Condn.t.

iDtfWlrea.Si^-ilch.tod-VolWflvolt .\m D.j Battery

Motor Cycle Head' Sot as above without
Roarllght. «»..-«

No. 1110:7 Price fi4 ISO

'VOLEX" DRY BATTERIES
Tlie most powerful Dry
Tlntteries on the market,
rnsimia^sed (or Idnition.

LiqhtiuB Oiwjrating Elec.

trie Hom3. etc.

7,„„. VMIl Sin Price

Giant 1 Iiii;3x3 10 8
GSJxSit.l 15 O

Ac'rO 1 0}j5>i2i 15 O
6 Mx6!s-2i 21

EmDoral-1 etsTKy 25
6 6ix6x-5 30 O

Fall porticttMrs pf ItUi

'VoUz" Dry BtilkrUs on
retliu'sl,

Sectional L'.'tl M292 on requeit.

45,-; all [2978

TYRES.
KEMPSHALL Non-skid, also Hutcbmson T.T., 28 k

2tA. brand new, at a remarkable figure; 35/-

eacb; special prices for quantities oyer 6; carriage

free; greatest bargains in tyres.—J. Smith and Co..

62-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. [0259

ndxi'i New Beaded Covers. 30/-; new best ijuality

/*D tubes, 24x2«, 6/-: 26x2, 6/6; 26x2>J, 7/-;

26x2',,. 7/9; 26x2«x2J<, 8/6; 26x3. 9/6; 700x80.
10/6' 750x75. 12/6; new rubber belts, 6It. 2in.x

lin., ip/6: 15in. inOatcrs. 2IA\ sent approval, car.

riage paid, receipt remittance.—Palmer's GaraK_\

Tooting, S.-W. [S^es

TXRES. Tjres. Tyres. Moqey bnct out of fhe war.
- We liav8 the pick of these covers. Others have

what we have left. Salved from discarded Army ma-

chines, and guaranteed good condition. All fizes:

ordinarv. which are partly worn, but sound, 10,-; iiest,

which have run under 1,000 miles, and are like new,

IS/-: state make preferred; approval nep'nst <a»li.

Tubel. brand now, guarunteed stock, 5/6.—Central

Garage. London ltd.. Thornton Heath. [2703

small
24x

2',4. 5/6: '26X2." 5/9;~'26x2V4. 6/-; 26x2%. 6/3;

26X2V., 6/6; 26x2>3X2U, 6/9; 26X3, 7/-; 28x3.

7/6; 650X65. 8/-. Surplus brand now tiibcs, lead-

ing makes : 26x2,6/9; 26x2>i, 7/3; 26X3, to fit

2'" 8/6; 28x3, 10'6; carriago paid; approval. .\11

leading inakss and sizes in stock.-H. Emanuel, Tyre

Factor. 27, Belgrade Rd.. N.16. Stores: 37a. Balls

Pond Rd. •Phona : Dalslon 3161. 10345

TANKS.
TANKS Bc-cnaniellcd from 10/6.-Bright and Hnvlf •

78, Church St., Caniberwcll. U8"
T'AXKS n«>-enaraelled, makers' transfers nnd ac;sign3,

12/6. Send your repairs.-Whitworth ilotor Eeuiv

voting Co., 90n, Peishore St., Birmingham. [2413

FTIANKS Ke^^namoUing. etc. We guarantee m.ikors'

1 original transfers, latest colours, and desigiij. Lists

-Park Works, la, Paradise Ed., Highbury, N.5. [2231

rpANKS He-cnamellcd to pattern Ii;j!l;-';"'f
''"'i^l

L onlv.-B. Jenkns and Sons, 6, Eichard it.. -'"-

kinson St., Deansgate. Manchester. Estabhshe.1^^25

years.

TANKS Ee-onamellcd nnd .E«pnired, »ny„
"Jrmn^

h^hlv flnished, competitive l>"<^»^v,, °V?„
*5"™°!

and nil detnils-by the firm who
'"f"

" "^'''»"'K J'jT,

chines.-Unitcd i\ircrnft Co.. Gosport, Hants. Uib^

TANKS Eccnamcllcd. makers' colours and translers.

from 10/.; tank repairs. All work «ecut<.l ... on

own i^orkshops.-Ejeter Eng...ce....g Co Sto uhan

Works, rcckhum Eye, S.E. New Cro.<a 1778. l-o»

rpANKS ol every description replaced repaired and

i re-enamelled at our own "<>'«»
„Vl,<,char.:e°

2191 Central.

BELTS.

BELT, Clincher rubber, %in.; 8lt,, b1>0P;=<'"|^/
L'^^'

11/6, postage 9d. extra, original cost 21/-:-^^^

Bishopsgate, London.

rriEIUMPH nnd Douglas etc. Belts "llgbtly us«

.

i 7/6 e.ach.-Anthony, 1, Townahend Cottoges m^

.John's Wood, N.W.8.
„, ,.

"

rpET a PoUin Leather Belt. ,T""1 "S"
%l'\v^'i,<ii,''„i 2/3 I'ain. 2/6 per foot, PO«t 'ree.-" .

roiim

and Son.' Holington, St. Leonards-on-Sea. 1X6484

A LAEGE auantity of.second-hand belts. The^ bete

A are like new, sizes fi.n, %'"•;,?."', So 4/6 each

SORPL03 Government Stock, made by Ped'ey.

Silvertown. Lvcett. and Dun op; perfectly new

^^^tr^. srilJ): ^^^\^:\^
at ?7/6Lacl-^I Emanuel, Tyre Factor 27, Be grave

Rd. Nil Stores: 37a, Balls Pond Rd. 'Phone:

Dalston 3161.
^""^^

INSURANCE.

FOR Insurance ol all kinds (specially motor), apply

Ernelt J. Bass. Insurance Broker, 40, Chancery

Lane, W.C.2. ^""y='

ROYS Ltd.. invite enquiries for insurance o! all

kind^. Competitive rates for motor cycles.

Lloyd's and companies' prospectuses on applications.--

no. Gt. Portland St., London. [0055

T'
HE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy

authorised by " The Motor Cycle, ' and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private

nurooses. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
bSts. minimum rates. Full part.cnlars and pro-

sTOCtu=es on application.-The Autocar F.re and Acc-

dent insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheaps.de, London.

AGENCIES.
AGENTS Wanted, North, South o! England, and

Wales to represent manufacturers and laotora

01 motor and motor cycle accessories; good term.*

offered to gentlemen with connection.-Applj ,
Box

2 226, c/o The Motor Cycle. 1"="='

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A-l;
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PATENT AGENTS.
CONSULTING Patent Agency. 253, Gray'a Inn Rd.,

Loudon.—Aero and aircrali engines. [2373

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—Kin^, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.G.

35 years' references. [0129

WBRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Iust.C.E., A.F.R.,
* Ae.S., Chartered Patent Agent, 29, Southamp-

ton Buildings, London, W,C.2. 'Phone : Museum 3651.
[9622

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
HN. & W. S. SKERRETT (H. N. Skerrett, Fellow

• o£ the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents,
A.I.Mech.E.. A.I.A.E.. Associate I.E.E., etc.; W. S.

Skerrett (Registered Patent Agent).—Patents, designs,

and tiade marks.—24, Temple Row, Birmingham.
Tel. : Central 1038. T.A. : Skerrett, Birmingham..

[1534

"BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET. OR WANTED.

WANTED, cycle and motor cycle business, living
accomuiodation ; country preferred.—Williama, 88,

Station Rd., Addlestone. [2335

VULCANISING Business, complete H.F. plant,
joineis tools, benches, vices; eound connection;

motor van aad garage; £150.—Box 2,119, C/o The
Motor Cycle. [2048

MOTOR Cycle, cycle, and sports outfitters' business
for sale as a going concern, owing to the ill-

health of the owner; property (freehold) preferably
sold with business, but can be leased if desired. Busi-
ness established 40 years since, has a large cash turn-
over, and is situated in the leading business town of a
thichlv populated mining district.—Applv, Box 2,265,
c/o The Motor Cycle, [3096

FINANCIAL.
ANY Gentlemen or Firm who wish to experiiiient

with a new type of a-stroke petrol engine eaii

ha-ve holder's address by applying to Box 2,263, c/o
77ie Motor Cycle. [3056

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agencyj Auctioneering, etc.—

Train by post for this paying profession. Start a
business of your own. Prospectus free.—Agricultaial
Correspondence College (Dept. T), Ripon. [OJag

^ SITUATIONS WANTED.
T.T. Races.—Pre-war competitor would like engagement

to compete in these and other speed trials.—Box
2,178, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2211

CS. BURNEY, A.M.I.A.E.. one of the two brothers
• who produced the Blackbume motor cycle, de-

tires employment in motor trade; 17 years' engineer-
ing and motor experience.-17, Carlyle Mansions,
Cheyne Walk, Chelsea. [2921

SITUATIONS VACANT.

A REALLY Capable Salesman-demonstrator required,
. with flrst-'-'laee knowledge of motor cycles. State

wages and previous employment.—Box 2,264, c/o The
Motor Cycle. 3057

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
CARLTON Hotel, Minehead, Somerset-—Motor cyclists

visiting tiie West Country will find every comfort
at the above. Good garage. Reasonable terms. [9096

GENERAL TRADE.
MOTOR Cycie Frames made, any quantity.^Luke and I

Co., 80. Ashted Row Birmingham. [1517 I

MIDLAND Owners.-Sell your motor \ehicleB through
the agency of our weekly motor auction sales.

Entry fonns and particulars from Campbell Parker .ind
Co., 18, Easy Row, Birmingham. 70 Cent. [2113

AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the
oldest s(^ely motor auction rooms in London;

terms 7[,aX, not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
• ycles and cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest
goods stations. Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R.; Wimble-
don, L. and S.W.R. and G.W.R. Sole address

;

Palmer's -Garage, Tooting, London. [2764

WANTED.
N.S.U. Gear for Rex: cheap.— 14,

Hull

WANTED, P,
£30.—King

WANT . _

change, Horton St., Halifax.

1Q13-14 Douglas 2''4h.p. tank and engine
it/ Ruspidge, Cindeiford, Glos.

WANTED, strong chassis, for 1915 Harley 7-9h.p.-
T. B. l-ioorge, Abersyehau. [2129

TORADBURY 1911 Tank wanted, good condition.—
J-^ 16, Highgate Rd., London. [2920

Maudclay Rd., Well
[2185

and M., decent old machine; about
Egrove, Oxford. [X7450

good Morgan for spot cash.—Motor Ex-"
' " "" " [2375

-Monntjoy.
[2334

VL. Chassis, complete. 8-12h.p., good order.—
Want. The Cottage, Addlestone. [2672
ANTED, single speed 2-stroke, cheap.—Bendy, 63,

Calabria Rd., Highbury. London. [X7466
ANTED. ScoU or w.c. Douglas ensine. olij.—

Rosemary Rd., Clacton, Essex, [254539.

TYREH0U5E
SOMETHING EXTRA GOOD

BRAND NEW
w.D. 28 X 3

GOODYEAR DIAMOND TREAD
COVER WITH TUBE

59/6

SPECIAL BARGAINS
Brand New Covers

1st Gr-ai.de Only.
From Government Stores, etc.

I

24 X 2 Avon Druid 31 /-

2% X 2i Avon Druid 36^-1
26X3 Clincher Ribbed 29/-

[

FOR 2i RIM.
26 X 2j Heavy Rubber Non-skid .... 27/6

,, Avon S'lnstone 39 /6
]

,, Wood-Milne Combination .... 79/-

„ Goodrich Safety Tread 58/6 I

26 X 2J Heavy Ruboer Stud 42/6
Palmer Cord Heavy 39/6

|

,, Bates" Special Heavy 44/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy ... 37/6 1

,, Avon Tricar 34 /6
|

„ Hutchinson Passenger ....... 35/-

26X2iX2j Hutchinson Rubber Stud. 52/-

,, Englebert Super 55 /-

,, Englebert Touring 47/6 I

Goodrich Safety Tread 61 /-

FOR 2i RIM.
26x 2A Heavy Non-skid 37/6 I

„ ' Extra Heavy Non-skid 39/6
,, Wood-Milne Combination .... 55/-

[

,, Clincher de Luxe Heavy 50/-

[
26x3X2i Extra Heavy Non-skid . . 48/6

|

„
' Englebert Passenger 47 /-

., Pedley Heavy Three-rib 67/-
|

FOR AMERICAN RIMS.
28 X 2jHutcbinson Passenger 38 /6

|

„ " Kempshall Non-skid 46 /-

< X 3 Extra Heavy 48/6 I

Palmer Cord 49 6
|

,, Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 60/-
,, W'ood-Milne Extra Heavy ... 55/- I

Englebert Super Heavy 69/6
|

FOR 6SO X 6S RIMS.
700 X 80 GTOoved 80 /-

„ Wood Milne Special 52/6 1

,, Wood-Milne 4-ply 63/6
650 X 65 Grooved 57/6

„ Avon Square ^ . . .

.

59 /-

,, Avon Three-rib 59/6
Clincher de Luxe Extra Hvy. 59/-
Lightweight 27 '6

|

NEW CLEARANCE TUBES.
26X3X2i Heavy ID '6 I

26 X 2i Endless 7 6
I

26x2! Butted 9/6
26 X2I Endless 7 9|
26X2ix 2^ Endless 7/6
26X2ix2i Butted .

.

10/-
26X2ii Endless 6/6

|

26X2* Butted 9/6
23X3 Endless 8/6 I

2SX3 Hutchinsoji 13/9
|

Sent carriage paid on 7 days' approval agaimt
remittance.

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd,

The TYRE HOUSE,

8 3, Theol3£ftlcB'8 Roa.ct,

HOE.BORN, W.0.1
'Phone: Museum 13i3.

WANTED.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent '

lor disposing oi motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a
offer at sight.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure
good clieque if you sell your machine at Pali

rage.

ALMERS Garage, T-ooting.r-Thousanda ol
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciatit
motor Cycles in the weekly auction sale,

Tbun^^day at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting-—Auction fee lor ra

cycle.^ under £ 50 reserve 5 / -, over £50 . rci

10/-. No garage charge is incurred until 7
notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect macl
from any London railway station. The au(

sal© is lield every Thiirsdiiy. commencing 2 p.m. [

SEND Tour Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage
Motor Auction Rooms, High St.. Tootins.

offer telegraphed immediately on- receipt. Nei
station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any Loi
statiou. Machine can be iucluded in nuctiou eat

desired.—Sole address, l?almer's Garage, Tootlnt
[:

RTJDGE Frame, complete, for a" 3',''h.p. engii
Volking, 58. Suffolk Ed., Gravesena.

WANTED, old motor cycles and parts.—17, Wl
Rd., South Lambeth. London, S.W.S. [1

WANTED, motor cycles and cars, any conditi(
Garage, Albert St., Idle, Yorkshire. [X7

SCOTT Footboards, gear and engine parts, Lai
' bars.—77, Upper Warwick St., Liverpool. [2

N.S.tJ. Gears or parts, also Grado and Philij
pulley.—Box 2,235, c/o The Motor Cycle.

WANTED, Tyncsider pillion seat, good coudit
cheap.— 6, E^eex Grove, Walthamfttow. [2

WANTED, 2^>4h.p, Douglas engine, any spares.-
Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [2

WANTED, 2-Uh.p. Douglas or other lightweight
exceeding £35.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [XV

ELECTRIC Lighting Set wanted, suitable for
Scott.-Hfggeu, 23. Abbey St., Paisley. [X7

SIDECAR Chassis want«d, Triumphs, Scotts,
cheap.—6, Lower Cobd&n St.. Bradford. [2

I T O20 Combination, also solo, cheap; cash waitin
X.Xf 48, Warlock Rd., Paddington, W.9. [2

A LATE Combination Douglas Preferred.—
ticulara to 268, Portobello Rd., W.aO. [2

3iih.p. Douglas, must be in good condition, and cIm
4 —1, Cromwell Mansions, King St., W.6. [2

ODERN Combination, 8h.p., 2-6eater sidee

cheap.—Box 2,168, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2M
J .E.S.—Wanted, IV^h.p. engine and fittings : appro

deposit.—Harding, Grange .Sejiool, Bradford. [2

COCNTEESHAFI Triumph wanted, up to £60 cfiei

—Springfield, Albany Crescent, Claygate, Sun
[21

WANTEn, 1920 combinations and solos, reasona
price.—60, Wallingiord Av.. N. Kensington.

[2f

LIGHTWEIGHT, not earlier than 1914, for s

cash.—75, Warwick Kd., Bowes Park, N.ll.
[2(

WANTED, sidecar for 1920 Scott, must be fli

class condition.—Mussellwhite, Basingstoke.
[26

DOUGLAS 2^/'ih.p., 1919, wauted, perjei t oondrt
essential.-Bateman, 43, Draper St., Leicester.

[S68
ORAP Motor Cycles and Parts bought.—AntboiSC .

' 1, Towirshend Cottages, St. John's ^'ood, N.W
[27

WANTED, Trirrmph clutch wheel, complete witli c^

ttols.-Holdemess, Sleaford E4., Boston. ;D)

[24

90X77M o.h.y. Matfhiees: mu^t
Box 2,240, c/o The Motor Cycle. ID

[29

EASTING Wind Screen, trip speedometer, 26
wheels wanted.-Letter, Wall, 33, Eoral St., Liv

TI7"ANTED,
genurne.-

pool. [21

A46 .VII letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

GOOD Combination and Lightweight, not earl

1919: cash waiting.—Clark, 7, E.xhibition R
S.W.7. - [29

WANTED for cash, motor cycle of best make ai

condition.—Wallis, 23. Hartington Grove. Cai

bridge. !84'

WANTED, 234h.p. Sunbeam, 1914- model, with ace*

series ;
prompt cash.—Darville, Starrmore, Middl

sex. [2";

WANTED, old motor cycle engine, cheap.—Firll p.'

ticnlars, Homl, 16, Totteridge Lane, Whetstoa

N.20. [225

WANTED, T.T. Sunbeams, Nortons, Zeniths, any coi

dition. Cash on sight.—Howe, Warren St., lei

I

ham. "It

WANTED, Enfield combination, pcrfert conditio:

for cash.-Heodmafiter, The Shirley Schools, Crc

don. [2S!

WANTED, Morgan, part exchange 1920 Sunb'aa

combination; (see Sunbeam advert.)-Fisher. Oi

entry. _ - [X74;

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Sidecar Taxis.

IX
the House of Ci.immon.-i on I'>bruary i6th,

Viscount Curzon questioneij the Home Secre-

tary as t(5 whether the licoii-sing of sidecar taxi-

cabs for the MetropoHtaa police area would
be considered. The reply was to the effect

that such a course was considered inidesirable, and
that " I know that there are three in Birmingham,
three in Nottingham, 1 think two in Brighton and
another south coa.st place, and I aim told that tliey

are not very popular." Considering the facts of

the case, this reply is so extraordinary as to merit
remark. How can a vehicle prove its popularity

or otherwise if its very existence is nipped in the

T)ud, as the Home Secretary's action clearly indi-

cates ? The statement, too, that " there are not

many taxi-.sidecars " is almost amusing in view of

the refusal to permit such vehicles to ply for hire.

Indeed, they are too new to have had a chance to

prove their popularity. Iir those progressive towns
and cities which have already granted licences,

the sidecar taxi has already made good, and its

number is already increasing.

The sidecar taxi is handy in traffic and
economical to run, yet even in these days when
economy is, at any rate, a political catchword, we
find certain authorities barring the way to an
advance in that direction. What is the real reason
for this ultra conservative action? Are the authori-

ties still imbued with the out-of-date notion that
the modem high-class sidecar is unsafe and un-
reliable, or is it considered that the interests of taxi-

cab owners are at stake ? The whole question is

important, and unless this discouraging attitude

is droppciJ, we shall once again ha\e the chagrin
of seeing British enterprise developed in Con-
tinental countries at the expense of British indus-
tries. Paris and Naples have not been slow to
take advantage of the latest form of economical
pubhc transport, and other Continental cities have
the question in hand, while the British Government
sets an example by publicly discouraging a distinct

advance in economcial transport for the public.

other countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

Revive the Benzole Industry!QL 1 I li recrnlly a (jo\ernment sub-conimitteo
which enquired into the price of motor fuel,

alter showing how dependent this coinitry

was upon the petroleum supply of the
U.S.A., pleaded that the " urgent necessity

for action " to meet the present need for an un-
bounded supplv of- liquid fuel was "evident and
vital.''

"

In view of the fact that there appears to-be little

hope of an amelioration of the .situation as far as
America is concerned, possible alternatives may be
reviewed. -It is known that benzole could be
obtained • as a by-product from the gas making
companies to the e.xtent of thirty-five million gal-
lons annually, as against the present production of
under two million gallons, and that it could be sold
at a price considerably lower than the existing
price of petrol. To prevent the monopoly of

• benzole by the present petrol distributing interests,

a compulsory maximum price should be enforced
to prevent the cornering of supplies by a trust

which might embark on a policy of ruinous under-
selling in order to make production an unprofitable
industry.

In the present state of affairs it appears obvious
that the benzole inilustry is the key to the problem,
and- if the above suggestion was adopted Iiy the
(Jovernment, in conjunction with a law making it

obligatory- for the gas companies to scrub their

proiluct for benzole, an all-round drop in fuel
prices would result, especially when the investiga-
tions of the committee show that there was .no
possible justification for the last rise of yd. per
gallon.

That the benzole question is the crux of the
whole position cannot be in doubt, when we are
told that "it is highly improbable that Great
Britain will ever produce " a sufficient quantity
of crude petroleum to meet our requirements, that
shale oil still remains-" a fruitful field for develop-
ment," and that, with regard to power alcohol,
"no immediate relief can be expected."

~
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A Poser.

DEVON rider submits the following harrowing
experience, sustained with a 234 h.p. Excelsior

two-stroke. The machine ran well until half a
mile after replenishing the tank at a local garage,
when the engine began to- splatter, and^ in the course
of the next mile stopped altogether and refused to re-

start. The usual tests proved abortive, and . the

machine was left at a cottage. . Next day a man went
for it, and after fortj'-five muiutes discovered the
trouble. The plug was sparking perfectly, the timing
^vas correct,^ the magneto O.K., the controlp were
acting properly, the fuel was ,

passing the jet satisfactorily,

and the engine compression was
exceilent. What was the
matter? I will give the solution

next week.

" wind up '

' when its

why it never makes a

c

SPRING IS COMING

!

Country House Lighting.

I

UR query department often

receives, evidence that the

ownership >of a motor
cycle renders readers resident in

the country rather dissatisfied

with paraffin lamps. Many of

ihese readers cannot afford to

install dynamos, or petrol gas, or
acetylene plants. For the
benefit of such I may perhaps
for once wander from our chief
topic, and recommend two lamps
which I use in my country house.
One is the Dargue acetylene
lamp with self-contained genera-
tor (57, Grey Street, Newcastle-
oh-Tyrie); It gives a splendid
light : and is cleaner and less

troublesome than paraffin.

Properly- managed, it is also "economical, for : the
glass chimneys of modern paraffin lamps are not
as good -as the

.
old Hun stuff (more's the pity);

carbideis quite cheap when bought by the cwt., but
some discretion

.
is needed in charging each, lamp

according to the varying length of the evenings at each
season of the year.- A far finer lamp is the Coleman
.Quick-Lite (61, Eower Mosley Street, Manchester),
which'burns upwards of twenty-one hours on a filling,

and gives up to 300 c.p. , .

Such lamps provide an attractive half-way house be-
tween the cottager's paraffin lamp and the rich man's
;;^',Soo " plant." .

r A Dog Nuisance.

TO judge by current correspondence some of our
readers are ignorant of fh^ vital fact in canine

' psychology. -The dog has a very "sensitive nose
and is a more adept dodger than -any international
threequarter, back. In other words, ' it onlv gets

A26
,
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The

Annual Spring Number of

©TOUOrCILE

will be published on MARCH 17th,

and, in addition to many special

features of interest to all motor

cyclists, will contam a complete

Illustrated Buyers* Guide

the fullest particulars and

prices of the different

proboscis is in danger (this is

frontal attack on a stationary

at; so that the pussy which can maintain an absolutely

immobile bluff is perfectly safe from doggy). More-

over, owing to. doggy's dodging powers, he does not

fear anything dodgable. Remove ybui: toe from the

footrest and wave it at him—he merely grins; the

speed of your toes does not approach piston speed,

and he can elude it with ease; you know you have

never yet landed a kick home from die saddle except

on a very young and green puppy; and even then not

more than once on the same pup. On the other hand,

there, are things which doggy

cannot dodge. .
He would fear

Mailey, the Australian googly

bowler, as a Puritan feared the

de\il.

Xow, gentle reader, you are

not Mai-ley. But the dog doesn't

l^nnw that. You might be

Mailey. camouflaged in a Brook-

lanifs helmet. So pretend to

throw or bowl at him, 'and he

will pull up dead 'in his tracks

with his non-skid paws biting

the road hard. As he blei-iches,

vou slip past. He recalls the

last occasion when he got a stone

plumb on the quiverv part -of his

proboscis. He gi\'es a final vap
of defiance and despair, and
awaits some motor cvclist less

sophisticated than youreelf.

No dog has fetched me off

since I mastered these elementary

facts. The feelings of dogs to-

w-ards me resemble tho.se of the

Jaeger battalion on being asked
to storm Verdun after t w e I'v e

pre\ious attempts. Yet I am not a dog hater, neither

am I at present a dog owner.

The Cloven Hoof.

THE notion that the rolls-vovcev

control the R.A.C. could e^er
interest in such midgets as th

Morgan was so absurd on the face of it that I could
not understand why some sections of opinion grudged
the A.C.U. any power over four-wheeled cycle cars.

It is now-ofreely .stated that the A.C.U. is under the
thumb of the motor cycle trade, and that this industry
desires to squelch the cycle car so' that the side car
can have an open field. I cannot credit this innuendo.
The A.C.U. has exhibited considerable independence
of late, and I should estimate that it is less amenable
to trade pressure than ever it was, powerfully as the,

trade is organised to-day. The " trade " is a very
comprehensive

.
tenn, and includes plenty of people

who are always on the look-out for new employment

gentlemen who
lake an honest

Q.N. and the
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or plant.aiid capital. There are, of course, firms who
lo not exactly hunger for anti-sidecar competition ; but

hey are tolerably well balanced by other concerns who
ivill never sacrifice a good selling line. For example,
he 8 h.p. Rover and the G.X. have both made good
vithout any real help from the leading motoring organi-

Liiions, for they have won over a class of driver who
lalues -jDersonal comfort and protection from the

ements—in short, the class which is left rather cold

3v the average performances of the stunt sidecarist.

\Iiireover, these timid gentry (juite ignore the amateur
iiotor cj'clist, who \\\ the ultimate issue is the master

both the trade and the A.C.U. The general

iia.ss of riders have no intention of allowing fear or

a\our to squelch the cycle car. If the A.C.U. con-

founds the cycle car with^ the chamois, as it may
lo, it will soon be forced to revise its policy; but,

personally, I have considerable confidence in the

pfisointcl which at present governs the A.C.U., and I

lo not think it will need much gingering from anybody.

Too Much Zeal.
^T^A.S it a Frencli arohbisho]) who concluded his

VV "discourse wiih the moral: "Above all, my
brethren, point de z'cle! " The maxim is wiser

han it looks. One of our most ardent readers has

long since grasped the fact that the vim and vigour

of a two-stroke engine are' largely depen<.lent on the

lightness of the conipres.sion. He has cautiously in-

creased the girth of his piston rings until his 'bus is

m.ji.h. faster than the standard. The other day he
w,i< indulging in what he calls "a mild flutter''

(knowing him as 1 do, I imagine his sixiedometer had
))assed the 60 mark, and was working back round

towards the 10 mark again) when the engine seized,

and the machine became stationary within ten yards.

Being some lad, he arrested himself in a vertical posi-

tion. A mile further on it repeated the perfomiance,

and deposited him roughly on mother earth. The
point of the prelate's peroration is> now obvious

—

perhaps his grace was a motor cycKst.

Cycle Car Engines.

ET was with unusual interest that I perused Mr. F. E.
Schofield's letter on the merits of the sidecar as
compared with cycle cars. The coming struggle

between these two types of passenger momit is bound
to be frightfully interesting. The average Briton
always feels a certain sympathy with the under dog',

and for that reason some of us are keen on the cycle
car's chances, though it has a long furrow to hoe
before it overhauls the best sidecars.

Technically, the sidecar has fill the worst of the
argument. Practically, it is further crabbed by the
exposure of its driver. Actually, the cycle car suffers

from two very serious handicaps. The first is that
it is in its infancy, whilst the sidecar has undergone
intensive culture for nearly twenty years. So we get
a deal of " potty " trouble with a cycle car ; one friend
of mine recently shed his oil tank, which was secured
by a i)air of wood.'Jcrews to a piece of that curious
timber unknown to botanists and foresters, but freely

employed by coachhuilders of the cheap and nasty
breed. This sort of thing would never be tolerated
in th(^ sidecar world.

The cycle car's second crab is usually vibration, and
vibration accentuated by a noise, which seems to

synchronise with the vibration, and to make the vibra-

tion audible. Much of the vibration is road vibration,
for very few cycle cars have been as well sprung as a
lirst-class sidecar outfit. But where road vibration is

adequately supjnessed, engine vibration still lingers.

This is an unjiardonable folly. The high-powered
sidecar is practically limited to the V twin, which is

not a very steady engine, and never has too smooth an
exhaust. The cycle car can readily hoii.se any tyi)e of

engine—miniature four-cylinder, big flat twin, multi-

cylinder two-stroke, and the like. But in practice the

cycle car seldom has a quiet or well-balanced engine

;

and the owner is usually encouraged by faulty design

of the starting facilities to run his engine in neutral

oftener and longer than the average sidecar ow^ner

need.

SPRING-LIKE WEATHER AND THE LURE OF THE ROAD.
Every week end at any motor cyclists' rendezvous, spring shows of new models are being held. It is the interest taken by motor cyclists

in one another's mount? that is one of the foundation stones of the ercat brotherhood of the road.

A2 7
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The Economical 3i h.p. Sidecer Ou'fit for General Utili(y Work in ihe North,

3/^ h.p. sidecar outfit is unquestionably tlieTHE
poor man's ^-ehicle—not only because the

initial' outlay is comparatively small, but be-

cause a good macliine of this type is absurdly cheap

to run, its oil, pet'rol and tyre consumption being very

low. My petrol consumption riding always with side-

car attached over Highland hills,- Highland pot-holes,

and' through eveiy abomination of Highland weather,

has, this winter, worked out at 74 m.p.g. Oil con-

sumption I do not know. The machine is mechanic-
ally lubricated, and the oiling looks after its'elf. 1

fill the tank on special occasons, such as cook's birth-

day, and proceed thereafter to forget all about it.

The engine is always perfectly oiled—just a .blue pul'f

of smoke when one accelerates violenth . The hanij

pump ceased to function for want of some trivial

adjustnient early - last autumn, and T ha\e ne\cr

troubled to put it right. The tyre.s' were new just

before the English .Six Davs—heavy Palmers, by which
I swear. At the end of the Six Days the rear ribs

were not unduly prominent, though the front wheel
ribs were hardly rpunded. I changed the tyres o\er,

and both are still going strong— perfectly evenly worn,
with not a suggestion of a cut. They must ha-\-e seen
well over 3,000 miles, including the English Six Days,
which in itself is supposed to represent at least the life

of a tvre. Unhappilv, I ha\e ne\er aspired to making

oufmv running costs, Init fmni the IViregoing it will be

seen they are very low. ;

T^vo or Three Speeds.

•My e.xperiences with this machine will, I hope, be

of some little value to those numerous readers who
desire as cheap a mount as they feel to ba consistent

with their demands. .The P. and M., it must be bo'rne

in mind, is provided only with a two-speed gear, which,

by the way, is of praclicallv infallible design. .A

three-speed gear would, undoubtedly, add to the speed

of the outfit, but so-far as climbing, etc., goes, I \\9.\c

not really felt the need for it.
~

Unquestionably,, the chief bugbears for the low

])0wered sidecar'outfit are heai-1 winds and hea\y roads

The least headwind brings (\o\\n one's axerage spee(-

at once, and I aemember a few \ears ago it was nc

uncommon thing for the dri\'er of a P. and ]\I. anc

sidecar to ha^ e to travel for miles on low gear. Those

(lays, however, seem to be past, for the present-da;

engine is very much more powerful than its. predeces

sors. Goodness knows we get enough wind in Scot

land, and owing to the wildness of the country, ant

the great distances between villages, one is conipellei

to tra-i'el very fully, equipped. My daily load com
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Vinter in the Highlands.

—

ori.ses the following extras—two head lamps, two
^'enerators, wide leg shields, Bluemel windscreen,

ipare heavy cover, two inner tubes, complete set of

:hains, handle-bar muffs, valves, and, of course, the

usual- array of minor spares and tools. In the case of

m 8 h.p. outfit a few pounds extra in the way of

iccessories make no difference, but with a 3/2 h.p.

jvery pound tells' It is a fact, indeed, that there is a

lill near my home which I can just climb with passen-*

ger, but no extras. If I liave my lamps on and a_gun
n the sidecar I ha\e to push on each of the hairpins

luring the ascent. I'he total weight of the outfit is

) cwt. 30 lb.

It will be seen that the machine is ridden very much
in toiu-ing trim, but certainly I have never yet haJ to

progress on low gear on the le\el owing to head w'ind,

liea\y roads, snov.-, or anything else I can think of.

One of my regular journeys takes me through Glenogle,

rugged and romaiitic spot which will be known to

many of my readers, and ascending the pass from

I.ochearnhead I can romp up the four-mile gradient

jiiivided there is no wind, never faUing below 24

m.p.h., and at times picking up to over 30 ni.p.h.

For those who do not know the climb 1 may add that

the familv Ford cannot scramljle to the summit on top

gear unless there is a hurricane helping from the rear

indeed, during normal conditions there is less gear

changing with the P. and M. than with the Ford carry-

ing two people and their luggage, and as cars go the

I'ord is certainly " a top-gear •' vehicle.

Solnuch for the ordinary conditions of the \car, but

thiise who know the Highlands in all their summer
beauty, when the lochs. are radiant w^ith silver birch

and the deepest blue of Umippled waters, have really

no conception of the conditions of wintei% in these

lands. Referring again to Glenogle—there is a point

at the foot of the pass about two miles above the loch

at whicii the wincls, blowing down all the glens and
corries of the vast highlaivls above, meet and concen-

trate their energies on one particular part of the high

road. This i:)oint, even on a comparatively still night,

is like the core of a typhoon ; on a windy night the con-'

flicting forces of the air strive to pound one into a pulp,

then to suck the pulp heavenwards. Kegularly I have

to make the journey by night, and I always anticipate

the approach of this fifty yards of road with mingled

dread and wonder. A -V
~

Highland Weather.

1 shall nevt-r forget the first lime I struck it. The
rain was coming down solid. I had travelled from

London during the day, leaving Fusion at breakfast

time and arriving at Callander about 10 p.m. There I

had previously left my machine so as to get home in

the one day. The hurricane was behind me for the

most part, and simply whirled me homewards in a

stationary atmosphere. Suddenly I struck the danger

point, it was like running into a' haystack. I was

bowling along at abtxit 3.; m.p.h. when, in about five

\ards, I was pulled up short with pinking engine. I

grabbed the change speed lever and jammed in low-

gear, but inmieiliately came to a stop with a series of

savage jerks. The wind was so terrific that, using the

kick starter, J simply could not tell. when my engine

was firing; but somehow, dazed and dripping, I

reached navigable waters again, where the comparative

• |uietude was almost frightening.

Near the summit ot the long ascent o( Glenogle.

•\-9
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K,!lln Docliart Ki^

Living in this northerly land, it --would be tittcrly

suicidal for a rider to employ any machine but one in

which he had the utmost faith. Take ni\ own posi-

tion. Very often train services compel niv iea\ing

some point ^for home late in the night. My journey

lies over bleak mountain tops, and one hardly dares to

anticipate what the failure of one's machine might
mean on a winter's iiight. Many a roadfai^er perishes

on these roads during winter, and though' I am -no more
afraid than anyone else, I realise that to be stranded

in the midst of some of tliese " no-man 's-iands " might

be fatal. The cold is so intense that, coupled with

fatigue, a single mis-step in the darkness inight lead to

one becoming lost, in which case it is- almost impos-

sible to regain one's bearings. I have participated in

too many hunts for lost people , to -underestimate the

danger. Only last winter Pwas a member of a search

)3arty which, for three days, searched the hills for a

farm girl who, during a fine though frosty- night, had
w9.ndered off the road into the interminable heather.

Blizzards had followed, anri we knew that we were
looking for the dead. "W-e killed numbers of wdiite

Alpine hares with our sticlfe,' and the man on mv right

knocked a roe deer off its feet by throwing his stick

into its legs as it rose from the heather, but we did not

find the girl. It was early spring when finally she
was round by a shepherd with the melting of t\^ drifts

-^seated quite natulallv with her- face between her
hands.

Personal risks are not of much consequence ; one
can usually get out somoJiow, but the P. and M. side-

car outfit has been in daily commission by way of giving
my wife and year old infant a fresh air spin. The

1 typical Highland village.

greatest exhilaration and the grandest scenery are

afforded by the roads over the hills, and one can

imagine that such jaunts could not be regarded -with

much pleasurable anticipation unle.ss one were very

sure of the machine. Most of the roads we traverse

are utterly deserted, and a breakdown ' with a small

infant would really be most serious. But, -as a matter

of fact, no thought of breakdown ever mars the pleasure

of these outings, and I have, not touched my machine,

except for lubrication and one chain adjustme4-it, since

tlie Ei-iglish Six Days.

The Question of Cost.

Again, why should we use a car, wliich costs at least

six times as much to run as_the sidecar, when the latter

fulfils all our requirements? I, personally, obtain far

niore pleasure from driving the sidecar than I do from
driving a car, and my passengers are moie comfortable

and warmer in the sidecar—chiefly because there aj;e

no draughts.
'

-

In justice to the maker of the Bluemel windscreen,

however, I must say that this fitting has alone made
our winter jaunts possible. None of the many wind-

screens that I have tried,, excepting the Bluemel, were

really fit to place a verv voung infant behind. Most
of them created back draughts or down draughts, or

were objectionable in some otlier w'ay, wdiereas the

Bluemel seems to fill the bill in every respect. It has
given unqualified satisfaction, and though not so

adjustable as many on the market it at least fulfils its

purpose when in use.

(To be continued.) .
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THE 350 c.c ARMlS SIDECAK.

HKIHI'Rw _„..„„„..„_„„.„„.„
escape with £2 10s.), or whether it is the present

tightness of monev, there is no gainsaying that the

t\vo-s*roke Ughtwe'ight sidecar outfit has of late come
• " - the lore. The improvements made in two-

.. ..^».X it is the new taxation scale which

automatically divides sidecar outfits into two

classes (/.c./ those taxed £4 and those which

rapidly

d-ur-stroke engines

iiig the past fe\y

years make pos-

sible the attachment

of a light sidecar to

motor cycles which,

a short time ago,

were regarded only

as indifferent solo

mounts. Of course,

one cannot expect

to maintain the

same average as

with a more power-

ful outfit, hut for

any ordinary main

road running such

a machine as the

350 c.c. Precision-

engined Armis will

meet the require-

ments of a large

3iumber of people

who are content

with a moderate

speed

A high power-weight ratio is a

country lanes—unexpected corners

so many changes down as on a heav

We recently tested one of these little outfits, and

found its maximum speed to be in the neighbourhood

of 35 m.p.h. True, its acceleration was not of the

big twin order, but the way in which it "slogged
"

along at a steady 20 to 22 m'.p.h. was really remark-

able^
.\lthough the Armis pleased us before part-

ing, it sadly dis-

appointed us
initially. Within
the first ten miles

it developed a 1

1

sorts of symptoms
of internal derange-

ment — p a r t ic u-

larly a periodical

falling off of power
accompanied
by choking and re-

c u r re n t backfires.

We might well

h a y e turned sus-

])icioiis glances
right away on the

state of the lubricat-

i n g arrangements

were it not that we
had been given to

understand that
the r e was suffici-

ent oil in the
sump to last another

hundred miles; and
great advantage when one is in a huny on

and gradients, naturally, do not necessitate

ier mount with ihe same engine capacity.
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Road Tests of New Modeh.—

we knew thai, given these conditions, thfc'e is

practically iiotliing in the Precision, system of oiling

tliat could go wrong.

Tlierefore, much mystified, we, perforce, adjusted

or checked everything else that might or anight not

have any bearing O'li the trouble. Ignition and car-

buration, liovvever, were apparently quite in order;

and, as a last resort, it was decided tO' try a much
greater opening of the; oil valve than should ever

have been necessary.

This improved things

at once, and, -incident-

ally, t u r n e ,d o u i

attention to where it

ought to liave been at

iirst, viz.', the crank-

"case oil-level window.
There was practically

no oil in the sump !

This rectified—well,

exit trouble tout dt

suHc.

It is often said that

confession is good for

the soul; does it lessen

the- efficacy of confes-

^sion to plead extenuat-

ing eircumstances? In

this case there were
two: (i) the symptoms
were not very indica-

tive of under-lubrica-

tioh, and (2) . the oil

setting was -(we under-

stood) as fixed by the

makers.

Power Maintenance.
At .any time a suc-

cessful acTjustment is

inclined to prejudice
one in favour 6i the

ensuing behaviour of
the machine upon
which it is effected.

Perhaps this happened
in the case of the

Armis ; but there can
be no doubt iiut that it

is a remarkably good
puller and, what is

even more important,

apparently able .to

maintain its power under load for long periods,- just

on tlie illegal side of the legal limit.

Regarding hill-climbing it easily took a .passenger

up the majority of the main road hills that we
encountered, on top gear: and, on the only two
occasions that it was necessary to change down, the

lower ratio appeared to be considerably lower than
necessary. A three-speed gear would, no doubt, be a

great improvement, both for the high second ratio and
an emergency low. Although, during our test, we neVer
found any call for the latter, we can readily imagine

• con'ditions in the normal life of such an outfit where
the third ratio would prove iffore than helpful. •

The small size of the Aimis sidecai

attempts to decipher the tablet

Fuel consumption was hea\y^-on (admittedly waste-

ful) short runs we averaged a bare 50 m.p.g.—but,

again, our tinkering at the -Cox aimed more at power
than at economy. We should imagine that 70-80
m.p.g. would he a much fairer estimate of the

marlTine's capabilities when normaUv adjusted. It

must l^ remembered, too, that tyre wear on such an
outfit must be -extraordinarily light, and cunsequentlv
the running costs per passenger should pan out as low

as, if not lower than,, those on any other self-propelled

vehicle on the raid. ..

-- Criticism.

Several points must
be-criticised, and it is

noteworthy that a 1 1

these faults (if we
may call them so)

might be eliminated

at little or no increase

in selling cost. The
brakes are quite in-

adequate for sidecar

work : in this respect

t he Armis sins in

good company, but it

sins n e V e r t h e-

Icss. Secondly, the

sidecar body (as dis

tmct from the sidecar)

could be more com-

fortable ; the addition I

of six inches more of|

back-rest s h.o u
"

literally transfonn it. I

Lastly, the final drivel

(a fin. belt^ is nnt|

(|uite capable of meet-

ing , the heavy de-

mands of that most!

efficient little engine.

Modern belts are so|

leliable that it is anl

exception nowadays tol

find one that pul
t h r o u gli. Ours didj

twice;

At a cursory glan( cj

or on a more critical

e X a m i n a t i o n, tha

Armis outfit is quitd

taking: beyond th|

points already menl

tioned the design il

both clean and sound, and the worknianship and detail

finish deserve nothing but praise. Further, it is moi

controllable and docile to handle. One word

warning here may not be cut Of place—a warning thr

also applies to the majority of sidecarettes.

Great care must be exercised in driving with

empty sidecar. It is as fatal to take sharp left-han

bends unladen at speeds over 6 m.p.h. as it would I

to race at a Brooklands with the banking inside—fata

that is, to the maintenance of an e^'en keel, if not t

bodily safety. With a cargo, of course, it is on

appreciably more " tricky " than the average 4 h.j I

outfit.

ette IS shown here while its diiver

over an old schoolhouse door.
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The Protection and Lubrication of Chains,
Some Opinions based on a Long

THAT the chains of motor cycles give the best

service by far when enclosed in an oil bath is a

fact that can hardly admit of two opinions.

Wlien totally enclosed chains are properly enclosed so

that oil cannot escape, and dust or mud cannot enter,

the chain will always be running under ideal condi-

tions, and will give extraordinarily good serN'ice ; but

it should be added at once that completely enclosing
cases are worse than useless if they do. not adequately
fulfil the object with which they were designed.

A complete cover for the front chain, or chains, is

fairly simple of achievement. It can fit snugly around
the engine boss and up against the gear box, and
nothing need project from it in front. For thij pur-

pose I know of noihini;

better than a cast alu-

minium case split hori-

zontally into a top and
bottom half, and having

a machined flange where
the two halves fit to-

gether. Sheet steel cases

can also be made quite

effective, but they are

Fig. 1.—Oil balh lor the Iront

chain—a very simple mat.er.

Experience of Ctiain-driven Macliines.

rider's legs get a fair share of this, and the chain

gets its quota of that picked up by the rear wheel.

Side flaps, or valances, on the mudguard will keep off

a certain amount of this mud, but not all, and I have

found a light chain cover turned well over the top

run of the chain, • combined with a leather flap, as

shown in fig. 2, extending below the bottom run, a

real advantage. Not only does this protect the chain

to a very great extent on the road, but it intercepts

all the mud and water which drip from the mud-

guard during the night, and would otherwise cause tlie

chain to become red with rust and caked with mud
before morning.

Inspection Facilitated.

In one respect the light cover has an advantage

over the complete case, it enables the chain to be

inspected and the adjustment checked a little more

easily ; though even when we think of this small

advantage we must remember many chain cases are

fitted with inspection doors for this very purpose, and

that adjustment is not often required when the chain

runs in a well-made oil bath.

rather more likely to rattle.

The rear chain "cover is, however, a much more
(lifiicult piece of design. A revohnng part must
project from it at the back, viz., the rear hub, and
the axle in front, while in most cases the chain .slay

must pass obliquely through it, for this is invariably

outside the rear. sprocket and generally inside that in

front. It will be seen then that the fitting of really

effective oil-proof cases is a more difficult proiileni

than many people suppose.

Mud and Water Traps.
11 li\e rear axles were used on motor cycles and the

rear sprockets placed outside the frames, the problem

of effectively enclosing the chain would become much
more simple, but this is a form of con.'^truction that 1

have never yet seen applied to a motor cycle.

A friend of mine once had an expensive outfit

equipped apparently with excellent chain protection,

but when taking down his machine for its spring clean,

after a winter of dirty riding, he was astonished and

disgusted to find that his case contained a mixture

fif mud and water. Obviously naked chains would be

better than this. If, therefore, the best method doe.>

not go hand in hand with the best in design and work-

manship, then it is preferable to be content with less

ambitious methods of protection and make use of a

simple cover.

It is sometimes argued that a chain will, by virtue

of its speed, throw off any mud that may fall upon it.

There is something in this, but it does not cover the

whole question. Most of the mud will doubtless be

thrown off, but, before this happens, it may do a

considerable amount of_ damage, and, although the

chain may look fairly well at the end of a ride, by

next morning it will bear very convincing evidence of

the treatment it has received.

On muddy roads the tyres are continually picking

up dirt afid throwing i*'hboi\t'; on some machines the

.A chain guard with

leather flaps mentioned bv

our contributor

To sum up, well made complete cases with an oil

.bath are an easy first, full protection without oil

second, and light covers a good third ; naked chains

and cases full of mud and water are among the

.ilso rans."

X.1 chain should be lubricated with oil unless it is

completely enclosed in a dust-proof case, for the oil

will mix with the' road dirt and form a grinding paste

that will speedily wear away both chain and sprockets,

causing the latter to become hooked. For this reason

an oil spray' from the engine is bad for an exposed

chain, though all right in a case. 1 once tried this,

and never knew my sprockets to wear so quickly.

Exposed chains should be lubricated with grease and

graphite. Prices' Rangraphine—a mixture of graphite

and Rangoon jelly—is excellent, as I can testify from

experience. The' chains can be soaked in this when

it has been melted (not boiled—this is very important,

as boiling oil is hot enough to spoil the temper of

steel), or the mixture can be softened with paraffin and

rubbed on ^vith a brush. The former method is the

better when time admits of the chain being removed

from the machine, but the latter is not to be despised.

Chain. Drive.
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The Sheppy Licence Holder.

AT first glance the Sheppy licence
holdei' does not present any startling
features ; but, on examining it

closely, several interesting points are re-

vealed. In the first place, the glass is of

the Triplex variety permanently held in

posUion so as to be perfectly • itertight.

Behind the licence itself is an at ;nrately
fitting cork b ck. The back plate
is strong, and is secured by several small
bolts and nuts, while the edge of the rim
holding the glass is spun over.

The Sheppy licence holder

dismantled.

Mr. Walter Sheppy, 3, Bury Court,
E.G., claims that the licence holder is'

unbreakable, and is completely water-
tight. The Sheppy licence holder is

handled by Messrs! Brown Bros., 15,
Newman Street, Oxford Street, London,
W.l.

Mercury Detachable
Sparking Plugs.

yi'HE distribution of
the Mercury sparking
plugs, one model of

which is illustrated here,
will shortly be taken over
by the East London
[Rubber Co., 29-33, Great
I
Eastern Street, London,
E.C.2.
Eight models are made,

all of which are detach-
able, and six of them are
provided with ceramic in-

sulators.

The type illustrated js

specially adapted for use
on single-cylinder motor

The Mercury 9ycle engines, whilst there

detachable '^ ^'s° ^ special two-stroke

spai-k-ng plug, pattern.

Aluminium Handle-bar Grips.

THERE is no doubt that aluminium
accessories are " fashionable." They
add considerably to the appearance

of a machine, and impart a finishing

touch. Messrs. Clement, Butler, and
Co., 32-33, Borough High Street, London,
S.E., evidently ; ppreciate this, for they
have recently introduced aluminium
handle-bar grips, which are very well

made and finished, and should meet with
a ready demand from those who take
pride in the appearance of their motor
cycles. They cost 4s. per pair.

The Evabritc alummium handle-bar grip.

Auxiliary Seat Springing.

THAT so many modern machines are
fitted with spring frames or spring
seat-pillars suggests that our roads

are still a s.,urce of trouble to the rider
who desires some degree of comfort. Rigid
frames are still in the majority, however,
and, therefore, auxiliary spring devices
adaptable to any machine are receiving
much attention.'

"

Pivoted well forward on the top tube, the

Perfect seat-pillar acts against coil load

and rebound springs.

The device illustrated, which will be
known as the Perfect seat-pillar, explains
itself ; but it should be noted that saddle
height is not unduly increased by its

use, and also the fact that the f.nish is

a special process all-black.

Provisional protection has been taken
out by the Perfect Seat-pillar Co., 12,
Barrack Road, Newcastle-on-'"--ne.

A Valve Grinding Device.

VALVE grinding is a tiresome task

unless one has proper tools, and, for

this reason, is often put off imtil

it becomes absolutely necessary. Li these

days, when economy is the keynote of

everything, it behoves every motor cyclist

to keep his engine in good tune, and
^hereby obtain greater m.p.g. and sweeter
running.
With this object in view, Messrs.

Pleaton Ward, Ltd., of Cleveland Street,

A neat valve grinder by

Heaton Ward, Ltd

the even

Birmingham, have intro-

duced the direct action

ratchet valve grinder illus-

trated, a device which is

sold for. 19s. 6d. The
appliance has two ratchets

—one right and the other

left—which, by a recipro-

cating movement, the hand
lever engages alternately,

there being a fixed cam
which raises one pawl out

of mesh while the other

is operating. Thus a con-

tinuous forward movement
is obtained whi'e securing

the required slight return

movement necessary to get

distribution of the particles

of emery in the valve seat.

Silencing by Induced Draught.

IN the Bradford silencer (illustrated) an
air draught (induced by the motion of

the machine) down a central tube run-

ning nearly the whole length of the

chamber, tends to suck the gases out
through the rear exit pipe. This principle

Section of the Bradford silencer, the

left-hand end of which, when in position,

faces the direction of travel.

has been used before to minimise back-
pressure, but not in quite the same man-
ner. A patent has been applied for by the
inventor, Mr. J. T. Bradford, Colne,
Lanes., who claims that the device gives
jnost satisfactory results in practice.
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Improvements in

Sidecars.
Some Details of a Sporting

Model, a Conver(ib!e Double-

seaed Body, a New Type of

Springing, and a Tradesman's

Carrier.

THERE is a great deal more activity

in tlie experimental departments of

manufacturers of sidecars than in

tlie majority of factories producing the

motor cycles which will propel these

sidecars. ' Signs are not lacking that the

former now fully appreciate that com-

fort and convenience are just as im-

portant as correct chassis design.

On this and the following page we
illustrate several of the latest develop-

ments in sidecar attacliments, irom which

it will be seen that every class of sidecar

buyer and -sidecar passenger is being

catered for.

The term " sporting sidecar " conveys

the impression of a liglit featherweight

body mounted on a chassis of simple and
light construction; in fact, a body which
lends itself for speed work and is con-

structed with the object of minimising

the t<)tal weight. Usually, this type of

body is not expected to stand up to tlic

great strain imposed upon it when used

with a big twin machine. With tlie

object of providing a body of this type,

well-finished, but more substantially con-

structed and capable of receiving hard
wear, Messrs. Capjnn and M-udd, 5.

Fenchurch Street, London, E.G. 3, have
designed the sporting body illustrated

on page 257.

Concealed Body Joints.

On a recent visit to their works' at

Hammersmith, we were able to inspect

the skeleton framework of the body,
which has all screwed joints, and is

made of unusually stout wood. Great
care is exercised in the endeavour to

produce a highly-finished surface, and
the joint between the top and sides of

the body is neatly concealed. We are

also informed that the paijit and varnish

will not crack, since' strip canvas is

placed over tlie joints—a really desirable

feature.

An attractive V pattern windscreen is

fitted on the dash, whilst a spacious

A handsome Mlllford double-seated sidecar fitted to a Henderson at Messrs. Robertson's

Motors, Ltd., Great Portland Street,

locker located behind the backre-^t i.- '^he general appearance is boat-shape,

provided for holding, in addition to other
„.]iilst the V shaped top is distinctly

things, a l»'0-g.illon tin of petrol. attractive, and gives the body a stream-

line appearance.
Til the hraduig is depicted a full tandem

sidecar of ^lillford design suitable for

the larger types of niotflv cycles, such as

llie four^vlindev Heiider.son. AN ilh the

addition of a pillion seat,' this outfit

))mvide.« the same accomnindation as a

four-seated car. It is certainly one of the

most hand^onie full Iwo-scaters wc have

seen.

A Disappearing Hood.

Another body jnovided with a dis-

appearing hood, which excited con-

siderable attention at the last njotor

cvcle show, is also illustrated.

It is esseiitiallv a touring body and

is exceptionally strongly constructed. It

mav be remembered that the hood folds

up and is placed inside a deep locker at

the rear of the seat. - Side curtains ji'e

provided which loUiUy enclose the pas-

senger when desired.
, .

, .,

\nother model is made, m which the

locker iu the bulbous back may be con-

verted to a dickey seat for a child.

The chassis provides for the su.spensioi,

of the body from two C springs at the

rear, and inverted C spring.s at the front.

It has a four-point attachment, and the

lugs, a common cause of trouble, are of

<'cnerous dimensions.
'

h\\ the bodies will be finished in colours

to* suit individual requirements. A

Cantilever spring of the M.P. sidecar.

showing also the method of attachment to

the motor cycle.

iwytiii

A new side screen for sidecars by Messrs. Vivian Hardie and Lane. Vee windscreen on a .Motosacoche in the Pari-:-.^"^'.- ^"'
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M.P. touring sidecar. Observe the short leaf spring on the

near side.

A side view of the Corona carrier box.

motor cycle is used

A 4 h.p. Corona

speciality, however, is made in. ,
bodies

suitable for Harley-Davidson and Reading
Standard motor cj'cles.

The Plus-One Sidecai.

In 'our issue for October 21st last

we gave preliminary details of the

Plus-One sidecar. At that time the

sidecar was not actually on the market,

and it was not then fitted with a

hood. Further details concerning
the body cannot fail to be inter-

esting, as . the design haS been
studied with great thought and
care. Access to 'the front seat

is obtained by swinging over the

scuttle to which the screen is

attached.
,
The screen is capaVle

of being set-to any angle, and can
be pushed forward but of the way
if its presence is not desired. The
seat is of the hammock variety

with springs at the top so as

to obviate the necessity for a
cushion. It is adjustable, so that

a position may be assumed; to

allow room for a jiassenger in the

back seat. It can also be^^et in

a comfortable reclining position or

folded away altogether when it

is intended to place luggage in

the interior, in which case a storm apron
spreads over the whole of the body. By
undoing a few screws the seat framework
can be removed altogether, so as to allow

ample space for the carriage of goods
only.

Behind tire main seat is a bag in which
is carried the storin apron, hood, and side
curtains. The hood is detachable, and
can be adjusted so that it either protects
one passenger or both when two are

%

i«*^te^^^^»fe«^'
^W^pTwtp,—^ ^

The C. and M. tourmg model. The seat is provided with a

waterproof cape. A collapsible hood is neatly concealed in a

locker at the rear.

carried. Access to the back seat is

obtained by lifting up a lid which is

provided with rubber strips, so that, when
the extra eeat is not employed, luggage
may be carried on it without damage.
The uphol.stery is in khaki, and the finish

is excellent, there being walnut fillets to

the top of the side panels, while the

paintwork leaves nothing to be desired.

The sidecar chassis has also been carefully

studied. It is provided with a stand, and
there are aluminium stejjs to each seal.

The Plus-One sidecar is handled by
Messrs. Coppen, Allan and Co., 69, Great

Poitland Street, London, W.l.
The same firm also deals in

another sidecar, named the M.P.,
the most interesting feature of
vihich is the springing. . The off

side of the body is suspended on
a lung cantilever spring, while
a short, leaf spring supports the
body on the other side. The body
IS hniged -in front 'on one of the
cross members of the chassis,

and a five-point attachment ' is

provided.

The New Tradesman's Carrier.

The manufacturers of the 4 h.p.

Corona motor cycle have ex-

. tended their activities, and are
now producing a. tradesman's
earner outfit with a 2 cwt. carry-
ing capacity.

The carrier' box is provided
with a hinged top, giving access

to the interior, which is divided into three
compartments.

It is estimated that the cost of upkeep
is less than l^d. per mile. It will be
remembered that the Corona engine is

fitted with an automatic oiling svstem,

The. Plus-One side-

car, as used for a

single passenger

\'

.«.-.«=^««<^'- ^

How the second passenger is accommodated on the Plus-One

sidecar. Observe the hammock seat

b6
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improvements in Sidecars.

—

with which the machine may
cover a distance of 400 miles
without any replenishment of
lubricant.

So as further to protect the
passenger in a sidecar from side
winds a new side screen has been
placed on the market by Messrs.
Vivian Hardie, and Lane, 24,

Woodstock Street, L&ndon, W.l.
It is shown fitted to a 4 h.p.
Douglas sidecar outfit. It con-
sists of an extra side shield sup-
ported at the rear by means of
a metal piilar fitting into a
socket at the back of t!ie side-

car, while the top of the shield

^m(^L^
The C. and M. sporting

The attractive lines of the

the body will be noticed.

is attached to the off side up-
right of the windscreen. The
idea has often been carried out

by owners, but hitherto has

not been available on the open
market ; an illustration appears
on page 255.

It may be noted, both from
the immediately foregoing de-

scription and from the two
illustrations of V-shaped wind-
screens,' that the elimination of

side draught is at last receiving

the attention it deserves. In the

past many sidecars were very bad
offenders in this respect ; 1922

should see a complete improve-

ment.

Reducing Second-hand Values to a Formula.
A Reader's Ingenious Attempt to Evolve a

Machine may be

THE thousand odd advertisements regarding second-

hand motor cycles in the miscellaneous columns of

77/c Motor Cycle and our readers' close study of the

schedule given each week are proof that second-hand
values are a matter of great interest. Many times we have
iiad submitted to us various schemes to arrive at the value

of a used machine, but we cannot recall seeing the problem
reduced to a formula such as is given below, and which has

been sent to us by Mr. Frank Hall, of Stockton-on-Tees, who
writes :

The following formula will give a good appro.ximatioii of

the value of~ a second-hand machine, for the present state

of the market, based on 1921 prices of new machines. This

formula serves the dual purpose of being a guide in the

fixing of the price for a mount for sale or for verifying the

price of a machine advertised for sale.

V = Unknown value of second-hand machine in £.

3- = Price in £ of 1921 model of similar pattern (inclusive

of 1921 prices of lamps, horn, and accessories, etc.).

h = Years of age of second-hand machine.

,'/ = A constant of 10 for January, February, March,
October, November, and December.

1/ = A constant of 10.8 for April, May, June.

1/ = A constant of 10.4 for July, August, September.

The constant allows for the fluctuation throughout a year,

being at the highest in April, May, and June.

(1.) To find the present value of a late 1915 motor cycle,

with lamps, horn, taxation, mechanically sound, and good

condition in so far tliat tyres are half worn only.

Let price of 1921 macliine be £120

„ „ „ „ lamps and generators be

,. „ ,. torn be

4 10

2

Taxation
126 10

3

Value of new outfit ...£129 10

.'. V = 126,

V = £70 16
3

Then V = £70.82

Taxation.

£73 16 = Value of second-hand machine to-day.

(2.) To find the present value of an early 1917 motor
cycle and 1916 sidecar with lamps, horn (fitted in early

Means by wiiich the Value of any used
Ascertained.

1920), two tyres badly worn, mechanically sound, taxation

included, speedometer four months old.

This problem requires treating in staged detail.

(I.) Price of 1921 Outfit.
Let price of 1921 machine be £107
„ „ „ „ lamps and generators be ... 6 10

„ ., „ horn be ^5 5 2
„ „ ,, „ sidecar be 42

„ „ ,, ,, speedometer be 6

163 10

Ta.\atiou ... 4

£167 10

(II.) Treat Motor CvoLE Only.

• -^ = 107 (^) ThenV = £73.28 = £73 5-0

This value would have held good if the two tyres had only

been half 'worn, so deduct half the price of two new tyres

(say £6) from this value = £73 5 — £3 = £70 5 0.

(III.) Treat L.vjips, Horn, and Genebatobs (fitted in'

Early 1920).

V

V = 8.5 |-j^| Then V

(IV.) Treat Sidecar (1916).

V

£7.65 = £7 13 0.

{^1
(V.

V = 42 -1-^^ Then V = £24.73 = £24 15 0.

Treat Speedometer (Fotib Months Old).

Then V = £5.793 = £5 16 0.

Total Value of Outfit.

IL ...£70 5

III. ... 7 13

IV. ... 24 15

V. ... 5 16

Taxation ... 4

£112 9
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IMPROVED SIDECAR
SPRINGING.

AT the last Olympia Show one of the

outstanding machines was the 8 h.p.

Royal Ruby sidecar outfit, which
has made a reputation for the luxury of

its system of springing. The sidecar

chassis is insulated from the wheel
through an adjustable laminated spring,

and the body was carried on double-

ended C springs. It was found, however,
that these springs, being the same at each
end, allowed the rear of the body to

New type of body springing on the Royal
spnng-chassis sidecar.

bump, and a new springing system is now
in use. As may be seen in the illustra-
tion, the body is carried on four quarter-
elliptic springs, the front e.xtremities of
the forward ones being pivoted, while
the ends of those at the rear carry
hardened rollers . which run in guide's
secured beneath the load-carrying portion
of the body. From actual test we found
the springing to be most efficient, while
the system of guides and rollers prevents
any side'sway.

DKY BATTERY LIGHTING.
ALTHOUGH many people have the

opinion that dry batteries are un-
suitable for continuous use, there is

no gainsaying the fact that for inter-

mittent, use" no other sources of illumina-
tion compare with them in simplicity and
compactness.

volt battery, constructed on the Volex
multi-carbon principle, which gives the
qualities above mentioned. This battery
is carried in a metal container, the lid of
which carries the wires, switch, and
battery contacts, thus making the replace-
ment of a battery the simplest of opera-
tions. Similar in shape and size to an
acetylene generator, the battery container
is carried on the rearward projecting
forks of the iiead lamp bracket ; thus
the whole set is self-contained,' and de-
tachable from the handle-bars on remov-
ing two nuts.

A 5in. diameter head lamp,
taking a four-volt small bayonet
cap bulb, is normally included

y> in the set, which is known as
the Rayonite, but a Yin. lamp
may be had if required. Mode-
rate in price, aiid involving no
attention during its life, the set
is one which should appeal to
all who have no need to encum-

Ruby ber their machines with a
troublesome set of acetylene
lamps, a weighty and attention-

demanding accumulator, or an expensive
and complicated dynamo outfit.

Another product' of the extensive Ward
and Goldstone factories is the motor
cycle Voltalite generator. This is an
improved model of the well-known pedal
cycle friction-driven dynamo. Its arma-
ture is carried on ball bearings of the
journal type, and although it only weighs
a few ounces it is quite capable of
brilliantly illuminating an eight-volt head
lamp and fonr-volt tail lamp bulb in
series. The current generated is alter-
nating, and therefore unsuitable for
battery charging, but a dry battery could
be used^ when the lights are required and
tlie engine is stationai-y.

A self-contained lamp and dry battery

set—the Rayonite.

A dry battery, if properly constructed,
may have remarkable powers of recupera-
tion between its periods of service, and
in the ordinary case the average rider
uses a lamp so seldom, and usually for
such short periods, especially during the
summer months, that a good battery is

entirely satisfactory. Moreover, if
'

the
cells are of the correct design, they will
hold up in stock (when out of use) for
long periods, three years being b_y no
means uncommon.

In order to provide a compact and
self-contained dry battery head lamp set,

Messrs. Ward and Goldstone, Ltd.,
Frederick Road, Pendleton, Jlanchester,
have brought out a new cylindrical four-

MAGNETO LIGHTING.
DURING a recent visit to the works of

the Runbaken Magneto Cs., Ltd.,

at Mancheeter, we examined a

special lightweight ignition and lighting

outfit which will shortly be placed on the
market.

Simplicity is the keynote of the device,

which consists of a special end cap for the
contact breaker of a standard Runbaken
magneto, a head lamp, tail lamp, and
combined battery and switch box, the
latter unit being carried on the head lamjj

bracket. The set utilises the idle primary
voltage wave, which is generated in single-

A slightly enlarged end-cap on the

contact breaker is the only outward
difference between the Runbaken magneto
generator and the standard magneto.

cylinder magnetos (and which is of some
intensity when the armature runs at engine
speed). The cun'ent is distributed to the
collector face in the ebonite end cap
referred to above by means of a copper
gauze brush carried on the insulated
portion of the contact breaker, which
communicates with the magneto low-
tension winding. A single wire leads to

the battery switch box which also carries

a miniature fom--volt accumulator. On

Handle-bar bracket carrying head lamp
and battery and switch box of the Runbaken
magneto lighting set.

the top of the box are press button
switches marked "charge" and "lights."

The automatic switch comes out of engage-
ment when the engine is i.-L3tioi'iary, and
an indicator shows whether the battery is

on charge or not.

The high-tension ignition is in no way
interfered with,- nor is the accessibility of

the contact breaker reduced. A useful

feature of the rear lamp is that the bulb

holder may be withdrawn from the lamp
body and used as an inspection lamp, an
advantage which •^vill be appreciated by
most riders.

AUTOMATIC EXHAUST
CHOKE VALVE.

NUMBERS of baffles, some mechanic-
ally and some automatically ope-

rated, for open exhaust pipes are

finding- their way on to the market. The
one we illustrate belongs to the latter

class, and consists of two drilled flaps

hinged on a bar in the pipe and held in

the "shut" position by a light spring.

It is claimed that the exhaust iDiessure

''iiiMiiinim '(t|li(l««|l(i«W|i(%iii"

Baffling the exhaust—and the police.

at low speeds will not open this valve,

and thus a certain degree of silence is

obtained for town riding, passing restive
cattle, etc. The device is the design
and patent of Mr. F. C. Ebbutt, " Wood-
cote," Stafford Road, Wallington,
Surrev.
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A CHASSIS-LESS CYCLE CAR.
Experimenlal Four-wheeler
'reduced by Jhe Makers of a

Well-known Motor Cycle.

rHE weU-designed cycle car may in the
future prove to be a -serious com-
petitor to the de luxe sidecar outfit,

he makers of the Coulson-Ii motor cycle
the F. Aslett C'oulsoii Engineering Co.,
it<J., Albion Works,, Albion Street, King's
>oss, London, N.l) realise this, and have
ately been experimenting vrith a view
o introducing a light four-wheeler of the
ycle car type, and their first experimental
naehine bristles with ingenuity.
A Sist model of any motor vehicle

latui'aUy lias considerable room for im-
rovcment, but there is very little doubt
hat the new Coulson .shows distinct
)romise. lliere is no chassis proper, the
ngine and transmission units being
•an-ied on a snb-frame bolted to the body
t tluee points, so that, in case of a
erious repair being necesiwiry, the whole
ub-frame may be lifted out bodily with
the minimum amount of trouble.

1 he actual vehicle under review has
learly too little ground clearance, but
n subsequent models this point will be
emedied. At present the final tran.s-

mission is by belt, but we understand that
the production model Coulson cycle car
will drive direct from the oounterehaft to
the leac wheel by chain and ^without

differential.

A 6 b.p. Blackboine Engine.

One of the new 6 h.p. Elac^burne
engines provides the power, and is

attached to the forward end of the .sub-

frame. The bore and stroke of this engine
are 71 X 98 mm. respectively, the ca]»ciiy
being 777 c.c. This engine is composed
of Iwo cylinders of the well-known 2^ h.p.

Bhickburne type, and it is interesting
that it is provided with the same crank-
shaft as the 10 h.p. engine. The magneto,
it will be noticed, is placed on a platform
above the engine, midway between the
cylinders, and consequently it is in a very
accessible position.

The present gear bo.\ fitted is of the
three-speed kick-starter variety, but future
models will be fitted with a new gear
bo.K containing a reverse and three for-
ward speeds.

Ill the model we are- describing, the
tl 1

1
ter mechanism is worked bv means of

a handle, which telescopes oil to an arm
projecting outside the body, enabling the
engine to be started by hand from the
driver's scat. The transmission continues
by chain to the countershaft, the ball
bearings of which are swung on a cro&s
member of the sub-frame, so that adjust-
ment of the chain is easilv effected. C)n this

unusual
of springing

observable

e (rent view

Coulson.

The sub-frame of the Coulson

cycle car, caro'ing the engine

and transmission units.

steering is direct, the f-ont wheel stubs
being canied in -well-designed steering

heads.

Comfortable and Fast.

The body is suspended foro and aft on
pairs of super-imposed qnarter-ellipticaJ

springs, and attached to long shackles.

The body is comfortable,
and in all future models
will be amply wide, while
at the rear there is a dickey
seat for a juvenile.

As will be seen, the
pliotographs were taken
before the vehicle was
actually complete, as there
were no wings ; but when

y^jt ",. we were taken for a short
'^ ^ - • run it proved to be com-

fortable, steady, and fast.

secondary couiitershait are two pulleys,
the drive ^eing by belts to the rear
wheels. Adjacent to the off side pulley is

a drum for a hand brake actuated by the
side lever, and there are also two brakes
upon the rear wheels. The first motion of

the clutch pedal releases the clutch, and a
further movement .applies the brake. The

Off side of the Coulson cycle car. The final model will have all-chain drive, and the body
will be raised considerably, giving greater clearance.

An Kalian Team
for Jhe T.T.

OUR Italian correspond-
ent writes that the
llotor Cycle Club of

Italy is taking a very active

interest in the F.I.C.M.,
'o which international body
it has proposed the institu-

tion of an annual International motor
cycle Grand Prix—a road race to be held

on the .same conditions as the Inter-

national Six Days Trials, viz., each
country to be represented by one or more
teams, and the winning country to

organise the race on its own territory in

the following year.

It is to be hoped that British manu-
facturers in their own interest will find

their way to support some of the most
important Italian events this year.

"JThe best British motor cycles are in

great favour in Italy, despite their high
cost owing to the rate of exchange.

Italy, on the other hand, hopes to be

able to send a team for the T.T. this

year, the greatest difficulty, however,
being the low value of the lira, which
makes this proposition rather a tall

order. Anyhow, it is very probable that

it may materialise, and it would, no
doubt, be very interesting to see Italian

riders and machines in close competition
with the best British riders. Not since

1914 has the T.T. had anything of an
International character.

B15
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The Balance of Motor Cycle Engines.
Further Opinions on

ALTHOUGH the discussion wliich has followed

our article on . the balance of motor cycle

engines, which appeared in the issue for

February 3rd, is not one in which the average motor
cyclist can tike part, we have received a large number
of letters, which provB that its interest has not been

confined to experts. The subject covers points which
are of vital importance to all riders. A large number
seem to appreciate this, but leave the discussion to

those qualified to debate on the points raised.

Below we are able tO' give some more opinions from
designers, which, we venture to think, will be read

with interest Jby the large coterie of engineers among
our readers, and which will at least show the uniniti-

ated some of the factors with whic'K designers of motor
cycle engines have to grapple in order to produce
smooth running engines for the use of fhe motor
cycling community.

An Opinion from T. S. Bentley, A.M.I.M.E.
The writer of "The Balance of Motor Cycle Engines"

was quite right when he stated that the alteration should
be made "at a distance from tlie centre
exactly equal to the crank radius."
The matter has been queried by

Messrs. Georges Funck and Arthur
Booth in their communications quoted
in the issue for February 17th, but
they have both overlooked the distinc-

tion between static and dynamic bal-

ance.

It is quite true that, as far as static

balance is concerned, it is immaterial at

what distance the counterbalancing is

done provided that the product of the
"eight and radius gives the required
amount.
When we come to running balanc'e, however, this is no

longer true. The radius or leverage is conslant'^at all

speeds, but the effect of the weight varies as the square of
the velocity. In practice it is often impossible, or at any
rate very inconvenient, to balance at the same radius as the
crank, and as the balancing is only aii approximation any-
way, it is almost always done at the flywheel rim. As the
effect at this greater radius is magnified when running—
the amount depending upon the speed—it is usual to under-
balance so as to average the result. This must not be for-

gotten when considering Mr. Funck's recommendation to
" overbalance."
Your article could only give definite figures by barring

out the variable introduced by differences in velocity due to

unequal radii.

Balancing a T'w^o=slroKe.

Mr. R. E. Coleridge, of Yarlet Hall, Stafford, gives

a personal experience in rebalancing.

The article which appeared in The Motor Cycle was of

exceptional interest to me. My machine is a two-stroke of

a new design, and I was much troubled by engine vibra-

tion, which was so bad that various parts of the engine
were continually breaking. Among other things, the roller

crankshaft bearing broke the cage, and a roller broke the
piston. After this, I thought it was time to rebalance the
engine. I had an aluminium piston made, which I found
to be 9 ounces lighter than the original. According to your
article the piston is still 1 ounce too heavy for perfect bal-

ance. Originally, then, the piston was 10 ounces too heavy
(weighing 27 ounces).' I wrote to the makers, who replied
that the balance of the engine was carried out by their own
special formula, and could not be altered.

The improvement in running smoothly is a revelation,
and needless to say, I do not think much of the makers'

C16

Itiis Important Question.

balance and design. There is still a slight transverse couplu

owing to there being only one balance weight. .

^

The writer of the article remarked that new engines'

should be found, correct, but my experience shows that

there are exceptions. Has any other reader had similar

experiences ?

Relative Unbalanced Forces.

Mr. F. Strickland, who is well known in the

mechanical world, draws attention to the point first

raised in our article on the best angle for a twin

cylinder engine, and the effect of connecting rod

length. [

I was very much' interested indeed in your excellent

article on the subject of engine balancing in the issue of

February 3rd. Tlie question of the effect of the length of:

connecting rod on the best weight for balance, and the best

angle between the cylinders of a twin, is a matter I do not

remember seeing raised before, and is of considerable im-

portance.
The information as to the actual relative unbalanced

forces is also of very great interest, as it enables one to see

at a glance the main results of varying the essential points

of design. Such a tablp of results is given in Professor

Sharp's book, " Balancing of Engines : Steam, Gas and
Petrol," but 1 find on referring to it

that the values are not in the same pro-

portion as those in your article. The
differences are show'u in the enclosed

table. The first tw-o columns give the

actual units as in your article and Pro-
fessor Sharp's book respectively, and
the latter, two give the relative, values

of the twins and radial, taking the

single as unity.

Now Pi'ofessor Sharp did not take
the saine proportion of connecting rod
to stroke as your author, his rod being

2^ strokes long in place of 1|. Als
your author takes slightly different

weiglits of balance weight for the twins and radial, viz., .54,

.53, and .52 iii place of .5. I should like to ask the author
whether this entirely accounts for the different relative un-
balanced forces, or whether there is some other cause for the
divergence? In the case of the 50° twin it will be seen that
there is a very great divergence indeed. In the case of the
radial there is' also a great divergence as compared with the
90° twin, but I am not sure that I have undei'stood the
author correctly with regard to the sized cylinders he has
assumed. He says that the radial is of "the same total

capacity as the twin," which I have read to mean that each
cylinder of the radial is two-thirds the capacity of each
cylinder of the twin. As Professor Sharp assumes that all

the cylinders are the same size. I have therefore added 50'J;

to the units given in the article. If the units given in the
article were for cylinders the same size as the twins and

Following our comprehensive article

on engine balancing which appeared in

the issue jor February 3rd, we have
received many interesting letters from
designers, debating on the several points

raised. Two of these were given in

"The Motor Cycle" for February 17th,

and we are now- able to quote the

opinions of several more engineers

qualified to discuss the problem.

Actual Units given.

Relative Unit?.
taking Single-cylind'- 1'

Half-balanced
Engine as 100.

T!ie Motor
Cycle.

Pi-ofessor

Sharp.
The Motor

Cycle.
Professor
Sharp.

Single-cylinder, rcciprocatinsr

parts half-balanced

60° twin, reciprocating parts

44 .

31

20

33

14.24

24 67

8.14

8.63

100

71

100

?0= twin, reciprocating parts i

45 fi7

Three-c-j^inder radial, recipro-
" catingparts half-balanced 75 Bl

Rotating parts assumed to. b-; fully balanced and cyliudcfs same size in

bo'.h cases.
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pe Balance of Motor Cycle Engines.

—

Ihe single, tlie units would be 22 and relative 'units 50 in
^lace of 75, and this would agree much more closely with
(Professor Sharp.

There is another point with regard to balancing on
vhich it would be very interesting to have some moj'e in-
tformation : that is, whether the theoretically best balance
bives the best result in practice. In single-cylinder engines,
tor e.xample, a mathematical treatment assumes that it is

best to reduce the unbalanced force to a minimum, which

261

involves the vertical and horizontal forces being practically
equal. It is then possible to reduce either of these by
increasing, the otlxer.- It is quite likely that evenly divid-
ing them- is the best compromise, but it does not necessarily
follow, and it would be very interesting to know whether
it is found in jiractice that vertical vibration is more objec-
tionable than horizontal, or fice verm. I trust the author
will realise that it is simply because it appears to me that
his information is very interesting that I am asking for
more. • - '

.

'~

OILING EXPOSED PARTS.
Careful Adention IhaC

MOST riders are in the habit of anointing
external working parts, such as springs, brake

- connections, etc., with periodical doses of oil

—in fact, it may be said tliat practically every careful

rider tends his machine in this way ; but the writer

has come to the conclusion that more harm than good
rii.iy result from too liberal a use of the oilcan. Very
olien the oil thus left about merely serves to accumu-
late grit, which works between the friction faces, and,

while entirely defeating the ordinary purposes of lubri-

cation, it further unites with the oil to form a fine

grinding paste, which causes the moving parts to wear
far more rapidly than they would wear if left entirely

dry.

A Case in Point.

To quote a case in point : The foot brake of one
,of my machines passes through a bearing (firectly

' under the crank case, and any overflow of oil working
'out of the timing cover flows straight down to this

bearing, wliich, resultantly, is always in a '• perfectly

lubricated "state—that is. simply squelching oil. But
this same bearing and its adjacent joints are also

exposed to a good deal of grit, and recently, taking
the whole brake mechanism to bits, I found these
" well lubricated ' parts to be completely worn out,

while the other joints, which are subjected to an equal

. amount of wear, but which alwavs worke<l drv, were
entirely unworn. It may be "said that engine vibration

was the cause of wear of the parts so adjacent to the

crank case, but this is not so, as I have repeatedly
' noticed that the worst vibration takes place at the

, other end of the adjustable rod, which sets up a per-

^ ceptible didier at its back wheel extremity. It is

merely that the oil has gathered with it a considerable
amount of grit, and in future I intend to keep all

such comparatively idle joints as brake joints bone

may prove Deslruclive.

dry. If the design of the brake is anything like c(ir-

rect, oil is not really necessary for its working.

I do not mean to infer from the foregoing that

spring forks, etc., should be ruTi dry, but I certainly

think that if such parts are exposed to grit one needs

to use considerable discrerion in oiling them, and it

is thoroughly worth while to devise some grit-excluding

cover. The lubricating of all these ^arts should be
by Stauflfer greasers^ so that the grease is injected

internally, instead of the oil being applied externally,

and thus bearing the grit witii it as it works
in. At one time 1 used to drop oil on to the shackle.s

of my sidecar springs, heedless of this, till I found
that they were wearing rapidly. I now enclose these

parts in little leather jackets, and they seldom require

any attention at all.

"Dry" Lubrication for Chains.
The same applies to open chains. In my opinion

it is a mistake to keep an open chain Ln what is coa-

sidered to be a " well lubricated ' state, for the accu-

mulation of grit merely- defeats the lubricant and
grinds the chain to bits. Exposed drains should be

kept well lubricated but dry—that is. they should be

soaked in hot, stiff graphite, and all external grease

should be removed ere they are fitted. .\ll the lubri-

cation it is desirable to give a chain is internal, not

external. There is no object whatever in having the

teeth of the sprockets wet with oil. For the reasons

already set out the chain will run much better if the

teeth are entirely dr)'. This applies, of course, only

to an exposed chain, which lives a fairly hectic life

in any case. The ideal conditions would, of course,

be for the chain and its sprockets to run entirely

immersed in clean oil ; but since we have that fiend

grit to contend with, we can merely choose the lesser

of two evils. H.M.B.

SIDECAR TAXIS IN LON

IT
was stated by the Home Secretary in the House of

Commons last week that sidecar taxis are not to be

j
licensed in the Metropolitan Police area, a com-

mittee having advised against them. Mr. Shortt
further affirmed that there are very few of these vehicles
in commission in provincial towns, and that they
lire not popular. Probably he mentioned " towns

"

advisedly; or is it that he has no information from the
cities of Birmingham and Nottingham ?—to name only
two large provincial centres where the movement has
-been in existence for some months now, continues to

^ make rapid headway, and, to quote the words of the
Chief Constable of the latter city, is " giving every

DON—AND ELSEWHERE.
satisfaction to the public." There are now a dozen
sidecar taxis in Birmingham alone.

Popularity, as recorded by numerical strength, can-

not be expected of a branch of transport so young ; but,

surely, actual popularity with the Man in the Street

is better judged from a demand which is steadily in-

creasing the number of outfits already in commission,

and which has led to the important additions of Glas-

gow, Leeds, and Coventry within the last six weeks.

Bradford and Brighton, too, have approved one type

of sidecar taxi outfit ; and both in Liverpool and Old-

ham the matter is receiving favourable consideration

by the licensing authoriries.

ci
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All letters must be addressed to the Editor, ** The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

WHO ORIGINATED DISC WHEELS?
Sir,—Beferring to the correspondence about " Who

Originated Disc Wheels?" am I not right in believing that
Julius Csesar and Co. took out patents for the fitting of

disc wheels to their 2 h.p. and 4 h.p. chariots?
And, at any rate, did not that progressive lady Queen

Boadicea have not only disc wheels on her sporting model,
but also well-designed hub caps to do away with the use
and encumbrance of a hooter in her frequent T.T. speed
events? T.E.M.
Cambridge.

PREVENTION OF CREEPING TYRES.
Sir,—Reverting to your correspondent "S.A.B.'s" tip, for

the prevention of creeping tyres in the lOtli February issue,

I think I can go one better. Make one or two applications

to the whole of recess of the rims with French polish; of

course, allowing it to' harden off before replacing tyres. It

will be just " tacky " when tyres are removed.
I have found it not only- a prevention to "creeping"

tyres, but renders them impervious to moisture, and hence
rusty rims. When tyres have been removed the rims are
in splendid condition, even if after a long period. J.B.B.
London, S.E.3.

SHORT MEASURE FROM PETROL STAND-PUMPS.
Sir,—A few days ago I was supplied with a gallon (?) of

petrol from one of tlie latest petrol pumps installed in a

town near London famous for its motor traffic. I complained
at the time of what I believed to be hopelessly short measure,
but was assured this could not possibly be the case. At the
time I said no more, and went my way. However, on cover-

ing nearly twenty miles less on my gallon than usual, I

determined to have the accuracy of the pump tested.

This the garage owner agreed to do, and, as I expected, a
" measured half gallon " proved to be but three to three and
a quarter pints ! And, mark you, I was assured this pump
had been passed three hours before by an authorised inspector

as correct ! Is this good enough ? DISGUSTED.
Weybridge.

TRACING AN ELUSIVE NOISE.
Sir,—It would be interesting to know if any of your

numerous readers have ever experienced a similar occurrence

to that which befel me recently with my 7 h.p. twin.

For no apparent reason, as there was no lack of oil, the

engine developed an annoying squeak, which was most per-

sistent. In the course of my investigations, I made certain,

as far as possible without dlsmanthng the engine, that it

actually was getting the correct amount of oil. However,
after considerable time had been spent, the squeak could

still be plainly detected while the engine was running ; with
the machine stationary, and in spite of my efforts to trace it,

it remained as elusive as ever. Finally, as I was on the
verge of despair, I noticed a small oil bubble ejected between
the timing cover and the crank case, and its appearance
synchronised with the squeak. This gave food tor thought,
and, on closer, scrutiny, I discovered that one ofthe timing cover
screws had slackened. Although it was hardly perceptible,
it was sufficient to allow the paper waslier between the two

,

surfaces to form a very effective reed, through which escaping
crank case pressure produced the squeak. In addition, I

found the release pipe partially choked with mud, which,
naturally, accentuated the escape of pressure from the joint.

JOHN WITHAM.
C4

FOLLOWING THE SPORT ON PAPER.
Sir,—After reading " T.P.'s " letter in The Motor Cycle

of February 10th, I started wondering how many, like

" T.P." and myself, are readers but not riders.

I have been a regular reader for some time, but, so far,

funds have not run to the purchase of a machine. However,
being a " non-owner " does not prevent me fiom taking a

great interest in the more fortunate ones. N.G.F.
Jarrow-on-Tyne.

UNNECESSARY DANGER SIGNS.

Sir,—Now that the designs for load signs are being

standardised, I think it advisable that the following rule

should be made regarding them :
" That no pers„.i be

allowed to erect any road sign without first obtaining per-

mission and approval of the proper authorities."

My reason for suggesting this rule is that large numbers

of owners of private carriage drives opening on to main

roads erect one or more of the following signs :
" Caution,

" Drive slowly," " Carriage drive," or a red triangle. The

erection of these signs causes every motorist to slow' down
unnecessarily, as the responsibility for caution in these cir-

cumstances 'lies in the hands of the .
user of the carriage

drive, who probably only uses it on an average of three cr

four times daily. CYRIL C. TWISS,

ORDER OF MERIT IN THE SIX DAYS TRIAL

Sir —In The Motor Cycle of the 10th inst. you com-

mented on the Rev. J. M. Philpott's classification of the

Six Days Trial performances.

With reference to your rentence, " Obviously a cautious

cider who was content merely to tour round the track at

his qualifying speed is disadvantageously compared with

the reckless rider w^ho could not resist the track's ' all-out
'

invitation," I should like to point out that m a big event

like the Six Days most riders use great care, with the hope

of thereby attaining a first-class award. Obviously, there-

fore a rider who felt confident that his machine would
'

.^^b. stand up to "all-out" work
W-^ is worthy of greater praise

than one who thought it

necessary to drive only at

his qualifying speed so as not
to risk trouble.

Oxford. PEGASUS.

^ it wih be seen trom the above photograph that all big rwin,

are not unwieldy. Few machines larger than lightweights provide

the low riding position obtainable with a Zenith. The rider is

A, O. Gruzelier, hon. trials secretary of ihe very live Surblton

and District M.C.C
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SPEEDS OF AMERICAN BIG TWINS.

Sir —In reply to my letter concerning the high speeds of

American motor cycles, as compared with the speed ot

British machines of the same capacity pubhshed m the

is.ue of January 13th, Mr. L. W. G. Hartley states that

if American machines were to compete afc Brooklands tlieii

ipeed would be found to have . dropped to a considerable

^'Vhis may be true to a certain extent, but it does not
^

alter the fact that American machines are taster -than

British ones equipped with engines of similar cylinder

capacity.
, , ,

If Mr Hartley were to look at the records made in

Class E at Brooklands, and recently pubhshed in f/ie Motor

Cycle, he would find that out of the thirty records obtain-

able exactly seventeen jre held by the Indian ridden by

H Le Vack, the remaining thirteen being held by smaller

machines, such as the Norton and Rudge singles and the

A. B.C. flat twin. . , n/in uu
And, again, in Class 1, for motor cycles of 1,000 c-C- «ith

sidecars, twentv-eight records are obtainable, and all ot

these are held "by American machines, notably Indian and

Harley-Davidson. , e i,;„

Does not this prove that, as far as machines^ ot big

: cylinder capacity are concerned, America lakes the lead

for speed?
• J.K.D.O.

London, S.W.I.

Sir,—In vour issue of January 27th, under the headinj; of

, "The Lure' of Speed," one of ycur correspondents, who signs

himself "Hanlindes," states that, after owmn^ several

'•American big twins, he has now turned to a B'-itish-made

twin of 8 h.p., and finds that his machine is nearly 10 m.p.h.

-; slower than his former mount.

i.- I own a British big twin, famous as a sporting solo mount,

-which is fitted with a well-known proprietary engine. Not

':-: having o%vned an American machine myself, I cannot speak

from "e.'cperience as to its speed capabilities, but I am
' certainly disappointed to find that my machine will only jutt

exceed 50 m.p.h.

The machine was returned to the engine manufacturere to

be tuned up, when I was informed that it should exceed

60 m.p.h. The machine, by the way, is one of this year's

models.
After "tuning" (which, incidentally, cost over £3), the

~' machine was not even 1 m.p.h. _ faster. The makers now say

that the engine is well up to standard for power and cannot

be tuned for more speed.

Imagine the makers of an American machine stating that

they could not tune the engine for more than 50 m.p.h.

WHO .^RE THE MYSTERY

MEN?

Not an advertisement tor a cinema serial, but Douglas-mounted,

hooded men associated with the Wood-Miine mystery man, in

which connection £2 is oflered to persons able to identify him

Here he Is seen in Bristol with a considerably mystified policeman.
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Thefa is evidently something wrong somewhere if a British

machine of this power cannot be made to exceed this speed

when ridden solo.

I, too, have pondered" over this difference between the

products of the two countries, and should very much welcoriie

Lme explanation. DISAPPOINTED.- •

London, N.7.

DEVELOPING "JOHN CITIZEN'S" MACHINE.

Sir,—In vour issue of January 20th your correspondent,

Mr. H. Mortimer Batten, accuses the A.C.U. of crabbing

the development of the light solo mount by its proposecl

enforcement of sidecars for all machines over 350 c.<-.

capacity in the 1921 "Six Days." Surely there is another

point of view from which the matter may hi regarded. The

average motor cvclist is, as " Ixion " has frequently pointed

out, vei-y much" of Poy's "John Citizen" type, and what

he requires most is some test which will tend to evolve a

raacliine of the cab-horse variety, with an ability to per;

form a fair amount of moderately heavy work, with the

minimum of attention and sustenance. The light solo is

more of a thoroughbred ; this, to the majority of its users,

constituting its great charm. In devising any sort of a

test it is, after all, usual to approximate as^nearly as pos-

sible to actual running conditions—more than half of the

machines in the class under consideration will have sidecars

buttoned on to tliem .sooner or later, so why try them solo?

Let the A.C.U. "Six Days " be "John Citizen's" week;

there are any number of other events by which the prospec-

tive purchaser of a light solo can be guided. The type of

man who rides such a machine is usually a keen and mode-

rately experienced motor cyclist who devours the trials'

reports with avidity, whereas they probably bore poor John

stiff. He only rea"ds them under force of necessity, and

then very naturally turns to some classic and highly respect-

able event snch as the A.C.U. Six Days. '

Devonport. HALF LITHE.

IDEAL CONTROLS.
Sir,—Seeing the question of ideal controls again m.iking its

appearance in vour correspondence columns, I nave yielded to

the temptation to express what has beeh my opinion for

several years pa.'^t.

Ahhough I agree that it is not poesible to put car practice

"into all details of motor cycle construction, the matter of actual

control is one which seems to be more or less followed in the

motor cvcle, not so much in the mode of operation of the

various "levers, etc., as the theoretical functioning of the

whole system.

For instance, in car practice, the controls are so arranged

as to allow of the operation of the clutch and throttle during

the changing of gears; but in some motor cycles this is not

possible owing to the same hand being given the two jobs of

throttle control and gear changing.

The type of machine which gave an almost ideal " lay out

"

of controls was, in my opinion, the Triumph of 1916 and 1917.

There we had the right hand to control the throttle ; the

left hand the clutch and e.xhaust lift: The gear lever lend-

ing itself to adjustment for foot control, we had that on the

right, and the left foot mastered the brake. The magneto

control was also with the left hand, and the half-compression

device with the ri"ht-hand foot, as also the kick-.starter.

For instance, when astride the machine, the half-compre.?-

sion raised with the right foot, the kick-starter, the throttle,

and (if necessarj-) the exhaust, -can all be used together to

encourage an e'asy start. Then half-compression lowered

(right foot), first gear engaged (ri^ht fo'ot), during which time

the clutch is held out (left hand). For gettjng away both

feet can be resting on the ground (a great asset oa greasy

and frosty roads). For changing up, the' clutoh and throttle

combined, in conjunction witb the gear change, allowed of a

much smoother and more car-like change than the usual bump
ot the exhaust lift change. The hands need never be removed

from the handlebars e.xcept for oiling. That,-! must admit,

might be improved upon. .- .
-

in the case of the "lay out ".on. a sidecar outfit, I would

not be so emphatic, as then one has not to think about

balance in the case of riding in slow moving trafEc. As long

as one can operate the throttle, clutch, gears, and brake, all

at" the same time when necessary, that sliould suffice. What
is objectionable is that in many cases the attention given

to one movement means the neglect of another.

Cambridge. BASSO.
C7
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AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION.
Sir,—Being th€ happy owner of a Sunbeam solo mount, I

have read with great interest the letters of Mr. D. Esdale
.(January 20th). and "K.B." (February 10th).

I think a great many owners of British four-stroke motor
cycles would find it very valuable to get to know if the system
of the Doncaster Eng. Co. is,pr'acticable on four-stroke singles

and with what result. Is a non-return valve necessary ? By
what means is it possible to avoid contaminating^the oil with
soot from the exhaust gases ? ,

- .
~

- - '

I suppose I need not mention that on my Sunbeam I

'intend to retain the existing Best drip feed pump unaltered,
letting the exhaust pressure feed the oil through the pump,
and the sight feed glass. , N_ -^ BERGSTROM.

Stockholm.

A PLEA FOR REFINEMENT FROM SWITZERLAND.
Sir,—ilay I trespass on the valuable space of your very

interesting paper, of which I am an ardent reader every week.
In the present days of de luxe outfits, it seems rather strange
that mac-liines like the famous and excellent Harley-Davidson
and others are not supplied with such an up-to-date refine-

ment and convenience as quickly detachable and interchange-
able wheels, as is the case with most really first-class English
machines.

I am an all-weather lader, and, owing to the difficulty of

obtaining British maclrfnes and their spare parts in this

country, my choice fell oh the Harley-Davidson, which
is very well represented here, and with which, I may
add, I am otRerwise entirely satisfied. When taking delivery,

I was rather struck by the absence of the above-mentioned
refinements. Another item, which could be expected on such

^ a high-priced machine as the Harley, is a fully enclosed trans-
mission, with the chain automatically lubricated. I am sure
this would lengthen the life of the driving chain considerably.

Sursee, near Lucerne, Switzerland. WINDY.

THE LONDON-LAND'S END.
Sir.—With reference to your article on the "Land's End"

regulations, I quite agree that too little distinction is allowed
by club officials for differing powers of comi>eting machines,
and makes one think that the ruling body are out to make
lightweights ".small" in more senses than one. It would be
a good object lesson for one of them to ride a two-stroke
through the "Land's End" or "Edinburgh." My experi-
ence is that many riders of "big 'buses," who rely on plenty
of reserve power, would ma'ke a poor showing on a light-
weight, and yet when they "tear up " a hill, perhaps passing
a lightweight en route, they are generally applauded by the
onlooke,rs, as doing something wonderful, whereas in nine
cases out of ten, they've only opened the throttle a little
wider. Take, for instance, in the case of puncturing, a
high-powered machine, capable of touching fifty to sixty,
can soon make up the time lost, whereas a. lightweight rider
doing thirty to thirty-five is again handicapi^ed.

Hills do not worry a two-stroke in good condition ajid
suitably geared, but without any reserve power vou cannot
get it both ways, i.e., speed and hill-climbing. 'l admit it
IS nice to ride a high-powered machine with the feeling that

c8

MOTOR CYCLIST SANDWICH MEN.
How members of the Cheltenham M.C.C. advertised their annual

dance.

nothing, bar accidents, will stop you, but., the boi;edom
must be painful, and my advice t* those who want more
to do on a trial is "ride a lightweight." The fact of cars

entering alwavs strikes me as a joke ; but I could expound
on that for hours. - "

.. GEO. T. UDALL.

BRRRH!
Sir,—I should like to draw your attention to what ii,

perhaps, tlie greatest insult which the poor old British

climate has ever had to suffer. I admit we have all said

hard things about it : but there are limits. When the

A.C.U., in announcing a trial for April 27th, exprossfy
describes it as a "winter" trial,_ I feel that these limits

are by 'way of being overstepped.' "Winter," forsooth!

—

and. Whitsuntide less than three weeks away. This
gra'tuitous provocation is likel.y to make " rude Boreas

"

ruder than ever. If the 1921 Derby is abandoned owing to

deep snow, and if T.T. entrants find the sparks frozen at

their plug points, nobodv need be surprised.

R. D. 0. GRAHAM.
WHEN WILL PRICES FALL?

Sir,—In the article headed "When will Prices Fall?"
you give your opinion that prices of machines will not fall

while motor cycle manufacturers have still stocks of material
bought when prices were high, and that the price of the

finished machine will be proportionate to the prices

then paid.

If this is so, motor cycle manufacturers are in a very
favoured position. The prices of nearly all materials ha.\e

fallen, and those people who have stocks in hand are now
compelled to cut their losses. The general thing is to buy
at to-day's price, which, being low, allows a profit to be
shown as against the loss on the material purchased at a

higher figure.

All traders, or nearly all, are having a bad time at present.

But to tell them that, if they are going to purchase a new
motor cycle, they will have to pay a price sufficient to slvjw

the makers a profit on material bought at about double
the present market price is, in my opinion, the one thing

to make them to decide not to buy at all. J.W.D.
Manchester.

PETROL-VAPOUR LAMPS FOR ROAD USE.

S,ir,—The other evenmg I had the privilege of inspecting

a petrol vapour lamp in operation at tJie house of one of our
customers. I was very much struck with the nice steady
light Avhich it gave out. Could not such a system be made
practicable for motor cycle lighting?

I will admit the greatest difficulty would be in getting a

mantle sufficiently strong enough to witlistand vibration,

but this should not be impossible. Otherwise_I should think
such a system would have much to commend it. It ought
not to cost more than an acetylene outfit either in initial

cost or in upkeep ; and as long as there was petrol in the
tank for the engine there would always be a supply for the
lamps.

I suppose the petrol for the lamps would have to be carried
in a separate tank, so that the air could be pumped into it.

H. V. GOOSLING.
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'GETTING OUT OF LONDON.
Sir,—111 answer to Mr. R. W. Watts's lament in your issue

I of the 17th ult. . which I lieartily endorse, I -suggest, for his
I assistance, the following two routes of escape from the tram

I
route hoiTors when travelling north and north-west from

I town :

For Bak.vet.—Leave the North Road at Highgate G.N.R.

I

Station, turn right to JIuswell Hill, then C'olney Hatch Lane,

J
" follow your nose " right to Whetstone. Better still is to

[strike right on to the Hornsey Road just before the G.N.R.
crosses over Holloway Road, and follow straight ahead
through Crouch End, bearing left at the Clock Tower to

JIuswell Hill, etc.

Foe Edgwake.—Leave the Great North Road after East
Finc-hley Station, turn left along East End Road,, cross the
Regent's Park Road (trams), turn left along Hendou Lane,
and continue towards the Aerodrome, but turn right just
before the railway (M.R.), thence more or less straight (but

winding) to Edgware. M. A. WINSTONE.

Sir,—I was interested to read the opinion of your corre-

spondent, Mr. R. W. Watts, regarding the condition of the
main Cricklewood-Edgware road ; and, being one who has
watched it change from what was, ten years ago, an excellent
highway, into little better than a third-rate B.E.F. gun
track, I can fully substantiate all he says. (I know Mr.
Watts will tell me that a gun track is not spoiled by tram-
lines!) .

As a matter of fact, early last year I wrote warning your
readers against the use of this road as a route to the rforth,
and remarked at the time that the trams enjoy a permanent
way several inches above the " river bed," which your corre-
spondent and his ta.xpaying fellow motor cyclists are
condescendingly allowed to use.

If Mr. Watts requires an alternative route out into Bucks,
I would suggest he turn oft into Dollis Hill (the third
turning to the left after pa.ssing under the railway bridge
by the Cricklewood L.G.O.C. garage), keeping straight on

. through to Neasden, and taking the left-hand fork at the top
of Blackbird Hill. This is purely a countrv lane route, and
is narrow and circuitous ; but, after leavin" Cricklewood,
provides a pretty and -so/c means of reaching Harrow, which,
I am sure, Jlr. Watts will agree is an e.vcellent centre for the
district he appears to like so much, and which I. too, think
is hard to beat for the "average Sundav runs" of which
he speaks. STANLEY J. BOND.

MOTOR CYCLE WHEEL DESIGN.
Sir,—Mr. Pouglas Leechman's paper on " Motor Cycle

Frame Beeign," given in a recent issue, should stimulate
.-.manufacturers to pay more attention to that very importiint
part of their product. As a designer of structure!?, I have
often been amused by the curious ways in which the gap
between the front and rear a.vles of a motor cycle is bridged.

r
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THE P.ARIS-NICE TRIAL.
F. J. Price, a British rider, on a British machine-

Diamond.
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In the design of wheels also the study of elementary
mechanics appears to be neglected. The ordinary motor cycle
w^heel is represented in diagrammatic section in fig. 1 of the
drawing enclosed. It would ofi'er considerably greater resist-

ance to shocks inclined to the plane of the wheel if constructed
as shown in-iig. 3, while its vertical or weight-carrying

A B

HG. 1 FIG.

2

rIC-.3 Tie.

Diagrams of wheel stresses referred to in the letter of

Mr. Edmn Smith. A.R.I.B.A., P.A.S.I.

strength would be only very slightly reduced. Tiiis is easily
proved by comparing the triangles of forees (figs. 2 and 4).

If a c and A C represent the strength of the spokes, then
a h and A B represent their resistance to a force acting on the
rim in. a direction inclined to the plane of the_ wheel.
Inspection of the triangles will show that A B is considerably
greater tha ah, which pixives niv argument.

EDWIN S.MITH, A.R.I.B.A., P.A.S.L

-the lightweight

SU.MMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
An Aberdeen reader, signing himself "^I.J.R.," asks if

any of our readers have had trouble with the A. B.C. trans-
mi.ssipn, and desires their opinions on the cause. He states

that bis own bevel-di-ive gave out in the first 800 miles. ,

' J.E.J." (Glam., S.W.) sounds a warning of the dangers
of stowing away a lighted pipe in the poc'lcet—ijarticulaily

if the pocket be in an oil and petrol .soaked overall jacket.

Mr. E. Hosier writes in praise of the Simplex motor
attachment, and cites Meriden Hill, on the Birmingham-
Coventry road, as an example of its climbing capabilities

without pedal assistance.

Jlr. H. Nelson Clark desires to thank all those who
rendered assistance on the occasion of a recent accident at

Pocklington in which his sidecar passengers and self were
involved.

Letters continue to reach u.s regarding wonderful " dog
(cat and other quadruped I) catching" feats. One, from a
Naval correspondent, who frankly signs himself " Mun-
chausen,' deals with the adventures of a small fox in a
4in. exhaust pipe.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists :

Issued in conjunction with The il/oto- Cych. S
•

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS'" Price Bonk •

Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful net. post-
hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition 2/ 2/3 \

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." •

A s>'stem for tracing motor cycle faults and of

remed>nng them when found. Fourth Edition .. 2/ : /^ J

"MAGNETOS." By A. P. Young.
\

A complete treatise on magneto ignition'f"r motor ;
cars, motorcycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition 4/6 4/10

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." :

A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's. ,•

point of view. Just published ,. .. ., 3/- 3/3 •

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" :
By "IxiON," of Th& Motor Cycle .. „, 5/- 5/1 •

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS,
. :

England and Wales. Scotland, London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case, 5/6 5/10 S

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. ^ ;
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England qqo •
Wales, Scotland, and the London District .. 5/. < /j J

- - . •

Obtain ible by post (remittance with order) from ILTFFE &SONS Lt d., •

70. Tudor Street. Loudon, E.C.4. or of leading Booksellers and ,

Railway Bookstall?: ' \
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THE T.T. RAGE.
CONSIDERATIONS o£ safety make it

imperative that the total number
of competitors in the T.T. race

should be limited. The Competitions
Committee of the Auto-Cycle Union
therefore made an announcement in the
regulations issued in September, 1920,
"That the total number of acceptances
for each race is limited. If the number
of entries exceed such limit, preference
will be given to those received earliest."

Owing to the large number of entries
already received, and to the fact that
there is no limit to the entries that may
be made by any one entrant, it is just
possible that, if the date of entry is tlie

sole limiting factor, some injustice may
be caused.
The following further announcement

therefore is now made :

(1.) Any number of entries may be
sent in by any one entrant.

(2.) The whole of these entries, if in

order, 'will be accepted, unless the maxi-
mum permissible for safety, i.e., 100 in

each race, be exceeded.

(3.) It is not anticipated that the entries

will exceed the said limit to any great
extent, but if this proves to be the case,

the list will be reduced by cutting down
multiple entries from manufacturers so

far as may be necessary, but in no case
to less than three per ma-u.-'acturer ; and
in the event of a further reduction being
called for, by reducing entries received
from other than manufacturers.

So far seventy-three entries have been
received, forty-two being for the senior,

and thirty-one for the junior event.
Particulars of these are given'below.

It will be observed that most of the
best known manufacturers of single-

cylinder machines are represented in the
senior list, including several who did not
enter th^ race last year.

Senior Race.
No. ot
entries. Entrants and machines.

I. W. Eoylo (31/2 Norton).
5. Norton Motors, Ltd. (3V.) Norton)
1. H. Minton (31/2 Norton)'
1. H. Mason (31/2 Norton).
1. Eric Williams '3'A Sunbe.nm).
1. T. Mullen (3'/2 Slinlwam).
1. Vivian OlssOQ (3'/^ Sunbeam).
4. Jolm Marston, Ltd. (3V2 Sunbeam).
1. H. P. Mase (31/2 Sunbeam).
3. Douglas Motors, Ltd. fS'/j Douglas).
1. Ttios. Tliompson (3'/2 Douglas).
1. C. F. Edwards (31/, Eudjre Multi).

1. Fl,-Lt. J. O. Groves (3iA Eudge Multi).

3. Birmingham Small Arm's (3'A B.S.A.).
2 A. .7. Stevens, Ltd. (23,1 A.J.'S).
2. Frank Whitworth, Ltd.
3. Triumph Cvcle Co. (3"/o Triumph)
1. J. Mitchell.

1. E. Carer.
2: G. A. Miller and Co. f3ii Martin).
4. Hendee Manufactniing Co. (31/2 Indian).

1. Alexander and Co. (S^^, Norton).
1. W. Hollowell (B'-i NorEon).

42

Junior Race.
I. Tudor Tliomp.-on (21; Douglas).
3. Douglas Motors. Ltd. (2'j Douglas).
1. J. lilnke, Ltd. (3 Itj-).

1. S. A.-Newman, Ltd. (3 Ivv). -- '

1. Mnirdes' Motor Mait (3 Ivv). -

1. Dr. C. n. Hopwood (Eoral Enfield),
3. Birmingliam Small Arms {B.S A.).

6. A. J. Stevens and Co. fA.J.S.).

1. H. G. Henley, Ltd.
1. A. H. Hadcn (New Comet).
1. E. Carey. "
2. C. A. Miller and Co. (2% and 2ii Martin).
3. New Imperial Cycles, Ltd (New Imperial)
1. Alexander and Co. (2^!(i Douglas).
4. Butterfields, Ltd. (Levis). ,

1. G: S. Davison (Levis).
Total of entries to date, 73

ANOTHER NORTON
RECORD

A GALLANT attempt on the inter-

national kilometre record was made
on the 22nd ult. by R. N. Judd,

riding a_ 3^ h.p. Norton, 79 mm. X 100
mm. standard model 16H. D. R.
O'Donovan would have been the jockey
on this occasion had he not unfortunately
had a spill the previous day. However,
Judd made a good attempt in glorious
weather with a strong south-easterly
wind blowing, which in no way aided
him in his ride. His time was '26.21s.,
making a speed of 85.35 m.p.h. Owing
to the failure to take his time in the
reverse direction the record could not
stand as an international one, but stands
as a British record. He then made a
secoiid attempt for the International
record, but just failed to get it, his
time being 27.28s., a speed of 82.10
m.p.h. This record stands in the name
of E. Walker, single-cvlinder Indian,
82.5 mm. x93 mm., 497 c.'c, time 27.21s.,
speed 82.21 m.p.h., wa'S made on Daytona
Beach on April 15fh, 1920, and is one of
tlie records passed at the International
Congress in Brussels. _

Judd's equipment consisted of Dunlop
tyres, Binks carburetter, C.A.^V. mag-
neto, K.L.G. plug, and Coventry chains,
while he used Speedwell oil and Pratt''s

motor spirit.

TO GET OUT OF LONDON
FOR THE NORTH.

THE main Great North Road (western
branch) out of London is in very bad
condition, especially from Finchlev

to Barnet. Mr. W. H. Wells, captain
of the Motor Cycling Club, has sent us
a route which avoids the bad r rface, is

just sufficiently hilly to be interesting,

and at the same time passe-, through
some very pretty country.
There are 1 ways of reaching this

route. One is to take the right-hand

MAKCH_ 3rd, IQ21.

road- at Swiss Cottage up Fitzjohn's
Avenue, over Hampstead Heath, th;jn

down North End Road, past khe Bull and
Bush, crossing the Finchley Road and
the tramlines at Golders Green ; or to

MAIN ROAD TO
ST ALBANS

\ iGREAT NORTH ROAD

llBARNE.1

i
AllGHWOOD HILL /WHETSTONE

%MILLHILL !

\EDGWAHL
Y /TALLY-HO CORNER

MILLHILUf
ST« y ; FINCHLEY

"^ItNOON

-P^^
^^v.

»^golders green s^^

Ihampstlao

tsWISS COTTAGE 512:

teStMTS\
!ffiRK

Avoiding bad roads out ol London to thc-

North. The dotted portions show bad

surfaces and tramlines.

take 'the left-hand fork at Swiss Cottage
Station, continuing straight on, turning
left by Golders Green Station. The
tramlines in this section of the ror. ,1 are

in fairly good condition.
Leaving Golders Green. Station, the

route is continued through .'.lendon and
Mill Hill to the bottom of Highwood
Hill, where very pretty country is

reached. Here turn sharp right for half
a mile, and then left to Barnet Gate.
At Barnet Gate turn right for Barnet,
where the Great North and Holyhead
Roads are joined. The distance is veiy
little farther than the ordinary route.

R. N. judd (3-2- Norton) at speed during his

attempt to break the mternational kilometre recfiird

at Brooklands. Owmg to a misunderstanding with
the timekeeper he failed to obtain it, but gained the

British flying kilometre record in Classes Cand D(not
exceeding 300 c.c. and 750 c.c. respectively) His
speed was 85 33 m p.h. (Inset) Judd on his chain-

dnven Norton
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Special JFeatures.

WI\T£R IN THE HIGHLANDS.

IMPROVEMENTS IN SIDECARS.

PARIS NIC2 TR1\L (ILLUiTSATED).

O mcs to TLlgl)t TLamfs.
Mar. 3rd

5th
7th

9th

6.10 p.m.
6.14 „
6.17 „
6.21 „

Words of Wisdom.
No man admires his car so much as

wlieu he is trying to sell'it.—27ic Autocar.

In Holland.

His JIajesty's Coiisul-General at Am-
sterdam reports that a catalogue library
is being formed at tlie Consulate for u^e
in dealing with enquiries as to supplies
of British goods. British motor cycle

makeis should send their catalogues to

llis Britannic Jlajesty's Consul-General,
British Consulate, Amsterdam.

No Sidecai Taxis iu London.

Gn Tuesday, Feb. r2nd, the Home Secre-
tary announced hi the House of Commons
that a committee had advised against
the adoption of sidecar taxicabs in the
Metropolitau Police area. Viscount
Ciirzon asserted that they wei"e very
popular in provincial towns, but the
reply was that there are comparatively
few, and those are not very popular.

Troubles with Cars.

'there are motor cyclists who, after a
little misfortune, seem to think that only
motor cycles are imperfect, and that
cars are practically immune from trouble
The R.A.C. " Get-you-home Scheme '

department has compiled some interest-

ing statistics dealing with the cases dealt
with by the R.A.C. These are interest-

ing, and we now await a similar analysis
from the A.C.U. The following are the
H.A.C. figures :

Ax.^Lvsis OF Cases Dealt nirii DURi.vc. tuf.
Year 1920..-

r. Power iiiiit

:

Tcr cent.
Cylinder; and pistons 3:9
\'alves 6
Valve mechanism 2 . t

Crankshpfts 1.8
' Lnbrication 7.5
Ignition .

.~. 13.
'^

Carburation 3.4
-• Water circulaUoii I.q

Startinc medianism 5
Not st.itcd 1.5

.19.6
2. Transniu^sion :

Outrh 5.1
Gear box 5.2
Couplings, universal joints,

and ppjpeller-shaft .... 7,5
Back axle stiafts i;? .q
DitTereQtial 4.0
Bevels and worms 2.2

, . .
37.9

3. Front ^xle and steenns 5.1
4. Road wheels, suspension, and

brakes - 7..S

s. Electric Ugliting failures .8
<: Accidents 8.8

100. o

710 M.T. Co. Reunion.

.\ reunion dinner and smoking concert
for all ranks, past and present, of the
710 M.T. Company and Home Mechanical
Transport will be held on Saturday,
-4prU 16th. The King's Hall, Holborn
Restaurant, is the rendezvous, and the
tickets will be 10s. 6d. each. Those
wishing to attend should communicate
with Mr. A. C. Webber, 50, Monthidme
Road, Wandsworth Common, S.W.ll.

THURSDAY, MARCH 17th,

ANNUAL SPRING NUMBER
AND BUYERS' GUIDE

Reasons.

There are three reasons (or a car failure,

says Thr Autorar. One is given by the
driver, the second by the manufacturers,
and the third is the real reason.

The Cycle Car Definition in France.

.'\lthough the nature of a cycle car has
been well deKiied by the sporting authori-
ties, the Frenclj Government olticials have,
up to the present, been somewhat hazy
as to what constituted a machine of this

popular type. The matter is important

from tlie standpoint of the taxpayer, for

while the smallest motor car has to pay
various taxes with a minimum of £20 a

year, the cycle car has the advantage of

a reduced "tax of £4. On this account

French cycle car owners have noted with

unusual pleasure that the Government
technical department has reported'' in

favour of the adoption of the definition

of a cycle car as a thi'ee "br four-wheel

machiiie, having one or two seats, weigh-

ing not more than 6 cwt. 89 lb., and
luiving an engine with a piston di.splacc-

tnent of not more than 1,100 c.c. With
such a delinition the cycle car owner
knows exactly what he has to pay, and
the anomaly of a machine being accepted

as a cycle car because it had three wheels
while another of no greater power is

refused because it had four wheels will

disappear. This will do much to develop

the French cj'cic car industry, and it

is hoped that a similar action will be
taken by the authorities in this country.

Was it Leg Pwlling?

One of our Scottish readers recently

offered to exchange with an Irish corre-

spondent various surplus articles of divers

cnar.icter for a Rudge Multi and sidecar.

Among the former were a sea captiiin'a

telescope, two small and beautiful ojiera

glasses, and a .solid silver watch, but as

each party had decided ideas on the

value of their goods we understand that
the deal fell through.

ESSEX M.C ONE DAY TRI.AL.
E. N. Edwards (6 Enfield sc.) after rounding one of the bends on York Hill near Loughton.

CI3
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Northward out of London.

On page 266 will be found a " tram-
line-avoiding " route out of London.

The Grand Prix.

The date of the Motor Cycle Grand
Prix has been changed from Saturday,
July 23rd, to Sunday,. July 24th.

A Light Car T.T,

In 1922 the R.A.C. will organise a

T.T. rate for light cars in the Isle of

Man.

Summer Time.

After April 2nd we shall have an e.xtra

hour of daylight in the evening. The
Government proposes introducing summer
time (advancing the clock one hour) at

midnight on Saturday-Sunday, April 2-3,

to last until midnight on Sunday-Monday,
October 2-3. Summer time in France will

begin on the night of March 12-13.

Easter Events in the North.

A.C.t. Centres in the North have,
between them, evolved a very full pro-

gramme for Easter. On Saturday, Jlarch

19th the North-western Centre have an
open hiU-climb, organised by the Stockport
M.C.C. ; on Good Friday there is the
Richmond meet ; on the 27th the North-
western ^eutre is holding a rally at Rib-
chester ; and on Easter ilonday the
Westmorland M.C.C.'s open hill-climb

takes place- on Orton Scar.

Scottish Six Days Trial.

July 4th to 9th is the time fixed" for

the 1921 Scottish Trials; no further par-
ticulars are available at the moment, but
intending competitors should register their
names for entry forms with the secretary
of the Edinburgh and District M.C. (Mr.
Campbell McGregor) at 6, Castle Terrace,
Edinburgh. Mr. McGregor, who will
organise the event, is to be assisted by a
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Six Drops a Minute.
This week we have heard of the case

of a motor cyclist who was sure he was
not under-lubricating his two-stroke
engine. He was giving it qmtt six _

drops a mimitc.

Douglas Speed Trials After the T.T.

The Manx Motor Cycle Club proposes
holding speed trials on the Douglas pro-

menade on the Friday after the T.T.
races—that is, on June 17th. Similar
trials were held last year, and were much
appreciated.

The Colmore Cup Trial.

At 8 am. on Saturday next the first of

the competitors in the Colmore Cup trial

will start from the Stonebridge Hotel,
Merlden. This year the event is open
only to members of clubs affiliated to the
Midland Centre A.C.U.

Foreign Competition.

It does not necessarily foUovir that if

a foreign industry can undersell a British
industry in the British market, the ra';3

of exchange can be held entirely re-

sponsible, says Mfitor Transport. It may
be that its industry is better organised,
that its workers are putting their backs
into it while oms are slacking, or that
it produces on a larger scale, rendering
cheaper production possible. All the cir-,

cumstances have to be carefully analysed
before one can say just to what extent
it is the abnormal rate of e.xchange that
is at the bottom of the trouble.

ON THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL.

One ot the Morgans en route for the South. This familiar view in Fontainebleau shows the

Price Reductions.

Although there is no general tendency

towards a drop in prices, there are one

or two exceptions. Amongst these are the

A. B.C., which is now being offered at

£120 with an additional £38 for the

sidecar, the Cedos at 62 guineas, and the

4i h.p. Quadrant outfit at £125.

The First Sidecar.

Following our recent article on the first

sidecar, giving credit . to .Mr. W. J.

Graham, of Enfiejd, we have received

an interesting letter from Mr. W. H.
Fulford, of the well-kndwn Millford side-

car firm. This gentleman advises us that

the original patent of Mr. Graham was
opposed. by Mills, Fulford, Ltd., as they
vvere able- Jo produce evidence showing
that they had made a sidecar previous
to the date of the application of the

patent. In 1903 the Millford sidecar

was launched upon the market. A patent
was finally granted to Mr. Graharti, how-
ever, but for some reason it was allowed
to lapse.

CI4

Palace, the scene of many historic incidents.

committee composed gely of Scottish

motor cyclists who have previously^ played

a part in the organisation of the trial.

We have no doubt, therefore, that the

event will, maintain its standard of excel-

lence. It will be recalled that last year

the Scottish Six Days was organised by
Mr. L. Cunningham and Mr. A. D.
Aikman Smith.

The T.T. Races.

Seventy-three entries have been re-

ceived to date—forty-two for the Senior

T.T. and thirty-one for the Junior race.

Lists will be found on page 256.

New Sidecars.

Several new sidecars and an experi-

mental cycle car made by the makers
of a well-known motor cycle are described

in this issue.

Records.

Another single-cylinder bi'oke a record

last week. When will the twin exponents

start again ?

M.CC. LONDON-LAND'S
END REGULATIONS.

FOLLOWING on our leader in The
Motor Cjjch. of February 24th, iii

which we commented on the severe
conditions of the London-Land's End
Trial, especially on the point that no
allowance had been made for low-powered
machines,- the following telegram has
been received :

" ,yOUR -CRITICISM LAND'S END UNJUSTI-
FIED. JUST CLIMBED PORLOCK. THREE
MILES FROM SHIP INN, SEVEN MINUTES

;

AVER.\GE SPEED TO TOP OF LYNTON 27
M.P-H. ROADS -WET. BUT IN GOOD CONDI-
TION.

—

Wclta, Catitdin, Motor Ciiding Club.",

This wire is interesting, but the matter
requires further elucidation, and the fol-

lowing questions require answers ;

(1.) What machine was Mr. Wells
riding ?-

(2.)^ Did he encounter much traffic?

(3.) Does he consider that there is no
chance of baulking . with over one hun-
dred competitors moving at short inter-

vals ?

'Perhaps Mr. Wells can answer these
questions satisfactorily, and we feel sure
this must be the case, since an organisa-
tion with the reputation of the Motor
C.ycling Club is hardly likely to jeopardise
its standing by maintaining regulations
which are either dangerous or unfair to

any class of competitor. Nevertheless,
it must be remembered that a trip over
such a sectidn, in normal circumstances,
with a high-powered car or motor cycle, is

a very . different thing from a trip on a

low-powered machine, with a good chance
of being baulked by stalled competitorE

or char-a-banc traffic.
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A NEW MODEL
LEVIS.

RIDERS of Levis lightweights have
frequently urged that the makers
should introduce a gear box model,

and after a considerable amount of experi-
menting since the last T.T. and Six Days
Trials, the firm have at last decided to
iiitroduce a new model, wliich will be
known as the Mode'l S. Following the
general lines of the 2^ h.p. Popular Levis,
the frame is practically identical, but a
Sturmey-Archer two-speed gear box in-
corporating a handle-bar controlled clutch
IS fitted. The transmission from engine
to gear box is by chain, enclosed in a
neat chain cover, an extension of which
protects a poi-tio)! of the belt. It will
be noticed that the special Sturmey box
without kick-starter is used. A new two-speed 2i h.p. Levis with hand clutch. No kick-starter is fitted.

LEATHER SPECIALITIES FOR SIDECARS.
SIDECAR passengers are becoming more Kmtlicr, every sidecar pa.-.-ejigcr knows ability and utility. Selling at the low
*~f and more exacting in their demands lliat if such cushions arc left in the side-

reo;arding comfort and convenience. car overnight, they become damp—and
-Makeshifts "of any kind are no longer they are left in the sidecar, pushed away

out of sight, because their appearance is

too bedraggled to pcimit of their being
carried from the vehicle to hotel or to

the private house.
For these reasons,- there has been an

opening for some time for cushions
designed for the purpose, and in this

direction the .specialities of Messrs.
Spic'ers,. of Leamington, are making a
strong appeal to all who see them at

Libertys, London ; Finnigans. Man-
chester ; Veau and Scott, Birmingham;
and other large bou?i's displayinj; them.

price of 35s., it is intended for the side-

car, car, boat, or house.

A crazy leather cushion, the Spikar, made
in a variety of sizes and colours.

tolerated, and quite a conunon view is

that on an outfit costing around £200, a
discarded cushion, origmally made as a
drawing-room ornament, is 'not quite in
keeping with the rest of the machine.

Handsome and Durable.

The Spikar crazy leather cushion illus-

trated, which, by the way, is patented,
can be described as a by-product of the
glove factory of its makers. It is con-
structed, of triangular pieces of glove
leather of various colours and presents an
appearance which at once suggests dur-

Spikar crazy leather foot-muff.

Me.'^si-s. Spicer also manufacture
cushions in tan and suede, etc., for 50s.

lor the 24in. size, and 63s. round. Other
specialities include warmly-padded foot

muffs and " Tammies," both in the

crazy series.

THE PARIS-MADRID TRIAL.
ALTHOUGH we have dealt with the

question of Continental competi-
tions very thoroughly in Tlic Motor

(-'ydc, and we have clearly pointed out
to our readers that there are two—the
Grand Prix and the International Six
Days— pre-eminently more important
than all the rest, there is little doubt
that the Paris-JMadrid trial will prove
a distinct attraction to certain English

'

tiimpelitors. as it is the first time that

a motor cycle trial has been held between
these two cities.

We recently had a visit from M. A.
Polack, the chairman of the Sporting
Moto-Club of France, which, as its title

denotes, is a small but select motor cycle

club recently founded in Paris to en-

courage the sport of motor cycling. M.
Polack, who is well known to English
riders who have previously taken part in

Continental competitions, gave us inter-

esting information concerning the Paris-

Madrid event, and informed us that it is

now officially recognised by the Union
Motocycliste de France. He assured us

that the organi.sation was to be of the
very best, and that already an enormous
amount of work had been put into the
event. The organisers consist of repre-

sentatives of Moto-lleviie, L'Auto, the
Sporting Moto-Club. the Automobile
Club de rOuest, the Bordeaux Motor
Cycle Club, and, when the frontier is

crossed, the Royal Spanish Motor Cycle
Club.

Reception in Spain.

This latter body has. we are informed,
taken up the trial with enthusiasm, and
will arrange for a cup to be presented by
the King of Spain, who, it is said, will

also receive the competitors at the con-

clusion of the trial.

There will also be a speed trial and
hill-climb on arrival. It is a^iticipated

that entrants will be entitled to purchase
tickets from Madrid to Paris for the
return journey at a 50% reduction; and,
when questioned about the cost of the
trip, M. Polack estimated that this would
be well under £40. Four mjotor cycles

to be ridden by British riders will be
.entered Ijy Ti.S.'A. Cycles, Ltd.

A SHOW OF SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES.

A show of second-hand motor cycles,

motor cars, and industrial vehicles will be

held at the Ciystal Palace from April 4th

to 16th, and will be organised as an
exchange for the disposal of these vehicles

belonging to private motorists and users.

Each motor cycle shown will have a

certificate of its condition signed by an
e.xpert so that prospective purchasers can
gain an idea of the stale of the machine.
The motor cycle.s will be examined by Mr.
Rex ilundy. The entry fee of 60s. for a
motor cycle and 100s. for a sidecar outfit

includes the publication of specification,

expert examination certificate, insurance
against fire, and the polishing of the
exhibit during the show. The organiser

is Mr. William Glass, of Walter House,
Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2, who
organised a similar show in 1916.

C15
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Organisalion Much Belter than Last Year.

Sixty-six Competitors Complete the Course.

Eight British Survivors.

THE run from Paris to the shores handled by British

of the Mediterranean is one . riders, for several

which ' many motor cyclists makes, among^ them
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dream of undertaking at some time or

another, and as a krge number are

timorous of touring alone in a foreign,

country, such trials as the Paris-Nice

should make a strong -appeal to riders

in this country.

'

Last year's fiasco^ however, caused

many who might have taken the trip

to defer the pleasure until the organ-

-

isers had regained some of the reputa-

tion lost. in 1920, while manufacturers,

who view such trials only from the

demonstration and publicity stand-

point, naturally did not consider the

trial seriously.

British Representatives.

It will be recalled that, owing to a

bi'eakdown in the organisation -in 1920,

the whole of the results were " washed
out," and no awards were made. For
this to happen in a small local event

would not be a very serious matter;

but to learn, after spending perhaps

£fio in entry fees and expenses, that

no awards would be made was sufficient

to induce vows never to enter a Paris-

Nice again.

Fourteen English riders started in

the competition. With the exception

of Mundy and Pullin on the French-

built De Margays, and Temple on the

Indian sidecar, they all had British

mounts. The English motor cycle indus-

:ry was not confined to the machines

N o r t o n , Rudge
Triumph, and Match-

less, were in the

hands of . French

riders. Several
machines which might

normally . be con-

sidered as British

have also become
French by, reason of

their, construction Jn
France. These are

the A; B.C., the

G.N., and the Mor-
gan. It was reported

that the G.N.'s were

over weight, but if

this was the case it

did not prevent the

machines being given

an official start. The
three French-built

Morgans were a
very smart tea m.
All three machines
had the M.A.G. water-cooled
engine, and while two of them
were of the Grand Prix de luxe type,

one had standard finish.

An outstanding feature of the entry

was the number of cycle cars all of

French make, including several G.N.'s
and Morgans. It was the "

first im-

portant competition to be held in

France this vear, and for this reason

attracted a considerable amou
interest.

As on previous occasions, the

of Montgeron, about ten miles

south of Paris, on the main ro

the Riviera, was selected for the

start, in order to avoid the incoi

Two British competitors in a typical French street. A.' Ellison and Kaye Don, who both

rode Zeniths

Competitors passing through the Forest

cyclists as the Portsrr

l&.

^



French and British Motor Cyclists cross France
to the Medie rranean.

Ideal Weather Conditions, but Bad Roads.

as the start was made,
and the weather, al-

though cold, gave
excellent promises,

which were justified

within a couple of

hours, for . beautiful

sunshine prevailed

throughout the day.

All the competitors

had been w'eighed and

wine region, was over roads varying

from faii^to excellent.

•The first control .was at Fontair.e-

bleau, twenty-five miles from the

. starting point, where all checked in,

on lime with the exception of Lehmann
on the 250 c.c. Alcyon and Leymarie
on. the 1,000 c.c. Matchless sidecar.

The checkers had closed their office

when this latter, rider came through.

and although he was naturally
examined on the penalised the ' maximum number of

previous Saturday at .' points, he continued in pursuit of the

main group. The Alcyon rider was

merely penalised for late' arrival.

)f the crowded suburbs of Paris.

at this point that the start wms

It six o'clock on the morning of

ry 2ist to the first pair of the

nine competitors, the others

sent away in pairs at intervals

minute. Dawn had just broken

the laboratory of tlie

Automobile Club of

France, and, the

formality at the start

merely consisted in

verifying the seals.

The eighty-nine com-
petitors were divided

in ten different

classes, the numbers

in each being as

follows: 250 c.c. solo,

13; 35° c.c. solo,

10; 500 c.c. solo,

19; 750 c.c. solo»

10; 1,000 c.c. solo, i; 5°° c-c- side-

cars, 2; 750 c.c. sidecars, 2; 1,000

c.c. sidecars, 16; 750 c.c. cycle cars,

i; 1,100 c.c. cycle cars, 15.

Road conditions, although not per-

fect, were verv much better than a

year ago, and' the first stage, which

consisted of a nni of r87 miles through

Fontainebleau, Auxerre, and Avallon

to Dijon, in the heart of the Burgundy

Improved Organisation.

Tlie organisation, judged on the first

day, appeared to be very much better

than a year ago. For the convenience

of the competitors, a lorry followed

in the wake of the procession carrying

personal baggage which was delivered

to its owners at the end of each day.

It was most important that a close

watch should be kept on the checking

stations, and that the times of arrival

should be taken with great accuracy.

In order to assure this, an official

timer of the Union .
Motocycliste dc

France followed on a fast six-cylinder

Delage—a car with such a turn of

speed that it was possible to wait at

a control" until the closing hour, secure

the official time sheets, and arrive at

the next checking point with the

initial group. In this way it was

possible to have all the official figures

his road is as popular with French motor

Is are with Londoners.

One of the latest Bedelias, a make fairly familiar in this country seven or eight years ago.

This machine took part in the Paris-Nice Trial.

cif
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With the Paris-Kice Competitors.

—

in liand at the end of the day, and
immediately to detect any laxity on the
part of the local controllers.

At least one of the British competitors
had a run of bad luck on the second
day. This was W. Brandish, jvm. (5-6

Rover), who was pursued by consistent

and illusive tyre troubles. He "used no
fewer than three spare tubes in his back
wheel, all being incapable of holding air

for any length of time ; and, on close

examination afterwards, proved to be per-

forated by tiny pin-holes.
After a welcome rest at Lyons, seventy-

six competitors left for Avignon, the only
absentee being Bonnard (Harley-David-
son), who had had an accident at St.

Chamond. The start provided a scene
of great animation, and all were got
away to time. Borgotti (A.B.C.) and
Pesse (Fournier), however, stopped to

tinker a few yards out of the control.
After a day of exceptional weather and

equally villainous roads, sixty-nine
checked in at Avignon. Tyre troubles
were prevalent throughout the day,
particularly in the neighbourhood of
Valence. On arrival, tliere was the usual
reception at the Palace Theatre.
The following is a list of those who

have arrived at the end of the journey :

CLASS 1.—250 c.c.

Berger (Velocette).

MARCH 3rd, ig2i

The reader may judge whether this cycle cai", which entered for the Paris-Nice

Trial, is appropriately named or not. It is called the Elfe. There is not much of the
" imaginary spirit," however, about it. Note the exhaust pipe at the back of the rear passenger.

Colombel (Radco).
Girard (Radco).
Pierre (D.F.R.).
Denley (Velocette).
Humphreys (Velocette).

CLASS 2.-

Dubost (D.F.R.). I

Boulangier (D.F.R.).
Walker (Edmund). '

1

CLASS 3.

Bastide (Norton).
Barthelemy (Norton).
Lazerge (Norton).
Mass (A.B.C).
Borgotti (A.B.C).
Detruche (A.B.C).
Smetts (A.B.C).
Bernard (A.B.C).
Eolly Gonnet (A.B.C).

Lehmann (Alycon).
Clech (Motosolo).
Price (Diamond).
Sexe (S.C).

-360 c.c.

Bauer (Yvel).
Sarradet (Yvell.
Pean (Peugeot).

-500 c.c.

Douvevne (Rudge).
Dard (Norton).
Le Bris (Bleriot).
Contant (Bleriot).
Brunei (Bleriot).
Gabriel (Triumph).
Lapallud

(Motosacoche).
Robert (Motosacoche).

CLASS 4,

Foulhoux (Sarolea).
Lefevre (Sarolea).
Rivet (Sarolea).
Ellison (Zenith).
Kaye Don (Zenith).

CLASS 7.—750
L. Psalty (Rover). ']

Bourry (Griffon).
I

CLASS 9.-1,000
G. Arnaud (Indian).
Vache (Indian).
Berthe (Indian).
Verpault (Harley-

Davidson).
J. Psalty (Harley-

Davidson).

CLASS 11.-1,100
Mauve (Elfe).
Mundy (de Marcay).
Pullin (de Marcay),
Benoist (de Marcay)
Lombard (G.N.).

-750 c.c.

Jacquin (Griffon).
Pinney (Triumplj),
G. Uren (Triumph).
Sollet (Rover).

c.c. (Sidecars).
Lacour (G.L.).

c.c. (Sidecars).

Walbrou (Harley-
Davidson).

G. Fenton (A.J.S.).
P. W. White (.Sunbeam)
Hughues (Ferera).
Temple (Indian).
Collet (Harlev-

Davidson).

c.c, (Sidecars).

Honel (G.N.).
Ramon Buene (G.N.).
Casse (Morgan).
Sandford (Morgan).
Darmont (Morgan).

to shout, and roar their engines unmerci
fully ; and at the word to go dashed oft

after the fashion of competitors at a

speed test.

The word to go, " Partcz," became
very popular, among the humorously-
inclined competitors.

The roads as far as St. Etienne were
moderately good, but onwards to Lyons
they were badly knocked about.

Weather conditions were very good, thi

sun shining brightly most of the time.

INCIDENTALLY.
-The flurried excitement of sOme of the

French competitors in starting was
•specially noticeable in comparison with
the cool and dignified manner of their
British confi h es. The former were prone

Denley and the other two Velocetti
riders were going strong when we saw
them near Lyons.

Borgotti (A.B.C.) had a collision with
cart in Lyons; Colombel (Radco) alsc

fell in avoiding ,", child in a villagi

street.

BRITISH MACHINES IN THE TRIAL
(1) Four French riders of Nortons.

(2) Brandish, Psalty, and Sollet, riders of Rover

machines.

(3) Gabriel, Gordon Uren, and Pinney on Triumphs
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Vith the Paris-Nice Competitors.—

The French Bleriot machines appeared
lie much improved since last year.

Rex iNIundy (de Rlarcay cycle car) lost

lis way going into Lyons.

Triumph, Diamond, A.J.S., Zenith,
and the Sarolea competitors were all

riding consistently well.

All the G.N. cycle cars arrived at

Lyons—the only team to complete the

first section of the trial with full marks.

The driver of the Major cycle car
was disqualified for obtaining the assist-

ance of a blacksmith outside Chagny.

The following unlucky thirteen were
disqualified at Lyons, most of them
through being late :

Lezin (S.C.), Poulet (Cleveland). Pouget (Cycle
Motor), Moret (M.C.). Vernipse (Yvels), Pernette
(yvels), Lessmann (Peugeot), Veringa (A.B.C.),
Brandish (Rover). Deiaunay (Stucchi), JMaurcr
(GriHon c.vc!e car), Mourre (Major cycle car), and
Pesse (Fournier cycle car).

Norton motor cycles were showing up
well.

Psalty (3^- Rover sc.) tried conclusions
with an American lorry and sustained
damage to his sidecar mudguard.

At the end of the first day. the ranks
had been thinned by penalisation as

follows :

GLrard (Radco). Lezin (S.C.), Poulet (Cleveland).
Trouche (Cycle Motor). Moret (M.C.). Vernisse
(Yvels). Pernette (Yvels), Chappaz (Excelsior),
.Sutter (American X), Ricoux (Cliaudron), Bour-
beau (Bedelia), and Alaurer (GriHon).

The following were fined twenty francs
each :

Brunei (Bleriot). Ooljriel (Triumph), Roljert
(Motosacoche), and Uren (Triumph).

Prices of Second-hand Motor Cycles.
.\ Schedule of Prices at which used and shop-soiled Motor Cycles were being offered in the miscellaneous

advertisements of last week's issue of " The Motor Cycle."

lO ..

MAKE, H.P.. AND D.\TE.
A.b.C. 3 h.p., IVM

.A.I)in(;don 5-7 h.p. sc, 1(1:^0 ...

A.J.S. Gh.p. sc, 1020

Allen SJh.p., ln20 .,
-American X 7-9 h.p. sc", 19:

.\riel h.p. sc. 1930
Ariel 3! h.p., 1920
Bat Sh.p.. 1920
-Beardn.ore 3 h.p., 1920
Bl.lcisburne -1 h.p., 1920 . .

Blackhume S h.p. sc, 192U
Bradbury G h.p. sc. 1920 .

B.S.A. W h.p. sc, 1920 ...

Cailhorpe 2? h.p., 1920 . .

.

Clyno 2| h.p.. 1920
Cnuuau^ht 2t h.p., 1920 .

.

Coulson-B. i h.p.. 1920 . .

.

Couisoii-n. 2} h.p., 19211 . .

Coventry HaRle 2,J h.p.

Diamond 2} h.p., 1920 . .

.

Douglas 25 h.p., 1920
Douglas 4 h.p. sc, 1920 .

.

EntieM ."ih.r. sc, 1920 ...

Enfield 2J h.p., 1920
Excelsior 2^ h.p.. 1920 . .

.

Harley-Davidson 7-9 h.p. sc

192"

AVEUACE
CI.OSSIFIED PRICES. PRICE.

noo, rtii'i, nio. ni5, fiia, 'n-iT>,

h-i!>. t';i3j,' tf13-5 - • •

in:., iiio
CU::,, 'fii^h. i\.m. (.200, t£-'»'">

tf2io. tfiS"
J'.')5, fW, mi, (7l>

t?189. i:i9.'i

(Clio, Cl^a
'CIO-'
•(132, 'cni-

/9k, '•nioV "f120
\'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.\'.'.

.

£175, «r210
£130, 'H-ir, cms
nu. £120, £130, £130 £130 .

'£57
for,, •£(!: ..

"£50, "foS ..

£109, •nio-
£7.1, £m ..:

•/SI
•£-ls, £no

£129
£12.-i

£197
£82

£192
£118

£WJ

£110
£192

£59

riio

H.irlpv-Da\idson ( h.p., 1920
Hizlewood 5-6 h.p. sc, 19211 .

Hobart 2J h.p., 1920
Humher IV h.p., 1920
llnideison 111 h.p.. 1920
Indian 7-9 h.p. sc, 1920

Indian -1 h.p., 1920
lames o-*I h.p. sc. 1920
jnnies 2i h.ii., 192ii

I.<-a-Francis DA h.p., 1920 . . . .

£S0, £82. £S5. £So, £S7. £H7 ..... tSl
n20, '120, £135, £11.1, jCISO £131

•£M8, £153, ttlCO. t£100 £15.5

£.i3. ^59. COS £58
£80 ^ —
ACS, t<l78, t£180, t£l»0; tfCl'JO.

ttl98, +£200, t£205, £210 £191
£128 —
£110. ^£170 £155

•£t25:::::::;:::;::;:;:::;:;;:: -
mo. mo £173
£lno, t£105, £180, t£lSO, t£190,

t''2»0 £179
i^ISo ...-: -^

fiflCO. 'riTO, £170 /!«(

£011, £r.2 fM.
£100, /;U).5, .CI05, '"£115 £foo'

M.\KE. H.P., AND DATE.
Levis. 2J h.p., 1920
Martinsvdc li h.p. sc. 1920
M uchless 8 h.p. sc, 1920

CL.\S£IEIED PRICES,
£11. £53
ri75 .i
liir). £105. <'170, /"17,5, t£180,

t£lSJ, tflS.J, t£lS5, £I9IJ, t£lW,
t£l90, t£190, t£l95, t£200, t£200.

.

rk.'ciii ".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

h\-'

O--: .-
cso
£130. £105

t£llS. fCl25, til-'5, tO^'O, •t£l50
£39. £59

akvisi::::::::::::;::::::;
/S5. £95. £115

t33 .

AVERAGE
PRICE

CIJ

Sunbrani 31 h.p., 1920
Sunbeam 3^ h.p. sc, 1920
Sunbeam Sh.p. sc, 1920 .

Triumph -1 h.p., 1920 . . ; .

.

Triumph 1 h.p. sc, 1920 .

.

\'elo<-cttc 2} h.p.. 1920 . .

.

Verus 1 h.p., 1920
Wolf 2J h.p., 1920
Wo-jler 2i h.p.. 1920
Zenith Sh.p. sc, 1920 .

.

^I'liuscd.

Zenith 8 h.p,, 1920 £1 10, £121

^Dynamo tightinf;.

£130, ruo. fl.-jO. t£100
rino. £175, £IS.->. £190, £195
r20l>. t/"221, f223 -. .

.

/ill!. /Tis ..'

£115. £l2S, £1.30, flS^" £13.3, £133
n.5.->, riGO. £170
fGs .;

ffS -

(.iO ..t. .:......>.

hio'.'nii.'ld-)'. £175
".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

.... ..... 1...,^

£131

£G0
M:^iri)-Tvler SI h.p.. 1920 . ,

.

New Hudson 21 h.p.. 1920 .

.

New Imperl.il s h.p. sc, 1920
New Imperial 2; h.p., 1920 .

New Scale "', h.p.,sc. 1920 .

Norton 1 h.p. sc,'l920
K.l'.T. 3! h.p.. 1920
6.K. 2J h.p., 19211 ,.
Omega 21 h.p., 19i0
P. & M. 31 h.p. sc. 1920 . .

.

(Juadrant !» h.p. sc. 1920 .

.

Kadco 2} h.p.. 1920 :.

Ueadicig-Slandard .s U.p. sc, 1920. . tflSO
Rover 31 h.p. sc. 1920 £115, •£155
Rover 5-G h.p. sc, 1920 £145 . . . ;

Roval Ruby 3 h.p., 1920 i"10p

Roy.il Ruby 8 h.p. s-., 1920 ?10O '.

.

Ru'lgc 31 h.p., 1920 f90, £911, £90, £1JS

Uudgc 3j h.p. sc, 1920 ^95, n 1". Vl25 .

.

Scott 3J h.p. sc, 1920 £128, £13.5,"£115. £100 £112
S<olt 3} h.p., 1920 no^ aiO, £110, <"13U /lI

Sun 2 J h.p.. 1920 £."

£U8
CI 30

£19

£130
£98

/'(.•.

£1)2

£110

ni5
£183
£210
£113

£l",9

1I(*

The Park M.C.C. (Glasgow).

A new Scottish club has recently been

formed \vith the above title. Cycle car

owners are especially invited to join.

The secretary /ivo tiiii. is Mr. .T. M.

Grant, 9, (Dakfield Terrace. Hillbead,

Glasgow.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.

The annual meeting of this centre was
held in Nottingham on the 19th ult. It was
decided to delegate the organisation of

the three open events as follows ; March
28th, open speed trial, to the Lincolnshire

Club; May 28th, hill-climb, to Derby
Club; July 2or<i, speed trial, to the

Loughborough Club. The suggestion of

Mr. R-. Green (North Derbyshire), that in

the event for the centre trophy the teams
be composed of non-experts according to

, A.C.U. definition, was lieartily approved.
Messrs. K. S. Topping and Wheldon were

CLUB NEWS.
elected to be A.C.U. representatives.
Officers for this year were elected at this

meeting a.s follows : President, Mr.
Wheldon (Nottingham); chairman, Mr.
W. B. .\Iyhill (Ilkeston); vice-chairmen,
Messr.'). Lowthor (Mansfield) and Whaley
(Nottingham) ; treasurer; Mr. R. B. Green
(North Derbyshire) ; auditors, Messrs. J.

R. Sylvester (Nottingham) and L. Farmer
(Derby); lion, sec, ^Ir.- K. .*?. Topping,
whose addre.ss is 64. Frederick Street,

Loughborough.

MOTOR CYCLE EVENTS AT BROOKUVNDS.

Sat.. April K.—V.M.C.n.V. iVr„,bi:rs).

Sat. Mat/ :.-B.M.C.li.C. (Oi.cnj.
Sat. itny n.-Ti.M.C.K.C. {Members).
.Sat. July S.-B.M.C.R.C. (Members).
Sat. July M.-B.M.C.It.C. IMembera).
.Sat Aag. G.—tt.M.C.R.C. (Oven).
.<lat. Aug. S;.—B.M.C.li.C. (Members).
.fat. Sept. 17.~B.M.C.Tt.C. (Members).
Sat. Oct. S.—B.M.C.n.C. (Members).

Kidderminster M.C.C.

There will be a social run to Ludl.iw
on March 19th, the start being liom the

Lion Hotel at 2 p.m. Arrangements are

being made for tea at Ludlow. This being
the opening event of the season, il is

hoped that every member will endeavour
to attend.'

The Motor CycUng Club.

The Motor Cycling Club has an e.\c.--

-

lent and well-established custom if

holding a dinner annually for past ai. 1

present members of its committees. That
held on the evening of February 23rd
was a particularly enjoyable one, as the
entertainment arranged by Jlr. E. A.
Bridgeman was one of "the best experi-

enced so far, since such well-known artists

as George Mozart, Sam' Mayo, Whit.
Cunliffe, and Wilkie Bard were amuni;
the .star turns.
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—

East Lancashire M.C.C.

At the annual dinner in connection
with the East Lancashire M.C.C. on
February 17th, Mr_.. H. Reed said

there was every promise of arrangements
being made for the holding of a speed

trial on- the Southport Promenade on
July 2nd.

Stockport and District M.C.C.

A hill-chmb will be held by the Stock-

port and District M.C.C. at Axe Edge,
Buxton., on the 19th inst. Many special

prizes are being offered and the entry

fees are to be reasonable. Particulars can
be obtained from Mr. E. S. Abram,
226, Manchester Road, Heaton Chapel,

Stockport.

Acci'ington and District M.C.C.

Only formed in February, this club

already has forty members. It is in-

tended to cater mainly for the sporting

side of the movement, but social runs
and social evenings will also, find a place

on the programme. JMr. W. Bancroft,
Turfcote, Whalley Road, Accrington, is

the hon. secretary.

Manchester M.C.

At the annual ™neral meeting of the

Manchester Motor Club, held at the Crown
Hotel, the reports of the hon. secretary

and treasurer on the past year's work were
read, and the officers and committee for

1921 elected. A very attractive pro-

gramme has been arranged for the coming
year.

The club is desirous of increasing its

membership roll, and prospective members
should write at once for particulars and
the necessary form to the hon. sec, Mr.
F. Gunton, 8, Brailsford Road, Fallow6eld.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

The Lines. Motor Cycle Club will hold
an oj>en speed trial, under' licence granted
by A.C.U., in r4rimsthorpe Park, near
Bourne, on Easter Monday, 28th inst.

The course will be half a mile in

I^^OT^OLS
length with flying and standing starts for

all classes of motor cycles and motor
cycles and sidecars. Application for par-
ticulars and entry forms, which will be
ready shortly, should be piade to the
hon. sports secretary, Mr. J. H. Robson,
33, Rasen Lane, Lincoln.

Ealing and District M.C.C.

The Longman Cup Trial is beijig

organised by the Ealing and District

M.C.C. next Saturday, 5th inst. , starting

from The Anchor, Ripley, at 2.15 p.m.,
and consisting of a run through the
Surrey lanes of approximately fifty miles.

No route cards will be issued, but the
course will be carefully arrowed. The
winner of the cup will be decided on re-

liability, stopping, and re-starting on a
gradient, brake test, and hill-climbing.

A gold medal will be given as a second
award, and bronze medals to all-members
making a non-stop run.

TIortl)coinlng (Tlub Cvenls.
Mar. it.

—Ealing and District M.C.C. Longman.
Cup Trial.

Mar 5.—Dcwabttry and District M.C.C. Com
petition.

Mar. (i.—Brighton and llovc M.C.C. Social Run.
Mar. lO.^Brighton and Hove M.C.C. Tteliahility

Trial.
Mar. I'.^Bristot M.C.C. Speed Trials.
Mar. li.—Motor Cjjcling Club. Opening Run to

Brighton.
Mar. 12.—Deioshury and District M.C.C. Com-

petition.
Mar. IJ.—Coventry and Wariciclcsliirc M.C.C.

Paperchase.

Western Centre A.C.U.
The fourth board meeting of the

Western Centre was held at Bath on the
9th ult. There were twenty-one- items
on the agenda, the chief item being the
two-day trial to be held April 8th ana 9th.

It was pointed out that whilst the centre

regrets that the Manufacturers' Union
has not seen fit to support the trial, it

finds that, under the circumstances, no
alteration can be made. Arrangements
for the event having progressed so far the
centre feels that it must proceed. The

MARCH 3rd, ig2i.

event will therefore be a two-day trial,

and centre and club secretai'ies are being

approached to give the trial every support

possible by entering teams and riders.

/lembers ol ihe Biii;hLon and Hove M.C.C, who took part in a procession organised to

advertise a club dance. Note the Klaxon substitute on the machine.

ESSEX M.C. ONE DAY TRIAL.

R. C. Empson (A.V.) in the slow hill-climb

Esse.*! M.C.

Described in last week's issue of The
Motor Cycle, the Essex M.C. One-day
Trial resulted as follows :

SILVER CUP (for best performance).—H. Le
Vack (4 Indian Scout), G. M. Greening (3'A 2-c.vl.

Sunbeam), and L. Beadle, (Waverley car).

SILVER MEDALS.-B. Morris (234 Coulson B)
S. M. Greening (3i.^- 2-cvl. Sunbeam), H. Le Vack
(4 Indian Scout), C. W. Baiistow (7-9 Indian),
and E. B. Ware (8 Morgan)

BRONZE MEDALS.—A. A. Prestwich 1.2% N.ew
Imp), B. Roberts (2^'i Douglas). H. Harveyson
(4 Indian Scout). F. Roberts (3 A.B.C.). A. C.
Rhodes (3i/, N.U.T.), H. S. Powell (3 A.B.C.),
A. G. Martin (4 Triumpli), C. Elliott (4 Indian
Scout), E. J.. Anderson (3''i Scott), S. Biss (8
Zenith sc), D. S Parsons (8 Matchless sc),
E. A. Edwards (6 Enfield so.), and E. A. Bridgman
(7-9 Indian sc).

Glasgow Western M.C.C,

The annual general meeting was held
on the 18th ult., when some sixty
members assembled under the chairman-
ship of the president, JMr. W.' N. Simp-
son. The treasurer's report showed the
club to be in a flourishing financial condi-
tion, the cash balance being £109. Thf
secretary's report was a most interesting
one, and gave a resume of the year's

activities, showing that the club had had
a very active and successful season. Th(
membership had steadily increased and
was now close on 200. Officials for 1921
were elected as follows : President, Mr.
W. N. Simpson ; vice-president, Mr. J.

Barclay ; captain, Mr. M. J. Eraser ; vice
captain, Mr. A. J. C. Lindsay ; hon.
secretary, Mr. J. Robinson, 1, Yarrow
Gardens, North Kelvinside, Glasgow
hon. treasurer, Mr. A. Crosbie Watson
hon. press secretary, Mr. F. Manning
general committee, Messrs. D. S. Alexan
der, Jas. Bell, W. Deans, A. Graham
J. Littlewood, F. Jliller,, J. Jlackenzie
M. Simons, J. W. Walker, and E. Napiei
White.

^
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A selection ot questions 01 general mlerest Irom readers ajiU our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "Th: Motor Cycle,'

10, iudor Street, London, EC. 4. and whether intended for publication ,or not must bs accompanied by a M. Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
ere urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing
'egal questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

TIMING AN OLD FLAT TWIN.
Having broken the crankshaft

of my 1911 a.i.v. Dou^as, I am
at a loss to know how to time the
valves. Am I right in saying
that when the «.\haust valve oji

the back cylinder just closes, the valve
on the front should commence to open ''.

Should the spark be timed from the
back cylinder, the same_as on a single-
cylinder engine?—S.W.

The exhaust valve should close when the
Ijiston reaches top dead centre. This is

the .same for both cylinders; but in your
engine the cranksh.ift should be rotated
one revolution after the front e.xhaust
valve has closed before timing the back
exhaust valve. The spark should be timed
60 that it occurs on top dead centre, with
the control two-thirds retarded. Time for
one cylinder only, and lead the other
wire to the opposite one, since the timing
will be automatically correct for both.

OIL O.N BELT, CALCULATING H.P., ETC.
(1.) I have a 4 h.p. machine

fitted with an old pattern counter-
shaft gear bo.x, and the belt is

always covered with a thick coal
of oil. I cannot trace where it is

coming from. Can you suggest, or
definitely state the cause of this trouble?
(2.) On the same machine I have a
B. and B. top feed carburetter. I can
run well up to half throttle, but
after that the more I open out the less
becomes my power. I have tried smaller
jets, but the trouble strll remains. It
will take full air with throttle only
slightly open. (5.) I should be glad to
know the method of calculating horse-
power by bore and stroke, etc. (4.) Do
you think a gear 8 to 1 low enough for

a.5i h.p. sidecar outfit to take hills met
with on the average roads in this
country?—G.R.

(1.) The oil on the belt no doubt is due
to _ a leakage from , the gear box.
Probably a felt or leather washer is

required behind the bearing of the pulley-
shaft, or, if the bearing is much worn it

may need rebushing. (2.) Try the effect
of raising the needle, which "hangs from
the centre of the throttle barrel, about ^in.
The jet size should be .045. (5.) Find the
cubic capacity of the 'engine by this
formula : D= x .7854 x S x X. Where
D = diameter of cylinder in centimetres.
S = length of stroka in centimetres, and
N = number of cyUnders. Then allow
"1 h.p. for each hundred c.c. capacity.
This will give you the approximate
brake-horse-power of the engine. (4.) On
ordinary undulating roads a low gear of
8 to 1 is fairly satisfactory, but it is

rather high if steep hills are'encountered.

FITTING LARGE ENGINE TO LIGHT
FRAME.

I have a 2 h.p. lightweight,
which is in practically new condi-

tion. I should be obliged if you
would tell me whether you think
it practicable for solo work to

replace the present engine witii a

2\ h.p. or 3^ h.p. unit. The cycl^
has an Armstrong three-speed hub in

the back wheel.—R.H.

The frame of your machine was very
lightly constructed to suit the 2 h.p.

engine, and we shoHJd strongly advise
vou not to attempt the fitting of any
larger power unit ; in fact, the 3^ h.p.
would oe quite out of the question. A
two-stroke engine of the same capacity
as the original power unit would give
greater powet without dangerously in-

creasing the stresses on the frame.

important jDat^s.

Sat.. March 5th—Colmorc Cup Trial

Sat. Mar. 19lh—Birmingham M.C.C.
"Victory* Reliability Trial.

Fri., March 25th—Richmond Meet.

Fri, March 2Slh. and Sat . Ma-cS 26lh-
M.C.C. London Land's End Trial.

Mon, Mar. 28lh—We.lmore'.and M C.C.
Open Hill C imb

Mon.. Mar. 28h-Ea'l MldlnJ Centre
A.C.U. Open H.ll Climb.

Fri.. April 8lh. and Sal.. April 9lh

—

Western Cenire A.C.U Two-day Open
Tria'.

Fri. April 1 5lh. and Sat-. April 16th—
EalinK and District M.C.C. London-
Holyhead-London 24 hr. Open TriaL

Sat . April 16tS—Yorkehire Centra A.C.U.
Open Hill-d mb.

Sal.. April 23rd- Midland Cenire A.C.U.
Open Reli bility Trial.

Wed , April 27lh—A.C U. One-d.iy Trial.

Fri. May I3th. an! Sal. May 14lh—
M.C C.London-Edinburgh Ron.

Sar. May 2l5t -West rn Cenire A.C.U.
Open Hi 1 Climb.

Wed.. May 25th—AC.U. Silencer Trial at
Brooklands.

Sal.. M>v 28lh—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Ojien Hill Cl^mb.

Tues., June 1 4th—Jun'or T.T. Race

Thtirs. June 16lh—Senior TT. Race,

Sat. Jun^ 25lh—M.C.C Inter-team Trial
for 'The Motor Cycle" Cup

Wed. July 6lh, and Thurs , July 7lh-
Arbulhnot Trophy Tried.

Sun , July 241h—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Rac ^ in France.

Mon . AuK. Isl, to Sa .. Auir, 6lh

—

International Six Days Trial in Sv/ltzer-

iand

Mon.. Auk. 29lh, la Sat., Sept 3rd-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

SaL. Sept. I7th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

WORN BIG END.

After less than five hundred

miles' running my 2J h.p. four-

stroke lightweight developed a

very bad and noisy rattle or

clatter—so noisy, in fact, as

nearly to drown the sound of the

exhaust, which is by no means silent.

Where and how does" this clatter arise?

When the machine is doing good work,

e.;/. , climbing a decent hill, it is

sc'arcelv noticeable, but on the level,

with li"ttle resistance, it is very painful.

Low gear accentuates it enormously. I

have had it examined by two motor

mechanics, but neither succeeded in

tracing it. When running on the stand

it is scarcely noticeable. There is a

considerable "amount of vibration about

the machine, which seems to be in-

creased during the rattle or clatter. Is

there any connection?—T.C.

The symptoms described are those of a

worn "big end bearing, which usually

sets up a considerable nmount of vibra-

tion and noise when the engine is

running light and fast. Consult ^ re-

paiier before using the machine again.

WORN CONTACT POINTS.

I have a nearly new magneto

[^ on my 4 h.p. single, and it has

? givenno trouble until a few days
I
*

I ago, when the engine stopped

without any warning. I traced

the reason to the "magneto, which would

only spark for a few revolutions every

few" minutes. I took the contact

breaker ofT and cleaned everything,

including the slip-ring, and also adjusted

the gap, but still with no better results.

I eventually gave the magneto to an

electrician, who .'^aid that, after tests,

everything -ivas O.K. internally. The
only" thing wrong with it, apparently,

was that the platinum was worn fronK

the points of the contact breaker. Can
you tell me, please, if this is sufficient

to prevent the magneto from giving

even a faint siTark, and if so, would

it be best to send the contact breaker

to the makers, or is it capable of being

remedied locally? . How often should

the points be renewed?—A.W.W.

ll the magneto has only been in use for a

few months, the platinum points should

not be worn away entirely, and we would
suggest that you return it to the maker.'

for inspection, as it may be that the

condenser is short circuited. If you do

not wish to return it, however, you would

be able to fit the new platinum points

yourself if you have a magneto spanner ;

or, of course, you could return the contact

breaker only.

C2I
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A BIG SINGLE FOR SPEED WORK .

I have a 1920 5-6 h.p. Rudge
— I wrhich I think lacks power. The
> machine has done about 2,000
-iJ miles without any trouble what-

ever and hag always be«n ridden
.solo. (1.) When practising for a speed
event on a level road I could only get

50 ih.p.h. (registered). Is this good
enough tor this type of machine? (2.)

It also lacks power on hills ; I can only
get up a short hill of 1-7 by lowering

_the gear first and tightening the belt.

- Compre.ssion is good, and I am careful

not to_ let tappets get slack. The tim-

ing is as it left the makers. (3.) If I

advanced the timing, should I get better

results? (4.) Referring to question one,

would a higher speed be obtained by
using a lower gear?—R.C.W.

(1.) The particular machine which you
mention was not designed for high speed
work ; it was introduced specially as ,a

sidecar model, and it is very creditable if

you can attain a road speed of 50 m.p.h.
on "it under normal conditions. (2.) It

should not be necessary to tighten the
belt continually in order to climb
hills ; in all probability the belt is too
long and should be shortened. &i any
case the machine will not climb 1 in 7
gradients on top gear unle.ss you can
take them with a rush, as the top ratio

of the gear is too high for hill-climbing.

You should keep up the engine revolu-

tions when climbing, by gradually lower-
ing the gear as the gradient increases.

(3.) There should be no need to advance
the standard timing of the engine, as

delivered by the makers. (4.) It is quite
likely that you will obtain more speed on
the level by reducing the gear a little; it

is a niistal\£ to imagine the highest speeds
are invariably obtained by the use of a

high gear.

FLOODING CARBURETTER.
I have a Triumph carburetter

on- my Baby Triumph, and petrol

overflows from the top of the float

chamber when the machine is

The float is not punc-runnuig.
tured, and as it does not overflow when
standing I do not think the needle needs
grinding in. I imagine it is the jolting

that causes it to overflow. I should be
much obliged if you could give me your
help in remedying this.—S.B.

You do not say whether the carburetter
ie one of the older models with bottom
feed or one of the new ones with top feed.
If the. former, the movement of the needle
is controlled through small levers which
work on. pins on the lower side of the
float chamber lid, and if these are worn
it is quite likely that the action of the
needle is not sufficiently sensitive to follow
the movements of the float, especially
when paesing over bumpy roads. If your
carburetter is of the top feed variety, you
will probably effect a cure by grinding in
the needle valve and also by" lowering the
level.

READER'S REPLY.
BLOW BACK IN DRIP FEED.

"Referring t« ': F.H.M.Y.'s " query in
the issue of December 30th, 1920, I
experienced fiirailar trouble on a'2| h.p.
Douglas, and after, sevei-af weeks traced
it to a leak between the glass and metal
of the drip feed. If there is no leak, it

ca3

is clear that the glass part of the sight

feed cannot fill with oil unless the air goes
back through the same tube which supplies

oil from the tank. This is hardly likely

to happen, considering the pressure of the
spring behind the plunger to the hand-
operated oil pump. I trust the above will

not be too late to be helpful.—G.W.N.
(Dehiowita, C«yIon).

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" A.W.S." (Stapkhurst).—1920 Wooler.

Durability, speed, and reliability.
"

"T.H.D." (Coventry).—Sticking ex-
haust valve on Triumph engines ; tips

for effecting permanent cure.

" A.E.T." (Keynsham).—Amac one-
lever carburetter (25 jet) ; elimination of

dead spot at 10-15 m.p.h.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES
Plumste.^d to Wisbech.—H.F.B.

Plumstead-. Woolwich, East Ham,
Woodford, Epping, Bishop's Stortford.
Newport, Chesterfield, Cambridge, St.

Ives, Somerslram, Chatteris, March,
Wisbech.; _

StOUEBHIDGE to PORTIMADOC.—G.A.
Stourbridge, Bridgnorth, Much Wen-

lock, Shrewsbury, West Felton, Llan-
gollen, Corwen, Bala, Capel Celyn,
Eestiniog, Portraadoc. - Approximately
106 miles.

Hull to Kilmarnock.—H.G.
Hull, Beverley, Market Weighton,

York, Boroughbridge, . Leeming Lane,
Scotch Corner, Barnard Castle, St.

John's Chapel, Alston, Brampton, Long-
town, Gretna Green, Annan, Dumfries,
Thornhill, Sanquhar, Cumnock, Mauch-
line, KilmaiTiock. Approximately 229
miles. ^ -

Thame to Halstead.—L.P.
(1.) Thame, Aylesbury, Tring, Box-

moor Station, St. Albans, Hatfield, Hert-
ford, Bishops Stortford, Dunmow, Brain-
tree, Halstead (Essex).

(2.) Thame, Princes Risborough, High
Wycombe, Beaconsfield, Uxbridge, Kew,
Richmond, Kingston, Rayne Park, Croy-
don, Keston, Earnborough, Halstead
(Kent).

THE NEXT STAGE !

MOTOR CYCLISTS interested

in small or large cars should read

Friday

the forerunner of all motoring

fownals. Founded in 1S95, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enfoysthe

greatest circulation. It is universally

accepted as the representative British

motoring journal.

Price Reductions.

Several of the leading tyre makers
announce reductions varying between

10% and 15%.

A New Liverpool Branch.

A branch of JMessrs. David Moseley

and Sons, Ltd7, the well-known tyre

manufactSfe'ers, has beep opened in Liver-

pool at 9, Commutation Row.

New Factory Jor Motor Cycle Gears.

Specially planned for the production

of their motor cycle gear boxes, a, new
works has been built at Nottingham by
Messrs. Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd.

The Richardson Cycle Car.

The price of the Richardson cycle car

and the Richardson light delivery van
has been reduced to £250, which figure

includes hood, horn, electric lighting set,

tool-kit, and pump.

An Amalgamation.

In order to conform with the regula-

tions of the Companies Acts, ^Mes.srs.

The Rotax Motor Acces-sories Co., Ltd.,

Willesden .Junction, London, N.W.IO,
are going into voluntary liquidation in

connection with their amalgamation
witli Messrs. Newtons, Ltd., of

Taunton.

Hutchinson Boots Again.

Hutchinson Tyres inform us that they

are now recommencing the manufacture
of Hutchinson boots, which, as our

readers are aware, are amongst the most
efficient protectors for the rider's nether

extremities which have been placed on
the market. Unfortunately, during the

war the manufacture of Hutchinson boots

had to be discontinued.

Dividends feom Acetylene.

The amalgamation of firms in the

acetylene industry under the name of

AUe'n-Liversidge, Ltd., of 106, Victoria

Street, S.W.I, announce a final dividend
for the year ended October 31st, 1920.

of 7-2% (less tax), making a total of

12-i%o for the year on the" first 100.000

shares. There fs also a half-year's divi-

dend of 12^% on the remaining shares

issued- during 1920.

Popularity of Sidecar Taxis.

Already there are twelve sidecar laxi-

cabs plying for public hire in Birming-

ham, and they_ are being well supported
;

they are all B.S.A.-Canoelet outfits, with

the special taxi features included by the

County Cycle and Motor Co., of 307-8,

-Broad" Street, Birriiingham. This firm

specialises in sidecar taxis, and has sub-

mitted its demonstration outfit to the

licensing authorities of Birmingham,
Bradford, Brighton, and Coventry, ni all

of which places it has been approved.

Manchester and Liverpool are consider-

ing the matter, while a .service has just

been inaugurated in Leeds.
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MAKE NO DOUBT !
BUY ONE OF THE

Famous O.K.-Junior
Perpetual Pleasure Bikes.

Mark 8. 2J h.p. single

gear . . . . 48Gns.

Mark 9. 2i- h.p. single

gear . . . . 48Gns.

Mark 10. 2| h.p. single

gear . . . . 48Gns.

Mark II. 2|h.p.2-sp. 57Gns.

Mark 12. 2|h.p.2-sp..

clutch and K/S 64Gns.

FULL Particulars in Catalogue.

READY TO RIDE AWAY FROM ANY OF OUR 400 AGENTS.
We guarantee against a fall in price. List with pleasure.

HUMPHRIES AND DAWES, LTD., Hall Green, BIRMINGHAM.

A REVOLUTION,NMOTOR CYCLE LUBRICATION!
We offer you

1.

2.

PERFECT CYLINDER LUBRICATION without atiy interference with the existing methods of
lubricating the bearings, etc.

30 to 40 Thousand Miles per gallon of oil consumed, creating incidentally 25 to 50 per cent.
Petrol economy, and

—

last, but by no means least, a degree of flexibility ardeem fort to the four-stroEe hitherto unobtainable.

OUR SYSTEM (Patents Prov. No. 25,685, 5,041; applies to any four-stroke engine having a vacuum
valve and a discharge pipe from same.

The oil is returned to the crank case without interfering with the vacuum.
WE HAVE BEEN EXPERIMENTING FOR THREE YE.\RS, and during the last six months we have
tested the completed system over thousands of miles of ordinary road, riding on a 2; h.p. Excelsior-
J.A.P. and on a N.U.T. 4 h.p. twin J.A.P. We have run the 2,' h.p. Excelsior-J.A.P. 100 miles with
the ordinary oil feed completely shut off all the time. At the end of this run, we drained the oil from
the crank case, thoroughly tested it, and found it as good as ever (just as you will find it in a car
engine). We then took the engine completely down, and found that everj' part had been perfectly
lubricated all the time. Whilst examining the parts of the engine, the high quality- of workmanship
put into the J.A.P. engine struck us very forcibly. The Excelsior and N.U.T. can be seen at any
reasonable time (Saturdays and Sundays included], at our premises.

When the Apparatus is fitted on, it requires no further attention. You simply set the oil feed to
about one drop per minute.

Price, fitted com
at our wo^rTs^ £2-15-0 ARE lOU INTERESTED?

All Enquiries to, and Booklets, " Ll'BIilCAl'lOX," from, ovr licgistcred Office:

W. H. FROST & Co., Ltd., Engineers, 179, Colne Rd., BURNLEY. 'Phone-
473.

In answering these advertisemejits it i.? desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." ca«
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THE CUT
YOUIN PRICE I KJ \^ HAVE WAITED FOR

HAS MATERIALISED.

MODEL B.O. SOLO £122
4 h.p. BLACKBURNE ENGINE.
ALL CHAIN DRIVE. CUSH HUB.

3-SPEED STURMEY GEAR BOX.

Should prices be reduced be/ore May 3\st, 1921, toe guarantee to reimburse our agents.

THE CHEAPEST

FOUR H.P.
in the world, and the Best,

WILKIN IVEOTORS, Ltd.,

Onslow Road,
SHEFFIELD.

Trial
will speedily convince you of

Ihe supreme comfort afforded

by the EMPIRE-DE-LUXE
Pan Seat.

You can ride upon it tor hours
without feeling undue strain or

fatigue. The springing is perfect

—the seat luxuriously padded

—

and its durability beyond question.

Ask your agent about it— and
write us for catalogue.

THE LEATHERIES, Ltd.,
Sampson Rd. North, Birmingham.

empire

-

"The
Saddle

of supreme

Comjort."

"IVIAYCO" PRECISION LATHE
Ijin. Cftiitre-:. Takes SOin. between Centres. Ho'low Spin.ile. Gap Beil.

^^win^;3 eijin. above SacUlIe. Full Set of Cliaujie Wlieela.

A- MACHINE TOOL.—TV. ):A'era;;c sniali latliL Literal s a to^ .
taking;

iiltout 1ft, between centres and wi'h practically «o clearanca o%ei ^aiiiU'' 'J bit

Sill, swine iailie will take SOin. betwee i centres find &u m^', bjin o\cr sa'.UUe.

Write for fiill^spccificatioi'.

M^QGitn r-:. -'Phone: : . /: ..-A

eae Ashron-u-Lyqc'

FrfAPEL sr. STAIXBRiDGE
hi Qnswerinf; these advertisement! it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.
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New illustrated Sectional List M202a
on request. Enclose Business Card
or Memo for Trade Terms.

VOLEX DRY BATTERY
""^ Motor Cycle and Sidecau-

LIGHTING SETS.
BRITISH MADE.

\'olex Dry Battery Lighting Sets are the Ideal
no-trouble outfits. For over ten years they have
been in use in Motor Cycle service, and in spite
of the heavy and increasing demand we are now
in a position to g^ive prompt deliveries.

The 1921 improved model entirely eliminates
that uncertainty invariably associated with
accumulator and dynamo lighting outfits.

When once fitted will give i2-i3 months'
effective service without requiring attention.

Spociflcatlon:—Two G volt "Volox" Dr>- Batteries in

Metal Coataiucr. which lies convoiiicntly in the bottom ot

tlie sidecar; SwitflibDaril. "Suuerba" Head Lamp <5l"
frouti; Ball Pattvru Side and Tail Lamps: Couductini,'

Cord; Metal Filament Bulbs As Illustrated.

No. MC/490. Price: £8 8 0.

Fitted with "Superba de Luxe " Head Lamp
(7" front). No. MC/450. Price: £9 9 0..,

No other battery outfit will give results equal

to the "Volex."

The " SUPERB

V

HEAD LAMP

VOLEX MOTOR CYCLE SOLO LIGHTING SETS.
The most effic'ent Dry Battery Solo Sets produced.
Made up on the same principle as our " Voles " com-
bination sets. Head Lamp is provided with 6 volt bulb
giving an exceptionally brilliant light, and, ample light

is provided in the rear lamp.

SUPERBA HEAD AND REAR SET
as illustrated. Head Lamp with sV' i^oat. Mro/ro.

Price complete, £5 10
M10/7. Head Lamp Set only .. £4 L"^

SUPERBA DE LUXE HEAD AND REAR SET.
Head Lamp with y' front. Mio/ii. £6
Uio /S. Head Set only .

.

. • £ 5 5

be Luxe Type, 7

BALL PATTERN
TAIL LAMP.

With Holder and Ad-
apter. Brass. Nickel or
Black Ebonised finish,

15/-Sma[lcrType 12/6

The "CLARAVOX"
Molor Cycle

Electric Horn
gives a loud,clear waroinn
note. Complete with Cord
and Switch, £1 12 O
Dc Luse Type, £2 5

EASTER MOTOR CYCLING.
We have purchased a very fine lot of Government Motor Cycles, of recent

date (1917. 1918 & 1919) and in good condition. These are being replated.

r^-enamelled. and sieved in makers' colours, and rebuilt throughout

Equal in appearance and wear o new machines.

FIRST DEUVERY-NOW READY

4 h.p. DOUGLAS—Solo or Combination
(other makes to follow).

EASTER FALLS EARLY.
Why not have a machine inspected tor you by the A.C.U. or A.A., who

will give you an unbiassed report?

PRICE

4 h.p. DOUGLAS
3-speed, Kick-start

iSolol

' h.p DOUGLAS
S-speed, Kick-start

Combination

Complete with
NEW lighting set

and accessories.

NEW Sidecar and
Chassis, lighting set

and accessories.

THE NUMBER IS LIMITED.
Secure a machine, subject to inspection, for a deposit of five per cent

MOTOR VEHICLES (Lt sXll) ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

(Dept. MX), 15, 16 & 17, ELDON STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

SPEED WITH MORE
COMFORT

IS the ideal combination we liave realised in

our K4 models. Usually in the cry for speed,

comfort, utility, and strength are sacrificed

But in this semi-sporting model of

^noclef
make—design and manufacture—you have just

that sidecar which appeals to that sense of ease

and to that irresistible craving for speed. The
K4 looks comfy and breathes speed.

May we not send you our illustrated catalogue
giving full specifications ? Write to-day.

MEAD
&

DEAKIN
Tyseley,

BIRMINGHAM

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C29
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COUNTY
'iBde

-TAXI-
COMBINATION

-Complete with " County '* Compensating Brakes-

(Patent applied for)

;; IMMEDIATE DELIVERY :.

COUNTY CYCLE and MOTOR CO.
THE B.S.A. SPECIALISTS

307, 308, 314, Broad Street, BIBMINGHAM.

Our Demoastratloa Taxicar Is at your service and can

be submitted to any Licensing Committee.

Write for full paHicttlai-s.

The STANFORD SIDECAR co.

SAMPSON ROAD NOJiTft

BIRMINGHAM, t

Patent

applied

for

The

•SPRING-SIUNG"
SEAT

An auxiliary seat with springing equal to the main seat.

No leg supports ; nothing in the way of a dress skirt.

No hard seat frame to bruise rear passenger's legs.

Fixed or packed away in less than half-a-minute.

LARGE SIZE. WITH 4-SPRlNG SUSPENSION. 65/-X Posloie

:

SMALL SIZE. WITH 2-SPRING SUSPENSION. 60/. 1 1 l-txiro

NICKEL PLATED FITTINGS & FIGURED UPHOLSTERY.

^

PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENT.
Since " Olytnpia," we have been working out a slightly modified specification
of our popular 6-8 h.p. (842 c.c.)

Lr.M.O. Twin Combination £160
AU-chain Drive, Shock Absorber, Internal Expanding Rear Brake, Sturmey 3-speed Gear Box,

Kick-starter, 650 x 65 Tyres, Millford Sidecar.

WE MOST ASTOUNDING VALUE ON THE MARKET. DELIVERIES COMMENCE END MARCH

THE LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING Co., Ltd., 132, Monument Road, Birmingham.

vwvvww WSsMmarm.M'
ARE THE BEST.

Write for full particulars to

JOHN S.MORRIS & SON (OILS), Ltd.

Cross Lane Oil Works,

SALFORD, MANCHESTER.

Sports Model 75 gns.

Ladies', K.S. and Clutch 81 gns.

Gents' K.S. and Clutch 81 gns.
With Patent P.V. Spring Frame.

A design with ten year's road use behind it.

The P.V. Rider never realises the
awful state of many roads. It's not
his funeral. But you not realising
the necessity of proper springing now,
may mean yours.
Buy a Spring Frame P.V. and so save this

heavy expense.
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CONTRACTORS
for all leading makes

of Motor Cycles, Side-

cars and Light Cars.

*?'t

TAYLORS
LARGE SELECTION
shop-soiled and guar-

anteed Second - hand

Machines. Write for List.

GET IT NOW
AND BE READY FOR YOUR EASTER TOUR.

Sole London and District Agents for the famous

A J ».
6 h.p. Com., comolete with srrc-':i.

spare wheel, slorm apron, ami
luggage grid £180

7 h.p. Cora., as above.. £215
Dvnamo Ughtinfj Set. . £28
Child's Seat £5 5

Prirt-s for deliverv at wort:?;.

EXCELSIOR
^ b.p. Combination . . . 195 gns.

a\ h.p. Cnmbinalion . . . £152
2I h.p. lilackbunie £96
2}. li.j>. Villicrs, 2->lroI;c £67
2 1 h.p., open frame mod. £49 10

TTT^ gur.raiitce till April ist, 1921.

ROYAL EixFIELD.
8 h.p. Combinaticn £160
Dynamo Lishting £22 10

zi h.p., 2-stroke £65
Kick .*^t.irtpr, extm ... £50

P. & M.
Solo m.^dpl £125
Combination £165

AND

BRITISH
EXCELSIOR
MOTOR OYOLES

MATCHLESS
8 h.p. rombination £205
Dvnamo Licjhlin;?. extra £25

SCOTT
3; h.p.. ;.slrol;o £130
Conil.'iii:itiun £170

B.S.A.
,t h.p. .Modf I K £107
4 h.p.. Mofl.'l H £110
.» h.p. Combinaticn. 1\ . £142
6-7h.p. Combiiialinii .. £175

ZENITH
." h.p. llulrh Com £204
6 S- 8 h.p. Sportinc Solo £139
5 h.p £123
2' h.p. Flat Twin £107

MORGAN
S h.p. SportinE Model. . £206
8 h.p. Grand Pri.x £218
8 b.p. dc Luxe, a.-cooled £216
8 h.p. de Luxe, w.-coolcd £228
TO h.p. M..A.r,. cnp.,extra £5

GN.
Standard Model
Dynamo Mod.! .

Legerc .Mo:lcl . .

.

£241 17
£275 12
£309 7

MORKIS-OXFORD
Morris-Oxlord, ^-sealer. £565
MoiTis-Oxford. 2-seater. £510
Morris-Cowlcv. 4-se.ittr. £425'

Morris-Cowli-v. 2-scatir. £375

ARIEL
Cy-jh.-p. Combiiiatioii .

4} h.p. Combination
.

3^ h.p. Solo moinit . .

.

£197 10
£177 10
£120

A.j.S. I n.p. ComDina.ion.

For CASH or payment out of income
Intendmg purcl]a.<;ers who wish to pay out oi income—while they

ride—will find the following example of interest :—
£ s. d.

Cash price of selected Coiubination 200 o o
Deposit (approx. J) 68 o o

LAGONDA CARS
II.9 b.p. Coiip6, with

double dickey £465

11.9 h.p., 4-sealcr £465
Dynamo lighting, st-artcr, clock,

and speedometer inrlnded.

£132
9 18

TRIUMPH
.Model i Solo £127 in
Model H Combination .

.

£182 10
Model SO Chain Solo .

.

£140
Model SD Combination. £195
2t h.n. 2-s'roke £75

Interest on above at 7^%

Total Bahnce ^i.ji i8 o
Payable in 12 monthly instalments of '^tt 16 6

I larger down pa>incnt l-^ mad(\ then interest and irontlily
instalments would t>c proportionately less.

A. B.C.

13 h.p., 2-seatcr, with

dickey 395 gns.

12 h.p. spoitin:; model. 370 ens.

COVENTRY PREMIER
;--.g h.p. Super Runabout

275 guineas.
H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,

SHOWROOMS:
62-B3, SUSSEX PLACE, SOUTH KENSINGTON

l-or Cars and Motor Cycles.

21a, STORE ST., TOTTENHAM COURT RO., W.C.I.
For Accessories and Repairs.

Wholesale : 38, Allred Place, London, W.C.I

'Phones: Kensington 7260 and Museum 1240.

ij Telei^rams

:

Dvnametro. Westcent. London.
Purchasers of these machines, delivered between now and June 1st, 1921, should any reduction in price take place during this

period, will be refunded the dlfTerence, if claimed before June 30th next.

O.K.
2j h.p.. cingle-speed .... £50 8
2l h.p.. 2-speed £59 17
2'. h-p, Hutrh and K.S.. £67 4

GRAHAME-WHITE.
2-seater. electric eouipment

£150

In answcrinrf this advertisement it is dcsirohle to mention " The Motor Cijde. BI7
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EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER
FOR THIS MONTH ONLY.
All reconstructed machines supplied during this month only will be completely equipped
with all lamps, horn, tools, pannier bags, pump, and licence card holder, at no extra charge.

ENHELD, 8 h.p., 2-speed, and brand new Enfield Sidecar, £125, DOUGLAS, 2i h.p. 2-speed, £65.

P. & M., 3i h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick starter, £82. DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick starter, £82.

P. &M., 3| h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick starter, £68. 1 Thoroughly overhauled, but finished service green tanks,

B.S.A., 4j h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick starter, £75. J re-enamelled makers' colours.

The above machmes have been thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated, makers' colours.

Tyres in most cases are new. ?: :: THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.
EXAMPLE : Douglas, 2| h.p., £20 down, balance payable in 12 monthly instalments of £4 6s. 3d.

WRITE FOR PROPOSAL FORM.

May we send full Ust, which includes full particulars of new and other second-hand machines.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD.•f

The Motor Cycle Specialists

,

9-10-11, ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDON
Phone : Croydon, 2450. Grams: "Track, Croydon-

WAUCHOPE'S
Deal direct with customers for -EASY PAYIVIENTS, and not through a

m financial house. Terms: ONE-FIFXH down and the remainder in twelve ^
monthly instalments. EXCHANGES also arranged with the balance payable

by extended payments.
M All the best makes supplied promptly. Below is a selection taken from oar Ust. m

NEW 1921 MODELS. JUST DELIVERED.
ZENITH, ! h.p., Model C £123 m
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2^ h.p., K.S £70
MATCHLE j3 Combination, dynamo lighting ." £230
TRIUMPH JUNIOR, 2i h.p £75
NEW IMPERIAL J.A.P., ij h.p, K.S £39 5

NEW 1923 MODELS. GUARANTEED UNUSED. m
Our Price.

P. &S., =Sh.p £65 ,_
BAT Combin-ntion, 6 h.p. ..: £175 9
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H ;......... £120
AUTOPED Scooters, dynamo f25 g

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
PRECISION, 4j h.p., 1914 £30
DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 1920, clatch model £90
J.A.P. Engine, 8-10 h.p., W.C. magneto, 1920, liew £45
RUDGE, 3i h.p., 1912 £30
ZENITH, 5 h.p., 1920 . . £110
CLYNO, 2J h.p., 1920 (licence paid) . £S3
INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p., 1913 £60
QUADRANT Combination, 4 h.p., 1920 £120
BLOOMFIELD and Sid.-car, 35 h.p £50
GARDEN Honocar, 5-6 h.p., 1914 £70
A.V. Monocar, 6 h.p., (special engine) £155
Air-cooled MORGAN, 8 h.p £95
NEW IMPERIAL J.AJ>., 2| h.p., 1915-16 £40
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., solo, 1920 £97 10
RUDGE, 3i h.p., 1917-18, fully equipped £75BBBHBBHHBHB

S

NEW 1921 MODELS. JUST DELIVERED.
B.S.A., 4i h.p., solo, K.2 £107
B.S.A., 4i h.p., solo, H.2 £110
NORTON, 3i h.p., T.T., chain drive ^ £132
A.J.S. Combination, 7 h.p., standard £215
WOOLER, 2j h.p., Touring Model £103 10
QUADRANT Combination, 4! h.p £145
BRADBURY Combination, 6 h.p £191 5
G.N. Cvcle Car, standard £245
MORGAN de Luxe, M.A.G., W.C List Price.

BRADBURY, 4 h.p ^ £245
DOUGLAS, 2|- h.p., 2-spee.1 £85
DOUGLAS, 2? h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S £105

, DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., solo, 3-speed, clutch, and K.S £130
DOUGLAS Combination, 4 h.p £170
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., renovated, from £80
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., all-chain drive £140
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H £127 10
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £160
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, dynamo £182
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-stroke £65
NORTON Big Four, with de Luxe Sidecar £177
COVENTRY-PREMIER, dvnamo lighting . . . . ; 275 gns.
SUNBEAM, 3; h.p .' £155 8
BLACKBURNE Combination, 8 h.p £2S0
VELOCETTE, :} h.p., all-chain drive £75
CALTHORPE Combination, dynamo lighting £115 10
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p., dynamo ; £195 15
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p. .

." £195

List Price.

(.73^

U2

BB B B

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4
'Phone : Holborn 5777. 'Grams: " Opificer, Fleet, London.'

B18 In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOn SALE.CYCLES FOR
Calthorpe.

9. Shoe Lane, London,. E.C.-
ligitinsi

[4192

AUCHOPES o. ^uu, i.au=,

Calthorpe combination, dyn
5/10.

LTHOEPE 2-strol;e 1916 2'flj.p., 2-sp«ea countei-

sh;ilt, recently orerhanled; £39.-22, « olseley

Cbelmsford. [3247

li.p. Calthorr© Junior Precision. 2-si)eed, free,

countershait drive, thorough running order; £30.—
Fairfield lid., Bow, E. [3609

16 2>ih.p. Calthorpe, 2-stioko, as new, tax paid,

good tvrcs, lamps, ride away, photo stamp;
bin, £35.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Bnrton-on-Trent.

[3775
LTHOBPE.J.A.P. 2y,h.p.. 1920 "model, Enfield

2-speed gear, £65; 2-stroke model with Enfleld

£58.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St.. Bir-

;hom. ['"'S

ILTHORPE-J.A.P. 1917 2i,.:.h.p., Enfield 2-specd,

good tyres, acetylene larnps, tools, horn, tax

£45.—A., 136, Havensbury Rd., Earlsfield, Lon-
S.W. [3925

ILTHORPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retail

agents for the County o[ Devon; all models lo

k for immediate delivery.—The Carlton Motor Co..

Torwood St.. Torquay. [0201

LLTHOEPE-J.A.P., Enfield 2-slieccJ, drip !K'i,

lumps, horn, and nccossories, new tyre and belt

'*te, condition ue new; £48. or near.—Bowdiee, 1.

ly St., Mexborough, Yorks. [3210

VLTIIORPE-J.A.P., 2>',h.p. late 1920, brand new
brit slightly soiled. Knheld 2-speed; usual price,

111; sacrifice. XS9I15, a real bargain.— VVilkius.

pson, opposite Olyrapia. London. [3459

iLTHOEPE-J.A.P. 1921 2?Sh.p., 2-si)Ced. clutoh,
delivery from stock ; 70 giie. cosh, or extended
4;; extra.—Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgnto Av.,

ion:ilc St., E.C 3. 'Phone; Avenue 5548. [0068

ALTirORPE 1921 Combination, actually llT stock
for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;
your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—

lington Motors, Ltd., Oapham Common, S.W.4-
Brixton 2417. [05O9

Campion.
1
14 4Vib.p. Campion, J.A. P. engine, free engine,^ guaranteed take Fidecar; A:30. — 29, St.

nard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. East 4708. [3856

Sh,;.. Campion-Jap Motor Cycle, Stunucy-Archer
2-3peod eounterrihaft gear, clutch and kick starter,

ips. spare belt, in perfect condition all through,
nti'<-il ; £55.—Aferrick, North Hn.skham, Newark.

[3385
Cedo9.

KICKHAM for Ccdos
fi"ft, Bristol.

;i)ns. late 1920 2''lh.r., 2
indistinguishable from

dshawgate, Bolton; and
lur.

trade supplied.—Stoke.'s
[3357

ii:i>OS. late 1920 2yih.p., 2 speeds, fully equipped,
new; £60.—Parker's,

245, DeaTisgatc, ^fan-
(X7935

EhOS 2 stroke, the finest lightweight reaching the
public, earliest deliveries, particulars on oppti

ion —Largest London Agents: Fowler and Brigden,
Eustoo Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum

27. ;0469
Centaur.

FAT.VUR 3V_-h.p., 2-specd, free engine, si>eedometer,
di.-car, paffcet running order;' £60; tax paid.—

trt. r, .Moat House, Welling. (3694

Chater-Lea. ,

I1.\TER-LEA C.B. CoinbinalioD. countershaft, all-

hain drive. 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, in perfect con-
tion. lamps, horn, etc.; a bargain, £70.—R. H.

ciij.in. Coronation Villa, Littlemore, Oxon. [5199

IIATER-LEA Bh.p.. 1911. 3 speeds clutch, handle
tait. Biuks. speedometer, castor wheel sidecar.

;lv. Easting wind screen, climb anything, email
tax paid: owner bought car; £50.—Wilkinson,

Woodhouse St., Leeds. [3861

HATER-LEA 8h.p., 1915, kick starter. Sinks, 2
sidecars, single and 2-seater, wind screens for

th. oversize tyres, speedometer. Klaxon, lamps, and
nerator; £120. Apply any evening after 6 o'clock.—
Long, 40. Queen's Rd.. Peokham, S.E.I5. [4130

Chater-Lea-Jap.
^H.VTER-LEAJ.A.P. 4h.p. Twin C.B. Combination,

liurme.n 2-speed. K.S., and clutch; £55. or offer.
50. .Staines Rd., Sunbury. Middle^ex. [3674

Clyno.
?48; 6h.p. Clyno. countershaft, kick starter, new
>^ tyre.— 9, Westwood St., Peterborough. [3818

^LTNO 1921 Models.—Wo are now accepting orders
lor early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—Below.

LYN'O Lightweight, 1920. shop-soiled, at greatly
reduced price. N*ow is the time to buy.—Mebes.

54-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Maylair.
[3367

NEAItLT New 2%h.p. Clyno, 1920. 2-spee<l: 60 en«.-
A. J. Young and Co.. Ltd.. Newmarket. [1256

ATE 1920 2-speed Lightweight Clyno. used very
' little; £50.—Kox. 12. ComUiit St., Lichfield.

[X80IS

ilc.i;.-'

-i

NEW IMPERIAL- J. A.P.,

2-speed, slightly shop-
soiled " 67 Gns.

1920 MARTINSYDE, and
Sidecar, hood, screen, electric

lamps, horn, etc., tyres

unpunctured, magnificent

condition 137 Gns.

8 hp> NEW IMPERIAL,
and Sidecar, absolutely new,
never been ridden, slightly

shop-soiled 150 Gns.

1920 LEVIS, mileage about
800 42 Gns.

1920 6 h.p. ZENITH-
GRADUA, Sports model,

absolutely new, slightly shop-

soiled lio Gns.

MATCHLESS Combination,
slightly shop-soiled, never
ridden, Magdyno, screen,

detachable wheels, etc.,

magnificent outfit 195 Gns.

JULIAN,
84, Broad Slreet,

READING.
•PHONE: 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

DAIv OUT. Weymouth.-1921' 8h.p. Clyno com-
binatior small mileage, as new; cash offers wanted.

[2176

CLTNO Lightweight, 1920. low mileage, lamps, tools,

horns; £55, or ofler.—Andrews, 7, Eidgway Rd..

Hertliill. .
[31^5

rr|21 8h.p. Clyno Combination, brand new, £215;
•' Clvno lightweight, brand new, £59.—Taylor's

G.irage, Wednesbury. [2569

1 Q15 Clvno 6h.p. Ccmbination. spare wheel, perfect

J-J7 condition; £100. or near ofler; tax paid.—Duff.

80, Cromwell Ed., Wimbledon. [3722

CLYNO 1917 3-Epeed Combination, repainted, com-

plete with lamps: £100, close oHor.-Hayne, Spring

Bottom, ,Osmiugton, Weymouth. lo5Bb

CLYNO Lightweight. 1920, very little used, lamps-,

mechanical horn: 50 gns.-Vivian Hardie and Lahe,

Ltd.. 24, Woodstock St., New Bond St., W.l. [0511

Oa.hp Clyno, lato 1920 model 2-specd and clutch,

/W4 lamps and horn, in very nice order; £55; easy

payments.-Harrods, Ltd., 118. Brompton Ed., London^

CLYNO 1921 Models, immediate delivery; 1920 light-

weights, shop-soiled, i£63; list p;.,e, £75.--Rat.

clifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., VT. Maylair 5(M2^

CLYNO Combination, 6h.r., 3-spoea, clutch, kick

etart. 4 imercbangeal.le wboeLs, lamps, screen,

tax paid; £110, or near.—Snonbounie, Browning KU..

Worthing. f'®^^

/^LYNO 2.6troke. 2.5peed, clutch Dec. 1919. Lucas

Ky lamps, horn, knee grips, perfect widitlon
. £ 5b.

near oflcr.-St. Dnnstan's, Nightingale Rd., Hiek^

mansworth. '

CLYNO SSh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2<peed

countershaft, new punlop! and spare, ncces-

rorios. good running order; £65.-164, Effrn R.d

Wimbledon. L^"'"

CLYNO 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick ftart.

lamps, horn, etc., mcdinnical condition S<>tt«'i'

accept /l20.-'Phone ; Bank 6011.-St. Omer, Suinles

Rd.. Orpington, Kent. i.\o\jt'j

riLYNO Combination, 6h.r., S svotAs
^^\^f\'^m-

-Evans, Grocer, LnmWrhurst, Kent. L-53» =

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, S-specd, K.S., intorcliange-

ablo wheels, all necessary itttings, electricjil y

equipped, perfect order; £110.-Writo B?-^ |06, Leatli-

wait and Simmons. 5, Bitchiu Lane, E.0.3. [5524

1 021 Clvno 8h.p. Spring Frame Combination.
i-if C.A.V. electric lights, spare wheel iinnsed.

Mul.ago 300. tax paid, cost £260; a«cpt £230--
Wigham. 44. Sttanton St.. Thornaby-on-Tees. [3493

CLY-No Comhination, 8h.n. J.A.P., 1919. '-'I'?"'-

KS. detachable wheels, electric ligut, screen,

apron horn, pillion teat, speedometer, luggage and petrol

carriers, epfiug seat, sraoll mileage, splendid condition;

nearest £120.-76, \Vliorfe<lale Gardens,
^°''"""^-f3g|;2

8 h.p. Clyno-Jnp, with Sunbeam sidecar, .completely

overhanled, enamelled and plated, .spnng pdlion

seat, electric light, large F.R.S. <^'<^.='n<=. b"* l""!^'

new 100 amp. 6 volt accumulator, the whole in hrst-

,lass order; can bo seen and tried in the M>fl»"d|
£130.-Box 210. c/o The Motor Cycle. [X.7431

1Q1617 5.6h.p. Clynos. W.D. models, K.S., clutch,

ly renovated *65 each, new T.B. mag attached.

und carburetter; all the unrenovaled Clynos are now

'old. I have 8 renovated left. Please see my advert

under Mi.-ccllancoos for Clynos ^P"«'
?|Y,^„„''1{\''

.•irticlc.-Plcasc apply, J. J. Doolcy. 33. Kilbon Rd
Clapham. S.W.8. ^4165

Connaught.

CONNAUOHT 2',Mi.p.. 1920 model, single speed, »hop-

soilod r.nly, £50- also 2-«peed moflel. £58,-P J

Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. (3480

ClONNAtJGHT 1921 Models, immediate delivery.—
' Note address ; S.E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stock-

well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [«128

1 020 Connaught. T.T. model. 2%h.p.. tinder 500

lif miles; £47/10; guaranteed; exchanges. —
llomac's. 243. Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E. Vhme.
Dalston 2408. [''°91

Coulsoa.

COULSON TI.. 1920, very low mileage; £45.—Car-
penter and Goodbody, 15, Eoyal Parade, Muswell

Hill.
"^

- [3712

1 Q20 2Jih.p. Ccmlson B, Blackbnme engine. 2-speed,

i-f/ sprilng frame, little used; £75.-114, Brixton

Hill, S.\V.2. [1059

(~lOULS0S B 1921 Models In Stock.— Sole Wiltshire

J Agents, Wessex Motors, Ltd.. 60. Catherine St..

Salisbury. 'Phone: 72. [5007

COULSON B. 4h.p.. Albion 2-speed, new condition

:

owner buying combination ; £98, or offers.—Cei-

lings. Stawell, Bridgwater. [3710

COULSON-Blackbnme, late 1920. 4h.p., complete with

leg shields and accassoriefl; £105.—Frank Whit-
woith. Ltd.. 139. New St.. Birmingham. [X7996

COULSON B. 4h.p., shop-soiled, at greatly reduced

price; now is the time to buy.—Mebes. 154-6. Jit.

I'l.itlaud St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Maylair. (3368

.Ml letters lel.nting to ndvei tisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. £'.23
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-MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Coulson.

SALE.

1 Cfc20 Coulson B, 2^4h.p. Blackburne, 2 speeds,
XiJ anteed as new; ^680; exchang " '

1Q20
Xt* lamps, liorn, etc.,

.
giiar-

-Homac's, 243,

Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.
[4095

SOLE agent for Newport. Shifoal, Lndlow. Bndg
north, and part Staffordshire for Coulson B, im

mediate delivery all models.—Evans's Garage. Newport.
Salop. [X6558

COULSON 2"f4h.p., 1920, Nov., Sturmey 2-speed,
licensed, new condition; 79 gns;.new models

irom stock.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd..
kw.7. . [4136

Coulson B, 4h.p. Blackburne. 2 speeds, all

,
guaranteed; £85; exchanges.—

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. "Phone :

Dalston 2408. [4092

COULSON B. 1920, 2%h.p. Blackburne engine. 2-

speed, spring frame, small mileage; bargain, £65
cash.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopegate Av., Camomile
St., E.G. 5 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0066

4h.p. Coulson, spring frame. Blackburne engine, 5-

?peed, clutch, and kick starter, with Coulson side-

car, a smart outfit; £160; easy payments.—Ha rrndfi,

Ltd., 118. Brompton Rd., London. [3645

COULSON B.- We are sole agents for Wolverhamp
ton, Suourbridge, Dudley. Walsall, and district,

good deliveries; private and trade enauiries invited,-

The Molineux Garage Co,, Ltd., Wolverhampton . Tel.
1160. [3459

COULSON-B. 4h.p., 120 gns.; an ideal solo or eidfr

car mount, as low and handy as a Levis; in stock.—
Sole agents for Leeds and 15 miles radius, excluding
indiord.—Tht^ Headingley Motor and Engineering Co.
,td . 18, St. Michael's Lane. Leeds. 'Phone: Headinp;

,ey 480. [0493

F.O.CH. have brand new Coulson B.'s, 2^.p. 2-

speed and 4h.p. 3-speed, shop-soiled. £86/10 and
£108/10 cash; exchanges and easy payments arranged.
-—5, Heath St., Hampstead ^neor Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-
cluding Saturdays. [3447

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY EAGLE Combination. Abingdon 3V'h.p.,
3 speeds, kick start (May, 1 920), P. and H.

lamps, horn, small mileage, as new throughout; £120.
—Keeble, 9, Hawthorne Terrace, Uovercourt. [3309

F.O.CH. have a brand new Coventry Eagle, 23^.p.,
kick starter, shop-soiled; £84 ca<sh: exchanges and

»asy payments arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 5752.
Hours 9-7, Including Saturdays. [3449

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY Victor 5-7h.p. Flat Twin, late 1920,
perfect, luxurious sidecar; £175.—Barclay, 5,

GET EEADY §
i FOR EASTER -

- AND PARTICIPATE IN GUfi

FREE OFFER
To every purchaser of a new cover

from the list below, we are prepared
to give a new and fully guaranteed

Inner Tube entirely free of charge.

These special clearance lines are

sent Carriage Paid, and on approval,

seven days against remittance.

TYRES
SPECIAL OFFER

Wharfdale, Norbury. 4925 Wall. [4167

COVENTRY Victor, the perfect flat twin ensine.
5.71i.p. : these fnraoua ensiuea, and all fittint:^

for as.serabling the complete mctor cycle, now available
from stock ; highest specification throughout: Bend for

our special offer of demonstration machine.—Coventry
Victor Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. [0620

Dayton,
£15.—Dayton 2-Btrote, Rplenrlid running order, tax

paid.—King, Egrovo Farm, Oxford. [X8032

DAYTON 2-stroke Lightweight, splendid order;

£25.—Platts, 602, King's Bd., I'ulliam, S.W.6.
[3991

Diamond.
EKICKHAM lor Diamond; trade supplied.—Stoltes

Croft, Bristol. [3356

DIAMOND 1921 Models in stock for immediate de-

livery—Stevens, Gooch St.. Birmingham. [X6601

DIAMOND, brand new. VilUers engine; £50; list

£63.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensing-
ton. [4141

. ___ driven 500 miles,

£42/10; approval.—Gibb, Gloucester.
[0440

; also 1920 Dii

niond-Villiers, brand new, dB57.—Toylor'e Garage,

Wedne^ibury. [2566

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Diamond Model ; cash or

deterred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone :
Brix-

ton 2417. - [0507

Douglas.
T\OUGI,AS. Douglas. Douglas.

T Q21 Models in stock; 4h.p. combination £170, 4h.p
Xir solo £130. 2%ib,p. clutch model £105, 2%h.p. 2

speed model £85. Extended payments if desu-ed. Spare
parts stocked ; repairs.—Douglas specialists, Vivian
Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (ofl Oxford
St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone : Mayfair 6559.

r0375
p^ODGLAS. SVoh.p., 1914, 2.speed, kick start, clutch;

TvIAMOND 2-stroke, 1919, not
guaranteed

'Phone : 852.

"TJIAMOND 1921

£68.—Below.

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1916,
£58.—Below.

DOUGLAS, 2'/ih.p., 1916,
100, Paris St., Exeter.

2-spced, complete lamps

;

2-speed: £55. — Maudes',
[4256

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd., 32-35, Green
Cambridge.—Below

.

DOUGLAS 1921 New a'/ih.p., 3-speed, includ
P. and H. lamps, horn, licence holder; £85;

stock. — Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green
Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

DOUGLAS, 1921 ne-x 2%h.p., 3-speed clutch ._
kick starter, including P. and H. lamps, ho

licence holder; £105; in stock.—Herbert Robins
Ltd., 32-35, Green St.,- Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T,/!

Bicycles.

eUGLAS. 1921, new, 4h.p., solo £130; or ci

tiuation, including P. and H. lamps, ho

licence holder, ynd sidecar wind screen, £170—

H

bert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambrid
Tel. : 996. T.A. : Bicycles.

DOUGLAS.—Above special offers for 21 days onl;

Herbert Robinson_^ Ltd. ,^32-35, Green St., Ce

bridge. Tel. " '

D^

995. T.A. : Bicycles. [4:

1921 Models.—George Smith, ClaphDOUGLAS,
Junction, S W. 19'

TOll Douglas, 2 speeds, good condition: £29.-

JL«7 Heaton Rd., N. Mitcham. [3i

KICKHAM for Douglae and spares; trade

plied.-Stokes Croft, Bristol [3:

(iS.h.n. Douglas, splendid order; £28.—Platts. 6

/V4 King's Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [3i

;plendid conditi
[3i

21 Douglas; £85.—Oourlay, The Great Doug

Agent, Pallowfleld, Manchester. [8i

OUGLAS.—A fine assortment in stock at pr

to suit all.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,

E

1 16 2')ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, .

J-V £43.-41, Anerley Park, S.B.20.

Lee. 15

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
^
m
3
m

m
n
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Our List

Size. Make. Price Price

24x2 Wood-Mllne Special 29/6 47 /S

27/6 33/6
En lebert Wired-on Rib.

.

25/- 55/-

26x2] Avon Combination 44/- 91/-

Hutchinson Passenger ... 44/- 68/9
"

Beldam Extra Heavy 39/6 t.4/-

nunloi W n Extra Heavy 39/6 S-i/6

Bates Special Heavy 37/6 60/-

Clincher ae ,uxe Ex. Hy.... 37 6 62/6
Hutchinson T.T 37/6 io/-

S. Moult™ Extra Heavy... 34- so/
Wood-Milne Special H'vy. 31/6 Wlb

^, Ens^lebert Wlred-on Rib... 30 - 60/-

Wood-Milne Special 29/6 53/9
2^x21 DunloD W.D. Heavy 42/6 56/9

Bates Special Heavy 39/6 72/-

39/6 62/-"
Clincher ae Luxe Ex. Hy. 39/- 6S/6
Keropshall Anti-skid 37/6 75/-
Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy 37'- 63/9
Hn.-nin.^- p • R. StUI H5/- 61/9
Wood-Mllne Spec, H'vy... 32/6 .i6/9

26 2J

X21
Woow-mune lixtri tieavy 44 -- 80/-

Hutchinson T.T. R.S 37/6 63/3
2ex2j bat Special Heavy 45/- 76/-

45/- 78/-

87 /6Wood iiiiine i;;xtra Heavy 44/-
haimer 2-ply Ribbed 37/6 40/-
Englebert Wlred-onR.S.... 3,'j/- 72/6
Englebert Wlred-on Rib... 30/- 70/-

28x2J Goodvear A.W Tread 4b/- 84/-

2:x3 Bates Special Heavy 55/- 92/-

^^ Dunlop W.D. Ex. Heavy... 48/6 84/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavj 36/- 8t/-

350x65 Bates Special Heavy 50/- 80/-
-<pavv 60/- »3'3

Bcrgougnan 3-rib Heavy. 35/- 83/3
f00x8( Wood-Milne Steel Stud ... 97/6 133/6

t-artriu-. jtv. non-3liid 85/- rio/-

ij
Clincher Hbbed 59/6 88/0

19^

WILLIAMS' Garage, Cheltenham, can give im

diate delivery of any model Douglas 1X6
pvOlGLAS, 192L.2%h.p_,_ 2-speed, brant, new,

stock £85.- Ginger, Motors, Banbury. [X6!

2%h.p., 3-speed only. new,
[X6DOUGLAS, 1921, -, ,-, . „ ,.

slock; £100.—Ginger, Motors Banbury.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-specd 1914, tax paid; oj

nought car; nearest to £40.-Vicar, Felstead. [3

BRIGHTON, Hove, and District Douglas Agei

Turpin s, 22 and 29. Preston Rd.. Brighton. [0.

-J 021 Douglas, all models, immediate delivery; a
la logues Jree.-Kcmp-'s Garage, Louth, Lines

TO 19 2-:ih.p. 2-speed Douglas, well equipped; «

LV exchanges.-60, Wallinglord Av., N. Kensnigl

1 018 2%h.p. Douglas, new condition, lami

l" tax paid; £56; after 6.-78, Sloane Av., 01

/fh.p. Douglas,, as J?™; £80.-Light Car and 5l<

41: Cycle Engineering Co., 25, fulse Hill, s.w

2-6peed, splendid conditi

5

D°^?^^ote'-la?'Eedeli5e'Ed.-. South Kensingl
[3'

DOUGLAS 1918 25/4I1.P., like new, long «l':'"^t.

Piild; £50, ofliers.-54, Paddenswack Ed., \^ .'

nearly all new;
[3:

£27,

19'=o<f°r™t.='WaV1o%d'32;--Cro;s St., -Islin^t

D"^
speedy madiine, perfect

' nearest.—Enquire, Farriu, Ki
[5

[2

Do not fniss it .'

BELTS—in Standard Lengths.
SilvertOTVTi. pedley. gin. ^111, ^in. Tin. l^m.
Bate-, etc. Per Foot. 1/7 1/3 2/2 3/3 3/.

19'

B24 All letters relating to advertisements

_ -«.-,^v ^'^'"'' Heavy eiRETREADING g"™ • V.f•" Medium .. 15/-

Bepalra are excciitecl nt i»e»»Atr»»
cor ow" works under ex- jfc KcPAIRS
pert superviEion,

EmB
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553

should quote the number Bt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

N.l.

OUGLAS 2Hh.V:
tion ; 442,

wortli.

41i V Douglas Combination, 1917, fully eauipped,

ditiontas new; any trial; £90.-59, Aytoun_.

S.W.9.

41i p Douglas, 1917, perfect condition, belt

tyres as ne\v.-Poulson, c/o Rule'B Garage, C:

borne.

DOUGLAS,
starter,

Banbury.

,W0 «20_2%h,p. 3-«Pee<l, Dougl»s^es^«nd a.'cesso,

[3

1921, 2%ll-P-.

new, in stock

;

[3

3-5peed, clutch.
£105.—Ginger, i\lot

[X6

-Boondfl, 22
done little mileage; £90 each.-

Rd., Kilburn.

GIBB Gloucester, can give inimediato deliveiy rn

las' 1921 models and spare parts trom stoc

'Phone: 852.

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 3-speed K.S., replated new b

lamps, belt, tube; £90.-rauIl. Ayr Cotta

Lves, Cornwall.

19 Douglas Combination, complete ^witb sci^

lamps, etc.; ilOO.-Williams and Co., Portl

St., Clielt«nbam.
^-^'

OQ Gns.-1915-16 Douglas, 2->ih.p., 2-speed la

Off generator, tax paid .-Spencer, PoWei^,

Bishop's Stortlord.

NEW 1921 41.p. Douglas Combination; fl™;
solo taken part exchange.-Bounds, 223,

Ed., Kilbuiu, N.W. '^

1 017 23ili.p. Douglas, unscratolied, 1919 2-sp
1" lamps! etc., tax paid; £55.-H. Monk, 5, Sun

Woltbam Abbey, Essex. l^°

1*121 2^ih.p. Douglas, unpacked, 3 speeds, oh

ly and kick starter, fitted up complete; £10

Rose's Garage,, XJxbridge. i-'

1 fli20-21 4h.p. Douglas Combination, machine br

1" new, sidecar used a few times only; £14

114, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [4

[3
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VIOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield. !

ELD 8b. p., 2-specfJ, handle start, coachbuilt
j

iecar with Easting, 'spleudid condition, any
£72/10.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer- I

Id., \V.6. "Phcns: Haramersmitli 80. [3066

[ELD 8h.p. Corobination. brand new 1921 model J
lagdvno lighting. Lucas horn, Vicker's engine,

'

rived Irom works, immediate delivery; £182,—

'

;. Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [3462

retD Motor Cycles.—Immediate delivery of the
w 8h.p. oombiuation ot £160; 2i^.p. light-

£65. Call and in.<pec-t, or eend for partieulare.—
Ivans, 81-91. John Bright St., Birmingham.

[3483
Enfield Combination, 6h.p., lamps. Klaxon.

5pe?dometer, mirror, tools, coachbuilt, apron,
an<i wind screen, condition perfect, new spare

nd tube; tax paid; £145.-27, Cranbourne Rd.,
[4065

CIIOPE'S. 9. Shoe Larie. London.—Enfleld
1921 combination, with dynamo lighting set

standard model, £160; 2-stroke solo, £65:
rms arranged, one-fifth down and the remainder
monthly payments. [4191

8ii.p. Enfield Combination, all in good order,
700x30 ca- tyres and tubes, tubes unpunctured,
electric lamps, Lucas liorn, hood, screen, epeed-
licepce holder and licence; first cheque £115.

TO, Lynn Bd., Ely, Cambs. * [4084

Bh.p. Enfield Combination, Lncns lamps, Lnr.is
hoin, Tnn Sad, 200x80 tyres, spnre, large mud-
hood, eereeu, luKgag© grid, splendid condition,

reek-ends onlv, stored during winter, tax paid

;

-31., 181, Upper Richmond Ed., Putney. [3621

^lELDS.—The cheapest twin on the rond. Vk'e

re North London agents, and can supply from
standard model.') £160, electric £182. cash, or

?d payments. All spares in ptock. Trado Bup
-Jones' Oanige, Muswell Hill, and at W'ood.sidf

N. Finchley. [038P

^ELn 1919 (purchased new Jnnnnry, 19201.
(h.p. Coiuhiuation, condition as new, double seater
r, hood, screen, numeroua spares, pillion scat. Bon-

speetioineter, mirror, Lnnas dynamo lighting.
nL-.irest offer £170, cost over £200.-64. HigJi

s Heath, Binninghoni. [3922

Excelsior.

E.\-celsior, 2-8peed, K.S., Sturmey, Villicra en-
piue, Uttle used; £50.—Shaw, Park St., Welling-
ialop. [X7974

TISH Excelsior 4',^. p., 3-speed ronntorshaft. kick
tait. little used, as new; ±,87; licence paid.— 16.
ut Bd., Maidenhead. [X8024

ELSIOR ah. p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
speed countershalt; Palmer tvfes, fast outfit

;

West End.—Box 2,405. c/o The Motor Ci/cic.

[4217
1 2'ih.p, British Excelsior Blackburne. Sturmev-
Arclier 2-speed clutch and kick starter, unused;
snnable offer refused.—Bowring, Aslordby, Alelton

[X7928

;0 Excelsior-Jap. 2^h.p., Sturmey-Archer 2 speeds
nd K. starter, all ncceworics, as new; ex-

; price £80.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
N.E. ThoDc: Dalston 2408. [4095

:TISH Extelsior, 1914-15, 4'/2h.p. big single.
Bosch mag., top feed B. ant B., 3-speed gturmey-
hub gear (ne^ds slight lep-iirti, top aud .e^cond

gnrMJi, huge.'it P. and H. lamp set, pillion feat,

e paid for this year^or sidecar also, is inab.'o-
P'rfoet foudition, enamel and plating almoit

uiech.iuifally sound; norept £28 for quick .lale

iai given.—R. AVatiioD, 132, High St., Aldeluirgli
k. [3839

F.N.
1921 Models, now arriving.—Send enquiries to

S.E. Clapham (Motors). 27, Stockwell St., Green-
S.E.IO. [4129

L. F.N. Combinations and Solo Singles actiinli'

n stock.—Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton Place, New
yt.. W. [944?

_ S;ile. F.N., single-cyl., Bo^ch mag., acetrlene
lamp, - tools, good as new, price £50; also 6-cvl.

asneto (\VR6,i, unused, what offers —Box 2,375,
7t.' Moti*r Ciiclc. [3291

7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick starter,
?i.eedometer, black-(;old, absolutely new condi-
lamps, horn, tools; £130.—Apply, 48, Plough
.South Wimbledon. [3680

5-6h.p.. modern machine, clutch, drop frame.
wide tank, drip feed, good condition and appear
ideal "fa^t solo mount; nearest offer to £50;
•-•> alter 6, or i^^eek-end.-22, Clorenc-e Bd.,
-a. [3977

lIEnL\TE Delivery of any F.N. Model; cash cr
dclcrrfd payments; bcok your order now, and
1 dis.ippoiutment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..
h SJvic, Chipham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix
2417. [050

21 F.N. Combination, 7h.p., 4 cyls., equipped
with hood and screen, £205; solo. £160; 2>,i>h.p

weight Model A, 80 gns. ; immediate delivery f ex
ge; or easv pavments.—Official agents, Horaac's
Lower Clapton Rd.. N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408.

[4096

WHO WANTS

Brand New 1920 £75

CLYNO 2-STROKE
for £58? "^^r

A Brand New 1920 £200

6 h.p. WILLIAMSON
COMBINATION for

£138? 'S'

A Brand New 1920 £204

8 h.p. BAT
COMBINATION
for £155? •'^ilr

A 1920 8 h.p.

ZENITH £216
COMBINATION,

Countershaft model, olectric lightinf*. only
used about 100 mile? r.nd like new,

for £152? '^:ir

A 4 h.p.

DOUGLAS, 3-speed,
entirely rebuilt in our own workshops, stove
enamelled, rcplated^ tanks in makers' colours,

gunc.'xnteed fullv, each machme tested by
experts on the road? \Vc have a number of

these whicb we arc now oflering at

—

£70. "vsr
New Tyres. Carburetters. Magnetos.
Snddl's. and many other new parts
on every machine.

NO SUCH VALUE ELSEWHERE.

Many, many other bargains tOQ,numcrous lo

mentioQ, but a postcard will bring you our
list of

Eye-opening Values. We can

assure you that if you wish

to save money, you can't

afford to miss our sale!

ALEXANDER'S,
113-115. LOTHIAN ROAD,
EDINBURGH.
272-274, GREAT WESTERN ROAD

G I.ASGO W.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Francis- Barnett.

-TULIANS of Reading tiave 1921 Francis-Barnett inO stock. [0a79

FXtANCIS-BAE^-ETT
ilutch,

19

2"!.lh.p.. 1920, 2-sree(l, K.S.,
,
nm 1.600 niilc-g, speedometer, perfect con-

ditiou; Ijouglit combiuatiou; £78.-21, King's Ed., Ley-
tonstone. [3288

Ghurst.GHURST 3'/'.b.p., low seating, perfect condition: rids
a\vii;-.-l09, I'lnistow Rd., Stratford. [3160

Harley- Davidson.
13 Harlf-v-David^on: take £95, or lightweight and
cash.-175. KnolLv's Rd., Stteathom. [3876

HARLEY-DAVIDSOX Combination, as new; £125.
—Bo.\ 2,430, c/o The ?Iotor CijcU. [4264

Harlev-Davidson Combination, new condition:
89.—17, Heaton Rd., N. Mitchani. [3916

ARLEY Sports, brand new, fully equipped; £145:
list £164/ 10.—7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [4139

perfect, not ridden
, 121, Sheen Lane,

.Mortlakc. [1196

1Q19 7-9h.p. Harlcy Combination, almost new;
At/ £125.-29. St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow.
East 4708. [3852

HARLEY, 1918, running; order, engine OTerhauled;
i:80.-Br;uiil)le, Caniliridge Woiks, Bedford^ Ed..

East l*'iuchk-y.

ARLEY-DAVfnSONS.

1719
H
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1919,

last 12 months; £115.—

W

16

[X8017

HARLEy-PAVIDSONS.-I have at present a fine

as>ortnient in stock, all lully guaranteed.—Ross.
86, High Rd., Lee. . [5669

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—All models in stock, new
and second-hand.— Sole Agents, Bambers", South-

port, Lancashire. Tel. : 607. [5009

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., o-n'ced, pood condi-
tiou: £80: cxrhiinpe Douglas comhinntion.—Slndo.

44. I'enrith Rd., Tliointou Heath. [4703

1 Q19 Harlev, with Zejuielin sidecar, discs, T.T.
J-*/ bars tax paid, lully equipped, as new through-
out; £160.-18, Hesterconibe Av., Fulliani. [3679

X GNS.: Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., 1920, electric
^ model, bulbous combination, lax paid, ex-

( t-Hent condition, equipped; exchanges.—Below.

Q/\ GNS.; Harley-Dnvidson 1917 7-9h.p., sporting
*y \J Swan combination, speeds, K.S. ; bargain ; ex-
changes;.

lOA GNS.; Harley-Davidson 4-5h.p. flat twin.
-L^V 1920, electric model, tax paid, equipped as
new: bargain: exchanges.—12, Cornwall Mews, Glou-
cester Rd., S.\V.7. [4240

HARLEY-DAVIDSCN 1920 4h.p.. in obsolnto new
condition, only done very few miles; bargain,

£130.—palins, Bourne St., Osmaeton Ed., Derby. [2300

HARLEY 1920 Staudiird Dynamo Combination, speed*

omettr, discs, EnHtin^. College, privately owned,
uuseratched, licensed: £178.-7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[1929
HARLEY-DATTDSONS: large seleetion of all niodela

and oil f.pnre parts ^tocke(l.—The .T.C.J. Motor
Co.. 124. Holdenhurst Rd.. Bourueuiouth. 'Phone:
2699. [3344

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Harley. dynamo lighting, speedometer,
X*' .Montgomery eidecar. Triplex screen, hood,
mileage 2,000. licensed; £180.-12, Leasido Av., Mns-
wel! Hill, N.IO. [4010

HARLEY-DAVIDSOX Owner?.-Enhance your mount
and save bours oi cleaning by fitting Ace patent

feamle^f wheel di-'^--'.—Write for iUui=tratcd list, Comer-
crolt, Ltd., Coventrj-. [X7894

. _. 7-9h.p., mileage
hood, speedometer, lamps.

euaranteeJ i^orfect ; £180; lowest.— 106, barlow Moor
Ed., West Did^bury. Manchester. [3966

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model. Swan
fportin'T sidebar, electiio lighting, in good condi-

tion. Q> new; £185.—Parker's. Bradihawgate, -Bolton,

and 245. Dcansgate, Manchester. [X7933

T Q20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, prac-

Xt7 tically new. mileage 750, Easting, magnificent

turnout, cost £250: sacrifice £175.-31, Claremont

Rd., Alexandra Park, Manchester. [X8075

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, disc

wheels, mudshields. luggage grid, hood, screen.

lamp= Kla.Kun: £90. or exchange lower power late

model.—West, 50 Maldon Rd.. Acton, W.3. [3905

HARLEY-DAVIDSOX Lat^ 1919 8h.p. Combination,
perfect condition, £155; Cameo. Cowey, leg-shields,

diesolvef] ncctvlene, .'lud oompleto ncocasories ; trial.—

8, Wood>ide Parade, Wimbledon Park, S.W.19. [3847

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidsons, 1918, running order, good
appeurance, £80; one 1919 model, overhauled and

repain*eci. fitted with new bulbous l*ac.k pidecar, £130.—
Owea 59, Scholefield Rd., Upper Holloway. N.19.

i8029
1O20 Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p., ma(.'

L*/ model, electric light, luxurious sidecar,

equipped, small mileage, unscratched; £170; ex-

chanccf —144, Ladbroke Grove, North Kensington, W.
[4250

1 020 Harlev-David.ion Combination, electric model.
if!/ practicnilv new and uuftcnitchcd, Enstiug wind
BC.re<^n. leK Bhields, f-peedomettr light. Tan-Snd, tax pairl;

' £198 —Clifford. 22, Eitzbanis Av.. BniiiiiL-month.

1Q20 HarJey-David.-ion Combination,
^ 1,147, wind screen.

Hi

All letters lelnting to ndvertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B27
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£110.-1920
speed, etc.,

XTAELEy-DAVIDSOX, 1920,
J-J- Model 1\, speedometei. horn

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley.Davidson.

41i.p, Harle.T-Daviason Flat Twin, 3-

:c., lamps. Klaxon lioin, speedometer,
[oit £165 la.st <3etober, absolutely as new, must sell:
S:- out £HO.-Clifton, 31. Windsor Rd., Soutiport.
r.ancs. [3269

jdllS Hiiiiey-Davidson, new Sandmii donble se.nled
-*-*/ sidecai, electric lights, Tan-Sad, spares, tax paid
lor 1921, splendid machine tor 4 up; £148, or exclianee
for 1920 l^over car and cash given.—Dairy, 8, Effra.
Parade. Brixton. [3513

1 020 Harley 7-9h.p. Combination, electric model,
,

*^ Ballards de Luxe sidecar. Triplex wind screen,
lamps, electric horn, many spares and tools, whole out-
nt in splendid condition ; £205, or nearest.—Greaves, 44,
Victoria Park, Cambridge. [2141

T> ElIAUKABLE Oder oi 4 1918 and 1919 Harley-
-fl-t^ Davidson machines; these machines have been
thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated, and
are indistinguishable from new; £100 each. — The
Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89, -Wigmore St..
"•1- [J633

shop-soiled unused
., ----- speedometer, horn, makers' guarantee,
Identical with 1921 model, £170, list £193/6- Mont-
Bomery sidecar, speeiallv built (or same. Triplex screen,
hood, grid, £40, or £200 the combination.-Hoi:keriil
Garage, Bishops Stortfoid. [3573
"1 Q20 7-9h.p. Harler-Davidson and sidecar, guarau-
J-'-' teed in perfect mechanical order, done only
2,000. completely equipped with following extras

:

Motor cycle suit, new driving chain and tube, etc.,
cost £250; accept £200; can be seen anv time

—

t-hauffeur, 9, Pembroke Mews, Grosvenor Place, g.W.l.

XTAELEy-DAVIDSON Combination, 1921, electric
•»--«- model, sporting sidecar, very comfortable, Mr.
h. Jv Longman's competition outfit, winner of many
sold medals and track prizes, very last, magnificent
appearance, and absolutely perfect condition, at pre-
"'„"'„'" ,tourinE trim; price £200.-Loiifman Bros.,
17, Bond St.. Ealing. Tel.: 689. [4251

Hazlewood.
Hazlewood Combination, S-spPf^d

.«. ,T -
, ,

*''='' starter, a thoroughly reliable
outnt. Harrods have a large stock of these slightlv
shop-soiled at £170 each (much below list pricoi
deterred payments.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton EdLondon.

- [3635
Henderson.

EKICKHAM for Henderson; trade supplied —
Stokes Crnft Hvi'stnl [3354

NEW 5-6h.p.
clutch, and

Stokes Croft, Bristol.

HENDEESONS. 1921. immediate delivery: extended
payments.-Barker's " ' ~ ^"

' '

'

RJ.. S'W.12
- Motors, 194. Balhani High

Phone: Latchmere 4441, [1340

ance and save hour
rtd., Coventry.

HENDEESON 4-,

cycle

:

XTEXDEESON.—Ace patent seamless discs can be
•^-»- supplied for this machine; they .add to its appear-

of cleaning.-Write, Cornercroft.
[X7896

yl., the world's leading 4-cyl. motor
all models in stock tor immediate delivery;

puces from £210.—Edinburgh Pioneer Motors, 50,
l-liindlay St.,, Edinburgh. [3549
"VTEW 1921 Model Henderson, the most highly de--L' veloped motor cycle e-.-er built; now in stock for
immoiliate delivery: ' liberal exchanges.—The Premier
Mo' r Co., Aston Ud.. Birmingham.

'

[1879

HENDEESON Combination, with lamps, speedo-
meter, Cowey horn, all tyres good, enamel, and

)>!ating like new, exchange for piano; seen after 5 30 —
Piper, 2, Maj-fair Terrace, Morclen Ed., Merton

[3278
Hobart

j Q21 Hobart, 2-spe6d, latest model, new, makers'

i',*/
'",i'^<!. ,?'8;'10--Sli6pherd. Enfield- Highway. En-

field. Tel.; Waltham X31. [0496

HOBART, late 1920, ffjih.p.. 2-speed, tax paid,
Binks, lamps, etc., perfect condition throu"!].

out; 60 gns.—Tegner, Heath Lodge, Pnrley. [4064

HOBART 6h.p., 1916, twin .T.A.P.. S.A. 3-speed,
coachbnilt sidecar, excellent condition; 100 gns'

tor quick sale—Dr. )3ate, 2, South Av., Exeter. [3121
"IQ15 Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed, enamelled, replated
-LtJ new tyres, equipped, as new, tax paid; gilt
£38.-152. Meeting House Lane, Peckham, S.E 15.

[3894

Humber.HUMBER 3i,4h.p., 2 speeds, free, handle starter- £27
-109, Plaistow Ed., St '-

ei^iz,.
Plnistow Ed., Stratford. 13164

Qh.p. Humber Lightweight, 120 m.p.g., t^s paid 1921-
•V £22.—Lydford, Chilworth, Guildford. [3727

perfect

:

[3279
HUMBEE 2'!ih.p., 3 speeds, free eugiue,

£37. or ofler,— 25, Nursery Ed., Merton.

1 Ql3 3V-.h.p. Humber, 2-speed, free, lamps, tools-Ltf etc.; £38.-17, Redfern Rd., Hailesden, N.W.lo!

Humber Combination; £40, or offer; higher
7, Jerlngham Ed., New

[3906

ingle-speed, good con-
, Sun St.,

[S8027

Oih.p . ...._
•-^2 power considered.
Cross, London.

Qh-p. Humber Lightweight,^ dition. licence
'

'
—

WaUham Abbey, E;

1 Q 12 3.'ih.p Humber, Lucas lamp set and horn
-J-" m excellent running condition; £35.—Brook
Bros., Bumhani-ou-ftiV- Somerset. [334911

EXCEPTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY
All reconditioned motor cycles

purchased from us on or before

21st March will be fully equipped

with New Accessories, including

Head Lamp and Generator,

Tail Lamp, Horn, Licence

Holder, 2 Toolbags, Piunp, and

Tool Kit.

DOUGLASES and TRIUMPHS
Stove-enamelled and plated in makers' colours.

Engines and gear boxes thoroughly overhauled in

our own -workshops. Fitted witt new tyres,

belts, and chains. In appearance practically

indistinguishable from new. Every machine
complete with Toolbag. Kit, and Pump and
carries our

THREE MONTHS* GUARANTEE.
TRIUMPHS

4 h.p. 3-speed Countershaft £100
4 h.p. 3-speed Combination with new

Burlington Sidecar £130

DOUGLASES
2f h.p. 2-speed £65
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-starter. Solo.. .. £85
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-starter, Combination

with brand new Burlington Sidecar £110

We have large stocks of Douglas and Triumph
Spares, and shall be pleased to quote you upon
receipt of your enquiries. Trade Supplied.

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS. Convert your ciutcu int

Foot as well as Hand-Control. A neat pedal
finished in dull plate, and so designed that it can
be fitted in a few moments by an amateur. Its

effect IS to convert the standard machine into a
Foot and Hand Operative Clutch Model. Price
4/- Postage 4d.

Trade Supplisd.

TO 4 h.p. DOUGLAS OWNERS.
Write for particulars of our Clutch Conversion

Set.

No more broken drawbolis.

Trade Supplied.

CASH OR DEFERRED PAYMENTS

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD,,
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixlon 2417.
'Grams : Burlington Motors, Clapham."

(50 yards from Clapham Common Under-
ground Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAtE.
Humber.

S^^'^u Humber, 2 speods. Roc gear, handle .lay-£ believed 1910. perfect running order; oHor
Welch, 5, Market Place, Hertford.
TQ12 2h.p. Humber lightweight, Bcsch, B. and-LtJ spring forks, ride awaj' ; £16; photo starai
181, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. '~'

HrMBi:..d 4';h.p. Plat Twin. 1920" model, iinu
shop-soiled onlv; l.argnin, £125.—p. j Ev;

81-91, John Bright St„ Birmingham. [3HTIMBER 3l-l.h.p., 2-speed. excellent order, „„„
scratched; £36; exchange 2-stroke, cash adj

ment.—10, Plover St., Hackney Wick. [3

HUMBER Lightweight, Druids,. Bosch, B. and
new belt, gootl tyres and rimning order,

away; £20.—Inkle Nook, Commercial Rd., Stainc

HUMBER aVoh.p. Flat Twin, 1921 models; in
for immediate delivery.—Newnham Motor

223, Hammersmith Rd., W,6. 'Phone ; Hammersn
80.

[3

HUMBER 1919 (July) Combination. SVah.p. flat t

sidecar new Jnlv, 1920, Cameo wind scrtfen,
fert order, tax paid; £128'.-Lewis Hall, Wilford ("

iSkegness. [X7

3ih.p. Humber, 1915, Sturmey-Axcher 3 _,

3 clutch, B. and B., new tyres, belt, ma
overhaul, splendid condition ; sclo £55, with cc
sidecar, 65 gns.—47, Old Winton Rd., Andover. [3

HUMBER 1917 6h.p., W.C, all-black combinat
makers' No. H3671, all accessories, spares, t(

done 100 miles since last overhaul, mechanically soi
D.A. Fallolite head lamp, electric side and tail lig

Tan-Sad, Sandiim dual purpose sidecar (1 or 2-3eat
hood, wind screen, ideal reliable touring mount,
l">aid, ready for road; £150; seen by appointmei
Rennie, 534, Lordship Lane, S.E.22.

Indian.
Tj^ . KICEHAM for Indian ; trade supplied.—Stfj Cfuft, Bristol.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-Indian 1914 Vh.p. <

bination. comnletfi! £75. f!

TirOBSMAN_for Indians.—Vict<)r Horsman, Ltd
Mount Pleasant, Liverpool.

INDIANS 1921 Models Now Ready.-Davies.
Deansgate, Manchester. 53 3 Central.

1 Q19 7-9h.p, Indian, 3-speed, and clut<;h, e\ervt
J-t' as new; £70.—C, 12, Station l^arade, Mm
Hill.

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, 1918, oond
as new; £115.—Jeffryes, 32, Felstead Ed.,

stead. - ['

~i Q 15-16 Indian, clutch model, 7-9h.p., fast,
-LU starter; £50, nearest^ offer.—Trnelove, Hon
Birmingham. .. [X

INDIAN Motors, latest models, early delivery
Easter.—Lankester Engineering Co., 83, Vic

Rd., Surbiton. [

POWERPLUS Indian. T.T.. 1916, 7-9h.r.,'6i
frame, Canoelet sidecar ; £ 1 10.—95, Paulet

Camberwell, S.E. [

"j Q 16 7-9h.p. Indini) Powerplus, 3-spepd, kick
-1-t^ excellent condition, tax paid; £58.-17. S\

Rd., New Mfilden, Sun'ey.

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed. clutch.
ometer, luggage grid; £90; or exchange.—

H

ton, Elton, Peterborough. [X

1 Q19 7-9h.p. Indian and 1920 bulbous back sid
A *y almost new; any trial; £135.—Conner.
Victoria Rd.^ Stroud Green, N.4.

INDIAN 1918 Powerplus. re-enamelled, plated,-
iKiuled, new condition; £75.— Bramble, Canib

Works, Bedford Rd.. East Finchley. [X

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, road racer,
-i.*y bars, tvres excellent, readv for road; £
Appleton, 16, Ribble Rd., Blackpool.

INDIAN 7-9h.p., late 1918, very little used, p:

callv as nev.-; £72.—Nicholson, 26, Budge
Cannon St., E.C.4. Tel. : City 6619.

IQ19 7.9h.p. Indian, latest bulbous back sic
--<^ ^Ciit 2, Easting screen, first-class condition: i

or near offer.—19, Silverlands, Biiston. [X

4h.p. Indian Scout, absolutely as new, very
mileage, semi-T.T. bars, electric head lamp

or near offer,—Chattan House, Harrogate.

INDIAN 1919 2^.ih.p.-4h.p., as new. 3 speeds, cl

kick starter, nil-chain drive; too fast for 01

£55.—Weller, Baiden Rd., Tonbridge, Kent.

j Q20 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., Easting
Xt7 screen, sidecar, lamps, switch, tools, exct
condition.-Thwaites, Alveston, Stratford-on-Avon.

INDIAN Powerplus. 1919, choice of five, 7-9h.]
speed, little used, unscratched, £80; Corvette

oars optional, £15.-7, Batouu Gardens, Hammers

INDIAN 1915 7-9b.p., spring frame, 3 speeds, cl

kick start, good condition; £65.—Parker's, !

sliawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Mancheste
[X"

1 020 Powerplus Indian Combination, dynamo]
Xi/ ing set, hood, screen, speedometer; cost I

accept £140.—J. Smith, 54, Hampstead Rd., N,

B2S AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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lOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

TBYS. 7, The Vale. Acton, \V.3,

llatchless in stock. Write for ll^t.

have 1921
[3809

lamps, horn,
tiou^ton At..

I 1919 Victory Matchless or Bat 1920 combina-
-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [4142

Matchless Combination, run 300 miles, abso-
lutely perfect; £175.-136, Lambeth Walk. S.E.'

[3535
CHLESS Combination and Ariel Combination,
h.p.; best offers, must sell.—Suttou, Bagshot.^

[3656
Matchless Combination, fully equipped, lamps,

horn, screen, new hood; £76.-17. Heaton Rd.,
[3917

'CHLESS. Model H, Magdyno. spare wheel,
ind tools; price £190.--Jackson, Hockenden,
'. Kent. [3203

Matchless Combination, M.A.G.,
ran - new, unuwd; £200.— Fenton, JJioi
' ltd.. Doncaster. [3976

RVR G. DAW for Matchless, the combination
agnificent : cash ; exchanges ; easy payments.—
rixton Hill, S.W.2. - [4057

Matchless Combination, complete, brand new;
makers' price £205, our price £186.—J. Smith,
ampstead Rd.. N.W.I. [4111

rciILESS 1921 Models; orders now accepted for
mmediaLe delivery.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt.
nd St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0424

rCHLESS Victory Model, 1919, spare wheel, new
yies. Inlly enuipped, pertfct throushout; £125.—
ray's lun RU., London, W.C. -- [3146

rCHLESS Combinatiou, late 1920, very little

li^ed. lus new, cost £230 with accessories; £180.—
,
Sutherland Rd.. West Enlins. [3613

Motrhloss C.B. Combination, recently overhauled.
plendid running: order ; offers over £80 ; trial.—

29, Fox Lane, Palmer's Green, N. [3546

ND New Matchless H, 1920-21, Magdyno; cost
ith extras £235 ; accept £215. or near ; must
—Seen at 365, King St.. Hammersmith. [4009

Matchless Combination, Model H2, Mncdyno
lightmi,', spare wt-eel. accestoiies, etc. ; £185.—
moud, 26, Marquees Rd., Canonburj-, N.l. [3597

6h.p. Matchless, single speed, really fast 'bus,

1 new condition; £45.—Walbro ftlotor Cycle
l]'-ii St., Saffron Walden, Essck. 'Phone: 45.

[X8060
DEL II Matchless Combination, only run few

!c.-. eciuij>ped regardless exceptional snip, £155;
noes.—60, Wallingford Av., N. Kensington.

" [4029
Late 1920 Matchless. Model 112. electric light.

ood, and all spares, tax paid, good «s new;
to save £70. — Bonning, Clyde iionse, Cljdc

Bristol. [3506

TCIILESS Combination, 1920, model H, spring
rame, spare wheel. lamps, etc.; £165.—Ncwnhani
Co.. 223. Hammersmith Ed.. W.6. 'Plionf:

ncvsmith 80.
* [3059

21 Matchless Combination. £205; 2-Pcatcd sidecar.

£212/10; immediate delivery; exchanges or easy
eiit-; arranged.—Homac's. 243. Lower Clapton Rd..
Phone: Dalston 2408. [4100

lTCHT>ESS H Combination. Lucas acetylene. ju'Jt

overhiiuled by Matchless; 150 pn?.; new models
stock.—Apents. R, B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibi-
Rd.. South Kensington. [4138

iTCHLESS Service Depot. 'Phone: Groeuincu
751.— Ail 1921 new ntrxlels. Setrurc one nrw. De-
rnition ride with plejisure at S. E. Clapham (Motors).
well St.. (ireenwich. S.E. 10. [1030

^TCHLESS 8h.p. Combination. 1920, dynamo
lighting, practically as- new. guaranteed perfect;
genuine baigain.—Vivian Ilardie and Lane, Ltd..

SVood>tock St.. Bond St.. W.l. [0418

VTCHLES9 Model H Combination, to makers"
specification. £205; dynamo lighting model,
); J..\.P. or M.A.G. engines; easy payments.—
ods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [3640
\TCnLESS 1921 Models, immediate detlTerT,-. with
Maedyno lighting, £230; without Magdyno light-

£205; no waiting; in stock ready to drive away.—
ins. Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [3461

ORTING Matchless. 3-speed hub, complete except
engine unit, excellent condition, take anv engine;
or offers; also roachbnilt sidecar. £12/10.

—

ir, 37. St. Thomas St., Claremount, Halifax. [4149
19 Victory Model 8h.p. Matchless Combination.
5 detachable wheels. Lucas lamju. Lucas horn.

lord spt-edometer ; whole combination in excellent
Htion; £120.—Walbro, Lynn Rd., Ely. Camb«.

[4085
ATCULESS Combination.—Book your orders now
with Ross, 86. High Rd., I-.ee, S.E., lor 1921

els; deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order re.
id; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models
in 6locfc r5668
ATCHLESS 8h.p. 1920 Combination, hood, screen
s;.eedometer mirror, lamp', child'? pUIinn eent

litiou a- new, only done 2.000 mile?, fnllv enuipned-
5-Met.es 154-156, Gt. Portland St.. 'w.l. Tel •

5 Mayfair. [3362
ATCHLESg. 1921 Models, from £205; demonstra

tions daily.—A^nt (wholesale and retail), (or
. London ; George Smith 268. Lavender Hill fopp
ing and Hobb*L Clapham ' Junction.
tersea 1271. [9423

SPECIAL OFFER
OF

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES

Rebuilt as new from ex-
Government machines and
new parts.

Completely equipped . with new
accessories, including head lamp
and generator, tail lamp, horn,
licence holder, tivo toolbags, pump,
and tool kit.

Douglas 2i h p , 2-sp., £65
Douglas 4 h.p., 3-sp., kick-

start and clutch . . £85
Douglas 4 h.p. Combina-

tion, with new body, £105

Being the largest dealers in reno-

vated Douglas motor cycles in the

trade, and having large numbers
on hand for disposal, we make the

above offed for a short period, to

endeavour to considerably reduce
our stocks.

Each machine is rebuilt in our own
workshops, stove - enamelled, re-

plated, tanks renovated in makers'
colours, fitter with new magneto,
carburetter, t>Tes, front brake, etc.,

and complete with full equipment
as above.

Each macliine is absolutely guaran-
teed, and in appearance is practi-

cally indistinguishable from new.

In addition to the above, we have
about loo macliines at a lower
figure, each one overhauled, stove-

enamelled, rcplated, tanks in makers'
colours, good serviceable t\Tes, fitted

with toolbag, kit, and pump.
Guaranteed sound, good running
machines.

Douglas 22 h.p. 2-sp., £55
Full equipment extra.

Carriage extra in each case.

Trade Supplied.

Full particulars of Deferred Payment
Terms on request.

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

M'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matctiless.

MATCHLESS 1914 Combination, Sb.p., i

drive, 2-5iieed, kick jtart, clutch, electric light-
ing. Easting, luggage carrier, 700x80 oversize tyres,
completely overhauled, licence paid, guaranteed pei-
iect; £80.—104a, Finchley Ed., N.W.3. [4145

"I
Q21 Matchless Combination. M.A.G. engine, leg-

-i-i' shields, spare wheel, luggage grid, Lucas best
lamp sets (never lit) all round, not been 300 miles.

aual brand new; £200.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co..
gh St., Saffron Walden. Essex. Thone; 45. [X8051

MATCHLESSJ.A_P. Combination, June, 1920, low
mileage, perfect copdition, tyies unpuncturod, leg-

eliields. Tau-Sad, sidecar step, Lucas horn and head
lamp, ele^-tric sidecar, rear jmd speedouieter lamps,
Binks; any trial; iei90.-64, College ltd., Islewoith.

[3725
MATCHLESS 1914-15 SB Combination, 8h.p..

M.A.G. engine, 3-spee(l, countershaft, Lucas
dynamo lighting, electric iiorn, luggage grid. Easting,

re-enamelled, very smart; £125.—Newnhani Motor Co..

223. Hammersmith Rd.. W.6. 'Phono : Hammersmith
80. [3060

MATCHLESS 8-lOh.p. J.A.P. Combination, 1917. 3-

speed, clutch, kick starter, all-chain enclosed drive,

spare wheel, electric light and horn, mechanical horn,

trip speedometer, hood, screen, side curtains, luggage

grid, condition perfect, mileage 3,000, tax paid; f IJO.--
Eiches, Harlow, Esse.';. [3400

1 Q21 .Matchless.—We are the recognised agents lor

Xcr Notth Efi-.ex, and can deliver from etock, or. to

suit your convenience, place your order with us now:
wo are experts . nd can guarantee you real satisfac-

tion; dchanges.—Walbro Motor C.vcle Co., 49. _IIigh

St., Saffron Walden, Es^cx. 'Phone : 45. 1X6978

ATCHLESS.—We arc the recognised North London
agents lor the delightfully sprung and practically

designed Matchless combination; the Kolls-Boyce on

three wheels; immediate delivery from stock; lor cash,

deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied: all

spares in stock.—Jones' Garage. Muswoll lli". 'J'-'O'

and at Woodsido Parade. North Kinchlcy 10381

1Q20 Matfhless-Jnp Combination, Lucas electric light-

-I. t/ ing, horn, spare wheel, tools, speedometer, sale

car, step, screen, tyres like new, small mileage, paint-

work unjcratched; thi« machine has hardly done any
ninning. is in perfect order mechanically, nnd In ap-

pearanwj is like now; owner receiving delivery of car:

price £175; 1920 licence paid nnd fixed to front num-
Ur plate, ready to drive away.—Hox 2,395, c/o I'i«

Motor Cycte. 13590

Maxim
MAXIM-DALM 1921 3h.p. 2-stroke, Amiic c:irbu-

retter, E.I.C. mag., Albion 2-speed. Hutchinson
tyres, accessories, absolutely new; £52.-224, Penton-
ville Rd., London. [1012

Metro.

METHO-TYLEK, shop-soiled 1920' model, new and
unused, 2-speed model with enclosed gear box

and magneto drive; bargain £70: reduced from £95.—
1>. J. Evans. 81-91, John Bright St., Biiminghnin.

Minerva.

MINERVA 3h.p.. mechanic.Tl valves, tax 30/-, mag.,

low, last, reliable: £lonO, gift.—CoUens. Bar-

lord, Denmark Rd.. Kingsten-on-Thames. [X796B

MINERVA 3>,Ah.p.. Bosch. B. and B.. overhauled,
good order. low frame, lightweight; £16/10,

near offer.—18, School Lane. Cirencester. Clog. (3304

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE, weight 100 lb., fully equipped,

perfect condition; £25.-10, Boundary Rd..
Jlorton, [3663

-| QIS Motosacoche S'/ih.p. Twin M.A.G., Bosch
JL«7 mag., Enfield gears, good tyres, lamps, horn,
tax paid; £42, near offer.—Stranraer, Clarence Rd.,
St. Albans. [3738

3 h.p. Motosacoche Lightweight, perfect running order,

mag., fast, reliable, low position, footboards, large

carrier, spring forks; first £13 secures.—Fenn, 25,

Station Rd., Brockhurst, Gosport, [3391

New Hudson.
20 New Hudson Lightweight, 2-speed little used;
£65; licence paid.—Rogers, 42, Chnreh Rd.,

lieudon. [3651

NEW HUDSON 1920 2-stroke, as new, tyres un-
punctured: £58. bargain.-Beswick, 27, Ranelagh

Gardens, Barnes, 8.W.13. [3910

1 Q20 2.'4n.p. New Hudson, brand new, annsed; £58.
At/ —Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton. 'Phone : Ken. 3709. [1903

NEW HUDSON Combination for Sale, 6h.p.. dynamo
lighting, equipped, licensed, insured: £120.-

Brannon, 17, Dancer R.d., Fulham. [3428

BRAND New 1921 New Hudson Popular Lightweight
in stock; 50 gns.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.. High

St., Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone : 45. [Xe054

NEW HUDSON Combination. 1914, 3>,th.p., coach-
b'iiilt sidecar. 3 speeds, stored during war; £65.

—38, Silverton Rd., Fulham Pahice Rd., W.6. [3805

NEW HUDSON Combmation. 4h.p., 1919. acces-
sories, little used; a bargain, i£95.—Taylors, Ltd..

52. Sussex Plate. S.W.7. 'Phone : Kensington 726(1.
ruJl.:

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

Olio.—New Hudson 6h.p. Twin ConnteTshaft Cora-
cW bination. ju^t b^en rebuilt. re-«nainelled, and
plat«i. all 1914 .stuff, as new.^Wates, Mitcham Lnti*^.
Streatbam. [3253

TV"E"VV HUDSON" [June, 1920) Tourer, 2Vih.v.; lamps.
-1-" horn, lullv insured, licenfjcd, mileage 300, atx^o-
lutely perfect; £65; appointment.—Kitcliiug. 16, Eowley
Rd,, Harriiigay, N.15. [3622

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view.
Popular, 50 gns.; de Iukc, 65 gns.; Ace, 75 gns.

Spares for 2V|h.p., SVjh.p., and 6h.p. machines stocked.
Catalogues and any information by return.—New Hud-
son Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Rd.. Holborn, W.C.2. [1982

New Imperial.
JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 New Imperial

efock. [0485

EW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2^Ah.p., fine condition.
£45; offer.—19, Abingdon Rd., Kensington. [3742

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
New Imperial, 2%h.p., 1915-16, accessories, tax

paid; £40. [4182

IQ 161,2 New Im.perial, 2%h.p., good running order,Av acce.ssories, licensed; £39.~J. Smith, Butter
St.. Alcester. - '- 13671

NEW IMPERIAL, 1919, 8h.p. J.A.P., C.B. com-
bination, perlect order; offers.—Watson Bros., 88

Kew Rd., Richmond. [4177

"VTEW IMPERIAL, 2?^h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, lamps,
-L* horn, splendid condition; £36.-143, Ravensburv
Rd. Earlsfield, S.W. [4080

1 Q17 2^Ah.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2 speeds, clutch,
-!-«-' kick starter, lamps, perfect little machine; £52
114, Brixton Hill, S.VV.2. [4056

NEW IMPERIAL [not modem). Sh.p. J.A.P. en-
gine

;
price £30, or near.—To be seen at Tin;

Towers, Chieleliurst, Kent. [3498

T Q18 New Imperial-Jap, 2^!4h-p., 2-.'!peed. fully
-*- »/ equipped, exceedingly gmart, tax paid; 40 en^.-
Fersfield, We^tbury Rd.^ New Maiden. [391

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combina-tibn. wind
screen. Cape liood; or exchange for Ford van.—

Burpham Motor Works, London Rd., Guildford. [3666

NEW IMPERIAL.—All models lor immediate de-
livery ; exchanges. — Newuham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[3071

1Q20 New Imperial-Jap 2%h,p., 2-speed, clutch,
-L»-' kick starter, lamps, accessories, and 2 spare
tyres; £60, or exchange combination.—69, Boundary
Rd.. East Ham, E.6. [3545

23h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 1918, 2-speed, all thor-
4 oughly overhauled and enamelled. Miller lamps,

Veeder speedometer, pillion seat, tyres; £40.~4, Wil-
mot Place, Camden Rd., N.W.I. [4014

NEW IMPERIAL, 2'}4h.p., 1918. 2-speed, clutch,
and kick starter, tully equipped, and tax paid;

bargain; only wants seeing; £55.—Turner, Westboitrne
House, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. [4075

BARGAIN for Eaj^ter.-Practically new Z^ih.p. New
luiperial-Jap, liurman 2-speed, clutch, kick start,

lii-ence. lamp, horn, etc. ; £65 ; only wants seeing.—
40, Wellington Rd., St. John's Wood, N.W.S. [3612

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 Combination, 8h.p. abso-
lutely new, electric, carbide lighting. Easting,

speedometer, sprung pillion, all accessories; £150;
licence.—32, Hx.mbledon Rd., Southfields, S.W.18.

[3676

Sh.p. 1919 New Imperial-Jap, as new, lamps, speed-
ometer, and acceasoriefi. Canoelet sidecar, large

locker at back, luggage carrier, all finished black and
gold; what offers?—Britannia, 27, Fulhom Palace Rd..
Hammersmith. [3154

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any New Imperial Model

;

cash or deferred payments.; book your order now,
and avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors,
Ltd., South Side, Cla^pham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone

:

Brixton 2417. [0506

NEW IMPERIAL Bh.p. J.A.P. Combination. 1920.
not W.D., with Grindlay sidecar, wind screen,

3 lamp's, tools, spares, mechanical condition excellent,
appearance good; best offers over £100.—Grant.
Ualvey, Adrie. (D) [3534

NEW IMPERIAL 254h.p. Light Tourist, 2-speed
clutch and kick starter motor cycle, £90/4/9;

and Bh.p. chain drive combination, £186; for imme-
diate delivery; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,
Brorapton Rd., London. [3639

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 Sh.p. Model, 3 speeds, kick
start, hand controlled clutch, fitted with Sun-

beam sidecar. Easting wind screen, fully equipped;
£145.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton ;

" and 245,
Deansgate, Manchester. [X7936

NEW IMPERIAL Motor Cycles.-Immediate delivery
of these popular lightweight machines. 2^4h.p. 2-

speed model with clutch and kick starter, 85 gns.

;

Sh.p. 3-speed combination, 178 gns.— P. J. Evans, 81-91
John Bright St Birmingham. [3473

F.O.C.H. have a brand new New Imperial, 2^h.p.,
kick starter, tdiop-soiled .- £78 cash; exchanges and

easy paymente arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead
[near Hampstead Tube Station]. 'Phone; Hampstead
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [3445

AivO<K):u Letter.
4iH, Konilord Road,

Forest (late, E.;.

Dear Sir,—In re pcctfully submitting for your
kind consideration our Stock List ol new 1921
Models, we wish to state quite frankly that,,

so far as price is concerned, we do not claim to
offer any particular inducement to you to

place your order with us, as the figures quoted
are the manufacturers' minimum prices for
cash, and are the same as those (Rioted by
ev'^ry other reputable Agent in the Kingdom.
The principil advantage vou do gain by

dealing with THE EASTERN GARAGE
COMPANY is an excellent selection of
machines frnm which to make 3'our choice,
and SERVICE.
Our services are gladly given from the moment

wo recei\'e your enquiry, and for as long as you
will avail yourself of them. Your letiers are
answered immediately and courteously, your
wishes are carried out faithfully and capably,
and if wc have the pleasure of supplying your
machine, you are relieved of the formalities of
obtaining a Driving Licence, effecting Registra-
tion. Insurance, etc., as these matters are
attended to by us. As long as the motor cycle
remains in your hands, we regard it as our
responsibility to see that it gives you good
service.

In short, our one aim is to gain your confi-

dence and ensure your satisfaction.

We are, Sir,

Faithfully yours,
THE EASTERN GARAGE COMPANY.

1921 Models in Stock
A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination £215
A.J.S. y h.p. Combiiiatioii, with dynamo

liRhling £243 C
AREEL 4^, h.p. Combination £lij id
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination £197 10
B.S.A., 4} h.p., Model K £107
B.S.A. e-7 h.p. Combination £175
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combination, with

dynamo liKhting £195 15
BROUGH ; h.p. Combination £180
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, zj h.p. Black-

bunie, 2-spped, clutch, and kick-

starter £96
DIAMOND, 2} h.p., 2-speed £84
INDIAN 4 h.p. Scout, with electrical

'

equipment £172
LEVIS, .•} h.p., 2-stroke £60
MATCHLESS ? h.p. Combination £205
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination, with

dynamo lighting £230
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination ... £175
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination, de

luxe model £225
NEW IMPERIAL, 2* h.p., 2-sp8ed .... £80 17
NEW IMPERIAL, 2* h.p,, 2-speed, with

clutch and kick-starter £89 5

NEW IMPERIAL K h.p. Combination . £186 18
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2} h.p, 2-speed .. £65
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h P . 2-spced,

with clutch and kick-starter £70
ROYAL ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination £160
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. ConSbination,

with dynamo lighting £182
RUDGE-MULTI, 3! h.p., I.O.M. Model £110
SCOTT, 3S h.p., sports model £130
SCOTT 3',' h.p. Combination £170
SUNBEAM, 3i h.p., 3-speed, clutch and

kick-starter £155 8
TRIUMPH, 2j h.p, 2speed £75
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Type H £127 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive £140
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Type H Combina-

tion £172 10
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. chain-drive Combina-

tion £195
ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports model £123
ZENITH. S h.p.. clutch model £1S2

EASTERN BARAGECO.
Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Tglepbone—490 East Ham.
Telegrams—"Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

'^J'EW IMPERIAL -W.D. Sh.p., Burman 3-speed. «-LI £75; 3,1 ih. p. Eovei. 1913. hub gear, £25; 3U
1913 Xew Hudson, new C.B. bodv. £30; 5-6h p ^
and Hercnie.s C.B. t^idet-ar, £25; also S'-jh.p. 8tev.
engmed bike ivith Bosch mag., £8.-95. Olen^arry

"

S.E.22. [3

WE have cve-^ model of 1921 New Imperials
stock for immediate delivery ; combinat

£186/18; lightweight. Model 1 £80/17, Model
£89/5; exchantres or easy payments arranged.— Oih
agents, Homac's, 243 Lower Clapton Rd.,
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [4

"TVTEW IMPERIAL 1921 Models.—Deliverj-
-L* stock of these famous machines. 2?'4h.p.. 2-sp
clutch, kick starter, 85 gns. ; Sh.p. . combination,
gns. ; exchanges or extended terms arronfied.—EIm
Co., 15-16, Bishopsg'ate Av., Camomile St., E.'

'Phone: ATenue 5548. [0

NEW IMPERIAL 1&20 Mcdel Sh.p. Combinat
purchased Aug. last, driven only 700 miles, Li

dynamo lighting eet, Cowey speedometer, Klpxnn li

Easting wind screen, outfit generally practii^illy

engine tuned and Ijetter than new ; cost £223

;

Jici-ept 160 gns. tor prompt 6;de.—Sharp, 127, Willil

Way, N-W.ll. Tels. ; Finchley 633 Genard 164
[3

New Ryder.
1 Q20 2V2h.p. New Ryder, Villiers 2-stroke, 2-.~p

-L«^ electric lighting', mudshields, perfect cou'ht

hcence; £58.-1, Loudon Lane, Bromley, Kent. 1.3

New Scale.

SCAiE 3;<li.p. Precision, £94/10; 4 h.p. Blar-kbu

£126, motor cycles you will hear more about
have always stock of each model; trade snpphe
Davies 229, Deansgate. Manchester. 536 Central.

[2

Norton
JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Nor1;onB in stn

[0

GIBB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Nortons
stock.—Ph.jue : 852.

1

W

[0

HORSMAN for NortODs.—Victor Horsman. Ltd.,

Mount Pleasaut, Liijerpool. [0

NORTON 1921 Models from stock.—The Trel
Motor Co., Astoa Ed-, Binningham. [3

WILLIAMS' Garage, Cheltenham, can gi^e im
diate f'elivery of any model Norton. [X6

NORTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere;
dates.—Kelly. Bachelor's Walk. Dublin. [6

NORTON'S for immediate delivery, each mact
specially tuned.—Evans'^ Garage, Newport. Sa

rx6
NORTON Model 9, July, 1920, mileage 500, lam

£92, or best.—Rudd. 174, Ramsden Ed., U.illj

1 Q201A Big Four Norton Conabination, many
JLtF series, mileage l,450j 115 gns.-Newing
Edenbridge.

NOETON Late 1920 S^ib-P-. 3-speed, sporting, fpe

model.-Frank Wliitworth, Ltd., 139, Xciy

Biniiiugham. l^^

ORTON W19 3;^h.p., B.R.S., Philipson. sp:

ometer, horn, tools, tax paid; £85.-47. (':iti

Hill, S.E.6. [3

NORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district agents. We;
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbi

Phone ; 72.

NOTiTON SVL'h-P-. very fast, all complete, rernly

competition \vovk, band oiling; £90.—WeMi,
Uounty Ed., Basingstoke. [3

1Q20 T.T. Norton, fully equipped.' speedorae
JL^ mileage 346; sell or exchange A.B.C., simila

23, Hardwicke Rd., Reigate. [3

1 Q20 Big Four Norton, 3-Epeed countershaft,X^ equipped, mileage 800. as new; £112.—30,-Cn'
Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [3

NORTON 1921 Motor Cycles, brand new, all mo
in stock, immediate delivery.— Palin, Sole Ag

Bonrne St. (nr. Spot), Osmaston Rd., Derby. [3

NOETONS.—Alec Jackson (ex Dispateh Eider)

them and sells them. Immediot* deUvery.

deliver anyivhere.—East Parade. Keighlev, Yorks. (2

NORTON 3V-h.p.. 1921 model 16H, brand
£132; 1 only in stock; first cash secures.—Viv

Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St.. Lone
W.l. W
NOETON 1919-20 Big Four Model, Sandum side

Cameo wind screen, fully eQuipped: £13
Parker's Bradshaivgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansg
Manchester. [X7

DAVIES, of Mandiester, can deliver 1921 Nort
from stock; the machine you will eventually b

all spore.-: stocked, prompt attention.—229, Deansg
'Phone; 536 Central. [2

NORTON Agents.—Motor cyclists m •^r near Oldl

call Our Mr. Mitchell will demonstrate to

the finest machine in the world.—Bullonghs Mot
Waterloo St., Oldham. [2

NORTON Four, de luxe sidecar. Klaxon. East
wind screen, used week-ends only, mileage 2,1

excellent condition; £140; appointment.—45, Lor;

Mansions. Holloway, London. [3

B32 All lettei-s relating to aavertisements should auote the number at the end or each advertisement, and the date of the isstse.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

21 Big Four Norton, with laniilv sidecar, child's
seat, wind screen: delivered by makers this
£184/10: immediate delivery.—The Premier

Co., Afti-n Ed.. BiruiiBgham. [3040
RTOX jVlutor Cycles.—Immediate delivery from

Iftovk: Bie i'oiir, £135; S.'^h.p. Sports '
Model,

T.T. Model, £98: >id.rars^ from £35.-1'. .t!

81-91, John Bright St., Bimiingham. (3484

1 20 Norton Big Fotir de Ln.xe Combination, mile-
I

age 2,500, 700x80 tyics, bo<lv recently coach
e(U general condition better than new; £165, tax
-Oliver, 30, Chafliucli Hd., BecUnhalft. [3148
lETOX Bif Four, 1920, Sunn siiortiug sidecar,
acetylene and electric lightius. Cowev Bpeedomet^r
lioin. engine jiertect. ingurwl ,Tnne; cost £190. ac-
il»5: ta.\ paid.—iliwn, Oakleigh, Mitrhaui. [3404

'!^H?^" **'? h^^" B'? '^o""' Model, with Canoelet

'

f u S'"' ,?°"y- "fliipi'Od, low. mileage, indis-
il|hsj)le from new: £l55.—Parker's, Bradshaw-
.

Bolton: and 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X7934

- N.U.T. •"._ _^
^'o''J'-^-', ?'''"'"'' mo'lel. branO nev- £136-K. Bray. Motor Works, Barnstaple. . {X8129

"^v'^rf,.?.P°<.?;i'''V- ^"-'V,"?;
I',"!" "«<!• condition

pciiect; flI5.-l,incvt Hall. Wesley St., Middlee-

?,;„ , ,
- . ,[3169

makMs'^'n ,^1,":" '"',".>• '•l>"'PPfa. 3;jli.p. Model., ot
|

sate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Muuchester.

^J„Te°^'"''^'-^. ''°"., '""^ o' »» n.-odels.''"|?l?.

- O.K.
"°"!

lLr.4Jcs of tteadiug Iwve 1921 O.K. in stock i

[0481 1

Jviibhcld nd., flund-ivotlh, S.W. [372.3'
*I'Kj:i. aK., latest niwlel -from etock ot list rtico - i

A.
j^ Young and Co.. Ltd., Kowmarfcet. [1258 i

ii-iO 2-,',li.p O.K.-rnion. 11111 few niilea. ;ill ncccs-

i

^ snrics; £46.-17. Redteln Hd., Uarlcilen, K.W.To.

y''7u.u.''U„''t ^Vi.'i''^'?'""- <'"' di^U'er 1921 a^'slu.iii s«oi.l:.-229, Ueansgnte. Theme: 536 Central. I

Q21 O.K. .lunior, immediate deliverv; £50 s"^ .Marnts anU Co., Ltd.. 139, KinchlQy 'Ud.. N.w:3.

^^nJln. *;?"l?ii^A"l''' f'°^''- ^'T in>"i«liato *^.!

^,e- (r« " ^*'- '•"""fs, all models: catji-,"e. ire*.
[.\7927

VI\. 4-stroke. 2-3pced, countershaft. Rood runnin-l

3r.h;;Sr,„f"
""'"^ ^^^-^.-smm, 2/. jame.^;^d

ATK 1916 2.-.,h.p. O.K., just been overhaule^l at'

h5 .R v;n„ i>
|W"I 30/.). m good running order; 1iD.--b, iving S)t., Ludlow. [3436

."hait. good cOLdrtion, rid<> away.—Seen,' Gnnige
'

^au.l.•r Hd.. East Dulwich (lQ-5, not Sundays). [3842

O'b./ir'',,^',!"''!
"^..-'inBle speed, 2Vrh.p. -Villiers,f lit le used, lamp^ honi, etc.. <yres perfect, un-uiicturcd. tiix paid; £44. Seen alter 5.3U pin Week10S.-96, Tiunell I'urk Hd., X. ., , . ' (Hfj

Ij'.O.CH, hnve n brand new O.K.. 2-5pec<l, shop^ioilcd;
q III ,!" =;

e.whanecs iiud easy payments aimugod.
;,.:,. r.,^'- Hi'uipstead (near Uauipstdd Tul»
t:it.r.„. 'Phone: Uamiwteud 3752. Hours 9.7. in-hiding .Saturdays. [3446

Omega.
CEW 1920 Omega 2.sj,ccd; £75: In slock.-Randall
^ Aodovcr.

[0368
JMLGA 1921 Models Now Rcady.-Dayies, 229-' Deansgate, Manchester. 536 Central: (2438
-\-\JEfiA, '^jll'ei'.iu stock, with TciTy-s licence holder:-' £50.-Buidjtt, Motors, Deslwrougli, Narborough.

-)MECA.-Immediate deUyeiy of nil models.-ThI-' Rochester Auto Supply Co., Cori.oration ,Sttochclcr. ^
. fO„g^

'\MEGA-J.A.1>. 2^ah.p., June. 1920. clutch. K.S.. P.-' .ind H. loinps, Klaxoa, pump, tools, whole as new;
.75: tax i.aid.^7, Hereloid Bd., Acton. W.3. [3222

D^^'im^i
^^^°-

?/fi^- •'A^-. 2-sPeed, kick ftnrt,
-^ <lulch. run 2,000 miles. 1 ghling set and kit'eo.ct to f70.-H:,rpei, 34. Belgrave Gate, Lch^ster:

3Mi;f;.i-J.A.P late 1919, 2-speed, 2--ili,p.. tvrePnnd^ gcneia! condition escellent, lamps, horn, and tools-
;50.-:Phone: 6011 Bank.-Tothiud, .ititton Ed )n™„V-oa. Kent. -

. [X8O41

I ft \^ 2-ili p. Omega-Jap. 2 speeds, complete with
r,V ,.'!''',' '^"I' si^l-s and horn, io new condition-
j.58 ,-\\ albro Motor Cycle Co., High St„ Saffroil
^ alden, Essex. 'Phone : 45. . [X8058
1019 2"-,h.p. Omega-Jap. long aluminium cvhauat•.M spare belt and chains, ibeushed, re-enamelled
10m, licence paid. last, perfect condition: £53 _!
,ranrield, Ixird Hobeits ..^v.. I.eigbon-Sea. [3665

25, NORTON STREET,

HALIFAX.
EXCHANGES WANTED.

1921 NEW MODELS.
STANDARD 11.6 h.p. 4-seat»r
LAGONDA ii.Q.h.p. coupe, dicKcy, full

co'.ipn. r.i. Reduced price £465
CALTHORPE ;-seatcr. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE v-.scatcr. Reduced price £450
COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheclcr .... £J8S
REX-BLACKBURNE :vlodel sj » lip.

Corribiiiatioo, ::S;'3, spare wheel ..

SCOTT, 3; h.p.. 2-specd . .-.'..•. .......
'ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring lr,inK- .

.

"SCOUT INDIAN), Iwii^.
NEW IMPERIAL, s h.p:, .and Sidecar.
NEW IMPERIAL, 2! h.p.. 2-specd ...
B.S.A. )| h |.. 3.spced .all-chain Com..

.

SCOTT ^ viiibiiiaHon

SCOTT, new Squirrel m<xlcl
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., a'Kl .Sidecar

ENFIELD .s h.p. Combination
ENFIELD,

.'J n.p.-, 2-ineed. lightweight
TRIUMPH; coimtcrsh.itt, .and Sidecar.
B.S.A. twill Conibii'iation, Lucas dyno.

' lighthig, spare wheel, etc. Reduced
price ; ".

.

SUNBEAM .s h.p. Combination. Lucas
flvii.-uno lighting, spare wheel, etc.. £i74
(•S'cw i9.:o moflcls. C.vsh oilers w.intci

)

1921 DOUGLASES..

£645

£218 IB
£130
£120
£140
£186 18
£80 17

£132
£170
£130
£187 10
£160
£65

£161

£212 9

Jucluding lamps, gencmtor, horn, licence holder
2-; h.p., 2-spccci . £85
2% h.p., 3-speed (no clutch) £100
-\ hp-. 3-spee<i, kick start, clutch . . £105

.f h.p., 3-specd. clutch £130

.1 h.p. 3-spced CoKibinalion £170
Prices plus Irausil. Ii.\< liaiig"-. l';ivv Icrnis.

£12S
£75
£98 10
£75

£98 10
£62 10
£87 10
£62 10
£17 10

AGENTS FOR
ACME-J.A.P., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD, NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON, REX,
SUNBEAM, SCOTT, and TRIUMPH Motor Cycles;

L.S.D. Jnil COVENTRY PREMIER J-whcelers
;

AIREDALE. DOUGLAS, CALTHORPE, and
LAGONDA Lieht Cars , MILLS-FULFORD and
SWAN Sidecars.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

Solo Machinos.

A.B.C., 19.30, M.igdyno lighti'ig, spccdo-
metcx-, chx-tric liorn, 700 miles

,

EDMUND, ;; h.p., i9io, .as iicv.-

ARIEL, ig.'o. 3' h.p.. 3-specd c/slialt.

NORTON, 3
'. h.p.. T.T .

COVENTRY EAGLE, 1920. • 3" h.p..

3-sp^-^nl, very fine condition .'.....

METRO-TYLER, 2spc«l, fed ....•-...

DOUGLAS, :g2o, 2;- n.p:. 3-sp., access.

HOBART, !i)-'o, 2'. h.p., s-sptx-d, as m^v
MOTOSACOCHE, niagucto, lighlwiicht

Pauenger Machines.
RICHARDSON Jo:o 2-:-.itcr. Ta.t p.iid £195
MORGAN - h, p. Sixrling. Ta.x p:iid. . £14.';

BUCKINGHAM 2-s<'alcr. Tax p.aiit . . £85
SCOTT 2-stn>kc coach Combination .. £85
PREMIER, s' hp-. 3-speed. and S'car £65
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., Criudlay Sidecar,

l;unps, etc., 1920 Combination £157 10
B.S.A., twill S h.p.. uew Sidecar £127 10
ARIEL 3'. h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £110
HARLET, 7-oh.p., 1920. ,and new

latest type bultxj'js b.'ick Sidecar.. £195
HARLEY ii>-'o Combination, electric. . £200
DOUGLAS 1019 4 h.p: Conibiiialioit .. £120
CHATER-LEA Sh.p; 3-spced Cow. .. £85
BRADBURY, 3i h.p.. 3 .speed. Sidecar £75
BAT-J.A.P. h.p. 3-soccd c /shaft Coni.,

sp-.-'Xlomctcr, watch, lamps, clc. . . . £90
NORTON Dig Fo-jr. 3-5pced. Swan

sporting Sidecar, electric li-^hting. . £145
Easy Payments Arranged.

ACCESSORIES.
•Easting Windscreen, standard '

•British New Magiudos, single or l\s in,

forall makes. Exchanges quoted.
•Cowcy llonis, 60 /- : ICIasons

'Cowev Spoedonictei^
•Bints Carburetters (post free) £4 16 10
•Xcw .\rmv Kuaps;icks, 13'. x 11"

. .

.

5 6
•Pbtird -T.t. Bars, for Triumphs ... £1 5
Douglas Sidecar, 1919, almost .as new £29 10
•Douglas Sidecar, 1921, screen £40

•New goods. Clrria-ze cxtr.i.

£4 10

£t 16
£6

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.
Omega.

p.O.C.H. have a Imnd now Omega, 234h.p., kick
-«- started, shop-soiled

; £73,10 cash; exchanges and
easy payments arranged.—5. Heatli St., Hampstend
!ne;ir Hampstend Tube Station). 'Phone: Hompsteod
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [3443

P. and M.
JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 P. and M. in stock." [0488

1 Q20 Brand New Phelon and Moore'; £105.—Povu-
-»-«-' ton.

.
Bariiicks Gnlf Club. Lichfield. tX8d22

T>. and M. 1919 Combination: exclinnge solo.—Palmer,- 61, Commercial Ed., Lauibetli, S.K.I. [3147
'1 020 P. and M., solo, run 500 miles only, perfect;
-•-•^ £95.—Clegg, 1, "Broiid St., Teddington. [3771

"p>. :iiid M. Combination, -new pihtoii, perfect condi-
-«- ticu; £30.-109, Plaistow. Ed., Stratford. [3157

1 Q20 P. and M. Coacbbuilt sidecar, Lucas lamps and
-*-«./ horn,' tax paid,- perfect condition; £105.—Below.
|Q20 P, and M., mileage 200. indistinguishable from
-^v new ;-£90.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709. [4200

P.
and M. LaIc Combination; olfers. separate; ex-
change Douglas.- 114, Hill St.. Peckham. S.E.15.

[4226

P. and M. 1918 3','dl.p., 2-speed, first-class condition;
47 gus.—Write, 2, JIadrid Ed.. Barnes, S.W. 13.

.1 [3802
I; wA GXS.—S'ih.p. P. ami M. Combination, iierfei t
VfJXJ running order, tax paid.—Byatt, 20, Studlev Btl.,

|: H:.nog;ite. [3323

£35: P. and M., E.A.F. models, loss mag. and car-
buretter; magnetos for same, £3.-24. Church

Walk, Ilampstead. (3027

1 Q20 P. and M. Combination, firsl-class condition;
-l«7 £130.^.\utovcvors, Ltd., 84, Victoria St., S.W.
Tel. : Victoria 309.

'

[3175

3.1 h.p. P. and M., thoroughly overhanlcd and re-

a oiiaiiiell'-d :is new; £70.—Meager Bros., 58, SllCp-

l.-ei.l's Bll«h Ed.. W.6. [3764

P.
and M. 1918 S'^'-ii.p. Solo, including new mag.,
minus small parts; £32.-35, St. Clements Man-

;

sions, Lillio Rd., Fulliam. [3765

1 Q19 P. and M.. splendid condition, Ijimps, Pillion
-Lt7 «oot. accessories, licence: £80; owner gone abroad.
-36. Tho Common, Woolwich. [3508

P.
and M. Combination. 1920, bad but little nse, eoui-

pl'-te with all accessories: £110.—Frank Whitwoith,
Ltd., 139, New St., Bilininghuui. (X7995

10 10 S'.tli.p. Phelon and Moore, 2 speeds, in good
-Lt/ running order; £28.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co..
High St., Salfron Walden, Essex, Phone: 45. [X8056

-] Q19 31.h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, clutch. K.S., Lucas
J-J/ equipment splendid machine; bargain £85.—
31 Clareraont Rd„ Alexandra Park, Manchester.

(8079

P.
and M. Combination. 1919. mileage 600 only,

in perfect condition and fully eanippe<l, genuino
bargain; £110,—Disou Bros., 172, Biownhill Ed.. Cat-

ford. .
[3272

£37; 1918 3','h.p. E.A.P, model P. and M.. com-
plete with mag. and carburetter, but needs slight

' adju'tmenls —K. Rac. 245, Hammersmith Hd., W.6
; Hammersmith 2629. (346'i

TAX Paid, 1918 3'ih.p. P. and M., 2-spee<l, K.S.,

B.n.. Lucn^ lamps, fully equipiied, mileage 800,

j
guanint^'cd niechauicjillv fterfect, sound bargain; £60.—
T:il"T Hou^e, Burfold, U.xon. [3275

SPECIAL Bargain 1920 P. and M. Combination,
latest posl-%var model, new type kick starter,

mechanical Inbrication, l)cst P. and M. sidecar fitted.

Triplex £5 wind wrecn. luggage grid, Lucas lamp sets

and horn, tas paid; we will give a written guarantee

i

that this combination has not been 450 miles, not a
i 'crRtch-on.it and running better than brand new; list

6rice £185; (or quick sale. £138.—Walbro Motor Cycle
o.. High St., Salfron Walden, Essex. 'Phone : 45.

- [X8046
Paragon. -

1Q20 Paragon 2-stroke. 2-specd, larnps, etc.. not
JLU ridden 50 miles, spring frame, Dunlop tyres,

aluminium footboards, tool bags; £55/10, or exchange
for C.S. Triumph.—17, Wilcox Rd.. South Lambeth,
London, S.\V.8. [3683

Peugeot.

21 h.p. Peugeot, less mag., saddle, tyres, £5; exchange
2 lightweight outi mag.—Newman, Fairview, Hortop

Rd., Gloucester. ,
(4020

5 -6b.p. Peugeot Coach Combination, hood, screen,
clutch, Kla.ton, perfect, smart, light tax; 45 gns.

oKers.-43, Westward Rd., Chinglord. [4078

PEUGEOT Twin {dismantled), Bosch, B. ond B., fiew
llunlops; sa'-iitice £15, or sell separate.— 10^.

Uplands Ed., Huudswolth, Birmingham. [3143

Pope.

POPE 1914 2^ili.p., good order, 2 new tyres nnd belts,

lamps, T.T, handle-bars, nnd long exhou-st; £28.-
Boi 236, c/o Tht Volar -Cycle.

^
[S7797

Premier.
15 Ji.'.h.p. 3-spccd Premier; £35.-29, St.

Leonard's St., Bromlcy-by-Bow. East 4703.
(3355

19
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clutch, new tyres, ex-
sale, £33.-32, Hartland

[3985

2.speed gear,

MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE.
Premier.

PEE.MIER SVih.p., S.speed
cellent conditiun

;
Quick

Ed„ N.W.IO,

PREMIER 3>Ah.v.. with C.B. sidecar,
very nice outfit; £60; arrange exchange 'or de

ferred payment.—Bunting,'' 'W^ealdstone. Closed Sun-
days. [4206

lamps,
£48;

High St., , Merton,
[3191

countershaft, Iv,S., and

1Q14 Si/oh.p. Premier, 2-speed, countershaft,
JLij speedometer and Cowey, good condition
owner buying car.—Jackson, 61a
S.W.17.

3ih.p, Premier, 3-speed coun
2 Phccnix sidecar, i\ist overhauled and repainted

lAicas acetylene,
cliester

spares; £80.—1S8, High St., Col-
[3532

Premier Comhinatiou, ,2-spe6(l gear bo:5.£60.-4h.p.
clutch, kick-.starter, Bosch, B. and B., Dunlop:

Druids, footboards, excellent condition.-
Brixton,

-63. Solon Rd.,
[39'69

1Q16 3V.h,p, Premier Combination, 2-speed counter-
J-f/ shaft, clutch, Bosch waterproof, B. and B., T.T.
bars, lamp set. in good condition and fast; 42 gns.—
G. Huddlestone, 9, Edwai-d St., King's Lynn. [4261

Precision.

9, Shoe Lane, London, A'th.p. Pre-WAUCrSOPE'S. _,

cision, 1914, 5-speed gear model £35. [4186

etc., rebushe^l,4h.p. Precision, T.T., lamps, horn,
does 50, appearanie as new, genuine bargain; £4D

—16, Devoneroft Gardens, Twickenham, S.W, [3258

4-5h.p. T.T, Twin Precision, latest engine, 3 speeds,

fine tyres, beautiful' condition; genuine bargain;
guaranteed perfect; £40,-89, East Hill, Wandsworth.

[4067

Priorv.
PEIORY 294'h.p. 2-stToke, 2-epeed, price £66/10; kick

start, £75. Sub-ogeuts required for Lancflshire.

Cheshire, North Wales, Isle ol Man,—Liverpool and
County Motor Co., 16, Preesons Row, Liverpool. [2351

Quadrant.
HORSMAN lor Quadrants.—Victor Horsman, Ltd.,

7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0472

1020 Quadrant Combination, new condition, Eastine
-I J? wind screen; £115.—Taylor's Garage, Wedne-s-

bury. [2568

QUADRANT 3|/oh,p., sP"."f J^ke, B_osch, tax 50/

Hiilupton Wickj Middlesex, [S7921

1 Q20 Quadrant Combination, lamps, Bonniksen,
JLtJ apron, discs. 1,500 miles, exceptionally good;

great bargain, £110, offer.-Baines, 88, Grove Rd., N.
[4073

1 020 Quadrant Combination, all lamps, horn. Cameo
XJ7 wind screen, mileage 500, absolutely as new;
j£130; exchanges,-llomac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,

N.E, 'Phone ; Dalston 2408. [4102

QUADRANT 1920 4i/>h,p. Combination, all ncccs.

sories, speedometer, etc.. exceptionally fine order,

disc wheels, low mileage; ifi90,-Clittorrt Wilson, 177,

Westminster Bridge Rd., S,E,1. [41«9

4ih.p. Quadrant, just overhauled and enamelled,
2 perfect, as new, 3-speed Armstrong and clutch

starts first kick, all on; expert examination, insurance

and tax paid; £50.—Payne, 43, Park Walk, Chelsea.
•- [4049

QUADRANT Sp'ecialists, sole agents and wholesale

distributors -ior London, Southeni and Eastern
' Counties. All spares in stock. All models from stock

—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co.. 177, Westminster BnJg<
Ed., S.E.I. [1170

Radco.
new tyres, fast : a bargain, £25

Wellington, Salop, [S.7973RA13C0, 1914.
Shnw, Park St.

]Q16 Radco, good condition, Amac, _ Dunlop, foot-

. J/ boards, horn, complete
J^sher, Surrey.

£29/10.-2, Weston Av.
[3963

RADCO, rebushed, overlianled, and gu.iranteed in per-

' feet order, single gear ""^ ' * "" '

122, Everton Ed,, Liverpool,
£25, deposit,—Bowman,
'Phone: 569 Enfield.

13150

RADCO Lightweight, single-speed, as makers' speci

fications, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price;

now is the time to buy.— Mebes, 154,156. Gt. Portland

St., W.l. 'Phone: 3426 Mayfair. [3372

Raleigh.

X> ALEIGHS, solos ,^^d coniljinations in stock ; ex-

XV changes entertained.—Hicking, Bromley Rd., Beck-
euham.

' [3277

RALEIGH Combination, the very latest 5-6h.p, flat

twin, in stock; 195 gns.—Rogers, 42, Church Rd.,
Hendon. [3649

RALEIGH Combination, in stock; delivered any.
where,—Prior, 40, Replingham Rd., S.W.18.

•phone : Putney 1694. [3668

1 021 Raleigh 5-6h.p., flat twin, in stock; catalogue
X»/ on application.—Roe's Cycle Depot, West Bridi

[2936

solo or combination, in stock
j

' - -
- - 200, Gt.

I'lione: Muyfiiir 5042. [0426

DRIVE ICOMFORT
You'U want to when the
binstering March winds blow.

Best Quality

"iEi
OjRi

QUI
_iCi
DiEi

ASBESTOL" Gauntlets
heavy -wollGii

iuDcr Cliffs, tan
or lilMclc

Glovo 37/6
Mitton 35/ -

Best Quality
Horse tilde
Mittens. lined
wool, heavy
woollen cuff,

colour crev.

SPECIAL
OFFER

of Government
Surplus Jerkins,
in strong mole-skin, n
lined fleece S.B. 29"

i %3
long, warm and

j

durable. ; 1%
Post Paid 12/6 ]

**

Li

Uj

Best quality Horseh de one-fingor
Mittf-ns. lined
wool with

clastic ^vrist.

Post t>ftid

12/6

v.o.=.\i aualitv
"Ashestol"
liiiod wcwi.
ai'jiistabto

Gauntlet,
. back Htiap.
Colours, tan or

.-e 39/6. Miitt'ii 3^1

EVERY DESCRIPTION

KEEP OUT OF
TROUBLE-
It only means worry and expense

~r:t}~

A.1.4287

l-'it a pair of Numl'er
P ates that comply
With the Law in every
respect Vf supply
ODQ front and one
back Motor Cycle
Nnmbev Plate with
any rcquiied Eeiiis-

tration Number that
we Kuarantee will _
comply wit i the Law
both I'sreffards size spaciu.', and the mounting lie-
livery witln'a ihree <\> ys 8/6 pest paid j o not ran
'isk of a heavyfine Mi'];e sure. :-.cnd for a pair of nr
Xumber Plates NuW.

The
'tiUraS
No-
Hor.i Ah
black
finish

SonotooB
loua nute

Polished brass Inspection Lamp for carrying on
electrically lit sidtcar combination^ or liKht cars.

Complee with bulb. wirinR, and pin p ug a<Iaptei
16 -post paid. Lampnnly XL3106 9/3 i>ost paid

'2)289-293.HichHolborn
LONDON, W.c.

•a VT v^'j; "IriinittpiUv. T.oni1n)i." 'p}imuf: 6430. Hnlhnrn

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Raleigh.

SALE.

RALEIGH 4-6h.p. twin, the motor cycle superb,
stock at list price.—Newnham Motor Co., 22

Hammersmith Rd., \V.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith f

t30L

"I C|21 Ealeiph, 5-6h.r., flat twin, sprine frame, chaAv drive, solo, 155 gns. ; sidecar. iSSgns.; first

iisurilly with finythinp really good, we now have both
stock.—Sole Birmingham Agents, Tlie Premier Mot
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [30

Reading-Standard.
TJEADING Standard Combination, dynamo lighiinXV hardly ridden; £150.—W., 121, Sheen L;in
INIortlake.

Regal.
"jQ 15" Regal Precision 2'^.-jh.p., special racing euein
-Lt/ Bosch, B.B., drip feed, long exhaust, T.T. bai
50 m.p.h., stored 2 year.':, genuine bargain;
Taber House, Bnrford, Oson.

£26.
[32-

Regent.
REGE^'T, 5-7h.r, Coventry Viftor eugine, Stuiui

Archer. 3-speed, Thomson-Bennett, Amac, w\
nndershield, head lamp, horn, generator, Watford sih?i

ometer, Cowey horn, tools, pump, etc., only riddeu
lew times, practically new, all standard parts : reason j

selUng, being ordered al)road; can be seen at any tin
at the Eeigate Garage; price £100, or offers.—Apply
Lieut. Skiuuer, Hillingdon, Yorke Rd., Reigate. Ill

Rex.

REX 5-6h.p. Combination, new condition, lamps.
£56.^109, riaiatow Rd., Stratford.

"IQ16 Rex 4h.p., C.B. sidecar,
J- •? fully eouipped, reliable;
Rd., Peckham, S.E.15.

"I Q20 4,'-ah.p'. Rex Combination, Stnrmey gear bi

-L*? hood, screen, 4 interchangeable wheels, exce

[33

2-sr)eed N.S.U. g»-i

£35.-321. Ivvda
l42;

lent outfit; £130.-114, Brixton Hill, S.VV.2. [405

REX 6h.p. Conjbination, coachbuilt pidecar. 191
model, complete with lamps and horu, higpnt

grid, etc., tyres good; bargain for quick sale. £60,
P. J. liTans, 81-31, John Bright St., Birmingham.

Roc.

ROC 2-spoed, controls, spare drnui, back stays, !
teot, 26x21^ rim ; Douglas 2%h.p., makers' ovt

haul, £50.—Evans, 44, Glover St., Wet^t Bromwich,
- • [X79'

OVER, SVoh.p.

Rover.
1920, T.T., Philipson pulley.

-on appiication.-

lord, Nottingham.

RALEIGH 5-6h.p.,
orders now accepted.—Ratol iffe Bros.,

Portland St.

A^i. Ail letieis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

R
ROVER sydi.p. Solo, peifeet condition, fixed gea

£55.-Hale8, 16, Bourdon St., Davids St., W. [32*:

1 Q14 Rover, CJB. sidecar, 3'/di.p., 3-speed; neare
Xi/ £60; perfect.-R. Norbury, High St., Mark
Harboro'. [31_t

ROVER 1920 31 '.h. p.. shop-soiled; list price £13
our price il25.—Ratcliffe Bro^., 200, Gt. Poi

land S., W. Mayfair 5042.

ROVER 1921 Models; £300 inclusive; motor cycl

taken in part.—Authorised agents, R. B, Clai

and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [41'

1 Q 2OV2 5-6h.p. Twin Rover, only ridden onceX^ twice; cost £155, accept £125; as brand ne
throughout.— 9, Wood St., Swindon. [39S

ROVER Combination, tax paid, hardly used, ful

equip])ed; great bargain, £140.—'Phone ; War
stead 48.—374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone. [41

3-speed J.S. hub, clutc

_ _ _ ;.; tax paid; seen after

Kennard, 65, PlimsoU Rd., Finsbury Park, N. [36S

6Ii.p. W.D. Rover Combiuation, juet re-enamelle
Eastiug wind screen, in perf<!ct condition; £100.

Nunn, Fanner and Co., 73, Union St., Torquay. [23'

ROVER 3'L.h.p., 1916, Philipson, lamps, tooli

good condition ; price £40, or near ofier.—Ea
Grinctead Motor Garage, London Rd., East Grinstea

[32^

£78.—Brand new Rover 3'l.h.p. T.T. model, Philipsi

pulley, Cowey horn, only used 500 niile.?, guara:

teed perfect.—Wallis, 25, Harrington Grove, Caurbridg
[358

20 SVsh.p. 3-speed Rover, new Aug.. used
months, new lamps, speedometer, horn, abs

-| CI 14-15 3V^h.p. Rover,
X t/ Lucas lamps ; 38

19= _ ._,.. „ ,

lutely as new; £115.—Box 2.316, c/o The Motor Cml

"I Q12 3ii.h.p_Iiover, 3 speeds and Iree engine, foo

X«/ boards, in good running order; £35.—Walb
Saffron Waldeu, Esse

[X80!
Mntor Cvcle Co., High St.,

'Phone: 45.

ROVER Motpr C.vcles.—Place your order with a

official afent, the man who rides .a Rover; ii

mediate delivery ; hire-purchase if desired. — Collar

Cooli's Garage, Shifnal. [26i

1 Q19 (Oct.) Ro\er 3U>h.p.. S-speed, clutch, kit

Xt/ starter, engine No. 7888,- mileage under 1,00

all acceseories, in new condition, unscratched; pri^'e .

gns—Kidner, Dental Surgeon, Oswestry. [32i

ROVTDll Motor Cycles.—1921 models on view: 5-6h.

lOmhination, £195; Slih.p. model, £135: l\iK
TT £105; 1920 9hop--'oiled model T.T., £95.-P.
Evans 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [34
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MOTOR CYCLES
Rover.

S-speeri

FOR SALE.

Q2
if

:

ill. p. Rover, S-spee^ couutersliaft geitr. dutch, and
2 kick fitartei, »DsoIuti*ly new. but slidp-soiled^

30. or witk smart roachbuilt sidecar; £155; easj- vuy-
Qts.—HaiTodd, Ltd., 118, Brompton EtL, London.

[3645
>OVER 3;^.p,. counter.^haft model. sIfo TJ. model,
I I'hilipson pulley, as makers' specifiLations, shop-
lod: at ereatlv redured prices;, now i? the time to

Mehen. 154-156, tit. Portland St., W.X, Thone:
26 ilaj-fair.

,

[3373

917-18 SJih.p. T.T. Uuver. equipped with P. and
If. head lamp aud rear lamp, mechanical horn,

nd<outrolIed Philipson pulley, knee grips, etc.. con-
ag new; £68.-33, The Parade, Gclders Green.

W.4. 'Phone: Hampstead 3914./ [4046

Royal Ruby.
A VIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Royal
KuWys from stock.—229, Deansgate. 'Phone: 536

ntial. [2433

919 Royal Ruby 2-atroke. 2V.ih.p. ItKhtweight, ex-
rellent condition, little Ttsed; call.— 2, Linden

I., West Green, N. [3426

h.p. Royal Rul>y Cond>inatiou. complete with I.impi;.

i-plen^.j. condition; £145.—Marsihall. Vale Grove.
ind.^or ltd., Slouyh. [3967

20 3h.p. Royal Rnbv i-prioR frame, unridden,
must be sold; nearo.-t £105; offers.—Ricliard:*.

Qsgaiue. Pei unwell, Coniw.dl. [5250

>OYAL RUBY 8h.p. Combination, 1919. well
V ofiuipped. splMjdid oonriition, 6^vnor bought car;
150,—Clwuft'eur, 31, Cranley Mews, S.W. [3232

I'., powcrlul combination, cxcel-
lltng owins restrictions Ireland;

b .£110; nearest offer.—Liam McCarthy, 34, Klldare
Dublin. i.3830

R<»T.VL Ruby 1920 ^h.p. Combination, eoudition
a< new, written Kua-jintce. lamp^, hood, >cre«-n, etc.

irgam lor nuifk fulc; -£l"76.^Moore, Cottiipe, i^euden-
aui. Lincoln. [3254

h-r Boynl Ruby, sprinp fritnie, 2-«peed. clutch, iind
kif k Rt:iiter, njiiippeil with Tiiu-Hiul pillion sent.

imim. niochaiiical bom. etc.. v^ry littlf* tixfd jind "on-
itioii H< new; reduced to £100: deterred pnymeuls.—
tarrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [3637

8h.p. Rnyal Ruby with ilntchlc^.- Sideenr.
ng wiml screen, .•peedometer, IClaxmi born,

)0h. luU *^t ot --pnTe.- lor cycle nnd sidetar, spare
ew tyre, perlect running condflion, only done 4.200
iiie>: £150, or near oticr.—Chcgwiddcn, 55. HollnndW Av., WMl. [3972

Rudge.
f>. Rudge. single speed, fine order; £34.—Cross,
at^ent. Uolherhtun. _ - ' [X8011

RVl KiK EueinK Mwkd. new condition ; a bursa
i.28.—109, I'biistow Rd.. 'Str.itiord.

JOYAL RUBY 3b
\ Ir-nt condition

919 8h
Kristin

W
128.-109,

Ilmlge lliilti al niaj^er?' ]i?t prii'

[3158

from stock.—
[1259

aTllCKPOET.-1920 SI.jIlii. Eurtso. 3CfO milw, like
3 uuw; £90.—B. own. E\erslfy, IJnveniHiit I'.itfc. [3934

I019 Hiulpe. T.O.il.. :in<l ji'ccovoriea. in RCCxl ooiidi-
IV tion; £72.10.—l)uillia«, 223, liigli Ed., Kill.uni.

[3663
LATE 1920 KndBC!. I. ol M. model. a« new, loolbass

uusealcd; £85.-Ko.'s, 12, Conduit St., Lii.hll.-ld.

(X8020
r-91i.Ii. Kudgf. Motf)r Cr..le .Conitunnlion, fnlly

eiiuipDed. las ii.iid : £160.—Phistoiv, U^oine St.,

iriuiil>y. . , [X7655

RrriGE Multi. 3^JI.p, totitLvt. fullv ciinipped and
in ©xcelleot iKjndition; £68.—Box 2,344, r/o

r.o.M.
L A. .7. Youup anil Co.. Ltd., Newmarket.

rhr Molvr Cycle.

RUDCK Molti
lumps, goo»i

Sd., I.cyton, E.IO.

[3273

CIS. Coiuliiuatiou, le;: sliieldF. 3
VK'.*, tax pidd; -£80.-29, Thcrnbill

[3940

RFDGE 3'^. p.. chtt^'li model, perfe<-.t rnnuinf: order.

an7 trial: £32.—li.It. Motor Work.s Melbonme
Irove, Dulwicli, S.E. [3256

[2214

ridden dozen time? onlv,
£95.—I'artieulara, Terncrf,it.

[X7893

IQ19 Eodge Midti. 36li.p.. onir ridden 400 mile,a,
•.•^ ai neiv, ljiiip«, etc.: £82, do offer.':-364. Lillio

Id., Fulham, S-W.6.

1020 I.O.M. Eudse Multi
l-v Knantnteed perfe
Market Diuvton, Salop.

RVDGE Mulli, 1921, I.O.M.. unused: cost £110/5.
(ash wanted, wlial offers'/—82, Queen's Rd.,

ffunenton, Warwickshire. [2928

RUDOE Multi 3'-li.p. CombinaUon, 1913, lamps,
spares, insurance, good condition: £45.—Write,

Moore. 12, Pcmbridgc Sq., W.2. "

[3803

I Q20 5-6h.p. and 7.91i.p. Hudce Multi Coinl.inations.LU new: £152 am! .El 75.—Shepherd. Enfield ilieli-

irar, Enfield. Tel.: WaltUam X31. [0341

7-9h.p. Eudge Multi. with Eltdge sidecar, absolnttlv
new. I'Ut shop-Boiie'L; £160: easy paymems.—Ha

" ' London.118, Btomptim Bd.,

I

equipped, lyres
1Q20 I.O.M. Riidge -Multi C.B.
A*/ equipped, lyres as new, insuranc
£110.-48, Derwentwater Rd., Acton, W.3

RriPfiE Multi nnd Bndse sidecar, 1915-17.
t iindition, full erinipmeut, just oyerhanled

l*iiTate Owner, Dollis Oauige, Finchley, K.3.

(3644

Combination, fully
insurance, jierlect

:

[3888

splendid
; £64.-

[3138

ACCESSORIES

The name F.R.S. is recognised

- as a guarantee of highest quality and

efficiency — hence the big demand for

accessories bearing that name. Just

examine any F.R.S. product—you'll readily

note its superiority.

i.,'.J. Xo. l>79Mt.

Streamline Gas Set.
A perfectly made lamp ol dean design

and wonderful light-giving power Em-
bodies genuine optical Mangin mirror,

adjustable focii.', non-glare chimneys,

patent F.R.S. One Nut attachment, and
new type of door fastening. Prices :

6In set £4-4-0 51n. set £2-13-0.

Price :

22/6Rcgd. No. 679=75.

F.R.S. "STRAIGHT" Horn
Gives a loud and harmonious note, and

is a most effective road clearer. Embodies
a special red, immovable dust-cap. and the

Patent One Nut attachment. Finest smooth
black and N.P. finish. There's nothing on

the marketjo equal this, either for tone.

finish, or value.

F.R.S. Licence Holder
Adjustable to .\NY angle. Xote the One Nut
attachment. No uslv screws showing and no
sharp edge? projecting. Nothing to rust or
shake loose. Even pressure all round the rim
whicii holds the card, etc., making it absolutely
waterproof. Supplied in all finishC'S.

F. R.S. LAMPS.'BeamWorks,'
Vere St., BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR

"I Q20 Special
-•-»' inn 530

CYCLES
Rudge,

FOR SALE.

High Conipiessinu I.O-Jf. EuJse. onir
niles, tuned by Coventiv works; £85.—

Ecteberv Ki, Jlusivell Uill, .X.IO. [3527

I
Qili.p. Rudge Multi. complete with lniup>, Kl.nxon,

tooLs,

given.

-

iuyt overhauled, bill., shown. au,v

62, Woodlands Rd., Ilford. [3340

RUDGE Jlidti 1914 3'/iir.p., clutch model, ami side-
^nr, himps, tvrc^ as new, licence paid: £55; trial

;nny luornius.—Robert', 28, Wimhcr St.. Rugby. [3242

RUDOK Canoelet Sidecar, new Eagles 2.?pced. new
heavy Dnnloits, overhauled, re-enamelled, perlect,

ta.\ i)aid; £68; olfers.—Williams, Elmers ICnd. Kent.
,- (3483

p., November, 1919,
iuciurcd, nccessories,

100i;n».-41, Grilflths Rd., Wimbledon.
(3598

Multi Combination, as new,
tax paid; £150; lightweight

Le'onard's St., Bromlcy-by-Bow. East
(3854

RUTlfiE Multi Conibinutiou, 5.6I1.

under 3.000. luacticallv new.

"I
Q'20 7-9h.p. Rudce

-1-^ fully equipped,
part.—29, St,

4708.

1(11° Rudce Slulti. aV'h.p.. )usl inoiouRniy over-

Xt/ hauled and rc-cnamelled makers' 1920 colours,

• ondiiion as new; £65.—Apply, 14, Market iSq, Avles-

burj.. [3^34

RrllfiE 1920 Si.'.h.i).," Multi.gear. I.0.5I. Iranie.

speedometer, electric horn, eiiual to new; £90.—
I'lyker'.-. UrndtbawButc. lloltou, and 245 Dcansgate.
-Manchester. (X7939

RrllGE Multi 3i..)i.p.. T.T., lale 1920. brand new
but .slishtlv Veiled; usual price, £110/5: our

bargain price. £50.-Wilkini, .Simplon, opposite OJ-i'"."

pia. Londou, 13'»58

31 h.p. Rudge Mulli. 1914. complete with speedo-

!i meter, etc.. unused since 1914. in excellent con.

.JiTion; £45.-..Vnthony, 1, Townshcnd Cottages, St.

.lohu's Wood; N.W.8. . [3998

Rl'DOE-WIHTWORTII. co.achbiiilt Bldecar, 1912.

3':,bp. 2.Sliced cc:ir. acce«sorie.s. Rood mechain-

c,-,l ordc'r: £45.-'l'.iylors. Ltd.. 52, Sussex Place. S.W 7^

fhonc : Kensington 7260. , [0460

aQ20 (Augusts 3' ..h.!!. Rudiie Mulli, I.O.M., ex-

ilf cellent coudition. Miller lamps, cauiimient.

mileage 600_:_ _
must sell, ^first reasonable oiler.—143.

Prumenade Kd

20 7.9h.i).

FlCelwooU.

Rudge (Combination,1 ft20 7.9h.p. Rudge Combination, F.R.S. clcclri.:

ly lamps, Crindlny >i<lecar. very last, Kuaranteed;
,. ^*, \owcr Clapton Rd..

[4103exchanges; £130.—Homacs. 243
N.E. Pboil-j ; Dalston 2408.

GXS. Oiily.-Rudpe 3".;h.p.. dntdi, poweilnl,

1920 ooloilts, neatly new torpcslo coach ^idecat,

vory smait and spt.rlv: ivonld (separate.—Seen, bauxo

.[.inslor Rd., Ka»t Duhvicli (ICS. not ,Sundaysl. (3841

1915, standard clntcli
"'"Lf.I"!'''!

model,
fitt.yl other tvrc aud belt as new, ihtic-i cui,.j...v,..

H.rougboSt 'i!' fast, enamel and P "';"« '",f./°°^-
I ,x paid lor vcar; £38; guaranteed -ound.-R. Watson.

132. High St., Alde'uuBli, SuBolk.

37

T> UDGE Multi.

[3840

Scott.

ri IBB. C.lovicester, can deliver 1921 Scotts Iron. ,«tock.

KSK —Phone: 852.

SiCOTT
» 88.

£35.- Watson1916. running order
Kew. Rd.. llicliraond.

COTT 1920 3^hji,, 2-j;P-cd. small milrage: lOO^i-;^"^'^

(0445

Bros..
(4178

-Ucnehilmc. The Beeches. Car.-halt..n. [3782

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1921 Scott

combination, in slock.—Millard.

T.T.1 Q19 Scott, semi
XtF in pel test order

bridge.

molor cyide and
Chesterfield.

[4003

bars, lamps, horn, nnd tools,

£85.-12. Bridge St., Cnm-
2299

-1021 .=kott. sports model; «130; for itnmediatc dc-

X" livery; easy payments acceptcd.-Scott agcnis

(below).

1 Q20 Scott Couihiiiation.Go<lire^yV< electric hgUtins.

Ltf Cowev speedometer, Lucas horn. Easting screen.

Si^S^ShcJas-^iigSa^o^^^^^^^^"
ajjrnt; (below).

rdt^^. &<?r"4f'l?o^wer^^fa«ptoir R^-.-S.E

•Phone: Dalston 2408.
'"'"'

(nroTT 1920 engine 4224. good running order.

S'^^llmps norii; offers.-.!. E. Currie, Tnnity Coll|ge,

Cambridge.

perfect
S.W.5. (3826

rear

1 020 Scott,' Lucas lamps, Cowey speedometer, horn,

ly Amac, Aces, gcrfect order, licence paid; £100

8, Warwick Rd

'S'
i —Box 207,'c.'o The Motor Cycle.

SCOTT Combination. CO., 1914. -..••-••-,-. run
dition. little 08e<l. with latest improvements; £110

—68,
rnTT Solo semi-T.T. bars, Bink*. oversizeCOTT

So{^'.2o^<;;;];„t,^„urt ,« sold: £95; Coventn-.

3";4h.p., good eon-

I)rovements

;

ThorceyileOge "Rd.,' Gunnersbury. [3260

tools, very sinall

ir. Trt

Old nouse. Sonnin^', Berks

-tl.. 29,

SCOTT 1920 snorts mcKlel, horn, _- - .

miliage. enamel a- new, plating fair^ T*riect
,

order

i
£110.-IJ. L:rvin. Old Hotisc. fconnius, Berks. 1<:U3'

All letters reluting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Scott.

SCOTT Sauiriel, iuiuiodintB deliveiy frrau stock; £130;
all spares stcnietl.—Tlis J.O..T. Motor Co., 124,

Holdeuluiist Kd., Boiiiiieuioutli. 'Plione; 2699. [3343

rQ|20
, Scott and Canoclet sidecar combination, all

• ^ lamps, liorn, nud tools, ail new tyres, uo° lito:nce

taken this year; accept fl30.— Orton, fair View, Earl

Sljilton. [3120

ADVEETISEH., owing to financial reasons, liaving

iraid £20 deposit on Scott, ijrnnd new and uii-

liacked; will sacrifice lialf dcposit.~Box 260, c/o The
Motor Cj/dc. 13720

SCOTT, 1910, special radiator, jaclcets, engine com-;
plete overliaul at works, Eoscli," iJinlis, comiilete

j

with all accessories, tax paid ; ride away ; £40,—Hoiverby,

,

Beelsby, Grimsby. [3280

(

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920, 2-speed gear, slightly
shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.—Burlington

Motors, Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417. [0610

SCOTT SQUIEEEL, the hottest 'Inison the road;
actually in stock for instant delivery; £130; de-

ferred payments arranged.-^Hewins' Garages, Ltd., The
Keal Service Firm, Taunton. - [3485

I.O.M. Scott Racer, 500 c.c, rotary valves, 2 plugs
per cylinder, latest winning type, just renovated

at Scott's at cost of £40, not unpaclced; offers, or
exchange A.B.C. or N.U.T. preferred.—W. S. Life,

Old Waverley Hotel, Southport. [4047

Singer.

4h.r. Singer Combination, 2-t5peed, complete with
lamps; £50.—Meager Bros., 58, Shepherd's Bush

Rd., W.6. • [3763
Spai'kbi'ook.

1021 Spaikbroolf, 2-£peed, new- and iierfeot: ccst
LfJ £71/4, accent £56.-38, Hiiwthorn Av., LoutJi,
Lines.

_

' [XS005

LATE Sparkbrook-Villiers, 2^..ih.p., 2-speed, jierfect,

nearly new, long exhaust, fully ectuipped; tax
|)aid; £45.-31, Drakefleld Ed., Balham. [4005

SPARkBROOK 6h.p. Combination, new Royal
Leicester sidecar, hood, side screens, in good

running order, head light, horn, to&ls, etc.; £100, or
near olTer.—Owens, Dock Rd., Limerick. [3192

"I
Q21 Show Model Sparkbrook (New) 2',4h.p. 2-stroke,

J-iJ countershaft drive; the ideal mount for the
lightweight rider at an ideal price, £64. — The
Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89, Wismore St.,

W.l. [3634

SPAHKBEOOK 2Jih.p., 2-speed. the lightweiglit with
an ultra finish, as makers' specilieations, shop-

soiled; at greatly leduccd price; now is the-|4ime to
Imv.-M6b6.=. 154-156. Gt Portland St.. W.l. Phone:
3426 Martair. [3574

Sun.

NEW 2Vl'h-p. Sun-Vitesse, 2.stioke engine, single
speed, £52/10, ditto -with clutch and kick starter.

£70; lady's model ditto, £73; easy payments.—Harrods,
Ltd., 118", Brompton Rd., London. [3638

Sunbeam
KICKHAM for Snnljeam; trade snpplied.—StoSes
Cioft, Bristol. [3352

NEW 1920 Sunbeam 3V-.h.p. Solo; £155/8; in stock
-Randill Andover. [0366

3Xh.p. Snnbeam, Sunbeam sidecar, mileage 80, ta>;

2 pjiid, brand new; £165.—Below.

1 Q19 3'/-;h.p. Sunbeam, Sunbeam sidecar, speedo-
-<Lt7 meter, lamps, horn, condition excellent: £135.-
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
'Phone : Ken. 3709. [4198

"\T7ILLIAMS' Garage, Cheltenliam, can give imme-
' V diate delivery of anv model Sunbeam. [X6445

NEW 1921 3',-ih.r. Sunbeam; £155; good solotaken
in part payment.—Bounds, 223,

' High Ed., Ki-
hnrn. - [^559

8h.p. Silubeam Combination, nearly new, hood, .screen,

and all lamps.—Apply, A. H. Neal, rveiston
Boston.

'

. [X7892

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—SVih.p.
Sunbeam, new 1921 model, just delivered:

£155/8. [4185

1 Q14 Suubeam SV'h.p. and Sidecar. la.mps. hornXO screen; S105.—Walford, 47, Downham Rd.,
Kingsland, N.l. ,

-

[3813

Silh.p. Snnbeam, late 1320, new condition, Lucas
2 lamps, horn; £140.-0. Parrish, 28, Cavendish

St., Keighley, Yoriis. [2080

3Xh.p. Sunbeam Sporting Model, Sept., 1920, Lucas
2 lamps, Bonuiksen, Cow:ey, leg shields, condition

iis new; £140.— See below.

31h.p. Combination, 1920, miieage 500, Lucas lamps
2 and horn, all tools, etc., perfect condition; £160.

—Chirney's Garage, Harpenden. [3142

for im-
- ^ , - — — price.—J. Smith

and Co.. 52-54. llampstead Rd., N.W.I. [0363

-| 020 3V2h.p. Brand New Sunbeam and Sidecar, inter-
--«-' changeable wheels, at list price, from stock.—
A. J Yonug and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1254

I Q21 Sunbeam S'/^h.u., double purpOf^e gears, foot-t.U boards, T T. handle-bars, delivery May; Glasgow;
£5 deposit p;iid; offers.-Fcrnhill, Stranraer. [2560

' DAYBEAM " Electric Solo Set MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

I Qli-P. SuubenrQ Cumbination, brand aev, uni^ei--uO spare wheel -aud leg shields; bargain, £175.—

P

jl02a, Cburcli St., Clielsea. Tel.: Kensington 137.

QX>NBEAM Combination, 1919, 8h.p., Lucas dyn'
I
O lighting", spare interchangeable wheel, in

I

order, tax paid; £100.—40, Hertford Place, Coven

SUNBEAM Combination,' 6h.p., late 1915, condji

,

_ . as new, Easting screen, numerous spares; £1
I

insurance policy.—Hagues, 30, Cromlord Ed., Wai
I worth. - [4

1.Q19 av^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas la
,
i«/ and horn. Cowev speedometer, Easting,-

1

,
cy]., lax paid; £150.—Ballards, Wickham Bish

; Witham, Essex,

E-

1 Q21 3i/oh.p. Sunbeam Combination in stockX*' mediate de'ivel'y; makers' list price.—J.

^'"•j QUNBEAM 1921 3i/jh.p.. with Jililla-Fullord side
iliej k3 black and ,gold, apron, full set of Lucas la

The lloadlamp supplied with tliis set is our 3iii.

Daybeani, a very powerful light-giver. The _
brackets are of exceptionajly strong and hand- and horn, ridden 80 miles,' unsoiled; £185.—Den
some design. They carry the headlamp and alsoj Furnisher, Cheltenham. [X8
the (die cast) alurninium case. The accumulator! -. Qig ,suul«anr 3V''h.p. Combination, with Lucas la

is specially made for motor cycle lighting, and| XJ/ horn, speedometer, wind 'screen, _pillibn seat

will bi'Uliantly illuminate the head and therearj icg' guartls, splendid condition; £lj5.—Ponlton,
lamp for 20 hours if used intermittently. The
tail lamp (cm' torpedo S.B.C.) is exceptionally
strong and well made, and has a very attractive
appearance. Each lamp is fitted with a s\^itch,

and one lamp may be used independently of the'

other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled,- and i volt bulbs are fitted. The
finish is ebony black and nickel plate.

Complete Outfit, List No. 30 /I, Price £5 5
(If tail lamp is not required, deduct 12/6).

'DAYBEAM" Combination Set

ea.^v

K.E,

Brighton Ed., Cheltenham. [X7
"j Cfc20 Sunljeam, SV-h.p., brand new, lor immed
i-iJ delivery, shop-soiled; £147/10; exchanges

pavments. — Homa»is, 243, Lower Clapton I

'Phone : Dalston 2408. [4

"1Q20 3V2h.p. Sunbeam Combination," electric li]

J-«7 iug, speedometer, horn, etc., mileage negligii

cost new £225, accept £I85.-Ratclilfe Bros.. 200,
Portland St., W. Maylalr 5042. [0

SU>rE-TiA5I-19I5 3i,ih.p.. MilL5-Fultord sidecu,
:;ine iu;L oYcrblinled by makers, sidecar 1

nted; perfect Ijargaln, must eell; 100

S^

repai...,._, . . -_,„. _.

—Paynter, Normaudville, Cheltenham. [X7

"I Q20 3J'i.h.p: Sunbeam, guaranteed not ridden
Xif miles, ^3-iet Binks carburetter. Sunbeam
shields, semi-T.T. bars, unscratched, as new, tax p;

£138 secures.—14, Bstcourt St., Devizes, [3

UNBEAM 3l2h.p., 3-speed, all-chain, ccachb
sidecar painted black to match, lamps, horn.

Easting; £110-—Ncwnham IVlotor Co.. 223. Hami
smith Rd., W.S. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [J

gitJJSBEAJI 8h.p. Combination, Lucas dyn;imo li|

^ ing, electric horn, intereliangeabl© whes;ls, si

wheel, hood, screen, ,apee<lometer, only 4,000 mikfi,

condition; £195.—West, 42, Cranbrook Bd., Ilford

1Q 20-21 Model 3V'h.p. Srmbeam, with Sunb(
Xt7 sidecar, all wheels interchangeable, legshie

horn toots, cost £212; accept £159; or machine sei

atcly, £119.-103, Lonsdale Av., Wembley, Middle
[3

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agents- Bp
p&rts in stock. Repairs and overhauls. Estimf

1
upon request lor re-cnamelling and plating. --".

1 Molineux Garage Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton. T<

1160. [3

IMMEDIATJ^ Uispo_-al. 1921 8h_p. Sunbeam
bination. dynamo liehtin,^ set, cost- £^94,

leianipped; this particular machine was cshibited

Olympia: what offei-?—81, London Ed., Oroy<

, 'Phone: 1087. „ i3;

Sunbeam sidecai',_ hood, w
screen, footrcsts, Lncas Magdyno lighting, sm

' ' chain, hi

The set comprises Day beam 51n. Headlamp, Ideal
Sidecar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B.C Tail Lamp.
Each lamp is fitted with an independent switch,
and is finished in ebony black with nickel -plated
relief. The Accumulator (capacity, G volt,
40 amp.) is specially made for motor cycle lighting
and will give very satisfactory service in use.
Many have now been in use two or three years,
and are as eiHcient as when first purchased.
All our Accumulators are specially made to stand

"I
Q20 Snnlieam Sh.p^

-L M screen. I'ootrcsts,

ometer, mirror, spare wlieel, inner tube.

and valve in ttrst-class condition; - £245—Coa
Dragoon Hotel, Burnley. 13;

SUNBEAM SWi.p., 1920, engine 145/9773, spe<

meter. Klaxon, leg shields, tools, mileage 1,6

Glm'ia sidecar. Easting scueen, guaranteed duite sou

tirice £210, or offer.-East Grinstead Motor Gar'a

London Ed., East Urinstead.
, .

^^''

SUNBEAM and Canoelet' Sporting Sidecar, SV^h
' 1915-16, thoroughly overliauled and re-enamell

neiv (hains and spr-jckets, hearings, valves, piston, e

electric and acetylene. Eonniksen, will guarantee mach
perfect; £110.-63, Stratton E<1., Shirley,

"— -'

-

ton.

SU^BEAM -(Oct., 1920). 3)ih.p-. Magdyno light

set, horn, knee grips. Bonuiksen speedomet

ridden iew hundred miles only, perfect condition a

aonii ance; £160.—-Inderson, c/o Herbert Robins

Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A

Bicycles. '-'*'

SUNBEAM Combination, Sli.p., Aug., 1919, Lu<

dynamo lighting, discs throughout, 3in. cop)
- ^ engine *'" " ' 'vbraiion. Ordinary accumulators are never- exhaust, engine recently entirely overhauled, 3

satisfactory for motor cycle work. The harditvres, splendid condition, tax paid; £175.—E. IX B
wood case supplied withthis set is flniahedebouvi clay, c/o Southall Bros, and Barclay, Lower Frio

black, and is specially treated to withstand acid.l Birmingham. L3t

This outfit is despatched completely assembled' QUNBEAM Sfeh.ii., black and gold, Sept., 1919, T
with brdbs and aU necessary wiring, etc. J bars, footboards. Lucas lamp sets, horn, ki

n„„^T<\„to nntflt riot Kn "iO !<> £7 7 Urips, long plated exhaust pipe polished crank ca
Complete UUtHt. List J\0. M l^, i,l 7 0. Snamel and plating, absolutely as new, all tools a

. _„„„ _ . _ spares, very small mileage, tax paid; £125.-43, C.r<

" DAYBEAM " LIGHT CAR SETS Rd., Sparkhlll, Birmingham. [Xa(

(Particulars on request). X>ETTEE Than New.—Late 1919 3iyi.p._ Sunbe

,,, . _ . I r . X / J I

-tS solo, khaki weatherproof, complete, lamps, toi

vVestwooa Special Lines are stocked . ^i'iw tyres, overhauled by makers January, licensed, 6

b\ ail reputable agents. uiitted to any test, ridden only by expert; nearest 0!
tiy uit le/^uiui/.c us««i». _ | rash.—BuiTOW, 48, Narcissus Ed., West Har

TRftDE (^ j) MARK

„ RIM & PATENTS LT"
UAWDEH B° B0RDE5L-EV BIBMINCMAM.

stead, N.W., from 5-6 evenings.

Torpedo.

1015 Torpedo 2-stroke, slight repairs needed: £
La for quick sale.—F. C. Lingley, Woodbridge. S

A^6 Alt letters relating to advertisements should quote the nuiiibei at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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,L 1921 Triiimiih Moaels
M. iiirnjiuglmii].

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triiimph.

LIAXS. of Reodins, have 1921 Triumph in ftock.
[0487

Stock.— Premier Motor
CJ042

lUMPn. 1921 Models.—George Smith. Clapham
Junction. S.VV. - [9424

iW 'l921 Triumph S.I>. Solo; il40; in"Etock.-
Kandall. Audover.

^

10365

21 Junior Txiuluph; now in stock; £75.—Rose's
Garage, TJxbridge. [3981

!W 1921 Triumph S.D. Combination; il9S; in

stook.—Ranilall. Andovei-. [0364

[21 ifodel H Triumpli and Gloria; li.^t price.

—

Cross, Agenl, Rotherham. [X8013

1
20 Trinniitli .Tmiii

wick Kd., Rowc)
r, sc;treely used;
l\irk, X.ll.-

£60. -75. War-
[3938

)'21 4li.p. Triuiniili. brand new; accept £120.—J.

(tiitli. 54, JlampsU-aO Rd., N.W.I. 14114

19 Triiiiiii'li. ^fi^' eCd '-fHKlition.— Ciiffonl, A.C.T'.
( oiisul, 75, St. JnlmV Rd., Oslcrd.

'

[3947

i20 Triiimpli H., ;i)isnhit(?h' i^erfpit in «?Yeiy re.-ijir-i-t

:

y il05.-3, An-]iib;ild St.. )iIoii«<'.*itei. [X7980

J20 Baby TriumpJi. condition a^; new; price £65.~
•y -Mason's Garayc, LeUliwoitli, jreit^. f3770

1

19 Triumph, MilHord pjdorar, (Speedometer, lamp?,
' iiorn, C'xccllenl londition; £l]0.—Below.

LL 1921 l\IodeIs Immediate Dt-Hveiy from Stork;
deterred payment-; nnd exrhancc^ i' wislied.—
ird>, 50. Ilanin^itiii Rd , South Keusineton.

lonc: Ken. 3709. 11902

fc.\X GUY. Weynnnitli.-
,£183/10: Triunil':i I

%'

1921 Triumph comliiu.ntion,
-stroke. £75; in .^tock.

I218I
Babv Trimnpii. immediate ilelivory; £75.—

>bjnis« and Co., Ltd., 139, Jinchlev U'\„ N.W.3.
13328

inirMPTT, rerie.t. )iiile,lse 900, including jic.-^es-

£100. ..1 uciir—5, Kelm.«eott lid.. S.W.n,
^ f3380

'BirXl'H. climu drive, .tlmrret nevr, perfect eoudi-
tn.li; i;120, lowest.-Diiuks, Cliftold St., Yolk.

[X7999
AIIV Triumph, late 1920, Jidly eqiiipiicd; £70.—

' Friiuk Whjtworth, Ltd., 139, Xcvv St., IMriiiiiitliuin.

[X7997
Rll"Mi*H. sidecar, new )>i,4tou. evlinder. gear.s,

. Miircli, ^1.920; £98.-45. Avignon Rd., S.E.4.
13882

915 2'4h.p, Triumph .Tunior. photo; sarrilii:.' £38.
—Argylc Ledge, Nevvtc-n Rd., Burton-cn-Trent.

13773
^KIUilPH 31r-jh.p., eonilitinii exeellejit throughout,

nips; oflfcrs.—Widker, Jllniut Works, AdiU.>t(nn-.
!370«

^BirSU'H Coiichbuilt Comhination. 1914. clectiic

lii;liting, speedometer: £85.-37, Peak Hill. i^vd<'n

tni. " [3144

'S

.\.\ GU '.^Weyniouth.— 1920 Triumph -combination.
complete. Luca^ laiui's. and spare-, enamnteerl;

110. [2182

1 4h.p. Triumph, immediate •lelivcvy; £127/10.
—Morriss and Co.^ Ltd., 139, Finehley Hil..

.\V.3. 13326

£56.—Light Car nnd
Co.. 26, Tulse Hill.

(3676

9=

pRlf^Pn (Baby), as new.
t

_
M.ilor Cycle Engineering

150 miles only
Brixt.-n Hill, S.W.2

lamps etc,

;

[4058

renovated bv Triumphs, like

Dr. llnvvlcy. Blvthe Briilce.
[4021

TriiiTiiph, unriddeu; sncrifiee im
miwt «ell.-384, StrettOTd Rd..

[3126
3-ppPed, eliiteh, good condition,

£55.—Lean,/Pohumlii ltd..

. [3212

IQCl Triuniiih, ridden
Lw £115.-

IQ14 Triumph. 3-3pee<l,
\-0 new; nearest £57.
tjiffs.

BRAXn Xew T.T.
liiick Bide, £97

Iiinclicster.

CRU'lIl'H, 1913.
spare Uiudop uud Iwlt

riidebiiilge.
^

917 Trinmpli Combination, hinipii. Klnxon. Cowry,
tool-., tax paid: £90.—Heslop, 35, St. Miehiiel'a

ark. l!ri-tol. '
. [X8004

,

excellent
Thotnc

I

[X7656;

PHiiBoR
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
Don't Scrap

an old Engine,
but give it a

NEW LEASE OF LIFE

by fitting the

World - famed

Philipson Pulley.
Entirely Free from trouble-

billv nuarantceti:
igh Rd.. Lee.

HRIUMPII

CRlniPn Counlersliaft, W.D. renovatctl,
c.tiditioii. ;icce.sr.orie : : £75.—Parkedpe,

A.. l)oncii~ter.

rRlUMPlI.I.-A fine selection ol Triumphs in slock
billv tuarantceti: inspection inviteil.^ Ross. 85

15671

Combinntion. 1920.. mileage 400.
- equipped; £130; eNchanpe.s.— GO. Wallinglord Av..
'. Kensington, [4033

rRU'.MPII and Sidecar-, \9\9. rarernlly driven and
kept, equal tiTnew; £125.—Mill Crescent I-iun-

xy. Tonbridge. [3185

rRlrjIPH. 1911. moderuiKed. new taiilc. diip feed. I

1915 iianie, new tyies; £23.'10.— f*liaw, I'nik .-it..!

reUi!rL:t..n, Sain,,. [X7972 .

T.T. Trinmpb.. complete Lucas equipment,
mileage 900; £90.- Ceavns House. Cearns-Hd..

I

ixton. Birkenhead. [3200

Ih.p.
Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed. i

dutch, lamps, h-.rn. period condition; £75.—
tj. Olavei. Cherlsey.

'

[4022

some and weighty compli
cations—only two working
parts — no levers, rods,

wheels, etc., to worry about.

Simply takes the place of

the ordinary pulley. One
nut secures the complete
gear to the engine. Can be

f fitted without any alter-

ations to most direct belt-

driven engines in a few
minutes.

For hill-climbing it is .un-

surpassed. IMakes nioimt-

aineering easy.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

SciU lor Illustrated Booklet.

19'\

Price £8 8 Carriage
Paid

Phiiipson & Co., Ltd.,

Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
^Established over 40 yeara

)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

SALE.

1 Q19iJ Countershaft Triumph, new Miller lamps, not
, -It'W.D.; £85.-2, Barrossa Terrace, nr. Pjkes
I

Cliurih St., Chelsea.

TRIUMPH Junior-, 1920,
ajje under -500; 60 gus.-770,

.Sparkhill, Birmingham.

rpRiUOTH. countcrshalt,
X T.T. bars; lamps, etc.

race, Well -Hall, S.E.9. .

1020 Coutrtershaft Triumph, magnificent.XU throughout; £110; ofliers considered.-Thomas,
Acres. Briidlield, Berks.

"I Q19 Triumph Combination; any expert examination
JLtJ coachbuilt body, nil accessories and tax: £145

[3870

ike new-eveh'where. mile-
Stratford Rd.,

^ [3431

S..^. gear, liand clutclr.

; £57.-23, Jupiter Ter-
[3678

eoirditioii
loinas,

{3602

41i.p. Model n.

[3228

tax paid;

Miirlow RU., Anerley

.VXD Xew Triumph
£115, oSers; exchi

Rd.. Grove Park, S.E.12,

BRAND New 1920 2>.:.h.p. Baby Tiiiimph: to clear,

£65.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.; High bt., Saljron

Walden. Esses. -Plione : 45. [X8048

rQlS Triumph 4h.p.
I' spares" new condi

-154

X> '£115, "o¥ersV'exciiilu8e.—Heiifh,"' 10,' Amhlecoto
[3859

4h.p.. countershaft, electric lights,

pares, new condition .throughout; bargain, £95
-154 Eflui ltd., WimbMon. I'^'l

Triiunpli, Sept., 1919. coiupletely <")''iPI"'{'l
*-[-cr'

nworn, perfect order; £75,- close oltcu—« alker,
[ooi.^

unworn
id Grove

pert
Limekilns,

1 019 Triumph Cvlindcr with guides, also piston and

J. '' rings ami gudgeon, I'Ot scored bargain, i!3/3.—
C3858Xew RJ.. Ba»ing.-toke.

1 Q19 Triiimph Combination tOloria), run 300 miles.

IJ7 iiccumuliitor lighting, tnes uupunctuicd: ^Yi%~ccmiiuliitor lighting,

..dl.1'1, George Hotel, Auiesbuiy.

1914 .C.Il. CoinWn.ttion

[3926 .

3-srced, fnllv

trial: £65.-90.
[3607

TltlfMPlI .- ..

equipped. eU-etric ligliling; uny

Wliittingtoii Rd., ITowes Talk. X

tTiRIlMPK. all models in ft°'^V r«-^V.ri""''200° oT1 leexi bv makers: JSlOS.-Ratcllllc JJris., 200. Gt
' W. Maylnir 5042.

t eCii by
l'„dland .St.

1 Q13 Triumph
-Lf7 horn, good
MiiiiiiiuB. E.ist Mt

]f|19 Triiumih 4h.p.. iieriect

.
•* call Satuiday

lliitt

[0436

Combination. S,A. S^sv^ccd, lamps.

spares, perlect condition; £48.--

.Soutlmmplon. t-'""'

condition, any trial

:

between 1.30 and 2;30

3, jVlhert ltd., Belvedere.

Gloria Combination, wind screen,

s new; £138.-665, Dldsbury

Hcalon Mersey, Manchester. l"'-"-

95- W.D. model Triumph, just , delivered Irom

nakers accept £S0 cash; makers' g->"nntee -^

2 429. c;o Tht Motor C'jdr. i'*'"^

rpRIl-MPH 1917-18 4h.p..C.S.. new lyrfj- '»«''1'»' "'

1 horn, pillion scit, perle<;t; £87.-LvezQrd,

Ci.wi*r Gardens. Wallington, Surrey.

Trinmph, fitted with Inmps, ----
^^ ^75

enua to new; first cheque t' =

sl., Chmbtidse. tS""^

mlMtniPH 4hD. 1921. brand new. immediate de-

c:f,.,^. 121. Acton Lane, Chi^wuk. W -4. I

1 Q20 Triumph'
i «7 speedometer,
Rd., " - "

Hi

only.'

[3248

Looc.
(3338

bom, lict-n

machine equal to new; first cheque."

,res—21, Hobson-

-I 020 T.T,
i-*y paid

[3342
Stores, 121, Acton Lane,

20 Triampll, use 3 months, 200 tnjlc,, "Peed™^;-;

Putney. [2350

VBV Triumph Feb.. 1920. complete, spring scat-

pdlar n"r?o; Imrn, tax paid, better tl«"
""J

=

--Bury St., RadcliiTe, Maucliester. [3843

IQIS Triumph Combination, engine, tyres good,

ly tax paici, insured; owner going abroad: £65
-Yoinig. Patciiing Rectory. Worthing. 137S7

Trinmph. 3-spee<l, K.S.. all accessories, tax jjaid,

11/ "uoriir"sparo valve: fll5.

Collins. 97, Uiqier nichmoud ltd.,

B
£55.-20,

ofltrs

and. Oak Ledge, Bycidluli

21 TiHumph Comhination,
-"95.-r. Ellis ^luu >^.

'; \V 6 'Phone: Hammersmith 1553,
19
I-'nlliam.

-] Q20 Sportin;
X ?/ 600, very

near offer.-

Rd„ Enfield. [3321

alUhniu drive, deliver

[2215

TT Triumph, almost new, mileage

last, equipped; bargain, £88.-31.
Alexandia Park, Manchester. [XB076

enamel nurl
Claremont Rd..

TRIUMPH Junior, perfi^ct condition, _..
"".-.' _ |,„jn. lamps, ?tiarcs, milea?a aboirt

Uld House, Konning, Berks
JL

500:
iJatin? as new,
£68.- U. Lavin,

late: 4h.p.
n milea;;

11 Coventry
-lj7 small mileage.

Triumph {not W.D.I, uusciatdied.

Lucas lamps, born, tools, etc.

;

Hammersmith

Box 259, c/o The Motor Clictr.

[X8116

TRIUMPH Junior, 1920, appearance an^coniitioir

as new- £62'10.—Xewnham Motor Co ,
2^i.

Hd 7 \V.6. 'Phone : Uammersmitb 80.

3-frpal hull ge.ir, lamps, tools.

tion: price £50, or cjter.—East

uunstead Motor Gnraye, Loudon Ed., East -Grmstecl.

TRTMPH S'uh.p. 1910 .llandard Model, overhauled

with EaulCT X.S.U. 2-speed gear, tax 30-; price
- ~ 275 lli-.:h St.. Acton. Lolirlfti;.

,(X793i

TRIUMPH S'lbp.,
in exi-elleut condition:

£32,10.-Eajles and Ci>

Ml letters icl;itii')> In .ndv crliseniciits should ounle the number at the end of each advertisement, nnd the date of the issue, a.^7 J
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1Q13 Tiiumpli, 3-speeils, fullv equippeti, all ncces-
-«? sories, tools, spleudid condition, guaranteefl per-

tecT; £60.-20, SUafteslmry St., Higli "Wyconibe, Bucks.
[3700

TRIUMPH 3Vi.h.p,, 1913, 3-speecl clutch, recently
overliaulert, good throxighoxit; best offer over

£45.-41, Upper St., Tettenhall, Wolverhampton.
[3305

"I
0/\ GNS.; Trmraph, 1920, Gloria cortibination,

XO\f tax paid, equipped as new; bar&ain; ex-

<hange!5.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7.
[4241

TRIUMPH 3Vi;h.p.. 2-speed couniershoft, Bosch, fast,

economical; ride nwfiy; £35: tax paid ; under-
shms sitleoar to suit, £6.~BaileVj Beaminstei, Dorset.

[3511

TBIUMPH (£125] 1920 Countershaft Combination,
canoe-let sidecar, in perfect order, lamp.=, etc.— 90,

IJiishev High St., Busliev, Hert.?.
'"' " ' ,^ ..

280.
'Phone: Bushey Heath

[3614

SJLh.p. Triumph Combination, Grado gear and kick
li start, Bosch, coachbuilt sidecar, excellent run-

ning order; ^42.-83, Cherry Orchard Rd., East Croy-
don. [4006

IQSO W.D. Triumph, Gloria special sidecar. Easting
-M-iJ screen, lamps, horn, tax paid, overhauled last
month; what offers?—B., 5, Richmond Terrace, Cam-
bridge. [3648

'XnilUMPH, 1918-19, countershaft, speedometer and
-*- oc^e^^iories, complete, good enamel and plating,

thoroughly reliable; £85; week-ends.—64, Balloc-h Rd..
Catlord. - [3875

3ih.p. 3-speed Triumph Combination, condition per-
2 feet, advertised Feb. 17, £75, now reduced to

.£62/10, first cheque secures.—Victoria Garage, Sur-
biton. [3862

"I Q20 Triumph Counter.shalt Combination, used 3
X*? months, excentional engine,' well equipped

;

£130; exchanges.—144, Ladbroke Grove, North Ken-
sington, W. L4249

TRIUMPH, new and second-hand models, chain or

belt drive. Get fixed up for Easter by writing
now.—Bunting, Meter Exchange, Wealdstone. Closed
Sundays. [4209

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Model, Triumph sidecar, horn,
Watford speedometer, equal to new ; £1 60.—

Parker's, Bradshawgrate, Bolton, and 245. DeausR-ate,
Manchester. X7932

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. T.T. Model with Philipson
pulley, good condition, equal to new; £85.—

j'aiker's, Bradsiiawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate,
Manchester. [X7931

1 020 (August) 4h.p. Triumpfi, Gloria sidecar, elec-

Xt/ trie lamps, speedometer, mechanical horn.
machine as new; £135.—J. Smith, -54, Hampstead
l?d., N.W.I. - [4112

TRIUMPH Combination, as new, 3 speeds, hand
clutch, etc., very smart, all accessoriesiJ sacrifice

£105.—Dental Parlors, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park,
London, E. [4011

niRIUMPH 4h.p., bought new 1920, engine No.
X 64645, mileiige 500, like new, lamp.s, etc.; bar-

l>aiu £95.—Pike, 114, Drayeott Ay., Chelsea. 'Phono:
Kensington 137. [3629

1 019-20 Triumph, countershaft, perfect, condition.
Xt/ Mills-Euliord sidecar, all as new, lanipq-, storm-
proof apron ; a bargain, £90.—Beecher, 472, Archway
Rd., London, N.6. [3409

1 Q19 Triumph Outfit, first used 1920, Tan-Sad seat.
-XtF Bluemel screen, all lamps, horn, spare new
(')iaiu, nearlv new condition; £130.—Jackson and Booth,
Mill St., Congletoa. [X8002

"IQ20 Triumph 4h.p., Lucas lamps, Cowey, spare
XJ/ chain, valve, low mileage, brand new condition;
owner bought car; bargain, £105.—Paddock Garage,.
Liileham Rd., Staines. [3806

TRIUMPH. 1917, 3-speed, well equipped, spares,
excellent condition, year's tax and insni-ance,

sell, or exchange cvcle car.—Capt. Atkings, 1, Centre.
BuHord Camp, Wilts. [4018

'T|Q15 4h.p. Triumph. 3-spe6d Sturmey-Areher hub.
Xt/ clutcii, K.S., [Splendid condition, fully eauipi>ed:
£55; apply after 6.-8, Hempstead Rd. {Wood St.

Station), Walthamstow. [3973

CROYDON Agents for Triiunph motor cycles. All-

models in stock, ready for immediate delivery.—
Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North End.
Croydon. 'Phone: 2624. [1548

Triumph Combination, Swan sidicar
(sportin? model], wind screen, Cowey. lighting

set, peifect order, any trial; £150; no offers.—Carpenter,
76, Grand Parade, Brighton. [3263

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1920 model, as new, 3-speed. D.R.
bars, tyres unpunctured, long exhaust, lamps,

born, speedometer, spare sprocket, etc.; £115.—Gaunt,
Long Causeway, Peterboro*. [3491

"j Q20 Triumphs.—A few slightly shop-soiled machines
A«^ at greatly reduced prices, solo and sidecar; write
lur .special cleaience bargain list.—Tho Premier Motor
Co., Aston Ri,., Birmingham. [1882

14 Triumph, completely overhauled, piston, eyl.,
belt, tyres, oil new, Bos,r;h, 3 speeds and clutch,

' " "^
' - - ' Qggj. accepted.—

[3320

1 O20 4h.p.

19
lamps, Jiorn, speedometer; highest
Keiidrink, Fleckney, Leicester,

TURNER'S STORES,
180-1-2, Railway Approach^

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,
LONDON - W.I 2.

'Phone : Western 6177,

We hold the largest and best assorted

Motorcycle Accessory Stock in London

SIDECARS IN STOCK.
COACHBUILT BODIES, either sporting

or touring models (to earry one or two passen-

gers), with or without bulbous back. Fitted

with box for tools and spares, well upliolstered

and finished in any colour desired.

Sporting Model . . £5 15s. each 1 Carriage

Standard Model . . £7 10s. „ I
and

Bulbous or Tandem
j

Packing

Model . . . . £8 17s. „ I extra.

CHASSIS for the same.
Model No. 1, Light underslung chassis, suit-

able for machines up to 3^ ^-P- Complete with

wheel (no tyre) and mudguard, supphed with

3-po!nt attachments. £8 each. Carriage extra.

Model No. 2. Strong underslung chassis, suit-

able for machines up to 6 h.p. Complete with

wheel (no tyre) and mudguard, supplied with

3-point attachments. £9 5s. each. Carriage extra

Model No. 3, Extra strong underslung chas-

sis—heavy model—suitable for machines up to

8 h.p. Complete with wheel, 28 inch (no tyre),

and valanced mudguard, supplied with 4-pcint

attachments. £14 10s, each. Carriage extra.

SIDECAR HTTINGS in Stock.
Auxiliary Arms, tittcd with 2 clips, 12/6 each.
Seat Bolts, 2/6 each. Front or Rear Clips; N.P.,
5/- each. Front or Rear Short Arms, N,P., 3/6
each. Right Angle Bends, 7/6 each. Shackles,

:: inch, 3/9 pair; 3'ijich, 4/3 pair; 4 inch. 4/9 pair
;

5 inch, 5/- pair; 6 inch, 5/3 pair. Springs for

Chassis, 2-leaf, 19/6 pair; 3-leaf, 35/- pair.

U Bolts for Sprmgs, 8d. each. Sidecar Mats, 3/-
and 6/6 each. Sidecar Aprons, 11/6 each, or
Storm-proof, 19/6 each. Sidecar Hoods. 45/- each.
Sidecar Hood Side Curtains, 10/- pair. Turn-
buttons, 3d. each. Press Studs, cloth to cloth,

2^d. each; cloth to wood, 3d. each. Aluminium
Footboard Matting, 9 inches wide, 2/- foot;' 12
inches wide, 2/6 foot. Windscreens, "Eastings,"
70/-, 90/-, 110/- each. Pillion Seats {with

spring to fit on carrier), 7/6 each.

Genuine "Cowey" Mechanical Horns (1920

pattern). Makers' price, 60 /", Our price, 29 /6

each. Postage I/- extra.

Ecpair Parts in stock for Sturnicy-Archer flub

or Coiiniersliaft Gears; send old jjarts for pattern

TERMS—Nett Cash. Carriage extra.

ADAPTERS— r LCiULit B-i\onLt to S icw 111 Bulb.

Single or Double Pole, 2/- each, po^t free.

TURNER'S STORES,
180-1-2, Railway Approach,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
'Phone ; Western 6177.

3ih.p. Triumph,
2 c?.r. legsliields.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Model H, late 1920, brand" ne
slightly soilerl, 3-speed, kick starter, hand c)«

usual price. £127/10; sacrifice. £110.--Wilkins, Si
son, opposite Olympia, London, [;

TRIUMPH. W.D.B., ToiiOTated l>y makers, in £

for^mmediate deUvery, ne^w tyre,';, £95; aiio

£90; Montgomery sidecar to match, £25.—The Pre
Motor Co., A.';tonRd., ^Birmingham. [3

TRIUMPH SVih.p., 2-speed, Binks, Dunlops, spi

good running order, tax paid, £35/10; t^j<I(

coachbuilt, sprung wheel, good condition, Comp
£8/10.-IIill. 421, Hollyhall, Dudley. .^_

1913, 3-speed hub, Canoelet
lamps, horn, serviceable ou

good condition; £65; tax paid.—Duckworth. 7, B
sbaw St., Heywood, near 2\iauchester. [

1 Q20 Triumiih, Gloria sidecar, lighting. €te.,

-*/ plete, Cowey speedometer, spares, excellent
dition : owner bought car; £145, or offer.—Ha ixi sou,

Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent. Teh: 352. \

rQl9 Triumph, 4h.p., count er.shaft, fitted brand!
*y Swan sporting sidecar, Lucas lamps; ha|

soiled, guaranteed perfect; ^130.—Horaa^^'s, 245,
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone :' Dalston 2408. [4

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents
|

can give immediate delivery; chain drive, cT

cum-beit, and renovated models.—Jones Gaiage, Mu
Hill. N.IO; and at Woodside Parade. North FincH

rq

1 Q20 {July) Triumph, 3-speed. T.T. bars, absold
Xt/ as brand new, specially fast pi'ke<l engine, owd
written giu'iKiiitee, pBrfe~ctiou, coi^t £127/10; price £
—M. B. Lee, Solicitor, Sherwood. Bromley, Keutl

TRIUMPH Combination, early 1919, condition i

wind screen, many accessories, complet-ely^equipl
mer-hanically jierfect ; iinv trial ; tax and iusuranc^
eluded; barsaju, £130.—S., 14, Albany Terrace. Q
ham. [3

IMMEDIATE DeUvery of any Triumph Model; casl
deferred payments; book your order now,

avoid disappointment later.-Burlington Motors,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone:
ton 2417. [0

1 Q14 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed Sttirmey, K.S., enl
J- 1/ and gears just thoroughly overhaiiled, eu»
and tyres good, lamps, tools, valve, splendid conditi

not W.D. ; 4:60.—Rathgar, Ashley Rd,, WaltoiJ
Thames.

TRIUMPH 1921 Models in stock for 'immediatei
livery ; exchanges arranged ; also Triumph

models, leuovated bv tho maters, just delivered,!

new; £90 and £95.—Eagles and Co., 275, High StJ
Aetou, London. t^VT

TRIUMPH Model H., 1919, 3-spced counters
g'ear, Watsoniau sidecar, Eastiug wind screen,

:e]lcnt condition, £95; also a few Triumph IL mo{
eritirelv renovated, from £80 each.—Eagles and
275, High St., Acton, London. [X7

Tj Q18-19 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft, just been
-*- *y plated iind. re enjimelled, new tyres (Dun
Klaxon, tools, fast, guaranteed, any trial; after
p.m., or Sundays and Thursdays; £95, including
£4.-84, Victoria Av., Souihend-on-Sea. [3

TRIUMPH, sporting model, polished alumipi
discs, mechanical horn, long plated esha

pipes, ridden few miles only, perfect; exceptional
gain, £107/10.—Herbert Robinson. Ltd.. 32-55, Gi
St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [4

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.-
4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo, delivery from 8t(

£127/10; also new 1921 4h.p. Triumph combinat
ll-chain drive, £195; new 4h.p. 1921 Triumph 6

'"-'hain, £140, and 4h.p. W.D. Triumph solo, ii

£90. [4

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, lamp set, handle
mirror, speedometer, Lucas horn and Corv»

sidecar and wind screen, perfect mechanical condit

ind very good appearance; £70.—Herbert Robin;
Ltd., 33-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.,

Bicycles. [4

rRIUJNIPH Motor Cycles.—Immediate delivery of 1

world-famous machine: 4h.p. chain drive mo
£140; 4h.p. chniu-eum-belt model, £127/10; HV
sidecar to suit, £55; other sidecars from £25; 2%
i-htweight, £75.-P. J. Evnns, 81-91, John Bright
Birmingham. [3'

I 021 Triumph. Gloria sidecar, with spring wh
X.*y luggage grid, and petrol can holder in sti

brand new; also 1921 6h.-p. B.S.A. sidecar, with

without spare wheel, brand new, in stock.—Wal
Motor C\'cle Co., High St., Saffron Walden, Ess

Phone: "45. '^°[X8(

1 020 Triumph Spring Wlieel Gloria Combin.iti

Xt/ latest all-chain, as illustrated on page 830, " '.

Motor Cycle," Dec. 16th, jperfeet condition, \\atf

flpeedometer. Easting wind screen, Tau-Sad, horn, Ian

clock, detachable extra seat in sidecar, spares: £1'

owner went jibroad Janua;."y, not used since.—Baitht

mew, Old Woking. 1
^5

TRIUMPH, Model H, 1920, 4h.p., T.T. bars, Lu
lamps, horn, Watford speedometer. Brook pr'

cantilever spring saddle, remforced carrier, lar

pillion seat, aluminium undei'shield, valve covers,

of valves complete, new Dunlop inner tube, belt, Bro
ordinary saddle, touring bars, complete set of to

etc., in perfect condition, too powerful for owner, u

solo entirely; £125 cash; seen any time by appoj

meiit,—Sutton,
ford, Kent.

Valley Farm, Wilmington, Di

A VS AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Union.

20 £37 2^4ii.it. "Varsity Union 2-5trol{e. as new.j
not done 300 miles, plicito slamp.—Ewt-rs, New-

Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [3774

Velocette.

XIANS, of Eeading, bare 1921 Velocette in ptocl,-,

[0486

ORSMAN for Velocettes.—Victor Horsman, Ltd.,

7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0473

DLOCETTK. 2-si(eed. engine just overhiiuled In-

makers; £35, ur near offer.—Dowse, Tidworth.
[X7923

DONOVAN Motors are sole London and distyict
agents for tlie wnnderfui Velocette; immediate^

'erv.-0'Donovan Motors, 76a, Gt. Portland St., '.

[4708 I

ATTCIIOPE'S. 9, Elioe Lnne, Fleet St., London.!
E.O.-Velocette 2*4h.p.. new 1921. 2-Bi'ecd, :dl

1 drive, delivery fjoin etock

;

£75; easy teriii';

ngcd. [4184

MEDIATE Delivery can be given o( the famnu^
VtkiceLte, 1921 model, 2|fli.p., 2-speed, all-chain

; £75.—Agents: W. Sparrow, Ltd., Osborne
igc, Yeovil. [1633

3L0CETTE. 1915. 2-spced. overhanled. tvres new.
130 ra.p.g., perlect. ride away. £30; 1919 8-10
.j.A.P; engine, less mag., £25.~Scott, Chavev

'n, Bracknell. Berks.
'

- [3433

SLOCETTE, late 1920. special maehine. lampR.
horn, licence paid, leg shields; £67/10.—New n-

Motor Co., 223. Hamraeismith Rd., \V.6.
3ne: Hammersmith 80. i3070
|21 Velocette. Model D3. J*»peed. £85; Model I»2,
" 2-sr.oefl. £75; Model DL2, lady'^ open iroine.

. all in stocJc lor immediate delivery.—The Premier
or Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [30*14

Verus.
ERl'S.BLACKBT'RNE. 4h.p.. and light sidecar,
LiK-as lamps, horn, Easting screen; £120.—Below.

ERl'.*^ 2-stroko. ^ ne^y, shop-soiled, 2-speed, kii-k

start. Burma n gear box; £70.—Shaw Bro^..
tjal Carapic, JJapley St., Hale^-owcu. Birmingham.

f3570
ERir.S-BLACKBURNE 2ViIi.p.. 2-speed, K.S., brand
new; £90; list £l 10/5.—Clark, 7, Exhibition
S.\V.7. [4140

ERUS-BLAf;KBURNE 2-4h.p.. 1920 model, per-
lect riimihg order, good condition, fast, powcr-
wiili F.R.S. lamps, horn, tax paid ; reasonable

t& invited.—Bo.\ 2.403. c; o The Motor C'yclr. [4219

IMEDfATE Delivery of any Vevu.^ Model; cn^h nr
def'i ird payments book your order now. and

id di^iippoinlmont later.—Binlincton Motor.*. Ltd..
th Sidf, C'laiiham Conimoii, S.W,4. 'Pliotie ; Bri.T-

-2417, , r0502

Villiers.
_

111. 11. Villi«_'rii 2->tvoke. 1919, j^inijle gear. koM cm-
l dition; £30.~Hnr)>er, 34, Belerave' ^i:lt^

Lftstcr. [5383

ILI.Il'JRS Genuine Spares, cheaper than elsewhere;
biKiklet, stamp; trade snplpied.—Kemp's Garage.

ith, Lines. ' [X792e

ILLIERS. 1920. 2-stroke. 2-dTieeil. as new. milcago
800. lamp.-. Imrn. Smith's .speedometer, insumnc©

icy; sarrirne, £50. -Stanley. 8. Wnrwick Sci, Mews,
rendi-n si We-rminster.

'

ia040

V'ilkin.

riLKTN. Models B and B4. ^hop-^oiled: at grenlly
reiliiic'l iirifCs: now is the time to huv.— Mebe-.

•156, (It I'ortliUid S;t.. W.l. 'Phone: .3426 Mnv-
[3375 i

Williamson.
j

ni-LlAMSiiN" Combination. 8h.p.. .^'lendid rnndi-

'

tioii; lw»^t otter—\\&<t. 72. Dyupvor Il<l, Stoke
vins'ti'ii. N.16. [1262

116 Sh.p. Williamson Combination, hood, screen.
7 good order;, £85.—29, St. Leonard's St., Brom-
by-Buw. r,n;,t'4708. [3853

Al'I'l WiUiams'in Combination

5
(4032

7ILLIAMS0N Combination, 8h.p.. Douglas engine,
' watfT-cooled, bca.utiful turnont; £120; tako
ef power i'arl.~57. Kcnburv St., Camborwell, Lon-

[3835
Wolt.

/GLF M'.t-jrs. latest models, immediate deliverv.—
' I.tjnkester Engineering Ci>., -83, Victoria ltd..'
"biton. -

[5172

TOLF. 2''4h.p., 2-sLioke, eKcellent condition, new
' lyres, belt; £33. bargain.—Slemmonds, 20, F.
ffis Buildings. Chelsea.

^ [4002

TOLF 2-:ih.p. 1920 T.D.C. engine, splendid order.
• cash bidly needed; bargain, £29, offers.—54,
rcellus Rd.. JTornsey Rd.. N.7. - [3432
TOLF.—Scle agents for Lcndon, South of Thames
! _

and di.^trict. We .ire now ftsint,' euh-agencifo,
) inyitp enquiries.—BucJjngton Motors, Ltd., South
e, ( lapham Ccnimcn, S.\V.4. 'Phone: Brixton 2417.

[0508

iAAkk.

8h.p. water-cooled
Douglas engine, spare wheel, beautifnlly equipped;
exihiinges.-60. WMllingford Av..'N. Kensington

when
you buy
mi
why not sec
thalyou.^el'il'

,

minus dustwasle;
preclecoinp.osedcdrb!de

andforeisnraattcr.
IfyouasRfor

andseerhal'you^el'

CARBIDE
you will ^el" loo^carbide
ahdthat coatedandpacked
as only Ions Technical
experience canensure

^--==*^ put
{ safety
» before

,
with rr.o\'^^'°.

limb
before
iha^nce

a\ all

iSrOCK.
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THE Kn.ov^W^S^'*'^ '

County}
Chemical Co Lr?
Chemico Works
Birmingham

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SMV..

Rold .meilal London to Exeter,
E75.—

¥" ~ -- - - -
•

Wooler
WOOLER. 1920,

peifect, only iSft.—Watson Bros., 88, Kew Bd'
Richmond. [4179

WOOLER, (1920), 1921 addi'tlcnt Cowey, spjed-
omoter, watch, lamps, toois; bargain, £76.

—

Watson Bros., 88, Kew Rd., Richmond. [4131

WOOLKR, o' maker.-;* specifications, shop-soiled i nt
greatly reduced price: now is t-lie time to buy.—

Mehes 154-156. Gt. Portland St.. Wl. 'Phono: 3426
Mayfair. [3376

TXT'OOLEE Flat Twin Tonrist Model, lutfl 1920
'» .'^hop-soUed onl.v. £83 to clear i Wooler arsclat

rtrootlands Kpeod model. Jnrt out, gTiorantoo<3 i*pe«(1

55 m.p.h.—Appleheo Bros., Woolor Agtjnts for Kbscx.
Church Hill. Walthamstoiv. [S26«

W"
Zenith.

V Not a New Zenith lor Easter?

DO, Wigmorc St., W., Is tho addresi ol the Zenith
O service depot, whcro you can obtain nil eparoi

for models from 1911-1921, havo your machine over-
hanled. etc., and purchaso your new mount for tho
coming season.

WRITE for the Zenith Catalogue, and compare the
followiuK prices for new 1920 models : 6 and

Sli.p. countershalt. £142-, Sh.p. sporting, £124: Sh.ii.

sporling. £110; 51l.p. eportino. all accessories, slightly

used, £115; 81i.l>. countershaft combination, all acces-

t-ories; £190; 1919 Ch.p. sportinK combination. Swun
sidecar, new, electric llghtrng, all accessorlOB, £145.

A LL 1921 iModcls for immediate delivery.

PAY us a call to-day: you will ace tho sign of the
Zenith hanging outside t« guide you: our tele-,

phone is Mayfair 5598. — Tho jMotorists' Advisory
Agency, Ltd., 89, Wlgmoro St., W. [3838

JULIANS o! Reading have 1921 Zenith in slock
(0482

DAN GUV. Weymouth.—Zenith ngont. oarly delivery

(111 models. [2183

ZENITH 1919 6h.p., new condition; £95.—Royal
Uorks Motor Co., neodins. ' [3313

ZENlT.l 1921 Models.—Wo oro accepting orders for

curly delivery; your emiuiry esteemed.—Below.

ZENITH 8h.p., 19^0, Moilcl H. sliop-soilod ; in flock

at greatly reduced prjc«: now is the time to buy.

—

Melos. 154-166. Gt.. Portland St., W.l. 'Phono: 3428
Miiyluir. [3377

ZE.NITII 4h.p. Combination. Bosdi, Palmers; 50 gns..

or ex< hauge.—78, London St., Cheilscy. [5997

QA''>m. Hnro Twin o.h.v. Zenith, delivery from works
*7vf 3-4 weeks: list piic©.—Barton, Coin, Fuirtord.

[2166
T.VUCKOPE'S 9. Shoo Lano, London. E.C.—

Zenith, Sh.p., 1920 sporting model; £110.
,

[4188

NEW Zenith Combination. 8b.p.. dutch, kick-starter,

accessories; £175,—Uaitland, Cobham, Suire.v.
(3345

NOV (1920) 2";h.p. Flat Twin Zenith, dono under

300 miles; i;85.-Foi, 12, Conduit St., Lichfield

I

-% [X6021
ENITH-GRAIIUA 3'ih.p., lamps, horn, fast: must

sell; i50.-Ul>ljiusou. 106, I'awo Pork Ed., 1 "t°?>-

1 ft20 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, complete, with

ly lamps; £130.-^. Smith, 54, Hampst^d Hd..

N.W.I.
- ["115

ENITH 1920 Sh.p. Sports Model, brand new. never

been ridden; sacrifice f100.—Holmes, Filkins, •

Lei'hlude. (3709

ah. p. Flat Twin Zenith, slightlv shop-soiled; accept

4 £100 cash, a bargain.—A. J. Toung and Co., Ltd.,

Newmarket. .
[1255

BVRG.AIN.—Brand new eportinE; 5h.p. Zenith, tax

paid; £113, £13 under list.—Oaklcigh, Edgware,
Middlesex. [3959

ZENITH 1920 8h.p., with Henderson sidecar, very

little used: £135.—Tuei, 154, Blockhorse Ed..

Widthamstow. [3408

lOl'' Sh.p. Sports Zenith, perfect, 110 m.p.g., accea-

AH sories; £62; exchanges.—17, Sussex Rd., New
Maiden, Surrey. ' ^ [3186

81i.p. Zenith Combination (19211, unable to fake
delivijrv; offers wanted.-Write A.M., 122, Clap-

ton Coinuion, E.5. [3521

1021 Sh.p. Zenith Ccimtershaft Model, immediate
i-O delivery: £162.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139.
Finchley Rd., N.W.3. (3327

ZENITH Spoiling Twin. 5-6h.r.. brand new. latest

saddle: li.<t £123. take £107, Iowest.-63, Strattoi,

Ed.. Shirley, Southampton. [3402

ZENITH S'ih.p. Codchbuilt Combination; £60; good
order.—llaie, 82, Hertford Ed., Enfleld Wn,«h

'Phone: Waltham Cros.s 229. [3215

Sh.p. Zenith Combination. 1915-16.. countershaft
model, all accessories, good condition, photo; £72.

—1. Chandos Ed., Tottenham. [3664

ZENITH 1921 Modtls for immediate delivery.—
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmfth Rd,.

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3073

w

Z'

z
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

"I Q15 Zenibli 6h.p. CombinatioD. speedometer, lamp,
X*7 horn, excenent condition, licence paid;. £90.—
Eoeers, 42, Church Rd., Heudon. [3650

81i.l'. Zenith Coml'i nation, oluteh, kick stait, snod
! condition, onne eidecar; £75; particulars, stomp.—

Mabl^ott. 74, Belle Tue, Shrewsbury. 13928

ZENITH Combination, S'/i-Kp., just overhauled.
Bluemel, screen, accessories, tax paid; best offer

over £50.-190, Stroud Green Rd., N. [3993

4-5h,p. Zenith Combination, 1916, countevshalt
model, electric lighting, tyres and belt good; £110.

R. Davidson, Cothill House, Abingdon. [4062

1 Q21 Zenith Sporta Model or Combination; im-
JL*^ mediate delivery.—Taylors, 52 and 53,-- Sussex
PIa:c, S.W. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. [0497

ZENITH 5h.p. Sporting Model; delivery from" stock;
£123; deferred pavme^nts arranged.—Hewins" Gar-

age?, Ltd., Tlie Ke.il Service Tirm, Taunton. [3487

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Sporting Model, very fast, T.T.
bars, not run 1,000 miles; £100, or nearest offer;

owner going abroad.—S. Cobb, The Grove, Esher.
[X7924

ZENITH Combination, 1915, 6h.p., countershaft,
overhauled, renewals, stored 5 j'ears; nearest

£90.—Goodwin, Ovington Tarrace, Pencisely, -Cardiff.

[3992
SPECIALLY Tuned ahrminium pistoned tulip over-

. head valved 8h.p. Zenith, £100; or exchange
A.B.C.—Apply, L. Motley, 4, New Square, Cambridge.

-{3780
ZENITH &h.p. Countershaft Combination, electric

lamps, Easting screen, spare belt; £l05, or ex-
change A.V, monocar and ca.sh.—15, Holywell. Ox-
lord. [3831

ZENITH 1920 Shop-soiled Models; a few still in
stock at greatly reduced prices.—Zenith Motors,

.Ltd.. Hampton Court ' {adjoiniug Hampton Court
Station). . [3544

ZENITH 4h.p., speedometer, lamps, eemi-sporting
sidecar, in excellent . condition ; price £90, or

"**°" —^'"'^nt Grinstead Motor Garage, London Rd., East
Grinstead- [3235

ZENI'lII 1921 Models, orders now accepted for early
delivery; 1920 models at greatly reduced prices;

write or call.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St., W.
Mayfair 5042. [0437

ZENITH Special Sh.p. Sporting Combination, 1920
Swan special sidecar, finished black and red, mag-

nificent outfit; £165.—Clifford "Wilson, 177, Westmin-
ctei Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [4172

3i-4h.p. (?)' Zenith, Gradua gears, J.A.F. engine,
2 Amac, 1920 carburetter, heavy Dunlops, long

copper eshauct, fast, good order; £«6, or close.—5, Stan-
ley Terrace, Castlefields, Shrewsbury. [3299

1 Q20 6b.p. {not 5-6h.p.l Sports Zenith, mileage 1,500,
--^ Lucas lamps and horn, knee-grips, spare belt, tax
jiaid, Ricardo pistons fitted, Binks carburetter; £105.—
L. AViUiams, Bakers, Shortlands, Kent. (3214

ZENITH 1919 (Nov.) 6h.p. Sporting, genuinely iu-
dit-tinguishable from new, guaranteed peifect

throughout, all first-cdass a<!'efessories, mileage 2,000

;

saeiifice £85.-2, Cranes Park, Surbiton". [3864

ZENITH 8h.p., overhauled June, 1920, special coach
sidecar, cost. £50 1920, screen, hood, electric

lighting, year's tax paid; sacrifice, £110.—Foucar,
Coldfall Lodge, Fortis Green Rd., Mu6\YeU Hill. [3953

-|Q20 Zenith 8b.p. Clutch Model, Heudereon Elite
-L iy sidecar, disc * wheels, hardly need, absolqtelv as
new, and guaranteed perfect; cost £218, sacrifice d6l75.
—Scott, 433, Brixton R4., S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 704.

[2280
ZEXITH 8h.p., countershaft, Millfoid sidecar, mile-

age about 7,000, tyrea nearly new, one new spare,
speedometer, Klaxon, tax paid, engine overhauled bv
makers, lamps; £105.—Ashford, 26, Anson Rd., Tuf-
nell Park. [3397

ZENITH 8-lOhp., Dunhill's sidecar, clutch, kick
starter, lamps, speedometer, horn, tools, spares,

licensed, racing sprocket, solo riding, 60 m.p.li.;
£135, near offer.—Barrow, 81, Holden Rd., North
Finchley, N.12. ' [3801

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination, Lucas
head, rear, and sidecar lamps, Cowey speedometer,

knee-grips. Ace disc wheels, luggage grid, equal to newj
£160.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deans-
gate, Manchester. [X7930

"I
Q20 5-6h.p. Zenith, AVattord 'trip speedometer,

-Li' lamps. Klaxon, grey disc^. licence and insur-
ance, mileage 68. absolutely brand new; splendid bar-
irain. be&t offer above £110 secures.—L. Dudley, Went-
worth. The AveiHie, Bushey, Herts. [4008

ZENITH Late 1920 Qb.p. Counter<^haft Model, T.T.
bar^;. Swan sporting sidecar, complete with lamps,

spee^loiueter, horn, in absolutely new condition, an ex-
ceptional bargain, only wants seeing; £165.—Elce and
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgiate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0065
ZENITH 1919 Sh.p. Sportin" and Cauoelet Sporting

Sidecar with Easting, Degory carburetter, all
accessories, including Bonniksen trip, F.R.S. head
lamp, electric side and rear, recently overhauled at
SCemths; £115; property ol naval omcer.-Hovenden,
R.N.C., Greenwich, S.E.IO. _ [4026

Ladies* Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Precision, 2 speeds, free, as new, lamps, etc •

£38.-109, Plaistow Rd., Stratford. [3162''

HERE
is the Finest Value

TO-DAY
2f h.p. Villiers Engine,

OMEGA
COUNTERSHAFT
TWO-SPEED

Single-Speed

£50
COMBINATION

2-speed, clutch, kick-starter

£90
WRITE FOR LIST
OTHER MODELS

2f h.p. J.A.P.

4 h.p. Blackburne

EXTENDED
PAYMENTS
London & District Agents:

93,fit.PortlanilSt.,

BARTLETTS
A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Ladies' Motor Cycles.
31i.p. Lady's Minerva, Boscb, Amac, lamps, com

overhauled and euaiaclled, excellent ninniug
25 ens—76, Western Ed.. SonthaU, Middlesex.

"|Q20 Lady's Slotorcjclette, 13',h.p., 2-stroke, cJ-V Amac, trip cycieometer. Klaxon, very ptfw
done 55 miles; nearest £29, genuine bargain.—Hll
Harlow. Essex.

LADY'S Excelsior 2y2h.p.. Stiiriney 2 spefeds
starter and clutch, 1921, brand new: in

at £66.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., High St., Bf
Walden, Essex. 'Phone: 45. "[x

Miscellaneous.
TITOpERN Lightweight, 3-speed. clutch, comi
i less power unit; £19.—Aero Works, GrattenNew Maiden. r

XyALL 2-stroke 2";i}i.p., brand new, smart mac
„T ."cence paid; accept £35.—Simpson,^ 28, BnlWood Park, S.E.19. p ,

^o, i,u,

1 Q20 4h.r., sinele-cyl., hand clutch, 2-speed (Bun
r; , „^ starter, mileage under 100 ; bargain, i.
111. Cox St., Coventry. [X
A UjBER Motors, Earlsfield (opposite station).,

-13- have a good selection of machines, all of n
are guaranteed; no crocks.

A LLBEE.—Bradbury 1920 4h.p., 3-speed, rl-i^ kick starter, all-chain drive, black and gold i
complete with lamps, condition as new; £68.

A liSEE.—Woll-ViUiers, 1920, brand new, 31i.p
-^-»- stroke, Albion countershaft. 2-speed gear
makers equipment; list price £69; bargain for Si

ALLBER.—Calthorpe-Jap 1916 2iih.p., Enfieh
speed, good tyres, lamps, horn, tools, etc., in

nice order, tax paid; £46.

ALLBEE.—Portland Villiers 1»20 25ih.p. 2-sti
Albion 2-speed gear box, Dunlop tyres, comi

with lamps, horn, tools, etc., good appearance,
paid: £49.

ALLBER.—Rudge 1914 3y2h.p., clutch model,
starter, complete lamps, horn, etc.. splendid

dition; £40.

ALLBER.—Douglas 1916 2?ih.p., 3-speed gear
not W.D., electric lighting, new tyres,

copper exhaust, "mileage under 600, condition equa
new; £65.

ALLBEE.—Blackburne Combination, 1920 4h.p
speeds, clutch, kick starter, all chain, elec

lighting, coach sidecar, wind screen, tax paid, sp
did condition; £125.-

ALLBER.—Brough combination, 1917, 4h,r., .

head valve, flat twin, 3-speed, clutch, 1

starter^ Bpeedometer, lamps, horn, etc., coach b(
wind screen, very good condition, tax paid; £85.

ALLBER.—Triumph Gloria combination, _1920, e

trie lighting, speedometer, good tyres,
screen, condition as new, tax paid; £145.

ALLBER Motors, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield. Load
S.W. 'Phone : Latchmere 4388. [3i

BAEGAIXS.—1920 Powerplus Indian, dynapio lig

ing, speedometer, Millford bulbous back 'sidee
fl65/l.0.-Booth's Mot«ries, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-1920 Wooler, lamps, speeflometer. ._
new, £89/10; 1914 P. and M.. f.45;i0: 3VsI

Triumph, £25;i0.-Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-1919 P. and M. and new sidecar. £12
3-6peed Indian and sidecar, £59/10: 2-speed iDdi

and sidecar, £49/10.—Booth's Motorics, Halifo:;.

BARGAINS.- 6h.p. 2-apeed Rex combination, £49/1
3^/1)1. p. Sun-Precision, 3-speed, £35/10.— Coot

Motorics, Halifax.

BAEGAIlfs.-Six 1915 Douglases from £42/10:
h.p. Douglases, £75/10: 4h.p. Douglaa with n

sidecar, £97/10.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Lightweights ;, 2^ih.p. New Inipcri
J.A.P. £38/10; 1919 Enfield 2-f,peed, £49/10 ; 19

Scott and sidecar, £135/10; 1919 Sh.p. 3-speed Roj
Uuby, £89/10.-Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled 1920 models: 2i41i.r, O.I
£43/10; ditto 2-speed, £54/10; 25'ih.p. Onies

Jap, 2-speed. £67/10; Harley-David-son and sidecf
£189/10: 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/10; exchaiig
entertained. Pay us a visit.—Booths' Motories, Poi
land Place, Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [24(

1 Q18 2-stroke 2?4li.p., absolutely comnlete, m
l-iJ Thomson-Bennett mag., B.B. top feed carb
rotter, splendid running order; £11.—Dawt^on, 34, Ami
hill Ed., Bedford. [34;

MOTOR Cycle, less mag., £3/15: another, twin, wil

mog. and 3-spe«d, £18; Triumph combinatio
£35.—Hall, next to Gieea Man Hotel, ^^^letstone, Lo
don. [38S

YOU can get esactly the motor cycle you wal
through the Kwiksale Private Motor Registr;

55. Long Acre, W.C. Gerrard 2392. Send tor list

privately owned motor cycles. [01*

1Q18 Eoy.il Enfield 6h.p. Combination. £120; all
1-fJ Rudge Multi 1915 3'/2h.p. combination, £80
both in excellent condition, taxes paid, trial by e]

noinlment.— 5. Harold Ed , Upper Norwood, 8.B.19.
- [386

ad'reitisement, and the date of the issue.
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1921 Competitions.

II''

tilt number of entries received for the ip.;!

open trials is any criterion, this year's com-
peiitions promise to be as well supported as

any pre\ious series of events.

Over two iiundred machines are entered for

the London-Land's End trial at Easter, and last

.Saturday's Colmoie Cup Trial attracted over a

hundred and fifty entries. In vieiy of the efforts

on the part of the Manufacturers' Union and the

A.C.U.—each in its own way—to limit competi-

tions, and the fact that the two trials mejitioned

above are -" closed " <sents> the support accorded
them seems to indicate tliat "' trade " support is

not essential for a trial to be a success. There is

a large coterie of sporting riders to whom com-
petition riding is the essence of the pastime.

For many years there has been a feeling in the

industry that trials have been overdone and that

their expense has been an unnecessary tax upon
the manufai'turers, and for this reason agreements
have been made ami>ng members of the. Union
'relating to the number nl < vents which should

receive their support.

The Auto Cycle Union has also attempted to

check multiplicity of trials by limiting the number
of permits granted to clubs for open, competitions.

Last vear the number was twent\—a number coin-

ciding with that agreet^ by the Manufacturers'

Union ; this year the affiliated clubs have demanded
a further ten permits, but so far no announcement
has been made by the Manufacturers' Union as to

the number of events its members will support.

An Average of One Trial per 'WeeR.

In ai-ldition to the thirt} open events, this year

there will be,quite a large number of trials confined

to members of clubs affiliated to an A.C.U. local

centre. The Colmore Cup. Trial was the first of

these, and its success as a really big closed trial

seems to suggest that the local centre scheme will

have the effect of increasing the number of large

trials. The fact that tjie Colmore Cup Trial was
'closed" does not appear to have affected the

entry in any way. Probablv. a like number of

entries would have been received had it Iseen con-
• fined strictly to members of the organising club,

as it was only necessary for a rider to become a

member in order to compete, and most manufac-
turer.s are sufficiently alive to the importani:e of the

first big trial of the year—be it closed or open— to

find a way to be represented.
Ft is an almost Gibertian state of affairs that

the Colmore Cup Trial was not one of the series

sanctioned by either the A.C.U. or the Manu-
facturers, and yet was supported by riders of

prac'tically every machine" usually found in com-
petitions. Since the Midland Centre A.C.U. clubs

are all in districts where motor cycles are manu-
factured, it is only natural to expect a good
sprinkling of trade riders '" taking a 'busman's
holiilay "

; but there w6re also many well-known

trade riders from districts outside the Midland
area, who, apparently, became members of one
or another of the Midland clubs in order Jo parti-

cipate in the trial. All this is perfectly legitimate,

and raises comment only because it invites thought

regarding the futility of attempting to classify trials.

Since there are thirty open events, this means
that there is an average of at least one competition

every week until the end of .September, without

taking into consideration the even more-important
~ Tourist Trophy- Races, the A.C.U. Spring Trial,

the Scottish and the International Six Days Trials,

the Grand Prix, and such classic events as the

M.G.C. London-Land's End, London-Edinburgh,

the Team Trial, and the Anglo-Dutch Trial.

It will be seen that, instead of the number of

e(jnipetitions being reduced, it has considerably

increased, even without counting the A.C.U. local

centre events, which may assume considerable im-

])ortance in certain areas*.

There is no doubt that trials are more popular

than ever they were, and the preponderance of

private riders in these events speaks well for the

sporting class riding motor cycles. The industry

mu.st lienefit by this useful propaganda.

. y / y /...y y y y.yy// /yi////// \\ \ \ \ .\ \ \ \ \ \ \ .\ s \ . y—^—

^

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be fou.id on the page facing the baci< cover.
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A Poser Solved.

THE cause of the troubles sustained by the Devon
rider quoted on this page last week was that

when he filled his tank, the local garage had
supplied him with a gallon consisting of equal parts

of petrol and water. I have never experimented with

such a mixture, and am not quite clear why his engine

should have worked well for half a mile on this fiiel

before it petered out.

My Portrait,

'^'n pHE Editor has gravely considered the requests

ii of many readers—fair and otherwise—for the

If the request had

IT

THE

f

of many readers-

publication of my portrait.

been made during'~the war.

when we were reduced to. bad
paper, and there was an odds-

on chance that blocks would
come out rather blurred, he

might have considered it ; but

now that " We can reproduce

every detail clearly, he suggests

that the publicatioli of my
lineaments might have a most
detrimental effect on -our tir-

culation.

Portable Hand-cleansers. ~

SOME months ago I ap-

pealed to the soap trade to

marke't leakproof pocket

canisters of a hand-cleanser

which motor cyclists could carry

on their journeys. We all know
what it means to reach an hotel

or a friend's house with our
hands in a filthy condition,"and

to find that household soap
won't shift the grime. Simi-

larly, after a dirty roaidside

job we often want to clean,

up, for, fear of fouling our gloves, overalls, and
machine, but under such circumstances neither water

nor soap is available. So far the Star Sundries Co.,

Progress Works, Southport, are__the only firm who
have listened to my plaint. They produce a collap-

sible tube of verbena-scented semi-liquid soap, known
as " 303," which is intended to be used without water.

My hands are not of the pudgy variety, and whilst this

dope promptly produced a lily-white surface over the

^smooth areas, it failed to shift the black streaks and
entrenched grime round my finger nails, until a brush
was used to apply it. Moreover, a collapsible tube
may at times collapse in one's pocket. " 303 "

is a

A32

^ m̂s
,̂^MsmM^^Mm^^.

NEXT THURSDAY
(MARCH 17th)

4d.

step in the right direction ; but I want a canister which

can be sat upon without risk', and if it needs the assist-

ance: of a brush, that brush should be fixed to the

inner end of the stopper.

Back, to Carbide.

FTER a long spell on electric lamps I came back

to carbide recently, and old memories revived

as 1 waited in vain for the smell, after turning

on the water. Thanks to a 'pocket torch, it was onlv

a^-matter of five minutes to -discover that the water

valve was nicely choked with dust shaken offJhe wait-

ing cirarge by road vibration ; and the spare tin of

carbide in my jacket pocket felt quite familiar, as it

is necessary to carry a case of

extra bulbs when one is relying

on a dynamo. I must say I

hanker for the cleanliness and
convenleiTce of electricity. But
acetylene is so cheap and .^.i

easy to restore to working orde;

that one can quite understand

Vvhy it does not die out.

'if

I

ANNUAL SPRING NUMBER
I
If

In addition to a complete Buyers' Guide

giving illustrations, specifications, and prices

of the motor cycles now avaiiatle, this

enlarged number will contain many articles

of special interest to all who own or con-

template purchasing a motor cycle.

1

!-^sa.Ti] pr:
•^S^^^J^i,[C^ 'Sj7

%^
^Tj^^S^

went straiglift on.

Flor di Cabbaaeo.

The Limit.

FOUR of us were swopping
yarns round a fire. The
con^ersation turned on our

most horrifying experiences.

Several good lies were contri-

buted. At last a worn-looking

sort of man with a deeplx

scarred face described how he

approached the Marble Arch
going eastwards at a good bat,

and intending to turn down
Park Lane. When tlie moment
for a change of course arrived,

he turned. That is to'say, he

turned his handle-bars shar])

right. But his front wheel

Our host silently handed him the

That Cwnning Shutter.

'Y present mount has a Cox-Atmos carburetter.

Anybody who has seen the readiness of some
T.T. entrants to use any old carburetter pro-

vided its makers will make it worth their while i>

apt to become cynical where vaporisers are concerned,

and to imagine that no carburetter is much better than

its rivals, and that it is the tuning which counts. Bui
I must say I like the Cox very well. In particular.

I am. tickled to death by that . cunning little air
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Occasional Comments.—

strangle!', which automatically gees out of action after

•ou have started up. I like it all the better because

have recently used two carburetters with air stranglers

\vhich wanted putting out of action by hand.

Head Lamp Glare and Motor Cyclists.

nA-M rather surprised that motor cyclists have never

become audible on the question of dazzling_ motor

car head lamps. I suppose the reason is that

most of the vocal motor cyclLsts^ frequent wide roads,

where it is possible to give the "i.ooo c.p. 40 h.p.

limousine a widish berth. Pour moi, I do a lot of

lanework, and i-ide some funny 'buses, experimental

and otherwise. There is nothing I hale more than to

meet a dazzling pair of lamps in a greasy lane.
^

Take

two recent experiences. I was climbing a long slipper}

hill with a 'bus suffering from non-startitis in an acr.tf

form. The road was steeply cambered, and near the

summit I met a big Rolls. 1 had po.'^sibiy 3ft. nuirain

between its mudguards and the ditch, and I couldnt

see a thing when it got close up. Needless to say, I

preferred death to (1) stopping and restarting on the

grade; (2) stopping and going down agam one mile,

with the chance of meeting another Rolls wlien I rode

up a^ain. I went dowm into the ditch, which was

shallow, anil those readers who long to behold my

lineaments ought to have had a flashlight of my peeved

countenance as I tried to reascend the camber after the

Rolls had passed. Experience No. 2 was on a clutch-

less baby two-stroke on a ver>' wet

night, and the venue was one of

those long steep hills going west

beyond Moretonhampstead across

Dartmoor. Here 1 met a 30-98

h.p. Vauxhall coming down :
1

side-stepped its glare, and hit my
left shoulder hard, on a root pro-

jecting from the hedge as I did so.

i don't fancy the appearance of

my 'bus with a Grubb anti-glare

altachinent on its liead lamp; but

really I shall feel quite affectionate

towards Sir Eric Geddes when he

enforces these unsightly pro-

tube ran re >.

1 •:
,

6,0D0 Miles on an A.B.C.

AN undergraduate of London University hotly con-

tests the assertion of a correspondent that the

A.B.C. is necessarily a quick-wearing engine,

because of its revring powers. His own sample has

done 6,000 miles, and he cannot find any bearing wear

except in the valve rocker supports, although he

habitually does 45 ni.p.h. on third. Incidentally,, he

is delighted with a foot accelerator, which he has

fitted, and find.s-his oil consumption no higher than

i-,6oo m.p.g.. which, it must be admitted, compares

favourably with considerably slower engines.

Touche '•

n
RECENTLY chaffed a chemical firm because it

simultaneously markets two dopes with the fol-

iowijig words :

1. " Corrosine," u> prevent the formation of rust.

2. "Derusta," to remove rust when formed.

I meekly suggested it was as if an evangelist should

effer us a passport to the golden gates and/or an

asbestos suit for wear in the event of missing the way.

The firm's managing director replies to-day:

"Dear Ixion,—Carry a bottle of our 'Derusta,'

and you can never have any po.ssible use for an

asbe.stos suit.''

T suppose he had the whole of his staff in to work

that out. I must give up chaffing these firms. The
fxlds are too great.

ELIMINATING DANGEROUS
CORNERS.

Througliout the country dangerous

corners„on main and secondary roads are

receiving the attention of local authorities.

Wherever possible they are being wdened

and abrupt corners cut off. These two

examples of road Improvement are on the

Lichfield-Coleshill road.
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THE 44h.p. QUADRANT—A Moderate Priced Ouifif.

ENGINE: S7:<95 vim. {565 c.c.)

four-stroke single.

LUBRICATION : Hand pumv-

MAGNETO: M-L.

CARBUHETTER: Amacor Senspray

SPECIFICATION.

GEAR BOX: Three-speed Siurmey-

Archer.

TRANSMISSION : Chain.

WHEELS: 26x2Un.

FORKSj Druid.

FRAME: Rigid.

WEIGHT: 250 lb. solo.

PRICE: £125 with sidecar.

IN
these days of " tight money " and need for

economy, any machine wliich is capable of hard

service Snd sells at a moderate price is worthy of

very serious consideration. Consequently, we were

considerably intrigued with an offer of a trial on the

4^- h.p. Quadrant and sidecar. Readers of T/^e Motor
Cycle will remember that the price of this sturdy outfit

has been reduced to ^125, which cannot be considered

an excessive figure for a machine of such capabilities

as will be mentioned in the following notes.

Top Gear Capabilities.

A preliminary glance round the machine showed that

it was a standard outfit with the exception of the fact

that a long exhaust pipe was substituted for the usual

silencer. The top gear ratio proved to be 4^-1 with

standard Sturmey-Archer reductions, and we wgre in=

formed that the engine was brand new and had not yet

been run in. This last factor made our test all the

more severe, and, with the redoubtable Mr. Silver as

our companion, we set out for the Edge Hill range with

the prospect of an interesting test. One of the objects

we had in mind was to test the top gear capabilities

of the Quadrant, and it must be confessed that

our expectations

exceeded.

in this direction were considerably

Sturdy Construction.
^

, Undulating roads to Kenilworth brought forth no
incident, but the vile surface between that place and
Warwick proved that the sidecar vyas comfortable under
all circumstances, and that Mr. Silver had complete
confidence in the frame and chassis design, since the
machine was never slo'wed down from its steady aver-

age speed. Incidentally, the spring fork Avorked
freely and smoothly and never showed any symptoms
of " clashing." After Well.esbourne comes the ascent

of Friz Hill, a deceptive climb which forms arr admir-
able guide to the probable performance of the machine
on Edge Hill. We were pleasantly surprised when
the engine towed us bravely over the crest on fop gear.

No mean performance with a heavy load and a 4^-^-1

ratio, especially as a full two-gallon petrol can formed
part of the ec|uipment. On we went through Kineton,
and no effort was made to save the engine for the

forthcoming test. On nearing the foot of Edge Hill
the throttle, was opened and the exhaust note changed
from a pleasant burble to a healthy crack as the
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Road Tests of New Models.

—

machine gathered speed.

As the gradient increased in

severity the engine slowed

down, but pulled gamely

without the sign of a knock
till the first right-hand

comer was reached. Here
a lower gear was called for,

and the remainder of the

climb was child's play on

middle gear.

On Tysoe Hill.

The descent of Sun-

rising Hill was sufficient to

show that the brakes were

well up to their work, and.

.since the climb was so

obviously a simple second

gear ascent, we decided to

push on to Tysoe Hill, a

le.sser known ascent on the

Edge Hill range. A left-

hand bend on this hill re-

moves any possibility of a

rush, especially as it is

closely followed by a right-

hand bend at the foot of the

worst piece of the grade.

Here, again, middle gear

had to be used, but it is

noteworthy that throughout

our trip the ascent of I'klge

and Tvsoe were the only"

<:)ccasions on which the

machine came off top. All

traffic work was negotiated on

the manner in whjrli ihe 4A h.)).

y-
On the road wllli the Quadrant OUt.St.

tiie highest ratio, anil

Quadrant pulls evenly

2S1

down to the last gasp was
particularly noticeable.

After the ascent of Tysoe
Hill it was determined to .

attempt a re-start on the

steepest section, using
middle gear, probably not

quite a fair test considering

the weight of passengers

and outfit. This proved

impossible owing only to

tlie fact that the clutch

would not take the machine
away. On low the outfit

started with consummate
ease, and middle gear was

engaged almost as soon as

the machine was moving.

A Satisfactory Test.

The homeward journey

via Stratford-on-Avon was
without incident, but it was
iioticealile that the gruelling

test which had been carried

out at a high average
speed had served only to

run in the engine, for,

despite strong head winds,

its performance was notice-

ably better as the miles

flew by.

Our conclusions are that

the 4^ h.p. Quadrant is a

fine straightforward j o b,

not fast, but fast enough

for all touring require-

mcnts ; a fine slow pull«fr, and a ven,- admirable pro-

position at the price at which it is sold.

A moderate-priced outfit of 4J h.p., this Quajrant model has chain drive, Sturmey three-speed gear box, and auxiliary saddle springing

A feature of the engine is that while the e.thaust valve is on the side, the inlet is at the rear of the cylinder.

E3
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To the Nature Lover and the Sportsman, the Sidecar is almost Invaluable.

(Concluded from pagi 2jo.)

'HIS winter has been exceptionally mild, yet one

has only had to travel upwards a matter of

two or three thousand fi^et to find snow .and ice

reigning supreme. Several times this winter all Taut

the fissures have been clear of snow, but usually it is

back again Avithin thirty-six hours.

My outfit has been used very largely for sporting

purposes, and several tirnes it has carried its load of

the stiffened corpses of Alpine hares down from the»

mountain heights. These animals exist in great num-
bers On some of the hills. I have known as many as

300 to be killed in a short afternoon's drive, and several

.

times I have shot as many as I cared to carry with an

air rifle, because it seeriied too unsporting to burn shot

and powder on them. At other times, however, they

are so wild that one can hardly get within rifle range

of one of them.

In the Realms of Sport.

We are in the midst of some of Scotland's most
famous deer forests,- and during wintry weather Ave

regularly see the kingly beasts driven down from the

heights by the elements. The sidecar has several

times proved of great value in conveying myself and
the stalker to some distant part of the moor, which
otherwise we could not have reached. , During one or

two days ptarmigan shooting it has also proved in-,

valuable, for the ptarmigan belong only to the extreme
heights, and it is too much of a good thing to climb to

them in a single day, as is necessary if one has no other
means of ascending the lower slopes. Of all the

strange cargoes I have carried, however, the mountain
hares weigh the heaviest, for keepers ha\'e a way of

BA

packing them in without estimating the load they are

imposing on the small A'ehicle.

• One autumn day, travelling over the heights to Glen

Lyon with my wife in the sidecar, we had just reached

the summit of the range and paused to ponder the

magnificence of the view, when just behind a knoll,

not forty yards away from us, a stag began to roar.

This sound is one of the most impressive and awe-

inspiring of all sounds in Avild natiu'e, and echoing

across the slopes and glens, it is indeed as dreadful as

the roaring of lions. Taking us thus by surprise on
the extreme quietude of the autumn evening, we were

a little startled till we realised what it was. It must
ha^e been an immense stag, for ncA'er have I heard a

roar more powerful, but though I ran round .tlie hill

immediately in the hope of obtaining a glimpse of him,

he had evidently scented us, for I could see nothing

of him.

Disillusion.

A day or two later we were crossing the same heights

when, free-wheeling down the nine-mile descent, we
heard a stag roaring on the opposite side of the glen.

I at once stopped, and we at length caught sight of'

him. two or three miles away. Though the sun was
in our eyes we could distinctly see his magnificent

antlers, as he stood like a king with a halo about his

head on the heathered slope, perfectly still. 'We both
waxed eloquent over his majestic beauty, moving on
with a sense of the AvOrld's romance renewed, but when
we came back next morning he was still there. Pass-

ing the same place a fortnight later I saw that he ha'd

not moved, so next time I took the glasses, and made
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Winter in the Highlands.—

Mit a cambination of a large boulder and a stunted

ine!

I have never told my wife. I would hate to rob her

of that romantic memory of a kingly beast standing

enshrined amidst a halo of his native glory

!

To the nature lover as to the sportsman some kind

fif light and hardy motor vehicle is invaluable inthis

•ountn', and my own mount takes me on many lonely

expeiJiiions into the glens and corries where the motor

vehicle is stilJ a machine almost unknown. Last

autumn I was busily employed in the study of the

salmon which run. from tiie .sea into our small nioun-

i.iin streams. The subject is an endlessly picturesque

and romantic one, as anyone would realise who has

seen the salmon as I have seen them—scores of

leviathans, wallowing with their great backs out of the

shallow water, or dashing hither and thither in pursuit

of one another, where the stream is little more than

ankk deep, and only a few yards in width. All are

come from the sea—fighting their way up the falls and

rapids, mile after mile ; distance seems to be no object

10 them, but to watch them thus on the spawning

redils. when the sun is dying crimson over the peaks,

and the slopes are bathed in deepest purple, is indeed

to feel that one has seen the king of fish amidst the

most kingly of his surroundings.

A Sunset,

But I feel that I shall he boring the reader with

these subjects, whicii are neither technical nor topical,

for they are the things of a land which few are so

fortunate to know. The lover of the higiiway is,

however, essentially a lover of the great open spaces,

anil whatever we forego in these lone lands, we, at

any rate, have our compensations. When, for

instance, the hills are white witli snow, and the valley

rlrar, the sunsets, especially in frosty weather, are

beautiful beyond description. I shall. never forget a

sunset I watched over Loch Tay only a few days ago

—

the white peaks in the distance, fading off till one

could not tell where range ended and sky began. But

the peaks were not white—they were fier\-, blazing red.

Some of them looked as though cascades of liquid fire

weie pouring down them. Nearer the peaks were

bhhe, mauve, purple, except for their very summits,

which seemed \-eritably to be aflame. The loch below-

us was purple, deepest purple, but the pine headlands

were merelv a shimmer of blue cloud. It was a

moment's vivid impressioir; going, going, gone, while •

all naltire seemed to be holding its breath, and a real

touch of romance was added by the three buzzards

circling over our heads, their thin-edged " kew-kew '

seeming to enliance, rather than to break, the stillness,

while their wings flashed gold eveiy time they glided

I'Hiadside to the light.

A Practical Outfit.

I suppose I have already bestowed very high praise

on mv outfit, and intentionally so. I would sing its

praises still further, but that the reader is apt to

become a little wearv erf sui>erlatives. Of this I am
certain, that taking the P. and M. as a standard, the

,^^2 h.p. post-war engine is certainly equal to the 6 h.p.

pre-war. I have to go a long way into the " interior
"

10 find the liill which my engine will not take, and it

has not been decarbonised for at least 2,000 miles.

.Its kick is really surpassing, and my average m.p.h.

between home and our' nearest shopping town, thirty-

two rniks away, is unprintable. The only reason

why so many riders do not get good results out of

single-cylinder sidecars is because they do not open tlie

throttle. T/ie sole secret hi driving a lozc-po'icered

sidecar lies in keeping tip the " revs." Let your engine
" rev. " as hard as it reasonably will, and you will save

bearings, tvres, and chains ; but let it slog and it will

Wtiere the road. Hie HigKland Railway, and the River Dochart run side by side. Betweoi Killin and Crianlarich, a section of the road

traversed in last year's Scottish Six Days Trial.
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The approach to Crianlarich. To the east lie the wilds of Perthshire. To the south and west, Loch Lomond

knock itself to bits. Regularly I dii\e my outfit at

ihreequarter throttle for miles 011 end, knowing tliat

it is more comfortable than it would be if I kept the

speedometer reading at 25 m.p.h.
My engine, I would add, is entirely standard. It

was new just prior to the last Scottish Six Days, in

which event, in spite of its newness, it romped home
with a gold. Owing largely to its mechanical lubrica-

tion, it has run always without fault or blemish, and' is»

to-day better than ever. In the past my criticisms of

this and other makes have not always been an unmixed

blessing to the makers, but, as single-cylinder

machines go, with their unquestionable advantages and

disadvantages, I have nothing to criticise in this new
model. The new type shock absorber improves the

machine immensely, though I think the makers have

been insufficiently generous in the amount of progres-

sive movement the shock absorber permits.

Prices of Second-hand Motor Cycles.
A Schedule of Prices at which used and shop-soiled Motor Cycles were being offered in the iniscellaneous

advertisements of last week's issue of " The Motor Cycle."

MAKE, H.r., AND D.\TE.
A. B.C., 3,t.p., 1920 :

Abingdon, 5-7 h.p. sc, 1920 . .

A.J.S., Oli.p. sc, 1920

AVE
rCLASSIFIED. PRICES,

jfllS, ^120, riSO, £130, a-io
£130
£170, tl75, £180, £183, £190, /,19.j,

11200, t£210 .
.-

A.J.S., 6h.p. sc, 1919 £155, CIK, £170
AUon, 2J h.p., 1930 £(!0, /"74

Ariel, 3.( h.p., 1920 .- £90, £100, '/lOo
Bat, .S h.p. sc, 1920 £1.).2, t^lSo".
Beardmore, 3 h.p., 19:il £85
Blackburne, 4 h.p., 1920 "£115, »<"120, f-VM
Blackburne, 8 h.p. sc, 1920 £175, •£210 .7.
Bradbury, h.p. sc, 1920 £175, £175
n.S.A., 4i h.p sc, 1919 £90, £95, £100, £100, din
B.S.A.. li h.p" sc, 1030 "£140, £145, £145, t£145, £150
Cilthorpc, 2j h.p., 1 920 »£eO, -"£65

Cl/no, 2i h.p., 1920 ^ £50, £53, £55, £55, £55, £(ji
Clyno, S h.p. sc, W.D \t. . . £120, £130, /ISO ......
Connanght, SI h.p., 1920 £48 .".

Coulson-B., 4 h.p., 1U20 £85, £98, £105, £J09
Coulson-B., SJ h.p., 1920 £05, £75, £S0, £83
Coventry Eagle, r,\ h.p. sc, 1920 . £120 "

Coventry Victor, 5-G h.p. sc, 1920 £175 . . . .

Douglas, 2} h.p., 1920 £78, rS5, i'SS, £87, £87, »£S9
Douglas, 4 h.p. sc, 1920 £llo,~£120', £135, '£138, *£140, £140,

£140, £142, £145, /145, «£145, £150
. £77 ..........,.'
, £135, *£148, '£153, "£155, t£lliO,

4£1C0, t£lSO
, "£63, '£65, £70
. £50, £80

t£170,-^(;i72, £175, t£178, tflSO.
£180, t£193, £200. £t205
£110, £126
"£170
£63

<n25 :

t£140, t.asO, t£175, t£180

1920 .

Edmund, 2J h.p., 1920 ....
Enfield, 8 h.p. sc, 1920

Enfield, 2i h.p., 1920
fixcelsior, 2 J h.p,, 1920 ....
Harley-Davidson, 7-9 h.p. sc

H.irlpy-Davidson, 4 h.p., 1920
Hazlewood, .0-6 h.p. sc, 1920 .

Hobart, 23 h.D., 1920
Humber, V, h.p., 1920
Indian, 7-9 h.p. sc, 1920
Indian, 4 h.p.. 1930 "£125i £130 !

RAGE
RICE.
ri22

£188
£160
£"
£98
£146

£118
£193
£175
J 101

£145
£63
£55

£123

£99
(70

£85

£139

£156

£65

£181
£118

£161
£127

MAKE, H.P., AND DATE.
Invicta, 2i h:p., 1920
James, 5-6 h.p. sc, 19;;o

J.E.S.,U h.p., 11,20

Lea-Francis, 3S h.p., 1920 . .

Levis, 2J: h.p., 1920
Martinsyde, 6 h.p. sc, lS-30

Matchles5, Sh.p, sc, 1920 ..

CI
£50
£140
£i™,
£30,
£110.
£46,

*£150,

£155,

t£18.-.
Metro-Tvler, 2.'. h.p., 1920 ... £70
New Hudson, 2i h.p., 1920 ' £oS,
New Imperial, S h.p. sc, 1920 . . . £10i),

New Imperial, 2} h.p., 1920 £00
Norton, 4 hj). sc, 1920 £1 10

N.O.T., 3.', h.p., 1930 ............. t£l] 5

O.K., 2} h.p., 1920 £H,
Omega, 2? h.p., 1920 £70,
P. & M., 3.V h.p., 1920 /go.

Quadrant, 4,! h.p. sc, 1930 /90,
Rover, 3,1 h.p., 1 920 fll5.

Rover, 5-6 h.p., 1920 /12.'i

Royal Ruby, 3 h.n., 1930- £100,

..OSSIFIED PRICES.
A\'ERA.1E

PRICE.

£145, t£i6il, ll'le-i, /to."., n 70.

. t,ci70, £180 ::'.... /-ici
£35, £12 V3G
, £115, £116, £130 £118
£48, £50, £53 /-^q

, £150 ,150
., £1.70, £17.5, t£176, £180, £185,

"

', £130. *t£l90, *'t£315 £1S2

7.58, £65, £65 /(;.>

t£108..,;
-*
£^l

'. £153, £155, £155, (ini".'.'.'.'.'. flSS
', T£12a /120

('^'i- £45
£ia ,7,'J

£93,£10.0 n,7
£110, £115, £130 rill
-£12.5, »£130 £123

Royal Rubv, S h.p. sc, 1919
Rudge, 3J h.p., 1920
Scott, 3.» h.p. sc, 1920 -r.

Scott, 3} h.p., 1920
Sunbeam, 3^ h.p., 1920 .... .

.

Sunbeam, 3^ \\jp. sc, 1930 .

.

Sunbeam, 8 h.p. sc, 1920 . .

.

Triumph, 4 h.p., 1930

Triumph, 4 h.p. sc, 1920

Velocctte, 2i h.p., 1920
Verus, 2J h.p., 1920 . .

.

Wooler, 25 h.p., 1920 .

.

Zenith, S h.p. sc, 1920

t Dynamo lighting.

£'150,

£85,

£130.
£100,
£138
£150,

•£175,

£105.
JTIS
£130.
£175
£68
£90
/75,

£130,

£105 £103
'.£150 |l60
£S5, £90, £95 £91
, £145, £160 £145
I, £105, £110, £UiO £111
, £1 10, £140, £148, t£160 £145
£1.59, £185, £210 £176
t£245 . ?210
£105, £110, *£110, £116, £I1D,

£111
£135, £137, £138, £145, £160,

£U0

£75,£85 £78
£165, £166, £175 £159

B6
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A High-

powered
Radial.

Proposed Design
for a Three-cylin-

der Shaft- driven
Motor Cycle.

R-ADLM, engines have "gaincil (|uile ronsid.erabk-

prominence of recent years in aeroplane and

automoliile circles, but, to date, only one British

designer has adapted this type of power unit for a

niotor cycle. Therefore, the Eta, the design under

review, which possesses a 7 h.p. diree-cyllnder radial

^ 870 c.c. THREE-

CYLINDER

RADIAL WITH
76 X 74 MM.

CYLINDERS.

Part sectional front

view, which indi-

cates the genera!

layout and also the

method of support-

ing the engine in

the frame.

engine, is of more ihan ordinary interest were

it only 0-11 account of this ^ery fact. Apart

from the power unit, however, this machine

p'osse.sses several unusual features.

.\ pressed ^teel pi injl lank forms the back-

lione of the frame, and tlie method of

housing the engine and gear unit in the lower
" cradle " portion (to ensure easy removal)

is at once apparent from the illustration. So

also is the ac-tion of the front forks, the mani
L;irder of which is linked at the foot of the

steering head and telescopically pivoted at

its upper extr<?mity, the whole working

against a pair of laminated springs;

Including the carrier, the rear frame is

suspended on two long cantilever springs.

Returning to the engine,' which is set with its crank-

shaft axis longitudinally in tlve frame, the cylinders

and crank case are one iron casting. Detachable

cylintkr heads are provided, however, whitJi carry

the " side-by-side " valves, and are also interchange-

able. Attached to the front of the crank case is the

timing gear case, which incorporates two annular mani-

folds, the rear the induction chamber and in front the

exhaust. A single cam disc, with two cams, rotated

at quarter engine speed by epicyclic gearing, acts

directly on to the valve tappets.

Big>«nd Assembly.

To overcome the necessity of off- setting the connect-

ing rods, these are provided at their lower ends with

" feet " which bear on the outside of a bush surround-

ing the crank pin, and are anchored by end cheek

washers of phospiior bron/e. The whole assembly is

held together by the bolt lixing which secures the two

halves of the crankshaft at the crank pin. The crank-

shaft is supix>rted on ball ijearings, and lielween the

flvwheel and the rear crankshaft tearing a helically-

driven shaft extends

u|)ward to Uie mag-
neto. Directly
underneath is a gear

type oil pump,
which draws o i 1

ir<ym the gear lx)x

(which acts as a

sump), circulates it

throughout the

engine, and returns

it to the gear box

via a large detach-

able filter. The
cylinder dimensions

are 76 x 64 mm.,
giving a total capa-

city of 870 c.c.

A gear box of

special design, and
providing three
speeds and kick-

starter, forms the
rear portion of the

engine unit. Con-

version g e a r i n g
E7

Sectional diagram of the Eta engine, showing

big-end assembly, epicyclic timing gear, and inlet

and exhaust manifolds.
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A High-powered Radial.—

brings the shaft line on one side of the rear wheel, and
a sliding universal joint at the fore end of the shaft
permits unrestricted movement to the sprung rear
wheel,

An internal expanding brake is housed in the rear

bevel wheel, while an auxiliary brake is embodied in

the gear box.

Mudguarding is on generous but symmetrical lines,

and the general impression given by the design is very
pleasing to the eye.

MARCH will, ig2i.

A platform for the magneto is provided above the

gear-housing, and no doubt a dynamo could be
similarly carried. The box directly underneath the

saddle may be used as an accumulator-carrier in such
a case, or, normally, it provides a useful and well

protected toolbag. Provision is made for driving

another useful accessory, the speedometer, from a

final drive pinion in the gear box.
The designer is Mr. G. E. Halliday, of Mixenden,

near Halifax, who was the winner of our " Ideal
Design " competition shortly after the Armistice.

The Balance of Motor Cycle Engines.
A Further Coniribution (o the Interesting Controversy on the Dislinction between

Static and Dynamic Balance.

FOLLOWING our comprehensive article in the

issue for February 3rd, on the balance of motor
cycle engines, letters from qualified engineers

have appeared in The Motor Cycle for February 17th

and March 3rd. Below we give a further contribution

to the controversy from Mr. Georges Funck,
A. M.I. A. E., who writes as follows:

I read with very much interest the fuitlier npinions in

your issue re balancing, and would like to go a little

further into the controversy with regard to the writer's

original article, in which he stated that the alteration should
be made " at a distance from the centre exactly equal to

the crank radius," particularly as your correspondent, Mr.
T. S. Bentley, also differs from me in this respect. I am
also looking to Mr. Arthur Booth to defend himself about
this point and come to my assistance.

Static or Dynamic of Balance.
This important question of balance is certainly not one

of overlooking the distinction between static and dynamic
balance, as Mr. Bentley accuses me of doing. Evidently
dynamic balance is the only one to be considered, as the

free forces, we intend to neutralise through placing balance
weights are non-existent in a non-rotating^ engine ; and
attempting to plant weights on the engine crankshaft to

balance such f.M-ces might start the engine to move on its

own account if we are not careful !

However, Mr. Bentley says ;
" The radius or leverage is

constant at all speeds, but the effect of the weight varies

as the square of the velocity." This is a very sweeping
assertion, and I do not agree to the expression of " effect

of the weight," unless defined more precisely. The effects

of weights rotating round an axis at a given radics are

numerous.
We may bear in mind for this discussion the two cases :

(1.) Mr. Bentley's weight (say 1 lb.) at a distance fi'om

the centre exactly equal to the crank radius (say 2in.) on
one hand ; and

(2.) A different weight which I propose to place at a

different distance from the centre; and, to fix our ideas,

we may take, say, i lb. at a distance of 4in.

Now, what are the effects of these weights revolving
both at similar speeds at the moment of comparison? For
this comparison we may best place them on the same axis
and diametrically opposite one another, as per sketch, and
consider

W = llh

—
I

>? = -?'-

'Q

(a) Unijorm Rotation.— For both weights we have the
same angular velocity ; and, if Mr. Bentley works out both
radial (centrifugal) forces of W, and W„, he will find them
both the same at the moment under consideration, whatever
speed he may choose for the calculation ; henpe they balance
themselves at -any speed (provided the speeds considered are
reasonably below Einstein's speed of propagation of light

in vacuum, so that we may neglect his theory of
relativity). ^.

The kinetic energy, however, stored in the weights at any
considered .'ipeed is different for the two weights.

(b) Non-uniform Rotation.—Acceleration and retardation
of the rotational motion is going to set up variable centrifugal
forces, but, furthermore, also, tangential forces. Again the
angular acceleration, or retardation, is the same for both
weights, since they are fixed on the same axis, and the force.s

set up are once more equal in magnitude. The centrifugal

forces balance at any moment. 'I'he tangential forces no
more balance one another, but set up a torsional couple.

This couple can only be balanced by having similar weights
revolving in the opposite direction, which, of course, is beside

the question of the present discussion ,of balance, and, there-

fore, does not enter into the discussion.

From these few considerations it will be seen that the
effects of the weights "are rather complex."

In the case of the balance under consideration, we are
concerned a-bout the forces set up through the reciprocating
masses, of which we reduce their magnitude by the centrifugal
forces set up by the rotating bobweight, and as_,suc.h I hope
the previous notes make it clear that the distance away from
the centre is immaterial, provided the weight is chosen
correctlv.

MOTOR CYCLING IN ITALY.

IN
the early part of the year a race was organised near
Rome known as the Winter Grand Prix. The course

was quite a tricky one, consisting of gradients and
corners, and was 14^ kilometres long. Most of it was

protected by barbed wire, and, whers not guarded by barbed
wire, policemen and gendarmes.
The first motor cycle ^^as sent off at 9.30 in the morning.

In the 250 c.c. class the wiiuier was Ciai on a Clyno, time
22m. 3^-s., average speed 38.632 kilometres per hour.

In the 350 c.c. class the winner was Del Sordo (Terrot),

17m. 44-|s., average speed 49.041 kilometres per hour.
500 c.c. class.— (1) Minetti (Delia Ferrera), 15m. 2743.,

speed 53.298 kilometres per hour.

b8

750 c.c. class.— (1) Garettoni (Harley-Davidson), 16m.
18|s., speed 53.302 kilometres per hour; (2) Rimoldi (Delia

Ferrera), 16m. 26is.
1,000 c.c. class.— (1) Faraglia (Harley-Davidson), 13m. 17|.,

speed 65.446 kilometres per hour ; (2) Malvisi (Harley-
Davidson), 14m. 18s.

Sidecar class.— (1) Domenico Malvisi (Harley-Davidson),
14m. 56§s., speed 58.282 kilometres per hour; (2) Tozzoni
(Indian), 16m. 21s.

The Harley-Davidson distinguished itself signally in this

event. One of the most remarkable performances was by
Faraglia who arrived within 28s. of the 200 h.p. racing

Packard.
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Improving the Mudguarding.
HOSE who have used sidecars to any

great extent are able to realise fully

that the mud thrown by the front

heel is extremely unpleasant and ex-

emely difficult to prevent. This has

een larf^ely overcome by an extra wide

alance fitted to the front nnidguard of

dian motor cycles, and which has

cently been placed on the market by

lessrs". Godfreys, Ltd., 208, Great Port-

nid Street, W'.l. This valance is easily

tted, and does not necessitate the

illiiij; of any holes, as it is attached to

he front mudguard .stays, while a longer

jids^e piece wliich takes the place of

hat fitted to the orduiai-y front guard
xtension, to the front fork, and to the

ther mudguard stay. We are assured

y ;Mr. E. A. Collucr, the well-known

orapetition rider, that it is most effective.

joint, and allows the plug to be re-

'as.sembled after cleaning without iiffect-

ing the spark gap. This body and the,

gland luit are zinc treated, and so are

l^ f\

Gtxifrey's front mudguard extension for

Indian motor cycles.

The K.L.G. G Type Plug.

A NEW plug lately brought out by
r\ the Robin Hood Engineenng Co.,

and handled by Messrs. Smith and
Sons, Great Porthind Street, W'.l, is

the Gl, which is suitable for a large

(lumber of motor cycles. Following

usual K.L.G. practice, the insulation is

of mica wrappings of the best i"uby

variety, while the exterior portion is

farther insulated by means of mica
washers hydraulically compressed and
afterwards highly polished.

The chief advantage of the plug is

that it is detachable. A steel disc seat-

ing on a copper and asbestos washer in

the body of the plug ensures ;in airtight

K.L.G. type Gl plug.

impervious to rust. It is far easier to

carry the detachable portion as a sirave

thai! a complete plug as, of course, it

is much lighter. The usual type of

sprin;: clip terminal is .supplied, which

is \. ly simple and effective.

For Removing Valve Springs.

TO facilitate the removal of the valve

cotter. Mr. C. II. Taylor, A.M. I.E.,

44, Lonsdale Road, Barnes. S.W.,

has devised a simple permanent fitment.

It consists of a tonguod washer iiicor-

povating two prfings. and is made of

steel. The washer portion takes the

place of the ordinary washer between

the valve spring and ' the valve guide,

leaving the two legs hanging clear of

e\er>'thing. When it is required to

remove the valve, the engine is rotated

until the tappet has reached its highest

limit. When this point has been attained,

the two prongs are squeezed inwards, and

C. H. Taylor's valve spring lifter.

(Left) In normal position when not required.

(Right) The valve spring raised above the

cotter.

their ends engaged with the cup at the

base of the spring. The engine is again

i-otated. and when the tappet falls away

from the valve the spring is held com-

pi-es.sed, and the cotter can be with-

di'a\vn.

Carrying Reserve Petrol.

A SIMPLE and couvcnieiit spaie

lietrol can and carrier has recently

been introduced by Messrs. B. S.

Marshall. Ltd., 33 and 34, Foley Street,

London. W.l. The carrier can lie fitted

to Triumph motor cycles without altera-

tion. .-Hill to otiier' makes simply by

iMarshall's spare petrol tin carrier.

moving the adjusting screw showni on

the left-hand side of the illustration,

while the can has a capacity for slightly

over half a galhrn of petrol.

An Ingenious Gas Blow Pipe.

ERY simple and ingenious is the

small blow-pipe introduced by the

Stanley Motor Co., of 173-4, Rail-

way Approach, Shepherd's Bush, \A .12.

V

S.L.B. self-blowing blow pipe.

Known as the S.L.B. , it retails at a low

figure, and, where gas is available, it pro-

vides a ready means of obtaining .in in-

tense local heat, such a.s is often required

for small hard soldering jobs or the

tempering of small drills. The illustr.-i-

tion is -practically self-explanatory; it

will be seen that' the gas itself is the

blowing agency, it being directed acro.ss

an air gap into the midst of a small

pilot flame on a by-pass.

E9
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THE TRIALS IDEA IN FRANCE.
Some Observations on Ihe Paris-Nice Event, by a Competitor.

WHATEVER disappointment was
caused last^ear by the H-asdo of

tlie Paris-Nice trial, it may be
said that it served to show that Conti-
nental competitions needed more com-
plete organisation. This year there was
a great improvement in the organisation
throughout the trial, which was run on
lines nearer to the standard set by sports-
men and trials organisers on this side of

the English Channel.
In the trial itself it was indeed

amusing when riding through the French
villages to note how interested were the
spectators when a machine went through
at speed and creating a good deal of noise
and dust. They immediately looked upon
this man as a certain winner, whereas it

one went through slowly and with con-
sideration one was thought to be a very
",dud " competitor. The roads Were
extremely dusty, and the big and fast

cars of officials, pretssmeii, and other
people following the trial gave the com-
petitors much discomfort by the clouds of

dust which they created.

I hope I am not criticising my late
fellow competitors too unfairly when I

say that their manner of starting off

was quite needlessly spectacular. It may
liave impressed the spectators that they
were heroes to shout and bustle as ff -

their success depended on the fuss they
made; and then at the word " Partez,"
they went off witVi a roar and at a speed
that was quite unnecessary.
Taken all round, undoubtedly this

year's Paris-Nice was a successful affair,

s.nd has done much to retrieve the position
of this annual event in the eyes of motor
cyclists aftel' last year's fiasco.

Saturday preceding the trial was ^pent
having the machines weighed and
stamped and in obt.aining numbers. . Our
movements were watched very closely and
with much excitement by French press-
men . and photographers, to say nothing
of the local cinematograph man, who
appeared to be very busy turning the
handle.

Excitement at the Start.

The next day (Sunday) was devoted
to, the final details, tuning up machines,
and getting everything ready for an early
start from Montgeron. As no accommo-
dation was available at this place, a
number of the competitors, including
mj'self, stayed in -Paris, and journeyed
out in the early hours of the morning,
which was somewhat unwise, as the roads
were exceedingly bad, and nobody ap-
peared to know the way. However, we
managed to arrive at the start about
fifteen miiuites before the first man was
due to start. Our official starter of
" Partez, "' fame .was very much in evi-

dence and as excited as possible.

The journey from Montgeron to Dijon
was somewhat uninteresting, the road
being very good, but the country . flat,

and nothing of interest, happened". The
second stage of the journey was much
more severe. We enjoyed excellent
weather and good roads,' and reached
Roanne through really nice scenery. Here
lunch was taken, after which we took
to the road again on our way to Lyons,
wliere the competitors began" to feel the

BIO

effects of the trial. Many had, at this

time, been having minor troubles, the

roads between St. Etienne and Lyons
being extraordinarily bad. The machines
were then parked for exhibition the fol-

lowing day, which was patronised by
crowds of people during the whole of

the day, who were particularly interested

in the "different machines of British manu-
facture.

Increasing Severity.

• An early start was made from Lyons
next day, and here the trial began to

get a little difficult. The roads now
deteriorated somewhat, and the controls

were so close together that, in the event

of some poor, unfortunate competitor

getting trouble, it was most difficult to

make up time and get into the next con-

trol without penalisation. The weather
continued to be perfect, and the scenery

was excellent. Avignon w-as reached after

a very trying and tiring jlay, but through
beautiful scenery ; and I think every-

body was pleased to be able to retire

for a well-earned rest.

The fourth and last part of the journey

was undoubtedly the prettiest, and here

again we encountered numerous controls

a very few kilos apart. The ride through
the Esterel is perfectly delightful, and
the scenery such as the competitors saw
during this part of the journey must be

\'ery hard to beat. Running into Cannes
a great reception greeted all the com-

petitors, and crowds lined the road to

see the weary wanderers arrive. Coming
from the dusty road ^ to gaze upon . the

blue Mediterranean with British battle-

ships in the harbour was, indeed, a

pleasant and refreshing sight. The final

stage : Cannes-Nice appeared to
.
be a

general "T.T." as. everybody Was now
hurrying on,' anxious to reach their

destination. . Here again crowds of people

had turned out to watch the riders.

In conclusion, I,: should like to con-

gratulate M. Hamond on the energetic

and excellent manner in which he has
organfsed this trial. He was to be seen

everywhere with a cheery smile and kind
v\'ord for everybody, and it was really

surprising to witness the energy he dis-

played' during the five days. The timing
was very accurate, and I should say the

checkers' watches (28 in allj must have
been exceedingly accurate. The roads
compared with last year were not half

so severe, and undoubtedly the trial \vas

organised much better from the point of

view of the British competitors. During
the luncheon stops the accommodation
was good and food excellent. It seems
a pity that the trial cannot be arranged
to finish -nearer the Northern coast or a

circular course taken, as it is more diffi-

cult for competitors to return with their

anachines by train than .it is for them to

ride all the way down from Paris.

K.D.
The following are the winners of gold

medals :

250 c.c Class.—Piere (D.F.R), Dehley
(Velocette), Humphreys (Velocette), Berger
(Velocette). and Price (Diamond).
350 c.c. Class. — Dubost (D.F.R. ).

Boulangier (D.F.R.L Walker (Edmund),
Bauer (Yvels), and Peau (Peugeot).

500 c.c. Class.—Bastide (Norton
Barthelemy (Norton), Lazerge (Norton
Naas (A.BlC), Detruche (A.B.C), Bernai
(A.B.C.), RoUy Goiinet (A.B.C). Duveit
(Rudge), Dard (Norton), Le Br
(Bleriotj, Contant (Bleriot), Brun;
(Bleriot); C4abriel (Triumph), and Robe
(Motosacoche).-
750 c.c Class.—Foulhoux (Sarolea

Lefevre (Sarolea), Revet. (Sarolea), Kaj
Don (Zenith), Jacquin (Griffon), Pinns
(Triumph), Gordon Uren (Triumph), an
Sollet (Rover). .

SiDEOAEs, 750 c.c. Class. — Lacoi
(G.L.), without loss of marks.

SiDECAES, 1,000 c.c, . Class.—Bertl

(Indian), 3. Psalty (Harley-Davidson
Walbron (Harley - Davidson). Fentc
(A.J.S.), White (Sunbeam), and Hugh
(Frera).

Cycle Cars.—Mauve (Elfe), PuUin (c

Marcav), Benoist (de Marcav), Lomba
(G.N.), Honel (G.N.), Ramon BuerB
(G.N.), Casse (Morgan), Sandfoi
(Morgan), and Darmond (Morgan).

The Flying Ejiometre.

This was, as usual, held on t

western end of the Promenade d
Anglais in the afternoon of Febiuai
26th. Only those who finished the t

took part.

250 c.c. Class.—1, Clech (Motosolc
51s., speed 70.568 kiloms. per hour
Denlev (Velocette), 52|s. : 3, Humphre
(Velocette), 55is.

350 c.c. Class.—1, Walker (Edmund
43is. ; 2, Dubost (D.F.R.), 47is.

;

Boulangier (D.F.R.), 53fs.
500 c.c. Class.—1, Naas (A.B.C

36|s. .: 2, Dard (Norton). 38is.

;

Robert (Motosacoche), 39|s.
750 c.c. Class.—1. Gordon I"

(Triumph), 43s. ; 2, Pinnev (Triumpt
'43gs. ; 3, Foulhoux (Sarolea), 47s.

Sidecabs (500 c.c. Class).—1,

Psalty (Rover), Im. 6s.

Sidecars (1,000 c.c. Class).—1. Vac!
(Indian) and Berthe (Indian), 41s.

;

^Valbron (Harley-Davidson), 41-^s.

Cycle Cars.—1, Mauve (Elfe), 40s

2, Sandford (Morgan). 40fs. ; 3, Da
mond (Morgan), 41-|s.

The La Tiirbie Hill-climb.

250 c.c. Class.—!, Denlev (Velocette

lO^s. ; 2, Humphrevs (Velocette). lOn
50-Ls.

350 c.c. Class.—1, Walker (Edmund
10m. 6is. ; 2, Boulangier (D.F.R.U lOn
58-^s.

500 c.c. Class.—1, Lapulud (Mot
sacoche). 8m. 39|s. : 2, Roily Gonn
(A.B.C), 8m. 47|s. .

' "

750 c.c. Class.—1. Foulhoux (Sarolea.

9m. 48-is. : 2, Sollet (Rover), lOra. 42-i
Sidecars (500 c.c. Class).—1, Psalt

(Rover), 15m. 26^5.

Sidecars (1,000 c.c. Class).—1, Wa
bron (Harley-Davidson), 8m. 58s.

Cycle Ctps.—1, Darmond (Morgan
9m. 5is.
The cup offered by the President (

the^ French Republic was gained by th

Velocette team (equipped with th

smallest capacity engines that finished

The Moto-Revue Challenge Cup wi

gained by . the Harley-Davidson sidec.

team—Verpault, L. Psalty^, and Walbroi

V._
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THE EIVIEEA
Scenes in the Recent Paris-Nice

Trial which attracted Consider-

able Interest throughout France.

(1) Two of the Freoch-built A.B.C. motor cycles passing through a lane of Interested spectators, such as was encountered in every

control. (2) Kaye Don. the Zenith rider, one of the fourteen British competitors. (3) A French competitor on a 3J hjp. Norton, a

British machine which did well by obtaining four gold medals with four entries. (4) Gjmpetitors arriving in a mid-French towT).

(5) The competing motor cycles parked at Lyons for exhibition. (6) The starting after a check.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be asoompanied by the writer's name and address.

WnEN WILL PRICES FALL?
Sir,—What about stocks of material in hand (purchased on

the low market) when the finished articles were being sold

on the highest market? You cannot have it both ways!
ARTHUR E. BALL.

PRICES OF CARBIDE.
Sir,—I wish to draw the attention of "Carbidier, " who,

in his letter of February 24th, asks why he has to pay
Is. 2d. per lb. for carbide. I admit myself that " it is a
bit thick," but my point is that there is carbide (lumps) and
carbide (dust). I myself, as a trader, am paying 49s. per
cwt. wholesale. So whether the carbide at 3ls. per cwt.
retail is dust or not against my 49s. wholesale (real lumps),
I leave to "Carbidier " to think out. TRADER.
Tenterden.

SIDECARRING EXTRAORDINARY.
Sir,—As a weekly reader of The Motor Cycle, I thought

perhaps a little incident that happened recently might be of
some interest to your readers. We are ladder makers, and
lately a gentleman called on us and ordered a fifty-rung
ladder to be made. A few days after he called to know if

it were ready, and on being told it was quite ready but
would not be delivered for a day or two he said, " Never
mind, I will take it with me." When asked how he in-

tended taking it, he said, "On my sidecar"; and, very
much to our surprise, he laid the ladder (which measured
over 40ft. long) on top of the sidecar, and rode off through
the busy streets of the town with no more concern than if

he had had a lady in the sidecar. A. BEER.

FOUR-STROKING.
Sir,—iVIy experience is exactly similar to that of your corre-

spondent. Mr. J. W. Clamp in The Motor Cycle of

February 24th.

I find that normal two-stroking is only disturbed (a) on
falling gradients, and (b) riding before a strong wind.

Li both cases the engine is driven, or at least partially

driven, by the machine, so to speak, and four-stroking is due
to absence or deficiency of load, as is easily proved by a very
sUght application of the brake when two-stroking is resumed.

Could the problem not therefore be solved by some
particular adaptation of the carburetter to the above con-

ditions? _ ROADSTER
Portobello.

CAR V. SIDECAR.
Sir,— I am always interested to read in your corre-

spondence columns what readers consider to be their ideal

machines, and am writing to give you my humble opinion.

I am a sidecar enthusiast, and have owned and tried a

single-cylinder and twin-cylinder outfit, and have also

tried a four-wheeled 8 h.p. runabout. My opinion, after

trying the above, is that a medium-powered outfit is the

cheapest and handiest way of motoring for two people.

I would prefer a car any time if it was a good one, but
my experience teaches me that it is better to have a

. first-class sidecar outfit than a second or third-rate car when
one's means are limited like my own.

Hei'e is what I consider tlie main points of my ideal

outfit : a 6 h.p. twin-cylinder engine with outside flywheel,
magneto behind the engine, three speeds and clutch, and
kick start. I would like the shaft drive (similar to
the F.N.), as I consider this better than chain or belt
transmission, interchangeable wheels with 28x3in. tyres,

1312

two good internal expanding brakes, and I like the sim-

plicity of the spring seat-pillar in preference to a spring

frame. A tank to hold two and a half gallons of petrol

and half a gallon of oil, A good bulbous back sidecar,

well-sprung and with plenty of lea room, would complete

my ideal 'bus. HOPEFUL.
Leeds.

A PRICELESS LICENCE HOLDER:
Sir,-^Possibly some of your readers might like to know how

it is possible to make a licence holder in ten minutes, practi-

cally without tools, and at a cost of—nothing.

Recently, on the arrival of my licence, a tour of the garages

here (Winchester) elicited the fact that no holder at a less

price than 6s. 6d. was available, and considering this exces-

sive on top of a £4 tax, I routed out a shallow cigarette tin

lid, square in shape, and just taking the licence. The first

process was to punch two small holes in the back, tlrrough

which a piece of copper wire was passed to serve
_
as an

improvised clip. Then I " slit " each of the four sides at

the corners. Next, from the interior of my old army hat, I

rescued the circular piece of transparent celluloid, and from

this cut two square sheets, the same size as the licence.

Everything now ready, first a thin layer of packing was
placed in the bottom of the lid (to prevent the wire previously

mentioned from chafing the licence), then the licence, sand-

wiched between the two squares of celluloid.

All that remained to be done was carefully and tightly to

hammer down the sides of the lid. taking particular care that

the corners overlapped properly. The result was a service-

able, if not particularly picturesque, holder, and' likely to

survive all weathers. The holder is square instead _ of tiie

popular circular shape; but this, of course, does not signifv.

No patent has been applied for I DOUGLAS E. ROSS.'

QUITE INDEPENDENT
Tfie wife or fiancee of a motor cyclist is wise indeed who learns

lo handle a motor cycle. What can be nicer than to gel out on the

open road whilst the husband is at business, instead of waiting for

him to take the machine out at week ends? The sidecar illustrated

is a Lea-Francis, on a Kentish road
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THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL.
En route for the South, A group of competing machines. Incidentally,

bitterly of the pot-holes encountered, and were unfortunate with

WHERE WILL THE MONEY GO?
.Sir,— 111 your ih.-iue of February 24th " Paghaled Wallah

"'

nays it would be interesting to know the total revenue derived
from the new scale of ta.xatioir of motors, I should say it

would be more so to know the total amount derived from the
t;\x put on petrol some years ago and what has been done
with it.

If I remember rightly, it wa,s put on for the maintenance
and upkeep of the roads, yet almost every i-oad nowadays
i* in a most scandalous condition, Piom IJirmingham to

Nottingham the roads are not fit to travel on, especially

between Seckinglon and Xo-ManV-Heath, where thev are worse
than ploughed fields, and ha\c Ijeen for years, Now a good
niany of us would like to know whetlier any pressure can be
|)ut on anywhere to get something done. Where has the
money gone? AU GRAND BEIUEUX,

Burton-on-Trent,

[According to the report of the "Departmental Committee
on Ta-xation and Itegulation of Road Vehicles in Great
Britain and Ireland, " £6,582,500 is required for improve-
ments of roads, England and Wales £4,700.000, Scotland

£382,500, Ireland £500.000, County and Metroiwlitan
Boroughs £1,000,000, The estimated proceeds in round
hgurcs of tlie new rates were given as follows : 265.000

motor cycles £850,000. 210.000 private cars £3,300,000,

70,000 hackney vehicles £1,125,000, 107,500 commercial
vehicles, etc, £2.300,000, motor drivers' licences, etc.,

€450,000, total £8,025,000. The nimiber of vehicles was
estimated as at midsummer, 1920.

—

Ed.]

BRITISH V. AMERICAN SPEEDS.
Sir,—I. am much interested in llie corresponcfence in your

columns as t* the reason why a motor cycle in England does

not give the same speed under the same conditions as in the

States. Your corresirondent's. Mr. Hartley's, suggestion is

1 learly ba-sed on a fallacious reason, although he maj' have
hit upon the correct cause of the discrepancy. It is the water
vapour in the air which leads to the trouble.

Here are the reasons. Assuming a hypothetical case in

which we have a cycle of cylinder capacity such that one
litre (1,000 c.c.) of pure dry air, mi.xed with the exact
quantity of pure benzene vapour (31 c.c), just fills the
' ylinder and completes combustion. The equation is :

2C,H.-(-150, = 2CO,-(-6H,O
Benzene. Oxygen.

1 his means that 156 parts of benzene require 240 parts of

".tygen for their combustion. But air is not pure oxygen,
.ind to supply the necessary oxygen we shall want 1,030
parts of pure dry air.

Assuming English air at 20°C. to enter the cylinder com-
l>!etely .saturated with water vapour, we shall find by calcula-
tion that it requires 0.189 gram of benzene for its complete

many complained

their tyres.

combustion, whereas American air, only
half saturated with water vapour, would
require 0.192 gram of benzene. Pure dry
air, with no water vapour, would require
0.195 gram of benzene. It is obvious that
0.192 gram of fuel will give out more
energy than 0.189 gram ot" fuel.

The difference, although slight, would
accoimt for a 1^% drop in power
developed.
There is a further source of loss, also.

The extra water vapour in English air
would require to be heated up to the
temperature of explosion, and this would
absorb a fm-ther quantity of power.
This example, although hypothetical,

explains the paradox. Needless to say,
motor fuel is not pure benzene, nor is

English ail- always fully saturated. But
the facts are relatively correct for ordinary
fuels and ordinary air. CHEJflST.

HuddersfieUl.

Sir,—Whilst the correspondence on this

matter, in your issue for February 24tli.

clearly showed the fallacy of supposing
that dry air decreased the wind resist-

ance on a motor cycle, it was not men-
tioned that the density of the air has a great deal to do with
engine performance.
On page 60 of Thr Aulomohih Eiu/inecr for February tliere

are, amongst other things, tables of how the b.b.p. and i.h.p.

of a given engine vary at different altitude*;.

A rough glance at these indicates an increase of about 10%
more horse-iwwer for a greater air density equivalent to an
increase of 2in. barometric pressme.

It appears that the air un these American tracks Ls con-
.siderably dryer, and, presumably, hotter, than in England.
What the actual air density is I do not know. But, supposing
the average barometric pressure to stand 2in. higher than
our own standard, there would be tlie 10% increase of horsc-

ix)wer available for a given engine. T1iat the increased

horso-|X)wer (lutwcighs the increased resistance of a greater
air density is shown by the fact that aeroplanes make their

highest speeds at the lowest possible altitudes.

I do not put forth this argument to account completely
for the increased speeds obtained on motor cycles in America,
but more to interest motor cyclists in general in the fact that

an engine of low volumetric efKciency, such as most two-

strokes, may be adversely affected when climbing over a

mountain pass, for instance. . N.S.D.
Cambridge.

LIMITATION OF T.T. -ENTRIES.
Sir,—I notice that it has been decided to limit arbitrarily

the nurliber of entries for the T.T. races to 100.

It seems to me a pity to turn away money, and possibly

also good performers, and I would suggest to the A.C.U. that

a better way would be to alter the time for the Senior
qu.alifving practice lap from 60m. to 50m., and for the Junior
from 60m. to 60m.
This would, I think, weed out the bad machines, and/or

bad riders, and also keep the actual number of starters down
to a suitable figure.

When the present course was first used, quite as much
skill was needed to go round in 60m. and 80m. respectively

as is now required with the improved modern machine to

do 50 and 60 minute laps.

My suggestion seems reasonable, because, I take it, the

-ACL', wants to make the races a financial success, and also,

if possible, to give everybody a chance.

My experience has been that, even in 1914, there was never
any congestion during practice, and for the actual races I

take it that the number of starters is limited to the number
that can be got away before the first man is due round for

completion of his first lap.

After all, if it should turn out that foi- reasons connected

eitlier with man or machine an entrant is unable to get

round comfortably in the suggested modified times, he ifi

far better out of" the actual races; and, from the general

public's point of view, the spectacle will not be affected in

the least. Vn'IAX OLSSON.
B15.
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FOR THE ATTENTION OF THE MINISTRY OF
TRANSPORT!

Sir,—Your correspondents " Commonsense " and G. W.
Hunt bach are of the opinion that the speed limit should

vary with the nature of the road, on different parts of the

same road, and with the weight of the vehicle.

No one will deny the justice of these suggestions ;
tny

only criticism is that several additional factors should be

taken into account. I submit that the formula

Axe {x + v)

- w- + dx re

should determine the legal speed limit in any given case,

where

A = the width of the road in feet.

c = the diameter in metres of a circle of which the road

• forms an arc.

.T = the distance in yards from the nearest cross-roads.

it) = the weight of the vehicle in pounds.

j=the ratio of its horse-power to bralce power.

i' = the visibility in yards.

c. = the number of endorsements on the driver's licence.

K= a constant, and
rf = the distance in miles from the nearest hospital.

N"o difficulty should be e.xperienced in persuading Sir Eric

Geddes to introduce a regulation that all vehicles be fitted

with an automatic governor controlling the speed of th'e

machine according to this formula. The _que_stion_ would
then be finally settled. L. P. GAREOD.

AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION^A REPLY TO "K.B."

Sir-,—Having read the letter of your correspondent "K.B."
in your issue of February 10th, criticising the Peters system

of automatic engine lubrication, we hope you will extend the

courtesy of your columns to this reply.

As you Icindly point out, the Peters machine on which
this system is embodied is a two-stroke, and while, approxi-

mately, the same ratio of^ exhaust opening occurs as with a
four-stroke, it occurs in two periods to the one period of the

four-stroke._ However, while we have not tested this system
on a four-stroke engine, we have no doubt it could be

adjusted to work on an engine of that type as effectively as

it docs on our own machine.
To reply in detail to "K.B.'s" criticisms so far as they

affect the Peters machine, and in the order of his letter :

The silencer, while being of large capacity, and thus allow-

ing the gases to cool and contract in emission, has not an
unduly restricted outlet, but it must be admitted that in any
silencer as fitted to motor cycles the mean internal pressure

is appreciably above atmospheric. By tapping the exhaust
pipe close to the port with a pipe running to the top of the

oil tanli of large length to bore ratio, the flow of the gases

is restricted, and the variations about the mean pressure

within the tank are reduced.
While "IC.B.'s" remarks anent 'inertia are not strictly

accurate, and v.e would refer him to a study of " wave
impulse" gear for fui/ther information on this point, it is

certainly a matter of degree, and the inertia of the oil will

assist in damping out oscillations and keeping the flow" past

the needle valve steady at the rate due to mean exhaust
pressure. Were this not so, however, and even if the

pressure varied as "K.B." suggests, he .seems "to miss the

fact that a flow of oil would occur at times of maximum,
pressure. This would be far less intermittent than even the

usual drip feed. If "K.B." will again study the Peters
system he will find that his suggested non-return valve would
not only complicate an at present ideally simple system, but
would destroy its most essential and pleasing features, its

automaticity of coirtrol of supply, and starting and stopping.

The small pipes leading from the exhaust to the paraffin

gadgets, referred to by "K.B.," are in no case analogous, as

there a large flow of gas is essential, whereas, in our case,

once the pressure is established there is no considerable flow.

Further, this pipe, being also the decompressor pipe, is

scavenged in the outward direction by the flow of clean un-
fired gas when decompressing. In the light of our experience,
if ' this pipe is cleaned when the cylinder is decarbonised
there is no possibility of trouble in this direction.

As the ordinary type of drip feed is by gravity from drip
to engine, we fail to understand "K.B.'s" remarks upon this

Bl5
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point. As, further, the feed pipes in the Peters system are

warmed by being run in a cluster with the pressure pipe,

we feel we can claim a distinct advantage in the feeding of

oil in cold weather.
Discussing the question of loss of tank pressure, if this is

due to an obstruction in the pressure pipe this obstruction

would have to seal the pipe to take effect (a thing practically

impossible), and long before this occurs a warning is given

by the choked state of the pipe when decompressing. If this

is' due to a leaky filler cap this would have to be so bad

as to allow a free flow for the whole volume of gas passed

by the pressure pipe, and such a condition would be immedi-
ately obvious to the senses of smell and sight. We have

already settled the question of a non-retiu-n valve.

In the case of a choked feed pipe (a most unlikely event)

oil would be forced through the vent and give obvious

warning. When the tank runs empty exhaust gas is emitted

from the vent and again the warning is obvious.

J. A. PETERS.

MORE TAXATION ANOMALIES.
Sir,-^I see tlrat I ought to have prefaced my notes on the

subject of taxation with the remark, " This is, in part,

intended as a joke." This omission has been kindly made
good by the Editor in the reference to a letter from " Fortiter

et Recte," but I fear that "Chi" has also missed the point

of some of my remarks.
What I maintain is that motor cyclists in general do not

so much object to an increase in taxation as to the very
obvious injustices which the new regulations contain. One
of these injustices I endeavoured to point out by means of a

suppositious case. The question is not whether a machine
w-eighing 198 lb. can draw a heavy sidecar with satisfaction

to its owner, but, since the new taxation is on a weight basis,

which should pay the greater tax—a solo machine weighing
205 lb. or a sidecar outfit weighing over 300 lb. The case I

put is not so absurd as " Chi " thinks, for have we not heard
of the wonderful sidecar performances put up by the Ivy and
many other little two-strokes? These machines stand- up to

sidecar work in truly remarkable fashion. -

It is true the 2 cwt. makes as absolute a limit as 200 lb.
;

but if "Chi" will' refer to my article he Avill see that I

recommended a more gradual scale of taxation, advancing
-lOs. as each limit was passed instead of being doubled
at 200 lb.

"Chi" says that quarterly licences cannot be granted to

motor cyclists because it would affect the revenue adversely.
The same thing can be said with equal justice about granting
quarterly licences to car owners. The same rules .^^hould

apply to all.

Motor cyclists want good roads perhaps more than any
other form of traffic—motor or otherwise—and are willing to

pay their share. But, obviously, those who make most use

of the roads and do the most damage shoidd pay most highly
for their upkeep.
Meriden. - JAM SATIS.

Books and Maps for Motor Cvclists
Issued in conjunction with The Moto" CycL:

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS " Trice
Containitig over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful net.

hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of

remedying them when found. Fourth Edition ..

"MAGNETOS." By A. P. Ycuno.
A complete treatise on magneto ignition for motor
cars, motorcycles, and aereplanes. Second Edition 4/6 ,^ /lo

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's

point of view. Just published

'•MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By "IxiON," of The Mjior Cycle

THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales. Scotland, London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages ot Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District

2/

2/-

3/-

Hook
post.

2/3

Ti

3/3

5/1

5/6 5/10

5/- /i

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and

Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection ot questions oi general interest received Irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, '* The Motor Cycle,'

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stampel addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged To write clearly and on one side of the paper only.nurabering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the trp -eft-hand corner of the envelope, and should b? kept d'stinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ABNORMAI, BIG END WEAR
I have a 2^ h.p. four-stroke

engine, and am troubled with
e.xcessive wear in the big end
bush. It requiree rebuehing after

every sixty to one hundred miles.

Would it be possible for phosphor-bronze
bushes to wear in such a short period

;

or do you think the shaft i.s wearing?
If the latter, could the shaft be case-

hardened ; or does it require a new
crankshaft? The ci'ankshaft is solid,

there is no sign of we.ir in other -bear-

ing.':, and the engine is kept well oiled.

—

If phosphor-bronze is used for the big end
bushes they should certainly not require
I'cnewing after only 100 miles running. It

is unlikely that the shaft itself will wear
appreciably in this distance, eveli if it is

not hardened ; and we should imaciue that
the cause of the trouble is in all proba-
bility due to your omitting to drill the
necessary oil holes in the bush. If the
bushes are grooved with suitable oil ways,
and the e.vcessive wear still continues, it

would be advisable to return the engine
to the makers.

MANAGEMENT OF TWO-SPEED
MACHINE.

Can you advise me as to the
cause of knocking in the engine
of my machine when changing

-^ from low gear to top after going
up a hill?' It does this invari-

ably unless the road is at once on the
downward grade, e.g., if slightly uj)-

hill, yet not sufficiently so to use low
gear. I retard the spark at the time
of changing, but it needs two or three
attempts to get going, and sometimes

10 m.p.li. on low before changing gear,
that is, if you wish to get back into top
before reaching the actual summit. It is

much better, nowever, with a gear of

this description, to continue to the top
of the gradient on low gear, reducing the
engine speed when it tends to race as

conditions become easier, and so com-
pleting the climb quite slowly; then
change into high gear again when a level

stretch of road has been reached. The
top gear of 4^ to 1 is reasonably high,
and this, of course, increases the difficulty

of changing. The petrol consumption is

not too bad with this type of machine,
and you might regain some of the lost
power by fitting a sliglitly larger jet,

which you can do without seriously in-

creasing the consumption when you have
lowered the level.

I havff' to return to low gear until the
road is easier. The macnine is a 3^
h.p. Humber with Roc two-speed
(1912) ; engine in fair condition, and
top gear 4| to 10. Otherwise it runs
well and will take the ordinary short
hills with a clear run on top gear, with
a passenger on the carrier. Uhe engine
is timed to the makers' setting. Owing
to a big petrol consuni|8tion when 1

bought the machine, I have lowered
Ihc petrol level and am now doing about
80 tci 90 m.p.g. , but the engine has lost

its dash on steep hills.—F.W.S.

In' {he- case of a machine equipped with
a two-speed gear with a very wide differ-
ence between the high and low ratios, it

i.s usual to experience some difficulty in

changing back again to top gear after
climbing a hill on low, unless one is

actually on the level ground at the top.
In order to effect an easy gear change
you should speed up the machnie to about

"Smportant "Dates.
E»' . March 1 9lh—Birmingham M.C.C

"ViclfM-y' Reliability Tria'.

Sat.. Mirth 19 h—Slockporl M.C C.
Open Hill CI mb.

Fri.. March 25lh—Richmond Moet.
Fri . March 25lh. and Sal . MarcS 26lh-

M.C.C. London Land'. End Trial.

Mon, Mar. 28th—Weslmorland M C.C.
Open Hill C imb

Man., Mar. 28 h- Ea't Midi nd Centre
A.C.U. Open H II Climb.

Fris April 8tli. and Sal.. April 9th

—

WeBtem Cenlrc A C.U I wo-day Open
Tr.al.

Fri. April 1 5lh. and Sat.. April I 6th—
EalinR and District M.C.C. London-
Holyhead-London 24 hr. Open Trial.

Sat . April I Stli—Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill-d mb.

Sat.. April 23ra— Midland Cenlrc A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial,

Wed , AprU 27lh—A.C U. One-day Trial.

Fri. May 13th, ani Sal. May 14ln—
M.C C. London-Edinburch Run.

Sa'. May 21 si—West rn Centre A.C.U.
Open Hi 1 Climb.

Wed.. May 2Slh—A.C.U. Silencer Trial al
Brooklands.

Sa>.. M»v 28lh—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hi'l Cllm'7.

TueB.,Jane 14th—Junior T.T. Race
Thurs. June 16lh—Senior T T. Face.

Sat. Jun3 25lh—M.C.C Inler-team Trial
for "The IViolor Cycle" Cup

Mon.. July 4th t3 Sa'.. July 9lh —
Scotlish Six Days Trial.

Wed.. July 6th, and Thurs , July 7lh—
Arbulhnot Trophy Trial.

Sun.. July 24lh—
Molcr Cycle Grand Prix Rac3 in France-

Mon . Aug. I St. to Sa'., Aug. 6th

—

International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land.

Mon.. Aug. 29th. to Sal, Sept 3rd—
AC.U. Six Days Trial.

SaL. Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars

LEAKING CARBURETTER.
I have experienced continual

^ wastage of petrol through my
^ \ma.c carburetter dripping. At
-i-1 first I altered the float and

tightened the jet, etc., without

avail. At last I have traced the trouble

to two little boles above the jet -

chamber from which petrol continually

flows. Could vou please advise?

—

I..C.B.

Without actual inspection of the carbu-

retter, we cannot give you a definite

answer, but we should imagine that the

leakage of petrol from the base of the

mixing chamber is due to the level being

too high or to the needle valve in the

float chamber not seating properly. The
level should he so adjusted that- barely

T^jin. play is allowed to the float. Wc
suppose, of course, that the float is not

punctured and weighted down by petrol

which has leaked inside. If the needle

valve is leaking, obtain a new needle or

grind in the old one with very fine

grinding paste. Also make sure that the

cone seating of tlie jet platform in the

body of tile carburettor does not leak.

A TWO-STROKE FLAT TWIN.
I have a Levis two-stroke hori-

zontally opposed engine in prac-

tically new condition which I wish

to use on a light cycle car of

about 3 cwt.. using friction gear.

(1.) The bore and stroke are u2x70
mm. respectively ; what is the horse-

power and the capacity? (2.) What are

the average revolutions per minute with
load? (3.) Does the magneto, or if coil

ignition is used, riui at the same speed

as engine .shaft? (4.) Do the cylinders

fire both at the same time? (5.) Can I

join the plugs up in parallel, or will

they have their connections from sepa-

rate contacts on the commutator which
allows spark to occur? (6.) What is the

best means of lubricating this type of

engine?—E.F.G.

(1.) The total cylinder capacity is 422 c.c,

and the enghie is rated at 4^ h.p. ; at the

s^nie time we think that the car you
propose building is much too heavy for

such a small engine. (2.) This is a ques-

tion which \Tm should refer to the makers,
but we should imagine that it will give

its rated power at about 1.400 to 1,600
r.p.m. (3.) The magneto should run at

engine speed. (4.) The cylinders fire

simultaneously. (5.) You cannot run the

plugs in parallel ; you need a special two
spark magneto. (6.) You might use the

petroil system, but it would be better to

lead oil directly to the main bearings;

consult the makers.

C3
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WEAK SPARK.
While I tuni the armature ot

[^ my magneto by hand it gives a

I > " very \veal< spark with the
LiJ terminal touching the magnets.

While turning at fairly good
speed, it only sparks at a gap equivalent
to three leaves of The. Motor Oych.
Do the magnets want remagnetisin^?
I may add they will pick up an article

weighing 7 lb.—W.T.
There is apparently so'me defect in the

magneto, as, at a moderate speed, you
should get a spark of at least ^-in.. iNIake

certain that the contact breaker points

separate smartly to the extent of u^in.,

and that the cam ring is in the fully

advanced position. There should be no
need to have the magnets remagnetised if

tliev will hold a weight of 7 lb.

CORK INSERT CLUTCH.
I have a 6 h.p. machine with a

«l ihree-speed gear fitted with cork

> plates in the clutch, and although
-^ adjusted almost to full it slips

and will not grip unless it is

tightened to its full limit. I have had
tile clutch out, and think it should still

stand a great deal more w'ear. I think
that the cork in this case is inclined

to chip and wear quickly. Do you
think if fitted with Ferodo ringstpn the

same plates it would be satisfactory?

—

•fSm&w.

f\Ve.

E.U.

While the trouble with your clutch may
be due to w-ear ot the cork iirscrts, it is

jupt possible that it is the result of wear
on the splines upon which the clutch

plates slide. You should examine these

and remove with a file any steps or

shoulders which appear on them, as the
plates may bind and not close up properly
under the pressure of the spriiig. If this

does not effect a cure, it will be necessary
to renew the corks. You might be able

to obtain Ferodo inserts to replace the
corks.

USING A STARTING MAGNETO.
(1.) I have a high-ten.sion ihag-.

neto whicli sparks twice in one
revolution, but has only one high-

tension terminal. The swells on
the steel cam are directly oppo-
I wish to use this machine on a

2 li.p. (four-stroke) single-cylinder

stationary petrol engine. Can 1 make
tliis magneto give a single spark by
altering the steel cam? (2.) If so, shall

I liave to take off one of the swells or

hll up one of the gaps on the cam ring?

(3.) The engine is fitted with a sparking
plug and battery ignition. If this

alteration can be done, will it make
any difference to the inside workings of

the magneto?—J.W.W.
(1.) Presumably, the magneto is one _of

those used for the starting of aeroplane
engines, and it should work cjuite well on
a single-cylinder four-stroke engine, if

you run it at half engine speed. (2.) It

would be better if you remove the raised
portion of one of the cams; but there is

no absolute necessity for doing tljis, as if

you time it so that one of the .s-parks

occur about 4 mm. before the top of the
compression stroke, the other spark will

occur at the top of the exhaust stroke,
where it will do no harm. (3.) The re-

moval ot one of the cafiis would not affect
the internal parts of the magneto in any

THE NEXT STAGE !

MOTOR CYCLISTS inlcreded

in small oi large cars should read

Friday

the forerunner of all molorin;^

journals. Founded in 1895, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful autoniobils paper, and enjoysthe

greatest circulation. It is universally

accepted asilierepresentative British

motoring fonrnal.
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to raise the exhaust valve lift, although we
have never found any difficulty in so doing

while operating the gear with the right,

hand. If the gear is controlled by the

left hand, you may throttle down at the

same time, opening out again when
changing from low to top.

ADJUSTMENT OF N.S.U. TYPE GEAR.
I purchased an N.S.U. type

f^l gear, and I have had it in use

> about twelve months. It seemed "

-i-1 very loose and worn, so I sent it

to the makers for overhauling
and new- parts. I am not complaining
of that because I do not understand it

very well; but what I should like to

know is whether yon think I ha\e
handled it wrongly. When changing
gear, is there any special method to

avoid this excessive wear? I notice,

by following your pages, that with a

countershaft -gear it is advisable to lift

the e.xhaust when changing. I do not
suppose the instruction will apply to the
N.S.U. gear, as the handle is on the

same side as the exhaust lifter lever.

—

J.R.

You do not state the particular nature of

the trouble which arose with your JC.S.U.

gear, therefore w-e cannot help you very

far. The main bearings of this gear are

adjustable, but you mio;ht not be able to

carry this out yourself unless you are
fairly skilful in the use of tools. The
adjustment is made by unscrewing the

left-hand lock' ring on the pulley body
with the large C spanner provided. As
the ring is turned, one of its notches will

uncover a small grub screw, which will

-release the pulley body on its thread.

Tap the body of the gear a little to the

left-to tighten the bearings, and replace the

grub screw, and finally Hnock up the lock

ring very securely. Gear changing should
be done quickly, and there is no necessity

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
L.S." (Sandown, I.O.W.).—8 h.p.

Campion taxi outfit. Costs, ease of start-

ing, licences, etc.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES
Kettering . to Bbighton.j^T.P.B.

Kettering; Northampton, Towcester,

Buckingham, Aylesbury, WenHover,
Amersham, Beaconsfield, Slough,
Windsor, Chertsey, Weybridge, Cob-
ham, Leathevhead, Dorking, Horsham,
Brighton.

Erhh to Torquay.—A.S.
Erith, Sidcup, Bromley, Croydon,

Sutton, Epsom, Leatherhead, Guildford,
Farnham, Alton, Alresford, Kingsworthy,
Winchester, Stockbridge, Salisbury,

Wilton, Shaftesbury, Sherborne, Y'eovil,

Crewkerne, Chard, IToniton, Exeter,
Dawlish, Teignmouth, Torquay. Approxi-
mately 205 miles.

Bedford to F.\rnh,\m.—W.M.
Bedford, Arapthill, Flitwick, Todding-

ton. Houghton Regis, Dunstable, New-
mill, Berkhamsted, Chesham, Amersham,
Beaconsfield, Farnham Common, Farnham
Royal, Slough, Eton, Windsor, Virginia
Water. Sunningdalc, Bagshot, Farn-
borough, Aldershot, Farnham. Appro.xi-

mately 79 miles.

Cottingham to Greenwich.—J.C.
Cottingham, Hull, Barrow-npon-

Humber. Croxton, Milton Ross, Wrawby,
Brigg, Spital-in-the-Street. Lincoln,
Leadenham, JManthorpe, Grantham, C'ol-

sterworth. Great Ca.sterton, Stamford.
Wansford, Peterborough, Norman Cross,
Stilton, Alconbnry Hill, Buckden. Eaton
Socon, Girtford Bridge, Biggleswade,
Baldock, Stevenage, Welwyn, Hatfield,

Potters Bar, Botany Bay, Enfield, Ching
ford Green, Woodford Green. .Snarc.^

brook, High Street, Wanstead, Cambridge
Park Road, Blake Hall Road, Rabbits
Road, Romford Road, North Woolwich,
Woolwich, Cireenwich. AppiSlciniateK
199 miles.

GOLD MEDAL WINNING MORGANS IN THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL.

It will be observed that one of them differs slightly from the standard design of the

Grand Prix- model, the one on the left having a completely enclosed bonnet,

licence in France.

ndcr
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:l^tivitys what
The Much-(aiked-ot Einstein Theory—a Problem for (he Thinker and (he Mathematician.

rllE reader is probably acquainted with
the method of specifying positions

of points in a plane by their dis-

ances from two mutually perpendicular
ines, or if the points are in space by
heir distances from three mutually per-

)endicnlar planes like adjacent sides of

flat-sided box. The method is, in fact,

n common use for exhibiting relations

etween quantities by graphs or diagrams.
These sets of axes, as they are called,

ogether with any scales used for measur-
ng, must be supposed rigid, otherwise
he events or points which they are used

specify are indefinite. The lengths
.vliich locate any point with reference

to a set of axes are called its co-ordinates.

When such systems are used for

physical purposes, they must be supple-
mented by clocks to enable the times .it

which events occur to be determined.
The clocks must be synchronised, and
must go at the same rate, but it must
suffice here to state that this is possible
without indicating how these conditions
can be attained. A system of axes with
its clocks will hereinafter be called a
Frame of Reference, and e^ery observer
will be supposed to be provided with such
frame partaking of his motion. All the

objects which partake of an obseiwer's
motion will be called his .•<i/.ifC'm.

-It is a question whether among all

possible frames of reference any one
frame or class of frames is more suited
than another for the mathematical state-

ment of physical laws. This is for e.\-

perience to decide, and a Principle of

Relativity is a statement embodying the
answer.

The Mechanical Principle of Relativity.

It has been ascertained that all such
flames are equally suitable for the mathe-
matical statement of general niec/ianirnl

laws, provided (hat their motion is recti-

linear and uniform and without rotation.

This fact is comprehended in the general
statement that aft unacceleraffd frames of

retirence are equivalent for the stale-

mint of the general lairs of 7»erhanics.

This is the mechanical principle of
relativity.

It is well recognised, however, that the
laws of dynamics as hitherto stated in-

volve the following assumptions :

(1.) Lengths of rigid bodies are un-
affected by tlie motion of the frame
of reference.

(2.) Measured times are likewise
unaffected.

That is to say, that any length measured
on his own system by either of two rela-

tively moving observers appears the same
to both observers, or that lengths of
objects and rates of clocks do not alter
whatever the motion relative to an
observer. TTiese assumptions seem so

obvious that it is scarcely perceived that
tliey are assumptions at all. Yet this is

the case, and, as a matter of fact, they
are both untrue.

The Special Principle oJ Relativity.

Although all unaccelerated frames of

reference are equivalent for the purposes
of mechanical laws, this is not the case
for Dhvsical laws generally as long as

the above suppositions are adhered to.

Electro-magnetic laws do alter their form
according to the motion of the frame
of reference—that is to say, if these
suppositions are true, electro-magnetic
agencies act in different ways according
to the motion of the system in which
they occur. There is nothing « priori

impossible in this, but it does not agree
with experiment. The motion of each
locality on the earth is continually

changing from hour to hour, but no
corres"ponding changes occur in electro-

magnetic actions. It has, however, been
ascertained that on discarding these

suppositions the difficulty disappears, and
electro-magnetic laws retain their form
under iill circumstances of unaccelerated

motion. According to the theory of rela-

REUATIVITY.
A great percentage of_ ovr wide circle

of readers are ledmical men, so that

Professor Einstein's Theory of Rela-

tivity will be familiar to them ; those

less fortunate readers irderesled in

science will bcnefU by a study of

Mr. Bolton's Prize Essay on Professor

Einstein's book. Because it is a Utile

known subject, bccaus; it has limitless

applications, and because it challenges

Jiitherlo accepted natural laws, is oar

reason for publishing the winning
essay. A limit of 3,000 words was
placed upon the essay, and it is pleasing

to know that an Englighman, Mr.
L. Bolton, of the Patent Office in

London, has been awarded the $-5,000

prize from amongst thousands of com-

veiitors scattered over the world.

tivity, the correct view which replaces

these suppositions is deducible from the

following postulates :

(1.) By no experiment conducted
on his own system can an observer

detect the unaccelerated motion of his

.system.

(2.) The measure of the velocity of

light in icnyuo is unaffected by relative

motion between the observer and the

source of light.

Both these jxistulates are well estab-

lished by experiment. The first may be
illustrated by the familiar difficulty of

determining whether a slowly moving
train one happens to be sitting in, or an
adjacent one, is in motion. The passenger

has either to wait lor bumps (that is,

accelerations) or else he nas to look out

at some adjacent objects which he knows
to be fixed, such as a building (that is,

he has to perform an experiment on some-

thing outside his system), before he can

decide.

The fccond postulate is an obvious

consequence of the wave theory of light.

Just as waves in water, once started by
a ship, travel through the water with a

velocity independent of the .=hip, so waves
in space travel onward with a speed

bearing no relation to that of the body
which originated them.

It is not difficult to deduce from these

postulate* certain remarkable conclusions

relating to the systems of two observers.

A and B, in I'elative motion, among them
the following :

(1.) Objects on B"s system appear to A to
be shorter in the direction oi relative motion
ttian they appear to B. ,

(2.) This opinion is reciprocal. B tbinlrs
that A's measurements on A's system are too
great.

(3.) Similarly lor times; each observer thinks
that the other s clocks have a slower rate tli.an

his own, so that B"s durations of time appear
shorter to B tlian to A. and conversely.

(4.1 Events which appear simultaneous to A
do not in general appear so to B, and con-
versely.

(5.) Leneths at rislit angles to the direc-
tion of motion are unaffected.

(6.1 These brtorts vary with the ratio of tho '

relative velocity to that of licht. The greater
the relative velocity, the greater the effects.

Tliev vanish if there is no relative velocity.

(7.) P'or ordinary velocities the effects are
so small as to escape notice. The remarkable
point, however, is their occurrence rather than
their magnitude.

(8.) The observers similarly form different
estimates of the velocities of bodies on each
other's systems. The velocity of light, how-
ever, appears tile same to all observers.

Taking into accotint these revised views

of lengths and times, tho mechanical
principle of relativity may be extended
to physical laws generally- as follows

:

Alt unaccelerated frames of reference arc

equivalent for the statement of the

ijtnerul laws of plii/slci. In this form the

statement is called the Special, or Re-

stricted, Principle of Relativity, becau.se

it is restricted to unaccelerated frames of

reference.

The Four Dimensional Continuum.

Lengths and times, therefore, have not

the absolute character formerly attributed

to them. As thev present themselves to

us they are relations between tho object

and the observer which change as their

motion relative to him changes. Time
can no longer be regarded as something
independent of position and motion, and
the question is what is the reliability?

The only possible answer is that objects

must be regarded as existing in four

dimensions, three of these being the

ordinary ones of length, breadth, and
thickness, and the fourth, time The
term '' space" is applicable only by
analog>' to such a region ; it has been
called a " continuum," and the analogue of

a point in ordinaiy three-dimensional
space has been appropriately called an
" event." By " dimension " must be
understood merely one of four independent
quantities which locate an event in this

continuum. In the nature of the case,

any clear mental picture of such a con-

tinuum is impossible ; mankind does not

possess the requisite faculties. In this

re.-ipect the mathematician enjoys a great

advantage. Xot that he can picture the

thuig mentally any better than other

people, but his symbols enable him to

abstract the relevant properties from iit

and to express them iji a form suitable for

exact treatment without the necessity of

picturing anything, or troubling whether
or not the properties are those on which
others rely for their conceptions.

Gravitation and Acceleration.

The limitation of statements of general

law to uniformly moving systems is

hardly satie-faetory. The very concept of

general law is opposed to the notion of

limitation. But the difficulties of formu-
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Relativity : What Is It ?—
hiting a law eo that the statement of it

shall hold good for all observers, whose
systems may be moving with different and
possibly vaiiable accelerations, are very
great. Accelerations imply forces which
might be expected to upset the formula-
tion of any general dynamical principles,

and besides, the. behaviour of measuring
rods and clocks would be so erratic as to

render unmeaning, such terms as rigidity

and measured time, and therefore to

preclude the use of rigid scales, or of a
rigid frame of reference which is the basis

of the forejjoing investigation.

The following example taken from
Einstein will make this clear, and also

indicate a way out of the difficulty. A
rotating system is chosen, but since
rotation is only a particular case of accele-

ration it will serve as an example of the
method of treating accelerated system.s
generally. Moreover, as it will be seen,

the aflribution of acceleration to the
system is simply a piece of scaffolding
which can be discarded when the general
theory has_ been further developed.
Let us note the experiences of an

observer on a rotating disc which is

isolated so that the observer has no direct
means of perceiving the rotation. He will

therefore refer all the occurrences on the
disc to a frame of reference fixed with
res]>ect to it, and partaking of its motion.
He will notice as he walks about on

the disc that he himself and all the
objects on it, whatever their constittition

or state, are acted upon by a force directed
away from a certain point upon it and
increasing with the distance from that
point. This i^oint is actually the centre
of rotation, though the observer do€s not
recognise it as such. The space on the
disc, in fact, presents the! characteristic '

properties of a gravitational field. The
force differs from gravity as we know it

by the fact that it is directed away from,
instead of toward, a centre, and it obeys
a different law of distance, but this doeS'
not affect the characeristic properties that
it, acts on all bodies alike, and cannot
be screened from one body by the inter-
position of another. An observer aware
of the rotation of the disc would say that
the force was centrifugal force ; tliat is,

the force due to inertia which a body
always exerts when it is accelerated.

Another Example.

Next snpjiose the ob.server to stand at
the point of the disc where he feels no
force," and to watch .someone else com-
paring, by repeated applications of a
small measuring rod, the circumference
of a circle having its centre at that point,
with its diameter. The measuring rod
when laid along the circumference is

moving lengthwise relatively to the
observer, and is therefore subject to con-
traction by his reckoning. When laid
radially to measure the diameter this
contraction does not occur. The rod will
therefore require a greater proportional
number- of applications to the circumfer-
ence than to the diameter, and the number
representing the ratio of the circumfer-
ence of the circle to the diameter thus
™5a?"';«'d wdl, therefore, be greater than
^.14159-f, which is its normal value
Jiloreover the relative velocity decreases
as the <?entre is approached, so that the
contraction of the measuring rod is less
when applied to a smaller circle; and
c8

the ratio of the circumference to the
diameter, while still greater than the
normal, will be nearer to it than before,
and the smaller the circle the less the
difference from the normal. For circles
whose centres are not at the point of zero
force the confusion is still greater, since
the velocities relative to the observer of
points on them now change from point to
point. The whole scheme of geometry as
we know it is thus disorganised. Rigidity
becomes an unmeaning term, since the
standards by which alone rigidity can be
tested are themselves subject to altera-
tion. These facts are expressed by the
statement that the observer's measured
space is non-Euclidean : that is to say, in
the region under consideration measure-
anents do not conform to the system of
Euclid.
The same confusion arises in regard to

clocks. ISio two clocks will in general go
at tlie same rate, and the same clock will
alter its rate when moved about.

The General Principle of Relativity.

Tlie region therefore recjuires a space-
lime geometry of its own, 'and be it noted
that with this special geometry is asso-
ciated a definite gravitational field : and
if the gravitational field ceases to
exist, for example if the disc were
brought to rest, all the irregularities of
measurement disappear, and the geometrv
of the region becomes Euclidean. This
particular case illustrates the following
propositions which form the basis of this
part of the theory of relativity :

(1.) Associated with every gra7itation.1l
held IS a system o! geometrv, that is, "a strur-
ture of measured space peculiar to that field.

(2.) Inertial mass and gravitational mass
are one and the same.

(3.) Since in such regions ordinary methods
of measurement fail, owing to the indefinite-
ness of the standards, the systems of geometry
must be iudependent of any particular
measurements.

(4.) The geometry of space in which no
gravitational field exists is Euclidean.

The connection between a gravitational
field and its appropriate geometry sug-
gested by a case in which acceleration
was their common cause is thus assumed
to exist from whatever cause the gravita-
tional field arises. This of course is pure
hypothesis, to be tested by experimental
trial of the results derived therefrom.

Gravitational fields arise in the presence
of matter. jMatter is therefore presumed
to be accompanied by a special geometry,
as though it imparted some peculiar kii'ik

or twist to space which renders the
methods of Euclid inapplicable, or rather
we should say that the geometry of Euclid
is the particular form which' the more
general geometry assumeswhen matter is

either absent or so remote as to have no
influence,. The dropping of the notion of
acceleration is, after all, not a very violent
change in point of view, since, under anv
circumstances, the observer is supposed
to be unaware of the acceleration. All
that he is aware of is that a gravitational
field and his geometry coexist.

Gaussian Co-ordinates.

The prospect of constructing a system
of geometry which does not depend' upon
measurement may not at first sight seem
hoijefijl. Nevertheless this has been
done. The system consists in defining
points not by their distances from lines
or planes (for this would involve measure-
ment) but by assigning to them arbitrarv
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numbers which serve as labels bearing
no relation to measured distances, \ery,
much as a house is located in a town by
its number and street. If this labellin'g'

be done systematically, regard being had
to the condition that the label-numbers
of points which are close together should
differ from one another by infinitesimal
amounts only, it has been' found that a
system of geometry can actually be worked
out. Perhaps this will appear less arti-
ficial when the fact is called to mind that
even when .standards of length are avail-
able no more can be done to render
lengths of objects amenable to calculation
than to assign numbers, to them, and thi.s

is precisely what is done in the present
case. This system of labelling goes by
the name of "Gaussian co-ordinates''
after the mathematician Gauss who pro-
posed it.

Space-time Continuum.
It is in terms of Gaussian co-ordina!e.s

that physical laws . must be formulated
if they are to have their wTdea
generality, and the general principle of
relativity is that all Gaussian s'l/stems are.

equivalent jor the stateinent of general
p/n/sical hues. For this purpose the label-
hng process is applied, not to ordinary
space, but to the four dimensional space-
time continuum. The; concept is some-
what difficult, and it may easilv be aggra-
vated into impossibility' by a'nyone who
thinks that he is expected 'to vi'sualise it.

Fortunately, this is not necessary ; it is

merely one of these irrelevancies to which
those who are unaccustomed to think iu
symbols are liable.

Gravitation Stands Pre-eminent.
It will now be seen that among phvsicjil

laws the law of gravitation stands pre-
emment, for it is gravitating raalter
which determines the geometrv, and the
geometry determines the form of eveiv
other law. The connection between tli'e

geometry and gravitation is the law of
gravitation. This law has been worked
out, with the result that Newton's law
of the inverse square is found to be
approximate only, but so closely approxi-
mate as to account for nearly all the
motions of the heavenly bodies within the
limits of observation.' It has already
been seen that departure from tii'e

Euclidean system is intensified bv
rapidity of motion, and the movements
of these bodies are usually too slow for
this departure to be manifest. In the
case of the planet Jleicury the motion
is sufficiently rapid, and an irregularity
in its motion which long puzzled ashn-
-nomers has been explained by the nio',-
general law.

;
Another deduclion is that light is sub

ject to gravitation. This has given risa
to tw-o predictions, one of which has been
verified. The verification of the other,
is as yet nncei'tain, though the extreme
difficulty of the necessary observations
may account for this.

Since light is subject to gravitation, it

follows that the constancy of the velocity
of light assumed in the" earlier part o'f

this paper does not obtain in a gravita-
tional field. There is really no incon-
sistency. The velocity of Tight is con-
stant in -the absence of gravitation, a
condition which unaccelerated motion im-
plies. The special principle of relativity
is. therefore, a limiting case of the
general principle.

—

Scientific American.
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CURRENT
CHAT

Special features.

COLMORE CUP TRIAL.

RELATIVITY—WHAT 13 IT?

A HIGH-POWERED RADIAL.

Olmcs \o Cl3l)t "ILamps.

.Mai 10th
12th
14th
16th

6.23 p.m.
6.26 „
6.30 „
5.53 „

Xuniber of Tli':.

Next Thursday.

The annual Spring
Molor Cych.

The London-Land's End Run.
Can Pollock be climbed at 18 m.p.h.?

Thi.s subject, ventilated in The Motor
Cyh-, has aroused great interest. Last
week quite a number of competitors were
.=een practising on the gradient.

Honour.

To win a gold medal in this year's

London-Land's End will be proof indeed
of line riding on a fast and reliable

machine. It will be an award worth the

Oil Coming Down.
Pcnnsylvanian oil bas been further

reduced in price from S3.75 to .§3.00 per

barrel, against S5.10 per barrel three

months ago. Before long the prices of

paraffin and petrol must be affected.

Teams in the Two-day Trial.

Already more than fifty entries have
been received for the Western Centre
A.C.U. Two-day TriaJ. Many clubs are

entering teams, and it is expected that

all t«am prizes will be keenly com-
peted tor.

Radial Engines.

y\"\Vt the radial engine become popular
on motor cycles'' 'I'his type of engine
seems to be engaging the attention of

designers, and as a type appears to offer

Certain advantages over the four-cylinder

type. On page 285 we illustrate an
interesting design embodying this type

of engine.

Dazzling Lamps on Motor Cars.

It li.is been suggosled- (says The Aiilo-

(•«;) that the regulations which will

govern the head lamps of the future will

limit the beam of light so that it .shall

not rise above a certain point, the idea

being that it will never rise above the

shoulder level of pedestrians. In America
certain restrictions as to the height of the

beam have been iti force for some time :

and, to judge from the lamps on
-American cars subject to these restric-

tions, they have not been at all successful.

The Motor Cycle Industry.

The illustrated Buyers' Guide, which
will be one of the features of next Thurs-

day's enlarged Spring Number, will

convey a good, idea of the immensity of

motor" cycle industry in this country.

Random Jottings..

The Aii/ocar recently contained some
amusing new Euclid elefnents. A plane
fii/iirc IS described as an hotel bill ; au

obtuse angle is so called by the driver

who has failed to negotiate it "in one."

A <i;r/e is the figure described by the

motorist who lacks the bump of locality.

Getting Ready for the Road.

Those thinking of purchasing a road

map will do well to obtain the list of

maps issued by the" publishers of 7Vie

ilofor Ci/rle. 20. Tudor Street. London,
E.C.4. One set of three is specially pre-

pared for motor cyclists and costs 5s. 6d.

(5s. 9d. post free) in waterproof case.

One of the maps is unique in character,

and distinctly shows not only how to get

into or out of London, but also how the

Metropolis may be avoided. In addition

to the motor cyclist's set, there are many
others which will be even more useful to

him at a slightly extra cost.

PICKNICING IN WINTER.
This photograph was taken durmg a week-end in February-, and eloquently demonstrates the remarkable weather conditions of last month.

Motor cyclists by the thousand look advantage of the brilliant sunshine, the main roads being as thronged as In the summer time.
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ACCELERATION TEST IN 1 HE COLMORE CUP TRIAL.
F. A. Watson (3i Sunbeam sc), followed by H. R. Lane (2:1 Levis), in the slow section on

Salntsbury Hill.

London-Land's End.
~

Trial riders like a difficult task. As s.

result of our recent comments on the
severity of the Porlock-Lynton section of

the London-Land's End trial, there are

over 200 entries. Our criticisms acted
as an incentive to those hesitating about
entering.

Incidentally, the machine used by Mi'.

W. H. Wells, who covered the Porlock-
Lynton section with time in hand, as

'mentioned last week, was a 7-9 h.p.

Indian sidecar.

The A.C.U. Annual General Meeting.

The annual general meeting of the
Auto-Cvcle Union will be held at the

Pioyal Automobile Club to-morrow
(Friday) evening, March 11th, at 5 p.m.

Immediately after this meeting it is pro-

posed to hold a meeting of the three

centres converging on London, and motor
cyclists living in those centres are speci-

ally requested to attend.

Coming Events—

?

"The disappearance of the Ministry ot

Transport may involve serious and im-
poi'tant drastic alterations in existing

motor law, particularly as concerns busi-

ness motor traffic," says Motor Trans-
part, "for not only the Ministry of

Transport Act, but the Roads Act, is

essentially based oh the existence of the
Ministry ot Transport organisation."

- MARCH loiJi, 1921.

High Speeds in America.

E. Walker (7-9 Harley-Davidson) won
all the events on February 22nd at

Fresno, California, U.S.A., averaguig

over 100 m.p.h. in various shoi't distance

races.

According to the telegram received

from the Harley-Davidson Company's
works, these times are faster than the

existing world's records. The time for

the mile was 33fs. These records will

doubtless receive the attention of the

F.I.C.M. in due course.

Antipathy.

A meeting of the Llandaff and Dinas
Powis Eural District Council was held

on Wednesday of last week, when a letter

was read from the Cardiff Motor Cycle

Club asking for permission to hold its

hill-climb on Rhubina Hill. One of the

Council said that this traffic caused end-

less damage to the roads. Motor cycles

were a distinct danger to the public, and
he hoped that permission would not be

granted. Another member agreed, and
pointed out that if he were caught horse-

racing he would be prosecuted. The
Chairman expressed the hope that the

application would be granted; but tn

going to the vote it was refused by five

votes to three.

The Second-hand Show.

We learn from Mr. William Glass,

Walter House, Bedfovd Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2, organiser of the Second-
hand Automobile and Motor Cvcle Show
to be held from April 4th to i6th, that

a reduction has been made in the entry

fees to the exhibition. Motor cycles will

be charged 5% on the first £40 'and !{%
on the balance, minimum 40s., while
sidecar outfits will be charged 5% on the
first £60 and 13% on the balance, mini-
mum 50s. These entry fees include show-

space, publication of specification, expert
. examination, road trial (if any), certifi-

cate, insurance against fire, and i^olish-

ing and cleaning of exhibit during the
show.

LONDON - LAND'S END ENTRIES.

THE following is a complete list of motor cycle entrants
for the M.C.C. London-Land's End trial, which
takes place on Friday, March 25th, and Saturday,
26th. Seventy-nine solo riders and sixty-four side-

cars, also seventy-two runabouts and cars, will compete.
A.. C. Rhodes (31/, N.U.q;.)
H. K. Kniglit (31/.. Novfon)
A, S. Gutluie (2?i Baltoii)
T. S. Bennett (aV, Mctio-Tylel)
ft. F. Amnion (2V-, Metro-Tylei)
G. E. Cuttc (?,"/. Melro-Trler)
G. C. Lnhin (4" Indian Scout]
H. V. liateman (2^4 Diamond)
F. G. Price (23^ Diamond)
O. F. Alcock (9->i Coulson-B)
A. "A, Prestwieh (2^^ New Impeiinl)

,

-T. A. Slann (4 Triumph)
F. W. Applebee (2i,i Leris]
T. Morgan 14 Ti-innipli)

T. Francis C4 Triumph)
A. H. S. Love ^2% Douglas]

'

C. Bourlet (3i/, Ariel)

G. W. Sheplieid (2=,4 Beaumont)
A. G. Wall (2 Odos)
A. G. Battley (4 Trinmpli)
E. Kickham (3»,2 Douglas)
G. H. Morgan (4 Harley-Davidson)
R. G. Spikins (7 H:irley-Daviclson)
W. Brav (314 ^^U.T.)
A. M. Knill (4 Indian Scout)
L, Keevil {3^/, Sunbeam)
H. F. Fellowes (4 Coulsou-B)
P. Cunningham (3V' P- and M.)
,T. E. H. Knight (3V' Brougll) -

B. G. Buys (21^ lyovis)

W. G. CburcWll (2J4 Venis)
A. W. Graham-Martin (3i!. Alecto)
H. E^yre (6 Jame.;)

SOLO MOTOE CYCLES.
T. S. Sharraft (4 Indian Scout)
F. A. Longman (3r/, Ariel)
P. W. Moffat (3i/> Douglas)
E. A. Wright (21/, Diamond)
Harold Eaislake (8 Brough Superior)
H. J. S.'Ole (4 Scale)
V. Olsson (31/' Sunbeam)
H. F. Edwards (2^^ Conlson-B)-
E. B. Clark [Z^i Coulson-B)
G. E. Stacey ;2Jj- Verus)
S. DunJord (2";! Verns)
C. A. McKeand (4 Harley-Davidson]
H. E. Milling (8 Zenith)
E. M. Knowlos (S'/o j^orton)
J. G. Goodenongh "(3Vt Norton)
E. Pond (4 Triumph)
N. S. Brooker (3'/, Sunbeam)
S. ,T. MarlM (4 Triumnh)
C. Wilson (41/. Qnadrant)
P. Street (31/. Sunbeam)
A. Ellisou (6 Zenith)
C. P. Plowman (4 Triumph)
F. Notari l4 Triumph)
E. J. Anderson (3J-i Scott)
E. Atkins (314 Ariel)
J. A. Hoult (y.i Scott)
B. J. Sims (4 Triumph)
.T. Harrison [2% Connairghtl

T. Ashbv (2;.,' Oonnaught)
G. Wooldridge (4 Omega)

, T. Leiither (3'/. N.IT.T.)

WnlU,< 18 Ecading-Standard)

S.

E.
J.

J. A. O'Sullivan (4 Harlev-David,50n)
E. B. Eol«rts (4 Triumph)
H. S. Eaton I3i/. N.U.T.)
S. W. Eatelifle (8 Brough Superior)

D. J. Stone (2V' Olympicl
D. Crawford (5 Zenith)
J. Eiehardsou (3r/2 Lea-Franei-s)
S. Warn© (2l/i M.B.)
H. E. Harveyfion (4 Indian Scout)
W. H. Sheraton (3>A Norton)
J. A. Watson-Bourue /4 Eex)
Eli Chirk, jun. (2";i Douglas)
Jt. H. Brayne (

)

W. G. Sykes '.1 Harley-Davidson)

SIDECAItS.

W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Rex)
H. W. <31eirdinning (8 Rex)
H. Le Vack (7 Indian)
W. J. Simirson (7 Indian)
Eli Clark '4 Douglas)
J. C. Sandford (6 Eover)
R. Eavner (6 A.J.S.l
W. P. Brandon (4 Triumph)
R. A. Lucking (8 New Imperial)
P. W. White (8 Sunbeam)
F. Begley (4 Dalton)
C. D. Micliaelis (7 Harley-Davidson)
J, D. Marvin (8 Eex)
C. F. Edwards (4 Triumph)
W. E. Brough, sen. (5 Br'ouglr)

T. J. Ross (7 Matchless)
P. J. Ellis (7 Matchless)
G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless)
G. Nott (7 Matchless)
D. S. Parsons (7 Matchless)
G. Packman (8 Matchless)
Hirgh Gibson (8 Roval Rubv)
H. Dale (8 Roval Ruby)
L. A. Apsey (8 Royal Ruby)

F. ,J. Watson (6 Ariel)
J. T. Bashall (6 Martinsvde)
W. H. Bashall (6 Martinsvde)
E. H. Gifford (6 Martinsyde)
E. C. Lunniss (8 Sunbeam)
S. Julian (4i/o Humber)
W. Julian (7 Harlev-Davidsou)
J. Caslake (7 Harlev-Davidson)
A. P. H. Pearson (4'/:; Dunelt)
E. Hillary (4 Triumph)
George Brough (8 Brough Superior)
J. S. Morgan (7 Harlev-Davidson) -

J. A. Masters (7 Harley-Dayidson)
R. J. Andrews (4i/, B.S.A.)
A. G. Gripper (7 Indian)
R. Charlesworth (8 Zenith)
K. Don (5 Zenith)
J. L. H. Jenson (7 Harlev-Davidson)
J. C. Watson (7 Harley-Davidson)
M. A. Newnham (414 B.S.A.)
R. H. Attwood (4 Norton)
W. F. Guiver (8 Matchless)
E. J. L. Strong (7 Harlev-Davidson)
G. B. Betteridge (4 Douglas)
J. F. Perrin (6 Zenith) _
E. P. Overburv (8 Zenith-)
G. R. Claridge (4 Triumplri
W. T. Dobbs (6 A.J.S.)
R. Newitt (7 Harley-Davidson)
G. K. Gibbs (10 Headiug Standard)
B. S. Allen (7 Harlev-Davidson)
F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S.)
Wilfred Wells (4 Norton)
S. C. Tait (7 Harley-Davidson)
A. P. McGowran (4 Triumph)
W. C. Henrv (7 A.J.S.)
G. E. Toombs (7 Harlev Davidson)
V. Peirtlow (41,4 B.S.A.)
R. Gavev t8 Blackburne)
H. H. Saddington (6 James)
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A CLASSIC MIDLAND EVENT.
Th3 Sutton Coldlield and North Birmingham A.C. Colmore Cup Trial.

A certain amount of grease made the lower pirt of Rising Sun somewhat tricky. A. H. P. Pehrson (4i Dunelt sc.) and T. J. Ross

(8 Matchless sc.) crossing this section.

ALTHOUGH not one of the A.C.U.
thirty open trials, the Colmore Cup
event attracted no fewer than 158

entries. Many were machines which are
not yet familiar to the general run of

trials spectators. Among the new comers
were two-strokes such as the Cedos,
Dunelt, the sports model New Hudson,
the Sturmey-Archer geared Levis, tlie

3 h.p. Ivy and sidecar, and n new Excel-
sior model ; and amongst the four-
strokes must be mentioned tho Brough
Superior, 5 h.p. Lea Francis, El-vc,

Federation, and-<^otton. iVo New
Hudson three-wheelers made their first

public appearance in Midlands competi-
tions, and had as rivals a Coventry
Premier, two T.B.'s, a G.N., and several
Morgans.
The well-known Midlands test route

was followed from Stoneliridge, and coni-

petitors were fortunate in having ideal

conditions ; in fact, all tlie hills were in

nnwontedly good condition, better in fact

than was expected by those competitors
on sidecars who fitted Parsons non-skid
chains.

From the start through K^nilworth,
Warwick, Stratford-on-Avon to Saint-

bury, the roads are level, and the trial

was a mere procession, though many
competitor.* arrived so early at Saintbury
that the officials in charge of the flexi-

bility test were um-eady, and one at

least passed on without waiting to be
timed.
Here the Mobile cyclettes had to

be pushed ; Keeley (4^ James sc.)

stopped, but almost immediately got away
again under his own power: F. Wilkinson
(2i Cedos), single gear, failed just on the
summit, as did J. Orford (2| New Im-

peiial) and P. Yates on one of the New
Hudson three-wheelers : and W. Ridley,
on the other New Hudson cycle car, came
up well, but -with his passenger perched
on the front mudguard, tinkering with
the carburetter.

'Hie remaining 140 riders made clean

ascents. Eric Williams, on an overhead-
valved 2^ h.p. A..J.S., was very fast

—

but—both on the slow and fast stretchee !

G. S. Davidson (2J Levis) also took the
slow portion at a fair bat. probaljly on
account of his single gear. The following
showed exceptional accelerative powers :

A 4^ h.p. Ariel sidecar, driven by T. Peck, attacking the steepest pitch of Rising Sun
(Gambles Lane).

ri^
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G. Dance (3^ Sunbeam), B. Kershaw
(2| Vcrus), H. Newev (2^ Levis), G. W.
Walker (3i Norton). L. JS^wev (6-7 Ariel

sc), E. F. Cope (7-9 Indian), VV. Bninclish

(5-6 Rover sc), L. S. Horton (8 New
Imperial ec), J. H. Walker (4-i B.S.A.),

R. W. Duke (4 Triumph), A. W. Thrush
(4 Triumph), A. Thorn (7-9 Harley-David-
fion sc), L. Grisj) (4^ Huraber), R. Harvey-
eon (4 Indian Scout), G. Brough (8 Brough
Superior sc), and W. Hall (1915 3^

Sunbeam).
The descent of Willersey provided an

opportunity for deciding on the best path

amongist the loose stones for the return

journey, and thenceforward all was plain

sailing through Broadway to Winchcombe,
where the route turned sharp left up

Sudeley Hill,

Steady Driving.

iMany chose the course of making a

steady" ascent with plenty of power in

hand" and it is therefore difficult to pick

out the star performances. All four of

the 5-5 h.p. Rover outfits climbed fast and

quietly. Triumphs, Nortons, B.S.A.'s,

and Ariels mostly elected to climb

steadily with obviously plenty of power

in reserve. Tliere were few failures, but

the two Mobile Cyclettes which reached

this stage were solemnly pushed up the

long hill. Harry Reed (3^ Dot), who had

suffered considerable belt trouble, retffed

on the lower slopes. Jj. New-ey (5-6 Arier

sc.) came up very fast, and, though his

belt pulley fractured, he finished i^i style.

Noticeably quiet were the A.J.S. side-

car outfits, the new Lea-Francis, the

Scotts, and Humbers. The smaller

machines mostly made fine climbs; the

Levis, Cedes," Excelsior, Neal-Dalrn,

O.K., Verus, Beardmore-Precision, and

AUon were noticeably excelleTtt. The 5-6

h.p. El-vesc. driven 'by C. R. Little, Eric

Williams (2| A.J.S.),, L. S. Horton (8

New Imperial sc), W, H, Carson (8

Excelsior sc), and H, F, S, Morgan (Mor-

gan) made fast climbs, while George

trough (8 Brough ^ Superior sc.) made a

fast touring ascent, without undue throttle

opening. Morgans, T.B.'s, New Hudsons,
G.N.'s made good steady climbs. On the

rutty section which followed there was a

certain amount of minor trouble. The 5

h.p. Lea-Francis and the Coventry
Premier both had plug trouble, and
though the former carried on, only, just

failing on Rising Sun, the latter failed to

check in at the lunch stop. The first man
checked in at Cheltenham at eleven

o'clock.

Gambles Lane (or Rising Sun) was the
" Waterloo " of quite a few, but the
real opportunity of many more to show
their full worth. J. N. Roberts (3

A. B.C.) slid over the top with consum-
mate ease ; A. Woodfield (4^ James sc.)

just got over, as did R. Potter on a
similar outfit. H. S. Nokes (2| Daltou)
tooted, T. Silver (4^ Quadrant sc)
roared over the top, and C. Ramstedt
(2^- Cotton) found the gradient, too
much for him. Rex and Acme outfits
all climbed well, though Glendinning
had wheel slip at the foot. Watson
Bourne's 2% h.p. Blackburne made a star
climb, and all the little Levises excelled
themselves, particidarly G. Davison,
whose little single-geared mount rushed
up. to the last pitch so fast that he was
forced to cut out. New Imperial, Match-
CI4

ff^^l^ILE
less. Rover, Excelsior, A.J.S., B.S.A.,
Sunbeam, Norton, El-ve, and Ariel side-

car, outfits made uniformly good ascents,

though perhaps the star performances in

this class were those of A. Thorn (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc), L. S. Horton (8

New Imperial sc), G. Brough (8 Brougli
Superior sc), L. L. Sealy (4J B.S.A. sc),

S. Wright (4^- Humber sc), and the
single-cylinder Sunbeams and sidecar's,

whose performance was notable through-
out.

F. J. Price (2| Diamond) showed up
particularly well, and amongst the soloists

who were especiallv noticeable were R.
Grindlay (3 A.B.C."). 6. Dance (3^ Sun-
beam Sports), E, Walker (2^ Excelsior),
B, Kershaw {2% Verus), P. Pike (2J

Levis), H. Newev (2^ Levis), C. L, Hull
(2i Levis), L, Guv (2| Scott), E. W'illiams

(2| A,J,S,), W. H, Hassar(3-i Norton),
F, Goodman and E. Cope ('7-9 Indians),
H. Cranmore (3| Scott), L, Paynter (Si-

Norton), W. Smith (2-; Connaiight), RT
C. Cooper and L. Clulee (AUdavs AUon),
N. Hall, and W. Handlev (2i O.K.), H.
Payne (3 Enfield), R, Duke (4 Triumph).
H, Greaves and T. Watson (3| Bearcl-
more Precision), H. T. Willis (3^ Norton).
J, Allen (3 Neal Dalm), L, Crisp (4^
Humber), R. Harveyson (Indian Scout),
H. F. S. Morgan's Morgan and the G.N.
Both made very fine climbs. The next
item of interest on the return journey
was Sudeley hairpin. -

Tricky Cornering.

Considering the dry and fiun surface,
it is surprising that nearly tvventy failed,

hajf that number coming hopeless croppeni.

Three riders tied for the most spec-
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tacular showing here. Failing to pull his

big INIatchless outfit round quickly enough,
T, J. Ross forced his front wheel round
to the left, and made a complete tiuji,

and was on hi.s way, non-stop. G.

Brough came round in a series of hair-

raising jerks, almost twice as fast as any
other three-wheeler. And, thirdly, the

G.N. surprised everybody by making a

clean and fast turn im spite of its long
- wheelbase.

H. F. S. Morgan—and, in fact, all the
Rlorgans—made no mistake this .year, but

both T.B.'s got into difficultieti.

Several who had been doing well pre-

viously met their fate here, including F,

Arbuckle (4-^- Humber sc.) who touched
with his loot, J, E? Greenwood (3^-. Sun-
beam sc), who also touched; G. W.
Walker (3i Norton) and A. H. Stubbs
(44: B.S.A.) both fell. Others to lose

marks included H. L. Burlev (2|

Marloe), F. Wilkinson (2^ Cedos),'"H. R.
Pavne (21 Enfield),' J. H. Watson (3

Beardmore), T. C. Thacker (4J- B.S.A.),
J, Allen (3 Neal Dalm), W, Tongue (3^
Rover sc), and H, Russell (8 Brough
Superior).

Deserving of special mention are S.

H. Brand (4 Indian Scont), Newman (3

Ivv sc), G. Dance (3j- Sunbeam). C. H.
Hanwell (2J- Cedos), T. F. Blumfield (6

Ariel sc), T. F, Watson (4 Norton sc).
R. A. Wright (4 Triumph), R. Harvev^-m
(4 Indian Scout). C. P. Wood (o| Scott j,

and G. Kuhn {2-^ A'eruB).

Willersey Hill was too easy to cuurr
further failures, and the homeward tri|p

was made over the outward route hi the
reverse direction, a large crowd welcoming
the competitors at tlie finish.

Sudeley Hill was In fins condition, and the competitors "toured" up, like T, G. Amphlett
(5-6 James sc) and F, Begley (4 Dalton sc ), who are here shown.
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An Inter-'varsity Hill-

climb.
Oxford meets Cambridge at Aston Hill.

ASTON Hill, neai' Tiiiig. was again the scene of Oxfiml
f. Cambridge motor cycle hill-climb. The organisation
was much betti^r than last year, and an excellent pro-

;i;i;nnve was published which gave the following particulars
.c.riierning the hill : Length of course, 750 yards, steepest
gradient 1 in 8, average gradient 1 in 14. As the day was
lint- numerous spectator.s attended the meeting. Among the
competing machines may be mentioned L. Openshaw's over-

rid valve Zenith ridden by I. Riddock in the absence of its

iier who is abroad, and a Verus-Blackburne ridden by T.
Lindsay, to which an overhead valve .system had been fitted

-y a >Ir. Adam.s, of Belfast, who had constructed a special
he;id with the valves inclined towards one another; the tappet
rods Here also at opposite angles, and the plug was inclined

I. P. Riddock (Oxford) making fastest time of

to the centre of the combustion head.
The competition started late, but the
first class was run off. smartly until the-

crowding of the spectators atone of the
comers caused some delay before the
course was cleared. Most of the competi-
tors complained of the road surface,
which caused many a wobble at high
speeds.

J'he competitors were members of the
I'liiversity Motor Cycle Clubs, and had to
he mend>er6 in residence at either of the
Universitie.s. Each solo machine could
ho ridden twice up the hill, the be.st time
'! the machine counting in any class for
whiiji it was eligible. Entrants who were
eligibk- for the oOO c.c. sidecar class were
also eligible for a place in the unlimited
.sidecar class. Five marks were given for
a first place, three for a second, and one
for a third, and two for the fastest time
ot the day. The first four groups were
run off, and then contested again, so that
each solo mount had two attempts. In
Group 1. I. Riddock, mounted on the
famous Zenith, made the fastest time of
the day. /

In addition to the medals presented to
the winners in each class, O.xford wint^ a
cup value fifteen guineas, presented by
the Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union,
wliicli was represented at the event by the
chairman, Mr. W. G. Bower.
The results of the climb were as follows:

OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE HILL-CLIMB.
tlic day on a Zenith. (Inset) A speed Impression of G. E. G Harwood (Oxford) on his Sunhcam.

i.NL,M>TCD f.Lxss.

c,TOtab"oxon
ECHOES OF THE COLMORE CUP

'

I. I. P. Rkldf.rk(S7-cnif>i), 30SCC. .T.-. "- .'.'? TRIAL.
a. P. G. Ke:iiicclv(ii Norton), 31.8 sec. .. - i\ ^' n .1 /t r> c \ v 1,.,,1 'Tvi-..
,. A. O. S;,uador;:Bavics (7 Indian). J>- i'- Heather (6 B.b.A. sc.) bad 1.1

c

32.4SCC. .._. I . - troubte near Cheltenham, and Iwcl to

600 c.c. change a wheel.

I. P.G. Kennwlytj! Korlon). 31.S '

J. C. MoscrfiTiimnph) 3isec. Wheel slip caused a Certain amount of
,. S.J.Bassctt(3.!Won),34.6... . ... -

j,,^„^,^ ^^ \,^^ j^^ ^j G^iTnhle. Lane.
'^"- P. S. Platte (6 A.JS. se.) and II. W.

Tlie results of the Coo c.r. Class .lis.. Glendinning (8 Rex sc.) being among -tlu:
_ counted 111 the Lirgcr cbss, as thev , .

""'= v"
• ; = »

remained unbeaten ..«. ".
1 .. 5 uniortunates.

500 c.c.

I. P.O. Kennedy (3J Nnrton), 31.8 sec. - .. = F. Begley (4 Dalton sc.) had a chocked
:. S. I. Basselt (3I Norton), 3t.6 si<- 1 .. - j<>t which ' caused a failure on the last
3. J.J. Cruikshauk(3i Norton). 3.1.9- i

. - few yards of Gambles Lane, and a stop
350 c-c- immediatelv afterwards for . cleaning

1. T. G. Unds.iy (2= Verus), 3r.3Sic. . - .. 5 iiurprisus.
2. C. .\. McKcand (2J New Imperial), ^

.

13.1 sec ^ . . -

V F. Scfton-Joncs (.!} New Imperial). Handley's little O.K. fini.shcd for about
^^•'*"

' • ' thirty m'iles on a flat tyre, the tube
600 c.c. Sidecars. working out and depositing rubber all

7. ,O.G.Smart(3rNorton), .(r.2soc. 5 .. - over the wheel and rear frame.
2. J. G. Ooofleiif.ugll (31 Norton), 5t.2

sec '.

3 . . -

3 C.A^|.Parlcer (Indian Scout). 5...6
_ ^ j, y^. ^pplebee had a loose footrest

- UsiintED Sidecar Class.
"h"'^'' chose to come adrift at a most

I. I. P. Riddock (S Zenith), 35.3 sec. . -
. . f.

awkwa-rd moment on the Sudeley hairpin.

21,0. G. SmiTl (st Norton), 41. -2 sec. . 3 .. -

7. G. A. Icnidn (--o Harlev), t-i sec. ; .
~ i .. - r, ^ , ,• . , ,'1 , ,

The Car Class scored 5 mavks for Cam- Ct. Davidson IS to be congratulated on
bridge and 4 ni.T-ia for Oxford ... ^ ..^ bringin" a single-gcared Levis through~ ~ the trial, in spite of a flat tyre for most

— — of the homeward journey.

C19
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PORLOCK-LYNTON AT 19*4 M.P.H. ?
Is the Timed Section on ihs London - Land's End Safe or Possible?

AMONGST competition riders the all-

engrossing topic of the moment is

the possibility o£ complying with

the regulations regarding the Porlock-

Lynton section in the forthcoming

London-Land's End run at Easter.

It will be recollected that the com-

petitors are rec^uired to climb the first

three miles out of Porlock village in ten

minutes, while the total distance of

twelve miles from Porlock village to the

top of Lyntpn hill (including the descent

of Countisbury) will have to be accom-

plished at 19.4 m.p.h. if strict time-

keeping is observed. From our own
knowledge of the district we asserted in

our issue of February 24th last that it

was almost impossible for ' any but the

most powerful machines under the best

Conditions of road and traffic to attain

these speeds, while those which could do

so would be complying with the regula-

tions only at grave risk to themselves

and to others using certain sections of

the road at the time. Our comments
have been termed unjustified in certain

quarters ; but the vast majority appear

to agree with our views. The interest

aroused is such that quite a number of

intending competitors have been down to

see -what the Somerset and Devon terrors

held in store. Last week, for instance,

a party mounted on 10 h.p. Singer cars

(and including members of The. Autocar
and TJie Motor Cycle staffs) went to test

the criticism by a practical trial.

Porlock itself was found to be in excel-

lent surface condition, albeit a gentle

rainfall soon moistens the red clay sur-

«ice, which is soon churned up.

The Debatable Section.

The gradient of Porlock is worst

between the first and second bends, and
yir any touring machine to accomplish the

distance in ten minutes is manifestly a

tough proposition. It is doubtful whether
any solo machine of 350 c.c. or less or

any 500 c.c. sidecar could do it, while
the larger machines will be dependent
upOn freedom from baulking. Actually,

one of the cars above mentioned made
the three-mile climh in twelve minutes;
and its speed could not have been im-

proved in any way. From the three-

mile mark to the top of Lynton was ne.xt

done at the highest speed possible. The
road over the moors, especially beyond
the County Gate where Devon is entered,

is in a bad state. Ruts are prevalent, and
solo machines will have greater difficulty

in maintaitiing their speed than the side-

cars and runabouts. Down Countisbury
a speed of twelve miles an hour is the

limit of safety, but it was found that,

despite excessive speed on the level

stretches, a speed of from fourteen to

fifteen miles per hour down the hill had
to be maintained. It must not be foi--

gotten that from County Gate into Lyn-
mouth the road is narrow, and, in

consequence, the normal holiday traffic,

or one slow or stalled competitor, may
hold up the whole procession of men who
are urging their machines on to the
utmost, and who will be tempted to take
undue risks by dropping dowm Countis-
bury at a speed too great to permit of

proper control. Lynton Hill, with its

steep gradient and acute hairpin, is in

bad condition. The surface has been
" repau-ed " by a loose dressing of mixed
earth and stories. Solo and sidecar
machines may find a safe track for their

driving wheels on the extreme ofi side

of the road, but three and four-wheelers,

especially if forced on to the inside of

the hairpin, will almost assuredly suffer

from wheel slip. Our exploring party

found that, although the first three miles
out of Porlock were not accomplished
in the stipulated time, it was just possible

to complete the twelve miles in strict

time by dint of driving at a pace
which was neither wise nor conducive
to the well-being of the machine.
Measurements given in the G;ill and

mglis " Contour " Book for Porlock are ;

Ma-\imum gradient, 1 in 6 ; average of

first mile, 1 in 8 ; average for first two
and a half miles, 1 in 11. The ascent
of Lynton is short, but the gradient is

1 in 5, while the tAvo-mile descent of

Countisbury is composed of gradients
approaching 1 in 9, stiffening to 1 in 5^
at the very foot.

It must not be forgotten that in the

London-Land's End run competitors are

permitted to be fifteen minutes earl-y and
five minutes late without penalisation, so

that by previous hard driving to get

time in hand before Porlock is reached,
the thirty-seven minutes' stretch may
possihly be extended to fifty-five minutes
or si,xty if the permissible five are

also lost. The fact remains that a com-
petitor riding to strict schedule has an
almost impossible task before him.
We reiterate that we consider the

stiffening up of this section from 15
m.p.h. sections included last year will

be dangerous to competitors, and that
the M. C.C. will be well advised to make
a last minute alteration in tire rules.

HILLS IN THE LONDON - LAND'S END RUN.

The larger picture shows the severe gradient of Porlock which

has to be climbed at an average of 18 m.p.h. In the M.C.C.

Easter trial ; the surface is now in good condition (when dry).

The other picture shows the present slate of Lynton Hill at the

comer.
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A Lightweight Three-speed Gear.
Three Gear Ratios for Popular Lightweight hitherio only Obtainable with Two.

IT has often been commented \ipon-that,

•n'hile the majority of oj tu 4 h.p.

machines are nowadays fitted with gear
boxes giving three ratios, the smaller
engined lightweight, more often than not,
haa only a two-speed box. Bearing this

in mind, the designers of the 2| h.p. New
Imperial have introduced a tJiree-speed

gear for this machine without at the same

are also internally .'plined, while the

mainshaft and lay'shaft are both splined

on alternate ends.' When it is stated that

the low gear layshaft pinion is free to

revolve on th_e iay.*haft the principle of

the box is readily understood.
In the illustration the pinions ai'e in

p As already indicated, the kick-starter

acts internally on the low gear pinion, a
special cam throwing it out of action in

the event of a backhre.
Materials, workmanship, and finish are

all of a high-class order, while weight and
overall width are both kept I'cmarkalily

Exterior view ol the new three-speed gc2r box
New Imperial lightweight.

(line losing the simplicity of tlie "two."
The exceptionally neat manner in which

thry have done this will be apparent from
the accompanying diagram. Only six
I'inioiis (all in constant mesh) are used, in

all. to provide the three lalios and the
kick-starter mechanism. With each of
Iho !;lidiiig pair of middle pinions is

ii^corporated a dog clutch. These pinions •

for the popular
Diagram of the box, showing the simplicity of design

middle gear. >fovemeiit to the left gives
a direct top drive ; while similar move-
ment to the right gives a "round the
box" low ratio. l«oth shafts are sup-
ix)rted on journal ball races.

The clutch is of the llnatiiig Fcrodo
ring type, giving a very large beariuji

low. A plain three-speed box on the same
lines, but without clutch or l;ick-slarter,

is a novelty that will appeal especially

to the sporting clubman.
No extra charge is made tor this new-

box, but, as the two-speed model is being

retained, it is necessary for the customer
area ; manipulation is by the usual quick y to specify the type required, or the latter

thread screw. model will be supplied.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

On Saturday, March 12th, Mr. S.

Wright will act as " hare " in a paper-
clia.-,e. starting at Whitley Common at

2.15 p.m.

York and District M.C.

Theie was a fair attendance at the
Ynrk and District M.C. dinner at the
I),ivy Hall, and a very enjoyable evening
ii'-ulted.

Woolwich, Plomstead, and District M.C.

The opening meet will take place on
IMarch 13th. All local motorists are in-

\ited to attend at the Three Horse Shoes,
Iviiockholt, Kent, at 2.30 p.m.

Lancaster and Morecambe M.C.C.

(Jver two hundred guests as.sembled

for the first annual bsU of the Lancaster
and Morecambe M.C.C. in the Ashton
Hall, Lancaster, on March 2nd. The
function vas a great success.

Essex M.C.
This club's annual hill-climb takes place

on April 2nd. Entry forms are now
available, and can be obtained from the
lionorary organiser, Mr. Bass, at 40,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. There
are open classes for all types of motor
cycles, and members' classes for all types
of cars. Entries close on March 21st.

CLUB NEWS.
Sheffield M.C.C.

The N.JLC.F.U. (Sheffield branch) has
been reorganised as above. There are
about- 150 paid-up members already for
1921 and a good programme of events.
The subscription is 2s. 6d. per annum.

lieeds University M.C.
A new club, has been formed by motor

cyclists who are members of the Leeds
University, and a comprehensive pro-
gramme for the 1921 season has been
arranged.

A Club for Great Yarmouth.
In pre-war davs there used to be an

active club in Great Yarmouth, but this
apparentl.v died during the war, and it

is, therefore, intended to form a new
club. Those interested should communi-
cate with j\[r. H. L. Harrison, East-
holme, 23, Euston Road, Great Yarmouth.

Scarborough and District M.C.

Staxton Hill-climb, the popular York-
shire Easter event, w-ill be held for the
eighth time on Easter Monday. Its main
features this year ai-e a very attractive
prize list and the fact that the climb is

being held on time only. The hon. secre-

tary for the event is Mr. J. W) F.' Tran-
mer, "Glenluce," Eaincliffe Avenue,
Scarborough,

Wimbledon M.C.

A cordial invitation is extended to

motor cyclists and light car nwncis re-

siding in Wimbledon and district to

become members of the above-named club.

It is hoped that intending members will

send in their applications as soon as pos-

sible, and that they will make it con-

venient to attend an extraordinary general

meeting to be held at headquarters,
Wimbledon Hill Hotel, on the 11th inst.,

at 8.15 p.m. The entrance fee is 5s., with
an annual sub.scription of 10s. 6d. Fur-
ther particulars can be obtained from
Mr. J. A. Ball. hon. secretary, 84, I\Iel-

rose Avenue, Wimbledon Park, vS.W.19.

Brighton and Hove M.C.C.
'

There was a very good attendance \.'\h

comparatively few entries at the hill-climb

at ^arncomb Hill on Februar,v 27th.

The unlimited solo class provided the

tit-bit of the afternoon, the event resolv-

ing itself into a duel between Hewitt (8

Zenith) and Watts (5-5 Zenith). Both
riders made an excellent climb, the former
winning by -^s. Results :

CL.\.SS 1 (Two-stroke5).-C. Watts (2>/, Enfield),
SS'.i.: W. Wellord 12V-. Sun-Vitesse), —

.

CLA.SS 2 (600 CO.—W. H. Sheraton (3V.
Norton-. 22is.; C. Voile <3 A.B.C.). 23;s.
CLASS 3 (Unlimited .Solo).—A. N. A. irewiiL (8

Zenith) 203.; C. Walts (5-6 Zenith), 20:s.
(:L.A.?S 4 (Si(lecars).-J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-

I.ea sc), 2l3. ; C. Farle.v (4 B.S..V. ec), 413.

C 21
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Club News.—

BradJovd M.C. and L.C.C.

The above club will hold the annual
general meeting at its temporary head-
quarters, the Belle Yue Hotel, Bradford,
to-day (Thursday). The president (ilr.

J. E. Fearnley) will take the chair at
eight o'clock prompt.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
The Beverley, Halifax, and Scar-

borough Clubs have recently joined the
Centre; bringing the total number' of
clubs in membership to nineteen. The
Yorkshire Centre hopes shortly to wel-
come the Bradford Motor Cycling Gipsies,
Darlington and Leeds University Clubs.

Public Schools M.C.C.

The opening run will be held on JMarch
20th. Members will meet at the Bear
Hotel, Esher, at 11.30 a.m., lunch at
Wisley Hut at 1 p.m., and after lunch
make a run to Newlands Corner. All
past -and present members of public
schools are invited to be present whether
members of the club or not. In order to
facilitate arrangements for lunch it is

hoped that members will make a point
of notifying the hon. secretary, Mr. H.
B. Browning, 14, Hogarth Road, Lon-
don, S.W., as soon as possible.

Skipton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

There was a large attendance of
motorists at the first meeting of the above
club, held on Friday, 25tli ult., at the
Globe Restaurant, Skipton, when the com-
mittee and other officials for the year were
elected. It was decided to hold the first

inn on March 6th to Harrogate, nreeting
at the Craven Garage, High Street, at
1 p.m. The coming year promises to be
an interesting one, and an attractive pro-
gramme will be announced by the club
shortly. All motor cyclists and light car
owners in the district are cordially in-

vited to join the club, whose membership
now totals over forty. JUr. J. Wilkin-
son, 10, CJranville Street, Skipton, has
been appointed as hon. secretary, to whom
all communications should be addressed.
The annual subscription is 10s.

Manx M.C.C.

The Manx Motor Cycle Club held their
first speed trials on Thursday, February
24th, ,. and \despite blustering weather
several hundreds of spectators attended.
Duggie -Brown, on a 3^- h.p. Norton, put
up the fastest time of the day. The fol-

lowing are the full results :

1914 HANDICAP.
Eni«
in sees. ni.p.h.

H. Lay (1912 3'^ Biadburj') 46 39.18

SIDECARS.
F. HaiTison [ny, Norton gc.) .. 48 37.55
G. Tyler (6 A.J.S. fiC.) ... .. 49 36.73

CYCLE CARS.
i). Smith (G.N.)
A. S. Hogg (G.N.)

... 44 40.85

... 49 36.73

500 c.c. OPEN SOLO CLASS.
D. Brown (3% Norton) ... 31.5 5s 1
J. S. Jlylchreest (3% Norton) 36 50
G. Trustrum (oVo Norton) ... 37 43,7

350 c.c. SOLO CLASS.
E. Bosworth (2% Sud-JaiJ) ... 52 34 6
Miss W. Simmo'-ds {2^4 New

Imperial) 53 34.6

30u c.c. SOLO CLASS.
,

VV. LiUey (21/3 Hobart) ... 57 31.6

LADIES' CLASS.
Jliss W. Simmonds (3%

Triumph) 52 34.6
Miss M. R. Kerr (2% A.J.S.) 58 31.1

North London M.C.C.

The North London Motor Cycling Club
held its opening run recently when nearly
one hundred members and visitors left

the town headquarters en route for Rad-
lett via St. Albans. The types of vehicles
present ranged from a 1-^ h.p. auto scooter

to a 1921 10 h.p. Hillman light car.

Biggleswade and District M.C.

It has been decided to form a motor
and motor cycling club for Biggleswade
(Beds.) and district, to be called the
Biggleswade and District jNIotor Club'.

A meeting was called at the Crown Hotel,
Biggleswade, on February 23rd, when
ilessrs. H. Drysdale and G. Blake were
elected joint secretaries jiro tern., and a
Avorking committee elected to report to

another' nreeting as to a programme, etc.

It was decided to affiliate to the A.C.U.
Anyone wishing to join the club is asked
to communicate with i\Ir. H. Drysdale,
Shortmead St., Biggleswade.

Hort^comlng (tlub lEvents.
.Vol- V.—'Norlh Walts M.C.C. Opening Run-.
Mar. h>.—Harrogate and DUtrict M.C.C: JLill-

climb.
Mar. M.^Svrbiton and District M.C.C. Opening

liiin.

Mar. 19.—Kidderminster M.C.C. Opening Itun.
Mar. 19.Stock-port and District M.C.C. -Ililh

climb.
Mar. 19.~Wcdlington and District M.C.C. Hill-

climb.
Mar. U.-Brighton and Hove M.C.C. Petrol Con-

sumption Test.
Mar. '20.—Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C.

Intcr-club Run.
Mar. M.-West Kent M.C. Inter-clvb Hill-climb

with Holnucood M.C.C.

litfPORTANT club and OPEN events are tabu-
lated on tire " Questions and Replies " page.

Birmingham M.C.C.

iMembers are requested to meet for the
opening run on March 12th, at the Red
Lion Hotel, Stratford Road, Shirley, at
3 p.m.

Glasgow Western M.C.C.

Held under the open competition rules
of the Scottish Auto Cycle Union, a
week-end trial to Carlisle and back will
take place on Saturday, March 26th,
and Monday, March 28th. A full -award
list includes the A.J.S. and Hutchinson
challenge trophies, and a Maglita light-
ing set for the best performance by a
club member pi-ivate owner. Entries
close on the 18th inst.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.
The 1921 programme for this club

opened most promisingly with a highly
successful dance and prize distribution
at the George Hotel, at which Mr. G.
A. Nunneley offered the club a cup to
be won outright at the next event (wiich
will take the form of a hill-climb, and
will be held on March 12th). Messrs.
JMuratti, Sons and Co., wire some time
ago gave the club a magnificent shield,
which has been won outright, have now
replaced their gift by a solid silver vase,
which has to be competed for in the
amiual reliability trial (June 19th). Mr.
T. Haley, the club president, has also
given a choice tea service, which is to be
won outright in a special competition held
on July 3rd.

MARCH loili, ig2i.
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Bath and West o£ England M.C.

The above club is holding a twenty-
four hours' reliability trial for cars, light

cars, sidecars, and motor cycles on the

11th and 12th inst. from Bath, to Land's
End. The return journey will be made
via the coast.

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The social run to the Hut Hotel,

Wisley, on the 27th February, was
attended by about forty members. The
weather was excellent, and it is hoped
-that equally good weather will favour the

hill-climb to be held on Bore Hill, Dork-

ing, on Saturday, 19th inst.

Cork and District M.C.C.

Despite conditions there, particulars re-

cei\'ed from the secretary of the Cork and

District M.C.C. show that the club has

a paid-up membership of 120, and that

the organisation is still intact, although

the majority of the -members must now
follow the sport only on paper or in

memory. Incidentally, Cork was more
prompt in supplying this information

than a great many more favoured clubs

on this side of the water.

Liverpool M.C.

At the annual general meeting the fol-

lowing officials were elected for 1921 :

President, Mr. S. W. Phillpotf; vice-

presidents. Messrs. V. E. Horsman, F.

A. P. Zacharias, and H. R. Caldw-ell

;

captain (cars), Mr." E. L. Boston; captain

(cycles), Mr. G. S. Boston; hon. secre-

tary, iir. J. H. C4reen : hon. treasurer,

Mr. E. E. Holloway ; hon. trials secre- -

tary, .Jlr. S. Parker; hon. auditors,

Messrs. P. J. Robinson and J. H. Green
;

committee. Jlessrs. N. C. Sclater, J. E.

Wilkins, H. W. Coopland, R. H, W.
Brown, N. H. Brown, E. Thomas, J. Pol-

litt, S. Y. Baimer, P. Brazendale, 0. A.

Cubley, and G. A. Hopton.

Scarborough and District M.C.

Staxton hill-climb was cancelled last

week owing to the bad condition of the

hill. Now "it is on the programme again,

and is definitely fixed to be held on Easter

Jlonday, as the authorities have com-

menced to repair the hill, and there is

every prospect of good surface by Easter.

In view of the circumstances, the Scar-

borough Club specially ask all intending

competitors to cut down their practising

on the hill to the minimum.
An exti'aordinary general meeting of

the club was held on the 25th ult., at

which Capt. Longfield, j)resident of the
Ilkley M.C.C, addressed the members on
the subject of affiliation to the AfCL^.
The chief point under discussion was the
question of payment of affiliation tees on
visiting or country, members who are

admitted to the Scarborough Club at less

than half the fees for the town members.
After a lengthy discussion it was

decided to affiliate to the A.C.U. (Yorks
Centre), and raise the country members'
annual subscription to 5s., to cover the
affiliation fees. It is now understood
that the Yorkshire Centi'e's affiliated

members will give hearty support to the
Staxton hill-climb. Mr. J. W. F.
Tranmer, Glenluce, Raincliffe Avenue,
Scarborough,' has undertaken the secre-

tai'A'^hip for this, event, in succession to

Mr; H. L. Kettle.
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EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER
FOR THIS MONTH ONLY
All reconstructed machines supplied during this month only will be completely equipped
with all lamps, horn, tools, pannier bags, pump, and licence card holder, at no extra charge.

ENFIELD, 8 h.p., 2-speed, and brand new Enfield Sidecar, £125. DOUGLAS, 2f h.p. 2-speed. £65.

P. & M., 31 h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick starter, £82. DOUGLAS, 4 h.p.. 3-speed, clutch and kick starter, £85.

P. &M., 31 h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick starter, £68. 1 Thoroughly overhauled, but finished service green tanks:

B.S.A., 4j h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick starter, £75.
'

re-enamelled makers' colours.

The above machines have been thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated, makers' colours.

Tyres in most cases are new. :: :: THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.
EXAMPLE: Douglas, 2J h.p., £20 down, balance payable in 12 monthly instalments o( £4 6s. 3d.

WRITE FOR PROPOSAL FORM.

May we send full list, which includes full particulars of new and other second-hand machines-

ALLEN -BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD.
The Motor Cycle Specialists

,

9-10-11. ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDON.
Phone : Croydon. 2450. Grams: "Track. Croydon.

PILLION RIDING.

TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
ORDER AT ONCE

from your AGENT (or

EASTER.
Also

take out a

T.AN-SAD

INSURANCE

POLICY.

No extra

premium for

Pillion Ridmg

Write for price

list and particu-
lars of Insurance
to—

TAN-SAL)
(f. h. headlev)

WORKS,
Freeman Sti-eet,

BIRMINGHAM.

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

EASTER MOTOR CYCLING.
We liave purchased a very fine lot of Government Motor Cycles, of recent

date (1917, 1918 & 1919) and in good condition. These are being replatcd.

re-enamelled, and sloved in makers' colours, and rebuilt throughout

Equal in appearance and wear o new machines.

FIRST DELIVERY- NOW READY

4 h.p. DOUGLAS—Solo or Combination
(other makes '.o follow),

EASTER FALLS EARLY.
Why nol have a machine inspected for you by the A.C.U. or A.A., who

will give you an unbiassed report!'

[klCE

i h.p. DOUGLAS
3-speed, Kick-start

iSolo)

< h.p. DOUGLAS
3-speed, Kick-start

I Combination'

Complete with
NEW lighting set

and accessories.

NEW Sidecar and
Chassis, lighting set

and accessories.

THE NUMBER IS LIMITED.
Secure a machine, subject to inspection, for a deposit of five per cent.

MOTOR VEHICLES (LtTupt;) ASSOCIATiON, Ltd.

(Drpt. M.C ), 15. 16 & 17, ELDON STREET, LuNDON, E.C.2

III (iiiswcrinrj lliesc adccrlhcmcnis it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'l/cle."
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The original and still the best.
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THE NAME THAT MEANS SO MUCH ON A SIDECAR
LEARN THE REASON WHY BY OBTAINING A
COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOGUE —
POST FREE— IT'S WORTH HAVING!

COOPER SIDECARS
BELGRAVE RD., BIRMINGHAM

Cycles.

Model 42 Ut' iUiislraU'd) — Black
Jiuish. Njckel-plaied bezel. InJi-
cat'is speeds ta 60 miles iicr hour.
Total mileage counter to 10.003.

and repeats. Quiclily reset trip-

coniiter.

Price £6 5s. Od'
Model ^0 corresponds in other details
but is without trip mileage counter.

Price £5 15s. Od-
Eack whe.il diive for 'Triumph," 5s.
extra.' Back wheel drive for ' Iiulian

'

or "Harley-DavidTOii," 10s, extni.

Maiiiifcrctiii'fd hy

NORTH & SONS, Ltd.

WATFORD,
and 14, Soho Square, liond W.l

12/9

GREAT SLUMP IN GLOVES.
Purchase of Manufacturer's Stock,

10,000 pairs of Leather Driving
Gauntlets, strap and buckle fasten-

ing, lined, natural wopl_ to finger

tips, Light Blue finish, wiHe gaunt-
let, fits well ov«r coat sleeve. Will
wash with - warm water. Hard
wearing, and warm hands assured.

Sent on approval against deposit

;

cash returned if not satisfactory.

FABREN, Regcftt St., GAMBHIDGE

Triumph Spares

All 1914 in stock, also J.S.

hub parts to suit 1916 onward
and Sturmey countershaft

parts.

Good trade discount, and carriage paid.

Dene Motor Cycle Co,,
Handyside*s Arcade,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

'' Mabon " Ball Bearing: Countershaft
Variable Pulley Gears & Free Engine

Readily ftsed to Motor Cycles, of 3^ h.p. and upwards,
havmg clearance of 8J inches between the centre of

engine-shaft and pedal, bracket, or foot-rest, without
structural alterations.
Large diameter belt pulley. Belt always in tension.

Indestructible and foolproof.
Complete sets, including Chain, Sprocket bored for

engine-shaft. Controls, Bolts for fixing to Crank Case.

Machined to suit the various makes. Price £10 8Sr
MABON MOTOR WORKS,

Woods c'e Gardens. Bruce Grove, Tottenham N 17.

Motor Car Houses
AND

Portable Buildings
of every

/ description.

Illustrated

List Free,

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE CO.
HIGH ST., FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

FRANK B. ROPER,
166-168, Loncion Rd., Sheffield.

Sole Agent in this district for

A.J S , Scott, Wilkin, Indian, Bat-Jap,
Bradbury, Motor Cycles also Lagonda Light Cars

5ee next week's issue for actual list

of Roper models
Phoni^ : 2S02 Wires : Roper 2C02 Sheffield.

Tins 1/2 & 2/3 Posh Free, a IGall Tins 25/-CarrPaid.

RAINES & PORTER LTP-HUDI:,

PKATTEN'S
Motor Cycle

Houses.
Revised Prices.
Suparior Quality.

Price. Strong Fioor.
£9 8 il 19 6-
la 1?! , 2 7
IG 39 4 10
18 9 ! 15

All matle in sections ajid Ijol ed topetber, easiry re-erected on
arrival, of stonp fnmes and well-sBasonsd Eed Deal, tongue!
and groove I lilntch Board Eoof cov.rcd in addition wkli
Rubberoid. WinJow to open. Doors with Bolts, Lock and
Key complete. Out of Stoclc. Catalo.-;ue Free. Carriage Paid.

F. PHATTEN & CO.,
"'"^'^^

2SIif.
'^^'°

lalDSOniER NORTON, BATH.

C26

INVENTIONS PATENTED
Guide Free.

J. E. S. LOGKWOOD,
3, NEW STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

ELECTRIC
EASILY FITTED
TO ANV
NUMBER
PLATE, fes"

THE " UNIQUE

'

TAIL LAMP ;

NICKEL PLATED
WITH BULB i
sr., VOLT 'fS

6/-EACri.
ASK YOUR DEftLEP TO FIT ONE OR APPLY THE MAKER9.

M.MOLE 5.S0N Ltd.,^°;«°.Vc'vI"«I%''.''

CHARLOTTE ST.. BIRMINGHAM.

fn answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS m these columns

-First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

tional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

e ^charged double rate. Each paragraph is

larged separately. Name and address must
counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

lecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

I quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payraentlor

ivertisements should be made payable__^—T'coT
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.,—»
•easury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

ansit. shoull not be sent as remittances .

All adveriissments m this section should be

icompanied with remittance, and be addressed

the ofTices of "The Motor Cycle." 20, Tudor
reet, London, E,C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

uventry. To ensure insertion letters should

! posted in time to reach the offices of •' The
otor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

orning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

lote the number which is printed at the end of

,ch advertisement, an! the date of the issue

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUJVIBERED ADDRESSES.
For the coiiveuieuce of advertisers, letters may be
dressed to nuiubcrs at "The Motor Cycle'* Office.

hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost ol

jistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, which must include the

rd- Boxooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
II appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
drcaaccl No. 000, c/o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

C.4. fiepliti to Box Number advertisetumti containing

niltauces should be sent by registered post, biil in ail such

ses tt is aiivisabte to make use of the Deposit System.

lothQ case of motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box

irober. as it Is unusual for these to be sold without flrst

log inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers wilt

cltitate business by embodying In their advertisements

me mention ot the district in which the machine
ered may be seen and tried.

3ir DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons wUo liesitalc to send money to unknown persons

ly deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
pojit System, li the money be deposited with "The
itor Cycle," t>oth parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the

ods is tbree days, and if a sale is eflecled we remit the

lOUDt to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
rriage one way. For all transactions up to C^o, a
posit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over £10
d under £50, the fee is 3 /6 ; over £50 and under OS. 5 /-:

er ^75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions

cf ^100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

.Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
ders should be made payable to Ilifle & Sons Limited.
The letter "D " at the end of an advertisement is an
lication tiiat the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

j

8 Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
aifous, but have not advised us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

swer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
encd as an Indication that the goods advertised have
eady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
uny enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
cb one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
A. B.C.

4-speed

;

ALEXANDER'S

SALE
SEND FOR LIST!

ALEXANDER'S
SALE

WILL SAVE YOU MONEY!

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Easter Holidays,

the issue of "The Moton Cycle"
for March 24th must be closed
for press earlier than usual.
Insertion of Miscellaneous Adver-
tisements in that issue can only
be guaranteed if in our hands by
Thursday. March T7th.

ALEXANDER'S
SALE

NEW 1920 SHOP-SOILED
MACHINES!

ALEXANDER'S
SALE

A RECORD BARGAIN EVENT!

ALEXANDER'S
SALE

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES!

£140: stock,
(0367;

EW 1'.20 A-B.C,
Rart*iall. Andove.

.B.C 1520 (Aug.;, dynamo model, accessories and
spares, perfect order and condition; £125.—

larke, Lyca Rd,. Ely. Cambs. [1339
B.C., 1920, [lerlect order, m^.^t sell; best oBerltll 11";

o-.er £85.—Jones, Bryn.s;ilom. Llanlairpwll, Ancle- i_ . _
[4342

I

ROAD,
B.C. New ilodois from Stock, 1920: tj«tr cayh offer
e:ileaained.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Kew-

aitst- [1252 ROAD,

ALEXANDER'S
SALE

IS YOUR BEST OPPORTUNITY !

ISEND FOR LIST!
LOSE NO TIME!

ALEXANDER'S
LOTH.AN EDINBURGH.

GLASGOW.

A'

272-274. GT. WESTERN

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.

A. B.C
in 20 .V.B.C, ta.ic paid. lullv eciuippcd; 105 xns.—LO Ramsden's, 8, Majbell Av., Blackpool. [5567

\ .B.(-'., new, with kick start and dynamo lighting;
,^J^ £140.-54, St. James's St., Ashted, Birmin;;-
ham. [X8635

A.B.C., 1520, 4-speed, shop-soiled, dynamo liglitini',

electric horn; £130.—North, Bridgefoot, Teter-
borough. [5266

IQ20 A,B,C., mileage 700. unscratched, beautiUilly
JLU etiuipi>ed; £92; exchanges.—60, Wallingfurd
Av., N. Kensington. [5127

A .B.C.—.\ll models will bo on sale at the second-
-^"1. hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from
.\|>ril 2nd. (.See Wanted.) [5735

B.C. 1920 31i.p., dynamo model, speedometer,
horn, small mileage; £115.-Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgatc Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0067

A.B.C., 1920, s|X>rting model, exceptionally la-t. ]>cr-

i«et condition: £105; licen-'e<l; ride anywhere to

purchaser.—164, Broadlicld Ud., Cattord, S.E.6. [5554

A.B.C., 1920, new condition, electric lighting, horn,

spares; fillS; tax paid; exchange combination.—
\V. Aycrs, Garage, Kensington Palace. 'Phone: Park
86. [5364

lO^O A.B.C Combination, dynamo lishtilig, Ktiiall

Jiif mileage, beanliiul condition throughout. Cameo
uiud wrecn, etc.: owner buying car; £140.—H., Keii-

\u,oJ, Banstcad, Surrey. [4399

A.B.C. 1920 Combination, dynamo lighting, speed*-

meter, Cowey, special fidecar de Iilto, wind ecroeii,

outfit nearly new, rerlect conditiou ; wluit oflor.—Box
2.498. I'o The Molor Cycle. (4368

A .B.C. 1920 T.T., Miller lamp? and e«nerntor.

Ilonniks^u I?o<-hronou^ speedometer. Klaxon. Ions

exhaust pipes to each cylinder, specially tuned, and
has done 65 (electrically timed), tyres exceUent; £100-—

H. !•'. Mase, Bracondale, Xorwich. [5225

A .B.C., 1920, good as new, Lucas dynamo lighting.

Smith speedometer, perfect running conditiou,

new spare tube, i£3 worth spare parts, accessories

year's licence and holder, small mileage; nearest oHer

£130.-Whitehead. 26. Tennyson Av., Chesterfield.

A.B.C. 3h.p., new mid-January last, dvnamo light-

ing, horn, speedometer, negligible mileage, beauti-

lu! condition, carefully run in, many spares; any
trial- genuine reason; would consider exchange new
cvcle car; £140, oilers.-Elveyen, 53, Willows Rd.,

Cannon Hill, Birmingham. [X872a

Abingdon.
4h.p. Abingdon King Dick, 2 speeds, clutch. Bosch,

in good running order; nearest £32.—Sims, 61.

London Rd., Salisbury. (4740

T019 6h.p. Abingdon King Dick Combination, first-

i-tJ class condition: 110 gns.-Midland Garage, 7,

Broad St., Birmingham. Central 6238. [4424

"I Q20 Abingdon King Dick Combination, 6-7h.p., 3
it/ speeds, all accessories, low mileage; £130; ex-

changes.—Ilomac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.

'Phone : Dalston 2408. [5510

ABINGDOX King Dick 4h.p., nearly new Duulops,
chitch, lamps, new Amac, in excellent condition:

price £40. or offer.-East Griastead Motor 6arage.

London Ed.. East Grinstead. [3238

1Q20 Abingdon King Dick Combination, 6-7h.p., 3-

itf speed, tools, and accessories, hood, screen,

lamps, etc.. Palmer cords, speedometer; £140.—
Lucas's, 390, High Rd., Chiswick, W. (5363

Acme.
B'BAXD New 1920 8h.p. Acme Combination. J.A.P.

engine, detachable wheels, spare wheel, luxurious
6i([!«-ar with cantilever springing; list price £213,
reduced to £180 spot ca.sh : only one at this price.—Tlie
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. (5284

1 Q20 8h.p. Acme Combination, with f^pare wheel.
Xt7 never I'een used, tyres like new. never been
punctured, electric lighting, new spare belt, complete set

of accessories, owner buying car, cost £250; take £190,
or best offer.-Massa, Astoria Hotel, .Bridlington. [4961

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie numbei- at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue. C29
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MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S.

FOR SALE.

\ RE You Requiring a new combination for Easter?

JULIAN'S, of Reading, have 1921 A.J.S. in stock.

ECURE One Early, otherwise you may be dis-

appointed.
-"

[0477

AN GUI', \Teymoutb.-1921 A.J.S. in etock;
£215. [2173

A.J.S. New 6h.p. Combiuation
: £195.—Jones, Garage,

Uroit^vich.

D

19 21 . A.J.S. 7h.p. in
Garage, Wednesbary.

[4680

£215.—Taylor's
[5387

A.J.S. Combinations in stock, 7h.p., 1921; liglitweights
sboitly.—Clifford JMotories, Eastwood, Notts. [4623

A.J.S. 1921 Models.—Early deliveries at Merrict' s

Stores. 174. Listerhills R-d., Bradford. 14557

BRIGHTON, Hove, and District A.J.S. Agents,
Turpin's, 22-29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0202

CROW Bros., Whitehall Garage. Guildford, A.J.S,
agents and expert repairers since 1912. [7989

A.J.S. Late 1919 6h.p. Combination, complete, first-

class condition; £155.—Bousfield, Westbnry, Wilts.
[4543

A.J.S. 1920 Combinations, unused, shop-soUed; '£195.
—Coventry Motor Mart, London Rd.. Coventrv,

[X8573
A.J.S. Spares,

,
prompt delivery.—Cyril Wilhams,

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampti
Parts.

T.A,
[7998

A.J.S., 1915, and coacbbuilt sidecar, yery nice con-
dition, head lamp, horn, etc.; £90.—Crow Bros.

Suildford. [4335

1 Q19 A.J S. Outfit, spare wheel, good condition,
A*-*' tax paid; £148.—Motor, 174, Hanover St..

Sheffield. [5331

A.J.S. Combination, wind screen, equipped; £110;
tax paid; bargain.-Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd.,

Kilburn, N.W.6. - [4891

A.J.S. 2';4h.p., 1915, 3-speed, clutch, all on, perfect
condition; £55.—Price, 42, New Cavendish St.,

W.l. Any time. [4269

A.J.S.—All models will be on sale at the second-hand
Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from April

2nd. {See Wanted.) [5736

A.J.S.—1921 models for early delivery.—Authorised
District Agents : J. V. Madgwick and Co.,

Bolton, Lancashire [412]

6h.p. 1919 A.J.S. Combination, complete with full
accessories; £145. or near offer.—W. H. Johnson

and Sons. Ltd., King's Lynn. [4430

A.J.S.—The new 7h.p. combination? for early delivery.
—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

\V,6. 'Phone Hammersmith 80 [5704

GET an A.J.S. from A.S.J. Any model, any dietance.
Good deliveries, good service.-Allen S. Joue.';.

Tool Hill Garage, Carnarvon. [X7SS3

1Q15 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., spare wheel, all ac-
X«> cessories, excellent order; any trial; £95.—Cran-
leigh. College Slip, Bromley, Kent. [4485

-| Q20 A.J.S. Standard Combination, with Lucas lamps,X */ Watford si^eedonieter, etc. , splendid condition

;

£185.—McNeiU, 10, Monument St., E.C.3. [4895

1 Q15 A.J.S. 6h.p. C.B. Combination, screen, luggage
Xtf giid, just overhauled (cost £20), excellent con-
dition; £105 lowest.—10, Clarendon Rd., W.ll. [5321

1 Q21 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination, complete as perX «-' makers' list; delivery from stock.—Walbro
Motor Co., High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone
45. [X8059

A.J.S. 1951 Models, delivery guaranteed when re
quired; deferred payments arranged.—A.J -3

Specialists. Tbe Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel. ; 444
[4009

1 Q19, (November) A.J.S. Combination, thoroughly
Xtf overhauled, well equipped; a bargain worth
seeing; £170.-79, Kuowsley St., Bolton, Lancashire.

[4122

"I
020 A.J.S. Combination, dynamo lighting. Lucas

X«7 horn. Cowey speedometer, hood, etc., 700 miles,
as new. tax paid; £200.—Box 2,610, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [5682

"I
Q16 A.J.S. 5-6h.p. Combination, all lamps, speed-

-L*^ ometer, hood, etc., good iyres, good, condition
throughout; £85.—71a, King Henry's Rd., Hampstead
'Phone: 6552. [5559
A .J.S. Combination, new June, 1920, spare wheel
-fV (unused)- Lucas lamps, horn, etc., perfect con-
dition, little used; bought car; £190.—Warder Blake-
brook, Kidderminster. [3429
A .J.S. Combination, 1320, onlv done 600 miles, com-

-ti- plete with lamps, speedometer, perfect condition
and appearance; £185.—Freakley, Mornington House,
Dudley Port, Tipton. [X8262
1Q20 A-J.S., Lucas Magdyno, special draughtproof
-»-*' hood, e.xceptionally powerful engine, fully licenced
in spotless condition; 190 gns.; Midlands.—Box 302
c/o 'fke Motor Cycle. [X8743

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, complete, spare wheel etcJ-t' Cowey trip speedometer, electric lighting, mileage
200, guarnteed perfect condition; £195.-44, Moiuing
Lane, Hackney, N.E. rX8608

Paone : Mid. 2110. 'Gram? :
" Lytcir, B ttm

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTORISTS.

PJ-EVAKS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF THE
FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN

MOTOR CYCLES
1921 MODELS.

A.J.S., ENFIELD,
ROVER, TRIUMPH,
INDIAN, HUMBER,
NEW IMPERIAL,

NORTON, JAMES,
MASSEY-ARRAN,

CALTHORPE,
CONNAUGHT,

EDMUND,
BLACKBURNE,

CASH. EXCHANGES.
DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

8 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD, £160.

SPECIAL BARGAINS:
1920 Shop-soiled Models.

3! h.p. ROVER, 3-speed - - - £125
U h.p. HUMBER, Flat Twin - - £125
4"h.p. BLACKBtniNE, 3-speed - £115
3} h.p. ROVER, T.T. - - - - £95
2.i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed - - ' £62
22 h.p. CALTHORPE-JAP, 2-speed £63
2I h.p.CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £58
2J h.p. METRO-TYLER, 2-speed - £70
2i h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2-speed - £58
2ih.p CONNAUGHT, single-speed £50

Also a few shop-soiled

SIDECARS
At Reduced Prices.

81-91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Combination, late 1920, electric lighting, disc
wheels, speedometer, and extras, new conditioii

throughout; £170. — Frank Whitwortli, Ltd., 139
New St., Birmingham. [X8632

1 Q19 [as new) 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, spare uhe^l
, ^ and tyie, apeedometer, horn, tools, accumulator
lighting, 3 lamps, tax paid; £190 net*.—Boyd-ell, Vic-
toria R4., AVidnes, Lanes. [4397

A -J-S. Late 1919 6h.p, Combination, wind s'^re'^ii,
^*- liood and apron, spare, wheel and speedometer,
small mileage, tax and insurance paid;" £150.—Aylwnrd,
20, Windsor At., Margate. [4354

A -J-S., 1914, 2-speed, 5-6h.r., hand and foot clutoh
^^ control, with coachbuilt sidecar, accessories, in-
cluding trip gauge speedometer; trial, seen any time;
£78.-40, Ivy Crescent, Chiswick. [4535

A.J.S. Combination, 3 speeds, speedometer, BlueiLiel
screen, iuggage carrier, lamps. Low generator,

splendid condition; £110; wanted lightweight.-De'Atb.
10, Slaine Grove, N.W.5. [5420

1 C|2J. A.J.S,. 2^4h,p.—We are now booking lor early
A*/ delivery of this super machiae; approx. price
£100.—Official agents, Hornac'.^, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phone; Dalston 2408. [5511

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, very little used, perfect
-Li/ order, horn, 6pare wheel, tools, electric and acety-
lene head lamps; £175, or near offer; owner bought car.
—69, Abington St., Korthampton. [SaeVl

A.J.S. Combinations.—Good deliveries for 1921. Book
your orders with us now to save disappointment.

Officially appointed agents for this famous outfit.—F.
E. Wootten, Ltd., High -St.. Oxford. 'Phone: 308. .

AT

«

[3392
.J-S. 6h.p. 1920 Combination with Watford speedo-
meter, Lucas dynamo ,li{,-hting eet, hood, ecreen,

and spare wheel, excellent condition; £210. or near
offer; done just over 4,000 miles.—Brannam, Pottery
Barnstaple. [0499

A.J.S. Combination, August. 1919, Easting Koya
screen, speedometer, liorn, lat€ly overhauled bj

makers, tvres unpunctured, spare wheel unuse^l, conr
plete outfit spares; £175.— Doran, Mayfleld, Botlmelt
Lanarkshire. [439i

Tj^*^*^:^- ^^^^^ ^ brand new A,J.S. combination, thop
J. soiled); £190 cash; excliauges and eaey payment
arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstea<
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7
(.hiding Saturday?. [464:

A.J.S. 6h.p., 1920 model, sidecar combination, com
pJete with lamps, horn, tools, wind screen, guai

nnteed not run 2,000 miles, in exceptionallv good condi
tion throughout; £180.—Harrison, The Motor Hnus<
Burnley. Tel.: 1054. [^842

A.J.S. 7h.p., brand new 1921 combination, complet
with interchangeable wheels and spare, imm<

diate delivery; just arrived from works; £215; eas
payments arranged. — Wilkins, Simpson, opposit
Olympia, London. [548

A.J.S. Black and Gold Combination, military mode
new August, 1919, appearance and conditio

like new, speedometer. Easting screen, and lamps
bargain, £145.—Dobb. 5, Abbey Rd. Mansions. S
Johns Wood, Jjondon. [486

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, trip speedomete
hood, screen, side curtains. Klaxon horn, Ta

Sad, pillion seat, spare wheel, unused, lamps, excellei
condition: £175.—A. Edwin, 50. Chiswick Common Rf
Chiswick. 'Phone : 1954. [47i

"I 020 A.J.S. Combination, neiv June, dynamo ligh
J- 1' ing, speedometer, hood, screen and side scree
Tan-Sad, spare wheel unused, small mileage, co
£260, tax paid; accept 2C0 gns.; bought car.—Salmo
Yeoveney, Alexandra Rd., Watford. [48'

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. CombinatiGn, Lucas dynamo ligl

ing, spriug seat-pillar, screen, spare * wheel, ei

condition as new, mileage just over 1,000, insured £25
tax paid; best offer over £200.—Warran, 72, Winds
Ed., E.IO. 'Phone: Broadway 2343. [461

A.J.S. (July. 1920} Combination, Luca? Magdyno, hoi
hood, Cowey trip, tyres unpunctored, spare whe

unu?ed, accessories complete, condition as new, milea
1,700, fullv in-ured, tax paid, owner bought car; £2(
—Barber, 94. Market St.. Manchester. [X84

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. C.B. Combination, hood, scre(
C.A.V. electric lighting, special lamps, Smit

speedometer, Lucas horn, Tan-Sad, tyres new,
clutch, just overhauled, suare^ and tools: £120.—Tavl
Boltons, Daws Lane, ]Vrill Hill, N,W,7. [52

1 Q21 A.J.S. 71i.p., actual sliow model, purcha:
it/ February, extras Lucas electric light, electric ho
Cowey trip speedoineter, hood -and cover, side screen
new), tax paid; cost £273, best oft'er; purchasing e
Staffs.—Box 2,574, c/o The Motor Cycle. ^[49

"I
Q20 A.J.9., complete with sidecar, wind sere

JLiJ apron, etc., separate electric dynamo model, u
in fine weather only, and has not done more than i

miles,- private oi^Tier; £200, or nearest offer.-Apply
Auto Traders, Ltd., do Pugh Engineering Co., Shii

"Rd., Addiscoml>e, Croydon, Surrey. L4£

1 Q 20 A. J.S. Combination, djiiamo lighting, luxi
J- 1? ously equipped, hood co\er, screen, spare whi

pan seat, spring -piUnr, Sterliug legsbields, Elax
speedometer, mirror, tools, tax paid, perfect conditi
ainall mileage; best over £190; trial by appoiiitmen'
12, Eastmead Av., Greenford, Middlesex. [3^

C50 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

-7h.p. Twin and ai.ih.p. B.S.A.
equipped: list price.-

11..

)9.

9

._. -__ stock, tully
Coffin. Hohvell, Sherborne.

[4749
UENER Bros, for B-S.A. Imrnedi.'it« delivery 1921
models.— 134, Upper Tbnuies Bt., London, E.C.

i4954
^S.A., coiinterslmft 3-speed, kick start, choin-ciim-
• belt: £55.-23, Jupiter Terrace, Weil HoH. S.E.9.

[5263
ATE 1916 4i.ih.p. B.S.A.. Lucas lamps. Klaxon

horn, tax paid; bargain, £67/10.—Harper, Graven
US.

• [4270

'.S.A. 3'/'li-P. 1915. lamps, etc.. in perfect condi-
* tiun, must sell; £45.—Walker, 82, Oxiord Gardens,
10. [5177

,S.A. 1920 Model ^V^h.v-, belt drive, perfect con-
ditiou; accept good offer netirest £95.—4, Fyflftld

, Oxford. [4713

e20
B.S.A. All-chain Combination, new, £138;

1921 models, prompt delivery.—Taylor's Garage,
idnesbury. [5388

[120 ai^h.p. B.S.A,, No. 2 sidecar, Magdyno. speedo-
U meter, horn, tax paid, perfect throughout

;

15.—Below

F. EDWARDS, the B.S.A. competition specialist,

(an give delivery all models; also expert advice.—
rington RJ.. South Keuoington. 'Phone : Ken.

[4199

A. 1921 Twin 6-7h.p. Combination, in stwk,
):175: spare wheel, tyre, and luggage' gritl eitra
19.—Below.

S.A. 1921 Model H., 4V4b.p., ohnin drive; £110;
Xo. 2 sidec^ir £35, in stock.—Below.

S.A, Mod*;l K.. 4i4h.p., 1920. chnin-cum-belt. £100; j-l

X*.. 2 sidebar, £35; m stock.—A. Eivett, 256. '

IM,. Lf'vtonstone. [3586

Ol.TUN.-All B.S.A. models in stock, eolo and
combinations, complete—Grosvenor Garage, Brad-
St.. Bolton. 1X2019

|

.S.A. 1921 Models: orders now accepted tor early
delivery—RatcliHe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St., 1

Mayfair 6042 (0429
S.A. 7h.p., 1920, only ridden 300 miles, complete
witli lamps, horn, and licence; £130.— Exm<Jcvco.

Bath Rd., E.'reter. (X8257
19 B.S.A. 4Vih.p., eoachbuilt sideciir, screen, hnrn.
Hchtinp set, licence, perfect condition; £115.—

Gtjtton Rd., Acton. [4405

S.A. 1921, nil models; lute B.S.A. coDibiudtion, new
oudition, wind screen, £100, gunrantecd.—Clifford

itories, Eastirood, Notts. [4621

S.A.—All models will be on sale at the second-
iiand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from

1 2ud. (See Wanted.) [5741

S.A. Late 1919 Model K., V. nnd M. sidecnr, splen-
did order. Hcoessorics, nuuierous spares, tiis pnid

:

.—7, Brnndize, Okelumipton. [4957

S.A.—Our new ngency opr-n to discus? exclmiine any
good solo or combination; early deliveries.—

ting, Motors, Wcaldstone. [4207

17 B.S.A. Motor Cycle. 3-speed. kick start, com-
plete with lamps, hnrn. etc., tax paid; £63.—

n's Garage, Lctchworth, Herts. (3768

S.A., 1919. all-chain, Mf'nt«ouiery sidtM-nr. sptf'd-
oui-^tiM, lauius. etc. ; £120 ; inter 7 o'cU»ck.—

rues, 088-382, Finchley Ed.. N.AA".2. [5039 1

.8. A., few only. 1920 conibinatious; redaced price,
£135.—A. Wutkins. 150-2, Btoney Lane, and 665.1

itford Rd., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [X8626 ^

.S.A. 1920 Combination, 4',ih.p., chnin, milr'age 500.~ as uew, with lamps, horn, tools, etc.; £135; gunr-
eed perlect.—Young. Misterton, Somerset. [4597

i

.S.A. Combination. 1917, 3-speed, clutch, C.B. side-
equipped, perfect; £88; must sell, going

oad.—240. Blytho Rd.. Hammersmith. [5346

.S.A. 4i4a.p., July, 1919. coupled A.J.S. f^idccar.

Easting, ncco^^-iories, spare tul'e^. cover, no lamp-,
tiinl; £100.-68. Busliwood. Leytonstone [3618

65.-1912 U.S.A., 2-speed, completely overhauled,
kick start, all on. receut Milla-Fult'ord «;idecar, ex-

tional ( oudition.—Wiite 5. Auniugton Rd., N.2. [4631

.S.A. 1917 4lih.p.. 3-8rK?ed oountershalt. K.S., clutch,
all-chain, splendid conditiou : £70. or rensonaltle

.—Montroie, Windmill Rd., Clapham Common.
[3523

ENTTINE 1919 B.S.A. 4Vih.p. Combination, lusuri-
on-^ly Jitted, perfect throughout, uu^crntched; any

ionable offer.—153, KnoUys Rd., Stienthnm. S.W.16-'
[4362

|20 B.S.A. 4'4h.p. Combination, all-chain drive.
I

' Magdyno, Blue'mel wreen. Binks carburetter;
)C^ appointment.—62, Allison Rd., Hornsey, N.8

[501,-

.8.A. 1920 Combination. M-igdvno lighting j^ef-

slightly used; £150.—A. Wjitkius, 150-2. Stonoy
,e. and 565, Stratford Rd., Sparkhill, Birmingham.

fX8627
ARLT 1920 B.S.A. Combination througbout, 3-

Biteed clutch, etc., all-chain driven, ele<-tric light-
prnfticnlly as new; £120.-11, Betchworth Rd .

u Kings. [4865
I

.S.A. Model K. £103. Model H. £107: 1920 ma-
chines, and No. 2 aidecar £35, nvnilable for quick

very; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton
London. [4921

)

M- satisfactloa

Z5 ffoin-oH s^
HAUPjC

1921 NEW MODELS.
STANDARD ii.6h.p. 4.sc.iter £645
LAGONDA 11.9 h. p. coupe, dickey, ftiU

equiprneal. Reduced price £465
CALTHORPE c-se.itcr. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE |-5c;iter. Reduced price £450
COVENTRY PREMIER vuheeler '. . . . £288 15
REX-BLACKBURNE Mudcl 3; .S h.p.

Cnnibiiiation. ::3:<3. sp.lre wheel .. £218 18
SCOTT, 3 ; h.p.. 2.spced £130
•SCOUT (INDIAN!, twin £140
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., .ind Sidec'cr. £186 18
NEW IMPERIAL, 2'. h.p., i-specd ... £80 17
B.S.A. .it h.p. j-speed all-chain Com.. . £152
SCOTT ( ..tnbination . . . £170
SCOTT, THW Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidec.ir £187 10
ENFIELD E h.p. Combination £160
ENFIELD, 2\ h.p.. 2-6need. lichlweight £85
TRIUMPH, countershaft, and Sidecar. £151
B.S.A. luiii Combination. Lucas dyno.

lighting, spare wheel. ' Rcauced
price £212 9

SUNBEAM K h.p. Combination, Lucas
O\'namo lighting, span* wheel, etc.. £274 1

(•New 1920 models. Cash offers wanted.)

1921 DQUGLA8ES.-
Inrludini; lamps, generator, horn, lireuce holder

2; h.p., 2-<ipeed £85
-^' li.p.. 3-5peed (no clutch) £100
2j h.p., 3-spced, kick st.irt, clutch .. £105
4 h.p., 3-speed. clutch £130
\ h.p. 3-spec<l Combination £170
Prices plus transit. I-'.\change'. I^a^^^ Lnn^.

AUENTS FOR
ACME-J.A.P., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD, NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON, REX,
SUNBEAM, SCOTT, and TRIUMPH Motor Cycles;

L.S.D. anii COVENTRY PREMIER 3-whoclcrs ;

AIREDALE, UOUGLAS, CALTHORPE, and
LAGONDA LishI Cars ; MILLS-FULFORO and
SWAN Sidecars.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed In Running Order.

A.B.C., 19:0. Magdyno liji:htiiiy, spccdo-
metei. elt^tric horn. 700 miles .... £125

EDMUND, 2j h.p, 1920. as nc«' £75
ARIEL, IQ20. 3! h.p.. 3-spocd c/sha(t. £98 10
NORTON, M h p.. T.T £75
COVENTRY EAGLE, 1920. 3I h.p..

-1 ..p-ifl, v(.r\- hue condition £98 10
MEIRO-TYLER, 2-speed, red £62 10
DOUGLAS, 1920. 2} h.p.. 3-sp.. access. £87 10
CLYNO, n;o. 2-sp., Lightweight .... £55
MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, lightweight £17 10

Passenger Machines.

RICHARDSON io;o 2.£eater. T.i.x p.iid £195
MORGAN 8 h.p. Sporting. Ta.\ paid. . £145
BUCKINGHAM 2-seater. Tax paid . . £85
SCOTT .'stroke coach Combination .. £83
PREMIER, 3I h.p., 3Speed. and S'c.ar £05
BRADBURY,'6h.p., Grindlay Sidecar,

i.imp..;. etc., 1920 Combination .... £157 10
ARIEL 3I h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £110
HARLEY', 7-0 h.p.. 1920, and new

latest type bulbous back Sidecar.. £195
HARLEY 19:0 Combination, electric. . £200
DOUGLAS 1919 4 h.p. Combination .. £120
CHATER-LEA 8 h.p. 3-3peed Com. . . £8S
BRADBURY, 3! h.p.. 3 speed, Sidecar £75
B AT-J.A.P. o h.p. 3-speed c /shaft Com.,

sp^donieler, watch, lamps, etc. . .

.

NORTON Big Four, 3-speed, Swan
^nortin2 Sidecar, electric lighting

RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., Multi-Rudgc S'car

Easy Payments Arranged.

ACCESSORIES.
•Easting Windscreen, standard
•P.ritish New Magnetos, single or twin.

for all makes. E.xchanges quoted.

*Cowey Horns, SO /-
; Klaxons

*Cowev Sp'*edometer.s

Cowey Trip, for A.J.S., 100 miles .

.

•BinKS Carburetter? (post free)

*\'ew .\nny Knapsacks, 13I x 11" ...

^'Plated T.T. Bars, for Triumphs ...

Douglas Sidecar, 1920, almost as new £29 10
•Douglas Sidecar. 192 r, screen £40

•Xew goods. Carnage extra.

£90

£145
£65

£4 10

£1 16
£6
£5 5
£4 16 10

5 6
£1 5

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 1917 Model K., Millford sidccnr, ucceseoriea,
Tim-Siid, wiud screen. F.E.W. valve nttachments,

tnx pnid: £90, or netir offer.-Mogg, 94. Clarence Rd..
Graya, Essex. [5260

B.3.A., 1916, ftrodel H.. overhauled by makers,
since done 1.500 miles, with 1919 family side-

car (adult and child) ; £75.—Mavne, 57, Harlech Rd..
Southgate. N.14. [5001

B.S.A.—All models for early delivery: also a few
second-hand mnchine-; at low prices.—Newnhnm

'

Motor Co.. 223. Haiumer,«mith Rd.. W.6. 'Phone: Ham-
mersmith 80. [5705

B.S.A. 1921 Models, immediate delivery, H2 and

I

K2; also 6-7h.p. twin combination; easy pay-

;
mcnts arranged.—Wilbins, Simpson, opposite Olympia.

I

London. - [5487

B.S.A. 1920 R. Combinntion, luggage grid, Easting'.

3 elootrio himps. horn, etc., excellent condition;

anr esitmination or trial; £135.—Croigie, Cold Noitoii.

; near Maldon, Es^ex. [XB596

' "1020 B.S.A. 4^.ih.p. Combinntion, Model H.. Eostiuc.
-I*/ lumps, speedometer, horn, luggase grid, tax paid:

I £135, or beet ofl-.T.-Laidlaw, 2, Hampden Terrace.

I ilMimt Florida, tihisgow. [5543

B.S.A.—All models now in stock: tho lowest price

nunhine. but hitchest quality.—A. Watkins. the

U.S.A. Aiient. 150-2, Stoney Lane, and 565, Stiatford

iRd., Spjirkhill, Birmingham. [X8625

B.S.A. Model K Combination. Ruaranteed 12 monlhs'

use only, line condition, mechanically perlect. ^

himps. Klaxon, insurance, tax paid; any trial; £130,
f ..r near offer.—Dickeson. Clifden. Raglan Gardens,
Wembley Park, Middlesex. [5600

LATE 1920 B.S.A. Combination, 3 lamps and
generators, spare tube, and accessories, only

I

ridden lew miles, as new ; £125, or near olfer.—
! Truman, High St., Sidcup. . [5315

B.S.A. 3";.h.n.. 1912-13, 2-speed, clutch model.

B.S.A. cnrbureller. Bosch mag., thoroughly over-

I haulel and repaintetl; £60.—Apply, Larkworthy.
! Copor^ Bridge, Liphook, Hants. (4485

S.A. 6h.p. and 4',ih.p. Solo in stock lor immediate
dcliverv: price list and catalogue post free; de-

ferred pavnicnts arranged. Sole district agents. The
Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel.: 444. [4010

1 O^l CTi.n. B.S.A. Combination, spare wheel, de
JLI/ tachablc wheels, brand new, in stock; note the

prire. 1 £184.-Walbro Motor Cycle Co., High St..

1 SatTron Wahlen. K-sex. 'Phone : 45. (X8044

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, complete with

spare wheel, Inggace grid, and screen : cash, or

cvtonded pdyni«ntii.—Tiivlors. Ltd., 52 and 53, SuHHex

Place, 8.W. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. [0492

B.S.A. 1920 K. luxurious ftidecar, accumulator liehtr

ing. speedometer, etc.. done 1,600 mile.H, excellent

...ndition. lax paul; £145. or nearest oJTer; seen by
iiplKiintment.-Bovinglon, The Thorns, Sevenoabs. [5181

1019 B.S.A. and Sidecar, chain-belt, speedometer.
Xt/ lamps, horn, tools, wind screen, hand and foot

lontrolled clutch, spare valve, chain, belt, cover, tube,

3 000 miles, tax paid; £123.—Knight, Knebworth,
Herts. [''7^'»

B.S.A. 4>^h.p. 1914 3-epecd Counteraliaft Choin-<lrive

Combination {Millfoid sidecar), stored, renovnted,

and fitted E;i8tine wind screen, looks n'^w, licensed;

ne3rev.-*t offer £98.—Tumkinson, Victoria Villa. Middle-

wich, Ches. [4694

A LL B.S.A. 4h.p. Combination, countershaft 3-speed.

A. all chain, Cmaeo, 3 lamps, horn, etc, splendid

condition; £75; near offer; tax paid.— 118. Craven
Park Rd., Harlesden, N.W.IO. 'Phono : Willesden

1239. [5158

BS A 4lih.p. Model H with B.S.A. Nn 2 Siderar

and dvnamo liKhtme. late 1920, brand new but

slightly soiled; usual price, £158/15; sacriMce, £li9/I&,
a real' bargain.— Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olymnia.

London. 15491

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any B.S.A. Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W .4. 'Phone: Brix-

ton 2417. 10501

20 4,'-ih.p. B.S.A. All-chain Combination, all

latest refinements, electric nnd acetylene iiBhtini;.

Tan-Sad, licence and insurance paid, mileage 600,

pnvatelv owned: ^-end for fall particulars.-James, Albany
Villa, Ross. (D) [5089

BS.A. 1920 Model K. Combination, Luca^ lami-n.

Cower trip speedometer. Klaxon, Easting screen,

luggage grid, licensed, mileage 1,200, condition as new:
il35, or near offyr.—Canning, c.'o Hucklebridge, 133.

Sloane ."st., London, S.MM. - [X8609

WADCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., I^ndon.-
New 1921 B.S.A. motor cycles, chain and chain-

cum-belt, delivered from stock, price £110 and £107
reapertivelv : ^asy termi one-tlfth down and the remnindf

19^

in 12 monthly payment?. [5727

B.S.A. 1919 Combination, mileage under 2,000, Pal-

mer iront, Moseley rear. Easting »creen, hood,

sparo tyre, P. and H. lamp, appearance excellent, pcr-

fe-n running order, tax paid; price £100; appointment.

—39, Cornwall Rd., Harrow. [4525

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dite of the issue, riy
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. Combination, 2^peed, conchbuilt sidec-ar,

fltt«I ivith new Dunlop tyres, Dunlop belt, new
P.H. lamp, tltoronfjlily ov-erhaulcd ; would exchanp;e for
1919 or 1920 Tiiumph with kioli f^tart, S-speed.—W.
H. Booth, Post Office, Burwardsley, Cliester. [4437

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, Magdyiio, Easting, lug-
J-tf gage grid, speedometer, spring seat pillar.

niiiTor, spares, 4-ply Uunlops, iinpunctured, insxired
for £185, perfect condition, tax paid; £148; deposit
svstem.~F. Sawyer, 84, Armoury Rd., Small Heatli,
Birmingham. [X8652

B'S.A.—A motor cycle worthy of its name~ is the
B.S.A. We have always in stock at least three

models, Model K. Model 11, and 6-7h.p. twin, imme
diate delivery; all sijares in stock; trade supplied.

-

Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill. N.IO, and at Woodside
Parade. Norfh Finchley. [037°

B'.S.A. 1921 Model 6-7h.p. Twin, Model A, with
B.S.A. No. 1 sidecar, Magdyno lighting, speedo-

meter, spare wheel with tyre, tyre cover, luggage grid;
immediate delivery from stock at makers' latest price;
£217/10.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lou*
don. Easy payments arranged. [5485

1Q15 Ji.S.A. Coaehbuilt Combination, 3-speed connter-
.

J- ^ ^li.nft, Iv.S., clutch, acetylene lighting, horn,
knee t-'rip-s, speedomet-er, spare valve?, complet-e, tools,
stniiii apron. Existing, suit overalls, tas and insuroucc
paid, takiuic delivery car; £100, or near offer.—24,
HighbiJdge St., Waltham Abbey. [5503

"|Q19 B.S.A., ,4^/4h.p., Model K, coaehbuilt sidecar,
J-*-' complete with 3 lighting sets, horn, Easting,
luggage grid, spare tyre, tube, belt, and other spares,
licence paid, fully insured, policy transferred free,
good condition; bargain, £110 for quick sale.—Baker,
The Knowle, Deddington, Oxen. [5295

B.S.A., new model, 6-7h.p, V twin, and Mills-
Fullord bulbous back De Luxe sidecar with

Easting screen and luggage grid, 3 lamps, Cowey
speedometer, spares, tools, etc.. tax paid; cost £215,
reasonable offer wanted.—'Phone : Palmers Green
3081.--BOX 2,618, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5663

B.S.A. 4i/(h.p., Millford C.E. sidecar, 1916 model,
bought new April, 1917, escellegt coudition, over-

liauled, new Wood-Milne front tyre, 26x5 heavy Dun-
lop back. Clincher de Luxe side, Jones speedometer,
Lucas acetylene lamps, luggage carrier, patent adjust-
able ,ict, Atkinson wmd sci'een, side curtains, hood, leg
(Shields, Lucas horn, many spares; 98 gns.—A. T. Mole,
39, Westbere Ed., Cricklewood, N.W. Seen any time.

[4533
_ Calcott.

*-0 3.h.p. 1915 Calcott, recently overhauled, good con-
1^^ dition, Bosch, new c.nrbuietter ; seen by appoint-
ment.—Peters, 38, Mason's Hill, Bromley, Kent. [4697

Calthorpe.
CALTHOPPE Jun., 2-speed gear, excellent condi-

tion; £25-—Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone. [5625

-| Q16 Calthorpe-Jap, 2^ih.p., Enfield 2-speed gear,
-i-t/ licence paid; £36/10.—Jones, Garage, Droitwich.

[4682
CAJ.TriOP.PE 2-strQke, .2 speeds, in splendid con-

dition; ^35.—62, Southfield Ed., Bedford Park,
W.4, [4332

CALTHORPE Lightweight, 2-speed. licence, like
new; £29.—Proud, Vicai-age Lodge, Knowsley,

Lanes. [5309

WAUCHOPE'S 9. Shoe Lane. London. E.C.-
Calthorpe combination, dynamo lighting:

£115/10. [5728

CALTHORPE Junior, 2 speeds, tax paid £24 quick
sale; higher power required.—H. Gunn, 58, Rail-

ton Rd., Heme Hill, London. [5101

CALTHORPE.—All models will be on sale at the
second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace,

from April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5742

CALTHORPE 1919 2-stroke, Enfield 2-speed, fine
condition, just been overhauled; £55.—Bailey,

35, Mount Pleasant Rd., New Maiden. [5402

1 Q16 2^!4}i.p. Calthorpe, 2-stroke. as new, tax paid,
-1-*-' good tyres, lamps; ride away; photo, stamp; bar-
gain, £25, near ofler.—Ewers, Newton Ed., Burton-on-
Trent. [4619

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. _23/,h.p., 1920 model. Enfield
2^5peed gear, £65 ; 2-stroke model with Enfield

gear. £58.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St.. Bir-
miugham. [46t7

r^ALTHORPE.—Immediate delivery 'sh.p. 2-stroke
^^ solo, 65 gns.: combination, complete with lighting
set, 110 gns.; and 23d'h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-£peed, 70
gns. Motor Co., Hereford. [4314

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retail
agents for the County of Devon ; all n^-nlels in

stock lor immediate delivery.—The Carlton Mo'ior Co.,
33, Torwood St., Torquay. [0201

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 2-.:lh.p.. late 1920. brand new
but slightly soiled. Enfield 2-speed: usual price,

£74/11; sacrifice, £59/15, a real bargain.—Wilkin?.
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [5494
CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 234h.p., 1919. 2-speed, as new,

discs, lamps, electric, Lucas horn, licence, It^g

shields, tyres like new. only done few miles; ride away;
.•£60, or near offer.—202, Trinity Rd., S.W.17. [4777

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock
for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—
Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.4
"Phone: Brixton 2417. [0509

|

Fo, MOTOR CYCLES

OF READING

Enjoy the open

road at Easter
ON ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

r92i 3j h.p. Sports NORTON
£132

1921 LEVIS 2-speed and
clutch, £68

192 r ENFIELD combination,
£160

1921 VELOOETTE, 2-speed,

£75

"1921 NEW HUDSON, 50 gns.

i92r 3^ h.p. ARIEL, £120

1921 TRIUMPH, all-chain,

£140

1921 MATCHLESS combi-
nation, £205

192 1 A.J.S. combination,

£215

1921 O.K. JUNIOR, 48 gns.

1920 ZENITH sports, new
6 h.p., 110 gns.

H. JULIAN
84, Broad Street,

'Phone

:

1024 READING

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CALTHOHPE, 2':4h.p. J.A.P., 1918, Enfield gea
good condition, recently overhauled, new piet

and back tyre, tax paid: £35.—Malley, 4, Basingsto
Rd., Reading. [Seen at Julian's Motor Cycle Sh<
Broad St., Heading. [54

Campion.
CAMPIOX-J.A.P. 1917 EJili.p., 2 speeds, T.T. ba

long exhaust, knee-grips, photo; £39.-20. Fral
fort St.. Birmingham. [50

"1Q20 Campion-Jap 2?4h.p., Bturmey 2-speea, ki

Xt/ starter, hand clutch, low position, very lit

used, splendid condition; £65.—Garaged 89, liast Hi
Wandsworth. [51

Cedos.
KICKHAM for Cedas; trade supplied.—Stol

E- Croft, Bristol. [33

CEDO.S, late 1920 2';.ih.p., 2 speeds, fully eqump<
indistinguishable from new; £60.—Parkel

Bradshawgate, Bolton; and 245, Deansgate, Ms
Chester. tX°=

CEDOS 2 stroke, the finest lightweight reaching
public, earliest deliveries, particulars on am

cation-—Largest Loudon Agents: Fowler and Bngdt

130, Euston Hd., London, N.W 1. 'Phone: Musei

4827. !<"•

Chater-Brown.
4 h.p. Chater-Brown Combination, 1916 engine, llalj

variable, cane sidecar, screen, many spares, so ai

where
; £30 ; Liverpool.—W. Applcton, Castle St., blii

Chater-Lea

Sh.p. Chater-Lea C.S. Combination, condition a

appearance perfect; £85.—Levene, 89, Pm
stead Rd., Woolwich, S.E.18. :50

C~1
ENUIKB Bargain. -1920 2-speed 2-strpke Chat

[T Lea lamps, mechanical horn, aluminium lo

boards and leg shields, mechanically faultless.

.scratched, starts easily, tax paid; £54; approva

Laver, 199, Unthank, Norwich. L5t

Cliater-Lea-Jap.

CHATEE-LEA-J.A.r. 6h.p. Combination, 3-speert,ii

Binks, lamps, spwdometer, sound condition ;
ottt

—31, Wilton Grove, Wimbledon. l'^

Chater-Lea-Kerry.

£25. tor quick sale.—Sh.p. twin Chater-Lea-Ker
Bosch, mechanically perfect, tax 30s. — t

minger, Hackenden, East Grinstead. ,5;

Chater.Lea' Kelecom.

CHATEB-LBA-KELECOM 3',ili.p., long exhai

lamps, ride awov; £35,-20, Boston Kd., Haira

W.7. ["1

Cleveland.

1 Q20 Cleveland, new; cash offers; exchanje his

^-tJ power.- 27, Eldon Rd., Blackburn. [X8t

T Q20 3h.p. Cleveland, 2-speed, kick start, 26
XtJ tvres. chain drive, cost with extras £92;
rcpt £68.-30, Talbot St., Burnley. lX8t

c
Clyno.

LYXO 2.stroke. 2 speeds, clutch, fine condition
:
f

-75, Warwick Rd., Bowes Park. l51

19=

C

NEARLY Kew 2%h.p. Clyno, 1920, 2-speed; 60 cm
A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1.

DAN GUT. We5mouth.-1921 Sh.p. Clyno co

bination. small mileage, as new; cash offers want
[2-

20 Clyno Lightweight, perfect condition, as m
bargain at 50 gns.—Box 2,551, c/o Tlu y<

Cvdc.

Ll'NO Combination, 1916, 3-speed, excellent

tion, lamps, etc., fast; £85, or nearest.—97, Kot
RJ., Bow, E.3. l"!

"I Q21 8h p. Clyno Combination, new, £215; 1

\.U Clyno lightweight, £59. —Taylor's Gar.

Wednesbury. -^'

CLYNO Lightweight, electric light, Lucas lorn, spi

ometer, new condition; £60.—Scrase, 234, Bat

sea Park Rd,, S.W. i5.«

CLYTvC-All models will be on sale at the seco

hand AutomcJbile Show, Crystal Palace, ij

April 2nd. ( See Wanted.) [5

CLYXO 1917 3-speed Combination, repainted, c

Vlete withjamps: £100, close offer.-Hayne, Spi

Bottom, Osmiugton, Weymouth. [3

1 019 Clyuo Lightweight, new 1920, lamps, h
-L Xr licence, perfect condition- throughout ; offer

' Mardon, Windhill, Bishop's Stortford. [3

TQ 19-20 Clyno 2V2h.p., good condition, lamps, i

JLtJ boards, spare inner tube, belt, tax paid; £5
J.m;is, Downhills Rd., Eluudellsands, [4

£85.—Clyno combination, complete spare wheel
speeds, in good condition, or part exchange

lower b.p.~!19, Westfield Rd., Baling. [4

CLYNO Lightweight, 1920, very little used, lai

mechanical horn ; 50 gns.—Vivian Hardie and Li

Ltd.. 24, Woodstock St.. New Bond St., W.l. [0

CLYXO 1920 2-etrok6, 2-speed, clutch, alumin
mudsbiclds, muffs, lamp<. Klaxon, tools, new

ditdou; £55.-19, Mervan Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [5

Bl8 All. letters relating to advertisemeiit.s should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas.

919 2';ih.p. DouElas, purchased new Feb., 1920.

used only few times, guaranteed perlect; *.fau.

37, Arlington Hd., Surbiton.

be

[5368

at theDOUGLAS.—All models will „- ... — -- „ ,

second-hand Automobile Show. Crystal ralace
sale

V
[5744

hood, screen

Sibley. 106,
[4470

wimt
[4564

)

om April 2nd. (See Wanted.)

h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed,
spare wheel, all accessories; £120.-

arket Place, Uoratord, Eseex,

DOUGLAS 2-speed, kick starter, hand clutch, honi.

lamp?, .splendid condition; £48.—Baeta, 6, >»'iJo"

ews, South Belgrovici, London. [4937

917 Douglas 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, lamps, Iiorn.

etc., licensed; £70, near offer—Write, Butcho-
Kiugshall Rd., Heckenham. 1^°°^

920 Douglas Combination, lighting set, horn, tav

paid, insured, handsome outfit, not done 500
iies.—20a, Pitshanger Lane, Ealing. [6188

918 2';4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, makers' colours,

lamps. Amac, Thomson-Bennett, enamel un-

ratched; £55.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [5077

915 Douglas 2'>.',h.p., 2-3peed, all accessories, perfeci

running condition; £55.— Spencer, 24, Kelni' re-

rovf, Peckham Bye, Dulwicb, S.E.22. [4502

iili.p. Douglas. 1917, overhnuled and made ns uf \\

.

14: a guaranteed perfect article; £55; A.C.U. te,t

desired.—7, Park Rd.. Chiswick, W.4. > [5247

DOUGLAS 2^:lh.p., 1920, 3 speedfl, shop-poiled. lanip^
licence, etc.; £78; cheapest in this week.—Central

ra^e. London Rd., Thomton Heath. S.E. [5145

Q20 (Julj-) 4h.p. Dougla?. lully winippwl. storO'

Y 6 month--', enquiries invited [Somersetshire)
!6r-?—Bo.v 2,555, c/o The Motor Cycle.

OUGLAS 2"'4h.p., clutch, S-speed model, shop-

soiled only, never ridden; £92/10.—The Baths
ratic. Tcnbury Wells, Worcestershire. [X8259

.OUGLAS. 2'-4h.p.. 2-5peed. with all accessorlc-.-.

guaranteed iierfect condition; £55.—Frank Whit
rth. Ltd.. 139. New St.. BirmingTiam. [X8631

8GNS.— 1916 3-?peed 2?4'h.p. Douglas, fnllv

Gfiuipped, not W.l). iriodel, grand coer.—29. St.

nard's St.. Bromley-by-Bow. East 4708. [5192

50—1916 2*'4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, plating, cunmcl
like new, engine and tyres perfect, tax paid

—

atjon. 6. Cavendish Parade, Clapham, S.W.4. [5073

h.p. Douglas, August. 1919. lamps, speedometer,
and siMires, 3,500 milc5: £93; seen after

p.m.— Ill, Croydon Rd., Anerley, S.E.20. [5316

OUGLAS 2'^ih.p., perfect, new pistons, ciaiik*'h;iiT.

nrings, tyres, ioothoiirds, amiirt; trials; £44,—
ter^uii, 5, WyndliJim Crescent, Highgute. 14536

920 [late) 4h.p. Douglas Combiniition, Easting Miml
«cre'^u, all Jicc«ssories<, tax paid, low niile-'iKe;

-Rend. 39, Higher Drive, Purley, Surrey. [4285

OUGLAS 1915 ^.-.'(iLp., 2-sijeeft, in new condition.
special barg.Tin, £50. tax paid. -Smith, 86. Chalk

rm Ud opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0491

"VOUGLAS. 1915 Jlntel, 2^jh.p. T.T. model, complet-
-^ w.th lumps and horn, fully licensed till Ueceuil'or;

, £50.—E. U. Viirty, Thundersley, Essex. [9901

916 2^ (h.p. Douclns, 2-?p6ed, very small mileage,
lamp?. Klaxon, pump, tool kit. licence pan] ;

55; worth seeing.- X, Mehose Rd., Merton Park, S.W.
[4373

h.p. Douglas Combination. 3-speed. K.S., blu-'

: sidecar, guaranteed; £90; exchange solo an^l

b.-The Haven, 120. Sutherland Rd.. West Crovdon
[5277

kOUGLAS, 2"^4h.p.. 2-5peed. 1918. excellent ordtr.
" tax paid ; £ 55. — Newoham Motor Co.. 22 5.

mmersmith Rd., W.6- 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[5699

920 Douglas Combination. 4h.p.. practically un-
used, lamps, horn, spare belt, etc.; Manchester

trirt: £l35.—Box 2,607, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[5676

"VOUGLAS 4b.p. Combination, 1920, all lamps.
* spares, accessories, enamel, plating and mechani-
lly perfect; £140.—Skinner, Draper, Broadstairs.

[5339

920 4h.p Douglas Combination, fitted with lamps,
horn. etc. as new; accept £125.—J. HebdL-o

id Sons, 149, St. James St., Burnley. Tel.: 488.
[5434

920 (late) Douglas 2-j4h.p., 3-speed. lamps, generator.
Jvlaxon. Bonniksen. as new, mileage negligible;

10 —Write. Rawlings, 33, Malwood Rd., S.W.12.
[4719

iHU.p. Douglas, new 1918, equipped, excellent condi-
'4 tion. spares; best offers accepted: photograph.—
)plv Prowse, Polkinghorn E., Gulval, Penzance.

[4811
916 Douglas. 2^h.p., T.T., fullj equipped, spares,

as new, variable jet, etc., long exhaust, verv
,t; £60.—Ivimey. 1. Manor Crescent, E. Molesev.
rrev. t430"0
918 Douglast 4h.p.. 3-Epeed. kick start, and clutch,

appearance and condition as new. anv trial or

)

)

FREE
To every purchaser of a new cover
from the list below we are prepared
to give a new and fully guaranteed
Inner Tube entirely free of charge

TYRES

i 26

Make.

26 2;

Our
Pr]c«

35;-
29/8
37 /6

35/-
26/-
25/-
44/-

44/
40/-
39 6

Wood-Mllne Exlra Heavy! 39 6

2 iWood-Mllne Exlra Heavy
Wood-Milne Special

2 jWood-Mllne Extra Heavy
Clincher de lu\o Heavy ....
Englebert Wir-d-on Rib .

.

Avon Ribbed, Lightweight
Avon Combination
Hutchinson Passenger ....
Avon Sunslone
Palmer Cord

26

Dunlop W.D. Heavy
Bates Soeoial Heavy
Clincher de luxe Ex. Hy. .

.

Hutchinson T.T
S. Moulton Extra Heavy .

.

Beldam Extra Heavy ....
Eneleberl Wlrcd-on Rib.

.

Wood Milne Special

.iDunlop W.D. Heavy
Hutchinson Passenger....
Bates Special Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy
iCllncher de luxo Ex. Hy. .

.

Kempshall Antl-skia ....
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Hutchinson T.T. R Stud .

.

JBeidam Extra Heavy
(Wood-Milne Special

I Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy

„ iHutchinson T.T. R. Stud ...

26 ".VWood Milne Combination

„ jRom Combination
,, Bates Special Heavy

Avon Tricar Rubbar Stud .

.

iWood-Milne Exlra Heavy
Palmer 2-plv Ribbed

„ lEngleberl WIred-on R.S. .

.

Englebert WIred-on Rib .

.

26 3 Wood-Mllne Combination
iRom Combination

„ Iwood-Mllne Extra Heavy
28 • 25 Goodyear AW. Tread .

28 3 Bates Special Heavy...
Dunlop W.D. Heavy
iWood-Mllne Extra Heavy

,, iKempshall Anti-skid ....

650 65iBales Special Heavy
iWood-Milno Extra Heavy
iBergougnan 3-rib Heavy .

.

700 . 80 Wood-Mllne Steel Stud..
„ iPartridge R. Non-skid

jWood-Mllne Extra Heavy
, Clincher Ribbed

Clincher de luxe Ex. Hy.

39 6
37 6
37 6
37 6
84/-
32 8
30/-
29,6
42/6
42/6
39 6
39/6
39/-
37 6
37.-
36 -

35/-
32 6
44,-

37 6
57 6
52,6
45/-
45/-
44/-
37 /6
36/-
30/-
66/-
55,'-

52/6
45/-
65/-
48 6
35/-
35/-
50/-
50/-
35/-
97 6
85/-
60/-
59/6
65/-

List

Price

6o -

43.')

01''-

5 1 /.'

r.o .

Oz'i
56/6
50 .

-

f..|
,'-

5O/0

I.S/6

7-5/-

hi:')

Y) /')

t„» -

50 n
SG/-

10; '-

-s /•

8;/6
40/-
7:16
70/-

10s /-

86 /-

S|/-
0;/-
s,/-

Si /
63/-
80/-

83/3
83/3
103 /t)

1 1 o /-

03/'-

8S/0
So /9

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.

Douglas.
ITiOTTGLAS *Jb.p., wonts Oi^femblinp. been renovnteil
-'--' and tank in makers' colours, new Bosch insi,'.

lifOIl.

£57/10.-Hol8, 129, Park Lane, Cai
[4840

©

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Solo, lamps, horn, S-speed, I'lntch,

kick starter, £55: also Uouglaa 2^4h.p., tyres, etc.,

liist-ilass t-ondition, £50.—Scrase, . 234, Bnttersen Pork
IM.. S.W. [X859S

1Q16 2.-:4h.p. Douglas, all lamps. D.A. cylinder for
-It' lamps; £46.-33, The Porade, Golders Green,
N.\V.4. See further bargain re gloves in Sliscellaneous
ciiiiimns. [5476

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 Combination, lamps, all oc
cessGries, sa.xe blue sidecar, outfit as new; any

trial; accept reasonable ofrer.-4l, Cowley Rd., Bnston
Uadon. [5468

1 Q 16-17 Douglas Combination. S-speed. K.S., clutch.
-Lt/ dynamo lighting, new tyre rear, 3 lamps, clcr-

iiic horn; bargain, £76.—Wadlow and Wright, Orpme-
ton. Kent. [5556

4 h.p. Douglas and Sidecar, July, 1919, not W.D.,
lumps, horn, siieedometor, discs, mudshielas, ui

Bood condition throughout; £140.-44, Howard IW-. J^:

Norwood. [52511

tfJUh.p. Douglas 2-speed. new from makers Sept..
^^4 1919, fully equipped, condition and appearance
as new; £63—Adanw, Gunton Lodge, Oultcn Broad,
L. westoft. [4725

DOUGLAS Combination, 1917, 4h.p., 3-speed. clutch
and kick start, electric lighting, horn, speedo-

nittcr, wind screen, etc.; £90.-314, High Ed., Wood
(irocn, N.22. [4879

clutch, kick stnrt, 'mechanically
2e new, smal*

trinriuvited; £62/10.-

DOUGLAS 2¥ih.p., - - . -

perfect, appearance new, small mileage; expert ex-

:iniiuation,
Hijlloway.

4, Devonshire Ed.,
[5037

nob done41i.p. Douglas Combination, delivered Aug.,
100 miles, lamps, speedometer, tools, not marked

£150, Dear.—Seen P'ri'ce's Garage, 29. Strand
liurch, Southend.

South-
(3185

Do not miss it !

These special clearance lines are
sent Carriage Paid, and on approval.

seven days against reniittemce.

ALU GUARANTEED FRESH AND
UNPERISHED. TRADE SUPPLIED.

WRITE FO"? LISTS
AND DISCOUNTS. mw^ ^

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, Vaoxball Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.

IQ19'.!: DoiipUa 4h.p. Combination, Watford ejieed-
JL iJ omctcT. horn, lamps, all tools, only done 2,000.
(;ood a^ new. tax paid; £125.-9, Princeton St., Red
Lion Sq.. W.C.I. L4853
4 h.p. Douglas Combination. 1917 S-speed. absolutely

ns new. new sidecar, tax paid; trial by appoint-
ment, or deliver 60 miles; £90.—Snow, 91, Mapledene
R.L. Dalston E.8. 15594

1 Q20 Doaplas 2Mi.p., 3-speed. electric omt oectylene
A*' lielitink', Watiord trip. Kluxon, lefiabiclds, fpare^:

£80.-8. T!io Hawthorn-. Church Knd. Fimhlcy.
Ai.iioiutments North 1681. ^ [4547

4 h.p. Douglas 1920 Combination, P. and H. lamps.
Triplex screen, spare tyro, tube, chain, tax, condi-

tion excellent; £130. or near.—Purkis, 2, Canu Hall
Rd., Leytonstone. E.ll. 14849

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, complete with LucaaXv lamp sets and born, in reallv nice order; £100.
—Walbro Motor Cvclc Co., High St., SaHron Walden.
Kssex. 'I'hoiie: 45. IX3U57

ELI CLARK can give yon good service both In new
machines end sparer; try me. I may be uselul to

vou.—The Pioneer Agent lor Douglas Motors. 196.
Chcitenham Rd., Bristol. • [0016

DOUGLAS 1921 2''4h.p.. 2-speed. complete with
lamps, horn, licence paid, used lor less than 200

riiilcs; bargain, £80.—Elce and Co,, 15-16, Bishops-
c;ite At., Camomile St., E.C.3. (0070

DOUGLAS I-ate 1920 2"ih.p.. new hot sliKhtly
soiled. 3-speed, Model W 20; usual price, £100;

our price, ,£89, a real bargain.— Wilkins, Simpson,
opposite Olympia, London. [5490

THE EUra Motor Works.-When you hare purchased
a 2^ih.p. Douglas from us you have the satislac-

jjlticn ol knowing that our machines are entirely over-

5 !
ii.'iiilcd and worn parta reoewed.—Below.

£50.—2''ih.p. Douglases, 1915-16, restoved and re-

plated, tank in makers' colours, fitted with new
in;icnetog and 1920 Amac carburetter, new tyres, etc. ;

a real genuioe bargain.—Below.

WHY? As we purchased the remaining entire
dump o( 2^ih.p. Douglases, W.D., this is the

lOQson we are able to offer these machines at this
price.— Below.

PLE.'XSE Note that we cannot supply unrenovaied
2';.,h.p. Douglases.—Below.

£65.—We are now in a position to supply 4h.p
Douglas solo ex W.D. machines, tanks in makers

. okmrs, niiscelluneous flttinge plated, new tyros and
fooLboards. ail fitted with clutch and kick start, new
mags,, and 1920 Amac carburetters. These machines
have had very little wear, and so confident are we
ihat vou will have satisfaction, we agree to titnci

same on approval against cash,-Below.

TO the Trade.—We are prepared to fell 4h.p.
Douglases, solo and combination (in the rough), at

very attractive prices. Make a point ol calling upon
lis.— Below.

WE are in a Position to supply spares lor 2-;4h.p
and 4h.p, Douglases, new and second-hand stock.

amination; £70.—A. Brown, 2. Austin St., Shoreditch,
mdon, [4969

i

920 Douglas CombiDQtion. completely equipped, i

new condition, numerous spares, tax paid; £145.
[

nr offer.—McCarthy, Southwood, Onkwood Rd., Horley', I

rtey. [5198 1 Telephone Victoria 6553 and 6554-

Ali letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

—Below.

CHEQUES and Money Orders should be made pay-
able to the EfTra Motor Works, 14. E^ffra Parade.

Brixton, London, S.W. 15647

B21
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

BRAND New 1921 2"ih.p. Douglas. 2 speeds, com-
plete with all lamp sets and horn, ready for the

load, at £85.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., High .St..

Saffron Walden, Esse.x. 'Phone : 45. [X8052
DOUGLAS 1918 Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, iick

start, clutch, horn, etc., tyres as new, in splendid
(ondition throughout; £90, or oiler.—Walier, 769, Kom-
lord Rd., Manor Park, London, E. [4554
Tj,OUGLAS 254h.p., 1915, sporting model, fast, splen
J-* did condition, aluminium discs, speedometer, me
i-hanical horn, tyres new; £65, offers.—Lillie, 13. St
Anrlrew's Ed., Cllesterton, Cambridge. (;4544

KICKHAM'S Yellow Douglas, 2=4h.p. racing type
guaranteed speed exceeding 70 m.p.h., complete

with spares; the 'bus for the sporting clubman.—
Offers to Kickham, Stokes Croft, Bristol. [5330
1019 Douglas Combinatiou, 4h.p., 3-speed, kicTt
--•^ start, lamps, horn, tools. Cameo wind screen
lierfect condition; £95; any trial, preferably appoint
inent.—182, Sherrard Rd., Forest Gate, E. [4825

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1919, speedo-
meter, Klaxon, -wind screen, mud shields, luggage

grid, lamps, spare tubes, owner bought light car; £130;
by appointment.—Newth, Attenborough. Notts. [4745

4b.p. Douglas, 1916-17, electric lighting, Kempshalls,
tubes new. almninium footboards, Eastin;^. re-enam-

elled; solo £80 (Ucensed), combination £95.—tVoodward,
LosiYOOd Cottage, Sundridg© Av., Bromley, Kent. [5409

I^.O.C.H. Jiave a 1920 Douglas combination, almost
new, completely equipped; £135.-5, Heath St.

Hampst^ad (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone
Uampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[4641
DOUGLAS 2-jih.p., 1916 2-speed, perfect condition,

fully equipped, large lamps, Klaxon, spare tubes
and plug*., new chain, tubes, etc., taxes paid: £55.
Uolton, Stoke Prior, Lenham Ed., Sutton, Suri-ey.

'(4678

FREE.—Every new 1921 Douglas purchased from us
before March 9th, 1921, fitted lamps, born, irind

screen, and licence holder, free of charge; writ* for
particulaics.—Moffat, Douglas Agent, Yeovil. 'Phone

:

50. [5043

1Q16 2^41i.p. Douglas, excellent condition, iixx paid,
-Lt/ £48: also late 1918 2.14h.p. Douglas, lamps, horu,
etc., perfect (Condition, plating and enamel like new
throughout, 158.—436, W'lut«horse Ed., Thornton Heath
S.E. [4958
4h.p. Douglas Combination, May, 1920, tax paid,

lamps, horn, tools and spares, 50 miles since
dccarbonisation : £130; would ride reasonable distance
t-o prospective purchaser.—Hardman, Northaw, Potter

.
Bar. [5337

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Douglas Model; cash or
defeiTed payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment latier.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
-South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417.

'

[0505

DOUGLAS, 1920, 3-speed, kick start, handle-bar
clutch, Cowey speedometer, horn, F.R.S. 6in.

head and Lucas rear lamps, tax paid, insurance ti-ans-
ferable; £90. —P., 91, Ilambalt Rd., Clapham
Common, S.W.4. [4823
4h.p. Douglas Combination, engine No. 9277, as new,

Duulops, spare tyre and tube, F.R.S. head, elec-
trio side and tail, Lucas iorn. Cameo, tools, and
spares, tax paid; £135, or best offer.—Hazelden,
Preston Grove, Yeovil. [4977
D0UGLAS'4h.p. 1920 Combination, complete, lamps,

horn, wind screen, knee grips, Binks carburetter,
tyres nearly new, spare bells, licence fully paid; trial;
seen Bournemouth: good condition; price £115 —Bos
2,324, c/o T}ic Motor Cuclc. (D) [3202

4h.p. Douglas 1919 Combination, P. and H. lighting,
Volta horn. Easting wind screen, luggage grid,

<-tc., good condition; taking delivery of new mount
reason for disposing; £120, or nearest offer to 7, Vaux-
liall Ed., Gloucester. 'Phone: 125 Gloucester. [3249

LATE 1918 4h.p. Douglas Combination, perfect con-
dition, new Sandum do Luxe sidecar. Easting

luggage carrier, petrol can and canier, many spares, just
uveihauled, new cylinders, pistons, bearings ; any trial
tax paid; £100.-33, Windsor Rd., Ealing, W.5. [5265

DOUGLAS 1920 Model 4h.p. Combination and acces-
sories, -lacluding Lucas horn and head lamp

Cowey speedometer, wind screen, spare belt, chain
tube, exhaust valve, etc., mileage under 3,000, as new'
registered ready to ride away; £140, or near offer —
Brewery, Tring. [3195
T>EAL Bargain.—Douglas 4h.p. combination, Oct.,
J-«j 1920, n:ileage 1,400, Easting screen, lamps, iorn,
>peedometer. coaclnvork and enamel good, guaranteed
in thoroughly good mechanical condition; £140.—Vivian
llardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. W.l 'Phone-
Mayfair 6559. [4456
"TkOUGL-iS Combination, late 1918, thoroughly ovei-J-' hauled, restoved, plated, -etc., blue sidecar, horn
lamps, generator, etc., very smart outfit, guaranteed me-
1 banically perfect; any trial; tax paid; exceptional
opportunity; real hill-climber; £120.-Hodby, 26 Man-
aton Ed., Peckhani, S.E. [4627
WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London.-New 1921

\ 1 siV,2-
D»"slas, 3-speed, clutch and kick startmodel £105; new 1921 4h.p. combination, £170;

'5!.l°.,i "i-o^^'?,' »'i"" i^^l improved W.b. pattern, 2
speeds, £85; all the above models are fully equipped
with lamps, horn, generator, and licence holder- easvuaymcnt or exchanges arranged : also 4h.r. Do'ujrlas
1915. £60.-'Phone: 5777 Holborn.

^
[fng

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

2,500 New Covers
(Ex Government Stock).

28 X 3 Kempshall, Macintosh,

and Wood-Milne

26 X 1\ Clincher de Luxe

30/ - each, plus carriage.

Brand new heavy 26 X 2| Clip-

per Covers, to fit 2J rims

28/6 each, plus carriage.

Tubes 26 X 2f 6/6 each.

REBUILT
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES

overhauled, but not re-enamelled,
good tyres.

P. & M., 3i h.p. - - £65
P. & M. and sidecar- £75
Clyno, 5-6 h.p. - - £70

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE & SON, LTD.,

MOTOR EBGINEEBS, WISBECH.

UNRENOVATED
EX GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES.

Still a large quantity to clear from

the Slough Depot at SCRAP
PRICES.

Special price for quantities. Particulars of

the unrenovated machines by writing.

"Motor Cycles/'
ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

3

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

ih.p. DonglM, 1918, engine practically new, fUle
4 new rings, valves with Flexicas atta<:liment

new C.A.V. mag., new racing Clandel single-lever cai
buretter, new sprocketH, enf:iue and gear box, new pullev
improved brakes and footboards, new Palmer Mr
oversize tyres and tnbes (cost £8). electric lamp
(battery) front and rear, tax paid; I fitted this bik
up far my own nse, but having bought combinatioJ
don't need it; price fi«7.—Dowell, Byfleet, Surrev.

[472
Edmund.

1 Q20 2.';4h.p. Edmund, sprung frame, new; accep
J-t/ £80.—J. Hebdcn and Sons, 149, St. James'
St., Burnley. Tel. : 488. [6421

1 Q20 2^jih-p. Edmund-.Jap, adjustable epring frame
-*-•.' Enfield 2-sueed gear, lamps, horn, licence, ex
cellent condition; £60.—Box 301, c/o Tlic Mottt
Cycle. [X873

33.h.p. Edmund-Union, spring frame, Enfield 2
4 speed gear, 1920 model, shop-soiled; list pric*

£86, my price £68.—Davie^, 229, Deansgate, Ma;
Chester. — [052'

Enfield.

19 21 Enflelds.

N
E
E
E
B

ALL Models in stock for immediate deliveiy ; 8h.p
combiuiition £160. with dynamo lighting set £182

Enfield ligiitweiglit, £65; easy payments arrauged; you
old machine token in part payment. To enable intend
ing purchaser*? to inspect alter our businesB hours, w
are prepared to show these models at any time by ap
poinlment.—Broom and Whitehead, Ltd., Authoiisec
Agents, 88, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. Mayfai
6636. [989!

J0LIAN8 of Eeading lave 1921 Enflelds in stock
[0471

EW 1920 Enfield. 2-strok6. 2.stieed; £65; in stoek.-
Eandal. Andover. [036t

XI'IELD Lightn-eigh^, 2-Bpeed ; £30.—Ajply, 77
New Park St., Devize<>. [4501

NFIELDS.— 1*921 combinations and lightweights
stock.—Cha'oid Motories, Eastwood, Notts. [462;

NEIELD Combination, 6h.x»-, perfect condition
any trial; £79.-159, Hornaey Ed., N.7. [X864

EAND New 1921 Royal Enfield Combination; £160
—WeHord, St. James' St., Urighton. [451

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, In splendid order
£75.—King, 66, New Rd., Chippenham, Wilts.

[537f

ENFIELD 21/tii.p. 2-stroke, new machine, onl
ridden 50 miles; £59.-134, Bargery Rd., Catlord

[.';37<

1 Q19 Enfield Lightweight, 2-5peed, tax paid, perfect
-L«? 44 gns.—Fersfield, Westbury Rd., New JIaJden

[508;
~|Q20 Enfield Combination, Lucas Magdyno, man
X*? extras: £170.—Strettons Garage. Ltd., Glon
cester. [438

I
ENFIELD 6h.p. 1916 Combination, splendid coil

-t ditiou, going away.; 100 gns.—290, Brixton Hill

S.W. [460

ENFIELD 1921. all models for immediate delivery

-RatclitTe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. May
fair 5042. [04Si

Q K GNS.— 1917 Enfield 8h.p. genuine combination
0«-> lamps, etc., nice condition.—54, Claval Rd.
Blortlakc. [X867;

ENFIELD Lightweight, twin, Bosch, spring fork

perfect condition; *2S.—Bottock, Byron St.

Ilkeston. - [X846;

ENFIELD 1915 Twin, 3h.p., 2-speecl, clutch, T.l

bars, excellent condition; 48 gns.—90, Wellesle;

Rd., Ilford. [482:

NEW 1921 Enfield Combination, dynamo £182, les

dvuamo f 160.—Bounds, Garage. High fid.. Eil

l.uiu, N.W.6. , [477!

1Q16 61i.p. Enfield Combination, electric lanip
Xf/ £80.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bpfr
East 4708. [519

TO 16 Enfield Combination, all accessories, splendi

-Lt/ condition; best offer.-98, Westcombe Hill

Blackheath. [341:

1 020 8b.p. Enfield Combination, new; £152/10.-
Lu Shepherd. Enfield Higbway, Enfield. Tel.

Waltham X31. [034!

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, fully eijuiprifl, dat

1916, coudition e-xcellent ; £115.—Welfoid, S<

James' St., Biighton. [451'

ENFIELD, 3V.h.p. Minerva, m.ov., mag., overhauled
rebushed, new accessories; £25/10—28, Bourn

Rd.. Bexley, Ken^ [SSSt

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, excellent condition

accessories, tax paid; what offers ?--Kerap'

Oarage, Loutli, Lines. [X856

EXFIELDS. any model, any distance: good deliveries

good service.—Allen S. Jones, The Motor Cycl

Specialist, Carnarvon. [X789I

ENFIELD 1920 2Mh.p., 2-stroke, excellent order

equipped; £49-—Coiupton, Easter Close, Kentie

bury, near Barnstaple- * [4401

-| 020 Enfield Combination, 6h.p.. Magdyno. as new
i-tJ Ea-ting, tax paid; nearest £155.—Hill, 60, March
luout St., HusseJl S<i., W.C.I. [625!

B.;^ All letters relating to advertisements should atiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

riXFIELD.—All models will be on sale at the second-
Ei hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from
April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5745

EXFIELD 2iib.D. 2-stroke, lamps, mechanical horn,
perfect condition, just overhauled; £50.—C.S., 8,

Walfole Crescent, Teddington. [5029

ENFIELD 1914 3h.p. Twin, sporting, red discs.

lamps, overhauled, tax paid, 30/-; £48.—Bristow.
58. Slade Green Rd.. Erith. Kent. [4421

ENFIELD 2ijh.p. 2-stroke, late 1919. good condi-
tion, low mileage; £60, or offer.—Address, A. 612,

,0 Dcatons, Leadenhall St., London. [X8708

I ft 20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, brand new, nn-
J-t? used; £148.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,
South Kensington. 'Phone ; Ken. 3709. [1901

ENFIELD Sb.p. Tnin, 2-3peed, kick start, lamps,
horn, speedometer, n^w condition throughont; £48.

—Jones, 2. Cambridge Cie-fent. Watford. [X8610

IMMEDIATE Delivery of the new 1921 Enfield
combination; £160; exchanges arranged.—Eagles

and Co., 275. High St., Acton, Louden. [5643

1 21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, rnn 150 miles.
i«^ licence paid, owner buying car. perfect; £155,—
Bambers". Eaatbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [5439

6h.p. Roya] Enfield Combinations (two), fitted with
lamps, horn, etc.; £110 and £120.—J. Hebden mid

Sons. 149. St. James St., Burnley. Tel.: 488. [5433

6ii.p. 1920 Royal Enfield Combination, with accumu-
lator lightinc and full accessories: £145, or near

olTer.—W. 11. Johngon and Sons, Ltd., King's Lvnn.
[4428

EXFIELD 6h.p. Combination. 1917. Lums dyniiiii.'

liKhtius Kiistiiij.', speedometer, licensed. excel!«_-iit

Older, not W.l>. ; £115.-Clurk, 7, E.\hibition Bd., S.W.7,
[5619

EXFIELD. 1921. 2':,h.p.. 2-speed. lamps, horn, and
tax paid; £63. — Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80,
[5702

1 Q18 Enfield Combination 8h.p., fully equipped.
X«7 spares and tools, tax paid; write tor appoint-
ment; £80.—Saunders, 11, Trinity St., Colchest^er.

[5335

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, wiin ur
JLi/ without dynamo; in stock, immediate delivery;
list price.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54. Hamp^tead Rd..
NW.l. [0352

IQie Enfield 3h.p., 2--pe?d. dutch. K.S.. lik© new,
-1 •^ £56; or exchanpe 1916 or later 4.stroko lipht-

lit. Douglas, A.J.S., or .similar.—38. Beacon St..

Lii hrteld. [X8497

1Q16 EnSeld 3h.p. Twin, kick start. Lucas lumps
X«!/ and horu, (condition and appearance, including

8. perfect ; £55; genuine hjireaiu.— 20, Derby Rd..
Cruydon. - [5465

BRAND New 1921 -Royal Enfield Lightweight. 2
speeds, kick starter, in slock; £70.— walbrn

M'.tor Cvcle Co., High S.t., SaffroD Walden, Essex.
'Fhune: 45. [X8053

EXFIELD 1916 3h.p. Twin. 2-speed. cintcli, tick
start, new Diiulops, goo«l <'0ndition throuKliont:

i45. or exchange lighter weight.—17. Eaateru Rd,
E;ist Finchley. [4509

8b. p. Royal Enfield Combination, very small mileage,
electric lighi. Kla.'^on horn, perfect condition;

£125.—Midland Gar.ige, -7, Broad St., Birmingham.
Centra-1 6238. [4425

EXFIELD, the 2-stroke; immediate delivery.-Sole
agent for Wimbledon, Southfields. Earlsfleld.

ior. Replingham Rd., Southfields, S.W.18. 'Phone
Putney 1694. [5014

EXFIELD 2;ihrp. LightweiKht, new October last.

perl><-t condition throuphout, cfimplete with lamp?
and born: £55.—P. J. Ev^s, 8191, John Bright St,

llmiiingliaui. [4660

EXFIELD 1920 8h.p. Combination, glass screen with
sidi.'wiiic>. 3 Iauip>, mirror, new .>;pore tyre, little

ii-.'l iu excellent condition; £140.—Roberts, Bodlondeb.
ItriLi. X. Wale-'. [4556

"8 Q20 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Easting, Lueaa
Xt/ lamps. Klaxon, <:pare chniu, not done 2,000, as
new; any triiil; best otier over £130.—Coryn, Horn-
chnich. Esses.

~-
[4935

1 020 Enfield Combination, Magdyno lighting, hood.
Xt/ srreen, speedometer, tools, unscratched, licence
]»aid- £150.-20, High St., Walthamstow. 'Phone:
Walthamstow 14. [5574

EXFIELD ComHinatiou, privnteb* owned, beautiful
condition, Stewiirt speedometer, insured till Ananst,

Lii^ao horn, sptiree, V.ix paid: £95.-57, Shirley Puik
Ed,, East Croydon.

"

[4617

ENFIELD 2l4h.p. 2-stroke. 2-speed, 1921 models, i

brand new, £65 ; kick sorter £5 extra ; easy
payments arranged. — Wilkins, Simpson, ,/0|)posite
Olympia, London. (5483

[

21 rFeb.) Enfield, 2-spee<]. 2-^troke. K.S., brand
new condition, nndor 20 miles running, eleitrlc '

li^'hting, bora, t^ix paid; cost £78': snip, £70.-1, Rod-
tray Rd., Roehampton. S.W. [4807

EXFIELD 6h.p. 1918 Combination, complete with
Easting screen, nil lamps, in exceptionally good

rendition thrniighmit : £125. — Haxn'son, The Motor
Hrn^f. Burnley. Tel. : 1054. .^ [X8430

19

WHO WANTS

Brand New 1920 £75

CLYNO 2-STROKE
for £58? ''^Ilr

A Brand New 1920 £200

6 h.p. WILLIAiVISON
COMBINATION for

£138? 'T^r

A Brand New 1920 £204

8 h.p. BAT
COMBINATION
for £155? '%^'

A 1920 8 h.p.

ZENITH £216
COMBINATION,

Countcrsli.ilt lur-dil. rlrrtrir litjbtini;, onlv
used about loo niiliv .'.nd Who urw.

for £152? ''%'^r

A 4 h.p.

DOUGLAS, 3-speed,
entirely rebuilt in our own workshops, stove
enamelled, replatc<l, tanks in makers colours,

guaranteed fullv, each machine tested by
experts on the road? We have a number of

these which we are now offering at

—

£70. '?;ir

New Tyres. Carburetters. Magnetos,
Saddles, and many oth^r new parts
on every machine.

NO SUCH VALUE ELSEWHERE.

Many, many other bargains too numerous to

mention, but a postcr.rd will bring you our
list of

Eye-opening Values. We can

assure you that if you wish

to save money, you can't

afford to mles our sale!

ALEXANDER'S,
113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD,
EDINBURGH.
272-274, GREAT WESTERN ROAD,

G L.ASGO V^.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfieltl.

ENFIELD 1917 31i.p. Twin, 2-spced, kick start,

lamps, horn, speedometer, etc., in good running
order, just overhauled by makers; price £65; tax paid.
—119a, Church St.. Croydon. [5372

ENFIELD 3h.p., new condition, tyres hardly worn,
all complete, lamps, speedometer, overalls, horn,

etc., ta.K pai<l: £80; bnvinii car. so must sell; Yiewsley.
--Bos 2,497, e/o The Motor C>idc. [4367

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, Sh.p. ; in stock lor im-
JLU mediate delivery, £160; lightweight model, £65;
extended payments or exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower
Clapton Bd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [5515

Sh.p. Twin Enfield, 1919, kick stalter, batleiy light-

inp, speedometer. Klaxon, 3.000 milcy, enamel
and condition very good; price £65; seen by appoint-
uieiit.—Eustace, 41, Friendly St., Deptford, S.E.8.

[4592
1Q20 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting.
Xtr Easting, speedometer, Tali-Sad. insurance and

Ua.\ paid, cost £230. inn only 459 miles: £170.—
Phone : Wanstcad 48.-374, Grove Crcen Rd., Leyton-
stone.

^
[5661

SPORTY 'Bus.—Very fast 3h.r. twin Enfield, lnl<

1916. uuu.se<l 3 ye.ars, splendid condition, lamiM»

Klaxon any trial and examination : £55. Wanted!,
• tMuhination.—Tfullnce, 5, Lancaster Place, Eichmonrt
Surrey. [4524

NEW Enfield Combination, Sh.p. Yickers engine, to

makers' specill.atiou, £160; dynamo lishtiiiK

model, £182; 2-seater sidecars 4 gns. extra; prices

quoted at works.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd.,
London. [4919

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, wind screen, hood.
Klaxon horn, speedometer. 2 F.R.S. la-nps, pil'lon

seat, new tyres, in excellent condition, tax i^aid; £96,
.>r near offer.—J.G.B., 28, High St., I.owishnra (nr.

Obelisk). [5375

I 019 (Dec.) Enfield Con.bination, 8h.r., Lucas dynamo
XJ/ lighting. Palmer light car tyres, speedometer.
Klaxon, spares, toold, condition new, licence paid

:

£150.—Highfield, Chase, Coulsdon, Surrey, or 'Phone
Smith, City 3917. CS593

\X7 AVCIIOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London.—Enfleld
V\ 1921 combination, with dynamo lighting set.

£182; standard model. £160: 2-slroke. £65; easy
terms arranged, one-filth down and the remainder in

12 montiily payments. [5718

ENFIELD Sh.p. Combinations, brand new 1921
models, with Magdyno lighting, Lucas horn.

VIckers engine, £182; without Magdyno lighting,

£160' just arrived Irom works. Immediate delivery;

easy payments arranged.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite

Olympia", London. [5484

ENFIELDS.-The ^-hcnpeit twin on the road. We
aie North London agents, and can supply from

KK-k Btnudird models £160, electric £182, cash, or

u"(.-ried payments. All spues in etock. Trade sup-

I bed. -Jones' (inruge. Muswell Hill, and at W oodsiile

I'arnde, X. Finchley. [0380

6 h.p. Enfield Comhinntioa, 1916, in perfect ninning
order, complete with Lucas dynamo lighting set.

large quantity of aeeesaori&s, spares, and fitted travelling

box for tontine, fitted spaie wheel for interchange with

back wheel; inspection and trial invited; price £130,

rock bottom, no olfets.-Apply. Box 2.565. do I h'

Motor Cijclc. [1785

' Excelsior.

BRITISH E-veclsior.-All model' from the Coventry

M.tor Mart, Locdon Rd., Coventry. [X8574

1 Q20 Excelsior-Jaj). 2''4h.p,, new. 2 speeds, han<l
Xi/ clutch, kick starter; £69.—Garland. 134. Bridge

St.. Warrington. [X8705
.

1 Q20 British Excelsior Sh.p. Combination, lamps.
Xl7 horn 3.000. licence paid; £130, clfers.-Robson.
Helmdon, Brackley. N^rtliant>. [6457

1 Q20 21 ..h.p. Excelsior. 2-51'eed moilel, £58; or

Xf/ clutch and K.S.. £54.—J. Hebden and Sons,

149. St. .James's St.. Burnley. Tel.: 488. (5431

BR.\ND New 6h.p. Excelsior-Jap Combinaticn,
Sturmey-Archer 3-fpeed; £160, excellenl value.—

The One Tree Motor Cycle Co., Huddcrsfield. [5088

-IQ21 British Excelsior, new, 2-stroke. 2 sp?ed,

XJ/ clutch, kick starter, models just arrived.— 3.

E Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich.
[5634

NEW 1920 Excelsior 4'.;,h.p. Big Single Combination,
luxurious sidecar: list price £160, .oflered nt

£135 .spot cash.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Bd..

Birmingham. 15287

I Q20 Excelsior-Jap. 2^;ih.p.. Sturmey-Archer 2 speeds
Xt/ and K. starter, all accessories, as new; ex-

rlianges; price £60.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd.. N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [5516

41 h.p. British Excelsior Combination, first-class coii-

S iUtion, Bosch, all-chain, countershaft, electric

lamps, luggage carrier, Tan-Sad: bargain, £80.— F.-iii-

mnn, 43, Clarence Ed., St. Albone. [4635

F.N.

F.N.. 5-6h.p.. 4-cyl. clutch. 2-speed; £35.—Simmons,
Liogfield Rd., East Grinstead. [5282

F.X.. 4-evl., drop frame, footboar^ls, accessories; £28.
-Blake, 216, Westboume Grove, W. r5031

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

F-N. S'/ili.p. Shaft-diiveu Liehtweigljt, latest type,
br.-iiid new. in stock; £84.—Crow Bios., GuildioTd.

[4711

F.N. Liglitweight, slinft drive, 2-9peed, (;lntcli. Sen-
siJlay, ta.x paid; £27/10.-47, Cuizon Hd., Ealing,

AV.5. [4626

F.N. 1921 Models, now arriving.—Send enquiries to
S.E. Clapham (Motor.?), 27, Stockwell St., Green-

wich, S.E.IO. _ [4129

4-CYL. F.N. Combinations and Solo Singles actually
in stock.—Grimes and Co., 18, Brnton Place, New

Bond St., W.
'.N. 71i.p. Combination,

[9443

latest type, brand new
stock, complete witli hood and screen; £190.—

Cibvj Bros., Guildlord. [4710

3 speeds. Zenith,

H

r.N. 1914 7h.p., 4-cyl., m.o.i.v
Dnnlops (26x3), all in good order; bargain, £70

r;i]i be seen in Birmingham.—Box 292. c/o The Mofof
Vijcle, [X8563

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any F.N. Model; cash cr
deferred payments; book your order now, and

HToid diEappointment later.—Barlington Motors, Ltd..
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4- 'Phone: Bris
ton £417. [05GC

F.]!!^.
4-C3']., modernised, Bosch, 1921 automatic

CUnidel carburetter, clutch, aluminium disc
wheels, low, siiuirt, new Dunlop rear, perfect condition,
iziinrauti^ed 50 an liour, tax paid; £38,—Titmuss, Cliureh
Ril, JJmbury, Luton, Beds. - [4610

1 Q2I F.N. Comljination, 7h.p., 4 cyls.. equipped
JL*J with hood and screen, ^205; solo, £160; 2V:'hi.p.
lightweight Model A, 80 gns. ; immediate delivery^ ex-
rhanges or easy payments.—Official agents, Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408

£5517

Francis-^Barnett.
JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Francis-Barnett in

stock. [0479

Harley-Davidson.
ARLRY Sports, brand new, fully equipped; £145;
list IC164/10.—7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7, [4139-

1 Q20 Hxiiley-IDavidson 4h.p. Flat Twin, fully enuipped,
J-t/ ;is new: £115.-Bgx 2,579, c/o The Motor CvcU.

[4908
HARLEY-DAVinSON" Combination, excellent condi-

tion; any tiial; £89.-17, Heatou Rd., Mitcham.^
[5024

~IQ19 7-9h.p. Hnrlev-Davidson, sidecar, all ar-oe^snriesX«7 tii.x paid; £180.-30, Lanedowne Hill, "West Nor-
wood- [4452

rQ19
Hmley-Davidson, eanal new, fully equipped,

•-' Bosch mag.; £120, no offers,—365, Kiu» St
llammersuiith, [4611

1Q20 Harley-Davidson, all lamps, mechanical hornA«/ speedometer, diacs; £135.-18, Park Av., Goldera
Green. N.W.4. [5475

IQlS 7-9h.p. Herley Combination, reconditioned, likeA*' new; £110.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bromiev-by-
l!ow. East 4708. [5190

"I Q 18 7-9h.p. Harley, projectile sidecar, elertrio
A«^ lighting; only £98.—Ramsden's, 8, Maybell
Av., Blackpool. [5566

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.-I have at present a fine
assortment in stock, all lully guaranteed.—Ross,

66, High Rd., Lee. [5669

HARLEY-DAVID30N.-AH models in stock, new
and secoi>d-hand.—Sole Agents, Bambers', South-

port, Lancashire. Tel. : 607. [5009

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson 4h.p. Combination, Hender-
-l*^ son sidecar, all accessories; £145. — Apply,
Pavilion Garage, Sloane Sq., S.W. - [4850

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—All models will be on sale
at the second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal

[^alace, from April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5746

-| Q20 Harley 7-9h.p., electric model, disc^;, speed-
--»/ onietei, .<*recinl £85 sidecar, tax paid; £185.—

H

JJuff, 110, ^Voodgrimge Kd., Foiest Gate. [4901

HARLEY 1919 Combination, fully equipped, per-
fect throughout. £l45; ported air sleeve tor

Harley, 30/-.—122, Coventry Rd., Illord. [5355

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, replated, like new,
with new Canoelet bulbous back sidecar, lamp,

lioin; £115.-322, Whitehorse Rd., Croydon. [2899

HARLEY-DAVIDSCN 1920 4h.p., in ntwolute new
condition, only done very few miles; bargain,

£130.—Piihns, Bourne St., Osmaston Rd., Derby. [2300

TJ-^RLEYS, 1918 and 1919, solo from £82. com-
^^ bmations from £105; lamps, horns, etc—Post
Odice, Whitehouse Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 660. [5730

TTARLEY Combination, 1920, 7-9h.p., good as new,
r,T-n -rf^-douie-ter, tool.?, &?reen, lamps. 60 m.p.h.;
£160; real bargain. -Jenner. The Square, Birchin^on.

[439S
1 Q 19-20 Harley-Davidsoi) Combination, dynamo light-X<^ ing. Easting screen, Tan-Sad. etc.; £160.—Far-
rand., 23, Fairlawa Court, Chiswick Park W 4

[X8637
11^A GNS.—1920 electric Harley-Montgomerv com-
XVK'Lf bination, indistinguishable from new, in-
surance 1921. paid licence.—54, Caval Rd., Mortlake.

[X8670

Accessories.

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting Sets,

Speciailtlea,

Genuina
Hellesen
Dry

Batteries.
Write tor Catal0|ue.

FREE on application.

Send a p.c. Jor acUress o/ nearest agent.

H.A.H.
MOTOR CYCLE HEAD, SIDE & TAIL LAMPS.

Medium Size ModeL Fig. 8Si.

Best quality finish throughout.
Totally insulated holder,

with switch and 4-volt
bulb, adjustable focus,

adjustable brackets, dust
and weather-
proof front. As
illustrated. f^-.
Nickel-plated, "

43 /-each. Black-
plated, 47 /- each. nA

^**^a,

Fig: 878.
Similar to Fig. 895,
but smaller, and with
special "pull on" front.
Rubber ring casting for
glass Price as illus-

trated, 55/- each, black-
plated.

Fig. 560. Sidecar Lamp.^._
As illustrated. Complete -^
switch, bulb, wire, nuts,—/
washers, etc. Price Z/G"^
each.

Fin- 573- Shows red dan-
ger signal,lights No.plate.
Completewithswitchbulb
wire,clip,etc.Price,9/6ea.

"Force" Heliesen Bat-
tery, 9/11

386. Special metal case
for "Force," 10/6

Complete rear set, 29/6.

Fig. 348.

Dash Typo Patent
Speedometer Lamp.

Adjustable Cl ip,

insulated holder,
with'' switch and
4 - volt coloured
bulb to prevent

glare.

Price 7/6 each.

J

A. H. HUNT, UTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON. Eng.
Telephones : Telegrams :

Croydon 2225. 2226. " Keyage, Croydon."

£130,

MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Haiiey'Davidson.

f^OMPLETELY Equipped 1920 Sports Harle.r-
David^on, perfect condition, mileage under 500;
"- near otter.—Chiveis, "WychfieM, Cambridge

[5254
ty-Bh.V- 1916 Hnrley-DaTidson Comltination, in c_ .

• lent condition, complete with -all lamps ond hom,
tyres perfect; illO.—Fryer, Commercial Rd., Here-
ford. [4326

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS: large selection of all models
and all spare part^ stocked.—The J.C.J. Motor

Co., 124, Holdeuhuist Ed., Bournemouth, 'Phons:
2699. [3344

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915. not used till Amistice,
mag,, racing bars, pistons, exhaust, discs, elec-

tric lights, hum, tax paid; barguin, £70.—'I'houe:
Brixton 484. [5328

1 Q20 7-9ii:.p. Harley, dynamo lighting, speedometer,
--•' Montgomery sidecar, Triplex screen, hood,
mileage 2,000. licensed; £180.-12, Leaside Av., Mns-
well Hill, N.IO. [4010

1 020" Harley-Davidson, dynamo. Harley sidecar,
J-*? speedomeler, discs, perJect condition ; £170.-
Edward.s, 50, Harrington Rd,, South Kcnsin.gton.
Phone: Ken. 3709. [5614

1Q19 7-9lLp. HliiU'v, luxuiions -sidecar, ample lii[:si;it:e
J-«-' room, electric lighting, Cameo, speedometei. uie-
(hanic;il horn, condition us neiv ; ±185.—Wik-ox. 25,
Thornton Av., Chiswick. [5261

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p. Combination,
electric, completely equipped, tax paid, as new,

mileage 1,100; £190.—Barnett, c/o Boyces, 329, Arch-
way Rd., Highgate, N. [5319

HARLEY 7-9h.p,, 1920 (Nov.J, electric model, liimpi*,

horn, ^speedometer, perfect order, under 200 miles,
licenced; £165, alisolutelv lowest.—23, Eaventbourue
Gardens, Ealing, ^T.13. [5228

HARLEY-DAVIBSON, 1916. Montgomery sidecar
new chains and tyres, good order and condition;

first reasonable offer accepted.— Airey, Fi'ederick St.
Cropland Moor, Huddersfield. [449E

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1918, 3-speed, K.S.,
good running order, £8Q; sidecars, 2-seater or

eingle-seater, to fit same, from £28/10.—Owen, 59,
Scholeficld Rd., Upper Holloway. [X8634

"IQ19 Harley, perfect condition, gas cylinder, lamps,
J-«-' Kla.\on, Cowey speedometer. 1920 DunhiH'i
Limousett e sidecar, mileage 2,00 ; £ 1 40.—Wilson, 1 6,

Aberdeen Terrace, Northampton, [5013

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 Ah.p. Model, Swar
Eportins Eid6<:ar, electric lighting, in good condi

tion, as new; £185.—Parker's, BradshtTlvgate, Bolton
and 245, Iieau^gate, Manchester. [X855:

HARLEY-nAVlDSON 1920 7-9h.p., dynamo light
ing, llendei'soh sidecar, low mi!ea«e, indistiuguish

able from new; £160.—Parker's, Bradsnawgate, Bolton
and 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X856:

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7h.p.. 3-speed. large sidecar
to match, perfect order, electric lighting

£137/10.—Newnham Motor Co.. 225, HaramersmitT
Rd., \V.€. 'Phtone: Hammersmith 80. [5696

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson F. Model, complete acetylem
A-iJ lighting, mechanical honi, speedometer, tools
disc wlieels, ridden 200 miles, new last Novombi^-.-
Taylor and Sons, 18, WiiU'rook. E.C.4. [524^

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916. all-elec
trie, new doxible-seated "^ sidecar, mileage undei

4,000; £150; condition as new.—Wailis, c/o Whitting
ham'i, Broadway, Winciimore Hill, N.21. [475;

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson. Model J, clectricallj
-i-*' equipped, combination, nearly new and guar
anleed perlect, too fast lor owner; £215, or nearest
—89, Brithweunydd Ed., Trealaw, Rhondda. [515^

1C|20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p.,^ with. Coronet sidecar
-L*-' not W.D., all lamps, Klaxon, speedometer
tools, new coiidition; £165, or exchange lower powe:
solo ov combination.—Shaw, Durkar, Wakefield. [336(

"j Q20 Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p., maj
J- 1' model, "^electric light. Inxnrions sidecar, we
equipped, small mileage, unscratched; £170; ex
changes.—144, Ladbroke Grove, Nortb Kensington, W

[425(
-|Q2G O^ngnst) Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination
X«/ electric lighting, hood, side cnrtains, screen
jpeedometer; cost £265;. accept £190, or near offer

awner buvin* cur.—61, Compton Rd., Wimbledon. .S.W
[448^

"I
Q20 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric model

-1*7 prLicticiilly new and unscratehed, Easting wim
screen, leg shields, speedometer light, Tan-Sad, tax paid
£l98.-Clittord, 22. Fitzharrjs Av., Bouniemoutb

rx7?;9
1 Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, electri
JiiJ model, speedometer,- hood, screen, api-on. Tan
Sad, guai-anteed perfect thronghout; any trial; £20(
no offers.—234, Coombe Lane, Ravnes Park, S.W. 19."

[485'
7-9h.p. 1918 Harley Combination, Cjinoelet StM'

lamps, horn, .ts new, tax piiid; exchjinge Sh.i
Bbickhiunr, Lnciis Miipdyno or 1S21 A.J.S., Ciish

iustment.—Hood, ^2, Fuihu7u Palaco Ed., Humme
smith.

,
_ [470

1?125.—191S Harley-Davidson and Canoelet MM^ Sidecar, overhauled, re-enamelled and platec
any examination and trial, exceptionally good engiuf

ready for Easter.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood Broau
way, N.W.2. [534

B-4 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ha rley •Davidson.

,50.—Second-liand 1917 English model Harley. ac-
cessories, fitted with brnnd new 40 gD. model

UI6 MiUford sidecar, enamelled to match, e^aran-
. perfect; first cheque secures.—The Premier M-itor
Aston Ed., Birmingham. [5288

(19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, electric-

lamps and horn, speedometer. Easting wind
>n. tyres as new, overhauled, excellent condition
appearance, licensed ; £165. or near offer.— 12.

caster Rd., West Norwood. [4486

AELBr-DAVIDSON, 1920, shop-soiled unused
Model F., speedometer, Iiorn, makers' guarantee,

itical mth 1921 modf:l. £170. list £193/6: Mont-
ery sidecar, specially built for same. Triplex screen,
a, grid. £40, or £200 the combination.—Hockeritl
nge, Bishops Stoitford [3573
ARLEY-DAVIDSON. Indian, Matchless. and
Triumph experts; complete overhauls and repairs

very description undertaken, obsolete parts made;
'nes decarbonised and valves ground in 24 hoars:
es most moderate. — Carerully note name and
ress: Olphert, 66. Church Rd.. Barnes, S.W. [5147
ARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Electric Model Com-

bination, in latest colours, condition as new,
Fulford sidecar, new hood, very smart outfit, too

erlul lor owner, licence paid and insurance; £160,
ear offer.—Garaged with The Star Cycle and Motor
t- 332, Wandsworth Bridge Rd., FiUham, S.W. 6.

[5406
ARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1920. dynamo lighting.:
.Model C. and M. sidecar, disappearing hood,

1

1. speedometer, electric horn, disc wheels, a
magnificent outfit, cost over £300, and is prac-

Iv new; owner will accept £225.—Seen and tried
Klce and *^u.. 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
E.C.3. [0065

i20 (Sept.) Harley-Davidson Combination, mndel
.T20, electric lamps and horn, Harlev standard

,
hood, Orto screen, apron, Tan-Sacl. mileage

just decarbr>ni5e<l. cumpletelv overliauled, tide-
varnished by Harlev?, tvrer as new, spare tube.

He. licence paid; £210, or close offer; trial
don by appointment.-Arnold, Milton Hall, Graves-

[4898
AT! LEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p. Mag. Standard
combination, electric light, 2 accumulators, discs,

pns, hood, horn, speedometer, pillion seat, can
ier, empty can. mirror, mascot, spare bulbs, tool.>i,
~ plugs, voltameter, licenced, insured, equal to

trial run; privately owned; buying car; will
25Z under present makers' list price. — Applv

in, 21, The Parade. (Joldcrs Gr^en. N.W. liamp-
290. (429?

Unzlewood.
-:\\ 5-61i.p. Hazlewood Ccmbinatinn. S-'^peed, clut.h.

'

kick->turter, n tlioronehlv reliable outfit-
rod> have a laru-e >t«>.k of tlie>e slightly Phop-soiled
4*0 each luiuih below Ii-t price : deterred payment"
irrod^, 'Ltd.. 118, Brompton R 1.. London. r4909

Henderson.
KICKHAil for Henderson : trade supplied —
Stokes Cioft. Bristol. [3354
h.p. Hendef^on Combination, used 2 month.s,

electric. tax jtaid. tools, etc.; £225.—Box
c'o The Motor Cycle. [5673

ENDERSON. 1920. si^wrting bulbous sidecar.
een. dynamo lishting, splendid condition-

2.599., c;o The Motor
[5668

ENDEESOX Combination, dvnamo lighting hood
screen, tools, luxurious outfit; £148; take Douglas

ouQter^baft Triumph part.—22, Bnller Hd.. Tliorn-
Heath. [5461
i;\l»ERSON 4-cyl., the world's lending 4-cyl. motor
.,.,1-.. all models in stock for immediate delivery j

£210.—Edinburgh Pioneer Motors. .SO.
dl;iv St.. Edinburgh. [3549
20 4-cyl. Henderson Combination, with electric

r-quipment, hood, screen, luggage carrier, etc

,

st luxurious outfit, in ptrluct condition.—17, West
I, Clifton, Bristol. [5329
E\V 1921 Model Henderson, the moet highlv de-

^plnped motor cycle ever bnilt; now in stock for
diati- delivery: libeial exchange-.—The Premier
' Cn.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [1879
ENDERSON Combination. 1920, 2.000 miles, coach

detar by Capjohn and Mudd, screen' etc
u lighting. Taii-Sad. Cuwey.-OfTers to Com-

der Dowman, c/o 9. North St.. Havant, Hants
[4746

Hobart.
OBAHr.-All model? Coventry Motor Mart Lon-
dim Rd., Coventry. Thone; 200. [X8575

OBART. 1920. 2-Epeed model, nearly new; only
£55 and year's tax paid.—Moss, Wem. [X8659

(21 Hobart. 2-0p6ed. late^^t model, new makers'
price. £78,'10.-Shepherd. Enfield Highway Fn-
Tel.: Waltham X31. [0496

OBART-J.A.P 2\h.p., late 1920, clutch kirk
2-8pee<l. haidly used, oU 00 ; £65, iowa-t

Hackney. [4291
|16 nubart-ViUlers 2*»,h.p.. 2-speed. equal to new

bad httle use. licensed and insured, with cash
i.-K.. 48. Derby Rd.. Crovdon

f4491

North London.—Bo.\

.-Larter,

X.ivnrino Rd.,

Sc It combinatio

9
•

MAY WE SEND
YOU OUR STOCK

LISTS OF
SECONDHAND
SHOP . SOILED

AND

NEW 1921

Motorcycles
AND

Sidecars ?

The variety of models
we offer, and the low
prices at which they are
quoted, cannot fail to
interest you. Settlement
may be effected by
extended payments to
suit the convenience of
individual customers.

^

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
Offic'al Repairers to

R.A.C.. A.C.U.. A.A. & M.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD.
FOREST GATE, E.7.

T Jtphone—490 East Ham
leiegrams—" Egaraco, Loadoa.

••••••••••••••••BBSl

H
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALH.

Humber.
L'MHER 1921.—All models Coventrv Motor Mart.

' - • - [X8676LonJon ltd , Coventiy.

£35.- Humber 2^^,h.p V Twin, Rood ccmdition
throughout, all accessories, ^ux paid.—51, Mile

End Lane, Stockport. [4687

HUMBER 2l^b.p., single gear, excellent condition:
£30, or nearest ofier.—Hogs. 93, Korthcote E<1..

Clophaiu Junction. ;D) [4805

IQIO 1-Iurnl)er 3'Jh.p., 2 speeds, free, Bosch. B. aaM
--" and H.. ami C.B.S.C; £40.—A. Owen, 42, Wood-
land- I'ar!: Rd.. London, N.15. (4837

HUMBIiR.—A.I1 models will be on sale at the
second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace,

Irom April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5747

HUilBEU 2'ih.p. Twin, 3-speed, dutch, Jnst tlicr-

outihlv overhauled, flrst-cliiso runnine order : 29
gns.—159, Horuser Bd., X.7. [X864t)

HUMBj..: 4!ih.p. Flat Twin 19:0 mndel. unused.
shop-:-oile<l oulv; haijiain. £125.—P. J. Evan-.

81-91, John Brifc-ht St.. Birniin;ham. (4655

1 Q20 number, 4Udi.p. fiat twin, shop-soiled, electric
At/ head and tall lamps, horn: bargain, £119.—
Garland. 134, Bridge SI.. Warrington. [X8704

LIGHTWEIGHT number Motor Cycle, in nice condi-

tion and Eood runnine order, tax paid; price £25.
-J.din Riee. East Bank llouse. Kendal. [5179

HUilBEU 4h,p. Combination. 2 upecds. thorouglilv

overhauled, in splendid condition : £48 ; would
sepatatc.-S.E , 113, Churohfteld Bd.. Acton. [4599

HUMBER.—Inmiediiitc delivery fioin stock of the

4"..h.p. Hat twin combination: price £174.—Harri-
son. The Motor House. Burnley. Tel.; 1054. 1X843:;

HUMBER Combinnlion. SU'hp., Ihoioughly over-

hauled Fob., pertect going order: 50 gns., ncjir

offer—Craylord Bridge Garage. Crayford. Kent. (4363

Qlh.p. Humber Combination. 2-speed; also S'.jh.p.

2 o.h.v. twin, 3-6peed: exchange lor countershaft
machine, or sell £75.-1. Ludlow Villo. Coleridge Rd.
N. Finchley. [47S£

HUMBER Combination. 1916. 4h.p.. 3-spced.

Milton car. a'U complete, spares, insurance
splendid condition; £100; seen appointment.—Dawes
213. Kingsland Rd.. B.2. (4887

HUMBER Combination, flat twin, 1919-20, 3-speed
low iuiie;iKc. elect:ic tail, sirle lamp, all on, ta.v

puid- £135. or near offer.—Trent. 108, Craven Part

Bd., Hurlesden. 'Phone: Willeedcu 1126. [4942

HUMBER Combination, 3"jh.p.. 2-<ipce<l, coachbuill
sidecar, bulbous back, new tank, new gear, new

[
tyres, etc.. lanipt^. tux paid, just thortmifhly overhaule'l

and all re-enunielled. in fine condition : any trial : bar-

leain. £65.—Aland. 9, KilUKiinc Rd.. Fulham. (4826

HUMBER 4';h.p. Flat Twin. 1920. with Milfcrd
larailv sidecar, screen, apron, hood and luggage

' grj<i. also ^amp and horn, mechanically perlect. ex-

! amination and trial by appointment; price £160. cr
i near oUcr,—E.. 4. Herbert Rd.. Southall, Middlese.\.

I

[5413
HUMBER 3'-jh. p. Combination. 2 speeds, free engine.

P. and H." lamps, speedometer, eto.. licence paid,
i sidci-ar (Henderson Model A) fitted as lightweighr,

touring. Auster Triplex screen and scoop, luggage bfix

and hcod. diw wheel; car alone cost £35, receipt;

shown: the whole in practically new condition. an>
trial; £80, or would separate.—Smith, 21, .Moring Rd

.

Tooting. S.\V.l7. (5451

Indian.

E.
KICKH.VM for Indian: trade supplied.—Stnke-

I

Croit, Bristol. [3353

DAN GUY. Weymouth—Indian 1914 7h.p. com-
bination, complete; £75. [2177

IXrilAN 7-9h.i'., 1914, 2-3pped, spring frame; sniu,
£43.-8, Sliver St., Enfield. [5222

HORSMAN lor Indians.—Victor Ilorsman, Ltd.. 7.

Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. (0470

IXUIAN 5-6h.p.-, clutch moilel, excellent order; trial;

£32.-17, Henton Rd. X., Mitcham. (5025

IXDIAXS 1921 Models Now Ready.—Davics, 229.
DeaD£gate, . Manchester. 53") Central. [2437

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1919, 3-speed, K.S., practically as
new; £70.—C, 12, Station Parade, Muswell Hill-

[4932
INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1915. T.T. model, very fast, clutch,

perlect; £45.—Lewis, 204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO.
[5176

INDIAN 7-9h.p.. spring frame, 2 speeds, clutch, K.S.,
splendid condition: £60.-122, Coventry Rd., II-

ford. (5356

1 Q20 Indian Scout Racing Model, lost, like new,
-Lt/ speedometer, spare chain; £115.—Lord, 86.
London Rd., Coventry. (X8569

INDIAN.—All models will be on sale at the second-
hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, Irom April

2nd. (See Wanted.) [5748

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition;
49 gns., or offer: exchange lower power.-48, Well-

ington Buildings, Bow, E.3. [5542

1Q19 7-9h.p. Indian and 1920 bulbous back nideca
Xt7 almott new; any trial: £120.—Ci

toria Rd.. Stroud Green, N.4.
onner, 86, Vic-

[5448

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the oumber-at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. 23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 3919, very littk used., .practically

as new; £72.—Nicholson. 26, Budge How, Cannon
St., E.G.4. TeL: City 6619. [5454

INDIAN 5-6h.p., clutcli moOel, eood tyi'es, lamps,
etc., tax paid, ride awav: £45, olTer.—S. Strattorc),

148, Marlborough Rd., N.19. [^690

3 ill. p. Indian, splendid goer, lamp;*, liorn, new tyre,

2 lor 4Ii.p. Triumph, 1918; cash adjiistmeut.—
Hearn, Pre.'^s, Tupton, Chesterfield. '[4545

1|Q18 Indian Poiverplus Special Kacinp Combination,
JD-t/ Swan torpedo, ^electric lig:liting, \ery attractive;

£115.-20, Canterbury Ed., Oroyclon. [4703'

TNDIAN, T.T., clutch, Eosclx. Bints, new Millers
lamp .set, excellent condition, must sell; ^£40^

[4323 ;offers.—Stoodley, Ludgershall, Wilts.

INDIAN, all model.?, special inducements to buyers
of 1921 machineK.—Coventry Motor Mfl-rt, I/on-

i"!on Ed., CoTentry. 'Phone: 200. - [X85S4

LATE 1918 l*owerplus Indian, 3-speed. fluttli. kid;
start, spring frame, overhauled, re-enamelled aiid

platedi like new; bargain, .£70.— 14, iKildoran Ed., Brix-
ton. [4766

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p,, spring frame, 3 speeds, clutcli.

kick start, good condition ; ^65.—Parker's. Brad-
fchawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Manchester. "

fX8559
£73; Indian combination, 1915, 7-9li.p., 3-speed,

electric lighting, spring Ivame^ bargain, £73;
open for trial.—6, Temperance Yard, Brewery Rd.. N.

[5583

"I
Q20 Indian Combination, full electric- equipment.'

At/ disc wheels, speedometer, mileage under 2,000,
lax paid; £165.—Ritchie, Stocken. Stretton, Oakham'.'

[4752
1 Q20 Indian Combination, electric, many extras
JLv and spares, mileage 2,500, unsci^itclicd, and
as brand new; £175.—J. BiliiTig, Flitcham, King's
Lynn. [4992

J Q20 Electric Indian, very roomy sidecar, hood.
S-iJ screen, luggage grid, lai^ge undei-shield, insured
and tax paid, perfect ; trial ; £ 160.—1€, Highga;te
Rd., London. [5405

INDIAN Combination, I9l4. 7-9h.r-, clntcli. hood,
screen, speedometer, electric lauiiis hikI -liorn

;

tine couditon, licensed; £92/10, oifer.—85, Deodiir Ed.,
Putney.

'

[5276.

"I Q20 Indian Powerplus Combination, wind screen,
--*/ speedometer, dynamo lighting, done ;ibout 500
miles; £150.—Spurling, C, Courthape Ed., Hamp-stead,
N.W.3. [5224

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 1915, complete ^rith
lamps, horn, etc., cliild's dicliey seat behind Kide-

car, good condition throughout; £130.-86, T^nison Ed,.
Cambridge. [45&5

"I Q18 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indians, 3-specd. K.S..
J-i/ newly overhanjed; £75 each; special qii-otatinns
tor Quantities.—J. J. "Dooley, 53^ Killyon Ed., Clap-
ham, S.W.8. [5535

1 Q 18-19 Indian Powerplus Combination, 7b. iJ.. 3-
J-t/ speed, spring Irame, electric lamps, mileage
3,500, tax paid; £120.-120, Estcourt Rd., Wood-
^ide. S.E.25. [5385

INDIAN 1920 4h.p. Scout, with Grosvenor sporting
sidecar, fully equipped, speedometer, etc., a,-' new;

£155.—Parker's, Biadshawgat*, Bolton, and 245, Deans-
f^ate, Manchester. [X8558

JNDIAN 7-9]j.p., Mllls-Fnlford "c.B. combination, 2
speeds, cluteh, speedometer, lamp, tyie^ as new,

mechanicallv sound, smart appearance; £50.—Davis, 26,
Muswell Hill, N.IO. [4902

INDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch model, Cauoelet sidecar, wind
screen, hood, new Dunlop tries, thoroughly over-

linuled, guaranteed, tax paid; £70.— <Toi:es, 132, Hornsey
Rd., HoIIowas-, N.7. [5035

"j O20 Indian Powerplus Combination, condition as
Ji^J new, dynamo lighting, siwedometcr, lnggai;u
Arid; £150.-198, Sheen Lane, East Sheen, S.W.
phone: Richmond 1112. [5361

*! C|15-16 5-6h.p. Indian, Swan sidecar, 3-specd,
J-«/ clutch, liii;k starter, new Duniops, lumi^is, new
rendition; £88; exchange 2v4h.p. Douglas, preferred.—
63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [5078

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p. Com"bination, 2-speed, kick
start, hood, screen, all lamps ami tools, Te-enam-

nlled, and in sound —condition; £85.—Lowman, 45,
ChuTch Lane, Charlton, S.E. [5362

LOOK ! £.60 1— Guaranteed 1918 Indian Powerpln.s
7-9h.p., etc., reconditioned, re-enamelled, repliited.

Choice of several; 1919 £65.-7, Batoum Gardens, Ham-
mersmith. -'Phone: Ham. 1762. [5042

INDIAN Combination, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clntch,
speedometer, lamps,, overhauled, new, gear box

and clutch, sood condition, tax paid; ofl'ers.—Wood.
Ourfold, Chiddingiold, Surrey. [5178

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, electric light-
J-*/ ing and horn, mileage -only 1,800, tyres unpunc-
tured, excellent machine; price only £145.—Greenfield
House, Whieldon Rd., Fenton, Stafe. [5084

1 Q16 Indian 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick
it/ starter, all lamps, Bonniksen speedometer, guar-
anteed; £80; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Ud., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [5519

1 Q13 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, clutch,
A*/ and kick starter, electric lighting, leg guards;
accept £60; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

"

[5518

IT'S
YOU
WE
STUDY.
\Vc can give yon immediate
delivery, if desired, of any
of tlie lollowine malces.

Cash or Deferred Payments

Qnarter down, balance in

>. II monthly instalments.

Price maintenance guarau-
Iccd on all New Machines.

F.N.
B.S.A.
WOLF
SCOTT
VERUS
UNIBUS
ALECTO
TRIUMPH
CALTHORPE

NEW IMPERIAL
DOUGLAS (all on)

etc.

TUITION FREE.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS
1921 CALTHORPE Combination. Stur-

mey-Archer 2-sp. (Tax £2 10s.)

dynamo lighting (unused) . . 110 gns.

T920 SCOTT, Sports Model, 2-speed
unused £130

I0::o OIAMOND-VIU.IERS, 2j h.p.,

2-stroke, 2-sp., clutch, and kick-

starter (unused) 78 gns.

1920 COULSON-B., 4 h.p., 2-5peed
(demonstration machine) .

.

£90
1920 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P £80
1920 PRIORY, 25 h.p.. 2-stroke .. £55
1920 NEW IMPERIAL Combination .

.

£150

1919 HARLEY- DAVIDSON, electric

model £150

1920 TRIUMPH, just overhauled, re-

enaraelled and plated-, as new .

.

£105
1920 (Nov.) RUDGE-MULTi (not run

50 miles) £100

1919 TRIUMPH Combination, complete
with electric lighting . . .

.

£135

3920 A.J.'S., spare wheel, electric light-

ing, speedometer, hood, screen.

Tax paid, perfect condition. All

accessories and spares (as new) £200
ALL GUARANTEED.

BURLINGTON SIDECARS.
Special Models for the

TOURIST
OR

SPEED MERCHANT.
Write for Catalogue. TRADE SUPPLIED.

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,
7, Soath Side, CUPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixlon 2417
'Grams :

" Burlington Motors, Clapham-"

(so yards from Clapham Common Underground
Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. Combination, large valved
gine, dyna-mo lighting, speedometer, etc., as ite

£170; tax paid.—Dentist, 162. High St., Waltba
stow. 'Phone : 347 Walthainstow. 153

i^V-Sh.ji. Indian, sprung " fi-ame, o.t.. njagneto mod
i 3 speeds, clutch. K.S^ £45 C.B. sidecar, discs

wheels, very sporty; £135, solo part.—Reifler, I

Knighton Park, Sydenham, London. t38

1 Q15-16 7-9h.p. Indian Combination. 6 spee
-1-ti' mileage -4,600, excellent appearance, meeha
cailv perfect, usual Indian accessories; £105; nt

week-ends.—26, Cedars Ed., Clapham. [*'

POWEBPI.US Indians, 1918 and 1919, thorou?:

overhauled and renovated, absolutely i\s new; £
to £80 each; come early and take your choice.—Ho
dav Bros., 20, Queen St., Hammersmith Broadway

[44

1 Q14-15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed. ac
X«7 mulator, electric light, wind screen, sound tyl

tools, accessories, excellent condition £65" lowest.—

H

Motor Co., Kllbm-n Lane. W.IO. Willesden 1341
[4'

IKDIAN Combina-tion, 1915 7-9h.p., S-speed, Derw
coaehbuilt sidecar, English conta-ols, Amac

buretter, electric lighting. Cameo screen, etc.; £8
liixan,:i72, Biowiihill SA, Cattord. 'Phone: Lee Gn
921. - [M

•J
Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, only run betw

-«-*^ two and three thousand miles, dynamo lighti

Ka^tirw wind screen, first-cla.ss order, trial by appoi

ment;" £164, tax paid.—Hodgkinson, Harvingt
Evesliam. [41

SENSATIONAL OHer.—A lew Indian Powerplus li

machines, spring irames, 3 speeds, new conditi

a( £62/10 each.—SmiMis, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (01

site Ohalk Farm Tube Station), N.W. Hamp-St

2767. [5

TO 14 3'.2h.T. Indian, 2-,speea, P.C., K.S., spi

-l" name, electric Ughts and Irorii. tax paid, app
auee and condition perfect, very little used, worth
£60; l)est oBer accepted.-Onslow. 45, Erusholme

Putney. _
t*

POWERPLtrS V-9h.p. S.F. Indian, 1913, 3 »l)e

H and F. clutch, lamps, meclianical h

speedometer, all accessories, just completcl.v o

hauled, tax irnid; cheap.—Tonge, 42, The Card
Peckham Rye. to

15 7-9h.p. Springy Frame Indian Combinatio:
19^ speeds, clutch, K. start, new, tyres, everythin

good order, has not been used for- 18 rnorrths;;

'easonal)le offer refused"; room wanted.—Wadlow_
Wright, Orpington, Kent. [5

INDIANS.—Powerplus 7-9h.p. 1919 "models, 3-sp

K.S., mechanical condition, also enamelhng
plating as new, £75; these are genuine bargaiiis;

prcval against cash and carriage.-Owen, 59, Set

iieid Rd., Upper IloUoway. [X8

IO20 Indian Combiiration, 7-9h.p., Swan Torjm sidecar, Ralli discs all round, legshields, v

screen, electric light, speedometer with electric ll

all i-n very good condttkm, licence paid; £180.-'C
lA'igh, Southill Barracks, Chatham. [!

1 Q20 7-9h.p Indian, latest model, large valves,

i«? tandem sidecar, large numher of spares and ex

£180, or near ofler; or exchange with casli for -

Henderson or Ace combination; can be seen by app

ment.—Morris, 395, Oxford Rd., Reading. P

^020 LuxuTious Indian Powerplus Combination,
i*/ electric equipT>ient, hood, wind screen. Tail-

speedometer, spare tube, absolutely perfect coudil

£190 or near offer; must sell immediately; o

going abroad.— 7, Sonthfleld Ed., Tunbridge We

10r9 (late) 7-9h.p. Indian Powerpl'^s Combina
Xt/ electric model, speedometer, mileage under 5

new iront and bjick tyres and spare, new charn

spare, other spares, tools, special mitdshields. pe

conditiou.-Bauister, Heathbauk, Tme 'St., Kersal.
_

clies'ter. L

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., bicycle 1915, un

dnriu'' war, sidecar new 1920, tioth exce

condition, electric lighting, speedometer, all »

sories, all tyres, brand new; must sell, bargain;

est £105 secures.—Apply, Tate, 198, Bishopstl

Ed.. York. '

1020 7-9h.r. Indian Combination, mileage ^

1.U 3,000, excellent cmidition throughout,

hfnd and foot clutch, leg shields, muffs. Bast

screen, magnificent hill-climber; any trial; farst re

able offer accepted for quick sale; private owner

;

any lime.—Reeves' Garage, High St., Purley, .Sur

HAVE vou weighed up the prices of other

powered combinations, and studied their e

menf in most cases, less speedometer and no s

frame and higher price. If not, do so. Indian

combination de luxe, £226; Scout model, solo, i

less equipment; combination £188; JPTtins
sidecar.-Horswiil, 42, Bridge St., Chester. Pt

943.

INDI \N NE 20 Combination, T.T. bars, disc w:

lai-ge legshields, electrical equipment. Bli

wind serein, luggage carrier, tools, spare battery,

'

year cover and tube, no expense spared, licence-

low mileage, cost iS250; owner buying oar; ±,

Phone : Kensington 6447.—Clark, 5,5, Pulteney

South Woodford.

ri26 All letters relating to advertisements should fliiote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ivy.

'T Cycles.— 1 92 1 mod^a in stock.—Rothwell and
Milboorne, Cowleigh Garage. Malvern. [1796

Y 1921 Models.—Sole district agents, Wessex
Motors, Ltd.. 60, Catherine St., Salisbury. 'Phone :

[5006
^h.p. Ivy, _snerial T.T., as new. just overhauled,

la

—

' - -~lamp
. as ne'

ps. Klaxon, spares; bargain, £53.—S., 18,
peror's Gate, S.W.7. [5005

^Y, the aristocrat ol its type; delivery ol all models
from stock; prices and catalogue post iree.—Sole

trict Agenta. The Walsall Garage. WalsalL Tel.
[4011

Ixion.
^^9^' ^'l''er5 2',ih.p.. 1917, lomps, horn, good con-

Qition; £28/10.-308, King's E«l.. Chelsea. [4929
118 (late) Ixion-Villiera, lamps, speedometer, etc..»/ tax paid, enamel and condition perfect; £38,—
Cowley Rd.. Mortlake. S.W. [5006
ION. 1921 model, kick starter, 2-speed. lamps,
horn, 3 months old; sacrifice £20 under cost; must
-.\Jte, Wales. Ltd., Oozells St., Birmingham.

[X8674
James.

(AX GUY, Weymouth.—James agent, early deliverv^ dates {jivon. [217R
120 .Tames 3|2h.i>. Twin Solo, as new; £110.-
' .Strettons Garage, Ltd., Gloucester. [4383
119 James 4'rih.p. Combination, manv extras;

m^ sacrifice £100.—Strettons Garage. Ltd.. Glou-
:ei"- [4382
\ME.S 1920 Model 2 stroke, 2-speed gear, 6 months

iti use: £60, or nearest offer.—Stevens, 8, Aston's
ly. Dublin. [5603
120 5-6h.p. James Combination, new; list price
t/ £190; best offer over £150.-Clarke and Sons,
rth ."it.. Ripon. (4419

ill. p. 1919 James Combination, lull accessories, in
4 good condition; £75.—W. U. Johnson and Sons.

X\ing"s Lynn.
^

[4427
Ih.p. James, 2-speed, clutch, accessories, good run-
4 ning order; nearest £50.-19, Richardson St.,
jh Wycombe. [5106
1 h.p. James Combination, smart on t fit. grid and
'^ screen, used 12 months cnly; £118, or near after,
alker, Redbuurn, Herts. [X8656
120 5-6h.p. James Combination, new; accept
-' £170.—J. Hebden and Sons, 149, St. Janjc's's
Burnley. Tel. : 483. [5427

AMES New Combinatinn. all models for immediatt-
delivery from stock.—Sole district agents. The

j^ali Garage. Walsall. Tel.: 444, [401?

'IIITBYS.-Only one 1920 shop-soiled James 6h.p
combiuaiion left now; list price £195. clear

e price £170; tax paid.—Below.
' II ITBYS.—Order your new machine from tne

.James specialists: spate parts stocked.—

W

litby and Son. 7. The Vale. Acton. W.3. 'Phone:
iswick 1513. [3808
AMES.—.All models will be on sale at the second-

hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from
il 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5749
AMES 5-6!i.p. Combination. 1920. used only for

rural rjns. fully equipped; ElTO.—RatclilTe iiTm..
>. Gt. Portland St.. W. Mayfair 5042. [0423

iMES 5-6h.p., 1919, luxe sidecar, dynamo lighting,
Ku'tine. lee^bields, speedometer, BinkH, niile^BO

00. i.eKect; £i70.-ralmer, 33. Min.^ter Rd.. Oxford.
[X8496

B19
6h.p. Twin Jame? Combination. Campion side-

rnr. mileage 500. ridden by owner only, like
r; £110.-85, Butterley Hill. Ripley, Derbyshire.

[4986
6h.p. James Combination, 1920 model, electric
light, wind screen, leg guards, condition as new;

lO.- Winterton. 57, >5parkenhoe St., Leicester. Tel. :

5. ' [asoo
AMES 1919-1920 5-6h.r'. Twin Combination, lumps

-speedometer, screen, etc., low mileage, perfect.
new; £145; tax paid.-Garten. 241b, Queen's Rd.,

teidca. [4827
AMES 5-6h.p. and Sidecar. Mar.. 1920, electric

liplits, Klaxon, speedometer, hood, etc.; £135.
r.~l5rinugh, 26. Mount Rd., Ilendon. N.W.4. Wil.
ien 866. (8423

1 20 JauiPs Combination, 3 speeds. K.S., and clutch.
' conchbuilt sidecar. Cameo wind screen, fully

lipped, as new; £150.-10. Royal Parade, Dawes
Fulham. [4951

AMES 5-6h.p. Combination. 1920 :aodel. complete
With lamps and horn, hood, and screen, perfect

dition throuebont; £145.—p. J, EYons. 81-91. .Jolm
ght St., .Birmiagbam. [4654

6h.p Twin James and roomy coachbuilt sidecar
1919 3-&pee<:I. kick start. 28in. wheels, electric

It from accumulators; bargain price. £105.—Mason's
rage. Letcbworth, Herts. [3769

EW 1920 6h.p. 3-3peed James Combination, motlel
de luxe sidecar; list price £190. offered at £165

t c,a**h ; write for clearance bargnin list.-The Pre-
Motor Co-, Aston Rd., Binuingbam. [5289

20 James 2';ih.p.( 2-speed countershaft, new Oct.,
done only 500 miles, lighting set, horn, tax paid.
scratched, guaranteed as new. cost £75; sacrifice
ens.—Ogden, 11, Thomas St., King's Lynn. [5569

9

PONT MISS
THIS OFFER
All reconditioned motor cycles

purchased from us on or before

21st March will be fully equipped
with New Accessories, including

Head Lamp and Generator,

Tail Lamp, flom, Licence

Holder, 2 Toolbags, Pump, and
Tool Kit.

DOUGLASES and TRIUMPHS
Stove-cnamelled and pin led in makers' coiour<.

KnginesanJgcar boxes thoroughly overhauled in

our own workshops. Fitted wilh new tyres.

ticlts, and chains, la appearance practically

indistinguishable from new. Every ni.-ichine

carries our

THREE MONTHS* GUARANTEE,
1RIUMPHS

4 h.p. 3-speed Countcnliaft £100
4 h.p. 3-speed Combination with new

Burlington Sidecar £130

COUGLASES
2i h.p. i-spced £65

4 h.p. 3-specd, kick-starter. Solo.. .. £85
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-starfcr, Combination

witii brand new Burlington Sidecar £110

We have large stocks of Douglas and Triumph
Spares, and ^ball be pleased to qunie you upon
receipt of your enqnirifs. Trade Supplied.

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS. Convert your clutch into

Foot as well as Hand-Control. A neat pedal
finished in dull plate, and so designed that it can
be fitted in a few moments by an amateur. Its

effect IS to convert the standard machine into a
Foot and Hand Operative Clutch Model. Price

4/- Postase 4d.

Trade Supplbd.

TO 4 h.p. DOUGLAS OWNEifi,
No m:re woken drawooi^.

A new lorm of operating mechanism tor the 4 o.p,

Douglas Motor_Cycle, by which the Drawbolt is

entirely eliininate.i.

Write for tuti particulars, and
avoid unnecessary trouble.

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,

7, South Side, CLAPHAH COMMON, S.W. 4.

Phone: Brixton 2417.
'Grams :

" Burlinston Motors, Clapham."

o yards :rora Claphnm Common Under
cround StatioQ-1

FOR SALE.

t

MOTOR CYCLES
James.

Q Ih.p. Twin James, late 1915, 3-speed. K.S.. P. and
\f ^ H. lamps, horn, etc., excellent mechanical con-
dition, fast, and in all respects similar to 1920 model;
^70.—Apply, after 7.30, 257. Brockley Rd., S.E. [5590
TAMES 4iih.p. Big Single Combination, 1920. just
•^ completely overhauled and in perfect condition,
tyres practically new; £115; seen bv appointment
only.—Douglas Steeves, 169. Gt. Portland St.. W.l.

T\AX GUY. ^eymouth.-1920 5-6h.p. Jam&3 com-
-*-' bination, complete. Lucas head lamp. Lucas horn.
Lucas sidecar lamp, tail lamp, ppeedometer. Easting
-SLTeen, mileajo 1,195 only, a- new; cosh olIer3 unntetl.

[2179
I.M.MEDIATE Delivery cf any James Model; cash or

deferred payments; bcok your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..
South Side, Clapham Common, S.\V.4. "Phone: Brix-
ton 2417. [0503

F.O.C.H. hare a 1919 Jame; 4Vih.p. Combination,
as new, completely equipped, electric set; £120.

—5. Heath St.. Harapstead {near Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. [4642

I Q20 James 5-6h.p. and James do Lnxc sidornr, Lncns
J- C liglitiuR pet. Cowpy horn, leg .shi-^Idft, luggage grid,

spiiro oiiiiiik-, vnlves. vitlve springs, piston lings, etc..

rniliage 800, appearance and condition as new; £160,
—Clarkson, Hill Crest, Lickey, Bromsgrove. [5257

J. A. P.

J.A.P. 4h..p. cvcrhaulcd. tax paid. C.A.V. magneto.
Ccx atmos tyres and tubes all new, £34 Inwost;

also 4h.p. Alldays engine, brand new. complete <ie-

comprc=5or, magneto and engine sprockets, T- i.tli>rm

and inductii n pipe; £8/10.—Curry, Migbetli Vf ic

Station, Birmingham. [XS694

4 h.p. .I.A.P. 1914 T.T.. just nverhauled. enamelled,
plated, new Palmer lyres, 1921 Amac. fitted new

mmfguards. tank, pathtle, " handle-bars, horn, electrii

Lniipa, lirence linldor, v<-ty last, and looks as new

;

will send on appro\'nl against cash; £45.—Hill. 3.

Bedford |ld.. Wcit Ealing, W.13. - [5121

J.E.S.

J.E.S. 1921 Models Irom stock.-Gibb, Glonreiter
'Phone: 852. [0441

J.E.S. l',.jh.p. 4-8troko. late 1920. done very little

work, bus iHjeu thoroughly overhnnlod, and carric
makers' guoiyintce: first cheque for £35 Bcciues this

baigain.—J.E.S. Motor Works. Gloucester. [3009

Juno.
JrxO-VILLrERS. poml order, new Mt and back

tyre, rcintly ovprliatiled, tax paid; £33.-54.
l-'entiman Rd., Clapham Rd.. S.W. [4952

Kildnre Club.

2-STROKE Model Kildare CInb. just overhauled, gnnr-
anteed perfect condition; bargain, 50 gns.—10.

I'liirhiwu Giove. CIiisi\ick. [5240

Leader.

8 h.p. Leader-Precision Combination, Bosch mag., . 3-

Bpeed countershaft genr box, kick stnrter, eliniii

drive, eloctric sideciir Irinips, gas head lump, electti'*

honi. EnBting wind sfieen, diflo wheels, machine Jutit

been ovfrhmiled. lif*>iu'o pnid to I Imc Sl^t. privntelv
owned; price £100.—W. Be;il. The Wharf. Bourne End,
Bucks. [4532

l.ea*Froncls.

LEA-FRAXCLS 1921 Models Xow Rendy.-Davie-.
229. Dcansgato. Man*Ije-ter. 536 CentraL [243G

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920. J.A.P. engine, completr-.
lamps, etc., mileage 400; £105.—Doncvan. 19.

West St.. Ryde. [5443

LEA-FRANCIS. 1920, M..\.G. engine, new and fully

guaranteed: £115.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139.
New St.. Birmingham. [X8634

LEA-FRANCIS.—All models will be on sale at the
second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace,

from April 2nd. (.See Wanted.) (5750

LEA-mAXCIS 3'.'.h.p. Twin, disc wheels, *»namelled

red and black, lauips. wiuuer gold med:il, liccnr-.^

pnid: £75.-Tucker. Highbridge. [X82G9

XTEW Lea-Francis, 2-speed clutch and kick starter.

II M.A.G. engine: £l30; deferred payments.—Hai-
rf-li. Ltd.. 118. BromptOD Rd.. LoaJcu. [4910

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920. shop-soiled only; list price

^£130, our price ,£115; orders now accepted for

19^1 models.-Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

W. Mayfair 5042. [0431

LEA-1'EANCIS Combination, 4h.p. J.A.P., 2-8pecd.

F.B.S. accumulator lighting set, carrier and sparcf.

in pood order: any trial: licence paid; £140.—Touufr.
19, iJugdale Bd., Coventry. [X8591

"I
020 3V"h p. Lea-Francis Twin, complete with Luca^

Xt/ lumps and horn, Cowey speedometer, hcenoe pai.l

for one year, absolutely perfect condition, not run 1.500

uifles: owner going abroad: £100, or near offer.— Capt.

Wellesley, do Dan Guy, Weymouth. [4561

Levis.

T EVIS. Levis. Levis.

16 Levis, single gear, good running order, tax

paid; £30.—Surridge, Ongar, Essex. 1508#19
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. B27
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MOTOR CYCLES
Levis.

FOR SALE.

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Levis Id stock.
[0483

DAN GTJY, Weymouth.-Levis 1921 modeh in stook:
£60. [2180

C;t.IBB, Gloucester.—1921 Levis Irom stock.—'Phone :

^852. r0442

Oili-P- Levis, <:ondition as n«w; £36; cash w-anted,—
^^4 198, King St., Hammersmith. [4950

LEVIS, 1915, stored diuing' vm; lamps nnd horn;'
£36, guaranteed.—Deamaii, Eno-vvle, BiimingLam.

[X8623
IEVIS 21/ili.p., new tyres, belt, and E.I.C. mag.;

J £28/10.—Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop.

[-X8612
LEVIS 1917, Enfield 2-Bpeed, fast, overhauled, per-

fect; £45.—Sibley, 106, Market Place, Romiar^3,:
Essex. [4471"'

"I Q20 Levis, mileage about 800, beautiful condition;
J-*/ 42 gns., very great bargain.—Julian, S4, Bioad
St., Eeading. [0490

1 Q21 Lens, eleetric ligliting, Cowey hoiu,
J-*' paid, s

'
' "

St., Brighton.

licfnce
Jampw'
[4516

LEVIS.-AIl models
hand Automobile Show,

LEVIS, Aui?., 1920, all accfes^^ories; £50, or exchange
for liglit combination.—6, JFullerton Ed., Addis-

' combe, Croydon, [5546

'ill be on sale at -the second-
Crystal Palace, Irom

April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5751

LEVIS 1920 2Tspeed, footboards, all accessories, new
tyres, belt, new condition, genuine; £55.—Xison,

8, Bynner St., Shrewsbury. [4395

LEVIS, the finest 2-stroke in the~ world; delivery
from stock; £60.—Sole district agents, The Wal

sail Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [4013

LEVIS Popular, practically new, variable ignition,

accessories, licence and insurance.; £5'0, no
offers.—13, Gosberton Bd., Balham, London. [4873

LEVIS 2i4h.p., 2.speed, countershaft, 1916, Bramp-
ton Biliex, newly enamelled and plated, over-

hauled; £42.-36, St. Thomas Rd., Hackney. [4466

LEVIS 2i4h.p. Popular Model. late 1920. brand new
but slightly soiled ; usual pi'ice £60 ; sacrifice,

£52/10.—Wilkiris, Simpson, opposite Olvmpia, London.
[5495

LEVIS Popular, practically brand new. property of

ladv, only ridden 100 miles, P. antl H. lamps and
horn; sacrifice, £52.—Miss Toits, 34, Trent Rd., Brix-
ton. [5481

IN Stoclc, 1921 Levis, ^60. Good wine needs no bush.
Nuff sc-d!—Sole agents. The IleaJlngley Motor and

Engineering Co., Ltd., 18, St. Michael's Lane, I>eods.
'Phone: Headingley 480, [0494,

1 Q21 Levis Popular, the super 2-strokc; immediate^
XiJ delivery from stock; £60; ea^y payments or ex-!
changes.—Official agents, itomac's. 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [5520

LEVIS 2Xh.p., fine condition, £30; aUo Motor-lteve,;
mag. reciuires^slight attention, otherwise peifoct,"

£14/10; particulars for stamp; would e5chans;e "tor

Triumph.- SliaHer, 88, Maybury lUl., Woking. [5186

IMMEDIATE Delivery oi the new Model S Levis,
with Sturmey-Archer 2-speed, haudle-bar-controlled

clutch; £68; the cheapest high-grade lightweight.
Place your order now.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [3037

NEW 1921 Levis 2Vih.p. Touring, sports, and lady's
models, all in stock for immedintr' deliv.piy; ±&0;

von T\'ill obtain a specially picked machine if you plare
your order direct with the Levis -Sivefiialiits, Tiie Pjt-
Tuier Motor Co., Astou Rd., Eirminghani. [5290

;
lady's Populai'

Model S. 2-speed. hand-cuntrollcil
clutch, £68; immediate delivery. Levis specialists
and sole distributors loi- London and distiict. Spare
parts stocked, repairs undertaken.—Vivian Ilardie and
Lane. Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (off 0.\ford St.), Bond
St., W.l. - [0384

Lincoln Elk.

LINCOLN ELK, 4i/ili.p., 2-speed, chain-belt drive.
kick start, as new; £65; take lower power part.

—57, Kenbury St.. Gamberuell, London. [4979

L.M.C.
K.S. and clntch, chain-cum-

- - . ' . 1920 model, shop-
foiled only; list price £150, my price £1-27/10; a
real opportunity for a sidecar machine.—Davies, 229,
Deansgate, Manchester. [0526

Martin.
4h.p. Clutch Model, neic couditioii,

_ . . £54.-60, Whymnrk Av., Wood
een, London. [5255

MARTIN-J.A.P, 2^h.p.. 1915, Enfield 2-Epeed
Amac, good tyres and condition, stored 3 year^

accessories, tax paid; £40.—Garaged 89, East Hill' '

Wandsworth. [5155*

MARTIN-J.A.P. 1921 Model, carrying makers' guar-
antee, 25^4h.p., 2-epe«d, kick st^it and clutch

shop-soiled only, never been ridden.; £75 to clear —
Welford, St. James St., Brighton. [4512

PHlLlPsoNS
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
Don't Scrap

an old Engine,
but give it a

NEW LEASE OF LIFE
by fitting the

World - famed
Philipson Pulley.
Entirely Free from troublesome and
weighty complications—only twowork-
ing parts—no levers, rods, wheels^ etc., ;

to worry about. Simply takes the place
of the ordinary pulley. One nut secures

the complete gear to the engine. Can
be fitted withoiit any alterations to
most direct belt-driven engines in a
few minutes.
T"or hill-climbing it is unsurpassed.
Makes mountaineering easy.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Ilhistrated Boottlet.

During tiie past few weeks the follow-

ing machines have been fitted with
PHILIPSON Pulley

:

GENTLEMAN'S Popular Model. £.S0;
Model, £60; -•--

/^h.p. L.M.C.,O belt, spring sacldle suspension,

MAETIN-T.A.P.
lamps, horn

;

Triumph,
Rover,
Norton,
Douglas,
Singer,
Bradbury,
Ariel,
Swift,
Abingdon,
Minerva,
Precision,
Matchless,
Ivy Precision,

Arno,
Rex,
B.S.A.,
James,
U.lVl.C.,

Lincoln Elk,
N.U.T.-Jap,
Humber,
N.S.U.,
Peugeot,
Rudge,
Quadrant,
Alldayp,

and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write

Price £8 8 Carriage
Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,

Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Eslablisbed over 40 years.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martlnajtde.

JULIANS, of Reading haye X921 Martinsyde in ston*

[048

1 Q21 Martinsyde, as new, mileage about 800
J-" 116 gus.—Jialians, 84, Broad St., Eeadini
'Phone : 1024 Reading. [56'

Sl'ECIAL Offer of 1920 staridaid Martinsyde 61i,_

combination, absolutely new and unused, at £150
deterred payments arranged.—Hei^ius' Garages, Ltd.. 'Va

Real Service Firm, Taunton. [54"

MARTINSYDE 6h.p. Combination, July,. 1920, d,

battery side and reaj, D.A. head lamp, booc
Triplex screen, muffs, liorn, excellent condition; nea
est £160.—Kenilworth Garage, High St., Putnr

!535

MAETINSTDE 1921 Standard Combination; £17:

actually jn stock; HDrther models early deliTcr
Place yoiu- order now with the authorised ageuts,
Tlje MoTeton Garbage, 2, Moreton Terrace ilews, PJt
lice. -S.W. 'Plione: Tictoria 7164. [16.

Matctitess
"jlTAICHLESS

DON'T Hesitate.—If makers reduce prices belo

the end of May 1 guarantee to refund the difie

ence.

1 Q21 Combinations, any model from stock, or in U
-*-*/ days. Gradual payments can now be arrauKe
Every outfit personally tested by the Matchless epeciaiii

Spares of all dates in stock.— J. Tassell, la, Bloomfle
P.d., Plumstead. 1681

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Matchless in stoo
[04i

("(IBB. Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Matchless modi
^ from stock.-'Phone : 852. [D*-

20 Matchless, Magdyno lighting, absolutely brai

new, unused: £190.—Below.19
ALL 1921 Models Immediate Delivery from Stoc

deferred payments and exchanges if desired.

Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
"Phone : Kens. 3709.

Kensingto
[18

WHITBYS. 7, The Vale, Acton, W.3, have 19
Matchless in stock. Write for list. [38

"I Q20 Matchless Combination, riin 300 miles, ab;
X-U lutelv perlect; £175.-136, Lambeth Walk. S.

[35

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., 2-siJe(

Iv.S., full eouipinent; £72.-17, Heaton Bd.,
Mitfhuni. [50

MATCHLESS 1920 sh.p. Combination, all lamps a
horn, excellent ordei ; £175.—The Spalding Mo

Co., Ltd., Spalding. [43

O.H.V. 5-6h.p. Matchless, 30/- tax paid, conditj
perfect throughout ; nearest offer £50.—2, A

.=ide Ed., Soufchport. [49

1 Q20 Miitchless Combination, Model H., cotiiple
J~«7 makers' specification, shop-soiled; £175.—Wrig
Saft'ron \V:ildon. " - [5'

MATCHLESS 1920 ."Model H Combination, splent
condition: what offers ?—Baets', 6, Wilton Mei

South BelgraTJa, London. [49

8h.p. Matchless-Jap C.B. Combination. 2-spee(l, K.
hood, wind screen, Binks; £75, bargain.

-

Someis Bd., Walthamstow. ^43

"I
Q20 (September) Matchless-M.A.G. Combinaii*

Xt7 xinsoiled, absolutely as new, hood; £175-~2E
Kennington Park Rd., S.E.I 1. [51

MATCHLESS 1921 Models; -oi'ders now accepted
immediate deliveiy.—Ratcllffe Bros., 200.

Portland St., W. Mayfair 5042. [0^

MATCHLESS Combino-tion, 1914 M.A.G,. 6-8b
in perfect condition, complete Inmps, wind *iCTe

etc.: £140.-43, Green Lane, Penge. X4i

19 20 Model H Matchl&ss Combination, only
miles, be.st Lucas. -accessories; £155; exchanj

—60, Wallinelord Av., N. Kensington. [5;

MATCHLESS.—All models will be on sale at
second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal Pah

from April '2nd. (See Wanted.) [5'

-|Q17 Matchless M.A.G. Sh.p. Combination. =ci

X t? spare wheel, 2 new tyres, line condition,
paiil; £115.—Job, Alban H-o^se, Gxted. [5

MATCHLESS, 1920, dynamo lighting, .speedouie
inllv eQiupjjed; cost £245, perfect; £200, or r

offer.—Bos 2,578, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4:

BRAND New Matchless H, 1920-21, Magdyno;
with extras £235; accept £215, or near; :

realise.—Seen at 365, King St., Hammersmith. lA'M

MATCHLESS 1321 Combination; £205; deliTerjf
a. few days.—The Mbreton Oarage, 2, MoFa

Ten ace Mews, Piralico, S.W. 'Phone: victoria vJ
r4

MATCHLESS Sporting, 6-8ii.p. J.A.P., Fulf
chiisfiis, sound, overhauled; ride awav

; £50 ; I
chaii^fs.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenhni

1 Q12 6h.p. MatchlesS:, -single speed, reaily fast
'

Xt/ in new condition; £45.—Walbro Motor
Co., High St., -Saffron Walden, Es^ex. 'Phon

MATCHLESS 1920, Magdyno, spare wheel und
speeiionieter, smaB laileage, iDdistinpnisU

froD3. new; £185, offer.—3, Kildowan Bd., Goodmo^

B^S All letters relatim! to advertisements should 43Uote tlie nuiriber at the end of each advei-tisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

9 Eeil CouitietitioD Matl_Ille:^.', Sh.p., o.h.v.. com-
[li'te ^vitli lighting set, Klrixon. machine aa

utaranteed 75 m.p.h.—228a. High St.. Sheerness.
[4523

20 Matchless II. J. A. P.. Lucas lamps, horn, hood,
-pec'lnmeter, miidshietdd, step. Cox Atmos, mile-
600. splendid condition: £180.-57, Argyle Rd..

[4734

TC'IILESS. late 1920, cost £225, perfect; £180;
licence paid. New models, deferred payments
5%.—Prior, Rtplingham Rd., South-fields. .S.W.18.

Putney 1694. [5016

TPHLESS 6h p. Coachliuilt Combination, 2-sFee'J.

ciiitcli. K.S., lull c-et of lamps and tool-, ivinuer

,

iiiv t oini^?titions, juflt overhauled; £95.-4, Stau-
.1

,
\Ve=t Croydon. [4474

Tt HI-ESS H Combination, Lucas acetylene, iust
.v'lhauled by Matchless; 150 gns.; new models
>tM, k—Agents. R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibi-
Ril. South Kensington. ' [4138

TrllLESS.—An models for immediate delivery:
al-:i several 1920 combinations from £160.—

Ijarn Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.G.
t . Hammersmith 80. [5693

21 Alatchless Combination, .£205; 2-seated sidecar.

;£212/10; immediate delivery; exchanges or easy
ent^ arranged.—Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd..

Phone : Dalston 2408. [5521

TCiir.KS.S Combination. late April. 1920. com-
I'fe. all a*.cessoriey, litjhtine Lmas acotylenf'.
tondition, mileage only 2.600; £195.— I\Iis-

-11. The Hale. Chiddingly. [4717

TiflLESS Combination. M.A.G. engine, 3-spee<l.

Ii, kick start, consumption 65 miles galhm,
Jill on: £100: after 3 oVlock.-Gold, 244,
llridtje Rd., Victoria. [4540

'I'llILlCSS Service Depot. 'Phone: Greenwich
751--A11 1921 new models. Secure one now. I>c-

11 ride with pleasure at S. E. Clnplinm fMotorji),

St.. Greenwich, S.E.IO. 11030

TCIH.ESS 8h.p. Combination. 1920. dynamo
lighting, jiraclically as new, guaranteed perfect;

, genuine bargain.-Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.,!
t'ood-tock St.. Bond St.. W.l.

'

10418

TCHLESS Model H Combination to makers"
pi I ificaOon. £205; dynamo lighting model,

.7. A, P. or M.A.G. engines; easy payments.—
d-. Ltd.. 118. Brompton Rd., London. [4914

TCHliKSS 1920 H CombinotioD. licenced, M.A.G.
engine, Lucas Ntagdyno lighting, all accessories,
run about 2.000, perfect, good as new; accept

easonable offer.—288, Snngley Rd.. Cattord, S.R6.
[5553

TCULESS Combinatinn.—Book vour orders now 1

I^o.-^s. 86. High Rd., JLee," S.E.. for 1921
I-*; 'ieiiveries guaranteed strictly as per order re

a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 mwlels
stock. [5668

TCHLESS 1921 !\rodels. immediate delivery, with
Mnndyno licbting. £230; withnnt Mapdvno liirbt-

;205: no Halting; in stock ready to drive away;
payments arranged.-Wilkins. Simpson, oppositt*
pin. London. [5483
.TCHLESS 1921 Model.-^ fr...m £205; demonstra-
tions <iaih-.—Agent <wholeinle and retail), for
London : George Smith, 268. Lavender Hill. lopp.
g and HobbsJ, Clapham Junction. 'Phone

;

r^e;. 1271. [9423
10' -. Mattlile^s Combination, dynamo, tspeedomet^r.
Klaxon, Tan-Sad, spare chain, spare wheel, httud,

, side step, tliorcngli ruiininff order, cost £260,
Miid; accept £190. a bareain.—fi-her, 35, Now
Rd.. Brixton. 'Phone: 372. [4288
.TCHLESS, Model H. M.A.G. 1914 engine, re-
cently overhauled, cliain drive, 3-speed. K.S.,
80 lyres in good condition, Sandum 2-seater side-
Cameo aprons, lamp=. speedometer, tax paid;
A. E. Prentice. Builder, New Barnet. (5212

21 Matchless Combination. M.A.G. engine, leg-
shields, spare wheel, luggage grid. Lucas best

set:s (never lit) all ruund, not been 300 mile.'*,

brand new; £200.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co..
St., Saffron Waldeu. Essex. 'Phone; 45. [XBOSl

TCHLESS 8h.p. Model H. Combination, J.A.P.
engine, late 1920. jnclnding interchnngeahle. de-
ble wheels, spare wheel with tyie. s'-reen. lupgngo
T, spring inline, etc., new, onlv <lriven 100 miles:
—16, N't-wport Rd., Balsall Heath, Birmingham.

' [X8425
U Matchless.-We are the recognised agents fur
North E^e.K. and can deliver from stock, or, to

'onr convenience, place your order with us now;
re experts and can guarantee you real satisfac-
exchances.-Walbro Motor Cvcle Co., 49. High
afTron Walden. Essex. 'Phone; 45. [X6978
,TCULESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents lor the delightlully sprung and practically
led Matchless combination ; the Kolls-Rovcc on
wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for cash,
ed payments, or exchange; trade supplietl; all
i in stock.—Jones* Garage, Muswell Hill. N.IO.
t Woodside Parade, Nortn Finchley. _ |038l
18 8h.p. 3-speed Matchless Victory Rlodel Com-

bination, Orto wind screen, herd, spare wheel,
;sed sine- being completely overhaaled January,
carburetter. 2 Lncas head lights and tail light

hrough brass Lxibing from car .vize D.A. cylinder,
,ure-proof tube. Klaxon horn, Bonniksen speedo-
, watch. Tan-Sad; £150.—Pin?, Cromwell,
rd's Cross. Tel.: 123. [5412

'DAYBEAM' Electric Head Lamp
5in DL4.

Adjustable Focus.

Exceptionally Powerful

PRICE 40/-

Design

Electric Lamps List Fre; on Request

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

AXIJr-DALM
rcttcr. E.I.C.

tyres, accessories. :

ville Rd.. London.

niaxim.
MAXIJr-DALM 1D21 3li.p. 2.stroko. Am.ic cnrlro-

rcttcr. E.I.C. mag., Albion 2-specd, PTulcliinson
bsoluteiy new; £52.-224. Pentcn-

[4012
Metro.

1 Q20 2";h.p. Metro-Tyler. 2-speed. only rnn 50 miles
-I-t^ absolutely as new; £58; exchanges entertained.
—Bambers'. Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607.

15438
METRO-TYLER. 1920, couple tor sale; brothers

want combination; accessories, electric light-
ing, discs, ta-\ paid, clioice, never tailed; each £50:
alter 6.—Jones. 41. Abbeville Rd., Clapham. S.W.4.

[5308
TVTETBO-TTLEE. shop-Joiled 1920 model, new and
-i-'-L unused, 2-,-^peetl model with encIo*:ed gear bos
and magneto drive: bargain £70: ie:ini©d from £95.—
P. J. Evans. 81-91, John Ilright St., Birminghom

(4659
Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, nppenrnce. condition
perfect, tax piiid: £17/10.— 8. Silver St., Enfleld.

(5220
*>h.p- Moto?acoclie Lightweight, Posrh, Sen?pray, pood^ iiiuchine: £22: accept cycle part payment.— 14,

I'arklauds Ed.. Uassocki-. [4972

New Hudson.
TEW HUDSON, 1920 2-stroke, 2-specd, ronditior

TAIL LAMP
Lul iVo. II),'I.

Price, 6 /6 each.

new. tax paid, horn;
Peterborough.

£55.- North, Bridgeloot
[525S

No. 204 HEAD LAMP

Price complete

35/-
Absolutely reliable, suitable ati make* of Motor

Cycles. Write for particulars.

SIDECAR LAMP.

SIDE LAMP. Price 7 "e each.
Liit No. 19 'i.

Price. lS/6 each.
Kifiht or left fitlin:;

>!aJc from solid bra»». tnnifcd
an I threaded atjolDH. Evciy

__,^^^^__ I'-ifi ol fiollil coostnictign.?Tfn.-3Q Jftmps may ho ta'tpn lo
fiucei for cl'--t>niaK. and will rcm«lQ alight
in the 8tron::c5teal?. Boat anality lensos
aro tlitod, find fan 1)« ca-tlly replaced i(

broken Tliwie lamtt^ will last ah long a*
the machiues they are oscd on. and &re at)3olataly rastlc&a

LICENCE HOLDERS
For Motor Cyclesj.

Number plate fitting, as illustra-

ted, complete ttHlh nuts and
screws.
List No. 214. 3/6 each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clips and screws.
Price 4/- each
MOTOR CAR P.\TTERN, with

joniplcti. ,i:icichnicnt (or fitting to either woodwork or
iittal work. Li:i No. 216. 3/6 each. ^

^estwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

'i 5"

RIM & PATENTS LT9
LAWOEN RE BORDESLEV BIRMINGHAM.

1 Q20 2'4ii.p. New Hudson, brand new, unused; CSS.
J- «/ —Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensiny
ton Thone: Ken. 3709. (1903

NEW IIUDSOX 2-8trok-c 2',ih.p., 1916: £37: sincli

spee<t in ec)Od condition, licence paid.—Kirkhv
Liphook Ed., Orciilhani, Hauls. (4511

BU.'VNU New 1921 New Hudson Popular LighlweiKlit

in stock; 50 gn.-*.—Walbro .Motor Cycle Co.. High
St., SatTron Walilen, Eise-t. 'I'hone : OS. [X805J

NEW HUDSON Combination, 4h.p., 1919, aoe.
wrlcf, little used; a bargain, JE95.—Taylors, Ltd..

52. Sussex Place. S.W.7. 'Phone : Kcnsintton 7260.

1 O20 New Hudson 6h.p. Twin Combination, new
-J-t/ londition. little used, equipped lamps, etc., fnlly

licenced: £120.—Townell. 23, High St., Horncastlc,
(5074

NEW HUDSON 6h.p. 191S Combination, countcr-
-Iialt 3 speeds, lamp.^, speedoraeter. spares, year's

licence, boantifnl condition: £90.—Crow Bros., Guild-

lord. [4333

1 Q21 New Hudicon Dc Luxe Model, run 250 miles,

Li' tax paid, oversize tyre fitted to back wheel, also

icarc Ivre: bargain, £58.-N. Shires, Quarmby Ix)dge,

lludderVncld. [4976

NEW Hl'DSON Big Six, with 2-sealcr sidecar, 1915,

perfect racclianical condition, little used. pow;er.

ful. economical, and splendidly built.—Taylor, Clicmijt.

.\shlord. Kent. (X8702

BliAXn New 2','ili.P- 2-strol;e New Hudson, a-speed

lonntorshnft, inlly ecjuipped for the mad; nccept

£68, or exclianpe with ciwli for sidecar eotubination.—

11, Auc;klnncl lid.. Upper Norwood, S.E.19. (5038

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view;

Popular, SO gns.; dc luxe, 65 gns.: Ace. 75 gns.

Spares lor 2lih.p., 3i,-ih.p., and 6h.p. machines stocked.

Catalogues anti any information by return.—New Hud-
son Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn. W.C.2. (1982

JULIA.VS
stock.

New Imperial.

of Rcadins, have 1921 New Imperial in

(0485

EW IMPEHTAL 2-lh.p. J.A.P.
Bridgi

1921 models: liberal exchnnce:

i^ £42.—Tucker, Hi?hbridge.

\TEW IMPERIAL.
-!-> Moi

•V'EW IMPERIAL

2-8pccd, liimi.^:

(X8271

Agent*.—Lightweights nnd .spiire

21 h p. Iinperi.il-Jap, 2-specd, new saddle, tyre, 'nccea-

5 ^cories; £38 tax paid.—174, High St., Tooting.
(4441

16 New Imperial, very little used, good condition,
• - - ----'- £35.—Surridce.

(5086

Combination._ crm-

Motor Co.. Hereford." C'll

NEW IMPERIAL.—County acents for Herefordshire;

deliverc from stock 2^ih.v. and Sh.p. combination

Motor Co.. Hereford. 14313

MPEHI.U^J.-^.P. 2'-ih.p., 2-speed, lamps,

19'
Ongar. Essex.

NEW IMPEEI.VL 1919 8h.p.
.

pic-te with lamps, Easting wind screen; *135.—

horn, tax
2, Hopart'i

(5205

EW IMPERI.\L.—All models will be on sale at

the second-hand Automobile -Show, Crystal

Palace, from April 2nd. (See U anted.) [5753

-lOh.p. Jap-Imperial, as new, only done lew miles,

large bulbous back sidecar; sacrifice, |,1|5. bar-

„..n.-Bsecher, 472, Archway Hd.. London. 1>.6. [4990

-Ift20 New Imperial Combination, 8h. p. J.A.P..

ly little used, excellent condition Klax^on, lamPK

' [4832

i'"i'md7 spfelidid coiidifion ; £42.-Se<;n

Rd . Earl's Court, London.

Pal;

8-

tax paid, complete:
wich

.

£160.-161,

.\ll letters rel.nting to ndxertisemeiits should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. E29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

New Imperial.

LATE 1919 New Imueiial-J.'ii), 2Vihp-, 2-slK?e(i, kick

etorter, liand clutch ami lamps, jiew condition,

anv trial, tai paid; nearest 65 ens.—J. K. Beale, 5B,

Bioadwall. Stamford St., BlackJiiars, S.E.I. [4447

ABGAJN.—1920 (Jnne) 2%h.p. New Imperial,_ new P.R.S. electric lighting set, good Dunlops,

Stewart, tools, spares, excellent condition: must sell,

65 gns.—Bradley, Littiefleld, Wombwell, Yorks. [4851

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any New Imperial Model

:

cash or deferred payments: book yonr order now,

and avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors,

Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone;
Brixton 2417. [0506

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 8h.p. Model, 3 speeds, kick
start, hand controlled clutch, fitted with Sun-

beam sidecar, Easting wind screen, fully equipped;
£145.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; and 245,
Deansgate, Manchester. [X8555

NEW IMPERI.\L 2%h.p. Light Tourist, 2-speed
clutch and kick starter motor cycle, ^90/4/9;

and 8h.p. chain drive combination, £186: for imme-
diate delivery; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,
Jii'ompton-'Rii., London. - [4913

F.O.C.H. h.^ve a brand ne-w New Imperial, ^2^4h.v~,
kick starter, ehop-soiled : £78 cash; exchanges and

easy payments arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead
[near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: -HaDipste.id
3752. Hours 9-7, including &iturdays. [4644

WE have every model ol New Imperials in stock for
immediate delivery; combination £186/18,

lightweight model ie80/17, Model 2 £89/5: exchanges
or easy payments arranged.—Official Agents, Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Phone : Dalston 2408.

[5522
NEW IMPERIAL 1917 T.T. 2^,4]i.r., tick starter,

clutch. 2-speed. Capae, Watford trip, -with sport-
iri.g coachbuilt sidecar, polished aluminium • cowl,
Auster Triplex screen, luggage grid, electric lighting
throughout, new Palmer covers, new enamelling, the
complete outfit specially overhauled and tuned for com-
jietition work; any inspection: privately owned; £78'.—
Seen ;iL Xeighton Garage, Belsize Crescent, Hampstead,
X.W. [4290

N«w Ryder.
1 Q19 New Ryder (Villiersl 254h.p., 2-speed. little
-*-tf used, just been decarbonised and completely
overhauled, appearance excellent, ride away; £55.

—

118, Eavensbourne Av.,--Shortlands. [5344

1 Q21 New Ryder, 23',h.p. TiUicrs, 2^trote, 2-siieed,
-'-•' kick-starter, hand control clutch, mileage 100,
I ikI 76 gns.; sacrifice, 58 gns.: consider accepting
luodern piano with ca.?h adjustment.—119, Hotton Park
Rd., Birmihj-'ham.

'

[4322

New Scale. -

NEW Scale Motor Cycle : original price, £85 ; sacrifice
£62/10- shop-soiled, less kick starter.—64,

. Bishopsgate, London. [0393

SCALE SJih.p. Precision, £94/10; 4 h.p. Blackburne,
£126, motor cycles j'ou will hear more aliout. 1

have always a stock of each model; trade supplied.—
llavic'i 2?9, Deansgato, Manchester. 636 Central.

[2440

Norton.

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Nortona in stock.
[0489

^^IBB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Nortons from
'-Jf stock.—'Phune : 852. [0444

HORSM.\N for Nortons.-Yietot Horsman. Ltd.. 7,
Mount Pleasant. Liverpool. [0471

JQ21 Norton.-All models Coventry Motor Mart.
•'London Rd., Coventr.v. 'Phone: 200. [X8577

NORTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere; earlv
dates.—Kelly. Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. (6126

NORTONS, 1921 models, immediate delivery, speci-
ally tuned,—Evans, Garase, Newport, Salop.

[X8648
NORTON, complete, in splendid order- bargain. £50,

—H. Jowett, 41, Falmouth Av., Bradford
[X8665

NORTON Big Four, delivered last Oct., S.A. 3-speed,
as new; £112.-18, St. Mary's Rd., Peckham.

[5584
NORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district agents. Webse-

Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St„ Salisbury,
fhone : 72. 15005

VTOHTON. 1919. B.R.S., Philipson, licence paid, ex-
-l-'l cellent condition; £80.—L., 4, Carlton Terrace
I'hild's Hill, N.W.2. [4336

1 Q21 Big Four Norl,on Combination, new: £175^—
-"-"J. Hebden and Sons, 149, St. James's St.,
Burnley. Tel. : 488, [5424

JITNE, 1920, Big Poui Norton, Douglas sidecar,
fully equipped, insured; £140.—Linington Bros.,

Commercial Rd. Portsmouth. [5227

NORTON.—All models will be on sale at the second-
hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from

-\pril 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5754

NORTON 1921 Motor Cycles, brand new, all models
in stock, immediate delivery.—Palin, Sole Agent

Bourne £.t. (nr. Spot). Osmaston Ed., Derby. [3181

21 Norton T.T. 3M;h.p„ 3 speeds, kick start,
brand new, unnsed: £132; exchange any solo

combination if cheap.—Shaw, Dnrkar, Wakefield
[5367

19

GREAT
BARGAINS
Messrs. MEBES & MEBES

(Est. 1893)

The Original Light Car Specialists

Beg to announce that owin? to partially

relinquishing their MOTOR CYCLE
DEPARTMENT in favour of the

LIGHT CAR, they are desirous of

disposing of the whole of tlieir

MOTOR CYCLE Stock, which

comprises approximately

50 machines
- These are ail leading makes, at greatly

reduced prices, comprising, among others

the following :

BAT
L.M.C.
CLYNO
ROVER
RADCO
WILKIN
ZENITH
WOOLER
BRADBURY
CALTHORPE
LEA-FRANCIS
SPARKBROOK
COULSON "B"

BEARDMORE-PRECISION
Nearly the whole of these are 1920

machines, shop-soiled, but otherwise new.

In order to effect a speedy

clearance, we are prepared to fit

each machine purchased before

EASTER with a complete SET
OF LAMPS without extra charge.

A bersonal call will he esteemed, or bargain

list sent by return on application.

154-6,Gt.PortlandSt.,
w.i.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

NORTON S]50its Combinatiou, SVah-P-. 3
countershaft, cha i n-cu 111-13611 £98. — A

Booth Rd., Collindale, Hcndou, N,W.9.

NOUTO^Q.—AIbc Jackson (ex Dispatch Eidei)
them and sells' them. Immediat« deliTery

deliver anyirhere.—East Parade, Keighley, Yorks.

NORTON SVsh.P-r 1921 model 16H, brajid
£l32; 1 only in stock; first cash secures.—

^

Hardie -and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St., L(
W.I.

1 Q20 S.'j'h.p. T.T. Norton. H.C. Philipson.
-L«^ lamps, horn, speedometer, as new; £9
Hebden and Sons, 149, St. James St., Burnley.
488.

NORTON 1919-20 Biff Four Model, Sandam e

Cameo wind screen, fully equipped; £
Parlcer'? Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deai
j\Ianchester. C

NORTON 1920Vj Big Four, Millford sidecar, e

lighting, all accessories, in perfect cone
must sell.—McMullin, Melton, Cornwall Rd., S
Surrey.

NOETOIS^ Big Four, 1920. Gloria sidecar, P.
lamps, Klaxon, Eitstinn, licence, 800 miles

feet condition; bargain, £150.— Davy, 2, Londoi
Faversham.

NORTON 1921 3Vl'11'P- Sports Model. 5-sreed
drive, jnst delivered new and unused: £1

nenrest ofHer; seen Liverpool.—Bos 2,569, e/

Motor Cycle.

DAYIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 N
from stock; tlie machine you will eventnallj

all spares stocked, prompt attention.—229, Deal
Thoue: 536 Central.

NORTON Agents.—Motor cyclists in or near O
call. Our Mr. Mitchell will demonstrate t

1-lie finest machine in the world.—Bulloughs 1
Waterloo St., Oldham.

NORTON Four, de luxe sidecar. Klaxon, E
wind scref-n, nsed week-ends only, mileage

excellent condition; £140; appointment.—45,
Mansions, Holloway. London.

NORTON late 1920 Big Four Model, with Ca
sidecar, fully equipped, low mileage,

tinguishable from new; £155.—Parker's, Brat
gate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Manchester, [

"j Q20 SVi'h.p. T.T. Norton (Nov.), perfect con
-L*/ small mileage, complete with licence,
speedometer, etc.. will exceed 65 m.p.h.; best
over £90.—Capt. M. S. Fryer, Orchard End, Th
Essex.

1 Q14 N.S.TT. 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed; £28.—Hemei
Xt7 Peckliam Rye.

N.S.U. Combination, 5h.p. twin, spring frame,
series; £65.—Blake, 216, Wi?stbouinie Grot

3 h.p. N.S.D., new mag., Biuks, clutch, good ma
£26.—Hammond, 12a, Bioad St., Bridgeton

gow. [

N.U.T. Latest Electrically-eoBipped S^jb-p. Mo(
maters' lift prices from stock.—A. J- Xoui

Co., Ltd., Newmarket.

1 Q14 N-S.U. 6h.p., spring irame, 2 speeds,
X*/ Bosch, Binks, 1920 spring forks, lew, fast

'tax paid) ; would exchange lower power.—W.
85, Walton St., Ayl-psbury.

N.U.T.

N.U.T., latest model, 1921. unregistered, d
lighting, etc.; nearest £152.—Wilkinson,

moor, Doucaster.

"I Q20 N.U.T. Si'ih.p. Twin, S-speed, Lucas Ma
-l-«^iiora, .splendid condition, ti'ial; £115.—105,
low Pari Rd., West Dulwicli.

N.U.T. 1920 31511.1)., 3 speeds, clutch, T.T.

dynamo lig:htin^, as new; £125.—Parker's,
sliawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Manchest

NU.T.—Delivery from stock ol all models,
wholesale and retail agents ior Statfordshir

trade supplied.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall.

444.

N.U.T. 1916 2-iih.p., o.h.T. twin, specially

very fast, long exhausts, discs, 1920 Bmks,
lotely new condition: £54, nearest.—33, Streatht
Kd.,'Balhom, S.W.17.

O.K.

TULIANS of E«ading h.iye 1921 O.K. in st(

15 O.K. 2l"h.p., 2-speed, accessories; £28.-

216, Westbonrne Grove, W,

i

19
O.K. 1914, N.S.U. 4-strok«, geared, perfect;

Hillside, Bath Ed., Worcester.

i>-SP15ED O.K., latest model from eIoc^ at list
]^ A. J. Tonng and Co., Ltd., Newmarket.

DAVIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921
from stock.—229, Deansgate. 'Phone: 536 C

OK -J. -A.P. 4-stroke, perfect condition, mil

tax, all accessories; £38.—Write, S., 43

Rd., Leytonstone

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Jimiors, all models.
[X8667

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.E.

'E.MP'S Garage, Loutli, Lines, eive immediate
I. delivery oi 1921 O.K
talogues free.

D.K. Junior, 1921, flywheel mag., 2-speed, lamps,
horn, tools, done 200 miles; £57.—Coggins, St.

idreWs Rd., Nottingham. _ [4742

aii.p. O.K. -Union, single speed, 1920 model, shop-
soiled; list price £50/8, my price £43.—Davies,
Deansgate, Manchester. [0528

920 O.K. .Junior, hardly used, lull equipment,
licence, insurance; best offer over £45.—18.

nslovil Rd., ,Seven Kings.
_

[4728

K,-M.A.G. 1917 2'^,h.v.. 4-8troke. 2'-speed. lamps,

etc.. tii.'C p.nid. exi:cllent: £38.—IS', St. Edmund's
rrnie. Avenue Ed., N",W.8. [4924

K., 4V4h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, kick start, hand
i hitch. .Sunbeam .'^idecar; £88; take solo part.—

Ki-jibury .St., CandjerwcU, London. [4980

1 19 O.K. .Junior 2i4h.p. 2-stroke. single-speed.
" teres nearly new. splendid running ortler; £30.
Wcxlord Rd., Wandsworth Common. [4271

i.K. Lightweights, arriving lioni works nlniost daily;
single speed £50/8, 2-3peed ciutrli und kick starter

17; easy p;iynient^.—llnrrods, itd., 118, Broinpton
London. [4920

.O.C.H. h.ive a brand new O.K.. 2-speed. ehop-soiled

:

.€59 c.^,^h ; exchange? and easy payment** .nrranged.

Heath St., Hainpste.nd [near Hampst-eiid Tube
itioal. 'Phone: I-Iamiotead 3752- Hours 9-7. io-

rtiir? Saturdays. [4645

Omega.
"EW 1920 Omega 2-speed: £75; in stock.-Randall

Andover. (0368

20 Onict:a-.Tap, 2'u1uv., 2-speed. clutch, kick starter:
X60.- Jones, (:iaragc. llioifwii'h. [46819

jMliiiA 1921 , Models Now Keody.—Davfc?
i lea negate, MDin;he''ter. 536 Central.

229.
[2438

iMfHiAS. 1921 iiiodeli-. from the Coventry Motor
'"

it> London ltd,, Coventry. 'Phone: 200.
[X8579

;M W;A.— Immediate delivery of all model?.—The
Itochestev Aulo Supply Co., Corporation St.,

clir.ster. ^ [0465

MEGA, 2",'ih.p.r 25pecd, 1920, nearly new, ta.v

l)aid, lampi, horn; £55. — North, Bridgoloot.
Lcrborough. [5267

e20 Omeffa-.Jap 2\h.p., 2 speeds, lamj)';, horn,
sjieedomc'ter, rcbushed. licence paid; £58.— 13.

tmouth Park Rd.. N.W.5. 15581

MKGA-.T.A.P.. late 1919. 2-specd. 2";,h.p.. tyre.s nnd
peneial uoudition^ excellent. lanipA. horn, and tools;
-Thonc: 6011 Bank.-Tothiml. Station Rd.. On-inc-
Kent. [X8041

21 OiueKetti?-Villierr;. flywheel miiK., sinKle fij^et-d.

just delivered from nmkers, not ridden : uinnf
40 gn**. : seen Xoith Tx'mlon.—Rox 2,577, <-'o Thf

or Cf/ctr. i4906

d

d

r^

19 2"'ih.p- Omega-Jap. 2 speeds, complete with
i..uras lamp sets and horn, in new condition:
-Walbro Motor Cycle Co., High St.. Saffron

Id-, n. Essex. 'Phone : 45. [XSOSS

'.O.C.H. liiive n I'niiid new Oinegn, 2>ih.p., kicl;

stiiiled, fliop-6oi!ed: £73/10 cnsli : exchanges ami
pityment.-* ;irrauged.—5, Heath St., Jlnujpstead

ir Ifiimp.ste-id Tnhe Station). 'Phone; Hninpatciid
)2. Houri 9-7, including Saturday?. ^4647

Overstone.
(VKRSTOXK 2',jh.p-. 2-.>ipeed, 1920 model, rnnal !

new. complete lamps, tool-; £55; private- owner.

-

Ni.\. Brisk-y, NoTtli Khuhwui, Norfolk. [46n''>

P. and M.
CLIANS. of ReadiDS", hare 1921 P. and M. in Fto '>

21 P. »nd M.—AU models from the Coventry* Motor
il^irt, London Kd , Coventry. [X8581

50,-1918 3»;.h.p. 1'. and M.. an exrrlleiit runner.-
53. ivih;iiii St.^ South Kensington. [5591
iind M.. 1920. ridden 50 miles. Klaxon- £96 —
Chiik. 7. Exhd.itiou Rd.. S.\V.7. [5620

C| 17-18 P. and M., minus map., <iirbnrotter, ntn\ i.m^t/ 3IJ1UII parts; £35.-1, Othello St.. Liverpool. [4676
ind M. Late Combination; offers; separate" ex-
hange Douglas.-114, Hill St.. Peckham, S.E.15

35; P. and M., R.A.F. models, less mag.^ and car-
buretter; mayuetos for same, £3.-24. Church

Ik, IlampsLead. [5596
. and M., new 1920, with specially built de luxe

sidecar. conditi<.n as new. complete; £130—7
:rImont Rd., Tooting. [5601
.
and M.—All models will be on sale at the second-
hand Automobile ShDw, Crystal Palace from

ril 2nd. (Sec Wanted.) '

[5755
. and M. 1918 3'vh.p. .Solo, including new mac
mlnu^ small parts; £32.-35, St. Clements Man-

?, I.illic Rd.. Fulham. [5360
and M. Solo, just overhauled, enamelled and
plated a.-: new; £60.-DeCort and B'lynn. 39

ex Rd
. London, N.l. [5470
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

Art GNS.—p. and M. 1918 combination, in trrst-

vlvf clasE condition throughout; any trial.—24,
Church Walk, Hampstcad. [5599

"IQ20 P, and JI. Combination, new condition, fully
-It/ eqnippwl: accept £55 below list; Clapham.—
Box 2,609, c/o The Motor Cijclc. [5681

P.
and M., R.A.F. Model, overhauled and renovated;
£48; owner out of work.—Simpson, 4, St, Ann's

Gardens, Kentish Town, N,W.5. [4698

P.
and M.. 3'Ah.p., 2-5pecd, and sidecar, tax paid;

£75.—N'ownham Motor Co-. 223, Hammersmrth
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [5695

P.
and jr. Combination. 1915. iust overhauled,

si)oedometcr, accessorie.s, new Dunlops; £60.

—

Press, 160, Charlton Lane, Charlton, S.E.7. [5208

P.
and M. Combination, laic model, ex W-D., in

running order, requires slipht adjustment; qurck

sale, £55.-14. Eftra Parade. Brixton. S.W. [5546

1O10 S'.h.p. Phclon and Moore. 2 speeds, in good
. Xy running order; £28-—Walbro Motor Cycle. Go-.

Jltigh Si.. Saffron Waldcn, Essex. 'Phone: 45. [X8056

P.
and M.. 1919, Mills-Fulford sidecar-, 1920, excel-

lent condition throuRhout ; l.oueht <!;:, "?;'!'?«

ilOO.-Harnpshite. Ivydcne, Northjratc, \\ akeheld. [47b f

10'9 lie-.) P. and M- Conihinlition. excellent con-

i-tJ dition. occessoric.i,. spares; nearest £125; must

.-ell; tnx pnid; nppolrrtment.—L., Colliushnru, Sidcrrp.

£68—1917 P and M.. with 4-point side?ar. lamps,

iiorn. apron, i.crlect throughout—5. Strorrd

(;rcen Rd. (dose Seven Sisters Rd.). Fiirsbury Par-k,

V 4 I o5*:o

1 n 18 P. and M.. iust overhauled, rcbushed, mechani-

It/ cally ticrlect, makers' 1920 colours, i^chburlt

«idecar; .«75, solo £68.-SnoK. 21. Ilobson St., Cam-
bridge. t=551

P.
and »t., 1920 (late), Si.Mi.p.. only done 500 nrrles,

all latest improvcinonts, litfest colours, tyr'os iiuc

new; lido nwny; £98. or nenr o«ct,-202, Tnn.ty Rd..

S.W, 17.
'*"''

Patrd M. 1919 3'-',h.p. Combination, good order, ruany

i.pnrc« and accessories, paint scrntclrcd n„io.ncn

cash.-

,,„ -_, mileage
Lawson-Waltou, Griingo

[4634

19=

lO.OOO'; accept £95
Ci lli.-ry, Botlicrham.

r \Xn\HY 1920. P.M. C'lml.ination. 9188, splorrdid

• I cotrdition, equipment, .spates, rrisurance; .rial nji-

i.i.iMlincnt Saturday- SirriAry; £129; ride away.—86, ^ol
;,. «1 Rd.. Herno Hill. ["^l"

Pand M- Combination. 1919. not W.I)., electric liglil-

iiic. excellent condition, very carelidly used, tax

Piiid- 98gn«., or olTcr-Rribinsoii, Chailccotc, Torrrrrg-

t,.n I'ark. North Flnchlcy. 1''893

1 015 P. .and M. nnd tradcrannV Ikix carrier, counter-

lif ..haft 3-si)eed. kick start, chains renewed, power-

,„1 and perfect; £55. or no;rr oflers.-Arthnr. 336

.\.lou Lane. Acton. W. 1'"'^''

Pand M 3i;,h.p.. late 1920, post-war model,
•

n,^^,an>'cr,l IribrVcition, very little used cond.tion

;,. new. complete with electric .ghttng; £90.-C»sev

IS, Cre-cent Hd., TnnMidge Wells. [I'^S

20 P and .M.. as new, only done le.v miles,

beautilully equipped. £10 worth extras s.decar

licence, reason for sealing, car; sacr.lice,
PfJ

" "=• flVS;
-L .]. Schmassioann. 1. Grange Rd.. Btshop s btorl-

l.,rd- - '*'*"

Pnnd M. Combination, latest post-war model

rSichanical lubrication, new type krek slarle ,

l„ .t P and M. sidecar, run under 500 rniles.

guaranteed rertect^.aj,, delivered; £140.-41. A.shlord

Hd.. Cricklewood. N-W.2. l''"'^

P.
and M., late 1919, Millford sidecar, Bating,

Cowpv tools, new Lucas dynimro set, electric Ijorn,

spares. buib<^. cas*. tul*s '^l'"'". !-""£'. ^''^^^RT' 4
''

owned, trial, tax paid; what offers !-Lo«de 41

Howard Rd.. Mansfield, Notts. 14702

PHELOX nnd Moore R.A.F. Machines, reconditioned

arid re-enamelled by makers, tame Buarantce o>

w,t,i mw .nachino, only a few i^<\\ ^f "fl'^''
^^°

mnt.h £28.-Phelon and Moore, Ltd- 4, Berner- ht^.

("•tford St.. W.. nnd Cleckhcaton. Yorkshrre. [4390

QPECIAL Bargain 1920 P and M f
P'J^'"'iVt°er'O late'it post-war model, new t.vpe kick starter,

uTechanical iSbrication, best
J"- \°,'^,,'^'- J'f,^^^^?,'^^'

Triiilex £5 wind screen, luggage grul. Lucas lamp sers

aid horn tax paid; we will give a w;^r,Uen guarantee

?hat this combination has not been 450 miles, not a

i-ratch on it and runnins belter than brand new; list

pii?e £185; for quick sale, £138.-Walbro Motor Cycle

Co. High St-, .4alTron Walden. Essex. •Phone^^^45^
.

P. and S.

in20 P and S.. 2'!.h.p- Villiers, 2-speed, first-class

X" components, lamps, etc-, under 500 riirles, owner

Koing abroad; £S5. cost £75.—Capt. Booth. 1. Avenue

Rd.. Highgate. f^"'

Paragon.

Lo:

ft 20 Paragon, 2-speed, 2-stroke, not ridden .

.«7 miles; £58.-17, Wilcox Rd., Wandsworth Rd
jndon, 8.W.8- ['

40

[4757

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT 2i,<.h.p.. spring forks, mag., good nmujng
order and condition; £14.-159, Hornsey ^•}"£lj-

[X8oo9

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, B31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Precision.

PRECISION .Tnmior 21i.p., 2.spced, liee engine, go

an\ where, tax paid.—117, Dale Bd., Canning
Tcwn, London, E. H'tS^

Premier.
pEEJIIEE Motor Co. tor 1921 Nortone.

WE Can Dvliver to your .itldress within 24 hours

new 1921 type 16H Ji/,h.p. S-speed Norton, *132;
Big Four solo, £135; Big Four wilh family sidecar,

wind screen, child's dickev seat, £184/10; wrile lor

rnt.ilopne, or «ill for trial run.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Bd., Birmingljam. [5291

1 Q12 Premier SV.h.p., excellent condition through-

J-J/ out, oierhauleJ; £20, lowest.—Parkinson, Biulder.

Oh.itteris. -- [=271

PREMIER, 2V.h.p., 3-speed, new condition; £45;
take push cycle part.-57, Kentury St., Cambci;-

well, London. [1978

PREMIER. 3V.h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, in good run-

ning order; £35, or nearest.—62, Southfield Rd.,

Bedford Park, W.4. [*=S51

PEEMIEE 2J/Mi.p., Pliilipson pulley, Boscll, Scnspray,

acetylene lamp, good tyres; offers.—Box 2.553,

CO The Motor Cycle. ['•566

"1 Q 15 2';.ih.p. Premier, Klaxon, etc., splendid con-

y*J ditinn and appearance, tax paid; £26.—Clap-
shaw, 19, Park St., S.E.I. [5149

PICEJIIEB 3Hli.p. Twin. Eoc 2-spced. handle start,

bjand new Dnnlops, perfect condition, expert

in-peition; £4S.-Titsliall, 28, Loughborougli St..

Kenniiigtoil. [4967

Sih.p. Premier. 3-speed, clutch, K.S., spares, lamps.

2 etc., new spare tyre, excellent condition and
appearance, take sidecar, tax paid; i645.—Baker,

Aljbcy Lodge, ©lastonbury. [5109

Priory. ,, , , .^

PEIOEi' 2?ih,p. 2-stroke, 2^!peed, price £66/10: kick

start, £75. Sub-agents required for Lancashire,

Cheshire, North Wales, - Isle of Man.—Liverpool and
County Motor Co.; 16, Preesons Eow, Liverpool. [2351

Quadrant.
HORSMAN for Quadrants.—Victor Horsman. I.td^

7, Mpunt Pleasant. Liverpool. [0472

QUADEANT.—All models reduced prices.—Coventry
Motor Mart, -London Ed., Coventrj'. 'Phone:

tX8S83

condition, East-
Garage,
[5390

Tan-Sad
sell,; £24.-25,

Albany Ed., I5.E.5.

"|C|20 Quadrant 4r'-.h.p. Combinatroir, all accessoi-ies

;

-KlF £90.- Clifford Wilson Co., 177, Westminster
Bridge Ed., S.E.I. [5611

"I Q20 4r.'li-p. Quadrant, unsoiled, 3-speed, clutch,
JL*^ kick start, permit refused^; will sacrifice for :£95.—
P. Deery, Strabane. (D) [X8700

"IQ21 Quadrant ^Voll-P. Combination; £125. from
JL*y stock; deferred payments arranged.—Clifford
Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Ed., S.E.I. [5608

1Q21 Quadrant 5h.p. Com"I)ination; £135, from
J-t/ stock; deferred payments ari-anged.—Clifford
Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Ed., S.E.I. [5609

"IQ21 Quadrant 4i/oh.p. Solo Model, all-chain, or
Xi/ chain-cuin-belt; £105; deferred payments ar-
r.anged.— Clifford Wilson Co., 177, Westminster Bridge
Ed., S.E.I. [5610

1 Q20 Quadrant Combination, all lamps, liorn, Cameo
X*' wind screen, mileage 500, ab.solntely as new;
£125; exchanges.-Homac's, 243. Lower Clapton Hd.,
N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. (5523

QUADEANT.—Sole distributers and agents for
London, Southern and Eastern Counties.—Clifford

Wilson Mfg. Co., 177. Westminster Bridge Bd.. S.E.I.
All spares in stock. All models for immediate delivery.
Selection of guaranteed second-hand machines. [5612

RadcOi

"I 019 Eadco. perfect condition, as new, tax paid;
Xt7 ,-£38.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [X8696a

R.\DCO 2^/.ih.p.. new tyres, fast, reliable; £25.—Shaw,
Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X8615

RADCO, late model, 2-speed, perfect; £33; must
sell.-20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes.

; 5.147
"DADCO 1920, perfect condition, little used, all ac-
SX cessories,; £46,—Willis, 12, Eanl Ed., PeckJiani,
S.E.IS. [4831

1Q16 Eadco, good condition, Amac, Dunlop, foot-
Xt^ lioards. horn, complete: £29/10.-2. Westou Av.,
Esher, Surrey. [3963

perfect
36, St.
[4467

Motor Mart, -London Ed., Coventrj'.

200.

1020 Quadrant "Combirmtion, new
-i-ty iirg wind screen; £115.—Taylor's
Wednesbury.

QUADEANT Ji^'liP.,

ride away, must
lightirig. tax paid,

Brymer Ed.,
[4279

RADCO 1920, 2-speed Albion, mileage 300,
order; any trial; £48; Easter bargain.-

Tliomas Ed., Hackney.

PEICE Eeduction on new 1921 model E^dcos; imme-
diate deh'veiy of 23ih.r. 2-sp6ear £60/10: 2i4h.p.

single gear, £52.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd..
Biiniinghaui, [5292

"TAW" Lamps.

MODEL No. 29.

'Spolfinder"

5-J-in. diam.

- Price

:

55/- each.

White
Nickel

or
Black
Plated.

MODEL No. 28.

" Road Lighter
"'

7-Jin. Diam.

900 ft. Beam.

Price :

White Nickel—

65/- each

Black Plated—

66/- each

THE LAMP for 1921.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR

POWERFUL MACHINES
AND

FAST NIGHT RIDING.

'TAW" SIDECAR LAMP, No. 33
Gives a pencil beam
light ; screws direct

to sidecar body.

Prices

:

White Nickel—
lis. 6d. each

Black Plated—
12s. Od each

TAW" TAIL LAMP, No. 32
Screws to Number
Plate. Back removes
and can be used as
an inspection lamp.

Prices

:

WTiite Nickel

—

lis. 6d. each
Black Plated—

12s. Od. each

COMPLETE SET, including 1

Head Lamp, 1 Sidecar Lamp, 1

TailLamp, Accumulator, Switch,
Cable, and Bulbs £8-10-0

Write for Motor Cycle ieaflet.

Trade Enquiries Invited.

TAW MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.,

Campsbourne Wks., Hi^h St., Hornsey, N.8

K
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Raleigh.
stock.—Welford, St. JamlALEIGH Fkit Twin in

St., Brighton. [45

RALEIGHS, solos and combinations in stock';
changes entertained.—Hickiug, Bromley Kd., Bee

enham. [32'

1 Q21 Raleigh 5-6h.p.. flat twin, in stock; catalogAv on apDlication.—E-oe's Cycle Depot. West Bri(
ford, Nottingham. [29

RALEIGH Combination in stock ; delivered ar^
where.—Prior, Replingham Rd., SouthfleU

S.W.18. 'Phone: Putney 1694. [50

RALEIGH 5-6h.p., soln or combinaf ion, in stocl
orders now accepted.—Rntchft'e Bros,, 200. (

Portland St.. W.!. 'Phone; Mayfair 5042. r04

RALEIGH 5-6h.p. Twin, spring frame; in stock i

immediate delivery.—Newnham Motor Co.. 22
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 8

[57(
1 Q21 Raleigh, 5-6h.p.. flat twin, sprinc frame, cha
Xt/ drive, solo, 155 gns.; sidecar, 195gns.; first

usually with anytljing' really good, -we now have botli
stock.-Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Mot
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [30

Reading^Standard.
READING-STANDARD Combination, hood. Cam

screen, 10-1 2h. p., Bosch mag,, 3 speeds, hai
and foot clutch, new sidecar, very little used, perfe
running condition. 1917 model; £110.--T. H, Til
and Co., 10, Duke's Mews, Duke St., Oxford St., \

[49
Rex.

£15.—S^l-h.p. Rex, 2-speed, clutch, waterproof Bosc
pan s-addle.-King, Egrove, Oxford. [XSG'

REX sy^h.p., Bosch, B.B., clutch, lamps, etc., splend
<-onditk>n: £32. including licence.—222, St. Leo

nrd's Rd., East Sheen, S.'W. " [521

6h.p. Rex, clutch, Dixie, Binks, new Dunlops, lo:

copper exhausts, perfect, newly overhauled; £40,
Main, 108, Broad St., Bridgeton, Glasgow. [Xe4.

REX 5-6h.p., clutch niodei, pan saddle, B.B., Bosc
spring forks, good belt, tubes, tyres; any tria

£27, offers, tax paid.—Lees, 17, Fairbridge Rd., Hig
gate, N.19. [47

REX Twin, 6h.p., 2-speed, C.B. combination, 191
Bhiemel screen, lamps, Flexekas, gear overhaul

makers January; not rubbish; £59/10.-41, Ehn R
-Maiden, Surrey. [44(

REX, S.G,. SVsh.p., tax 30/-, 1920 additions: M
mag., Senspray, cylinder -and piston, Broo

saddle, lamps, t^X)lbag, perfect ; ^36.—MiiJgley.
Duke St., Colne, Lanes. [491

REX 6-8h.p. CMnbin^tion, coachbuilt, 3-speed, et
;iU accessories, perfect condition throughout, t

paid; £80, bargain; exchange for good eolo,-38 Ch:
^ey Bd., Brockley. S.E.^. '

[55'

R€x»Jap.
/;?h.p. Rex-Jap and Sidecar, in good going order; levV exchange for two P. and M.. must be souu<
seen . by appointment only.-Bevingten Hall, Eve^hai

143:

Rover.

ROVER 3V'h.p.. 1920, countershaJt, accessories,
new; £90.-52, Baker St., W.l. [53!

£52/10.—Rover genuine coa<Ji 3-speed I9l4 conibin
tion.—Shair, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [XS6:

1 QI9 Rover Combination, 5r6h.p.. beautiful conditio
M-%J grand hill-climber; £135.-26, Digbeth, Walsa

[45:

ROVER T.T. 3V>h.p., clutch, lamps, etc.; £28.
Apply '6 to 8), 104, St. Paul's Rd., Kenningto

S.E. [45;

1019 5-6h.p. Rover Solo, all-chain drive, T.T. bai
J-t/ splendid condition; £110. — AVright, Saftn
Walden. [56;

ROVER 1920 3Voh.p., shop-soiled; list price £13
our price £125.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Poi

land S., W. Mayfair 5042. [041

ROVER.—All models will be on sale at the secon
hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, fro

April 2nd. {See Wanted.) [57!

5-6h.p. Rovev and Sidecar, delivered April. 192
done 500 miles, lamps, horn, perfect.—Stauna

Littlehales, Leek, Staffs. [X87;

3ih.p. T.T. Rover, complete lamps, Binks carb
2 retter, long copper exliaust. fast; £45.—AVrigl

Exchange Roller Mills, Luton. [55'

1O20 T.T. Rover. Philipson pulley, all accessprit
-L<t7 onlv run few miles, very fast; £80.—Cy
Verey. Manor Farm, Buckingham. [53

31h.p. T.T. Rover, h.b.c. Philipson, perfect conditic
2 as new ; any trial ; £80,—Aldwinckle, Fairvi-

Cottage, Barrowby High Rd., Grantham. [50

"I 020 Twin Rover 5-6h.p.. shop-soiled, 3-speed, cou
Xt/ lershaft, £137/10; with new Watsonlan sidec

£160.—Edwin Knight, Church St., Reigate. [54.

ROVER Combination, tax paid, hardly used, lu!

equipped; great bargain. £140.—'Phone : Wa
stead 48.-374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone. [41

ROVER T.T.T^919, fully equipped, fast and eoonoi
cal. cntefullv used, in excellent condition throu^

out- £SO.-C<mtiiiI, 172, Cross Rd., Coventiy, [XSS

J 32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Jsstte.
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UOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

Rover 5-6b.p. Combination, coinplete witti

lUcas equipment, perfect condition; £125.—llid-

arase, 7, Broad St., Birmingham. Central 6238.
(4423

EE 3'"b.p., 1916. PiiiUpson, lamps, toole. in

ood condition : price £40, or near offer.—E.nst

sad Motor Garase, London Ed.. Eaot Grinstead.
[3237

-Brand new Hover 3Vjb.p. T.T. model, PLilip.'ion

oUey, Cowey liom, onlV used 500 mileo, guaron-
erlL'Ct.—"Wallis, 23, Hartington Grove, Cambridge.

[3S84
Z 3',i;h.p. Rover. 3 speeds and free engine, foot-

boards, in good running order; £35.—Walbro
Cvcle Co., High St., Saffron Waldeu, Essex.
: 45. , [X8055

EE S^-jb.p. 1920 Conrtduation P. and H. lamps
ompletc. Cameo, Lucas, splendid condition ; anv
r cvamiuation : £145, including tax.—Ivy Cottage.
Id Ed., Rcdhill. [5246

ER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with an
ifficial agent, the man who rides a Rover; im-
e delivery; hire-purchase if desired. — Collard,
Garage, Sbifnal. [2684

rER 1919 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, not W.H..
lood, screen, lamps,, etc., has been stored for 12
s; bargain, £135.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
Vv., Camomile St., E.G. 3. [0068

9 3f-,.h.p. Rover Combination, S-specd counter-
sbalt, kick starter, perfect condition, tyres un-
ued, Lucas lamps, luggage grid, Tun-Sad, as new;
-34, East Sheen Av., S.W.14. [4406

9 Oct.) Roter 3i;l.b.p.. 3-sp«ed, clutch, kick
at .rter, engine No. 7888. mileage under 1,000

'Cfooiies, in new condition, unscratched; price 90
Cidiier, Dental Surgeon, Oswestry. [3249

p. Rover, 3-speed countershaft gear, clutch, and
kirk starter, absolutely new, but shop-soiled-

01 iiith smart coachhuilt sidecar; £155- easy pay-
-liarrods, Ltd., 118, BromptouRd, London.

raR 3',L'h.p., September. 1919, 3-spcea countcr-
;haft. kick starter, lamps. Klaxon, condition
picarancc perfect; cost £148-. including tax,
:i: £98.—Deuham House, Hcadihgton, Oxford.

[5326
9 Riiver 3'.:h.p., J-speed rouutcishult, coachhuilt
-cl.-i ar, 1920 Cowcy speedometer, lamps, Lucas

tiix iiiiid, full insuiauco to August, excellent coiidi-
£145. or near oH.^r.—Seen, or write 241, Main

Siduiii.
^ [4769

P'ER 5-6h.p. Combination, from makers Oct^. 1919- '
1 sidecar, child's e.'itro scat, sncedonieter, ai;
appearance and condition almost as new

aid; nearest £140.-17, Pcpys Rd., Wimbledon.
0. [4760

r.over eli.p. Combinutiou, Henderson d« luxe
-idccar, Easting wind screen, D.A. lighting,

1 Htii's and liorn. speedometer, pump, tools, spares
niikMge: cost £235, aceept £150.-1, Melrose Rd

'

11 l\irk, S.W. — [4372
7 Hover 3;<h.p. and 1919 Butbnrv Sidecar
nco- cylinder, piston. 2 uiontOis nco. whole outfit

t and Jully egiiipi«<l, Cowey speedometer. En-ting
nomination; £110, or neareot.—Hover Eartwood
iUr;h Rd.. We.'tou-Super-More. [X8495
VER 5-6h.p. Sept., 1919. Combination, run
1,250 miles, original tyres still good, Cameo

screen, acetylene lamps, mechanical horn; ^148:
easy payments, or exchange industrial shares or"' malerials.—Shcrratt, Church Streltbn.

_„ 1X8464
20 3i:,h.p. T.T. Hover. Philipson. lamps. Klaxon

^)Kc.lometer, Tan.Sad, etc., long nickel exhaust
cjl.lcr and gold medal, £95; coat £136; anv trial;
tnri.cao Rennoc sidecar^ complete, £18; under
miles,—A. Lamond, Sidlaw View, Lintrallian

Dundee. [4685
20 5-6b.p, Rover-Jap Solo, new condition. 3-speed,

< lutch. horn, tools, tyres as new, elcctrio light-
utiit, comprising P. and H. dvnamo, Lucas accu-
tuv, cut-out. electro liead and tail lamp.'; back
n feat and foolrests; the whole, £160.—"Mar-
ie, Walney Theatre, Barrow-in-Furness, [4494

VEE Combination, 3i;,h,p., 1915, engine and was
neto just overhauled and rebushed. Swan sporting
ir. Easting wind screen, 2 new tyres, laetvlene
I and accessories, aluminium disc wheels, veiv suiait
'at

; 100 gns, ; Saturday afternoon, or bv appoiut-
-72, Gordon Ed,, Ealing, W.5. ' [4568
:CIAL S'a.p, T.T, Rove-,- splendid londition
.throughout, long nicksl exhaust, racing bars,
pon, knee-grips, 6in, P, and H., h,b,c., clutch,
>a.-t, -poiial engine, lacing cams, etc, fullv insured,
oni'irl horn, ideal bike for speed mercliant. but
u'.xible; £75.—Colquhoun, 1, Camden Villas "Wye

' [5199

Royal Ruby.
VIE.S. of Manchester, can dehver 1921 Boval
Huijys from stock.—229, Dcansgate. 'Phone- 536

[2433
VAL Htiby 2"uh.p. 2-stroke. accessories, new
tyres; £40.-Sibley, 106, Market Place, Romford

[4472
21 Sports Model' Royal Rubv, 2;>ih.p.. 2-speed

kick start; list price. 85 gns.—.North. Bridge^
I'eterborongh. [5269

il"?

Government
SURPLUS
STORES.
AIRMAN'S LONG LEATHER COATS.
Part worn. Condition good £3 lOs. each.

AIRMAN'S LEATHER FUR-LINED
HELMETS. Part worn. Condition good.
Long pattern. 10/- each.

AIRMAN'S SHEEPSKIN-LINED THIGH
BOOTS. Part worn. Condition good.

17/6 pair.

AIRMAN'S COMBINATION FLYING
SUITS (Sidcot Suit). Imitation Fur-
lined. Fur collar. Button front and
ankle. Part worn. Condition good.

50/- each.

BROWN ALL WOOL ARMY CARDIGAN
JACKETS. Xcw. 10/6 each.

BLACK OILSKIN JACKETS AND
TROUSERS. (Trousers with seats.)

Part worn. Condition Good. 17/6 suit

BLACK OILSKIN SOU'WESTERS
Xew. 1, 6 each'

WATERPROOF PEGAMOID CYCLE
CAPES, tircen shade. Part vv'oru.

Condition good. 7/6 each.

KHAKI BREECHES. (Suuimcr weight).

\'okintcer pattern. N"ew, 9 '6 pair.

LADIES' CORD AND CORDUROY
BREECHES. Land Army. Part worn.
Condition good. 3/6 pair.

LADIES' W.R.A.F. LEGGINGS. Part
wuru. Condition good. 1/6 pair.

TARTAN PLAID KILTS. About seven
yartls cloth iu each. Part worn.
Condition good. Thoroughly cleaned.

15/- each.

TAN AND BLACK ANKLE BOOTS.
SOLID LEATHER. Medium weight.

Stamped Officers' boots. In all sizes.

27, 6 pair.

NAVAL REGULATfON PATTERN
PLAIN TOE BOOTS. SOLID LEATHER.
-\cw, 20, - pair.

A.C.S. GOATSKIN-LINED DRIVERS'
COATS, Part v.'oni. Condition good,

27/6 each.

FIELD DRESSINGS. Packets con-
liuiiiaE; 1 new bandages. 2/6 per dozen
packets.

BLUE SERGE TROUSERS. Part worn
Condition good. Lined or unlined.

3/6 pair.

WATERPROOF GROUND SHEETS.
6ft. X 3ft. New. 5/- each.

All Goods Carriage Paid.

Money returned if not

thoroughly satisfied.

J. M. Millet &Sons
Government Contractors,

Southampton

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Royal Ruby.

1 Q20 3h.p. Koyal Ruby, sprung frame, the ideal
-*-*' mount for comfort; accept £99,-J, Hebden
and Sons, 149, St. James's St., Burnley. Tel, : 488.

[5430
ROYAL KUBY 1919 8h.p. Combination, fully

equipped, excellent condition ; £120 : engineer
owner bought car.—Farringford, Capel Rd., East Barnet,

[4663
4h,p, Royal Ruby Combination. 1918. 3-speed S,A.,

K,S,. all accessories: exchauge solo; sell £80.—
Everett, c/o Mea Motors, 126, Beulah Hill. Norwood.

[5165
ROYAL RUBY 3h,r,, 2-3peed, clutch, spring frame,

lamps, horn, tools, good condition, very comfort-
able; £90, or near offer.—Humby, 12, iS'ew St., Salis-

bury. [4529

'OOYAL RUBY. 1919. 2iC.b.p., single speed, lamps.
-tV horn, tax paid, splendid order; £35.—Newnham
Victor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

Hammersmith 80. [5697

3h.p. Spring Frame Royal Ruby, 2-8peed gear, K.S.
and clutch, 1920 model, shop-soiled; a beautiful

macliine: list price £120. my price £102.—Daviea.
229. Deansgate, Manchester. [0529

3h.p. Roral Rubv, spring frame, 2-speed. clutch,

and kick-stnrte'r, equipped with Ton-Sad pillion

seat, lamps, mechanicMll horn. etc.. very little used
and condition as new; re<luce<l to £100; deferred pay-
ments.—Hurrods, Ltd., 118, Biompton ltd,, London.

(4911

ROYAL RUBY, late 1919, 8h.p. J.A.P,, Injurious
combination, 3 speeds, all-chain, fully licenscil and

eiuipped, expensive accessories: cost over £200, excep-
tional bargain, 130 gns,, or exchange,—Ohiplinm Motors,

113, High St., Clapham. 'Phouo: Latchmeie 4290,
[4587

L.\TE 1920 5h.p. Ro.val Ruby, spring frame, hand
control clutch, 2-specd countershaft, kick start,

tullv equipped, lighting set, horn and tools cost £128
in September, guaranteed as new, trial willingly;

sacrifice 78 gns.—Mason, Ivy House. Thomas St..

Kings Lynn. • [5570

Rudge.

RDDCIE, in good running order;' £35.-43, Gicen

Lane, I'engo. [4571

I,0,M. Rudge Multitot mal;er,s' Ust price, from stock.--
'

A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1259

£85 -1920 Rudge MuUi Combination, all accessories,

perfect, tax paid.-HO. Aynhoo Rd.. \V.14. [4747

UDGE MuUi, about 1914, new tyre, licence paid;

j;33'10.vShaw, Park St., Welllnston, Salop.
[X8614

lOlS Rudge 5-6h.p. C.B. Combination, excellent

ly condition; £65.-10. Clarendon Rd., W.ll^^^-

UDOr. IMulti 5i'.Ii,p,. 1914, and sidecar, lamps,

etc; £65.-Chc,^tnut House, Thicket Kd., Sirtton

RUDGM 1919 Roadster, done 4.000. lamp, horn, tax

paid; f73.-Sevillc, Shcrboi ue House, Norton-oii-

Tce.^. - ^

UDGE Multi Combination .7-9h.p.. 1920 model,

shop-soiled; price £165.-Til!cy3, South St., Dor-

Chester. I-'*'"

RUDGK 5-6h,p.. May, 1920. sidendid condition, mile-

lice 2,300, tools, licence: £90, or fcaiest.-C. Han-

kins, Cirencester. >
t.i.B=-»

£35.-Rndgc 1915 SJJh.p., clutch, lamps, etc., runs

splendidly, good condition.-143, Ravcnsbury Tld..

Karlslleld, S.W. '

.

.15441

AUCKOPK'S a. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.---

3i.'.li.p, Rudge, 1917-18, all accessories, excel-

lent con'dition; £75.

R^

W

B>

W^
[5724

3Xh.p. Rudge Mvlti. 1914-15: £50; splendid con

2 dition M acccworics, •"' -•i-w»-'«reliable.—26.
[4872

CDGE— Ml models will bo on sale at the second-
1,,^..,^ ,\.i(r.mnh!lo Show. Crystal Palace, fromrom

[5757

powerlul,

Minster' Rd., Tcddington.

1 n20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi. ridden dozen times only.

Ic? giiiirauteed perfect; £95.-Partieulars, Terncrolt.

Market Diaytou, Salop. Li.V893

3 111 p. Rudge Multi. genuine Brookland model.

2 lamp.s liloxon, tax paid; £65, olIers.-Bijhop.

Fernbank Rd.. Ascot, Berks. CSOS

-lA'"hand Automobile Show,
April 2nd. (See Wanted.)

5-6h D Rudge Multi C.B. Combination, all acces-

sories, screen, just overhauled; £95.-sibley, 105

.Market Place, Romlord, Essex. [4473

31 h p 1920 R-ddge Multi, practically new, coinplele

2 with full accessories; £105.—W. H. Johnson

and Sons, Ltd., King's Lynn. [4431

RUDGE Canoelet Combination, 2.S]ieed. acces-

sories, perfect running order; £55.—Bradford.
43, Hacton Rd., Fulliam, London. [5306

1 Q20 5-6h,p. and 7-9h.p. Rudge Multi Combinations,
-LJ7 new: £152 and £175.-Shepherd, Enield High-
way, Enfleld. Tel.: Waltham X31. [0341

1Q20 3i:.h.p, Rudge Multi, new, I.O.M. frame:
-Lil accept £95,—J. Hebden and Sons, 149, St,

James's St.. Burnley. Tel. : 488. [5429

RUDGE 3i:.li,p, and Sidecar; believed 1914, Grado
gear, Senspray, long exbaifst, very fast

I ta-'C paid; £55.—Beulah, Wimborne Rd, "
lamps,

Poole, Dorset.
[5124

All letters feinting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adveitisement, and the date ol the Issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

20 I.O.M. Rlidge, Lucas lamps and horn, perfect;
accept £85, or exchange with cash for late

combination.—20, Derby Kd., Croydon. [5466

'J'-91i.r. Itudse Mniti, witl] Eudse sidecar, abaolutelv
• new, but sliop-soiled

; £160: easy payments.—Hai-
rods, Ltd.. 118, Brompton Bd., London. [4917

1tJ20 5-61]. p. Kiidge Combination; P. and H. lamps,--" KIa.i;on, etc., perfect condition: £130, oT offers.
-BroAvn, 48, Peel So., Bradford, Torlls. [4598
pUDGE Multi 1920 3>5h.p., unuseu, -with canoelet
-^«' Minor sidecar, complete with lamps; £120; will
sell i\-ithoiit sidecar.—Motor Co.,. Hereford. [4312
"DRAND new I.O.M. Rudge Combination, list £140,
-»-• our price £105; another nearly new, £92, or
solo.—Ramsden's, 8, iMaybell At.. Blackpool. [5563

RUDGE 3h.p., T.T., disc,?, lamps, perfect condition;
£40.—The Moreton Garage, 2. Moreton Terrace

JIew.i, Pimlico, S.W. 'Phone; Victoria 7164. [4640
31h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, T.T. bars, sport-

^ in"' sidecar, lamps, horn, in running order;
£65; no licence.—22, Wimbledon Park Rd.,' S.W. 18.

[5202RUDGE Multi 3i<.h.p., T.T., late 1920, brand new
but -slightly soiled; usual price £110/5: sacrifice

£90.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.
/ [54933 ill, p. Eudga Multi 1917 Combination with 1920

^ sidecar and chassis. Cameo wind screen, 3 lamps,
tas paid; £72.-151, Globe Bd., Bethcil Green.

[4722
"pUDGE Multi, 1919 (Dec), 6-6h.B eSgine 16878,
XV coachbuiT?' combination,' "electric lighting, wind
.screen : £120.—Browne, 32, Onslow Sq., South Kensing-
ton, S.W.7. [4560

RUDGE 1920 sy.h.p. Multi-gear, I.O.M. frame,
speedometer, electric horn, equal to new; £90,—

Parker's, Bradebawgate. Bolton, and 245 Dean.sgate,
Manchester. " [X8557

"IQ20 Rudge Combination, 7-9h.p., P.R.S. electric
J- if lamps, very fast, guaranteed; ^130; exchanges.
—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone :

Dalston 2408. [5524

T.T. Rudge, 1914, completely overhauled, new Grado
gear, excellent condition throughout, accessories;

Easter bargain, £48; tax paid.—Davidson, 2, Lynton
Rd., Graiesend ' [4391

RUDGE Multi Combination, 3V.'h,p., 1915, coach-
built sidecar, in splendid condition; £85, or near

offer; can be seen any time.—G. Edwards, Fire Station,

East Ham, E.6. ^ [4448

"IQ20 sy^h.p. Budge Multi, touring model, lamps,
-I t7 horn, etc., good <;ondition, tax paid, £85; also

1-ton lorrv body, hardlv used, £10.—Enquiries, Bailey.
Tarnock, Axbridge. [X8635

RUDGE Multwin 7-9h.p. Combination, delivered
Sept., 1920, all accessories; price £175 for quick

sale, or exchange Morgan.—Chauffeur, San Jacapino,
Oakleigh Park, ,N.20. [4726

RUDGE Multi 1919 3V,b.p., T.T., perfect condition,
specially tuned, and very fast, discs, etc., with

Canoelet Minor sidecar; £90, or offer.—Kingwill, 81,
George St:. Edinburgh. [X8261

RUDGE-'WHlTWORTn. coachbuilt sidecar, 1912.
5i/..h.p., 2-speed gear, accessories, good mechani-

cal order; £45.—Taylors, Ltd., 52, Sussex Place, S.W.7.
Phone : Kensington 7260. [0460

XJUDGE S'Ah.p., believed 1913, clutch, powerful, fitted-
X\i with nearly new torpedo coach sidecar, excellent
'Ondition; bargain, 37 gns. ; would separate.—Apply,
Garage, Hansler Kd., East Dulwich, 10 to 5 {not Suiidav).

[5274
Scott.

COTT Squirrel in stock.—Welford, St. James' St.,

Brighton. [4522

GIBB. Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Scotts from stock.
—'Phone : 852. [0445

^COTT, Squirrel, and other models from Coventry
t3 Motor Matt, London Ed., Coventry. [X8582

COTT T.T., discs, perfect, electric lights, fast; £66.
—5, Park Terrace, Headingley, Leeds. [5500

SCOTT 3^4h.p., pre-war model, trial, 2-spieed, lamps,
etc.; nearest £55.—Scott, .Loitou, Cumb. [4366

"jQ20 Scott Combination, all lamps, Lucas horn, as
-IE' new: £125.-Welford, St. James' St., Brighton.

•' 14519
~t O20 Scott Combination, electric lighting, tax paid

;

X" £150.—E. Cockell, Holly Lodge, Dalston, E.8.
[5185

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1921, Scott motor cycle and
combination, in stock.—Millards, Chesterfield.

[4003
"1015 Scott C.B. Combination, excellent conditioii;XU sell or exchange 1920 solo.—Elmhurst, Ellesmere
Park, Eccles. [4945

SCOTT 1919-20 model, semi-T.T. bars, Sin. tvre, in
excellent order; £90; no offers.—Bos 287. c/o

The Motor Cycle. [X8526

1 A 16 Scott, perfect order, lamps, horn; £60, or
-Lt/ offer.—A. Adhemar, St. John's Cottage, Roe-
hampton, S.W. 15. [5142
SCOTT, 1920, 500 miles, M-L Maglita combined

lighting and ignition, electric horn. Sin. tyres.
Smith speedometer. Ace discs; see photo M-L advert,
last week; perfect; £140.—B., 7. Draper's Fields,
Coventry. [X8570

s

S'

QPPEN
JMJtAN&CB

Sole Distributors for

READING
STANDARD
The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle

AND THE
HPLUS ONE"

A Single or Double-Seater at will.
Deliveries have commenced with fittings complete
for attachment to the undermentioned m;ikcs

of cycles

—

Reading-Standard, Sunbeam, 3\ and 8 h.p.
Zenith, Enfield, Harley- Davidson,
Triumph, Douglas, 4 h.p. Blackburne, 8
h.p. B.S.A., 4 and 6-7 h.p. Rudge, 6 h.p.
Henderson, Excelsior (American), British
Excelsior, Indian, Ace, Matchless

,

A.J.S., James.
LONDON AGENTS FOR

NEW HUDSON
Lightweight 2-stroko Types. All 30/- tax.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR
"M.P." SIDECARS.
"THE SIDECAR WITHOUT A CHASSIS."

38 Guineas.

New Machines in Stock.
READING-STANDARD.

SOLO £184
COMB. STANDARD .. £229

DE LUXE . . . . £270
with PLUS ONE

Sidecar ,a Single or Double-
seater at will £250

Above prices include Dynamo Lishling.

NEW HUDSON.
POPULAR UTILITY . . 50 gns.
SPORTING MODEL .. 65 „
DE LUXE TOURER .65 „
"ACE" RACER .. . . 75 „

ACE 4-CYLINDER.
SOLO ORDINARY .

.

£210
ELECTRIC . . £235

B.S.A.
1920 4i MODEL H . . £103

,, 4i ,, K.. .. £100
,, No. 2 SIDECAR . . £35

1921 6-7 MODEL A .. £133
„ No. 1 SIDECAR .. £42
„ 6-7 MODEL A, with

Plus One Sidecar .. ..£193-18

Several Solos and Combs., In first-class used

condition, at knock-out prices, lor disposal.

89,GiI\)Tiland

Street London.

19

19^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Scott;

21 Scott, sports model; £130; lor immed
,-L. \

}^'^^^y> easy payraents accepted.—Scott
(below). ^

20 Scott Combination, Godfrey's electric 1

*^ Coxvey speedometei-, Lucas horn. Easting
mileage 1,067, tax paid; cost £209 last Augus
£160; absolutely as new, guaranteed; exchaD^e'
agents (below).

1 Q20 Scott, with Eonnoc sidecar, P. and H.
-»-^ Lucas horn, etc.^ magnificent condition,
teed perfect, tyres unscratcbed; £145; exchi
Scott agents. Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton R(
'Pbone : Dal&tou 2408.

10 20 Scott, sidecar model, £emi-T.T. bars.
->-«-' born, tools, low mileage; £120.—Box
c/o T?ie Motor Cycle.

SCOTT.-AU models will be on sale at the
hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace

April 2nd. (See Wanted.)

SCOTT New Combination. 3in. .tvres. afl acce
what offers? mileage about 300. -Grim

Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l.

SCOTT 1920, guarantee perfect, cost £150,
discs. Cowey horn, lamps, licence paiiJ

;

Wilkinson,. Twigmoor, Doncaster.

SCOTT 1920, Cox Atmos caiburetter, clertri.' 1

disc wheel.';, speedometer, perfect order
Spencer, Crofts Lea Park, Illracombe.

SCOTT Combination, June, i920, cost £180.
Easting wind screen, Tan-Sad. licence, spar

£140.—Exmocyco, 7, Bath Rd., ExeCer.

SCOTT, 1920 sports model, horn, tools, ver;

mileage, enamel a< new, plating fair, perfec'
£110.-1). Lavin, Old Hoa=e, Sonning, Berks. -

' QCOTT Squirrel, immcfliate deUvery from .-tock
^~J all spares sto.'ked.-The J.C.J. Motor C(

!
Holdenhurst Ed., Bournemouth. 'Phone; 2699.

SCOTT, recently thoroughly overhauled, seV
placements, perfect running order, ena

poor; £38,—Brain, Elnidene, Strand, Bideford.

rQ20
Scott and Canoelet eidecar combinat

• f lamp;., horn, and tools, .all new tyres, no
taken this year; accept £130.—Orton, Fair Tie
Shilton.

1 020 Scott, 3"'4h.p.. mileage 600, un-^cratrlu
-I-*-' lamps and horn, purple, disc wheels; cos
accept £90; exchanges.—60. Wallingford Av.j I

sington.

ADVEETISEB, owing to financial reasons,
paid £20 deposit on Scott, brand new i

packed; will sacrifice half deposit.—Box 260, t

Motor Cycle. -

QCOTT Combination. 1919-20, 2-speed, vmai
y^ age, excellent condition, electric lanii>s,

screen, tax, insurance paid; offers.—59, Pala
Streatham Hill.

SCOTT, 1910, spccinl racbator, jaetets, eupii
' plete overhaul at works, Bosch, Biuks, c

n'ith nil iiccpssoriOf^, tax paid: ride away; £40.-
Beelsby, Oiimsby.

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920, 2-speed gear.
shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.-^Bu

Motors, Ltd., South Side, - Olapham Common,
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

SCOTT, 1916, aluminium sidecar, black, nc
lops, Cowey lioru, lamps, spares, recentl

Irauled, perfect order: £90.—Seen. 41, Mersha
Thornton Heath, London.

LATE 1919 Scott Combination, Klaxon, eleftr

ing set -(accumulator), speedometer, small
perfect mechanical condition ; f120.—Atkinson
house Mihs, Pateley Bridge.

SCOTT 3^^4h.p.. Biuks", Bosch, re-enamellini
hauling cost £14, splendid engine" to pull,

ing. test, iniused sine© 1916; first i;46; exchau
En'oll, Gillingham, Dorset.

SCOTT Late 1920 Combination, electric 1

hood, screen, speedometer, mileage under
£155.—TN'ewnJaam Motor Co., 223, Hammersmi
W.6. 'Phones-Hammersmith 80.

£125.—Scott motor cycle. 1920, lamps, horn
ometer, long copper exhaust pipe, sets

pole ifl^igs, spare Palmer tube, spare chains, n
callv perfect.— O. Stewart, Deben Lodge, MclU
folk".

1 Q15 ScoLt Combination, Lucas lamps, speed
J-«^ Klaxon, latest improvements, oTerhau
makers, guaranteed mechanical condition, sel

ratelv: £95>—Morven, Canonbie Rd..- Fores

S.E.23. -
, ^

1 019 Scott Combination, Cameo wiud
J-t/ F.R.S. jMajor. just had complete
practically new condition, many spares,

semi-T.T. handle-bars, lax paid; £100, or ligh

and cash.—Ogle, Dehstone College, Staffs.

SCOTT, 1920, just overhauled, new touring i

Lucas horn, also original T.T. bars, Cowe?
meter, lamps, new. chains, all spares and tools,

studded, perfect internallv and externally, req

expenditure; £105. no otters, or lightweight a

adjustment.—Batten. Killin, Perthshire.

A34 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Psychology of the Motor Cyclist.

ON
the road the average motor cyclist is a

cheerful personality, even in adversity.

His youthful mind gives him the happy
knack of looking on the bright side of

things. Yet curiously, when he decides to

express his views on paper, he is apt to become .\

pessimist. He will write long screeds on thi-

.iniquity of Government taxation, the terrible state

of the roads, the callous behaviour of car drivers

who cut him closely, and about dogs which chase
him, while the current price of motor cycles is

the last straw. On the other hand, it is compara-
tively seldom that he writes of the brighter side.

However strongly he feels them, the brighter views
are never committed to paper. Have we, after

all, so much to gruniEle at? Taxation admittedly
is high, and in certain cases unfair, but money had
to be raised, and the one system which w^uld
be fair to all proved impracticable Tor reasons
which the average motor cyclist did not take the

trouble to understand. There remain, it is true,

certain anomalies which we must all fight in order
to get them straightefied out before the next
Budget. On the other side of the picture we have .

a real attempt to improve roads, both as regards
width, surface, and classification. It will neces-

'

sarily take a certain amount of time to repair the
ravages due to war-time jieglect, but signs of
improvement are not lacking.

The Ministry of Transjxjrtj whatever its failings,

has taken an interest in the welfare of motorists,
and reasonable signposts and identification signs
are promised. Manufacturers' prices are high

—

but the blame is not altogether on their .shoulders—and several have recently been able to effect

appreciable reductions. Again, the price of fuel
has dropped, and shows a tendency to continue
so doing. Spring is here, and those who, by reason
of delicate health, have been unable to enjoy the
pleasures of winter riding have the best season of
the year before them in which they may enjoy all

the benefits of the open road.

In spite of all the wails which are sent up at
any kind of change, the motor cyclist still enjoys
the most econorhical means of travel.

There is something encouraging in tjiat ! In
many cases also he is able to save fares by putting
to practical use the machine which is the source
of his pleasure and sport outof luKiness hours.

Easter Events.

NEITHER in actual participation in nor in

observation of competitions does the in-

terest of the motor cycle public appear to

wane; indeed, never at any tirhe in the

history of the movement have motor cycle
events, whether sporting or social, received stronger
support or been more enthusiastically followed.

It does not require an elaborate pleonasm to

prove that the motor cycle movement js stronger
than evpr it was, and keen riders may follow the

Easter events in ahrost every part of the countrv.
On Good Friday the north-eastern focus is the

annual Richmond Meet in North Yorkshire; on
the evening of the same day the zoo odd com-
petitors start from London on the M.C.C. Land's
End run, and West Country riders will be in force
at Porlock and Lynton to see the performances on
the Saturday.

Easter Monday provides riiidezvoiis in the north-
w^est, the East Midlands, and the north-east coast,

the events being the Westmorland Hill-climb at

Orton Scar, the A.C.U. North- Western Centre
Rally at Ribchester, the East Midland Centre
speed trials, at Bourne in Lincolnshire, and the

Scarborough Hill-climb at Staxton Brow. In
addition to these important events, the Easter
week-end is chosen for the holding of a two-day
trial by the Glasgow Western Club, while closed
events are being run by individual clubs in almost
ever)' district.

Each of these meetings will draw hundreds of
motor cyclists, not to mention attracting the in-

terest of the general public, from which recruits to

the movement must be drawn.

.. ^ / / / ... / ^ / /..y ..y //^ /// /// / x \\\\\\\ \\\ \
-
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A Good Hogbus Gear.

I
AM at present disporting myself on an experimental
machine designed by a New Zealander (Mr. A. R.
Bannister). Its main novelty is the drive, which

consists of an undergeared pulley with an infinitely

variable belt transmission. As far as I know, such a
combination has nevfer yet been marketed, and my first

impressions are that it would be .simply ideal for a fast

sporting mount. In actual fact it adorns a rather
heavy machine with a 2J- h.p. J. A. P. engine and a light

sidecar, the designer having adopted this layout in order
to demonstrate its efficiency without outraging the

police of this country. Mechanically, the design is

wholly unexceptionable, but in road practice two chief

merits emerge into high relief.

The first—with which all road burners will sym-
pathise—is that the gear changing is wholly performed
by the feet, so that both hands are continuously avail-

able for steering, horn-blowing, throttle work, etc.—

a

factor of prime value in speed work. The second is

that, thanks to the undergeared pulley, a large effec-

tive pulley diameter is obtained on the bottom gear

of 12 J^, to I. As the belt tension is automatically in-

creased as the gear is lowered, belt-slip is almost un-

known, even with the double load.

How the Gear is Changed.

THE nobl~e army of hoggers will doubtless be in-

terested to hear how the gear is changed. On
the off side footboard there is a pedal. Depress

this pedal and you lower the gear, an operation which

can be performed with the 'bus stationary or in motion.

In a competition if you suddenly meet an arrow which

orders you to twist back to the tune ,
of 335°, and

tackle an unsuspected slope of i in 2, you merely stamp
with your right foot, and up she goes. This pedal

stays, wherever it is put, being self-locking.

On the other hand, should you wish to raise the gear,
,

your left foot gently depresses a small button on the

other footboard, when the gear promptly raises itSelf

ad lib., the off side pedal rising in the operation. If

you don't want the gear to come right back to top

again, you either release .the foot button when the

desired ratio is attained, or slow down the big pedal

with the other foot. Could anything be nicer ?

When the inventor was dri^'ing me in the sidecar,

he kept his engine revs, practically unaltered uphill

and down dale for several miles, during which distance

we were averaging about 30 m.p.h. with a dead-weight
"of some 6 cwt., propelled by a 2% h.p. engine. The
petrol consumption is correspondingly low. I long to

try out this Bannister gear on a hotstuff 35^ h.p.
engine, and hope that when trade picks up, we may
all have the chance of using it.

Split Leggings.

THIS cross-heading may not be particularly intel-

ligible. I referred some weeks ago to the

defects of ordinary leg overalls, which are

awkward to put on and take off, especially if nature

has afflicted one with a weedy calf and a club foot

;

and which ruin your trousers in time because youi

boot fouls the inside of the legging. At that time

alluded with distinct appreciation to the Brooks and

John Bull leggings, which eliminate all these defects.

Last autumn a North-country rider introduced me
to a legging which is possibly the best in its class.

The leg portions are split down -the -sides, and are

..^fastened by two long flat springs per leg ; both endi

of each .spring slip into clips, and the garment can be

removed in a couple of seconds. A single push-but
ton is fitted to a flap at each kneecap, to preveni

"gaping," and the workmanship is excellent.- Thi;

first-rate legging is sold by Messrs. Henry and Murton
of Grainger Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. I know o
nothing to beat it, and it deserves to be better known,

, Becoming Tedious?

THE other week a doctor asked,me to accompan)
him on his morning round, citing no reason,

went. His machine was a clutchless, two

speeded baby two-stroke j mine was something mucl

bigger and heavier with a clutch. ^His practice wa;

si^ated in an agricultural district, and embraced twc

01 three 'of those comic townlets where they hole

cinemas in disused chapels. , As the. result" of ou

morning, the following conclusions were arrived at:

.1. A doctor must use a lightweight motor cycle fo.

such a practice, because-.

(a) . A car would make his fees higher than hii

patients can afford, or cause a loss on the working

of his " panel."
~'

(h) Tjne handling of a big machine is altogethe

- too exhausting, considering the frequent stoppage:

and the queer places into which he must go.

2. His machine ;«?'.?/ have a clutch. The push star

is quite impracticable after some of his visits. If he

has no clutch, he niust leave his machine at a poin

of the road where a push start is possible, and wast(

time bv walking to the farm or cottage.

3. His machine ought to have a quick-action one

leg staiid of the leaning prop variety. On one lon{

climb through a wood we had to open five gates ;

no case was there any natural support for the machini

while the gate was being opened ; the grade was toi

severe for us to push our mounts and open the gatei

Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" have just

been published in book form, price 5s. 3d. post free, from

"The Motor Cycle" Offices. 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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simultaneously. The only plan for a solitary rider was

to prop up his machine, open the gate, drive through,

prop up machine, close gate, and remount.

4. In this -work, as in the experience of many
others, a machine often has to be left out of doors for

hours—possibly all night in certain cases. Its

finish, ignition, carburation, and saddle must there-

fore be weatherproof.

I could not suggest a machine which met all his

needs ; but at the risk of growing tedious I must mider-

line the huge demand which unquestionably exists for a

quick-action "prop ' stand, consisting of one hinged

leg on the near side of the machine.

That Retriever.

THOSE readers who are privileged to know Capt.

Vinter, of the Scott Co., will !«; aware that he

is an incorrigible leg-puller. Moreover, he has

a special down on me, because I once described the

petrol consumption of the Scott in terms whicli he

considered unkind. So he now assails my infallible

anti-dog recipe. Half a mile from the Scott works

there resides a retriever with such a massive"frame that

Vinter thinks it Was designed for pulling sidecars.

\\'hen the retriever hears the Scott apijroachijig he lies

down on the pavement on his tumni)-, takes an ol)serva-

lion of Vinter's speed, works out the deflection allow-

arrce, and leaps at the psychological moment. The
Scott manager has tried my tip in vain, and has come
to the reluctant conclusion drat this retriever's pro-

Ixjscis must be seriously calloused. Am. I flummoxed

bv this problem? Xot at all. Here is my proscrip-

307

tion—two of them, in fact. First plan.
,
Procure a

twin Scarf gun mounting from the Aircraft Disjxtsal

people. Saw off the barrels of two shotguns. Load
them with buckshot. Take a short refresher course
in gumiery, and act according. If the owner of the

retriever is a personal friend or an influential person,
here is an alternative method. Catch the dog. (Some
simple stunt, such as sweeping him up in a tennis net

trailed between two Scotts driven Ln open order, a la

mine sweeper.) Anneal his proboscis (see temi)ering

formulae in any engineers' pocketbook). Then apply
my original tip of pretending to throw something.

Petrol Gas Lamps.
fV recent comment on alternatives to paraflin lamps

for. country dwellers have evoked quiie a corre-

spondence. It seems that a number of motorists

regularly use the so-called " air gas " lanterns for

illuminating night jobs in their garages. ('' Air gas
"

is simjjly an advertising inexactitude—it is just as

much " air gas " as a motor cycle is air-propelled.)

Furthermore, the Coleman Quick-lite is by no means
the only pebble on the beacii, for there are several other

versions of the idea. They all furnish 300 c.p. and
burn about forty-eight hours on a gallon of No. i

spirit, which is chea]) lighting. The hurricane pattern

can be used out of doors, and if hung 8ft. from the

ground will throw a liright light over alxiut 600 sq. ft.

The makers call the hurricane type a " safety " lamp.
1 shouhJ not be prepared to risk one in the immediate
neighbourhood of petrol leakages, but it can safely

be emijloyed for night work if it is hung at a moderate
hcitrht some distance awav.

AN EGYPTI.4N SCENE.
This attractive snapshot of little native caddies "guarding" a Triumph was taken at the Sezira Sporting Club, Cairo. Had we not

been favoured with such a remarkably bright February, this sunny scene might well make one envious of the lucky individuals who can

winter in Cairo

B5
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A Vexed Question for the Man who desires the Best Type of Passenger Machine.

SIDECARS fulfil their purpose so well that it

becomes difficult to imagine that they will ever

cease to score over their rivals.

In the light and mediumweight classes, indeed, the

sidecar is the unchallenged passenger machine, and
there is no evidence of the arrival of any type of
machine to supplant it. \Vhen the heavier and more
luxurious machi'nes are considered, however, two
classes of vehicles have rival claims to attention, and
now that the price question is settled, in so far that

almost all types are equal, the prospective purchaser
is swayed between the merits of the high-powered
sidecar, the three-wheeled runabout, and the four-

wheeled cycle car.

An Adventitious Advantage.

Under existing legislation, the three-wheeled

machines possess an initial advantage by escaping the

minimum tax of ;£6 which burdens the four-wheeler.

The difference between that figure and the £^4 of^the

three-wheelers and sidecars represents a considerable

economy in standing charges.

A person who intends investing something over ;i£2oo

in a passenger machine for tw'o people may well

pause when he coi'isiders that his selection of type will

give him complete protection for passenger, self, and
"machinery" on the one hand, while on the other^

the passenger only enjoys freedom from the un-

pleasantness of the elements. The high-powered side-

car machines which are built as complete outfits, and
which are never ridden solo, while providing extreme
comfort for the passenger, still leave the driver to

face the weather, still necessitate that he shall wear
special clothing, and still leave the greater part of
the mechanism exposed. Runabout machines, built

as such, are simpler in outline, offer equal protecrion

for driver and passenger, and a considerable amount
of concealment for the major portion of the " works."

B6

Why, then, should one pause for a moment in

selecting ? Has not the runabout all the advantages ^

No ! The sidecar outfit possesses qualities which

still gain for ita wide and enthusiastic circle of users.

Mechanically it is more an evolutionary product than

a sound initial design, and in consequence, the heavy,

powerful, and reliable outfits cannot always be built

with strict economy of means, but it gives convincing

results on the road, and, thanks to its enormous power
compared with comparatively low weight, its extreme

steering lock,, narrow track, sensitive clutch, and easy

changing gears, it can go where most cars would stall.

The degree of comfort provided by the best sidecars

is probably greater than is offered by any other road

vehicle, while the adaptability of the sidecar chassis,

which w'ill permit two-seater bodies to be used, gives

the sidecar outfit (with its pillion possibilities) the

capability of transporting four persons w'ith compara-
tive ease. A final point in favour of the sidecar outfit

is that the engine may be started after the driver' has

taken his seat. _ ;• :

Claims of the Cycle Car.

Most runabouts, or cycle cars, although designed on
homogeneous lines, have failed as a class to equal the

performance records of similarly-engined sidecar out-

fits. For the ordinary tourist, however, who is not

interested in freak hill-climbing, tl^e runabout machine
offers an equal amount of protection for both driver

and passenger. Usually the comfort is inferior to

that of the sidecar, but its compensation lies in the

fact that it is shared in sociability. Generally speak-

ing, the chassis of a three or four-wheeler is simpler

than the framework of a sidecar outfit, and the power
and transmission units are out of sight beneath bonnet

and bodywork.
General accessibility of the mechanism is usually

about equal, for the cramping of parts into a small
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Sidecar or Cycle Car?—

area on the motor cycle renders even exposed

mechanism somewhat difficult to rhanipulate, while the

accessibility of the cycle car's, details can only be

taken advantage of when the bodywork is taken away.

In most cases the cycle carist who stops his engine has

10 climb out, disturb his passenger, and crank up at

the front or side of the machine, but this process is

not universal. - '
'
"

-.

Lastly, arid -perhaps of most moment to the family

man, comes the' unfortunate truth tliat the cycle car

is not very adaptable if more than its normal two

passengers are to be carried. Designed for two

people, it does not offer the same possibilities for

additional seats as does the sidecar, and for this reason

alone marry would-be cycle carists, who wish to tour

en famille, still remain faithful to the sidecar, which,

speaking generally, is still the pre-eminent machine for

the transport of most people the most miles at the

smallest cost.

THE QUESTION OF PROTECTION.

(Leh) The sidecarist who turns to the three-

wheeler probably appreciates his machine more on
wet days than on fine—the simple procedure of

putting up the hood solves all his weatherproofing
difficulties.

(Right) On the other hand, the sidecar can be
made proof against water on the road, for the rider

of the sidecar depicted passed through the splash

without getting a spot of wet on his clothing.

(t^ttom) Will the sidecar de luxe develop into a

miniature coupe? The lady passenger whoisdesirous
of being fully protected is keenly interested in

this vehicle.

REMODELLING THE
1"^HE work involved in the supervision of roads and

road traffic calls for ability of a specific kind

capable of dealing efficiently with normal con-

ditions. " We hope," says The Autocar, " to see a re-

modelling of the Transport Ministry on a plan less

grandiose than the present regime. The forthcoming
decontrol of the railways will relieve the Transport
Ministry of many duties, and open the way for recon-

TRANSPORT MINISTRY.
struction. We hope that"^ the remodelled department

will have as one of its chief concerns, arid not as a

mere side show, the encouragement and progress, as

contrasted with the repression, of the comparatively

young and virile motor movement upon which, no

less than upon the older railway system, die vital

interests of the community so largely depend." With

this opinion vre thoroughly concur.

B7
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FACIAL
T

FEESSI

One Hour at Wisley Hut "Ixion" proves a Veritable

Sherlock-Sexlon-Blake-Holmes in liis Deduclory Notes

on our Artist's IniDressions of Motor Cycling Types.
IL'.USTRATED BY HELEN McKIE.

A
"... the genial, semi-cynical, com-

pletely joyous, and rather contemptuous

grin."

DOCTOR
man once

conscripted

me into attend-

ing an illustrated

lecture by some
Harley Street

bird who knew more about heart action than

D. R. Donovan knows about valve timing. The
talk was enlightened by snapshots of famous athletes

both "on" and " off
"—" on " being represented

by photographs of thein at fhe finish of a gruelling

race, and "off" by presentments of the same men
with their hair brushed and their best girls alongside.

Now 'V'arsity blues are generally regular Apollos
;

ijut it is astounding what loathsome criminals they

appear if snapped about Barnes Bridge in the boat

race or at the tape of a fierce hundred yards at

Fenner's. \i filmed at rest, their faces would inspire

any flapper with a week's dreams after one visit

to the pictures; but when filmed in strenuous physical

effort they become convulsed, distorted, formidable,

horrific.

Nothing but the Truth.

It has long been suggested in certain hostile quarters

that j,ust as there is an athlete's face, so there is

a special motor cycling expression which we all of

us assume when we take the saddle. Some years ago

the A.C.U. almost brought a libel action against some
horrid rag wjiich prated of our " wild and haggard
expression." So the Editor commissioned Helen
McKie to explore the Portsmouth Road one week-end
to verify these scandalous rumours, with the happy
results which appear amidst my notes. For a

woman. Miss McKie has a judicial mind, and does

not allow her brief to overbalance her. She caught

one unfortunate stalled by tyre trouble ; his natural

irritation was apparently

exacerbated by the some-
what callous aloofness of

his carrier passenger.

I ask my readers
whether the other eight-

faces which she has por-

tray€d-are not all of them
redolent of various types

of bliss ? Look at the
two pals who are scrap-

ping as much as they

dare through the police

zone. Both are as jolly

as sandboys. If the

outside man is a trifle less

abandoned to the joy of

bS

the road than the Indian fellow, the reason is obvious;

when they reach the safer area west of Guildford, the

big Indian engine will be opened out. Miss McKie has

chosen to be enigmatic in the little sketch in the head-

ing, but she is not too enigmatic for me. ,1 can read

from the genial, semi-cynical, completely joyous, and
rather contemptuous grin under the helmet what
machine Avould have been depicted if the artist had the

room to include it. This boy has clearly just taken

delivery of a Brough Superior—8 h.p., o.h.v., geared

3 to 1. He knows nobody on the Portsmouth Road
can catch him ; he is aware that presently some fool

will try; he intends to give that poor fool a wholesome
object lesson. What could be nicer?

Or take again the human little crush of five motor

cyclists in another sketch, not forgetting the baby.

We can place them all. Papa at the helm of the

sidecar is a small tradesman from the South London
district. He is a Sociajist of the academic type, and
rather a deadly foe at the local billiard saloon on
winter evenings. I think he is a pawnbroker. He
has no illusions left in this world, and he never had
any about the next. So he is quite aware—sub-

consciously—that his engine may seize or his back
tyre burst within the next mile. Should such a

catastrophe befall him, he won't worry. He will

settle down to meet the emergency in a dour, business-

like way, remarking sagely to Maria, " Wot's the

odds, old gel? It'll all be the syme in a 'undred

years." And so it w'ill, too. Mamma—probably
christened Maria, perhaps Maria Jane—is not sniffing

the pine trees or feeling good because the Japanese
cherries in the villa garden have begun to look like

pink snow. Not a bit of it. She had a small stout

tefore Alf depressed the kick-starter; but that small

stout is not really responsible for her somewhat fcetid

expression. She heard Mrs. Jones, next door, make a

rather acid remark to Mrs. Smith, the greengrocer's

his natural irritation was apparently exacerbated by the somewhat callous aloofness of his

carrier passenger."
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Facial Expression on the Road.

—

wife, as the outfit ,

burbled off from

the kerb; and she

knows that inwardly

these two ladies are

terribly upset this

fine Saturday after-

noon because Smith

and Jones cannot

afford to buy side-

cars, and their
ladies are even now
washing up amidst

the haunting odour
boiled greens.

The baby? Ah,
precious little inno-

cent, we can hardly

ajcribe his angelic

meditations to any
petrolic cause.
.A.ny novel sensation would stir the same reflec-

tion of heaven on his cherubic countenance. But we
»iay at least remark that were it not for papa's inotor

cycle, little Percy would probably be grubbily play-

ing with a cod's tail in the gutter. So even here the

aiotor cycle deserves some indirect credit.

Why he didn't buy a Sidecar.

\\'e had almcjst forgotten the two men who are

anxious to overtake the family sidecar. It is clear

that the stout man wearing goggles has an element
of sourness in his composition. Do not blame
the motor cycle for it. Miss McKie got liim at

2. 1 1 p.m. precisely. All married readers can expound
his face like an open book. He is henpecked. It is

barely an hour since he escaped from connubial bliss.

The mark it leaves upon him has not yet evaporated.
If Miss McKie had been able to chase him, say as

far as Peterslield, those deep lines round his mouth
would have been smoothed clean away, and he would
have begun to smile like a little child in its sleep.

The artists transparent honesty is demonstrated by
the face of the youth accompanying him. It cannot be
called a typical motor cycling face. The expression
is a trifle vacuous. But he w^as there,

so Miss McKie frankly put him in. I

regret that his features do not emanate
that concentrated intelligence which is

the hallmark of the true motor
cyclist. I can only plead that
he is not quite as vacuous as he
looks. He has got
quite an awkward bit

of steering ahead of

him, but he is not at

all frightened. More

*' He has no illusions left in this world, and. he never had any about the next. . .

element of sourness in his composition."

than that. _
In the

face of the de-xter-

ous wriggle with

which he intends

to dodge an im-

pending collision,

he can spare the

effort to notice that

the lady in the side-

car is rather a

scream. _ I really

believe his motor
cycle may' yet make
a man of him : pos-

sibly his rich and
indulgent papa gave
it to him with that

very intent.

Let me conclude

b \- nieeting a n

inevitable objection

to the eloquent

defence I have put forward to answer the foul

charge that we are nasty looking people. Some
readers may have watched cinema films of the lead-

ing trials, and noticed agonised expressions on the

faces of famous riders when a trials secretary has con-

fronted them with a combination of (i) a narrow lane;

(2) a grade of i in 2 ; (3) a watersplash
; (4) oolitic

mud two feet deep ; (5) three baulked sidecars. I

grant all this.
' I suggest that under these terrible

conditions a motor cyclist, however mobile his features,

looks no more frightful than an ordinary man does

under a parallel test—the waiter who has spilt a plate

of soup down the neck of a female royalty, the dancer

who has trodden his best girl's skirt off her w-aist, the

|)arson who has audibly uttered an unclerical word
when he can't find the place in his prayer book. No.
To judge our looks, we must be tested under normal
conditions ; and such a proviso is well met by selecting

the Portsmouth Road on a Saturday afternoon, and

I)referably a fine Saturday afternoon in Spring.

IXTON.

the stout man wearing goggles has an
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OvwiQi^s OF "Well-KNOWN Competition

RlDEK^ AJ- TO WHICH I^ THE MOJ"!

^j Difficult -Hill encountered LET any reader who has foUovved recent trial:

through the pages of Tlie Motor Cycle as]

himself which is the most difificult hill to climb

Before reading further, let him pause and think whicl

of the many notorious test hills stands out in hi<

mind. (Remember that any hill on which one fail:

appears very much steeper than it really is.)

Is it the much-talked-of Park Rash in Yorkshire

the stiff and greasy Porlock in Somerset, the Devon
shire terror—Lynton, the famous Applecross in Scot

land, or Alt-y-Bady or Bwlch-y-Groes in Wales? Oi

is the hill which has been impressed upon the miirc

as the most difificult to trials competitors ope which is

less famous ?

When Experts Disagree.

Even among the staff of The Motor Cycle who ha^•c

seen—and sampled—most of them, opinion is no
unanimous. Harden Bank, Porlock, Lynton, Alt-y

Bady, and Applecross are all regarded as firs

"favourites" (after all there is a fascination ir

conquering precipitous hills), and any attempt to brinj

opinion into line by argument has always failed be

cause personal experience on all the hills di.scussed ha:

not been enjoyed on one and the same machine. Wha
may have been comparatively easy with one mcioi

cycle, might have been very difificult with another—

the red clay of Porlock is like dough in wet weather-
so it has not always been a problem determined bj

engine capacity.

It is indeed difficult to obtain a . true census oi

opinion for the reason that few competition rider;

have tried them all. In order to test opinion on this

fascinating subject, we recently invited a number of
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The Most Difficult Hill—and Why-
prominent trials riders to give their views. Exactly

fifty-four were mentioned, and this is the scoreboard :

13
8

7

4
4
3
2

2

Alt-y-Bady, near Llangollen

Bwlch-y43-roea .. ... •
Summer Lodge (1920 A.C.U. Six Days)

Park Bash
Applecross
Porlock
Harden Bank
Litton Slack
Glendoe, Amulree, Kenraore, Jlam Rattachan,

Ui-ry's Pet (Harlech), White Shaw JIoss,

Beacon, Blea Tarn, Cudham Church,

Aultnaharie, and Succombe Hill 1

Such a wide diversity of opinion is, to say the least,

somewhat mysterious. Wien hills such as Kirkstone. Pass,

Rosedale Abbey Bank, Dray-
cott (Mendips), Keighley Gate.

Thwaites Brow, Rising Sun.

nd Abriachan are . omitted

altogether, and such a hill as

Beacon in Worcestershire iii-

eluded, one immediately
ii.ssumcs that the rider who
votes for the latter cannot
know the severity of the

others. It may therefore sur-

prise the reader to know that

Beacon Hill is considered the

most difficult by the well-

kuown trials rider, Albert
Alilner, who knows most of

the hills include^ in recent

Scottish and English Six Davs
Trials.

3n

Urry's Pet, the surface of which consists of large boulders
and loose stones. It may be recalled that this hill caused the

drivers of passenger machines to "go on strike," and it

was afterwards "washed out."

Also among the single vote hills is Aultnaharie, in the
1919 Scottish Six Days. Vivian Olsson opines that it is the

worst hill, because of its half-mile" of 1 in 4, with large

rocks in lieu of a proper surface. Starting from the loch

side, there is no means of rushing the, hill, and if one
cannot climb it the only way to get out of Aultnaharie
village is to take a boat over a wide loch to Ullapool.

W. F. Guiver, a most consistent medal gatherer since

1910, considers Cudham Church hill the most difficult,

because of its approach by a narrow winding lane, followed
by a steady climb, then two bad corners, and a final stretch

of 1 in 4 to be taken with a hot engine.

The JIatchless exponent, J. A. Hoult, thinks Blea Tarn
the worst climb he has met with in trials, and he gives as his

reason that the .severe gradient and rough surface combined
need all the skill one pos-

.sessed. in driving.

The well-known George
Brough is another who votes
for a hill not mentioned by
anyone else. The Kenmore
.side of Amulree is his choice,
"because," he says, "the
sporting Scots always include
it on the last lap of a six
day trial wliich has been a
daily succession of mountain
tvScks and river beds.
White Shaw Jloss, too,

receives biit a siiigle vote,
and it.i sponsor- is G. W.
Wilkin, whose recent coast
Vide with ^ne of his motor
cycles is still fresh in the

(Left) KENMORE HILL. (Top) park RASH (Right) BWLCH-Y-GROES.

"My pet bogey iu the way of hills," he writes, "is the
Beacon at Bednal, which most competitors find so easy

:

anyhow, it is the most difficult hill I have climbed, and ray

first attempt was with an old Humber single gear tricar

some twelve years ago, and I never had so much experience
in ninety minutes in all m^' life."

We venture the opiiuon that Milner must have come a

cropper in one of the ruts un Beacon Hill, otherwise how
can it be that he shoiild forget his ascent on a Levis of

Amulree and Abriachan in the 1914 Scottish Six Days?'
One can quite understand the hill at Hai'lech. named

Urry's Pet in last year's iLC. and A.C. Trial, being men-
tioned by only one rider, since, although it was included in

an open trial, it has since been decided that it is a freak
hill, and therefore outside the class under discussion.

Probably a larger number would have mentioned this hill,

had they not excluded all freak climbs from their minds.
It is Capt. .7. L. Stocks, the Ariel exponent, who vot«s

memory of our readei-s. White Shaw Moss was one of

t-iie hil'ls in the Ilkley trial, and has a very severe gradient

and an "atrocious surface. And such a lot of gradient

!

J. R. Alexander, of the famous Scottish 'motor cycling

family, as was to be Expected, votes for the Scotch hills

he knows so well. " For sheer gradient," he says, " Glendoe

is about the worst hill' to climb; but another _ hill, which

has not the gradient of C41endoe, is Amulree, and it i.s_ a

much more difficult ascent for the inexperienced rider, owing
to. the hairpin bends and loose surface."

An airman-motor cyclist, H. B. Davies, whose terrestr-ial

mount is an A-J-S., considei-s Mam Rattachan, in last

year's Scottish Six Days, the mo.st difficult hill he has

(?ncountered in open reliability trials. His jeasons for
' instancing this hill are, in his own words :

" (1.) Its extreme

length, being between two or three miles long, and necessi-

tating middle and low gear all the way, with very little

cooling facilities, owing to its sheltered position. (2.). It.s

BTI
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The Most Difficult Hiil—and Why— '

sandy surface, which is decidedly treacherous, especially on
the S bend about halfway up, where the road bends snarp
to the right over a bridge."

There are not many hills which have been included in,

and then washed out ot, an A.G.U. Six Days Trial. Litton
Slack, in Derbyshire, is one of the exceptions, and will

long be remembered by some of the competitors in the Six
Days of 1914. We admit we rather expected that it would
have been mentioned by more than two of our fifty con-

tributors—Jack Haslam (of Sheffield) and Harold Finch
(of Coventry). Both these riders were on 3^ h.p. Premier
sidecars in the 1914 Six Days, and the first-mentioned

~ obtained a special award for his splendid performance. We,
too, agree that there are very few worse hills to be found
than Litton Slack, and it would be interesting to see how
post-war motor cycles show up on its gradient. All the hill

is visible from the bottom, therefore there are no awkvyard
hairpins and surp-rises, but the gradient is so severe and
the surface so loose as to cause bad wheel slip under the
best conditions, while in the wet it is well-nigh unclimbable.
In the 1934 A.C.U. Trial, the first dozen or so competitors
delayed the rest of the entry for over an hour, when they
were sent round by another route, and the hill was
" washed out."

The Dreaded Porlock.
The veteran Harold Karslake—or, as he is known to his

intimates, " Oily "—names Porlock Hill, the test de
resistance in the London-Land's End Trial at Easter.

Karslake has climbed the -hill many tinier since his first

ascent in 1906 (he omits the name of his mount), and still

it stands out in his mind as the worst trials hill, because
of its treacherous surface, varying from day to day, the

high banks with deep gutters, and its first bend, which is

" fatal " if taken too fast or too wide. "

Porlock is also J. S. Bennett's worst hill. This rider of

a Metro-Tyler views hills as a lightweight competitor, and,
perhaps, is in a better position to draw comparisons than
one with a 1,000 c.c. engine at his disposal.

Another hill mentioned by J. S. Bennett is Succombe
Hill, Warlingham, which has a reputed gradient of 1 in 2^,
with a right-angle bend at the top.

Dan Bradbury, the Sheffield rider of Nortons, also

selects Porlock as the piecR rfc resistance, and, strange to

say, is the only one of the fifty to refer to Lynton. In the
confines of The Motor Cycle office he will find supporters,
however. Bradbury, in fact, names five hills : Park Rash,
Alt-y-Bady, Lynton, Porlock, and Bwlch-y-Groes.
Bwlch-y-Groes figures quite prominently ; in fact, it comes

second to Alt-y-Bady in the schedule given on the pre-

ceding page. It is a mountain pass which is very deceptive,
and for this reason is a trap into which many fall on
ascending it for the first time. Among those who have a
special regard for this hil! may be mentioned such leading
men as Hugh Gibson, Victor Horsman, Alexander Lindsav,
JNI.B., P. W. Moffatt, and Kaye Don.

A Test for Engines
Dr. Lindsay gives as his reason "because it looks dead-

easy. It is a test of scientific engine design rather than of

cyclobatics and rear tyre adhesion." Victor Horsman re

minds us that " there is so much of it " ; while Kaye Don
writes: "I consider the most difficult hill in open reli-

ability trials is Bwlch-y-Groes, owing to the length and severe
gradient, especially at the top."

P. W. Moffatt says :
" It is the steepest long hill that I

know, with a nice steadying hairpin at the bottom "
; while

Hugh Gibson considers it the finest test hill in the country.
" It is simply a long grind," he writes. ."If a representative
batch of new stock machines could be taken from depots
and run fifty miles and then up Bwlch-y-Groes, the per-
centage of failures would very likely exceed 90%."
Donald S. Parsons, the captain of the Essex Motor Club,

also gives Bwlch-y-Groes pride of place, for reasons given
in the words below :

" 'The bottom has to be reached by
very heavy going ; the two hairpins at the foot are teasers.
Then follows over a mile of hard collar work ; the gradient
appears easier, and the novice is tempted to allow his engine
to run at a good speed, resulting in overheating and failure."
The P. and JI. rider, P. O. Cunningham, also considers

this long Welsh hill the worst hill in modern reliability
trials.

BI2
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- Personally, we have found Bwlch-y-Groes only second to

Applecross as a test for air-cooled engines, but memory
regarding the latter appears to be short, and it is mentioned
by only three of our fifty exponents. A. G. Fenn, who
used to figure conspicuously on a B.S.A.,-but now with, the

Raleigh Co., votes for this long and trying grind. "The
surface is poor," he says, " the corkscrews keep you busy,

and you generally manage to strike it when behind time."
The veteran Quadrant rider, T. Silver, also cites Apple-

cross as the most severe hill to climb ; and this opinion is

confirmed by Jesse Baker, the Scott rider from Wigan, who
describes it tis "about a couple of miles of serious single

.figure climbing, preceding two wickedly acute hairpins on

1 in 4 - gradient at least. This, coming after a tiring

climb, just puts the ' tin hat ' on both man and machine."

Last Year's Six Days Hills.

Considering the "howl" raised by competitors during

last year's Six Days, it is perhaps a little- surprising that

only four competition riders mentioned Park Rash. Frank
Smith (of .Clyno fame), H. jMortimer Batten, and E. F.

Goodman (the Velocette rider) are among those who refer

to Park Rash as "villainous," "an absolute terror," etc.;

while F. J. Ellis, hon. secretarjf of the Woolwich, Plumstead,
and District M.C., who frequently figures in the big trials

on a Matchless, hesitates between Park Rash and Summer
Lodge. The latter hill was probably the worst of last

year's A.C.U. Six Days Trial, and is one of the trio of

terrors, of which Park Rash is one and Harden Bank
the third.

W. A. Fell Smith, now an ardent Rex rider, replied :

"Without hesitation, Summer Lodge. I think it saf« to say

that this hill will never again be included in an open trial

until such time that caterpillar tractors are standard."
D. A. Atkin, who competed on a Rover solo, also votes for

Sunnner Lodge, as does Capt. R. Charlesworth, the Zenith
ridel'. P. W. Bischoff gives a rather curious reason- for his

choice of Summer Lodge, concerning which he says :
" The

first mile kills tlie engine, the double haii'pin bend is ex-

tremely difficult, the gradient is far more severe than it

appears to be, and an air pocket just below the final crest

iipsets carburation at the critical moment."
R. W. Duke, of the Birmingham M.C.C., and G. J.

. Sheman^, of Coventry, both experienced Triumph riders,

regard Summer Lodge as their worst hill ; while F. W.
Applebee, who flies up Snaefell like a two-year-old, says, if

it must be done, he lias little preference between scaling

Park Rash, Summer Lodge, and Harden Bank.

A Southern Hill.

In wet weather, the intrepid veteran cites Old Chalky as

the worst of all. Ride you ever so wisely, the machine will

most likely get on top of you.
Including F. W. Applebee, only three mentioned Harden

Bank, which Jlrs. 0. M. Jvnowles, of Gissing Hall, Diss,

considers the "toughest proposition"; while Norman
Rycroft mentions that it is one of the few hills he knows
which is little affected by weather conditions.

And now to Alt-y-Bady, the Llangollen terror, which in

some trials has brought every sidecar to a standstill, and
shattered the reputations of many "non-stop" soloists.

Small wonder that it scored the largest number of votes.

What can one say about Alt-y-Bady, except that it is as

steep as the roof of a house, very, very rough, and, in the
words of more than one, "a holy terror." It is narrow.
there are bends at the approach, there are deep gulleys, an

< uneven surface, rocks (plenty of them), and, owing to field,^

on either. side, it is very slimy. Verily a stiiky mixtiire !

J, A. Newman, a consistent Sunbeam rider, says: "You
can never be sure of making a clean ascent, even the best

rider on the best machine."
Frank Giles, of the A.J.S.. claims that it calls for a high

standard of individual driving skill. G. D. Hardee, the
Greenwich Matchless rider, says its gradient and surface
demand the greatest skill in holding any sort of machine on
it. R. B. Clark, who usually rides a Coulson, says its

characteristics make it "a real teaser.

"

And the roll call supporting the Llangollen titbit includes
such names as the Rev. J. M. Philpott, G. Packman, Leslie
Guy, Gus Kuhn, J. Watson Bourne, S. W. Phillpot, W. H.
Carson, J. E. Greenwood (the Sunbeam designer), and Bert
Kershaw, which is in itself convincing. And so Alt-y-Bady
wins the International comfortably for Wales.
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The Aitraclions of Big Boundaries and Vast Spaces.

AS'l'RANGE weird land is the English Fen
Country, especially under a brooding sky. It

is land more foreign than any part of England
under any weather condition, but on those days when
a deep palpitating gloom gathers over those vast

expanses, a strange mystery that baffles description

seems to permeate everything around'. A storm on a

Welsh or Scottish pass is a magnificent spectacle,

but there is nothing quite like the threatening shadows
of a storm in the Fens. The mighty space of clouds
and the leagues upon leagues of wild luxuriant

greeneiy, and the ominous leaden glint of the waters
together make the scene more impressive than can be
observed elsewhere in Britain.

A Strange Attraction.

It ma) seem strange to open an article on the Fens
by describing the beauties and mysteries of stormy
weather, for storms are no more frequent there than
in any other part of the East
Coast—a coast notorious for its

sunshine. But if one is for-

tunate enough (or unfortunate,

according to one's nature and
clothing) to experience a storm
in this exposed district, one will

not forget the experience. The
odds, how^ever, are greatly in

favour of the touring motor
• cyclist not experiencing a storm,
but to be blessed with sunshine—sunshine and air of such a
quality not to be found anywhere
except on the coast, between the
H u m b e r and Cromer ; air

steeped with ozone of such tonic

value that it makes the moun-
tain breezes weak wine in com-
parison.

The Wolds, which are in strange contrast lo

Fen country.

As a touring district, Lincolnshire is comparatively

new ground. The motor cyclist who has not climbed

the hills of Lincolnshire or traversed the great expanse,

smiles at a suggested tour in the Fens, but he

smiles in pitiful ignorance. I have motored in the

Trossachs and along the glorious banks of Loch

Lomond, in Yorkshire, Derbyshire, Wales, Sussex,

Surrey, Warwickshire, and the Wye Valley, but,

strange as it may seem to some, themost vivid remem-

brances are those of motor cycling in Lincolnshire.

Sunset Effects.

It is difficult to define the outstanding features of

this part of England. When one journeys to West-

morland and North Wales, one goes expressly for

mountairf scenery or the lakes; Warwickshire for

sylvan beauty and old world cottages ; Sussex and

Surrey for rolling downs and wooded races. All the

beauty spots of the British Isles have their particular

and definable attractions, but

the great expressive fenland is

beautiful in some subtle majestic

way that simply cannot be

analysed. Compare the deep

charm of Flobbema's " Avenue
of Middelharnis," with Leader's

pretty Welsh or Thames pas-

torals. Both have their charms,

but the old Dutch masterpiece

—

that magnificent study in per-

spective and spaciousness—com-
pels and intrigues when the

others are forgotten ; and so with

the Fens. Its skies are the finest

in the world, and nowhere in

the world, not even in the

Pacific or in California, can one

see more gorgeous sunsets. It

is worth much to see a Fen sunset.

BI4
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The Fenland as a Touring Ground.—
But tiie motor cvclist does* not choose a touring

ground because nature is prodigal in its sky colouring

in that particular district—something of greater

material \'alue .must induce him to break new ground.

One does not care to waste precious days of a fort-

night's holiday on experiments, although the adventurer

dn a new land must be prepared to take what is found.

So one of the first things the practical motor cyclist

will enquire about will be the road conditions, for bad
roads may entirely spoil one's impression of a countn,'.

If attention is absorbed in dodging holes there will be
few rhapsodies about the cerulean blue above. But the

question of bad road surface need not bother him.
There are long stretches on which he would have diffi-

culty in finding a pot-hole. The run,~ for instance,

from Nottingham via Newark, Sleaford, Tattershall, to

the coast is a revelation after the corrugations on
some of the Midland highways.

He will find narrow little stretches,

and stretciies—iust a few of them
near tlie coast—of such 'aggravating

sinuosity that one would imagine
no one but a corkscrew designer

could have planned them. Of
course, one knows that the eternal

dykes and soft ground were
originally responsible for the
" cr(X)ked ways"; but the speed-

man should be careful on his first

visit, for the grand stretches that

lead from all parts of West Lincoln-

shire to the marshes near the coast

allow one to maintain a high speed.
Perhaps he will suddenly find him-
self on a perfectly straight narrow
bit of going. He may open out.

only to find tliat the road ends not

with a curve, as he expected, but with an acute hairpin

bend with a deep dyke on each side, and if careless he
would not be the first motor cyclist to cut through
those luscious reeds and plunge into the black Fen
water below.

'Wold, Fen, and Marsh.
Roughly speaking, Lincolnshire may be divided into

Wold, Fen, and ]\Iarsh, each district having its own
distinctive cliaracteristics. The Marsh is about seven

or eight miles wide, running along the coast and noted

for its fine cattle and purifying winds. In summer
the wind is simply an appetite-generating zephyr,

except on rare occasions. In the late autumn it can

lay on your chest like a ton. weight—not in gusts as

in the mountains, but with one long, untiring, unyield--

ing pressure. Yes, a cleansing wind, indeed, and one

that can transform the flat into a i-6 for miles on
end. Then comes the Fen—flat, rich corn land once

perpetually flooded ; lands which are fat, lands which
have made many fat purses. The third ' portion of

the country—the Wolds—is of different character.

These " backbones," reaching 500ft. in -height, run

north and south, and are in strange contrast to the

rest of the country. They can provide pretjy good
fun, too, for the motor cyclist who has tired of the

flats, further east.

Of the historic association one could write reams.

Lincolnshire possesses one monument to the skilful

engineei's of ancient Rome in the old sea bank that

modern engineers look on with profound respect even

to-day. The Romans left their mark here—there

is no doubt about that—and so did other invaders.

The Humber and the Wash were such useful places

to land marauding parties. It could not ha^e been a

\ery peaceful picnicking sort of existence before Julius

Caesar decided to colonise the place, and it certainly

was not peaceful alter the good people of those days

decided to leave us to ourselves. But history will

keep ; one does not want history on a - short motor

cycling holiday—^modern hotels and accommodation
are subjects much more in keeping. It is vfith a

certain sense of diflidence that I suggest how to see

the Fens and ^^o!ds. Some may decide on a "flying

visit "—others may dip more deeply into the country

whilst journeying to other fields and pastures.

Evervone knows Grantham on the Great North

Road (the

liotel there,

turesque).

is a good
btanch into

" Angel " is a good
%'ery ancient, very pic-

This old-world town
place from which to

the Fens from the

One* i the many quaint scenes to be (ound
in the picturesque city of Lincoln.

South or the Midlands—or Stam-
ford would do as well. From the

lormer place one may journey

towards "Sleaford an^l Boston

through a district richer in fine

churches than any part of

lingland, Sleaford behind, the

Fens proper are entered, and soon

Boston Stump will loom in the

distance—a dominant and graceful

landinark, crowning a picturesque,

.ind probably more distinctive,

town than any other of its size

Itt England.
St. Botolph's has been likened

unto the Campanile of Venice, and quite an apt

parallel too. For Boston Steeple was certainly a

Queen of Waters before the Fens were drained.

Boston is a town whose history is like old wine, full

bodied and rich. The history of some " historic
"

towns is musty and flat, and never creates thrills, but

not so the past of this ancient seaport,

Skegness—and a Contrast.

Do not attempt to reach the sea from this tow?i,

although it is quite close—journey instead on to Skeg-

ness. It is a winding road—there is no denying that

;

init it runs through a quaint and interesting country.

Skegness, as a seaside resort, may not attract you

:

it is not a second Blackpool by any means, but it has

fine sands, one or two good hotels, golf links, and it is

". so bracing." " Long low dunes and lazy plunging

sea: a coast of league-long rollers," as Tennyson says

of this shore, and true it is indeed. Tennyson knew
this part, for his birthplace is near-by.

To gain an adequate impression of the varied style

of landscape in this country, take the road to Spilsby,

Revesby, Coningsby, to Tattershall. There the shell

of an old castle remains, a brick built structure rising

majestically from the flats. Tales to tell there are of

these parts, and even the most prosaic motor cyclist

must, on occasions, have his interests stirred when the

old tales of the country are told—tales of murders on

the highways; of the days when the great lighthouse,

1315
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The Fenland as a Touring Ground.—

Dunstan Pillar, was erected on Lincoln cliff to guide

travellers over the vast fens and marshes; of the weird

legends that abound ; the folk-songs, the strange belief

in witchcraft that exists in some parts to this day ; of

the ghcfst haunted roads, and a score of other mediaeval

tales and beliefs.

From Tattershall, make your way to Horncastle

unless you want to see the " Dutch " village of Billing-

hay and its mills and dykes, which appear to have been

transplained directly from Holland. ]t is about two

miles or so from Tattershall, on the Sleaford Road.

and is well worth a visit.

The' Hills of Lincolnshire.

The journey from Tattershall via Coningsby to

Horncastle should be continued on to Louth. It is

along this road that one first tastes of tlie hills of

l.inciilnshire. From a 300ft. elevation just before the

SOME SPRING.

A helical tragedy in four acts

town is entered, one confronts a magnificent jsanorama

;

the country from the Humber and across the ten miles

to the sea lies unrolled before you. a scene of shifting

lights and shades and colour.

. It is not a country to race through, and, as one

switchbacks across the Wolds to Market Rasen, if a

halt be made in one of the many villages, a good deal

of unconscious humour may be heard among the oldet

Lincolnshire peasants. Last time I was in the county,

I heard the following story—though attributed to a

Fen man, it may have had its origin elsewhere.

A small farmer was asked how he had cured his cow
that had been ill, and this was his reply. " I got

haafe a pound o' sulphur and mixed it wi' warni watter,

and bottled it into her," he said with a broad smile.
" Eh I it's a fine thing, I reckon," he went on, " is sjil-

"phur, for owt that's badly, cow or pig, or the missis, or

anythink.'' Other stories come to mind of Fen men,
but not having the necessary motor cycle flavour, this

one had better stand alone.

So onwards from Market
Rasen' to Lincoln City, taking

any of the roads that happen
to "be handy, for the surfaces

of all are good.

A Suggestion.

A powerful outfit is not

necessary either to tour the

district, and great pleasure*

could be obtained even with

a two-stroke sidecar—in the

summer. A really fine tour

from London would be to

cover the best of the Broad-

lands, then on to the Fens of

Lincolnshire. From Lincoln,

one could touch Robin Hood's .

and Little John's country (tte

Dukeries of Nottinghamshire),

and pass on from there to

Derbyshire and bark through

Nottingham on to Grantham
and the Great North Road
again. What a contrast in

types of scenery this run

w o u I d embrace I and goo<.f

roads too, with the exception

of th& journey from Matlock

to Derby.

But it is the Fens that I

would mark as a district to

see. One may have visited

every part of the British
Isles ; mAy have indeed pur-

posely avoided the Fens ; but

one "does not know England

unless one has passed through

this foreign looking, dignifierl

county, that fascinates in some

strange and unaccountable

way—this county of deep

luscious shadows, mysterious

lighting effects, and vast

spaces—.swept by an air borne

from the grev North Sea.

Friar John.

BlO
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.

.

Rudge
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K.S.

Rudge
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Scott2,
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.

Scott
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K.S.

.
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K.S
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Describing the Characlerislics of the Various Types of Power Unifs.

Tfie importance of Conlinuily of Torque on Motor Cycle Development.

MOTOR cycle engines, as all

other power units, are under-
going an evolutionary pro-

cess, and finality remains a long way
jliead.

The question so often asked by
the inexperienced in motor cycle

matters, -'Wliat is tlte best type of
engine?" can only be parried by
another, " What has it to do? "

In the case of stationary and boat
plant, simple cylinder arrangements
may be adopted, because there is

rotini for the employment of large

flywheels for the smoothing out of
torque inequalities, the total weight
of the unit being more or less negli-

gible. The same truth obtained in

the early development of cars, and
still holds in the motor cycle world.

Let us consider tlie desiderata of

a successful power unit for road
vehicles; six qualities are needed,
and these are placed in order of de-
sirnbilitv :

SIhCLES:
rociR 3TR0r£..

ONE
REVOLUTION,

ONE
IMPULSE.

k _ TWO RE.VS.

Torqup Impulses of standard types of

engines.

Single two-stroke, which scores on
power for weight, simplicity, and smooth
running.

(«) Power (for

given capacity). ,

{b) Reliability.

(»•) Clieapnt->s

of operation.

(</) Smoothness
of running, i.e.,

absence of unbal-

anced forces and
freedom from
torque variations.

(6)Lightweight.

(/)Cheapmanu-
facture {i.e., sim-

plicity).

Existing power
units are fairly

evenlv matched

robustness of

construction
pennit it . to

run, as an

engine, very

economically
—the overall

economy of

the machine
i t propels,

liowever, may
be less than a

machine fitted

with a more
complicated
but smoother
running power
unit.

on jjoints (n), {b), and (<"), but
owing to the necessary freedom from
friciional losses, the smaller the

number of cylinders the greater the

available power for any capacity

;

thus the single usually scores over
the twin, as the twin scores over the

four-cyUndcr in sheer b.h.p. for a

given total capacity. Reliability is

not necessarily greater with one
cylinder than it is with two or more.
If a one-cylinder engine is reliable

lor 10,000 miles, surely a four-

cylinder engine should be equally

reliable, since it is merely a com-
bination of four single-cylinder

engines, each smaller and less highly

stressed, and each correcting certain

defects of the others, resulting in

vibration-free running. On the score

of cheapness of operation the single

again shines, for its comparatively

high thermal efficiencv and essential

TWO
REVOLUTIONS,

ONE
IMPULSE.

The (our-stroke single, pre-eminent for power

output from a alven caoacttv.
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Single or MiUti-cylinder?—

The other qualities (d), («), and
(/),. may now be considered. First,
smoothness of running : this attri-

bute of good engines has two great
sub-divisions. To the average
motor cyclist the difference between
balance and torque is somewhat
hazy, but the distinction between
the vibration due to unbalanced
parts and that arising from uneven
firing intervals' is clear and distinct.

Unbalance results in vibration
which is felt equally, whether the
engine is giving power or whether
It is being driven by some external
means, and in consequence has
nothing to do with the number
or disposition of the. firing inter-
vals. For a given capacity a single-cylinder engine
presents the greatest problem in balancing, and a
narrow angle V twin is also balanced oply by com-
promise; on the other hand, a flat twin is abnost

Despite uneven firing intervals, the V twin
is pre-eminent on passenger machines.

MARCH IJth, igoi.

Just as a greater number of

cylinders allows the engine's re-

ciprocating parts to be ' smaller and
lighter for a given power, so an in-

crease in the number of power im-

pulses over a given period pennits a

lightening of the transmission ele-

ments, and is conducive to a reduc-
tion of the stresses and wear im-
posed upon frames, wheels, and
tyres, as well as to an increase in

the rider's comfort.

Torque comparisons between the

various types of engines are most
easily shown diagrammatically, when
it will be seen that over a given

two revolutions the four-cylinder

has the advantage. The power out-

put of this type is delivered in four

M " \

CONTRASTING
;

MOTOR CYCLE

POWER UNITS. •

1.. " y^ 'vs^^

Absence of vibration—the outstanding characteristic of the

flat twin.

perfectly balanced, and therefore runs with practi-

cally no vibration at all, while four-cylinder engines,

although somewhat inferior to the, flat twin, have like-

wise a minimum of vibration. Vertical twins with

cranks at i8o° show an impleasant tiansvetse vibra-

tion which cannot be eliminated,

while three-cylinder radials occupy

a midway position between the flat

twin and V twin, almost approach-

ing the former in the absence of

vibration.

Torque vibrations may be de-

scribed as pulsations in the power
delivery of the engine, and -they

have a tremendous effect upon the

design of a macliiae, its comfort
an"8 its performance ; in many
cases smooth torque outweighs the

disadvantages of certain unbalanced
vibrations, notably in the case of

vertical twin two-strokes, where the

almost continuous power output
compensates for a thoroughly ob-

jectionable "couple."

Even torque,

A twin two-stroke ,• this type gives " four-

cylinder" effect with only live moving parts.

« ® -it # at • •

simplicity and low vibration, distinguish

the radial three-cylinder.

comparatively small blows, the

three-cylinder radial follows closely

with three slightly greater impulses,

but is beaten by the twin ,t\yc>-

stroke, which gives . a " four-cylin-

der " effect. Flat twin four-strokes

and single two-strokes give their

power in greater impulses at even

intervals, twice in two revolutions,

while .the V twin gives its Morse
effect

—
" dot dash, dot dash "—in

the same period. Finally comes
the single four-stroke, fated to give

its power in widely spaced smash-
ing thumps, and calling for heavy
flywheels and staunch transmission

gear to deal with its one impulse

every other turn of the crank. To
review, then-,, the various tvpes of
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Single or Multi-cylinder?

—

power units on the

motor cycle market it is

obvious tliat the ques-

tion, " What do you
want it to do?" must be
continually kept in view.

The designer whose
slogan is comfort,
silence, and smooth
acceleration 'with mini-

mum overall weight,

must look to the smooth
torque units; "he must
decide whether cost
shall sway the balance
between the four-cylin-

der four-stroke or the

simple twin two-stroke.

Compactness may make
a compromise desirable,

in which case the three-

cylinder radial offers manv

|j^OT(^lLll

-uxurlously smooth running is the aUnbule of the lour-cylindcr

advantages. Single two-
sti-oke and flat twin offer similar torque characteristics,

but the former lacks refinement of balance just as it

laughs at all other types in cost ; while finally there is

the four-stroke single, first choice of the man who

demands maxim u m
power for a

,

given

capacity, and who -will

have the entire reli-

ability of the stationary

engines wlrich were its

forebears.

Has this summary
ignored the V twin?

Yes and no ! Like
" crash " gears, the only

remark that can be

made of this type is that

it is terrible, but that it

goes. The V twin was

developed " because it

fitted motor cycle
frames "—there can be

no excuse for its uneven

torque and crude un-

balance other than the

most telling e.KCuse of

all, that it has made possible the success of the splen-

did and powerful passenger motor cycles which have

(lone so much to popularise the movement. Like

many faithful servants, it may iiave to be discarded,

luit the dav is yet far distant. Wharfedale.

PRICES OF SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
A Schedule of Prices at which used and shop-soiled

advertisements of last week'

MAKE, H.P., AND D.Vri;.

A.B.C. 3h.p., 1930

Abingdon 0-7 b.p.. I'JL'U

.Anme 8 ll.p. sc, 1 920
A.J.S. Obp. sc, 13-'0

AVERAGl-;
CLASSIFIED PRICES. PRICE.

fs.), /92, fWO, f\ 10, ti't-'S, t'/"!"-'.'.

t*aiO (\.i>

/;i.10, £110 /130
£180, £100 riso

Motor Cycles were being
s issue of " The Motor Cj'

MAKE, H.P., AND DATE.
number I! h.p. sc, lOio
Indian 7-» h.p. se., 1020

AUon2Jh.p., 1020
AmericaLi X., 7-9 h.p., 1920
Ariel 31 h.p., 1020
Bat S h.p. sc, 1920
I'eardmore 3 h.p., 1920 . . .

.

Dlackbumo 1 h.p. sc. 1920 .

nlackbumc 8 h.p- sc, 1920 .

Bradbury (i h.p. sc. 1920 ..

B.S.A. Vt h.p. cc, 102O

('althorpe 2:1 h.p., 1920
Clyuo •1\ h.p., 1920
Connaught '1\ h.p., 1920 ....

Coulsou-B. •! h.p., 1920
Coulson-B. 2i h.p., 1920
Coveutry Eagle 23 h.p., 1020
Diamond 2} h.p., 1920
Douglas 2J h.p., 1920
Douglas 1 h.p. sc, 1920

Enfield 8 h.p. sc, 1020

Enfield 2J h.p., 1920
Excelsior 1\ h.p., 1920
Harlcy-Da\'idson 7-0 h.p. sc,

Hazlewood 5-G h.p. sc, 1920
Hobart2Jh.p.. 1920

(.lij, nao, £180, £190, trto'>, £19.-.,

£200, £200, £200, tiSdJ. t£210, ftSlO CI 95
£58, £70, £75 £08nm _
£88. £00, •£106 An
£110, t£20(J t\Vi
£80, £81 •. £82
ai3,£l-'5 £120
£I75,f210 (195
n7o ;

—
X\t% £125, £13,-., (,-135, t£UO, t£MS.

t£i;0, t£150 f 13.S

£00, £05 , £0.1

£'33, £'55, £55, £60. £«0 £57
£IS,£60 .- £1!)

£83, £87, ibO. £08 £115

£75, •£8i' !!!!!!;!;!!;;!!!;!!!;;! £80
£59 ; —
£70, £85, £30, £87 £82
£115, £125. £1.S0, £1,10, £13-5, £1 10.

£U0, £110 £132
£110. t/;tlS. t£150, £153, ti'l35,

ta'O. tO70 £135
0!l.£55 £.52

£01, £70. £80 £71
£1(!0, t£19S, t£200, tf'JlO, t£-')5.
t£325 raoi
•£170 ...; —
£55. £«"i £00

'L'miaeJ,

offered in the miscellaneous
cle."

AVER.AGE
PRICE.

£180,

Indian 1 h.p., 1020
James 5-0 h.p. sc, 1920

Lea-Francis 3.t h.p
Levis 2} h.p.. '1020
Martinsyde h.p. se.. 1020 . .

.

Malclilcss S h.p. sc, 1920

New Hudson 1\ h.p.. 1020 . .

.

New Imperial 8 h.p. sc, 1020.
Norton -J h.p., sc. 1020
N.U.T. 3.1 h.p., 1020
O.K. 2; h.p., 1920-
Ouiega 2.'. h.p.. 1920
P. & M. 31 h.p. sc, 1930
Quadrant \\ h.p. sc, 1920 . .

.

Kadco 2i h.p., 1920
Rover 3,'. h.p., 1920
Rover 5-C h.p. sc, 1 920
Roval Ruby 3 h.p., 1920
Rudgc 31 h.p., 1020
Scott 3; h.p. sc, 1920

Sunbeam 3! h.p., 1020 ..

.

Sunbeam 3i h.p. sc, 1920
Triumph Ih.p. Model H.,
Triumph \ h.p. sc. 1920 .

Vclocctte 2J h.p.. 1020 .

.

Verusdh.p., 1920
Wooler 2-3 b.p., 1920 . . .

.

Zenith 8h.p. sc, 1920 ...

tDvnamo lightin?.

1920

CLASSIFIED PRICES.
(100

t/'iir., \(XJ3, t£ioo, til

t '1 80, t£ 1 00, t{-"<»

£113
fl.1.5, £150, £150, £100, '£103, £170,

«/l70
£100, £105
('.30, £30

•£150, £100
<T55, nVa, £173, CI 75, £180. £180,
Vis5. tns5, tnoo, tfaoo, t*£2i.5

.

?55, £58
£100
/no, £135 . . ;

t£115rt£lI5, tiCl-'5

£13 ..-rr.

£5S,£G0
£130, £138
£9.5, £115. £125
£15, £«
< 90, Cgj. £125
?1.->0.'£100, £1 CO £15
(99, n02 £101
'85, £85, £90, £95, ^95, £105 ...... £02
'
A35. £130, £110, £1 10. £150, £133,
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THE COST OF HIRING A MOTOR CYCILE.

W E frequently receive enquiries from readers a.skini,'

where motor cycles may be hired. A firm whicli

has kitely undertaken this work is Messrs. Maudes'
ilotor Mart. The cost of hiring is on the following

e : Weekend Per week
or for two

mid-week One full weeks or Extra
(3 days), week. more. days,

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

.Motor cycle ... 42 6 85 76 6 10
Sidecar outfit ... 52 6 110 90 13

All hiring charges are payable in advance together with

a deposit of £10 for a motor cycle or motor cycle and sida.

car, which is held to cover any petty damage or loss ot

accessories not covered by insurance. The deposit is return-

able in full wlien the motor cycle or motor cycle and side-

car is returned in sound condition. Week-ends are counted

from 6 p.m. on Friday to 10 a.m. on Monday and mid-weeks
from 10 a.m. Tuesday to 6 p.m. Thursday.

All motor cycles are fent out fully equipped. No machines

can be hired to persons who have not held a driving licence

for at least twelve months.

CI5
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Herltord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

dozen times over in a police-riddenWEIGHTS—IN 1902 AND NOW.
Sir,—Tliougli principally concerned with the motor car

side of the press, I am a keen follower of your paper pri-

vately, and have noticed the difference of opinion existing

with regard to the ideal weight limit tor the solo macWne.
Looking through an article on motor cycling in an issue

of T/ie Car, dated June 11th, 1902,, I was highly amused
at the report of a lecture given by Mr. Graham Murray,
one of the pioneers of the sport, who expressed his opinion
that the absolute practical weight limit of a motor cycle

should not exceed 100 lb., as a machine of greater weight
would be difficult to handle or to lift into a guard's van

!

Perhaps some of the London-Land's End entrants would
be pleased to read tliis.

DETACHABILITYt
Sir,—Your contributor,

my patent,' No. 139,980,

F. T. POULTON.

Mr. Davies,
your issue

n his remarks on
of February 24th,

overlooks, or mi.'^ses, the main purpose of the patent.
In the present makes of engines with outside flywheel,

when it is necessary to withdraw the connecting rod and
piston for rebushing, the engine mu.'it be entirely removed
from the frame, dismantled, and in this process and the re-

assembling a considerable amount of time is spent and
expense incuri'ed. My patent does away with the dis-

mantling of the engine, as the power transmission end of

the driving shaft and the crank jiin can be removed through
an opening in the crank case, leaving the engine in the
frame without disturbing the .setting of the valve timing
mechanism and a magneto. WILLIAM MALCOLM.

CLASSIFYING COMPETITION RIDERS.
Sir,—Now that the time for trials and competitions

approaches I think that an added interest would be given
to their descriptions in your journal if some distinction was
drawn between trade riders and amateurs.
Most of us judge the merits of the different machines by

the performances of the former, while the efforts' of the latter

appeal to our sporting, instincts. •

I would suggest that a leaf might be taken from the book
of cricket, and that the names of all. professional riders
should be gi\ en, shed of their initials, while the real amateur
should have his full title. „
No trade rider, I think, wants to be thought an amateur;

no competitor, who rides for the sport alone, wishes to be
thought to be coimected with the trade. • ETAPLES.

London. -"_

[This is not an isolated suggestion, and we should be glad
of further opinions from readers on the subject.

—

Ed"]

ORGANISATION AND CO-OPERATION.
Sir,—I read from time to time, in T/ie Motor Ci/cle, letters

from newly joined A. A. members complaining of the iniquity
of the new subscription and lack of personal benefits, and
have heard many motor cyclists on the road expressing
similar opinions.

It is true the A.A. has more or less brought this attitude
upon itself by emphasising too much, iii its advertisements,
the immediate and personal benefits, such that those who
cannot see beyond their noses, and who expect tangible
individual results, practically want free petrol, oil, and
tyres in return for their subscription. Even so, there are
tangible personal benefits. The A.A. village signs, finger-
posts, warnings, and so on are so numerous and so familiar
that one forgets they are all part of the organisation. A.A.
.scouts have several times saved me a heavy fine for exceeding
the speed limit; and the free legal defence alone may save

the subscrijDtion

district.

But the chief, and far the most vital, benefit is not

immediately evident ; but it is that to which practically

every motor cyclist owes his very existence on the roac

to-day, so -that those who do not join the A.A. are to

certain extent defrauding those who do. It is the fight

against Government oppression, taxes, restrictions,' rules ant

regulations, bureaucracy, and red tape officialdom generally

The A.A. is the private motorist's trade union. (I hat(

the word, and only use it for want of a better.) 'We miis

have such. If the A.A. were to give up every persona,

benefit it talks about in the advertisements, the subscrip

tion would still be worth while. It is true it failed t(

defeat the new 1921 taxation; and citi culpa? A housf

divided against itself— . I was formerly an A.C.U. membe:
also, but returned my badge after the secretary signed hii

approval of the scheme.
Your columns have for months been full of complaint;

about the new tax ; but it does not seem to have occurrec

to anyone that there will be another Budget next year, anc

that // the present taxa.'i only stop where they are, we shal

have. the A.A. to thank. _ The A.A., as it. is, is makin^
perfect nuisance of itself in Parliament, and I doot it hasni

finished yet. . A.A. 282590 AE 8675,

Cambridge.

" Fosterini

should lik

motor cycl

and mavb

SPORTING OR SOCIAL CLUBS?
Sii',—With reference to your remarks headed

Club Life," in the issue of February 24th, I

to voice my opinion, as the late secretarj' of a

club, of the indiscreet decision of that club,

of others, of making the club of a purely sporting nature
There seems to be a notion in some minds that every moto
cyclist is " single," or should be, and this seems to b
approved by the.A.C.U. as a governing body of the pastime
which, since the formation of the various centres, ha
resolved, I believe, that no other club can be recognise
where one already exists unless that centre. op/jrorcs.

It has been a topic of late, as to " Where are the ladies?
I suppose this is how some think they will attract them

H. ALDRED

i'M.

UNKNOWN HEROES. TKe man who gave up using oil durlnRb:
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COPPEN, ALLAN & CO.,
89, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.I.

SOI.E DISTRIBUTORS 'Fhoui: MAYFAIR 5399.

"READING STANDARD"
THE V«fORUD'S MASTER MOTOR OYCL.E.

SOLO, £184. COMBINATION, £229.
COMBINATION, with PLUS ONE SIDECAR, a Single or Double Seater at will, £250.

Above pric3S include Dynamo Li^hlinflr (not combinsd with magneto), all Electric Lamps, Electric Horn, Sliock-Abaorber. Coverall Apfon, etc,

EARLY DELIVERY ON GUARANTEED DATES. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF SPARES. CONSIDERATE ATTENTION

SIDECARS FOR EASTER
FOR FITTING TO YOUR OLD OR NEW MOUNT.

A SINGLE OR DOUBLE SEATER AT
SPECIFICATION. Sidecar body and chassis (finished in any one
of the six standard colours) Coverall apron, complete with turn-

buttons. Adjustable lamp bracket. Aluminium step plate. Sell-

lockirig sidecar wheel stand. 26in. or 2Sin. wheel, tyre. Fourpoint
suspension complete with steel sidecar lugs for attachment to most
makes of motor cycles. The whole of these guaranteed for six

months. Total weight^i85 lb. No irritating extras. Willcarry
two adults in comfort.

WILL.

11 THE ACE >>

4-CYL. MOTOR CYCLE
The ACE eu^iiie- rcprescuts (he last word in

wbdt IS uow udniitlctl to be the motor cycle
engine of tlic future as fnr as machines of thi.'

highest ciasi go.
Tlie lubrication is of the motor car type, n
sump in the crank case supplying oil (under
pressure) to all bearings. The lower hall of the
crank case Is ribbed to aid cooling of oil and
also give greater strength. Healed air iutak»^
to the carburetter ensurc-s perleot vaporisa-
tion and therefore maxiinuui fuel ccononiv.
The rest of the maehiuo is oacqiialLv advanc-
ed lines. The front forks are of extraordinary
strength, and the springing arrangements are
sensitive to light as well as heavy shocks;
Ihemudguarding i-s designed to prevent any
clogging, and the rear guard is movable to
allow tyre repairs to be casilv done. SOLO ORDINARY, £210 vSOLO ELECTRIC, £235

Distributors for

"M.P. "

SIDECARS
The Si'l-car

\' ;'!,' lUt a C!ia5sis."

38 Guineas.

New Machines
in Stock.

B.S.A., Lea Francis,
Clyno, Triumph,
Harley-Davldson,

New Hudson, Ace,
Reading Standard.

Zenith.

London
Agents for

Lightweight

2-stroke Types.

All 30/- tax.

The Famous de Luxe Tourer The "ACE" Racer The New Popular Utility Model

NEWHUDSON
Two speeds, plus
finest and best
et^uipment.

65 guineas

e\erytliing of the
in fittings and

The sporting and competition type "par
excellence." Special Engine—Attractive

Finish—Remarkable Speed.

7S guineas.

In (in-uvniiig llilf oil >-.ri',.<r„n i:i ii /> /lij.'irable to mention

Latest introducticii. Simple— Li^bt — Efficient—
Inexpensive. With reiinecl appearance, finish, and
equipment, ensuring good service and complete
satisfaction.

SO guineas (complete)

'The Motor Cycle." cZj
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YOUR EQUIPMENT
!or 1921
For pillion riding you need

TAN-SAD PILLION SEAT.

The Ever-Tried and Trvisty.

FOR SAFETY:
A TAN-SAD INSURANCE POLICY.

For all of these enquire of your agent, or

FOR UNTOLD RIDING COMFORT
YOU NEED A

TAN-SAD "NO-HURTS" SADDLE.
AN INCONTESTABLE TREASURE, says Mr. Short.

TESTIMONIAL.
Dear Sirs, Birmingham, 1/2/21.

Havmg obtained one of your Tan-Sad " NO HURT
Saddles. I took the opportunity of testing its merits over that

impossible stretch of pot holes between Erdington and Wolver-

hampton, via Walsall and Willenhall, returning via Wednesbury

—

a very "choice" 40 miles of road to test the Shock Absorbing

properties of any Saddle or Seat, and I found the " NO HURT "

an Incontestable Treasure to Motor Cyclists, and shall be pleased to

recommend it to all my friends.—(Signed) F, Short.

TAN-SAD WORKS, FREEMAN STREET, BIRMINGHAM
(F. H. HEADLEY.)

P
J

Patent Automatic Governor

Note the simplicity of the

PHILIPSON PULLEY
This is the Pulley that is used by

amateurs and professionals, and is

the ONLY pulley which has numer-

ous successes lo its credit in hill-

climbing contests.

Sen3 for illustrated booklet.

PHILIPSON & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, Lanes. °-"'' ^J years.

PULLEY
and Gear Combined.

No rods, chains, sprockets,

wheels, etc., to worry the

rider and give trouble when
least expected.

FOR LIST OF MACHINES WE
HAVE RECENTLY FITTED WITH
THE PHILIPSON PULLEY

See our advertisement in this

issue, page Sup. xii.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Price £8 = 8=0 ""p^r

Cl8 In answcnnij ihrsc advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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NOT ENOUGH MUD TO V^ORRY ABOUT.
Sir,—^jls ail old and appreciating reader of your valuable

paper, may I be permitted a small space in youi' columns
regarding we(> weather riding ? Many riders—to' judge by the
]ett€rs one reads—appear to think it is high time' machines
were so constructed that one could start—and finish, a wet
weather run in a spotless condition. If they were to take
notice of passing, cars, they would see that only the body
work prevents the passengeia from getting, smothered in
much the same way as a motor cyclist, so that nothing short
of a "limousine" motor cycle will ever cure mud splashing.

Personally, on my present mount, I have made many wet
\»'eatlier trips without becoming unduly plastered with mud,
and I might mention the

"

machine is not fitted '

with any special protec-

tion beyond a good
guard to each wheel.
Passing traffic i^

responsible for more than
half the liquid slush, buL
if good mudguards arc

litted, and a few seconds

six!nt to put on overalls

—which, to my mind,
need not be particu-

larly unsightly — the

most fastidious "Beau
Brummel " can ~i'ide

without being fearful of

his appearance at the

journcv's end.
OPINION.

Tooting, S,^Y.17.

WIDENINGPERFORM
ANCE. —PRI CE
RATIOS.

Sii',—There is, i am
sure, among the motor
rycling community, a

certain section wliii,

while possessing funds
sufTicieni to purchase a

lightweight only, desiie

a more powerful and
xet essentially simple
iiiacln'nc at appiii.si-

mati'ly the s;tmo im'lial

CO.'^t.
"

The spctitication shimld
inchule a 500 c.c. engine,

a plain two-speed gear,

and (for the sake of

lightness and low cost;

chain and belt traus-

missioii. The ratios pro-
vided should be about
llie same as the top and
middle of the usual
three-speed box, say 45
aud 7i to one. Given a

reasonable surface, there
is no gradient that a

3^-4 h.p. will not take in second—^^ith ease. A third .speed
is therefore merely a luxury, and should, without hesitation,
be discarded. To fit a lower low speed would be like equip-
ping a phaeton \\ith dray harness; the machine would lose
speod on hills and that sprightliness so dear to the semi-
sporting rider and tlic fast tourist. In this respect and
other details every care should be taken to prevent the
machine from developing into a weighty, often cumbersome,
and usually over-developed, steady going 'bus, which is

offered us to-day as a 3^ h.p. solo machine.
The details must be as simple as efficiency will permit

;

items, such as magneto, tyres, and forks should be as reason-
able in price as possible. The brake, for instance, of the
belt rim type : for a cheaply built band type is a curse. A
low frame should be designed purely for solo ridmg, and
made too light for sidecar work. The total weight wculd
not exceed 190 lb. Apart from the tax-saving point of view,
low weight is obviously beneficial in tyre wear and petrol
consumption, points loo often overlooked by the bnving
public.

A two-speed 2^ h.p. J.A.P. engined motor cycle sells i
'

about £75, and, considering that the frame would remain
practically identical in both machines, I hope to see the
3^-4 h.p. marketed at somewhere about £85 or £90.
In conclusion, I would like to point out that this design

embodies almost all the advantages of the sporting " singK'

gearer," combined with the capabilities of a go-anywhe;o
machine ; and this at
Dartmouth.

apabiliti

lightweight cost.' J.H.I.

Where one inslmctively closes the throttle and travels quietly—ihe Bishop
Close at Wells, Somerset.

ARE THEY WORSE THAN ELSEWHERE?
Sir,— I should like to bring before your notice, aud Tiefore the

notice of any readers of 'J'/ie Motor Cycle who intend to visit

Eastbourne in the future
"' "~

'
r'

" the disgusting condition

of the roads romid this

town. The roads
actually in the town and
in the immediate neigh-

bourhood are not so bad,

even quite good in some
places ; but outside they

could only be described

u.s—hum!—well, appal-

ling is a very mild term

to apply.

Piiders of spring-

framed machines wouki
be able to test the

efficiency of their
springs." The authorities

concerned are evidently

asleep. DISGUSTED.
'Tollbridge.

OPEN FRAMES FOR
ALL.

Sir,—Up to the pre

sunt very little is being

done, or spoken of.

regarding the " open

type framed machines."

I allude to the larger

sized machines other

than scooters. The near-

est approaches are, of

course, the few ladies'

with "looped" frames,

or with the top tube

brought rather low al

the saddle-piUar bracket.

Discussing this subjecl

with many members of

the motor cycle world

they all agree that the

machine of the future

will be constructed with

double iiarallel tubes

running from each side

of the back wheel undei'

gear box, engine, and

thence to the head simi-

lar to the A.B C, Superb
four and the hand;\'

Eevniold Runabout. This latter certainly appears to be so

far one of the best attempts to combine comfort and clean

riding in all weathers, but we must see more of its endur-
ance to be perfectly satisfied. T!ie Vaihj MaiVs motor cj-cle

correspondent remarked recently on " Woman's Keenness
to Ride," and why she does not is easily answered in a

few words. Open frames are wanted and not the t.-ype of

cut down or loop frame now being served out as a lady's
mount. The properly constructed open framed machine with
dashboard for protection is suitable for all, and the sooner
the obsolete and ''cribbed " push bicycle frame is done away
with, the larger the ranks of motor cyclists will become.
Can anyone tell me if he has experienced a certain amount

of vibration found at the " grips " on the handle-bars of
several makes of two-strokes on long runs of 80 to 100 miles ''

It is very tiring. Is it caused by their- frames not being so
stoutly made (in the gauge of frame tubingy as compared
with heavyweights? I find the same " dither " on the foot-
boards. Rubber " grips " and rubber blocks under the run-
ning boai-ds might help. HAROLD SOLOMON.
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LUBRICATION OF BOWDEN CABLES.
Sir,—I should like to send along the following tip, in

the hope that it may interest some readers of your valuable

paper, who, like myself, are all-weather riders, and' may.
possibly have been at a loss to lubricate their Bovvden
cables.

Get a piece, about Sin. long, of an old push-bicycle inner

tube, and into the end of this insert the end of the cable,

then bind the lot over with insulating tape, making a

good joint.

Ne.xt fill the tube about two-thirds full of a suitable

oil, and close the other end
tightly with a piece of string.

When this is done, get the. oil-

filled tube between your two
hands and squeeze hard. The
oil will then travel the full

length of the cable, and squiit

out at the far end.
This only applies to cablts

where the ends are detachable
from their seats of operation.

I have never heard of this

method being adopted before.

Dublin. W.G.R.

CONSUMPTION OF TWO-
STROKES.

Sir,—With regard to consump-
tion of two-strokes, I should like

to state my experience with an
O.K. two-speed Villiers. I get
110 m.p.g. on petrol with the
following setting : Amac carbu-
retter, jet No. 22, and level in

float chamber about -j^irin. lowei
than set by makers. I can give
full air on this setting, and usu-
ally run with air lever . fully-

open.
I must say this engine is a

splendid puller, and the way it

takes hills is wonderful. The
plug I am using is an Apollo,
the best plug I have used, and
I can recommend it to your
readers. A. Wigginto'n.

UNDER DIFFICULTIES.
Sir,— I have noticed several

letters from your correspondents
containing accounts of various
runs made on (mostly) high-
powered new " 'buses." I
think my adventures on an old
liglitweight machine might in-

terest your readers.
My machine is a 1911 2^ h.p.

F.N. The tyres (wired-on) Avere
in a bad condition. The rear
one, although new some months
before, had had all the rubber
studs cut off by the mudguard
coming adrift. The front one
had a groove round the centre
where the number plate screw-
had been rubbing. The induc-
tion pipe had a split in it of
2in. in length, which occasionally
opened to ^in. in width.
The cycle was in this con-

dition wlien I started from Lymington to ride to Westcliff,
Essex. I had threequarters of a quart of oil and two
gallons of petrol. I left at 8 a:m. on a Saturday. After
two or three miles the engine konked out on a small
gradient. I cleaned the carburetter, and made a fresh
start.

_
For ten miles I went with the engine firing once

or_ twice, " spitting " ' back in the carburetter, and then
firing with an ear-splitting bang in the silencer. I then
awakened to the fact that I was getting pre-ignition. I
changed the plug, and from that moment I did not have
any more signs of engine tronble. But the engine is not
the only potential cause of trouble on an old mount.

A WINDMILL IN THE CENTRE OF A CITY.

Within a mile of the station at Newcastle-on-Tyne this

old windmill defies the winds of Time, and incidentally

forms a contrast in power producers with the Victory Model
Matchless shown in the foreground.

MARCH ijth, ig2i.

Arriving at Southampton, I lost my way, and, in addi-
tion to getting about five miles on the wrong road, I got a
puncture in my rear wheel. Upon looking in my toolbag I

discovered I had lost all my patches, ami also found my
pump was bent to such an extent that I could neither use
it nor could I extract the connection. Nothing special- hap-
pened to me then . until I reached Kingston-on-Thames at

four o'clock—four and a half hours on a terrible road
with no trouble whatever.
Arriving at Kingston, I again lost my way, but I

eventually found myself in Piccadilly. I crossed the City

nith my heart in my mouth,
K>^ -—-._- »=>,«,j,;=™sOT-»~.^, -my foot on the brake, in low

gear, and with slipping clutch.

I had never ridden in the City
before, r.nd the roads were very
gieasy. Near the Tower the

back wheel tried to race the
tiont, and I carae^ oft', seeing

many stars in so doing. I

gmgerly mounted again, and
got as far as the Barking
Road, which was under repair,

all traffic being diverted to a
side road, which had been torn

up by hundreds of omnibuses.
My tyres stuck it for a lew
yards, then the rear tube
burst

!

I went through my vocabulary
of choice words, and asked foi-

the nearest railway station. I

finished the journey by train

from Plaistow, arriving at my
destination at 8 p.m., twelve
hours after the start. The ne.xt

day I mended the tube, and
without any adjustment did from
forty to fifty miles per day for

the four following days. My
mileage per gallon worked out

to over one hundred, and the

threecjuarters of a quart of oil

lasted for 120 miles.

The tot.il distance from
Lymington to Westcliff is 144

miles, of which I covered on
the cycle about 110, excluding
miles covered by going on wront;

roads,
' " HJ 1478.

Lymington.

SIDECARS AND CYCLE CARS
Sir,—I am glad to see the

sensible view of the cycle car

taken by The. Motor Cycle.

Although a keen motor cyclist,

I must confess that I do not

enjoy a mud bath while my
sidecar is dry and empty.

I have had an A.V. monocar
for a year, and, although admit-
ting that it is not a EoUs-Royce,
I must say that its extreme
accessibility, simplicity, and
cleanliness make a strong appeal
to the" all-weather rider.

The cycle car, whether having
three or four wheels, should be
allowed to compete with the
sidecar instead of having to

compete with cars costing £400.
At a meeting of a newly-formed club in this district,

it was decided to debar the cycle car, as it was thought
that the cycle car members would "look down on"
the sidecar members. We must get rid of this spirit.

Hoping that your valuable paper will do its best
to promote friendly competition between the cheap cycle
car and the sidecar. A.V.

Sussex.
[While we agree with our correspondent in the main, we
do not think that the club incident he mentions is typical
of the general attitude of sidecar and cycle car owners.—Eb.1
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' HE FIRST LOVE.
•Sir,—Speaking as an ex-motor cyclist who lias turned
carist," I do not think a ear can hold a caudle to a solo

iiotor cycle for eport in driving and in speed on long runs,
but the comfort of a car compared to the saddle of a sidecar
outfit is veryjnarked. In dirty weather, of course, the car is

liie vehicle to choose, but in summer there is no pleasure so
great as to be astride a good old big single which ran "-mop,"
')ut which runs siveetly at low speeds as well.

If you can find room in the columns of your invaluable
papei for this letter, I think it will be of interest to tho^e
motor cychsts who are wondering (as I did) whether a car
nDuId be the thing for the summer or not.

I am now on the look out for a single at a I'easonable price
for use when I want a joy ride. TIUEDBOTH.
betchworlli.

INSTEAD OF DETACHABLE WHEELS.
Sir:—AViUi reference to "Windy's" complaint of llie lack

of detachable and interchangeable wheels, etc., on the
Harley, perhaps my own case may be of interest.

Wlien buying my 1920 Havley I felt the need of a spaic
wheel, and turned to a puncture-proofed tube a.s a solution
I A the ditficulty. It has been completely successful.

On more than one occasion I have removed nails from the
Iread which must have pentrated the tube, without noticing
ihe slightest los-s of air—in fact, the rear tyre has not been
pumped up since I fitted the tube, some seven months ago.

I am not an expert on motor cycles, but it strikes nie that
Ihe Harley engine transmits such power to the rear wlicel
that an exceptionally strong wheel is essential. The weight
uf it would be unwieldy in the case of the front wheel.
As far as the expo.-sed rear chain is concerned I wel-

come it, after experieitce of chain cases. Graphite keeps the
rhain in good condition, and adjustment can be carried out
in ten minutes. - HOK DOCl

Halifax.

MORE TAXATION ANOMALIES.
Sir,—After reading through your a.rlic!e untler ".More

Taxation Anomalies" in the issue for February 24tli. I

thoroughly endorse your last sentence, "Comment is" needless."
Surely " Auld Reekie ' did not intend to be read seriously r

liike his first jioint, about two identical machines and a
sidecar attachable at will to either. Most of your readers
will agree that if "Auld Reekie" can afford two machuics
he can very well afford to pay lh<' extra £1 involved. All
my sympathy goes out to the man who has just managed to
scrape enough together to buy a mount and now linds he
lias to fork out an additional £2. "Auld Reekie's" com-
jilaints, however, leave me stone cold.

His second query is even more unreasonable. He wants a
refund from the authorities if he happens to sell hie sidecar
during the year. In the interests of national economy this
loncefieiion is nnde.<irable. It would mean the crcationof an
I'Xtra staff at tremendous expense.
"Auld Reekie" it^ an exjjert at " making, mountains out of

iiujleliills." After all. the sidecar fax only amounts to a
piiltry Is. 8d. monthly, and supjwsing "Auld Reekie" wants
10 tell his sidecar in December for £20, everyone would be
ijuite happv if he demanded £20 Is. 8d. for it.'

Bolton. FAIRPLAY.

SIDECAR V. CYCLE CAR.
Sir,—I was much interested to read "Ixion's" cuniniente oji

iny recent letter under the above heading. My first impres-
.<ion was that we had joined issue over a very interesting
topic and one which will e.xcite the imagination of motor
I ycliste in particular for many months to come. But after
reading his concise deductions, I am half inclined to think
iliat we are both approaching the matter from the same side,
but at slightly ditfercnt angles.

I, personally, am not antagonistic to the cycle car. I am
an engineer, in addition to being an enthusiastic private
motor cyclist, and am not inclined to turn down the cycle
car as a faulty conception purely because the present
examples are noisy and somewhat rouj"'. I have too often
liisled the bitterness of early defeat and e.xperienced the
hours of incessant labour and brain work necessaiy before
a new design of any engineering prodact can be passed as

)»rlect. The designer of the cycle car has my Sympathy

;

l)ut I prefer to express it in the form of ei-iticisms, as being
more helpful from a practical point of view.

The future successful cycle car must have three main
outstanding features. It must be simple, both from the
manufacturers' and the users" standpoint. _ It nnist be
reliable in every sense of the word. It must be well-made,
and this latter is only possible if the lirst feature has beeii
tiioroughly grasped by the design and production departments.
The price is only a secondary consideration, a.s this point,
will have been discussed prior' to the designing state. -There
is only a limited market for an article built up to an ideal
and not down to a price.

I have come into contact intimately with two of the post-
war makes of cycle cars, one of which I owned personally,
and the other I very frequently drove and often had in n'ly

hands for tuning and adjustment during the same period.
One is repeatedly assailed with the statement that the cycle
car will do all that the sidecar will do and with n, greater
degree of persoual comfort. This statement is erroneous.
In addition to having sympathy for the under dog, I flMiik

"Ixion" will agree the average Britisher relics on deeds
and not words. What the cycle car lacks, experience alone
can supply. It is the world old process of evolution.

Let the A.C.U. organise fair tests in its forthcoming evciiis

so that the sidecar and the cycle car can comisete in friendly

rivalry, and let us have the same candid criticisms and the

!,anie endeavour to advance which marked the evolution 01

the sidecar. Tlicre is room for both types at present. Time
alone will decide the ultimate victor.

F. E. SCHOFlELli.

sr.M.MAHV OF CORRKSPONDENCE.
One or two other correspondents this week complain i.f

short measure from petrol stand-pipe installations. In one

case " two gallons " proved, on measurement, to consist of

seven quarts only.

Referring to " Ixion s " remarks on house lighting in T/f
Miilor Cyclif of the 3rd inst., "Brilliant" reconnnonds the
l$lanchard high-power inverted incandescent paraffin lamp.
Mr. A. J. Thomson states that some time ago he had

developed a very satisfactory form of incandescent light-

ing for motor cycles, but, as the illuminant was of German
manufactmc, he was eonipelid to <lrop the idea.

"R.H.H.," an E(liiihuigh conespoiident, states that he
expeiienced the same elusive noise on his uuichine as Mr.
.1. Witham, and evidently caused in the same way, i.e.,

a loose timing cover allowing the washer to act as a reed.

'Fair to All" calls attention to the fact that a well-

known big twin sidecar outfit costs but £5 more than an'
equally well-known solo machine. He forgets that several

good four-seater cars cost only £300, while one or two lii:o-

^catcia cost nearly £650.
Mr. J. T. Bradford revives the old suggestion of a trial

for standard stock machines only. He suggests that tii^

trial take the form of a three hours' race at Brooklands, and
that a trophy be snbscnbed for by motor cyclists in general.

There would be, he considers, more honour in holding this

trophy than in winning the T.T.

"••••••••••••••••••••••••'^
; i

: Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
l5sue.-l in conjunctloa with T!i£ Mote CycL: J

• .

: " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." Price Bool; I
• CoDtaining over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful net. post. S

hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh EditiOQ 2/ 2/3 •

:
" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." :

• A sj^tem for tracing motor cycle faults and of

1 remedying them when found. Fourth Edition .. 2/- 2/3 •

• "MAGNETOS." By A. P. Young. I
m A complete treatise on magneto ignition for motor •

J cars, motorcycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition 4/6 4,10 •

• "TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
; A reliable treatise on Two-stroke, from the rider's •

point of view. Just published . .. ••3/* 3/i
"

: "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." •

• By "baoN," of The Motor Cycls ... .-, 5/- «
; i

: THE MOTOR CYCLE' ROAD MAPS. •

2 Eneiand and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
• roads into and out of London and avoiding London). *

• Mounts on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 5/10 S
• THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. :

With 32 pages ot Road Maps of England and J
S Wales, Scotland, and the Londoo District ._, 5/- ^y_| •

, ,
• Obtaioable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 5
• 20, Tudor Street, L:.ndon, E.G. (, or of leading Booksellers and •

Z Railway Bookstalls. •
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Oimes to Cigl)t Camps.
Mar. 17th

19fh
21st

23vd

6.35 p.m.
6.38

6.42

6.46

A Big Industry.

Ill this issue over 120 ditierent iiialie.?

uf motor cycles available in this country
ale illustrated.

Spring.

Usually during the initial preparations
for Tlie Motor CijcJe Spriiig Number, the
weather is somewhat wintry—last"^ week,-
iiowever, real spring w-eather prevailed.

Must we all buy Tanks ?

Amongst items recently picked up on
the road is a motor cycle rear stand.
This does not at all 'surprise us, consider-
ing the district was Uxbridge.

V
Roads in Portugal.

According to a report issued by the
R.A.C., the roads in Portugal are in a
very bad .state. The majority of us are
not going to Portugal this year, so there
is no cause to worry.

A.C.U. 1921 Handbook.
The^ 1921 edition of the Auto Cycle

Union's official Touring Guide and Hand-
book is now in the press, and will be pub-
lished very shortly. Members of the
Union desiring a copy of the Handbook
b;efore Easter are adivised to apply at once
to the Secretary, Auto Cycle Union, 83,
Pall Man, S.Wil. The volume is obtain-
able by non-members at "a cost of ^s. 6d
post free.

British Imports and Exports Down.
Only twenty-three complete moloi

cycles were imported during Februar;^

,

but a considerable number of parts arid
accessories brought the value up to
£10,484 as compared Avith £27,250 in,

Jpimary. February exports of motor
cycles, both numerically and in value, are
only about half the January figures.
The following are comparative tables
culled from the Board of Trade Returns
for January and February :

Impokts.
J.inuiuv. Feb'inaiT,

„ , , 1921. 1921.
Numlier of motor cycles .. 136 23
Viilue of iutiehiries and I)alt^ £27,260 £10,484

British Exports.
J.nnn;lij',

,- , 1921.
Aiimiier of motor oyele.s .. 1.203
A';iliie of motorcycles only .. £106.172
Valine 'of iiart.3. - . ,

^- .".'.' .. £54,511

Total value

Fel'rnary,
1921.

663
£55.004
£31,065

^-.#i.61,??3, _ .
£86.070 ,

Easter + Good Weather = That New Mount.
Tlie L. and J>J.W. Railway's Goods Depot

at Coventry is an extremely sensitive but
accurate barometer "tjf conditions in the
motor cycle industry. After a period of

almost unparalleled slackness, March
opened with brisker conditioiiii, and now

'

such a rapid increase in traffic has there
been that there is quite an acute shortage
of transport.

Licences ol Stolen Machines.

If a motor cycle is stolen along with its

licence-card, must the ow'ner pay again
for a licencew'hen he replaces it? As
might be expect(kl, the Jlinistry of Trans-
port replies in the affirmative. It is

recommended, however, that owners
•should extend their insurance policies to

cover the value of their licences. This
point was; first raised by the R.A.C. witli

reference to. stolen cars ; and, naturally,

a bigger financial loss is sustained in such
cases by automobile owners tliaii by the
motor cyclist. Incidentally we seem to

recall that one of the supposed benefits

of the new taxation scheme was to be
the impossibility of motor thefts!

Sfeclal features.
BUYERS' GUIDE (ILLUSTRATED).

THE MOST DIFFICULT HILL—AND WH1
FACI.4L EXPRESSION ON THE ROAD.

Tourist Trophy Entries.

To the list of entries for the Jui

Tourist Trophy Races must be addetl th

names of H. "Petty and L. Nicholsoi

who will ride 2| h.p. Coulsons.

350,000 to 1.

Those who consider the motor cycl

industry overcrowded should bear in min
that each of the 120 British manufai
turers have 350,000 jieople in the Britis

Isles as his share of. the potential markt
without considering overseas trade.

Another New Institution.

It has been decided to form an Institi

lion of Production Engineers, and
general meeting will Iwj held on Apr
2nd. Those interested should commun
cafe with the honorary secretary, Mr. A
T. Davey, 6, St. James's Square, Hollaii

Park, Kensington, W.ll".

CH.'MN-DRIVEN RUDGES ON THE ROAD.
" 7-9 li.p. and y\ h.p. models equipped with interchangeable wheels and all-chain .drive,..

Three-speed Rudge gear boxes are used, and a new plate clutch on the engine-shaft is ntt;:d..

Descriptions-ot a road test of both mcdels will appearin ari early issue. - - "
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The Most Difficult HUl.

Too late to be included in oin- article

on the most ditticult trials hill, George
Grinton, the well-known Scotch rider of

a Harley-Davidsoii; writes that Alt-y-Bady
is, in his opinion, the most severe climb.
As Grinton knows all the severe Scottish
hills, this opinion is not without consider-
able interest.

• Speed through Warwick.
Complaints have been made recently

by the local authorities and by the public
of the speed at which many motor
vehicles are driven through -War-
wick, particularly in Smith Street
approaching the East Gate where
the road is very narrow. Special
police attention i.s now being given
to the cause of these complaints.
Motor cyclist.s should drive with
special care through the streets of

Warwick, where unusual caution
is always recjuired.

Motor Cyclists and Camping.

-Motor cyclists to whom camp-
ing appeals will be interested to

know that the 1921 fixture list of

the Camping Club of Great Britain
and Ireland has recently been
published. The headquarters of

the Camping Club are 4, New
Union Street, London, E.C.2. One
of the features of the list is a

Butch tour extending from Jnlv
161 h to 30th.

The Richmond Meet.

Already upwards of tlru'ty clubs have
promised to attend the annual meet of

Northern motor cyclists at Eichmond
(Yorks.), and, given fine weather on Good
Friday, a successful gathering is assured.

Prizes to be awarded consist of the

A.C.U. Challenge Cup for the club with
the greatest iiereeutage of members pre-

sent, taking mileage travelled into

account, the ;\Iayor of Richmond's prize,

two prizes for ladies and The Motor
Cyrh. prize.

igggg
LUTON
LEICESTER 66

4'i

A 744 LONDON 354^

STAND.ARDISED
DIRECTION POSTS .AND

VILLAGE SIGNS.

Airman and Motor Cyclist.

Lieutenant Mcintosh, wlio flew

to Australia from England some montlis
ago, has recently succeeded in making

' the overland trip across the Australian
continent from ca.st to west, on an Indian
sidecar outfit. The difficulties of the
journey were so gicat that at the end
of it he declaied he would rather Hy back
to England than again make a journey
across Australia on a motor cycle.

The Buyers' Guide.

The "Buyers' Guide" given in this

issue reveals the fact that 127 manufac-
lui'ers offer 52 V twin-engined motor
cycles, 92 four-stroke singles, 81 two-
strokes, 17 flat twins, and 3 foxn'-cylinder

machines, the last-mentioned being of
foreign manufacture. The above figures

do not include the several models offered
with different types of gear boxes.

The post on the left depicts the

village and place-name sipn, show-

Ingalso the national route number.

On the right the upper arm shows the style of

lettering (the route number bein^ white and black)

adopted for second-class roads, the lower being that

of first-class roads. Clear and explicit recommenda-
tions concerning the erection of these up-lo-dale

direction signs have been issued by the Ministry' of

Transport to all highway authorities.

Week-end Weather.

The weather last week-end was not so

favoniabie in many p.irts of the country ;

but numbers of owners of new machines
were to be seen on the roa<i.

A.C.U. One Day Trial.

The one day spring trial organised by
the Auto Cycle Union, and which takes
place on Wednesday, April 27th, will start

and finish at BrookJands. 'Hie route will

include Street Cobham, Cluu'ch Cobliam,
Stoke U'Abernon, Leatherhead. Totbill,
Walton-on-IIill, Kingewood, Chipstead,
Succums Hill, Warlingham. Titsev Hill,
Tatsfield. Polesteeple itlill, Cudham Hill,
Brasted Hill, Wc-sterhajn. In the aftei--

noon there will be Chalk Pit Hill, Tilber-
stone Hill, Batts Hill, Pebblecombe Hill.
Burford Bridge, Banmore Hill. Effingham.

THE "JUST-AS-GOOD" FIEND

No S.> we DOMT HUP tRAr.»te PjtTRoU BO*T •«(*. 0>WM No. I.

Colmore Cup Addenda.

In addition to the Colmore Cup award
given on page 330, R. Ayshford . (7-9

Indian) has been awarded a saver medal.

1'74 Aspirants for the Victory Cup.

Next Saturday's big Midland event , tlie

Victory Cu^J Trial, which starts from the

Austin works, ' Longbridge, near Bir-

mingham, at 9 a.ni., has attracted 174

entries, made up as follows : 108 solo

machines, 55 sidecars, and 11 three and
four-wheeled cycle cars. There are no
fewer than twenty-four teams.

500 Miles on Brooklands.

A 500 mile race open to members of

the B.M.C.R.C. will be staged at Brook-

lands on Saturday, July 2nd. The first

mail to cover the distance, irrespective

, of class, will be awarded a 200 guinea

gold cup, presented by Capt. A. (t. L.

Miller. Silver cups for second and third

places, and for the winner of each class,

will be presented, and in addition each

man to complete the course within twelve

hours will receive a ccvtiticate.

Wave Transmission and the Motor Cycle.

So much publicity recently has been

accorded "wave transmission," that

motor cyclists are asking if there is any

likelihood of this system being adapted

to the motor cycle of the future. While
not beyond the 'ahns of possibility, we
venture to point out that the main advan-

tages of the invention are mo.e pro-

nounced for comparatively long-diatonco

power transmission. It might, liowever.

prove a solution of the hoary spring frame

vari.ition of centres problem.

O'Donovan Again Breaks Record.

That intrepid rider, D, R. O'Donovan,

on a Velocette, a^aiu broke a Class A
record on Wednesday last. On his lirst

attempt he covered "the flyiug kilometre

in 38.29s. (58.42 m.p.h.). On the second

attempt he lowered hie speed to 63.03s,

(67.72 m.p.h,). The average time worked
out to 35.666., the average mean speed

being 62.93 m.p.h.

This breaks the record standing in the

name of J. V. Prestwich, on a IJiamond-

Jap, 249 CO., time 57.2s., average mean
speed 60.15 m.p.h., November 23rd, 1920.

Jhe day was fine, but rather windy,
and the "times were taken by Col. F.

Lindsay Lloyd. Speedwell oil and Pratt's

spirit were used.

We have all suffered

frofh the unscrupulous

dealer who, when
~'

_ asked for an article of

a well-known brand,

offers a substitute

which, in his words,

is just as good. In

every branch of com-
merce he is to be

found, be it in the sale

of patent medicines,

cigars, or motor
cj'cles. In this sketch

the inimitable H. M.
Bateman depicts wfiat

may h ppen to the

,, daring gentleman who
"' •_- attempts to market his

I M It 1 1 1 1 » » — 77" !'!!!! * ? II
o^"^ "^'°- '•

'
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A FEW HINTS
TO THE

MOTOR CYCLIST
BASED ON

EXPERIENCE.

1
'HERE
m any

a r e

who
o n "have

"wanted to camp,
but do not k n o \v

how to set about it.

It is really v e r y
simple, and the first

thing to consider is

Avhat kind of kit

.sh a 1.1 be mad« or

bought, and how it

will be carried.

Will it-be for one—just a lone cauipei, toi a couple of

chums, 'or for a small faimly of thiee^ One motor
cyclist can carry a -kit toi himself ^el) easily,- two
chums

. may - share suitable equipment on two solo

mounts, while a sidecar does . extremely well for a

family of three. Personally, we have a kit for three,

and we carry the outfit on our 5-6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar

with ease.

Undoubtedly the first step to do is to join the

Camping Club, the address of which is 4, New Union

SUITABLE
TENTS FOR THE

SOLO OR
SIDECAR PARTY.

dots not mean that,

if a machine is of

low e r- power, a

c a m ping holiday

need be deferred.

The Enfield also

does w-ell, but the

luggage grid of the

sidecar needs
s t r e n g t h e n i n g

a little. This is

easily done by run-

ning tw-o s.t ays

-rt-in. X fin. from the body to the back^of the platform.

I have seen a 4 h.p. Triumph and sidecar used with

great success, also a 3-J h.p. Sunbeam, butif buying a

new machine, and serious thought is given to camping

this year, I -would recommend that the reader plumps

for the higher horse-power. The main; essentials are

reliability and roominess for luggage.

The Tent.

up the machine, the camping kit must

TYPES OF TENTS SUITABLE FOR THE MOTOR CYCLE CAMPER
Three very portable tents, 6ft. 6in. long

' A," 5ft. 9i

. 5ft. 9i

" 5ft. 3in. high,

2ft. 6in. spreader.

Street, Moorgate Street. -London, E.G. The energetic

secretary, Mr. Searle, is always pleased tO' give the

tyro all information on. receipt of a post card. The
subscription is very small—7s. 6d. per year—and for

this the club issues a wonderful little handbook, and

keeps one posted up in all camping matters.

yVe will take the case of two or three with a sidecar

outfit first. Although a good hefty single will be

found quite up to the work of carrying the

equipment, it is better to have a reasonably

high-powered 'bus for the job, for prefer-

ence a twin, say, about 7 h.p. A three-

speed gear is almost a necessity, as at times
one comes across inany little test pieces

which call for the bottom gear. Another
necessity is an extremely strong carrier.

JVfy A.J.S. may be taken as' a typical

machine that is particularly suitable, or e^en
better than the new' 7 h.p. model, but this

Having lixei. ^ . _ _ .

be considered. First and foremost is the

tent—of these there are several, the Cottage,

Gipsy, A, Alaskan, and the Chalet, being

the. best examples. Personally, I prefer the

Alaskan, which can be made almost any

size, but r have found one; 6ft. wide, 5ft.

-high, and 6ft.
.
6in. long the most con-

venient. This particular teiit has small

walls and eaves, and does not need a "fly

sheet (I w ill speak of this later) if one is in

a hurry. It sets w-ell, and stands any amount

of weather, and has a good appearance.

The tent I use is aboutJthe above size. It

is home-made, weighs 5^ lb., has been used nearly six

years for about one month per year, has weathered

many gales, and last, but not least, it will sleep four

persons quite comfortably.

The Ground Sheet.

Next in importance to the tent is the ground sheet,

to cover the whole of the floor. This may be any

SLIGHTLY MORE ELABORATE TYPES—Two with fly sheets, but none

exceeding 7tt. in length.

' Cottage," 5ft. 6in. high,

6ft. wide, 2ft. 6in. wal

" Alaskan." 5ft. 9in. high,

5ft. 9in. wide. 1 ft. 9in. walls,

1ft. porch, 1ft. 3in. eaves.

' Small Alaskan," 4ft. 3in.

^gh, 4ft. wide. I ft. 6in, walls,

1ft. porch. 1ft. eaves.

" Small Cottage," 5ft. high,

4ft. 6in. wide, 2ft. 6in. walls.
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Camping Equipment.

—

waterproof material, provided it is light and weighs
not more than 2 or 3 lb. Rubber-proofed sheets are

good, but oil spoils them; there are several others,

which ai-e impen-ious to oil. I have always used
Moormac, and I find it stands quite a lot of hard
wear. Over the ground sheet the potential camper
will need something to prevent the cold striking up.

Something woolly is preferable, and cashmere is luu-d

to beat. The ground sheet and woolly ground blanket
may be pegged out together by loops which will keep
them nice and smooth and tidy.

Tent Details.

Next the two tent poles must be considered. TliQso

.'ihould be bamboo about lin. diameter, and a total

lengtii of 6ft. jin. made in three .sections. A ridge

,

pole is desirable, although not absolutely: necessary.

Its advantages are that the set of the tent is belter and
it does not sag in the wind and sun. Against this

we have the extra weight and time" taken to put

up and take down.
.Some fifty pegs will be required, and thc><>

should be made from ^in. diameter aluminium rod

5 or 6in. long, and pointed a little at one i-n>\.

with a I in. eye at the other. Quite a lot of ram[ii r^

use twisted iron skewers about y%m. x -,'m.

I have mentioned above that a fly sheet is not

absolutely necessary. All the same, it is very desir-

able to have one for several reasons. First, when
raining, one can touch the tent as much as one likes,

and there is no danger of wet coming through.

Secondly, when verj- cold winds are blowing, the ti-nt

is much warmer. Thirdly, it provides shelter for tlv-

inevitable odils and ends, and many times an extension

is added to it to cover the motor cycle. Generally,

however, the motor cycle may be "garaged" with

Nome near-by farmer.

Fly sheets require to be made large, so that they

can be pegged down very near the ground to prevent

the wind getting under them: also really good material

is desirable, not necessarily heavy, but it should be
strong, with good tapes around the edges, to reinforce

it. The fly sheet I use weighs 3J4 lb. Cord will be
required for the guy lines. It should be very strong,

and about ^\in. thick. It is not ab.solutely necessary

to use sliding streti:hers.

Now all this equipment goes in one small kit bag
2oin. long and i2in. diameter, and when on tour it is

not neces.sary fo take a lot of trouble in folding. The
procedure is as follow's : One of the party holds the bag
,ind another takes the fly sheet at the side, after taking
out the pegs, and simply feeds the fly sheet into the

.bag. to be followed by the tent. Then in go the
|)egs (in a small linen bag), and lastly the ground
blanket. The kit bag sits nicely in the front of

the sidecar

where it is

lint much in

the way ; it

is too soft

ti) cau.se any
disromfori
to the pas

soiii/er.

What Is inorc enjoyable than a week-end

camping picnic? With a light tent, such as a

Dunhi!!, one can make and strike camp with llie

sjroatcst ease, and easily pack the outfit in a

locker such as shown on the Rudge sidecar.

As regards the rest of the apparatus,

for each person the following arc re-

quired : Slcejiing suit, sleeping bag (this

may be made out of a good dark woolly

iLmket liy M:wing up one side and the bottom). ,Tn(i

an eiderdown. The method of sleeping and makiii:;

the bed is quite simple.

When the camp is pitched the eiderdown should, if

at all possible, be placed doAvn, and the motoring

overalls should be tucked well under the foot of the

bed and folded over the top of the eiderdown. Various

things can be used for pillows.

The fastidious may u.sc an air bed. However, beds

a~ described are reallv comfortable and- quite light.

We now come to the important question of cooking.

I'he best stoxe umlotibtedly is the No. 210 Primus,

which has detachable legs, and is altogether most use-

ful. I have used one for fifteen years, and it has

given every satisfaction. There are several grid

patterns which various campers swear by. One can

easily be made from a sheet of 22G black plate folded

like a box with open ends 6in. wide, lin. deep, and
J4in. long. Three holes should be made in the top

and one hole in the bottom 4in, diameter—a fixing is

needed for four legs at the corners to hold the grid over

the stove when it will be found that three pots may
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Camping Equipment.—

be kept boiling at once. A light screen is also wanted.

This may be held on three long sticks (or wires will do).

Several saucepans , will be required preferably in

aluminium and made to nest. Three is a convenient

number, the largest about yiri,. dianieter and sin. deep;
one handle will serve for all three, and also for the

frying pan, which should nest with the saucepans.

An Irredi^pible Minimum.
One should not take the best kniyes, .forks, and

spoons ; aluminium implements weigh little and are

cheap to purchase. Enamelled mug? will be. found

suitable, and, if possible, these should be without

. handles and with tapered sides.

Here is a list of a few more nece.ssar\ iteni.s ;

One quart tin for pkraffin for the sto\'e.

One small tin or bottle for salt.

One small tin or bottle for pepper.-

One small tin or bottle for mustard.

, One small linen bag for sugar.

One small linen bag for flour.

One^small linen bag for oatmeal.

One large bag for bread.

One screwed top jar about 2in.

for butter.

One screwed top jar about 2iu.

for jam. .

One collapsible canvas bucket, three gallons capacity.
._

One collapsible canvas bucket for wash basin.

One small box for soap. One sea towel.

" One dish cloth.

Two towels.

Other items ma) be added as desired, but one should

remember, in camping, simplicity is the real keynote

of sugcess. Unnecessary impedimenta add to the

weight aud work, and consequently lessen spare time.

I ha\'e found the most convenient way to pack the

sidecar is to have one large week-end basket- about

24in. long, i5in. wide, and i2in. deep. This is lined

with a waterproof material or thin sheet tin. One of the

diameter x 3in. deep

diameter x Sin. deep

soft things is placed in the bottom (say. a sleeping

bag), the other two bags being rolled up separately aud
placed one on each side of the basket.; the end of one

of the bags is 'tucked in" the saucepans, which then

take up very little room and: lie. well out of the way.

The middle is now left for cups, cans, etc., etc., which

should be well packed by towels and other soft things

to prevent rattle. , Other soft materials should be

placed '.on top, preferably those things likely to be
required first. The poles Ije on top in a canvas case.

We now carry the eiderdowns in our sidecar in a

special watei-proof case, made for us by the Para

Rubber Co., John Bright .Street, Birmingham.
If the soloist is camping by himself, he can use

a smaller tent about --4ft. high, 4ft. wide, and 6ft.

6in. long. Two soloists on a camping tour naturally

divide the kit, and it is quite easy to transport the

larger tent needed. 'The tents should be kept as small

as possible, because of the weight and wind resistance

when pitched. It is much easier to find a site suitable

for a small tent than for a large one, for it is advisable

to pitch behind a friendly hedge, in a secluded corner

for preference.

The Lone Camper.
A powerful motor cycle is not necessary for sole

^campers; some use 'little two-strokes, but I favour the

somewhat heavier 3^ to 4 h.p. tyres. Still, that

"Irgain is a matter of rhoice.

I have only just mentioned other tents besides the

Alaskan, which appeals to me as "it," but the Cottage,

for instance, has a greater floor space, though not .so

tall. It Ts made witlvhigh walls, so that the sitting

space is much greater; but one must use a fiy she'et

with this type. The simple A is a good type, easy

to make and pitch, or the Gipsy similar to the A, but

spread out at' the tip, giving greater head room,
the Chalet is a glorified Alaskan. Harry RiLey.

The author's /\.J.S. ready for a camping holiday. Additional

stays were fixed on the sidecar grid to support the load, but ho

. difficulty was experienced in transporting both personal luggage

and the tent.
' ' '
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AT the conclusion of the Armistice there was an
idea abroad that the effects of motlern ; aero

design would immediately be felt, .and that

everytliing from houses to .motor cycles would be

reduced to half their weight or less. - - .•

The years roll on and some enthusiasts axe rapt, to

feel just a little disappointed, for our motor cycles.

weigh, if anything, ratiier more than in pre-war days.

How does this' stale of affairs come about?
.
Let us

enquire into the matter, and see liow far motor cycles

are likely to be modified in accordance with aero

practice, and what tiie effects will be. First, let it

be understood that unless we are lo, pay prices even

in excess of those ruling at the present time, manu-
facturing costs must be considered- This is an

important point, for many of those .steps towards

lightness, which are so glibly suggested by the

uninitiated, can only Ix- brought about by a consequent

rise in production costs, by wliich the*- are automati-

cally ruled out.

Superfluous Nuts, Bolts, and Lugs.

Undoubtedly there arc methods of lightening

existing types of motor cycles' which may even reduce

costs. A glance, for instance, at the average motor

cycle frame will reveal a multitude of bent tubes and

hea\-y lugs which are more
costly, weaker, and hca\icr

than need be. Head lugs

and bottom brackets are

often strengthened up to

avoid breakage by adding

more and more metal when
a little commonsense design

would entirely obviate the

necessity, while seat pillars,

clip joints, and numerous
nuts and bolts may be

entirely, dispensed- with...

ft is not in these points,- -however, that aero practice

will have its main effects, since unless special an<l

costly tubing is used to replace the standard article

- only a verv few pounds weight can.be saved by these

means.
- The first real lesson to' be learned from aircraft

- practice is that air-cooled engines can be built to

• produce and mainiaiii efficiency far higher than that

' of the' average motor cycle, engine... > ..: . ;

nternal ribs are a feature oi

cooling this pistcn.

But here a curious point arises, for in order to

achie\^ this end it is probable that our engines will

become heavier as regards actual .weight, though

possibly a fraction lighter as regards weight per horse-

power. The reason is not far to seek, for it has been

proved beyond doubt that the only way to prevent

local overheating and distortion is lo provide a siifi-

ciciit body of mcial to ensure iide<iualc inicrnal eon-

diictiviiy in the head and ualls. (This statement,

thougii not precisely accinate, is sulliciently near the

truth, since the alternatives are not likely to appeal to

the average motor cyclist.) This will ultimately lead

to a considerable thickening up of cylinder heads, and

probably to tiie use of higher compression ratios,

without detrimental effects on the smooth running of

the engine.

Efficiency and Cylinder Head Design.

Xow this thickening up will lead to an increase in

weight, since it is not likely that aluminium wjll bo-

used for cylinder construction, except in special

engines, for some time to come. Aluminium cylinder

heads are certainly capable of iiroducing the desired

results, but stort of ' casting on,'' or screwing and

siirinking at the same time—two proce.sses which the

average manufacturer regards with suspicion—it is not

easy to produce a really

satisfactory aluminium head
engine.

["^g^^^^^^^^^l Ajjart from this, if the

I
K J design is good and enough

'^^'^- — ^—'^. metal is correctly disposed

\^j^ ^-^^ '" ^'""^ head, the results

obtained from cast iron and

[^^--^^ ^^<^^ aluiTiinium will be pracli-

^-^^~~^^^ ^\^^^ cally identical except in

T-, ., ,
. . tiie matter of weight.

^"^
'"I2^:r'°"

'"

.

Aero practice has empha-
, sised . the fact that the

^design of vahe; ports and cylinder heads is of para-

, mount importance, 'and cbriseqiiently overhead valve

gear was universal practice for aircraft engines towards

the end of the. Vvar. . .-. :
:•;•, ... .

The question arises'^^Why does a .3.3-2 li.p. motor

cycle engine weigh 6o' lb. when a 200 h. p.- aero eilghie

weighs but 400 or 450 lb. ? There are many reasons.

.First, a multi-cylinder aero engine has no flywheel

Ttlie pi'opeller supplies all. the flywheel effect that 1*
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What We May Learn from Aero Practice.—
necessary), while a single-cylinder motor cycle engine

of normal dimension will require flywheels weighing

about 30 lb. (approximately half the weight of the

engine), if the normal small diameter inside flywheels

are used, or rather more than half that weight if

A light slipper piston ol the A plain aluminium piston with

Ricardo type. thick head and walls.

the largest practicable outside flywheel is .used.

Secondly, aero engines are rated at approximately

their full power output, while, for some unknown
reason, motor cj'cle manufacturers retain arbitrary

figures based on capacity.

Thirdly, some parts, such as pistons, may be made
lighter for war purposes, since they are not expected

to wear for any great time. And, fourthly, plain

bearings in conjunction with; forced lubrication are

usual with stationary aero engines, atid this- combina-

tion is much lighter than ball or roller bearings.

There are many other reasons, but the" above explana-

tion is sufficient to indicate some important facts.

The Case for Forced Induction,

It is suggested that forced induction may be used

for motor cycle engines^—and this development may
be nearer than is generally suppo.sed—biit it must be

remembered that the main reason for the many
attempts to introduce this practice in aero engines is

absent in the case of motor cycles, since it is seldom

that a motor cycle attains such altitudes as to be

.seriously' affected by the decreased density of the

atmosphere, and those who habitually ride motor
cycles in comparatively high' altitudes can Overcome
the trouble to a certain extent by raising the com-
pression ratio of their engines. Forced induction or

supercharging may prove useful in winning races or

ill producing -& form of what may be termed a variable

compression engine, but, in any case, present-day

motor cycle cooling will require definite improvement
before supercharging becomes general practice.

We are apt to get into a groove and to con.sider

that present-day engines are capable of all -that is

required of them, forgetting that even now one or

two engines stand out Iwad and shoulders above the

a\erage as far as genuine efficiency is concerned, and

that even these are capable of considerable improve-

ment in this respect without becoming harsh or

inflexible.

One feature in which the expense of foltowing aero

engine practice is well repaid lies in the use of special

materials and processes in order to lighten reciprocating

parts. Not only can connecting rods and pistons

be lightened to a considerable extent, with a con-

sequent reduction of bearing stresses and balance

weights,, but valves and valve gear, which ma»y omit

to reckon as reciprocating parts, are capable of con-

siderable reductions.

Too many motor cycle manufacturers appear to

consider that a mass of rrietal is the only method of

guarding against valve breakage, whereas by increasing

the spring strength necessary to make the heavy \-ah-e

and tappet follow its cam, matters are made worse

rather than better.

Where Weight does not mean Strength.

A glance at the type of overhead valve used

regularly in aircraft engines, in which a broken valve

is likely to prove a fatal matter, would be a revelation

to many, for even in valves larger than those used in

motor cycle practice, there was

less than 2 mm. iliickiicss any-

where, except in the neck.

With regard to aluminium
pistons, there is still much to learn.

Suitable alloys are available, but

inanufacturers must devote careful

study to annealing and clearance

limits. By using proprietary

pistons they may save themselves

much trouble in this and other

respects ; but it must be remem-
bered that, except in special

designs, a really satisfactory piston

will be but little lighter, since its

main advantages lie in cooling

possibilities, tO' take advantage of

which ' a certain body of metal is
"

necessary.

That proper lubrication is a A very light type o(

fhie qua iioii for an efficient engine valve in constant use

has been proved times without througliout the war

number;, and though pressure ^"° '

lubrication throughout is practi-

cally universal for aircraft work, it remains the ex-

ception—and the very rare exception—in motor cycle

practice, probably for the reason that most cycle

engines are either so^ comparatively inefiicient, or are

normally intended to develop so^ much less power than
the maximum of which they are capable, that an
occasional pumpful of oil when the rider thinks fit

is enough to lubricate somehow. Ubique.

MOTOR CYCLE v. ROLLER SKATES
AX'OVEL race which resulted in an easy, win for

the z% h.p. Mefro-Tylor was witnessed by
large crowds at the Holland Park Skating Rink

on Wednesday evening, March 9th. -

The machine, which was ridden by J. F. Aminon,
was competing in a mile race against A. R. Egling-
ton, the world's champion, roller skater. Nine laps
were covered, during the first .six of which the motor

-A VICTORY FOR THE TWO-WHEELER.
cycle gained little advantage, since the corners at

eacli end necessitated very careful negotiation. The
skater, howerer, became exhausted, and finished about
fifteen yards in the rear of the machine.
The motor cyclist's time was 3m. 3%s. Rodace

tyres were used, and considerably aided the rider to

grip the slippery floor at the corners.. They are of

the three ribbed variety, of very soft rubber.
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Biimingham University M.C.C.

A reliability trial on the 6th inst.

attracted twenty-six entries, of whom the
following made the best performances

:

1, H. il. Wasting (3 A. B.C.) ; 2, G. H.
JoUy (4 Norton) ; 3, T. A. Mackenzie
(3 A.B.C.).

Proposed Club for Weston-super-Mare.
A meeting will take place al the Elm

Tree Hotel (Meadow Street), at 7.30
to-night, to con.isider the formation of a
motor cycle club. Further particulars
may be obtained from Messrs. D. Read
and Co., Orchard Street.

Neath and District and Ystalyfera M.C.C's.
These clubs held joint speed trials on

tlie 5th inst., ri^sulting as follows :

250 c.c. CLASS.-l, A. Ash (2'4 o.h.T. Mnssev-
Arrau).
350 c.c. CLAS.S.-1, A. Asli (V'\ Slassey-Arran).
500 c.c. CLASS.- 1. C. Hunt (3U Norton).
UNLIMITED CLASS.-l, L>r." Limlsav (3'..

Norton).
" '

Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

At "The Red Lion." Hatlickl, on tlie

5th inst., a representative gathering of
motor cyclist's inaugurated the Herts
Motor Cycle and Light Car Club. It was
decided to invite Mr. K. W. Choldcroft,
of Buntingford (unfortunately absent
through ilhicss) to accept the " captaincy
of the club, and Jtr. D. C. Archer, o"f

Hoddesdon, was elected vice-captain. The
office of secret-u-y and treasurer was pro-
visionally accepted by Mr. C. F. Plowman,
of 37, Broadwater Avenue, Letchworth.

Luton and South Beds A.C.

New beadquarler.s have been taken for
the club at the Red Lion Hotel, Luton,
and country headquarters at the Bridge-
water Arms, Goddesdon. A whist drive
and impromptu dance are being held at
the Central Cafe. Cheapside, Luton, on
March 18th. AiTy motorists wishing to
join in 1921's veiy full programme of
sport and sociability are invited to send
for membership forms to the hon. secre-
tary and trials secretary, Mr. J. Simpson,
440. Hitchin Road, Luton.

Westmorland M.C.C.

lu order to remove any misapprehension
in the mind of prospective competitors,
we have been requested to state that the
limitations regarding capacity shown in

the extreme right-hand column of the
particulars of events (circulated amongst
pcssible competitors) of the open hill-

climb at Orton Scar on Easter Monday
apply only in the case of competitors who
have entered on formula, and are not to
be regarded as restricting the capacity
for time purpo.ses. Entries for this event
close on ilarch 19th ; and readers who
desire a copy of the particulars referred
to above should apply to Mr. Guy Jeffrys,

Castle Green, Kendal.

Uortbcomlng (Tlub Cvcnts.

Mar.
Mar.

Mar.

Mar.

Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

m.—Kiililerminstfr M.C.C. Opcttino linn.

IS.—n-'ullinolan and Dhlrict M.C.C. Jlill-

climb.
SO.—Brighton and lloic M.C.C. Pctroi Con-
sumption Tent.

20'.—\rooUrich, Ptumstcait aail Dislricl M.C.
Intcr.ctitb Ttun.

20.—West Kent M.C. Intcr-cUib Ilill-climb
with lioUnwood M.C.C.

lO.-Shclficld M.C.C. Hill-climb.
SO.—Vahlic Schools M.C.C. Openino Ttiin.

^O.— Manchcster M.C. Openinij liun.

IMl'ORTAKT chih nnti OPKN events arc tabii-
latetl on tuo "" Questions and ilcplics " page.

Shrewsbury and District M.C.C.

On ilarch 1st the club combined their

general meeting with a lantern lecture.

Air. .1. E. J. Whitakcr, the secretary, of

Sonthfield, Kingsland, Shrewsbury, will

be pleased to hear from intending mem-
bers or from other clubs that might care

to join in trials, etc.

Newcastle and District M.C.

The -V.C.C. open event for April 30tli

IS in the hands of the Newcastle and Dis-

trict M.C. The premier award is the

Travcrs Challenge Trophy, a gold cup
\alued at 200 guineas, together with an
out-right prize of the winner's own selec-

tion to the value of £15. The club will

also award gold, silver, and bronze
medal.s. The 160 mile reliability trial will

start from and finish at Newcastle, and
will include the steepest

hills in the W e a r

Valley. A hill-climb

on formula will be
cinded, only to be
utilised in case of diffi-

culty ill otherwise
selecting an absolute
winner.

Coventry (Triangle) M.C.

The local branch of the N.M.C.F.U.
has been re-formed as above. Mr. T.

Mallalieu, 90, Gorton Road, is the secre-

tary itro ii'tti.

Tamworth and District M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting, held on
March 2nd, there was a large gathering
of both old and new members. The open-
ing run will take place on Easter Monday,
starting from the new headquarters, the

Castle Hotel, at 1.30 p.m., the objective

being Stile Cop Hill.

Liverpool M.C.

A nonstop speed-judging team trial,

lield on the 5th inst.. resulted as follows :

WiNNlXG TF..\.M.-I1. Uurrcll (3i,:.. Budce). N.
C. Sclatcr (4 Kurlon), and S. Parker (8 j\[alch-

less sc.).

NO. 2.-T. It. Emery. (2'ii DoubIos), R. O. Evans
(10 Calcott car), and J. 11. Green (6 Martinsydo
sc).
The prizq lor tlie best individual performance not

inchtdc-d in llic winning team : .). IT. Crcen (6
Miirlin-yde sc).

Dundee and District M.C.C.

Tlu' annual general meeting of the above
club was held in the A. A. Room, Dundee,
on the 17tli February, when officials were
appointed for the ensuing season, and at

a committee meeting held on February
21st an attractive programme of com-
petitions, gipsy runs, etc., w.is drawn up.

Particulars regarding membership may be
had from the hon. secretary, Mr. J.

Robertson, 12, Victoria Chambers,
Dundee.

.\ successful club trials competitor, A. Thorn, o( the Cardiff M.C.C..
^vho won the club cup for the best aggregate performance in reliability

trials during 1920 on his Harley-Davidson outfit.

M
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THE SPRING CAMPAIGN IN CLUBLAND.
In every part of the country there is marked activity in clubland. Last week-end many clubs heU their opening runs and competitions,

while others have already run off several events. The Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. last Saturday held another of its popular paperchases.

the start of which is shown above.

Ir is safe to say that few motoiists

are acquainted with every rideable

road within ten miles of their own
domicile. Too many freqiieiit the beaten
track, and Nature lovers are the losers

thereby,' for off the beaten track there

are many villages, nooks, woods, and
points of a picturesque type. Clubs
that desire to combine lane driving and
luifrequented rural scenery with an object
in view should follow the example of the

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club,
and arrange a paper-chase, but take par-

ticular care in the selection of a " hare."

KNOW YOUR LOCALITY!
No other officials are required except, a
timekeeper, so that all may join in. Last
Saturday Sam Wright acted as " hare

"

for the Coventry Club, and if anyone
knows the intricacies of Warwickshire
byways better than he we should like to

meet him. With a sack of paper shavings
in the back of his 15.9 h.p. Humber car

he laid a trail for the forty odd
members of the club who took part which
would have done credit to an into.xicated

corkscrew manufacturer ! Every hairpin
within ten miles south of Coventry kept
the competitors busy. Incidentally, they

had drawn varying speeds, which they

were required to average over an un-

known distance which added interest to

the event, so that timing one's self on the

man in front was not a true guide by any
means.
The results were announced by the hon.

sec, Mr. J. F. Spencer, as follows:

MoTOB Bicycles.—1, C. F. Dyer
(5-i

Triumph), no error.

SiDECABS.—1, H, Wliitten (4^- Humber),
20s. early.

Caes.—2, Geoffrey Smith (15 Wolseley),

lim. late.

ESSEX M.C. OPEN HILL-
CLIMB.

THERE wilt be twenty-two events in

the motor cycle section of the Essex
M.C. open hill-climb to be run on

Saturday, April 2nd, at 1.30 p.m. All

classes of machine are well catered for,

including a class for three-wheeled cycle

cars not exceeding 1,100 c.c. and Class L
for touring cj'cle cars not exceeding 1,100

c.c, maximum weight 772 lb.

A LOSS ON THE YEAR'S
WORKING OF THE A.C.U.

Ox Friday laet the Auto Cycle Union
held its annual general meeting at

headquarters. The Hon. Sir Arthur
Stanley, G.B.E., M.V.O., C.B., president

of the'A.C.U., was in the chaii", and the

busmess transacted was chiefly of a formal

nature.
In presenting the accovmts for the year,

ilr. Stanley
. Carter, the hon. treasurer,

pointed out that there had, unfortunately,
been a loss on the year's working, but
he trusted that the increased subscrip-
tion- would malve up for tliie, »n.d that
fit the end of 1921 the loss would ' be
wiped out.

Mr, Quinton Nieol congratulated the
Union on its sound financial position, and
thereafter there ensued several questions
concerning the accbmits. On the sugges-
tion of Col. Lloyd that a profit and'Toss

C3S

account should be shown in next year's
report, the Chairman replied that the
matter would be given due consideration.
There was a strong feeling expressed

by the members of the London clubs
present that a London Centre should be
formed. Jlr. Loughborough explained
that under the old centre scheme the
provincial clubs had been jealous of

tlie_ JMetropolitan Centre, and this had
resulted in the failure of the scheme.
Consequently the present centre arrange-
ment has been made. The London clubs
decided to join the South-eastern Centre,
which is composed of some fourteen
clubs. The whole position seemed some-
what involved and to be little understood.

HILL-HARROGATE M.C.C.
CLIMB.

HELD in glorious weather, and well

attended, Harrogate and District

M.C.C.'s hill-climb for the Nun-
nerly Cup took place on Saturday last,

resulting as follows :

WINNERS OF CUP. — B.- Parkinson [VA
Douglas) and D. T. Walker (10 Ilillman car) tied.

WINNERS OF CLASSES ON FORMULA.—Hass
1 (275 c-.c.) : W. E. Grange (2' j Excelsior). Class
2 (350 c.c.) : B. Parkinson (2-";;t Douglas). Class 3
(560 CO.): E. R. Davies (3 A.B.C.). Class 4
(1,000 c.c.) : P. A. Marts (4 Indian Scout). Class
5 (560 CO.) : G. Hill (3'4 Scott sc). Class 6
(1,000 c.c.) : P. \. Marks (4 Indian Scout). Class
7 (cars) : D. T. Walker (10 Hillman).

Fastest time on first ascent :~.W. Backhouse (4
Triumph). Fastest time of day: M. Parkinson
(7-9 Indian).

M.C.C. OPENS ITS I92I
PROGRAMME.

As usual, on this occasion, the weather,
good enough in the morning, was
extremely bad during the time the

majority of the members were on the
road, late arrivals reporting rain over the
whole journey. This, in itself, was un-
pleasant, laying aside the terrible condi-
tioii of the road surface to almost the
very end. If the journey down had made
one think of the train, the evening wiped
out all treason of this description, for the
Motor Cycling Club ia one of the few
which know how to make a comparatively
ceremonial dinner into a rather large

family party were all feel at home. The
speeches were commendably short ones

;

the Chairman's, Mr. Robert H. Head,
dealing with the London-Land's End
Trial, was cliiefJy a thanksgiving for the
immense interest aroused by our criticisms

of the 18 m.p.h. Poiiock section and. the
20 m.p.h. schedule to Lynton. Mr. Head
stated definitely that tests made by the

club conclusively proved that the schedule
W'as safe if competition drivers used the

average amount of care. A second speech

dealt with the Chairman himself, to whose
qualities and able leadership the com-
mittee testified by the presentation of a

silver cigarette box. The gold medals
for the London-Exeter run were distri-

buted, and an excellent entertainment
concluded a really enjoyable event, in

every way worthy of the M.C.C.
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The Eternal Queslion discussed

{rom the Standpoint of a Fashion

Artist who also rides.

Ey PEGGY FRASER.

WHILE the male motor cyclist is not over parti-

cular regarding the neatness and suitability of

his costume, if one is to judge from what one

sees on the road, the question of attire is one of para-

mount importance to all ladies who ride.

We have not yet reached that stage when lady motor
cyclists are regarded seriously as a class to be catered

for by the fashion papers and, therefore, changes in

" fashion "- are not recorded, for the simple reason

that, at present, they do not exist.

The motor cycling costume is a utility garment and
to design it, a fashion artist must of necessity know
the conditions under which it will be worn. Onlv a

lady motor cyclist can appreciate or anticipate the

requirements of iier sister riders. It is hopeless to

expect much assistance from our male creatin-es (the\

would tell us we look " stmining " if we mounted a

motor cycle in an
evening go w n o f

georgette). T h i s

branch of the pastime
of motor cycling we
must control our-

selves.

For General Wear.

I a m convinced
that the reason there

are not more lady

motor cyclists is' be-

cause so many of the

existing riders do not

make the most of

opportunities to dress

roperly. Apropos
of this, it is well

t recognised that the

present-day style o f

dress does not en-

hance the appearance
of the lady on a

pedal cycle, while, un-

fortunately, there are

many of my sisters of

the petrol machine
who. turn 'out more
like well filled sacks
tied in' the ' middle

'

Costume designed by Miss Peggy

Fraser as an outcome of experience

as a motor cyclist.

than the really dainty creatures they could be if they

tried.

1 have found the . following costume' most suitable

for" general motor cycling, and, unlike many seen in

use on the road, should satisfy the most exacting

riders of my sex as to sinartness and appearance. I

can personally vouch for its practical qualities, as being

second toiwne. The "rig-out" comprises a three-

quarter length coat, breeches, enamel calf leggings,

and stout shoes, shoes and leggings being—to me

—

nioie comfortable than high boots. 'The shoes I have

reinforced with rubl>er soles and heels, which it will

he found eliminate much of the vibration received

from footboards. The coat and breeches are made of

grev suede leather (grey has the advantage of not

.showiii" the dust) and lined- throughout with wool

stockinette cloth.

The coat has two

slit pockets cut at

the correct angle to

prevent rain enter-

ing in case of a

shower. For serious

touring, I always

cavry a " Jap " oil-

skin strapped to the

back carrier, and

when worn over the

leather suit, . it is

proof against any

weather.

Winter Needs.

To enable the
collar to be drawn
close to the neck,

it is cut on the roll

principle and has a

stfap . running
through slots

located justwhere
the collar turns over

all the way round.

For winter trttvel-

1 i n g T h ii y e. a-

detachable g Ve y
astrachan c o 1 l.a r

which great! v adds

An alternative costume designed by

our contributor for those ladies vfbo

prefer a skirt. ' •_'
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Through Feminine Goggles.

—

to comfort and warmth, also I use

astrachan fur for the cap and gaunt-

lets, as the close curls show no signs

of getting matted with use, like the

longer haired pelts.

The sleeves are plain, as I find

gauntlets the best protection. A cap
on the lines of an airman's, carried

out in grey suede and astrachan,

completes niv costume.

An Alternative Costume.
There are still many people «ho

prefer a costume Avith a skirt, but an
ordinary skirt is unsuitable, not to

say dangerous. The accompanying
sketches show a costume with, a skirt

designed especially for motor cycling.

It buttons right down the front and
has two pleats to allow fullness. At
the back is a very wide inverted box
pleat. Wlien off the machine it has the appearance of

a Avell-cut sports skirt, without any suggestion of the

unbecoming divided skirt. The lady who will not
firing herself to "svear breeches, as suggested in my first

sketch, will have objections to any other form of. cos-

tume which is conspicuous. Therefore, this skirt

should appeal to her. For riding purposes, it un-'

buttons to above the knee and is

provided with a strap on each of the

front edges and a buckle at each
side ®f the back.,(as shown in the

detailed sketch). These straps

pass through the buckle (A through

A and B through B) and give the

.skirt almost the convenience of

breeches, as it foims a kind of

Details of the second costume referred

to by our fashion artist contributor. The
small drawing at the top depicts the back

view of the skirt, and, beneath it, the inside

view, showing details of the straps

MARCH iph, ig2i.

trouser front, as shown in the sketch

of the complete skirt. When fastened

in this manner, it cannot catch in the

wheels, etc.

Dress Details.

When tlie skirt is buttoned for

walking, the straps are. run through
slots (marked C in the detail sketch),

and therefore are out of sight and
cannot hang below the hem of the

skirt. Breeches, of course, must be
worn underneath, and these should

be of the same material, and I w^ould

suggest upholsterers' fawn corduroy

velveteen as the next best thing to

leather for ' hard wear.

A wide AvooUen scarf is wound
twice round the neck over the stand-

up collar and double-breasted front of

the coat, knotted at the front with

the ends firmly fixed into the belt.

It is a good idea to have the entire costume lined " ith

a strong twill. A clos€ fitting pull-on fawn velour hat

with a narrow brim is very serviceable, and a leather

waistcoat is indispensable. A fleece-lined waistcoat

with sleeves should be chosen, and if it had t^vo side

pockets they may be found useful, but breast pockets

should be avoided.

Goggles may not be \'ery attractive, but on a really

(lusty day they are an absolutely essential part, of tlie

motiu' cyclist's equipment.

V CM!
.D^^LLING. Well-known to Wolverhampton, Kidderminster, and Stourbridge motor cyclists, H(Jy Austin's Rock,

Kinver Ldge, is well worth a visit from those who live further afield. The sire of the rock may be judged by its comparison with the
motor cycle at its base. Cave dwellinRS formed the subject of an article by C. C. Harper in The Autocar of January 29th.

<^4i
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An Exceptional OFFER!
Quan- Price
tity each

Total
Price

1 7/- 7/.

2 6/9 13/6

3 6/6 19/6

+ 6/3 25/-

6 6/- 36/-

r 2 5/9 69/-

Carriage Paid.

Cash with Order.

Size 5'.in. X ).in. X I'-iu.

SURPLUS GOVERNMENT ACCUMULATORS
2 volts. Capacity- -12 ampere hour continuous, 2.\ ampere hour

ignition, 3 Accumulators give 6 vol's, a good voltage for motor

cycle lighting.

DESCRIPTION.—Five plates in celluloid boxes with

sealed lids, vent plugs and non-corrosive terminals,

Absolutely new and in perfect condition. Never had
acid in. Weight 2 lb. each.

CHAMPION SPARKING PLUGS
Motor Cycle Pattern.

l^acli plug is supplied in box and
guaranteed perfect.

Type J63.

PRICES:
Total price. I

3/6

Handle

bar

Watches

! 30-hour
move-
ment.

An excellently made handle-bar watch at a real

bargain price.

Hands moved by depressing winder and turning.

Heavily nickel-plated and fitted in strong

PRICE 15/~ EACH. Post free.

WATES BROS., 132, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2

6,830 miles
on rear tyre!

PRICES
REDUCED.

EXXMPLES :

Moselcy Heavy
3-ribbed cover,

3 - ply canvas,

26'x2r. now

£2-8-3
Moseley Heavy
3-ribbed cover,

4 - ply canvas,
23".-; 3",

i_£3^18-3j

—and, our correspondent goes on to

say, " Most of this mileage was done
with my wife and 3 children in the

sidecar. No sign of a cut or broken

canvas: cover not once removed."

And the rider had the added satis-

faction of knowing that he had

safeguarded himself and passengers

from side slips, thanks to the famous

three-r!b tread— a tread that gets a

" hold " on the greasiest road and

keeps it.

Did you know that Moseley Motor

Cycle Tyres are now moulded in

the form they take when inflated

on the rim ? The saving of time

and temper when fitting tyre to the

rim is wonderful. The beads are

also specially strengthened to avoid

nm-cutting.

SEND TO-DA Y FOR
COMPLETE LIST
SHOWING NEW
REDUCED PRICES.

MOSELEY
HEAVY THREE-RIB

MOTOR CYCLE TYRE
David Moseley & Sons, Ltd,,

Ardwick - - Manchester.

BRAVCHES: —ilAHCHJESTER: 2/4. i 6, Kcw liroien Street. LIVERPOOL!
CimimulaUvil Hom. GL.<SGOW I 126. Intram Street. LOUDON t 19-20,

Holbom Viaduct. E.0.1. BIEMISGSAM: 4, Lanctulcr Street. Corporation Street.

DUBLIN: IS, mniam StrA:!. KEWCAxTLEOS TINE: 44 anA4e. IliQh Umlge.

Australia— SrDKEl'.- 3S2. I'tltSlecl. TIRISVJNE : Fi'zroij Jluililtmia.

Jn answering these, adverlisements it is desirahU to mention "The Motor Cycle,.' C45
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If you are out for a "best value for money" machine, send for that CALTHORPE^
catalogue to-day—it deals with three such propositions. x.

Here they are—3 h.p. CALTHORPE 2-Stroke Combination, complete with lighting set (weight 190 lbs.), no
Guineas 3 h.p. CALTHORPE 2-Stroke Solo (weight 150 lbs.), 65 Guineas :2; h.p. C.^LTHORPE-
JAP (weight 14S lbs.), 70 Guineas.

Our 3 h.p. 2>-stroke engine is equal in power to any 3o h.p. on the market, and

is fitted with roller bearings. We are one of the pioneers of roller bearings in

motor cycle engines—others have followed our lead. Combination is

equipped with patent lubricating system (no oil mixed with petrol); remark-
ably efficient spring saddle pillar ; Sturmey-Archer 2-speed gear and kick-

start ; M-L Mag-Dyno lighting set ; and light, but very comfortable sidecar

Averages 20-25 m.p.h. and shows 75 m.p.g.
Ttpmcmber CALTHORPE Motor Cycles have attalilea notable iiopularity

for reliabiliry. speed, andutility, wliilst torletiuralineclmiiiealesoelleuea

ami superiolity o£ Unisli tbcy are still witbout a serious riva'.

VfimmiceF

Caltborpe Motor Cycle Co. fe'"Vf S5?)

BARN STREET — BIRMINGHAM

iSEND FOR THIS LIST

ALWAYS THE SAME^
IN QUALITY and CONSISTENCY.

At tlie Essex Motor Club One Day Trial on Feb. 19tli, the Silver Cup
for the best performance, All Silver Medals and 11 out of 13 Bronze
Medals, were won on Castrol. Why? Because

"

uI^kefield]

C. C. WAKEFIELD
& Co., Ltd.. Wakefield House.

Cheapside, London, E.C.2

l^ioroR o/l]

is the best Lubricant.

THE PREMIER BLACHBURNE
ENGINED MACHINES

Particulars

and address

of nearest

Agent from

HB
HILL BROS.,
WalsaH Street,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
^sasfii..^—-.;

C46 In oiisirerinij tli(.?e adceriiscmcnts it is i/ciirohli: to mention " The Motor Cijde.
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n aCiecLiuu «. questiun^ o. general mieiest received irom readers and oui lepwes iiiereto. All questions snould oe addressed to tne iiduor, ' Ihe ivlotor ^ycie,'

20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, and whether in'.ended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stampei aditressed en#elope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only.numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy tor ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the tcp left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

THIN MAGNETO ON SINGLE CYLINDER.
I wish to convert (if possible) a

magneto intended for a twin-
cylinder engine to a single anti-

clockwise. The direction of run-
ning is correct,- and the engine for

^^ hich the magneto was designed is a

side-by-side twin-cyliuder, in which the
pistons move together, each cylinder
firing alternately, the firing 'points
being, I believe, 360°. Can this be
done'; If so, in what manner? I pre-
sume one of the cams on the contact
breaker would need removal, and the
corresponding brash on the distributer? •

—D.A.N.
It would be necessary to remove one of
the cams and the corresponding high-
.tension brush, and the magneto must be
run at half engine speed. It would be
advisable to substitute the remaining cam
by one which keeps the points separated
during about 180° of armature revolution.

HUB CLUTCH ADJUSTMENTS.
I have taken down my Tri-

umph free engine hub (fitted to
a 1914 Rover macliine), as it

would frequently slip wlien hill-
climbing. - The plates were in

a bad state with oil and dirt. (1.) If
I put in an e.xtra plate or two, will
that cause the clutch to grip? There
is space enough for one or two plates,
still allowing clutch to work freely.
(2.) Should plates be put back greased
or dry? (3.) The surface of the

^- plates are somewhat torn. Would
that cause the slipping?—A.M.K.

(1.) There is no objection to putting in
two extra plates provided there is room
for them. If you can only insert one
extra plate you must take care that it

'

is placed beside a. similar one, that is to
say, if you decide to add an inner plate
it must go next to one of the same
kind, otherwise you may interfere with
the working of the free engine. It is
best, however, to insert the extra plates
in pairs if possible. (2.) The plates
shoiild be lubricated with very thin oil,
such as ordinary cycle oil. (3.) The
condition of the plates docs not matter
very much provided they are not
seriously scored. Tlie slipping is
caused either by the plates being worn,
or by the weakness of the springs.

RUNNING A TWO-STROKE ECONOMI-
CALLY.

With a two-stroke 2!^ h.p.

single speed machine wliich I

use, I find tliat I can only do
55 ra.p.g. The compression is

perfect, and the ignition is just

correct wlieii fully advanced, in which
position I generally keep it. Tlie

machine is fitted witii an Amac carbu-
retter and a 21 jet, which is rallier too

small (as it will not lake full air, and
I cannot get a very high speed), but
which I am using to save petrol. The
belt is ti^ht and the machine runs
well, and is lubricated by the petroil

system in tlic ]noportion of one gill to

the gallon.—F.e.F.

The consumption of your machine is dis-

tinctly poor, as you " mi"ht expect at
least 80 m.p.g. Wo would suggest that
you reduce the petrol level by lowering
the collar on the float chamber needle
until there is barely iifth of an inch play
allowed. It would then be possible to

fit a slightly larger jet, and you would
obtain better power for hirt-climbing.

A variable jet adapter which will allow

you instantly to vary the jet opening
might be of considerable help to you
when tuning ; it is weU to bear in mind
that a very small jet will not necessarily

give the best results unless economy alone
IS sought.

AN OLD MODEL FOR BUSINESS USE.
A Mark III. three-speed Arm

strong gear and clutch fitted to

my 3i h.[). Rover sidecar is con-

stantly giving out through wear.
I think the gears are not strong

enough. Could you advise me on the
matter? I believe it is a 1912 model.
Do you think the gears can be made
to answer satisfactorily for transport-

ing my tools and materials in country
joinery work?—F.W.P.

The three-speed gear you mention is one
of a very early pattern, and we certainly

do not think that it will give you per-

manent satisfaction if used with a heavily
laden sidecar. We should strongly advise
you to dispose of the machine and pur-
chase something more up-to-date.

OXFORD V. CAMBRIDGE.
For the first time, Oxford won the annual Inter-Varsity HiU-cllmb last week. Here

competitors are shown at the starting point on Aston Hill, near Tring
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OVERSIZE TYRES FOR A TRIUMPH.
What is the largest size tyre^ it is iDracticable to fit on 26 x2iin.

^ Triumph wheels? Can one get

-iJ other wheels which will take,

say, 26 x Sin. tyres, suitable for

Triumph fi^ame, and,, if so, where?

Briefly I want to fit the lai-gest possible

tyres "to a 4 h.p. countershaft Triumph.

—W.N.C4.

A 26x2iiii. for 2iiii. rim is the largest

size of tyre normally made for these rims,

but most American size 28 X Sin. tyres can

be used on the Triumph rims. It would

be advisable, howe-rer, to seek the opinion,

of some of the leading tyre manufacturers

before ordering a cover. There is no need
to fit special wheels.

TO ELIMINATE FOUR-STROKING.
I have a 1920 2.| h.p. single-

^Tl speed tw-o - stroke, and am
^ troubled a great deal with four-

—J stroking, especially when running
slowly. I have tried jets Nos.

25, 25, and 28 in the Amac carburetter,

and seem to get better results with
the 25 jet, and more so when running
on benzole. I do not think it is a

case of too much oil, as I get very

little smoke from the e.xhaust.

—

W.E.P.
From the rather scanty details you give,

it would appear that the trouble i» due to

an excessive supply of fuel, although you
do not say that the carburetter is flooding.

We would suggest that you lower the
level considerably. This is done by
tapping down the collar" on the float

chamber needle until the float is allowed
barely -fVin. play, or you may add one or
two thin wai5hers between the top of the
float and split pin on the needle.

A LIGHTWEIGHT'S SPEED.
I should be very much obliged

?if you would help me in a

diagnosis. I have a 2% h.p. four-
-2J stroke machine, which has run

exactly 4,000 miles, being new
last spring. It runs sweetly and quietly
at -19 m.p.h., but develojis a. loud ifattle

at .20-23 m.p.h., and will not exceed
25 m.p.h. It has, always been much
the same, and up to now I have been
content with its exceedingly moderate
speed. The belt is tight, the crank
case bolts are tight, the timing correct,

the, silencer clean inside, and the tyres
hard. Should the machine be able to

run. taster? If so, I should much appre-
ciate any suggestions vou may offer.

—S-.B.
"

Your machine should certainly exceed 25
m.p.h., but the details you give do not
sufficiently indicate tlie cause of the
trouble. Wear of the connecting rod
bearing is usually associated with a loud
rattling when the machine is travelling
fast at small throttle openings—that is,

when running light, and it would perhaps
be advisable to remove the cylnider and
inspect the mechanical condition. There
is no reason why a machine with such an
engine should not easily attain .speeds of
about 55 to 38 m.p.h.

fj^^^lE HIARCH i-jth, IQ2I.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES
Leicesteb to Manchestee.—H.M.

Leicester, Loughborough, Derby, Ash-
bourne, Leek, Macclesfield, Stockport,

Heaton Norris, Manchester.

Granth.\m to Bangor.—G-.P.J.

Grantham, Bingham, Nottingham,
DerBy, Ashbourne, Leek, Congleton,
Holmes Chapel, Middlewich, Kelsall,

Chester, Mold, St. Asaph, Abergele,
Colwyn Bay, Conway, Bangor.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
L.A.C. (Leeds).—Any alternative spring

fork fitted to Triumph. -

R.H.B. (London, S.W.).—Auto-wheel,
or other cycle attachments.

Torquay to Ebith.—A.S.
, Torquay, Exeter, Culiompton, Welliug-
ton, Taunton, Durstoii, Glastonbury,
Wells, Eadstock, Bath, Chippenham,
Calne, Marlborougli, Hungerford, That-
cham, Theale, Reading, Wokingliam,
Ascot, Chertsey, Weybridge, Esher, Sur-
bitoii, Tooting, Mitcham, Croyd<)n, Brom-
ley, Sidcup, Crayford, Erith. Approxi-
mtitely 225 miles.

Barrow to Melrose.—G.H.R.
Barrow, Dalton, Ulverston, Haver-

thwaite, Newby Bridge, Bowness, Amble-
side, Rydal, Grasmere, Keswick, Portin-
scale. The Castle Inn, Bothel, Red Dial,

Thursby, Carlisle, Longtown, Scots Dyke
Station, Canonbie, Langholm, Teviothead,
Branxholme Tower, Hawick, Aslikirk,

, Selkirk; Abbotsford, Jlelrose.

Sal_. March 19lh—Birmincham M.C.C.
" Victory ' Reliability Trial.

Sat, March 19 h—Stockport M.C C.
Open Hill CI mb.

Fri.. March 25th—Richmond Meet.

Frl, March 25th, and Sal , March 26th-
M.C.C. London Land's End Trial.

Mon, Mar. 28th—Westmorland M C C.
Open Hill C imb.

Mon„ Mar. 28th— Ea'it Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trial?,

Fri.. April 8th, and Sal., April 9th—
Western Centre A.C.U, Two-day Open
Trial.

Fri . April I 5th. and Sat., April 1 6th—
Ealing and District M.C.C, London-
Holyhead-Londbn 24 hr. Open Trial.

Sal . April 1 6th—Yorkshire Centre A.C,U.
Open Hill-climb.

Sat., April 23rd— Midland Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Wed , April 27lh—A.C U. One-day Trial

Sat., Aprl 30th— Newcaslle and District
'

M C. Travers Cha'lenge Trophy Open
Reliability Trial,

Fri.. May ISlh, and Sat., May 14th—
M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

Sat,. May 21st—Western Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill Climb.

Wed.. May 25th—A.C.U. Silencer Trial at
Brooklands,

Sat.. May 28th—East Midland Centre
A.C,U,iOpen HiU Oimb.

Tues., June 1 4th—Junior T,T, Race
Thurs. June 1 6th—Senior TT, Race,

Sat, Ju.n5 2Sth—M.C.C. Inter-team Trial
for '"The Motor Cycle" Cup

Mon., July 4th, to Sat., July 9lh —
Scottish Six Days' Trial.

Wed., July 6lh, and Thurs., July 7th,-
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial,

Sun.. July 24th—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Racs in France,

Mon., Aug. 1st. to Sa'., Aug. 6jh

—

International Six Days Trial In Switzer-
land,

Mon., Aug. 29th. to Sat,, Sept 3rd—
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sat.. Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars,

British Entries in Grand Prix.

Four B.S.A. machines have akeady
been entered in the Motor Cycle Grand
Prix race, which will take place on

July 24th.
^

Average Second-hand Prices.

Owing to a clerical error in our table

of "Prices of Second-hand Machines,"

4 h.p. Norton machines have been tabu-

lated as 1921, while the prices given

actually referred to 1920 models.

Racing in Burma.
A course of ninety miles out and back

again from Rangoon provided a sporting

race in Burma, in which the second place

was secured by A. Galstin (21 Douglas),

His tinie for the 180 miles was 4h. .41m.

As here, Castrol oil is popular amongst
overseas speed men, and was used on the

above-mentioned machine.

Price Maintenance and Reduction.

A useful price maintenance guaranlee

is given by the Scott Motor Cycle Co.,

Ltd., which is stabilising its prices until

October 1st. Messrs. A. J. Stevens and
Co., Ltd., take a similar line, giving

June 1st as limit of their refunding offer.

Martin lightweights are being reduced -

by six- guineas.

Catalogues Destroyed.

1\\ consecjuence of a disastrous fire at

their printers, the entire issue of the 1921

catalogue of the Leicester Rubber Co.,

Ltd., Post Office Place, Leicester, the

makers of .John Bull tyres and belts,

has been involved, and this will jiatu-

rally d'elay distribution. However, '
if it

is found possible to salve any of the

catalogues they will be sent to customers

in due course.
'

Catalogues Received.
Hotherham and Sons, Ltd., Coventry :

Lists describing the various tank fittings,

dashboard clocks, and Bonniksen speedo-

meters,

W. and A. Bates, Ltd., St. Maiy's
Mills, Leicester : -Folder describing Bates

,

" self-vulcanising " specialities, such as

patches, cover patches, and repair outfits.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry :

A small booklet, describing the trans-

mission of the new chain-driven Trimnph
and illustrating the gear box and spring
drive.

Hazlewoods, Ltd., Albion Mills,

CovSitry : A folder embodying specifi-

cations of the 6 h.p. and 8 h.p. Hazle-
wood sidecar outfits. There is also an
eight-paged booklet of hints on manage-
ment and adjustment.
Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd., Lenton,

Nottingham ; A booklet describing the
Stm-mey-Archer two-speed gear for light-

weight singles up to 2J h.p., and twins
up to 3i h.p. Riders interested in gear

ratios should- obtain this booklet, if. only

for the formula on finding numbers of

teeth' on engine-shaft sprocket for vai'ious

reductions.
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21.22.23.2i«
EACH DAY THAT PASSES LESSENS YOUR CHANCES.

'Phone :

1300 Langham
2 lines

You see above the number of days

to Easter.

You see below the name and address

of the firm who can supply ^ou from
stocl^ with just the machine or com-

bination you require for Easter.

But please act promptly. T)ont wait

until the last few days. Order at

once to avoid disappointment.

We have- considerably over J 00 ma-
chines in stock- ^Nj^w 192 1 (Models,

U^ew J 920 Models (at reduced

prices), and a good selection of

thoroughly) overhauled and guaran-

teed second-hand machines.

Call, if you can. If this is not possible, write for our
full and complete List. Just your name and address
on a postcard—and you will find the machine of your
choice is waiting for you at—

208, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l,
2 minutes from Gt. Portland Street Station (Met. Rly.
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A.C. Sparkius Plug Co., Lta. .. Ixxvii.
Accles & Pollock, Ltd Ixxvl.
Albion Eiigineerius" Co., Ijtd .Ixxyiii.
Alexander & Go S
AUen-Buimctt Jlotor Co., Ltd li.

Amao, Ltd iv.

Anderson, D., cS; Son. Ltd l\-ii.

Anglo-Anicucan Oil Co., Ltd 12
Apollo Ping Mannfactiu-ing Co., Ltd. . . . 24
Ainatts ivli
Aslatt Tyrc-stoppiiig Co Ivii.
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Bowman Ivi.

Bown's, Ltd Ixi
Braid, Bros Ixxv.
Bright and Hayles xlv
British Piston lUng Co., Ltd 32
Britisli Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd Ift

Brook Motor and Eng. Co., Ltd Ixxv
Brooks, J. B., & Co., Ltd 33
Bnilders' & General Traders" Co Iv.
Burlington Motor Cycle Co., Ltd G
Burman & Sons, Ltd 30
Burney & Blackbume, Ltd 55
Bntterfields, Ltd 24
Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co., Ltd Gli

Chapman's Motor Cycle Service Depot. . Iviii

Cliater-Lea, Ltd Ixvii.
Clayton-Wright, Ltd 20
Clennell Kangaroo Sidecar's '. 64
Coleman, Quick-lite Agency lii.

CoUege Leather Co. liii.

Collier, H., & Son?, Ltd -. Cover ii.

Coppen, Allen *: Co 51
Cornererofta, Ltd Ixxvii.
County Clicmical Co., Ltd llx.

Connty Cycle and Motor Co Ixxvi.
County Engineering Co xliv.
Coventry Eagle Cycle and Motor Co. . . 26
Cowcy Eng. Co., Ltd. 50
Cox Carburetters, Ltd 4
Crabtree & Son, Ltd xx., and xxi.
Cromwell l*^ngineering Co xlv.
Cross, T. D. and Sons liii.

Balman, .1. C, *c Sons Cover iii.

Davies. T 1.

Dekla, Ltd 51
Dene Motor Cycle Co liii., andlv.
Derry and Toms xxxiv.
D.K. Ensiueering Co.. Ltd xxix.
DvmhiU's, Ltd Uv. and Isiv.
Dumi, W. T., Ltd xxxii.
Eastern Gai'age Co xvi., and xvii.
Easting Windscreen, Ltd lix.
Economic Motor, Ltd 63
Edmund, C, & Co., Ltd 54
E.I.C. Magnetos, Ltd. 41
Elce, W. H., & Co. xl.
Elite Ruhber Co., Ltd xvili., and xix.
Emanuel, H 10
Evans, P. J viii., and ix.
Excelsion Tyre Co Ivii.
F. Aslett-Coulson Engineering Co 22
Ferodo, Ltd ::. Ixiii.
F.N. (England), Ltd 44
Forfleld Motors Ivi.
Franci'? & Barnett, Lid 19
Frost, W. H., & Co., T,(d 26
F.R.S. Lamps 23
Frederick's xlvii.

I'Al"! 15

Carnage's iia.

Genn, W. Iviii
G.L.L Co., Ltd Cover iii.

G.N., Ltd 48
Goddard's Iviii.

Godtrey's, Ltd i.

Gorleston Garage Ltd xlv.
Grade, Ltd xxxvi
Green, A liii.

Green, W. J., Ltd Fi'ont Cover
Gilndlay (Coventry), Ltd 46
Grose, James, Ltd 1
Guiterman, S.. & Co., Ltd 1.

Haggard & C'o xlvi.
H.-ilitax Motor Excliange xiv.
Hamilton Trading Co xsxi.
Harley-lJavidson Motor Co. Ltd 27
Harmcn's (Motor Agencies), Ltd 61
Harrods, Ltd 44
Heudce Manufacturing Co 39
Heiider.son (Aero ^^'orl:s) 36 and 37
Henley Eng. Co Ix.xv
Hercules Hood Co liv.

Hill Bros 66
Hilton, Rider & Co., Ltd Ixxviii,
Hitchings, Ltd 64
Hobson. J. T., & Co Ivi
Horsman, Victor, Ltd xxvii
Howse's Ixxviii.
Himt, A. H.. Ltd Ixi

Hutchinson Tyre Co 49
.lackson. T. H. V xlii.

James CycTe Co., Ltd Ixix.
Jenson & Nicholson, Ltd xli.

J.E.S. Motor Works Ixxvii.
Julian, H xxii., and xxiii.

Klaxon Co. Ltd Iii

Lamb's v,

Liyton Garages xv.
Lea-Francis, Ltd Ixvi.
Leatheries, Ltd .- Ixix.
Leicester Rubber Co,. Ltd. liv.

Liberty^Bcll Co xlii
Licenses & General Insurance Co., Ltd. Ixxiii,

Lightweight Tent Co Iviii.

Lloyd IMotor Engineering Co., Ltd.- .... Ixiv
Love, J, L. & Co xliii,

Lucas Electrical Co., Ltd 38
Lyucs, A. IC, & Co., Ltd 4«
Mabon Motor Worlis Ivi.

Manchester Glove Co xxviii,
]\taplestone Cantilever Spring Forks, Ltd. xxvi.
Markt & Co,, Ltd. x)ls
Marlow liii.

iUarston, U.J xlix.
M-arstou, J., Titd 3
Maudes' Motor Jfart 58 and 59
Maycock Ltd Ixxiv.
Mead & Deakin Ixxiv.
Miller, A. G., Ltd .'. Ixii.

i\Iiller, H., & Co., Ltd Ixiii.

.Millet, J. M., & Sons xsrxviii.

MiUford's, Ltd Ixxviii.
M-L Mas'ueto Sj'ndicate, Ltd Ixv,
Montgomery, W., & Co Front Cover
Morris Garages xxxvii,
Morris, J. S., & Son. Ltd Ixxviii.
Morriss and Co,, Ltd .Iviii.

Moseley, D., & Sons, Ltd 6.1

INloss, A xlv.
Moss Gear Co., Ltd., l.xviii.
" Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy. . 2 & sxxiii.
Motor Fittings Supply Co Iv.

Motor Supply Co liii.

Jlotor Veliicles (Engmceriug & .Supply)
Association, Ltd, Ixiii.

National Works Ivii.

New Hudson, Ltd 11
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd 29
Newman, S. A., Ltd., Ixv.
New Ryder Ixxvii.
New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd 45
Nicol R.D. and Co., Ltd., Ixiv
North British Rubber Co., Ltd 61
North London Carrying' Co., Ltd Ivii.

North Wales Motor Excliang'C Ixxii.

Norton Motors, Ltd 43
Ollard, Westcombe & Co., Ltd vi.

Owen Bros, and Co., Ltd Ixli.

P. & P. Engineering Co., Ltd Ixxi.
Palmer Tyre. Ltd 62
Parker's 56
Patent Motor Products Co., .xlvi.
Patrick Engineering Co.. Ltd Ivi.

Paxnian and Sons Iii.

Percy & Co
Perkin & Co., Ltd
Philip, G. and Son, Ltd Ixxvi
Philipson & Co., Ltd .62 and x
"' Pneu " Auto PuUev Co.
Pi'essed Products Mfg. Co., Ltd si

Pres.sland Cliltord Ix
Premier Motor Co
Price's Co., Ltd Cover i

Provident Accident& Guarantee Co., Ld. Ixxi

Piigh, Chas. H., Ltd
P.V. Jlotor Cycles, Ltd Ixxvi
Quadrant
Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd
Ramont, Ltd
Ratclitfe Bros xx
Renold, Hans. Ltd
Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd
Rey's
Robertson's xl

Roberts and Hibbs Is
Robinsou, H. Ltd xlv
Robinson and Sleight
Roper, i'ranlc B xl
Rul'.eroid Co., Ltd r
Rudge Pros ^

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. '

Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd Front Cover and
Samson, Reg 1;

Sandham Engineering Co
Service Co.. Ltd
Service Mfg, Co xl
Sljekman, M., & Co Iv

Sheppeo Motor Co., Ltd i :

Slioekstops 1

Siemens Bros. & Co,, Ltd ."
. Ixvi

Smitli. Ir'vine 1

Sii.ith, J., &• Co V
Smith, .'^,. & Son, Ltd
Sniitlilii'ld Trading Co 1
" Snowliyte " I

Sopwitii Aviation & Eugineering Co., Ltd.
South-Western Appliance Co 1

Spencer, A. B Iv
Splilnx iMauufactnring Co Cover

:

Spicer Bros
Stanford Sidecar Co Ixx
Stanley & Hill, Ltd Ix
Stanley's Motor Cycle Co.. Ltd x
Stanley IMotor Belt & B asi;ener Co xlv
Star Sundries Co xxsi
Stevens, A. J.. & Co., Ltd
Stonehouso Works Co x
Smx Cycle & Fittings, Co., Ltd
Sutcliffe, F. and H 1:

Swift of Coventry, Ltd r li

Sykcs & Sugden, Ltd Is

Tampltn Engineering Co Ixi

Tan-Sad Works
Taylor's Ivi

Taylor, H., K Co.. Ltd 30 and i

Terry, H. and Sons, Ltd
Thornber Bros li

Tow-nend, Harold, Ltd
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd Front Cov
Tr5-U3 Cycle Co Ixx'

Turner's Stores xx
TurreU, A., & Sons 1

Tyler Apparatus Co., Ltd
Uppadine. A. x]

Vale Engineering Syndicate xxxi
Veloce, Ltd
Vevo Works xl

Villiers Engineering Co.. Ltd
Vivian Hai'die & Lane, Ltd
Wakefield, C. C, & Co.. Ltd
Wai'd & Goldstone, Ltd
Wat<es Bros
Wauchope's
Waverlcy Book Co., Ltd. . . . ^
Wells, Matthew and Co., Ltd^. Ivi

Westwood Rim & Patents. Ltd s
"

Webb, H. C, and Co,. Ltd
Whitley Manufacturing Co., Ltd IxT
Whitelev, Wm., Ltd

'

Whittaker, H
Whitworth. Frank, Ltd s
Wilkin Jlotors, Ltd Ixs
Willowbrook Co
Wincycle Co., Ltd 1
" Woodworks " .- It
Wooler Motor Cycle Co. (1919), Ltd.- la
Wulfruua Engineering Co., Ltd IS

Voung, F. J xli

Zcuith Motors, Ltd
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CONTRACTORS
For all leading makes
of Motor Cycles, Side-

cars and Light Cars.

.:^aSi^'^*ffi
ft^ifcaaiiii^

TAYLORS
LARGE SELECTION

Shop-soiled and guar-
anteed Second - hand
Machines, write for List.

Sole London & District Agents for A.J.S. & British Excelsior Motor Cycles.

MAY WE FIX YOU UP FOR

E A S X B R
All the following mounts are ready for Immediate Delivery.

1921
A.J.S., 7 li.p. comb £215
Lucas Acetylene equipment 7. 8
Lucas Dynamo equipment 28
EXCELSIOR, S h.p. combination de
Luxe 215

Lucas Acetylene equipment 8
Lucas Dynamo equipment 28
EXCELSIOR, 6 li.p. comb., 3-spce(l.

Chain-cum-bclt 160
ZENITH, 8 lip. combination 204

COMBINATIONS

7 6

7 6

(I

RALEIGH, 5-0 li.p. combination ....

MATCHLESS, combination, dynamo

MATCHLESS, comb., run 20 miles

ARIEL, 3i h.p. ccmb., 3-speed

P. & M., 3* h.p. comb., 2-specd ....

ENFIELD, 8 h.p. comb

Extra for Dynamo Lighting

B.S..\., .[J h.p. H2. comb
TRILMPH, 4 h. p. comb., chain

£204 15

230

195

157 10

165

160

22

152

195

1921 SOLO MOUNTS
EXCELSIOR- BLACKBURNE,

25 h.p., 2-specd, clutch and k-startcr £96
SCOTT, 3j h.p.. 2-.?pecd 130
O.K., 25 h.-p.;..:..\ 52 10

EXCELSIOR, 2\ h.p., open frame .

.

ENFIELD, 2j h.p., 2-speed

DOUGLAS, 2.5 h.p., 2-specd, equipped

SUNBEAM, 3j h.p, 3-spced

£49 15

65

85
155 8

SHOP - SOILED AND USED MOUNTS
A.J.S., 1920 h.p. comb., electric

equipment Binks, scarcely used .. £190
A.J.S., 1920 6 h.p. comb., acetylene
equipment, hood, etc." 180

A.J.S., 1918 6 h.p. comb, electric

lighting 145
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, 1920

7-9 h.p. comb., acetylene lighting
as new 150

NEW HUDSON, 1919 comb 95

Any machine supplied for Cash or on

NEW IMPERIAL, 1918 8 h.p. comb.
P. & M., igig comb. R.A.F. model
TRIUMPH, 3.1 h.p., W.D. model solo

LEA FRANC'lS, 3J h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, kick-startc-r

EXCELSIOR, 2j h,p., 2-specd

CALTHORPE, 2"^ h.p., 2-speed

TRIUMPH, sHi.p., acetylenelighting

£110
95
95

117
60

50
85

EXCELSIOR, 6 h.p., 3-specd 142 10

our "Payment out of Income System."

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
SHOWROOMS :

Motor Cycles and Cars 52-53, SUSSEX PLACE, SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Accessories, Spare Parts, and Repairs 21a, STORE ST., TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.C.l.

Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.l.
Garage : Tottenham Court Rd., W.

Phones ; Accessories ScRepalrs—^Museum 1240. Motor Cycles &Cars—Kensington 7260 Telegrams : 'D>nametro, Westcent, London.'

In answering tJih advertisement it is defirfiblu to rurtitii/n ' 77. < .!/.•/</; f .
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FURTHER REDUCTIONS
IN PRICE.

A. B.C. 3 h.p. Motor Cycle

£120complete with Kick-starter, i

reduced to

A.B.C. Coachbuilt Sidecar
with Special Spring Chassis (Water- ^ ^ft
proof Apron £! 7 6 extra) A»»^C?

A.B.C. Spares

Ample supply immediately available.

We have also a few SHOP-SOILED
A B.C. MACHINES and SIDECARS at much ^
reduced prices; we shall be pleased to

supply particulars on application.

THE SOPWITH AVIATION
AND ENGINEERING CO^ LTD.

{Jn Liqitidalioii]

:: :: KINGSTON-ON-THAMES :: ::

mmA
The ONLY Number Plate

TH4T CAN BE BUILT UP!
With tins plate there is no waiting for painting or
casting—your own number plate can be assembled
and completed WHILE YOU WAIT I

Made froiii Best Quality Aluminium, rigid, strong,
reliable, and passed by Scotland Yard. Don't be
fined for having incorrect or indistinct Plates—use

The Ever-Ready

ALUMINIUM NUMBERPLATE
(Fully Patented)

Units are highly- polished Aluminium on a dead black
background—clear, distixictive, and an ornament to
any machine. " _ " ,

PRICE 11/6 per pair. Post fret.

Supplied by Agents from stocU. If any
difficulty, order from us direct.

B'HAM NON-FERItEOUS
METAL Co.. Legge St, B HAN.

Special Note.

To put these Plates on the market \vt

shall give a famous "IGNA" SPARK-
ING PLUG with each Pair of

Plates, TREE. Send for

yours while this offer lasts.

504

The Complete Plate."

Whateveryour machine
Write us for particulars of our

Carburettors.

We have a Model that will give
the maximum of efficiency on

every make of machine.

AMAG
CARBURETTORS
AMAC LIMITED,
Aston CrosSi Birmingham

LEATHER
CUSHION,

18 inches O^/
sijiiare, «*W/ -

'SPIKAR' CRAZY LEATHER
Prov. Patent No. 7.339.

Cushions in Tan, Suede, Chocolate, etc.,

for Sidecar, Car, Boat, or Home.
Everlasting wear, at a moderate price.

Sent on approbation against deposit.

24xn. cushion 50/-, Round 63/". Hassock

47/6 Tammy 21 /», etc.

I'l-oin :—

LIBERTY'S, LONDON. FlNNlGAN'd,
MANXHESTER. KEAN AND SCOTT,
BIRMINGHAM, snd other Agents, or

direct !ron) :

—

SPICERS, LEAMINGTON.

The Highways and
Byz^ays of England

-Their History and Romance.
By T. W. WILKINSON.

Dealing in an interesting manner with the growth

of our road system, from the time of the Romans
dovm to the present day.

Price 6/- net. . By post, 6/6.
]

Obtainable from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., £Snd6n. ETci;

and all leading booksellers.

'-.14 In an.sweii)i/i these mi'certiscmenis it is desirable to mmtibn "The Motor CU/cle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

IADVERTISEMENTS in these columns 1

-First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad- I

iitional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

re ^charged double rate. Each paragraph is

jharged separately. Name and address must

le counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

)e quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

idvertiseraents should be made payable__—-r-co"
lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed_^-=—

'

rreasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

ratisit. should not be sent as remittances .

All advertisaments m this section should be

ccompanied with remittance, and be addressed

the offlces of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
itreet, London, E.C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

oventry. To ensure insertion letters should

le posted in time to reach the oQlces of " The
Botor Cycle," by the Drst post on Friday

Doming previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

luote the number which is printed at the end of

ach advertisement, and the date of the issue

a which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible (or clerical

ir printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mista)(es. i

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For Uie coiiveuience of advertisers, letters may be

'

tiJrei^ed to numbers at '* The Motor Cycle " Office.
\

Vlien this is desired, tbe sum oi 6d. to defray the cost of

egiitr.Uioii and to cover postage on replies must be afTded

the advertisement charge, which must include the
ords liox 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only tiie number
ill appear in the advertisemeut. All replies should be
ddresicd No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,'

J.C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisetnents cottlaming

ginillances shotild be setit by registered Post, but in alt such
uses tt is advisable to make use ot the Deposit System.

Id th9 case ol motor eyoles offered for sale under a box
lUtDber, as it Is unusual for these to be sold without Orst

elag Inspected by the Intending purchaser, adverllsert will

kotlltate business by embodying In Iheir advertisements,

ome mention of tbe district In which the machine i

Sered may be seen and tried. . iW DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

lay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our [

)epo3it System. If the money be deposited with "The
lotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

|

Tbe time allowed for a decisioa alter receipt of the
oods is three days, aud it a sale is effected we remit tbe
mount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

arriago one way. For all transactions up to £io. a
I

eposit fee of x/- Is charged; on transactions over i\o'
nd under 1C50, the fee fsa/6; over £50 and under £75, 5/-:
ver £73 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions'
ver {100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

|

0, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4, and cheques and money >

rders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limiteti.
|

The letter *' D " at the end of an advertisement is an

'

idication that the advertiser Is willing to avail himself oJ

bo Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
oslrous, but have not advised us to that eflecl,

i

SPECIAL NOTE.
|

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
Dswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the,
lenoa as an Indication that the goods advertised have <

Iready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
lany enquiries that it [s quite impoasible to reply to

1

&oh one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALI:

A. B.C.
"F^EW 1CJ20 A.B.C. 4.8peed; £140; in stock

Uvr

l';20 A B.C.
Raodall, Andovei (0367

A.B.C.. perfeHcondition,_ mileage 1,000; JEIOO.—

3

Adamson Rd.. Swiss Cottage. [5065

A.B.C. 1914, 2-speed. splendid cooditiou; nearest
£65.-108, Piatt St., Leigh. Lanes. (6027

A.B.C 1920 (Aug.), d.vnamo model, accessories and
.-spares, iieriect order and condition; £120.

—

Clarke, Lynn Bd., Ely, Cambs. (1339

A.B.C. New Models from Stock, 1920; best cash ofler
entenained.—A- J. Xoung and Co., Ltd., New-

market. [1252

All letters relating to adveitisements sh

^RGAIP
Now is the time to purcliase

your machines. We have in stock

an excellent selection of modern

and flrst-class solo machines

and combinations. Every one at

bargain prices. We advise you

to get into communication with

us if you are desirous of pur-

chasing one of these bargains.

We may state that no reason-

able offer is refused. Our stock

is as follows :

—

19:1 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combmation,
Jlag Dynaiilo lightiag *182

19:1 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combinatiou,
standard model t160

19:0 3! h.p. SUNBEAM Corabiualioii,

coinpiclc with huiips and horn .... £170

i9.:o 4th.p. B.8.A. Combination, guar-

anteed uuused, all-chain drive £135

i9::o 8 h.p, countershalt ZENITH, kicl.-

s'artcr. Swan sporting Sidecar to

match, with lamps, speedometer,

and horn. Mileage 300. Cost £ -so.

.Accept «"0
tgio 4 h.p, D0UBLA8 Combiuation, with

lamps, scmi-r.T. bars, ori.ginal t>T<s £120

i9>o .i-cylindcr HENDERSON Conibina-

tiiin. Sidecar to match, inechanicai

horn, lamps, spccdoni.etcr £145

1920 Powerplus INDIAN Combiuation,

Best Sidecar, dynamo lighting,

speedometer, electric horn, oriRinal

tyres, Iiood, and screen ; cost £-28 ;

accept £1*5

19 '0 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Dinky Sidecar

to match. Brand new Combination £160

1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination,

Swan sporting Sidecar, lamps, and
windscreen £85

iG'O 4I1.P, countershaft TRIUMPH,
^"

ur.usea "20
iQ-o 3 h.p. twin LEA-FRANCIS, shop-

soiled only, complete with lamps

;

cost i'i40 ; accept £90

jqii 3' h~p. SUNBEAM Combination . £75

CARS.
I9'l G.N.-VITES8E, dynamo lighting.

;duminiuni body ; )nst driven from

works, unused. Makers' price, £309.

Our price • £27S

II 9 h.p. MORRIS-COWLEY, 4-scater.

dynamo lighting, disc wheels, excep-

tionally good condition £31

lO-o to h.p, SINGER Coup.', mileage

1,000; c05tVJ-5; accept £395

SIDECARS.
Dinky and Henderson Elite Sidecars in Stock,

for immediate delivery.

First-class'Conlbiaalions aud Solos Wanted ?or

Spot Cash.

J. SMITH & CO.,
62 & 54, Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.I,

(Bottom end ol Tottenham Cour. R^.)

'Phone : Museum 5938.

IMPORTANT IMOTICE.
Owing to the Easter Holidays,

the issue of "The Motop Cycle
'

fon March 31st must be closed
for press earlier than usiral

Insertion of Miscellaneous Adver-
tisements in that issue can only
be guaranteed if in our liands by
Wednesday, March 23rd,

MOTOR CYCLES
A.B.C.

A.B.C. 1920, Lucas elwtrk-,
»iioiitico £95. «(»8t ilVO.-

Rd., Keutfjiigtou, \V.14.

FOR SALE.

f^I>eetluriietcr, iteiitct

;

Mooie, 3, AYonmoi*^
[5906

A.B.C—All models will be on sale at tbo second
hand Automobilo Show,

April 2nd.
from
5735

Crystal Palace,
(Seo Wanted.)

1Q20 A.B.C, equipped^regardless, inilcafie 500. im-
X»/ fcratrhed; cost £160; accept £90; cxcliauKos. -

60. Wallingfurd Av., N. Kensington. [6394

A.B.C 1920 Combination, kick start, excellent condi-
tion; .£lfl5: bv apiiointraent.—Giovenor, 25, l*ccl

Grove. Ciuibridge ileatii, London, E.2. [6890

A.B.C, Angvut. 1920. i>erfect order, lighting sot;
jE98, or would exchange bea%'ier niaclune.—Sylva-

dale, Bramhall Lane, Bramhall, Stockport. LX9136

A.B.C, latest kick start model. lully equipped, guar-
anteed as new; £110, or accept lightweight

fDouglas prelerred) and £60 cash.—73, Victoria Rd..
Stroud Green, N.4. [5993

1 Q20 A.B.C Combination, dynamo lighting, sm:ilt

X*/ uiilcHge. beautiful condition throughout, Ciiinen

wind Rcreen. etc.; owner buying car; £140.-11., K*'ii-

wood, Bausteud, Surrey. "* [4399

A.B.C, £120; the finest value in motor cycles.—
Agents, Frank Whitworth, Lt4l.,J39, New St.,

' Birmingham, Spares always obtainable at Service

Depot, 105, Bristol St., Birmingham. [X9295

1Q20 (.-Vugust) A.B.C. Combination, as new, porlcct
XV ordor. mileage 1,200, complete with Lucas
dvnamo lighting, speedometer, and luggago grid; cost

£220: any trial; what offers ''—Osbaldstone, Chalvey
Rd., Slough. [6826

ALLEX-BKNN'KTT Motor Co., Ltd.-A.B.O., 1920.
and A.B.C touring sidecar, dynamo lighting; £155,

cash, exchange, extended payments.—9-10-11, lioyol

Parade, West Crovdon. 'Phone: Croydou 2450. 'Grams:
Track, Croydon. ' t6280

A.B.C. 3h.p., new mid-January last, dynamo light- .

iug. horn, speedometer, negUciblc iniloage, beauti

ful condition, carclully run in. many spares ;
any

trial; gftnuine reason; would consider part exchanBB
new bicar cir Ruver; £l20.~Elveyen, 53, ^^'illo'j:^ IJ'^-
Cannon Hill, Birmingham. [X9381

Classified Advertisements.

Special Notice,

Owing to the inci^eased

size of , this issue, it became
necessary to close for press

somewhat earlier than

usual. Advertisers who have

sent copy for classified

advertisements, and do not

find them in this issue,

should note that, unless

instructions are received to

the contrary, the advertise-

ments will duly appear in

the next issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDOX Sh.v- OoinViination, S-siieed, spleuilitl

condition; bargain, i75.—451, Higli EU., Leytou.
Essex. [6421

AEISGDOS' King Dick, SiAli.p., countersliaft 2-spcea
and clutch, about 1914, dropped frame, C.A.V.

mns.: £24.—Stocker, 49, Riverside, Kineston-on-Tlinmcs.
[6392

1 Q^" Abingdon King Dick Combination, 6-7h.p., 3
M-iy speeds, all accessories, low mileage; £130; ex-

changes.—Homac's, 243, Lower- Clapton Rd., N.E.
Phone: Dalston 2408. [6113

ABIKQDON King Dick 4h.p., nearly new Dmrlops,
clutch, lamps, new Amac, In excellent condition

:

price £40, or offer.—East Qrinstead Motor Garage,
London Ed., East Qrinstead. (3238

Acme.
1 Q20 Acme Combination, wind screen, spare wheel,
it/ Tan-Sad. spares, tax paid, as new; £175, or
nearest offer.—54, Clarendon Ed., Luton. [6784

1 Q20 Bh.p. Acme Combination, mileage 2,000. spare
J-*y wheel, gas and electric lighting sets, Tan-Sad,
speedometer, spare tube and belt; £170.—Costin, 19,

Bute St., Luton. [6916

1 Q20 (Augttst) 8h.p. Acme-Jap Combination, spare
-IJ^ wheel, Lucas lamps, horn. Easting screen, Bon-
niksen speedometer, pillion seat, mfleage 754, fully in-

sured, as new; £195.—Watson, Woodroyd, Motherwell.
[6091

BRAND Now 1920 Sh.p. Acme Combination, J.A.P
engine, detachable wheets, spare wheel, luxurioirs

eidlacar with cantilever springing; list price £213,
reduced to £180 spot cash; only one at this price.—Tlie
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd/, Birmingham. [5284

A.J.S.

Vou Requiring a new combination for Easter-^RE

JULIAN'S, o! Reading. have 1921 A.J.S. in stock

SECnRE -One
appointed.

Early, otherwise yo"n may

JUIflAITS of Eeadtng have 1921 A.J.S

Weymouth.—1921 A.J.S.TJAN GUI,
£215.

be dis
[0477

in stock.
[0532

in Etook;
[2173

Tavlor's
[5387

A.J.S. 1921 Models.—Early deliveries at
Stores, 174, Listerhills Rd., Bradford.

BRIGHTON, Hove, and District
Turpiu's. 22-29, Preston Rd., B

"I
Q21 A.J.S. 7h.p. in stock; £215.-

-^ «^ Garage, Wednesbury.

A .J.S. Brand New 6h.p. Combination, spare wheelA screen, unriscd; £180.—Moss, Wem. [X9129

Merri'-k's
[4657

A.J.S. Agents.
Brighton. [0202

CROW Bros., Whitehall Garage, Guildford, A.J.S.
agents and expert repairers since 1912. [7989

A.J.S. Tjate 1919 6h.p. "Combination, complete, first-

class condition; £155.—Bousfield, Westbury, Wilts.
[4543

1 Q16 4h.p. A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, lamps,
-itf and horn; snip, £110.—'Wilderspin, Chatteris.

[6806

D-m GUr, Weymouth.—A.J.S. agent lor Dorset
<

"^ ''

£100.
earliest deliveries new 23-41. P-,

A .JS.
41- Chapel
Parts.

Spares, prompt
Ash Depot,

A.J.S. 1921
order i

Birkenhead.

DAN GUT, Weymouth.—A.J.S.
1917. recently re-enamelled,

provisional price
[8318

delivery.—Cyril Williams,
Wolverhampton. T.A. :

[7998

Models for spring delivery; send ynur
me.—It. J. Marston, 50, Argyle St..

[6696

6h.p. combination,
, splendid condition

th-Toushout; £120. _ [6319

A.J.S.—All models will be on sale at the second-hand
Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from April

2nd. (See Wanted.)

A.J.S-—1921 models
District Agents

Bolton. Lancashire

-|Q20 A.J.S. Combination,
-I-v dition, bought car;
Eramer Green, Reading.

GET on A.J.S. from A.S.J.
Good deliveries, good

Tool Hill Garage, Carnarvon:

[5736

for early delivery.-Authorised
J. V. Madgwick and Co.,

[4121
61r.p., Nov., perfect con-

nearest offer £200.—Coish.
[6910

Any model, any distance.
service.—Allen S. Jones.

[S7833
A .J.S., late 1914 25,4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch,
•^_ paid, in splendid order-; what ofters ?—Thorp
Abmger Ed., Bedford ''- ' '" "

Park, W.4.
.1920 (November) Combination, Lucasc^ and horn,^Wattord speedometer, tax paid, "mileage

tax
20,

[6632

lamps

600; £195.-199, High St., Watford.

A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel,
tax and insurance ijaid;

Bramwith Rd., ''-*'JVethergreen!

Combination, fully eijuipped
1,000 miles,

20, Wightnian

A .J.S.
-i^». done
Plrillips,

A.J."?. Combinati
Lucas and r.H

14, Morton St

[6461

grid, wind screen,
£100.-Atkiu, 13,

Sheffield. [6939

„ „- -- . pare wheel, not
£170; ,al.=o 1916, £120.—
Rd., Harringay. [5974

1919, spare wheel, Lucas horn
larjlps, registered, insured- any

Royston, Hcits. '[6961

'Phone : Slid. ^gro. 'Grams :
-' Lytcar, E'hai:

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTORISTS.

P. J. EVANS
CAN DELIVER BEFORE

EASTER
THE FOLLOWING 1921

MOTOR CYCLES:
COMBINATIONS,

7 h.p. A.J.S. - . £215
6 h.p. A.J.S. - ~'^ £195
7 h.p. INDIAN - - - £226
5-6 h.p. ROVER - - £195
4 h.p. NORTON - - - £177
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL - - £187
4 h.p. TRIUMPH from - . - £153
7 h.p. JAMES

-

- £195
SOLO MACHINES

4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT . _ £157
4 h.p. TRIUMPH - . £127 10
4 h.p. BLACKBURNE _ - £135
3! h.p. NORTON - - - *132
3.V h.p. ROVER - - ~ £135
4i h.p. HUMBER- - - £140
23 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL - - £89 5
24 h.p. EDMUND-JAP - - £95
25 h.p. MASSEY-ARRAN - . £90
2i h.p. ENFIELD - - - £65
2} h.p. TRIUMPH - - £75
2} h.p. JAMES - - - £75

CASH. EXCHANGES.
DEFERRED PAYMENTS

8 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD, £160.

SPECIAL BARGAINS:
1920 Shop-soiled Models.

3; h.p. ROVER, 3-sp«ed - - - £125
4.V h.p. HUMBER, Flat Twin - - £125
4'h.p. BLACKBURNE, 3-Speea - £115
31 h.p. ROVER, T.T. - . - - £95
2| h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed - - £62
2J h.p. CALTHORPE-JAP, 2 speed £63
2J h.p.CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £58
2f h.p. METRO-TYLER, 2-speed - £70
2.V h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2-speed - £58
2lh.p CONNAUGHT, single-speed £50

Also a few shop-soiled

SIDECARS
At Reduced Prices.

81-91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A..I.S.

A.J.S. 1921 Models, delivery guaranteed when
quired; deferred payments . arranged.—A.. I ^

Specialists. The Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel. : 444.
1400!

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1914, well cared for, sjile

did limning order, lamps, screen, horn, Tan-Sn
tax paid; £100.-64, Piedmont Ed., riuinsteod, S.E.ia

[653'

1 Q19 (Noyember) A.J.S. Combination, thorongLl-
Xt/ overhauled, well equipped; a bargain wortl

seeing; £170.-79, Knowsley St., Bolton, Lancashire
[412;

A.J.S. 1916 6h.p. CcuiLinatron, sound condition, inU
equippCLl, spare -n-heel, tools, accessories, hood

£125.—Hanncn, 1, Birches Earn Ed., Wolverhamptor
[695

A.J.S. Combinations lor Early Delivery; liberal allow

ance on yonr old machine.—Newnham Motor Co.

223, ilammer-smith Ed., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmitl
80. [623

A.J.S. 1920 Combinatiorr, spare -wheel, screen, liiggJig

grid, hruips, liorn, spring seat-prllar, ridden 2,70

mil-s.'tax paid; il79.-Write 50, Grove Park Gardem
Ohiswick. [St'

AJtS. 1921 6h.p. Combination, brand new, not shot

soiled, complete -^'ith intercharrgeable wheels an
siiare; jei95.—P. J. iEvans, 81-91, John Bright St., Bu
minghara. ' [^^4

A.J.S. Combination, eomplete, 6h.r.. late 1919 mode
excellent condition ; any examination or test ; pric

£195.-Applr, Bartleet, Leclwyche Orchald, Teubnr.v

llcretordshiTe. — - t588

A.J.S. 1920 Comttnation. lamps, hood, cover, sid

curtains, spare w-heel rmused, child's seat, license*

insnic.l, THilcage 1,000; £190.-Morley, Lowgates, Stav(

ley, Chc.it or field. 1638

A.J.S., 1919 («eptembei), Jully equipped, Lucas a(

cessories, Tan-Sad, excellent condition, just over

hauled by makers, tax paid; fl75.-Miller, 14, Laj
lord Ed., Engby. V&ilS

A.J.S. ComTjination, 1920, complete as delivere

October, electric light, horn, excellent condition

mileage 1,200. well run in; £195.—Marsh, 44a, Chfto

Park Rd., Bristol. [619

1 Q20 A.J.S., L-ucas Magdyno, special dianghtproo
-I- *y hood, exceptionallv powerinl engine, fully liceucei

in spotless condition; 190 gns.; Midlands.—Box 3D;

c/o Tke Motor Cycle. [X874

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Conrbination, Lucas dynamo ligh

ing, hood, screen, spare wheel, speedometer, sparet

pertcct," tax paid: £195.—E. Woods, 10,. Ncn- St

CoTont Garden, W.C.2. [634

A.J.S. Combination, late 1920, -trip speedometei

hood, screen, Lucas Irorn, pillion seat, tyres

punctured, condition as new; £178, no offer.

-

Hillsliott, Letchworth, Herts. [6701

"1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, dynamo lishting, luxur:

Xt/ oilslv equipped, all accessories, perfect condition

cost £260;" bought car; tax paid; accept £195.—Salmon
Yeoveney. Alexandra Ed., Watford. [662'

19 X4 A.J.S. L^-speed Dunlops, 700x80, 2-seater sidt

car. electric lighting. Easting j.yind screen, ta:

paid; £80.—Neale, 19, Werrington St
London. 'Phone : Musenm 1980.

St. Pancras
[675J

:| Q21 A.J.S.. 2^4h.p.—We are now booking for earl

X«? delivery of this super machine.; approx. pric

£100.—Official agents. Homac'?, 243, Lower Clapfco

Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [611^

j Q20 A.J.S. StaiuViid Conibin-ition, uew Miiy, Lnca
M-Xj Uimii^, Wntfnrci trip speedometer, liorn, alt tooh

fully iiij^ured. in exrelleiit condition, privately ouned
£180.—M'-Xi-il], 10, Mounm-jut St., E,C.3. [489

A.J.S. 1916 Comhimitinu, elei^tric lighting: also Brad
bury combination ; l-otli just overhauled, excellen

condition ; £245 the two : oi^ner buying car : appoiht

raent.-H.J., 14. EepUnghn'u Kd.. S.W.18. [6631

A.J.S., 1920
I
July), carefully run in, nnpuuctiued

spare "nlieel, speedometer, lamps, hood, horn
.^t;reen, condition peri'ec-t, tax and insuiance paid; £1S5
~\V., 83, Pevelstoke Ed., Wimbledon rark. [633;

A.J.S. 1919 6h.p- Combination, spare" wlieel, Lncai
accessories, hood, side curtain, splendid runuinj

order guai-anteedj any trial; £148 and tax; left foi

sale.—Sanders' Garage, New Rd., Kidderminster.
[682'i

A.J.S. Combinations.—Good deliveries for 1921. Bool
your orders with us now to save disappointment

OffjQially appointed agents for this famous ontfit.—

T

E. Wootten, Ltd., High St., Oxford. 'Phone : 308.
[339;

SPECIAL - Design 1914 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination
No. 4085, completely overhanl-ed makers Dec.

1919, electric light, accessories, owner getting car, nms
sell; best over £B0.—Sanlrev, Fiuchfiekl, Wolverhamp
ton. [666!

A.J.S. 1914 234h;p. T.T., 2-.speed. large valves, de
tiichable head?, like uew, re-eniimelled and plated

polished crUnk c.^ee, very fast
;

itrice £65.—B.P. Gai
age, 4 0, Mu rr.^y Hewe, jVIunay St

,
, Camden Town

N.W. [€48;

Id^d A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., 5«speed, bmid clutch
X«/ speedometer, lamps, electric from sidecar, sn^ien
spare wheel, tools, mileage 2,000, excellent condition
£160, n'oarest.—Salst>nry, Bircliwcod, Svdnov Rd., Guild
ford. |f^4l^

C3S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the €nd «f each adveitisement, ait-l the date of the issue.
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,
Cambridge. Pho ae : 993.

B.S.A.

.S.A.-AU models
where.

now in

i.S.A. Sidecars hood3, grids

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough Superior.

ROUGH Superior, 8h.p., overhead valves, built to

an ideal tor the rider who nill liave the heat:

75; enquire of Fole agents for Combcidgeslrire. Hunt-
donshire, and district, G. and J. Uunson. Kegent
~

'
' "•- ""' [0463

stock ; delivered any-

acreena, etc., in stock.

[.3.A. Replacements, every part and pattern, by
return;

I.S.A. Specialists: County Cycle and Motor Co.,
» Broad St., Birmingham. [6575

».S.A.. 1921, 3-.'peed, Model K2; £107.-BncoD.
Wellington, Salop. [6732

t.S.A., brand new Model K, iilOO; 6-7li.p. twin
outfit, .-ei75.—Mo56, Wcm. [X9132

rS.A. 1921 Models Now Ready.—Davie?. 229, Dean-
gate. Manchester. 536 Central, [2439

;AX GUY, Weymouth.—B.S.A. SVL-h-p., 2-3peGd and
clutch, overiiauled at works; £40. [6520

.S.A. Coml'inntion, 4i,'|h.p.. 1915, :ilI-<-haiu, 3 speeds :

£75.-404, High Rd., Willesdcn, JS'.W. [5943

».S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin, Montgomery sidecar, mileage
800; £150.-3i, Coteu Eml. Warwick. [6828

i.A., all models in stock; spare parts definitely
bv rcturo. against cash. Pitts, ol Redditcli.

I.: 91. • [X9324

920 B.S.A. All-chain Combination, new, £138:
1921 models, prompt delivery.—Taylor's Garag'-,

ednesbury. [5388

>.S.A. ^%h.V; £107; twin, 6-7h.p., £133; and suh-
> cars extra; in stock.—Jenkin*', Kettering Rd..
jrthamptou. [X9267

>.S.A. 1921 Twin 6-7h.p. Combination, in' stock.
» £175: BV^iQ wheel, tyie, iind luggage grid extra
3/l9.-Below.

.S.A. 1921 Model H.,
' No. 2 sidecar £35, ] ii stock.-

chnin drive;
-Below.

£110

>.8.A. Model K.. 4>/,h.p.. 3920, ehnin-cum-belt. £100:
> No. 2 8idc<ar, £35; in stoek,-A. Rtvett, 236.
igh Rd., Leytonstone. [5586

>OLTON.—All B.S.A. models In Etock, solo and
^ combinations, complete.—Grosvenor Garage, Brad-
rd St., Bolton. [X2019
J.S.A. 1921 Models; orders now accepted for early
^ delivery.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St..
. Mayfair 5042. [042S

917 U.S.A. 4;ih.pT and "Coachbuilt Sidecar, lamp
and horn, everything tiiMop order; £86.—

ilder.-piu, Chatteris. [5807

>.S.A.. 1915, C.B. sidecar, chain-oiim-beit, very
' little used, splendid condition: £95.—Davis. 52.

lock Hill, N.W. [6937

>.S.A. Combination, 1918, new condition, Inuips,
•• horn, and speedometer ; £95.—R. Rliniehiirt, Tugh-

Wexford, Ireland. [5918

>.S.A., 1921, I\Iodel K2. chain-cum-belt : immediate
-» delivery; £107.—Turner Brothers, 134, Upper
bames St., I/ondon. E.C. [6752

3.S.A.—^Vll models will be on sale at the second-
-» hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from
pril 2ad. (See Wanted.) [5741

D.S.A.. 1914. 2-si)eed, sidecar, kirk start. lamp^.
-• 1 orn, accessories ; £85, near otter.—Hammond.
i. Holland Park Av., W.ll. [679.:

J
.S.A. 1915 Countershalt Coachbuilt Combination,
perfect condition, accessories; £79 ; tax paid.-

», South Lamb3th Rd., S.W.8. [6077

llh.p. B.S.A.. 1919, with 1920 B.S.A. sidecar, all-
t4 chain, fiillv f<iuipped. licensed, little used; £125.
AVilson, I'arkside Ed.. Keudal. [5834

3.S.A. 3'"_.h.p. Combination. 2 speeds, lamps. toolH.
-• tax paid, .fipleudid condition; £85; appointmpot.

I

Moss, 25, Belmont Park, Lewishnm. [6646

ih.p, B.S.A., clulcii mcdel, perlect order; sell, or
'2 exchange twja combination.— Oewhurst, Craven

!

eiler, Chaigley. Clitheroe, Lancashire. [5936

3 .S.A. 1914 3',-h.p.. 2-speed, sidecar,. not- used 1915-
-^ 1920, splendid conrlition. readv for use; £65.—
Bwin, 24. Dyerehall Rd., Leytonsloue. [6213

D.S-A.. few only. 19?0 combinations; icduced price,'
-» £135.—A. Watkimi, 150-2, Stoney Lane, and 565,'
iratfoid Rd., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [S8626
3.S.A. 1917 4'4h.p., electric lights. Canoelet sidecar.
-' Easting screen, new tvres; £100. no offers.—Seen
; Garage, 12. Kentish Town Kd.. N.W. [6649

3.S.A. Magdvno Combination, new; £160; !Mcdel
-* H2 iu !-tock.—Asents; R. B. Clark and Co.; 7.
ihibition Rd.. S.W.7. Kensington 4096. [6141

3.S.A.. 1919, all-chain, Montgomerv sidecar, speed
-> omcter. lamps, etc.: £120: alter 7 o'clock.

-

arnes, 388, Flat 2, Finchley Rd.. N.AV.2. [5039

3.S.A., 2-speed, clutch, new gears, fine running
-» order, etc.. Bosch waterproof. Triumph carbu-
!tler: £38.-591, FoleshiU R^., Coventry. [X9526

-i IB

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

.S.A. SVMi.p.. 1913. 2-speed cliitcli, recentl.v over-
hauled, enamelled, new tvrcs. all accessories:

£55.-31. Hampton Ed.. Forest Gale. E.7. ' [6822

GENUINE 1919 U.S.A. AUli.p. Combination, Iiururi.

on<?ly fitted, perfect tliroiigliout. unpcraiched; nny
teiisonablo ofler.—153, KnoUys Ed., Stteitbam, S.W.ie.

[4362
B.S.A. 1921 M'lh.p. Models, immcdi.tte delivery: al?o

6-71i.p. twin combination : easy payments ar-

ranged.—Wilkius, Simpson, opposite Olvmpia, London.
[6268

B.S.A. 1920 Combinntion. Hagdyno lightius set,

fliglitly used: £150.—A. WatVins, 150-2, Stoney
Lane, and 565, Stratford Ed., Sparkhill, Birrainelinni.

[X8627

B.S A. 4';;h.p., 1915, chain-cum-belt, just completely
overhauled, lamps, accessories, roomv 1919 coacli-

Iniilt sidecar; £90. or ollcr.-Lees, 733. Ashburnhnm Rd..
Luton. (6736

B.S.-\. 1920 43XIi,p,. Snndum sidecar, hand and foot
dutch, fully cnuippcd." indistinguishable from new:

£130.-Parker s, Briidshawgato, Bolton, and 245, Deans-
gate. Manchester. [X9128

B.S.A. ^rndels for Immediate Delivery; .also a few
1920 models at reduced prices: exchanges.—Newn-

ham Motor Co.. 223, Uanimersmilh Rd., \V.6. 'Phone :

Hammci-smith 80. [6235

B.S.A. 4>,',h.p., 3-5peed, with sidecar to match, splen-

did order, tax paid; anv trial; £85.—Newnhani
;M..lor Co.. 223. llammersmilh Rd., W.6. 'Phone : .

Hammersmith 80. [6231

B.S.A.—Second-hand 4Mli.p-. 3-specd, countershaft,

kick .-tart, footboards, exceptionnl value, owner-
driven. £75; with cane 2-feater sidecar. £85.-11. Hose.

Cycle Work.s Munh. [X9184

1 Q20 4;{li.p. B.S.A. and" No. 2 Sidecar. Mncdyno.
-I-t7 hum. spares, tax paid, condition I'Crfcct ; £134.—
Kdward^ SO. llnrrinston Rd.. South Kcnsincton.

•rlinnc: Ken. 3709. [6156

B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination (1916:. dcctiic lifht-

inp, all aecossorioB, spleiulid condition llironglittnt

:

anv trial; tax and iusurnnco rai<l; ilSO.-lSrooUc, Ash-

bockinp Miinor, Ipswich. [6497

B.S.A.—All models now in stock; the lowest price

luachilK-. but hiBlKst ijuality.-A. Watkins. the

B.S.A. Agent. 150-2. Stoney Lano, and 565, Stratford

Ud., Sparkiiill, Birmingham. [X862j

B.S.A. 6h.p. and 4'4h.i). .Solo in stock for immediate

<lcliverv; price list and catalogue jiost free; de-

ferred pavuients arraneed. Sole district agents, lie

Walsall Parage. Walsall. Tel. : 444. 14010

BS A. 1921 6-7h.p. Twin Comliiuntion. complete with

spar.) wheel. luRcaite grid, and ,
screen : cash, or

extended paymcnls.-'ravlors. Ltd.. 52 and 53, Sussex

Place, S.W. 'Phono: Kensington 7260. [0492

Late 1919 4i,h.p. Jlodel K and No. 1 Alont-

pom'^ry Sidecar, with hood, wind screen, lamps,

and horn.' splendid condition; £120.—Apply. Lye
Crescent. 20. Holyhead Rd-. Coventry. 1X9201

B.S.A. 1917 4'ih.p. Couibiuatiou." ready tonr. all on.

small mileage. benutiVnl conrlition. full spares,

sound tvros.^tax paid, motor suit; £110. or otter; utter

8 p.m.—109. Cnmbenvcll Kew Rd., U.K. [6500

B.S..\. Combination. 1919. Grindlay de luxe sidopar.

with hood and screen, fitted coraplcto with lamps.

Klaxon, etc.. and licence paid; £120.-IIewiirs Garages^

Ltd.. The Real Service I'irni. Taunton. [6432

B.S.A. 4'ih.p.. 3-»pe«d. done 425 miles, speedometer,

liphtinff set. si»are tnt>e and tielt. Klaxon, new

sid-cai. hood wind screen, insureil £180, paid, to

January, 1922.-Harrisson, 25, Hugh St., Sandwich

Kent. " [6'^'

ALLEX-BENNETT Motor Co., T.td.-B.S.A.. several

reconstructed models Irom £75: cash, exchange,

extended navmcnts.-9. 10. 11. Royal Parade, West
Crovdon. Phone: Croydon 2450. (irams

:
Track

Croydon. [6296

B.S.A. Combination. 1917 (late), S-spccd, clutch,

lamps, horn, speedometer, tax paid, insured to

October. 1921. recently overhauled, excellent condition;

bar-ain. .^100; trial appointment.—Day, Ash, Wrotham,
Kent. [6746

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any B.S.A. Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix.

ton 2417. I°501

B.S.A. 4>:lh.p., late 1920, chain drive, with B.S.A.

Jso. 2 sidecar dynamo lighting, brand new but

slightly soiled; usual price £158/16, sacrifice £139/15,

a real bargain.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia,

London. [6272

BS A.; 4i',h.p.. Nov., 1920, brand new, chain drive,

special' gear box, property of demonstrator, excep-

tional machine: genuine reason for selling; £107.--

Blake, Austcv Cottage, Alton, Hants, or Eanmoor Col-

lege, Sheffield. 1^506

BS A.—A motor cycle worthy of its name Is the

B S \ We have always in stock at least three

models.' Model K. Model H, and 6-7h.p twin, imme-

diate delivery: all spares in stock; t'^de stjoplied.-

.lones- Garage, Muswell HUl, N.IO, and at Woodside

Parade. North Finchley. lu:io

B.S.A
col

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number nt the end ol each adveitisement, and the date of the Issue. eg
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MOTOR

tion; write or call for full partiftularsi-

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmitll Ed„ W.6.
Hammersmith 80.

B.S.A. MMlel
mouthd'

J<J20
4l/4h.p.

CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A./^

B.S.A. Bargain.—Combinatioji, 191S, chain drireu,

6-verj'tliiug tin-top condition, screen, apron, lamps,

tool.9, etc., £&5, must sell; also set Clj'no spares in box,

W.D. type, cheap.—Write, Oliaufleur, Holmvooa, King-

ston Hill, Surrey. .
[5967

1014 SV'li-P. B.S.A., countershaft S-speed, K.S., new
-LtJ piston, cylinder, benrinKs, mecluinically perfect,

accumulator lighting,- £75.-'Phone, or call evenines,

Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, Pollard, Shaiikhn,

Avenue, Ohingford. - [5796

B.S.A.—The price of the B.S.A. 6-7h.p. twin combina-
tion is now only £175; it^ is worth your investiga-

""
' -Newnhara

'Phone

:

[6236

K. Combination, guaranteed only 12
' use, fine condition, mechanically perfect, 5

lamps, Klaxon, insurance, tax paid; any trial; £130, or

near offer.—Dickeson, Clifden, Raglan Gardens, Wemb-
ley Park, Middlesex. [6400

"1 Q2b B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Combination, chain drive, Mag-
J-«7 dyno lighting. Easting wind screen, luggage
grid, mechanical horn, Bonniksen trip speedometer,
licence: cost £190; price £154; appointment.—Waddell,
3, Exchange Buildmgs, Birmingham. [X9389

B.S.A., Henderson Elite sidecar, car
generator, large lamps, also electric set, Cowey

horn, Cowey speedometer, wide bars, discs, legshield.s,

hand clutch, many spares, perfect condition, tax paid

;

iei40, or near offer.-Whitaker, Southfield, Kingsland,
Shrewsbury. [X9246

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p, Twin, Model A, with B.S.A.
No. 1 sidecar, Magdyuo lighting, speedometer,

spare wheel with tyre, tyre cover, luggage grid;
immediate delivery from stock at makers' latest price;
£217/10.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lou-
don. Easy payments arranged, - [6266

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
New 1921 B.S.A, motor cycles, chain and chain

cum-belt, delivered from stock, price £110 and £107
respectively; also 6-7h.p. B.S.A. combination, new
1921, twin, £175, with dynamo £195/15; and 1919
4Vih.p. B.S.A. combination, electric lighting, all-chain
drive, excellent condition; £117/10; easy terms one-
fifth down and the remainder in twelve monthlv pay-
ments. [6583

Calthorpe

1 021_^Caltb0Tpe.—All models from Coventry Motor
Mart, London Rd., Coventry.

F.E.,

[X9329

bargain;
[6024

cap, a^
:d price:
Portland

[6SC3

CALTHOHFE
new ; £29.-

St., Andover.

3ih.p. Calthorpe-Preeision, 2-speed
•4 £23/10.-2, Austin Way, Uxbridi

CALTHOEPE 1921 Modeb.-We are now accepting
orders for early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—

Below.

CALTHORPE 234h,p., 2-speed En acid
makers' specifications: at greatly redn

now is the time to buy.—Mebes, 154-156, Ot
St., W.l. 'Phone ; Langham 2230.

Lightweight, 2-spped. licence, like
-Proud, Vicarage Lodge, Knowsley,

Lanes. [6309

CALTHOEPE.—All models will be on sale at the
|

second-hand Automobile Show,- Crystal Palace,
from April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5742

CALTHOEPE-,T.A.P. 2?ai.r., Enfield gears, good con-
dition, equipped and licensed, reliable, economical;

£4S.-Davl63, Eock ViWs, Bisley Ed,. Stroud, Glos.
[6921

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2%li.p., 1920 model, Enfield
2-speed gear, £65; 2-stroke model with Enfield

gear. £68.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [6544
CALTHOEPE 2iih.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed countershaft,

in splendid condition, enamel like new: £38.
tax paid, complete with lamps, etc.—Burke, 122, New I

' [5995

accessories,

; Cowey
61, Rust-

[6363

CALTHOEPE Junior, 2i,4h.p., overhauled; anj' trial;
in sound condition throughout; bargain, £33; will

exchange higher h,p. ; seen any time.—28, Heaton Rd.,
Newcastle-on-Tyne. [6067

1Q16 Calthorpe, 2?4h.p., 2-speed, £32/10; 1919 Cal-±0 thorpe, 2%h.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, disc
wheels, copper exhaust, equipped, £43/10.—Shaw, Park
St., Wellington, Salop. [X9244
/CALTHOEPE.—Immediate delivery 3h.p. 2-stroke
^-^ solo, 66 gns. : combination, complete with lighting
fBt, 110 gns.; and 2?.ih.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2Tspe6d, 70
gns. Motor Co., Hereford. [4314

CALTHOEPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retail
agents (or the County of Devon: all models in

stock for mimediate delivery.-The Carlton Motor Co
33, Torwood St., Torquay. [0201

n^foi;,^'^?*''^'/-*-^' 2'i''I'' Eifield 2.speed, lateVV 1820, brand new but slightly soiled; usual priee
i74Vll, sacrifice £59/15, a real bargaim-Wilkius, Simn-
.^on, opposite Olympi.T, London. [6274
6 -lALTUORPE. 1921 Combination, actually in stockVJ fcr immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms'
|. ace your orders with the Oalthorne sneciaMs^q —

'

P'lrlington Motors. Ltd., Clapbam Common, 9W4
Thoue: Brixton 2417. [0509

PHlLlPsoss
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
Don't Scrap

an old Engine,
but give it a

NEW LEASE OF LIFE
by fitting the

World - famed
Philipson Pulley.
Entirely Free from troublesome and
weightycomplications—^ohly twowork-
ing parts—no levers, rods, Avlieels, etc.,

to worry about. Simply takes the place

of the ordinary puUej^ One nut secures

the complete gear to the engine. Can
be fitted without any alterations to

most direct belt-driven engines in a
few minutes.
For hill-climbing it is unsurpassed.

Makes mountaineering easy.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

During the past few weeks the follow-

ing machines have been fitted with
PHILIPSON Pulley :

CALTHORPE J.A.P., 2yjh.p., 2.speed,
140 m.p.g., good condition, tax paid, £45;

speedometer, £3; after 6 p.m.-
hall Av., Chiswick.

-Sandilauds,

Triumph, Arno,
Rover, Rex,
Norton, B.S.A.,
Douglas, James,
Singer, L.M.C.,
Bradbury, Lincoln Elk,
Ariel, N.U.T.-Jap,
Swift, Number,
Abingdon, N.S.U.,
Minerva, Peugeot,
Precision, Rudge,
Matchless, Quadrant,
Ivy Precision, Alldays,
and numerous Jap engines.

Vhat is your make ? Write

Price £8 3 Q carriage

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,

Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 40 years.)

MOTOR CYCLES rOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2V'2h.p. 1915, 2-speecl, v\ni

just overhauled . by J.A.P. Co., not done
miles since, semi-T.T. bars, long exhaust, knee v,r

lamps, horn, licence paid, condition excellent; £4f
Russell, Kiiigerby, Malvern. [6

1 Q16 Caltliorpe-Jap 23^h.p., Enfield 2-speed g
J-^ excellent condition, just thoroughly o-verbaa

new V)elt, tyres and gear chains as new, fast, pplen

hill-elimber. lamps. Klaxon, and tools, licence pi

£45.-HilluKin, 12. Welleslev Villas. Ashford, Kent.
[6

Campion.
1 Ql'* 6h.p. CamDion-Jap Combination, all-ch
-Lt/ drive, all accessories; £78.—Warwick, Hincl
Rd., Leicester. ^ ' -

.
CS'

Cedos.

E KICKHAM for
Croft, Bristol.

trade supplied.—at<
[3

eEDOS, late 1920 2%h.p., 2 speeds, fully equipl
indistinguishable from new; £60.—Parke

Bradshawgate, Bolten; and 215. J)cansBate, M
Chester. [X9

CEDOS 2 stroke, the finest lightweight reaching
public, earliest deliveries,' particulars on ap

I
cation.—Largest London Agents: Fowler and Blfg(

130, Euston Bd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Mum
11827. [0

CIiater-Lea.
4h.p. Chater-Lea Wicker Combination, 2-spc

liorn, lamps, good running order; £35. Sat

day, 74, Woodside Park Ed., N. Finchley. [&

1Q20 Ohater-Lea 2V<.h.p., 2-strokc, -2-speed, free
J- »^ eine, all en, licence paid, hardly used; cost
lleceraber; adcept £55.—Moore, 97, College Place, 1

don, N.W.I. . .
[6:

CHATER-LEA 6-7h.p., 3.speed, handle starti

coachbuiit sidecar, Cameo, Tan-Sad, lanr

Klaxon, perfect condition; £90.—Campbell, Brookl
Fleet, Hants.

^

t5i

CHATEB-LEA 8h.p., 1915, kick starter, Binfcs,

sidecats, coachbuiit, single and 2-seater, sere

for both, oversize tyres, speedometer. Klaxon, Ian
and generator; £120; tax paid; alter 6 any evening
week-end; trial.—Long, 40, Queen's Bd., Peckham.

_ [ee

- Cryno.

CLrNO.1921 Hodels.—We are now accepting ord
for early delivery: your enquiry esteemed.—Bel

CLYNO Lightweight. 1920, shop-soiled, at grea
reduced price. Now is the time to buy.—Meh

154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. Thone : Langham 22
[6:

NEAM.T New 2%h.p. Clyno, 1920, 2-speed; GO bOs
A. J. Toung and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [12

DAN GUT. Weymonth.-1921 Sh.p. Clyno co
binatior. small mileage, as new; cash offers want

[21

CLYNO 2.strok6 2.'4h.p., 2-speed. clutch, excell<
con'dition, as new.— 10, Tlirale Rd., Streatliam, S.

[6(

4? 20.—Clyno 6h.p., 2-speed kick start, power unit^ saddle removed.—Wells "^''

Bucks.

19

Bittou Park, Langl
[64

21 8h,p. Clyno Combinalioti, new. £215: IJ

Clyno lightweight, £59. — Taylor's Gara
Wediresbury. [53

CLYNO 2-7:Ui.p.. 2-speeci, clulcli, lamps, horn.

May, 1920, new condition; £50.—Hill, New
perton, Heathfield, Sussex^ [5J

CLYNO.—All models will be on sale at the seeoi

hand Automobile Show, Crystal Pala<;e, fr

April 2nd. ( See Wahted.) [57

CLYNO 1917 3-speed, Cohibinution, repainted, cc
plete with lamps: £100, close oHer.—Hayne, epn

Bottom, Osiiiiugtou, Weymouth. [35

"J
014 6h.p. CIvno Comhination. lamps, speedomet

J-*/ Klaxon, not a war lot: £75.—Tel.: Museimi 66:

-A.S.C, 60, Mortimer St., W.l., [58

1 Q17 6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-speed, clutch, spi

X«7 wheel, ia^tine. spares; £120, perfect condition

Breed, To<idinston, Bunstable, Be<U. [68

I Q20 i2.l2h.ii,__Glyno, 2-speed, clutch. iflileage_ uni

Xi/ 200, as new, licence paid, equipped; £59.—
Hiehmoud House, Sliepperton-on-Xhamep.^ [6£

CLYNO Lightweight, 1920, very little used, lam
mechanical hoin: 50 gn&.—Vivian Hardie and La

Ltd.. 24, AVoodstock St., New Bond St., W.l. {0£

CLYNO Sh.p. Latest Conibfnatiou, a^; new, all

full insurance, tax paid, mileage 200: cost £.2'

bargain, £200.—Tucker, 56. Sutton Rd., Uatfoid. [6l

O ih.p. Olvno, 2-speed, cluteh, July, 1920, electric i

-4 2 acetylene lighting, piunp, horn, tools, .etc., i

teot condition; £60.-63, Granville Park, Lewipham
{61

CLYNO 1921 Models, immediate delivery; 1920 1^
weights, shop-soiled, ^£63', list price, £75.—

R

cliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. Mayfair 50'

[0^

CLYNO Xightweight, 2-spe6d, clutch, recently rebi

Tiy makers (£20), lamps, honi, tools, good tyr

nearest £45.-Monks Cottage, York Ed., Byfleet, Sun
E6i

l62 \\\ letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Douglas.

3.h.p. Donglas, 2-sfieed, Lucas lamps, tool bags,'

4 splendid condition; 48 gns.—Giaham, 27, Wnndle
I.. Wandsworth Commun, S.W. [6643

ATE 1920 2'?4h.p- Dougla5, perfect condition, clutch,
i 3 speeds, lamps, eic.^—seen by appointment.

—

lUauce, 4, Chester Place, N-W.l. [61&2

921 Douglas 4h.p. CombinatioD, equipped, regis-

;

tered, licensed, done 50 miles; £159; appoint-
?nt.— 14, Fernbank At., Harrow. tX9249

DOUGLAS 1920 2v^h.p., 3-6peed, new, complete,
mileage 1,000 : offers ; exchange Norton, cash

lance.—To tic Id, Henley-on-Thames. [6386

DOUGLAS. 2-'^h.p., late 1919, esception^ly good,
hardlv used, only wants seeing; snip.—129, Beech-

olt Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W.17. [6782

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2'?ih.p., Tan-Sad. Bosch mag., good
condition, ready ride oH; cash ^52.—Write, Birt.

6, Moselle Av.. Wood Green, N.22. [6424

DOUGLAS 27.',h.p.. 1915 lamps, horn, excellent con-
dition, not had much use; 50 gns.—72, Coleumn

1, Camberwell Ed., Caraberwell, S.E.5. [6624

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p., late 1915. 2-.-p6ed. lamp?, f-peedo-
mcter. Kla.-^on, etc., tax iwtid; 50 en^-; any evenipc

ler 6.-30, Moruington Ud,, Wan.^tead. [5988

JLli.p. Douglas, 2-si>eed, clutch, kick start, good tyroH.
^4 oxcclleut condition, gu:tranteed perfe<t ; 32 gns.—
QDgtoQ, 13, Liverpool ltd., Thornton Heath. 15879

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Late 1919 Combination, lamps,
speedometer, horn, exceptionally good condition,

any spares.—Nicholson, Woodlamls, Havant. (5984

920 4h.p. Douglas Combination, in good condition,
all accessories. Easting wind screen, tax paid;

l35.-Bound5, 223, High Rd., Kilburu. N.\V.6. [6225

(OUGLAS 1915 2-fih.p.. 2-speed. in new condition
special bargain, £50, tax paid.—Smith, 86. Chalk

irra Kd cpposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [049 i

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1920 model, tquul
new, complete with accessories, owner no \w

;

lat offers -Cox.. Lynwood, Uttoxeter, Staffs. [5797

D.OUGLAS 2?ih.p., clutch and kick stait, 1920 niodtel.

tax paid, only done 250 mile^; going in ffir vvw-
nation.—Deerlands, Wadsley Bridge, Shulheld. [5799

919 4h.p. Douglas Combination, hardly used, tuar-
anteed perfect, complete with accessories; £130.

Jflriui.'H, 49, High St., Keynsham, .near Bristol. [5824

DOUGLAS, 1915 (lotei. 2'?ih.p. T.T. model, comulel-
with lamps and horn, fully licensed till December

irgaiu, £50.—R IJ. Varty. Thunderaley, Esses [990)

h.p. 1918 Douglas. Canoelet .^idecar, 3-.=peed. kiok-
rtarter, good condition: £95, tax paid.—Seen any

nc Nictoi ia Garage, ford St., Roman Ud., Bow,
[6380

916 2^j'h.p. Douglas, 2-«pe^, very small mheuKt-
lamps. Klaxon, pump, tool kit. licence paid:

i5; worth seeing.—!. Melrose Rd., Mertoo Park. S.W.
r4373

915 2''dh.p. T.T. Douglas, very last, new ovcrsizr
engine, whole machine in perfect condition.

Qst SL'II; £65, or near oHer.—L., 11, Highbury Park.
[6682

h.p. Douglas Combination, not done 200 miles, all

: accessories, tax paid; what otters.—F. Heaven?.
, Ori?p Rd., Hammersmith. 'Phone: Kcnsincton
7. [6790

VOUGLAS 1920 2^411. p., clutch model, small niileag.^.

^ and in perfect condition, complete with lamps,
laxon, speedometer; £87.—The Greet, Dormmia Park,
urcy.

'
[5792

916 254h.r- Douglas, perfect condition, 1921 c.ir-

buretter, new tyres, belt, saddle, etc., plating and
inniel as new; bargain, £58.-62, Ne^r St., WoodbridRO,
fflolk. [6717

• 50.—2?ih.p. 2.fipeed Douglas, In excellent condi-
^ lion, electric light, Claudel-Hobson, Bosch mag.,
,ly wants seeing.—20, Church Walk, Hampstcad.
W.3. [6705

916 Douglas 2^i\i.-p-. pf^n'eet condition, lamp. horn,
bought new 1918. little used; £55; can be peen

' appointment.—38, Emperor's Gate, Kensin^:ton.

Vnt. • C6925

h.p. Dooglns nnd Sidecar. July. 1919, not W.D.
Iamp3, horo, speedometer, discs, mudshields, in

od condiiion throughout; £140.-44, Howard BtL. S
onfcod. [5250

DOUGLAS, lato 1914 2^ih.p.. kick-.starter, clutch,

kiiiip, horn, speedometer, €<o.. tax paid, good con-
tion: £40.—Gannon, 212, Slmwell Green Lane. Bir-
ingh-im. [S8928

919V2 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Watford speed
orneter, horn, lamp9, all tools, only done 2,000.

wd as new, tax paW; £125.-9, Princeton St., Red
Ion Sq.. W.C.I. , [4853

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination. 1917-18, splendid
condition, lamps, born, good tyres, very smart

ipearance. fully licensed; £85.-59, Aytonn Rd,.
ixton. S.W.9. [6469

DOUGLAS, late 1920. brand new a^iTi.p., slightly

Eoiled. 5-6p©ed only; usual price £100, saeriftce

17, a real bargain.—Willtins, Simpson, opposite
yuii"^. London. [6271

THE GOOD
OPINIONS

of our clients mean a very ^reat deal to
us, because we have always striven to
give them loyal and efficient service,
and invariably they have found that
our advice and integrity^is to be relied
upon. -

Throughout th€ length and breadth or the
United Kingdom wo have hosts of business
friends who' have put our Ideals to the test,

and not found us wanting. These cnen:s are
our friends for dfe. who write or corns (o

Bicester realising that K Is worth wfaiic

ihroufrh the light of past experience

Buying a Motor Cycle to-day

is not inerely buying power speed
and comfort, but oi first impcrtance
is the necessity to assure

MakingaSound Investment

If YOU would INVEST YOU.^
MONEY WISELY — WRITE TO

US TODAY
the same care and attention will be given to

your correspondence as if you were paying
us a personal call. Many ytmrs of obser-
vation and experience has taught us that the
public appreciate expert advice and gcnuini;
noncsty in business, it creates confidence
and results in many lasting friendships. It

matters not whether you purchase from us
or no. we shall be happy to advise yon a(

any time—-to give you good, honest, straight-
forward, genuine advice. You will thank us
afterwords, and will come to us again.

If YOU would INVEST YOUR
MONEY WISELY—WRITE TO US

TO-DAY.

1921 MODELS.

New Machines in Stock.

A.B.C, Ariel, Blackburne, B.S.A

,

Diamond ,E<linund Enfield,Humber,
Indian, Matchless, Norton, P. & M.,
Scott, Sunbeam,Triumph, Velocette,

Zenith.

Our slock is one of the largest and bc^t in

Great Britain, London inchidod. Large stock
of soiled and scccnl-hand machines always
on band.^

Send for LIST TO-DAY.
Pxchange and extended payincni propositions
citered for.

fe^^^>^

90. HIGH STREET, OXFORD,
and London Road, Bicester

PJione . sSi & ;84 Oxtori, I^iotie: 35 Btc£stcr, ^
' -Ugr^iftis: " Integruy," Btcder and Oxtori.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1020, Douglas 2^h.pr, 3-si)eod. clutch niodeU as new,^^ Lucas lamps, horn, insurance, 'registration ; £90.
or Offer.—Apply, Newton, 56, St. Chflrte's Sq., North
Kcni^instcn. UMO. [6110

4 h.p. Douglas Comliination, 1920 (August), tax paid.
F.R.S, lamps. Easting, spares. Cowey horn, new

condition; £135. bargain.—W. Milner, 24, Lime Tree
Av,. Peterborough. , . [6026

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p. 1914, 2.speed. Binks. Cowey horn
and sjieedometcr, lamps, tax paid; good running

order; £55.—Jacltson. c/o Palmer's Green Garage, 115.
Green Lanes. N.13. [5989

DOUGLAS 1920 2'<h.p.. 3-spced. clutch' model,
Lucas lamps, speedometer, hc^ence paid, top-hole

cynditioo; £85.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., The Real Ser-
vice Firm, Taunton. [6435

DOUGLAS, 2?ih.p., 2-speed. 1916, just overhauled
(£13), mechanical horn. Miller lamps, long ex-

hau'^t, good tyres, tax paid; £46.-68, Lichfield Grove.
Church End, Fiuchley. [6070

£L1 CI^RK can ei^e yon good service both In new
machines and epares; try me. I may be useful to

you.—The Pioneer Agent lor Douglas Motors, 196.
Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [OOIS

DOUGLAS 2Mh.p.. 1913-14, 2-8pee(l, oU on, including
Inmiis, siwedoiiieter, good condition: £35.—Cim lie

si'iMi South Edt-tern Engineering Works, Solomon's
PiiHsnwe, Peokhiim Rye. [6419

DOUGLAS, 2^ih.p., 1915. stove enamelled and
plated, lamps, mechanical horn, pillion, new

lyio.-;, licence, makers' colours; £49.-18, Marlborough
ltd.. Old* Kent Rd„ S.E.I. [6369

1 Q20 DoiiglMs 2^ihp.. 3-specd, lamps, Cowey spe<'d-
J- iJ oineter, footboards, knee-grips, licence, insnrniicc,

<iireinlly ridden, pood condition; £80.—Mnnnerinp, St.

Aldan's College, Biikenhend. [5887

DOUGLAS 1920 a^h.p., S-speed, K.S. and clutch,
lamii*. horn, and tax paid, under 2.000; £87^10.

-Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
Phone: Hammersmith 80. . _ [6232

IQ16 2'ib.p. 2-«peod T.T. Douglas, uncrnted 1919.
X«^ excellent condition and running ordei', eiiuipi'ect

hiniiiH, vti'. ; rtrst lensonahlo cusU offer.—Eoaeberiy.
Siirttoii Rd., Biggk-Hwade. (D) [5769

1 Q20 (Octolkor) 4h. p. -Douglas Combination, complet*',
*.*y lamps, upcodoiucter, horn, mirror milcnpe under
1.400, tax iMiid, any trial; £145, or ueiirost.—Woodford.
Kk^lric Parade. Clnclon-on-Seu. [6721

DOUGLA.S 4]i.p, Combination, n.i new. lamp?, ppeo<lo-

nietor. wind t^creen. under>hield. bulboujt Imck .«ide-

ar i>oli-hed aluminium beadioK. spare tyro, tax paid;
£140.-17-., Vkarago Rd.. Leyton. [6968

DOUGLAS 1918 Ctmibination, 4h.p., 3-spewl. kick

Btait. clutch, horn, etc., tyres ns new, in splendid

condition throughout; £90, or t.fler.—Walker, 769, Rom-
ford Rd.. Manor Pnrk, London, E. [4534

THE EJfra Motor Works. -When you have purchased
a 2''4li.p. Douglas from us you have the satistar-

lion ol knowing that our machines are entirely over

hfiutcd and worn parta reoewed.—Below.

£50.—2^h.p. Douglases, 1915-16, restoved and re-

plated, tank in makers' colours, fitted with new
lungnetos nnd 1920 Amac carburetter, new tyres, etc.;

a real cenuine bargain.—Below.

WHY? As we' purchased the remaining entire
dump of 2*?ih.p. Douglases. W.D., this is the

rea?on^wo are able to oUcr these machines at this

price.—Below.

PLEASE Note that we cannot supply unrenovated
2';4h.p. Douglases.— Below.

£65.—We are now in a position to supply 4h p
Douglas solo ex W.D. machines, tanks in makers

colonrs miscellaneous fittings plated, new tyrea and
lootboards. all fitted with clutch frnd kick start, new
mags and 1920 Amac carburetters. These machines
have had very little wear, and so confident are we
that you will have satisfaction, we agree to aemJ
^ame on approval against cash.—Below.

TO the Trade.—We are prepared to sell 4h.p
Douglases, solo and combination (in the rough), at

very attractive prices. Make a point of calling upon
u3.— Below.

WE are in a Position to snpply spares for 2^ih.p
and 4n.p. Douglases, new and second-hand- stock.

-Below.

CHEQUES and Money Orders should be made pay-
able to the Effra Motor Works, 14. Effra Parade.

Bri.xton. London. S.W- (5647

1020 Douplas 2';.,h.p.. latest model, 3-speod, clutch
-Lt7 and kiclc start, condition guaranteed new; accept
£87/10.—BooiT and Porter, Ltd., 161. Caatlenan,

S.W. 13 (close Hammersmith Broadway). [586S

lOUGLAS 1915 23ih.p-, Lucas lamp, speedometer.
J-' KlaKooi mirror, pump, tools, spare chains. Dun-
lop ex-heavy, fast machine, in excellent condition;

£55.—Garner. .Five Wents, SwaiHey, Kent. [6771

4h p. Douglas Comldnation, 1919. Zenith carburetter,

28x3 rear tvie. f^fiare ring-, bearings, valve-,

choin. beit. otf., tax paid, perfect ; £110.—St. Denys.

Wemhley Park Diive. 'Puooe: 246 Wemlilcy. [6663

D°

All letters relating to advertieements should auote the number at the end of each adverUsement and the dated the issue bj3
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS ^1915 2^4h.p., K.S., clutch, Amac carbu-
retter, T.B. mag., footboards, leg shields. P. and

H. lamps, long exhaust, tax, insurance, excellent con-
dition; £53, or offer.—Chestnuts, Byfieet, Surrey. [6061

DOUGLAS Combination, 1920 model, mileage 2.800.
completely equipped, hood, ^xreen, speedometer,

lamps, horn, tools, in perfect condition;' £120; tax
pair.—B. Taylor, Lvnn Rd., Griintton, Lynn,. Norfolk.

[X917^'

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 Douglas combination, almost
new, completely equipped : £135.-5, Heath St..

Hnmpstead (near Hnmpstead Tnb'e Station). 'Phona:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays.

[5949

FREE.—Every new 1921 Douglas purchased fiom us
before M-jrch 9tli. 1921, fitted himps, horn, wind

screen, and licence holder, free of charge; write foi

nniticulard.— Mofiat, Douglas Agent, Yeovil. 'Phone

:

50. [5043

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Douglas Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.-Burlington Motors, Ltd..

South Side, Clapham Common, S.\V.4, 'Phone: Brix
ton 2417. [0505

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-Dougl;is. Dozens
in strip];. 2"''.h.p. and 4h.p., from £45; lady's model,

2-speed, £38; cash, exchange, extended payments.—9-10-
11, Eoyai Painde, West Croydon. 'Phone: 2450. 'Grams:
Tiack, Croydon. "

- [6286

SPECIAL 1916 2';ih.p. Douglas, tuned for speed
from 5 to 60 m.p.h., 95 m p.g., special cams,

single-lever carburetter, long exhaust, lamps. Klaxon,
tools, spares, tax paid; £57/10.-436. Whitehorse Ed..
Thornton Heath, S.E. [6216

1 Q195/t Douglaa 4h.p. Combination, mileage 1,200,
J-i/dry plate clutch, unpunctured, guaranteed perfect
order. Klaxon, Bonniksen speedometer, Bluemel wind
pcreen, many spares; anv trial; owner bought car; £120-
—\Yrite Fuller, 3, Stanhope Av., Finchley, N.3. [5920

DOUGLAS 1920 Model 4h.p. Combination, and ac-
ceasories, Lucas horn and head lamp, Cowey

si>e€dometer, wind screen, spare belt, chain, tube, ex-

haust valve, etc., mileage under 3,000, slightly soiled;

£135, or near offer.-Rodwell, Brewery, Tring,, [7092

4h.p. 19i9";4 Douglas Combination, si>ecially built
.

' side-nar, Jones, Klaxon, Senspray, scr-aper pistons,

electric lighting, all new oversize tyre."?, all tools ami
snares, unused since £15 overhaul (makers), perfect
conditibn throughout; £130.—Spoor, The Hydro,
Bristol. [6187

KEAL Barf^ain.—Douglas 4h.p. combination, Oct.,
1920, niiieage 1,400, Easting scieen, lamps, libra.

speedometer, coach work and enamel good, guaranteed
in tlioroughly good mechaniral condition; £140.—Viviini
Hnidie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woo<lstock St.. W.l. 'Phone:
Mayfair 6559. -[4456

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, renovated
as new, fitted with new CA.V. magi, new cir-

bulretter and inlet pipes, new tank complete with
fittings, new clutch and kick start, new sidecar chassis
and renovated body; £85.—Virgo. 156, High St.,

Hounslow, W. [ti749

33.h.p. Douglas 1918, engine practically new, fitted
4 new rings and valves with I'lexicas attachment,

new CA.V. mag., new racing Claudel single-lever car-
buretter, new sprockets, engine, and gear box. new
pulley, improved braJces and footboards, new Palmer
cord oversize tyres and tubes (cost £8), electric lamjis
(battery) front and rear, tax paid; trial run arranged
any time; £67, or near offer.—Dowell, Byfleet, Surrey.

[6036
WAUCHOPE-S. 9. Shoe Lane, London.-New 1921

2;ih.p. Douglas. 3-specd, cIuLch and kick start
model, £105 ; new 1921 4h.p. combination, £170;
solo 4h.p.. £130; new 1921 improved W.D. pattern, 2
speeds, £85; all the above models are fully equipped
with lamps, horn, generator, and licence holder; easy
payment or exchanges arranged : also 4h.p. Dougla.s,
1915, £60; and 1920 2"?4h.p. Douglas, clutch, and kick
start, £90.— "Phone : 5777 Holborn. [6580

Ednrund.
Q20 Ednmnd, special 2^Ah.p- Uni'on engine, Enfield

-It/ gear, valuable spares; fully equipped; £68.—
Massey, Rugeley, Staffs. - [X9090

new,
seeing.—

[6945

ODMUND-BLACKBURN spring frame 2Hh..x>., 2-x^ speed, kick-starter, from stock; 100 gns.—H. J.
Marston, 50, Argyle St., Birkenhead. [6694

1 O20 2'>:ih.p. Edmund-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, electric

^^ lighting, new condition; bargain. £77.-31,
Olaremont Rd., Alexandra Park, Manchester. [X9215
05.h.p. Edmund-Union, spring frame, Enfield 2-

^^ speed gear, ,1920. model, shop-soiled; list pri-ce
£86 my price £68.—Davies, 229, Deansgate, Man-
(-liester,

[0527

I ft^*li ?,''"i""'^'
spring frame, Union 2-stroke, Eu-

.n^>- 1
^*^^^'^^' <^'"tch, 2-'4h.p., tax paid, i^itet-t

U?i.liS"^7n^'^^'"'
£68.-0wnei, 57. Bridge Rd. Eait

.uoiesey. (JJ)
[-g42oMEW Edmiind 2^4h.p., Enfield 2-speed, spring frame-L'^ shop-soiled, £80; «l.so another model with Burlman 2-.?peed. sliop-soiled, £84.-Smith's, 18, Hordn, ,n^t., Liverpool. ' '
rfiig^

O60, or nearest.—1920 23/4h:p. Edmund-Jap, as
^^ 2-speed clutch, K.S., tax paid, only wants see
Lear, 33, Cheverton Rd., N.19.

READYforEASTEB
MOTOR CYCLES.

3HOP-S08LED 1920 MODELS.
Makers List Our

Price. Cash Price.

ARIEL 3', h.p. Combination (My lO f138
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination i'l/; lo S155
INVICTA, 3; h.p., 3-speed,

clntch, and kick-starter . (,ij-7 12 iE102

LEVIS, 2<, h.p., Popular
Mode], single-speed £60 £57 C

ROVER, 3.! h.p., 3-speed,
clutch, and ki.A-starter . /l4q l5 £115

TRIUMPH, ,t h.p., Model H,
~

3-speed, clivtch, and kick-
starter Cr^; 10 £115

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model
S.D., 3-speed, clutch,. K.S.,

all-chain drive ^l\o n £125

SECOND- HAND
(Overhauled and Guaranteed).

A.B.G., igio, 3 h.p., dynamo lighting,

accessories . , . ., -.
.

. £120

ARIEL lt)lfi 5-6 h.p. Combination, and
accessories £110

BRADBURY rgao 4 h.p. Combination,
accessories £125

BROUGH, 19:^0, 5 h.p., 3-speed, kick-

starter, Henderson Ehtc Sidecar,

accessories £140
B.S.A. 1919 4} h.p. Combination, and

accessories £120
DOUGLAS, 191';, 23 h.p,, 3-spee.d,

clnt^'h, and kick-starter, acc'sssories £55
EXCELSIOR - J.A.P., 1920, 2J h.p.,

2-specd, accessories ;.... £65
JAMES 1919 4} h.p. Combination' de

Inxc : £110
MATCHLESS 1920 8 h.p. "Combination,

Lucas accessories £175
NEW IMPERIAL W.D 8 h.p. Combina-

tion, and accessories £120
NEW IMPERIAL W.D, 8 b.p.Combina-

tion, and accessories £120
ROYAL ENFIELD 1916 6 h.p. Com-

bination, and accessories £100
SCOTT 19:20 3j h.p. Combination, and

accessoi-ies £150
SUNBEAM 1914 6 h.p. Combination,

and accessories ..^ . £120
B.S.A. 1920 4J h.p. Combination, and

accessories, tax paid" £135
ZENITH, 1920, 8 h.p., Henderson Elite

.Sidecar, all accessories, tax paid . . £170
INDIAN 1915 7-9 h.p. Combination,

accessories, tax paid £95
ROVER, 1920, 5-6 h.p., Millford de luxe

Sidecar, all accessories, tax paid . £160
RUDGE, 1920, 3J h.p., LO.M. Model,

accessories £85
SUN-VILLIERS, 1919, 2i h.p., all . -

-

.".ccessories £40
LUGTON, 1914, 3l h.p., accessories . .

." £30

RECONSTRUCTED MACHINES
EX GOV'T STORES

(Guaranteeil).

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combinations £110
NEW-IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination . £115
ROVER ,1-6 h.p. Combinations £115

CASH. EXCHANGE.
DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to R.A.C, A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate,
E7.

'PLone : 490 East Ham. 'Grams: Egaraco, L'don.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Edmund.

EDMLTND-J.A.P., 2%h.p., 1916, spring Irame, I

field 2-speed, just been re-enamelled and ov
hauled b.v makers, new tyres, lamps, and horn; .£6(
Hutton, Ruxidie, Hartopp Rd., Sutton Coldfield,

[6

Enfield.

1 021 En fields.

ALL Models in stock for immcaiato deliVerp
;

' 81
combination f 160, with dynamo lighting set £li

Enfield lightweight, £65; easy payments arranged; y(
old machine taken in part payment. To enable inte
ing purchasers to inspect after our business hours,
are prepared to show these models at any time by
pointment.—Broom and Whitehead, Ltd., Authoii
Agents, 88, Gt, Portland St., London, W.l. Moyf
6636. [96

JOLIAN3 of Reading have 1921 Enflelda in stii

[at

NEW 1920 Enfield, 2-stroko. 2-sreed ; £65; in slocl
Randal. Audover. . [Oi

EXFIELD Lightweight, 2-6tieed; £30.-Apply,
New Park St., Devizee. [4;

ENFIELD 8h.p., brand new; i£160.—178, Sam
St., Woolwich. 'Phone : 324. [6i

If NFIELD, 1921, immediate delivery, Sh.p. combi
-^ tion and 2-stroke.—Moss, Wem. [X9:

A'FIELD.-New 1921 2-stroke, lightweight, 2-spe
£65.—H. Rose, Cycle Works. March. (X9:E

ENFIELD C.B. Combination, 6h.p. twin .I.A.
£75.—C, 21, Westbury Ed., Penge, S.E.20. [6:

ENFIELD. 1914, 2S4h,p. M.A.G., overhauled, pert
Older; £50.-40, Whitworth Rd., South Norwo

ENFIELD ah.p. Combination, 1918, 700x80.
accessories; £125.-37, Bonfield Rd., LewishaT

- [6i

ENFIELD Brand New Lightweight; £60.-Ciiff
Wilson, 177, NS'estminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I

-.
;

[7:

ENFIELD Sh.p. Model, 1921 Magdyno, in . stool

Windsor Castle Garage, Brighton Rd., Crovdo
let

LIGHTWEIGHT Royal Enfield; bargain, £48; sp?
and lamps; ride away.—62, Wydehurst Ed., Ci

don. [51

ENFIELD 1921, all models for immediate delivc
—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. M

fair 5042. . [0'

ENFIELD 1915 Twin, Sh.p., 2-speed, clutch, 1
"bars, excellent condition; 48 gns.^90, Welles

Ed., Ilford. [41^

1 £kl6 Enfield Twin, 3h.p., 2-speed, kick start, g(
Xt? condition; £50; ride away.—Lansiey, 31. Gr.

Rd., Reading. "
" [5i

l CS20 8h.p. Enfield CombiDation,' new; £152/1(
Xt/ Sliepherd. Enfield Highway, Enfield. T
Waltham X31. [0;

ENFIELD Combination, 191S, Sh.p., Luca« dyna
lighting, as new; £120.—Apply, 40, Hertfc

Place, Coventry. • tX93

ENFIELDS, any model, any distance; good deliver
good service.—Allen S. Jones, The Motor Cj

Specialist, Carnarvon. " [X7(

ENFIELD "Combination, 6h.p., excellent conditi
all accessories, tax paid; £90, near offer.—Kera

Garage, Louth, Lines. [X9_l

"I
Q20 Enfield Lightweiglit, 2-speed, lami>s, ho

Ji*y mirror. licence; £60.—Woodward, Churchfie
Halfway, nr. Sheffield.

ENFIELD Combination. 1916, Luca5 dynamo lighti

Easting, licensed, perfect order; £115.—Clark,

Exhibition lid., S.W.7. [63

NEW 1921 8h.p. Enfield Combinations; dynai
£182; less" dynamo. £160.—Bounds Gariige, 2

High Ed., Kilburn, N.W.6. [62

Tjl NFIELD.-All models will be on sale aj. the seep

^,
hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace,

April 2nd. (See AVanted.)
'

[&

ENFIELD 2-stroke. 2-speed, 1918, condition p
feet, fully equipped ; reasonable offer. —.,

'.

Webb's Rd., Clapham Junction. [Si

TJ OYAL Enfield Combination, as new, speedome^
XV lighting, screen, luggage grid-; £liO.~0!Ii5
Bridge Inn, New England Rd., Brigliton. [64

3ih.p. Enfteld, 1920, 2-*;peed, lamps, Xlason, extr
4 liceuL-o paid, fi:rst-clasfi condition ; £60.—W^

T. Cmpenter, 2, Sanctuary, Westminster. {6d

1 Q20 Sli.p. Enfield Combination, standard, brand a<
-I-«7 unused; £145.—Edwards. 50, Harrington E
South Kensington. 'Phone ; Ken. 3709 - [61

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p.," 1917, complete tv

all lamps, sidecar screen, several spares; £1
offers.—Lt. Richardson, c/o Ban Guy, Weymouth. [63

-j Q20 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, ITagdyno, i)eri

-i-?7 comlition, licence paid, insurance to May 26
£160.—B., 136. High Ed., East Fincliley, N.2. [63

NEW 1919 6h.p. Enfield Combination, electric lig

Klaxon and Lucas horns, pillion, 4 spare cov

and tubes; £135.-327, Upper Richmond Ed., Puth
[66

B34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

NEW 1921 Model Henderson, the moet hlghlr de-

veloped motor cycle ever bnilt: now in etock for

immediate deliverv: liberal exchange:.—The Premier

Mo Co.. Afton Bd.. BirminghaiD. [1879

1 /\h.p. Henderson and Swan dc Luxe Sidecar, East-
iVf mg screen, lamps, horn, etc., new September.
1920. low m
i£175.—Woolard

licence paid, excellent condition;
'54. Walkern Ed., Stevenage, Herts.

[6787
O 89.—Henderson 1916 lOh.p.. 2-specd, H. and F.^ cluteb, appearance Al, licensed, lamps, hoin,

Bosch, original tj-res, date and condition guarante&l

;

any trial -iml examination; after 5.—53, Patshull It'i..

Kentish Town. [6913
"1020 Henderson (Sept.). £45 Millford bulbous hark
^*y sidecar. Fastin;,' and de luxe accessories, licem e

faid, piiaranteed in perfect order and equal to now,

rial with pleasure: £210.—Write, 1, Guildford Rd,.

Pendleton, Manchester. [X9165

HENDERSON 4-cyl. 1920 Siwrting Combination,
with Volta sidecar, unique opportunity to secure

the mcst magnificent sporting outfit in Encland, usf-d

demonstration purposes only, fitted regardless of cx-

jense, many snares and extras, electric lamps and
lorn, enclosed chain case, dashl.K.ard with instrument^,
jlated discs. Speed Nymph, engine specially tuntd and
ust overhauled, very fast, condition throughout as

lew, tyres unpunctured, licensed, insured, rccentlv
Uuslrated "The Motor Cycle"; nearest £230.—Write
)r wire, 12, Grange Rd., GunnersbniT, W. [6893

Hill.

2 ill. p. Hill-Blackburne, 1920'j., 2-6pee<], clutch iind

4 kick start, real eocwl inachfiie, little used. veif',.T
throiit.'hout: £88; any trial, deposit.—11, Lyndhur-t
it., Hurslem. Staffs. [5899

HohRrt
H0B.\RT.-A11 models from Coventry Motor Marl.

Umdon Hd., Coventry. 'Phone : 200. [X9333

HCinAET-VILLIEnS 2i.ih.p.. 2.sre«i, tax paid
laiiips, horn, mile'igc 300 ; £60, or offer.—29, A!t->

ondra St., Stone, Staffs. . [671

F

1Q21 Hohart. 2.*'p6ed. latest model, new, maker-"
lif price. £78,'10,-Sliepherd. Enfleld HIshwav. Kn
Seld Tel, • Waltham X31, [0496
HOBART 4h.p. with Coachbiiilt Sidecar, 3-speed

pear, all accessories, Tan-Sad seat, tax paid;
E50. or near offer.—St. Margaret's, Oevon Rd.. Che:im.
Surrey. [6903

Hoskison.
HOSiaSON'. new 2iih.p., slightly shop-soiled, 2-srecd

kick start, hand clutch; £65, or near offer.—Bed,
Sidl^v. Bexhill. 1588.":

npwo Xew Hoskisonfl, 2-stioke, 2-8pce<l, .shop^oilcd,
L Will he cleared at less than cost; £60 ca.-li,-

I's, 18, Hardman St., Liverpool. [6194

Humher
HU.MBEH 1921.-A11 models Coventry Jloti.r Mart.

I.nr • - - --

TYRES

nndon Rd.. Coventry.

t.p. Liehtw
away; £28.-196, liamsny Rd.,

[X9334

HUMBER 2'.{h.p. Lishtwcifht. splendid condition,
ride away; £28.-196, liamsny Rd., Forest Gate,

[6671
HUMBiai 3>Jh.p., footboards, 3-speed hub. po.jd

. running order: £48.—H. Rose, Cvcle Work^
Mnnli, [X9185

HUMBER Lightweight, Bosch, B. and B.,

Ivres. good runni:
Kent

31h,p. Lightweight Hunilier, 1914. B. and R., Uos
2 Druids, stored during war; ride away

Browul.jw Ell., New Southgate.

Ivres. good running order; only £12,
Rd.. Beckcnh;

good
4, Yewtrre

[6745

li,

£30.-134,
(653f

HUMBER 3M.h.p.. 1914-15. 3speed. clutch. 1920
Wat-oii C.B. sidecar, all on, tax paid: offers.—

141, Lcwisham Hig;i Hd., S.E.14. [6G80

Humlier. 1914. 3-spee<l, clutch, nearlv
t. lamps, overhauled, tax paid;

E38,-Mamutt, Basset, Onudle. - (6518

UJIBER 3';'-h.p. Coacbtiuilt Combination, 2-spced.
hit(li,_ fine condition ; £48: appointment bv post,

49, liiahidu Ed., Dnlstou, E.8. [6163

n sale at the
. ._ . Crystal Palace

Irom April 2nd. (See Wanted.l [5747

3 ill, p. Humber. Bosch. B.B., good tyres, just cvcr-
2 hauled, lamps, tools, etc. : £25, or close oner,—

106, Uircrolt Rd., Upper Tooting.. [6356

HU.MBEH 2':ih.p. T.T. V Twin, believed 1916, gcd
condition, new tvres. sporty mount, licenced; £39.

- " [67C8

Humber, 2 3lM?eds, just overhaule.l.
perfect running order;

Russell, Wymondham, Norfolk. [6804

1 Q20 number, 4V_.h,p. fiat twin, shop-soiled, elcctrii

i-*y head and tail lamps, horn; bargain, £119.-

3ah. p. Twin J

4 new tyres
£38.-

'

w
-49,

TIUMBER—All models will be
Jtl second-hand Automobile Show.

-16, Woodvillo Kd.. S. Woodford, E.18.

1Q11 3'ih.p. __
J-t/ tank re-enamelled

Oarland. 154. Bridge St., Warrington. [S8704

U you want a reliable article you

must pay a reasonable price. These

special clearance lines are sent

Carriage Paid, and on approval,

seven days against remittance.

Sl7C

24

Make

3ih.p. Haniber. S.A. 3-speed, lamps, tyres gowl, just
•2 overhauled, Bosch mag., line condition

Ford, Sotwell, near Wallingford, Berks.KUMBER 4'ih.p. Flat Twin, 1920
shop-soiled only: bajealn. £125

£44,
[X925e

1920 model, nnus'd,
. . P. J. Evan

John Bright St., Birmingham. (6542

118 3V.h.p. Twin ttunilier, all black, perfect, not
used' last year, owner bought car; £68.—Seen,

ilanimer^mith Ed., W. (opposite Olympia). [X9271

I

Our
Price

2 ',Wood-Mllne Extra Heavyl 35/-
;Wood-Milno Special

|
29/62 ;Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy 37/6

!Cllncher de luxe Heavy, ... 35/-
lEn^leberl WIred-on Rib . .

"" '

[Avon Ribbed, Lightweight
2llA?on Combination
, jHutcblnson Passenger ....

Avon Sunslone
'Palmer Cord 39 '8

iWood-Mllne Extra Heavjl 39/6
Dunlop W.O. Heavy 139 6
Bates Special Heavy. . .

.

Clincher de luxe Ex. Hy.
Hutchinson T.T
!s. Moullon Extra Heavy
jBeldam Extra Heavy
Enelebert Wlrod-on R|i)

Wood Milne Special
.-'. Dinloo W.D. Heavy

Hutchinson Passenger..
Bates Special Heavy . .

.

Palmer Cord Heavy
Clincher de luxo Ex. Hy. .

.

Kerapshall Antl-skid
Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy
Hutchinson T.T. R Slud .

, Beldam Extra Heivy . .

.

Wood-Mllno Special
-2} Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy

1 'Hmchlnson T.T. B. Slud...
•
"- Wood Milne Combination

Rom Combination.
Bates Special Heavy
Avon Tricar Rubber Stud.

.

jWood-Mllne Extra Heavy
Palmer 2-ply Ribbed . i 37 »
Hutchinson T.T. R. Stud. . 35
Engleberc Wired-on R.S 35,'-

> Engleber; WIred-on Rib 30/-
i Wood-MIInc Combination 65/-

Rom Combination 55'-
Wooo-Mllne Extra Heavy 52 6

2! "Goodyear AW. Tread
!
45'-

3 Bales Special Heavy. .

.

iDunlOD W.O. Heavy...
lAvon3-rlb
Wood-MIIne Extra Heavy
Kempshail Anti-skid .

650 . 65 Bates Special Heavy
Woon-MUne Extra Heavy
Bergongnan 3-rlb Heavy

700 »0 Wood-MUne Steel Slut! . . i vi us

Partridge R. Non-skid 95,'

Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy 60/-
Cllnrhe'- Ribbe-i -

. . | -te/-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Humber.

SALH,

HUMBEE 4i,yi.p. Flat Twin, in stoci for imtnetUirte
delivery: exchange:..—Newnhsiui Motor Co., -21^3.

Hammersmith Ed,. W.6. 'I'houe; Haniiiieisiiiitli 80.
(6?:-'<3

HUMBEE (1919. July! 3'Sh,p. Flat Twin. 3-speed.
sidecar, new July, 1920, Cameo wind screen, lnmit>.

riiom. perfect order, tax paid: £120.—Holl. Wilfoid
Grove. Skegness. (X9132

HUMBEE Sy^.p. Combination, 1914, S-spcefl. clutch,

kick start. lamps, horn, recently ove^linuled.

licence paid; £65, or nearest.—Stokes, 58. Onktield ltd,.

London, N.4. [6574

HU-MBER S'.'jh.p.. complete minus mag., brond
tank. B.B. carburetter, good tyres, engine splendid

...ndition; first cheque £8 secures —Dawson. 34, Ampl-
liill Kd., Bedford. [6559

Humber Coadibuilt Combination, good con-

.ion, 3speed S.A. hub, clutch, kick "tarter.

lamps, horn, spares, licence; £65.-20, Uarborougli
Rd.. Southampton. [6068

HUMDEE o'Ah.p., with wicker torpedo sidecnr, Intt-

1913. 3-speed huh, clutch, K.S.. inechaniciilly iiei-

i.rt: £40.—Seen and tried 62, Cottage Grove. Chiplinni

ltd. Station, S.W.9. [X92S0

£65.—SV'h.p. Humber combination, C.B., 3-speed

clutch, P. and H. lamps, Lucas horn, wind ccreeii.

Oih.p. I
2 ditii

•xcellent condition : trial.

Church End, Finchley.
-51, Etchinghniu Park Ed.

[6952

HUMBEE Combination, 4h.p. flat 1920, electru

lamps all round, Lucae horn, sidecar screen,

spf^oiueter, condition ag new; £155, close offer.—Lt.
liuiton, c/o Dan Guy, Weymouth, [6325

HUMBEE 1918 4',ih.p. Flat Twin, 2-speed, clutch

and hand start, Millfotd sidecar, .thoroughly ovei-

!j,iiile*l and complete with ail accessories; price £120,
.'t near oiler.—158, Norwood Ed., West Norwood, S.E.27.

[6914
1Q14 3'Ah.P. Humber, 2-speed. free engine, Bosch.
i~*y B. and B., every thtnii: excellent condition:

niiick liale, £36, or will consider exchange lor com
bmatiin, 6h.p. or 8h.p.—93. Brudcncll Rd.. Tooting.
London. (694(1

Indian.

KICKHAM for Indian; trade supplied.—Stoke*
Croft. Bristol. i3353

HtjRSMAN for Indians.—Victor llorsman, Ltd., 7.

Mount Pleasant. Liverpool. [0470

Ready.—Davlcs. 229.
Central. [2437

clutch, spring frame, long
bargain, £38—26. York Rd..

[6744

E

INDIANS 1921 Models Now
Deaosgoto. Manchester. S3

I Q14 Indian. 4h.p.,
I*' flexible exhaust;

1
Wokinn.

1 020 Indinn 7-91i.p. Cnnil'ination. new eondition, sl'l*-

-L«7 Wrnko; £160. I'nrgtiin.— 137, Cnmhridge Kd..

Ri.vnes rnrk. S.W. [5921

INDIAN 7-9!i.p. 1918-19 Powerplns, perfect ns new:
fiuiter bnrKdin. £63.—Cleaver, 11, Station I'nriidi

Mnswell Hill. X.IO.

^i'i

[6343

INDIAN.—All models will be on sale at the second-
hand Automobik Show, Crystal Palace, Irom April

2nd. (See Wanted.) [5743

1 Q19 Indian, bulbous back sidecar, electric lights
XI/ Easting screen, extra good condition; £125.^9.
Silverlands, ^Buxton.

'
[X9382

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, under 2.000, good
J-t/ condition ; £130 to icalise.—Pearson, Itinton
St. George, Crewkerne. - [6505

9h.p. Indian, 1914-15, complete with sidecar, good
running order: owner gone (twiir ; £85.—Api>lv.

WriKht. Plumber, Nnnenton. [X9250

IQI9 7-9h.p. Indian and 1920 bulboaa back Rtderftr

i«/ almost new; any trial; £120.—Conner, 86, Vir

7-9

toria Rd., Stroud Green, N.4. [S44a

T Q15 Indian Combination, spring frame, 3 speeds.
It/ kick start, electric lamps, etc.; f98.—252.
We-tern Rd., Crookcs, Sheffield. [6371

1 018 Indian Powerplua Special Bacing Combination.
X«7 Swan torpedo, electric lighting, very atttactuej
£115.-20 Canterbury Bd., Croydon. [4703

TRADE SUPPLIED. WR TE FO <

LISTS AND DISCOUNTS

LONDON'S
LEADING

nwawiwwq TYRE HOUSE
264-2t)6, Vaaxball Bridge Boad.

VICTORIA. S.W.I.

Telephone: Victoria 6653 & e6E4.

1 Q21 Indians, all models; special inducements
J-*J buvcrs ol these machines.—Coventry Motor^Mart
London Rd.. Coventry

INDIAN .7-9h.p.
renovated by

I'hune: 200. [X9335

T.T., 2 speeds and clutch, just
makers (£301; any fair trial;

enced; £70.-10, CliUon Rd., Luton. [6047

1 Q19 Indian Powerplus, overhauled, plated and
XJ/ enamelled, as new; £65. no offers.-24, Sil

hester Rd., North Kensington, W.IO. [6755

J0126.— 7-9h.p. Powerplu? Indian, bulliou^ hidetar.^ dynamo. Easting, f-peedometer, tpares, a:! new.—
Qoulden, 31 Xunnerj- Fields, Canterbury. [6072

"j Q20 7-9h.p. Indian and Grindlay Sidecar, dynanm
-L*/ lighting, wind screen, speedometer, etc.; £180.
137. Chatsworlh Rd.. Lower Clapton, E.5. [5854

20 Indian Combination. NE20, 7-9h.p.. largf

valves, electrically equipped, mileage 2.300;
£IQO,—Waverley. Old Shoreham Rd., Hove. [6703

INDIAN" 1919, thorouflrhiy overhnulefl, ju.st received

from I'lnters and enamellerB. gunrnnteed perfect

:

£75.—Hicks. 32, Lean Gardens, Hninuie.'smith. [5972

19^

\ll letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each adveitisement. and the date of the issue. E37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
Indian.

"I QI6 Indian Combination, 3-speed, clutch, - K.S.
-I-*' speedometer, lamps, smart outfit, perfect con
dition; £88—47, Cowley Rd., Mortlake. S.W.14. [6712

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., spring frame, 3 speeds, clutch.
kick ?tart. good condition; £65.—Parker's, Brad-

ehawgate, Bolton, and 245. Deansgate, Manchester.
[;X9125

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 2.speed,' with large MilHord sidecar;

£67/10, or exchange.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80,

[6230

"I
Q 19-20 Indian 7-9h.n. Powerplus Combination

J-i/ dvnamo lighting, discs, luxurious tarnout; seen
any time; £160.—Box 2,761, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[6557
SPOE,TI>'G Type 1918--19 Indian 7-9h.p., T.T. bars.

practic.illy new machine, tax paid, ready for road;
£90; after 5.30.-291, Green Lanes,^^Finsbnry Park.

[6918
INDIAN PoATerphis 1916 7-9h.p., pprine frame,

cauoelet sidecar, smart lot. little nsed, several

spares; £110.-95, Paulet Rd., ..Camberwell, S.E.
[6525

INDIANS, Powerplus, 1919, overhauled, enamelled.
. and plated, as new; a genuine offer, £65.—Bram-

ble, Cambridge Works, Bedford Rd., E. Finchlev.
[X9229

-|Q14 7-9h.p. Clutch Model Road Raider Indian.
Xt? good running order, licenc© paid; nearest to £46.
— G. Geoige, Louvain, Duncorabe R.d., ,

Godalniing
Suney. ^ [5900

"I Q 18 Indian Powerplus Models, thoroughly over
Xt/ hauled and renovated, as Hew; £68 to £72
each.—Holliday Bros., 20, Queen St., Hammersmith
Broadway. [6032

INDIAT^ 5-6h.-p., 1915, 3 speeds, lamps, generator
horn, goo(t tyres, in perfect running -order

throughout; good Easter snip, £70.—2, Thirsk Rd
Mitcham. .- [6964

"B Q18 7-9h,p. Powerplus -Indiana, 3-speed, K.S,
XC/ newly overhauled; £75 each; special quotations
for quantities,—X J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clap-
ham, S.W.8. -. , [6080

INDI-\N 7-9h.p. Powerplus, 3-ppe&d, kick start, horn.
lamps, etc., tax and insurance paid; £90; seen after

6 p.m. or 2 p.m. Saturdays.—3, Nightingale Rd.. Wood
Green. N.22. [6651

INDIAN 1920 4h.p. Scout, with Grosvenor sporting
bidcL-ar, fully eqriipped. speedometer, etc., as new;

£155.— Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Dean
gate, Manchester. [X9124

J Ol5 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, elutih and kick starterX *J fitted with new twist grip Binks, spare valves
chain wheel, etc.; £75.—Adland, 25, Musgrave St,
West Hartlepool. , [6810

]Q£0 (Easter) , 7-9h. p. Indian Combination, electiir
-«^ light and horn. Cameo wind screen, legsliield.'^,

Monies puncture preventer, tax paid; £150.-19, Monu-
ment Park, Wigan. [;X9252

JUST arrived, 1921 7h.p. Indian Powerplus Com-
bination, electrically equipped, speedometer,

licence paid; £226.—Le win, Indian Motor Agent.
Grange Rd., Kettering. [6486

INDIAN 1920 7h.p. Model Combination, complete
with Easting screen, speedometer, a magnificent

mount, not done 1,800 miles; £175.—Pembridge Lodge
St. Owen St., ilerelord. [6011

7.9h.p. Indian, 1918, W.D. model (but not used), re-
enamelled, plated, toolkit, D-A. lighting, speed-

ometer,, condition perfect; £85.—Kingston, 7, Rose-
holme Rd., Northampton. [6487

1Q20 Big Valve Electric Indian Powerplus Combina-Xt/ tion, luggage grid. Easting, triple sidecar springs,
overhauled, insured, licenced; £175.—Hogg, 3, Prospect
Row, Old Brompton, Chatham. [6204
"jQ13 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, clutch,Xt/ and kick starter, electric lighting, leg guards;
accept £50; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [6119

1 Q 16 Indian 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kickXt/ starter, all lamps, Bonniksen speedometer, guar-
anteed; £80; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower Claptor
Ed., N.E. "Phone: Dalston 2408. [6120

"OEADY for Easter.—1919 Powerplus Indian, condi-
J-Ij tion and appearance as new, guaranteed; £80;
new sidecar supplied to suit, also accessories.—Lang-
ford's, 37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. [6209

TNDIAN Powerplus Combination, spring frame 3-
-t speed, electric lights, speedometer, legshields. per-
fect condition throughout; any trial; £115 —Todd
Daleview, Bedonwell Hill, Belvedere. Kent. [6936
"B 14-15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination. 2.speed. accu-j-y mulator. electric light, wind screen, sound tyres
tyols, accessories excellent condition £65 lowest.-HaltMotor Co.. Kilburn Lane. W.IO. Willesden 1341.

T^'"^IAN Powerphis 7-9h.p. 1919 Models, sipe^^
-9-- K.S... mechanical condition also euamelliug and
piating ns^new; £70; approval against on^h" and car-
riage.-Oweu, 59, Scholefield Rd., Upper Holloway.

["^^9274

~\ P'^.^J £60!-Gnaranteed 1918 Indian Powerplus
Vi 7'^,'>' ^-fPet^d, reconditioned, re-enamolled re-
plated, choice of several; 1919. £65—7, Batoum Gar-
dens. Hammev-smith, London. 'Phone; Ham. 1762

[6711

CRABTREE
& SON, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.
2,500 New Covers

(Ex Government Stock).

28 :< 3 Kempshall, Macintosh,

and Wood Milne

26 X 2J Clincher de Luxe

30/ - each, plus carriage.

Brand new heavy 26 X 2| Clip-

per Covers, to fit 2\ rims

2S/6 each, plus carriage.

Tubes II?;!'
-' 6/6 each.

REBUILT
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES

overhauled, but not re-enamelled,
good tyres.

R & M., 3J h.p. - - £65
P. & M. and sidecar- £75
Clyno, 5-6 h.p. - - £70

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE & SON, LTD.,
MOTOR ENGINEERS, WISBECH.

UNRENOVATED
EX GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES

AT THE SLOUGH DEPOT.
5-6 h.p. Clynos and 3| h.p.

P. & M's, also Sidecars,

etc., to clear in large

quantities.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR
QUANTITIES.

Particular from

—

*'Motor Cycles/'
ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

£90.—Exr^ellent 7-91i.p. 3-Bpeed Indian combinatio
1915, electric lighting and horn, clutch, K.f

comfortable Millfoid sidecar, wind screen, iuggage gri
tries practically new, tax paicL— 7, Brackley Rd-, Ecoke
liaiu.

. _ . ,[57(

7-9h.p. Indian, 1915, spring frame, 3-sneed. M(
start, 1917 Hillford sidecar, electric lights an

horn, tax paid, condition A 1 ; no rep,sonabIe offi

refused, must sell.—27, Norman's Buildings. Old St
E.C.I. .[694

1 Q20 Indian Powerplus Combination, electric equi
-i-«> ment, aluminiiim discs all round, foot shield
special exhaust lifter. Cameo wind screen, perfect co
dition; private owner; £195, lowest.—Barlrer, Cromfo
Mills,

,
Matlock. [X92(

CJEXSATIOJN-AL Offer.-A few 1919 Powerph^ Indians, practically indistinguishable from, ne
ppring frnmes, 3 speedy; at £62/10 each.—Smith's. 8
ChaTk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station
Hanjpstead 2767. [61<

INDIAN" 7h.p. 1920 de Lus© Combination, comple
with dynamo lighting and all accc-sories ai

spares, the outfit in new condition, only ridden a ii

miles, the prorterty of R. H. Head. Esq.—Apply, Pofi
349. West End Lane, N.W. [SSf

1 Q 18 Indian 7'9h.p. Combination, bulbous Hend
-D-V sidecar, 3 speeds, K.S., spring frame, dieeoW
acetylene lighting, etc., very attractive outfit, perfe
condition, ride 50 mile^: fll5, including tax.—

8

Little Kaling Lane, South Ealing. [69

20 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., Swan torpet
idecar, RaHi discs all round, legshields, wii19 „ _

screen, electric light, speedometer with electric
all in very good condition, licence paid; £l80.—Cap
Leigh, Southill Barracks, Chatham.' [52(

"IQ20 Powerplus Indian De Luxe Combination,
JLcf run few miles, dynamo lighting, electric hor
aeroplane mascot. Easting screen, unseratched, speed
meter; cost £245; accept £150, tax paid ; "exchahgi
—60, Wallingford Av., N. Kensington. ' [63J

"j Q20 7-9h.p Indian, latest model, large valves, .

-*- *-' tandem sidecar, large number of .spares and extff
£180. or nea.' offer; or exchange with cash for I§
Henderson or Ace combination; can be seen by appoii
ment.—Morris, 395, Oxford Rd., Reading. [43

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Comltinatiou, dynamo lightin
JLt/ electric and Klaxon horns, wind screen, sp^t
orneter, bulbous sidecar,- tools; this machine is in fii

class order, and ready for the "road ; tax paid; £175.
2, Cromwell Mews, opposite South Kensington Static

[58

"I Q20 7-9h,p. Indian CombinatioB, electric, spe?
J- *y onieter, puncture preventer, legshields, mul
spare chain and tube, Miliford bulbous sidecar, Eastii
luggage grid, very complete outfit, in splendid ordi
tax paid; £180.—Ives, 30, Preston Rd., Tonbridge.

[681

INDIAN Road Racer, clutch, T.T. bars, just ov(
hauled, enamelled and plated, ready foj- road, co

plete with speedometer, new lamp set, horn, etc., ve
smart; £48, no offer.—29, Brigstock Rd., Thornb
Heath. [64

1 Qi9 (late) 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combinatio
--•' electric model, speedometer, mileage under 5,00
new irout and - back tyres and spare, new chain a
spare, other spares, tools, .special mudshields. perf<
condition.— Banister. Heathbank, Vine St., Kersal, Mi
Chester.

-

[47

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian, with specially bii
J-*/ 2-seat-er Sandum sidecar, with hood, electric lig
horn, and speedometer', licence paid, in perfect ord
engine iust overhauled, tyres never punctured; pr
£200, or near offer.—Write F.H.C.C., 32, jiingw
Rd., Croydon. [58

]Q20 Indian 7-9h.p. Powei-plus Combination, elect
»/ cally equipped, large valves. Easting screen, spe(

onieter, imidshieids, all complete, pertfct conditit
been well looked after, all lights controlled rider's po
tion; f300.~Apply, Clark, M;mley Old Hall, Helsl
near Warrington. [X91

SPORTING 5-6-h.p. Indian Combination, 1915,
speed-", hand and foot clutch, special 2in. fiK

°xlinu-t pipes, red^ and gold discs, new cigar-c^hai
sidi'onr, 'enamel excellent; what offers for this sm;
and fat-t turnout? would separate.—Barrett, The Reoto'
Cockayne Hatley, Potton, Beds. _ [69

1 Q20 7-9. p. Powerplus Indian, mileage 3,000,
-i-t'70R115, eleitrically equipped, Orto hood, side e
tains, wind screen, Tan-Sad, dynamo shield, spare brd
valves, luensed, carefully used, decarbonised, cylind
paintod silver, whole in perfect condition; £21o;
offers.— Uridge. Small Dole, Sussex. [59

1 Q20 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., bulbous bi
J-t/ sidecar, indistinguishable from new. unpuj
tured, dynamo lighting, electric horn, speedomet
Easting, watch, just overhauled, spares worth £.^

including new Goodyear tyjre and waterproof covera
£165.—Teulon, 34, Huddleston Rd., Tufnell Paric.

[65

HAVE you weighed up the prices of other hij

powered combinations, and studied their eq;U

ment? in most cases, less speedometer and no spri

frame and higher price. If not. do so. Indian NS
combination de luxe^ £226; Scout model, solo, £l
less equipment; combination £188; sporting ti

sidecar.—Horswill. 42, Bridge St.. Chester. "Phoi
945. [41

B38 All letters relating to advertisements should qitote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SALE.MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Matchless.

[\TCHLESS^1921 Models; orders now accepted for

immediate deliver}'.—RatcliHe Bros.. 200, Gt.
rtland St.. W. Maylair 5042. [0424

[ATCHLES.5 CombiDation. 1914 M.A.G., 6-«h.p.,
in r>©rl"e?t condition, complete lamps, wind E<^reen.

.
: £140.—43, Green Lane. Penge. [4573

ATCHI^ES.S.— All models vrill be on sale at the
econd-hsnd Automobile Show, Crystal Palace,

m April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5752

[AT0HLE8S 8h.p. Comliination, 2-spced, K.S.,
thoiougUy overhimled, enamelled and plated; £70.

?iie Laurels, ., Gayton, Nortbnnts. - [5764

rATOHLESS Model H. Masdyno lighting, fpare
L wheel, hood and screen, tax paid; price £180:—
!i'-oii, Hockenden, Swanley, Kent. [6354

[120 Matchless Combination, Model 11, complete
tf makers' specification, shop-soiled; £175.—
right's Garage, SaHron Walden. Tel.: 16. (6261

[

multi-speetl. streamline exhausts, Sinks, sporting
ecar, discs, tax £3.—Burton's Farm, Ledbury. [6214

RAND New Matchless H. 1920 21, Magdyno; cost* with extras £235; accept £215. or near; must
lise.—Seen at 365, King St., Hammersmith. [4009

913 Matchle^-^ and Sidecar, 6h.p., equipped, licence,
lamp?, horn, speedometer, etc; £75, or exchoDgo

no; cash adJListmeDt.~102. East Hill. Dartford, Kent.
[6451

[ATCHLESS 1920. Magdyno, epare wheel unused,
ppecdoineter. small mileage, indratinguishnble

m new; £185, offer.—3, Kildowan Ed., Gomlmfive-.
[5045

ATCnrKSS, M;A.G.. special 1920. fully equipped,
little i\m\.. over 50 m.p.g.; nearcr^t offer to

00.-53, Thurle.-tone Ed., WeA Norwood, S.E.27.
[6677

KATCrrLESS Comliination, Model H.. M.A.O. «Ji-

f;ine^dvnamo lighting, fnllv equipped, new April,
20: il85.-Iirooks, 141, New Kent Ed., S.E.I. City
22. [5948

920 Matchless 11, J. A.P.. Lucas lamps, horn. huod.
speedometer, raudshields, step. Cox Atmoa. mile-

1,600, splendid condition; £180'S-57. Argyle Rd..
ord. [4734

KATCHLESS Combinntjons for immediate delivery;
ei.rh^angei. Let uejiuot'- you.—Xewnham Mt'tur

Vr.6. 'Phone: Hnmmer-
[6238

223, Hammersmith Kd.,
ith 80.

ATCIir,E.=;S Mnde) H Combination, excellent order,
eqnip[>od: £150. £162; new model?: immediate

ireiT—Agents, It. B. Clark and Co.. 7, Exhibition
S.W.7. [6136

20 Model II Matchless Combination, only run
few miles, beautifully equipped, tax paid; cost

30; accept £155; exchange.—60, Wallingford Av.
Kensington. [6393

"ATCHLESS Model H Combination, nearly new.
l 60 m.p.g.. 45 m.p.h.. with spares and extra.':,

£230; bargain, £165; any examination.—Ban-
ter, JMidhurst. [6778

ATCMXESS Combination. Bh.p. J.A.P., Sturmey
I- 3-speed. F.E. c]ut*:h. tyres good, mecbanical'y
lect. light body, lamps, 2 generators; £110.-734.
Iloway Rd.. N.19. [6470

ATCHLESS Combinntion. 1915 model M.A.G. en-
uiue. 81i.p., new tyres, limips, and accessorie.^,

sndid condition; £150, or near offer.—SIcDoupald,
ierslie. Wallingtou. [6328

20 8h.p. Matchless, Magdyno. screen, hoed, leg I

.-liield?, t^idorar .'tep. speedometer, pillion peat,
lies, li^w miletige, new condition; £200.-175. Xew
>rth Ed., Islington. [6661

ATCHLESS 6h p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-8r*efJ.
clutch, K.S.. full t^t of lamps and toolt^, winner

many comj^titioos. ju«t overhauled; £95.-4, Stan-
Ed., AVest Croydon. [4474

21 Matchless Combination, ,-£205; 2-seated sidecar,
£212/10; immediate delivery; exchanges or easv

ymeiit5 arrangpd.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd!.
E. "Phone: Dalston 2408. [6122

ATCHLESS. M.A.G. . August 1920. electric horn
anil lighting, discs, hood, screen, every accessory.

:!ect toiring outfit, tax paid, trial 6.30 p.m.; £188.
^52, St. Ann's Rd., Tottenham. , [6049

ATCHLESS Service Depot. 'I'hone: GreeawKi,
751.—AM 1921 new models. Secure one now. 1 );-

instration ride with pleasure at S. E. Clapham (Motors),
ookwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [1030

ATCHLESS 8b. p. Combination. 1920. dynamo
lighting, practically as new, guaranteed perfect;

.85, genuine bargain.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd ,

Woodstock St.. Bond St., W.l. [0418

KATCHLESS Combination, 1914, 2-5ipeed. everything
on, pan eeat long exhaust, numerous spores.

9^

9^

ellent condition, little used, tyres new,
offer.—63, Crookham Rd., Fulham.

ipQ'

smart turn^
[6368

tt
ATCHLESS Combination, slightly shop-soiled, never
used, dynamo electric lighting, screen, detachable

teel. -spare wheel, etc., most marvellous bargain; 195
—Jnltaus, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024

[5875

THIS WEEK'S

BARGAINS
1921 MATCH LESS Combina-
tion, dynamo lighting, horn,

spare wheel, windscreen, as

new 195 Gns.

1921 MARTINSYDE Com
bination, Blucmel wind-
screen, lamps, horn, mileage
1000. Ta.x paid. , . 138 Gns.

1920 MARTINSYDE Com
bination, electric lighting,

hood, screen. Klaxon horn,

etc., mileage under 2,000.

Price 129 Gns.

1921 NEW IMPERIAL Com
bination, 8 h.p., as new,

150 Gns.

1921
JAP,
new

NEW IMPERIAL-
2|- hp.. -speed, as

. 65 Gns.

1920 NEW IMPERIAL Com-
bination. Sli.p. Accumulator
lighting set. Stewart speed-

ometer, Klaxon horn. Cameo
windscreen, luggage carrier,

Tax paid. Mileage 2,000.

132 Gns. Very great bargain.

JULIANS,
84, Broad Street,

READING.
•PHONE: 1024,

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each adv

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALt.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. Combination,. 7-9b.p., Victory
model, 1919. lamps, speedometer, spai'e wheel,

hew tvres, licensed, appearance as new, mechanicallv
perfect; £140.—Dillin, Handcroft Ed., Croydon. {6425

LATEST 8h.p. Victory Matchless, special chassu.
1920 family sidecar, take 4 up anywhere, most

luily equipped, tax and insurance paid; £150; Jower
power machine considered part.—39, Wigston Rd..
Plaistow, E. [6603

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, Magdyno, horn,
hood, screen, spare wheel, Tan-Sad, sidecar step,

tax paid, insured all risks July, perfect order; owner
going abroad; £200, or near offer.—Ball, 9. BurnbuTT
Rd., Balham. [6905

MATCHLESS Combination.—Boole vour orders now
with Ross. 86. High Rd.. Lee, S.E., for 1921

models; deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order re
ceived; a large assortment of 1915 and 1920 mocle!^^

also in stock. [5668

MATCHLESS 1921 Models from £205; demonstra-
tions daily.— Agent fwhoiesale and retail), for

S.W, London : George Smith, 268, Lavender Hill (opp.
Arding and Hobbs), Clapham Junction. "Phone :

Battersea 1271. [9423

MATCHLESS 1921 Moddls. immediate delivery, with
Mucdvno lighting. £230: without Mapdvno light-

ing. £205: no waiting; in stock ready to drive away;
ea\v payment* arrauged.-Wilkins. Simpson, opposito

OI.vmpia, London. [62fc4

MATCHLESS Combination, late 1919. detachable
wlieels. spare, complete with tyre (original), very

little used; bargain. £140, or best oiler; bought car;
seen after 6. or Saturday after 1.— 1, Bonner Hill Rd..
Kingstou-oc-Thames. [5955

MATCHLESS, late 1920. M.A.G., automatic lubii-

cation, Magdyno. electric horn, speedometer,
hood. Triplex screen, mahogany dash, legshields, small
mileage, sparer; cost £260, accept £215, or nearest:
Leicestershire.—Box 343, c/o Tlic Motor Cycle. [X9317

MATCHLESS Combination, late 1920. M.A.G.
,

engine. Magdyno lighting, hoi':d, screen, spar?
wheel, ."-p'-edometer, horn, kg shields, sidecar step.

.-p.^.ri-s iitfit, perfect condition, done 1.500 miles;
£200; !;cnc<" paid.—25, Ashburton Av., Addiscombr.
Crcydun. ^ [6472

MAXCUE6TEE.—1914 Linonln-EIk. 3'.:>h.p., Bosch.
B.IJ., good tyres, long exhaust. T.T. bars. Xmca!-

horn, ju-t I "een overhauled and re-enamelled at cost of

£5; £45 or exeJinnce for good 2-t-troke, I^vi? pre-

ferr<>d.—ir. Hughes, Tire Hollies, Nursciy Av., HnK
Cheshire. [6729

6-eii.p. Miitoliless. o.h.v. racing model, single gear,

new Thoiiison-Beuuett mag., Amnc carhurcttei.

K0<>d tyres and npi^anmoe, wtpuld make flue competition
machine : £40: owner luiving a dog; can be seen Wan-
hoik's, 9. Shoe Lane.—Vincent, B.A.F. College, Crau-

well, Lincolnshire. [5907

MATCHLESS 8-lOh.p. J.A.P. Comhiniition,. 1917, 3-

8i>ced. clnteh, tick starter, all-chiiin enclosed drive.

.>;pare wheel." electric light and horn, niechanicid horn,

trip apeednmeter, I1004I, screen, aide curtains. lngp*tcc

grid, condition perfect, mileage 3,000, tax paid; £135.
-Riches, Harlow, Essex. [6391

ALLKX-BEXNT:TT' Motor Co.. Ltd.-ilntchless 1920
ilodd H. combiantiou. Lucns Magdyno. hood,

speedometer, etc.. £195; 1919 Victory Model, \n\nv^,

horn, speedometer, £140: cash, exchange, extended pay-

ment".—S-IO-IL Hoval Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone

:

Croydon 2450. 'Grams: Track, Croydon. [6232

MATCHLESS Combination. 1914. 8h.p J.A.P.. 2-

speed countershaft pear, all-chain drive, kick

start, Lucas lamps, horn. Easting wind screen, ample
luggage grid, 2 new lyres, splendid mechanical Condi

tion and appearance. licence paid; £90. or near offer

-Morgan, Dunkcld. Buckhurst Hill. Es-sex. [6156

MATGHLESS-J.A.P., Into 1920. dynamo lighting,

spiiie wheel, speedometer, horn, tools, spares, hood
with side inndows, triple wind (^ereen, sidecar step, brick

to driver"." seat; cost £240 last Augn.st. with licence,

readv to drive away; £195.—Lancaster Motor Co., 158b,

Norwood Rd., S-E. [5945

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practically

designed JIatchless comhinntion; the - Rolls-Royce on
three wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for cash,
deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied; a)j

spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswcll Hill, N.IO
and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [038*

Maxim
MAXIM-DALM 1921 3h.p. 2-stroke. Amac carbu-

retter, E.I.C. mag., Albion 2-speed, Hutchinson
tyres, accessories, absolutely new; £52.-224, Pentcn-
ville Rd., London. [4012

Metro.

METRO-TILER 2;^.p.. 1919-20. .=ingle-speed. iu4
overhauled, tax paid; £38.-106. Elmore St..

Islington. [692ii

METRO-TYLER, 1919^ 2-speed. in good condition,

lamps, horn, etc.; £42.-49, Brcoke Rd., Wal-
thamstow. [6455

METRO-TVLER, all-red raodeJ. disc wheels, first-

ra.te order; £45.-14, Prebent Mansions, Chis-

wick, W.4. - [6793

METEO-TYLER, 2-speed, 1920 A. Model, new
machine, slightly soiled, gunranteed: £50,—Apply.

Manuftn tureis. Tvler Apparatu- Co., Ltd., Banister Ed,.

Kensal Rise, W.IO. Z6739

ertisement. and v'-ie date of the issue. B41
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. \

Metro,
METRO-TYLER, slidp-soiled 1920 model, new and

unused, 2-speed model with enclosed gear bos
flod magneto d#t'6; bargain £70; reduced from £95.—
P. J. Evans, fil-91, John Bright St., Birminghaio.

[6546

Minerva.
OLh.p. Minerva, Enfielfl frame, lamps, and horn, com-

2 plete, good running condition; £50, or near offer.

-Fernhurst ViUa, Guildford Rd., Ash, Surrey. [654a

MINERVA 3>^h.p. Combination, machine perfect. 2-

speed, new N.S.TJ. gears, 1919 sidecar, C.B.,
all new Headly t^resj £35; snip.^—141, Lewisham High
Rd., S.E.14. [6678

6h.p. MineiTa Combination, m.o.i?v., Bosch, B. and
B., 2-speed, F.E., good tyres, new belt, the whole

machine in splendid condition; £30.-20. Church
Walk, Hampstead, N.W.3. [6704

Moto=Reve.
MOTO REVE, twin, Bosch, good -orderj ride away;

£15.-15, Ashvale Rd.^ Tooting, London. [6887

Motosacoche.
01.b-P. Motosacoche, mag., footboards, new belt, back
'^ 2 rim and tyre; £14, or nearest ofier.—H.
McHadyen, North Est ltd., Montrose. [6348

"j^fOTOSACOCHE, Ltd., 839, Harrow Rd.. Willesden
IVI. Junction, have for sale: One new 3y2-h-p. twin
Motosacoche, M.A.G. engine, with 2-speed gear, chain
drive^ semi-T.T. type, price £95; also one 6h.p. demou-
Bti;ation machine, but with new M.A.G. engine, 2-speed
ecLir, chain drive, footboards, and sidecar chassis, price

£140. [5877

New Hudson.
JULIANS of Reading have 1921 New Hudsons in

stock.
' [0534

NEW HUDSON 1914 3V-.h..p., good condition, perfect
running order; £25.-93, Beauval Rd., S.E.22.

[5982

1 Q-20 2i^i.p, New Hudson, brand new, unused; £55.—
J- *^ Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[6150

NEW HUDSON 1915 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., C.S.
-coachbuilt sidecar; £60.— George iHotel, Soutli

\Voodford. [6445

NEW HUDSON 1916 Si^h.p.. 2-speed. just over-
hauled, lamps, took; £35.— 1, Abingdon Rd.,

Kensington, [6211

NEW HUDSON 2Hh.p., J.A.P., .3-speed, clutch;,
£35, or near; will exchange.-119, Charlotte St,

W.
, ,

-[6057

NEW HUDSON SKh.p., just purchased new licence,

lamps a,nd accessories, complete; £62, bargain.
—E. Watts, 3, Prince Regent Rd., H^iunslow. [6060

NEW HUDSON Combmatioh. 4h.p., J 919. acct;^

Eories, little usedj Jt bargain, £95. —Taylors, Ltd.,
52, Susses Place. S.W.7- 'Phone: Kensington 7260.

rod)

'^EW HUDSON 1920j^ 2-spe6d. cost £75, splendid
^* condition, licence paid-; £65, or nearest ofier.

—

Thomas, Wesleyan Minister, Llaufaircaereinion, Welsh^
pool. T5903

1 Cil9 New Hudson 6h.p, Combination, 3-Epeed, mile-
J-V age 2.,000, unpunctured. Easting', spare tyre, belt,

lamps, tax paid; offers.—7, Tyrrell Rd., East Dulwlcli,
London.

__
[5777

1 Q2i New Hudson De Luxe Model, rnn 250 miles,'
L-*' tax paid, oversize tyre fitted to back wheel, also
spare tyre ; . bargain, ^58.—N. Shires, Quarmby Lodge,
Huddersfield. [4976

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. Counterehaft 1917 Com-
j

binntion, 1920, C.B. sidecar, bulbous back, electric
Jieht." tax paid, as new; 100 gns.—141, Tfewisham
High Rd., B.E.14. [6675

2i^li.p. New Hudson de Luxe, B-speed, complete with
4 head lamp, rear lamp, and Oowey horn, tax"

paid, cost over £80 four months ago, receipt shown,
lidden 200 miles; £60.—Laurel House, Newchurch, near
Warrington. [7149,

"I C|20 Big Six New Hudson, solo, licence paid, excel-
Xt/ lent condition, Lucas lamps and horn; £110;
exchange 1921 Sunbeam and cash; 1920 de luxe 2l4h-V.
(soiled), £70 ; exchange late Sunbeam, Triumph,
Blatkburne.—Share, Penryn, Cornwall. [6479

NEW HUDSON SVsh.p., 3-speed and clutch hub.
recently overhauled, engine rebushed, new pulley,

re-enam'elled makers' colours, Dunlops, lamps; any
tiial; £37/10. Also new B.B. carburetter for sale.

—

Wingfield, King St., Wokingham, Berks. [6824

>JEW HUDSON 1917 6-8h.p. Combination, with
-l-~ Lucas dynamo lighting set, perfect order, Bosch
wag., speedometer, roomy sidecar, hood, wiud' screen,
grid, dock, etc., lighting set worth nearly £40; the
lot -for £125, or nearest offer.- Lillie, Broad Oak,
Heathfield, Sussex. [6892

New Imperial.
JULIANS of Reading, have 1921 New Imperial in^ ftock. |-0485

"ftJEW IMPERIAL, 1921 models: liberal exchanees

-

->~^ -Motories, 25, Horton St., Halifax. - [6586
ATEW IMPERIAL Agenta,—Lightweights and spare
J-^ parts, in stock.—Crow Bros.', Guildford. [4709

HERE
En

is the Finest Value

TO-DA
2| h.p. Villiers Engine

OMEGA
COUNTERSHAFT
TWO-SPEED

£58
Single-Speed

£50
2-speed, clutch, kick-starter

£90
WRITE FOR LIST
OTHER MODELS

2|h.p. J.A.P. - ;

4 h.p. Blackburne

EXTENDED
PAYMENTS
London & District Agents:

93,fit. Portland St.,

BARTLETTS
'Phone No.: Langham 1271.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. 1916 Combination; filOoJ
near offer,—Main, 36, Parade, Leamington

[6!NEW IMPERIALS.—All models from the Coven
Motor Mart, London Rd., Coventry. 'Phgi

200, tX9,

LATEST Model N-eTv Imperial, slightly shop-soil
67 gns.—Julians, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Pho

1024, . [5

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Solo, late 1920, mileage 4
£125, or offer; licence paid.—Rowe, 20; 3*

Ay., Cricklewood. . , [6

MEW IMPERIAL 1919 8h.p. Combination, c
-^^ plete with lamps, Easting wind screen ; £13
Motor Co., Hereford. [4

"I^EW IMPERIAL.-County agents for Herefordsh
-Li deliverv from stock 23^h.p. and 8h.p. eombinat
Motor Co.. Hereford. [4

"I
Q18 2^;4h.p. Imperial-Jap, 2-speed gear,-"in splen

J-9J condition; £50, or nearest.—Wm. Kean, Bli
bridge, . W. Lothian. [6f

"I Q19 New Imperial, No. 2 model, accessories, ^
Xif Sad, tax paid; £58.-11, Sandford Av., EL
Rd., Wood Green, N.22. [6'

NEW IMPERIAL, 1918, clutch, 2-speed, kick staiB
overhauled, all on, spares ; £55 ; registered.—

Higb St., Marlborough. (D) - [5

1 Q19 New Imperial, 2-speed, clutch, K. start, w
-*-«7 £20 accessories, like new; any reasonable o
accepted.—18, Salisbury Rd., Watford. [6(

NEW IMPERIAL.—All models will be on sale
the second-hand Automobile Show, Cryi

Palace, from April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5

8 h.p. New Imperial, as new, large sidecar, smart
outfit" on the road, tax paid; £150, bai-gaii

Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [6(

NEv. IMPERIAL 2^4h.p., 2-speGd, lamps, horn, €

ju«t overhauled by makers, and new 1920 eng
titted, fax paid; £40/10.-83. UlTereton Rd., Walfffi
stow.

"

. [6

1 Q19 New Imperial 8h.p. Combination, 'he

XU screen, side curtains, lamps, etc. ; £ 1 40 ;
^

paid-—Tompkins, Edgerlcy, Erogmoor, High Wycom
Bucks. -[&

j Q20 New Imperial Combination, 6h.p., lahi

Xt? horn, speedometer, etc., tax paid, ready for

road; . £172.—Burdett, 15, Waldemar Av.. Eali
W.13. [6!

N''
EW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2i.-^h.p.. 1915. 2^pt
lamp, horn, spare belt, tax paid;, £39, "or c

ofl'cr.— li-, Bramley ^^11, Croydonj week days a

Fiiday. ,

-. -
,

[ei

T Q19 New Imperial-Jap, 2?ih.p., 2-speed, clutch; ii

Xtf start, licence, lamps, etc., long oopper' esha,?

new Dec, 1919, first-class condition; £65.~Lightf(
High St., Sheffar*. Beds.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. Sh.p. -W.D. Model Comb;
tion, new September, 1920, mileage 600, giiai-

teed perfect condition, new P.H. lamps, horn, to'

spares, licence: £140.—Urew, 59* Lambeth Palace I

S.E;1.
'

' [6(

NEW IMPERIAL, twin J.A.P., 3-speed, HendcK
Elite sidecar, Easting, Lucas head lamp a

horn, Watford speedometer, delivered February" l9
small mileage; £150.-36, West Side, Wandswo.
Common. [6£

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any New Imperial Mod
cash or deferred payments; book your order ni

and avoid disappointment later.—Burlington, Mpt(
Ltd , South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. JPhoi
Brixton 2417. ^ - - [Oi

\rEW IMPERIAL 2^;4h.p. 1919, 2-speed, clutch. K
-i-l starter, fully equipped, lamps, pump, speedomet
equal to new; £70.—Bowyer, Newlands Farm, Arb
field Berks. [6'*

"IO20 New Imperial-.Tap Combination, 8h.p., acciri

Xtr latoi lighting, Stewart speedometer. Klaxon hq
Cnmeo wind screen, luggage carrier, tax paid, mile5

2 000- 132 gns., very great snip.-Julians, 84,. Bn
St., Recidiug. 'Plione": 1024. [^

NEW IMPERIAL, 234h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed,, .k
clutch and kick starter, lamps, hora, insuraa

tax paid, not done 200 miles, splendid, ojitfit; aaiy tri

bought combination; bargain, 85 gns.; cost over £1
—Laming, Owston Ferry, Doncaster. [6(

F-.O-C.H, have a brand new New Imperial, 2^-^

kick starter, shop-soiled; £78 cash; exchanges,.^
easy payments arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampatf
{near Hampstead Tube St-ation). 'Phone: Hampst'
5752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. iSi

WE have every model of New Imperials. in stock
immediate delivery; combination £18Bf:

lightweight model £80/17, Model 2 £89/5; eschaii

or easv payments arranged.—Official Agents, Homau
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : JDalston 2*

. m
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.. Ltd.—New Impel

-brand new, but slightly shop-soiled, list price:

the Sh.p. combination £186, our price £165;-,also li

Sh.p. combination, £110: cash, exchange-, extended P
ments.~9-10-ll,JBoyaL Parade, West Croydon. 'Phoi

•Croydon 2450. 'Grams: Track, Ci-oydon. i6£

B42 AU letters relating to advertis^iments should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Scott.

SCOTT —All models will be on sale at the second- ,

hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from
[

April 2Dd. (See Wanted.) [5758

SCOTT. 1920 sports model, purple discs, long ex-

haust. Bints. lully equii-ped, mileage 600; £110-—
207, Norwood Rd., S.E.24. [6802

[

SCOTT 1915 Combination, wind screen. Klaxon, elee-

1

trie light, good oomlitiou : £75; tjx paid; seen,

Siitnnhiys.—20, Denison Rd., Euling.^ [5817

SCOTT 1915 Combination, new tylindeis. bearing?. '

hoixl : llr-t reasonable off-^i : nny time by appoint-

ment.—19. Victoria Piiradc, Muswell Hill. [6738

SCOTT. 1S20 t-port? model, horn, tools, very small
mileajie. enamel a- new. plating fair, perfect order;

£110.-1). I.avin. Old House. Sonnin^-. Berks, [2097

SCOTT. 1920. T.T. bar.i, Lncns-hend light, elecliic

tail, speedometer. mc'.;lianio,al hom, tax piiid, ex-
rellent condition; £100.—Knox, The Cha**e, Nunenton.

tX9235

rQ20
Scott and Canoolet- eide^-nr combination, all

• ^ Innirs, horn, and tools, all new tyres, no licence
tiiken this year; accept £130.—Orton, Fair View, Earl
Sbilton. [3120

SCOTT 3^;h.p., 1912 fSeptemhcr), 2-speed, Binks.
lamr'6, horn, engine jnst overhauled by mtikeis,

uil woru parts replaced; £50.-5, I'ark Av., Endi-hilf,
Shfffieiil. (6929

SCOTT, 1913, with coach sidecar, nearly new chain,
sprockets, and spares, Capac carbarottpr, with

hi't air pipe, new set lamps, complete; £75.— Pliillips.

C' wbridge, Dunster. [6489

SCOTT Sports Model. 1920. S-apeed gear, slightly
shop'soiled. and ncused; at £130.—Barlfn^ton

Motors, Ltd.. South Side, Clapbam Common, S.w.fl.
'Phone: Brixton 2417. 10510

CCOTT Combination, June, 1920, .^-'jjh.p., 3in. Pulmpr
-^ cord, 3 lamps. Cameo wind e^ieen, si>ee^joincter,

not run 400 miles, magnificent condition; £150.—Dunn,
101. Gntley Rd., Che^idlc, Gheehire. [6183

Ol-'FERS Wanted.-Scott combination, late 1920, pT-
ivvt oandition. cost £198. 6 volt electri*^ lighting,

larpe sprung lufigage grid, horn, etc., mileage under
1,200.—James, Koseneath, Ilkeston. Derbyahire. [6807

CCOTT. 1914, Binks, Lucas outfit. Dean electric horn
k? and hattericd, new Eeuold chains, engine thor-
oughly overhauled, new heavy tyres; a snip, 55 ens.

:

fifpn near Kingsway.—Box 2.725, do The Motor V^tclc.

(3922
BRAND New (Unpacked FebruarjO 1921 Scott

Combination; adverti.-^er having paid £30 deposit
will fiacrifice £20, and sell for £150. folly guaranteed,
,or will separate.—Box 335, c/o The Motor Cycle.

y [X9199
ISLE of Man Genuine Scott Racer, 500 c.c, 2 plugs

per cylinder, rotary valves, just completely over-
hauled by makers, not unpacked; £98, first wire
secures.—William Groves, Shelfield Uouse, Belle Vue.
Shrewsbury. [X9247

gJCOTT. November, 1919. stored 10 months, mileage
' under 4,000, In perlcrt condition, runs magni-

ficently, new Lucas lamps and horn, Binkf, spare
oiiains, tubes, etc., licence paid; £96.—Hunt, Llan-
wenarth, Abergavenny. [6957

SCOTT 1920 Combination, electric lamps and h.-rn.
speeili'nieter, run under 2.000, Cos Atmos carbu-

retter, splendid condition ; £155; accept lightweight
pitrL \ewnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd..
W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [6227

SCOTT, 1920. aad Henderson Elite eidccnr with diV
wheel. Aero wind screen. semi-T.T. bars, Binks

(arhnretter, complete with ninny nccessorics, in excnp-
tioual condition; sncrifiee £145: seen any tinif; prnpertv
of !i;nal officer.—Maltby, EX.C., Greenwich, S.EIO'

[5896
SCOTT. 1920, just overhauled, new touring bars and

Lucas horn, also original T.T. bars. Cuwey speedo-
meter, lamps, new chain.s. all spares and tools. Duulop
6tutlde<L perfect internally and externally, requires no
expenditure; £105, no otiers. or lightweight and cash
adjustment.—Batten Killin, Perthshire. [X8260

Singer.
|Q14 Singer Special. 20ih.p.. T.T.. 2-speed. new^^ tyres, fast; £30.—Shaw, Park St.. Wellington.
?'^\"V. .

"

[X9245
OIXGER 4'.ih.p. Combination, 3-speed hub, Milliord.
^-* 155; solo £48; exchange 7-9h.p. combination.— 78
XIaiiry Rd.. N.16. [5831

1^14 4V,h.p. Sinser Combination, C.S. 2-speed, pedal
-*-•-' 'Jtart. new rvlinder. piston, lom: exhaust, hcenc^:
£oO-Haye.-. Parktrate Vicarage, Rotherham. [5776

3 ill. p. Singer, splendid condition, just re-enaraellcd,
2 4.?peed countershaft, kick start -and clutch;
-i't lightweight part exchange.—Carters. Ibstock.

[X9219
Sparkbrook.

"I Q20 Sparkbrook-Villiers. 2 speeds. 2^;h.p„ new;
--«-' £62,—Garland, 134. Bridge St.. Warrineton.

'Xfl706
"1 Q20 2.-p©ed 2^4h.p. Sparkbrook. lamp and horn,
--•-' done 700 mile^, like new; £55. — Wildeisr'-D.
CL:areti- [5809

SPARKBROOK. 1920. 2'.^h.p.. lamps, horn, very
little used, perfect condition; £60. — Herbert

Hf-bin^on. \XA. 32-35 Green St., Cambridge Tel"" T. A. : Bicycles. [6253

ENGINEERING CO, LTD.

DIRECTORS:
Cn.il. «. T IIOM J MutcinPliilioD-i. G.'V.Culv

Special Offer
A Ftee Easter Holiday
to all purchasers of the

following

:

ALL BRAND NEW 1920 MODELS.
Lisi I'rii c Our Price.

^95 il o METRO-TVLER, S lv|w £70
£77 17 ! METRO-TYLER, dUcwU«li .. £60
L75 oo HOBART, -• spe«l. Villicrs £65
CiS oo WOOLER 'niii 190
£99 li o COULSON-B., ij h.p., 2-5pcc(J . £85
i"5o 80 O.K.-UNION £15
£75 00 CHATER LEA. :-5pcc(l £64
£75 00 SPARKBROOK, 2<:pocd £64
/Si 2 o DIAMOND, •slrokc, Stumicv

Ar, 1,. r '. 170
Coo 6 o DIAMOND - J.A.P., Sturmcy-

Ar h. I £80
£ll7 'o o HEW IMPERIAL, r,hr 1135

All Carriage Paid, and equipped with
Lamps,
Generator,
Horn,
Licence Holder,

Repair Outfit.

See the Amonnt yon Save
An Example.

List Price.

2i h.p. DIAMOND, ^sUukc £84 2
Carriacc from Works £1 17 6
C^irriaKe to your address (sav) £1 10
I,amp Sot and Generator £t 00
Hom t1 2 6
Licpnce Holder 46
Ri'p.nir Outfit 3 6

£93
OUR PRICR £70

YOU SAVE £23

IN ORDER TO .'VVOID DIS.APPOINTJIENT.
WHEN WRITING, WE SUGGEST YOU
CHOOSE AN ALTEKN\TI\'E .M,\CHINE. AS
OUR .STOCK IS RAPIDLY PIMINISHIXG.

Even in th^se strenuous time- you
can have a very enjoyable Easter

for £23.

Get your 192 1 machine on our

Deferred Payment. System

Service Depot at

61, Qneen St., Edinbnrgh.
'Grams: "Mobike."' phone : 6691.

MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALK.
SparUbrook.

SrAEKBEOOK 23ili.p.. 2-sp«ed. the lishtireight with
an iilrra fini,«h, a? makei:^' i^pecifications. shop-

soiled; at wreath- reduced price: nc>w is the time to
buv.-Mebe=. 154.155. Gt Portlaad St., W.l. Phone:
Langliam 2230. [6311

rQ2l Show Model Sparkbrock (new), 2',ih.p. 2-

f stroke Yilliers engine, coimtersbalt drive, beanti-
lully (inislied. and the ideal lichtweight at an ideal
price: £64.—The Motorists Advisory Agency, Ltd.,
89, Wigmore St„ W. [6439

SPAEKJiEOOK 6h.p. a.A.P. Combination, 1916
model, with screen, mechanical hom and tools,

dvnnmo lighting, jast overhauled gears and engine, con-
dition ns new, runs and climbs benutilully; £125.—
Mann, 11, Eoose Ed.. Barrow-in-Fumes5. [6654

Sun.

1 Q21 Sun.—All models from Coventry Motor Mart,
-1." London Ed., Coventrj'. [X9346

Sunbenm

Ii^.
KICKHAM for Sunbeam; trade supplied.—Stokc,=i

-t Croft. Bristol. [3352

NEW 1920 Sunbeam 3>Ah.p. Solo: £155/8; in .=tock.

-RnDd:ill. Andovcr, [036'!

SUNBEAM. 1921 model. 3-speed and clutch; 148
g:i.=.—Bacon, Wellington. Salop. [6731

NEW 1921 3',-'.h.p. Sunbeam; £155.—Bounds Garaee.
223, High "Ed.. Kilburn, N.W.6. (G220

1 O-O Sunbeam, 3V>b.p., as new, mileage 500; £135.—
117 Percy Mount? Cadley, Preston. [6898

StJNBEAM and Sunbeam Sidecar, not done 100 milc^',

btaad new tax pa:d; £160.— Below.

i
1 019 Sunbeam and Sunlteam Sidecar, speedometer,
-Lt/ lamps, horn, excellent condition; tl28.—Edwards,
'^O Harrington Ed., South Kensington. Thone: Ken.
3709. [6155

SUNBEAM 3".h.p.. .Tune. 1920, fully equipped, stored

5 months;" £133.-Puyue, Ecdcstoo, Chester.
[X9089

in20 (June) 3i/.h.p. Sports Sunbeam, lamps, horn,

111 tax paid; £142.-67, Queen's Park Rd.. Brich-

lon. 1°^^^

I 1 QI4 Sunbeam, with 1920 Milllcril sidecar. lauUIess
|l XU condition; £90.-Jones, Bishop Middleham. Dur

ham.

W' AUCIIOPE'S, 9.

Sunbeam, new
' £155,'8.

Shoe
1921

Lane.
mo{^l.

[6212

I/ondon.— SVjh.p.
just delivered:

(6578

~| Q21 Sunljcam 8h.p., spare wheel, screen, perfect:
AJ7 £245.—J. B. Cormack, Moorlands. Corstorphine.
Midlothian. (6935

' Ol.'NBEAM 1921 J'^h.p., unable to fake delivery; willO iiccept first cheque £145.—Box 2,698, c/o Tlir

Motor Cyclt. (5852

SUNBEAM 3!-;h.p.. 1920 sprinc frame model, in nse
cnlv three months; price £120.—MuUin, 35, Frfar

St.. tteading. [6817

SUNBEAM 2%h.r., 2-speed, hand clutch, kick stall,

lamps, speedometer, splendid condition; £70.-45.
iMilwoll Ed., Teddington. [5823

£85.—Sunbeam 3',^h.p., into 1915, stored dnring war,
Lucas accessories: only wants seeing; snip.-30,

It.iyliind Ed., Loughborough. [X9059

SU.NBE.\M—All models will bo on sale at the
second-hand Antomobilo Show. Crystal Polacf.

from April 2nd- (See Wanted.) [5759

1Q20 (August) SVjh.p. Sunbeam Combination, semi-
J.t/ T.T. , No. 1 sidecar, Lucas, perfect; what ofTeni?

—42, LichDeld St., Burton.on-Trent. [6014

SUXBEAM Late 1915 3'Ah.p. Combination, splendid
running order, all acoessorie.s. 3 lamps, tax psid;

£95.—Niclioles, Mill Ed., Cambridge. (5/91

1 Q20 3>^h.p Brand New Sunbeam and Sidecar, inter.Xv chaageable wheels, at list price, from stock.—
A. J Young and Co.. Ltd., Newmarket. (1254

IO21 3^h.p. Sunbeam Combination in stock for im-
Xt/ mediate de'ivery; makers list price —J. Smitli
and Co.. 52-54. Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. . 10353

CJUNBEAM 3',ili.p., late 1920, little used, perfect con-
t^ dition, Lucas accessories- cost £161; reaeonable
offers.-Butler, 51, Pophir Ed., Edgbaston. [6941

JUNE. 1920. SVah.p. Sports Sunbenm. splendid condi-
tion, mileage 1,200, Lucas lamps and horn, Bon-

niksen, kuec-grips; £140.-217, Park St., Lnton. (5774

SUNBEAM 1918 3Mih.p. Combination, sports model,
like new, just cost £36 for overhaul: £140, no

oilers.—Eoe, 4, Eiverdale Ed., Eichmood Bridge. (6796

SUNBEAM 3i,^h.p., delivery 1918, sidecar, complete
equipment, licence, spares, small mileage, coadi-

tioa excellent; £95.-Tewson, ' Glenholme. Hickmnns-
worth. (6627

8 h.p. 1920 Sunlieam Combination, hood, screen, 4
iuterchangeal>le wheels, nocumulntor lighting, speed-

ometer. Klaxon: £225.-0. V. Goddard. Avenue Ed._.

Leicester. [X925.i

SUNBEAM 1915 3iSh.p. Model with Sidecar, complete

with all nccessoriea, excellent condition; £110.—
Parker's. Bradshawgote. Bolton, and 245, Deons^tf
Manchester- [X9121

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B47
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM Combination, late 1915. t>Tei= and condi-
tion excellent, Easting, speedometer, all ap-c-6=snries,

must Eell; l>6tt offer over £100.—Hasues, Cromforrt Ed..
Wandf^wortLi. [6522

QUNBKAM 3'/:;h.p., 3-speed, 1914, stored 4 years, re-

i^ enamelled; £88, with sportLng Canoelet £98, near
offer. EveniuE<s.—120, Marlboicugh Frats, Walton St.,

Clielsea, S.W.3. [X9263

SUNBEAM SVah.p., 1919, Lucas acetylene lamp,
horn tools, etc., complete, carelnlly used, excel-

lent condition throughout.—H.T.S., 26, New Rd.,
Shoreliam, Sussex. [6962

SUNBEAM (November, 1919) Sli.p. de luxe Combina-
tion, fully equipped, condition as new through-

out, tax paid ; £175; write appointment.—145, Led-
bury Rd., Bayswater. [6075

"I
Ql6 Sunbeam 3J^2h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, speed-

-^*y ometer, lamps, Klaxon, new tyres, completely
overhauled, perfect; £100, bargain; appointment.

—

Collings, Ardmay, Surbiton. • [6609

SUNBEAM, 1916, SVi'h.p., Royal Leicester sidecar,

electric lamps. Easting, Dunlops, 1921 cylinder.
piston, chains, licensed, spares ; £115, or offer.—29,
Dalberg Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [6780

jO20 Sunbeam, oV^b.p., brand new, for immediate
J-^J delivery, shop-soiled ; £147/10; exchanges or
easv payments. — Homac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd-
N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [6127

3Lh.p. Sunbeam Combination, Octobsr, 1919, black
2 and gold, lamps, horn, trip speedometer, knee

grips, leg shields, new condition; tax paid; £140.-5,
Ivy St., Runcorn, Cheshire. [6087

"IQ20 Sunbeam 3'/2h.p. sports, electric hghtingr, 8in.
JLiJ head lamp, lully equipped, beautiful condition,
new comfortable spoiting sidecar; £165,—Seen -at Robert-
eon'6, GTt. Portland St., London. [5775

SjLh.p. Sunbeam (Sept., 1919),- semi-T.T., 5-speed,
2 enclosed chain, picked engine, carefiilly used;

£115. or near offer for quick sale; N.E. Herts.—Box
2.759, c/o The Motor .Cyclp. (D) [6555

1 Q20 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucn-s Magdync,
JL«/ born, speedometer (Cowey), spare wheel (uuu.sed;,

hood, screen, excellent condition; trial, appointment;
£255; tax paid.—iDaneside, St. George's Av., Ealing.

[4870
SUNBEAM, eh.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-speed, kick start.

Gloria sidecar, black and gold finish, all lamps,
engine recently overhauled; £99.—Newnham Motor Co.,
223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80. [6229

SUNBEAM.—We aie Wolverhampton agents. Spare
pftrts in stock. Repairs and overhauls. Estimates

Upon request for re-enamelliag and plating. — The
Molineux Garage Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton, Tel. :

1160. [3458

3iih.p. Sunbeam, 1914, 2 speeds, clutch, kick start,

4 all-chain, T.T, bars, tyres excellent, all acces-
sories, recently overhauled : £65 each ; appointment
evenings or week-ends.—Wilson, 14, Parliament Hill
Mansion?, N.W.5. [6441

-| Q14 6h.p. J.A.P. eunbeam Combination, £120; new
Xt/ sidecar, Lucas lamps, born, etc., overhauled by
Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd., E.7, where seen and
tried.—H. H. Crow, Wilburton, Hermitage "Walk, South
Woodford, Essex. [6316

HONESTLY Recommended.—Practically new Sun
beam semi-spo:ts, Lucas (acetylene) lamps, Cowey

speedometer, £11 woith other extras, mileage al>solutely
negligible; £155 the lot, including tax.—Capt. Brittain,
Orient Lodge, Buxton. [X9108

SUNBEAH 3V2b.p., 1920, engine 145/9'773, speedo-
meter, Klaxon, leg shields, tools, mileage 1,600,

Gloria sidecar. Easting screen, guaranteetl quite sound

;

price £210, or offer.—East Grinstead Motor Gnrag-e,
London Rd,, East Grinstead. [3234

"I C|19 8h.p. Sunlwom Combination, new Oct., 1919,
Jl%j mileage 6,000, as new, spare wheel, hood, screen,
4 spare uew l^unlop covers, set of spare new chains.
lamps, speedometer; any trial;' best offer over £200.—
77. High St., St. John's Wood. [6551.

SUNBEAM 1920 Sports Model, S'/^h.?., 3 speeds and
clutch, Lucas lamps. Klaxon horn, Watford speedo-

meter, etc., oversize tyres; this machine gained award
in London-Edinburgh Trial. ;.921 tax paid, perfect,
and as new throughout; offers wanted.—Body, 80. Bas-
ingstoke Rd.. Reading. [6257

SUNB"EAM 8h.p. Motor Cycle Combination for sale,
late 1919 model, dynamo lighting set, interchang*-

nbie wheelt?, spare wheel, horn, spcetlorneter, apron, wind
screen, luggage grid, leg shield-s perfect running order
nnd excelleut state of preservation.—Watkins. Overton
Rd., Johnstone, Glasgow. " [6656

Tj 020 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination. Lucas MagdynoXt/ lightin", hood, screen, spare wheel, Lucas elec-
tric and bulb horn, speedometer, Tan-Sad, mechanically
perfect, condition as new, very small mileage; accept
£225 lor quick sale; cost over £500.—Devey, 50, Darl-
ington St., Wolverhampton. ' [X9303

SUNBEAM 3J^h.p., solo, October, 1919. 1920
engine, large new head lamp, 2 generators.

Klaxon, leg shields, enclosed valve gear, extra heavy
Uunlops, only used few times summer 1920, had little
wear, practically new machine, tax paid; £125.-2
Hortus Maisonettes, Hortus Rd., Southall, W. [6772

Turner's Stores
180-1-2, Railway Approach,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,
LONDON - W,12;

'Phone: Western 6177.

We hold the largest and best assorted

Motor Cycle Accessory Stock in London

Hi

Our
Price:

i, Y 1920 pattern

MECHANICAL HORNS.
Makers' price, 60/-

29/6 ^*^°'''' P'-'stageV-

GENERATORS
(Motor Cycle).

Small, 5/6 each.

Medium, 8/6 and 11/6 each.

Large, 14/6 and 25/- each.

Postage 9d.

SILENCERS (Aluminium).

For SINGLES. (With short tube.)

13/6 each. Postage 1/.

For TWINS. (With long tube.)

15/6 each. Postage 1/-

SBDECAR CARRIERS
{To bolt on to the Body),

15/6 each. Postage 1/3.

TOOLBAGS (Armoured)
Complete with Clip.

Size, 731(1. X ?-2in. x S^in.

6/-ea. Postage 9d., or 11 /9pr. Postage 1/-

Repair Parts in stock for Stunneu-Archcr Huh
or Countershaft Gears; send old parts for patlern

TERMS—Nett Cash. Carriage extra

ADAPTERS—To convert Bayonet to Screw-in Buib

Single or Ooiibie Pole, 2/- each, post tree.

TURNER'S STORES,
180-1-2, Railway Approach,

SHEPHERD'S EUSH, LONDON, W.12.
'Phoni' : Wt^stern 6x77.

first-class condition : £46
Surbiton. [66

3 Countershtift Triiuuiih: £75.-59, I'allrey Pla
Dorset EJ., CJtpham Hi, S.W.8. [64

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph,

fULIANS, ofTleading, have 1921 Triumph in tier"
[04

TRIUMPH, 1921 Models.—George Smith, Clanh'a
Junction. S W, [94

ALL 1921 Triumph Models in Stock,— Premier Mof
Co. Birmingham. [30

NEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Solo; £140; in stoclt
Randall, Andover. [03

NEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Combination; £195;
stock.- Randall, Andover, [03

BABY Triumph, late 1920, only shop-soiled: £67/9
—Knight, High St., Eeignte. [69

j
i)*35, lowest.— S'/jh.p. Triumph, tyres good, 100 m-P.I
t'V bargain.—Coxon, Huntir gdon. [61

TRIUMPH. 1914, -n-ith smart coachbuilt sidecar; £i
-270, Cro.xted Bd., Heme Hill. [64

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.r..
Ci.tfou, 15, A^ale Ert,

ffHHIMPH 1920 Gloria Combination, perfect; £132
J- Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., S.\V.7. [61

1 QlS-l-t Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, excellent conditif
-l^ £48/10.-42, Perran Ed., Tulse Hill. (69

026.—3V>h.p. Triumph, fixed engine, splendid runni* order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [.K92

TEIUMPH C.B. Combination: £45.-59, Pali
Place, Dorset Ed., Clapham Ed., S.W.S. [64

BABY Triumph, splendid condition, just overhaul
licence paid; i;46/10.-Carters, Ibstock. [X91

TEITIMPII Combination, 1914, 3-speed, reliab

£72.—Dace, 143, Walworth Rd., S.E,17. [5£

DAX GUX, Wej'mouth.— 1921 Triumph combinatii
iilSa/lO; TriumuJ 2-stroke. £75; in stock,

r

1Q20 2-stroke Triumph, perfect, like new; £5!
-Li' Lindfield, Post Office Rd., Crawlcv, Sussex.

[Si

1 Q21 Triumph and Gloria, list price; also Jun
JLU Triumph.—Kemp's Garage, Louth, Lines.

- [XSl
TRIUMPHS, full range of 1921 models from sto

—H. J. Marston, 50, Argyle St., Birkenh.-ad.-

t6«

TEIUMPH 4h.p., 1919-20, countershaft, all on.
new; 88 gn.',-141, Lewisham High Ed,, S,E,1'

[6f

TRIUMPH 3i,yr.P:^tree engine clutch; £38; any ti

by appointment.—Chas. Amos, Redhill. Surrej
15 £

TRIUMPH, W,D,, renovated, 1919, accessories, T
bars; £65.-167, Camberwell Grove, S,E,5,

(66

1 Q13 3-steed Triumph iust^overhauled and^enamell
in tip-top order; £50,—Wilderspin, Chatter!

[5!

TEIUMPH Combination, 1918 wind screen, :ac<

sories; £95.— 13, St, James's Rd., Kingston, Snn

1 019 4h p. Countershaft Triumph Combinatr
XH perfect; £100.-34, Heathfield Rd„ Brom!

Kent, ,

[^'

TRIUMPH, 1920, brand new, unridden, unrecister

offers; private owner,—Box 2,696, c/o TIk Mc
Cych. [61

1 Q13 Triumph, 3-speed, nearest £50; wicker side<

Xt/ £5,-Holt, 1, Church Circle, Famborou
Hants, [6i

TEIUMPH 1918 4h,Po Sturmey, spoiTrng sidecar,

cellent condition; £95,-2b; Denmark Ed., C
bcrwell. _ [^'

Sih.p. Triumph, clutch, Bosch, lamp set7 mechi
2 cal horn; £40 lowest,—65, Albion Rd,, I

I

ston, E,8, t6'

4h,p, Countershaft Triumph, tyres new, in splen

conditi"on; £78,—William Soutar, Daisy Ba
Caldercruise, [^'

I 01^ Tiimnph, 3-speed, clutch, Gloria No, 5 s

-fi-*/ car, fully eqiripped; £75, or offer,-8, ila

Rd,, Coventry,
^'^

TE1UMPH,-New 1921 4h,p,. 3-speed, oonntersh.

footboards, kick start; £127/10,-H, Rose, C:

Works, March, [X.9

TEIUMPH 3V'h.p., T.T. bars, overhauled, eqnipi
Tan-Sad. ex-cellent condition; £52.-92, Tenny

.St., Battersea. [5'

A fine selection of Triumphsin st(

inspection invited.
TRIUMPHS,

fullv guaranteed.
High Rd., Lee. <S

TRIUMPH, eingle gear, adjustable pulley, escfel:

condition, any trial; £35,-711, Garratt Lt

Lower Tooting, [6

A BRAND New C,S, Triumph, cost £127/10,
ridden, unregistered; accept £105 gns.—19, Stri

ley Rd., Kilburn. £S

1 019 (Dec.) 4h.p. Triumph Combination, lamps, 'iu

X«7 tooli*, etc ; £100, nea:est.—Salsbnry, Eirch^f
Sydney Rd., Guildford. [6

TEIUMPH 1912' S'.ib.p., clutch model, just 6
hauled, good running order ; £40.—Barrett, Mr

ley, Ledbury, Hereford. [5f

B48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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per gallon; £74, tax paid.—The StoreSj
Taunton [X91

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S4LE.
Triumph.

h.p- T.T Triumph, accessories, nearly new. 42 gns:;

alsu sport infi C.B. sidecar to fit, 7 gns.— 19,

eatley Rd.. Kilburn. ^ [5863

IRIUMPH, rebuilt W.D.^_ splendid condition. 3
spee<.l, 85

nTjerscornbe,

RIU-MPH Combination, replated, enamelled, new
t>Te^-. fine condition; £75.-83, Meetiufbonte

ne, Peckbani, London. [6007

EIXTMPH, 1914. S-speed, engine renovntpd by
Triumph 1919, perfect condition ; ofli-is,—Box

95, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5S49

[J
14 Triumph Combination, coachbnilt. perfect order;

t' trial by .'ippoiiitmeut
; privutely oT\Ticd.—Polhill,

scmeiid, Waltham Abbey, [5784

BIUMPH, 1918-1919, countershaft, in perfect nin-
uiuf,' order; barguin, £75.—'Phon€: Brixton 1021.

79. Brixton Ed., S.W.9. i;X9262

,AN GUY, Weymouth.—Triumph 1919 4h.p., fitted
aiills-Fulford sideciir, Lucus lamps and horn, good

ditioii througTiout; £100. [6326

125. or ofler, for 1919 Triumph combination, all

leotric li«ht. many spares, any trial, tax
d.-6l, Argyle Rd., Ilford. [6611

[|18 Countershaft Triumph, plating and ennmel nfi

7 new, uiechiiuiciilly perfect; auy trial; £85.-6.
ly St., Woodbridge, SnfKolk. [4716

EIUMPH 1920 4h.p., Gloria sidecar, hood, screen,
el^M^tric )ightinEr, 700 niileii ; £170; tax paid.

9, WnvL'iley Hd., Kenilworth. [X9105
RIUMPK, 1914, 5 speeds, 4h.p.. sidecar combination,
good condition, used very little; £70.—Gflrland,
Cuitain Ed., London, E.C.2. [X9113
BIUArPH.-All models will be on sale at the
second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace.

n April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5760

[|13 Triumph Combination, S.A. S-speed, lamp.?,
[/ horn, good spares, perfect condition ; £48.—
pninj,'. East St., South Molton. [3907

EIUiMPH. all models in stock, W.D., Inlly guaran-
teed by makers; £105.—RaLcliffe Bros.. 200. Gt,

•tland St., W. Maylair 5042. [0436

li.p. Triumph. 2-6peed, Binlto, Dunlops. good me-
ch:inicid condition, take sidocnr, UiK paid; flrst

I.—Hill. 421, HoUyhall, Dudley. [6811

;|20 T.T. Triumph, splendid condition, lamps, horn,
' spares; £85; exchange Zenith combination.—58.
;tin?;ham Rd.. Mansfield, Nott-i. [X9316
|2J Triumph Gloria, lamp. horn. Eastincr. perfect
K t'oudition; £131.—Edwards. 50. HiurinKton ltd.,

th Ken-Jini?ton. 'Phone: Ken. 3709. [6153

|20 Triumph, countershaft, splendid condition
' throughout : £ 105, offers considered.—Thomas,
;ineer's Office, Paddington Station, [6954

il8-19 Triumph, countershaft, renoviit<>d. Ijimpfl.
' h'.'rn. tax paid, condition a<j uew; anv trial; £83.
wher^ House, Whitehull Rd., Gruyw. [6327

1 19 Septeml>er) Triumph Combination, lamps, horn,
' ell ,. tax and iii«iir;ince included, excellent cnudi-
i; £135.-159, High St., Toubridgo. [5919

)20 4h.p. Triumph, mileage uudt*r 1.000. nithl^
st'iund-hand coachbuilt sidecar; £120.— l-'leftwuod,

(ford. Vonugs Park. I'aignton. Devou. (6636
arU.'MPH 5'jh.p. Combination, clutch model;
nearest to £50. or part exchange guud piauu.— 1

9. (Jruve Park VVe-it. Coiwyn Bay. [X9dl5

J

SirxiPH 3'L>h.p. Combination, coiirhbuilt, perfect!'
cauhtion, tux paid; nenre;*t 55 gns., bHit:nin^— ^

, NiathboiouBh Rd., Xorbnry, S.W. [6621

X.S.t". gears, acramulator
edition, fonthoardft, mudsliivld-*

piini: £45.—Turner. Xurburr Rd., Reiyat.?. [5812 1

Lh.p. Triumph Combination, C.B. sidecar, 3-sppM
' ' Intrh P.H. lump, tools, and .-pares, good condi-
; £70.-38, Jedbiu;;ii RiU. I'lin^rotv, j!,.lo. [ooo*.

120 Sporting T.T. Triumph, almoit new, mileage
800. vi-ry fast, equinped; bargain. £88.-31.

emoiii Ed., Alexandra Paik. Mauchi-^ter. (9213
lirMPU. late 1919. Suu'>eam sidei^nr, late gear
<'halJ^^. (;plf'U4lid condition. Lucw lamprs. Taa-Sfid

imi, tuolN; £130.-3. Harriiipton Su., X.W.I. [5969;
{Il'MI'd, coiintfTshai't, good condition, nieehanioi'

,

i.oiii, liiijips, and tyrerf ueaily uew. tax paid; £75
lip. STiltun. St. Mark's Rd., Mjiidonhend. [6934 ,

|20 Triumph Counter?lKift Combination, new. taxi
paid. Jt'i-^ulutely pene,-t. nnv trial; £115 — '

ean, 246. Mouut Pleaei.nt Rd., Tottenham. [6667
1'

|18 Countershaft Triumph, enamel and plating
' pxceUent, lamps. Klaxou. etc.— "Phone : Waii-
i 43—374. Gnive Green Rd.. Leytonstorie. [5660

1 18 Triumph CombinaLion. lamps, hurn. speedo-
meter. siHe<-ar and accessories, new 1920; £95

iggs Garage. Thornton R-1.. Thorntuii Heath. [6167
tlUMl'H Junior, perfect r-ondition. enamel and
I'l'fme aa uew. bom, lamp.*. j-Diire^. mit'"a--e jiIkjuI
£68.— I). Lavio, Old Hou^e. Sooninvr. Berk?.

:iTT\rPH 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Model. Veno-
v:it:-<l H? new. with mak'Ts' guarantee, new tyres
£95—n. .1. Marstun. 50. Argyle St.. Birkenhead.

[€693

>13 Triumph, clutch,
Itf-'htiut:, cccelh^ut «on

SURPLUS
DISPOSAL

2,000 Magnetos

Dixies - - 50/-

LLC. & C.A.V. 70/-

Bosch - - 80/-

Powell and Hanmer

No. 127 and

Miller Head Lamps

£10 a score.

DOUGLAS NEW 4 h.p.

ENGINES.

Valves, Pistons,

Con. Rods. Chains,

Carburetters, etc.

VARIOUS MAKES AT

Knock-out Prices

Hamilton Trading
COMPANY,

Government Contractors,

Hamilton Road,
WEST NORWOOD.
'Phones : Syd. 2330 ; Batt. 1 139 ; Streat. 2545.

Nearest Station: Gipsy Hill, L.B.&S.C.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TEIUMPH SVjh.p., 3-flpeed hub gear, lampa, tools,
in excellent condition

: price £50, or offer.—Eaat
Grinstead Motor Garage, London Kd., East Grinstead.

[3236
3ih.p. Triumph Combination, Bosch mag., Grado

2 gear, lamps, trip speedometer, accessories; £35.
tax paid.—King, 75, Jasper Rd., Enfield llighwav.

[6165

4h.p. Triumph Coachbuilt Combination. 3-speed,
clutch, Bmks, Bosch, lamps, horn, perfect condi-

tion : £75, near oiler.—St. Olaves, Chertsey, Surrey.
[6066

1QX5 3-8peed Triumph, with nil accossorlefl, horn,
Xt/ lamps and Tan-Sad -seat, belt and tube spare;
£60, or best oflers. Tel.: 60.—A. W. Merrett, Cors-
bam. [5894

£6S.—Triumph 4h.p., 3-spced, clutch, 1915, new
lamps, new tyre, oyeralls, jacket, goggles, tax paid,

any trial two up.—Hogarth, Haw Grove, Hellineld,

!
Yorks. [6361

I 1 Q19 Triumph. 3-spccd, kick, not W.D.. licence i»id,
l-l-i' £80/10; 1913 ditto 3-specd combination, .£50;
both fuUv equipijcd.—.Shaw, Park St., Wellington,
Salop. " (X9243

TRIUMPH Countershaft, 3-speed. hand clutch, equal
new. fully equipped, tax paid; £75; callers pre-

1 fererice.—Marks. Boot Stores, 121, Acton Lane. Chis-

i , wick. [6762

TRIUMPH 3',L>h.p. Cane Combination, 2-speed. gooc
tvres, belt, lamps, all wearing parts recently -re

ncwed; £35.—Taylor. 21, Augustus St., N.W.I. Muteum
14821. 1677E

B.^BY Triumph, 2-specd. re-cnamelled, plated, over-

hauled, everything new, appearance exactly as
kincw, tax paid; £52.-2, Barfiold Rd., Lcytonstone,
'|E.ll. (6894

TRIUMPH Glorin Comhinntion, new July, 1920.
latest spring wheel, all nccessoriee, Inmps, etc.. in

splendid condition: £150.-36, Grafton Ed., West Croy-

don. 16832

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 5-spced, littlo

At/ used, perfect, aji new; private owner; £125
ouirk sale.— Dr. W., 2, Hollord Hd.. Uampstead,
N.W.3. [6825.

TUIUMPH 1920 4h.n. Model. Trinmph sidecnr. horn.

Watford i'peodometer, equal to new; £160.—
Piirker's. Brudshowgato, Bolton, and 245. Denn-xato.

M.nncliCi-tcr. [X9117

TRIUMPH W.D. B., delivered from innkers last

spring, electric liffhts, uccOMories, ehop-soiled con-

dition: oflers. Between 12-4 Suturday.-154, Etlra ltd..

Wimbledon. 16385

1Q17 Countershaft Triumph Combination, fully

1-iJ equipped, re-enamelled and plated, new coach-

built .eidevar; £95, or would separate-15. Red Pott

Hill. .S.E.24. [6745

1 Q20 Triumph Model H., with special Gloria sidecar,

-Lt/ electric light, Lucas born, liunlops, very little

\ised, tax paid, unscnitchcd : £160.-40, Park Avenue

South. Horu^ey. 16625

TRIUMPH, 1920, countershaft, new conditloD, elec-

tric ligbting. College mudsbield, Torrys mllion.

Lucas born, lamps; £100.—Heading. 36, Ashburlon
Av.. Addiscombe. [6707

TRIU.MPH immediate delivery of oil models. Type

H fl27flO, chniu drive model £140, 2»tiok« £75:

..:uy vi:iyuieut3 iirnuiged.-Wilkins, Simpeon, opposite

tHympi;i.' London. [6270

TRIUMPH All-chain Drive Gloria Combination,

brand new. delivered too late for owner; cost

£195. iiic-pt tirat ofler £175.—Oedeu, 19. btnnebv
.

Drive, New Brighton. ' [X9241

CROYDON Agent» for Triumph motor cycles. All

model» in stock, ready tor iinuiediato delivery. --

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North ind,

Croydon. 'Phone: 2624. 11348

TRIUMPH Countershaft Coachbuilt Combination,
good tyres, belt, etc., lamps, tax paid; bargain,

£68- would sell solo.—.Sinclair, 83, Clifton St., Clap-

ham. 'Phone : Brixton 1246. [6750

TRIUMPH. W.D.B., renovated by mokera. in stock

I- r immediate delivery, new tyrOA, £95: another
£90- Montgomery sidecar to match. £2_5.—The Premier

Moli'.r Co.. A.'ton Ed., Birmingham.
,
[3043

T fkl? Triumph, 3-apeed countershaft, clutch, kick
-Li/ start, iiluting ana t^-res like uew, just overhauled,

perleit coiiiition throughout : £70.—71a. King Henry's

Ed.. Hnlupsteiid. "Phone: 6552. .- [6094

1 Q19 4h.p. Triumph; 'Sturmoy-Archer. latest pattern
XJ/ gear lever, lamps, Stewart horn, overhauled
Sept by makers, not used since; £85, or close.

—

Arnold. Milton Hall, Gravesend. [4900

3Xh.p. Triumph. Boscb. Dunlops. excellent condition.
2 tax paid, only wants trying; best offer over £45

secures.—B. Prince, Badgers Mount. Shoreham, Seven-
oaks (close Knockholt btation). (4488

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Model H. counter^ibaft, boii^ht new
1920, engine No. 64645. mileage 500. like new.

lamps, etc.: hnrgain, £95.—Pike, 114. Dioycott Av..

Chelsea. T./l. : Kensinirton 137. [6185

rTTEIUMPH Brand New 1921 Mo<i«l H. lor immediate
-L deliverv ; your present machine accepted in part
pavment.—Newnhain Motor Co.. 223. Hamuiersmith -Ud-.

W.6. 'Phone: Haintnersmith 80. [6240

411 letters relating to advertisements should aiiote ttie number at the end of each advertlseme.pt, and the date of the Issue. B49
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triurhph.

COUNTERSHAFT Trmmph, perfect conclitioD,

beautiful appearance, full equipmertt. disc wheels,

etc.; £100: will exohange.-119, Charlott-e St., W. [6056

"tf Q19 Triumph, 4h.p., countershaft, fitted brand new
AV Swan spoiticg sidecar, Lucas lampe. hardly
soiled, guarantcpd perfect; £130.—Homac's, 243, T^wer
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: DaUton 2408. [6128

READY lor East«r.—4h.p. countershaft Triumph
|

combination, roomy and comfortable sidecar all
\

accessories, overhauled and guaranteed O.K.; £90.—
Langtord's 37, Cricklewood Broadway. N.W.2.. [6210

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

cum-belt, and renovated models!—Jones Garage, Muswell
Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, North Finchlev-

[0382
-| Q13 T.T. Triumph, 3-speed hub, clutch, 2 sets
-Lt7 footrests, tyres very good, tax paid, good con-
dition throughout, £48 ; also cane sidecar, £2.—
O'Brien, Nonsuch Villa, I^ondon Rd., Ewell, Surrev,

[6063
4h.p. Triumph, 1914, 3-speed liub gear, renovated

makers 1916. since little used, new Dunlop back
tyre, new lamps and belt, tools, excellent condition;
price £52.—Fox, Leith" House, Oarshalton Rd., Sutton.
(D) [.6786

3 ill. 11. Triumph, clutch, Schebler carbureti-er, 140
2 lu.p.g., new belt, tubes, and cover, plated lamp

set, under-shield, looks smart and up-to-date; £38.—
Cbestcj', 2, Hillside. Stonebridge Park, Harlesden,
N.W.IO. [6410

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol any Triumph Model; cash or
deferred payments; hook your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-
ton 2417. [0504

1 Q19 Countershaft Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar,
J-tf speedometer. Klaxon, lamps, acetylene head,
electric rear,i apron, spares, accessories, tax paid, ex-
callent condition; £125.—Winstanley, 71, South St.,
Romford. [6883

"IQ12 Triumph 3M.>h.p., overhauled, light Montgomery
-it/ wicker torpedo sidecar, Philipson pulley, clutch,
speedomeLer, Lucas lamp, horn, tools, tyres good, tax
(50/-) paid; £40.—"Watt, 102, Esmond Ed., Bedford
Park, W.4. [6028

BABY Triumph, 1920, fully equipped, electric rear
light, condition ;is new, little used,' registered,

£60; Triumph 4h.p., 1918, lamps, etc., recentlv over-
hauled, splendid condition, £78.-298, Romford Rd..
Forest Gate, E. . [6388

'pRIUMPH (Renovated) 3J^.p. Combination, clutch
-*- model, lately overhauled, long copper exhaust,
P. and H. importing bars, new Magnums, 2 J.B. belts,
beautjtul running; £55.—P.O., Updown Hill, Windles-
ham, Surrey. [6111

"p-.O.C.H. are Triumph agent.?. New and second-hand
J- machines in stock. Exchanges or easy payments
arranged.-5, Heath St., Hamp^stead (near Hampstend
Tal^6 Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, i

including Siiturdays. [5958

TRIUMi?H 1911 Coachbuilt Combination, clutch, ' 2-
speed N.S.U., Binks, wind ecieeii, underslung

luggage box, i>assenger anywhere, 3 level; cheap, £55-
t;ix paid; ride 50 mil&5 buyer.—A. W. Chenaells, Water
End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. [5965

F.O.C.H. have a 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph and
B.S.A. sidecar, all lamps, speedometer, tools, lug-

gage grid, t!ix paid; £130, bargain.- 5, Heath St

,

Hampstead (near Hampsteiid Tube Station). 'Phone-
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[5957
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.—Triumph, 1918,

4h.p., and Swan sports sidecar, all lamps, horn,
speedometer, £120; reconstructed machines, £90; cash,
exchange, extended payments.— 9, 10, 11, Royal Parade,
West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. 'Grams-
Track, Croydon. [6291
"IDRAND New all-chain drive Combination Triumph,
-»-» only done few miles, all accessories, cost £215,
will accept £190; any trial allowed, only wants see-
ing; reason for selling buying car.—Apply, A. Grubb
27, Southview Avenue, Tilbury Dock. [6089'

SEMI-T.T.. F.E.. K.S.. 1913-14 Triumph, faet,
i^pe^iallv tuned engine, decompressor, carefully

stored 1914-19. practically as new, and guaranteed
throughout. Dunlops, P. and H.." XL'all, tax paid;
£50.-E.x-D.R., 57, Stopford Rd., E.13. [6533

TRIUMPH, countershaft. Dec. 1918. guaranteed, un-
crated by advertiser Dec., 1920. mileage under 500,

fully equipped, lamps, tools, spare?, plating, enamelling
absolutelv unscratcherl. tax fully paid, mechanical con-
dition guaranteed; £105.-5, Devonshire TeiTace, East
Didwich'Rd., S.E. [6436

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4,-New
4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo, delivery from stock.

£127/10; also new 1921 4h.p. Triumph combination
nil-chain drive. £l95: new 4h.p. 1921 Triumph solo
all-rbnin £140. and 4h.p. WD. Triumph solo from
£90; also 4h.p. Triumph, 1913,_£50. [6575

TRIUMPH 1916 4h.p.. countershaft, splendid con-
dition, following fittings brand new: maeneto

carburetter, tank and fitting^, Brooks saddle, 'tyres!
wheels, belt, footrests. platine and enamelling new T T*
bars, licence paid: price £75.— la. Clifton Av. Black-
horse Lane, Walthamstow, Tel. : 287. [6526

IRMmfiHAM
Showroom and Service Depot for

Rover
Norton
Ivy
O.K.
BS.A.

Zenith
Blackburne
Lea-Francis
Francis—
—Barnett

Also Spare Parts in Stock for

TRIUMPH
A. B.C.
DOUGLAS
B.S.A.

BLACKBURNE
J.A.P.
VILLIERS
STURM£Y,etc.

WHITWORTH
139, NEW STREET.

Repair Wor-ks and Service Dept.

.

105-107, BRISTOL STREET.

W. T. DUNN, LTD.
326, EUSTON ROAD,

I.ONDON, N.W.I.

'Phone: Museum 5391.

We have secured the last and best con-
signment of W.D. 4 h.p. countershaft

TRIUMPHS
All late models, engine numbers all over 50,000.

Overhauled and in perfect running order. These
we offer at the absurd figure of

^TO cash.
Immediate delivery. Don't waste time, Easter
will be here in one week. Orders taken in strict

rotation.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

OTHER BARGAINS,
1920 6 h.p. A.J.S., cornbinaHnn, as new,

scarcely used {tax paid) ; . . £169

1920 32 b.p. SCOTT, comb., lamps and horn,
never used £130

1920 6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P.. comb.,
new ^. , .

.'.
- £135

1920 ARIEL, comb., 34 h.p., Lucds iiiag-

dyno, very little used, and in new
condition £127 10

1919 JAMES, 6 h.p., 3-speed, sports model,
thoroughly overhauled £87 10

1916 Big 4 NORTON, corabination, full

equipment, very fast, a snip.. £97 10

Exchangres entertained Motor Cycles or Light Gars.

MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIITMPH 4h.p. .1920, fitted with Gloria side
patent adjustable screen, black hood and api

P. and H. lamps, Bonniksen speedometer, luggage -

Tier, petrol tin carrier, back rest, leg guards, hi
etc., a magnificent combination in perfect conditi
£145.—Pembridge Lodge, St. Owen St.. Hereford. [6

1 Q 19 Triumph Combination, engine No. 62.^X «^ Canoelet, Easting, practically new Dun
(lieavy), aluminium footboa-rds, acetylene and eJec
lighting, mechanical horn, extra sprocket for .a

spare new l^eU, chain, valve complete, all to
licensed; £116.~Payne, 102, Buldock Kd., Letchwo

[6NEW 1921 Triumph Models in stock for immed
deiiverj-! 2i4h.r. lightweight. £75; W.D.B.

vn1ed. £95: Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £127/10; Type
chain driTe. £140; .sidecars to match from £25
£55; Lucas dyno-inag-. extra on any model, £20.-
vour machine direct from, the Triumph Special
The Premier Motor Co,, Aston Rd-, Birmingham.

1 Q20 ("Aug.) 4h.p. Triumph Model H 3-speed Sp
-I-*-' ing Combination, T.T. bars, polished ahimin
discs, Canoelet hammock sidecar, scuttle apron; j

screen, back rest, acetylene head, rear, and sid
lamps. Miller generator. If laxon, licence piiid.
looked after, and condition perfect; trial London
appointment; £l20, or close oHer.—Arnold, Mi
Hall, Grai^esend. [4

Trump.
4 h.p. Trump-Jap, Bosch mag., SB., long exha

good tyres, belt; trial; £31.—Fold, Sotwell. 1

Wallingford, Berks. LX9
_ Veiocette

TtlLIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Veiocette in st

HORSMAN for Velocettes.—Victor Horsman, I

7, Mount Pleasant. Liverpool. [0

VELOCETTE, only sniall mileage, lamp?, good or
£55; "bargain,—Bacon. Wellington, Salop. [6

VELOCETTE.—All models from Coventry M
Mart, London Hd., Coventry. 'Phone ; 200.

. - . [X9

"JQ16 Telocette, 2-speed. chain drive, licenced; oi
-»-*J^ or exchange 3|2h.p.—Piches. Wollaston, !>t

bridge, , .
iSS

O 'DONOVAN Motors are sole London and dis

agents for the wonderful Veiocette; immec
delivery.—O'Donovan Motors, 76a. Gt. Portland
W.l. i&

IMMEDIATE Delivery can be given of the ffcii

Veiocette, 1921 model, 2!;ih.p., 2-speed, all-cl

drive; £75.—Agents : W. Sparrow. Ltd., Os^i
Garage, Yeovil. [!

1 Q21 Veiocette. Model D3, 3-:^peed: £85; Mo3er
J-«^ 2-speed, £75; Model DL2. lady'e open frs

£78; all in Btock for immediate delivery.—The Prei

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [>

Verus.

VERXJS £85 Model, 2-speed. K.S., cluttb, new;
£68.-159, Lansdown Rd., Tottenham. [6

1 Q20 (June) 254h.p. Verus-Blackburne, tools,

J-*/ lamps; £95.-49, St. Chad's Rd., Derby. [6

VERUS-BLACKBURNE, 2.speed, K.S.. new; £8
Clark, -^7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington

re

VERUS Late 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, ]

start, tyres as new, not done' 500 miles; .1

gain. £60 lowest.—Write. Hodgskin, Letchmore He:
Watford. .[6

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any' Verus Model; cast

deferred payments book your order now,
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, ]

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: B
ton 2417.

^

CO

Webb
WEBB-VICTOR Combination, 1921, 5-7h.p.

entry Victor engine, Sturmey-Archer 3-si

gear box, Watsonian Monarcli sidecar; trial riln

appointment only.—Webb, 2, Sylvan Rd., Forest G
E.7. C6

Werner.

0.3.1^-P- Werner, in good condition, needs little at
^^4 tion; £10.-K., 55, Abbott's Rd:, Soiithall.

W.F.W.

4 h.p. W.F.W. . 3-speed countershaft, kick star

chain-cum-belt, like new; -'best offers to

secures; after 5.30.-41, Lambton Rd., Hornsey .

London, N.19. [6

Wilkin.

WILKIN, Models B and B4. shop-foiled; at gre

reduced prices; now is the time to buy,—Me
154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : Lanfel

2250. [6

Williamson.
WATER-COOLED Williamson and Nearly *J

A.J.S. Sidecar, good running order; ^£80,—

J

Chatsworth Rd., Lower Clapton, E.5. [5

1 Qi20 Williamson Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P. eng
X«7 Stnnney-Archer 3-speed, chain drive,, brand i

urridden; baigain, £145.—Bos 331, c/o The Motor Ct

LATE Model Williamson Combination, DoUi

water-cooled engine, spare wheel, unscratcl

luxurious outfit; £115; exchanges.-60, Walling!

Av., N. Kensington. :^^ [6

B50 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Williamson.

riLLIAMSON; Easter bargain; 8h.p, water-cooled.
coach sidecar, speedometer, pillion, lamps, and

accessories; best otter over ^65.—Conlydon, King
ries Rd., Surbiton. [6783

l^FEES Wanted for New Williamson. 192i model
j^idetar. !(.;>. A. eoachbuilt body, detacho^Ie eeat
liack, 4-point couplings, carrier, Dunlop 26in.. fit

machine.—Holt. AJbanr Rd., Coventry. [X9203

ATE Model Bh.p. water-cooled Williamson Com-
bination, just completely overhauled, all acces-
, 98 gns: ; . will take countershaft Triumph,
las, or other good solo pTTrt payment.—Se3n at

rpe's. Whitehorse Garage, Thornton Heath. [6492

Wolf.
/"OLF, ex-stoefc, 4h.p. machine, Blackbnrne eneine;

£110.-Motor Co., Hereford. [4315

DI4 Wolf-Jap, perfect condition; bargain, £30.-177,
Earlsfleld Ed., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [5946

/"OLF-J.A.P. 2^h.p., 50 to 70 m.p.h.; T.T„ tax paid,
re-enamelled; no ^ubbish; £38; trial.—42, Navlor
Peckhnm, S.E.I 5. [6926

D
16-17 S^ih.p. Wolf, 2-speed clutch, kick etart, good
tvres, excellent condition, guaranteed perfect: 57

H/.iDjton, 15, Liverpool Ed., Thornton Heath.
[5880

III. p. Wolf-Jap, 3-speed, clutch, handle start, ii.w
T iiiMenge, take 2 anrwliere, frame needs sHght re-

'A: a bargain, £28, near offer, or in parts.—Seymour,
ig's Pyon, Herefordshire. [G108

JOLF 2^ih.p, 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand control clutch,
kick staiter, as new, only done few miles, iunc

utifnlly. fully equipped; bargain, £45.-29, Brig-
:k Rd.. Thornton Heath. [6447

T'OLF.—Sole agents for London, 8cath of Thamc-s
and district. We .nre now tixirrg sut>-agen<ie3.

invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South
e, Llapham Commcn. S W 4 Phone: Brixton 2417

[0508
Wooler.

7'OOLEE fl920) condition as new. under 400 mile?;
£75,— \A'illiam;on. PulverbaVU, Salop, [6351

7'OOLER, 1920, lamps, horn, complete, ta.\- paid,
• brnnd nc v ; £95.—Dodg.>K>n, Gargrave. [6819

7'OOLER 1920, fully equipped, tax paid, excel'ent
condition; 80 gns.—61. Jephson Rd., Forest Gatr?.

[6888
920 Wooler, practically new, complete with lamp;

£85.-HaIson. Lynton, Northflolds, Bridgwater.

^ (6012
TOOLER, run 500, unscralched; best ofTer. or e\-
' ihange, with cash, combination.—Mellersh, Clar-
« IM., St. Albans. [6757

TOOr.KR. 05 makers' ^pecificotions, j^hop-Foiled; at
' LT^atly reduced price; now is the time to Imy.—
bes. 154156, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'phono: Lang-

230. [6313

LLEN-BEXNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-Wooler. 1920
- iiiodels, run under 700, all accessories. £90; another
£78 : cash, exchiinge, extended paymentfi.—9-10-
Rcval I'arnde, West Crovdon. 'Phone: Crovdon

50. 'Giams: Track, Croydon. [6283

Zenith.
CI.IAN3 ol Reading have 1921 Zenith in slock

r04B2
lAN GUY, Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early deliverv
' all models. [2183

921 Zenith.—All models from Coventry Motor Mart.
U.ndon Rd., Coventry. [X9348

EXITH C.B. Combination; £70.-59, Palfrey Place.
t'orset R<1.. Clapham Ed., S.W.8. [6403

EMTIIS. 5 and 8h.p.. 1021, for immediate deliver^-.
Evans, Garage, Newport. Salop, [X8649

EXIT.. 1921 Models.—W© are accepting orders lor
early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—Below.

EXITH 8b.p., 1920, Model H. shop-soiled; in istock
lit crcTtlT reduced price; now is the time to buy.—

the.-, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Lang-
m 2230. [6314

EXITH 4h.p., single, excellent tyres; go anywhere.
—93, Clonmore St., Southfields, S.W.18. [6950

"ENITH 4h.p. Combination, Gradua gears, lamps,
^ licence; £57.—Proud, Vicarage Lodge, Knowelev,

„ [5310
EXITH 4-5h.p. fiport^ Model, all on, fast; bargain,
t £/0.—Bryant, Langley, Bursell. Chippenham.

[6534
ih.p. Zenith-Gradua. good condition; best offer
i iccures.-Ericholme, NewhaR- Ed.. Addlestone.

[6429
'ENITII Combination. 8h.p., 1914. electric lighting;
I £75; solo part.—103, Moor Park Rd., Eulham.

[6760
ITArCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
V 5h.p. Zenith, 1920. sporting model; i£97/10.

[6582
h.p. Zenith Combination ; £60 ; Saturday afternoon

and Sundays.—Ashmount, Loring Ed., Whetstone,
90. (4409
'EXITH Combination (new) 8h.p.. clutch, kick

tarter all accessories; £175,—Maitland. Cobham.
rrey. (6006
h.p. 1920 Zenith Sporting, lamps. Klaxon, speedo-

nieter, tori«edo sidecar; £125.—Boscombe, Bedford
.. Barnet [5977 [

^""

All letters relntinfi to advertisements should

••*•PJOTOT^CLE-

Insurance Policy

,!C^

iii|sttmong
TTHIS space will be occupied

each week with copies of

letters irom Policy holders who
have made claims. Original

letters may be inspected.

Dear Sirs,

I beg to acknowledge ivith than/is

receipt of cheque in settlement of my
claim. I have lorwarded same to

tlie proper quarter.

May I take this opportunity of

ihankmg you tor the prompt and
generous way in which you havs

dealt with my claim.

Yours faithfully.

The only safe Test of
insurance is Claims. We
settle Claims promptly.

The Autocar Fire aod Accident
Insurance Company, Limited.
d7u:^rporat'.ris Th: .Autocar Insuraticf

DtparUmnt. Estabhskfi 1904.)

Head Office

:

77, Cheapside, London, E1.C.2.

Telephone : City 9S31 and 9832

STOLEN.
A reward of izo is offered by the Aulocar

j

Fire and Accident Insurance Company,
j

Ltd.. 0(77. Cheapside, London, E.C.2. to
[

the first person giving information leading :

to the recovery of the motor cycle and :

sidecar as under, and the apprehension of :

the thief or thieves : •

DOUGLAS 2j !i.p. (1917) Registered LcKer \

and No. A'D. 1580. Engine Kutnber :

2058835. Full Douglas Colours, Ahinunium :

disc u-huls. Aluminium jootboards, loiigcop- :

per exhattst pipe, knee grips on lank. Klaxon :

kom, Waterford speedonieter , Lucas ''King :

of the Road" head^ and tail lamps, uew :

licence holder and licence, usual tools, in- :

eluding new tool roll. :

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

23,h.p. Flat Twin Zenith, slightly ehop-soiled; accept
i- £T00 cash, a bargain.—A. J. Youne and Co., Ltd..

Newmarket [1255

8 h.p. Zenith Combination fl921); tmabls to take de-
livery; oSers wanted.—Write A.M., 122, Claptt>u

Common, E.5. 16332

1 Q16 3>2u.p. Zenith, equal to new, lamps, epeeflo-
--^ meter; £55.—Hammond. Prince of Wales. East
Bamet, Herts.

Hammond, Prince of Wales, East
[6735

ZENITII-GRAUUA 3>L.h.p. 1914, eoachbuilt sidecar
fitted, screen, perfect condition; nearest £75.-46,

First Av.. Acton. [6766

ZENITH, twin J.A.P. S^Ah-p., Gradna gear, excel-
lent coudition ; £55.—£eramis, Ballinacor, Eath-

drum, Co. Wicklow. [5794

ZENITH 23;h.p. H.O. Twin, countershaft, Gradua
gear, new; offer-:.— S. -A. Sole, Sawkingo Farm, Stod-

raarfh, nr. Canterburj'. [6379

-All models will be on sale at the second-
Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, Irom

\pril 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5761

4 h.p. Zenith, 1914, re-euamelled, Bosoh, Amac, good
tvres, perfect condition; trial; £49.—Ford, Sot-

ZENITH.-
hand

well, near WoUingford, Berks. rX9257

NEW Zenith 8h.p Si/orting. shop-soiled,- £120; also

5h.p. countershaft, shop-foiled, £130.—Smith'*;,p. countershaft, shop-rsoiled,
13. Ilardman St., LiverixK)!. [6192

"I
Q21 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith, special red and pohi

-i-t7 uiodel, completely equipped; cost £194, rifers.—

34, Preston Park Ar., Brighton. [4405

"IQ20 8h.p. Sporting Zenith, magmfieent condition,
A*/ hardly u-ied; £115; oxchongo A.B.C.. N.U.T.-
Parsons, 1, Actou Liine, Ohiswick. [5837

1 Q21 Zenith Sports Model
LiJ in

-medial :>

S.W.

Combination; im-
dolivory.—tavlor^;. 52 and 53. Sus.'^s

Phone: Kfn>^iogtoo 7260. r0497

ZENITH Bh.p. Sports, November, 1920, winner or

hill-climb Bri^rhtoii la.-t month; £115.-01Uver.
Bridgy Inn. New Enuland ltd.. Urigliton. [6465

1Q20 Zenith, 8h.p.. clutch,
-Lt7 every way, done 2,000
or otler.—Howard, Colt; St.,

kick starter,
miles, tax 1

Jrcunthorpc. (X9240

n'^E.NlTH, Sh.p., countor.-halt. 1917, lamps, specdo

£85
meter, eoachbuilt 'idecar, perfect condition;
2, Macclcsflold Rd., South ^orwood. [6790

ZEJflTH. 1920, ehop-poiied models, a few still in stock

at greatly r'^lnced jiriccs.—Zenith Motors, Ltd.,

H.uijptou Court, udjoining Hampton Court Station.
[6385

1Q16 Sh.p. Clutch Model Zenith, complete., lamp?,
JLv iiorn. (ipeedomctor, spares, just overhauled, licence

paid; what offers?-Newman, Kadly College, Berks.
[6924

ZENITH Bh.p. Countershaft, Mills-Falford sidecar,

speedometer, lamps. Easting, 1920, mileage 1.500,

perfect: £150.—Phillips, CHve Lodge, Bcdiont, Middl:--

scx. [6687

ZENITH. June. 1919. 6h.p., lamp.s, horn, discs, knee-

grips, tyre.H good lor an average seaeon, spares, laid

up hall of lust year: £88.—Morton, 60, Warwick Itd.^

Cnrliele.
"

[5835

ZENITH 4h.p., speedometer, lamps, pemi-sporting
sidecar, in excellent condition ; price £90, or

ofler—East Grinstead Motor Garage, London Tld„ Ent^t

Qrinstead. [3235

ENIin 1921 Models, orders now accepted lor early
eally reduced prices;
Gt. Portland St.. W.

[043?

Z
write or call.'—RatcIilTe Bros., 200
Maylair 5042.

ZENITH C<'nihination. just overhonlcd and run in,

perfect, licenced ami injured, very leliaMe; price

£90; feen by appointment.—Apply. Mason, 9. Learainp-

ton Park, Acton, W. [6527

THE Zenith Service Depot in London has a lull

stock ol spares for all machines from 1911 to

1921, and can give immediate deliverj- of new 1921
and 1920 models,

EASTER is upon us, and if you have not bought
your new Zenith, come at once to the Depot at

89, Wigmore St.

"VTACHINES are waiting lor yon.

THE Sh.p Model at £123 is the machine for the
solo rider."^ It is an excellent job. You cannot

beat the Sh.p. countershaft model for sidecar work,
and the price is right: combination, £204.

COME In and Hear About the new Bradshaw-
enginetl model. It's the goods. The Zenith sign

hangs outside the showroom, and you cannot make a
mistake. The address is the Motorists Advisory
Agency Ltd., 89, Wigmore St.. W. Mayfair 5598.

[6437

Sh.p. .Zenith 1916. kick start, just overhauled am?
enamelled, perfect condition, lamps, horn, spee-Jo-

meter, horn, new tvres and belt; £65, or offers,—

Ingleside. Coseley. Bilslon. [5937

ZENITH Combination, Bh.p., overhauled June, 1920.
sidecar built 1920, hood, screen, electric lighting,

tax paid : sacrifice 100 gns.—Foucar, Coldfall Lodge,
Fortis Green Ed„ Muswell Hill. [6798

auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B5I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

7ENITH-GEADUA Conibinntion, 1915, 6li.p. twin
'J AI.A.G. engine, o.]]. valves, siieeilometer, etc., very
fnst: for Quick sale will accept £55.—Seen and trierl

62, Cott.age GroTe, Clapham Rd. StatioD, S.W.9. [X9261

1 020 Zenith 8h.p. Countershaft Rover sidecar, guar-
--•-' anteed perfect order, completely equipped, tyres
perfect, electric and acetylene lighting, spares; £155.—
Apply full particulars, 114, Woodstock Rd., Oxford.

[5934
ZENITH 1920 Sh.p., chitch. kick-starter. Heui^erFon

Elite piderar, disc wheel?, a,= new,i magnificent
outfit, cost £220; sacrifice, £175, or offers:' licence paid,
—Apply, after 6, 127, Loughborough Ed., Brixton,
S.W. [6673

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. SportinT Combioation. Luca;
head, rear, and t^idecar lamps, Cowey speedometer,

knee-grips. Ace disc wheels, luggage grid, equal to new;
£160.—Parbei's. Bradshawgate, Bolton, r.nd 245, nean^:
gate, Manchester. tX9116

F.O.C.H. are Zenith agents. New and second-hand
machines in stock. Exchanges or easy payments

arrnnged.— 5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead
Tu>)e Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,

including Saturdays. [5959

1Q19 Sh.p. Zenitli Countershaft Model, clutch, kick
JLiJ (Starter, Henderson Elite sidecar, all accessories,
spare tube and belt, full kit tools, original tyres, mileage
under 2,000, excellent condition throughout ; £135.—
Clifford Wilson Manufacturing Co., 177, Westminster
Bridge Bd., S.E.I. [7135

3ih.p. Zenith, coachbuilt sidecar, 4-point connec-
2 tion, wind screen, storm apron, nearly new tyres,

pan seat saddle. Brown and Barlow pilot jet, Cowey,
Bosch, 2 horns, 4 lamps, Terry's springs to forks,
strong turnout, grand condition; £80.—Cook, 11,
Stratford Rd.. Kensington. W. [5312

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-Zenith 1920
Sh.p. and Henderson Elite sidecar, electrically

equipped, as new, £170; 1916 5-6h.p. aud Sivan sports
sidecar, £115: cash, exchange, extended payments.—
9-10-11, Roval Parade, West Croydon. 'Phoue: Croy-
don 2450. 'Grams: Track, Croydon. [6289

ZENITH 1919 Sh.p. Sporting Model, drip feed to
front cyh, and Canoelet sporting sidecar -with

hack rest and Eaetiug; equipment includes Degory car-

buretter, T.T. bars. 2 belts and case, Eonnikseu trip

Epeedometer, aluminium leg shields, Elaxon, F-E.S,
l.OOOft. head lamp, elec'tric side and rear, engine re-

cently rebushed at Zenitlu?. tax paid; £120, or offer.

—HoTenden, 99, Church Rd., Barnes, S.W.13. [6724

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

DOUGLAS. lady's model, 23;h.p.. late 1914, tick-
.«tarter, clutch, excellent condition, lamp, horn,

.•speedometer, etc., tax paid; £50.—Gannou. 212, Showell
Green Lane. Birmingham. [X8927

Ali£Ce!laneous.

ONE 3V>h.p. Singer motor cycle, 3-speed, coachbuilt
sideca'r; £50.

THREE 4h.p. Triumph 3-speed motor cycles, new, but
shop-soiled, not renovated models; £110 each.

ONE 4h.p. Triumph 3-speed motor cycle, just de-

livered: £127/10.

ONE Triumph Lightweight Motor Cycle, 2-stroke, 2-

speed; £75.

ONE SV^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Model de Luxe.
delivery 2 weeks: first cheque £202/13.—J. Mather

and Co., Southwell. ^Phone : .,7. [4779

^ALE, small auto-bike, ^P perfect condition.—Par
ticular.^, Monfort, 1, Fulford, York. [64S0

B

8-lOh.p. Combination, 3-speed. K.S., wants adjust-
ment; £55.—Limby, 2, Kynance Place, S.W.7.

[6616
NEW Macliines, cash,' 6a.ay payments, or exohanjf&s.

See Gray and Eaynes advert. Miscellaneous items
columns. [6098

BARGAINS.— 1920 Powerplus Indian, dynamo ligbt-

ing, speedometer, Millford bulbous bact sidecar;
£165/10.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

AKGAINS.—1920 Wooler, lamps, speedometer, like
new, £89/10; 1914 P. and M.. J;45/10: 3V™b.p.

Triumph, £25/10.-Booth's Hotoiies, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1919 P. and M. and new sidecar, £120;
3-epeed Indian and sidecar, £59/10: 2-speed Indian

and sidecar, £49/10.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—6h. p. 2-speed Eex combination, £49/10-
3%h.p. Sun-Precision, 3-speed, £35/10.—Booths'

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-Six 1915 Douslases from £42/10- 4
h.p. Douglases, £75/10: 41i.p. Douglas with new

sidecar, £97/10.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.- Lightweights: 2«ih.p. New Imperial
J.A.P. £38/10; 1919 Enfield 2-*peed, £49/10 • 1920

Scott and sidecar. £135/10: 1919 Sh.p. 3-speed Rora]
Ruby, £89/10. -Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-Shop-soiled 1920 models: 23,lh p OK
£43/10; (htto 2-speed, £54/10; 2«',h p. O&^a':

Jnp. 2-speed. £67/10; Harler-Dayidson and sidecar
£189/10: 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/10- exchanges
entertained. Pay us n viait.—Booths' Motorics. Port-
land I'tace, Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [2401

EVANS, Garage; Newport, Salop, agent for Stmbeam
Triumph. Rover, Raleigh. New Imperial. Diamond

and other leading makes of motor cycles lor immediate
delivery. . [X8651

DERRY
£TOMS
Qad/iiy&Service

Kensington High StreetWS

Another 100,000

LEATHER
JERKINS
When we first announced the purchase from the
Government of these most serviceable garments,
we were inundated with thousands of orders

—

indeed, the demand was so colossal that we,
unfortunately, had to disappoint thousands.
Now, after lengthy negotiations, we liave

succeeded in securing the

ENTIRE GOVERNMENT STOCK
and this week we offer the second parcel of
100,000. Men who served in the R.A.S.C. know
the wonderful wet and wind-resisting qualities
of these Jerkins. Every seam is doubie stitched,
and the buttons can neither come off nor pull
through the material- In the finest quality tan
leather, soft and pliable, yet extremely diirable.

they are full size -and reach below the waist, and
are lined with warm, fleecy woollen material.
For motor drivers and cyclists, tramwaymen,
postmen, etc., and can be worn under a coat
quite easily. The splendid quality
leather can also be put to other
uses, viz , Slippers, strong Driving
Gloves, Upholstery, Book Binding,
etc. Less than one-third the cost
of production.

10/-
Postage

1 /- extra.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

TONES' Garage for square deals; practically^ machines have their tax paid. Our motto:
and square dealing, which cannot bu lound e
where.

TONES' Garage.—Any new machine supplied^ deferred payment.
TONES" Garage.—Machines of late makes take

*-* part exchange, no crocks offered, none wanted
TONES' Garage.—1920 2iAh.p: Villiers. 2-speed" new, perfect; ^52.

TONES' Garage.—1914 Indian 7-gh.p., 2-speed.
*^ hauled, as new; £65.
TONES' Garage.—1920 Si^h.p. Enfield 2-stroke" accesfiories, and aa new. 3-6peed; £57/10.

TONES' Garage—1920 Hobart. 2^h.p. Villiers. b" new: £52; £10 under list price.

JONES' Garage.— 1920 electric model Mate!
combination, complete with spiire wheel,

screen, hood, speedometer, rear drive, all ;ib<-olutel

new, not done 2,000; a genuine bargain, £185.

JONES' Garage.—1919 7-9h.p. Hariey combmaf
not W.D., electric model, all accessories; a

snip, £160.

JONES' Garage.—1919 James 6-7h.p. twin comt
tion, all accessories, perfect; £130.

JONES' Garage.—Norton combination, 3-speed,
chain drive, all accessories; a real good

£100.

JONES' Garage.—1920 O.K. 'TJnion, brand new;
have several to dispose of, dirt cheap; £45

£6/8 under list price.

JONES' Garage.-1919 2T4h.p. James 2-Etroke
speed, all accessories; bargain, £52/10.

JONES* Garage.—1919 Baby Triumph, tax paid,
equipped; £55.

JONES' Garage.—SV.h.p. Triumph, 1913, Phili

pulley, all in perfect order: dirt cheap. £40.

JONES' Garage.-1917 9h.p. Sunbeam combina
M.A.G. engine, Lucae dynamo, electric

throughout, hood, screen, spare wheel, etc., a real

outfit; a gift, £155.

JONES' Garage.-1920 4h.p. Douglas combination,
solutely as new; a snip, £145,

JONES' Garage.—1920 25-ih.p. Wooler, brand r

list price £103, accept £87/10.

JONES' Garage.—1920 4-cyl. Henderson combinat
absolutely like new, 3 brand new tyres,. all ai

series, including speedometer; £175.

JONES' Garage.—1920 brand new A. B.C., elec

model, registered but unused; offers.

JONES' Garage.— 1914-15 6h.p. tivin ,Ariel-Comb
tions, all lully eqiiipped, in perfect condition ;

-.

JONES' Garage.—1913 4Vih.p. B.S.A. and coachb
sidecar, all accessories, perfect; £90.

JONES' Garage—1917 2^ih.p. 2-speed Douglas,
lutely like new; £57/10.

JONES' Garage.—1914 254h.p. 2-speed Douglas,
perfect condition; £46/10.

JONES' Garage.—1920 2-speed Radco, brand h
list price £65. our price £57/10.

JONES' Garage.-^ew renovated (by makers) 4
Triumph, with almost brand new Triumph s

car; a £160 lot lor £132/10.

JONES' Garage.—Brand new 1920 Sh.p, Bat s

shop-soiled; list price £165, to clear £135. S
car to match, £32

JONES' Garage.-Brajad new 1920 6-7h.p. Ariel c
bination, shop-soiled; list price £177/10, to c!

£155.

JONES' Garage.—1921 Matchless combinations fi

stock, standard models, £205 ; electric mod
£230.

JONES' Garage.—Remember where possible
machines will have their 1921 tax fully p;

with licence card and holder fitted.

JONES' Garage.—Send for our big list, it conti

about 100 motor cycles to i^oose from, and
guaranteed.—Jones' Garage, Broacmay, Muswell
and Woodside Parade. Finchley. 'Phone : HorE
2562. [3j

1 Q15 5?aTj-p. Ivy-Precision, 3-speed hub, kick et
i.\9 sporting sidecar, 60 gns. -. Scott, splendid

dition, 48 gns. ; taxes paid.—Wood, 79, Fernhead
Paddington. - [6

YOU can get exactly the motor cycle you w
through the Kwiksale Private Motor Eegis

35. Long Acre. W.C. Gerrard 2392. Send lor list

privately owned motor cycles. [0

SECOND-HANDS.—Triumph. Sunbeam. Douglas,
Martinsyde combinations; Ivy, Campion,

thorpe. and Baby Triumph lightweights.—Frank Wi
worth, Ltd., 139, New St., Bitmiiigham. [X9'

AT-J..AP. Combination. 8h.p.. lamps, etc., per
condition. £65: Eoyal Ruby 2-stroke, lamps, 8

£35; Sh.p. King Dick, Grado gear, going order, £
anv exchange entertained.—George A. Sax, 619, Gar;

Lane, Earlt-field, S.W.18. [5."

B

B52 A" letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

IHATEJtr 4h.p.. 2-speed. new Dixie, B. and B.,

' lamps, sound, slight adjustment, £12/10; N.S.U.,

ih.p., sound, complete, wants timing, .£6/10; oHers,

ihange light sidecar, N.S.U. gear, or hub gear.—334,
Iburn Lane, London, W.9. [6085

IuTuH Cycles inew models), sidecars, and bodies

actually in stock : B.3.A., Allen, New Scale,

dco (3 models), TDumph, Douglaa, Sun Vitesse ((or

ich we are the sole agents (or the City o( London),
d others at lowest manufacturers" prices; carriage
id.— H^ncroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate, Loo
a, E.C.2. [035f

AM E. CL.\PHAM (Motors), Greenwich, the leading
agent for high-class makes of motor cycles : A.J.S..

me. AUon, Blackburne, Excelsior, Edmund, Con-
ught, Coulson, Douglas, Diamond, Rex, Rudge, Royal
by. Triumph, F.N. 4-cyl., Matchless, all models.—
te address ('Phone: Gr'eeuwich 751), 27, Stockwell
Greenwich, 8.E.10. [6362

;0.0 H. for new and second-hand c.vcles. combination.'
and ruiiabout*. at low prices; . inspection invited

}t cash, or on excluinge .Trinuged for \"o«r present
lint. Agents for Triumph, I'.N.. Zenith, USA..
r.8.. etc., jilao Kingelinry. Citroen. Bleriot Whippet.
I G X. cars; any make supplied; cash or easv
'inOQt'^.—5, Heath St., Hamp=tead in&Tr Hampstecd
he Station). 'Phone: Hamp^tead 3752. Hours 9-7.
luding .Saturdays. {5&61

lATCHELOR and Co., 36. Clarence St., Kingston
' on-Thaires (est. 1698), 'phone 1809, can supply
m stock 1921 Triumph, chain drive. £140; 1921
uninli. Model H. £127/10; 1921 Baby Tiiumph,
i; Triumph 4h,p. W.D.B., £95; 1921 Enfield 2-

)ke, £65; 1921 Enfield 8h.p. combination, £160;
II Douglas. 3-spee<l. £100; 1921 Douglas, 2-speed.
>: 1921 Douglas, clutch. £105; 1921 Douglas com
ation. £170; 1921 Matchless combination, dynamn.
iO: also 1921 Rover. Ariel. A.J.S. Allon. Bradbury.
A. motor cycles; evchanges arranged. Moutgnmer\

Kar^, all models stocked; catalogue sent. (6334

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
UTl) WHFIEL d« Luxe, as new, never ridden:
ft ofl.r- —308, King'« Rd.. Chelsea. [4928
UTO-WHEEL and Cycle for sale, in thorough run-
ning order; cheap.—Apply, Soutluide, Clydesdale

,, Romford. [5971
TALL Auto-'Wheel. newly overhauled, perfect run
' ning order; £15 (tax pnidl.-Ciithbert, Green
mnierton, York. [6377
JTALL Auto-Wheol de Lu,xe, just overhauled by
- iimkeis; ISgns., including accessories and Bjtaren,
piild.-4, Albert Bridge Rd., Battcrsea. [5765

•^ MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
"OTOH Cycles, solo. Saturday to Monday, 42/6 I

week. 85/-; combination. 52/6 and 115/-- write
further information.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland
^^'L (8160

TRICYCLES FOR SALH.
VALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogu-
frec.—Rayner, 10-12, George St.. Blackpool.

rX7038
RGSO,N Hand and Motor Propelled Tricycles, (or
invalid and disabled.-Particulars, Argson Eng
Ldl , 3. Kendalls Mews. George St., VV.l. (2647

EIEI, Tricycle, 3h.p., water-cooled Jieod, mag., B.B.
carburetter, 2 speeds, free engine, easy starter,

DSfd. -Letters. A., 133, South Norwood Hill, South
twood. (6689

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
UTOPED .Scooter, late 1920. not done 30 miles-

£25.—H. Hall, Caralingay. [X9357
INliSBURY Scooter, new, with seat, liceut^ed- £25— Brice, Middle St., Yeovil, Somerset. [5991
riLLOW Auto Scooter, as new; cheap; olTer«

wanted.-Dawc, Hagley Hd., Stourbridge. [X9314
BERT0N3. Northgato, Ipswich, can deliver fron.

st-ock A. B.C., Skootamotas, and Mobile Pups.

:O0TAMOTA, £35, including Lorn, licence, and
holder, 2 numbered

.
rilates, injured for £40 —

son Bunn, 153, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney.

B.C. Skoritamotn. 1920, perfect condition, littv
used

; £40.—Miss M. Bowers, 52, Priory Rd., High
lonilie.

fe45(-

12 will buv a new Antoped scooter; cost £44: owiie'
wants money.—J. Dorrington, 15, Coom''e ct

;e, Coventry. [X9056
•^C- Skootaniotafl, brand new; special price. 38 gnt-.
delivered free anywhere in Great Britain at pul-

ler s nsk.—Egertoas, Northgute, Ipswich. 'Phone;
(4328

OniLE Pup Scooters, with seals included, liranii

;_
new, at spPcial price, £28 ; delivered free nnywheii-

jient Britain at owner's risk.—Egertons, Northgate
vich. 'I'hone: 962.

"

[4329

COOTAMOTA 1920 I'ih.p., ni deUvered "from
makers, in eouad condition; makers' price 55 gns,

e. £45. or offer.—East Grinstead Motor Garage
don Rd., En.!t Grinstead. [3239

Price complete

35/-

No. 204.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A DTOPED Scooters.—Immediate delivery I'Jh.p.

-»"^ 4-stroke engine, free engine clutch, and dynamo
li!;htins, 1920 model, shop-soiled onlv: £25.—P. J.

Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [6549

R. T. C;iwthorne'.s Racing Autoglider, winner special

cup Ilkley Trial, and 14 firsts, mechanically per-
fect, only used for comp'^titions, has done 58 ni.p.h.,

the , finest scooter in existence; sacrilico £45.—Caw-
thonie, Meanwood, Leeds. [5990

HEAD LAMP
Absolutely reliable, suitable for all itiakcs

Cycles. AVrite for particulars.

SET.
of Motor

R

"IDEAL"

SIDECAR

LAMP.

Similar in construction to lo/t Lamp, but having
ijin. diameter lens, and also ruby lens in rear.

List No. 205- Price to/- each. IMatcd finish.

SIDECAR LAMP.
_ _, _ . mmw\ Lt.N( A'o. rg':;.

SIDE LAMP. Price 7 6 ouch.

List /Vo. 19/4.

Free, 18/6 Mch.
Right or left htting.

MADE
- ., TO
'•^^ LAST.

\^. tnrnfti!

OlU.I UireaJ'-U ;il jolnu. 'Evry
pari o( BoUd C-infitracHon.
Tmcbo lBmp>{ mny lte ta'ccn lo

it^cai for cleanititf. and will tomnin a Ichi
in the sLTonaest iwl-*. Doit quality lenBcs
ar» fttto 1, a'ttl ran b« OJVti y replar^-*! If

hrok-n ThosB lamp* wi I last as lonu a-

the luachliiw thoy are uacJ on. and aro absoluta'.y rosUesi

"DAY be; AM"
ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFITS.
Solo £5 5 0. Combination £7 7 0.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS FREE

Licence Holders
(For Motor Cycles).

N'umber plate fitting, as illustra^

ted, complete with cuts aad
screws.
List No. 214. .^/6 each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
: pairs of clips and screws.

Price 4/- each
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

conipiete attachment for fitting 10 either woodwork 01

metal work.' List No. 216. 3/6 each.

Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by a I reputable agents.

(^ y MA

_ RIM & PATENTS LT? ^55,^^
L-AWDEN Rg BORDESL.EY BIRMINCHAn.

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
ENNOC Sidecar Co. are actual manulactureis of

hoods, wind screens, etc.

RKNNOC Co., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Holloway,
N.4.—Sec advt. under Sidecar Attachments.

[5447
CAMBER.—Hoods, 50/-; wind screens, 27/6.—

Bright and Havlcs, 78, Church St., Cambcrwcll.
(3794

WriN'D Screen Easting, X4/10, new. unused; will

» » take nny useful accessory in part payment.—64,
Bishopcgnte, London. [0398

A0STEH Triplei Aclju>table Aeio Type Wind Screen,
overall %i7/> 13x7%in., 15/- each, including car-

liago and packing.—George Cumnxing. 19. Rose St.,

Aberdeen. [3290

AUSTER Triplex Glass Adjustable Aero Typo Wind
Screens, 12>;6ii., 10/6 each; electric test lamps,

with wire. 2;-.—Bastone's. 228, I'entonvillo Rd.,
King's Cross, London, N.l. [2006

BODIES.
X^ENUS Step Bodies arc the best tor old chusii.

XTENUS Bulbous Bodies arc roomy and very smart.

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and light,

but not unsightly. Get one.

VTENUS Bodies are made in a factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue free.

VENUS Sidecar Ck>., 6-14, Courley St., 3. Tottonhair.
[0519

SIDEC.VH Dodr. conehbuilt, best auolily; £8/8.
original £12/12.-64, Itishopsgate, London. [0399

BULBOUS Back Bodio», fit old tj^po chassis; £9
each; low only left; also other high-class bodio«.

3, Byron Hd., Uarrow. (4846

IIGUT Streamline Bod.v. mahogany dash, brand new;
J £6/18/6: photo, 1/6.—Armstrong, 17, Goldhawk

ltd.. Shepherds Bush, London. (C259

1Q21 Side<jir Bodies, comfortoblo and up to date.

Ail Consult us first.—Sterling Manufacturing Co..

Lower CobJen St., Bradford. [X8676

CA.MBEB.—Step bodies, bulbous, and tandem, to

suit any loaoliine.—.Makers : Bright and Hayles,

78, Church St., Cambcrwcll, London. [3793

PERFECTION Coachbuilt Sidecar Bodies, from
£6/15: new -idecar cbaepi*. with wheel. £7no.

-Motorics, 25, Ilorton St., Halifax. [6587

COACHBUILT Sidecar Body, practically new,
painted dark green, beautifully upholstered;

£5/10.—LindfleUl. Post Ollice Rd., Crawley, Sussex.
[5857

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies nt any chassis, hrsl-

class finish. Several bodies <new) to clear cheap
Write for de-signs.-The Willowbrook Co., Manufac-
turers. I.eice'teT- [0336

ROLLS-BARKER Limousine Body, perfect, com-
plete with guards, running boards, electric light,

blinds, etc., must sell, removing; £55.-10, Norwcrd
Crescent, Soulhport. [X9304

RENNOC Sidecar Co. always hold the largest stock

of bodies in the Jrade, racing, touring, and tan-

dems; taxi bodies and tradesmen's carrier boxes a
speciality; see advert, under Sidecar Attachments.—
Rennoc Sidecar Works, 155, Marlborough Rd.. Uollo-

A-ay, N.4. *

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, a large quantity, all

models: clearance at knock-out prices. Write for

clearance list. [5446

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal. Ltd.. established designers

to the coach trade lor over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4. -

(0004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MIDDLETONS Spring Wheel Sidecars are guaran-

teed for 3 yeais

MIDDLETONS One Piece Unbreakable Chassis
Axle, with spring wheel, is fitted to our 2-seaters

and sidecars for tiigh pvwered machines.

IHELETON'S Undertake all classes of repairs lo

moto- c cles and sidecars. bt>dywork. etc.

MIDDLETONS, London's Oldest Established Side-

car Makers Wholesale and Retail, 27. .Stroud
ireen lid. I'insbury Park, N.4. Phone: Horosev
1584. •

.
[0522

TWO Siderar Ch,-is«i8; £5, ,1 baiguin.-Hich, Shifmil.

Siilo;'
[911'T

M

All letters relating to advertisement* should Quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. B53
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS,

s
pOR

OANDUM, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

QANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

SANDDM Models.—The Exquisite £24/10, and
Sports £28/10, are of distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar. £28/10; the smartest^ side-

car on the road; highly recommended in "The
Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Duel Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of body as our single-seater JiUite. Luxuriously com-
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-
rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to suit
any make of machine, £45; bodies only, £22/10,
The latest development of the 2-seater as designed by
us, and approved by the recognised experts,

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/lT/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 933. Factories:

162 to 165, Pentonviile Rd., N. ; and Britannia
Worts, Britannia St.. W.C. [0019

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.

SWAN Sports, all models, from £50: fittings for fill

makes, including- Henderson, Indian, Triumph,
Douglas, Harley, etc. Som.e special shop-soiled bargains.

HENDERSON, all models, also some special shop-
soiled bargains,

ILLFORD, nil models, also some special shop-soiled
bargains.

,list £45i,.our price

M^
BAICO, Indian, bulbous bacvfc,

£38; Triumph fittings, £28.

lyriLLFORD. all models.

THE Alben, bulbous back, any colour, anv fittings
fiom £25.-9. 10, 11. Royal Parade, West Crov

don. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. — [6299

SIDECAR. C.B., suitable for -3J.jh.p., in perfect con-
dition; £10.-43, Green Lane, Penge. [4572

MILLFORD Sidecar, complete with all fittings, just
been done up.—Howes. Bray, Berks. [5917.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled high-class coachbuilt aikie-

cars, cheap.—Booth's Motorics,. Halilax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled andershing sidecar chassis,
cheap.—Booth's Motorics, Portland Place, Halifas.

BARGAINS.—High-das^ coachbuilt bodies, any colour.
—Booth's Motories, Portland Place, Halifa.-?. [2399

MIDDLETON Bulbous Sidecar, off B.S.A., good con-
dition; £14.-95, Tlie Grove, Wandsworth. [6093

SEVERAL Sidecars, chassis and bodies, sell cheap
57, Kenbury St., CnmberwcU, London. - [6149

Mills-Fulford, C.B.. off B.S.A. : £15.
61, Weston Hill, Upper Norwood. [6064

good a-^ new, cost £35, fit "any
-West, Popeswood, Binfield. [5964

new la^t May
Cirencester. [6004

SIDECAR.
Waherfi

EMPIRE Sidecar,
machine; £24.-

HENDERSON Lightweight Sidecar
£10.~Northam, Cricklade St '

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens. Large^^t
stock in London ; actual manufacturers throughout.

RENNOC Co. hove the- finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOO Sidecar Co. have 18 different model aide-
cars, racing, touring, and tandem models.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. have actually in stock 26 variout^
design sidecar models.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All parts supplied from stock
and ret airs for this make by the Renuoc Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. are actual manufacturers ol
hoods and wind screens, fitted while you wait.

RENNOO Sidecar Co. undertake repairs to any make
cf sidecar; complete renovations a speciality.

EENNOC Sidecars are manufactured to fit every make
of motor cycle; Harley-Davidsons a speciality.

have 70 clearance sidecars and
. - room wanted

Send for special clearance list.

invite correspondence. Bend for 1921
-EennoG Motors, Ltd., Victoria Rd.,

Plione : Hornsey 850.

"OENNOO Co. invite clients to view their works andXV i^ne the fatnous Renuoc sidecars and bodies bpinc
actually built tliroughout. [5445

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, suitable for lightweight; 75/-
for quick .sale.— 1, Limes Av., Mill Hill, N.W.4.

[6676MILLFORD Sidecar, 1920 fitting, for Triumph on
P. and M-: £18.-61, Commercial Rd., Lambeth.

S.E.I. •

[6e07

CANE Sidecar, complete, strong, light; £6, bargain
—Apply, Woodford Blacksmith, Market Har-

borough. [6558

RENNOC Sidecar Co.
bodies to clear at knock-out prices

RENNOC Co.
catalogue^

London, N.4.

GRADO GEARS
NEW FiXED PRICES

We set the tead wtth Reasonable Prices.

NO FURTHER REDUCTIONS THIS YEAR

Kick-

Start

Model
for

Triumphs,

Bradburys,

etc.

£8 8s.
J.A.P. 10/-

extra.

Postage free.

Complete with
all fittings.

SIT ON
YOUR
SADDLE
AND
START
ENGINE.

Variable gear, tree engine, kick-start.

Here is our world-tamed kick-start Model for

all machines from 3 to 10 h.p Deiivcryirom Stocli

Two-Stroke Counter-

shaft Model.

This

givis you

a Gear

for every

Gradient.

This is our
new Countershaft
Model for 2-strokes.

Variable gear, free engine, handle start.

Complete with chain, both sprocket?
5- and starter. Postage free.i&8 8s.

This Gear gives
Variable Gear and
Free Engine.
PRICES :

Lightweight,
suitablefor tour-strokes and
also the new Viliiers engine

with flywheel magneto,

i&5 10@.
Heavyweight ^.

J.A.P. 10/- extra, t
Postage free.

The reason we can produce at these prices is

because we have a factory corapletely equip-
ped for the mauufactiire of Grado Gears only.

ORDER TO-DAY
Dept. M /CY.,

66, Pcrahore Street,
BIRMINGHAM.GRADO, Ltd,

leiephone—Mid. 1187.

SIDECAH ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR, 2-seater, by Langfoid. royal blue, suit

high-powered machine, coachbuilt, handeome in(

fitted picnic outfit.—Below.

SIDECAE by _Langford, beautiful picnic model,
any make oi machine.—2, , Christchurch

Streatlmm. [5

GANOELET Minor. Mead and Deakin, C.E.,
1

condition ; £12.—Hounsloiv, 38, Normanl'y
AVillesden, N.W.IO. [6

"j Q20 Montgomery, Indian, Eneting; exchange lig
A*/ sidecar, 28iu. wheel: sell £33.—Fisher, Chei
Held, Kewpoit, Mon. [6

CAMBER. — Lightweight sidecars,' Dunlop t
£16/10—Makers: Bright and Hayles, Cln

St., Camberwell.

ASfBER. — Semi-touring models, Dunlop t;

£17/10.—Bright and 'Hayles, Camberwell,C
CAMBER. — Tandem - sidecars, Dunlop t

£24/17/6.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
Camberwell.

CAMBER.—Utility . sidecars ; demons for lug.,

storage; £24--Bright and Hayles, Church
Camberwell.

CAMBER.—Makers : Bright and Hayles, 78, Chu
St., Camberwell, London. 'Phone : Brix

2951.
. .

-
. [3

SIDECARS.—All makes and models supplied by
' Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hanmieismith Ed., \

'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [6

BASTONE'3 for Sidecars and Bodies; no bettei

cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models be
purchasing elsewhere.

BAST0NE'3.~New 1921 sporting and other md
in stock. Bodies irom ^4/10; coimplefce sidei

from £16/10.

BASTONE'S.—W& have a few soiled sidecars
bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'3.—Distributing agents for the faiD

Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting ,

other models in stock; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S {Sidecar Dept.), 228, Pentonviile
King's Cross, London. N.l. Tel. ; 2481 WoYt

[5
SUNBEAM Sidecar, coachbuilt, perfect conditionV~

extra fieavy Dimlop cover, tube; £15.—Richard
Fenten VeaQ, Hook, Surbiton. [5

1Q20 Douglas Sidecar, £29/10; new 1921 ditto.
-I-f latest screen and lamp. £40.—Halifas M(
Exchange 25, Horton St., Halifax, [6

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars to suit all machi
roomy bodies, comfortable upholstery,- excel^

springing; prices from £19/10 upwards.

SEND Your Sidecar to us lor renovation,
hoods, iMnd screens, and aprons fitted. Write

catalogue.

THE Wilfcwbrook Co.. Royal Leicester Sid(
Works, Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [0

MUXS-FULFORD Sidecar, fitted with neax-ly
Watsonia^i body, luggage grid over end, api

£10; 10.—29, Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath. [6

BRAND New Coach Sidecar, shop-soiled, fit Triur
or similar machine; sacrifice, £17/10.—Homi

243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2i

[6

BRAJN"D New Extra Strong- LTuderslmig Chassis,
closed wheel, 28x3 heayy tyre, complete witl

point -fittings for B.S.A. twin; £ld.—44, Rutland
St. Anne's-on-Sea. [6

HENDERSON" Sidecar.—Large stock of all moc
shop-soiJed, at greatly reduced prices; now is

timj .J biiy.-Mebes. 154-lijo. Gt. Portland St..

'Phone : Langham 2230. [6

PARAGON Folding Sidecars actually in stock,

gns., or half down and 6 instalments.—Lamb's,
High Rd., Wood Green; 151, High St., Walthamst
387, Eiiston Rd., N.W. [6

FOR' Sale, cane sidecar, side door and apron,
cane pillion seat with back and foot re^t, 1

B. and B. carburetter, I'.Bin- inlet, £1.—Colon
Barton Green. Kenilworfh. [S9

SIDECARS.—For sale, two unused sample sidec

one red sport model National for Indian, and
drab touring model National for Harhy-Davidson.-
37, Atherton Rd., Forest Gate, London. [6;

P.
J. EVANS Can Supplv a. Number or Shop-so
sidecars, consisting of canoelet. Mills-Fulford,

Henderson at greatly reduced prices. Send for bar§

list.—81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [6

TWO Sidecar Bodies, unused, sj)orting and tour

upholstered Bedford cord, hood, screens, ap
ma-'uificeut turnouts; cost £70, 6ell £35.-^Howard '

li^ms. The Drive, Halesowen. Birmingham. [X9

CANOELET MjVI4 Touring Models, bulbous ba
28x3 wheels, heavy Dunlop tyres, 4-point {

nections for Harley-Davidsons, new; £23 each.—Holh
Bros., 20, Queen St., Hammersmith Broadway. [6

(^OMFY Sidecars.—Bulbous back, with locked um
J slung chassis, quick detachable fittings, Clinc

non-skid; 23 gns.; your old sidecar taken in part t

ment-—Comfy Sidecar Co.. 789, High Rd., Leyt

stone. t3'

1354 '^^ letters leLsting to adverf iscments shoujd quote the,number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECARS to suit 4h.p. Douclas. with coachbuili

sidecar body, covered aproo. heavy 26x2^ Dunlop
rubber-studded cover, new; cai-riage paid. £28; worth
£40.—The Dene Motor Cycle Co., Haymarket, New
castle-on-Tyne. [9496

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley foldin" sidecar. Save^
garage. Attached to motor, will go through pas

sage 27iD. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested
7 years on motors up to 9h.p.—Itopley, Upper UighRate
St., BirminKbam, [015?

SIDECARS, complete with balbous back, touring,
lightweight, stepped, and 2-5eater bodies; chassis

and bodies sold separate; hoods, screens (all makes),
renovations.—T. Williams, Sidecar Specialist. 9, Low^r
Chatham St.. Oxford R*.^, Manchester. ^9264,

PHOENIX Sidecar, roomy 2-scater. in vcrjr good con-
dition, fittud hood and side curtains, wind screen,

with side wings, Lucas lamp, Jarge'locker in bulbous
back, tyre and tube, 4-point attaclinient,' complete;
first cheque nearest £55 secures.—Smith, 14. Foley
Place. Flenton, Stoke-cn-Trent. [X9288

PARAGON (patent) 'Folding Sidecar saves storage
has 7 yeara to its credit, Jind has proved itsel-

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle, anr?

when folded coniliin.ntina will pnt^s tlir'^uph a 30ir
doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.— Wincycle Co
Ltd., 2J6, High Uolbom. W.C.I. [038P

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

19
G

14 Morgan, pood order: £120. or near olfer.

—

LiudfielJ. Post Offire Rd.. Crawliy. (6507

inn. 100. Northgate. Gloiir<>stcr. can rtclirer 192)
Moreaiw from Btock.—'Plione: 8G2, f044f

AX fiUY. Weviiioiitlt.—fj.X. nlfliial JtccntF. Dj"imtiir>

lightiDs iiio<Ifl in «tock: £275/12/6. [6322

30 Taniplin. futlv einipped: l^rgain. £95.—Ual
diffe Dros.. 200. (it. rortlau.I St.. W. fOSJO

21 G.N. Car; £241/17/6. witli dvnamo lightinc
£?7o.—Taylor's Garage, Wednesbury. [5391

19 A.V. MoDotar. fuUv eqnippod: liarjram. £75.—
RateliRc Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland St.. W. (0531

21 Rover Liglit Cars. 250 gO';.. Iroin the Coventry
Motor .Mart. London Rd., Coventry. 'Phone;

(X9344

D
19

19

19

19
>00.

\Tr>RO.\N. a.c.. M.A.G., BfiortinjT tnodel, new June
i.'i 1917. perlei-t order; nny trial.— E. Itlnnd. Ejc
S'oilli^jnts. [457P

nuxTSNTny Premier 1921 3-ivheeler: 275 en?.: cajh^ **xr-l.anxe. or «<l--y pavments.-Moton'es. 25. Horton
t.. Ualitax. (6590

1ALTHI1RPE 1921 Light Cm': Iron) £420; ca?h
p^'linnie. or ea^y layment^. Motorics. 25. Horton
Haliiax. [6591

jf ORGAN de Luxe. 1921. MAO., for imracdiiite de
LTX livery.-Rcr. 378-384, Eujton Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone
Unswum B436. (4667

'IIGAN.—Xcw t^petinl ,-portin? mo<leI in stoek:
twliioed price, £230.—Clark. 7. KxUihition Rd..

7. Ken.-ington 4096. [6143

ORGAN 192.1. electric lighting: £180. cr.st £265:
unused 1920 solo part payment.—Rookwood.

ackingtort Park, Coventry. (X9217

N Cycle Cars; iate:*l models always in stock.— It,'-

deliveries from Drake aod Mount. Ltd., Moto-
gents. Bracknell. (393>

iTORGANS for early delivery; extended payments
WL exchanges.- Rey. 378-384. Euston Rd.. N.W.I
Phcne: Museum 6436. (466t

N.'s for immediate delivery: extended payments
cxchanges.-Rey. 378-384. Euston Rd., N.W.I

Phone; Museum 6436. [466-<

EVERAL Second-band Morgans, in good condition
various models.—Rev, 378-384, Euston Rd., N.W.I
ne; Museum 6436. [4669

]i

PI

^ORGANS, new and second-hand in stock; write us
M- for particulars.—Salvage and Sons, Fleet St..
windon, Wiltshire agents. [6570

PYRAMID Cycle Cur. 1914, 8b.p. J.A.P., 2-5eater,
4 speeds, reverse. Jicnessorips ; £60; drive owiiv.—
Cuurfland Av.. Illord. [6342

DOVER Light Car. *1921 model, sh.p.. In stock fcV immediat* delivery; £300.—Godlrfiy's, Ltd., 208
Portland St. London. W.l. fOSSf

~iAX GUV, Weymouth.—Morgan .igonts. Enrlv do
-^ Inory ;ill models. N't.-w <lo luxe model, M.A.G.,
ittished red, delivcTt I'rom stock. [6321

YCLECAR, 1920, 8h.p. Tamplin tandem. lully
equipped, good as new; £120, or nearest.—

tUcania, Scott's Lane, Bromley. Kent. [6511

RUNABOUTS and Cycles, all types, will be on sale
at the second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal

alace, from April 2. (See Wanted.) [5762

3REMIER Super Runabout, shop-soiled model, fully
guaranteed; exhange if desired.—Frank Whit-

orlh. Ltd,, 139. New Ht.. Birmingham. [X9293
REMIER Super Runabouts for immediate delivery;

extetidcd payments; e>:changes.—Rev, 378-384,
nstoD Rd.. N.W.I. 'I'hone: Museum 6436. [4665

921 Block Prince Cycle Car; never naed, 2-8peed.
5'^jh.p. I'recidon engine; £115: owner bought

iiger CTir.—Bos 2,733, e/o The Motor Cycle. [6279

COVERS
TUBES.

J

Special Clearance Sale
^

to make room for new stocks. '

MOTORCYCLE COVERS.
-Siz2 Description. t'ricc eaci

20 X .: Hcnnrlic

A\'On Stonehcngo ....

Palmer Cord

Wood-Milne Keygrip .

2^ < 2 Avon Lightweight . .

.

26 X
2J[

Avon Tricar ,

,. Mcrmetic

,, Wood-Milne Keygrip .

,, Palmer Cord ,

2O y 2} Avon Tricnr ,

Hennetic
2'')Xcl Hermetic, Hulchinwn '.

., Avon Tricar

Wood-Milne ,

26x25x21 Hermetic

Wood-Mihie Keygrip .

.

G50 X C5 Hermetic

,. Wood-Milne Keygrip .

.

S.'.o X 0$ Henley GroovoH

TUBES.
21x2 Avon ... ..^.

Ciincher

26 y. 2 Avon, \^*ood•Mi^nc

Capon Heaton . .

26 X 2^ Hermetic

Avon
Clincher

,. Palmer

„ Capon Heaton. Akerine .

76 X 2 I Palmer

„ Capon Heaton
26 X s! Hermetic

Clincher

Palmer

Capoa Heaton. Redfem
„ Wood-Mihie

2Gr 3JX2J Hennetic

Redfem

650 X 65 Redfem. Capon Heaton
Palmer ..-.

:8 'y 3 Avon

:=
CARRIAGE PAID.

Subject to being: unsold.

MORRIS
GARAGES
Queen St., OXFORD.
'Phone: 238. Wires: 'Auto, Oxford."

iv"-"-r.

I

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
TAMPLIN 1921 Cycle Cars, immediate delivery;

£165. See our special Show model.—20. Hent'i
Ed., Twickenham. 'Phone: 96 Richmond. [2012

A -C. Soci.nbIe, overhauled and repainted, hood, screen.
^*- etc.. in splendid running order* and condition
througbout; £65.—Beal, Durnugtou, Wilt6. f5931

A.C. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, mechnnicnlly
sound, cood appear.anco; from £60 to £85; trial.—

29. Allsop St., Upper Baker St.. London, N.W.
[4369

MORGAN 1915, a.c, sound condition, splendid run-
ning order, electric lighting, tax paid; £140, or

offers.-Dallev, 1, Gla<lstone Place. Ilanlev. Staffs.

[X9298

1 Q21 Mc:pan^: De Luxe, Aero, Cloverleaf; in stock
-L*' for immediate delivery; list price.—Edward?. 50,
Hnrrington Ed., South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken
3709. [6159

MORGAN Sports. 1920". J.A.P.,** aii^cooled, lull

equipment, shop-soiled only: £207/10; extenrlod
"avments. Eev. 378-384. Euston Rd.. N.W.I. 'Phone :

Museum 6436. [4668

HUMBERETTE, 1914. tax paid, disc wheels, i-cllow

and black, new hood, tip-top order, any trial:
£135.—'Phone ; Wanstead 48.-374, GroTO Green Rd.,
I.eytonstone [4126

MORGAN 1920 Do Luxe Model M.A.G. w.c, £20
-worth lucessories, hcenco piiid, excellent condi-

tion: f225:^P. nud M. Showroome, 4, Bemers St., W.l.
Jlnsenm 647. [6198

G.N.—Immediate delivery ol latest models, with or
without . dynamo lightijig. frotn the main Kent

agents. The Rochester Anto Supply Co.. Corporation
St., Rochcater. [0466

COVENTRY Premier Runabout, 3 needs and re-

TerhC. dynamo lighting; 275 gns.—Special agents,
EatcliHo Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone :

M.-iylaic 5042. [0385

T.B. 3-whee!cr, 1921 models. lOh.p. Blackbuine. 3
spCfd-H and reverse, shaft drive, hood, screen, tools,

iiii-cooleil £260, wiitei-cooled £275; immediate delivery;
tjx £4.—Also

'P.B. Now 1920 Model, 8h.p. J.A.P., oir-eooled, fully
X equipped, including acetylene lighting uud spare
wlie^-l: £220.—Sole agerits for Sussex. County Motor
Wnrka. Gloucester Pluce. Brighton. 'I'hono: 5991. Sun-
i.:.'nts invited. [3565

TAMI'LIN Tandem, 1920, excellent order, wind ssreen.
P. find H. lamps, hood, liom, tools, etc., tyres

v^nVct: 100 pns.—Moss's Agencies, 20, Regent St..

L-'iiunngton, Wiitwickshire. [S7915

CASTLE-TUREE, 1921. 4-cyL, dynamo lighting,
spjire wheel, hood, screen, the smartest 3-wheeIer

on the road; £295: full insurance ond tax paid.—
Hedley, 610. Higli Kd., Chiswicfc. [6478

AVIA 2-sefiter Runabout, one of the fastest ond
smartest ears on the road; any trial welcome;

si'-Miiillv built In-st November, all accessories; £175.—
H.A., -ZS. nowus Rd.. Clapton. E.5. [6427

THREE-WHEEL Runabout. Sh.p., water-cooled
.I.A.P. L'ugine, Bosch, B. and B., Chater-Lca 2-

-pf-tl, chain-cum-bcit driYe. trial; £70.—Sanders,
Cooper's Hill. Alvcchurch, Worcestershire. [X9205

1Q20 A.V. Monocar. 8b.p. J.A.P. engine, 2.speed,
Xi' tax puid 12 months, condition new, DA. light-
ing; £105.—Boon and Porter. Ltd.. 161. Castlenau,
S.W.13 (close Hammersmith Broadway)). [5869

COATENTltT Premier Runabout,-G. L. Franna and
Co.. uuthorised agents for the Coventry Premier

ran.ibout.s, 7-9h.p. Immediate delirery of 1921 model,
£265.-169, Shnitesbury Av. 'Phone; Gerrard 3288.

[0386
1 Q2I De Luxe Morgan, lOh.p. M.A.G., w.c, dynamo
Atf lighting, hood, screen, orand new; for imme-
diate delivery at list.—Morgan Service Depot. Homac's,
243 Lower Clapton Ed.. N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.

[5132
MORGAN.—We are agents for these famous run-

abouts, and ore now in a position to offer reason-
able delivery. We specialise in repairs, overhauls, and
repainting.—The Molineux Garage Co., Ltd., Wolver-
hampton. Tel.: 1160. (3460

A GENTS for G.N., Grahome-White, Coventry Pre-
-^ mier, Kingsbury Rover, and other light care.
new and ^econd-hand: always a good gelection in

stock; cash or extended payments.—Service Co.. 292.
High Holborn. W.C.L [0474

G.N., 1921, new Legere Model in stock, dynamo
lighting set, complete, hood, screen, ppeedometer,

horn: £309/7/6; extended terms 4% extra-.—City Agents.
Eh-e and Co., 15-16, Blshopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0065

1 Q 21 Grand Prix 'Morgan, M.A.G. engine, water-
JL*7 cooled, aluminium instrument board, discs,

lamps, etc., colour Royal blue, an exceptionally smart
runabout; catalogne pricc^—Salvage and Sons, Fleet
St.. Swindon. Wiltshire agents. [6569

1 Q17 G.P.. Morgan Runabout, in splendid condition.
At' painted red, M.A.G. engine, electric lighting,

2 new tyres, hood, wind screen, and all lamps, also

licence paid ; £160 or near, any trial.—Scholes, 5.

Eagle Parade, Buxton. 'Phone: 378. [X9234

G.N. 1921 New .Standard Touring Model, with full

equipment and dickey seat; £241/17f6, in st^^ck

ready for the road; 4% extra lor extended terms.—City
ARentg, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., CnuK*-
mile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0067

All letters relating to nUvei tiEements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B.55
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
SIMl'LEX Cyi-Je Cars. The best v

tile market. Embodies etftcienf>,
comfoii

:
pjice £150, tax paid

;

For full particulars apply to P.
Xttl., Cobharu, Surrey. 'Phone:

ue for mouey on
economy, and

imuiediate delivery.—
C. and C. K. Chase.
35 Cobham. [1558

£

MORGAN 1920 lOh.p. Grand Pris Model, -water-

tooled M.A.G., lucas dyuamo lighting set, speed-
ometer, electric horn., disc wheels, in splendid order.
Jinished red, tas paid: £195.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bisiiopspate Av.. Ciiaioniile St., E.C.3. •Phoue: Avemie
5543.

_,
[0066

SWIFT Twin S-lOh.p. 2-seat6r Car, only done 7,500
miles, ncTv condition, spare wheel, speedometei,

tax paid, suit doctor or lady, guaianteed mechanically
perfect; £200; photo; accept motor cycle or combina-
tion part exchange.—Miss Vickery, 65, High St., Barn-
etaple. [5970

COVENTRY PREMIER Super-runabout, 8h.p,.
water-cooled, 3-speed and reverse gear, complete

with spare detachable rear, wheel, hood, wind screen,
dynamo lighting, and emergency dickey seat, delivery
from stock; 275 gns.—H. J. Alarston, 50, Argyle St ,

Birkenhead. [6692
SPKCIAL 1920 Grand Prix Morgan, lOh.p. M.A.ti.

W.C, 4 speeds, Degory carburetter, all lamps,
discs, hood, etc., specially built for us for competition
work, winner gold medal London-Exeter trial, guaran-
teed faultless; any trial; ^240.—Horaac's, Morgan Ser-
vice Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone :

Dalston 2403. [6131

_i;ARS FOR SALE.
i*50 down and 12 payments of £5 monthly secuiet^^ reliable landaulet.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£50 down and 12 monthly payments £7/10 secures re-
liable 2-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 flown and 12 monthly payments secures mag-
nificent Daimler limousine.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting. _

120 secures nearly new Ford 4-seater, 1919; es-
changes,—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£245 securee nearly new English Ford sporting 2-

theater, all as new, det.aehable wheels.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting.

£50 down and 12 monthly pavments £5 secures re-
liable New Orleans 5-seater.—Palmer's Garage.

Tooting.

£75 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures
luaL^nificent Napier landaulet, as new.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

£250 *;ecuies ItaUi coupe, 12h.p., dickey; exchanges.
—Piilmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures
12-14h.p. Fiat light landaulet.-^Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

f»85 down and 12 monthly payments £15 secures
^^ (Splendid 1-ton truck, twin solids; details.—Pal-
mer's Garage, Tooting. [6168

T70RD LandauJet, smart, and in excellent order

;

Jl £165.—Mr. Archer, 10, Solon Rd., Brixton, S.W.
[6528

SINGER 14h.p. 2-seater, guaranteed perfect; £135.—
Miss Guppey, 15, Mervan Rd., Brixton, S.W.

[6529
OVERLAND Landaulet, dynamo lighting and start-

ing; £185.—Mrs. Lawrence, c/o 77, Acre Lane.
London, S.W.2. [6530

LUXURIOUS Napier Touring Car, 1921 design; 450
gns., valued at £900.—Gapt. Tnimble, 69, Bavent

Rd., Camberwell, S.E.
"

[6532

S.N. 8'-lOh.p. Smart 2-seater, 3-speed. reverse, new
tyres, splendid condition; £85; Saturday, Sunday.

—373, CMirch Rd., Merton Abbey. [5866

ROVER Light Cars; motor cycles taken in exchange.
—Authorised agents, R. B. Clark and Co., 7,

Exhibition Rd., S.W. 7. Kensington 4096. [tl44

1 Q20 Ford 5-seater, new condition, -eelf-starter, elec-
..L*^ trie lighting, detachable wheels, spare wheel;
£175.-10, Norwood Crescent, Southport. [X9305

RENAULT I6h.p. H Landaulet, property of a
gentleman; £165.—Apply Chauffeur, 21, Elm

park Garden Mews, South Kensington, S.W, [6531

METZ Light 2-seater, friction drive, 4 cyls., new
tvres, detachable disc v.'heels, overhauled; £140;

exchange.— 1, Townley Rd.. E. Duhvich, S.E.22. [6197

CALCOTT lOh.p. 1913 2-seater with dickey, recently
overhauled and repainted, in first-class order

price £250.-Apply, Box 2,697. o/o The Motor Cycle.

[5851
STUDEBAKER 1915 5-seater, first-class hive car.

ready for work, hackney licence paid; £200; com-
bination taken part eschangc—Peveril Garage, AUreton
Rd., Nottingham. [6164

FORD Landaulet, 1919, with 1920 Englisli body, S
detachable wheels, tyres nearly new, magneto

licence for year; £275; will take good combination in
exchange, cash adjustment.—Si. Briac, Broad Lane
Coventry. [X9196

ROVER 6h.p. 2-seat.ev. new Bosch mag., Zenith car-
buretter, modernised body, raked steering, French

grey, Stepney, etc.; photo; any trial and examination.
—Apply. Estate Agent, Box 35, Marsh Court, Stock-
bridge, Hant«. [624€.

Government
SURRL.US
STORES.
AIRMAN'S LONG LEATHER COATS.
Partworn. Condition good £3 IDs. each.

AIRMAN'S LEATHER FUR-LINED
HELMETS. Part worn. Condition good.
Long pattern. 10/- each.

AIRMAN'S SHEEPSKIN-LINED THIGH
BOOTS. Part worn. Condition good.

17/6 pair.

AIRMAN'S COMBINATION FLYING
SUITS (Sidcot Suit). Imitation Fur-
iined. Fur collar. Button front and
ankle. Part worn. Condition good.

50/- each.

BROWN ALL WOOL ARMY CARDIGAN
JACKETS. New 10/6 each.

BLACK OILSKIN JACKETS AND
TROUSERS. (Trousers with seats.)

Part worn. Condition Good 17/6 SuU.

BLACK OILbKIN SOU'WESTERS.
New 1/6 each.

TAN KNEE TRENCH BOOTS. LACE UP.
Solid leather. Plain toe. In all sizes.

New 40/- pair.

LEATHER LEGGINGS. Spring front.

Tan or black, also in tao suede. In
all sizes. New. 10/6 pair.

HEAVY TWILL SHEETS. New.
70X 90. 12/6 pair.

LADIES' BLACK OILSKIN COATS
(LONG). Unlined. New. 10/6 each.

TARTAN PLAID KILTS. About seven
yards cloth in each. Part worn.
Condition good. Thoroughly cleaned.

15/- each.

TAN AND BLACK ANKLE BOOTS
SOLID LEATHER. Medium weight
Stamped Officers' boots. In all sizes

New. 27/6 pair

NAVAL REGULATION PATTERN
PLA IN TOE BOOTS. SOLID LEATHER.
New. 20/- pair

A.S.C. GOATSKIN-LINED DRIVERS'
COATS. Part worn. Condition good.

27/6 each.

FIELD DRESSINGS. Packets con-
taining 2 new bandages. 2/6 per dozen
packets.

BLUE SERGE TROUSERS. Part worn
Condition good. Lined or unlined.

8/6 pair.

WATERPROOF GROUND SHEETS
6ft. X 3ft. New. 5/- each

.

All Goods Carriage Paid.

Money returned if not
thoroughly satisfied.

J. M. Millet& Sons
Government Contractors,

Southampton

-CARS FOR SALE.
CALTHOB.PE Minor, 1916. dickey, dynamo; £25

exchange combination or cycle car.— 183. Ca:st
St., Luton. [6^

TAXICABS.
£100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £20 secui

London taxicab,—Details. Palmer's, Garage Toi
ing. '

[61

SIDECAR Taxi Combination; write for lull partii
lars.—Originators and experts, County Cycle-

a

Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham. [X91

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES,
LORUIES, Cars, etc., for sale or exchange. See Gr

and Rayn&s advert. Miscellaneous items colum
[60

GERMAIN Van, about ISh.p.,. 4-cyl., smart runui
order, seen any time; £75, or offer.—Ward, E

St., Rugby. ' [X91

TRADER'S Autocarrier, sound ninning order, all

cessories ; £55, offers ; exchange.—12, Aemu
Hill. N.AY.U.

^
[62

£100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £25 seen
a magniScent 3-too lorry.—Details, Pahne

Garage, Tooting. [61

PANHARD Lorry, 20h.p.. engine just complet
overhauled, new flat body, laichelin rims, Boi

ning. ; trial ; £60.—Ford, Sotwell, near Wallingfo
Berks. [X92

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
F.O.C.H. are th-e fairest firm for easy payments, k

make oi solo or sidecar machine on wond«"
terms.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Ti
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,

eluding Saturday^- [5i

^ ENGINES.
HORNSBT Oil Engine, 4h.p., hardly been usecL 1

new.- March, 99, East St.. Farnhani. [59

3ih.p. Triumph Engine, and N.S.TJ. 2-speed gear
2 suit: £14/10. or would separate.— 74, Westm<

Rd., Sutt-on. Surrey. [5J

3ili.p Minen-a Engine, with Bosch IJA2, enclo
2 trimsmiesion^ good condition; £10, neare^

Cyril Williiims, 94, Dock St., Newport, Mon.

2.3.1i.p. J.A.P. Engine, exhaust pipe and sile^(

4 £21X0; 4h.p, Douglas carburetter, compI<
18/-; after 5.—T., 23, Roman Rd., London, N.7. [61

ANTOINy Engine, 6h.p- twin, fitted with N.S.U.
speed gear and Schebler automatic carbnrett

£14/10.-A.J.J., 23, Second Av., Harrow Rd., W.IO
[5i

TRIUMPH Engine, good running order, centre f

tioD frame, Brooks B120 saddle; £8 ; wo:
separate.—Templeman, 10, Park pLd., Peterborough,

33h.p. o.h.T. Twin J.A.P., brand new; £24.
4 type spares for J.A.P. engines in stock.-

B

Garage. 40, Murray Mews, Murray St., Camden To
C6'

"VTEAV 8h.p. 1920 J.A.P. Engine, £37; sccond-J
yy ditto, £30: 8h.p. second-hand J.A.P. engines," fi

£18, perfect order; J.A.P. spares, cheap.-Tassell, .

Bioomfield R4., Plumstead. [3i

03.h.p. J.A.P. Engine, mag.^ carburetter, new, gi

-^4 anteed, b3st offer over £18, deposit; also

Bosch magneto, cJockwJse, guaranteed perfect, £5/1
Box 2.758, c/o The Motor Cycle. ' [6,

REDRUP Radial, 3h.p., complete with magneto j

carburetter, perfectly new and unnsed, ea
fitted; opportunitv to acquire one of these remai-ka
units, £26.-251, Bentley Rd.. Doncaster. [X9:

BARGAINS, cash wanted.—3h.p. single Taylor
gine. excellent condition, cylinder and bear!

perfect, £4 ; new Dilnlop %in., 10/-. Wanted, \

cyclometer, 26x2V>.—Hood, 15. Totteridge Lane, Wl
st<me. N.20. [7

8h.p. J.A.P. Engine, side-by-side valves, comp
with induction pipe, Amac carburetter, ailei

pipes and silencer, Thomson and Bennett or Be
mag.^ fitted up as a complete unit, new-; accept £4;

The Dene Motor Cycle Co., Havmarket, Newcastle-
Tyne. [9

HEPPELTHWAITE"S.-6h.p. Rover, m.o.v., wa
cooled, £10: a.c. twin Minerva, £8/10; N.S

3i'.^h.p. twin, £5/15; De Dion, £4/10; P. and
£3;10: Res, £3. a.i.v. ; m.o.v. Stephens, £4/15; Q»
rant, £5 : Minerva, £3/10, (all SVih.p.j ; Minerva, m-c
25^h.p., £3/10.-19,- Wilcox Rd., Wdndsworth Rd.,

'

don, S.W. 8. [6

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
.A.V. Single, waterprool, equal new; 70/-; api
—A., 26, Powell Rd., Clapton. [XSi

EISEMANN, Bosoh, anti, both perfect; £2/10 '

—Snellabear. 5, Barby Rd., Rugby. [X9

L Magneto (new), 45°, clockwise, off Harley;
—97, Angell Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [5

OR Sale, single-cvlinder Bosch magneto, anli-oli

wise; £3/10.—Patrick Hayes, Exchange

C

M
F
SPABKINQ PJjiss.—01»aianc8 K.L.S. Aero type, :

lor 5/-, poet tree.—Thoinlison, .59, Queeil;,

WolverliamptOD. I^

1 £7 A Heco 4-cyl. Magnetos; £1BD th» lot to AiOV —HolUday Bros,, 20, Qolen St., Hanui'
smith Broadway. [*

B56 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
ELIANOE MafeDeto Repairing Co.. speclaltsta lo

magneto repairs.

ELIANCE ^arantee to return your magneto witb
' in 3 daye, and, il necessary. 24 hour*.

ELIANCE work under estimate, and guarantee
' cTery magneto lor 12 months. Armature wind
a speciality.

ELIANCE work for. and are recommended by
' Bome of the largest firms in Ixindon and country
can supply every want.

ELIANCE FfBcialise in the rei-air cf XJM. and
Dixie mncnetos, and, havin? the original parts, can

ranted a ecund and reliable job.

ELIANCE f-tock spare parts for Bosch, tJ.H.. Ei?e-

Djann. E.I.C.. Thomson-Bennett, O.A.V.. Dixie.
tdorf. and all kn wn makes; our prices are the
n6?t in tbe market; platinum screws, all typed, 12/
pair, trade inquiriea solicited.

ELIANCE will be pledged to receive your enquiries
ocncerning your ignition troubles, and cnstomerf-

Y be certain of obtaining both courtesy and prompt

ELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.,
St.. Goswell Ed., E.C.I.

11. Gt. Suttor
[2595

OSCII Magneto, ZEI, waUrproof, like new; £3/15.
anti-clock,—HeppelthwaiLe, 1. Sutherland Terrace,

ury Bridge, S.W.I. [6564

AGNETOS.—Dixie, clockwise, twin, unused, per
. feet, £.3/5, must sell; Thomson-Bennett single,

new, ^£4/4.—64, Bishopsgate. London. [0396

BI'STOL.—Mngneto repaint of till descriptions; nrpcnT
repairs Bame dav.—The West of Enfclaud Magneto

mir Co.. 227. Coronation Rd.. Bristol. [2443

AGNETO, with sprocket, new watertight, anti,
suitable 4h.p. single; £3/10; approval.—Hucker.

ctricity Worire, Summer Lane, Birmingham. [X9166

AOXETO Spares.—All parts in stock for Thomson
. Bennett, C.A.V.. E.I.C No waiting, Lista post
,—Herbert EoUnson, Ltd., Green St., Ctimbriase.

[6255
AONETO Repairs, all makes, promptly and effl

. ciently. All work gunrjinteetl : expert stjifl ; csti-

03 tiv return.—Ward und Co., 51, Upper Richmond
,

I'lituey. [6626

A0NET09. guaranteed. S.E.V., 4-eyl. £8/10, 6-cyI
£9; Thomson-Bennett, 180°, £3/15, single £3/10:

Imun screws 8/6 per ptiir.-Buckland, Plough Lane,
Croydon. [SOS'i

AONETOS.—Save money, give satisfaction, from
£2/10; for Triumph. B.S.A.. Douglas, Enfield,

ds, and alt cars, motor cycles, gas encinea, etc.
e money; state wants.—^jVshton's Granny Lane, Mir-
' Yorks, , (4580
NSATI3FACT0RY Magnetos should be replaced

\>y a Bonlton, £5/10 each; immedinte dispatch;
ial diMronnt to the trade. A tew shop-soiled to cleni
lower prires.—Boulton Magnetos, Ltd., Oldhall St.,

Iverliampton. [6458
AGNETO Repaii-3.—Send your magneto to Palmer';
Gar.ige. Tnoting. Keply paid, quotation tele

)he<] on receipt; quick, eOicient repair guarantee)
rom 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hourd.—Palmer ;

age. Tooting. [6172
UVELaNli Magneto Repair Service.-Repairs to all
makes quickly and efflclently executed. Spare

ts for all types. Bosch pattern contact breakers
6 each ; Bosch pattern contact screws, 10/6 pei

remagnetising by special process, 5/- per pair.-
one ; Streatham 1390. Loveland Bros., Cresceni
gncto Works. Norbury. S.W, [2022
TEST London Magneto Co. guarantee a satlstactorv

repair to any make of magneto. Our large stock
ipare parts enable us to return repairs within 24
irs; estimates wired if desired. Send at once for
liet of magnetos and spare parts; all repairs guar
eed for 12 months.—West London Magneto Co.
Shepherd's Bush Rd., London. W.6. [6365
0NBAKEN Repair Service —Thorough and efHcient

repairs to any make of dvnamo, starter, or mag
have the Rpare parts, plant, and skilled labour
lag out guaranteed work onlv.—Enclose instructions
eend l-y rail to The Rnnbaken Magneto Co., Ltd..
Ot. Portland St. Lnndno, W. rPhnne: Marfair

•). North of Eneland: Derby St., Cheetham, Man-
ster fPhone : City 8266). [0258
AGNETOS 60% Below Cost, as displayed adver-

tisc-raent by Vale Engineering Syndicate. Will
ers please ask for particulars and drawings of
fnetos required if our description given is insuffl-
it? When sending an order please simnlv state
e required and whether clock or anticlockwise, as
mical enquiries cannot bo answered. Carriage on
netos 1/9 each on orders for less than 3. Carriage
valyes 1/- on less than 24. [6697
USTON Ignition Co.'s 24 hour repair service
t.uaranteed repairs to all t^-pes of magnetos;

itdort :\nd Dixie specialists; official Indian elec
Bl service station: Thomson-Bennett repairs and
a. All repairs are tested on an anproved A.I.D
bench before dispatch, and therefore carry our

rantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock
;uaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
re parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
>rs all voltages always ready in stock; plugs, cables
att and vacuum bulbs all voltages. We give you

live service always—Euston Ignition Co.. 329.
ton Rd., London. N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 5034

Magdyno. Eusroad. London. [0263

DIRTY HANDS

!

NO WATER!!

WILL IT
WASH?
TRY IT.

1/6 FREE.

HERE IS A REAL
WASH WITHODT

WATER.

Invalutble after road-
side repairs, in the
sarase, & in the home.

Indispensable to

everyone who

will have
really oJean hanis

any time-any\vhere

Beneficial
to ths skin.

Effec'.ively remaves
dirt, urease, and stains

without water.

Non-Injurious.

NO GRIT.

No Scouring.

I'rom your Dealer, or send
I jO for a tube to —

THE

Star Sundries Co.,
Manulacluring Chemists,

PROGRESS WO K8,
SOOTHPORT.

Trade entj.iirics mvitei

Magnetos
607 BELOW

o COST.
Guaranteed in perfect order.
Can be supplied deck or anti-clock.

Thomson Bennett A.M.2 for two-cylinder

engines. Firing 90' or 180°, 70/- each.

Thomson Bennett A.M.1 for one-cylinder

engines. Up lo 80 mm. bore. 65/-

M-L's, of Coventry, A.D.S. Type, one-

cylinder engines up to 120 mm. and

Type P.L.R. up lo 90 mm., 35/- each
Ouaianlccd one spark per revolution,

A.M. 1 and 2 arc variable tsnition.

M-L's, if variable i^nil on, 10'- extra.

SPECIAL VALVES

'

for Disc and Spoke
Wheels.

Save time and trouble.

Size A, for motor bicycles 16

Size Bj for motor cars 2/3

2 samples, carriage paid, 4/-

Trade discounts on application. ^- -:^

TERMS—Cash with order or deposit j^^-
system. ^=,,7^

The Vale Engineering Syndicate
8-11, Browns Buildings,

SL Mary Axe. London, E.C.3.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
'pHE Magneto UepairiDg and Winding Co. (estab-
-*- lished 1912}, contractors to II. M. Government, and
offioially api>oiute<l by the R.A.O. Magneto repairs ot
every description; all repairs at loivest possible pricea,
and stiicily guaranteed. We can mostly return them
within 24 \\o\\x». We have several new and second-hand
single and 2-cyl. niagnctoe in stock, all guaranteed.—
The Magneto Kepairing and Winding Co., 78, Hamp-
fctead Rd.. Eustoo, London. N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
1 1 58. T.A. : Kumngnelec, Eusroad, London. [601

5

TYRES.
O.OOO Miles for 15/6.-Below.

IK//? is the cost of fitting extra heavy studded
*-^ I W tread to your old cover.—Below.

THESE Treads will wear better than cheap new
tyres: send your tyres to-day to bo retreaded with

extra heavy studded treads.—Bolcw. '.

EVEN if your Cover is burst through the canvas,
or otherwise damaged, we can repair and retread

same to give every satisfaction.—Below.

BURSTS, cuts, broken beads, etc., made sound and
reliable from 2/6; tubes rejoined, valves reseated.

1/-.—Phoenix Tyre Repairing Co., 224, Sherlock St..

Birmingham. [X9270

pj EMANUEL'S for your motor cycle tyres.— Below.

Q Qx3 Dunlop Extra Heavy C4-ply) 50/-. Palmer
-W O cord heavy 50/-, Palmer cord 45/-. Wood Rlilne

extra strong 39/6. R^oscley ribbed 35/-. Kempshail
anti-6kid 35/-.—Below.

'7/\/\x80. for votturette rims, will fit 650x65:
I "" Dunlop grooved 75/-, Wood-Milno Gruvrib

70/-, Spencer-MouUon 70/-, Bcldata Bulldog 70/-. Avon
Sunstone 70/-.—Below.

'TAAxSO Brand New Wood-Milne Koygrip 51/-.
• "" extra strong 55/-, combination 61/-: new tubes.
10/6. For motor cycle rims: 700x80, to lit 650x65
rims, Wood-Milno Keygrip, 48/6, extra strong 52/6.
coinbiuation 57/6.

OQx3 Second-baud Covers, nleo 28x3 to fit 2';!. rims,
'^ O sound casings, and never been repaired ; 20/-

:

carriage paid.

/?K/\X65 Palmer Cord Jleavy 67/6, Palmer cord
\9 0\f 50/-. Dunlop heavy 60/-. As tollows (or

vofturette rims : Mlcholin steel-studded 70/-. Wood
Milno non-.fkid 57/6 each : heavy 4-ply extra strong
rubber studded, 35/-.—Below.

tf>/'x2'.C; Dunlop Ilcnvy Rubber-studded 45/-. Avon
r<J\J Sunstone 41/6. Dunlop combinattoo rubber
and otcel-studed 57/6. Rom ditto 55/-. Avon combina
tion 47/6, new eodles) tubei 6/6. heavy pattern
rubber studs. 40/ -.—Below.

|<>Cx2% DunloD Heavy 39/-. Wood Mil no extrn
'VO strong 39/-. Moseley ribbed 34/-. Duolop com
bination 55/-. Palmer Cord 38/6. Bates heavy epeclal

I

38/-.—Below.

0^x2V4 Dunlop Heavy 39/6. Dunlop combloatlon
,
'vO 55/-, Rom ditto 55/-. Beldam ditto 55/-. Bate^
special heavy 37/^. Macintosh chaio pattero 35/-.—

(
Below.

rubber
38/-.

Eni^Iebert heavy nibber stud 42/, Wocil-Milue 3-ply

.special) 36/-, 4-ply extia strouif 45/-, ditto combination
57/6.—Below.

THE Above Tyres are Government surplu?, not In

nnv way perished or Boiled. All orders 7 days'
approval again&t remittance. H not satisfactory money
refunded. Country orders despatched passenger train
same day as order received; aeo our full page displayed
advertisement in tTiis issue.—Below.

HEMANUEJ^, Tyre Factor, 27, Belgrade Rd..
. N.16. Stores; 37a. Balls Pond Rd. 'Phone:

Dal&ton 3161. ., r0235

tf>/»x2^ to Fit 214 Rims.—Clincher de luxe n
'WO studs. 45/- Hutchioson rubber studded

Bolow.

X2J5 Dunlop Heavy Motor Cycle Covers; 60/-.—
Below.

Otty-^'i Dunlop Heavy Motor Cycle Cover.-; 35/-.-
>wO Below.

|36
O R xZHxZ'A Palmer Heavy Motor Cycle Covers
/CO 5"

650
650

50/..-BeIow.

X65 Dunlop Extra Heavy Covera 55/-.—Below.

x65 Beldam Estia Heary Covers; 60/-.-
Below.

25

0£Jx2;i BeWnm Heavy Motor Cycle Covers. Tlie^\9 above tyres are not ex-GoTeroment stock/ bnt
Genuine shop-«oiled or clearance lines; all carriage paid,
and on approval.—Lythalls Lane Garages. Folesliill!
Coventry. [11455

Z off best make of Tyres, new stock.—Pitts, cf
Bedditch. Tel.: 91. [X9325

JEW Palmer Tyre, 24x2 only done 50 miles: £1.-
-L'l Fuge, Wayrield, Stratlord-on-Avon. [X9115

TYRES and Tutres Vnlcaoised, also covers re-
treaded—IIL. Kramer Uews, West Brompton

3 W.6 [9990

DTJNLOP Combination, 26k2^A new. 45/-' 28x3
rubber studded, 37/-.— 1, Towiiley Ed., E. Dulwich.

I S.E.22. [6195

Oft X3 Avon Sunetone. never nsed; £2/15. carriage
/VVF paid.—Lawson, 19, Hindmans Ed., East I3ul-
wich. [6659

Ml letters relating to advertisements should auote the number nt the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue B57
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TYRES.
BASTONE'S for new clearance covers and tubes (no

better or cheaper house).

BASTONE'S.—26x2)4 Gaulois ribbed, 28/-; Hutchin-
son T.T. 34/-, Passenger 39/-; Goodrich Safety

tread, 39/-; Englebert {wired edge only), ribbed,

26x2y4 or 26x21/2, 25/-; rubber-studded, 30/-.

BASTONE'S.—26x2% Hutchinson T.T., 35/-: dittt

Passenger, 40/-.

BASTONE'S.—26 X2M! Michelin, 21/-; Wood-Milne,
30/-; Hutchinson Passenger, 39/-; Avon Sun-

stone, 39/-.

BASTONE'S.—660x65 Hutchinson ribbed, 45/-;
Goodrich Safety tread, *3/10; Hutchinson

ribbed, 700x75 for 650x65, 50/-; Goodrich' Safety
tread, 700X80, *3/15.

pASTONE'S.—28x3 Palmer

tread, 49/

BASTONE'S.—Michelin tubes, 26x2M or 26x2lA,
8/6; Goodyear butted, 28x3, 10/-.—228, Penton-

ville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. ; 2481
North. [2004

DOOLET.—26x214. new Macintosh and Spencer-
Moulton tyres ; 30/- each.

sizes 2y,
gainst cas

quotntious to the trade for minimum of 50,

D.OOLEY.—Inner tubes, new Dnnlop, 26x3,
71- each, plus carriage.

DOOLEY.—New heavy Dunlop tyres, sizes
650X65, 26X2%; prices £2/5, £2. a

respectively

PLEASE Apply for -the above to J. J,

KiUyon Rd.. Clapham

C!ord heavy, 45/-;
Goodyear all-weather

D.OOLET.—Dunlop retread tyres, sizes 2i/,, 2%, 21/2,

17/6 each, as new; apx>ioval against cash; special

28x3,

6 700x65,
and £1/10

above to J.

S.'W.S.
Dooley. 33

[6082

MORE Bargains. Every transaction brings a
mpnial per return.—Homeiton.

NEW
26x214,

Beldam Clearance Covers: 26x2, 25/- each
26X25J. 26x2!.^, 26x3, 30/- each

28x3, 40/- each; 650x65. 60/- each; 700x80, 60/-
each-—Homerton,

1^ /\ /\ X 80 New Guaranteed Unwrapped Wood-Milne
I vfv square tread covers; 65/- each-—Homerton.

GOVERNMENT Surplus: Dunlop heavy second-hand
covers, 26x23-8, 12/6 each; new Dunlop and Bates

tubes, 26x2iJ 2%, and 2>5, 6/6 each. All goods cash
approval, money refunded if returned within seven days
in the same condition as received.-Homerton Rubber
Works, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton, E,9. 'Phone;
Dalstrn 3483. T-A.. : Emanrubwor, Hack., London.

- [0331

DUNLOP Eubber-studded Covers (6), 26x2Ji. good

as new; 19/6 each.—Cooper, 102-103, Park SL.
Birmingham. [X927S

BRAND New Clincher Tyres, 26x2^ 33/6, 26x2V.
5 9/, —Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth. :

"

,

[6171

TYRES Great Sale.—Don't buy any until you have
seen our list. It is a revelation.—Bancroftiao

Co., 64, and 78, Bishopsgate, E-C. [0054

GUARANTEED Wood-Milne Keygrip Covers, noi

perished W.D. stock, at bargain prices; your
money refunded if not as advertised.

CROYDON.—26x214 heavy 33/-, listed 53/9; extra
heavy 40/-, listed 68/-; 26x2-y8, to fit 2% rims,

heavy 33/6, listed 56/9; extra heavy 39/-, listed 68/6;
26x2% heavy 37/-, listed 63/9.

CROYDON.—26X21/, extra heavy 42/-, listed 72/3;
26x3, fit 2V, rims, heavy 38/-, listed 66/9; extra

heavy 48/-, listed 86/-; 28X2V2 heavy 38/-, listed 64/9;
extra heavy 44/-, listed 80/9.

CROYDON.—28x3 heavy 42/-, listed 72/3; extra
heavy 53/-, listed 87/6; 700x80 heavy 52/-,

listed 87/-; extra heavy 55/-, listed 93/-.

CROYDON Motor Tyres, Ltd., 53a, London Ed.
Croydon, Surrey. [6675

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads remoulded,
made perfect, tube vulcanising,^ butt^ends fitted

retreading; send for list.-

ton Mowbray.
Melton Rubber Works, Mel

[0347

RUBBER Non-skid Tyres, quite new, 23x3, fit

650x65 rims, £2/2; 28x3, £2/7/6; 700x80
£2/6/6; only few left.—Stelastic, 14, Garway Rd., West-
bourne Grove, W.2. . [4385

DOUBLE the Life of Your Tyres and do away with
puuctuies by using the Monnac double service tube.

—Stamped addiessed envelopes for particulars to Barker
and Barber, Myrtle Hoiise, Gay Lane, Otley. [6001

COVER, Clincher Dreadnought Passenger, 700x80
lot 65. unused, 56/6, list price. 89/-; 26x2

Clincher heavy de luxe, 37/6, unused, list 63/9; u
used tube, 7/6.-64, Bishopsgate, London. [0394

BELDAIvI Retreads of a Motor Tyre give thousands
of extra miles at a fraction of cost of new ty

Send old cover (anv make), and we will quote. cost of
retread or repairs.—The Beldam Tyre Co. (1920), Ltd.,
Brentford, Middlesex. • [0310

KEMPSHALL Non-skid, also Hutchinson T.T., 23x
2V2, brand new, at a remarkable figure; 35/

each; special prices for quantities over 6; carriage
free; greatest bargains in tvres.—J. Smith and Co.,
52-54, Hampstead Rd-, NWl. [0259

STOCK
NEW 1921 MODELS
A.J.S. B.S.A,
ENFIELD.
NORTON.
MATCHLESS.
QUADRANT
ZEMITH.
RUDGE.

G.N.
ROVER

DOUGLAS.
LEA-FRANCIS.

TRIUMPH.
CALTH..SRPE.

NEW IMPERIAL.
METRO-TYLER.

SCOTT.

I
Cycle Cars.

SECOND-HAND.
£1101920 A.B.C., 3 h.p., dynamo

rgao HARLEY, 7-9 h.p. combination,
electric model

1919 ARIEL, 5-6 h.p. twin combination
1919 ROVER, 5-6 h.p. ,, „
rgi8 P. & Wl., 3i h.p., 2-speed solo

1920 G.P. MORGAN, 10 h.p.. dynamo
1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p,, clutch combination
1919 DOU<aLAS, 4 h.p, combination
1921 DOUGLAS, 2^ h.p. 2-speed ..

iVrile or call for full list of stock.

EXCHANGES. EXTENDED TERMS.

'Phone : -\vcnue 55i*!t,

15-16

£225
£125
£135
£65
£225
£165
£100
£80

Gram.'*: Elcemocyca. Led, London

Bishopsgate Avenue,

Camomile Street, E.C.3.

E

of the

CYKELAID
POWER UNIT

is its adaptability and simplicity.

To fit either Ladies' or

Gentlemen's Machines.

FOR

PEDAL
CYCLES
Supplied ready and

complete with all

controls for fitting

to * any make of

Pedal Bicycle.

The Unit for you !

li h.p Two stroke. Cork Inset Clutch.
Automatic Lubrication. Runbaksn Meignelo.
Sprins Fcrks.

:

- - Amac- CaEburelter.

Wriie for parltcjilars.

SOLE MAKERS:'
SHEPPEE MOTOR CO., LTD.,

59. Thomas St.. YORK.
'Phone : 496. 'Grams : "Motors, York."

TYRES.
Two 28x3 Heavy Dunlop Covers, new, 27/- ei

two 26x2 rnbber-studded covers, new, 15/- &
after 6.—69a, Hambalt Bd., Clapham . Common. [7

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Special offer of "Wood-M
Keygrip covers, new and unwrapped, and ca

ms our usual warranty; sent on 7 days appr
a^^^ainst remittance.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milns 24x2 heavy 27/6, li

47/6; extra heavy 31/-, listed 55/-; 26x2 hi

29/6, listed 60/-; extra heavy 36/-, listed 60/-.

IP CONOMIC—Wood-Milnes 26x2% heavy 3

!j listed *2/16/8; extra heavy 37/-, listed £3/

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x2i,!;X2Vi heavy 3

listed £3: extra heavy 42/6, listed £3/10.

1.1 CONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x3x21/2 O.S. h(

J 38/6, listed £3/4; extra heavy 49/-. listed

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 2Bx2V2 American h
38/9, listed £3/4/8; extra heavy 45/-,

£4/0/8.

ECONOMIC — Wood-Milne 700x80 heavy 4
listed £4/7; exlra heavy 55/-, listed £4/13.;

CONOMIC—Dunlop 26x214 heavy W.D. cleari

37/6, listed 57/3; 26x2% heavy ditto 39/6, li

52/9.

ECONOMIC—26x2 Kempshall clearance anti;

25/-, listed 53/-; 25x21/, anti-skid 30/-, li

37/7; non-skid 35/-, listed 70/10.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed: Dunlop
stud, 24x2 27/9, 26x2 29/9, 25x2i./i 31/6.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Ed., S

(near Town Hall). 'Phone: New Cross 139,

CENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath. Central I

aee—Brand new heavy safety tread Good

covers at less than half Price : 26x21,4 32/-; 26x
34/-: 26x2i/,x2l,i, 34/6; 650x65, 37/6; 700>|

42/6; carriage 1/6; approval against cash. LI

rllEE Tubes—To every customer purchasing

of the following covers, we will include a

free of charge. The covers are guaranteed brand

not perished ex-W.D. stock. Money refunded rf

more than satisfied.-Herbert Robinson Ltd., 3.

Green St., Cambridge. Tel. ; 995. T.A. : Bicycl

HERBERT ROBINSON, Xtd., Green St.,

bridge.—Wood-Milne 24x214 special, 32/5, li

52/-; 26x2 special, 31/6, listed 50/-; extra str

37/6, listed 60/-; combination studded, 65/-, li

88/-. .

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., 32-35, Green
Cambridge.—Wood-Milne 26x21/^ special,

listed 53/8; extra strong, 42/6, listed 68/-; comt

Hon studded, 57/6, listed 96/6;. special 35/6 ll

56/8; 26x21/,, to fit 26x21,4, special, .37/6, listed 6

extra strong,' 44/-, listed 70/-; combination stud

63/6, listed £5/1/6.

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd., 32-35, Green.^

Cambi idge.—Wood-Milne 26 x 2;<, - special,

listed 56/8; extra strong, 42/11, listed 68/6
bination studded, 52/6, hsted 96/6.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., 32-55, Green
Cambridge.—Wood-Milne 26x21/3 special, 3.9

listed 63/8; extra strong, 45/-, listed T
lombination studded, 63/11, listed 102/-; 26x3
ttt 26X214, special, 39/11, listed 64/-; extra str

51/6, listed .82/-; combination studded, 64/6, ll

l03/-.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., 32-35, Green
Cambridge.-Wood-Milne 26X3 special, 1

li-ited 66/8; extra strong,- 53/11. listed 86/-;

bination studded, 65/6, listed 105/-.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., 32-35, Green
Cambridge.—Surplus Government tyres, all

perfect condition, money refunded it not more I

satisfied. Avon Sunstone 26x214, 37/11; Hutchi
Tourist Trophy, 26x2%, 34/11; Palmer cord, 26x'
26x2%x2i/. or 2, 37/11; 28x3, 39/11; Avon i.

bination steel-studded, 26x21,4, 49/11; Rom coml

tion, 26x3x2fe 52/11; Moseley heavy 26x

30/11; Hutchinson Passenger. 26x2%, 37/11; Mi
tosh, 26x214 and 26x2%, 34/11; Clincher extra he

25x2Vr and 26x2=8, 37/11; Bates special heavy,

21/,, 26x2%. 37/11; Beldam extra heavy, 26x
30/11; combination, 26x21,4, 37/11; Kempshall 1

skid, 26x21/, and 28x3, 34/11; Avon tricar ru

stud, 26X2%, 34/11.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., 32-35, Green
Cambridge.-Motor cycle tubes, guaranteed in

le.t condition, 26x214 Palmer, Bates, Capon Hea
Clincher, Moselev, Avon, Turco. Macintosh, Spel

Moulton, and Hutchinson, 6/6; 26x3x2M. Bi

Mo=eley, and best make, 6/11; 26x3 Bates, Macint

and best makes, 7/11; 26x3 best makes, 6/11.
jj

trade supplied. ir

BARGAINS, 7 days approval, limited number oi

Englebert 26x214 heavy rubber-studded

senger 30/-, list 46/3; touring 35/6, list 53/-:

34/6 list 49/-. -Various others. Repairs all K

to tyres and tubes.—Armstrong. 17, Goldhawk
Shepherd's Bush, London. U

CENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath. Central

a^e —Giiaranteed brand new heavy Dunlop cm
not WD.: 650x65, 37/6, list 61/3; carnage.,

approval against cash ; brand new heavy red ru

tubes 5/6, list 12/3; comparison will show, noM
cheaper.-London Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. Pho

2237 Croydou.
*

-1 .
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TYRES.
ENTRAL Garage. Thornton rieath. Central Gar-

age _Bran(l new guaranteed heavy Wood-Milne
criD fovers offered at half list price, not clearance'

wfi • 26x2i/i, 29/6; extra heavy. 35/6; 26x2%.
'eh 38/6; 26x2»/.x2i/i. 34/6; E.H.. 39/6;

3 35/6; 650x65, 37/6; E.H. or steel stud, 50/-;

X80, 40/.; E.H. ol" S.S.. 50/-; 28x3, 34/6; alj

[6515Tn'stock;'? days approval against c^sh

ENTRAL" Garage. Thornton Heath. Central Gar-
age.—Secoud-hand covers salved from Army

hines. We have the pick. Best, which are good
leveral thousand miles. 12/6; seconds, quite sound,
more worn, 6/6; carriage 1/6; approval against

;
pleaae state size and make preferred. Liverpool

It's comment :
" Your advert states facts, and 1

well satisfied."—'Phone: 2237 Croydon. [6514

OTOR Cycle Tubes -Best red quality, with
patch vulcanised by makers: 24x2, 5/3;
5/6; 26x2. 5/9; 26x2>4. 6/-: 26x2%.

2'/-.. 6/6: 26x2'/2X2V,. 6/9; 26x3, 7/-;
; 650x65. 8/-. Surplus brand now tubes,

makes: 26x2. 6/9; 26x2Vi. 7/3; 26x3,
_/6; 28x3, 10/6; carriage paid; approval,
ing makes and sizes in slock.—H. Emanuel,
tor, 27. Belgrade Rd.. N.16. Stores: 37a.
' Rd. 'Phone: Dalstoo 3161.

sma
24x
6/3

28x3.
lead-

to fit

All
Tyre
BalK
[0346

TANKS.
i.NKS of nil makea. Stove euamelleil in makers'

colours, 25/-; returned in tour days.—Herbert
inaoii, Ltd.. Green St., Cambridge. [625*.

^NKH Re-enamelled to pattern. Ilieh-clasa wor!
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St.. Al
1 St., Deansgate. Manchester. Established 2-

[3601

^NKS of every description replaced, repaired, ani
re-enamelled nt our own works; all kind.=i o

ogs stocked; quick seivice and reasonable charges
nd postage lor illustrated price list to A. Green

St., Chapel St.. Salford, Manchester. Tel.
Central. [025e

BELTS.
2ST make of Belting, all lengths in lin. at 2/6
feci; 2-piec? ^gin. 1/9, ^^in. 1/6. on approvil

Qst cash.—Pitts, of Redditch. Tel.: 91. [X9323

2LTS.—Clinohe r nibber, unused, 8ft. %iu. 12/6.
7tt. 6in. 11/-. 3.iin. 6tt. 6in. 8/9, 7ft. 6in. 10/-,

ig« 9d , about x nlf original cost.—64, Biahopsgnte.
Ion. [0590

LARGE Qunatity of second-hnnd belts. The^e belt-
' like new, i-iJies ^iii., Vsin., lin.; price 6/- i>oi

tli; by taking 50 5/- each, by tnking 100 4/6 each
of th<''^p are complete with fasteners.— J, .T

ey. 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [6081

RGE Quantity of New Belts, not clearance. Pedley
"It.xl'/kin., 24/6 eiich; Clipper, 9ft.xlin.. 22/
81 1. 6in. ditto, 21/- each ; surplus by lending

erfi. "nin., any lengths, 2/1 a foot; special offer 0:

6in. of "/win. at 10/- each. ''iin. ditto 12/6; see

full page displayed advertisement in this issue.—H.
uu'l. Tvro Factor, 27. llelgriide Rd.. N.16. Stores:

Halls Pond Rd., Dulston, N.l. 'Phone: Dnlstou
[0348

INSURANCE.
»R Insurance of all kinds (specially motorl. appl>
Ernp'it J. Bass, Insurance Broker, 40. Chancery
W.C.2. [0005

}YS, Ltd., invite enquiries for insurance of all

kind.s. Competitive rates for motor cycles

i's and companies* prospectu.iea on applications,-
01. Portland St.. I^ndon. [0055

»HE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the [lolicy

authorised by "The Motor Cycle." and covers
)r cycles or cycles and sidecars used tor privatt
lose-. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximiinj
flti-, minimum rates. Pull particulars and pro
tuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci
Insurance Co.. Ltd., 7 7, Cheapside. London.

[0007
PATENT AGENTS.

.TENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered
Pat.-ut Agent. 146a. Queen Victoria St.. E.C
eara" references. (012S

BRYSON, B.Sc. Aasoc.M-Inst.C.E.. A.F.R.,
. Ae.S., Chartered Patent Agent. 29. Southamp
Buildings, London. W.C.2. 'Phone ; Museum 3651

(9622

PATENTS.
C-TOE Cycle Mjinnfoctuiers.-The owner of British
Patent 122112, for '* Improvements in Motor
s," Rritish Patent No. 125901, for "Improvement;
relating lo Hiindle-bnr Control Devices for ilotor

&fl ami tli^ live Vehicles," Rritish Patent No,
94, for " Improvements in and relating to Rear
Jg SuFpensiou for the I'ramGri of Motor Cycles.'' is
ous of entering into negotiations with one or more
i in Great Britniu for the purpose of exploiting
itove inyentiona, either by sale of the patent rights
V granting licences to raanulacture under royalty,
nuiries slioukl be addressed to Messrs. Abel and
ly. Chaitered Patent Agents, 30, Southampton
dings. W.C.2. [5867

USINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE. TO BE LET. OR WANTED,
;PERIENCED Motorist Would Buy, join, or start
motor cycle business situated easv access Pinchlev
ite. E., 4. Dollis Rd., Finchley. [4868

Manufacturers' Guarantees
onlv co'.'LT the replacement ot the actual parts

concerned, and not the cost of taking down and
re-assembhng whatever may be necessar>*. lu

order to rover this as well,

WE OFFER YOU
SIX HOURS' FREE SERVICE

with every new macliinc purchased Irom us,

available during a period of THREE MONTHS,
for replacements, adjustments, etc., or for dri\inR
lessons, as required.

Wc further undertake to refund the difference

in price of such machine, should the manufac-
turer's List Price be reduced between now and
the IsL June nest.

SOLE WRSTRRN LONDON AGENTS (or

BAT MOTOR CYCLES, WATSONIAN SIDECARS,
and ECONOMIC MOTOR UNITS (for tjicycles .and

TricyclLS). Tridi' ciiijurries iii\'itcd.

Also AcenU t.r TAMPLIN CvlIo C.irs. A.J.S.,

BLACKBURNE, B.S.A., DUNELT, NEW
IMPERIAL, ARIEL, F.N., WOOLER, O.K.-
JUNIOR, OMEGA-J.A.P, SUN-VITESSE etc.

A larcQ selection of New and Second-hand Machines
In Stock. Sec .Miscellaneous Columus.

DISTRfBUTING AGENTS for the "S.L.B.
SELF-BLOWING BLOWPIPE," price 5.-: aljo
" RAVVLPLUGS.'

A.C 0. Official Repa'ren

173 174-. Railway Approach,
SHEPHERD'S BUSH. W.12

Tc'cpluiiie II.immersm"'h I.'^IO.

MOTOR CYCLE
ENAMELLING
How to Obtain

the best results
I'lic leaflet," Instructions

lor Amateurs to Enamel
a .Motor Cycle with
llobbialae," contains
many u-seful hints and
tips. The leaflet is sent

free by post to all readers of "The Motor
Cycle." Write to Jenson & Nicholson,
Ltd., Publicity Department, Robbialac
Works, Stratford, London, E.I.3.

Robbialac Enamel.
Black, any Colour, or Grey

redal Cycle 2/3
Motor Cycle 3 '-

Motor Cycle and SHecor . . 5 '9

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
S.\LE, TO BE LET. OR WANTED.

F'OR Sale, motor cFcle and cycle Imsines*; iu South
of Enerinnd, turnover hehveen £9.000 .Tjd f 10.000

a year; fine show rooms, wbrkshois tools, lathe, drill-

ing machine, .forRe : gowl ugenciea: long lca.se. low rent:
owner retiring: stock, fixtures, aud plnut. nbcut £2,100:
the lot at valuntiou.-Bos 2,726, c/o The Motor Ctjclt.

[6021

PARTNERSHIPS.
EXCEPTIONALLY Well-known Mau iu motor trnile

wiBhea to acQuire position ng director or partner

in established business.

POSSESSES Uni'itro Esperierrce in .'rll ntttomolulo

work, having specialised for 20 years iu ignition

nnd all electrical work in motor trade.—\Yrite Box
M A. 659. c/o St. Jaures's Advertising and Publishing

Co., Ltd., 1, Wardour St., W. [6020

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.—

Train by jiost for this paying piofession. Start ft

business of your own. Prospectus free.—Agricultural

Correspondence College (Dept. T.I. Ripon. (0389

SITUATIONS WANTED.
SUB-EI'ITOH, exi'erienco on motoring journal, scgks

appcintirient : advertising not objected to.—Box
2,700, c/o Tli€ Motor Clictl. (5860

HOTELS AND /^PAinMINlN
COTTAGE, bedroom and sitting room, furnished, week-

onds, between New Fore^^t and Boumenrouth : ac-

commndation for coiubiniition can be found.—A. Eussell,

Oak Cottage, A.'Jiley. New Milton. Hants. [6277

GENERAL TRADE.
Lake and

(1517

AUCTIQ.N Sales.— Palmer's Garage. Tooting, the

oldest solely motor auction rooms in London;
terms 7\^'A. not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cycles and cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest

poods stations. Falcon Lane, L. and K.W.U.; Wimble-
don. L. and S.W.R. nnd O.W.R. Sole address:

Pnlurot's Garage, Tooting. London. (6175

MOTOR Cycle Frames m.ldo. any nirautity,-

Co , 80 Asbted Row BirminBhara.

WANTED.
Tooting.—The preeminent i>lace

motor cycles.

will make you a cash

You will be sure of

your machine at

PALMRRS Garage
fur disposing oj

PALMF.HS Garage Tooting,
offer at sight.

IJALMERS Garage, Tooting,
a good cheque if you eoll

Maimer's Garage.

P-\I.MER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands ol men
have sold their machines here.

PALMKR'S Garage. Tooting, make o speciality ol

. motor cycles in the weekly auction eale every

Tburs<lay al 2

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Auction lee for motor
cycles under £50 reserve. 5/-: over £50 re-

incurred until 7serve,
days'

charge10,'-. No garage
notice is given.

PAIMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
Irom any Ix>ndon railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing at 2 p.m.
(6177

TJAT. st>y model, any yc(ir._ prefer 7-8h.ii.—26,__Ro«-any
ircvor Av., London, N.15.

"XTTANTEU. 1920 combination and solo.

ford -\v., N. Kensington.

CABAVAN wantc-d: exchange 1320 2'

—Hrvnheulog,

(7079

-60, Walling.
(6398

n.B., or s«ll.

Peirywern, Neath. [6521

"I Q20 llarlev. Indian, or A.J. 8. combination; must
11/ bo cheap.-18. Henry St., Rugby. [X9387

W.\XTEU. magneto tank, carburetter, for lightweich-.

-Huggius. Skeltou, near York. [X9239

WANTED, cylinder for Motosacoche lightweight.

-

3H, Pcrshore Rd.. Birmingham. (X9385

Sold by all Cycle Agents

wiinted,
Vv., liighaiDs Fi

ANTED, lightweight, immediately,

SCOOTER Wiinted, low price e.^'sentim,

27 FnlmoQth Av.. UighaiDs Pftik.

W
i

-Eov. Eees,
[6495

for cash.—15.
The Man'sions, Mill Lane, N.W.6. (5632

31 to 6h.p. w.c. Engines, cheap, bat undamaged.— 17.

2 Wilcox Ed., Wandsworth Ed., S.W.8. [3179

TTTAXTED, 2*eater sidecar, cash, or exchange Canoe-

let.—Dyer, Chase Ed., Sonthgate, N. [5940

SIDECAR lor
Durnford, 4,

price, particulars.—
Southsea. [7076

8h.p. Zenith

;

Albert Grove,

N.S.U. Gears, whole or parts:

cbcnp.—Box 2,692. cfo The Motor Cycle.
also I'hilipson pulley;

- (5846heap.—Box 2,692. do

WANTED, cvlindor for about 1914 2i,4h.p. Premier,

cheap.—Woods, Pnlham Mary, Norfolk. [5932

WANTED, good combination or solo.—Lowest price

to G.S.. 94a. Swaby Rd-, EarlsBeld, S.W. (5801

SPEEDOMETEE wanted for 2?sh.p. Donglns, 26in.

wheels.—Grifflths, 51, Eorailly Ed.. Cardifi. [6202

MOTOSACOCHE Wanted. 1914-15, 2',i.h.p.. variable

gear e.s6enti:d.—24, Glen Terrace, Halifax. (7083

All Kiters relating to advei-tlsements should quote the number at the enil ot each advertlsemsnt. and the date of the issue. E59
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WANTED.
PALMER'S Motor Auction every Thtirsday at 2;

entries invited.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

PALMER'S Motor Auction every Thursday at 2;
entries invited-—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

PALMER'S Motor Auction every Thursday at 2;
entries invited.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

Motor
entries in^'ited.-

Auction every Tliursday at
-Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

Thursday at
arage, Tooting.

^y

pALMER'S

PALMER'S Motor Auction every
entries invited.—Palmer's Gar;

PALMER'S Motor Auction every Tliursday at 2;

entries invited.—Palmerjs Ganige, Tooting. [6169

SlilND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegr^iphed immediately on receipt; nearest
station Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale il

desired.—Sole Address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[6176

"\T7ANTED, Pistons and forked connecting rod, 3h.p.
VV En-field.—19. Amberley Mews, Paddington. [5924

VARIABLE Gear -wanted, in good condition, for

lightweight.—Davis, 6, Buller Rd., If.W.lO. [5883

TORPEDO Tank, about 2ft. 4in.x4JMn., 3-speed hub,
—Boyd, 37, Asbd.aleRd., Terenure, Dublin. [X9092

LIGHTWEIGHT Wanted, modern; cheap; also recent
eombinntion.— Gtinn, King's Ride, Camberley. [6426

PAIR 193 9 Hailey-Davidson Tanks, sound, complete;
cheap.—Warre, Coventry Rd., Birmingham. [X9058

WANTED, P. ^nd M. incomplete machine or parts
immediately; cheap.^1, Othello St., Liverpool.

[5871
WANTED, reliable combination, moderate price;

Rugby district.—Bos 2,699, c/o The Motor Cycle.

W..„^^
,,,, _. ,. ^ ,^ t^^,^? with pQsh ButtonsANTED, SVoh.p. Singer cylinder, complete wilth

piston and valves.—3, London Rd., Coalville.
[6059

WANTED, late model Triumph countershaft: im-
mediate cash.—Raine, 1, High Green, Great Avion.

[6474
"^TT"ANTED, new lightweiglit_(Levis preferred), perfect

THE

Liberty

Bell
something entirely
new in combined

Warning Signals

AND MASCOTS
WARNS BUT
DOES NOT
OFFEND 1

Motor Cycle Size

Model No.
50A. 4" X 4

J'

4 and 6 Volts.

PRICE

:

£3 : 13 : 6
The bell and light together use about X)ne-fifth

of current necessary to operate a horn

All the bells are supplied complete
Cord and Bracket

GIVES A SOFT MUSICAL APPEAL, AND IS

ALSO A DISTINCTIVE SIGNAL AND
HANDSOME ORNAMENT FOR YOUR CYCLE.

FULLY ILLUSTRATED FOLDER ON REQUEST

pool.

condition, cbeap, casli.—Wilson, Poulterer, Welsh-
[6101

WANTED, lightweight 2-stroke, spot cash ; particulars
and year.—Smith, 50, EnglefieW ES., Dalston,

K.E. [6200

WANTEi). Douglas sidecar coinplete, arty condition;
cheap; 'description.—36, Carlisle Terrace, Brad-

ford. [7075

£25 offered for combiDation, condition immatprial
so long as complete.—G.H., 7, Trafalgar Sc Chel-

lea. - [6186

WANTED; modern .combination, also lightweight;
must be cheap.—E.F., 73, First Av., Waltham-

stow. [6600

WANTED, new or second-hand cylinder for 1913
Triumph.—Laurel House, Newchurch, near War-

rington. [7.150

WANTED, combination, not earlier 1919, aboTitJUl;
h.p., equipped

Sandbach.

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle, suited for lady or
gentleman, cheap for cash.—47, Abbey- Rd.,

Gnmsby. . [7078

WANTED, late Triumph combination, good condi-
tion essential; after 6.30.—35, Litlioe Ed., South

Hampstead. _ . . . . [6630

WANTED, Triumph counlersbaft engine, also Stur-
niey-Archer gear box case.—Hole, 129, Park Lane,

Carshalton. [3536

SELL your motor cycle through the Kwiksale Pri-
yate Motor Registry, 35, Long Acre, W.C. Ger-

rard 2392. [0475

WANTED, Triumph or e<3ual motor cycle, late model.
—Lowest price to Hunt. Limefisld, Middleton,

Manchester. [7167

THE LIBERTY BELL COMPANY,
STAINES.Telephone :

64 (two lines)

5TAINES.

TRADE

cheap for cash.- 157, €rewe Rd.,
[6367

SPOT Cash for
'phone, with

Lane, London.

second-hand machines. Write or
particulars.—Wauchope's, 9, Shot

[3099

MOTOR Cycles and Combinations, any date, any con
dition, for cash.—Letters, Holl, -Motors,

stone, London.

FRAME for SVoli.p. Brown wanted,
Details to J~ Mellor, Westover,

Flixto'n, Lanes.

WAJfl'TED, Landle-bars for 1915
semi-racing, complete.—lamb,

Newcastle-on-Tyae.

Wanted for cash, fairly modern and
to 24, Riflel Rd.. Willesdeu

Green, London, N-W. [4370

MODERN Lightweight, kick starter, also conntershalt
combination; private buyer; Warwickshire.—Box

Whet-
[5890

sound, -Cheap.

—

. Moorside Rd..
17077

Indian T.T. or
Gosfoitb Park,

[6205

A.C. Sociable
cheap.—Particulars

336, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9242

WANTED,
fened

;

6h.p. twin, with mag., m.y. J.A.P. pre-
.

lowest price.—Letters only, 29, Rnssell
Rd.. Tottenham, N.17. [5773

WANTED, single-cyl. magneto for heavy engine,
clockwise, impulse starter preferred.—Hartley,

Snowshill, Broadway, Worcs. [X9177

Telegrams
"Liberty
Staines.'

ENQUIRIES INVITED.

OMEGA
for Easter
The last word fn motcr cycle product on,
this is the ideal make for bolh the speed
merchant and the tourist. It is your machine
for the holidays— it means steady runn ng and
unspoilt rid nc in all conditions. Made to
several specifications, it covers the whole
field of motor cycling requirements. Write
me for free particulars. Prices to-day

:

£50-£170
Also Agent for Brough, Levis, Cal-
ihoTpe, Acme, Rex, Ixion. and Alecio.

'Plione
561 Drooinhill.

'Grams:
"Accelerate Sheffield

'

lACRSON;
---.I Aiitmnobile Engineer

WANTED.
WANl^lD, second-ha.nd Morgans, in good conditi

good prices paid.—Eey, 378-384, Euston 3

N.W.I. 'Phone: Mueenm 6436. [4

WANTED, T.T. 'bus. must be reasonable, i

ehan^e for any maeliine advertised by Gray
Raynes in mi^t.^ellaneons items columns. [€

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand»motor (

accessories^ state particul-ars and price.—Sei

Co.. 292. Hiph Dolborn. London, W.C.I. , I(

NORTON Sidecar Chassis, com-plete with springs
attachment:;, enamel immaterial ; cheap.—J.

Chamljei-s, Fearfield House, Stapleford, Notts. * [S9

ALLBER i^otors.—Bring your machines to us,
spot cash buyers of good machines, or we

on commission for you; exchanges entertained.

A LLBER jiotors, Thornsett Rd., Earlsaeld, Lone
X3. s.W. (opposite Earlsfieid Station). 'Pho
Latchmere 4388.

£20 to £25 offered for J.E.S. or lightweight^
H.M.V. gramophone, 31 records "t^lO/lO), ^

ca^h adjustment.—Bos 2,760, c/o The Motor Cych
[6

CASH "Uaiting: solos and combinations, good pr
given.—^Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, I

rington 'Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3'

-[6

WANTED^ a cylinder, nearest baclc wheel,
Bloomiield twin engine; piston and connecting;

for same.—Wilfred Morton, Soutli ' Holme, Milbri
Liveisedge. ['6

£80 for A.B.C. motor cvcle, in good condition,
exchange with £300 for- Eric Campbell lOh.p

seater car, as new.—Toff's Agency, 20, Regent
Leamingt-on. CS_9

WANTED, motor cycle, latest model, will escha
modern piano, bedroom suite, and Cbesterf

" Webb, 478, High 1

[4
suite; cash
Tottenham,

either
N.

way.-

WANTED, complete or components for light .4-ff

chassis, le-ss engine, preferably belt or cl

transmission det^ign, initial drive shaft or chain.—:

2,727, do The Motor Cycle. [6

WANTED, 4h.p. countei-shaft Triumph, f

equipped, not earlier than 1919. not W.D.,
engine number and lowest price -for immediate cas

104, Elgin Rd., Seven Kings, Essei. I'

W. T. DUNN, Ltd, 326^ Eu.=ton Rd., N.W.I, xeq

unlimited quantity modern solos, comhinati

Morgans, light carei, etc.; top prices paid; cash

sight.—'Phone (Museum 5391), write, or call. .,[0

IF Wishing to Buy <for cash or easy payments), j
or exchange motor cycle or combination', state

quirements. Satislaction guaranteed. Distance
material.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone

SPECLAL Cash Buyers Indians, B.S.A.'s, TriumJ
numbers, Harlevs. A.B.C.'s, Bradburys, Zem

P. and M.'s, Scotts. MatchJess's, Clynos, Rex-Jap
Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandswt
(Town Station). [6

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand rnotor cit

and comoinations, any make or condition,—-C
write, or "phone, Shorts Motor Stores. 485-493, TJp
Richmond Rd., East Sheen, .S.W. 'Phone: Richm
2362 and 2363. [0

GRAND Prix Morgan or good combination ; excha
34 landnulet, N.E.C., 1914, perfect condition

clianically guaranteed, very hig-h-clasg bodywork as :

complete lamps, etc., excellent hire car.—H. V.
mour, e/o Mrs. Penny, S3, Rushey Green, Catft

S.E.
--

[6

ALL types of motor cycles are wanted at the Ai
mobile Show of second-hand cars, motor eye

and industrial vehicles, which will be lieid at
Crystal Palace from April 2nd to 16th. If you h
a motor cycle you desire to sell which will pass
expert examination, apply for a revised entry form
William Glass, Walter House, Bedford St.. Lend
W.C.2. [5'

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE Coaehbuilt Sidecar for gent's 3-sp

cycle.—Box 340, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9:

BABY Triumph for higher power or combinati
adjustment.-12, Faversham Rd., Catford. [7:

EXCHANGE Rex, 5-6h.p. twin (£22), for good pi

cycle.—Kimber, 7, Grove Green Rd., Leyton. [6i

4h.p. 3-s.peed C.E. Combination; exchange 2-sea

Garden or Rudge Multi solo.-29, Albany St., Lei

r6(

SPEEDOMETER by North, nearly new, for firef.-cl

wind screen or ca«h.—151, Wilberforce Rd., Fi
bury Parlv.

_
[5£

TAXICAB, good Older : exchange motor cycle, or

£60 ; room wanted,—Normand, 45, Bridge
Maidenhead. [6'

CLYNO Countershaft 5-6h.p. Solo, cush drive; ^Q

power.—Thompson, 32, Clarence Kd,, Kent
Town, N.W. [6(

UDGE SV-h.p. 1914, clutch, all on^ lor 61

Zenith, any condition, or parts.—5^ Stajbrii

Rd., Crewe. i^

ALLDATS 2-seater, £90: V.S. combination, £!

exchange both for Morgan.—Tom Foy, Alp
Villa, Kidwelly. [5S

R^

b6o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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EXCHANGE.
> UDGE Mulfi IS20 I.O M., £88;
l" Norton, lif

' "

[oIe^eJ, .Surrey.

excliange Zeuith
Norton, little Cflsh.—Dann, Ivy'dene, Walton Ud.

[6664
EEMIEE Liglitwei(?lit, 3-speed, splendid order, for

cotnbinotion, cash adjustment.—57, Kenburv St..
iirabenrell, London. [6146
EA-FKANCIS. 191S, 2-Epeed. kick start, recently

-I overliauled, for SIz-AJJb.p. single.-150. Walsall St..
revt Ilrouiwich. [X930e
p.T. Hover, H.B.d., Philipson, lamp.«. licensed: £50:
L exchange offers considered.—Scaley, Prince'-
IV.. Watford. [7126

Rlh.p. Indian, splendid poer, lamps, horn, neiv tyre,
^ for 4h.p. Triumph, cash adjustment.—Hearn, Tiess,

llpfbu. Chesterfield. [454E
yjOVELTr Motor, 2-stroke, lowest on the road, foi
^ coiutiination. caeh adjustment.—57, Konbury St..'" London. [6147
>1 h.p. Humber Combination, Bood condition, for 192C
1>2 solo. 4'41i.p. B.S.A., or triumph, or sell.-A.d..
0, liawson Bd., Byfleet. [634(

Q20 Hobart Villiers, single speed, discs, tor com
y lunation, not earlier I914.-Particular.s. Grifliths

ridge St., West Brouiwieh. [X9297
.^h.p. Douglas and cash for good countershaft
4 Triumph, or sell £55. — Saker, Wentworth,

hesiington. near Surbiton. [712i

Q^l Cnlthorpe Light Car and Coventry Premier liun-
*^ abouts for Morgan or combination and ca-'h

—

lotories. 25, Horton St., Haiilax. [6589

>ili.r. Metro-Tvler, discs. JI.L. mag., all on. gocc
^ condition, for good Triumph, cash adjustment

:

£50.-24. Victoiia St., Maidstone. [6012
• T.STIN 6-8h.p. Light Car. 1912. very smart, 2» fcater, dynamo lighting; £135; motor cycle pan
Sliubeit. \\ardington, Banbury. Oxon. [644J
X/^ ILL Give £25 and 1914 flcyl. F.N. Coirbination." fully equipped, for 1920 solo Triumpf, Rudge,
r similar.—Bone, Jeweller. Fakenham. [6481
.Xf'HAKGE ChenardWalcker 4-cvl. light van. tax

paid, running order, for combination, or sell

—

vcrlv, Malva Rd., Wandsworth. [7128
'AMPLIN 2-,water, 1920, 8h.p., hood, screen, etc,

£135; would exchange motor cycle, or arrange
1.^.—Bunting's, Motors, WcaldBtouo. [6276

("XCHANGE Oxy-acetylene Generator, blowpipes.
-> nauges. carbide, cournlete plant, for motor cvclc
oflers.-Box 337, c/o The Motor Ctjclr. [X926('

XCHANGE 5-6h.p. Bat-,Iap 2-speed free engine
motor cycle, good condition, for 1-ton motor

rry.-Box 339. do The Motor Ci/cle. (X9310
XfllANGE 1916 G.P. Morgan, dynamo lighting

(or Ifenderson or Indian Scout and sidecar; sell
150.-21. Monarch Rd., Northampton. [7151

[T-eli.p, Twin Peugeot. 2 speeds, excellent condition.
.

lor geared lightweight, or sell £45.-Telfer, Unit-
ifiton. Cambo, Morpeth, Northiuuberland. [6992

J.A.Rr.EY 8h.p. Twin, 191819. Langford picnic side-!
-- car. new. excellent condition; jei40, offer-; ex-
langc.-l. Townlcy Rd.. E. Dulwich. .S.E.22. (6196

I .V. Monocar. 1920, 8h.p.. low mileage. £90; another.
»• 1919 5h. p.. £70; would ex<linnRc motorcycle, oi
:raugc tcnus.—Banting's, Motors, Wenldstono. [6275

;^.O.C.H. for fair exchangc».-5. Heath St., Hiiinp-i
:

BtiMd (near Hnmpsteud Tube Station). 'Phone I

(amp.itead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdavs.
|

lTII.r,FnRD Ski9 Sidecar. 1920. and cash for Norton
'f-

d« luxe or similar sidecar to tit Norton; sell £15.
J, 1' Chambers, FearSeld House. Stupleford. Notts.

rX9291Ql2 .Scott. £32 overhaul December, unused since.
»' like new, complete: exchange lightweight and
isn; sell £60.—Minikin, Thwaites Lane, Keighlcy,

l/'OOLEE (1920) 2ish.p., as new condition. ' under
»» 400 miles; exchange for modern single-cyL about
jU.p.. or sell. £75.-William!On, Pulverbatch, Salop.

[6352
DOUGLAS 1920 Model 4h.p. Combination, with all

accessories and spares, for IMorgan and little
ash, mileage under 3.000.—Rodwell, Brewery. Tring.9(7093

20 Rover Combination. 3>^.p,. Lucas, accessories.
,

perfect condition throughout, for 3',2h.p. Sunbeam!
(arlo'

ngby
or Indian combination.—Chester, Newhold.

[X9156

spring

nd cash.-F. H.
urness.

916 Edmund 2j4h.p., Jap. Enfield 2-specd,
irame.. lamps, tax, • worth £60, and ca.sh for

i.S.A. or Enfteld combination.—Walton. Dawson Sq.,
inm'.ey. . [X9162
'-91i.p. Indian Powerplus. 3-speed. K..S.. in perfect

' conditioji: sejl or exchange T.T. Norton or similar
Robinson. Stone Lea. Dalten-in-j

(7127:

y-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, electric model.
I wind screen. flrst--class condition; £105. or ex.'
hange lightweight and cash.—Warwick. 1, Luther St..
rficester. [6018

EXCHANGE 1914 7-9h.p. Hoad Racer Indian, licence
paid, in good rnnDing order, for 2^.p. 2-6pecd

Jouglas.— G. George, Louvain, Dnncombe Ed., God-,
imiug. Surrey. (59011

LOVE & CO.
The Agents with whoni to entrust your orders.

Our contracts are for the best Motor Cvcles.
Sidecars, and Accessories, and we have one of the
finest stoclis for vou to select from. FAVOUR
VS WITH A VISIT OR POSTCARD ENQUIRY.
-At the moment of iroing tn pros-; wc ha\T

T.T. SUNBEAM
(A " Standard Sport inp Model," just received).

Also TRIUMPH. NORTON. A.J.S., ROYAL
ENFIELD, INDIAN, HUMBER, BEARDMORE-
PRECISION, RALEIGH. B.S.A.. LEVIS, CON-
NAUGHT, aiid niaity othr-r too numerous to
mention.

Tlie prices for some of our New 1920 Motor Cycles
arc not equalled. Please compare from the

followini? examples

:

Our
Price.

£160
List

'j-rh.p. ARIEL Combiiiati<-.n ., /"177 10
Slip. BRITISH - EXCELSIOR

Comljination jTiqs o .. £170
4 l:-p- DOUGLAS Combination. £170 o .. £150
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, W.D.B fms o .. £90
.}h.p. TRIUMPH, r>T>e S.D. .. JjAO o ,. £125

Several lightweights at "gift" prices.

Or will you ba\'e a SECOND-HANDER > Wc
guirantee oi»rs, and they are gor>d.

lO^o 8 h.p. ZENITH and aluminium Swati
Sidecar, handsomely equipped £170

i<;2o 3? h.p. SCOTT, Lucas Cyclom. as new . £100
ZS20 8 h.p. TAMPLIN-J.A.P. Cycle Car,

accessories £120
i9?o fih.p. ZENITH, Model K, eqnipi>cd ., £105
tQ2.-> 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, all on £175

Lieencu paid for the above.

We will with pleasure send a full li-st

J. L. LOVE & CO.,
21, Pork Road. BROMLEY, KENT.
Phoiie: BromVy664. Crami: 'Love. Bronley Ken

Has made a real study of

A.J.S. machines since 1913

and specialises in a service

to users both for repairs,

overhauls, and spares. Your

new mount, the finest obtain-

able, either 6 h.p. or 2| h.p.,

should be ordered now.

Early deliveries.

Any other make supplied.

CASH or EXTENDED PAYMENTS
12, 18, 24 months.

Write now to Dept. M.

F. J. YOUNGS,
2. 3, & S, The Parade. High
Rd., Kilburn, London, N.W,6

I EXCHANGE.
"|Q16 3|.2h.p. Ariel, ppoitin? sidecar, S-speed, connter-
-*-*' fhar't. tax, nnd table Grand piano for lato
Douglas. B.S.A. combinatiou ; eell £100.-53 Strneey
Rd., Forest Gate. [6740
"pXCHANGE 4h.p. Zenith-Gradun, complete Imnpa,
-L' et<>., fitted discs and long exhaust, ff^r chitch
model Indian or similar machine.—Hollis, 27, Bieat
St., Hendon. 'Phone ; 153 Finchley. [6034

FORD-BAICO 20.24rC\vt. Lorry, with cab. perfect
condition; exchange Morgan or first-class com-

bination.—Westwell, 24. East Av., Garden Village.
Levcnshulme, Manchester. tX9213

1 Qld New Imperial Combination, hJack and gold, un-
J-i' f:cratche<l, little used, £20 CQuipmont. vahi/e
f 180, for Sunbeam, Triumph, Norton combination, or
3-wheeler.—Hay Hill House, Bath. [6647

A.C. Sociable, 2-seater, overhauled, sound, 4 lumps,
tool;, spares, hood, Bcreen, offers; exchange fnr

modern motor cycle, solo, caeh adjustment.—Tagguid,
Devon Cottage, Knipton, Grantham. [5820

EXCHANGE 3',Ah.p. Humber. 3-specd, late 1919.
Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer. Binks, littlo

' used, as new, for modern 2')ih.p., or sell £85.—Whit-
field, 96a. Kingston Rd., Portsmouth. [7178

THE Newnham Motor Co. will accept yonr present
machine at a iair valuation in part exihnnge for a

new uiwlel. Try us before deciding-— 223, Hnmnier-
smith Ed., W.6. Thone: Hninraeramith 80. (6244

EASTEE Motor Cycles.-All models for delivery before
the holiday.^. Exchangerf arranged by post. Itpscrip-

tions guaranteed.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Ed.. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [6243

LEVIS Popular, now engine, carburetter, brand new
tyres, belt. Mabon, spring saddle; electric light,

tax paid, all on; exchange for Douglas or Blackburne.
—Apply, Tf.rthotwald, Cburoh Ed., Aahtead. Surrey.

[6614

BEST Price Allowed lor yonr machine In n-'it ">y

ment lor later models; we have a large and varied

list lor vou to select horn. Write lor Ik-t.- Homac's,
243. Lower Clapton Ud., N.E. Phone: Ual£lnn :'4nR.

[6130

EXCHANGE 1918 Harley-Davidson Gombimition.
limips, Klaxon, etc., for 1919 Triumph solo or

conibinatiou. or dell £125.— S. Kortnnra. 1, Shakespeare
Av., HarleMen, N.W.IO. 'Phone: Willesdeu 3044.

[6549

WE Specinlifi© in exclinnge deals of any deioription

if reofionable. See our advert. MistM^lIaneous items
cnlumns. We require several T.T. machines in ex-

change for any ranchinea in stock.—Gray and liaynes,

Doucaater. [6097

1EXCHANGE 1920 O.K. 2''ih.p. 2-6troke. 2-speed.

J equipped, splendid condition, tor 1916-17 2''4b.p.

J..\.P. cngined machine. New Imperial or Calthorpe
prclcrred, cash adjustment: Kent district.—Write,

slating value. Box 2.789. c/o The Motor CycU. [7130

-|O20 7-9h.p. Indian (latest model, large valves, etc.).

X*' tandem sidecar, large number of spares and
iTtr^w: £180 or near offer, or exchange with caah for

1921 Hendt^rcion or Ace. combination; can he seen bT

api-ointraent,-Xorris, 395. Oxford Ed., Beading. [4389

riX'CHANGE for flrst-clnss combination, cash either

J wav, 12-14h.p. 4-saater touring car. 5 detachable

wl)»>.ls. C.A.V. dynamo liehting set. nil accessories, all

in pood order:- trial: £205.-Newnhara Motor Co.. 223,

Hammersmith Ed.. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.
[6242

SIN'GEE lOh.p.. 2-senter, just been thoroughly over-

hauled nnd repainted grey and aUiminimn. 5 de-

tn.-hnble wheels with disce, electrio light, etc.. very

fiP-.rtv and genuine car: any trial; exchange motor cvele

or ronibination nnd cnah, or sell £250.—K Warren.
Hindon. Wilts. f6599

DOITGLAS Carburetter. 35/-; H.F. baby vulraniFer.

£4. new- 10 cidls. castor oil. £5; new £40 tvpc-

wnf^r. £16; new O.K. lightweight. £43; lady's. £22;
3 spf'wl Triumph, £12: gent's new B.8.A., 3-speed. £14;
Turkish Knth cabinet. £7. worth £20. Lfite 2-3-'-eater

„;ii,ted.—Mi.'^s E. Holland. Eastry. Kent. [6502

REPAIRERS.

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and efficiently.-County Engineering

Co.. Hounslow,

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.-We are

expeditious repairers.—County Engineering Co.,

Hcunslcw

ARM.STRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
while you wait.—County Engineering Co., Hmin'*-

'cw, [0517

FOR Expert J.A.P. Overhauls and all gennine
spares, apply. Crow Bros., GuildTord. [3703

C.
R. FOSTER, of Leeds. Is the original cylinder
grinding specialist.

£1,000 Is the value of the machine and equipment
that will grl id your cylinder at our works.—

Foster of Ixeds. 170. Cardigan Rd.

CYLINDER Grmding by Foster of Leeds has no
equal. Price, complete with piston, from £2,

VALVES. Triumph. .LA. P.. and all standard makes.
9/- a palr.-C. a. Foster. 170, Cardigan Rd..

Leeds. [000 J

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue b6i
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SPARE Parts
hauls, etc.

REPAIRERS.
Dept., repairs, replacements, ever

HUMBER Service Depot, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn,
N.W.6. 'Phone: Willesden 1298-1299. T.A. :

Humberonia, Loudon, [0333

WHITTALL Machinists' Co., contractors to the Wai
Office, for all motor repairs.—Below.

WHITTALL for Welding.—Experts in aluminium,
broken parts reliably welded, accurately

machined, promptly returned.—Below.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders promptly regtound and new
complete pistons fitted, 48/6, standard makes;

perfection guaranteed; rebushing. Pistons to pattern
or sketch. — Whittall Machinists' Co., Whittall St.,

Birmingham. [0017

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gear Specialists;
practically every part in stock.—Below.

GEAR Repaired and returned within the week

;

enquiries answered return of post.—Below.

MEDIUM Sun Pinions, 10/6; small planets, 2/6
pawl cages, 7/6; cones, 4/-; clutch caps, 7/6;

clutch nuts, 3/-.—Below.

MAIN Drivers, £.212\ axles, 35/-; best materia]
used; price list on application. — A. F. Lewis

Charlestown, Weymouth.

LONDON Agent for the above Armstrong gear parts :

White. 437. West Green Rd., Harringay, London
N.15. [5000

TjiNAMELLING and Plating of everv description

;

-LJ whole or part machine.—Norton s (below).

"DLATING.—Haudle-bais, exhaust pipes, etc., replated

;

-J- liigh-claes finish; prompt service.—Nortous (below).

ENAMELLING, Plating; complete renovations and
repairs.—Norton and Co., School Av., Moselev

Kd., Birmingham. [4386

TjiRAMES. wheels, chassis built and repaired.— 110
-^ Coventry Rd., Haymills, Birmingham. [X9313

BRADBURY Spares and Repairs.—Agents : Bright
and Hayles. 78, Church St., Camberwell. [3796

ELECTRICAL Repairs ol all descriptions.—llL,
Kramer Mews, West Bromptcn

;ription
i.W.6.

TRIUMPH Riders, pi

repairs and parts for this famous single.—Below

STURMEY-AP.CHER Gear Boxes, bottom and top
stays, chains, sprockets, and back whe^s sup

plied lor conversions.—Below.

STURJIEY and Armstrong Hub Gears repaired
and parts supplied.—Dalby, Baker St., Sparkhill,

Birmingham. [7162

WELDING Aluminium Crank Oases, gear boxes, by
heads; in-juediate attention; reasonable prices.—

Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustiuij
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installei

since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed; neT\

pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere St^,

Birmingham. [259

HUMBER, Roc 2-speed, 1909-13, overhauled; spares
in stock ; Y.S., Roc 2-speed spares in stock.—

Below.

REX-ROC, overhauled, no Bliping on high gear, spares,

right and left-hand cones, main axles, planets, high
iuul low gears, toggles, ball races, cups, etc.—Below.

CYLINDERS: Triumph 1908-21, Humbers, Premier.
Singer, J.A.P.'s, Precision, Peugeot: also cylin-

ders rebored or reground; pistons oversize to fit.—Below

PISTONS Complete, premier. Triumph, Rover,
J.A.P.'s, Douglafi, Humber, Rex; Coventry's best

productions. Tanks enamelled and painted. Triumph
Rover. Singer, Omega, Res, P.M., highly finished, work
of art.—Below.

CONNOLLY, Crown Engineering Works, VecQueray
~

"
- " "'

"".d., Cov-
[X9254

chassis, anv
Tv]de<-
[5908

cylinder re-

frames andBRAZING.—Repairs to
quantity.—T. Skeat, 37, St. George's St,

ley.

PISTONS made to pattern or sketch,
grinding a speciality.—W. Cole. 53. Sarehole Rd.

Sparkhill, Birmingham. [X6636

ARMSTRONG, Sturmey-Archer, and N.S.U. Gears
Repaired while you wait, satisfaction guaranteed.

—Tavistock (below).

ARMSTRONG Parts, large sun. 7/6; medium suns,
10/-; small suns 5/-; pinions. 2/6; spindles from

£1/10 to £1/15.—Tavistock; below.

Hub gears reuaired promptly and efficiently;
-Tavistock (below).

Any make ol gear repaired; parts made t<i

pattern or drawings, quotations free.—Tavistock
( below).

GEARS.—Send all gears to Tavistock Engineering
Co.. 254a. Portobello Rd, -' -

•

B.S.A
enquiries solicited

1^ EARS,

'Phone : Park 643.
Kensington, London

[4204

OVERHAULS, repairs, and alterations, gears fitted,

—Bright and -Hayles. 78, Church St " '

well, London.
Camber

[3793

STURMEY-ARCHER
and ARMSTRONG

Gears Repaired Immediately.

In view of the approaching Easter Holi-

days, we will undertake repair any of

the above gears, either Hub or Counter-
shaft, while the messenger waits, and
GUARANTEE that when the Gear leaves

our works it is in perfect order.

Every part for every type of Armstrong
and Sturmey-Archer Motor Cycle Gears
actually instock.

Send wlieels to Houuslow, L. & S.W. Rty., clearly labelled
Willi sender s name.

Station for callers—HESTONHOUNSLOW, District Els'.

;
County ENGiNEEBiNGCio.
iB4, STAINES ROAll, HOUNSLOW,

Wires.- "Threesp^ed, Hounslow.' •Phone: Froanblow322

Delivery
for Easter
Any of these undermentioned models can open the joy of

the road to you this Easter. I can deliver in full time for

the holidays.

My Price Guarantee
assures you the he t terms obtainable between now and
Whitsuntide- Given with every machine 1 se!l it has

a'ready proved itself to early buytrs. and holds good for

a'l immediate purchasers. Read the letter reproduced

—

and then the guarantee.

/ hereby under-
take to refund in

hard cash the
amount of any
drop i n re tailprice
of the undermen-
tioned Motor
Cycles and Light
Cars from to-day's
date until Whit-
Mondav, • May
16, 7921 f onpro-
duction of receipt
showing price
paid to me for
same.

A J.S., Indian, Scott, Wilkin,
Bradbury, and Bat - Jap Motor
Cycles, also Lagonda Cars,

5, Leopold St. Sheffield.

Many thanks for your
letter of yesterday.enclosing

cheque for £ 10. pursuant to

your guarantee to me re
" Laeonda " car^and drop
in price. I fully realise

that this guarantee was a

personal matter between
you and me^ and I much
appreciate the spirit in

which you have acted upon
it My car is giving the

greatest satisfaction^ and is

much admired> and I shall

certain'y do all I can by
recommending both car and
Iccal agent-

Yours faithfully, T A.G-

F. B. ROPER,
166-168, London Rd., SHEFFIELD
Wires : Roper, 2802. Sheffield. 'Pltone : 2802.

REPAIRERS.
CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted

plete; £2/12/6.—Bright and Hayles, 78. GIiu
St., Camberwell. [3'

I^RAME, chassis, and tank repairs, enamelling
plating, by experts; prompt deliveriea.—Langh

Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. •

[g

PISTONS for all engines np to 60 mm. 20/-, 70
22/6, 80 mm. 25/-. 90 mm.. 27/6; complete

rings and pin.—Below.

WELDING, scored or brolieu cylinders, crank (

etc. ; nothing too large or small.—Below.

CYLINDER Grindins on latest machineTy, up to
mm. 45/-, to 85 mm. 52/6; complete with pist

3-5 days delivery.—Below.

VALVES in finest nickel steel. 7/6 each; piston r
or any other parts made,—Kellett and Collin

Ltd., Havelock St., Gt. Horton, Bradford.

ENGINES Rebnshed, overhauled, rings fitted,
pression guaranteed. 40/-, twins 50/-; val

chrome nickel, unbreakable, 12/6 pair.—Below,

PISTON Rings, high grade, standard or over:
any pattern ; retmn post. 2 /- each.—Pal

Rings, Wigan Rd., Atherton.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey Gears Rcpairedr or p
supplied .. promptly.—The Rotiuy Jointing

Clierry Lane Garage, Lymm, Cheshire. -

[6

TANKS Re-enarnelled and Transferred, makers* des
12/6; send your repairs.-Whitworth Motor R

vating Co., 90a, Pershore St., Birmingham. [S

PLATING, Enamelling.-Tanks enamelled orig
colours; haudle-tiii.rs. pipes, etc., plated.-No:

and Co., School Av., MoE«ley Rd., Birmjngham. [4

CYLINDERS Reground, fitted with new pis
complete from 30/-; 85 mm. .32/-; engines

bushed.—Elson, "264, Stoney Stahlon Rd., Coventr
[X8

CYL^ 'TDER Regrinding, oversize pistons, accii

work, prompt delivery and keen prices.—Edw-
Eng. Co., 225, Acton Lane, Chiswick, W.4. 'Pho
1383.

: V.
.

• [d

SPARE Parts.—Valves, bushes, pistons, and rings,

parts made to pattern, complete engine overha
—White Bros., 112a, High St.. Hurlesdea, Lont
N.W.IO. [2

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, cran rcases,

made like new; work guaranteed; quick reti

—Tonge Welding Co.. Morton St., Middleton, >
che:;ter. [X5

PISTONS.—We are the firm. All sorts, all conditi

We also_ carry a big stock oi all Triumph
Douglas parts. Quotations or goods. by return.—Wa
see below.

PISTONS Made &nd Cylinders Rebored- from. £2
We specialise . in quick delivery, and can rei

your work in 3 days. We overhaul engines, make f

wheels, cups, spindles, etc., and do welding and b'raz

—Wards, see below.

PISTONS.—All sorts in stock or made to lequir^me
Irom 35/-; delivery one day,—Wards, 51, Ui

Richmond Rd., Putney, S.W. .
' [6

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc. ; accurate
highly-finished work; prompt deli-very; price

on application.—W. and F. Wills, Ltd., Engihe
Bridgwater. [5

FRAMES.—Repairs nad alterations; special fra'

and tanks built, any design; enamelling
plating.—A. PilUington and Co., 390. -Lichfield ]

Birmingham. .
[1

REPAIRS, complete overhauls, machining. (

cutting, cylinders rebored and ground, pisti

piston rings, welding.—llL, Kramer Mews. V
Brompton, S.W.6. [9

ENAMELLING, Plating.—Ta-nks enamelled as belt

handle-ba.s. etc., plated.—Send to MurH
Plating Works, Union St.. Coventry. Platers

enamellers to the trade. [0

CYLINDERS Rebored. ground, fitted vrith over

pistons, rings, and . gudgeon pins ; Trim
Rudge, Rover, Singer, Bradbury, Humber, etc., 5

complete.—C.M.D. (below)

n

SINGLE Cylinders under 71 mm., 45/- comp
all covered by the C.M.D. guarantee,—Below

i^^h.p. Douglas Twins Rebored, ground, fitted
^4 oversize pistons, 75/- complete; other tw
Rex, J.A.P., and Indian, 75/- to" 98/-, complete;
livery 3 days,—C.M.D. Engineering Co., Leamingtt

[4

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminiiipi crank (

cracked water jackets, valve seatings, wi

and machined complete; scored bores filled in
ground to existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted comp!
in cast iron or aluminium.—West London Wek

Co., Esses Place, Chiswick. 'Phone : Chiswick 53f
10

SEND Your Engine to ms for a thorough overh
Compression restored; piston slots re-turned;

rings and gudgeon pins fitted and rebushed throi

out, singles 40/-. twins 60/-.—Below.

TRIUMPHS, Enflelds, and Douglas a specia:

Repairs to frames, new tubes, etc., at mode
charges.—Terry. 16, Grove Parade, East Finehley, 1

I'htfne: Eincliley 2261. -[8

B62 All letters relating to advertiBements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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torrORML Ufuces. nertioru m., i^vcntr>'.

TiUErams: *' Molorcyclc, Covenlry."
liUtihow .- 10, Coventry (S lines).

Northern Offices: 199. Deannale, Manctieiler.
Vf/rurirm* ; " Iliflfc. MwacticaCcr,"
'l^Uph'ng : S970 aii'l oj71 City.

Subscription Rites

.\dvertising and Pt'BLiSHiNG OfHCES : 20. Tudor St., London, E.C4.
TeUerams: "Cyclist, Fleet, Lontion."
Tdepliont: 2848 City (13 lines).

Midlind Branc^ Offices: Guildhall Building. Navintion Street. Birminghsm.
7>l4Vranu .- " .\utopreas. Biniiinetiam."
2<rtc/iton« : 2&70 and 8071 Midliud,

Home, 23s, lOd.; Canada, 23s. lOd, ; other countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

R
Cycle Car Prices.

LCh.Ni' reiliit.tion.s in ihc prices of certain

well-known cycle oars—both of the four and
three-wheeled varieties—have rendereil such
vi;hicli.-s ill direct price coiupetitioii with thr

,
highest priced sidecar outfits. It has alway."-

becn said that the motor cyclist prefers to be at

the top of one class rather th^n at tlie bottom ol

another: but in the cases we liave in mind, the
vehicles .ir-e of a quality and specification that
preclude the maiiufaiturer of the de luxe .sidecar

from sheltering himself beliinil the enthusia.sm of

the sidecar owner.

It was the realisation that such a condilion of

aflairs was not far distant that led 27(f Motor
Cycle to advocate the inchrsion of liglit three and
four wheeled vehicles, whether sidecar or cycle
car. in A.C.U. competitions. That policy, as is

i^encrally known, was adopted, and this year's

trials, commencing with the Spring Trial on April
27ih, will see txronomical motoring vehicles com-
peting together on level terms.
We do not infer that the i)osition of the average

sidecar is assailed, but three and four-wheeled
runabouts must score to a certain extent over side-

cars of the same price, and having the same general
specification and equipment. As to whether this

will e\entually i)ring about a reduction in price of

the de luxe sidecars or the introduction of run-
aiK>uts to take their jjlace is a moot point. At
the pre.sent time manufacturing conditio-ns and the
stocks held by the majority of firms mak? both
price reductions and new \entures verv difBcult.

and it must also be rcmemlicred that manv pre.sent-

day prices are not based on actual costs. Even
before the war with stabilised costs of materials,
all attempts to produce efficient runabouts at prices
near to those of the isest sidecars ended in financial
loss. At the present time, however, the fully

equipped sii.lecar has been so developed that it's

cost has gone up in greater proportion, while the
runabout proposition has been simplifieil from a
manufacturing standpoint.

An Anomalous Position.

W
1^1 EN the new laxaiion regulations came into

torce motor cyclists consoled themselves
with the thought tiiat, at any rate, the

ve.ved question as to what is or is not a
"car'"' within the meaning of the law was

linally decided. That this is not so will be .seen

oil reference to the recently issued " Orders," of

which a brief review is given on page ,^76.

Evidently the Ministr\' of Transport decided
that the weight of 8 cwt. should provide the mark-
ing line between motor cycles and three-wheelers

.ts tiuch and cars, but under the existing Motor Car
-Vet of 190.V the three-wheeled machuies (pre-

sumably including sidecar outfits) over 3 cwt. must
be registered as cars, must carry car size number
plates, ami must have the rear number plate

illiiminatetl. Wa.s ever so Gilbertian a situation

conceived, wherein a machine licensetl as a motor
cycle under one set of laws should be infringing

another set?

.Surely our legislators, in conference with repre-

sentatives of the motor cycle trade and public, can
arrive at a decision to amend the obsolete Act,
and agree that all machines taxed as motor cycles,

i.e., under 8 cwt., shall be uniformlv registered,

?nimj.ierrd. .nnd lighted.

The Call of the Road.

B\'.lhe
lime these lines are pritittd competitors

in the many Easter ewpts will be busy
ad'ling final touches to their mounts.

Hundreds of other motor cyclists will be on
the point of starling for their holiday

jaunts, either on new machines or on faithful

friends revived for the occasion. A touch of

sunshine and a- hint of spping in the air will be
sufficient to produce even the army of hardy old

crocks the activities- of which are generally cur-

tailed in winter time. May we add our best

wishes for fine weather and gotxl roads, and may
these blessings particularly attend " long-dis-

tance " competitors ?

/. /,,/ y...y...y.. /../ /////// J \. .. \ A , , \ ,..,\ ...v ,. \ \ \. s \ \ \ \ \ \ V '
>- ^ '^

An lnde< to tne advertisements in this issue will be fou id on page s pi>lenient Itv.
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Back to Belts.

'C\
^

}.
^™ ndjng a belt-driver, and am temporarily

divorced from all my cans of patent grease re
mover, the inside of both my hands is now

coloured that rich, subfusc slatey-black colour which
only belt users know How it brought back ancient
days

! The 'bus, like the prophet's axe, was' bor-
rowed. When the belt mistook its pulley for a ball
bearing on a steep hill in the rain, I was quite ignorant
what tools I had aboard. Joy! There was a belt
p^^unch

! Then came the old thrill of removing a rusty
tVin. nut with an 8in. King Dick, slightly gapey at

the jaws. Next the hard slogging of driving the belt
drill through canvas tougher than steel tape, and seeing
that ,the' hole kept central, since the punches (as of
yore) didn't fit. Presently the handle came adrift from
the drill—handles always do, light riveting being the
popular method of attachment. History once more
repeated itself, and the drill was coaxed home with gas
pliels.

_
Then the belt was slowly sawn through with

an ancient knife, blunted by much decarbonisation of
tobacco pipes. Finally the new hole in the belt had
to be sought with a microscope, as the compressible
lubber had expanded and refilled it. At last, with the
aid of two large stones, the fastener bolt is painfully
beaten through the hole, -not Without parlous damage
to its thread. A fresh struggle between the 8in.

wrench and the ^in. nut—and " Ixion " takes the
road again, filthy, blasphemous, but withal, inwardh
rejoicing.

And Presently.

YOU cannot all follow the mechanics of the sequel,
but a fellow-feeling makes you wondrous kind
with the general layout of the incident. A

2%. h.p. engine, steep hills, and a sidecar sqon
stretched the above mentioned belt another inch or
so. I then recalled that the inventor of the patent
gear fitted to this particular 'bus had told me I need
not bother to cut the belt when it stretched. It was
only necessary to unscrew~the lock nut outside the
pulley, and rotate a slepve, when, hey presto! the'
belt would take itself up ad lib. {Ad ?z*. = 3in. in
this case, to be precise.) Let it be premised that I

had. completely forgotten his instructions, that I had
no book of the words, no notion of how the entrails
of the gadget were constructed, and that Jupiter Pluvius
was trymg to dump rain at the rate of 2in. per hour.
Blessing my memory, I unscrewed the lock nut—I w^as
sure that was the first step. As the nut came off, I
enjoyed a brief fleeting glimpse of the tip of a threaded
spindle, which was in the act of retreating into the
cavernous bowels of the patent pulley. " Aghast ''

is,
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"IXION"
I think, the correct term for my expression . at this

appalling contretemps. Unless I could persuade this

spindle to reappear from inside the pulley, I must wait
for a cart. On the other hand, if I dared greatly and
dismantled the pulley further, should I ever get it

together again ? I tried to coax the spindle out with a

gold toothpick. Nothing doing. I put the gear up
and down, took the belt off, put it on. again, screwed
everything in reach both ways, and, rapture ! the

spindle popped its tip out again for a fraction of a

second. I collared it relentlessly, and as I did so, I

reaKsed that the nut had rolled off the footboard, and
lay out of my reach. So if any reader was in the car

that presently passed, and marvelled to see a dis-

tinguished-looking man kneeling beside a motor cycle

and gripping part of it with a mute appealing expres-

sion on his face, he will now be able to explain the

incident.

When I got home, I studied blue prints, and I am
now complete ma'ster of the actions of that infernal

spindle.

"Chuck it in the Hedge."

EY the way, my wife has just handed her weekly
'

grocery order to a youth who calls for it every

Thursday on a Douglas, and delivers it every

-Friday with a Ford. Straws show. These men want
to-day—and the whole world will want to-morrow—

a

machine which can be " chucked in the hedge " during

a short business call. At present we pay upwards of

;£^ioo for the nuttiest outfit we can discover at Olympia.
We keep jt on. an altar in a temple (stand in a garage),

and do poojah to it when it is too dark, or wet, or

cold to ride. When the machine gets wet or dirty, we
sjDend up to three hours polishing it, though the ride

which caused the threat of permanent injury may not

have exceeded ten ijiiles, or even two miles. These
devotions are necessary. First, because the machine
is so vulnerable to rust ; secondly, because we are

bound to lose ^2>° i" ^•''y case when ~ we sell it,

because we sell it after one season, and because we
shall lose ;£5o if we don't take meticulous care of it.

At present there are two pet machines for prolonged

utility work. One is the "simple single-cylinder" of

the most reliable makes ; the other is the baby two-

stroke of the ditto.

But can we yet say that any machine has been speci-

fically designed for such " chuck it in the hedge "'

purposes ? ' '

txion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" have fusl

been published in book form, price 5s. 3d. post free, from

"The Motor Cycle" Offices 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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Porlock.

THE ' worst hill ' controversy is - necessarily

flaxoured h\ the particular juiymaii's personal
experiences on any given hill. Had I been

editorially consulted, I s-hould ha\e plumped for a hill

just outside a, house where I spent many hea\y years.

Its surface might be worsened, and I don't suppose
the grade was stiffer than i in 10, but what with press
trial mounts and coming back to my neglected personal
'buses after some journalistic .stunt, that hill has taken
years off my life. Still, reviewing the Narious votes.
I think 1 ha\e most' .sympathy with the men who chose
Porlock. I used to live near it, and it still remains
ray ma.ster when it pleases, a.s it will remain the poten-
lial con(]uerer of any other rider on earth. On a drv
day it is the pettiest of climbs for any machine with a
low gear. On a wet day it can be the chanciest
imaginable climb for a super-expert. Xo sjiectator

will ever forget the last occa.sion on which a Six Dav
travelled that way. Porlock was at its porlockiest-
.nikle deep in rich, ruddy porridge. We all laughed
i)ur.selves into such a state of physical exhaustion tliat

we became powerless to push our dearest pals. The
cream of the sjjectacle was provi<ied bv one or tvro

Scotts—machines witli ample power and a pluperfect .^

steering. They commenced In ambling up the centre
"f the road in a beeline, casting su)pri.sed, amused, and
pitying glances at the machines of lesser design which
littered the roadside in every attitude of ridicule and
despair. Suddenly the front wheel of the leading
Scott ran off the hard stuflf, an<l since no Inis can
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steer with a front wheel which for all practical pur-
poses has cea.sed to exist, the rider waltzed gracefully
up a r in 2 bank at the edge of the road, and fell back
on hmiself. The following Scott immediately got the
wmd up : and " wind up " on Porlock in bad weather
spells doom. I fancy that owr 200 machines essayed
the chmb during those twentv-four hours; and I am
not sure that I dare call anv of thf few saddled ascents
whii-h were made absolutely clean.'-'

Portable Hand Cleansers.

\ recent coniment on this topic has brought letters
which show that readers are interested. My
one criticism of the product sold as '''

.503
"

was that it is put up in collapsible tubes. Its makers
.say they have tried tins, canisters, and Ixixes, and that
a tube is the only feasible out<:ome. This may be
true of "303," which is of a porridgcy consistencv.
But there are cleansers of a more liquid character,
which, to my thinking, would meet the case if sold
m ui>squashable containers. As one who in his time
has sat upon a tube of rubber solution when clad
in tennis flannels, 1 Iwld strong prejudices on the

.point. A Salof) rider recommends a '"waterless"
cleanser sold in cake fonii, packed in strong tins, anil
made by the Boston Blacking Co. He complains that
few garages stcjck it. Most of the other suggestions
ic hand are \'itiated by the fact that water is needed.
But I should rather like to hear more of a commodilv
known as "soap leaves/' suifablc for carrying in a
pocket book.

On the Gjjibier, in the French .-Mps. The sccnciy recompenses one for the trouble ot reachins this line touring ground. (See jjage 534.)
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Near tKe foot of the Galibler Pass, south side, looking down the Gulsane Valley towards Briancon.

Crossing the Galibier. the Highest Pass in the French Alps, on two
Pre-war Machines.

GREAT was our curiosity when m\' friend and I

set out from London last summer with the inten-

tion of climbing the biggest hill in France

—

second only to the Austrian "Stelvio,'' the highest

pass in Europe.
First, however, a word as to the machines. My

friend's mount was a 1913 3! h.p. Lea-Francis, well

seasoned in Cuml>erland. with 15000 miles to its

credit; my own, an

old single - geared

Matchless, with a 6

h.p. J.A.P. engine,

which I had over-

hauled, adding one
or two sjD e c i a 1

" fakes." T knew it

to be good for any
main road hill in

England on a 3^ to

I gear, and—what
w'as more important
—to be docile to a

degree, enabling it to

be "paddled off.

We crossed to

Dieppe and mad(
for Orleans. Cominj,

'

from a northern
port, the great
'

' route nationale
'

'

stretches 'itself
across the country
and is an invitation

to .speed. We will

A26
The " Table d'OrientE^fjon " on the summit of the Galibier.

pass rapidly over this part of our journey—as our

machines in fact did—and will not attempt to describe

tlie charms of our route through Gien, Autun, Macon,

and Cremieux to Grenoble.

Shortly before reaching this tow-n—at the gateway

of the Alps—we had our first view, of the
'
snow-capped

mountains. We both thought that they did not seem

so impiessi\e as out imagination had led us to expect :

this is no doubt due

to the clearness of

the atmosphere and
the difificulty of

judging distances.

At Grenoble we
had an opportunity

of examining the

motor cycles which

were taking part in

the Alpine Six Days
Trial.

,
Several Eng-

lish machines had
been entered, and
the Triumph.
Scott, and A. B.C.
machines looked in

good fettle.

We bumped out

of Grenoble over a

very bad road en

route to the Col du
Lauteret. This pass

leads to the Briangon
Valley and to the

Col de Mt. Genevre,
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An 8,600£t. Climb.—

uhich is one of the great"

passes leading to Italy, and

is thought to be tliat which

Hannibal used when he lirst

frossed the Alps to march on

Rome. It is the chief pass in

the Southern Alps, the neigh-

bouring pass to the north

•being the Col du Mt. Cenis.

The Col du Oalibier,

which we were to explore,

lies wholly in France and

join s the Lauteret-Mt.

Genevre route with the Mt.

Cenis route.

.From 600ft. to 6.000ft.

(irenoblc lies at an eleva

lion of 689ft., and the summit of the Lauleret, at

6,740ft., is (ifty-three miles distant. Remembering this,

and looking also at the contours of the Galil^ier and our

own famous hills (here reproduced), the reader will be

.ijjle to fornr some idea of the nature of the country.

We stayed a night at a charming little place named

La Grave, commanding magnificent views

towards the Peh'oux group, the principal jjeak

being La Meije, thrusting up i)etween two great

glaciers. Here we first became acquainted with

the uiajestv of these moinitains, and our initial

disappointment in their distant view was quite

forgotten in their mighty presence. On tlie fol-

lowing morning we ran up to the summit of the

l.auteret, and, pulling up at the "hospice,"

our gaze eagerly turned in the rlirection of the

<nilibier. for we foimd that we could make out

a good deal of the road as it zigzagged up the

mountain side. '

After spending some time admiring the view

aud consulting our maps. I " got busy " screw-

ing out my pulley and fitting a spare belt which

StA LEVa CJ2J-f-^676 9 JO ;i12JS J4 15 16m6J9302iZ232l£S,
MILES

The contours of the Galiblcr and well-known English hills

compared.
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lowered the gear to 5-j- to i.

rhis was the first occasion

1 had done so since lea\'ing

Dieppe, and my machine,

with its gear at 3I to i, had

never been in difficulties

—

^ surely a testinKiny to the

g magnificent grading of these

mountain roads.

1 in 8 for Four Miles.

The turning on to the

("ralibier is a1x)ut two kilo-

metres below the summit of

the Lauteret and at an eleva-

tion of 6',26oft. : the Gab-
bier summit is 8.638ft., so

that we were faced with a

rise of 2,378ft. in a distance

of just under f(Xir .miles, the average gradient being

I in 8|.

It is a zigzag ascent, incltiding sixteen hairpin turns,

many of them being extremely acute. I am, however,

leioimting what I learnt in that climb; for, knowing
none of these things and full of confidence in mv

WANDERINGS IN

HIGH PLACES BY

MOTOR CYCLE.

(Left) In the Lauteret

Valley, near La Grave.

(Inset) Mouth of the Gali-

bier Tunnel, on the south

side.
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A fast p:ece o( road in the Loire Valley. Although it is a national roiUe the surface is partially grass grown.

machine, I swung off the main road and began the

climb. I failed to round the first hairpin ! My friend

on his little two-.speeder was soon alongside, and his

first remark was, "Voudl. never do it." I certainly

wislied my baggage weighed ten and not forty pounds,

and that my engine was "clean" instead of car-

bonised by 1,000 miles of touring, but I knew that

I had still sojiie cards to play, so down I went again

on to the main road and lowered my gear a shade

more : out came the old oil and in went four fresh

charges. A fair run was taken at tlie

time, and .1 felt that _
my engine " had the .

*'

situation in hand."
^^'e went nicely
round the first

corner, a steady pull

to the second, round
again, the same at

the third, but \vith

a strong feeling that .

there was not much

L'l idient this

Conquest !

At the fourth b^id
I tiiink we were just

about on the
"limit," but the

fifth was easy. Then
came several very

acute corners in

rapid succession, and
each one T thought would be the last as the road was
narrow and loose and the unguarded edge to a sheer

drop, took the ginger out of my driving : but we
scrambled round, and it was a joy to feel the engine
[JlTigging away at about 800 r.p.m. without another
sign of fa'teiing.

^ 'i^^^sm.'. t.j(^AS^Kirffc<«;-

The Gahbier Pass looking into tl

nature

Higher up was^ a considerable straight stretch, the

spark was forced forward. the_ air opened up, and

away we went^—but straight for that precipice again,

and, at an acute hairpin, getting into some loose

metal, I soon' found myself in difficulties and the

engine unable to pick up.

The cheery buzzing of the Lea-Francis away below

was good to hear, and presently my friend hove in

sight. Looking up, we coujd see the shelter at the

summit. After a few minutes' rest, spent in admir-

ing Mir siiiioundings, my friend gave me a helping

push off. The engine
.a ..-t,., responded at once.

the remaining half-

dozen hairpins were

taken quite comfort

atiiy. and we found
. ourselves on the little

; plateau in front of

the tunnel w h i c h

carries the road over

the pass.

Summer Snow.

Patches of snow

lay around us even

at this season (end

of July). A mag-
nificent view down
the Guisane Valley

to the south-east and
towards the Pelvoux
group to the south

kept us gazing in admiration for some time before we
turned our attention to the passage of the tunnel. Thu-

was- under repair and a narrow gauge railway track

for carrying the material was in use. The far end

of the tunnel \vas boarded up, making the interior

very dark, so that we were obliged to push our

e Guisane Valley

of the climb

Observe the sinuous
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machines through. The workmen, had departed for
the mid-day meal, and we had to unfasten the doors

nt the far end, being greeted on doing so by a French-
man on a big Renault, who was waiting to enter in the

opposite direction. He showed us his maps (French
army ones), and he pointed out the principal heights

on the chainto the east, on the Italian frontier.

Leaving our machines, we climljed on foot to the

saddle above the tunnel. Here a magnificent view in

even' direction was obtained, and a. table d'orieHlatiun

enabled the various mountains tO' be picked out. We
could see Mont Blanc fifty-five miles away to the north
and the Cottian Alps thirty-five miles to the south.

Below us lay the Valloire Valley, and we could trace

our road, as it zigzagged down, until it disappeared
around a rocky promontory. It was now past

midday, and hunger at last drove us to descend
to our machines and make tracks for civilisation once
more.

Down AgaiD !

I'lie ilescent to Valloire begins ovtr a wilder piece

nt country than that on the southern face of the pass,

("he road winds down with great masses of rock and
shale on either hand. .Several mountain streams are

crossed by wooden bridges which are smashed to pieces
each year by the raging torrents which follow the

melting of the snows. ' After jiassing eight hairpins.

ilie first cottages are met about two miles from the

-ummit ; they tire little more than huts with low ovcr-

lumgiiig roofs. ' Some little boys greeted us with"

'idelweiss, which we accepted as a porte-bonheiir.

There is a .short liiec^of level grouml here, .iml

ihen a descent of about two miles with seven more
hairpin corners <arries one flown alongside the bed of

the river ^'all^irc. Here we-saw some snow liridges

>pamiing the torrent. They did not look as if lliey

would carrv the weight of .1 man. and we did not ven

ture ourselves on them.

Little mountain trees now begau to a()|>ear on cither

side of our route, and the lower slopes of the hills were
again clothed in fir trees, when, after a channing run-

itf seven miles, we entered the village. Seeking bread
.ind cheese, wc found a large lunch of soup, meat, and
I rnit. to which we did justice.

Through the Tunnel.

I'he road crosses here to the right bank of the stream.

iuid is carried along the hillside at a considerable height
.iliove the valley, which becomes narrower where the

iiver plunges into a gorge guarded by a fort. At this

point there is a sudden turn in the road and a second
tunnel is entered. W'e had ccHTie down from the bare
rocky heights into this valley, and were under the im-

pression that the larger part of the descent was already
behind us. The view, however, from the further side

of the tunnel very .soon swept away any such ideas.

for, to our amazement, we f(Xind ourselves upon a

high saildle with steep hillsides covered in trees going
ilown into the valley below, much larger than the one
we had left.

Our maps soon enlightened us. \Ve were above the

main valley of the Arc, which carries "the great main
road over the Col Mont Cenis and the railway to the

Mont Cenis Tunnel. Our road plunged into the

forest and did not emerge until the main valley was
reached at St. Michel. The windings of this descent

suqjassed anything we have previously experienced

;

turns and hairpin corners followed one another in be-

wildering succession, until one lost all .sense of direc-

tion and became intent only on following the windings
of the route: The road is narrow and the surface hi

many places indifferent : there had evidently been
wash-outs " following the melting of the snows, for

at one pouit tliere .vas a newly made embankment
caiTving the road cr/er a now almost dried up torrent

bed.'

T'bis portion of the desicent measures 6\ miles, -and
there is soavcely a hundred yards stretch of straight

road.

Ha\ing completed the descent, mc were under tin

ini|)ression that it was worse than the southern side,

which we had ascendeil. It seems, however, from .1

consideration of the gradients, that they are no more
severe. I haw gone over these very carefully with a

map measurer on a large scale ordnance map, and the

ascent of the Galibier from the north, although 'longer

tiian from the .south, i.s probably not much more difficult.

Starting at St. Michel at an elevation of 2,310ft.,

there is a rise of 3,083ft., extending, over 6\ miles,

with an average gradient of i in ir, Tlie final ascent

from the Valloire Valley to the summit, at an elevation

of 8,638ft., has an average gradient of almost exactly

I in 8. It will be seen that the total ri.se is 6,328ft.,

a direct lift of more than a mile.

T^vo Passes.

I he Col du Galibier route is not iisuailv opened
until tlie end of June, and each year an immense
.imount of work is involved, for the road for a great

part of it.s cour.se is cut in ven' steep hillsides, and the

melting of ihe snows brings down great masses of

nnk, which, in some places, sweep the roa<l awav, and,

in others, block it.
,

Such a pass as this is a very different thing from a

great main pass such as the (.'ol de Lauteret, whick
follows a valley up to its head an(J so corae.s naturally

and easily to a depression hi the watershed'. The one

follows the line of least resistance—=-the nature of the

country assisting tlie building of the road—but here,

on this pass, the road forces its way across (he main
direction of the valleys.

The crossing of this pass is an experience which

lK)th of us Idok forward to repeating, and which w '

lan heartily recommend to every reader of TJtc Motor
CycL' who is fortunate enough to have the opportunity
of visiting the Alps. \\'..A.D.

A PROMISING DESIGN OF TWENTY YEARS AGO.
The French lightweight Viratelle which had combined engine

and gear unit and chain drive in 1902.
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Double-sided Licence Holder.

MOTOR cyclists have now become
accustomed to the display of licences

in holders of various types, and a

little thing which is very noticeable with
holders fitted on the front number plate

is the blank side presented when viewed
from the off side of the machine.

The Grade licence holder.

Messrs. Grado, Ltd., Pershore Street,

Birmingham, are oiiering a holder which
is intended to accommodate the licence

card on .one side and a lighting up time
table on the other. The article is quite
well made, and sells at 7s. 6d.

A Special Front Guard.

IT is a sign of popularity of a par-
ticular machine when firms other than
its makers introduce specialities for

it. The number of gadgets on the
market for the Ford car is an excellent
example of this, while in the motor
cycle field the fitments now made for
Triumph motor cycles are increasing
every week. The latest is the special
front mudguard introduced by the Bayley
Motor Accessories Co., Ltd., Hooper

The Bayley front guard for Triumph
motor cycles. Inset shows the channelled
section of the guard.

Street, Birmingham, which concern is

offering tire guard illustrated, complete
with all fittings, for 35s. As will be
seen, it has water channels, flap, and side

valances, in addition to being excep-
tionally wide.

New Electric Lamps.
ELECTRIC lighting for motor cycles is

becoming more popular every, day,

and it is not surprising therefore

to find that accessory mamitacturers are

keeping pace with the times. The lamps
illustrated are three of a range of new
designs recently introduced by West wood
Rim and Patents Ltd.. Lawden Road

A neat electric lamp set—the " Daybeam."

Foundry, Bordesley, Birmingliam, The
head lamp, known as the Daybeam, is

of Sin. diameter, finished in ebony black,

with plated fittings, and is sold for 40s.

The sidecar lamp has a l|in, convex lens,

and sells at 15s., while the tail light is

priced at 12s. 6d.

A30

A Ratchet Brake for Motor
Cycles.

VERY few firms have realised that a

ratchet control for one of the brakes
is just as necessary on a sidecar out-

fit as on a car. Several times have we
been placed in an awkward position

through the lack of such a fitment.

Almost every motor cyclist at some time
or another' has had a chain or belt break
while ascending a steep hill, or has
brought lus engine to a standstill and
had to restart. On the average machine
the rider finds that he dare not leave
the saddle until he has backed the
machine into a convenient bank, for the
reason that it has not been safe to take
the foot off the brake pedal.

Now the Engineering Service Co., of
Union Street, Ryde, has introduced a
ratchet brake which may be fitted to anv

A hand control that can lock

the brake when desired.

machine, and,, of substantial construction,
is made to clqj on to the tank tube. The
price, with 2ft, 6in, of'Bowden cable,

is 50s.

A Valve Adapter for Disc
Wheels.

UNDER the present circumstances it

is not an easy matter to inflate the

tyre on a wheel fitted with discs,

as the pump connection, is difficult to

screw into position. The adapter illus-

trated overcomes this difficultv and, hav-

The Vero valve

adapter for disc

wheels.

ing a swivel end, when once screwed on
to the valve it can be retained as a per-

manent fixture, and only a very small
liole will be required in the disc. It

is made by Arthur R. Price, Ltd., Park
Lane, Aston, Birmingham.
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A Brief Review of me Classic Easier Trial.

Timed Section over Ihe Worst Hills ol Somerset
and Devon—a Searching Test for Low-powered

Machines.

AMONG the ii];n]y Kaster events
organised by tlic clubs all over the

country, probably the M.C.C. run
from London to Land's End is the most
important, for the Motor Cyclinjj Club
is a national, rather than a local, institu-

tion, and its members arc scattered all

over the country. In such trials as the

London-Land's End—and similar events
organised by this old club—its mem-
bers fill up with petrol and turn the front

\vheel for London, where, at C'ranford

Bridge, to-morrow evening, the cream of

ihe motor cycle world will congregate
to start or to see the start of the long

ti'ip to Land's End.
This year no fewer than 216 members

will vie with one another for the honour
of winning the Jarrott Cnp.

An Historic Event.

First held in 1908, tlie competition has

been run annually excejjt for tho.se un-

fortunate blank years when more serious

lu.itters demanded the attention of the

nation. As the years passed by. the

I'Onditions have been stiffened in order

tc keep pace with the e.xtraordinary pro-

gress made in the power, reliability, and
general efficiency of motor cycles, and
this year the course has been stiffened

by the inclusion of a lime limit on the

dreaded Porlock Hill, which must be
climbed at an average speed of 18 m.p.h.
Furtlirr, ;iftfr tin's three miles limed

.-iction, the competitors are required to

.ivci-age 20 m.p.h. imtil Lynton Hill has
been scaled, which means that over the
twelve miles taking in Porlock, moor-
land roads, the deseent of ( 'ountiabury,
and the ascent of Lynton, an average
speed of 19.4 m.p.h. has to be main-

LONDON-LAND'S END TIME TABLE.

rirst C'l'jrs p. _ Inter. Total
Time.

'^'
UislUHCC Oislaiicc.

10.0 .. CraalorJ Bridge . .rr — .. —
lO.IU .. Mai.lciihcad 13J .. 13J
II. in .. Reading 13 .. 26i
I'J.IO .. Ncwburv .• 17 J3l
r.'.3.0 . . Hungcrford g-J .. j2'
1.5 . . Marltx)rough 10 62
LIS .. Dcvize5 14.} .. 761
2.1S .. Trowbridsc 10 .. 864
2.1.1 .. Froiiic 9 .. 951
3. lit .. Sheptoa .Mallet HJ .. -106}
3.11! .. OLidstoiil'iiry i) Ifji
1.311 .. nridgwalcr 14 J .. 1301
fi.23 ...Willilon 171 .. US'
7..') .. Porloek 14 .. 162
7.111 .. I.vimiomh 114 173!
7.42 .. I.vnto.i Hill Top .., . \ .. 174
S.33 .. Bdrn-.t.i|ilc 17 .. I'Jl

fl.l ..Biilctord 01 .. 200i
9.56 .. noUworlhy ...... 18} .. 218t

10.3S .. Laiinrtiton. ......

.

14 .. 232.1

1.5 .. Bo*nin 21i .. 251}
2.1!l .. Truro 24$ .. 27S;
3.35 .. Peozaiiic 251 .. 304
1.5 . . L.inds End ]0 .. 314

ho

tained. A difficult task, truly, and onj
which we have criticisid on the gi'ouniJs

of safety, and for the reason that it

favours the high-powered machines in the

competition almost to the exclusion
those with smaller engines.

The following is a list of the previoi

winners of the coveted trophy ;

1908.— 1-". O. smith (3'i Trimnpli).
IJIO.—Tlic \:,Xa Admiral Sir B. K. Atlmtlm.

Hurl., E.N. {3Vi I'rinmph).
1911.—A. .T. Moothunso (7 Indian].
1912.—H. Jyurilnko (Ji.i Roterl.
1913.—P. W. Moffiitt (2<, Douglas).
1914.—K. A. Colliver i7-9 Indian).
1919.-W. H. Eko (10 llorgnn).

t 1920. -T. S. .Siiarrnlt (4 Triumrli).

Awards to be Gained.

In addition to l4ie preiuior award
prizes include the Captain's Cup for (he

liest performance by a sidecar, Elce Ci:|i

for three-whceldd .cycle cars, Lestei' dii'

for light cars, and gold medals for uU
who arc

1) Xot morn thnn 16 mins. Mrly at nnr loiut:

2) Not more thnn 5 mins. Into at the holtom
nt Porlock;

3 N'ut Blower thnn 18 m.p.h. for tlio tti'

rnilw rnmm'>uciBg at thb Ship Inn ^'

Vorlwk

:

4. Xot nioie ttjjjn 5 mins. late at the top i

I*ynton Hill:

5, Not more ilmn 15 min*. late at any otLtr

part at th'-' Jonruey.

Silver medals will also be awarded to

competitors who are notrmore than fifteen

minutes early or thirty minutes late at

any point of the journey.

Below we give a list of the motor cycle

and cycle car competitors, who will start

at minute intervals. In addition thei;

are sixty-three Cius, a list of which i-

given in" to-morrow 'p Autnrar.

A Complete List of Solo, Sidecar, and Three-wheeler Entrants.

1. T.
2. F.
3. P.
4. E.
5. H.
6. H.
7. V.
8. H.
9. R.

10. G.
11. S.

12. C.
13. H.
14. H.
15. .7.

16- E.
17. N.
18. 8.
19. fT.

20. P.
22 C.

S. Sliauatl (4 Indian .-M-Out).

A. rx)nyman (3'- Ariel).
W. MoBat (3I-. Donglas).
A. Wright (2% Diamond 1.

Karslakc (8 Brouyh Sni. t.

J. .«.:ale (4 .<!,:ale).

Olsson (3'-. Sunbeam).
P. Edwards (2-^i CouUon-B.).
B, Clark 12''i Coulson-B.).
E. Staiev (2;'i Verus).
Dunlord (2'i Vc-nisl.
A. McKpand 14 H.-David. Ill

B. Milling (8 Zenith).
M. Knowies (S'^ Norton).
(i. CViod»>noufeh (3^^ Norton i.

Pond 14 Triumph).
S. Brooker (3';^ .Sunbeam).
J. Marks (4 Tritimph).
Wilson (4I2 Quadrant).
Street (3IA Sunbeam).
F. P)owman (4 Triumi'h).

23. I'.

S4. K.
2S. K.
26. .1.

27. H.
?a. .1.

29. S.

.30. .s.

31. H
32. .7.

.M. A.

.34. H.
,1.1. A.
3fi. .).

37. i;.

.38. 1;.

39. • '.

40. H.
21. A.
41. V.
42. t.

SOl.O .M VtHlX
Noturi 14 Triunipli). 43.

J. Anderson I3''4 .Seoti).

.\tkin« (3'- Ariel). 44.
A. Honit 13'.! Si-ott). 45.
J. Sims (4 Trinmpli). 46.
IIarri?on (2"'j Connanyht). 47.

T. Ashbv 12', fiiUnaui-hl '. 48.

.0. Wooldridge 14 Omeea). 49.

T. Leather iV-- N.r.T.I. 50.

Walli- IS Reading Siandaid). 51.

C. lihodc.s (3i,- N.V.T.). 52.

K. Knight (3^,. Norton). 53.
S. Guthrie |2'V Dalton). 54.

.<?. Bennett (2'., Metro-Tylei i. 55.

F. .4mmon (2V. Metro-Tyler). 56.

E. CuHe (2i.i Velro-Tyler). 57.

C. Labin (4 "Indian Siout). 58.

V. Baleman (2'^i Diamond). 59.

Ellison (6 Zenith). 60.

G. Priee f2'-., Diamonli). 61.

F. Alcock ;, I'.-nl-on-B.). 62.

A. Pje-l\vi'h |2'4 Ne« 63.

roijcrial). 64.

A. Slann (4 Triumph I.

W. .Vpplebee I2>:, Levi-i. 65.

Morgan (4 Triumph). 66.

Francis (4 Triumph). 67.

H. ri. Love (2>i Doosla-,'. 68.

Bourlet IS<-. Ariel). 69.
W. Shepherd (2^ Batimoin 1 70.

O. Wall (2ii Cedo!). 71.

G. Hartley (4 Triumph). 72.
Kickham li'.i Douglas). 73.

H. Morgan (4 H.-DavidjKm). 74.

G. Spilcins (7 n.-Davidi-oii)
Bray (3'^ N.U.T.). 75.
M. Knill (4 Indnin Scout). 76.
Keeva (3i,i Sunbeam). 77.
F. Fellowea (4 Coulson-B.l. 78.
CuBPingbani (:3r,i, P. and M.). 79.
R. II. Kuieht (S'.-i Brough).

Bar- '2' Levis).

\V. <;. Clrur.hill I2\ V. .11 1.

A. W. Graham-Martin (3'j

Alecto).
II. Revre (6 Jame;).
.T. A. O'SuUiv.TO 4 H.-Dvivi.).. . ,1

R. B- Roberta (4 Triumph).
H. S. Eaton (3"!. N.C.T.).
S. W. Uatclifle 13 Brough ^.q '.

D. .1. Stone (2ri Olympic).
D. Crawlord (5 Zenith).
.I.Richardson {3i.! Lca-Frani:i=).

S. Wame (2H M.B.I. , ,

II. B. Uarveyson (4 Indian
Scout).

.1. A. Watson.Boorne (4 ReMi.

Eli Clark. Jun. (2=4 Douglas).

11. H. Brayne ( ). ., ,

W. G. Sykcs (7 H.-Davidson).

(Coptiiiufd on nrr I iia^t.)

A3I
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SIDECAR MACHINES.
80. W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Rex).
81. H. W. Glendinning (8 He-\).
82. H. Le Vack (7 Indian).
83. W, J. Simpson (7 Indian).
84. Eli Claik (4 Douglas).
85. J. C. Sandfoid (6 EoTel).
86. R. Rayner (6 A.J.S.).
37. W. P. Brandon (4 Tiiumpli).
88. R. A. Lucking (8 New Imperial).
89. P. W. White (8 Snnbeam).
90. F. Begley (4 D,iUon).
91. C. D. Miehaefis (7 H.-Davidson).
92. J. D. Marvin (8 Rex).
93. C. F. Edwards (4 Triumph).
94. W. E. Brough, Sen. (5 Brough),
95. T. J. Ross 17 Matchless).
96. E. J. Ellis (7 Matchless).
97. G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless).
98. 0. Nott (7 Matchless).
99. D. S. Parsons (7 Matchless).

100. G. Packman (8 Matchless).
101. Hugh Gibson (8 Roval Ruby).
102. H. Dale (8 Eoval Eubv).
103. L. A. Apsey (8 Roval Ruby).
104. P. J. Watson (6 Ariel).
105. J. T. Bashall (6 M.nrtinsyde).
106. W. H. Bashall (6 Martinsvde).
107. S. T. Tessier (8 Bat sc.).

108. E. C. Luuniss (8 Sunbeam).

109. S. Julian W-, Humber).
110. W. Julian (7 H.-Davidson).
111.7. Caslake (7 H.-Davidson).

,
112. A. P. H. Pehrson (41/2 Dunelt).
113. E. Hillary (4 Triumph).
114. G. Brough (8 Brough Superior).
115. J. S. Morgan (7 H.-Davidson).
116. J. A. Masters (7 H.-Davidson).
117. E. J. Andrews 14V, B.S.A.).

118. A. a. Gripper (7 Indian).
119. K. Charlesvrorth (8 Zenith).
120. K. Don (6 Zenith).
121. J. L. R. .Jensen (7 H.-David.«on).
122. J. C. Watson (7 H.-Davidson).
123. M. A. Newnham (4'/4 B.S.A.).
124. R. H. Attwood (4 Norton).
125. W. P. Guiver (8 Matchless).
126. E. J. L. Strong (7 H.-Davidson).

1400

i AVERAGE l94-M.Pil

Contours of the timed section in the Land's End run

127. G. B. Bettl-idge (4 Douglas).
128. J. F. Perrin (6 Zenith).
129. R. F. Overbury (8 Zenith).
130. G. R. Claridge (4 Triumph).
131. W. T. Dobbs (6 A.J.S.).
132. R. Newitt (7 H.-Davidson).
133. G. K. Gibbs (8 Reading

Standard).
134. B. S. Allen (7 H.-Davidson).
135. F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S.).
136.
137. S. C. Tait (7 H.-Davidson).
138. A. P. McGowran (4 Triumph).
139. W. C. Hemy (7 A.J.S.).
140. G. E. Toombs (7 H.-Davidson).
141. V. Pentlow (4Vi B.S.A.).
142. R. Carey (8 Blackburno).
143. 11. H. Saddington (6 James).

THREE.WHEELED CYCLE
CARS.

144. W. H. Elce (10 Morgan).
145. A. E. Hartfall (10 Morgan).
146. P. S. Spouse (10 T.B.).
147. H. E. K. Savvtell (10 Morgan).
148. B. Croucher (7 Gov. Premier).
149. C. E. Bennett (10 Morgan).
150. W. E. (JornwTill (9 Castle-Three).
151. S. A. McCarthy (10 Morgan).
152. H. W. Holmes (10 Morgan).

EASTER WITH THE CLUBS,
A Very Full Week-end: Fixlures North, South. East, and West.

EASTER is a holii3ay season. Great, therefore,

must be the fascination that competitive riding

exercises on its (Jevotees to attract so many
hundre(3s of motor cyclists at this season to the most
arduous branch of their sport. Granted, that even
the London-Land's End Trial possesses much of a

holiday nature if the weather gods be favourable;
with even slightly adverse conditions the three hundred
mile ride between lo p.m. aiifl 4 p m. next day will

little resemble a holiday as understood by the general

public or the dictionary. Difficulties such as Porlock
and Lyntori (at^ 18 m.p.h. !) were obviously made to.

be overcome j "and perhaps this is why the classic

M.C.C. run has attracted its brave two hundred.

Not Counting the Spectators.
Not the two hundred only are interested in the

conquest of Somerset and Devon hills. Several clubs

are organising parties to witness the tit-bits of the

course, notably the Bournemouth and the Public
Schools M.C.C.'s, and lone riders and impromptu
parties this year will wend their way westward in

increasing numbers to be "in at the death."
The London-Land's End, despite the huge. entry

list, has not by any means drawn all the competition
riders in the country. In the North there is

another classic of a different nature, the Richmond
Meet, where over thirty Northern cliibs will vie for

supremacy in the matter of " distances covered multi-

plied by percentage of paid-up members present."
Very simple really; and, given reasonable weather on
Good Friday, the old market place at Richmond
should be overflowing with enthusiastic riders. Here,
again, unattached riders should considerably swell the
ranks of those interested.

Also in the North, two days later, there is an inter-

club rally at Ribchester, organised by the North-
'

Western Centre A.C.U., on similar lines to the
Yorkshire affair. Many important clubs have
announced their intention of supporting this meeting,

.

and a big and enthusiastic attendance is e.xpected.
Easter Monday will truly be a busv day, with its

one almost " c;lassic " and two open 'events. Again
the Northern rider is lavishlv catered for ; Westmor-

land M.C.C, will hold its open hill-climb on Orton

Scar (near Kendal), and the Scarborough club is once

more organising a climb on Staxton Brow, The latter

event is technically " closed, "^but old associations (this

is the eighth year of the Staxton climb) should ensure

a heavy entiy' list nevertheless. Orton Scar,- on the

other hand, is a genuine open e^'ent, and, knowing the

excellent organisation that is likely to prevail, we pre-

dict a record attendance, and a most enjoyable day's

sport with the Westmorland M.C.C. Easter Monday
is also the date of the East Midland Centre A.C.L'.

Open Speed Trials, to be held near Bourne, Lines.

The Lincolnshire M.C.C. has charge of this event,

and time and locality should combine to draw a large

number of the best known Midland speed men.
Across the Border, the Scottish competition season

is opened this year by an important week-end trial, to

be promoted by the Glasgow Western M.C.C, March
26th to 28tli. The competitors will leave Glasgow
shortly after mid-day on Saturday, and journey vin

Crossford, Lanark, and Abbington to Carlisle. On
Sunday they will have free access to their machines,

this being rather an innovation in competition i-ules,

and the Cumberland County M,C.C. has , consented

to provide guides to competitors wishing to view their

locality. No doubt some of the famous Cumberland
hills will be visited.- On Monday the route will lie

in the Lake District, and will include Kirkstone Pass.

Closed Club Events.

Closed club events there are, innumerable. Some
are merely social runs, often with one of the big events

as a destination, while others will assume more im-

portant proportions. For example, the Carmarthen
M.C. and L.C.C. is holding a hill-climb on Good
Friday, which is bound to- appeal to orther Welsh clubs

and motor cyclists outside the club's own niembership

roll. The same thing may be said of the Neath Club's

reliability trial. Amongst the other competitive club

fixtures for Easter week are hill-climbs at Brighton

and at Dewsbury, an acceleration test mth the West
Kent M.C.C, the Birmingham M.C.C.'s "closed"
Sangster Cup Trial, and the North London M.C.C.'s
Staley Cup Trial.
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Devonshire Hills that

will test Competitors'

Riding Ability as well

as their Machines.

The upper photograph, which

depicts the second bend on

Porlock, conveys some idea of

what competitors will have to face

in the way of road surface at this

awkward bend should the weather

be wet.

Centre (left) : This appalling-

toking gradient confronts one
inamedialely after rounding the

first bend of Porlock.

Centre (right) : On Countisbury.
Lynton can be seen in the distance
well above the sea level. Lynmouth
is situated in the little cove observ-
able in the photograph.

Bottom: Lynton, a much shorter

hill than Porlock, has a very bad
hairpm bend and poor surface,

with a maximum gradient

1 in 4.
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ALMOST e V e r y

sober - minded
person who thinks

of investing in a mecliani-

cally - propelled vehicle

makes a statement to the

effect that ten to fifteen

miles per hour represent

h i s maximum require-

ments. 20 m. p. h.,appears

to be a high speed to- this

class of possible buyer,

and with knowledge of

what can be done with

a bicycle, he has in mind
similar speeds, but
without the necessity for

pedalling.

No doubt there is a
large available market
for a machine to

fulfil these require-

ments
; the great

interest displayed
in the scooter, in its

" newspaper " stage,

proves this.
'

, The
Motor Cycle pro-
phesied '

that the
scooter would die,

and that, from its

ashes would arise

the miniature motor
cycle, following the
scooter in general
dimensions, but pro-

vided with a seat.

We tried them
all—and most o f

them WQ found
wanting. Two o r

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE: lih.p. Norman, 56x60 mm. (112.5 c.c.) four-slroke

single ovMiead valves.

LUBRICATION: Hand pump. MAGNETO: Riinbaken.

CARBURETTEIi: Vici single lever, with pilot jet.

TRANSMISSION: Whittle bell to eoiintersliaft ; J/ri. chain to

rear wheel. 9
BRAKES: Toe -operated rear band brake. Hand-operated

stirrup on front wheel. WHEELS: IS x 2in.

WEIGHT: 75 lb. PRICE: 15% 10s.

^^%/-

I

in the case o( a puncture and aversion to mending it on the road, it is possible to

walk alongside the Kenllworth and allow it to propel itself

three, howe\ei, pio\ed

quite roadwoithy foi the

purpose for which they

were designed. Un-
loitunately, the scooter

earned for itself a bad
eputation just as the

earlv cycle cars pieju-

diced the public against

the propositions A\hich

were worthy of considera-

tion, and, at the present

tune, any motor cjcle of

the size of a scooter is

looked upon with a cer-

tain amount of suspicion.

Knowing that this type

of -vehicle has a place in

the world of wheels, we
recently took over a

Kenilworth miniature foi'

a coui^le of weeks' test,

and found that it had
certain advantages of its

own which should appeal
to everyone who prefers

to travel in ease on
his journeys b e-

tween home a n d

office, or, in the case

of a lady, to the

shops or on social

calls.

Changing as we
did straight ftom an
exceptionally fast
single and, earlier, a

big twin, we confess

to a feeling that, at

first, the Kenilworth
seemed a toy. Its

weight was lower
than any motor
c_\'cle we had tried

f o r many years.

With the I Sin.

wheels, its seventy
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Road Tests of New Models.—

odd pounds is placed so low that we were not reminded
of the days when diminutive engines were placed high
in the frame. The weight is well distributed also,

and the machine wheels easily. We have tried lighter

scooters which could not be wheeled comfortably and
which, when the engine refused to fire, had a discon-

certing way of " kicking up their heels," swinging
round and striking one on the calf. There is not the
slightest tendency -for the little Kenilworth to perform
such antics: quite soberly it wheels along until, with

the throttle lever about %\r\. open, one drops the ex-

haust Lifter. Then at walking speed the miniature
four-stroke engine fires, but there is no rajjid accelera-

tion as with a motor cycle. In fact, its docility per-

mits one to walk alongside, holding one of the

handle-bars and allowing the engine to propel the
machine.

RemarRable Controllability.

We disco\-erejl this characteristic of the Kenilworth
one morning when, half a mile from the office, the

rear tyre suddenly went flat. With the flywheel just

-turning over we allow-ed it to take the machine
to our destination, while we walked alongside on the

5_pa\ement, guiding it i)y one of tlie bars, just as one
would a pedal cycle.

As regards its speed, apparently about 15
iii.)3.h. can be maintained indefinitely, but the
< ngine is capable of considerably exceeding this

rate of speed—in fact, we have drivenit as fast as

-\S m.p.h., but our mechanical susceptibilities

were reproached by the high re\-\-ing engine,
,ilUiough, even at its highest speeds, there is even
le.ss vibration than with many larger engines.

This, of course, is due to its small size, coupled
with good balance and light moving parts. Of
iinvhanical sounds thei-e are few at ordinary

-I" eds, and the burble of the exhau.st is not un-
jjleasant even to those unaccustomed to motor
cycles.

With such small wheels, the motor cvclist

immediately questions its comfort on the road.
Wliether it is due to its short wheelbase or to its

excellent springing arrangement by which the saddle

pillar and footboards are made to mo^'e together, it

would surprise the average rider in this respect. We
frequently covered a pot-holey section which, with

eiriier solo or sidecar, compels one to- " go easy," on
the Kenilworth, no discomfort being experienced, for

there was little tendency for the machine to bounce.

Simplicity of Control.

The simplicity of its control (exhaust lifter and
single lever Vici carburetter for the engine ; hand and
toe operated brakes for the wheels) renders it an excel-

lent little mount for those who hesitate on the score

of complication. In this respect we have been amused
b\ the manner in which elderly people and ladies have
mounted the Kenilworth after two minutes' explanation

regarding the fnnciions of the three controls. X6
doubt its small, size and conceMled mechanism inspires

confidence to the uninitiated.

Although single-geared its hill-climbing capabilities

arc quite good. Stoneleigh Hill (a short rise with a

rjaximum gradient of i in 9, which the average

-}i--l4 h.p. lightweight just breasts on top gear) was
climbed without assistance : naturally a 6 to i ratio

with 1 Sin. wheels is actually equivalent to a 9 to i

gear on zS'in. wheels.

Altogether we have been very favourably impressed
by the Kenilworth

as a runabout suit-

able for all who
o not require the

higher speeds of a

motor cycle. ^^^e

feel sure that if it

were better known it

would be seen in

greater numbers.

SIDE AND REAR VIEWS OF THE
KENILWORTH MINIATURE.

In this machine, mudguarding and

concealment of the mechanical elements

of the machine have been closely

studied and well executed.

^2
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Some Experiences wiih ihe

M-L Magliia Outfit on a

Two-cylinder Two-stroke.

A FEW months ago a member
of The Motor Cycle staff-,

who had hitherto relied
upon acetylene lighting, decided
that the time was ripe for the
adoption of complete electrification

for his machine.
The decision was arrived at

largely as a result of test runs on
other machines so equipped ; for

undoubtedly the strong point of
electric lighting is the confident

and slightly self-satisfied feeling which arises from
the knowledge that, as the shades of evening draw
in, the touch of a switch will flood the road with light,

without the necessity of stopping and struggling with

matches, lamp doors, water valves, and smells.

4s the machine to be fitted was a Scott, which,

being chiefly used with sidecar, has little reser-ve of

power when climbing freak gradients, some fear was
entertained of the absorption of b.h.p. in driving a

clynamO'j in consequence, the' claims of the M-L Mag'-

lita outfit were considered.

The generator itself consists of an H section arma-
ture running between the poles of a pair of permanent
magnets; low and high-tension windings are wound
upon the upper pole shoe, and the H armature acts

as the rotor of a po'tar inductor magneto^. A winding,

however, is carried by the rotor, "and this generates

the charging current, which is rectified through a

&:" GNITION'

ccnnmutator. and so passes to the

battery.

It will be seen that the one
rotating armature will require no
more power to drive than that

absorbed by a magneto, and in

consequence it made a strong
appeal ; moreover, to a mind not

brought up on ohrtis .and watts, it

seemed less distinctly " electrical
"

t h a n the average thorough-going

dynamo.
No particular difficulty w a s

found in fitting the generator to

the machine, but as it was delayed
until the eve of the London-Exeter
run, hurried work resulted in the

dri\ing chain line being incorrect. In consequence, a

thirty-mile run on Christmas Eve resulted in the chain

jumping off several times, and Christmas Day was'

spent in a hectic refitting of tlie whole equipment.

A Severe AtUnight Test.
The first day's run with the Maglita equipment was

from Coventry to Andover, the battery being on charge
all the time'; then the London-Exeter competitors were
picked ujj, and the lights were in continuous use all

the night until ,daybreak came. For. an initial test,

through pouring rain, the lights functioned perfectly,

although it was noticed that the battery showed a

slight tendency to rim down; this was no doubt due
to the abnormal conditions, for ovVing to stops while
making observations, the battery was not being charged
of course.

On. the ignition side the machine gave no trouble,

despite the fact that special, double pole plugs were

Distributer end of the M-L Maglita Ignition and lightin

generator ; it is very little larger than most magnetos

The handsome head lamp has a minimum of projectmg nuts and screws.

The battery occupies the position usually held by the generator

E4
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Combined Lighting and Ignition

—

being used, which place a greater demand upon the
magneto.

These results have been confirmed in subsequent
usage. Although the light is not so great as that
obtained with separate dynamo equipments, it«is quite
sufficient for all ordinary purposes.
When a sidecar is fitted a 4 volt 2 ampere bulb

is used in the head lamp, and the side and tail lamps
carry 4 volt 0.5 ampere bulbs; the battery when fully

charged will supply these for about five hours.
Only a minimum amount of attention is called for;

the generator requires no lubrication, and appears to
be entirely reliable. The lamps are staunchly made,
and have not needed to be touched—incidentally.

365

the bulb holders of the side and tail lamps are a push

fit, so that they may be used as inspection lamps.

Shortly after taking over the set we drilled a J-j^in.

hole in the body of the rear lamp, so that a spot of

white light was directed on to the ground about three

feet to the off side of the machine and level with the

back hub. This acts as a tell-tale, and saves looking

right round, or perhaps stopping, to see if the rear

lamp is in operation.

Up to the present the battery has needed no more
attention than an occasional inspection and filling up

of the- acid with distilled water.

In every way the set has justified the hopes which

led to its selection, and has made still another convert

to electric lighting.

ROUTE OF THE A.C.U. ONE-DAY SPRING TRIAL
ON APRIL 27th.

The start and finish are at Brooklands, and the course takes in most of the well-known South-western

hills. The figures Indicate the altitudes at various points of the route.

WXSICBMAM
366
LUNCH STOP

Sj^pREiaATE

1921 T.T. REGULATIONS.
Abridged Parliculars of ihe Rul-es governing boih Races. No important Clianges;

NO important change whatsoever is discernible in

this year's T.T. regulations. At the same time
the salient features are worthy of recapitulation.

One lap of the course is thirty-seven miles four

furlongs; the Senior Race (six laps) is, therefore,

225 miles, the Junior Race (five laps) being 187 miles

four furlongs. ,.

Every competitor must be on the Competitors'
Register either of the A.C.U. , of the Scottish

Auto-Cycle Union, of the Motor Cycle Union of

Ireland, of any colonial club recognised by the Union,
or of any club in the F.I.C.M.
Motor cycles entered for either race must be touring

motor cycles without pedalling gear, and complying
with the international definitions on this matter.

Silencers are not compulsory during the race, but
must be fitted for practising, and at all other times

during which the motor cycle is on the Island.

As announced already, the Junior Race, i.e., for

motor cycles not exceeding 350 c.c. engine capacity,

will take place on Tuesday, June 14th, and the Senior
Race, i.e., for motor cycles not ' exceeding 500 c.c.

engine capacity, on Thursday, June i6th. There is

a special 250 c.c. class in the Junior Race.

In additiota to the Junior and Senior Trophies and

cash prizes for places, there will be team prizes for

nominated teams finishing within thirty minutes of

the winner's time; and in the case of an exceptionally

plucky performance the Nisbet award will be made.
Regarding number plates and distinquishing colours,

the same rules as last year also apply ; and both

during the racing and practising, helmets of an

approved type must be worn.

Entrants must complete at least six laps in practice,

one of which must be made at the following minimum
times: Senior Race, sixty rninutes ; Junior Race,

seventy minutes; and 250 c.c. Class in Junior Race,

ninety minutes.

While the remainder of the rules are not of very

, general interest w-e advise intending entrants to study

them very carefully. Copies may be obtained from
the Secretar)' of the A.C.U., 83, Pall Mall, London,
S.W.I. Entries at ordinary fees {£,21 per machine)
close at noon, Monday, May 2nd, and at double fees

at noon, Monday, May i6th. As entries in both races

are limited, there seems every possibility that some
intending competitors may be disappointed if they do
not make very early application.

B.5
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NEW MODELS
AND NAMES.

Many Newcomers (o the

Motor Cycle Industry. Low
Priced Two Sirckes receiving

Attention. A Ligtitweiglit for

£46 and a Sidecar Outfit at

£80.

DESPITE the present temporary slack-

ness of trade, there is no dearth of

new corners^ to the motor cycle

industry, which continues to attract those

who desire to enter the manufacturing

field. Apparently it is considered an easy

trade to enter, since it is possible to

obtain the chief units from manufacturers

who specialise in them and, to a certain

extent, purchasers are thus guaranteed

satisfaction. In addition, there are

several firms with older reputations re-

entering the market.

Simplicity combined with good quality

components are apparent features of the

25 h p. Monopole-Jap

A Well-thought-out Lightweight.

Recently we inspected one of the Silver

Prince lightweiglits, which are produced
by the Tryus Cycle Co., of Johnstone
Street, Birchfields, Birmingham, and
were much taken by the general appear-
ance of this new machine and the methods
employed to produce it. Usually the
smaller makers do not i^ay a great deal

of attention to the question of desiguing

Considerable thought has evidently been ex-

pended on the frame and genera! design of

the Silver Prince.

The Monopole Range.

For example, the Monopole name is

one which has long been associated with
the cycle industry, and the firm's recently

reintroduced motor cycles are in every
way up to their previous standard, botli

in quality and appearance-
A very complete range of machines is

being offered, starting from a Villiers-

engined two-stroke single-speed model ijt

56 guineas to a 5-6 h.p. J. A. P. twin at

135 guineas. In addition to these two
extremes tliere are a two-speed 2J h.p.

four-stroke with J. A. P. engine and clutch

and kick-starter at 85 guineas, a similar

model with two-stroke engine at . 78
guineas, and a 3^ h.p. Abingdon-engined
model with Sturmey-Archer three-speed
gear box at 110 guineas.
The machines are exceptionally well

made and finished, and although follow-
ing conventional lines, possess a distinc-
tive appearance with their green enamel.
The illustration of the 2| h.p. J.A.P.
model conveys a good impression of each
of the range. It will be seen that a belt
guard is extended over the gear box
pulley. The Monopole Cycle Co., Ltd.,.

is located at St. Mary's Street, Coventry.

ill order to facilitate production—and this

applies also io larger iirms—but the

Tryus company carefully thought out

the design before attempting to market
the Silver Prince machine. For example,
all the tub?s used in the back portion of

the frame, ^.c, the four stays, are identi-

cal in their bends. Then the guards are

better carried out than on the average
low priced motor cycle, tire front guard
being of 4in., and the rear 53111. section.

The tyres are 25x2^in., while the bell

line is the same in both single-speed and
two-speed models, which not only facili-

tates production, but, should the owner
of a single-speed model desire a two-
speed gear, this can be fitted without
structural alteration to the frame.
A Villiers engine is fitted, and the two-

speed models have Sturmey-Archer or
Albion gears- Brampton forks, Dunlop:
lyres, and belt rim and inverted lever
brakes are included in the equipment. The
prices are 46 guineas, single gear ; 57
guineas with plain two-speed gear ; and
63 guineas with two-.speed, clutch, and
kick-starter—the weights being 14'' lb.,

153 lb., and 168 lb. respectively.

Built for Overseas.

Embodying the large experience of
extensive Overseas trade, the Sarco-
Reliance has _ been designed by Messrs.
Sanders, Rehders, and Co., Ltd., of 108.
Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.3. A
68x72 mm. two-stroke engine having
double exhaust pipes, a Burman two-
speed gear box with hand-controlled
clutch, and a kick-starter are fitted to
one model, which retails at £85 ; a
similar machine, but without clutch and
starting pedal, is sold for £77 10s.

C.A.V. magneto and Saxon forks form
part of its good-class equipment; while,
in order to render it in every w-ay suitable
for hard usage Overseas, the frame is

constructed of slightly hea\\.er gauge
tubing.

A well-proportioned machine embodying
standard components, the 2\ h.p. Sarco-

Rehance.
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A recent addition to the list of Blackbume-
engihed machines, the 2:i h.p. Nickson-B.

A New 4 h.p. Blackburne-engined Mount.

One of the features of the la.'t Olympia
Show was the number of machines fitted

with 4 h.p. Blackbunie engines. Yet
another mount has been introduced with
this popular power plant—the Nickson,

made by John Nickson, 230, Station

Eoad, Bamber Bridge, Lancashire. A
Burman three-speed gear box, Brampton
forks, and aluminium footplates are in-

cluded in the equipment, and the saddle

height is 29in. The price is £128.

Several other models are also made in-

cluding the J.N.U. 2J h.p. two-stroke
with a Dalm engine and two-speed
gear, with and without clutch and kick

starters, at £68 10s. and £75 respectively.

Another model has a 1\ h.p.' Blackburne
eim:iiTe, and with two-speed clutch and
kick starter sells at £105.

A Pero-engined Lightweight,

The Waverley is another name new to

the majority of our readers. It adorns
tlie Tanks of a range of motor cycles made
by Waverley Jlotors, of 145. LichHeld

- Koad, Aston, Birmingham. Three models
are produced, which are fitted with .t

IVro two-stroke engine of 269 c.c. capa-

city. These are single geared, two-speed,
and two-speed with clutch and kick-

starter, sold at £53, £60, and £65
respectively. The weights vary from
150 lb. to 165 lb. Anotiier model has a
2| h.p. Blackburne engine and the equip-
ment usually supplied with such machines.
With two-speed gear, clutch, and kick-

starter, it sells at £95.

It will be noted that the Pero-engined

models have the engine placed high in the

frame, and for this reason may be found

suitable for certain Overseas markets.

An £80 Sidecar Outfit.

At the last sbo\i- £49 10s. was the

lowest-priced motor cycle offered to the

public. Since that

date a few have
been introduced a
few shillings be-

3(>7

Lycett pan seat saddle, and 25x23 Dun-
lop tyres. With a two-speed gear the

price is £54, while an additional model
will shortly be marketed with a 3,50 c.c.

Broler engine, two-speed gea.v, with
clutch and kick-starter, and a light side-

car for £80.

A £47 IDs. Lightweight.

Another low-priced lightweight is the
Norbreck, made by D. H. Valentine, 40,

Gold Street, AVellingborough, who pro-
duces an Arden-engined single gear
machine at £47 10s. This machine has
Arden forks and X.L.-AU saddle and
i-ubber covered footrests ; on the crossbar
of the latter the brake pedal is mounted
in a convenient [X)sition. There are three
other models, of which the £47 10s. tyjie

forms the nucleus. One has a plain
Burman two-speed gear at £55 10s.,

another with two-speed clutch and kick-

starter at £60, and a third fitted with a
three-speed gear of Valentine's own
make, which embodies a clutch and kick-
starter, and selling at £66. The final

model of this range has a 2| h.p. Black-
burne engine, and a Burman two-speed
gear, with clutch and kick-starter, the
price being £87 10s.

Fitted with the new Pero two-stroke engine,

the 2\ h.p. Waverley.

low this amount, and now we are able to

illustrate a £46 machine. This is the
M.P.H. manufactured by Peter Hay, o£

61 , Havelock l?oad, Tyseley, Birming-
ham, and is engined with 2J h,p. Wall
two-stroke, equipped with an Amac car-

buretter and Runbaken- magneto. Tlie

specification also includes Flexi forks.

One of the, nowadays, comparatively small class of single-geared lightweights, the 2ih.p. M.P.H.

Motor Cycle Championships
in France.

THE French Motor Cycle Union has

definitely decided to establish two
classes of motor cycle championships

in France, the Speed Cliampionship and
the Touring Championship, open only to

competitors of French nationality. The
Speed Championships are open to com-
petitors riding motor cycles in the 250

c.c, 350 c.c, ;ind 5C0 c.c. classes, and to

drivers of two-seated cycle cars not ex-

ceeding 1,100 c.c. The speed champion-
ships this year wiU be decided in the

Grand Prix races on the la Sarthe
circuit.

The Touring Championships are open
to competitors riding machines in the fol-

lowing classes : !Motor cycles 250, 350
and 500 c.c, sidecars 6OO" and 1,0C0 c.c,

4X\A two-seated cycle cars not exceeding

1,100 c.c. At the beginning of each year

the Competitions (Committee to the

French Motor Cycle Union will name
three trials to decide the championships.

For the vear 1921, the Paris-Nice, the

touring trial of the U.M.F., and that of

the A. A.A.M.M. have been chosen.

B9
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AT IT COSTS!
How the Motor Cycle effects a Saving in

Casli, Time, and Doctors' Bills.

Two gallons of petrol cost less than seven

shillings, weigh about i6 lb., and can. be

carried in its familiar coloured tin like a

handbag. The same bulk in coal would just about

make afite for toasting or gas. enough to boll a kettle;

yet the petrol contained in a tin 12in.x10in.x5in.

is sufficient to transport a motor cyclist—and perhaps

a friend on; the carrier—a distance of over 200 miles.

If this fact were more

As distinct from total expenses (which must include

such variable factors as interest on capital, deprecia-

tion, licences, and possibly repairs and garage fees),

actual running costs, including tyres, should not exceed

the following figures per mile (if they do, there is a

leakage somewhere) :

- 2:} h.p. lightweight solo

2| h.p. lightweight solo :

generally appreciated

there would be even more

motor cycles on the road

than there are at the

present time. Seven and

sixpence spent on the

railway will take one

person 50 miles,- two per-

sons 25 miles, and three

persons about 17 miles.

Three people on a sidecar

outfit can travel about

120 miles for this

a m o u n t, while wdiole

families are regularly

transported over long dis-

tances at the cost of

about four shillings per

60 miles—about half the

cost of railway travelling

for one person.

Tabulated Costs.

Of course, petrol i?

not the only cost of

motorcycling. Oil costs

money also, but it is not

enough to add sixpence

to every can of petrol

used.

So much ink has been

spilt on detailed esti-

mates of running costs

that it might seem re-

dundant to enlarge upon
this aspect of the ques-

tion. However, one or

two other figures are

worthy of special notice.

Lgemi:

The two-gallon can of "No. 1

"

the comparative distances it will take
owners of different types of private
motor vehicles, each starting from
I-ondon

.8d. per mile,

id. per mile.
'

2)\ h-P- to 4 h.p. solo :

I. i5d. per mile.

S h.p. solo: i.25d.

per mile.

2| h.p. sidecar : r.2d.

per mile.

3! h.p. to 4 h.p. side-

car : i.5d. per mile.

5 h.p. to 6 h.p. side-

car : i.ysd. per mile.

8 h.p. sidecar : i.Sd.

per mile.

The last three types

tabulated are often used

to transport three per-

sons. Railway fares are

i.75d. per mile per

person, and third class

travelling at that

Variable Factors.

What we might term

the overhead c h a t,g e s

{i.e., expenses omitted

from the above tables)

are often heavy : they

are just as often light.

Take depreciation. There
is a class who always

.appear able to " buy low

and sell high." (The
writer positively knows

• that this is so, for he

regularly sells his

machines to such people !)

Given favourable mar-

kets, there is no reason

why buying and selling

should not be made
profitable.
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What It Costs.—

Again, take repairs. Wliile one type of rider

refuses to mend a simple puncture himself, if at all

avoidable, another and quite considerable class take

a delight in themselves effecting mechanical repairs

of a " super-messy " and finger-nail destroying

character. Given a run of trifling bad luck, motor

cyclists of the former category may quite justifiably

complain that they find motor cycling a much more
expensive hobby than they had bargained for. The
mechanically inclined, on the other hand, will find

themselves little more out of pocket after a month of

bad luck involving a succession of trivial repairs than

after a week of entirely trouble-free riding. Thus the

personal factor is an important variable which can-

not be neglected entirely.

There are several further points where the two-

wheeler indirectly saves money. Time is money. To

most of us the proverb applies with considerable
force, and here some surprising economies may be
effected. On any cross-country journey the motor
cycle scores over the train in average speed ; often the

saving in time is remarkable. But even where a main-
line train service connects two points, the railway's

most favourable connections may not necessarily make
for the speedier journey. ' Nor does everybody live

within five minutes of a statioii.

\\'hich brings us to our last point, viz., the benefits

of healthy fresh air and, even, stinging rain. Whether
used for pleasure or business, the motor cycle is

essentially a health-giving vehicle, and, as ill-health is

perhaps tlie most expensive thing imaginable, the motor

cyclist's expenses must be credited with a considerable

sum in pounds sterling under this heading. Far, far

better buy a gallon of motor spirit than a gallon of

me<licine.

THE BRITISH MOTOR CYCLE INDUSTRY.
An Analysis of Specificadons of (he

LAST week's Spring issue of Tlie Motar Cycle con-

tained an illustrated Buyers' Guide in which we
gave particulars of the nio<lels of 130 makers.

The particulars given were provided by the makers
themselves, and a careful study revealed an abumlance
of interesting facts. Needless to sav, to obtain reliable

statistics coxering so many points entailed a great ileal

of detail work for llic Motor Cycle statistician, who,
incidentally, disappeared for many hours behind his

locked office door.

From the results of this " count,' we discover that

130 manufacturers (including five' foreign makers
exj3orting to this country) offer between them no fewer

than sixty models, so that the prospective buyer who
cannot find a machine to fulfil his requirements

must indeed be very hard to please. 'Without count-

ing models embo.dying such options as plain two-speed

gears in lieu of a gear box with kick-starter, the specifi-

cations of the following general types were tabulated

in the Buyers' Guiile.

V twins 52
Single-cylinder

98 600-700 CO. .. 19

43 500-600 o.c. .. 16

42 700-800 c.c .. 14

22 Under 200 c.c. 3

Four-strokes
Two-strokes

Flat twins
Two-cylinder two-strokes ...

Four-cvlinders

171

17

2
3

245

Of the 130 manufacturers, sixty-one produce their

owii engines—some of these also buy engines of t\pes

they do not manufacture. Thirty-eight make, their

own gear boxes.

The chief manufacturers of proprietary engines and

gear boxes figure in the statistics as follows :

'

Engines.
30 makers specify 'Villiers engines.

29 ,, „ Jap
28 ,, „ Blackburne „

Gear Boxes.
56 makers specify Sturmey gears.

22 ., ,, Eurman ,,

20 ,. .. Albion ,,

Since the small capacity lightweight is offered by so

many firms, engines between 200 and 300 c.c. naturally

head the list of engine sizes, but the popularity of the

2?4 h.p. Blackburne four-stroke and the 3J4 h.p.

Molor Cycles available in this Country.
Precision two-stroke enhances the figure referring to

engines of 300-400 c.c. capacity. Here is the list in

order of numbers.

200-300 c.c.

400-SOO c.c.

300-400 c.c.

830-1,000 c.c.

Since the Armistice, there has been a marked falling

off of the 750 c.c. twin so popular before the war,

while the 400-500 c.c. class, at one time apparently

heading for extinction, has been revived by the number
of makers using 4 h.p. Blackburne engines.

As was to be expected with so many lightweights

offered, chain-cum-belt transmission leads with 179,

all-chain being second with seventy-three. There

were seven all-belt machines, but it should be pointed

nut that nearly every maker of a two-stroke lightweight

offers a single speed model with belt drive. The
F.N. is still the only example of shaft drive.

The Number of Ratios.

Most manufacturers of two-stroke lightweights offer

single gear models, but undoubtedly the largest demand

is for a two-speed machine. The large majority of

the single-speed mounts have all belt drive, but in

one case, a countershaft is fitted. ^'ery few four-

strokes are offered as single-speed machines; the

majority being T.T. models of the 500 c.c. class.

Notwithstanding the large number of lightweights

which generally have no more' than two speeds, the

three-speed mounts total very neady the same figure,

but four-speeders are confined to the A. B.C., and an

Olympic lightweight with Juckcs gear.

T*o speeds ... 135 I
Variable ... 6

Three speeds ... 115
|

Four speeds ... 2

The general increase in tyre sizes is a point upon

which we.commented at the time of the Olympia Show.

Below we give the numbers of machines given in the

Buvers' Guide fitted with different sizes of tyres:

24x2in. ... 5 26x3in. .. 13

24x2iin. ... 3 650x65 mm. . .. 22

26x2in. ... 13 700x80 mm. . 5

26x2Jin. ... 109 27x2iin. 3

26x2-|in. ... 9 28x3in. .. 31

26x2-iin. ... 54
»i3
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A NEW FOUR-SPEED GEAR BOX.
A Proprie(ary Unit suitable for all Types of Motor Cycles.

NEW gear boxes are by no means rare
nowadays, butthe advent of a new
four-speed box is not at all so

common. Furthermore, it requires con-
siderably more ingenuity to design an ex-
ample of the latter type of box that

Ver>' small, neat and light is the Juckes
plam two-speed box.

will not be unduly wide and unwieldy
than it does in the case where only two
or three ratios are required.

Minimum Overall Width.

On the gear under review, the Juckes
(manufactured by the EfBcient and
General Engineering Co., of East End
Works, Bilston Road, Wolverhampton),
several clever patents combine to keep
the overall width down to a reasonable
extent without sacrificing reliability or

strength.
~

Constant mesh pinions are used
throughout, all eight being arranged for

ease of replacement. For the purposes
of explanation, however, the layshaft
may be regarded as one revolving mass

;

three of the main shaft pinions revolve
freely on that shaft, and the fourth, tol-

End view of Juckes's four-speed

gear box, showing the clutch

control and change-speed lever.

w

lowing usual practice, is

mounted on a sleeve which
also takes the final drive
pulley or sprocket. Two
double dog clutches, keyed
to, and revolving on, the
main shaft, clutch up the
various pinions for the
different ratios in the con-
ventional manner, the toj]

gear being direct.

It is in the method of
mounting these main shaft
pinions and of forming
internal dogs irisich the
pinions themselves that
new ideas have been
brought to bear. As will
be seen from the diagram,
none of the dogs on the
pinions project ni u c h
further than the pinion
teeth. Distance washers,
bridged by rods passing
through the revolving dog
clutches, " position " these
pinions and prevent any
lateral movement.
The clutch works in an

entirely novel manner. A
patented cam gear moves
the whole mainshaft !;)-

u'airlli/ against a powerful
coil spring from the clutch
side, taking with it the
inner member. The outer
clutch member is prevented
from following, by distance
pieces bearing indirectly

against a thrust ball race
drive sleeve.

Kick-starter Improvements.

Both shafts are supported on double
race self-aligning ball bearings. A kick-
starter pinion acts directly on to a pinion
on the main shaft. The kick-starter
mechanism overcomes many difficulties

connected with this important part of the
modern gear box. The staiter ratchet
gear and pinion are constantly in mesh,
while the free-wheel ratchet is of ample
proportions, and all parts ai'e stationary
when the engine is running.
.The clutch shown in the diagram is of

the Ferodo plate type, but almost in-

variably a cone clutch
of simple design _and
Ferodo lined js fitted.

The ease of operation of

this clutch is most pleas-

ing, and, when out of en-

gagement, it is quite free.

This gear box is cei'-

tainly a simple and easily

detachable desi.gn and
should not lack in wear-
ing capacity or easy gear
changing. A final point
regarding it is the fact

that the addition of an
e.xtra pinion is almost all

that is required to con-

vert the~ low gear to a
reverse, and so make it

suitable for light cycle
cars, in which service we

Section of Juckes's improved pattern four-speed
gear box. Inset shows a reverse pinion fitted

instead of a fourth speed

on the main have seen it many times. Visitors tn

Olympia last November may recall that

this gear box attracted considerable atteu

tion on the
two-

light-

Olympic
stroke
weight.

This gear is

made in
several types
and sizes. Foi;^

lightweight s,

inediumweights,
big twins, and
C3'cle cars, eacli

group consist

ing of boxes
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A New Four-speed Gear Box.—
providing two, three, or four speeds, or,

in the case of cycle cars, three speeds
and reverse.

One advantage of the Juckes gear is

tliat if a" purchaser first has a two-speed
box, he may convert it easily to a three
or four-speed box by purchasing the

necessary pinions.

Size and Weight.

At first glance the Juckes gear box
appears to be rather larger and, conse-

qiiently, heavier than usual, but this is

quite an illusion—in fact, any of the
bo.xes are probably lighter than the
majority of similar gear boxes. The
enclosing of the control mechanism, and
making this integral with the bo.v,

accentuates its bulk, but is certainly a Exterior of the Juckes cone clutch.

37^

very good point. It obviates the neces-

sity for tank brackets, which generally
must vary in dimension on each different

make of machine.
In addition to this series there is also

» small plain two-speed—probably the
smallest gear unit we have seen.

The Efficient Co. has now opened a de-

partment for converting out-of-date
machines for those who are unable to

have the work done locally, and liere we
recently saw several interesting conver-
sions under way. One was an old Rudga
converted into a modern three-speed
countershaft mount, another a two-speed
hub niodel Reading Standard, which was
having three speeds and reverse fitted,

while there were several other hub gear
models and also a brace of old cycle cars

being brought -up to- date.

A Small High Efficiency Engine.
Four Overhead Valves, but only One Valve Spring embodied in a Compact

2i h.p. Power Unit.

DE.SIGXS and blue prints have come
into our hands of what pi*omises to

be a remarkably efficient little engine
of, nominally, the 2^ h.p. class. Tlie

valve gear arrangement in particular

shows considerable originality, but the

layout as a whole is also very ingenious.

Overhead Camshafts.

Two overhead, camshafts, driven by a

single chain running at half engine speed,

serve to operate the four overhead
valves. Usually such a construction

demands a great increase in overall

length in order to make room for the

valve springs, but in this case a single,

diagonally tongued spring of flat steel

does the work of four of the coil type.

The action and shape of this spring is

clearly shown in one of the drawings.

Two "cheese-headed" rods, extensible

by means of right and left-hand threads
and nuts, and pivoted on the crank case,

hold the cylinder down thi'ough slots in

the upper flange. The cam gear box
-Tud bearings are built

(Right) A cross section of the Ajax Super engine, clearly

showing the general layout. (Lett) A side view, showing the

magneto platform, and indicating how the cylinder holding-down
bolls swing outwards to permit removal of the cylinder.

Showing how a single spring operates

four valves.

cylinder on studs, and
the magneto pl.atform is

immediately adjacent,
'the magneto being
driven from an exten-
sion of one of tlie cam-
shafts. Separate cast-

ings are used (as shown)
for each dual inlet and
exhaust manifold.
With the exception of

the main crankshaft
roller bearin'rs, plain

bushes are fitted
throughout. An outside
flywheel carries the
transmission sprocket
on a screwed boss.

Lubrication.

Oil grooves and a

drilled crankshaft web
lead oil to the big end,
while splash ensures
that the cylinder walls

do not go dry. The
lower end of the tim-

ing chain cover also

forms an oil trough.

Other good features
particularly noticeable

are the massive cam-

shaft bearings and the great thickness of

the cylinder at the head.

A bore of 70 mm. and a stroke of

90 mm. give the Ajax Super engine (as

it will be called) a capacity of 346.4 c.c.

Tlie designer is Mr. A. J. H. Klvcr.son.

LEG GUARDS FOR ARIELS.
SPECTAI> leg guards for Ariel motor

cycles have recently been designed

by the makers of this well-known

machine, and are illustrated here. As

will be seen, they present a handsome
appearance, and do not interfere with the

accessibility of the machine in any way.

It rs said "that, ii anjlhing, they rather

improve the cooling of the engine.

The method of fixing is very simple,

the bottom portion being bolted to the

foot plate and a cross member connects

The new Ariel leg guards.

the top portion to the ta.nk lube. The
price is 25s. per pair, and they can be

supplied by the makers either fitted to

new machines, or for fitting to existing

Aflel motor cycles.

B17
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible _for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, *' Ttis Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

A POSER FOR "IXION".'
Sir,—Just a line about " Ixion's " recent comments on

head lamp glare. Perhaps he will explain how he knew the
makes of the two cars which caused him such discomfort,
as he says he could not see. Both cars were going down-
hill, so he could not tell by their exhausts.

H. EVANS. .

BLAMING E.P.D.

Sir,—With reference to the letter in your journal by Mr.
A. Ball, I rather think that this gentleman has lost sight
of the fact that the manufacturer who had the advantage ot

buying stocks cheap, and selling finished articles at a high
price, had to pay 80% ,of this profit to the Exchequer, which
percentage has been slightly reduced since.

He is now landed with a lot of high priced material and
has now no chance of recovering from the Exchequer the
losses he will make on his dearly bought stocks.

St. George's, E. AN .INTERESTED READER.

KEEPING CLEAN—ONE WAY.
Sir,—I have been a reader of your excellent paper since

1912. Thoroughly enjoying the correspondence columns, I

have read with interest of late the remarks re mudguardihg,
and have solved the difficulty which for years has ruined
my " bags."
Much against tire advice of several friends, who desci-ibed

it "dangerous," etc., I bought a Morgan, and actually
went a distance of sixty odd miles on a recent Sunday over
muddy roads with a new suit on.

I consider this sturdy little machine a much better pro-
position than all the sidecars t have had, both for protection
and comfort. Has " Ixion " tried one? I have a hazy
recollection of a run to Scotland several years ago, when he
gave his experiences. ' L.F.P.

Liverpool.

FOUR-STROKING.
Sir,—I have read with interest the letters in your recent

numbers concerning four-stroking of two-stroke engines.

I have for some time past been riding an S type Metro-
Tyler. As is well known, this machine, presumably owing
to its piston and port design, two-strokes with great regu-
larity, and can only be persuaded to four-stroke under the
greatest provocation.

I recently obtained from the makers of the machine a

W.S.R. variable jet with a special long rod attachment,
enabling it to be controlled from the top of the tank.

I fitted this in the hope of improving flexibility and con-
sumption, and I find that its use enables me to stop four-

stroking immediately, if it does occur at all. A very slight

weakening of the mixture is all that is required.

G. E. CUFFE.
"PETREAU" possibilities;

Sir,—As a would-be motor cyclist I am watching develop-
ments, and the " Petreau " system, foreshadowed by
'' Ixion," would almost persuade me if it could be developed
into a commercial proposition. I read some time ago that
an enterprising Yankee was able to run a car on a pail of
water and dope, but it seems to have been a wash-out.
"Ixion" informs us that his friend ran half a mil-e on a
mixture of petrol and water. If this can be done on an
ordinary machine fitted with the usual contraptions, there is

QlS

room for a brand, not yet tapped, by the numerous car-

buretter manufacturers whose professions seem all alike to

me. The man who can guarantee 100 miles on a gallon ot

"half and half" will reap his reward. This would be much
cheaper and cleaner than the petrol system, and any further

information on the subject will be gi'atefully "received by
London, N.W.2.

"

PETRO.

pillion RIDING.
Sir,— I have read with interest, in one of your last

numbers, the letter of your Belgian correspondent, JM.

Taymans, but do not agree with him that it is a "silly

thing " to carry a fair passenger sitting sideways on the

carrier.

Last year I covered about 4500 miles on all kinds of

roads on my old 1914 Douglas, with my wife as a pas-

senger, and always the same way. She only tried once to

sit astride for a few miles, but said she would never try

again.
'

I must add that I once fitted footrests, but soon discarded
them, as they were never used. As a pillion seat I use a
sprung leather cushion (sold everywhere in this country),
which, beside being really comfortable, does not spoil the
appearance of the machine, on which it is permanently fitted

With both up, we average . about 28-32 m.p.h. on long
distances, and have already made several journeys of 125
miles in one day without the slightest discomfort.

Brussels. JEAN G. WATELET.

DEFINING ' SILENCE.-
Sir,—I must apologise for again writing to you on a subject

which by now must be getting worn threadbare, but as 1

have recently figm'ed as a witness in a police court case, the
result of which, I think, may be of interest to several manu-
facturers, I again crave your indulgence, and trust you will

allow a little space for the publication of this letter.

My friend, who has a long exliaust pipe with fisli.-tail

jiuffler fitted to his machine, -was summoned, for a noisy
engine. We botlr attended the court, and put up a pretty

fair defence as follows :
" The law states that a machine must

" be fitted ... or other contrivance sufficient to make the
machine reasonably silent."

No mention is made that a silencer must be fitted, therefore

we contended that the machine in question was complying
with the law, and finally managed to get several ot the
magistrates sitting on the bench to view the machine, in order
that we might demonstrate that it was reasonably silent.

In addition, we pointed out that several makers now fitted

a long exhaust pipe as a standard fitting to their machine.
The case finally went against us, as the magistrates were

of the opinion the machine was not reasonably silent ; also

(and this is where the manufactiu'ers should take notice) the
magistrate's last words were :

" If the makers are turning
out machines with long e.xhaust pipes, the sooner they stop
this practice the better."

Now, it amounts to this. Either we are barred from using
OUT machines on this particular road, which, by the way, is

the main road leading to a favourite hunting ground for

ftlanchester motor cyclists, viz.. North Wales, or we are

compelled to choose a machine with a silencer.

What are the manufacturers' views on this subject?

Individually, we are powerless ; but, collectively, surely

some definite ruling on this ve.xed question might be obtamed.
E. E. HOWELL.
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VARYING PRICES OF SPARES.
Sir,—Requii'ing some spare parts m-ade of a well-known

propriethry material, I wrote to the manufactui'ers, and
also to the makers of my machine for prices. Their quota,tions

were, respectively, 4s. and 6s. 2d., postage extra. In both

cases the above prices weie for the part complete and ready
to fit at once. This means that the makers of my machine
add over 50% to the cost of this particular spare part, pui'ely

as profit and to cover office expenses. Twenty per cent,

might be considered reasonable ; 50% seems unreasonable

and excessive. Such dealing on the part of motor cycle

manufacturers will hardly assist in restoring the good times
which I believe they ardently hope for. C'.V,M.-W.
Kotherliam.

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS TO REDUCE TAXATION.
Sir,—In the past the question of the employment of

aluminium alloys in motor and motor cycle con.struction has
often been considered, but the Invariable answer has been that
the e-xtra cost involved rules out this possibility.

Now that weight Is such an important factor, manufacturers
of motor cyclee, whidi scale just over 200 lb., must consider
whether the use of aluminium alloys will not pay them as a
real commercial proposition. It is certainly worth while
saving 50e. per annum on the tax ; and, if the cost of the
suggested I'efinement is not prohibitive in relation to the
yearly savijig effected, it certainly has every advantage to

recommend it. Not the least of these is reduced petrol con-
sumption, representing a further set-ofi to the extra initial

cost.
'

L. S. LYONS.

BRITISH V. AMERICAN SPEEDS.
Sir,—I am afraid that your corresjMndent " Chemist " is

rather too much chemist, and too little engineer. lie

explains, to the complete satisfaction of him.self, and, for that
matter, anyone, the reason why, owing to differing atmos-
pheric conditions, an engine develops greater power in

America than it would in England. But if he thniks that
this causes the difference in speed (if such variation does
exist) he is wrong.
At high speeds, if the power of a motor cycle were doubled,

till' speed, unfortunately, would not also be multiplied by 2.

The factor would be far nearer to 1.25. The reason for this

is that, while the impelling force on a machine increases in

the same ratio as the power, the resistance to motion, which
at such speeds is chiefly due to the air, increases far more
rapidly. I will not quote et-^UisticSj as that is a thankless
job at best ; but if " Chemist " will consult any work on
this subject he will find that it is so. -

To return to his figure.'!, he gives the American engine
(American by virtue of sitnation, of course, and not neces-
sarily of nationality) an increase in power of l2%. Were. the
actual speed increased by this amount the difference would
be very slight. Actually, for such an increase in power, at,

sav. 70 ni.p.h,. the speed increase would be negligiole.

Highgate, N. NY 3315.

>ir,
—"Chemist's" explanation is clearly based on a

fallacious reason also. He states that 31 c.c. of benzene
require for combustion 1,000 c.c. of air; by calculation
from these figures 155 parts by weight C,H, would require
433 parts by weight of 0,. The equation, now given cor-
rectly,

2C,H. -1- ISO, = 12C0, -1- 6H,0
indicates that 156 parts by n-eight C,H, require 480 parts
by weight of 0,, and not 433 as calculated from first state-
ment, or 240 as stated later in his letter.

Furthei statements made by "Chemist" are erroneous.
One example will suffice : 0.195 gr. benzene will require
2,145 c.c. of " English air at 20°C," which is considerably
in excess of the hypothetical cylinder's capacity.

I fear that " Chemist's" theory built upon aqueous vapour
tension hardly meets the case in point ; he might, however,
submit it as an explanation of the question, " WTiy do
engines appear to run better at night?" or other less involved
questions. ERIC C. PORTER.

Sir,— .May 1 trespass on your space once more? With
regard to the remarks made Tjy " J.K.D.C." in your issue for
March 3rd, I maintain that an American twin" on the track
is no faster than a British twin of equal capacity. I am
perfectly well acquainted %vith the Brooklands records, and
would prove my point by a reference to the last champion-
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ship meeting during the autumn of 1920. If "J.K.D.C."
had been there, and witnessed the 1,000 c.c. solo race,
he would perhaps have moderated his opinion. I admit that
Le Vack on the Indian won- the race, but I think it was
generally agreed that Remington on a N.U.'T.-Jap was faster.

Unfortunat-ely, Remington had plug trouble, and lost a lap.

He started up (after changing the plug) considerably behind
Le Vack (100 yards, I should imagnie), and when they came
round again Remington was leading by fifty yards.
Your correspondent "J.K.D.C." may say that the Indian

shut down a little, on knowing that he had the lead, but
that is hardly possible on a throttle-less machine, and, more-
over, in the first lap the N.U.T. proved faster.

The whole point is that there were (last year) so few trade-
driven and supported twins of British manufacture, but this

vear, I believe, will alter matters somewhat.
L. W. G. HARTLEY.

REVERSING ON SUDELEY HAIRPIN.
Sir,—With reference to your report of the Colmore Cup

trial on page 500, you state that both T.B.'s got into diffi-

culties on the Sudeley hairpin.

In fairness to the manufacturers of this excellent little

three-wheeler, I should like to say that I had no difficulties

at the hairpin, but considered it quite impossible for a

standard machine, and therefore I did not attempt to take it.

I simply reversed once and carried on, and I think you will

agree with me that no cycle car could possibly take the above-

mentioned hairpin on standard steering lock.

When I received my entry form for the Colmore Cup trial,

no mention was made thereon of reversing, and I did not

know, until I received my route card, that reversing would
not be allowed. As very few private owners have facilities

for altering the steering lock of their cars to enable them to

take such angles as the Sudeley liairpin, it would ajjpear

that the conditions are not mapped out to encourage private

owners to enter their cycle cars, a-nd it would therefore be

interesting to know what other private owners and also the

A.C.U. have to sav about this matter.

JAS. WAINWRIGHT.

ILLUMINATING ROAD OBSTRUCTIONS AT NIGHT.
Sir,—It is the practice of many authorities to illuminate

road obstrnclioiis at night by means of red lamps, regardless

of the position of the obstruction.

A red lamp ahead when attached to a vehicle is an indica-

tion that it should be passed on the off side; but in the

case of. a road obstruction in the centre or off side of the

load the red lamp may have to be passed on the near side.

These two cases are indistingULshable to the oncoming
motorist in the dark, and it would therefore appear to the

writer to be preferable to illuminale Uie roa<l obstruction,

when at the side of the road, by means of red lamps on one
end and white lamps on the other, as though it were a
.-tationary vehicle in the roadway. In the case of an obstruc-

tion in the middle of the road, white lamps only should be

used to indicate to oncoming motorists in either direction

that it should be passed on their near sides respectively.

I think perhaps the authorities concerned might be ap-

proached on this matter, preferably through one of the

associations which exist to look after the interests of the

motoring public. W. D. EDWARDS.

i^:'3

Obverse and reverse ol the heavy and well-designed silver

medal awarded in the Anglo-Dutch Trial last year.
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WELDING COSTS.
Sir,—Kindly allow me space in your valuable paper to

relate briefly' my experiences with regard to "Welding-
Costs," a small article on which appeared in your issue of

January 27th. My 2^ h.p. machine had poor compression,

and on examination I discovered a minute crack in the

exhaust valve seat. I wrote describing the damage to a

welding concern in Scotland for an estimate, and in reply

the firm stated that until they had inspected the cylinder they

could not give cost of repair.

I forwarded the cylinder, and in due course it was

returned accompanied by an account for £3 18s. for repair.

With carriage expenses the job cost £4 5s., for which sum
I could have purchased a new cylinder complete. The fins

were damaged in transit, and the amount claimed for

damage was to be refunded, but up to the present there is

no word of anything. In conclusion, let me state that,

though I considered the charge excessive, the repair was

executed in a thoroughly workmanlike manner, and the

engine is giving entire satisfaction. CRAIGNAIR.
Dalbeattie.

LET SLEEPING DOGS LIE.'

Sir,—The dazzling head lights that have recently been the

subject of much comment. in your paper might, perhaps, have

.just as well been left in the dark. Motor cycles, with then'

vai'ied assortments of ^Government gim-cracks, already bear

.sufficient resemblance to early Victorian mantlepieces w-ithout

adding any further to the collection.

The 20 ir;.p.h. limit that still exists, and the disgraces,

sometimes referred to as roads, somewhat worse now than a

year ago, surely provide enough material with which to keep

the official nose to the grindstone, until it get.s tired of it,

and does something.
The authorities (I use the word in its purely conventional

sense) would no doubt delight in enforcing some coal-scuttle;

like proturberance to be carried over all head lights, and

various firms would be only too pleased to market such

impedimenta at, about three times their value. For my part,

however, although I hate them as strongly as anybody when
I meet them, I can forgive the oft'ending head lights much of

their brightness, in remembering that they, at least, have

not yet suffered official degradation. CE.6264.

Bexley Heath.

EVERYTHING BIG PREFERRED IN AMERICA.
Sir,—I have just received the copies of The Motor Cycle

dated January 20th and 27th.

In the former number I noticed the road test of the 8 h.p.

Brough Superior. I have often wondered w-hy such a machine
was never manufactured before now.

If only a few more firms went in for a decent j^owerful

twin for solo work, instead of manufacturing such unsightly

lightweights as we sometimes see !

At the present time I am riding an Indian solo, one of the

new oversize motors (seventy-two cubic inches). I have
ridden all winter, and winters are no picnic in the Great
Lake district either.

Quite a few numbers back one of your readers asked for

experience regarding 26x3in. tyres on a Cleveland two-
stroke.

What could give easier riding? Before I left England, a

year and a half ago, I had an O.K. Juni. i- fitted with a
M.A.G. engine. The machine itself was fine, and I never
had any trouble with it. But the tyres (25x2^rn.)— I could
never take a. decent run without some kind .of tyre trouble.
New York. K. T. P.OBINS.

THE BALANCE OF MOTOR CYCLE ENGINES.
Sir,—The great interest tiken in this question of balance

by your readers has stimulated me to go a little deeper iiTlo

the graphic representation of the unbalanced forces as showji
in the original article of The Motor Cycle of February 3rd.

I noticed that the author only represents the unbalanced
forces acting along the crank centre line, and thus neglects
the effect of the forces tangential to the crank radius, which,
evidently not being zero at all crank positions, produce a
reaction capable of balancing partially. Hence the diagrams
cannot represent the total unbalanced forces existing in any
bul; such crank pin position where no tangential forces exist,
i.e., top and bottom dead centre.

It is interesting to note that for this reason his investi-
gation of the amount to be balanced for single cylinders is
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not materially affected, as the dead centre position is play-

ing the leading role in arriving at this amount.
However, as soon as angular positions of the crank pin are

being introduced, as is the case with V twins, the, graphs
can no longer represent the facts. He only balances, ss

mentioned before, the radial forces along the crank, and
the result is that the weights recommended for twins work
out too small.

Also' I doubt it the abrupt changes in the curves shown
will still exist if the tangential reactions are included in

the investigations.

The author is to be congi'atulated on stimulating the

interest of your readers by concentrating them a little on

this absorbing and important question of balance, and no
doubt the various correspondents are looking forward to

the author's reply to the " Yeas '' and- " Nays " coming
through witli bewildering confusion.

G. FUNCK, A. M.I. A. E.

BEVEL DRIVE ON THE A.B.C.—AND OTHER MATTERS.
Sir,—My experience may be of interest to the Aberdeen

reader, " M.J.R." When I first took over my machine,
the bevel wheels in rotating made a high pitched shrieking

noise, however much oiled. I took out the bevel-.shaft and
found that the bevel wheels were only just engaging. In

trying to reassemble, I smashed the self-aligning ball bearing

on the end of the shaft. (Very clumsy, no doubt ; the spanner
broke first.)

The remedy is not to tj-y and take the shaft out, but to

screw up the large gland behind the chain sprocket whilst

gently knocking the sprocket end of the shaft to drive the
bearing further home. Do this until the back lash in the

bevel wheels is only just perceptible, taking care, of com'se,-

that the back lash of the bevel wheels is being felt and not
that in the gear box. -

In turn, I should like to ask readers how is it possible

to, take out the gudgeon pins? JMine, appear to be bevelled,
over by hydraulic pressure or some such means. ,

He the correspondenee about four-stroking on two-strokes,
when moving comparatively fast on a light road, i.e., at small
throttle openings. My remedy was to fit a W.S.R. adjustable
jet, and close it just a trifle as the engine started to four-
stroke. This eft'ects considerable economy and higher speeds

;

also frequent stops, unles^s the jet is opened again- before
opening up the throttle for a hill.

I should also like to ask Mr. J. A. Peters how he avoids
the condensation of steam from the exhaust gases in his

automatic lubrication system. This is a very serious defect

in e.xhaust pressure-fed fuel systems oa cars. Owing to

gaseous dift'usion it is difficult to keep the tank supplied with
only carbon dioxide and nitrogen. N.S.D.

A WIN FOR GREAT BRITAIN IN THE ITALIAN
ROAD RACE.

Nino Vanoni (8 New Imperial) finishes first in the " Second
Italian Winter Cup " Race held at the end of last month. Another
New Imperial was second, a Frera third, and a Triumph fourth.
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MOTOR CYCLE WHEEL DESIGN.
Sir,—In Mr. Edwin Smith's letter ou motor .cycle wheel

design in your issue of -March 3rd he has fallen into the old
familiar error of regarding the epokes and rim in the plane ef
Ihe paper as being the only essential features. He ignores
altogether the spoKes and "those parts of the rim which are
not in the plane of the paper, and he ignores the great part
they play in the complicated' but beautiful Btrnctui'e of a
wire wheel. But !Mr. Smith does worse than this. He
assumes that the section of the rim ie' held in the plane of

the paper with the two edges or lips always horizontal, or
it is under such conditions that his tig. 3 would be as -strong

as his fig. 1, We have ventured to add fig. 5, whicli shows
what would really happen to fig. 3.

Flo 6

Diagrams illustrating Mr. John Pugh's letter on motor cycle wheel

design.

Sound tlieoretical investigations as well as yp'.is of road
experience and laboratory tests have shown lliat fig. , 1 is

definitely superior to fig. 5, because fg. 1 ^*eveut9 rim twist

..r buckling, and fig. 3 encourages u, and thus encourages the
wheel to collapse.

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., were probably the first firm to

lealise the advantage of placing the spokes as wide apart as

possible on the rim. Tnis was in " bicycle " days, and later

uu in the analogous technical application of wire wheels for

i}iotor cars introduced the triple spoked wheel, which permit.s

a great amount of disli and yet preserves the essentials, viz.,

great strength from the side on which the biggest forces are

applied and the absolute prevention of rim twist. This is

illustrated in fig. 6. JOHN PUGH,
RvDGE-\Vnm\-oETH, Ltd.

INCREASED INSURANCE RATES—IN A NUTSHELL.
Sir,—It may be no secret that the insurance of motor cycles

at the competitive rates that have been charged in the past
has resulted in a loss to the companies transacting this class

of business. From March 1st, however, uniform rates will

be charged, and a standardised policy issued. Premiums will

be revised, which means that they will be increased, in many
cases to a considerable extent.

Overhead charges in the form of licence duties and insurance
wiU henceforth amount to a large sum, and since the former
rannot be reduced, it is necessary to see what economies can
lie effected in the latter.

There are three scales in the new insurance rates, viz. :

Scale A, insuring

—

(1.) Liability to the public.

Scale B, in.suring

—

(1.) Liability io the public.

(2.) Fire.

(3.) Burglary.
Scale C. Rislis as B, also accidental damage.
Scale A is the cheapest policy. Scale B costs 50% more

than A. Scale C costs 150% more than A.
It is essential for eveiT motorist to insure against liability

to the public, or third party. With regard to the othei- risks,

the premium demanded to cover fiie and burglary works out,
roughly, to 20s. per cent., and this rate, in the writer's
experience, of similar rislcs, is by no means e.\cessive. It

should be remembered tliat a claim under either of these
heads is invariably a total loss. It is therefore advisable to
cover fire and burglary.
In regard to Scale 0, the liability to accidental damage is

roughly proportional to the extent the machine is used, and
the fairest way would be to rate this risk according to
mileage. This method is impracticable, however, and so the
motorist should consider whether he rides his machine a
sufficient number of miles during the vear to justify the

heavy additional premium. The premium for a sidecar is

the same as for a solo machine, whereas, as every motorist
knows, the risk of damao;e to th4 former, owing to its greater
stability, is very much less than the rislc of damage to the
latter. It may therefore be advisable to insure a solo mount
against accidental damage when it would be unnecessary
to insure a sidecar outfit.

The scale of charges provide for a deduction of 16% Avben
the insured agrees to bear the first £2 10s. of any loss, also
for a bonus of 10% if no claim is made during the year.
As all claims are recorded against the insured, it is seldom
prudent to recover small sums. The motorist may, therefore,
be advised to underwrite the first £2 10s. himself, and obtain
the benefit of the reduced premium.

In the new insurance rates, an extra premium of 10s. is

charged for each £50 by which the value of the macliine
exceeds £100, and a surcharge of 50% is made when a solo
mount is used for pillion riding. INSURANCE MAN.
Crouch End, N.8.

ORDER OF MERIT IN THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Sir,—Will "you allow me through your loluiun; to thank

" Pegasus " for his remarks?
I should also like to say that, as a rider in the Velocette

team, I should not have risked anything to spoil our chance
for the coveted Trade Team Prize. I had every confi^lence
that my machine was equal to all I could get out of it.

E. F. GOODMAN.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
The naked chain still possesses a warm coterie of adherents,

and several of our readers take exception to the statements
of "Chain Drive" and "H.M.B." in recent articles on the
subject of transmission protection.

llr. E. H. Lambert accuses the Northern dealer of less

enterprise than his London confrirc, particularly in the
matter of accepting old machines in part exchange' for new.
His criticism is applied especially to Liverpool.
"Rudge It," from his experience of the speed and accelera-

tion of the Rudfje-Muiti twin, welcomes the 7-9 h.p. all-chain
model as a formidable competitor to the big American twins,
which, as he states, it more closely follows in specification
than any other British twin.

In the letter of Mr. J. A. Peters, with reference to his
oiling sy.stem, which we published in Tha Motor Oych of
the 10th inst.; wo inadvertently omitted the following
paragraphs

:

It has therefore been shown that, in the event of failure
from any cause, ample warning is given, and as the supply
of oil is perfectly automatically controlled to suit the require-
ments, there is no need whatever for a sight; feed. In fact,

the rider can forget his lubrication system altogether.
" A.S the gas in contact with the oil is not ciiculating,

there is no question of contaminating the oil with soot.y
exhaust gas. Incidentally, with this correct system of lubri-
cation, there is very little free carbon in the exliaust.'

i""
'

"""i
\ Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
! Issued in conjunction with The Molo- Cyck. •

: HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS" Price Boo!; :

J
Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful net. post. S
bints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition 2/ 2/3

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." :
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of

remedymt; them when found. Fourth Edition .. a/- 2/3 a

• "MAGNETOS." By A. P. Yooxo. •

• A complete treatise on magneto ignition for motor •

\ cars, motorcycles, andaeroplaoes. Second Edition 4/6 ^ /lo •

: " TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." ;
S A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's •

point of view. Just published ., ,j 3/- 3 /, \

: " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES. " S
• By "'LxioN," of Tlie Motor Cych .. a 5/- 5/j S

: "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS, !

S England and Wales, Scotland, London (showing S
roads into dnd out otl.ondon and avoiding London). J
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 5/10 "

• " THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. •

With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and -^ •

S Wales, Scotland, and the l/)ndon District
'

5/- ;/)

Obtainable bj- post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and

Railway Bookstalls.
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The 1921 London-Edinburgh Run.
Butterlubs Pass included in this Year's M.C.C. Whitsuntide Event.

I'HIS year competitors in the London
, to Edinburgh run will take in

Buttertubs Pass. This further

stiffening up of tlie M.C.O. Whitsuntide
event has been decided before its Easter
trial has been run off, which eliows that

the Ck)mpetitions Committee of the M.C.C.
has confidence in its present policy.

There is no doubt that the stiffening

of the London-Land's End regulations

—

and The Motor Cycle's criticism of their

severity—has had the effect of making
competition riders keener than ever to

jjarticipate : in fact, we understand, had
tlie rules of the club permitted, there
would have been an entry of something
like 400, most of whom decided to enter
after The Motor Cycle had pointed out
what lay ahead.

No Time Jor Delay.

Intending competitors in the sister

event to Edinburgh at Whitsuntide
have none too much time in which
to make up their minds, for if they are

.sAPPLEBY

KMBY-3Tn>HE

NEW
ROUTE

THROUGH THE
YORKSHIRE

DALES.

SUTTER.
PASS

THWAITE

AfflBSJDGE

WSQARTH

BUCKDEtl

THRESHr!ELD^-,„.jj^5^^^

.,.BOLTOn BRIDGE

oTirr" ~
ABER.FORD (•)

This year's competitors branch off last

year's route near Bolton Bridge, rejoining it

again at Penrith. The new portion

includes the ascent of Buttertubs.

not members of the M.C.C. they must
make application to Mr. Southcomb May,
34, Gower Place, London, W.C., before

Tuesday, April 12th.

- Buttertubs Pass, the titbit of the run,
was traversed in last year's A.O.U.'s Six

Days Trials, and although it has not the
bad surface nor the gradient of Park
Rash, it is a hill in the same category,

and a worthy substitute for Kirkstone, if

not so long. Three miles, including the
ascent of Buttertubs, will be a non-stop
section ; but ih\a year that portion of

the route over the hills near Moffat will

not be " non-stop."

400 Miles in 24 Hours.

The trial will start from the Gate
House, Highgate, at 7 p.m. on Friday,
J\Iay 13th, and the first competitor is due
to ar-rive in Edinburgh at the end of the
400 mile run twenty-four hours later.

The trial will be divided into four sections
with approximately an -hour's stay at
Grantham, Ilkley, and Carlisle.

Moribund Phrasing in Latest Government Order.
A Brief Review of the Road Vehicles (Registration and Licensing) Regulations.

Is it necessary for a sidecar outfit weigh-

ing more than 3 cwt. to carry car

size number plates ?

Have the authorities ever heard of

such a vehicle as the sidecar ?

Is there no one in the Government
Department concerned capable of amending
the phrasing of the Act of 1903 in order to

bring it up to date, so as adecjuately to

cover .present-day requirements?

No Interpretation of the Law.

One is constrained to ask these ques-

tions after perusal of the Provisional

Rules and Orders relating to the regis-

tration and licensing of road vehicles,

dated March 9th, 1921. This Order gives

full instructions with regard to the licens-

ing and registration of all mechanically-

propelled vehicles, including motor cycles.

It is still most indefinite as regards the

position in which licence holders can be
placed on motor cycles (including motor
scooters, motor cycles with trailers or

sidecars, tricycles, and invalid carriages),

as it is stated that in the case of these

vehicles the licence must be in a con-

spicuous position on the near side.

The question of the granting of licences

and the issumg of registration books is

dealt with in Q;r'-at detail, but most of

this information has previously appeared
in The. Motor Cycle.

So far as the registration numbers are

concerned, it is still legal to have the

front number plate painted on both sides

and carried in the usual position. Should
a forecar (of which there are none in

existence at the present time) or a trailer

(which form of attachment is likewise
defunct) be attached to a mechanically-
propelled vehicle (or, in other words, to

a motor cycle), the plate is required to be
fixed on the front or the back of the

motor cycle, or a duplicate of such plate

should he fixed on the front or on the

back of the vehicle attached.

Lamps still have to be carried half an
hour alter sunset and half an hour before
sunrise, and be kept burning ; and the
regulations point out that these lamps
must be so contrived as to illuminate by
means of reflection, transparency, or

otherwise, and render easily distinguish-

able every letter or figure on the identi-

fication plate fixed on the back of any
vehicle or of any vehicle attached to

the back of the vehicle. The Order goes

on to say, " In the application of this

regulation to a motor tricycle or a motor
bicycle of a weight unladen not exceed-
ing 3 cwt., the ilate fixed on the front

of the vehicle may, if desired, be substi-

tuted for a plate fixed on the back of the
vehicle." This, in ordinary English,
means that, as has always been the case

since there has been a Motor Car Act, a

vehicle registered as a motor cycle, and
weighing less than 3 cwt., may have either

the front or back number plate -illumi-

nated ; that is to say, if a red tail-light

is carried, this need not necessarily illu-

minate the number plate if the front

number plate is adequately rendered dis-

tinguishable by means of the front lamp
of the vehicle.

Registration Details.

The regulations contain the usual

illustration of the licence card and
specification of licence holders, an up-to-

date list of registration marks of- the

County and Borough Councils in Eng-
land, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, and
also some sample illustrations of specimen
number plates. The regulations affecting

the size of index marks and numerals
remain exactly the same as in the 1903
Act. These are given in detail, together
with tlie old stipulation that in the case
of the plates for a motor cycle or motor
tricycle of a weight unladen not exceed-
ing 3 CAvt., each of the dimensions should
be halved, and the shape of the plate

need not be rectangular so long as the
minimum space between any letter or
figure and the top and bottom and sides
of the plate, and the relative position of
the letters and figures are in accordance
with Clause 1 of the provisions of this
Order.

Ambiguity of Requirements.

Now it will be noticed that on the first

occasion on which motor cycles were
mentioned in this brief review it is stated
that motor cycles include motor scooters,
motor cycles with trailer or sidecar,

tricycles, or invalid carriages, but no
mention is made of the sidecar in aiiy

other part of the regulations. Moreover,
according to the Finance Act a vehicle
can be licensed as a motor cycle which
has not more than three wheels and does
not exceed 8 cwt. in weight. It will be
seen, however, that in the regulations
under review wherever weight is men-
tioned it is the old weight limit of 3 cwt.
The second reference is the one we have
just made to the size of number plates, and
it now seems that according to the strict

interpretation of the regulations motor
cycles exceeding 3 cwt., though they pay
motor cycle licences, must carry' car size

number plates if the authorities exercise
their power.

It is not fair to accuse the motoring
organisations of not having tackled the
Government on these subjects, as we
know for a fact that the Motor Legislation
Committee, on which both the A.C.U.
and A. A. and M.U. are represented,
strenuously fought this case with the
authorities, but apparently without effect.

We understand that these regulations are
provisional tor forty days, though they
are still operative, and that a further
deputation from the IMotor Legislation
Committee will be received by the Mmis-
ter of Transport. .'
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A 601b. LADY'S LIGHT-
WEIGHT.

THE lightest lightweight, as a type, is

bound to appeal especially to the
lady rider, and it was with this

in view that the Chandler machine was

Spring forks will

later be embodied in

this H h.p. Chandler

lady's motor cycle, but

even then it is claimed

that the total

weight will not

exceed 60 lb

v..
evolved. Pedal cycle, more than motor
cycle, lines have been followed, and
indeed many of the component parts arc
simply strengthened cycle fitments.

A J.E.S. li h.p. four-stroke engine
supplies the power, and the transmission
is by a direct belt running over a jockey
pulley. Closely resembling a lady's pedal
cycle, the frame, however, has been
modified and strengthened to withstand
the additional stresses imposed on the
self-propelled vehicle, and behind the
steering head lies a triangular petrol
tank. A large celluloid dressguard pro-
tects the rider's dress both from mud
throwii up by the rear wheel and from
the belt. Spring forks will be fitted to
the final production model. This machine
is made by J. P. Chandler, St, Botolph's
Road, Shepherdswell.

stand, while quite an innovation is the
inclusion of a P. atid H. lighting outfit.

The dynamo is neatly housed over the
magneto .and driven off the magneto-shaft
by means of a wire belt. This electric

lighting outfit is entirely self-contained,
as there is a small auxiliary battery at-

tached to the carrier of the motor cycle.

There is also a larger battery in the side-
ear locker, which is connected to the
switchboard on the motor cycle by means
of a ping. The small battery, therefore,
serves to illuminate the machine when
used as a solo, and it is Quite adequate for
supplying current for tne head and tail

lamps. The equipment includes an
ammeter and change-over switch.
The sidecar is a special Millford
double-seater equipped with hood
screen.

Access to the back seat is

obtained by swinging round the
back of the front seat and lifting
up the seat itself. All three tyres
are 27x3iin.

It is very noticeable from the
illustration that the roomy two-
seated sidecar does not look at all

unwieldy when attached to the
Henderson; indeed, tlie other

extreme (a sporting single-seat body)
would probably look much more of a
misfit with such a massive machine.

A LUXURIOUS SIDECAR
OUTFIT.

ONE of the most excellently fitted out
sidecar outfits we have yet seen is

a 1921 Henderson recently com-
pleted bv Messrs. Robertson's Motors,
Ltd., 157b, Great Portland Street, W.l.
The chief features of the motor cycle are
the equipment of disc wheels and a front

A FULLY SPRUNG WHEEL
IX

designing a springing system the
most important theoretical considera-
tion is the reduction of un.spning

weight to a minimum. Again theoreti-
cally, this reduction may best be carried
out by making the wheel itself the spring-
ing medium, when also it should be
possible to use solid tyres. Practically,
there are many difficulties in the way of
a spring wheel for the motor cycle, "and
lor this reason the example we show,
which has actually been tested on the
road, is of some interest.

There are in reality three spoked discs,
the larger annidar one, which carries the
tyre, floating between the other two on
coil spring.^. Lateral rigidity, of course.
depends on the fit of the annular wheel
spokes in the slot formed by the two hub
discs; but as these spokes are heavy and

C Carburetter side

of the Henderson
motor cycle,show-
ing the switch box.

Note also the

ammeter on the

top tube.

numerous, this difficulty should not be
insui-mountable. On the model illus-

trated the chordal springs provide a
spring drive, while the radial springs
look after the suspension.
The wheel is the patent (17267/19) of

Mr, G, H. Bagshaw, and i^ made bv
Bagshaw and Clowes, of 464, Ecclesail
Road, Sheffield,

A fully sprung wheel, patented and
manufactured by Bagshaw and Clowes,

Sheffield,

SIMPLE MOTOR TRICYCLE
FOR TWO.

WHY a runabout becomes a tricycle

when the single wheel is placed

in front is a moot point, but a

machine so arranged usually is rcgai'ded

by the public as a development of the

tricycle. There have been many machines
of this type on the market, notably the

Wall tri-carriage in this country, the

Duryea in America, arxl the Phano-
mobile on the Continent.

A home-produced

motor tricycle.

Although the three tracks may mili-

tate against its popularity, the central

steering obviates the drag which is pre-

sent with a sidecar.

The machine illustrated is a home-
constructed vehicle, built in spare time
by Mr. W, J. Roy, of Ardrossan, As
will be seen, a 3^ h,p. single cylinder

engine is carried on one side of a small

two-seater body, and drives through a

countershaft gear box to one rear w-heel,

the transmission being by chain and
belt. Coil springs are used at the rear,

and a Druid fork at the front.

C3
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Oifi-.fts to TL-igbt Camps
March 24th 6.48 p.m.

„ 26th 6.50 .,

„ 28th 6.53 „
„ 30th 6.57 „

A New 350 c.c. Lightweight. '

1
After a lapse of four years, the 2J Ji.p.

A.J.S. has been reintroduGed; The
winner of two T.T. races, and the holder
of sevei-al records, this 1921 three-speed
model of a popular machine is catalogued
at 100 guineas.

An R.A.F. Reunion.

In order to effect a reunion of the
members of the 205th Squadron R.A.F.

.

late 5th Squadron 5th Wing, R.N.A.S.,
it has been suggested tlrat a dinner be
held in London. Those interested

should communicate with Mr. W. Jones,

43, Ilanelagh Road, London, W.5.

Observers Wanted tor Lynton.

Any motor cyclists in Lynton and
neighbourhood who can offer their ser-

vices- as observers, etc., on Lynton Hill

tOn Saturday morning, March 26th, are
asked to communicate with Mr. E. L.
Herring On Good Friday evening at the
Valley of the Rocks Hotel, Lynton.

The International Six Days Trials.

The A.C.U. invites entries from ridei's

of motor cycles who would care to

enter for this trial and also with a vietv

to making a selection for a_ team to repre-
sent Great Britain.

As has been previously announced in

these pages, this year the International
Six Days Trial will comprise a tour
.round practically the whole of Switzer-
land, and should prove a most attractive,

as well as instructive competition.

Roadside Lighthouses.

Experiments are being conducted by the
ilinistry of Transijort with devieetj tor

the illumination of dangerous turnings
and cross roads after dark. We are in-

formed that " flashers
"' of the type used

on buoys and in lighthouses are being
tried, and that these' are of foreign manu-
facture. Why our own makers are not
being called upbn is difficult to under-
stand, as the nebessary apparatus, consist-

ing of special valves and dissolved acety-
lene equipment, was made and tested for

a like purpose some years ago, and is

largelj' used in marine work.

Anti-mudsplashing Devices.

A series of tests were carried out by
the Borough of Camberwell on March
14th last to ascertain the possible effi-

ciency of anti-splashing devices for at-

tachment to the wheels of motor cars.
The competing cars were driven over a
pot-holed, muddy stretch of road between
white screens on which the height and
extent of splashing were observed after
the vehicles had passed at a predeter-
mined speed. Full details and many illus-

trations of the devices used were illus-

trated in last Saturday's issue of The
Autocar.
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Trouble in Belgium.

As we have previously mentioned in

these pages, the same unity does not

reign among motor cyclists in Belgium
as it does in England. The Committee
of the Belgian Motor Cyclists' Federa-

tion refuse to recognise the trial run on
March 6th by the Motor Cycle Club of

Seraing, and the licences of competitors

Avho took part in this event have been
suspended, while those riders who have
not yet taken out their licences are now
debarred from doing so.

Motor Cycle Racing at Brooklands.

Tlie first members' meeting this vear

of the B.M.C.R.C. will be held at BTOok-
lands on April 16th, 1921. Kvent No. 1

will be time trials for one kilometre and
one mile in one run. All classes will be
provided for, including three and tour-

wheeled cycle cars.

Following this there will be eight three-

lap, scratch races, viz., five, races for solo

machines two for motor cycles with side-

cars, and one for cycle cars. The entry
fee will be 5s. each event, and entries close

Wednesday, April 6th.

B.M.C.R.C. race meetings will in future
be run under the revised racing rules of

the club now in preparation. The hon.
sec. of the B.M.C.R.C. is Mr.. T. W.
Loughborough, the Mill House, Upper
Warlingham, Surrev.

THE NEXT STAGE

!

MOTOR CYCLISTS interested

in small or large cars should read

the forerunner of all motoring

journals. Founded in 1895, il

remains the largest and most success-

ful aniomobils paper, and enjoysthe

greatest circulation. It is universally

accepted as the representative British

motoring journal.

Sfi-cial J^aatures.

AN 8.600£t. CLIMB.

GUIDE TO LONDON -LAND'S END.

WHAT IT COSTS.

High Stepping.

A correspondent -wi-ites :
" Your con-

tributor 'Ixion' may know a lot about

motor cycles but he does not know much

about fashions. In your issue for March

16th he talks about 'the dancer who has

trodden his beet girl's skirt off her waist '

!

Since when has it been necessary for a

man to lift his feet more than^ 2ft. off the

floor, even in modern dances?"

Pilots ior London Tourists.

The Automobile Association has insti-

tuted arrangements whereby tourists and

country members can be met in any part

of Lon'don, or its outskirts, by competent

pilots having an intimate knowledge of

the Metropolis and London traffic condi-

tions. The men will be available for

guiding members' vehicles by the best

routes, through or around London.

Piston Rings.

A recent lecture by Mr. G. Williams at

the Foreman's Institute, Coventry, wa;

not without interest. The subject o:

piston rings and their desi^i was clearl^

expounded by the author, who is connectec

with the British Piston Ring Co., anc

therefore speaks with authority. Amongst
the interesting points brought forwaro

were the statements that the concentrit

internally hammered ring with scarf joint

is at lea'st the equal of any other type

and that there is no great advantage ir

high-ring pressures. On the subject o:

narrow" rings, it was stated that this typ<

was becoming increasingly popular on
account of reduced friction and greatei

flexibility to counteract cylinder distortion.

Op the other hand, narrow rings were apt

to wear more quickly. Interesting lantern

slides descriptive of manufacturing anc

testing machinery were shown, and a hint

of new manufacturing methods in order

to produce a perfect ring was given.

High Speeds in the U.S.A.

In our issue for March 10th we re-

ferred to records put up by Otto Walker
at Fresno, California, U.S.A., on
Harley-Davidson. We have now received

further particulars of his performances.
The time for the mile was 33.4s.

(107.78 m.p.h.); for 10 miles, 5m. 4

(103.44 m.p.h.); 15 miles, 8m. 37|s.

(104.37 m.p.h.); and 50 miles, 29m. 34is.

(101.43 m.p.h.).

The times were made on February
22nd on a circular board track. They
have already been recognised by the

Motor Cycle and Allied 'Trades Associa-

tion of America as American records, and
such as are eligible will come up for con-

firmation before the International Fede-

ration of Motor Cycle Clubs at the next

meeting at Geneva. It seems, however,
that only the ten miles record can

qualify as a world's record
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Over fliG COTSWOLDS for tlie

Rising Sun was the rendezvous of a large number of motorists to witness tlie ascent of competitors In tlie trial.

B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc.) making a steady climb.

Over 170 Slarters in Ihe A.C.U. Midland Centre's Second Trial. 144 Finishers.

THE Cotswokl District^—once so for-

midable even to high powered
machines—loses its value as a testing

ground for modern motor cycles. This
was proved by last Saturday's Victory
Cup Trial, when a little 2^ h.p. Velocette
sidecar outfit did all that was required to

qualify for an award.
Although such hills as The Beacon, Old

Wychc, Portway, Birdlip, Rising Sun,
Wudeley, and WiUersey were mcluded in

the 128 miles course, to the great majority
of the 170 odd competitors it was a joy
ridt, and few will retain memories of

incidents with which to harry the souls

of :iext year's novices.

Because the day was fine, at least until

the worst was over, every hill was in

good condition. Sir Herbert Austin,
K.B.E. (one of the pioneers of the motor
industry), started the first dozen or so

pairs of competitors. Beacon Hill, a mile
or so from the start, and in the first non-
stop .section, did not take its usual toll,

hut L. A. Bees (Beardmore-Precision)
was unlucky and suffered from a choked
jet. The ne.xt twenty-five miles were over
main roads to Malvera, where the Old
Wyche was climbed with almost unfail-
ing regularity.

H. A. Pattman (4 Noi'ton sc.) was tlie

first to arrive, and, for some reason,
failed, as he did later on Portway. He
seemed dogged by ill luck from the start,
where he suffered tyre troubles, and
eventually retired iii disgust. 'The

other Nortons, however, more than made
up for the deficiency. T. F. Watson and
C. Wilson were very sure, and F. .T.

Adams, J. R. Fellows, and L. Paynter

A watersplash on the Colonial section.

J. L. Haidy on his 3i Triumph makes
light of this obstacle.

ascended the hill so fast that they were
compelled to cut out.

On this hill the performances generally
were consistently good. The solo

Triumphs and Sunbeams, like the
Xortons, might have been practising for

the T.T. Let us whisper it, it is said

that the speed of de la Haye's Sunbeam
was 45 m.p.h. before it became necessary
to cut out. Of the sidecars, most of the
5-6 h.p. James outfits were exceptionally

fast, but H. Rem Fowler—once more in

the competition game after a lapse of

many years—barely got up without assist-

ance. F. Arbuckle found the hill too

much for his 4^ h.p. Humber sidecar,

yet Sam Wright, on a sister mount,
simply -played with it. Tessier's Bat
sidecar behaved as all big twin outfits

.should, and the spectators were treated

to some steady unostentatious climbs by
such riders as Hugh Gibson (8 Roval
Ruby sc.) and W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Rex

Portway.

After seeing some seventy competitors
on the Old Wyche with only three
failures, we hurried on to Portway,
thirty-two miles further on, but here,

again, the officials were yawning in

boredom with having nothing more to

do than record the successes. Light-
weights and heavyweights alike were
taken up the hill, fast or slow- as their

riders willed. Yet Portway is a hill the

C5
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The Victory Cup.—

average owner would think twice before

attempting. Some of the competitors

ascended with one hand in pocket and

smoking a pipe, so sure were they of

themselves and their machines. How dif-

ferent it would have been had the surface

been wet. Of the hundred competitors

we saw ascend the hill, we recoi-ded only

two failures. S. H. Brand (4 Indian

Scouty made a very fipe ascent, while E.

Walker, on one of the experimental

2j h.p. two-stroke Excelsiors, hummed
up in great style. The Triumph sidecars

driven by H. Finch and R. R. Grindlay

also made splendid ascents, as did the

Ariels, Nortons, and Sunbeams among
the heavier weights, and the New Hud-
sons, Levises, Hobart, Sun, New Im-
perials, Verus, and O.K. among the

lightweights.

Again, de la Haye got in a little practice

for the T.T., and some of the B.S.A.
solos, too, were particularly fast. The
2| h.}). Coulson sidecar driven by H.
6uy made a very steady climb, and the

power of Denley's little Velocette outfit

was one of the features of the day.

Bii'dlip.

Another few miles and the competitore

wei-e on Birdilip Hill, which was in

excellent condition. The spot chosen for

the acceleration test consisted of a stretch,

approximately 120 yai-ds long, extending

over tlie Nap, the woret section in the

middle of the hill. Each machine was
stopped and restarted on the gradient,

and it was very noticeable that such

machines as werp equipped with handle-

bar controlled clutches scored considerably

over the few with foot controls.

G. S. Ai-ter (5-6 James ec), the first

man to arrive, got away very well, and
amongst other early arrivals, R. B. Clark

(2-J Coulson), W. Swiffen (3i Norton), G.

Baragwanath (3^ Sunbeam), R. Brown
(3^ Sunbeam sc), F. Adam (3^ Norton
sc), B. Kershaw (2J Verus), and H.
Newey (2i Levis) shone in particular.

Public interest in motor cycle trials is as keen as ever this year. This scene on

the Old Wyche, Malvern, shows spectators very busy checking each competitor as

he arrives 3 The rider is K. G. Hay, on a Coulson-B.

Hugh Gibsoii (8 Royal Ruby sc.) had
trouble with a stretched clutch control and
stopped his engine. De la Haye (3^ Sun-
beam) shot off the mark like a rocket, and
E. Williams (T.T. Sunbeam) dry skidded,
such was his acceleration. Greenwood
pere et Ms both went off the mark well

—

in fact, the Sunbeams and Nortons were
good almost without exception.

B. H. Norris (2t Sun), W. Handley
(2i O.K.), C. Hall (2J Levis), L. Clule'e

(2i Alton), P. Pike (2^ Levis), H.
Greaves (3^ Beardmore-Precisionj, C.

Hanwell (2J Cedos), R. G. Mundy (2^

Cedos), G. Denley (2^ Velocette sc), and
G. Kuhn (2-i Verus) were all stars amongst
the lightweights.

Of the heavier classes, besides those
alread.y mentioned, the following deserve
special praise : F. Brown (8 R;x sc),

A. Jacobs (5-6 New Imperial), S. Brand
(Indian Scout), F. Hallam (8 Excelsior

ce

On Portway. S. T. Tessler (8 Bat sc), who made his first

appearance in a public trial after eight years' retirement.

C. N. Green (4 Triumph) and R. C. Bennett (2| Federation)

making light of Sudeley Hill.
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H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) negotiating the grass-grown track which formed part

of the " colonial " section.

I jRove

sc), B. L. Bird (4i B.S.A. sc.

Ellison (8 Zenith). A. ElUot (5-5

5C.), J. Walker (4i B.S.A.), W. Chapman
(7 A.J.S. sc), S. Rhodes (2= Wolf), W.
Woodcock (3i Ariel), D. S. Heather
(6 B.S.A. sc), J. W. Wills (3J Scott),
and, as in the Colmore Cuo Trial, all the
5-6 h.p. Rover sidecar outfits without
exception.

Some Cycle Car Performances.

Of the cycle cars, but for the fact
that J. Meredith {10 T.B.) had the mis-
fortune to stop his engine, all made good
performances, though H. F. S. Morgan
(8 Morgan) and the two G.N.'s appeared
faster than the rest. At the conclusion
of the test, we were informed that the
following had completed the distance in

under 15s. : B. Kershaw {23 Verus), T.
C. de la Haye (3^ Sunbeam). T. C. Green-
wood {3i Sunbeam), and W^ Swiffen {3^
Norton).

Rising Sun.

As on the hills in the morning section,

so was it on Rising Sun in the afternoon
—an almost unbroken series of clean
ascents. Once more de la Have miide the
star performance. It is doubtful whether
such high speeds have ever been seen on
Rising Srm : one after another they came
up out of the bottom of the valley on to

the top of Cleeve Cloud. All who were
successful made good climbs, and quite
a large number were out for spectacular
display, for here, as usual, a very large
crowd had assembled. iS.'^eck-and-neck

3S1

races were quite common, and not always

confined to pairs.

The Rover sidecars toured up in a
bunch. W. Brandish (5-6 Rover solo)

made a fast ascent over a zigzag course,

showing that the hill was not unknown
to him. P. Pike (Levis) was fast, as

was G. Kuhn {Verus), the O.K.'s, and

2J'h.p. Excelsior.

Not a few demonstrated how steadily

and surelv thev could ascend, and some
of the Triumph, B.S.A., and Norton
solo mounts were conspicuous in this

respect. S. Hall (3^ Sunbeam) made a

very good climb, but, right on the

summit, his gear jumped out, and, on

getting into gear, charged the hedge.

On Sudeley.

As the procession wended its way up
Sudeley rain began to fall. The majority

took the hill steadily, and there was little

incident to i-ecall. A mild excitement
was caused by a chimney fire in an
adjacent house, which was offset by the

failure of G. White (5-6 Rover sc). His
machine had gone beautifully up to this

moment, but for some unknown reason

became tired on this very moderate climb.

The silence of the Humber team was
nerhaps the most noticeable feature, com-
ined with a star ascent by E. Williams

and the fast climbs put up by the Sun,
Verus. and Velocette two-strokes.

After Sudeley came a rough colonial

section with a deep watersplash, where
the all-chain drive machines had the

advantage ; then homeward, via WiUersey
Hill and main roads to Rose Hill, iu^the

rain. Just before Broadway, Fell-Smith

(8 Rex sc.) took a corner too fast, and
turned over. This accident induced
Gibbons, on a sister machine, to retire to

give assistance.

Throughout the run the organisation

was splendidly carried out, and reflected

great credit upon the organisers, the Bir-

mingham M.C.C. At all points of interest

there was a plentiful supply of pro-

grammes containing the list of entrants,

.so that spectators were able to take an
intelligent interest in the performances,
instead of merely watching a nameless
string of competitors go by.

SURVIVORS IN SATURDAYS VICTORY CUP TRIAL;
G. S. ArLer (5-6 James sc).
W. R. Unvin (21/2 Levis).
T. Silver dli Quadrant bc).
E. B. Clark (2">:, Coulson D).
G. R. Morgan (4 Triumph sc).
H. P. Edwards (2-1 Coulson-B.l.
T. G. Amphlott (<l>i James sc).
G. J. BaraEwanath (3i^ Sunbeam).
A. Woodfield (4>4 James sc).
11. C. Jennens (S'c James).
Reg. Brown (JV- .Sunbeam sc).
W. .Swimn (3;i Norton). •

H. R. Fowler (5-6 James sc).
R. W. Duke (4 Triumph).
.S. T. Tessier (8 Bat sc).
R. F. Turner (2^\ New Imperial).
T. Stevens (7 Jame§ sc).
r. F. Watson (4 Norton sc).
B. Kershaw (2^^^ Verus).
F. J. Adam (3',2 Norton sc).
J. Allday (3'/2 Jame3). .

F. 8. Short (5-6 James sc).
J. R. Fellows (31A Norton).
G. Smith (4 Norton sc).
v. Porter (21,1 Levis).
H. Newey (214 Levis).
J. E. B. Bramley (31,^ Coventry

Challenge).
E. J. Bastock (2U Levis).
Hugh Gibson (8 Royal Ruby sc).
B. Burke [2\\ New Hudson).
E. Mundy (2V, New Hudson).
W. Bell (2",', New Hudson).
L. Payntcr (31,!, Norton).
J. E. Greenwood (3'^ Sunbeam sc).
T. O. de la Have (3''. Sunbeam).
G. Nott (8 Matchless" sr.).
T. C.-Oreenwood IJi.i Sunbeam).

J. \V. Parkos (2i,i Snn-V.T.S.).
B. H. Tingle [2'/^ Autoglider).
F. A. AVatson (SVi Sunbeam sc).
J. H. Ross (3'/l' Sunbeam).
H. Finch (4 Triumph sc).
B. H. Norris (2V' Sun).
T. F. Blumfleld (6 Ariel sc).
M. Bishop (21^ Sun).
S. E. Longman (7-9 H.-Davidson sc).
R. T. Cooke (4 Triumph).
J. G. Skinner (214 Autoglider).
H. Riley (5-6 A.J.S. sc).
J. C. Edkins (2% Pax).
K. G. Hay (2-'.l Coulson-B.).
F. H. Brown (8 Bex sc).
H. J. WiUis (3V.. Norton).
A. J. Jacobs (5-6 New Imperial).
S. H. Brand (4 Indian Scout).
F. Hallam (8 Excelsior sc).
H. F. Brockbank (8 Blackburne).
W. H. Carson (8 Excelsior sc).
J. Allen (3 Neal-Dalm).
J. Lee (7-9 Indian).
B. L. Bird (414 B.S.A. sc.).
E. Walker [Z\'., Excelsior).
A. Ellison (8 Zenith).
A. E. Rollason (Si.i Ariel).
J. _H. Watson (3 Beardmore-Precision)
Eric Williams (31,.; Sunbeam).
B. Bladder (3 New Imperial sc).
F. S. Barnes (3V' Snnbeam).
A. Elliot (5-6 Rover sc).
E. (Griffiths (3K, Norton).
A. W O. irartin^4 Triumph).
A. E. Wood (6 B.S.A. sc).
J. H. Walker (41', B.S.A.).
Se\-mour Smith (3 Ivy).
J. W. Moxon (4 Coventry Easle).

W. Chapman (7 A.J.S. sc).
E. C. lies (31.!. Sunlieam).
T. H. Richards (4 Triumph).
F. .\. Longman (31,^ Ariel).
H. Guy (254 Coulson B. sc).
S. U. Rhodes (2^4 WoU-Blackburnc).
.W. T. Woodcock (3ii. Ariel).
W. llandley (21:. O.K. Junior).
H. F. V. Sadzro've WA B.S.A. SCI.
N. Hall (21A O.K. Junior).
E. Kibble (4 Triumph).
D. S. Heather (6 B.S.A. EC).
S. W. Lewis (3i.i Hoskison).
R. O. Cooper (2';, .Mldays Allon).
A. J. Wilkes (SiA Hover).
H. Poole (6 A.J.5. sc).
C. L. Hull (2V4 Levis).
S. Hall (3i,i Sunbeam).
L. E. Clulee (2i;. Alldays Allon).
F. Goodman (7-9 Indian).
L. .S. Horton (21/4 New Imperial).
W. Tonf.no (3V.> Hover sc).
V. G. Wilkins (2i,i New Imperial).
G. lUivenhnU (3iv, Rover sc).
W. Brandish (5-6 Rover).
C. W. H.imstedt (2i', Cotton).
A. D. Atkin (5 Rover sc).

F. Morgan 12% Cotton).
G. White (5 Rover sc).
W. Brooke (2i/, (Jotton)

E. S. Astley (5 Rover ec).
N. Rvcrolt (3% Scott).
R. R. Grindlav (4 Triumph sc).
P. Piko (21.4 Levis).
G. S. Smith {31/2 B.S.A. sc).
J. E. J. Whitaker (4>4 B.S.A.).
H. L. Burley (2=4 Jtirloe).
H. Greaves (3I/2 Beardmore-Precision).

L. Boker (8 EnHeld sc).

J. W. Wills (3V, Scott).

EL J. Cope (7-9 Indian).
O. N. Green (4 Triumph).
E. C. Bennett (2"!4 Federation).
L. L. Sealey (4V, B.S.A.).
A. Milner (2^1 Diamond).
L. A. Bees (3i/" Beardmore-Precision).
W. F. Smith "(Hobart).
S. G. Ncal 13 Neal-Dalm).
C. H. Hanwell (2'/4 C«los).
T. Pck (41/- Ariel FC).
Rex Mundy (2« Cedos).
G. M.ason (2^4 Pax).
J. G. Oates (2?4 Marloe).
A. Vf. Thrnsh (214 Leviiil,

H. Riddle (414 B.S.A. sc).
H. Greathead (3 Ivy).
O. Denley (214 Velocette sc).
B. E. Wintle (21,4 Winco).
G. Kuhn [ZVi Verus).
L. Crisp (41,4 Humber).
Sara Wright (41/™ Humber sc).

CYCLE CAE8.
J. W. Meredith (10 T.B.).

H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan).
J. Wainwright !10 T.B.).

W. A. Bldley (10 New Hadson).
P. Yates (10 New Hudson).
F. W. Benson (8 Morgan).
W. A. CJarr (8 Morgan).
E. N. Hamilton (10 O.N.).

E. C. Winn (10 Morgan).
A. Fmzer Nash (8.7 G.N.).
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Speed Hill-climbing on "Grease."
S(ockpor( Open Hill-climb on Axe Ed^e curtailed by Rain

MARCH Z4.th, ig2i.

S'Z^^^^Z^.

G. Dance (2f Sunbeam) streaking up Axe Edge in last Saturday's Open Hill-climb organised by the Stockport M.C. Rain curtailed the

pfogramme, which included over two bundled entries.

AXE Edge, two miles from Buxton,
the venue of last Saturday's Stock-

port and District Motor Club's

open hill-climb, permits high speeds

;

and with an entry of 216, and riders

siifh as G. Dance, V. Horsman, N. C.

Sclater, 'H. R. Davies, and many others

of note, a good deal of sport was ex-

pected.
The first event was for 350 c.c. side-

cars ; then came 500 c.c. sidecars, with
keen competition between the Norton and
Sunbeam riders. G. Dance (Sunbeam),
and H, W. Hassall, G. W. Walker, and
Horsman (Norton) put up some fine

rides.

The 750 c.c, 1,000 c.c, and unlimited
sidecar classes were run off in a prompt
manner w'ithout mishap.

Just as the 250 solo class started a sharp
shower made the road rather tricky and
nasty for the riders without mudguards.
J. Prestwich (2^ J. A. P.) made a fine

ascent. The efforts of some of the other
riders seemed feeble, no doubt owing to

the heavy going, for it had now started
to rain heavily. In the 350 c.c solo class

G. S. Boston (2-| A.J.S.) streaked up the
hill, but wobbled, ran on the grass, then
back on to the crown of the road, across
the road again into the grass on the other
side, and finally parted company with his

mount.

Rain.

The rest of the class got up without
mishap, but gave the spectators many
thrills on the wet limestone roads. Dance

went up without a swerve, and cutting

out on the bend only, he made a hair-

raising perfonnance. The pouring rain

gave the officials some anxious moments
when the 500 c.c. solo class was started.

The men lined up and watched H. W.
Hassall (3^ Norton) plough through the

wet and mud ; he was the last to ride, for

the rest of the programme was washed
out.

One of the first to vanish was the
official A.C.U. timekeeper, so no times
were availahle. The hard-working
officials had the bitterest of luck. The
event was splendidly organised, 'a large

tent for refreshments had been erected,

and there were field kitchens which had
been brought from Stockport for the com-
fort of all concerned.

A SOUTHERN HILL-CLIMB.
BORE Hill, Dorking, was the scene of

a speed hill-climb, organised by the
Wallington and D.M.C. and L.C.C.

on Saturday last. There was a large

number of spectators, and a fair number
of entries, but the 275 c.c. and 350 c.c.

classes were weak.
In Class 1 (275 c.c.) G. H. Symonds

performed by himself on an extremely
speedy Levis, making the ascent at 28.39

m.p.h. Fastest time of the day was
made by R. A. -Green on a 3^ h.p.

Nortonj who made the ascent at 50.44

m.p.h. A. 0. Gruzelier, who was
unable to obtain his Bradshaw-Zenith in

Lime, rode an 8 h.p. Zenith instead. The
results were as follows :

CLASS 1 (275 c.c.).— 1, G. H. Symonds (21,4

Levis).

CLASS 2 (350 cc.).— 1, G. H. Symonds (21/4
Levis), 52'^s., 28.39 m.p.h.

CLASS 3 (500 c.c.).—1, R. A. Green (3V, Nor-
ton), 313s., 47.25 m.p.h.; 2, O. M. Boweii (31/.
Norton), 33is.; 3, W. H. Sheraton (3^4 Norton)!
34s.

CLASS 4 (750 c.c,).— 1, E. A. Green (3V' Nor-
ton), 30s„ 49.77 m.p.h.; 2, W. H. Sheraton (31/0
Norton), 33is. ; 3, C. M. Bowen (31,0 Norton), SSfsT

CLASS 5 (1,000 CO., Solo).-1, E. A. Green (31/2

Norton), 29§s., 50.44 m.p.h.; 2, W. H. Sheraton
(31/2 Norton), 32^s.; 3, A. O. Gruzelier (8 Zenith),
32Ss.

CLASS 6 (1,000 CO., Sidecars).—1, A. O.
Gruzelier (8 Zenith sc), 49s., 30.48 m.p.h.; 2, J.
C. Sanford (5 Eover sc), 54Ss.).

FRENCH TRIAL.
OWING to Customs difficulties, the

organisers of the Paris-Madrid trial

find that they are unable to adhere
to their original programme, and, conse-

quently, they have altered the title of

the competition to the Paris to the
Pyrenees trial.

It is a CTreat pity that the run through
Spain could not be proceeded with, as

this undoubtedly made the prospects of

the competition exceedingly attractive.

As it ifi, however, the new route decid^
upon from Paris to the Pyrenees, through
Pan, Tarbes, and over the passes of tlie

Pyrenees to Toulouse, Montauban, Agen,
Bordeaux, and back to Paris by the Loire,
should take the competitors over some of

the most diflicult country in France, while
the passes of the PjTenecs should pro-
vide ample opportunities for hill-climbing.

LOWER PRICES.
ALTHOUGH price reductions are not

so numerous as to lead one to sup-

pose that all makes are coming down,
every week sees some interesting announce-
ment in this respect. This week we are

able to record the following price adjust-

ments :

Coventry Acme.—8 h.p. outfit, chain

drive, with spare wheel, hood, screen,

etc., from £225 15s. to £190.
P.V.—Spring frame, Villiers engine,

Burman two-speed, £75 ; with clutch and
kick-starter, £80 (lady's model, £81);
with Jap engine, £84, £89, and £90.

B..S..4.—6-7 h.p. twin from £150 to

£133.
Arid.—3i h.p. solo, £110; sidecar,

£147 10s. 6-7 h.p., chaiu-cum-belt, £130;
sidecar, £157 10s. 4^ h.p. all-chain model,

£120; sidecar, £162 10s. 6-7 h.p. all-

chain, £135 ; sidecar, £177 10s.

Riidge.—Multi models: 35 h.p., £85;
5-6 h.p. (with sidecar), £125; 7-9 h.p.

(with sidecar), £155. Three-speed models :

3-i h.p.. £125; 5-6 h.p., £135 10s.; 7-9

h.p., £167; sidecar, £42.
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Carmarthen M.C. and L.C.C.

On Good Friday the club will bold its

annual hill-clinib at Golden Grove Hill.

Brookdale M.C.C. (Catford).

Considerable success has already met
the revival of this club, and it has been
decided again to affiliate to the A.C.U.

Colne and Distiict M.C.C.

Only formed last month, this club has
already over fifty members. ilr. F.
Mercer, Lancshawbridge, Colne, is the
secretary.

Biggleswade and District M.C.
Rules permitting and encouraging lady

members were passed at a meeting of this
newly formed club. An opening run is

to be held on Good Friday.

* East Lancashire M.C.C.

At a meeting on the 10th iiist. it was
decided to enter one or more teams in the
forthcoming reliability trial of the North-
western Centre A.C.U. , and also to
arrange tlie club's trial for the Hornby
cup on Good Friday to Ingleton and back.

Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C.

At the annual general meeting it was
decided to divide the new secretariat into
two, i.e., an honorary general secretary
and an honorary competitions secretary.
Mr. R. A. Lower, of Mount Pleasant,
Lower Hellesdon, near Norwich, now
holds the former position, and Mr. R. 0.
Clarke the latter.

Surbiton and District M.C.C.
Over 150 members met at Ditton Green,

Thames Ditton, for the opening run, and
with the captain, Mr. F. W. Barnes,
leading the club, made for " Deepdene,"
Dorking. Tea was served in a private
room, where they met several members
of the M.C.C. on their return from their
opening run to Brighton, bringing their
numbers up to nearly 200.

North London M.C.C.
The find-your-way competition held on

the 12th inst. involved finding the shortest
route from place to place and proceeding
by it to a schedule time. Maps were
not allowed. Mr. E. K. Jeffrey (4
Triumph) passed through all the controls
and arrived at the final destination exactly
to time, thereby earning the medal.

Ealing and District M.C.C.
A large number of members and guests

spent a most enjoyable evening on
•Thursday, March 10th, at the Red
Lion Hotel. Acton Plill. London. W.,
when the Ealing and District Motor
Cycle Club held its annual dinner and
prize presentation. Dr. A. M. Low, the
president, was in the chair.

Uortljcomlng (TUib €vants.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Var.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar. !T.

Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
.«or.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.

25.—East Lancashire M.C.C. Hornby Cup
Trial.

Si.—Jlarlcy-Uaridson M.C.C. Opfnina 7?un.
SS.~North ii'cat London M.C.C. Easter Tour.
SS.—IiiggUsu-ade and District M.C. Opcninn
liuri.

Si.—Carmarthen M.C. and L.C.C. Hill-climb.
S5.—Eastern I'ullcm M.C.C. Opening Itun.
aS.—Deu-sburt/ and District M.C.C. Picnic.
SG.—Lecds and District M.C. Social Hun.
SG.—Birminnham M.C.C. Sangater Cup Trial.
i6.— Wctl Kent M.C.C. Acceleration Test,
m-as.—aiasgow ll'estern M.C C. H'eeJ:eni»
Trial.
7.-Kcath and District M.C.C. ncliabilitu
Trial.

Sy.—West Bromirich M.C.C. Jteliabililu Trial.
i7.—North llMltm Centre, A.C.U. Itally at
Ribchester.

!).—Northern M.C. Social Run.
!S.—North London M.C.C. Slaleu Cup Trial.
iS.—Iluaeleu and District A.C. Speed Trials.
iS.—Dnohton and llore M.C.C. Hill-climb
SS.—Dricsburu and District M.C.C. Ilill-climb
iS.—Iicripick and District M.C.C. Opening
Itun.
311.—Bournemouth and District M.C. and
L.C.C. Spring Ilally.

IMPOnTANT club and OPEN events are tabu-
lated on the ' Questions and Replies " page.

Marloe and District M.C.C.

Although the weather was showery, a
very enjoyable afternoon was spent on
the occasion of the opening run on the
13th inst. The honorary secretary is

Mr. A. F. H. Baldly. Marloe Common,
Bucks.

North-west London M.C.C.

An Easter tour on purely social lines,

and with Eastbourne as a centre, is pro-

posed by the club. Already a small
number of members have signified their

willingness to join in. ^
Coventry (Triangle) M.C.

A very successful evening in the form
of a smoking concert was held on th«
10th inet.-

Stalybridge and District M.C.

Before a large number of inornbers at

the annual general meeting the various
club officials were elected, and the annual
subscription was raised to IDs. 6d. for

gentlemen. Lady members are still

welcomed at 3s.

.JBarnstaple and District M.C.C.

A club bearing this title has recently
been formed at Barnstaple, twenty-five
members being enrolled at the opening
meeting. Application for membership
should be made to Mr. H. J. Hill, 10,

High .'street, Barnstaple. North Devon.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.
The annual general meeting was held on

Thursday, the 10th inst., and was fairly

well attended. All the present oflScials

were unanimously re-elected. The club
lias over 500 members, and a very strong
committee has been formed to supervise
a very active season. On the financial
side there is a credit balance of £290.

•Abekystwy-

^:ay-&-litt:le

^LlaJ2\dloe5

Observed iiilb.

LIiMyiiir

b'nrapsiv.ni'J^t^^'''''^^

The revised route of the Western
Centre (A.C.U.) Two-day Trial,

which starts from Hereford on
Friday, April 8th. The revision

has been found desirable owing
to the depth of the fords included
m the original course.

£FOail

^ Jiichielcl^urclj

• T%koTil\ \
. Il*j;3yi2\(lr'"*f \

'^ , , f ,V Qilti-erti,
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Club News

Bury and District M.C.

There was a fairly good attendance at

the opening meet, which was held at

Hodder Bridge on the 6th inst.

Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Over a course which included five of

. the worst hills on Dartmoor, eight out of

twenty entrants finished the trial for the
R.N.E.~-College Cup. Results : 1, Lieut.

0. W. Jameson (3^ Sporting Smrbeam)

;

2, C. B. Endicott (3 A.B.C.) ; 3, J. Baker
(3^ Sunbeam).

Another Clut) for Warrington.

As the existing club has decided to

cater purely for the sporting rider, the
late secretary, Mr. H. Aldred, is forming
another club more on the social side of

the pastime. Any interested should com-
municate with him at 58, Church Street,

Warrington.

Bath and West o£ England M.C.

In aid of the funds of the Eoyal
United Hospital, Bath, a dance will be
held in the Pump Room' on 21st April.

Among the prizes are a new 4 h.p.

Douglas and silver tea service. Tickets
(Is.) for these awards may be obtained
from Mr. J. C. Young, Somerset Boys'
Home, Bath.

Bristol MX;.C.

On Saturday, 12th inst., the club
carried out an interesting programme of

speed events over a very fast course.

Quite a crowd of Bristol enthusiasts were
rewarded with some A^ery keen tussles in

the various classes. The results were as

follows :

350 c.c. CLA8S.^l, E. Passey (2% Donglas)

;

2, Eli Clark, junr. (2% Douglas).
500 c.c. CLASS.— 1, H. Thorpe (3"Vt Douglas);

2, R. Passey (2% Douglas).
UNLIMITED CLASS.—l, King Smith (7-9 Har-

ley-Davidson) : 2, H. Thorpe (S'/. Douglas).
500 c.c. SIDECAR CLASS.—l. B. Tucker (SV-

Norton sc); 2, A. Dyer (3 A.B.C. sc).
UNLIMITED SIDECAR CLASS.—l, B. Tucker

(31/2 Norton so.); 2, A. Mann (7-9 Harley-David-
son sc).

MOTOR CYCLE EVENTS AT BROOKLANDS.
|

Sat. April M.—B.M.C.n.C. (Members).
Sat. May 7.-B.M.C.R.C. (Open).
Sat. May Sl.—B.M.C.R.C. (Members).
Sat. July S.-B.M.C.R.C. (Members).
Sat. July SS.-B.31.C.R.C. (Members).
Sat Aug. 6.—B.U.C.R.C. (Open).
Sat. Aug. 21.—B.M.C.R.C. (Members).
Sat. Sept. 17.—B.M.C.B.C. (Members).
Sat. Oct. 8.—B.M.C.R.C. (Members).

Nottingham M.C. and L.C.C.

Varying subscription rates, ranging
from 7s. 6d. to £1 Is., for social or
sporting membership, were adopted at

the recent general meeting, held at the

Walbeck Hotel.

South-Eastern Centre A.C.U.

On Thursday, the 31st inst., a meeting
of representatives from clubs in Iveut,

Surrey, and Susses will be held at the
Royal Automobile •Club in order to pro-

ceed with the formation of a South-
Eastern centre. It is urged that all clubs
in these counties should attend, whether
at present atfiliat€d to the A.C.U, or not.

Portsmouth and District L.C. and M.C.C.

The Portsmouth branch of the
N.M.C.F.U. has now been formed into a
local club under the title of the Ports-
mouth and District L.C. and M.C.C,
and an opening run will be held on March
25th. The hon. secretary is Mr. F. G.
Roach, 1, Empshott Road, Southsea.

Lincolnshire A.C.

Open speed trials -of the Lincolnshire
A.C, to be held at Grimsthorpe Park,
near Bourne, on Easter Monday, promise
to outrival the last held at Chatsworth
Park, All the clubs from the adjoining
counties are arranging club runs to
witness the event, while several clubs
from far afield have given notice of their
intention of attending. The track is in

splendid condition, and the lowering of
all local times is predicted, as a number
o£ well-known riders have entered.

MARCH 3ph, ig2i.

Helensburgh M.C.C.

This Northern club has just drawn up
a most attractive programme for 1921,

particulars of which may be obtauied from
the secretary, Mr. J. 'F. Fulton, Find-

horn, Helensburgh.

., " Northern M.C.

On AYednesday, the 9th inst., the

closing lecture of the winter session of the

Northern Jlotor Club was given by Mr.
G. Dixon, a club member, on " Wireless

Telegraphy," in the Crow's Nest Hotel,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

West Bromwich M.C.C.

Formed only a month ago this,. club

already possesses a membership of fifty.

Particulars may be obtained from the

hon. sec, Mr. J. C. Holdship, Clifton

House, Hope Street, West Bromwich.

Dunheved and District M.C.

The annual meeting of the Dunheved
(Launceston) and District M.C. was a

great success. The president- (Mr. F.

A. Bate) w^as in the chair. The
treasurer (Mr. A. H. Grigg) reported a

balance in hand of £8.

West File M.C.

An excellent attendance and the enthu-

siasm displayed by the members at the

second annual meeting on the 14th inst.

indicate the promise of a very successful

year. Handsome silver cups were pre-

sented by Mr. P. T. Bonner and Capt.

W. F. How.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.

A meeting of the Centre was held at

the Hotel Metropole, Leeds, on Jlouday,

March 7th, and twenty of the twenty-two
clubs were represented, altogether forty-

three (including officials) being present.

The ,
Centre speed event, allotted to

Middlesbrough, will take place on Salt-

burn Sands on July 9th, and not, as

provisionally fixed, on August 6th.

PRICES OF SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
A Schedule of Prices at which used and shop -soiled

advertisements of last week'
Motor Cycles were being offered in the miscellaneous
3 issue of " The Motor Cycle."

MAKE, H.P., AND DATE.
A,B,C., 3 h.p., 1920 :.,.

Abingdon, 5-7 h.p., sc, 1920 . .

A.J.S., 6 h.p., sc, 1920

Alton, 25 h.p., 1920
.A.merican X., 7-9 h.p., sc, 1930
Ariel, 6 h.p., sc, 1920
Ariel, Si h.p., 1920
Bat, 6 h.p., 1920
Blackburne, 4 h.p., 1920 ......
Blackbume, 8 h.p., sc, 1920 . .

.

Bradbury,«5 h.p,, sc, 1920 ....

B.S,.A.,, 4i h.p., sc, 1920
Clyuo, 2i h.p., 1920
Connaught, 2i h.p., 1930
Coulson-B., 4 h.p., 1920
Coulson-B., 2J h.p., 1920
Coventry Eagle, 2J h.p., 1920 .

Diamond, 2J h.p., 1920
Douglas, 2J h.p., 1920
Douglas, 4 h.p., sc, 1920
Enfield, 8 h.p., sc, 1920
Enfield, 2^ h.p., 1920
Excelsior, 2} h.p., 1920
Harley-Davidson, 7-9 h.p., sc, 192

Hazlewood, 5-6 h.p., sc, 1920 ,

Hu-Tlber, 4! h.p., 1920
Henderson, 10 h.p., sc, 1920 .

.

Indian, 9 h.p., sc, 1920

.AVERAGE
CLASSIFIED PRICES. PRICE.

^96, ^98, t£120, t£130 i\m
jflSO —
£179, £180, t£185, tn95, t£103,

•

t£195, t£210, t)C215 £19.?

£65,£70 £GS
£IS5 -
£140 —
'£105 '.. -
£130, *£130 /l.?0

£96, *^115, •»£130 •. £110
£310 V .

:

—
'£17!), £185 £180
TflSO, t£lS5, *£138, £140, t£151 . .

.

^139
£53, £59, £60 £87
£57 -
£100 —
£75, £80, £83 £80
*£84 —
£65, £55 , £63
£S0, £85, £86, £87, £87, £90 £86
£120, £135, £135, £135, £140, £1-43 . £135
£145, t£160, ti,170 . .

.

£158
£55, £60, £60 £68
£69,£80 £75
£160, t£168, t£170, t;C170, £180,

t£190. t£200, t£210 £181
£155 —
£119 _
£185, t£200, £210, £230 £306
aSO, £160, t£163, £160, t£173,
t£180, t£180, t095, t£200, £215 .. £171

*Unused.

MAKE, H.P., AND DATE.
James, 3-G h.p., sc, 1920

James, 2J- h.p., 1920
Lea-Francis, 3t h.p
Levis, 2i h.p., 1930
Martinsvde. 6h.o., sc, 1930 ,

.

Matchless, 8 h.p., sc, 1920

AVERAGi;
CL.ASSIFIED PRICES. PRICE.

£150, £150, t£160, t£lC5, "'£170,

•i£190 £164
£62, £63 £6:1

£100, *£110, •£113 £10S

£44, £60, £55 .' £55
A50, £155 £15.3

£155, £173, £175, £180, £185, t£lS5,

+£186, taSS, K195, t£200, t£200,

K21-5 iClS'J

New Hudson, 21 h.p., 1920 £53, £65 £6')

New Imperial, 8 h.p., sc, 1920 ... £139, £172 £166

Norton, 4 h.p., sc, 1920 £145, £165 £1.50

O.K., 2i h.p., 1920 »£43, £45, £68, £60 £51

Omega, 2.! h.p., 1920 £65 —
P. & M., §1 h.p., 1920 £8.5, £90, £96 £90

Quadi-ant,4.lh.p., sc, 1920 £78, £90, £115, £125 £102

Rover, SI h.p., sc, 1920 £140, £160, £160 £150
Rover, 6-6 h.p., sc, 1920 £160, £150 ,

.

£150
Royal Ruby, 8 h.p., 1930 '£103 —
Rudgc 3.1 h.p., 1920 £76, £75, £85, £88, "£88, £90, £90, £93 £83

.Scott, 3} h-p., sc, 1920 £130, £145, £115, £160, £165, £l60 £148

Sunbkm, Si h.p., 1930 £120, £135, £140, £112, «£148 £137

Sunbeam, 3j h.p., sc, 1930 £165, £310 £188

Sunbeam, 8 h.p., sc, 1930 t£200, t£335 ^2l:j

Triumph, 4 h.p., 1920
Triumph, 4h.p., sc, 1930

£95, £100, £105, '£105 £101
£120, £13i, £133, £145, £160, £160,
£170 £143

Verus, 2» h.p., 1930 £95 --
--

- -• --- £75, £86, £95 .;. £83
£116, £120 £118
£135, £150, £153, £170, £176 £157

Wooler, 3J h.p., 1920 .

Zenith, 8 h.p., sporting, 1930
Zenith, 8 h.p., sc, 1920

tDynamo.
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A selection 01 questions 01 general interest received Irora readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, **The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London,'£.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only,numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept djtinc: from questions bearing on technical subjects.

OILING ENGINE AND GEAR BOX.
(1.) Can you inform me how often

to give a pumpful of oil to mv
1919 (early) 4 h.p. Triumiili, both
as solo and with sidecar? (2.)

What brand and grade of oU do
you recommend for the St urraey-Archer
gear box, and how often should it be
replenished? (3.) What is the correct
sized jet and correct level in the carbu-
retter for the use of benzole instead
of petrol? How is the level altered?
A Triumph carburetter is fitted with
jet No. 28.—F.

(1.) About every eight miles solo, or six
with sidecar. Much depends upon a'verage
speed, road conditions, head wind-s, etc.

Experience will be your best guide. (2.)

Engine oil or that supplied by the makers
should be used. If the box is empty,
half a pint should be used. (3.) The
same size jet will be quite suitable, but
it may be necessary slightly to lower the
petrol level. Thi.s" is done by lowering
the collar on the float needle to the
required amount, about ji'm.

INTERMITTENT MISFIRING.
When travelling at a fairly

high speed my engine suddenly
stopped, and although I kicked
for over half an hour I could not
start it, so I had to push three

miles home. The spark was very
weak, so I took the magneto (a Boscli)
off the machine and examined the points
and brushes, which were quite in good
order, and on replacing them I got a
very liealthy spark. The same thing
occurred again, and the same remedy
acted ; then it suddenly ceased firing
and started again with the first

kick. After this had happened a
few times, I kept the clutch engaged
whenever the engine stopped, and some-
times it started firing again before the
machine came to a standstill. On other
occasions it would not recommence
filing until I used the kick-starter.

—

L.L.S.
It is very doubtful if the trouble you
describe is due to a defect ot the magneto

;

indeed, we should imagine, from the
symptoms you mention, that it is more
likely to be a case ot the jet being tempo-
rarily obstructed by a floating particle of
grit. Dismantle the carburetter and
thoroughly clean out the float chamber and
jet. If after doing this, you still think
that the cause of the trouble lies in the
magneto, remove the high-tension carbon
brush holder, and clean the slip nng by
inserting a piece of rag soaked in petrol,
rotating the magneto meanwhile. Also
make quite sure that the contact breaker
points do not remain temporarily open.

POOR Sunning after rebushing.
A month or so ago tlie makers

^1 overhauled my 2^ h.p. two-stroke

> engine, in which the crankshaft
-I-l bushes were worn ; also, the gears

received attention. For a time the

engine would not answer to the throttle,

but now it does so on the level road.
The hills which it previously climbed
(two up) on half thi'ottle on top gear
it will now only just climb on top gear
and full tlu-ottle with myself alone.

Before being overhauled I used the drip

teed for the oil, and no oil with the

petrol, with a No. 24 jet (Amac). Now
I am using the drip feed and also

petroil feed with the same size jet. The
timing, I believe, is connect, piston at

dead top of ite stroke, 6i)ark lever fully

retarded, and points not quite break-
ing ; but I find out that when running
with the spark fully advanced and the
machine begins to slow down that
retarding gives an increase of speed.

—

A.D.

It is usual for an engine to lack liveliness

immediately after overhauling, especially

in the case of one fitted with plain

bushes. We think that after a little
" running in " you will find that the

lK)wer will return—in fact, this app^^jirs to

be taking place already, judging from your
description of its running. The timing

appears to be correct; but if you find that

you get an increase of speed when you
slightly retard the spark it would be

pei-haps advisable permanently to ret.ti'd

the timing very slightly. Set it as

follows : I'iston "top dead centre, control

lever fully retarded, contact breaker points

just about to break.

COMPARING acetylene AND
ELECTRICITY.

Will a 4 c.p. electric bulb give^ as good a light as a 14 litre acety-

> lene burner, using an ordinary
-iJ acetylene lamp in both cases

with an adapter for the bulb,

assuming the light in both cases to be

focussed to the best advantage?—R.H.

We cannot give you a figure which will

help you to compare the lighting inten-

sity of an iicetylene burner with that of

an electric bulb, as everything depends
npon the efficiency of the reflector in use.

The 4 c.p. electric bulb would not give

nearly such a satisfactory light as the

14 litre acetylene burner used in an
ordinary acetylene head lamp, but might
be equally effective in a specially designed

electric lamp.

The proportions of this sidecarrier, marketed by the Jarrow Motor Cycle Co., should meet

mth the approval of traders desirous of a vehicle capable of carrying bulky parcels

economically and swiftly. The machine is a 5"6 h.p. Clyno.
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AN UNINTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTA-
TION.

Last year I bought a motor
cycle as a 1918 macnine ; it was
a good one. I kept it for" a

month, and then a fellow work-
man worried me into selling it

to him. I sold it to him, believing it

to be as I bought it. He has ridden it

nine or ten montlis, and has now sold-

it. The man he sold the machine to has
had it a month or so. He now asserts

that the machine is a 1914, and also

claims £5 from the seller for misrepre-

sentation. The seller now asks what I

am prepared to do in the matter. Am
I liable in any way, as he did not make
any effort to verify when it was in his

possession, and it is now ten months
since I sold it?—F.W.U.

As there was apparently unintentional

misrepresentation of the date of the
machine on your part, the seller w'ould

have very great difficulty in enforcing a

claim for a return of any part of the
purchase price. We should advise you to

admit no responsibility in the matter.

GEAR ADJUSTMENT.
I am experiencing trouble with

Q my three-speed gear box, and
> trust that you will kindly be able
-2-1 to assist me in overcoming it.

It is the ordinary gear box, dogs
for top and bottom gears, and toothed
wheel for middle gear. Tlie trouble is

that I cannot always get free engine
without having to bring the gear lever

slightly back towards the low gear,

showing that when free the sliding

wheel is not clearing the toothed wheel
which operates second gear. I have
tried to adjust this by meshing dogs
of low gear and tighterring up control

accordingly, but find that I am robbing
the top gear and cannot get the dogs to

mesh beyond just a touch. The same
thing operates if I adjust from the top
geai' ; I cannot get into bottom gear".

What puzzles me most is that it is not
always so. Sometimes I have no difficulty

whatever, but perhaps before I get back
home I am up against it again. I may
say there is no play whatever between
the gear lever and the down control rod.

The outfit was only delivered last

August, and I have not yet done 1,000
miles, so I liardly thinli it was owing to

wear.—H.R.

inlet valve just commencing to open ; then
rotate the engine through one full revolu-

tioh less the angle between the cylinders,

and time the other cylinder in the same
manner. The ignition should be timed to

occur on top dead centre of compression

stroke, when the control is two-thirds

retarded.

A VAGUE TROUBLE.
A 5^ h.p. single which I have

just overhauled will run well on
the stand, but on the road it

seems to have no life or kick.

The carburetter is a Senspray

magneto, you have not stated whelhei

you get a good spark at the plug points

If you do get a satisfactory spark yov

may assume the magneto to be in goot

order.

with a 36 jet, and I think that it is in

crder. The magneto is a Ruthardt, and
on turning the pedal and holding the

bare wire I get a good shock and then

a smaller one alternately, I have
washed the points with petrol, but it is

still the same.—H.L.B.

Without actual inspection, it is very
difficult to define the cause of the trouble.

We take it that you have assured yourself

that the compression is reasonably good,
tliat the piston and cylinder are free from
carbon deposit, and that the valve seat-

•ings are in good condition. The lack of

power might also be due to excessive

clearance between the exhaust valve and
its tappet. Probably a 58 jet would give

you slightly more power. Regarding the

Without actual inspection, we cannot give
any definite reason for the trouble. It

may, however, be due to excessive play
of the various parts in the gear box, or
be caused by wliip of the striking fork.

TIMING A TWIN.
Having obtained some new^ cams, and wishing to fit these

> myself, I would like to Icnow
-2J how to go about timing the

valves. The machine in question
is a 1913 or 1914 6 h.p. Clyno, with a
Bosch magneto 55°.—E.G.

If the new cams have been supplied by
the makers, the timing of the engine will
be quite simple. You need not consider
the opening point of the exhaust valve
or the closing point of the inlet valve.
All you have to do is to rotate the engine
until the piston of the front cylinder is

at the top of its stroke ; then msei't the
corresponding cam wheel, so that the
exhaust valve is just closing and the

C16

"Smportant i)ates.

Fri., March 25lh—Richmond Meet.

Fri . March 25th. and Sat-, March 26th—
M'C.C. London Land's End Trial.

Mon, Mar. 28th—Westmorland M C.C.
Open Hill C'imb.

Man., Mar. 28th— East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials at Bourne.

Sat. April 2nd -Essex M.C.
Open Hill Climb.

Fri.. April 8th. and Sal.. April 9th—
Western Centre A.C.U. Two-day Open
Triat

Sal . April 1 6th—Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill-clunb.

Sat.. April 23rd— Midland Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Wed, AprU 27th—A.CU. One-day Trial.

Fri.. April 29th. and Sal-. April 30th—
Ealing and District M.C.C. London-
Holyhead Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 30th— Newcaslle and District

M C. Travers Challenge Trophy' Open
Reliability Trial,

Fri., May 13th. and Sat.. May 14th—
M.C C. London-Edinburgh Run.

Sat., May 21st—Western Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill Climb.

Wed.. May 25th—A.C.U. Silencer Trial at
Brooklsuids.

Sat.. May 28th—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill Climb.

Tues., June 1 4th—^Junior T.T. Race
Thurs. June 16th—Senior TT. Race.

Sat. Juns 2Sth—M.C.C Inler-leam Trial
for

* The Motor Cycle*" Cup
Mon., July 4th, to Sat., July 9th—

Scottish Six Days' Trial.

Wed.. July 6th, and Thurs., July 7th—
Arbulhnot Trophy Trial.

Sun., July 24th—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Race in France.

Mon.. Auff. 1st. to Sa*., Aug. 6th

—

International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land,

Mon., Aug. 29lh, to Sat., Sept 3rd-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sat.. Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
ErriNG ID Favebsh.^m.—G.P.
Epping, Woodford Green, Woodi'orc

Bridge, Ghigwell Row, Collier Row
Romford, Hofnchurch, Upminster, Gorbet
Tye, North Ockendon, South Ockendon
Stift'ord, ChadweU, Tilbury, ferry t

Gravesend, Strood, Chatham, Sitting

bourne, Ospinnge, Faversham. Approxi
mately 58 miles.

Leeds to Southend.—L.V.S.
Leeds, Killingbeck, Garforth, Ferry

bridge, Doncaster, Bawtry, Barnby Mooi
Retford, Tuxford, Newark. Grea
Gonerby, Grantham, Colsterworth, Grea
Casterton, Stamford, Wansford, Petei
borough, Norman Cross, Stilton, Hunf
ingdon, Godmanchester, Fenstantoi
Cambridge, Trumprngton, Saffron Wa
den, Thaxted, Dunmow, How Street

Chelmsford, Great Baddow, Southeuc
Approximately 217 miles.

Wolverhampton to Paignton.—N.E.
Wolverhampton, Himley, Wallheatl

Stewponey Inn, Kidderminster, Cross

way Green, Ombersley, Worcestei
Powick, Malvern Link, Great Malveri
Wynds Point, Malvern Wells, Hanle
Castle, Upton-on-Severn, Tewkesburj
Coombe Hill, Gloucester, Quedgelej
Whitminster, Cambridge, Berkelej
Stone, Falfield, Alveston, Almondsburj
Fiiton, Bristol, Axbiidge, Cheddai
Gross, Highbridge, Pawlett, Bridgwate
North Petherton, Bathpool, Tauntoi
Wellington, Cullompton, Broadclys
Exeter, Alphington, Kennford, Kinj
steignton, Newton Abbot, Torqua
Paignton. Aisproximately SOQ-j- miles.

BlESUKGHAM TO AbEEDEEN.—D.W.M.
Birmingham, Sutton Coldfleld, Lichfiel

Rugeley, Wolseley Bridge, Stafford, Gre
Bridgeiord, Eccleshall, Pershall, Tl

Loggerheads, JIucklestone, Woore, Nan
wich, Acton, Tarporley, Cote Broo
Cuddington Station, Weaverham, Act<

Bridge, Stretfon, Warrington, Sanki

Chapel, Bold, Clockface, St. Helen
Rainford, Ormskirk, Barscough Bridg
Rufford, Longtoii, Penwortham Bridg
Preston, Garstang, Lancaster, Slyn

Bolton-le-Sands, Carnforth, Beethai
ililnthorpe, Heversham, Levens Bridg
Kendal, Staveley, Windermere Static

Bowness, Ambleside, Rydal, Gi'asmei

Thirlspot, Keswick, Portinscale, Basse
thwaite Water, Bothwell, Red Dii

Thursby, Carlisle, Kingstown, Sa
Bridge, Gretna Green, Ecclefecha
Lockerbie, Beattock, Crawford, Abinrfo
Roberton, St. John's Kirk, Hyndfo
Bridge, Lanark, Braidwood, Carluli

Newmains, Newhouse, Chapelhall, Ra
yai'ds, Cumbernauld, Castlecai'y, Denn
loanhead, Denny, Dunipace, St. Niniai
Stu-ling, Bridge of Allan, Dunslar
Duthieston, Greenloaniug, Blackfoi
Auchterarder, Aberuthven, Perth, N(

Scone, BalbcCTgie, Burrelton, Coup:
Angus, Meigle, Glamis, Kirriemu
Forfar, Brechin, Laurencekirk, Stor

haven, Aberdeen, Approximately 46

miles.
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THE

%/i/t'%^'^

STILL STANDS

PRE-EMI T.

The sound constructional details—the high-grade

equipment—the exquisite finish—and the unique

co.nbination of innumerable " talking

points " place MoNOPOLE Motor Cycles

AHEAD OF ALL RIVALS.

Wrile TO-DAY ior

full particulars. ,

The MONOPOLE
CYCLE & MOTOR CO , Ltd.

St. Mary Street, COVENTRY.
Established 1890.

1V21 MODELS.
il h.p. J.A.P. : slh.p. 2-5troke

3i b.p. Tourist : 5-6 h.p. Twin.
niirl C'liubinnfioii-.

nvwslheiime
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

These cases are icieally suited to the requirements of all

motorists, mechanics, and engineers, for storing spare parts,

tools, etc. Also for the use of picnic parties and tourists.

They are exceptionally strong, being made of about 24 gauge
steel with wired edges, painted black inside and outside, with
partition in centre," leather strap handle, and automatic catch.
Made to Ministry' of Munitions specifications, and intended

as Lewis Gun Magazine Carriers.

Inside measurements iSJin. long x gjin. broad x 6Iin. deep.
Estimated cost about 40,/- each to make.

Secure some at once, as we have only a
limited number for disposal.
Send your order at once, and enclose

Cheque or Postal Order (Treasun.- Notes
and Coin must be registered) to;

PRICE

12/6
each, Carriage Paii).

27-30,
R. BLACK &

BASINGHALL. STRE
DEl'T.

LONDON, E.0.2.

In (msivcriiif/ t/irsc (idvcrtisemetits it i> i/i:girohlc to mention "7/ie Motor Ci/cls."
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THIS
»"CAMBRO

MONO-CAR
Insurance Policy

for a year included.
IS OFFERED

AS A PRIZE!
in a simple competition in

PEARSON'S WEEKLY
i£ 1,000

FOOTBALL PRIZE

(One match only)

BESIDES
THE

"CAMBRO"

FREE TRIPS
TO THE

CUP FINAL

AND MANY OTHER SPLENDID PRIZES

TifE::y^Ai.£a use

SPEED
MOTOR. OBL.S
HIGH GRADE AND
UNEXCELLED FOR

CYCLES.

Johns. n/3orris& Son (Olis) Ltd., Cross Lane OiS Works, Manchester

Cycles.

Model 42 las illustrated) — Bladt
finish. Nickel-plated bezel. Indi-
cates speeds to 60 miles per hour.
Total mileage counter to 10,000,
and repeats. Quicidy reset trip-

counter.

Price £6 5s. Od.
Model 40 corresponds in other detail;
but is without trip mileaKe counter.

Price £5 15s. Od.
Back wheel drive for "Triamph," 5s
extra. Back wheel drive for " Indian
or "Harley-Davidaon, " 10s, extra.

Maiui/adurcd ?»?/

NORTH & SONS, Ltd
WATFORD,

and 14, Sohp Square, London, W.i

12 /9 a pair.

GREAT SLUMP IN GLOVES.
Purchase of Manufacturer's Stock.

10,000 pairs of Leather Driving
Gauntlets, strap and buckle fasten-

ing, lined natural wool to finger

tips, Light Buff finish, wide gaunt-
let, fits well over coat sleeve. Will

wash with warm water. Hard
wearing, and warm hands assured.

Sent on approval against deposit

,

cash returned if not satisfactory.

FARREN, Regent St., CAMBRIDGE

The Highways and
Byways of England

Their History and Romance.
By T. W. -WILKINSON.

Dealing in an interesting manner with the growth
of our road system, from the time of the Romans
down to the present day."

Price 6/- net. By post, 6/6
Obtainable from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., ?SN^,J^?I.lri:
and all leadins booksellers.

2n answering these advertisements it is desirahJe to mention ''The Motor Ci/cle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES,

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

charged double rate. Each paragraph is

arged separately. Name and address must
counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

BCial terms to regular trade advertisers will

quoted on application.

Postal Order^i and Cheques sent in payment (or

vertisements should be made payable___^---55"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed__—*—

'

easury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

msit. shouli not be sent as remittances .

All adverusjinents in this section should be

:ompanied with remittance, and be addressed

the omces of "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
•eet, London, E,C.4, or 19. Hertford Street,

ventry. To ensure insertion letters should
posted in time to reach the olllces of " The

)tor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
)rning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
ote the number which is printed at the end of

:h advertisement, anl the date of the issue

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible (or clerical

printers' errors, although every care is taken
avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
'or the coiiveiiieiice of adveriiscrs. letters may be
re35cd to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,

en thU is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost ol

stration and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, which must include the
ds Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only tiic number
appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
ressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

4, Replies to Box Number advertisements coutaxnxn^
iUancei should be sent by tegislered Post, btil in all such
:s it is advisable to make use of the Deposit System.

the case ol motor cycles oflered lor sale under a box
iber, as It Is unusualfor these to be sold without Orsl

15 inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

lltate business by embodying In their advertisements
16 mention of the district !o which the machine
red may be seen and tried.

3lir DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
'ersons who hesitate to send money to nn known persons
y deal ill perfect safety by availing themselves o( our
J05it System. If the money be deposited with "The
tor Cycle," txjth parlies are advised of this receipt,

"he time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
ds is three days, and il a sale is effected we remit the
junt to the seller, but, i( not, we return the amount
the depoiitor, and each p.irty to the transaction paya
riage one way. For all transactions up to iio, a
osit lee of i /- Is charged: on transactions over £10
under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and undcr^75. 5 /-;

c £75 aod under fioo. 7/6; and on all transactions
r £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
ers should be made payable to lliSe & Sons Limited,
"he letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
ication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself o(

Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
Lfous. but have not advised us to that eSect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements ant. receive no
wer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
nee as an indication that the goods advertised have
ady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
ny enquiries that it \3 quite Impossible to reply to
b one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

EW 1920 A.B.C, t-speed; £120; in stoclt.-
Randall. Andover. [0367

120 A.B.C. equipped, tax paid; 80 gns.—Hams-f den s, 8, Maybcll Av„ Blackpool. [7902
|

^H-^ '''* 2-speed, splendid condition; nearest. ;

£65.-108. Piatt St., Leigli, Lanes. [6027

i^°„;^^'^' ^'^ces-'ories. tax; cash urgently needed
' 89 gns.—32, West St., Southport. (7147
B.C. New Models from Stock. 1920; tWEt cosh oSer°"

' " XouDg and Co.. Ltd., New-
[1253

entertained.—A. J.
ket.

191 9 Sp.p. T.T.NORTON
B.R.S. Model, with 70 m.p.h. certificate,

£85

Special 3^ h.p. DOUGLAS
3-speed, SpriuR Fraim*. Clutch and K.S. A
very fast niachinc, suitable (or touring or
racini?.

£110

1920
8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination
Uynanio Lighting, Speedometer, Leg ShiL-I-.I

New Tvrcs. A siKcially powerful competitic
outfit

£150
ALL THE ABOVE MACHINES CARRIAGE— PAID TO YOUR ADDRESS

VERY SPECIAL
FROM OUR SALE LIST,

THIS WEEK.
(Ex Glasgo^v Depot.)

Five only. £88
CLEVELANDS for . . £62
p"our only. £1?6 4. h.p.

VERUS-BLACXBURNE £98
Ten only. £105 2; h.p.

VERUS-BLACKBURNE £85
Five only. £60 2t h.p.

VERUS 2-stroke .. £45
.\ll above are Brand New 1920 Models, fully
guaranteed. Carriage paid aa>*^vhere in

United Kingdom.

Ask for our Sale List describing many
other bargains.

Also get our Buyers' Guide to the

leading 1921 models.

ALEXANDER'S,
113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD,
EDINBURGH,

and
272-274, GREAT WESTERN ROAD

G L. ASGO W.

ALEXANDER'S!
ARE THIS WEEK OFFERING
AFEW OF THEIR PERSONAL
RACING AND COMPETITION
MACHINES AT VERY

INDUCING PRICES.

TWO
7 H.P. INDIANS

Eight Valve. 3-spc-cd dar. Mechauically
Perfect, and TuLcd,

£80 and £110

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

1 Q20 A.B.C, T.T., Lucas lamps and iorn, Enmiiksen
J-*^ speedometer, perfect; £115.—Froggatt, FuiifieW.
Tadcaster. [7598

A.B.C. 1920, lamps, horn, tools, good condition, tax
l>aid; £100. — Vickers, Fotberiughay. Peter-

* borough. [8189

[ 1 Q20 A.B.C. miler-ee 700. eauipped regardle^is, tax
|-L«^ piiid; £92; eschange^L—60, Wolliugiord Av.,
j

X. Keni^ington. [8000

A.B.C.—All models will be on sale at the second-
band Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from

! April 2nd. (See Wanted.) f5735

A.B.C. Lucas dynamo liirhtinp. speedometer, as new;
l-nreain, £120. or offer, anr trial.—Power. Castle

Bromwich. Birmingham. Ea.^t 45. [6000

"VTE*. A.B.C 4 .-fpewl.s K.S.. only run in. fitt.'d
-L' Lucas dynamo h(,-htiu~, spei.i(il model, tax paid;
£125; reason for fK:llinB.—Fox, 102a, Church St..

Chelsea. [8044

A.B.C. 1921 Standard Model. 4-speed. indistinguisli-

,

able from new; £110 cash.—The Layton Garages.
'90. High St., Oxford. 'Phone: 784 Oxford. T.A. :

' Integrity. Oxford. [7057

A.B.C, late 1920. fully equipped. D.A. Hchtinc.
gpeedometor, mechanical lioin, very low mileag«>,

as new, tax paid; price £130.—T. C. Budd. The Briars
Iteigate. Surrey. [7640

A.B.C 3.h.p.. T.T., 4-3peed, clutch, low mileage, just
overhauled mnkera, perfect, very fast, lamps,

mechanical hoi-n ; £95 ; good lightweight part : no
i'unk offered or wanted.—Westfield tarm. Henlow,
Jeds. [8060

ALLEXBKXXETT Motor Co., Ltd.-A.B.O., 1920,
and A.B.C. touring sidecar, dynamo lighting ; £155.

easli, exchtingc, extcndwl piiyments.—9-10-11, Hoyal
Pnnide, AVcst Crovdon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. 'Gnims:
Truck. Croydon. [6280

A.B.C. Coiubinntion, spcoiol A.B.C. Grac^mill nlii-

ininiiuu nideciir, dynamo lighting, Cowey liorn,

lully licensed and insured, huh done only 700 utilOK.

pt?rfect condition, just overhauled Ity inabers; £150.—
[
Lett'-is only, 40. Xcw End S<i., X.W.3. [8075

MB. RUSSELL Kl>C» Special A.B.C. winner 24
mcdal-s. and lapped Brooklands 72 m.p.h. 1020,

many s)>ares, including covers and tubes, sproi'ket;, etc..

also new Swan .sidecar to euit ; £150 the lot, would
-seixarate. rare opportunity, consider exchange.—88.
Lord St.. Southporl. [7146

Abingdon.
ABIXGUOX 3'->h.p., nice order and condition; trial;

£30.-Thom«on, 85. Church Bd.. Willesden. [7672

ABIXGDOX King Dick Combination, coach built.
4'4'h.p.. 1915, 3 speeds, clutch. Bosch: £55, near

lotTt*.-; (aririiin.—Lucas. 10, Aldervillo Kd., Hurlingham,
FiUhom. S.W. [7552

1 Q20 Abingdon King Dick Combination, 6-7h.p.. 3
JL*y speeds, all accessories, low mileage; .£130; ex-
changes.—Hortac's, 243. Lower Clapton Rd., N.K.
'Phone: Dalston 2408. [8156

A.C.E.

ACE lOhrp., 4-cyl., specially built sidecar. 27x5'A
tyre.^. finest outfit seen, cost £291. done 300

mile- : aUo Harley combination, 1920. discs, done
1,500 miles; best offer for either, as overdue car has
.irrived.—Elwin Ncame, 11, Rothcrwick Rd., Golder^
Green, N.W.4. [8275

A.J.S
A RE You Requiring a new combination tor Easter?

TtTLIANS. of Reading, have 1921 A.J.S. in stock.

Early, otherwise you may be div
[0477

SECURE One
appointed.

JULIAXS of Reading have 1921 A.J.S. in stock.

[0532

DAX GUY, Weymouth.-1921 A.J.S. in stnek:
£215. [2173

A.J.S. New 6h.p. Combination; £195.—Jones, Gnrn^f.
Uroitwich. [4680

1 Q21 A.J.S. Combination in stock; £215.—Morriss,
-i-*/ 139, Finchley Rd., X.W.3.

I A .J.S. Brand New
i
-*^ £195; exchanges.

6h.p. C-ombination
-Moss, Wem.

A.J.S. 1921 Models.—Early deliveries at
Stores. 174, Listerhills' Rd.. Bradford.

-Early deliveries
rhills' " -

Hove, and District

[7772

a stock

:

[X9957

Merrick's
[4557

A.J.S. ^gents.BRIGHTON
Turpin's, 22-29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0202

CROW Bros.. Whitehall Garage. Guildford. A.J.S.
agents and expert repairers since 1912. [7989

A -J-S. 7h.p. 1921 C-ombinations in stock, lightweight-
-^:*. shortly.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, Notts. [6862

1 QIG 4h.p, A.J.S. Combination, epare wheel, lamp;,
X«^ and horn; snip, £110.—Wilderspin, Chatteris.

[5806

AM letters telating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ctdvertisement. and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, speedometer, lamps, horn,
J-t/ absolutely unscratched, tax paid; £165.—Below.

1 Q19 A.J.S., new A^J.S. sidecar, lamps, horn, e-x-
J-tJ cellent condition ,- £145.—Edwards, 50. Harring-
ton E,d., South Kensington. Kensington 3709. [8301

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. :

Parts. .
- [7998

DAN GtTT, Weymonth.—A.J.S. agent for Dor^^et

;

earliest deliveries new 2J^.p., provisional price
£100. [0557

ONE 6h.p. A.J.S. Combrnafion, in good running order.
about 12 months' \ise; £155.—Box 2,909, c/o 3'ft-e

Motor Cycle. [7700

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of
1921 A.J.S^ combinations.—Chapel Ash Depot,

Wolverhampton. [X9609

DAN GUT, Weymouth.—A.J.S. 6h.p. cwnbinaiion,
1917, recently re-enamelled, splendid condition

throughout; £120. [0558

A.J.S., No. 5 Gloria sidecar, complete equipment,
recently overhauled, 1915; £125, or best.—86,

Bromley Rd., Catford. [7741

A.J.S. 1914 5-6h.p. Combination, hood and wind
screen, etc. ; £120, or offers.—Berry, Branscombe,

Coombe Rd., Salisbury. [7485

A.J.S.—AU models will be on sale at the second-hand
Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from April

2nd. (See Wanted.) [5736

A.J.S.—1921 models for early delivery.—Authorised
District Age'nts ; J. V. Madgwick and Co..

Bolton, Lancashire. [4121

GET an A.J.S. from A-S.J. Any mociel, any distance.
Goorl deliveries, good service.—AUen S. Jones.

Pool Hill Garage. Carnarvon. • [X7S8S

A.J.S. 1920 (November) Combination, Lucas lamps
and horn, Watford speedometer, tax paid, mileage

600; £195.-199, High St., Watford. [6461

/*h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 3-3peed, interchangeable" wheels, fully equipped, just overhauled ; £ 90.-"''"
._ [710637, Arlington Rd., Surbiton.

A.J.S. (Nov., 1919) Combination, fully equipped, all

accessories, good condition, tax paid; £160, near
Offer.—31, Cecil Av., Wembley. [7837

A.J.S., 1920, unused till 1921, electric light, hood,
side curtains, tax paid; any trial; 52195, or near.

—Goodman, 18, Vilett St., Swindon. [6852

"I Q 15 A.J.S. 6h.p. C.B. Combination, screen, luggage
S-fJ grid, just overhauled (cost £20), excellent con-
dition; £105 lowest.—10, Clarendon Rd., W.ll. [7404

1 C|19 (November) A.J.S. Combination, thoroughly
-LU overhauled, well equipped; a bargain
seeing; £170.-79, Knowsley St., Bolton, Xanc

[4122

A.J.S. 1916 6h.p. Combination, sound condition, fully
equipped, spare wheel, tools, accessories, hood;

£125.—Hannen, 1, Birches Barn Rd., Wolverhampton.
[6953

A.J.S. Combinations for Early Delivery; liberal allow-
ance on your old machine.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone ; Hammersmith
80. [6237

1 Q20 A.J.S., Lucas Magdyno outfit, hood, etc., fully
J-t? licenced, in perfect order; can be seen and tried
in the Midlands; 185 gns.—^Box 363, c/o The Motor
Cycle, [X9927

1 Q19 A.J.S. 7h.p. C-ombination, excellent conditicn,
At? completely overhauled, with accessories and
spare wheel, tax paid; s£160.—42a, Victoria Rd., Alder
shot. [8014

A.J.S. 1921 6h.p. Combination, brand new, not shop-
soiled, complete with interchangeable wheels and

spare; £195.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Bir
m^ingham. [8150

33.h.p. A.J.S, Coachbuilt Combination, enclosed
4 chains, countershaft gears, hand clutch, kick

start, accessories, perfect; 55 gns.—Fersfield, Westbury
Rd., New Maiden. [6879

A.J.S. 1916 6h.p. Combination, Gloria sprung wheel
eidecar, complete lamps, screen.- spare wheol,

etc.; any reasonable trial; £125; after- 7.—43, Chantrc^
Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [8239

A.J.S. 1915 6h.p. Combination, overhauled recently
at cost of £30; exceptional value at £110.—The

Layton Garases, 90, High St., Oxford. Tel. : 784
Oxford. T.A. . Integrity, Oxford. [7058

"j Q21 A.J.S., 2^,4h.p.—We are now booking for early
A*^ delivery of this superb machine; approx. price
£100.—Official agents. Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [8157

1013-14 2^;h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, hand clutch, just
-i-t/ been thoroughly overiiauled, perfect condition,
lamps, etc., fast, climb anything ; bargain, £ 45.—
54, Duck St., Rushden, Northants. [7954

£75.-1915 6h.p. A.J.S. C.B. combination, 3-speed,
kick starter, good tyi'es, lamps, etc., excellent

condition and appearance; any trial.—Hamilton, 111,
Denmark Hill, S.E. 'Phone: Brixton 1529. [8012

A.J.S. Combinations.—Good deliveries for 1921. Book
5'our orders with us now to save aisapi>ointment.

Officially appointed agents for this famous ot:tfit.j:^F.

E. Wootten, Ltd., High St.. Oxford. 'Phone : 308.
[3592 L

'Phone; Mid. 2910. 'Grams : " Lytcar, B'ham."

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTORISTS,

P. J. EVANS
CAN DELIVER BEFORE

EASTER
THE FOLLOWING 1921

MOTOR CYCLES:
COMBINATIONS.

8 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD
6 h.p. A.J.S. . - - .

7 h.p. INDIAN
5-6 h.p. ROVER -

4 h.p. NORTON -

8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL
4 h.p. TRIUMPH from -

7 h.p. JAMES - - - -

SOLO MACHINES.
4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT -

4 h.p. TRIUMPH
4 h.p. BLACKBURNE
31 h p. NORTON -

31 h.p. ROVER -

4i h.p. HUMBER-
4" h.p. TRIUMPH (Renovated)
2f h.p. NEW IMPERIAL -

2i h.p. EDMUND-JAP
25 h.p. MASSEY-ARRAN -

21 h.p. ENFIELD -

2i h.p. TRIUMPH
21 h.p. JAMES -

CASH. EXCHANGES
DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

£160
£195
£226
£195
£177
£187
£153
£195

£157
£127 10
£135
£132
£135
£I4U
£95
£89 5
£95
£90
£65
£75
£75

7 h.p. A.J.S., £215.

SPECIAL BARGAINS:
1920 Shop-soiled Models.

3J h.p. ROVER, 3-speed - - - £125
4i h.p. HUMBER, Flat Twin - - £125
4h.p. BLACKBURNE, 3-speed - £115
3J h.p. ROVER, T.T. - - - - £95
21 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed - - £62
2J h.p. CALTHORPE-JAP, 2-speed £63
2? h.p.CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £58
2J h.p. METRO-TYLER, 2-speed - £70
2i h.p. CONNAUGHT, 2-speed - £58
21 h.p CONNAUGHT, single-speed £50
Also a few Shop so'led Sidecars

at Reauced Prices.

81-91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A .J.S. 7h.p. Brand Xew 1921 Combinafion, complete
-*^»- Tvith interchyngeable wheels and spare, immediate
delivery from stock, easy payments arranged; cash prii;t'.

£215.—AYilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.
[7807

1 019J2 A.J.S. Combination, hood, screen, spare wheel,
J-»^ excellent condition, only 2.500^ miles, extia screen
da>h for child's .=eat,, side onrlaiirs, tube valve, loeber
made. etc. ; £155; trial.—Williams, 7, Eonald Rd.,
Newport, JVIon. [8033

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1920 Combination with Watford speedo-
meter, Lucas dynamo licbting set, hood, screen,

and spare wheel, exc^lent condition; £210, or near
offer ; done just over 4,000 miles.—Brannam. Pottery,

Barnstaple. [0499

F.O.C.H. have a brand new A.J.S. combination, shop-
soiled}; £190 cash; exchan;,'es and eaey payments

arrange*!.-5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead
Tulie Station). 'Phone: Hampfitead 3752. Hours 9-7,

includins Saturdays. [7782

6h.p. Late 1919 A.J.S. Combination, speedometer,
accumlator lighting, electric horn, etc., just over-

hauled by makers, tax paid, owner buying car; can
be seen at Chatham, or London by arrangement; £160,
—Capt. Kirby, Brompton Barracks, Chatham. [7982

A.J.S. 1919 Combination, fully equipped, latest Lucas
Miigdyno lighting: set, Cowey trip speedometer,

Lucas horn, Ace discs fitted to all four wheels, 3 new
tyres, hood and screen; £185, or nearest offer.—'Phone:

10.—Ramjn, The Orchard, Godstone. Surrey. [6407

A -J.S., 1920, completely equipped with hood,

screen, side curtains, spare wlieel, spring seat-

pillar, F.R.S. electric lightihg. Klaxon electric and
Cowey hand horns, Watford trip speedometer, condi-

tion perfect.-J'ortyei^rock, Blundellsands, Liverpool.
[6886

1019 (November) A.J.S. Combination, Lucas head,

Xt7 electric side and rear, spring pillar, hood side

urtains, legshields, handle-bar muffs_. si>are wheel.

spare unused outer cover, small mileage, first-rat«

condition; anv trial; tax paid, insurance to end o;

year; £175.—Scott, Huntspill Lodge, Deepcut, Farn
borough, Hants. [753J

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-A.J.S. 192(

conibiuatiou, eleetricallv ciuipped, Cowey horn

speeflometer. run under 4,000, snip, £185; 1920 com
biuntion, Lucas dynamo lighting, run under 1,500

£210: 1916 combination, Lucas dynamo lighting, £150
cash, exchange, extended payments.—9-10-11. Koya
Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. 'Grams

Track, Croydon. [628.

Alldays.

E.
KICKHAM for Allon; trdd© supplied.—Stoke

Croft, Bristol. [335

2
19
19

JJli.p. Alien, Not., 1916, 2-speed; £37, ov oflev.—60
-1 Windsor Bd., I'lUmei's Green, N.13. [768

21 AUdavs Allon.-All models from Coventl
Motor Slart, Bondon Rd., Coventry. [3:002

20 Allon de Luxe, tuUv equipped, mileage neglie

ible; £68.-140, London Ed., Brighton. [736i

ALLDAl'S Allon, 2-speed. late model, beautiful coi

<Ution: £45,-144, Ladbioke Grove, W.IO. [785

A LLDAYS Allon. 2iih.p., 1917, 2-speed, clrtclA lamp.5, ta.'; paid; £35.-60, Hali Acre Ed., Hai

well, W.7. [80'

20 AHdays Allon, 2%h,p., 2;speed^ clutch, 8i

19^ tarter, tax paid; £60, or offer.—Goodwin, Nen

port, Essex. ID) [786

ALLOS" 2?-4h.p., 1919, Xov., clntch. kick-starter, ove

hauled, new masneto. good condition; £57 /lu, <

oflr.—A.S.C., 26, Grangeway, Grange Park, >.21
[75'

1 020 Allon. hand clutch, kick start, nnpunctnti

111 Dunlops, front and rear band brakes, liceiic

tools, excellent condition; £57, or ofier.—9, P.arai

Bd., 'Hampstead.

ALLDATS Allon, 1920, 234h.p., 2-specd, kick starte

perfect condition, fully equipped, lax paid, ni

ridden 500 miles; owner ordered abroad; £70,

nearest -Major Normand, Hometteld, Shoeburyness.
[78.

FO C H have a brand new Alien, sliop-soiled ;
£73

cash- exchanges and easy payments arranged..

6 Heath St.. Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Statioi

'Phone; Hampstead 37S2. Hours 9-7, including Sati

days. L?'-'

ALLON 1920 2%h.p.. 2-speed, with kick start

and clutch, complete with lamps and speed

meter, an almost new machine; £67/10.-The Layb

Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. "'' 'a" Dxtm

T.A. : Integrity, Oxford.
Tel. : 784 Oxior

170!

American X,

1016 American S. Sw.ah -sidecar- £145.—Stanta
i-if 173-4, Railway Approach, Shepherd's Bush, W.I

AMERICAN X. 1920 7-9h.p. Combination complc

witn lamps. Easting wind screen: £155.—Mol

Co., Hereford. - [*^

AMERICAN X Combination, 7-91l.p., accessoru

very fast, as new; £178.-Taylors, Ltd., 5

Sussex Place, S.W.7. "Phone : Kenstngton 7260. [0*

AMERICAN X. 1921 Models, standard or electi

shop-soiled, at bargain prices.—Melcbior, Arms*ro

aud Desiau, 14, Gt. Marlborough St., London, W
\9ti

B32 All letters relating tc advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

BEAN'D Xew 1920 IVili.p. E.S.A. Combination, all-
cliain model. B.S.A. No. 2 sidecar; a bargain at

37.—BLUiiber's, Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607.
[7095

ih.p. B.S.A. and O.B. Sidecar, 1919. all lamps.
4 lools. apron, wind screen, and carrier,' in very
od condition; £110.—Eoss Engineering Co., Hereford-

[7350
>.S.A. Singles and Twins, earlv deliveries, fitted witli
' any model Sandum sidecars; B.S.A. twin and dual
Ift^ir m stock.—.Sandum Sidecars. 336, Grny's Inn Ed.
C.l. [0541

J.S.A. 1916 Model K., 1917 -Plicenix sidecar, child's
»» s,.Nt. part tmie stored, perfect condition, ncc^s-

used; £95. — Tliorogood, Uoot Eepairer.
[7216

pw B.S.A. Conii.iiiation. 4r;ii.-r.. all cliain drive,
run few mil.>, unscrat<hed, beantilullv equipped,
PMHl; £115; c.\iIuinecs.-60, Wallinsldrd Av., N.

[7999
ill. p. B.S A., 1913. stamped. 2.5peed. clutch. Bosch.
4 new Uunlops.-Iyucas. ride away anywhere. £32;
atsonian, £10; photos.—Ewers. Newton Rd., Burton-
Trc"l-

. [7520
t-S-A;^ 1920 and Sidecar. Model H. ,n.5 new, done

1.000 mile.-, dynamo li|,'htinp, liood, screen, lug-
caniir, si.eeJlomeCer

; £170.—Bond. 245-247, Knston
^".l. [7987

AELY 1920 B.S.A. Combination thrnuslinut, 3-
njieed clutch, etc., all-ohain driven, electiic Iieht-
prartically as new; £120.-11, Bctchwoitli Ed

ren Kings. f7525
20 Under Market VaUlc—1920 B.I^.A., nll-ihaiu,
.^ ^o. 2 sidecar, Lucas Magdyno, bood. screen.
:gagj? grid: £145. cost iEI90.—18. Melbourne Grove.

163.

itchili

nsiii2ton.

st Diilwich. [7031
.S.A. 1920 4;,ni.p., Sandum pidecari linnd and foot

' tliitrli, fully eqnipped. indistinguishaMe fniui new;
JO.-rarker s, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Dean---
te, Manchester. fX9985
Q19 E.S.A., best sidecar, mileage 1,500, condition
*J perfect, speedometer, Miller liiiiips, vind screen,
ga^c currier. Klaxon, fpnies. Ti(u-Sad; £115.—Bailer.
iwtnivn. Malvern. [7466
!,S..\. Combination, Model K, new condition,

iccnced. equipped. Oct., 1919; £108; new Alodel
F lu stock.—Agents, B. B. Clark and Co., 7, E.-chibi-

Rd.. S.W.7. [8138
|.S..\. Models for Immediate Delivery; also a few

1920 models at reduced prices: exdianges,—Newn.
m M.jior Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd,. W.6. 'Phone :

nimer.-mith 80.
^

(6235
i.S..\. 414I1.P., 3-speed. with sidecar to match, splen
' dill order, lax paid; any trial: £85.— Newnham
itor Co.. 223, Hammersniitli Rd.. VV.6. 'Phone

:

mnicr.-mith 80. [6231

[)20 B.S.A. Model de I.HXe, K model, Inlly equipped,V rliild's seat fitted in sidecar, smart turnout:
le f.tr full particulars; tax paid; £140.- Box 2.806,

7'/(( Motor Oijdc. [7336
Q19 B.S.A. Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, acces-
•^ sories, spares, perfect running order, chain-bolt:
10, .jr nearest: appointment: Dublin district.- Box
35. Co 27ic Motor Curie. 17893
S.A.—All models now in stock; tlie lowest price
m.-Khine, but highest quality.-A. ^yatkins. tlte

j.A. -Vgent, 150-2, Stoncy Lane, nnd 565, Stratford
Sparkhill, Birmingham. . [X8625

S..V. 1916 Combination. 4'ib.p., all chain drive.
Swan sidecar, just overhauled, perfect condi-

. all accessories; £95 or nearest oiler. — 39a,
nnington Park Ed., .\.\V.6, [7933

[|20 B.S.A. 4l:ih.p. Conibination, nil nrcessories, iii-

i? eluding Cowcy speedometer, excellent ruuning
£130, or ncnr otf.r.—Write first to Pnrkes, 2,

llev Ed., Stieatham, S.W.IE. . [7843

.S -\. 1921 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, romi.lete with
hpaie wheel, luggage grid, and screen: cash, or

ended i-avmeiits.-"Tavlors. Ltd.. 52 and 53. Snsse.\

ce, S.W. 'Phone: Kensington 7260. [0492

HMEnl.\TE Delivery ol any B.S.A. Model; cash or
deferred payments: book your order now, and

id disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
Ith Side, Clapliam Common. S.\V,4- 'Phone: Brix.
1 2417. 10501

S..\. 3'.'ili.p. . conch sidecar. 5-speed coiiiiterslinft,
chain and belt. 1913. stored during war, very little

d, lie.-used March, honest condition; reasimahle trial
£70 : appointment.-57, (loodmnyes Lane, Good-

res. . [7476

LI.EN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-B.S.A., several
econstructed models from £75 ; cash, exchange,

ended payments.—9. 10, 11, Royal Parade, Wert
»ydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. 'Grams : Track,
aydon. [6296

.S.-\.. 1921, the most remarkable value in single-
cyl. machines ever offered; prompt delivery of

models: exchanges quoted,—The I^yton Garages,
tester, near Oxford. Tel. : 35 Bicester. T.A. :

3grily, Bicester, - [7062

S.A.—The price of the B.S.A, 6-7h.p. twin combina-
tion is now only £175; it is worth your investiga-

i; write or call for full particulars.—Newnham
tor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone

:

miuersmith 80. [6236

Specialities

m
H.A.H.

Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

Accessories.
Genuine

Si.'iid a />.(-. /'>/' adihcss of nearest ..lii^ir'.

H.A.H.
MOTOR CYCLE HEAD, SIDE & TAIL LAVlP

Fig. 895.

Best quality
f i n i s Ii

tlironghouf.
Very massivf-
and ctronj;

Adjustable
focus. Adjiis!
able brackets.
Special dust
and weather-
proof front. Price as illu-^lmted

72 6 each. Nickel plated.

Medium Size Mode). Fig. SSi.

B'^l quality finish throughout.
Totally in.sulatoil holder, wiOi
switch and 4-voH bidb,
adjustable focu?, adjust-
able brackets, dust and
we a t h cr-proof
frout. As ilhistr.a-

Icd. Nickel-
plated, 43/- fach.
Blnck-plntcd.47 -

each.

Fig. 87S.
S.iuitar to Fir. 895, but
^lualler, and with special

' pidl on " front. Rubber
riug casting for gUx-^s.

Price ai illustrated. 55/-
' :i<h, bl.ick-ptatcd

^***^i

Fis. 560. Sidecar Lamp, "zr.-

As illustrated. Complete — /'

switch, b*db, wire, imt>,

washers, etc. Trice 8,6
each.

I'iR. 573- Shows rf d
lauger signal, lights No,
I'ate. Complete wiih
^witch. bulb, wire, clip,

etc. Price 9/6 each.
'Force" Hcllesen Bat-

tery, 9/11
3S6. Special Hictai case

for "Force." 10/6.
Complete rear set, 29/6.

Speedolite' H.A.H
Patent Speedo-
meter l.,niup.

Fig. 429 ditto, dasb type '?*^'^

3 '6 each

A. H.

<iJ'

Fig. 428.
Lighting switch, screw
action. lin. or ijin clip,

3/6 each.
, ,. ^ , .^^, .

Fig. M'-
Spring c.ip

switch wire

co:oured bulb, etc. comp'-efe

7/6 each.

HUNT, l.-rD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road. CROYDON, Eng
Telephones : Telegrams :

Croydon 2225. 222G, ' Keyage, Croydon,

I

MOTOR CYCLES lOR SALE,
B.S.A.

^h.p. 1920 B.S.A., \YUh Millford de luxe bulbous
« back sidecar, hilly equipped, including licence and
injurance. only ridden about 300 miles, perfect con-
dition; co.^t £212. -now offered for £165.—Stednian.
62, Ix-dge Rd., Croydon. [7966
T3.S.A. 4',;;h.p. Jfodel K, 3-speed countershaft gear,
-»-» kick .^tarter, witli coachbuilt sidecar, excellent
condition, £80: al?o brand new B.S.A. 4V(h.p. I^todel
H, 1920. an-chain, reduced price.—Eagles and Co.,
275, High St., Acton, London. [7105

O.S.A. 4i^h.p.. K. 1920, N"o. 2 eidernr, Magdyno,
-*-' B.S.A. luggage grid, Steirart horn, Ensting Koyiil
srre^n, handlo-bnr muffs, spare cover, tube, valve, nuil
rull kit of 6p.iie=, all in ^ood condition ; nuv trial: £135,
no oti'ers.—106, Monifa Rd., Smnli Heath, Biiuiiushnm.

[7651
O.f^.A. 1921 G-7h.p. Twin Model A with B.S.A. No.
'--' 1 f-idoi^ar. Mugdyuo lighting, speedometer, spare
\vheel nitli tyre, tyre cover, luggage, grid; immediati'-
(lf;live:y from stock at milkers' latest price, £217/10:
rn-y p!iymeut> arr.mscd.—Wilkin?, Simpson, oppositft
id.Mupia, JA)n;Uui. [7806

K.S.A. Combination, 1916 model, 4i:ih.p.. Cnnrelot
sidecar, l-Iiisting wind eereen, tux paid for 1921,

2 new tyre?, Lnens hend light, .'several new pparej;,

uidy done 500 niile,^ eince complete overhind by UHike:s,
ni»-. hrmicnlly ns new; £110.—Vicar, St. John's Vicm-
;tu-.-. Kiddermi ulster. rX9854

B.S.A.—A motor cycle worthy ot Its name is the
IJ.S..\. We have always in .-^tock at lenst IhrpR

(jidcls. Model K. ftfodel II, and 6-7h.p. twin, imme-
iltfite delivery; all spiiree in stock; trade supplied.

-

.Knof" Gaiajie. Muswell Hill. N.IO, and at Wocd^'Hn
P:irHde. Korth Finchley. r0379

1 Q20 :July) B.S.A., 4i/,h.p. Model K., Canoelot side-
X •/ cni, Kustiirff nf-reen, Watford speedometer, Kim;
'I rU** Road liead, electric side nud tail lamps, aimro
li.lt inul tnlie in case, spare chnin, valve, and tyie, nie-
rhaiiicid lic»rii, been most eaiefnily driven, e,\celleiitr

. niiditioii: £158.—Wright, Morris Farm, Piltdoxni,
Siwsr.V. [7591

Cnltliorpe.

1021 CiiUhoi pes.—All models Irom Coventrv Mntor
•^ -Marl, I.oudon Rd.. Coventry. [X0028

1 Q20 New C-iIthorpe, ncee.ssorics ; £70, or exchanfie
JL »/ fuinitiiie.— 25. Silverdale Bd., Uiglmms I'ark.

(7456

1 Q20 2",h.p, Calthovpe-Jap. 2-speed, 4-stroke. HtUeXU usetl; £56.-Frank Smith, Kemerton, Tewkes-
b«r>'. .. tV618

1Q1G 2^h.p. .lap-Callhorpe. EoBeld 2-speed, eplcn-
-LiJ did condition; £30.-37, Arlington Rd., Sur-
bUon. [7108

CALTHORPE Junior. 2-spced; .£30; no rubbish;
Koing abroad. — Greenwood, 19, Cambridge St..

Todmorden, Yorks. [7006

C.VLTIIORPEJ.A.P., 2\'4h.p.. 2 speeds, Enfield gear.
lami)s. horn, sound condition;' £36.-143, Ravens-

buiy Rd., EarisliL-Id, S.W. [7391

CALTHORPE 1917 2-;ih.p. 2.speed 2-slroke. lamps
and horn, perfect condition; £43.—Stephens, 26.

Snulh Park. Sevenuaks.' [7742

CALTHORPE.-All models will be on sale at the
second-hand- Automobile Show, Crystal Palace,

from Ai>ril 2nd. (See Wanted.) (5742

£65.-1916-17 Cnlthorpe combination, 4-5h.p. twin
.I.A.Ps -Amac, Enfield 2-speed, clutch, starter,

rhain drive; exchange.—63, Solon Rd.. Brixton. [7157

4h.p. Calthorpe Combination, light sidecar, 2-specd,
chain and belt, Bosch, .\mac, lamijs; £35; cx-

fellcni lightweight.—Ravncr, Claverlev Rd., Ongar.
[7952

CALTHORPE 2"'-ih.p. 1920, little used, mechanically
perfect, complete outfit and spares, licence, etc.;

c(pst £100; nearest offer to £70.—Gauthern, Ilklev,
Yorks [7606

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2Vih.p., 1920 model. Enfield
2-.-'peed sear, £65; 2-stroke model with Enfteld

(•ear. £58.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Itright St., Bir-
mingham. [8147

CALTHORPE.-Immediat& delivery 3h.p. 2-Ptrok9
.G»lo, 60 gns.: combination, complete with liehtiac

<et. 110 gns.: and 23^h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-fi,eed. 70
gns. Motor Co., Hereford. [4314

CALTHORPE J^Iotor Cycles, wholesale and retail

iigenta lor the County of Devon; all models in
^tock for immef.iiate delivery.—The Carlton Motor Co.,

53, Torwood St., Torquay. [0201

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in .=tock

for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;
place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.

—

Burlington Motors. Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417. [0509

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., Enfield 2-=peed. brand new but
slightly soiled; spend your Easter on the open

rnnds by semiring this splen lid offer, opportunity awaits
yen. eniiont be repeated, usnol price £74/11; eocrifioe,

£55.— Wilkins. Simpson, opposite Olyinpia, London.
[7810

Cambrian.

TWO Ci'mbrion-Villiers 2i/2h.r'. 2-8troke Motor Cycles,

special show mncliines, sliphtly shop-soiled, never

been out: a bargain, 50 gn«., list price 65 gns.—Pnpn
Bios., 101, Holiowny Rd., N.7. [7712

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b.^$
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Campion.

SALE.

3ih.p. Campion-Jap, clutch model, Bosch; £28.
2 125, Canal Rd., Mile End, E. [8102

CAMPION-PRECISION, variable gear, good condi-
tion throughout, runs splendid; trial; £40, offers.

-Ilall. Eckingtan, Sheffield. [8197

1 Q 14-15 Campion-Precision Junior, 2-speed; £30;
i«/ ride away, tax paid; exchange 2-stroke; what
offers.—33, Wostenholm Bd., Sheflield. [7615

Cedos.
Cedes; trade supplied.—Stoke;

[3357E. KICKHAM for
Croft, Bristol.

CEDOS. late 1920, 2"74h.p., 2 speeds, fully equipped
indi.?tingui.=hable from new ; -£60.—Parker's, Bi '

shawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Manchester,

CEDOS 2 stroke, the finest lightweight reaching the
public, earliest deliveries, particulars on appit

cation.—Largecit London Agents: Fowler and Brigden.
130, Euston Kd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
4827. ^0469

-^^EDOS.—Two only current models, very slightly
^^ soiled; offered at £55, we hardly think you .ran
get better value; particulars with pleasure.—The
Layton Garages;. 90, High St., Oxford. Tel. : 784
O.xford. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [7063

Centaur.
3ih.p. Centaur, C.A.T. m^g.. B. and B. corbnretter

Ji new tyre, in perfect running order; mut^t sell

owner out of work; £18, ofiers.—32, Birmingham Rd.,
Strtitl'ord-ou-Avon. [X9S49

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA Bh.p. C.B. Combination, Bosch, Amac
lamps, tools, etc., exceptionally fine condition,

any trial; £87, cheap.—Write, 230, Albany Rd.,.S.El7
[7436CHATER-LEA- 8h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, new

tandem C.B. sidecar.and hood, recently overhauled
sound running order; trial given; £90.-2, Kathenne
Villas, Edenbridge, Kent. [7740

CHATER-LEA 2-stroke Sidecarette, 35 m.p.h., 95
m.p.g-., perfect mechanical condition, fulh

equipped, tax paid, 50 miles trial run; £75.-141
Brooke Rd., Stoke Kewington. [7984

Chater'Lea-Jap.

CHATER-LEA Combination. 8h.p. J.A.P. engine
hood, wind screen, electric lighting, speedometer

perfect condition; £115.-12, High St., Fulham. [7180

6h.p. Chater-iJap Combination, fully equipped; any
trial; ^55; will accept lightweight and cash;

call Thursday afternoon or Sunday.—21, Woodburv St.,

Tooting. [7426
Clyno.

CLTNO Lightweight, new; 65 gns., or best offer.— 56,
High St., Cheadle, Staffs. [7827

NEARLY New 2%h.p. Clyno, 1920, 2-speed; 60 gns.
—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1256

1 Q21 Clyno, tax paid, free insurance, from Coventry
-fl-«^ Motor Mart, London Rd., Coventry. [X0O29

CLYNO Lightweight, lamps, horn, speedometer, tax
paidi bargain, £52.—Purser, 23, Queen St., Deal,

[7497
_"r>,AIir GUY, Weymouth. - 1921 "'

bination, suuill mileage, as new
8h,p. Clyno
cash offers wanrcd.

„
" [0551

2-5pecd, condition
139, Finchley Rd.,

[7779

DEC. 1919.-Clyno 2-strol:e,
almost as new; £50.—Morriss.

N.W.3.

T Q20 Clyno Lightweight, low mileage. Miller lampa,
-t*/ hnrn. tools, tax paid; £55, offer.—Leyres, Camber-
ton, Kidderminster. [6987

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h,p., 3-&peed, kick start,
beautiful order, any trial; £95.-57, Kenbury

St., Camberwell, London. [7959

CLYNO.—All models will be on sale at the second
hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from

April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5743

CLYNO 5-6h.p., W.D. model, ren^ated. enamelled,
plated, 3-speed, kick start, as new; £60.—272.

Green St., Forest Gate, E.7. [7747

SPORTING 6h.p. Clyno Twin, 3-epeed, kick stmt,
painted crimson, disc wheels, special bars, fast.—

Bucknall, St. MaryV, MaTlboiough.

.

[7991

CLYNO Combination, 1913. 8h.p. J.A.P. engine.
complete with lamps, horn, 2 spare wheels; price

£130.-60, Caithness Rd., Mitcham. [7939

5 -Bh.p. Clvno Coachbuilt Combination, countershaft,
excellent condition, just had £25 overluaul. lamps.

tax paid; £55.-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [7719

DOOLEY.-1916-17 5-6h.p. Clyno;
K.S., clutch, renovated, £65 each,

DCOLEY.—1916-17-18 5-6h.p. Clyno motor cycles, un-
assembled, with mag. and carburetter ; bargains,

£42/10 each. Write or call for particulars.—Below.

W.D. models.
. with new T.B.

magneto and carburetter. I have eight ol these left,

hut plenty of machines as above. Please look to mv
advertisement under Miscellaneous for Clyno spares, etc.,

etc.—Please apply for above to J. J. Dooley, 33, lijllvon
Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [7798

CLYNO 1920 2-speed Lightweight, complete and in
exceptional condition; a first-class investment at

£50.—The Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford.
[7064

YOUR EASTER'5
VACATION
will be more enjoyable and free from
every discomfort if you fit out with, a

Service Outfit. Get one now — and
make the most of your holiday.

" SERVICE " Be!ted

Suit.

Made in stout -twill materia
interlined pure rubber. All

seams stitched, sclutioned, and
taped, giving ABSOLUTE
weather protection. Jacket, ;6m.
long, belted, fitted wind cuffs,

storm collar. Seatless trousers to

match. Neatly shaped spats,

pateat clip fasteners. Colour
fawn.

Complete Suit 59/6
HUTCHINSON WADERS.
Made of stout rubber proofed material, whole
golosh, hard wearing leither Sole Price 45/-.

btatc size boot worn.

BROOKS
Patent Spring

LEGGINGS
(As illustrated).

Made in Waterprooi
material.

Fawn short . . 28/6.
Hip extension, 42/6.
Black short .. J2/-
Hip extension 47/-

Slate size of call.

JTAKE NO CHANCE
Of a breakdown. *' Service" Accessories

are always reliable.

The
' Servtc;

Premier
Lamp
Set. ~

'

RiddlingGndGenerator
All Black finish. The best
value offered. XLqjG
Carriage paid, 42/-

R-16in. Box Siifin-

nors. Sjjecial offer,

30(1. each, poat pil.

Pec of tiiree Box
suanners, Jroto r

Cycle size. XCJ52
33. dd. post paid.

ThE LAW COMPELS.
LICENCE MQLDERS

ALUMINIUM
Bl:iC,K - -.L

PLiTED

POM PfiEl

gUMBER PLtVTE 3'3

3-9
4'i

JflC

^^-— Jsj^ijs Bfcn itotBSBNLONDflN.WC,

pice(Qmpany/w..;ii^

289-293,HiCH Holborn
LONDON, W.c.

Telegrams ;
" Admittedly, London.'

Telephone : Holborn 6430.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYNO 1921 iVIodels, immediate delivery; 1920 liRh
weights, shop-soiled. £SS; list price, iBTS.—Ra

ilitte Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. Lanehaiu 170'
1043

8h.p. Olyno-Jap Combination, re-enamelled, I'litii^

and completely oyerhaiiled, in perfect comlitiui
electric light; 105 gns.—Box 368, c/o Tlie Motor Cad

[XOOl
CLYNO Iiightweight, 1920, very little used, iamp;

niechauical horn; 50 gns.—Viijian Hnrdie and Lan(
Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St., New Bond St., W.:

|051

CLYNO Combination, late war model, rebuilt, liooc

spare wheel, box of spares; £85.—Long Ditto
Rectory, Surbiton. (Seen, 30, Carden Kd., Peckhai
Rye.) [683

GLYNO Combination. 1917, S-6h.p., 3-apeed, lamp
spare wheel, etc., overhauled, painted, upho

Ktered; £100.—G. G. Williams, Crowland. Pete
borough. [X977

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 4 interchangeable wheel
just completely overhauled, repluted, and enaniellej

tax paid; 98 gns.—Cobbold, Clifton Mount, Sumujerhi
Hd.. Dartford. r808

CLYNO Combination. Oct., 1918,-2,500 miles,

cently overhauled. Easting, perfect, seen any tim

ta.x paid; £110".~0eutral Garage, Sahvay Hill, Woo
ford. 'Phone: 14. . [78^

CLYNO Combination, W.D. model, spare whec
splendid condition, hardly been used; no reasoi

able offer refused.—Bradley, 35, Palmerston Rd
Forest Gate, Essex. [791

"1Q16 Clyno Combination, 700x80 tyres (2 new
y-*f spare wheel, dissolved acetylene "glitrn

mechanical horn, new bushes, pistons, and cylmde;

recently fitted, licensed; .£110.—Maida Vale Garag

next Maida Vale Tube Station. W. 1683

CLY'NO Combination. 8h.p. J.A.P.. 1918. 3-sp6(

countershaft, all enclosed chain, privately owBe
as new. detachable wheels, new tyres, entirely ovi

hauled, very fast, exceptionally comfortable sidecaB

.electric lighting; £165; appointment.—Ralph Pay,

!
Mount St.,Grosvenor Sq., W. Tel.: 162 Maylair.

r
[oat

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Cbmbinations. late W.D. m.xlel

rebuilt reenamelled and plated to maker
colours. 3 speeds, kick start, foot clutch, new carbi

retters, mags., saddles, interchangeable wheels,, enclos

chain drive, sidecars coach painted, as new; £1<

complete.—Hearn Bros., 117, Loughborough Par
Brixton, S.W.9. 'Phone : Brixton 2388. [68!

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT.—All models from Coventry Mot

Mart. London Rd.. Coventry. .
[i-00:

CONNAUGHT 2<,ih.v.. 1920 model, single-speed, she

soiled onlv £50; 2-speed model. £5a.-P. J. Eval

81-91. John Bright St., Birmingham. [81'

CONNAUGHT 1921 Models, immediate delivery.

Note address; S.E. Clapham (Motors), 27, btoc

well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. Ill'

CONNAUGHT Combination (Aug., 1920). as new
speed Sturmey-Archer countershaft; £75.

Pritchett, 30, Park St., Islington, N. [79,

!lQ21 Connaught. T.T. Model, brand new, iu

Xtf arrived; at list; easy payment accepted £23/

down, balance 12 monthly instalments.-Honiac

243. Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. 'Phone :_DaIston 2m
I [811
i Coiilson

^OOULSON B, 2?'4h.p., new. only shop-soiled;, wh
Vy offers.-Hopkins. Motors, Ledbury. _ [70

4W Brixton -1920 Coulson B, 2 speeds, spri
"
frame, little used; £75.-114. Brixton Hill. 'Phon

1713 lin.Kton. - ^72

(COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.—Sole VViltsh

J Agents Wessex Motors. Ltd.. 60. Catherine S

Salisbury. 'Phono: 72. [50

1 021 4h.p. Coulson B, 3-speed. etc.. spring fran

X«J tax 30/-; list price £126.—Bambers ,
Ea

bank St., Southport. Tel.; 607. [70

3hp Ooulson-B. 1920. 2-speed, lamps, horn,

/W4 guards, perfect condition, mileage 800; £85,

offers.—Capt. Oliver, 5. Mansion Row, Chatham.

10 21 4h.p. Coulson-E., 3-speed S.A., clutch, ki

^y start, run less than 100 miles, speedometer,

paid- £105.—Craufurd, Hop Gardens, Eton, Wmd^
[74

COULSON B.—Sole agent for Newport. Shifn
Ludlow. Bridgnorth, and part Staffordshr

private and trade enquiries solicited.— Evans. Gara
Newport. Salop. [X86

COULSON B.—We are sole agents for Wolverhan
ton. Stourbridge. Dudley. Walsall, and distrit

good deliveries; private and trade enquiries invited

The -Molineux Garage Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton. Te
[34

!D

arage
1160,

F'.O.C.H. aie Coulson B agents. New mm^hines
stock. Exchanges or easy payments arranged

5 Heath St., Hornpstead (near Hampstead Ti

Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,

oludins Saturdays. [7'i

COULSON B, 1919, 2^/4h.p.. Albion 2-apeed, spr
Irame, accessories, tools, spares, new tyres, railei

about 3,500, attractive, reliable machine; owner fc

ing Morgan; £60. or nearest offer.—105, London T
So\ithend-on-3ea. [6i

B36 ^H letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

Douglas and Sidecar, Juir, 1919, not W.D..
U'imps. born, speedometer, discs, mudsliields, in

condition tbroug'nout ; £140.-44, HoAvard Rd.. S.

)0d. [5250

UGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920 model, electric
lamj>s. tax paid, splendid condition ; cheap.

—

htad. 91, Esmond Rd., Cheetham Hill, Man-
[7757

C"GL-\.S. 1920. 2'f.'iU.p., 3 speeds, fully equipped,
in'listinguishable from new; any trial; 3eS5.—

Bradihawgate, Bolton, and 245, Dcansgate.
lester. • [X9981
UtJLA.S. 41i.p., 1918, thoroughly overhauled, per-
fect condition, unlicensed; price £70; seen bv
ritint-nt.—Apply, Turner, 27. Westbourne Sq.",

li--lun. [7Q73

. rinuglas Combination, 1920 (August), tax paid,
.R.-S. lamps. Easting, spares. Cowey horn, new
ion: £135. bargain.—W. Milner, 24, Lime Tree
Pelerborough. [6026

. liuiiglas Combination, licence fitted, with luxuri-
" ndum body. Easting screen, petrol carrier,

.
nsurance policy included; £95.-336, Gray's

td.. W.C.I. [0540

Douglas Combination, perfect condition

;

eniiine bargain. £85; engine 1919, 3-specd, kick
r. chitch.—Bovington, 2, Eastleigh, Milner Rd.,
lam. Bucks.

. [6980

;"i.LAS 1920 2";ih.p.. clutch, kick start, S.speed.
eiv little used, pcrlect condition throughout, nil
n\-<: £85, bargain.-29, St. Mary's S>., AVhit-
. rialop. (7559
GL.VS 1914 2^h.p.^ Bosch mag., 2-speed, i)cr-

5it condition, fully equipped; £42; exchange
d M., cash adjustment.—108, Runcorn Rd..
y. Birmingham. . [X9826
TGL.\S. 2'!ih.p.. fully equipped, aluminium
;hain guard. 1915, £55; ditto, 1919, '£70;
itccd—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and
icid-tock St., W.l. [0547
Douglas Combination, recently overhauled.

good tyres, economical. Binks" carburetter
meter, etc; tax paid; £130.—Write. Catling.
'i'U? St., Westminster. [7930

III Tliroughoiit; £90. or offer.-
d.. Manor Park. London, E.

tl,.\.l!ii can give you good service both in new— liHies and^spares; try me. l may be U'^elul to
'• Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196

nhnrn Rd., Bristol. [0016
Gf.A.S 1920 2-.ih.p.. 3.speed, K.S. and clutch,

'lorn, and tax paid, under 2.000; £87110.
di.iin .Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6

Hammersmith 80. [6232
fiLAS 1918 4h.p. Cawlibnilt Combination, fullv

Jifd, let-ently overh.iuled. in top-hole runuiiip
i[.:«n, £8,5.-29, Holmwood Villas, Gnndei

Line, Sutton, Surrey. [7839
l.l.AS Combination, late 1919. tax raid, as new
" ' wind serejn. clettric lighting. Kla.xon, pillion

? grid: £120.— \A rite lor appointment. Winter
'n.xt.xl Rd., Heme Hill. (7264

Douglas. Binks carburetter C.A.V., speedo-
iitrr, lamps, horn, overhauled, good condi-

£45. bargain, no offers.—Apply, 7, Gartmore
s. (.recn Lane, Seven Kings. [7499

GL.AS 2^:,b.p.. 1916, rertci-t condition, new trii.
leedonieter, Amac, Klaxon, lumps, Tun-Sad, nc.
'3. every essential spare: £60.—Hampton, 10,
intou Rd., Clnpham, S.W. [7226

i.r.AS 1918 Combination, 4h.p., o-specd, kick
lutch. horn, etc., tyres as new, in splendid

" Walker. 769, Eoni-
[^71

GI.AS, 45 gns.; 2-4h.p. 1915, licenced, new
. .ind H. lamp set Bosch mag., new tyres, in
It "rder.-Siniths. 86. Chalk Farm Rd., Oppo-
lalk i'arm Tube Station. N.W. [0491

GI.AS 4h.p 1920, 3 speeds, blue sidecar, just
rerhauled. decarbonised, all accessories, quantity

take £145 or reasonable offer for prompt sale
Dalmcny Av., Norbury, S.W.16. [699'7

41i.p. Donglas Combination, done 1,500 odd
lully eijuipped, just decarbonised, thoroughly
ili-ii. rertect condition: l^st offer over £155 —
I'-r, Eowardennon, Bovey Traeey, Devon. [7600

OL.\S Combination, 1920 model, mileage 2 800
iinpletely equipped, hood, screen, speedometer'
horn, tools, in perfect condition; £120; tax

. Taylor, Lynn Ed., Grim.ston, Lynn, Xorfolk
rX9i7''

Gf.AS lato 1920, brand new, slightly soiled. 3-
«<!. a special Easter lai-gain. usual price £100-
;..*'^! se<ure now at the right price for spot
^lltln^, Simpson, opposite Glympia, London.

.H. have'a 1920 Done1.ns rombinntion. almost
iw, completely e.iuippe.1; £135.-5. Heath St
ead (near Hnnipstead Tube Station). 'Phone'
ead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

jniATE Dehvcry of any Douglas Model; casn or
erred payments; book your order now, aoo
lisappointment later.-Burlington Motors, Ltd
ide, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brii" [0505

READYforEASTER
NEW 1921 MODELS IN STOCK.

MOTOR CrCLES.
A.J.S. 7h.p. Conil>.. dynamo lighliiig £243
ALLON, aj h.p., i-speed, clutch, ana

l;i -k-starler £80 15
ARIEL ('.h.p. Comhination £177 tO
ARIEL 0--h.p. Coinbin.ntion £197 10
B.S.A. C-r h.p. Combination £175
B.S.A. I1-7 li.p. Combination, with

dynamo lighting £195 15
B.S.A., 4I h p., all chain, and No. 3

Sidecar, dynamo lighting £178
BROUQH, >'. h.p..3.spccd.?porlsmo;lcl £130
BROUGH 5h.11. Conibiiinlioa £180 5
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, .'i h.p. Blac.'<.

b;;rn". c-speed, clutch, and kick-
• starter £06
DIAMOND, ;; h.p., 3.̂ pccd £84
INDIAN .f h.p. Sco.it, with electrical

tquipmcnt £172
LEVIS, 1} h-p.. i-strol«; £60
LEVIS, ;', h.p.. j-spocd £68
MATCHLESS s h.p. Combination £205
MATCHLESS S h.p. Cunibinalion, wilh

d\iianio lighlint; £230
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. famiiv Combiiia.

tion £212 10
MATCHLESS ,Sh.p. family Combina-

tion, with dynamo lighting £237 IP
MARTIWSVDE f- h.p. Coiubination £175
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. CoraMiiation, dc

Inxc n.iiilol £225
NEW IMPERIAL, 2I h.p., j-spced . . : . £80 17
NEW IMPERIAL, ;.J h.p., 2-spCed. wilh

rlu'i-h iiiil Uick-st-arter £89 5

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination . £186 18
ROYAL ENFIELD, 7i h.p., 2-speed .. £65
ROYAL ENFIELD, ij h.p., 2-spccd,

witJi chtlch and l;ic!<-st.artf-r £70
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. rombinaltoii {ISO
ROYAL ENFIELD 3 h.p. Cnnibinatioii.

with f;\v,:inio lighting £182
RUOGE-MULTI, 3I h.p.. I.O.M. Model £110
SCOTT, \i h.p., sporl.^ mcKW £130
SCOTT -;j h.p. Combination £170
SUNBEAM, 3; h.p., 3-spced, clutch and

kick-starter £155 8
TRIUMPH, 2j h.p., 2-.;pced £75
TRIUMPH, .1 h.p., Tvpc H £127 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive £140
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Tvpo H Combina-

tion £172 10
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. chain-drive Combina-

tion £195
ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports model £123
ZENITH, S h.p.. clutch model £162

SIDECARS.
CANOELET, Model D.,t £29 15
CANOELEI, McKiel M.M.4 £38 15
GLORIA, Special MoJd £45
GLORIA, ;lo Luxe Mold £55
HENDERSON, Model A £23
HENDERSON, Model B.I £31
HENDERSON, Elite Model £45
MILLFORD, Skirt Model £25
MILLFORD, Corvette Model £30
MILLFORD, de Luxe Model £37 16
SWAN, Stsndard Model .£32 11
SWAN, Sporting Model £30 17

LIGHT CAR.
RCVER, S h.p., comolete, equipped with d^-namo
lighting, hood, screen, 5 detachable wheels and
tyres, etc 250 Guineas.

CASH. EXCrlANGE. DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

Eastern Garage Co.,
ijflicial Repairers to R..\.C., A.C.U., A.A &M.U.

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gatc,E.7.
Phone : 490 East Ham. 'Grams : Egaraco. Ldon.

Advertisements, xiii.

i MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

TTiOUGLAS. 2^4h.p., 1915. overhauled, new cylinders,
--' Dunlop heavy, lamps, generator, horn, lootboai-ds,
mudjiiield. tools, speedy, licence paid ; £50 ; speedo-
meter. Tan-Sad, etc.. at option.—11, Ludlow Rd..
EalJDj. [8007

23.h.p. Douglas, uncrated. August. 1919. oriKinal
4 enamel. 2-spee'l, Amac. Thomson-Bennett. lamps,

hooter, tool ba^s. Tan-Sad. loutresls or footboards, tax
paid, new condition througliout; trial; £60.-63, Solon
Rd., Brixton. [8315

"TJ.OUGLAS 1920 Combiuiition, full etiuipnient, iu-
J-' clu'ling wind screen, sjiaie belt, tyres, limiiw, etc.,
punniut.Gd perfect condition, licence and new insurnn<'e
]niu\; 128j:ns; aftei 5.-112, Portobcllo lid., North Ecn-
sin^'ton. Loudon. [8218

"I 013 P. and M.. Doupla;; C.B. 4.point pidecar. Incgnge
--•' carrier. 3 Lucas Itirpy peuerators. horn, b^peedo-
inet^T, tyre.', good, back nearlv new, overhnnled, splendid
condition, not W.D.. tax paid; £105.—Wormald, Hiudi
St., Xewuiiirket. [8029

ALLKX-IJEXXETT Motor Co., Ltd.—Dou^-bis. iKwns
in sti>i-k. 2-^*ih.p. Jiud 'Ih.p.. I'rom £45; lady's nio<lel,

2-5itcfd, £38; cash, e.xchiinge, exton'ded payments.—9-10-
U, Roval X»jirade, West C'loydon. 'i'lioue: 2450. 'Limnis:
Track. Croydon, [6286

DOUGLAS 2-;h.n., kick start and clutch. £50; and
ilitto with liglit sidecar, complete with alt acces-

sories. £70; not W.T).—Liplit Car and Motor Cyclo
EngineerinR Co.. 26. Tidsc Hill, S.W. 2. (HaH-minulc
Irom Brixton Skating Rink.) [8325

DOrOLAS Conibiuntiou, 1919. Luoas King he;id
lamp and horn, sidf iind tail, et'parate gonGrator,

Cowey fipeedonnter, minor, Tan-Sad rict, tyrcjj as new,
rail under 1.800 miles, running povfo-t, iueurance;
£120.—Wurion, Chemist. Warfham. [8247

DOrGLAS 1920 2Mi.p., 3-spo4Xl, clutch, K.S.. lamps,
2 generators, liorn. tool.-*, licence and inHniinire

paid, new <-ondition, original tyres; £85. or would i-x-

<I(anKe Into medium iiowere<l combination, ca^^li ad-
justment. —Parnoll, 12. Porchest<;r Rd.. Bay»watei. \V.2.

(7630
DOUGLAS 2"*ih.p., 1914, splendid condition, Honii-

T.T.. new earlier and EenoIdB chain, thomujihlv
(tverluiuled last year, wilh new pistons complete, m.-w
valvc--*. -springs, and guide'!, and rebnshed; £48. U'lioin-

:

North 1799.— Bnizier, 16, Stroud Gieen Ed., Fins'-iiiy

Park. . [769'!

DOUGLAS 2''lh.p.. 2 spoe<ls. new condition, both as
to plating, cnaineliing. and engine, whicli l)a.t ju.-^t

been conipIet<;Iy overhauled and tuncil lor quiet run-
ning, easy siaTting. take 2 anywhere, yet economical,

'dynamo electric lighting, new tvre: £55.-629. Hollo-
way Rd.. London. (7153

D,OOLKY.-1917-18 4h.p. Donglas motor cycles.

,

The.><e are the bicKertt t-nip of the day. They an-
, renovated in posh style, and look new. Como and jn-

I spetj thfiu. £55 each solo. £75 combination : iianid
\ pricf now £95 eolo.— Pleasft appl^. J- J- Doolev, 35.
Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.S. [7799

DOUGLAS 1916 2''ih.p.. 2-fipeed, ennmel, plating
like new, makers' <-olonrs, engine perfect, new

I

lyres nud belt (Dunlop). 1'. and H. lamps, ncces.ioriefl.

\ spare 1911 engine. Brooks peggings, full lieenee; £67/10,
ht'al genuine bargain; owner bought new one; appoint-
i meut.-HoIding, 17, Barry Rd., E. DnlwicJi, S.E. [7682

! Edmund.
EDMUN'D-.I.A.P., EnOeld pear, all-chain, brand new:

snip. £68.-CIark. 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7.
I

[81374h.p. Edmund, o.h.v. twin Xf.A.G.. countershaft
' gears, clutch: £58; exchange.—McCartney, 1,

Golden Cro^s Cottages. Church St., Woolwich. [7490

; i]>-3.''-P' Edmund-Union, spring frame, Enfield 2-
' -^4 speed gear, 1920 model, shop-soiled; list price

£86. my price £68.—Davies. 229, Dcansgate. Alan^
Chester. [0527

EDMUND-J.A.P. 1920 2''jh.p.. 2-speed. spring frame
model, licence<l; £65; exchange- or deferred pay-

ments.—Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone. (Closed Sun-
days.)

.
{8174

1 Q20 Edmund 23;h.p.. 2-speed, clutch, kick t-tart.

-l-«7 brand new. unused; listed £98, our price £68.
—Edwards. 58. Harrington Rd., Sculh Kensington.
Kensington 3709. [8303

Els^vick.

Oih.p. Elswick 2-stroke. 2-speed. 1915, just over-

^4 hauled. Precision engine; £25, or oiler.—Drake.

Hickling House, Sutton, Ely. [7977

1 Q17 2"jb.p. Elswick 2-stroke. 2 speeds, lamp.
J-t7 horn, footboards, etc., " first-class condition:

£37/10: cvcle taken in part exchange.—5, Addison
Av.. Holland Park. W.l 1. .- [8280

Enfield.

19 21 Erjfi

ALL Models in stock for immediate delivery; 8h.p.
combination £160, with dynamo lighting set £182:

I'^nfield lightweight, £65; easy payments arranged; your
old machine taken in part payment. To enal)le intend-
ing pijrchasere to inspect alter our bnsines-s hours, we
are prepared to show these models at any time by ap-
pointment.—Broom and Whit-fchcad, Ltd.. Authorincd
Acents. 88. Gt. Portland St.. London. W.l. Maytau
6638 [9699

Ml letters refating to advertisements should quote the numhci- at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the i^sue. 1539
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Enfleld.

SALE.

JULIANS of Reading hate 1921 Enflelds in stock.
[0478

NEW 1920 Enfleld, 2-strokt), a-speed; £65; in stoot-
Eandtil, AndoTer. [0369

3ilh.p. Royal Enfield, 2-speed, excellent order.—45,
4 Temple Kd., CricMewood, N.W.2. [6993

Tj^NFIELD Combination, 1914, mechanically perfect;
-'-' chcai), £90.-7, Melbourne Grove, S.E. [7625

1Q20 Hoyal Enfleld 2-stroke, 2-speerl, ne*; £62/10.
J.»7 —Morrfes, 139, Finchley Ed., N.W.3. [777S

1Q21 Eoyal Enfield Sh.p. Combination, in stock;
Morriss, 139, Finchley Ed., N.W.3. [7773£160.-

"I
Q20 Enfield Combination, dynamo,

-*-^ offers.—Stretton'a Garage, Ltd.,
as new ; best
Gloucester.IfX9967q^NFlELD 6h.p., 1917, solo, perfect order through-

-* out; £76.-302, London Ed., Thornton Heath.E[809]NFIELD Brand New Lightweight; £60.-Cliflord
Wilson, 177, 'Srestminster Bridge Ed., S.E.I.

(7134
1 Q20 Sh.p. Enfield Twin, with sporting sidecar;
J-»/ £90.—Details from Kelly, Lever Bridge Mills,
Bolton. [7770

ENFIELD Combination,
attention

;

stow.

-| Q19 Enfield Lightweight, 2-3peed, tax
J-t/ feet; 44 gns.—Fersfield, Westbury
Maiden.

. 6h.p., 1916, engine wants
£90.-262, Blackhorse Lane. Waltham-

- [7647

paid, per-
Ed., New

[8212

ENFIELD 1921, all models for immediate delivery
—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. LarB-

haro 1704. - [0432

ENFIELD 1915 Twin, 3h.p., 2-speed, clutch, T.T.
bars, excellent condition; 48 gns.—90, Wellesley

Ed., Illord. [4S21

ENPIELD 1920 Sidecar Body and Easting wind
screen, new; £15, or offer.—2, Mascotte Ed., Put-

Bey, London. [7321

"1 020 Sh.p. Enfleld Combination, newj £152/10.-
i-v Shepherd. Enfield Highway. Enfleld. Tel.;
Waltham X31. (0340

£22.—2i41l.p. twin Enfield, running order, enamel
and plate good, new belt, etc.—Heatley, Mont-

gomery, Wales. [7755

ENFIELD 8h.p. 1921 Combination, licence paid,
ridden 150 miles; £150.-12, Wellington St.,

Eastwood, Notts. [6361

IQie 6h.p. Enfield Combination, fully equipped;
-l-t7 £80.-29, St. Leonards St., Bromley-by-Bow.
E.3. East 4708. [7174

1Q17 Enfield 6h.p, Combination, splendid condition,
XfU" wind' screen, speedometer lamps: £115,-12,

[7181High St., FuUlam.

ENFIELDS, any model, any distance; good deliveries
good service,—Allen S. '

Specialist, Carnarvon.

\ia Sh.p. Enfleld,

Jones, The Motor Cycle
[X7890

1Q18 3b. p. Enfield, Imperial sidecar, lamps, etc..
JLt/ engine just overhauled, tax paid; £65.—Bodv,
Town Hall, Torquay.' [7553

I7NFIELD.—Sole agent for Wimbledon, Southfleld.*,
ii Earlsfield; Prior, Eeplingliam Ed,, Soutlifleld?.

'Phone; Putney 1694. [7305

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, dynamo lighting, ex-
cellent condition, licenced; £112.—Clark, 7, Exhi-

bition Rd., South Kensington. [8135

ENFIELD.—All models will be on sale at the second-
hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from

April 2nd. (See Wanted,) [6745 t

"I C&18 Enfield Combination, liood, screen, electric
X*/ lighting, mechanical horn, speedtimeter ; bargain,
£125,-7, Melbourne Grove, S,E. [7624

in splendid con-
tas paid; £43/10 for immediate sale,—

;

Veasey, Newport, Barnstaple. [7189

"I
Q20 Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting,

A-*J unused, unregistered; £170,— Arnold, Summer-
land Rd,, Jlinehead, Somerset. [6876

"ICJIS Enfield Combination,' fully equipped, iu splen-^^ did condition; £120; owner buying car.— 5,
Harold Ed., Upper Norwood, S.E, 19. [723!)

M.A.G.-engined 2-speed Enfield, all-

,
good condition ; nearest 45 gns,

—

Garrett, 46, Higb St,, Uxbridge. [7967

ENFIELD 3h,p,, 1916, 2-speed, kick start, lamps,
speedometer; bargain, £62/10; after 6.—Avoca.

Monkhams Lane, Woodford, Esses, [7465

IMMEDIATE Delivery of the new 1921 Enfleld com-
bination; £160; exchanges arranged,-Eagles and

Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [7104

1 Q20 Sh.p. Enfleld Combination, standard, brBnd new
-1-t^ unused; £145._Eawarde, 50, Harrington Ed'
South Kensington. 'Phone; Ken. 3709. [3814

Sh.p,. dynamo lighting" 5.—Stanleys, 173-4 Rail-
way Approach, Shepherd's Bush, W.12. '[8330

1 Q21 Enfleld Combination. Vickers engine Lucas
-I.«^ Magdyno and horn, new; £175.—W T Dunn
Ltd., 326, Euston Ed., N.W.I. Museum 6391 [8269

I^NFIELD 2-strol!6, Dew tyres, etc.,
-i dition.

Sh.p. Twin
chain. Licensed,

1 Q16 Enfleld Combination, .

-Lt/ and horn, Easting; £125.-

TYRES

I

LITE
ASTER
IGGSF

FREE OFFER
To every purchaser of a new cover
from the list opposite, we are pre-

pared to give a new and fully

guaranteed Inner Tube entirely free

of charge. We give a full guarantee
with every line we sell, and should
any goods prove faulty we replace

at a price proportionate to the mile-
age obtained. These special clear-

ance lines are sent Carriage Paid on
7 days' approval against remittance.

TUBES. NEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED.

•26 X 2 . . 6 /6

20x2} 7/-
2C X 2i! 8/3

List
Price

10/-
10/3
11/3

28 X 3 DuiUop moulded ,

Our List

^ Price Price

''Wf-] 8/9 13/3

26x2i 8/9 12/9
, 9/6

Lengths.
I J In

3/6
im.
3/3

BELTS—in Standard
Silvortown. Pedley, ^in. ^m. Jin.
liatB=. etc. Per Foot. \ jl ( /Q 2/2

&?ETREADINGHeav> . 17/6
Medium .. lS/~

Jiejinirs are executed at ff3i»i-«AIF»e>
onr owt^ -vvorlts under ex- Q^ tTSfcr^AlKo
port supervicjon.

MOTOR CYCLIST'
COMBINATION
BEST QUALITY PEGAMOID

Compiete with Sou'-Wester
Original Price - - SO/-

STORMPROOF
These suits are finished in dull black,

ahsoluiel'j waterproof material, double-

breasted, iDind cuffs, and slrav ankle
fasteninfjs.

Order immediately.

I.M1JIHBHHHH

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,

264-266. Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.

MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Enfield.

TTNFIELD Combination, 6Ji.p,, 1917, complete v
-*-^ all laaip.s sidecar screen, several sparer; £1
offers.—Lt. Richardson, c/oDan Guy, Weymoutlr.

T^NFIELD 611.p. Combination, hood, screen, spec
J-' meter, etc., in perfect running order, lax ija
bargain, £100.-28, Bridport Rd., Thornton Heatli

[7tpNFIELD 6h,p, Combination, 1917, hood, sere
-*-i electric and gas, perfect condition ; any tri
£120,— M.-ilpas Motor Works, 12, Brockley Cross, S

1 021 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, with
-L*' without dynamo; in stock, immediate delive
list price.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54, Hampstead I
R-W.l. (o:

1 Q20 2i4h,p. 2-stroke Royal Enfleld. lamps, ho
J-*' pump, etc., in perfect order, guaranteed, lice
paid; by apiJointment.—Chesters, 61, Linden Garde
Chiswick.

gh.,
[7(

condit
£100.
Availi

[8

Enfield Combination, excellent
throughout, acetylene and electric

;

nearest.~34, Dender Rd., Stamford Hrll,
Tuesday.

NEW 1921 Enfield Combinations, dmamo £182,
dyu.nmo £160, lightweig-ht model £65.—Enf

Agents, Bounds, Garage, 223, High Ed., Kalhi
N.W.6.

"

[7

1 Q20 2i4h.p. Royal Enfield Motor Cycle for sale
J-«-' speed, Lucas lamps, and horn, Bonniksen spt
ometer; £60 for quick sale.—Snell, The Dock, Fi
Lewes. f?

T 021 Royal Enfield, in stock,
^*J and .'^hop-soiled machines,
clear, slump prices.—Central Works,
den Bridge.

several second-h
various makes,
Market St., I

[V

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., equal new,
screen, hood, Klaxon ; £ 100 ; trial any tij

tax paid. — Pocock, 6, Randolph Mansions, j\la

Vale, W.7. [7

ENFIELD Combination, 1919 (Oct.), 6h.p., 11

used, fully equipped. Palmer cords, perfect,
paid ; £135; appointment. — 63, Whitehall P
Highgate. [?.

ENFIELD 2'^. p. Lightweight, new October
perfect condition thronghout, complete with la

and horn; £55.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright
Birmingham. [S

ENFIELD Combination, late 1917, disc wheels, pil
carrier, oversize tyres, hood, ^eedomet-er, Ini

mirror, licence paid; £125, near olfer.—Cutwell, 63,
St., Hackney. ' [7

| QlS 6h.p. Enfield Combination, all accesso
J- «^ enamel, mechanical condition excellent, tax j

wind screen ; £100,
South Rd., Southall.

or reasonable offer. - Plaist

19 20 Enfield, aV^b.p.. guaranteed sound, ele(

lighting, transferable comprehensive policy ;.

trial; delivered anywhere immediately; £60.—No
Seafield, Hoylake, Cheshire. [*

ENFIELD Sh.p. Late 1917 Combination, discs,

overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated, new 1

set, tyres, and horn, like new machine; £118.-
38, Thrale Rd., Streatham, London. [i

ENFIELD Combination, Sh.p.. new August, 1

fully equipped, low mileage, numerous spj

licence and insurance paid; accept £160, or neal
offer.—Smith, 54, Brunswick PI., Hove.

["I

ENFIELD 1921 Liglitweight, 2-speed model,
age under 100, as new; a friend maker at £J

The Layton Garages, 90^ High St., Oxford. a
734 Oxford. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [|

1 Q16 Enfield Cjombination, speedometer, electric;

Xt7 acetylene lamps, hood, screen^ Tan-Sad,
condition; 90 gns
South Kensington.

Ed-\Vards, 50, Harrington
Kensington 3709. [I

B O

ENFIELD Sh.p. Combinations, brand new
models: vritli Magdyno lijjhting £182, witliont

djTio lighting £160; immediate dtliveiy; easy paynl
aiianged.—Wilkin?, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Loa

ENFIELD, 2^4h.p. M.A.G. engine, 2-speeii

good tyres and condition, price £35; also

4h p N S.U. 2-speed gear Rex, needs overhaul,

tyres and belt, price £30, or £55 the two;
Saturday.-Collins. The Hectorage, Tonbndge.

ENFIELDS.—The cheapest twin on the road.|
are North London agents, and can supply .

,
stock standard models £160, electric £182, casl

: deferred payments. All spares in stock. Trade I

flied.—
Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and at Woof

'nrade, N. Finchley.

ENFIELD 6h.p. Twin J.A.P. Combination. Auj

1919, Lucas "dynamo lighting set, hood, s"!

meter electric, bulb, and mechanical horns,

mecum tan seat, thoroughly overhauled, tax

perfect condition; £160; buying car.—24, Lake!
Ed.. Wanstead, E.ll. - "

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.—Enfield ",

combination, re-enamelled and plated

brand new genuine Enfield sidecar body, £125;
1919 3h.p. twin, £70; 1917 Sh.p. twin, £65; F
exchange, extended payments.—9, 10, 11, Royal P^
West Croydon, 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

Track, Croydon.
'GrI

Telephone: Victoria 6553 and 6554"
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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IAN 7-91i.p., 2-speed.
^67/ 10, or exchange.

-

nersmith Rcl.. W.6.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian

!0 Indian 7-9li.p. Powerqlus Combination. eJectri-

cally equipped, mileage 3.000; £185. cr nrarest

-Sgt. Climie, Wargnet Camp, Wareham. [7727

with large MilUord sidecar;
-Newnham Motor Co.. 223.
'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[6230
Indinn Combination, electric model, hood,

scieeii, all {leu^ssorieG, splendid condition tbrough-
£90, or near.— 14, Liverijool Lawn, Eiinisgato.

[7477
IAN 1915 7-9h.p., spring frame, 3 speeds, clutch.
kick ftart, good condition; £65.—Parker's. Brad-
fite. Bolton, and 245. Deansgate. Manchester.

[X9982
HAN Conibinntiou. 7-9Ii.ii., small niilenwe: bar-

gain, £100, tJix paid; tuition it purchaaed; owner
been by appointment.— 98, Holyhead Ed.,

itry. [X0022

IVERPLUS Indians. 1919 models, genuine appear-
ance and mechanical condition equal to new; 60
Bramble, Cambridge Works, Bedford Rd.. East
ley. [X9928

IA.\ 1920 PowerpUis Combinations.—We have
evera! examples in stock at bargain prices; par-
rs with pleasure.-The I-ayton Garages, 90, High
>x(ord. [7070
15 Indian 7-9h.p.. clutch model, with Projectile

8id'-< .ir, everything gof)d condition: oflcr.s in-
exi-hauges.—Topping, Brnndiioith St., School

Pr.-5ton. [X985I

E 4J1.P. Indian Scont, complete with lamp- and
Jmrn. a- iwvr. in tir«t-clnt- condition, not run 400

£-^45. or neiire^t offer.—Box 2,910, c'o
\L<l,.r Cijrle. -- [7701

..\-. uv\ner leaving lor. nffers his 1920-21 7-9li.p.
Indian combination, fully equipped and tested;
any day by' appointment,— 2. Carmalt Gardens.
7, S.W.15. [6877

20 Poweri'Ius Indian, dynamo lighting, electric
horn. T.T. bar?, stored 5 month;, perfect con-
;

ride 50 miles; £ 125.—Howard-Allman. The
,
Wye. Kent. (7087

i.p. Indian Combination, 1915. splendid condition.
idv lor itad, complete; be^t otTor s^ecurcy, owner
II; .-^een any evening or Moek-end^.- 73, Killvon

Cliipliam, S.U'.S. [X9838
20 Indian Combination, dynamo lighting, sj-ordo-

tii'i?r, tax paid, horn, splendid condition; £155;
h:inEe lower power, solo or combination.—Siiaw.
I, WaUefuld. [7116

20 P'-werplus Indian, luxurious sidecar, electric
mi)del. speedometer, Easting, fully equipped.

:IiiI machine, as new, run only 1,750.—Cnrn Brea.
Lane. Ilasiemere. [7608

19 Indian PowerpUis, 7-9h,p., new touring cDach-
built sidecar, Bulbou? back, locker, apron.

aulcd. makers" colovrs, any trial.—Pritchett, 30,
St.. Islington, N. [7922

15-16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed. hand and loot
clutch, kick ctarter. Swan sidecar, lamp-', very

mileage, new condition ; £88; 2"'4h.p. Douglas
-63. Solon Rd.. Brixton. [8316

LVN Scout, 1920, completely equipped witli
peedometer lamps, and horn; a tnorouglily
machine, and a bargain at £115.—The I.«nyton

;es, 90, Hiah St.. Oxford. [7069

16 Indian 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick
staiter, all lamps, Bonniksen speedometer, guar-
; £80; fxchanges.—Homac's, 243. Lower Clajnon

N.F. 'Phone: Dalston 2403. _ [8160

IAN 1915 5-6h.p., 3-speed, hand and foot clutch,
pienrlid condjiinn. recently fitted new Binks,
;, springs, ancT guides; £85. including lamps, tax.
mte. -Collins, 84, Maldon Rd., Coli-hester. [7183

IAN .Pottcrplus Combination, 1920, run 1,300
nilc.^ only, be^iutifuUy fitted up, including

.
wind screen and many spares; lor immediate

£180, cost £250.—Seal and Ball, Southport. [8178'

RKSIIIKE.—Indian combination. 7-9h.p., ciutcli.
c-d. 1914, nie-jhanic^lly peiiect. smart tnm-

dvii.iiiiii starter and electrical equipment, recently
Hilci —Totty, GranvillG St., Baru^Iey. fX9852
IAN Powerplus or Scout.—Delivery of now 1921
uodels from stock; exchanges quoted.—Special
Is, The I^yton Garages. 90, High St.. Oxford.
Integrity, Oxford. "Phone: 784 Oxford. [7068

20 (April) 7-9b.p. Indian, electrically eqnipfied,
nh sidecar, good lockers, mileage 2,500. ex-

t condition throughout : deliver road 100 mile'* -

tax paid.—Box 2,908. c'o T/k Motor Ci/cle. [7699
ao Indian 7-9h.p. Powerphis Combinatton. big

v;d\e, electric litrht. horn. 3 speeas. "ipe&iometer,
I alh new;, mu^t j^ell, owner cone abroad; £190, or
t.— Newtou. Manor Tiew, Fcrryhill, Co. Durham.

_, [7217
14 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame. 2-

d, K-S., clutch, speedometer, ele^-tricallv
]•>-<). m good runiiig order;. £90. or nearest offer.
Camvright. Spinney Stores, Boney Hay, ueai
11- y [7826

:0 Powerplus Indian Combination, complete with
all afcessoriea, beautiJul condition, perfect rnu-

order. mileage 3,000: owner goiug abroad; £160-
iud; or near offer.-Elton Mornii, The Gaer, Her*-

[7461

In stock at time of going
to press.

1921 MATCHLESS Combina-
tion, cl^'namo lighting, horn,

spare wheel, windscreen, as

new 195 Gns.

1921 MARTINSYDE Com-
bination, Bluemel wind-
screen, lamps, horn. ^Mileage

1,000. Tax paid. . . 138 Gns.

1920 MARTINSYDE Com-
bination, electric lighting,

hood, screen, Klaxon horn,

etc. ]\Iileage under 2,000.

129 Gns.

1921 NEW IMPERIAL Com-
bination, 8 h.p., as new,

150 Gns.

IQ2I NEW IMPERIAL-
JAP, 2j h p., 2-speed, as

new 65 Gns.

1920 NEW IMPERIAL Com-
bination, Sh.p., accumulator
lighting set, Stewart speed-
ometer. Klaxon horn. Cameo
windscreen, luggage carrier.

Tax paid. Mileage 2,000.

132 Gns. Verj^ great bargain.

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street, ,

READING.
'PHONE: 1024.

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

Indian.
5-6h.p. Indian. 1915-16, 3-speed, etc.. nice condl-

, tion, and in good running order: £55 cash, or
exchange lor, good single-geared machine, Norton pre-
j
ferred, cash adjustment.—Remington, Woodland Rd..
Windermere. [8053
TNDIANS, Powerphis 7-9b.p.. 1919 models, 3-speed.
-*- K.S,, meehiinical condition, also enamelling and
phiting as new: £70. These are genuine baignins.
Approval against cnsh and carriage.—Owen, 59, Schole-
Held Kd., Upper Hollowny. [X9949
|Q20 7-9h.p. Indian, \Iiliford sidecar, dynamo, elec-
J-«' trie horn and lighting, speedometer, wind screen,
pi I linn seat, mileage 1.500. excellent condition and
appearance, licence paid; any trial; £165.—Collins.
Coal Merchant, Bath. [7160

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Poucrplus, dynamo electric, light
and electric horn, spring Irarae, 1919, bought new

in 1920, and only used about 2 months, perfect con-
dition, and appearance as new; bargain. £120.—
Hitchings and Sen. Evesham. [7704

SENSATIONAL Offer.-A few 1919 Powerphis
Indian?, practically indistinguishable from new,

I spring frames, 3 speeds, at ^65 each; unused ditto,
£85.~Smith's. 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk
Farm Tube .Station). Ilampstead 2767. [8205

1 Q20 7-9h.p Indian, Inte^^t model, large valves, etc.,
-L*J tandem t-idecar, large numlier of t-pares and extra-'*,

£180. or nea.- offer; or. exchange with cash for 1921
Tfcndersou or Ace combination; can l>e «een bv appoint-
ment—Morris. 395, Oxford Rd.. Reading. [4388

1 Q20 Poweiplua Indian de I.nxc Comltiniition, run
-1 •? few miles, nnserntched, dviuiino lighting, elec-
tric horn, speedoniett-r. voltmeter, KastJiig p^treen. aero-
piaue muspot; cost £250,. Jicoeiit £150; tax paid; ex-
'li;inge*.—60, Wnllingiord Av., N. Kou.>ingtou. [8003

1 Q 19-20 Combination. Indian.—7-9h. p. Powerphis
-"-t/ Indian cbassi'^. Sandum best car, tjcrccn, hood,
lamp*, horn, all in Universal insurance policy to
August 1st, 1921; reason, death of owner; £160. or
nearest. — Miller. School House, Brereton. Rugelev,
Staffs. [7370

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-spced. clutch,
kick starter, spring frame, electric lighting, tnnl^*

complete, tyies as new. splendid c(mdition, powernil,
smnolli running, privately owned; gouil trial run given;
£130. (ifTcrs; &eon by appointment.—Burleigh, 44, Ash-
bourne Av..' N.W.4. [7609

1Q18-19 7-9h.p. Powerphis Indian Motor Cycles. 3-Xv speed. K.S.. newly overhauled and renovated,
they are like new. and in posh condition; these are
poiiiR like hot cakc.-^; I have only three left now

;

price £65.—Please appiv to J. J. Dooloy, 33, Killyon
Ud.. Claphom. S.W.8. [7796

INDIAN NE20 Combination. T.T. bars, disc wheels,
large legshiclds. elect rlcnl cciuipment. Bluemel

wind screen, luggage carrier, tools, spare battery, Good-
year cover and tubi>, no expciibe spared, licence paid,
low mik-age, co^t .£250; owner buving car; £200.—
Phono: Ken>^ington 6447.—Clark. 55. Pulteney Rd.,
riouth Woodloid. [8245

HAVE you weighed up the prices of other high-
powered combinations, and studied their equip-

ment ? in most ciisc-s, less speedometer and no spring
frame and higher price. If not. do so. Indian NE21
combination do luxe, £226; Scout model, solo, £l57,
less equipment ; combination £188 : sporting type
sidecar.—Horswill. 42. Bridge St.. Chester. 'Phone :

943.
^

[4252

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.. Ltd.-Indian 1919
Mod«.l Powerplus, re-enamelled and plated,

£105; 1915 2spccd, re<-namclled and plated. i;75

:

1916 T.T. Powerjilu-s re-enamelled and plated as new,
£95; 1919 combmation. dynamo lighting. £145; cash,
exchange, extended payments.— 9. 10, 11, Royal Parade,
West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. 'Crams:
Track, Croydon. [6292

Ivy.

IVY.- All models from Coveutrj- Motor Mart. Trndi-.n

Rd., Coventr>-. [X0035

IVY Cyclep.— 1921 models in stock.— Rothweil 'Tnd

Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage. MaWern. [1796

IVY 1921 Models.—Sole district agents. Wessex
Motors, Ltd., 60. Catherine St., Salisbury. 'Phone :

72. fSOOS

IVY-PRECISION 2^ih.p., countershaft, fippenrance
new, perfect: £28.-38, Baiiour Rd., Bromley,

Kent. [7835

1 Q20 2i,'h.p. Ivy, 2-speed, Lucas horn and lighting
Xt7 set, "disc wheels, and all accessories, as new,
engine No. 985; sacrifice, £60-—R. Morgan, Rocks
Green, Ludlow. . [7869

IVY. 1920 I.O.at, 800, wonderful on hilU: cost £65,
with accessories and licence £70; oiiick sale £55.

— 109, St. Andrew's Terrace, Kilmarnock. [X0020

IVY-PRECISrON 4h.ii. Twin. semi-T.T. bars, Bosch
mag.. Tan-Sad. various new fittings, requires new

carburetter, tyres goorl : best olTer nver £25.—A. D.
McDonald. Laurel Bunk Cottage. MofTat. [7884

IVY 1920 Model 2^ih.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed. mileage
under 1,000. beautiful condition, complete with

horn, licence, and spare lieavy Dunlop cover; £50.

—

Coverdale, West Terrace, Northallerton. [6076

ONE Ivy 2-stioke and one Sun-Villiers, both in sound
order, tax paid one; exchange countershaft nui-

chine. Triumph preferred, or *^cH £34 and £38
re-pectivelv.—French. The Broadway, Bedford. [X9775

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at th-. end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 043
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
.lames

DAN GUY, "Weymouth.—James ag^nt, early deliTcry
dates g-iveii. [0552

JAMES Combination (1916), 4i/4h.p., 3-speed, K.S.-
Bishop, 32, East St., Colchester. [8216

1 Q 20 James 3V,h.p. Twin Solo, as new ; offers.—
-i-*J' Stietton's Garage, litd., Gloucester. [X9964

1 Q19 James 4i4]i.p. Combination, .perfect condition;
J-*^ offeiK.—Stretton's Garage, Ltd., Gloucester.

[9965

"I
Q20 James 2i4h.p., P.H. lamps, horn, good condi-

-Lt/ tion; £63.—Godfrey, Bredy, Burton, Bridport.

^ [7531

1 Q 19 James 5-61i.p. Combination, Montgomerv,
Xt/ hood, Cameo; £125.-44, Dovercourt Rd.,
Sheffield. [8188

JAMES 41/ili.p. Combination, excellent condition,
lamps, accessories, etc.; £90.—Woodville, Addle-

stoi)e. Surrey. [6423

YaMES Combination, 1916, 4V.h.p., good condition.^ fully equipped; £95.—I'earse's Garage, High St.,
South Eenfleet. - [7641

£48.—James 41/ih.p. ^913} coachbuilt combination,
.speeds; lide away.—A., Kosi-Kot, Brambier Ed.,

N. Finchley, N. [7679

JAMES 2\4h.p. 1920. 2-speed, lamps, horn, tax paid,
mileage 800, perfect; £59.—L, Smith, Hucclecote

Lodge, Gloucester. [7851

43,h.p. James Combination, 1915, all accessories, over-
4 hauled, perfect, t^x paid; best over £100.-69.

Chetwynd Rd., Southsea. [6868

JAMES.—AH. models will be on sale at the second-
hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from

Apiil 2nd. {See Wanted.) [5749

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, 1920, used only for
rural rans, fully equipped; £170.— Ratcliffe Bros..

200, Gt. Portland St, W. Langham 1704. [0423

JAMES, 5-6h.p,, green model luxe sidecar, Easting
wind screen, Binks carburetter, luggage grid,

very little used.—J. A." McNeil, Axminster. [7084

JAMES 4i4h.p. Combination, smart, electric light,
Cowey, horn, apron, legsliields ; trial : perfect

;

£120.—Smith, 14, Saltcoats Rd., Bedford Park, W.4.
[7500

JAMES, 4Vili-P., and sidecar, 3-speed countershaft,
clutch, kick start, chain drive, accessories, ready

for anywhere, nothing to buy; £85.-7, St. Albans Av.,
Bedford Park, Chisvyick. .. [7040

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, 1919 (June), S-speed,
kick start, 28in. wheels, lamps. Klaxon, tax paid;

£130.—CouUing, 1, RavenscouTt Park, Hammersmith.
'Phone: Hammersmith 1987. [7739

JAMES Combination, 1920, 5-6h.p., Lucas Magdyno
lighting. Easting screen, etc., superb outfit; £160;

entertain exchange or deferred pavraents.—Bunting's
Motors, Wealdstone. (Closed Sundays.) [8176

3ih.p. Twin James, late 1915. 3-speed, K.S., P.
2 and H. lamps, horn, etc., fast, and in excellent

mechanical condition; what offers ?—Write for appoint-
ment. Box 2,869, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7503

1 Q20 James 5-6h p., with De Luxe sidecar, Easting
J-tf screen, all accessories, condition as new; cost
£206; owner had to purchase car for health reasons;
£165.—Norman Webster, Arcliilect, Spalding. [7307

"P^AN GUY, Weymoath.—1920' 5-6h.p. Jamea com-
JL' bination, complete, Lucas head lamp, Lucas horn,
Lucas sidecar lamp, tail lamp, speedometer. Easting
screer milea^D 1,195 only, a^ new; cash offers wanted.

[0553

1 Q20 5-6h.p. James de Luxe Combination, Magdyno
J-v lighting, new 1921 Bi-ampton forks, perfect
condition, legshields, and tools, etc. ; £190; only
done alKtut 850 miles.—Box 2,873, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [7510

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any James Model; cash or
deferred payments ; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors. Ltd..
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Bris
ton 2417. [0503

1Q20 Jnmes 5-6h.p., with De Luxe sidecar, luggage
J- 1' grid. Enstiug screen, Lucas lamps and horn,
new last April, and not used since July, owner de-
ceased; cost £206; not ridden 1,000 miles; £160,—
Mrs. Paunell, 188, Winsover Rd., Spalding. [7306

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, 1920 model, complete
witii lamp? and horn. hood, and screen, perfect

condition throughout, £135; also one 1919 model,
complete with Easting screen, lamps, etc., £115.—P.
J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [8145

5-6h.p. James, 1919, De Luxe sidecar, Cameo wind
screen, scuttle dash, drawer and clock, 3-speed.

hand and foot clutch control, D.A. lighting, P. and
H. lamps, luggage carrier, electric born, perfect con-
dition; £160.—Copus, 26, Halstead St., Brixton.
S.W.9. [7021

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-James, brand
new, but slightly shop-soiled 6h.p. combination,

list price £190, our price £165; also 1920 sports model
SVoh.p. twiu, T.T. bars, disc wheels, £100; cash, ex-
change, extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade. West
Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. 'Grams: Track,
Croydon. [6288

J.A.P.

J .A.P., 4h.p., overhead valve, 3-Bpeed, clutch, good
condition- £35, or offer. — la, Northcote Av.,

SouthalL [7023

CRABTREE

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.
2,500 New Covers

(Ex Government Stock).
.

28 X 3 Kempshall, Macintosh,

and Wood-Milne

26 X 1\ Clincher de Luxe

30/- each, plus carriage.

Brand new heavy 26 X 2f Clip-

per Covers, to fit 1\ rims

28/G each, plus carriage.

Tub:es II
2? and e/6 ga,.Jj_

REBUILT
GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES

overhauled, but not re-enamelled,
good tyres.

P. & M., 3i h.p. - - £65
P, & M. and sidecar- £75
Clyno, 5-6 h.p. - - £70

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE & SON, LTD.,
MOTOB ENGINEERS, WISBECH.

UNRENOVATED
EX GOVERNMENT
MOTOR CYCLES

AT THE SLOUGH DEPOT.
5-6 h.p. Clynos and 3| h.p.

P. & M.'s, also Sidecars,

etc., to clear in large

quantities.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR
QUANTITIES.

Particulars from

—

"Motor Cycles,"
ROYAL HOTEL,

SLOUGH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

J.E.S.

J.E.S. 1921 Mcjdels Irom stock.—Gibb. - Glouceslei
'Phone : 852. 1044

J.E.S. 1920 I'/fh.p., now condition, lamp.s. horn
complete; £36.—Gilbert, Hill View, Holsworths

[754'

J.E.S. Motor Cvcle, i;.'2li.p., good condition, tax paid
offers over £20.-Sodler, 24, Broad St., Hereford.

[726

Kerry.
KEEKY-ABINGDON iVJi.p., balb horn, and llrenc

Ijaid, running order: €2,^).—Herbert Eobinsoji, Ltd.
32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.; 995. T.A.
Bicycles; _ [8251

Lea-Francis.
"

LEA-FRANCIS.—All models from the Coventr
Motor Mart, London Ed., Coventry. . [X003I

LEA-PEANCIS 1921 Models Now Heady.— Davie.-

229, Deansgato, Manchester. 636 C«ntraL [2431

LEA-FRANCIS 3i/:,h.p., late model, with or withou
sidecar; ofTers.—106, Millais Rd., Leytonstone.

[6571

LEA-FEAMIS 1920,' as new, mag.; 100 gns., cos

£138.—Tree, 14, Courtfield Gardens?, .Kensington
[824

LEA-FRANCIS. December, 1920. brand new, guaran
t€ed; £112; listed £130.-47, Hamilton Ed., Head

ing. [6871

LEA-FEANCIS 1920 J.A.P. Combination, hand am
foot clutch, coiMiilete; £125, or solo £105.-Tlono

van, 19, West .St., Byde. [722i

LEA-FRANCIS 1920 (September), perfect, like new
full accessories, speedometer, tax; £100.—Pearse

11, Marshall Place, Perth. [787'

1 Q20 3'2h.p. Lea-Francis Solo, mileage 100. list pric
-S-" £130; our price £110.—Tel.: Museum 6626.-
A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [580i

LEA-FRANCIS.—All models will be on sale at th
second-hand Automobile Show. Crystal Palace

from April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [575(

DAW, Brixton.—1914 .3V->h.p. twin Lea-Fraucis-Jai
Canoelet sidecar, Lucas lamps,- Cowey : £80 casl

—114,. Brixton Hill. 'Phone: 1713 Brixton. [725

LEA-FRAN"CISJ".A.P., 2-cyl., 35/yi.p.. 2-speed, lat

1914, Bosch, Amac, kick-starter, new tvres, fast

economical.—F., 3 Studio, Falconer Ed., Bushey.
[763

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920, shop-soiled only; list pnc
£130, our price £115; orders now accepted fo

1921 models.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland «'

W. Langham 1704. [04_3

LE.4-FEANCIS, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick startei

and foot control, new Eide Easy sidecar, com
plete with lamps, horn, etc., in good running ordy
£125.—Stanleys, 173-4, Railway Approach, Shepherd'
Bush, W.l 2. [833!

LEA-PR.ANCIS Coachbuilt Combination, twin J.A.P
4V::h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, etc., in perfec

order throughout, fast, economical, and smart; delive

anywhere; bargain, £100.—Mason, 42, Glenthorn Ed.
Jesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [698

LEA-FRANCIS, coachbuilt sidecar, splendid condi

tion, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, Amac, Bosch
Lucas lamp and horn, XL'All saddle. Smith's speedc
meter, numerous accessories, spares,- tax paid; £100
seen by appointment: particulars; photo.—49, Th
Chine, Grange Park, N.21. Tel. : Enfield 482. [789

Levis

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Levis In stock.
[048

GIBB, Gloucester.—1921 Levis from stock.— 'Phone
852. [044

DAN GUy, Weymouth.—Levis 1921 models in stock

£60. [055;

LEVIS 1921 Brand New 2-speed Model in stock

£68.—Moss, Wem. [X995

£53.—2i4h.p. Levis, splendid running order, lamp:

tax paid.—King, Eigrove, Oxford. [X993

LEVIS 1921 2-speed Model in stock; £68.—C.-A.!
Co., 21, Hobson St., Cambridge. [707

LEVIS, quite new, fully equipped; 58 gns.—57, Ket
bury St., Camberwell, London, S.E. [795

TWO 1916 Levis, splendid condition; 28 gns. eacl

—Ramsdeu's, 8, Maybell Av., Blackpool. [790

LEVIS ZHTi.V; Albion 2-speed, clutch, tax paid

£45, or near offer.—Turnbull, Allhallows, Honitor

Devon. [^64

LEVIS,, late 1919 Popular, splendid condition, 1<*

mileage, accessories, tax paid; £47/10.-99, BufU

Ed., Harrow. [722

1 Q20 Levis Popular, fully equipped, in splendid coi

Xu dition; sacrifice £50, or nearest.—Burge. 1.

Henry St., St. John's Wood. [762

LEVIS.—All models will be on sale at the seoonc

hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, frol

-April 2nd. (See Wanted.) 15'5

LEVIS Popular, late 1920, practically new, perfe<

order, lamps, horn, legshields, accessories, ior^
exhaust, very little ridden; £52, bargain.-Heather, 8

London Ed., Bromley. l744

B44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Levis.

Stock, 1921 Levis, £60. Good wine needs no bush.

Nuff sed !—Sole agents. The Headingley Motor and
ring Co., Ltd., 18, St. Michael's Lane, Leed.=.

Headingley 480, [0494

21 Levis Popular, the super 2-?tvoke; immediate
delivery from stock; £60; easy payments or ex-

ges—OfRrial agents. Homar",':. 243, Lower Claoton
" " — " • [8161N.E. 'Piione : Dalston 2403.

ilNTLEMAN'S Popular Model. £60; lady's Popular
JModel, £60; Model S. 2-speed, hnnd-controlled

h, £68; immediate delivery. Levis specialists
sole distributors lor London and district. Spare
storked, repairs undertaken.—Vivian Hardie and
Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St. [oS Oxford St.J,
St, W.l. [0384

LincoIn>EIk.
COLN-ELK Combination, 2-speed, countershaft,
ki'k start, 4',4h.p., beautiful turnout, as new

;

IS. ; take solo part.—57, Kenbury St., Camber-
London. [7960

ACTICALLY New Sporting Lincoln-Elk. 3i,2h-P-
Philipson pulley, Druids. Bo?cli, B. and B., lamps,
scries, footrests. £40; exchange 2"'.'th.p. Douglas.—
Solon Rd., Brixton. [7156

L.M.C.
I.e.—To clear stock, we offer one onlv. 1920 6h.p.
combination, quite new, at £120: full particulars

casure.—The Layton Garages, 90. Hi^h St,

[7045

I.e. 1920 41/Ji.p. Combintition, complete with
iiajis, horn, Mi^edometor, tools, etc., tax paid, eujalJ
e, Kirtr.'nn, £100.—\V.A_T.S., G:iraBe, Alperton
-sex. (Diat. Ely.). [5814

|j. L..M.C., 3-«peed. K.S. and clutch, chain-cutn
belt, sprin? saddliv^uspension, 1920 model, shop

on;y; list price £150, my price £127/10. a
'I'iiortunity lor a sidecar machine.—Davles, 229,
t,Jtc-, Manchester. f0526

E.C. 6h.p. Corabinatii'u, Gloria sidecar, hood.
screen, luggage grid. Tan-Sad. 3 lamps, 3
ators. speedometer. horn, 3-speed Slurmey-

, iH.x paid, insurance, new March. 1920. mileage
2,500; price £175.-5. Headstone Rd., Harrow.

Lugton.
I. p. Lugton, 3-spGcd, F.E.. ride away
12. Poplars Av^ Wiilesden Green. N.W

[6857

£40.—
[7532

Martlnsyde
lANS, of Heading have 1921 Martinsyde In Ptorb

[0484
20 ^Muiineyde witli HJdecar. 6h.p., electric himpH.

Ih r.fi, screen, horn, etc., tyre^ unpuiutured, mug-
nt -omlition; 1^7 gus.—JnliiUis. 84, Broiid St..
II- 'Phnne: 1024. [0535
iniXSVDE 1921 Stfrndiird Combination: £175;
ill tiiiilly in stock; other models eiuly delivery.
VMiir order now yith Iho nuthori.^c^l agents.—

Mi-N'ton Giirago. 2. Moreton Tennce Mew^i. Pim-
.'^.U

. 'Phooe: Victoria 7164. [7527

!0 '3h.p. Martinsyde- Combiuation. Easting, leg
iicids, best I''.fl,S. lamp set, car generator,
; new chains and valves, condition exL-ellent;

Stewart hora, spee<lometer, many soares,
-t £210/10, licence paid; best ofTer. -5. Ashley
Wcstnii, Bath. . (7161

IMatchless

' T Hesitate.—It makers reduce prices before
he cud of May 1 guarantee to refund the diHer-

!1 Cnmbinotiona, nny model from stock, or in few
diiVH, Gradual payments can uow be nrrange^l-
outtit peraonally tested by the Matchless Bpecinlist.

i of all dates in stock.— J. Tassell, la, Bloomfleld
Plumstead. [6881

.lAXS 01 Heading hav« 1921 Matchless In stock
[0480

IB Gloucefiter can deliver 1921 Matchless models
Irom stock. -'Phone: 852. . (0443

:0 Matchless. Magdyno lighting, absolutely brand
new, unused; £195.—Below.
1921 Models Immediate Delivery from Stock"

iefeired payments and exchanges if desired.-

1 Matchless and Sidecar Chassis, brand new,
single or 2-seater body optional; £185.—Below.

lO_Matchless, M.A.G., Magdyno, unused; £190.—" '

* 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
3709. - [8309

TCHLESS Combination. 8h.p. J.A.P., 1914, fully
equipi.ed: £72.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

[7109
TCHLESS 1921 C-ombinations.-We can deliver
from stock.-The Layton Garages, 90, High St
^- [7046

4 8h.p, Matcbless-Jap Coach Combination, tax
paid; 39 gns.-Ramsden's, 8, May bell Av..

pool. [7907

9 Victory Matchless Combination, fine condi-
tion, Lucas accessories; £130.-Varvell, Crocken-
vcnt.» [7910

Edwards, ^/v,

'Phone : Ken.

SPECIAL OFFER
OF

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES

Rebuilt as new from ex-
Government machines and
new parts.

Completely equipped with new
accessories, including head lamp
and generator, tail lamp, horn,
licence holder, Itv-q toolbags. pump,
and tool kit, and guaranteed 3 months.

Douglas 2f h p., 2-sp., £65
Douglas 4 li.p., 3-sp., kick-

start and clutch . . £85
Douglas 4 h.p. Combina-

tion, with new body, £ 105

Being the largest dealers in reno
vated Douglas motor cycles in the
trade, and having large numbers
on hand for disposal, we make the
above offer for a short period, to

endeavour to considerably reduce
our stocks.

Each macliinc is rebuilt in our own
workshops, stove - enamelled, re-

plated, tanks renovated in makers'
colours, fitted ^\•ith new magneto,
carburetter, tyres, front brake, etc.,

and complete with full equipment
as above.

Each machine is absolutely guaran-
teed, and in appearance is practi-

cally indistii%uishable from new.

In addition to the above, wc have
about 100 machines at a lower
figure, each one overhauled, stove-

enamelled, rcplated, tanks in makers'
colours, good serviceable tyres, fitted

with toolbag, kit, and pump.
Guaranteed sound, good running
machines.

Douglas 2^ h.p. 2-sp., £55
Fully equipped £58.

Carriage extra in each case.

Trade Supplied.

Full particulars of Deferred Payment
Terms on request.

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBEC H.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

1 Q21 Matohlese, ]Mag.]nio, never ridden: £215.—"W.
-'-«-' T. Dunn, Ltd.. 326, Emton Ed., X.W.I.
Miisomn 5391. [8271

MATCHIjESS, nil intidel.s: 5;.' defeiroti pnvmout!.-
Prio', Eenliiisliam Rd.. Snatlifie'.ds, S.W.18.

'Phone; Pntucy 1694. [7303

MATCHLESS Combination 1915, M.A.G. 7-9h.i).,
good order; 95 gns.—B., c.'o May and Blnndell.

Crown Rd.. Twickenham. [7743

M.'VTCHLES.S. 1920. beautilul condition; cost Mith
accessories £260, quick sale £175.-365, King

St., Unmmcrsmilli, W.6. [8114

IALWATS Have in Stoek several sceond-hand Model
H. alatchlesa couiVunations from £160.—J. Tasseli.

In. Woomtleld Ed.. Plnmptead. 16553

DAW. lirixton, lor Mntehle.=^ 1921 models, in stork;
Older now for deliveiy before Easter.—114, Brixton

Hilt 'Phone; 1713 Brixton. [7252

M.ATCIILESS 1921 Models; orders now nrcerted lor

immediate d^liverv.—Ratelitfe Bros., 200. *"'*.

Portland St., W. Langham 1704. ^
[0424

8I1.I'. Matoldes.^ C.B. Combination, splendid running
order, recently overhauled ; any trial.—Wylde. 29.

Fox Lane, I'.'diner's Green, N.13. [7472
*

MATCHLESS.—All models will be on solo at the
second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace.

Irom April 2nd. ISee Wanted.) (5752

MATCHLESS Model H. Mnfidyno lichtins, sraie
wheel, lioofl and screen, tax paid; price £180.—

Jnclisou. Hot;kendon, Swnnley, Kent. [6354

1Q20 Matchless Combination, Lucas Magdyno. herd.
X*y wind scrccli, speedometer, tax paid, must sell;

£ieo.-Smith, 54, Hampstend Ed.. N.W.I. [8298

SPURTING Slut.hles.s. 8h.p.. Zenith gear, fpecial tank,

very fji.*t, disc.';, iamp.s etc.. finished black and
gold; £65.-2b, IJeiiinnrk Rd., Ciunhonvell. [7941

M.\TCH LE.SS. - Get your combination Irom R. B.
Clark, the experienced rider; immediate delivery.

-1!. U. Clark and Co., 7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [8156

1Qi5 Mntchlc." Combination. M.A.O.. Vood, screen,

-«-*^ tainp(^, >iK»edonieter. insured Scptemt^r, tax paid:

£110. -Moiii". Beachflehl, Totlon, Soutuampton. (8034

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, Model U, complete
i-if makers' sneciaealion. «liop-soiled; £175.-
Wricbfa Garage, .Sallron Walden. Tel.: 16. [8171

1020 Staiehless Sh.p. J.A.P. Combinalion, Kine el

JLI/ Uonil head lamp, spare wheel, splendid londilioii:

£170 nit.—Trevor Howell, Jlmior Hotel, Matchct, Bioks.
[7822

M.\TCnLESS H Type 1920 Combination, as now.

Macdvno lighling. ncrfwt condition; .£165; any

tri.nl ~3. West Caidens. llobinson Rd., Tooting, S.W.
[7430

M.\TCHLE.S.S Combination, delivered last .July,

lully c<tuipp«l, good as new. ready to drive

away; £190.—Clillords Gnragc, Sidcup. 'Phone: 4.

MATCHLESS 1921 Combination; £205; delivery in

a few dny.4.—The Jlorclon Garage. 2, Moreloii

Terrace Mews, Pimlico. S.W. 'Phone: Victoria 71C4.
[7526

-1 020 Matchless Combination, Magdyno, speedometer.

'X*y and manv extras, not used since last August;
£190 —Ratrlille' Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[7393a

MATCHLESS 1917. M.A.G.. 3-spced. K.S., screen.

liiio<l. Tan-Sad, luggage and iietrol carriers, elec-

tric: £140.-39. Kyrle Rd., West Side, Clapham Coi"-

mon. ^
(8337

MATCHLESS ConiliinntionB for immediate delivery:

e.xeliange». Let us qnote you.—Kewnluini Motor

Co. 223, Haininersniith Ed., AV.6. 'Phone: ll;nniner-

smith 80. l°238

1 0^9 8h.p. .Tap-Matchless, electric light, horn, wind
XO screen, apron, spsedomeler. spare wheel, tax

paid, condition j)crlect ; £135.-6, Charlwood Rd..

Putney. S.W. t'041

M~ATCULESS Combinalion. Bll.p. J.A.i;., .Sturraey

3-spe=d. V.T,. clutch, tyres good, mechanical.y

perlect light be<ly, lamps, 2 generators; £110.-734.
Holloway Rd.. N.19. (6470

D\W. Brixton.—1920 Matchless Model H < om-
bination. dynamo lighting, hood, speedometer,

child's seat nearly n<^v, tax paid; £185.-114, Brixton

Hill. S.W.2. L'3285

1 Q14 Matchless 5-6h.p.. fast, sporting machine, ptr-

XU lect condition, owner givine np through illnc-s;

£58. or nearest offer.—Stonard, Ridgeway P.O., near

Farnham, Surrey. [8300

MATCHLESS Combination. 1918, 81i.p. .T.A.I'.,

interchnngeable and spare wheel, Lucas liiihtinir

set Ea.;ting, hood, good tyres: £135.-46, Griffin Ed..

Phimstead, S.E.18. l'?453

MATCHLE.SS. Matchless. Matchless.—Latest 1921
model 8h.p. combination. lor immediate de-

liverv —Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24.

Woodstock St.. W.l. 10413

MATCHLESS CombinotioD. 1920 model, practically

:is i.ew,^licensed, ft-omplete with Lucas lumps and
horn, p]astini,' screen; n bargain nt £170.~Caddey. Li.s-

burn, Lnndgnnrd Ed., Southampton. (8073

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination. 1920. dynamo
lighting, practically as new, guaranteed perfect;

£185, genuine bargain.-Vivian Hardie and Lane, T.td..

23 and 24. Woodstock St.. Bond St., W.l. • [0413

.\n letters relating to nd'.ertisements should quot- the number at the end ol each ad\'ertisenient. .ind the date of the issue. B45
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Service Depot. 'Phone: Greenwich
751.—All 1921 new models. Secure one now. De-

monstration ride with pleasure at S. E. Claphani
(Motors), SLockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [1050

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. Combination, 7-9h.p., Victory
model, 1919. lamps, speedometer, spare wheel,

new tyres, licensed, appearance as new. mechanically
perfect; £140.—Dillin, Handcroft Rd., Croydon. [6425

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders now
with Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E., for 1921

models; deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order re
ceived; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models
also in stock. [5668

MATCHLESS 1921 Models from £205; demonstra-
tions daily.—Agent (wholesale and retail), for

S.W. London : George Smith, 268, Lavender Hill (opp
Arding and Hobbs), Claphara Junction. 'Phone
Battersea 1271. [9423

MATCHLESS 1921 Models, immediate delivery: with
Magdyuo lighting £230, without Magdyno light-

ing -£205; no waiting; in stock ready to drive away;
easy payments arranged.—Wilkins, . Simp.?on. opposite
Olympia, London. [7804

MATCHLESS, 1914, Fulford sidecar, 8h.p., all-chain
drive, 2-speed. kick start, clutch, electric lighting,

luggage carrier, 700 x 80 oversize tyres, licence paid,
uieclianicallv p6rf&:'t; £80.—Firm in, 17. Milton Rd.,
\\allington. Sussey. [8016

MATCHLESS 1920 H Combination, licensed,
M.A.G engine, Lucas Magdyno lighting, acces-

sories, spares, run about 2,000, perfect, good as new;
accept any reasonable olTer; view any time.—288, Sang-
ley Rd., Catford. [7115

MATCHLESS Combination, Bh.p., 1920, dynamo
lighting, spare wheel complete and cover, tools,

pump, etc., small mileage, in every respect equal
to new; £200, or near offer. — Telford Garage, 47,
Streatham Hill. S.W.2. [7102

1 Q20 Matchless, Sh.p. M.A.G. engine roomy 2-Xf seater sidecar, 2 wind screens, nood, spare
wlieel, Lucas lamps, tools, licence paid, driven under
1.000 miles by owner (an engineer), looks and runs
like new; £180.-282, Brownhiil Rd.,' S.E.6. [7495

MATCHLESS Twin J.A.P. Combination. Bosch mag.,
lamps, kick start, 2-speed. free engine, low, sporty,

mechanically perfect, coachbuilt sidecar, hood, wind
screen, double-seater; exchange 2V,h.p. Douglas.—Furni-
ture Stores, 32, Market St., Maidenhead. [7879

BEST Bargain Ever Offered, must realise at once:
Late 1920 Matchless oombikatlon, private owner,

4 detachable wheels, all-chain drive, screen, carrier, Mag-
dynamo - lighting, etc.,' guaranteed as new; first £175
secures; seen in London.—Bos 2,876, c/o The Moio.
C'liclc.

_ [7572

MATCHLESS M.A.G. 1914-15 Combination, 3-Epeed.
countershaft, speedometer, mirror, fully equipped

every way; also new electric sidecar, rear lamps, Tan-
Sad, special wind screen, spares, tools, splendid con-
dition, seen anv time; £140 or offer.—Crowland, Shirley
Rd.. Addiscombe, Croydon. [6844

ALLEN-BENJ^ETT Motor Co., Ltd.-Matchless 1920
Model H. combination, Lucas Magdyno, hood,

speedometer, etc.. £195; 1919 Victory Model, lamps,
lioin, speedometer, £14P: cash, exchange, extended pay-
ments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone:
Croydon 2450. 'Grams: Track, Croydon. [6282

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practically

designed Matchless combination ; the Rolls-Royce oii

three wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for cash,
deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied; all
spares in stock.— Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO,
and at Woodside Parade, Nortn Finchley. [0381

MATCHLESS Model H., 3,000 miles, just overhauled
by makers, tyres perfect, condition as. new, fitted

hood, side curtains, screen, Cowey trip speedometer and
horn, 3 plated lamps and generators, mirfor; leg shields,
car step, ahuninium ioot-rests, brass edges, spare driving
and gear chains, tax paid: price 175 gns.—Invemes's
Lodge, Pope's Grove, Twickenham. (Bargain.) [7715

Maxim.
MAXIM-DALM 1921 Sh.p. 2-stroke, Amac carbu-

retter, E.I.C. mag., Albion 2-speed, Hutchinson
tyres, accessories, absolutely new ; £52.-224. . Penton-
ville Rd., London. [4012

Metro.
METRO-TYLER, ^\h.V; good as new: going cheap;

leaving country.—72, Frobisher Rd., Hornsey.
[6982

IVfETRO-TYLER 1920 Model, 2-spe6d, very little
-^->- used, complete with lamps, etc.; £45.—Hopkins.
New St., Ledbury. [0536

1 Q20 Metro, T.T., clutch, 2-speed, K.S., small mile-
J-*/ age, overhauled, perfect, lamps, horn, tax
paid; £50.—Mannox, Henlow. [8059
"IQ20 Metro-Tyler, 2V2h.p., couple for sale, brothers
J-t/ want combination, accessories, electric lighting
discs, tax paid, choice, never failed: £47/10.—Jones'
41, Abbeville Rd., Clapham. [7925
METRO-TYLER, shop-soiled, 1920 model, new and

unused. 2-speed model, with enclosed gear box
and mag. drive; bargain. £70, reduced from ,£95.—

p

J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [8149 i

^ BROS.
200, GT. PORTLAND ST.,W.

'Phane—Langham 1704.

easterIs near !

SEND YOUR ORDER OR CALL.

We can supply any make immediately.

TERMS:
Casli—Monthly Payments—or Exchange.

We guarantee to

refund difference in

price should makers

reduce price before

June.

ALLON, 2-spor;d, K.S., clutch £80 15

ARIEL, 3S h.p„ solo £120

ARIEL, 4J h.p., solo £135

ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination £197

B.S.A., 4J h.p., H.2, solo illO

B.S.A., 4i i>V; K.2 £107

B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. A. Combinatioa £175

BRADBURV, 4 h.p., solo £121 12

BRABBURY 6 h.p. Combination £191 5

BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p £135 j

CLYKO, lightweight, 2-speed, clutch £7S

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all on .. £170

DOUGLAS, 2.} h.p., i-speed, clutch, K.S.,

all on S105

DOUGLAS, 2,5 h.p., 3-speed only, all on . £100

DOUGLAS, 2-speed only, all on £05

ENFIELD iModel 180 Combination S160

ENFIELD Model 190 Combination . . £182

ENFIELD Model 200 lightweight .• £65

HARLEY, all models —
OAMES, 4j h.p., solo «135

JAMES, 3! h.p. twin, solo £135

JAMES, 2j hp-. hghtweight £75

JAMES 7 h.p. Combination £195

LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed, 3; h.p. £130

LEA-FRANCIS, 3-speed, 3! h.p £145

MATCHLESS Combination £205

ROYAL RUBY, Sports Model £89 5

RALEH3H, 5-6 h.p., solo 155 gns.

RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. Combination 195 gns.

TRIUMPH, Model H £127 10

TRIUMPH Junior £75

TRIUMPH. -S.D £140

ZENITH, Model H £162

ZENITH, Sporting E. & G £139

ZENITH, Sporting C £123

COVENTRY PREMIER
RUNABOUTS, 275 GNS.

miLLFORD, CANOELET, HENDERSON, SWAN,
and MONTGOMERY SIDECARS in Stock.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

M
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Metro.
ETEO-TYLEB, 1919 to 1920, all led model, f

s;ile, splendid eondition, lamps. Bom, etc., ''Ol

plete, registration paid, also insured for £60 Feb., 192
ehejip, i45.—G. llawer, 4, Beecll Villas. Beeeh Ei
Sale, Clieshire. [78*

Minerva.
X*20.—2^.4h.p. modernised Minerva, ra.oT., waterpro
<^ mag., new Amac, new saddle, tax paid.~Kin
EgroTe, O.xlord. [X99;

^ih.p. Minerva Lightweight, good running orde^ 2 Druids, B. and B., Dixie, Dunlops, weig!

95 lbs.; £12, no olfers.—Stewart, Old Meadows, W"
Drayton.

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, tax paid, go an

where: £20.-42, University Ed., MertOD, Surre
[78;

New Hudson.
JULIiVNS of Reading have 1921 New Hudsons

stock.
,

I06i

4 h.p. New Hudson 3-speed Combination, new tyr(

lamps: 48 gnE.-176, S. Ealing Ed., W.5. [741

NEW HTJDSON, 2lih.p., 3-speed, complete, excelle

running order; £30.-88, Park Rd., Dulwich.
[70

NEW HUDSON 6h.p. Twin, 3-speed countersha
good condition; *65.—Eowe, 89, Well Hall E(

Eltham, S.f:.9. [701

1 Q20 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, complete lami
-*-^ horn, condition new; £145.—Erio Amien, Eowl
B.mk, Stafford. _

- [X99

NEW HUDSON 1914, S'Sb.p, .T.A.P., 2-speed, lami
horn, tax l>aid; bargain, £40.—Lucy, 27, i

-faints' Rd., Babbacombe, Torquay. [69

rCJ14 New Hudson 4h.p. Combination, 3^;peed, .

•y rently overhauled :" £80, including tax and hisi

luce,—Eoreham, 2, Bicliley Terrace, Cbisleliurst. [82

(VJ EVV HUDSON Oonibniation, 4h.p.. 1919, ace
i-^ sories, little used ; a bargain, £95.-Taylors, Lti

52 Sussex Place, S.W, 7. Phone: Kensington 7'BO
[04

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. 1919 Combination, just Oy
hauled, excellent condition, lamps, horn, aprc

l^nshields. licence; £85.-6, Cleveland ]Mews, Liini^ast

Giite, W, [8'2

^ih.p. New Hudson 2-stroke. late model, Aiat
hd 4, Thomson-Bennett, Druids, new Avon and D.ii

lop, lamps, hooter, splendid condition; £38.-35, Pern
lid., Hammersmith, [83;

NEW HUDSON SVih.p., 3.<ipeed, T.T. liars, new
and H. lamp eet, Klaxon, all accessories, exo

Ipiit condition; 50 gns.—9, Hamilton .Gardens,
John's Wood. ^ [69'

EW HUDSON 4h,p. 1914 Model, 3-speed, k'i

start, spares, mechanical condition perfect : wL
ofl'crs?—Bentley, 43, Lower Iieddington Ed., Hanipt
Wick, Middlesex. [78'

1 Q15 New Hudson, tax paid; £120; Canoelet 2-seat

JL«^ sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting set, new Dunl
26,x3, screen, speedometer, ready for tour; any trial,

52, Fulham Palace Rd., Hammersmith. [74

1 C|20 3V2h.p. New Hudson Combination, Luc
-l-t/ lamps. Easting, shields,, speedometer, mirrc

in excellent condition, trial willingly; £100. — 8

I'hurch Rd., Upper Norwood, 8.E,19, [79:

Sh.p. New Hudson Combination, electric light, spec
ometer, wind screen, tax paid, mileage 3,00

splendid lot, as new, any trial; £140; owner bong
car.—Hieatt, 274, Oxford Ed., Reading, Berks. [79

New Imperial.

rULIANS, of Beading, have 1921 New Imperial
t» etock. [04

EW IMPERIAL, 1921 models; liberal exchan-res
—Motories, 25, Horton St,, Halifax, [81

NEW IMPERIALS,—All models from the Covent
Motor Mart, London Rd,, Coventry. [XOO

NEW IMPERIAL Agents.—Lightweights and sp!

parts in stock.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [47

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 8h.p. Combination, co
plete with lamps, Easting wind screen; £135

Motor Co., Hereford. [43

NEW IMPEEIAL.-Couirty agents for Herefordshii
deliverv from stock 2^ih.p. and Sh.p. combinatif

Motor Co Hereford. [43

N^

N^

NEW IMPERIAL 2=Ah,p., September, 1920, as ne
400 miles, complete, lamps, horn; £67/10

Whitlock, Holsworthy. [75

"I
Q20 New Imperial 8h.p,, Mills-FuUord sidcpi

-t-t/ .splendid condition, tax paid, all accessories; £1!
161, Herbert Ed., Woolwich, [68

DAW^, Brixton.—1918 2;!4h.p. New Imperial, 2,(ipe

clutch and kick starter, perfect; £50,—114, Brixt
Hdl. 'Phone: 1713 Brixton, [72

1017 2^:4h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, good ord
Xt? appointment, trial: 120 m.p,g, ; £50, offer

Highman, Bimport, Shaftesbury, [74

1Q16 New Imperial, 2y2h,p. J,A,P., 2-speed, lam
XtF hor'J, tax paid, excellent condition; £4C
321, St. Margaret's Rd,, E. Twickenham. , [7£

E46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR SALE.

)

CYCLES FOR
New Imperial.

EW IMPERIAL.—All models will be on sale at

the second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal

ce, from April 2nd. (See Wanted.)
.

[5753

120 2'uh.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, clutch. K.S..
/ lamps, horn, tax paid; £55.—Edwards, 50. Har-
ton Rd., South Kensington. Kensington 3709.

[8306
19 New Imperial 8h.p., bulb&us back sidecar, m
new, little used, lamps, h(]i'u, stormproo! apron,

ndid mnning order; bargain, £125.—Beecher. 472,
hway Rd., London, N.6. [8098

ATE 1919 Imperial-Jap 2";.ih.p., 2-speed, Klaxon.
I', and H. lauipR, long exhaust, Tfin-Sud, lic&iite

1, excellent condition; ride awav: £55, or offer.—

Hartington Rd., Twickenham, Middlesex. (7469

|20 New Imperial, 234'h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, ronntor-
' shaft, Watiord speedometer, Miller lamp. Klaxon,
paid, tjplendid condition: £72; after 5.—tiunmonds.
Tretriiuter Rd., South Ken>in?toQ. {6847

IMEDIATE Delivery o( any New Imperial Model;
casli or deferred payments; book your order now,
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Mctors.

;

., South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone:
xtou 2417. - [05C6

E\* IMPERIAL (Delivered Dec., 1919) 8h.p. Com-
Ijiniition. excellent condition, ulma-t now tyie:-.

d Eastint: wind Bcreon, Lucns litrhting set, s^peedo-

er, Tan-Sud, pillion, horn; £115.— Write for appoint-
it. Winter, 234, Croxted ltd.. Heme Hill. [T^^^o

O.C.H. have a brand new New Imperial, 2^-ih.p.,

kick starter, 6liop-.soi}e<l .- £78 cash; exchange's and
Y payments arronged.— 5. Heath St., Hampstend
ir Hampstead 'INibe Station]. 'Phone: Uumpstend
2. Hour.s 9-7, including Saturdays.

^ [7783

7E have every model of New Imperials in ?t-ock for
immediate delivcrv; combination £186/15,

tweight Model 1 ;£80/17, Model 2 £89/5 ; exchanges
easy payments airauyi'd.- (JfTicial Agents, jlomac'.'^,

Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: DaUton 2408.
[8162

LLEX-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-New Impcrijii.
brand new. hut t^Iichtly shop-foiled. list price for

8h.p. couihination £lff6, our price £165: nlso 1919
^. (ouibin.ition. £110: (a.'>b, exchange, extended j'liy-

its.—9-10-11. Roval Parade, West Croydon. 'Pbono:
ydon 2450 'Grams: Track, Croydon. [6287

EW IMPERIAL 1920 Model 8b.p. Combination,
purchased Aug. la-t, driven only 700 mile.*. Lucns

amo lightinc: net, Cowey [ipee<lometer. Klaxon horn,
tin? wina screen, out tit pcneroUy practically new.

tune<l and better than new; co.-^t £223; will

ept 160 gns. lor prompt ^nle.—Sharp, 127. \\illificld

y. X.W^ll. Tel-.: Finchlcv 633. Gerrard 1641.
[7696

^ New Ryder.
EW RYDER 2^ih.p.. 2-speed countershaft, late

model, new condition, accessories; photo; £37:
hnnges.— 20, Frankioit St., Birmiughoiu. [7445

New Scale.
EW Scale Motor Cvcle; original price, £85; 'sacrince

£52/10- shop-soiled,
"''

hopsgate, London.

TALE 3;^i.p. Precision, £94rl0; 4 h.p. Blackbnrno,
£126, motor cycles you will hear more about. 1

always stock of each model; trade supplied.—
ric- 229. Deansgate. Maucbe^ter. 536 Central.

[2440
Norton

UlJANS, of Reading, have 1921 Novtons in e.tork.

[0489
[BB. Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Nortons Irom
slock. 'Phone: 852. [0444

[ORSMAN for Norton.^.—Victor Horsman. Ltd.. 7.
Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0471

kAX GUY. U'ej-mouth.—Norton official agent. Big 4
' combination in stock. [051

less kick starter.— 64,
[0393

rESTON-SUPER-MARE.-.Tack Pruen.
lor Nortons.—'Phone : 440.

[0562

Oxford St..

[6250

ORTON Big Four. De Luxe .sidecar. Easting screen.
—727. High Rd., Leytonstone. [7628

ORTON.—Immediate delivery T.T. Model 16H and
Big Four from stock.—Moss, Wem^ [X9958

'ORTONS, all modeU. anywhere, anv time.—Dan
Bradbury, 224, London Rd.. Sheffield. [7514

ORTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anvwhere; early
Walk. Dublin. [6126dates."Kell Bachelor's

0RT0N8, 1921 models, immediate delivery, speci-
ally tuned.—Evans, Oarage. Newiiort. Salop.

[X8648
ORTON 1921 jModeU Irom the Coventry Motor
Mart London Rd., Coventry. 'Phone : 200.

[X0037
ORTON 1919. B.R.S.. Philipson. speednmeter. e.v-

ellent condition, tax paid; £85.-47. Catford
11. S.E.6. [7011
ORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district agents, VVessex
Motors. Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury,

lone : 72. [5005

921 3'jh.p. Norton. 3-speed, all-chain model: list
price £132.—Bambers*, Eastbank St., Southport

: 607. f7097
ORTON.—All models will be on sale at the second-
hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from

)ril 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5754

Sole Distributors for

READING
STANDARD
The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle

AND THE

*PLUS one;
A Single or Double-Seater at will.
Otliv't-rie< have commenced with hitings complete
(or attachment to the vmdermcutioncd lui'kcs

of cycles

—

Reading-Standard, i^unbcam, 3'. and 8 h.p.
Zenith, EnHcld, Harley Davidson,
Triumph, Douglas, ih.p. Blackburne, 8
h.p. B.S.A., 4 and 6-7 h.p. Rudge. 6 h.p.
Jlenderson, Excelsior (.\mcrican\ British
Excelsior, Indian, Ace, Matchless,

A.J.S., James.

LONDON AGENTS FOR

NEW HUDSON
Lighlweigh- 2-slroko Type;. All 30 - tax.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR
"M.P." SIDECARS.
"THE SIDECAR WITHOUT A CHASSIS.'

38 Guineas.

New Machines in Stocl(.

READING-STANDARD.
SOLO £184
COMB. STANDARD £229

DE LUXE .

.

£270
with PLUS ONE

Sidecar,a Single or Double-
seater at will £250

Aboce prices include Dynamo Li^htin^.

NEW HUDSON.
POPLTLAR UTILITY .. 50 gns.
SPORTING MODEL ..65 ,,

DE LUXE TOURER ..65 ,,

"ACE" RACER .. . . 75 „

ACE 4-CYLINDER.
SOLO ORDIN.\RY .

.

.. £210
ELECTRIC . . £235

BS.A.
1920 41 MODEL H .. £103
„ 4i „ K.. £100
,, No. 2 SIDECAR £35

1921 6-7 MODEL A .. £133
„ No. 1 SIDECAR £42
,, 6-7 MODEL A, wi 111

Plus One Sidecar . . ..£193-18

Several Solos anti Combs., in first-class used

condition, at l(nock-out prices, Tor disposal.

89, Gt Portland

Street London.
rA-^carO S3Sf9

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton

1014 Norton, overhauled, riiilipson pnllev; bnrgair',^^ £55, or near: tax riiitl.—Young, stromnees.
Sontlifli.-kl H(l., Middlcsbrousli. [7480

31,h.IJ. Sports Model Norton, 3-speed, countershaft.
2 all chain drive, fully eciuipped, tax paid; £82.

—37. Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [7107

3 ih.p. Norton Sports Model, countershaft, all-chain
2 drive, fuUv equipped, tax paid; £85; exchange.

-37, Arlington iii., Surbiton. [8024

OCT. (19201 3V"h.l). Sports Norton, iu perfect order,

hiiups, horn, nrrd tax paid; £115.-J. Oldfiekl,

Bradford, Toulgrave, near Ilnkevvell. [7586

NORTON 1921. belt drive, last, trial, owner buyinc
combination; letter first instanc-e.—Walters, Berrr-

stowe lloui-e. South Normanton, Derbyshire [7855

NORTON 1921 Motor Cvclcs, brand new, all models

in stock, immcdiale delivery.—Palin, Sole Agent.

Bourne St. |nr. Spot), Osmnslon Rd.. Derby. (3181

NORTON 1920 Big 4, with Swan sporting sidecar

anil all eciuipnicnt, a thoroughly sound outnt;

£115.-Tlie Lay ton Garages, 90, lli^h St., Oxiord.

NORTON 1919-20 Ilig Four Model. Bandirm tiiWnr,

Cnuieo wind E<r6en, inlly »imppetl; £130-
Piirkor's, BrndBhawgate, Bolton, and 245,. DeonsBato.

.Manchestci-.
[i-SS'M

DAVIES, ol Manchester, can deliver 1921 Nortons

Irom stock; the machine you will cvcnlrrally brry

,

all spares .stocked, prompt nttention.-229, Deansgalc^.

Phone : 536 Central. l'^"^-

NORTON Agents.-Motor cyclists in or ricar Oldham

call Our Mr. Mitchell will demonstrate to y..ii

tho finest machiue in the world.-Bulloughs Motors^

Waterloo St.. Oklharn. l^OSO

NORTON 1920 Big Foirr do T.iixc Combination, 700

mm.xSO mm. tyres, superb cond.uon, nm«"""7
almost equal new; *15S-; tax pa.d.-Ol.ver, 30, Chal-

finch Rd., Bcckcnham, '
'^'^

NORTON 1920 nig Four Morlcl with Canoelet Sidfs

crir nUlv Muipiiefl, low niileago, indistingurshable

frou. \"w;"£165!'.-l^Ll<er's, Bradshowgalc, Uolto"; ""^

245, Ueansgale, Manchester. [XSJ^t.

NnnTO^I 1920 Big 4 Combination, bulbous back

°No?ton .sldevar, Electric lamps, Hasting screen,

jolc. condition guaranteed appearance good, £135.-

iThc 1-nvlon Goragc-s, 90, High St., Oxiord. 1/U43

G'
ENriNE 1916 B.R.S. Norton, fitted with latest

^cAinder, Philipson lamps Stewart l..|'bi|S In,,

^-^^.t^^^^ ?„tlig^?^Flr;.".Ianflurr'^v'.' f.t.^

Tk-TORTON 1921.-W0 can deliver UH the S-spocd

N°?^nsm^el. arid the «Vh cTSt"'ox o?d

?{.<?;o^7^'^"84'3>x'lS?d. "S.^?' ^^i^ O^.'oVd°^i04^

ronditinu, and m use U.uiy, puce xiwu.
[8094

ham Rd.. Kettering.
'

NORTON 1920 (November), direct drive mc'le

.

,92 'E^:''^«w'i^">f?S:.
capable ol an easy 60 anywhere; £95.-Thc l.a>^™

Garages, 90, High St., Oxiord. 17050

,

,'„tag'^"b«;S'ng'c\"l';Vsfc^iJ^ove";
'£94.-E,ne',t Brown

'

Hollyharik. Leighton Buzzard. !'=''='

STTi-vv Tlin 3l,h n T.T. Norton engine, ridden

"f \fT L Mchell in competition last season;

I

*" "' „;„ nf nvBr 30 fir-t,«, record time lor
winner siu.^o .new_ of over au ^nr.u,,__^r

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^.winner since new ot over o^ --^•„; „„<,a („,„ „ew
Sutton Bank rn '".Z* ™"*' "; ".JoM 2-3|.eod S.A.
frame ""'l »» S''"^,: ",^a"t,uretTe; l*-t offer over

kTfo^r'Mi?SiClt,"'Se^"wa.erloo'St., Oldham.^^

N-«iS;ier^^:^s^aJ3r^^e=ni'^vr|

^\ u iM tt n ?-si-,eed E.I.C., Senspray. perlect

Er^S^^^S l^ytr -- 1i!9i

».T « TT 2"-ih n • owner re-iuires hiclier h.p.
:
m spleu-

^S^^s^tAis;..^rWaf^n-vlc?^^
Rd., Aldeburgh, SulTolk. l'^'^

N.U.T.

N.U.T, new Dec, 1920, mileage aboijt 1,000 :
£135.

-Full particulars Irom A. Robert,, ", Tor-

wood St., Torquay. """

N.U.T. Latest ElectricaUyequipped ''^'i"- ,Sf5*and'
makers' list prices from stock.-A. J.

^™°?i||'J
Co.. Ltu.. Newmarket.

All letters relating to aUveitisenients should quote the number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B4/
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

N.TJ.T. Twin, new. unregistered, unused, Lucas
Magdvno, complete as received; first £150

secures.—A'. Brewis, Svendsen and Co., Nemcastle-on-
Tyne. [7486

O.K.

JULIANS of Eeadine iave 1921 O.K. in stock
[0481

1 Q20 O.K. Junior, in stock; £50/8.—Morriss, 139,
i-if Fincliley E.d., N.\V.3. - [7777

1 QIS O.K. 2yoli.p., 2-sijeetl, accessories; £28.—Ehike,
-L"' 216, Westbourne Grove, AT. [5034

2-SPEED O.K., latest model from stock at list price —
A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1258

DAVIES. of Maiichester, can deliver 1921 O.K.'s
irom stock.—229. Deansgate. 'Phone: 536 Central.

[2436
£26.—O.K. 4-stroie, 2 speeds, handle starter; splen

did runuinq order.—King, Egrove, Oxford.
[X9933

O.K. 2-strolie, good running order; £20, or near
offer.—C. JIcKenzie, 40, Saxon Bd., Southall.

Middlese.\. [7496

O.K., M.A.G., 1917, 2'«|h.p., 2-speed, accessories:

bargain, £33; tax paid.—18, St. Edmund's Terrace.

St. John's Wood. - [6845

Oilh.p, D.K.-Union, single speed, 1920 model, shop-
ril4, ..oiled; list price £50/8, my price £43.—Davies,
229, Beansgate, Manchester. [0523

O.K. Lightn'eight, 1920, lamps, Kla.von, registered,

as new, 2 speeds: £45.-302, London Ed., Thorn-
ton Heath. 'Phone: 2237 Croydon. [8033

£30.—O.K. Junior, 2-fpe3d, conntersliaft, splendid con-

dition, new front tyre, excellent back, lamps, horn,

tas paid.—Westley Rectory, Newmarket. [6869

I^'.O.C.H. have a brand new O.K., 2-sreed, shop-soiled;

£59 cash; exchanges and easy payments arranged.

—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone; Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. [7784

Omega.
"VTEW 1920 Omega 2-Epeed : £75: in stock.—Randall

Andover. [0368

1 Q20 Oihega-Jap, a^/ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick starter
-LU £60.—Joues, Garage, Droitwich. [4681

OMEGAS.—All models from the Coventry Motor
Mart, London Rd., Coventry. , [X0038

acces-
[8209

229,

"J Q 19-20 2^!4h.p. Omega-Jap, 2-speed, tax paid,
i-iJ sories; £60.—E. Hills, Warboys, Hunts.

OMEGA 1921 Models Now Ready.—Davies,
Dea'nsgate, Manchester. 536 Central. [2438

OMEGA.—Immediate delivery of all models.—The
Rochester Auto Supply Co., Corporation St..

Rochester. v. ^ [0465

1Q19 2-;4b.p. Omega, 2-speed, excellent condition,
JLt/ licensed: £50, offers; after 5.—113a, Streatham
High Rd. London.

,
[6842

1Q20 Omega-Jap, 2-speed, K. start, clutch, done
-t? 300 miles, lamps, Cowey, insured, till Oct.; £65.

—The Poplars, Durkar, Wakefield. ' [7117

1 Q20 Omega-Jap 2Y-ih.x>., 2-speed, kick start, lamps,
-E-t/ speedometer, -born, mileage 1,300; £65.—Barnett,
I:imgalow, Knighton, Newport, Salop. [7593

1 Q20 Omega-Jap aVih.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick
-1-t' starter, shop-soiled; £76.—Stinleys, 173-4, E-ail-

way Approach, Shepherd's Bush, \V.12. [8327

OMEGA-J.A.P., Into 1919, 2'zlh.p., 2-si)eed, all on,
tax paid, Watford trip speedometer; bargain; guar-

aiiteed perfect; £55.-12, Hills View, Barnstaple. [8221

QEl'T. (1920) 2"'lh.p. J.A-P.-Omega, 2-speed, speed-^ ometer, watch, and all accessories, 45 m.p.h.,
copper exhaust; £65, no ofiers.—'Phone appointment,
Brixton 1614. -

' [7468

1 Q20 (July) Omcga-Jap, 2-speed. mileage 1,000, new
-S-*^ condition throughout, polished diain case, nick-
elled copper patent exhaust, Klaxon, no lamps, licensed;
expert examination; £60.—Cutler, 40, Glebe St., Wal-
sall. [X9969
T^.O.C.H. have a brand new Omega, 2?'4h.p., kick
Ji- starter, shop-soiled; £73/10 cash; exchanges and
Klsy payments arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstend
3752. Hours 9-7, including S.nturdays. [7785

Overseas.
31h.p. Overseas Combination, 2-speed, Gloria sidecar;

2 bargain, £50.-73, Parson's Mead, Crovdon.
[7885

P. and M.
JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 P. and M. in stock.

1 ft 17 P. and M., perfect order, good condition; £55-
-i-t' on appro, against cash.—Below.

1 Q20 Combination, unused, delivered for Easter-J-t^ £140; owner out of work.—H. Beardwood, I47'
Burhngton St., Liverpool. [7405

P.
and M., 1920, run 50 miles; £94, bar''ain

-

7. Exhibition Ed., S.W.7.
dark.
[8141

P.
and M.—All models from the Coventry Motor
Mart, London Rd., Coventry. [X0039

"1018 P. and M., tax paid, ready for road- 48 gns —J-^ 53, Pelham St., South Kensington. (79'34

SOUND ADVICE
ENSURES

SOUND VALUE
"VEAR5 of experience and observation
* hav5 tausht us that iiis best motor
cycles are always ih^ cheapest in (he end "

BEST and cheapest because of the
r.li'nce one can always place on a quality
rnachine. and the con idence and security
assured under all road conditions- By
supplying only the BEST motor cycles

—

those that after every pos ible test prove
theii'-worth—we have secured a large and
ever-increasingr clientele among motor
cyclists of discernment. We realise also
that rraclical'experience is inva'uable in
knowing the good from the bad. and there-
fore no machine passes through our hands
before its roadworthiness and efficiency
are guaranteed by our staff of expert
mechanics and riders; so by thus satisfying
our8?lves as to the quality and reliability ,

of every machine we sell—we are con-
fident of satisfying our clisnls.

We supply only the best mikes, brcauseby sj

doing we are living up to our business ideaU of

integrity and honesty of purpose, for on ihosi

ideals, as the foundation stone of our business,

success has been bu;lt and today we have one
of the largest and most successful motor cycle

businesses in the United Kingdom. Complete
and lasting satisfaction to our clients is guaranteed
for by giving satisfaction and honest servic.-:; at all

lirties, our many friendsh ps have been created

—

frien ships wh ch are ever ir.creasing, and which
we value very reat[y. far more, in fact, than the
mere £ s. d. of business.

Tf you are thinking of purchasing a new or
seCDnd-hand motor cycle, look us up. or
write to us We will give you the benefit of
our experience and advice, and the fullest
VALUE because we seU only the BEST.

1921 MODELS
New Machines in Stock

A B.C., Ariel, Blackburne, B.S.A
,

Diamond.EdmundjEnfieidjHumber,
Indian, Matchless, Norton, P. & M.,
Scott, Sunbeanx^Triumpfaj Velocetle,

Zenith.

Our stock is one of the largest aad best in
Gre?.t Britain, London included. Large stock
of soiled aad second-hand machines always
on band.

Exchange and extended payment propositions
catered for.

Send fo' LIST TO-DAY

P
P

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
P. and M.

1918 SVih.p.,

SALE.

and M, 1918 3V'h.p., excellent condition; £50
London,—Box 2,805, c/o Tltc Motor Ct/cle. [733i

and JVI., 1917-18, less mag, and carburetter, an
small pMt6;jf53.— 1, Othello St., Liverpool. [771

£20.—Old 2-speed P. and M., minus front iorfc

otirerwise sound.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [X993<

1Q18 P. and M. Combinittion, R.A.F. model, ta
-li/ iiaid; £62.-9, Church Rd., Willesden. N.W.

[583
£28.—Incomplete R.A F, P. and M. and damagei

sidecar chassis.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[X993I

P.
and M., new 1921 models in fitock for immciriat
delivery at Blackburn and Sons, Station Garagt

Spalding. 1730

P.
and M. Combination, 1918, nice order, lamp!
Lorn new tyre; £67.—Blake, 1, Eveline Ed

Mltcham. [725

P.
and 51., new Nov., 1919, good condition, lampi

horn, S,000 miles; £75.—Morton, Red Housf

Matlock. t819

P.
and 31. Combination, 1919, all accessories, exce

lent condition; f95.—Suelling, 2, Morley Ed
Richmond Bridge, S.W. [744

P.
and M All models will be on sale at the seconc

hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, froi

April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [575

P.
and M. 1920 R.A.F; Model Combination, as ae«

little used, horn, lamps, cover, wind screen.-

Arthur, Eynnacles, Stanmore. ["=7

P.
and U. C.B. Combination, 1921, app^rancf
condition perfect; £75.—Write, trial, Moto

Cycle 6a, Alexandra Rd., N.19. [80S

P.
and M., W.D., renovated, in good running order

1917-18, £48 and £55; combination, £60.-

272, Green St., Forest Gate, E.7. .

' [775'

P.
and M. E.A.F. Model, thorousWy overhauled ao

re-enamelled: f 55.-Stanleys, 173-4, .
Eailwa

-\prroacli. Shepherd's Bnsh, W.12. lUii

1 Q20 P. and M. Combination, only run 800 mile:

£25 worth of spares; a bargain,

Egbert Spearman, Bishop's Stoftford.
132 gns.

[752.

P.
and M., December, 1919, perfect condition, la:

paid, all accessories; £86.—F. Warner, 442

Harborne Park Rd., Harborne, Birmingham. [X96l:

P.
and M., under 500 miles, Easting, electric light

Mcclioru, bulb horn, mascot; etc. ; any trials

£110. Write flrst.-263, Hampstead Ed., N.W.I. [782'

P.
and M. Combination, 1919 (not W.D. model], net

100 gns.—Veaeey, Newport, Barnstapl<

, .
.- - - - [719

and M. Combination, 3i/ih.p., 2-speed, lamps

horn screen, good order; . £70.—Newnham Moto
Co 223 Hammersmfth Rd.. W.5. 'Phone : Hammer
smith 80. [623'

tion ; any trial

;

P

-riainted

Fnlliam.

am] M. 1919 Cgmljination, .is new, engine ovei

hapled, irame restored, sidecar reupholstered, re

£85.-55, St. Clement;^ Mansions, Liilie" Ed
[825

/^CT (1919, guaianieecl) _P, and AT. Conibination, i

90, HIGH STREET, OXFORD,
and London Road, Bicester
Plwm jSi &:d^Oxtord. 'fkoiie: 35 Bicfsto. ^^V
Ciic^rain?. " lutegriiy," Bicerter an'l Ovtov 1.. ^.i?^

B48 All letters relating to adv.rtisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

19=

-1918 R.A.F. P. an
M., Camber C.B. sidecar, electric lighting

perfect mechanictil order, and teady for immediat
use, privately owned.—Bond, 7, Boord St., E. Greei

^ricb, S.E.IO. [808

"I C|20 P. ffnd M. Combination, any reasonable oSe]

J- *y also- variety of other makes.—Antoveyors, Ltd.

••Service Depot, 12, Palmer St., Westminster, S.W.I
Phone ; Vic. 30^. . - [046

20 P. and M. Combination, Lucas lamps, horn

spares, tax paid, excellent condition; £100.
Edward'; 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensingto:

Phone : Ken. 3709. [831

P.
and M. Combination, September, 1919, privatel

o^vned, excellent condition, well equipped, man
spares, trial; bargain, £90, no ofiers.—Apply Eagl
ton, -Oak Lodge, Court Rd., Eltham, S.E. [797

NO Reasonable Offer Refused,
, M., Camber C.B. sidecar,

tools, siKires, licensed, fully insured, splendid cond
tion.—Write, E.S.F., 31, Silverdale, Sydenham, S.E.

[702

SEVERAL Bargains in reconditioned P. and M,'

1918, 2-spee'd, all-chain drive, - thoroughly ove

hauled and tested; 55 gns. ; special terms to trade.-

Xovris and Hall, Cliuroh Works, 312, Ciicklewood Lani

^J.W. , [758

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.—P. and M
several reconstructed models from £68 ; casl

exchange, extended payments.- 9, 10, 11, Royal Parad(
West Croydon. "Phone: Croydon 2450. 'Grams
Track. Croydon. [629

PHELON and Moore R.A.F. Machines, reconditione
and re-enamelled by makers, same guarantee a

wi , new machine, only a few left: £90; =idecars t

mat-ch, £28.—Phelon and Moore, Ltd.. 4, Berners St
Oxford St., U.. and Clectheaton, Yorkshire. [439

P.
and M. R.A.F., assembled July, 1920, overliaulei
by makers in October, front brake and nev

handle-bars added, has only run 1,500. miles, witli nev
Ride-easy sidecar, only run 500 miles, Degory carbn
retter, new Tan-Sad non-twist suspension saddle, will
2 tool hags, lamps, kick starter, licence holder aD(
licence; £90; seen and tried by appointment.—Pop*
62, Holland Park Av., W "Phone ; Park 2955. [784!
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

P. and S.

21 Pearson and Sopwitb, Sh.p. Dalm 2-stroke. 2-

epeed All'iou. hrand nt'W: 70 gns.; London
jct.-Box 2.938. c/o The Motor Cycie. •[7928

?,0 P. and S. 2^4h.p. 2.stroke, 2-speecl, clutch,

kick starter, lamps, Klaxon, etc., excellent con-

ji: bargain, 60 gns.; cost £85.-77, Landseer Rd.,

oway, N. [7602

Paragon.
20 Paragon 2-3peed 2-atrokc, not ridden 30 miles,

spring frame model; offers belore Easter.— 17,

;ox Rd„ Wandsworth Rd.. London, S.\V.8. [7975

20 Paragon 2-stroke, 2-3peed. spring frame, list

price £70, only run 200 miles; price for quick
£50: good as new,—Owner, 16, Mt. Ararat Rd.,
liiond, Surrey. [8291

Pax.
XEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.—Pax, 2-:-ih.p.

Blackburne. 2-speed. brand new, slightly shop
_, unridden ; cost £100, our price £80: cash.
;ange, extended payments.—9, 10, 11. Royal Porade,

Crovdon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. 'Grams

:

k, Croydon. [6297

Peugeot.
8/10.—Peugeot twin, 5-6h.p., in ftuc eoudition,
XJ.H,. B. and B., thomughly overhauled, make
did combination; after 6 p.m.—Dent, 43, De\on-
Rd., Hackney. [7449

Precision.
lECISION 1914 Special 3^ih.p., T.T., 60 m.p.h.,
Bosch, Cowey, spares; £50, or offers.—Coulihiird.

uout, Weston-3Uper-3l!Ue. [5888

14 4'/ih.p. 3-speed Precision Combination; £42.
or nearest ; solo considered exchange. — 7.

ingbam Rd., New Cross, S.E. [7001

4.EGAIX.-1916 2iih.p. Precisicn. 2 speeds. U.H,
uvMi., B. and B., silencer, unit cmupltte, splendid

lition : £9.— tioodgarae, Beartou Rd., Uitihin. [7478

Premier.
lEMIER Combination, lamp?, horn, screen, perfect
order; £65.-132. High Rd.. East Finchley. [8123

tEMIER 2'

tion; £25,
;h.p., B. and B., Bosch, in good <f'ndi-

-Watkins, 7. Poitlare Av., Wilh'Siden
1. [7205

14 3
', -'-h .p. Prem icr, 3-speed,

£30.-29, St. Leonard's St.,
East 4708.

good condition:
Btomley-by-Bow.

[7176

EE.MIER 3V;.h.p. Combination. 1914. countershaft.
lamps, horn. etc.. perfect running order; £90.—
High St., Fulham. [7182

tEMIER 3'.2h.p. Coach Combination. 2-fipeed,
accessories, good order and condition ; £40,
j; exchange Levis or Clyno.—W, Kilmartiii Av.,
ury. S.W.16. [7000

1.EMIER Combination 7-9h.p., S-sneed cnxintershaft.
kick start, speedometer, lamp.s, ikhxI. ^screen, new

itii.m; anv trial; bargain. £90.—'Phone : WalHiam
s 299.—Stanley Biss, 'WaUham Abbey. [7353

15 Premier. 4h.p,. 3-speed countershaft gear, K.S.,
lamps, and extra heavy Dunlop:*, as new, C.B.

ar. Eastings, tax paid; genuine bargain. 75 gns.-
gerald. 83, Gt. Dover St.. Borough, S.E.I. [7418

tEMIER Combination, 4h.p.,^ 1914, coiintershait.
3-tipeed geor, clutch and kick-starter, in veiv good

,
and mechaDiiiilly perleot; price £60.—Further par-

ing from 31.. Woodside, Robin Hood Lane, !?utton.
y. [7942

tEMIER 4.';;b.p. Motor Cycle. 3-.'^peed. conntershait.
chotu drive, kick .-^ttirt. belt, tyres procticully new,
running order, with Overkind eiaecar, reuphol-

, ruu9t sell; £80, or uoareat offer.—Harvey, Culiord.
St. Edmunds. [7547

0.—4h.p. Premier combination. 2-speed counter-
haft gear box, clutch, starter, DunhiU undcrslung

;ar. roomy, comfortable. Bosch, B. and B.. heavy
lops. Druids, footboards, excellent condition; ex-
ige, 2";ih.p. Douglas preferred.—63, Solon Rd., Brix-

[7153

tEMIER 7-9h.p. Combination. 1914, double-seater
sidecar, perfect condition, 3-lold wind screen, just

6 from overhaul, ready to ride away, 3-8pecd
'h, kii-k start, lamjis, nearly new tvres, tax paid-

or offer; photo.— 2. Mascotto Rd.l Putney, Lnu-
S.W.15. [7322

Quadrant.
ORSMAN tor Quadrants.-Victor Uorsman. Ltd..
7. Mount Pleasant. Ltiferpool. [0472

At'CHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, Loudon, E.C.4.—
4h.p. Quadriint cofnbination, 1920; £110. [8263

7ADRANT.—All models at reduced prices.—Cov-
entry Motor Mart, London Rd., Coventry. [X0040

1 20 Quadrant Combination, accessories, original
tyres, chain, etc., as new; £115.—2a9a, Lea

ge Rd., Le>-to<j. [7847
h.p. Quadrant, a.o.i.v., spring forks, B. and B..
thorough good order, mag. brackets, sprocket,
no mag. ; £8.—Stewart, Old Meadows, West
ton. • [8193

|20 Quadrant Combination, all lamps, horn. Cameo
wind screen, mileage 500, absolutely as new

;

j; exchange^.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd .

"Phono; Dahton 2408. [8163
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

RADCO, ride oway, < duty paid; £25.-36, Liiues:

Grove, Lewisham. [7653

RADCO 2-stToke, 1915; cxch'ang^ auvLUing: sell

£35.-202, Munster Rd., Fulham. [8106

£20.—Radco 2-stroke. in splendid running order, bar-
gain.—Krng, Egrove Farm. Oxford. [X9936

Oih.p. 1915 Eildco; £24; new tyres, fast, leliabk'.—
'^•4 Shaw, Park St., WeUiupton, Salop. [X9955

RADCC) 2-stio'ke Lightweight, rebushed, renovated,
l)evfect order; £32.-333, Hoe St., WaUhamstow.

E.17. [6978

2-sfroke. 1916. new tyre on rear, lamps.
£37/10.-261. Mitcham Lane.

Streathniu. [7260

RADCO
perfect order;

ADCO 2-stroke, electric light, all aeeessories. tax
paid; ^30; fine little mount.—35, Freegrove Rd.^R

Holloway, N.7 [8008

RADCO 2 stroke, 2 speeds, lamps, horn, good cou
ditionr trial: £34, bargain.—113, "

Rd.. Earlsfleld. S.W.
Eavensbury

t8155

19

RADCO 1916 2Vib.p.. 2-slroke. 2-speed, clutoli. kick

start, hiiups, etc., liceused, excellent condition

;

£37.-8, Silver St.. Enflcld. [7296

Raleigh.
21 5-61). p. Biilt-i;li. imniedi.ite delivery: £16215.
-Morriss, 139, Kuclilcy Ed., N.W.3. [8228

RALEIGH Comliin.ition in stock.—Prior, Eeplinghoni
Ed., S.\V.18. 'Phone: Putney 1694. [7304

RAXEIGU 1921 5-6h.p. Fbt Twin; 155 cnf.: un-

packed, deUvered onywhere.—Frost,' Mulbn^ton,

Norfolk. ['262

RAliKIGHS. solos and conil)inntions in stock; ex-

changes entortaiued.—Hicking, Bromley Ed., Eeck-

enbnni. [3277

-I 021 Raleigh 5-6h.p. Flat Twin, spring frame, chain

X»/ drive: solo. 155 pnn. : combination, 195 gns.:

both in slock.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridgc. [7119

RALEIGH 5.6h.p.. solo oi cc.m'.inution. in Block;

order" now accented —Bntclif?" Bro. 200 Ot.

Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : Langham 1704. [0425

RALEIGH 5-6h.p. Spring Frame Model in stock for

immediate delivery : libeinl allowance on yonr

i.re^cnt miichiup.-N-;wnh;iin Motor Co., 223. llaiiiiuer-

smith E<)., W.6. 'Phone: Hammcrsiuith 80. 16241

1021 Ealcigh, 5-6h.p.. flat twin, eprinir frame, clioio

i.%f drive solo. 155 gns.; sidecar, 195 gns.; first as

nsnnlly with anything really good, wo now have ooth in

8lock.-Sole Birmingham Agents, Tho Premier Motor

Co., Astcn Rd., Birmingham lauai

Reading-Standard.

READIXCi-STANDARD. 1920, and Henderson side-

car, electric light, ri<l<llen 1.000 miles, perfect;

£175.—Bond, 245, Eustoii Rd., N.W.I. [7986

8 h.p. Reading-Standard Coachbuilt Combination.

(amiU- sidecar. 3-specd G.B.. clutch and kick start,

lullv equipped, and in good condition, tax paid; £135

or i.ner.^Box 2.932, c/o The Motor Cijclc. [7890

Regal.
EflAt-PRECISION. 3-4h.ii.. basket sidecar, good

running order; f35.-Millars, Annan. [8006

Rex
6li.n. Rex Combination, mag.. B. and B.. spring

lorks, good tyres; £15.-40, West Hill, Si-WOS^^

1016 Bex, 4h.p., C.B. sidecar, 2-specd N.S.U- gear.

lif lullv equipped, reliable;. £33.—321, Ivydale Rd..

Nunhead. .S.E.15. [7421

REX 6-8h.p. Combination, 2-*peed, free, stored

years overhauled, fine condition; £45, bargain.-

Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters IW., Tottenham. [7186

REK 3i;.h.p. C.B. Sidecar, free engine, 2-specd.

handle -tart. Bosch. B. and B.. lamra. tax paid;

ride avvay.-570, Stratford Rd., Sparkhill, Birmingham
LrOla

REX 5-6h.p. CD. Combination. 2 spoedo, B.B..

i W E S., U.H. mag., BrnmptQn Biflex forks, spring

-*;it-rillar, Incgago grid, nearly new lamps and mech.nui-

.al horn good condition ; best otter oyer £55.-82, Union

St., Borough, S.E. U^^S

8h p Eex-Blackburne, 1920. catalogue price £230.

practically new. 28x3 interchangeable wheels,

large -sidecar with dickey seat, aluminium steps. m.od

and screen, spare wheel and tyre; £185; Midlands.—

Box 362. c/o The Motor Ci/clc. tX9925

Rex-Jap.

REX 6h.p. Twin J-.\.P. Combination, in first-class

condition. 2 speeds, tax paid, ride away; £65.—
Perriman, 87, Greyswood St., Streatham. [7931

1 Q13 Eex-Jap 8h.p., 2-spced, handle start, and coach
Lf7 sidecar, wind screen, etc.. mechanically, perfect.

Tlunlops new ; bargain, £65 : trial.—Thomson, 85, Church

Ed., Willesden. [''670

Rover.

5 -eh. p. Bover. late 1919. special sidecar, nil acces-

sories, small mileage.—182, Humber Av., Co^utrv.

R

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the eiyl of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, at.^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

1 Q20 (Aug.) T.T. Rover, Philipson pulley, lamps and
J-«^ Ijoru, equal new: £78,—WiMwepin, Chatteris.

[5808
ROVER 3V-11-P., 1919, 3-speed, T.T., little usetl; £99.

or exchange Tamplin.—Lloyd, Backwoods, Lind-
Held, Sussex. [7585

1Q19 Si/^h.p. T.T. Rover, Philipsoii, newly equipped,
At/ tuned, and enamelled; £80.—Yarrow, 2, ^keds
Rd., Halifax. . [7493

I Q14 SVah.p. Rover, 3-speed; dE35; seen only alter 7,
J-t^ Thursday and Friday.—65, Plimsoll Rd., Fius-
bury Park. [7981

in 19 5-6b.p. Rover Solo, all-chain ddvc, T.T. bars,
J- 1/ splendid condition ; £ 110.—Wright's Garage,
Saffron Walden. Tel. : 16. [8173

5-6h.p. Rovet- and Sidecar, delivered April. 1920,
done 500 miles, lamps, horn, perfect.—Stannard,

Littlehales, Leek, Staffs. [X8736

ROVER 1920 SV^h.p., shop-Eoiled: list price £135,
our price £125.—Ratcliffe Bros,, 200, Gt. Port-

land St., W. Laugham 1704. [0426

ROVER, 3i^h.p., 1920, 3-speed, witli sidecar, kick
atart, perfect condition.—A. McNeil, Priorv

Field, Cannon St., Taunton. [7085

T> OVER.—All models will be on sale at the second-
J-i" hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from
April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [575S

1Q20 Rover, SVgh.p,, T.T., Philipson pulley, as new,
jL*7 all accessories; £110, or near offer.—Heady,
44, Alma Rd., Carsbalten. [7029

3JLh.p. Rover and Sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, splendid
a condition; £80. — Write, Mitchell, Tliornhill,

Madeira Av., Bromley, Kent. - [6984

ROVER ZV2.V., T.T., engine No. 6803, splendid con-
dition, tax paid ; £54 ; bought eombinotion.—

Hollingwoiih, Cuinberworth, Huddeisfield. [8093

"I
Q17-18 T.T. Rover Model, Phinpson pulley, electric

X|i/ lighting, all on, c^^ndition excellent; £70; tax
paid.—Av€nhurst, King's Av., Woodford. [7379

1 Q13 T.T. Rover, hand Philii>son, fully equipped,
X-iJ perfect; genuine bargain, £60.—Holliday Bros.,
20, Queen St., Hammersmith Broadway, W.6. [7725

Sib.p. Rover, 1919, countershaft, S-speed, kick
2 etart, sidecar,, complete kit, spares and acces-

sories; 85 gna.-Hoare, P.O.. Wilton, Salisbury. [6983

-| Q-20 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p., W.D., Easting,
J-tf Volex, lighting, carrier, speedometer, spares; must
sell; offers.—Smith, 70, Kitchener Rd., East Fincbiev.

[7479
ROVER S'/^b.p. Combination, Sept., 1919, nearly new,

" Lucas lamps, speedQineter, many unused spares

;

£120.—Malpas Motor Works, 12, Brocklcy Cross, S.E.
[7291

ROVER 6h.p., Gloria (sidecar, electric lighting, Blue.
niel wind eeiodn, ham, tools, etc., the whole in new

L'ondition, tax paidi £150.-35, High St., Darttord
[808.^

ROVER Combination, small mileage; bargain, £85,
tax paid: tuition if ri^i^'t'based ; owner biiyiug ear;

seen by appointment.—98, Holyhead Rd., Cuvoutry.
[X0021

1 Q^^ Rover Combination, as new, electric lighting,
X«7 very fully equipped, only done 200 mil«5; £178.
—Stanleys, 173-4, Railway Approach, Shepherd's Bush,
W.12. . [8526

3ib.p. Rover and ^lillford Sidecar, splendid condition,
8 excellent appearance, speedometer, oil accessories,

inspection invited any evening; £85.—Bonesa, 4, Rendu
ltd., Cricklewood. - [8015

ROVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with an
official agent, the man who~ rides a Rover; im

mediate delivery; hire-purchase if desired. — Collard,
Cook's Garage, Shilual. [2684

ROVER Combination, SV2h.p., 1915, splendid order,
sidecar lately re-enamelled, engine peifect, 3 acety-

lene lamps, 2 generators ; £90. 'Phone.—Wauhopt^,
(joldingfi Manor, Loughton, Essex. [7710

ROVER, 5-6h.p., W.D., 3-speed, countershaft, K.S.,
clutch, reconditioned, new cylinders and pistons,

gears, carburetter, tyres, renovated as new; £85.—
P.S., 96, Glenarm Rd., Clapton, E.5, [7936

ROVER Late 1920 5-6b.p„ with Lucas Magdyno
lighting set, and Millford sidecar, Cowey born,
little used, perfect condition; bargain,' £165

i.—Hitch- . ^ -^ .licence paid.- shings and Son, Evesham. {7705

19'

ROVER 8h.p., 1921. latest type, delivery from stock,
dynamo lighting set, spare wheel, complete; 250

;;ns,—Official Agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopagate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0068

fcl4 3.'2h.r. Rover Combination, 3 speeds and-ulutch,
' Sturmey-Archer J.S. Hub, eoachbuilt sidecar, all

lauip^, Klaxon, etc., in good condition, tax paid; £48.—
Falmouth Villa, Kentish Rd., Belvedere, Kent. [7918

ROVER 1914 31U1.P., with Sturmey-Archer bub
gear; stored more than half its life, this macliine

is in exceptional condition, and will do someone a
Rood turn; £40.—The Laytou Garages, 90, High St..
Oxford. [7051

LATE 1920 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, as new, witJi
Lucas dynamo lighting set, luggage grid, £175,

<n- nearest offer: similar machine, without lighting set,
£145, or neaiest off-j:.— E., 137, Tacbbrook R<1., Le^mi-
ipLiton. X9971

SfaSium
ACCESSORIES -
EQUIP YOUR
HANDLE BARS
FOR

ONLY

9/-

18/- each
STADIUM
30-hour Swiss Lever Watch
iu heartshape, heavy, cast-

brass-'case, N.P. or black
finish. Sterling value, 18/-

STADIUM
Driving Mirror
A necessity to safe driving.

4in. bevelled plate glass or
diminishing mirror, adjust-
able to any angle. Black
or N.P. finish.

STADIUM
AEftOPLANE
MASCOT

15/.

Pc rfec t ly modelled
solid brass castmgs,
N.P. finish. Handle
bar clip or Nn Phtr
lu^.

STADIUM
No 41 HORN

Gives a remarkably clear and penetrating rosd-
clearing note. N.P. or black finish, 18/-

ORDER TO-DAY
Fully Illustrated catalogue of STADIUM
money-saving Accessories sent on request.

WRITE FOR YOUR COPY NOW!

ETIENNE & CIE
61, Gt. Eastern St., London

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Rover.

ROVER "^Combination, 5-6h.p.. indistingiiifiable li
new, run 300 miles only, hardly eoiled, i\

equipped. Cameo wind screen ; £140.—'Phone : W
gtead 48,-374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone. [7(

ROVKR 5-6h.p. Combination, from makers
1919, special sidecar, cbild'a extra seat, spee

meter, all accessories, appearance and condition alni
as new, tax paid; nearest £140.—17, Pepys I
Wimbledon. S.W,20. [7(

*|Q20 5-6h.p- Rover and second-hand sideear. East
-»-»^ screen. Cow^y speedometer, Lucas horn, head)
sidecar lamps, tools, etc., run <ibont 1,250 milce, ex
lent condition ; seen by appointment ; £140.—G.
Wace, Fieldside, London Ed., Shrei\-sbnry. [X9.

SENSIBLE Offers Wanted.—1920 twin Rover (

special bulbous De Luxe sidecar, mileage un
500, m perfect condition, fully equipped with 8l>
best, insured, and tax paid, really smart combi
tion.—Stanley Aldiss, Friendly House, East Derehai

i^1 Q19 5-61i.p. Rover Combination, complete wi1
Jl%J lamps, including large P. andH. head lamp-
Coirey speedometer, mechanical horn, and Cameo
screen, the whole in practically new condition

;

reasonable offer 'accepted.—Temeaide Garage, Ltd.,
Iffo'. [8

ALLEX-EENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-Rover, 1

T.T.. Phihpson puUev, imsci-atehed, £85: 192(
speed and Swan eporta sidecar, all lamps, epeedomt
etc., £150: 1919 combination, electrically equipped,
new, £125: 1916 conibination, all lamps, splendid
dition, f 100 ; -t^ash, exchange, extended paymentB.
10-11, Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: Crov
2450. 'Grams: Track, Croydon.

RovnT Ruby.
DAVIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 H

Rubva from stock.—229. Deansgate. 'Phone:
Central. f2

BOYAL RUBY, 2%'4h.p. J.A.P., 1916, 2-spec'd, f

' equipped, licensed, fine condition ; £37.—

L

ViHa, Holly Walk, Enfield. [7

"IQIS Royal Ruby Sh.p. Combination, practit
-L«? ne\v; £140.—National Drug Stores, 13. Pr
Wales' Rd., Kentish Town. i7

ROYAL RUBY 2-',h.p. 1921 Sports Models, deli

from stock.—Fowler and Brigden, .130, Eui
Rd., N.W.I. Musenm 4827. [6

Ol'AL RUBY, new Villiers engine, le-en.nme
all on, diBcs, tax paid, like new; £39.—Tra

.^43, Albert Rd., South Nofwoo<l. ['

4ih.p. 1918 Royal Ruby-Jap Combination, 3-s

2 S.A., K.S., Millford sidecar, taX-paid; £75
solo with Citsli.— 19, Valney St., Tooting. [f

TQ20 Royal Ruby 2%\\.\i., all on, little use
J-t/ upw: bargain, £45; tax paid.—Bushne!!,
Church Path, by ^Church, Merton Park. \

3h-p^. Spring Frame Royal Ruby, 2-6peed gear,
and Clutch, 1920 model, shop-soiled; a beau'

machine; list price £120, my price £102.—Da
229, Deansgatc Manchester. \i

ROYAL RUBY, late 1919, 8h.p. J.A.P., luxn
combination, 3 speeds, all-chain, fully licensed

equipped, expensive accessories; cost over £200, e3

tional bargain, 130 gns., or exchange.—Clapham Mc
113, High St., Clapham. 'Phone: Latclimere 429

Rudge.

NEW I.O.M. Rudge; £89.—Ramsden's, 8. Ma;
At., Blackpool. ['

I.O.M. Rudge Muiti at makers' list price, from eto

A J. young and Co.. Ltd.. Newmarket T

R

19
19

21 1.031. Rudge Multi, lust arrived: list pr:

39, LiTeriwol Rd., Eccles, Manchester.

17 Rudge INhilti Combination, tas paid: 59 g
Ramsden's, 8, Maybell Av., Blackpool.

lOlS Rudge 5-6h.p. C.B, Combination, exce
i-tJ condition; £65.-10, Clarendon Ed„ W:l

RUDGE Multi C-6h.p., July, 1920, Bplendid c

tion; bargain, £75.—Bradbeer, Friday 6t, ]

head,
"

[

31h.p. HndlJe Multi and Sidecar, speedometer,
a overhaul; £30.-Bond, 245-247, Euston

N.W.I. I

RXIDGE itulli S'.h.li.. go.:rd condition, speedon^
horn, lamps: £45.-29, Kilmaine Hd., Fnl

S.W. I

1 O20 Rudge Multi Si.ih.p., lamps, horn,

LU licensed; bargain,' £90. - Teat, Ana
Grantham. .

- P'

1 Cil4 Sporty Eudce, clntchr rti^M, overhanled as

It/ [or combination; eell ie40.-Batten, ~ SIo

Potter's Bar.

RUDGE 5-6h.p., Mav. 1920. Biilendld condition.

age*;300, tools, licence; £80, or nearest.—C.

tins. Cirencester. IS

RUDGE Multi SVsh.p., Irad 3 years' use, etoi^

years, perfect condition; £42.—Williams, 1.

St., Finsbury, E.C.2. I

31h.p. Hndge, 2-8pee<l, splendid condition, aUo l

2 suit, complete; f 55, or nenrest.-Fisher,

Office, Barton, Beds. I

A 34 All letters leliitiiig to advertisements thoiild auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and' the date of the issue.
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SE Mult. .^.^ _,;_...,

Jes. fir5t-rate condition:
itlington, Oxon

UOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

1919 3'^b.p., sidecar, done 3.000
£75.—Yorke. Dame

[7546

5E Multi 3'.h.p. Combination, coach sidecar;

15 hai-Eain.—2'9, ,St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-
3. East 4708. [7173

SD New 31 .h.p. Rudge. T.T., full BUaianlee;
i5._FowIer and Brigden, 130, Euston Rd.,

Jluseum 4827. (0543

EuJsn Multi, new Dunlop, licensed. £32/10;
1912. K.E., liten.-ed, f28, new Dunlop.—Slitiw,

:., Wellingtoji, Salop.
' [S9952

_iE.—All models will be on sal© at the second
md Automobile Show. Crystal Palace, from
:nd. (See Wanted.) (B757

pE Multi, band clutch, new belt, tyre=, mag.
wound, splendid condition; £35.—Rudge. 112.

i Park fid.. Twickenham. [7014

I.O.!\r. Rudge, Klaxon, splendid condition,
ax paid; £70; or exchange W.D. Indian.—28,
Gardens, Shepherd's Bush, [7030

Rud^e Mutli, solo. 3'':;h.p..~ liardly used; ex-
;llaiige considered; £70.—Stiinleys, 173-4, Erd'
preach. Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [8331

S-Gh.p and 7-9h.p. Rudcre Multi Combinations
lew: £152 and £175,—Shepherd. Eoaeld High
ifleld Tel.: Waltham X3l. [0341

Rudire Multi Combin:ition, fully equipped, ii.

xcelient condition 1- £80: owner buying car.— 5,

Ed.. Upper Nomood, S.K.19. [72^7

Rudye Multi, T.T., new August, lamps, speed
meter, horn : £85.~CTi9pin, 6, l-'icderic Mews.
on St., 'Wilton I'hice, S.W.I. (7678

I.O.^L Rudge Multi, accessories, iusovancc.
ic^ce. expert tuned, special silencer and
ast ; £85.—Norfolk House, Bcaconsfleld. [7498

E Multi Combination, as new. speedometer,
ly equipped; ;€60: -veen and tried any time.—3.
irdcns. Robinson Rd., Tooting, S.W. [7429

(latci 3',-jh.p. Rudge Multi Combination, in ex-
;llent order, fall of accessories: biirfiain, £95.—
ad. Iifle, Kcighley Club, Kcighley, Yorks. [7473

1919 3',!,h.p. Rudge Multi, Iilll'y cauippcd. and
to: t, 30/. tax p.'ud, spare belt : any trial

:

buiejiin.—Letters, Gnibb, 218, Windmill UtI..

[7446

Ijudge, 3.:-peed. countershaft and kiek-etart^r.
est model. alR-hain dri\e, combination, ini-
dehvery; £1G7; liat.-SouthBeld Garage, Heiih-
6--- [7566

Rnd;;e Multi, 3',L.h.p., new October, perfect
)ndition, lemp, horn, knee grips, licence paid
1; £85.—Parker and Son, St. lyes, Hunts.
15. [7100

E Multi 5.6h.p. C.B. Combination, speedo-
'er, lamps, horn, etc., now tyres and belt, tax
:nuine bargain, £65.—Wilcox, 25, Cromwell
erixiough. . [7028

E 5-6h.p. and Coarhbuilt Sidojllr, October.
^. fully iusured, had very little use. and in

,

condition; price £115.—T. C. Budd, The Briar
Surrey. [7639

j

Rudge Combination. 7-9h.p.. F.R.S.. electric
mp=. very last, guaranteed; £130; exchanges,
s, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone :

2408. [8164

Rudge Multi, 750 C.C., new. unused, as d..-

1

ro'l trom makers, cost £120/15, owner mu-t I

= : accept £110/10.-Apply. 2, Reading Ed,. I

TlKimes. [756?

E. 1920. 3i,ih.p., Multi gear, Lsle of Man'
peedometer, electric liorif, equal to new ;

rker's, Biadshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Dean-
nchester. (X99S0
E. 3',.jh.p.. sports model. sounB mechanical

,

dition, very powerful, smart appearance: any!'
d inspection; ^42.—Bonfield, Station Rd!.
I, Middlesex. [6880
(Aug.) T.T. I.b.M. Rudge Multi, mileage
der 2.000. Klaxon. Fpares, insurance to
X paid, indistinguishable from new; £90 —
'6, Balby Rd., Doncaster. (6994
Rudge Multi, 5-6h.p.. very little used, new
mdition. with new (£30j de luxe Ride-ezi side-
black and gold finish, tax paid; bargain, £123
^rriH Rd.. West Ilamjjstead, N.W.6. [6976

E Multi. coachbuilt sidecar, just overhauled
.h lull equipment, year's licence paid; no
le offer refused.—Hemingswav^. Ltd., 3 Kes-
.. Putney S.W. 15. 'Phone: Putney 2334.

E Multi 1920 3i,.h.p., special LO.M. toSp'
trie lighting. Tan-Sad, new August, hanllv
ti, absolutely as new, tax paid; £93; want
i. combination.-382, 'Vork Rd., Wandsworth.

[6909
-9h.p. Budge Multi Twin Combination, com-

ete, Lucas lamps, horn, etc., the whote ontflt
n evBty respect, milenee about 700; Uargnin
15^—Jas. Plaiatow and Son, 13 and 15, Osborne
"'^- rS9940

M' satJ^ctlofL
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EXCHANGES WANTED.
1921 NEW MODELS.

STANDARD 11.6 h.p. 4-sealcr £610
LAGONDA ii.()h.p. coupe, dickey, full

cquipn'.ent. Reduced price £465
CALTHORPE ::-seater. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE 1 scaler. Reduced price £450
COVENTRY PREMIER V"hcclcr £259
REX-BLACKBURNE Model 55 8 h.p.

' ..nilMn,iii,,.K 2.S ' 1. sD.ire wheel . . £218 18
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE.springframe £105
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., :-spccd, Sports 85 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL, S n.p., and Sidecar. £186 18
NEW IMPERIAL, s'. h.p., 2-speed ... £80 17
SCOTT f.iiabiiiation £170
SCOTT, new Squirrel mo;lel £130
BPanRllRY. fihn.. and Sidecar £187 10
TRIUMPH chain drive and sidecar .. £172" 10
IRIUMt'H, countershaft, and Sidecar. £159 10

B.S.A. twin Combiuafion, Lucas dyno.
lighting, sp.are wheel. New price £212 18

SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combinatio:i, Luca',
dvnaiiio lighting, spare wheel, etc.. £274 1— 1921 DOUGLASES.——

Including lamps, generator, horn, licence hinder

:J h.p.. i-speed £85

-i h.p.. 3-spced fno clutch) £100
2j h.p.. 3-spced. kick start, clutch .. £105
4 h.p.. 3-speed. clutch £130
4 h.p. 3->pccd Cnnibinatirm , . £170
Prices plus transit, l:,\rii,-iii.; s, H isy terms.

AGENTS FOR
ACME-J.A.P., B.8.A., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD. NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON REX,
SUNBEAM, SCOTT, and TRIUMPH Motor CyClM;
L.S.D and COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler5 ;

AIREDALE, DOUGLAS, CALTHORPE, :nij

LAGONDA Lieht Car; : MILLS-FULFOPD anit

SWAN Sidecars.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranten) in Running Order.

A.B.C., lO'io. Mn<;dvno lighting, spcedo-
ni.^t"' eltxtric horn. 700 niiles , . . £120

WOOLER, 1920, spring frame, 200 miles £82 10
EDMUNO, JJ np.. "):;o. as new £75
ARIEL to:o, ^1 h.p.. :i-«n^<l crshaft. £18 10

HUMBER, 1'. h.p., 2-spccd.s, free engine £29 10
COVEN i KV 'EAQLE, 1020. 3! h.p..

i-spv,,l. very line iJondition £98 10

METRO-TYLER, 2-s;p,Nv|. rc<l £62 10
INDIAN s h.p. 3-s)iecd Combiualiou.. £90
CLYNO, 10:0 2-sp., Lightweight £55
MOtOSACOCHE. mn^em liqhftveiilil £17 10
MINERVA twin sptius ('srks £35

Passenger Machines.

RICHARDSON 1920 2-scalcr. Ta.s paid £195
MORGAN .? h.p. Sporting. Tax paid. . £145
MORGAN iQis, sporting £180
MORGAN Grand PrLx, overhead M.O.V.

engine, new tyres, tax paid £170
S^Oli j-struke couch Com., tax paid. . £85
PREMIER, 3I n.p.. 3-speed, and scar £65
BRADBURV,~6 h.p., Grindlay Sidecar,

iainps. etc., 1920 Combination .... £149 10
ARIEL z\ h.p. 1920 3-5p. Combination £110
HARLEY, 7-0 h.p., 1920, and new

latest tvpe bulbous back Sidecar. . £195
BARLEY 1920 Combmntion. electric. £200
DOUGLAS 1919 4 h.p. Combination .. £120
CHATER-LEA 8 h.p. 3-speed Com. . . £85
BRADBURY, 3! h.p., 3-spccx!. Sidecar £75
NORTON liig Four, 3-specd, Swan

sjviruir^ Sidecar, electric li^jhting. . £145
RUDGE, 5-fi h.p., Multi-RudgeS'car.. £65

THE EASY WAY-
£35 down, and £7-10 monthly, puri^ases

:

SCOTT 1015 Combination, -tax paid .. £88
PREMIER, 3,5 h.p., 2-spccd and Sidecar £67 10
RUOGE, s-6 h.p., Rudge Sidecar £67 10
BRADBURY, 3'. h.p., 3-5peed, Sidecar .. £78
CHATER-LEA, 8 b.p., 3-speed, Sidecar £88
AR'EL, 1920 3I b.p., 3-5peed £99 10
NOIAN, 1915, 3-speea and Sidecar £95

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE Multi 7-9b.p. Combinationj as good as new,
only done. 1,000 miles, electric light, (Dameo,

'speedometer, -3. bargain; £l50. or nearest.—Apply,
i Hammond, Garth, Quinton Rd., Coventry. (X0024

RUDGE Multwin. 7-91i.p., 1920. and Henderson
sidecar, hood, wind screen, lugcgage grid, Cowey.

lamps, all accessories, splendid condition throughout,
tax paid; £200.—Briance, 114, Station Rd., Hamp-
ton, Middlesex. [7957

ALLEX-BENXEIT Motor Co., Ltd.—Rudge. Several
1920 LO.M. models iu stock at pric.e3 from £80-

£95; cush, exchange, extended payments.—9-10-11,
Roval Parade, West Crovdon. 'Phone: Crovdon 2450.
Liiams: Track, Croydon. [6290

RtTDGE Multi 3;jh.p. T.T., pedal starter, the catch
01 the season ; your Kaster tour on this brand new

ti'it slightly soiled mount, usual price £110/5; sacrifice,

£85 ^ srocuro now for spot cash.—Wilkins, Simpson.
I'liposito Olympia, Loudon. [7809

EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity.- Rudge Multi 2-cyl.

7-9h.p. combination, Aug., 1920, condition as new
throngboiit, lully equipped, wind screen, l:iui]is, speed-

ometer, spares, lino turnout; cost over £200: ta.^ paid:

iiHlst realise (juickly: accept ill5.-98, Tulso Hill.

'Phono: Brixton 2104. [8236

RUDGE Multi, I.O.M., T.T., with clutch and starter.

August, 1920, specially picked engine, original

tvres as new, P. and II. lamp set, Klaxon horn, spare
li-lt and case, full toolkit, tax paid for 1921, in perfect

ct.ndition throughout, unscratched; any trial given;

vcrv Inst; £85.—R. Watson, 'Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh,
^iulfolk. (7112

Scott,

GIBB. Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Scolts from stock.

— Phone: 852. (0445

SCOTT, T.T.. Binks. ride away; i35; exchange.—187.
Elm Rd., ^ew Maiden. . (7038

SCOTT Combination. 1915, just oveihnnled. sonnd;
£85, ofler.-135, Lavenliam Rd.. Soutliflelds. S.W.

[7632

SCOTT Squirrel and other models from Coventrv

.Motor Mar^. London Rd., Coventry. 'Phoiie 200.
[X0041

SCOTT Combination, October. 1919. mechanically

IK-rleet; what offers?—Jones, Boshmoro I'ojjs^.

tVraven .\r1n3. [7013

SCOTT 1913 Twin, 2-strokc. 2-spced, K.S..- iust

overhauled, tax paid; £48.—Chris, 130. ,Argyle

St.. St. Helens. (X9605

BAHC.\T^f.—Semi-T.T. Scott, Dec., 1914. fasl.

flexible, tax paid.—Particulars, Gothic Cottage.

Millord, Surrey. (8017

1 021 Scott, sports model: fl30; for immediate de-

X*/ livery; ca;?y payments accepted.—Scott agent-

(below).

1 Q20 Scott Combination. Godfrey's electrio lighting.

J-»/ Cowcy speedometer. Lucas horn, Easting screen.

niile.-icc 1.067. tax paid: cost £209 last August, nriro

.£155; absolutely as new. guaranteed; exchanges.-Scott

agents tbelow).

rQ20
Scott, with Rerinoc sidecar, P. and H. lamps.

•7 Lucas horn, etc., magnificent condition, guaran-

teed perfect, tvres unscratched: £145: exchanges.—
Scott agentn. Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.. N,E,

I'honc : Dalston 2408. (8165

SCOTT 1913-14, complelolv overliaulc*! by agents,

e<piipf>ed, speedometer: £55.-40, Bico Hey Bd,^

Egieiueut, Cheshire. [7622

1020 Scott Combination, electric lighting, Bonnjk-
X.U sen speedometer, tax paid.-E. Coekell. Holly

Lodge. Dalston, E.8. (6840

SCOTT—All models will be on sale at tho second-

hand Aniomobile Show, Crystal Palace, from

April 2nd. (See Wanted.) 15758

SCOTT Combination, 1920. sma)l mileage, splendid

condition. Easting; £135; cleetno lighting and

spares at valuation.—VofS, Malmsmead, AVoodcote Lane.

Pnrley. ''^^^

S.lh.p Scott. 1920. Degory cnrburolter, done 250
4 mi'e=. splendid order; £112, or nearest; anv

trial.—A. Hanlancr, Walford Ilenth, Bomero Heath.

Shrew,?bury. (6973

-1020 -Scott Combination, horn, all lamp.s. usual

LnJ accessories, condition as new. tax paid, litl e

use.1; cost £180; 130 gns.-Gardiner, New Lodge, Hyde

Park. W.2. (""O

.and JlilKoid sidecar, screen, etc.,

,nnd tools, insured £100, tax paid,

-nl.ndid condition: £85.-Morrad, 14, Ringcroft St

Holloway, N.7. (7842

SCOTT Spcrls Model. 1920, 2-speed gear, slightly

shop-soiled, and unused ; at £130.-Burlington

M<tors Ltd.. South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixton 2417. to^io

SCOTT, November. 1919. stored 10 months, mileage

under 4,000, in perfect condition, runs magni-

ficently new Lucas lamps and liorn. Binks. spare

chains, tubes, etc.. licence paid: £96.-Hunt, Llan-

wenarth, Abergavenny. [695'

SCOTT 1920 Combination, electric lamps and horn,
speedometer, run under 2,000, Cos Atmos carbu-

retter splendid condition: £155; accept lightweight

part.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd,,

W.6. 'Phone : HammecsmitU 8U. [6227

SCOTT. 1914,
hiinps. spares.

Ml letters relotlne to advertisements shr>uld ciiiote "he number nt the end of each advertisement, and the dats of the issue. ,\33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

-0 Scott Combination, electric lighting, sjieedo-

19

meter, small mileage, absolute as new, guaran-
iti?d: £148, near.—Old Barracks, Kensington Palace,
W 8. 'Phone : Park 86. [8068

SCOTT Combination, November, 1919, excellent
condition, lamps. Easting, insurance, ta.x paid;

seen b.v apiMintmeiit ; £137. or nearest.—Norton,
Storth House, Fulwood, Sheffield. [7032 I

tJCOTT. 1914 or 1915, excellent condition, thoroughlj-
*^ overhauled Sept., 1920, has not Iteen ridden since,
"he week'i? trial given, carriage paid to any part or
Kudand; £45.-Box 2,878. c/o The Motor Cycle. [7569

SCOTT, 1920, just overhauled, new touring bars and'
Lucas horn, also original T.T.-bars, Cowey speedy-

>

meter, lamps, hew chains, all spares and tools, Dnnlop

'

studded, perfect internally and externally, requires no
expenditure: £105, no offers, or lightweight and easli
adjustment.—Batten Killin. Perthshire. [X8260

Scout.
GCOUT-DALJl 2-speed, clutch, K.S., 2 lamps, tax
>^ paid, insured, bought Octoijer, 1920, excellent
going order and appearance: £73.— Bradford, 30.
Bonv^rie P.d. West. Folkestone. [7882

Siuger,
;

SINGER 3'_,h.p., re-enamelled and overhauled: £30.
132, High Bd., East Finchley. [8125

"I Q14 Singer, 2-speed gear box, tax paid; first 29--" gns.—Ranisden's, 8, JIaybell Av., Blackpool.
[7903

£25.—2ilh.p. Singer, good tyres, belt, waterproof
Bosch, line running order —King, Egrove, Oxford.

[X9937
Oih.p. Singer, free engine, clutch, Bosch, Amac,
*-P2 overha.uIed, tyres as ne^v, licensed; bargain,
£35.—Salmon, .Albany Rd., Stratford-on-Aron. r79l2

SparkbrooU.
Sparkbrook-ViUiers, 2-speed. shop-soiled ; oh'r-is.

— Stretton's Garnge, Ltd., Gloucester. [X9966

"J
Q20 2-speed 2.3'4h.p. Sparkbrook; lamp and horn,X«^ done 700 miles, like new; £35. — Wildersp n,

Chatteris. [5809

T Q20 Spark^brook, 2 speeds, lamps, speedometer, ta.x
-L*' paid, as new; £52, offer; combination wanted.—
T. Avis, Rotherfield, Sussex. [7027

1 Q20 Sparkbrook, 2-speed, nearly new, lami:)s, horn,
.Lt? tooli: and pillion seat, tax paid; nearest £65.—
Rooke, 14, Chatsworth Terrace, York, [7953

SPARKBROOK, 1920, 2y2h.p., lamps, horn, very
little used, perfect condition; £60. — Herbert

Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. :

995. T.A. : Bicycles. [8255
Stewart.

,
i

STEVVART-VILLIERS, brand new. 2ii,h.p. 2 speeds
'

lamps, etc., lady's model; £45.—Andaume, 7.1
Osman Rd.. Hammersmith.

,
[8150

Sun.
SON-VITESSE.-Ali models from Coventry Motor

Mart, London Rd., Coventry. [X0042
SON-TILLIBHS, 2-specrt, new tvre-s, fine order -i

£32/10.—Shaw, Park St.. Wellington, Salop 'I

„ 1 [S9953I
-CPN-VIIESSE, 1920. 23Ji.p.. S-speed. lamps, horn,
^-^ tax paid, small mileage, excellent condition: £50
— Penrj' Jones, Library, Rhos, TTre.'iham. [X9782

Sunbeam
PJi. KICKHAM tor Sunbeam; trade supplied.—Stokes

-* Oroft, Bristol. [3352
|V'EW 1920 Sunbeam 3%h.P. Solo; *15S/8; In stock.-" -Randall. Andover. [0366

1 Q20 Si-ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, lamps, horn,
-«-«^ tax paid, unscratched; £150.—Below.

1Q19 3>2h.p. Sunbeam and Sunbeam sidecar, specd-
-t-«^ oineter, lamps, horn, perfect condition; £125.
—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensingti n.
Kensington 3709, . [8.505

1Q18 Sunbeam Combination, tax paid; 110 gns.—
X«7 Ramsden's, 8, Maybell Av., Blackpool. [7906

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
sy-h.p. Sunbeam and sidecar, 1915. 3 speeds-

fl05. [8265

SUN'BEAJIS, 1916 SV'h.p., 1914 6h.p. comhinacion^
good order; ofEers. A.J.S. wanted.—Potts, Bid-'

dnlph, Congleton. [6974

1 Q20 Sunbeam Sh.ji. Combination, complete with
-1-^ lamps, horn, wind screen; any trial; £19o.—
Hopkins, JMotors, Ledbury. [7082
QTJN.BEA1I 6h.p. Combination, twin J.A.P. en»ine
1^ Bosch mag., 3-speed gear B.B. carburetter.—ifin"'
57, Westbourne Park Rd., W.2. . [8290

CJUNBEAM.—All models will be on sale at the
second-hand Automobile Show. Crystal Palace
April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5759

SOPTs

from

1 Q20 3Vai.p. T.T. Sunbeam, delivered November
-• Y ™<i«'' 500 miles; any trial; £145, or best o«er'

I

—W.lrrmer, 3, Siinnyside, Kendal. - [8231

1 O20 3V2h.p. Brand New Sunbeam and Sidecar, inter-

1

-Lf changeable wheels, at list price, from stock—

I

-V. J. "ioung and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. ''1254*
I

PATENT AUTOMAnC GOVERNOR

PULLET
Don't Scrap

an old Engine,
but give it a

NEW LEASE OF LIFE
b\r fitting the

World - famed
Philipson Pulley.
Entirely Free from troublesome and
weighty complications—only two work-
ing parts—no levers, rods, wheels, etc.,

to worry about. Simply takes the place
of the ordinary pulley. One nutsecures
the complete gear to the engine. Can
be fitted without any alterations to
most direct belt-driven engines in a
few minutes.
For liill-climbing it is unsurpassed.
Makes mountaineering easy.

IMMEDLA.TE DELIVERY.
Send for lUustvated Booklet.

During the past few weeks the follow-
ing machines have been fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley:
Triumph, Arno,
Rover, Rex,
Norton, B.S.A.,
Douglas, James,
Singer, L.M.C.,
Bradbury, Lincoln Elk
Ariel, N.U.T.-Jap,
Swift, Humber,
Abingdon, N.S.U.,
IVIinerva, Peugeot,
Precision, Rudge,
Matchless, Quadrant,
ivy Precision, Allda'ys,
and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write us.

Price £8 8 Carriage
Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,

Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
iEstablished over 40 ycEirs.)

MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE,
Sunbeam.

1 Q21 av^h.p. SuiJbeam Combination in .stork f
-*-*' mediate delivery; makers" list price.—J.
and Co., 52-54, Uampstead Rd., N.W.I.

/^AN Supply Now.—SIi.p. and S^/.h.p. Sunbeam
-vy ooiabinntions; tir^^-t lett-ei irill secure one ot'—Sle.nths, Ltd., 6, Clemens St., Leamington, p
1 016 Zl^ih.j}. Sunbeam Combination, in reriG(
-*-*^ dition, as neiv; £110; owner boualit eai

aO to a; 98 Bylif-et.-Eutland, West- Eyfleet.

"I
Q21 S'Mi.p. Sunbeam Combination, lully equ

--*' cost £220 two wet'ks uRO; tax paid; £195.
:MMsenm 6626.-A.S.C., 60. Mortimer St., W.l.

fOSl 3i-2l),p. Sunbeam ToniiuR- Model, perfect
--*' from the worlc^. uuuse<l, mu^t bo sold; no
able ott'er refu-ed.—Veruoii, Allostock, Knutsfor

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1919, about
miles; bargain, £165, or exchange lower

and ca^h-—Pumpiiiij Station, Hadley Rd., Enfi

rQl4 6h.p. J.A-P., 8unl>eam new eidecai; £1
• " ofl'ir: overhauled by Eastern Garage, 418

lord Rd,. E.7. where seen aud tried.—Crow, ov,

"IQ21 Sunbeam S'.^.p., with" MiUs-FnUord i

--*' black and gold. be_-:t Luca^ lamps and hon
ijddeu 80 mile^. jierlect; £185.—Dennis. Fui
Olielteuham. [

SJUXBEAM 1915 3lih,p. Model with Sidecar. c(

' witli all accessories, excellent condition; ;

Parker's. __Bradsbawgat6, Bolton, Qud 245, Dee
Manchester. (

7-9h.p. Sunbeam Combinatiou, 1916, small
inst overlianJed, new valves, rings, and gea

exrellent condition, spare tyi'es, etc.—J. and A.
Flixton, Manchester.

3ih_.pl Sunbeam, Sept.. 1920, Lucas lamps, hor
2^ long^ exhaust, mileag^e 500, stored four

condition u< new; £130; near offer contidered
Alliance Av.. Hull.

1 Q16 6h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, spare interc

X tf ;ible wheel with new tyre, electric li

motor cycle insurance, flne condition; £140.-
33, Cecil Rd., N.IO.

1 Q20 3Vjh.p. Sunbeam Combination, as urw,
J- 1/ chaiige^ible wheels, mileage under 500,
order, tax paid, iii.surauce policy; £175.—P. T.

The Stores, Twyford, near Winchester.

IQSO Sunbeam SV-h-p., vei-y powerful, as new,
-M-iJ 300 miles, Lucas acetylene lamps, horn
Sad, sixKiiallv made waterproof cover, insurance,
gog[;lcs; £l40.—W., 21, Marine Av.. Hove.

3Q19 Sunbeam, S'.^h.p., black and gold. ]

*y military model, all lamps, horn, etc., ta
guara nteed perfect : £110: exchanges.—Hornae'

Lower Claphani Rd., >'.E. 'Phone : Da-lston ;

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agents,
parts in stock; Repairs and overliauls. Eat

upon reque-it foi' rc-enajnelling and plating

Molineux Garage Co., Ltd., Wolrerhampton.
1160.

SUNBEAM, 6li.p. J.A.P. engine, 5-speed,_ klcli

Gloria sidecar, black and gold finish, all

engine recently overhauled; £99.—NewnJiam Mot
223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hainme
80.

-j Q14 6h.p. J.A.P, eunbeam Combination, £12(
-I-*/ sidecar, Lucas lamps, born, etc., overhai
Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd.. E.7, where se

tried.—H. H. Crow, Wilburton, Hermitag-e Walk,
Woodford, Essex.

SUNBEAM 1919 8h.p.. 1920 Sunbeam 'sidecar

miles, accumulator set, Lucats horu, speed
i
interchangeable wheels, good Dunlops, tax paid-,

Jwinters, beauti-ful condition, sound; £165,—2,

Rd., Bail's Court.

T Q20 3>2li.p. Sunbeam Motor Cycle, 2 Lucas
-M-iM and horn, leg.'^hield:^. only done 2,000 mi
excellent order, only sold as owner has bongl
price £125.~-Applv, F. Hawke, 11, Bessborough
Be^sborough St, S.W.I.

8b.p, Sunbeam 1919 Combination, first-claas

hood, screen, speedometer, lamps, lew n
any trial or examination; .seen Southsea ; £160,
cash, ^100 any War Bonds.—G., Thornbui
Andrew's Rd., Cavcrsham, Reading.

"1 Q20 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, spare
J-*J nnused. hood, screen. Cowey speedometer,
lamps. Klaxon, spare valve, toors, new con
guaranteed perfect, any trial; £230; east Ke
trict.—Box 2,940, c/o The Motor Cycle.

1Q19 3V_'h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Watford
-L*J ometer, aluminium disc wheels, Lucas
Klaxon liorn, new tyres, condition a.s new, in

policy, tax paid; any trial; £135, or exchange :

AJ.3. combination.— G., 54, Malvern Bd., '^

E.8.

SUNBE^V:\r Combination, 6h.p.. 3-speed counat
and clutch. 3 lamps, horu, speedometer, 1

I

licence. Tan-Sad seat, large Canoeiet sidecar,

hood, screen, luggage earner, whole outfit gpaj

perfect, and good as new; worth £185; will

'£95; a gift.—Wallis, 23, Hartington Grove, Can-"

A36 Ml letters relating to advertisements should ciiiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Thor.

IE 1315 8L.p.. Eeumic sidecar, electric eauipment,

leiv plating, unpimitured: £120, or offer; seen

nd—51, Brigstcck Rd.. Thornton Heatli. [69a9

T.D.C.

I T.D.C. 2'-4h.p., mileage 800; 35' fins.; first

checiue,—Heatle.v. JtontgomeiT- P734

C. 2^4h.p. 2.,'itrol;e, rariilble gear, Aniae, tJ.H.,

)ruid3. new trrcs, tnbe.<, lamps, licenced ;
£35

stamp replv.^'Broadftelds, Lett-liworth, Herts.
[7689

OBER (1920) T.D.C. De Lu.ve 2"'ili.p. 2-stroke.

-speed, hand clutch. Sin. P. and H. speedo-

Kla.xon, cnpper e.\hau3t. raileaee 700. as new;
ide 30 miles.—Hu\vard-.\llman. The Lodge. Wye,

[7086

Torpedo.
Pp;i;«l-I'Hi:CISIOX 2;ai.r . 2^cater, 2-specd,

916, .-t.-red 2 years, just overhauled, lamp, horn,

Bo-ih rttii.l; £28.-1, Barcharrt St., Waudsworth.
[7250

Triumph.
lANS, of Heading, have 1921 Triumph in ftock.

[0187

UiMPH. 1921 Models.—George Smith. Clapham
\

Junction. S W. 19424

V 1921 Triumpli S.D. Solo; jei40; in stock.-
landall, Andover. [0365

£195; in

[0364

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.4 It. p. 3.«peed Countershaft Triumph, new tyr^s, small

milcase: £85; tax rnia.^14, Cliipley St.. New
Cross, S.E.14. [8252
TUIUMPIIS.-A One selection ol Triurapha in siocK,

tuily. cunranteed: inspection invited.— Itoss,
High Hd., lee. 15671

Price coniplete

35/-

No. 204. HEAD LAMP
Ahiohitrlv rcliribio. suitable for .ill m;iUe:

C\cl'^. Write for particulars,

ROYAL
RUBY

Price
4/6
each.

SET.
of Mutor

"I'tfcl'l _Trinm;)U Couibimitioii, S-sneed, coudition ex
:lleut: £75. 01 ucar ofler

BurwiisU, Susses.
Merror,
[7685

TRIUMPH Combination,
sped ehUc

V 1921 Triumph S.D. Combination;
tock.—Ran Jail. Andover.

TAIL LAMP
JLji/ Ao. lO/l.

Price, 6 /6 each.

only.—Clilfojdri
[7802

Triumph 4h.p., shoi>-soilcd

arage, Bidcup. Plione*; 4.

R'^novated Triumpli. 3 apeods, countei-sliad

:

£60.-114. Brixton Hill. S.W.2. - 18283

t7MPH. Bosch mag.: £12; attcr 6. 221, Ih-o-p

U., Queen's Park, Paddingtuo.

JX Drive Triumph, 1921, only nin in,

,115.—Hanks, Cliiiord St., York.

,
re-cnamellcd and
Furest Gate, E.7.

UMPH. countershaft
:70.—272. Greon .St.,

3i:;h.p. Triumph, fixed engine, in good rondi-

tion.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxlord. [X9938

8 Tiinmph Combination, accessorict;, discs, etc.;

.£95.-20. Piah Rd., Fiiisbury Park. [8009

C-MPII 1921 Models in Stock; list price; cash or

xchange.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. f7118

Triumph Combination. oxcellcnL condition,

3-^peed: £62.-83, Burton Rd., Brixton. [7019

9 Counteri^hatt Triumph. Lucas accessories: .£95.

Oiffovd, 75. St. John'.s Rd., Oxlord. [6860

f GUY, WVvmouth.—1921 Triumph combination.
2182/10; Triumph 2-stroke, .£75; in stock. [0555

TRIUMPH (renovated), Dunhill sidecar, lamps, horn,
screen, licenced; any trial; £110.-132, High Rd..

East Finchley. [8122

new C.B.. lamp.s, liorn, 3-

h, guaranteed perfect; £63.-18. Kcv
Hill. Birmiugliiiur. [XOOIO

TRIUMPH. 1M4. 3-speed, 4h.i).. Gloria sidecar,
lamp--, perfpctlv reliable;, ;£7S.—64, Forthbridgo

IM.. Clapham, S.W.ll. [7388

1 Q 14 4h.i>. Triumpli. fJ.A. 3-speed Juib. cylinder
A «7 scored, lamps, hum, etc.; £30.—Wake, Denbv
Klucktou. Wakelield. [7358

'pmUMPlJ Jiniivr. 1920, npjieaifiDce nml condition
••- ns new. liiiup>». Kbi.xon. tool kit, licensed; £60.—

Silver St.. Enfleld. [7295

TRIUMI'H 1914 3-«pce<l C.R. Combinntion, porfeol
ruuiiiiit: Older ; miy trial ; £72 ; tJtx paid.—48,

'ittuu Rd.. Suibitou. [769L'

REXOVATED Countershaft Tliumph, fully cquippc
Willi Lucas acces^ries, as new; .£85.-33, Hact

.id Rd.. Brixton, S.W.
lack-

"IDEAL"

SIDECAR

LAMP.

[7586

I Q20 Coiuitershalt Triuioilh, littlo used, Lucns
Lif lamps. Klaxon, insured, taxed; XlOS.^Se.
.Malyous lid., Lcvvi.sham. [7992

VMPH Mailiinc, Into mod.-l, 1.'

-3. V.int Hd., Mitchiim Ed.,
<.; power unit ; l20.
Tciotim;, S.\V.17.

(7470

Similar in construction lo i9/.> L.->mp, but' having
i3iu. diameter lens, and abo ruby lens in rear.

List No. ro-;. ''rice 10/- each. Plated finish.

rqiO Triumph 2>:ih.p..
• ^ hauled. ucceMOries:

, Wrottculey Hd., Pluuistead.

'T'nirMPH 4Ii.p.. late rountersliaft model,

DAN filJY. VWvmnuth.
MilLs-Fultordsidcac.

t oridil ion throui;huut

;

SIDE LAMP.
Li^t No, 19/1.

Free. 18/6 each.
l;i;;ht or left littin;!.

SIDECAR LAMP
Li^l No. 19 '3.

Price 7 6 each.

_ reed, free, vecontly ovAr-

£45; must sell.—Lane, l8a,
[7988

exceU
lent cnuditiou, Uunp", etc; £70.—!•". Fitt, neai

Pikc.X Church St., Chelsea. (7310

1Q20 4h.i>. T.T. Tliumph. Wutiord, Millers, licenc,
J." niiU'ani' 700, un.seiiitclicd; £90.—Stephens and
Kay, Staveley, Chestertlelil. [7459

Triumph 1919 4h.p., fitted

i.uclis lamps and horn, gooil

ilOO.
"

[0565

T'llirjIPlI 4h.p., 3-.-pccvl. eoiintor.-haft. K..S.. new
J- Miller lujiips and sparos, last, nice order; £78/10
-261,

-

T'

Milclu

3 3-ipeed Triumph just overhauled and enamelleil,

a Tifi-top order; £50,— Wilderspiu, Chatteris.
[5810

ITilPH 3' ill. p.. pood condition. Pliilipson pulley:
:35,— Whitevvoo<l, Enron's Green, l-'ramtleld, Sussex.

(7914
Triumph 4h.p., countornliaft S.A. gear, in .stock

:

£127,'10.—Morriss, 139, I''iuchley Kd., K.\V.3.
[7775

TTCIi Triumph, lamps, horn, licence^ practically
lew engine; £35.—Collett, Waterstock, O.Non.

[7856
9 Tliumph Countershaft, almost new, with lamps;
£60: after 6.—Scoltock, 78. Sloane Av., Chelsea.

(7311
^ Junior Triumph 2%li.p., 2.stroke, 2.spced. in

stock; £75.—Morliss, 139, Finchley Bd.. X.W.3.
(7776

Countershalt Triumphs, just been renovated;
70 each.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshaltou.

(8049
A" Tliumph; £45; in perfect order.—Apply, 104.
loiiihwark Park Ed., Bermondsey, betweeu

(7432

Triumph new. 4h.p., J-spoed, C.S.; £105:
take Douglas part.—2, Chudleigh Rd., Lady-

[7867

I'MPH. 1920, as new, all accessories ; £105.—East
v,."ils Garage, Harborue/Bus Terminus, Birniini;-

[X9e24
t".\IPH, 1913, 3-8peed huh, fax paid: £55, or
MM I, or exchange lightweight.-37, Samos Rd.

.

y. (7451

r.MPH (Baby!, as new: £66.—IJght Car ami
' ~ " 26, Tnlso Hill,

(8323
'V fAug., 1920) 4h.p. Triumph, speedometer, lamps,
lorn. tools, etc. £110; perfect.—Stoten. 40a, Hich
orkimr. (76SO

"U.MPH, 2.speed. B. and B.. Bosch, perfect con.
iition. ta.\ iiaid; £50.—Land, Primrose liill.

crsficld. (7007

!0 Tliumph aud Millford sidecar, practically new.
fully equipped: £130. or near offer.-Cox, 15.

rell, Cxfoirt. [X9944
:3 Triumph, conrerted into countershaft model, at
same time completely overhauled: £60.—Mouck.

*t(>ne, GloH. [75'84

I.;me, Sfieutham. [7259

RIUMPII.—All models will bo on s'alc at the

ond-hand Automobile Show. Crystal Palace.

Irom April 2nd. (Sec Wanted.

I

[5760

"v' rplilCMPIl, all models in stock, W.D., fully Buaraii-

J
I

1 teed by m;kcr_s; .ilOS.-Ralelilrc Hios.. 200. Or.
[0436

ompletc.

MADE
TO

LAST.
:i -ii^.l lir.153. turned
Ji .1 ut JuiiiiH. Evory

part o( bolld ciiithtrnctloi).
Tiit-so lamps mny \k- ta'ct-ii to

: . ij. (ur rli-anini:, anil will ronifilu a>i8lit

ill tilt) ^trgncestttal-. Host riuality Icnsce
nro lUtOvT" a>iJ rtin l>t» ai^i'y rerla<'(Ml It

brok- n Ttu-S3 laTiiii-. wl I l^t as Ioiiks-'

Uic inafliincatliey Rre iise<l on, and arc absolutely rostlts

M.. Cycle
now

:

Engineering Co..

"DAY BEAM"
ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFITS
Solo £5 5 0. Combination £7 7 0.

ILI.USTKAII-n U^TS FREt

Licence Holders
(For Motor Cycles).

.\ umber plate fitting, as illustra-

ted, complete witb
screvys.

List No. 214. 3 lb each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clips and screws.

Price 4/- each
MOTOR CAR PATTER.\, vyith

complete attachment (or fitting to either woodwork 01

metal work. List No. 2r6. 3/6 each.

nland St., \V. I.ansham 1704.

JQ19
.Tiinior Triumph, lamps, aci-essoiics

" littlo U"ed; £60; view by apiKiiutuicut Olijy.—

W.'ilei. 42, Etou Av., Uam|«'tcud. (7688

TllUS.MPll 1918-19 Countershaft, aeccssories, thor-

.lUKhlv reliable, ready to Ko anywhere: £69.
Lamb. 1. bcvonshire Placc^ IHih. l"6U

TRlVMl*n. renovated, late countershaft II model,

lullv ctinlpped, new condition; £82/10.-365.
KiiiK St.', Hammersmith, W.6. [8115 ,

TRIUMPH 3'<h. p. Combination, clutch model:
iiearc-t t" £50. or part cvchauge good piano.—

No. 9. Grove Paik West. Colwyn Bay. (X9S15

TRIUMI'H 1918 41i.p. Countershaft, indistinguish-

able IroMi bland new; £90; by appointment.-21.
Rudbt.r.iugh X'i.. Gi.ldcrs Green, N.W. [7450

TRIUMPH Combination. C.B., fully equipped, 4h,p.,

2-sitccd, very good condition throughout; £58.
—110. I'ltshangcr' Lane, Ealing, W. [6979

TRir.Ml'H Combination, late 1919, S-spei-iI coiintci-

slialt. Eastinw. lamps, complete, licensed, excellent

condition.—Hilton, Stone, tjtaflord»hire. [3074

Gloria «idec:ir, speed-
tax p:iid : any trial:

Herts. [770S

horn. Eastinc. perfect

TBIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed,
ouicter. lamps, horn, cti-.,

165.— 58, Bye Bd., Hoddcsdoii,

1 QiJ Triumph Gloria, lamp, _. .

Xo' condition; £127.—Edwards, 50. Harrington _Rd._.

nuts and
i
'T'

ten

rpR

South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709. (8313

RIUMPH. 31 .h. p., r.E, clutch, splendid condition,

tax paid. £50; also wicker sidecar, latest pal-

tern, .flO.—42, Riggindalc Rd., Slreatham. [7425

lutu'H. 4h.p., with 1920 Henderson Bl side

car, all lamps, horn, etc., Tan-Sad; £110.-28.
Lower .\ddiscombe Ed., East Croydon. [7873

Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by a I reputable agents.

TRADE (j^ y MARK

TfiOO
RIM & PATENTS LT?

L.AWDEN RP BORDESt-EV BIRMIMCMAM.
Bf.MI-A

^rCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, -London, E.C.4
33h.p. 1913 Triumph, 3-spccd gear, £50 also

[82604h.p. Triumph and sidecar. 1915-16, £75

TRIUMPH 1918 Countershaft Combination, bulbous
de luxe sidecar, lamps, horn, etc.. in splendid

condition; £115.-28, Cromwell Groye, W.6. [7437

LATE 1913 3i,:.h.p. 3.speed Triumph, with 26 rij,

sidecar luUv equipped, splendid coudiUon; £70.-
Wagstall. Photographer. Briuklow. Rugby [X992..

1 Q19 Baby Triumph, fitted with accessories,, specii-

J- *y omcter, tax p:iid, in
_
good ^condi^ioii : ^^].-~

223, High Ed.,- KiHniru, N.W.6,

All letters relating to advertisements shotild quote the niimher at the end oi each advertisement, rnii the date of the issue, ^^j
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1919 (September) Combiuatiou, horn,
lamps, etc., tax and insurance included, excellent

cundition; £125.-159, High St., Tonbridge. [7738

TRIUMPH 4b.p. 3-speed 1918 C.B. Combination,
overhauled, fine condition, accessories, tax paid:

£110.—M.. 46, Clarendon Rd., Putney, S.W.15. [7035

.€?30.—Trinmph, T.T., fast and powerful, new bearings
^^^ throughout engine, new Dunlop heavies, good np-
I'carance.—20, lame Ed., Wittou, Birmingham. [X9945
lyRIUMPH, late 1919, Sunbeam sidecar,. Easting, late
-»- sear change, splendid condition, Lucas lamps, Tan-
•Sad, Klaxon, tools; *130,—3, Harrington Sq., N.W.I.

[5969
'TIEirTMPH 1919 Combination, in beautiful condition,
J- fully equipped; £110, or oRer.—'Phone : Waltham
Cross 299.-Biss, Sun St.. Waltham Abbey. [7354

TRIUMPH 1921^ -Models.—We can give prompt
delivery of all types; exchanges quoted witli

pleasure.—The Layton Garages, Bicester, near Oxford.

_ [7063

1 QSO (Julv) Triumph Canoelet K4 Combination, as
-li' new. fully equipped, all accessories, tax paid;
£120.—E. Waddiugton, Thornton Steward. Bedale. lorks.

[6843
DAW. Brixton, for Triumphs, 1921 Type H £127/10,

S.D. fl40; Gloria sidecar, fS5: delivery from
stock.—114, Brixton Hill. 'Phone; 1713 Bri.xton.

[7255
"8 Q20 Triumph. xModel H, shop-soiled only, 105 gns.

;

JLfcf 1920 .Henderson coacbbuilt sidecar, cost £23,
accept £14.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. 'Phone :

15.
"

[7101

TRIUMPH 1912 SVsh.p., clutch, new works and front
wheel, new lainp,s, excellent condition, tax paid

;

40 gns. : by appointment.—50, Malvern Rd., Hornsev,
N'.S. [7836

DAW, Brixton.—1921 Triumph and B.S.A. sidecar,
chain drive model. Easting, luggage grid, etc.,

(as paid, practically new; £175.—114, Brixton Hill.
S.W.2. [8286

TRIUMPH Combination, July, 1920, countershaft,
3-speed, kick start, clutch, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad

;

inspection invited; £103.-4, North Side, Wandsworth
Common. l7301

TRIUMPH, 1920, 4h.p. model. Triumph sidecar,
horn, Watford spe^ometer, equal to new; ^160.

—

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate,
.Manchester. [X9974

1 Q20 Triumph Countershaft Combination, used 3
-LU mouths, exceptional engine, well equipped

;

£125; exchanges.— 144, Ladbroke (jfrove, North Ken-
sington, W. [7853

LATE Model Countershaft 3-speed Hand Clutch
Triumph and Sidecar, engine 57700 series, lamps

and tools; £95; after 6.—69a, Ilambalt Rd., Clapham
Common. [7169

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., 3-sp«ea, countershaft, all
accessories, speedometer, engine just overhauled by

Triumph; £80; tax paid.—18, St. Edmund's Terrace,
St. John's Wood. [6846

"IQ19 (Cct.) Triumph and Swan sporting sidecar,
Xtf Lucas lamps, born, Watford speedometer, tax
paid, splendid condition; £130.—WiUiamsou, Bower-
chalke, Salisbury. [8045

NEW 1921 Model H Triumphs and Baby Triumphs
in stock at list price; second-hand machines

taken in part payment.—Parker and Son, St. Ives,
Hunts. 'Phone : 15. [7099

IP You Want to Get There Before the Others, buy
my Triumph late 1920 countershaft, W.D. bars,

Jong pipe, beautiful condition; closest £120.—Walter
Madeley. Wem., Salop. [7373

1 Q17 Triumph, 3-speed countershaft, plating and
X«7 tyres as new, thoroughly overhauled, perfect
running order; £70.—71a, King Henry's Rd., Hamp-
stead. 'Phone; 6552. [8119

CEO¥DON Agents for Iriiunph motor cycles. All
models in stock,- ready for immediate delivery.—

Moore's Presto *Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North End,
Croydon. 'Phone: 2624. [1348

3ih.p. Triumph, N.S.U. 2-speed, Bosch, lamps, horn,
2 spares, good covers, tubes, ready for road, ta.x

paid
: £30 : Chater-Lea wicker sidecar for same, £5 -^

39, Selkirk Bd., Tooting. (8224

LATE 1914 Triumph, 3-speed, rebuilt by makers,
invoice shown, beautiful condition, tax paid-

£58.—Morgan, la, Carlton Mansions, Park Rd

'

Hornsey, N.8. 'Hornsey 945. [7766
TRIUMPH Brand New 1921 Model H. for immediate

delivery; your present .machine accepted in part
. payment.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd
W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [6240
"I Q18 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, just tlior-J-" oughlj overhauled, plating, tyres, etc, verv
good, perfect running order; £75.—71a, King Henrv'-
Ro., Hampstead. 'Phone: 6552. [8118

T^'TP,i'PM ,1?20 3'ib.p., direct drive, single-geared
-L T.T. model; catalogue price £105, offered It theliving away price, quite new, of £87/10.-The Layton
(arages, Bicester, near Oxford. [7052
1Q19 4h.p Triumph, Sturmey-Archer, latest pattern?J-".- gear lever, lamps, Stewart horn, oveAauled

'

^-ept. by makers, not used since; £85, or close.
.\rnold, Milton Hall, Gravesend. (4900 I

"flOTOT@CLE-

Insurance Policy

As8 All Tetters relating to advertisements sliould

'THIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with
copies of letters from
Polic\^ holders who have
made claijus. Original

letters may be inspected.

Dear Sirs,

I beg to iliani: you for yours

oj the "jth inst. with cheque enclosed

ill settlement of my claimfor repairs

io my Motor Cycle combination, and
at tks same time I also wish to thank

you for your very prompt and ktnd
attention that you have given to the

whole business. It is a pleasure

Io do business with a real live

concern, such as yours is.

Believe me.

Yours faithfully,

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

[Incorporating The Autocar Insurance
Department. Estahlished 1904).

Head Office :

77, Cheapside, London, £,C.2.
Telephone: City 9831 and 9832.

•••••••••••ai
quote tjie number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

Si^'K, T^^^^P^' B<isch mag., Seuspfav carburet

Y-.f P">"P?on pulley, excellent condition, tax p
^^°/^.P/^^'^^l'^^^'^ Garage (next County Arms), Tri
Rd.. Wandsworth Common, S.W.18. [7

A UG.,. 1920.—Latest Triiunph motor cycle with _
f^ lOrd sidecar, nomple-te ac«tylen.i lipliting' set, L
luggage grid, and licence; cost £175, Mill take £1^
6. Clemens St., Leamington Spa. [Xi

TATE Conntersliaft Triumph -Combiuatiou, spoil
J-i esceptiomil engine, f.himinium disc.fi, luie* g
mcclianical horn, lamp;*, tax paid; £82; eschuiig
60, Wallingi'ord At., N. 'KeuBinstou. [(

QIX Counter^liaft Triumphs. 1917 and 1918 uioc
*-~^ kjmps, Kluson.a, plute and enamel excellent: pi
iroiii £75; all readv lor the road.—'Phone: S\'anstead
—374, Grove Green ltd., Leytonstone. [7

1 QlB Triumph 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, lai
J-»-' accessories, licence paid, perefect order;
reasonable offer refused; seen by appointment.—

W

St. Thomas's Hospital, Westminster. [7

COUNTERSHAFT 3-speed Triumph, large lamp
Klaxon, tools^ £5 spare;, insured, mech

cally perfect, splendid appearance, ride away; £8
6, Brondesbury Villas, Kilburn, London. [7

1 019 Triumph, 4h.p,, countershaft, fitted brand
LtJ Swan sporting sidecar,- Lucas lamp?,
soiled, guaranteed perfect; £130.—Homac's. 243, L<
Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone ; DaUfcon 2408. [8

LATE 1918 4h.p.. Countershaft Triumph.
equipped irith new accessories, guaranteed pei

in everv respet;t and indistinsuishoble from new; £i

436. Whitehort* Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [i

TRIUMT'IT, 1916, no ivear, oonchbuilt sidecar,

returned thorough overhaul, £110; also a solo,

feet condition. £60; owner bu\nug car: appointi

only.—Wenlium, Loudon Lane, Bromley, Kent. [7

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed. electric li

fully equipped, £70: 4h.p. Douglas. 3-sp

kick starter, £60; 1916 2^^.Ui.p. Douglas, £45.-
Piudock Mews, Warwick At., W.9. (Mornings.) [7

7 Q21 Triumph H and Jnnior; also sidecars
Xf/ stock; deferred payments, quarter down and
payments.—Lambs. 151, High St., Walthamstow;
Euston Rd., N.W.; 50, High Rd., Wood Green,

[7

CHAIN Drive 4h.p. Triumph. 1920,, 28v3 Pal
rear tyre, 6-volt accumulator lighting, semi-'

bai*3. special mudguards and leg shields, all spa
£125. no effers.—Bos 361, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X-
"I Q19 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, new _

-1-t? box, tank, mudguards, tyres, engine t^

nughly overhauled, new parts fi^:ted, as new; £8
71a, King Henry's Rd., Hampstead. 'Phone; 65£

[8

TRIU]\[PH, about 1912. newly enamelled,
piston, new adjustable pulley, new covers,

front brake, Bosch, Binks, tax not paid; £30, barg
—Johnscn, Mitre, Miteham Rd., Tooting, S.W.17

[7

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, cl

cum-belt, and renovated models.-Jones Garage, Mu:
Hill, N.10; and at Woodside Parade, North Find

fl

1 Q14 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed Sturmey hub, 1

-i-«? engine and gears just thoroughly overhau
enamel and tyres good, lamps, tools, valve, splei
condition: £55;^Rathgar, Ashley Rd., Walton
Thames. - [8

1Q19 Triumph 4h.p. Combihatiou, Millford side
-L«y Bonuiksen speedometer, Binks, Klaxon,
Sad, long plated exhaust, lamps, full accessoj
expert examination; £125.—A. Kitchener, Se
Yorkshire. [8

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; caa
deferred payments; book your order now,

avoid djsappointmeut later.—Burlington Motors,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone:
ton 2417. [t

LATE 1919 Countershaft Triumph. Mills-Fulforc
point fixing sidecar, nicely upholstered, 1

lamps and horn, little used, tyi-es as new; £90,
gain; stamp reply.—Beecher, 472, Archway Rd.,
don, N.6. [8

TRIUMPH 1921 Models in stock for immediate
livery, exchanges arranged; also Triumph

Models, renovated by the makers, just relivered,
new. £90 and £95.—Eagles and Co., 275. High
Acton, London. ' f?

TRIUMPH 3i'3i.p., 1912. fitted with new £8/8 Pli

SOD _pulley, disc wheels, Boseh mag., good cc

tion, t-as paid, good sidecar mac-liine; exchange 1

weight.—Avevv, Litth: York Cottage, Ifack Pan
Tuubridge Wells. ^ — [Xi

TThO.C.H. hare .t 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph
X B.S.A. sidecar, all lamps, speedometer, tools,

gfige grid, tax paid; £130, bnrgain.—5, Heath
Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Ph
Hiimpstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

" Q18 Triumph, renovated- and guaranteed
Xi/ makers June, 1920, Millford sidecar,

lami>s. Smith speedometer (trip). Cowey horn,
tftx and insurance .paid, perfect condition; £
after 6.30.—Darby, 51, Burnaby Gardens, Chisv
,W.4.

advertisement, niid the date of the issue.

[X9
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OTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

H. ore Triampb agents. New and seoond-h.ind

cliiues in stock. Exchanges or easy payments
5, Heath St., Hamp^tead (near Hampstead

atioD). 'PLone: Hampst^ad .3752. Hours 9-7.

r Siiturdiiyti. [7789

Triumph and Gloria Special Sidecar, mechanism
rfe-t, oversize tyres, in splendid condition,
enamelling, and bodywork as new, no fault,

ill sparer: bargain, £130.—Kershaw, 2, Calais
rtr.u-nii-Trent. [319779

Ml'ir 1919 4h.p., new January, 1920, miieiige

y 2.800, excellent condition, lamps, 8peedomet«i,
lis' licence and inaurance; sell solo or with Em-
!car, £115, or nearest offer; seen by appoint-
raid, Warfield. EadJett. [7711

'IPH Combination, 4h.p., countersha.ft, 1918,
h 1920 sporting Canoelet sidecar, electric
speedometer, mechanical horn, every refine- 1

X and insurance paid; £120 for quick sale.—
Awick Rd., Mead Vale, Redhill. [8047

IPH 19191,2 H.. excellent condition, unused
e November, 1919. 3-speed Sturmey-Archer.
H. lamps, horn, tyres unpunctured, tank un-
1, full kit tools and spares, delivered to owner
rks, used solely by him; £100. Easter bargain.
Dentist, Southend. (D) [7492

4h,p. Countershaft Triumph and New Light
entiersou Sidecar, F.R.S. electric head lamp
volt batteries with leather case, gooii acetylene
amp, long copper exhaust pipe, fast combina-
leral appearance, posh; £115.—Douglas Garage.
' Northampton. [7152
^-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-Triumph. 1916,

and Swan sports sidecar, all lamps, horn,
Her, £120; reconstructed machines, £90; cash,

, extended payments.— 9, 10, 11. Royal Parade.
roydon. "Phone : Croydon 2450. 'Grams :

oydon. [6291
IPH, countershaft. Dec, 1918, sruflranteod, nn-
ted \>y fldveitiser Dec.. 1920, mileage under 500.
lipped, lamps, tools, spare?, plating, onamelling
V un^cratcbed, tax fullv paid, mechanical con-
uariinteed; £105,-5, Devonshire Terrace, Kast
Rd.. S.E. [6436
Triumphs. 3 only, magnificent machines,

h.p.,. magneto, 3-speods. countershaft, kick,
ed, fitted new tyres, new bjlts, new saddles,
Iguards, new controls, newly enamelled, newly
ooks just like brand new machines; price only
each; exchanges, eas^j- terms.—Wandsworth

Ixchange, Ebner St., "Wandsworth (Town Stu-
[8297

(Aug.) 4h.p. Triumph Model |I 3-speed Sport-
ig Cumbinatiou, T-'B-. bars, polished aluminium
noelet hammock sidecar, scuttle apron, Aen
Dark rest, acetylene head, rear, and sidecar
iliiler generator. Klaxon, licence paid, well
Iter, and condition perfect; trial London by
lent; £120, or close offer.—Arnold. Milton

^a^'csend. [4899
IPH 1919 4h.p., countershaft, licence paid,
cia! engine, racing, timing, splendid coudi-
ctric and acetylene lamps. Klaxon, Bonnik-
per exhaust, new Dunlops, T.T. bars, full
spare belt, condition as new. machine kept

:t condition by owner as fast racing, touring.
1-climbing machine ; accept £ 1 1 5. or near
alker, 9, The Butts, Brentford. [7538

Tyler.
llvli.p, 2-8pepd Tyler, nice nppenrnnce, equipped.
paid, faultless; will exchange higher power.—

'ktr Rd., Weston-super-Mare, Som. [7597

Velocette
NS, of Reading, have 1921 Vetocctt* in stock

[0486
ETTE, all modeh.—Dan Bradburv, 224, Lon-
n Rd., ShefiBeld.

"

[7515
MAN lor Velocettes.—Victor Horsman, Ltd.
Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0473
OVAN Motors are sole London and distric

for the wonderful Velocette ; immediate
-O'Donovan 'Motors, 76a. Gt. Portland St.

[4708
)IATE Delivery can be given of the famous
ocette. 1921 model, 2;4h.p., 2-3peed. all-chain
:75.—Agents: W. Sparrow. Ltd., Osborne
Veovil. [1532
ETTE. 1921, the champion lightweight.-

! only, genuine 1921 -model, as new. complete-^ offered at £67/10. If you miss this, you
money.—The Layton Garages, 90, High St

-, [7054
Verus.

S, new £85 model. 2-speed. clutch. K.S. ; £65
1.— 159, Lansdown Rd., Tottenham. [8204
S-BLACJ^BURNE. 2-speed, K.S.. new; £85-
£U0,'5.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7.

New Verus 2i,l.h.p. 2-speed. clutch and K S
I st.ick (or sale cheap; also 1915 2'',h.p. Con-m excellent condition, tax paid; £39 or
:.—R. S. Webster, North Burton, Hunma'nbv

[6899
*IATE Delivery of any Verus Model; cash or
rred payments book your order now, and
sappomtment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd
ide, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix*

[0502

LAMPS
ARE THE MOST RELIABLE.
"IHEY WONT BLOW OUT."

Ornamented and Ussful. ^

Fit these lamps to your motor cycle or sidecar

lor Winter ridini

Sidecar Lamp,

In Polished
Aluminium.

Red glass

at back.

and avoid all bother.

Rear Lamp

Electric.

REAR LIGHT BAG CONNECTOR.
Re?. De-iign. 630341.

eacU.

GAS BAG
CONNECTORS.

Ees. Design 607378.

6in. 1/2; gm. 1/4; i2in. 1/6;

i5in 1/9; iSin. 2/-; 24in. 2/B

each.

A steady and perfect
flame ensured

Send for Lis:.

SURRIDGES PATENTS, LTD.,
73, Church Street, Camberwell, S.E 5.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Villiers.

yiLLIERS, 1920, 2-speed. 2-stioke. lamps, .horn.
' tools, speedometer, knes-srips. insured nnd tax

pnid, mileage 800. as new; £50.—H.nirlev, '8, Wonviefc
foliate Mews, Clarendon St., We.stniinsteV. (8030

Vindec.
3i;ii.p. 2-,strol;e 2-fpeeil 1916 Viudei . £25.-ncrliv

2 Aims Ouraso, Mortlake. [7562

VINDEC 4h.p.. Roc 2-speed, mechanically sound,
running order; £25.—2a, Ladbroke Grove, Hol-

land Park, W.ll. [8278

VINDEC, 8h.p. J.A.P., Avmslvons 3-speed, speedo-
meter, horn, lamps, tools, spares, 2-seater sidecar,

hood, screens: £70; appointment.—Barry, 20, Falcon
Grove, Battersea, S.W. t'SI'

Wall.

WALIi o'.i'.h.p., 2-speed, kick or h.ind start, mechani-
cally Bood, Dimlops almost new,- £22.-Thomson.

85, Church Bd,, Willesdeu. [7671

w

White niid Poppe.
WIIITE-POPPE 'siv.h.p.; reasonable trial; £20,

ofTers.—Thompson, 8, Overton Ed., Brixton.
[7165

Wilkin.

1 Q20 2^4h.p. Wilkin, brand new, unused, listed
XJ7 £122; our price £78.—Edwards, 50. Harring-
ton Rd., South Kensington. Kensington 3709. [8302

Williamson.
ILLIAMSON Sh.p., w.c, 1914, double-seated side-

car, run only 1,500 miles, stored during war;
£80,—Box 2,936, c/o The Motor Cucle. [7894

TI7ILI.IAMSON Sh.p. Water-cooled Coachbuilt Com-
'T bination, hood, screen, lumps, 2-speed, clutch:

trial; £98.-69, Beckeuham Rd., Bcckenhara. [8223

L.\TE Model Williamson Combination, 8h.p. water-
cooled Douglas engine, spare wheel, benutifullv

equipped; £115; exchanges.—60, Wallinsford Av., N.
Keusiugton. / [8002

WII.LIA.MSOX Combination, 8-lOh.p. Douglas
engine, 2-5pecd, kick start, electric light, family

turnout; £120: lower powct part.—57, Kcnbury St.,

Camberwell, London. - [7961

WILLIAMSON, 8h.p., W.C, 2-specd countershaft.

Do Luxe 2-6eater sidecar, screen, speedometer,
'IccLj-ic lights, just overhauled, splendid condition, tax
iMid; ;S100, or nearest.—27, Shelton Rd.. Merton Park.
,^.\V.19, [8203

Wolf.
AJ7'0U'--\..T.S., 2':.h.p.. good going order; £18,~
VV Carroll, 233, Brixton Rd., S.W.9. [7938

Oih.p. WoU: £25, or nearest oiler.—45, Clabon
li'i JIcws, Oadogan Sq., Chelsea. [6991

WOLf. ol-stock, 4h.p. machine, Dlackbnrns engine:

£110.—.Motor Co., Hereford. [4315

1Q15 2"-ihp- Wolt 2-stroke. 2-speed, fully equipped.
i-if good running order; £29,-68, Balham Grove,

London, S.W. [7091

1 016-17 25ih.p. Wojf. 2-spced clutch, kick etart, good
i»/ tyre.i. excellent condition. gn:iranteed perfect: 57

go!.—Bangton, 13, Liverpool Rd., Thornton Heath.
[5880

WOLF.—Solo agents for London, South of Thames
and district- W« are now flxing 8ul>agencic.s,

aofl invitb enquiries.-Burlington Motor.s, Ltd., South

Side, Clapham Common, S.\V.4. 'Phone: Brilton 2417.
[0508

Wooler.

ALLEX-IiENXETT Motor Co.. Ltd.-Wooler, 1920
lufxlels, run under 700, all accessories, £90 : another

at £78; cash, exchange, oilended payBients.-9-10-

11, Royal I'arade, West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon
2450. *Giams; Track, Croydon- [6283

Zenith.

JULIANS ol Reading have 1921 Zenith in stock.
[0482

-\N GUY, Wej-month.—Zenith agent, early delivery

all models. [0556

all models.—Dan Bradbury, 224, London
hefReld. [7515

All models from Coventry Motor Mart.

Zenith Sh.p.
rQ21

Ze:
if £162.—Morriss, 139, Finehley Rd..

D
Aj Rd., ShefReld. [7515

ZENITH.- „-. . .

London Rd., Coventry, [XC044

ZENITHS, 5 and 8h.p., 1921, for immediate delivery.

Evans, Garage, Newport, Salop. [X8649

Countershaft Model, in stock;
N.W.3. [7774

"ITTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E-C.4.—
VV 5h.p. Zenith 1920 sporting model; £97/10. [8261

;>illi.p. Flat Twin Zenith, slightly shop-soiled; accept
^ I £100 cash, a bargain.—A. J. Toung and Co., Lt^..
-Ven-market. [1255

tS.\W, Brixton.—1920 4-5h.p. twin Zenith, electric
LJ lamps, practically new; £110,-114, Brixton
Hill, S.W.2. [8284

ZENITH-GEAIJUA 4h.p., splendid condition; £55
lor quick sale.-E. A. Hogbin, Victoria House.

Heme Bay. [7474

l Q20 8h.p. Zenith Combination, fully equipped tax
1-tJ paid; £155. -Tel. : Museum 6626.—A.S.C.. 60.

.Mi/rtimer St., W.l. [7897

411 letters relating to .ndvertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A39
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MOTOR CYCLES
Zenith

FOn SALE.

pXON'T Buy a Zenith until you have been to the
--' Zenith Service Depot at 89, Wigmore St.

YOTJ Cannot Make a Mistake when purchasing
there as all machines are carefully examined

by experts before being offered for sale as second-
hand, and every new machine is given a further test
after leaving the works for the showroom. We have
this week the following eecond-hand machines :

all on, in ex-

all on, new

HDh.p. Clutch Moder, run 5,000 mile:O cellent condition £135.

run 2,500 milcS;Kh.p. Sporting Model,^ condition; £110.

8h.p, Racing Combination now being re-onamelled,
repliited, and tuned; winner ol many cups; £120.

ALL- Spare Parts for models from 1911-1921 can be
obtained from stock or within 24 hours.

A LL 1921 Models for immediate delivery.

5h.p. Sports, £123; 8h.p. sports, £139; counter
si

' •

. Sports, £123;
shaft combination,

aii.p.

£204.

WRITE for catalogue to-day, and then pay a call

at. The Motorists's Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89,
Wigmore St., W. Mayfair 5598. [8103

ZENITH, 1919 (late) 8h.p. Sports Combination, srec<l-

ometer, discs, splendid order; £135.-40, Rice Hey
Rd., Egremont, Cheshire. [7623

ZENITH.—All models will be on salfe at the second-
hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from

April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5761

8h.p, 1915 Zenith C.B. Combination.
chitch, accessories, tax paid ; £68

;

Chandos Ed.. Tottenham,

countershaft,
bargain.—1,

[8021

ZENITH 5h.p. 1920 Sports, equipped, hardly used,
aiipearance as neW; £95, or offer.—Deacon. 53,

College Av., Slough, Bucks. [8077

ZENITH 6h,p. Combination, clutch, lamps, discs;
£65, or offer, tax paid, tools, and spares.—32,

Canterbury Rd., Brixton. -[7378

I 21 Zenith Sports Model or Combination; imme-
it/ diate delivery.—Taylors, 52 and 53, Sussex Place,
S.W. 'Phone : Kensington 7260. [049%

ZENITH 6h.p. Combination,
fast, Hercules, coachbuilt

clutch, very
lamps ; £55

;

[7263

Gradua
, sidecar,

licensed.—Fiost. Mulbarton, Norfolk.

1Q20 Tttiu Zenith, comitershnft, clutch, Henderson
--«' best sidecar, lamps; bargain, £115; exchange
4«:)n£idered.—Morley, Printer, Reading, [7989

1 Q 21 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith, si>ecial red and
-Ltf gold model, completely equipped; cost £194;
offers.—34, Preston Park Av„ Brighton. [7965

1 C|20 8h.p. Zenith, sports model, Henderson sidecar,
--*/ Easting, lamps. Klaxon, tax paid; £150, or will
separate.—Green, 43, Arley Hill, Bristol. [7983

ZENITH 8h.p., from works 1919, speedometer.
lamps, ttc. Swan sidecar, perfect; £115.—Kelly,

54. Nightingale Lane, Balham, S.W. 12. [8190

1Q16 5M;h.p. Twin Zenith, clutch and kict stnitei,
-«-«/ complete with Millford sidecar, nice condition;
£85.—Morriss, 139, Finehley Rd,, N.W.3. [7780

ZENITH, 4h.p. Eingle-cyl, .T.A.P., Gradna gear,
recently rebushed, accessories, good tyres; offers

over £54.—Cross, Udlington, Shrewsbury. [8195

ZENITH, 5h.p., clutch, K-.S., grey sporting sidecar.
thoroughly overhauled, excellent condition, tax

paid; £75,-29, Raynham St., Hertford, Herts. [7017

ZENITH, 1920. shop-soiled models, a few still in stock
nt greatly reduced prices.-Zenith Motors, Ltd",,

Hampton C^rt, adjoining Hampton Court Station
[6383

1 Q20 6h.p. Zenith-Gradua. condition as new, tyres
-Ltf unpunctured, tax paid, insured, all accessories;
£110. or near offer,—Apply, White Swan Hotel, Roch-
dale, ^ [8198

ZENITH Combination, 6h.p., clutch and K.S„ Gloria
projectile sidecar, disc wheels, lamps, horn, petrol

carrier, 2 belts, tax paid.—F.J., 62, Church St.,
Chelsea. [8274

ZENITH, June, 1919, 6h.p., lamps, horn, discs, knee-
grips, tyres good for an average season, spares, laid

up half of last year; £88.—Morton, 60. Warwick Bd.
Carlisle, [5833'

6h.p, Zenith-Gradua. splendid orcjer. new back tyres
and belt, lamp sets; bargain, £65; bought

Bateman, 22a. Outram Rd., Addiscombe,
[6853

ZENl'lH 1921 Models, orders now accepted for early
delivery; 1920 models at greatly reduced prices-

write or call -Ratcliffe Bros., 200 Gt. Portland St W
r^angham 1704, [0437
^h.p. Zenith - Gradua Coachbuilt Combination,
^«: enamelled red, wind screen, lamps, tools, perfect
order tax paid; genuine bargain, £50,—Dunkleii,
Brackley, Northamptonshire, [68CT
^ENITH 1920 Special 3h.p, Twin, o.h.v. competition£^ model, a beautifully flexible machine with extra-

acceleration; £105.—The Layton
[7056

1*)^^ ^'^P- 2*^"^^! Sporting, perfect order, verv^y fa«t.. new back cover lamps. Klaxon, nickel
exhausts, knee grips spare belt, etc., licensed; £85.-
34, Queens Rd., Cheadlehulme. Stockport, [X9607

Morgan.—E.
Croydon.

ordinary powers of
Garages, 90. High St.. Oxford.

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and la use by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and onr ALLIES.

ABOX OF STANLEY SP RES isacomolete
belt equrpment outfit—the best and
cheat-est Insut^ance you can effect

against belt trouble on the PO=id Itcontatns

1/:;

Ihe STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any p|.ice.

Hardened & tempered hook and flan" ed p'ns

Ihe STANLEY gPARe LINK which is the best
belt length adjuster* yet invented. Saves time,
trouble & money. Saves the cost of a new belt

ne S1ANi.£Y SHiELJ.which protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specialtv designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley. 9tJ.

^ la

STANLEV AOJUSTINCi HOOKS, for adjusting the
length of your belt in one second. Set of 3, ed

" Ncue/ be Kiiliout a box or Stanley Spares."
t-ytce 3 /6, post IreL. Send ^tZL at belt when ord. rins.

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000
mires

—

lid.
uur Goods are world-renowned for their Rehabllity.

A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belt.

Belt

1/9
r2/2
ra/s
i'3/2

Per tt. l^"3/6
>etta t-.C. lo^ ix'O i'iu:tes'ins boiyklcis.

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

SIANLEY WE3S, inventor ot the Original H00.1
belt Fastener anj other Practica Bell Aids'

BROMLEY. KENT. 'Phone:
RO6 Rromlev

Something to
crow about

ROOFING
FELT
Resists

water, virind,

and weather.

Ask your iron-
monger for it.

D. Anderson & Son, Ltd.

Lagan Work], Belfast

Roach M. Works, Old
Ford, London, E.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

yESlTB. 1916 8]]. p. C(HnbinatioH, c^ouuU^^ lusn-noTis f^plearlid couditiou throuehotrt, el'
acetylene (iKhtins. lireiised, hood, higgage eriO
wants seeiag; £120.-Lee, ,65, Ivy Rd^ CricWew

ZENITH Motor Cycle, 1920 (June). 6b.p. .

model, exactly as new, Lucas lamps, £100;
luxuj^ioi^s sporting sidecar, £120; cost nearly \
genuine.—Owner 6, Wellington Mansions, Upni?
Martina Lane, W.C.2.
^ENITH 1920 6h.p. Sportin-: Combination,
«-J Lead, rear, and sidecar lamps, Cowey Bpeedoi
knee-grips. Ace disc wlie^s, luggage grid, equal to
£160.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, i.ad 245, i

gate, Manchester. [3

F.O.C.H. are ZeniUi agents. New and seconc
machines in stock. Exchanges or easy i>3y

arraused.— 5. Heath St., Hampstedd fnear Ham
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752, Hour
inclndiug Snturday-s,

THE Machine for Easter.—90x87 Zenith.
special racer, just overhauled, with Swan t(

sidecar, very fast, speedometer, Kliison, all 1

Binks carburetter, aeroplane wind, screen, 3 new
and all accessories; seen by appointment.—

T

Palmer's Green 349.

IQ19 8h.p. Zenith Couutershait Model, clutch
*-«^ starter, Henderson Elite sidecar, all acees

spare tube afbd belt, full kit tools, original tyres, a
under 2,000, excellent condition throughout: £
rhfford Wilson Manufacturing Co., 177, Westm
Bridge "Rd., S.E.I.

ZENITH 1919 (Nov.) &h.p. Super-sporting
binatiou, with Canoelet sporting sidecar, gi

teed absolutely faultless mechanically, ename
cycle not perfect, fast, silent, and abnormally fle

several first-class awards open competition; coni

£135.—2, Cranes Park, Surbiton.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-Zenith
8h.p. and Henderson Elite sidecar, elect

equipped, as- new, £170: 1916 5-6h.p. and Swan
eideca r, £115: cash, exchange, €si:ended paynM
9-10-11, Eoyal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone:
don 2450. 'Grams: Track. Croydon.

ZENITH 1920 Bh.p. Sports Model, brand ne^B

slightly showroom-soiled, catalogue price
offered at £110; one only similar model, 6h.
same price; many other Zeniths in stock; iiarti

with pleasure.—Special Zenith Agents, The I

Garages, 90, High St., O.xEord. Phone : 784 O
T.A. : Integrity, Oxford.

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

MOTO-EEVE (Lady's), first-claes meehanicril
been stored; £25, or hear oflEei.—Kevill, Hig

Saudown, LOW.
Miscellaneous.

"I Q20 'Varsity Union, like new; £32; trial: pli

-L»/ 181 iS'ewton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

MOTOR Cycle, low and sporty, must sell; £2
Cambridge Rd., West Croydon.

ALLBER Motors, Earlsfield, London (opp. L.S
Station).—Geauine Easter bargains now

below.

ALLBER.—WoH-Villiers, brand new, 1920, 2'

2-stroke, countershaft 2-speed, makers' equip
real bargain, ^53.

ALLBER.—Calcott, 2%h.p., single-speed, pedal
ing, complete with lamps, horn, etc., "

paid; £30.

ALLBER.—PortlaDd-VJlliers, 1920, 2^,.th.p., 2-s

countershaft 2-speed, complete with lamps,
tools, etc., a.nd tax paid, smart machine; £50.

ALLBER.—Zenith, late model, 6h.p., coimte
Gradua gear, loot clutch, new tyres and

enamelled red, all accessories, competition ma
splendid condition, splendid holiday mount; £7J

ALLBER.—Douglas, 1916, 254h.p., 2 speeds,

tyres, complete, in splendid order; £48.

ALLBER.—Rudge Multi, ,1920, Isle of Man i

makers' equipment, complete lamps, horn

run 500 miles, as new; £80.

ALLBER.—New Hudson, 1917, 4h.p., countersh

speed, hand clutch, kick starter, semi-T.T.,

tyres, all accessories, splendid order ; £65.

ALLBER.—Matchless combination, 6h.p., cltilc

kick starter, coachbuilt sidecar, wina f^
lamps, horn, etc.; absolute bargain, £45.

ALLBER.—Rover-Jap combination, 1920, 5

countershaft 3-speed, clutch, kicX starter,

.vheels, speedometer, lamps, horn, t-ools, all-chain

Cameo wind screen, luggage grid, elaborately fittt

in spotless condition, splendid holiday combm
£130; tax paid.

ALLBER Motors, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, L<

S.W.. 'Phoae : Latchmere 4388. Escl

entertained.

POPTILAR 2-stroke. 2^41i.p-. Dunlop tyres,

equipped, excellent running order; £22;
sale' no offers.—2a, Ladbroke Grove, Holland
W.ll.
BRIGHTON.—4h.p. Douglas £75, 2^h.p. Im

£55, taxes paid; also 2V2h.p. T,T. Linwl:
P2B/10; offers—Motor Cycle Depot, Cliltofl

Brighton.

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, afld the date of the issue.
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«OTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

XDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—London's lead-

ins motor escliange for real, cheap machines.

—

ND.SWORTH Easter Bargain, Easter bargain,
Easter bargains. Now'e the time to buy.—

NDSWORTH.-Buy your motor cycle on our
easy payment system: immediate delivery.—

ND.SWOHTH.—Bradbury with sidecar, 4h.p.,
waterproof Bosch, 2 speeds ; bargain, 39 eu»-
V.

ND.SWOKTH.—F.N.. coachbuilt sidecar, S-eh.p.,
4 cyh.. waterproof Bosch, 2 speeds, clutch,
58 gns.—Below.
NDSWORTH.—Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar, SSi
li.p.. waterproof Bosch, countershaft gears;
e, 68 gns.—Below.
NDSWORTH.—1918 Rudgo Multi beautiful
coariibuilt combination, S'/i'h.p., lamp?, licence;

Below.

ND.SWORTH.—1918 P. and M. coachbuilt com-
bination, 3'/2h.p., 2 speeds, newly enamelled;
.—li'jloV.'.

NDSWORTH.-1913 P. and M. coachbuilt com-
biriiition. 3'/2h.p., 2 speeds, beautiful condition;' -Below.
NDSWORTH.—1918 Triumjih, with sporting
"idecar, 4h.p., 3 speeds; only 79 gus.—Below.

NDSWORTH.-1920 lovely Triumph, Gloria
sidecar, 4h.p., 3 speeds, complete; 135 gns.—

NDSWORTH.—1920 magnificent Indian com-
bination, dynamo lighting, just as new; 145 gns.
iV.

NDSWORTH.—1920 Boyal Huby lightweight,
2',i'li.i'., little used, beauty; only" 45 gns.—

NDSWORTH.-1920 lovely Scott combination,
waUr-cooled twin, lamps, practically new; 125

MjsWORTH.—1920 new Radco, sporting typo,
2' li.i., 2 speeds, discs; 65 -gns.—Below.

NUsWORTH.-Quadrant (latcl coachbuilt com-
biuiition, 4',jh.p., 3-speed B.S.A. bos; 75 gns.
V.

NDSWORTH.-N.U.T. famous T.T.. (win J.A.P.,
ver.\ last, fine machine; 63 gns.—Below.

NDSWORTH.-Triumph, Si.h.p., plate clutch,
waterproof Bosch, very reliable; only 45 gns.—

VDSWORTH.—Minerva, 4i-ih.p. twin, magneto,
spring forks, ready drive away; 25 gns.-

NDSWORTH.-number, 3l4h.p.. loag., 2 speeds,
belt drive, handle starting; 35 gns.—Below.

NDSWORTH.—Re.\, 3i.4h.p., mag., low dropped
frame, spring forks; only 22 gns.—Beliow.

NDSWORTH.—Matchless, Slih-p. twin J..\.l>.,
waterproof Bosch, 3 speeds, special; 49 gns.—

taS^ (NDSWORTH.—.\ntoinc Sh.p. twin, mag., com
I'lete machine, wants attention; clearance, 15
!b1ow.

NDSWORTH Exchanges.-Wandsworth Motor
Exchange. Ebner Ht.. Wandsworth (Town .Sta-
Phone : Battcrsea 327. [8296

GAINS.—New O.K.'s. Ariels, Harleys, Omegas.
uadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booths'
es, Halifax.

GAINS.—New 4'.i;h.p. Quadrant and- sidecar.
125: new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—Booths'
?s. Halifax.

GAINS.—1920 Woolei-, nearly new, £69;i0;
914 1'. aud M.. £45/10: 1914 4ilh.p. James.

Booths' Motorics, Halifax.

G.-MNS. — Sii.p. 2-spced Rex combination,
37/10; 3''4h.n. Sun-Precision, 3-spcCd, £36/10.—
Motorics. Halifax.

GAINS.—Six 1915 Douglas's. £42/10: 4h.p.
ouglas, £69/10: 4b. p. Douglas, with new sidc-
95/10.-Booth3' Motorics. Halifax.

.GAINS.-1919 P. aud M., with new sidecar.
110' 10: 1920 Scott, £87/10; 1920 Scott aud

, £110/10.-Booths' Jlotories, Halifax.

GAINS.—1919 Royal Ruby. 3-spced, \\i<b sidc-
11, £110/10: 1919 Enfield, 2-strokc, £42/10;
O.K., £35/10: 1919 Budge Multi, £67/10.—
-Motorics, Halifax.

GAINS. — Shop-soiled 1920 models : 2=ili p.
.K.. £43 ,'10: ditto 2-speed, £54/10: 2"-ili.p
Jap, 2-si)icd, £67/10; Harley-Davidson aud
. £189/10: 6h.ii. Ariel combination, £149/10:
ges eutertained. Pay us a visit.—Booths'
ss, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel. : 1062. [7858
P-SOII.ED Only. 2-'ih.p. Wooler. £90: shop-
iled onl.v, 3i,ih.p. T.T. Hudge Multi, £98; shop-
only .Scott. £120. — The Mctropole Garage,
'ool- [7518
FGLAS 251h.p. 2-specd, £20; Brown SH.h.p. and
oachbuilt sidecar, Grado gear, £20. enamel, tyres
carriage paid.—Bunting's Motor Excliahge.

^lone. [8177

SOLE AGENCY
Showroom cind Service Depot for

IVY MOTOR CYOLES
Certainly there is no better t\vo-3troke j the
" Ivy " was one of the original pioneer makes, and
has never varied from a high standard of quality
and reliability. Moreo^'er, it always bears the
distinctive marks of taste, technical knowledge,
and "brains," iri its design and finish.

THE IVY «'THREE" is the leading model, a new
conceptionhitw<HStrokes,pos$e5Slngthe power and pull

of a 31 h. p., combined with the lightness, handiness,
low cosf, low upkeep, and low taxation i30 -) of a
lightweight; Jt is an elegant machine for either sidecar

or solo. It "two-strokes " at all speeds, due tocorrect
englnedeslen.Thelvy 21 h.p. is another model, a dainty
mount tor solo only, and one well tested and proved over
the years. Send for list showing all models and prices

lrom£62(2; h.p.Solo) to £118 (3 h.p. Combination)

FRANK

WHITWORTH
139. NEW STREET.

Repair Dept. and Service Depot : 105-107, Bristol 31.

Beardmore-
Pr ecision
AS SUPPLIED TO LIVERPOOL CITY POLICE

\t\
Strength—Comfort— Efficient

Simplicity — Trouble - proof

Automatic Lubrication—
Braking— Two-speed Gear

—

Unique System of Cantilever

Leaf Springing—and Wonder-
ful Precision Engine—they're

Great

!

LIST PRICE :

Solo. £105; with Sidecar, £140.

Write for full description and
le^ra all about this Fine Mouat,

J. BLAKE & CO.
LIVERPOOL - - 110, BOLD STREET.
MANCHESTER - 33. BLACKFRIARS ST

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

MOTOR Cycle, 31i.p., so'iud tluouglioiit, cylinder re-
bored, new I'istuu and riugt;. new tyro and tnbe,

Grado gear, Boscli mag. : £25.—Sudale, Kolleston, ITur-
ton-on-Trent. [7234

EVANS, Garage. Newport, Salop, agent for Sunbeam,
Triumph. Rover. Raleigh, New Imperial, Diamond,

and other leading nialies of motor cyclea Jor immediate
delivery P£865l

You can get exactly the motor cycle you want
through the Kwiksale Private Illotor Recistn',

35. Long Acre. W.C. Gerrard 2392. Send lor list of

privately owned motor cyclesr [0138

RADCO 1920 (June) 2>:',h.p.. single-speed, as new.
lighting set. tools, complete, licenced. £50; Sun-

Vitesse 2-'', h.p, 2-speed combination, as new, licenced,
65 gns.—Game, 21, Canterbury Rd., Coldiester, [7881

RICHMOXD Park Gniage, 110, Upper Bidimoud
ltd.. East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phouc: Putney 2622.

No. 37 and 33 'bus passes tlw door. L.S.W.B. Barnes
Station. Tho following luachincii are lor atde or ex-
change:

R.P.G.—Sunbeam Into 1919 sports model, 3i,i.h.p.,

fiUly OQtiipiied, tax paid; £100; Tory nico mo-
iluno.

R.P.Q.—Humhor ami sidecar, S'.-jh.p., 3-spcO(l ge^n,

kick Ptnrter, clutch, all acccsaories; £45; cxti i

hiuiirt appearaneo.

R.P.G.—Alldays ATlon 2.r5troko, 2-speed counteishaft
ge.Tr, ioutbo.irds, all accc6sorics; £40; apleiidid

runner.

R.P.G.—Hiwlco 2-8trokc, 2-spced couut«reliatt gear, all

accessories; £32; choup madiine.

R.P.G.—Triumph niul sidecar, 3-spoe<l gear aud clutch,

all Qccoyiorics; £48.

RlCimOXn Park Garago, 110. ITpper Hichmnnd
ltd., Kast Shcea, S.\V.14. 'Phono: Putney 2622.

[7325

SliVEEAL 4h.p. DoUBlascs and Triumphs, 1918-19.

all renovated, ro-euumelled and plated like new
insido and out, aud thoionghly tested, from £65 to £95
each: siwcial piiou for tho lot.—Box 2,904, c.'i; V'l"

Motor Cuctc. [7674

33.h.p. 2.si)ccd Douglas,. perfect, £55; another, fitted

4 clutch, kick starter, new couditii>n, £70; Babv
Triumph, as new, £70; Triumph. 1903, N.S.U, 2.8pce.l,

£32. offers; 12h.p. Vulcan 2-5eiiter, dickey, bargain,

£260.—Wall, Aldenham Hd., Bushcy. [7210

MUTDH Cycles (new modclsl. sidecars, and bodies

actually in stock: B.S.A., Allon, New Scale,

Uadco (3 models), Triumph. Douglas, Sun ViUssso (tor

which we are tho solo agents lor the City ol London),
and others nt lowest manufacturers' prices; carriage

paid.— Bancroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate, Lon-

don. E.C.2. [0356

SAM E. CLAPUAM (Motors), Grsenwich. tho leading

agent for high-class makes of motor cycles: A.J..";..

Acme. Allon, Blackburnc. Excelsior, Edmund, Con-

naught, Coulson, Douglas, Diamond, Rex, Rudgc, Royal

Ruby, Triumph. I'.N. 4-cvl., JIatchless, all models.--

Noto address CPhone : Greenwich 751), 27, Stockwell

St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [6362

F.O.O.H. for now and second-hand cydos. combinations

ond runabouts, at low prices; inspection invited.

Spot cash, or on exchange arranged for your present

mount. Agents for Triumph, F.N., Zenith, B.8.A..

AJS.. etc. also Kingsbury, Citroen. Bleriot Whippet,

and O.N. earn: any make supplied: cash or eas.r

piivment~— 5. He.-itli St., Hamii'tead (near Ilampste.nd

Till* Station). 'Phone: Humpstead 3752. liour.s 9-7.

including Saturdays. [7792

BATCHELOn and Co.. 36. Clarence St., Kingston
ou-Thames (est. 1898), 'phone 1809, can supply

from stock 1921 Triumph, chain drive. £140; 1921

Triumph. Model 11, £127/10; 1921 Baby Triumph.

£75; Triumph 4h.p. W.U.B., £95: 1921 Enfleld 2.

stroke £65; 1921 Enfield 8h.p. combination. £160;

1921 Douglas, 3-bpeed. £100; 1921 Douglas, 2.speed.

£85- 1921 Douglas, clutch. £105; 1921 Douglas com-

bination £170; 1921 Matchless combination, dynamo.
£230: also 1921 Rover. Ariel. A..r.S. Allon Bradbury.

B S A. motor cycles; exchanges arranged. Montgomery
sidecars, all models stocked; catalogue sent. [6334

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.

MOTOR Cvcles, solo. Saturday to Monday. 42/6. onr

week. 85/-; combination. 52/6 and 115/-; writ'-

tor further information.—Maudes', 100, CI. Portland

St . W.l.
- [8160

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS. *

WALL AutoWheel. in good condition; bargain, £8.

—Cowley, Lechlade, Gloucestershire. [7759

YOUNG Attachment and Cycle, almost new. licensed;

£26/10.—Thomson, 85, Church. Ed., Willesdeii.
[7669

ArTO-WHEEL. 1919, good order and condition;

£12,10.—Thomson, 85. Church Ed., Willesil.Mi.

[7668

SnfPLEX Motor Attachment. Ih.p.. tor pedal cycle,

new; £23, or offer.-Barlord, Denmark Rd., King-
ston-on-Thames.- [7138

YOUNG Cycle Attachment, fitted to makers' own
special ovcic, new, tax paid.—Wain, Otton

Rd., Potters Bar. . [7144

WALL Auto-Wheel and Gent.'.s Cycle for sale. Hi
h p.. 140 m.p.g., splendid condition; £22, offers.

—Applv after 7 or Sat. 2-5, Ilorvath, 15, Stanhope

Rd., Highgatc, K.6. t'228

Ml letters lehiting to ailvertisements should quote the numbe'r at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. .\4i
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TnicYCLEs ron sale.
ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2647

AEIEL Tricycle, 31i.ii., water-cooled lieaO, mag., B.B.
carburetter, 2 speeds, free euRiue, euay starter,

licensed.—Letters, A., 153, South Nonvuod Hill, Soutti
Norwood.. [6689

TRICARS FOR SALE.
TRICAR, Sli.p. Chater-Lea, wivter-cooled,

condition; £60.—58a, Gosberton Rd.,
S.W.12.

CENTAUH Tricar, 41i.p., 2 speeds, fie« eng
drive, suit tiadesuian, good order; £20,

—Hall, Astage, ^YindIesllaIu, Surrey.

perfect
Balham,

[7S40

ine, chain
ir nearest.

[6020

THOMPSOK" Brothers 1920 Tricar, 3-speed and re-
verse, ftt^iwart Bpeedometer, 4 die* wheels, inc^ur-

ance, run POO miles, runniuy- perfect)^-; £250,—Warren,
Oliemist, ^rarebam. [8248

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
nd unusedtJliOOTA.MOT.\, 1920 mo.lel. new

*~^ Hopkins, New St., Ledbury.

A.B.C. .Skootainota, jiracticallv new;
9, Edge Hill, Plumstead:

KINGSBURA- Scooter, nearly new;
Garage, Sidcup. "Phone : 4.

28

£48.—
[0538

.Street,

[7137

£20.—Cliffords
[7301

EGERTO-\S. Norlhgale. Ipswich,
stock A.B.C., .SkootanroUs,

deliver from
and Mobile Pups.

" [4863

A .B.C. Sknotau)ota, 1920. only 50 miles; £35; as new,
—G. O. AVilliams, Crowiand, Peterborough.

"[X9777
A .B.C. Skootamota, -1920, only ridden 10 miles.-ii R.M.O,

"

field.

THE "BEST" MECHANICAL

PUMP will deliver OIL

at a PRESSURE of over

100 LBS. per INCH !

. Derbyshire .Sanatorium, Walton, Chester-
[7168

SCOOTER.—Coventry StalTord. with seat and electric
Hglit, not done 70 miles; £26.—170. Ked_Lane.

Coventry.

1O30 Kingsbury Scooter,
J^iJ offers.—Merifield,
«ui-Thamc

15.
a ; new. fitted
Balmoral Rd.,

1Q20 Autnppd Scoole
-i-f/ Stanleys '

Hush. W.12.

[X0009

seat; £28,
Kingston-

[7139

witli dynamo lijihting; £25.

—

173-4, Rnilwny Approach, Shepherd's
[8328

A-B.C. SkooLamota, brand new, recently from works;
^635, carriage paid.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139,

New St., Birmingham. [X9947

AUTOPED, brand new, electrically equipped; £21.—
Brougliton Gaiagp, Gt. Cheetliam St. West, Higher

Jlroughton, Manchester. [7605

AUTOPED Scoote-rv brand new, vahxe 45 gns. ; cash
or excliauge offers; Muncliester.—4, Blantyre Av.,

AValkdcu, near Manche.ster. [8202

tJHOOTAMOTA, A.B.C., late 1920, practically new,
^^ and haidlv used, perfect order, fast; accept £30,
bargain.-Heather, -83, London Ed., Eiomley. [7447

SKOOTAMOT.-^, practically new, lady owner given up
riding, new elrctiic lu-ad, tail, anff accirmulator

;

£25.-Seen Buyue Works, l«?liind Holland Park Tube.
- [7656

A-B.C. Skootamotas, brand new; special price, 36 gns.

;

delivered free anywhere in Great Britain at pur-
cliaser's risk.—Egeitons, Korthgate, Ipswich. 'Phone:
962. [4328

A .B.C. .Skootamotas, brand new; 38 gn?., li,st price
£55; delivery free auywiiere in Great Britain at

]iiirchaser'6 risk.—Howes and gone, Ltd., Chapel Field,
Norwich. [X9874

MOBILE Pup Scooters, with seats included, brand
new, at special price, £28 : delivered free anywhere

111 Great Britain at owner's risk.-Egertous, JSToiihguto
- Ijisirielr. 'Phone; 962. [4329

AUTOPED Scooters.-Immediate delivery l«h.p.
-^ 4-strok6- engine, free engine clitch, and dynamo
lighting, 1920 model, sliop-soiled only: £25.—P. J,
Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [8152

HOODS. WIND SCREENS. ETC.
CAMBER.—Hoods, 50/-;

Bright and Hayles, 78,

wind screens, 27/6.—
ChTOcll St., Camberwell.

[3794
£4/10, new,, unused: wiil

part payment.—64,
[0398

BODIES.
'l^'ENUS Step Bodies are the best for old chass

\7"ENU3 Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very sma

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and
but not unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and sot
direct. Catalogue free.

y-ENUS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St., S. Totten

"ISriND 'Screen EastiuL
* ' take any useful accessory

llishopsgate, Londou.

HOOD Jtaterials.—TwUl. sticks, celluloid, fittings,
etc.; materials complete for re-cover, 14/9 —

Henry Jones. 778, High Rd., Tottenham, London.
[7408

A USTEE Triples Adjustable Aero Type Wind Screen,-li over.nll size 13x7'!4in., 15/- each, including car-
nage and packing.—George Onmming, 19, Rose St
Aberdeen. [3290

A USTEK Triplex Adjustable Aero Type Wind Screens,d- 12x6J-,i, brand new, 6/6, post free, splendid
v;.lne— S. Lewis, 19,^, Upper Oliarlton St., Carburtou
St., W.l. [7237
AUSTER Triplex Glass Adjustable Aero Type Wind

Screens, I2X6V2. 10/8 each; electric test lamps 1

with wire. 2/-.—Bastone's. 228, Pentonville Rd '

1

King's Cross. London, N.l. [2006

Price 25/6
PLUS COST

OF FIXING

AT ANY
GARAGE.

Manufactured by .
—

BEST & LLOYD. LTD.,

Handsworth, Birmingham.

CLYNO C.B. Body, fair condition, roomy

;

room wanted.—197, Henley Rd., Ilford.

SIDECAR Body, coachbuilt, best Quality; c

original £12/12.-64, Bishopsgate, London.

ENFIELD Sidecar Body for

seater.—219, Stanstead Ed.
sale, or exchf.n;
Forest Hill, SE

" The pump bss lunclioned quite correctly ever
since fitting, 1 have run machine in a snow
storm after standing in the cold till the
acetylene generators froze, and it made no
difference to the oil supply."

Extract from tcstimomal.

s
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way

B
8 1

c
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78
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BRAND NEW 1920 MACHINES.
NEW imPERIAL-J.A.P., 8h.p., twli. ,. £127 10
BLACKBURNE, ^ h. p., 3-speed £122 10
ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch model £140
DOUGLAS, 4 hp- 3-speed, clutch £112 10
ROYAL RUBY, spring frame, 3 h.p £95
INDIAN, .i' h.p., 3-spced, sprint; frame . £110
COVENTRY-EAGLE, 3* h.p., 3-speed . . £107 10
B.A.T., 6 h.p. twin, spring frame £130
ROVER, 3I h.p., 3-speed, chain drive . . £130
N.U.T., Magdyno, 3* h.p. twin £150 C
ARIEL, 3i h.p., s-speed £100
B.S.A., + h.p., T.T £90
IMP, 2-speed, 2-stroke £65
O.K., 2-speed, 2-stroke £55
JAMES, 2-speed, 2-stroke £67 10
METRO-TYLER, 2-stroke £50
TRIUMPH . h.o. i-speed fl17

BRAND NEW 1921 MACHINES.
NEW imPeKIAL-iJ.A.P., jj h.p., 2-speed,

K.S., and clutch £89 15
B.S.A., 4} h.p., chain drive, 3-spe;d , . . . £110

X'^\' fliitoneH Sr.ftPter. dvnamo b.^Hh".vT 'I5 g

BRAND NEW 1920 COMBINATIONS.
NEn llVlS'ERiAL-J.A.i'.Sh.p.Com.. 3-sp. ii6/ lO
MATCHLESS Comb., Magdyno, iVLA.G. £215
ZENITH Comb., 8 h.p., clutch model . . £182 tO
HAZLEWOOD Comb., 6 h.p. J.A.P. twin £180
ROVER Combination, 5-6 h.p. twin J.A.P. £185 .0

B.A.T. Comb.. 6 h.p., spring frame .... £170
ROYAL RUBY Comb., S h.p., 3-speed . . £180
LEA-FtflNC(S (m,h., 3! h " twin. . «145

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS
iqiCi RUDt.E MULTI Comb., 5-6 h.p. .. £115
reus INDIAN Cumbination, 7-9 h.p. .. £70

BRAND NEW 1921 COMBINATIONS.
TRIUMPH Comb., 4 h.p.. chain drive .-. £195
ENFIELD Combination, S h.p £160
CLYNO Combination, 8h.p..springframe £250

Trade supplied.

\V.\NTED.—Good Second-hand Jlotor Cj-cles and
Combinations.

Cash or Deferred Payments.

RERCY & CO.,
314—316, Euston Road, N W.l

'Phone: Museum 1337.

after 6.—69a, Har

BARGAIN.-Extra light coachbnirt body,
door, wind screen; £5; eyenings.-41, Mora

> \V.9.

IDEOAR Body, Chater-Lea, urrderslung,

•creeu, perfect; bargain, f7/15.—45,- Chnrlei

stepney.

DJUSTABLE 2-5eater Coach Body, new,
stored, wants i>ainting; £3/17/6.—230,

way Rd., ISI.

ULBOUS Back Bodies, fit old type chassis

each; few only left; also other high-class bj

8 Byron Rd., Harrow. 1

COACHBUILT Step Body, side doors, locker _m
needs slight repair ; 30/-

Rd., Clapham Common.
AjMBER.—Step bodies, bulbous, and tanden

suit any machine.—Makers ; Bright and Hf

78 Church St., Camberwell, London.

UXmiOrS New Tandem Sidecar Boily, aduli

hild, 2 cockpits, wind ecreeus; cost £25, tiff

\A liite, X.e\vaageut, Cobham, Surrey.

PERFECTION doachbnilt Sidecar Bodies,

£6/15; new r.idecar cha-tsis. with wheel, £'

—Motorics, 25, Horton St., Haliiai".

OYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis,

class finish. Several bodies (new) to clear c

Write for designs.—The WiUowbrook Co., Mar
tnrers, Leicester.

SIDECAR Body Designs lor the trade only,

ing, coloured, pencil, or line dirawings of ori

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to sc

Cooper's Velricle Journal, Ltd., established desi

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.

SIDECAR ATT.\CHMENTS.

s
pOB

QANDUM, the Smart- Sidecar Specialists.

OANDraa Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Sbo

SANDUM Models.-Tho Exquisite *24/10,
Sports £28/10, are of distinctive appearanc

SANDDM Elite Sidecar. £28/10; the smartest
car on the road; highly recommended in

Mot<ir Cycle."

SANDUM Duel Purpose Sidecar (patented). A 1

or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds,
of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight ir

rect position over- rear axle. Finished in colours t(

any make of machine, £45; bodies only, £2
The latest development of the 2-seater as deeigne
us, and approved by the recognised experts,

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, si

racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/5.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's
Rd., W.C.I. Pfione : Museum 3427. Facto

162 to 165, Pentonville Kd., N.; and Bn
Works, Britannia St., W.C.

A LLEN-BENNEIT Motor Co., Ltd.

SWAN Spoi-ts, all models, from £30: fittings fc
' makes, including Henderson, Indian, Trii

Douglas, Harley, etc. Some special stop-soiled barj

HENDERSON, all models, also some special
so"

also some special shop-

soiled bargains.

MILLFORD, all models,
bargains.

BAICO, Indian, bulbous back, list £45, our
£38: Triumph fittings, £28.

MILLFOHD. all models.

THE Albeu, bulbous back, any
from £25.-9. 10, 11, Royal

don. 'Phoue : Croydon 2450.

rolonr, any fit

Parade, West

P.
and M. Sidecar, as new; £15,-33, Hackford
Brixton, S.W.

CCOTX_Sidecai:, _eood_conditlnn; £15, or near;condition;
43, Estcoiut Rd., Fulham.

A^2 AM letters relating to advertisements .should tjuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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T.T. PreparatioDS.

IX
less tliun tliree months lime the Tourist Trophy
races will be won and events of the past.

Already many firms have their experimental
itiotlels well in hand, and those who are behind
time would be well advised to snatch e\epi-

a\ailable moment for testing purposes. Every-
thing points to very keenly contested races, and
since the events are hieing strongly supported by
the manufacturers there is a likelihood of ven- fast

times being made.

Last year's senior race was fought out between
two or three well-known makes, but there were
many notable absentees. In 1921, however, most
of those firms whose names ha\'e ligured promi-
nently in pre-war races, and who owe much of their

success to the island races, will be competing.
whilst there will be newcomers of no mean import.

At least four of our best known manufacturers
who ha\'e so far been wedded to side-by-side valve
gear are giving the overhead type a trial, and it

will be interesting to see whether their experiments
bear fruit in the Isle of Man.

Two-strokes will tigure largely in the junior event
and J50 c.c. class, but they are not hkely to
carry all before them, since some very fast minia-
ture four-strokes are already on the road. It is

probable that stamina will be the deciding factor
amongst the smaller machmes, and it is this very
factor which affects the buying public most.

J^veiy year there are a few motor cyclists who
> oice the opinion that racing effects no direct
benefit upon the touring machines, and yet it

is hard to name a single prominent firm whose
reputation has not been largely founded on racing
3ucce.->£es, and whose products have not been im-
proved by lessons learned on track and road events.

Apart from the spoiling side of the Isle of Man
races their technical value is enormous to any
manufacturer who is genuinely on the look out for
weak places in his production and their possible
cure. Absolute reliability, the ability to rnaintain

Ingh speeds, perfect contiollnbility and braking are
essentials over the long and tortuous course, and
wh<p can say that these points are not, directly or
uidirectly, the essentials of a first-class touriiiL'
mount?

Speed Events.

THERli is every indication that the summer
o[ n)2i will be eventful from the speedman's
point of \iew. More than ever, manufac-
turers are realising the value—both from a
publicity and an educative point of view—of

successes in races or record-breaking. The large
entries for the spring speed trials augur well for
tlic more important events a little later on, and,
no doubt, the thoughtful designer is appreciative
of the assistance accruing from such events in
producing his machines for the Tourist Trophy
and Grand Prix races.

Around midsummer there is a galaxy of im-
portant races. In addition to the several meetings
at Brooklands, where new racing mounts may be

'

tried out, there will be the T.T., the 500 mile
race for the Miller Gold Cup at Brooklands, and
the Grand Prix in France, all within a period of
five weeks. Probably the 500 mile race would
ha\e been more interesting had it been arranged
to take place prior to the Isle of Man event, as
it would have provided designers with valuable
data which e\-en the Tourist Trophy may not pro-
vince. 500 miles "all out" on Brooklands is a
more severe engine test than the Isle of Man course,
and any motor cycle capable of surviving such a
trial would prove itself fit to undergo the gruelling
of the T.T. On the other hand, it does not neces-
sarily follow that the winner of a T.T. could sur-
vive the race for the Gold Cup.

Altogether, a most interesting season's racing is

in sight, and the motor cycle movement must
benefit by it by rea.son of the public interest
which will be focusseij upon such highly sporting
events.
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COMMC;NT6
Do not Fofget the Old Crocks.

fR. D. Elyard Brown,^ of the C.A.V. people, tells

me he still has the single-geared 31^ h.p.

Ormonde on which he secured a gold medal in

die 1904 Edinburgh Run (the first of the historic

series), being one of the twenty-two men in a field of

forty-six who covered the distance injide-twentj-four

hours, and thereby confounded ' the prophets who
denied that any 1904 machine could succeed. If I

remember aright, he carried no fewer than, four twenty
ampfere-hour eight-volt accumulators, and may pro-

bably claim to have been the 45^rst motor cyclist to

use electric lighting regularly. I remember that in

the same year his firm made me a metal box for my
rear carrier, containing two Castle accumulators, which
provided the ignition current and also illuminated a

transparent rear number in the back panel of the case.

These reminiscences inspu'e me to suggest that a

number of the old-timers may still possess their

ancient crocks, and that it would be rather fun if a

special parade—or even a. trial—were arranged during

the summer for sucli machines. One of my most
treasured possessions is a bound volume of the Gazette,

which the M.C.C. circulated gratis amongst its

members for a few years, commencing in March, T903.

Did he Know?
THOSE readers who ha\'e scanned my disconnected

prattle for any length of time will .reco"gnise

that my nature is a lovable compound of logic

and innocence. It let me down badly the other day.

I was burbling gently over an atrocious road when
I ran into the tail of the most gigantesque dustcloud

ever encountered. It choked the narrow lanes from
hedge to hedge. The summit of it ascended miles

up into the blue empyrean. The vanguard of it dis-

figured the distant horizon. Says I to myself,, says I,

" Some oof-merchant on a 30-98 h.p. Vauxhall, full of

champagne! I will loaf along leisurely until we emerge
upon something like a road north of Exeter, and then

I will encourage my A. B.C. to dally with him."
However, the route was long, and the dust titillated

my larynx most unpleasantly, so it fell on a time that

I strove mightily with the aforesaid oof-rherchant, and
penetrated into the very heart of his dustcloud. After

a suffocating two miles I caught and passed him. The
murk-was too thick for me to identify his 'bus, but he
was merely the very spit of Poy's John Citizen, seated

at the helm of a quite tardy sidecar outfit with Mrs.
Citizen dutifully beside him., ^ The magnific dust-

cloud was solely ascribable to the fact that their

luggage grid had sagged under two heavy suitcases,

and was trailing along the road ! I now wish I had
paused to enquire whether the task of tucking up the

tail of his grid had baffied his resources, or whether a

rigid framed sidecar, on an execrable road, jolts so

fiendishly that he did not know his luggage was filing

down the humps between the potholes ?

Kick-starters for Baby Two-strokes.
' Y latest baby two-stroke has a kick-starter anJ

free engine clutch. I incur much odiurn in

consequence amongst hard riders. " Muff " and
" mammie's daiiing " are two of the mildest epithets

which such a specification provokes from the sort of

fellow who rides a single-geared 7-9 h.p. As my
e.xcuses have a technical and commercial significance,

I make them coram popiilo. There are two-strokes

which, on occasion, commence to two-stroke in their

garages. There are others—and there are occasion^

with the rest—when an engine -of this_ type hesitates

1jetween two and four-stroking for a - matter of a

hundred yards or so after it is first started up from

cold.

Now if there is a nasty little bit of i in 6 right

outside your villa gate, and if your usual pillion pas

senger is a well-nourished person, do you-4iot think it

wise and right to ensure that the aforesaid hill shall

be climbed under power at the first attempt? If

so, the ability " to warm her up in free "'
is a sine

qua 11011.

One might add that the fair sex are nowadays very

interested in baby two-strokes, and that few of them

love the jump mount. Wherefore, any two-stroke

maker on the lookout for the largest nett sales should

list a kick-starter if only as an option.

Over-organised ?

^N tour the other day, I ran over a pound of nails

which some unscrupulous garage owner had
presumably deposited in the roadway, until my

back tyre resembled a hedgehog (spasm i), and then

a sieve (spasm 2). I used all my patches and solution,

and finally struggled into a town, where I .stopped at

the kind of garage which reminds one of an R.E. base

depot, so highly organised that the men can't chalk

your cover without filling in a -store-ticket. Here I

bought and fitted a new inner tube, arranging for the

old one to be posted on to my destination for the night.

Later in the day I ran over another pound of nails,

and next morning I was eagerly awaiting the postman.

He staggered up to the door stooping under a large

parcel, which proved to, contain six large char-ii-banc

size inner tubes. Next time I strike trouble I shall

patronise the kind of garage which consists of an army

hut dumped near a blind corner, when an ex-corporal

of signals sits hungrily waiting for a collision in order

that he may send his wife to the village store for a

pound of margarine. I prefer personal attention to

over-organisation. But I should like to have heard

what the char-a-banc^owner said when he received my
26 X 2^^in. tube; my own verbosity was censored by

the presence of my~hostess on the doorstep. -

Uion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" have fust

been published in book form, price 5s. 3d. post free, from

" Tlie Motor Cycle "
Offices. 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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Making Smiles Grow.

DAM jusL home from watching some cracks—and
others—contest a big trial. There is a lot of
human nature to be trapped by the observant in

such events. I collected several lumps at the freak
hills. For example, I stationed myself at a hairpi)i
of the double or meathook type, where the surface was
of deep, wet loam, garnished with assorted boulders.
What golfers call the " approach " consisted of a
^vater-splash, beneath which lurked immemorial mud
of unknown depth, whilst the double bend was excel-
lently camouflaged by an innocent-looking shrub on the
right. The first man up was a broth of a boy, \vh6
greetecj the spectators massed on the footbridge with
a friendly grin, opened his throttle, charged the splash
like a champion hurdler, and evidently intended to
impress his audience. He cast up a bow wave_ of
extraordinary dimensions, accomplished a miraculoius
-lither in the hidden mud, commenced the ascent with
Jiis near-side footrest leading, and finally scrabbled up
the hill with much cavorting and foot-i>logging, look-
ing a sadder and a wiser man. Xo. 2 had more sense.
As soon as he saw the water-splash, he went down into
bottom gear, slowed down to a crawl, and ambled
through very cautiously and not uncreditably. As he
-ighted the boulders sticking out of the loam like

almonds in a cake, he pursed his lips, tighteaed liis

wrists, and commenced to ri<Je very, very carefullw
But his front wheel presently hit a big stone, and lie

'lisappeared muttering impious ejaculations. Nos. 3
nid 4 were pals, who loved each other so dearly that
it was their habit to ride with their handle gri'jjs all

but touching from start to finish. Incredible to relate,

they attempted to negotiate the aforesaid packet of
trouble like Siamese twins. All went well till Joe
found himself forced on to the more boulderv portion
of the hairpin, whilst Jim was riding easily on a smooth,
if greasy, rabbit track abjut four inches wide, and,
moieover, had the wide side of the wickeder half of

the meathook. Joe screamed lurid objurgations at

Jim, wlio knew when he was well off, and ni^ither

accelerated nor cleared the delectable bit of the track.

3S9

With an oath Joje plunged at the stony road centre,
skidded, twisted, and rammed Jim's machine heavily
in the region of the carburetter, unseating both men.
I will not stain our meek pages by repeating what they
said to each other. An age-long friendship was
apparently shattered beyond repair. Presently there
appeared a \eteran trials rider : in other words, a small,
cautious figure, with a cynical countenance, twinklmg
with the tired humour you may find in a very old man.
He was well out by himself, having no fancy for close
company when a wicked secretary is devising pitfalls
for the uuAvary. He came along at a crawl, and
attempted no stunts. Bottom gear in plenty of time,
of course. Throttle right back. Legs, wrists, back,
and thighs braced into trussed girders. Keen eyes
performing prodigies of path-picking. He made no
more bones of this find-a-winner corner than a novice
makes of the Portsmouth Road on a summer afternoon.
His front wheel never swerved, and his feet never
wa\ered from the rests.

Where are the Scooters?
<;.\1.\ 1 ask, who-e are the scooters? 1 don't
mean the /?« dc siick typg with a 2 3^ h.p.
engine and two speeds, but the old originals,

which were mass-producefl (or so the advertisements
said) with one cylinder about tlie size of the pots in
which the revue girl biiys her lipsalve. So far I have
traced three, viz. : ' -

No. I.—Bought by a young artist during the
boom. It wouldn't climb hi.s drive, so he sold it

(U a profit to a S|:)ortsman who \vanted to own tlie

lirst scooter in Seaville, and finallv dropped it off

the pier at midnight in a huff.

Nos. 2 and 3.—Bought by a married couple,
who jive near the foot of Sutton Bank, and dislike

walking. These are now rusting in a marine store.

I think they were bai'tered for a job of grinding
scissors.

Anyhow, T/ic ^lo/or Cycle's withers were unwrung,
for we never believed in the little treasties, and frankly
said so. Meanwhile, the lightweight is making good.

J. E. Greenwood, designer of the Sunbeam, piloting his 3V h.p. sidecar over the crest o( the Old Wyche in the Victory Cup Trial

___J
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31 H.P. AND 7-9 H.P. RUDGE SIDECAR OUTFITS,

Single and Twin-cylinder Models wiih Tlirce-speed Gears and All-chain Drive.

AFTER a long, adherence to belt drive, the chain-

driven Rudge machines are at last a fact.

A 'preliminary model was exhibited at last

year's Olympia Show, but since then certain modifica-

tions, notably in the clutch design; have been carried

out, and both single and twin-cylinder machines -will

shortly be available.

A few days ago a road test of the two models was

undertaken, and we were particularly interested in

the running of the single-

cylinder machine, for of

late it has not been so

prominent in the competi-

tion- world as of old on

a<-count of the narrow geai-

ratios, wdiich placed the

belt drive models at a dis-

a d V a n-t age in modern
freak-hill trials. T h e

new three-speed chain-

drive \ will no doubt bring

the excellent 3^- h.p. single

Rudge engine once more into the forefront of trials

winners—a position which it-justly merits.

Briefly, the machine closely resembles former Rudge
models, for the engine, forks, and frame are of the

same type as those used on the I.O.INI. multi machines.

The rear portion of the frame {i.e.. chain stays, back

stavs, etc.), is detachable, and has a special bracket

to carry the new Rudge three-speed gear box,. Instead

of hanging the box from the bracket by means of

twin

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINES: Rmlge single; So y. SS mm. (499 cc);
.S-5 X SS mvi. (99S c.c), overhead inlet valves.

GEAS, BOX : Rudge three-speed, constant mesh.

CLUTCH: Ferodo and steel plates on engine-shaft, hand
controlled.

TRANSMISSION : ix|!;!. chains, front enclosed

WHEELS: p.G0a6o mm., interchangecble.

LUBRICATION : Heel-opeialed cil pump

vertical studs, the bracket itself is of channel section,

and the walls of. the channel have longitudinal slots

through W'hich pass two horizontal bolts in the to].i

of the gear box casting. -An eccentric on the -top of

the bracket meshes v.'ith a suitable recess in the upper

surface of the box, so that its rotation slides the box

to or from the engine as required for purposes of

chain adjustment.

Gear control is obtained by means of a long lever

mounted on the i:op of the

gear box ; the mounting
embodies a quadrant witli

a spring plunger device on
the lever for locating the

latter in the required posi-

tions, wjiile a gate is fitted

liesid'' the tank to facilitate

gear ihaiiging,

Cliaiii.s i:f j^in. pitch x

jjin. w i d t h are used
throughout, and the clutch.

which is located " on the

engine-shaft, has four large diameter plates, two of
steel and two with Ferodo inserts ; the clutch is con-

trolled from the handle-bar, and is sensitive in opera-
tion. Covering the clutch, the front chain, and the

countershaft sprocket is a large aluminium cover,

which, like the crank case, is a smooth casting with

no excrescences, tfie whole being easiLy cleaned.

The above remarks apply alriiost equally to the

7-9 h.p. twin-cylinder model. Both machines are
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Road Tests of New Models.—

'equipped with the same transmission, and only minor
differences, such as the use of Lucas Magdyno on
the^ twin and an :M-L Maglita on the single,, were
noticed

; the single also was burdened with an unduly
heavy sidecar.

Actually under way, it was found that the engine
^^'as capable of a fair turn of speed, but, owing to
a high top gear (4 to i); the i in q gradient was just
to<5 mui.'li without changing down to second.

In general, the machine, regarded as an
comfortable and easy to handle, the low rid

tion, ccsiiblned with moderately wide handle-
large footboards, allowing an easy attitude

. 39^

outfit, is

ing posi-

bars and
The

In place of the more conventional location on the countershaft, the
fabric and metal plate clutch is mounted on the engine-shaft.

In view of the fact that the engine is of 499 c.c.

< apacity only, tiie performance generally was good,
.utd ^ve must admit that all through, our impression
wa.s that the machine was of the niiw more common
500-600 c.c. class.

Ensine and gear units of the single-cylinder model. Observe the
kick-starter and the heel pedal for the oil pump.

'inly f(X)t controls are both situated on the right foot-
board-, the near brake pedal being at the front, while
iiehind,""and convenient to the heel, is the oil pump
pedal, the oil tank being carried on the saddle tube
as in usual Rudgc practice.

Changing over from the single to the twin, we
found a remarkable difference in speed and power,
as wa.s only to be expected with an engine of twice the
capacity. With a high top gear the big engine
trickles along at 20 m.p.h. in the easiest way imagin-
able, while its all-out speed with a sidecar is rather
exhilarating, to say the least; rushing over half a mile
of I in 9, the speed never drojjped below 37 m.p.h.,
•:\-'n .It the summit, and would have Ix'cn still higher

The three-speed chain-driven 7-9 h.p. twin Rudge with interclrangeable wheels. \ 3i h.p. single-cylinder model with similar specification

is also being made.
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Boad Tests of New Models.-

if tlie whole outfit

had not bounced
on the rough sur-

f a c e and so lost

speed.

With a really fast

machine .powerful

and smooth-acting

brakes are a sine

qua nqn, and the

flat Ferodo-faced
slipper type used
on both front and
rear wheels of the

R u d ge are excel-

lent, especially in

their smoothness of
operation. Two
points only call ^

for criticism—t h e

first is that the
twin«cylinder engine Detachable and interchangeable wheels are used on the chain-driven Rudge models.

MARCH 3Jsf, ig2i.

is by no means
silent in operation ;,

while the second,

applicable lo both

models, is the lack

of guarding for the

rear chain. In all

other respects, how-

ever, the machines

will most certainly

take a front rank,

and we look for-

ward to their suc-

cessful participation

in the 1921 trials.

Although our test

was primarily con-

n e c t e d with the

machine, a word of

praise for the spring-

ing of the Rudge
sidecar must not be

omitted

FUEL ECONOMY—IS YOUR GEAR TOO HIGH?
THE considerable increase in petrol consumption

due to raising the gear ratio of a motor, cycle

is only appreciated by those who have experi-

mented in this direction. A well-known carburetter

'

manufacturer recently gave us several examples of a
falling off of good consumption figures through raising

'

the gear. One firm of motor cycle makers, lie informed
us, had obtained very good results one year, but with

the same engine and machine there w^as a considerable

falling off the next. It was found that the gear ratio

had been raised, and as soon as the original ratio

was reverted to tlie former low consumption was
obtained.

In another case it was found that 28in. instead of

26in. w'heels were being used, without alteration to

the gear ratio to counteract the effect of the larger

wheels. [This effect, by the way, is greater than might

appear at a glance: actually it means a yjs/o higher

"gear."]

We recall a test made by a prominent firm with two

"big twin" outfits regarding the gear ratio of which

two of the technical staff could not agree. Identical

in every respect, excepting gear ratio, with the same

load, the two machines were sent over a 100 mile

course side-by-side. The machine with a' 5 to i top

gear was infinitely better than its companion on 4 to i.

MUDGUARDING AND LARGE TYRES.

IT
seems to me that the enthusiastic advocates of

large wheels and tyres purposely ignore one im-

portant point—the mud and dust proposition. The
gentry who ride huge twins solo, and who, perhaps,

are particularly to the fore in stating their views

—

personally, I have just finished riding solo the hugest

twin purchasable—do not, as a rule, care though they

get as muddy as the bed of the Mississippi,^ or, rather,

they are prepared to accept as much mud as happens
to be thrown at them in return for the unquestionable

advantages of the breed.

Now, in all conscience, the ordinary run of British

motor cycle, equipped with 26 x 2|-in. tyres, is muddy
enough for most i^eople, but I never realised what
difficulties are in the way of the mudguard specialist

till I owned my present sidecar outfit—a heavy affair

of 10 h.p., equipped with 28 x 3in. tyres. These
tyres make an immense trough on the road surface,

and the outfit, accelerating up to 48 m.pTh. without
effort, fills the vacuum in its wake with minute particles

of road surface, be it dust, mud, or water. This
rearguard of minute particles attaches itself to the

rear of the rider and his passenger, and nothing will

keep it out. Leg shields are essential, for without

A26

them the rider on a wet day becomes literally saturated

with liquid mud up-to the shoulders—no exaggeration.

The shields, however, increase the area of the vacuum
in the rear, and though they defend one from frontal

attack, they tend to supplement the force of the rear

assault.

I am awai'e that a great many sidecar outfits arc

not such mud-slingers as my present mount, but my
experience is that a fast machine having big tyres is

about the filthiest type of mount one can have.

I put the blame of the mud slinging capabilities of

my present machine entirely oil the huge tyres, as

the mudguarding has been considerably improved.

The size of the wheels does not matter, but if we
increase the width of the road tread we at once

increase the greatest drawback to the existing type of

sidecar outfit—^mud ! The force at which mud is

ejected from under the tread must increase enoiTnously

with eveiT millimetre of width of tread, and, wherea.s

a 2in. tyre throws out a comparatively limpid splash,

a 2><in. tyre hurls out a high pressure fountain, while

a 3in tyre blasts forth a mud stream equivalent tc

shot from a blunderbuss.
Chinook.
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

Oversize Tyres. Year h\ vear Jarger. i>i- "ii\i:r>i/e.

tyres ai'e coming slowly into their own
'in British machines. In section and in diameter,

present-day standards have increased greatlv on what
vas ample in pre-war times. Tliis is all \ery much to

ihe good, for the higher average speeds attained liy

more efficient engines are made po.ssible without a

'Orresponding increase in road discomfort. Indeed.
it is considered by some that the .suiH;r-diameler tyre

"f the distant future may prove a sinijiJc and efficient

•olution of the rear springing problem. But the point

we wish to. emphasise here is that, liig and " fat '' as

lie the tyres on 1921 mounts, there are uiany cases

where they might be even larger yet. Hard riders in

be Home Country recognise this, and either specify

ir themselves tit " oversixe " tyres (in its literal .sense).

IVir example, on 26 x sl^in. standard rims it is lie-

coming quite popular to fit j8 x 3in. tyres, which in

conjunction . with secuiity bolts have been found
niirely satisfactory. For the odier common size of

Kritish rim, 26 x ly^xw.. there are. of course,

specially made 26x3X2iin. covers, witli which.

however, security bolts are unnecessary. Readers
carrying out eidier of these conversions should remem-
ber that they both automatically raise tlie "gear'' of

the machine, although the actual engine-sprocket to

wheel revolution ratio remains unaltered.
tj] tj3 tj3

Speed events, on road and track, are

immensely popular in Australia, and
this developiuent combined with a

preponderance of solo big twins^ has

resulted in some very fast times being recorded therc

over various measured distances. Electrical timing at

these events is the rule rather than the exception and,

quite justifiably, our Australian friends wish to know
if their records are eligible for consitleration as world's

records. For the benefit of several correspondents
we m.iy, briefly, make the present position clear.

Tn addition to approval of the record by the Feflera-

tion of International Motor Cyclists it is necessary

that the attempt be measured and tiined by a repre-

Austraiia and

International

Records.

seittative . of that body or of an approved aiBliated

club. The F.I.CM. has laid down exliaustive regula-

tions governing attempts on international time.=,

including, of course, the two-way " mean speed

"

s(i))ulation regarding all short distance times, but there

arc no limitations regarding locality such as imagined
by one of our overseas readers, who recently asked if,

" to create a world's record, the ride must be made at

Brooklands? Xo; to have a motor cycle record

considered for international honours, be it made oil a

iieach in South Australia or a dirt-track in Canada, it

is only necessary to comply with the requirements, and

to obtain the approval of the I'M.CM.
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, 83, Pall Mall, London,

W'.f. is the e;eneral secretary of the Federation.
ts * tji .

In tlie Wilds! ,<<o many of our readers send us

terrifying reports of " roads "-. tliat

arc not niail^, of hills that are unclimbable, and of

various other conditions that do not make for pleasur-

able riding in the otit-of-the-way corners of tlie' world.

that one might well pause and consider if tlie game
is worth the candle in such circumstances. Even with-

out allowing for a certain amount of, possibly un-

intentional, exaggeration (for the.se selfsame Jeremiahs

generally acknowledge that they still own and use

motor cycles!), there is a brighter side to the use of

.1 motor cycle in the wilds. To the legislation-smitten

and taxation-harried rider in more " civilised " reaJms,

the lot of the pioneer country motor cyclist is indeec'

a hapiDv one. There being few or no motor laws, the

police, if any, have no terrors for him; natural con-

ditions otJy limit his speed, and the design of his

engine the noise he may make. He knows not the

worry of nursing a rear light thiough an anti-motoring

di.strict; if the almanac permits he may even di.spense

with his head lamp and cruise along in the silvery

moonlight. Increased taxation and licence holders

do not interest him; in some cases he may be able to

allot hiiTiself registration numbers, or else dispense

with them altogether. Finally, however atrocious bis

roads, there are . no tramways I

A Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.
British, American, and German Motors in Ceylon.

Mb. G. W. itoTLEV echoes briefly tlie general seiitimeut cf

the majority of our overseas readers. The Gei-man circular
to which he refers is an " Invitation to the Leipzig Fair,"
jiiinted mainly in English. He writes :

" Britisli manufacturers might be interested to know that
1 have received the enclosed German circular, whicli,

.iltliougli it iloes not deal with tlie motor cycle hade, shows
that Germany is again trying to gel trade back.

" A German Adler car has already been imported into

I he island.

"I and many others would like to see British cyc!<?s

rind cars replace the hundreds of .Americans which are on

the road here."
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Overseas Section.—

Show Criticism irom New Zealand.

From Wellington, New Zealand, comes the following

criticism of cycle cars at the last Show. " Banished," as

our correspondent signs himself, to , be in the fashion also

appends an ideal specification :

" Possibly a few notes from this distant corner of the motor

cycling world may be of interest to your readers. Naturally,

one sees vevj^ little of recent developments here, and one

relies entirely on your entertaining ptiper for being kept

up to date.
• The long-loolced-for Show numbers have just arrived,

and I cannot help being struck by the over-development of

the illogical sidecar outfit and also 'the odd mentality of those

who d€sigu three-wheeled runalMuts. They seem quite in-

capable of grasping these apparent facts :

"1. A 550 to 750 c.c air-cooled engine has been 'proxed

to be capable of taking two people ovea- any ordinary roads

with comfort and economy.
"2. The driver would like his seat arranged so that he

may share the passenger's comfort.
" Surely it is possible to embody the good pomts of a

sidecar outfit in a three-wheeled chassis, bofrownig a few

odd fitments from car practice. It seems necesear-y, however,

to re.sort to (a) bigger engines, (h) water cooling, and (c)

e.KCessive weight. One or .more of these points seem to apply

to the throe-wheelers at the Show.
,

"One is tempted to ask whether the Scott Sociable ofters

a better fuel consumption than the 6.N., which certainly

lieats it on price, appearance, and speed? By the way, how

does one cZcan the chassis ?-

-

"I will not comment oh the five-wheeler~on show, except

to suggest that having bought five wheels one might witli

advantage ride on four of them. For the rest, designers seem

to have solved their difficulties by taking a four-wheeler,

' lopping off one wheel, and making a small—a very small-

price allowance on account of it.
;

" Price would appear to be a comparatively small pomt,

however, to most riders \f tlie right sort of vali^ is oftered.

This value I suggest, should be lightness, higli efihciency, anrt

slow depreciation. An extra £50 on the purchase price coslt.

in interest only, say, £4 per annum. Slow

depreciation and. an engine which runs on a whitt

of petrol are cheap at any price. It is the aiuiiial

cost which matters. -

" Not being an engineer, I put forward the

following suggested specification with all diffidence :

"1. Air-cooled engine to taste, lively and

economical, say', 6 h.p. flat twin.

" 2. . Four-speed gear or three-speed and reverse

to taste, integral with power unit.

"3. Morgan chassis.

"4. F.N.' drive.

Iip2I.

" 5. Cotay disc wheels, made interchangeable on the

Sunbeam plan.
."6. Electric light. Option of dynamo.
" 7. Comfortable, but not luxurious body. Plenty of

luggage space. Spare wheel.
"8.' Cost £200 to £250, but not to be built to a price."

' CiTiuii " describes

machine have there-

in Cyprus.

"Where roads are a luxury," is how
Cyprus. His views on the ideal overseas

fore, been formulated accordingly :

" I am a Colonial and wish to express (if I may) my view?~

on motor cycles in a country where roads are a luxm-y.

."First and foremost, I consider a heavy machine much
more suitable for this sort of work than a lightweight. With
a lightweight you may run along O.K. till you come to a

really rough road. After you have done a couple of miles

of this you wish your machine was made of solid lead. Of

course when I say a rough road I mean a rough road. .It

wouldn't be called a road at all in England, but we have to

because the map says it is so.

"So I choose a heavyweight. Now rny machine, although

being a heavyweight, must be very well sprung. When
building a machine for Colonial use, manufacturers should

consider springing a prime factor.

"After bad roads, the next monster- we have to contend

with is mud. One often comes across a long stretch of rear]

"

which is covered with a^"Sert of silica clay, lovely in the

summer but a terror in the winter. Apart from shpping and

sliding all over the place, the mudguards are bound to get

choked up within the first hmidred yards.- I have now fixed

my front mudguard in such a way that I can easily .take it

off at the first signs of this clay. Of course I get a lump ol

mud. the size of a cottage loaf, deposited on and around my
magneto, but that's taken off with greater ease than when

iammed between tyre and mudguard. The chief collecting

centre seems to be the front fork. There is never enough

clearance between tyre and fork, which, I think, should have,

at least, 1-iin. on each side. _

"The next point is, of course, plenty of ground clearance.

A machine with its engine too low will soon 'go west.'"

Although thousands of motor cycles are being

exported, old type machines are still serving

riders overseas. Here are Premiers and an old

Triumph which are still doing good work on the

Veldt—a country, too, where gaiages are few and

far between
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Medium-powered Three-speed Solo Mount,
The 2?h.p. A.J S. Rein(roduced wi(h Many Relinemenls.

.^S": The modern form of a popular mediumweight—the 2J h.p. A.J.S. As on
Ihe 7 h.p. model, a quickly detachable rear wheel is fitted, a somewhat
unusual feature on so small a machine.

I-

TlK.d GH mainly .[.ssocirtted with side-
car machines, the nuigic lettei-.s

A..J.S. have figured largolv in' all
.*peed events since la.st .'^pi'lnt;. The over-
head valve 2| h.p. type which woai the
1920 Junior T.T. has earned a wonder-
ful leputaLion for .speed, and wa.'s

the fir.st motor cycle of uiuler 350 F

c.e. to accomplish a .speed of 80
m.p.h.
Many of our reader.'? aUo will

reiiiember the highjv sncres.sful
pre-war 2% h.p. A..J.f5., aiid it is

this machine, ineorporatinx all
the refineme«ts acquired hv ex-
perience iu other fields, which is
now being introduced to the
public.

Roller Bearings.

•I'he engine, a single-cylinder of
74x,81 (349 C.C.), is a typical
A.;5.S. production, .and closely re-
.seiinbles half a 7 h.p. engine. A
detachable head is, of course, re-
tained, and the clamping bar is

lixod to a "steady" boiled to the
saddle tube. Roller bearii)t(i arc
used throughout the cranlcshaft

;

and the back of the magneto
chain case i.s east with the timing
gear cover plate.

Chain drive is employed
throughout, a three-speed gear
bo.x with dry plate clutch and.
powerful kick-starter beinu aeutiv

llousod iu the bottom bra.Lri. Inrideiit-
ally, this gear bo.K is jirovided with .i

screw adjustment for chain tension of
sensible propoition.s. A simple coil
.spring .shock ab.sorber is lilted on the
'nirine .shaft.

The
are 74

head.

cylinder dimensions of the new- A.J.S. liKhhycIght engine
.81 mm. (349 CO.). Note the "steady" to the cylinder

THE A. A. has issued a series of maps
showing roads particularly to be
avoided, and, in some cases, alter-

native routes. It is emphasised that
these maps do not show every road in
poor condition.
Under the classification of "Roads to

be Avoided " are the following :

XoRTH-wxsTKE.v CorxTiES.—Kendal to
Shap (fir.=t eight miles). Kendal to ICirkby
LMn/*da!e,-]>)ncaster to Boroughbridgc.

ROAD CONDinONS.
I'ocldington Ut BeverUy. Dcnca.ster- to
Bainsley.

XoRiir-T:A,STF.RN - Loc-.\nEs.—Xewcastle
lo Brampton, Newcastle to Otterbuni.

MiDL.vxT> Cor.NiiE.s. — Xovlhwich to
Holmes Chapel, Xoi-thwich to Warrington,
Birmingliam to Wolverhampton, Coventrv
to Xuneaton.

E.\.STEEx Cor.N'nE.s.- Downham :Nrarket
to Ely, Downham .Alarkcl to King's Lvnn,
Xorwidi to Budsav.

The iranic is a neat and very sturdy
pit^e of work, the top tube being sliglitly
sloped and dropped at tlie rear ciui.

Contrary t-o the ))ractiee employed on
Ihe 7 h.p. mcxiel, the tank is not of the
saddle type. Druid forks and a saddle

_ ^jivoted to the top tube and .sup-

ported from the carrier are used.
The finish is cccellent.

Weather Protection.

lit 'ill J runt and I'car mudguards
.'iro sensibly proportioned, and the
former is widely splayed beliind
the forks so as to provide ample
protection. Tlie front cliaiji i.s

almost completely enclosed, and
Ihe rear ihain is protected over
Uie top riuj, while the lower run
is shielded irrTii any mud which
might dro|) from the tyre.

Footboai'ds covered with thick
rubber pads and ii .silencer whicli
is both large and efficients com-
))Iete a very workmanlike .speci-

fication, and we feel sure that
the 23 h.p. A.J.S. in its latest
form will fill the very large de-
mand for a well-male "go any-
where " mediimi-powercd machine.
X -sliort run roiuid convinced us

that its capabilities do not^ fall'

..'hoiH of it.s appearance, but v.'e

will defer further comment till- we
have thoronglily tried out the
new model on the road.

Wksiehx Cocxties.—Bath to Radslo I:,

Bath -to Chippenham (first eix mile^
,

Tiiovil to Shaftesbury. Shaftesbitry t>
Wilton, B.arnstap.o to* IHvacombe. .

lIoiiE Cot;x'TiE,s. --Chelmsford to Bnrn-
liam, Colchester to JJorsea, Haeting; to
Eastbourne.

In Scotluid, Ai'gylkhire, Caithness and
Sutherland possess .a majority of 'bad'
road.= ; while <around Stirling, also, practi-

cally every route is out of condition.
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CAR PRACTICE OR SIMPLICITY.
Will Ihe Fu'.ure Motor Cycle be fined wilh a Body? Idealism and Practicability

AS to whether the motor cycle of the future will

reveal that its designers have followed car

practice in order to improve them is a question

only time can answer. At tire moment, however,

much interest is focussed on, this point as a resuh

of the controversy which has appeared in these pages,

and which was opened by a critic's survey of the

motor cycles at the last Olympia Show.

It will be recalled that this wxiter suggested that

present-day motor cycles could be improved by the

embodiment of car features. Recognising the dangers

of over development we qualified his plea, because

price is a, question of paramount importance with a

motor cycle, therefore simplicity should be a more

useful objective than elaboration.

CAR DESIGN AND THE MOTOR CYCLE.

That eminently representative, and always interesting,

journal The. Motor Cycle, to which, let me say, the move-

ment owes a tremendous debt of gratitude; did me the

honour of dea,ling at considerable length with a contri-

bution (under the above heading) to The Times a weelc

or two ago. That this journal and myself are at variance

upon certain relatively trifling details was only to be

expected, but upon the main points at issue I believe we

see eye to eye.
_ .

. .

At all events, the article in question is one with the spirit

of which I am in entire agreement, though it contains

certain contentious material which, I think, would be all

the better for being thrashed out. Thus, for instance, when

I was so bold as to enter the controversy, I wrote:

". . . as a vehicle for 'the transport of passengers, it

(the motor cycle) is so obviously less highly developed than

a car. The mere fact that the motor cycle demands special

clothing is a case in point." „, ,

In reply to this. The Motor Cycle said : "We do not

agree that this is a case in point. To render a motor cyclist

immune from the inconveniences of mud does not neces-

sarily mean following car practice. In the majority of

cases, the special clothing mentioned Is necessary to protect

ths rider from the wind and cold rather than the mud,

. . This vital point (making motor cycles weatherproof)

is hardly relevant to the question as to whether motor

oyclea should follow car practice."

Weather Protection Essential.

Now, with submission, I maintain that it is very relevant

indeed, and I propose to base my argument upon two facts.

In the first place, when motor cars were at a very early

»tage of their development, they were, so far as wind

and weather were concerned, in much the same case as the

motor cycle of to-day. Some of my earlier experiences

were gained in cars that boasted neither body sides, nor

boods, nor screens—and bitterly uncomfortable they were.

For all practical purposes a squab seat, when utterly exposed

to the elements, is neither more nor less luxurious than

a saddle. .j. ,

Car manufacturers were not slow to see that li then-

products were to have an extended vogue, something better -

had got to be done, and it will be remembere.d that, once

this realisation had been made, the evolution of windscreens

and high-flanked bodies was amazingly, rapid, and that,

incidentally, the popular demand for cars (i.e., from buyers

who were not technicians in the least) grew in proportion.

I hold that the type of sidecar which is now deservedly

popular materialises the direct influence of car design. Long
after car bodies had become commonly equipped with high

lide doors,/ and hoods, and screens, the typical sidecar

remained a thing of basket work, with no better protection

for its passenger than a thin apron of American cloth.

To-day it is modelled deliberately upon the latest thing in

torpedo touring bodies.

again Discussed.-

While the car has many qualities wliich the motor

cycle designer sliould set as standards- to ^attain, motor

cyclists are inclined to the opinion that it does not

follow that car design must be copied.

The Times correspondent on motoring matters

entered the controversy with' a long contribution to that

newspaper criticising the motor cyclists' view, and in

a recent issue we reviewed these comments. -

^^''e confined our remarks to the question of follow-

ing car practice, and the term apparently has been

more widely interpreted by The !Z'i;«ei- correspondent

who' now raphes with the following contribution, froir.

which it will be seen that means for weather-proofing

are regarded as car practice, whereas the original

critic confined himself to the mechanical elements.

By the Writer of " Tlie Times" Article.

Surelv this cannot be an accident! Just as the old-time

motorist demanded something more convenient—than leather

clothing to protect himself from " wind and cold, so 1

am confident will the motor cyclist of the future; and it

seems clear to me that in that case Car practice must be

followed in the solution of the problem.

Another point upon which T-he Motor Cycle J.00W me te

task was my statement that " the two-wheeler is more often

found in trouble by the side of the road than is the ordinary

car." My critic said that the inference as to the unreli-

ability of the motor cycle was erroneous, and Avent on ;

"Actual breakdowns are really few and far -between and

roadside adjustments come under severaL headings. First,

the motor cyclist is prone to ' tinker '—if is part of llie

game."

Appealing to the Non-mechanical.

It is unnecessary for me to quote further, for this sen-

tence lavs bare the whole root of the matter. One of the

reasons I advocated a closer study of car principles of design

on the part of the motor cvcle producer is because he is

too ready to see in the " tinkerer " the whole of his

clieiMle. Tens of thousands of potential motor cyclists are

frightened awav bv the mere idea of " tinkering." To them

it is not "part of the game" at all, more than that they

regard the motor cycle, not as a pastime in the least, but

a possibly valuable form of mechanical transport giving

train-like" service at command. _
To reach this class of buver, designers must exercise then-

psychological faculties. They must hide the forbidding com-

plications which it is undesirable should be seen. The Motor

Cycle knows as well as I do that, in beginning to go in for

" simple externals," many makers are already following

fundamentally "car" practice. It will also recollect that

at one time ' the mechanical economy of the four-wheeler

was also exposed to view. Does it seriously suggest that

the car would be what it is to-day if this ingenuousness

had been persisted in? When^yVie Motor Cycle said,

" Because certain features are embodied jh a car is no

criterion that they will improve the motor cycle," I agree

heartily with it, for I have never advanced any such pre-

posterous argument. On the other hand, it will, I am sure,

concede that gear boxes and leaf spring suspensions are

entitled to be called " improvements," even although they

may cost monev. .What I have :all along represented is

merely that car" ideals should be regarded more attentively

by those whose responsibilifv it is to develop the motor

cycle. One of the most usehil of those ideals is the pro-

duction of something which will appeal iis much to the

non-technical mind as to that ofthe engineer, and I uphold

the basic ideas of car design for the motor cycle on the

ground that the " ignorant "but interested " outnumber the

,

" enthusiastic and instructed " by twenty to one at the

very least. The former should be catered for far more

than they are at present.
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TMALS AEE POPULAR!
The support accorded the 1921 trials augurs well {or

this year's laige programme. Scenes such as these will be
\vitnessed every week-end for many months to come.

Scenes on well-known trials routes in the Midlands ,4^
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Dynamo-battery Lighting and Ignition.
A Description of !he Rotax Igdyno Set, which eliminates ihe High-tension Magneto.

WHEN the magneto came into general

use about the' year 1907 it seemed
-that the battery system was killed

for good and all ; and so it was in its

original form. Of late, however, especi-

ally in the car world, the battery system

of "ignition has received a new lease of

life." The new method of application is

very diiferent from the old accumulator

arrangement, as the current is all the

time passing from the dynamo through

the accumulator and Iceeping it up to its

Made by the w
Igdyno lighting and

model),

work. Moreover,
have been iniprov

improvements in

American motor

-knowTi Rotax hrm, the

Ignition unit (twin-cylinder

wiring and .terminals

ed, to say nothing of

the battery. Certain
cvcles are also fitted

with accumulator ignition in conjunction
witli dynamo lighting sets.

The Kotax Igdyno (made by the Eotax
Motor Accessories Co., Ltd., Rotas
Works, Willesden .Junction, London,
N.W.IO) is the first British outfit of this

nature to appear on the market. It con-

sists of a dynamo, high-tension coil, and
a distributer incorporating a low-tension

contact breaker. The particular pattern

under review ^^•\\\ bolt on to a magneto
platform, and can be driven by the same
method as the magneto. The dyiiamo is

geared up from the driving shaft so as

to rotate at its correct speed, while the
distributer is -geared down again by
means of skew gearing. The remaindei
of the outfit consists of a six volt accu-
mulator, a svvitchbox including fuse, a

head lamp, side lamp, tail lamp, and
ignition switch.

Advantages.

Current is supplied to the battery all

the time the machine 13 rumring when
the switch is placed in the charging posi-

tion, and when the lamps are alight

From the battery also current is taljen

to the stationary high-tension coil

n;ounted on the top of the dynamo, pass-

ing through a contacE breaker on the way.
Higli-tension current from the coil is

then directed to a distributer in tlie case

of rnuUi-cylinder engines, and so to the
sparking plug.s.

Special advantages of this system are
that the characteristic weakness of the
magneto spark on full retard is elimi-

nated, for the maximum spark is given
at any position of the contact breaker

;

this permits of the engine to be started
easily on retarded' ignition, and also gives
\'ery slow miming. A.<! the intensity of
the spark does not depend .upon the

"maximum" position of a magneto
armature, there is an ecjual spark at both

cylinders of a V twin enoine, no matter

what the angle between them. -

'iSSS

The Rotax Igd> no lightmg and ignition ^et

fitted to an 8 h.p. Royal Enheld motoi cycle

THE PORTSMOUTH RO.AD. Near Esher. For the benefit of our readers in "the North and elsewhere, this is where the

orig'nals of Helen McKie's sketches in '-Facial Expression on the Road " may (or may not) be found any line Saturday afternoon.

The article referred to wa^ by " IxiDn," and was published in our Spring Number and IJuyers" Guide (March 17th).
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Olntcs to TLlg^t TLamps.
Mar. 31st 6.58 p.m.
Apr. 2iid 7.2

„ 4th 8.5 „
6th 8.8

le Extra Hour of Daylight.

N«xt week evenijig runs become more
ipular with the extra hour of daylight.

uthport Speed Trials.

Tlie Soutliport Watch Committee has
^cided not to sanction the speed trials
hich the- North-western Centre A.C.U,
oposed to hold on the promenade in
iiy-

T. Entran's.

Frank Whitworlh, Ltd., have entered
videis for the T.T.—one for the

or Race on a 5 h.p. Ivy.

ottish Six Days Reliability Trial.

The arrangeinent.'s lor this trial are now
II in hand, and the date is detinitely
i-d for the 11th to the 16th July, thus
aking room for the St. Andrews Speed
ials on the 9th of that month. The
ute is not yet definitely settled, but the
ganisers propose that two days be spent
the vicinity of Oban, which district

unds full of promise. The route will

; for the most part along the West of
jotland, but has yet to be finally
aver.sed by the organisers.

ivate Owners' Inter-club Team Trial.

Club teams of private owners oulv are
igible for the Surbiton and District
-C.C. inter-team trial, and for this
:ason the event has aroused considerable
iterest in. and has been promised excel-
Jit support by, club-land generally. As
special A.C.U. permit has been granted
)r the event, it is open to any club
ffiliated to that body ; only one team,
owever, consisting of three" solo riders
nd three sidecarists, may represent eacii
ul>. -

'

As last year. Maudes' Challenge Shield
ill be awarded to the winning club, also
jld and silver medals to members of the
cond and third teams.
The course—a secret one—is laid in
urrey, and as the date of the trial has
eeu advanced to April 30th, clubs in-
iding to enter should communicate

nmediately with the hon. trials secre-
ry, Mr. W. Pratt, c/o ilaudes' Motor
lart, 100, Great Portland Street,
ondon, W.l.
For this event,

. the term "private
wner " has been defined as " one who is
ot engaged directly or actively in the
lanufacture or sale of motor cycles or
heir component parts." No A.C.U.
ompetitiou licences -are necessan-.

The Penalty of Greatness.
During last year's T.T. practising, it

was not unusual to hear some comment to
the effect that Nort-ons ought to win with
60 many entrants. Comparatively few
people seemed to recognise the fact that
the Norton is one of the few standard
machines which are fast enough to
encourage private entries. For 1921 the
official riders who have the firm's assist-

ance will be : Diiggie Brown, V. Horeman,
J. W. Shaw, N. C. Sclater, and H. W.
Haesall. No other Nortons entered will

receive. help from the works. It is not
without interest to note that the veteran
designer, Mr. J. L. Norton, intends to

tour South Africa, New Zealand, and
Australia. He hopes to sail in August.

Dutch Motor Cyclists' Visit to England.
Preparations arc now being made for

the visit of the Dutch team to England
next August on the occasion of the fourth
Anglo-Dutch International Trial. A
special sub-committee of the A.C.U. has
the preparations in hand, and Wx. W.
Cooper is acting as ths hon. secretary to

that committee. Several Midland clubs,

including the Worcester, Birmingham,
and Coventry clubs, have offered to share
in the entertainment of our visitors, and
it is possible that the leading works in

the Midlands may be visited.

Special Jfdatures.

EASTER EVENTS.
THE LONDON-LANDS END TRIALS.

OVERSEAS SECTION.

A.C.U. One Day Trial Regulations.

The official regulations for the .A.C.U.
One Day Trial for motor cycles and cycle

cars, to be held on Wednesday, April
27th, 1921, have now been sent to the
trade. Any niauufacturers, agents, or

private riders who have not received a
copy of the regulations are invited to

apply for one at once to the Secretary,

Auto Cycle Union, 83, Pall iSIall, S.W.I.

Trade Numbers in Competitions.

The Secretary of the Auto Cycle Union
has received an official intimation from
the Mini.stry of Transport that the
Minister has approved the use by manu-
facturers of general identification mark
licences on the motor cycles or cycle cars

entered by them in competitions promoted
by the A.C.U. or by other bodies under
permit from the A.C.U. This means, of
course. that all competing vehicles
directly entered by the ti-ade will be
allowed to bear the new official trade
number whilst they are competing in

open competitions under A.C.U. rules.

Digging the site for tlie " Cyclists of England " War IVIemorial at Meriden (regarded as the
centre ot England) on the Coventry-Birmingham road. The sidecar outfit is a 6 h.p.

B.Sj\.

B3
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Marlow and District M.C.C.

Although the weather was unsettled a
run to Windsor on the 20th inst. was
mucli enjoyed.

Coventry (Triangle) M.C.

In spite of uncertain weather there was
a oood attendance at the opening run
and paperchase on the 19th inst.

Cheltenham C, M.C, and L.C.C.

All members and potential members
are invited to attend the opening run on
Saturday. The venue is the Swan Hotel,
Bibury.

Hartlepool M.C.

Important changes in the constitution
of the club took place at a recent general
meeting. Mr. G. H. Wheeler, 2, Ann-
cliffe Gardens, West Hartlepool, is now
secretary.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

A good muster turned out for the
opening run under the captaincy of Mrs.
J. E. Greenwood, and enjoyed an excel-

lent run. This year several prizes are
offered for the best aggregate attendance
at outdoor club events.

North London M.C.C.

The run to Bishop's Stortford was
carried out successfully, in spite of strong
head winds and a heavy storm which
failed to damp the ardour of those

members taking part. A watersplash
caused some amusement near Bishop's
Stortford, but everyone managed to get
through, and an excellent lunch was
followed by an impromptu musical pro-

gramme.

South Midland Centre A.C.U.

Following on the meeting at the E.A.C.
a week earlier, clubs in the projected
South Midlands area were invited to send
delegates to a meeting at Luton on Satur-
day. Only si.x clubs (the necessaiy
quorum) were represented, but from
others letters were received promising
support, although owing to short notice
they could not be represented. Mr.
Pooley pre.sided, with Mr. Iveson as
acting secretary

J
and, .after considerable

discussion as to the advantages to be
gained by forming a district centre, it

was unanimously resolved to make formal
application to the A.C.U. for a South
Midlands Centre to be constituted. A
further meeting was fixed for Saturday,
April 50th.

Leeds University M.C.

On Wednesday, March 9th, the Leeds
University j^'totor Club held its iirst hill-

climb, which took place on Thornthwaite
Brow. The results were :

350 c.c. CLASS.—1, O. Hardy (2% Douslas),
395E.; 2, C. R. Pcrritt (2% Douglas), 45§s.
500 c.c. CLASS.— 1, A. W. Gregory (3y. NoitoB),

32Is.; 2, R. P. L. Gosling (3 A.B.C.), 344s.
750 c.c. CLASS.— 1, R. P. L. Gosling (3 A.B.CI,

SaJs. ; 2, A. W. Gregory (sy. Norton), 34?s.
750 c.c. SIDEOAE CLASS.-l. II. Marriott (4

Trmmpli so.). Im. 4s.; 2, A. P. Phimmer (6 A.J.S.
sc), Ini. 27is.
1,000 c.c. SIDECAR CLASS.-l, W. Hallett |8

Zenith sc), 47£s.; 2, A. P. Plummer (6 A.J.S. sc ).Im. 23^s.

^r'^A^.S^A^S.-l, T. Moore (G.N.), 564s.; 2, J.
Watts (G.N.), Im. 34s.

R. F. L. Gosling made an excellent
climb on his A. B.C., making fastest tiuu'
oE the_d,'iy.

CLUB NEWS.
"3ortbcomlng Club TEvents.

April 2.—Stourbridge M.C.C, Captain's Run.
April 2.—Dewsburi; and District M,G.G. Competi-

tion.
April 2.—Public Schools M.C.C. Surprise Competi-

tion.
April 2.—CheltenliaTn C, M.C, and L.C.C. Open-

ing Run.
April 2.—North Wales M.C.C. Rcliabilitu Trial.
April 2.—Herts. M.C. and L.C.C. Opening Run.
April 2.—Portsmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run.
April 3.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Opening

Run.
April 3.—Reigate, Redhill and District M.C.C.

Club Run.
April H.- Bradford M.C. and L.C.C. Triumph Cup

Trial.
April 5.—iV.ir. London M.C.C. Opening Run.
April 3.— Worcester and District M.C.C. Opening

Run.
April 3.~?ieucastle and District M.C. Novices'

Reliability Trial.
April 3.—Leeds and District M.C. Club Run.
April 3.—Sheffield M.C.C. Club Run.
April 3.—Halifax and District M.C.C. Club Run.
April 3.~Ilkcston and District M.C.C. Club Rim.
April 6.~Pliimouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Hill-climb.
I.MPOWTANX clnb and OPEN events are tabu

lafed on tlie " Questions and Replies " page.

Tamworth and District M.C.C.

About fifty members and friends sat
down to the first annual dinner on the
9th inst. Prizes were distributed to the
winners of last year's events by the
hostess, Mrs. A. Ison.

Manchester M.C.

The opening run on the 20th inst. took
the form of a speed-judging competition,
the distance covered being about twenty-
four miles. The attendance was quite
good, taking into consideration the
adverse weather conditions prevailing
early in the day. The results were as

follow : 1, A. E. Cope, error 55s. early

;

2, J. P. Wigley, error Im. 8|s. early

;

3, J. D. O'Hanlon, error Im. 23s. early.

The three winning competitors will be
awarded club medals.

Bath and West of England M.C.
A twenty-four-hour reliability trial tc

Land's End and back resulted as follows
Winner of the Young Cup, E. W
Spencer (4 Omega) ; winner of the Catlej
Cup, A. E. Sims (4 Norton sc.) ; silvei

medal, L. G. Williams (3i Norton).

Banbury and District M.C.C.
At the adjourned meeting of the clul

a small but enthusiastic attendancf
decided to carry on the club under th(

new A.C.U. rules. A challenge fron
the Oxford M.C. to an inter-club hill

j:limb was accepted.

Loughborough and District M.C.C.
Over a hundred members—a recorc

-turn out—attended the speed-judgiuj
competition on the 20th. Results : 1, F
Bennet (2i Velocette) ; 2, H. J. Cham
bers (4J- B.S.A. sc.) ; 3, E. Norman (2

Radco).

North-west London M.C.C.
By special request of., the Auto Cycl

Union, the London-Gloucester Reliabilit
Trial provisionally arranged for Dec
31st will be promoted as a joipt even
with the North London M.C.C.

Worcester and District M.C.C.
On the occasion of the ojieniug run

the 3rd prox., it has been arranged t

meet other clubs in the Western Centr
to discuss the forthcoming Two Da
Open Reliability Trial.

Wellingborough, Rushden, and District

M.C.C.
A most attractive programme has bee

arranged for t'ne next three months, ani

local motor cyclists wishing to partic:

pate should communicate with the hon
secretary of the club, Mr. AV. A. Fathers
at the Angel Hotel, Wellingborough, o

the Victoria Hotel, Rushden.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS. A competitor's machine being transported to the Stockport

Ocen HiU-cIImb by a lady driver of a Sunbeam.
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The Editor does not hold himself respons.

All letlers must hi addressed to ths Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford St

DEFINING "SILENCE.-
''^'[>—Living iu (he Bromley district, I should be very

much obliged if anyone could give me some advice. Have
we no redress when our silencers are just as they left the
makers of standard machines? Round here we feel as if we
may as well give up motor cycling owing to the way in
which we are persecuted. Personally, f have not been
trapped yet. E. A. GURNEY-SAIITH.
CLASSIFYING COMPETITION RIDERS.
^"',~youv correspondent on the above subject touches a

:juery that would be better squared up at once. Last season I
?njuyed a certain amount of success as an amateur, and was
then classed as an expert (I had no. connection with the
;rade). -

. . . ,
In some events no distinction was made between the

imateur and trade rider, and in others a distinction was
'^^ V ''"*

•
^^''" ^^^ '^*^^' amateur on a standard machine

lad the dissatisfaction of having to compete against the
imateur having a special machine, which he (the Hrst
imateur) could not -purchase. Jly own opinion is to ignore
he question of trade and amateur trade rider altogether,
lid to class as an expert or amateur. L. MITCHELL.

Sir,—May I be permitted to endorse heartily the remarks
^tallied in the letter of your correspondent "Etaples "?
1)0 suggestion put forward is an excellent one and would, I
eel .sure, give an added interest to competitions and reli-
bility trials from a non-competitor's point of view.
-Many motor-cyclist.s judge the capabilities of a machine by

he performance put up by it in the big events of the year,
nd are consequently guided to a certain extent bv these
lerformances when malcing a selection ; it is therefore "in their
uterests that it should be made quite dear if it is an amateur
ho does well, since every motor cvclist feels that what the
yerage rider can do he can do. "Whilst if it is a trader
ider who distinguishes him.self, one hears vague remarks
nent ''special tuning" or "the makers behind him," and to
lany the names appearing in the award lists convev nothing
e the rider trade or amateur.

"

Another point in favour of this_ suggestion, which
staples appears to have overlooked, is that the adoption

t It would help to place motor-cycling on a par with our
ther national sports, which, as I think evervone will agree

'

t very desirable. ENTHUSIAST.
Bishopsgate, E.G. 2.

RGANISATION AND CO-OPERATION.
Sir,—I am surprised that you ehould have allowed the
atement that I signed my approval of the new scheme of
ixation, made by "A. A. 282590" in your issue of the 17th
) have been published without comment.
Every credit is- due to the A. A. for its strenuous fight on
ehalf of all motorists against the present unjust system of

'^^UT'tt ^'J"^ credit is due from everv motor cvclist to
le A.C'.U., which stood shoulder to shoulder with the A.A

,

nd, when the Government flatly refused to continue the
etj-ol tax. succeeded in getting tor two and three-wheelers
ir more favourable terms than those now imposed on either
rivato.-(7r commercial cars.
To state that I signed my approval of the new scheme is a

ros-f pi^rversion of the farts. The A.C.U. has fought for the
etrol tax from the start, and to-day, in company with the
.A., IS fighting for its re-imposition in place of the present
njust and unfair system.

bIe_for the opinions of his correspondents.
reet, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name ana address.

Your Cambridge correspondent rightly emphasises what is
the chief, but too often unappreciated, object of such organi-
sations as the A.A. and the A.C.U. But he is obviously
Ignorant of the work of the Motor Legislation Committee, and
of the fact that "organisation and co-operation"—his slogan

—

are its watchwords. It will be news to him that on this
committee the A.A. and A.C.U. work together.
The interests of motor cyclists, equally with those of all

other classes of motorists, have had the careful consideration
of every member of the M.L.C., but have been more
particularly watched over in that committee by the A.C.U.
and the Manufacturers' Union, the two organisations that arc
concerned solely with this class of road user.
To imply, as does your correspondent, that the A.A. is the

only body that has recognised its duty in this matter is
grossly unfair to the other members of" the M.L.C., as the
A.A. would be the first to acknowledge.

Letters such as that from "A.A. 282590" only hinder that
co-operation amongst all motor cyclists that to-day is so vitally
necessary. T. W." LOUGHBOROUGH,

Secretary A.C.U.
WAS IT ENGINE SEIZURE?

Sir,—I was riding a 1920 4 h.p. belt-driven Triumph solo,
with a friend on the Tan-Sad, and, having taken a small
hill on two-thirds throttle (full air always) at about
30 m.p.h., I left the throttle as it was for th"e approaching
level. We were soon doing 50 m.p.h., when suddenly the
engine stopped, the back wheel locking in consequence", but
our momentum was evidently sufficient to drag the wheel,
and by the time w-e were going slow enough" to uoset I
had declutched. The first thing I thought of was s'eizure,
so put th(i machine on its stand, and tried to turn the engine
over with the kick-starter. At first it would not move,
but, after priming very gingerly and leaving the comprefsion
tap open, I persuaded it with" a terrific heave, and kept it
moving for a couple of minutes. We had not then done more
than three miles, and it had already had three pumpfuls of
oil (one at the bottom of the hill). I had borrowed the
motor cycle, and oiled so copiously to avoid seizure. As
we were in a hurry, I did not stop to inspect, but the cycle
is in perfect order now, and, indeed, it touched 50 m.p.h.
that same evening. It started easily, and ran the rest of
the journey faultlessly. Now, whatwas it? FLS
Derby.

SIDECAR OR CYCLE CAR?
Sir.—May I through the medium of your world-wide

journal express a few opinions re J' Sidecar or Cycle Car"?
At the present time the sidecar outfit practically hold; the

field, with a few exceptions. Perhaps the reason may be
attributed to the fact that in years past far many more fixms
built motor cycles and cycle cars.
Of late there has been quite an amount of controversy and

wrangling as to whether the cycle car of the four-wheeled
type should be allowed in open competition with the motor
cycle and sidecar. To many of us it would suggest " wind"
up " on the part of motor cycle manufacturers.
Undoubtedly, the days of the Iuxuriou.s sidecar outfit are

numbered. The stop gap between the £150 motor cycle aud
sidecar and the £250 light car is the cycle car. The next
two years wilL see the cycle car holding its own with all
and sundry. As a motor cj-clist of seven vears' experience,
under vai-ying conditions, I have had my fi'll of bad weather
riding. p^-p iij
Letchwortb.
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Sir,—I quite agree with the writer of the article " Sidecar
or Cycle Car," that the latter by no means has all the
advantages over a sidecar outfit. I would like to get a cycle
car,

_
a " side-by-eide " four-wheeler, the only kind worth

considering against a sidecar, but am " choked off " by the
apparent discomfort of the seating accommodation afforded.
Your correspondent, j\Ir. F. E. Schofield, says that the

successful sidecar must possess simplicity, reliability, and
good construction. To these I would add comfortable and
convenient side-by-side seating. The occupants of the various
makes of this class of car one sees look as if they were sitting
on the floor, or lying on their backs with their heads propped
up. These positions may be comfortable and convenient for
the supple joints of youth, but certainly not for the middle-
aged.

Moreover, when two average sized people are seated side
by side they give the appearance of having got in with the
aid of a shoe horn. The reason for this extreme lowness of

the seat seems to be to enable the bonnet to be utilised as a
windscreen, and so save a trifle by eliminating that accessory
or reducing it to almost vanishing point. - Surely this brings
the face of the occupant nearer the mud splashes of passing
vehicles than the seat of a sidecar would. P-ersonally, 1

would rather sit two hours on a motor cycle saddle than one
in a cycle car ; but tlien I am no longer young.
Another drawback is the excessive shaking of the bonnet

and long mudguards^due apparently to flimsiness in construc-
tion such as lack of supporting stays or fastenings. I have
several times seen the extremely long front mudguards almost
flapping when the car is in rapid motion. Why are they
made so long, and why placed so far from the tyres? Is it

to allow for their movement ? Sujrely two or three inches
added to the height and width of the seat would not
materially add to the cost. TWO-STROKE.
Worthing.

CARBIDE PRICES.
Sir,—With reference to "Trader's" letter of March 10th,

re the carbide bogey. I am not in any way connected with
the trade, but buy retail one drum of carbide every six

weeks, for lighting purpo.o«s. This carbide is uncoated, and
small enough to fill into a Lucas rear light generator, and
dark in colour when the tlrum is opened. I have yet to find

more than a 1 lb. carbide tin full of dust when the drum
is empty at the end of six weeks. The quantity is so small
that I don't even spray it %vith paraffin or light oil.

The price I pay is 40s, per cwt. ; this works out at under
4^d. per lb. I should like to know why this carbide could
not be sold, coated in 1 lb. tins, at 9d. to lOd, per tin, and
at the same time yield the retailer a profit of 25%. Perhaps
this is not good enough wliilst motor cvclists will pay.
West Didsbury. " MOONSHINE.

DISCOURAGING PRIVATE OWNERS IN CENTRE
EVENTS.

Sir,—To those who have never taken part in a motor cycle
competition or closely observed cne, it may seem that, as a
form of sport, it cannot equal, say, rowing, golf, or even
pedal cycling ; but the fact is that the combination of skill

and nerve necessitated by the delicate control of a machine
which is almost too susceptible to human adjustment, makes
competitive motor cycling one of the finest, if not the most
fascinating, of our out-door sports. Like other forms of
sport, motor cycling has suffered from the successful atten-
tions of the professional, and many motor cyclists have
refrained from entering local events, because they have felt

that, in comparison with the accomplishments of tihe experts,
th«irs would be but a sorry performance.
The recent decision of the A.C.U., however, to allow the

members of any number of clubs within an A.C.LT. local

centre to compete together without there having to be
obtained an open permit, with all its attendant- formalities,
should go far to revive the enthusiasm of the genuine private
owner for the sporting side of the movement. An influx of
" foreign " track riders, many of whom are members of clubs
all over the country, would defeat the object of such local
centre trials or hill-climbs, which should be promoted- to
encourage the sport locally, and not to provide opportunities
for booming particular makes of machines nor to replenish
the coffep of any particular club. If the old A.C.U. rule
prohibiting " extensive advertising " of the results of any
competition other than an open competition is loyally
observed by both competitors and the trade, there will be no

S
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danger of the entry list being swamped by professionals,

the local aspect of the competition will be enhanced, whilst

the open competition proper will gain in importance from
the trade point of view.
Some of our old-established clubs, whose nominally

" closed " events have become historic, may at first object

. to any of the publicity such as their competitions have
secured in the past beiiig curtailed. But, on reflection, they

will probably agree that to obtain a good press report of

their trial—which is," of course, quite legitimate—is a much
finer tribute to their sport-promoting abilities than a host of

advertisements stating that such and such a machine won a

gold medal. It may reduce their often too-swollen entry li.st.

London. S.W.I. ' LICENCE HOLDER.

HOMELY HINTS.*
Sir,—The foUov/ing hints may be of interest to some

of your readers :

(1.) It is an easy matter to compress valve springs in

a trousers press in order to tie them before putting on
machine. ^ , , _

(2.) A sparking pistol (called " Shoot-a-Lite '), which is

sold for lighting gas stoves, etc., is equally useful for

acetylene lamps, and obviates trouble with matches on a

gusty night. A. SIMONS.

REDUCING SECOND-HAND VALUES TO A FORMULA.
Sir,—On applying Mr. Frank Hall's formula to seven:

of my friends' machines, including my own, I came to the

conclusion that the prices arrived at were too high, esp5ji-

ally when the present state of trade is considered. I think

the following modification would be nearer the mark :

V = "(^r
where V = the value of second-hand machine minus the un-

expired value of taxation. A.R. .'V.

Carlin How.

BELT DRIVE.
Sir,—I am writing regarding the letter published in a

recent issue of The Motor Cycle concerning belt wear, and
hold the same opinion as the writer. I have never had any
trouble with belts through faulty driving. I was sorry

indeed to part with my Zenith when I came back from
France, having been in hoS'pital for three months, and I

have not been able to have another. I prefer the hand pump
lubrication, for in France we had much trouble with drip

feed, especially in winter and on rough roads. Chain troubles

used to hold me up for hours, often* tearing oft' the chain

cover and putting the back wheel drive out of order. Often

I wished I had my Zenith in France with me. I enclose a

snapshot of my late outfit. GEO. LOCKE, Ex-D.R.

Mr. G. Locke, who praises the belt-driven Zenith. (See above letter)
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.LECTRICAt PHENOMENON.
Sir,—I have a Saltley-Villiers two-speed two-stroke fitted

ith a C.A.V. magneto,- which, by the way, is quite in order,
short time ago I broke the high-tension lead from the

nagneto to the plug. As at the time I had about a yard
flexible with me, I jointed up the broken piece on the

nagneto and then coiled all the slack wire round the right-
laud bearing. I connected up to the plug and then re-

tarted ; but found that I had to push the machine nearly
fi quickly again to get a good spark, whereas before I had
nly to paddle ofiE with it and it started easily. I managed
or a few days with it, but eventually I uncoiled the length of
vire from round the bearing, and cut it just long enough to
each the plug. Tlien I tried the machine again, and found
hat it started as easily as before I broke the wire.
I can only account for this phenomenon by surmising that

i.-i a magneto generates a single phase alternating current it

.« highly probable that the high-tension wire coiled round
he bearing caused a choking coil efi'ect, using the driving
ihaft as the iron core, and thereby diminishing the current
alue at the plug terminal. J may say that the insulation
f the coiled flexible wire was pei-fect throughout its length.
I should be obliged to know if any of your readers have

net with this elusive fault.
" N. H. BAILEY.

IRITISH MACHINES IN SWITZERLAND.
Sir,—In one of the recent issues of your paper you pub-

iehed a lament by a Swiss correspondent about the lack of
English machines in Switzerland. This may be so in the
;anton of Geneva, where your correspondent resides, but in
^is canton (Vaud) every second machine is a Douglas, and
racticaily all of them are post-war models.
The popularity of the Douglas is largely due to the live

ocal agent, who rides and races the machines which he sells.

I have also seen in this country Humber, Verus, Ariel,
riumph, James, Royal Enfield, Scott,, and A.J.S. machines.
American makes are comparatively scarce, Indi.ins mostly

;

lut I have seen Thors and Harley-Davidsons. The general
pinion, I think, is in favour of English machines.
The best Swiss motor cycle, the RIotosacoche, is almost as

popular as the Douglas. It is really a modified Royal Enfield
ivith a M.A.G. engine. Other Swiss makes are Condor and
Moto-Reve.
The only other agent for British machines in these parts
inesents the A.J.S. and Verus firms.

I take exception to the idea of importing Brough-Superiors
fur Swiss sportsmen. The majority of Swiss speed merchants
are road hogs, and, consequently, less dangerous with a 2J
h.p. Douglas, than a big o.h.v. twin.
Hoping you will find space to publish this protest against

the wholesale condemnation of the British export .svi-tem,

Vaud, Switzerland. SUREV.

THE EINSTEIN THEORY OF RELATIVITY.
Sir,—I should like, if I may, to congratulate you on your

courage in reprinting Mr. Bolton's prize essay on "the Einstein
Theory of Relativity, and to make one or two observations
niggested by it.

I wonder how many of your regular readers read it through,
and what proportion of those understood it. Undoubtedly,
it is difficult to grasp, but it need not have been so difficult
but for the conditions. Mr. Bolton has done wonderfully
well in trying to accomplish an almost impossible task—to
e.\plafn a mathematical theory without being allowed the use

formulas. It is like trying to make an omelet, not merely
without breaking eggs, but with egg powder instead of eggs.
It is true there are no formulte, but, none the lees, the whole
essay is pure mathematical physics.

Is it not rather a slur on our boasted education that the
ordinary Englishmen must be assumed to be entirely ignorant

it merely of the calculus (the only mathematics of any real
use in science), J)ut even of the A B C of elementary algebra
and trigonometry. No such assumption would, as a rule, be
made in France, Germany, or Italy. Here men claim to be
mechanics, even engineers, who regard such a statement

ch/
y = c<ix (qi- y—_^^ which is the same thing) not as a

fundamental scientific law (the "compound interest" law),
liut a meaningless assemblage of three or four letters of the
alphabet. The fact is that we are so intensely practical a
pfople that w£ have a kind of horror of any abstract idea.
I he only rule we believe in is the rule of thumb.
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Xiiat all sound mechanical practice must be founded on
sound theory and mathematics is the one key to unlock and
elucidate that theorv. Much of the so-called "higher"
mathematics, i.e., what we^iave discovered in the last 200
years, is not really difficult (though, apparently, simple
pi'oblems such as the time of a swinging pendulum take us
into the depths at once), and it is immeasurably more
interesting than the common or schoolboy's variety. The late

Professor Sj'lvanus Thomson, in his " Calculus made Easy
"

(Macmillan), made the subject entertaining, and even amusing.
But then he admitted he had left out all the difficult parts.

To get any real idea of so epoch making a theory as the
Tlieory of Relativity (including the famous !Michelson-Morley
experiment) without some knowledge of mathematics is

impossible. People are already writing to the papers to say
that Einstein's theory is utterly incredible ; it is simply
because they cannot understand it. It is rather futile to tell

people about " Gaussian " co-oi-dinates. when they do not
know the common or rectangular co-ordinate, and wcjuld not
recognise a definite integral if -they saw' one. We have a
lot to learn yet.

It is significant that when Jlr. Garrod produces a spoof
formula to determine the legal speed limit in any are.a he
feels obliged to use the x to indicate multiplication, which
mathematicians abandoned ages ago. The result is that the
denominator may mean [w- + d]re or «•- + dre.

H. L. LEWIS.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
With reference to the " Sidecar or Cycle Car " controversy,

"J.G.D." writes in praise of the comfort and performance
of his Tamplin cycle car. Belt trouble lie has never
experienced.

" W.W.," writing in support of the suggestion to diflcr-

cntiate between trade and amateur rider.s in competitions,

also states that long exhaust pipes are dangerous fitments ill

Cardiff and district.

Mr. G. F. Ackland .lohnson has a ready solution to the
alleged superiority of American big twins in the matter of

speed. " Superior design " is how he explains it.

As a result of his letter on the subject of rebalancing a
two-stroke. Mr. R. E. Coleridge received a number of queries
regarding fitting an aluminium piston. For the benefit of

these correspondents, he now writes that the piston was
obtained from the Laystall Motor Engineering Works, Ltd.,

34, Queen Street, E.G. 4, who gave him every satisfaction.

The conversion of hub-geared machines to countershaft
models is a subject that excites considerable interest. Mr.
Clarence F. J. Searle reports entire satisfaction Avith the
conversion as carried out on his Rover by the Sheldon
Engineering Co., Coventry.
A correspondent, signing himself " Cato," asks why an

increased insurance premium should be demanded for pillion

riding when a sidecar is attached. He also complains of the'

totally inadequate tool-rolls supplied with many expensive
machines.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists :

Issued in conjunction with The Moto- Cycle.

2/

2/-

Book
post.

2/3

2/3

4 /6 4 /lo

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS" Price
Contaiaing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful net,

hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES"
A s\-stem for tracing niotor cycle faults and of

remedymi; them when found. Fourth Edition ..

"MAGNETOS." By A. P. Votwc.
A complete treatise on magneto ignition for motor
cars, motorcycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's

point 'A view. Just published ,. t.

•'MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES-'*
By "IxTON." of Tfu Motor CycU ,. ^

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland, London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted OD Jinen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 5/10

' THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 page~ ot Road Maps ol Eni^land and
VValej, Scotland, ind the l^ondon Districc

3/-

5/-

3/3

5/t

5/- :h

ot tainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,
20. Tudor Street. Lr-ndon, E.C.4, or of leadioi Booksellers and

Railway Booi:staU;.
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A selection o. questions oi general interest received irom readers and our replies tnereco. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cyci=.
20, ludor blreet, London, E.C.4, and whethsr incended for publication or not must bs accompaniad by a 2d. Stamps! addressed envelupa for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of tlie paper only .numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy lor ease of reference. Letters containing legal
nuestions should be marked ' Legal " in the tap '.eft-hand corner ol the envelope, and should bi kept d'stinct from questions bearin> on technical subjects

DISMANTLING FLYWHEELS.
Will you please furnish me with

I

the following particulars of a
B.S.A. engine (1912) : (1.) How—

I can I separate the flywheels to
rebush the big end? How are

they fastened? (2.) What size jet i«

best suited for use with benzole? (5.)

What causes knocking over 30 m.p.h. ?

The engine is in perfect condition, as
laid down in the makers' manual.—F.H.

(1.) The flywheels are secured by the
crank pin, which is riveted on one side
and held tight in a taper hole by a nut
at the other. After removing this nut
the flywheels may be separated by the
use of wedges. (2.) A 30 jet. (3.) The
knocking may be due to wear in the
connecting rod bushes, especially as it

only occurs at fairly high speeds, when,
presumably, the engine is running light.

A SINGLE TRACK MONOCAR.

(1.) Would it be possible to
drive a monocar built on motor
cycle lines, with one front wheel
and one back wheel, and one
wheel each side of the body,

which would be let down by a foot
control for getting away (i.e., balancing
speed, and for stopping? After
balancing speed had been attained
the side wheels would be taken
off the ground by the control. The
control of the machine would be on
the Maurice Farman aeroplane prin-
ciple,, and the driver would be more
or less in a lying down position.

When banking or turning, this con-
trol would come more natural than
the ordinary handle-bar form when in

tlris position.' (2.) If this- is pos-
sible, why has it not been used before?
It has so many advantages, both over
the motor cycle and over the four-
wheeled monocar. It would be very
comfortable only having* the two
wheels in contact with the road, while
the expense to build and to run would
be less than the 5-6 h.p. motor cycle.

A spring chassis would also be very
easy to fit.—S.H.S.

It would no doubt be possible to drive
a monocar built on the lines you suggest :

in fact, such designs have been carried
out by various experimenters from time
to time. The great objection lies, of
course, in the fact that at very slow
speeds, in traffic, or in the event of a
sudden skid, the driver has not nearly so
much control over the vehicle as he has
over a motor cycle of a conventional
pattern.

STARTING TIPS.

(1.) In starting my Rudge, which
has a Senspray carburetter, I close

the air and give about one-third
gas, and find starting rather hard.
In driving, I am told to open the

air fully and drive on the gas. Is this

correct? (2.) Is this carburetter suitable
for benzole? (3.) What is the most suit-

able oil for this machine, and how often
should the pump be actuated?—E.F.G.

(1.) When starting, keep the ignition fairly

well advanced ; also open the throttle
slightly less—try about one-quarter. An
injection of petrol in the cylinder or induc-
tion pipe will help matters. The makers
will fit an injection tap in the induction
pipe for quite a small charge if you return
it to them. With this carbui-etter you can
keep the air lever fully open almost the
whole time, but it may be necessary to

close it slightly when running slowly or
when hill-climbing. (2.) Benzole will be
quite satisfactory ; but you might find it

necessary to fit a slightly smaller jet or
to lower the level a little. (3.) A good
quality oil of medium body is most suit-

able. About one charge for every eight
miles.

COMPLETING A PURCHASE.
A short time ago I selected

motor cycle at a dealer's, and pa;

a deposit of £4. Since then ci

cumstances have arisen whic

prevent me completing the pu
chase. I have written to the dealer

question explaining the position, ai

offering him to deduct somethh
for his trouble, but he absolutely refus

to refund the deposit, or to allow n

to select goods to the value. I shou

therefore like to know: (1.) Am I cor

pelled to complete the purchase? (2

If so, can I refuse any other than tl

machine I selected? (3.) If I agree

forfeit the deposit, can he force me
purchase? (4.) Is he within lus righ

in refusing to return the deposit ?-

(1.) The payment of a deposit constitut

a contract to complete the purchase, ai

if the dealer chooses he can take leg

steps to Compel you to do^this. (2.) If tl

dealer accepted the order for a particul;

machine he certainly cannot compel y(

to take any other. (3.) If the deal

agrees to accept the forfeiture of

deposit, the matter will then be end:

(4.) He is quite within his rights.

tl

SEVEN CUPS AND MEDALS IN A SEASON

T. W Woodcock with his 3} h p Ariel,

which he made the best aggregate performance ol the

members of the Birmingham M C.C last year, thus

pother awards, the Austin Challenge Cup.
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WONT STOP ON THROTTLE.
A two-lever Amac carburetter

_ is fitted to my 2J h.p. Douglas,

^ and the running of tlie machine
is perfect, the only trouble being
that it is impossible to throttle

own. When I close the throttle the
igine slows, but still keeps running,
d will keep running until I lift the

diaust lever. I have tested the gas
id air slides and fitted hew springs,

so have adjusted control wires but
no avail.—H.D.

iously, if the engine will not stop
n the throttle control lever is in the

closed position, there is some con-
rable leakage past the throttle itself,

may be due to the throttle being
ly worn, or to the fact that it does
close down completely. We would
est that you remove the carburetter
1 the induction pipe, when you will

ble to see at once whether th#'throttle
3s right down. In its fully closed
tion it should rest on the small
foi^in which contains the five spraying
at the base of the mi.xing chamber.
just possible that the trouble is due^

he control wires being carried round
ome position at a very sharp angle. —

HN IGNITION AND VALVE TIMING.
I have a 1912 6 h:p. Re.x and

sidecar which has run very
well until recently when one
morning on attempting to start
the engine it could not be pulled
Thinking a tooth had broken and

nimcd in the gear wheels I took them
)wn but found nothing there, so took
e front cylinder off and found an old
tte-r pin on the crank case platform
id the piston down -on top of it, of
urse preventing the piston gomg down
> full_ distance. I put the engine
gether again and can get the back
liiider and magneto timed correctly.
It cannot get the front cylinder
lit. The magneto is marked 48°, the

rmiiials 1 and 2 and the contact
eaker 1 and 2. 2 is leading to the
ont cylinder and 1 to the back ; is this
rrect? Is there any rule for timing
e valves to coincide with the ignition?
'hen I have the back cylinder valves
d magneto right, the front cylinder
hau.st is open when the magneto

s.—G.H.B.

le engine as follows : Rotate the
heels until the piston of the back
ider is at the top of its stroke, then
rt the cam wheel so that the e.xhaust

is just closing and the inlet valve
commencing to open. Rotate the

ne forward one full revolution, plus
angle between the two cylinders ; this
bring the front piston to the top of
stroke, and the corresponding cam
el and valves .should be in.serted in
same way. Rotate the engine still

her in the same direction until the
piston is again on top dead centre.
is the firing point for this cylinder,

the sparking plug should be co'imected
he No. 1 terminal of the magneto.
rocker arm of the contact breaker

lid be ju.et touching the correspond-
,' marked segment, "the ignition con-
beirg two-thirds retarded. The firing
t of the front cylinder will then be
matically correct, and it will occur
full revolution plus 48° after the
;
point of the back cvlinder.

IJ^OT^IUE 405

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Alford to Ripley.—P.O.

Alford, Ulceby Cross, Spilsby, Turn-
by, Tattershall, North Kyme, Anwick,
Sleaford, Ancaster, Barkston, Grantham,
Bottesford, Bingham, Nottingham, Nut-
hall, Eastwood, Codnor, Ripley. Ap-
proximately 85 miles.

Dehbt to JIold.—H.B.D.
Derby, Duifield, Belper, Ambergate,

Cromford, Matlock Bath, Matlock Bridge,
Rowsley, Haddon Hall, Bakewell, Ashford-
in-the-Wirters, Taddington, Buxton, Bur-
bage, Macclesfield, Broken Cross, Chelford,
Knutsford, Northwich, Hartford, Kclsall,

Tarvin, Chester,. Saltney, Broughton
Church, ilold. Appro.ximntely 98 miles.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"K.D." (Edinburgh).—23 h.p. or 4 h.p.

Coulson-B. Strength of frame, tank, and
efficiency of springs

; performance of
Flexi carburetter and general reliability

of machine.

"B.W." (Birmingham).—Method of
cleaning a leather coat, or address of
any cleaners who would undertake such
work.

"H.G.y.*' (Edmonton, N.).—Vickers-
engined 8 h.p. Royal Enfield sidecar.
Petrol consnmption with twenty-stone
load, reliability, and hill-climbing.

" F.S.B." (Eastbourne).—New Hudson
2i h.p. Popular model. Consumption,
tyres, and absence of four-stroking.

jimportant jDatcs.

Sal. April 2nd-Esiex M.C.
OpL-n H II Climb.

Fri.. April 8lh. and Sal., April 9lh—
Western Centre A.C.U Two-day Open
Trial.

Sal . April 1 6th—Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
Open Hlll-cl mb.

Sal., April 2 3rd- Midland Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Wed , April 27lh—A.C U. One-day Trial

Fri . April 2 9lh. and Sal.. April 30th—
EEdlni: and District M.C.C. London-
Holyhcad Open Reliability TriaL

Sal.. AprT 30th— Newcaslle and District
M C. Tr.ivers Chailense Trophy Open
Reliability Trial

Sat.. April 30lh—Surbiton and District
M C C Open Inter-ream Trial (Private
Owners only).

Fri. May 13th. ani 5at , May 14th—
M.C C. London-Edinburfth Run.

ra>. May 21 si—Western Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill Chmb.

Wed.. May 25th—AC.U. Silencer Trial at
Brooklands.

Sat.. May 2^lh—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Ouen Hill Climb.

Tues., June 1 4th—Junior T.T. Race
Thurs. June 16lh—Senior T T. Race.

Sat. Jen'! 25th—M.C.C Inter-team Trial
for "The Motor Cycle" Cup

Mon., July 11th, lo Sal,, July 16th-
Scoltish Six Days' Trial.

Wed. July 6lh, and Thurs., July 7lh—
Arbulhnot Trophy Trial.

Sun., July 24tn

—

Motor Cycle Grand Prix Rac3 in France.
Mon. Aug. Isl, to Sa ., Aug. 6th—

International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land

Mon., AuE. 29lh. to Sat, Sept 3rd-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sat. Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

XL-AU Saddles.

Famous for the comfort provided by

excellent springing and anatomical shape,

the XL-All saddles will henceforth be

manufactured bv John Leckie and Co.,

Ltd., of Goodall Street, Walsall. This

firm has taken over the patents, goodwill,

tools, and machinery necessary for the

production of these accessories, and the

plant is being moved from Hall Green,

Birmingham, to the purchasers' new
works at Walsall.

Magneto Repairs.

A special factory tor dealing w^ith

magneto repairs lias been equipped by
the Fellows Jlagneto Co., Ltd., of

Cumberland Avenue, Park Royal, Wil-

lesden, N.W.IO. Not to keep a magneto
more than twenty-four hours is the ideal

set by this firm, but if this time is un-

avoidably exceeded the firm is prepared
to loan a magneto to the customer. An
inclusive price for overhauling motor
cycle magnetos is quoted, no exception
being made, however bad the condition

may be, provided that they are complete
and not damaged by fire. Small repairs

not necessitating a complete overhaul
are also undertaken.

Catalogues Received.

C. B. Harrison (1909), Ltd., Endurance
Works, Sheepcoto Street, Birmingham :

A list of motor cycle components and
parts, also the Endurance two-stroke
engine, 68x72 mm., 259 c.c, 2.89 h.p.

Patrick Engineering Co., Ltd., Brear-
ley Street, Birmingham : Price list,

dealing with the Simplex motor attach-

ment for bicycles, and the Motorped
motorised cycle. Two pages of useful
hints on management are included.

F. Aslett Coul.<ion Eng. Co., Albion
Works, Albion Street, King's Cross,
London, N.l : Coulson-B. motor cycles

are adequately described in the 1921
catalogue, which gives specifications of

both 2J h.p. and 4 h.p. models.

W. H. Frost and Co., Ltd., 179, Cohie
Road, Burnley, Lanes: "Lubrication,"
a sixteen-page booklet, which contains

"

some extraordinary claims for the effi-

ciency of the W.H.F. system of engine
lubrication.

Chater-Lea, Ltd., 74-84, Banner Street,

Golden Lane, London, E.C.I : Fittings
for motor cycles and light cars. An
interesting catalogue dealing with motor
cycle component parts, spring .seat-pillars,

and sidecar frames and fittings. Chater-
Lea terminals are also described.

F.R.S. Lamps, Beam Works, Vere
.Street, Birmingham : As the name of
the makers' works implies, the catalogue
deals primarily with apparatus for the
production of " beams "

; in short, all

manner of electric and acetylene lighting

equipment is listed. Motor cyclb horns
are also produced by this firm.

BI5
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M.C.C. Trial for ihe JarroU Cup.
'^•'^'"••'^i'- j\ 314 Miles Roue, including Timed

Ascent of Porlock,

*4 T ONDON'to Land's End " is .1

magic phi'ase, and cne which
makes an appeal to the motor

cyclist as alluring as the Spanish Main
was to our forefathers. That is one
reason why the M.C.C. ann^^J 7'aster

run to the south-western extremity of

our island attracts such a large entry.

Of recent years the conditions have
been made more and more severe in order

tO- keep pace with the increased speed,

power, and reliability of motor cycles,

and this year a competitor had a difficult

task to earn one of the coveted gold

medals.
First organised in 1908, the London-

Land's End Trial is one of the classic

events of the year, and it is interesting

to review past events sines that date.

In 1908 the run was to Land's End and
i)ack, via Salisbury and Exeter, a six

hours' rest being allowed at Penzance.
There were only sixteen started, and
ten retired. 'The Jarrott Cup was
awarded to S.: O. Frost, who rode a

4^ h.p. Minerva.

Double Journey Events.

The same course was utilised the fol-

lowing year, but a day and two nights

were spent at Penzance, and sixteen sur-

vived out of twenty-four starters. The
premier award went to F. G. Smith '34

Triumph) ; and in 1910, over the same
course, it was won by the late Admiral
Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N. (3i
Triumph), out of thirty-five starters and
twenty finishers.

In 1911 the course was stiffened

slightly. There were sixty-nine starters,

Bl5

and thirty-seven finisherSj_ the winner

being the late A. J. Moorhouse (7

Indian). Again, in 1912, the conditions

were made more difficult, and eighty

started, forty-four finished, and the

winner proved to be H. Karslake (35

Rover).

Bad Weather in 1913.

Bad weather was encountered in the

1913 event, which included a new route

via Lyme Regis and Trow Hill. Ninety-

five started and fifty finished, the cup

being won by P. W. Moffatt (21

Douglas) ; while in 1914, under^ better

v,-eather conditions, there were 169 com-

THE NEXT STAGE !

MOTOR CYCLISTS interested

in small or lar^e cars sfionld read

Friday

the iorernnner nj all molorina

journals. Founded in 1S95, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enjoystlii

greatest circulation. It is universally

accepted aslhe representative British

motoring fournal.

petitors and 108 survivors, and E. A,

CoUiver (7-9 Indian) won the trophy.

Last year saw the introduction of Per
lock and Lynton hills, and the journej
finished at Land's End; 161 started anc

120 finished, with T. S. Sharr'att ('

Triumph) the winner.
The difficulties of Porlock hill

known to every reader of I'he- MoCot
Cycle. Those who have ascended it car

realise what it means to take it " on th(

run " in a 20 ra.p.h. schedule. But that

was not all. The three miles commenc
inr; at the S ip Inn at Porlock had t(

be accomplished within ten minutes, i.e.,

18 m.p.h. This done, the competitors

had to "carry on" over the none to(

good moorland road to Countisbury, anc

down this narrow dangerous hill on the

face of the cliff to Lynmouth, proceedinj

up Lynton Hill—even worse than Porlock

—to the summit, a total of twelve mile;

from Porlock village at an average s'leec

of 19.4 m.p.h.

Severe Conditions This Year.

It will be recalled that The Motot

Cycle has commented upon these condi-

tions, and that an interesting contro

versy follovs'ed which made the sportin,

motor cyclist ihore keen than ever t(

participate ; in fact, had the entry lis

not been closed, we were informed tha

the list would probably have beei

doubled. Two hundred odd competitor

are quite enough to make a trial un

wieldy, and, with this number only

excellent, organisation, for which th

Motor Cycling Club is famous, coul

make the event a success.
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The 1921 London-Land's End Run.—

Many disconcerting rumours were cur-

rent regarding the condition of the

two hills, which, by some, were said to

be imclimbable a few days before the

start. We had visited both Porlock and
Lynton a few days previous to the event,

and found the condition of Porlock fairly

good,- but LjTiton is rough in parts.

148 Motor Cycle Starters.

.\ brilliant night with a large white

iiioon high in the heavens created a happy
and essentially "springtime" atmosphere
when the competitors assembled at

IIoTrnslow.

The usual last minute preparations im-

pressed upon the onlooker the severity of

the task. Many and varied were the

methods of holding the route card.

Lamps were, for the greater part,

electrically illuminated ; the acetylene

outfit, however, was conspicuouB on the

solo machines;
The first man was signalled to start by

Mr. A. G. Reynolds at 10.1 p.m., the

remainder following at one minute inter-

vals, which, incidentally, means that the

procession, including the light cars, was
tibout seventy miles long. As each man
left there was a rousing cheer from the

large crowd. Many of the competitors

shouted back a cheery good night and
hped away to the first control at Bridg-
water—130 miles away.
Little of note happened on through the

night. Stretches of "gritty" road

accounted for many " sprints " to clear

the dust of the man in front, but with

so many competitors at one minute in-

tervals this was not easy. D. G. Bay-ti,

who had heroically attempted to bring

through a single-geared Levis, was lost in

the night; but the vast majority reached
Bridgwater (the breakfast stop) as the

darkness dispersed, although one or two
were rather late owing to a fog that lay

around Frome and onwards. Most of the

competitors had a short wait outside the

ancient town, having risked the lurking

danger of a time check in the night.

4.07

J. Richardson (3i Lea-Francis) followed by H. R. Harvcyson (Indian

happy in reaching the last bend of Porloclc.

Scout), both

Breakfast at the White Hart saw
e\erybody in a very liappy mood and
generally confident that Porlock-Lynton
would be "too easy"; ahis lor human
hopes ! Before all the sidecarists had
breakfasted it rained, and rained very
lie;ivily—quite lieavily enough to make
even the leading men very glum belore
they branched off tlie Minehead ruad for

Porlock.

On Porlock Hill.

Porlock Hill was. of course, one of

the chief difficulties of the trial. Rain
in the night, and a steady drizzle since

dawn had done their work in rendering
the surface potent with unpleasant pos-

Two Harleys on the first reach of Porlock, where many spectators were gathered.

.sibilities for the rider ; but the corners

had not reached the last stage of

looseness.

It is a tribute to the wonderful popu-
larity of the motor cycle that a large

crowd of spectators had assembled on

the hill at the early hour of seven in the

morning.
Punctually to time, 7.5 a.m., the first

batch of solo men was headed by V.
Olsson (3^ Sunbeam), and the fun began.

Some of the more powerful machines
came up to the first corner at some speed,

and, commg round a trifle too closely on
the inside of the bend, started terrific

skids, hitting the bank or charging the
spectators fii-st on one side, and then

cannoning over the oUier before they could

steady for accelerating ujp the steep

sti-aight to the second and left-hand

hairpin.

Watching some of these performances,

it seemed miraculous that no one got

hurt. It seems obvious that an extremely
low bottom gear, steady cornering, and
plenty of reserve power for absolutely

certain acceleration are the surest way of

making a faultless climb.

Unwanted Assistance.

Very few solo fnen or sidecar drivers

failed altogether to get up this nasty

hill with its two awkward corners, tough

incline, and considerable length, though
quite a number received assistance. In

this latter respect, it should be mentioned
that on the first, and worst, corner no

official regulated outside assistance at

fu-st, but when about half the competitors

had passed, an official aiTived, and first

asked the failing rider if he w'anted help

before he was permitted to have it.

Official regulation of this kind is

correct, but it should have been the same
for all the riders. Also the competitors

should be made aware of the regulation

beforehand.
Grit appears to be a special trait of

many of the competitors. Quite » num-
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A James outfit entering C)evonshire (the white post denotes the

county boundary—Porlock is in Somerset, and not m Devonshire,

as many imagme).

Geo. Brough (8 Brough-Superiorsc.) watches W. Julian (7 Harley-

Davidson sc.) enjoying better luck on Lynton than he himself

experienced.

ber tame off at the haiipin : at one
second hitting the bank, sprawling on
the ground with engine roaring, and all

the elements- of a first-class crash, yet
before one had time to get the number
on the machine, the rider would be up
and on his way again. Before detailing

some of the star performances, and the
failures, one man especially demands men-
tion, for he would not be beaten ; he
turned defeat into a victory. This was
D. Crawford (5 Zenith), who stopped at

the first corner. Nothing much the

matter : just general difficulties. There-
after quietly and at intervals he tried

again and again until one lost count.

Every time something happened to him
;

either he just sliuck or was baulked. But
he would not give in, and at last got
away on a clean climb, receiving an
ovation that he thoroughly deserved.
Exceptionally good climbs were made

by Karslake (8 Brough Superior), Olsson
(3-L Sunbeam), Hoult (3J Scott), Ellison

(6 Zenith), Guthrie (2% DaUon), Knight
(3j Norton), Slann (4 Triumph), Apple-
bee (2^ Levis), Kickham (3^ Douglas),
Wall (2i Cedos), Bray (3i Nut), Keevil

(3^ Sunbeam), Fellowes (4 Coulsnn B),

Churchill (2J Yerus), O'SuUivan (4

Harley-Davidson), and Harveyson (4

Indian Scout).

Good Sidecar Performances.

Excellent climbs were also made by
Fell-Smith (8 Rex so.), Le Vack (7 Indian
sc), Simpson (7 Indian sc), Sandfoud (6
Eovev sc). White (8 Sunbeam sc). Pack
man (8 Matchless sc). Parsons (8 Match-
less sc), Ellis (8 Matchless sc). Hardy
(8 Matchless sc), Gibson (8 Royal Ruby
sc), Nott (8 Matchless sc), Watson (6
Ariel sc), Lunniss (8 Sunbeam sc), Bran-
don (4 Triumph sc), W. H. Bashall (6
Martinsyde sc). Masters (7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc), J. T. Bashall (6 Jlartin-
syde sc), Carslake (7-9 Harley-Davidson
sc), Julian (7-9 Harley-Davids'on sc), G.
Brough (8 Brough Superior sc), Pehrson
(4^ Dunelt sc), Attwood (4 Norton sc),

C4

Guiver (8 Matchless sc), Newnham (4^
B.S.A. sc). Strong (7-9 Harley-Davidson
sc), Hillary (4 Triumph sc), Claridge

(4 Triumph sc), Charlesworth (8 Zenith
sc),^ Watson (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc),

Giles (7 A.J.S. sc), " McGowrau (4

Triumph sc), Allen (7-9 Harley-David-
son sc), Hemy (7 A.J.S. sc), Hartfall

(10 Morgan), Sawtell (10 Morgan), Mc-
Carthy (10 jMorgan), Holmes (10 Morgan),
Bennett (10 Morgan), and Croucher (Cov-
entry Premier).

EJce (10 Morgan) stopped past the first

bend and baulked Spouse (10 T.B.),

Across Exmoor from Porlock the track

(we use the word advisedly) was of

wet clay interspersed, with pot-holes filled

right up by that untimely shower.

It was only a shower after all, for by
the time Lynton was reached by No. 1

it was dry once more—overhead !

This area claimed its quota of tosses

—

A. G. Rhodes (3i N.U.T.) took rather a

nasty one, but like the others he carried

on. The later sidecar and three-wheeler

men were more fortunate ; less affected

by skidsome roads, they were blessed

with greatly improved visibility.

In Devonshire

It had rained in Lynton and Lynmouth
during the night just sufiiciently to con-

A 41 h.p. B.S.A, and sidecar rounding the bend on Lynton. Considerable skill is required in

negotiating this nasty comer.
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A critical moment on Lynton. A. Pehrson (4 Dunelt sc). baulked by a man in front, was forced to stop, but re-started again without assistance.

ert the dry surface of Lynton Hill into

iijiperj' grease much resembling the
Derbyshire Peak Pistrict oolite. Even
by 7.30 a.m. spectatoj'S ha<l assembled
fur the fray, and the checking was done
Ijy members of the Bournemouth M.C.C.
The leaders all did well, notablj' Moffatt
(Douglas), Olsson (Sunbeam), and Slacey
(Verus), but Karslake clearly was anxious
on bis Brou^h Superior, which, though
pos.«essed of abundant power, was difficult

to keep straight iu the grease. He stuck
gamely to the task, but haM-way up came
to a standstill.

Here it may be said that the heavy
and powerful solo mounts were re-

peatedly in difficulties on the Devonshire
terror, for once the throttles were
opened the back wheels could obtain no
grip. A Scott, a Norton and an Ariel
toured up the 1 in 4^ grade com-
fortably enough, followed by F. W.
Applebee, whose Levis was going great
guns. This ever popular veteran re-

ceived a great ovation from the crowd.

Traces of Porlock

!

Clifford Wilson (Quadrant) was con-
spicuous for a cool climb, but Hoult
(Scott) overtook hini and just touched his
arm in passing on the narrow strip of
smooth surface which all the soloists

hugged. Sims (Triumph) arrived with
red clay smeared over his coat and face

;

evidentlv he had fallen, bat his engine
was in fine fettle.

Prestwicli (2f Xew Imperial) went up
with a cradde which might have been
heard half a mile away ; his speed caused
him to slide about, but he kept upright.
Ellison (Zenith) footed round the hairpin,
where most of the fun occurred, and
finally stopped. Street (Simbeam) also

footed, but only to keep himself upright.
It was a subject of open comment that

many riders failed to handle their
machines with any great skill. Many
were evidently excited, and went at the
hiU with open throttles and a " do or
die " expression, only to find that their

back tyres wo\ild not grip, when a less

generous throttle would nave sufficed.

Leather (N.U.T.) stopped, Plowman
(Triumph) footed, and Knight (Norton)
was excellent, and, moreover, won the
palm for the noLsiest exhaust : Notari
(Triumph) stopped: Rhodes (N.U.T.)
made a good a.scent. Then a curious in-

cident occurred. Wallis 18 Reading-Stan-
dard) appeared in view round the bend,
and as if his "horse" had shied at the

gradient, performed a lightning pirouette,

and shot straight down the hill. He
stuck to his machine magnificently, and
prevented what might have been a bad
accident.
Then followed a fifteen minute gap ; so

many clearly were late. A blue trail

down Countisburj', across the Lyii Valley,
indicated the approach of other competi-
toi-s, and Slann—a local rider—appeared
on a Triumph. Rounding the bend

L..2.-V

R. Carey (.8 Blackbume sc.) closely following a Morgan on Lynton. Observe the

excited spectators in the foreground, who considerately advised many of the passengers to

sit on the carrier to avoid wheel slip.

CS
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The 1921 London-Land's End Run.
cautiously, he appeared about to peter

out, when he let in the low gear and
eimply toyed with the gradient.
Bateman ,and Price, on Diamond

machines, were both good. Alcock
(Coulson B) peeped round the corner, his

back wheel shot from under him, and he
descended again at speed, to the spectators'

great amusement. He did better next
time. Francis (Triumph) was good.
Morgan, on a similar machine, used his

feet. Cuffe (Metro-Tyler) made a steady
climb. Bourlet (Ariel) had power to
spare. Shepherd (Beaumont) was' good.

Roadman's Attention to Lynton.

Another gap, what time a roadman,
with a useful spade, removed some of the
surface grease. Kickham (3^ Douglas)
came next, and made one of the best
climbs of the day. Labin (Indian Scout)
went up nicely, but trailed his feet.

Ammon (Metro-Tyler) stopped, due to lack
of petrol, so it was said. Brav (N.U.T.)
footed slightly. Wall (Cedos) skidded
below the bend, and remounted. Morgan
(Harley-Davidson) also skidded on the
corner, lying prostrate when Keevil (Sun-
beam) appeared, and dexterously avoided
him, continuing with a clean ascent.
O'SuIlivan (4 Harley-D.) made a very

neat climb, but Fell'owes (Coulson B)
elected to cut the corner, scattering the
spectators. It '

was a good ascent, how-
ever. -Churchill (Verus) went up well, but
noisily, Knill (Indian Scout) footed
slightly, Guthrie (2-^ Dalton) went up as
cool as a cucumber, but he was ob-
served to use his feet nearer the summit;
Eaton (N.U.T.) had his engine run-
ning too fast and footed to keep upright.
Cunningham's P.. and JM. was in "fine
fettle, and ascended surely, also Richard-
son (Lea-Francis), HarVeyson (Indian
Scout), and Watson Bourne (Rex). Love
(Douglas) made a clean ascent.

The Sidecais Arrive.

Then followed, at 8.57 a.m., the first
sidecar—Glendinning (8 Rex). Flingino-
mud from his driving wheel, he went up
magnificently; Le Vack (7 Indian) was
next, and stopped due to lack of wheel
grip, side by side with Simpson on a
similar outfit. Tliere was a perfect -

din at this stage, for Sykes (Harley-
D.) arrived and had to foot to keep
straight. Fell Smith (8 Rex) was excel-

lent., Michaelis (7 Harley) and White
(Sunbeam) stopped, with wheels spinning.

Now the spectators tumbled to the

reason and yelled to the passengers to get

on the carrier to assist wheel adhesion.

Some could not understand the shouting

and gesticulations, and the drivers were

often puzzled and consequently hampered.
Stone (Olympic) and Ratcliffe (Brougli

Superior) had difficulty in avoiding

stranded sidecars ; the former footed, but

the big twin showed up very well. Marvin
(Rex) stopped, Ross (Matchless) was very

good, but Ellis (Jlatchless) stopped w-ith

his engine running. Sandford (6 Rover
sc.) was good, Apsey (Royal Ruby) shed

his passenger, and Hardee (Matchless)

did the same ; then Gibson (Royal Ruby)
made probably the finest and fastest

climb of the sidecars. - Dale on a similar

outfit dismounted and ran. Parsons
(Matchless) got up after, his passenger

had climbed on to the touring valise

perched high on' the carrier, Nott
(Matchless) was sure and fast withal.

Packman (Matchless) good. Lucking (New
Imperial) stopped with his engine asking

for weight on the back wheel, Watson
(Ariel) nearly stopped until his passenger

did a lightning move to the carrier, when
he picked up speed, W, E. Brqugh
(Brough) stopped, also Lunniss (Sun-

beam) and J. T. Bashall (Martinsyde).

W. H. Bashall (JIartinsyde) was " touch

and go," but just crawled over the

summit; Caslake (Harley-Davidson) wsts

good ; Masters (Harley-Davidson) w-as

unlucky in being baulked, and .stopped

in the stones after accounting for the

worst pitch; W. Julian (7 Harley-
Davidson) charged the inside of' the

bend, and went up well, passenger and
driver bouncing up and down in unison.

George Brough came round the bend at

speed, when his engine suddenly petered

out for no apparent reason. Restarting,

he went up comfortably. Kaye Don .(6

Zenith) just scraped the wall, but got up
well. Pehrson (Dunelt) was baulked,

waved assistance aside, and then re-

started with ease, and went up splendidly.

S. Julian (Humber) slewed across the

road, and had to halt i lomentarily,

though his engine kept running. Strong
(Hai-lfey-Davidson) was baulked ; Claridge

(4 Triumph sc.) made a very good,
steady climb ; Charlesworth (8 Zenith)

was excellent, in spite of switching off

to avoid the inevitable stray dog ; Allen

(Harley-Davidson) did well ; Giles (7

A.J.S.) made a conspicuously good climb
;

and McGowran (4 Triumph sc.) made
some of the big twins look sorry by his

sure and clean ascent. Tait (Harley-

Davidson) got well past the corner before

he came to a standstill ; Saddington (6

James) was excellent.

We sympathise with some of the

charming lady passengers, who, in the

excitement of the moment, were ener-

getically coaxed out of their snug side-

cars on to the carriers to assist in hold-

ing the back wheel down. The display

of dainty ankles was quite a feature of

the mo]'ning's ascents.

Runabouts do Well.

Spouse (T.B.) led the runabouts, and
did well, thanks to Parsons chains.

HartfalL (Morgan) was, if anythino;,

faster. Carey (Blackburne sc.) made
a good climb, also Hillary (Triumph
sc). Sawteli (Morgan) went up well,

also Croucher (Coventry Premier) and
McCarthy (Morgan). Betteridge (Douglas

so.) was late, and broke his belt. Of
the light four-wheelers there was no more
meritorious climb than that of V. G.

Loyd (6 Carden) ; the two-stroke twui
engine had a most healthy crackle. G.N.
drivers also merit special mention.
Lynton overcome, some thought their

troubles over, but those who had been
before knew better. For, beyond Bide-

ford and almost right into Holsworthy,
the road w'as vile. Single file was the

order for the survivors. So many were
unseated that it w'ould be invidious to

particularise ; and, as a result, a secret

check near Holsworthy found very few
early, not a few too late for a "gold,"
and one or two unfortunates who had
forfeited all hope of a humbler "silver."

The welcome lunch stop at Launceston
revealed many bent footrests and lamps.
At noon the leading men were off again

fortified by promises (fulfilled) of better

roads now ~ that Cornwall had been
reached. Indeed, the going to Bodmin
and across Gos..ioor to T'ruro was so good
that another secret check formed an un-
pleasant reminder of the 20 m.p.h.
schedule.

From Penzance to Land's End the
twisting, " lumpy " road was thoroughly
hated by all, and returning competitors
made it even worse for the " tail-

en dei's."

LONDON-LAND'S END SURVIVORS: 148 molor cyclists slaried; 108 finished.

1. T.
2. P.
3. P.
4. E.
6. H.
6. H.
9. R.

10. G.
11. S.

12. 0.
14. R.
15. J.
16. E.
19. C.
20. P.
21. A.
23. F.
24. E.
26. J.
27. B.
28. J.
30. S.

31. R.
32. J.
33. A.
34. H.
35. A.
38. G.
39. C.

MOTOR BICYCLES.
S. Sliairatt (4 Indian Scout).
A. Longman (3iA Ariel).
W. Moffat (31/2 Douelas).
A. Wright (25,i Diamond).
Karslake (8 Brough Sup.).
J. Scale (4 Scale).
B. Clark (2% Coulson-B.).-
E. Stacey (2';i Verus).
Dunford (2% Verus).
A. McKeand (4 H.-Davidson).
M. Knowles (31/2 Norton).
G. Goodenough (3V.. Norton).
Pond (4 Triumph).
Wilson (4% Quadrant).
Street (3V. Sunbeam).
Ellison (6 Zenith).
Notari (4 Triumph).
J. Anderson (3% Scott).
A. Hoult (3'!i Scott).
J. Sims (4 Triumph).
Harrison (234 VVooler).
G. Wooldridge (4 Omega).
T. Leather (3'A N.tJT.)
Wallis (8 Reading Standard)
C. Rhodes (3V. N.U.T.).
K. Knight (3'/. Norton).
S. Guthrie (2% Dalton).
E. Cuffe (2V2 Metro-Tvler).
C. Labin (4 Indian Scout).

c6

40. H. V. Bateman (2";! Diamond).
41. P. G. Price (2^/i Diamond). 80.
42. C. P. Alcock (2% Coulson-B.). 81.
43. A. A. Prestvvich (2% New 83.

Imperial). 85.
44. T. A. Slann (4 Triumph). 88.
45. F. W. Applebee ^2\'^ Levis). 89.
46. T. Morgan (4 Triumph). 91.
47. T. Francis (4 Triumph). 92.
49. O. Bourlet (3V2 Ariel). - - 94.
50. "G. W. Shepherd (2% Beaumont). ~ 95.
53. E. Kickham (3V. Douglas). 96.
54. G. H. Morgan (4 H.-Da?idson). 97.
55. R. G. Spikins. (7 H.-Davidsou). 98.
56. W. Bray (3V> N.U.T.). 99.
57. A. M. Knill "(4 Indian Scout). 100.
58. L. Keevil (3V'. Sunbeam). 101.
59. H. P. Fellowes (4 Coulson-B.). 102.
60. P. Cunningham (3V' P. andM.). 103.
63. W. G. Churchill (2% Verus). 104.
66. J. A. O'SuIlivan (4 H.-Davidson), IDS.
67. R. B. Roberts (4 Triumph). 106.
68. H. S. Eaton (3V. N.U.T.). 107.
69. S. W. Ratcliffe (8 Brough Sup.l. 108.
72. J. Richardson (31/0 Lea-Francis). 109.
74. H. R. Harveyson (4 Indian 110.

Scout). 111.
76. J. A. W.^tson-Boume (4 Rex). 112.
79. W. G.. Sykes (7 H.-Davidson). 114.

115.

SIDECAR MACHINES.
W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Rei).
H. W. Glendinning (8 Re.x).
W. J. Simpson (7 Indian).
J. C. Sandford (6 Rover).
R. A. Lucking (8 New Imperial).
P. W. White (8 Sunbeam).
O. D. Michaelis (7 H.-Davidson).
J. D. Marvin (8 Rex).
W. E. Brough, Sen. (5 Brough).
T. J. Ross (7 Matchless).
P. J. Ellis (7 Matchless).
G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless).
G. Nott (7 Matchless).
D. S. Parsons (7 Matchless).
G. Packman (8 Matchless).
Hugh Gibson (8 Roval Ruby).
H. Dale (8 Roviil Ruby).
L. A. Apsev (8 Royal Ruby).
P. J. Watson (6 Ariel).
J. T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde).
W. H. Bashall (6 Martinsyde).
S. T, Tessier (8 Bat so.).

E, C. Lunniss (8 Sunbeam).
S. Julian (4V- Humber).
W. Julian (7 H.-Davidson).
J. Caslake (7 H.-Davidson).
A. P. H. Pehrson (4^2 Dunelt).
G. Brough (8 Brough Superior).
J. S. Morgan (7 H.-Davidson).

119. R. Charlesworth (8 Zenith)
120. K. Don (6 Zenith).

\lt- 5; ^i-
Attwood (4 Norton).

J25-
W. P. Guiver (8 Matchless).

Ml- ? ^- h ®'.'™" " II-Davidson).
128. J. P. Perrin (6 Zenith).
130. G. R. Claridge (4 Triumph).
133. G. K. Gibbs (8 Reading

Standard).

IIr- ? w '^.'',''° " n.-Davidsoa).
}IS- ^- ^^- f'''«s 17 A.J.S. ).

\ll- ?• "i
T""' (''' H.-Davidson).

\\i w ?.• McGowran (4 Triumph).
JS9. W. C. Hemy (7 A.J.S.).
1«- V. Pentlow (4V4 B.S.A.).

A%- w'S'^Jil- Blackburne).
145. H. H. Saddington (6 James).

THREEWHEELED CYCLE
-,>,- . ^ , CARS.
}aI- ^- f-

Ha'"a" (10 Morgan).
146. F. S. Spouse (10 T.B )
148. R. Croucher (7 Oov. Premier).

M\- ?>• 4; McCarthy (10 Morgan).
152. H. W. Holmes (10 MorgaS).

The gaps in the numbers indicale
retirements, escepting the foDowin •

non-starters : 8, 18, 36. 61 64 6s°
118, 121. 131, and 150. '
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Record AUendance at Northern Gathering of Motor Cyclists on Good Friday.

Eleven Hundred Machines Assembled.

ON Good Friday the llayor and Cor-
poration of the ancient borough of

Richmond in Swaledale welcomed
motor cycle clubmen to their town for
the third year since the war.
In 1919 a scarcity of men made the

meet a mere gathering of a handful ; in

1920 the scarcity of motor cycles resulted
in the rallying of fewer than 300
iiiacliines ; but this year proved a record.

By mid-day on Good Friday over 800
machines were actually counted in the
competition for the A.C.U. Cup offered-

to the club with the greatest percentage
of paid-up" members present, taking
mileage into account. In addition to

these, the cobbled market -square of the
sixteenth century town contained another
500 machines driven by unattached riders,
who made Richmond a rendezvous in

Older to inspect the many machines
parked there.

Unpropitious Weather Conditions.
Glorious spring weather, a gorgeous

sunset and a wonderful mooiu'ise the
pii-vious evening had raised high hopes

I the North for a fine Eastertide, but
Good Friday arrived to grey skies. Be-
tween ten and eleven an unpleasant
drizzle of fine rain fell continuously, and
the conditions were a little disheartening.

Parties, however, wore heading for the
capital of Swaledale from all points of the
compass, and the old market square,
very type of that " old-fashioned town "

of song fame, which was wrapped in its

habitual calm at ten o'clock, was fill-

ing rapidly by eleven. At noon the
spacious cobbled places around the square-
towered church were filled almost to
overflowing, for strong representations

^

All types ol motor cycles being marshalled by police and scouti into the fo^vn.
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The Richmond Meet.—

from thirty-three motor cycle clubs were
present, and every type of machine from
the miniature to the light car was to be
seen.

The marshalling of the riders on
arrival was efficiently carried out, each
being directed to the section indicated for

his club by a banner marked with the
appropriate name and colours.

Nominally, the taking oi the count was
due at twelve noon, but a delay took
place as a result of a somewhat pro-

longed meeting of the committee and
judges in order to discuss the question
of the mileage travelled by com-
peting clubs to the rendezvous on the
day previous to the actual meet. Amongst
the local clubs it is understood that the
distance covered in attending the meet
shall be accomplished actually on Good
Friday, but this not being in the printed
rules a team from the Noi'th London
M.C.C. made an entry and thirteen

arrived. It was at first decided that their

Friday mileage should be counted, but
ultimately their total mileage was taken.

While the count was proceeding many
Thermos flasks and Primus stoves were
in evidence, for the influx of some fifteen

hundred visitors naturally strained the
catering resources of the town to the
utmost.

Awaids ior Ingenious Fitments.

Other judges were examining the
machines for the allocation of such
awards as those for the best kept
machines and the most ingenious device
fitted by a rider ; and about three
o'clock the results were announced in the
Town Hall.

Unfortunately, some of the clubs had
already departed, and, in consequence, the
names of certain prizewinners could not
be announced, only the registration num-
bers of their machines being available.

Amongst the assembled motor cycles, few
outstandingly new or original home-made
" gadgets " were to be seen, while the
condition of the machines generally was
that they were either nearly new or had
the appearance of' having, seen consider-

Including those ot non-competing visitors, some eleven hundred machmes were parked in the

market place at Richmond (Yorks).

able service, and in many cases were
indifferently kept.

The principal award, the A.C.U.
Trophy, for competition amongst motor
cycle clubs, decided on the formula : Per-

centage of paid-up members present multi-

plied by mileage travelled, feU to the

Scarborough and District M.C.C, and
the placing was as follows :

ISO. present.
42
34
11
1

29 -

-32
26
24

Fif

No. present. Fig. of merit.
Scarboiough .. 33 5356
Leeds M.U. .. 51 6100
Doucaster 19 5007
Earnsley 39 4986
Hull. Auto. .. 21 3466
North London 13 3234
Barrow 23 - 2901
York 47 . . 2801
Collie 20 2727
Wakefleia ZS 2607
Keighley 24' 2089
Middlesbimigli
Aiiifield riain

66 1957
20 1872 -

Dui'ham 34 1647
Easingivold 17 1575
Snndeiiand 23 148S

11
28
7

16
2
5

25
14
24

. of merit.
1460
1389
1367
1321
1198
1138
985
9l6
836
714
648
535
340
268

Harrogate
Illdey
Wonibwell
]Jeverl6r
Leeds and 0is.
3-{radford
Northern (Newcastle)
Uradford (Gypsies)
Hartlepool
Newoiistle
ShettleM and Hallam
Riiiou
Blarltpool
Bishop Auckland
Darlington
Hull M.C.C. -
Skipton

Other results were :
, _

Mayor of Ilichmond'.= prize for owner of best

kept machine: G. .Dawson (SV: Eudge, 1916 model),
Bishop Auckland M.C.O.
Prize for best kept ladies' machine : ilrs. Gil-

christ (6 A.,T.S. sc), Middlesbrough M.C.O.
Prize for lady driving jjieatcj^t distance to attend:

Miss Iretaud (Scott so.), Barrow M.C.C.
The Motor Gy.de prize- for the most ingenious

amateur impT0\ement: C. Coi/kran (8 Clyno sc.jr-

Uipon M.C.t5., p-artioiied tool drawer in luggage grid.

GOOD WEATHER FAVOURS SOUTHERN HILL-CLIMB.

AN inter-club hill-climb was held on

'

Good Friday between the West Kent
Motor Club and the Holmwood

M.C.C. The meet was at Green Street

Green, whence competitors proceeded to

the venue, in the neighbourhood of Shore-

ham. Over a hundred members of

the two clubs witnessed the event, which

was run off in magnificent weather.

Eesults :

350 0.0. CLASS.— 1, Jessop (2''i New Imperial),

W K M C, 331s.: 2, Grey (254 Douglas), Holmwood
-" - ~ Williams (2=4 Douglas).G.M.C.C, 34is.;

W.K.M.C, 35s.
600 0.0. CLASS.—1, A. G. Williams (SVj Norton),

W.K.M.C, 27?s. ; 2, Farman (4 Matchless),

29is., and Wallis (A.B.C.). W.K.M.C, 2Sls.; 3,

Bull (4 Bradbury), W.K.M.C, 305s.

UNLIMITED CLASS.—1, L. Williams (6 Zenith),
W,K.M.C., 26s,; 2, Hyde (Harley-Davidson),
W.K.M.C, 263s.; 3, Tweedy (Harley-Davidson),
W,K.M.C, 29Ss.

AN EASTER "ROUND-UP."
In Gloucestershire and Somersetshire

there was much activity on the part of

the police during the week-end examining
licences. A competitor in the Kent club's hill-climb making a flying start.

,J
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OTHER EASTERTIDE EVENTS.

Dr. Lindsay rounding the top bend in the Carmarthen M.C.C. hill-i

Hill-climb in South Wales.

THE hill-climbing and speed trials

under the auspices of the Car-
marthen and District M.C. and C.C.

on Good Friday attracted eighty-six com-
petitors, and the whole course was lined

ith interested spectators. The test

selected was the Golden Grove Hill,

ituated about eighteen miles outside
Carmarthen and in sight of the Earl of
Cawdor's magnificent Carmarthenshire
residence. Conditions were ideal, no sun

interfere with the competitors, and the
road surface dry, hard, and clean. At
the tail of a particularly difficult S bend
a little "grease" on the outside of- the
bend took heavy toll. Several of those
who swept the corner rather wide came
to sudden grief. Undoubtedly the
mounts which manoeuvred the bends best,

although not figuring in the awards list,

were the Scotts. The total length of the
course was practically one mile. The
winners were :

CLASS : (250c.c.).-E.xrert: 1. J. 7 Thoraas
MiisMi?r-Arrjin), 1 inin. 35i eec. Geuerfd : 1, -B.
Gi-ifiiths (New Hudson), 1 min. 44 sec.
CLA.SS 2 (300 C.C.].—Expert: I,' J. Thomas

[li:issey-Airnn), 1 ruin. 33i sec. Genernl: 1, J. J.
Davie-s (Omega), 1 min. 55^ sec.
CLASS 3 (350C.C.).—Esrert: 1, Win. Edwards

IHitssey-Arrnn), 1 min. 26i sec. General: 1, E. 0.
Evnn.fl (Douglas). 1 min. 26 sec.
CLASS 4 (SOOc.c.).—E.'cvert: 1. Dr. Lindsav

(Kortoa), 58 6Ccs. ; 2, H. D.nies (A.B.O.), 68? sec.
Genernl : 1, M. Price (Norton), 1 min. 4 sec.

;

2, J. Evans (Rover), 1 min,. 6 sec.
CLASS 5 (Unlimited c.c.j.-Exnert : 1, H. riavies

(A.B.C.), 1 min. IJ sec; 2, J. Ash (Norton), 1 min.
2? sec. General: 1, J. Ash (Norton), 1 min. 2}
sec; 2, J. L. Jenkins (Norton), 1 min. 5S sec.
CLASS 6 (Sidecars, imlimited),—Expert : 1, ,T.

AsL (Nojton), 1 min. 15 sec.; 2, Alex. Thoui
(Harley-Dnvidson), 1 min. \1\ seo. General: 1, B.
Grilfltbfi (.Tames), 1 min. 233 sec. ; 2, T. Hancock
(Enaeld). 1 min. 33 sec.

Fastest time of the day, 58 sees.. Dr. Lindsay
(Norton).

Weslmorland Open Hill-climb.

THE open hill-climb organised by the
Westmorland M.C.C. for Easter
Monday had to be abandoned at the

eleventh hour owing to heavy rains and
high winds. A vote was taken of the
assembled competitors, who decided that

the event should be postponed.

A Norlh-Weslern Easier Rally.

ONE hundred and fifty members of

twelve clubs affiliated to the North-
western Centre A.C.U. faced heavy

snow and rain for the inter-club rally at

Ribchcster on March 27tli. Fortunately,
however, the weather cleared up at

lunch time, and the judges were able to

make their inspection for awards, which
are as follows :

THE MOTOR AGENTS' CUP for largest
nnmher of points sained by a club (peroenlajro of
iuemtiers present iiitiItiplio<l l>v loileaco from head-
quarters).— I, Liverpool M.C, 817 points: 2, Black-
pool M.O.O., 763 points; 3, Diirnk-y M.C.C. 720
points.

SMARTEST SOLO MACHINE.-Portcr, Accring-
ton (2*i rioucla.-i.

SMARTEST SIDEC^UR.-Parker. Liverpool (8

MatcliKx,-.-).

OLDEST MACHECE PRESENT.—Fox, Liverpool
(1912 Matchless).
LADY BIDLNG THE GREATEST DISTANCE.-

Miss Cottle. Liverpool (79 miles).
LADY'S MOST SUITABLE COSTUME.-Miss

Cowlev. ]\I.'inclie5ter.

GE.\T],EMA>-'S MOST SUITABLE COSTUME.
—Mercer. Colne.
OLDUST RIDER AT THE EALLY.-Willock,

Accrincton (52 years).

YOUNGEST KIDER.-F. Hcbden. Bnrnley
(14 year.= 4 days).

A Birmingham (o Lynmoulh
Trial.

ARRIVING at Lynmouth just after

the last of the M.C.C. competitors

had gone on, members of the South
Birminghajn M.C.C. held a fast and

slow climb on the new road to Lynton
at the conclusion of their trial from Bir-

mingham. The event also included the

ascent of Porlock, where H. Johnson

(2| AUon sc.) made a clean climb, after

averaging 20 m.p.h. for the. run.

The following had _jleau sheets on

arrival at Lynmouth :

'

B. Kershaw (Verus sc.). W. Handley (23', O.K.),

L. Newev f6 Ariel sc), L. E. Clulee <2-l ,Allori),

H. Baragwanath (3',J. Sports Sunbeam), and H. P.

Cutler (4 Norton sc.).

The flexibility test resulted as follows :

SOLO CLASS.—1, H. Baragwanath (314 Sports
Sunbeam); 2, L, E. Clulee (2'\ Allon). --

SIDECAR CLASS.— 1, L. Newey (6 Anel sc);

2, H. P. Cntler (4 Norton sc).

Rain fell throughout the return trip.

Easier Monday Hill-climb at

Staxton.

SLIGHT showers and high wind
proved no detriment to the 170 en-

tries for Staxton hiU-climb, the

popular Easter event of the Scarborough
M.C.C. There were ten classes, and
the results were as follow :

CLASS I. (275 c.c.).-l, J. S. Jenkins (2Vi
Velocettc), Im." 14s,; Miss S. !". Wilson (2Vi
Tclocette), Im, S2j3,
CLASS II. '350 C.C).—1, J. S. Jcnkine (21/,

Volocette), Im. 16a>. ; 2, J. T. Jobborn (2% Sun-
beam), Im. 23!8. -

CLASS in, (600 CO, Sideonrs).—1, E. Searlo (3"A
Norton sc), Im. ISJs. ; 2, 0. Hill (33a Scott sc).

Im. 49Js.
CLASS IV. (800 C.C Sidecars).—!, H. Searle [Vk

Norton scj, Im. 17»s,: 2, W, Velb (4 Norton sc),

Im. 40s.

CLA.SS V. (1,100 C.C. Sidecars).— 1, E. Earlc
(31,4 Norton ec), Im. 20;s. :'2, W. Wells (4 Norton
sc), Im. 403s.
CL.\SS VI. (560 C.C Sidecars).— 1, E. T. Caw-

thoroo (3>/. Norton sc), Im 2«.; 2, E. Se;irle (31/2

Norton scf, Im. 2J3. : 3, H. G, Sissons (3'/j Noiton
M.) and L. A. Eunton (3 A.B.C sc.) tied.

CLASS Vn. (Unlimited Solo).— 1, B. Searle (3V-!

Xorton), Im OJs. (instiyt time of day n:id- record

lor tho hill): 2, A. C. Thornton (3'/2 Norton), Im.
55.; 3. r. Shepherd (3\(. Sunl'eam), Im. 54s.

CLASS VnL (650 e.e. TonriUB Solo).—1, W. Back-
honso (4 Trinmph), Im. SJs. ; 2, L. A. Chappel (4

Triumph), Im. ]2Js. • /

CLASS IX, (1,100 C.C Tonrins Solo).-1, A, C,

Thornton (6-7 Ariel). Im.. 8Js. ; 2, L. A. Clioppel

(4 Triumph), Im. 12Je. r
CLASS X. 'Cvclo Oars).-1. P. W. Jnmcc (10

Morgan). Im. 27s.; 2, E. E. H. Hatton (10 G.N.),

Im. 50s.

Everything went off to time, the

arrangements being e.xcellent. Miss F.

Rippon (4 Triumph), won the special

prize for the best performance of the day
tjy a lady.

Easter in Ireland.

IN spite of the severe restrictions pre-

vailing in Ireland where motoring is

concerned, the Dublin M.C.C. ran off

a successful trial on Easter i\Ionday.

Owing to the nature of the course and

severe weather conditions, only eight

finished. These were as follows ; P. H.
Hurse (B.S.A.), N. Leppler (Indian),

J. A. Carville (Triumph), T. E. Green
(Enfield), G. . Thompson (JIatchless),

— Ne.sbitt (Douglas), J. Mactaggart

(Indian), and A. Carton (Indian).
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North, Soulh. East, and West.

ALL the important motor cycle events
held at Eastertide are described in

this issue of The Motor Oycle. The
articles are accompanied by exclusive
photographs by our own operators. Four
pages are devoted to the classic London-
Land's End Trial. This year the Rich-
mond (Yorkshire) Meet attracted a
record crowd of nearly 1,100 motor
cyclists.

Just as our last issue formed a pro-

gramme of Easter events, so this issue

records the latest available news of trials

from all parts of the country.

A Stormy Week-end Event.

HEAVY rain showers, some sleet, and
muddy roads spoiled the first day'«-

run of the Glasgow Western M.C.C.
Easter trial. Satm'day'e course was over
a very easy route, being the main road
to Carlisle. Monday's route, however,
was of a more strenuous nature, and
embraced several hills well-known to

English competitors, such as Buttermere
Hause, Red Bank, and Ku-kstone.
Out of an entrj' of forty-four about

forty started. The fu'st check, at Abing-
ton, found the majority arrive to time.

H. M. Batten (3^ P. and M.) arrived with
a tube round hie waist, appearing to have
had puncture trouble; while Gordon
Baker (8 Acme so.) wasted precious
minutes during a wayside halt. Several
machines were making their first appear-
ance in Scottish kic-al events, these being
the Seott Squirrel, ridden by A. J. C.

Lindsay, and the flat twin Humber ridden
by T. Watson. A.J.S. sidecars were well

to the fore, and interest centred in the
performance of Mrs. Bell, who was
driving one of these outfits tlrrough the
event. -

start :

ann

Speed Trials in Lincolnsliire.

ON Easter Monday, the East Midland
Centre A.C.U. held speed trials at

Grimsthorpe Park, Bourne, Lincoln-

shire. With twenty classes, well sup-

ported, the programme was a long one.

A strong following wind prevailed, but
the weatlrer, though threatening, did not

prevent the programme being brought to

a successful conclusion. The distance

was half a mile. F. T. Bidlake was the
officjal timekeeper.

CLASS 16 (Open, Solo, 350 c.c.).—Mying sta

1, G. Dance |2% Sunbeam), 19ss. ; 2, A. Sw
(2^4 New Imperial), 25?s.
CLASS 17 (Open, Solo, 500 c.c.).—Flying start :

1, G. Dance (3',i Sunbeam), IS^s.; 2, H. Petty (3i,4

Norton), 20iS.
CLASS 18 (Open, Solo, 560 c,c.),—Flying start:

1, G. W. Walker (31/0 Norton), 195s.-; 2, H. Petty
(314 Norton), 205s.
CLASS 19 (Open, Solo, 750 c.c.).—Flying start :

1, G. Dance (31/2 Sunbeam), ISJs. ; 2, H. Petty (31/3

Norton), 20^5.

_ CLASS 20 (Open, Solo, TTnlimited), Plyine Start.—
1, G. .Dance &/• Sunljeam), 183s.
CLASS 2 (Open, Sidecars, SSO o.c), Stan'aing

Start.—1, G. Donee (3V- Sunbeam sc.), SOss.; Z; H,
Petty (31/2 Norton 60.), 34iB.
CLASS 3 (Open, Sidecars, 750 c.c). Standing

Start.—1, G. W. Walter (ZV, Norton sc), 31|s.

;

2, G. C. Boston 2% A.J.S. scj, 31SS.
CLASS 4 (Open, Sidecars, Unlimited).—Standing

start: 1, G. Dance (3'/, Sunbeam sc), 295s.; 2,
Reg. Stacey (7-9 Havley-Davidson sc), 30s.
CLASS 6 (Open, Sidecars, 550 c.c).—Flying,

start: 1, G. Dance (3V2 Sunbeam sc), 22s.; 2, H.
Petty (31/0 Norton sc), 243s.
CLASS 7 (Open, Sidecars. 750 c.c).—Flying

start: 1, V. Horsman (3V. Norton sc), 24Ss. : 2,
H. Petty (31/2 Norton sc.),"24iis.
CLASS 8 (Open Sidecars Unlimited)—Flying

Start: 1, G. Dance (SV- Sunbeam sc), 21f3.; 2
Reg. Stacey (7-9 Harlev-Davidson sc), 23ils
CLASS 9 (Open Solo 275 c.c).—.Standing Start

:

1, J. V. Prestwich <2i,4 Diamond-Jap), 30s.

CI4

An A.J.S. sidecar on Kirkfield Bank during the Glasgow Western M.C.C. Easter Trial.

CLASS 10 (Open Solo 350 c.c).—Standing Start :

1, A. Swann (2% New Imperial), 353.
CLASS 11 (Open Solo 500 c.c.).—Standing Start:

1. G. Dance (3V" Sunbeam), 27s.; 2, H. Petty \ih'-
Norton). 30is.
CLASS 12 (Open Solo, 550 c.c)-Standing start:

1. G. W. Walker [Hi Norton), 27J; 2, H. Petty
(3!, Xorton), 28ts.
CLASS 13 (Open Solo, 750 ccJ-Standiag Start:

1. G Dance (3J 2 Sunbeam), 26is. 1 2, H. Petty (i]/,

Norton). 29is.
CLA.SS 14 (Open Solo, Unlimited).—Standing start:

1, Heg. Stacey (7-9 Harley-Davidson), 29Js.
CLA.SS 15 (Open Solo, 275 c.c.)-Flying start:

1, J. V. Prestwich ('4 Diamond-Ja-i. 24?=.; 2. Mrs.
Jennison (2>'4 Veloeette), 25bs.

Victory Cup Trial Results.

VICTORY Cup results have been
announced by the Birmingham
M.C.C, and are as follow : -

Victory Cup for best performance :

B. Kersh-aw (2| Verus). Midland Cup
for best performance by a passenger
machine : R. Brown (3^ Sunbeam sc).

Duke Cup for best performance by
a solo macliiiie over 275 c.c. : B. Kershaw

(2J Yerus). Best amateur performance :

R. Brown (3^ Sunbeam sc). Best light-

weight under 275 c.c. : P. Pike -(2^

Levis). Team prize : M.C. and A.C.
Team No. 2 : W. T. Woodcock (3|^ Ariel),

N. Hall (2-i O.K.), and A. E. RoUason

(3i Ariel).

GOLD MEDALS.—G. S. Arter (6-6 James sc),
W. R. Urwin (2';» Levis), A. Woodfleld [Mi James
sc), H. C. Jennens (3i/> James), Reg. Brown (3V2
Sunbeam sc), R. W. Duke (4 Triumpb), S. T.
Tessier (8 Bat sc), T. F. Watson (4 Norton sc), B.
Kershaw {Z'% Verus), F. J. Adam (3i,i Norton sc),
F. S. Short (5-6 James sc), H, Newey (2i;i Levis),
Hugh Gibson (8 Royal Rubv sc),' J. W. Parkes
(2V. Sun-V.T.S.), F. A. Watson (3lA Sunbeam sc),
T. 5?. Blumfield (6 Ariel ac), S. E. Longman (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc), R. T. Cooke (4 Triumph sc),
J. C. Edkins (2% Pax), C. W. Ramstedt (2i/i,

Cotton), -A. D. Atkin (5 Rover sc), N. Rycroft
4 Triumph), P. Pike (2% Levis), J. E. J. Whitaker
(4ii B.S.A.), L. Baker (8 Enfield sc), J. W.
Wills (3->-i Scott), R. C. Bennet (2';i Federation),
W. F. Smith (23,i Hobart), S. G. Neal (3 Neal-
Dalm), O. II. Hanwell (21,4 Cedos), T. Peck (41/2

Ariel sc), F. H. Brown (8 Rex sc), H. J. WiUis
(3>A Norton), A. E.. Rollason (3V' Ariel), Eric
Williams (3V2 Sunbeam), B. Bladder (8 New Im-
perial sc), F. S. Barnes (3V' Sunbeam), A. Elliot
(5-6 Rover sc), E. Griffiths (31;. Norton), B. Clare
(31/2 Norton), J. H. Walker (41,4 B.S.A.). J. W.
Moxon (4 C<iventry Eagle), W. Chapman (7 A.J.S.
sc), F. A. Longman (3V' Ariel), S. II. Rhodes (2^4
Wolf-Blackburne). W. T. Woodcock (3>i Ariel), W.
Handley [2\'i O.K. Junior), N. Hall (2I/3 O.K.
Junior), R. C. Cooper- (2J4 Alldays Allon), L. S.

Horton (2i,4 New Imperial), W. Tongue (3:2 Rover
sc), G. Ravenhall (3V> Rover sc), Rex Mundv (2^4
Cedos), H. Poole (41,4 B.S.A.), G. Mason (2% Pax),
A. W. Thrush (2y Levis), G. Kuhn (214 Verus),
L. Crisp (41,2 Humber), Sam Wright (41,2 Humber
sc), H. F. .'^. Morgan (8 Morgan), J. Wainwright
(10 T.B.), W. A. Ridley (10 New Hudson), P.
Vates (10 New Hudson), F. W. Benson (8 Morgan),

W. A. Carr (8 Morgan), R. N. Hamilton (10
G.N.), and A. Milner (214 Diamond).
SILVER MEDALS.—G. R. Morgan (4 Triumph

sc), H. F. Edwards (2% Coulson-B.), T. G.
Amphlett (41/4 James sc), G, J. Baragwanath (31/2

Sunbeam), W. Swiffln (51/2 Norton), H. R. Fowler
(5-6 James sc), T. Stevens {7 James sc), J. AUday
(31/. James), J. R. Fellows (3i/, Norton), F. Porter
(214 Levis), B. Bourke (214 New Hudson), E.
Mundy (21,4 New Hudson), W. Bell (21,4 New
Hu4son), L. Pavnter (31,:, Norton), G. Nott
(8 Matchless sc), H. Finch (4 Triumph
sc), B. H. Norris (2i/. Sun), M. Bishop (2i/,

Sun), H. Riley (5-6 A.J.S. sc), P. Morgai
(2^4 Cotton), G. White (5 Hover sc), E. S. Astley
(5 Bover sc), K. E. Grindlay (4 Triumph sc),
G. S. Smith (31/2 B.S.A. sc), H. L. Burley (2»4
Marloe), H. Greaves (3V' Beardmore-Prec'ision),
E. J. Cope (7-9 Indian), L. L. Sealley (41,4 B.S.A.),
H. Greathead (3 Ivy), K. G. Hay (2% Coul-
son-B,), A. J. Jacobs (6-6 New Imperial). S. H.
Brand (4 Indian Scout), F. Hallam (8 Excelsior
sc), H. F. Brockbank (8 Blackburne), W. H. Car-
son (8 Excelsior sc), J. Allen (3 Neal-Dalm), J.
Lee (7-9 Indian), B. L. Bird (414 B.S.A. sc), E
Walker (21,4 Excelsior), A. Ellison (8 Zenith), A.
E. Wood (6 B.S.A. sc), Seymour Smith (3 lyy),
E. Kibble (4 Triumph), D. S. Heather (6 B.S.A.
sc), A. J. Wilkes (3i/, Rover), H. Poole (6 A.J.S.
sc), O. L. Hull (21,4 Levis), S. Hall (31/, Sunbeam),
L. E. Clulee (21/2 Alldays Allon), F. Goodman (7-9
Indian), V. G. Wiikins (21/, New Imperial), W.
Brandish (6-6 Rover), H. Riddle (4U B.S.A. sc).
G. Denley (214 Veloeette sc), J. W. Meredith (10
T.B.). and A. Frazer Nash (8.7 G.N".).

The judges report that J. G. Skinner
(2^ Autoglider) completed the course of
128 miles, arriving at all time checks to
the schedule time.

The 500 Miles Race.

IT has now been decided by the British
Motor Cycle Racing Club that the 500
miles motor cycle race for the Jliller

200 Guineas Gold Cup, which is to be held
on Brooklands track on Saturday, July
2nd, shall commence at 7 a.m. The race
has a time limit of twelve hours ; but as

the present 500 miles record is held by a
2| h.p. machine in a much shorter time,
it is anticipated that the winner and a
number of others will have completed the
distance well before 7 p.m.

Cycle Cars at Brooklands.
BOTH the G.N. and the Crouch cycle

cars did well at the Brooklands
^Paster Monday meeting. The

former, driven by L. A. Cushman, proved
an easy winner in the cycle car handicap
at.., 63^ m.p.h., and J. Cecker—better

known to motor cyclists as a pre-war
rider of Singer and Triumph motor
cycles—w-oii two races on his racing

Crouch, averaging 69.57 m.p.h. in oi\e

event.
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A DOUBLE EVENT FOR
AMAC

Colmore Cup Winner
HAYES (31 Sunbeam), fitted with

AMAC.
Gold Medals

DE LA HAY (SUNBEAM),
GILES . . (6 h.p. A.J.S.)

HAYES . . SUNBEAM).

4 out of 5 Colmore Cup Trials

won by Machines fitted with

Stockport and District Motor Club

1st Open Hill-Climb.

6 Classes Won by machines

.fitted with AMAC.
1 Class Won amongst 5 other

makes of Carburettors represented.

AMAC CARBURETTORS.
HINTS AND TIPS," 6d.

Write for Ca'alotrue—

AMAC LTD.,
Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM

"THE IVIACHINE FOR THE OISCERNIIMC RIDER."

UNPRECEDENTED PRICE REDUCTION
COPJlPARE THESE PRICES FOR VALUE:

4 h.p. NEW SCALE-Blackburne .

(Sturmey-Archer 3-speed. Clutch, and Kick-starter^

(Solo)

(Combination)

.. Sport Model2| h.p. NEW SCALE-Blackburne
(2 speed Gear and-Clutch!

3| h.p. NEW SCALE-Precision 2-stroke . . (Solo)
(Sturmey-Archer 2 speed. Clutch, and Kick starterJ (Combination)

£100
£133
£87
£80

£108
rue above reduction docs not mean a tallinc-ofi in the quality and fioisli so well known in NEW SCALE motor cycles. On th" contrary wt

have improved our machines in detail, and tl.e finish is now on a par with the models shown at Olympia. Nor is this reduction n temporary one,

inasmuch as these prices will be maintained throughout the p-esent season. This reduction has been made possible owing to the concentration

into our own works of the manufacture ol all possible parts, increased efficiency in production, and certain decreases in the prices of rawmaterial.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW AND AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND NAME OF NEAREST AGENT.

1970 SUCCESSES: London.Exeter. SILVER MEDAL : London-Lands End. GOLD MEDAL ; London-Edinburgh, SILVER MEDAL:
Talbot Cup, GOLD MEDAL, Exeter Hill Climb, etc. Only one standard model entered.

Telephone: Manufacturers: R^^BER I S CK HIBBS •• BoberhOi's
623 Vro'ilsden

Openshaw, DROYUSDEN, MANCHESTER. RIancliester.'

In answerintj these adveHinementji it :: desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B17
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I Unlimitec

Insurance of Motor Cycles.
THE POOL COMPMEHENSIVE MOTOR CYCLE POLICY INDEMNIFIES

- OWNER IN RESPECT OF:
(1) THIRD PARTY CLAIMS by the public for personal Injury and

damage to property, including law costs

(2) ALL DAMAGE to Outfit (including accessories attached) by

Accident, Fire, Theft, Transit

N.B.—Third Party only . . 40% o( premium.

PREMIUMS.
1. Auto Wheels, Scooters, and the like

2. Solo Lightweights
3. Solo or Sidecar Combinations
4

5 ' " . .
"

REBATE li owner carries First 20s. ot every claim

£1,000
ny one Accident.
d claims any one year

To Full Value
not exceeding Sum Insured

Third Party, Fire, and Theft only 60% ol premium

H.P. not exceeding u
3
41
6

£3 10
£3 10
£4
£4 10
£6

15% First 50s. of every claim 25%

To cover use by additional named Lcensed Driver
To cover use by any Licensed .Driver
To cover Pillion Riding on Solo Machines

Bus'
f Londoi

EXTRAS.
25^% '^° ""''" «"^ "«= "==

\ Countri-

20% To cover unl milcd Third Party
To cover personal Accidents

BENEFITS J Death
Loss of Limb or Eye
Total Djsabietnent, 26 weeks

£250
£100

£3 per week

- 50%
33J%

10s.
30s.

A comparison of these rates with others, remembering thai the policies share in the profits by bonus on renewal, will show
that the Pool Policy is the best available anywhere.

THE LICENSES & GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED,
Tel Nos. Central 7360 1. Victoria Eiubankmeiit (next Temple station), London, W.C.2.

Less Weiejht-

THE Dunhill Triangiilar-trame Chassis is correct in

theory and proved in practice. It combines
maximum strength and rigidity with minimum

weight. We are the original patentees of this design
(No. 47S4/15) and manufacture the Chassis throughout
entirely in our own worksliops. Best quality materials
only are used and skilled workmen under expert
supervision employed.

Apply for fully illustrated and descriptive catalogue

'J^UnUtrxit

k

iMake a point of secur-
iiiR a CO n y o f on t

ilhi^irated and de=cri|)-

live cataloKUe. Simply
,

wriie jour nnme and;
ad res-i on the mEirgin ;

of this page, tear it;

''''':"°ll'?"A*°.''± :.
359-361, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I

VincentGLASGOW: 72, St.
'J,Jj

E|$)E1#^ BUILDINGS.

SHEFteiD
\\fe,-"^W^MW. 'Gr»n\3i-C
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L^Ml
Famous

i h.p.

£47 10 or £25 down and 11

payments of £2 7 5

CONNAUGHT 2'

EXAMPLE
.Matchless comb. ('Cash priced

licssdep sit .. ..^

3l % extra I r turins for CratUs.

£:«
lQ-3 10

10-2 lu

1 10

I'jjable in G pay-
incntsof £17 1 1 6
No charge ismnde
if account Is plj
ill two nionths.
Addhional 337"
cliurRcd for 12
inai tris.

Marvellous

0. K.
48 gns. or £14 3 6 down and

11 payments of £3 12 9 1

DOUGLAS AU.on- ;Jh.p...
DOUGLAS ".All-Oii" comb. 4 h.p.
LEVIS 2| h.p
LEVIS --,.,,]. 2jh.p.
NEW HUDSON 'Popular" 2} h.p.
NEW HUDSON ".'\ce"
ALLON 2.speed, k /starter, cj h.p,
B.8.A. "A" 6/7 h.p
B.8.A. No. I siiecac .

.

8.S.A. "H2' 4I h.p
B.S.A, N'j. 2 sidec-Tr .

.

B.S.A. "K2'' 4} h.p
B.S A. No. : sidecar .

.

£85 ENFIELD Standard 8 h.p. ..

170 ENFIELD Dynamo ..

60 c-seatcr sidecar extra ..

68 ARIEL 3I h.p
52 10 ARIEL silocar ..

78 5 ARIEL 6-7 lip
80 15 ARIEL sidc.-ar

133 MATCHLESS standard S h.p. com
42 Dynamo lighting

110 z scaler

55 RUDGE I OM. jj h.p
107 NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. comh.
42 NEW IMPERIAL No. i

160
182
4 4

110
37 10
130
37
205
25
7

85

10

10

186 18
80 17

ZENITH Sports 5 h.p...

ZENITH "E" 6 h.p. :

ZENITH sidecar
O.K. s /speed 2} h.p. ..

O.K. 2-spced, 2i h.p. ..

A.J.8. comb. 7 h.p. ..

Dynamo extra .

.

TRIUMPH "H" 4 h.p.

TRIUMPH Junior
TRIUMPH W.D.
TRIUMPH sidecar

123
139
42
50 8
59 17
215
23
127 10
70
90
57 to

G.N.
£24-1 IT 6

PREMIER
iS250 O O

MORGAN
£20e O O

ROVER
250 e^ns.

387 Euston Road, London, N.W.
'Phone—.Museum 4073.

'(rams—"Lamocy. Eusroad. London,"

50, High Road, Wood Green, London, N.I.
'I'liono—Hornsey. 1056

Grams—"Doulaniocy. 'Phone, London."

151 Hfgh SL, Walthamstow, London, E.
'Phone—Walhamstow. 169 (2 liuesj

'Grains—"Cyrlotomo, 'Phone, London.*

QB

; V-" ^^ V

2 h p J.E.S. Two-s'.roke

THE BEST

STABILITY in PRICES of J.E.S. machines ASSURED
Many orders arc being withheld as reduction in prices is expected, we therefore

wish to make matters quite clear regarding the famous little J E.S. machines

We have very carefully measured production cost, and have also anticipated further

slight reductions in cost of material and have fixed our prices so low, that it will not

be possible to reduce them during this season. '

Now should the unexpected happen, and we are able to reduce before Oct. tst.

1921, we will refund on all machines purchased within 6 months of date of

reduction, 25 per cent, of the difference between the price paid, and the new price:

on machines purchased within 4 months. 50 per cent.; on machines purchased

within 2 months, 75 per cent.: and on machines purchased within one month
the full difference.

VALUE OBTAINABLE. ^^nd for Catalogue of these Wonderful little machines

£42wilhfix2d foot rest As illustration £46 J.E.S. MOTOR WORKS GLOUCESTER.

HENLEY
SIDECARS

HenleyEngineering Co.

Steward Works,

Spring Hill,

BIRMINGHAM

ForComfort
and

Distinction

Made in Three Model
suitable for

machines from 22 to 8 h.p

Model H3 heavy ..

, H2 medium

.. HI light .

£40

£32

£23

In anawcriiig llicf. odverlxsements il is ilr.sirabU to mention " The Motor Ci/rle
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u R-c^^ff

CASH OR EXTENDED
PAYMENTS.
What our Easy Payment System is.

We do not place the collection of instalments

in the hands of a Financial House—we do

not act as agents for moneylenders. We
carry all the risks ourselves, and you deal

only through us.

ALLEN -

BENNETT
MOTOR Co., Ltd.

The Motor Cycle Specialists,

9-10-11, ROYAL PARADE,

WEST CROYDON.
Phone : Croydon, 2450.

Grams: "Track, Croydon."

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
WITH EACH MACHINE.

All the reconstructed models mentioned below will be
supplied completely equipped with Lamps, Horn, Tool,

Pump, Pannier Bags, and Licence Card Holder—FREE !

This offer will be withdrawn shortly, and it is up to

you to take advantage NOW!
ENFIELD,

8 h.p., 2-speed, and brand new Enfield Sidecar . . £125

DOUGLAS,
2f h.p., 2-speed .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . £65

DOUGLAS
4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter .

.

. . £85

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter,

with new Sidecar . . . . . . . . . . £115

P. & M.
31 h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter £82

P. & M. 3i h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter, with

new Sidecar . . . . . . .

.

. . £105

B.S.A. 4jh.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter, thoroughly

overhauled but finished ser\'ice green, tank re-

enamelled makers' colours .

.

.

.

. . . . £75

P. & M. 3i h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter, thoroughly

overhauled and finished service green, tank re-

enamelled makers' colours . . . . . . . . £63

The above machines have been thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelledj
and plated makers' colours. Tyres in most cases are new.

THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE. CASH or EASY PAYMENTS

WAUCHOPE'S
Deal direct with customers for EASY PAYMENTS, and not through a H

K financial house. Terms: ONE-FOFTH down and the remainder in twelve h
monthly instalments. EXCHANGES also arranged with the balance payable

B by extended payments. Write, 'Phone, or Call.

I All the best makes supplied promptly. Below is a selection taken from our list. n

m
B
B
H
m

NEW 1921 MODELS. JUST DELIVERED.
RUDGE, 3! h.p., I.O.M. Model £85
ZENITH, sporting Model C, 5 h.p '. £123
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3-specd, clutch and K.S., all on £105
DOUGLAS, 2? h.p., 3-speed, improved W.D., all on £85
DOUGLAS Combination, 4 h.p., all on £170
DOUGLAS, solo, 4 h.p., all on £130
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2j h.p., kick-start model £89
TRIUMPH Junior, 2i h.p £75
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H '. £127 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., all chain drive £140
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., renovated, from ' £90
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p., dynamo lighting £182
ftOYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p., standard £160
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-stroke .:...". £65
B.S.A., 4i h.p.. .Model K.2 £107
B.S.A., 4ih.p., Model H.2 £110
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting £195 15
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combination, standard .

.

' £175
LEVIS, 2} h.p r--. £60
BLACKBURNE Combination, 8 h.p., twin . . :^ £227 10
BLACKBURNE, solo, 4 h.p £127 10
NORTON Big Four, solo £135
NORTON Big Four Combination £177
NORTON, 3.! h.p., all chain £132
A.J.S. Cnmbination, 7-9 h.p. £215
G.N. C>. I,- C.iT, standard £245
MATCHLESS Combination, S h.p., dynamo, all accessories £244
WOOLER, 2; h.p., touring model .' £99 10BBBBBBBBBBBBBB

NEW 1921 MODELS. JUST DELIVERED.
SUNBEAM, 1,! h.p £155 8 ~
VELOCETTE, 2i h.p., 2-speed, all chain drive £75 »
QUADRANT Combination, 4i h.p £125
QUADRANT, solo, 4* h.p. .'. £105 H
BRADBURY, 4 h.p. ". £103 10
BRADBURY, 5 h.p £135 _
WOOLER, 2i h.p., T.T. model £98 H
COVENTRY PREMIER Runabout, dynamo lighting £250

List Price. NEW 1920 MODELS. GUARANTEED UNUSED. Our Price.

£73 o P. &S., :'h.p £65— BAT Combination, 6 h.p £175 ^
£12710 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H £120 B
£42 10 AUTOPED Scooters, dTOamo £25

SECOND-HAND MACHINES. IB
CALTHORPE, 2j h.p., 1920, 2-spced £47 10 ™
TRIUMPH, 3.1 h.p., 1913, T.T., single-speed £45 _
ZENITH, 5 h.p., clutch and K.S £97 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 1914 _ £52 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, si h.p., 1919 £55 M
SUNBEAM and Sidecar, 3* h.p., 1915 £105
QUADRANT Combination, 4J h.p., 1920 ;.... £110
TRIUMPH, 3! h.p., 1913, 3-speed model £50
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 1920 £97 10
TRIUMPH and Sidecar, 4 h.p., 1915-16 , £75 ^
RUDGE, 3I h.p., iQr7-l8 £65
DOUGLAS," 4 h.p, 1915 £60
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p.,^ 3^speed, clutch and kick-starter, 1920 £85 g
MORGAN, S h.p., air-cooled model, I9r4 £110

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4
'Phone : Holborn 5777. 'Grams :

** Opificert Fleet, London.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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A 14 Ariel

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

Combination, 3V;.li,p., S-speed, dutch,
kick start, decompressor, fnraps. Klaxon, speeJo-

eter, pillion sent, perfect condition, genrs just tbor-

ithly. overlinuled: any trial; £58.—Garballj', CoUiue--

obd Rd.. Sutton. ,[8818

»100, Near Offer.—1919 (Aug.) 6-7h.p. Ariel combino-
^ tion, loT mileage, tyres good, Bonnikten, large

and H., mecbanical horn, carefully driven, owner
>road 5inc« October.—Apply, EieUards, T^rrford, We=t-
Iton, Shrcpihire. £8952

920 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, Lucas lamps and
lioin, Watford speedometer, tube and belt case,

ggago carrier, Cameo wind screen, 1921 tax paid,
erfect condition; cost £198, price £155.—Macmilhin,

Wocdend Drive, Jordanhill, Glasgow. [8862

t BIEL Service Depot.—Orders row booking for the
"X new all-chain models, which are the Rolls-Boyce
f motor cycles. AH spares stocked. Prompt attention,

F- Spenkman, Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpur-
jy, Manchester. Tel.: 325 Oheetham Hill. [8231

I LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.—Ariel 1 920
V combination, brand new, slightly shop-soiled

;

)St price £157/10, our price £135; cash, exchange.
Ktended payments.— 9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, West
roydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. 'Grams : Track,
roydon. [6298

A RIEL.—This is the machine for reliability. We areA jiraclical riders and gold medal winners with this
onderfully efficient and reliable motor cycle. We can
ve yon immediate delivery from stock. All spares in
ock. Trade supplied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill,

[nd at Woodside Parade, N. Pinch ley. [0378

ALEXANDER'S
ARE THIS WEEK OFFERING
AFEW OF THEIR PERSONAL
RACING AND COIVIPETITION

MACHINES AT VERY
INDUCING PRICES.

TWO
7 H.P. INDIANS

Eight Valve, 3-speed Gear, Mechanically
Perfect, and Tuned,

£80 and £110

1919 Sp.p. T.T.NORTON
B.K.S. Mod'-l, witli 70 in.p. h. certificate.

£85

AT 6h.p.. 3.speed
7, Exhibition Rd

Bat.
1920. brand new; £125.-

S.W.7.
-Clark.
[9169

JAT 1921 Models.—We are now oceeptintr orders for

early delivery. Your enquiry esteemed.—Below.

JAT, 6h.p., fully equipped as makers' specifications.
shop-soiled; at greatly reduced price; also second-

Jirifl cnrnbimitinn. pnme make. — Mebes, 154-156. Ot
'ortlnud St., W.l. 'Phone: Langhnm 2230. [9226

JAT.—All models will bo on sale at the second-hand
' Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from April

nd, (Seo Wanted.) • [5738

I
AT 1920, shop-soiled cnly. list price £160; our

' price £132.—RatcMlfe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland
., W. Langham 1704. [0439

AT-J.A.P. 7-8h.p. Combination. 1912, acces^orie?
* complete, excellent condition; £70; photo and par-
culnrs.—Woodman, Albany Ed.; Leightou Buzzard.

[S0158
DRAND New 6h.p. 3-speed Bat-Jap. all-chain drive;
-• list price £160, reduced to £135 spot cash; ear
iage paid to any address,—The Premier Motor Co

.

ston Rd., Birmingham. [8883

AT-J.A.P., 1915, stored during war, used little
' since, 4-5h.p., 2-<ipeed countershaft, large tank.

Josch, Best and Lloyds, big plated exhaust, mechanically
xcellent. piiint like new, tyres excellent, nnpunctured.
jucas lamp, horn, speedometer; any trial; £100, or
learest.—Watkins, Stoneleigh, Aberystwyth. [8746

com-
15.

[8996

Beardmore.
^EVV"3'-oh.p. Beardmore-Prccision, spring frame,
L* plete : accept £79, bargain. — Eodenhnrst,
rIailboTough Rd., Southport.

BEARDMORE-PRECISION 1921 Models in stock for
immediate delivery Ynnr enqnirv estpoined ~

'Icbes, 154-156. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone:
Jangham 2230. [9227

Beaumont.
[> 3h.p. Beaumont-Blackburne, Sturmey-Archer gear,V4 nil <h.'iiii drive; 95 gn^j. ; fullv equipj-od free.—
Oie One Tree Motor Cycle Co., Hudder-.fi eld. [8549

Btackburne.

th.p. Blackburne. 3-speed S.A. hub pear combination,
good order; £65.-1, Bellingham Terrace, Bromley

Id., Catiord. [8535

BLACKBURNE Agents.-Ofhcial Blackburne engine
repairers in any make.—BuUoughs Motors. Ltd .

A'aterloo St.. Oldham. (1099

DLACKBIJRNE new 1920 4h.p.. list price £135;
t> cur price £120.—Ratclifle bVo's.. 200'i
and St., W. Langham 1704.

Gt. Port-
[0430

OLACKBURNE.—All models ^will be^on salejit the
second-hand

rom April 2nd.
Automobile Show,
(See Wanted.)

Crystal Palace,
[5739

"GENUINE Bargain.—Blackburne 4h.p.. 1920, new;
vJ" £120.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and
4, Woodstock St., Bond St., W.l. [0320

K~ LACKBrRNE 1920 4h.p. Combination, with screen,
speedometer, 3 acetylene lamps, with separate

generators; £135.—Milsted's Garage, Tenterden, [7729

1 Q 20 4h.p. Blackburne. splendid condition, Lucas
--*^ head and tail lamp and horn. Cowey speedometer.
turmey-Archer pear bos. legshields, tas paid; price
£100.-John 0. Beadle, Ltd., Dartford. [7544

1

BLACKBURNE 1920 8h.p. Combination, spare
wheel, hood, screen, speedometer, lamps, leg-

shields. Klaxon, tools, etc., splendid condition; £175 —
Write. Elliott. 25, Whitmore Rd., Beckenham. [0349

Special 31 h.p. DOUGLAS
3'5peed, Spring hranie. Clutch and K.S. A

fast machine, suitable for touring orVi'ry

racin

£110

1S20
8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination
Dj'namo Lighting, Speedometer, Leg Shields,
New Tyres. A specially powerful competition
outfit.

£150

ALL THE ABOVE MACHINES CARRIAGE
PAID TO YOUR ADDRESS —

VERY SPECIAL
FROM OUR SALE LBST,

THIS WEEK.
(Ex Glasgow Depot.)

F.vc only. £86
CLEVELANDS for . . £62
Four only. £17G<lh.D.
VERUS-BLACKBURNE £98

Ten only. £IOB 2,' h.p.

VERUS BLACKBURNE £85

Five only. £60 2! h.p

VERUS 2-stroke .. £45
All above are Brand New 1920 .Models, fully

guaranteed. Carriage paid aa>-\vhcre in

United Kiiisdom.

Ask for our Sale List describing many
other bargains.

Also get our Buyers' Guide to the

leading 1921 models.

ALEXANDER'S,
113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD,
EDINBURGH,

and
272-274, GREAT WESTERN ROAD

G 1.ASGO W. B
nrough Superior.

ROUGH Superior, 8h.p., overhead valves, built to

^^ an ideal lor the rider who will have the best;

£175: enquire ol sole agents lor Cambridgeshire, Hnnt-

ingdoishire, and dL=trirt, G. and J. Dawson, Regent

St., Cambridge, -phone: 993. .
i°''"

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, B2S

MOTOR CYCl.nS FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

"1Q20 8h.p. Blaekburne Combination, fully equipped,
--*-' C'leetrie lighting, spare wheel, Grindlav sidecnr,
hood, screen, all latest order: bargain, f185.—Cnitis,
64. HiUier Rd., S.W.Il.—On view Burt's Gaiage, 60n,
Jiiuitv lid., \Tands\vorth Common, S.W. [8J88

DLACKBUENE Combination, 4h.p., 1920, Stnrmey-
"-^ Archer, Cowey speedometer. Klaxon, Sin. I'almers
miDuuctured, bulbous back sidecar. Easting, electrio
bL'lit, tax paid, leg shields, sp:ires, excellent condition;
il35.— Grant, 37, Poiiplefon Bd., Leytonstone. [88<13

1>LACKBURXE 8h.p. Specinllv Built Combination
--' lAug., 191U. low frame, semi-T.T. handle-bars.
^iLin sports sidecar, interchangeable wheels, 700x80
tvies, almost now, P. and H. lamps, spares, enamelled
lilack and gold, jnst replnted, beautiful condition, very
la-t. one of tho best sporting outfits on the road;
£155, immediate cash; tax paid.—T., 19, Winchelsea
Hd., N.7. . [8352

Bradbury.
DATIES. of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Drodburya

fiom stock.—229, Deansgate. 'Phone: 536 Central.
[2434

BRADBUKY 4h.p., 8port.v machine, perfect condi-
tion; £38.—Standing, 5, Hyde I'ark Square Mews,

P;iddiugton, \V.2. [8607

BEADBCEY 6h.p. Combination with Grlndlay best
sidecar, alt complete, ready for tho road; £185.—

Mc.-or Co., Hereford. [4316

BRADBURY.—All models will be on sale at tho
second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace,

from April 2nd. (See Wanted.) 15740

BR.\DBl'RY, 4h.p., single-speed, sporting model,
new last April, excellent condition; £60.—

Buckley. 27, Regent St., Oldham. [X0394

BRADBURY, 4h.p., Oiadua gear. 2-spced. Iiee en-
gine, good condition, lamps, new tyres; £45, bar-

gain.—Killick, Station View, Rye, Sussex. [8921

BRADBURY 6h.p. Combination shop-soiled, makers'
price £199. our price £175; lully equipped.— Uat-

rlillo Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. Langham 1704.
[0433

BRADBURY 1913 4h.p. Coml.inotion, N.S.U. 2-speed
genr, equipped, good condition: £60.—Parker's,

Brudshawgnt- Botton, and 245, Deansgato, Manchester.
[X9984

4 h.p. Bradbury C.B. Combination, 3-speed clutch,

Bwch mng., in perfect condition, tyres good : any
tiud- first cheque secures, £50.—G. AVelford, Preston,
r.isaett, Buckingham. [8606

4 111. p. Bradbnry Combination, coaehbuilt, 2-speed,
2 free engine, new piston, rebushed, all bearings

Mi'iv, in iierfect order, all on: £45.-60, Highgate E'L,
K.Mitish Town, K.W.5. [8395

IQ12 4h.p. Bradbury, Bosch, B. and B.. recently
-1- *^ overhauled, tyres as new, new belt, all lamps,
I. IX paid, in perfect order, guaranteed; 24 gns.— Ogden,
1 C Thomas St., King's Lynn. [8340

BRAliBUEY' 1920 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, elec-

tric lighting, KInson, speedometer, clock, 1921
tix paid, small mileugo: £130, or close olier.—Biooni,

88, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [9242

1 Q20 Bradbury Combination, 3-speed countershnft
.L^ gear, clutch, and kick start, mileage 300, new

'

flirougliont: 100 gns., bnrgnin.—304, Fnlliam Ed.,
SW.IO. 'Phone; Kensington 2372. [8605

BRADBURY 6h.p. Twin. luUy equipped as makers'
specifications, shop-soiled; at greatly reduced

rrice; now is the lime to buv Mebes. IS4.156. Cr.

I'.itthmd St.. W.l. 'Phoue; Langliiim 2230. [9228

Brown.

"I 013 3' h.p. Brown, mechanically perfect, tyres and
-LiJ bolt "practically new; £28.-20, Foundry Ed..

St.iinford, Linc5. [8357

Brough.

BROUGH 5'Mi.p. o.h.v, flat twin, 2-sreed; bargain,

£50.-141,' Merton Ed., WimUedou. [8777

BROUGH 5h.p. Flat Twin, £140; 3','::h.p. flat twin,

overhead valves, ideal sporting solo, £130.—Solo
ri-ints G. and J. Dawson, Regent St., Cambridge,
r-hone: 993. [0462

BltOUGH 3,'2h-P.. 1911. o.h.v.. 3-Epeed S.A. hub,

-.aluminium discs, stove re-ennmelled. lamps, horn,

perfect condition, smart aad fast, tax paid; £65.—Swain-
I ,on. St. Rest, Staflord. [8568

NEW 1921 Sporting Model 3V::h.p. Flat Twin Brough,
overhejid valve Stnrmey-Archer racing gear box,

'

1 re.al speed model: £130.—Immediate delivery from
sola Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co..

' .\-.ton Rd.. Birmingham. [8885

BROUGH 3>gi.p.. overhead valve.s 3-speed Stnrmey-
Archer gear, chain-cnm-belt, in perfect mechanical

order and good general condition, 30/- tax. little n.^d

land much too fast for present owner; £79; seen at

„-eek-end North London, by appointment.-'Phone:
I Palmer's Green 388; alter 7.30 p.m. any night. [9056

-1
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B.S.A. 1921 Model H2; £110; in stock.-
bridge, 153, Sloane St.. London, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. I

B.S.A.
;

B.S.A.—All models hi stock; gradual payments
arranged.

TD.S.A. Sidecars, hoods, grids, screens, etc., in stock

B.S.A. Replacements, every part and pattern, by
return.

B.S.A. Specialists : County Cycle and Motor Co.,
Broad St.. Birmingham, [6575

B.S.A., new Model K, 3-speed countershaft, in stock,
—Moss, Wem. [X0380

B.S.A. Combination, fully equipped like new; £110.
—H. Wright, Arlesey. Beds. [8467

B.S.A. 1921 Models Now Readv.—Davies. 229, Dean=-
gate. Manchester. 536 Central. [2439

B.S.A. 4%\i.-p. Model K., brand new; £100.—Bvfleet
Automobile Co., West Byfleet. [6362

-Huckle-
[X0084

B.S.A., all models in stock; spare parts definitely
by return against cash. Pitts, of Redditch.

Tel.: 91. [X9324

B.S.A. 1921. chain-belt, ridden from works only, tax
paid; £104, guaranteed.—205, Hami>ton Rd.,

Twickenham. [8374

B.S.A. 4i4h.p.. C.B. sidecar, kick start. Bosch, screen,
lamps; £60, or offer.—Muskett. 677, High Rd..

Leytonstone. [9111

"I
O20 B.S.A., Model K, guaranteed perfect condition:

J- •/ £85; i^idecar if lequired extra.—Jenkins, Eai^emore
Rd.,E©dditch. [8948

B.S.A. 1921 Twin 6-7h.p. Combination, in stock,
£175: spare wheel, tyre, and luggage grid estui

£13/19.—Below.

B.S.A. 1921 Model H., 4V4h.n., chain- drive; £110:
No. 2 sidecar £35, in -stocx.—Below.

B.S.A. Model K., 4i^h.p., 1920, chain-cum-belt, £100;
No. 2 sidecar, £35; in stock—A. Eivett, 236,

High Rd., Leytoustone. [3586

"D .S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin, fitted with special sidecar,
J-* Easting, screen, Miller lamps; £210.—Milsted's
Garage, Tenterden'.-

''

[7723

B.S.A. 1921 Models; orders now accepted for early
delivery.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.,

W. Langhiini 1704. [[0429

B.S.A., 1921, Model K2, chain-cum-belt; immediate
delivery; £107.—Turner Brothers, 134, Upper

Thames St., London, E.G. [8411

B.S.A.—All models will be on sale at the second
- hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from

April 2nd.. (See Wanted.) [5741

NEW 1921 B.S.A. Combinations: twin and single-
cyl. in ?tock; list price.—Bounds, Garage, 223,

High Rd„ Kilbuin, N.W._6. [9039

B.S.A. SVsh.p., 2-speed, B.B., Bosch, lamps, horn,
and- accessories, in good order; £40.-105, Harting-

ton- St., Barrow-in-Furness. [8757

1 20 B.S.A. 4i4h.p., Montgomerv sidecar, all-chain
J-tf drive, mileage- low; £125.—Hobson, Old Hall,
Code Pilate, Nantwich, Cheshire. [9250

B.S.A. 1919 4>^h.p., K Typo. Millford sidecar, tyres
nearly new, splendid condition; £105.—H., 54,

Thorneyhedge Rd., Gunnertbury, \\.4. [9052

B.S.A. 1920 Brand New Magdyno Combination
£162; new Model H2, £110.—Agents, R. B. Clark

and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. . [9171

B.S.A. 1020 4Vth.p Combination, as new. hooi,
wind screen, electric lighting; £135, no oilers.—

F R. Redman, Uphall Arms, Barking. [J'978

B.S.A., July, 1919, all-chain combination, insured,
tax paid, uupunctured, screen, etc., new condi-

tion: £110.-162, Chatsworth Rd., Clapton, E.5. [8616

"I Q 19 B.S.A. Combination, Easting screen, lamps.
^*-' etc.. insurance and tax paid, condition as new;
£120; trial.—Reeve.--, 175, Roman Rd.. Bow, E.3

[8347
B.S.A. Singles and Twins, early deliveries, fitted with

any model Sandum sidecars; B.S.A. twin and dual
fiiderar in stock.—Sandum Sidecars, 336, Gray's Inn Rd.,
W.C.X. [0541

B.S.A. Combination,vl917. coachbuilt sidecar, kick
starter, 5-speed, rully equipped, new tyres, good

condition, tax paid.; £95.—Neale, Estcourt, Tatsfield,
Surrey. -

[8674

BRAND New AV^h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all-dunn
drive, lun few miles, beautifully CQuipped, t;i\

paid: £115; exchanges.- 60, Wallingford Av., Noitli
Eensiugton. . [9103
"D.S.A. 1920 4i.ih.p., Sandum sidecar, hand and footJ-^ clutiih. fully equipped, indistinguishable from new; >

£130.—Parkers, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deans-
,

gate, aianchester. [X9985 '

^Jh.p. 1917 B.S.A. (K model), gnaianteed mechani-i^X4 cally sound, in excellent running order, privately
I

owned; £85; letters or telegrams.-—Yates, Valuer Con-

1

way, North Wales. [XOSlS^
"1020 4iih.p. B.S.A. and No. 2 Sidecar, Magdyno I^*^ horn, _ppare_s. tax paid,, c.onditicn nerfect; £134, '

- , .--- pa .

Edwards 50, Harrington
'Phone: Ken. 3709.

erfect

,

South Kensington.
[9269

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Mayfair 879.

1921 Models in Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery:

1921 6*7 h. p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, and
spare wheel £189

19:^1 4K.P. DOUGLAS Combination . . £170
IQ2I 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination £205
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Comb. .

.

£186 18

1921 2j b.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £86
1921 2j h.p. 3-speed DOUGLAS, with

clutch -.

.

£105
IQ2I 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, chain drive . .

.

£140
1920 s-eh.p. JAMES Combination ... £175
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Comb. . £165
1920 2-stroke DIAMOND £45
1920 2 I h.p. 2-speed NEW IMPERIAL,

with clutch £78
1920 2? h.p. 2-speed NEW IMPERIAL,

without clutch £68
1920 3i h.p. LEA-FRANCIS £115

1921 GRAND PRIX MORGAN, M.A.G.
engine £229 14

192T G.W., dvnamo lightmg £275 12

1921 PREMIER Super Runabout £288 15

NEW IMPERIAL SPARE
— PART STOCKISTS. —

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed £75
1920 2-stroke JAMES, 2-speed £65
1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, sports model, and

Sidecar £130
1920 2l h.p. 2-speed EDMUND £73
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and accessories £90
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar .. £105
1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, all

accessories £140
1920 3 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combina-

tion, all accessories £145
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Montgomery

Sidecar, all accessories £140
T920 4I h.p. B.S.A., all-chain, and Side-

car, all accessories £130
1920 2j h.p. 2-speed NEW IMPERIAL £55
1920 2-3ti-oke 2-speed CALTHORPE .ail

acces.sories £50
1920 2-stroke JAMES, 2-speed '. £65
1920 2-stroke CLYNO £50
1920 MATCHLESS, dvnamo lighting . . £175
1920 4 b.p. tw n HARLEY-DAVIDSON,

all accessories £10i
1912 ZENITH-GREE.t, jJ h.p £35
i9i.t 2-speed DOUGLAS, ail accessories £45

A BARGAIN.—Heavy Bulbous-back Sidecar.
Brand new. List price, £42, Our price £30.

CANOEL.ET SIDECARS.
— All l\Aoc8els in Stools. —

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON ALL
MACHINES. AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Stock of Powell & Hanmer Lamps
and other Accessories.

CAR DEPOT:

378, Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A., June, 1919, Model H, 414I1.P. counterf^haft
I'ully Giiuipped, Lucas lamp.s, born, speedometer

;ill tools, periect, original owned, licensed; £80; afte
7.—168, BuTbage Rd., Dulwich. [854;

B.S.A., 1914, 3^sijeed, chain-cum-belt, K. start

speedometer, lamps, Tan-Sad, iinder 4,000 mile:

5;o]o, licence paid, ready to ride away for Easter; £70,
136, Holland Park Av., W.ll. [868J

10 17 B.S.A. Combination, 4>4h.p., No. 2 sidecar
JL t? cnadition perfect, including tyres (one new)
lamps, horn, tax (£4) paid; bargain, £84.—Hudson.
Regina Villa, Hunstanton, Norfolk. [8981

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, complete witl

spare wheel, luggage grid, and screen ; cash,

extendecl payments.—Tuvlors, Ltd., 52 and 53, Susees
Place, S.W. Phone: Kensington 7260. [049i

T.T. B.S.A. 3iAh.p., 1919 (Sept.), single gear, dom(
piston model, Lucas lamp, all tools, and span

valve, origiuEil tyres gocKl, engine and enamel like new
fast; £80.-Showell, 31, Bridle Ed., Purley. [8517

1 Q15 (late) 3J/2h.p. T.T. B.S.A., lamps, horn, decom
X */ pressor, tyres and belt very good, licence paid,
excellent condition; a genuine bargain, £42.—
Bamber's, Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [894(

3ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, 1913 ( 1 ), 2-speed, clutch
2 hub gear, Bosch mag., Watsonlan cane sidecar,

splendid order, reliable, lamps, tax paid; £45, offer;

Dickie, Croft Rd. Pharmacy, Crowborough, Sussex,
[8999

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.—B.S.A.. several
reconstructed models from £75 ; cash, exchange,

extended payments.— 9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, ^Wett
Croydon. 'Phone ; Croydon 2450. 'Grams ; Track,
Croydon.

'

[6298

I.MiMEDIATE Delivery of any B.S.A. Model; cash or
deferred payments ; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone: Brix-

ron 2417. [0501

"j Q19 B.S.A. 4i,4h.p. Combination, guaranteed only
A "i^ 12 months use, fine- condition, mechanically
perfect, lamps. Klaxon, insurance," tax paid; any trial;

£125, or near offer.—Dickeson, Cliiden, Ragland Gar-
dens, Wembley Park, Middlesex. [8413

B.S.A. 1916 Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed counter-
shaft, K.S., clutch, acetylene lighting, horn,

speedometer, apron, screen, tools, and spares, 1921
licence and insurance; any trial, only wants seeing;

,j;i05.—Rake, 207, Sumner Rd., Peckham, S.E.15. [8412

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. De Luxe Combination, new August,
1920, Watsoniaii super sidecar, very elegant,

acetylene lighting. Klaxon, Tan-Sad. Watford speedo-
meter, Easting wind screen, in splendid condition;
,i;i60.—Potter, 210, Addison Rd., King's Heath, Bir-

mingham. [8937

B.S.A. 1921 G-7h.p. Twin Model A vrith B.S.A. No.
1 pidGcar, Magdyno lighting, speedometer, spare

wheel with tyre, tyre coTer, luggage grid; immediate
delivery from stock at makers' latest price. £217/10;
e,a.-y payments aridnged.—Wilkins. Simpson, opposite

Olympia, London. [9246

Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE 1921 Models.—We are now acceptia?
orders for early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—

Below.

CALTHORPE 2-^4h.p.. 2-speed Enfield gear, as

makers' specifications; at greatly reduced price;

now is the time to buy —Mebes if;4-156. Gt. Portland

St., W.l. Thone: Langham 2230. [9229

2ih.p. Calthorpe Junior, countershaft drive, 2

4, speeds, free, low, fast; £30.-91, Fairfield Rd.,

Bow, E. [8686

1 20 2%h.p. Calthorpe, Enfield 2-speed, in new con-
J- *y dition, hardly used; £55.^Clarke, 39, Holden
Rd., N. Finchley. [8415

CALTHORPE.—All models will be on sale at the
second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace,

from April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5742

CALTHORPE.—Immediate delivery 3h.p. 2-stroke
solo, 6b gns.: combination, complete with lighting

^et, 110 gns. ; ami 23^ih.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-£p6ed, 70

gns. Motcr Co., Hereford— [4314

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retail

agents for the Coimty of Devon; all models in

5tock for immediate delivery.—The Carlton Motor Co.,

33, Torwood St., Torquay, [0201

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2^/ih,p., July, 1919, Enfield
gears, original tyre front wheel, lamp set, all ac-

cessories, discs, spare tubes, tvre, "valves, etc.. lot pei-

fect- bargain, £55; any trial.—Hawker, 227, Oviug Rd.,

Chichester. [9087

CAI.THORPE-J.A.P., 1921, 2%h.p., 2-speed, delivery

from stock; 70 gns.; extended terms 4% extra,

quarter cash and 12 monthly payments.—Elce and Co.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,. E.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. [0068

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in st^^ck

for immediate delivery; cash or deferred tern??;

ulace your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—

Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W. 4.

'Phone : Brixton 2417. [050^

%

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 4h.p., as nerr; £80.—Light Car ond Motor
Cycle Engineerinff Co.. 26, Tulse Hill, ii.Vr.2

'nest to itrixton Skating EinkJ. [9063

DOUGLAS.—All models will be on sale at the
second-band Automobile Show. Crystal Palace,

Irom April 2nd. {See Wanted.) [5744

£46.—2"'4h,p. Douglas. 2-speed, enamel and plating
like new, engine, tyles, etc., perfect.—Milliner, 6,

CavendiUi Parade. Clai>ham, S.W.4. [8458

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., good condition, lamps, spares,
£43; light coaehbnilt tidecar. £7; alter 6.—Ingle-

nook, Woodiide Court Ed., Addi^combe. [8365

4h.p. Douglot; Combination, 1918, receutlj- thorougbly
overhauled, head lamp, generators, 3-speed; Mh;it

offers —Morgan, The Barn, Camlwrley. [8567

41i.p^ 1920 Douglas, Steven'.s sidecar, tax paid, in-
surance, horn. lomps, Cowey, spares; £115. offers;

owner going Africa.— 8, Tring.Av., Ealing. [8811

DOUGLAS 1911 23^p., single speed, engine -thor-
oughly overhauled by makers; offers i\iinted.—

Powell, Cheamside, Worcerrter Park, S.W. [8540

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1320. full equip-
nient, guaranteed; £137/10.—Vivian Hardie and

Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St., W.l. [0546

1 Q19 2J4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, hunps. horn, di-cs,
J-*' long exhaust, etc., perltvt condition, small iniU--
ftge; £63.—Payne. 127. Higli St., Winchester. [3832

DOUGLAS 1915 2^r',h.p., mechanically perfect, ap-
pearance as new. tax paid; reasonable offer ac-

oept^J; must sell.— 1. Priory Rd., Kew Gieen. [8541

DOUGLAS 1918-19 Combination. C.B.. 4h.p.. K.S.,
3-^peed, clutch, lump?, horn. 2 new tvres, fpU-n'iiii

outfit; £95.-45, Bayston Ed.. Stoke Xewington. [9051

DOUGLAS. 1915 (late). 2^4h.p.. T.T. model, compktt
with lamp* and horn, fullv lirensed till December;

bfirgain. .«50.—E. D. Varty. Thund.>rsley, Essex. [9901

DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p.. 2-speed. free, new tyres, tubes,
horn, engine just overhauled, in splendid condi-

tiuii; trial; £25.—Box 388, c/o The Motor Circle.

tX0308
1Q20 fAuR.) Douglas Combination, as new. electric
X*/ lighting, speeficrtieter. wind screen, etc., insure*!,
tax paid; ^.136., olfer.—Ekin. West Eocks, Eastbourne.

[8968

NOV. '1919i 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps.
Klaxon, tyres nearly new. excellent iondition

thjouehout; £120.—Smith, Elms, Keynsham, Briilt'l.

[0182
1018 Douglais 4h.r. Combination. nU^olutely as new.
-*-*' 3 speeds, iiew sidertar, Jiluminiuui disc wheels,
Itiiiks latest <aibiuetter, very smart lot; lowest £90.—
Be:, w.

1 Q 18 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, re-enamelled and
J-*7 plated.- new sidecar, 3 speeds; £8'5.—Below.

"IQI7 Doueln.^ Combination, rc-cnaraelled and plated.
J-tF new i*ide<ar body, latest colours, lamps; £82/10.
Al-ot^- ran be .'ieen and tried any time over holiday.—
Sunw, 91. Mjipledene Ed„ Dal^toa, E.8. [8826

DOUGLAS 2l4h p., kick start and clutch; £50; all

iuf-essorie.s.—Ligbt Car and Motor Cycle Engi-
neeriut; Co.. 26, Tulse Hill, S,W.2 next Brixton Skat-
ing Eink). • [9065

DOUGLAS. 1920. 2^4h.p., 3 speeds, fnlly equipped,
indistinguishable from new; any trial; .-£85.—

Parker's. Brad^hawgate, Bolton, and 245. Dean«Bate.
Manchester. [X9981

GUAEAXTEED Overhauled Throughout.—234Ti. p.

DouRlas, 2t>peed, heavy tyres, fully equipped,
licence attached; £50; ride away.—4, Gaywood Ed.,
Wallhamstow. [8531

LATE 4h.p. T.T. Douglas, 3 speeds, kick stait.

clutch, all lamps, tax paid, perfect ; any trial

;

bargain. £58.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth." 'Phone:
Batt-rsea 443. - [8523

41i-P, 3)ouglas Combination, licence fitted, with luxuri-
ous Sandum body. Easting screen, petrol carrier,

grid. etc.. insurance policy included; £95.—356, Cray's
Inn Ed., W.C.I. [0540

DOUGLAS, brand new, slightly soiled; a barguin

;

usual price £100, sacritice £85: firc;t spot cash
sei^ur'^s: cannot be repeated.—Wilkins, Simpson, oppositp
Olyiiipia, London. [9247

1 Q 20 Douglas Combination, Cowey speedometer,
-*-*^ Lucas horn. 2 P. and H. head lights. Easting.
Ieg-hield5. perfect condition, tax paid. £140,-91, Well
HaU Ed., Eltham, S.E.9. [8722

DOUGLAS, 2^ih.p.. iullv equipped, aluminium
chain guard. 1915. £55; ditto. 1919, £70:

eiiarantced.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and
24, Woodstock St.. W.l. (0547

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Corabination, excellent condition,
lamps, discs. Klaxon and bulb horn, fitted up

regardless; a bargain, £130, or near.—41a,' Cliai>el Ed..
Worthing. 'Phone : 667 [8966

ELI ULAEK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me, I may be useful to

you.—The Pioneer Agent lor Douglas Motors, 196.
Cheltenham Rd„ Bristol. [0016

DOUGLAS, 45 gng.; 2:';ih.p,, 1915, licenced, new
P. and H, lamp set, Bosch mag., new tyres, in

excelient order.—Smiths, 86. Chalk Farm Ed.. Oppo-
site Clialk Farm Tube Station. N.W. [0491

The BEST BARGAINS
at the present moment are the

W.D. B. (renovated)

TRIUMPHS
4 h.p., 3-Speed Sturmey-

Archer Gear,

£90 AN^ £95
Easily the Best Value in

High - grade Motor Cycles.

Each Machine carries the

Triumph Co. 's usual Guarantee.

Sidecars to matcli in Stock.

£25, £27, £35, and £42.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Immediate Delivery of

AMERICAN "X." BAT. BROUGH.
HENDERSON, JAMES. LEVIS.
NORTON. RALEIGH. RADCO.

TRIUMPH. VELOCETTE
ALL NEW 1921 MODELS

NOW IN STOCK.
Machines dsspatched by road or rail

—

delivery free.

The PREMIER
MOTOR CO.,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone

:

Telegrams :

Central 7367 "PRIMUS,
i2 lines,. Birmingham.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"IQ20 Douglas 2"'4h,p„ latest model. 3-speed. clutch
J-*-' and kick start, condition guaranteed new; accept
£87/10.—Boon and Porter. Ltd., 161. Castlenau.
b,W,13 (close Hammersmith Broadwa.v), [5868

TVOUGLAS 23/Jli.p,, 1916, W,D. model, overliauled,
•^ makers' colours. Ion? esiiaust. and canoelet fport-
iug sidecar, perfect; first clietiuo 60 gns. secure.s.—
Co.\. 30. Chapel St.. Kugby. Warwickshne. 18362

1 Q14 Douglais 2-;jh.p., owner driven 2 years only,
-»-«' 50 m.p.li,, 120 ni.p.?., Itosch, new Aniac. Duii-
iop.^. les shields, nil ncccssorie-; £55.—Howes. 30.
ifallinson Krt., Claphani Junction, S.W. 11. [855B

DOUGLAS Combination, Ih.p.. 1916. overliauled and
re-cnamelled. and sidecar upholstered, tyres and

belt as new. now Miller's lamps, licence paid; £100,—
Bagshawe, Wheelwright, Chelmorton, Buxton. [8667

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 DonBhas combination, almost
new. ciiniplot<.ly eiiuipred: £135.-5. Heath St..

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, inclnding Saturdavs.

[9013
1Q16 2-?:,h.p. Donplas. thoronjrhlv overhauled, new
J-t/ tyre. Ininp set. pump, horn, belt. etc.. all euaniel-
linff and pliitinc new, nothinc more to Imyr' £50.—
232. Elmhnrst Mansions, off Manor St.. Claphnm. [8366

piOUGT.AS. late 1914 2->;h.p.. 2-=pee<l. rluteh model.
--' Godiva sidecar. 3 lamps. Low generator, epeedn-
nieter, mirror, horn, mileage 2.000 onlv. pood ninninc
Older; £56; privotc— 178 Hish St., Harlesden. X.W.IO.

(8364
I.MMEDIATE DellTory ol an; Dcuglas Model; caan or

delerred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapbam Common, :S.\V.4. 'Vbone: Brix-
ton 2417 ro5o5

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1916. with new coachbuilt sidecar.
3-speetl clutch, kick, start, excellent condition,

new tyres, lamps, horn, owner must sell: best offer over
£80 secures: South Stalls, district.— Bo.x 372 c/o The
Motor Cycle. [XOllO

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 Combination. P. and H. light-

inc sol. Volta horn. Eosting and luggage grid, good
cndition. garage room required; first best offer near
£110 .H^cures.— 7. Vanxhall ltd., Gloucester. 'Phone:
125 Gloucester. [8363

ALLEN-BEXNKTT Motor Co., Ltd. -Douglas. Iiozenn
in sto,.k. 2-'jli-P. and 4li.p.. from £45; lady's model.

2-speerI, £38; cn.sh, exchange, extended iiayments.-9-10-
11. Koyal Piitaile. West Cioydon. 'I'houo: 2450. 'Grants;
Track, Croydon. [6286

1Q21 2->ih.p. Douglas, 3-specd clutch model, weightXO 196 lljs., one month old, carefully ron 300
miles; £92, or with Cowey horn, I-'.H.S. Big head
lamp, electric tail lamp, etc.. £98: Manchester di^-

trict.-Box 376, do The Motor Cyclt. [X0098

1 Q19 (Intel 2''ih.p. 2->Dced T.T. Douglas. spcedomet«r.
J-«^ m&.-hnnii-al horn, lamps, tools, long exhaust, discs,

light lootlK^rds, enclosed chain, new heavy cover, ppare
chain, valves, tube. Iielt. insured, tho whole 'absolutely as

new. just tieon ovoihauled, smartest sporting Douglas on
the road; £75; no offers.-Baker, Itosary. Ashford. Kent.

[X0204
DOUGLAS. 1916. 2';ih.p., mechanically perlccl.

plating and paintwork in excellent condition, new
C..A.V. mag.. P. and 11. lamps, horn, tools, footboards,

tyres nearly new, spare valve and spring, 100 m.p.g..

licensed ; XSO, or near oUer, or would exchange
"Triumph, cash adjustment.—After 5, Vaughan, St.

Manr, Benhill Wood Rd., Sutton, Sarrey. [8905

Edmund,
ITDMUXDJ.A.P.. 1920, brand jicw, Enfield pears;

-I £65.-Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [9168

1 Q20 Edmund, 2;ih.p. J.A.P., elntch, kick •tort,

i-ij brand new, unn.'ed; £68.—Edwards, 60, Harring-

ton Bd., South Kensington. [9256

,ib.p. Edmund-Union, spiing frame, Enfield 2-

4 speed gear, 1920 model, shop-soiled; list price

£86 my price £63.—Davies. 229. Deansgate. Man-
chester. [0527

F.nfleld.

JULIANS o( Beading have 1921 Enflelds in slock.
[6478

N'EW 1920 Enfield. 2-8troko. 2.speed : £65: in stock.-
Knndal. Andover (0369

ENFIELD 1918 8h.p. Combination, accessories, es
new, £118.-67, New Ed., Woolwich. (8405

ENFIELD 2'ih.p. 2-stroke. new machine, only ridden
60 miles; £59.—134. Bargery Rd., Catlord. [9031

BRAND New Late 1920 Sh.p. Enfleld Combination,
unsoiled; £150.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [8804

ENFIELD. 41^1. p.. splendid condition, ready ride

away.—Firstbrook, Old Mill, Darenth, Dartford.
[9079

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1914. first-class con-

dition; price £130.—'Phone; Victoria 9916.
[925S

ENFIELD 1921. all models for immediate delivery

-Ratclilfc Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. Lang-

ham 1704.
_

[0«38

NFIELD. 2.stroke, 1921. 2-speed, free engine, chain

drive, in stock; ie65.—Uivett, 236, High Rd.,

Leytonstone. [8872

ENFIELD 1919 Bh.p. Combination, excellent condi-

tion, mechanically perfect; «140.-136. BoundariM
Rd-. Balham. 18695

2£

E'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD Combination, all accessories, Tvind screen,
mechanically perfect: £95, ofiers.—Plaistowe, South

Ed., Southall. [9100

I Q20 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, new; £152/10.-
J-" Shepherd. Enfield Highwar. Enfield. Tel.:
Wnltham S31. [0340

1 Q16 Enfield Combination, all acceesories, escellent
-LiJ condition; ^110, near offer.—98, Westcombe
Hill, Blackheath.

^
[8560

T7NFIELD 1916 Combination, Lucas dynamo, East-
-*-' ing, licensed, perfect order; £112.— Clarlc. 7,
Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [9167

1 QIS (Oct.) Enfield 2,i4h.p., 2-stroke, not done 1,000JLif mil6=, fully equipped; £48. or offer.—23. Eichmond
Bd., Kingston-on-Thames. [8654

TT, ^''''lELD.—All models will be on sale at the second
A-* hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, from
April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5745

T-J^(^'P K'ew 1921 Enfield Combination, dynamo
-^ lighting; take Ightweight part eschange.—Fox, 12,
Conduit St., Sutfield, StaSs. [X0093
"plNPIELD, brand new 1920 lightweight; £50.-
-•-^ Clifiord Wilson Mfg. Co. 177, Westminster Bridge
Ed. S.E.I. Tel.: Hop. 210. [8797

frNFIELT,) 6h.p. Combination, excellent condition,
--' witii accessories; £105, lowest, seen any time —
42. Bellenden Ed., Peckham. [8810

1 Q 20 Enfield 2-strokc, 2 speeds, jn perfect order, all--" lamps, etc.. tax paid; £60.—Homao's, 243, Clapton
Ed., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [9208

1 Q20 Enfield Sh.p. Standard Combination, nearly new,
-JLt/ lamps, pillion, screen, hood, side curtains.-
Jenkins, liectory, St. Athan, Cardiff. [8959

ENFIELD Combination, 1920 nearly new, full equip-
ment, Ea-'ting, D.A.; £160, or near offer.—C.B..

61, Station Ed., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [8649

1 O20 Enfield Combination, as new; sE130; any trial;
-L*-' Easting screen. Klaxon, and lamps.—45, Maiden
Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. 'Phone : 39 Maiden. [8906

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1917, complete with
oil lamps, fidecar screen, several spares; £115,

offers.—Lt. Richardson, c/o Dan Guy, Weymouth. [0563

."VTBW 1921 Enfield Combination: dynamo, £182;
-L' less dynamo. £160; lightweight model, £65.—Enfield
Agent, Bounds, Garage, High Ed., Kilburn, N.W.6.

[9037
BRAND New Enfield .Lightweight in stock for iin-

niediate delivery ; £65.—.Broom and Whitehead,
Ltd., Authorised Agents, 88, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[9241

"I
Q21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, with or

-Lt/ without dynamo; in stock, immediate delivery;
list price.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Kd.,
N.W.I. [0352

ENFIELD, 1920, 2-speed, 2l/lli.p., splendid condition,
full set lamps, tools, speedometer, mileage 2,730,

tax paid; £55.—Attwood, 50a, Beulah Rd., Thornton
Heati. [8510

ENFIELD (Eoyal) Twin 23<h.p.; just overhauled, per-
fect running order, low, comfortable, owner bought

combination; £30.—Mills. 72, Manor^ St. Clapham,
S.W.4. [8561

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1915, in perfect con-
dition, fnllv equipped, lighting and horn Lucas,

trial; £85.-'Plion6: Waltham Cross 299.-44, Sun St.,

Walthaiu Abbey.. [8678

ENFIELD 2=4h.p., 1920, T.D.C. unit. E.LC. Amac.
perfect: £38, offers; exchange for .^M^h.p. Humber

or similar.-Webb, Grammar School, Tonbridge Ed.,
Maidstone, Kent. [9148

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1917 Combination, perfect condition,
Lucas lamps, speedometer, screen, Tan-Sad, spares,

tax paid; any trial; owner bought car; ^125.—12,
ChurcTl St., West Ham. [8710

"IQ16 Enfield Combination, electric-acetylene lamps,
-Lv speedometer, hood, screen, Tan-Sad, licenced;
90 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton. 'Phone : Ken. 3709. [9261

"1 Q19 Enfield Combination. 6h.p., new condition, new
J-t^ tyres,' spare chain, and tools, etc.; seen by ap-
pointment, or after 3 p.m.; £150, or near offer.—126,
Anieisham Vale, New Cross. ,_ [8532

ENFIELD Magdyno Combination, bought Oct., 1920.
trip speedometer, Cameo with side curtains, petrol,

luggage carriers, tax paid, as new; £175, near.—15,
Acacia Rd., Lordship Lane, Wood Green. [8559

ROYAL ENFIELD. Combination, late 1916, 6h.p.,
Lucas lamps, tyres as new, enamel and plating

good, in perfect running order, licence paid; £110.—
Bagshawe, Wheelwright, Chdmorton, Buxton. [8668

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916-17, very little
used, hood, screen, Tan-Sad, electric lights,

speedometer, new tyres back and front, new chains,
spares, tax paid. 11 months insurance; £110.-62,
Belvedere Rd., Crystal. Palace, S.E.19. [8703

rpNFIELDS.-The cheapest twin on the road. We
-i are North London agents, and can supply from

stock standard models £160, electric £182, cash, oi
dcfcT^ed payments. All spares in stock. Tr.ide sup
plien —Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and at Woodsid^
ViiTU le, N. Fiuchley. [0380

Distributors forREADING
STANDARD
The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle

AND THE

PLUS ONE" SIDECAR
A Single or Double-Seater ai will.

FOR ATTACHMENT TO
Reading-Standard, Sunbeam, 3\ and Sh.p.
Zenith, Enfield, Harley-Davidson,
Triumph, Douglas, 4h.p. Blackburne, 8
h.p. B.S.A., 4 and 6-7 h.p. Rudge, 6 h.p.
Henderson, Excelsior (American), British
Excelsior Indian, Ace, Matchless,
Ariel, Rover, A.J.S.. James, and D.O.T.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR
"M.P." SIDECARS.

"THE SIDECAR WITHOUT A CHASSIS."

38 Guineas.
New Machines in Stock.
READING-STANDARD.

£184
£229
£270

SOLO
COMB. STANDARD

„ DE LUXE .

.

with "PLUS ONE"
Sidecar ,a Single or Double-
seater at will £250

Above prices include Dynamo Lighting.

NEW HUDSON.
POPULAR UTILITY ..50gns.
SPORTING MODEL . . 65 „
DE LUXE TOURER ..65 „
"ACE" RACER .. .. 75 ,,

ACE 4-CYLINDER.
SOLO ORDINARY . . .. £210

ELECTRIC .. £235
B.S.A.

1920 4J h.p.MODEL H .. £103
,, 4ih.p. ,, K.. .. £100
„ No. 2 SIDECAR .. £35

1921 6-7 h.p. MODELA .. £133
„ No. 1 SIDECAR .. £42
,, 6-7 h.p. MODEL A,

with "PlusOne" Sidecar £193-18

TRIUMPH.
SOLO BELT .. .. £127

CHAIN .. ,. £140
COMB. M.P. SIDECAJl .. £180

SHOP-SOILED MACHINES.
Zenith .5 h-p-, Harley 7-9, h.p. Matchless 8 h.p.,

Douglas 4 h.p.. Triumph 4 h.p., Beardmore 3^ h.p.

Emblem 4-5 h.p., Lea-Francis 3J tr.p.,

Henderson, P. S: M.

89. Gt PbTtlaTia

Street London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-Enfield 1918
combination, re-enamelled and plated as new,

brand new genuine Enfield sidecar body, £125; also
1919 3h.p. twin. £70; 1917 3h.p. twin, £65; cash-,
exchange, extended payments.—9, 10, 11, Royal Parade,
West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. 'Grams

:

Track, Croydon. [6293
Excelsior.

J Q15 5-6h.p. Big Single Excelsior Combination, per-
-*-«^ feet condition; £80.—H. Wright, Arlesey, Beds,G[8468EjSTLEjVLAN Betnrning to India wishes to dispose

of complete Excelsior Model de Luxe and sidecar.
—Letters to Illingworth, Engineers, Kendal. [5:S956

1021 British Excelsior, new. 2-stroke, 2-speed,
-*-•' clutch, kick starter, models just, arrived,—S,
E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwel] St.,'' Greenwich".

[5634
NEW 1920 Excelsior 4i^h-p. Big Single Combination,

luxurious sidecar; list price £160, offered
£135 'Spot cash.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.
Birmingham. [S886

1 O20 Excelsior-Jap, 2^h.p.. Sturmey-Archer 2 speedi
J- «^ and K. starter, all accessories, as new; e
changes; price £80—Homac's. 243, Lower Giant*
Ed.. N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [9193|_

F.N.

F.N., 4-cyl., 2-speed. good condition; £45.—Frank
Eele, Thame. [873C

F.N. 4-cyl. Combination; call, ha-ve trial run.— Grimes
and Co., 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W. [7645

F.N. 1921 Models, now arriving.-Send enquiries te
S.E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-

wich, S.E. 10. [412r

F.N. 5-6h.p.- Combination, 2-speed, free, clutch, ..per-

fect condition; trial willingly.— 4, Eolahd Bd.,
Waltbamstow, E.17. [885.

DA^ GITT. Weymouth.—P.N.. 4-cyl., S-speed, clutch,
ana .sidecar, Ea.^tin? screen, tax paid, absolutel;

as new, mileage about 400; cash offers. [OSSr

r.N". ^-cyl. 4-5h.p., drop frame, Xl'all saddle, Pedleyl
grips, recently had new dri\e parts, good condi-l

tion : cheap, £20; am_ dismantlins: F.X., all parts cheap!
—Apply, 33, Mill Lane, Southpoit. [9162r

1 Q21 FN. Z'/^x.-p., 2 speeds, - chitch. and kick-starterJ
-*-t/ brand new. in ptoct for immediate delivery; £84
exchanges or easy payment?.—Official Agents, Homac'sT
243. Lower Clapton Kd.. N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408.

[92031

IMMEDL\TE Delivery of any F.N. Model; cash oj
deferred payments; book your order r.<tw,

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.l
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brixl
ton 2417.

.
rosocf

Francis-Barnett.

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Francis-Darnel t id
stock. [0479

FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2%h.p., 1920, K.S., 2-spee(i
Sturmey. clutch. 1,500 miles, fully equipped, taa

paid ; bought car ; £77, or nearest.—Hall, "23. SoutU
Parade, Oxford. [869'!

FRANCIS-BARNETT Late 1920. 2^'^,h.p. J.A.P., 2f
speed, clutch, E.S., completely equipped, condi-

tion perfect; £80. or part exchange niediiun combinS'
tion.-Write. 39, Spratt Hall Rd., Wan^tead. [8633

I

Olen.

GLEN-VILLTEKS, 1920, 2-speed, kick .starter, 70-gn
model. sliop-^oiled; £59 oaslr.—Adam,?, 278

Dudley Kd., Wolverhampton. [X028;

Harley-Davidson.
HARLEY Sports, brand new, equipped; £145.

Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7. [917^

-| Q 20 Harlev-Davidson Combination. electrica-llj

JLtJ eariipped; £150.—Dentist, 216, Portobello Rd.
W.ll. [9001

1Q19 Harle'- Sporting Combination, all accessories
J-t> new condition; £140.-18 Hestercombe Av.
Fulham. [865!

1 Q20 Harlej'-Davidson 4h.p. Flat Twin, sports model
it/ fiilly eauipped, as new; £115.—Box 3,004, c/i

The -Motor Cs/cU. [87BI

HARLKY-DAVIDSONS.—I have at present a fln

assortment in stock, all fully guaranteed.—Ross
86, High Rd„ Lee. (566!

HARLET 1920, electric, ivitli hooded C.B. ITont
gomeiT, speedometer, all as new; ISOgu.i.—54

Coval Ed., Mortlake. [X012:

HARLEY Flat Twin. 1920, unscratclied, lamps, horn
speedometer ; no reasonable ofler refused.—Sann

ders. High St., Hampstead. [8611

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—All models in stock. neJ
and second-hand.— Sole Agents, Bambers*. South

port. Lancashire. Tel. : 607. [SOOr

£205.—1920 Harley-Davidson combination, brand nffffi

shop-soiled onlv ; list price £230.—Colmcre Depot
31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X039

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—All models will be on
at the second-hand Automobile Show, Crysta

Palace, from April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [574

B30 All letters relating to adv rtisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

A ILEN-BE'XNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-James. braud
i. new, but slightly shop-soiled 6h.p. combination.
st price £190, our price £165; also 1920 sports mode!
'/2h.p. twin. T.T. bars, diao wheels, £100 ; cash, es-
jange, extended payments.—9-10-11, Royal Parade, West
'roydon. 'Phoue: CroydCMi 2450. 'Grams: Track.
'rovdou. [6288

J.4.P.

P. A.P. 8h.p,, 3-3peed. countershaft, K.S., not done 250
miles, excellent condition; £85, or offers.—26, Ailsa

v.. St. Margaret's. Twickenham. [8569

K33.—
4h.p. J.A.P. Combination, B. and B., kick

start Gradua t'Car. lamps, guaranteed good order:
ithout sidecar, £29.-48, Star St., Paddington. [8575

r.A.P. 2^4h.p.. black and gold finish, 2-speed gear;
65gn3: cheapest lightweight macliino offered.—

rank Wnitworth, Ltd., 139, New St.. Birmingham.
[X0106

Kh.p. J.A.P.. 1921 machine, T.T., 90 Iwre, Palmer
tTrea, electric lamps, horn, licence, absolutely

rand new, will do 60 m.p.h. ,•" £70 for quick sate.

-

[iU, 5, Bedford Rd., West Ealing, W.13. [9272

f.^^. S'.^b.p. Twin, overhead valves, aluminium pig-
' tuns, meoiianical lubrication, Bosch, Sonsprnv,
yniuno lighting, hot ridden 700 miles, tax paid: no
rasonable offer refused; after 7 p.m.:-14, Clecvc ltd.,
Cnowlo, Bristol. [8591

J.E.S.

r-^-,?;,.
^'^1 Models from stock. -GIbb Gloucester

Phone: 852. 10441

Kerry. _'•

7'ERRT.ABI>,-GD0N 3',t.h.p.. bnib horn, and "iiVenc,

ri,''"'?; ^hline Older: 82S.-HeTtierl-R..l.ii;»on,' Ud.
2-5S, Grocn St., aimbridgo. Tel.: 995. T.A.:
icjoks. (g255

Kingsbury
}I!.p.'D New Kingsbury, never ridden. 2-specd, chain
'-' drive, drip feed, baud brakes, clutch, ta.-c paiil.
crtcct: 49KUS., -bareoin.-18, Jlorlborough ltd..- (lid
i-ent Bd., S.E.I. [8610
ZINGSDCrEY Motor Cycle, unused, 2-6trolco, 2-spccd,
-V oil Cham drive. G.K.Y. mag., Sonsprar carburelkr,
Inalop jyresi pnco £48, o - real bargain.—Estrchain
orage. s5, Jistreham Kd., Strciitham, S.W.I 6. 'Plionc:
"• [8552

Lea- Francis..
Q20 I.oa-Fr»neIs, new; best oiler over £105.—A.11.." 128, St.- I/xmiirU's ltd.. Poplar. (8402
KA-VRA.XCfS 1920. .SVL'h.p. .T.A.P.. done GOO, com-

' IMjtO: £98.-24, Vuluu St., Ityde. I.O.W. i83e4
EA-FltA.NClS 1921 ModeU Now Heady - Dati«-

- i'/9. Denniigate Man<'lie-ter 636 Centinl 12436

KAI'ItAXflS 1920. lis new. inag. ; 100 su-.. .o-t
I il38.—Tree, 14, CourtlicW Garden.-, KeUoiniitt.n.

[8241
EA-FUANCIS 1921 Modcls.-We arc now nccci.iii,.

I orders lor early delivery; yont cnijuiry esleumed -

elor.

" EAVnAXOlS. M.A.O.. as makers' .pcciflc.itions
sIU'r,-sL.ik.d

: at greatly reduced price: now i.4 tin
to 1. II

V -Mel.es. 154.156. Gt. PortlunU St.. Wl
'hoae: Lmsliiini 2250. [9231
EA-FRANCIS.-All models will be on sale at the

I Eccond-hnnd Automobile Show. Crystal Palace
om April 2nd (Sen Wanted.l (5760
Q-0 Lea-Francis, perfect condition, uncialch.-d.V >peedomcter, Ijwnps, 2- generator-, and all fli-
ngs, liconcc paid; .'llO.-Calcutt, CUcmi^l, Alailow.

EA-PnAN-CIS. 1920, shop-soiled onlv; list" nm?
k,, *'^9'.°"'' P"™ £115; orders now accepted loi
121 mod6ls.-RiilcIlfle Bros.. 200. Ct. Portland <=!

Langham 1704. [0431
E-i-PRANCIS, bland new, SV.h.p. twin St.A C

> cngin»; Ifst price :£130, oflcred at special cadi
Ice *100.—Elce and Co., 15-18, Bibhop.sgatc Av
Knomilc St., E.C.3. ' "" [0067

J80-I020 Lea-Prancis, 3J,ih.p. J.A.P. engine, ovcr-
» hauled at m.%kers' works, small mfleagc; anotlit-r
milar, but 564 sidecar lax paid, same price; two real
irgains.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ri, Bir-
Ingham.

'(gaeg

Q20 (Nov.) Lca-Frnncis, M.A.G.. now Henderson«' iMlhonvoisht sidecar, fourth attachment. Lucas
mps, horn. Cowey trip speedometer, muffs, spocial
les-grips. baby Easting, apron, as now throughout,
St over £170, £4 licence paid; £140.—Dickinson,
onnvoou House, Stounvc<.d, Boaraemonth: [8359

Levis
nilAXS, of Beading, have 1921 Levis la stock

[0483

^™D?^ '"''"<:^'«r.-1921 Levis from stock.-'Phone
:" 852. (0^42

J*?r^^^' "^ymcuth.-Levii 1921 moflelsin stock:
*^^°- [0554

Jih.p Levis, capital running order; £35.-14. Deer»* liarn ttd., Guildford. [8422
" EVIS 1919;2 2Kh.p., 2-speod. equipped, srywdomeler
-t must sell; oaers.-27, HoUy Ed." Cbiswkk TsMS
Q17_Levis, toj5 paid, oxcellent condition throughout:^ ^4 gns.-Pci^aeld. Westbury Kd., Xew lialdcu.

[9147

SPECIAL OFFER
OF

120
2i H.P. TWO-SPEED

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES

at each.

Fuliy renovated and overhauled
machines at above exceptional

price, in order to reduce our

tremendous stock.

THE ENGINE is the famous 2J h.p.

twin-cylinder " DOUGL'VS." overhauled and
fitted with many new parts.

GEAR BOX is two speeds, willi free posi-

tion, also overhauled.

CARBURETTER is the two lever

AMAC. handle-bar controls.

MAGNETO is new C.A.V.. or Thomson-
Bennett, with handle-bar control.

THE FR.'VME, FORKS, MUD-
GUARDS, etc., arc newly stoved in black
enamel.

THE TANK, is thoroughly renovated, and
finished m"DOUCI_'\S colours. aluminium
and blue panels wilh"DOUGD\S" transfer.

THE WHEELS are newly stove en-
amelled and fitted with 26" x 2|" tyres, cither

new or good serviceable second-hand.

H.\.NDLE-BARS,semiT.T.newlynickel-
plated, as also are other usual plated parts.

The 'whole finish is quite good, and each
machine is tuned up and tested before delivery,

and is guaranteed to be in sound serviceable

condition. Each machine is equipped with

new tool bag. tool kit and pump.

These machines are fully equal

to those advertised by other firms

at £65 each.

Cash Price £55 each,

or fully equipped with Lamps and
Horn, £58 each.

Carriage extra. Deferred pay-
ment arranged.

CRABTREE & SON
LTD.

Motor Engineers, WISBECH

AUVERnSiSMF.N-l? xix.

MOIOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

T KVIS 1917 ,2'ili.ii., jjerfyi^t luuninc order, .=i.ee(l(*
--' meter, horn, Uimii, Ikeiuc; £38.— \\ ., 18, Glou(:e>tft
IM-, Tc'lUiiistou. [3351

LEVIS.—All models will be on sale at the secon-i-
hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace. Iruni

April 2ud. (See Wanted.) 15751

LK\'I3.—Sok' district agenls. Single and 2-siieeci
models actimHy in stock; c-sehanges and deferred

paymcnts.-Mitudts* .Mclor Mart, Wolvcrhamnton St.,
Walsall. Tel.. 444. / (_919l

LEVIS Pojiulur, 1920, mileage 700, i)erfect niunine
order, fully t»iuii>iiod, electric lighting:, tax paid

:

45gus. : no oil'eis; alter 7, or Satiuday ufter 2.-29.
Uowuscourt Hd., Puiiey. [9093

IN Stwk. 1921 Levis. ;£60. Good wine needs no bush.
NuH ijed !—Sole agents, The Headiugley Motor and

Engineering Co.. Ltd.. 18, St. Michael's Lane, Leeds.
Phone : Ilcadingley 480. [0494

1 Q21 Lcvjd Popular, the super 2-stroke; immediate
-L 1/ delivery from ttock ; .£60; eas>' payments or ct
'hanj/es.—OfRi-rnl agents. Homnr's, 243, Lower Cl»r.tn.,

Ed.. NJ:. 'Phono: Dalston 2408. [9195

IMMEDIATE Delivery of the new Model S Levis,
with Stuimcy-Archcr 2-3peed, handlo-bar-coutroUed

clutch; £68; tho cheapest high-grado lighlweighi.
I'laro vour. order now,—Tuo Premier Motor Co.. Aston
IM., Birmingham. [8891

NEW 1921 Levis 214b. p." Touring, sports, and lady\
niodel.-i, :j11 ju stock for immediate delivery; £60;

you willobtjiin' a spefiallr picked niacliiue if you plnie
your order direct with tho Levis Specialists, .Tlio Pie-
inier Motov Co., Aston Kd., Birmingham. [8890

GENTLEMAN'S Popular Mcdel. £60; lady's Popular
Model. £60: Model S. 2-speed, hand-controllc.l

clutch. £68; immediate delivery. LeviS' specialists

and solo di^Irlbutors lor London and district. Sparc-
parts jitocktd. repair.'! undcrtfrken.— Vivian- Tlitvdie imd
Lnno. Ltd.. 23 and 24, Woodstock St. (oil Oxford S(.i.

Bond St. W.l. [0384
L.^LC.

L.M.C.—Mcbcs nnd Mobca are the sole London and
Uomo Counties agents; early delivery of all 1921

niideU; trade cuquirios eatcemed.—Below.

L.ALC. suspeuiilon and ordinary models, shop-sotlcd.
na mnkors' Hpeeffloattonfl. at Rreatly lednced prices,

alno 6h.p. and 4>4b.p. combluationii, sccoud-huud ; at

'..iritrtfn nri*>r-B -154-156. Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'IM.Mn.'

I>:inghum 2230. \%2ll

L.M.C. 1920 4^'ih.i'. Combination, comi>leto witl<

lamps, horn, biHiedometer, tools, etc., tax paid, Hninll

milcago; barK.'iin, £100.—W.A.T.S., Garage, Alpertoji.
Middlesex. (Diat. Ely.). [581 -J

6 h.p. L.ALC, 3-«pced, K.S. and clutch, chaio-cum
belt, spring saddle suKpcnsion, 1920 model, shop-

soiled only; list price £150, my price £127/10: a
real opporiuatty for a bidccar macLiDC.—Davies, 229.
Dcauagdtc, MaBchcatcr. [0526

Martlnayde
JULIANS, of Beading have 1921 Martin?yde in ffto^W

[0484

M.UITINSYDE N^v 1921 61i.p. Combination,
actually in £tock; .tl75.—Moss. Wcm. 1X037*^

MAllTIXSYDE Combinution. delivered, nevfr lidden

or rogistorotl. brnud now; £150.—Cotluud;, Uim-
blohoTrtt IW.. Uorsham. [9048

-| C|20 Maitin»*ydo with sidecar, 6b.p., electric lamps.
Xc/ hood, wircen, born, etc., lyrtii unpuncturcil. in.iK-

tiftcont condition ; 137 gna.—Jxiiiuua, 84, Brond St.

Keading. 'PLouo: 1024. (0536

MABTINSTDE-NEWMAN 1921 Models. - Wo are

now accepting orders for early delivery, all

models; vour enquirv esteemed.—MelM?B 154-6 '••

Portland St., W.l. 'PLouo. Langbiim 2230. [9252

Matchless

M
D

ATCHLES3

ON'T Hesitate.—1( makers reduce prices befort-

the end of May I guarantee to refund the differ-

1Q21 Combiuations. rmy model from stock, or in f^w
Xf7 davs. Qrndmil payments can now l>6 /irranged.

Every outfit personally tested by the Mntcbless specitdisl

Spares of all dates io stock.—J. Tasseli; la, BlooiniloM

ltd.. Plumstead. (6a8i

JULIANS of Heading Lave 1921 Matchless in stock
[048C

CI IBB Glouccjiler. can deliver 1921 Matchless models
^ Irom titock. -'Phone: 852. f044.i

MODEL IX Matchless, in stock; list pricc.-Cro?-.
Agent, Rotherham. [X012U

T Q21 Matchless, oil models, for immediate deliverv;
J- tf deferred puymentii and exchanget,-Edward;;

;

lolow.

1 Q20 Matchless. Magdyno, brand new, unused; £187,
X«7 —Kdwaru^ 50. Harrington Bd., South Kensington.
'Phone: iieu, 3709. [9265

MATCHLESS CumbinaLion and Ariel Combination;
cheap.—FiiU imrticulars Irom'Sutton, Bapshot

.

Surrey. [912^

MATCHLE.SS C.B. Combination, Sli.p., 2-8pc<'d. Icnk
j;tiirt, overhauled, enamelled; £80.-72, WliitM^M

Td-. Plii'iitow. tt*7G-I

All letters rclnting to nd\ertise.':ient5 should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A3.^
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M
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Matchless.
ATCHLESS, 1920, beautiful condition; cost with
accessories £260, quick sale £175.-565, King

St., Hammersmitli, W.6. [8114
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MATCHLE.SS.—Order, your new .
combination Irom

the man who rides one.—R. • B. Clark and Co.,
7. E.\liibitiou Rd., S.W.7. [9172

"I Q20 Matcliless, Magdyno, completely equipped

:

J-v cost i243; mileage only 2,500, perfect; £190.-
90, Crofton Park Rd., S.B.4. [839e

I ALWAYS Have in Stock several second-hand ilodel

H. ;Matchless combinations from £160.—J. Tasscli,

la, Bloomfleld Rd., Plumstead. - [5553

MATCHLESS 1921 Models; orders now accepted for

immediate delivery.—KatcliHa Bros., 200. Ot.

Portland St., W. Langham 1704. [0424

MATCHLESS.—All models will be on sale at the
second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace,

from April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5752

1020 Matchless, lampsand horn, perfect condition;
-Ltf £145.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensmgton. 'Phone : - Ken. 3709. [9264

MATCHLESS Model H. Magdyno lighting, spare
wheel, hood and scre+Jn, tax paid; price £180.—

Jackson, Hockenden, Swanley, Kent. [6354

1 Q2OV2 Matchless Combination, mag. dynamo ligbt-
'Xtr ing, spare wheel, hood, screen, speedometer,
licence paid; £185.—Lambert's, Thetford. [8697

MATCHLESS 6h.p. O.B. Combination, 2 speeds. K.S.,
meohaiiism perfect, fully equipped, tax paid; £75.

-Write. 3J, Sunderland Rd., South Ealing. [8584

MATCHLESS Victory Model, electric lighting, new
AKais, Palmer s?^re, excellent condition; £140,

or near ofler.—J. Smith, 94, Creek Ed., Deptford.
S.E.8.

~
[8953

MATCHLESS S-6hp. Combination, just overhauled,
tas paid, new tyres, wiud screen, speedometer,

lamps, sparo tj-res and belt; £90.-195, Longley Rd.,
Tooting. [8858

MATCHLESS-M.A.G., Aug., 1920, electric, discs,

full equipment, unpunctured, tax paid; £183,
quick sale; view any time; trial 6 -p.m.—252, St. Ann's
Bd., Tottenham. - - [9138

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, September, M.A.G. en-
-Lt? gine, mileage 1,500, Lncas lamps, bulb horn,
condition as new; £180, or nearest.—P. C. Miluer,
Hawes, Yorkshire. [8868

MATCHLESS Combination, 1918, 81i.p. .LA.P.,
interchangeable and spare wheel, Lucas lighting

set. Easting, hood, good tyres; £135.-46, Griffin Rd.,
Plumstead, S.B.18. 17453

MATCHLESS. Matchless. JMatehless.—Latest 1921
model Sh.p. combination, ^r immediate de-

livery.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24,

Woodstock St., W.l: [0418

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, 1920, Magdyno,
hood, screen, legshields, Tan-Sad seat. Klaxon,

spares, excellent condition; any trial; £180.—G., cAo
Brand's Garages, Felixstowe. [8907

MATCHLESS Combination, 1914, J.A.P. .6-8h.p., 2-

speed, kick start, lamps, etc., in splendid condi-

tion; £60, or near ofler; seen after 6 p.m.~13, Arragon
Gardens, Streatham, S.W.16. [8692

MATCHLESS, 1920, little used, speedometer, Lucas
head lightfi, side screen, spare wheel, Stewart horn,

aluminium discs, spares, tax paid, luggage grid: £200.
—Babb, Severn Hill, Shrewsbury. ^ L8755

MATCHLESS Victory Combination. 1919, 8h.p.

J.A.P., F.R.S. electiic lighting, ^pare wlieel,

tyres as new, speedometer, excellent condition; £150.—
Ashley, Princes Rd., Cleethorpes. [8355

MATCHLESS Service Depot. 'Phone: Greenwich
" 751.—All 1921 new-models. Secure one now. De-

monstration ride with pleasure at " S. E. Clapham
(Motors), Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.lO.- [1030

MATCHLESS, 1921 models, delivery from stock; ex-
tended terms 4% extra; liberal exchange offers.

—

City Agents, - Elce and Co., ' 15-16, -Bishopsgate Av..
Camomile St., .B.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5546. [0070

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H. Magdyno lighting,
Eastins hood-screen, leg shields, sidecar step, spare

wheel, luf .,^ srid, just overhauled, tax paid, perfect
condition; £190.—Mills, Chemist, Piatt Bridge, Wigan.

[X0105
MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders now

with Ross, 86, High Ed., Lee, S.E., for 1921
models; deliveries guaranteed strictly as per order re
ceived; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 models
also in stock.- [5668

MATCHLESS 1921 Models from £205; demonstra-
tions daily.—Agent (wholesale and retail), for

S-W. London ; George Smith, 268, Lavender Hill (opp-
Arding and Hobbs), Clapham Junction. 'Phone;
Battersea 1271. [9423

MATCHLESS 1921 Models, immediate delivery: with
Magdyno lighting £230, without Magdyno light-

ing £205; no waiting; in stock ready to drive away;
easy payments arranged.—Wdkins, Simpson, opposite
Olympia, London. [9245
p.O.C.H. have a 1920 Matchless Combination, Mag-
--S- dyno, small mileage, fullv equipped, hood, screen
spare wheel, luggage carrier, tax paid; £175.-5. Heath
St., Hampstead (nr. Hamp-stead Tube Station). 'Phone :

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
[9027

A34 All letters leliititig to advertisemeats should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

TUTATCHLESS Combination, late 1915-16, _
r;'-*- ^Lucas dynamo lighting set, all accessories^ sp
Ian-bad, speedometei', wind screen, good running 01
any trial after 7.30 p.m., or Saturdays 2 o"fil

^1/0. or near.-Hali, SOT Rutland Rd., Victoria ;

Hd., E.9. . [

MATCHLESS, late 1920, Magdyno lighting, witi
specfioi lampj Lncas horn, Watford speedom

2-lever Amac, very little used, makers' guarantee:
trial; list price £243, and £14 worth of extras-
£200 the lot.-Levell's Dining Rooms,. 468. Ha
Rd., W.9. .

[

A LLElSr-EEIS-NBTT Motor Co.. Ltd.-Matchleas
:

.^^ Motlcl H. combination, Lucas -Magdyno, 1
speedometer, etc., £195; 1919 Victory Model, M

j

horn, spl'eflometer, £140 : cash, e-xchange, extendedl
;
incnts.-9-lO-H, Royal Parade, AVest Croydon. 'PhJ

j

Croydon 2450. 'Grams: Track, Croydon. -[^

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H. Combination,
wheel and tyre, Lucas Magdyno lighting, EaJ

wind screen, Lucas horn, speedometer, Binks can
etter giving 70 m.p..g., tyres unpunctured, mileage u
2,000, spiues, tools, beautilul condition, perfect
uing order; £190.-116, Maida- Vale, "by appoiutniej

IITATCHLESS.-We ate the recognised North Lof^^L agents for the delightfully sprung and practij.
designed Matchless combination ; the Eotls-Roycel
three wheels; immediate delivery from'stock, for d
deferred payments or exchange; trade supplied;!
spares m stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill Nl
and at AVc^odside Parade, North Finchley.

Maxim.
MAXIM-DALM 1921 3h.p. 2-stroke, Amac ™,

retter, B.I.C. mag., Albion 2-speed, Hntcbij-
tyreSj accessories, absolutely new: £52.-224, Pen!
ville Rd., Loudon. [4I

Metro.
TVTETRO-TYLEE 2iyi.p., 1919, splendid conditl
J-'-i insurance, tax; sacrijiee £40.-59, Third Aver
Manor Park. [3

METRO-TYLER 1920 Model, 2-speed, very lil
used, complete with lamps, etc.; £45.—Hopii

New St., Ledbnry. |ol

Minerva.
3-lh.p, Minerva, E.I.C. mag„ Amac, low, fast;

^ gam, £15; sidecar, £5.-16, Mason-,St., Walwol

New Hudson.
JULIASrs of Beading have 1921 New^Hudsons

stock. — -
"

^0

IVTEW HtlDSOX 2j.ih.p. He Luxe 2-.sttok6 in Sto^' 60 gns.—Rogers, 42, Church iTd., Hendon: [8

1Q20 New Hudson .Lightweight," 2-stroke, like u
-»-t/£60; tax paid.—Rogers, 42," Church Rd., Henc

;[8'

JQle a'ih.p. New Hudson 2.strok6, 2 speeds, Ian
-L" Kliixon, tools, licensed; £40.-8, Silver St.,
fleld. [8

NEW .HUDSON, 3J<,h.p., 5-si>eed, clutch,- light c
sports sidecar; £45.-58, Acacia Rd., St. Jol

Wood, N.AV. -r9(

6h.p. New" Hudson Coachbuilt Combination, 1914,,
feet ; £88, - or offer, bargain.—109, Lyveden -•:

looting, S.W.

NEW HUDSON 2yh.p., 2.stiokc, .single speed, _
clutis condition; £40.—Venn, AA"ulsham.,_ L-ittleh

Cross, Exnroutb. [8{

3I.I1.P. New Hudson Combin-ation, 3-speed, in ^
2 sound running order and condition ; any tr

cheap.—Knov les, Park Farm, Bewdlev, "VTorcestersli

[3;

NEW HUDSON 1921 2i,.ih.p., 2-speed,. done ab.

240 miles, lamiis,- horn, muffs, tools; 55 gii;

E. Harries, Myrtle Hill, Ponthenrv, near Llanellv
;9;

NEW HUDSON . Combination, 4h.p., 1919.
series,- little used; a tjargain, £95.—Taylors, Lt

52. Sussex Place. S.W.7. 'Phone: Kensington 736(

:c4

NEW HUDSON 3J/yi.p.. 3-ipeed. T.T. bars, new
iiud H. lamp set. Klaxon, all accessories, e.vi

lent condition; 50 gns.—9, _ Hamilton Garden-.
John's Wood. ' [6i

-j Q15 New Hudson, tax piaid ; £120; Canoelet 2-sea_

-Lt? sidecar, Lncas dynamo lighting set, new Pun'
26x3, screen, speedometer, ready for tour; any Tria

32, Fulham Palace Rd., Hammei-smith. .~ :74

-"VTEW HUDSON 1914-15 Big. Six Combination. X
XI" Hudson co;ichbuilt sidecar, enclosed Bosch, Am
jnst fitted with latest' Sturmey-Archer 3-speed count

sliaft gear bo.x, clutch, kick start, largest P." and

lamp set. mechanicjd horn, mirror, Stewart speedomct

etc., tax paid for 1921,- nearly new tyres all roui

perfect condition mechanically, very smart, any ti

giveu; £60; bargain.—R. Watson, Victoria Ed., Al

burgh, Sirftolk. [83

New Imperial.

JULIANS, of Heading, have 1921 New Imperial

stock. [0"

EW IMPERIAL. 1921 models; liberal exchange:

—Motorics, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [90

EW IMPERIAL 1919 8h.p. J.A.P. Combinati
perfect; offers.—88, Kew Rd., Richmond. [8t
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

5W lilPEBIAL Agents.—Lightweigh ta and spare

parte in stock.—Crow Bros.. Guildford [4709

h.p. ImuerlaJ-Jap, 2-speed, all on, registered; £38;
; trial; or exchangL- lor 4h.p.—174, High Rt.,

ting. t8726

EW IMPEEIAL 8h.p.. nearlv new, enamel and
rlate un8.-r:itched I £95.-61, Annealey At., Heii-

N.W. [8598

EW IMPEEIAL 1919 8h.p. Combination, com-
plete with lamps. Easting wind screen; £135.—

or Co.. Hereford- .
[4311

EW IMPElilAL.-Connty agents for Herefordshire:
deliverv from Etout 254h.p. and Sb.p. combination,

or Co Hereford. [4313

EW IMPERIAL 2";4b.p., 1918, 2-3pe€d. clut<-h.

kick start, disc-, electric lightiug, t^imres, tax paid;
,'10.—10, Crowboruugh Ed.. Tootiufe-. [X0090

EW IMPERIAL.—All models will be on sale at

the second-hand Automobile Show, Crystal
ace. Irom April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5753

19 New Imperial-.Iap, 2't4h.p.. kick >tart, hand
clutclj, 2-njteeA, excellent fondition ; £55, nearest

—Evauti, Jan., Evek-igh, The Avenue, Lowestoft.
[8386

J20 New Imperial 5h.p. Combiuution, electric lifrht-

/ ing, toolM, horn, speedometer, beautiful condi-
£170; tax T'lid.—Biudott, 15, Wnldemar Av..

ing. [8528

EW IMPERIAL 1919 Combination, 8h.r-. abso-
lutely new. eloitric lightiutr, Eastlup, si)eetionietor,

iDg pillion, acoejaories ; £150, or oflei.—32, Hamble-
Ed, Soutlifleld-', S.W.18. [8776

120 New Imperial. 2'-Jh.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch,
/ kick start, lamps, horn, licenced, excellent con-
onj £55.—Edwards. 50, Ilaitington Rd.. South
JBlngton. 'Phone : Ken. 3709. (9263

IMEDIATE Delivery o( any New Imperial Model;
cash or deferred payments.; book your order now,

I
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors.

I., South Side, Clapham Common, 8.W.4. 'Phone

:

xton 2417. i0506

EW IMPEEIAL W.D. 8h,p.. Mills-Fulford sidecar.
new May, 1919. mileage 2,500 (about), excellent

dltloni £a^, no offer, fjaruged nt 48, Bolnovur St..

I,—Ennuirie'^, E. J. McL., 3. Aberdeen Terrnee,
ckho;ith, S.K-5. a [8545

EW IMPKEIAL-J-A-P. 2Jili.p.. 2.speed 1916, ju3l
OTerlituilHil, new cylinder, piston, complete; etc.,

'Ine practi.'-rily new, Ifimps. horn, spare bars, etc..

ellcof order, tax paid : £42, or nearest.—Beverley.
Ann'* Ed., Ftivershain. [8609

•O.O.H. have o brand new New Imperial, 2^ih.p.,
kick starter, ehop-soiled; £78 cash; exchanges and

J payments arranged.—5. Heath St., Hampatead
ir Hfinmitf-.nd Tii'>.^ Rtjitiont 'Phone: Hampstend
la. Hours 9-7, Including Saturdays. [9015

[7E have every model of New Imperials in et<v>k 'or

» Imniedinfe delivery; comblnatioa £186.'18,
itweight Model 1 £80/17, Model 2 £89/5 ; cxchanget;
•asy payments arranged.--Official Agents. Ilomac's.
S, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phoue : Dalston ?4nR

"EW IMPERIAI.. 1921 models. 2v'ih.p. J.A.P.. 2-

•peed, kick starter, hand clutch, 85 gns. ; 8h.p.
aWnation. 178 gns. ; exten<led terms 4/,' extra

;

wal exchange offers.—Oitv Agents, Elce and Co.,
18, Bishop^gale Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone :

enue 5549. [0066

'Z\\ IMPERIAL sb-uDlutely ready for the road,
thoroughly overbaule<i. and has numerous acces-

1m. locludinp liKhtlng and pillion twaddle; £50, or
irost iirompt offer; can be f^en by arrangement.-Mr.
Jackson. 7, Mape.-'bury Ed., Bronde(;bury. Tel.

:

Uaadon 1290. - [9059

LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-Xew Imperiiil,
L brand new, but ^liehtlv shop-soiled, list price for
I (Hup. combination £l&6, our price £165; also 1919
.p. combintitioii. £iiO: cash, exchange, extended puy-
mli.-9-10-11, Eoyal Parade. West Cruydou. 'I'hone:
)ydon 2450 'Gram<5: Track, Croydon. [6287

New Ryder.
931 New Ryder de Luxe, brand new; sacrifice 58

gns; complete kick starter. 2-speed, hand control
itch; would consider mfxlern piano as part payment.
.19, Rotton Park Rd.. Edgbaston. Birmingiiam.

[9118

New Scale.
TEW Scale Motor Cycle: orieinal price, £85; sacrifice
I £62/10: shop-soiled, less kick Btarter.-64.
shopsgate, London. [0393

[EW SCALE Combination, 192t>, Z^/nh.v,. 2-speed. 2-
' stroke, fnolendid little lot; £80.—Bunting's Motor
:oliange, WeakL-tone. [9216
CALE 3V$b.p, Precision. £94/10; 4 h.p. BlQckburne.

£126, motor cycles you will hear more about, l

V always a stock of each model; trade eupplied.—
ivte; 229. Deantigate, Manchester. 536 Central.

[2440

Norton
'ULIANS, ol Reading, have 1921 Notions in stock.

[0489
IIBB, Gloucester, can d*-!!*.^! 1921 Nortons from
^ stock. 'Phone : 852. [0444

WE OFFER YOU
CHOICE OF OVER

ONE

HUNDRED

MOTOR CYCLES

NEW

SHOP-SOILED
AND

SECOND-HAND
FOR PURCHASE BY

CASH OR
DEFERRED
PAYMENT.

May we send you

our Lists?

The

Eastern Garage Co.,
Oflkial Repairers to R..-\.C., /V.C.U., A..\. & M.U.

418, Romford Road, Forest

Gate, E.7.

Telephone: 450, East Ham.

Telegrams :
" Egaraco, Loodoti."'

1

GARAGEI

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton

pitEMlEK Motor Co. for 1921 Nortons.

WE Can Dc-Uver to your address Tvithin 24 hours
new 1921 type 16H SU.li.p. 3-sp6«d l>forton, £132:

Big Four -solo, £135; Big Four with family sidecar,
,d screen, child's dickey seat. £184/10; write lor
alogue, or toll for trial run.—The Premier Motor
Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [8892

ORSHAN for Nortons.— Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7.

Mount Pleasant. Liverpool. [0471

AX GUY, Weymouth.—Norton offlclal agent,
combination in stock.

Big 4
(0563

wESTON-SUPER-MARE.—Jack Prnen, Oxford St..

lor NortoPB.—'Phono : 440, (6250

NORTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere; early
datcs.-Kelly. Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. (6126

NORTONS, 1921 models, immediate delivery. Especi-
ally tuned.—Evans, Garage, Newport, Salop.

[X864S
NORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district agents. Weasex

Motors, Ltd,, 60, Catherlno St„ Salisbury.

'Phone : 72. (5005

Four. November (1919), chain drive,

milcogo under 1.000 1 flOO.—Pvko.

-All models will be on sale at -the second-
Crystal Palace, trom

NORTON Big
lumps, lioru, „. . —

Hermitage, Nelley Abbey. (8854

NORTON.-
band Automobile .Show, _ ,-

April 2nd. (See Wanted.) 15754

NORTON 1921 Motor Cvclcs, brand new, all models
in st04'k, immediate delivery.—Paliu, Solo Agent.

Bourne St. (nr. Spot). Osmaston fid., Derby. (3181

NOliTDX 1919-20 nig Four Model. Sandnm sidecar.

Cameo wind .screen, fully equipped: £130,—
Parker',", Uradshowgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgnte.

.Manchester. tX9979

DAVIES, ol Manchester, can deliver 1921 Nortons
from slock; the machine you wdl eventually buy;

all spares stocked, prompt altcutlon,—229, Deansgate,

Phono : 536 Central, (2432

NORTON .\Bents.—Motor cjclisls in or near Oldham
call Oup Mr. Mitchell will demonstrate to you

the flue.it muchino in the world.-Bulloughs Mptoia

Waterloo St., Oldham. (2050

NORTON 1920 Big Foni Model -n'ith Canoelet Sldo-

rnr fuUv oquippod, low miloago, indittiDeuishoblo

from now; £13S.-Parker's, Dradshowgato, Bolton, and

?45, Dcnnsgato, Manchester. 1X9976

NORTON Nov.. 1920, niB Four Combination, Lucas

lighting, Cowoy horn. D« Luxo sidecar, wind

screen, 500 mllos, splendid condition 1 what oilers.-'

G. Boobyer, Lees, Stoko Saint Gregory, Tounton. [9112

NORTON Four 1919-20 do Luxo Combination tax

paid, engine perfect Easting wind scrson, horn.

700v6o lyres onlv used week-ends, mileage 3,000,

excellent condition i £130. or offcr.-8, Tho Avenue

Chingtord, E.4. 1^'-°^

NORTON Big Fiar, ond Norton Do Luio sidecjir

31n tsTcs. Khiion, Brooks, oil himps, tools und

spaiCJ, chains, bcnringa, engine, otp.. pertect, insured

tU 1922, tox paid: further rarticuliirs nnd oxrott cx-

ailnotion williSgly: best offer over flOO.-Frtsi Spald-

ing, Jun., High St., Chelmsford. lH7bl

16 Norton Big Four (unused 13 monthi), choin

•-^ rtrivo. horn, spsodometar. tni paid, itut oveihaued.

n=ur«d Mnv 2eth, Including spare cylinder, pUton ball

ac«j, .. bearings, spring... 2 covors chain alls, 3

19

tn«'' (n.^w'^JelfwdsirVtaV nW«t" cilor £88.-Ernost

Brown, llollybank, Lelghton Buzzard. (7927

N'

N.S.U.

2';lb.p. Twin, splendid condition : £40.—Rid

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote 'lie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue.

inoud,' 2i,' Southbrock Rd., Leo, S.E. [8594

•'-Ghp N.S.U. Twin 0,B. Combination, o.h. valves, 2-

O speed and free, Bosch, tyre* extra good; i:35.-19,

Edgmont Av„ Bolton. L8381

N.U.T.

N.U.T.. new Dec. 1920, mileage about 1,000; £135.

-Full particulars Irom A. Roberts. 33, Tor-

wood St., Torquay. 17073

NU.T. L9f«st Elsctrlcally-eqaipped 3>{h.p. Models ot

makers' list prices from 6tock.-A, J. Toung and

Co.. Ltd., Newmarket '-'''"

NU.T.-J.A.P.. 2^'ili.r., o.h.T., T.T, 1914 real tport-

iuB littlo 'bus, in top-hole condition, lamps, tools,

grips, nil on, practically new tyres and tubas, onglno

5nd Plating perfect, fast, economical, flexible oihaustsi

dirt cheap, £55 1 tax paid, owner broke-Apply buu-

rt"s. nfte; 6.30 week days 26, Fairlax Ed., South

Hampstead (Swiss Cottage St.). 1858B

O.K.

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 O.K. in «"><*
g^

.K. Junior, new 1921 model, in stock; 48 gns.--

Mois. Wem.
,

[S0377

20 'Junei O.K. Junior, fully equipped, licence.-

Jiidd. St. Maig.iret's. Sunbury. [885J

20 O.K.-Union. unscralched. equal new. tax paidj

£45.—Parker, Grocer, Herefofd. [91 1j

O.K., slightly used, 1921. still guaranteed; £"8. ba^
gain.—139, New St., Birmingham. .

(AOIIW

A35

o
19
19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

DAVIES. of Maucliest«r, can deliver 1921 O.K.'s
from stouk.—229, Deaiisgate. 'Plione; 636 Central.

[2135

O.K. Junior, Ijiaud new, 1920 moael, 2Sili.ii- Villiers

. eneirie; f42.—Byfleet Automobile Co., West
Byfleet. "; ^ [6363

331i.p. O.K.-Unlon, single speed, 1920 model, shop-
4 soiled; list i-rice £50/8, my price £43.—Dalies,

229, Deansgate, Maucliester. . [0528

1 <i30 (new June) O.K., single speed, 2iih.p. Villiers,
A*/ tyres mipinictured, lumps. Lorn, tax, mileage 600;

,

i:42.-96, Tufneli Park Ed., N. [8613
j

1 Q21 O.K., 2-speed. clutcb, K.S.. lamps, liorn,
-s-v licensed. 200 miles demonstration, perfect; co-t

|

over *70, sell dS60.—Harding, Eastover, Bridgwater.
[X9269

1,Q19 2nij.p, O.K.-Villiers, 2-sp6ed, full ecpiipmcnt ;

.

J- *^ cost £64 : mileage 700 ; sell or exchange higher
-power; oUers.-—Mitchell, 112, Prescot Kd., St. Helens.

[9106
IQSO o K.-Villiers, latest model, 2-speed, absolutely
J-*^ iudistiiiguishnble from new, lamps, tax -paid;
sacrifice £47, near oiler; cost -£73; photo.—Ewer^.
Newton Ed., Burton-on-Trent. [8793

1 Q20 O.K. 2-stroke, 2?4h.p. TiUiers, C.A.V., Amac, ,

J-*/ bought 8 - weeks ago new, not ruu 300 mile.s
perfect, -lamps (acetylene), horn. Insurance; year's 1

licence; £40.—Vicar, Drax, Selby. Cycle at Easi-
t>om-ne. - [8361

"f Q20 O.K.-Uniou. small mileage, original tyres almo^i
JL^ unworn, lamps, horn, licence and holdei,
polished copper exhanst, as new throughout; privarc;'
£42.—Peacock, Hammer, Haslemere, Surrey. 'Phone ;

'

Haslemere 143.
~

[8910 1

F.O-C.H, have a brand new O.K., 2-speed, ahop-soiled;
£59 ca^h; exchanges and easy payment-? arranged.

—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube!
Station). 'Phone: Hampetead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

1

eluding Satnrdays. [9016
Omega.

j

VT-EW 1920 Omega 2-speed; £75; in stock.—Randall
-i-'l Andover. [0368

OMEGA 1921 Models Now Heady.-Davies, 229.
Deansgate, Manchester. B3fi Central. [2438

!

OMEGA.—Immediate deliyery of all models.—The
Eochester Auto Supply Co., Corporation St.,

Rochester. [0465

"1020 Omega-Jap Z'-ih.p., 2-3peed, clutch, kick fitart;
-lV X57, lowest.—Lockett, iloretou Wood, Whitchurch,
Shropshire. <D) [X0085

OMEG.:V Lightweight, 1914, 2"'4h.p., 2-speea counter-!
shaft, sqjlendid condition; £32.—Arundel, 58,

Church Ed., Upper Norwood. [8939

OMEGA, 1920, as new, J..A.P. engine, 2';.ih.p., 2
speeds, lamps, horn, licence paid; £55.—Wolsten-

1

croft, 76, Queen's Ed., BatteLsea, S.W.8. [B880

F.O.C.H. have a brand new Omega, 2?4h.p., kick
starter, shop-soiled; £73/10 cash; exchanges and I

easy payments arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead
near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdaj's. [9017

P. and M.
ytTLIANS. of Eeading, haye 1921 P. and M. in stock" [0488

P.
and M. Late 1919 Combiuatiou, good condition.—
Frank Eele, Thame. [8731

P.
and M., 1918. perfect, tax paid; only £65.-88,
Kcw Ed., Richmond. [8689

P.
and M.- 1920, under 50 miles; f94.-Clark. 7
Exhilntiou Ed., S.W.7. .[9166

"DEAND New Shop-soiled 1920 P. and M.j £105-
,

-'-• Fox, 12. Conduit .St., Sutfleld, Stafis. [XOOOS

1 Q20 P. and M. Combination, new, never been on
-It/ the road; offers.—128, St. Leonard's Ed.. Poplar.

[8401
1 Q 17-18 P. and M. lor renovation, with new mag
-Ltf and carburetter; £39.—Inmau, Othello iSt

,

Liverpool. [8933

1 Q16-18 P. and M. Combination, thoroughly over-
-'-"' hauled, splendid condition; £68.—Hose's Garage
Cxbridge. [8805

1 Q18 P. and M. Combination, good condition, taxXt' paid; 80- gns.-42, Lillian Rd., Castelnan,
Barnes. SW.13. [8423

f'f^ GNS.—P. and M. 1918 combination, in flr.=t-|VF\7 class condition throughout; any trial. — 24
Church Walk, Hampstead. r8636

£33.—P. and M., 1917 and 1918 R.A.F. models, com-'
ST P''='S, ?,=":<;P'^ "^l^ain cases and carburetters.—24,Church Ualk, Hampstead. [8835
p. and M.—All models will be on sale at the second- :

X;„ll 1!!^ ,'a''°°"?,^''^ f"J""'
'^^^^^^^ Palace, from

April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5755

1ft'® l':,.S"'l JI- Combination, 1920 colour, perfect^y condition, accessories, 3 new trres: £85—Gaili-
pole. King's Eide, Camberley. '

v^tbi

P- ^°,^„,*i",„'''°-'»''™°\*''='5' '1 eood running ord^r
„„„ r,^^^^-lh S'*8

and *55; combination, £60 -^
S72, Gieen St., Forest Gate, E.7. [7750 '

£85.-R.A,F. Model P. and M., renovated, exouisite
c%^ sporting coachbuilt sidecar, every acces^orv tav'
paid.—88, Gleagle Rd., Streatham. '

'[8721;

EXCHANGES WANTED.
192t lyEW MODELS.

STANDARD lr.6 h.p. 4-seater S610
LAGONDA'li.gh.p, coupe, dickey, full

equipment. Reduced price . . - . . £425
CALTHORPE =-seater. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE i-seater. Reduced price £450
COVENTRY PREMIER s-wheeler .... £250
REX-BLACKBURNE .Model 55 8 h.p.

Cnnd>inali<m, 28x1;, snare wheel .. £218 18
EDMUND-BtACKBURNE.springframe £105
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., 3-speed, Sports 85 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., .ind Sidecar. £186 18
NEW IMPERIAL, 2! h.p., 2-5peed ... £80 17
SCOTT Combination £170
SCOTT, ne\v Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, 6 h.p.. and Sidecar £187 10
TRIUMPH chain drive andsidecar .. £172 10
B.S.A. twin Combination, Lucas dyno.

lighting, spare wheel. New price £212 18

SUNBEAM 3'. h.p.,rouriir5 £155 8
NORTON 3; ii.p., single-speed £98

1921 DOUGLASES..—
including lamps, generator, hom, licence holder

2} h.p,, i-speed 7. £85

2^i h.p., 3-speed (no clutch) £100
2; h.p.. 3-speed, kick start, clutch -. £105
4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch £130
4- h.p. 3-speed Combination £170
Price;> plus transit. Jixchauges. Easy terms.

AGENTS FOR
ACME-J.A.P., B.S.A.. BRADBURY, DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD, NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON REX,
SUNBEAr/!, SCOTT, and TRIUMPH Motorcycles;
L.S.D mi COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheelers ;

AIREDALE, DOUGLAS,' CALTHORPE, and
LAGONDA Light Cars ; MILLS-FULFORD and
SWAN Sidecars.

SECOND-HAND MACHrNES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

A.B.C., ig20, Magd^'no lightiirg, speedo-
meter, electric bom, 700 miles .... £120

WOOLER, 1920, spring frame, 200 miles £82 10
EDMUND, 2 J h.p.. r9'20, as new £75
ARIEL T020. 35 h.p.. 3-snoed c/shaft. £98 10

HUMBER. 3! h.p.. 2-speeds, free engine £29 10
COVENTRY- EAGLE, 1920, 3J h.p.,

3-speed, very fine condition £98 10
METRO-TYLER, 2-speed, red £62 10
INDIAN 5 h.p. 3-speed Combination.. £90
CLYNO, r920. 2-sp., Lightweight £55
MOTOSACOCHE, magnet* lightivdsht £17 10
MINERVA twin spring forks £35
DOUGLAS 2j h.p., 2-speed £57 10

Passenger Macliines.

RICHARDSON 1920 2-seater. Tax paid £195
MORGAN S h.p. Sporting. Tax paid. . £135
MORGAN igrs, sporting £150
MORGAN Grand Prix, overhead M.O.V.

engine, new tyres, tax paid £160
SCOTT 2-strokecoachCom., tax paid. . £83
PREMIER, 3! h.p., 3-speed, and S'car £65
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., Grindlay Sidecar,

lamps, etc., 1920 Combination .... £149 10
ARIEL 3'. h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £110
HARLEY', 7-0 h.p., 1920, and new

latest type bulbous back Sidecar.

.

HARLEY 1920 Combination, electric.

.

DOUGLAS 1919 4 h.p. Combination ..

CHATER-LEA 8 h.p. 3-speed Com. .

.

BRADBURY, 3! h.p., 3-spoed, Sidecar

NORTON Big Four, 3-speed, Sv,'an

sporting Sidecar, electric lighting.

.

RUDGE, 5-i h.p.. Multi-Rndge S'car.

.

THE EASY WAY—
£35 down, and £7-10 monthly, purchases

:

SCOTT 1915 Combination, tax paid . . £88
PREMIER, 3l h.p., 2-speed and Sidecar £67 10
RUDGE, •i-e h.p.. Budge Sidecar £67 10
BRADBURY,3lh.p.,3-speed,Sidecar .. £78
CHATER-LEA, 8 h.p., 3-speed, Sidecar £88
ARIEL, 1920 35 h.p., 3-speed £99 10
NDIAN, igrj, 3-speed and Sidecar. ... £95

£195
£200
£120
£85
£75

£145
£65

MOTOJR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M. ^

1020 P. and M. Combination, only run 800 ..„
-^-•^ £25 worth of spares; a bargain, 132 gn
Egbert Spearman, Bishop's Stortford. [7

T>. and M. Combination, 3'.2b.p., 2-epe€il, clukij
-*- and H. lamps, luggage gridr very -fast, good
ditiou; £75; tax paid—Cot s'n-old, Wimborue. 'k

1 019 Model P, and M., indistinguishable h-orLi i^^ perlee-t condition, guaranteed; first £70;
trial.—Waidill, Drayton Beauchamp, Xiing, H-f

P. and il., January^ 1921, lam^^, horn, all aece;soi
only done 300 miles; £110, or eschaage n

i powerl'ul' mount.—Syloadale, Bramhall X.ane, Braml
Stockport.

,

rxO

1020 P. and M. Combination, Lucas la^up^,
X^ spares, tax paid, excellent condition ; £10

I

Edwards.'" 50, Harrington Rd., South KensinRt
'Phone: Ken. 3709. [9

P. and M. 1920 (July) Combination, pr-rfeet co
tion, unpunctured, tis new, eiertri.j through

I

Watford trip, honi. mirror, Tan-Sad, tool.^, licence ^
£140.—Eol]L=rts, 15, Preston "Rd., Brighton. [8

"IQ16 Phelon and Moore, Mills-Fullord -sidecax v
J-v waterproof cover, lainpd, spares, tyres ne;

j new, sidecar new 1919.^fully licenced for 1921. bw
1 going abroad; £68.—Write, .Pearson, The Downs; i

tead, Surrey." . [9

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-P. and
several reconstructed models from £68; f

I

exchange, extended payments.—9, 10, 11, Royal Par
West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. 'Grai

I

Track, Croydon. . [6

P.
and M. Combination, 1918, complete with Ian
tools, horQ pump, sidecar apron, spares, ineluc

j

new chains, all in splendid condition and rum
I

order, lull tax paid ; £78, or exchange for
countei*shaXt Triumph. — Deneholme, - Beeches

I

Carshaltou. Surrey,- [9

JUNE, 1920, P. and M. Combination, Lucas dyn;
lighting set and lamps just fitted, 1921 eoj

I

improvements, special T.T. bars, sidecar apron, n
I nldelds, Binks, speedometer, beautiful mount, as i

I tools, spares; jiearest offer £160.~Seenj trial, C(

j

House Farm, Beddingham, near Lewes. Tax pai<

P. and S.

I
1 Q20 p. and S., new condition, mileflg'e 300. 2'

1

-^*^ Villiers engine, 2 spe^^ds, horn, lamps,

I

licence paid; £50.-60, TuroeyEd., West Duhri<

Pax.
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor C-o., Ltd.-Pas, 2^4

Blackbtirue, 2-speed, brand new, slightly
soiled, unridden; cost £100, our price £80; .

exchange, extended -payments.—9, 10, 11, Boyal-P*.v.
We.^t Cioydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. 'Gr,

Track, Croydon, '

[6

Peco.
T>ECO 214h.p. 2-stroke, Roc 2-spe6'1, &ason itX never been ridden siuritice; £45.-60, Berks
Gardeus, Greon Lane-?, X.22. [f

Peugeot.
fy-9h.p. Peugeot, fixed engine, adjustable pulley.
• mount, being overhauled ', when completed £4

Tijoii, Loughton, Essex.

Precision.
"PRECISION Junior, 1915 ladv's mo<Vl, 2-sp.'^i]d- -.

-L or exchange.— 11, Stromness Place, SoutlieDd. [8

"PRECISION 1914 Special 3^:ih.p., T.T., 60 „.
J- Bosch, Cowey, spares; £45, or offers.—Coultb
Belmont, Weston-super-Mare.

Premier.
"PREMIER. Si.ih.p., 4h.p., T.T. model, discsi lai
*- etc., very smart; £42.—Gibbous, 54, Holland
Kensington, W.14. [;

"pREMIER S.'oh.p., 3-fipeed, clutch, gears aDd cylt
-*- new, good order, tax paid; £35.—Tom Robin
Went, Great Broughton, Cimiberland. [8

T>REMrER-J.A.P., 6h.p., 3-speed, kick starter, co
J- built sidecar, all on, splendid running coudit
£65.-76, Devonshire Rd., Chiswick. [f

pREMIEE 7-9h.p. Countershaft Combination, pniA ' condition, - fully equipped. Lucas lamps, h
speedometer, ecreen, any trial ; £90.—'Phone:
Waltham Cross.—Stanley Biss, Waltham Abbey. \i

PREMIER Combination, 4h.p., 1914, countenA 3-Epeed- gear, clutch and kick-starter, in very
,

order, and mechanically perfect; price £60.—Further
ticulais from M., Woodside, -Robin Hood Lanej&a1
Surrey. ['

Ouadraat.
FTORSJIAN for Quadrants.—Victor Uorsman,
LX 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [CI

015, Bargain.—Quadrant 3".;.b.p., B.B.. Bosch, f

oW on, tax paid.—19, St. Saviour's Rd., GroydJ

I
/ATTAPRANT S'^yi-P-. Bosch, good ninning order!
I^ol ouuditiou; £17, offers.—Box 3,045, e/o Tht .If

Cxidc.

A36 AIMetters relating to .advertisements should quotp the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dat; oftiie issue.
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MOTOir CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant

20 Quadrant Combination, all lamps, horn, Cameo
wind screen, mileage 500, absolutely as new;
excbanpe.=.—riomaf's. 243, Lower Clapton WH.,

'Phone: Daldton 2408. [9197

E Are Sole Distributing: Agents for London,
Southern, aud E;i.'tern Counties for Quadrant
cyclos. In f-tock : 4

'
jli.p. Combinations. £125

,

1 or cbain-eum-belt ; 4';h.ti. Polo?. £105, cbnin or
i-eum-belt; 51i.p. combination-. £135; al?o selection

Kontl-hand macLiues, all puaranteod; all epores in
; 15 veari a.^-ociation witli Quadrants.—Clifford
an-ilis'. Co., 177. We^minirter Bridge Ed., S.E.I.

Hop. '210. [8798

Padco.
IDCO 2-;troke, in good order; .3e25.-Frank E:ele.
Thame. [8729
21 rnridden 2;ili.p. 2-.^troke Radco. Clincher?,
Dniids. Amac; £42.-56, High St., Shadwell. E.l.

[8803
i21 fnridden 2Vih.p. 2-stroke Radco, Clinchers.
' Druid;, Amac; £42.-56, High St., Shadwell.

[8802

iDCO Lightweight, single-speed, as makers' speci
fications, shop-soiled ; at greatly reduced price

;

is the time to boy.—Mebe.a. J 54.156. Gt. PortIan<l
W.l. 'Phone: Lun^diiim 2250. [9234

Raleigh.
IE Premier Motor Co. lor 1921 Raleighs.

E ran deliver to your address within 24 hour>
the new Raleiph 5--6h.p. flat twin, spring frame,

n drive; .solo 155 pns., sidecar 195 gns.-Sole Bir-
iham Agents. The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd..
lingham. [8893

ih.p. Raleigh Coinbinntinn in stock; 195 ens.—
Moon's Garage. Kewmarkel. [9117

i

O-KIGH 5-6h.p. Flat Twin Cotubination in Stock, i

-Borers. 42, Church Kd.. Hendou. [8627
]

iLEIGHS, solos and eoiubinutions in stock; e.\.-

chiingea entertained.—Hickiug. Brom>By Ed., Beok-
a. [3277

1

iLEiGH .Combination, in^^t delivered; 195 gn^.,
j

or will ar-cept other motor in pjirt royment.—
[.r^ 69, Church Rd.. Hendon, N.W.4. [8963

ILEIGH 5-6h.p. Flat Twin Combinations In stock;
195 ens. Catalogue nn nprlioation.—Bennett" •

or Works, Letchworth. 'Phone: 162. [876?

ALEIGH 5-6h.p., snln or comhiuntion, in stock;
orders now nc'<'iit<;d.—Untclifle Bro^. 200. Ot

Isnd St., W.l. Pht'iio : Langham 1704. [042.'i

Readlng-Standard.
i20 Eeading-Staudurd 10h.p., complete, Cnnoelet
' sidecar. Tuii-J:>ad, wind .screen, hardly used: £190.
, Clyde Rd., AVwhI Oreoii, X. [8608

l^egaL
3GAL-PRECI.STON. 3-4h.p.. basket sidecar, good
running order; £35.—Millars, Annan. [8006

Rex
twin Rex. B.B.. Bosch, etc.;

T. Butler, Engineer, Litlleover.

. [S7801
EX 6-8h.p. 2-speed C.B. C-ombination, lamps, iiorn,
hood, screen, smart, perlect ; any trial ; £90.—
h, Barnard's Green, Malvern. [X0389

th.p. Rex C.B. Combination, 2-speed, F.E., over-
hauled and engine rebushed, nccet^sories, licensed;
reason selling; £80, or nearest.-7, Tbirsk Ed..
!ham. [8590

pr- Rex-Blackburne. 1920. catalogue price £230,
practically new, 28x3 interchangeable wheels.

e sidecar with dickey seat, aluminium steps, hood
screen, spare wheel and tyre; £185; Midlands.—
362. c'o The Motvr Cycle. [X9925
REAL Bargain.—Brand new Model 55 B.D. Rex-
Blackburne combinatiou, 8h.p., 3-speed, inter-

igeable wheels, spare wheel; list price £218, reduced
itly --hop-soiled to £180. first cheque secures,-The
nier Motor Co., A=ton Rd.. Birmingham. [8894

Roc.
p. Roc Combination, 2->peed, clutch, handle start:
£50.-21, Cecil Rd., "Waltliamstow. [9033

Rover.
iSOLrXELT New 5-6h.r.' Rover Solo; £139.—
Eveaon, Wollcscote, Stourbridge. (8587

3VER 1920 3'Ah.p.. shop-soiled; list price £135.
our price £125.—RatcliHe Bros., 200, Gt. Port-
St.. W. Langham 1704. [0426

OVER.—All models will be on sale at the second-
hand Automobile Show. Crystal Palace, from

il 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5756

05.—Rover, 1920, 5-6h.p.. all-chain, Lucas lamps.
Cowey speedometer, splendid condition.—Feight-

n, 51, The VUlage, Bebington, Cheshire. [8428

.h.p. Rover, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., 1914, unused
' 1914-20, as new, speedometer, lamps, tools:
i; £60.—Faber, Peppard Common, Oxon. [8998

ih.p. Motoi Cvtle.
£19/19, bargain.-

PHILIPSON^
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
Don't Scrap

an old Engine,
but give it a

NEW LEASE OF LIFE
by fitting the

World - famed
Philipson Pulley.
Entirely Free from troublesome and
weightycomplications—only t\vowork-
ing parts—no levers, rods, wheels, etc.,

to worry about. Simply takes the place
of theordinarj'puUey. One nut secures
the complete gear to the engine. Can
be fitted without any alterations to
most direct belt-driven engines in a
few minutes.
For hill-cUmbing it is unsurpassed.
Makes mountaineering easy.

IMMEDIATE DELrV'ERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

During the past few weeks the follow-

ing machines have been fitted with
PHILIPSON Pulley:

Triumph, Arno,
Rover, Rex,
Norton, B.S.A.,
Douglas, James,
Singer, L.M.C,
Bradbury, Lincoln Elk
Ariel, N.U.T.-Jap
Swift, Humber,
Abingdon, N.S.U.,
Minerva, Peugeot,
Precision, Rudge,
Matchless, Quadrant.
Ivy Precision, Alldayo,
and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write as.

Price £8 8 Carria<4
Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,

Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 40 years.)

MOTOR cycles: FOR SALE.
Rover.

1 Q14 S'jh.p. 3-speed Rover, Montsomeiv wicker side-J-*' car, spleodid condition, little used.' lamps, tools,
licence; nearest £60.—F. M. Adnams, Neu-bury. [8669
"DOVER 3'-l.h.p, Coiiclibuilt Combination. 1914. 3-
-*-*' speed, clutch. K.S.. excellent condition, not done
4.000 miles.—Price, 7, jMontana Rd., Tooting. [9110

CPORTING Combination, late 1916 4h.p. Rover and .^ Canoeiet sidecar, stored 2 vears; price £105, or
'•11 separate—Sparks, Upfolds, Holmbury St. Mary.

[8533
SUl'EKB Kover Combination, 5.6h.p., specially tuned,

larpo e.Klitnwts. electric enuipment. Easting, tax
paid: £120;—Bleuc.if lira, ilaidstouo Ed.. Cbatliani.

19093
ROVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with an

olBcial agent, the man who rides a Rover; im.
mediate delivery; hire-purchase if desired. — CoUard,
Cook's Garage, Sbilaal. (2684

1 Q20 Sl'jh.p. Rover CombinaHon, S-speed counter-
J^rU slialt, clutch, lamps, horri, speedometer. Easting
screen, small mileage, ta.v paid; any ti-ial; £145.—
Wilkinson, Walpole St., Rochdale. [X0382

1 Ql9 Eover, T.T., reliable, vniiablo pulley, hand
*-»' controlled, lamps, horn, lone exhaust, excellent
condition, verj' fast, also Philipson pulley; £87.—
W.D.C., Oaks Farm, Shirley, Croydon. [8589

ROVER 1914 4h.p., S-spced, clutch, Sturmey-Archcr
gear, lamps, horn, etc., in good running order;

.£45 ior quick sclc; send on approval against cash.

—

Hill, 3, Bedford Rd., West Ealing, W.13, [9273

ROVE.n 3I.Jh.p.. countershaft model, also T.T. model.
Philipson pulley, as makers' epecifications. shop-

soiled: at greatly re^luced prices: now is the time to
l.nv.—Jlebes, 154-156, Gt, Portlond St., W.l. 'Phone:
Laughnm 2230. [9235

1 Q19 5-61i.p. Rover Combination, complete with all

-!-«/ lamps, including large P. and H. head lamp set,

Cowey speedometer, mechanical horn, and Cameo wind
screen, the whole in praetically new condition; any
reasonable offer accepted.—Temoside Garage, Ltd., Lud-
low. , [8227

ROVER 1914 3'-jh.p. Combination, S.speed ond
clntch, engine and gears recently overhauled

.£14), excelleut condition and api>caraiicc, new front
forks, new extra heavy Dunlop, hood,' screen, lumps,
bnaiitifullv spriuifT sidecar, privately owned; £55, or

ffler.—Seen, Chute's GaroS'^ SouUi St., Eomiord. (8754

ALI,E.\-nEXXETT Slotor Co., Ltd.-Eover, 1920
T.T.. Philipson pulley, unscrntched, £85: 1920 3-

speed and Swan eports sidecar, all lamps, speedometer,
etc.. £150: 1919 combination, electrically equipped, as
new, £125: 1916 combination, nil lamps, splendid con-
dition, £100; cosh, exchange, oxtondea payments.-9-

10-11, Hoyul Parade. West CcovJon. 'Pliuue: Croydon
2450. 'Grams :,,'«ack, Croydon. (6284

Royal Ruby.
ROTAY Enby 2;ih.p.. lightweight Villiors, little used.

-2, Linden Ed. West Green. N. [8656

DAVIES. of Manchecter, can delfver 1921 Eoyol
Rubra from stock.-^229, Deansgato. .'Phono: 536

Central. (2433

1Q19 Eovol Ruby 2TStrol;«, lamps, horn, good tyres,

-i-f' extellent condition; barg;iin, £44.—Payne, 127,

High St., Wiudiestcr.

.

(8833

"IQ17 2?,'h.p. Uoynl Ruby-Jap, 2-apeed, lamps, discs.
-L*' pood running order; £40, or nearest.—EOiO, Aston
Hd., Hoddenham. Bucks. [8650

ROYAL RUBY 2^U).p. 1921 SporU Models, delivery

from stock.—Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston
Rd., N.W.I. Museum 4827. (0542

ROYAL EITBY 8h.p. 1920 Combination, nnpnnctuied,
lamps, horn; anv trial; exchange piano or solo

:ind cash.—130, Xorthfleld Av., Ealing. (8550

1 021 Eoyal Ruby Sports Model, 25ih.p.. 2-8peed,
J-" clutch, K.S.. brand new, tax paid; £86; list

iirire £89/5.—N. Shires. Onarmby Lodge, Uuddcrsfield.

S8571,. . „ .
ntchj

Xt/ Klaxon bom, excellent condition, only done 650

miles; £95.-Flinn. West Surrey Club, Famhom. T.L:
124. [8950

3 h.p. Spring Frame Hoyal Ruby, 2-Epecd gear, K.8.

and clutch, 1920 model, shop-soiled; a beautiful

machine; list price £120. my price £102,-DaTiei.

229, Deansgatc, Manchester. [0523

Rudge.

-I 019 Rudge, fullv equipped, perfect condition; £70:
-L«/ Ux ijaid.—Rectory, Weymouth. [8928

1 ft21 I.O.M. Rudge Mnlti. just arrived; list price.—
-Ltl 39, Liverpool Hd., Eccles, Manchester. (7759

to 21 Eudge T.T., brand new; take lighteight in

-LI/ rort exchange.-Fox, 12, Conduit St., Sntfleld.

Stalls. CS0097

7-9h p. Rudge, Millford 2.seater sidecar, new last

November; oHers.—Keight, 29, Norfolk St.,

King's Lynn. [8911

RUDGE, 1918. T.T., 3',:.h.p., perlect order, all acces-

sories: £65.—Snodgrass, 18, Junction Ed., Brent-

wood, Essex. [8475

5-6h p. Eudge 1916 Combination, O.B. sidecar, per-

lect running order; sacrifice; £60.-36. Crouch St.,

Colchester. Essex. 1°=*'^''

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, r-nd the date of the issue. AS7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

1 Q20 I.O.M. Eudge, peilects epeedometer, best lempj,
J-«/ horn t-a3, ineurancsj oflfers.—61, St. Qiiintin Av.,
North KonElnstoE. .;83')4

BRAND New Sl'-Ii.p. Hudge, T.T., lull guaranty;
£35,—Fowler and Brigden, 130, Eu-ston R<l..

N.W.I. Museum 4827. [O.'ias

1Q1» (D«al 3;a.I). Eudije Multl, I.O.M., Biuki
J-t/ carburetter, fast, condition «3 new; £70.-19,
EiiEhotao Bd., Pulne!'. [8342

RUDGE.—.^11 models will be on sale at the second
hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace, Ii-om

April 2nd. (See Wanted.) [6757

£60.—Rudge Multi, 1917, complete, new tyre ;iii'l

belt, tank ro^enamelled 1921 colouia, 100 id. p.;;
-

20, Oiarvford Ay., Liverpool, [88tj3

1 QiO 5-6h.p. and 7-9h.p. Hndge Multi Combinations,Xtf now; £152 and £175.-Shepherd, Bnfleld High
way, Enfield. Tel.: Waltham X31. [0341

-|Q20 7-9h.p. Eudgo Multl Combinfition, Z laull.^,
J-«/ mechanic.nl horn, leg shields, nearly neivi £165 —
Wigley, Oalke Ed., Melbourne, Derby. [8748

RTTDQE 191S^5if,b,r, Coaclibnllt Combination, S-sp-ed
dutch, mechanically perfect, lighting set ; trial

;

*45, nulok «ale.— 81, Burford Ed., Catlord. [8407

5-61J). Eudgo Combination (lat« 1920), electric light,
Eflfiting, arm Tan-Snd, new condition; £140, o'

oiler.—Quernmoro, WestcliB Ed., Broadstairs. [8389

T.O.M. 1920 Endge Multi Combination, Bai Eldecar,A lamps, Klaxon, etc., tax paid, splendid condition;
1C88.—Tansley, Elm Drive, Carlton, Nottingham. [8989

iqao I.O.M. Budg«, fullr •qulEpcd, low mileage,
-•-" guaranteed perfect; £90 1 exchanges.-Homac's
243. Lower Clapton Hd., N.E. 'Phonei Dalston 2408

[9205
-| Q17 Eudge Multi 5-61i.p, Combination, in excellentAv order, too heavy for owner; £90, or wnnld
sxchangs,—Write, Cooper, 9, Bgerton Gardens, Ealing,
W.13. [912'5

1Q30 Rudgo Combination, 7-9h.p., F.E.S. electric
J-«/ lamps, very fast, guaranteed) £130; exchanges.—
Homao'i, 243, Lower Clapton Ed. N.E. 'Phone; Dais-
ton 2408. [9198

1Q 14.Eudgo Multi Slyi.P., Dunhill sidecar, engineJ." just overhauled, £4 licence paid, fully equipped,
epeedometer, etc.; £60.—Hetfburn, 19, London Bd
Stranraer. . [X0161
£29.-3y2h.p. T.T. Eudge, 1912-13, nearly new tyres,

all accessories, smart appearance, excellent con-
dition,, fast J photo, Btamp.—Bacon, Ofilngton Lane
Worthing. [9142
3ih.p. Eudge,' 3-sp6ed, countershaft and kick-starter,

2 latest model, all-chain drive, combination, im-
' mediate delivery; £167; list,—Southfield Garage, Henly-
on-Thames. [7566

RTTDGB Multi, LO.M., 1920;^, C.A.V., Senspray,
Uunlops, Cuwey speedometer and Cowey born,

fools, tax paid; £75, or oft'er.—Box 3,043, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [0223
5-5h.p. Eudge Multi, 750 c.c, new, unused, as de-

lirered from makers, cost £120/15, owner must
sell illnesi-j! accept £110/10.—Apply. 2, Reading Ed.,
HenleyKJn-Tb.nmes. ^ [7567

RUDGE, 1920, 31/oh.p.,- Multl gejir, Isle of Man
frame, speedometer, electric horn, equal to new

;

^90.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton,-and 245, Dcans-
g.Tte, Mnncbester. [X9980
RUDGE T.T. (1920, Jan.), lamps, horn, speedometer,

spares, otc, tax paid, any trial, examination, good
condition, good reason for telling; £75.—Wood, Lap-
worth, Birmingham. [X9155
Oib.p. Rudge MuHi, featherweight sidecar, mechani-
*->2 cally perfect, good tyres and belt, lamps, wind
screen, etc. ; £65. — Radcliffe's Garage, Spencer Av.,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead. [8427

RUDQE SVjh.p.. T.T., pedal starter; immediate de-
livery from stock; at makers' latest reduced price-

£85: ready to drive away; no waiting.—Wilkins, Simp-
son, opposite Olympi.n," London. [9248

RUDGE Moltl S'.ih.p., 1915, re-enamelled, over-
hauled, new cylinder, piston, ring.s, pulleys (cost

£15), accessories; expert examination; £55.—Gerard,
Workshops, Bovington Camp, Dorset. ^9140

OJ-b.p. Rudge and Roomy Ahiminium Sidecar, new
*>2 Amac carburetter, fully licensed, all fittings
except head lamp, many spares; £40, or exchange
Douglas.—Maraskie, The Hyi-ne, Staines. [X0384

RUDGE Multi, 1921, SVjh.p.. Jsle of Man modf-1,
brand new; delivery from stock; price sESS.-Civ

Agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Cam.,
mile St., E.C.3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548. [OOhS

RUDGE Multl y.ih.j}. Montgomery Combination,
1918-19, speedometer, horn. 3 lamps, screen

apron, excellent condition; any trial; *7S, lowest —
(-apt. Harding, Wharven 'Vicarage, "Cheshire. [8670

GENUINE T.T. Siih.p. 1913 Eudge, overlap cams,
etc., oxcepfionnlly fast, weight 180 Dis, tax raid

long 2in. exhaust, etc.; £38, or would take £10 cash
and older machine, or push cycle.- 9, Red Hill, -Bassei t
Southampton.

; 9743
RUDGE Combination, Nov.. 1920, Easting, lu^ga^e

grid, lamps, Klaxon, knee grips, muffs, toofs
spares, insurance, licence paid; buying <>ar ride to
purchaser: i£110.--Tones, Gwalia House, Church St
.^hifnal, Shropshire. [X031''

GET IT HERE
. AND AVOID .

TROUBLE ON
. THE ROAD. .

DOUGLASES.
Stovc-enanielied and plated in makers' colours.
Engines and Gear Boxes thoroughly overhauled
in our own workshops, and carrj'iug our

THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
2^ h.p., 2-speed . ..: £65
4 h.p., 3-speed, kick-starter, Solo _._. . .iS5
4 h.p., 3-speed, kick-starter, Combination,

willi-new Burlington Sidecar £110

TUITION FREE.
Write for our List of New & Second-hand Machines.

We hav3 large stocks of Douglas and Triumph
Spares, and shall be pleased lo quote you upou
receipt of your enquiries.

ARMOURED TOOLBAGS. Strap Fasteiiing.

For Triumph 8/6 each.
,, 2? h.p. Douglas 10/6 .,

., 1- h.p. Douglas 15/- ,,

Carriage and Packing extra.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS. Convert your clutch into

Foot as well as Hand-Control. A neat pedal
finished in dull plate, and so designed that it can
be fitted in a few moments by an amateur. Its

effect is to convert the standard.machine into a

Foot and Hand Operative Clutch Model. Price

4/- Postage 4d. —

Trade Supplied.

To 4 h.p. Douglas Owners.

No more broken drawbolts.

A new form of operating mechanism for the 4 h,p.

Douglas Motor Cycle, by which the Drawbolt is

entirely eliminated.

Write for Vult particulars, and
avoid unnecessary trouble.

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.
'Grams: "Burlington Motors, Claohara."

,50 yards froinClapham Common Ucder-
ground Station.)

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

Sih.r. Iludg'e HultJ, 1920. with sporting- f-Ul

2 oil on, privately owned out! only ridden about
miles by Indian Army offlrer on fnrlongh.—Can )>6

et Thornton Garage, 87, Eidgway. Wimbledon;
£110, or near ofier.

3Xh.i>. Budge Multi Ooachbuilt Combination,
2 uughly oTerhauled, lamps-, tools, spares, tax

ready ride away: £55, lowcf^t; exchange C.3. Triui
cash a«lju?tment.—Yates, 151ti, Clayton Common,
'Phone; Dalston 1475. [

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-Rudge. Se
1920 I.O.M. models in stock at priceg from

£95; cash, exchange, extended iiaymenls.—0-1
Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon
'Grams: Track, Croydon. . [

Scott.

GIBB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Scotts from ;— 'Phone : 852. [

20 Scott for 1920 Triumph; sell £95.—Foet*
Monica Rd., Wisbech.

I

LATE 1915 3^4h.p. Scott, with Watsonian si(

little used; ^75.—Thomas, Midland Bank»
berth.

1 Q31 Scott, sports model; £130.; for immediat
-I- V livery ; easy payments acceijted.—Scott a
(below)

1Q20 Scott Combination, 6odfrey*8 electrlo Ilg]
J- " Cowey Epeedometer, Lucas horn, Easting e(

mileage 1,067, tax paid; cost £209 last August,
£155; absolutely as new, guaranteed; exchanges.-
agents (below).

"I
Q20, Scott, with Rennoc sidecar, P. and H. 1

X.t7 Lucas horn, etc., magnificent condition, gu
teed perfect, tyres unscratched; £145; eschan
Scott agents, Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd.,
'Phone: Dalston 2408.

1 QJ-6 Scott, . lamps, hoin, perfect^ order ;.. £5
J- J/ A. AdJieman, St. John's Cottage, Rbehau
S.W.15. '

.

rQ14 3^,4h.p. Scott, lamps, spare ohains, etc., i

*y feet nmning order.—Apply, Clark, Tlie J

Ludlow, Shropshire.

SCOTT.—All models will be on sale at the si

hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace,
April 2nd. (See Wanted.)

SCOTT, 1920, standard model, speedometer,
horn, lamps, engine recently overhaulei

makers; £100.-Creswell, H.M.9. Vulcan II., Por|

"t Q20 Scott and Henderson lightweight sidecar,
Lt/ horn, tools, excellent condition, .snmll ni|
hceuce; first reasonable ofler.—Brown, Grocer,
Cambs.

SCOTT. 19tO, special radiator jackets, eucine col
overhaulStt works, Bosch, Binks,- all accoM

tax paid, ride away; £40, or*oflef£.—Sowerby. bJ
Grimsby.

SCOTT, 3^/4b.p., 2-speed, K.S., perfect order,
thoroughly overhauled, Binks carburette]

accessories; £65.—Snodgrass, 18, Junction Rd.
wood, Essex.

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920, 2-speed gear, s

shop-soiled, and unused ; at £130.—Burl
Motors, Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common
'Phone: Brixton 2417.

1 Q20 Scott, sports model, mileage 2,500, th
it? order, Cowey speedometer, F.R.S. electri
ing, si>eedometer, condition perfect ; £105.

—

Owner, c/o Upson, South Ascot.

"I
Q20 S^uh.p. Scott, tuned up by makers,

l-*y condition; sell or exchange with cAi

Triumph combination or other make.—H. Gx
Part Mount, Rothcrham, Yorks.

1 Q 20 Seott Combination, mileage 900, pnsii

Jl *y diplomat, w:onderfnI condition, as new j

accept quick sale.—Chatfleld, Grosvenor Gardens
East, S.W.I. 'Phone: Vic. 9931.

1 Q21 Scott Combination, very small mileage
--t/ uupuuctured, perfect condition, dynamo 1

ctr., extras on outfit cost over £€0; details on
^Walker, Highfleld, Shepton Mallet,

SCOTT Combination. 1916, W.C.. thoroughl:
hauled, now radiator and Palmer tyres, e

condition, any trial, Thursdays and Sundays; i

Clark, 389, York Rd.,^ Wandsworth, S.W.

1 Q21 Scott T.T., new, mileage under 100
J-*' teed, unscratched, tax paid, complete with
Iioni. coat £140; accept £130, genuine bargain

having car.—John's. Glencoe, Launceston.

CtCOTT Motor Cycle, early model, 3^;4h.p., wate;

io* 2 speeds and free, Bosch, engine good co
but rpQuires carburetter : £35 ; stamp, partM
Rutherford, 25, Minto Place, Newbiggin-by-Sea,
uraberland.

f^AA ^^' Rot-aiy Valve Isle ol Man T.T. i

Ovf vr_ pings per cjdinder, just completely ovt

by makers, not unpacked; £98;. weight 196 1

mire secures.—William Groves, Shelfield IIous

Vue, Shrewsbury.—
'

- t'^ -• L-vuoiii

A^B All Fetters relating to advertisements slioult! quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

sGEK 2V'ili.l.., tas ii;iid; f26.—Edn-arda, 125, Cat-
ford Hill. S.B.6. [851?

TGEE Liglitweiplit, 2,'.^t.p., in good iiuininff order;
£20.-80, ilarlo-nei, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

r8639
h.p. T.T. Singer, remoderr.ised 1920, Boscli, 13. and

B., nil in ex?ellent condition; £35.-160, HikIi
Old Woking. 19158

14 SVjh-p. Sfnscr, good condition, hand-controlled
clutch: £42, or exchange for 2-speod 2-strokc.

—

lommondale Rd., BostaU Heath, S.E.

.

C8994
reER 2i.ih.r. Lightweight, 2-speed, clutch, good
condition, ineinding t.vres, lamps, acce?soties,

5s; .-£34.—Garaged at Atkins, Connaught Rd.,
d. _. ,

_ [5050

v'GEK 1915 4h.p„ S-speed, clutch, Bosch, B. and
B., P. and H. loinps, original enamel Os pew.

Kjt condition mechanicallT. tries Terv good; £24;
ol bargain. -It, Watson, Victoria ltd., Aldeburgh,
lit. [83 54

Sparkbrook.
' GNS.—6h.p. Sparkbrook-jQp Combination, low
' ^^iIp.^^e. £25 accessories, new condition.—Sutton,
Market St.. Earlestown. [8570

.-iRKBPOOK, 1918, 2U.h.p. Villiera 2-strokc, in
excellent condition; -£42/10.—Gilbert, 4, .St.

ns Gardens, N, Kensington. [8728
A.RKBROOK, 1920, 2V2h.P., lamps, horn, verv
little used, perfect condition; £60. — Herbert
nson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. :

T.A. : Bicycles. [8255
AEKBROOK 2Jjh.p., 2^pecd, the lightweight with
BD ultra finish, os maters' speciftcations, ehop-

i; at greatly- reduced price; now is the time to
-Mebes. 154-166. Gt Portland St.. \\\rl. Phone-
ham 2230. [9236

Spur.
b'R 2'',h.p. 2-stroko. overhauled, tvres, bcH like
new, low built; ^£25, bargain,—13, Dun.-tans Rd.,
ulwiclu [8409

Sun.
(f-VILLIEES, in goo<l condition; £20, or ncnrcut
ofler.-Box 375, c/o The Motor Cijck. [X0183
20 2V:]h.p. Sun-Vitesso, Albion 2-spccd and kick

start, as new, not run 400 miles; ^60, or oftcr.
King St., Lancaster, [8869

Sunbeam,
W 1920 Sunbeam 3i/;B.p. Solo; £155/8; in slock
—Randall. Andover. [0366
KICKTLVJt for Sunbeam, solo agent lor Brislol
and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3352

AND Now 1921 3'^,h.p. Sunbeam; accept first
£145.-278, Bolton E<L, Aihton-in-ilakerSeld.

[8774
19 Sunbeam Combination, 8h,p., complete, electric
lightmg; £210.-\Vrisht, 2, Park ltd., Rucbr.

[X0375
18 81). p. Sunbeam Combination, good ordcn'flSS
—1. Eellingham Terrace, Bromley Bd., CatiMrd.

30 (.lune) 3',['h.p. Sports Sunbeam, Inmp.s horn
tax paid; £140.—Dewhurst, 22 and 29, Predion

Brighton. [9127
20 S'/jh.p. Sunbeam Combination, fl58; ab.solutdj-
new 3'^h.p. Sunbeam solo, £143, equipped —

a, Wollcscote, Stourbridge. [8587a
(BE.-iM.—All models will be on sale at the
econd-hand Automobile Show, Crystal Palace
April 2nd (See Wanted.) [6759
!0 S'ih.p. T.T. Snnlwam. delivered Xoicm'icr
under 500 miles: any trial: £145, or best otftr

mner. 3, Sunuyside, Kendal. [8251
11 3I^h.p, Sunbeam Combination in stock (or im-
mediate delivery; makers' list price.—J. Smith

-0., 52-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. [O353
'.Sunbeam Combination, 1919, in good condition
Jlectric light, quantity spares, including ovcvaIN:—Liddiard, Downing St., Cambridge. [8917
'} 3>,li,p, 6unbeom Touring Model, perfectly new
Irom the works, nnnsed, must be sold; no ica«on-
Jfler relused.—Ternon, Allostock, Knutsfoid.

.8 3i-h,p. Sunbeam, new condition, chain driven,
kick start, tax paid, guaranteed perfect; any
«90 lor quick sale.—21, Stanford Av., Brighton.

[9074
.4 6h.p. J.A.P., Sunbeam new sidecar- £125 or
oSer: overhauled by Eastern Garage, 418, Hom-

Ku., E.7. where seen and tried.—Crow, owner.

9 Sunbeam. Sunbeam sidecars,' speedometer
lamps, excellent condition; £125.- Edwards 50

ogton Rd., South Kensington. Phone: Ktu'
[92G2

9 Sunbeam 3V,h.p., absolutely sound, fnllv
eouipped, insured, licence paid: anv trial or iii-M; £135, or ne.arest,-Still, 51, Souldem St.™- [8379
3EA3r, late 1919, 4h.p., French military model,
ind sidecar, horn, lamps, etc.. used very little-
or nearest offer.—Bland, Myrtle Villa, Babworth
letford.

[8703

JONES'
GARAGE

Broadway,
Muswell Hill,

N.IO.
'Phone; Hornsey 2917.

1921 Models in stock, for
immediate delivery.

MATCHLESS St:i'.-3^rd Combinalioi) ...£205
MATCHLESS ^-scaler Comtination £212 10

MATCHLESS Electric Combination £230

.\\ h.p. ARIEL Combination, chain dri\c. £162 10

B.8.A., Model K;: i £107

ENFIELD, 8 h.p., standard £1»0

DIAMOND, ;J li.p.. 2-strokc, :-spccd, kick
sl.irl, and clutch £80

ENFIELD Lightweight , £65

TRIUMPH, Model SD, all-chain drive .. £140

TRIUMPH, Model H £127 10

TRIUMPH, rcno. alert >. . . £95 g

Any of the above supplied upon
the deferred payment system.

Brand New 1 920 Models at
greatly reduced prices.

A.B.C, electric model £130
6-7 li.p- ARIEL Combination £1SS *

S h.p. BAT, solo £130

Ditto, with Sidecar £155

O.K.-UNIONS (3 lei;) £45 10

;( h.p. HOBART, singlc-specd £50

f h.p. BLACKBURNE Combinatior £175

WOOLER, 2; h.p. horizontal twin ." £75

5-f.h.p. ROVER, 3-spced counlcrshalt ..£140

3! h.p. ROVER Combination £160

::; h.p. RADCO, ;-spccd £55

All the above 1920 Models are
Brand New.

Slightly used 1 920 Models,
BLERIOT-WHIPPET Light Car, specdo

.meter, electric head lamp, oil side
lamps, mirror, clock on dash, all :is

new, genuine bargain , £200

-I
h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, as new.. £135

MATCHLESS, Model H, M.A.G,, electric

model, hood, speedometer, .spare

wheel, not done 2,000 mile?, genuine
bargain £185

2'. h.p. s-speed VILLIERS £47 10

.i-cyl. HENDERSON Combination, abso
lutely as new, all accessories, real
bargam £i$5

We have a Huge Selection. Send
for our Big Liit.

Brand new LYON, -i-cyl., ^-sealer, electric
lighting and starter, 5 wire wheels,
speedometer. List price £665. To
clear (room wanted) £350

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

CtrXBEAM 1915 3; Jh.p. Model with SidecaCcompleie
'~' with all occcssories, excellent condition; £110.—
Parker's, Bradshowgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate,
Manchester. - - [X9971!

CCNBEAM. 1920, 3Vih,p.. Sunbeam sidecar, lamps,^ tools, etc., ridden solo chieflv, solo sprocket in-
cluded, tyres excellent, ta.^ paid; £175.—X3i: Warren.
175, Enfield Highway. [8993

^177/10.—Sunbeam 8h.p. conibiuation. new, late 1919.
<^^ complete with everything, including tax .paid for
tho year,—\^estoiL Little Buckingham Tarm House
Slioreham-by-Sco, Susses. -,.'". ' ' [8808

SUKBEAM Combination, late .1915, tyres and con-
dition excellent. Easting, speedometer, all acces-

sories; must sell, best offer over .-£100.—Ilagues. 80.
Cromtord ltd., Wandsworth. [6522

OUXBEAM 1920 3'.(,h.p., with Mills-Fulford sidecar,
^*' fully eauipped, Lucas lamps, Cowey horn, spee<l-
cimeter,' Biiiks, excellent condition; nearest £150.-11,
Chapel jVsli, Wolverhampton, [8378

1 Q20 Sunbeam 3U-b.p., Glorin sidecar, Easting screen,
-L"

- speedometer, Kla.'con. leg shields, mileage 1,600.
in ab-olutely flrst-elass conJTtlon throughout: price £160.
—Eiifit Grinstead Garage, liast Griustoad. [9061

rQ19
(Ihte) 3',-ili.p. Sunbeam and new Itills-Fiilfoid

•/ sidecar, fully equipped, overhauled and re-enam-
clled by mftkers, ab>;olutely as ncAV, with electric light-

ing; f 140.—Blackniore, Xlorscmarkct, Kettering. [9089

4h.p. Sunbeam, Nov., 1919, made especially for
diieclor of Sunbeam. Lucas lamps. Klaxon, leg

sliieMs, lucludini; tux and insurance, small mileage,
reticct; £130, quick sale.—Lovekin. llontsometr. Wiles.

[8376
1 Qig Sunbeam, 3',yi.p.. black and gold. French
-L«-' military model, all lamps, horn, etc.. tax paid,
guaranteed perfect; £110; e.\-changes.—Horaiic's 243.
Lower Clapton Hd., N.E. 'Phono: Dalston 2*08.

[9201
SUNBEAM.—Wo are Wolverhampton agents, .^paie

parts in' stock. Hopairs and overhauls. Estimates
uix>n request for re-cnamclling and plating.—The
Molineux Cariigc Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel. :

1160. [3453

SUXJiEAXI 8h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo light-

ing F6t. electric horn, Intenlinngcahle wheels,
hood, ficroen, speedometer, spare wheel, only 4,000
mile--, now condition; £180.—West, 42, Cranbrook lt<!

II lord. [8813

1Q21 Special Sunbcara and Sunbeam sidecar, 8-10
»/ h.p. M.A.G. engine, glass eereeii, side sereeii.

[8377

2 lamps and

All lettens lelatinfi t j advertisements should quote the numhcf ,-it the end of e.ich ndv

Lucas lamps, horn, etc., licence, perfect : £220 : owner
ttuying car.—I'letchcr-IJrewer, 'Xcttenhall Wood, Wo|.
verhamptOD.

SUXBIlAJt 3i,L-li.p. Solo, Oct., 1919, - -

,

generators. Klaxon, leg shields, enclosed tappets,

extra heavy Dunlops, only used few times summer,
1920, had little wear, and carefully used, practically

new machine, tax' paid; £110, or offer.— 2. Hortus
.MaisoDcttcs, Hortus Ed., Soutball, London, W. [8620

1Q20 oU'h.p. Sunbeam Combination, log shields,
L^ .Stewart horn, Cowcy trip speedometer, largest
I'.R.?. head lamp, elcctrio tail, sidecar and spot lights,

li' once in holder; examination, trial with pleasure:
il55.-58. Elm Park Gardens, Chelsea, S.W.IO. (9161

SUXDEAM 1920 S'.ih.p. Comliination, elcctrio light-

ing (accumulator), speedometer, electrio and me-
chanical horns, wind screen, luggage grid, extremely com-
fortable, cconmical^ absolutely reliable, roars up Por-
lock and Lynton vnth heavy loaded eidecar; the machine
that will tako you there and bring you back; £190, or
near otter.-Seroggs, Newhavcn, Sheen Kd., Richmond,
Surrey. (8626

T.A.C.

T.A.O, 4n;rl, S-^pee^l Combination, excellent order,
cylinders rcground, new pi.'-tons: bargain, £20.—

.Vpply, Atkins, 20, Pcmbridge lid.. Netting Hill Gat*.
(8663

T.D.C.
-I Q19 2';.ib.ij. T.D.C. Dc Luxe, in pcrtect condition:
-*-•? any test; complete spare tyres, all on; nearest
.t'35.—79, Ilallbnrton Rd., St. Margareti's, Twickenham.

[9033
T.D.C. do Lnio, 2i/ih.p., 2-6trok6, believed 1919, P.H.

lamps, all accosfiories, smart appearance, excellent
condition I £22/10; photo, stamp.—JJacon, Offington
L-ane, Worthing. [9143

Thor.
TIIOR 7-9h.p. Combination, blue, bought new April,

1919, property of an officer still in tho army
abroad, mechanically sound, enamel like new, 2-speed,
usual lamps, horn, and tools, speedometer; any ex-
amination and trial; price £160,—Capt, Douglas, Cur-
lew Cottage, Cranleigh. [X0386

Tiiumpli.

Jpi!EiIIi;n Motor Co. tor 1921 Triumphs.

XA/E Can Deliver to Your Address within 24 hours:
»• 2i{h.p. lightweight Triumph, £75; W.D.B. (reno-

vated), £95; Type H 4h.p. 3-sp©cd, £127/10; Type
S.D.. chain drive, £140; sidecnrB painted to match
from £25 to £55: bay your machine direct from the
Triumph specialists.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [8895

JTJLIiNS, of Heading, have 1921 Triumph in stocl-,

[0487

eitiscmcnt. .ind the date of the issue, ayi
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

SALE.

TRitliMPH, 1921 Jlodels.-George Smith, Clapham
Junction, S W. [9424

£140; in stock.

-

[0365

TlltlrltPn, 1911, spolt ins model, perfect

NEW 1921 Tiiumpll S.D. Solo;
liaudall. AndoTer.

£35.-88,
[8690

NEW 1921 Triumph S.D. Combination;
stock.— Randall, Andover.

TEirjIPH 1918 41].r., elnfoli,

-36, B.KcIicroit HJ ~
lamrs,

TooHng.

Kew Ed., Richmond,

iE195; in

[0364

Klaxon : .-660-

[8763

TRIUMPH Model H, as new, 50 miles; £90.-94.
Perry Rise, Forest Hill, London. [8972

TEIUIIPH Junior, 1920, aceessoxie?, like new; £63.
—309, Hoe St., WolthamEtow, Esses. [8567

TRIUMPH 1916 Ih.ji., rurcha«ed new 1919, acces-

sories; 476.-67, Xew Ed., "Woolivich. [8406

"I Q20 Tviumpli Combination, fully equippedXV —Dentist, 216, Portobello Rd., W.ll.

TRIUMPH, countershaft, re-enamelled and
£70.-272, Green St., Forest Gate, E.7.

TRimiPH Baby 2-.stroke, 1921 m.
£65.—Matthews, Pawnbroker, W,

£130.
[9001

plated
;

[7748

1921 model, brand new;
Croydon. [8924

1921 Triumph combination

xEl^^J^i?

[tyrFIousei

DAN GUY, Wevmoutb,
£182/10; Triumph 2-5troke, £75;" in stock. [0555

MODEL H Triumph Combination, in stock, £182/10;
Junior ditto, £75.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

[X0127
BAEY Triumph. 2-9troke, 2-speeil. shop-eoiled, new

1920, unused; bargain, £70.—Willey, Hatfield.
[9243

TRIUMPH and New Sidecar, S-speed, cbitch, perfect
£65; would separate.—48, Sedgeford Ed., Shepherd'!

Bush. [9054^

1Cil4 Triumph, 3-&peed, Hand clutch, good order;
-L" £45.—Snodgrass, 18, Junction Rd., Brentwood,
Essex. [8475

1 Q19 4h.p. Sporting Triumph, unscratched, fully
i-V equipped; £97.—Walker, Aiuderby, Thirsk,

;

Yorks. [8679
j

TRIUMPH, 1917-18, Countershaft, rebuilt, and like

new ; £70.—South Valo Garage, Upper Norwood,
g.E.19. [9279

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, fully equipped, tax
paid, splendid condition; 75 gus.—131, High St.,

Beckenham. [8368

TRIUMPH 1920 Gloria Combination, equipped,
licensed, perfect order; £129.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

Ed., S,W.7. [9163

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed, 4h.p., new Binks,
Klaxon, lamp complete; £58.—Turner, 108, Park

At., Mitcliam. [8371

TRIUMPH 1919' 4h.p., K.S., S-speed, clutch, lamps,
mechonical horn, new condition; SO gns.—4, Cedar

Ed., Tottenham. [9050

1913, 3^. p. Bosch mag., recently
set and reliable.—Curi:y, 56, Park Hill

[8564

T.T. Triumph,
overhauled.

Kd., Croydon.

-A fine selection of Triumphs in stock
inspection inyited.—Ross, 86

[5671

TRIUMPHS,
fully Guaranteed

High Rcl,, Lee.

TRIUMPH and Limousette Sidecar, 1920, lamps,
horn, all acce.ssories; £160.—Faulks, Red Lion

Hotel. Hadlett. _ [8655

NEW Triumph, 1921, all-chain drive, ready for
riding away.—Louis .Smith, Automobile Engineer,

Barnard Castle. [X0316

TRIUMPH, late 1914, 3-speed, little used, been
stored, 1918 improvements; £60, oft'er.—25, Gra-

ham St., S.W.I. [8370

TRIUMPH. 1913, excellent condition, new cylinder,
tyres ; inspection ; lamps.—47, Shakespeare Rd.,

Gillinghani. Kent.

TRIUMPH. late 1920, 3-speed,
guaranteed mileage 2,000;

Rd., Twickenham.^

Triumph, N.S.U.
ion, tax ps

41, East St., Epsom.

3ih.p _. . .

2 dition, tax paid, ready for road

[9088

literally imscratehed,
£105.-205, Hampton

[8373

:ears, lamps, perfect con-
£45.—Greengrass.

[8961

1 C|19 Baljy Triumph and Accessoriej;, speedometerj^ tax
i-V paid, in good condition 223. High

[9038
£55.—Bound;

Ed., Kilburn, N.W.6.

TRIUMPH, 1915, perfect, fast. £32; O.B. sidecar
for same, or separately, £12/10.-308, Upper Rich-

laond Rd., Mortlake. [X0116

LATE Countershaft Triumph, engine No. 51019, all
lamps, registered, new heavy Dunlops; best offer.—

20, Valnay St., Tooting. [8699

"I Q19 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, condition as new.
J.*/ mechanically perfect; £85.-62, New St., Wood-
kridge, Suitolk. 'Phone: 62. [8339

TRlUilPH, renovated, late countershaft H model,
fully equipped, ne.w condition; £82/10.-365.

King St., Hammersmith, "W.e. [8115

£27.—Triumph S^ih.p., 1911, Grado gear, Bosch, fully
equipped, overhauled, powerful, fast ; any trial.—

%Z2, Lordship Lane, Dulwich. [8369

TRIUMPH 1914 C.B. Combination, 3-speea, fully
e^iuipped. electric lighting, any trial; £65.-96,

Whittington Rd.. Bowes Park, N. [9055

NEW CLEARANCE

28 X 3

Palmer Cord Heavy

Clincher Extra Heavy

50/-
COVER and TUBE.

SPECIAL BARGAINS

Brand New Covers
IS't Gi-eicie Only.

From Government Stores, etc.

2fix 25 Dunlop W.D. Heavy 46/-

„ Bates Special Heavy 44 /-

„ Palmer Cord 38/6
„ Avon Tricar 36/6
„ Hutchinson Passenger. 36/-

26 X 25 X ={ Englebert Super Heavy .. 55/-

., ,, Touring 47/6

„ Wood Milne Special 42/6

„ Goodrich Safety Tread 61 /-

Ail-the above fit 26x 2\ rim.

28 X 2}

28 X 2I I-Iutchinson Passenger 3B '6

,
" Kempshall Non-skid 45 /-

28 X 3

28 X 3 Goodye.ar Diamond 59/6
„ Englebert Super Heavy 69,6

New Tubes.
2-i X 2j: Endless , 5 /-

26X 2:1 Endless 7/6
,, Hutchinson 9/6
„ Butted 10/-

26x2j Endless 7/9
,, Hutchinson 9/6

26X il-x 2j Endless 7/6
,, Firestone Butted 9/6
., Firestone Lap-ended 9/6

26X 2?,- Endless 6/6
„ 'Butted ,. 8/6

26 X 3 X 2?.- Heavy Endless 10/-
28x3 Endless 8/6

,, Goodyear Lap-ended 9/6
Hutchinson 11/6

New Belts.
CV e^x J" Complete with fastener .... 12/9
7' X «-'' Complete with fastener 14/-

/ 6"xl" Complete with fastener.... 15/-

AU goods sent on approval aginst remitt-
ance, carriage paid.

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd,

The TYRE HOUSE,

8S, Theobald's Road,
HOkBORN, W.C.1

'Phone: Museum 1543.

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRlmffH.—All models will be on sale
second-hand Automobile .Show, Crystal I

from April 2nd. (See Wanted.)

TRIUMPH, all models in stock, W.B., fully g
teed by makers; £105.—Ratcliffe Bros., 20

Portland St., W. Langham 1704.

TEIUSIPH (Babv), as new; £66.—Light Oa
Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26, TulM

S.W:2 {next to Brixton Skating' Riukj.

1 Q^-* Triumph Gloria, lamp, horn. Easting,
-Iw' condition; £127.—Edwards, 50, Ha.rrin6to

South Kensington. 'Phone: 3^en. 3709.

3ih.p. Triumph, 1914, semi-T.T. bars, oyerl

2 perfect running order; £55, or close

Warren, Bridge St., Coggeshall, Essex.

TRIUJIPH, 1914, 3-speed, new cylinder,

tyre, yerv reliable ; must sell. i4S,--«r near

Wright, 11, Wolseley Rd., Godahning.

-I Q20 Triumph, No. 3S9730. 4h.p., and s

X«J lamps, horn, tax paid, under 800 miles; i

Broomfleld, 322, Whitehorse Rd., Croydon.

TRIUMPH S'ih.p. Combination, clutch
nearest to £50, or part exchange good p

No. 9, Grove Park West, Colwyn Bay.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Comtiination. type W.D.B.
all lamps, Cowey horn, hCKXl and screen, li

£130.—Qreenfleld, 16, Bemperley Rd., Balham.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1918, Cooper bulbou
combination, electric lights, all accessoii<

paid, ready for road; £120.—30,_Albert Sq.

TRIUMPH 3V>h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speCi

clutch, mechanica,Uy sound; any trial; ex
higher power; sell jeec^-llO, Cemetery Ed., Sou

TRIUMPH 191S Countershaft, almost new
t'omery sidecar, Lucas lamps, a "splendid

£100, or near.—Bunting, Motor Exchange, « ea

LAffE Countershaft Triirmph Sporting Coinli

aluminium discs, well eauipped, tax paid

exchanges.-60, Wallingford Av., North Keu^in

ABY Triumph Motor Cycle, delivered Sepi

-.-- 1920, fully equipped, only ridden a few

£68, or best offer.—Oladish, Retford, ^otts.

173.

TRIUMPH 1914 Combination, fully equipped,

etc. in perfect condition, any trial: -£60,^

'Phone: Waltham Cross 299.-Stanley Biss. W
Abbey.

1018 4h.p. Triumph with Montgomery .

At? FRS lamps, mechanical born, and tools, s

Lvargain,
'

any trial; £110:-Sharpe, 64, Salton

Brixton.

1 016 4h.r. Countershatt Triumph Combinat1" speed, K.S., Sunbeam sidecar, tax paid,

horn smart outfit; £90.-2, Fortunegate Rd., Ha
N.W.IO.

TRIUMPH, W.D., 1918, renovated 1920, giia

sound, lamps, Klaxon, sjiares. tax paid,

for i£100; any trial; ieso.—Rusdon, London 1

Grinstead.

TRIUMPH, 1920, 4h.p. model, Trinmph
horn. Watford speedometer, equal to new ; :

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Dei

Manchester.

1 A20 Triumph Countershalt Combination,

l if - months, exceptional engine well eqr

£125; exchanges -144, Ladbroke Grovir Aol-tl

sington, W.
TP.IUMPII, 1920, 4h.p., Model II. in good col

complete with lamps, horn, and licence)

£98, or nearest ofJer.-J. Day. The Diorn

Marden, Kent.

TRIUMPH 1917 with 1920 Sideear. most bi

combination, fully (-quipped, 3 speeds, count

any trial.-'Phone: 299 Waltham Cro!s.-44, S

Waltham Alibey.

1 Q14 Triumph, 3 speeds, cluteh, wide sport

ly excellent nrnning ortler and condition. a(

bmp-- £58.—Apply, 246, Cambridge Ed., E.,2

of Hairkney Ed.). ^
.

- -

14 Triumph Combination, stored durin

^^ renovated ))V makers, coachbullt sidecar,

=rid. Klaxon; £55.-Jones, Electrician, Chur

Shifnal, Shropshire.

TRIUMPH 1919, eoachliuilt sidecar, conditi

tect tools, lamps complete, insurance and

lieeembei', 1921; £130. -Forsyth, Morton

Wobnrn Place, AA .C.

t rtl7 Triumph, 3-speed countershaft, platil

ly tvres as new, thoroughly oyerliauled,

running order; £70.-71a. King Henry's Bd.,

stead. 'Phone: 6552.

- rna-19 Triumph, No. 54886, not renovatec

ly tically new, mileage about 500, Dunlop

heavy £82, guaranteed, a bargain.-Harvey, 47

Lambeth Rd., S.W.8.

CBOXDON Agents for Triumph motor eye

models in stock, iMdy (or immedrato de

Moore's Presto Motor Worts, Ltd., 145. Norf

Croydon. 'Phone: 2624.

_

19^

A 40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

lUSIPH, 1920, 4h.p., 70357, last July, super
Gloria sidecar, Lucas lamps and liorn, equal to

owner having 4-seater; £150.—Baxter, Cartage
actor. 185, Ley St.. Ulord. [8735

IB Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, just thor-
oughly overhauled, plating, tyres, etc., very
perfect running order; £75.—71a, King Henry's
Hampstead. 'Phone : 6S52. [8118

[UilPH, W.D.B., renovated by maker?, in stock
for imDiMiate deliverj-, new tyre?*. £95 ; another
MouLgc"iery sidecar to match, £25.—The Prp'-''pr

r Co., Aston Kd., Jiirujiugham. [8896
12 Triumi>h; Sturmey-Ari-her'3-spoed, Millford side-

ciir. fT»oi5es, tyres pr-'ioticfilly in'.w, in tirst-clit?s

liienco paid; £50 securest owner buying car.—
)r, Amtioneer, Congleton, Choshiro. [8954

[USIPII Countershaft Combination, engine No.
50943. 1920 sidecar, fully equipped, =itlendi'l con-

1 po-«itively multle??, insured Juue, tax -pajd:,

, no offers -375, Hackuoy ltd.. E.2. [8565

19 Triumph Combination, electric lighting, hoed,
screen, di^c wheel?, accessories, ct*-., not army

ine; trial, ^een auv time; ^£125, or oHer.~379,
iridge Heath Rd., Bcthnal Green, E. [8711

19 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft, fitted brand new
Swan sporting sidecar, Luca? Innip^, outtit hardly

.
gu.irantced penect; £130.—Homac'i*. 243, IiOw**r

Du ltd., N-K. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [9200

15 Tiiiimph 4h.p., countershaft, with 1920 coach-

built sidecar, Lucus lumps, hooter, tocJ^, oxcel-

condition; £78; seen 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., or by ap-

nient.-108, Eotherhithc St., S.K.16. [8375

LTNTERSHfVFT S-specd Triumph, larce lamp set.

Klaxon, tools, £5 spare=, insured, mcchani-
parlect, splendid ajTpearance. ride away; £80.—
x>ndeebury Villas, Kilburn, London. [7923

[UMPH 4b.p. 3-spec<l Coachbuilt Combination

:

£75; appearanoo as nevr, lamps. Klaxon, toob*,

s tyirs nearly new, lironce paid, absolutely r*'li-

-37, Hnrvnrd IM, (iunnerabmy, W.4. [8548

lU.MPH Combination, 3-spced. electric light,

iully equipped, £70; 4h.p. Douglas, 3-specd.

starter. £60; 1916 2"'',h.p. Douglas, £45.-13.
)cJt MewB. Warwick Av., W.9. (Mornings.) L7702

lUMPH*?.—We are the North London agents, and
can give imitediale delivery; chain drive, chain-

)e)t, and ieno-ated models.—Jonea Garage. MusweU
N.IO; and at Woodtitle Parade. North Finchiey

[0382
21 TriiilViph H and .Tnni^ al^o sidecars m
stor;;; deferred pavmeata, quarter down and 11

ents.—Lamb?. 151. HiKh St.. Walthamstow; 387.

}B Rd.. N.W. ; 50. High Rd.. Wood Green, N.
17868

AIN Uiive 4h.p. Triumph. 1920. 28x3 Palmer
rear ty/e, 6 vojt accumulaU.ir liphtiug. scmi-T.r.
special mudauiirds an J lee shield--^, all spai'es;

no oflers.-Box 561. c/o Th<: Mvtvr Cyclr..

fX9926
19 Triumph 4h.p., 3-spec«l ctantcrshaU, new gear
box, tank, mudguardi, tyres, engine thor-

y overhauled, new parts litted. at new; £35.—
King Henry's Ed.. Hampslcad. 'Phone: 6552.

[8117

B S-i!\ Tiinmph motor cycle, 1912 mod*?!, flx«l

engine,' Bo^ch mag.. Triumph carburetter, in good
ng order; price £37/^0, or best offer.—Apply to

.. Houghton, 65, Cfiston St., Market norlwroufe'h.

CS0310
[Uan*n. 3',-h.p.. S-speed N'^.r., Bosch, lamps and
accessories, 'tyr3s and belt good, recently over-

d and enamelled; anv trial; £40, or oflcr; tax
-Lees. 17, Fairbridgc Rd., Highgatc, London,

[9068 I

lEDIATE Delivery ol any Triumph Model: cash or
\

deferred payments ; book ymir order now, and I

disappointment later.-Borlington Motora, Ltd..
1 Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. Thone : Brix
J417. [0504

19 Triumph 4h.ii, C^^iinterchnft. Sandura coacli-

buiU sidecar, scveeu. hood, lamps. Klaxon,
pmeter (trip), rubber grips, tax paid, perfect con-
,; anv trial; 110 gns.—.S. Lucking. 15. Oxford Rd..
ester. " [9107

1

:UMPH Couibiiiation, £95, eugine X.o. 39624,
irame No. 264270, iecentl,v oveiliauled, Sunbeam
ir, scrcn, lamps, accessories, licence, insuriinif

:

leavins England.—E., 155, Havor«tock Hill.
istead. [8850

19 Triuniph Combination. 4h.p.. Gloria sidocnr.
horn, eiectrii'. lumps. t>rit?ed')mc-t>r, hr>oO, Easting's
ficreen. in cxcelleut rouditiou, just overhauled: it

in, £120; seen after 6.30 p.m.—N., 77, Tredsillian
Brc^kley. ia845
C.H. are Triumph agents. New and second-hand
m.ichines in stock. Exclmnges or easy payment^
red.—5, Heath St., Hamp^tead (near Hempstead
Statinn). 'Phone; Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,
iing Saturilajs. [9021
9 4h.p. Triumph. Type H, chain-cum-belt,
counterthatt model, M-L mag., oversized Dun-

compiete with lamps, tools, etc., little used, and
to new: £90.—Apply, Executrix. The Nutyhell,
^bourne, Warwick. [X0311
1 Triumph H. delivered Jan. 20th. new wide
ba-s. nickel-plated exhaust, aluminium foot-

;. lamps, horn (Lucas), tax paid, mileage 150,
t order; £133, or nearest; Pembrokeshire.—Box
c/o The Motor Cych. [8881

MOTOR
CYCLES

Harrods supply every well-known
make of machine The following are
available for immediate delivery
'Lalcsl lists' gladly sent <rec on request

SOLO MACHINES

F<

TRIUMPH Jr.iuor,

model

LEVIS "* ''''" -''*'''"''"

th.p:,2-spi.cd £7K
Mwiii, fen

<uiHlcspml .: *WW
HOBART,^.;;-'::/^":'^:'"!^!' £75
O IC ~- '''P*' s'nSlc-specd model £50

SPARKBROOK,.,!^'"^' £64
SPARKBROOK,.>e<S';„«,:i £70
DOUGLAS, -*''P'="^^'""''' £85
DOUGLAS,-,'; ?;:]T;tr'"'^"- £105
ALLDAYS ALLON, ;,,!;!' £80
FRANCIS-BARNETT-

J.A.P. '' ''I'- -'p-""'J'!-- £88
WOOLER,:.i,'^i:;;„i:;a;,™;;i«,,£105

INVICTA-J.A.P.,j-.:ri,;?^£89

ROYAL RUBY,^';f^SJ-;?™;-£90

RUDGE-MULTI, CS " £110
TRIUMPH, I.^Jeir"'"-'^'"-""' £127
TRIUMPH, C&l'i^"^"™"'""- £140
B.S.A., f/l'"-

^T-''-"<"-ivc, Model £^^0
B.S.A., ;|

,''" l^l''--"<lcbain.M«l..: £^07

8
Ol

15

19

5

5

10

COULSON, '^ ' "^ • • £1 26

COMBINATIONS
nAWpn 3'. ii.p., with smart cna.;»VV tl\| built .Side-car. £160
INVICTA,^,^-^e^:^?!".f";£130

DOUG LAS, \:^ t«m.y>-dcr. £i 70 q
COULSON, t^C^S '"".•: £165 0.

TRIUMPH,
TRIUMPH,* ""^^

4 h.p., Model H. £182 lOj
"°^' " £151 10coach-builwSidccar.

4 h.p., chain drive ^A CC
modt-l *flUilTRIUMPH,

B.S.A., i^- »'°^^' «' '"' = £135
QUADRANT, 41^* ^'^ £135
HAZLEWOOD, lIS ?;i £1 70
ZENITH, !^.v';-^^!S',r''°"''"^' £204
MATCH LESS, ,i';f;;„^<^^X £231 7 6
ENFI ELD, ^.!;i!;:;^°S^S™:r £1 60
NEWIMPERIAL„\!;ii;i*£186
All these machines are available

on Harrods unique system of

Deferred Payments Details free

HARRODS LTD
BROMPTON BOAD LONDON SWJl

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

.O.C.IL L0V9 a 3h.r. C<)untcrsliait Tdumph nnd
B.S.A. sidecar, all lamps, speedometer, tools, I115-

gnge grid, tu.K paid; il30, bareain.—5, Heath St.,
Hanipstead (aear Hampstead Tube StatioD). 'Phone;
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, includius Saturdavs.

[9020
TRimiPU. 1921 models, delivciv trrm.stoek; 4h.p.

Model H. iei27/10; chain drive Model SD, .€140;
Triumph lightweight. £75; extended terms 4% extra;
exchanges.—Authorised Agents, Elce and Co.. 15-16,
Bisbopsgate At., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0071

AliEN-BENNETT Motor Co.. Ltd.-Triumph, 1913,
4h.p., and Swan sports sidecar, all lamps, horn,

speedometer, £120; reconstructed machines, £90; cash,
exchange, extended payments.—9, 10, 11, Royal Parade,
West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. 'Grams

:

Track, Croydon. [6291

rQ 19-20 4h.p. Triumph and Gloria. 3 speeds countor-
•' shaft, in escellont order, speedometer, Lucas

1-imps, horn, mirror, footboards and lo^ ehields, extra
heavy Danlops, 1 apare cover, 2 tubes, insurance to
April 26th: flBS.-Titt ond Co., Woodcock Worlw,
Warminster, AVilts. [S539

VeloceMe.
JULI.INS. cl Reading, have 1921 Velocetle in stock

[0486

TO 20 Velccettc, now, ehop-soiled; iS67.—Parker,
i-V Bridge St., Herelord. [»11S

HORSMA.N lor Velocetles.—Victor Ilorsman, Ltd..

7. Mount Pleasant. Liverpool. (0473

VELOCETIE, n.-n- last November, guaranteed good as

new, tax r:iid; £66.— Cottam, Southwell, Notts.
[8593

O'DONOVAN Motors are solo London and district

agents lor the wonderlul Velocette: innnediate
delivery.—O'Donovan Motors, 76a, Gt. Portland St..

W.l. [4708

IMMEDL\TE Delivery can bo Riven ol tho lararus
Velocette, 1921 model, 25ih.p., 2-spced, all-chain

drive: £75.—.Agents: W. Sparrow. Ltd., Osborne
Garage. Yeovil. [1632

1Q21 Velocctto. Modol D3. 3.,-poed. £85: Model D2.
X«7 2-spced. £76; Mod<U DL2. ladv's open frorao.

E78: all in sto<k for immediate delivery.—Tho Premier
Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [8897

Verus.

VERV.S ni.AC-KBUliNE, 2.spced. kick start, brand
new: £85; cnly one left.- Clark, 7, E-xhibition

IM., S.\V.7. [9174

1 Q20 Now 4h.p. Veros-Blackburno, 3-ereed, kifk
A «^ fitartor, clutch; cost £126; lowest aecoptaiiee.

i92. ak-olute bargain.—6, Worpio Av., Wimbledon.
,S.W. [8816

I.M.MEDIATE Delivery ol any Vcrus Model: cash or

dclerrcd payments book your order now, and
avoid disappointment lat«r.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone; Bnx
ton 2417. [0502

Villiers.

\rl0.1ERS 1915 2-specd, equipped, reliable, ceo-

uomiial, last; £26.—Write, 64, Coval Rd.. Mort-
i.'.ko. [X0436

Vindec.
INDEC 4h.p., Roc 2-8pced, mechanically sbund.
running order; £25.—2a, Ladbroko Grove, Hol-

land Park, W.ll. (8278

VINDEC, 2','ih.p., 1916, 2-sttokc, 2-spccd, good con-

dition, all on. tax imid, ride away; £35.-48,
Undine St., Tooting. _ [8911>

Werner.
AITERNEU Twin, Bosch, B. and H., low. comlortable
VV machine; £16.-21, Grovo Hill Rd., Camber-

well. [8420

Wilkin,

WILKIX, Models B and B4. shop-soiled; at greatlv

reduced prices; now is tho time to buy.—Mebe-,
154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : Langham
2230. [9237

-| Q20 Wilkin. 2''ih.p. Blackburne, 3-specd, clutch.

-!-«/ kick .«;tart. brand new, nnnsod: list prioo, £122.
' ur price £78.—Edwards, SO, Harrington Ed., South

K-;nslugton. [9257
Wolf.

TXTOLF ex-stock. 4h.p. mnchiDO. Blackburne engine;
V* £110.-Motot Co., Hereford. [4315

WOLF.—Sole agents lor London, South ol Thames
and district. We ore now fixing sub-agencies,

and invite enquiries.-Burlington Motors, Ltd., South

Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: .Brixton 2417.
ro5oa

WOLFJ.A.P. 4h.r.. C.B. Combination. 3-speed

Sturmev hub gear, engine No. 15559, Pnnlop
goodt, Stewarts, Easting (new), nccumulotor. lighting,

Sensprav: lorgain. 78 gus.—136, Burnt Ash Bd., Lee.

S.E.12. [8349
Wooler.

WOOLER 1920-21, gold medal London-Exeter, as

new; £75.-88, Kew Ed., Richmond. [8638

WOOLER, mid-1920, new, unused, aluminium foot-

boards l.o.r. to London; price 92 gns., or

I ncaro-t Qfle;.—Box 2,999, do The Holor Cydt. (D,

V^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A41
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wooler.

1 020 Wooler, accessories, speedometer, tax paid,
J-t7 practically new; cost £115, accept i:85: trial by
appointmeut.—Boston," Dudley Terrace, Northallertou,
Xorks. ^ [8846

WOOLER, as makers' epecifications, shop-soiled; at
greatly reduced price; now is tbo time to buy.—

Mebes, 154-156. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Plioue : Lang-
ham 2230. [9238

ALLEN-BENN"ETT Motor Co., Ltd.-Woojer. 1920
models, run under 700, all accessories, £90 : another

at £78; caeh, exchange, extended paymeutfi.—9-10-
11. Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Phone; Croydon
2450. 'Grams : Tracl:. Croydon. [6283

Zenith.
JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Zenith in stock" [0482

l")''^'^.*'^^'' Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early delivery
-L.' all models. [0566
^h.p. Zenitl.-Gradua, lamps, horn, reliable; £45, offers.
-K —106, lawe Park Rd., Putney. [8396
^ENITHS, 5 and Sh.p., 1021, for immediate delivery.
^-^ tvans, Garage, Newport, Salop. [X8649
Qh.p Sports Zenith, 1920, low mileage; jfillO, offers.—
<-' 44, Danvers Ed., Hornsey, N.8. [9072

1 *)^°r.?!?tl'- ^''°'"> Combination, uudeuiablv pi-rlect;^^ £155.-35, Garden City, Edgw,ai-e. [8969
7;ENITH 1921 Models.-We are accepting orders for
•tJ early delivery; your enquiry esteemed—Below.
^BNITH 8h.p, 1920. Model H, shop-soiled; in stock
'f at greatly rednced price ; now is the time to buy.—
Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : Lan.-ham 2230. [9239
"I Q 19 Zenith, Sh.p., coachbuilt .sidecar, just over-^^ hauled, perfect; iSlOS.—16, Fitzjohu Av., N.W.^-

[9070
1 Q20 Zenith,. 6-6h.p., special finish, very fast, acces-
.T",^^,,'^°''"^* oflers.—Mabey, 5, Auerley St., Battersea,
.S.W.I 1, [8701

1 Q19 Zenith, splendid condition, guaranteed: first

TT.,,,
clicque £5 2.-Mitchell, Viewfleld, Wodeland Bd.,

t^uildford. [8421

"I
Q21 Sports Z'enith in stock, with now type 6h.p.

d"T ?/fJ^-
«"Sine; price £123.—Downiug, Union St..

Ivydo, I.O.W. [5385
Qlh.p. Zenilil-Gradua, lamp, horn, good condition-
nf . *30: money urgently needed.—3, Vaut Rd.,'
looting, y.W. [8700
^TENITH Sh.p. Twin, 'Gradna, disc^, 'long exhaust

,
lauiPS. tax p;iid; £67.-156, Dalmallv Pid., Addis-

combe, Croydon. ^ [8821
^ENITH 4h.p., Gradua gear, lamps, horn, uiechani-J^ cally sound, tyres good; £45.—Box 2,998, c/o
The Motor Cycle, [8779
ZENITH.—All models will be on sale at the second-

hand Automobile Show Crystal Palace, from
-\pril 2nd. (See Wanted.) [5761
VBNITH 1915 Gh.p. Combination, lamps. speedouiPtei
5-* horns, in excellent condition, tax paid; £90-
Rogers, 42. Church Rd.. Hendon. [8629

1 Q21 Zenith Sports Model or Combination; imme-
,^ '^J?,''^

delivery.-Taylors, 52 and 53, Sussex Place.
S.W. Phone : Kensington 7260. [0497

1 Q16 Zenith, eh.p., new tubes, hot stuff, splendid-Lt/ solo bus, j£65; or with .sidecar, £63; after
6 p.m.—156, Browning Ed., East llam. [8408
VENITH 4-5h.p. Combination, connter.sha(t, kick

yin ^'i"*:;*?,''!, and belt, fully cquiiiped, tax paid;
±90.—Smith, Barton St., Beeston, Notts. [8873
"1021 Sh.p. Countershaft Zenith, special red and
„ ='S'i*

"""Sfl. completely equipped; cost £194:
offers.-34, Preston Park Ar., Brighton. [7965
yENITH 6h.p., 1915, /coachbuilt sidecar, in good rnn-
„ "'"S "'I?';. ="j, l'-''''^: £75.-Andrews, Canulen
House. New Daltoa St., St. Albau's, Herts. [834S

1 Q20 Zenith ?.=4h.p. Flat Twin, in good order, coni--Lf plete with licence holder, tax paid; ie75

—

I.ivesoy, Uazelmere, Beechwood Av., Weybridge. [8709
pXCEPTlONALLY Fast 6h.p. Sports Zenith, new-LJ condition, 3in. plated exhaust; offers or exchanec
-lairview, Thorkliills Rd., Thames Dittou, Surrey. '

7;ENITH. June, 1919, 6h.p., lamps, horn, discs,'S^-i grips,_ tyres good for an average season, spares, liiid
up h.iH 01 last year; fSS.-Mortoa, 60. Warwick Rd
Carlisle [5833

-J
Q20 (July) 5-6I1.P. Sports Model Zenith, in perfect-L<J condition, as new, original tyres, speedometerKlaxon, lamps, etc.; f95.-Capt. Reeves; Ewal Hotel'Barn^ley.

^g,,,^

Z^^^l>ei^^"l<)"2n'""-,'',"^".'
now accepted for early*-* oeliveiy, 1920 models at creatlv reduced nvicpq-

LTn'p\°a''m'^'l'704''''^""^
''"^" ^°° ^t.^PoSnl

s'J^
W^

^ENITH, Sh.p., overh.^uIcd Jiule, 1920 ma^nifioenl

liS:'^>?"tei^^tgh£iS
Z^^:J?J?ehg,^u,V^^°eqiSrp2,l"^Hc?n°s'?5-"iS.?S

=??^ISt^s^e." --»^™t^4nf^£;i,S|
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TAYLORS
Sole London and District

Agentsfor A.J. S. and British

Excelsior Motor Cycles.

Cash or Credit
Any make of Motor Cycle supplied for

cash or on our "Paymentoutof Income"
system——write for full particulars.

1921 COMBINATIONS
A.J.S., 7b.p. comb S215
Lucas Acetylene equipment 8 7 6

Lucas Dj-namo equipment 28
EXCELSIOR, S h.p. combiualiou-

de Luxe... 215
EXCELSIOR 6 h.p. comb, s-spced

Chain-cum-belt 160
ZENITH, 8 h.p. combmation ... 204
RALEIGH, 5-0 h.p. combination... 204 15

MATCHLESS, comb, dynamo ... 230
MATCHLESS.cbmb.'run 20 miles 195
ARIEL, 35: h.p, ccmb,. 3-5peed ... 157 10
P. & M., slh.p. comb., 2-specd ... 165
ENFIELD, 8 h.p. combination ... 160
Extra for Dynamo Lightuig 22
B.S.A. 4j h.p. Hi.combiaatiou ... 152
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. comb., chain... 195

1921 SOLO MOUNTS
EXCELSIOR-BLACKBURNE,

2.f h.p., 2-specd, clutch, and
kick-starter. ..; ... - ...

SCOTT 3,Jhp., 2-spced..

O.K., 2h h.p

EXCELSIOR, =lh.p., open frame

ENFIELD, 2,; h.p. 2-speed

DOUGLAS, 2jh.p. Q-speed,equip'd

SUNBEAM, 3I h.p. 3-spccd... ...

USED MOUNTS
NEW IMPERIAL, rgiS Sh.p. comb.

P.&M. igigcomb. R.A.F. model...

TRIUMPH, 3I h.p. W.D. modelsolo

LEA FRANCIS, 3% h.p. 2-speecl,

clutch, kick-starter

EXCELSIOR 2* h.p., 2-speed ...

CALTHORPE, 2l-li.p. 2-speed ...

TRIUMPH, 33 li.p-, acetylene

lighting ^

EXCELSIOR, 6h.p. 3-speed ...

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, 1920

7-9 h.p. combination, aceljdene

ligbtmg, as new

NEW HUDSON, 1919 combination

£96
130

52 10
49 15

65
85

155 8

rs
£110

95

95 00

117
60
SO

85
142 10

150
95

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

^ENITH Combination, 5-6h.p., 1916, K.S CJJ'-i car, perfect order, fully e'luipped, iiism'e.J
registered: seen any time: £85.-A. J. Daaiols
Parade,-.8tatiou Rd., Harrow.

'^•"u.u,,

1 Q 20 5-6h.p. Zenith, only 1 un few hundred
™,""?.'^''2*'^'i'''''

cauipped with Hunt's eledrio
ing, Ian-Sad, horn, etc., tax paid: jeilO.-Stii
Lansdowiie Place, Hove, Sussex.

VENITH, Sh.p., clutch, Model H, iittedlwith I.^ let .sidecar, all accessories, done under
mile.>; .€170, or very elose offer.—Geoffrey 3au
38-39, Piccadilly, W. Oerrard 6442.

VENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporlin:; Combination.^ head, rear, and sfdeear lamps, Cowev speedo
knee-grips, Ace disc wheels, luggage grid, equal to
£160.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, tad 245, i

gate, Manchester.
[;

F.O.C.H. are Zenith agents. New and secon
machines in stock. .Exchanges or easy paj

Hamp.stead (near Ham
Hampstead 3752. Hon

arranged.—5, Heath St.
Tulie Statioji}_ 'Phone
including .Saturdays.

ZENITH, Sh.p., T.T.. 1919. new tubes and
aluminium discs and number plates, long p{

brass exhaust, lamps, and speedometer, knee
Cowey horn, very fast, in perfect condition; bes
over £100.—Teh : Langham 1843, or write. Cast
Portmau Mansions, London, W.l,

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.-Zenith
Sh.p. and Henderson Elite sidecar, elect

equipped, as now, £170; 1916 5-6h.p. and Swan
sidecar, £115; cash, exchange,, extended paym
9-10-11. Royal Parade, West Croydon. 'Pione
don 2460. 'Grams: Track, Croydon.

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p., countershaft, clutch, kick s

Swan sports sidecar with Avro wind screei
wheels, long polislied copper exhaust

,
pipe, speedo

all accessories, tools, spare belt and chain, splendi
dition throughout, tax and insurance paid f

months; fl7S.-Giles, 18, Old Cavendish St.. L
W.

"I
Q20 Zenith,, Sh.p.. conntershaft, clutch, kick

-*-«' AA'atsonian R.54 sporting sidecar,
chassis, car type mudguard on body, 3 lamps, K
fully equipped, licensed, insured, mileage 1,200
feet condition, very smart appearance, ready f(

mediate tour; £165.-Dore, 2, Anuarfi Etl., El
Tel.; East 3485.

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

DOUGLAS 2iih.p. Lady's Model, fine conditi.j
paid; 55 gns.—Eobinson, Chinhurst, JSclbj

DOUGLAS (Ladies) 2"4h.p. Twin. 2-speed. K.S.
front and rear lamps, horn, mirror, 2 tool

accessories, dress shields, overhauled, perfect
order; £50, or hear&st: bargain.—Miss P. Rhea
Britannia St., Leek, .Staffordshire.

Miscellaneous.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTO.
Showrooms-

Motor Cycles uud Car.-;,

52-53. Sussex Placi, South Kensington.
Acreasories, Spare Pa ts aiul r..en'.iis.

21a, Store St., Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I
Wholesale

—

3S. Alfred Place. W.C.I.
Garage- Totteuham Court Kiad, W.l

Pboneai Acceasor.ea and Repairs Museum liio.
Motor Cycles and Cars. Keu-ingtoa 72G0.

TelcBrama : "Dyu.imetro, Westcent. Loud m.

BARGAINS.-
Quadrants;

JMotories, Halifax.

"DARGALNS.—Nevv_

New O.K.'s, Ariels, Harleyt-, O
ex";ha«ses entertained. -

B^

B^

B

4',^li.p. Quadrant and s

£125; uew Th.p. Ariel corabinal;ioil.—

I

Motoiies, Halifax.

ARGAINS.—1920 Wooler, nearly uew, £f
1914 P. and M.. £45/a0: 1914 Wih-V-

£ 45 / lO.^Booths' ISIotories, Halifax.

BARGAINS. ~ 6h.p.- 2-speed Res combi
£37/10; S^.ih.p. Sun-Precisiou, 3-speed, £3(

Booths' Motories, Halifax.

ARGAINS.—Six 1915 Douglas'.'?, £42/10-;'

Douglas, £69/10; 4h.p. Douglas, with ne\

car, £95/10.—Bootlis" Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1919 P. and M., with new .

£110/10: 1920 Scott, £87/10; 1920 Sco
sidecar, £110/10.—Booths' Motories, Halifax,

ARGAINS.—1919 Roval Ruby, 3-speed, w^t
car. £110/10; 1919 Enfield, 2-stroke, £

3920 O.K., £35/10; 1919 Rudge Multi, £6
Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS. — Shop-soiled 1920 models:
O.K., £43/10; ditto 2-speed, £54/10,

Omega-Jap, 2-sp2ed, £67/10; Harley-Davidso
sidecar, £189/10; 6h.p. Ariel combination, £i
exchanges entertained. Pay us a visit;-

Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel. t 1062

MOTO-REVE. good order, iwiu, Jill:

2'?i.h.p:, ^15/10; Indian, 1915, good oriJeri

Hall. Hockman, Whetstone, London,

EVANS. Garage, Newport, Salop, agent for Su
Triumph, Rover, Raleigh, New Impexial, Di

and other leadini

delivery,

you can get e.X3Ctly
X tlirougU the KwiksaJe Private

makes of motor cycles for inu

[y the motor cycle yoi

ksaJe Private Motor R
35, Long A'cre, W.C. Gerrard 2592. Send lor

pnvately owned motor cycles.

F.O.C.H. for new and second-hand cycles,

tious, and runabouts, at bargain prices; es(

arranged. Any new motor cycle, combination,
supplied, cash or easy payments.- 5, Heath St.,

stead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
lead 3752. Hours 9-7, includiuij Saturdays.

A^2 All letteis relating to advc.tisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES fOH SALE.

Miscellaneous.

ANDSWOKTH Motor Exolionge.—100 motor cycles

aad combiuations for sale; from 10 gns.~BeloiV7

ANLiSY\'ORTH.—Buy vour motor cycle on our easy
payment system ; immediate delivery.—Below,

ANDSWORTH.-Bradbury. with Eidecar. 4b.p.,
Bosch, 2 speeds, gootl, clearance; 38 gas.—Below.

ANDSWORTH.—Eei -vrltb sidecar. 3Kh-P-. Bosch,
2 epeetL=, licence; only 36 gn?.—Below.

ANDSWORTH.-Abingdon King Dick - SJ^^h^p.,
iflfig., newly enamelied, nice machine; 29 gns.—

ANDSWORTH.—Minerva 4S'h.p. twin, mag., ready
drive away; 25 gns.—Below.

ANDS\r6RTH.—Minerva ^lih.r-. mag., free engine
clutch, dropped frame, cheap; 24 gu*.—Below.

AND9W0RTH.—Brown SJ^h.p., mag., any trial,

g063 splendidly, very cheap; 22 gna.—Below.

'ANDSWORTH.-Motosacoche. nice little light-
weight, 2.'i;n.p., mag., variable gear; only 23 gns,

•low.

'AXDSWORTH.-Eoc 5-6h.p. twin, mag., 2 speeds.
hanrjle starting, special ; 35 gus.—Below.

'ANDSWORTH.-Humber 3!;h.p., mag.. 2 Bpeeds.
handle starting, who wants; 35 gus.—Below.

AXDSWORTH.—1920 mngiiiacentUed Indian com-
bination, dynamo lighting, absolutely new; 145

-Below.

"AN'DSWORTH.-1920 Iveaiitiful coachbnilt Com-
bination. 4h.p., 3 speeds unscratcbed; 136 gns.—

w.

ANDSWORTH.-1920 Rndoo, "^porting model, 2
speeds, discs, new machine; 65 gns.—Below.

ANDSWORTH.-1920 T.D.C. do luxe J'-ih.p., 2
6peed.s, little used, cheap; 49 gns.—Below.

ANDSWORTU.—1920 Royal Rnby 2J^li.p.. mag.,
nearly new, very ymart; 45 gns.—Below.

ANDSWORTH.-1918 Radco 2>$b.p.. mag., newly
enamelled, runs splendidly; 38 gna.—Below,

ANDSWORTH.-F.X. 2.';h.p., mag., 2 speed?, shaft
drive; bargain, 29 gns.—Below. >•

ANDS\V0RTH.-1*18 lovely P. and M. coaebbuilt
combination, SHh.p.", newly enamelled, plated;

ns.—Below.

ANDS\V0RTH.-1918 splendid P .and M. coaeb-
built combination, 3j 2h.p.: smart lot, licensed

;

'He.— Below.

AND8WOETH.-1918 Riidge Multi coaebbuilt
combination, 3>ib.p., fine outfit, licensedi 75 gna.

low.

ANDSWORTH.—F.X. coaebbuilt combination.
5-6h.ii,, 4 lyls.. enclosed Bosch, 2 speeds; 58 gn?.

low.

ANr>SWORTH.-1915 l>eantiful Zenith 3j,ib.p.,
disc wheels, newly enamelled, plated; 59 gna.—

tv.

AND3W0RTH Exchange?.—Wandsworth Motor
Esclion^e Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

ue: Btitteisea 327. [9124
JjBER Motors, Earlafield, London (opposite L.S.W.
Ry. Station),— Give us a call before buying your

at. We can fl.x you up at the right figure.

.LBEB.—L.M.C. 3Vdi.p., single-speed, aluminium
footboards front nnd rear stnnd-i, enamelled red,
tyres, very good order; £30.

XBER.—CalcoLt 2';,b.p., single-speed, pedal start-
ing, b11 od, tax paid, in splendid conuilion; £30.

XBER.—Portland-Villiers 1920 2'-.ih.p. 2-stroke,
Albion 2-speed. good tyres, fill on, and tax paid,

idid machine; £50.

XBER.—Douglas 1916 2";4h.p.. 2 speeds, T.T. good
tyre-i. all en, in excellent condition; £48.

•LBER.—Zenith, late model, 6h.p.. countersbalt
Gradua gear, kick starter, new tyres and belt,

M, bom, etc., enamelled red, in splendid condition;
aln, £70.
XBER.—Rudge Multi 1920. Isle ol Man, maker.^'
equipment, complete lamps, born, etc.. run 500

s, as new; £75.

jLBER.—New Hudson 1917 4b. p.. countershaft 3-
speed, hand clut<:h, kick starter, semi-T.T., good

i, all on, splendid order; £65.

XBER.—Royal Ruby combination. 1920, Bh.p.
J.A.P., countershaft 3-speed, hand clutch, kick

ex. all^;bain. luxurious sidecar, lamps, horn, speed-
ier, and tools, beautiful outfit, as new, tax paid;
).

XBER.—Rover-J.A.P., 1920, run 600 mile^. 5-6
h.p., countershaft 5-speed, clutch, kick starter.

. wneels. all-chain, splendid sidecar. Easting wind
m, luggage grid, elaboratelv fitted up, in spotless
ition, tax paid; £125.

XBER.—Triumpb combination, 1918. 4b. p..
countershaft 3-speed, hand clutch, kick starter,

jn. good lyres; real bargnin, £79.
XBER Motors. Thornsett Rd.. Earlsfield, London,
S.W.

_
'Phone : Latchraere 4388. We are con-

tly having machines which do not appear in our
Tt3., therelcre we advise you call or 'phone us.

[9181

All letters relating to advertisements sho

WHY BUY A
NEW MACHINE?
Unless you can really afford to do so.

You needn't be ashamed to use a
second-hand machine. Thousands of

others do so, and in any case—

YOU RUN NO RISK
in purchasing a Secojid-hand Motor Cycle or
Combination from ua. Every one is over-
hauled and thoroughly tested by us before

dcliven-.

IN STOOK AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.
TRIUMPH, 1917, 4 h.p,, 3-speed,

countershaft £75
P. & M., 191S, 3! h.p., 2-speed, clutch, ^^

and kick-starter JnViO
NORTON 1019 Big Four, 3-?pccd

rountcrshaft £92 10
REX, 1913-14, 4 h.p., 3-spee(l Stur-

m'^v-.\rcher £45
RUDGE-MULTI, roil, vcrj' fine order £40
METRO-TYLER, 1920, 2l h.p., 2-sp..

all red, sporliiip model £60
LEVIS PopuUjP) 1920, tax paid £50
SUNBEAM I9H 3j b-P- 3-spccd all-

chriin Combination £90
ENFIELD Combinatiou, 1916, 6 h.p.,

all accessories £115
A.J.S. 6 h.p, Combhiatlon, 1916, 3-sp.,

4 detachable wheels, screen, etc. . £125
ROYAL RUBY 8 h.P. 3-speed 1919

Combination, and accessories,- re-''

no\-ated as new £130
CLYNO 5-^ii-P- 3-spccd 1918 Com-

bination, and accessories, reno-
vated as new £130

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 1920. 4i h.p..

3-speccI, and Millford Sidecar, as
new £130

INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Combination, 1920,
dynamo lighting, electric horn, -

Easting, discs all round, nearly
new. fax paid '. £170

INDIAN Powerplus Combination.
7-9 h.p., lamps, discs, specially

finished blue £110
Etc., etc.

Please send for full list and parHculars
of our i^as}/ Extended Payment Terms.
One quarter of the cash price, and the balance,
plus a small charge, in 11 equal monthly
instalments, purchases any of. the above.

NEW 1920 MACHINES AT REDUCED
PRICES.

ZENITH, 5 h.p . sports model 1 £112 10
TRIUMPH, 4 lip. Model S.D., all-

cham £127 10
ARIEL 6h.p. twin Combination ... £157 10
P. & M. ^^ h.p. Combination £147 10
O.K.-JUNIOR : £44
MARTIN9YDE 6 h.p. Combination . £168
1921 b h-p. spring frame CLYNO Com-

bination, spare wheel, luggage
grid and screen, brand new and
unused 200 gni.

NEW 1B21 MODEU (lor Immediate Delivery).

Casfi- Exchange, or Extended Pa'jments.
IncUide the following-

A,J.8. 7 h.p. Combination £215
BROUGH. 3i h.p., sporting flat twin £130
BROUQH 5-rjh.p. 3-spced flat twin

Combination £180
TRIUMPH 4hj). Combination £182 10
NORTON Big Four, 3-speed £135
B.8.A. Combination. 6-7 h.p £175
ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p £160
MATCHLESS Model H Combination.

with d\-namo lighting £230
SUNBEAM, ?'. h.p., 3-speed £155 8
VELOCETTE, 2 speed £75
ENFIELD lightweight, 2-speed and

kick-starter £70
LEVIS Popular £60
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS for O.K.-JUNIOR.
All models in stock.

Single-speed 48 gns.

Two-speed 57 gns.

(With clutch and kick-starter, 64 gns.).

SERVICE CO.
L.11V11XED,

28^293, High Holborn, London, W.C.I
'Ci'Tn»~'A'iinUU:iHu,L.':><l>'ii 'Plu'Xfi—Holhorn 6430

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

MOTOR Cycles (new models), sidecars, and bodies
actually in stock : P ".A.. Allon, New Scale,

Radco (3 models). Triumoh, Douglas, Sun Vitesse (lor
which we are the sole agents lor the City of London),
and others at lowest manufacturers' prices: carriage
paid.—Bancroltian Co., .64 and 78, Bishopssate, Lou-
don. E.C.2. r0356

RUDGE Multi 3',h.p., late model, perfect condition,
£50; Wolf 3ffli.p., 3-speed S.A., countershaft.

1918, as new, £75. all on; Kins Dick 3'2lj.p., Grodo
gear, perfect couilitiou, £22/10; Koyal Ituby 2-strake,
late model. £35; Triumph 3;;h.p., perfect order, com-
plete for the road, £30.-G. A. Sax, 619. Gorrott Lone,
Earlsfleld. S.W.18. [8521

SAM E. CLAPn.\M (Motors). Greenwich, the leading
agent for high-class makes of motor cycles : A.J.S.

.

Acme. Allon, Biackburne, E.Kcelsior, Edmund, Con-
naught, Coulson, Dou"las, Diamond. Rex. Rudge, Royal
Ruby, Triumph. F.Nl 4-cvl.. Matchless, all models.—
Note address ('Phone : Creenwich 751), 27, Stockwell
St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. (6162

SELLING Off.--3''ih.ti, Scott, 1913, but completely
overhauled by makers last June at cost ^26. ne'v

cylinders, etc., .£50: Gloria sidecar for same, renainted,
ilS; Sparkbrook-VIlliers. very little used, platinj-
equal new, .£45: Bonnikscn .-pcedometer, used one
trip only, plating like minor, ,i;4'10; Terry pillion
seat, new. 38/-. co.-t 45/-: new stormproof apron, oil
A.J.S., 15/-.—Foottit, Nat. Pro. Bank, Cheltenham.B[8930-VTCUELOR'S BnrEains.-1920 Triunjph mi Hou-

derson .'idcc.nr. £120; 1920 3;jh.p. .\rlel com-
l.inotlon. £110: 1920 P. and M. combination. £100:
1918 DouElns 4h.j>. combiuatinn. £80; 1918 4h.i'.
Triunsph. £70; 1918 8h.p. Jnp-Olyuo conibinntioii. £100;
1918 6h.p. Entleld eombinntion. £95; another good
Knfleld. £80; 1914 ^.Sh.p. Humlicr 3-speed coa(hhuil>
combination, £55; 1920 4h.p. Tr'nmph, brand new.
£115; 1920 S.D. Triumph, brand new. £125; 1920
Triumph Gloria combination, complete, £130,-36.
Clorence .St.. Kingston. [8695

BATCIIELOR and Co.. 36, Clarence St.," Kingston.
on-Thamcs (est. 1898), •phono 1809, can suppiv

from stock 1921 Triumph, chain drive, £140; 1921
Triumph, Mc«lel H, £127(10; 1921 Baby Triumph,
tftf,; Triumph 4h.p. W.D.B.. £95; 1921 Enfield 2-

atroke, £65; 1921 Enfield 8h.p. combination, £160;
1921 Douglas. 3-speed. £100; 1921 Douglas, 2-speed,
£85: 1921 Douglas, clutch. £105; 1321 Douglas com-
bination. £170: 1921 Matchless^ combination, dynamo.
£230: also 1921 Rover, Ariel, A.J.S.. Allon, Br.adbury.
B.S.A. motor cyclei; exchanges arranged. Montgomery
sidecars, all models stocked: catalogue sent. [6334

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
MOTOR Cycle'^. solo. Saturday to Hfonday, 42/6, one

week, 85/-: combinat[on^. 52/6 and 115/^; write
further
W.l.

uld ciuote the number at the end ot each ad

information,—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland
[816

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
J.E.S.' Auxilbiry Seti £9, bargain.—24, Lieter St..

Hotherham. [8380

WALL Auto-AVlieel, in splendid condition; i £9.—
Bercholt. High St., Harpenden, Herts. [8642

'\X7'-'VLL ,\ulo-Wheel, excellent order; nearest offer
VV 12 gns.-Lnffertry's, 308, King's Rd., Chelsea.

[8865
ALTO-WHEEL. B.S.A. Model do Luxe, nearly new;

.{14.— 162, Westminster Base Ed,. London. S.E.
[8758

1 Q20 Simpler Attacliment. ^-ith or without cycle—
XJ7 Chivdou and Co., High St., Haverhill, SiiStolk.

[9119
W^VTX Anto-Wheel, new 2nd March, tax paid; seen

London.—Offers to Box 3,007, c/o 'Ihc Motor
Cucle. [8788

AUTO-WHEEL. Model de Luxe, new condition

:

£13/13.-Mi»« Hacker, Beech Court, St. Hclen'^
Park Ed.. Hastings. , [8572

Iilh.p. Young Engine Cycle Attachment, new, un-
4 ridden; neatest offer ^18.—II, Huxley, Ruytdn-

Eleven-Towns, Salop. [8759

J.E.S. 111. p. engine, tank, mag., carbureter, l>elt rim
'on 28in. back wheel, special cranks, free on rail;

£7/10.—Inman, Letwell, Botherhain. [X0086

SIMPLEX 1920 Power Unit, perfect condition,
attached components 24in. gent's bicycle: £25.

complBte.—Williams. 82. Mark Lane, E.C.3. [8995

WALL Auto- Wheel, unused; jei2. — Gyer, 1.

Chichester Mews. Chichester Rd.. Paddington.
W.9 (near Royal Oak Station, Met.). 'Phone: Padd.
3889. 18867

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles: catalogne

free.—Rayner, 10-12. George St.. Blackpool.
[X7038

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycle?, for

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, -\rgson Enp.
Cq„ Ltd.. 3. Kendalls Mews. George St., W.l. [2647

TRICARS FOR SALE.
CHATEE-I.EA Tri.ior; £60; smart little nin.ibout.

good order; after 6.-5. Nortliwood Ed., Forest
Hill.

,

(8964

TRICAR Chassis, less engine and gear; £4, first.—

Miller, Devonshire Cotts., Barrow Hill, Chester

flekl. £8771

vertisenient. and the d:ite of the issue. .^43
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MOTOR SCOOTERS.
SKOOTAIIOTA, 1920 model, new ajid imiiseil; £48.—

Hopkins, New St., Ledbm^. [0538

KINGSBTTRY Scooter,-with seat; *30; good coudi-

tiou.-Copestake, Kirk-Langley, Dertjy. [8909

MOBILE PUF Scoot<?r, uew, otisiuiil price 43 giis.,

to ele;ir £25.-W;idham Bros.; i;\'aterlooville, Hants.
[8390

1 Q20 Kingsbury Scooter witll Seat, lioru, toolbag-,A" earriei; £30, Q6 new. -Sogers, 42^ Church Kd.,
lleudon. [8631

SKOOTAMOTA. A.B.C., brand new, in orate, latest
' model, complete ; 55 gns. — Biadshaw's llotor

House, Preston. [8551

A.B.C. SkootamoLa, brand new, recently irom works;
i£35. carriage paid.—Frank Whitwovth, Ltd., 139,

New Si., Birmingham. [X9947

SKOOTAMOTA, practically new, lady owner given up
riding, new electric head, tail, and accumulator,;

£25.—Seeii Boyne Works, Irehind Holland Park Tube.
[7656

AUTOC4LIDEE, 1920 model, electric lights, full

accessories, perfect condition, 1921 licence; £40.—
L. LePlastrier, 68, Grovelands Rd., Palmers Green.
N.13. --.^

. .
- [8838

GKOOTAMOTAS.—Are you sltooter.motoring this
^-^ season '/ If not, why not ? It is so cheap.—Auto-
veyors, Ltd., London distributors, 84, Victoria St.,
.S.W,1. - [0468

A.B.C. Skootamotas, brand new; special price, 38 gnc.

;

delivered free anywhere in Great Britain at pur-
• haser's risk.—Egertons, Northgate, Ipswich. -'Phone:
962. - [4328

A .B.C. Skootamotas, brand new; 38 gns., list price

£55 ; delivery free anywhere in Great Britain at
purchaser's risk.—Howes and Sons, Ltd., Chapel Field,
SorwicJi. [S9874

MOBILE Pup Scooters, with seats included, brand
new, at special price, £28; delivered free anywhere

in Great Britain at owner's list.—Egertons, Northgate
Ipswich. 'Phone: 962. [4329

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
HOOD Mateiials.-Twill, sticks, celluloid, fittings,

etc. ; materials complete for re-cover, 14/9 —
Henry Jones, 778, High 114., Tottcnliam, Loudon.

[8507
AUSTEH Triplex Adjustable Aero Type Wind Screen,

overall size 13x7%in., 15/- each, includiug car-
riage and packing.—George Cumming, 19. Eose St.,
Aberdeen. [3290

AUSTEE 'Friples: Adjustable Aero I'ypo Wind Screens,
12x610, brand new, 8/6, poet free, splendid

value.—S. Lewis, 19a, Upiier Charlton St., Carbnrton
St.. W.l. [9276

A rSTER Triplex Glass Adjustable Aero Type Wind
.a. Screens, 12x61/2, 10/6 each; electric test lamps
with wire, 2/-.—Bastone's, 228, Pentcuville Rd

'

King's Cross, London. N.l. [2006

WIND Screens actually in stock.—Eastings, Babv
£3/ 10, Standard £4/10, Royal £5/10; Bluemel's

latest, *4/8; Cameo, £2/15 and £i. Any of aljove
packed in a crate and post free. Hoods, finest quality
waterproof, with curtains round, ^63 / 6.—Bancroft iaii
Co., 64. Bishopsgate, London, [0398

BODIES.
yENUS Step Bodies are the best for old chassis.

VfENtIS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smart.

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and li<>ht
but not unsightly. Get one.

"

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue free.

"y"ENUS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St., S. Tottenh,Tm
'

[0519

SIDECAE Coachbuilt Body, strong and sound- 50/-
—121, 'nailer Ed., New Cross Gate. '[8974

CJIDEOAR Body, coachbuilt. best Quality; £8/8>J original £12/12.-64, Bishopsgate, London. [0399

"POR Sale, Sunbeam 2-seater body, in good condition;
-- £li, or ofier.—Bradley, 12, Bessie St., Barnold-
wick, Yorkshire, [8705

BULBOUS Back Bodies, fit old type chassis; £9
each; few only left; also other high-class bodies.

8, Byron Rd., Harrow. [4846

1 Q21 Sidecar Bodies, comfortable and up to dateA«^ Consult us flrst.-Stcrling Manufacturing Co.,
Lower Cobden St., Bradford. [X0160
T IGHT Streamline Body, mahogany dash, brand new;
J-' £6/18/6; photo 1 /6.-Armstrong, 17, Goldbawk
Rd., Shepherds Bush, London. [9151
ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies lit any chassis, first-

class finish. Several bodies (new) to clear cheap
Write for designs.—The WUlowbrook Co., Manufac-
turers, Leicester. [0336
SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work

ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original
designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale —
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established desi<^ners
to tire coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

;00U4'

Turner's Stores
180-1-2, Ratlwajf Approach,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,
LaNDON - WJ2.

'Phone: Western 6177.

We hold the targest and best assorteii

Motor Cycle Accessory Stock in London

a

Our
Price

COWEY" 192" pattern

MECHANICAL HORNS.
Makers' price, 60/-

29/6 Each. Postage V-

GENERATORS
(Motor Cycle).

Small, 5/6 each.

Medium, 8/6 and 11/6 each.

Large, 14/6 and 25/- each.

Postage 9d.

SILENCERS |Alum.n!um).

For SINGLES. (With short tube.)

13/6 each. Postage 1

A

For TWINS. (With long tube.)

15/6 each. Postage 1/-

SIDECAR CARRIERS
(To bolt on to the Body).

15/6 each. Postage 1/3.

TOOLBAGS (Armoured)
Complete with Clip.

Size, l\'\w. X 34in. x 3^ in.

6/-ea. Postage 9d., or I1/9pr. Postage V-

Repait' Part^ in stock for Siurmey-Archer Hub
or Coi'Miershafi Gears ; send old parts for pattern

TERMS—Nett Cash. Carriage extra.

ADAPTERS—'To convert Bayonet to Screw-io Bulb.

Single or DouDit: Pole, 2/- eacn, post free.

TURNER'S STORES,
180-1-2, Railway Approach,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
'Phone: Western 6177,

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

OANDUJI, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

QANDUM SJdecai-3.—Best value in Olympla Show

CJANDUM Models.-The Exquisite £24 / 10, a
f^ Sports £28/10, are of distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar. £28/10; the smartest aidi

car on the road; highly recommended in " Tb
Motor Cycle."

QANDUM Duel Purixise Sidecar (patented). A sing
*^ or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Si;

of body as our smgJe-aeater Elite. Luxuriously col
lortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in co
rect position over rear axle. Finished in col&nrs to au
any make pf machine, £45; bodies only. £22/1
The latest development of the 2-£eater as designed
us, and approved by the recognised experts.

SANDU3I Featherweight Streamline Body, "smart
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

M
B

SANDHAM EngineeriDg- Co., Ltd.. 336. Gray's 1

Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone : Musenm 3427. Factories
162 to 165, Pentonville Rd., N.; and Britann
Works, Britannia St., W.C. [00

VLLEN-BENNBTT Jlofoi Co.. Lt<l.

CjWAX Sports, ail models, from £30: fittinss lu. .

^p makes, including Henderson, Indian. Triump
Doiielas, Harley, etc. Some special shop-soiled bargain

HENDERSON, all models, also some specia^ sho
soiled bargains.

ILLFORD, all models, also some special shop-soili
bargains.

AIGO, Indian, bulbous back, list £45, our iii

£38_: Triumph fittinga, £28.

TiTILLFOED. all models.

THE Albeu, bulbous back, any colour, any littinu
from S25.— 9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, West Cro

don. 'Phone ; Croydon 2450. [6"

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are guara
teed loi 3 years,

MIDDLETON'S One Piece Unbreakable Chasi
Asje, with spring wheel, is fitted to our 2-seate

I

and sidecars ior nigh powered machines.

MIDELETON'S Undertake all classes or repaic;
motor c/cles and sidecars, bodywork, etc.

MIDDLETON'S. London's Oldest EsUblished Sic
car Jlakers, Wholesale and Retail. 27. Stroi

Green Ra , Finsbury Park, N.4 'Phone : Horns
1584. (05:

SIDECAR Chassir; £5, or near - offer.-Acfold R
Fulham, S.W. ^ [84]

QIDBOAR, coachbuilt; £5/10.-1, Springfield Pa
kT Crescent, Catford, S.E.6. [851

SIDECAR, 28in. wheel, new siwrting body ; i615.

Archer, King's St., Hammersmith. [87(

P.
and M. and Douglas Sidec^ars ; £10 each ; got

condition.—24, Church Walk, Hampstead. ' [88.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled high-class coachbuilt si<]

cars. cheap.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-.soiled nndersluug sidecar ehass
cheap.—Booth's Motorics, Portland Place, Halifa

B

B

ARGAINS.—High-class coachbuilt bodies, auf coloi

—Booth's Motorics, Portland Place, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-Shop-soiied £27/10 sidecar, suit T
umph or B.S.A. ; £18/15.—Booth's Motories, Ha

fax. ^ '

ARGAINS.—Nearly •aew Henderson sidecar, su

Rudiie, £16/15; Millford 27 gn. sidecai, near

£16;iO.-Booth's Motories, Halifax. [78!

BASTONE'S for Sidecars and Bodies; no better

cheaper honse. Kindly inspect our models befo

purchasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other modi
in stock. Bodies from £4/10; complete sideca

(rom £16/10.

BASTONE'S.—We haye' a few soiled sidecars ai

bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S.—Distributing agents for the lajno
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting ai

other models in stock ; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.), 228, Pentonville Ri
King's Cross. London. N.l. Tel.; 24S1 North

[55;

WATSONIAN Coachbuilt Sidecar; £12. — 11
Kramer Mews, West Brompton, S.W.6. [84'

IDJBCAR, Mills-Fulford. C.B., off B.S.A. ; £15.
Walters, 61, Westow Hill, Upper Norwood. (60~

SIDECAR, Mills-FuHovd C.B., good condition; £1
after 6 p.m.—40, Derwentwater Rd., Acton. [85'

EMPIRE Sidecar, good as new, cost £35r fit a
machine; £24.—West, Popeswood, Binfield. [59

SCOTT. W.D.J sidecar; also set Chater-Lea sidec

clips, complete, £4.—Tijou, Loughton, Essex.

s
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I

All letters relating to .lavertisements should quote the niimbei- at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Motor Cycle Police.

AFTER many years of hesitation and delay the

authorities of Scotland Yard have decided
to extend its force of motor cycle police. It

is understood that the new arm will be.
employed for traffic control, and that

normally they will be subject to the laws and regu-

lations go\erning motor traffic. Quite naturally

they will be permitted to exceed these regulations

under special discretionary powers. Up till now
only the sidecar outfits have been put in commis-
sion, and while offering our heartiest congratula-

tions for this promising beginning we may express
the hope that the venture may be still further en-

larged both as regards scope and numbers.
We have often urged that the lead set by

Arnerica, where large numbers of high-powered
motor cycles are employed for police purposes,
should be followed, but up to the present time the

only development has been in Liverpool, where an
organisation on the most modest lines already exists.

•Scotland Yard has now set the fashion, which,
we hope, will extend to all parts of the kingdom,
since we are convinced that the utility of the motor
cycle is not yet fully appreciated by the official

mind.

Fluctuating Demand.

IT
may occasion surprise to some of our readers

to learn that in certain sections of the indus-

try a shortage of motor cycles later in the

year is anticipated. If all causes and effects

are carefully considered there .seems to be
good reason to believe that such will be the case.

The withholding of orders, on the part of the
public, at the Show and in the first two months of
the year undoubtedly has had an influence upon
stocks of materials and units held by manufac-
turers. In this connection it must be remembered
that even those firms with an abundance of raw
materials for certain components may not have
large supplies of other important parts without
which complete motor cycles cannot be produced.

With the public postponing their purchasing,
contracts for future supplies were considerably cut
down, a.s only the largest concerns can afford to
allow stocks to accumulate, and when these
materials are required bv any inciea.se in demand,
it may require consideratle time to produce them.

While supply and demand are thus fluctuating so
considerably, the prices of motor cycles will not
become stabilised, and the public will not secure
the same value for their outlay as they would if

manufacturers were able to maintain a steady out-
put all the year round.

Motor Cycles in Ireland.

THOSF, of our readers who are ablr to enjoy
the pleasure of possession and use uf a motor
cycle can sympathise with their less fortunate
brethren across the St. George's Channel, In
Ireland motoring is practically at a stand-

still on account of the present crisis and the efforts
of the authorities to cope with it.

In some parts of the Emerald Isle a motor
oyclist is compelled to hand over to the police a
vital part of his machine in order to render it use-
less ; while in Dublin, the fact that the F.aster trial

had to be confined to a radius of twenty miles is

an example of the most favourable state of affairs

existing at the present time.

It is not for us to suggest that the decisions of
the authorities are unduly harsh or otherwise, but
they are distinctly hard on Irish motor cyclists who
are unable to use their mounts. It is, however,
more serious for those members of the Irish motor
trade who are now precluded from earning their

living and, like the rest of that fair but unfor-
tunate island, are faced with such conditions that

(lid not exist' even during the great war. The
British manufacturers too are suffering from the
cutting, off of Ireland as an outlet - for their

productions.

With the rest of the civilised world, we hope a
solution to this serious pr6blem will soon be found,
and that Ireland will come into its own again.

y / ^ y y .//../ y y / J / ///// ,\ \ ^ \\.\^-
^-^ S S \..v > \ \ V \ ^ I-

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the r-aSe facing the back cover.
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Combustibles by Post.

nHAVE had a slight fracas with the Postmaster-

General; resulting'from the -delivery at the office

of a charred envelope which had threatened to

ignite the inails. Upon examination it proved that the

contents-of the letter were so vituperative that sjion-

taneous combustion had almost occurred
;
probably the

paper would have begun to smoulder if the letter had
remained unopened another day. It was from a reader

who went out for a long ride on a beautiful sunny
day. ' En route he paused to adjust his clutch cable,

and the next fO'Ur' hours were devoted to attempts to

restart his engine. Finally, a good Samaritan showed
him that the clutch cable in its new position was
shoTting his sparking plug.

Some Queries Answered.
'R. EVANS asks how I knew the names of the

cars which dazzled me., with their head lights,

on a recent night ride. Answer : the Rolls

belongs to my tailor, and the Vauxhall to my grocer.
" Petro " mocks at the reader whose machine ran half

a mile after the tank had been filled_ with the latest

fuel " petr&au," i.e., half and half water and petrol
;

I do not consider my correspondent's story quite im-

possible—a small engine will run a long way on the

small amount of petrol contained by the carburetter

and feed pipe, and his " half-mile " does not imply
a measured 880 yards. Another reader, does not

believe that any dancer ever trod his partner's skirt

off her waist. He must be young—there was a time

when flying frocks created a barrage 6ft. in diameter
round any waltzing couple ; but I should explain that

I live in the country, and patronise balls held at the

village club, where the local censors deprecate the ex-

hibition of too much leg. I quite agree that such a

contretemps probably has not occurred at Murray's
since 1914.

A Ford Motor Bicycle.

nN pre-war days I used to annoy the trade and render

my Editor tremulous by prating about the possi-

bilities of a " Ford " motor bicycle at ^25 or so.

Production costs have risen since' then, and markets
have narrowed, so that I dropped 'the fancy, which I

supposed to have fallen on deaf ears. Now I find

that great minds think alike. H. G. Hawker and T.
O. ;M. :Sop\vith are firm believers in the ultimate

application of the Ford policy to motor cycles. They
are .now:. busy on the cheap little two-stroke which
bears the former's name, and which, it may be remem-
bered, was described inthe issue for Dec. 30th last.

It is a gross blunder to imagine the Ford is cheap
and nasty. It may not do as much as a 30-98 h-.p.

Vauxhall, but it keeps on doing what it can do. There
isn't an ounce of bad stuff in it, and its low price has
no foundations in inferior material or second-rate
A30

.Sji-^il-jr

workmanship. It is designed frorti 'stem to stern t

absorb a minimum amount of first-class material and

minimum amount- of labour. The Hawker baby two

stroke is planned on the same lines. Certain tecl

nicalities of design would not interest half our readers

but if I say that the tool box is a duplicate of th

silencer, except that it is welded to the carrier instea

of being jointed to the exhaust pipe, every reader wi

grasp that some ingenuity has been spent on securin

economy without sacrificing efficiency.

On the Road.

To) ECENTLY I was able to try one of these urchii

l[Vl on the road, and found that its strongest poii

was the engine balance, which is quite unusual

good. Forty miles an hour is probably its limit

top gear, but it climbs ordinary hills well at 30 m.p.hl

and does not object to unlimited revving on lol

gear.' I almost failed to coax it into four-strokini

but half throttle down a fair gradient occasionall

interrupted the perfection of its firing, though never

the violent and obtrusive fashion familiar with soiil

baby two-strokes." Accurate lubrication, a good cJ
buretter, and a dose of brains in transfer^ desia

come near sounding the knell of the four-strokii|

nuisance.

Not Quite a Ford.

nHAVE devoted much space to this little machil

because it is . the first honest attempt I haj

encountered to -translate, Henry Ford's maxiil

into motor cycle terms. Of course, no babv twl

stroke, however excellent, quite satisfies the typid

motor cyclist. .He wants 35^ h.p. and a ..side c

J

Still, a high-class ;£6o solo tourist machine,- if iJ

our long. desired " e.verybody's machine," is a mij

stone on the road towards it.

The Long Exhaust Pipe.

n
RATHER agree in principle with the magistra'

who refused to te , convinced by Mr. . Howells
the subject of long exliaust pipes.. As" read*

know, I have never seen eye, to eye with those w
clamour for inaudible motor cycles, but there

obvious limits to the amount of noise which'" we c

reasonably make. . In actual practice the avera

motor cycle equipped with a long exhaust pipe in li

of the more usual expansion box and short exit pi

is not noticeably more noisy than the standard tyi

-though notorious" exceptions exist. Last year I own
a T.T. Norton with a long exhaust, which was
noisier than the average. But the trouble may coi

to a head this year, for quite a number of car mar
facturers are fitting their sports models with sileno

/.vion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" havelatet

been published in book form, price 5s. 3d. post free, fron

"The Motor Cycle " Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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]ess outside exliausts ; and these engines are tre-
mendously barky wlien their throttles are opened. A
member of The Autocar staff owns a 1921 car of
this description, which is quite ladylike in tra*ic on
top gear ; but I should hate to take it up a steep street
luider the nose of a really alert constable. If such
cars become common, some of them are sure to be
carelessly handled, and their noisiness may develop
into a_ public nuisance, especially at night. New
regulations would then be forced upon the Government.

Soap Leaves.
.\RIOUS corre.spondents, mostly feminine, deride
me ^for my ignorance of " soap leaves/' In
conjunction with a powder puff these commodi-

ties explain why the little darlings look so fresh at the
end of a long journey by contrast with the soiled .md
jaded appearance of the mere male. You extract s.
leaf from your pocket book of Oatine soap leaves:
moisten it with the tip of your dainty tongue; rub your
lare o\er; and there you are.

The Needle's Eye.

THERE is something in the Bible about its being
easier for a camel to get through the eye of a
needle than for a rich man to pass the golden

gates. This used to make me verv unhappy until I
had succe.ssfully worked through mv patrinionv and
graduated in the garrets of Grub Street. So needless,
too, for I learnt too late that the " needle " was not the
sort they make at Redditch, but a kind of wicket to
the gate in a city wall, so that a camel of moderate
appetite and great determination would have a .sport-
ing chance. Anyhow, what I set out to say was the
text returned to my mind on Easter Monday when I
attempted to \iew the racing at Brooklands. • Aii
Autocar colleague offered to convev me thither on his

racing car; and hoping that such a distinguished
^•ehlcle at my gate might rehabilitate my local credit,
I accepted. I should estimate that wlien the gates
opened, some 15,000 cars were queued up in single
file Byfleetwards, and that ours was about number
14.87-'.

Poor Benedict.

THE queue moved a few inches everv four minutes
till the gates were closed for the first race at
noon, when we remained stationary for a pro-

long&.l period. I began by rejoicing rauchlv that I had
come on my colleague's car. The unfortunates who
had ridden over on- motor cycles had either seized their
engines long before this, or' else had .switched Tthem off
to prevent seizure, and had begun to pu.sh. Imme-
diately in front of us was a very-small, me'ek man with
a very large wife, in an"8 h.p. outfit: providentially
lor him, the pace of the f[ueue was low, or he would
have had to lighten the ship by jettisoning his dynamo,
detachable wheels, etc.

However, my personal rejoicings ^vere premature.
I iiave said that my colleague's car was a racer. Now

. a compression of six atmospheres, no pump, and no
fan, liardly suit a speed of about 1 ra.p.h. Most of
the cars in the queue began to boil furiously. Ours
angrily spat a few drops of scalding water 'from its
vertical stearn escape pipe, and anon ejected the entire
contents of its radiator in a magnificent imitation of
a fire engine. So the driver despatched me to bring
domestic utensils full of water from neighbouring
cottages: and until sudi time as the' painful queue
disgorged itself on to the track, I had to stand at
the starting-handle ready to- start up when we made
one of our periodic five yard advances. The entire
engine being incandescent, gentle reader, you may
imagine how it kicked. Long before I got into Brook-
lands I felt a mad envy of the meek little sidecarist.

in between

Wl'f-ell SmkhTs R''"'°r °\
'''Tk''"'''

'"''' "''''T ""'"^ \'r.^"=l^« °f g2?d roads through Interesting country. Here are shownw. A. l-cll-Smilh (8 Re.x sc.) and another competitor in the recent Victory Cup Trial descending from the British eamp. near i

"

•i\'Ilalvecn.

-^31
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Bein^ an Account oi a Road Test of the Excelsior Sidecar Taxi under
Touring Conditions.

SPECIFICATION.
ENGINE: S5xSS mm. {99S c.c.) CARBURETTER: Amacor Senspray FORKS: Druid.

twin Blackbunie. GEAR BOX: Three-speed Burman. FRAME: Rigid.

LUBRICATION: Drip feed. TRANSMISSION : |zn. chains WEIGHT: 32S lb. solo

MAGNETO: M-L. WHEELS: '28 x Sin. PRICE: £2SS.

THE prohibition of sidecar taxis in tlie Metro-
politan area has caused considerable comment
amongst all who' are interested in economical

forms of travel, and it would appear that the real

reasons for the veto are yet to be explained. On the

question of safety, at any rate, there is little to be
said against the modern sidecal' taxi.

As an outcome of a discussion on sidecar topics we
gladly accepted Mr. Carson's offer of a day out on
one of "the latest Excelsior sidecar taxis, as accepted

by the authorities of various provincial centres. On
the day appointed Mr. J. W. Walker, one of the

directors of the manufacturers, arrived with a luxuri-

ous outfit and, led by Mr. W. J. Carson on a standard

8 h.p. Excelsior sidecar outfit, we set out for Edge Hill.

HilUcIimbing Capabilities.

Our object was to test'the comfort, handiness, ease

of stopping and general reliability of the taxi under
strenuous conditions, and it was decided that mere
traffic test were not sufficient to satisfy all derhands.

Therefore Carson set a hot pace, with the result

(hat the summit of Edge Hiil was reached from Coven-
try in ji fraction over the hour. Friz Hill was taken

with ease on middle gear, and, though the low gear

was needed on Edge Hill, the ascent was made at a

good round pace.

In order to make the test more complete, the driver

6i the standard outfit was pressed into service as a

second passenger, and without waiting to cool off, the

hill was descended and climbed again with full load,

a performance well within the power of the engine

BraKing.

From Edge Hill to Stratford-on-Avon we occupied
the saddle, and the change from the luxurious interiqi

of tlie roomy draughtless body to a raw blustering

exterior was not appreciated. The descent of Sun-

rising offered ample opportunities for testing th

brakes. A large internal expanding brake is now fittec

to the front wheel, and in future will also be fitted tc

the sidecar wheel. The front brake is foot operated;

and either front or rear brake will easily hold the out

fit on the steep descent, while if both brakes are usee

simultaneously the machine can be brought up " al

standing " in a remarkably short distance.

A strong headwind now caught the two-seatec

cabriolet body, and for the next ten miles the engin
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had hard work and plenty of throttle ; nevertheless,

the 8 h.p. Blackburne seems to enjoy this sort of load,

and was not a whit the worse for its gruelling. We
found the Bumian gear box to be quiet and easy to

handle, and the clutch worked smoothly and sweetly.

Handling the machine is ridiculously easy, the

steering is light, and there is no chance of turning o\t:r

such a weighty sidecar on left-hand corners.

Where the Sidecar Taxi Scores.

Birmingham traffic showed off the handiness of such

an outfit to its best advantage, and it can be said that

the .sidecar taxi is as safe as and more " nippy " than

its four-wheeled prototype, both in traffic and ou the-

open road.

Added to these advantages is the important con-

sideration of greatly reduced c-apital outlay and run-

ning costs. It is hard indeed to understand the

attitude of certain authorities to this f\pe of

conveyance.

With regard to comfort. The canoelet body is cer-
tainly more comfortable with the weight of two passen-
gers on board flran with one only. It is, however,
reasonably well sprung under all circumstances. There
is head room for a tall man, access, to the interior is

_easy, and the body is singularly free from rattles and
draughts. The family man who wishes to provide
luxurious riding for his wife and children might-do
much worse than consider the merits of an Excelsior
and cancJelet sidecar taxi as a touring proposition, since

it is admirably adapted for all ordinarv work.
At the conclusion of om- run we were able to examine

the manufacturing methods and the sturdy construction
of Excelsior machines throughout, and incidentally to

tiy the paces of a new sporting two-stroke on the com-
pany's miniature track.

.-<.J*V:.' .'.* J^4ijmXH Some really snrwrt side-

car taxis are now plying
for hire, the Excelsior

depicted here being one of

the most roomy and com-
fortable we have found.

THE 21 h.p. DIAMOND-JAP.
On (he Road wilh a Small bur Ef{:c:;enl Four-slroke.

SPECIFICATION.
ENGINE: 70 x 76 mm. =.

single cylinder J.A.P.

CARBUKETTER: Amac.

MAGNETO: C.A.V.

293 c.c. TRANSMISSION: }, x ^'jin. chains

and lin. belt.

GEAR BOX: Two-speed Sturmey

with clutch and k.o.

TYRES: 20 x 2iin.

FORKS: Druid

PRICE: an OS.

WEIGHT: 2301b.

TWO-.STROKES are so popular in the2oo-joo
c.c. classes that the four-stroke lightweight of

corresponding capacity does not attract nearly

the same amount of attention nowadays from the

general public. Its performances and capabilities are,

like those of its larger brother the 3^-4 h.p. single,

simply taken for granted ; that these qualities, if uiv

assuming, are not negligible was amply proved on the

occasion of a test quite recently of the 2J4 h.p.

Diamond-Jap..
Although nominallv 2J h.p., this little engine is

only 70x70 mm (29j'c.c.), and therefore is con-

siderably smaller than the majority of similarly rated

lightweights. Power output, however, seems to in-

dicate that the rating is still on a modest basis. In-

deed, on the road with a heavy driver and a 5 to i

top gear, the Diamond gave that untiring service which
we expect, and get, from any of the larger singles of

to-day. Naturally, it has not the speed of a high

efficiency " ^\ "
; but a maximum of 40 m.p.h. must

be considered very creditable for so small an engine,

and' with so low a petrol consumption.

This latter point, in fact, is where the Diamond
scores most pronouncedly ; and although a considerable
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A commendable feature of the 2f h.p. J.A.P.-enginec! Diamond Is the
fitting of a belt guard. When long coats are worn this fitment is much
appreciated.

number of ten and lifteen-mile runs were made on
the machine by the writer, he never succeeded in run-

ning the large capacity petit)! tank dry. Like the

Biblical cruse of oil, the level seemed to remain almost

constant. Thus, by reason of its very economy, we
were unable to obtain exact consumption figures ; but

certainly everything pointed to a very satisfactory

result.

Weathe.--proofing and Braking.

~ The general design of the Diamond is noticeably

good ; and every attention has been directed to making
it a suitable all-weather mount for the busy man or

the novice. Mudguarding is both extensive and

securely' carried out, and a combined front chain-

guard and. belt-shield is a most useful fitment for the

rider who wishes to ride in his ordinary waterproof

or overcoat. Braking is simple but effective, a long

heel lever being connected directly tO' the rear brake

shoe. Thus the action is literally direct.

Drui_d forks and Sturmey two-speed gear box are

too' well known to call for much comment, although

it must be stated that "closer" ratios would have

served our purpose admirably.

Gradient and Gear Ratio.

This is often the. case, however, on tAvo-speed

machines ; and, actually, it is complimentary to the

engine that we should regard it as undergeared on low
Other items worthy of note are the very large and

good quality tool bags, the integral front number-plate

and licence holder, and, finally, the built-up front

portion of the frame, which replaces the conventional

brazed-in single tube with a duplex arrangement
secured by bolts to the steering head ; this construc-

tion should do much to eliminate the possibility of

front down-tube breakages.
~

Altogether, both in performance and finish, the

Diamond lightweight strikes a high note—it combines
sturdiness and reliability with economv and handiness.

As an economical and handy little mount, the Diamond takes a front rank
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What has been Done and What is Needed in Practice.

By ROAD RIDER.

THE judges' report of the first post-war Six Days
Trial (1919) went out of its way to suggest that

motor cycle designers should reconsider the

whole question of cooling. These hiagnates had been
greatly impressed by the fine performance of the water-

cooled Sccitts over a very trying Welsh course ; and
they had been correspond-
ingly disgusted by the hot,

oily smell and the very

audible conking which their

test precipices wrung from
some of the air-cooled

entries. Since that date
certain research data ha\e
been published, most ol

thememanating from what
is known in the R.A.F.
with either affection or
derision as "the factory,"

i.e., the Royal Aircraft

establishment at !' a r n-

borough. These researches
have wholly transformed the
situation. Vou can still find

men who prefer water-cool-
ing for certain purposes,
e.g.. a "lieavy duty" two-
stroke

; but it is no longer
possible to assemble a board
of technical experts who
consider water-cooling,
necessary, or even desirable,
I'cir the ordinarv cdmniirrial

Under=cooled Engines Still Exist.
It is still a fact that some air-cooled engines sold

to the public are under-cooled. Their existence is due
to a variety of causes. For one thing, it is thought
cheaper for a motor cycle manufacturer to make an
engine than to buy a proprietary unit. In the past
some very poorly qualified engineers have been given
the job- of designing an engine for firms who desired
to enter the industry or to lower their costs. Friends

— ^ of mine,- w h o
were little more
than students,

rec'ei\ed

fulfilled

comrais-

b &f o r e

With
competi-

.A 250 h.p. aero engine which is satisfactorily air-cooled. The
production of such power units is necessarily expensive.

motor c\clc

have
and
such
sions

n o w.

keener

An adaptation of aero methods of con-
struction to a motor cjcle engine. The
Metric unit has a bo!ted-on aluminium
head with worm-driven overhead camshaft

tion this atro-

cious practice is

moribund. But
every now and
then a man who
is ignorant o f

the latest prin-

ciples tackles a

job in which he

cannot hope to succeed. Secondlv, no commercial
motor cycle need avail itself to the full of air-cooling
possibilities. Certain designers can make,, and have
made, air-cooled engines capable of running under a
good load for' several hours inside a building from
which all cooling draughts are excluded. Such a

test is far more severe than
any which roadwork in these

islands can produce ; com-
monsense permits such an
engine to be cheapened
and simplified for commer-
cial purposes. But different

makers have different

standartls. I suppose that

if the Alps were situated in

the immediate hinterland of

(.oventry, all our engines

would prove under-cooled,

and we .should see marked
changes in design. As
Britain contains no hills

which are both very steep

and very long, the average

designer wastes no money
on over-cooling his engine.

His very sensible standard
is that it shall take a side-

car up Sutton Bank in

August with a duffer at the

helm, and show no sign of

conking in the process.

So long as this standard is actually attained, what
more do we want? The Farnborough ideal is that

air-cooled cylinders of 50 h.p. apiece must withstand

full load for many hours continuously without shedding

any efficiency ; even Brooklands makes no such

demand of our little engines.

Causes of Distortion.

It follows that the design of an air-cooled engine is,

to a very large extent, like most
elements in design, a matter of

compromise.'
Take distortion of the cylin-

der barrel as an example. A
cylinder barrel may be " pulled

out of. round ' by at lea.st four

factors

:

1. Uneven thickness of the

barrel (e.g., an exhaust valve

chest which makes its cross

section lob-sided).

2. Unequal draught (the

draught on the front and rear

walls can be equalised by cowls

or '' wind shoots '').

3. Unequal conduction of

heat from the cylinder head
(due to the e.xliaust valve being
out of centre).

Section of the Bugatti

car piston. The quantity

of metal is so disposed

as to give the greatest

cooling effect to the

head.



Air-cooling is not sought entirely in this Bradshaw engine (designed by the

well-known aero engineer), for the crank case encloses the greater part of the

cylinders, which are cooled by a large quantity of oil in ciriulation.
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Is Air-cooling Adequate?—

4. A hot spot down one side {e.g., the side exhaust,
valve).

For R.A.F. purposes, where the cylinder bore must
remain true under the most acute stresses, all these

points must be safeguarded. The ideal R.A.F.
cylinder barrel
might therefore be :

1. Machined in-

side and out (very

costly for applica-

tion in a motor cycle

factory).

2. Provided with

cowls to equalise the

draught (ugly and
expensive on motor
cycles).

3. Be fitted with

a central exhaust

valve or the .Brad-

s h a w aluminium
washer at the head
joint (to prevent the

head from wrench-
ing the barrel out of

round).

4. Be fitted with

overhead valves
(which are awkward
to accommodate on
a big single-cylinder

engine to suit a motor cycle fraine).

Since a motor cycle engine need not reach this lofty

standard there is a far simpler way of equalising the

cylinder temperature all round the barrel and a^'oiding

distortion; it might not suffice for an aero engine, but

it will keep a cylinder true on a sidecar outfit all the

way up Applecross. Two types of heat conduction

occur in a cylinder barrel ; there is external conduc-

tion from the barrel to the air; and there is internal

conduction or " heat circulation " between the atoms
composing the metal. So if the. cylinder walls and
fins are made tolerably thick, the cast-

ing need not be machined on the out-

side ; the valves need not be transferred

to the overhead position ; no cowls

need be attached ; and the cylinder w^ill

still remain true under all road tests.

Obviously, this sinipler method of con-

struction is far cheaper than that of a

special " stunt " engine.

Cylinder Head Construction.

Or take again the construction of the

cylinder head. One fertile cause of

conking is a hot spot in the cylinder
head, which, needless to say, is always
located round the _ exhaust valve.
Various dodges for preventino; deforma-
tion of the head have been devised

;

we must remember that an unequally
heated head usually means an " out-of-
round " cylinder. There are engines
with Eiffel towers of special" fins on the
head ; engines with central overhead
exhaust valves; engines w^ith the exhaust
valve in front and the inlet ^'alve

Standard motor cycle engine

practice m a highly-developed form
is exemplified by the single-cylinder

Norton. The cylinder casting is

heavy, and the radiating fins increase

in area at the hottest points.
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behind ; and so forth. But for motor cycle purposes
a perfectly conk-proof engine may be obtained by using
a good fat cylinder head, wliich gives good heat
conduction inside the metal, so that the temperature
at all points is as nearly equal as good practical
results demand.

, _.,
Once more the

piston is intimately

concerned in the

matter; and the

section of the

Bugatti r a c i n
J

piston, reproduced,
indicates how a

thick head, tapering

off gradually into

the skirt, will carry

away the excess heat

from the crown.

Possibilities of

the Future.

To sum up, by

utilising all the
known dodges, it is

possible to design

an air-cooled engine

which will stand

harder duty than

any water-cooled

engine. In the
latter case, the boil-

ing point of water—212° Centigrade—^is the absolute

temperature limit, while a stunt air-cooled engine wil

function perfectly up to temperatures at~ which the

lubricating oil ceases to lubricate and -begins to
' crack," or separate into its constituent parts—petrolJ

wax, and the like. Therefore, if a 192 1 motor cycW
engine o'.-erheats and conks, the user may decide bel
tween se\'eral alternatives somewhat as follows

:

1. The engine is badly designed^

2. The engine is mechanically amiss.

3. The engine is 'being subjected to stresses f'

which no sane designer would cater.
~»: •

' But in no case will the A.C.Ul
judges of 192 1 recommend the trade t(|

abandon air for water.

It has taken a long time for moto|
cycle designers to appreciate the fac

that inuch of the experimental worl
carried out during the period of thi

war is at their disposal for futurj

reference, but some there are who
realising the facts, are beginning tl

make use of their opportunities. Moi
interesting and instructive lectures ha\|

been given before the Institution

Automobile Engineers, which in certaij

cases would have been of more use
motor cycle than car designers haj

they been attended by responsibl

members of the drawing office staff|

Just . a few concerns have arrived

first-class results by the lengthy ail

wasteful process of hit and miss, wh({

a short cut to the same ends migl
have been used by Jhe employment
available data

'
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FOUR DAYS
ON THE ROAD.
Being the Week-end Ride of

One of "The Motor Cycle"
Staff engaged on the London.

Land's End Run.

GOOD Friday was meteorologi-

cally a very good Friday

—

in the Midlands, anyhow

—

and my leather coat and field boots
seemed most unfashionable as I

sped down the Stratford-on-Avon
road past hatless joy-riders with
" river-girl " types up behind.

Exerything seemed in favour of
an uneventful run to the south, but
on entering Shakespeare's old home
town it became necessar)-, for some forgotten reason,
to declutch. Performing the action correctly, nothing
happened. I knew just which inaccessible locking-
ring had come unscrewed, for the same trouble had
happened before. (It is not a Sturmey nor the gear
box made by the manufacturers of my trusty W.D.
Triumph.) I turned into a near-by garage to have
things put right. A veil may be drawn over the next
two hours; I did the job myself, and so many times
ilid I get the clutch nut on cross-threaded—the spring
had to be compressed at least threequarters of an
inch—that eventually I came away with the nut only
half-way on, but seemingly immovable either way. So
it proved ; it has not been touched since.

Fourteen miles further on two energetic, if slow,
policemen were holrling up a string of motoring
holiday-makers while compiling voluminous notes, in

\ery longhancf, regarding licences, vehicle, and drinng.
1 was presented with a " ticket of leave," which I

promptly lost. However, at each further hold-up

—

.-ind there were many—I simply fumbled with a gloved
hand in my breast pocket, mentioned the ticket, and
was waved on, generally before stopping the road
wheels.

Good Going.

After Moreton-in-the-Marsh the route lay for twenty
miles down the old Fosseway to Cirencester. Without
dangerous "blinding," these twenty miles took just

- thirty-five minutes.

Replenishing both " W.D. " and myself at Ciren-
cester, good, if dusty, ninning was made through
Malmesbury and Chippenham to Bath, and onwards
through some nice country' to Wells. It was only
four when we reached the square in front of the
Cathedral, and, therefore, although not greatly
interested in archoeology, I made the ofiScial tour of
that edifice, then washed the dust down with some tea
at the Swan, and generally lazed away nearly ninety
minutes amongst a typical summer-holiday-like crowd
of motorists and tourists.

Bridgwater was reached in good time, and arrange-,
ments made for a lamentably early start on the morrow.
An important local rugger match and various camp-
followers of the M.C.C. trial made things unusually

WATCHING FOR LATE ARRIVALS AT LAND'S END.

&)mpetitor3 bearing the earlier numbers waiting for others to finish their strenuous ride.

lively that night. Some of us went for a moonlight

walk and made vain prophesies regarding weather con-

ditions on the hills.

Under Difficulties.

Next morning, as every botly knows, it rained, ami

even liefore I reached Porlock—and I came along with

the " teens
"— the roads were just as wet as they could

be. What the surface was like on that dread acclivity

itself, I confess, I cannot say. My ascent must have

been rather amusing—for the spectators: although I

still hope that the rain was heavy enough to obscure

me completely. It certainly obscured my vision ; and

as I wear glasses, I stopped and cleaned them at the

foot, but so heavy was the shower that it did not help

for long. Before I realised it I was rounding—or

should have been rounding !—the first bend. Actually I

ran into the ditch. I rather think I was still in second

gear then ; and probably it was instinct which made
me declutch before I had charged the bank, or the

engine had stopped. Fortunately the engine did not

stop, and willing hands helped me to get away, on

low gear this time.

For aliout a mile I went up well, and only a conk-

ing, on repeated attempts to get into top, caused me
to realise that the climb was not yet over. (I would
remind the reader that I could not even see the sides

of the road, and was quite unable to judge as to the

gradient.)

At the surainit it was clearer, and presently the rain

stopped. My journey to Lynmouth was speedy and
skid-less, and, greatly to my relief, Lynton proved

ricliculously easy. I made a perfectly clean ascent,

and leanng my mount at the top walked down to the

hairpin to report to a colleague. It was most soothing

balm to my pride, somewhat hurt on Porlock, to see

so many make a mess of things here f _

Lynton and After.

Lynton must be the finest hill in England from the

spectator's point of view : almost all the comedies or
thrills are staged within view of the grandstand—the

bank on the inside of the bend. I should like to

have stayed 'until the last car came along, but duty
called, and, tramping up the i in 4—bard work—

I

B3
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Four Days on the Road,—
was soon en route once more with the competitors for

the lirnch stop at Launceston.

Bidelferd was the next name to stamp itself indelibly

in the memory of all—npt for any special. feature about

the village or the villagers,, who turned out in- great

force, but because here the road took a serious turn

fdr the worse. Right on 'to Holsworthy there were

stretches which only possessed a narrow rideable track

in the centre. Tired solo competitors, perhaps shaken

by Porlock or Lynton, found great difficulty in keep-

TWO FAMOUS WEST COUNTRY HILLS WHERE
WERE LOST OR WON.

THE AWARDS

APRIL -jth, ig2i.

ing upright on this section, and many spills resulted.

Incidentally, I was forced to the conclusion that the

28 X 3iH. rear tyre I have fitted to 'the Triumph is a

preventive of skidding, for this section was survived

withgut a' fall.

Both" roads and scenery changed after Launceston,

"

the former very much for the better. Indeed, so good
were they now that I had some difl^culty in restrain-

ing" W.D." from catching up and passing No. i.

The competitors themselves, went very warily, expecting

another secret check before the finish. It came just

before Penzance ; and after Pen-

zance 2orn.p.h. was about the safe

maximum for the road anyhow.
Even twenty proved deadly to one

promising young cockerel near the

finish^; he could not quite touch
twenty across the road, and the
wheel that wrung his neck was not

doing more.
Land's End is a lovely spot, but

on- Saturday night was rather cold.

Those who had not booked up were
quickly on their homeward way

;

incidentally, there was considerable

grumbling about the regulation

(strictly enforced) requiring the re-

moval or reversal of the official

metal number-plates before mo\ing
off. Personally, I made capital out

of someone's misfortune, for I

secured the room of a car driver

who had not arrived.

Three-vvKcelers did well throughout the London-Land's End Trial. Here are depicted the familiar Morgan and the Coventry Premier on

the lower portion of Lynton Hill. (Circle) A Coulson B between the bends on Porlock.

bG
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Fdur Days on the Road.—

Sunday morning dawned breezy but fresh, and an

intended very early start was actually made at 10.30.

Much to my dismay I discovered before starting that

all my tools had gone the day before from an in-

securely locked tool-bag ; worse still my front tyre

went down just beyond Penzance. Buying tyre levers

and a spanner from various sources, however, I carried

on, pumping up every twenty miles—being too lazy to

mend it. I took a more southerly route on the return

than on the outward journey, through Lostwithiel and
Liskeard to Taxistock, passing and being passed by

returning competitors every few miles. At Tavistock

lunch was obtained easily, but food for the machine
took a good deal more finding ; eventually an obliging

hotel hand broke into somebody's garage and supplied

an overflowing gallon. It was needed ; for on across

glorious Dartmoor via Two Bridges to Ashburton there

is no profusion of petrol stand pipes.

Welcome Aid from the A.A.
Nearing Ejieter the miracle happened : I came

across an A. A. ' mechanical first-aid " sidecar, and on
production of my membership card the patrol got busy
with the tyre. It is most satisfactory to watch another
ni.^nd one's puncture

!

Tea at Exeter was a gathering of nearly twenty who
had come from " the End " by almost as many varied

routes. Faces that we dare not wash and eyes that

were red and sore must have made the good peojjle of

Exeter qufrte Shakespeare regarding mortals and fools.

But everybody was happy, so what matter?
That night I stayed at Taunton, and next morning

nt Glaslonburv rejoined my outward route. I also

struck rain and with it a sticky contact breaker. An
inadequate tool kit enforced a Cf)ntinuanie of ti.e

journey without getting to the root of the trouble. -A-t

Cirencester the ignition became still worse, but a rapid

mental calculation show^ed that if I only averaged

lifteen I could still reach Coventry with two hours to

spare in which to deliver to the Editor those notes I

had travelled so far to obtain.

Still Wanted—a Hoseable Machine.

Actually I averaged twenty on this final section.

And so finished a 600 mile journey, more than half

tiiat distance with only two pedal cycle tyre levers

and one weak and wobbly pedal cycle spanner.

One must be fairly confident of the machine to venture

such a ride with such a tool kit. Regarding the

machine, an hour's work will fix it up in splendid

tune once more : but—it will take days to clean. When
Porlock and Lynton are tar-macadamed^ and the

M.C.C. only comes out in fine weather, " London-
Land's End ''

will be the perfect Easter holiday.

Speaking generally of my impressions of the trial,

there are one or two points that I shouTd like to

empha'sise. I consider that it is much too severe for

lady sidecar passengers; one lady fainted, and all

must have felt worn out at Land's End. The return

journey, too, is just as long ! On the hills, and on
Lynton in particular, many big. hefty machines came
to a standstill owing to too much throttle on low gear.

A big twin in particular should go up on a mere whiff

over the worst portions, only opening out when the

surface improves and the gradient eases. It also

seemed to me that more awards were lost through bad
driving than through any mechanical faults. On
Lynton, particularly, it was evident that many com-
petitors got " flustered;" and did not " use their

heads." Finally, touring handle-bars on solo machines
should be suppressed by a special regulation.^ A.Mc.L.

A Zenith rider at Staxton hill-climb. W. C. Brown in racing form. He secured second place in Class 5.

hill-climb were given last week.

The results of the

PARIS-NICE
ACCORDING to statistics published by a French

contemporary, forty-one French machines
started and twenty-eight finished the journey in

the recent Paris-Nice Trial. Nineteen lost no marks.

.•\s regards the British machines, twenty-seven

started, twenty-four finished the course, eighteen lost

no marks, and six were penalised.

STATISTICS.
Twelve American machines started, eight finished

the course, four lost no marks, and four were penalised.

Of the Swiss machines three started, two finished, of
wtiich one lost no marks and the other was penalised.
The Belgian team of three machines finished complete,
and lost no marks. Two Italian machines started, one
of which lost no marks and the other was penalised.

157
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OVER 92M.P.H. WITH A "3i."
R. N. Jiidd beefs In(erna(ional Records at BrookJands on a 3|hp. Norion,

(Left) R. N. Judd, who broke world's records last week at Brooklands on a 3J h.p,

Norton. His speed was 92 44 m.p.h. for the flying kilo.

-• (Right) O'Donovan, on the same machine, with a sidecar attached, the body

of which is said to weigh but 81b. He actually attained 72 m.p.h. This is both an

International and a British record.

SOME startlm!? performances were
made on Biooklands Track by E. N.
Judd on a standard Model 16 H

Norton on Wednesday of la.st week. The
track was wetj it was raining somewhat
at the time, and a cold south-westerly

wind was blowing. Notwithstanding these

adverse conditions he covered the flying-

kilometre in 24.2s., which equals a speed

of 92.44 m.p.h. (148.76 k.p.h.), which is a

British' record. The average time .was

25.9s., 86.37 m.p.h. (138^99 k.p.h.),

which is- an international world's record.

Judd's best time for the mile was 41.2s.,

87.38 m.p.h. (140.62 k.p.h.), his average
for the two times being 43.1s., equalling

a speed of 83.53 m.p.h. (134.42 k.p.h.)",

and is an international world's record.

The importance of Judd's performances
is that they beat the American Class C
records staiiding previously in the name
of E. Walker, made on April 15th, ,1920,

on Daytona Beach. Walker covered the

flying kilometre on a one-tylinder

Indian, 82.5 mm. x93 mm., 497 c.c, in

27.21s., being a speed of 82.21 m.p.h.,

and the flying mile on a similar machine
in 43.£5-^.,' equalling 82.09 m.p.h.

Judd used Pratt's petrol, SpeedwelLl
oil, and Dunlop tyres.

On the following day, and under morel
favourable weather conditions, D. E.
O'Donovan, riding the same machine,!
but having a sidecar attached, succeeded I

in breaking further records as follows :|

Flying- kilometre—speed. 30.8s. = 72.631

m.p.h. (115.88 k.p.h.); mean speed (bothi

wavs) 31-.4s. =71.24 m.p.h. (114.65 k.p.h.'

thus beating H. E. Davies (2| A.J.S.-s
whose recoi'd, made at Brooklands
October, 1920, . stood at 62.84 m.p.h.l

(101.12 k.p.h.).

THE FIRST MIDLAND OPEN TRIAL.
IF the entry lists of the clrjsed Midland

Centre events are any criterion, all

records should be broken on the occa-

sion of the first open Midland reliability

trial, which takes place on Saturday,
April 23rd. Excepting the team prizes
(trade and club or private riders) there
are no special awards

;
gold centre

medals will be awarded to all who gain

AT a recent meeting of .the committee
of the British Motor Cvcle Eacing
Club, held at the Auto Cycle Union

offices, the proposed new racing' rules were
finally adopted. These are seventy-six in

number, and should prove a model of
Avhat such rides should be. Outstanding
among the new regulations is one re-

b8

. full marks, silver to those who gain 90%
marks, and bronze for 75% marks. The
event is open to motor cycles and sidecar
outfits of any size and weight, and three
and four-wheeled runabouts up to 1,100
c.c. engine capacity, and 8 cwt. unladen
weight.

With a view to affording entrants a

kno\vledge of how their performances

NEW B.M.C.R.C. RULES.
quiring that all motor cycles entered for
contest at Brooklands track shall have
their engines registered before they can
compete. This* should definitely bar the
possibility of any objectionable practices,
and should add to the general interest

of observing the performance of the
machines. One may easilv imagine that,

compare with others a fully detailed

schedule of every rider's performancd
will, after the trial, be sent to eacli

entrant. This appears to be an excellenli

id.ea. and one that should be more freeljf

adopted by other bodies.

Entries must reach Mr. E. Boydell, 931
John Bright Street, Birmingham, by tha
11th inst.

to the closer and more enthusiastic oft

servers at any rate, particular enginel
will eventually become famous, by reasof
of their long record of successes or othel
outstanding jjerfprma'nces. Such a scheml
will imply, of course, that all vital alter^

"tions made to an engine during the seasol
will have to be certified.
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A TRIAL IN SOUTH WALES.
Neath and Dislricl M.C C. Reliability Trial to Llandovery and Back.

Although fairly deep vvatersplashcs were included, they
gave very little trouble to competitors. Ivor Church

(3J Sunbeam) negotiating Caio wale/splash.

.Alex Thorn takmg the bend on Porthrydd Hill on his Harley-

Davidson stdecar.

'HE announcement that a really hand-
some challenge cup had been civen

, as the premier aw;u-d for the Neath
lib's Easter Reliability Trial by Mr.
an \ViIliam,s, a well-known sportsman,
:ed as a good stimulant to the members
the South Wales clubs; and, although
t favoured with brilliant sunshine, the
ather was sufficiently good to make the
!i thoroughly enjoyable for competitors,
aporlers, and onlookers.
.\t 10 a.m. the first man Thomas
Triumph

I
left Neath. Some good main

id hills were covered, and at- tvventy-
(ee miles (the first check) most com-
titors thought they w-ere in for a joy
le. The well-known Caio Hill had not
en considered sufficiently severe to be
served.

Caio wafer-splash caused some fun
) the spectators), No. 13 providing
tevtainment by trying submarine
Jthods, but most of the competitors
t through without trouble.
The tit-bit of the trial was the climb
Porthrydd mountain, of which, after

sf'i.veather, the first 200 yards were

almost unclimbable. being just a moun-
tain lane, partly covered in by trees.

The best ascents were made by Idwell

Jones (3i Sunbeam) and Thomas (4

Triumph). A veiy plucky attempt was
made uv Lewis (2i Levis). All sidecars

failed, but White (7-9 Harley-Davidson
sc.) had e.Nceedingly hard luck with wheeT
elip.

Amongst the Mountains.

On the rough, rocky surface over the

crest of the mountain, Idwell Jones (Sun-

beam) punctured badly, and retired after

e.xcellent going. Castle Hotel, Llan-
dovery, was then reached, where the host

had an e.vcellent lunch awaiting.

After lunch, competitors were checked
at Senny Bridge Station, after wliich came
.some cross-country running to a mag-
nificent climb at Moel-Senny (1,468ft.).

This hill has two hairpins, really good
surface, and provided an excellent engine
test. Some of the most gorgeous scenery
is available from here.

Excellent solo climbs were made by
Thomas (4 Triumph). Lewis (Levis), and

Church (Sunbeam) ; and among the side-

cars Thom (7-9 Harley-Davidson) was
very fast, and White (7-9 Harley-David-
.son sc), Thomas (3j Norton sc), and
Mitchell (7-9 Indian), all climbed well.'
Stewart (3j Sunbeam) was steady but
sure.

Several miles of mountain road, with
numerous cross ruts, severely testing

front forks and sidecar chassis, were
then encountered; but joining the main
road at Glyneath, eleven miles from
home, enabled a little lost time to be
wiped out.

Ch'eat credit is due to the Neath
officials for the excellent arrangements.
The course was marked with blue dye
and arrows, which gave universal satis-

faction.

Several members of the Carmarthen
M.C.C. helped at, the checks.

The results were : 1, winner of Chal-
lenge Cup, Ivor Thomas (4 Triumph),
no marks lost ; 2, Jack Thomas (3^
Norton sc), five marks lost ; 3, —
Stewart (3| Sunbeam sc), nine marks
lost.

A NON-STOP TRIAL IN FRANCE.
'REXCH motor cyclists will have their

first experience of a non-stop test
on the 24th inet. in the neighbour-

od of Paris. When the sporting calen-
r was drawn up several months ago the
lion JIotoTcycliste reserved this date
a touring competition, without, bow-

er, indicatmg the nature of the event,
hae now been decided to make this a
lability non-stop test, and to hold it

on a short course, if passible, about six

miles round, somewhere in the neighbour-
hood of Paris. The course has not yet
been decided on. although several placee

have been examined. The desire of the

U.M.F. is to get a set of roads on which
there ie vei-j- little traffic, and which
present the maximum difficulties.

The total distance will be roughly 150
miles, whicli distance will have to be

covered at the average speed of 18^ m.p.h.
Although the detailed rules have not yet
appeared, it is understood that penalisa-

tions will be applied for every stoppage
of the engine, whether this should be
accidental, in order to carry out mechani-
cal repairs, or by reason 01 tyre troubles.

The only difference is that the number of

points deducted will be smaller for lyres

than for other causes of stoppage.

B9
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A Refined Twin Solo Mount.
The Lalest Model of Ihe Massey-Arran Range. Detail Relinemenls and Exceptional Finish;

A 5 h p. sporting model—the new Massey-Airan. The whole design is

distinctly pleasing and exceptionally clean.

IN these days when price is sucli an
important factor in the marketing of

a new motor cycle, it is interesting to

learn that at least one firm retains confi-

dence in that section of the public to

whom quality and finish coijut first.

This is the Massej'-Arran Co., of Bell-

barn Eoad, Birmingham, whose range of

models attracted considerable attention

at the last Olynipia Show on account of

their several refinements.

Recently we were afforded an oppor-
tunity of inspecting closely a new 5 h.p.

model which, embodies features intro-

duced since the Show and illustrated on
this page. As will be seen from the

chamber and its position at once attract

the eye. The footboards also are of.

highly polished aluminium, and the sub-
ject of a patent. They have a 3in. toe-

piece, and one of them embodies on its

The engine fitted is the 1921 type 5

h.p. J.A.P., which has a bore and strok

of 70 and 88 mm. respectively, and i

equipment includes Amac or B. and
carburetter and E.I.C. magneto. Tf

hubs are of the disc-adjusting type, an

the forks fitted are the Maplestone f(

the sports model, and Brampton Bifle

for the touring type. 26 x Sin. Dunlo

The metal tool-box fitted pannier fashion

on the carrier.

large illustration, the 5 h.p. Massey-Arran
presents a distinctive and pleasing

appearance, due to the fact that it is a

designed rather than an assembled
machine. The shape of the expansion

The brake pedal is operated through the

footboard, an unusual innovation.

underside the brake-operating mechanism
which brings the pedal into the centre

of the plate instead of the more usual

position at the side or above it.

Another point in connection with this

combined footplate and brake mecha-
nism is that it can be fitted on either side

of the machine, thus facilitating matters

for those partially disabled.

From the. pedal the rear brake is

operated by heavy Bowden cable, while

the brake itself is of the internal expand-
ing type lined with Ferodo.

Rear brake assembly ol the Massey-Arran

tyres, Sturmey-Archer gear box, and
handsome tank of 2 gals. 1 qt. capacil
form part of the equipment.
One of the most distinctive features

the Jfassey-Arran is its saddle type toe

box which takes the place of the' carrie
It has a polished cast aluminium lid wil

pyramid matting to match tlie foo

boards, £145 is the price of eith

model -solo, and £185 for the sidecar ou
fit. £25 extra is charged for Luc
dynamo lighting set.

Incidentally, the managing director
the Massey-Arran Motor Co. is M
Robert W. Vaughan, who for many yea

i was associated with Canoelet sidecars.

POINTS FOR MOTOR TOURISTS.

A POINT to be born3 in mind, particu-
larly by those who are comparatively
new to the roads (says The Antocar)

is that others as well as themselves desire
to travel in comfort and safety. The time-
worn slogan -" Safety First" loses none
of its force by iteration, for there are
always those who by thoughtlessness, or

BIO

worse, endanger their ' fellows. Their
rashness, often indulged in with the self-

conscious idea cf suggesting their own
cleverness, may wreck the pleastire of a
whole family's holiday. The advice, in

-this sense, is unnecessary to veterans of

the road, but even these need to be
always on their guard against the possi-

bility of encountering the man
drives with a disregard for other us«

of the road. Nor is it alone in the mat
of driving that care is needed. The (

should be carefully looked over bef(

setting out on tour, so that the risk

involuntary stoppage or brake failure u
be reduced to a "minimum.
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NEW MODELS AND NAMES,
Federation and Federal

A LTHOUGH quite a new machine the
v\ Federation is beginning to show up

well in Midland competitions. The
iim of the makers has been to make a
itility w-eatherproof lightweight while
;mbodying standiu-d and well-tried com-
wuents. A 2f h.p." J.A.P. engine and
5turmey two-speed gear box with clutch
md kick-starter are used, while the
imple mudguarding, neat chain and belt
;uard, and very deep toolbags are points
hat will at once appeal to the average
ider. Brampton Bjflex forks and a
:Koice of T.T, or touring handle-bars
re offered

; footboards are standard.
Chis model sells at £84. The makers,
he Co-operative Wliolesale Society, Ltd.,
I'yseley, Birmingham, also market a two-
troke Villiers-engined lightweight, which
hey call the Federal, at £50.

Changes in the Paragon.
AST year the Paragon had gear bo.\

_i and engine in one unit, but on the
late.st model a .standard Albion bo.x

as been adopted. Tliis mount, however.
jtains several distinctive points.

Further Additions to 1921 Lightweights.

^. —,3M'

V«^'

Engine plates cast integrally with the crank
case on the Paragon two-stroke.

The two-stroke engine of 75 mm. x 79
m. (349 c.c.) is of the "four-port"
riety, Jiaving a port in the piston regis-
ring with the transfer port, while to
is latter a ball valve is fitted, the
iject of which is to facilitate the sepa-
tion of tlie fresh mi.xture from the
irnt gases by scavenging the cylinder by
sans of an inrush of pure air.
Lubrication is by suction from the
ank case, the oil passing through a
;hl dijp feed, which is provided with

a tap to ^uard against any leakage when
the machine is at rest.

No engine plates are emploj'ed fcr the
attachment of the engine to 'the frame,
as lugs are cast integrally with the crank
case.

front portion of the frame fs suspended
on -Majjlestone spring forks.

IE must be mentioned that the Albion
two-speed gear bo.x, which incorporates
a kick-starter, is cairied higher tlian
usual in the frame so as to keep it well

Mudguards, belt guard, and toolbags ai-e all on
generous lines on the Federation lightweight.

The C.A.V. magneto is earned on a
neat platform attached to the offside of
the crank case, and is driven bv means
of a simple and efficicntiv designed coup-
ling off the main shaft. A b. and B
carburetter is fitted.

Regarding the spring frame, two ver-
tical tubes rnn from the rear fork ends
Magneto side of the Paragon lightweight, which is

now httcd with a standard Albion gear box.

away from the mud thrown up TA^ the
wheels. It is made by the Motor \torks,
Cressmg Road, BrainUee. Esse.v.

Eadco Sporting and Fixed Gear Models.

IUXG associated witli a leading position
_i in the world of lightweight two-

strokes, the name Radco will be well

and the luggage carrier, and in these are
plungers (to which lugs are attached)
through which the rear wheel spindle
passes. These plungers work against
two pairs of compression springs. The

upheld bj" two models specially prepared
for the 1921 market.
The first is a fixed gear model selling

at. the renftrkably low-price of £44 2st
It is soundly constructed, and vet very

light in weight (112 lb.): the
^^X, engine is the well-known Eadco

Sportmg lines are lolWed on this Kadco l\ h.p. model, which
IS equipped with disc wheels, knee pads, and rubber grips at an
inclusive price,

s i' >
o,.

A low-priced two-stroke machine, the Ik h.p. Radco No. 2, sold
with fixed gear at forty-two guineas.
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New Models and Names.
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unit of 211 c.c. capacity (52x70 mm.)
fitted with a chain-driven Fellows
magneto situated behind the cylinder on
a bracket cast with the crank case.

Lubrication is" by the petroil system.
For riders who favour a si^orting lay-

out the new two-speed disc wheel model
at £66 10s. will make a special appeal.

In tliis ease the engine has a bore and
stroke of 67x70 min. (247 c.c), but it

follows the general lines of the smaller

engine, but has the refinement of the ex-

haust release being led through a duct
in the cylinder casting to the exhaust
port. The frame has a pleasing appear-

ance, and very wide back stays are used.

Baron Two and Four-stroke Light-

weights.

BLA.CKBURNE and Villiers-engined^

lightweights are the two main models
made by the Baron Cycle Co., 42-44,

Summer Row, Birmingham ; these are

again sub-divided according to gear box
arrangements. The 2| h.p. machine may
be obtained with an Albion gear box either

with or without clutch and kick-starter

;

in the same way the two-stroke may be
fitted with an Albion box or single-

geared. Prices range from £52 to £84,
and weights from 150 lb. to 205 lb. We
sliould imagine that the latter figure

could be brought down five pounds with-

out the makers' assistance. Excellent

finish characterises all four models, and
the larger machine in pai-ticular possesses

a very sporting and neat appearance.

The British Standard.

BRITISH Standard motor cycles are

not newcomers, and for 1921 are

made in five models : A 2J h.p.

two-stroke in three types (single gear

£53, plain two-speed £60, and ' clutch

and kick-starter £64), a 2| h.p.

Blackburne with two-speed clutch and
kick-starter at £85, and a 4 h.p.

Blackburne with Sturmey-Archer three-

speed at £118. Brampton forks are used
on jnost of the models, and the tyres

on all but the largest machine are 26 X
2^m. The saddle height is given as 27in.,

and the weights of the lightweights are
from 135 lb. to 175 lb. The makers are
the British Standard, 41, Newtown Row,
Birmingham.

Another New Name.

ALTHOUGH embodying components
found on perhaps fifty other makes,
there is something about the Pax

motor cycle that immediately strikes

a distinctive note. Closer examination
confirms this impression. For example,
the footrests are just where tliey

ought to be, i.e., low down under-
neath the rider. As may be seen in

the picture, a downward extension of

the rear engine plate forms a secure
housing for the footreet bar. The front
angine-platee are continued to the rear to
form a cradle for the crank case.
Three models are available—a 4 h.p.

Blackburne-engined machine, with a three-
speed Sturmey gear box ; a 2| h.p. Black-
burne similarly geared ; and, thirdly, a
2| h.p. Blackburne model, witli a
Sturmey two-speed gear box, W'hich comes
under the 200 lb. taxation limit.
The address of the Pax E,igj„gej,ij.|g

Co. is Station Road, Acock's Green'^
Birmingham.

^>i-3*^' The 2i h.p. two-stroke Norbreck

—

i
Wellingborough production.

An easy and natural riding position should make the

2| h.p. Baron a very comfortable solo mount.

An efficient belt guard is fitted on the 2f h.p.

Just under the 2001b. taxation limit—the 2J h.p. Pax lightweight
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AH letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Goveotry, aad must be ascompahied by the writer's Dame and address.

AMERlCAti V. BRITISH SPEEDS.
Sir,—Regarding Mr. L. W. Q. Hartley's explanation of

motor cycles attaining higher speeds in America than this

country, and tlie two criticisms of " Gunner " and
"D.D.B.B.Sc," I notice that while both these readers very
rightly upset the first theory, neither of them have put
forward an alternative one. " D.D.B.B.Sc.'s " remarks, re

concentrating on high-power engines, rather missee the point,

as I believe Mr. Hartley stated that one machine tried in

both countries gave a marked difference in speed result*. I
' would suggest that vaporised petrol mixed with damp air

would explode lese spontaneously than if mixed with dry air,

and s<5 cause a slight lo6S of power. MC 6890.

Hugby.

Sir,—I should like to point out to "Disappointed," who
writes in a recent issue of The Motor Cycle that, though
he may be correct with regard to the relative maximum
speeds of the moimts to which he presumably alludes, yet
I think he will find that after an average season's mileage
the British engine to which he refers will be at its prime,
whilst the American will require far more attention to its

engine and cvcle moving parts. Apart from this, he appears
to be exceedingly unlucky in being unable to get more than
just over fifty out of his machine. Either it is much below
par or his speedometer (unlike most of its kind) lies on the
low side. D.M.R.
Oxford.

Sir,

—

He the correspondence on the above subject in your
issue of the 10th inst., I again venture to offer a few
criticisms.

The chemical equation quoted by " Oieniist " is obviously
incorrect; probably a printer's error. It should read:

2 C'.H, -f 15 0, = 12 CO, + 6 n,0.

That is to say, two parts by volume of benzene vapour
require fifteen parts by volume of oxygen for their complete

. . , ; air \ ,
. 100 ^

combustion, or, since the ratio by volume is -rr-, two
oxygen <5l

parts of benzene require 71.4 parts by volume of pure air.

Hence, if, as suggested by " Chemist," we take a cylinder

containing 1,000 c.c. of pure dry air, we shall require 28 c.c.

of benzene vapour for complete combustion, and not 31 c.c,

as he states.

Furthermore, on adding the molecular weights in the

equation, we find that 156 parts by weight of benzene require

240 parts by weight of oxygen ; and since the ratio

by weight is -r=-, we find that 156 parts by weight
oxygen •

*=
23

of benzene need 1,041 parts by weight of pure dry air,

and not 1,030, as given by " Chemist." As regards his other

figures, I must confess 1 am unable to follow him, and I

should be interested to see his method of working.
PeTsonallv, I find that at 20° C. a saturated mixture of

air and water vapour at normal pressure is capable of sustain-

ing about 2i% of water. Since this water vapour primarily

acts merely as a diluent, the effect is to enrich the charge,

other things being equal. It has been found that the ratio

air/fuel can be varied either way a considerable degree with-

out affecting the maximum power produced. Hence the

slight enrichment of the mixture referred to above can have
no appreciable effect. A very slight loss may occur through
the loss of heat needed to raise the water vapour to the

explosion pressure ; but it has been found that in some
engines the presence of water vapour is actually of service

in the production of maximum power.-
Regarding the suggestions of "N.S.D.," the average

barometric pressure in U.S.A. is nothing like 2in. liigher

than our own mean pressure. Probably 0/75in. is nearer the
mark. This would correspond, to a gain in power of about
3.8%. The factr that aeroplanes make their greatest speed
at low levels is due not only to the better volumetric efficiency

of the engine, but also to the fact that the propeller functions
more efficiently, with less slip, in the denser medium.

Altitude, as met with on roads in tjits country can have no
appreciable effect on the power produced by the average
motor cycle engine—two-stroke or otherwise. Even on roads
1.500 feet above sea level only about 2^% loss would occur.

Lastly, the fact that the air on the tracks in America is

hotter than in this country would operate againtt any
increase of power, but not to any appreciable extent.

Croydon. D.D.B.

HOW LONG DOES THE OIL LAST?
Sir,— .\fter reading the various comments re naked

driving chains, I thought a little tip would not be, out of

the way for some of your contributors. Simply fix an ordi-

nary paint brush on to a clip from some suitable part of the

frame, allowing the brush to rest on the chain with a slight

pressure. Tliis in use keeps the chain quite clean, free from
grit and mud. All that is necessary is a few squirts of oil

on the brush from time to time. HENRY EVANS.
Cardiff.

THE PERSONAL ELEMENT IN TRIALS.
Sir,—The lime is now here when manufacturers and

certain well-to-do private owners will be furbishing up their

mounts ready for the various reliability trials. From t^his

a question arises, particularly as regards trade entries,

another, namely, who does more to win the ".gold," rider or

machine?
It is, I think, correct to assume that trade teams are entered

.solely for advertisement purposes, and that the machines are

ridden by men who are experts both in the art of competition
riding and the use of the internal combustion engines. These
men are, generally speaking, capable of winning a premier
award on almost any make.

If one follows the reports of the various A.C.U. trials, one
will notice that no sooner has a particular make of machine
secured a " gold " than its manufacturer booms this fact for

all it is worth as proving the reliability of his product: but

was it the machine or the rider? In other words, if this

same machine had been ridden by an average motor cyclist,

would it have performed the same doughty deeds? I think

not. Yet it is to these average motor cyclists that the vast

majority of sales are made, and to whom the advertisements

are addressed, and who, no doubt, feel a certain sense of

di.'^ppointment when their macWnes fail to climb some hill

on which they were advertised as having gained " bonus
marks."

Should any manufacturer be bold enough to allow and
advertise the fact that his machines were to be ridden by
men culled from the ranks of the average motor cyclists- men
unknown to the regular trials riders—I am ccilain that the

public, as representing prospective buyers, would taitc a

far greater interest. BASIL S. ANDERSON.
DI5
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a fair comment on what I

meetly town work. Time

whatever, with the excep-
over-oiled and required

Something unusual in war memorials. A I51n. shell in the tiny _
Gloucestershire village

of Weston-sub-Edge. It is not the only one of its kind in the smaller villages. T^he machine

m the foreground is a Scott, with Henderson spring-framed sidecar. : . '
•

CANDID CRITICISM.
Sir,—As a fairly constant reader of your paper, and one

"who has owned a large number of motor cycles during the
last fourteen years, I hoije you will allow me to make a few
remai'ks on my latest purchase.
Towards the end of last year I purchased one of the " best

"

twin-cylinder sidecar outfits, the price of which, with dynamo
lighting, was nearly £250. I had never owned a machine of

this make before, and decided to purchase because of the
exceedingly good rejxitation and second-hand value of this

particular outfit. '

I felt that, having paid what, I think, is obviously an
absurd price, I might reasonably expect a first-class article.

The following notes are, I think,
actually got

:

Distance covered, 1,000 miles,
in my possession, nine weeks.
Engine.—This gave no trouble

tion of sticky valves. It was
decarbonising.

C.uiBtiKETTEE.—Single lever. This proved very convenient
for traffic. Petrol consumption, about 60 m.p.g.' The start-
ing was bad, and on cold, misty days the tlirottle piston
froze up. Obviously, there should have been some heating
device.

M.iGNETO.—No trouble.
Lubrication.—Simple hand pump.
IxjECTiNQ Taps.—These were very bad. No "off" stop

was fitted, and quite frequently one found petrol dripping
on to the cylinders.

Geae,^ Box.—This worked well ; but the oi>€rating
mechanism was poor. The gears were noisy. The engine
chain was, as usual, adjusted by eliding the gear box. Very
awkward. Since improved, 1 believe, by using a screw
arrangement. Surely this was an obvious necessity from the
beginning.

Clutch.—Hand-controlled. Quite good ; but too "heavy."
UH.iiNs AND Cases.—X'sual adjustments necessary, and the

cases ensured the chains alwavs running in a raud-o'il mi.xture
LiUbrioating plugs fitted to the cases, with instructions to

Uil every day." Why not fit proper lubricators?
iiRAKES.—Rear, internal expanding. Usual front farce,

itie brake was exceUent as far as stopping the wheel was
concerned

;
but ahnost useless for stopping the outfit, ex<'ept

on perfectly dry roads. Why not an interconnected sidecar
brake.' Ihe Rover used to have one. i\Iine worked well.
Bi5

WiiiiELS.—Detachable. Never used
them. The usual trouble with hub
races. Are these ever up to the work?
By way of assistance, no tool was pro-

vided for adjusting.

Spuing Forks.—These were the worst
I have ever had, except on another
machine fitted with the same pattern.

They are misnamed "spring." They
simply do not, except sideways!
There are, I think, ten places to oil,

only two of which are fitted w-ith

lubricators. The other places are

simply holes filled up with paint.

Spuing Seat-pillah.—Tliis- worked
quite as well a.s the spring forks. 1

weigh about 12 st.

Steering Head.—Adjusted twice.

Controls Geneeally.—The designer

must have loved Bowden wire. There
were six separate "wires," each adjust-

able, and nothing in tlie tool-kit smaller
than a full size King Dick, and it was
not even a genuine one.

Tool-kit.—Scandalous ; the finishing

touch being a push bicycle 3^d. tin

oil-can.

Sidecar.—This was comfortable ; but
the finish was poor, and the quality

of the material worse. The attachment
to the machine was at three points,

and very flexible. Cornering was
accordingljr unpleasant. The springing
was, good. Instructions say lubricate
the spring "shackles," but there are

lio lubricators

!

Enamelling (GJeneral).—Atrocioiis.

It came off—where there was anything to come—in sheets.

Pl.^ting.—This was as bad as only motor cycle plating

can be. Fortunately, there was not much of it ; but why any?
Accessibility.—Why, when a machine has been developed

for years for sidecar work, and is generally sold with one
fitted, should the chains be hotli, on tne near side?

Now, my object in writing is to show that in 1920 one of

the best outfits on the market was in many ways wanting,
and' that' there is room for real and necessary improvement
without going in for over-refinement. There are elementary
faults to be rectified,

I think that, if one excepts the development of the gear
box, the A. B.C. is the only machine which shows any
material advance in design on a 1907 single. Of course, the

A. B.C. has faults, but it has the following advantages :

1. Great comfort.

Excellent torque and engine balance.

Beautiful gear change.

Jlechanisra neatly arranged.

Protection from mud.
Sensible finish.

Is there any other machine of which the same may be said ?

There is no need for manufacturers to be original. Mr.
Bradshaw has saved them the trouble. Give us an A. B.C.
without its faults. C. H. STEPHENSON.

FOR THE ODD CORNERS.
Sir,^I examined with profound admiration the photograph

of the unusually equipped Harley-Davidson sidecar outfit

appea4-ing in your issue of February 3rd. However, it would
appear that the compass can be of little use, as its reading
will be rendered extremely inaccurate by the presence of steel

in immediate proximity. To be of any real use, it should be
enclosed in a magnetic screen. After such a promising begin-
ning, I am somewhat surprised that the owner has omitted
many other useful, nay indispensable, instruments. For
example, as a suggestion, I-would say, a theodolite, having
both an altitude and azimuth circle ; a sextant; and perhaps,
as a luxury, a spectroscope. For these his passenger would
possefe the means, whilst her escort is changing a sooted plug,

of delving lightly into the sciences of astrophysics, have the

inexpressible pleasure of watching the antics of the asteroids

and " coelum empyreum," or, alternatively, possess the where-
withal of indulging in geodetic operations. E.W.G.

Chestei-.
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AN UNCOMMON TROUBLE.
Sir,—I should like to encroach upon a little of your valuable

epace in order to inform J'our readers of a very peculiar and
deceptive trouble which overtook me late one evening last

summer.

I was returning from Birmingham on a single geared,

clutchlees machine when the power suddenly fell off in an
alarming manner. With throttle fully open I bumped along

at about 4 m.p.h. There was no sign of misfiring and no
unusual noise from the engine, except that the exhaust

denoted that it w-as labouring heavily. Natui'ally, I immedi-

ately stopped and made an e.xamination of my machine, but""

this left me no wiser, for the engine seemed perfectly free,

and I knew that the lubrication was not stinted in any way.

I let it cool and essayed another start. When I dropped the

e.xhaust the engine fired twice and then stopped dead. I

found there was a good spark at the plug, and that the

.Cai'biTretter was in perfect order.

Again I tried to start, and again the engine fired, twice

only. Juet as I was conjuring up visions of a long push my
eye rested on the pulley, which appeared to be slightly loose

on its shaft. I removed it and found the cause of my trouble.

The pulley screwed on to a right-hand thread on the shaft,

and the locking nut screwed on to a left-hand thread. The"
pulley wae prevented from screwing up too far by a gun-
metal washer abutting on a shoulder on the shaft. This

washer had become compressed, and when the engine fired

the pulley screwed up till it touched the crank case and thus

acted as "a powerful brake. When I ran the bicycle to start,

the pulley, of course, unscrewed as far as the lock nut, and
the engine seemed quite free, but alter two explosions the

pulley reached the crank case and stopped the engine. I got

home bv packing up the washer with another one.

Coventry. COXK.

DISADVANTAGES OF DISCS—SOLO.
.Sir,—In several numbers of your excellent journal lately

I have read letters from various aspirants to the honour of

having discovered disc wheels. In my humble opinion they

should be only too anxious to hide their lights under bushels.

The first disc-wheeled machine I rode was a racing Eudge.
While riding at a reasonable speed down the Queensferry-

Edinburgh road a chance gust caused me to try conclusions

with a wall, with which this road is nearly all bounded. I lost

a good deal of skin and temper, and many gadgets from the

. bars. This year my fancy was taken by a 2| h.p. .T.A.P.-

engined machine. Discs of. a peculiar malignant order were

the only drawback to this really fine machine. I bought

the machine determining to remove the discs forthwith. In

a week or so I did this : in the interval haviug nearly

cra.shed on several occasions on exposed roads. The removal

of the discs I will pass over lightly. Tlie rear one was in-

extricably entangled with belt rim and spokes. When at

-last I had the wheel clear of'the offending things. I found
' five broken spokes in the front wheel and seven behind.

All the others on the outside of the hub rim were worn thin.

This' necessitated rebuilding both wheels. I accounted for

• tliis by reasoning that when a bumpy road was encountered

the spokes- whipped and the discs chafed over them, not

because the discs were loose. They were not. Also I had
to renew the wheel bearings. The hub oilers were quite

'unreachable with discs.
^' Wheels of the ilichelin detachable type now supplied for

-cars are admirable, of course. They are easy to clean and
'' have no spokes to break. For a four or three-wheeled

'machine a pressed steel disc wheel is the real goods. I think

the only soloists who have discs nowadays and enjoy them
are the enthusiasts with baby two-strokes, long cxliaust, and
T.T. bars. For me, I cannot afford insurance premiums,
and if I want lo sail before the wind I take my disc-less

machine down to Brighton and hire a dinghy.
Rudgwiek. G..4.W.

OVERSIZE TYRES.
Sir,—The letters referring to Sin. tyres on the Cleveland

have roused me to make a few remarks.

I have long felt that the majority of motor cycles are

undertyred. My present mount, a Triumph and sidecar,

excellent in most respects, has tyres which are barely large

enough for solo work, and absurd for sidecaring. I am
going to try 28x3in. t\Tes, but I am afraid the rims are

too narrow to support the big tyres satisfactorily.
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I cannot see what f.dvantage is gained by fitting tyres

smaller than 25x2^in. to even the lightest machines, in

view of your readers' remarks about the Cleveland.
All this leads rj to another point. We have recently

been given new standard rim sizes. An excellent thing to

have them standardised, but why the multiplicity of sizes?

I am informed that the new standard 26x3in. rim (C.C.I)
will take four sizes of tyres, viz., 26x3in., 27x3-jin.,

650x65 mm., and 700x80 mm. I found it hard to believe,

and have not verified it, but I am assured that it is so.

Then why have any other size of rim? Even if the

millimetre sizes will not fit—and on the face of it one -n-ould

imagine that they would not—the Cleveland shows that

26x3in. is not too large for a lightweight, n ' 27x3^in.
is apparently big enough for llie Henderson, which, I

believe, is tliis year the heaviest and most powerful machine
on the British market.
A great advantage of having only one size of rim would

be that dealers would not have to carry such large stocks

;

and even if a garage were out of one size, a traveller

stranded with a bad burst could fit any other of the above
four sizes. In conclusion, will someone who -lias tried both
say how 26 X Sin. tyres compare with 28x2iin.? and if

27'x3iin. tyres are better than 28x3in.? Would 26x4in.

be better stUl

!

F. A. LEWIS.

SUM.MARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
" LO 1871 " does not agree with "Insurance JIan's

"

suggestion, in a recent letter, that it is often advisable to

bear one's self the first £2 10s. or £5 claim on a policy. He
describes his own experiences of the difficulties attending
the settlement of a small claim.

Several letters touching on the British and American
speeds controversy continue to reach us. "J. CD.," for

example, quite reasonably asks an explanation of the con-

tradiction between "Chemist's " tlieory and the claims of

various devices for daini>m<i the -mixture to obtain an
increase of power.

" Biz " draws attention to the similarity of the Wooler
gear to the under-geared countershaft mount that " Ixion

"

recently referred to.

"Somerset" echoes the question recently asked by a reader

as to why there are, so often, no prices given in displayed

advertisements.
An echo of the London-Land's End run reaches us from

a Taunton correspondent signing himself "Another Norton."
He complains somewhat bitterly, but with justification, of

two bad instances of "swanking," and consequent baulking,

on Porlock by non-competing riders of a Henderson and
a Norton.
Mr. C. E. Hubbard has had the unusual experience of

being told by his insurance company that his burnt sidecar

outfit was iinchrinsund. This generous company, who paid
up the full amoinit and handed over the salvage as well, is

the North and South Insurance Corporation, 1, Albemarle
Street, London, W.
*•••••••"••••"•"••••*"*•"""""•••••••^
: Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists •

• Issued in coniunctioo with The MolO' CycL:

:
" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." Price Book :

• CoQUiniog over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful net. post. •

• hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition 2/- 2/3

t "TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
; A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of

• remedyio:^ them when found. Fourth Edition .. 2'- 23 a

• "MAGNETOS." By A. P. Votmc. •

• A complete treatise on magneto icnitioo f-^r motor
S cars, motorcycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition 4/6 4, lo •

• "TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." m

m A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider s •

I point of view. Just published .. ... 3/- 3/3 S

: "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." - m

; By "IxiON," of Thd Mjto>- CycU .. „ 5/- 5/4 \

S "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. •

Englandand Wales. Scotland, London (sho'wing

roads into and out of L-ondon and avoiding London), \
• Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 5/xo J

" THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. :
• With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and •

Wales, Scotland, and the London District 5/4

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20. Tud;r Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls,

_ci
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Chorlton-cum-Hardy M.C.C.

Mr. Dudley R. Hardy, 5, Edge Lane,

Chorltoii-cum-Hardy, is' the hon. secre-

tary of a new club iii this neighbourhood.

Mariow and District M.C.C.

At Easter the club spent the week-end

"at Bournemouth, and had an extremely

enjoyable time. It is hoped to repeat the

run later, on in the season.

North-west London M.C.C.

A challenge cup has been presented by

the vice-presidents (Messrs. Williams, F.

Thomas, and Pooley) to be- awarded to

the most successful lady competitor in

club competitions each year.

Sheffield M.C.C.

Entries for a sporting reliability trial

on the 15th April must reach the secre-

tary. Mr. C. E. Henderson, 22, Wales

lload, Upperthbrpe, Sheffield, by the 14th

April. Entry fees are only. 6d.

Weston-super-Mare and District M.C.C.

Another meeting of this club, which

was formallv started a fortnight ago,

was held oii the 4th inst., at the Elm
Tree HoteL Mr. D; Read, Orchard

Street, is the hon. secretary.

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

On Saturday, the 16th inst., the club

is holding a reliability trial over a fifty-

mile courae in Surrey, starting from the

Triangle, Wallington, and finishing at

Burford Bridge. This is open only to

members, and entries close on April 9th.

Eastern Valley M.C.C.

Fine weather favoured the opening run

on Good Friday, and quite a number of

enthusiasts left the Clarence Hotel at

11 a.m. and travelled via Usk and P.aglan

to Monmouth. After lunch, the party

went on to Tinlern.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

The opening event in connection with

this club will be a flexibility trial on

Saturday, April 9th, starting at' 3 p.m.

Five classes have been arranged for

motor cycles and one for four-wheelers

of any make or power. Full particulars

may be obtained from the hon. secretary,

Mr. P. C. English. Easemore Road,

Redditch.

Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

The opening rally of this newly formed

club has been fixed for April 9th, at the

Bridgewater Arms, Little Gaddesdon,
near Berkhampstead, Herts. Members
will "go as they please," and are urged
to bring friends ; all motor cyclists will

be cordially welcomed. Tea will be at

4.30, and will be followed by a concert
in the lounge.

Doncaster and Dislrict M.C.C,

On Easter JNIonday a speed-judging
contest on the Great North Road re-
sulted as follows : 1, A. Moate (4 Triumph
sc), 89% ; 2, C. W. T. Clarke (4 Black-
burne), 84% ; 3, H. Christian (2|
Douglas), 83%.
One hundred and twenty members and

friends spent a most enjoyable evening
at the annual dance on April 1st.

C4

CLUB NEWS.
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9.~-Ir.y M.C.C. (Wolverhampton). Club Rnn.
9.— West Birmingham HI.C.C. Captain's Tt^in.

9.~7lkcston and District M.C.C. Club Jivn..
9.—'North Lindsay A.C. Tlill-dimb.
^..^Bournemouth, and District M.C. ovd
L.C.C. Social Evening.

9.~Wvlverh.am.pto7i M.C.C. Ttcliability Trial.
Q.—Snrbiton and District M.C.C. Dale CiilJ
Trial.
9.— Kidderminster M.C.C. Paperchasc.
9.~North -London M.C.C. Petrol Consump-
tion Test.

9.~Dcicsbur!i_ and District M.C.C. Covipcti-
tion and Picnic.
9.^Lccds and District M.C. Knock-out Jlill-

climb.
lO.—Portsmouth and District M.C and L.C.C.
Clvb Uvn.
10.—Halifax and District M.C.C. Somcrvillc
Jicliabilitii Trial.
W.~Northcrn M.C. Social Ttun.
10.~Bcririck and District M.C. Non-stop
Trial.

lO.—Shcffi.eld M.C.C. Club Run.
10.—West Kent M.C. Club R%tn.
10.~Uarrogatc and District M.C.C. Social
Run:
JO.—Banbury and District M.C.C. Opening
Run.
Ll.—Rcigatc. Redhill. and District M.C.C.

- Petrol Consumption Trial.

APRIL yilh 1921.

Beith and District M.C.C.

All particulars of this new Ayrshire
clulj may be obtained from the hon. sec-

retary, Mr. John L. C'ocnram, 24, The
Cross, Beith.

North Cheshire M.C.C.

Starting from the- Traftord Hotel,

Alderley Edgcfthe opening run was held

on the 3rd inst. Mr. H. Broderick,
Somerby, Winslow, is the secretary of

this club.

Northern M.C.

On Easter Monday there w;is a social

run, and many of the club members
journeyed to Kendal to witness the hill-

climb organised by the Westmorland
Motor Club.

Central London M.C.C.
''•<.

IMPORTANT club and OPEN events are tabu
lated on the " Questions and Replies " page.

Dorchester M.C. and L.C.C.

Major J. Gundry, J. P., the president,
took tlie chair at a well-attended general
meeting ; it was decided to hold the
opening run on April 7th to Lyme Regis.

Skipton and District M.C. and L.C.C
Although only formed four weeks ago,

there are now over sixty members on the
books. Headquarters have been secured
at the Black -Horse Hotel. Runs took
jilace on Ciood Friday to Richmond, and
Easter INIonday to Wetherby. Application
for membership should be made to the
secretary, Mr. J. Wilkinson, 10, Gran-
ville Street, Skipton.

With the object chiefly of catering for

the social side of the pastime a club has
been formed for those resident right in'

the Metropolis. The hon. secretary is

Mr. Marcel Clement, 19, Sicilian Avenue,
London, W.2.

Worcester and District M.C.C.

At the headquarters a further in-

teresting series of lectures was delivered

on the 21st March by Mr. D. S. F.

Rayner, who very kindly conselited to

come from the Birmingham University to

lecture on the Diesel engine.

Buxton and District M.C.

At a meeting attended by a represeiita--

five number of motorists on Monday,
JMarch 21st, it was decided to form a

motor club with the above title. ilr

Herbert Frood was elected president, with

Mr. T. B. Harrison as hon. sec. and Mr.

G. F. Harlow as a.ssistant hon. sec.

In spite of the heavy downpour at the Stockport Open Hill-climb, quite a big crowd gathered

I V. Prestwich (2.i h.p. J.A.P.) starting in the 250 c.c solo class
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions ihould be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. CorresDondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked "Legal " in the top left-liand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

J

BELT SLIP.

Can you apsi^t me to prevent
belt slip in rain on a single-
geared direct drive two-stroke
lightweight? I have written to
the' makers- of my present

machine who tell reie that I should have
no trouble in wet weather, and that the
belt slip- is due to slack belt, greasy
belt, or woni pulley. This is not the case,
and motoring acquaintances state that
it is due to the small piilky, arid is a
common fault with machines of this
type. I have posses.sed several similar
machines and have, always had the
same trouble. The machines have
always refused to mount an ordinary
liill in rain. Is there any cure, par-

. tiiil or complete?—W.W.
Provided the Ijclt is reasonably tight, it

'should not slip unduly. We would sug-
gest that you fit an" under shield and
front guard to prevent water splashing
on to the belt.

BALANCING A TWIN.
A 5-6 h.p. Precision twin which

?' I have vibrates very badly at
speeds above 20 m.p.'h. I have

-^ often cured this on aero engines
by carburetter -adjustment, but

can do nothing on this one. I have
rigged up a Rpecial *tand with rods for
lialancing flywheels, and by taking ju.^t'
half the reciprocating masses, which is

2i lb., and hanging them the other side
of the shaft, I can make these flywheels
stop anywhere. I should say it is

impossible to balance a 50° twin with
only l^in. thr-ow on the crank, as the
width of two pistons and weight of
reciprocating mastes overhang, with the
result that they bind. Can you suggest
another way of balancing by dismantling
the flywheels and connecting rods? This
engine has a fork and floating bush.
*Wjiat difference would it make if I
drilled a Ain. hole right throueh the
flywheels?-H.C.

^

We are rather at a loss to understand
exactly your trouble. The usual method
of balancing a twin engine is to take the
weight of one piston and connecting rod.
plus the weight of big ends, crank pin,
and its bearings, and balance this by an
egual weight directly opposite the crank
pm and at the same mean radius, i.e.,

rotating masses plus half reciprocating
masses. From your description, this
appears to have been done alreadv. Later
research, however, tends to sliow that
with connecting rods of average motor
cycle length (as compared with length of
stroke) the balance weight should more
nearly approach rotating masses plus .6 of
the reciprocating parts.

F.MLURE TO RESTART.
Will you kindly give me your

advice in getting my old pattern
Bradbury motor cycle to run
properly? I have the exhaust
valve limed as follows; : '\'alve

closes when the piston reaches top
centre, and the spark oceure when the
piston is on top of the compression
stroke. When trying it the engine fires

vigorously for about 2C0 yards, and
then stops suddenly, and is bad to start

again, and sometimes cannot be restarted

until the engine is quite cold. The
compression is very good, and there is

no stoppage in the petrol supply. The
carburetter appears to be in good con-

dition. I have also fitted a stronger
inlet valve spring (it is ' automatic).
There is always a good fat spark.

—

H.S.H.
If the engine will start and continue to

run for 200 yards there is apparently
only some slight defect which preveutis it

continuing to do so. This may be either

an obstruction in the petrol supply, or it

may be caused by the sparking plug
, becoming overheated. You s;iy that the
spark occurs when the piston is on the
top of the compression stroke, but you
do uot say whether this is with the control
fully advanced or fully retarded. As a
matter of fact, this timing ie correct only
if the ignition controV - ia two-tliircb
retarded. It would be advisable to notiet
whether the exhaust valve stretches when
heated, after running a short distance,
|as if the tappet clearance is very small
this may prevent the valve closing.

BUILDING A CYCLE CAR.
Having decided to tiT building

a lightweight cycle car. I am
wondering if it is possible to use

a 25 h.p. two-stroke engine for

driving a two-seater. ify idea
is a tandem-seater no wider than a
sidecar; with engine in front, and belt

drive on to two back wheeLs, or single

belt drive on to live back axle. I

should use a wood chassis covered with
cither aluminium or canvas. The only
thing I am in doubt about is ihe
steering. I should like your opinion
of the cable and bobbin. Is it a
practical arrangement? If two cables
are used together, I think it should
prove safe against any likely failure of

' steering gear. Do you consider a
three-wheeler would he safe with a
track 3ft. wide and about 7ft. long?
—G.A.G.

A small three or four-wheeler might be
propelled by a 2^ h.p. two-stroke engine,
but you would not find its climbing
abilities very great. Probably such a
vehicle can be constrncted so as to weigh
less than the average sidecar outfit,

especially if you use a light wooden
chassis with canvas covering, on aero-
plane lines. The cable and bobbin

' system is quite satisfactory on a very
light vehicle, and is used with success. A
faur-wheeler would be much more simple
to design and build. A track of 3ft.,
with wheelbasc of 7ft., would be satis-
factory in a small four-wheeler, but tlie

track would need to be considerably
wider, for safety, with a three-wheeler.

"

Although there have been many detractors of sidecar taxis, these handy machines are
definitely taking their place among public hire vehicles. Here is a fleet of B5.A. Canoelet
outfits supplied by the Qiunty Cycle and Motor Co. to Col. H. Hoskins, Brighton, one of

many owners who are confident of a bright future for the sidecar taxi.
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TIMING AND TAPPET CLEARANCE.
Could you please let me know

?' the valve clearances and timing
of a 5-5 li.p. Hailey-Davidson

LS-I single-cylinder 1916 model?—W.S.
llie tappet clearances should be about
yB^ufjths when warm, and you can lime
the engine as follows : Rotate the shaft

until the piston reaches the top dead
centre, and insert the cam wheels so that
the exhaust valve is just closing and the
inlet just commencing to open. You can
then disregard the opening points of the
exhaust "valve and the closing point of the
inlet valve.

THE JUGGERNAUT.
Recently I sustained an acci-

dent, and am anxious to have your
advice, and to know whether
you think' I could prosecute -suc-

cessfully. I was driving a motor
cycle and sidecar in the direction of

^ the Great North Road, at a place where
there %vas a fair amount of traffic. I

was well on my own side of the road as

was all other traffic, but when within
about, say, thirty or forty yards of an
oncoming cyclist, he, for some unknown
reason, fell. A char-a-banc was about
the same distance behind him, as I was,
and as I came up to where the cyclist

was (now picking himself up and just

about to withdraw his bicycle), the
char-a-banc swerved on to his wrong
side of the road in order to avoid
the cyclist, with the result that to avoid
a collision I left tlie road for the green
alongside ; but this was rough and
uneven, and a mound brought me to a

standstill, reversed my direction, and
slowly turned the outiit over, throwing
my passenger out and pinning me
beneath. Fortunately no serious per-

sonal damage was done, and to the
best of my knowledge nothing beyond
a badly buckled wheel, torn apron,
bent toolbags, etc., resulted to the
machine. However, I feel that I ought
not even to bear the expense of these
repairs, but naturally do not want to

pay law cost in addition. I fully

expected the char-a-banc (being a fol-

lowing vehicle) would pull up. Is not
this the recognised law? The char-a-

banc proprietors disclaim all responsi-

bilities, but I must say it was in no
way due to care on their driver's part
that he did not hit me (had I not
adopted the course I did I fear I should
not now be asking your advice). I

have two favourable witnesses ; of

course the char-a-banc proprietors may
take the attitude that I lost my head
and left the road unnecessarily ; they
maintain there was ample room.

—

H.T.B.
While it is of course impossible to state

definitely that you will succeed, we think
that you have every justification for in-

stituting proceedings against the pro-
prietors of the char-a-banc. We presume
that the cyclist was on his own side of

the road when he fell, and as the char-a-

banc was overtaking him it was the
driver's duty to stop, as you on your own
side of the road coming in the opposite
direction clearly had the right of way.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" P.S." (Paris).—Model K Hemlerson.
"R.H.C." (Farnborough).—Any type

of English carburetter on 7-9 h.p.
Harlej'.

c8
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RECOMMENDED ROUTi;S
Weexham to King's Lynn.—T.R.V.
Wrexham, Bangor, Whitchurch, Fern-

hill, Market Drayton, Broughton, Eccles-

hall, Stone, Uttoxeter, Sudbury, Derby,
Spondon, Borrowash, Nottingham, Bing-
ham, Bottesford, Grantham, Somerby,
Corby, Edenham, Bourne, Spalding, Hol-
beach. Long Sutton, King's Lynn.

SWANLEY JxrXCTION TO Ghe.sham.—C.H.H.
Swanley Junction, St. Mary Cray.

Orpington, Locks Bottom, West Wickham
Common, Addington, Coombe Lane Station,

Waddon Station, Wallington, C-arshalton,

Sutton, Cheam Chesm Common, Worcester
Park Station, '""New Maiden, Norbiton
Church, Kingston-on-Thames, Hampton
Court, Hampton, Suribury Common'
Staines, Windsor, Eton, Salthill, Farnham
Royal, Farnham Common, Beaconsfield.
Amersham, Chesham. Approximately 58^
miles.

PlUJMSIEAD to RlTGEY.—W.E.P.
Plumstead, Woolwich, Woolwich Jlanor-

way. East Ham Manorway, Aldersbrook
Road, Wanstead High Street, Snaresbrook,
Woodford Green, Cmingford Green, South
Street (Ponders End), Enfield Town
Station, Chase Farm Station, Potters Bar.
South Mimms Church, St. Albans, Red-
bourn, Markyate, Dunstable, Hockliffe,
Woburn, Newport Pagnell, Gayhurst
Stoke Goldington, Hackleton, Northamp-
ton, Harlcstone, West Haddon, Chirk,
Rugby. Approximately 95 miles.

important iDates.

Fri., April 8th. and Sal., April 9lh —
Western Centre A-C.U. Two-day Open
Triat

Sal . April leiH—Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill-cVmb at Sutton Bank

Sat.. April 2 3rd- Midland Centre A.C.U
Open Reliability Triil.

Wed , April 27lh—A.C U One-day Trial

Fr! . April 29lh. and Sal.. April 30th—
Ealing and District M.C.C. London-
Holyhead Open Re!iability Trial.

Sat., Apr'l 30lh— Newcas'Ie and District
M C. Travers Challenge Trophy Open
Reliability Trial.

Sat.. April 30th—Surbiton and District

M.C.C. Open Inter-Team Trial (Privite
Owners only).

Fri. May 13th. an -I Sat. May 14th—
M.C C. London-Edinburgh Run.

Sat. May 21st—Western Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill Climb.

Wed., May 25th—A C.U. Silencer Trial at
Brooklands.

Sat.. Miy 28th—East Midland Centra
A.C.U. Open Hill Climb.

Tues., June 14th—Junior T.T. Race
Thurs. June 16lh—Senior TT. Race.

Sat. Jun- 25th—M.C.C Inler-leam Trial
for '"The Motor Cycle" Cup

Sat., Jily 2nd — Bournsmouth M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sal .July 9lh—St. Andrews Speed Trials

Mon., July lllh. to Sat.. July 1 6lh

-

Scottish Six Days' Trial.

Wed.. July 6th. and Thurs , July 7lh-
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Sun.. July 24th—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Rac^ in France.

Mon.. Aug. 1st. to Sa\, Aug. 6th

—

International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land.

Mon.. Aug. 29lh, lo Sat., Sept 3rd-
AC.U. Six Days Trial.

Sat.. Sept. ITlh—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

Tyre Price Reduction.

Following many recent examples the

nuikers of Beldam tyres are reducing
their prices by 20%.

New Scale Prices.

An all-round reduction of the prices of

New Scale machines is aimounced by
Roberts and Hibbs, of Droylsden, Man-
chester. The 4 h.p. (Blackburne) model
is reduced from £126 to £100, and the

3i h.p. two-stroke from £94 10s. to £80.

vSidecar models from £160 to £133 and
£123 to £108 respectively.

Chain Knowledge. -

All owners of chain-driven machines
should write to Brampton Bros., Ltd.

Oliver Street, Birmingham, for " Chat
on Chain," an invaluable little handbook
on the correct use of chain transmission

on motor cycles ; it is undoubtedly one

of the most useful trade pamphlets we
have seen.

A New Gloucester Agency.
That well-known motor cyclist and com-

petition rider, W. B. Gibb, has recently

greatly improved his premises at 100,

Northgate Street, Gloucester, where Ke

carries on a highly successful-motor cycle

agency. An amusing handbill announcing
the change has reached us, in which Mr.
Gi.bb says that his "only reason for open-

ing new premises is to see what on earth

will happen next"!

Catalogues Received.

Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd., Stratford,

London, E.15 : 'A re-issue of the instruc-

tional leaflet dealing with the re-

enamelling of motor cycles and sidecars

by means of Robbialac preparations.

Wessex Garage Co., Ltd., Exeter. A
well-produced little booklet describing

machines for which the coinpany holds

agencies, written in an entertaining and

discursive way.
The Wulfruna Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Great Brickkiln Street, Wolverhampton.
Describing the various Wolf motor

cycles : Model D with the 4 h.p. Black-

burne engine. Model A with the 25 h.p.

Blackburne engine, Model B the two-

stroke two-speed gear model with '\''illiers

engine, and JModel C the 2| h.p. J. A. P.

engined model.
The J.E.S. Motor Works, Gloucester.

Booklet devoted to the J.E.S. 2 h.p. two-

stroke motor cycle ; one of the lightest

machines made "(88 lb.), and occupying a

unique position on the British market.

It is a thoroughly well designed and

well made motor cycle in miniature.

H. Reed and Co., Ellesmere Street,

Hulme, Manchester : A catalogue of the

complete range of Dot motor cycles.

One of the most interestiiig of these^ is

the 3i h.p. twin sporting model, which

weighs under 200 lb., thus bringing it

within the lightweight tax. A certificate

is attached to every machine when
leaving the works, giving the correct

weight unladen.
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Inter-'Varsity Speed Trials.

O.Kt'ord and Cambridge will hold an
inter-'Varsity speed event on Havling
Common, near Thetford, on May let.

Police Motor Cycle Night Patrol.

Armed plain clothes police on motor
cycles are said to be scouring the couutrj^
roads at night around London in search
of farm incendiaries.

The English Bridge, Shrewsbury.

The Borough Council of .Shrewsbury
has recently made a byelaw preventing
vehicles overtaking one another on the
bridge which is situated on the main
Holyhead road entering Shrewsbury from
London. This byelaw ha.s been necessi-

tated by the nariowness of the roadway,
the steepness of the' incline to the
crest of the bridge, and the hirge amount
of traffic passing over it. The Borough
Council earnestly enjoin.'* all motorists
strictly to observe the terms of the
byelaw.

British Motor Cycles in Italy.

Eoad racing is very popular in Italy
just now, and we are able to announce
further successes for British machines,
this time in the Circuit of Cicagna. The
1,000 CO. class was won by Vernoni Nino
on an "8 h.p. New Imperial. A Scott won
the 750 c.c. class.

Argenteuil Hill-climb.

Argenteuil hill-climb, near Paris, which
iias not been run since the war, will be
revived on the 10th inet. The hill is

about one and .a half miles in length, and
has one shar-p and one easy bend. This
event, which is organised by the Moto
Club of Fi'ance, is open to all classes of
motor cycles, as well as ecooteis and
cycle cars.

Inter-University Speed Trials.

The officials of the Leeds University
M.C.C. are anxious to organise a speed
trial this year which shall be open to the
members of any university motor cycle
club. Tlie use of a suitable conrsc within
five miles of Leeds has been offei-ed, and
the event .should be a successful one if

the necessary support is forthcoming.
Secretiiries of eligible clubs .should write
to Mr. B. Boynton, Universitv M.C.C,
Leeds.

Special JFcatures.

IS AIR-COOtlNG ADEQUATE?
ROAD TESTS OF NEW MODELS.
FOUR DAYS ON THE ROAD.

A New Radial-engined Motor Cycle.

• The British Badial Engine. Co. have
bought the manufacturing rights of the

Redrup radial-engined motor cycle.5, and
will manufacture'these machines at their

works at Lacland Place, 429b, King's

Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.IO.

Spring Number oi " The Autocar."

Our parent journal The Aii/ocar will

ne.\t week publish a Special Spring

Number and Illustrated Buyers' Guide
of cars ou the British market. So many
price reductions have occurred since the

Olympia Show that a modern guide to

prices will prove particularly useful at

this juncture. This issue of T/ie Aiilo-

riir, dated .\pril 16th, will be consider-

ably enlarged, and contain many special

.^^t"ic•les and illustrations of absorbing

interest. Motor cyclists interested in

four-wheclcrs of any kind will be well

advised to |)lace a definite order with a

ncws.igent for a copy of The Aulocar

Spring Number.

PAINST,^ING RIDERS REW.'XRDED.
Out of 1,100 machines at the annual Richmond (Yorks) Good Friday meeting, G. Dawson (1916 31 Rudge) received the Mayor's prize

lor the best kept madime. The other picture shows the judges deciding to award The Motor Cycle prize, for the most mgenious amateur

improvement, to C. Cockran (8 Clyno sc.), who had fitted a most complete tool drawer on his luggage grid.
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B.M.C.R.C. First Open Meeting.

A very interesting programme is being

arranged for tiie first open meeting of

the British Motor Cycle Eacing Club to

be held on Broolclands Track on Satur-

day, JNIay 7th. Cars, cycle cars, and
motor cycles will each be provided for,

and the provisional programme drawn
up by the committee promises an excel-

lent day's sport.

Death oJ a Two-stroke Pioneer.

The death of Mr. \V. Murphy on Friday

morning last as the result of a sidecar

collision is an event which is recorded

with regret. Mr. Murphy was a pioneer

of the motor cycle two-stroke engine,

especially devoting himself to large

capacity singles. For many years he has

had a 500 c.c. machine running as a

sidecar mount with great success.

Northern Centre, A.C.U.

A meeting of the various clubs in

Cumberland and Westmorland which form
the Northern A.C.U. Centre was held

last week-end. Several hundred motor
cyclists attended, and after Mr. S.

Rutherford explained the objects of the

centre it -was unanimously resolved to

proceed with the formation of the centre.

Mr. J. jNIorton, jun., Warwick Road,
Carlisle, has been elected secretary.

Imp.'oveinents at Brooklands.

Alterations to Brooklands Track are

contemplated by the British Motor Cycle
Eacing Club. These will include a new

The Illustration depicts the fork at Brooklands as it will appear after the proposed alterations

planned to improve facilities for spectators at motor cycle events.

motor cycle paddock at the Fork, where
most of the B.M.C.R.C. races start and
finish, a new judges' and timekeepers'
box, a special press stand, notice boards,
etc, Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite has been
elected chairman, and Mr. A. G. Rey-
nolds vice-chairman, for the ensuing year.

Further Price Reductions.

We are able to announce that Messrs.

Lea and Francis, following the general

trend, have made a substantial reduction

of £20 on both their 3^ h.p. and 5 h.p.

models. The price of the former is now
£125, and the latter £145.

90 m.p.g. WITH SMALL
FOUR-WHEELERS.

EXCELLENT weather conditions pre-

vailed on the occasion of the Junior

Car Club's fuel consumption trial on
Saturday last. Several of the vehicles

entered were of the type with which
many readers of this journal are inter-

ested, and their performances are well

worthy of record. It must, however, be
borne in mind that in a trial of this kind
the method of driving employed is by
no means normal, the driver usuallv

starving his carburetter and engine so

that the best fuel consumption results are

obtained, and driving in a manner which
no one would attempt under normal
circumstances.
The trial started from Stanmore Station,

where all the cycle cars had their tanks
filled right up to the brim. The course
was a triangular one—through Stanmore,
up the Edgware-St. Albans road, up,
Brockley Hill, and through Elstree and
Radlett, along the narrow undulating and
winding road to St. Stephens on the out-

skirts of St. Albans, and then to Watford,
Ricksiiransworth, up the somewhat steep
Betch worth Hill after the latter town,
then down to Norwood, and back to

Stanmore.
The road from Watford to North wood

and beyond was bad and dusty.
Two of the G.N.'s distinguished them-

felves. Mundy's tied with one" of the
Deemsters in covering the course with
most miles to the gallon to its credit—
90.6 m.p.g. and 55.3 ton-miles to the
gallon, wliile the Hon. V. A. Bruce's
cycle car of this make did 89 m.p.g.
and 55. 4~ ton-miles to the gallon.

SUTTON COLDFIELD A.C.
DINNER.

ON Friday last, under the chairman-
ship of Mr. T. AUday, a most
successful dinner was held by the

above club. Some seventy members and
guests were present on this occasion,

which was the eighth annual dinner cf

the club. Valuable trophies, including
the Colmore Cup, 'were presented after

dinner by Mrs. Allday, and an excel-

lent amateur musical programme was en-

joyed. IMr. G. F. Pearson (Mayor of

Sutton Coldfield) was present, and many
well-known faces in the motor cycle world
were to be seen.

The Colmore Cup Trial was the first

open trial ever held, and, in spite of the
fact that the 1921 event" was not open,

has become . a classic, always drawing
very large entries. The Sutton Coldfield

Club w^as one of the earliest organisations
to encourage lightweight machines. One
speaker urged that similar encouragemeiit
should be given to cleanly motor cycles,

and it is not improbable that botb these
desirable types will receive the club's

very special attention in the future. Un-
doubtedly the president, oflficials, and
members of the Sutton Coldfield Club are

to be congratulated on their far-sighted
policy and their excellent organisation.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES
AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
THE immense poi^ularity of the motor

cycle, as evidenced bv the apparent
reluctance of owners to offer their

machines for sale, was the first thing to

strike the visitor on Saturday last, when
the Second-hand Car and jilotor Cycle

Show at the Cr.ystal Palace was thro^vn

open to the public. Three hours after

the doors were opened there were but

si.vteen exhibits staged in the motor cvcle

section, but we were informed tliat a

good many more were undergoing the

road trial and examination to which all

machines were subjected by Mr. Eex
Mnndy before the,v could be placed on

sale.

It is not perhaps generally known that

exhibits may be- accepted up to Satur-

day next. The entry fees are 5%
the first £40 on motor bicycles and on

the first £50 on sidecar outfits, the

balance being 13%.

WESTERN A.C.g.,

GLASGOW.
THE result of the Spring Holiday Tria

reflects the severity of the road and

w^eather conditions during the event

Out of thirty-four starters who left

Glasgow on the Saturday, only nine sur

vived to the end of the trial, and less

than half of these qualified for gold

medals. The results are as follows :

Mrs. Duncan Bdl (7" A.J.S. sc.) wins the A.J.S.
Tiopliy and gold medal.
W. Morton (3V2 James), the Hutchinson

Trophy and gold medal.
J. Tjilliewood {6 A.J.S. sc). gold medal and

special prize for private owner and club member
D. Q. Bell (7 A.J.S. sc), gold medal.
Murdoch Frazer {7 A.J.S. sc), silver medal,
W. Pethybridge (A,B.C. light car), silver medalT
Allen Neilston {7 A.J.S, sc), bronze medal.

R. J. MacEwan (Richardson light car), bronze
medal.
R. M. Wilson (2=i Hobart), bronze medal.
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The Western Centre Two Day Trial.
DESPITE the fact that officially the

trade is not supjiortihg the event,

just one hundred entries have

been received for the A.C.U.

Western Centre Two Day Open Trial.

This event is due to start to-morrow

(Friday), but at the time of going to

press it is not certain what effect the coal

strike will have upon road trials of this

nature.

In Tlip. Motor C'l/cle of Jlarch 24th

(page 383) we published a detailed map
of the course showing observed hills ;

therefore, now, we need only recapitulate

the chief points of interest en route.

J H Fellows (3'A Sunbeam). J
H. Stringer (3-1 Scott). T,

G ,7 Baragwanath (S'-j Sunbeam).
J. &. Walker f2":i EJmund).
B L. Bird (4ii B.S.A.).

L. L. Sealev (41,4 B-S.A.).

H. Poole (4ii B.S.A.).

H. F. Brockbank (8 Blackburne).

J. Knowles (4 Triumph).
F. S. Barnes (3i-. Sunbeam).
E. GrilHths (3Vj Norton).
A. L. Homer (4i,i James),
R. Fellows (V- Sunbeam),
'». B. Williams (4 Triumpjl).

J. Lee (7 Indian),

W. Edwards (4 Triumph).
J A. Carvill (4 Triumph).
A W. G. Martin (4 Triumph),
A. R. Navlor (4 Triumph),
A. Lindsay (3';. Norton).

G W. T, Ilartwell (3i!. Norton).

F, H. Wallis (3I.J Rover),
€, Oickins (3':. Dene),
L, Paynter (SU Norton),
S. A, Such (2>'. Connaught),
F. A. Dickins (7 Harlev).
.7 W, Severs (S'-' Blackburne).
G. W. Shepherd (2'', Blackburne)
N. W. Smith (4 Triumph).
I-. Davies (3 .A..B.C.),

A. E. Taylor (6 B.S..\.).

A. 7!. Passey l3i.i Norton),
E. Kickbam (3V' Douclas).
R. O. Goldsmith (4 Blackburne).
31. .7. Willis (31-, Norton).
L. Crisp (A'o llumber).
E. F. G. ,7elfyman (3V;. Norton).
W. Brandisli (4K. Humber),
D, A. .\tkin (5 Rover).
G. L. White (5 Rover).
M. Ilartland (2% Velocette).
II, W, Spencer (4 Omega;,
E. Colmer (2>,i Levis),

W. Howarth (2"'i Dalton),

Timetable.

First D.iy,—Start Hereford control
8.30 a.m., Bronllys check 9.54 a.m.,
Upper Chapel check 10.45 a.m., Builth
Wells 11,5 a.m,, Rhayader check 11,45
a.m,, Devil's Bridge control (arrive)
12,45 p.m.. Devil's Bridge control (de-
part) 2.15 p.m., Machynlleth check 3,33
p,m,, Llanidloes check 4.35 p,m,, Aberyst-
wyth control (arrive) 6,6 p,m.
Second D,\y,—Aberystwyth control (de-

part) 8,30 a.m,, Llanrhystyd 8,57 a,m,.
Lampeter (quarter mile outside) 9,37
a,m,, Llangybi check 9,51 a.m., Pump-
saint 10.23 a.m., Cynghordy Post Office

NOMINATIONS FOR CLUB TE.V.M

PRIZES,

check 11,0 a,m,, Builth Wells 11.59 a.m.,

Llandrindod control (arrive) 12.21 p.m.,

Llandrindod control (depart) 1.51 p.m.,~
~
"

Brecon check 3.6Builth Wells 2.13 p.:

chec'k

Here-

10.49

E. J. Whitaker (4>j B.S.A.).
77. Richards (4 Triumph).

E. R. Main (8 Zenith).
W. G. Church (21/, Velocette).
W. 7. Thomas (3"u Scott).
T. B. G. Vale (2"-;, Beanlmore).
A. White (3 Neal-Dalm),
,7. Allen (3 Neal-Halm),
S, W, Lewis (4 7Ioski5on),
S, M, Greening (2\^ Sunbeam),
A. A, Preitwich (2'\ New Imperial).
W, Lord (3i;. Sunbeam).
W. B. Gibb ('31:. OouElas).
C. F. Townley (3i,-.. Norton).
J. II. Watson (3 Be-ardmore).
G. W. Wilkin (4 Wilkin),
II. M. Harveyson (4 Indian).
O. Lewis (3'._. Norton).
N. A. Brain (3',;. Sunbeam).
P. W. White (8 Sunbeam sc).
W. Swnffen (3V. Norton sc).
C. n. Michaelis (7 Ilarlcv .5c.),

Hugh Gibson (8 Royal Riibv sc).
L. H, J, Blick (7 Harley sc).
W. P. Brandon (4 Tri\:mph sc).
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc).
G. H. Tucker (4 Norti n .sc).

W. Reg. Brown (3V, Sunbeam sc).
E. G. Kcrv (8 Sunbeam .sc).

S, T, Tessier (8 Bat sc),
Eric Williams (7 ,\..7.S. sc).
T, C, dc la Ilayo (31!. Sunbeam .«c.),

A. C. Shephard (3',-'. Sunbeam .^c).

H. J. Stretton-Waril (8 ExceUior sc),
C. C. Beavi.'i (7 Indian sc),
T, Silver (4 Quadrant sc).
II. H. Oxcnham {8 Zenitli sc),
G, Packman (8 iMatchless sc).
R. I, navies (6 A..7.S. .sc).

Eli Clark, Jun. (6 Douglas sc),
7), G, Prentice (8 Morgan),
II. F. S. Jlorgan (8 Morgan).
W. A. Carr (8 Morgan).

Brjstoi, M.C.C.
.'V. R. Pasaey CJ'.;. Norton).
G. H. Tucker (4 Norton sc).
E. Kickham

(3>,-l. Douglas).

Eedditcii .\sd DiSTniuT M.C.C.
B. L. Bird (4W B.S_A.).
H. Poole (4'4 B.S.A.),
L, L, Sealcy (4"4 U.S.A.).

STOCnBRIDCE M.C.C.
R. Fellows (31;. Sunbeam).
E. Criinths (Ji.-j Norton).
J, R, Fellowa (3'.-l. Sunbeam).

NOHTil W.\I.ES M.C.C.
Hugh Gibson (8 Royal Ruby >c
.7. Lee (7 Indian).
T, B, Williams (4 Triumph),

9JlELTC^Jr.^^f M,C.C, .\Nn L.C.C.
L. Paynter (3',;, Norton).
C. H. Dickins (3"4 Dene).
S. A. Such (21;.^ Connaught),

NE.\t« .\nd Y.*itvlyfer.v M.C.C.
Alexander Lindsay (3'-l. Norton).
W, Church (2'.\ Velocette).
W. J. Thomaa \.i'u Scott).

COVKNTdV ANP W.\BU-icKsinnc M.C.
G. L. White (5 Rover),
n. Atkin (5 Rover).
W. Brandish (4^! number)

.Malvern M.C.C.
D. G. Prentice (8 Morgan).

:V. Carr "(8 Morgan).
F. S. .Morgan (8 Morgan)

p.m,, Beaufort 3.57 p.m., Gilwern
4,12 p.m., Hay check 5.18 p.m.
ford control (finish) 6.33 p.m.
Times at foot of observed hills :

First Day.—Mynydd Eppynt
a.m., PJinlimmon 3.55 p.m.
Second Day.—Llangybi 9.52 a.m., Sarn

Helen 9.55 a.m., Caio"l0.27 a.m., Llaiid-

dewfi Cwm 2.20 p.m., Black Rock 3.37

p.m., Tre Fadoc 5.22 p.m.

Below is given a list of competitors :

WORCESTHlt .\ND DiSTniCT J7.C.C.

B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc).

E. Williams (7 A..7.S. sc).
T. C. de la Haye (3',-j Sunbeam sc).

Bath and West of Enqlasd M.C.C.
AXD L.C.C.

E. Colmer (2"/, Levis).

A. C. Shephard (3'^. Sunbeam sc)
7:). W. Spencer (4 Omega).

SmouD M.C.C.
L. Blick (7 Ilarley sc).
C. Beavis (7 Indian sc).
N. Smith (4 Triumph).

WoRCESTEnsnmE M.C.
A. W. Briltain (10 Calthorpe car).

Re\ Mundy (11 Deernstor car).
G. S. Boston (11 Morris.Cowley).

ESSE.X M.C.
S. N. Greening (3". Sunbeam).
A. A. Prcstwich (2'ri New Imperial).
H. R. Harveyson ( ).

Gl.OCCESTEIl M.C.C.
W. B. Gibbs I )

Motor Cycling Ci.nn.

P. W. White (8 Sunbeam).
A. W Martin (4 Triumph).
C. D. Michaelii^ (7 Harley sc).

-KOTTisnuAM M.(^C.

J. II. Watson <3 Beardmorc).
G. W. llnrtwcll (3',i. Norton).
F. II. Wallis (314 Rover).

IIeheford M.C.C.
T. B. Vale (2'< Bcardmore).
Reg. Brown (3'.j Sunbeam sc).

N. .\. Brain (3",*^ Sunbeam).

92 ENTRIES FOR T.T. RACES TO DATE.

B^LOW we are able to^give lists of entries for the
Junior and Senior T.T. Races, which will be held on
Juue 14t-h and 16th respectively. Many riders have
yet to he nominated, while several firms whicii, it is

known, intend to compete are not yet in the lists. .

JUNIOR RACE.
TRADE HNTRIES.

Entrant

.

Rider. Machine.

3- Douglas Motors, Ltd '.

2'j, Douglas
I, AJexan.der and Co J. R- Alexander ... zi Douglas
L S. A. Newman and Co 3 Ivy
1. J. Blake and Co 3 I\'y

2. Maudes' Motor Mart 3 Ivy
6. A. J. Stevens and Co A.j.S.
1. A. H. Haden and Co A. H. Haden 2} New Comet
3. Bumey and Blackburne, Ltd. . . R. Carey 2? Blackburne
4. New linpcrial Cycles, Ltd New Imperial
2. G. A. MiJIer a.nd Co 2] ruid 2] Martin
4. Butterfields, Ltd G: S. Davison 2^ Levis
I. Frank Whilworth, Lid
I. Massey Arran Motor Co 2^ Mass^y Arran
1. The Braddon Motor and Cycle

Depot , Frank Wood 2} Blackburne
I. Norman Rud. Barrett Co., Ltd. . Jack Holroyd 2} Blackburne

PRIVATE OWNERS.
Tudor Thoropsoa Entrant
Dr. C. Hopwood Entrant
H. F. Brockbank EntrajU
R. W. Loughton and Co Ralph Loughton
C. F. Edwards Entrant
J. Joynson Entrant 2? N.U.T.
R. Humphreys Entrant 2i Velocette
Roberts and Hibbs ,
*Reg.- Lucas Entrant

•Unsettled as to whether Junior or Senior Race.

2I Douglas

2i Blackburne

2i N.U.T.

SENIOR RAGE.
TR.\DE ENTRIES.

Entrant. Rider. Machin°.

5. Norton Motors, Ltd 3 J Norton
1. .\lexander and Co D. S. Alexander ... 3I Norton
I. Burncy and Blackburne, Ltd 3} Blackburn-

•i. John Slarston, Ltd 3^ Sunbeam
3. Doui^las .Motors, Ltd 3I Douglas
1. Frank Whitworth
6. Birmingham Small Arms Co.,

Lt<J ; B.S.A.
2. A. J. Stevens and Co A.J.S.

3. Triximph Cycfc Co Triumph
3. James C>clc Co., Ltd T- F. Lidstone 3i James

G. E. Stobart 3! James
G. Strange 3^ James

4. Hendee Manuf;\ctiiring Co. . .
' 3.1 Indian

2. G. A. Miller andto 3 J Martin
^ I. Eric Williams and Co Eric Williams 3! Sunbeam

3. Zenith Motors J- L. Emerson .... 499 c.c. Zenith
K, Don 499 c.c. 2enith

F. Townshend 499 c.c. Zenith

PRIVATE OWNERS.

W. Royle Entrant
H. Minton Entrant . . . :

.

Hubert Mason Entrant
W. Hollmvell Entrant
T. Mallon .'. . Entrant
Vivian Olsson Entrant
Tommy Thompson En tran t 3I Rudge Mult.
Flight-Lieut. J. O. Groves Entrant 3I Rudge Multi

J. Mitchell Entrant •

H. Pattinson ' Entrant 3V Triumph
Jack Thomas Entrant 3^ Norton
R. Carey Entrant 3^ Blackburne

3.^ Norton
. 3! Norton
3! Norton

3 5 Norton
3.^ Sunbeam
3I Sunbeam

CI.S
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HIGH SPEEDS ON KOP HILL.

APRIL -Jill, igii.

163 Enries in (he Essex M.C. Hill-climb near Princes Risborough.

WERE records for hills easily recorded,

and always authenticated, there

is no doubt that previous best

times for Kop hill vould have proved
well beaten on Saturday. The event was
the open hill-climb of the Essex M.C
and glorious weather and a large entry,

incluciing a positive galaxy of expeit

combined to pioduce ^erv keen iiding.

Mm i

J
T. C. De la Hay who made fastest

time of the day on an overhead valve

3J h.p^ Sunbeam. This machine recently

put up some phenomenal performances.

H. Thorpe at speed on a 3J h.p. Sports Mode! Douglas.

Never has it been our pleasure to wit-
ness more expeditious organisation in a
hiU-clinib. Synchronised watches aiid a
field telephone allowed one competitor to

be despatched before the man in front
was much more than half way up the
hill. Therefore the 165 entries and nine-
teen events in tlie motor cycle and three-
wheeled cycle car class passed off with
lightning-like rapidity.

Sidecar Classes First

The two sidecar classes started the ball

rolling, and some very fine ascents bv
Riddock (8 Zenith sc), O'Sullivan (7,-9

flarley-Davidson sc), and E. A. Bridg-
man (7-9 Indian sc), were made in the
1,000 cc class.

Some very fast lightweights were in

evidence in the next two classes. G. S.

Davidson (2^ Levis)- was unfortupate in

stopping for some unexplained reason on
the top bend ; thus the Diamonds and

New Imperials had things almost all

their own way. Newey (on a Levis),

however, made a very fast ascent in the

open 250 cc. class.

Things began to hum when the 500 cc
machines came along, and it was evident

that it was going to be a close tussle

between De la Hay's Sunbeam, Thorpe's
Sporting Douglas, and TI. Petty's and
G. A. Vandervell's Nortons. The Sun-
beam was afterwards disqualified in all

the "touring" classes: it was the new
overhead-vah"ed machine with wdiich De
la Hay will defend his T.T. title. Petty
did well to make fastest time in his class

on his first ascent of the -hill.

Vandervell, who rode in a hair-raising

manner, and who was later successful

in piloting a Talbot car up in under
35s., took the honours in the class for

750 cc machines.
In the unlimited touring class, Le

Vack's Indian and Riddock's Zenith had

The light four-wheelers made very steady and fast chmbs. W. F. Davenport (A.V.)

overhauhng A. Knight on an old type Garden.
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High Speeds at Kop Hill—

a close tussle. Le Vack got it, however,
in the very ;iiie time of 32.4s.

Classes F and G were for any motor
cycle, and thus De la Hay's Sunbeam was
eligible. His ascent in Class F at 30.4s.
stands as fastest time of the day. In
Class G. however, his engine was^'miss-
ing"and honours again went to Le Vack.
CLASS A.—Touring Solo xot Exceeding

250 CO.
Event 1 (Openl. On Formula.— 1. .1. V. Prest-

wich {2\'i Diamond-Jap) ; 2. J. Lidstone {2^\
James); 3, Kaye Don (2'/2 Diamond-Jap). Fastest
time: 11. Newev (2I4 Levifl.
Event 2 (Members). On Formula.— 1. .1. V.

Prestwich [2'/., Diamond-Jap); 2, J. Lids'.one (2>i
James); 3. Kaye Don (2'A Diarnond-Jap). Fastest
time: J. y. Prestwich |2ii Diamond-Jap).
CL.ASS B:—TouKiNG Soi.o Machines not Ex-

ceeding 350 c.c.
Event 3 (Open). On Time.— 1. Albert E. Swan

(2-'i New Imperial-.Tap), 47.as.
Event 4 (Members). On Time.-l, J. V. Prest-

wich (2V.\ Diamond-Jap). 49.65.
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CLASS C—Touring Soi.o Maciiineb not Ex-
ceeding 500 c.c.

Event 5 (Open). On Time.— 1, H. Petty (SVs
Norton), 36.4s.
Event 6 {Members). On Time.— 1, H. Petty

(3'.b Norton), 36.4s.

CLASS D.—Touring Solo Wacuines not Ex-
ceeding 750 c.c.

Event 7 (Open). On Time (formula results not
verified yet).—I. G. A. Vandervell (3',-j Norton)
and G. Strange f3"-> James) tied. 38.4s.'
Event 8 (Member's).—!. G. A. Vandervell (3J'j

Norton) and G. Strange (S',-.- James) tied, 38.4s.

CLASS E.—TouRfNG Solo M.vciunes not E.\.-

CEEDING 1,000 c.c.

Event 9 (Open). On Formula.— 1. G. S. Davison
\2\.. Levis); 2. G. A. Vandervell (3'^ Norton):
3. IL Tliorpe (3':. Douglas). Fastest time: IL le

Vark (7-9 Indiaiil. 32.4s.
Event 10 (Member?). On Formula.— 1. G. A.

Vandervell (3':. Norton); 2. H. Thorpe (3';.

Douglas); 3. G. Strange (SV- James). Fastest
time: H. le Vack (7-9 Indian), 32.4s.

CLASS F.—An? Solo Machines not Exceeding
500 C.C.

Event 11 (Open). On Time.~l. T. C. de la

Hay {IV., Sunbeam), 30.4s.

Event 12 (.Memb2;-s). On Timc.-l, T. C. de la

Hay (3'j Sunbeam). 30.4s.

CLASS G.—Any Solo M.vchines not Exceeding
l.OOu c.c.

Event 13 (Open). On Time.— 1, H. le Vack [7-9
Indian), 33s.
Event 14 (Members). On Time.— 1, H. le Vark

(7-9 Indian), 53s.

CLASS H.—Touring Passenger Machines not
Exceeding 500 c.c.

Event 15 (Open).— 1. R. C. Cbawner (3','. Sun-
beam sc). 71.4s. Walk-over.
Event 16 (Members).—No runners.

CLASS J.—Touring Passenger Machines not
Exceeding 1,00,0 c.c

Event 17 (Open). On Time.— l", J. P. Riddock
(8 Zenith sc.). 44s.
Event ;i8 (Members). On Time.—1, 'J. P. Pad-

dock {3 Zenith sc), 44?.

CLASS K.—TouRfNG Three-wheeled Cycle
Cars noi Exceeding 1,110 c.c.

Event 19 (O-""*. On Time.— 1, E. B. Ware
(10 Morgan). 45.65.
Event 20 (x\ki:..Jors). On Time.— 1, E. B. Waiu

{10 Morgan), 45.6s.

LONDOiN-LAND'S END RESULTS.
Four Premier Awards won by a 3ih.p. Ariel, a 7h.p. A.J.S.Sidecar. a 10 h. p. Morgan,

and a 12 h.p. A B.C. Car respectively.

72 motor bicycles started, 56 finished, 37 gold medals, 14 silver medals, 2 disqualified, 2 no award, 1 held over.
60 sidecars started, 44 finished, 25 gold medals, 13 silver medals, 6 disqualified.
8 three-wheel runabouts started, 5 finished, 4 gold medals, 1 silver medal.
56 cars started, 42 finished, 23 gold medals, 16 silver medals. (See " The Autocar.";

PREMIER AWARDS.
JARROTT CUP: 1.—F. A. Longman (31 Ariel), time on Porlock 9 min. 15 sec.

2.— P. W. Moffatt (3! Douglas;, 8 min. 59 15 sec.
3.—F. W. Applebee (2] Levis), 9 min. 1 sec.

CAPTAIN'S CUP for best performance by a sidecar: 1.—F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc), 9 min. 1 4/5 sec.

2.—A. P. McCowran (4 Triumph sc), 9 min. 2 3/5 sec.

ELCE CUP for three-wheeled cycle cars: S. \. McCarthy (10 Morgan), 9 min. 3.sec.

AHIEL.
F. A. I.on^niun (3'-.). J:ii'iolt

Cup.
E. .Mkins (3V.). Gold medal.
C. Boiirlet (3V.). CoW medal.
!•'. J. Watson (6-7 sc). Gold mrdal.

.\..r.s.

F. W. Giles (7 sc). Cnotaiii's

W. C. Hc-my (7 sc.). Gold medal.
R. Rayner (6 sc). Ttetired.

BROrCH SUPERIOR.
H. Karslake (3). Gold medal.
8. W. RalcliHc 18). Silver medal.'
G. Brongti (8 sc). Silver medal.'

BROUGH.
W. E. Brough (5 sc). Silver medal.'

BLACKBUBNE.
R. Carey (8 sc). Silver viedal.

BEAUMONT.
0. W. Sheplierd (2''j). Gold medal.

B.\T.
S. T. Tcssier (8 sc). Gold medal.

B.S.V.

V. I'entlovv (4Vi sc). Silver medal.*
M. A. Ncwnliam (414 9c.). Ttetired.
R. J. Andrews (4'.i sc). Hetired.

COVENTRY PHE.MIER.
R. Croucbcr (8-10). Gold medal.

COOLSON-B.
R. B. Clark (2"'i). Gold medal.
H. F. Fellowes (4). Gold medal.
C. F. Alcock (2";i). Silver medal.*

CEDOS.
A. G. Wall (2',i). Retired.

CONNAUGHT.
J. Harrison (2^i). Xo auard.
S. T. Ashby (2ri). No avrard.

DOUGLAS:
P. W. MoHatt (3';'.). Gold medal.
E. Kickham (SVi). Gold medal.
E. Clark, jun. (2^41. Itetired.

E. Clark, sen. (4 sc). Retired.
G. B. Betteridge (4 sc). Retired.
A. H. S. Love (2";i). Retired.

DALTON.
A. S. Guthrie (2»1). Silver medal.
F. Begley (4 sc). Retired.

DUNELT.
.\. I'. H. Pehrson (4i,il. Silver

tnedal.'

DIAMOND.
E. A. Wright (2^1). Gold medal.
H. V. Batcman (2v4). iN'o award.
F. G. Prirc (2"u). Held over.

IIO.MBER.
S. Julian (4 sc). Vi^qaalificd.^

HARLEY-DAVl IJSON.
C. A. McKciind (4). Gold medal.
C. II. Mcrsan (4). Gold meditl.
R. G. Spikins (7). Gold medal.
.1. A. OSullivan (41. Gold m'dal.
W. G. Svkcs <7). Gold medal.
W. .lulian (7 sc). Gold medal.
S. C. Tait (7 sc). Gold medal.
J. Caslike (7 sc). Gold medal.
B. S. Allen (7 sc). Gold medal.
.T. S. Morcan (7 sc). Gold medal.
E. ,1. L. Strong <7 sc). Gold medal.
R. Newitt (7 sc). Retired.
C. D. Michaelis (7 sc). Retired.
G. E. Toombs (7 sc). Retired.
J. A. Masters <7 sc). Retired.
J. C. Watson (7 sc). Retired.

INDIAN.
T. S. Sharratt (4). Gold medal.
H. R. Harveyson (4). Gold medal.
W. .7. Simpson (7 sc). Gold medal.
A. M. Knoll (4). Si7.-pr mrdal.
C. C. Labin (4). Silver medal.

^

H. Le Vack (7 sc). Retired.

JA-MES.
H. H. Saddington (6 sc). Gold medal.

"LEVIS.
F. W. Applebee (2'/j). Gold medal.
B. G. Bays (21,4). Retired.

LEA-FRANCIS.
J. Richardson (3'/i;). Gold medal.

METBOTVLER.
G. E. Cuffe (2i:.>. Silver vtrdttl.'

G. F. Ammon (2",y. Retired.

MARTINSYDE.
J. T. Bashall (6 sc). Gold raedol.

W. H. Bashall (6 sc). Gold medal.

M.B.
S. Warne C2ii). Retired.

MORGAN.
S. .\. .McCarthy (101. Flee Cun
A. E. llartlall (lOi. Gold medal
II. W. nolmcs (10). Silver medali
W. II, Eke (10), Retired.
II, E, K, Sawlell (10), llrlired.
C, E, Bennett (10), Retired.

MATCHLESS,
T, J, Ross (7 sc). Gold medal.
V. .1, Ellis (7 sc). Gold medal,
O. Nott (7 sc). Gold medal.
D, S, Parsons (7 sc). Gold medal.
G. Packman (8 sc). Gold medal.
W. F. Guiver (8 sc). Silver jardal.'
G. D. lllirdeo (7 sc). Uiiqaalitied.

NEW IMPERIAL.
A. A. Prc>t\virh (25i). DlaiitiaUlicd.l
R. A. Lucking (8 sc). Dinqualijied.^

NORTON.
U. K. Knight (3i.j). Gold medal.
R. M. Kriowlcs (3',-l.). Gold taedal.
J. G. fJocdenonch (3'-.). Gold medal.
R. H. Attnrcod (4 sc)'. Gold medal.

N.r.T.
R. T. Leather (3",4). Gold medal.
A. C, Rhode." (31-'.). Gold mrdal.
W. Bray (3V.). Si7rrr taedal.'
H, S. Eaton (3). Disqualified.

%

OMEGA.
S, G, Wooldridge (4), Silver medal.'

OLYMPIC.
D. J. Stone [2%). Retired.

P. AND M.
P. Cunningham (3'..1.1. Gold medal.

QUADRANT.
C. Wilson (4'/y. Silver viedal.

REX.
J. A. Watson-Bourne (4)i Gold medal.
W. A. Fell Smith (8 sc). Silver medal.'
H. W. Glendinning (8 sc). Silver

medal.'
3. D. Marvin (8 sc). Silver viedal.

i

ROVER. i.

J. C. Sandford (6 sc). Silver medal.'

READING-STANDARD.
J. Wallis (8). Gold medal.
G. K. Gibbs (8). Gold medal.

ROYAL RUBY.
11. Gibson (8 sc). Gold medal.
L. A. Apsey (8 sc). Gold mrdal.
IL Dale (8 scj. Disqualified.

i

SCALE.
II. J. Scale (41. Gold medal.

SUNBEA.M.
S. Brookcr (3.'j). Gold medal.
Kcevil I3V5). Gold viedal.

Strtct (3'5). Silver medal.
W. White (8 sc). Ditqiialitird.

C. Lunniss (8 sc). Diaqaalified.;

Olsson (3';). Retired.

SCOTT.
A. Hoult (3;il. 6'olrf mrdal.
J. 'Anderson (3^i). So au-ard.

TRIU.MPH.
A. Slann (4.1 Gold mrtlal.

.Morgan (4). Gold medal.
Francis (4). Gold medal.
B. lioberls (4). Gold medal,
P. McGowran (4 sc). Gold
raedol.
R. Claridge (4 sc). Silver
vtrdal.*
Pond (4). Silver medal.
Notari (4.) Silver medal.'
.1, Sims (4). .S'i(rrr medal.
F, Plowman (4), Xo aivard.

G, Battley (41. Retired.
P. Brandon (4 sc). Retired.

T. Edwards (4 sc). Retired.
miliary (4 sc). Retired.

T.B.

S. Spouse (10). Gold medal.

VERUS.
Dunford (2^i). Gold medal.
E. Stacey {2'^i). Silver medal.

ZENITH.
. Don (6 sc). G'otd viedal.

. Ellison (6). Gold medal.
F. Perrin (6 sc.) Silver medal.

. R. Milling (8). Silver medal.'

. Charlcsfforth (8 sc). Silver

mxdal.'
. F. Overbury (8 sc). Retired.

.
Crawlord (5).. Retired.

Too slow on Porlcck section.

Late at check.
Too early.
Passenger on earlier.
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MOTOR CYCLES
FOR

POLICE WORK.
The Advantages of ihe Modern
Motor Cycle appreciated by
Scotland Yard.

Sidecar Outfits (o be used in

Metropolitan Area.

THE Commissioner of Metro-
politan Police has decided
more extensively to employ

motor cycles for the control of

traffic. This fact has been eagerly

seized by the daily press as material

for startling headlines.
" Scorchers to be Chased '' was one eye-compelling

headline, and in the context one found that P'leet

Street's conception of the duties of

such a force will be tO' give ehase
to offenders against the speed limit.

Cinema Stunts.

Those of our readers ^vho are

cinema-goers know how, such
methods work in America. A
motorist in a hurry after the " hea^7

lead " passes a motor cyclist police-

man who promptly sets off in pur-

suit. After an exciting chase,

during which the lives of innocent

l^edestrians are in jeopardy, the 7-9

h.p. -Indian or Harley draws ahead

and the offender is brought to a

stop, sometimes at the point of' a

revolver. This is not actually what
happens in the land of freedom

;

nevertheless, almost every city in

U.S.A. employs large squads of motor cycle police,

and the lot of the speedman is not altogether a happy

A motor cycle squad of tlie Sultan of Egypt's Police with their Douglas mounts.

At Los Angeles, in California, as in the majority of American cities, a large force of motor

cycle police is maintained. The illustration depicts the plain clothes section.

one. In addition to motor cycle patrols many cities

have a corps of plain clothes officers who mingle; with

the traffic, and, so it is contended,

are not above tempting motor
cyclists for a speed burst in order to

obtain a " case."

Not for Chasing Purposes.
Probably our Fleet Street

journalists had taken the' U.&.A.
police as a pattern when making
guesses at: the duties of the officers

forming the Londoai squad ; but,

from an interview we had with the

authorities at Scotland Yard, we
can say that they guessed wrong.
At present, at all events, there is no
intention of utilising the motor
cycle police for chasing motor
cyclists w4rose rear lamps have
jolted out, or those who are

suspected of exceeding the speed
limit. In all probability the speed limit will be suffi-

ciently increased to render such patrols unnecessary
by the time the new squad has com-
pleted its experiments, which lie in

.

an entirely different direction from
that suggested by the daily papers.

Traffic Regulation.
Ten Triumph-Gloria outfits are to

be put into commission, and they

will be sent out with two officers

each to assist in regulating traffic as

necessity arises. Chiefly their duties^

will be on rnain arteries where a

large amount of traffic is expected,

slich as on Derby Day and similar

events which attract to one point an

extraordinarv number of vehicles.

Evei^thing considered, the British

pohce have been tardy in adapting

modern motor cycles to their use,

and we have many times urged the

authorities to give consideration to

The Paris pohce authorities long ago

realised the necessity of the motor cycle in

upholding the law.
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the undoubted
advantages of

such machines
for man)' duties.

Almost e v e r y
progressive
country in the

world has its

motor . cycle
police force, and
the illustrations

given on this and
the preceding
page deprct men
in the police
forces of Eg}-pt,

Belgium,
France, Canada,
and U.S.A.

In Liverpool
the police have
realised the value of the motor c\cle, and only recently
we gave an illustration of the Beardmore-Precisioii
mounted men in the Li\erpool force. Brighton, too.

The smart and service-

able uniform of the

officers of the Regina
Police. Canada, is of

special mteresl.

The Belgian Motor Cycle Police shown mounted on British machines—James and B.S.A.

organisatio

motor eye

extended.

443 .

has sufficient

motor cyclists

in the police to
muster a squad
w h e n needed,
and on many
recent r'o y a 1

^•isits to the
provinces motor
cycle specials

have acted as

escort to the
royal carriage,

and so proved
their utility.

We feel sure

that the Metro-
politan Police
will find their

new venture an
asset to their

II, and we expect before long to see the
'e section of the force very considerably

Uniformed New York Police. A squad ready for special parade duty.

Leeds and District M.C.
was an excellent muster oi

for tliQ run to BurnsaU on Hie
An al fresco picnic on the rivei-

CLUB NEWS, ntrfair
Til ere

rnembers
3rcl inst.

side was enjoyed by alf

Bedford and District M.C.
For Die Pater, Ildlland, Khodes. and

Hebblewaite prizes a petrol consumption
test, held on Easier Monday, resulted
as follows : Class B,—C. F.' Plowman.
Class C.—Miss L. Luddintiton. Class D—N. if. Bligh. Class E.—A. Bristowe.

North-west London M.C.C.

,
On Sunday last the oflicial opening run

. took place starting from Hampstead
Heath, through St. Albans, and the
lesser known Hortford lanes to Hemel-
Hempstead and Ivinghoe for lunch, fortv
members sharing the meal. Members of
the party then organised an impromptu
hill-climb, the object being the summit of
Ivinghoe Beacon bv the "direct" route
over the grass. Tea at Little Gaddesdon,
and a saunter home in the delightful
spring evening, completed a most enjoy-
able dav.

Stockport and District M.C.
."ill the cla.'6es that were uncompleted

m the open hill-climb on the IGth ult.
will be run off on April 16th.

Eastern Centre A.C.U.
At the Blue Boar Hotel, Cambridge, on

Wedne-sday, ilarch 25rd, a meeting was
held for the purpose of forming an Eastern
local centre, and the following clubs have
made application to the A.C.U. to form
this centre: The Cambridge and County
M.C.C, the Eastern Counties M.C.C, the
Ersex Motor Club, the Ipswich and
District M.C.C, the Xorfolk M.C. and
Light Car Club, the Southend-on-Sea and
District A.C., and the Romford and
District M.C.C. In addition, several
other clubs have expressed a desire to
belong to the centre. The folIo\ying
officers were elected: President, Jlr. H.
H. Burrows (Southend) ; chairman, Mr.
E. J. Ba.'s (Essex) ; vice-chairmen, Messrs.
W. W. R. Spelman (Norfolk) and T.
Bunnet (Cambs.) : and hon. treasurer, Mr.
H. S. Wallis (Cambs.). The hon. secre-
tary is Mr. Douglas Stuart, Algers Road,
Loiightbn.

East Lanes M.C.C.

Eighteen member.s competed for the
Hornby Cup on Good Friday over a

course through Slaidburn, Buckhaw
Brow, and Ingleton, then returning to
Ribchester. Results : H. Walsh (3|
Scott), winner of cup; W. H. Shuttle-
worth (3 A. B.C.) and R. Jacks (3^
Norton), certificates.

Worcester and District M.C.C. and
Worcestershire M.C.

The club held its officiaf opening
run on the 3rd inst. to the British Camj)
Hotel. Malvern. Here the members were
joined by contingents of the Bristol,
Gloucester, Cheltenham,^ Stourbridge,
and Malvern motor cycle clubs. There
w-as a right royal turnout, the number
of vehicles totalling nearly three hun-
dred, amongst which was noticeable a
large number of ne%y mounts. The feel-
ing of friendship existing between the
clubs named, which all belong with others
to the A.C.U. AVestern Centre, was very
marked. After tea .some impromptu
hill-climbing took place up the sheep
tracks on the Malvern hills.
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Two New C.A.V.
Lamps.

Head

FEW firms have been more successful

in the construction of powerful elec-

tric head lamps than Messrs. C. A.
Vandervell and Co., Ltd., Acton, London,
W.3, who are, perhap.s, tlie pioneer auto-

mobile electric lighting firm.

Model E.G. head lamp, complete with

central pillar handle-bar fittings, sold by

Messrs. C. B. Vsndervell, of Acton.

Model E C, the smaller of the two
lamps illustrated, has a 5|in. glass, and
is supplied complete with central jjillar

bracket fixing and clip. The method
of fi.xing is higlily substantial, and should
be very satistactoi^ It is intended to

be run on si\ \olts

A 6iin. electric head lamp by Messrs.

. , C. B. Vandervell.

Th£ D H model, of which the front
glass is 6|in. across, having been
primarily intended for head lights on
cycle cars, makes a very e-xcellent super
lainp for those who re<)uire particularly
good illumination. It should, therefore,
be suitable for' the heavier type of side-
car outfit. It is built on the same prin-
ciple as the C.A.V. car head lights. It
is also intended to carry six volt bulbs.
Both, lamps are excellently made, and

present a very handsome and clean
appearance.

Twist Grips for British Motor
Cycles.

WHATEVER the disadvantages of

twist grip control, centainly it

shows a great advantage in wintry

weather, when thick gloves impede the

operation of small levers, or thinly clad

fingers are numbed with the cold. The
grips illustrated have been made and
patented by Mr. George Gumming, 19,

Rose Street, Aberdeen, who retains Bow-

The cover is made by the Howard Car
and Cycle Cover Co., 71, High TTolborn,
London, W.C.I.

The Howard motor cycle cover.

A twist grip of neat and
elTective design.

den wires. We understand that a 125°

movement has been found the best for

touring work. As will be seen by the
ill u.stration, the device is exceptionally
neat.

A Useful Backrest.

THERE is little doubt that on long
journeys a support for the back is

extremely Avelcome. A simple form
of back rest is illustrated. The rest can
be easily attached by being fastened by

A "Garage" on the Carrier.

SINCE we last referred to the Howard
motor cycle cover it has undergone
one small but important improve-

ment. In the forward portion are eye-

lets which enable a rustjiroof chain to be
inserted through the cover, over the front

wheel, and round the forks, and allowing

the padlock to remain outside. Thus a

considerable obstacle is placed in the way
of a thief who wishes to steal either the

cover or the motor cycle, or both.

For those who are undertaking long

journeys where garage room is difficult

to obtain, this motor cycle cover, in' con-

junction with a lock, renders it perfectly

safe if it is wished to leave the machine
in the open at night.

A backrest produced by Messrs.

Jas. Grose, Ltd.

the screws underneath the saddle and
ha,s lately been placed on the market by
Jlessrs. James Grose, Ltd., 4, Old .Jewrv,
London, E.C.I.

Folded up on the carrier, the Howard cover

makes a good pillion cushion.

Designed to carry tools in the most pro-

tected position — ah aluminium top-rail

tool-box sold at 20/- by Reg. Samson,

Ladywood Road, Birmingham.
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Over 100 miles per hour

i 1 mile 10778 m.p.h.
= 10 103-44
• 15 „ 104-37

30 •• 101-43 '

Four World's Records
Four new records were made at

Fresno, California, on 22nd
February, 1921, bj- Otto Walker
riding a 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson
i\Iotor C)'cle fitted with standard

Renold Chains

Experienced riders the world over
insist on fitting Renold's—proof of

their reliabilit}- and consistently
good performance under the most
strenuous conditions.

Hans Renold Ltd., Manchester.

MOTOR
CYCLES

The manufacture of the famous N.U.T. Motoi' Cycles, praviously carried on by the
late NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE MOTOR CO., LTD., has now been taken over by

HUGH MASON & C9 UP
3i h.p. STANDARD "V" TWIN 125 Guineas

5 h.p. DUAL PURPOSE "V" TWBN 130 Guineas
Luc£LS Dyna.mo l-ig-htir»S' Se*, 20 Guinea.s extr-a..

3i h.p. 6 VALVE O.H. "V" TWIN T.T. MODEL 135 Guineas

The above prices include FREE DELIVERY to nearest Railway Station in Great Britain, and we also

guarantee that any reduction in price before June 1st. T921, will be refunded to every purchaser after
March 1st, 1921, on proof of purchase direct from us or through a recognised Agent.

HUGH MASON & CO., LTD., N.U.T. Works, St. Thomas' Street, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
Telegrams: "NUTS. NEWCASTLE," Telephone: £59CENTRA'_

/?( answcrinr/ tlicse fidvcrtisi-inoiti? it i^ (h~''irahle to ntenfioTi " The Motor Cn''^". <-25
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Deliveries have commenced
of our new form of the 6-8 h.p. Twin

Li.JVl.(^. Combination £160
Tl;is is without donbt the most astounding value on the market: Specification includes All-chain Drive,
Shock Abscrber. internal Expanding Bear Brake, STURMEY THREE-SPEED GEAR BOX, Kick-starter,
650 X 63 Tyres, Millford Sidecar.

CAN ALSO BE SUPPLIED FITTED £ 1 gOFuller details on application to

THE LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD,
with chain-cum-belt drive

132, Monument Road, Birmingham

Your own Number Plate
built up while you wait!

Passed by Scotland Yard—cannot be wronply
spaced . Best quality cast aluminium—polished
nnits. black ground. Reliable and distinctivi

The "Ever Ready" ALUMINIUM NUMBES PLATE
Supplied from Stock—from Agent or Direct

note :—An IGNA Sparking Plug
given free with each pair. Order
n ow, whilst this special offer lasts!

B'ham Non-Ferreous
Metal Co., Legge St.,

~IRM INGHAM;
'Phone— C. 613

11/6 p-^r

THE BONNIKSEN ISOCHRONOUS SPEEDOMETER.

10 60 110

Rocksteady
and Unlimited

Speed Reading

Governed by

Balance and
Escapement.

ScnilforlllustrateL

Eooklet.

Rotherham & Sons, Coventry.

ACCURATE AT
ALL SPEEDS.

PRICES—
!\Iotor Cycle Type:

T'lp, £6 5

Non-Trip.

£5 10

Car and Cycle Car
Tyne:

Trip, £8 5

Non- Trip,

£7 10

'Phone—752 ,t 75:i

'Grani3— VEotlierhams. Coventry

An expen-

sive outfil

is surely
worth a

shilling or

Iwo spent

on keeping
it smart and
saleable.

Proof ^^^^

Dope

in 1/6 and 2/6 Tins, irom your dealer, or trom'—

HOWSE'S, The Rust-Preventer Firm,

SMETHWICK, STAFFS.

THEy.^iaB- use: —
SPEED
MOTOR OBI.S
HIGH GRADE AND
UNEXCELLED FOR

CYCLES.

Johns. Moms& Son (Oi.s) Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchester

^adco
Illustrated Booklet upon application,

E. A. RADNALL 81 CO.
Dartmouth Street. BIRMINGHAM,

ll^F LIGHTV îG^

The 'Radco'
standard llodel £52 GO
Two-speed ,. £60 10
Kick-starter ,. £66 10
Sporting „ £66 10

Radco No. 2'

4 2 Guineas.
50
57 12

THE P.V. SPRING FRAME LIGHTWEIGHT.
You cannot find a finer Motor Cycle in the World.

One Isn't made. See one and judge for yourself.

rZoZiel: £75 Lai,-a, £81 ^jZ^lZt ^84
P.V. Motor Cycles, Ltd., Forest Hill, London, S.E.23.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
\

litional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

ire "^charged double rate. Each paragraph is I

!harged separately. Name and address must

)e counted. Series discounts, conditions, and ,

special terms to regular trade advertisers will
\

ye quoted on application.
j

Postal Orders and Cheques sent In payment for

idvertisements should be made payable,

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.

rreasury Notes, bein; untraceable if lost in

ransit, shouli not be sent as remittances .

All advenisjments m this section should be '

icoompaniel with remittance, and be addressed

the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Joventry. To ensure insertion letters should

)e posted in time to reach the ofTices of " The •

Uotor Cycle," by the first post on Friday ^

norning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
\

luote the number which is printed at the end ot

lach advertisement, anl the date of the issue

D which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

ir printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adverlisers, letters may be

ddre55C(l to numbers at " Tlie Motor Cycle" Office,

^^hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

Jgistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, w^ch must include the

rords Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
ill appear in the advertisement. All replies should bci

idrcssed No. ooo, c/o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

,.C.4. Replies to Uox Nuviber advertisements containing

'.mitlances should be sent by registered post, but in all such
tses it is advisable to make use ot the Deposit System.

Id the case of motor cycles ofTerei for sale under a box

umber, as It Is unusual for these to be sold without first

jlng Inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

icilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

>me mentioa ot the district in which the machine
[lered may be seen and tried.

3I«- DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons wlio hesitnte to seiul money to imUnown persons
ay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
epcjsit System. IE the money be deposited with "Tbe
otor Cycle," both parties arc advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
}ods U three days, and il a sale is effected we remit the
nount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

irriage one way. For all transactions up to £io, a
jposit fee of r/- is charged; on transactions over £10
id under £go, the fee is 2 /6 ; over ($0 and under ,f75, 5 /-;

'er £75 and under £100, 7/6; and onfall transactions
ftt {lOo, 4 %. AH deposit matters are dealt with at
I, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and cheques and money
ders should be made payable to Ilirtc & Sons Limited.
The letter " D *' at the end of an advertisement is aa
dication that the ad vertiser is willing to avail himself of

,e Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
sixous, but have not advised us to that eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Reaiers nho repiv to advertisements and receive no

iswer to their enquiries are requested to reeard the
enos as an tndicalioD that the coods advertised have
read/ been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
any enquiries that It Is quite impossible to reply to
Ch ODQ by post.

MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
A.BX

^TI,^' 1920._ good^ Older,^no great mileage: ^§5.—
Kun.r, XetLer Wall

^.B.C, new models, from_ stock, 1920
offer entertained.—

A

Hunts,

n stock,
J. Young

-B.C. 1920 31i.

xrhai
ate, Kew.

[9609

best ca«Ii

and Co., Ltd..
[1057

Swan sporting sidecar: £150, or"' '" " ' - - . ,j.]3j,(j

[1416
exchange solo.—Philip " Hcdger, 3. Cumberland

920 A.B.C.. Lucas dyunmo lielitinK, Cowey liorn,

f^peedouiet^, tus-p;ud ; £123.— I'inkerton, South

TAYLORS
Sole London and District

Agentsfor A.J.S, and British

Excelsior Motor Cycles.

Our large well-equippeti Soutti Kensington

Show Rooms are situated within 100 Yards

of South Kensington Station — District,

Met, or Tubes.

1921 COMBINAIIOINS
; h, p. A.J.S. , comb £215 Oil

Lucas Acclylcilf^ c'Hiipincul 8 7 6

l.ucas Dyn.nmo lighting 28 U

S h.n. EXCEL&IOK, coinblliiilion

de Luxe, hood, sp.irc wheel etc.,

and dynamo lighting 24.?

:) h.n. EXCELSIOR cuuib. 3-speed

Chain-cuui-bclt )<>0

Sh.p. ZENITH combination ... 204
"i-e h.p. RALEIGH, combination... 204 15

5 h.p. MATCHLESS, comb, only

run 20 mite 195
3! h.p. ARIEL, comb., 3-specd ... 157 10
3I h p. P. & M., comb., ^-spccd ... IbS

8h. p. ENFIELD, combination ... 160
E.\tra Dvnanio Lij.'hlinp 22

ll h-P- i*-S.A. Hj. combmalKin ... 152

1921 SOLO MOUNTS
..; I). p. exceLsior -black-

BURNE, 2-spccd, clutch, and
kick-U.irtor ... £96 Oil

i^ h.p. SCOTT, 7-5p«:d 130
1 h p O.K., single-speed 50 8
:' h.p. O.K..=-5pced 59 17

jj h.p. fcXOELSlOll, single sixcd,

op-n framr model 49 10
-! h p EsKlELD. 2-spccd 65 U
3' h!p. SUNBE.\M, vspc«l '-^5 H II

SHOP-SOILED &USED MOUNTS
.1 h.p. 19:1 TRIUMPH, eombiua-

tion. rhain drive £175
6 h.p. A.J.S., comb., i9::o, Luc.ts

acetylene lamjwr speedometer,

horn, and spare wheel, in perfect

condition .. 168

u h.p. A.J.S., combination, acety-

lene equipment, hood, ig;o .. 175
r, h.p. A.J.S., combination, in /in.

electric equipment, 191.3 model 145

>9 h.p. AMERICAN EXCEL-
SIOR, combination, acety'ene

equipment, hardly used, ro2t .. 150
7-9 h.p. INDIAN, combination. 1920

spccial.c'.ectriccquipment, Hast-

ing?,pccdometer, etc.,guaranteed 172 10

TRIUMPH, W.D.n. and W'atsonian

Sidecar, unused 120
HARLEY-DAVIDSON; "-9 h.p.,

19:0, acetylene equipped, not

run 500 miles 140
Or with new Watsonian Sidecar to

match 170

Any machine supplied for cash or
payment out of income

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.

A. B.C.
A .B.C., l^raml iicw, luiustd, £D8i cunil)inatii;;j, £128,
-^^ —Kdivaids, 50, .Uarriiigton lid., South Kensineton.
'Piuine: Keii.s. 3709. [1627

A.IJ.C. Motor Cycle, .^l)^?o^ntely iictr. fully equipiKMl,
Lue,is ii''ec?sories and kiek st;nt; flio.—54. Kt.

.James' St., A^htcd, BiiminKhain. [X0729

laao T.T. A.n.O., mileage 2,000, elcttrie lislitius,
J.*' ICliison, tax iiaid; £89, or ohlcr innehiue l).'iit.

-3. CliH Teiiaee, St, John's, S.E.8. [9789

A.U.C, 1921, dynamo, speedometer, hnin, small mile-
age, perlert; tii.il ; £113, ofteis: cxchanso A.V.—

Ln. in, 53, WilloH's ltd.. Cannon llill, liinninpham.
[X0554

,\bingdon.

AlllXOnox King Hi. I;, perfivt condition, 2"'',h.r.;

£25.—LaMieneu Aisliv, Coiringliam, (jainsborcinKli,

[9553
AIlIXIiDOX King llick 4h.p.. latelv overhauled, new

eaibmettei, belt, tyre, and toulbox, in extellent

j condition ; nearewt to £40 secure.^.— Kast Glinsteail Motor
Ciuruge. 19522

Acme.

1 Q30 .'\enie Combination, run 2,000 miles, dctnchable
Xif an«l spare wheels, lamps, liorn, elc.: cost £213;
l->c^t nITcr over £115.—King, 13, Hope St., Cambridge.

[X0533
NEW Unused 1921 Sh.p. Acme Twin.eyl. Combina-

tion, taken by owner in part exchange, _who does
ni.t rctiuire same, immediate cash sale; will accept
£169.-l!ox 3,089. e/o Tlic Motor Cycle. [0395

\ WONDEItl'TL Bargain.—Brand new 1920 8h.p.
aV Acme combination, J.A. P. engine, detachable
whecK, spare wheel, luxurious sidecar, with cantilever
springing; list price ,-£213, reduced to £170 spot cash,

first cheque socuics.—The Premier jMotor Co., Aslon
l!d., Birmingham. (8882

A.J.S

A RE Vou Requiring a new combination for Easter?

TULIAN'S, ol Reading have 1921 A.J.S. in stock.

SECIIRF. One Early, otherwise you may be dis.

appointed. [0477

rULIAXS ot Beading have 1921 A.J.S. in 8tock._

D
[0532

stcck

;

[0545

N
19

H TAYLOR & CO., LTO.
ShowTooms

—

Mot-or Cycles an.l Car^.

52-53. Sussex Plac^. South Kcisin-lon
Ac^c3-orto^. Sporo I'a-ls anil Ue" nra

?la Store St., Tottenham Court Road, W.C-

1

^
Wholesale—

33 Alfred Place. W.C.I
Garfl^ie' Tottenliam Court Bimd. W.l

'I'hooes; Accessor. ea and P.eiiaira Masenm 1210

Motor Cycles ana Cars, Keo'lnetoa T26J.

Tel crama " Dymmetro. Weatcnt, Lend n.

orwood Hdl, S.E.
'

[9508

A)] letters i'elatin}2 to ad\'ertiscments should q

AN GUY, \Veymouth.-1921 A.J.S.
.£215.

A.J.S. New 61). p. Combination; £195.-Joiics, Giirago

Droitwich. [4680

PICKERING. Shrewibnry.- A.J.S. models in slock;

exchanges arninged. tX0748

LO.N'CMAN, of Salisbury.—A.J.S. combinations and
2-'jli.p., 1921 models. [1748

A.J.S. Brand New 1921 7h.p. Combination, in slnrk;

no wailing.— Moss, Wein. [X0724

AJ.S 1921 Jlodels.—Eaily deliveries at Meirick's

Stoies. 174, Listethills ltd., Bradford. [4557

BRftillTON, Hove, and District A.J.S. Agents.
Turpin's, 22-29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [u202

CROW Bros., Whitehall Garage! Guildford, A.J.S.

agents and expert repairers since 1912. 17989

EW Sh.p. .\..T.S. with Lucas dvnnmo lii.'litini: set.

in stock; £216.—CrMs, Agent, liotherliam. 1X0654

14 A.J.S. Colnl'ination, erniipiied, tax paid: 88
gns.—Eamsrleiis, 8, Maybell Av., lilaekliool. (9325

A.J.S. Combination, new condition, tax paid; £95.
—Seen at 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.

(1666

]Q21 A.J.S.. all models, from the Coventry Motor
.U Mart, l.ondon Rd„ Coventry. 'Phone; 200.

(X0828

AJS Spares, prompt delivery.-Cyril William-.

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. :

Parts.
^ [793''

DAN GUT, Wevmouth.-A.J.S. agent for Dorset;

cailiest deliveiies new ZJih.p., provisional prico

£100. [0557

A J S 2"',h.p., 1915, nece.ssorie?, tools and spares, gonil

running order ; £65, or ofler.-Beveridgc, Pitreavie

Dunfermline. [9515

CYRIL WILT.IA.MS lor immediate delivery ol

1921 A.J.S. combinations.—Chapel Ash Depot,

Wolverhampton. [X9600

WACCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe I-ane, London, E.C.4.-
\.J S. combination, 7h.p., dynamo lighting model

;

pr_jce £245(15. (1623

1020 A.J.S., like new, expensively CQuipped; £176;
Xu no offers.-38, Knights Hill, West Nonvood.

Streotham 1676. (9703

DAN GUY, Weymoufli.—A.J.S. 6h p. combination.

1917. leeently le-onamelled, splendid condition

throughout; £120. [0558

1021 AJ.S. 7h.p.. cost a few weeks ngo £244; ac.

1«7 crpt £210.—Viauk Whitworth, Ltd., 139. N'W
St., Birmingham. [X0736

uote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the isstie. C29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. C.E. Combination, 95 gns., speedometer, screen,
lamps, interchangeable wheels.— 10, Elaine GioTe,

Hampstea'd, N.W.5. , [9778

A.J.S. 1915 No. 5 Gloria Combination, thoroughly
overliauled and equipped ; £ 125, or offer.—86,

Bromley Rd., Catfprd. £9953

Q/Tfc GNS.; 1915 6h.p. A.J.S. combination, spare
^ \f wheel, accessories, trial; private owner.—Cran-
leigh, College Slip, Bromley, Kent. [1135

6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 4 interchangeable wheels,
2 loclcels. screen, grid, overhauled, tax paid, £115;

4h.p. part.-35, Rosemary Rd., Clacton-on-Sea. [9615

£45.—A.J.S. Sy^b.p., 2 speed, kick starter. 1917, per-

fect condition, Lucas lamps, tyi'es as new; owner
must sell.—20, Heath Rd.. Twickenham. 'Phone: 96
Richmond. [9762

1 Q 20 A.J.S. Combination, dynamo lighting, Cowey
-M-iJ speedometer, spare wheel, hood, tax paid, 900
miles, as new; £190.—Builders' Arms, Southfields,
S.W.IS. [9552

A.J.S., new
£215.

1921 \model, 7h.p., spare wheel, etc.,

stock; one only as above, slightly
soiled, £200, licence paid.—Marston, Bridge St.,

Chester. [1723

A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., 1913, recently overhauled
by makers, excellent condition, all accessories;

what offers?— St. Keyna Motor Works, Keyn^ham,
Somerset [1093

A.J.S. 1921 6h.p. Combination, brand new, not
!?hop-:;oiled, complete with interchangeable wheela

and spare; £195.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. tX0670

A.J.S., 1920 mileage 2,000. lamps, speedometer,
hood, aa new; ofiers; would consider- exchange

for cheaper combination and cash

;

422, c/o The Motor Cycle.
Somerset.—Box

[1472

1 Q19 A.J.S. Combination, mileage 2,000, speedometer,
J-iJ electric lights, horn, tools, screen, spare wheel,
excellent condition ; £ 1 60. nearest.—Salsbury, Birch-
wood, Sydney Rd"., Guildford. [9313

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, spare wheel, lamps, horn,
spring seat, perfect condition, mileage 2,700, tax

paid; £l69.—Write. 50. Grove Park Gardens, Chis-
wick. 'Phone : Chiswick 1652. [1322

"I Q20 A.J.S.. Lucas Magdyno outfit, special hood, etc.,
L*J fully. licenced, in perfect order, engine veiy power-
ful; can be i-een and tried in the Midlands; 185 pus.—
Box 3-63, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9927

1 Q15 A.J.S., 6h.p., recently overhauled, new mag.,
-LJ7 spring seat pillar, apron, speedometer, lamps,
horn, spare wheel, etc.; price £105, includes tax.—K.,
8, Fieldhouse Rd., Balham, London. [X0783

1 Q18 M.M. 6h.p. A.J.S., B.S.A. sidecar, hood,
A*' screen, electric lamps, horn, spare wheel, mile-
nge 4,000, splendid condition, licensed; bargain, £135.
—Revesby, Bramber Rd., North Finchley. [9954

1Q20 A.J.S. Combination, engine No. 12776, F.R.S.
-LH electric lighting, new Palmer back tyre, guaran-
teed perfect worjiing order, mileage 3,000, tax paid;
£165.—Bolsover, Solicitor, Stockton-on-Tees. [9613

F.O.C.H.' ha^e a brand new A.J.S. combination, almost
new, completely equipped; £125.-5. Heath St.,

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours, 9-7. including Saturday.''.

[9744

A.J.S. Combinations.—Good deliveries lor 1921. tlook
your orders with us now to save disappointment.

Officially appointed agents for this famous outfit.—F.
E. Wootten, Ltd., High St., Oxford. 'Phone : 308.

[3392
TO 14 A.J.S. Combination, 2-seateT, electric .lighting,
-L Jj' Tlnnlops 700 x-80, Easting, mechanically sound,
but enamel poor; £78, or ofler; tax paid; appointment.
—19, Wen'ington St., Euston. 'Phone: Museum 1980.

19334
J.S. 7h.p. Brand New 1921 Model Combination,
complete with interchangeable wheels and spare,

actually in stock for immediate delivery; £215; ready
to drive away.—Wilkins, Simpson (opposite Olympia),
London. . [1510

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, hood, special side
scieen and curtain, Cowey trip speedometer, Lucas

lamps and horn, new <^bields, spare wheel arid .spares, little

used; cost £250; sacrifice £220.-^695, Coventry Rd.,
Birmingham. [X0739

A.J.S., Dec, 1914, and Henderson sidecar chassis,
Binks S-jet cJirburetter, new driving chains, three

3in. tyies, Cowey t^peedometer ; £85; seen by appoint-
ment.—Peiit [sole owner since machine left works new),
Evesham Rd., Reigate. [1505

LATE 1919 A.J.S._ Combination, 7h.p., all lighting
set, wind screen, interchangeable wheelsl spare

wheel, speedometer, tax paid, several spares, in very
gocd condition throughout; £125.—H. Mason, Ivy
House, Thomas St., King's Lynn. [1571

A.J.S., 2%h.p., 1916, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, de-
tachable wheel, electric lighting, horn, tools, en-

gine and other spares, new tyres, just overhauled ready
for season, but now received combinatiom—S., Cvaii-
brook, Chiicitchurch Rd., Sidcup. [8547

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, indistinguishable from
jJ-*J new, fitted with Lucas electric set, horn, screen, '

etc., tax paid, mileage under 1,000, spare wheel un-
used; genuine bargain, £175.—Clifford Wilson Mfg.
Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Hop 210.

[1710

A

'Phone: MM. 2910. Grami :
" Lytcar, B'ham."

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTORISTS.

P. J. EVANS
A comprehensive range of popular

and reliable

1921 IVIocdels.

y
7 h. p. A.J.S, - - £215
6 h.p. A.J.S. - - £195

Combinations.
8 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD £160
7 li.p. INDIAN, elec. eqtiipp'd £226
5-6 h p ROVER £195
4 h.p. NORTON, de Luxe S/c. £177
4 h.p. NORTON, F,amily S/c. £180
8 h p. NEW IMPERIAL .... £187
4 h.p. TRIUMPH from £153
7 h.p. JAMES £195

4i h.p. JAMES £170

Solo Machines.
4 h.p. INDIAN Scout £157
4 h p. TRIUMPH £127 10
4hp. BLAOKBURNE £127 10
,i h p NORTON £132
3ihp ROVER £135

41 h.p. HUMBER £140

2I h p NEW IMPERIAL .... £89 5
2| h p. EDIVIUND-JAP £95

afhp. MASSEY-ARRAN,
Blackburne engine £99 15

2j h.p. ENFIELD £65

2I h.p. TRIUMPH £75

2i h.p. JAMES £75

4 h.p. TRIUMPH (renoitated) £90
CasJi. Exchanges. Deferred Payments.

Special Bargains.
1920 Shop-soiled Models.

3J h.p. ROVER, 5-speed £120

4 h.p. BLACKBURNE, 3-sp ... £110

3i h.p. ROVER, T.T £95

2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £62

2j h p OALTHORPE-JAP, 2 sp, £63

2I h.p. OALTHORPE, 2-st., 2-sp. £58

2j h.p. METRO-TYLER, 2 sp... £70

2I h.p CONNAUGHT, 2-speed £58

2I h.p. CONNAUGHT, single sp. £50

Also a. 'few Shop-soiled Sidecars at
reduced prices.

81-91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

IQI6 [March) ZHh.T). A.J.S., S-speed, clutch, K.S.
J-*^ patent detachable rear wheel, internal-cxpandin
rear brake, .^-tored two years, never u^efl winter, mileag
under 2.000, perfect mechanical condition, nnscratchec
as now, any examination, tax paid; £75,—Farmer, Tei
Hou^, Xewent, Glos, [947

Alecto.

ALECTO, 2-specd, clutch, K.S., fully 'equipped, mii(
age 600, appearance, condition excellent, tax paid

£65.-48, Derwentnater Ed., Acton. [100

Alldays.

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.-Agent for Alldays Allon
exchanges arranged. [X074

EKICKHAM for Allon, sole agent for Brlst<

. and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [335

ALLDAYS Allon 2^4h.p., splendid condition, tax paie

nearest £45.-22, Vicars Hill, Lewisliam. [950

ALLDAYS Allon, all models, from the Coventr
Motor Mart, London Rd., Coventry. 'Phone

200. [X082

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-sj)eed, late 1917, excellent col

dition, tax paid; £45; seen any time.—209, Be
size Rd., Kilburn. [168

ALLOX 1916 (Xov.), 2-speed, excellent conditio]
small mileage; £45.—Whittington, 61, Turnt

Kd., Dulwich, S.E. _ [129

1 Q20 Alldays Allon. lamps, horn, speedometer, raut
-•-£' shields, tax paid; £55.-59, Palirey Place, Do
set Rd., Olapham Rd., S.W.8. [149

ALLDAYS Matchless, 3V2h.p., 2 speeds, handle star

good condition, tax paid; £37, or near offer.

20, Disraeli Rd.. Ealing, W.5. [12?

FIRST £63 gets 1920 25/ih7p. Allon de Luxe, ta

paid, equipped, little used, like new.—Godsav
Flint House, Clatford, Andover. [llf

ALLDAYS Allon 2S4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lamps, hor
accessories, perfect condition; £48; tax paid: aft

6.-76, Honeybrook Ed., Balham, S.W. [97;

ALLON 1916 2^4h.p., new Roc 2-speed, fully equippG
tax paid, spares, excellent condition; £45. Wn

for appointment to try.—R.L.G., 2, Gunton Rd., 15.

[93i

ALLON, 2-speed, clutch, replated, splendid cone

tion, seen by appointment; £48.—'Phone: Ce
tral 481. Giblin, 148, Crossbrook St., Waltham Cros

[10!

"1 Q20 Allon 2i4h.p., clutch, kick start, 2-speed, Cow(A^ horn, lamps, usual accessories, run 800, new co

dition. tax paid, cost £92; take £65.-6, Yeibury E(

Tufnell Park, N. [96(

ALLDAYS-VILLIEBS, lamps, Lucas horn, discs, le

shields, toolliag, gocd tvres, tax paid, perfect co

dition; £38.-Arlingtoa Lodge, Wanless Rd., Loub
borough Junction. [951

ALLDAYS Allon, 1919 (late), 2-speed, clutch. ki<

starter, fully equipped, and^Tan-Sad, spare bcl

etc., overauled during winter; £55, no offers.-

6

Croham Hd., South Croydon. [IK

F.O.C.H. have a brand new Allon, shop-soiled; £73
cash ; exchanges or easy payments arraug"'

5 Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station

'Phone; Hampstead 1762. Hours 9-7, including Satu

day.. [97'

ALLDAYS Allon 1920 2"!ih.p., 2-speed, kick-start*

perfect condition, fully equipped, tax paid, ni

ridden 500 miles, owner ordered abroad; bargain. ££

nearest.—Major Normand, Ilomefield, Shoeburynes

View, Fowler's Garage, Shoeburyuess. [93£

Americnn \
AMERICAN X Combination, 7-9h.p., accessorit

very fast, as new; £178.—Taylors, Ltd., 5

Sussex Place, S.W. 7. 'Phone ; Kensington 7260. [041

"A MEEICAN X, 1920, 7-9h.p., Montgomery S.(

A. Easting screen, lamps, horn, etc., only 800 mile

£165 or offer.-Seen and trial, 198, Gt. Portland-

S

W.l. _ [98'

AMERICAN X Motor Cycles.—All models in sto<

' for immediate deliveiy.-Early application fl

vif^ed by Edinburgh Pioneer Motors, 50, Grindlay S

Edinburgh. [781

8-lOh.p. American X, new large 2-seater sidecar, Ian

Triplex, sprung wheel, electrically equipped,,

ma^^nifirent outfit, very fast; genuine bargain, 150 1

-35, Park Rd., Ilford. [U!

A WONDERFUL Bargain.—Brand new 1921 Amei
can X, standard model, 7.9h.p., 3.speed, wii

MiUford de luxe sidecar, 27x3iMn. tyres; list pri

£217, offered as sligitly shop-soiled at £170.^T^
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. ' [88}

Ariel.

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Ariel in stock.

[05;

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Ariel agent; early deliyi

dates. [051

1Q14 3i/,h,p". T.T. Ariel, very fast; £39.—Boss, B

X-tJ High Rd., Lee, S.E. (13

LONGMAN, of Salisbury.-Ariels, solo and coi

binations, 1921 models. [17J
1020 S'/ih.p. Ariel Combination. like new; £115]
LU Ross', 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [131

C30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

Q19 (Sept.) B.S.A. Combination, Inrap,". Iiorn, hood,
*y screen, tools, etc., tax; paid, absolutely new condi-

m and guaranteed: £115, or nearest offer.— 6, Bath
issage, Kingston-on-Thames. * [1422

B.S.A.. 1919 (July), 4,'ih.p., Model K, large coach-
bnilt bulboui backed sidecar, wind screen, lamps,

lason. tools, tax i«iid. excellent condition; £115.—
3, Melfort Ed.', Thornton Heath. [9491

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, complete with
spare wheel, lugi^age grid, and screen; cash, or

:tended paynients.-Taylors, Ltd., 52 and 53, Sussex
ace, S.W. 'Phone; Kensington 7260. [0492

B.S.A., 1919",.j, ilillford sidecar, green, leg-shields.
Cameo wind screen. Lucas lamps (large), licensed,

isolutely ported, smart; £110; consider exchange
gher power.-Jagger, Claughton St., Kidderminster.

^-,. [1326
>.S.A. 1916 41jih.p., all chain, 3-spee<l. E.S. clutch,
-» lamps, horn, discs, etc., fast, powerlul. ' guaran-
ed, mechanically perfect, 85-90 m.p.g. ; 75 gn.»., or
!are>t —mjeelcr, Tlie Cottage, Freshwater, I.6.W.

020 B.S.A. All-chain Combination, WaHord, East-
•^ mg. lully equipped, tax and in.^urance paid,
ectni- lighting, mileage 600, bought August; a bar-
in. £140, or best offer.—James, Albany Villa, Ross.
" [1180
MMEDIATE Delivery of any B.S.A. Model; cash or

deferred payments; book vour order now, and
Old disappointment later.-Burlington Motors, Lfd.,
luth Side, Ciapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-
fn 2417. (050X

Q13 B.S..\. Coachbuilt Combination, chain drive,y 2.si)eed K.S., all lights, tyres excellent, in
llendid condition and running order; £65, or
[Change tor 2-scater about .same price. -456, Barking
a., Plaistcw, E.13. [1466

9'^, .?,'^-^' ^^'-P' Combination, 3 lamps. Klosnn,-f ittle used and exceptionally flno condition, mo-
lanicMllv periect, insurance and tax paid, our trial;
atoii.itile ofler considered.-Dickeson, Clilden.BoElan
ardeiis, Wembley Park. Middlesex. [1292

Q15 B.S..A.. Coachbuilt Combination, not W.D., 3--V speed C.S.. kick start, clutch, lamps, horn,
icednmeter. Easting, tools, spares, 2 tvros unpunc-
!,;',"," I'S'd: any examination; £85, no offers.—
», Highbndge St., Waltham Abbey. [1162
3.S.,\., new 1921 models, 7h.p. twin and sidecar.

,„, ^^'^, '' •'^P- •i'1-chain, £110; chain and belt,
107; Sandum coachbuilt sidecar. £24/10; BS.\-
o. 3 sidecar. £42; immediate delivery; liberal cx-

'J"''^i','';r'^''=""''''""
^lotoT. Co., 223, Hammersmith

d.. n.6.
[1531

l'^;^-.~A J?."*".^
''<^'* worthy of its name is the

odels Model K. Model H. and 6-7h.p. twin, imme-
ate delivery: all spares in .stock; tr.ade snpplied.-
me.s' Garage, Miiswell Hill, X.IO, and at Woodside
arade. >ortli Finchlcy. [0379
3.S^A. 1921 0-711. p. Twin Model A with B.f^.A. No
-' 1 sidecar, Magdyno lighting, speetloraeter.' spare
Heel with tyre, tyre cover, higeago grid; immediate
Jlivery irom sioek at makers' latest price £217.a0-
isy paj-ments arranged, inspection invited.—Wilkin^'
ilupson. opposite Olympia, London. [9639

Calthorpe.

920 Caltlrorpe 2.stroke, shop-soiled; £60.—Picker-
ing, Shrewsbury. [S0744

r C. PICKERI.VG, Shrewsbury.-Calthorpes in
' • stock; exchanges arranged. [X0751
"^ALTHOEPE 1920 2^4h.p., under 250, perfect; what
-' otters;— 243, \Mghtman Bd., Hornscy. [9514

iXTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, EC4-" 2-:,h.p. Calthorpe, 2-speed, 1920; £47/10. [1615
^AI.'THORJPE, all models, from the Coventry Motor
-^ -Mart, London Rd., Coventry. Thone : 200.

ii^.p. Calthorpe-Precision, 2-speed. good as new, tax
,/ ,';"': "^' °' neurest.-Powell, 113, Ash Ed'
idersliot. [94'>'5
>ah.p. 1916 Calthorpe 2-stroke; great bargaii;*4 licensed; £31.-Shaw, Park St., Wellington

M°"' r. ,.,
[X07li

lu.p. Calthorpe Coachbnilt Combination, 2-speedt cramtershai't, lamps, etc.; 1>35.-Eayner, Cloverlev
d., Ungar. [9810
»lh.p. Calthorpe Junior, 2-speed. tax paid; any
fZ trial; £29, or exchange 2-stroke.—Fox, 301
[ornsey Ed.. N.19. [9834
[qi6-17 Calthorpe-Jap 2Kh.p.. En'field 2-specd
M r.?'"^,''; 'imps, horn, tools: £38/10.-9, Earls

all Ri Vltham air rill Rd., Eltham. S.E.

|ftl6 Calthorpe, 2-stroke. 2-«peed (countershaft) 1.-L" set. etc., tax paid, good condition; £35.-282
U,.,n'a T?.l ^-..*Vn-,l r^-— 1_ .J

[9801

lamp

Iban's Rd.,'"\\-'at"ford,'"Herts.
"""""""' ""''""'[9824

""(ALTIIORPE-J.A.P., 2-'4h.p.. Enfleld gear, free en-^ girie, lamps. Klaxon, excellent order; £28—68
loncester Rd., Camden Town. [1199
"^ALTHORPE 2-ai.p. 2,stroke 1920 Model. Enfield

7n, 71"^ y': ^^^' '^hop-.-oiled only.-P. J. Evans,
l-yl. John Bright yt., Birmingham. [X0667
«-. v^a..„u,,.c. ^-..jh.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds. Enfield
W. ^^^'' accessories, splendid condition; trial; i35
-143, Ravensbury Ed., Earlsfield, S.W. [1259

qi7 Calthorpe, 2l,;,h.p. J.A.P.. 2 speeds. Enfi
,. ^"' accessories, splendid condition; trial; £
143, Ravensbury Ed., Earlsfield, S.W. [l:

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe

£37.-1915-16 Calthorpc-Jap 2^.^.^., Enfleld 2-5peed,
new heavy Dunlops, lamps, horn, tax paid; genuine

bargain. —Spencer, Potter St., Bishops Stortford. [9298

CALTHORPE-PHECISION S'-l-h.p., 2-stroke, Enfleld
gear, all as new; bargain, £60; tax paid.—

Billingsley, 140, Gt. Western Ed.. Westbourne Park.
[1156

CALTHORPE 21ih.p. Precision, 2--peed, B. and B .

overhauled, splendid condition, nil accessories, ta.v

paid: £33: after 6 p.m.—6, 50, Bramham Gardens
Earl's Court. [9671

CALTIIOEPE motor Cycles, wholesale and retail
agents tor the County ot Devon ; all models i:i

stock for immediate delivery.—The Carltou ilotor Co..
33. Torwood St., Torquay. - [0201

CALTHORPE. 1921, 2?4h.p.. J.A.P. engine, Enfield
2-speed gear; 70 gns. ; cxtoiided terms arranged.

—Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St..

E.C.3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5543. , [0072

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. . 2"-ih.p.. EnficM 2-speed gear,
lamps, horn, pump, tools, good condition, re-

liable, economical, licensed: -£42/ 10.—Davies, Rock
Villa, Bisley Rd., Stroud, Glos. [1307

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, aciually in stock
lor immediate delivery; cash or delerred terras;

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—
Burlington Motors. Ltd., Ciapham Common, S.W. 4.

'Phone : Brixton 2417. ;050<)

Campion.
CAirPrON'-TILLIEES, 2-sreed. replated and en-

••imelled, Dunlop tyros; £38.-135, Essex Ed..
Lc.vton,

.

[9449

1Q19 4h.p. Twin Campion Combination, counter
-l-v Shalt, accessories, periect order: 85 gns.; or
lightweight part.—Robert's, Stanton-bv-Bridgc, Derby.

.
, [.^0763

/^lAMPION'-J.A.P. all. p. Combination, purchased
Vy~ .-Vugust. 1920. ail chain, Sturnicy 3-speed, hand
clutch. Bosch,' P. and II.,' coachbuilt car, accessories.

B. and B.. tax and insurance paid, all as now; £160;
obliged to sell.—SO, Holcombo St., Derby., [X07t5

1Q16 8h.p. Campirin-Jap Combination, overhauled at
X.9J cost ol £9, beddfti now pears costing £12, oounter-
sWitt, onderslung Campion aiiltx-ar, original enamel,
handle start, waterproof Bosch, B. and B., tyres as
new, all chain drive, in vorv good' otder, guaranteed;
68 gns.—Ogden, 11, Thomas ,•*(., King's Lynu. [1570

Carfleld.

LOOK.-1920 CarftelJ 2i'.h.p.. 2.si,eed. 2-«troke, litlh

Used with lamps, horn, Tan-Sad. legshields, knee-
grips. iiiUy licensed; a groat bargain; must wll.—
Craddock, Orchard Cottage, Evesham. [9628

Cedos.
KICKII.AJl lor Cedos, sole a»cnt for Bristol and
district.—Stokes Crolt, Bristol. [3357

CEDOS. 1921 sports model, 247 o.c. 2-spced, brand
new, unregistered, black and gold finish ; list price

£74/11. oflers.-Box 3,102, c'o The Motor Cycle. (9518

CEDeS Late 1920 Z'ih.f.. 2"speed5, fnlly equipped,
indistingnishablo from new; £60.—Parker's, Brad-

shawcato, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X0682

CEDOS 2-stroke, the finest lightweight reaching the
public, earliest deliveries, particulars on appli-

cation.—Largest London Agents ; Fowler and Brigden.
130. Euslon Rd., London. N.W.I. '|Phonc : Mu.seum
4827. [0469

Chater-Lea.

3Xh.p. Chater-Lea Combination. 3-speed. tax paid.
2 lamps, horn ; £35.-6, Frederic Mews, Kinnertni

.St.. Wilton Place, S.W.I. [9490

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination clutch,
handle start. 3-spee<l, chain drive, Bosch, tyr^s

good <tax £4) paid, accessories, splendid condition;

trial; £80.—W. Hutler, 69, Astonville St., Southtields.
[1432

1 Q20 Chater-Lea, 2-6p6ed. 2-stroke, licensed, equipped.
Xt7 absolutely faultless, unacratcLed, mechanically

i
perfect, spare tyre, aluminium footboards, legshields,

ulile.lg6 460: genuine bargain at £49; approval willingly.

—Collia, 199. L'nthonk, Xonvich. [1635

E

£
Chater-Lea-Fafnir.

22.—Chater-Lefl-Fafnir Sli.p.. repninted, new tyres

ri<f^ 30 miles to [tnicliaser.—Bartlett, Saflrou W'.-il-

den, Essfx. [9604

Chater-Lea>Jap.
CHATEE-.T.A.P. 6b.p Combination, equipped, 1920

Hnlhmis, tax paid, perfect: nny time; about 70
gns.—534, Kingston E<L, Enynes Turk. [9982

£30, or offers.—4h. p. Cbater-Led-Jnp, o.h.v. engine.
OTerhatiled bv lusikers Jit <-osX of £8, good tvres.

; etc.—27, Ladbroke Kd., Eedhill. [1546

UNtlSUAL Barsain.—Chater-Lea-Jap 8h.p. combina-
tion. 3-speed, new frame and overliaul 1919 (cost

£54), recently new chains, clutch plates, Binks carbu-
retter. ^ valves, etc., engine rebushea regardless expense
for hiil-climbing and reliability, cow neuritis prohibit.^
riding; price £85.-59. Eden St.. Kiogston-on-Thame.^.

[93S4

Chater-Lea-Villiers.

I
-| Q.19 Chater-I^n, ViHiers 2V2h-P- 2-8troke, 2-speed.
JL*7 nil on, spiire belt, tax paid, excellent condition:
£53.-41. Larch Rd., N.W.2. [1360

advertisement, and the date of the issue. bI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Cleveland.

CLEVELAND 1920 2-stroke, 3h.p.. new, 2 speeds
kick starter, hand clntch, weight 175 lbs., petrol

consumption approx. 100 miles to gallon, has been
used as demonstration model, only done 100 miles-
price £70.—Apply, North Western Motors, Ltd., 36!
Norton St., Liverpool. [X0089

Clyno.
T^AJSr GUT, Weymouth. — 1921 8h.p. Clyno com.
J-' bination, small mileage, as new; cash offers wantedC[0551LINO Countershaft 5-6h.p. Solo, 1918; £75-

Thompsou, 32, Cl.irauce Ed., Kentish Town, N.W.
[9344

kl4 Clyno Combination, spare wheel, ready for
' road; £100.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E.

y [1380
"I
Q20 Clyno 2yih.p., 2-speed, clntch, all accessories,

B-t/ insurance, new condition; £47/10.— 1, Othello
St., Liverpool. [1329
CLYNO 5-6h.p., W.D. model, renovated, enamelled

plated, 3-speed, kick start, as new; £60.-272
Green St., Forest Gate, E.7. [7747

CLYNO Combination, 3-sp66d, kick start, fine turn
out, any trial; £88; take lower power part.-

57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [9502

DOOLET.-1916-17-18 5-6h.p. Clyno motor cycles, un
assembled, with ma^ . and carburetter ; bargains,

£42/10 each. Write or call for particulars.—Below.

DOOLET.-1916-17 S-6h.p. " Clynos, W.D. models,
KS., clutch, renovated, £65 each, with new mag-

neto and carburetter. I have eight of these left, but
plenty of machines as above. Please look to my adver-
ti.^ement under Miscellaneous for Clyno spares, etc.,

etc.—Please apply for above to J. J. Ltooley, 33, Killyou
Ed., Claph.am, S.W.8. [9991

CLYNO 1921 Models, immediate delivery"; 1920 light
weights, shop-soiled, £65; list price, £75.—Rat

cliflc Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. Langham 1704.
[0434

CLTNO Lightweight, 1920, very little ilse43, lamps,
mechanical horn ; 50 gna.—Vivian Hardie and Lane

Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St., New Bond St, W.l
[0511

6h.p. Clyno Combination, any trial, new tyrfs. 3-

speed, kick start; £68, or exchange lightweight;
ride 30 miles to customer.—Millard, High St., Shepton
Jlallet. ' [9685

CLYJSfO 6-6h.p. 1918 Twin Combination, 3 speeds,
clutch, kick start, enclosed chains, new tvres, 4

detachable wheels; £90.-1, Townley Rd., E. Dulwich.
S.E.22. [1353

CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, Xmas, 1919, lamps,
licence, and all accessories ; bargain, 50 gns.

—

Apply at Bailey's Garage, Manor Rd., Wallington,
Surrey. [1224
5-6h.p. Clyno, with new sidecar body, renovated, re-

enamelled, repjated, guaranteed 3 months; £27
down and 12 instalments of £8/5.—Auto Traders, Ltd.,
84, Jermyn St., London. [1254

April 7TH, 1921.

CLYNO 8h.p. J.A.P. 1919 Combination, lamps,
speedometer, all accessories, 4 interchangeable

wheels, small mileage; any trial- snip, £110.—Williams,
63, Wightman Rd., Harringay, N. [1468

CLTNO 8h-p. J.A.P. 1920 Combination, enamcUiug
and plating new, perfect condition; only wants

seeing; given for debt; £120—Bran, 20, Farltou Rd..
Earlsfleld, S.W.I 8. After 6, o'clock. [9294

CLY'NO 1916 6h.p. 3-specd Combination, good
tyres and running order, all on, accumulator

lighting, just overhauled, enamelled, plated, tax
paid; £105.-91, Grove Park, Denmark Hill, S.E.5.

[1435
1 Q17 Clyno 5-6h.p. Combination, re-enamelled and
-I-»/ plated. 1921 colours. 3-speed, K.S., spare wheel.
26x3 tyres, Lucas lamps and horn, perfect throughout
any trial given; £110.—Snodgrass, 18, Junction Rd.!
Brentwood, Essex, [9905

CLTNO Lightweight, Jan., 1920, 2-speed clutch,
Lucas lamps, Cowey horn, spare new inner tube,

pump, and tools, insured and tax paid, small mileage,
lovely condition, smart; cost £85, accept £60.—Corrick
89, Eldon St., Darlington. [9304

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 1916.17 models, rebuilt
repl.itfld, enamelled grey or black, 3 speeds, kick

start, foot clutch, new carburetters, magnetos, interchange-
:fblc wheels, enclosed chain drive, sidecars rebuilt, painted
to choice, as new: eolo £75, combinations £100.-Hearn
Bros., Il7. Loughborough Park, Brixton, S.W.9. 'Phone:
Brixton 2888. [6596

Connaught.
DICKERING, Shrewsbury.—Agent for Connaught:
-*- exchanges arranged. [X0752
.OONNAUGHT, all models, from the Coventiy
^-' Motor Mart, London Rd., Coventry. 'Phone -

-°°- [X0833
r^ONNArOHT 1920 2i/ih.p., single speed, as new, allVV accessories

; £45.-Sculpher, 13, Bellenden Ed,Peckhom. [94^8
piONNATJOHT 1921 Models, Immediate delivery.-

,1
Note address : S.E. Clapham (MotorsI, 27, Stock-

well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [4128
(^0XN;aITGHT 2' ,h.p., 1920 model, single-speed, shop-y soiled only, £50; 2-speed model, £58.-P. J Evans
31-91, John Bright St.. Birmingham. [X0668
~IQ21 Connaught. T.T. Model, brand new just^*f arrived; £47/10: easy payment accepted —
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone -

Dalston 2408. [1595
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Coulson.

20 Coulson B, 4h.p., as new, all accessories
79 gns.—40, Aynhoe Rd., .W.14. [929

I^OULSON B, 4h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed- £9(V> brand new.-Motor Cycle jMart. Fair Row Cha
ham. ^95g

COULSON B, 2';4h.p., good, equipped, seen Susse

,rr^ °^ London; £65. — Adeney, 39, Guilford St
^^C-

4 [149

"I Q20 CouIson-BIackburne, 2%h.p., spring frame, litfA*^ used; bargain, £75.—Daw, 114. Brixton Hil
S.W.2. [104

COULSON.—R. B. Clark and Co. specialise in thes
machines: immediate delivery.—7, Exbibitio

Rd., S.W.7. [157

COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock -Sole WMtshii
Agents, Wessex iVJotora. Ltd., 60, Catherine St

SaJisbury. 'Phone: 72. [SQi

I Q20 23ih.p. Coulson-B. 2-speed, spring frame, coi
--*-' dition perfect, lamps, liom, licence paid; £70,-
Milner, The Firs, Hawea, Yorks. * [962

"1020 Coulson B. 2^4h-P-, 2-speed, been stored, sma
X */ mileage, fully equipped, epeedometer, spare
guaranteed as new; £80.-28, Gloucester St., S.W.l,

[931

NEW 1921 23/ih,p. and 4h.p. Coulson-B. 3-6peed, ki(

start; list prices, £117/10 and £126; exchang
entertained.—Bambers", Eaatbank St., Soathport. Tel
607. [506;

COULSON B.—We are sole agents for Wolverham
ton, Stourbridge, Dudley, Walsall, and distric

good deliveries: private and trade enquiries invited.
The Molineus Garage Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton. Tel
1160. ' [34!

F.O.C.H. are Coulson B agents.
, New machines

stock. Exchangee or easy payments arranged.
5. Heath St. , Hampstead (near Ham pstead Tul
Station). 'Phooe: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. i

eluding SatuTdaya. [97i

COULSON B, 4h.p., 120 gns.; an ideal solo or sid

car mount, as low and handy as a Levis; in stoc
—Sole agents for Leeds and 15 miles radius, excludii
Bradford, The Headingley Motor and Engineering d
Ltd., 18, St. Michael's Lane, Leeds. 'Phone: fTea

ingley 480. [04*

Coventry Eagle.

PICKERING. Shrewsbury.-Coventry Eagles in stoc
exchanges arranged. [XQ7i

F.O.C.H. have a brand new Coventry Eagle, 2^4h.
kick starter, shop-soiled, £84 cash ; exchanges

way- paymentfl arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (nC
Hampstead Tube Station}. 'Phone: Hampstead 375
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [97

COVENTRY EAGLE Combination, SVsh.p., 3-3pee
new September, mileage 900, powerful, fast, be

Lucas lamps, Smith speedometer, horn, apron, a:

wind screen on car, tools, many spares, tyres unpui
tured, tax paid; sacrifice, £105, cost ^170; evenin
or week-end.—13, Grenfell Rd., Notting Hill, W.ll

[12,

Coventry Victor.

COVENTET Victor, the perfect flat twin engin
5-7h.p. ; these famous engines, and all fittin

for assembling the complete mctor cycle, now availat
from stock; highest specification throughout; send f

our special offer of demonstration machine.—Covent
Victor Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. (05;

Diamond.
DIAMOND, brand new 1920 Viliiers engine; £50

Clark. 7. Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [91

£25.—Diamond 2-stroke, good tyres, belt, E.I.C. ma
horn.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X07

1 Q20 Diamond, equal new, licence paid, complet
-LiJ please inspect.—Pickering, Shrewsbury. [X07

EKICKHAM for Diamond, sole agent for Brist

- and Bath districts.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [33

DIAMOND 2-stroke, 1918; £38.—Urauhart. 3'

Earlsfield Ed., Earlsfield, S.W. (15 mins. Wat
loo). [97

DIAMOND 2-stroke. 1919. not driven 500 mil

guaranteed; dE42/10; approval.—Gibb, Gloucest
Phone: 852. [04

DIAMOND-J.A.P. 1920 Model 2*f4h.p., 2-speed, co

plete with lamps, practically new; £62/10
Hopkins, New St., Ledbury. [05

DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 1920, kick starter mod
fully equipped, excellent condition ; £60, or woi

exchange countershaft 4-stroke.-Usher, 15, Colville t

Middlesbrough. [99

DIAMOND 2-st.rake, Viliiers. about 1919. aill ace

series, lighting set, t-ax paid, perfect runm
order; £32/10.—Wifletts, Rookery, Lanesfield, Ettin
hall, Wolverhampton. [X05

1 019 Diamond-Jap 2''4h.p., equal new, low milea
1- 1? stored 14 months ; re^l bargain : En&tld 2-6pe

lamps, horn, tax paid, inaurnnce to May; £59.--
1^

Giosvenor Terrace, Camtwrwell, S.E.5. [98

-| Q20 Competition 2oih.p. Diamond-Jap, 2-5peed_ge

Binks carburetter, special engine and gears, wmi
- - - — . - ' -

.

-oj-K

5ea,
of Southend SpePd Trials, perfect condition, accessorn

offers.—N. A. Lowe, 92, Higll St., Sontbend-on-SM^

Bi8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

7 41i.p. Douglas Combinations, less I'Odies, thor-

Duslily overhauled, re-enamelled and plated like

new; £90".-Etoii and Co., Ltd., 260-266,

Kd. 'Phone: Latchmere 4714.,

DOUGLAS 2^h.p., 1915, Ilinka
lamps, tjres, tubes,

DOUGLAS, 45 gna.; 2'-;ih.p. 1915,

Balham Hiph
[9596

DOUGLAS 23-4'h.p.. 1915. 2-spe6d, lamps and acces-

sories, speedometer tax paid, good tyres, splendid

c6ndition and mechanitallj* perfect; 49 gns.—18. Marl-

borougli Ed., Old K«nt Rd., S.E.I. <9481

1Q20 2^ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, engine No. 45315,
Xt/ p. and H. l^^mps. horn, tooJM. tax paid, as new
throughout, mileage under 1.000; £80. — Green,

Chemist, Brackley, Northamptonshire. [9794

1921 carburetter,

and meeliauical tondition

faultless: trial anv evening; £45; buying combination.
—Howard, Broad St., Chesham. Bucks. [9303

licenced, new
new tyres, in

excellent order.—Smiths, 86, Chalk I-"arm Rd., Oppo-
site Chalk Farm Tube Station. N.W. [0491

GR0VE.-2^>4li.p. Duugias machines, overhauled and
plated. 1919, £55; 4h,p. combinations, ditto,

£105; these are readv fur the road.—Grove Motor Co..

34, Hereford Rd., Weslbourne Gruve, W. [9730

DOUGLAS, eidecar, 1919, 3-speed. 4h.p., kick start,

clutrh, horn, etc., appearance as new, iu splendid
condition througliout: £90, or offer.—walker, 769.
Romiord Rd., Manor Park. London, E. - [9742

DOUGLAS 2tih.p., 1916, 2-3peed, oscellent condition,
.'(bsolutfly relijible, Bonuik^eu speedometer, "elec-

tric lijs'htintr. toolri, licensed,, owner goinj,' abroad; £60.
-Lieut. Galpin, Whale L'-Iaud, Portsmouth. [9676

D(.»UGLAS, brand new, sliRhtly soiled, u=ual pri^e
£100; sacrilice. £85; secure now and save £15;

X^U off-^i cannot be repeated, inspection invited.—
\Vilkiu;-. Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [9640

"j Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, absolutely un-
it/ scratched, indistinguishable from new, mechani-
callv perfect, £94; solo, £76; exchange lightweight and
cash.- Dawson, 34, Ampthiii Rd.. Bedford. [9837

DOUGLAS 4b.p. Combination, 1918. 3-speed. and
kii'k start, discs, very smart lot. latest sidecar, re-

cently enamelled and plated; £80; trial by appoint-
mc'uT —Snow, 91, Mapledene Rd., Dalstcm, K.8. [1673

WAUCIIOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-
All linuKlfis models, 2''!'ih,p., 4h.p., and new im-

pro\'.''l W.D. from stock; supplied on the easiest of
easy tfims; all lully equipped; uo extra charge. [1620

F-OC-H. have a 1920 Douclas combination, almost
new. completely CQuippetl : £135.-5, Heath St.,

Hampsteiid (near Hami*stead Tube Station)^ 'Phone:
Hump.-teud 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

r9743
1 Q 18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
X-fJ and kick start, a)ipearance anjl condition as
new; any trial or examination; bargain, .-£95.—Knight,
13, Whitby St., Church St., Shorcditch, London, E.2.

[1192
IMMEDI.VTE Delivery of any Dougla? Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington IVIotors, Ltd..
South Side. Ciapham Common, S.\V.4. 'Phone: Brix-
ton 2417. [0505

"rvOUCLAS Late 1919 4h.p. Combination, all lamps.
-*-' accessories, etc.. Eiistiup wind screen, euumel ancl
platiut; as new: anv tiial; tax paid; £100: exchange
Hghtweight.-C.S., 14. Swaton Rd., Bow. E.3. Tel.:
E,3155. [9826

DOUGLAS-WILLIAMSOX 4h.p. Combination. June,
J 917. kick start, clutch, 3-speed gear, llehtinf,

meihaniciil horn, selling owinir ill-health. i&-^ttred, tax
paid; £105. offers.—48 Werner Place, Hackney Rd..
London [1757

f
25.h.p. Douglas 3-speed Colonial Model, not W-D.,

4 fully etjnipped, Lucas accessories, tools, spares,
little Uf'ed, plating, enamel ns new, very sweet run-
ning; any trial; £53.-436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton
Heath. S.E. [9888

4>3.h.p. Donglas. £17 down and 12 instalments of
^^4 4gns.; 4h.p., with new sidecar body, £25 down
and 12 instalments of £7/10; renovated, re-enamelled,
replaled, guaranteed 3 months.—Auto traders, Ltd.,
84, Jermyn St., London. [1250

E>;TRA Special Racing 4h.p. Douglas. 1917, not
W.D., 3-speed. kick start, clutch, racing Claudel-

Hobson carburetter, mechanical horn, discs, etc.. tax
paid, specially tuned Iwr speed, reliable; £70.—Harris,
117, London Rd., Twickenham. [1347

"PlOUGLAS Motor Cycle, 2*4h.p.. 3-speed and clutch,
*-' 1920, for sale, has only run 1,500 miles, condition
good as new, with speedometer, lamps, horn, legshields,
special saddle, spare belt, collapsible box for luggage;
price £95.—Apply, F.E.D., Eastington, Upton-on-
Severn. [1758

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, electric lighting,
--•/ Cowey speedometer, Stewart horn. Easting- wind
scr^fn. watch, rase, nnifls, Pedley grips, tax paid, snares
—chain, -belt. 2 tyres (one new), 2 tubes, glass, plugs,
Elobea: £130, no offers.-Dentist, 194, luinell Park
Rd., Holloway. [9462
^h.p. Douglas Combination, renovated, absolutely as
7*^ new, guaranteed faultless, new sidecar body, mag.,
ti;re?, £30 -ol new parts, equal in appearance and con-
dition to new machine, flOO; solo. £85; inspection in-
vited.—Banister and Botten, 341, Upper St., N.l.
rhuue: 2480 North. 11470

TYRES

n

©

If you want a reliable article you

must pay a reasonable price. These

special clearance lines are sent

Carriage Paid, and on approval,

seven days against remittance.

Size.

24x2

26" 2

26; 21

Make.

Woo(t-Mllne Extra Heavy
Wood-Milne Special
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Clincher deluxe Heavy
Englebert Wlred-on Rib ..

Avon Ribbed. Ugtatweight
Avon Combination
Uutcblnson Passenger
Avon SunstoDe
Palmer Cord

26.<2i

26

Wood-Milne or Spencer 1

Moulton Extra H favy /
Dunlop W.D. Heavy
Beldam Extra Hejivy
Bales Special Heavy
Chncher de luxe Ex. Hy. .

.

Hutchinson T.T
Beldam Heavy
Englebert Wirod-on Hlb..
Wood-Milne Special

Duoiop W.D. Heavy
Hutchinson Passenger....
Bates Special Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy
Clincher de luxo Ex. Hy. .

.

Kempshali Anti-slild

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
HulchlnsOD T.T. R. Stud .

.

Beldam Extra Heavy
; Wood-Mllne Special

2! Wood-MUne Extra Heavy
: 2i'Hatchinson T.T. R. Stud...

26 ::2.\ Wood-Milne Combination
,, jBates Special Heavy

I
Avon Tricar Rubber Stud .

.

Wood-MUne Extra Heavy
Palmer 2-ply Ribbed
Hutchinson T.T. R. Stud.

.

Englebert Wlred-on R3. .

.

Englebert Wlred-on Rib .

.

Wood-Milne Combination
Rom Combination ,.
Wood-Miine Extra Heavy
Goolyear A.W. Tread .

Bales Special Heavy ..

.

Dunlop W.D. Heavy
Avon 3-rib

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Kempshali Antl-!kd .

Bates Special Heavy . .

.

Wood-MUne Extra Heavy
Bergougnan 3-rib Heavy .

Wood-Mllne Steol Stud .

Partridge R. Non-sliid . .

.

Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy
Clincher Ribbed

26x3

28x2*
28x3'

850 65

700-80

Our
Price

36/-

29/6
37/8
35/-
26/-
25/-

48/6
44/
40/-
39/6

89/6

37/6
37 /6

37/6
37/6
32/8
30/-
29/6
42/6
42/6
39/6
39/6
39/-
37/8
37/-
35/-
35/-
32/8
44/-

87/6
57/8
45/-
45/-
44/-

37,9
35/-
35/-
30/-
65/-
55/-
52/6
45/-
65/-
48/6
45/-
35/-
35/-
50/-
50/-
35/-
97/6
95/-
60/-
45/-

Lis:

Price

50/3
47/fi

60/-

43/6
55/-

MOTOR CYCLES ion
Douglas.

SALE.

"1 Q20 EduiuncJ, a'jli.i).

it/ brand new, unuse<l: £68.-

MOTOK Cv.le, Doiisl;is 41j.p. <ombiiuitioii. late 1919,
1920 ernupuient. Bonikseu speedometer, electrii;

ii?ljtiDo', mahoganv finished sidecar. Perfect wiml
screen, disc wheels, licence r-iid, sidendid condition,
mechauivallv perlert; £120, or near offer,— Culoni.'il

Motors, 104ii, Fiuchie.v Ed, Hampsttad 7822. [1702

Edmund,
EDMUKD-J.A.P., 1920, broad new. Eiilield se:ll.^f

£65.—Clark, 7, E.xhibition Rd., S.\V,7. (9168

.T..V,P.. cliltcli, kick start,

Edwards, 50, Hnrnug-
tpn Kd., South Kensington. [9256

1 0'7 Edmund-Jap 2%li.ii., Enfield sear, tyres excel-

i-tJ lent accessories, tide 100 miles to putcliasei ;

£50—tioldiUF, Alexandra Drive. St. Uelens. [986..

EDJIUXD-J.A.P., sliring frame. 2-speed kick

starter, clutch, disc wheels, 1921 model, abso-

lutely new; £85.—Marslou, Bridge St.. Chester. [1/23

F.nBeld.

JULIANS of Readine have 1921 EnBelds in ^'o;-^^^^

TN Stock. Enlleld 2-5tioke; £65.-Tilleys, Esplanartc

J- Weymouth. ^"^^

T ONGMAN, ol Salisbury.-Enfieid combinations ami

1j 2iili.p., 1921 models, 1"°'

1021 Enlleld Jlagdvno Combination, mileoge 300;

i-U £168.—Edwarils (belowl.

20 Eudeld 2'ili.p., lamps, lioni, licen.«ed, absolutely

perfect, milfxxe 400: £50.-Edword3. 50, Har-
- - Kensington. 'Phone: Kens. 3709.

2-.«troke. new machine, only viddcn

TRADE SUPPLIED. WRITE FOR
LISTS AND DISCOUNTS.

Order immediately

R

19
rington lEd

E''Ti''S,''l'59:-lMrBirBe;VBd.;Catlbrd: [9031

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Ji™''""^, '^-p.Ki's
2'.lh.p. Hoyal Enfield. 2-sliee(l. 1919: £55. [1618

I^XEIELD 3h.p. 1916 Twin, lamps, horn, perfect

!i' lunniiiff order: £il5.-Cook, Kings ^""Sley-^^^^j

-|Q19 Enneld Lightweisht. 2.jpeed, tax pai''. P"'^^':
ly 44 gns.-J'-ersfioid, Westbury Rd., New Mahh^"^

£15.-Twiu Enfield, good tyres. Jjelt, Bosch, B. and

H,. running oider.-King, Egrovo iarrn, O^'^rd.^

1 019 Enneld"2-;h.p. 2 stroke, 2-spced, all-cliain drive.

ly tax paid: £50.-33, The Parade, Goiders Green

NAV.4. '3866

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, first-class condition,

liood, screen, etc.; £70.-Phono : 2257 Totten-

ham, i'^"

1Q21 RoySl Enfield Combinations.-Delivcry ol all

la models from etock.—Stacey, 12, Ecclcsall Rdj.

Sheffield.
[°575

ENFIELD 1921. ail models for immediate delivery

-lUtclilfe Bros., 200. <Jt. Portland St.. W. Lang-

ham 1704. [°'"2

E^TFIELD 1919 Cdhibinntion, electric lighting, &ist-

iug, tax paid; £110.—Frazer, 163, StoBord Rd.,

WaUiagton, [9515

1Q16*6h.n. Enfield Combination, fully equipped:

X«7 179 —29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow.

Ea=t 4708. [9303

SALE. 6b.p. Enfield combination, excellent througli-

ont; best over £80; trial.—7. Thompsons I^ne

Cambridge. C3281

1 Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, new; £152/10.—
X-if Shepherd, Enfield Highway, Enfield. "Tel.:

Waltham X31. t0340

ENFIELD Combination, fully equipped, perfect con-

dition; £140, or exchange runabout,—23, Sothcbv

Rd.. Highbury. ll°77

EXFIELD Coml>inntion, 1919 (N'ov.) : £150; nccfu-

sorie*. perfect as new; before 6.—12. lurzedown
Market, Tooting. [9829

1 Q17 Enfield Combination. 6h.p.. excellent condi-

Xi/ tion; £105, or near cHer.—93, Henley Rd..

Caversliam. Reading. [9808

16 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, kick start, Lucas acces-

sories, new Dunlops; genuine bargain, 48 gns.—

0, Derby Rd., Croydon. [1449

21 Royal Enfields.—8h.p. combination, £160:
2iihp. 2-5troke 2-speed, £65.—Stace.v, 12.

Ecclesall' Rd., ShcBield. [0573

-1Q20 Royal Enfield, Lucas Magdyno. combination,
l-ij condition as new. small mileage; £165.—Stacey.
12. Ecclesall Rd.. Sheffield. (0578

£60 —Enfield 3i,ih.p. twin, perfect, tyres as new, all

fittings; a real bargain.-20, Heath Rd.. Twicken-

ham. 'Phone: 96 Richmond. [9765

NEW 1921 ffh.p. Enfield Combination; list price

£160; exchanges entTtained.—Bambers'. Ea«tbank

St., Soutiiport. Tel.: 607. [X0632

NFIELD 6h.p. Combination, recently overha_iiled

by makers, late^ 1913, lully equipped;

19^
20, D

19=

E^
Wra

BBEBma
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria. S.W.I.

Telephone: Victoria 65S3 a.nd 6554.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

_ £70.-

Wray tark Garage, Eoigate. [1263

ECEMBER. 1919, Enfic-ld 8h.p. combination

tamps, Easting, very little used; £150, or nearest

oBer.-Barrett, Villa Rd., Oldham. _
[1014

1 n20 2V, Enfield, guaranteed sound, electric light-

LU ing. comprehensive transferable policy; tbs.-

Noden, Seafield, Hoylake, Cheshire. [1038
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

EXFIELD CombmcTtioii, 1920, nefirly new, full eouip-
ment, Easting, D.A. ; £160, or uear ofier.—O.B.,

61. Station Bd., H^ilesden, NAV.IO. [9689

1 Q20 Royal Enfield Combination, complete with
J-t' lamps, horn, etc., in perfect condition; £125.~
Stacey, 12, Ecclesall lid., Sheffield. [0576
"I Q17 Enfteid Lightweig-Lt, 2-sreed, fully equipped,
At/ tax paid, appeaianoe and condition perfect; £45
r,;ish.— 162, .The Grove, Hammei-smith. [1423

1 Q19 3h.p. Enfield Twin, economical, speedy,
J-t/ equipped, licensed, excellent order; £65.—Pouter,
70, Devonport Ed., Shepherd's Bush, "W. [1320

E!NFIELD Combination, Lucas dynamo. Easting,
speedometer. Klaxon, licensed, perfect order;

£112.—Clark, 7; Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [1580

ENFIELD Combination, Lucas lamps, very nice con-
dition; £97, or exchange lightweight.-4913 Hop.

—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.5. [1229

PULLING'S Garage for Enfield. Spare parts and
repair.s a speciality.—Sole Croydon and iJistiict

iisent, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : 1619. [1694

1 Q18 Enfield Combination, 6h.p.,~ fully equipped,
Atf in splendid condition; £115; owner buying
car.- 5, Ha'old Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19. [1457

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1917, complete with
all lampis, sidecar screen, se-veral .spares; £115.

offers,—Lt. Richardson, c/o Dan Guy, Weymouth. [0563

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, dissolved acetylene
lighting, fully equipped, exceptionally fine engine,

tax paid; £85.—Parkdene, Knoll Rd., Bexley. [9573

BRAND New Enfield Lightweight in stock for im
mediate delivery; £65.—Broom and Whitehead

Ltd., Authorised Agents, 88, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[9241

1 Q 15 6h.p. Enfield Combination, all accessories,
JLO wind screen, perfect, licensed; £95; exchange
liRljtweight and caslL—Plaistowe, South Rd., Soiithall.

[1316
ENFIELD 2,'4h.p., 2-stroke, with lamps and horn,

done 1,200 miles, good; £60.—Enfield agent,
Pulling's Garage, London Hd., Croydon. 'Phone: 1619.

[1696
ENFIELD Combination, 1916, electric lamps, hood,

speedometer, etc.. jnst overhauled at cost of £30;
£i35.—15, Oberstein Ed.. Clapham Junction, S.W,

[1051
~| Q21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, with 01
Xfc/ without dynamo; in stock, immediate delivery;
list price.—J.-Smith and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd.,
N.W.I, r0352

I^NFIELD Combination, 1920, Magdyno, as new,
-i Eastin?, spares. inBuranee; tax paid, perfect ; tri.nl

;

£155, or offer.—Hill, 60, Marchmout St., Russell Sq.,

. London. [9355

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen, speedo
meter, in perfect running order, tax paid; bar

gain, ^90, or near offer.—28, Bridport Rd., Thornton
Heath. 11035

1 Q19 fOef.) 8h.p. Enfield Comlunation. 700x80 tyj-e.«,

J~i7 untouched Lucas lamps and horn, wind pcreen.
iRg shields, mileage. 2,000; £128.-19, Albany Rd.,
Coventry. [50855
£'55.~5h.p. twin Eufield, equipped, licensed, fast,

powerful, 1916, stored 3 years, as new^; bought
<:onj1)inati(m.—Capt. Wallace, 5, Lancaster Plaice, Pfich
ntond. Surrey. [1008

ENFIELD 2J4I1.P. Lightweight, tax paid, perfect con-
dition thrGughout. complete witli lamps, horn, and

handle-bar mnffs; £55.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Briirht
St.. Birmingham. [X0671

ENFIELD Rh.p. Corabimntion, dynamo lighting. East-
ing, perfect, £110, tiadesmiin's -sidecar given, or

-exchange Jitihter ; 2 speedometer heads, new, 40/-.—8.

Noel Rd , Birmingham. .[X0673

WAUCHOl'E'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4,-
Royal Enfield models from stock, oonibinations

and lightweights, from £65 ; supplied on our easiest

of easy payment system. [1622

1 Q13 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, speedometer, lamps,
Xt? horn, and accessories, first-class mechanical con-
dition, re-enamelled and varnished, tax paid; £75.—4,

May Terrace, Sandgate, Kent. [1303

F'OR Sale, 6h.p. Royal Enfield-Jap, 1912, wicker side-
car, laid up during war, total mileage 5,400, en-

t;.ine vei-y good, tools, spares, overalls.—Offers fo Captain
Curtis, Uplands, Ledbury. [9458
pOYAL Enfield Combination, 1918, 6-8h.p., LucasXV dynamo lighting, wind screen, hood, speedometer,
conditiou, appearance perfect.—Halt Motor Co., Kilburn
Lane, W.IO. Willesdeu 1341. [1335

1 <^-20 811/p. Enfield Combination, wind screen, side
-A-*^ cuitains, all lamps, horn, etc., splendid condition
throughout, tax paid ; £1 50.—Harrison, 4^ Glonwnod
Shrubberv'. Weston-super-Mare. [9413
ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1915, .2-speed, clutch, lamps,

speedometer, just overhauled, insured, licensed-
£48, or nearest.-L., c/o Sanderstead Motor Works,
Broomhall Rd., Sanderstead, Surrey. [9971
Qh.p. Royal Enfield, with new sidecar body, re-^ novated, replated, re-enamelled, gnaranteed -3
months; £28 down and 12 instalments of £8/10 —
Auto Traders, Ltd., 84, Jermyn St., London. [1253
TjiNFIELD Combination, 6-8h.p., Cameo wind screen
:*-i p. ond H. head lamp, side and rear lamiis, hora'
Stewart .'Speedometer, Inggage grid, tools, spare tnbe.=
perfei/t condition, enamel nnsorateJied, tax paid- ,=een'
in London; 105 ^gns.—St. Helier, :Soutli JVIimms, Barnet

[1453

DOUGLAS
MOTOR
CYCLES

Rebuilt as new from Ex-
Government machines

and new parts.

Fully equipped with new accessories,
including Head Lamp, Generator, Tail
Lamp, Horn, Licence Holder, Two Tool
Bags, Pump and Tool Kit, and carrying

a Three Months' Guarantee.

CASH PRICES.

2f h.p. two-speed, fully equipped - £65
4 h.p. three-speed, -kick-start and

clutch, fully equipped - - . ,£85
4 h.p. ditto and Sidecar, with new

body, finished in "DOUGLAS"
Saxe Blue, and fully equipped - £ 1 5

CARRI.^GE EXTRA IN EACH CASE.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED

SPECIFICATION.
Engine, ''DOUGLAS" horizontal twin cylinder,

all worn parts discarded, rebuilt with new
parts where necessary, fully tested befori
leassemblinif.

Gear Box, 2.1 h.p., with two speeds and free

position, 4 h.p. with three speeds, tick-start
and clutch, rebuilt as new.

Carburetter, new, two lever AMAC, with plated
handle-bar controls.

IVIagneto, new, C.A.V. or Thomson- Bennett, with
plated handle-bar controls.

- Frame, Forks, Wheels, and Mudguards, Etc.,

either new or thoroughly renovated, and
stove enamelled in best finish.

The Tank is thorou^rhly renovated as new, and
finished in '' DOUGLAS " colours, aluminium
and blue panels, with " DOUGLAS" transfer,

and new plated fittings.

Tyres, new, 25in. x 2{in. heavy covers and tubes.

Handle-bars, newly nickel-plated in best style,

2| h.p. semi T.T., 4 h.p. standard touring
pattern.

Induction Pipe, Fork Springs, Gear l/jvcr. Etc.,

eitber new or newly nickel-plated.

Saddle, new, or renovated as new.

Front Brake, Belt. Chain, Etc., Etc., brand new.

Each of the above machines is rebuilt in our

own extensive up-to-date works with a great

proportion of new parts. In appearance

they are almost indistinguishable from new,

and we are prepared to give a signed

guarantee with each machine. We are in

the best position in the trade to give

satisfaction with our rebuilt machines, being

closely assoaated with the private syndicate

which purchased the whole of the surplus

W.D. motor cycles from the Slough Trading

Co , and having always a tremendous stock

of new "DOUGLAS" parts.

Delivery from stock. Trade supplied.

Special quotations on application for

TRIUMPH and P. & M. JVIotor Cycles
rebuilt as above.

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,
Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES I-OR SALE.
Enfleld.

"pXriELD 6h.ii. Coinhina.tion. 1916 (Dec), electric
J-' hglitiug, Luoas bom, speedometer, pillion seat,
hood, screRn, .^jtron, luggage grid, -good cOBdition, tax
paid, insurance to October transferred; £105; appoint-
ment.—C.r:, 31, McLeod Ed., Abbey Wood, S.E.2.

[9933

A. F. PTjLLING will sell his hot stuff 6h.p. Enfield
combination, Lucas dynamo lighting set, horn,

mirror, and Cowey speedometer; -will accept £149 for
this gold medal winner.—Pulling's Garage, sole Croy-
don and district agent, London Rd. "Phone: 161'9.

E„
[169B

NTIELDS.—The cheapest twin on the road. W*
are North London agents, and can snpplv from

stock standard models *160, electric £182, cash, or
-dcfened payments. All spares in stock. Trade sup-
plied.—Jones' Garage, Mnsu'ell Hill, and at 'Woodside
Parade, N. Finchley. _ [05'80

"OXFIELD 6h.p. Twin J.A.P. Combination, August,
--^ 1919. Lucas dyniirao lighting set, hood, 6,peed-
ometer, electric, bulb, and mechanical homs, irade-
Mecum tan seat, tlioioughly overhauled, tax paid, pei-
fect condition: £140; bought cm'.- 24, Lal;elioU!!6 Ed..
TVanstead, E.ll. (156B

"PNFIELD 1916 Sb.v. Twin, 2,speed, clntch, T.T.
-*-J model. Thum.-^oD-Bennett mag., Amac carhuretter,
all-chain, very last, tjTes very good, perfect condition me-
clianically. vei-j- smart appearance, done yerv small mile-
age; any trial; £40, bargain.—E. 'O'atson, Victoria E4,
Aldeburgh, Sufloli. [9851

Excelsior.
1 Q20 British Excelsior Combination; gift, 98 gns.—
J.«^ Eamsdeus, 8, MaybeU Ay., Blackpool. [9324

BRITISH Excelsior, all models, from the Covenftry
Motor Mart, London Rd., Coventry. '^*hone ;

200. [X0834

EXCELSIOR, S'ih.p., Bosch, B. and B., adjustable
pulley, lamps, horn; £25; ride away.—3, Ray-

leigh Ed., S.'W.ig. [1247

1 Q21 British Excelsior, new, S-stroke, 2 speed,
J-*^ clntch, kicli starter, models just arrived.—S.
E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Sbockwell St., Greenwich.

[5634

NEW 1920 Excelsior A'/ah.p. Big Single Combination,
luxurious sidecar; list price £160, offered at

£135 spot cash.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.,
Birmingham. [88S6

F.N.

F.X. 4.cyl. Combination; call, have trial run.-Gi-imes
and Co., 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W. [7645

F.N, 4-cyl., recently overhauled, ready to ride a-wav;
£25; WimbMan.—Box 398. c/o The Motor C/cU

[XOSW
F.N. 1921 Models, now arriving.—Send enquiries to

S.E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-
wich, S.E.ia [4129

F.N. Combinations in stock: call ior a trial l-un.-

Grimes and Cn.,_ 18, Bruton Place, Bond St.. W.
Mnyfair 4792. [7645

F.N. 4-cy]. Combination, 2-speed, low irame. foi;.!-

boards. Easting wind screen, lamps, speedometer,
licenced; £45.—Betts, St. John St., llchfield. [9693

DAN GUT, Weymouth.—F.N. . 4-cyl., 34p6ed, clutcli,

anu sidecar, Ea.sting screen, tax paid, absolutely
as uew-, mileage about 400; cash offers. [0568

1 Q2i F.N. 2.'/9i.p., 2 speeds, clntch, and kick-starter,
-«-*' brand new,, in stock tor immediate deliyery: £84;
exchanges or easy payments.-^OfBcial Agents, Homac'e,
243 Lower Clapton lid.. N.E. 'Phone; Dalsfon 2408.

[1596
IMMEDIATE Delivery of Jiny F.N. Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order i.ow, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors,, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone : Brix-

ton 2417. ' [0500
Francis-Barnett.

JULIANS, 01 Beading, have 1921 rrancis-3arne(t in

stork. [0479

1 id 21 2-stroke Francis-Baruett. 2-speed, kick starter,

-Ltf licences paid, only run 200 miles; £79.-West,
Garthside. Eugby Ed., Leamington. [X0649

FRANCIS-BAENETT 1920, 2"ih.p. J.A.P., 2-sp8ed,

clntch, IC.S.. indistinguishable from netv. mecham-
callv perfect; £67.—Inglesby, Stoneleigh 'Av., Earlsdon.
Coventry, [X0703

Gamage.
£40.—Gamage-'VillTers 1919, 2 speeds, everything on,

tax paid. T.T. bars, open copper exhaust, verj'

fast.—Taylor, Scaltworth, Ba-«-try.
'

[9560

Glen.

GLEN-BL.\CKBCENE T,T, 2'-:,h,p., August, 1920.
2-speed, kick start, fnHy equipped, licensed, small

mileage: first cheguc tor £67/10 secures.—Hobbs,
To-T\-cr House, Gillingham, Dorset. [1336

Harley.Da-vidson.

PICKERING, Shrewsbury,—Shropshire agent Harley-
Davidsons; exchanges arranged. • [X0755

HARLEY Sports, brand new, equipped; £145,—
Clark, 7, E-Xhibition Ed„ S.W.7. - [917S

4h p. Sports Harlev-Davidson, licence paid 1921, new
condition; £120.—Bi-adiey, Albion -Ed., Margate.

[11€S

1 020 4h.Ti Harley Combination, sporting sidecaTi

JLtf lull accessories; £150.—Ross, 86, High Ed.. Lee.

S.E. [1582

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tire end of each a<lvertiseinent, and the date of the issue.
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IN Stock.—1917,
oombinations:

7-9h.p,
£110.-29,

Ji:.ist 470a.

MIDLANDERS
go striiielit

Row, lijrniinghnm,

HARLEY Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p.. in perfect
order, electric lights and liorn.—4, Passmore St..

Sloan? Sq.. S.W. [1350

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.-I have at present a fine

assortment in stock, all lully guaranteed.— Ross
86. IliRb Rd.. Lee. f5669

1 Q 1 9 Harley-Davidson Combination, very fully
M-fJ equipped, fine gondition; olfers.—12, Lancaster
Rd.. West Norwood. [-9944

1919, and 1920 Harlev-Davidson
, from £120 t<5 £200.—Stacey. 12,

Ecclesall Rd.. Sheffield. [0577

HARLEY, 1919, thoroughly overhnuled", perfect,
lamps, nccessories, new tries.—vringfite. Wnrwiek

Park, Crowbill, S. Devon. [9444

BARGAIN, £1^5.—Harley-Davidsoa 1920 electric
(le luxe combination, oomiilete. — 18, Hester-

comI>e Av.. Fi;lham, London. [1671

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.-AIl models in stock, new
and second-hand.—Sole Agents. Bambera'. South-

port, Lancashire. Tel. : 607. [5009

HARLEY 1920 Electric i\todol, C.B. sidecar, speed-
ouieter, licensr'd and insured, lovelv condition

:

150 jiins.-54, Coval Rd., Mortlake.
"

X0867a
7-9h.p. Combination. T-anglord

.1920), as new thronghout; £140.
~1, Townley Rd., E. Dulwich, S.E.22. [1351

1 Q20 Harley, dynamo lighting, large sidecar, hood.
M-^ Hcreen, ili^cs. speedometer; £175: tax poid; seen
any tiuie.— 110, \A'oodgranse Ed., Forest Gate. [1281
"1020 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., nnu?ed, acetylene
-••^ lights, dynamo, kick Ptart. 3-tfipeed, free wheel,
solo; price £150.—S, Kirchner.- 21, Sunnyside Rd..
Ilford. . [9648

HARLEY, late 1S19, overhauled, pliited und onani-
f-Iled. indi.stinpiiisliiible irr»[ii uew, with new Canot,'-

let sidecar: snip at £130.-322, Whitehorse Hd., Croy-
don. [1548

"I Q20 Harley Electric Combinotion, discs, speedo-
J-t/ meter, excellent condition; £160.—Edwards. 50.
Harriuston Ed.. South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken.
3709. [9259

HARLEY 1917 Electric Model, overeizc tyres, hood,
st-reen, higgnge grid. mechaDically perfect, deooio-

tiv^'lv fair; any trial; £95.-97, Angell Rd., Biixtou.
S.\V.9. [1501

£90.- Harley combination. 7-9h.p., fully equipped,
iiewlv painted, smflrt outfit, mu^t t^ sold; ca-^h

wanted.-85. Shirland Rd., Paddington. W.9. 'Phone:
Padd. 3889. [9551

1Q20 7-9h.p. Harley, dynamo lighting, speedometer.
J-O Montgomery sidecar. Triple.N: screen, hood, niile-
aRe 2.000. licensed; £170.-12. Leaside Av., MusweU
Hill, N.IO. [1311

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sports Model, ^pedometer
electric lighting, gnnrnuteed perfect; £110; nde

to intending purchaser.—Humphryes, 33, Pieston At..

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley'Davidson.

Harlev, new, conch eidecar to match;
St. Leomird's St., Bromley-by-Bow.

|

* ^ [9310

—For Harley-DiiTidson motor cycle?

;

to the Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore 1

[X0646

HARLEY 1919
iiicnic sidecar

Newport, Mon. [9844

LATE 1917 Harley-Davidson Combination, hood and
screen, electric, (uliy equipped, just been com-

letely overhauled; £125.—A. J. Young
rtd.. Newmarket.El

HAELEY-DAVIDSOX 1920 4b.p. Model, Swan .port-
jns sidecar, electric lighting, in good condition, os

and Co..
[1064

new
Dean

£185—Parker's, Bradshawgate.
rate. Manchester.

Bolton, and 245,
(X0680

"IC|20 7-9h. p. ^Harl^ey Combination .'mag. mn*lel
i^eedometcr, lighting br Harley. '^miVe.'ige' 1 600

pra.ti.alk new; 160 gns.: sell or exchange Triumph'
19, Streatley Rd., Brondeabury. [1402
£190.—llarley-Davidson combination, late 1919 only
fy .lone 1,300 miles, guaranteed perfect, tools, Remy
lighting set, as new; a real barBaM.-20, Heath Rd
IwKkeiiham, Phone: 96 Richnioid [9764
1020 Harley-Davidson Combination, 7.9h p mileJ-" age 1,457, lamps, speedometer, horn',' wind
screen, hood, guaranteed; lowest £165.-106 Barlow
Moor H(l., West Didsbuiy, Manchester.

HAIiLEr Combination,
iiulljous sidecar.

[1333

,
late 1919, not W.D.. mag.

.» 1 1
;; drscs. Easting, Tan-Sad, side and

tail electric, spare vakes, chaine, tubes- £150 or et
cluinge car.—Box 3,165, c/o The 3lotor Cijcie

'

[1633
TTAKLET-DAVrD.SOX 1920 (Ang.) 7.9h.p. Combina-^A tion as new hood, triplex screen, speedometer
Klaxon, electric lighting, cost £265: accept £190 tax

-Lieut. ^^ biting, 68, Leigham Vale. Tnlse HUl.

TT'^^.^'^^o?'"?'''?'''*''"'' '"^ !"''' insnrance. elect^ric,-Li late 1920, hood, screen, grid, Ian-Sad, discs, justoverhauled by makers, stored all winter; cost £265
sacrifice £220, or near ofler.-Thone : Everden, Batter.'
sea 1750.

[9^jj

19^'.„^l''i^-'iP^""?3'"'- *!'='"' """1 Deakin special-L'j' coachbuilt sidecar, thoroughly overhauled
r,-,ill, smart lot, like new; £130.-Gyer, 1. Chichester'

l47li'n?,!'on''"'"
"'*•• "'• «°5-»' O^k Sti'tion (Met.),iauuington.

[1708

SPECIAL OFFER
OF

21

120
H.P. TWO-SPEED

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES

at each.

Fully renovated and overhauled

machines at above exceptional

price, in order to reduce our

tremendous stock.

THE ENGINE is the _ famous 2:; h.p.

twin-cylinder " DOUGLAS, " overhauled and
fitted with many new parts.

GEAR BOX is two speeds, with free posi-

tion, also overhauled.

CARBURETTER is the two lever

AMAC. handle-bar controls.

MAGNETO is new CA.V., or Thomson-
Bennett, with handle-bar controL

THE FRAME, FORKS, MUD-
GUARDS, etc., are newly sloved in black

enamel.

THE TANK is thoroughly renovated, and
finished m " DOUGLAS " colours, aluminium ,

and blue panels with" DOUGLAS " transfer.

THE WHEELS are newly stove en-

amelled and fitted with lb" x 2i' tyres, either

new or good serviceable second-hand.

HANDLE-BARS, semiT.T.newlynickel-

plated, as also are other usual plated parts.

The whole finish is quite good, and each

machine is tuned up and tested before delivery,

and is guaranteed to be in sound serviceable

condition. Each machine is equipped with

new tool bag, tool kit and pump.

These machines are fully equal

to those advertised by other finns

at £65 each.

Cash Price £55 each,

or fully equipped with Lamps and

Horn, £58 each.

Carriage extra. Deferred pay-
ment arranged.

CRABTREE & SON
LTD.

Motor Engineers, WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
HarleyDavidson.

HARLEY 7-9h.p., 1916, double sidecar. Tan-sad,
carries 3 adults 2 children, perlect family

machine, Bosch magneto, all accessories, just completely
overhauled by makers, tax paid; £130.—Tinson. 26.

Injlis Rd.. Colchester. [9807

HAHLET-DAVIDS0K'S.-1919 combinations £125.

1918 combinations £115. These are renovated

and ready to ride awnv. We have a lew 1918 unreuo-

vated machines hut in running order ; £80, ench.-Chvcn.

59, Scholcfteld Ed., Upper Holloway. [X0785

LATE 1920 Harley-Davidson Combination, C. and

M (vir. cost £96, witli disappearing hood mm
Triplex screen, leg shields, ontflt luxuriously etiuipped,

unscratched, tax paid: cost £315, accept £185; ex-

changes.-60, Wallingford Av., North li«"sin6ton.^^^

TQ20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, not done I'^^S^
XJ/ Henderson do luxe sidecar, electric Iigbting, specoo-

meter, 46 m.p.g., finest outfit obtainable, ^xir'.os ™;
any trial; l»st "offer over £200 secures; appointment

anywhere centre Kent.-Boyner, Sanatorium. Lenhnm.

Kent. „ . ..Hazlewood.
£20.-Financial difficulty prevents gcntlernan taking

ordered Hazelwood ™m^mation (new ;
sacriflcc

above to any buyer.-Box 3,178, c/o The Motor Cych^

Henderson.

EKICKIIAM tor Henderson, sole agent lor Bristol

. and Bath districts.-Stokcs Crolt, Bristol. 13354

electricallyENDERSON Combination.. 3-specd,

cquipped.-Senrte. Ivy Villa, Carshalton
,
Rd.,

-Daw, 114,
[1O40

clutch.

XX cquipiJcu.—Ljiiuii^, A.J • ^ raR'77
Sutton. ' ['"'"

1 Q20 Henderson Combination, speedometer, lamp,

S-iJ luxurious outfit, tax paid: 175.

Brixton Hill. S.W,2.

HENDERSON 4-cyl. 8-iqh.p., 2-speed,

handle start, guaranteed; £95 ca8h.-106, Bar^

low Moor Rd., West Didsbury, Manchester. [1334

1 Ah.p. Henderson. 1917. 2-specd, handle starter, Inmps.

XU horn, fitted sidecar, screen, apron, lax paid;

nearest £110, or exchanee.-Swabcy, Ashtcad. »»"='ggg

1 Ab.p. Henderson and Swan de Luxe Sidecar, new

XU Sept., 1920. low mileage, good condil on, tjasl-

' £175.-Woolard, 54, Walkern Rd..lampsing screen,
Stevenage.

HENDERSON 4-cyl., the world's leading «<r'- };°';|
ovcle; all moilels in stock '"'.""ne^'"',"."?!"*'.?,

prices 'from f210.-Edinbureh Pioneer Motors 50.

Giiodlay St.. Edinbuigh. !">'=,'

LATE 1920 Henderson Combinatioii,.as new, luMiri-

ous sidecar, discs, Tan-Sad. electric lights, spcciav

luned and overhauled; £190. or near.-Wrlte, Mead»».

17. Hcmstal Hd., N.W.6. [1"''''

1 AIi-P- Henderson 1916 Sporting Combiliation, clec-

lU trie lights, discs, wind scrcerj .etc.. perfect con-

dition, less tlran 5.000 miles; £110.-Cill, 1. n?^
Wandsworth, S.W. Llb93Lien St.,

NEW 1921 Model Henderson, the most highly de-

veloped motor cycle ever built; now in stock for

imm.dioto delivery^ liberal ojchanBes.-Tbe Pi™'|'

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. lan^l

1 Q20 Henderson with Large Bulbous Sidecar to Match,

Xa hood, ttreen. luggage carrier, electric liglitins

(battery) in beautiful order; £190.-HomK^'s. 243, Lpwoi

Claptoii Rd., -N.E. -Phone : Dalston 2408. [1597

HENDERSON. 1920, £45 bulbous back Kutlfoir

sidecar, folding screen, hood, speedometer, dynamo;

cost £250 Sept., ta.x and insurance paid, perfect; £200

or near.-Willianis, 135, King's Av., Clapham. [9599

HENHERSON 4-cvl. Combination, elc^ric head and
'side Inmps, Watford speedometer, Cowev born.

Pillion eeat, luggage grid, in good condition: hargnur

£110.-Dickinson, 73, Clareinont Rd., Luton. (9818

1 Ab p Henderson, 2-speed and clutch, coachbuilt

XU sidecar, all lamps, horn, etc., mechanically per-

fect tax paid; £95.—Milliner, 6, Cavendish Parade.

Clapham, S.W.4. (1025

THORNTON HEATH. — Henderson combination,

lOh.p.. dynamo lighting, hood, screen, capacious

lockers and luggage grid, the ace of luxury, comfort,

and reliability; iei40; take lower power in part.---2a

Bullcr Rd. 11164

1 O20 (Dec) lOh.p, 4-cyL Henderson Combination,

X«7 electric lighting, hood and screen. £30 worth

o! accessories, licence paid, no smarter lot on the

road, cost £300. done 1,900 miles, absolutely as new,

owner buying 4-seater car. any trial; offers.-89. bm-
manuel Rd., Streatham Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 97

Hobart.

HOB\RT 2V'2b.p. 2-stroke, good order and tyres, all

lamps, tax paid; £25.—Allison. 113. Park Lane,

Carshalton, .
[1145

HOBART 2"Ab.p., 1914, 2-stroke, perfect condition

;

f28.-Shepherd. 7, Pretoria Cottages, Kingston

Hd., Leatherhead. [9511

-1 Q 16-17 2'flh.p. Hobart-'Villiers, 2-speed, M-L, Amac,
! LO Druids, heavy Dunlops, lamps, accessories, prac-

tically new; £50; exchange, 2iih.p. Douglas prelerrcd.

-63," Solon Rd„ Brixton. S.W, [1029

HOB.ART, 1921, the new sporting model with speci-

ally tuned engines as ridden by our Mr. W. J.

Lord, from the Coventry Motor Mart, London Hd..

Coventry. 'Phone ; 200. [X0836

411 letters relating ti advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and :e dite t the issue, b',
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hoskison.

HO.SKINSON 2^4h.p. 11111011 engine, 2-spee(] gear,
lJuIcIi. kick starter, brand new will take a side-

lai; £67.—Motor Cycle jMart, Pair Kow, Chatham.
[9586

]Q20 (July) Hoskison -23,4h.p., a^pajd. clutch, K.S.,
^^ tax paid, condition as new, P.H. !amp.=, all

acwKories; iTO.-Custerson, 13, Brookdale Ed., Wal-
tliamstow. [9649

Humber.
~t 1|21 Hiimlier in stock list price.—Cross. A?«nt,

[X0655• Rotherliam.

IN Stock, 4iAh.p. HmnTicr flat twin; £140.—Tillevs.
Esplanade, Weymouth. {9404HUMBER, all models Irom stock.—The Coventry
Motor Mart, London Bd., Coventry. lTi0837

3ih.p. Hnmber, 2 speeds, clutch, all on, nice condi-
2 tion; £30; after 6.30.-49, Graham Ed., Dalston,

E-8. (8657
TjrUMBER 3;;ii.p. Tirin, B. and B., Druids, lamps,
-'^JL lioin, adjustable pulley, tax paid; £24.—Pearson,
Iijgliam, Lincoln. [9627

"IQll 2h.p. Humber, with new engine, perfect
-^t^ running order; 14 gns.—Croft, 11, Belvedere
Terrace, Paignton. [1498

HUMBER S'/^h-p. Combination, 2-speed, 1920. C.B.
sidecar, accessories, tax paid, perfect; £68.—49.

SaJteiiord Rd., Tooting. [:il05

HUMBER 3i41).p., 2-speed, thoroughly orcihauied, ex-
ceptional <^Iimber, perfect ; f.3S.—277, Chaites Ed.,

Small Heath, Birmingham- [X065I

HUMBER Sy^.h.p,, 2-speed, 1911. stored 4 years,
good condition, tax paid; what olTers.—Clement.

Ty Coch, Ystradgynlais. [X0517

HUMBER Lightweight, less mag., excellent condi-
tion throughout: £22, or nearest—Ecclesbonrue,

Avenue Rd., Bexley Heatli. £1358

HUMBER 3<Ah.p., N..S.U. 2-si)eed, perfect, take
sidecar, weighs under 200 lb.; £28, exchange.—

187, Elm Rd., New Maiden. [9960

HUMBER 23^h.p., hub speed gear, taken in part
payment; bargain, £20.-R. F. Fuggle, Ltd.,

Bushey Heath, Edgware, and Elstree. [1587

HUMBER SVsh.p., 2-sp6ed, clutch, Bosch, B. and B.,
1 inulops, iip-top condition, licence paid; £52, or

exeliange P. and M.—16, Richmond Rd., Leytonstone.
[9987

HUMBER 1917 €h.p., water-cooled, recently over-
hauled, new tyres, Willford sidecar, complete; £130

i.et; owuer going abroad.—158, Norwood Ed., West Nor-
wood, S.E.27. [9600

HUMBER Combination, 4h.p. flat 1920, electric
lamps all round, Lucas horn, sidecar screen,

speedometer, condition as new; £155. close offer.—Lt,
Burton, c/o Dan Guy, Weymouth. [0564

Hurle.
HURLE, 41i.p., single speed, Mabon hand clutch.

Rudhardt, Senapray, new belt, tyre, tubes, lamps,
all accessories, tax paid, ride away; £30; ceasing
motor cycling.—Fennell, 6, Oakley Crescent, Chelsea.

[9950
Indian.

INDIAN 7-Sh.p. Clutch Model; £36, sidecar £6.-17,
Heatou Ed., Mitcham. [9496

INDIANS.—1921 models now ready.—Davies, 229,
Deausgate, Manchester. 536 Central. [2437

EKICKHAM for Indian, €ole agent for Bristol
* and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3353

INDIAN Coachbuilt Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed,
clutch; £49.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [9495

INDIAN, 1919, Powerplus, as new; quick sale, .C80-—
95, Grosvenor Rd., Highbury, London. [1215

1 Qll 7-9fi,p. Clutch Model Indian, disc wheels; bai-
LtJ gain, £31.-^Ross, 86. High Ed., Lee, S.E, [1383

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1919, 3 speeds, loot and hand clutch,
.spring frame, as new; £75.—Davis, 26, Musweli

Hili. [9339

7-9h.p. Indian 1915 2-speed Combination, good condi-
tion; £50.-42, Coombe Rd., New Maiden, King-

ston. , [1427

£117.-1919 Indian Combination, complete, luxurious,
sporting; cash needed; registered.—35; Kingston

Rd., Staines. [9660

INDIAN 1916 7-9h.p., clutch, 3-speed, kick start, per-
fect condition; £60, or near.—Leith House, Oak-

dale Ed., Weybridge. [9985
£» K GNS.—Powerplus 1616-17 Inaian, 3 speede, etc.,^>tj tax paid, guarantee; cash needed.—Box 3,162
<'!o The Motor Cycle.. [1630
TNDIAN 1919 Powerplus, low mileage, indistinguish-

n, S,'''^';"?™ S""' '^^ P'lW; £75.-25, St. James's
Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [1069

1 Q 20 Indian Scout, speedometer, horn, spare chain-It/ in fine condition; £115.—Lord, Whitley Villa,'
I^ndon Rd., Coventry. [X0850
INDIAN 7-9h.p.. new, unused, 3 speeds, K.S . 2

brakes, gift; £82/10.-Chas. Collard. 12, Station
Parade, Musweli Hill. [1138

1 Q18 Powerplus Indian, in excellent order, £60-Lir another, 1919, 3665.-HoUiday Bros., 20, Queen
.-'t.. Hammersmith, W.6. [1207

IN

YOUR

POCKET
"SERVICE" Belted

Suit.
Made in :,tout light - weight
doable texture material inter-
lined pure rubbet. All seams
stitched, sol-utioned, and taped,
giving A'BSOLUTE weather
protection. Jacket 36iii. long,
belted, fitted wind cuffs, storm
collar. Seatless trousers to
match. Neatly shaped spats.
patent clip fasteners. Colour
fawn.

Complete Suit 49/6
State chfst and leg vic(i:i(icmeiit\

SPECIAL OFFER.
Government Surplus Trfplex Goggles,
Aviation MaskMoilel.To-day'sprice,42/-
Po'.t paid -11/9

BROOKS
Patent Spring

LEGGINGS
(As illustrated). .

Made in Water-
proof material..

Fawn short ..28/6
Hipcxte.nsion42/6
Blaclr short . .32/-
Hip cKtension 47 /-

Stale size of calf.

ACOESSORIES
HUNT'S ELECTRIC LAMPS — All 'in Stock.

Head Lamp, large size, ^y front

—

PLATED XL236E, 40/- BLACK XL236A 43/-
Ditto with side sockets and brackets

—

PLATED XL3104, 43/- BLACK XL3107 47/-
Head Lamp, medium size, 4" front

—

PLATED XLZ36C, 23/6 BLACK XL236D, 25/-
Ditto side fittiuf!; for Sidecars

—

PLATED XL236CS, 23 /6 BLACK XL236D$, 25 /-

Hunt's tubular pattern Sidecar Lamp

—

XL3066, 8/6
Hunt's tubular pattern Rear Lamp

—

XL949, 9/«
Faclhiii diul cnrri(jge fte '.

SPECIAL PURCHASE. GREAT OPPORTUNITY
Box Spanner lor Nuts fs" across flats.

Very useful. Post free, lOd. each.

1 SERVICE CO I
289-293,flIGH HOLBOIlN,LONDON,W.C.l
-PgleBroms: Admittedly, Loudoii.* Phone; Holboni 6d^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALL.
Indian.

TNDIAN 7-91). p., (hitch, esrellent condition
; price

-- ^45; seen auy time.—Thirkell, Hut Eestiiuritnt,
Combe Martin. Ilfrnoombe. [9688

INDIAN. 1919, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, indistin-
guishable troin ne'w; £61. ~ 35, St. Clement's

Mansions, Lillie Rd., Fulham. . [1099

INDIAN, 1921 models.—We offer special terms to
buyers of these machines.—Coventry Motor Mart,

London Rd., Coventry. 'Phone': 200. 1X0838

INDIAI^ 7-91i.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-^ speeds,
perfect order; offers invited; appointment.—North-

field, Manor Estate, Heme! Hempstead. [9595

INDIAJ^ 7-9h.p. 3-speed C-ombination, as new
throughout; £78; private; Douglas or Triumph

wa-nted.—Marks, College Slip, Bromley, Kent. [1136

7-9]i.p. Indian, \inder 500 miles,, best discs, 3-speed.
K.S., spring irame, Lucas lamps, Klason, splendid

machine; £95.-18, Nojthbrook Ed., liee, S.E. 13. [1565

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3-8peed, clutch,
-»-*' and necessary spares, good going order, tas paid;
£85—Field, The Bungalow, Nonh Town, Aldershot.

l9424"1014 Indian 7-9h.p. Corabi^iation, just overhauled^
A,%J costing £35, excellent condition, all acces.sories,

tax paid; £80.—Oak Cottage, Brighton Rd., Coulsdon.
[1697

INDIAN 1916 7-9h.p., spring frame, 3 speeds, clutth,
kick start, good condition; £65.—Parker's. Biad-

shawgat-e, Bolton, and 245, D^nsgat-e, Manchester.
[X0685

POWERPLUS Indian, spring frame, 3-speed, T.T.
bars, electric horn, lighting", 1920 sidecar; £120,

or separately.—Elmdale, Ravensbourne Rd., Bromley,
Kent.

'
[1055

JNDIAjST 1920 Model Powerplus Combination, dyuamo
lighting, etc., as new; any trial; £155: exchange}

lower power.—C.S., 14, Swaton Kd., Bow, E.5.. Tel-:
E.3155. [9827

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 1915, 3 speeds, K.S.,
clutch, in fine condition, go anywhere; £70 lor

'

quick sale; tax paid.—Apply, A.W., 7, Beverley Rd..
New Calden.

'

[9925

"I
Q16 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, electric

Xt/ light, new tyres, cylinders ground, new pistons;
exchange for lightweight, or sell £90.—H. Kelsev, EcU
Green. Coventry. - [X0741

1 020 Indian Scout 4h.p., Lucas lamps, speedometer,
Xt/ horn, knee grips, spares and tools, fast and reli-

able, splendid condition;
Finsbury Pai'k, N.4.

Somerfield" Rd.,
[1073

BARGAIN.—7-9h. p. Indian O.B. combination, 3-speed,
kick start, spring frame, tax and insurance (12

juontbs} paid; must sell;

Buildings, Old St., F.C.I.
£76.-J.W., 27, Normnn'.-;

[1539

1 Q12 7-9h.p. Blue Indian Clutch Model, with wicker
Xi/ -sidev^ax (canoe), fully eiuipped, good running
order, licence paid; £65; stamped envelope for replv.

-Ellis, Hastings St., Luton. [97S7

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 1916, 3-speed countershaft coach~
combination, just overhauled, good tyres, hood,

screen, lamps, tax paid; £80; near offer.—Allison,
113, Park Lane, Carshalton. [1146

1 Q20 Indian (7-9h.p. Powerplus) and Henderson Elite
X«7 sidecar, dynamo lighting, etc., Binks carburetter,
di^cs : what offers? Must sell.

Chambers, High St., Kettering
-^A^ s. Cattell, Bank

[1397 1

1 Q20 (September) 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian, dynamo!
Xi/ electric model, fully equipped, new tvres, speed-

1

ometer, Tan-Sad, all tax paid; £120.—Gaidesco, 117,1
Cromwell Ed., South Kensington. [94201

SPLENDID Indian 7-9h.p. CombinatioD, electricanyl
equipped, £55 ; new unregistered 2?4h.p, light-

weight, beauty, £48: first cash ofier of £120 both:
must sell.—28, Ionic Rd., Liverpool. [12341

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combijiation, 1920, eleetiicallyl
equipped, speedometer, pnictii-ally no running, perT

t'et'^t condition
;
genuine bargain, £140.-57, Great Georgel

St., Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Royal. [

1 Q20 Indian Combination, dynamo lighting, EastinglX «7 wind screen, spare chain, splendid condition ;
£150; exchange light car, no rubbish.—Ohipperfi eld, 58,r
High Rd., Willesden Green, N.W.IO. [9675|

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1920 Combination, in splendid order,!
un^scratched and mechanically perfect, electricallrl

equipped; first offer over £185 secures; any trial; ownerr
buying car.— 5, Didsbniy Rd., Stockport. [1549|

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3-FpBed, hand ^mX %J loot clutch. K.S., Swan sporting sidecar, nei
extra heavy Dunlops, fully equipped, any trial; £9fl.

tax paid.—92, Beulah Rd., Thornton Heath. [9651

"I
Q19 Indian Combination, 3-speed and kick start,

Xt/ electric lighting, bnlbous back sidecar, me^-
anically perfect, condition as new, mileage 2,000, tas
paid; £125.—Kiaer, 8, Granville St., AV.C. [lesfl

"VrO Reasonable Offer Refused.—Brand new 1921 7h,
i§Powerplus Indian combination, N.E.21, electricaii,

equipped throughout, speedometer; list price £226.
must sell.-Lewin, Gx-ange Rd., Kettering. [98S

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian, luxurious sidecar, elecfai
X t7 model, speedometer. Easting, fully equipped, am
extras, splendid machine, as new ; cost £226 ; wha
ciffersP—Carn Biea, Lion Lane, Haelemere. [l5o:

B 24 All letters relating to advertisements^ould auot« the number at the end of each advertisement, and tht date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Indian.

9h.p. Indian. 1914, engine No. 79F794, 2-speed.

clutch, epring Irame, horn, and lamps, with
9 sidecar, all in splendid condition, tax paid;

3, bargain.—Tilley, Pine Cottage, Weybridge. [1342

[|16 Indian, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, and kick
l/ starter, all lamps, Bonniksen speedometer,
iranteed; £80; exchanges.—Homac's 243, Lower
pton Rd., N.E. 'Plione : Dalston 2408. [1590

;|1^ Indian 3,'-^i.p. Twin. 3 speeds, clntch, and kick-
J starter, all accessories, tax paid, overhauled
fans ill Feb. ^ cost £24; £65; exchanges.—Homac'i',
:. Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dabton 2408.

ri599
[k20 Indian Powerplas, aiiilfcrd bulbous sidecar.
\f dynamo lighting, speedometer. Easting wind
sn, tax paid, -perfect order throughout; £155.

—

am, 2. Phoenix Place. Addiscn Av., Holland Park.
[9957

;|16 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3 speeds, clutch,
'9 kick start, spring frame, electric lights, hood and
;en, spares, tax paid, overhauled, splendid condi-
i; any trial; £95.—Dyer, 31, Upper Tooting Park.
.M7. [1246

BSOLUTE Snip, £6 5. -Indian, 1918-1919, .speci-

ally Selected Powerplus lodians, practically unused
L as new, 3-Bpeed K.8., sold elsewliere at i;85: free
rail; satisfnctiou guiininteed.—84, Earl St., JSJnrvIe-

e. [1280

)19 Poweri<lu^ Indian, nursed like a baby, in first-

cla.s^ condition, no accessories; £95 or nearest
r; would consider taking smaller i)ower in part

^

hange.—Croft c, o Shakesfjeare House, Welholme

'

. Grimsby. [9924
\

145. a real bargain.—Powerplus Indian combina-
tion, 1920. electrically eqnii>pecr. speedometer,

gage grid, tyres and condition excellent, low mile-
, tax paid.— 198, Sheen Lane, East Sheen, S.W.

Richmond 1112. [1107one :

100.—Powen>lu5 Indian .1916-1917. spring frame
coMiliHiJition, 3-spee<], hand aud foot clutch, dyuniuo

itiiifT. disc wheels, wind Bcreeii, numerous «piirc5,

(litidii t(iii;il to new, only used 18 months.—33, ENitr-
e Eli., Winchmore Hill. [9813

)16 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, dual
clati'li, 3 lamps, large generator, Tim-Sad. spee<l-

;ter, apures, tools, liiggiiMe prid, new bcarinps to
ine. overhdulHti throughout, done 9,000; £125.—
,, Whippemlell Rd,. Watford. [1425

)16 Indian Combination, 5-.6hp-. 3-spoed, K.S..
electric lighting. Kla.'con. muffs, hood, special

d screen, just overhauled, ta.\ paid, roadv to ride
y; £7710. no offers.—Kerr, 111. Grosvenor Rd.,
ilico (yntrancc Glasgow Terrace). {1298
JITH'S Sen-ation.—A feir Powerplus Indinuh. prso-

titMlly judi-tinu'iii-huble from neic, .-priuL- iinnie*,
[iee.l>: 1918. £G2 10; 1919,: £69 ' 10; 19l9 miUM.'d.
.-Smith's. 86, Chalk Farm Rd.. .opposite Chalk
m Tuhe Station). Hamp.-tead 2767. [1127

i 19 Powerplus Indian 7-9h.p. Combination.
' dynamo lighting set. screen, apron, etc.. in
utifiil condition, tax T>aid 1921. open to any trial
examination; £95.—Ward. South Western Garage.
V Maiden, Surrey. 'Phone: Maldt^n 53. [1142

)15 5-6h.p. Indian and Sidecar, like 1921, 3-spccd
clutch, just, thoroughly overhauled and ennm-

d, new sprockcU and chains, tyres like new, all
Bssories, tax paid, exceptional condition; £90; (sec
change.)-Wildsmith, 31. Lvnton Rd., Acton, W,3.

[9931
JDIAN 7h.p. De Luxe Combinalioii, 1920, <oin-

plete with dynamo lighting, elcctiii- horn, speed-
?ter and watch, wind scieen, all spaifs, the whole
Ht fls new, little used: to he sold jor tlie tuircaiu
e of £160.- Pond, 349, West End Lam-, London.

f9299j
i20 Indian 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, latest

,

' big valve Powerplus. Magdyno lighting set and
n. specdomcttT, Easting wnid screen, tax paid,
only 3,000 ; bargain, £165 ; liberal exchanges.- '

vnham Motur Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
;

. [1533
'

)19 (late) 7-9h.v. Indian Powerplus Combination,
[

electric model, speedometer, mileage under 5.000, i

' front and back tyres and Kpare. new clinin and
re, other sp.ites, fools, .•special mud shields, perfect
dition.—Banister. Heathbauk, Vine St., Ktrsal, Man-
ster. [8773
118-19 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Motor Cycles. 3-
^ .^-pued. K.S., newljr overhauled and renovated.
\y are like new and in posh eontUtioa. These are
1% like liot cakes. I Lave only -three lelt now. Price
i.—Plwi.'i- ajiply to J. J. DooleVj ZZ, Killvou Rd.,
pham. S.W.e. " [9993
OWERPLUS Indians, guaranteed. 1918. 7-9h.p.,

3-speed, clutch, spring frame, thoroughly recon-
oned, rc-enameUed. replatcd. improved special

road tested, tyres practically new. £62 cashsb.

9. £67; guaranteed new and unu-ed models. £80.
aeon, 7..Batoum Gardens. Hammersmith, London
one

; Hammersmith 1762. [1049

Ivy.
^Y. 1920. single speed model, soiled. leg shields,
horn, etc.; £45.—Marstoo. Bridge St., thester.

ATE 1919 Ivy. 2-stroke. 2-3peed, lamps and hern,
tax paid; £50.—Silvey, Epney. G^ucestershirc.

T. ?^2^* **°**^'2-—^o'e district agents. Wessei
Motors, Ltd.. 60. Catherine St.. Sali,-bury. 'Phone

15006

,

COMPARE
OUR PRICES.
SHOP -SOILED 1920 MODELS.

Makers' List Our
Price. Cash Price.

ARiEL 3'. b.p. Combination (fi57 lo £130
ARIEL O-rb. p. Combination A;; 10 £155
INVICTA, 35 b.p., vspeed,

rlntcli. and kick-'^tarter . fri? I3 £98
ROYAL ENFIELD S h.p.

'

Combination jfi;/ o £150
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H. £t37 lo £110
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model
S.D riio o £125

SECOND- HAND
(Overhauled and Guaraatoedi.

ARIEL lorfi 5-6 h.p. Combination, and
accessorios £93

BROUGH, 1020. 5 b.p., 3-speed, kick-
starter, Henderson Elite Sidecar,
accessories ; £125

B.S.A. 1919 4ih.p. Combination, and
accessories £115

DOUGLAS, 1919, 2i b.p., 2-speed,
accessories £65

ZENITH, G h p., Gradua gear £4S
MATCHLESS 1920 Sh.p. Combina'jon,

l.ucas a"ccssories £160
NEW IMPERIAL U'.U 8 b.p. Comliiua-

tioii, and accessories £110
ROYAL ENFIELD 1915 6 t..p. Com-

bination, and accessoncs £90
SCOTT 1920 3i h.p. Combination, and

accessories £135
ZENITH, 1920. 8 b.p., Henderson Elite

.Siflc-ar. all accessories, tax paid . . £150
SUN-U4LLIERS, 1919, 2i h.p., all

.:-.,.,,, rios £10
LEA-FRANCIS, 1920, 3J b.p.,andHen-

derson Sidecar, accessories, tax
paid ..110

ROYAL ENFIELD, 1916, 3 b.p., acces-

sories. ta.\ paid £50
A.J.S. 1020 6 h.p. Combination,

dvnamo lighting, tax paid £190
ROYAL ENFIELD 1916 8 h.p. Com-

bination, dynamo lighting, acces-
sories, la.x paid £120

RECONSTRUCTED MACHINES
EX GOVT. STORES

(Guaranteed).

DOUGLAS ^ h.p. Combs £110
NEW-IMPERIALSh p Com. £115

NEW 1921 MODELS.
ARIEL 6-r h.p. Combi lalion £177 10
8.S.A. 5-7 h.p. Combination £175
B.S.A. (1-7 It.o. Coiibinalioii, with

dvnamo li^htinR £195 IS
B.8.A., 4j hp.', .Model K £107
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2i h.p. hlack-

biirii". r-specl. clutch, and kick-

starter £9S
LEVIS, 2l I'.;... 2-spced £68
MATCHLESS sh.p. Combination £203
MATCHLESS s h.p. Combination, with

dvnamo liahtms £230
UTAICHLESS .Sb.p. lamiiy Combina-

tion £212 10
MATCHLESS X b.p. lamiiy Combina-

tion, \\ ith d%Tiamo lighting £237 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2I h.p., 2-3pced £83 17
NEW IMPERIAL, 2) h.p., 2-spC(-d, with

clutrh -vid kick-starter £89 5
NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination . £185 18
ROYAL ENFIELD, ?i h.p., 2-speed .. £65
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2) h.p., s-speed,

"with clntch nr.d IJck-starter £70
ROYAL ENFIELD ti h.p. Combinition £160
ROYAL ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination,

w-ith r]\namo li^htine £182
RUDGE-MULTI, 3'. h.p..'l.O.M. Model £85
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., T\-pe H £127 10
TRIUMPH, 4 lip., chain drive £1«0

Deferred Payments Arranged.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to R..\.C, A.C.U., A. A. & JI.U.

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate,
E.7.

'Phone : 490 East Ham. 'Grams: Egaraco, L'doQ.

D

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

!

Ivy.

IVY-PRECISION Sporting Combination. S-speed
countershaft, fully equipped, tax paid; £60, oJTeT;.

—76, Loudon St., Chertsey. [1394

T Q19 Ivy, 2*i;h.p., 2-speed. lamps, horn, tools, licence,
-L*' insurance, going well; sE50, or near,—Gould. 4.

,
Bedford Place, London, VV.C.l. [U69

Ivr 2'A.p , 2-speed Light DeUvery Combination, new
couditiou, smart, suit any trade; photo; £50.

—

Ue<?ourcy, Frankfort St., Birmingham. [9432

"1 Q20 Ivy 2-stroke, 2-speed. Klaxon, speedometer.
-LJ/ perfect, run 800. tax paid; £50.—Willetts.
Rookerv, LanesOeld. Ettingshall. Wolverhampton.

[X0525
LATE 1920 Ivy, fully eanipped nitli BrstK'lass acces-

sories, and liceooe paid, condition as new through-

out; £55.—I'rauk Whitworttt, Ltd., 139, New St.; liir-

miDgham. [X0735
James.

AX GUr. Wevmouth.—James agent, early delivery

dates given. t0552

JC. PICKERING. Shrewsburv-.—Agent tor .lameS;

• exchanges arranged. ,
[X0756

J.AMES 1920 2-stioke. 2-speed, all on, pillion, splen-

did condition; £65, or near oHer.—18, Elm Rd..

Leyloustone. [1299

JAMES 1920 SUh.p. Twin, 3-speed, mileage 800,

I>. rfect couditiofl, like ne\r: £95.—Write 29, Bee-

mend Av.. S.W.16. t9340

JAMES 5.6n.p. Comhinntion, fully eauippe<l, includ-

ing li.ence: £100,—Fiaul: Whitwoith, LttU 139.

New St., Birmiughain. [X075^

JAMES 4'di.i.. Combiuation, 3-speeil countershaft,

clutch, kick starter, all chain; trial; tax l>a^
: |6

gn.i-—Malkin, I.ougnnr, Buxton. [i.U0D(

J..\.MF.S Twin rombination, coachbuilt .sidecar, es-

cellcnt condition, kick starter, complete; *r';|2
trial,—Love*. Walton-on-Thames. laoo

-1020 .Tames I'.h.p. Combination, all-chain drive. 3-

ly speed countershaft, electrically equipped -33

The Parade, Golders Green. X.W.4. 19868

T fkig .lamei 4"ih.p.. Jspeed, countershaft gear

19 box, ki^k slarter. horn and lamps, licence

laid; £60.-Munt, Easlclicap, l.ctchwortli, [1455

JAMFS 5.6h p. Combination, 1920. used only lor

rural rjns.nmiy CQUipoed; £170.-Ratclille hro<

200. 01. Portland .St., W. Lnngham 1704. [0423

TAMES 5.6h.p. He Luxe CoinWuatiuu 1919, in spleii-

J did coudlriou, tax pnid, jj on ; £135 or micpt

lightweight part e.xchnnge.-17, K.nfe St., ^^ attoul. 19469

4ih.p. James Coachbuilt Combination, ISI". '•

% «i>epd hub new lamps, tyres, bolt, good run-

Hint o?ier? neares?'to 65 'gns.-Ashley. WilLnghgrn^

Gainsboro'.
,

J.\MES 4iih.p..Comhination, end 1919, Cameo, lamps.

Klax..u, spares, excellent condition and nppe.»-

aarc: £130, t.ax i,aid.-15, Simdringhau. ltd., T<p^'J~^^
T.ivtTitopL

"

Tf tf 1

J\MI''S Aiiff 1920; 5-6I1.P. Corabinntion. » anoin

"trip' honf,-lnggagi grid.V ^Welds eloct.ic lighj-

:ns, full tax v-iid. i.mect condition; fJ60,-Bo.v 3 154.

CO rhe Motor Cudr l^^^^

NEW 1920 6h.p. 3-9pecd James Combination, niodel

de lulo ridJear; list price £190, oSered at f 165

spot en.sh: write for clearance bargain list.-The Pre

mier Motor Co., Aston Ud., Birmingham. (8888

D\N GUY. Wevmouth.—1920 5-6h.p. James com-

bination, comVlete. Lucas head '""r;, l'"'-"^,^?)"'

Tncas 'idecar lamp, tail lamp, speedometer. Easting

ti'cen, mileage 1.195 only, as new; cash offers want«r

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any James Model; cash or

deferred payments; book yonr order now, ani

avoid ^appointment later.-Bnrllngton .Motors, Ltd..

South Side7clapham Common. S.W,4. -Phone; Brnt^

ton 2417.

JAMFS 1920 Model 5-6h.p. Comljination. ele.tl:c

l"lt,ng wind screen. spee<lometer. 2.000 miles,

perfect condition, unused Dunlop cover and tube, also

i™'!" £145. or neare,«t ofter.-Dnddr.age, VVoodle.gK

Sonthside, Weston-super-Mare. i"3=

J4MES 5-6hp Combination. 1920 model, complete

with lamps and horn. hood, and screen perfect

conditTinShrZhout. £130; al.o one 1919 nuxlej^^ coin-

niBte with Easing screen, lamps. , etc.. i-iiu.r.. >•

Evans 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X.0665

JiMFS 1919 4>',li.p. Combination, 3-speed. kick start

^ huiips horn "^nnd tools, new tnbe »'« /f<'™;i

on rear wl'ek, mileage ,.oiwut 2,500, recently ovei-

hauled in excellent condition, licence paid; £90 or

S™rest.-50., Forest Drive West, Leytonstone, E.U.^^^

J. A. P.

QUICK Sale, bargain.—1920 J.A.P. 'Monarch;, 2^i

h p, 2-speed, lick start, clntch. fnlly equipped

sfK^xloniPtor. easv starter, fast, yet economical, enamel

a^T mechanism- equally eood no repaira req..u«l

licensed, many spares; accept £57:10, cost f88,-Suttou

Valence, UnOuink Bd., Norwich. Liui4

J.E.S.

T.ES. 1921 Models Irom stock.-Glbb, Glouceste^r

t} 'Phone : 852. I

T.E.S,. quite new condition. fu;'","'^5^ 'i"t't';; 'k"!,',"J £40; accept £27.-Mis3 E. Holland, Eastry, Kc^nt^

All letters relati ig to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, a.nd the d.-ite of the issue. B2';
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.E.S.

T.E.S. 11/2]!. p., 1920, €se«Ueut /"oiidition, electric" lamps, carrier, tools, hoin; £30— Rice, Aninell.
Ware. [9306

Kingsbury.
TZINGSBURY 1921. unused, 2 speeds, tax paid;
J-»- 49 gns.—31, Devopport Mews, Close Paddington.

[1414TOOKl—Brand new 2')4h.p, Kingsbury 2-Etroke, En-
--' lield 2-speed, all-chain, Senspray, C.A.V., tools,
Jierfect; £48/10; list £64.-4, Wjlmot Place, Kiilg'.^ Eel,
N.W.I. [1370
TZ"INGSBUEY 1920, 2-speei3, 2-stroltes, new, all-
--»- chain, fine and fast machines ; £60 ; deferred pav
)nent.s if desired.-Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchlev Ed,
Hamp-itead 7822. [1705

Lea-Francis,
LEA-FRANCIS 1921 Models Now Ready.—Davies

229, Deansgate, Manchester. 536 Central. [2436
T EA-FEAJSTCIS 1920, as new, mag.; 100 gns,, cost-^ £138.—Tree, 14, Oouitfleld Gardens, Kensington.

[8241T EA-FKANCIS, all models, from the Coventry Motor
-»-' Mart, London Rd., Coventry. 'Phone : 200.9[X0835

14 SVoh.p. Twin Lea-Francis Canoclet Combina-
tion, speedometer, lamps, etc.; £80.—Daw, 114,

Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [1043

1 Q20 S'.Jb.p. Lea-Francis Solo, mileage 100. list price-Lf £130; our price £110.—Tel.: Museum 6626.—
A.fS.C, 60, Mortimer St., "W.l. [1661

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920, first-class condition, little
used, fast, complete with all accessories, licence

paid; £110.—Steven, The Beacon, Woking. [1070
1 Q20 Lea-Francis Sy^h.p. M.-4.G. engine, guaran-
-!«/ teed perfect condition, mileage 800. tax paid;
£95.—Palmer, c/o Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St.,
London, S.W.I. [X0720
LEA-FRANCIS, 1920, shop-soiled only; list price

£130, our price £115; orders now accepted foi

1921 models.—RatcliUe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.

W. Langham 1704. [0431

LEA-FRANCIS, brand new, S'/^h.p. twin M.A.G.
engine; list price £130, offered at special cash

price £100.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av..
Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548. [0065

£80.-1920 Lea-Pi-ancis, SVah.p. J.A.P. engine, over-
hauled at makers' works, small mileage; another

similar, but £4 sidecar tax paid, same price; two real
bargains.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [8889

Levis.

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Levis in stock.
[0483

GIBB, Gloucester.—1921 Levis from stock.—'Phone ;

852. _ [0442

DAN GUY. Weymouth.—Levis 1921 models in stock;
£60. [0654

"I Q21 Levis. Model S, 2-speed; £68.—A'; J. YoungXU and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1065

"I 015 Levis, perfect condition, lamps, horn, etc.. tax
-Lt/ paid; £30.-5, Downman Rd., Well Hall,"S.E.9.

[1177
LEVIS, 2y'.h.p., splendid condition, -fully equipped

registered; £27/10.—Montenotte, Marsh Rd.
Leagrave, Beds. [X0794

LEVIS 2'4h.p., 1916 flote), 2-«peea, splendid orrler^

fully eQuipped. tax, spares; £42.—16, Blenheim
Ed., Egremont, Ches. [9863

LEVIS 2V,h.p., -2-speed, Bosch mag., Senspray, tax
paid, accessories; £40.—Burch, 43, Beulah Ed.,

Thornton Heath, Surrey. [9734

LEVIS 2l4h.p., 1920, engine No. 8473, fullv equipped,
spare bars, fitted lamp, brackets, ineuied, licensed

;

£47.-82, Meadvole Ed., Ealing. [1266

LEVIS 2'^h.p., thorougblv overhauled, mechanism and
tyres as new (less brake), perfect; £22.—Post Office.

High St., Hornchurch. 'Phone: Romford 168. [1294

LEVIS 1920, Smith speedometer, lamps. Klaxon
horn tax paid, fullv insured to 1922, mileage 800;

£50—Address, 10, College Court, Hammersmith, W.6.
[9839

LEVIS 2i,4h.p., 2-speed (licence paid), little used, lamps,

horn, speedometer, etc. ; absolute bargain, 52 gns.—

Sole district agents. Hove Engineering Works, Uavigdor

Ed., Hove. 1977S

4Xh V Flat Twin Levis, special frame by makers,
2 heaps of parts, only needs asembling; full par-

ticulars on application; £26.—Lyndale, Balaclava Ed.,

Snrbiton. [1428

Oih.p. Levis, 1916 model, engine No., 3403a, carefully

^4. used and in excellent condition; £33/10: price

includes accessories and licence.—Seen 56, ToUington

Park, N.4. 14 'Buses. [1125

IN Stock 1921 Levis, £60. Good wine needs no bush.

Nuff sed!—Sole agents, The Headingley Motor and
EnEineerin<- C^., Ltd., 18, St. Michael's Lane, Leeds.

'Phone: Headingley 480. [0494

1 021 Levis Popular, the super 2-stroke; immediate
X*J delivery from stock; £60; easy payments or ex-

changes —Official agents, Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton

Rd N E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. [1591

IMMEDIATE Delivery of the new Model S Levis,

with Sturmey-Archer 2-speed, handle-bar-controlled

clutch; £68; the cheapest high-grade lightweight.

Place your order now.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
J

Rd., Birmingham. [8891

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should auoti
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

VTEW 1921 Levis 2l/4h.p. Touring, sports, and ll

J-i models, all in stock for immediate delivery;
you will obtain a specially picked machine if you
your order direct with the Levis Specialists, The
mier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [

GENTLEMAN'S Popular Model, £60; lady's Poj
Model, £60; Model S, 2-speed, hand-contr

clutch, £68; immediate delivery. Levis specis
and sole distributors for London and district. 8
parts stocked, repairs undertaken.—Vivian Hardie
Lane^Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St. (ofl Oxford
Bond St. W.l. [(

Lincoln^Elk.
IINCOLN-ELK. SV'sh.p., Simms, B. and B., D

J 'forks, running order; £18.-102, Kenyon St..
ham.

[

IIXCOLN-ELK 4;jh.p., 2-specd. kick start, new
J dition; £65, or lightweight, cash adjustment.-

Kenbury St., Camljerwell, London.

LINCOLN-ELK 3M!h.p., Bosch, Senspray, 2-e

countershalt, tvies good, pulls well, good op
anee, tax paid; £35.—Felstead, 107, Knox Ed., Wei
borough. __

PRACTICALLY New SjDorting Lincoln-Elk. 31/2

Philipson pulley, Druids, Bosch, B. and B.. lai

accessories, footrests, fa^t: £40; exchange 2^
Douglas.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton, S.W. [1

L.M.C.
"|Q19 L.M.C. Combination, 4l4h.p. Sturmey-Ari
JLt/ 3-speed and clutch, hood, screen, lamps,
all accessories, just overhauled, in fine condit
£90, or near offer.—St. Keyna Motor Works, K
sham, Somerset. [1

6h.p. L.M.C, 3-speed, K.S, and clutch, chain-o
belt, spring saddle suspension, 1920 model, si

soiled only; list price £150, my price £127/13
real opportunity for a sidecar machine.—Davies, !

Deansgate, Manchester. [0

6h.p. Twiu L.M.C. Combination, 1920 model,
ford sidecar, splendid outfit, in excellent run

order, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed countershaft
as new, all .accessories; must sell; £120,
offer; tax paid.—Barnes, Broadlands, Chesham, line

M.A.G.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1920 M.A.G. Model
Matchless combination, Lucas £4/17/6

lamp, Lucae horn, sidecar lamp, tail lamp, legshi*

running board, screen, as new; any trial arranged;^

oilers wanted.
Martlnsyde

TULIANS, of Beading have 1921 Martlnsyde

[0

fO

MAETINSYDE Combination, delivered, never rid

or registered, brand new; £150.—Cotlands, \V

blehurst Rd. Horsham.
'

-( Q20 Martlnsyde with sidecar, 6h.p.. electric Ian

i-kJ hood, Ecreea, horn, etc., tyres nnpnnctnred, n

lifloent condition; 1 37 gns.—Julians, 84, Broad

Reading. 'Phone: 1024.

MAETINSYDE Combination, 1920, dynamo light

screen, legshields. Tan-Sad, specdometei :
(

£210 onlv run 1,000 miles; best offer above il5(

Kiusey and Oo., 352, Lower Addiscombe Ed., Cioyf

'Phone: 1129, [1

MAETINSYDE 1921 Standard Combination: £1

actually iu stock; other models early debv

Place your order now with the authorised agent

The Moreton Garage, 2. Moreton Terrace Mews, P
lico, S.W. 'Phone : Victoria 7164.

TlTATCnLESS.

D

Matchless

ON'T Hesitate.— If makers reduce prices Xvsi

the end of May I guarantee to refund the dll

ence.

t 021 Combinations, any model from stock. or ...
,

i-U days. Gradual payments can now be avraiu

Every outfit personally tested by the Match

specialists. Spares of all dates in stock.—J. Tasseli,

Bloonifleld Rd., Plumstead. 16!

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Matchless in sto

[0"

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—Agent for Match Ires
;_

stock; exchanges. i^tOi

CEOSS, Eotherbam, can give delivery from st

Matdiless outfits. [S06.

GIBB Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Matchless mot

from stock.-'Phone : 852. [0'

ih.p. Combination, electric lighti

bargain, £120.-13, Crooklog, Bex

Heath. S.e; -
. ,. , , ,?

-I fS21 Matchless, all models, for immedjate dehve

(below).

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination,

hood, etc.;
"--

the number at the end ol each

:s an moaeis, lor jmiiieua.iio uruTv

payments and exchanges.—Edwa

T O'O Matchless, Magdyno,- brand new. unused; £1

.L" —EdS-ards (below).

-1ft 21 Matchless, Magdyno, bom, inile.age 600: £1

19 _Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kens

ton 'Phone: Kens. 3709. U)

-1 rk21 Matchless Combinations in stock for immedi

19 deUvery; £205.-Stacey, 12, Bcclesall
^J

Sheffield.

advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

ATCHLESS 1920 Moflel H, run 300 miles; fl75;
t^ke older combinatiou and casli.—136, Lamheth

:, B.E. [9877

1 21 Matchless Combination, owner cannot accept
' delivery; irill sacriBce for £195.—Coryn, Horn-
•ch. Esses, - [9387

ji5 7h.p, Matchless Combination, lamps, horn,
' speedometer; £105,—Mason's Garage, Letch-
h, Herts. [1082

1
19 8h.p. IMatchless Combination, spare wheel,
hood, screen, lamps, licence: £135,—Tillevs.

anade, Weymouth, [9407

ATCiILES.S, 1920, H model, 2-Eeater sidecar,
i\Iagdvno, all accessories; £200, or oilers.-

dene, Sheen Ed., Richmond. [1459

p. Matchless C.B. Combination, tiplendid ninniii;.'

order, recently overhauled: any trial,—M'ylde, 29, I

Lone, PaTrner's Green, N.13, [9281
j

iL\>',\r,S Have in Stock BOvernl second-hand Model
I

H, Matchless cornbrnations from £160.—J. Tasaeli,
j

Bloorjifield Ed., PJunrstead, [6553

ATCnLE.SS 1921 Models; orders now accepted lor
immediate delivery--RatcliHe Bros.. 200, Gt.

land St., W. Langham 1704, [0424

|20 Matfhlexs Conrbinntion, lighting and all acccs-
r^ories, perfect conditioir, owner abroad- what

i.»—Osborne, 21, Stjrnley Av., Biikdale. [9695

|20 Matchless Combination, Model H, comjjlete
makers' sp?cification, shop-soiled; £175,—

!ht. Garage, Saffron Waldon, Tel,: 16. [1255

ATCHLESS 1921, double-sejiter .sidecar, 2 screens,
only done 20 miles, dymrmo lighting ; £220; tax

—25, Dd\isville Rd., Shepherd's Bnsh, [9699

20 (September) Matchless-M.A.O. Combina'tion,
absolutely new, unsoiled, manv extras, tax paid:

i,—29 Montlord Place, Kennington, S.B.ll. [1151

20 Matchless H Combination. Magdyno, specdo-
' meter, hood, etc. very little used, tax paid;
flee, £180.-Daw, 114, Brixton Hill, S.W,2, (1041

:DLAXLiERS !—The famous Matchless conrbinntion'
isintie and donble-seater) lor immediate dehyery.—

!

ore IJepot, 31, Oolmore Row, Birmirrghiun. [X0644
]

20 Atatchless, absolutely as new, tyres tinpunc-
tured, condition guaranteed, 100 mile trial

1; £165.—Mason, 32, North St„ Bishop's Storl-
[U47|

ITCHLESS 5-6h p. Combination, jrrst overhauled,
'

tax paid, new tyres, wind screerr, apeedometor,
|

spare tyres and belt; £90,-195, Longlev R.l. '

"P- [8858!
ITCHLES.S. Matchless. Matchless.-Latcst 1921 1

mnricl 8h.p. combination, lor immediate de- i— \ ivia-n Hardie and Lane. Ltd., 23 and 24 '

stock St.. W 1.
_ 10418 I

20 Model H Matchless Comliintrtion, Magdyno
hBhtinB. liiiod, screen, speadoureter, «ppiie wheel,:

aid: £165: little used.—Spurling, 8. Conrthope Rd I

lead. X.\A.3. |-937'l

lTCHLESS Combinations; immediate delivery —
Agents. H. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd

Exchanges arranged. "Phone lor quotation
mgton 4096. (1581
TCHLESS 1913 Combination, 3-.spe=d, 4h.p. twin
wind -screen, excellent condition, jir..t overhauled
rard, 70 m.p.p. ; £65.—Robrnson, 404, r.xbriili.-o
Shepherd's Bush. [9631

TCHLESS Combination. Oct., 1920, MAG:
engine, hood, screen, leg shields, detachable

all as new; £175; owner buying tar-.—Wray
Garage, Reigate, [1262
21 M;itchless, Magdyno, M,A.G. engine, complete
with speedometer, dynamo lighting, leg-shields,
srdc wings, and wind screen; £215,—Packman,
Horrse, Rochester. [9510
TCHLESS 3\lodel H, camplete. lamps, hood
recial screen, leg shields, etc.. lou- mileage. e\-
cin.lrlron; accept £170. tiuick sale.-Alva Cot-

Ashford. Middlesex. [1363
TCHLESS Model H Combination. 1920. Magdyno
hood, screen, legshields, Tan-Sad seat. Klaxon,

excellent condition; any trial; £180,—G,, c/o
s Garages, Felixstowe. [8907
Matclrless-.J;ip Combination, C.B., K,S., Villiers
speed gear, tax paid, lamps, perfect condition;
le £98.-Apply after 6 o'clock, Powell, 35, Stan-
Rd.. Shepherd's Brrsh, W.12. [9835
iY and Rayne? have 6h.p. Matchless conrbination
lelieved 1915; £85, or exchnn.ge; see advts iri
lancnns rtem- colomns, also in Scott and Triumph
n=.-8. Low Rd., Balln-. Donca.'ter. [9895
TCHLESS Service Depot, 'Phone : Greenwich
^51.—All 1921 new models. Saciire cue now De-
ration ride with pleasure at S. E. Clapham
rs), Stcckwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. U030
TCHLE3S-M.A.G. Combination, spring frame
creen, spare wheel, lamps, horn, rear drive,
jmcter, mileage 515, indistinguishable from new-
lowest.—Marston, Bridge St., Chester. (1726
6 Matchless-Jap Sh.p., 3-spced, clutch, kick
stiirter, low luileage, enamel good as new, guaran-
«rlect everywhere, new belt; price £70, includ-
I ar;ces3orres.-E. J. Gardner, Church St., Pnrfon,

[9301

Distributors forREADING
STANDARD
The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle

AND THE

"PLUS ONE" SroECAR
A Single or Double-Seater al will,

FOR ATTACHMENT TO
Readinfl-Standard, Sunbeam, 3.V and 8 h.p.
Zenith, Enfield, Harley-Davidson,
Triumph, Douglas, ih,p, Blackburae, 8
h,p. B.S.A., 4 and 6-7 b.p. Radge, 6 h.p.
Henderson, Excelsior {Aniericanu British
Excelsior. Indian, Ace, Matchless,
Ariel, Rover, A.J. S.. James, and D.O.T.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR
"M.P." SIDECARS.

"THE SIDECAR WITHOUT A CHASSIS."

38 Guineas.
New Machines in Stock.
READING-STANDARD.

SOLO £184
COMB. STANDARD .. £229

DE LUXE .

.

. . £270
with "PLUS ONE"

-Sidecar,a Single or Double-
seater at will £250

Above prices include Dynamo Lighting

NEW HUDSON.
POPULAR UTILITY ..50gns.
SPORTING MODEL . . 65 „
DE LUXE TOURER . , 65 ,,

"ACE" RACER .. . . 75 „

ACE 4-CYLINDER.
SOLO ORDINARY . . .. £210

ELECTRIC .. £235
B.S.A.

1920 4\ h.p.MODEL H .. £103
„ 41 h.p. „ K.. .. £100
„ No. 2 SIDECAR .. £35

1921 6-7 h.p. MODEL A.. £133
„ No. 1 SIDECAR .. £42
„ 6-7 h.p. MODEL A,

with "PlusOne" Sidecar £193-18

TRIUMPH.
SOLO BELT .. .. £127

CHAIN .. £140
COMB. M.P. SIDECAR .. £180

SHOP-SOILED MACHINES.
Zenith S h-p-. Harley 7-9. h.p. Matchtes 8 b.p.,

Douglas -{ h.p., Triumph 4 h.p., Beardmore 3.5 h.p,

Emblena 4-5 h p.. Lea-Francis 3I h,p,,

Henderson, P. & M.

89, Gt Portland

Street London.
S390

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHL'ESS Combination.—Book vour orders n.-.w

with Ross, 86. High ltd.. Lee, S.E., lor 1921
models; rieiiveries gnaranteed strictly as per order re

ceived; a large assortment of 1919 and 1920 model,;

also in stock. [seB."!

MATCHLESS 1921 Model?, immediate delivery: with
Magdyno liylrting J230, ivithont Magdyno liglit-

rng £205; no waiting; ru stock ready to drive away:
easy payments arranged, insrection invited.—Williin-.

Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [9638

1 Q21 Matchless, M.A.G,, Lucas Magdyno, rear drive

Xtr speedometer, witli. separate illumination, Lucas
horn, hood, side curtains, screen, spare wheel, etc.,

tyres unpunctured, as new, purchased Feb.; *-212,--

51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney, S.W, [9964

MATCHLESS 1921 Models, delivery Irrm stock;

standard, £205; 2-scater, £212/10; dynaijro

lighting, £25 extra; extended term sarranged.—Crty

Agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgatc Av., Camo-
mrlo St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548, [0068

FO C II have a 1920 Matchless Combination, Mag-
dyno, small mileage, lully equipped, hood, screeri,

spare wheel, luggage carrier, tax pard; *175.--5. Heatu

ft llamp'tead Inr. llampstead Tube Slatron). Phone:
lla'mpstead 3752. Hours 9-7, iocludrng Satuidays^^^

MATCHLESS Sh.p. Combination, Victory irrortel, winrl

screen, hood, spare wheel, horn, spares powerlrjl

head lamp, rear arrd sidecar lumps, insured, • tax pnrd,

tirst-clasB cor:dition, full tool kit; £165, or oflor

-

Wellaud, Hillside, Egerton Rd., South ^olwood, S.L^2^5^

MATCHLKSS 1921 H2 Comliiuation, M.A.ft. en-

grne, Magdvno lighting, lurleuse 2,000, tyres lui-

prrnctirred, eriuipred with electric nnd bulb horn.i, speeu-

onreter, hood, screen, and every possible accessory, better

than new; f 240,-Mvlimi, 197,- Londou Bd., Croytlou.

I
l3bO

MATCHLESS M.A.G. (Aup. 1920) Model H. electric

horn and lighting, discs, hood, screen, step,

special exhaust, mileage 1.200. unpunctured, all en,

lax paid, perfect, view any lime, trial 6 p.m., cash

reciuired immediately; £174.-252, St. Ann s Rd..

r<.ltenham. 1'°^''

MATCHLESS.—We arc the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and pracUcally

.losignod Matchless coiiibiniition ; the RolU-Boyc.) on

'hrce wheels; immediate delivery Irom, stock.Jor^ca^^

Icferred
' ' "'

:d payments, or exchange; trade supplied; all

in stock.-Jones' Garage. Muswell Illll. N.IO.

, Woodside Parade. North Finchlcy. lOiSl

t014-15 8B Malchles.' Combination, 7-9h.p, M.A.G..
X«7 3--pe«d. clutch, kiok-.'torter, speedometer, all

lamps liivch magneto, Tnn-Sad, horn, wind screen,

luggage grid, petrol tin carrier, stored during war,

inilaige 7.000. just completely renovated, enamelled nnd

Plate<l, bv makers i£40 receipt sliowni; £125: ride 50

milei purchaser; trial by oppointrneut.—Nutt. 17. J'.nrl s

Court Sq., S.W. (9482

M.\TCHLESS Service Depot, Greenwich, 'Phone

:

751 Our record Easter sales of 1921 models.

Once again wo score. Why'/ ,SatiBfled clients. To
ensure delivery and personal attention to every de-

tail send your orders along to the firm that are

agents only for high-class makes and guarantee satis-

faction.-Note address : Sam E. Clapham (Motors)

27. Stockwcll St.. Greenwich. S.b.lO. [1732

Maxim

M'AXI.M-DALM 1921 3h.p. 2.stroke. Amac raihu

reller. E.I.C. mag., Albion 2-speed, Hutchinson

[tyres, accessories, absolutely new; £52.-224. Penton-

Tille Rd., London, -

Metro.

METRO-TYLER 1920 Model.
Used, cnmplete with lamps.

j

.New St.. Ledbury.

METRO-TYLER. late 1919, 2;^.p.. 2-5pee<l. counter-

shaft, disc. horn, lamps, any trial; £45.-13 Lea

( Rd„ Hoddesdon, Herts. IHO^

METRO-TYLEH, shop-soiled, 1920 model, new and

unused, 2-spee<l model with enclosed gear box

and magneto drive; bargain, £70; reduced from £95.-

P J Evans 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[X0669

in 19 'Nov.l Metro-Tyler 2'ili.p., 2-speed, •Sterling

It/ shields, electric lighting, front cover and belt

new re-entlv overhauled, splendid condition: £65, or

oneK.-C/o 'Mrs. Cooper, Screpter Lane. Tutburj-^

Burton-on-Trent. IS"'''

Minerva.

£25 — 3',4h.p. modernised Minerva, lamps. Klaxon, ta

oaid, Tery-fost.-Eing, Egrove Farm, Oxlord,

14012

2.spcefl. verv little

etc: £45,—Hopkins,
[0536

King, Egrc . _ . . .

- [X0788

Moto-Reve.

MOTO-REVE Twin, B,B. mag
condition; a gift, £15/10.-

! Plaistovv. E.13.

Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE l';4h.p., beantiful 'bus, climb any-

where, all accessories: trial; £18 cash: call Satur-

day or write,—Atkins, 34, Mallinson Rd., Clapbani

Junction. fO'^
New Hudson.

JULIANS of Beading have 1921 New Hadsonn in

stock. 1°533

rr» 13-14 3i:.h,p. 3-speed New Hudson: £35.—Iio£=,
U 86, High Rd,. Lee, S.E.

good tvres, in nice
-456, Barking Rd.,

[1465

[1364

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue b2
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

New Hudson 2-stroke, 2 speeds; £68/5.—" ^
[9400

Henderson sidecar, new;
Maybell Av., Blackpool

[9327

IN Stock, ..„., „„„„ ...
Tilleys, Esplanade, Weymoutli

19' 4h.p. New Hudson,
18 gn6.—Eamsdens, 8,

NEW HUDSON 2-strok6 syh.p., splendid condition,
taxTaid; £38.-70, Parlthurst Ed., Hollmvay, N.7.

[9607
1 O20 New Hudson 2i4h.p., fully equipped, new con-
J-U dition; £66, offers.—97. Nigbtingale Kd., Wood
Greeu. [977X

BIG Six New Hudson Combination, 3-speed counter-
sbalt, K.S. ; bargain, £85.—Rowe, 89, Well Hall

Rd., Eltham.
'

[9802

NEW HUDSON Si/jli.p., 3 speeds, clutch, K.S.,
accessories, perfect; £35.~1, Townley Rd., E.

Dulwich, S.E.22. [1354

NEW HUDSON 3%li.p., clutch, OS new, tax paid;
too laf;t for owner: £35.—A. L. Fiistbrook, 21,

Albemarle Ed., Beckenham. [9351

XTEW HUDSON Ace Racer, 2-speed, brand new, not
.Li done 50 miles and not soiled, tax paid; £68.—
A. Waite, 18, Wallbridge, Stroud, Glos. [9681

peed, kick start,

take lightweight
Cambefwell. London. [9504

NEW HUDSON Combination, 3
clutch, countershaft^ gear; £78

part.—57, Kenbury St.

NEW HUDSON Combination, 4h.p., 1919, acces-
sories, little used; bargain, £95.—Taylors, Ltd.,

52, Sussex Place. S.W.7. 'Phone ; Kensington 7260.
[0412

NEW HUDSON Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p.. 3-

speed, kick start, lamps, splendid condition, tax
paid: any trial; £70.—Hairdresser, 5, Artillery Row,
Westminster. [1463

"I Q20 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, speedometer,
J-«^ Easting screen, F.Jl.S. lamps, spare belt, spare
parts, tools, splendid condition; £150.-78, Loc:ksley
St., Poplar, E.14. [9594

1 Q19 4h.p. New Hudson 3-sl)eed Countershaft Com-
4-*^ bination, done 4,000, just overhauled, acces-
sories, legshiefds. licence; iiSO, or offer.— 6, Cleveland
Mews, Lancaster Gate. W. [1202

NEW HUDSON Late 1914 4h.p. C.B. Combination,
3 lamps, speedometer. Klaxon, new tyres and belt,

tax paid; £65, or near olTer.—Spencer Works, Harbut
R<1., St. John's Hill, S.W. [1430

NEW HUDSON 1914 S'Ah.p. C.B. Combination. 3-
speed, Bosch, B. and B., electric light, tax paid,

just overhauled and re-enamelled ; ^60, or near ; any
trial, appointment only.—B., 177, Amesbury Av
Streatham Hill, S-W.2. [1233

Tyg-EW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view :

J-^ Popular, 50 gns. ; de luxe, 65 gns. ; Ace, 75 gns
Spares for 2;,4h.p., 3V2h.p., and 6h,p. machines
stocked. Catalogues and any information by return
-New Hudson Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn

[1658
New Imperial.

W.C.2

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 New Imperial
stock. tni[0485

IN Stock, Sh.p. New Imperial combination; £186/1
—Tillers. Esplanade. Wevmonth roai-Tilleys, Esplanade, Weymouth, [9402

I

NEW IMPERIALS, all models, from stock,-Coventn'
Motor Mart, London Rd., Coventry. [X0839

"1021 New Imperial 2'Ah.D., 2-speed. 250 miles;' £65
-Lt^ —Collier's Motorics, Horton St., Hahfax. [9723

NEJV IMPERIAL Agents.—Lightweight* and spare
parts in stock,—Crow Bros.. Guildford. [4709

gine.
ngar.
[9902

-| Q 20-21 New Imperial, Binks, perfect condition, TT-Lt' bars, low mileage: .472,-Euderloy Grange Drive.

1Q16 New Imperial, 2-speed, with M.A.G. eni
-i-tf good order, little used; £38.—Surridge, Or

N.21. [9785
"VTEW IMPERIAL Combination, Sh.p., fully equipped
-1' perfect condition; £150.-9, Mountvil|e, Beauchief'
Sheffield. [9700
NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination, fully equipned

beautiful condition, any trial; £115—37 Rvp
Hill Park. Peckham Rye. [1110
-V-EW" IMPERIAL 2J.,h.p., 1917, 2-speed, electric
-LI hghtmg, equipped, good . condition

; £45.-46
[123'7

2^4'li.p. o.h.v. JAP 2
speeds, clutch, kick st.lrter, sporty; £60 '

"see
Wanted.—50, George St.. Luton fgglg
-XTEW aiPERIALJ.A.P. 2--Ah.j,., 2-speed, lampsi.\ horn, licence paid, splendid condition; £42 —Seen
2, Hogarth Rd., Earl's Court, London. [X0740
TW-EW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination, WD brand
i new, makers' colours; a gift, £135; easy payments

-Bartletfs, 93, Gt. Portland St., London. [?M8
fully

„ ting, equipped, „
Duppas Hill Lane, Croydon.

"^EW IMPERIAL 1917

NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. 1919 C.B, Outfit
equipped, Tan-Sad. tvres and ^n„,iit;„.,

'

,, - .. — , „-;•" — -, tyres and condition generally as new; £112/10.-54, Coval Rd., Mortlake
[X0866

nips, speedometer,
''''•• -..new

]\JEW IMPERIAL Combination, Sh.p. JAP
t^J"'',?' ifwE^' speedometer, toolkit, genuinely

iTA te,1i-'l°i°'-
°^^'- °«"-=' B-''™ R<i- She|

19"i9?^|"8i!T'T'A'p*^""' 1920 sidecar, first used^Y 1919, Sh.p. J.A.P. engine, 3 speeds, chain driveflrst-olass order, accessories; £110.-AIrs. Dixon --'
Buckland A

E28

77,
[1482

ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

Hospital Hill,

DUNFERMLINE, FIFE.

"SERVICE BY
SERVICE MEN.

"

-

—

*— — —»—— —*—*—*—^ »

Just a few Brand New
1920 MODELS left

AT
LESS

THAN COST PRICE.
CHATER-LEA, 2-speed . . .

.

£64

O.K., Union £45

DIAMOND J.A.P., Sturmey-Archer £80

METRO-TYLER, Disc Wheels .

.

£60

SPARKBROOK, 2-speed £64

WOOLER, Semi Sporting . . .

.

£90

HOBART, 2-speed £65

NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p £135

CARRIAGE Paid and Equipped With
Lamps, Generator, Horn, Licence

Holder, Repair Outfit.

DON'T BE TOO LATE.

MAGNETOS
Repaired and Overhauled by

return by a recognised Expert.

Get Your 1921 Mount Now
ON OUR

Deferred Payment System.

DEMARCAY LIGHT CAR,
Dynamo Lighting. Shaft Driven,

5 Detachable Wheels, O *i ^ P^
Immediate Delivery, 6U i^ O «3

Service Depot:

61,Queen St., Edinburgh.
'Grams: " Mob ike.*' 'Phone: 6691 Central.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New ImperiaL

"I^EW I:^IPERIAL 2?^h.p., 2-speed, clutch and '^
-Li starter; 85gn3.; extended payments arrangi""' '^' 15-16, Bishopsgate Av,, CamomileElce and Co,
E.G. 3. 'Phone Avenue 5548. [<

"VTEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination, smart ot
^^ black and gold, large sidecar. Easting, elet
as new; £135, tost £209; side door.—Banks
Princess Rd., West Kilburn, N.W.6.

NEW IMPEEIAL Sh.p., W.D., new 1919, can
minor sidecar, epeedometer, and all aece^n

new eliains, splendid condition, licence paid; i

Collier. Blatchborough, Bradworthy, Holsworthy.

NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 8h.p., W.D. n
delivered Oct., 1919, 1,500 miles, good rui

order, hood, screen, lamps, accessories, tax paid;
£110.—Pearson, 14, Hamraelton Kd., Bromley,

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol any New Imperial M
cash or deferred payments; book your order

and avoid disappointment later.—Burlington M(
Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Ph
Brixton 2417. t

F.O.C.H. have a brand hew New Imperial, 2^4h.p.
starter, shop-soiled; . £78 cash-; exchanges or

pajTnents arranged.— 5. Heath St.. Hampstead
Hampstead TuV>e Station). 'Phone: 3752. Hours
including Saturdays.

NEW IMPERIAL W.D. 8h.p., Milh-Fulford sii

new May, 1919, mileage 2,500 (about., exc
condition; £95; no offer. Garaged at 48, Boleove
W.I.—Enquiries, E. J. McL., 3. Aberdeen Te
Blackheath, S.E.3.

1 Q19 New Imperial-Jap 2^4^. p., 2 speeds,
-Lt/ lamps, Stewart horn, original belt, tyre, s<

extKis, excellent condition; £65; stamp, further
ticulars ; trial willingly by appointment ; tax
Pickett, Jun., 8. Court Ed., Tunbridge Wells,

WE have every model of New Imperials in ^tw
immediate delivery; combination £18

lightweight Model 1 £80/17, Model 2 £89/5; exob
or easy payments arranged.—Official Agents, Hot
243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston

New Ryder.

1 021 New Ryder de Luxe, brand new; sacrifii
A-ir gns; complete kick starter. 2-speed. hand ct

clutch; would consider modern piano as part pay:
—119, Rotton Park Rd., Edgbaston, BirmiuKhan

New Scale.

NEW Scale Motor Cycle; original price. £85; sai

£62 / 10 ; shop-soiled, less kick starter
Bishopsgate, London.

SCALE. 3Mh.p. Precision, £80; 4h.p. Black!
£100; motor cycles you will hear more aho

have always a stock of each model; trafle ?vippl

Davies, 229, Deansgate, Manchester. 536 Centra

Norbreck.

£50; Norbreck 2i/Mi.p. 2-stroke. new, econo
lightweight.—Lewis, 35, Cambridge Parade,

mond.
Norton.

TULIANS, Qf Reading, have 1921 Nortons in st

GIBB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Nortons
stock. "Phone : 852.

PREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Nortons.

WE Can Deliver to your address within 24
new 1921 type 16H 3V>h.p. S-speed Norton, :

Big Four =olo, £135: Big Four with family si(

wind screen, child's dickey seat, £184/10; wril

natalogue, or call for trial run.—The Premier
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

PICKERING. Shrewsbury.—Agent for Norton
models from stock. [2

DAN GT7T, Weymouth.—Norton official agent.
combination in stock.

WESTON-SUPEB-MARE.-Jack Pruen. Oxfor
for Nortons.—'Phone : 440.

NORTON X.T. SVob.p.. brand new; £98.—Ear
93. Gt. Portland St., London.

BIG Four Norton, late 1919, Corvett« sideca:

paid; £120.—Pearse, Staplehurst.

NORTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere;
dates.—Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

NOHTON 1915 Sports, perfect condition

;

Owner, 3, Wallingford Av., North -Kensing

1 Q20V'' Norton 4h.p. Combination, perfect, 1

X *y screen, etc. ; £ 155-—Carder, Corsham, W
Q

ilart, London Rd., Coventry. 'Phone ;'
2

:«:

fully equipped; £75.-37, Arlington Rd., Sui

NORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district agents,
"

!\Iotors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Sali

'Phone : 72.

NORTON 1919-20 Big Four Model, fnU" equ
£110.—Parter's, Bradshawgate. Bolton, and

Deansgate, Manchester.

NORTON, all models, from the Coventry
M '

' "^ "

^ Ql? Sports Model Norton,^ 3-speed count-

All letters relating u advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

ORTON Big Four, chain drive, lamps, and horn,

mileage 1,000; £100, or nearest offer.—Pyke. Her-

age, Netley Abbey. [1079

.T. Norton (July, 1920). milease 600. lamps, etc.,

perfect condition; £90, or near.—Rudd, 174,

Bsden Rd., Balham. E9939
^.CRIFICE !—3Mih.p- Norton sports combination.

1921, lamps, tax. insurance, mileage 200; £162,
rs.—26, Cardiff Rd.. Luton. [1479

ORTOX 1920 Sports Model, Norton de Luxe side-

cnr. mileage 2,000 ; West over £100.—Write 36,
lliugton Ed., St. John's Wood, IS'.W.S. [9605

ORTON 1921 Motor Cycles, brand new, all models
in .=tock, immediate delivery .—Palin, Sole Agent,

nne St. (nr. Spot), Osroaston Rd., Derby. [3181

OKTOX Motor Cycles, all models for inunediute dc-
luerj'; also sideiiars supplied )^eparately if de-

k1.—Frank AVLitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Binnin?-
i. [X0731
EVr 1921 3U'Ii-P. Norton, 3-spee*], kick .start, 16H

model, in stock: list price £132; excbanges en-
oiueil.—Bambers', lla^tbank St.. Soutbport. Tel.:

[X0631
ORTON 1919-20 Big Four, de Luxe sidecar, speedo-
meter, all lamps, perfect condition, licensed lor

!1; ;£135.—Mattock Motor Co., Matlock Lane, Eal-
, M'.5. [1191

ORTON 1920 Bit- Four Model, canoelet sidecar, fully

equipped, low mileaye, indi^tin(,'^»i^]mble irom new;
i5,— Parker's Bradsliawgate, Bolton, and 245. Dcuus-
e, Manchester. [X0681
|AVIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Nortona

from stock; the machine you will eventually buy;
spares stocked, prompt attention.—229, Deansgate.
idne ; 535 Central. " [2432

ORTON Agents.—Motor cyclists in or near Oldham
call. ' Our Mr. Mitchell will demonstrate to you
finest machine in the woild.—BuUoughs Motors.

terloo St.. Oldham. [2050

ORTON Nov.,- 1920 Big Four Combination. Lucas
lipliting, Cowey liorn, De Luxe sidecar, wind

een. 500 miles, splendid condition; what offers?—
Boubyer, Lees, Stoke Saint Gregory, Taunton. [9112

[J
17 Big Four Norton De Luxe Combination, 3

y s[iped, all-chain drive, all lamp=. 2 horns, speedo-
ter mirror, tooly. eti., new rear tyre, liceni^ed.

^Ddid londition. trial: £100. or offer.—Stan? field.

L-he Dene. CJevel>eys. Blackpool. [9622

i.R.S. Norton, 1916 (Biookliinils certificate). No.
161229, winner open scratch nice Brooklands

tober 2ud, 1920, 73 tor lap, winner of 20 firsts in

1-olinibs, etc., during 1920, and other Brooklamls
nrds. special piston, valve-*, etc., machine rebnilf. new
g., tank, handle-bars, mudpuards, saddle, footrestn,

cu.iranteed perfect; £65.—Kennedy, Hasconibp,
[irer. ^ -

[9975^ N.S.U. .

S.U., m.o.T.. mng., dropped; j^ncrifice, £15/10. first

ca-li secures.~Ne:d. 38, Bridge St.. Derby. [9879

Twin, 2-Kreed. Bosch mac.
1, Townshend Cottages, St

S.F. S'.ob.p., 2-r^pce<l, fine (-ondition, fast, over-

li^niled.' U\x puid, fully insured ; £33.—F. Vvse,
instead Abbotts, Heit^. [9577

ih.p. N.S.U.. B.B. mng.. chain and belt drive.
4 eood tyres, in good order; a Bargain, £15/10.—
. Barking Rd.. Plaistow, E.13. [1464

N.TI.T.

.r.T. Twin, unused. Lncas Macdyno; £150, car-
nage pjiid.-Christie Brother^, St. Andrews. [9667

.U.T., 1920, 3-speed. Magdyno lighting, splendid

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

Specialities.
Genuine

Heliesen D*-y Batter-ies^
Send a t'.c. for nddrcss o{ ticr.rest agintt.

H.A.H.
MOTOR CYCLE HEAD, SIDE & TAIL LAMP

MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
O.K.

DAVIES. of Manchester, can deliver 1921 O.K.'s
irom stock.—229, Deansjate. 'Plione: 636 Central.

[2435
O -SPEED O.K., latest model. Irom stock; at list

'V price.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket.

1 Q20 O.K., Villiers 23sli.p., 2-speea. hrand new.
J.'.' thop-soiled onl.v_; £55.—Tippen. Harden. Kent.

horn, lamps.

Accessories.

•.S.U. 6h.p.
Anthonv,

£15.-
Joho's

condition;
ienliam.

£112.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd
[1139

r.U.T.. new Dec. 1920, mileage about 1.000: £135'
—Full particulars Irom A. Roberts, 33, Tor-

od St., Torquay. [7072

f.r.T. 1920 S'jh.p.. Magdyno model, mileage 2,000,
(onditiou i)eilei-t : £118; appoiurioent after 6.—

D., 23, Collinghiim Place, Eurl's Court. [9978

920 N.U.T. S'.jh.p. Twin, 3-specd, Lucas Magdyno,
liience and in'surance paid, as new; trial; £125.—

mil'lmg, Stodmau St., Newark, Xotts. [9461
r.U.T.-.I.A.P. 4-5h.p. Twin. S-specd, K.S.. all on,

f excellent condition: 52 gns. ; exchange Rudge
similar.—48, Wellington Buildings. Bow, E.3. [1460

r.V.T. S.'ib.p. Twin, 1920 Magdyno, Lucas, lieautiful
condition; £115; exchange kite Douglas and cash.-
Avers,

rk 86,
Old Barracks, Keasington Paltice. I'houc :

[9370
POHTING o.h.v. X.0.T.-J.A.P.. 2-4h.p. twin, 1916,

sp'-cial bars, long exhausts, aluminium discs, si'eed-
leter, lamps, horn, uew liinks, saddle and toolbags, top
ie condition, done 60. ta.x paid; trial: £80, nearest,
consider exchnufe Norton. I.O.M. Budge JIulti. etc.
.>eller, t, Eoseford Terrace, Shepherd's Bush. [9426

O.K.
tTLIANS of EeadioE have 1921 O.K. in stock

[0481
ONOMAN, oi Salisbury. — O.K. Juniors, 192l

' models. ^1752
k.K.-.IUNIO]l 2»ih.p., quite new; £43: must be

»,ijd.—MarstoB. Bridge St.. Chester. ri724

Medium Site Model. Tig. 8Si.

Best qualitv finish Ihroushout.
Totally insulated holder, with

switch and 4-volt bulb,
adjustable focus, adjust-
able brackets, dust and
WC3 t her-proof
front. As illustra-

ted. Nickel-
plated, 43/- each.
Black-plated, 47/-
cacb.

**'3Bi

Fig. 87S.
Similar to Fig. S95, but
-mailer, and with special
pull on " front. Rubber

ring casting for glass.

Price as Illustrated, 55/-
cacb, black-plated.

Fig. 560. Sidecar Lamp.
As illustrated. Complete
5\vitch, bulb, wire, nuts,

washers, etc. Price 8/6

each.

Fig. 573. Shows red
|

dailger signal, lights No.
plate. Complete with
Mvitch, bulb, wire, clip,

etc. Price 9/6 each.
"' Force" Helleicn Bat-

tery, 9/11
386. Special metal case I

for "Force,** 10/6, 1

Complete rear set, 29/6.

O.K., 1917, 2";;,h.li. J.A.P.. 2-spccd. .--

accessories, licensed; £45.-4, Cedar Rd., Tott^en^

liara.

O.K. 1918, 251h.B. J.A.P
£40, or nearest

Hounslow.

[9936

4-6troke 2-8peed, tax paid

after 6.-342

[1724

Speedollte ' H.A.H
Patent Speedo-

meter Lamp.

Hanworth Rd..
[9788

1 19 O.K.-Union, in good condition, lamps, horn.

i-if tools, trres good: nearest f40.-H. Deerin, Fotref"
lielJ, by Airdrie, Scotland. iStlb

i Oabp. O.K.-Union. single speed, 1920 model, shop-
' z** soiled; list i^rico £50/8, my price £43.—Davies.
229, Deansgate, Manchester. lOSiU

1O20 O.K.-Union 2;!ili.p., as new, unscratched, mile-

-L«' age about 200, lamps, horn, pump, tools, spare-;

seen and tried any time; 43 gus.-Ebiden. Sutton, Elv.

F.O.C.H. have a brand now O.K.. 2-speed. sht^p-soiled

;

£59 cash; exchanges or easy pavuicnts iiirunccd.-

5 Ilaath St., Hampstead (nr. Hnnip^tead Tul>e Station..

•Phone: Hnmpsteod 3752. Hours 9-7. includmg S-lt^ur-

duvs. l9 ^«

Omega.
^rEGAS Irom the Coventry Motor Mart, Ixiudon

Rd., Coventry. [.\084I

Oinegas; £50 to £170:
[1753

1921 Models Now Ready.—Davies, 229.

LONGMAN, ol Salisbury.^
1921 models.

Fig. 429 ditto, dash type
3/6 each.

A. H.

V/
:
Dea'nsgatc""Manchc5ter. 536 Central. [2433

1 020 Omega-Jop 2?ih.p.. 2-«peed, tax paid: £50,
-L V no offers.—Beech Hou^e, Brinnington, Stockport.

L..\TE 1920 Omcga-.Iap 2?ih.p., 2-spccd. done 1.200

onlv; nearest £55.—Seen 195a, Albany St., W.l.

alter 6.
" ['"'^

OMEGA.—Immediate delivery ol all models.—The
Rochester Auto Supply Co., Corporation St .

Rochester. [""^^

OMECA-.7..\.P.. 2=ih.p.. 1910. 2-speed, lully equipped

iind licensed, any trial or exammation: £50--
Evans, 130. Thurleigh Rd., Cln>ham Common. Stt

[X0726

OMKUA-T.A.P. 2":,b.p., late 1919. M.L. inag., B. and

B ciirhnretter, Albion 2-fpeed gcjir. Brooks noddle,

excellent condition; £55.-IJox 3,167, c/o The mior
Cyclr. ['5^8

F.O.C.H. hate a lunnd new Omega 2"'ih.p., kick-starter,

-hon-soiled: £73/10 cosh; exchanges or easy pay-

ment« arrdnge<l.-5. Heath St.. HnmpstMd (nr. Hamp-
stead TuIm. Station;. 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours

9-7, including Saturdays. 1="'"

10 20 (Sept.) 2-:ih.p. Omega-Jap. 2speed. clutch,

LU KS. tax paid, mileage 1.324, tyres unpunc-

tured Cowey- spceclomctcr, special tool kit, knee grips,

largo P. nd 11. held lamp. Lucas rear lamp separate

generator, expert examination: any trial; £75. oUcrs.---

NVelch. Clareraont, Coronation Rd.. Cheltenham. [9561

P. and M.

JrHANS. ol Rcadinc. have 1921 P. and 51. In stock
[0488

and il . 2-apeed, good running order; £25.-17.

Ashley Rd., N.19. t^'lS

and M 1920. under 50 miles; £94.—Clark. 7.

Exhibitiou Rd., S.W.7. [9166

and M , all models, from the Coventry Motor
Mart, London Rd., Coventry. [X0842

20 P and M.. as new. mileage 200; sacrifice £99,

tax paid.—Tyrrell, Horton Rd., Glouces-ter.

Fig. 4:!3.

Lighting switch, screw
action. lin. or i jin clip,

3/6 each. r-i-^'.- ja -«~ c-Fig. 347-
Spring clip

switch wire,

co.oured bulb, etc. complete
7/6 each.

HUNT, UTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.

Telephones

:

Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225, 2226. " Keyage, Croydon.

P
P
P
19 '"' '•

" [9662
" A GNS —P. and M., 1918. 2-speed, first-lass eon-

• OV di'tion : any triaL—24. Chnrcb Walk, Hampstead.
[1666

Pand M.. new Nov.. 1919. good condition. lamps.

horn, 5,000 miles; £75.-Morton, Bed IToi.se

Matlock. ^^°^^

and M 1919 Combination, as new, condition

perfect: £80.-35, St. Clements Mansions,

Fulham.

and M 1918, 3V'h.p., as new, minus
parts; £32.-35, St. Clement's Mansions,
Fulbafn.

and M. and Sidecar, S'Ah.p., 2-speed, K.S,

condition, ta.x paid; £50.—Briant, 71,

Richmond,

and M. Combination, 1918,. lamps, wind

I M „„. „
—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X0S45

All letters relating to ad- ertisements should quot. the numbei- at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. E29

Lillie

[9498

small
Lillie
[1100

good
Sheen
[1097

screen.

P
Rd.

P
Rd.

P
Rd.

Panu jr. cuiuom-.iiiuii, xoio,. mi^iio,

splendid condition: nearest £80; after 7 p.m.—82
Doggett Ed., Catford. [9292

-| rH7-18 P. and M.'s, for renovation minus small
i-tJ ' parts; £33; with new mag. and carburetter.

£39.-1. Othello St., Liverpool. [1332

Pand M.. W.D., renovated, in good running order.

1917-18, £43 and £55; combination, £60.—
272. Green St., Forest Gate, E.7. [7750

IDLANDERS :-P. and M.. 1921. the perfected

motor cycle, in stock, immediate deliveries: £125.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

3 ill.p. p. and M., brand new condition, macuificent
3 machine, mileage 900, Lucas lamps; baigaib,

£82.-31, Claremont JEtd., Alexandra Park, Manchester.
[X0767

*|Q18_P. and M., tborouglily overhauled, enamelled,
-*-<t/ lined, plat-ed, gocMi tyree, Bosch Amac, bear «ny
rnspention; £70.-135, Esses Kd., Leyton. [9448
Wood. [9454

f^CT. fl919 Ruaianteed) P. and M. and Oonoelet side-
v-' car, overhauled, perfect mechanical cider : auv
tnal; £75'{tax paid).-Newton, 7, Boord St., E. Green-
wich, [9282
"p. and M .1919 Combination, excellent condition,
-*- tax and insurance paid, lamps, tools, and spares
complete; £85.—Heath, 54, Cummiug St., Kings
Cross. [1159
053.-1919 3^ih.p. P. and M. (engine No. 54275),c^ E.I.C. mag., Senspray carburetter, good tyres and
eliains, fast and reliable, tax paid.—Eae. 245. Hamnier-
emith Ed., W.6. [9486

"IQ20 P. and M. Combination, Lucas lamps, horn,
At/ spares, tax paid, excellent condition; £100.—
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd,, South Kensington.
'Phone: Ken. 3709. i [9268

P. and M. Combination, 1919. electric light, plating
and enamel uuscratched, beautiful machine; £95,

or ofl'er; medical reasons lor selling.—Berryman, 5,
Stamford Brook Ar., "W.4. [9592

P. and M. Combination, 1918, renovated 1920
colours, in splendid condition, lamps, etc.;

78 gus.; after 5.30 or letter.—Richards, 14, Arragon
Gardens, Streatham, S.W. [1150

1 Q 20 P. and M. Combination, in perfect order,
J-*^ lamps. Klaxon, gradometer, speedometer; £120,
or would exchange for A.V. and cash.—Fry, 39, Wallis-
cote Rd., Weston-super-Mare. [9684
"p. and M. 3Kii-P-. 2-sp6ed, reconstructed R.A.F.
-L model, new tyres, thoroughly overhauled and in
splendid order; £65.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
gate Avs Camomile St., E.G.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.PC0070. and

. M. Combination, R.A.F., completely over-
hauled, new chains all round, new E.I.O. mag.,

new Amac, tank enamelled, sidecar repainted, guaran-
teed: £80.-Colonial Motors. 104a, Finchley Rd. Hamp-
stetid 7822. [1704

1 Q18 P. and M.. Douglas CB. 4-poiiit sidecar, luggage
•*-*' carrier, 3 Lucas large generators, horn, speedo-
meter, tyre& good, back nearlv new, overhauled, splendid
condition, not "W-D., tax paid; £105.—Woimald, High
St., Newmarket. [8029

31.h.p. P. and M., solo, £18 down and 12 instal-
2 ments of 5 gns. ; combination, with new sidecar

body, £20 down and 12 instalments of £6/16/8; re-
novated, re-enamelled, replated, guaranteed 3 months.

;

—Auto Traders, Ltd., 84, Jermyu St., London. [1251
i

P. and S. i

P. and S., 2!4h.-p- Villiers engine, 2-speed, brand new; I

£63.—Motor Cycle Mart, Fair Row, Chatham.
[9587

P.
and S. 3Vih.p. Combination, t>alm engine, clutch,
2-speed gear, kick starter, brand new ; £90.— I

Motor Cycle Mart, Fair Row, Chatham. [9584

Paragon.

"IQ20 Paragon, 2-speed, spring frame; £45.-59,
•L*J Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.S.'

[1489
I

1 Q20 Paragon S-stroke, 2-speed, spring frame, list
S-*J price £70, only run 200 miles; price for quick
sale £50; good as new.—Owaer, 16, Mb. Ararat Rd..
Richmond, Surrey. [9957 I

Precision.

MOTOR Bike, Precision, 2^vlh.p., mag., aud E.B., La I

Grande; £11/19/6.—Littleover Motorics, Derby.

_, [X0594
ITpEECISION 2i/^h.p., 3-speed, clutch, pedal etnrt: 30

-*- gns.—Smitli, Ivy ViUas, Thornton Rd., Potters
B;ir. [1424

PRECISION . 1915 2Vi.h.p., 2-speed, all accessories,
tax paid; £25.—Write, J.W., or call Saturday,

4, Fairview Place, Upper Tulse Hill, Brixton, Ix)ndon.
[1669

3JLh.p. 1920 Precision 2-stroke Combination, 2-

2 speed, kick start, clutch, perfect order, all
aL-cessories ; £85.—Thomas, Solomans Passage, Peckham
Rye, S.E. [1343

Premier.
PREMIER 3i,oh.p. Countershaft and Sidecar; £50.-

Pickering, Shrewsbui-y. [X0745 1

PREMIER 3h.p., overhauled, good tyres and belt,
footboards, clutch, licensed; £35.—Betts, St. -Tohu (

St., Lichfield. [9694

Oih.p. Premier laghtweight', excellent running^ 2 order; £21.—Halls, Bootmaker, Hill Lane
West llampstead. [1575

PREMIER SVijh.p., Rover engine, mag., spring forks i

almost new machine; £35.—Murray, 37a, Charles
(

St., Hatton Garden, Holboru.
"

[X0663
3ih.p. Premier Combination, coachbuilt. 2 speeds

2 clutch (coiintershaft). Bosch, excellent order-
£50.-83, Cherry Orchard Ed., Oroydou. [1283

PREMIER,- 3Vjh.p., 3-speed, clutch. B.B., water-
tight Bosch, mechanically perfect, tax paid-

first £28 secures.—81, Burford Rd., Oattord, S.E.e'
[1087

1

S5 JffO^ON S-^ '

Jvr satl^ctloii

^^®
7ex£niP^ 'pe/fciJiviL

EXCHANGES WANTED.
1921 NEW tflODELS.

STANDARD ll.6h.p. 4-seater £610
LA60NDA ii.Qh.p. coupe, dickey, iuU

equipment. Reduced price £425
CALTKORPE 2-seater. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE i-seater. Reduced price £450
COVENTRY PREMIER s-wheeler £250
REX-BLACKBURNE Model 55 8 h.p.

Cnmbuiatiun. ^8x^. spare wheel .. £218 18
EDMUND-BLACKBUiiNE.springi'rame £105
ROYAL RUBY, 2i h.p., a-speed, Sports 85 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., aud Sidecar. £186 18
NEW IMPERIAL, si h.p., 2-speed ... £80 17
SCOTT Combiuation £170
SCOTT, new SquiiTel model £130
BRADBURY, 6 h.p.. and Sidfcar .... £187 10
TRIUMPH chain drive and sidecar . . £172 10
B.S.A. twin Combination, Lucas dyno.

listhting, spare wheel. New price £212 18
SUNBEAM 3I. h.p., Touring £155 8
NORTON 3! h.p., single-speed £98

1921 DOUGLASES.—^
Including lamps, generator, hora, licence holder

2i h.p., 2-speed £85

H h-P-» 3-speed (no clutch) £100
2|h.p., 3-speed, kick start, clutch ,. £105
4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch £130
4 h.p. 3-speed Corubination £170
Prices plus transit. Jixchanges. Easy terms.

AGENTS FOR
ACME-J.A.P., B.S.A., BRADBURY, DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD, NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON. REX,
SUNBEAIV1, SCOTT, and TRIUMPH Motor Cycles;

L.S.D. and COVENTRY PREMIER 3-Wheelers ;

AIREDALE, DOUGLAS, CALTHORPE, and
LAGONDA Light Car3 : MILLS-FULFORD and
SWAN Sidecars.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

A.B.C, 1920, Magdyno lighting, speedo-
meter, electric horn, 700 miles .... £120

WOOLER. 1920, spring frame, 200 miles £82 10
EDMUND, 2i h.p.. 1920, as new £75
ARIEL, l.)20, 3jh.p., 3-speed c/sliaft. £98 10
NUMBER, 3! h.p., 2-speea, free engine £29 10
COVENTRY- EAGLE. 1920, 3 J h.p.,

3-spepd, verv fine condition £98 10
WOLF-JAP, 2* h.p., 2-speed £45
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., 2-speed £39 10
CLYNO, 1920. 2-sp,, Lightweight £55
SCOTT 1920, well equipped £105
MINERVA twin, spring lorks £35
DOUGLAS 1919, 23 h.p., 2-speed £65
IVY-PRECISION, 3I h.p., very smart £29 10

Passenger Machines.

MORGAN S h.p. Sporting. Tax paid .. £135
MORGAN 1915, sporting £150
MORGAN Grand Prix, overhead M.O.V.

engine, new tyres, tax paid £160
SCOTT 2-strokecoachCom., tax paid. , £85
PREMIER, 3th.p., 3-speed. and S'car £65
BRADBURY,'6h.p., Grindlay Sidecar,

lamps, etc., 1920 Combination .... £149 10

ARIEL 3ih.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £110
HARLEY, 7-0 h.p., 1920, and new

latest tvpe bulbous back Sidecar. . £185
HARLEY 1920 Combination, electric. £190
INDIAN, 1920 Twin Combination £90
BRADBURY, 3J h.p., 3-spced, Sidecar £75
NORTON Big Four, 3-speed, Swan

sDortino Sidecar, electric lighting. , £145 "

RUDGE, 5-6 h.p.,Multi^udgeS'c?.r.. £66
SPARKBROOK, 6 h.p. Coach Comb. £95
SCOTT 1920, with new Sidecar £135

SIDECARS.
New unused, but slightly shop-soiled SCOTT,

ROVER, and SWAN & MILLFORD 1920

Models to suit Harley, Indian and other

leading makes at much reduced prices. Large

and varied stock to choose from.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

pBEMIEE and Canoelet, SVjh.p.. 3-speed, counte
-- shaft, kick, lamps, hood, Cameo screen.
tyres and condition: £70.-21
Charlton, S.E 7.

E

t(

Heathwood Garden
[13'

"pHfSMIEB 7-9h.p., 2-specd, clutch, speedomctc
J- discs, lamps, splendid condition throughout, fa
and powerful, tax paid; £65.—Waters, Orcheston F
George, Wilts. -

[97!

£60.^41i.p. Premier combination, 2-.speed coun
shaft gear box, clutch, starter, Dunhill und<

slung sidecar, roomy, comfortable, Eosch, B. and
heavy Dunlops, Druids,' footboards, excellent com
tion; 2;4h.i). Douglas part.---63, Solon Rd., Biixto
S.W. [10,^

P.V.

P-V., 3V2h.p. Precision engine, 2-speed, brand nei
£85.—Motor Cycle Mart, Fair Row, Chatham.^ [95(

P.V. Spring Frame I\lotor Cycle, perfectly vibratio
less, single and 2-speed models, fitted J.A. P. ai

Villiers.—Burts, 245, Hammersmith Rd.. London, W,
ri6'

Quadrant.
"1 t|20 4Vih,p. Quadrant Combination, like new; £9
i-if Ross, 86, High Rd., tee, S.E. [131

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.0.4.
4h.p. Quadrant combination, 1920; 4110. [16:

I 1 Q20 Quadrant Combination, electric lights; £7
\i-if _a9. Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rt
S.W.8. [14i

QUADRANT, all models, from the Coventry Mot
Mart, London Ed., Coventry, 'Phone ; 200.

[Xoa'
QUADRANT 3Kh.p., modernised, new tyres, lamj

,
licensed, photo, stamp; £25.—Rose Villa, Oa

I

ley, Hants. [lo:

QU.4I3EANT Sole Distributors and Agents for Lo
don. Southern and Eastern Counties, Clifford W

son Mfg. Co.. 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E
Hop. 210. All spares in stock. All models for ear

delivery. [171

QUADRANT 1921 4!2h.p. Combination, 3 spee

chain drive, clutch and kick-starter; £125; f^

livery from stock.—City Agents. Elce and Co., 15-1

I
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phopi

I
Avenue 5548. [00(

Radco.

RADCO 2-stroke. 1915; exchange 7 push bicycit

sell £35.-202, Munster Rd., Fnlham. [99

T014 Radco, new tvres, fast, powerful, and re

l.iJ able; £23/10.—Sliaw, Park St., Wellingto
Salop. [X07(

£32.—Radco 2-stroke, 2 speeds, lamps, etc., mechi

cally sound, good condition. — 145, Ravensbn
I Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [12

RADCO, 2-speed, Amac, Dunlops, lamps, horn, aoc(

soiies, new belt, tax paid; £39/10.—King, 21

[ Melfort Rd., Thornton Heilth, Surrey. (97

RADCO 2'/ih.r., 2-«troke, Amac carburetter. U.:

mag., in splendid going order, a very good climl>e

1 f30.— S. Garner, Poynders End, Preston, Hitchin, Her

Raleigh.
rpHE Premier Motor Co. for 1921 Raleighs.

WE can deliver to your address within 24 hot

the new Raleigh 5-6h.p. flat twin, sprmg fran

I
chain drive; solo 155 gns., sidecar 195 gns.—Sole B
lingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co., Aston R

I

Birmingham. -
[^^

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—All Rafeigh from stoo

exclra^ges arranged. [X07

RALEIGH Combination in Stock; 196 gns.-Viri

156, High St., Hounslow.—Tel. : 125. [94

RALEIGHS, solos and combinations in stock;

changes entertained. — Hicking, Bromley K

I

Beckenham. '-^^

RALEIGH 5-6h.p. Flat Ti\in Combinations in stoc

195 gns. Catalogue on aiiplication.-Benujrt

I
Motor Works, Letchworth. 'Phone : 162. [87

RALEIGH 5-6h.p., solo or combination, in etoo

orders now acoepted.-R.ntcliffo Bros. 200 (

I

Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : Langham 1704. [04

RALEIGH, new 1921 5h.p. flat twin, £162; wi

Raleigh coachbuilt sidecar, 195 gns.; immedia

'delivery; libstal exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co..^^2__^

I

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. [15

Reading-Standard.

-J «i20 Reading-Standard lOh.p., complete. Canoe

i-\f sidecar, Tan-Sad, wind screen, hardly used; fli

-15, Clyde Ed., Wood Green, N.

I 1 fH9 Reading-Standard Combination, just been.ov

XU hauled, new spares fitted, splendid conditic

I

£130.—Motor Cycle Mart, Fair Row, Chatham. [9b

Regent.
1 020 Regent, new, less engine and gear box,

LV spare frame; £30, or would exchange.-l

Motor Cycle Depot, 257, Cavendish Rd., Balha

S.W. 12. „
^^^

Rex .

EX de Luxe. 1914, coach sidecar, dickey, cheal

11, Union St. South, Halifax. [11m
B.^O All letters relating to advrtisements should aiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Rex.

EX S'ih.p., Boeel), B. and R
t nen- tubes, disc wheels, t:ix

Jer; £22, " " - '

-21, BiirmoHtll Ed.,

new Uenvy Dnnlops,
iwiid, perfef-t running
Wnndiwotth. [9875

'\t' luggage grid;
E. R. Beacon,

[9710

Bosch, U.S., Binks, well sprung

50, l)e=t offer: seen London, W,—A,

lilwood Gate, Ea^t Grinstead.

, REAL Bargain.—Brand new Model 55 B.D. Res-
i. Blackburne combination, 8h.p., 3-&peed, inter-

an^eable wheels, spare wheel; list price ^£218, reduced
ghtiv shop-soiled to £180, first cheque secures.—The
emier Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [8894

1 EX 2''ih.p. Lightweight, in running order, Bosch
V mag., Senspray carburetter, good tyres, engine
bushed and thoroughly overhauled, nice low posi-

)n: £20; will ride out anywhere, expenses £2. or

ud carriage paid. — Hughes, 5, Railway Terrace,
)ughborongh. [1090

Rover.
N Stock, Rover 6h.p.; £150.—Tillevs. Esplanade,
Weymouth. [9398

»22,—Rover, Bos* h mag., lamp.';. Klaxon
^ King, Egrove F;irm, Oxford.

Q 15 Rover Combination. C.S. gear, nice condition

tax pnid —
[X0789

70 gns.—Ros: 86,
gear.

High Rd.. Lee. S.E. [138G

£105.—A.
[1066

920 Rover, T.T., S'oh.p., single speed;
J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket.

»52,'10.—Rover 3-speed coachbuilt combination;
^ great bargain. — Shaw, Bark St., Wellington,
dop. [X0708

3J,'2h.p. Rover. 3-speed. lamps
new condition, done 700 miles;

irage. Letchworth, Herts.
9

J OVER 5-6h,p.. W.D. model, onTy i

\ since new, in splendid condition;
jilfonr. Belton, Caniberley.

ni9 5-6h.p.. Rover Solo,
plendid condition

;

ffiou Walden. Tel. : 16.

and born, jn
£95.-Masons

[1083

run 500 mile^
what ofTersi-"— '-%• ,1 v, _

[9558 SUN, '^"-P-

nll.chain drive. T.T. b«is, i/\ t£ ;lS.p,
£110.—Wiighl, Garafif, w.iV.j

(1257 |\ K :) h.p
OVER 1920 S'ih.p., shop-soiled; list price £135, i**'

'*'
our price £125.—RatcliHe Bros., 200, Gt. Fort CPARI^RDAAK -2 "P-

Id SI., W. Langham 1704. [0426
""^'*'»"**»*'*"*> s-.nglc-spccJ

918 Rover 5.6h.p. Combination, lamps, liorn, tax SPARKBROOK. "*
'l'''-

l.aid. lovely condition, any trial; £115.-37. i..".^"" 7 7 '- '^P?
!

Hill Park. Peckham Eye. ("">HOBART -! ''P-' -*"<^<'

OVER C'oniUiniitioD. 61i.p. twin, 3 8pee<l8, counter
sli;iit. Lorn, all lamps, car Keuerntor, wind screen-

30.— 22, Leyhoiiilie Rd., Leytonstone.

MOTOR
CYCLES

Harrods supply every well-known
make. The followingNEWmachines
are available for immediate delivery

Latest lists gladly sent free on request

SOLO MACHINES
YOUNG '""''' ""'' ^'''""'

''
'''

ENFIELD,=i''-p-=-^P''^'---
I pWIQ -4 h.p., single-speed

LEVIS -' '^P-' --^p*^*^^

TRIUMPH, iPP"'
CU|U -i h.p., single.speed

2-spccd and clutch

single-speed

2-specd clutch and k.

MOTOR CYCLES HOK SALh.
Royal Ruby.

1917, oxretleiil

53, Stern-
[9338

R'

ROYAL ItrBV 2-stroke. lielicved
condition; cosh wanted: offers.—E.S,

dale Ed., W.14.-

ROTAL EDBT. Villiers 2iih.p., sinfrlo gear, nw
mudguards, fine running order; £35.—Warwi.-V

House. Somercotes, Derbyshire. [9620

ROYAL RUBY 2">jh.p. 1921 Sports Models, delivery
from stock.—Fowler and Brigdeo, 130. Euston

Rd., N.W.I. Museum 4827. [0542

ROYAL nUBY Combination. 8h.p., electric nud buli.

liorns. Easting screen, lamps: f 150.—Ivydene.
Heme Grove. Dunstnns Rd., East DiUivich, S.E. [9708

OYAL RUBY 1919-20 Bh.p. Combination, disc

wheels, liue order. tu.\ paid; bargain, £150: easy

payments.—Bnitlett's, 93, Gt. Portland St., London.
(1807

ROY'AL RUBY 8h.p. Combination, lamp. Klaxon,
speedometer. Tan-Sacl. wind screen, tax and insur-

ance, guarantee perfect. ne\v condition; £140.—Wood-
ard. Brazil House, Marsh Lane, Taplow. [1410

Rudge.

"IQ12 S'ih.p. hudgc, in flns order
-1 "^ Agent, UotherlKiui. . .

£31 17 6 T^' S'M'''. ^-il'-P- R"''?<= MuUi. J.T.;
X Espl.inade. Weymoulh.

£65 T>rDUE Miilti. brand new, uuneed : f79.-Box 3,103

JCi CO The Motor CycU. I^SIS

.\. J. Youne
[106t

I.CM. model
[X072:

London, E.C.4.-
£65. [1617

1 019 3i-.h.p. Hmlge Mnlti, excellent condition, tnxeiK

I

-!-«? must sell: £65.—Rectory, Weymoutlu [13.!

i

QiT>unc.E Multi, T.T., 1916. guaranteed faultless;

"l-lV £55; exchanges.- 150, Walsall St., West Brom-
4|wicli.- [^0718

-. T>IJDGE JHh.p. T.T., fast, good' condition, lamps
-Ti tools, .'pares; £50, ofrer-.-Eiverdalc, AlfrcBtan

£34.-Cros?
tX066C

£85.—Tillevs.
[940?

- speed .

.

15,

[9812

OVER 1919 T.T. Model, I'hilipson pulley, fiillv

c'laipped, in excellent condition throughout; cbc.ij
£85, accept f75.-Cantrill, 172, Cross Ed., Covcnliv

[X065U
OVER- SV'.h.p. Combination, 3-spe»l. clutch. K.S,,
electric lights, snorting sidecar, all as new; £98

laplain Blow, 8, Trinity Sq., Richmond, Y'orks.
[9389

0\ER 1918 T.T. 3'ih.p.. with Philipson, acces-
sories, fast machine; £69,10; liberal cxcbange^.

ewnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., \V.6-

[1534
0\ ER, 3^^h.p., 3-spced, late 1919, small mileage,

lamps. Klaxon, tools, licensed, perfect order-
-Rollings, 36, Milncr Rd., Gillingliam. Kent.

[1493
920 5-6h.p. Rover Combination. Lucas best lamps,

horn. Cowey speedometer, ridden 600 miles;
60.—E. Walker, seen Robin Wood Garage, Anerlev
i-19.

. [1157
tiVEE S!ih.p., new 1920 3-5peed ceflr box, coRch-

hiiilt sidecar, lamps, etc., in flrst-class condition;
ice £120.—R, F. Euggle, Ltd., Busliev Heath, E<rg-
e, ;iiid Eistree. [1586
OVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with an

otTii-ial agent, the man who rides a Rover : im-
diat.? delivery; hire-purchase if desired. — Collard.

Garage, Shifnal. [2684

918 Rover 3i._,h.p., T.T.. hand-controlled Philipson
pulley, disc wheels. Klaxon horn, B.B. carbu-

ter, long exhaust pipe, very fast; £65.-33. The
uile. Golders Green, N.W.4. [9870
OVER, T.T.. late 1919, band-controlled PhUipson,
d.innmo lighting set, long plated exhaust, fast

-X. ellent condition throughout: £80. or near offer —
ilk'T, Ailsa, Mount Hermon, Glasgow. [1114

Q19 3i.-jh.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed counter-
•-^ shaft, clutch, and kick start, electric lighting

:is hfirn, in *;plendid condition: £110 ; tax paid.—
1, Upper Richmond Ed. ,* East Sheen. [9443
6h.p. Hover, August, 1920, Sspeed, and Canoekt

sidecar, all lamps, siieedometer, horn, tools, and
ins. Kempshall tyres as new, all iu splendid condi-
II: :niy trial; £120.-9. Eaton Ed.. Coventry. [X0781
61i p. Rover-Jap Combination, 1919 W.D engine I

tliorouf;lily overhauled, sidec.lr just coach-rainte<'l
vaninhcd, good tyres lamps, pertect condition-

20. or neaie-t cfler; Winchester.—Box 3,I»1, c/o
Motor Ctjdf. fgggj

Roval Ruby.
C. PICKERING, Shrewsbury.-Roval Enby agent-
exchanges arranged. (X076d

^,Y'F*' "' Manchester, can deliver ~^1921 Royal
Knliys from stock.- 229, Deansgate. 'Phone- 536'"' [2433

ALLDAYSALLON,^^''
BEAUMONT, •

DOUGLAS, '

"
p

£60
£68
£75
£52 10
£70
£50
£67
£64
£70
£70

£85.-I.O.M. Rudge Multi, -from stock;
and Co., Ltd.. Ne^'market.

RUDGE Multi, brand new, Z\.;h.\,.

just arrived; £85.—Moss, Wem.

\T7AUCH01'E'S, 9. Shoe Lane,
VV 31...I1.P. Eiidge Mnlti, 1917-18;

11

(9630

from

h.p.,

Dc Luxe
all-chain

2 -speed

£80 15 K
£99 15
£85

J)rices
., Coventry

tX08a4

all acce.r-

,
Freegrove Rd..

[1356

DOUGLAS, ^; .^^-v.^rf:' "."'! £1 05 OR
B^

NEW IMPERIAL, A^Pe,

NEW IMPERIAL, i',V

FRANCIS-BARNETT,
2] h.p., .: s]-)ecd and kick-staiter . . .

.

COULSON, jL';s?aVt^r^^^^."'.' £111
COULSON, tL'sfcte/P'" ""''£118 12
COULSON, i,^^^ ^"^£126 19'

£80 17
£89 5

£88 19

6

Sun St..

[9956
plated.

Raversbuiy
[1258

UDGE, 1921, models, at reduced
Coventry Motor Marl, London R'

one : 200.

UDGE Multi. 1917. with new sidecar,

scries, smart lot; £79 lowest.—35,
Holloway, N.7.

RUDGE .Multi 3«h.p.. 3 years' wear, cxwllent con

diticn; £51; 10 to 5.—Williams,
Kinsbury Square. ^

UDGE. 3'.jh.p., clutch, re-enamelled^ and
goes splendid, accef" """"" -""= -^

rid., Earlsfleld, S.W.

RAND New 3Vh.p. Rudge. T.T.. luU guaranUc

£85.—Fowler and Brigdcn,

N.W.I. Museum 4827.

-IQIG T.T. Budge Multi. 3;{h.p.. discs, new t.vre-,

J-i7 leody lor summer; £59,
den, Stourpott, Worcestershire.

,ri-6b.r. Rudge Combination. 1919._ perfect, little ued,

O privately owned, taxed

Garage, Erodsliam, Cliesbire.

2 Rudge Combination, good running order,

accessories, epeedometer;
Fulham, London.

130,

nearest.-

Etiston Rd..
[0543

Birkett, Wil-
.v0593

£100, bargain. -BootliV
[9855

£45.- Bradlord, 43,

.

(1164

Enfleld Higb-
(0341

hand clutch, splendid running order;

en; seen mornings 10 to 12; £52.—19.

New Oxford St., W.C. (9910

"Nfulti 3'L'h.p. Combination, in cscel-
-

—

'—-- car.- 5.

[1458

TRIUMPH, * 'P'' 3 *P«<=
>

<^ <= £|27 10j-r>i;DGE 1920 combination. MilHord, all accessories.

Model K ... i>-inn A -K t-ax paid, also in.swance policy: quick sale, £100*•""
,li,,r,ow, 137, High St., Eton. [9672

.|! h.p. (lat twill .... f-\Ar\ ft' -1 O20 5.6h.p. and 7-9h.p. Rudge Multi Cpnibinationj

new; £152 and £175.-Shepherd
way, Enfield. Tel. : Waltbam X51.

3 ill.p. Rudge,
12 trial giv(

Arthur St,

1015 Rudge - _

Xl7 lent condition; £70; owner buying

lUrold Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19.

UDGE Mnlti I.O.M. Touring Model, unscrached,

mileage 50: £75; bought lightweight.—Spink, 62,

DrcKlrick Ed., Wandsworth Common. (1446

1 O20 I O M. Eudpe. Lucas, lamps and horn, abso-

-L«7 lutely perfect; £79, or exchange with cosh for

hite combination.—20, Derby Rd., Croydon, [1448

1ftl9 Rud"e Multi 3''.h,p., Lucas lamps and horn,

XU under 3.500 miles, quick sale; 49 gns.—Apply.

Desouza, 4, Coliseum Terrace, Regent's Park. [1567

-1 Q20 Rudge Multi inot I.O.M.), SVjh.p., mileage under
iSij 500 fullv equipped, licensed: absolute bargain,

£78, delivered.—H. Teat, Ancaster, Lincolnshire. [X0798

UDGE Multi 3',5h.p., 1920, perfect condition, mile-

age 500. unlicensed: nearest ^80:
Gibson. 19, Queen's Gate, South

B.S.A., '"' "'"'" '^ £100
NUMBER, ' "" " ' '"' £140 019

COMBINATIONS
ROVER, -"^p-p^" £165
INViCTA, 3i hP' S^peea, etc . £^33 g
COU LSON, ' " P 3 peed, etc. £^55 Q R
TRIUMPH, lid'eSv.""

^'"' £182 10
B.S. A., i^;- """ -'""^ f"""<» £1 25 5
HUMBER, '^p ""=''°""^'£176 3
HAZLEWOOD, t^-^°^- £170
NEW IMPERIAL, '"p £186
MATOH LESS, fi^'bLg'!™.™ £231 7

All these machines may he acquired on Harrods
unique System of Deferred Payments. Details Free

HARRODS LTD
BROMPTON ROAD LONDON SWl

R^

All letters relating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date t!

must sell.—O.
Kensington. (9711

10 13 Rudge. T.T., with sporting sidecar to suit,

xXJ all accessories; price £75; any trial given.—Snod-

grass, 18. Junction Rd., Brentwood. Essex. (9906

UDGE Mnlti, standard touring model, not done
2.000 miles, enamel and phifing as new; £70. bar-

-Richardson, Waller Av., Leagrave, Luton. [9819

the issue, B31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

-1 020 Eiulge, I.O.M., perfect, condition, P. and H-
-Lt/ flout lamr. Lucas leiu. Klaxon, knee-grips, tools;

£65, no offers.—Piegrome, 247, Camden Ed., N.7. [9513

1 Q20 I.O.M. Hudge, fully emvipped, low mileage,
JLU guaranteed perfect: £85; e.xcanges.—Homac';^,
213. Lower Clapton Ed., N.B. 'Phone: Dalston 2408.

[1598

RUDQE Multi 1916 5-6h.p. and coaolibuilt sidei-ar,

good condition tlnoughout, tank 1920 colours, tax
l-aid- £85, 01 near oiler.—Biadon, 80, Eushey Green,
Catfoid. [9713

RXJDGE Multi T.T. Model, SV.b.V-, 1920 model, tax
paid, excellent condition, lamps, full kit; any

inspection: £70,—Apply, Davis, The Birchee, Shaw Rd.,
Dudley. [1563-

TJUDGE Multi, SVih.p., lamps, etc.. tlicroughly over-
J-*^ hauled, re-enamelled and plated, tax paid.
£58/10, no offers.—12, Constantine Rd., Hampstead,
.\.W.3. [9942

1 Q20 Rudge Combination, 7-9h.p., F.R.S. electric
--tF lamps, very last, .guaranteed; £125; exchanges.
—Homac's, 243j Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone :

Dalston 2408. [1593

7-9h.p. Rudge Mnlti with canoelet sidecar, alt acce,--

sories, iiicluding speedometer and luggage carrier,

late 1920 model ; price £120.-Apply. Turner, 143,

Bute St., Caidilf. [9643

"I
Q19 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, lamps, wind

Xt/ screen, all accessories, condition as new; £80;
cost £175.—Willetts, Rookery, Lanesfield, Ettingshall,
Wolverhampton. [X0524

RUDGE Multi. 1920, I.O.M., restovcd blue, Bon-
niksen. Klaxon, electric lighting, knee and hand

grips, mileage 2,600, perfect; £85.-25, St. James's
Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [1068

RUDGE Multi 1921 3Hh.p. Isle oi Man Model,
delivery from stock at the reduced price of £85.—

Elee and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. 'Phcne: Avenue 5648. [0057

"pUDGE Multi Combination, 1920, S'.^h.p., Millford
-tV .skill sidecar; insured Oct., 1921, eveiy risk, spare

tyre. Klaxon, thigh overalls, licence paid.—Write E.

Ellis, Parkside, Barking, Essex. ^105 cash; [1123

RUDGE Multi 3';h.p. T.T.; brand new, pedal starter;

inimeditfte delivery from stock at makers' latest

reduced price, £85; no w-aiting, ready to drive '>"i!>'-~:

Wilkius. Simpson, opposite Olyinpia, London. [9641

SUPER Rudge-Muiti, late 1920, special engine, over

60 m.p.h., small mileage, £20 worth of accessories,

almost brand new, insured^ tax paid; cost over £135;
accept £90; photo.--E. Wehlle, St. Andrew's St., Cam-
bridge. [9833

RUDGE Multi SVih.p. 1913 Combination, excellent

condition, re-enamelled, speedometer, horn, com-
plete, electric lighting, little- used during war, owner dis-

;diled; £60, a bargain.-Tucker,- 43, .Spencer's ltd.,

Mjiidenliead. ' [1398

]O20 5-6h.p. Rudge Mnlti Combination, Rudgs side-

-t/ car, cost £42, with Easting wind screen, luggage

."arrier, not scra-tched, all Lucas lighting set, horn,
ind tools, in perfect order', as new^ cost- £175, sacrifice

35 gn<;.—W. "Warden, juu., 1, Wisbech Rd., Kings'

Lynn. [1572
Salttey.

SALTLE'y 1920 2-'stroke, 2-5peed, electric lamps,
all accessories, speedometer, done 40 miles,

licensed, perfect condition; £57, or offer—Hicks, 75,

Danecroft Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. - [9952

SALTLEY-VILLIERS. 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,

licensed and insured, lamps, horn, and knee grips,

done only 800 miles; real bargain, ^45.—Stanley, 8,

Warwick"Sq. Mews, Clarendon St.. Westminster. [1225

Scott.

IBB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Scotts from stock.

DAYBEAM'' Electric Solo Set

G —'Phone : 852. [0445

i? 47.—Scott, 1916, mechanically perfect, appearance^ good.—Clarke, Turnham Green Terrace, W.4.
(9948

SCOTT.—All models from stock.—Coventry Motor
Mart, London Ed., Coventry. 'Phone; 200.

[X0845
1 Q21 Scott, sports model; £130; for immediate de-

JL t* livery ; easy payments accepted.—Scott agents
(below).

1 Q20 Scott Combination, Godfrey's electric lighting,
X*/ Cowey speedometer, Lucas horn. Easting screen,
mileage 1,067, tax paid; cost £209 last August, price
£155; absolutely as new, guaranteed; exchanges.—Scott
agents (below).

1 Q:20 Scott, with Rennoc sidecar, P. and H. lampg,
X*^ Lucas horn, etc., magnificent condition, gua.ran-
teed perfect, tyres unscratcbed; £145: exchanges.—
Scott agents, Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [1594

SCOTT 1920 Sports, 2-speed, excellent condition;
£105, ci oBer.-Dcaeholme, The Beeches, Car-

shalton. • [1512
QCOTT Combination, 1919, lamps. Low generator,
k-» speedometer; £120.—Timewell, 81, South Castle
St., Liverpool. [X0639

1 Q20 Scott Combination, scarcely used, electric andX t/ gas lighting, many spares, tax . paid ; £135- .ap-
pointment.—Bodley, 11, Beaufort Mansions, Chelsea

[9410

The Headlamp supplied witli this set is our Sin.

Daybeam, a very powerful light-giver. The
brackets are of exceptionally strong and hand-
some design. They carry the headlamp and also
the. (die cast) aluminium case. The accumulator
is specially made for motor cycle lighting, and
will brilliantly illuminate the head and the rear
lamp for 20 hours it used Intermittently. The
tail lamp (our torpedo S.B.C.) is esceptionaUy
strong and well made, and has a very attractive
appearante. Each lamp is fitted with a switch,
and one lamp may be used independently of the
other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and 4 volt bulbs are fitted. The
finish is ebony black and nickel plate.

Complete Outfit, List No. 30/1, Price £5 5..

(If tail lamp is not required, deduct 12 /6).

'DAYBEAM" Combination Set

The set comprises Day beam 5in. Headlamp, Ideal
Sidecar Lamp, and Torpfedo S.B.C Tail Lamp.
Each lamp is fitted with an independent switch,
and is finished in ebony black with nickel-plated
relief. The Accumulator (capacity, 8 volt,
40 amp.) is speciallymade for motor cycleUghting
and will give very satisfactory service in use.
Many have now been in use two or three years,
and are as efficient as when first purchased.
All our Accumulators are specially made to. stand
vibration. Ordinary accumulators are never
satisfactory for motor cycle work. The hard
wood case supplied with this set is finished ebony
black, and is specially treated to withstand acid.
This outfit is despatched completely assembled
with bulbs and all necessary wiring, etc.

Complete Outfit, List No. 30 12, £7 7 0.

"DAYBEAM" LIGHT CAR SETS
(Particulars on request).

Westwqod Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

? 5>»

RIM & PATENTS UTS
LAWDEN Rg BORDESl-EV BIRMINCHAW.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

QCOTT 1920 Sports Model. Binte, purple discs, lot
>^ exhaust, low mileage, fully eouipped, tax rait
£110.-207, Norwood Rd.. S.E.24. [126

QCOTT Combination, not done 500 miles; cost oy<^ £200 ; no reasonable oSer refused.-Grimes, li
Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. [174

1 Q 20 Scott and Sidecar, horn, all lamps, tax pali
-*-^ usual acessories, little used: cost £180- £125..
Gardiner, New Lodge, Hyde Park, W.2. [145

SCOTT 1915 Combination, wind screen, Klax_.
electric lighting, good condition, tax paid; £7(

or nearest offer.—20, Denison Rd., Ealing. [104

SCOTT. 1920 sports model, horn, tools, very sma
mileage, enamel as new, plating fair, perfect ordei

£100.—D. Lavin, Old House, Sonning, Berks. [9S5

SCOTT .Squirrel, not done 200 miles, fitted with bi
F.RJ3. head lamp, Lucas horn, rear lamp an

generator, tax paid, guaranteed perfect condition
£130.—Kincli, 21, Monarch Rd., -Northampton. [136
SCOTT 1920, T.T. bars, Lucas head light, electti

tail,, speedometer, mechanical horn, tax paid, ei
cellent condition; £100.—Knox, The Chase, Nuneatol

[X923
"I 020 Scott and Henderson lightweight sidecar, lainp
*- «^ horn, tools, excellent condition, small mileag
licence: first reasonable offer.—Brown, Grocer, Marcl
Cambs. [840

SCOTT, 1910, special radiatoi; jackets, engine complet
overhaul at works, Bosch. Einks. all accessorifl

tax paid, ride away; £40, or ofl'ers.—Sowerby Beelst
Grimsby. ' [834

8C0TT, engine 2321, and sidecar, complete with at

cessories, spares, speedometer, ready to driv
anywhere; tax paid; £85.-P. Bailey, King's Heat
Aylesbury. - .

: .;.-, . [961

SCOTT 1916 Combination, completely. , overhaulei
enamelled and plated, new tyres, chains, etc., coi

dition and appearance as new ,'" £95.—Mylam, 197, Loi
dou Rd-, Croydon. [155

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920, 2-speed gear, slightl
shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.—Burlingto

Motors, Ltd.. South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.^
Phone.: Brixton 2417. [051

1014-15 Scott, engine just back from works, neXv Binks, chains and Dunlops, Bosch, Tim Woo
bars, fast, tax paid; £66; offer,—Caunter, 25, Comi
ton Terrace, Highbury, N, [131

CCOfT Combination, 1920, small mileage, splendi^ condition, Easting; ' £135; electric lighting an
spares at valuation.-Voss, Malmsmead, Woodcote Latu
Parley. 'Phone; Purley 98. [960

GREAT" Saciifice.—Brand new 1921 Scott. semi-T.!
bars, just delivered, unwrapped; advertiser havin

paid £30 deposit will .sacrifice half- deposit and accel
£115 for same.—Box 3,085, c/o The Motor Gucle. [939

1 Q20 .
Scott and Henderson Elite c;ide£ar, coraplet

-Li/ with detachable disc wheel,, wind screen, lamp
speedometer, spares, in beautiful condition ; owner hu
ing car; £128.—Maltby, H.N.O., Greenwich, S.E.IO,

'

[960
Sl'ORTING Scott, 1915, engine No. 2797, 1920 in

piovements, very fast, and in good "order, lanii
and horn, spares, including, new sprocket, licensed

: £7i
ulfers.—Haidman, Hest Bank Hotel, near Lancaster.

[944

1 Q20 Scott Combination, Binks, Cowey speedomett
-a-t/ and horn. Easting screen, luggage grid, electr
lamps, accumulator, tax paid, condition as new, cw
£200 April: huviug car: acx^ept best offer over £130.-
Rev. Hardy, 20, Portland Place, Bath. [929

GRAY and Haynes have 1921 3%ih.p. Scott-Sciuitrel

T.T. model, very fast and powerful, petrol ooi

sumption 75 to 80 m.p.g., lamps, tools, etc., tax pai(

all on, cost £147, only done about 300 miles, conditio

and appearance perfect; bargain, £120, or cheaper mour
and cash: see our advts. in Triumph. Matchless, an
Miscellaneous items columns.— 8, Low Rd., Balby, Doi
caster. • [989

Singer.

£20.—2V'h.p. Singer, good tyres, waterproof Eoscl

fine running order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxforr

rX079
"lOl^ 3:*.-4h.p. T.T. Singer, 2-speed Albion, fast

-LH £25/10.—Shaw, Park St.. Wellington, Salop.
[X071

£25,—2^^1i.p. Brooklands Singer, good order: as

trials.—Hill, Smallwood, Sandbach, Cheshire.
[143

SINGER Combination. 2^peed gear bos. tick star

lamps: £58.-13, OrooWog. Bexley Heath S.B.
[937

SINGER Motor Cycle, 1914, smart and in good rul

ning order, a gift; S34: evenings.—Turner. 2:

Roman Rd., Barnsbury, London. [979

SINGER 1914 4h.p.. clutch model, good tyresr engin

just been rebuslied and overhauled, Binks carbi

letter, all on; £40.—Monk, 90, Alma Rd., Windsor.

Oih.p. Singer, splendid condition, just overhauled an

02 re-enamelled, 4-spe6d couutershaft, kick etart au

clutch ; accept lightweight part exetange; t^^-

Cavters, Ibstock. [iOeS

SparkbrooU.

TO 16 234h.p. 2-speed Sparisbrook. nice conditio!

ly £3S.-Ro5s. 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [13«

-|021 2-6peed Sparkbrook, from stock; £77/10.-
1" A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [106

B 32 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement. ;.nd the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sparkbrook.

J 20' Sparkbrook 2''_,h.p., not done 100 miles: any
/ inspection;. £70.—Jr', Sayer, Kirkby Stephen,
tmorland,

'
[9554

D20
2',l»li.p. Sparkbrook, 2-speed gear, shop-soiled

only, e.xcellent lightweight machine; £55.—
bert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge.
: 995. T.A.': Bicycles. -

, [1715

P20
2';2h.I». S)iarkbrook, . 2-speed, lamps, hirn,

ridden 150 miles only, mechanically' perlect,
fully used; £50.—Herbert Eobinson, Ltd;. 52-35,
en yt.. Cambridge. Tel. ; 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

:' [1716
Sun

JN'.VITESSrO.-All models- from stock.-Coventry
Motor Mart, London' Rd., Coventry. • [X0a49

>16 .Sun-Yiiners, ;robd tyres, ride away; £29; photo.
-181, Newton lid., Burton-on-Trent. [9451

Ih.p. Sun-Villiers, 1916. 2-speed, new tvres:
£32/10.—Shaw, Park St.. Wellington. Salop.;

.-,, 1X0712
1^0 Sun-Vitcssc, Sturracy-Archer clutch- and 'kick
1/ starter 2-spced gear, lamps, llorn,-' ridden 50
'.&i only; exceptional otler. £60.—Herbert .'lifobin-

K Ltd., 32-35, Green Str, Cambridge. Tel. ; 995.
L.:: Bicycles. ), .

'

[1717

Sunbeam.
[JNBEAM 8h.p., sidecar;' itl75,;bargain'.-PickerinB.
.Shrewsbury. ... '.

. .
- " [X0746

V2I 3V_,h,p. Sunbeam in stock; £155;8.-Mason's
7 Garage, Letchworth, Herts. .

' " 11085

KICKHAM lor Sunbeam,' sole agent lor Bristol
• and district.-Stokes Crolt, Bristol., (3J52

Lli.r- 1920,Sunbeum, Lue.'is lamps, liorn, lax paid;
2 f130.-M5'cDowell, Duaelln, Brouthty Ferry. |;9974

I Stock.- 8h. p. Sunbeam combination, MaRdvno;
^makers' price.—TiHeys, Esplanade, Weymouth.

.
.
[9401

1 18 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, spare wheel.' ex'cel-
' lent cohdition; £165.—Hess, 861 Uigll HU!, Lee

- - -
. [1J67

)18 81i.p. Suulieam Combination,' efjuipned, t^>-^
pnid; llOgns.—Ilalusdens, 8, Mnybcll Av.', lllaik-

I-
. : [9326

J,Nr.i:.\M (June. 19201, used 3 months only, con-
dihon excellent, cquipi.ed; £125.—Payne,'- Kccle-

h thcster. [X072S
JX1(EA3I 3i;,h.p. Conjbiualion. iSlS, excellent con'
dition, laiuiu, horu: £145; bought cur.-22. Vine,

a Bil.,. Bromley, Kent. 1684

J21
3it,h.p. Sunbeam C-ombination In stock tor im-

' mediate delivery; makers' list price.—J.i Smith
Co., 52-54, Hampstead Hd.. N.'W.l. [0353
»20 31-l.h.p. Brand .New Sunbeam and'Siderar. inler-
' chant-cable wheels; at list price; Ircm stock —
J. iouns and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1061

\TB 1919 T.T. .Sunbeam, black and gold finish,
complete with all lamps, tMis, etc.. and quantity

pares; £120.-16, Durham Rd., Wimbledon. [9565
114 Suuheaiu S'.ih.p., Tc-enBii,ed makers 1919, K S

iluteh, lamps, horn, excellent condition: £80,
lear olier.—Mo/.lcy, «iutciton, Scunthorpe, Lims.

EW 1921 3i,.l,h.p. Suiilwam, 3-speed, kick start,
dutch; hat pine JE155/8: e.vchuuRes enertnincd.

imber,
. Liistbauk St., Soiithport. Tel.: 607.

INBEAM Combination .Sept., 1919. lamps!\°o"n''
speedometer, leg shields, screen, very Bne order-

'0; licence paid.—Marston, Bridge St., Chester.
'

[1728
1 19 Sunbeam, Sunbeam sidecars, speedometer
'. .amps excellcut condition; £125.-Edwards. So'
ringtoo Rd., South Kensington. Phone ; Ken'
^' (9262
k 20 .Sunbeam 5'/Ji.p., new April, stored since JiUBiist,
' 300 miles only, Lucas Inmps, and horn, water-
If (over, Tau-Sad, goggles; fl20.-W., 21. Marine
, Hove. [9475
1 20 3Xh.p. Sporting 'Model Snnbeam. with acces-

sories, iHJrfect condition, small mileage, licenced*
5. or offers.-Mocleod, Newton Manor, Gasforth
Iberland.

^ [X0591
rXBEAM I9I3 S^^h.p. Model with Rirte<-nr complete
with all accessories, excellent condition; £110 —

ier's. BadsJiawgate, Bolton, and 245 Dean^gate
iche-tor. - CXO683'
»15 6h.p. Sunbeom and sidecar, spare wheel (brand

new tyre), electric lighting motor cycle, insurance
ect conditicoi; £130, or nearest.—Ward, 33, Cecii
N.IO. (9972

INBEAM Cfftnbination, SVih.p., 19-16, little nse<l
excellent condition,, mechaiiirally pcrlect East'

screen, lamp*, spares; f 100.—G.C.U,, 1. Hi'sh St
"t«- [1569
fc20 3'^h.p. Sports Sunbeam and Sidecar, perfect
' condition, Lucas lamps. Klaxon, insurance
lally last eugiuc, tax paid; £165.—Horn. Trelusis'
slablc. 1-1544

INBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agents. Snare
parts in stock. Repairs and overhauls. Estimates
a request for re-enamelling and platio"-The
ineux Garage Co.. Ltd.. Wolverhampton. °

Tel -
1

'-
(34581

•••«]y[OTOT(YCLE'

Insurance Policy

m^Bihmw^
"yms space will be oc-

cupied each week with
copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original
letters may be inspected.

Sirs,

Yours lo hand, dated "jlh iiisl.,

and am quite satisfied with your

offer and ivould like to state that

I am very pleased with your prompt

attention.

I am,

Vours failhjully

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

[Incorporating The Autocar Insurance
. Department, Established 1904).

Head Office :

71, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
Iclepbone: City 9531 and 9632.

•••••••••9

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

CU-XBEAM 8h.p. Combination. Aug.. 1919. Lucas
*-J (iynaniu lighting, intercliangeable and spare wheel,
discs. le^ shields; £170, bargain.—Wilcox, 33, Summer
Lane, Birmingham. [X0738
"IQ21 81). p. Sunbeam Combination for sale, magnifi-
--*' cent outtlt, the one exhibited at Olvinpin Show;
cost -£294, whiit offers -Reply 81, London Kd., Ciov-
don. 'I'hone: 1087. [1562

TO 15 Sunbeam Combination. 6h. p., all new Jyres.
-*-*^ engine guaranteed perfect, large roomy sidecar:
price £1;20. including lamps, tools; any trial.—Crapper,
Pork Butcher, Goole, . . ;

,
[9692

TO 19 8h.p. Sunl-eara Combination, new Oct.. 1919.
-*-*' milenge 5.700, as new; spare wheel, hood, ficrcen,
'.peedQuieter, lamps. Klaxon; any trial; £175.-77, Hiph
St., St. John's Wood. [1545

SUXBEAM 3h.p, Combination, overhauled and reno-
vated by makers; delivery either from works or

here: £150; could arrange terms.—Bunting's Motor
Exchange. Wealdstone. [1529

CjrXBEAM 3'Mi.p.. late 1919. just overlinuled. aplcu-
^-J did condition, nil accessories, spares, 2-3eater aide-
cnr 'optional: cost £176: must sell; what offers?-Th.'.
Mooring?, Cuuuey-on-Sea, Essex. [1404

3 111. p. Sunbeam (late 1914) and Sidecar, splendid
2 condition, only needs seeing, tax paid; bought

car: room needed; first reasonable offer. — Bovey,
Farnborough, Orpington, Kent. (9935

1 020 SM'h.p. Sunbeam and Sporting Canoclet Sido-
J-*7 car. Lucas acetylene lighting. Lucas horn, leg-
>hitld.-. mileage 1,500, most excellent condition; £155.
-Box 413. c/o The Motor Ci/clc. [X0784

1 020 Sunltemh 3V_'lJ-I'-. Henderson sideoar, lamps,
-* ^ Cowey horn, speedometer, ' liood. wind Gcreeii,
>ipare>. perfect condition, tax paid: £165; seen by up-
pointnieut.—Hocking, Eoyal Mint, E.l. [9337

1 Q 1^9 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, lighting sel.
-I-*' speedometer, licence, nerfect order, £190; 1919
31..I1.P. Sunbeam, Gloria sidecar, lamps and licence.
£140.-Tilloys. Esplanade. Weymouth. [9406

SrXBEAM, French Militniy Model. 41i.p.. 1919, over-
hauled and now bearings fitted by makers. nnuKcd

sintc, excellent condition, spares and tools; £120, it
orter.— Btvoridgo, Pitreavie. IJutit'cnnline. [9314

1 Q20 Sunbenin 3V.;h.p., Gloria sidecar, Eat^ting scrcon.
-*-v speedometer. Klaxo-i. leg Bhiclrt'^. miloage 1,600.
in ab.'^olutely first-class condition tlironpliont : price fl60.
—East Grinstcjid Garage, East Griofltead. [9061

IMMEDIATE Hisposal.— 1921 81i.p. Siinbeani com-
binatiou. dynamo lightinc set; cost £294, lullv

«*'Hiippe<l. Thi/J particular machine was exhibited at the
Olvnipiii. What oflers?- 81. London Hd., Crcydon.
•I'h.ino: 1087. [9527

SrXBEAM 3',L*h.p. 1921 Touring Model, nbsolntelv
brand new, Lucas Majiilyno, licence paid for, jiist

cost £189. will accept £155, or close offer; a penuiim
bareain.— 57. Great George St., Liverpool. 'Phone:
1092 Koyal. [9988

8li.p. Sunbeam Combination, fnll acce5sorie=. delivered .

end 1919. but stored con?iderable period, mileage
1.500 only, condition absolntely new; accept £190. qui'

k

i-jiie.— Further particular?, Osborne, SackTille Hou'e,
LittlcHeld Lane, Grimsby. [936R

3TLh.p. Sunbeam, Milllord sidecar, new July. 1919.
2 speedometer, lamps, horn. Low generator, spare

cover, 2 tabes, puncture preventer, waterproof suit,

mileage only 1,604, insured, tax paid, perfect; £130.
—Redhead. 10, Crouch Hall Rd., Crouch End. N.8.

[1367
3Xb.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1920 sporting mode!.

2 Binks caibnrotter. long plated exhaust pipe with

mhffler. phited tank, Lucas lamps, Cowey speedometer

and horn. Swan- sporting t^idocnr with fitment.?, manv
spare?, including 2 Avon unused covers; tliis outfit i*

in excellent condition and as new; tap paid; £170.—
Eadington. Alderley Edge.t [X0628

Swift.

SWIFT 7-9h.n. Twin 2-seater, 4-3peed. gate. 5 new
tyres, perfect, reliable, go for ever; 100 gns.—

54, Coval Rd., Mortlakc. [X0870

T.D.C.

T.D.C., 2^4h.p.. perfect condition, C.A.V., semi-T.T.

long exhaust, black and gold; photo; £35.-20,
Frankfort St., Birmingham. [1182

23.h.p. T.D.C. de Luxe, 2-stroke, 2-Bpeed, in running
4 order, lamps, generator, toolbag : £27.—Apply,

Crown Cottage, Leitrim Grove, Battersea. [9418

T.D.C. de Lu.^c 2-stroke, single-speed, 1920, perfect
condition, running every day; £38; no cheques

taken.—Haynes, Eastwood, nr. Ledbury, Herefordshire.
[9682

T.D.C. 2»ih.p., 2-stroke, Albion 2-speed eounterahalt
gear, new tyres, belt, Amac, lamps, horn, alu-

minium footboards, tax paid; £40.— Grove Cottage,
Copthorne. (Or exchange.) [1337

Thor.

TIIOR and Renncc Sndecar. electrically cqnijpped.
unpunctured, done 3,000 miles only, all on.

Royal blue finish and new plating; sacrifice £100 lor

qaick sale; any trial. Saturday afternoon or Sunday.
-51, Brigstock Rd.. Thornton Heath, S.E. [1235

All letters iplntintf to ndvertisementR should quote the numher at the end of 'ach advertisement, and thj date of the Issue. a3^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Torpedo.

TORPEDO-PRECISION 2\h.v.. B. and B., Grado,
excellent condition; best ofleV over f33.—79,

Verulam Ed., St. Albans. [9575

P
Triumph.

REMIES Motor Co. for 1921 Triumphs.

Ty^E Can Deliver to Tour Address witbin 24 hour.= ;" 2;4h.p. liRlitweigbt Triumph, £75; W.D.B. {reno-
vated), £95; Type H 4h.p. 3-Epeed. £127/10; Type
S.D.. chain drive. £140; sidecars painted to match
Iron] £25 to £55; buy your machine direct from the
Triumph specialists.—The l^remier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [8895

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Triumph in stock
[0487

ALL Model Triumphs from stock at list prices.—Cross,
Agent, Rotlierham. [X0659

TRIUMPH Gloria 1920 Combination; £125;
licensed, perfect order.

TRIUMPH, W.D.B., left Triumph's Aug., 1920,
ridden under 500 miles, full tools, equipped;

£80; absolutely unscratched.- 7, Exhibitiou Rd.,
S.W.7. [1582

TRIUMPH Combination, as neiv.
Earing Rd., Lee, Kent.

all on; £105.-70,
[1268

"'KIUMPII and C.B. Sidecar, last, reliable, perfect;
£50.-54, Coval Rd.. Mcrtlakc. [XOSeS
20 Triumph Combination, very nice order; £110.
-Ross, 86, High Rd.. Lee. S.E. [1389

15 Triumph Countershaft, very nice order; 70
gns.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [1390

19
19
NEW (not renovated) 1920 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed;

£105.-2, Chudleigh Ed., Ladywell. [1344

TRIUILPH 4h.p., late 1919, 3-speed, etc.; £76; bar-
gain.—Marston, Bridge St., Chester. [1731

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919; £90; new, tax paid.
—The Laurels, Brighton Rd., Puiley. [9737

TRI-U^IPH, countershaft, re-enameiled and plated

;

£70.-272, Green St., Forest Gate, E.7. [7748

3ih.p. Triumph, good condition, new mag. ; must sell

;

2 £25, nearest-Sherlock, Fovvley, Liphook. [9433

T.T. Triumph, not W.D., 1914 model, complete
lamps; £42.—Closa, Agent, Eotherhnm. [X0657

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p. H Model, brand new; what
Ail/ oilers ?—Stanley Doirington, TVistow, Hunts. [9704

AN GUY, Weymouth.— 1921 Triumph combination,
iei82/10; Triumph 2.stloke, *75-, in stock. [0555D

TRIUMPH 3>/2h.p., clutch, Philip,son, perfect order;
cheap; permit refused.-King, Lismore, Ireland.

[9696

1 Q14 3-speed Triumph and Milford sidecar, complete,
-*-«./ lamps, et<i.; £63.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

[X0638
TRIUMPH 4h.p. T.T. Model, W.D. handle-bars, de-

compressor, guaranteed perfect; £85.—^JMoss Wem.
[X0722

TRIUMPH SVih.p. C.B. Combination. 3-speed, good
order, tax paid; £58.-102, Kenyou St., Fulham.

[1218
£35.—About 1912 clutch Tliumph, re-eunmelled, thor-

oughly overhauled.—Kins, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[X0791

BRAND New Triumph Model H., ulrsoiled: 105 gns.—
I'arker, Station Ed., St. Ives, Hunts. 'Phone: 15.

[1561
311r.p. Triumph, T.T., clutch model, unused -1914-19

;

a reliable bargain, £36.—Mitchell, 239, Park Rd.,
Luton. .

' [X0796

THIUjMPH 1913 3y..h.p., clutch, all accessories, as
new, tax paid; £35.-174, Leander Ed., Brixton,

S.W,.2. [1670

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, all accessories,' tax
paid; £95.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St

W.l. - [1741

"I Q21 Triumphs, all models in stock, and Gloria side-
-L«^ car.—Daw, 114, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone;
1713. [1044

TRIUMPH 19^0 4h.p., 3-speed, Lucas lamps, etc.,
excellent condition; £95.—Canon Back, Berkswell,

Coventry. [X0595
"jQ13 sy^h.p. Triumph, clutch model, lamps. Klaxon,
J-tf etc., perfect, tax paid; £35.-P.T.H., 276, Albany

»Rd., S.E.5. [9331

"I Q17 4h.p. Triumph, countersljaft 3-speed, tax paid,
-*-*/ lamps, horn, etc., as new; i!68.—41, Anerlev
Park, S.E. [144^
TRIUMPH; £105; 1919, 4h.p., Sunbeam 45 gn. side-

car, lamps, horn,: tools, tax paid.—Sutton, Clac-
ton-ou-Sea. [1273

1 Q21 Triumph. Gloria combination, brand new, uu-
-!-•' rirtrteu. tax paid.; £170.-44, Loiigfleld St., South-
tlelds, S.W.18.

"I O20 Triunipl
[9321

. . T.T., new condition, lamps, horn,
tax iiaid, single gear, perfect; £80.-Shaw, Dur-

kar, Wakefield. -

[9316
nPHIUMPHS.—A fine selection ot Triiimphs in slock,
-L fully guaranteed; inspection invited.—Eoss, 86,
High Rd., Lee. [S671
3 ill. p. Triumph, single speed, drop frame, equipped,

^ pood condition, ride away; £40.-46, Balliam Hish
Ed., S.W.12. [9983

I

Examples of NEW 1921 Solo

Models in Stock.

B.S.A., Model K.2, chain-cum-bclt, 4J h.p. £107
B.S.A., Model H. 2, chain drive fllO
NORTON, No. 16H, 3-speed, sports

models, sS h.p £132
NORTON, T.T. models, 3! h.p £98
DIAMOND, Model E,2-spced. 2; h.p £84
INDIAN, Scout Model, 4 h.p £157
HUMBER, flat twin model. 4i h.p ' £140
SCOTT, Squirrel Model, 3J h.p £130
RUDGE-MULTI, T.T. model, 3; h.p. .. £85
TRIUMPH, Model H '. £115
TRIUMPH, chain drive model. 4 h.p. . . £125
VELOCETTE, sports and standard models,

2j h.p. . . . ; £75
ZENITH, sports model, ; h.p £123
ZENITH, sports models, 6 and S h.p. . . £139

EXAMPLES OF SECOND-HAND SOLO
MACHINES IN STOCK.

1921 A.B.C., 4-spccd, k /s ;
list price.

£r20 ; indistinguishable from new £100
1921 ENFIECD" Lightweight. 2-speed,

and kick-start model ; list price,

£70 ; soiled only £62 10
I92r MARLOE, 2.; h.p. Blackburne,

2-speed, clutch, and kick-start.

Roadster Model, soiled only '. £85
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, T.T. direct

drive model . soiled only £85
1920 TRIUMPH, Model H, 4 h.p.,

3-speed, complete £92 10
r92o BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., com-

pletely equipped, soiled only . . ; . £105
1919 NORTON Big Four, 3-speed
model, complete £100

1920 P. & M. solo model, Lucas acces-

sories, <as new, mileage .300 only . . £90
jgrq SUNBEAM, 3; h.p.. 3-5p., Lucas

lamps, speedometer, etc., excellent

specimen of a high-class type .... £1 20
1914 3i h.p. SUNBEAM, 3-5peed,

stored 3 year's, and complete with
lamps and honr £75

1,20 ZENITH, 8 h.p., sports model,
soiled only; list price, £139 ; special

price . . .
.'

, £110
1920 ZENITH, special 3 h.p. cgm-

petitio.u model, complete with Bon-
niksen speedometer and I92r
licence. (Winner of second place,

one hour race, Brooklands) £95
1920 ROVER, sih.p., T.T. model,

Philipsou H.B. controlled pulley,

speedometer, and all lamps, as new,
very fast £92 10

1920 NORTON, 3I h.p., T.T. model,
with Philipsou pulley and speedo-
meter, very tinecondition, quitefast £95

1920 EdMUND-J.A.P., 2i h.p., 2-3p.,

spring frame, . lamps, and hern,
mileage ^00 onlv £62 10

rg20 COVENTRY EAGLE, 2; h.p.

J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-

start, with speedometer and Cowcy
hour, soiled only £70

1920 ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-speed,

clutch, and Idck-start, Lucas lamps,
and speedometer, almost new .... £67 10

1920 O.K. Lightweijght, single gear,

complete with lamps, horn, and
rg2r licence £37 10

Exchanges and Extended Payment
Propositions catered tor.

90, HIGH STREET, OXFORD,
and London Road, Bicester

'Plioim: SStSryS^Oxford 'Phone: 3i BiccsUr. y^
Telegrams: ^* hiiegiity" BiccsUr and Oxford. "^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Triumph.
1 Q21 Tiiuwiih Combination; immediate oVliv

T -,
-'165; Junior Triumph, . £70.—Kemp's Ga

Louth, Luics. [X(

'T'EIU.MPH, renovated, sidecar, unused, lamps-, h
J- Dunlops, tax; £123, or near.—.Spencer, Colin
House, Hendon.

[j

'T'RIUMPH. 4h.p., countershaft, condition as
J- late model; £70.—Handslip, Fire Station, S
Parade, Chelsea.

1 Q21 All-chain Triumph, unused, licensed, a
|-»-«^ series: £130.—Capt., Eyeish Farm, Spei
Wood, Eeadii

'

LATE 1920 Single-geared Triumph, small niih
condition as new; *97.—Rudd, StapeuhiU

I
Burton-ou-Trent.

JO 14 Triumph Si.h.p., 3-speed bub, perfect or
-1" any trial; £45.-SnodEras3. 18. Junetrial; £45.-SnodEras3, 18, Junction
Brentwood, Essex,

T'^RIUMPH 1913, 3-speed hub, lamps, accessories,
-- eellcnt condition; £43.—Clarke, Tobacco
Oundle, Peerborough.

TRIU.MPH and Coach Sidecar, 2-speed, free, Bo
condition and running splendid; £58.—63, Su

Sq., Walworth, S.E. _ [1

3ih.p. Triumph, excellent condition, new engine
2 fitted; £45, or near offer.—H.P., LuUings

Castle, Eynsford, Kent. [9

3ih.p. Triumph, clutch, all accessories, Dunlops,
2 hauled, powerful ; £29; appointment.—Reijve,

Poplar-St., Romford. [9

TRIUMPH 41i.p. Model H Countershaft and Su]
Gloria Sidecar, all new, unused; list £182/

£170.-Moss, Wem. ,
'

[XO

3ih.p. Triumph, 1912, tax paid, Bosch, Mabon di
a pulley, lamps, mechanicalhorn; £37.-8, Th

dean St., EarLsfleld.

31h.p. T.T. Triumph, clutch, lamps, horn, t
2 grips, recently overhauled, fast; £48.-67.

St., Southwark, S.E.
"

[1

TRIUMPHS.—Can we help you to a new moi
either eash or easy payment?—Bunting's M(

Exchange, Wealdstone. [1

1 Q19 Triumph Combination, electric light,
i-iJ equipped, spares, ta:s paid; what reasonable of

-61, Argyle Rd., Ilfoid. [9

TRIUMPH, sporting model, just overhauled, licen

equipped, £40: also Triumph eidecar, £10,—

1

Gt. Knollys St., Reading.
.

[9

TO 18 Ti-iumph, C.B. sidecar, fully equipped and
it? escellent order; £99';i0; till paid.—103, Myc
ton Rd., Bowes Park, Jf.22. ' L9

TRIUMPH Countershaft, late model, and accessoi

in good mechanical order; £80.—BourKls. 5

High Rd., Kilburn, N.W. [9

3ih.p. Triumph. 3-3peed. clutch, enamelling
2 blatiug as new; any trial given; £48.—18. P

Av., Golders Green, N.W.4. [9i

48.—4h.p. Triumph, 3^peed, foot clutch, new m.
tored during war, mechanieall- perfect, late 1£

-31. Halford Hd., Fulham. [9'

TRIUMPH 4h.p., with Henderson Bl sidecar, Cai
wind screen, all lamps, horn, etc.; £105.-28, Lo

-irtdiscombe-'Rd., East Croydon. [9i

4h.p. Coachbuilt Triumph Combination, 3-3pf

clutch, lampe, horn, perfect running order ;-£

uear offer.—St. Olanes, Cliertsey. [11

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed, Canoelet sidej

lamps, speedometer, tools, etc.; £65.—^East Y'l

Chase Court drdens, Enfield. ^ [i:

TRIUMPH 1920 Montgomery Combination, equipp
licensed, perfect order; £110.—Youug. 114. Asl

Rd.. Hugglescote, Leicestershire. [XO,

TRIUMPH c!b. Combination, 1913, clutch mo(
overhauled bv makers, new tyres, belt ; £3(

68, Gloucester Rd., Camden Town. [i:

1 Q19 Countershait Triumplr Combination, fu

JL*y equipped, condition perfect, any trial; £10t
37, Rye Hill Park, Peckham Bye. [1!

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C
3>2h.p. Triumph, 1913, 5-speed gear, £50:

Triumph, 1914, 3-speed model, £55. - [If

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, S-speed I

fi-ee, fully equipped, tax paid, perfect conditif

£50.-214, Grange Rd., Bermondsey. [10

TRIUMPH, all models in stock, W.I>, fully guar
- teed by makers; £105.—Ratrliife Bros., 200.

Portland St., W. Langham 1704. [0^

-] Q20 Triumph 4h.p., 3-5pecd. K.S.. countershaft.
Xif lamps. Cowey speedometer, as new; £118.—
The Parade, Golders Green, N.W.4. [91

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, late gear change, fi

equipped, tax paid, indistinguishable from m
£95,—'Tuslain, Regent St., Leamington. [XO'i

TRIUMPH "4h.p. C.B. Combination, new 1919. ace

s.->ries tools, spa^s. licence paid; £80.-7. Cli

don Rd.. Highams Park, Chingfurd. [1;

TBIU5IPH 3-speed F.E. Combination, Swan C
sidecar, condition perfect; sacrifice first £81

'Holborow, Chipping, Tetbury, GIos. [1;

£

t>M All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Lt/ tion,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

lEICMPH Syorting T.T:, S'ilJP., recently overliauled.

trlinder reground. new piston, discs, {iccessories

;

10.-41, Arngask Ed., Catford, S.E.6. 1287

"'EIUMPH, 1912, clutch, new belt, good tyres, acces-
ories, good condition, licensed; £28; appoint-

ent.—Unmack, West ilorsley, Surrey. [1276

919 4b, p. Triumph, tax paid, 3-speed countersliaft,
splendid condition, ncces<?orie,s, etc. : £85.—Ea-t-

ilfc, Strarp Bros.-Kniglit, Burton-on-Trcnt. [9570

"'ItrUMPH 3}Jli.p., adjustable pulley, good tvres,
ylinder reground and new piston; £25.—Morris,

.re, Watford Kd., Northwood, Middle-'^x. [1124

919 Junior Triumph, lamps, accessories, complete,
little used; £60. or near offer :-view by appoint-

lent.— Weiler, 42, Eton Av., Hampstcad. [1023

|qi9 Triumph, Model H, iMills-FuKord, Lucas
lU lamps, tax paid, rlew condition; £110, or ex-
iiange solo.—The Poplars, Durkar, Wakefield. [1075

T. Triumph, all accessories, perfect condi-
ion, very fast, with cash, for A.B.C. or

milar. or sell; offers.—161, Alliance Av., Hull. [1349

r ATE 1913 Triumph, only done 4,400, engine per-
Li Jcct. overhauled, Stewart speedometer, Lncad Inniii,

orn. etc. : f 65.-Hillynrd, Twyiord, Winoliester. [9602

[Q19 Triumph, 3-speed, K., licensed, equipped, new
L«/ lyres, £80; 1913 ditto combination, 3-speed,
jacliljuilt, £50.—Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop.

[X0707
pRirjIPH. 1920, Gloria sidecar, hood, lamps, screen.
I- eveiv acce.i8niy, perfect condition, tn-'*nre<i, tax
aid; £150, or ucar.-6. Park Rd., East Twickenliaiu.

[9738
pBirMPH 1918 Combinntion, commercial box tody,
y suit any trade, also pleasure body to tit. com-
lete outfit; £97/10.-2, Station Ed., Egliara, Surrey.

9
19767

20 Triumph and Gloria Sidecar. 3-speed, wind
screen, new .Tune last, splendid condition; seen

ly lime.—28, Otbornc Rd., TSarlsdon, Coventry.
* fX0827

rUill'MPH 1920 4h.p. Model. Triumph sidecar, Wnt-
L tord speedometer, equal to new; £1G0.—Parker's,
tod-'liawgate, Bolttrn, and 245, Deansgate. Mancliester.

1X0679
rRIUMPn Junior, perfect condition, enamel and

pliitiug as new, horn, lamps, spares, very small
ileage; £65.— D. Lavin, Old House, Sonning, Berks.

[9354
paiUMPH. late 1914, 3-specd, just had £30 over-
I haul by malcciK, as new, £55, u»os : new Tan-Sad.
i/-.-I,.M.. la, Cailtcn Mansions, Park Ed., N.8.

(139991G Triumph Gloria Combination, Lucas lamps,
Klaxon, Easting, spring footboards, variable jet;

108.-205, Hampstead Way, Golders Green, N.W. 11,

[1434
920 ,2i.ih.p. Triumph, as new; £62/10; splendid

c. udilion. -Alason's Garage. Lctcbworth, Herts.9(1084
CO 41i.p. Triumph, Gloria sidecar, hrod. screen,

T.in-Sad, Cowcy horn, all Inmpp, apiircn, tools,
ilendid condition; £155.-78, Locksley St., Poidiir,
•''' 9593
"'RIUXiPH, 1918-19, 3-speed countershaft combina-
- tion. bulbous sidecar, wind screen. Klaxon 3
mps, good condition; offer.—28. Cromwell Grove" (1048
"^Rir.MPn, countershaft, faultless condition, indis-

lingifishable from new, fuUv equipped; 80 gn-J

—

1, I.ongridge Ed., Earl's Court. 'Phone : Western
'"• (1208
'Rff.MPIf-OLORIA Combination. 1919, fitted scoop
- and Triplex screen, lamps, horn, tax; £138: seen
•pointment only. _ Jeffryes, 39, Warren Rd., Wan-

(1276
Triumph C.S.. Bosch mag., T.T. handle-bars
hanicnlly perfect, horn, lamps, 1920 C It. sidecar

lendid ontBt: £118,'10.-n., 190, High St.. Stoke
swiDgton. (9579
"'RIU.\tPH Combination, 1918. not W.D.. %u-
. minium discs, good tvres and accessories- £100
10, R.F.C. Quarters. Lvnchtord Ed., South Farn-
rough. [1143
TRIUMPH Junior.- 1920. perfect order and indie-

tuiBuisbable from new, complete with lamps, born
d liienie paid; £60, or nearest.—Tippen, High St

'

ardeii. Kent.
^ fii2l

Q14 Triumph, 3 speeds, clutch, wide sporfr bars" excellent running order and condition, acetylene
"J?'',*^'":;-^'''''-''-

2''^' Cambridge Rd., E.2 (bottom
Hackney Rd.l. (8552
'RirMPH 1920 4h.p.. countershaft. Model H,' in

good condition, complete with lamps, horn, and
ence paid: £95. or nearest offer.-J. Dar The Thorn
rni. Marden, Kent. • [1119
IHAIN Drive 4h.p. Triumph, 1920, tax paid ovci-
' »i«; tyre, special mudguards, electric lighting e,,.
sed sijring fork., all spares; fll5.-Teage w'liit.-.

'

?ad.

h.r.

Combinations in Stock
ENFIELD Magdmo Combination, 8 h.p. £M2
ENFIELD Colonial Combination, 8 h.p. £180
ENFIELD stand.ard Combination. 8 h.p. £160
B.S.A. st.-uidard Combination, 6-7 h.p. . . £175
MATCH LES8-M.A.G. Combination. S h.p. £205
NORTON Combinations. 4 h.p —
INDIAN Powerplus Combinations, 7-9 h.p. £226
P. & M. Combinations. 3', h.p £155

Ptc. etc.

EXAMPLES OF SECOND-HAND
COMBINATIONS IN STOCK.

r03O S h.p. SUNBEAM ('.inbiiialioii.

complete with ^p.trc wheel, wind-
screen electric lamps, etc., very line
condition (or near oiler) £200

iqio 3! h.p. SUNBEAM, Montgomerv
Sidecar, Magd\-no lighting, and full

equipment, an excellent outfit . . . £180
1921 INDIAN Powerplus Combination,
dyii.amo lighting andall usual efiuip-
mcnt .as listed £zz6 ; indistinguish-
able from new £200

1920 INDIAN Pou-crpkLS Combination,
dynamo lighting, sound condition , £160

r926 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,
clcctricliRhting, and all usual equip-
ment, a most thoroughly desirable
outtit £135

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH, sports iuod.;l,

with Canoelet r;iciugSidec;ir, lamps,
horn, etc £120

J920 3l h.p. N.U.T., dvu.amo model,
Henderson sporting Sidecar, almost
new condition, exceedingly pretty
S[v>rling outfit ',; *. £135

19:0 SCOTT, sports model, with Ren-
noc cjgar-shapod sporting Sidecar,
all accessories and 1921 licence .. £13C

1921 3A h.p. ARIEL Combination, list

price jCi,^7 io3. Indistinguishable
* from new , £140
1920 8 h.p. BLACKBURNE with Mill-

ford Sidcc.ir, and very complete
equipment, almost new '.

. . . £165
1920 4 b.p. DOUGLAS Combination,
completely ciiuippcd. including i92r
licence ; the b;at outfit of the type
we have seen £120

1920 6 h.p. L.M.C. Combination, quite
new ; list price fi8o clearance
price £130

I9r4 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £103
1916 5-6'h.p. INDIAN 3-sp. Combin,a-

tion, complete with Lucas .acces-

sories : the best preserved Indian
Combinalion wc have ever seen . , £82 10

rgtS 7-9 h.p. INDIAN 3-spced Comb. £65
I9r4 JAMES 4 1 li.p. Combination,
mechanical condition good, appear-
ance fair £60 ,0

MANY OTHER COMBINATIONS IN
STOCK,

Enquiries of every description welcomed, and
treated with all courtesy.

^i^M^^m

Id 19 Triumph, engine 62903,
^if meter, etc., tax p.iid, n

use. Keuihvortb. [X0859i
Q16 Triumph, 3-speed, renovated br makers fullv
y equipped new Dunlops, Tan-Sad, everything

Jain?<^s'r?d'"'^V,f^^-'^'=°"»-=
r-'"'""' ">Sli->vood'^

. Jaincbs 1{(I.. button. . fllTO

''''ca?'en!in''''„J'"'' '-'PTl- «•">> coachbuilt si.le-

ies^ifirT^ S; ? A*,?",,"*,!;'*"' •e-enamelled. acces-
ses ,_ £60.- W„o.l. 330. Balham High Rd.. S.W.17.
I. : Latchmere 4368. [1362

90, HIGH STREET, OXFORD,
and London Road, Bicester

'Plionc sSi & -,84. Oxford. Phone: 35 Bicester.

CMgnmis "Integrity," Bicc:Ur and Oxford.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

"1 Q 1 9 Triumpli Countershaft, lamps, speedometer,
J-*^ engine perieijt, just overhuulea, done 4.000; £85;
seen any day hy appointment.—E. J, Itoney, 4. SoutL-
side, Wimbledon Common. [9295

CKOVDON Agents lor Triumph motor, cyolea. AJl
models in stock, ready for immediate delivery.—

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145. North End,
Croydon. 'Phone: 2624. 11348
1 Q20 Triumph Combination, Gloria special sidi--X*/ car, electric light, Lucas horn, very little
used, unscratched, tax paid; £150. — 40, Park
Avenue South, Hornsey. [9940

-1 Q20 Triumph Combination. Montgomery sidecar
J-tf new. Lucas accessories, licensed, guaranteed per-
fect, and not W.D. ; ^£122; evenings oi' appointment:—
97. Wantage Rd., Reading. [1275

'pErrMPH 4h,p.. 1919, Ort. excellent condition;
J- £100, or combinntion £115.—Light .Cm and Motor
Cyelo Einpiueeruii; Co., 26. Tulse Hill, S.W.2 (half
minute Brixton Skating Rink). [9891

TRIUMPH, W.D.B.. rcnovafed by makers, in stock
Ut immetlinte delivery, new tyres, £95; another

£90: ATontgomery sidecnr to match. £25.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8896

1Q14 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed nud dutch, B. and P..
XtJ Bosch, good tyres, not been run since renovated
at co^t of £10: price £70 with sidecar, and £65 >vithont.
— S. Cuckson, ! irbock, Rothorhum. [9440

COUNTERSHAFT W.D. Model Triumph, renovated,
replated. rc-onamelled, guaranteed 3 months:

£20 down and 12 instalments of £5/15/6.—Auto
Traders, Ltd., 84, Jermyn St- London. [1252

31 li.p. Triumph, N.S.U. gear, excellent condition; re-
2 rently overhiuiled and febuslied, tyres as now,

latijps horn, log shield-), ©tc. tax paid; £35, no offers.
—Beaumont Bioadhottoiu, Manchester. [X0652

1 Q20 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, single gear box, long ex-
-L«y haust, 2 litmp«, 2 generators. Stewart liorn,
kneegrips, condition perfect, done 3,000 mile^; £77.
or offers.-Ivydene, Tichbome St., Leicester. [1488

lamps, tools, spccdo-
p.iid, new tyres, completely

overhauled, not W.D.; ;C90.—Saturday after 4, or
wiite. 10. Palace Rd.. Strcatham Hill. S.W.2. [1302

TRIUMPH Combination. 3-spced. electric light,
fully c^iuipped. £70; 4h.p, Douglas, 3-speed,

kick starter. £60; 1916 2>4h.p. Douglas. £45.-13,
Pindock .Mews. Warwirk Av., W.9. (.Mornings.) [7702

TRIUMPIIS.-We are Ibe North London apents, ami
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

cum-belt, and renovatetJ models.- Jones Garage. Muswoll
Uill. N.IO; and at Woodside Parade. Nortii Kinchiev.

(0382
TRir.'ilPH 4h.p, 1920 Combination, vpci-ial Gloria

side:ar, lamp?!, wind screen, inechanicyil horn,
mirror. Tan-Sad, splendiil condition, tax paid; £155.—
11, Grove End Hoii^e, St. John's Wood Rd.. X.W.

[9489
£40; Triumph. 1914. 3-speed and free engine. 4h.p..

in fine condition, now piston, rebushed. new
rocker arms, timing wheels, gold lines, a bargain;
coachbuilt sidecar for £8.-34, Union St., Winchester.

- [1507

1 Q21 Triumph H and Junior; also sidecars in
jLt7 stock; deferred payments, quarter down and 11
payments.—Lambs, 151, High St., Walthamstow; 387,
Euston Rd., N.W.; 60. High Rd., Wood Green. N.

[7868
TRIUMPH, late 1914. with Swan eidecar, in per-

fect condition, all accessories, spare tyres, tube,
complete valve, front buttress and spring, tax paid

;

75 gn-i.; after 6.— 12, Radclilfe Av,. Harlesden, N.W. 10.
[1186

I
ATE Model Counter(in.ilt Triumph and Coach

^ Sidecar, 3-?pee<l. hand clutch, kick-starter, engine
Xo. 57747, lamps, 2 generators, horn, tax i)aid; any
trial; £87; after 6.— 69a, Hambalt Rd., Clapnam Com-
mon. [1113

LATI-: 1919 Triumpli Model H with coachbuilt side-
car, lamp, horn, spcdometer. College shields, all »

(T>are-, ridden 1.500, eTorythiuR perfect and indistin-
guishable from new; £105.—Hosford, Magazine Rd..
Cork. [9861

TRIUMPH 3'.;.h.p., low Chater frame and bars, Bosch,
B.B.. Druida. good tyre? and belt, hand enamelled,

2 lamps, liorn, overhauled, ready for nse; seen any time;
£35. or nearest.—Troutt, Cattle Garage, Eippleside.

Bnrkii^g. [9781

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash
or deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..
South Side. Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. [£504

TRIU.MPH 1921 Models in Stock for immediate de-
livery at current prices ;- exchanges arranged; also

Tri-umph H. models, renovalerl by makers, as new. £90
and £95.—Eagles and Co.. 275. High St., Acton, Lou-
don. [1538

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph Combination, 1916. just
overliauled. guaranteed meclianic-ally perfect, rooiiiy

and comfortable bulbtTus back sidecar, lamps, horn,
tools; £90.—Langford's 37, Cricklewood Broadwav.
N.W.2. [9380

TQ19 Triumph ComI>inntion, Easting, as new, tyre*.
-L*-' all lani^ps. horn, in-w spare chain, valves, tools, spai'^
belt: niapiiifif

£105.— Limby,
Rd., S.W.7.

nt onditinii, aftsolntely nerfect. tax paid:
Stanhope Mews South. Gloucester

[9507
All letters relating to Pdve.^tisements should quote 'he number at the end o! each advertisement, and the dat. of the issue.
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MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed. clutch, Bosch, B.
and B., low position, knee grips, complete lamps,

new Dunlops, spare belt, complete tools, enamel good,
niecbanioally sound, licence paid; £70.—Sawtell^ Sher-
borne, Dorset. [1238

TRIUMPH 1914 Combination, Gloria sidecar, fully

equipped, speedometer, wind screen, new piston,
cylinder, > tyres unpunctured, tax paid, splendid con-

dition; £85, or of(er.—Islip, 28, St. Mark's Rd.,
^laidenhead. [1325

F.O.C.H. are Triumph agents. New and second-band
machines in stock. Exclifinges or easy paymeQte

.'wraDgccl.—5, Heath St., Hompstead (near Hampstead
Tnlie .Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7.

including Saturdays. - [9752

£55,—Poeh Triumph, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, fast, lamp
set, plating- as new, new cover and belt, not

W.D.. just had £20 overhaul; any trial; -written guaran-'
tee, no offers. After 5.-53, Gt. Cambridge St., Hack-
ney Ed., Shoreditch. [1403

TRIUMPH (June) 1920 Model H, 3-speed, only rid-

den solo, excellent condition, small mileage,
Cowey speedometer, mechanical horn, tax paid, seen
bv .appointment; £110.—Lister, Glendale, Sandhurst
Rd.,. Tunbridge Wells. [1078

BARGAINS.—Countershaft Triumphs, 1917-19; £70
to £80; guaranteed rebuilt with new parts, all

accessories ; open to any examination ; appearance as
new.—South Vale Garage, Upper Norwood, S.E.19
(5 mins. Crystal Palace). [1152

SPORTING Triumph, countershaft, late 1916. 3-

spced. kick, clutch, large exhaust, kneegrips,
Pedleyfi, many spares, tax paid, fast, perfect: ex-
perts welcomed; privately owned; £76.—Seen King
Street Garage, Watford. [9949

1 Q19 (Oct.) 4h.p. Triumph with MontRomery gidecar.
Jl*' lamps, liorn. Easting-, luggage grid, etc., nearly
new Dunlops, excellent condition, driven present owner
only, tax paid, trial by appointment; £105.—C. B.
Coxwell, Admiralty, London. [9783

1 Q21 Triumpli H, delivered Jan. 20th, new wide
Xi/ bars, nickel-plated exhaust, aluminium foot-

boards, lamps, horn (Lucas), tax paid, mileagp 150,
perfect order; £133, or nearest; Pembi;okeshire.—Box
3,024. c/o The MotofCyclc. [8881

TRIUMPH 1914 3-sp66d and coachbuilt sidecar, pri-

vate owner, engine and gears overhauled by makers,
fully equipped, spares, tax paid, tyres nearly new, nice
looking and sound outfit ; any trial ; £65.—E., 46,
Wightman Rd., Harringay, N.4. [9830

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane Loudon, E.C.4.~
Triumphs, all models in stock, new chain drives,

new ohain-cum-belts, solos and combinations; also 4h.p.
renovated models, £90 and £95; immediate deliveiy;
sui^plied on easiest of easy terms. [1621

TRIUMPH Model H, 1919, 3-speed countershaft gear,
with coachbuilt sidecar, excellent 'condition. £88;

also a few Triumph models, entirely renovated, £78;
Triumph Junior, with all accessories, £45.—Eagles and
Co.. 275, High St., Acton, London. [1537

TifiUMPH Model H, No. 58243, purchased brand
new July, 1920, beautiful condition, tyres un-

punctured, mileage guaranteed not exceeding 500 miles,
licensed and fully insured; £90; evenings after 7 p.m.
~-J), Sutherland Av., Sunbury-on-Thames. [1450

TRIUjMPH, W.D., 4h.p., new April, 1920, mileage
under 1,000, 3-speed, kick start, fully equipped,

complete accessories, tax paid, perfect mechanical
condition and appearance; 100 gns. ; St. John's Wood
district.—Box 3,175, c/o The Motor Cycle. . [1648

SUPER-SPORTING Triumph, T.T., 1919 (Nov.),
Philipson pulley, lamps, horn, speedometer,

2',oin., copper exhaust, tools, spares, 196 lbs.,
licensed; 90 gns.; exchange with cash late 16 L.
Norton.-W. G. Worthington, Maple Hayes, Lichfield.

[1461
F.O.C.H.. liave a 1920 4h,p. Countershaft Triumph

and B.S.A. sidecar, all lamps, epeedometer, tools,
luggage grid, tax paid; £130, bargain.—5, Heath St.,
Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours- 9-7, including Saturday^;.

[9750

rQ 19-20 4h.p. Triumph and Gloria, 3 speeds counter-
ed shaft, in excellent order, speedometer, Lucas

lamps, horn, mirror, footboards and leg shields, extra
heavy Dunlops, 1 spare cover, 2 tubes, insurance to
April 26th; £155.—Titt and Co., Woodcock Works,
^Varmiuriter, Wilts. [8539

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., Model H, complete with
Canoelet touring sidecar, lamps, horn, and 1921

licence, unused; cost £152/10; advertiser cannot retain
for financial reasons; will accept £139 cash for quick
sale; any examination or trial allowed.—Hills. 12,
Woodstock Rd., Oxford. [XQ863

F.O.C.H. have a now 1921 Triumph S.D. model, all
chain, slight dent top of tank, £10 under list,

cash ox deferred terms ; also good 3V'.h.p. model, Mabon
clutch, tax paid, £^5.~5, Heath 8t~ Hampstead (near
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Houi.s 9-7, including Saturdays. [9751

TQ19 Triumph Combination; £118; Canoelet coacli-
i*-' built sidecar, new last September, acetylene,
electric lamps, Cowey speedometer, new Easting wind
screen, Tan-Sad, etc., other accessories, spares, very
complete turnout, condition excellent throughout; trial
given, fast and good climber, recently overhauled
owner buying car.—34, -Malwood Rd., Balham Hill
S.W.12. [9653
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Combination. 4h.p., 3-speed, C.S.. ki(

start in excellent condition throughout, lanii
horns, wind screen, many spares, complete acce&sorie
tax paid, macintosh overalls, and waterproof cover f

machine; bargain, £110; seen auv time by appointmei
-F.H.S., 9, Saveruake Rd., N.W.3. [94?

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination; the maehii
is unseratched and as new in every way; it is fltt<

•with aluminium disc wheels, lamp, horn, and toolbnp;

the sidecar is"' brand new uuderslung fitted with di

wheels, luggage grid, wind screen, and locker
rear, tyres uncut, the whole outfit as new; price £11
including tax; seen and tried any time, not W.D.
10, Bonner Hill Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [98;

JUST been completely Tenovated, re-enamelled ai

replated by makers, privately-owned 4h.p. W.j
C.S. Triumph (latest decompresf^or), never had sidec
attached, now fitted with brand new polished 3-spe
gear box, clutch and K.S., new 28x3 Palmer hea'

coid,- Lucas King of Road large head and Siemen's d
h-attery rear lamps, Cowey horn, licence paid, and F.B.
holder, solo gears; any inspection; £38, no ofiers: Co
entry.—Box 421, c/o The Motor Cycle. [SOSJ

GRAY and Raynes have 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, la

1920 model, lamps, etc., tax paid, condition ai

appearance as new, total mileage about 200. for iiui(

sale, £90; also 4 h.p. late 1920 countershaft Triumi
and- Henderson Elite sidecar, Cameo screen, discs e

wheels, lamps, horn, etc., tax paid, lovely turnco
cost over £200 new, all tyres are good and oripini

a gift, £145; cheaper machines and cash consider?

but must be reasonable; for cheap mounts, see m
advts. MisoeUaueous items, and Scott and Matrlile

columns,— 8, Low Rd., Balby, Dbncaste-r.

Velocette.

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Velocette in sfoc
- - [04J

VELOCETTE, the sUper 2-stroke, from Coveut
I\Iotor Mart, London Rd., Coventry. 'Phone

200.
'

[X08'

VELOCETTE 1920, new, 2-speed, with lamp^ oo:

plete; £70.—Fairer l, Princes Parade. Chnn
End, Finchley. [95'

1 Q20 Velocette 2i^h.p., 2-speed, Lucas lamps a:

Xt/ horn, almost as new [unlicensed); £56.—Toz«
Headlands, Kettering. [95'™

1 Q15 Velocette, 2-speed, all chain, new Amac. go(

J-*/ tyres ride away anywhere; £33.—Ewers, Xewti
Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [94i

O 'DONOVAN Motors are sole London and distri

agents for the wonderful Velocette; immedia
delivery.—O'DoDovan Motors, 76a. Gt. Portland Sf

W.l. [47r

VEi:OCETTE 2i4h.p., 1916, 2-6pe'ed, all-chain driv
carefully used, perfect condition: £45; seen Lo

don, W.-A. E. R. Beacon, Chihvood Gate, East Gri
stead.' [97(

IMMEDIATE Delivery can be given of the lamo
Velocette, 1921 model, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, all-cha

drive; £75.—Agents, W. Sparrow, Ltd., O^bori
Garage, Yeovil. [16;

-1 Q21 Velocette, Model D3, 3-speed, £85; Model D
JL»7 2-speed, £75; Model DL2, lady's open hi^m
£78; all in stock for immediate delivery.—The I'remi
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [SISJ

"I Q 19^ Velocette 2-stroke, special handle-bar co
-1-t' trolled 2-5peed, automatic lubrication, Lei
sized tank, comfortable handle-bare, pneumatic grii

easy starter, does 110 per gallon, all-black finir:h, go
lined, weight 125 lbs., chain drive, tax raid; £49.—E(
Laver, Unthank, Norwich. [16

Vertis.

VERUS-BLACKBURNE, 2-speed, kick start, brai

new; £80; only one left,—Clark, 7, Exhibitii
Rd., S.W.7. [91-

1 Q20 Verus-Blackbuine 2^4h.p.. kick start, lami
J- */ horn-, tools, insurance ; £85.—Turner, Duncto
I'^worth, Sussex. . [13-

^ 3.h.p. 1920 Venis-Blackburne, excellent conditii
'^l 2-ispeed, clutch, and kick start. Miller lam
Cowey horn; £95.—Spencer, The Lawn, Aylesto]
Leicester. [94'

VERUS 1920 2-stroke. hand clutch, 2-spjeed, ki

start, semi-T.T. bars, tax paid; bargain, £5
liberal exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hai
mersmith Rd., W.6. [15:

VERUS, late 1920. 2-stroke, 2J.'2h.p., . 2-speed. ki

start, mile"nge 500, lamps, horn, £68; also Vei

2'4h.p. solo, late 1920, lamps, horn, hardly used, £48,

Virgo, 156, High St., Kounslow. Tel.: 125. [94

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Verus Model; cash
defet-red payments book your ,order now, ai

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltt

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Bri

ton 2417. [05<

VERUS-BLACKBURNE 4h.p., 1920 (Aug.), T.

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear, special large tyr

^saddle and mudguards, 17T sprocket, long exhaust pi]

fully equipped, tax £3 paid, mileage 250, conditi

guaranteed perfect; £105, bargain.—66, Hawarden t

Bolton, Lanes. [94

Victoria.

VICTORIA 4>^.p., overhauled, also aecessorM

genuine bargain.—Cuthbertson, Listowel, Co. Ker:
[94

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dat; of the issue.
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The Transport Crisis.

AS
we go to press the nation i.s laced with a

crisis such as has never before confronted
the country. Once more the Government
appeals to patriotic motor cyclists to };ive

a.ssistance in the interests of .the community,
and we know that the large number of motor cyclists

required in the event of a suspension of ordinary
forms of transport will be forthcoming.

Both the A.C.U. and the A. A. are in\iting motor
cyclists to offer their services immediately, and, no
doubt, by the time these words appear in print, the

emergency organisation.s of the respective bodies
will be in a position to advise the Government that

loyal assistance of thousands of motor cyclists may
be relied upon.

Both drivers and vehicles are required, and
motor cyclists are asked to register with either the

A. A. or the .A.C.U., offering their services and the

use of dieir machines in order that the communiiv
may not lack food and other necessaries, and to

help the authorities to maintain an adequate road
transport service for these purposes.

ir the occa.sion arises, there will be one more-

opportunity to demonstrate to the Government and
the country at large the great utilitarian value of

the motor cycle, and we know^ that British motor
cycles and 13ritish motor cyclists will again prove
their worth as they have done in the past.

\yliiie they mention that they are bringing into the
State the amount of ;£492,4oo. This refers to
motor cycles including sidecar outlits and three-
wheelers registered in the United Kingdom.

In March last year the Government estimated
that the number of motor cycles would amount to
:;65,ooo at Midsummer, 1920, and that they would
bring in _£850.ooo to the licensing autliorities. It

will be seen therefore that the estimate is so far

exceedingly wide of the mark.
Discussing the matter with the Secretary of the

-\uto-Cycle Union, he suggested to us that his

original estimate of 200,000 was not very far

wrong, and he imagined that some 14,000 or 15,000
had not been licensed at the present time. Un-
doubtedly there is a large number of motor cyclists

who, only using their machines in the sunmier
months, have not yet put them in commission, also

there are quite a number who own more than one
motor cycle, but so far have only lic€nsed one.
It would be interesting to know the proportion
of sidecar outfits to motor liicycles in the figures

mentioned, and also the number of three-wheelers.

High Speed Trials.
illegal,

186,000 Motor Cycles Licensed.

UXTIL the present scheme of licensing road

vehicles came into force there was no
reliable means of defining the exact numl^er

of motor cycles on the road. The regis-

tration figures were distinctly misleading, as

they included many motor cycles which had been
either dismantled or were in a state which rendered

them quite unfit for use.

Now that the licensing scheme has been in work-
ing order for some months, the authorities are able

to disclose the fact that the number of motor
cycles licensed to beused upon the road is 186,000,

IX
this country where road racing is

reliability trials may yet be turned into " races

by utilising a legal limit schedule over routes

which involve roads not normally, or ordinarily

capable of being, traversed at such a pace.

Last week-end the two day trial in Wales became
a scramble; on the same roads a speed of 15

m.p.h. was scheduled over the difficult sections in

the A.C.U. Six Days Trials of 1919, but in the

event mentioned 20 m.p.h. was required through-

out. The extra 5 m.p.h. turned the affair into a

trial wherein the extreme danger to competitors

and public was obscured by perfect weather condi-

tions and splendid organisation. The hills through-

out caused no trouble, and it is evident that modern
trials make greater and greater demands on the

skill and daring of the riders rather than upon the

capabilities of their machines.

--..."
.
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The B.T.H. Sparklight.

JUST at present I am tiying out one of the new
B.T.H. lighting outfits which taps the idle

maximum of the magneto, and uses this Surplus
juice to light a pair of pretty little lamps. I had
been warned by various croakers that the light' was
not good enough to beat a glow worm, but this is a
foul libel. The outfit appears to be entirely reliable,

and the illumination is plenty good enough for my
1 92 1 baby two-stroke, which can do its 45 m.p.h.
at a pinch. It is beautifully made, well fitted up, and
the ru.stable surfaces are reduced to almost a minimum.
I think I am .going to like it extremely.

w The Garden Cycle Car. ^

HEN a ;£ioo cycle car has the impudence to
enter for a Land's End Trial,, and moreover
put up at least as good a show on Lynton

Hill as any rival, the sidecar '.begins to feel the
draught. Other very cheap vehicles also . covered
themselves with

. glory at various stages of the crack
Easter trial—to wit, the Dunelt sidecar . outfit on
Lynton, and the little 8 h.p. Rover carettes on Porlock.
Competition is going to be remarkably keen all

summer in the cheap passenger lines, which represent
.enormous markets waiting to be secured by the firms
who make good. One swallow does not make a
summer, and we must wait for the Six Days^to reveal,
the 'buses which have stamina as well as the capacity
tp put up brief stunts. But it is already clear that
riders prepared tb pay ^£200 or so in 1922 will expect
a lot for their money.

'Ware Noise.
Tp)ROUGHT up from my cradle to regard the

\Q) police as my natural enemies, I nevertheless feel

a certain sympathy with them when they attempt
to penalise excessively noisy motor cycles. After all,

the bulk of the population of these islands Hve in
small houses close to the road, and can never escape
w,oiu L..'" noise of local traffic as the rich man does
with his secluded house standing in large grounds.
Motors, to my mind, are steadily getting noisier, in

the sense that, though one can buy a quieter car or
cycle than ever before, the average touring motor
cycle and the average sporting car have exhausts which
would never have been tolerated a few years ago. I

have just taken delivery of a mount which must rank
as a potterer. It is only 2}^ h.p., and weighs about

lb. But it makes the most abominable cackle.160
and., being designed for a high performance in pro-
portion to its c.c, it will not run particularly slowly.
Two of my 1920 machines erred in exactly the ^same
way. These noisy exhausts bother elderly and
invalid people by day; and at night they must be
simply intolerable to nervous folk compelled to live
in a small house close to a busy road. If we take
wakeful babies, sick persons, and the aged into

account, it is probable that a third of the population

is adversely affected by noise at night. Also, seldom

do motor cyclists venture down the lane on which my
abode is situated, so that my remarks are prompted

by the pure milk of human kindness.

£3 I7s. 6d.
|N taking delivery of a new mount recently, I dis-

covered that none of my acetylene lamp sets

would fit, - thanks to the special non-twist

method of attaching the handle-bar. So I strolled

into the, local dealer's, sorted out a small black-finished

lamp and generator outfit, suited to-the trim lines of

a small machine, worth at the outside 25s. in pre-

war days. When I asked for the bill, it came to

j£t, 17s. 6d. I mention. the cost in no carping spirit

-^most of^it is due to increased wages, and my own
expenses have, gone up. so colossally that I grudge no

mechanic a living , wage. No! I only recount the

incident for the benefit of other innocents, who, like

myself, have bought, no accessories since 1914, and
have omitted to notice what gadgets cost nowadays.
But I should have returned home with a better grace

if the dealer had not fixed the lamp so low that it

hit the front fork on the first pot-hole, and neatly

decapitated the two oil helmets which adorn the top

spindle thereof. ' jMoreover, it was raining cats and
dogs when I paused perforce to cant the bracket.

Too Many Levers?

nAM engaged in teaching a completely unmechanical
person to ride a motor cycle, and the main
difficulty centres round the bewildering variety of

controls. The machine in question is not particularly

complicated, but the unfortunate tyro has to master
the use of the following:

(i.) Two carburetter levers.

(2.) One ignition lever.

(3.) One compression release.

(4.) One gear lever. '
,

(5.) One oil control.

(6.) One kick-starter.

(7.) Two brake controls. :

(8.) One clutch control.

The nett total is ten levers and pedals, not to speak
of such minor items as odd taps and cocks. The
multiplicity of these cont4ols is further complicated by
the fact that to a beginner several of them seem to

serve roughly similar functions. For example, the
throttle and the compression release both stop the
engine, whilst the air lever will do the same on
occasions. The clutch and the gear lever both dis-

connect the engine from the driving wheel. There
seems to be room on the market for a duffer's machine
equipped with a single-lever carburetter, a P. and M.

Ixion's '^MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES " havelately
been -published in book form, price 5s. 3d. post free, from

"The Motor Cycle " Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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type of gear-cum-ciutch control, l^xed ignition, auto-
matic lubrication {a la Hawker two-stroke), etc.
Most of our readers are sporting and technical; but
there are many would-be motor cyclists who would
appreciate a 'bus they could ride without prolonged
tuition. One remembers that in the very early days
when nobody kntw anything about petrol engines, a
single lever was used to operate gas, spark, compres-
.'^ion release, and ignition .switch; and that the
Quadrant people
annexed an excellent

trade by thus bearing
in mind the ignorance
of many persons re-

'luiring cheap trans-

]JOrt.

An A.I.S. Outfit.

To) ECENTLY aM line A.J. S. side-

car was at mv
,i;ate, and I fell to

loraparing it men-
tally with a weir d
\ariety of cycle cars
"hich have visited

me of late. I .se-

lected three items
in respect of which
Hich luxurious side-
lar outfits are still

superior to the aver-
age cycle car. They
are substantial—they
do not wobble a n d
llap and rattle like

'me of their would-
iie successors. They

' \ ince a higher stan-
lard of reliability,

'lid do itot shed odd-
ments along the road-
side. They are vice-

mannered—not quite
SI

< ratioous on full
1 ji r oj 1 1 e. not so"
'lithery and spit-and-
''mgy when ruiining
in free engine. Let
the cycle car add
these qualities to its

already sound per-
formance and its ex-
cellent weather protetjtion. I'hen—and not ti
the sidecar will have to look to its laurels.

Faithful and True.

n
PROVOKED a \ituper.itive correspondence when
I recently penned a jesting paragraph on mv

.
unfortunate e.xperiences with a trade-loaned belt-

driver, equipped with ancient belt tools. It is quite
clear that the beit drive is still rightly beloved bv a
very large section of our readers. Poitr moi, I would
never drive anything else if it was not for the infernal
trials which misguided clubs will persist in organising,
thereby compelling poor pressmen to tackle country

THAT EXTRA HOUR OF D.AYLIGH?. The .no.or cyclist .s not slow
to take advantage of the daylight savmg which came into force last week, and
combined with tlie beautiful weather which has characterised this sprln- he is
able to enioy many evening runs. Incidentally, the picture shows that ft is not
always necessary to use the stand on a sporting solo Sunbeam.

then

—

4-17

which no sane rider really wants to visit; and even at
Uiat i would still be a sportsman and take an I.O.M.
Kudge trial riding, if it -was not for the stiU' more
infernal weather, which so often puts a belt-driver
right down the course. In sober fact, I always keei5
a belt-driver for what one may call normaf ridino-
potters and scraps in the home zone. But trials take
one into regions which can only be described \is
Heath Robnison's idea of a quarr)'man^s hell. And
there a belt-driver is generally out of place. .Many

thanks to those kindly
correspondents who
recommended sundry
belt tools; I have
quite a shrewd selec-

tion packed in my
own toolbags.

Pity the Poor
Journalist.

TRADE 'bus

a r r i V e d for

trial. I ex-

amined the kit, and
found there was net

a tool of any sort on
board. I keep a
small pocket case for

such ernergencies,

containing a tyre re-

pair outfit, a belt
punch, a small King
Dick, and a screw-
driver. Stuffing this

in my pocket, 1 took
the road. Ten miles

from anywhere came
a small misfire, fol-

lowed by a complete
engine stoppage. I

dismounted with m\
tnind evenly divided
between a choked jet

and a sooted plug.

After a somewhat
caustic glance a t

the carburetter,

which was jamined
up against the off

side legshield in a

manner which .for-

b a de -all reason-

able access, I de-

cided to gamble
on a sooted plug, and quick-marched round to the
near side of the 'bus. Picture my agitation on dis-
co\'ering that the plug was snugly ensconced amongst
a stockade of vertical fins, which made any spanner
u.seless except a tube pattern 3in. long, i.e., a tool
which probably does not exist outside the factory where
the 'bus is made. So I backed the second favourite,
and took the carburetter to bits. All clear. I had
another good look at the .sparking plug. It was use-
less to wait for a passing motor, .^o I seized my screw-
driver, sought for a large stone, and batted that
plug round till it was finger-loose.
A brand new K. E.G., gentlemen ! The pity of it !
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The 5 h p. Lea-Francis, wi:h
wiihoui Sidecar.

SPECIFICATION.
ENGINE: 64.92 mm. (592 c.c.) CARBURETTER: Amac. FORKS: Brampton.

M.A.G. GEAR BOX: Three-speed. FRAME: Rigid.

LUBRICATION: Drip feed. TRANSMISSION : |-in. chains WEIGHT: 2S0 lb. solo

MAGNETO: T.B. WHEELS:- 26 xo'.n. PRICE: £U.5.

"A
BEAUTIFUL machine Init hardly enough
power for sidecar worlc." Tliis is one of

the few criticisms heard \Yith regard to the

well-known 31,2 h.p. Lea-Francis, and since the

machine was primarily designed as a solo mount such
criticism is perhaps hardly fair. Knowing the demand
for a sidecar mount Messrs. Lea-Francis set to work to

produce a slightly larger model, ha\ing as a power
plant the 5 h.p. M.A.G. engine.

This engine is identical with the 332 h.p. M.A.G.,
except for a longer stroke, and it is wonderful what a

difference the addition of a few millimetres 'make to

the power outi^ut.

The 5 h.p. engine

runs- sweetly and
quietly, but develops

ample power for the

most exacting re

quiremeiits of the

noimal sidecarist

A glance at the new
model reminds . one

strongly of previous

Lea-Francis produc
tions, but there ait

two notable modih
cations. First, the

clutch is fitted on
the engine shaft

—

w here a lighter

clutch can b e

employed—a n d a

new three-speed gear

box is mounted
directly behind the

eiiKine.

The Lea-Francis underwent more than an ordinary road test ; stiff grass banks

were included, but nothing of sufficient gradient was found in the district that

proved a real test of the hill-climbing capacity of the machine.

This near box, though normal in action, is some-

what unusual in appearance, since the selecting

mechanism is carried above the shafts and is directly

surmounted by~ a large and accessible filler cap.

Further modifications consist of Brampton Biflex forks

and 26in. x 3in. tyres.

Our' first road impressions were gathered with the

machine as a solo mount. A rather long frame and
stTaight test bars made the riding position slightly awk-
ward, especially at low speeds, but this will be

corrected by the standard bars.

The controllabilitv of the machine was immediateh
noticeable, and once
clear of traffic a

touch o f throttle

caused the engine

to accelerate rapidly

and smoothly.

Two facts stood
_

out above a 1 1

others, the extra-

ordinary flexibility

of the machine and
the impression of

power without
clumsiness. O n
top gear the engine

could be throttled

down to the merest
crawd or opened up
to extremely high
r.p.m. Naturally a

very slight snatch is

noticeable \v hen
accelerating from
5 . Or 6 m.p.h. on
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top without dutch manipulation, but this is not a fair
test,

_

and the shock absorber under normal dri\in'T
conditions is excellent.

°

On the occasion of our trial the surface of Stone-
leigh hill was in bad condition, but less than half
throttle on top gear took us over the top quite as fast
as was desirable. Both brakes are good, the mud-

-^49

guarding excellent, and the detail finish in keeping
with the reputation of the firm for high-class work.'
Starting is easy, and comfortable footboards, with boot
.shields incorporated, are part of the standard
equipment.

Later we were able to try the machine with sidecar
fitted, and in spite of the somewhat heavy type of body,
the capabilities of the Lea-Francis as a sidecar outfit

fully came tip to our

The 5.h.p. Lea-Francis ;s one of the few machines havmg the final ^..-Jj^ '
t?!"/"*'"'? - '" ^ ' "

cham dnve on the off s.de-a very desirable feature indeed from the ^i_* ^fWltlSk c m-
°"* °^'^'" *

sidecarist s point of view. A MAG. engine is fitted and a three-speed gear Iv^^^ftL^flH 'ami'wr test COUrse,
1 he high position of the gear box and the ample mudguards are details ^fclrTrn' '*" ^^'^'ch includes theworthy of comment. ^rTRwjlaBirtiaj ^^-c^^ 1-,,^ i.-n ,"^" "^'i "''I ^-' ^\ell-known hills in the

Edge Hill ran^.

THE 6h.p. B.S. A. SIDECAR.
g Lenglhy Journeys without Spares.An Extended Road Test involvin

THE name B'.S.A. has been associated for so many
years with single-cylinder engines that quite a

number of motor cyclists fail to realise that a

twin-cylinder model is already on the market and
giving admirable

.results.

On a recent

occasion a well

ruivin 6 h.p.

machine fitted

with a room)
sidecar, Lucas
Magdyno, and
very full equip-
m e n t, was
handed over to

us for trial pur-
poses. Such
was the manu-
facturers' con-
fidence in their

production that,

with the excep-
tion of a spare
wheel, no other
spares, and only
a few tools were
supplied Admiration, criticism, or env-j—which ? A passer-by interested in the big outfit.

One is at first inclined to be anxious when taking
over a strange machine under such circumstances, but
it must be admitted that the confidence of the manu-
facturers was fully justified, and that throughout our

. _ .._ . trial, which
, .. extended well

over 400 miles,

not a nut was
touched or a tool

of any descrip-

tion needed.

First as
regards power,

the 6 h.p. twin-

engine appears
to relish hard
work, and a fully

loaded sidecar

makes little
difference to its

average perform-
a n c e. Any
ordinary hill
can be nego-

tiated on top

gear with ea.se,

and though the

long pull to the

BI
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summit of Cleve

Hill, approach-
i 11 g Chelten-

ham, demanded
middle gear tor

a shoit stretch,

this was large!)

accounted for by

a strong head-
wind.

The speed of

the outfit was
all that is le-

quired of a

b i g passenger
machine, - a u d ~

approximates to

double the legal

ligure. H a 1 d

driving appeals
to have no ill-

effects, and even
after .prolonged
speed w o r k
there is not the

slightest symp-
t o m of over-
h e a t i n g ; in
addition, t h e

balance is excel-

lent, though at

high speeds the
valve gear is

inclined t o b e

noisy..

Thenew B.S.A. handle-bar controlled clutch is as
sweet ,,in action as anyone can desire, and the gears
change easily and sweetly once one has grown accus-
tomed to the gate quadrant.

Starting atos easy, even on the coldest mornings,
and all lubrication worries are removed bv the B.S.A.

APRIL 14th, ig2i.

Both these illustrations give

some idea of the unusual height

of the Sidecar body, which
enables the passenger to see

more of the country than when
reposing in a sidecar fitted on a

very low chassis. An ample
ocker is provided at the rear

of the sidecar body where the

spare \vhcel is carried.

mechanical,
pump, it ' being

only necessary

to glance occa-

sionally at the

sight feed i n
order to see that

a regular supply

is — being main-
tained.

Petrol c o n-

sumption was on
the heavy side,

but we had been
warned that the

r.uburetter had
been set for
p o we r rather

than economx

,

and certainly we
obtained the im-

piession that a
considerable re-'

duction in jet

size might have
been effected

without materi-

al!) detracting

Iiom power or

ease of starting.

One of the— m a n y good
features of the

6 h.p. B.S.A. is

the xvidth of the

mudguards ; the rear guard in particular is excellent,

and the front guard is considerably better than the

average, and combined with ample leg shields~protects

the rider under the worst conditions.

Though the need was not experienced, it is a simple

matter to change a wheel owing to the excellent system

Sturdiness of construction is an outstanding feature of the big twin B.S.A. The 6 h.p. engine is 7t) X 8j c c, ani la capao-c ot sustained

high speeds witli^a heavy load.
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employed of using a splined driving liub and inter-

changeable wheels throughout. A spare wheel is

carried on the rear panel of the sidecar.

Both front and rear chains are enclosed in cast

aluminium cases, which should prolong the life of the

chains to a large extent by keeping them free from

road grit.

Our road test included part of the Colmore cup
trial route, a trip from Coventry to Newark, and a

certain amount of daily " hack " work. Under no

circumstances did the 6 h.p. B.S.A. give the' slightest

trouble, nor did we ever experience even a misfire—in

fact, the steady, even pulling, and smooth running

engine are perhaps the most characteristic features of

the machine. - ; - ,•.

Our passenger reported an exceptionally roomy and
well-sprung sidecar body, with, a thought too u])riglit

a position, but with an Easting windscreen, providing

most admirable protection under the most adverse

weather conditons.

Those who are already B.S.A. enthusiasts, but

require rather more power, or those who only know the

B.S.A. big reputation and need a thoroughly sound

twin-sidecar outfit, should certainly consider the 6 h.p.

model, which should fulfil all the requirements of the

touring motor cyclist.

One point more must be mentioned. As a result

of our test we were very much impressed by the fact

that, although the maximum speed of the outfit is not

out of the way, a speed of within a mile or two of

maximum can be attained on a comparatively small

llirottle opening, and can be maintained as long as

road conditions admit. For this reason the 6 h.p.

B.S.A. is capable of as high an average speed as is

desirable over give and take roads.

i-

**''**;

ENGINE: 76 x sf tmn.'=

:
- SPECIFICATION

770 c.c. TRANSMISSION : g x lin chains. TYRES: 2S y. Sin.

V twin B.S.A. -;-',' LUBRICATION: Meclianical. FORKS: B.S.A.

CARBURETTER: B.S.A. GEAR BOX: Thrcc-spccd B.S.A., PRICE: £19S, with sidecar.

MAGNETO: E.I.C. with dulcli and kick-slarlcr. WEIGHT: S-JOlb.

I THE LONDON-EDl^BURGH INNOVATION,

AS did the Porlock-Lvnton section in the London-Land's
End Trial, and Kirkstone Pass in last year's London-
Edinburgh, 60 is the inclusion of Butturlubs Pass in

this year's ^LC.C. Whitsuntide run creating a great

deal of interest. Several readers liavo written giving

details as to the condition of this new section, and below we
jniblish a typical letter from Mr. J. Shaw, of Preston, who
traversed this part of the route last week.

" I consider many parts of the route suicidal," he writes,

"not so much on account of the gradients, of which gener-

ally my 2J h.p. Diamond made light, but -of the surface.

From Cray Gill to north end of Kidstone tlie surface is

alrociou.'i, geni'rally big lui>se stones. Tlirougli Bishopdale,

Thoralby, Aysgarth, Bainbridge, to Hawes, is good going,

but from High Slww at the' entrance to Bultcrtubs Pass to

Nateby, near Kirkby Stephen, there ore many very rough
and dangerous patches. At intervals of about every fifty

yards over Birkdale Moor (between Keld and Nateby), there

are short lengths (seven or eight yards) of newly laid-on

broken stone. There is little or no chance of dodging these
bits, and to take them at anywhere near 20 m.p.h. would
be very risky. By May 13th, the traffic over these sections
will not have flattened out these patches, and the steam
roller on that hi{;h land is out of the question."

Buttertubs Pass, which is included in the new section of the London-Edinburgh Run that takes place on May 13th and 14th.

was included in the 1913 A.C.U Six Days Trials, and ccused little trouble to competitors

B3
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High Force Falls,

BARNARD Castle is. a con-

siderable touring centre.

Look on the map and you

\\\\\ find many roads radiating

from it. For its convenience,

rather than for itself, this lown
is a good deal visited. West-
ward is Brough, sixteen miles,

and Penrith, thirty-seven ; north-

west Middleton - in - Teesdale,

eleven miles, with Alsfori

beyond, another twenty-two

;

Durham is twenty-five miles

north-east ; Darlington sixteen

miles, and Middlesbrough four-

teen, east; and Boroughbridge
forty, and York fifty-eight,

south.

Probably ninety-nine people
ont of a hundred think Barnard
Castle is in Yorkshire. It is,

in fact, so nearly within it that

no guide-book writer to that

shire of more acres than there
are letters in the Bible (more
precisely, 3,88^,851 acres in

Yorkshire, and 3,566,482 letters

in the Bible) ever has or ever
could afford not to mention it.

For the best views of town and castle are across the

river Tees, from Yorkshire, to which it thus scenically

belongs, if not in other ways. The "Barnard" to
whom the place owes its name was actually " Bernard,"
that strenuous Bernard Baliol who established himself
on this rocky site by building that fortress whose ruins

still rise so grandly from the tree-clad cliffs of the
Tees. It took him twenty years to build his castle ;

from 1 1 12 to 1 132.

Avoiding Disillusion.

You might well suppose
that the town which grew up
around that feudal pile

would be picturesquely in keeping
with it; but that is not the case.

If you would keep your romantic
illusion, do not adventure across

the high-pitched bridge over the
river, but gaze upon the romantic
ruin; and so away into, say,

Wensleydale, or indeed anywhere
save into- those streets which we
shall find so hard-featured or
past those starkly - forbiddinf:
stone houses which tor the
most

J) art m a k e 11 p
Barnard Castle town. The
ancient and beautiful old
houses are the exception;
for the town in the

Riddleton.

gi^ Charles Q Harper

BARNARD CASTLE
and round ^oxit

DARUhGTOn

Sho'vvJDg til

eighteenth century made almost

a complete sweep of them, and

the curious tall old mansion

called " Blagroves " is alone

really fine, and that is dilapi-

dated. Thus " Barney Cassel,

the last place that God made,"

has become the best known
by-word in all these parts.

Everything objectionable, from

a tramp to a thorough-paced lie,

is supposed by all the surround-

ing places to come from this

town. Barnard Castle has
associations with Dickens. It

was in 1838 that he visited the

town, to get local colour for

" Nicholas Nickleby " and for

his description of the infamous
" YoTkshire schools " of that

period. Squeers's dreadful

academy, " Dotheboys Hall,"

is still pointed out at Bowes,

five miles distant. Dickens

stayed at the " King's Head,"
still a going concern. " There
is good ale at the King's Head,"
said Newman Noggs. " Say

you know me, and I am sure

they will not cliarge you for it."
'

^

The "King's Head" of To=day.

The "King's Head" is there, right enough, in the

Market Place, but they don't take much stock there in

Dickens, and it is quite hopeless to attempt free drinks

on the naming of Newman
Noggs—or anyone else, for that

matter.

The Market Place of Barnard
Castle is a grim place, like the
town itself. There the Market
House stands, dully classical.

It was built in 1747, and lacks

everything that date im-
plies. . It is market
house and lock-up too.

It is east and nortli-easc

of this centre that all the
striving business lies, and

west and south most of the w41d
and beautiful scenery. Thus on
the long road to Alston we came
past Lartington and Cotherstone,
Balder Bridge and pretty Romald-
kirk, a lovely route, to Middleton-
in-Teesdale, with the Tees wind-
ing away in its gorges on the left,

and then in another five miles to

the High Force Hotel. Half a

mile from the road is found theiating around Barnard Castle.
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most impressive waterfall in the

North of England, the High
Force. Had Southey ever

visited this magnificent spectacle,

surely never would he have had
the heart to write his poem on
" How the water comes down at

Lodore," for the cascade there
-is a poor thing compared with
this fall on the Tees. It is a

fall of some sixty-nine feet ; not
the loftiest cascade, certainly

;

but the mass of water and the
setting of the sceiie render it

easily of the first rank. Here
the water comes down between
dark, iron-hard cliffs, dasliing

into a deep pool, and thence
proceeds by a series of minor
cascades down to

Middleton.

Dotheboys Hall.

To reach Bowes
and the road to

Brough, we cross

the Tees Bridge,

and in less than two
miles come to Cross

Lanes, turning
there to the right.

Bowes was a Roman
station, Lavairae by
name. One won-
d e r s, a little
curiously, what the

Roman centurions

and legionaries

thought of the for-

s a k e n moorlands
round about, and why the Xormans thought it worth
whik to build that castle whose stern keep yet stands

on the windswept fell-side.

Modern Bowes seems to
ha\e none of the graces of
architecture, any more
than its scenery has the
beauties of nature. It

seems a fit setting for the

cruelties of " Dotheboys
Hall." Beyond this place
the road grows wilder, up
to Stainmoor; and pass-

ing Brough, whose old

castle wall fell down quite

recently, after eight hun-
dred years of standing up,
comes into the_ pleasant
old town of the pleasing
name, like that of some
Promised L a n d—
Appleby - on -the - Eden.
And so on, if you will,

into Penrith, in another
thirteen miles or so.
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Or we may try south, into

those Yorkshire dales whose
entrance is past Richmond.
Leaving Barnard Castle in a

southerly direction and passing

the ruins of Egglestone ATabey,

we come past Rokeby Park lo

Greta Bridge, where the Greta
joins the Tees in a deep glen.

This was an important coaching
and posting place, and the old
" George " inn was a pros'perous

^vayside house. Thus we pro-

ceed along the long straight

Roman road for seven miles,

ihence bearing right for Gilling ;

crossing in a further four miles
down into Richmond, a decayed

Amidst much unimpressive architecture in the town of '*5"» of 3>8oo people, with its

Barnard Castle, the old Market Hall stands out. Sett-paved Market Place, where
you tind houses anil

shops oddly em-
bodied with Trinity

Church, and a

general look of Has
Been, not perhaps
very pleasing to the

inhabitants, b u t

with a ^ery great

chanti for ourselves,

who are, it n:ay be,

a little too much '

used to the pushful
communities of to-

day. To present-

day motor cyclists

Richmond has a
special appeal : it

forms a rallying

point between the

iron working and
ship-building Tyne-

siders, the East Yorkshire agriculturists, and the
weavers, engineers, and miners of the West Riding.
Annually, on Good Fridays, its streets are thronged
with the men and their machines from all these areas,
.and the " Richmond Meet " has become established
by custom. But the chief object of interest here is

the Castle, whose ruined curtain walls and great
Norman keep form so lovely and romantic a picture
from the other side of the Swale; that river which
gives a name to Swaledale, of Avhose scenes and
quaint villages I have here no space to speak.

A familiar view of Richmond Castle, an ancient relic rich with historic

and tragic memories.

An old hostelry in Barnard
Castle where Charles Dickens
once stayed—the King's Head. The ruins of Barnard Castle.

B7
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THROUGH
FEMININE
GOGGLES

THE recent article

by Miss ' Peggy
Fraser published

in the issue for - March
i'7th,on1:he eternal ques-

tion of dress, has aroused
much interest. Many
ladies . ha\'e . \vritten

expressing their appre-
ciation of the suggestions

contained in the article,

while others have made
suggestions iii a like

direction. I should like to hear from others.

One letter before me is from a reader in Devizes,
who, being interested in Miss Peggy Eraser's article,

makes another suggestion regarding suitable attire

for riding, which, she says, " neither attracts attention

by being dowdy nor is masculine in appear.ance.

"

The specification, as our menfolk would say, is as

follows

;

.

For Summer and Winter Wear.
" The rig-out comprises a divided skirt, three-

quarter length brown leather coat with a musquash
collar (which .may be worn turned up or down), and
gauntlets of the same fur; suede close-fitting hat. of

any shade to tone with leather coat; brown brogues

and woollen sports stockings to match the skirt for

winter wear, and brown calf leggings on dirty roads.

The skirt.'is made similar to the one described by
Miss Fraser, consisting of a heavy Scotch tweed in

a check design, front and back-lined waterproof, and
fastening .with buttons from the waist to hem; about
three of these are unbuttoned for riding and fastened

T o u n d the leg.

When off the mount
these are liuttoned

up in the ordinal \

way and form, a

srnartly cut spoits

sk-irt of about two
yards wide.

" With a woollen
jumper or sports

coat, which .gives

the necessary
warmth under the
leather coat,

.
it

makes quite becom-
ing wear when off

the machine. For
the summer a
costume of lighter

weight tweed and a
bluff or biscuit suede
close-fitting tagel
hat. are most usefjl.

bS

Mrs. Duncan Bell, snapped during the
which she was successful in gaining the A
Appropriately enough, her mount is an A.J

Some Disconnected
Jottings Reflecting

t!ie Opinions of Lady
Motor Cyclists.

Edi'ed by "Minnehaha.'

"I prefer a brown,
leather coat for seiTice-

f
ability, as it does not

show the dust very much,
and oil—of which one
is doomed to get a
little—is not noticeable."

Anbther reader, who
signs herself " Malicia,"

gives some reminiscences.
" I read The Motor Cycle

every wee k," she
writes, " sometimes because I want to, and some-

times under protest X'he latter, when my motor
fanatic husband is positively certain ^that there

is a wonderful article I should not miss). In our

early married days we were the proud possessors of

a couple of push cycles, and we enjoyed the fresh

air and beauties of nature to the full; but, alas! my
husband grew ambitious, and in a rash and reckless

moment bought a decrepit 1914 motor cycle and
basket sidecar, the latter very much resembling one

of those affairs in which gouty old gentlemen are

wheeled about. To recall all our thrilling adventures
with this outfit would require two volumes ; let it

suffice when I tell you that we tore about the country
at the alanuing rate of 12 m.p.h. (occasionally we
touched 15), making as much noise as fifty knuts
on N.U.T.'s all out minus exhaust pipes, much to

the edification of sundry small rude boys, and the
exasperation of various smarUy-uniformed chauffeurs,
who were obliged to drop into low gear behind our
madly racing 'bus !

"Eventually, after a wonderful speed burst, the

cylindeiv top blew
off, knocking the

bottom out of the

petrol tank in i ts^

passage, and inci-

dentally gaining us

more fame, for the

moment, than ever
Charlie Chaplin
enjoyed. I blush
now when I think of

it. No matter how
smart one's suede
hat may be, or how
fascinating the ' veil

one has to match

—

it is impossible to

look dignified i n
such circumstances.
You will observe I

do not mention
Glasgovv Western M.C.C. trial, in h u b b y's feelings.

.J.b. trophy tor the best performance.
"Y\s better so

"
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through Feminine Goggles.—

Malicia concludes with a homily to " Sweethearts
and wives." "If you really want to know your men-
folk," she says, "go out motoring with them, and at
every contretem-ps offer such grateful and comforting
remarks as ' Can't we go any further, dear? ' ' Will
it be any help if I get out ? ' or ' Is my hat on
straight? ' If you still feel that you can love 'him after
he has replied, you must be very fortunate in your
choice or else you are very deaf."

Ladies' Successes in Com=
petitions.

By the way, our lady readers will

have been pleased to note that
Several motor cyclists of our sex
Jia\'e been successful of late in com-
petitions, and, I am sure, will join
with me in offering congratulations
to Mrs. Duncan Bell, who, with her
7 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar, won the

A.J.S. Trophy and a gold medal in
the Glasgow Western Centre M.C.C.
Trial at Easter. This \vas a
splendid performance, and one of
which we should be ..proud. I

cannot recall of recent years a lady
taking the premier award in leve
competition with men. There

455

were thirty-four starters, and only nine survived
the course.

Then there is Mrs. L. Luddington's success in the
-Bedford and District M.C.C. petrol consumption test,
m which she won her class ; Miss Cottlet, of Liverpool,
who rode seventy-nine miles to the Ribchester Rally,
and was awarded for her . enthusiasm ; and Miss
Cowley, of Manchester, who won the prize for the most
suitable costume (I should like a photograph if Miss

Cowley will be gow] enough to send
it along).

In speed events I have noted that
Mrs. Jennison, who rides a 2 1.4; h.p.
Velocette, put up some startling
•speeds at the East Midland Centre
Speed Trials at Grimsthorpe Park.
The cour.sc was slightly on the down
grade, and ter speed' works out at
nearly 70 ni.p.h.

Finally, there are Miss Ireland,
of the Barrow M.C.C, who was
awarded the prize at Richmond for
the lady riding the greatest distance

;

and Mrs. Gilchrist (6 A.J.S. sc),
who gained the award for the best
kept lady's machine.

(Top) Mr^. Jennison, who competed at the East Midland Centre Speed Trials at Grimsthorpe Park, and attained a speed of nearly 70 m.p.h.

i\ t.\ ^/I• I 1 1 /-i-i c- , r . ., °" ^" ''"'"= Velocette.
(Uft) M>ss Ireland {\ Scott sc), of the Barrow M.C.C. and (Right) Mrs. Gilchrist (6 A.J.S. sc), who were both successful In winning

prizes at the Richmond Meet.

SAFETY IN
THERE is still room (says The Autocar) for

improvement in the rules and regulations govern-
ing the position of lights on modern road

vehicles. When trucks and trailers are being drawn
by a traction engine each should carry a light upon
Us ri;Tht-hand side, so that other road users can see

NIGHT DRIVING.
Ijlainly exactly what they- are meeting. . Also when an
engine is towing trucks, etc., every truck should be
provided with a red light to the rear; and ^vhen any
part of a load projects more than three feet beyond
the rear light the load itself should also carry. a red
light at its extreme end.

BII
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France Recognises the Value of Trials.
British Reliability Trials to be Patterned by the Union Motocycliste de France.

From "The Motor Cycle" Continenlal Correspondent.

IN some countries, between the motor
cycle and the car element a certain

amount ot antagonism sometimes
exists, for the owners of the more costly

machines are inclined to look with some
disdain upon their smaller brethren, and
these latter resent what they consider to

be the patronising attitude of the lordly

car owner. , In French motor cycle

sporting events there is fortunately very
little of this spirit, and probably this is

owing to the fact that, the more prominent
leaders of the movement are acknow-
ledged authorities in the big car world.

As an example, the Union Motocycliste de
France, which corresponds in practically

all respects to the A.C.U. in England,
has as its head a sportsman whose repu-

tation was made in the motor car world,

and who has been most intimately con-

nected with both the sporting and fbo
industrial side of the motor car move-
ment from its inception.

A Pioneer Motorist.

As a cyclist, Chevalier Rene de Knyff
was not much impressed with the earliest

motor cars, for he could beat them tip

any hill, and on a long run he generally

arrived home before them. It was not

until Levassor had won the Paris-

Bordeaux and return race, at an average
of 15 m.p.h. for 750 miles, that M. De
Knyff developed any enthusiasm for the

motor car. This average was so far

superior to anything attainable by the

ordinary cyclist , that he resolved to

become the possessor of a car. His first

machine \yas a Panhard-Levassor with
steel tyres, hired by the month, which
he learned to drive himself, for the simple
reason that there was nobody .available

to give him lessons. The first car owned
by M. De Knyff was a Panhard-Levassor
four-seate"r dogcart, which was delivered

to him in 1897, and was equipped with
pneumatic tyres, being the ftrst of its

kind produced by this factory.

During the whole of that early period,

when the object of motor car races was
to prove the reliability of machines rather
than their speed, there was not an im-
portant town-to-town race in France in

which M. De Knyff did not take part,

generally with conspicuous success. When
the Automobile Club of France formed
its Racing Board, in 1899, M. De Knyff
was elected chairman, and has occupied
that position until the present day, thus
being personally responsible for the early
races from town to town, followed later

by the Gordon-Bennett and the Grand
Prix events. If any other proof were
needed of the attachment of M. De Knyff
to the car movement, it is to be found
>n the fact that he is a managing director
of the Panhard-Levassor Co., a firm
which has never built anything but motor
cars.

Enthusiasm for the Motor Cycle.

Notwithstanding, however, his connec-
tion with motor car racing, and his in-
terest in the motor car industry, M. De
Knyff's greatest enthusiasm inclines
towards the motor cycle. As president

llarly^Ie'lioi

''^y&

RocQueiencoort .

The black hnes denote the course of the

French non-stop trial, to be held on the

24th inst.

of the Union Motocycliste, he is not
content to follow motor cycle events from
afar, but takes part in them with all the
vim of the newcomer. " Monsieur le

President " appears to have found the
secret of perpetual youth, for there is

nothing he likes better, despite his fifty-,

six years, than to put his family inside
a comfortable limousine, while h? gets
astride one of the several motor cycles

Chevalier Rene de Knyft, president of

the French Racing Board, and of the Union

IVIotocycliste de France. His mount is a

Douglas.

which occupy a place in his garage. The
party unites again at midday, or at the

end of the trip, and the veteran motorist,

who has travelled all over Europe in

every kind of self-propelled vehicle, from
the high-wheeled Panhard-Levassora of

1897 to modern hundred-miles-an-hour
racers, declares that there is nothing so

enjoyable as a long trip astride a modern
two-wheeler, It was in this way that
he followed last year's Six Days Trials

in the French Alps, and went down to

the Motor Cycle Grand Prix at Le Mans.
Whenever a racecourse or a reliability

circuit has to be found, it is on a motor
cycle that he sets out to explore; and,
if the competitors find the course diffi-

cult, they, at any rate, know that it has
been selected by a man with a practical

knowledge of motor cycle events.

Really Severe Competitions for France.

Not only is the Union Motocycliste the

controlling body, but it also organises

some of the more important events in

France. This year . there are to be
two outstanding competitions—the Grand
Prix race at Le Mans on . July 24th
(which is a. pure speed event) and the
first non-stop reliability trial ever held

in France.
We had the good luck to meet M. De

Knyff just after he had discovered and
tested the roads for the French non-
stop trial of April 24th. " We have got
to show that the motor, cycle is a machine
as reliable as any high-priced car," he
declared, " and the best way to do this

is to enter it into really severe competi-,
tions such as are common in England.

" The fact has to be admitted that in

France we have neglected the motor
cycle, and have allowed our neighbours
to gain a lead on us. Now that there
is a distinct popular movement towards
the motor cycle and the cycle car, we
must encourage it by organising events
of a really sporting character,- which at
the same time will tend towards im-
provement in the quality of machines.

An Eight-hours Engine Test.

The first non-stop trial will be held
in the Forest of Marly, about fifteen

miles to the west of Paris, over a course
roughly five miles round. While there
is nothing of a really freakish nature in

the set of roads, there are plenty of
natural difficulties, including two hills

with a gradient of 15%. The total dis-

tance will be about 155 miles ; and, as
the average of IBi m.p.h. has to be main-
tained throughout, with penalisations for
both early and late arrival, the engines
will have to run for eight hours without
a stop.

Although only short notice has been
given regarding this event, M. Rene De
Knyff believes that it will unite at least

one hundred entrants with every type
of motor cycle and cycle car. In order
to encourage newcomers, and particu-
larly amateur riders, the entry fee of
one hundred francs is reduced to twenty-
five francs for all those who received
their competition licence after January
1st of this year. Entries are received
by the Union-Motocyliste, in Paris, until

the evening of April 20th. The first

machines to be entered arj four Noifons.
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Round the Course of the A.C.U, One Day Trial.
A Sporting Day's Ouling by Members of a London Club.

WITH a \iew to determining tlie

severity of tlie trial arranged by
. the A.C.U., which is to be held on

April 27th, a party of the City and
Guilds Engineering College M.C.C.
recently held a run round the course, as

)iublished in The Motor Cycle of March
24th. A dozen machines in all partici-

pated, and these consi.sted of very repre-
sentative makes. A Harley, an A. B.C.,
a Triumph, two 2| h.p. New Imperials,

a 2^- h.p. Clyno, and a 4 h.p. Douglas
{two up), were the solo machines, while
the sidecars included a Clyno and
Enfield, and a 4 h.p. Blackburne, and
lastly tliere was a sporting Morgan three-

wheeler. As these machines range from
a little two-stroke to a big twin, quite

a good idea of the course from all points
[)f view was obtained, especially when it

is remembered that the roads were none
too dry, and none of the machines were
in any way tuned up fur the occasion.

The Worst HUl in the Trial.

The start took place at Purley, whence
the party proceeded through Caterhain,
md on turning to the left up a narrow
lane encountered the worst hill in the
trial, viz., Succmnhe. On this, as on
several other hills, there is an abundance
ji loose stones, and it is advisable to

keep close into the side, for here a fairly

reasonable surface may be found. On
climbing this hill for the first time one
is apt to imagine that one has finished

he ascent when the first is surmounted,
)ut as there is more to follow the
'revs" must be kept up, though one
ihould not overdo this, nor go too fast,

IS the corners are sharp as well as steep,

lere the Enfield, Douglas, and Black-
)urne met their Waterloo, while a New
mperial rider broke his belt, but made
clean ascent after mending it. The
irley, the A. B.C., and Hie Morgan all

lade good ascents, the last-mentioned
lurliug stones all over the road, while
he A. B.C. rider was so fast that he
uld barely take the corners.

Some of the Others.

The next liill likely to cause any
ouble is Pole.steeple. This was in a

eri- .slimy condition, and in consequence
le Morgan, which, as usual, was no
irtoise, had quite its full share of wheel
p. This and the Triumph streaked up
le by side, but neither could gain a

ad on the other. There was no actual
ilure here, though the Blackburne
lund it necessarj' to shed its passenger,
lie A. B.C. came up at speed, and the
ew Imperial ascended steadily with
enty in hand. Here as on most other
Us, the best surface was at the side of
e road, in this case on the right edge.
Cudhani Church Hill was the ne.xt hill

note, but did not cause a single
ilure, chiefly, no doubt, owing to the
lod surface and the lack of grease on
e corner. Here the A. B.C. rider was
•fast that even with cutting out he

ily just managed to take the corner.
There was but one failure on Chalk
it Hill, viz., the Clyno two-stroke, and

Icrc
should be no difficulty experienced

Al the bollom of Chalk Pit Hill, which
Trial on

taken too fast, for here one may easily
be baulked. At the commencement of
the climb the A. B.C. decided that it pre-
ferred to be a single-cylinder rather tlian

a twin, but notwithstanding it managed
the gradient on its lowest ratio. From
here onwards the course is perfectly
straightforward, bar the ascent of
Pebblecombe. which is a fairly long hill

having a maximum gradient of about 1

in 4^. No difficulty, however, was ex-
perienced, though there is a sharp left-

liand corner to be negotiated at the to]'.

Altogether the A.C.TJ. lias found a

really sporting course which should pro-
vide a very fair test for standard
machines, especially for new models
rliosen from agents' stocks.

As already stated, the trial is due to

take place on Wednesday, April 27lh,
and is open to manufacturers, or agents,
and private entrants, and will consist of

a preliminary run round Brooklands of an
hour's doration, in which si.x laps must
be completed. This applies only to

"standard stock machines" entries, and
will not be requii'ed of all entrants.

Eighty Miles only on the Road.

There will next be a non-slop trial in

two sections, of approximately forty miles

each, beginning and ending at Brook-
lands, at a maximum speed of eighteen
miles an hour, and a minimum speed of

sixteen miles an hour. The arrival times
will only be taken at the luncheon stop

and Brooklands.
A non-stop speed trial will then be

held on Brooklands track of twelve laps

{32.6 miles). The following are the
maximum rates of speed :

CleUis A, extended lor the purpose ol this test
to machines not exceeding 275 c.c, and Class F,
motor cycles with sidecars with engines of a

is to be included in the .\.C.U. One Day
April 27lh.

cylinder capacity not exceeding 350 c.c., twenty*
five miles an boar.

All other classes thirty-five miles an hour.

Motor cycles must he driven under
their own power throughout the trial,

and on the road must not be brought to

rest under any circumstances except for

the exigencies of traffic and at the

controls.

Gear Ratios to be Published.

The gear ratio of every motor cycle

will be published, and in the ca.^e of vari-

able gears the highest and lowest ratios

will be mentioned. Tlie weights of the

machines will also be jiublished.

Motor cycles, sidecars, and cycle cars

must conform to the F,I,C.J1. regula-

tions. Entrants of motor cycles conform-
ing with the regulations and making a
non-stop run will be granted a first-c-lass

certificate, and if, in addition to fulfilling

these requirements, the motor cycle is a

"stock" machine, the entrant will be
granted a special certificate of merit.

Jlanufacturers who wish to enter a

"standard stock machine" had to notify

the A.C.U. to this effect before March
31st. They also had to authorise on a

prepared form tlie officials deputed by
tiie Competitions Committee to select the
number of machines entered, which must
arrive at Brooklands on Monday, April
25th, or Tuesday, April 26th.' Stock
machines were selected by the A.C.U.
either from manufacturers or their Lon-
don agents up to the dat« of the closing

of entries, which was Saturday last.

On the morning of the trial these

standard .stock machines will be handed
over to the accredited riders of the

entrants, who wUl be allowed one hour

on the track for making adjustments,

during which six laps must be covered.
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A GRADUA GEAR IM-
PROVEMENT.

AN innovation has been made in the
design of the Zenith-Gradua gear
by Mr. F. W. Barnes, chiefly for

the convenience of those who drive" fast,

touring motor bicycles. It will be re-

membered that for many years the
Gradua gear has been controlled by a
handle fixed on a spindle running
through the tank on the near side of the
top tube. This lias been a little awk-
ward to manipulate at high speeds, and
the new design has been got out with a
view to overcoming this difficulty. From
the accompanying illustration it will be
noticed that the gear handle is on the

APRIL 14th, 1921.
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On the road in its natural form—the Dandy foldmg three-wheeler.

New gear control for Zeniths.

off side of the tank, and is designed to

rotate at right angles to the direction of

the original model. It would also be
quite possible to run the horizontal
spindle upon which the handle is mounted
right across the underneath portion of the
tank so that a handle might be fixed at
each end, allowing the gear to be worked
by either hand. It is the intention
of Zenith Jlotors, Ltd., only to fit this

new control to solo mounts, as the old
system is quite adequate for sidecar
machines. '»

A FOLDING CYCLE CAR.
FOLDING or collapsible sidecars have

been w-ith us for some time, but a

folding cycle car is, to say the least,

somewhat of a novelty. Intended to meet
the same contingencies as- the folding side-

car, the Dandy three-wheeler has a V
twin engine (a J. A. P. in the experimental
model) mounted centrally behind the
single front wheel ; but the two-step
transmission, including gear box, is

entirely on one side of the chassis and
drives one rear wheel only. The passen-
ger's " compartment " of the body may be
turned up over the driver's seat (as shown
in one of the photographs), and the rear
axle then telescopes inwardly, leaving the
over-all width of the vehicle at 2ft. Sin.

It is claimed that the folding process takes
less than two minutes to complete.

Also the subject of a patent, the front
forks copiprise a:. pair of full elliptic

springs, which take the road shocks
directly from the wheel.
James Sumner and Sons, the makers

and designers, of 2, Latham Road, Ports-
mouth, hope to sell this cycle car with
complete equipment at £220.

CONVERSION OF
MECHANICAL LUBRICA-

TION.
MECHANICAL lubrication seems

slowly to be coming into favour

and, as a result, several oil pumps',

easily adaptable to existing machines,

are coming on the market. -We illustrat(

a typical example, the Jebon mechanica

oil pump.
Speed reduction on this device

obtained by a 'worm, which screws 01

to the magneto chain sprocket ; the worn

Jebon mechanical oil pump with the

cover removed. (Inset) The worm, which
screws on to the end of the camshaft.

wheel, in turn, has a face cam whicl

actuates a small plunger pump. Mov
ment, controlled by an external millei

nut, of the worm wheel on its shaft fui

ther serves to limit the throw of th

plunger. Beyond the parts mentioned
which are comparatively few, there ar

only two ball valves.

This pump is made by the Jebon Pres
Works, 1, Brighton Buildings, Claphai
Junction, London, S.W.

Broadside and rear views of the Dandy three-wheeler in its "folded" position, enabling

it to pass through a very narrow gateway.

Comfortable, handsome, and moderately

priced (23/-) is the "Ideal Air Spring"

pillion cushion, which, as the name implies,

makes use of combined air and coil

springing. The makers are Messrs.

Saxessories, George Street, Coventry.

BI6
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Disregarding Conventional Design.
A Swiss Motor Bicycle wiiii Five-cylinder Rotary Engine in the hront Wlieel.

WE have already published illustia-

tions of the iMegola motor cycle,

and as it was made in Germany
for a Swiss company we referred to it as

a German production. We are now able

to illustrate the 1921
model and -to state that

the design and capital

behind the company are

exclusively Swiss, the
Me g o 1 a S.A. being
located at Zurich, and
arrangements are in hand
for the maiuifacture of

the machine in various
coinitries.

It may be recalled that

the earlier model of this

ingenious machine had
the engine contained in

the rear wheel, but in

the 1921 type it forms
part of the front wheel,

which it drives through
a train of gears; thus while the engine

is rotating at one speed the wheel is

revolving at another.

The bore and stroke of the five

cylinders are 52 mm. and 60 mm. le.spec

tively, giving a total piston displace-

ment of 640 c.c, and "a declared 10 to

12 h.p. Lubrication is mechanical by
means of a worm-driven piston pump.

Pressed Steel Frame Construction.

As will be seen, the frame is .-i pre>si-il

steel construction, with half-elliptic

springs at the rear, and has a more or

less conventional type fork utilising n

leaf spring.

Having 28x3iii. wheels, a long wheel-
base, and somewhat narrow touiiu'^

handle-bars, one cannot
imagine such a machine
becoming popular with
trials competitors w h o

take Porlock and Lynton
Hills with their acute
bends on the run. As
a design, however, it

is- distinctly ingenious,
and its appearance is

bound to create much
ccnitrovcr.sy. Still, we
cannot mete out praise
for the accessibility of

the engine, the condition
of which a{ter a run in

wet weather may easily
be imagined.

Notwithstanding, it has
points which in future
years may become general
practice." In this direc-
tion, one must admit
that the clean outlines
and. provisions for pro-
tecting the . rider from
mud are excellent, and
R-ith an engine immedi-

.\ CONTINENTAL
CONCEPTION OF THE
HOSEABLE iVIACHINE.

(Top) The rider s reposeful position on the Megola is not one usually provided
for solo nders.

(Centre) Having five cylinders. 52 mm. bore and 60 mm. stroke, the Megola
engine revolves with the wheel but at a different speed.

(Bottom) The automobile dash and enclosed tank and framework will interest

those who have followed the recent controversy in these pages on the relative

advantages of car practice or simplicitj'. Here the two seem to be combined.

ately in front of the rear
wheel and a shorter wheel-
base, it would possess

a strong appeal to that

large section of the riding

public which still awaits
the two-wheel automobile.
Those of our readers

who have followed the
controversy " Car Prac-
tice verms Simplicity"
will probably take this

as an example, of how
car practice may be in-

troduced without nndue
complications. Undoubt-
edly the framework of

the Megola is a cleaner

piece of work than that

of any other motor cycle,

but this is only possible

by adopting a far from
ideal engine position.

Dismissing this inter-

esting part of the Megola design, it will

be seen that it would be extremely difTi-

cult to install an engine between the

wheels and, at the same time, provide

accessibility. One [Kisition, however, does

suggest itself, i.e., in that portion of

the frame containing the tank. The
imaginative motor cyclist will have no

difficulty in deciding in his mind how
a .single-cylinder engine' could be placed

in an inclined position, with a gear box
immediately behind it, and driving to

the rear whtrel in the more conven-

tional way.

Attractions oi the Open Frame.

This, of course, is nut by any means the

first attempt to maiket a motor cycle of

this type. The PuUin is

an excellent example, the

Swan was another, and
there have been others

of a sunilar character,

but, at the present time,

not available to the buy-
ing public.

Fate seems unkind to

the pioneer, and it would
seem, in spite of the

public's indictment that

the modern motor cycle

is the outcome of pedal
cycle evolution—the buyer
is extremely suspicious of

all things that are born
before their time.

At the same time, we
await a road test of the
Jlegola with great in-

terest, particularly in re-

gard to stability and the

effect of the rotarj' enghie

upon steering.

We understand that the

Jlegola Ls being exhibited

at the Hague Motor Show.

BIQ
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FULL RESULTS OF THE ESSEX OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
BELOW we give a schedule of the final placiiigs (in the

last column) and the formula and time results of the.

Essex M.C. open hill-climb on Kop Hill on Saturday,

the 2nd inst.
. Gold medal winners are requested to inform

the committee at once whether they wish to receive medals
or silver ash trays.

Name and Machine.

CLASS A.—Open Event. .

H. Newey {2\ Levis)

J. V. Prestwicli (2^ Diamond-Jctp)

J. Lidstone [2} James)
Members' Event.

J. V. Prestwich (22 Diamond-Jap)
T. Lidstone (2^ James)
Kaye Don (2i Diamond-Jap) . . .

.

CLASS B.—Open Event.

J. V. Prestwich (2i Diamond-Jap)
A. A. Swan (2J New Imperial-Jap)

Kave Don (2J Diamond-Jap) . .
. .

Members' Event.

J. V. Prestwich (2.^ Diamond-J.ip)
Kaye Don {2.} Diaraond-Jap) . . .

.

A. A. Prestwich ( )

CLASS C—Open Event.

G. S. Davison (2I Levis)

H. Petty (3* Norton)
Members' Event.

H. Petty (3* Norton)
G. Strange (3.I James)
S. L. Bailey (§1 Douglas)

CLASS D.—Open Event
G. S. Davison (2i Levis)

G. A. Vandervell'(3j Norton) . . , .

S. L. Bailey (3! Douglas)
Members' Event.

G. A. Vandervell (3.I Norton) ...

S. L. Bailey (3S Douglas)

G. Strange (3^ James)

CLASS E.—Open Event.

G. S. Davison {2\ Levis)

G. A. Vandervell (3.1 Norton) . . . .

S. L. Bailey (3! Douglas)
H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian)

Members' Event.

G. A. Vandervell (3.V Norton) . . .

.

S. L. Bailey (3! Doug-las) :

.

G. Strange (3^ James)
H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian) . .

.-

Nett
Time.

-t.1.6

50.2

52.8

.12.8

55-4

49.6
47.S

55.2

49.0
.55 -2

tr.8

36.4

36.4

39.2

41.2

H.8
38.4

39

38.4

39
38.4

38.6

35
36
32.4

35
3<5

36.4
32.4

Formula.

156

. 173
219
224

Weight.

lb.

315
308
294

308
294
300

308
•280

301

308
301

343

259
371

371
350
378

259
406
378

406
378
350

259
406
37S
462

Placing.

ist F.T.
2nd
3rri

ist F.T.
2nd
3rd

rst

2nd F.T.
3rd

ist F.T.
2nd
3rd

ist

2nd F.T.

isr F.T.
2nd
3r.d

ist

2nd F.T.
3rd

ist

2nd
3rd F.T.

ist

2nd
3rd
F.T,

ist

2nl
3rd
F.T.

Name and Machine.

CLASS F.~Open Event.

T. C. de la Hav (3.I Sunbeam)
H. Petty (3! Norton)

Members' Event.
T. C. de la Hay (3V Sunbeam)
H. Petty (3.V Norton)

CLASS G.—Open Event.
H. Petty (3l Norton) ...

S. I.. Bailey (35 Douglas)
T. C. de la Hay {3,1 Sunbeam)
H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian)

Members' Event.
H. Petty (3! Norton)
S. L. Bailey (3.', Douglas)
T. C. de la Hay (3J Sunbeam)
H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian)

CLASS H.— Open Event.
R. C. Chawner (3! Sunbeam)

CLASS J.—Open Event.
H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian sc.) ....

R. C: Chawner (3^^ Sunbeam sc.)

I. P. Riddock (8 Zenith sc.)

Members' Event.
H. Le Vack (7-0 Indian sc.) ....

I. P. Riddock (8 Zenith sc.) ....

E, A. Bridgman (7-9 Indian sc.)

CLASS K.—Open Event.
B. Ware (8 Morgan)
F. A. Child (10 Morgan) .

Members' Event.
B. Ware {S Morgan)
F. A. Child (ro Morgan) .

CLASS L.—Open Event.
H. R. Godfrey (8 G.N.)
.-X. Knights {6 Garden)

Members' Event.
H. R. Godfrev (8 G.N.)
E. B. Ware (3 Morgan)

Nett
Time.

30.4

35-8

30.4
35-8

35
37
35.4
32

35
37
35.4
32

44-6
57.6

44

44.6

44
49.8

45.S

83.4

45. 1)

83.+

43 .

53-2

43
46.5

Formula.

164

ist

2nd
3rd
4th

ist

2nd
3rd
4th

Weight.

lb.

343
371

343
371

371
378
343
462

371
378
343
462

791
616

693

791
693
777

959
loS.'i

959
1085

1043
819

1043
959

Placing

ist F.T.
2nd

ist F.T.
2nd

ist

2nd
3rd
F.T.

ist

2nd
3rd
F.T.

ist F.T.

2nd
3rd F.T.

2nd F.T.
3rd

ist F.T.
'2nd

ist F.T.
2nd

ist F.T.
2nd

ist F.T.
2nd

MOTOR CYCLES.- Fastest time (gold medal), T. C. de.la Hay {3! Sunbeam).
F.T. —Fastest time.

PRICES OF SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
A Schedule of Prictfs at which used and shop-soiled Motor Cycles were being offered in the miscellaneous

advertisements of last week's issue of " The Motor Cycle."

MAKE, H.P., DATE.
A.B.C. 3h.p., 1920
Acme 8 h.p. sc, 1930
A.J.S. Oh.p. sc., 1920
A.J.S. 7 h.p. sc, 1921
Allon 2} h.p., 1920 ,

American X 7-9 h.p. sc, 1920 . .

.

Ariel 3J h.p. sc, 1920
Bat 6 h.p., 1920
Beardmore 3J h.p., 1920
Blackbume 4 h.p, sc, 1920
Blackbume 4 h.p., 1920
Bradbury 6 h.p. sc, 1930
B.S.A. 4i h.p. sc, 1920
Calthorpe 2J h.p., 1920
Chater-Lea 2J h.p., 1920
Cleveland 3 h.p., 1920
Clyno 2J h.p., 1920
Coulson-B. 2} h.p., 1920
Coulson-B. 4 h.p., 1920
Coventry Eagle 3.V h.p. sc, 1920.

.

Diamond-Villiers 2J h.p., 1920 . .

.

Douglas 2} h.p., 1920 , . . .

Douglas 4 h.p. sc, 1920 :.......
Enfield 2i h.p.,' 1920
Enfield 8 h.p. sc, 1920 : . .

.

Francis-Bamett 2} h.p., 1920 . .

.

Harley-Davidson 7-9 h.p. sc, 1920

Harley-Davidson 4 h.p. sc, 1920 ,

Henderson 10 h.p. sc, 1920
Hoskison 2J h.p., 1920
Humber 4 h.p. sc, 1920
Indian 7-9 h.p. sc, 1920
Indian 4 h.p., 1920
Ivy 2J h.p., 1920
James 2^ h.p., 1920
James 6-C h.p. sc, 1920
Lea-Francis 3) h.p., 1930

B20

AVERAGE
CLASSIFIED PRICES. PRICE.

f85, £89, t£113, t£125 f103
£115, £170 £143
£165, £109, £175, £175, t£i93 . . .

." £175
£210, £220 £21.5
"' '" '" '"

£62£85, £60, £63, £68
£165
£85, £100, £106, £10-5, £110, £115 . £103

*£1'S0, *£1S2, *£135 £132
£76. £79. £80 £78
£100, £140 £130
£90, £95 £93
£138, £165 a47
£120, £120, £130, £134, £140
'£58, *£G0
£49
£70
£48, £53, £60
£70, £75, £80 £70
£84 .

£106
£50, £60, £63
£80, £80, £83, £86, £89, £90

£130
£.39

£51

r.5S

,. .. ... ... , £85
£125, £130, £135, £138, £140 ..... £135
£50, £53, £60 £31
£150, 1£155, £160, t£165 £168
£67 —

t£160, £165, £108, t£170,£lS6, 1£190,
tCSOO, t£220 £182
£150 —
£175, £190, £190, t£-'00 £189
£70 —
£155 —

1£155, t£lGO, t£163 £160
fll5 .,

—
£50, £53 ; .

.

£63
£65 —
£130, £145, £160, 'nos £150
£80, £95, £103, £110 £98

MAKE, H.P., DATE.
Levis 2J h.p., 1920
L.M.C. 6 h.p. sc, 1920
Martinsyde 6 h.p. sc, 1930 .

Matchless 8 h.p. sc, 1920 .

.

Metro-Tyler 2), h.p., 1920
New Hudson 3i h.p., 1920
New Imperial 8 h.p. sc, 1920 . .

.

Norton 4 h.p. sc, 1920
N.U.T. 3.V h.p. 1920
O.K. 2.Vh.p., 1920
Omega 2} h.p., 1920
P. & M. 3* h.p., 1920
P. & M. 3J h.p. sc, l',12U

Paragon 2J h.p., 1920
Quadrant 4i h.p. sc, 1920
Reading-Standard 10 h.p. sc, 1930
Rover 5-6 h.p. sc, 1920
Rover 3.Sh.p., 1920
Royal Ruby 8 h.p. sc, 1919-30 . .

Rudge 3.V h.p., 1920 : . .

Scott 3J h.p., 1930
.Scott 3Jh.p. sc, 1930
Sparkbrook 31 h.p., 1920
Sun 2J h.p., r920
Sunbeam 3^ h.p., 1930
Sunbeam Sl h.p„ sc, 1920
Sunbeam 8 h.p. sc, 1919
Triumph 4 h.p.. Model H, 1920 .

.

Triumph 4 h.p. sc, Model H, 1920
Triumph 4 h.p. so., 1919
Velocette 2i h.p., 1920
Veras 2} h.p., 1920
Verus 4 h.p., 1920
Wooler 2J h.p., 1920 -,

: . .

.

Zenith 8 h.p. c/shaft sc. 1920 . .

.

Zenith 5 h.p. sporting, 1920
Unused.

AVERAGE
CLASSIFIED PRICES. PRICE.

£47 -
£120, *£138 £124
£144, t£150 £147
£165, £170, t£174, £175, £n5, £175,

t£176, t£180, t£180, •t£195, t£300
r45, '£70
£66
£135, £150 £113
£155, £155 £155
t£112, t£118, t£135 £122

£179
£58

.£57
iW
£97
£110
£48
£36

£140

£79

£56, *£59
£50, £55, £75
£94, £99 ....
/lOO, /T20 '.

£4.5, £50
£"v5, £95
£190 .-.

£120, £160
£95
nso
£65, £70, £7S, £85, £86, £90
£100, £100, £105, £110 £104
£125, £128, £130, £135, £155 ..... £135
£50, £65, £70 £68
£60 ;.... —
£120, £125, £130, £135 £123
£155, £160, £105, £165, £170 £163
£175, £190 £183
£95, £96, £118 £103
£122, £130, £150, £166, £166, £160 £145
£105, £105, £105, £118, £138 -£1U
£66 : —
£85, £95 £90
£105 —
£62, •£75 £69
£145, £173 £160
£100

tDynamo lighting.
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Marlow and District M C.C.
A visit was paid on tiie 3rd inst. to

the qnaiDt old town of Abingdon, and a
most enjoyable afternoon was spent there.

Leicester and District M.C.
Last month the club had several runs

attracting an average turnout of about
hlty members. On April 17th the iiret

"Tu ^^^''^ ^^'"^^ ^'^Phy competition
will be held.

Oxford M.C.

.

An attractive programme, includinB
• wter-club events with Banbury and
p.xford University M.C.C. clubs, has
been drawn up. Mr. H. M. Bailey, 43
Cornmarket Street, O.xford, is the hon
secretary.

Liverpool M.C.
_
Held on the 3rd inst, over a very sport-

ing ^course, and attracting a large entry
a surprise competition " resulted as
follows

: 600 c c Class.-l, N. C. Sclater
(4 Norton). Unlimited CIsss.—1, E A
iiastwood (7-9 American X).

Dublin and District M.C.C.
J. A. Carville, mounted on a 4 hp

Triumph, has been adjudged the winner
ot the Easter reliability trial held nuder
the auspices of the Dublin and District
Motor Cycle Club. The lightweight prize
in the competition was won by T E
Green (2i Enfield). Gold medals were
awarded to P. R. Hurse (4^ B.S.A.) and
J. McEntaggart (7-9 Indian), as well as
to the two cup winners.

North London M.C.C.
The results are now to hand of the

Staley Cup Trial, held over an eighty
miles course near Amersham. Mr. R. H.
Baxter (2i Radco) was the winnerj
thereby gaining the Staley Cup and a
gold medal. He obtained 100% of the
marks allowed, and had li min. error on
J'ijne- Four other competitors gained
100% marks, and to each the club has
awarded a silver medal. These were :

Messrs. L. Walter (4 Triumph), R R
Bowen (4 Triumph), R. L. Richardson
(3^ Alecto), and Mrs. F. E. Jones (3-i
Ariel). Six bronze medals were also
awarded.

Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C.
Results of the hundred miles reliability

trial at Easter have been announced as
follows :

iP^A?' 1 1^°'" *''>'<"' Cytiles).-!, H. J. Hannent
14 Indian Scont), 2i>inj.: 2, T. B. Hensman (4Triumph), 3m.; 3, E. Edwards (6 Bat), 4m
CljiSS 2 (Sidecar Machines).-!, H. D. Wheeler

(8 Nbw Imperial sc), l?.,m.; 2, A. Adcocli (SVi

.),?"? Pl-eaentcd by Mr. W. Linoolna Sntton tor

(H M^*', performance of the day.—H. D. Wheeler
(8 Naw Imperial Be).
Ml. W. Hlley's prize for the beat performanceDj a competitor not iiavlng hold a drivins licence

V to January 1st, 1919._L. G. Balier (3',1

X^e(tK-en6 Club lEvents.
Apnl 16-Stochport and Dhtrict M.C. Bcmaining

Cla»ae$ ol Open Hill-climb.
K.-B^.WAk.C. Membtn- Ro« Mettlng at

April IS.—Siindcrland and District M.C. Consist-
ency Hill-climb.

April le.-Exctcr M.C. and J.C.C. Optning Ran.

I^wi «~?,^','"'''k-"-^,- .Vilt^'" Tfc'Militv Trial.
.\pril le.-HcU-nsbuvQh M.C.C. Hni-climb.
April U.—Dcicsbury and District M.C.C. Comvcli-

tion and Ptcnic.
April le.— Bristol M.C.C. Itcliabilitu Trial to Tor-

Quay.
April 16.—Sunderland and District M.C C Uill-

cllmb.
April le.—Cortntru and Warwickshire M.C. Man-

vtllc Trophy Trial,
.ipril I6.-nirmingham M.C.C. Novices' Trial
April K.—Kidderminster M.C.C. Social BunApnl le.-Wcsl Kent M.C. Flciibility TeU onBraxtcd Ttill.

','"'',
'li-^FjM!'"'''

^ICond L.C.C
. Speed Trial.

April ty^iyallinaton and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Reliability Trial.

April 17.—Eastbourne and District MCC Hill.
climb.

^'"'^ 'i-T?"""""" ""<' District M.C. Reliability
J rial.

AprU ir.—Leicester and District M.C. Tales
, n J"""??" ^•'<" ''P'"' found).

•' '^,'! 'l-i>"^"l'i M.C.C. Trophy Trial.

rZ\, ,,"^'"'."7' ^'""'J^'/^'^- S'x:'^ "•">
l^i, U~fi?",^';"J'''('- 'crrard Cup Trial.April 1, -It mhcich. Plumslead, and District MC

Reliability Trial.

I ^ '—'i'U'fastle and District M.C. Haiclimb
'""•'

"aT.'C^rTcLPJ''^''
"'' ""* «""'»

'"'•'
"tTl'pV&rXh^"'"'' "^<^- ""» «""

April n.-m-cston and District M.C.C. Club Run
to Alport,

.tpril 17 —Manchester M.C. Speed TriaU

imi Ii~%'"f,,
'^*^-

'^"i""'"'"'
Surprise Run. -

.ipril U.—Lastboume and District M.C.C. UtU-
April n^rj, M.C.C. (Molverhampton). Club R«„
April 17.-Rcigate, Redhill, and District M.C C

,
Speed-judging Contest.

TriS!'"^"-
•'"'^- ""'' ''•^•<^- B'""!"""!/

April n^-Liierpool M.C. Amateur Trial lor Blake
April a^Tortsmouth and District M.C. and L.C C

April m.-tlarrogale and District M.C.C. Social

April iO^-Plymoulh and District M.C. and LCOPaperchasc over Dartmoor.
'-^v.

l„UH''1''Ti^'*?^A""'"'"' OPEN events are tabu-laled on the Questions and Replies " page

Stourbridge M.C.C.
In glorious weather a muster of fifty-two

started from headquarters on the Cap-
tarn's run for Flagstaff Hill, on which
an impromptu climb was held. B. Clare
(3^ Norton) was the winner.

Bridgwater and District M.C. and L.C.C.
On Saturday, April 30th, the club is

holding an inter-club hill-climb at Puritan
Hill at 3 p.m. This event is open to
all West of England clubs. The course
is a measured half-mile and of excellent
surface, and it is hoped that as many
members as possible from the neighbour-
ing clubs will compete. Full particulars
and entry forms may now be obtained
from the hon. secretary, Mr.- J. W.
Hooper, the Oaks, Wembdon, Bridgwater.

Reigate, Eedhill, and District M.C.C.
Including Chalk Pit Hill, a course in

the Westerham district did not prove
difficult to the majority of the competi-
tors in a reliability trial held at the
beginning of the month. Many were too
early, however, and the following are the
only awards to be made. Gold medal.—
E. Green (4 Norton). Silver medals.—
H. Watkins (8 Matchless sc), J. Duplockm Sunbeam sc). and L. Alderton (4i
B.S.A.).

^^

ntley M.C. and L.C.C.

G. Clapham, of Keighley, on a Scott
Squirrel, made a very successful per;
formaiic© in the reliability trial organised
by the Ilkley Motor Cycle and Light Car
Club on the 3rd inst. Over a route
of ninety-nine miles across the upper
reaches of the Yorkshire dales, with
eighteen checks, and to a timetable
worked out at 20 m.p.h., he lost only 15s.
Twenty-four competitors took part. The
winners were as follows :

Founder's Trophy and gold modal, Q. CHapham
(3%^Scott Squirrel), total error ISs.; sliver medal,
B. H. Voss (3 A.B.C.), 6m.; bronze medal, O. A.
Barker (6 Enflold sc), 10m. 288.

Rngeley and District A.C.
Detailed results of the speed trials held

at Ingestre Park on Easter Monday, by
permission of the Earl of Shrewsbury, are
as follows :

300 C.C. CLASS.— 1, p. F. Griffin (2% Lejis),
22i«.; 2, E. K. GriOin (2"A Levis), 24s.; 3, 0. e!
Massey (2',^ Edmund-Union), 25js.
350 CO. CLASS.-l, E. I3mith (2^ Douglas).

19!8.; a, N. Craddock (2=4 Douglas), 218».; 3, P.
F. Gnffln (2i,i Levis), 22s.

600 0.0. CLASS.— I, W. Penn (314 Budge), 21s.;

rt.J-J^- 9'''?° '2% Levis), 21is.; 3. N. Craddock
(2% Douglas), 23a.

650 CO. CLASS.-l, B. Moakes (SVa Norton),
19s.; 2, N. Craddock (2-5i Douglas), 20ia.; 3. P. F
Gnffln (2'/i. Levis), 21J5.
„^?^"1''^I'--1' E- Smith mi Douglas), 18!i.:
2.,,W. Penn (3% Rudge), 19is.; 3. B. Moaies
(3'/i Norton), 20a.

South-west Durham M.C.
Thirty-four competitors started in the

Easter Monday reliability trial, which
was held under extremely adverse weather
conditions. Rain and snow had made the
surface of Killhope, the observed hill,
very soft. Among those to make clean
ascents were: G. Hudson (6 Matchless),
J. Fidian (4 Triumph), J. P. Bell (5
A.B.C.), T. Scaife (4 Norton), A. Col-
lingwood fSi Norton), J. Grieves (4

'

Norton sc), G. Walker (Morgan), A.
Purvis (6 A.J.S. sc.l. H. J. B. Murray
(3i Rover sc), A. Wainwright (4i
B.S.A. sc), and E. Walsh (4 Norton
sc). Results (showing marks lost) :

PASSENGER MACHINES (TO(LIMITED).-Gold
medal. E. Welsh (4 Norton sc), 0; gold medal,
E. Purvis (6 A.J.S. sc), 0: silver medal, H. J. B.
Murray (3V2 Rover sc), 6; bronze medal, A. AVain-
wright (414 B.S.A. so.), 11.

SOLO MACHINES (U7>rLIMITED).—Gold medal,
A. Scaile (4 Norton), 2; silver medal. J. P. Bel!
(3 A.B.C.), 3; bronze medal. A. CoUingwood (3'/2
Norton), 4.

E2}
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The Editor

All letters must be addressed to the

does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

HARD ON THE DOG!
Sir,—You may be interested in my method, which has

effected a permanent cure of the dog nuisance.
On the dog making his usual frantic rush he should not

be discouraged, but invited to continue his gambolinge along-
side. The throttle is opened gradually and the playful puppy
(noisy end) manoeuvred into the vicinity 0! the exhaust pipe
(business end). The desired result being obtained, the " P.P."
will decelerate violently, and will be seen show-ing obvious
symptoms of acute nasal disturbance and pending gastronomic
eruptions. Ct. A. OWEN.

SIDECAR OR CYCLE CAR?
Sir,—Like many hundreds of your readers, I especially

enjoyed your article on " Sidecar or Cycle Gar." As a solo

rider, I am trying to make up my mind whether to join the
sidecariets or cycle carists for the coming season. It is

evident there is little to choose between a first-class sidecar

outfit and a first-class runabout as regards initial cost and
general reliability. What I would like to see is a comparison
as regards cost of upkeep, including petrol, tyres, and replace-

ments. It would appear that repairs, being more on car lines

than on the runabout, would be somewhat higher than on
the sidecar outfit, I would also like to know how they com-
pare for average speed or runs of over 100 miles. Perhaps
some reader would enlighten me. TYRCOXXELL.

Ireland.

CLASSIFYING COMPETITION RIDERS.
Sir,
—"Etaples's" letter in your issue of March 17th is

excellent, but I would go a little further viz., "star" the

trade rider, "dagger" the man in the "expert" list, and put
some other fearsome sign to the man who has a trade interest

iu the machine he is riding.

Good luck to them all, anyhow. I have just recovered
from the latest form of secret check—to wit, a trenched road.

A.C.U. please note. B. (Capt.).

Co. Kildare.

Sir,—With reference to remarks by " Etaples " in T/ie

Motor Cycle, of March 17th regarding amateur and profes-

sional riders in competitions, I should like to say I entirely

agree with his suggestion that thera should be some means
of identifying an amateur from a professional.

I should also like to point out that in most events the

amateur rider is practically barred, having to compete against
professionals with a factory behind them.

I feel sure that if the clubs were to make two premier
awards—one for the professional and one for the amateur

—

they would increase their member.ship. Also, the clubs iu

which the suggestion Avas carried into effect would be more
sociable and quite as. sporting.

Take an amateur rider, for instance, who joins a club and
fancies himself on the local hill. He pays his fee, tunes his

machine to the best of his ability—probably in the kitchen,
if the family will stand it—and goes to the hill-climb or
speed event. What has he to compete- with? Special
engines, aluminium pistons designed with a compression ratio
just suitable for the competition, and other tricks of the
trade, which, possibly, would not stand a short tour, and
would be hopeless iu traffic. What earthly chance has he?
He goes home disgusted witli his machine, Which is probably
as good as the average.

I .say again, artd I know lots who will agree, give the
amateur with a standard machine a chance.
Birmingham. FAIRSPOPiT.

B24

Sir,—I note with interest the remarks of your contributor
" Etaples " on the classifying of competition riders.

I am conne'cfjed with the motor trade, from which I get my
living ; but when I ride in, say, a bill-climb or speed eveiit

on a Saturday afternoon I do so at, my. own expense and
from a sporting point of view in the same way as a man

' connected with any other trade raiglit do, and I should not

care to be called a trade rider. ....
I should like to hear your correspondent's definition of an

amateur rider, as there must ^be a good number like myself
Avho ride for the sport but who are connected with the trade.

E. C. COLLINS.

NOT ENOUGH MUD TO WORRY ABOUT.
Sir,—Being another appreciative reader of your paper for

many years, I should like to state that " Opinion's " letter

was indeed very refreshing.

I am an all-round rider, and, being in business, my runs
are confined' to fixed days with an occasional day off. I am
not concerned much with the weather. My 'bus is an-

Enfield Six, well mudguarded. My wife occupies the sidecar,

with an Easting for protection, and myself in warm rainproof

Beacons. So equipped, mud and rain are secondary con-

siderations, and I am ahvays surprised after every muddy and
wet ride how clean my overalls are. with no spots save on ,

my boots. . The Easting keeps my passenger absolutely dry.

My car friends often point out to me the comfort and clean-

ness of car driving. Admitted, l)ut give me the sporting

cycle. Incidentallv, we cannot all afford cars.

D. C. WILLIAMS.

INCREASING SEATING CAPACITY ON THREE-
WHEELERS.

Sir,—May I venture to suggest that one of the great dis-

advantages of the runabout, i.e., its inability to carry more
than two people, might be overcome by fitting two small _
seats on each side of the rear wheel and enclosed in the '

mudguard? These seats would of necessity-be small, but they .'.

could be made sufficiently large to accommodate a child up -

to about fourteen or fifteen years of age; while, by removal •

of the cushions, ample and convenient luggage space would
be available.

These seats would naturally make the mudguard so wide

as to make the wheel very inaccessible. However, by
removing the seats, and by hinging the rear portion of the

mudguard as on the T.B., this would be completely over-

come D. CLARK.

DEFINING "SILENCE."
Sir,— I have read with interest a letter on the above sub-

ject, signed E. E. Howell, and published in j'our nimiber of

the 24th March, and venture to offer my solution to this

problem, speaking as one who has studied human nature.

I would advise all those concerned with such an act of

tyrannv on the part of a local magistrate to form themselves

into a league, to be known as "The Society for the Protec-

tion of Long Exhaust Pipes," and to present him with a

motor cycle, fitted with a two-and-a-half foot, well polished

copper exhaust pipe ; together with a good leather and a tin

of Brasso.

I would predict that all trouble w-ith the authorities ;

in this direction would immediately and mysteriously cease. .

I am, of course, neither a manufacturer of motor cy^iles

with long exhaust pipes, nor am I a magistrate, but am
merely writing as A PSYCHOLOGIST.
Putnev.
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GOOD SAMARITANS.
Sir,—Will you kindly find room for a letter of heartfelt

thanks to the two sportsmen who stopped to help me when
stranded between Lancaster and' Preston on the evening of

this atrocious Easter Jlonday. The exliaust valve of my
machine ,had broken, and my wife in the sidecar was taken
ill. We were about eight miles from anywhere ; it was rain-

ing persistently, and we (and our helpers) were soaked.

I had done some ninety-six miles (rain all the time), and"
had battled, with a slipping belt, against the storm for

thirty of them, when the valve went. I was fagged and very
an.xious about my passenger, and still twenty-eight miles
from home. These fellows, in spite of having been some
eighteen hours on the road the day before owing to a sheai-cd

key, stopped willingly, and one on a 4 h.p. Triumph (I think,
for it was dusk) towed us into Pi'eston over appalling roads,
and went out of his way to get us to a gai'age near the
station. I will only say that the best " Get you home
scheme " is, in mv opinion, the British sportsman.

A. G. BANKS, Lieut. R.E.(T.).

POINTERS IN RADIAL ENGINE DESIGN
Sir,—As an engineer having considerable e.xperience in the

design and manufacture of radial and other engines for aero
and general work, including the Eedrup three-cylinder radial
engine for motor cycles, I venture to raise a fewpoints brietiy

in connection with the proposed design of a three-cylinde'r
radial described in 7'/ie Motor C'l/cle of March 10th. It

^should be borne in mind that my criticisms are based upon
the present design, which may not of necessity be the final

form.

It is noticed that the exhaust passages' are in one with the
gear case attached to the crank case. This appears very un-
desirable, as in a radial engine, even though the heat from
the cylinder be dissipated as rapidly as possible, the crank
case tends to become hot with conducted Jieat, and the
casting of the exhaust passages with a portion of the engine
bolted directly to the crank case would be distinctly un-
suitable.

The extreme distance between the bearings supporting the
crankshaft would create a .«trong tendency to crankshaft
whip which would impose considerable strain on the crank
pin joint, have a disastrous effect on the ball bearings as
arranged, and the whip of the shaft would set up a cantilever
fiction upon the two bearings nearest to the flywheel.

The segmental design of connecting rod end would be found
to be quite unsuitable in practice in a comparatively high
speed engine, as on account of the limited width of the
"feet" (having three on a common bush) a severe binding
effect would be set up in the housing.
The design of the detachable cylinder heads docs not seem

to be good, as there would be a somewhat large unsupported
area which would provide a fruitful source of warping and
leakage in practice.

The valve pear is unnecessarily complicated, and entailing,
as it does, six spur wheels and accompanying mountings, it

would probably be found to be noisy unless very carefully
constructed. The mounting of the complete engine in the
frame is very crude, as there is a lot of overhang, though
this, together with other details mentioned, may receive
further attention" at the hands of the designers before the
proposition assumes practical shape. C. B. REDRUP.

LINCOLNSHIRE AS A TOURING GROUND.
Sir,—I was extremely interested in " Friar John's " article

in The Motor Ci/cle for March 17th on the beauties of
Lincolnshire, probably because I am a " Johnny of the
Wolds" myself, and, so, well acquainted with the places
mentioned in his article. He bears out what I have always
maintained, that few, if any, counties in England are able
to offer such a delightful variety of scenery as Lincoln.
The Fens may appeal to many, but, to me, from a touring

point of view, they offer no comparison to the Wolds. It
\yould certainly be a revelation to many persons to make
Spilsby or Horncastle their headquarteis, and to tour
thoroughly the neighbourhood. We liave very few roads to
satisfy a speed merchant : the sui"faces are just now rather
rough, but pot-holes are conspicuous by their absence. The
more enjoyable rides arc oft" the beaten ti'ack and well away
from the towns. Ajnongst the Wolds proper practically
no level road is encountered. Winding lanes, .shady dells,
rippling brooks, the unexpected climb, all add zest and
pleasure to such a trip, and are, in variety, enough to please

the most exacting. Many of the climbs bring into use the

low gear of a sidecar, but although a good test, tone are

beyond the capabilities of a decent " Sj.

The view"6 from selected spots are nothing less than
magnificent, especially those overlooking the Feus. From a
hill in our own village, on a clear day, Lincoln Cathedral,

Boston Stump, Tattershall Castle, the sea at Skegness

(distances varying from fifteen to twenty-seven miles) are

easily visible.

We, too, are interesting historically. Tennyson's birth-

place at Soraersby, Sir John Franklin at Spilsby, Henry TV.

at old Bolingbroke, Tattershall Castle, Kevesby Abbey, and
other places are all within easy distance. The churches, too,

are worth visiting. I am told part of our village church is

over 1,000 years old.

It may be interesting, too, to know that this village is

mentioned in Doomsday Book, and that in the diurch

register is an entry which is supposed to have been

made by a follower of Cromwell, who turned out the

then incumbent. It is probably true, for- in 1643

Cromwell met at Wi-awby {two miles away) the Royal

Army, whicli was marching to rcUeve Bolingbroke Castle, but

the Royal Army suffered a disastrous defeat; the scene of

the encounter is still named Slash Hollow. In Horncastle

Church are displayed old weapons which are supposed to be

relics of the enconnter.

Anyone desiring a truly rural picnicking tour, a holiday

amongst the Wolds could not fail to be appreciated, and a

description of such a tour from the pen of a ready writer

such as "Friar John" would be an interesting addition to

your always interesting journal. C.E.D.

Spilsby.

MODERNISING AN OLD MACHINE.
Sir,—Referring to your article on converting old machines,

I have pleasure in enclosing herewith photographs and

particulars of a rather interesting conversion I have carried

out for a friend of mine on a 1914 Bat-Jap sidecar outfit

fitted with hub gear. j -j j
This hub gear was not very .satisfactory, and it was decided

lo replace it with a new up "to date gear box with clutch and

kick-starter, arranged for chain and boll drive.

The box which appeared most suitable was the Juckes

patent countershaft type. This has several good features,

which make it rather suitable for the purpose in view.

Tile gear lever and gate are attached to the box itself, and

cannot easily get out of order, there being no tank fittings or

rods of any sort requiring adjustment.

Gjnverting a 1914 Bat-jap to a countershaft model.

from Mr. W. Gwcnnap.)
(See letter

In fitting the gear box to the horizontal staj's, it was found

necessary to remove the latter, and make them parallel by
heating, so as to receive the gear box, the box then being

secured by four |in. studs tapped into a specially thickened

part of the stays. Transmission is by |in. X fin. chain, and
thence by lin. belt to a new rear wheel, top gear being

about 4 to 1.

Two brakes are arrajiged to operate on the rear wheel, and
the clutch is a massive cone type, and operated from the

handle-bars with perfect ease.

It will be noticed from the photograph that there is an

entire ab.sence of change-speed brackets and rods, giving the

cycle a clean appearance. The total cost of the whole job

was appro.ximately £37, not allowing anything for the p-irts

removed, some of which have a mai"ketable valui'.

W. GWENNAP. •
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UPPER SWALEDALE IN THE LONDON-EDINBURGH.
Sir,—I gather from the sketch map in 7'he Motor Cycle

that the London-Edinburgh Whitsuntide route, after crossing

the Butt«rtubs, continues through Upper Swaledale via
Thwaite and Keld to the Pennine watershed at Hollow Mill
Cross, thence dropping into Kirkby Stephen by Nateby.
Has this section been included in any previous important
trial? My recollections of it date back to several pre-war
tramping tours, and unless memory plays me false there

were then "umpteen" miles of unrolled metal east of the
summit. Can any of your readers give up-to-date informa-
tion as to the condition of this section from the sidecar

point of view? It lies over magnificent moors, flanked on
the south by Great Shunnor Fell, and in clear weather the

steep descent to Nateby provides fine panoramas of West-
morland. DALE LOVER.

WE STAND CORRECTED!
Sir,—Until to-day, I have always read your paper with

great interest and instruction. But I find you have misled
me. Your ideas of what a sporting motor cyclist should be
have been wrong. Now I to-day have seen the ideal sports-

man—two of them, in fact, and I can assure you that we
benighted bumpkins in our town are not a little pleased
with ourselves. This pleasant Sunday afternoon I was
abruptly awakened from my snooze by the sound of fifty

million aeroplanes, and, on rushing to the window, I saw a

solo big twin and another with a light sidecar hurtling along
on bottom gear on the level at 6 m.p.h. easily. The super-
drivers on them Iiad removed the silencers, and were alter-

nately opening and shutting the throttles. You may guess I

was open-mouthed with admiration at this pluck and skill.

The riders were , also good enough to tour even the side

streets—no favouritism about them. I afterwards saw these
supermen outside the inn of their choice smoking cigarettes,

yes, and blowing the smoke through their noses

!

Last August I saw T. C. de la Hay, Eric Williams, George
Dance, and other moderate riders go through the town with
no more noise than you or I make, en route in the Six Days.
And yet you have taught me to look on them as crack
riders. No, sir, winning the T.T. is all right in its way, but
give me the man who takes off his silencer on a Sunday
afternoon, and can accelerate up to 5 m.p.h. on low gear in

next to no time in 3, quiet street.

Northallerton. J. LLEWELLYN G. HILL.

WAS IT ENGINE SEIZURE?
Sir,—I was much interested in reading "F.L.S.'s" letter

regarding the apparent seizure of the engine of his 4 h.p.

Triumph, as a similar experience befell me last Thursday.
My machine is a 1919 4 h.p. Triumph, solo.

I had covered about fifty miles on a run to Penzance, and
was travelling at thirty-five miles an liour, when my engine
suddenly stopped, bringing my bicycle to an abrupt stand-
still and nearly throwing me out of the saddle.
Finding the engine rather hot, I gave it two pumpfuls

of oil, and it re-started after a couple of good kicks, and
appeared to be in splendid fettle.

I remember having a similar experience some months
ago, but could find no reason for the apparent seizure, as I

habitually over-oil. • GEO. LAITY.

Sir,—Your correspondent "F.L.S.," in your issue dated
March Slst, seems to have over-oiled and produced seizure of

.

a valve stem, which latter, on cooling, W'ould free itself and
show little trace of the trouble. I have experienced the same
trouble on a Douglas, and give the suggestion as a possible
cause. Of course the skirt of the passenger's trench coat, or
skirt to^it court, might ha^•e wound itself into the works.

Wallington. AJ 1.

Sir,—I was very much interested in the letter by "F.L.S."
about partial engine seizure.

Without presuming to have much knowledge of engines
and their peculiarities, I may, through my own experience,
be able to give " F.L.S." some information which will perhaps
enable him to trace the trouble.
My own 1920 Triumph runs faultlessly until I open "all

out." It will exceed SO m.p.h. comfortably, and has touched
58 m.p.h.,- but if I run at this speed for more than half a
mile the engnie locks without warning and the machine
comes to a standstill. Strangely enough, it will start again
immediately, by applying the kick-starter.
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For some months I was unable to fathom this until I

examined the piston and cylinder closely. I found at the head
of the piston a very slight score aird a stain of brownish
tinge (obviously a burn). The cylinder wall has a correspond-
ing, but much less visible, st'ain, running vertically in tha
path of the piston scoring.

I have concluded that this is caused by a gas leakage as a
result of the first partial seizure, which, no doubt, was caused
by myself in ignorance by un-der-lubrication at speed.

If ]' F.L.S." will examine his engine, he will no doubt
find similar markings to those I have mentioned, which were
evidently there before he used the machine, and, therefore,
no matter how much oil he injected at speed the leakaga
down the piston side would, after a few minutes' running,
result in a "dry up." CHAS. G. HOUGH.

Sir,—May I venture to add my experiences to those of your
correspondent "F.L.S."?

I have had apparent seizure three or four times with a
scooter (pump lubrication). On one occasion I had injected
two or three pumpfuls of oil before starting, and had not
gone, far when, without warning of any kind, the back wheel
locked. However, I was able to start again immediately, and
the machine ran for the rest of the journey faultlessly. I

know the oil reached the engine all right, because it smoked
furiously on starting, and had only just left off smoking when
this occurrence took place.

This puzzled me so much that I gave up trying to fathom
the mysteries thereof, when, on seeing your other corre-

spondent's description of his joys, I was encoui'aged to

add mine.
Perhaps " Ixion " can help us out on this point. Really,

he is as faithful in feeding us, his sheep, with his incom-
parable " comments " as any parson is in sirpplying his flock

with sermons, and " Ixion's " parishioners are many and
varied—at least, round this district. D.J.E.
Tunbridge Wells. -

Sir,—The experience which " F.L.S.," of Derby, relates

is almost a parallel to my own. Riding a 2j h.p. New-
Imperial, I was having a friendly "scrap" with another
outfit when my engine stopjied dead, locking the wheel, but,

before the machine came to a stop, freeing itself again. I

had closed the throttle on the engine stopping, but on open-

ing up the machine went off again, apparently O.-K.

The sequel came some time later, when the engine
developed a most disconcerting rattle when running "light."
Thinking that it was due to wear on the big end, I dis-

mantled the engine, and found the bush seized on to the

crank pin, and the whole moving inside the cud of the con-

necting rod.

I had the connecting, rod rebushed, and have had no
trouble since.

I attributed the stoppage of the engine _ to the seizing

of the bush, and then the pressure on the engine sprocket
must have been sufficient to free the whole inside the con-

necting rod. I may remark that the engine ran perfectly

for about 200 miles before

the rattle made itself felt.

T. T. RICHARDSON.

For sale at the Crystal Palace Second-hand Show. A Max
miniature, of the type exhibited at the Stanley Show of 1908, built

before designers had such high hopes of producing what might be

termed the "missing link" between motor cycles and scooters.
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OUGANISATION AND CO-OPERATION.
Sir,—With reference to Mr. Loughborough's letter indi-

cating what is and has been the attitude of the A.C.U. to-

wards the new scheme of taxation, I hasten cordially to

endorse his statement concerning the co-operation existing

between the A.C.U. and the A.A. The letter which drew
Mr. Loughborough's perfectly fair reply unfortunately

escaped my notice ; otherwise I should have WTitten at once

to correct the statement made by your correspondent.
' Immediately the horse-power tax proposals were known,
and the Motor Legislation Committee got to work, the

A.C.LT., Willi ourselves and other organisations represented

on that committee, realised the injustice of the proposals

ind united in opposing the tax. STENSON COOKE.
Secretary the Automobile Association and Motor L'nion.

SPLITTING HAIRS?
; Sir,—I should like to congratulate Mr. H. L. Lewi.s on his

super-mathematical mind I When he mentions such things

&s • y = t^x (or y =-~^ wliich is the same thing)," I shudder.

If he can prove thi.'? to me I shall be pleased to forward him
a bag of nuts. I am fairly conversant with the calculus, but

Also, Mr.1 alwavs thouglit that —-= y onlv when y = «c-r.

U.C

Garrod is iierfectly justified in using tlie multiplication sign
" X," since it is the one used at scliools, and thus possibly

the onlv one known to those with less brilliant intellects.

W. N. a. I'HILLU'S.

sir,—In your issue of the 31st March, JL'. H. L. Lewis has

made a fairly good attempt to show his superiority over us,

•mere motor cyclists, in elementary calculus.

However, may 1 be permitted in the interests of those of

your readers who aie studying this interesting branch of

mathematics privately to point out an obvious "howler."

dy
Mr. Lewis says: "... i/ = e"^ (or y= - , which is

ax

the same thing) Surely if 7/ = c"i, ~ = ae".
ax

1

believe this is a "standard form." However, not being a

mathematician I am open to criticism. From these last

1 d,i
statements it is obvious that y = — -r-

.

a ax

So Mr. Lewis's little e.xample of " liigher mathematics"
wa.ii " but a meaningless assemblage of lliree or four letters

of the alphabet" after all! H. If. C. BAIITON.

THE BALANCE OF MOTOR CYCLE ENGINES.
Sir,—It appears to me that Mr. T. S. Bentlcy is at fault

n his remarks on the above, concerning static and dynamic
balance. Although static and dynamic balance are eseenlially

different, it is ea-sily

i
m»- r F .^^-H' -•M

ihown that the
lecessary condi-
ions for one satisfy

he other. The
ccompanying dia-

;ram explains my
irgument.
Let M arid m be two masses ievolviug about a fulcrum F,

heir radii and velocities being respectively Re and Vr. The
oudition for static balance is

—

m X / = M X R. (1.)

The condition for dynamic balance is—

mv- MV- „— =-R- (2'

Now let w be the auguljir velocity, then v = wr and V = u-R.

M«."R=
"

—5— , or mr = JIR, which is(2) becomes

Jeiitical with (1).

We therefore sec that an arrangement giving a static
lalauce give."! dynamic balance at all speeds.

S. W. FARRIXGTGX, A.M.I.C.E.
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Sii-,—In your issue of March 3rd I am airfc»a Mr. T. S.

Bentley in his remarlcs on the above is confusing centrifugal

force and kinetic energy.

It is the former which is made use of in balancing an

engme, and this quantity does nut vary directly as the

squai-e of the velocity. For instance, the value for a weight

of 10 lb. at a 2ft. radius is exactly the same as for one of

5 lb. at 4ft. radius, in both cases revolving at the same

number of revolutions per second. Other considerations

apart, it does not matter what is the radius of the centre

of gravity of the balance weight compared with the radius

of the crank pin provided the weight is. made proportional

to the radius in accordance with the well known formula for

centrifugal force.

It appears to me that if ^Ir. Bentley were correct in his

argument we should be under the awkward necessity of

wanting a different balance weight for each and every speed

at which the engine was run. I would cite as an example

the modern locomotive. It is unlikely that the designers of

this type \)f ju-ime mover (which is very sensitive at high

speeds to conditions of bad balance) would continue to put

their weights on the wheels at anywhere from two to four

times the radius of tlie crank, when, if it were absolutely

necessary, they could be aflRxed to the crank web ends quite

easily, at a radius closelv approximating that of the crank

pin. il. It. BEAUCH.UIP, M.I.A.E.

FOUR-STROKING.
Sir,—Having read the letters on cures for four-stroking

in two-strokes, may I suggest the following remedy which

I have found satisfactory for the past five years?

Buy an ordinary gas lap from the nearest gas office, bore

a hole in the induction jiipe (opposite the induction port)

sufficiently large to take the tap, fit it, and keep it open as

much as the engine will allow.

It will not only stop four-stroking, but increase m.p.g.,

to say nothing of speed. A.N.
Taunton.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPOXDEXCE.
Several further correspondents in the Bromley district

complain of "silence troubles" with the police.

Under the heading of "Three Tliousand ililes on a Solo Big
Twin," "Con Rod" states the case for that type of mounting.
His own 6 h.p. Zenith has a speed range of h'^ m.p.h. to 57
m.p.h., and has averaged 92 m.p.g. for more than a
thousand miles. Comfort and low tyre wear arc other points

emphasised. A Binks carburetter is also given its share of

credit for the flexibility and low fuel consumption of this

mount.

Referring to " Ixion's " query as to where the old
" scooters " are nowadays. " F.J." informs us tbat he has
used a Skootamota for the last twelve months with every
satisfaction.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued m coniunction with The Mote Cyds.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Coalaining over 400 asetul "wriakles" and helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system lor tracing motor cycle faiiits and of

remedymc them when found. Fourth Edition .^

"MAGNETOS.- By A. P. VonNO.
A complete treatise on magneto i^ition for motor
cars motorcycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition 4/6 4/10

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's

point A view. Just published ., .^

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES"
By "Ixios'." of Tii£ Milor CvcU ._, ^

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland, London (showing
roads into <ind out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages ot Road Maps ot England and
Wales, Scotland, and the \jonr\oo District

>rice Booli
net. post.

z/- 2/3

2/- 2/3

3/-

5/-

3/3

S/4

S/* S/io I

5/- S/4

Obtaincble by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Lt 1..

20. Tudwi Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading; Bookseller^ and
Railway Boolistalis.
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A selection of questions ol general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions ihould be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication cr not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked "Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

RUNNING-IN A TWO-STROKE.
I have recently purchased a

machine with a Villiers 2^ h.p.
engine, and would like to know :

(1.) The usual mileage per gallon
of this type. At present all I

can get out of it is from 60 to 70
m.p.g. (2.) It is lubricated on the
petroil system. What is the quantity
of oil per gallon to ensure perfect run-
ning and lubrication? (3.) Shall I get
better results after the engine has been
run in (it is new) ?—H.G.J.

(1.) About 70 to 90 m.p.g. (2.) The pro-
portion of oil to petrol is one in twelve
at first ; later, it might be cut down to
one in sixteen. (3.) No doubt the engine
will improve both in power and consump-
tion after it is thoroughly run in.

GEAR RATIO FOR LOW-SPEED ENGINE.
Having built a motor scooter

(with chain drive), I- should like

to Iviiow how many teeth are
needed on the engine sprocket,
also back wheel sprocket, to get

25 m.p.h. The engine is a 3^- h.p.
Minerva (1,800 r.p.m. normal), and the
wheels are 24x2in.?—W.T.

Yon would need a gear of about 5J to 1.

and if you have only one chain you will
need si.\teen teeth on the engine shaft,
and ninety-two teeth on the back wheel,
or you can use fourteen teeth and eighty
teeth. Such a lai-ge reduction in one step
is not advisable, and it would be better
to incorporate a countershaft when you
could have sprockets as follows : Engine
shaft fourteen teeth, countershaft' thirty
teeth, final drive sprocket on counter-
shaft fifteen teeth, back wheel forty
teeth.

BURNT EXHAUST VALVES.
Just recently my 1919 4 h.p.

Triumph began to burn up
exhaust valves at an alarming
rate. In thirty miles a new
exhaust valve drew out nearly

, and had obviously been red hot.
The carburetter is a Binks, giving, if

anything, a weak mixture, spark well
advanced, tappet correctly adjusted,
engine otherwise running we'll. I should

^
be glad of your advice.—H.B.H.

You do not say whether any change has
been made in any of the adjustments co-
incident with the burning of the exhaust
valves It is obvious that some change
has taken place if the machine has only
recently developed this trouble. If the
mixture is noticeably weak, you may
expect overheating as a result. Also
verify the ignition timing. The contact
breaker points should separate when the
piston is on top dead centre (with manneto
control two-thirds retarded).

°

B32

iVin-

DRAINING CRANK CASE.
, (1.) As tliere is no drain tap
on the bottom of the crank case
of 'my. machine, would you sug-
gest the easiest method of drain-

ing off the used oil? (2.) About
how often would this be necessary? I

have once taken out the screw from thti

crank case to drain off this oil, but this'

necessitated removing the silencer and
footboards. (3.) My engine will not kick
start from cold as it used to ; if run
down a hill in gear, when the exhaust
lifter is dropped it will fire fitfully,

but as soon as it is warnied up it will

run quite normally. Would a worn out
plug cause this?—T.H.N.W.

(1 and 2.) The only method is by remov-
ing the plug you mention which is

already provided in the bottom of the
crank case. Although it is advisable to
drain out the used oil at intervals, it is

not absolutely necessary, and many riders
omit this attention. (3.) You do not give
the age of your machine, but possibly the
starting difficulty is due to the inlet valve
becoming worn in its guide. If the
machine has covered any considerable
distance, it probably requires generally
overhauling.

FIFTEEN GOLD MEDALS BETWEEN
THEM,

Geo. Dance (3^^ Sunbeam) and G. W.
Walker, the Norton exponent, at the East

Midland Centre A.C.U. Speed Trial held

at Grimsthorpe. No wonder Dance smiles,

for, with a favourable wind and a slight down
grade, he accomplished a speed of 96 m.p.h.

?

SPEED AND GEAR RATIO.
Having just purchased a new

machine, a 4 h.p. semi-T.T.

Douglas, which I intend to ride

entirely solo, I should be obliged

if you could tell me : (1.) If it

. would stand a top gear of 4 to 1, and
what would be its maximum speed at

this gear or one you would recommend?
(My weidit is list.) (2.) Is the lock

nut on the adjustable belt pulley a left

or right-hand thread? (3.) How can I

adjust the oil supply from the pump to

the crank case, as the engine continually

smokes?—D.H.S.

(1.) A 4 to 1 gear is rather too high.

About 4^ or 4| to 1 nrould be better.

Probably the speed would be greater on
the lower ratio—about 50 to 55 m.p.h.

(2.) Left-hand thread. (3.) There is no
adjustment provided other than the drip

feed which controls the supply to the

front cylinder. It the engine is over-

lubricated and the oil consumption is very

high, we would advise you to have an

auxiliary tap fitted in the delivery pipe

from the pump.

DRIVING A DYNAMO.
Where do you consider the best^ place to drive a dynamo on a

> B.S.A. sidecaroutfit? The dynamo
-SJ I am thinking of purchasing has

an output of 6 volts at 1,800

r.p.m. I thought of enclosing it in a

case and fixing to the back carrier,

obtaining the drive from the brake rim

of the back wheel by a spring band.

The dynamo has a pulley of approxi-

mately" 3in. (2.) Should. I obtain the

correct number of revolutions this way?
(3.) By using a 6 volt dynamo and 6

volt lamps, sliould I find a 4 volt 80

amp. accumulator satisfactory? I

realise the light would be dim without
the dynamo running ; but would the

accumulator come to any harm?

—

T.A.F.C.

- (1.) Driving a dynamo fi'om the back
wheel of a motor cycle is not at all a

satisfactory method, as it is most difficult

to maintain a constantly high speed. It

would be much better to take the drive

from a small sprocket cu' pulley fitted

on to the engine-shaft. It w-ould be best

to drive the dynamo at engine sj^ed.

(2.) Probably the average speed of the

engine is in the neighbourhood of 1,500

to 1,800 r.p.m., and it will be necessary
that you purchase a dynamo having some
form of cut-out device for speed regulation
purposes. (3.) It will be necessary to

use a 6 volt dynamo in conjunction with

a 6 volt accumulator- unless you use a

resistance in the charging circuit.
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SELECTIVE GEAR SLIPPING.

I have tightened up the fric-

tion band upon the outer quick
thread drum oif my Scott gear,

thus leaving the 'gear .pedal just

free in neutral. The low gear

now grips firmly and remains so en-

gaged when the rear wheel is turned.

The high speed, however, barely grips'

even when the operating pedal is well

pressed down, and iimned)atalji»^'eleases

itself when the pressure is' removed.
The friction band is as tight as I dare

make it without risking twisting the

screw off. Is it a case of internal dam-
age, or is there any other means of

making the high gear engage firmly

without the necessity of completely

dismantling the gear? What is the

principle of the gear, and will you
give me a brief and simple description

of its workiiig, and the probable cause

of the trouble-? ': Recently I v.-ent for

a .short spin (fifteen miles) and had
net gone one mile before my radiitlor

was boiling over, and I had to allow

if to cool before I thought it advi.sable

to continue. This occurred three

times in fifteen miles, the engine

gradually losing power. Is not this

due to the gear slipping, as from niy

examination^ it must be doing for

most of the time, even possibly when
the pedal is pressed well down ?—W.M.

There should be no need to tighten tlie

friction band until there is danger of

twisting off the screw, and evidently tlie

two-speed gear is worn.' The wear is

usually "confined to the expanding steel

ring in the gear itself, and may be taken

u|i by inserting new oversize rollers in

the thrust lever. We should recommend
you to obtain the "Book of the Scott"

from the makers, as this gives very com-

plete instructions as to the manageme.it
of this machine. The overheating of

which you complain may also be due to

tlie ignition being too far retarded, or

lo lack of oil; if the engine is an old

model, it probably requires overhauling

iititl cleaning.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
' J.H.W." (London).—Coventry-Victor

flat twin. Engine speed, power, reli-

ability, and coolness of running.
•' W.W.R." (Waddington, N.B.).—

A.B.C. Lubrication system and reli-

ability.

" F.K." (Woodbridgel.—1919 Power-
plus Indian. General reliability, running

osts, and possible defects.

READERS' REPLIES.

GEAR ADJUSTMENT.
lie, your replv to " H.R." on gear slip

in Tlie Motor' Ci/cU of March 24th, I

;;ive my experience, which I think will

npply to him also. I contend that
" H.E.'s" gear lever is fitted on to the

upeiating spindle with a key and nut,

and tliat the key is slackly fitted or badly
worn. When '''-H.R." changes gear, he
has to lift clutch and slam in. The con-

stant slamming when dogs or teeth are

not in mesh is reflected on the quadrant
key. To test, operate the gear lever

whilst engine is standing. It will pro-

bably be found that if the lever is forced
a little, when the middle gear teeth a,v6

not meshed, a small amount of give
will be found both ways, either from low
to middle, or middle to low or high.
For final setting, take off the inspection
cover, see that the second gear wheels are
truly in mesh, see that gear lever on
quadrant is properly fast, then nip" up
the gear lever nut with a powerful
spanner until the threads threaten to
strip.—L. BiTHELL.

COMPARING ACETYLENE AND ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

There was a recent query in T/ie Motor
Ci/r/e with regard to the relative merits
of electric and acetylene lights in an
acetylene lamp. I have a S^in. P. and
H. head light which I converted to elec-

tric, which for street work and just after
lighUng-up was quite satisfactory, but
foV country work in the dark was not to
be compared wixh a fourteen-litre acety-
lene burner. The electric bulb gives a

~

very narrow pencil of Irght and a some-
what

. dim. broad beam; whereas the
acetyTehe biii-ner gives a further bright
beam and a bright -broad beam fov near
work. My accumulator was a four-volt
Fors. which is very excellent. It appar-
ently holds its charge indeliuilely when
standing, so that theie is no need to have
it recharged if it is not being used.

—

SouTiiroMB Mav.

"Smportant ~2)atcs.

Sal . Aoril 1 6tS—Yorkshire Cenlrc A.C.LL
Open HUl-cl'mb at SuUon Ban't

Sal.. Aprit 2 3rd- Midland Cenlrc A.C.U
Open Reliability Triil.

,
Wed , April 27th—A.C U. One-day Trial

Frl . April 29lh. and Sat.. April 30lh —
Ealing and District M.C.C. London-
Holyhead Open Re'iability Trial.

Sat,. Apr'l 30th— Ncwcaa'le and Dintrict
IVIC. Travers Challenge Trophy Open
Reliability Trial

Sal.. April 30th—Surb'ton and District
M.CC Open Inter.Team Trial (Private
Owners only).

Sal. May 7th—B.M.C.R.C Op-n MeetinT
at Brooklands.

Fri. Mav 13th, ant Sat. May I4th—
M.C C.London-Edinburch Run.

Sa>.. May 21 at—Western Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill Climb.

Wed.. May 2 5th—AC.U. Silencer Trial at
Brooklands.

Sat.. Miv 28th—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill Climb.

Tues.June 14th—Junior T.T. Race
Thurs. June 1 6lh—Senior T T. Race.

Sal. Jon! 25th—M.C.C Inler-leam Trial
for "The Motor Cycle" Cup

Sa'.. Jily 2nd — Bournemouth M.C.C.
Open Reliability TriaL

Sal.. July 2nd—Norih-Wcstern Cen're
A.C.U. Op2n Speed Tria's.

Wed-. July 6th, and Thurs , July 7th-
Arbulhnot Trophy Trial.

SaL, July 9lh—St. Andrews Speed Trials

Mon., July 11th, to Eat., July 16th-
Scotlish Six Days' Trial.

Sat., Ju'y 23rd—Fast Midland Centre
AC.U. Open Speed Trials.

Sun., July 24th—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Race in France.

Mon., Aug. Isl. to Sa'„ Aug. 6th

—

Intcmalional Six Days Trial in SwJlzer-

hmd.
Mod., Aug. 29lh, lo Sal., Sepl 3rd—

A.C,U. SU Days TriaL

SaL, SepL 17lh—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

A Colmore Cup Amendment.
A silver medal lias now been awarded

to C. R. Little, who rode a Coventry-
Victor-engined El-ve sidecar outfit in the

Colmore Cup Trial ; he was formerly

credited with a bronze.

Norton Success in South Africa.

Fastest time of the day in the last

hili-elimb of the Pretoria M.C.C. was
made by Percy Flook, probably the best

known speed rider. in South -Africa. He
was mounted on a 3| h.p. Norton.

C.T.C. Handbook.
Although primarily devoted to cycling

interests, much useful road information is

contained in the latest edition ' of the

CycliMs' Touring Club Handbook and
Guide; . recommendation of moderate
priced apartment accohimodation is its

special fcoturc.

A Guide to the Lowlands.

A ccuiiitry rich in historical and
picturesque interest encircles the town of

Dumfries, from which place we have re-

ceived a coDv of Dinwiddle's " Guide to

Dumfries*" (R. Dinwiddle, High Street,

Dumfries; price Is.). Although not un-

duly inspired, and somewhat marred by
a liberal use of capitals in the text, it

contains much sound information relating

to Dumfriesshire and Galloway. Maps
of the district, tours, and itineraries are

also included.

Catalogues Received.

Cooper Sidecars, Belgrave Road, Bir-

mingham : A well-written booklet, \vhich,

apart from its primary purpose of describ-

ing the various Cooper models, contafm?

some very readable notes on the history

of sidecars and hints on their use.

The Hobart Cvcle Co., Ltd., Coventry :

Full details of the latest Hobart models—
the 23 h.p. four-stroke, the 2^ h.p. two-

stroke, the 23 h.p. spring franie light-

weight two-stroke, and the lightweight

single-speed model, which is now priced

at £56 10s.

Nev; Imperial Cycles, Ltd., Imperial

Works, Princip Street, Birmingham :

Catalogues of the 8 h.p. and 2| h.p.

New Imperial motor cycles and the 8 h.p.

New Imperial booklet ; also a booklet

entitled " Merits of a Motor Cycle,"

giving a brief history of the New
Imperial, together with some interesting

facts, such as running costs, which are

not usually given in makers' publications.

The cost' of running a New Imperial

Model 2 is given as l^d. a mile, as com-

pared with the 2^d., which, it is stated,

the standard 4 h.p. single type of

machine requires per mile. These costs

include taxes, insurance, and upkeep for

three years and cost of depreciation for

three years. Some interesting photo-

graphs are reproduced from 'The. Motor

Cycle.
^^
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THE FIRST OF THE T.T. RACERS.
Ranie of Racing Martins include Machines for Junior and Senior T.T.. and a Big Twin

for Record-breaking,

The tiny racer to be used by Harry Martin in tfie Junior T.T. It is shown with single g;ar and belt drive, but an

Enfield gear will be fitted for the race.

BEFORE the wa.r Martin motor cycles

were famous for their speed. They
held several records, and put up

consistently good performances at Brook-
lands race' meetings. This year will see

the reintroduction of speed machines
bearing the well-known name, and the

approaching Tourist Trophy Races are

responsible for much activity in the ex-

perimental department at the Martin
works. ^

While the T.T. Martin motor cycles

are not absolutely complete, they are in

an advanced state of construction, as we
found on the occasion of our visit last

week to the works of Messrs. A. G.-

Miller, Ltd., at Scrubbs Lane, Willesden,

London, N.AV.IO.

Machines for the Senior Race.

The Martins entered for the Senior

Race will be fitted with JLA.C4. overhead
valve engines having a bore and stroke

of 54 mm. and 77 mm. respectively.

These engines are splendidly finished and
well thought out, even to the fitting of

grease cups to the valve rockers. Mush-
room valve type priming cocks are pro-

vided in the walls of the cylinders, and
not in the heads, as is usually the case ;

but these are not found to be necessary,

as the engines are easy starters. The
machines are practically identical (except

as regards certain alterations in the

timing) with those used by Collier in the

1914 T.T. Though Enfield gears will

be used. in the Isle of Man, the machine
we saw was -fitted with the three-speed
Matchless gear box, giving ratios of 4.7

to 1, 6.5 to 1, and 8 to 'l. The trans-

mission shock absorber fitted to the

engine-shaft is a miniature model disc

clutch, twelve small springs abutting
against the plates; and the degree of slip

may be adjiisted to a nicety. It is

expected that the single-lever Claudel-
Hobson carburetter, which has given such
excellent results on the track, will be
used.

The riders in the Senior Race will be
Harrv Martin, 0. M. Baldwin, and Capt.
A. G. Miller.

For the 250 c.c. Class.

Two types will- be- entered in the
Junior event. Tfie first is a very interest-
ing little mount with an engine reduced

C4

from the 550 c.c. type to 250 c.c. by
cutting a portion off the top of the
cylinders and fitting long holding-down
bolts for the purpose of securing the head.
The revised size is 54x55.5 mm. (250 c.c).

A new crank pin has been fitted, the
flywheel has been altered, and the engine
rebalanced. The other machine in the
Jitnior Race will be_ practically identical,

except that it will have the 350 c.c.

standard 53x75 mm. M.A.G. engine.
The riders in the Junior Race will be

Harry Martin, who- will ride the 350 c.c.

model, and T. Eve, who will have the
smaller engine.

A Class E Racer.

By far the most interesting machine
we saw on the premises was the 992 c.c.

racer, which Capt. J. Woodhouse was in

the process of tuning up for record break-
ing. It was seen on the track last year
on only two occasions ; but this year
great things are expected of it, and an
early attack will be made on the 1,000
c.c. short .distance records. It is said to

have been imofficially clocked to do 102
m.p.h., and it is anticipated that its speed
will be over 100 m.p.h. against the time-
keeper's watch.
Like all the JIartin racers, the frame

is low built, and the engine, which has
a bore of 82 mm. and a stroke of 94 mm.,
is said to have given 57 h.p. on the brake
at the M.A.G. works in CJeneva. There
are two inlet and two exhaust valves in

One of the M.A.G. englned 3i h.p. Martin

racers. The loop frame will be observed.

the head of er.ih cylinder, and the valve

ports have been carefully stiidied.

Great care and thought have been

exercised in its design, and as an example
of this we may mention that there are

radiating fins round the bearing supports

of the large valve rockers. There are two
rockers on each of the two spindles, and
these are worked by long tappet rods off

the timing gear. To ensure steadiness of

steering at high speeds, Woodhouse is

fitting a plate clutch arrangement at the

bottom of the steering head, controlled by
a screw at the top of the handle-bar stem.

60 that the steering can be tightened

while the machine is actually running,

and when it has attained a certain speed.

The racer has a single gear and an adjust-

able pulley, the normal ratio being 2\\ j\.

Naturally, some difficulty is experienced

in finding a belt that will stand up tc

this engine.

The Man who will Ride it.

Capt. Woodhouse, who distingnisheil

himself by doing remarkably difficult and
hazardous work of a highly confidential

nature as a pilot during the war, is now
attached to the British Embassy at Vienna,
and is amusing himself with the big

record breaker during his leave. ' He has

been a motor cyclist for fifteen years, and
first began racing on the saucer track at

the Aston Villa grounds in Bumingham
on the early type Precision mncliines

turned out bv Mr. F. E. Baker.

TT.
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Olmcs to TLlgl)t TLamps
pii 14th ... ... 8.21 p.m
n 16th ... ... 8.25
J> 18th ... ... 8.28
I' 20th ... ... 8.31

>j

^T. Races in Australia.
As part of the centenary celebrations

it Goulburn, New South Wales, motor
lychsts in that district held Junior and
senior T.T. races. The successful riders

'a^f
I^- -'^PPS and G. Nichols, both on

i h.p. Douglas motor cycles. The course
ras one hundred miles.

licences of Stolen Machines.
^Voior Tran.?porl learns that the Minis-

i\y ol iransport has issued an announce-
lent to the registration authorities to
le effect that it will be prepared to
ansider applications for the issue Of new
«nces without e.xtra charge in a case in
nich a new vehicle of a similar type is
) be purchased to replace a stolen" one.

dice Traps in Cambridge.
Police traps are not common in country

istricts nowadays, but apparently there
^one working between Elv and Li'ttleport
.olice Stations. Our informant says :

liming IS incorrect, and a Ford recently
as stated to have covered the 4i-5 miles
I'etch in five minutes.
Tliere is also said to be a police trap
ppioaching Whittlesford level crossing,
n the Eoyston-Newmarket Road, which
as been placed there after a serious acci-
snt had taken place at the cross roads
p the Royston side of the railwav.
.It will be noted that both these 'police
aps are in the county of Cambridge.

ights on Stationary Vehicles.
.The Auloror mentions this week the
ise of a motor cyclist who left his
laohme standing against the kerb at
Ight with both head and rear lamJDs
light, the head light facing towards
hat would have been the wrong side
f the road had the cycle been in motion.
rhilst in this position it was run into
id damaged by the driver of a car. In
1 action for damages against the owner
: the car, the defence was that the car
river, seeing the head light, mistook it
ir a moving light coming towards him
id, consequently, kept to his left, so
lUiding with the cycle. The Judge, in
irtmg for the car owner, considered the
:tion of the cyclist in leaving his cycle
anding in the road with its front light
such a position was misleading. The

'chst should have turned the bicycle
lund so that the red light would l.ave
own.

A Simple Question.
How many of the motor cyclists who

carry a spare can of petrol on their
machines are aware of the additional
load they are transporting about the
country? How many, indeed, conld
answer off-hand (he simple question,

VVhat IS the total weight of a two-
gallon tm of petrol?" The answer is
lo lb.

Motor Cycle Trials Overseas.

1 ;^
?^'''?' consumiJtioii trial was recently

held by the A.shburton (New Zealand) and
District Club, over a cour.se of sixty-four
miles in which the roads were very rough
and where there were a number "of water
courses which had to be negotiated The
results were as follows : New Imperial
sidecar, 88^- m.p.g. • Harley-Davidson
sidecar, 111 m.p.g. ; Indian sidecar, 76i
m.p.g. ' <:

T.T. Races at Brooklands Track.
Among other contests provisionally

arranged for the meeting at Brook-
lands track on Saturdav. .^fav 28tli are
a twenty-four lap race" for Junior 't T
maclunes, .ind a twenty-eight lap race for
Senior T.T. machines. AH motor cycle«
coming withm the definition of the Jmiior
and Senior T.T. contests respectively
will be eligible for entrv for these con-
tests, and It is anticipated that some of
the actual machines which will race in
the Lsle of .Man the following month will
take part.

Weights.

Obvious to all who know the appro.xi- .

mate weights of motor cycles, the 230 lb.
debited to the Diamond in our road test
description in last week's issue was a
typographical error. Its correct «-eight
IS 168 lb., and it is, therefore, subject
to only 30s. tax.

Special Jf^datures.

A FIVE CYLINDER ROTARY ENGINE.
DAY TRIPS AND WEEK-ENDS.
THROUGH FEMININE GOGGLES.

For H.M. Surveyors.

H.M. Office of Works is employiug'

a

motor cycle for use by survevors iu con-
nection with the South Wales housing
scheme. A Quadrant sidecar is the
machine selected.

Victory Cup Amendments.
The Committee of the Birmingham

M.C.C. have made the following cor-
rections hi their list of awards for tli«
Victory Cup Trial :

J. Lee 17-D Indian), G. Denloy (2ii Velocette
«?.), and A. Prazer Nash (G.N.). gold instead ol
Mlver roednls; A. \V. G. Martiu 4 XtiuuiiJi/.
gold medal (omitted): E. C. lies (3':. Siinbcaml.
silver medal (omitted). '

.

-

The following are fitill in abeyance : B. Boiirko

'.iV
^'w lludson). B. U. Xorris (2i.'. Sun), J.

iV'S,"/,^ >eal.Dalni), A. .T. WiUtes (31:. Rover),
. H, B. CJarli (2.i Coulson B), H. Poole {UK B.S.-V.)
and A. L. Wood 15 B.S..-\. sc.).

Paris-Pyrenees-Paris Trial.

We have received further details con-
cerning the Paris-Pyrenees-Paris Trial,
which has now been officially sanctioned

"

.by the U.M.F. One of the most inter-
esting portions of the trial will be the
section from Pau to Toulouse bv the
passes of the Pyrenees. This will be the
first trial held in this interesting district,
and will entail much hill-climbing and
gorgeous scenery. The return journey
from Toulouse to Bordeaux will be by
Castelsarrasiii and the beautiful valley
of. the Garonne. The competitors'
machines will be on exhibition on Ascen-
sion Day at Bordeaux, and the next day
the return journey will be made to Paris.
The trial starts on April 30th. We under-
stand that competitors' living expenses
should not exceed 25-30 francs a day.

^°,'S""'ISr.'°*^P.^'S^<^''-P"'=J,'^ ^'^^"^^ outfits—the popular model of the G.N., wh-ch
costs *,!%. I his addition to the G.N. range has practically the same specification as the more
expensive machmes, but is shorn of such embellishments as interchangeable wheels, spare
wheel, dynamo lighting, etc.

C7
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Prices Reduced.

Ivy motor cycles have been reduced in

price between £7 and £12 according to

model. P. and M.'s are down £10 all

round. Rex adjustments are : 4 h.p.
model, £120; 8 h.p. chain-belt outfit,

complete with spare wheel, etc., £200;
chain drive, £205. The chain-belt 8 h.p.

Acme is now £185.

Absent-minded Beggars.

These of our readers who fail to obtain
a reply to letters sent to advertisers
should write again. Every week we hear
from manufacturers who have received
orders—sometirrfes with money enclosed

—

from which names and addresses have
been omitted.

Will 500 c.c. Motor Cycles touch 100
m.p.h. This Year?

What is the maximum possible speed
of a 500 c.c. machine? We are now ap-
proaching the 100 m.p.h. mark. Up to

the present E. N. Judd (3^- Norton)
has made the highest speed with this size

of engine, ».c.', 92.44 m.p.h. for the flying

kilom. Considering the importance of

carburation in attaining such speeds, it

is worthy of note that Judd used a Binks
carburetter.

Speeds at Grimsthorpe Park.

The very high speeds accredited to

competitors at the recent speed trials at

Grimsthorpe Park require a little e.xplana-

tion. It will be recalled that G. Dance
(3j- Sunbeam) covered the half-mile at a

speed of approximately 96 m.p.h., and
that even a tiny Velocette driven by a

lady accomplished over 69 m.p.h. We
admit that we were loth to be convinced
that the times and distances were correct,

and, in the interests of authenticity, we
approached Mr. T. F. Bidlake, the official

timekeeper, and the surveyor Avho laid

out the course. Both assure us that the

figures were correct, but add notes which
go to explain the high speeds. The course

was slightly on the down grade, and there
was a strong following wind. It is not
inferred that these favourable conditions

in any way detract from the merit of the
respective performances.

f5^OT(^IUI

I he Transport Crisis.

ilotor cyclists are urgently requested
to assist in the event of a national trans-

port emergency. A large number of

private motor cyclists will be required
for the Government for various essential

national services in the' event of a sus-

pension of ordinary forms of transport.

The Auto Cycle Union and the Automo-
bile Association have been ' requested to

assist in the provision and organisation
of these motor cyclists. All motor cyclists

who are able to assist are urgently re-

quested to register their names with the
A.C.U. or the A. A. immediately. The
requirements of the Government, the ex-

tent of which will naturally depend upon
developments, are as follows :

1. Private motor cycles (with or witliout
sidecars) owned and ridden by owners wiio are
willing to volunteer lor (a) whole time service;
(h) part time service. Free petrol and oil will
be allowed, and, il demanded, an allowance of
£l per week per motor cycle; 7s. 6d. per night
subsistence (to cover a period of twenty-four
hours) may be granted where owners are re-

quired to sleep away from their homes. The
£1 per week will cover all the responsibility of
the Government, except, such risks as are not
covered by an ordinary policy of insurance,

2. Riders without motor cycles for whole
time service. The pay for motor cyclists,
whether riding their own machines or not, will
be £3 15s. per week; no guarantee as to hours;
no overtime; with the addition of a subsistence
allowance of 7s. 6d. per night (to cover a
period of twenty-four hours) where motor
cyclists are required to sleep away from their
homes.

'Ware Long Exhaust Pipes.

It is reported that a "noise trap " is

in operation close to the Eagle Hotel,
Snaresbrook.

Zip ! Bang ! ! Boom ! !

!

This is how an American trade con-
temporary heads an announcement of a

sales campaign :

' Zn> ! B.\NG : ! Boom ! ! !—We're off in

a Bunch. The biggest thing that ever
happened in motor cycle activity. Trade
leaders make plan for smashing booster
campaign that wiill briaig every Red
Blooded Rider and Live Wire Dealer
up on His Toes."

This, and much more like it, reveals
the attitude of the American trade when
itstarts to get a move on!
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Speed Trials in Natal.

In the Natal M.C.C. speed trials held

on the Isipingo Road, the fastest tmie

was made by R. Suzor, on a Norton, in the

SCO c.c. class. The same club also

recently held a hill climb, with the follow-

ing results :

SOLO CLASS.— 1, A. .E. Kirkwood (3% Premier):
2, F. A. Zurchcr {V/-, Douglas); 3, T. Kenyon (4

Triumph),
SIDECAR CLASS.— 1, A. \V. Ricks (7-9 Harley-

Davidson sc.) ; 2, H. P. Harper (7-9 Indian sc);
3, C. Foster (6 M.S. sc).

The A.C.U One Day Trial.

A very satisfactory entry has been

received ' by the A.C.U. for the One
Day Spring Trial due to take place

on ' Wednesday, the 27th inst. Many,
of the manufacturers are entering
" stock " machines, and among the

trade entrants at the time of going to

press may be mentioned the Raleigh Cycle

Co. (for the first time), A. J. Stevens and
Co., Triumph Cycle Co., Sun Cycle and
Fittings Co., Phelon and Moore, Morgan
Motor Co., Humber, Ltd., Trump-Jap,
and British Radial Co.

Imports and Exports.

There has been a slight increase in

both imports and exports of motor cycles

for March as compared with February.
This is perhaps more noticeable in the

import figures, where, although only two
more complete motor cycles are tabulated

for last month, the total value cf

machines and parts shows an approxi-

mately 90% increase of £9,405. On the

other hand, 154 more machines were ex-

ported, the total increase in value being

£11,540. Comparative tables, extracted
from the Board of Trade Returns for,

February and March, are appended :
^

"

ISIPORTS.
February, March,

1921. 1921.
.\umber of motor cycles 23 ., 25
Value of machines and

parts £10,484 .. £19,389

British Exports.
Februarv, Marcii,

1921.
'

1921.
Number of motor cycles 663 .. 817
Value of motor cycles

only .. .. .. £65,004 .. £68,618
Value of parts .. .. £31,066 .. £28,992

Total value £86.070 £97,610

SOUTH-EASTERN CENTRE A.C.U. INAUGURATION.
A scene during the slow race at the picnic held at Blindley Heath last Saturday. A big crowd gathered for the celebration,

wi-ich was an unqualified success. The following clubs were represented—Woolwich, Brookdale, Wallington, Redhill, Surbiton,

Brifjlilon, Lewes. Public Schools, Eastbourne, Ealing, B,M.C.R C.

CS
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TWO DAYS WELSH MOUNTAINEERING.
Wesiern Cenire A.C.U. Trial a Great Success. 20 m.p.h. over Mounlain Roads

ejminales Half (he S(ar(ers.

Up to their wheel spindles—the deepest

A,

The First Day.

PliOBABLY tlie inliabitjiiits of (he
mountain regions of Central Wales
felt that they were having the time

of their lives last Friday morning, (or

no sooner had the ellipse ceased its display
than the advance guard of some hundred
riders disturbed the quiet of the spring
morning.
Although the Western Centre Tuo-day

Trial, which was dated for April 8th and
9lh, did not receive trade support, it

attracted a very representative entry, and
nineteen club teams were nominated.
Hereford, the starting point, was filled

with motor cyclists on the Thursday
evening previous to the start, and there
was a busy scene up to a late hour in

last minute preparations and adjustments,
"he weather of the preceding days had
bt<?n ideal and promised well fdr the
trial ; its promise was borne out, and
ideal conditions prevailed until the end
of the second day.

Coiioas Eclipse Effects.

Solo riders were fir^t sent away (in

pairs) at one minute intervals, the first

two leaving at 8.30 a.m. After threading a
way through the battery of photographers
;ind cineina men the splendid main road to

H.ty -was followed as far as Glasbury, at

which point a detour was made to the
first check at Bronllys. During this early

section of the day's run the partial eclipse

01 the sun accounted for the e.xcessive

'iild of the morning, and some curious
effects of shadows cast on the roadway
were noticed by observant riders. The

of the many watersplaslies competitors had to navigate. J. W. Bevers (3i Wilkin) and
R. Passey (3i Norton) at the foot of Sarn Helen.

ne.xt two checks were easy, and it was not
until the Elan Valley road from Khayader
was taken that the Competitors realised

they were in for .something serious.

Favourable Weather Conditions.

Had (he weather been wet, it is e.x-

trcmely likely that only a small propor-
tion of the starters would have survived
the morning's run ; but under the bright
sunshine the loose and shale-like ascent
of the Elan Valley road was quite easy.
Descending agaiji on a road which skirts
the precipitous hillside, the first of three
watersplashes was reached. This and the
next were easy, but the third, which was
obser\-ed, unseated most of the solo

riders. No matter how slowly the ap-
proach was made, the front wheels
dropped suddenly through a foot of water
on to a floor of loose, round, and slimy
boulders—a combination tob much for
most of the entry.

It did not seem to matter what type
of machine was used, failure appeared to

be inevitable, until E. Griffiths came
along, and, with feet in air. demon-
strated the possibility of steering a
straight coiuse on his S-j- h.p. Norton.

J. A. CarviU, a sporting Triumph
rider from Dublin, also made a good
show, as did J. Lee (7-9 Indian). Most
of the other solo riders performed in-

differently at this point, despite care and
low gears. After this, the road on to

Devil's Bridge was rough and rutted, and
of the give-and-take variety—mostly
" take "

! Along this stretch a remark-
able effort was made by B. L. Bird

(4i B.S.A.) to make up fiis time, wliich

had been lost in effecting gear control

adjustments and drying his magneto,
which appeared to suffer in the water-
splash. Owing, however, to the shorjt

distances between checks, it was e.x-

tremely difficult to make_up any time
once it was lost : moreover, time lost in

one check could not be regained in

another.

A bad hairpin on a falling grade was
the ne.xt difficulty undertaken, and quite
a number failed to get round. Very
good .showing at this point was made by
E. Clarke, jun. (4 Douglas sc), and H.
y. S Morgan, who wrenched his special

short - wheelbase Jforgan round in a
wonderful way. A further long and
loose-surfaced hill accounted for no
failures, and a gentle run then brought
the great majority of the starters into

the lunch check at the Hafod Arms
Hotel, Devil's Bridge.

A Rough Passage.

Twenty-seven miles of main road now
followed to Machynlleth, a section devoid
of incident for all except R. Fellows (3^
Sunbeam), who suifered three punctures.
From the last-mentioned place the Plyn-
Hmon Road, through Stay-a-Little, to

Llanidloes was taken, and this proved one
of the mo.st difficult stretches of the whole
trial to negotiate at the schedule speed of
20 m.p.h. The loose and shaly ascent cf

the mountain was followed by grass tracks
interepereed with jagged outcrop.? of bed-
rock, over which frames, wheels, and
riders' nerves were tried to the utmosf.

eg
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(Left) G. Packman (8 Matchless sc.) on Caio Hill. (Right) E. W. Spencer (4 Omega) on the hill out of Rhayader.

The descent to Stay-a-LiUle was particu-

larly bad, and the machines bumped and
bounced alarmingly as occasional patches
of smooth grass, tempting speed burMs,
suddenly ended in a chaos of loose stones.

W. l'. Thomas (3| Scott) and W. G.

Church (2i Yelocette) appeared to Unow
this section well, the latter taking some
of the rocks at a great pace, and not

bouncing worse in consequence than many
who went more slowly. Both these

riders, however, were subsequently in

difficulties, for Thomas ran out of petrol

at Stay-a-Little, and also had a broken
throttle wire, while Church retired on the

second day. R. Fellows took a bad toss,

and retired on this section; while S. T._

Tessier (8 Bat sc.) got a stone in his

driving chain while descending a rough
hill, and lost much time in consequence.

Over the rocks G. Packman's 8 h.p.

Matchless outfit was noticeable for the

easy riding it appeared to give.

From Llanidloes the main Aberystwyth
road was taken with a slight detour at

Dyffryn Castell to cross a ford over a

tributary of the River Eheidol ; although

wide, this was comparatively easy, and
consequently caused little trouble ; Ct. W.
Wilkin (4 Wilkin sc.) retired at this point

with engine trouble.

Arrival at Aberystwyth ended the day's

run, and the survivors were at liberty to

enjoy either their dinner or the sight of

the setting sun beyond a bine sea and a

cloudless sky.

Second Day.

.igain perfect atmospheric conditions

prevailed on Saturday, and the 8.30 a.m.
start was made with every prospect of

another summerlike day.
Fronr Aberystwyth to Llanrystyd is a

first class main road, and absence of
traffic permitted everyone to - get well
ahead of time. A. T. Colcombe (4 Indian)
and 6. J. Baragwanath (3i Sunbeam)
both .set a very hot pace, and the former,
as No. 1, maintained his position
throughout. After leaving Llanrhystyd
a hill of some severity with a splendid
surface was encountered, and after a
rather stony section a good main road
CIO

was again reached at Trefilan and fol-

lowed to Llangybi, the first check.-

A cross country road was then taken
via Llanfair Clydogan over Sarn Helen,
through two watersplashes and back to

the main road again at Pumpsaint, leav--

ing it again in two miles, for Caio.
Immediately before this village w'as

reached a deeply rutted lane was traversed
which would have been most difficult had
it not been dry.

A Stony Ladder.

Caio Hill is moderately severe in

gradient, its chief difficulty being the
fact that it has. a surface of _bare rocky
ledges. One or two of the riders, notably
Colcombe and Baragwanatli (mentioned

above), and L. L. Sealey and H. Poole, on
their 4^ h,p. B.S.A.'s, took the rojigh

.surface at a tremendous pace, as did' H.
Gibson (8 Ruby sc). Between the top of

Caio and the next check at Cynghordy
several riders failed to negotiate a severe
corner, one crashing through the hedge,
and in endeavouring to avoid his machme
Hugh Gibson completely overturned his

own outfit ; this caused his retirement, as

the sidecar passenger was injured and
unable to proceed.'

A deep watersplash on this section
resulted in many spills, but.L. Paynter
(3^ Norton) was successful, while A.
Lindsay (3^ Norton) and M. Hartland
(2i- Velocette) both got through, but fell

in the shingle on the farther side. E.

Eric Williams (7 A.J.S. sc.) on one of the worst hairpin bends of the trial-

Pont-rhyd-y-Groes.
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Outside the ,ime check at Rhayader. Each chccSted^'^^^
^^

separately, after the system of the Scottish Trials.

Ivickhani (3^- Douglas) fell in the middle
ot the stream, and, on rescuing his
mnchine, found that the engine \vould
only revolve backwards, owing to some
internal disorder, so had to retire
Another w\itersplash just outside the
check caused more trouble, and at tills
the outstanding navigatoi' was E
Williams (7 A.J'.S. sc).

«*'.

In the ne.\t control a giass-growii
mountain road from Llanfair-ar-v-bryn to
Llangammarth Wells was easv ; "then fol-
lowed main roads to Ruilth, ,anrl the lunch
stop at IJandrii.d.Ml Wells.

A Mountain Snowfall.
During the interval, heavv snowfalls

occurred on the mountain tops', while rain

CHECKS."
Inside a ^vatcr check on Sarn Helen. F. Davles (3 A.B.C.) and

J- h. J. Whitakcr (4i B.SA.) put iheir best leg forward.

•Ware water I H. M. Goddard (4 Triumph) followed by B. Bladder (8 Neu- Imperial sc.)
at the watersplash between Rhayader and the Devil's Bridge.

fell at lower liUiludes, making the roads
greasy in places.
The rir.<it portion of the final after-

noon's run was by main road through
Builtli and along the Brecon road to
I'ppcr Chapel, where a tortuous dihiiir
down the Afon Yscir valley was made,
terminating at the check in Brecon. From
this place the southern slopes of the
valley of the Usk were traversed as far
a.s Liangynidr—surely one of the prettiost
)ilaces in the British Isles (and with a
name as delectable to pronounce '.) From
(his village an e.xccedingly steep pitch led
the competitors, as the' route card iii-

genuiiuslv ,«tatcd, "over mountain to
Beaufort"; the climb was easy, however,
and the scenery truly majestic. After
the Gilwcrn check a "perfectly good sec-
tion, including some splendid "main roads,
brought the rapidly diminishing sur-
vivors through Talgarth to Hay, where
the final time check was taken "prepara-
tory to embarking upon the last, most
tallced of, and most dreaded climb of the
whole trial.

The Coup de Grace.
Truly the organisers reserved the wor.st

trouble for the last section within twenty
miles of home, and as a downpour had
al^o commenced, the severe Inirpin climb
of Tre Fadoc, on the' northern foothills
of the Black Mountains. " caught out

"

several who had not previously lost a
m.ark

;
amongst 'these unfortuna"tes must

be named A. Lindsav (^ Norton), S Jf
Greening (3i Sunbeam-Jap), H. iM. God-
dard {4 Triumph), and D. G. Prentice
(8 Morgan).

.\n easy run ot twenty miles brought
the arduous two days run to an end,
and many echoed the words of one wearv
rider as he checked home, " Thank
Heaven that's over! ".

The organisation of the trial through-
out was splendidly carried through.

ci-i
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At the foot of Caio Hil A. E. Taylor (6 B.S.A. sc.) leaving the village. This hill gave

no trouble to competitors.

lAfost of the riders were emphatic in de-
clariiig that better route marking and
management could not be imagined. For
the placing of direction arrows special
praise must be given to the local repre-
sentatives of the Anglo-American Oil
Co.. who loaned their cars and assist-

ance, wliile during the run their petrol
was available at even the most unlikely
and out-of-the-way controls.

Enthusiastic officials also worked with
a will, and, despite their two days on
the road, sat up all Saturday night, an-
nouncing the results at 4.30 next morning.

INCIDENTALLY— i

S. A. Such (2i Coiinaught) and G. W.
Shepherd (2-J Beaumont) deserve special
praise for qualifying for awards witli^
their small machines.
Undoubtedly the pluckiest ride of the

whole trial was that of H. J. Willis (Sj
Norton), who broke off the left half of
his handle-bar early in the first day's run

;

he steered through the remainder of the
course with one hand, fixing the clutch
lever to the handle-bar stem. On the
second day a stout ash stick replaced the
missing portion of the handle-bar.

I'rom the point of view of gradient the
hills were not really severe. No one
lost a, mark on hills during the first day,
but Tre Fadoc caused trouble near the
end of the second afternoon.

Competition riding in Ireland being
rather a thankless occupation at the
moment, J. A. Carvill came over from
Dublin, competed as a Worcester M.C.C.
cJub team member, and made a better

Ci6

performance than his two team mates,

who were local men. •

Details of four-wheeler results will

appear in Saturday's Aiitacar.

PROVISIONAL RESULTS.
9] MOTOn CVCLE ,\ND TlinEE-WHEELEll ENTRANTS.

84 Starters. 43 Finishers.^

23 Gold Medals. 1 No Award.
10 Silver Medals. 37 Retired.
9 Bronze Medals. 4 Disqualified.

THE WHITE CHALLENGE COP (!or most out-
standiug perlonnance).—A. T. Colcombe (4 Indian).

SUNBEAM GOLD MEDAL llor outstanding per-
foTmances on hills.—W. Brandish, ]un. t4V2 Humber).

AMATEUR PRIZES.-l, G. S. Boston (11
Morris-Cowley); 2, L. R. J. Bliok (7 Harley-D. sc).

BEST PERFORMANCE OF A WORCESTER
M.C.C. MEMBER.-J. A. Carvill (4 Triumph).

CLUB TEAM PRIZE.
1. Coventry and Warwickshihe M.C.

. g: L. White (5 Rover).
/D. Atkin (5 Rover).
W. Brandish, jun. {4>/o Humber).

' 2. Worcester and District M.C.C.
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc).
E. Williams (7 A^J.S. sc).
J. A. Carvill (4 Triumph).

GOLD MEDALS.—A. T. Colcombe (4 Indian),
T,. L. Sealey {H'.i B.S.A.), H. Poole (414 B.S.A.),
T. B. Williams (4 Triumph), J. Lee (7 Indian), J.

A. Carvill (4 Triumph), L. Paynter (31,2 Norton),
H. J. Willis (31,:, Norton), L. Crisp (41/2 Humber),
W. Brandish, jun. (4i;. Humber), D. A. Atkifi (41/2

Humber), G. L. White (5 Rover), E. W. Spencer
(4 Omega) T, H. Richards (4 Triumph), E. R.
Main (8 Zciiith), T. B. G. Vale (3',i Beardmore),
H. H. Harveyson (4 Indian), P. W. White (8 Sun-
beam sc), L. R^ J. Blick (7 Harley-Davidson sc),
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc), W. R. Brown
(31/, Sunbeam sc), E. Williams (7 A.J.S. sc), and
W. A. Oarr (8 Morgan).
SILVER MEDALS.—A. Lindsay (S'l Norton),

F. H. Wallis (31,. Rover), J. E. J. Whitaker (414

B.S.A.), S. M. Greening (3'/, Sunljeam-Jap), H, M,
Goddard (4 Triumph), W. SwiJfen (31/2 Norton sc),
W. P. Brandon (4 Triumph sc), A. E. Taylor (6
B.S.A. sc), G. H. Tucker (4 Morten sc), and D.
G. Prentice (8 Morgan).
BRONZE MEDALS.—J. Knowles (4 Triumph),

E. Hughes (4 Triumph), G, W. T. Hartwell (3Vb
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Norton), C. Dickens (3'/, Dene), S. A. Such (21*

Connaught), G, W. Shepherd (2>i Beaumont), F.

Davies (3 R.B.C.), S. W. Lewis (4 Hoskison),

and W. B. Oibb (31/2 Douglas),

NO AWARD.—E. 'Colmer (21/, Levis).

RETIRED.—H. Stringer (3i4 Scott), G. J. Barag-
wanath (31/, Sunbeam), J. C. Walker (2:i
Edmund), B.' L. Bird (4>.l B.S.A.), H. F. Brock-
bank (8 Blackburne), F. S. Barnes (31/2 Sunbeam),
E. Griffiths (3V' Norton), A. L. Homer (4i,i

James), R. Fellows (3'/, Sunbeam), A. H. Naylor
(31/2 Sunbeam), F. A. Dickins (7 Harlej), J. W.
Beyers (3V-> Wilkin), N. W. Smith (4 Triumph),
A. R. Pa'ssey (3'A Norton), E. Kickham (312

Douglas), M. Hartland (2i,4 Velocette), W.
Howarth (8 Dot), W. G. Church (21,4 Velocette),
W. I. Thomas (3';4 Scott). A. White (3 Neal-
Dalm), J. Allen (3 Neal-Dalm), A. A. Prestwich
(2';4 New Imperial), C. F. Townley (31/2 Norton),
J. H. Watson (3 Beardmore), O. G. Lewis (SV,

Norton), Miss I. V. Corrie (2V2 Connaught), C.

Enisou (8 Zenith), H. Gibson (8 Royal Rruby sc),

E. G. Fcry (8 Sunbeam sc), S. T. Tessier (8 Bat
sc), H. J. Stretton Ward (8 Excelsior sc), C, C,
Beavis (7 Indian sc), T. Silver (41/3 Quadrant sc),

G. Packman (8 Matchless sc), G. W. Wilkin (4

Wilkin sc), R. I. Davies (6 A.J.S, sc), and H.
F, S. Morgan (8 Morgan).

DISQUALIFIED.—A. Thacker (2'>4 Hoskison),
W. Lord (31/2 Sunbeam), J. R. C. Guest (4 Hos-
kison), and E. Clarke, jun, (4 Douglas sc).

THE SCOrilSH SIX DAYS.
THE Scottish Si-x Days officials have

now covered the major portion of

the route, which, they affirm, pre-

sents no great difficulties. At all events

we are assured that they were able to

maintain an average of 10 m.p.h. over
the major portion of it, and that this

time includes the removal of a heavy
Buick car from a deep ditch in the dark
at no great distance from Otter Ferry.
One of the hills to be included is Bal-
lochanchain, and this, we are informed,
was selected chiefly on account of its

name, which, the Scotchmen think, will
please their Sassenach friends, and, per-
haps, enable them fo cultivate an accent
which will certainly get them into the
London Scottish for the next European
disturbance. Near Inverness another in-

teresting hill was found.
The rules are now printed, but have

yet to be submitted to the JIanufacturers'
Union, No trouble in this direction is

anticipated, as the rules are relaxed and
the new portions of the route have been
investigated and found to contain nothing
deadly. It is probable that an interest-
ing innovation will occur in this year's
Scottish Six Days, but we are not as yet
at liberty to publish particulars.

THE NETHERLANDS AUTO-
MOBILE SHOW.

VERY few British motor cycles were-
exhibited at The Hague show last
week, although they outnimibered

Tlie representatives of other countries.
A 4 h.p. Blackburne attracted special
attention by the fact that it had won the
first prize in the Winter Trial, and had,
it was claimed, covered a distance of
13,125 miles without replacement of any
kind. The Megola five-cylinder rotary,
described elsewhere in this issue, and a
German make—the Ardie—a single-cylin-
der two-stroke of 3 h.p., were the only
new machines. The following motor
cycles represented the various nations :

Great Brit.\in.—Wooler, Norton,
Blackburne, MatcUess, Douglas, A.J.S.,
Sun, and Scott.

America.—Henderson, American X,
Reading-Standard, Briggs, and Stratton.
France. — A. B.C. Switzerland. —

Alegola. Belgium.—F.N. Germany.—
Ardie.
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TX NOTES AND NEWS.
Prepara'ions well in Hand for ihe Isle of Man Races. Course in Good Condition.

WE recently had ii conversation with
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, secre-
tary of the Auto Cycle Union, who

has just returned from the Isle of Man.
He reports that the roads round the
T.T. course are in a better condition
than he has ever seen them brfore.

Improved Notice Board.

Mr. Loughborough has hit upon ratlier

an ingenious scheme, which will be of
considerable help to the spectators of the
races. On the notice-board there will be
an indicator above the number of every
competitor. As soon as his presence is

signalled half a mile away, the indicator
will show above the number, so that the
spectators will be able to see. not only
that a motor cyclist is approaching, but
exactly who he is. As soon as the cora-

netitor has passed, and his time has been
posted, the indicator will disappear.

Country Headquarters.
It has been the custom in the past for

a great many competitors to congregate
in Douglas, and outlying headquarters
have seen comparatively few. In view of
the fact that in the past Donglas has
always- had the lion's share, it is

suggested that competitors may cai'e to

install thcmsehes in country headquarters,
where they could work more quietly on
their machines and under pleasanter
conditions. Many of the villages would
heartily welcome the installation of these.

liimiting the Number of Competitors.
An ingenious scheme has been insti-

tuted so that tlie number of entries for
the T.T. races will not exceed the maxi-
mum permissible for safety—that is. one
hundred in each race. If the maximum
is exceeded, the entries will be limited
in the following manner : Entries will

be grouped into two sections— (1) entries

from manufacturers and (2) other en-
trants. Group 1 will be arranged accord-
ing to the number of entries per entrant.
The firm having the greatest number of
entries will have its list reduced until
it equals the next largest entrants. Tliis

process will be continued until the
required reduction has been obtained,
or until no manufacturer-entrant has
more than three entries. If, in spite of

this reduction, the limit is still exceeded.
Group 2 will be similarly dealt witli ;

but in this case the reduction will be
continued until no entrant in Group 2

has more- than one entry. In the im-
probable event of a further reduction
being called for. Group 2 will bs further
pruned by arranging the entrants accord-
ing to the make of machine nominated,
and cutting out the latest entries of tlie

most largely represented make of machine.

CLUB NEWS, ^"-'r^e
fron

ii.)

Leeds and District M.C.

Held last Saturday in the rain a handi-

cap liill-climb resulted as follows :-

SOLO CI.AS.S.-l, A. C. Thornton (6 Ariel).
34^s.; 2. (J. Hill (3-':i ScottI, 36;s.; 3, W. R.
Broolts (2'.i Blackburne).
SIDECAR CLASS.— 1. K. Cawthorne (4 Norton

sc), 40is. ; 2, R. J. Brown (4 Norton sc), 46s.:

3, T. Hardy (6 Enfield sc), SIJs.

North Wales M.C.C.

Detailed results are now to hand of the

reliability trial held on the 2nd April, and
which included Alt-y-Bady.

1, A. E. Bromley (4 Triumph); 2. A. E. Hughes
(4 Triumph); 3, W. Edwards (4 Triumph).
The team prize also goes to \V. Edwards, A. E.

Hughes, and H. Edwards (4 Triumphs).

North-west London M.C.C.

The fuel consumption trial was run
off on Saturday over a give-and-take

triangular course at Stanmore. A
measured supply of petrol was used till

consumed, the last "live" competitor
providing the wiinier. This arrangement
maintained the interest through the trial.

Kesults :

Ton
M.P.G. M.r.G.

1. \V. p. Cooper (S'A Sunbeam) 124.84 .. 23.45
2. C. C. Labin (4 Indian Scout)
5. H. James (3" Norton)

87.86
88.00

20.00
15.54

Surbiton and District M.C.C.

A mispl.Tced arrow in the route of the

half-day trial on Saturday reduced a field

of forty-eight to twenty-eight before the
first circuit had been completed. On the

second circuit T. 0. M. Sopwith, H.
G. Hawker (both astride the new Hawker
lightweights), F. C. Townshend, and V.
Gayfnrd (6 Zeniths), made excellent

ascents of Pitch Hill. The final results

were as follows ;

CLASS .-v. (Solo Machines up to 400 c.c.).—
Silver medal, T. O. M. Sopwith (Z'\i Hawker);
bronze medal. H. G. Hawker {2';i Hawker).
CL.-\SS B. (Solo Machines up to 750 c.c.).—

Silver medal. V. Gavford (6 Zenith): bronze medal,
F. C. Townshend (6 Zenith).
CLA.Sd C. (Solo Machines up to 1.100 c.c.).—

Silver medal. C. H. Moccatta (7-9 Harley-David-
son); bronze medal, L. Gummer (8 Zenith).
CL.\SS D. (Three-wheelers up to 750 c.c.).—

Cold medal and Dale Cup. H. E. K. Sawtell (10
Morgan); silver medal. Vivian Olsson (7-9 Indian
.-c.); bronze medal, H. F. Edward; (3 Enfield oc).

Bath and West o! England M.C.
One slight correction apiic;irs in the

official list of awards of the recent

twenty-four hour trial.

Young Cup, E. W. Spencer (4 Omega); gold
medal. L. C. Williams (3'" Norton).
Catley Cup. A. E. Simms (4 Norton sc); silver

medal (.pecial award). W. Cunning (4 Nnrtyn sc).

Heaton Moor and Altrincham M.C.s.

Some excellent speeds were recorded at

the joint speed trials of these clubs, ;>»

the following results show :

250 cc. CLASS.—J. Bennett (2'; Levis), 36.4
m.p.h.
350 c.c. CLASS.—F. Bamlord (2''', A.J.S.), 54.8

m.p.h.; F. Slack (2"-4 Verus-Bla.kburne). 51.

S

m.p.h.; A. Beswick (2':.i Omega-Jap). 41.1 m.p.h.

550 ex. CLASS.—A. Matthews (3i.. Norton B.S.).

54.2 m.p.h.; B. Rowley (4 Triumph). 53.9 m.p.h.;
T. Hulme (3l,i Eudge) and F. Slack (2"-j Vcrus.
Blackburne). 51.1 m.p.h.
750 c.c CLA.SS—J. Hudson (5-6 Zenith), 58

m.p.h.; A. Matthews (S'-; Norton B..S.), 57.4
m.p.h.; B. Madden (4 Norton), 56.8 m.p.h.

UNLI.MITED CLASS.—F. Bamlord (2"'i A.J.S.).

B. Madden (4 Norton), and J. Hudson (5-6

Zenith), 57.4 m.p.h.

Eastern Valley M.C.C.

There:were thirly-une entrants for the
slow hill-climb held on Thursday, April
7th. The results arc at- follows

:

-SOLO CLASS.— 1. W. Furnell (4 Douglai), 7m.
IDs.; 2. Crad. Smith (4 Douglas). 4m. 57s.; 3,

11. Jelly (4 Norton). 4m. 485.

SIDECAR CLASS,— 1. \. Hees (6 Zenith sc).
5m. 25s.: 2. .M. Powell (6-7 B.S..-V. sc). 4m. 31s.;
3. W. II. Oliver (8 British Excelsior sc), 4ra. 20s.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

Results are now to hand of the relia-

bility trial for novices, held on the 3rd
inst., and are as follows;

1. Triumph Cup and Gold Medal.—S. M. Ilaigh
(6 Ariel sc).

2. Silver Medal.—G. Scott (4 Triumph sc).

3. Bronze Medal.—H. Harrop (3',i 1'. and M.

Eastern Centre A.C.U.

A meeting of the clulis i)i this area

was held at Cambridge when the Centie
was dulv formed.

B.S..^. and Douglas machines at the start ot the hall-day trial ol the Surbiton

and District M.C. held last Saturday.
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A Neat and Simple Switch.

AN exceedingly neat lamp switch has
recently been brought out by
Messrs. A. H. Hunt, Ltd., H.A.H.

Works, Tunstall Road, East Croydon,
•Surrey. It is of the screw type, and is

extraordinarily well insulated. The fact
that it has to le
screwed down
to make contact
prevents the
switch from
working loose,

and always en-

sures a good
electrical con-
nection. It is

intended to le
used as a dash-
board fitting for

a sidecar.

Screw type lamp
switch.

wh
motorists

For Picnicking Enthusiasts.

SELFEJDGES, of Oxford Street,

London, sell this exceptionally com-
plete and well-made luncheon basket,

:h has been designed specially for

Among its ingenious features

A fully

equipped
uncheon
basket.

are a leak-proof kettle, which may be
used as a water-carrier, and an air-tight
butter pot.

An Anti-dazzling Screen.

MESSRS. H. TERRY and -Sons, Ltd.,
Redditch, is the latest firm to
attempt a solution of the "non-

dazzling head lamp " problem, and its

honeycomb device (illustrated) has the
added advantage that it may easily bo
fitted to existing lamps.

Ci8

A test of the Terry anti-dazzle screen,
as it is called, seemed to indicate that,

while it does definitely reduce glare, the
illuminating efiiciency of the lamp is not
appreciably affected.

The Terry Anti-dazzle Screen fitted to a

motor cycle head lamp.

Messrs. Teny have also introduced
a little device which they t«rm a

rear lamp burner cleaner. In brief, it

consists of an adapter by which an in-

flator may be used at each end of the
burner, and, incidentally, the little ac-

cessory makes a capital case in which to

carry a spare burner.

An Aluminium Rear Lamp.

AN alumi-
nium tail

lamp f

u b s t a n t i a 1

manufacture,
consisting
chiefly of ojie

shafting, has
recently been
introduced at a
low price by
Messrs. Brown
Bros., Ltd.,
15, Newman
Street, Lon-
don, W.L The
burneV is easily

detachable, and
n D • 1 • '^"^ "

lamp is
Broivn Bros new aluminium fi^ed to the rear

tail lamp. number . plate
by means of sguare-headed bolts passing
through a portion of the casting.

For Pillion Passengers.

THE footrests illustrated are known
as the "Venus," and have been
designed to give comfort to the

pillion passenger. They are intended to

be fitted to the motor cycle chain stays,

and should not only add to the comfort
but also to the safety of the passeirger

riding on the carrier. They can be sup-

plied to suit any machine, and are made
by Venus Motors, 52, Plashett Road,
Upton Park, London, E.6.

A Coated Mica Plug.

SOMETHING of a novelty in the wqy
of a plug has recently been placed

on the market after some years of

experimental work. To all outward
appearance the " Channel " plug is a

normal, well-made sparking plug of the

The
" Channei

sparking

plug.

Simple footrests for an extra passenger,

non-detachable type, with mica insula-

tion. It contains, however, features of

considerable interest. Mica m itself is an

admirable insulator, but the multitudm-

ous layers which compose the insulation

of a plug are somewhat liable to per-

meation by moisture, especially under

pressure. In the case of the "Channel"
plug the mica is protected by a coating

composed of a special lacquer which
extends to the central electrode;' It is

claimed that the lacquer is impervious,

and is unaffected by the temperature'"of

the explosive mixture. In addition: there.

is little fear of internal short circuits

due to carbqn deposit, since the lacquered

eieciirode prevents deposition on the bare
metal, the lacquer itself being S good
insulator. The name of tlie plug is

derived from the fact that a _ channel
groove is milled in the central electrode,

and it is pointed out that the spark
oscillates about the face of this channel,
giving remarkable self-cleaning properties.
The distributing agents for this plug

are Messrs. the Agency Corporation, of

9, Oxford Circus Avenue,
London, W.l, who state that
the plug has been designed
for general utility purposes,
and is suitable for hard'
work on all normal types of
engine.
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NEW REDUCED PRICES
FOR

LEA-FRANCIS
MOTOR CYCLES.

32 H.P. 3-SPEED £125

5 H.P. 3-SPEED £145

LEA-FRANCIS MOTOR CYCLES with all their exceptionally good
features included at above prices are a sound investment, and
unquestionably represent the best value in the wide world to-day.

Our new Catalogue is due from the Printers very shortly,

meanwhile we shall be pleased to supply any applicant with the

name and address of our nearest agent.

LONDON LAND'S END TRIAL.

One only 3i h.p. entered

—

RESULT GOLD MEDAL.

LEA & FRANCIS, Ltd, COVENTRY.
ESTABLISHED OVER A QUARTER OF A CENTURY.

Tim
I II mii'iri'iiiii/ l/iii (iilrerflsiiiirnt it is (/i-xirnblr. to mintinn " Tin: Moliir Ci/clf
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DRY BATTERY ELECTRIC LIGHT
EQUIPMENT

Equipment for

Rear Light only

SIMPLE IKEXPHNSIVE
Obtainable from all Dealers.

I/lusMed Booklet on Applicdfion to

SIEMENS BROTHERS <S!.C9LT?
\X/OOLW/ICH . LONDON. S. E. 18.

Telegrams, Siemens Woolwich Telephone City 6400 Crimes)

-.-~.^^-v^^--i'^^^•^v''5^^tfi'?>>'t' ?.."'
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Shirts and Collars Guaranteed

V\/HEREVER you see
' ' an Outfitter's with the

RADIAG sign in the win-
dow, you can be sure of

satisfaction. Wherever
you buy them, RADIAG
Cotton Tunic Shirts are

guaranteed fadeless.

RADIAG Gollars (soft

or starched) are also
guaranteed to give you
entire satisfaction. To be
obtained in a wide range

of colours and designs.

Sold by all Vie leading Hosiers.

Sole Mannfaclurers :

McINTYRE, HOGG, MARSH & GO. LTD.
New Basinghall St., London, E.C.2. 27, Portland St., Manchester.

is-"^^<*'^^e»-«^<*'^te.a»'^te.«»-^^.ea-^te.a»'<^a«-^te.«»'^ta.t»'^^«t-^te>«*'^^*'7

TWOSTROKE
MOTOR CYCLES

By the Slaff of " The Motor Cycle."

lllllllllllllliiiinnM::::!:""
' iitiitiiiiniiiiillllliliiiiiiiii

llllJIIIItlDllllDIDiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiii 'iiiiiMi

St. Jii'ies s 6

In answering these advertisemeixts it

1 rom ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
London, E.G. 4, and leading

C A complete treatise

on the Two -stroke

Motor Cycle—from
the rider's point of

view.

|T The possibilities and
charm of the two-
stroke are fully dealt

with. The engine and
other units are de-

scribed in detail, ad-
vice given on engine
cleaning, tuning, and
roads ide adjust-

ments.

d^ Valuable advice
is given on
economical and
efftcient running
and the elimina-

tion of troubles.

^ Illustrations are
freely used
throughout the
book.

Price

3/.
net

By post 3/3
20, Tudor Street,

booksellers.

desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.'
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1^ 3 h.p. BRITISH RADIAL Motor Cycle
NO VIBRATION. A PLEASURE TO RIDE. PERFECT COMFORT.

Not an experiment, but a thoroughly tested and proved out machine
Advance in Motor Cycle engineering practice (see "The Motor Cycle,'* slh Feb,, igzo).

Smooth
Running.

Ease of

Starting.

Reliability.

Quick

Acceleration.

X Ample
Power.

Simplicity.

PRICE 95 GUINEAS / Tnx\ Reduced from 105 Guineas, no further
\.jo;-/ reductions possible this season.

SPECIAL FEATURES : Porfoct balance of reciprocnting parts, 3 cylinders set at 120", grciit c;isc of st:\rting, cjuidc acceleration, ilmpllcity In

desifin, perfect cooling by vancd fl>'\vhecl and cowl, detachable cylinder heads, enclosed valves, aluminium piston of slipper type, no
stagger in con-rods or cylinder, no loss of power in long hill climb.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION : 3-cyHndcr. 4-5troI<c, British Radial engine, Sturmey-Archcr 2-specd gear box, kick-si.artcr and clutch, Seospray
carburetter, Chater-Lea spring fork. 26'x2j" wheels, Dunlop studded tyres, 2 band brakes acting on rear wheels, petrol consumption
90 m.p.g., sp^ed of standard machine 48 m.p.h., all black fniish, six months' guarantee.

TO AGENTS : A FEW AGENCIES STILL OPEN—INQUIRE NOW
lUustraUd Caialoc,i\c mui inquiries on application to.

THE BRITISH RADIAL ENGINE CO., 429b. KingsRd.,Chelsea,LondonS.W.10.
(Proprietor: J. E. MANES, A.C.G.I. T^'Icphone : Kensin^^on :,Gi.

That CALTHORPE Catalogue will put you on to-day's finest Value in Solo or Sidecar .Machines. It deals

with the following:—3 h.p. CALTHORPE Two-stroke Combination, complete with lighting set (weight 190 lb.

110 Gii». 3 h.p. CALTHORPE TwDStrokc Solo (weight 150 Iti.), 63 Gns. cj h.p. CALTHORPE-JAl
(weight 143 lb.), 70 Cm.

The CALTHORPE 3 h.p. Two-stroke Engine is equal in Power to any 31 h.p. on the market,

and is fitted with Roller Bearings. The Combination is equipped with a perfect Patent

Lubricating System (no oil mixed with petrol); remarkably efficient Spring Saddle Pillar;

Patent Pan Seat ; Sturmey-Archer Two-speed Gear and Kick-start ; Dunlop Studded Tyres

and Dunlop Belt ; M-L Mag-Dyno Lighting Set ; and light, but very comfortable, Sidecar.

Climbs alf reasonable hills, averages 20-25 miles per hour, and gives 75 miles per gallon.

CALTHORPE Motor-cycles b.ive artaincd world-wide popu-

larity for reliability, speed and utility, whilst for general

mechanical excellence and superiority of finish, they have

no compeer. Get that List, or call upon our Agent.

/TheRIGHfx

Motor-CYcle at)

XRIGHTPrice/

Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co. 6^^^;^",^!),

BARN STREET BIRMINGHAM

SEND FOR THIS LIST

In amicenng these adverlisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ct/cle." B33
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NOT ONE OILED UP
OUT OF THE TENS OF THOUSANDS IN USE.

Since the introduction of this plug six
months ago, not a single instance of
one being oiled up has come to our
notice, neither from users, nor from cars
and motor cycles under our observation.

The secret of this hes in the long flame swept core on
which it is impossible for carbon to adhere in sufficient

quantities to cause short circuiting. Exceptionally hot

runnmg is catered for by the unique design and heavy

construction of the centre electrode and outside point, and
since the former is provided with a nickel cased head,

scaling, with its attendant pre-ignition, is eliminated.

FIT THEM TO-DAY AND SAVE TROUBLE.

LONDON : S4a,GLTitchfield Street, W.l.
GLASGOW : 23-25, Renfrew Street.

PLUG MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., Mosele/ St.. Birmingbam.
Telephone: Midland 278 and 279. Telegrani&: *' Apollo, Birmingham.**

EXCEPTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY
1917 and 1918

TRIUMPH
MOTOR CYCLES
Renovated and Ready for the Road.
3-speed, countershaft, clutch and kick-starter

:

57 gns.
Write, 'Phone, or Call j

SHORT'S MOTOR STORES,
487, 489, 491, and 493, Upper Richmond Road,

EAST SHEEN, LONDON, S.W.14.
'Piiones ; Richmond, 236- and 2363.

B34 In answering, these adcerti^ements it
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-THE CAMEO-
A PERFECT WINDSCREEN

1.

2.

3.

4.

FOUR IMPORTANT POSITIONS

The favourite riding position.

Open ready for passenger.

Folded down when not in use.

Folded forward when not required

by passenger.

THE SCREEN IS FLEXIBLE AND CAN
BE BOWED TO SUIT SIDECARS OF
- - - VARYING WIDTHS - - -

TO GARAGES. Ensure deliveries by

ordering at once. You will be asked every day

for "CAMEO" WINDSCREENS

PRICE, Screen only - - £2-15-0
„ with side valance,

as illustrated - £3-0-0
PACKING AND DELIVERY FREE FROM STOCK.

Patent
No. 139,252

TO MOTORISTS. Ask your Local Garage

to supply you. We will send to him at once

if not in stock. If you are buying a new oufit.

have a "CAMEO" fitted.

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees—

OLLARD, WESTCOMBE & Co., Ltd.,

46-47, Great Charles Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
Phone—Central 682 Telegrams

—
" OUard, B'ham"

1151151151151 <3egi' 151151151151151 6^ 151 ISI 151 151151 ^0« 151151151151151 ^s& 151151151151151. ^^fS' 151151151151!

Follow the Bates Trail—
to SECURITY & COMFORT

I

T'S a long lane that contains no lurking possibilities of punctures! Wise selection

of your tyres at tlie outset means freedom from tyre trouble^; througliout the

life of the tyres.

That is why Bates Tyres ha\e such a big

reputation. They give more mileage, greater
comfort, and better all-round service.

Test I he quality of the rubber; study the
sturd\' build of the tread, and you'll under-
stand why motor cyclists everywhere are so
enthusiastic about them.

Write for interest'ng Free Booklet for Mo'.or
Cyclists. Reduced Tyre Prices will remain in

force until September 30th, 1921.

W. & A. BATES, Ltd.
{Rubber Mami/actunrs since I863),

St. Mary's Mills. LEICESTER.
Depots—London, Glasgow, Newcastle.

Belfast, Bristol, Manchester,

MOTOR
CYCLE
TYRES.

Colonial Wholesale Stockholders: ATTSTEAMA-A. Q
HealiiiK & Co., Ltd., 851. Post Ofllca I'laca Waat, Melbouro'*

I^cnnettA; Baikell. Ltd.. ateaglior and Chippon Sts , Chippondalo
Sydney: Orirnell, ltd.. 122, Pirie St.. Adelaide. S. A- BRITISH
EAST AFRICA—Sultani, Kampala, Uganda. BURMA—Sltippcn

and 0., Ltl-.Cl, Barr St.. Kaimoon. F.M.S. A- S.S.—A.C. Davis,

Penane. IXDI.\—--kippera i Co., Ltd., 6O/1. Clivo St.. Calcutta;

Elphinstone Clrclo. Bombay, and at Camipore. NEW ZEALAND
—Cvcleand Motor Supplies. Ltd., FoRtlieretoneatiH Jolinetone ?t'..

WoUinuton : 1 JO. Lbhflcld -t.. Christchurch. SOUTH AFRICA
—Atkey fLondoa) Ltd.. P.O. Box 134S. Capetowm. WEST INDIES
—Frederick N. Martinoz, Barbados. CANAD.V—A.=?-ociated Bntisli

Industries (o£ Canada), Ltd., 119. Victoria St., Toronto, untano.

11511511511111 ^^ Uni51l51UnL51 6^ 151151151151151 ^t:^ 151 151m LSI 151 ^g&> 151151151151151 il<^ L51151151L511

In ansiccrinr/ these advertisements it is defirriblc to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B37
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=E3i3celsior

—
MOTOR CYCLE

SUCCESSES
COLMORE CUP TRIAL.

«# ENTERED, ^ Jt1<6C1S1IS

HARROGATE & DISTRICT M.C.C.

HILL CLIMB.

VICTORV TRIAL
3 Medals.

STOCKPORT & DISTRICT M.C.C.

HILL CLIMB.

b ENTERED, •** 275 c.c, CLASS.

FKST AND SECOND.
"Excelsior" - - 3rd.
The Lowest Powered Machine in its class.

Telephone : 125 Acocks Green.

BAYLISS. THOMAS & CO.
(THE EXCELSIOR MOTOR CO., LTD.)

KING'S ROAD. TY^ELEY, BIRMINGHAM.
London Agents : H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd., 52, Susses Place, SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.

'Grams ; "Monarch, Hay Mills.*

OF THE WORLD-FAMED PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PHILIPSON PULLEY
We are now back again in our pre-war stride, having bought material at the present
low market prices, so we give our numerous prospective customers the benefit of the
straight reduced price of £7 - 7 - 0, carriage paid, on and after this date April 14th,
1921.

A feu) advantages are: Greater Drivirg
Power. More Speed. Marvellous Flexi-

bility. No Trouble. Increases Life of

Engine, Belts, and Tyres. Reduces
Petrol and Oil Consumption.
This is the Pulley that is used by amateurs
and professionals, and is the ONLY pulley
which has numerous successes to its credit
in hill-climbing contests.

Send for illustrated booklet

PHILIPSON & CO., LTD.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

Established 50 years.
Telephone: Eagley 147, Telegrams: Safety, Boltou.

NO FURTHER REDUCTION WILL
MADE THIS YEAR.

BE

No rods, chains, sprockets, wheels, etc., •

to worry the rider and give trouble

when least expected.

Renders hill-cHmbing a pleasure.

Fitted to belt-driven machines by anyone
in a few minutes.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

price £7 I 7 I Carriage Paid

B38 In answering these advertiseinenis it is desiraile to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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Prices Down!
The popular Dekla No. 15 Motor Cycl°

Horn Is now 24/-. This makes i'

without question the utmost value

that can be obtained. Its smaller

brother, The Dekla Junior, for Light-

weight machines is 16/6. There is

no need to pay more for either type.

You cannot get a better horn than the

Dekla. Every part in its construction

is built on quality lines. ,

London :—B. W. Peters,

Diamond House,

36, 37. 38. Hatton Garden,

London, E.C.I.

DEKLA LTD.

{AfjtlJgitig Director—H. Chylon-lVright)

DEKLA HOUSE.
68. 169. 170, Hampton St., B'bam

MOIjIDC
TWO

NEW LINES
111 nigii eHiciency Generators—strong, dependable,
superb black and nickel finish ; the cheapest on
'he market and by far the BEST VALUE.
No. 502 Sidecar Model, Price 9/-
No.513RearLampModel, Price 7/6

Of Agents everywhere — or direct.
No. 502 has strong bracket tor fixing in suitable
position on Sidecar Chassis. No. 513 fits on Back
Carrier- and is adjustable

Special attention given
to the Needle Valve
Regulator Mechanism
—the Ratchet workini^
as smoothly as the
winding of a high
<rade watch. Ask (01

them—also for our*'biy
value " MOTEX Side-
i-?r and Rear Lamps

*o any angle.

%FINEST LUBRICANTS

YETPRODUCED. "

MOTO
CYCLE OILS

AfanufoctateH hy-

HILTON. RIDER & C°-L"r°-

O' SUFFOLK HOUSE. SOUTH¥fARK. S-E .1.

PHONcs MOP- 857 A 2829 icstabltshelo issot

An expen-

sive outfit

18 s urel ;

w orlK a

shilling or

two spent

on keeping
it smart and
saleable.

Rust
Proof
Dope

in 1/6 and 2/6 Tins, Irom your dealer, or from

—

HOWSE'S, The Rust-Preventer Firm,

SMETHWICK, STAFFS.

In ansiccTing these advertisements i'j ii desirable to mention "The Motor Cych. E41
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LONDON—LAND'S END RUN.
47 (T. Francis) and 4-6 (T. Morgan)
of our Staff were on stock machines—both Gold Medal Awards.

Could you require further proof of reliability ? ? ?

THEN BUY YOURS FROM

THREE DEPOTS
OFFER YOU FIRST-CLASS SERVICE.

387, Euston Road,
London, N.W.

'Phone; Museum 4978.

50, High Road, Wood Green,

London, N.
'Phoue: Hornsey 1956.

FROM STOCK.
G.N. POPULAR.

£138 or

£99 dowu and 1 1 payments
of £9-14-5

RREIVIIER

G.N. STANDARD.
£241-17-6 or

£48-17-6 down and 11 pay-
ments of £18-17-3

151, High St., Walthamstow,
London, E.

'Plione: Walthamstow 169 {2 Hnes).

G.N. STANDARD.
£275-12-6 or

£55-12-6 down and 11 pay-
ments of £21-10-0

[Dynamo lighting

£250 ROVER 250 srns.
' 3j h.p.

combination, 4 li.p.

h.p.

DOUGLAS "All on'
DOUGLAS "All-on'
LEVIS 2:}- h.p...

LEVIS 2-speed 2} h.p.

NEW HUDSON "Popular'
NEW HUDSON "Ace "

ALLON 2-speed, kick-starter, 2} h.p.

B.S.A. "A." 6-7 h.p.

B.S.A. No. I Sidecar

B.S.A. " H2 " 4} h.p.

B.S.A. No. 2 Sidecar

B.S.A. " K2 " 4} h.p

B.S.A. No. 3 Sidecar

ENFIELD Standard 8 h.p

ENFIELD, Dynamo
2-seater Sidecar extra .

.

ARIEL 3i- li-P

ARIEL Sidecar

CONNAUGHT
One quarter down,

£85
170
60
68
52 10
78 5
80 15
133
42

110
35

107

42

160

182
4

110

37 10

47 10

and balance in

SECOND-HAND
1919
1921
1920
1916
1915
1916
1915
1919

MORGAN
ENFIELD,

. . £170
Dynamo .

.

.

.

. . 170
HARLEY-DAVIDSON comb.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON comb
HARLEY-DAVIDSON dyuo. comb. .

.

ENFIELD combination
ENFIELD dyno. lighting comb.
RUDGE I.O.IW. and Sidecar ..

And niauv others.

210
110
105
110
100
85

ARIEL 6-7 h.p
ARIEL Sidecar
MATCHLESS Standard .8 h.p. combination

Dynamo lighting

2-seater

RUDGE I.O.M. 3i h.p
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. combination
NEW IMPERIAL No. i

ZENITH Sports .; h.p
ZENITH "B" 6"h.p
ZENITH Sidecar
O.K. single-speed 2J h.p. .

.

O.K. 2-speed 2J h.p.

A.J.S. combination, 7 h.p. .

.

Dynamo extra .

.

TRIUMPH "H" 4 h.p.

TRIUMPH Junior .. 70
TRIUMPH W.D
TRIUMPH Sidecar
RALEIGH
I monthly payments, if desired.

MACHINES.
1920 SUNBEAM .. ..

1920 A.J.S., dyno., as new..
192

1

G.N. Standard, as new
1919 NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. comb.
1916 ARIEL and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p.

1920 QUADRANT combination
1916 DOUGLAS 2f h.p. ..... .. 59
1920 DOUGLAS 4 b.p. comb 120

£130
37 10

205
25
7 10
85

186 18
80 17
123
139
42
60 8
59 17

215
28
127 10

90
55 10

147

£127 10
220
220
125

95

One-fifth down and 1 1 payments if desired.

^A^AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA^AAAAAAAAAAAAAA^AAl!;^
B42 In answciiiuj this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cucle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these oolumiu
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are ^charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must

be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent In payment (or

advertisements should be made payable___-j-Qj7

to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed__--*-

—

Treasury Notes, bein^ untraceable if lost in

transit, shouli not be sent as remittances .

All advertise.nenis in tnis section should be

acsompaniel with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19. Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the Issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care Is taken

to avoid mistalies.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle" Office.

kVhen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray tlie cost of

egistratioii and to cover postage' on replies must be added
3 the advertisement charge, which must include the

'ords Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
viU appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

iddressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street.

i.e. 4. Replies to Box Number advertisemetit^ conlamtng
emilliinces shonU be sent by registered post, but in all such

ases it is aitvisable to make use of the Deposit System.

In the DasB ot motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box

jumber. as U Is unusual lor these to be sold without first

eing inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will,

BoiUtate business by embodying In their advertisements,

ome mention ot the district io wblcb tbe machine!
Qered may be seen and tried.

3W DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

lay deal la perfect safety by availing themselves of our
leposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
[otor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

oods is three days, and if a sale is eflected we remit the
mount to the seller, but, if not, we return tbe amount
tbe depositor, and each party te the transaction pays
rriage one way. For all transactions up to fio, a
eposit fee of i/- Is charged: on transactions over £10
id under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75. 5/-;

er £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
er £roo, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, aud cheques and money
lers should be made payable to IliSe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement Is ao
idication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol

ic Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
Irous, but have not advised us to that eSect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

hswer to their enquiries are requested to rezard the
feooe as an Indication that tbe goods advertised have
Iready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
Ian; enqolrles that It is quite Impossible to reply to
leh one b; post.

MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
A.B.C.

speedometer, lamps, etc.•B.C.. 1920, speedometer, lamps, etc., 1,500 miles;
£87, or Levis part.—Box 3.339, c/o The Motor

V<:''- [2410

t
3.C.. new models, from stock. 1920: best cash

oHer entertained.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.,
|ewmarket [1057

^ .B.C., 1920 (Aug.), perfect condition, speedometer,
lumps, etc; llOgns.— 133, St. James's St..

nley. [2027
TEW A.B.C.. 4 speeds, K.S., Lucas dvnamo light-

ing, only run in, tax paid; £115.— ilr. Fox. 20,
Ikciman Ed., Kentish Town. [2472

UIOMTINO SITS P.V ri;.NT.S ">"" OATTERiee

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A.B.C. Motor Cycle, absolutely new, fully equipped
Lucns ncceseories and kick start; £110.-54, St.

.Tames' St., Ashted, BiTmiughnm. [X1300

A .B.C.. 1920, perfect condition, small mileage, kick
starter, complete with all accessories; £110.—

Drewett, Freshwater. Isle ol Wight. [2428

A.B.C., T.T., 1921, dynamo lighting, Cowcv horn
licensed. Accessories, run under iOO miles, sell

cheap or exchange 2-stroke and cash.—Leng, 36, West
Hill, Sydenham. [2581

A.B.C. 3h.p., done 500 miles, dynamo model, electric

horn; exchange good 4h.p. Triumph or Indian
Scout.-Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., Noith End.
Croydon. 'Phone: 2624. [1825

1Q20' A.B.C., Lncaa dynamo lighting, kick starter.

-LU all lamps, horn, toob, etc., cost over £175,
done about 500 miles, as new; £98.—71a. King
Henry's Hd.. Hampstead. Phone : 6652. [2B52

1 020 (July) T.T. A.B.C., No. 1503, electric horn
XJ/ and lamps, speedc meter, fully equipped with

tools and spares, engine and enamel excellent, except

on tank, nearly new tvre, new chain, 5,000 miles,

lax paid; £90. — MacWatters, Almondsbury, near

Bristol. 12646

Abingdon,.

A BINGDON 3',ih.p., 2-speed and clutch, 1913; £30
ii -232, High Rd., Tottenham. [2124

ABINGDON King Tick Combination, 4'/ih.p., 1915.

2 speeds, clutch, Bosch ; £55, inth licence; might

c.tchange.-Krailing, Beridge Kd., Hnlstcnd, E=*fjg24

=;-6h.p. Twin. Abingdon King Dick, 4speed Jardine.

kick start bo.x, iittlo used, engine badly

damaged; *24.-Shaw, Jeweller. Wellington, Srtop^^

ABINGDON King Dick 4h.p., lately overhauled, new

carburetter, belt, tyre, and toolbox, in excellent

. ..udition ; nearest to £40 securos.-East Grinstead Motor

Unriigc. 1?=''''

ABINGDON 3>.jh.p. C.B. Combination, frco engine,

kick start, 3 speeds. B. and B., Bosch. lamps,

etc.; .*65; perfect condition, Wx paid: seen Saturdas-.

-45, Ferndalc Hd., South Norwood, S.E.25. 12608

A.J.S.

A EE You Reouiring a New Combination?

TULtAN'S, ol Heading, have 1921 A.J.S. in stock.

SECURE Ono Early, otherwise you may be dis-

appointed, io'*''

TULIAN'S, ol Heading, have 1921 A.J.S. in stock.

tj [0532

"pv.VN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 A.J.S. in stock; £215

A' .J.S. New Bh.D. Combination: £195.-Jone3, Garage.

Droitwich. 1''°°"

PICKERING, Shrcwsbury.-A.J.S. models in stock:

exchanges arranged. [X0748

A.J.S. Brand New 7h.p. 1921 Combination, actually

in slock.-.Moss, Wem. [X1389

LONGMAN, of Saliebury.—A.J.S. combinations and

2>4h.p., 1921 models. [1748

A.J.S. 1921 Combinations and Lightweights in Stock.--

Cliflord Motores, Eastwood, Notts. (2752

A J S 1921 Models.-Earlv deliveries at Merrick's
'

Stores, 174, ListerhillsRd., Bradford. [4557

1 ft21 A.J.S. Combination; £215;- in stock.—Morriss

LU and Co., 139, Finchloy Bd., N.W.3. [2080

BRIGHTON, Hove, and District A.J.S. Agents.—
Turpins, 22-29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0202

CROW Bros.. Whitehall Garage, Guildford, A.J.S.

agents and expert repairers since 1912. [7989

1 fk21 A J S., all models, from the Coventry Motor

lif Mart, London Bd., Coventry. 'Phone : 200.
[X1487

ATS T T I O.M., very fast, overhauled makers
"

Christmas; £65, offers.—Somerfleld, Hinstock.

t Ck20 \JS Outfit, Lucas dynamo outfit, new, but
It' sliob-soiled ;

£216/10.-Cross, Agent, Rother-

hem. [X1384

A J S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams.

I\. Cliapel Ash Depot, Wolvertampton. T.A.

:

Parts. [7998

D-VN GUY', Weymouth.—A.J.S. agent for Dorset;

earliest deliveries new 2?4h.p.; provisional price

£100. [0557

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of 1921
A.J..S. combinations Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-

hampton. [X9609

A J S Combination, all chain, 3-speed. K.S.. cQuipped.

tax paid; gift, 88 gns.-Kamsden'e, 8. Mayhell

Av., Blackpool. [2034

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, ^l^^^^'Ji^-f-r
A-J.S. combination, 7h.p., dynamo Hxhtmg m«l6l

price £245/15. ''^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at th<! end of each Advertisement, and the date of the issue. B45
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. .

A.J.S.

DAN -GUY, Weymouth.—A.J.S. 6h.p. combination,
1917, recently re-enamelled, splendid condition

throughout; £120 [0558

1C|16 A.J.S. 4h.p. Combination, condition perfect,
-i-t^ lamps, hood, screen, Tan-Sad; £115.~-Perryman,
Guildford Rd., Woking. [X1218

A-J.S. Late 1319 eb.p. Combination, complete, first-

class condition; best offer over iE125.—Vista
Motors, Westbury, Wilts. [2137

A.J.S. 5-6h.p. Combination, 'good condition and ap-
pearance, all on; £87, or near offer.—Owner, 3,

Beverley E-d., New Maiden. 2644

A.J.S., 1920, magnificently equipped combination,
every refinement; eacrifice, £175; no offerB.—38,

Knight's Hill, We;>t Norwoou. Streatham 1676. [2116

£90.-6 h.p. A.J.S. Coi'^bination, engine 'Xo. Z1&7,
detachable wheel, thoroughly overhauled, lamps,

spares, etc.—Hamilton, 111, Denmark Hill, S.E. [2851

1 Q14-15 A.J.S. Combination, 3 speeds, interchange
J- *y able wheels, Lucas accessories, just overhauled,
eplendid outfit ;

£85.—37, Arlington Ed., Surbiton. [2462

1Q14 A.J.S. 2y,h.p., 2-speed, clutch, run about 3,000
X»/ miles, stored during war, absolutely first-class con-
dition; price £55.—Kirkham, Cong, Co. Mayo. (L)}

[1818

A.J.S. 1916 Combination, 4h.p., new gear;? 1920, first-

class condition, thoroughly overhauled and
equipped; £105.—Trevor Jones, Peny Bryn, Llangollen

[2888
A.J.S. 1920 Combination, 4 discs, leg shields, blue

and gold, Lucas lamps, all accessories, spare valve.
tax paid; £195.—M'aylee, Jeweller, High Ed., Wood
Green. [2003

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, mechanically perfect; any
--*/ trial; lamps, hood, screen; £160, guaranteed.—
45, Maiden Ed., New Maiden. Surrey. 'Phone : 39
Maiden. [2886

A.J.S. 1921 6h.p. Combination, brand new, not
ehop-aoiled, complete witli interchangeable wheels

ind Bpare; £195.—P. J, Evans, 81-91, John Bright St.

Birmingham. , [2522

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, new October, Hunts elec-
J-i/ trie lamps, Lucas horn, small mileage, spare
wheel unused, tax paid; £175.—Goodman, 18, Vilett
Bt., Swindon. , [2882

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1916, engine No. 6778,
700x80 Dunlop Magnums, spare wheels, lamp?,

tax paid; £140.—Sutton, York Villa, 13ranca^;ter Drive.
Boultham, Lincoln. [1814

LATE 1920 A.J.S. Combination) mileage 1,200, ex-
ceptional engine, most beautifully equipped, tax

Slid, cost £245; accept £175; exchanges.—60, Wal-
ngford Av., N. Kensington. [2588

1 Q20 A.J.S.. Lucas Magdyno outfit, special hood, etc.,
JL*' fully licenced, In perfect otder, engine very power-
Inl; can be seen and tried in the Midlands; 185 ens.—
Box 363, c/o Ths Motor Cycle. [X9927

A.J.S. Combinations.-Good deliveries for 1921, Book
your orders with us now to save disappointment.

Officially appointed agents for this famous outfit.—F.
E. WootLen, Ltd. .-High St., Oxford. 'Phone: 308.

[3392

A.J.S. 7h.p. Brand New 1921 Combination, complete
with interchanKeable wheels and spare, just arrived

from work?, actually in stock ready for immediate
delivery; £215. no waiting.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
Olympia, London. [2173

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, late 1919, in absolutely
new condition, lamps, horn, spare wheel, pillion

ceat, mileage under 4,000, and was overhauled by
makers month ago at cost of £12; selline by doctor's
orders; will take £175.-30, Gladstone Ed., Scar-
borough. [2525

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, electric lighting, 2 horns,
Watford, screen, 3 lamps, mileage 500, spare

wheel unused, perfect condition; any trial; £200; ex-
change Morgan, G.N.. late model.—Griffin, Petergate,
Grange Ed., South Norwood. [2729

A.J.S. Sh.p. Combination, i920 (June), new engine
Jan., l92I, Lucas dynamo lighting, electric horn,

speedometer, watch, hood, side curtains, screen, cellu-
loid side screen. Ace disc wheels, A.J.S. T.T. bare, splen-
did machine, mechanically excellent ; any trial ; what
offers?-Lyon. 49, Conduit Ed., Bedford. [1888

A.J.S. Late 1919 Combination, screen, spare wheel
unused, speedometer, lamps, horn, mirror, knee

grips, apron, tools, condition perfect, appearance
excellent, mileage under 3,000, property competition
rider, driven and stored great care; any trial; £170;
tax paid: after 6 and week-end.—39, Gordon Av., St.
Margaret s. Twickenham. [3005

A.J.S. 1921 71i.p. Combination. Liicas dynamo electric
lighting j-et, Cowey trip speedometer. Lueas horn,

spare wheel, etc: tliis combination was only purchased
on Faster Saturday, owin? to advertiser's own machine
breaking down on tonr. only in use four days, cost over
E257; will accept £245, including licence for' this year.
-Eichards, 13, Parkway, Wallasey, Cheshire. [1761

AUdnys.
PICKERING, Shrewsbury,—Agent for Alldays Allon;

exchanges arranged. [X0749

EKICKHAM for Allon, sole agent for Bristol
. and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3356

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTORISTS.

P. J. EVANS

7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination .

.

6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination .

.

£215.

£195.

Sh.p. ROYAL ENFIELD .. .. £160.
With Lighting Set £182.

7 h.p. INDIAN (Elec. Equipment) £226.

We are also the Accredited Agents for tKe

following well-known makes :

—

ROVER, NORTON, NEW IMPERIAL,

TRIUMPH, JAMES, BLACKBURNE,
H UMBER, EDMUND-J.AP. AND

MASSEY-ARRAN.

The widest range of solo and side-

car machines in the Midlands.

WRITE, CALL, OR 'PHONE TODAY.

CASH. EXCHANGES.
DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

81-91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.
Mid. 29T0. "LVTCAR, B'ham."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

ALLDAYS Allon, all models, from the Cnventrj
Motor Mart, London Rd., Coventry. 'Phone;

200. [XI 488

ALLDAYS Allon, 1918. 2-speed. clutch, lamps, and
horn, excellent condition; £45; duty paid.—230,

Gooch St., Birmingham. [3046

"IQ19 Allon, 2-speed, clutch, horn, lamps, accessories,
-1-t.' smal mileage, tax paid; £60.-6, Grosvenor St.,

Caraberwell Rd., S.E.5. [2558"

ALLDAYS Allon 2^^1i.p., 2-speed, 1917-18, rebushed
Dec. 1920, excellent running order, lamps, horn,

etc.; £45, offers.—15, Llanover Kd., Plumstead, S.E.18.
[2360

ALLON 234h.p., 1920 (late), equally new. K.S., 2-

epeed, hand clutch, lamps, hulb horn, ready for

use.--Taylors, 237-243, Wood St., Walthamstow, E.17.
[2529

23.1i.p. Alldays, 2-speed, thoroughly overhauled,
4 complete with spring pillion seat and all

accessories, tax paid; £48.—Hallam, Brandon, Ck)v-

entry.
^

[X1437

ALLDAYS Allon 1916 2?^h.p., 2-speed, acceeoriefi,

.splendid condition throughont, tax paid, ride

nwnv; sacritice £39.—A.K., 14, Norwood Bd., SouthalJ,
Middlesex. [1890

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-speed, Aug., 1919, perfect con-
dition, all accessories, pillion seat and footrests

attached, tax paid, ride away; £55.—Moore, 23, Park
Rd., Redditch. [2439

ALLON 1919, 2-speed, perfect running ordei', Tan-
Sad, P. and II. lamps, all new, leg shields, tax

paid, splendid condition generally; £54.-34, Cawley
Rd., South Hackney, [2.125

1 020 Allon, Lxicas lamps. Klaxon, Tan saddle, etc,;

Xt7 hand and foot clutch, perfect condition, tax
paid and insurance for 1 year; 65 gne.—Lloyd, 27,

Copthall Gardens, Twickenham. [1949

ALLDAYS Allon 2^;4h.p., almost new, 2 speeds,
clutch, Lucas horn, lamps, ejpare cover, tube, belt,

chain, etc., Tan-Sad, insurance, unscratched; £50.—
Hawkins, 133, Bearton Rd., Hitchin. [2674

ALLON 1920 Model Do Luxe, 2-speed, hand clutch^

kick-starter, legshields, Tan-Sad. practically new,
perfect, tax paid, any trial; £70.-18, Lower Camden,
Chislehurst; after 6 p.m. or week-ends. [1961

F.O.C.H. have a brand new AJIon. shop-soiled; £73/5
ca^h; exiihans&a or easy payments ananged.—

5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Stationl.

'Phone: Hampstead 3752, Hours 9-7, including Satur-

days.
.

[2145

Amerlcnn X

AMERICAN X Combination, 7-9h.p., accessories,
very fast, as new; £178.—Taylors, Ltd., 52-

Sussex Place, S.W.7. 'Phone : Kensington 7260. [04ld

AMERICAN X Motor Cycle.^.—All models in stock
for immediate delivery.—Early application ad-

vised by Edinburgh Pioneer Motors, 50. Grindlay St,
Edinburgh. [7819

A WONDERFUL Bargain.—Brand new 1921 Ameri-
can X, standard model, 7-9h.p., -3-speed, with

Millford de luxe sidecar, 27x3i/.in. tyres; list pric6
£217, offered as slightly shop-soiled at £170.—The
Premier Motor Co.,^Et«n Rd., Birmingham. [X1410a

Ariel.

JULIAN'S, of Reading, have 1921 Ariel in stock.
[0533

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Ariel' agent; early delivery
dates. [0550

LONGMAN,, of Salisbury.—Ariels, ,solo and com-
binations, 1921 models. [1749

ARIEL 3V2h.p., clutch, barsain, ride away; £30.—
Copthorne, Chase Rd., Epsom. [2248

-| Q21 Model Ariel in stock; immediate delivery.-
Xi7pinn's Garage, 12, High St., Eulham. [2275

ARIELS, at the reduced prices, from Coventry
Motor Mart, London Bd., Coventry. 'Phone

:

200. [X1489

ARIEL Combination, SVoh.p., perfect, complete, ta*
paid; trial; £50.—Jonas, 12, Benwell Rd., High-

bury. [2353

ARIEL 1921 ' 4V.h.p. Combination, from stock;,
price £162/10.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd^ New-

market. •[1062

3ih.p. Ariel Combination. 3-speed, kick starter, shop-
2 soiled only; £140.—John C. Beadle, Ltd., Spital

St.. Dartford. [2310

5-6h.p. Ariel Combination, speedometer and horn,
good condition; £100.—Richardson, Waller Av..

Leagrave, Ltiton, [3057

ARIEL Sy^h.p. Sporting; £32; Decompressor, Binks,
good tyres, perfect, licensed.—48, Asbford Ed.,

Withington, Manchester. [2166

ARIEL 1920 New 3>Ah.p. Solo; list price £120, onr
price £105.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland

St., W. Langham 1704. [0422

1 Q20Vj 4h.p. Ariel Combination, Magdyno light-
J-t' ing, as new; £130.-29, St. Leonard's St.,

Bromley-by-Bow. East 4708. [2433

1Q19 Ariel 6-7h.p. Combination, 1921 forks, Isn
-i-*' Ea^iting screen, speedometer, accessories; £14..
E. Pool, 56, Abel St., Burnley. [1982|

Bi6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 1920 Combination, 4'/,h.p., all-chain, lamps,
speedometer, Easting wind screen, insurance

policy 1922. tax paid, good order and appearance,
small mileage: £120.-1*., 45, Stanley Gardens, Bel-
size Park (Tobe Station). [2850

B..S.A. Chaincum-belt Combination. A'iii.p., bought
new by present owner November. 1916, stored 2

years, excellent condition throughout, numerous spares.
3 lamps, horn, speedometer, tax paid, transferable
insurance lor £130; will accept £30. or near.—JIaunsell,
3, IIurlingham^Gardens, Putney Bridge. S.W. Putnev
££EZ]

~
ZLii

Calcott.

CALCOTT 2i|,I].p., Inmps, loin, t.ix paid, start* easy,
pulls well, good condition; £28.-143, Kavensbury

Hd.. Earlsfield, S.W. [2917

Calthorpe.
"1020 Calthorpe 2-5troke, shop-soiled; £60.-Picker-
--^ ing, Shrewsbury. [X0744

JO. PICKERING. Shrewsbury,- Calthorpes in
• stock; exchanges arranged. . [X0751

C.\LTHOHPE, all models, from the Coventry Motor
Mart, London Rd., Coventry. 'Phone : 200.

rX1491
CALTHOEPE 1921 Modelfi.-We are now accepting

orders for early delivery; your enquiry esteemed-—
Below.

CALTIIOBPE 2-^h.p., 2-spced Enfield gear, a-
makers specifications; at greatly reduced price

now 1.1 the time to buy.-Mebes. 154-156. Gt. Portlan.l
St.. W.l. 'Phone: L.lngham 2230. [2063
(^ALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2"-ih.p.. 2-spced Enfield gear.
}^ running order; £35.—Weeks, Hainault, Tenter-
den. Kent. [2253

A LTHORPE PRECISION. 2'.Sh.p.. 2speed, excel-
lent running order; £29.—Collman, 47, Arbuth-

not Rd.. New Cross. [2647
ALTHOEPE 23ili.p., 2-stroke, 2-6peed, free, counter-

shaft, lighting set, perfect condition ; 42 gna.—
Ciipt. lowler, Stonham. [2108
(^ALTHOEPE 27.ih.p.. 2-«troke. 1B20 model withy Lnfteld gear; £59.—P. J. Evan.", 81-91. Jolin
Kriglit St., Birmingham. [2319
(^ALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2Mi.p.. EnRold 2-speed, late
y-' 1920, tax paid, fully equipped; 55 gns.-34. Ca.'.s-
land Ed., South Hacknsy. [2750

AI.THOEPE-J.A.P., 2 speeds. 1917, lightweight, nil
l.nmps. registere-1. nice condition; £37.-302, Lon.

don Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [2468

CALTHORPE Lightweight, 2-specd. F.E., in splendid
condition, tax piiid; bargain, £30. After 5.30.—

22. Church Luno, Battersea Sq. [2678

CALTHOEPE 2-stroke. Enfield 2.spcca, complete
liorn, and tools; cost £69/15; not ridden: £48

-Box 3,361, c/o Tht Molor Cycle. [3040

C.YLTHOHPE, 1920, 2"'lh.p., 2-speed, lamps, epced-
onictcr, new condition; £55; appointment onlv.—Beaclidra, 11, Barkstone Garden.s, Earl's Court. [1914

CALTHORPE, 2',yi.p., 2-specd, free engine, new
condition, very little used, lamp?, tools, tax

paid; £38.—Pullen, 339a, Underbill Ed., East Dul-
wich, S.E.22. [2651
riALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2-ih.p., Enfield 2.speed, all^ accessories, licence paid, splendid condition;
geuuine bargain, £29; after 5.-84, Valley Rd., Streal-
ham. S.W.16. [2562
1 Q 19-20 Calthorpe-Jap 2^;h.p.. Enfield 2-spei;d. milc-
-Ut^ ago 500. expensive lamps, etc.. tax paid, better
than new machine, seen any lime.—9. Uallam Mews.
<-it. Portland St., W.l. [2586
(^"'ALTHORPE -Motor Cycles, wholesale and retail
^^ agents lor the County of De?on; oil models in
slnck lor immediate delivery.-The Carlton Motor Co
33. Torwood St., Torquay. [0201

£65.-1916-17 Caltliorpe Combination. 4-5li p twin
•A' J.A. P.. .Vmac. Enfield 2-5rped. clutch, starter
Cham drive, latest frame, Druids; 2'';h.p. Douglas
|)art.—63, Solon Rd.. Brixton. [2869
riALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2-ih.p.. Enfield 2-speed gear.
,V, ,

tanips. hocn, pump, tools, good condition, re-
liable, economical, licensed: £42,'10.—Davies Rock
Villa, Bisley Rd., Stroud, GIos. [1307
OA1.TH011.PE 1921 Combination, actually in stock
\^ lor immediate delivery; cash or deferred term*'
place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—
Burlington Motors. Ltd., Clapham Common. S.W 4
Phone: Brixton 2417. [0509

Campion.
1020 Campion-.Iap. 2^ih.p.. Sturmev 2-speed. clutch
-»-*' kick start, new condition, licensed; £62.-89'
East Hill, Wandsworth. [2564
rtAMl'ION-J.A.P., Aug.. 1920, 4h.p., Sturmey 3-spePd^^ Bink« carburetter, Cowey trip speedometer, lei;-
shields. Campion sidecar. Easting wind screen, electric
light, tax and iusnrance paid, perfect condition, com-
plete; £150.-181, Oxford St., Grimsby. [2273

Ced09.
EKICKIL\M for Cedos. sole agent for BrMol and

• district.—St6ke5 Croft. Bristol. [3357
r'JEpqi? Lat« 1920 2ia.p.. 2 speeds, fullv equipped^^ iDdistinguisliable from new; £60,—Parker's Brad-
itiawgate. Bolton, and 245. Deansgate. Manchester

[Xi265

rtIT

jr'U^^BS^^

TAYLORS
Sole London and District

Agents for A.J.S. & British

Excelsior Motor Cycles.

Our large well-equipped South

Kensington Show Rooms are

situated within 100 Yards of

South Kensington Station-
District, Met., or Tubes.

Don't miss this
splendid opporlunity.

We have a limited number of

NEW 1920 6 h.p. A.J.S.
Combinations, complete with
screen, higgage carrier, spare
wheel, apron, tools, etc., which
we are offering at GREATLY
REDUCED prices. Each outfit

carries the makers' usual
guarantee. Write at once for full

particulars before it is too late.

BRAND NEW 6 or 8 h.p.

BRITISH EXCELSIOR
COMBINATIONS

£160
Jap engine, Sturmey-Archer counter-
shaft 3-speed gear box and clutch,

all - chain drive. 650 x 65 tyres,

handsome coach -built sidecar.

8 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD
COMBINATIONS

£160
With Magdyno Lighting Set, £22 extra.

Write, 'phone, or call for complete list

of over 100 new and carefully used

Motor Cycles and Combinations, all

offered at London's Lowest Prices.

Deferred payments arranged to suit those

wishing to purchase out of income.

H, TAYLOR & CO., LTO.
Showrooms

—

Motor Cycles anil Car^.

52-53. Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Ac^essuries. Spore Pa-ts find Remirs.

21a. S'.ore St., Tollenham Coort Road. W.C.I.
Wholesale

—

38. Alfred Pace. W.C 1.

Garaife: Tottenham Court It'^ad. W,l
Tlion**: Accessories and Repairs IMoseamlSIO

Victor Cycles an-l Car:*, Keo 'ington T-2GJ.

Teleciams: "Dynametro, Wcstcent, Loodm.'

'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Cedos.

CEDOS 2.stioke, the finest lightweight reachinff tha
public, earliest deliveries, particulars on appli-

cation.—Largest London Agents : Fowler and Brigden.
130, Euston Rd.. London, K.W.I. 'Phone : Museum
4827. [0469

Chater-Lea.
CHATEE-LEA Ccmlunation. 8h-p.. good condition,

1914; £90.-17, Manor Park Parade, Lee, S.E.
[2369

CHATEH-LEA, 1921, Villicis 2',4h.p. 2-stroke, 2-

spoeJ, as new ; £55.-10, Longley Ed., Tooting.
[1785

CH^VTEK-LEA Comhination, 8h.p. J.A.P. encine. 3-

speed, ollKihain drive, electric lighting, speedometer,

hood, wind ccreeu, etc., tax paid; trial; £110.-12,
High St., Fulham. [2276

Chater-Lea-Jap.
1 Q20 Chater-Lea-Jap Combination, 2-seater C.B.
-It/ sidecar, Sturmey-Archer. K.S.. screen, lamps,

all complete, done 2,000 miles: £140, or nearest.-

Call, or write, 3, Scrutton St., E.C.2. [1951

Cleveland.

CLEVEL-'iND 1920 2-itroke, 3h.p., new, 2 speed.,

kick starter, hand clutch, weight 175 lbs., petrol

consumption approi. 100 miles to gallon, has been

UbCd as demonstration model, only done 100 miles;

price £70.-Apply. North Western Motors. Ltd^, 35.

Norton St., Liverpool. [X0089

Clyno.

DAS GUT, Weymouth. — 1921 8h.p. Clyno corn-

binatiou. small mileage, as new; cash ofliere wanted.

CLYNO Combination, 1916, in excellent condition,

all accessories; best ofler.—97, Boman Bd.. Bow.
15. [2680

1Q17 5-6h.p. Clvno Combination, 3 speeds, spars
Lu wheel, all 'black; £60.—Bullcn, The Downs.
Dartlord. 12599

CLYNO Combination, 1918. 8h.p. J.A.P., lamps,

horn, spare wheel, aa new; £120.-60. Caithness

Rd., Mitcham. 12123

CLTNO-J.AP. Combination, new mo^., wants tonch-

ing up: £70, offer.-Banister and Botten. 341.

Tjppor St, X.l. [2897

1Q20 Clvno Liglilwelght, 2 speeds, clutch, accessories.

XJ/ perfect order, and as new; £55.-Crown Garage,

Thames St. Wcybridge. [2743

1 Q20 Brand New Clyno Llghtwelcht. unused; first

JLiJ Oder over £55 secures.—Rhosha Motors, South

St., Ilomlord. 'Phono: 96. [2697

1 Q18 8h.p. Jap-CIyno Combination, lamps, horn. 4
-Lt/ wheel", perfect condition; snip, £95.—Foflter,

32. Kehin Ed., Highbury, N. [2896

CLYNO 1916 6h.p. 3-speed Combination, splendid

order, all on, tax paid; £105; atter 6 o'clock.—

54, Martin St.. Stratlord E.15. [2709

CLYNO Combination, 1915, 5-6h.p., 5 interchangeable
wheels, lamps, hood, screen; appointment, or after

6 p.m.-198, O-xiord Bd., Reading. [2740

CLVNO Combination, 3-spccd. kick start, chain drife,

inti'rchangeable wheels; £98; take lower power
part.—57, Kcnbury St., Cambcrwell, London. [2511

CLYNO 5-6h.p. 1913 Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,

horn, lamps, spare wheel, £100; also lady's Z%
h.p. Douglas, 1914, £45.—Ash, Storms. Keswick. [1866

8 h.p. Clyno-Jap Combination, re-enamelled, plated,

and completely overhauled. In perfect condition,

electric light; 100 gns.-Box 456, c/o The Motor Cycle.

CLYNO 1921 Models, Immediate delivery; 192U light-

weights, shop-soiled. £63; list price. £75.—Rat^
clifto Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland St.. W. Langbam 1704.

[0434

CLYNO Coachbuilt Combination. 2-speed, K.S., new
extra heavy Dunlops and spare, all accessories,

cood running order; £60.-154. Effra Rd., Wimbledon.
[2010

CLYNO Lightweight. MIO. very little used, lumps,

menbanical horn: 50 ens —Vivian Hnrdie nod Lane.

Ltd.. 23 and 24. Woodstock St.. New Bond St., W.l.

CLTXO 1921 Models.—We are now accepting orders

for early delivery of all models. Your enquiry
<.st.ienied.-ilrl.es. 154-156. Gt. Portland St.. W.l.
PLone: Lansli.nm 2230. [2064

CLYNO 5-6U.i>., 3-3peed, kick start, underslung
coachbuilt sidecar, enamel and plate gcod, lamps,

etc.; £57/ 10.—Stanley, 8, Warwick Square Mews,
Clarendon St., Westminster. [2960

FOR Sale. Clyno combination, 1915, 4 interchangeable
wheels, good condition; £85, or exchange run-

about or light car; cash adjustment.—H. Druce, Apsley
End. Hcmel Hempstead, Herts. [2562

CLYXO 8h.p. J.A.P. 1920 Combination, enamelling
and plating new, perfect condition : only wants

seeing- civen for debt: £120—Bran, 20, Furlton ltd..

Earlsfleld, S.W.18. After 6 o'clock. (9294

CLYXO Combination, oh.p.. excellent condition, re-

cently overhauled by makers, inileogo under 9.000.

Millford detachable sidecar. 3-6Peed, Dosch, Senspray,

spare wheel, .speedometer, horn, lamps; sacrifice £90.--

S Chappie, Toiriugton. [2022

All letters relating to advMtisements siiould auote the number at the end of each .-idvertisement. and the date of the issue, B-19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

8h.p. Glyno Combination, fitted P. and H. lamps,
horn, tools, bought In Dacember, 1920, cost £25"?,

mileage 100; owner bought light car; sacrifice, £175
—Box 3,359, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3038

1Q19 Sh.p. Olyno Ckjmbinotion, J.A.P. engine, W.
J-«^ model, estra large sidecar, epring pillion se^

Easting wind screen, lamps, milecige duly 1,400, licen'

paid; oflera.—Apply, Sheldon, Blake and Peirius, T'
Garage, Bigglaswade. £29:

5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, re-enamelled grey, tax
paid, engine 6789, 4 detachable wheels, electric

light. Klaxon, apron, spare chain, and new tube, over-
alls, helmet: £105; alter 6. Wanted, A.V.—Bolsover,
Clarendon Court, Maida Vale. [2660

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, stored during war, little

used since, spare wheel, screen, luggage grid, can
carrier, everything on board, and in excellent condition

;

£90.—Seen at 5, The Boulevard, Balham High Rd.,
S.W. 'Phone: Streatham 2417. 11985

Connaught.
irewsbii

exchanges arranged.
PICKEKING, Shrewsbury.—Agent lor Connauglit;

exchances arranged. [X0752

CONNAUGHT, singlp speed, 2%h.p. —
Parade, East Finchley.

CONiNAUGHT. all models, from the
Motor aiart, London ltd., Coventry.

16, Grove
[2818

Coventry
'Phone .

[X1492

1 Q20 Connaught 2-speed Lightweight, almost new;
-l-«^ nearest £50.—Shone, Bull and Stirrup Hotel.
Chester. [2605

CONNAUGHT 1921 Models, immediate deliyery.—
Note address: S.E. Clapham (Motors). 27, Stock-

well St., Greenwich, S.E.10. (4128

CONNAUGHT 2>Ab.v.. 1920 model, single-speed, shop-
soiled only. £50; 2-Epeed model, £58.—P. J. Evans,

81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. (2320

Model, brand new, just
£47/10; easy payment accepted.—

Homac'6, 243i Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone
Dalston 2408. [2989

1 Q21 Connaught, T.T.
-I-*/ arrived;

Coulson.

PICKEEING, Shrewsbury.—Coulson distribnting_ag_ent
for West Shropshire; exchanges.

COULSON B 2%h.p. 1920,
much reduced.—Warne's,

Acton, W.3.

[S0755

demonstration model.
46, Churchfleld Kd.,

(2713

COULSON B 1921 Models In Stock.—Sole Wiltshire
Agents, Wessex Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St.,

Salisbury. 'Phone: 72. [5007

*| 020 Coulson B, under 1,000, unpunctured, excel- i

JL*y lent condition; £70, or nearest oHer.—plover,
'

Otborne Ed., Southaea. [2692

1Q20 Coulson B, 234h.p. Blackburne, 2 speeds, as
JL*J new; £80j_ exchanges.—vHomac's,

'

Clapton Kd., N.E. 'Phone
243

Dalston 2408.
' Lower

[2995

~f Q20 Coulson B. 2.J4h.p., 2-speed, been stored, small
1

1

JLl/ mileage, fully equipped, speedometer, epares.

guaranteed as new : £80.—28, Gloucester St.. S.W.I.
[9312

1 Q 20 Coulson, 2';4h.p. Blackburne engine, disc wheels, I

X«7 speedometer, lamps, excellent condition; bar-i

cain £80; cost £113.-71, Dagnan Ed., Balham, S.W. 12.*
[1855

COULSON B. 2%h.p., 1920, f.ast, in splendid condi-

tion, complete with lamps, horn, etc.; 75 ghs.—
Connolly's Garage, Churchwoy, Euston Ed., N.W.I.

[2387 .

NEW 1921 2'4h.p. and 4h.p. Coulson-B. 3-6peed, kick
|

start; list prices, £117/10 and £126; exchange
entertained.—Bambcrs', Eastbaut St., Bouthport. Tel. : t

607 [X0633||

F.O.C.H are Coulson-B agents; exchanges or easy 'I

payments aranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone; Hompstead 3752.

Hoars 9-7. including Saturdays. [2151

COULSON.—R. B. Clark has several second-hand
machines, 1920 (Jnly), 2i4h.p., 2-speed, K.S., ||

licensed equipped, £75: new machines, immediate
delivery.—7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [2981 i

COULSON ^h.p., 1920, 2-speed, spring frame, elec-i

trie liglitiug set, horn, tools, very fast and reli- I

able, all in excellent condition, tax paid; £85, reason,

able oiler accepted.—Seymour, 251, Woodstock Rd.,

Oxford. [1885

SUPER Sporting 1920 2'4h.p. 2-speed Coulson, just

re-enamelled and plated, run 1,200, tax paid,

speedometer, horn, engine has special piston, cam, valves,

etc., spare cam, sprocket, chain, valves. Saturday after-

noon and Sunday —Faber, WilliamsviUe, Queen St.,

Renlrew. [1916

120 an ideal solo or sideCOULSON B, 4h.p.,
car mount, as low and handy as a Levis; in stock

—Sole agents for Leeds and 15 miles radius, excluding
Bradford, The Headingley Motor and Engineering Co..

Ltd.. IS, St. Michael's Lane, Leeds. 'Phone : Head
ingley 480. [0493

Coventry Eagle.

PICKERING. Shrewsbury.—Coventry Eagles in stock;
exchanges arranged. [X0754

COTENTRy EAGLE ,2l4h.r. 2-stroke Villiers engine,
good condition: £30.-White, 108, Forest lid.,

lorquay. [2705 .1

B50

GETl^pJ^F

ITYRE HOUSl

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

26 x2| to fit

2| rims,

BATES
SPECIAL, HEAVY
COVER.

ci^earance: price
42/6

Complete with TUBE.

SPECIAL BARGAINS

Brand New Covers
IS't Grade Only,

From Government Stores, etc.

26X :i Dunlop W.D. Heavy 46/-

„ Pakner Cord 38/6

,, Avon Tricar 36/6
,, Hutchinson Passenger 36/-

26x 2ix 2i Englcbert Super Heavy . . 55/-
,, Touring 47/6

„ Wood Milne Special 42/6

All the above fit 26x 2i rim.

28 X 2^

28 X 2o Hutchinson Passenger 38/6
,

" Kempshall Non-skid 45 /-

28 X 3

28 X 3 Goodyear Diamond 59/6
Rnglebert Super Heavy 60 S

28x3 Palmer Cord 48/6
„ Clincher de Luxe 47/6
„ Dominion 52 /-

„ Firestone 57/6

New Tubes.
24 X 2i Endless 5/-
26x2i Endless 7/t

,, Hutchinson 9/6
,, Butted 10/-

26x2i Endless 7/9
,, Hutchinson 9/6

26x 2ix 2j Endless 7/6
„ Firestone Butted 9/6
„ Firestone Lap-ended 9/6

25x 2j Endless 6/6
26X 3X si Heavy Endless 10/-
28x3 Endless ...: 8/6

,, Goodyear Lap-ended 9/6„ Hutchinson 11/6

New Belts.
6' 6"x 3" Complete with fastener .... 12/9
7' X I" Complete with fastener 14/ -

7' 6"x J" Complete with fastener.... 15/-

All goods sent on approval aginst remitt-
ance, carriage paid.

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd,

The TYRE HOUSE,

S3, Theobald's Road,
HOUBORN, ^V.C.1

'Phone: Ulttseum 1543

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coventry Eagle.

"1020 3i/2h.p. Coventry Eagle, in excellent condition,

^ r11 on, spare valve, etc., tax and insurance
paid for coming year, reliable and economical; £88,—
rhompson, 36, Park Rd., Earlestown. Lanes. [2231

Tp.O.CH. have a brand new Coventry Eagle, 3?,Ui.p..
J- kick etarter, shop-soiled: £84 ca-sh; exchanges cr
ertsy paymenlti arranged.—5, Hcxitb St., Hampstead fnesr
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampetead 5*752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [2146

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY Victor, the perfect flat twin engiDe.
5-7h.p. ; these famous engines, and all fittinpg

for assembling the complete motor cycle, now available
from stock; highest specification throughout; send for
oxir special offer of demonstration machine.—Coventrv
Victor Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. [0520

Dayton.

1 £* GNS. (worth double).—Dayton lightweight 2-stroke,
-i" in perfect running order, aluminium footborini-
C.A,.V. mag., Amac carburetter, spring forts, low biiii",

sporty machine, goes anywhere; first wire securei^.—
Trevenn Motois, "Bexhill-on-Sea. 'Phone: 162. [1948

De Luxe.
3^h.p. De Luxe, 2-Etroke, as new, 24in. Duulops,
4 single speed, excellent throughout; £45.— Earou,

AUesley, Coventry. [X1280

1020 De Luxe Jap, Sh.p. T.T. twin, Sturmey
J- •.' countershaft 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, all
chain; bargain, £70.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth.

[2567"

DE LUXE 1920 234h.p. 2^stroke, 2-speed, C.A.V.,
B, and B., fully e<iuipi)ed, tax paid, perfect con-

dition throughout; Jiny trial; nearest £45; eveniug,?.-

46, Avondale Rd., Hardngay, N.15. [2368

Diamond.
lAMOND, brand new 1920 Villiers engine; £50.-
Clark, 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [9170

20 Diamond, equal new. licence paid, complete;
please inspect.—Pickering, Shrewsbury. [X0743

KICKHAjVI for Diamond, sole agent for Bristol
and Bath districts.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [5355,

DIAMOND 2-stroke, 1919, not driven 500 miles,
guaranteed ; £ 42/ 10 ; approval. — Gibb, Glou-

cester. 'Phone : S52. [0440

DIAMOND-J.A.P. 1920 Model 2->ih.p., 2-speed. com-
plete with lamps, practically new; £62/10.-

D
19
E.

Hopkins, New St., Ledbury. [0537

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Diamond Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now, aod
avoid disappoictment later.-Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone: Brix-
bou 2417. [0507

DIAMOND, T.T., specially built, ultra sporting, 2V^
h.p., high compression, Singer T.T. engine, ex-

pert tuned
J

2-speed Enfield gear, fitted w th roller
bearings, Ricardo aluminium piston, special cams, speed
model Senspray, Brooks B230 saddle and 2in. Palmer
cord tyres unpunctured, iu absolutely perfect condi-
tion throughout and extremely fast, will easily touch
52 ro.p.h, or tick over dead slow. Finish, black with
primrose wheels and tank, polished crank case, and
plated cylinder, spares include 2 sets cams, pulleys,
and sprockets, horn, knee grips, tools, etc., very hand-
some and thoroughly reliable, any trial or examina-
tion, photo on. request, buying cycle car; £95, or near
offers; write or 'phone appointment after 6 p.m.—
Rose, Highfield, Gainsborough. Tel.: 36. [X1486

Douglas.
OUGLAS. Douglas. Douglas.D

1 Q21 Models in stock; 4h.p. combination £i70, 4h.p.
J-tf solo £130, 2^,4h.p. clutch model £105, 2^4^-P'
2-speed model £85. Extended payments if desired.
Spare parts stocked; repairs. — Douglas specialists,

Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock
St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone:
Mayfair 6659. [0375

'

DOUGLAS, 2-^^11. p., 19H, good condition; £22.-17,
Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [2764

DOnGLAS 2%b.p., 1916, all on, perfect; £45.-84,
Greenside Rd., Croydon. [2451

LONGMAN, ol Salisbury.—Douglas AU-on, 2%h.p.-,

and 4h.p. combinations. [1750

EKICKHAM for Douglas and spares; trade .sup-

. plied.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3351

DOUGLAS 23/lh.p., also a sidecar; £65, or near

offer.—Turner, Southwater, Horsham. [2250

D'OUGLAS, 1918, 2%h.p., 110 m.p.g., all ou, tax

paid; £53.-54, Paddenswick Rd., W.6. [2420

DOUGIiAS, i'ih.p.. sinsle gear, ride away; £23.-

15, Ashvale Rd., Tooting, London. [2645

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed: £65,

Freeman, 181, Tottenham Court Ed., W.l. [2384

DOUGLAS 2^1h.p., 1916, fully equipped, good con.
' dition; £55.-115, Browuhill Ed., Catford [2455

BRIGHTON, Hove, nad District Douglas Agent-
Turpin's, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.

I
,

10201

All Utters L-elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Enfleld.

SALE.

THEM0T0R_CYCLE-SUPPLEMENT. Advertisements, xxvii.

r IGHTWEIGHT Eoyal Enfleld Twin,
Li accessories; £45, near offer.—62

'"

iddiecombe, Oroj-don'.

IQ21 Royal Enflelds.—Sh.p,IC 2ilh.p. 2-strok( '

ikKlesall Rd., Sheffield

— , overhauled,
Wydehurst Rd.,

[2047

— .t-. combination, £160;
2-8peed, £65.—Stacey, 12,

m^ [0573
PNFIELD Dynamo Ck>mbinatlon, Easting, licensed,LJ Kla.xon, lovely order; £112.-CIark, 7. Exhibition
Ma., aoiith Kensmgton, [2982
nENITINB 1919 sh.p. Enfield Combination, meclooi-

^..nri.*?!^,,?"?.™.'; '""y eunipped; offers. - 136,
'Oundaries Ed., Balham. [2267

E^n?rl'^- "2° 2V,h.p., 2-8peed, lamps, hom, tools,
spares, iii new condition, Ucensed: f 55.-29, Santos

td., Wandsiicrth, S.W.18.

id.

[9^roJlll°i''i*^™'''''"''?°' 8h-P-, Magdyno, perfect

d F,?t iV™'w"^'"i?o'""<'' fieO.-Brysoa, 136, Higb
ia., i.ast I'inchley, N.2. [2379

V^'^fifin'^-' I?''-''-
Enfleld Combination; liet price

, s" ttU".'''°^e1'^
en,«rtained.-Bambers'. Embank

^'^^^n° ?^-P- ^'^^ S°'°' '" procUbaUy new oon-

^^ So'^L'i
?%2'',-P- ''"''' Amac, Bosch, good tyres;

9^°co?d'l^fi„'!°.^'''''' ^"^ Wagdyno, combination,

2,''Ec£i'/Td.rVhSeid'?^" ""^^^^=
^^"--^gr/s

i^'^chSS, °hS,H''""'°'''
"iS^™" lisitinff, new tyres

^^hti„tr'La'no?'^Ta"na.^''"'' ^'°' ''%,%%

'l'^^f^°'^'?^''"'V?'i' "20. ne.irly new, fnU cquip-

1 Kt^t?o^ ?/"°£' V\' *""• °f >=" oflcr.-O.D..i. bt.itioa Ed., Hnrlesdea, N.W.IO. (9669
Q20 Royal Enfleld Combination, complete with

tacev l^'^'fo"?",,"',?;; ''LJ'""=':t condition £125.-tacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [0576
Q20 Enfleld Combination, Magdyno li^htins setunused unregi.sterecf; iS165. - ArnolS 4ummcrland Rd., Mnthead, Somerset. [2550

O^^.nil;",?-?- ^"I"'.
Enfleld, 2.speed, 2^t.oke. in

r„^
splendid condition, lamp and Klaxon £50

-

[omes and Co., 139. Fiaciley Ed.," N w.^°° %^bs
PULLING'S Garage for Enfield. Spare parts and

nt Tendon ^S"='?!'"'-r^'"«.^?"''1on „nS Disti" tnt, l^ondon Ed., Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [1694

l^'^'^'EiP
Combination, late 1915, eh.p., lamp,

100 -n «n.?„1'''J,°°'f"c."=^«'='''
splendid condition

:'

loo.-ll, Barcombe Av., Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [1778

^'^^^Tr '!'*"',
f.''''^'^ Mehtwdght in stock for im-

f mediate delivery; £65.-Broom and ^Vhiteheadtd.. Authorised Agents, 88. Gt. Portland 8t , W 1

^^^u\? Combination, 6h.p., 1917, complete'rth
Eer, rt T'i "'l'""" ^S"™' 'e''""! spares; £ usfers.-Lt. Richardson, c/o Dan Guy. AVeymonth.

?NFIELD Combination, 6h.p., equal new 'wind

;'aA^I^ ^fl^j. ^^;- ^^'s-£Jinning order.-Bacon, OOington Lane, Worthing
'

Q19 Enfleld a-stroke Lightwei-ht Hmn. ^u^}^

[1945

cbifchi-'pe^rc^diu™ ^oSi!' i^SS;

Specuil
Clearance
Lines.

Special
Clearance
Litter.

RIOTOR SALE.
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TYRES

9 1 'fl°^' ^"J"' Enfleld Lightweight

Pool Ed.eap
: ofJers.-Davies

meryshire.

Q16 6h.p Enfleld. hood, ecreet
«'. bad. lamps, horn, luggage
nuine bargain, £97/10._(Joach

J>rewtown, Mont'
[SIOOO

screen, speedometer, Tan-
ffrid. etc., licensed;

islew'orth."' — ""-^°^<=n ad Horses, London

'
" ' [035''

\P\-^h ENFIELD 2-stroke, new Oct 1920 ?"

INFIELD Combination, new sidecir hnrt„ t
I lamps, very fine condition; acSnt £97;

l^"""'
fhang^e lightweight - Edwardes!^?7''7', %lli^\%^{,

"iTm^pT an=i'^"bS;.n, ^iL^c^e ^t'^JrP4
Ilk "p^rS^rViSm"^"^'-^'^'-- ^o| '^:

easy payment system.
'iPPiieU on our ep„„t

?iifl'-"---?^-^°'^^'n^-*«
waM\t ir-^"?' . euaranteed
|wara bt.. King's Lynn.

I

I

ELITE
CLIPSE I
VERYBODY •

I

size. Make.

-G. Huddlestone. 9
[2804

24x2 Wood-Milne Special
28x2 Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy

Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Wood-Milne Special . .

.

Engleberl WIred-on Rib
Palmer Ribbed
Avon Ribbed Lightweight
Avon Combination .

.

HutchlnsOD Passenger
Avon Sunstone
Palmer Cord
Wood-Hllne or Spencer 1

Moultoo Extra Heavy . /
Dunlop W.D. Heavy
Beldam Extra Heavy
Bates Special Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
Beldam Heavy
Engleberl WIred-on Rib
Wood-Mllne Special .

jHutchlnson Passenger
iDunlop W.D. Heavy

.. Bales Special Heavy ....
Palmer Cord Heavy !

.

Clincher de Luxe Ex. Heavy
„ Kempshall Antl-skid
., |Wood-Milne Extra Heavy .

HutchUison T.T. R.-slud. .

[Beldam Extra Heavy
„ (Wood-Milne Special .

.

26x2i (Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy '.

x2t iHutchinson T.T. R.-slud. .

.

,> iPalmer Sidecar Ribbed .

.

28x21 |Wood-Mllne Combination
iBates Special Heavy
'Avon Tricar Rubber-stud.
iWood-Mllne Extra Heavy
Palmer 2-ply Ribbed
iHulchlnson T.T. R.-stud
lEnglebert WIred-on R.S
;Engleberl WIred-on Rib .

.

Wood-Mllne Combination
R.O.M. Combination
Wood-Mllne E.xlra Heavy
Goodyear A.W. Tread
Bates Special Heavy . .

Dunlop W.D. Extra Heavy
Dunlop W.D. Heavy .

.

: Avon 3-rlb
(Wood-Mllne Rxtra Heavy
Kempshall Antl-skid . ..

650 ;< 65 Bates Special Heavy .

Wood-Milne Eictra Heavy
Bergougnan 3-rlb Heavy .

80 iWood-Milne Steel Syndded
iPartridce R, Non-skid .

.

jWood-Mlino Extra Heavy
Rodace Square Tread
(Clincher Ribbed

26x3

28x2V
28x3"

SEE OPPOSITE COLUMN FOR OUR FREE OFFER

CYCLES FOR
Enfield.

21 Enfleld-Jap Combination, excellent condition,

fr^, j.,S^^°^°
under £1,000, good reason for selling;

9^ fl66. accept £140^ no ofiers; triaL-Write, O T.L.
23. Applegarth Ed., W.14. [2021
1 Q20 2i4h.p. 2.stroke Royal Enfield, aU accessories.j-t» guaranteed m perlect condition, licence paid;no reasonable oHer refused; by appointment.—Cbesters,
61. Linden Gardens, Chiswick. [2523
"P.NFIELD 2l4h.p. Lightweight, new from makers
-•-' Uctober last, 100 miles, perfect condition, un-
Kcratched: aelliag.for combination; tax paid- £58.-7,
Eutland Park, Catford, S.E.6. ' [1776
"C]NTIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, Lncas lighting,

Ai
°™' "^tford speedometer, tax paid, in perfect

condition; any trial; 85 gns.—'Phone: Waltham Orosa
299.—btanley Bias, Waltham Abbey. [2908
^h.p. Enfield Combination, 1915, splendid condition," lamps, horn, mirror, hood. Easting screen, tax
paid guaranteed perfect; £118.—P. Bartholomew, 23.
JubUeo St., Woodstone, Peterborough. [2664

1 Q20 Enfield 8h.p. Combination, Lucas llagdvno,
-^•^ fully equipped, as new; eacriflce at £135, oSer;
owner bought car.-Stephens, 12, Oil MiU Lane, King-
ston-on-Thames. 'Phono: 1945 Kingston. [2671
"DNFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1918, Lucas electric
•'-' ughting. Easting wind screen, Inggago carrier,
spares, lully licensed, in perfect condition; £120.—
Cheesman, 151, Palmerston Ed., Palmer's Green, N.22.

[1863
"CiNFIELD, 1919, November, aa new, perfect condi-
•i-i tion, all accessories, hood, screen; £145; seen
evenings alter 7 or appointment.—'Phone : Streatham
711.—Dove, 71. Northcoto Rd., Battersea, S.W.ll.

"I7NFIELD Bland New 1921 8h.p. Combination.
-•-' actnallj in rtock for Immediate delivery, just
arrived from the workd; £160, no waiting, ready to
drive away.—Wilkina, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lon-
don. [2175

21 Enfield Sh.p. Combination, electrically
equipped throughout, speedometer, screen,

discs, spare chain, valves, etc., cost over £200, small
mileage, unscratched; £180; appointment, trial;
bought car.- 1, Hoylo St., Warrington. [X1471

ROYAL EJIFIELD CombinaUon, 1921, electric
model, Sh.p. Vickers engine, tax and insur-

ance paid. Easting wind screen and legsheilds: price
£180.—Write^ or call at Prank Nicholson, o/o Nichol-
son and Fieldsend, Tinsley Park Rd., Sheffield. [2635

1 Q20 Royal Enfield Combination, Sh.p., electric out-
-*-*^ fit. Cameo de luxe wind screen with side val-
ances, Klaxon horn, etc., nnscratched, and will bear
expert examination, not done 1,000 miles, tax paid-
£147; seen alter 6.-13, Arragon Gardens, Streatham,
S.W. [2860

ENFIELD Sh.p. Twin, 1916, 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,
electric and acetylene Ughting, speedometer, spares,

and pillion seat, excellent condition, recently overhouleil
by makers, 105 m.p.g., tax paid; £58, or eichanco
combination.—6, Temple Fortune Hill, Golders Green,
N.W.ll. [2366

ENFI ELDS.—The cheapest twin on the road. We
aio North London agents, and can supply from

stock standard models £160, electric £182, cash, or
deferred payments. All spares in stock. Trade sup-
plied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and at Woodside•''-'"" '

[0380

19=

N
.,., Garage,
Finchlcy.Painde

Excelsior.
TJRITISH Escolslor, all models,^

Motor Mart, London Rd.,

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Rd

Victoria, S W.l,
Telephone: Victoria 6553 and 6554.

., from the Coventry
Coventry. 'Phone ':

[X1493

1 Q20 6h.p. British ExceUior CombinatiOD. equipped;J-v first 98 gns.—Eamsden's, 8, Maybell At., Black-
pool. L2033
EXCELSIOR 1921 Combination. 4'/^h.p., perfect

condition, lamps; cost £160, accept £136.~Wise.
Lodge Hd., Knowle, Birmingham. [X1432

1 Q21 British Excelsior, oew, 2-stroke, 2 speed.
-I-t/ clutch, kick starter, models jast arrivecT—

3

I

E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockweli St., Greenwich
I [5634
1 Q20 2''.'ih.P- British Excelsior, J.A.P. engine, 2-
-i-t-f speed, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, tax paid, fully
insured; £70, no offers.—Halliday, Rosmead. Montem
Lane, Slough. f2526

EXCELSIOR 2!^h.p., 2 speeds, handlo cintch. kick-
starter. 1920 model, tools and accessories, run

about 1,500 miles; price £50; seen at Earl's Court
London.—Bos 3,367. c/o The Motor Cycle. [3017

A WONDERFUL Bargain.—Brand new 1920 Excel-
sior 4V2h.p. big single combination, bulbous back

sidecar; list price £160. finally reduced to ^£125 spot
cash,—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [XI 412

Fafnir.

FAFMR Combination. 3',!;h.p., perfect condition re
plated and enamelled; must sell; £65, or offer

—Waterworks, Southall. [1933

F.N.

F.N. Combination: £30; 4-cyl., ^-spetxi, lui
Cluttoa 9 Elaine GroTe, Gospel Oak, N.W. [2099

F.X. 2Vih.p,, 2-Bpeed shaft, hand cintch, drop
licensed; £33, offers.— 5, Lemna Ed., Leytonstone

2-speed, tax paid.-
_iel Oak, N.W. [209

hand cintch, drop frame,
" ' '" --'"nstone,

[1819letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisentent, and the date of the issue B.S.'l
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

F,N. 1921 Models, now arriving.—Send enquiries to
S.E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-

wich, S.E.IO. [4129

F.N. Combinntion.g in stock j coll for a trial mn.

—

Grimes and Co., IS, Bruton Place, Bond St.. W.
Kayfair 4792. [7646

4-CYL. F.N". Combination, coaclibuilt sidecar, in „
running order; dE32.—Taplin Bros., 159 and 232,

Hornsey Ed.. N.7. [2283

F.N. 4-cyl., splendid order, tax paid, £26; Indian,
clutch. 2 speeds, good order. £42; sidecar £4/10.—

Hall, Hccltnan. Whetstone, London. [1868

DAN GUT. "VYeymouth.—P.N.. 4-cyl., 3-speed. clnteh,
nnu .sidecar, Easting screen, tax paid, absolutely

BB new, mileage about 400; cash oSers. [0568

F.N" 2r4h.p., shaft drive, 2 speeds, hand clutch, per
feet order, starts easy, lamps, etc. ; £20, bargain,

—143, Kavensbory Ed., Earlsfleld, S.W. [2916

r.N,, 2'iih.p., excellent condition, new Tbonison-
Bennett mag., fully equipped, lamps, spares, etc.;

any trial; £28.—Dayis, 6, BuUer Rd., N.W.IO. [2669

"I
Q21 F.N. 21^1. p., 2 speeds, clutch, and iick-starter,

--•^ brand new. in stock for immediate delivery; £84;
exchanges or easy payments.—Official Agents, Homac's,
243. Loner Clapton Ed.. N.B. 'Phone: Dalston 2408.

[2990
IMMEDIATE Deliyery of any F.N. Model ; cash -or

deferred payments; book your order i,.iw, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. (0500

F.N. Combination, 5-6h.p., l.nte 1913, beautiful con-
dition, little used, stored over 4 yoars, perfect

order, lamps, tools, spare cover, tubes, etc. ; must fccll,

bargain. £55.-14, Eichniond Ed., OhorltonKjnm-Hardv,
Manchester [2699

FranciS' Barnett.

JULIAN'S, of Reading, have 1921 Francrs-Barnett
in stock. [0479

(ii'andex.

1 Q14 Grnndex-Precision 4V^h.p. Coach Combination,
J~^ S-ttpeed, K.S., Bosch, Senspray, epeedometer;
£80; almo.st new condition.—20. Tyrrell Rd., Peckham
Bye. [2168

Haden.
HADEN-PEECISION 2-stroke, 3i,l>h.p., kick start,

2-8peed motor evcles in stock; price 75 gns.—T.
Williams, 9, Lower Chatham St., Oxford Rd., Man-
chester. [XI 40 7

Harley-Davidson.
PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—Slrropshire agent Harley-

Davidsons; exchanges arranged. [X0755
ARLEY Sports, brand new, equipped; £145-
Clark, 7, E-thibition Rd., S.W.7. [9175

HARLEV Combination, splendid condition, brand
new sidecar; £120.-50, Bath St., E.C. [2835

1 Q20 Harley-Dnvidson Combination, 7-9h.p., electric
--»/ fittings, tools, etc., in -perfect condition; £175.
—Also

1Q19 Solo Sporta Model, 4h.p., hardly used, usualLtf fittings; £110.-st. Katherine's, Snodl.and, Kent.
[2049

"IQ20 Harlcy-Davidson 7-9h.p., disc, wheels, lamp--" set. horn, in perfect condition; £135.-62, Church
St., Chelsea, S.W. [1965

IN Stock.—1917, 191<), and 1920 Harlev-Davidson
combinations: from £120 to £200.—Stacey. 12.

Ecclesall Rd., ShefHeld. [0577
|Q20 7-9h.p. Hailey Combination, fully equipped,
-i-tf almost new; £145.-29. St. Leonard's St.,
Bromley-by-Bow. East 4708. [2432

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.-AU models in stock, new
and second-hand.—Sole Agents, Bambers', South-

port, Lancasliire. Tel. : 607. [5009
1Q1S Harley-Davidson, new 2-seater sidecar, hood,
X*' good condition and appearance; £135.-29, Grey
St., Higher Openshaw, Manchester. [2572

"I019 Hiirley Combination, new condition, fully
-»-<-' equipped, hood, wind screen, speedometer, Inmp.s",
etc., tnx paid; £160.-12, High St., Fulhiim. [2279

HAELET-llAVinsON, 1919 (November), new condi-
lion tlirougbont, lamps, horn, etc., small mileage

sidecar optimiiil.— 133. Muswell Av., MuswellHill. [2119
"|Q20 Harle.y-Davidson 7-9h.p., electric model, special
•*-^ sidecar, hood, screen, side curtains, in perfect
condition; £170.-62, Church St., Chelsea, S.W.

iy-9h.p. 1913 Harley Combination, sporting sidecar.
discs, D.A. lighting, enamelled latest colour;

offers over £125.—Toronda Works. Addlestone, Surrey.

"1 020 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., unnsed, acetyleneJ-f lights, dynamo, kick start. 3-fipeed. free wheel
tolp; price £150.-S. Kirchner, 21, Snnnyside Rd
Uford. [9648

HARLET, late 1919, overhauled, plated and cnam-
.elled, indistinguishable from new, with new Canoe-

let sidecar; snip at £130.-322, Whitehorse Rd , Croy-
don. [1548
-|Q20 7-9h.p. Harley,- dynamo lighting, speedometer
-l-tf Montgomery sidecar, Triple.^ screen, hood mile-
tge 2,000, licensed; £170.-12, Leaside Av., Muswell
Hill, N.IO. [13H

H

DOUGLAS
MOTOR
CYCLES

Rebuilt as new from Ex-
Qovernment machines

and new parts.

Fully equipped with new accessories,
including Head Lamp, Generator, Tail
Lamp, Horn, Licence Holder, Two Tool
Bags, Pump and Tool Kit, and carrying

a Three Months' Guarantee.

CASH PRICES.

2| h.p. two-speed, fully equipped - f65
4 h.p. three-speed, kick -start and

clutch, fully equipped - . . £85
4 h.p. ditto and Sidecar, with new

body, finished in "DOUGLAS"
Saxe Blue, and fully equipped - £105

CARRIAGE EXTRA IN EACH CASE.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED

SPECIFICATION.
Engine, 'DOUGLAS" horizontal twin cylinder,

all worn parts discarded, rebuilt with new
parts where necessary, fully tested before
reassembling.

Gear Box, 2;i h.p., with two speeds and tree

position, 4 h.p. with three speeds^ kicli-start

and clutch, rebuilt as new.
Carburetter, new, two lever AMAjC, with plated

handle-oar controls.

Magneto, new, C.A.V. or Thomson-Bennett, with
plated handle-bar controls.

Frame, Forks, Wheels, and Madgtiards, Etc.,
either new or thoroughly renovated, and
stove enamelled in best finish.

The Tank is thoroughly renovated as new, and
l.nished in' DOUGLAS" colours, aluminium
and blue panels, with " DOUGLAS " transfer.

and new plated fittings.

Tyres, new, 26in. x 2Jin. heavy covers and tubes.

Handle-bars, newly nickel-plated in best ctylf,

2J h.p. semi T.T.. 4 h.p. standard touririg

pattern.

induction Pipe, Fork Springs, Gear Lever, Etc..

either new or newly nickel-plated.

Saddle, new, or renovated as new.

Front Brake. Belt Chain. Etc., Etc.. brand new

Each of the above machines is rebuilt in our

own extensive up-to-date works with a great I

proportion of new parts. In appearance

they are almost indistinguishable from new.

and we are prepared to give a signed

guarantee with each machine. We are in

the best position in the trade to give

satisfaction with our rebuilt machines, being

closely associated with the private syndicate

which purchased the whole of the surplus

W.D. motor cycles from the Slough Trading

Co . and having always a tremendous stock

of new "DOUGLAS" parts

Delivery from stock. Trade supplied.

Special quotations on application for
TRIUMPH and P & M Motor Cycles

rebuilt as above.

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,
Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Harley-Davidson.

"IQ19 Harley Combination, accessories, iinscratched'
;^«^ exchange furniture; sell £130.-5; Whitecroft,
iseckenham. ^2192

"Y'OUR Chance.—Colmore Depot has 1920 Jlarley-
J- Davidson combination, lamps and horn, brand
new at £205; list price £230.-31, Colmore Row.
Birmmghara, [X1215
TTARLET-DAVrDSON 1920 Standard Model 7-9b.B,
J--*- Combination, electrically (;qiupped, Bplendid coa-
dition: £160.-9, St. Mary As*. London, E.C.3. Tel.:
3529 Central. [2109

1Q16 Harley-Davidson, with sidecar, in nice condi-
-»-*' tion, lamps, horn, electric installation, tyrea
good; £100.—Salmond, 22, Redfield Lane, Earl'a
Court, S.W.5. [2537

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sports Model, epedometer
electric lighting, guaranteed perfect; £110; ride

to intending purchaser.—Humphryes, 33, Pre:*ton Av
Newport, Mon, [9844

LATE 1920 7.9b.p. Harley-Davidson and Coronet Side-
car, electric model, rear drive, .speedometer: £200,

or neare^it oftev.—Hopkinson, Westwood House, Eippon-
den, nr. Halifax. [1978

LATE 1917 Harley-Davidson Combination, hood and
screen, electric, fully equipped, just been com-

pletely -overhauled ; £ 125.—A, J. Young and Co.,
Ltd., Newmarket. [1064

HARLEY Combination, 1915. electric model, over-
hauled by Harley's, enamelled, plated, latest colour,-

receipts shown; £105.—P.inin. 136, Evering Bd., Stoke
Newingtou, N.16. [X1403

1 Q19 Harley Combination, electric light, legshields,
-*• t-' all new tyres, fully equipped, splendid machlnei
and sidecar, tax paid; £175.—Morriss, 8, Victoria Kd.,
Finebury Park, N. [2090

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model,, Swan sport-
ing gidecar, electric lighting, in good condition, aa

new; £185.—Parker's. Bradshawgate. Bolton, and 245,
Deansgate, Manchester. [XI 263

1 Q 19 Harley-Davidson, Mead and Deakin special
J- *y coachbuilt sidecar, thoroughly overhauled, rcaUy
smart lot, like new; £130.-85, Shirhmd Rd., Padding-
ton. 'Phone; Padd. 3889 [2102

HARLEY 7-9h.p. Combination electric lamps, mag-
neto model, 1921, new sidecar; accept £97/10;

exchange lightweight and cash.—Edwardes, 277, Cam-
berwell Rd., S.E.5. 4913 Hop. [2625

HARLEY Combination, in splendid order, very fast,

electric light, hooter, wind screen; any trial;

£100: absolutely reliable, wet or fine.—Taylors, 237-

243, Wood St, Walthamstow, E.17. [2530

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, special racing frame nnrl en-
gine, perfect condition, ideal for competitions,

large txujiutity spares, touring carburetter, clutch, tvres;

oliers.-Eox 3,317, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2059

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combina-
tion, mag. mo4el, electric lighting, perfect, and

as new; £120, oHer, or exchange.—Clapham Motors,
113, High St., Clapham. 'Phone: Latchmere 4290.

_ .
[1903

1 Q19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h,p. Combination, niniost

J-«^ new, fitted with expensive sidecar,' all lamps,
Klaxon; any trial; must dispose, £155. or exchange
lower power and cash.—365, King St., Hammersmith,
W.6. [2792

HARLEY Combination, tax paid, insurance, electric,

late 1920, hood, screen, grid, Tan-Sad, discs, just
overhauled by makers, stored all winter ; cost £266,
sacrifice £220, or near ofler.—'Phone: Everden, Batter-
sea 1730. [9761

£90.—Harkv oombinatLon, /-9h.p., fuUy equipped,
newly painted, smai-t outfit, must be sold, cash

wanted.—Oyer, 1, Ghichesfcsi Mews, Chichester Rd.,
Paddington, Near Royal Oak Station, Met. 'Phone:
Padd. 5889. [2101

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919, owner-
driven, Patey sidecar, carries 1, 2, or 5, and

pillion seat with arm and footrests, everything on;
£165; good reasons for selling.—H.C.E., 3, Prince' oi

Wales Crescent, N.W.I. [2016

1 Q20 Harley Combination, Lucas Magdyno lighting,
-^*^ sidecar upholstered in antifiue, hood, screen, Tan-
Sad, luggage prid, spare chain.s and valves, new, lovely

turnout, £i85; less lighting set, £170; tas imd; after

6.-307, Ctimden Ed., N.7. [3053

1 Q 18-19 Harley-Davidson Combination, deuble-
Ji*J seated sidecar, hood-, electric lights. Tan-sad,
splendid machine for man and wife and two children!

tax paid and fully insured, guarantee no fault; fil'SQ-n^

—Dairy, 8, Effra Parade, Brixton. [2210r

1 d 19 fl'**^ delivery) Harloy-Davidaon Combinatioal
X*7 7-9h.p., No. 1 sidecar, mag. model, speedometer^
mileage 900 miles, Lucas dynamo lighting set, goodf
new, double horn, and all accessories, unscratehed; tiid

given any time ; owner going abroad ; £1 85, tax anr

in.surance paid:— 38, High St., Islington, N.l. C23fl!

HARLEY - DAVIDSON, 1920 (October), electaj
model, and Henderson Elite sidecar, finished, -t«

match, disc wheels, speedometer. Cameo wind screeoJ

hood and hood cover, outfit done 100 miles, and is al
new throughout, a splendid outfit at a bargain piicw^

£185.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camoinfli

St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0061

B5.1 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

FAME.S Lightweight, 1915, 2-speed, good running
I order, limps, tax paid; £38.-W. Smith. Maces

ill, Daglingworth, Cirencester, Glos. i^^m

AMES 3';.h.p. Twin, kick starter, hand clutch, late

1915. 3-6peed. horn, and lamps; £50; excel-

It condition.-257, Brockley Rd., S.E. [2622

'AMES 6h.p Combination do Luxe, July, 1919, dual

control, lamps, horn, speedometer (Cower), licence;

cept £142.—Best, 120, Whitaker Ed., Derby. [189^

AME.S 4<ih.p. Combination, 1919, 3-speed, kick

start, fullv equipped, licence paid ; ifillS, or fjod
lo part exchange.—9, Upper George St., W.l. [2419

'AMES 4Vlh.p. Combination, 1916 model. £20 occes-

siirift^, overhauled, re-enamellcd recently, licensed;

17, offers.—58, Merridalo Ed., Wolverhampton, [i.1364

'AMES 4i4h.p. Combination, S-speed, K.S., C, oyer-

haule-J. perfect, new tvres, licensed, all accessories;

00 or riffer; wanted 6h.p.—7, Warwick Rd., South
linglord, E.4 [1858

919 (late) S-6h.iJ. James Combination, lamps,
horn. Cameo wind screen, new gear box, perfect

ichanical condition, little used; £130.-Coles, Gar-
e. Chepstow. - [2974

920 4;4h.p. James Combination, tax paid, electric

lamps, speedometer. Klaxon horn, wind screens,

sli £175; accept £125.—Duncan and Shepherd, 33,

le Parade, Golders Green. [2824

)AN CUV, Weymouth.—1920 5-6h.p. James com-
bination, complete, Lucas head lamp, Lucas horn,

icas sidecar lamp, tail lamp, speedometer. Easting
een, mileage 1,195 only, as new; cash offers wanted.

(0553
Q18 5-6h.p. James 3-speed Combination, engine No.
U 999y, hand and heel clutch, horn. leg shields,

ecar, luggage carrier, electric lamps, in excellent
iditi.m; £112.—Apply, 76, Steadfast St.. AtterclilTe.

sffieW. [1999

ith

Jitir

MDDIATE Delivery of any James Model; cash or
'^ierred payments; book your order now, and
disappointment later.-Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
Side, Clapham Common, 8.W.4. 'Phone ; Brix-

2417. [0503

WONDERFUL Bargain.—Brand new 1920 6h.p.
3 ;,|jeed James combination, model de luxe

bons back sidecar; list price £190. finally reduced
'150 spot cash.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Birmingham. [X1413

kMES 5-6h.p. Combination, 1920 model, complete
with lamps and horn, hood, and screen, perfect

II tliroiighout, £130; also one 1919 model, com-
witb Easting screen, lamps, etc., £110.—P. J.

81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [2317

MKS 1919 4Vih.p. Combination, 3-t;peed, kick start,

3 l;inip3, horn, and t<iol8, new tube and retread
ic:if wheel, mileage about 2,500. reoeutlv over-
led, in excellent condition, liceuce paid; igo, oi
est.— 50, Forest Drive West, Leytonstone, E.ll.

[9986
.I.A.P.

-P. J. A. P. Combination, 3 speeds, Bosch, pinks,
sidei-ar new 1920, cost £30, fully equipped, excel-
order throughout, tax paid; £85.-6, Campsbourne
Ili.rnsey, N. [2122

J.E.S.

1921 Models from stock.—Gibb, Gloucester.
'Phone : 852. [0441

1920, good condition, lamps, and all acces-
sories, tax-paid; £39.—Crane, 21. St. John's Ed.,

^rshain, Oxon. [1759

Juno.
XO-V.T.S. 2i.5!i.p., 1917. mechanism perfect, over-
hauled, lamps, tax paid; £27, or offer.-93. Cor-
Ed., "Brixton. [1770

»\infishiirv

-NOSBORY 1920 2-speed 2-st.rokes. all chain, new,
fine and fast machines; £60: deferred pavments
sired. — Colonial Motors. 104a, Finchley Ed..
3. Hamp. 7822. [2954

TGKBUET Motor Cycle, unused, 2-stroke. a-speed.
alK'hniu drive, C.A.V. mag.. Sensprav carburetter,
op trres; price £48; a real bargain.—Estreham
e, 35. Estreham Rd., Streatham, S.W.16.
e: 335. [3047

Kynoch.
14 4h p. Kynoch-Jap Combination, perfect run-

ning order, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, 1920
Montgomery sidecar. Triplex wind screen, lamprs,
tools, spares, etc., tax paid; £65; view after 6.30
week-end.-Sole, Milton Cottage, Eichmond Ed.,
w. [2357

Lea.Francis.
A.-rRANCia 1921 Models Now Ready.—Davies.
229, Deansgate, Manchester. 536 Central. [2436
FRANCIS 1920, as new, mag.; 95 gns.. cost
£138.—Tiee, 14, CourtBeld Gaidens, Kensington.

™, [8241
FRANCIS 1921 Models.—We ore now aeceptint

^orders for early delivery: your enquiry esteemed.—

-FRANCIS, M.A.G.. as makers' speciflcntions
^liop-soiled

; at greatly reduced price; now is the
Jto bnv -Mcbes. 154-156. Gt. Portland St.. Wl
|e; I,angliam^ 2230. (2065

WE'VE GOT
THE GOODS
It is impossible to produce
finer re-conditioned machines

DOUGLASES
Almost indistinguishable from new_

Elach machine fitted with new Car-

buretter, Tyres, Belt, Chain, etc.

Fully equipped, ready for the road,

and carries our

THREE MONTHS'
GUARANTEE.

2| h.p., 2-speed £65

4 h.p., 3-speed, kick-starter, solo £85

4 h.p., 3-speed, kick-starter,

combination, with brand

new Burlington Sidecar . . £110

Tuition Free.

We have the largest stock of Ex W.D.
Douglas Motor Cycles and Spare Parts

in England, and can supply practically

everything from a split pin to a

complete machine.

Trade Supplied,

SLOUGH
We have for disposal at our dump at

Slough Depot, a number of P. & M.'s

and Clynos, in the rough. Also a num-
ber of P. & M., Clyno, and Douglas
Sidecar Chassis and Bodies at abso-

lutely scrap prices. Full particulars

may be obtained at the dump, or by
writing to

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixton 2417

'Grams: "Burlington Motors. Clapham *'

(5c yards Irom Clapham Comraon Underground
Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea.Francis.

1 O 20 Brand New Lea-Francis, unused, astonishing
Xr» value: first otler over £100 secures.—Rhosha
Motors, South St., Itonitcrd. 'Phone: 95. [2696

LEA-FRANCIS 1921 'models, immediate delivery,

S-speed £125, 2-spced £115.—Ratclifie Bros., 200,
Gt-. Portland St. Thone: Langham 170*. [0431

LEA-FEANCIS Coachbuilt Combination, twin Jap,

2-.^Iieed, clutch, starter, gunianteed condition, 120

to gallon, lost Eiuart; gift, £80; delivered.—12, Glen

horn Ed., Jesmond, Xewcastle^jn-Tyno. [2748

LEA-FRANCIS Combination, 1920 (late), B'.ah.y.

sporting outfit, 2-Epeed, K.S., M.A.G, twin
engine; £115: eijual new: trial pleasure.—Taylors,
237-243, Wood St., Walthamstow, E.17. [2527

1O20 SWi.p. Twin Lea-Francis, M.A.Q. engine, oom-
-L«7 plete with ilills-Fullord sidecar, lamps, hom,
et<.-., onlv don© 300 miles, indistingnifthable £rom new-
accept ilOO.-J. Smith. 54, Hampitwd Ed., N.W.I.

. Levis
[2919

IS. Levis. Levis.LEV
GENTLEMAN'S Popular Model, £60; lady's Popu-

lar Jlodel. £60; llodel S, 2-speed, hand-con-

trolled clutch, £68; immediate delivery. Levis special-

ists and solo distributors Icr London and district.

Spare parts stocked, repairs undertaken.—Vivian
Hardio and Lone. Ltd., 24. Woodstock St. (off Oxford
St.), Bond St., W.l. [0384

JL'LIANS, ol Readins. have' 1921 Levis in stock.
[0483

GIBB. Gloucester.—1921 Levis Irom stock.—'Phone

:

852. [0l\12

D\N GUY. Weymouth.—Levis 1921 models In stock;

£60. t0554

1 Q31 Levis, .Model S, 2.speed: £63.-A. J. Youn|
i-O and Co., Ltd.. Newmarket. [1065

£30.— 2Jili.p. Levia, 2-Etroko. splendid ranning order,

lamp.", horn, tax paid.-King, Egrovo F*™:
Oxford. LX1335

LEVIS 1917. perlect condition, 2>4h.p., new tyres,

spare belt; bargain, £36.—Granger, Icewoll Hill,

Newmarket. ^^°°^

LEVIS 2'lh.p. 2-speea Model, 1916, lamps, lo-

enamelled, splendid little machine; £40.-36, St.

Tlionuis Ed., Hackney.
' [SIOS

1Q204 Popular Levis, in pertect condition, mileage

A«7 under 500 miles; will accept £40 cash.—

Thompson, Grocer, Dovetcouit. [2207

LEVIS, 1915, long exhaust, Lucas lamps, overhauled

and re-enamclled. last, tax paid; "£34.—V\ hit-

bourn, Vltaroge Ed., Ohobham, Surrey. [25»i

LEVIS 2'!.b p 2-stroke. in excellent condition, new
tvres. g"ood hill-climber, lamps, acceMories; £56--

140. i'hurlow Park Rd., Dulwich, S.E.21. (1860

1020 Levis, fully equipped, licensed, long exhaust,

ly discs, cnBine 8492, sportly little tab; i«. no

0flel8.-Burge, 65, High St., St. John's Wood, N.W.^8^

LEVIS, single gear, new Sept.. 1920. only ridden 200

miles, splendid condition, all accessories, tax paid;

fSO.-Write H. Price, 78, Elm Park Gardens, 8.W.

m20 2'.lh.p. Levis, mileage under 50 miles, indis-

J-«/ tinguishable from new. fitted Biata carburetter,

perfect: £45.-0. L. Binks. Phrenix Works, Ec^es^^^

LEVIS 2i'..h.p. 2-speed, new Watlord speedometer,

electric'"lightinc, now tyres, Klaxon and bulb bolrn,

little used; best olTci^-Coltaio, Zabell House, Letch-

worth. 12573

I 021 Levis Popular, the super 2-stroke; immediate
i«/ delivery Irom stock; jS60; easy payments or es-

.hnnBes.—omcisl agents. Homar=. 243, Lower Clnnfnn

Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408. [2985

IN Stock. 1921 Levis. £60. Good wine needs no
bush. NuU sed—Sole agent*. The Headingley

Motor and Engineering Co.. Ltd., 18, St. Michael s

Lane, Leeds. 'Phone : Headingley 480. [0494

IMMEDIATE Delivery of the new Model S Levi?

with Sturmey-Ajcher 2-speed. liandle-bar-controlled

ilutch: £68; the cheapest high-grade lightweight.

Place your order now.—Tlie Premier Motor Co.. Aston

Rd., Birmingham. [X1418

NEW 1921 Levis 2i.4h.p. Touring, sports, and lsdy_3

mo'lels. all in stock for immediate delivery; £60;

vou will obtain a specially picked machine if you place

vour order direct with the Levis Sneci.ilists. The Pre-

mier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. ,[X1417

LJncoln°Elk.

LINCOLN ELK 3!.^h.p.. variable gear, free engine,

and canoelet sidecar; nearest £35.-144, Wall-

wood Rd., Leytonstone. [2606

4h.p. Lincoln-Elk Combination, 2-speed,

Dunlop heavies, enclosed E.I.C. ; £50.
ston Rd., Teddington.

L.M.C.

6 h.p. L.M.C 3-speed, K.S. and clutch,

belt, spring saddle suspension, 1920
soiled onlv; list price £150, my price

real opportrmity lor a sidecar machine.-
Deansgate, Manchester.

clutch, K.S.,
—151, King-

[2643

,
chain-cum-

model, siiop-
£127/10; a
Davies, 229,

[0526

All letters relati.ng to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. E57
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
L.M.C.

L.M.C.—Mebes and Jlebeg are the sole London and
Home Comities ngents; early delivery of oil 1921

mnrlels; trade enQuiries esteemed.—Below,

I.M.C., Bn?peDsion and ordinary models, shop-soiled,
J as makers' s[)ecificatione; at greatly reduced prices;

also 6h.p. and 4'4h.p. combinations, second-hand; at

l^renin prices —154-156. Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'I'bone

Langrliom 2230. [2066

Martinsyde
JULIAN'S of Reading, ha^e 1921 Martinsyds In

stock. [0484

1 Q21 Martinsyde Combination, only used for a few
-i-*' demonstration runs Lucas Magdrno lighting;

£170; fully guaranteed.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd^ 159,
New St.. Birmingham. [X1306

"B Q20 Martinsyde with eidecar, 6h.p., electric lamps.
-i-v hood, screen, horn, etc., tyrei* unpunctured. mug-
liiflcent condition; 137 gna.—Julians, 84, Broad St.,

Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [0535

MARTINSYDE 6h.p. Combination, Dec, 1920, con-
dition as new, splendid running order, Klaxon

horn, tax paid, tvres unpunctured; ^140.—H. Burgess,
Eastdiff House, Sidmouth, S. Devon. [2772

MAKTINSYDE-NEWMAN 1921 Models. — "We ore
cow accepting orders for early delivery, all

inndels: vniir enquirv esteemed.—Mebes. 154-6. 0«
Portland St., W.l. 'Phone i Langliiim 2230. [2067

MARTINSYDE 1921 Standard Combination: £175;
actually in stock ; other models early delivery.

Place your order now with the authorised agents.—
The Moreton Garage. 2. Moreton Terrace Mews, Pirn-
lico, S.VV. 'Phone : Victoria 7164. [9922

MatcbUss
ATCIILESS.

ON'T Hesitate.—It makers reduce prices before
the end of May I guarantee to refund the differ-

M
D
1 021 Combinations, any model from stock or in few
J-*' days. Gradual payments can now be arranged.
Every outfit personally tested by the Matchless
specialists. Spares of all dates in stock.—J, Tassell, la,
Bloomfield Rd.. Plumstead. [6881

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Matchless in stock.
[0480

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—Agent for Matchless: in
stock; exchanges. ~ [X0757

GIBB. Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Matchless models
from stock.—'Phone : 852, [0443

RACING o.h.v, Matchless.Jap, tax paid, hot stuff-
f45.—Ramsden's, 8, Maybell At., Blackpool,

[2035
1Q19 Matchless Victory Combination, Lucas acces-
J-U Bories; £125,—Va.rvell, Crocken Hill, Swanlev,
Kent, [2799

"I Q21 Matchless Combinations in stock for immediate
J-iJ delivery; £205. — Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd.,
Sheffield. ' [0574
MATCfiLESS Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., lamps,

screen, and new hood; £68,-17, Heaton Ed.,
Mitchara. [2215

Id 15 7h.p. Matchless Combination, lamps, horn,
X*y speedometer; £105.—Mason's Garage, Letch-
worth, Herts [1082

MATCHLESS 0,B. Combination, 8h.p„ 2-fpeerl, kick
start, overhauled, enamelled; £75.-72, Whitwell

Rd., Plaistow, -. [2641

MATCHLESS Combination, late 1920, hardly used,
all accessories, cost £230. liijence paid; £170.—

12, Sutherland Ed„ West Ealing, [1962

8h,p. Matchless 0,B, Combination, splendid running
order, recently overhauled; any trial,—Wylde, 29,

Foir Lane, Palmer's Green, N,13, [9 81

MATCHLESS 1921 Models; orders now accepted for
immediate delivery,—Ratclitfe Bro^,, 200, Gt,

Portland St,, W, Langham 1704, [0424

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E,C,—8h.p.
Matchless combination, dynamo lighting, 1921;

price £180; easy terms arranged, [2949

MATCHLESS, 1920, Magdyno lighting, speedo-
meter, beautiful condition: best offer over

£170.-3, Kildowan Rd.. Goodmayes, [2260

MATCHLESS, Victory Model, spare wheel, new
tyres, perfect througbout; best offer over £100.

—123, Gray's Inn Rd., London, W,C. [2842

-1|Q20-21 Matchless-M.A.G. Combination, Lucas light-X" ing. several extras, licence paid, absolutely new:
£175.-294, Kennington Park Rd., S.E.ll. " [2560

MATCHLESS 1920, M.A.G,, dynamo lighting as

„ „„ new, mileage 750, fully equipped, real bargain;
£168.-35. Gartmore Gardens, Goodmayes, Ilford. [2571
VTATCHLESS 8h.p., August, 1920, horn, speedo-JXL meter, wind screen, hood, tools, and spares; £180
—Lancaster Motor Co,, 158b, Norwood Rd,, S.E. [2742
TVTATCHLESS Model H., Magdyno lighting, spare

wheel, hood, screen, mudshields. tax paid- ouick
.6S.-lauler, Cromwell's House, Woodstock,' Oxon.

"VTATCHLESS 1921 Model,, in Stock; liberal allowonre
„It" il° '"""^ present machine.-Newnham Motor Co
223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith

[2178

sale £1

80,

GREAT BARGAINS
IN

TYRES
500

New Covers
HUTCHINSON, Passenger type,

KEMPSHALL, Non-Sk.dorAnti-

WRONGLY MARKED.

28in.
TO FIT INDIAN RIMS.

WILL ALSO FiT

SUNBEAMS,
HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
READING-STANDARD,
EXCELSIOR,
NEW IMPERIAL,
MATCHLESS,
INDIAN,

CLYNO, Etc.

Buy Now in Reserve.

25/- each.
Postage 1/- extra.

SEND P.O. TYRES SENT BY RETURN.

To J. SMITH & CO.,

52-54, Hampstead Roadj

LONDON, N.W.T.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS 5-6h p. Combination, just overhauled
tax paid, new tyres, -(vind screen, speedometer

lamps, spare tyres and belt; £90,-195, Longley Itfl.

Tooting, [886!

1 Q 15 Matchless Combination, M,A.G,, hood, screen
J-t/ lamps, speedometer, insured September, ta:

paid; £110, or near offer,—Morris, Beachfield, Totton
Southampton, [225'

MATCHLESS, Matchless, Matchless,—Latent 192:

model 81ij), combination, for immediate de
livery,—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd,; 23 and 24
Woodstock St,, W,l, [0411

MATCHLESS Combination, May, 1920, Magdyn
lighting, speedometer, screen, leg shields, etc

licensed, as new; any reasonable oiler,—190, Sangle
Rd,. Catford, S,E,6, [251

MATCHLE6S Model H,, 1920, Magdyno, 2-seat(S

body, 2 screens, steps, speedometer, spare wbee
whole lot as new; £205, or near,— 60, Falcon St

Plaistow, East 3319, U'S

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920, 8h.p„ snla

mileage. Magdyno, Cowey horn, tyres unpuni
tui-ed. beautiful condition throughout; £170,-4;
Streatham Hill. S,\V,2, [297

MATCHLESS Model H, complete, lamps, hoo(

special screen, leg shields, etc. low mileage, e:

cellent condition; accept £170. quick sale,-Alva Co
tage. Ashford, Middlesex, ' [136

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H. acetylene lamps, spai

wheel, etc.. £166; also dynamo model. £185.-

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Kd., AV.r

'Phone: Hammersmith 80, [218

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, 1920, Magdyn
hood, screen, legshields, Tan-Sad seat, Klaxo:

spares, excellent condition; any trial; £180,—G,. C(

Brand's Garages. Felixstowe, [89C

MATCHLESS. 8h.p, twin J,A,P„ 2-speed count*
shaft gear, chain drive. Matchless sidecar, wic

screen. Lucas lamps, luggage grid; £105,—Eagles ai

Co,. 275, High St,, Acton, ^T.S, [24!

MATCHLESS Service . Depot. 'Phone : Greenwic
751,—All 1921 new models. Secure one now, D

monstration ride with pleasure at S, E, Clapha
(Motors), Stockwell St,, Greenwich, S.E.IO, (103

8h,p. JLitchless o,h,v. Sporting Model, rec-eatly gv<

hauled and re-enamelled, very fast but easy

ftart; sacrifice for £55; owner going abroad: cau

seen at Ealing—Box 3,341, c/o The Motor Ctjcle. [24(

MATCHLESS 1921 Models, immediate delivery: ivi

Magdyno lighting £230, without Magdyno hgl

ing £205, no waiting; in stock ready to drive awa,

easy payments arranged,-Wilkins, Simpson', opposi

Olympia, London, [21'

LATE 1920 Matchless Combination, 8h,p,, ii.i..'

engine, Lucas dynamo lighting, and horn, speed

meter, legshields, special screen, sidecar step, origin

tyreV, outfit perfect; £165; exchange,—60, WaUinglo
Ay,, N, Kensington, [25i

£50 Under List Price,—1920 Matchless comhinatio

Lucas lamps, and all accessories, mileage 81

condition as new, tax paid; owner bought car; a,

trial; accept £168,—Woodhouse, 1, Cross Hall
Parade, Beeston, Leeds, [24:

MATCHLESS Combination, 1914, 8h,p,, 2.spef

Bosch, speedometer, 4 lamps, Xl'all pan sei

mirror, spares, tools, 2-seater sidecar, screen, etc, mt

excellent condition, -tyres new, insurance; »75,—

I

Crookham Rd,, Fulham. l^.^

COMPETITION Matchless 90x771/2. o,h.v„ Grad

gear, newly enamelled by makers, Bosch, Ani£

new tyres and belt, condition perfect, complete wi

lighting and Lucas horn; £80, or near oftei,-Picljt(

Springfleld St,, Warrington, l-i-l'

1 O 20 Matchless, Model H2, mag,, acetylene tan

J-tl set, horn, speedometer, hood. Triplex sere

with side wings, peifect condition, 1,000 miles on

£160: another, with Magdyno lighting, electric hoi

spe-dometer. leg shield, perfect. £170,—Tassell. 1

Bloomfield Rd,, Plumstead, S.E. 18. [23

F.O.C.H, have a 1920 Matchless Combination, Ma

dyno, small mileage, fully equipped, hood, scree

spare wheel, luggage carrier, tax paid; £175,—5. Ilea

St . Hampstead (ur, Hampstead Tube Station), Pnow
Hampstead 3752, Hours 9-7, including Saturdays,

[21

MATCHLESS Combination. 1920, 8h,p, M,A.G, <

gine complete with Lucas dynamo lighting s

electric horn, bulb horn, hood and screen on sioec

luggage carrier, etc, in perfect condition througcoi

£185,—P. J, Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmii

ham, - [^^

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Victory Model, fully eqnipfX

mechanical oiler. Binks carburetter. 60 m.p.

Flexekas. wind screen. Tan-Sad. spare wheel, new tyr

spares, engine and machine completely overhaulea. '

parnnce as new, perfect tune, insurance and Iio«

paid; £150,-Lambeit, 151, King Henry's Ed„ K"

MATCHLESS, late 1920, M,A,G, engine, Magdy
lighting with inspection lamp. Lucas np

Watford speedometer, 2-levar Amac, very little us

makers' guarantee; 250 mile trial allowed; list pi

livith spares and extras £260, take £200 lot, or n(

offer,-Levells' Dining Rooms, 468, Harrow Ed., »v

B58 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! eachi advertisement, end the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

t. and M. Combination, coaclibuiit, condition per-
fect, Cowey trip, all accessories^ tax paid; bar-

in, cheap; after 7.-52, Gaskarth Rd., Balham. [2633

919 P. and M. Combination, new Feb., 1920, excel-
lent condition, Co^-ey. lamps. Klaxon, hood, tax

id; £95.—Head, 6, London Ed., Eickmnnsworth.
[1973

>.- and M., with coachbnilt sidecar, new last year,
excellent condition, low mileage, licence^ com-

ite; £110.-7, Charlmont Ed., Tooting, S.W.17.
[3006

ft. and ^r. 1917-18 Machines lor Eenovation; from
£28; P. and M. 1917-18, renovated as new, and

aranteed 3 months, £55.-1, Othello St., LiYerpool.
(2575

ft, and M., 1918, SYzh.p.. as new, minus small parts,
££32 ; combination, 1919, as new, perfect condi-

n, offers.—35, St. Clements Mansions, Lillie Rd.,
ilhani. [2547
>. And M., reliable and cheap combination, 3J,Ah-p.,

2 epeeds, a very useful tool for someone; £30;
ase lino up at eide door.—302, London Hd., Thornton
«th. S.E. [2470
i, and M. SV^h.p. Combination, E.A.F. model, ox-

celleiit condition, Lucas lamps, lone exhaust, leg
1 undonshielda, tax paid; £65.-30, amninj Credent.
)od Green. [2929
>. and H.'s, unrenovated, less mas. and carburetter

'

Olid few small port«, £30; magnetos for same,
'-, n<?\v Thomson-Bennetts.—Banieter and Botten, 341
ijer .St,, London, N.l. [2894
1. and M. Combination, 1918 model, renovated, 1920 .

colours. Cameo wind screen, P. and H. lampe. in !

f condition throughout; 78 gns.—A,i>., 12, Thralo
., Streatlinm, S.W. [2912
I. and yi. Combination, 1919, not W.D., electric Ught-

iug, licensed, excellent condition; 95 gns., or offer
remoii Robinson, Charlecote, lorrinctou I'arl;, Nortli
ichley. Tel.: City 2140. [2381
I. and M. Combination, overhauled and renovated,

,
guaranteed, new mag., Amac. chains, etc., tank

amted, sidecar repainted; £80.—Colonial Motors,
la, Imchley Rd., N.\V.3. Ilamp, 7822. [2953
Q19 (late) P. and M., K.S., speedometer,, lamps.f miNhanical horn, mirror, Wntsoniau C.B. sido-
, wind screen, apron, tax paid, splendid condition;
O.-Slevcnton, 5, Welsh Row, Nantwieh. [2421
019 (Nov.) P. and M. Combination, P. and H "head

Y lamp, electric side and tail, Lucas horn, Wat-
d speedometer, Binks carburetter, licence paid ex-
lent condition; £100.—Shirley, 40. Bridge St., Chcp-
w- [2972
. and M. Combination, late model. Rennoc torpedo

sidecvir. Aero wind screen, enamel and niechanionllv
Plect, tyres good, helmet, gocgles, etc; photo; anv
imiii.ition tax paid; £95.-Inwood, 3. St. Mary's
.. I.nibndge. [2555

''^fHl^\""''
Moore, Ltd.. rftor for sale Cunningham's

^
1920 1*. and M. trials machine, winner of l)rW8 cup, Brooklands Race Meeting, 2 gold medals

bronze niedaks. and oarnes an A.O.U. certiflcato foi
:rol consumption, 145 miles to the gallon- in excel-
t tnne. conirdete, ready for the road; 100 gns —Can
fieeu 4, Ilcrners St., Oxford St., W.l. (2077
a20 P. and M. Combination (Julv), perfect condi-

Y lion, mileage 800 miles, Cowey speedometer. Blue.
IS sirccii, petrol can carrier, Lucas acetvleno head,
ctric side and tail lamps, spares, including chains,
.n, immp, and muTor, tax paid, insured till March.
22; leasoii for selling, buying car; what offers for
ick salc.-Gamer, George Yard, Damsley. [2079

Peugeot.
-Slip. Peugeot, Mabon clutch pullev, Lycett.-. Polit-

I i^v' ?;,/'"' J*--?""',"-"' Kemshaw, kick start.
;-. tax; offers.-Howich, Keeper's Corner, Bur.-tow,
rey.

[2801
Precision.

lEECISION 41/ili.p., C.B. sidecar, wind screen, lamps,
sreedometer, honi, fools, wind screen, etc £85-

i-b ni ™„"°'°^ order.-France, 3, The Croft! 'Heati'
rk Ed., Romford. (2403
Sh.p PrMision.-You cannot often get a bargain like

t A'"' ?T?<',';1?''
'iPlitifeight. with mag.. B.B. good

^V„!:^i *jy".'„^'.?i-'„K<",„tWs;..twi-n 5 to'.eTp"
c, Bo,=eh. B.B.; bargain; fiM/ig^-^L'ittleiver Engineer:
florks, Derby. fS0206

Premier.
IRMIIER 3Vyip. Countershaft anil Sidecar; £50-

Plckering, Shrewsbury. (X0745

'^I'S,™^' '"'^."•P" 2-5P«d. etc.; great bargain,
ie25.-SpeechIey, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton

[2758
Ib.p. Premier Comliinntion, 1914, countershaft

*;, xiign bt., Fulham. f2278

"*^'J™^ ,3'/2h.p.. good running order; £35; ex-change lower power or gent's cycle anrt rashauHeur, Barkfold House, BilUnghiust [Isgi

"*?,n'i^^ ^'M^-P- "bushed, new Crado gear, good
•e ILrS'^^n-T^"' economical; £25; ocJept S.e part-Bird, 370, Blandtorrt Hd, Beckenham

'"fn"e'^?el^4^Pv :S-
""' »•( ^osch. horn, iLmpf,

srs'-Watk L 7 '"S""' i'°
^°"^^ '-"nnlng order; whatsr^.-watkins, 7, Poplars Ar.. Willesden Green

(2004
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

pEEMIEE Combination, 3V'h.p., approx. 1913, 3-
-- 6i>eed, clutch and kick starter, good funning order,
go anywhere; 30 gns., nearest offer.-Bourne, 20,
Spencer's Rd., Crawley, Snsje."c [2930

I

'pEEMTEH 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed counter-

, ,
shaft, lamps, speedometer, screen, etc., very power-

ful; £90, or offers.—'Phono: ^Yaltham OroM 299.—
Qneeu's Head, Waltham Abbey. [2910

P.V.
p.V. Spring Frame 3Kh.n. Precision, 2.etroke. 2-
-^ speed, kick start, new April, 1920; £70.—Brooks.
43, Sydenham Hd., S.E.26. [2751

Quadraot.
QU.\DRAN'T, all models, from the Coventry Motor

i\Iart. London Ed.. Coventry. 'Phone : 200.W[X1501AUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lone. London, E.C.4.-
4h.i.. Quadrant combination, 1920; £110. [2948

QUADRANT Combination. 1920 mileage guaranteed
under 200.; price £95.- welford, James St..

Brighton. [2831

QU.\DRANT. 4',Sh.p., August. 1919, ttlnmlnlum
sidecar, all on, tax paid; £95.—Roberts, 18, De

Monttort Rd., Reading. [1928

QUADRANT Twin Coach Cotijbiiintion, Enfield gears,

all-chain, now condition ; bargain, £70.—H.8., 33,
St. Stephen's Ed.. Bow, E. [2676

QUADRANT 4>Jh.p. Combination. 3 speeds, clntch,

lomps, horn, Bosch mag.; sound bargain, 48 ens.—
49, Bart St., Newbury, Berks. U869
1Q16 Quadrant 4l^h.p. Combination, countershaft
JLiJ B.S.A. 3-8peed, "speedometer. Klaxon, lamps nnd
spares; £75; trial.-12, High St., Fulham. [2280

QUADRANT 3-Epeed Coachbuilt Combination, wind
screen, luggage carrier, all accessories; bargain,

£65; solo, £50.-636, Harrow Rd., Queen's Park, W.IO.
[2292

QUADRANT 1921 4M;h.p. Combination, delivery from
stock at leduced price, £126: tiest value for money

on the market; exchanges, extended terms.—Authorised
agents. Eire nnd Co., 15-16, Bishopsgnte Av., Camo-
mile St., E.0.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0066

Radco.
ADCO 2.stroke, 2 speeds, lamps, licenco paid;
£42/10.-175, Knolly's Rd., Streatham. [2412

19.—Radco 2-stroke. running order. Klaxon: bargain.
— Ivinp, Egrove Form, Kennington, Oxford.

[X1398
.VDCO, late 1920, 2-spced, very fast, not done 200
miles; nearest ,-£45.-18, Albert Rd., Canterbury.

[2601
-\nCO 2','.h.p., 1920, Albion 2-apeed, pump, tools,

:is new;" £48.—36, St. Thomoa Ed., Hackney.

R

R
R

(2406
3ib.p. Radco. now tyres, fast, reliable, new Dunlops"

4 *22/10—Shaw, Park St., Wellington. Salop.
[X1380

RD. VAETY, Thundersley, Essex.—Agent for
• Radco motor cycles, all models; immediate de-

livery. [2488

A WONDERFUL Bargain: brand new Z'/ih-v- S-stroko

Badco. as lifted at £65. finally reduced to £40
spot cash.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [X1415

Ralelgll.

rplIE Premier Motor Co. tor 1921 Raleighs.

W^E can deliver t-o yonr address within 24 hours
the new Raleigh S-6h.p. flat twin, spring frame,

chain drive: solo 140 gns., sidecar 176 gns.-Sole Bir-

mingham Agents. The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd..

Birmingham. [X1416

PICKERING. Shrewsbury.- All Ealeigh from stock;

exchanges arranged. (X0759

1 021 5-6h.p. Eoleigll, B.A. ge.nr; 140 gns.—Morriss
i-V and Co.. 139, Finchley Rd.. N.W.3. (2084

RALEIGHS. solos and combinations in stock; ex-

changes entertained. — Hickiog, Bromley Rd..

Beckenham. [3277

RALEIGH Plot Twin. Just delivered; at the reduced

price of 140 gns.; sidecar to match if required.—

Welford, James St., Brighton. (2825

RALEIGH 5-6h.p. Flat Twin Combinations in .stock:

195 gns. Catalogue on application.—Bennett'f^

Motor Works, Letchworth. 'Phone: 162. [8763

RALEIGH 5-6h.p., solo or combination, in stock;
orders now accepted.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : Langham 1704. [0425

RALEIGH Solo and Combinations for Immediate De-
liven-; your pre.=ent machine taken in part pay-

ment.—Xewnham Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Ed..

W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. (2179

LATEST 1921 Raleigh 5h.p. Flat Twin Coachbuilt
Combination, unused; delivery too late for owner;

arcept 15 gns. under list price.—Ayers, Tlie Garage, Ken-
sington Palace, W.8. 'Phone: Park 86. [2089

Reading-Standard.

RE VDING-STANDARD Combination, lOh.p., dyminio

lighting, new: what offers By appointmeiit.-

'Lait. Oak Terrace, Burnt Tree. Tipton. (X1435

II letters relating to nJ ertisement!; should aiiot the number at the end of each adveitisement, and the date of the issue. e6i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

REX 4I1.P., low, Bosch, B. and B., Mabon clutch;
^625.—Fry, St. Michael's Sq., Gloucester. [2613

41,h.p. Rex 1913 Combination, 2-speed, good running
4, order; £25.—Marsh, Caeraii, Koss-on-Wye. [2746

REX 3y2h.p., B.B. carburetter, mag., good condition,
running order; £15.—63, Arlingford Ed., Brixton.

[2363
6h.p. Twin Re.i Combination, £30 sidecar, hood,

screen, perfect; 55 gns.—176, South Ealing Rd.,
W.5. [2650

REX 61. p. Tnin Combination, Bosch, E. and B.,

oierh.iuled, re-enamelled, good tyres; a bargain.—
E., 32, Arthur Ed., Briiton, S.W.9. [2480

KEX Si/oh.pT Motor Cycle, Druids, Thomson-B«unett
mng., Senepray, new Dunlop and tubes, ready for

load : £30.—Tliornton, Moor Lane, Sherbum-in-Elmet.
[2885

REX 6h.p. Twin, 2-speed, recently overhauled, re-

ename'Ied. good tyres and belt, Bosch, B. and B.;
£35, or nearest; for quick sale.—Rolls, Loyel Ed., Wink-
fleld, Windsor. [2802

6-8h.p. Rex C.B, Combination, 2-speed, P.E., oyer-

hauled and engine rebushed, all on, tax paid,
good reason for selling; £75, or nearest.—7, Thirsk
Rd., Mitcbam. [2858

REX 6-8h.p. Combination, in exceptional condition
2-speed, handle starting, '

'

"

ALEXANDER'S
FOR

1921 MODELS
In Stock To-day.

carburetter; £65. — Taylors,
Walthamstow, E.17.

good tyres, Capac
237-243, Wood St.,

[2528

1 Q14 6h.p. Eex..Tap 2-speed Handle-^starter Com-
Xi' bination, lampe, etc., in perfect condition; any
trial: .€40.—'Phone: Waltham Cross 299—Queen's
Head, Waltham Abbey. [2909

REX, 1920, 8h.p. twin BJackburne combination, per
feet condition, detachable and spar© wheel, lamp,

licence, insurance policy; cost £240, bargain, £180.
—White, 121, Adelaide Ed., Chalk Farm. [X1364

LATE 1913 Rex Combination, 2-apeed, lamps, horn,
speedometer, 650x65 tyres (new), also new spare,

will do 70 m.p.g., in excellent condition, licence paid:
£70, bargain.—27, Bridge St., Northampton. tX1360
SPORTING 6h.p. Twin Hex, large tank, very low.

drop frame, all^2hain, countershaft, 2,

F.E., new tyres and mag., lamps, horn, plated ex-
hausts; any trial; photo: £35.-88, Brook Green,
Hammersmith, W. [2775

Rover.

"I Q20 Royer. T.T., SVah.p., single speed; £105.-A.
-'-tf J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1066

ROVER T.T. 3i,«h.p., 1919, 2, complete; £75 and
£80.—Wame's, 46, Churchfleld Rd., Acton W.3.

[2711
"1 Q15 3y2h.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed, complete;
J-U bargain, S57/10.—18, Wood St., Walthamstow.

[2762
ROVER Coachbuilt Combination, S-speed and clutch,

excellent condition ; £75.—J. Lindfleld, Crawley,
Sussex. [2043

1 Q20 (late) SiAh.p. T.T. Rover, Philipson pulley, tax
Li' paid, mileage 500; first £86.—Hamsden's, 8,
MavbelZ Av., Blackpool. [2039

"IQ20 (Aug.) Rover SVjh.p., T.T. model, as new.
J-t/ Philipson pulley, all accessories: £95.—Heady,
44, Alma Rd., Carshalton. [2724

T.T. Rover, 1920, only used 500 miles, good as
brand new, guaranteed perfect; £75.—Wallis.

Hartingt-on Grove, Cambridge. [2315
-|Q20 3%h.p. Rover, 3-speed, lamps and horn, in
X*/ new condition, done 700 miles; tax paid, £95.—
Mason's Garage, Letchworth, Herts. [1083

~| Q20 Rover, 3y2h.p., S-speed clutch, kick start,
Xt/ lamps, horn,' licence paid;. £115.—Apply, 74,
Mount Pleasant, Barrow-in-Furness. [2881

]Q19 SVch.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed, Lucas
-t/ lamps, horn, good condition, tax paid; £140

offers.-Kilby, 1, Museum Sq., Wisbech. [2114

TJOVER 1919 5-6h.p. Combination, countershaft, 3XX speeds, lamp, horn, tools, splendid condition;
f 117/10.-White, 46, Chalk Farm Ed., N.W. [X1353
"I Q20 5-6h.p. Twin Eover, complete with lamps and
Xc/ horn, practically new condition; must sell* 100
gns.—J. Smith, 54, Hampstead Ed., N.W.I. [2921

ROVBE, 1920, Philipson, discs to match tank, long
and standard exhaust, all on : any trial ; small

mileage; £95.—Hopedene, Brighton E4., Pnrley. [2042

"DOVER 1919 3y2h.p.. T.T.. Philipson, Lucas lamps
-tV speedoineter, engine and enamel in excellent con-
dition; £75.—Brown, Hartford Ed., Huntingdon. [2264

1 Q20 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, Lucas best lamps,Xtf horn, Cowey speedometer, ridden 600 miles-
£160.—E. Walker, seen Robin Wood Garage, Anerlev
S.E.19.

: [1137
31h.p. Rover Combination (Sept., 1919), fully

2 eguipped, electric, spares, nui 2,600 miles nc
tronble: £130, lowest.—51, Taylor Ed., Wallingtou
Surrey. [1798

ROVER 5-6h.p. Combination, like new, 3-speed
countershaft, kick starter, hand and foot clutch

tyres nnpunctnred; £145.-7, Hampton St., Walworth
S.E.17. [2257

clutch, variable
up 4 years, little

Rd., Dulwich Vil-
[1936

ROVER,. 1914, 3y2h.p., 3-speed,
pulley, splendid condition, laid

used; £50.—Wybrow, 42, Pickwick 1

iage, S.E.

DOUGLAS
MATCHLESS
INDIAN
B.S.A.

VELOCETTE
ZENITH
COVENTRY EAGLE
OMEGA
NEW IMPERIAL
ACME
BRADBURY
CALTHORPE
ACE

ENFIELD
NORTON
P. &M.
LEVIS
COULSON-B
WILKIN
VERUS
DIAMOND
REX
BAT
QUADRANT
HOSKISON
SPARKBROOK

anna
Send for Our Buyers' Guide.

LIGHT CARS and RUNABOUTS.

G.W.K. CALTHORPE. G.N.

DOUGLAS. LAGONDA.
MORGAN.

Ask for our full list of

1920

SHOP-SOILED
BARGAINS

Some amazing bargains

SPECIAL THIS WEEK!
2 of our own Competition Machines.

DO YOU WANT TO WIN THE 200

GUINEA CUP IN THE 500 MILES
RACEATBROOKLANDSTHISYEAR?

Either of these 2 machines is quite

capable of being a winner in its class.

7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed gear, eight

valve model, perfect mechanical
order, and specially tuned £110

igig (late) $1 h.p. T.T. NORTON,
B.R.S., with Brooklands Certifi-

cate of having exceeded 70 m.p.h.
Winner of many hill-cUrabs and
speed contests in 1920. In new
and perfect order £85

aaaa

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-11 5, Lothian Rd., 272-274, Gt.Western Rd.

EDINBURGH. GLASGOW.
Telegrams :" Motocyclca." Telegrams: "Alexmoto."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

"1020 Gh.p. Eover Mills-Fulford Combination, fni
--*/ plete witli lamps, horn, and tools, in absohi1<;
perfect condition; £130.—The Central Motor Co., It
Kettering, [X13
3JLli.p. T.T. Rover, hand-controlled Philipson pulle

2 Klaxon horn, discs, enamelling and plating
new, knee grips; £60.—Duncan and Shepherd, 33, 1:

Parade, Golders Green. [28.

ROVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with ;

otncial agent, the man who rides a Rover; ii

mediate delivery ; hire-purchase if desired. — Collar
Cook's Garage, Shifnal. [26

ROVEI; 3Mh.p.. countershaft model, also T.T. mod
Philipson pulley, as makers* epecifications. shi

soiled ; at greatly reduced prices ; now is the time
bny.—Mebcs. 154-156, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'Phoi
Lang-ham 2230. [20

ROVER 1920 3i'2h.p., brand new, shop-soiled on
3-speed, chain drive, £120; complete with Be

sidecar, flSO; one K20 T.T. model, SV-h.f., sh
soiled only, £95.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Brii

St., Birmingham. [2,'

Royal Ruby.

JC. PICKER1N"G, Shrewsbury.-Royal Ruby ase:
• exchanges arranged. [X07

8h.p. Eoyal Euby Combination, 1918, taxed; £8!
9, Church Ed., Harlesden. [2f

D. V.\RTY, Thnndersley, Essex.—Agent
Hoyal Ruby motor cycles; immediate delive

(2<

DAVIES, oJ Manchester, can deliver 1921 Ko
Rubys from stock.—229, Deansgate. 'Phone : i

Central.- . [2'

TO 15 Roval Ruby, 2.speed, in lovely order; £
i-V trial any time.—Wright, 12, Albert St., Popl
London. [2!

ROYAL Ruby, 1919, 2-stroke. single-speed, g(

mechanical condition, licence paid; £29,—Weho
James St., Brighton. [2(

1 019 8h.p. Eoyal Euby Combination, just overhaul
J-t/ fully equipped, tax paid; £135.-30, Lysias I^
Clapham Common, S.W.12. 12'

ROYAL -RUBY 2%h.p. 1921 Sports Models, deliv

from stock.—Fowler and Brigden, 130, Eus
Rd., N.W.I. Museum 4827. [0!

ROTAL RUBY Combination, 1919 model, 81

J.A.P. engine, electric lighting, perfect conditi

tax paid.—59, Lancaster Gate. [2'

l Q 20 Bh.p. Royal Ruby-Jap Combination, perft

-B-t/ any trial, original tyres (28x3), Lucas, Er
ing, locker in sidecar; 158 gns., near offer.—Ew<
Newton R-d " '

". -

R.

Burton-on-Trent.'

Rudge.

m

RUDGE llulti, brand new, unused; £79.—Box 3,1|

c/o The Motor Cycle. tST

1 Q20 Rudge Multi, I.O.M,, perfect, tax paid.—^laj
Xi/ Barrowby, Grantham, [X.1J

I.O.M. Rudge Multi, from stock; £85.—A. J. Yovj
and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [Hf

DUDGE, 1914, In good running order; £25.—Eogi
Xi; 43, Green Lane, Penge, S.E.ao. [21

W.A.UCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.{

3',[.h.p. Rudge Multi, 1917-18; £65. [2j

1 fkl4 Rudge Midti, new Dunlops, licensed, fa

l-\f ie32/10.-Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Saloj

RUDGE S^.-jh.p., F.E., K.S., as new, splendid runnT

order, tax; £36.-M., 23, Arlington Ed., OamJ
Town. fl

5-6h p Rudge Multi Combination, excellent or<

£70- tax paid.—81, Woodville Rd., Thorni
Heath. [2|

l O20 I.O.M. Rudge, as new, comple accessories,

-Lfr in,5uranc6; £86.—Eanies, Rothamsted Cottage,^'

penden.

RUDGE Multi 3'.<:h.p., 1919, clutch, all on, Tan-fi

tax paid, full insurance; £56.-1, Freemautle I

Bristol. '[1|

RUDGE Multi S'/zb.p.. pedal starter, 1921 ttoj

received to-day; £85.—Marston, New FeB
Cheshire. "I
RUDGE, 1921, models, at reduced prices, -fl

Coventry Motor Mart, London Rd., Covenf
200. [Xll'Phone

:

BRAND New 3V2ip. Rudge, T.T., full guaraiij

£85._Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston Jl

N.W.I. Museum 4827. l"!

RUDGE SVzh.p-, clutch, perfect nmning order, lai

horn, licence paid; £30.—B.B. Motor fl orksi^

bourne Grove, Dulwich, S.E, [1|

Eudg Multi, I.O.M.,1(Q19 (Oct.) SVoh.p. =- — - -: - - . • idXVf equipped, mechanically perlect, tax p.iid; ±t|

104, Bailifl St., Noith,ampton. [ill

3ih.p. T.T. Rudge Multi, engine perfect, eUc|

2 lighting, speedometer; £60. — .A.pply,^

Summer Lane, Wombwell, York?.

RUDGE Mluti, T.T. bars, : complete lamps, hj
tools, used 50 miles; cost £91, accept £1

Box 3,358, c/o Tlu Motor Cycle. i^

e62 All letters relating to adv rtisements should quote the number at the end of each adverti.seni«nt, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

,]i.p. Eudge Multi Combin.ntion, 1920, eseellent
condition ; seen t»v apriointment.—A. E. Green-

I, Edserton ViUa, Huddeisfleld. [2706

|20 5-6h.p. and 7-9ii.p. Rudge Multi Combinations.
new: £152 and *175.—Slieplieid, Enfield High-

Enfield. Tel. : Waltham X31. [0341

JDGE Multi C.B. Combination, 1915. J'ih.p.. new
tyres, belt, mat, lamps, etc.; £75, or offer.—

ards. Fire Station, East Ham. [1898
JDGE Multi, 3",ih.p., 1915, perfect condition,
lanipi. horn, speedometer; £55; tax paid.— 5.

let Grove, Dewsbury Rd., Leeds. [1915
JDGE Multi, brand new. unused, latest pedal
starter, all accessories, exceptional opportunjtv;

'

-294. Kennington Park Rd., S.E.ll. [2561
|

JDGE Multi 5.6h.p.. new 1915, overhauled bv
makers last year, and new cvlinOer fitted; price I

-Priuce. Springfield. Romsey, Hants. (2285
b.p. Rudge Multwin, copper exhausts, very last, Iax paid. 'Phone appointment Palmer's Green
-37. Elm Park Ed., Winchmore Hill. [2370
20 Rudge Multi, indistinguishable from new, not;
done 200 miles, no tax or accessories; £75.-1

ys. 50, Darlington St., Wolverhampton. [XV362
h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, C.B. eidecar, per-
fect running order, good condition; £75. or near,
istgate, Pinewood Ud., Abbey Wood, S.E.2. [1852
JDGE Multi 3',l,h.p., Milllord sidecar, specdo-
™, > '"lips, tools, perfect condition; £70; ta.\
—46, Garthorne Rd.. Honor Oak Park. S.E.25.

20 I.O.M. Rudge, fully equipped, low mileage.
guaranteed perlect.-£75 ; exchanges.-Homac's.

Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dnlston 2408.

'^J-iJ=
^'""'. 3',oh.p., new tyres and belt, igis": I

£48; exchange Enfield combination; cash ad-
oejt.-Potls, Jeweller, 37, High St.. Plaistow. I

[1899

'

20 Rudge Multi 5-61i.p., Grosvencr sidecar, E.jst-
iiie. T.'Mi-Sad. lamps, horn, etc.. 200 miles

»t ofler f 130.—Partington, Dorset Garage, lii.ltou.
|

[2352
20 Rudge Combination. 7-9h.p.. F.R.S. elw-tric I

lamps, very last, guaranteed; £115; ctchanges. '

.'"*''„'';„S'"'
^'^" Clapton Rd.. N.E. 'Phone : I

ton 2408. [2987 '

TDGE 1916 Clutch Model, Just overhauled, new
tank, forks, starter, mudguard, perfect condition
msnred: f 52/10. -Furrar, 261, Winchester Rd.,

inms I'ark. [2401
h.p. l.'adge Combination, 1920. C.B. sidecar. Tan-
sad. Uinips. lioru, etc., tax r>aid, [lerfcct condition, I

onyrhflre: £93, Dargain.-Lynt, 214. Elms Rd..
Iiam Park. S.W. [1968

j'DGE 3i,'2h.p., Fhilipeon semi-T.T., large acetvlenc
lighting Eit. mecinrical bora. di.<c5, perfectly

rt, fist r,nd reliable; £40, or ofler.—Seymour, 251,1
asfock Rd., Oxford. [1884'
h.p. Budge Multi Combination, hood, screen, :

speedometer, Uimps, apron, carrier, spare*, etc.
ition good, 1921 colours: £75, ot ofler.—Fletcher.
Greenwich Ed., Greenwich. [1879
|20 Rudge Multi. I.O.M. model, purchased Jnlv,

very little used, lamps, horn, speedometer '

splendid condition; £74.—Bhosha Motors,
h St., Romford. 'Phone: 95. [2698
20 Eiidge Multi, special competition machine, un-
scratihed. will average 40 lu.p.h. easily : I.ought

Bflcriflce £75; ridden dozen times onlv.— Itrook-
1 Wiuner, Tcrucroft, Market Drayton. ' [X0999
IDGE Multi, 1920, Isle of Stan model, original
Dunlop tyres, very little used, equal to new, tax
must sell, £65; owner bought car.—Apply, A.,

Raven.<bury Rd., Earlsfield, London, S.W. '[2687
rpGE Multi 3;jli.p. T.T., brand new. pedal starter,
iuimodiat*> delivery from stock at makers' latent re.
price; £85, no waiting; in stock ready to drive—Wilkins, .Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. I

[2172DGE Multi 1920 Combination, 5-6h.p., electric l

lighting. Easting wind screen, speedometer, per-

'

condition, for recent 3i',h.p, or 4h.p. T.T. solo-
.idjustment.—Write full particulars, 6, Bolgannk
Thornton Heath- [2263

Scott,
3B, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Scotts from
stock—Thone : 852. [0445
)TT.—All models from stock.—Coventry Motor
Mart, London Ed., Coventry. 'Phone: 200.

21 Scott Combination, slightly soiled, mileage'under
300: price £150.—Welford. James St.. Brighton.

[2827
20 Scott Combination, excellent condition, tvres

unpnnctured. tax paid: £115.—Alley Studio,
ey. [1777
21 Scott, sports model; £130: (or immediate de-

livery; easy paymeijts accepted.-Scott agents

20 Scott, with Rennoc sidecar. P. and H. lamps.
I-iicas horn. etc.. magnificent condition, guaran-

perfect, tyres UDscratched; £140; exchanges —
'"'"•- " 243. Lower Claptoti Ha.. N Kagenf^. H'omac

le : rialston 2408. (2988

M' sari^ctjon.

25 IfORTON 5'
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EXCHANGES WANTED.
1921 NEW MODELS.

STANDARD, ii.b h.p.. i-s atcr £610
LAGONDA, ri.qh.p.. coupt*. dickey,

full ,-qiiipmcnt. Reduced price .. £425
CALTHORPE, 2-seatcr. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE i-scatcr. Reduced price £450
COVENTRY PREMIER j-whceler .... £250
REX-BLACKBURNE Model 53 8 h.p.

c.riil.ii. iti.,,,. .-s .•-.. spare wheel .. £218 18
EDiy|UND-BLACKBURNE,sp. frame.. £105
ROYAL RUBY, :i h.p.. 2-spc-cd. sports 85 gnt.

NEW IMPERIAL, S h.p., and Sidecar. £188 18
NEW IMPERIAL, :1 h.p., ;: speed ... £80 17
SCOTT (lii! ition" >..... £170
SCOTT, u,w Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, f> h.p.. and Sidcc-ar £187 10-

TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar . . £172 10
B.S.A. twin Corabination, Lucas dv'no.

li^tuing, spare v^'hecl. Nc\v price £212 18
SUNBEAM, 3I h.p., touring £168 8
NORTON, 3! h.p., single-speed :"98

1921 DOUGkASES.^—
Including lamps, generator, born, licciicc-li"Idcr

2] h-P-. ;:specd '. £85
23 h.p.. s-speed (no clutch) £100
z\ h.p., 3-spccd. kick start, clutch . . £105
4 h.p.. 3-speed. clutch £130

t b.p., 3-spced, Combination £170 C
l*riccs plus tmnsit. rxrhnu:;,-^- ll.isy t-rms.

AGENTS FOR
ACME-J.A.P.. B.S.A BRADSURY DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD, NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON, REX,
SUNBEAM, SCOTT, ant) TRIUMPH Motor Cycles;

L.S.D. and COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler» ;

AIREDALE, DOUGLAS, CALTHORPE, and
LAGONDA Ught Cars ; MILLS-FULFORD and
SWAN Sidecars.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed In Running Order.

A.B.C., 1920. Magdyno lighting, speedo-
meter, electric horn, ~oo miles .... £120

WOOLER, r920, spring frame, 200 miles £82 10
EDMUND, 2j h.p., 1920, as new £75
ARIEL, 19:0, 3l h.p.. 3-specd c/shaft. £98 10
HUMBER, V- h.p.. 2 speeds, Itcc engine £29 10
COVENTRY ' EAGLE, 1920. 3! b.p.,

^--I'.ed. verx- fine condition .... £98 10
WOLF-J.A.P., 2! h.p., 2-5pecd £45
DOUGLAS, 2j h-p-, 2-specd £39 10
CLYNO, 1920. 2-specd, lightweight ... £55
SCOTT, 1020. well equipped £105
MINERVA, t«-in, spring forks £35
DOUGLAS, 1919, 2j h.p., 2-specd £65
ARIEL, 3! h.p.. 2-speed, F.E £42 10
B.S.A., 1919. 4i h.p., special equipment £87 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
MORGAN, S h.p. sporting. Txx paid. £135
MORGAN. 1915. sporting £150
MORGAN, t^rand Prix, overhead m.o.v.

tiicrine, new tyres. Tax paid £160
SCOTT 2-stroke co.ach Com. Tax paid .£85

PREMIER, 3I h.p., 3-sp.. and Sidecar £65
BRADBURy,~6h.p., Grmdiay Sidecar,

I.imps. etc.. 1920 Combination .... £149 10
ARIEL 3l h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £110
HARLEY' 7-9 h.p., 1920, and new

latest t\-pe bulbous back Sidecar.. £185
HARLEY 1920 Combination, electric. . £190
INDIAN IQ20 twin Combination £90
BRADBURY, 3I h.p., 3-speed, Sidec.ir. £75
NORTON Big Four, 3-speed, ^ Swan

sporting Sidecar, electric lighting. . ::145

RUDGE, 5^-5 h.p., Multi-Rudge Sidecar £85
SPARKBROOK 6h.p. coach Com. ... £95
SCOTT, 1920, with new Sidecar ., £135

Cash offers wanted.

SIDECARS.
Nev,-. unused, but slightly shop-5oiled SCOTT,
ROVER, and SWAN and MILLFORD 1920
models to siut Harley, Ibdian, and otlier lead-

ing makes at much reduced prices. Large and
varied stock to choose from.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

1 Q20 Scott Combination, mileng:e 500. ccndition
-*-«/ i)eriei:t, all lamps; £126.—Welford, Janie? St..:
Brighton. [2823

JQ15 Scott and Scott Sidecar, excellent order, tyrea
J-i' good: £70; seen Leicester.—Atkin. 23, Slockpcrt
Rd., Ashton-under-Lyne. [2414

SCOTT. 1920 sports model, horn, tools, very small
mileage, enamel as new, plating fair, perlect order;

£100.—D. Lavin, Old Houso. Sonning, Berks. [9355

SCOTT, 1920, S^ih.p.. fully equipped, Sin. Palmers,
licensed, fine condition ; £100 ; convenient pay-

ments airanged.—Bunting's, Motors, Wealdstone. [2498

1 Q20 Scott, e:uarantecd mUeage under 700 miles, io
-Lt^ splendid condition; will accept £95, or nearest
cash offer.—Thompson, Grocer, Dcvercoiirt, Essex.

[2208

1 Q20 Scolt CombinatioD, complete, wind screen, lenr
-«-»' sent, grent many nccesaories; £155, or oiler;

owner ordered abroad.—Major, Kinross, Hampton Court
[2265

SCOTT 3'Uh.p. Motor Cycle, solo, in top-hole condU
tion, new 1920 very little used: price £105, or

near offer.—Applv, Pearce, 77, High St., Sandgate.
[2308

1 Q14 Scott (December), new bearincs, 3 new chains,
JL fJ tyres unscratched, lamps and horn, top-bole
ovcler; must sell; £54.—J.S.W., Cecil House, Westwood
Rd.. Sydenham. [1863

SCOTT Sports Model. 1920, 2-speed gear, slightly
shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.—Burlingtoa

Motors, Ltd., Sonth Side, Clapham Common. S.W.4.
"Phone: Brixton 2417. [0510

1 Q20 Scott Combination. Easting. Lucas accessoriei,
-i-v excellent running order and appearance; £150,
or nearest, for quick sale. — Boulton, Avenue Rd.,
WiiitliDgton Moor, Chesterfield. [1908

GREjVT Sacriflce.-Brand new 1921 Scott, senii-T.T.
bars, jest delivered, unwrapped; advertiser havlnf

paid £30 deposit will sacrifice half deposit and accept
£115 for same.—Box 3.085, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9390

• Shaw.
£15.-3i/i;h.p. Shaw Motor Cycle. P.H. lompi. U.H.

mng., running order.—Station House, Crawley.
[2044

Singer.

SIXGER 4h.p. 2-8peed Combination, Palmers, Boech,
lamp: £45.-May, Church St., Leatherhead. [2028

3JLh.p. Singer, clutch model, 1912. requires over-
2 hauling, laid up S years; £18.—Marsh, Cacrau.

I

Ross-on-Wye. [2747

Oih.p. SiDger, Amac, Bo£Cb. clutch, lamp?, (rood
t>2 running order, wen by appointment; £40.—Uaw-

'kins 60. Hindes Rd., Harrow. [1767

SINGER, 1914. 3^h.p.. T.T.. lamps, horn, licence,

just overhauled; £35.—Whitman, Milebam Farm.
I
Little Gaddesden, Berkhamsted. [2416

1 Q 14 Singer Combination. 4Vih.p., 2-8pe6d conuter-
J-i/ shaft, chain drive, Bosch mag., B.B. carburetter,
coachbuiit oidecar, stored during war; £85.—Wright, 79,

I

OiolmsforJ Rd.,, Southgate, N.14. [2693

Sparkbrook.
(ih.p. Sparkbrook, 1920. 2-spe©il, as new, any trial.

^4 —7, St. Mary's Grove, Richmond. [2354

: 1 2-speed Sparkbrook. from stock ; £77/ 1 0-—
A, J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1063

SPARKBROGK-VILLLEHS. 1920. flywheel mag.. 2-

speed, lampe, born, tax paid, beautiful coudition;
I
£55.—Lecson, 12, Nithsdale Av., Market Harborough.

I [2782
SPARKBROOK, single-speed, nearly new counter-

shaft model, lamps, horn, tax paid; £47, or e.x-

1 change Douglas.—Skelton, 11. Havana Rd., Wimbledon
i Park, London, S.W. [1854

SPARKBROOK 1920 2',^h.p., 2-speed ^ear, shop-
soiled onJy, excellent lightweight machine; £55.—

Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St.. Cambridge.
Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [2935

SPARKBROOK 1920 2i^h.p.. 2-speed, lamps, horn,
ridden 150 miles only, mechanically perfect, care-

fully used; £50.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green
St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [2936

SPARKBROOK 2^'ih.T).. 2-spe6d. the lightweight with
on ultra finish, as makers' specifications, shop-

foiled: at greatly reduced price; now is the time to
liuy—Mebe?. 154-156, Gt Portland St.. W.l. Phone:
Lniigham 2230. [2069

Sun.

SUN-VITESSE.—All models from stock.—Coventry
Motor Mart, London Rd., Coventry. [X1506

SUN-VILLIER3 2-stroke. lamps, horn in nice order,
take 2 anywhere; £32. — 261, Mitcham Lane,

Streatham. [2848

"IQ17 Sun-Villiers. semi-T.T., 2 speeds, countershaft.
Xi/ new tyres, lamps, horn, drip feed, perlect cxjn-

dition guaranteed; £40.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth.
[2566

SUN-PRECISION 1914 4-stroke, 3^h.p., Lucaa 3-

speed and clutch. Bosch, Amac, Burbuiry sidecar,

lamps, etc.; £70.—Rev. Gregory. Belmont Abbey. Here-
foTd. [2228

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

SUN-VITESSE, 1920, Sturmey-Archer clutch and
kick starter, 2-speed gear, lamps, born, ridden 50

miles only, exceptional oHer; £60.—Herbert Robinson.
Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A.

:

Bicycles. [2937

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM 8h.p., sidecar; £175, bargain.—Pickering,

Sbrewsbury. CX0746

-|Q21 3i/.h.p. Sunbeam in stock; £155/8.—Mason's
-L£/ Garage, Letchworth, Herts. [1085

SUNBEAM S'/ob.p., 1921, just delivered, in crate;
no premium.—Wiggins, Romsey. [X1312

3ib.p Sunbeam Combination, 1916; £100, offers.—
2 Bertram, Gorebridge, Scotland. [2169

KICKIIAM for Sunbeam, sole agent for Bristol
and dibtricL—Stokes Crolt, Bristol. [3352

UNBEAM Combination, 3V'b-P-, 3-speed; bargain,
£87/10.-18, Wood St., Walthamstow. [2761

3 ill. p. Sunbeam Combination, absolutely as new

;

2 fl35.—E-amsden's, 8, Maybeil Ay., Bloclipool.

[2036

1 Q21 new SV^b.p. Sunbeam, complete witb Lucas
-«-•? lamps, horn, etc; £155.—Thos. Bootb, Frod-
sbam. [2195a

"jQ14 Si/rih.p. Sunbeam Combination, needs slight
-L«^ attention; £60.—J. Smith, 54, Hampstead Ed.,
N.W.I. [2918

1 Q21 Sports Model Sunbeam, unregistered- £10
-Lt/ under list price.—Goodman, Elieamere, North-
ampton. [2867

1 Q16 3^^b.p. Sunbeam, perfect condition, email mile-
--«/ age, tax paid; £85.-Nelson

E.

S

Coventry.
Smith, Wliitley,

[X1281

"I Q21 S^/^h.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed, kick start clutch,
J-v brand new, unsoiled; £140.—Caton, Barncote,
Reigate. [2726

61i.p. Sunbeam Combination, J. A.P., Sinks carbu-
retter; £110.—Curtis, Cliuroh Farn^Chalfont St.

Giles, Bucke. . [1897

SUJN'BEAM (June, 1920), used 3 montTis only, con-
dition excellent, equipped; £125.—Payne, Eccle-

Bton, Chester. . [X0725

SUNBEAM SVah.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick starter.
1915. very exceptional condition; £70.-302, Lon-

don P^., Croydon. [2469

3ih.p. Sunbeam Sporting Combination, as new, with
2 all accessories, tax paid; £110.—Wright, 12.

Albert St., Poplar, London. [2957

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1919, about 5,000 miles;
£160; exchange lower power and cash.—Pumping

Station, Hadley Rd., Enfield. [2556

SUNBEAM 6h.p. Combination, twin J.A.P. engine,
Bosch mag., 3-speed,.gear, B-B. carburetter.—King,

57, Westbourne Park Bd., W.2. [2394

1 Q20 3y2h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, semi-sporting,
X«-' tax paid, beautiful condition; £150.—White,
31, Shakespeare St., Southport. [2240

SUNBEAM 3V2h.p. 1915 Combination, disc wheels.
Easting, lamps, horn, as new, taxed; £100.—

Hayter, Oak Mount At., Southampton. [2425

1 Q21 Siirh.p. Sunbeam Combination in stock lor im-
-L*^ mediate delivery; makers' list price,—J. Smith
and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. ' [0353

1 Q20 SVi-h.p. Brand New Sunbeam and Sidecar, inter-
Xt/ changeable wheels; at list price; from Btork.—
A. J. Young and Co.. Ltd., Newmarket. [1061

SUNBEAM and sidecar, new 1919, 3,000 mile.=, oil
fitinps, heavy tyres, 2 nearly new, exceptional en-

eine; £125.-Bo5 3,251, c/o tUe. Motor Cycle. [1828

NEW 1921 3Vjh.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed, kick start,
clutch; list price £155/8; exchanges enertained.

—Bambere', Eastbank St., Bouthrort. Tel. : 607.
[X0634

33.h.p. Sunbeam, 2-speed, handle-bar clutch, neiv piston,
4 Ainac, good tyres, accessories, licence; offers;

Bolo or wicker combination.—Jennings, Jeffries Ed.,
Ware. [2808

"I
Q20 Sy^ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, interchangeable

XfJ wheels, laiups, horn, spare valves, etc., tax paid,
perfect condition; £180.—Whittaker, New St., Lan-
caster. -

[2877

SUNBEAM 1915 S'^h-p. Model with Sidecar, complete
nitli alt accessories, excellent condition: £110.—

Pflrker'a, Biadshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate,
Mancliester. [Xi266
SUNBEAM, 3'/2h.p., 3-speed, 1914, stored 4 vears, re-

enamelled; offers; evenings.—120, Marlborough
Plats, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3, [X1556
SUNBEAM, 1921, eports model, one of first de-

liveries, fast, 3 sprockets ; list price ^152 / 10,
what offers?—Box 446, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1370
/^JROVE.^Sj^h.p. 1919 Sunbeam Combination, over-V hauled and as new, lull equipment, tax .paid-
£135.—Grove Motor Co., 34, Hereford Rd., Westbourne
Grove. [2611
33.h.p.- Sunbeam Unit, clutch« plates, spring, kick

2 starter, damaged sporting Cahoelet, Senspray
controls, make and brr^k. lock; eveniuEs.-120, Marl-
borough Flats, Walton S^, Chelsea, S.W.3. [X1358

DERRY
£10MS
Qualibf&Service

KensingtonHigh $treet.W8

Another 100,000

LEATHER
JERKINS
\\'hen wc first announced the purchase from the

Government of these most serviceable garments,
we were inundated with thousands of orders

—

'-

indeed, the demand was so colossal that we
unfort unately, had to disappoi nt thousands.
Now, after lengthy negotiations, we have

succeeded in securing the

ENTIRE GOVERNMENT STOCK
and this week we offer the second parcel of

100,000. Men who served in the R.A.S.C. know
the wonderful wet and wind-resisting qualities
of these Jerkins. Every seam is double stitched,

and the buttons can neither come ofi nor pull

through the material.
In the finest quality tan leather, soft and pliable,

yet extremely durable. They are full size and
reach below the waist, and are lined with warm,
fleecy woollen material. For motor drivers and
cyclists, tramwaymea. postmen, etc., and can be
worn under a coa* quite easily. The
splendid quality 1 ather can also be
put to other uses, viz, Slippers,

strong Driving Gloves, Upholstery,
Bookbinding, etc. Less than one- Postage
third the cost of production. 1 /- extra.

10/

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

1 Q21 Full T.T. Sunbeam, under 200, Lucas hea
-l-v electric rear, horn, licence, unsuitable to p
sent owner; offers.—Holmes, Belt Rd.. BrampU
Cumberland fig

TC|20 3V2h.p. Sporting Sunbeam (new Seijt), gtoi
-*-«-' winter, condition as new, with new Lucas lam
licence paid; price £145, or oflers.—N. Edkins, 81
field, Alcester. [XI

2

NOVEMBER (1919) Sy-h.p. Sunbeam Combinati(
lamps, horn, etc., excellent condition, sm

mileage; what offers ?—H. W. Parsons, Horsebea
Bartlow, Cambs. [26

SUNBEAM, Sy^h.p,, 1917, and Dinky sidecar. Gov
speedometer, Lucas lighting, only done 3,0i

condition as new ; £ 145, no offers.—F. Lewis,
Barrows, Clieddir, Somerset. fiJ

SUNBEAM 3V2h.p.
'

Combination, late 1920, perl
condition, Bluemel's screen, Lucas lamps,

snrance, tax paid; £180.—Keats, Mimosa, Chesti
Rd., Enfield Lock, Middlesex. [2^

"I O 20 3y2h.p. Sunbeam Combinntion (engine
-A-V 145/9077J, lamps, Bonniksen trip ppeedomfi
Cowey horn, tools complete, excellent condition ; £1
-148, Elborongh St., Southfields, S.W.18. [2f

1 Q20 Sunbeam S'^h.p., Gloria sidecar, Eaetiug scr<
-L*./ speedometer, Klaxon, leg shields, mileage 1,6
in absolutely first-class condition tliroughout; price £l
—East Grinstead Garage, East Grinstead. -

[9

SUNBEAM 234h.p.. 2-speed, K.S., clutch, enck
chain drive, lamps, horn, speedometer, ?

tools, perfect^ 60 gns.^ would exxhange, with cash^
combination,—141, Mertbn Rd.. Wimbledon. [2

3ih.p. Sunbeam, 1915, complete, Gloria side
2 Cameo wind anreen,- speedometer, lamps, si

tubes and tyre, tax paid. 'Phone appointment Palm
Green 619.—37, Elm Park Rd., Winchmore Hill. [2

OUNBEAM with sidecar, new June, 191^, ordy Sj
to" miles. Klaxon, Watford, hood, screen, . accu
lator lighting,' large tyres, hardly used, splendid ce
tionj Leytonstone.-Box 3,250, c/o TAe Motor Cyel

I

1 Q21 Sunbeam 3*y^h.p. Combination, toux-ing mo
X«/ Lucas Magdynd and electric horn, equal to i^
ver-y small mileage; what offers? owner buying a
J. H. M. Yeomans, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent

E2
"jQ20 SVL'ii.p T.T. Sunbeam, August, mileage
-Lt^ Lucas lightijig. horn, Sunbeam leg shields, I

Binks, interchangeable wheels, knee grips, as i

£134 secures; cost £165.-14, Estccurt St., Devizt
- [2

SUNBEAM 3yM].p. 1921 Touring Model, absoh
' brand new, Lucas Magdyno, licenee paid for,

cost £189, will accept £155, or close offer; a sen
bargain.— 57, Great George St., Liverpool. 'l'h(

1092 Royal. r9

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, in top-hole condil
2 economical and fast, take passenger anywh

tyres un^cratched; for quick sale £115-—Seen a

7.30 at 35, Jervis Rd., Fulham,- or 'phone Hop 1

during day, [2

F'OR Sale, late 1919 Sunbeam combination, incl.u

lamps, tools, wind screen, hood, luggage f-n

and apron, most carefully looked after, and in tup-

condition.—Apply, Wellington Motor Works, Bath
Maidenhead, , [1

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1918. perfect run
order, excellent appearance, black and gold fii^

interchangeable wheels, leg shields, lamps, spares;
trial; £139; London district.~Box 3,327, c/o
Motor Cycle. ['

1 Q20 (July) 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination. L
-»-^ Magdyno, spare wheel, Cowev trip. Taa-
higgag© grid, tax holder. Klaxon, many spares, lu;

flcent condition; £240.—D., 23, Dresden Rd., Hor
Lane, London. ^

['

SUNBEAM 3V:.h.p., August, 1919. sporting m
long exhaust, P. and H. lamps, Bonniksen, ¥

horn, spaie tube, valve, chain links, etc., insured,

paid; any examination: £135, or nearest.—Walker
Midland Rd., Nuneatou. [X

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, full accessories, dehi

end 19l9, but stored considerable period, mi

1.500 only, condition absolutely new; accept £190. (\

sale.-l\irther particulars, Osborne. Sackville B
Littlefleld Lane, Grimsby. I

SUNBEAM (late) 1916 Combination, 8h.p„ 5!

engine, exceptionally complete outfit,

numerous spares, accessories; £155, or near >

owner buying car. Croydon.-Box 3,348, c/o

Motor Cycle. -
. C

LATE 1920 5^/oh.p. ,T.T. Sunbeam, black and
un-scratehed, under 500 miles, legshields, '

horn, 3-jet Binks, P. and H. lighting, Bonniksen s

ometer, interchangeable wheels, 3iu. Dunlops, i

ance; price £155; no cheques. After 6.—E.B.
Sundown Villas, Grove Rd., Mitch.im, Surrey. [

1 Q21 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., speedomett
J- 1/ Lucas best lamps with separate generators, I

horn, sidecar apron, screen, luggiige carrier, small

age, and guaranteed in most perfect condition in

way, fully licensed to January, 1922; for sale '"'

to owner having purchased car ; any examination

by appointment; price £240.—Address, Lane, B
combe, Glos.

64 All l"tters relating to advertisements should quote ths number at the end of each advertisement, ;.nd the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
T.D.C.

D.C. 2-stroke, 2 speeds, Boscli, ride away; £29;
alter 7.—19. TyrreU Rd.. E. Dulwich, S.E. [2244

D.C, 1920 2->ih.p., E.I.C., Amac, Clincher de luxe,
Pedley, lamps, etc.: £35: appointment.—Graham,
Elm Grove Kd., Barne-^. [1979

Triumph.
JEMIEE Motor Co. for 1921 Triumphs.

tlUMPHS at the new reduced prices now in stock.

''E Can Deliver to your address within 24 hours
2'.,h.p. lightweight Triumph. £70: W.D.B. freuo.

d), £95; Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £115; Type S.D..
n drive. £125; sidecars from £25 to £50; buy
machine direct from the Triumph specialists;—
Premier Motor Co. Aston ltd.. Birminghom.

'
. - [X1419

LIAX'S, ol Reading, have 1921 Triumph in stock.
[0487

|21 Baby Triumph in Stock.—'Vrelford, James St.,
' Biighton. . , . [2833

|21 AllKjhain Triumph in Stock.—Welford, James
' St.. Brighton. . [2832

nnnnnn
FOR A SQUARE DEAL19

AND REAL SERVICES

appoint us YOUR AGENTS,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triuinnh.

L.\TE 1920 single.geared Triumph. . condiUou as
new: £95, or ucarcbt.—Rudd, StapeuhiU Rd.,

Burton-cn-Trent. [2618

8 Triumph, 4h.p., good condition, usual fittiugs,
etc.: owner goiug abroad: £70.-St. Katlierine's,

Siiodland, Kent. [2050

ElrilPH. 1912, e.Ncellent condition; £30; light-
weight w;mted.—Taylor, Browulow Cottage, Pleoc-

gton, Blackbuiu. rX1552

TRIUMPH Late Model H, new condition, fully
equipped; sacrifice £82/10.-353. King St..

Hamrjcrsmitli. W.6. [2793

TRIUMPH. 1913. clutch model, condition 'as new.
had very little use

ilU.MPH, W.D.B. Model, never ridden
Bath St., E.C.

£80.-50.
(2836

loss. Rotherham, can give delivery of all model
Triumphs fi-om stock. [X1387

?IU.MPH Gloria 1920 Combination; £125;
licensed, perfect order.

UUMPH, W.D.B., left Triumphs Aug.. 1920,
ridden under 500 miles, full tools, equipped;
absolutely unscratcbed.— 7. Exhibition Rd..

7. [1582
l14 Triumph, coach, 3.s])ee<l, clutch; £65.—London

iiiul Brown,- Leightou Buzz;ird. - [2266

UU.MPH. 1912, 3',ih.p., perfect; £30. or offer.—
Hadfic-ld, Dentist. East Glinstead. (2503

B19
Triumph 4h.p., S-speed countershaft: £90.—

Hi'ku
---..- ^ -. -

Whether you purchase a NEW or SECOND-

Lanes, Harringay, N.
£45.—Nicholls. 351. Green

[2448

TniUMPH 1919, tullv equipped with lamps, horn,
etc.. privately owned, not W.D.; £80.-59, South

HAND machine, for CASH or EXTENDED' l^hmd Place, Briston. [2133

PAYMENTS, vou will receive ever\- attention' fTiRIUAtPn Combination. 1919, s-speed countershaft.

Qnrl cQl.icfa/-fi'ri'n
'

'
^ Eastiug. .lamps, ."cxcellcnt condition, licensed.—ana Satislaction. -

i Hilton, SH.nc. Stafford , [2214

It will be worth vour while to send us par- £28.-Triumph, good ruuniug oider and nppcarnnc
.. , r -

. . t T- /.%x-,-'T^ *^ tax pmd.—Owen; 80, Church St.
ticulars of your requirements AT OIvCE.

We have in stock for IMMEDIATE DE-
LIVERY the following 1921 models.

2l ll.p., 2-SpCCd,

' kman, 36, Castle St., Salisbury." [X1313
UU.MPIf, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch_, guaranteed
pulccl; *55.—60. Carleton Rd., N.7. [2518

. 1920 brand
Below. ;

B21
Triumphs, all models in slock

iiiw Triumph Model H; £110.-1

120 Brand New Triumph Mcdel II Combination,
' with spring wheel Gloria sidecar; £160.—Bc-

|19 Triumph 4b. p., countershaft, Gloria combina-
' ti'in. overhauled. lami)s, horn, spfedo.. splendid

it: li.irgain. £10S.~Rhosha Motor Co., South St.,
ilirri. 'Phone: 95. [2695

1 14 Triumph Cnmbiuntiou, excellent condition,
' 3-|iecd: £62.-83, Burton Ed., Brixton. (7019
.\N (.;rV', Weymouth.— 1921 Triumph combination
f 1S2/10; Triumph 2-stroke. £75; in .-tock. [0555

UUMPH. 1918. splendid condition, fullv equipped:
£80, or near.— 374, Grove Green Rd., Leytou-tone.

_ [1766
k21 4h.p. Triumph, Model H; £127/10: iu stock.
' -.Moiriss and Co., 139, Einchley Kd., X.W.3.

(2083
Renovated Triumph H and new Montgomery

sidecar, guaranteed by makers 3 months;

ROYAL RUBY Sport'
kic'li starter £89 5

VELOCETTE, ^J h.p., 2-specd. allchaiii . . £75
ENFIELD, ; speed, kick starter model . . £70
NEW IMPERIAL, ij h.p., 2-spced. kick

starter £89 5
LEVIS I'opular £60
LEVIS, 2-spced and clutch £68
RUDGE Multi. ilh.p.. l.O.M. model £85
SUNBEAM, 3! h.p.. s-spcc-d £155 8
NORTON Big'Four. s-spccd £135
TRIUMPH, 3-speed, Mo^lel H £127 10
TRIUMPH, 3-specd. Model SD £1«0
TRIUMPH sspccd model Combiuatioii . . £182 10
RALEIGH Combination, s-6b.p., spring

frame, detachable wheels . . ; 195 gns.

MATCHLESS Combination. Sli.p.. with
dvTianio lightiiii:. spring frame, detach-
able v^'hccls. etc £230

ENFIELD Combination, S h.p., dvnauir>
lighting '. £182

A-J.S. Combination, 7 h.p £215
BR0U6H H.O. twin v'^ h.p. Combination £180
CLYNO Combination, 8 h.p. .Special price £210

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR
THE O.K. JUNIOR.

All Models in Stock.

2j h.p., 2-slrokc £50 8
2} h.p., 2-spccd £59 17
2{ fa.p., clutch, and kick-5tarter .

.

£67 4

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

. St. Geoice'.s.
near Wellington, Salop. - [X1359

"I
Q20 Triumph Combination, perfect Condition, lamps.

Jl «^ horn, tax paid: £140, or near offer.—441, Green
Lanes. Uarringay N.8. (2199

1Q19 Triumph, chain.cum-belt, C.S., Milllord sidecar.
-1-*' screen, spares, and lamps, good coudilion; £105.
—Scooncs, Sittingbonrne. [2227

ti^Q GXS.—3'i;h.p. Triumph, single.speed,
'-w t7 frame, la'mps. horn; any trial.—88,
Green, Hammersmith, W.

JU.NIOR Triumph, 1919.
ac

i21 Baby Triumph, new; £70.-365, King St., . ,
, , . . , ^ .: ,, , „ ." Hammersmilh, W.6. [2794,-^ snlendul variety ot ^ar.iiitccd bccoiid-h.iud Motor

.n, « .1.- iCvclcs .and Combinations in slock at prices ranging from
1918. discs, accessories, £30 to £200. Full list post free on .application. '

!UMriT Combination.
^'.ii-s; .£90, or olfer.- -20, Prah Rd., Finsbury

[2520

HUMPH (Bobv), .splendid condition, Bosch mag.,
1914, renovuted.-Chubli, High St., West Wickhnm.

t. [2095

p. 1914 Triumph. 3-speed. perfect condition, acces-
sories; £55.—Smith, 19,.Calverley St., Tunbridge
Is. [2735
16 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, in perfect con-

dition: £68.—Uowell, The Crescent, I'yrford,
:y. (2809

21 .Timior Triumpll, ' 2'4h.p., 2-speed; £75; in
stock.—Morriss and Co., 139, Fiuchley Ed.,

3. [2085
8.—Sporting Triumph", dropped frame, perfect con-
dition, can hop it, tax paid.—King, Egrove Farm.
rd. [X1399
HUMPH, countershaft, with Stunnev . 3 speeds,
chitth, kick .start; £70.—Hole, 129, Park laue.

lialton. [2457

1
21 4h.p. Triumph 'Ckimbination, new, complete
with lamps and horn; £160. — Thos. Booth.

Isham. (2195

1
13 3V2h.p. Triumph Sporting, clutch model first-

class condition; £40.-45, Whitstable Rd..
Eerbury. (2220

iBT Triumph, 1920, lamps, horn, ridden 2 months
only, absolutely as new; £60.-13, Little James
Hoiborn. [2247
.h.p. Triumph, clutch, Grado gear, Bosch mag.,

lamps, etc.; £38.—Gatley House, Old Colwvn.
h Wales. [2014

The following New 1920 Models at reduced prices

:

P. & M. Combination £147 10
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. twin Combination £157 10
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination £158
TRHJMPH, 4 h.p., all-chain, SD, «-ith

Gloria Sidecar £175

Any Machine, New or Second-hand, is available for

Extended Pa>-meiits : one quarter down and the balance
in 12 monthly payments. Particulars post free per return.

a

THE SERVICE CO., Ltd.,

droit
Brook
(2774

excellent condition, all

ncres.^'iiric.s. tax paid ; £50.—Bruce, Holly Grtive
Farm. Rotlierneld, Sussex. [2283

TRIUMPH Combination. 1917, countershalt, ^tilllord
sidtrar. lamps, horn, all perfect; £87/10.-261.

.Mitcliam Lane, Streatliain. [2845

ni A <^'^!^—1913 S-spoed Triiimpli nnd poaulitmilt .'idf-V Vf tnr. splondid coiiditioii thtoufhout, tax pdid.—
Kinp. Egrove Farm, Oxford. - [X1400

1 /\ rr GNS.--Tnumpli combination, 1919-20. counter-
X\J»J shaft. (Miuippcd. la.\ paid.—12, Cornwall
Mi^w.r, Gloucester Rd.. S.\V.7. [3008

TIUUMPH 1913 3' -ll.p.. 3-(.peed rhitcli, ongiue cx-
rf-ll-.'ut i26288); i45. or liiBhesl oflci.—7, Heim-

Iiill Rd., E»8t Slieea. .S.\V.14. [2485

TRICMPH Conibiuation. 4h.p., fnnntor--hnft. loto

1918. littk* ii-ed. afte->ohes MilU-l-'uhord; 85
t:n-.-Prnti. High St.. ReiBate. [2749

THICMPH, 5'-h.p., single speed, free engine, re

centlv overhauled, cylinder reground.— White.
11. Bicklcv Rd.. Bicklcy. Kent, [1940

TRICMPH 4h.p.. 3-9pee(l oounterfilinft, Binks corbur-
otttT. <?scellent condition, tax paid; nitei 7 p.iu.

-27, Albeit Ed., Peckhniii. S.E.15. ' [2402

rQl9 Tiiumph. 3-jpccd. new tyre, licensed, fauU-
•y h>s, -£78; 1913 ditto coach combination, .£48.—

.shaw. Park .St.. Wellington, Salop. [X1378

1Q14 Triumph Cycle and Coachbuilt Sidoc.ir, S-spee'I

i«/ hub, decompressor, Boscb. splendid condition;
£50.-\Vrai(en. 73, Lupu5 St.. S.W.I. [2721

TBirilPll Model H.. brimd wvr. 3-.'ii>ee«l. hitost iin-

proT^tiients: £105, barfiiiin,- I'ike. 102!i, Church
St.. ChelsKU. Tol.: Kensington 137. [2106

TKirMPir Coiichbuilt Couibin.-ition, 1918, 3-speed.
K.S.. tnllv equipped with Irinips, liorn, etc.. t.ix

paid: £90.-33. Hixkioid Rd.. Briston. [2132

1 Ql') Triumph C.B. Combination. Sturmey-Arthcr
X«/ 3-speed. excellent condition, all accessurie*; £75:
\UvT 6 p.m.-King. 28. Huso Rd., N.19. [2126

"|£|20 Triumph :;utp . 4li.p. T.T.. absolutely perfc t

Jl«/ order, uot ridden 700 miles: what offer.*.-- F.

I'epper, 47. Abiucton St., Xoithamptou. [X1284

NOV, 1919,' Triumph, and Miiliord sidecnr. wind
Kcreen. lamps, etc., xery little used, condition as

new: £120.-Byrd, 5, High St., Eveaham. [2030

THU'Mi'H 3»-.h.p. Clutch Model, fully equipped, tux
paid, irppeaiajice .'tad meclmaiod condition b'ood;

£54.-Miirtyu, 21, Fhixtou Ed., Plumstead. [2262

3ih.p, Triumph and Sidecar, 3-=peed and rlutch.
2 enamelling and plating as new; £58.—Duncan

and Shepherd, 33, The Parade, Gclder= Green. [2821

TRIUMPH Mcdel H Combination, electric ligliling.

di;cs. Easting, spares and accessories, lew mile-

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN, age; £115-62b. Uighsate Hd., Kentish Town. [2607

LONDON, W.C. 1.
Telegrams: "Admittedly, London."

Telephone: Hoiborn 64^0.

nnnnnn
T.T. Ecndster Trinlnpli, 1911, Philipson pulley, lairl

aside 5 year.-, es'-etlent condition, 'many spare-

t.;iri;ain, £45.—S6sli.5, .Stvie Acie, Wallinsford, Berks.
[1830

TRIUiMPH, all model.? in stock, W.D., fully guar.in-

teed bv maker.?; £90 and £95.—Ratclifle Brrr.,

200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 1704.
[0436

l OlS and 1917 Triumphs, reconditioned, in perfect

X*/ Tunning order; from £65.—Edwards, 50, Har-

ringtoi Rd., South Ken;ington. 'Phone: Ken. STOSio

All letteis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. ^33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

TPvirMPH 4h.p. Combinatiou, 1919, Gloria sidecar,
gpleiidid coud-itiOB, recently oveiljaiitiMi ; £100.—

Windward, BuTlsmoor Lane, Waltliam Ciross, Herts.
[2348

TRIUMPH Junior, perlecfc condition, enamel and
plating as new. horn, lamps, spares, very smail

mileage; £65.—D. Lavin, Old House. Sonning. Berks,
[9354

TRIUMPH, Sept., 1918, 4li.p., counterKbalt, excel-
lent condition, very fast, lamps, horn, tax p'aid;

£83.-30, Crystal Palace Park ltd,, Sydenham, S.E.26.
[2450

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Model, Triumph sidecar, Wat-
ford s]>eedoin6ter, egual to new; £160.—Parker's,

Biadslja'R'gate, Bolton, and 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X1262

1 Q20 Triumph H. Combination, Gloria sidecar, -Cameo
-LiJ wind screen, lamps, horn, etc., splendid condi-
tion, tax paid; £145.-11, Grove End House, St, John's
Wood. _ [2120

Sih.p. Triumph Combinatatm (coachbiiilt), complete
2 ivitli luggage grid, lamps. Pillion, 2-speed clutch;

trial: £60, offers.— 9, Woodsomo Rd., Highgate Ed.,
N,W.5. [2092

TRIUMPH 3-speed Kick-starter Combination, lamp«.
etc., in new condition ; any trial; £60, offera.—

'Phone; Waltham Cross 299.—Stanley Bis^, Waltlmm
Abbey. [2911
"1 Q 14 Triumph 4h.r. Combination, 3-sp6ed hub,
J- *^ speedometer, horn, new tyres, Gloria side-oar,

excellent condition, tax paid; £65.—Seftou, New Maiden,
Surrey. [2364

4h.p. Triumpli, 1919 (Oct,), excellent condition
£100; a combination, £115.—Light Car and Motor

Cycle Engineering Co., Hall-minute from Brixton Skat-
ing Rink. [2302

1 Q 19 Triumph Countershaft, in splendid order, notAtf renovsrted, Dunlop heavies, like new: 75 gns.

—

TiinrvGy's, 47, South Lambeth Ed.. S.W.8 (near Vaux-
ball Station). [2889

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speeds, kick starter, counter-
-i-*^ shaft, all lamps, Cowey speedometer, tax paid,
as new; £118.—Duncan and Shepherd, 33, The Parade.
Golders Green.

'

[2822

£87.— 4h.p. countershaft Triumph combination, "ovei-
eize extra heavies, 1916, only used fine Sundays,

speedometer, lamps, tax paid; tiial.^Lambert, 1, Pit-
lake, Cioydon. [2051

J Q20 Triumph 4h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, clutch.
*Xt/ tyres unpuuctured, under 5,000 miles, licence
paid; £115, or nearest.—Apply, 28, Upper Redlands
B.d., Reading. [S1215

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Coutershaft, W.D.B., renovated by
makers, in use since April last, perfect condition

;

selling owing to restrictions; 75 gns.—Atkinson, 5.
Mardyke, Cork. [1854

X '7 GNS. — Triumph, 1918, 3-speed countershaft,^ • clutch, kick 'starter, condition and order perfect.
-Short, 487, Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheen. 'Phone:
Richmond 2562. [2491

CHAIN Drive 4h.p. Triumph. 1920, tax paid, over-
size tyre, special mudguards, electric lighting, en-

closed spring fork, all spares; £115.—Teage, Whit--
liousc, Kenihrorth. [X0859
T Q20 4h.p 3-.speed Triumph, stored 3 mouths, new
J-*^ July, Cowey trip, lamp^, horn, spares, etc., written
i^iiaruntee given; £100.—Ryley, Glenthorne, Woodland
Grove, Weybridge. [1763

TRIUMPH Gloria ' Combination, 1919, fitted scoop
aud Triplex s^^reen, all accessories, tax paid, con-

dition as new; £130; seen appointment,—Jeffryes. 39,
AVairen Ed., AVanstead. [2031

"I Q18 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft, recently over-
J-tf hauled, veplated and enamelled by makers, electric
lights, all spares and accessories; any trial; £80.-154,
Elfra Rd., Wimbledon. [2011

TRIUMPH 1917-18 Coachbuilt Combination, perfect
condition, licensed, mechanical horn lamps, etc.;

£95; would separate.-McKiunon, 1, Walpole Kd..
Twic'kenham, Middlesex. [1887

10 20 (July) Triumph Canoelet Sporting K4 Com-
X«7 bination, as new, equipped all accessories, taxed;
any trial; £115, or offer.—R. Waddington, Thornton
Steward, Bedale, Yorks.

'

[2415

"1 Q21 4h.p. Triumph Combination, all-chain, lamps,
-i-*J' Lucas horn, wind screen, mileage under 200,
lax paid; £160. or ofler.-M. Stone Hall, Thorlev,
Bishops Stortford, Herts, [1864

r^ROYDON Agents for Triumph motor cycles. Allvy models in stoc'k. ready for immediate deliverv.—
Moore s Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North End,
( roydon. 'Phone: 2624. [1348

T^^^iJ^,^^?' 1917-18. reconditioned, makers' colours;
-^_ ±,b//io cash; exchanges; limited number available.-Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W 6.
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2181

^98, or nearest—1917 Triumph combination, splen-ov ihd condition, insured, fully equipped "hood
screen, spare belt, tyre, etc., tax.—Lacey, 58, D Square,'
Stanhope, Lines, Aldershot. [2218

6 20 Model H Triumph, Cowey, horn, P. and H
' lamps, all tools and spares, excellent condition

lew mileage, licence paid, holder.—Warburton, Beulah
Uoii.-c. Market Drayton, Salop. [X1574

19^

TURNER'S
180-1-2, Railway Approach,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH, W.12
'Phone: Western 6177.

We hold the largest and best assorted

Motor Cycle Accessory Stock in London

UCOWEY " 1920 pattern

MECHANICAL HORNS.
Makers' price, 60/-

29/6 ^*°^- Postage V-Oui-'

Price;

We can su4>ply any Repair Parts you
require for your Motor Cycle, and have in

stock a good range for B.S.A. machines,

JAp and VILLIERS engines—DRUID
spring forks—BEST & LLOYD lubri-

cators—BOWDEN brake parts— spare

parts, and jets for AMAC, BROWN
&- BARLOW, BiNKS &- SENSPRAY
carburetters; also CHATER-LEA lugs

and races, etc., in stock.

PISTON RINGS IN STOCK
for ail engines.

13 each, postage extra.

Up to 89 m/m.

SILENCERS (Aluminium)

(WITH TUBE).

FOR SINGLES
1 3/6 each. Postage 1/.

FOR TWINS
15/6 each. Postage 1/-

Repair parts for Sturmey-

Archer hub or countershaft

Gears in Stock-

ADAPTERS
To convert bayonet to screw-in bulb.

jingle or Double Poie, 2/- eacu, post iree.

TURNER'S STORES

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Combination, bulbous tidccar,
'

1920, Cowey horn, speedometer, large lamps, w
screen, taxed, as new; best over £135.-2, Goret ]

Wandsworth Common, London. [2

TRIUiMPH, 1912, SVi-h-p., clutch, Barmptou t
able" gear, new Iront forks ' and ivheel, i

lamps, in excellent condition, (ax paid; £40; appo
ment.—50, Malvern Rd., Hornsey, N. [2;

TAA TRIUMPHS, 4h.p., 1917 and 1918. 3-si:ivV countershaft clutch models, completely
(onditioned, ready to ride away.—Wni. Hurlock, J'

Ltd., 63, Denmark Hill, London, S.E.5. [2

J Q19 Triuifiph 4h.p. Countershaft, fitted with Gl
Ai? sidecar, Tan-Sad, electric lamps. Klaxon, per
condition; £120; absolute bargain.—Chamberlain,
Hillside, Fulkestone Rd., Dover. [2

TRIUMPH, W.D.B., renovated by mater*, in
1* r immediate delivery, new tyre.-?, £95; ano

£90; Montgcjiery sidecar to match, £25.—The Pre
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. lXI

rpEIUMPH 1914 4h.p., countcr.shul't, 3 sr^ecOs,"

X Itimps, horu, licence paid, taut, fine i-oudi'

smart appeaiimce; bargain, £90.—Fryer, Hare
Hounds Inn, Foulridge, near Colne. . [;

1 C|21 Trimnph H.- accessories, Jusurauce. £4
J-^ paid, under 400 niile.s, perfect ; sacrifice i

cost over £140 recently.—Cluer, Ck)x Green, Ma:
head. 'Phone : Hop. 5820, Est. 207.

4h.p. Triumph 3-sp6ed Countershaft Coachbuilt
bination, electric light, juet overhauled ant

painted, tas r^id; any trial; £95.—Elleishiiw
hatch House, Sonning. near Eetiding'.

31.h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, variable gears^
2 engine, new tyre back wheel, good run

order and condition; a bargain, price £33.—Cr
Barford, Denmark Rd., Kingston-on-Thames

r

TRIUIMPH 1917, 1918 Countershaft M-
thorouglilv reconditioned, several to choose

£65-£75.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition
South Kensington. "Phone ; Kensington 4096.

BARGAIN".—1917-lS 4h.p. countershaft Trii
combination, .si.»eci;d torpedo sidecar to

tonk. sporty and speedv, excellent condition, t;ix

£98.—Puyne, 12, Shakespeare Rd., Hanweli, W.7

TRIUMPH 1921 Models in Stock for immediat
livery at current prices; exchanges arranged;

Triumph H. models, renovated by maiers, as new,
^nd £95.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
don.

LATE 1920 Triumph Model H.. with Henderson
!<idti-uv, Lucas horn, irnscratched, guaiant'^ed,

250; cost £175, Kacrifice £145, t;is paid-: opei
pert I'xaminiition, ttial willingly.—H. Allen, M<'

Bath.

LATE 1918 Triumph Combination, splendid
tion, complete with Easting, speedometer, !

etc.. tyres and tube; new; owner purchased a
£120, or near offer.—Craven, Britwell Rd., Burn
Bucks.

"

1 Q19 Triumph Combination, Easting, Dunlop
ii/ lamps, Lucas horn, spare belt, new valve;
chain, tax paid, as new. absolutely perfect; sac

£95.—Limbv, 2, Kvnance Place, Gloucester
S.W.7.

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, new
luxurioiTs Sunbeam coachbuilt sidecar, hi

carrier. Klaxon, lamps, etc., exceptionally fine <

tax paid; 85 gus.-^Fersfield, Westbury Rd.,
Maiden.

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, i

cum-belt. and reiiovated models.—Jones Garage,
well Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade,
Finchley.

I
IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model

or deferred payments; book yoirr order now
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone:
ton 2417.

TRIUMPH Combination, July, 1920, Gloria
spring wheel sidecar, aluminium footrest

accessories, lamps, etc., -in splendid condition;
£145; only wants seeing.—56, Grafton Rd., West
don, Surrey.

1 Q20 4h.p. 3-c-peed Trimnph, wide bars, Pedley
A*' Lucas lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, knee grips, o
tvres unpnnctured, mechanicallv perfect ; cost w
ce-Sriories £140, accept-£116/10, including tax.- 9^.

St., Swindon.

F.O.C.H. are Triumph agents. New and secoi
machines in stock. Exchanges or easy pa

arianged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Ha:
Tut>e Station). 'Phone; Hampstead 3752. H(
inrltuliug Saturdays.

£140.—Triumph-Gloria combination. 1920. Ah
speed, Luca.<; electric lighting'. Bonnik^n

meter, mileage 2,000, specially picked machin
chanicol condition as new..—The Premier Mot(
Aston Ed., Birmingham. 2]

TRIUMPH, late W.D., countershaft. No. 464(
1,000 since overhauled, thoroughly satisr""

appearance good, cane torpedo sidecar, 2 lamps
good, spare tubes, belt, lings, tax paid; £80,
rate.—162, Fosterhill Rd., Bedford.

A34 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

ilUJIPH Ih.p.. brand neir, chain drive, 1921
model, just arrived from the works, in .^toek readv
mmeaiats delivery: £125; secure now at the makers'
t reduced price, ready to drive away.—'SMlkins,
ison, c>pposite Olyiupia, London. [2174
(ItniPH Combination, Augnst. 1920, Gloria side
car, complete with wind screen, mud shields, ncety-
lightinp, tools, etc.. all in splendid condition, iu-

nce paid: cost £190, accept £125.-P. Slemmines,
Upton Lane. Forest Gate, E.7. [1896
|20 Triumph and Gloria, 3 speeds, countershaft

in excellent order, Watford speedometer. Ace
ilied discs, lee shields, aluminium number plates
or lariips Klaxon, tax and insurance paid: £150
itall, Griffln, Earlestovvn, Lanes. [2707
1 18 Triumph, 3-spced, CS., T.T. bars, Mills-Ful-

ford sidecar. Auto screen, luggage carrier, 3no lamps, Bmks, horn, tax paid; insured, per-
*?? ,j'°S-, ^,y^' "° °«=''5- - Eovi-an Cottage.
:chfield Rd., Wa]ton-on-Thames. [1905

'^vF; ''?T°
"

V'-^- countershait Triumph and
u.p.A. sidecar, all lamps, speedometer, tools lug.
grid, tax paid: £130, bargain.-5. Heath St., Hamn-
i%'So

H«™I>st?ad Tube Station). 'Phone:. Hamp-
3752. Hours 9-7, including .Saturdays. [2147

ATOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E C 4 -
Iriuuiphs, nil models in stock, new chain drives

rhain-cum-belts, solos and combinations; also 4h nated models, £90 and £95; immediate delivery;'
lied on easicsli of easy terms; trade supplied.

p. Triumph, 1920 model, compieled only ?000
?'ff';,'"''y

.''''"'i'val mclvains Lucas head lamp
tail lamp, horn. Brooks cantilever sprung saddle
""^,"'

i'','\„'''"''1*
""' 'ludershicWs, speedometer'

paid; £110.-John C. Beadle, Ltd., Spital St

ADVERTISEjMENTS. xli.

"DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Verus.

j

yERUS-BLACKBtlENE, 2.speed, kick start, brand
Li S'w-,*®"' °"''' °"« leit-Clark, 7, Exhibition
Ktl., t,.W.7.

f9j7^
TMMEDL\TE Delivery of any Verus Model; cash or

I -•- deferred payments; book your order now, and
I avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors Ltd
South Side Clapham Common, S.\V.4. 'Phone : Brix-
jton 2417. [0502

"IQ20 Terns, 2",4h.p.. 2.stroke, single speed, practi-J-«^ cally new, H.A.H. electric lighting outfit, spare
toolbng, good horn and minor, complete tools and spares,
suit of overalls for 6ft. 6in. rider, tax paid; owner
Kiyipg up riding; £60. no dealers; London, S.W., diB-
tnet.^\Vrite Box 3,312, c/o r^ic 3fo(or Cycle. [2054

ord.
[2311

.C.H. have a new 1921 Trinmpli S.D model all

fer^rcli X' "^ *°'' °', ""'^' "" nnderT, cash

wi,,t1 «V 'tt" ""^ ,'-*" ""^fl. t^'Jt paid,

"1 Pi.Lf• """'I>1*<?1<1 ("ear Hompstcad TubePhone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,
nl,

ig Saturflays.

The Headlamp supplied with tliis sot Is our 51n.i^aybeam, a rery powerful light-giver. The
oracueta are of exceptionally strone and hand-some design They carry the headlamp and also
ino (die cast) aluminium case. The accumulator
^iu'f°n^'' JP'^'H? ^"'^ ™°t<>i^ cycle lighting, and

appearance. Each lamn is fitted with n qwitph £ '^^ '"'"S*™. ^-^^ combination, new chassis and
andouelampmaybe used indcnendpnt?vnf the'. "'i"''"''

Enstmg, lumps, hooter, generator, spares,

other. Tho^ 0^1(1^ irdespat?hed'SMmI
I

''^ '""^ exchanges.-89, HiKhlaiid Ed., Coventry

flnlTV^^'bonfbfacTftd nicLrp'.a?^!'''-
^hel W"-I.IAJiBON Combination, s-loh^p.' Dcug^s^"^

VIndec.
\riKUEO Sh.p. Twin, £30; .also O.B. sidecar, £10.-
» Baker. 7, Oxbcrry Av., Fulham, S.W.6. [2113

Wilkin.
'IX/'ILKIX, Models B and B4, shop-soiled; at greatlv" reduced prices; now is the time to buy.-Mebes.
154-156, Ct. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: ' '

Complete Outfit. List No. 30/1. Price £5 5
Ui tail lamp is not required, deduct 12 /6).

"DAYBEAM" Combination Set

Thei TVU.LL.\MSON Combination, 8-lOh.p.- Douglas cn-

I

»' gine, water-i-oolcd. 2-speed. kick start, family
sidecar, hood, screen, electric lights, beautiful turn-
out; .£120; take lower power part.—57, Kenbury St..
Cambcrwcll, London. [2510

woir.

C2148

iQoS 0"° ^rnimpli., adjustable ' pulley, Doseh
i,i i' "°V ''', ''-'" copper exhaust, good

In
'p ''„S"'^"1"^' 2 foot brakes, wide bars,

vfi i,» i»oA'
^*','n">I' «rt. Pnmp, spare belt, and

yj. A,','??-
"'.t'''"^''""'"'*' f"'' '""1 reliable- £40

riess. Old \\indsor, Berks. (1894
S'P" 'lo/J'!.' H..1919. 3-speed countershaft gear,
ivith coach bnit sidecar, excellent condition £88:
1 lew In urnph models, entirely renovated' £78^
Ph •JM/or. "ith all accessories. £45; Triumpli

SiS. <? t^K^«''
#'=», £32/10.-Eagles and Co..

tllgli bt
, Acton, London. [2492

'%J'i'-'^'i-'^^^
Models for immediate delivery atredued prices 4h.p. Model H. £115: 6h„

.. i' , , '
il25: lightweight, £70- Trinmnh

and T,^"^\\^T^^' i

«'^l";"As, -extended terms'!:and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgnte Av., Camomile St'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0067

™I'iLV""'^,'''""!°P'' ^-sPC^d gear box. specialmodel, gold medal winner. 2-gallon tank allspring drive, enclosed spring Acl discs Triiinmh
solid brass, nickelled C?ntrls2ln piled bra"^.^
.t. condition perfect, under 1.000, unique mount-or close olTer.-Fisher, 25, Scale EnT Im" '

9'l9^'^^nd°ri!^ii°*'°S- '""^r-
'"" ™''' *^-D- ml"J.

t, ;->! T
'°"'', "depor. licensed to end of yearte with Lucas lamps. Klaxon, speedometer and*-^ories. not done 700 miles, perfect Toml'itfongetting light oar; £120. or nearest- seen tf;

tmeut.-fl-rite Bond. 16. AvTngton sj.'. Soi'
; [1976

J.MPH Late 1919 Combination. 4h.p. 3 speeds
irge bulbous back sidecar. Bluemel screen ^ockI'

Ser iooT'™ •^'-"".Kl'^on -od bulb-hornTs:

?n tix oaid-'ffJn'
'"" o«'-''a"led. splendid

Vheatlev'^ Th» P '
'" °e"e3t.-Apply. Ivnight

Porfiv J7I I^'^eO'ent, Coulsdon. Surrev.ruriev 1277. j23d3

Velocette
AX'S, of Reading, have 1921 Velocette in stock

, „
,

[0486
.Velocette. 2-speed. tast. reliable, good tvre=-^£30.-3. Park St., Wellington, Salop [X1377'

lS'Mkrt*''T„iy" ,?,"'?,*«' ''°» Coventryioior Mart, London Ed., Coventry. 'Phone:

•locrtt^e'^ I??','""^'/,"M^l eiven of (he famous

. Yeovil
°'' Sparrow. Ltd., Osborne

„, [1632

Ztr^S^f'^^^-r.H'^^- *85; Model D2.
m stork frr¥n'^°L''^^i ,'"'''-' open frame

Co Aston B^
"^'9<^'.»»e dehvery.-The Premie^^v., A-ton Ed.. Birmingham. [X1422

tored°dnVf.„''^''"',5 »''«'^' "11 'I'ain drive,

ssorie? n^f r"' "l"**
"'"' """""e' unscratched

le-TO Pd lr'""""g',',
^"'"10. a barg.ifD.-173wire Ed., Heme Hdl, S.E.24. [2386

Verus.
Blackbu-....

-19, Saxon. St., Wrexham
411 letters relating to advertissi

WOLF-.T.A.P. 2^Jli.p., 2-speod, in. new condifion.
Jamps, horn; £39.—Phillips, 138, Manor Park

Rd., Harlesdcn. [2449

CHih.p. Wolf-Jap Jfotor Cycle. 3-speed gear, with loot
^•4 cUltcb, splendid condition, tax paid Bradford
Bros., Boundcrics Rd.. Balbam, S.W.

'

[2634

"I Q20 Wolf, 2"'4h.p. J.A.P., Sturmey-Archer counter-
-L V shaft, clutch, kick starter, perfect condition.
accessories
borough

£70.—Marsh, Burton Bandals, Lough.
- [2423

WOLF.—Solo agents for London, South of Thames,
and district. We are now Hxing sub-ajincies.

and invite chquirics.—Burlington ^^otors, Ltd., Scutli
Side, Clapham Common, S.W, 4. 'Phone: Brixton 2iil7

(o;o8
Wooler.

I Q20 Wooler Flat Twin. a.« new; exchanges; sell
i-t» 80 gns.—61. Jcphson Rd., Forest Gate. [2359

1 Q20 (Late) Wooler. tax paid, speedometer, lamps.
-*-*' etc., splendid machine; £80.-60, Albany St..
Uull. [2316

TIT'OOLER lor Sale. 1920. new condition, licensed.
'» perfect: must have cash, nearest 65 gns.—10.

I

Clarendon Rd.. Notting Hill. W. [2979

Sidoo^r''TTTS^''''„^'^''5;''''''™.^^'°il'=?;<"'''"P- Ideal Qili.P. 1920 Wooler Flat Twin. P. and H lamps.

I„.if^i'^'^nf?°? 2?fP^<^'? S-I^-C TaU Lamp.H-* Cowev horn, licence paid, splendid condition,
Jiach lanip IS Dtted ivith anindependent switch I

""leoge ''00; £72.-l>aImer, The Cannon, Wisbech,
aiid 13 lin^hed m ebony black with nieliei -plated

'

'

. ...

reUef. The Accumulator (capacity Cvo?t
40 amp.) isspecially made tor motor CTcielightlneand will give very satisfactory serVico in u?eMany have now been in use two or thi-ee years'and are as efficient as when first purcliased'AU our AccumiJalorB are specially made to sland
vibraiion. Ordinary accumulators are never
satisfactory lor motor cvcle work ~- "^"^

The hardwood case supplied wi»h this set is finished ebonfblack, and is spec.aUy treated to withstand acidThis outfit IS despatched completely assembledwith bulbs and all necessary wiring, etc.
""'"="

Complete Outfit, List No. 30/2, £2' 7

-.-„ [2803
VV) OOLEE, as makers' fpccificotions, shop-soiled; at
^^ greatly reduced price; now is the time to buy.—

Melies. 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Lang-
ham 2230. (2071

Zenltta.

JULI.VN'S. of Reading, have 1921 Zenith In stock.
[0482

DAN GUV. WejTuouth.-Zenith agent, early deliyerv
all models. [0556[0556

C. PICKERING. Shrewsbury.-Zeniths in stock;
exchanges arranged. [X0761

Coventry Motor
[XI505

ni/MAIMrk J!, CWrnr^^TV »».*v.», IQ^^ sports Zenlth, 5h.p.. unused; will take solo
UII>I/\I11U Ct SlVllCII BOX ''"' payment.-19. West St., Ryde. [2863

^ENITH 8h.p. Combination, countershaft, guaran

J.
ZKXTTH, all models, from the

2V[art, London Rd., Coventry,

^-'^''P„,^:"us„Blackburne. 2-speed. K.S.. acces-A./b,—19. Saxnn 9.i Wr^vi-.-,™ r2741

(Write for List No. 7.)

4.6 volts 20 watts. List No. 30 /8, Price £7 10

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

teed perfect; f75.—60, Carleton Rd., N.7. [2510Zj

ZENITH 1921 Models.—We are accepting orders for
early dehvery; your enquiry esteemed.—Below.

ZENITH 8h.p.. 1920, Model H. thop-soUed; in stock
at greatly reduced price; now is the time to buy —

Jlebcs. 154-156, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'Phone : Lang-
ham 2230. [2072

1 Q21 8h.p. Zenith Counfer<>haft Model; £162- in
-IL«/ stock.—Morriss and Co., 139, Fiuchley Rd..

RIM & PATENTS LTD
l-AWDEN HB B0RDE51-EY BIRMINGHAM

^'•^^J- ' " [2082

LOOK.—Zenith 8h.p- combination, new condition
85 gns.—Foucar, Coldfall Lodge, Fortis Green

Rd., Muswell Hill. [2855

1 |Q20 5h.p. Sporting Zenith, aluminium discs, lamps
. , i',''',"'^'^ I'ill'l: £95.-157, Queen's Crescent, Haver-
stock Hill, S.W.5. "- (1808
'7EXITn 1916 5b.p., lamps, new tyre, Bosch, re-en.ani-^ elled, guarantee 55 m.p.h. ; £69.-157, Loidshii.
Lane. ^ ood Green. [2383
^EXI'TH. 3>gi^p. J.A.P.. overhead valves. Gradu.a

" " "*
-Bunting.

. [2500
auite a T.T. model, like new; £60,

Motors, Wealdstone.

j 1^)20 6h.p. Sporting Model Zenith.^ condition as_ nc
mileage negligible; what oSers?-89, Oxford Ed..

„ . . ,^ Moseley, Birmingham. [X127.'^
ments should quote "he number at the end of each advertisement, and the dat. of the issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH Late 1919 3i/ih.p. Single, excellent condi-
tion, lamp?, horn, licence paid; £78, or nearest.

—Tippen, IMardon, Kent. - [2539

Z1-:XITH 1915 SIi.p. Sports Model, discs, Lucas, all

on, very tinait, taX' paid; £75.-88, Hiell St.,

Colliers Wood, Me-;ton, S.W, [1981

ZENlte Conjliination, eh, p. clutch, K.S., lamps, liorn,

G-Ioriu projeitile stdecac^ disc Tvheels; £100.—F.J.,
62. Cljmch St., Cljolsea, S.W. [1967

5-611. p. Zenith Combination, countershalt, clutch,
kick starter, in good order throughout; £60.—

Bonce, 12, Alma Rd., Windsor. [2714

6h.p. TT\in ZtMiith C.E, Combination, all acceisories,
veiv-snuiit: £85: evenings (side door].— 7. Grove

rarade. High Ed., i'ast Finchley. [2358

"SQ20 8h.p. Zenith, ivith Henderson sidecar, lamps,
-^*7 tools, horn, tax paid, luggage grid; nearest £135.
—Duruford, 4, Albert Grove, Southsea. [1797

ZENITH 8h.p; 1916, Gradua, 'discs, lamps, horn,
long exhausts, tax paid, fast and perfect; £88.

—

W.D.C., Oaks Farm, .Shirley, Croydon. [2017

1 Q21 Zenith Sports Model or Combination; imme-
J-t/ diate delivery.—Taylors, 52 and 53, Sussex
Place, S.AV. 'Phone : Kensington 7260. [0497

QA G^TS.-3V-zh.p. Zenith, Gradua gear, F.E., escel-
*J" lent condition and appearance, lamps, tax paid.
—21, Windsor Ed., Denmark Hill, S.E.5. [2884

ZENITH Combination, 4h.p., Gradua gear, disc wheels,
long exhaust, in tip-top condition; price £85. or

nearest offer.—East Grinstcad Motor Garage. [9523

f Q13 Zenith C.B. Combination, 8h.p., o.h.v. J.A.P.,
X«7 overhauled and enamelled; £80, or best oficr

:

will separate.—Parrin, 14, Eilam Ed., S.E.15. [1832

"I Q17 5h.p. "Zenith Sports and Sidecar, usual equip-
-»-t/ ment, tyres nearly new, fine running order;
£90.-105, Holmdene Av., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [2597

^ "fQ16 4h.p. Zenith-Gradua, stored 3 years, electric
^--t/ lighting, Dunlop heavy tyres, accessories, tax
TDaid; £65.—Fraser, 5, Ulysses Ed., West -Hampstead.

[3001
5-6h.p. Zenith Sporting Combination, Gradua, tor-

pedo sidecar, disc wheels, electric, acetylene lamps,
spare tools, tube, belt; £95.—Brookland Villa, Histon,
Cambridge. [2737

ZENITH, 4h.p. Green engine, coachbuilt sidecar,
good tyres, lamps, horn, wind screen, Gradua

gear; £65.—Taylors, 237-243, Wood St., Waltham-
st-ow, E.17, [2531

ZENITH 1921 Models, ordais now accepted for eailv
delivery ; 1920 models at greatly reduced prices

;

write or call.—BatcliHe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.
Langham 1704. [0437

|20 Zenith 8h.p. Countershaft Combination, guar-
' anteed perfect order, Cowey, Tan-Sad, Cameo,

etc.. t.vres perfect; best offer over £148.—114, Wood-
stock Bd., Oxford. [1921

BEAUTIFUL 8h.p. Zenith Countershaft Combina-
tion, lamps, speedometer. Klaxon, screen, kick

starter, clutch, as new, guaranteed; £105.-89, East
.Hill, Wandsworth. [2565
VENITH 5h.p. 1920 Sporting Combination, hardly
t-i scratched, fully equippied, licensed; £120; con-
sider exchange or convenient payment,—Bunting's,
Motors, Wealdstone. , [2499

T'ENITH Bh.p. 1916 Countershaft Clutch Model,iJ .Bo,sch, Binfcs, new Dunlop and Palmer, appgar-
am:e and condition good, fine solo machine £70 —
Coram, Bycott, Tiverton, Devon. [2023

7ENITH-GRADUA Combination, 3l!.h.p., 1914 fully^^ equipped, electric lighting, appearance and
mechanical condition good, any trial; best offer ->

Miskin, -69, Flaxton Ed., Plumstead. [1937

^ENITH 1914 Sporting 5-6h.p., just . overhauled,
«^ tank 1921 colours, new lamps, Lucas horn
speedometer, several spares, tax; £63, or exchange
good Velocette.—68, Pine Ed., N.W.2. [2783

ZENITH (Nov., 1919) 8h.p. Super-sporting Combina-
tion (Canoelet), mechanically perfect, ideal fast

tonnng or competition 'bus, used only Zenith expert
snip, £115.-2, Cranes Park Surbiton. [2841

T'ENITH Late 1919 6h.p. Sports Model, excellent
f-* ijuiidition, new Palmer tyre, Kla.xon, Tan-Sad
^mp'. speedometer, laid up 9 months, tax paid; £95.-
H.A.l., \Aaldron Cottage. Harrow-on-Hill. [2117
TT Is oi Interest to All Zenith Eiders, and to all-t tJiose who hope to become th« proud possessors

V 'I
,

^,«''}'li machine, to know that there is a service
depot lor these macliines now open in London.

XrOU Can Obtain Any Spare Part you may require
f-_

witlim a tew hours, any accessory, or a new ma-
chine lully equipped and ready for the road; .=«cond-
iiand cycles, that have been thoroughly examined are
always at han!l.

1 ,Q 20 Models, new, direct from the works, at greatly.Jl-y reduced prn'es: Sh.p. sporting models - at £119
2',h.p. models nt £90, also one 1921 model, used in
*:,ne trial, fitted with a special 750 c.c. engine, as new-
Ajlzi. All 1921 models for immediate delivery.—The
Zenith Service Depot, The Motorists' Advisory Agency
Ltd., 89. Wigmore St., W. MaVfair S598. ' [232'7

1

19^

[OTCWgCLE-

Insurance Policy

^pthmw^
yHIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with
copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original

letters may be inspected.

Dear Sir,

I wish to acknowledge

receipt of cheque for £

/ much appreciate the generous

way you have treated me -in

this matter. «

Yours truly.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

[Incorporating Tlie Autocar Insurance
Dcpaiimeni, Establish^ 1904).

Head Office V

77, Cheapside, London, EX.2.
Telephone : City 9S31 and 9832.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH 1919 8h.p. eiut<-h Model, with Swau sto
iug' sidecar, diud acetylene and electric lampe,

celient condition throughout; ill40, or offer; seen l

tried by appointment.—Maca skie,~ The Hvtbe, Stniui
f5i2;

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination. Luc
liead, rear, and sidecar lamps, Cowey speedom^t*

knee-grip,?, Ace disc wheels, luggage-grid, equal I0 nei

£]60.-PQjker'«. Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245. Deai
gate, Manche:;t«r. [X12t

F-O.C.H. are Zenith agents. New and second-ha
machines in stock. Exchanges or easy paymei

arranged.— 5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampete
Tube Station). 'Phone; Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-

including Saturdays. [21

K(\f\ C.C. Zenith 4h.p. Single, fast, 1915 sporti
tl "" model, T.T. bars, lamps, speedometer, et

1921 Amac, 1921 Brooks saddle, a real good 'bi

£65; carriage paid.~A. L. Baldock, Ingleside, Cal;

Rd., BurLon-on-Trent. [25'

"I Q20 Zenith 6h.p., countershaft, clutch model, fitt

-Lt/ with Henderson Elite sidecar, Lucas aort

sories, wind screen, tax paid, in excellent ord
throughout; £145.—Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminst
Bridge Rd., S.Ea. Hop 210. [2^

ZENITH (May, 1920) Sh.p. Countershaft Combii
tion, clutch, kick starter, Millford sidecar, Ea

ing screen, luggage carrier, electric lighting, horn, Com
speedometer, several spares, insured, tax paid, u

condition; sacrifice, £145.—Cutting, Ebor Vill

Stamford. [25

Ladles' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Douglas, little used. 2-?pepd, clutch, Id

starteJ'; £42/10, tax paid; otters.-Nurse Nai
Riverside, Kingston-on-Thames. [22

LADY'S Douglas, 2-speed. kick-start, clutch, iu

equipped, tax paid, splendid condition; 50 "•
—Keable, Ashniansworth, Newbury. [S

Sh.p. Lady's Minerva, Bosch, Amac, completely ov
hauled, lamps, excellent condition, ?ny trial;

gns.—76, Western Rd., Southall, W. [98

NEW 1921 Model DL2 Open Frame Velocette.
speed, chain drive, ££78; immediate delivery.

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. rxi4

Miscellaneous.

brandTHE Bargain House,—1920
electric model; £125.

THE Bargain House.-
burue combination

1920 brand new
£175.

new A.B.

Sh.p. Bla

THE Bargain House.—1920
tion, as new; £140.

-1920
£50.

4h.p. Douglas conibi:

Hobart 2^,4h.p., singTHE Bargain House.-
speed, brand new;

THE Bargain House.—1920 IModel H Matchless
bination, complete with hood, speedometer, ;p'

mileage 1,000, not scratched; £185; licence paid,

THE Bargain House.—1915 sy^h-p. Norton combi
tion, fully equipped; £90,

THE Bargain House.—Late 1919 P. and M. combi
tion, fully ecLuipped, not scratched, all as nt

£110.
^

THE Bargain House.—1920 brand new 3^,^h.p. Eo
combination; £165.

THE Bargain House.-
solo; £135.

-1920 brand new 6h.p. Ro

THE Bargain House,
makers,

1921 renovated Triumph
with their guarantee; £95.

THE Bargain House.—Late 1919 4h.p.
combination, fully equipped; £120.

THE Bargain House.—1920 brand new O.K.-Um<
licence paid, three in stock; £45/10.

THE Bargain House.—

S

Garage, Muswell Hill,

BARGAINS.-New O.K.s,
Quadrants ; exchanges

Motories. Halifax.

"DARGAINS.-New

2e disiilav advert.—Jo
London, N.IO. [2'

Ariels, Harleys, Omei
entertained. — Boot

4V2li.p. Quadrant and
7h.p. Ariel combination.-

sidei

-Bool£125; new
Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1920 Wooler, nearly , new, £69/
1914 P. and M., £45/10; 1914 ^Vi^-V- Jan

£45/10,—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS. — 6h.p. 2-speed Rex combinat
£37/10; 3V,h.p.- Sun-Precision, 3-speed, £36/1

Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Six 1915 Douglas's, £ 42 / 10 ; 4!

Douglas, £69/10; 4h.p. Douglas, with new ;

car, £95/10.—Booths' Motories. Halifax.

P. and M., with new side
-1-920 Scott

sidecar, £110/10.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

ARGAINS.—1919 Royal Ruby. S-speed, with
car. £110/10; 1919 Enfield, 2-stroke. £42/

1920 O.K., £35/10- 1919 Rudge Multi. £67/1
Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.~1919
£110/10; 192^) Scott,_£87/10;

B^

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should q :otF the number at the end of each

BARGAINS. — Shop-soiled 1920 models: Si
O.K., £43/10; ditto 2-speed, £54/10; 2ii

Omega-Jap, 2-speed, £67/10; Harley-Davidson
sidecar, £189/10: eh.p. Ariel combination, £149/
exchanges entertained. Pay us a visit.

—

Bool
Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel. : 1062. [TT

adveitisement, and the dat; ol the issue.
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The Trial for StocK Machines.

SIXCE closed trials in the Midlands have been
attracting over 150 entries, it may appear
strange that next week's one-day trial.

'

^
organised by die Auto-Cycle Union, should

secure sujiport from only about one-third

that number. No doubt the threat of a transport

strike had something to do with the .comparatively

meagre support, but there are other factors \vh>cli

in fairness to the official body should be considered.

In the fust place, the closed trials referred to

were organised in the heart of the industry, where
so many pseudo trade riders are so full of enthu-
siasm. In the absence of " official " support from
the manufacturers, a retirement is not an important
matter, while to win means good advertisement.

On the other hand, an A.C.U. trial is altogether

more serious, and, owing to its technical nature,

more tiresome, wiiich discourages the private

owner who is so attracted by trials of a sporting

nature. Further, there is the stock macliine

innovation which causes some makers seriously to

think, while not a few could not name a number
of agents who have in stock a full range of their

models.

Those who could not consider seriously entering

.^tork machines would hesitate before entering

their competition stud in case a misunderstanding
public should draw erroneous conclusions.

Everything considered, therefore, one may regard
the entry of fifty-four for the A.C.U. trial as

satisfactory; and. the fart that no fewer dian eleven
manul'ai'turcrs have entered stock machines—some
of them teams of three—is a tribute to the quality

of present-day motor cycles and the faith of manu-
facturers in their standard productions.

On the other hand, it is somewhat surprising

that so fewv manufacturers of four-wheeled cycle'

cars conforiAuig to the F.I.CM. definition have
entered their machines. We long urged titat these

little vehicles which compete in price with motor
cycles should be able to prove themselves to be
their equal in performance, and the lack of entries

111 this trial, which gives their sponsors an oppor-
tunity of demonstrating them under equal condi-
tions on the road, may cause the public to drau
jinidious conclusions.

Speed.

WHO will be the first to accomplish a speed of

100 miles per hour with a 500 c.c. engine?
This question is already heard amongst
those groups of enthusiastic motor cyclists

who gather to discuss their fa\ourite sport.

K-Ccord figures far the flying kilometre are gradually
creeping higher and higher, and already an enter-
jirising manufacturer has offered a special trophy
for the first machine to reach the magic figure.

The present figure of 92.44 m.p.h. leaves an
increase of nearly 8 m.p^h, to be obtained, and
though several capable judges consider that the

100 m.p.h. nxirk will be passed before the close

of the year 1921, yet it should lie remeral)ered that
every little increa.sc in speed requires much careful

thought and e.xperiment. At first sight there would
appear to be two obvious methods of increasing
speed, (r) To increase engine efficiency at high
revolutions

; (2) to decrease resistance by stream-
lining both man and machine. The first question
has, of course, received so much attention at the
hands of our liest designers that it becomes in-

creasingly difiicult to improve on present-day
performances, and a very considerable increase of

power will be required to accomplish these extra

miles per hour. The second alternative is perhaps
worthy of more consideration than it has yet

received, though it presents admittedly difiicult

problems. All Brooklands riders of experience
know the importance of lying flat so as to present

the lea.st possible head resistance, but it might be
possible to decrease, by fairing, the vacuum formed
behind the rapidly moving body. The suggestion

is not a new one, and originally appeared in T/i^e

Motor Cycle some nine years' ago, though it

becomes of' increasing importance as the speeds
of racing motor cycles become higher.

An index to tne advertisements in this issue will be found on the pale fac4ng the back cover-
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Crack Speedmen Wanted.
HHEAR that several of the motor cycle firms who

have doiie^ no racing since pre-war days, and are
now re\'iving this form of advertisement, have

expenenced considerable difficulty in unearthing the
requisite jockeys. Of course most juvenile motor
cyclists are apt to fa.ncv they could beat George Dance
if they had something as hot to sit over ; and—equally
of course^it isn't the easiest thing in the world to
recognise a potential super-speedster when one meets
hin; in the flesh. I am not going to enter into anv
correspondence over this matter or offer any introduc-
tions. But if any young and ardent reader believes
in his own powers, and can hit upon a knack of con-
vincing worried, busy, and hungry competition
managers, I believe there are several' good jobs of
this sort going in the Midlands for the right man.

The Future of Sopwiths?

D'WAS in the Sopwith works the other day. A deep
impression of tragedy was created by the sight of

this magnificent plant running on a small throttle
opening, so to .speak, and equally by the sight of the
gorgeous A. B.C. machine, so largely strangled by high
production costs and the general trade depression.
The weekly output of new A.B.C. machines still

reaches double figures, there are tons of spare parts in

stock, and repair work is going on just as usual. But
of course no very definite scheme of reorganisation is'

possible while trade remains so bad. Wages and
material costs are dropping rapidly. The A.B.C. has
never been listed at more than ^150, even when wages
were at their zenith, and every ounce of material had
to be bid for in the teeth of a raging demand and a
famine of supplies. One presumes that when normal
conditions return this fascinating 'bus could be turned
out at about £']^. What a seller it would be at that
figure.

Naked Chains.

ANYBODY who has motoF cycled in a dark suit

on a dusty day must conclude that the only
method of keeping dust out of the bearings of

a naked chain is to keep those bearings so full of

lubricant that there is no room for foreign matter in

the clearances. If dust will permeate, as it does,
into the microscopic clearances between the .threads
of the closest-woven cloths, it will obviously penetrate
into chain bearing clearances at the arcs which are
not under pressure.. If the chain is kept oily externally,
as Mr. Evans and many other advisers suggest, the
main function- of the oil will, be^ to render the dust
glutinous, and prevent some of it from being blown
clear by wind pressure. There is something to be
urged in favour of a dry brush, which will clean off
a certain amount of dust at each revolution of the
chain; but I do not believe that -any oil squirted
on to the brush will do good. My own practice is

A2d

ccasidnaJ^
^ommenif

to lubricate the innards of the chain as often as 1

can muster the energy to remove it and soak it; but

to keep its exterior surfaces as dry and clean as

possible. For these reasons I infinitely prefer the

enclosed chain, even if the casings are apt to rattle

and are awkward to re-fit.

• ^ Gingered Baby Two-strokes.

LITTLE care is advisable in ordering a single-

geai-ed baby two-stroke nowadays. As everybody

,

knows, the two-stroke engine seldom possesses

such a wide range of r.p.m. as the four-stroke. Just

at present there is a demand for rather more powerful

babies. Some designers meet the demand by giving

us bigger engines ; others give us engines with a

wider range of r.p.m. ; and others " hoist " the range

by giving us engines which will run faster than the

old type, but wdiich will not run so slowly. I have

been out this week on a baby which, in delivery tune,

cannot be induced to fire regularly at less than

16 m.p.h. on a 5 to I gear, and from what I hear

there are others like it. If such engines have a gear

box behind them, their high minimum r.p.m. are of

no great account ; but if they are single-geared, they

are regular hogs. I have not yet had time to discover

how far the fault can be amended by special carbu-

retter tuning, but complaints of this type have reached
me from several sources.

Evil is Wrought

EY want of thought, as well as by want of heart.

M'}es. My new machine arrived with an advice

note on which the words " inflator to follow
"

were duly carboned. I thought nothing of the

omission until I took the road. Thanks to the fact

that" high wages have enabled all my kitchen varlets

to purchase push bicycles, there wasn't a solitary tyre

inflator left in my garage. One can. always stop a

push cyclist, I reflected. After a few miles my back
tyre grew a thought soggy. I stopped a push cyclist.

I much disliked the job of Inflating a sj^in. tyre with

a pump about the size of a fountain pen. At the next

burg I ransacked the three motor cycle garages. I

found one rather inferior pump at the last dealer's

which I visited, and paid 9s. 6d. for it. By this time

I was feeling ripe for a pungent comment on the sub-

ject. Next morning the missing inflator arrived by

post, and I soon realised why it had not accompanied
the machine by rail. Two nice little pegs had been
.brazed on the frame to accommodate it. Next morn-
ing the designer had designed a pair- of leg shields.

The stays of these shields prevented the pump from
being inserted in the clips. He couldn't think of

anywhere else to put it. Having owned an A.B.C, I

Ixion's -MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" havelalely

been published in book form, price 5s. 3d. post free, front

-The Motor Cycle" Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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Occasional Comments.—

jjropose to mount my inflator clips on the leg shields.

But for the moment the pump reposes in the side pocket

of my reefer jacket, where it is so comically in the

way that I am now composing a film scenario for

Charlie Chaplin, in Avhich much comic business

arises- from a motor cycle inflator carried in a side

pocket.

Streamlining Oor Racers.

THLE last Brooklands meeting showed that Jierce

competition in the light car world has forced

scientific streamlining on ;dl would-be top-

notchers. The modern Brooklands edition of a lo h.p.

car is not more than 2oin. wide across the body, and
is faired off so subtly that not even a rivet head
protrudes from its rotund tummy. H. G. Hawker,
the Atlantic flier, is by no means a giant, but he

could only get into the C(x;kpit of his track A.C. b\

adopting the sort of attitude in which Annette
Kellerman dives, and then getting a hefty friend

to pick him up and poke him in, feet foremost. When
Hawker was safely ensconced, the top 33% of bis

head was the sole excrescence from the entire area

of the 'bus. t can see the day coming when not even

the driver's bead will protrude. He will lie on his

abdomen in.side the bonnet, and scan the track through
eyeholes in the radiator, which holes will be carefully

streamlined with Triplex gla.ss. Motor cycle racing

is crude by contrast.- T.ook at the photographs of

Judd and Donovan on their Xortons in Tlic Motor
Cycle for April 7th last. Tf Hawker's A.C. is faired

as carefully as a Sopwith-Snipe aeroplane, the Norton
is as bristly as the <M Rumpctty srhoolplane, which
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was said to be perfectly rigged when a canary couKl
not find its way out. If an unstreanilined Norton can
beat 92 m.p.li., what will the 500" c.c. record be
when motor cyclists take to streamlining?

Top Tube Tool Boxes.
TY latest 'bus carries its tools in a neat metal case

on the top of the tank, instead of in. the usii.il

stern carrier bags. The design is probably
ilictated by motives of economy. Sheet metal is

cheaper than leather, and one box is far cheaper to

produce than two bags. For practical reasons I

prefer the tank box. The contents are ready to hand
when one wants them, and the box is free from the
rather .innoying vagaries of pannier bags—lost kev<!,

jammed locks, catches which jerk f>i>en and litter the

road with your tools, etc. But nobody has ever yet

turned out a really satisfactory tank box. Most of
them are far too small ; the few .samples 1 have encoun-
tered will barely hold a rational tool roll, and you have
to stack the other extras in your jX)ckets—tyre kit,

spare lamp bulbs, .spare plug, spare chain links, etc.

They want tcm much packing. Leather may be dear
and fail to keep its shape, but at least it isn't resonant.

.A metal liox, when packed with assorted ironmongery,
is apt to jangle. You must either stuff it very care-
fully with rag, or else cement a thin lining of felt to
its inside surfaces. J hope that I shall live to see a

really capacious tank box, lined with some material
which will deaden the sound of the contents. It is a

mistake to suppo.sc that these tank boxes necessarily

look ugly; they not infrequently axld to the good
appearance of a machine, especially when the top tube
is slopi.-d.

SUNSHINE IN SOMERSET.
A pretty scene in one of the many picturesque lanes of that county. A Douglas solo rider enquiring the way of another Douglas enthusiast.
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Stiff Test of a Stock Machine. 560 Miles on a 6-7 h.p. Ariel Sidecar Outfit.

TO embark upon a business trip of over 400
miles upon a brand new and untested machine,
and one, moreover, which is quite unfamiliar

to the rider, is the sort of happening that frequently

falls to the lot of the motor cycle writer.

From Coventry to Richmond (Yorks.) was the

journey, and the machine was a chain-driven 6-7 h.p.

Ariel twin sidecar outfit ; and it acquitted itself so

well as to leave in retrospect one of the most
pleasurable outings ever undertaken in the quest of
" copy " for the pages of The Motor Cycle.

- Richmond on Good Friday is the annual meeting

place of north-country motor cyclists, and the writer

planned to make the greater part of the journey there

on Thursday, and to that end visited the

Ariel works in Birmingham on the Wednesday after-

noon, only to find that the expected machine was
still awaiting its finishing touches; it was finally

driven away just in time to make Coventry before

lighting-np time.

A Standard Machine.
No special preparation had been given to the outfit,

except the fitting of an acetylene lighting set, and it

was untested—the run from Birmingham to. Coventry
being the very beginning of its road life.

Having listened to strict instructions regarding
easy running for the first fifty miles, the engine
was nursed gently on the beginning of the next day's
run, when the northward journey, via Leicester and
Newark, was commenced; at Leicester, however, the
temptation of the Fosseway was too great, .and, as
the long-stroke twin engine appeared to like it, the
throttle was opened and the stretch of thirty-one
miles covered in surprisingly quick time

A26

An examination of the petrol tank at Newark

revealed the fact that sixty miles' running had

absorbed the two gallons put in at the start, and this

high consumption was only slightly improved during

the next two days on the road. (It is only fair to say

that the carburetter was not the automatic one now
standardised.) After Newark, excellent time was made
to Doncaster, the Great North Road being good and

the weather perfect. Beyond Doncaster a detour

was made through Leeds, and on the vile surfaces

between Pontefract and that city the spring seat

pillar. efficient front forks, and 28 x

,

wheels of

the Ariel were appreciated to the full. Delaying but

a few minutes to make a call, the northward direction

was still followed, ^^'harfedale crossed at Pool, and

a little further on the lamps were lit in the afterglow

of a perfect sunset. Humphrey Bank, a stiff main

road pull near Harrogate, just necessitated a change

into second, and a way through the famous^ northern

Spa was slowly threaded, the better to appreciate the

effect of its brilliant ilkuninations, dominated- by the

electric sign of " The Grand " high up on the hillside

over the town.

Ancient Customs.
The day's journey was ended at Ripon, that near-by

but much less pretentious watering place and

ecclesiastical city, famous for many antiquities and

old customs, not least being the horn-blowing at

sunset ; the horn-blower is a' local worthy equipped

with lungs "like black.smith's bellows," who winds

three doleful and unbelievably prolonged-^blasts in the

market square at the close of each day.

The meteorological promise of Thursday was not

fulfilled on Good Friday, and a grey, dank mist hung
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A Holiday Week-end.

—

over the country; from Ripon,

a short run brings one again on

to the Great North Road, on one

of its ^fiest stretches—^Leeming
J-.ine—T-iind all the way to Cat-

lerick Bridge the good Ariel

lliuaderfid . along on . a generous

whiff -of gas. During the day,

wliat time some eleven hundred
machines were . gathered together

in the market place of Richmond,
the Ariel stood in proud isola-

tion, not being one of thecoma
peting machines, but its jiand-

sorae appearan<-e attracted not a
itile attention. Owing to official

duties, a restart towards the .south

was not made luitil the majority
of motor cyclists had left the

Meet, and a delightful " blind
'"'

in the direction of Boroughbridge
was enjoyed, despite a spectacle

and goggle-obscuring drizzle of
a in which made fast driving
liflicult ; along this stretcji a

lomewhat ferocious du.st with a
' very " Scott driven hy the

works speedster was .satisfactorilv

sefllcd. thanks to the extra cr.

IN DERBYSHIRE. Early spring time
in the Peak District is apt to be bleak, but
I he grey hillsides have their charm at al!

times of the year. The top picture is

near Dovedale, and the lower one in the

v.illcy of the Dove itself.
r;Jl^t»*

I 'I

and the cof)l running
engine of the Ariel.

On the homeward
journey, which was
rumpleted on .Satur-

day owing to heavy
rainfall on tlie night

of Good Friday, no
incident worthy of
record was e n-
1" oiuitered ; before
leaving the n o r t h,

iiowever, Pool Bank,
near 1 1 e y, was
climbed as ji test.

This hill, w h i c h
averages i in ir

for one mile, was
'limbed almost en-

tirely on top gear,

the exception being

about thirty yards at

the second bend. On
the long run back
to the Midlands, an
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A Holiday Week-end.—

iverage (jf 28 m.p.h. i'-;as found to be quite withinthe

compass of the machine.
Saturday evening v^as enjoyed at rest after the

420 miles riding, but .next morning the call of the

road was again insistent, especially - with such an

excellent machine available, for a purely pleasure run.

The consumption was improved by slightly closing

the jet orifice, but this was rather over-done, and the
.

control became sensiti\'e thereafter, especially against

the strong head wind which blev/ from the north-west

and retarded progress all the way to Ashbourne

;

DovedaJe being the objective.

A 'Busman's Holiday.
While having lunch at the " G^een Man and Black's

Head " (delightful name!) in Ashbourne, the heavens
showered down their whole repertoire of nastiness

—

hail, sleet, rain, and snow—true Easter weather!

However, although tempted to turn tail and run

home with the wind, the remaining five miles to Dove-
dale were braved, and, despite heavy showers, the

scenery of the secluded valley was thoroughly enjoyed.

APRIL 2ni, ig2i.

On the homeward run, across country, through

twisting and undulating lanes, the splendid top-gear

pulling of the -Ariel engine was a delight, the only

delay being due to a temporary cessation of the oil

supply for some unknown reason ; the hand pump
of the Best mechanical system here proved its useful-

ness. Near Atherstone the lamps were lit, and a

gentle pace made over the villainous surfaces around

Nuneaton and Bedworth,,.

Easter Monday was spent in. gentle ambling around

Warwickshire lanes, bringing up the total week-end

mileage to 560, during which no attention to the

machine was needed. For sweet running, power,

comfort, and the staunch construction which promises

prolonged good service, the 6-7 h.p. chain-driven Ariel

outfit stands in the front rank. Steering is excellent,

mudguarding good, the internal brake in the rear

chain sprocket smooth and powerful ; the large

sidecar is luxurious, and, having ample luggage

capacity, is convenient for long journeys^—altogether

an outfit admirable from both .dri\er's and passenger'

point of view. D.H.S.

A New Use for Old Trailers.
A Country Clergyman's Experiences with a Molor-assisted Bicycle as a

Passenger Machine. By rev. f w cobb.

I

OWE my introduction to the " Simplex '' auxiliarv

unit to an . interesting description of a ride last

\ear from Torquay to Birmingham. _ 187 miles

were covered in the day by a " Simplex " enthusiast,

on a lady's model B.S.A. cycle without any mechanical
trouble.

After demobilisation as an Army chaplain I found
myself in a SiU'rev village, miles from anywhere, and
the " Simplex " unit,

which had been -

piuchased from the

Portsmouth agents,

soon pro\ed i t s

usefulness and
efficiency.

T-wo Up.
Shortly after-

wards, a second-
hand trailer w a s

picked up for a mere
song, and as I was
anxious that my wife
should, if pos.sible,

share the benefit of
the little engine's
powers, I had the
trailer's connecting
bar altered to allow
of its attachment to
the seat pillar of njy

Royal Enfield pedal
cycle.

Perhaps the
experiment of sucli

a combination was a

A2S

Without question tlie most economical
Rev. F.W.Cobb and his li h.p. Royal Enfi.

found invaluable in a district " miles from

bold one. Some might go further and say that witli a

baby of only 1% h.p. I was courting trouble. Hi

ever, the experiment was made, and 400 miles cf

winter riding have- been covered with this somewluit

novel, and certainly very cheap, outfit. All iiiiniature

engiires have in the nature of things to be watchci!

carefully, and overstrain avoided. This has neccssi

tated steep gradients being walked, and some ped.i

assistance b e i n j:

gi^'en up moderate

gradients. But fo

the rest I cannot

speak too highly

the little engine'

performances. Fre

quently a 14 m.p.h
speed has b e e i

attained, and botl

engine and cycl

have stood a 1

. exceptional experi

m e n t remarkably

Petrol consumptio

works out at abou

no m.p.g.
At a rally of ne

and e-xpensive mot>

.cycles, any simpl

outfit perhaps avouI

appear some^yh;

antiquated, but

serves my purpo;

and takes my wil

and me to where (^

wish to go—ai

brings us back.

method of motoring for two. The
eld-Simplex trailer outfit, which he has

anywhere."

I
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Moloring Visions to Manxland to

be Taxed (his Year.

Praclising (o S(ar( on Empire Day.

4^3

From
The Motor CycW
Correspondent in

the Isle of Man.

PREPARATIONS for tlie foithoomin.c T.T. Raoes,
which will lake place on the 14th and 16th of Jiuie,

have assunied a definite form since a visit to the
Island of Mr. T. W. Lougliborough. and tlie Rev. E.

P. Greenhill, of the A.C.U. Competitions Cnnnnittee.
Dmiug the visit they saw His Excellencv the Liout.-
Govenioi-, JIaj.-Uen. Sfr William Fiy, K.C.ViO., C.B., who
promised them every assistance in his power. They also
saw the Ucjycrnment Secretary and Treasurer. Jlr. R. E.
Savgcaunt, O.B.E., the Town Clerk of Douglas, Jlr. A.
Robertson, and the members of the Highway Board.
The Highway Board consented to the same course as last

year being utilised. The start will lake place at the Play-
ing FiekLs belonging to the Douglas Corporation, which we're
utilised last year, and the builders have I'eceived instruction
to proceed immediately with the work of erecting the time-
vcepeis' lxi.\. the grand stands, and the general enclosure.

Roads in Good Order.
The Course on the whole was pionounced by .\lr. Lough-

borough to be in very fair condition ; in fact, belter than
it was at this lime last year. The necessaiy repairs to the
stretch running from Sulby to Ramsey wiirimmediatcly be
undertake by the Highway Board, and the mounlaiu road
below Craig-na-Baa, which is the fastest part of the course,
will also be put into good condition. It will be remembered
that last year the rocks were beginning to jut out- from
the roadway. These Jocks will be blasted away. Practising
starts at 4.30 a.m. on the morning of Tuesday (Empire Day),
24th of :May, and it will be continued up to the day of the
race. The rules for practising are not yet definitely settled,
but will not differ much from those in force last year. 1920
conipelitors will not be refjuired to complete si.x' circuits this
yeai', but the ninnber will be reduced to three, including, of
course, the time circuit. Competitors living outside
Douglas will be allowed to complete their circuit from the
tele|]hone nv.ushal nearest to the place they reside. For ex-
ample, those living in Peel can start their fjualifying circuits
aud finish them at Ballacraiue, but their timed circuit must-
he done from the ofHcial start opposite the Plaving Fields, -

^^'here the official timekeepers will be located. No competitor
will be allowed on the course until 4.30 a.m. nor to start the
jonnicy to the course before 4.15 a.m., aud, after 6.15 a.m.,
a rider will not be allowed to start a practice circuit.

Safety Helmets.
The wearing of safety helmets during practising aud on

the day of the race will be compulsorv. This wiU be
itrictly enforced, as also will be the rule compelling the
use of silencers during practising.'

ilr. Loughborough pointed out to our Island correspondent
-hat there was nothing whatever to prevent a firm, if it so
Icsues, crossing to the Island at once and practising so long
IS il complies with the Island laws and regulations.
Competitors and spectators bringing their machines to the

Isle of .Man, in addition to the shilling tax for registration
Jievjously paid, will have this year to pav an additional fee
t ten shilhngs for permission "to use the Mans high roads
or one month, whilst car owners will have to pay thirty

.shilliniis for' the same privilege. Tlic-se new taxes were
strongly opposed in the .Manx Legislature by the Manx
-Motor Cycle Club and the local A.C.U. Consul, but with-

out suece.ss, and it is felt that the action of the Insular

Legislature in imposing these taxes, small and paltry though
they may be, will have the cffeit of preventing many sjiecta-

tors taking their machines with them.

.^ Sunbeams on the Course.
Among other maiuif.icturer.i' reprisentatives who have

recently visited the Island l^r ili.- purpose of preliminary

practising may be mentioned the Smdieam experts, who
spenl three busy davs on the Island la.st week. The party

consisted of Mr. J. "Ji. Ureenwood, the designer of the Sun-
beam, T. C. dc la Hay. the winner of last year's Senior

event, George Dance, Reg. Brown (the. amateur who came
in third last year), and Bennett, an American with a great

leputalion on the other side of the .\tlantie. The Sun-

beams used in these practices were the same as those used

last year with different cylinders ami pistons. The
cylinders no longer liave detachable head.-*, and one of the

inachines had overhead valves. The speed down the moun-
tains of the side-by-side valve engines was very high, but the

overhead valve engine (which has .already scored .succes.«es

in open competition) was the fast-er. De la Hay was actually

using the same front cover on bi.s machine last week as he

U'^ed in the race last year.

Telephone Facilities.

.\ very complete telephone .system is being installed round

the course, and Ihi,^ will be in full working order during

practice, in the same manner as it will be during the races.

Competitors are urged to drive their machines silently to

and from pra(;tice.

The warning banners throughout the course will be on

wire netting, and this will prevent the po.ssiljility of their

being blown down, aud will stop them flapping in the wind.

The banner at Governor's Bridge will be horizontal, and,

therefore, invisible ; but when it is turned on its axis, so

that it can be clearly seen, it will .signal to each competitoV

as he passes that he is on his last lap.

T.T. TELEGRAMS.

In connection with the blue riband event of the

motor cycUng world, "THE MOTOR CYCLE" has

arranged to extend its usual service of T.T. tele-

grams. It will be recalled that in past j'ears

this journal has flashed the results of the race

throughout the country by telegram. Post Office

regulations will necessarily restrict the number of

firms to whom the wires can be issued, and, there-

fore, all firms who desire to receive the series ol

telegrams should make immediate application to

the advertisement manager of " Tlie :Motor Cycic,"

20 Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
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First Argenteuil Hill-climb since ihe War. Molor-assisted Bicycles aUracling Allention in

France. Brilish Aolor Cycles win 1,000 c.c. Solo and 300 c.c. Sidecar Classes.

ARGENTEULL lull-climb, held in the

suburbs of Paris on the 10th iiist.,

created a lot of local interest, and
united about sixty competitors in the
varied classes comprising everything from
motor-assisted bicj'cles to cycle cars. The
hill is two kilometres in length, not par-

ticularly steep, but having a rough sur-

Louis at speed on an Alcyon. He gained

second place in the 250 c.c. class.

face (for the road has been neglected
during the war), and with three bends
calling for skill on the part of the riders.

There was not much attempt at organisa-

A30

tioii, and the few eendarmes who were on
duty showed a preference for the places

where their presence was least needed.
However, by the efforts of the members
of the committee, the crowds were kept
off the roads most of the time, and the
event passed oft without accident," though
not without a few exciting incidents

taking place.

Popularity of Motor Attachments.

One of the features of the hill-climb

was the large number of motor-assisted

bicycles which took part, for this class

of machine is attracting a lot of atten-

tion in France at the present time.

Competition was keen in all classes,

and all records went , by the board.
Fastest lime of the day was made by

Jolly on a four-valve single-cylindei

. Alcyon, with Im. 30s. He was followed
by his team mate Lehmann on aii

identical machine in Im. 35s. In thi

1,000 c.c. class there was a dead heal

between Vulliamy on a Rover and Bart
lett on a Bartlett-Jap ; time, Im. 35|s
To determine the winner in this class i

was decided to measure the cylinders

.and give the first place to the rider of th'

machine having the smaller piston dis

placement. This verification had no
taken place when our report was sen

away.
The fastest machine in the cycle ca

class was a newcomer, the E.H.P., whici

cliflibed the hill in Im. 45s., making ai

excellent impression. The C4regoire cycf

cars which were entered did not start.

Isodi, who, with a Douglas outfit, won the 500 c.c. sidecar event,

posture of the passenger

Observe the inelegant

I
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A Classic French Hill-climb.—

It is notewortin' tliat a 500 c.c. machine
made the fastest time of the day, at a
speed of 50 m.p.li. (approx.).
• There were thirteen competitors in the
class for^ motor-assisted bicycles, but
o:ily three scooters. Most of "the motor
cycle classes attracted about half a dozen
entries each, but in several thsre were
only two or three. Rcsultjs are as follows :

MOTORASSISTED BICyCL&S.
m. s.

Jienoist (Sicam) 3 24:;
Brown (Cydemotor Evaur; ... 3 21-
Dnpont (Cycletracteiir) 3 33

SCOOTEHS.
Prouillet (Skootamotn) 2 49;
Colombee (3koolamui:t) 3 7',

Jilra. Javiers (Dortc; 4 45

250 CO
-Marc (Thooiann) 15;.
I.ouis (Alt-yuQ) 1 55',

Reaervat (Gi-alieux; 2 J

- 350 c.c,

Orignet (AlcyoiO 1

Meunler (.Vrmuiir) 1
Li:iudtns (X) 2

500 c.c.

.loljy (.\]cyon) 1

Letlmauu (Alcyou) 1

750 t,.-.

Duvonie (niiverne'' 1

Uelaliie (Rovei-) 1
JacqutD (Xj 1

1.000 (.c.

J Vnlliarav (Ruvcr) 1 ,,

IBartlelt (lJarUeturi.|ii /
- ' -^

'

Lambert (Ilariey-DuviUtoii) ... i 40,
Coquidet (indian) 1 47^

350 c.c. SIDECAV.S.
-Murct (.Motor Bijmi:. 2 7
Unbobt (D.F.R.) 2 36!

41 i

49.

10,

41i
45£
5»i

500 c.c. SroECARS.
1. l3odl mouglaa) ....

2. L. Psalty (Horer)

750 CO. .SIUECABS
1. Lacerve (G.L. Oriac)
2. .'Jollet (Kover; ...

One of the most popular

French competition riders,

L. Psalt>', who attained

second place in the 500 c.c.

class on a Rover sidecar.

!9i
25i

1,000 c.c. .SIDECAUS,
1. Baillif (Uarley-Davidson) ...

2.' Derauney (Stucclii)
3. Ver'uis«e (Ilarlej'-DavidsoD)

CYCLE CARS.
ChabSveiroll (EII.P.)
FraiiRUcbalc (-Morgan)
b'aii.tforJ (.Morgan)

, ®0'W^

LIGHTING FOR LIGHTWEIGHTS.
As a simple nieans of gcHieratiiig the

iiecessary current for lighting and
ignition, the JI-L Maglita has

already jiroved its worth in both large
and small sizes. Eealising, however, that
there is a large demand for a compact
set for small machines, the manufacturers
have produced a modified form, utLIising

a small 2 volt acciunulator.

The normal Maglita generating instru-

ment is employed, but the current is con-
veyed to the accumulator via the head
light, and a 2 volt tail lamp is con-

nected across the accumulator in the
normal way. This system automaticalty

provides a bright tail light aiul a dim
head lamp when the machine is stationary
with engine stopped, but immediately the
engine is started the head lamp^^ives a
bright light, since it receives ihe current
directly from the generator. A slight
nicker is observable .-it very low engine
speeds, but at all normal engine revolu-
tions a bright, steady light is produced.
Thanks to the self-rcgulaliiig properties
of the generator, no trouble has been
experienced with burned-out bulbs, and
the use of a 2 volt accumulator |)erraits

a cou.siderable reduction in both weiijht
and size of the case.

->--l-A
Wiring diagram of new M-L lightweight set.

A. Geuerator
B. Head lamp (four volt*

C. Acciunulator (two voit)
D. Tail lamp (two volt)

"©

.£arth
Switches

A single switch Itnob .serves to close

both charging and tail light s^vitches, but
the accumulator can only be charged witli

lumps ali.sht.

In accordance with the pioducers' in-

\ariiible rule, the lighting set is admirably
fniislicd in cvcrv delail. _—

The M-L Maglita head lamp, with

ncv; battery box and switch, designed for

lightweight motor cycles.

WHERE PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE INFLUENCES LAW.
A REMAUKABLE instance of the value

r\ of speciiJ knowledge in legal

matters is reported from Guernsey,
vhere the A.C.U. local consul, Mr. Ct. H.
-.ock, has beca strenupuely exercising
limself on behalf of local motor cyclists,

^'arious undesirable regulations which

were propuscd by the local authorities

have been successfully combated, aud
Oruernsey motor cyclists are enthusi;ist!c

in their praise of Mr. Lock's efforts.

Conspicuous among the conceHeions the

A.C.U. local consul secui-ed ' was that

motor cycles should be reciuii'ed to carry

only "refle.K'' rear lamps iur^tead of oil

or acetylene lights. ilr. Lock's etfortr;

certainly illustrate the very practical

value of the personal representaticiii whicli

the national motor cycling body no'v

affords to members in Jmost evcy
district.
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Corona Valve Gear.

1"'HE skelch shows the very neat valve
gear used on the Corona engine, and
patented by IMr. C. J. T. Opper-

mann. A hollow cainshai't, is mounted on
a spindle sapi:)orted at one end in tlie

crank case and at the other by the timing
gear cover. This camshaft carries both
tile inlet and the exhaust cams; and the

iramts are built of wood bent into the
shape of two pears so as to give a
rounded nose and pointed tail. The frame
is spaced and stiffened by struts, bracing
wire«, and plywood panels, and is finally

covered witli aeroplane linen. I hope they
bought a large stock of the latter at a
cut rate from i\'Ir. Martin?' The passenger
enters by a hatchway on the top, affording
a notable exhibition of those pretty stock-
ings which contribute to make the sidecar
so popular.

Foolproof Gears.

Mr. Arthur AUtree's name will be

unknown to many readers, but his is the

anonymous brain behind several success-

ful gear boxes. The motive behind his

present patent (an amplification of an

Oppermann's valve gear. No. 158,091.

28/9/19.

heels of both tappets are brought within
its reach by inclining the tappets and
valves towards each other, as shown. A
particidarly neat two-pinion valve gear
is thus obtained. The overall width of
the engine is very slightly increased, and
the "bending" of the gas columns
between valve port and piping is frac-

tionally increased.

Doorless Sidecar Bodies

Messrs. Spinks and Cawthorne have
evolved a sidecar body constructed on
approximately the same lines as the
fuselage of an aeroplane. The two side

Alltree's gear box. No 140,143. 19/12/18

earlier design) is tolerably clear. Se\-eral

motor cycle manufacturers consider that

average riders prefer a foolproof gear-

change, and that sliding gears are bar-

barously treated by diiffers. The com-
monest substitute is a gear embodying a

friction clutch on each ratio. Such
designs are easy to handle from the

saddle, lout generally include two chains

sharing a common adjustment with the
familiar defects of rattle from an idle

chain, and of one or both chains running
at incorrect tension. Mr. AUtree prefers

the epicyclic type of gear. I show a

section of his gear box. When the plate

clutch on the left is engaged, the sleeve

and the axle are locked, and the gear

runs solid. Neutral position is obtained
by freeing the clutch, and low gear bv
applying the brake inside the box. Tlie

detail sketch shows how cleverly a single

camshaft is utilised to-control the three
positions of the lever or pedal. The
double cam operates the two forks, ol

^ whioli the left hand for-k frees the clutch,
whilst the right hand fork takes the end
thrust of the spring off the main axle.

When the camshaft has been partlj
rotated, the hardened pins in the torli

ends enter the parallel grooves on eithei
side of the cam, and the gears are ther
held in neutral. There are two locking
notches in the cam sides. The project

ing stud at the ex
treme left of the cam
shaft operates thi

brake which bring
low gear into action
As the section shows
the gear runs on bal

and roller bearings
and should make
very reliable fool

proof and durabi
unit, - entailing les

weight . and frictiq

flian systems whic
have made this typ
of gear unpopular i

the past. This type <

tself to a simple select i\gear lends it

control, dispenses with a clutch levi

and has a progressive take-up on low.

Flat Twin Two-stroke.

The two-stroke engine exerts the ^ai

fascination over inventors which Verdu
did over the Crown Prince, and, to judf

by the small percentages of successes, tl

waste of jKisonnd and material is aboi

equal in both cases. As the sketch ind

cates, Mr. H. A. Hale is interested in

flat twin which dispenses with crank ca

Spinks 's sidecar body. No. 145.206, 30/4/19. Hale's two-stroke engine. No. 144.852. 10/5/19.

A3 2
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flecent Patents.—

jompreseion. The inner portion of each

jylinder barrel is used for the primary

;ompreesions. In order to render each of

;hese chambers gastight, the tubular

:oniieotiiig rods are attached to a common
:ross head, and stuffing glands are used

to seal the holes through which the con-

necting rods emerge from the cylinder

oases mto the crank case. The crank pin

roovee transversely within, the cross head

16 the crankshaft rotatee. An inventor

is not obliged to submit complete draw-

nge, and Mr. Hale docs not honour_ us

ivith his confidence on several technical

problems inherent in his engine. If it

ivere constructed in exact accordance

with his drawing, the stuffing glands

ivould either wear rapidly, and so destroy

the compression, or, alternat-vely, they

n'ould set up tremendous friction. It is

possible that he withholds details which
avercome these and other difficulties

associated with the particular type of

engine in which he is interested.

Friction Drive £or Auxiliary Motors.

I presume that Signor Leopold
Paganelli has an auxiliary motor for

push-cycles in mind in propounding yet

inother version of the friction drive

between a small pulley and the tyre or

the rim of the road wheel. This par-

ticular drive was applied to the li h.p.

Derby machine in this country nearly
twenty years
ago. and rapidly

died a not un-

deserved death.

When the Alps
are will " i tour-

ing range, it

would be folly

to resuscitate
it for any more
ambitious pur-
pose than pot-

tering round
city boule-
vards; an d
even at that a

Paganelli's Triction drive. No. 156,986.

2/1/20.

better drive could easily be found. His
drawing shows a wear of 9 to 1, which
chronic slip would probably soon reduce
to double figures, so that he must have a
very tough ^as well as a very tiny) engine
in his mind. The friction roller is chain-
driven off the engine, and the roller
bracket is pivoted, so that the pressure
may be varied, for which purpose power-
ful springs or a screw gear are suggested.
A single-cylinder two-stroke engine figures
in the drawings. It is astounding" that
people should spend. money en protecting
such an idea in the vear "l921.

An Emergency Bowden Nipple.

Mr. F. E. Harmer makes a new con-
tribution to the old problem of re-

nippling a Bowden wire in a hurry. We
all know that a properly fitted Bowden
wire takes a lot of beating, but that s
skilled man requires appreciable time to
repair such a wire when it has broken or
stretched enough to exhaust the mechani-
cal adjustment provided by the makers.
Mr. Harmer's emergency nipple can be
rapidly applied by any amateur on the
road without any tool except a pair of
pliers. A pair of tapered cones are
slipped along the wire. The inner cone
is bored to a slightly smaller diameter

Harmer's Bowden wire nipple. No. 24.133.

than the Bowden wire, is longitudinally
split, and is provided with two internal

spikes. When the outer cone has been
set at the desired point on the wire, the
inner cone is forced into it by means of
suitable pliers. As an emergency device
the gadget should be of some service

;

but I do not suppose the Bowden people
will encourage its adoption as a substitute

for soldered nipples.

Waterproof Gloves.

Mr T. Hilton evidently despairs of a

direct solution of the waterproof glove
problem, and considers that British

rubber manufacturers can never follow-

where the Continental Tyre Co. once
blazed a path. He therefore elects to

provide an ordinary glove with a special

shield of the type shown in the sketch.

This shield may be composed of any
warm oml waterproof material, e..?.,

patent leather, and is stitched to the
glove along a line drawn across the back
of the w-rist. It projects beyond the

finger tips, and its underside is provided
with an elastic loop through which one
or more fingei's may be slipped. The
shield will then afford moderate protec-
tion to the glove, whilst leaving the
fingers free to operate controls. The
idea is by no means impracticable, and
would certainlv keep out a lot of weather.
On- the other liand, rain, driven by the
wind plus the extra impetus due to the

speed of the machine, is extremely pene-
trating ; and the Hilton glove can never
be either as warm or as dry as a glove
made from a wind and waterproof
material. As soon as such a material is

developed in a sufficiently flexible form,
the prospects of this glove would weaken.

Handle-bar Springing.

An Australian produce broker is

responsible for the spring handle-bar
illustrated herewith. The handle-bar is

made in two halves, which are pivoted
near the steering head, and secured to a
vertical member which oscillates between

McLean's
handle-bar

shock

absorber.

No 155,933

I3/9/I9.

the pressure of two springs. The plain
fact is that a spring handle-bar does not
dispense with the need for a spring fork,
and that a rigid handle-bar is quite
tolerable if the spring fork is properly
designed.

A Countershaft Shock Absorber.

We all know that when the Triumph
Co. have settled upon a broad design,
they hold it up and work at it until

every detail is as good as they can make
it. So when they adopted the counter-
shaft clutch and gear box, they began to
find fault with the ordinary type of shock
ab.sorber, which is interposed between the
countershaft and the sprocket which

^
I rlumph

shock absorber.

No. 155.932

25 8/|9

Hilton's waterproof gloves.

24/6/19
36,483.

receives the drive from the engine. This
absorber normally consists of a member
which can move endways against the
pressure of a strong spring, whenever
the drive is jerky. The Triumph experts
criticise the ordinar\' construction in two
respects, viz., that it is apt to stick and
is expensive to make. The floating

member or collar of the Triumph absorber
is provided with radial rollers which
engage (1) V notches or cam-shaped re-

cesses on the face of the clutch hub, and
(2) splines on the driven shaft. The
contact is thus of the " rolling " instead
of the "rubbing" type, and sticking is

regarded as impossible. A glance at the
drawing will snow that the parts lend
themselves to cheap manufacture. If

necessary, the device can be constructed

so as to ease the main clutch springe

under a hea\'y shock, bat this application

is not pressed.

I
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EFFICIENCY WITH CONVENIENCE.
Descrip ion and Road Test of a New
Francis- Barnelt Sporting Lightweight.

Broadside view o( the sporting

model Francis-Barnett, illustratipg

its speedy lines, which are not

belied in practice.

WHEN the sporting clubman ponders
upon the purchase of a new mount,
he seldom considers anything of

less than 350 c.c. engine capacity as

likely to be " hot " enough. Yet he is

wrong, for there are several lightweights

in the 250-300 c.c. class that are both

fast and " lively." The new sporting

model Fi-ancis-Barnett is an outstanding

proof of this statement.

Although there are other

points that have their bearing

on the performance of a. ,

"sports" model, an overhead- fi

valved 293 c.c. J. A. P. engine, »,

which forms the power unit, I

must primarily be given a large p

amount of the credit attached L

to big results from a small r

machine. 1

Specification iu Brief.

As tlii^ engine is fairly well

known already, it will here

suffice to say that it is a clean,

workmanlike job, and, me-
chanically, surprisingly silent

and free from valve clatter.

(Its e.xhaust note, on the other

liand, is very healthy indeed !)

Other standard fitments in-

clude Brampton Biflex light-

weight forks, Amac carburetter,

a C.A.V. magneto, and a

Sturmey-Archer two-speed gear
box with clutch and kick-

starter, the final drive being by
belt. In the remaining details,

the Francis-Barnett departs
considerably from, and, we
venture to think, improves
upon, the conventional.
For example, perhaps the

biggest bugbear of solo riding

I"-the lengthy process involved
in jacking a machine on to the
stand at each stop—has been
dispensed with. There is ii

stand, but it is situated amid-

ships, and may be pulled into action
whilst the rider remains in the saddle,
bv means of a long hand leveff Moving
off is similarly just as simple a matter

;

and when not in use the stand is held ir,

a horizontal position, the lever end rest-

ing in a spring clip on the magneto chain
cover. When on the stand the machine
is practically balanced, and the weight

Controllability at all speeds, and a natural riding position

make jaunts off the beaten track possible.

of, say, a coat on either end will raise

the wheel at the other clear of the ground,
as required. '.

'

For a lightweight the large saddle tank
holds a more than ample supply of fuel.

An ingenious syphon arrangement (which
has been patented) does away with the
necessity of a separate petrol pipe from
each compartment.

Finished, down to the handle-
bars, in all-black, the machine

"" possesses workmanlike, well-
balanced lines, and is devoid
of those unsightly clips or fit-

ments that so often look like
iiffer-thoughts.

On the Road.

A short test convinced us
that appearances were not de-
ceptive. The, riding position is

as nearly ideal as we have ever
experienced. There is all that
sense^ of having a substantial
machine underneath one, and
none of that impression of the
lidiculous that a tall man
sometimes has on a lightweight,
and yet nothing could be more
steerable or generally handy
from the driver's point of view.
At all speeds—and it almost

touched "fifty" with us—
there is an absence of vibration
that makes it a most fascinat-
ing mount. The brakes—

a

generously dimensioned belt

rim rear and Webb internally
expanding front—are powerful
and smooth. The rear pedal
is located just where it ought
to be.

In practice, the .stand proved
extremely convenient, and sur-

prisingly little exertion is re-

quired to jack up the machine :

we very quickly forgot to lool;

for convenient kerbstones, as

of vore.
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Efficiency with Convenience.-i-

Aa we have already indicated, the
Francis-Barnett is a high-efficiency per-
former. It is not, however, heavy on
petrol. During our test, we did not find
it necessary to get out of a rather high
top gear. We should imagme that there
are very '^w hills that it would not easily
ascend on its standard low ratio.
Since this machine is rated at 21 h.p.,

cue is naturally inclined to compare men-
tally its performance with that of other
mounts of the same horse-power. It says
much, therefore, for the Francis-Barnett
tliat it survived with honour this most
unfair compari—.n before the writer had
fully realised its unfairness. What
he momentarily forgot, and' what the
majority of us are apt to ignore, is that
most of the nominally 2} h.p. engines
now on the market have engines of 350
c.c, an increase of appro.vimately 20%

Detail sketch of
the hand-operated
stand, showing
ch'p.

4S9

on the capacity of the J.A.P. fitted in
this case.

It is, therefore, all the mora remarkable
that the maximum speed of the smaller
machme should be as great as any of
the highly developed " pukka 2|'s

"

(excepting, of course, one or two purely
speed mounts).
Seldom have we come across so fas-

cinating a lightweight, and, without
wishing to be unduly laudatory, we failed
to discover any point that might fairly
be niade the subject of criticism, either
viewing It as the^roductiou model or as
an experimental mount. Perhaps the
fle.xible tubing forming the exhaust pipe
may shock the fastidious. Personally
\ve rather like it : it lacks the resonance
of copper, and, indeed, has a slight
deadening effect on the e.xhaust note
without (practicaHy, if not theoreticaUv)
reducing engine efficiency.

VERUS TWINS FOR 1922.
Next Year's Models now on the Road, and will Undergo ,

Aany Months' Test before Introduciion to Public.

BEFORE the war the name Verus was
unknown to motor cyclists, but to

a number of makers it was the tele-

graphic address of an old-established firm
upon whom they had long depended for
their castings. Although young in repu-
tation, the verus name on a motor cycle
is now well known even the small boys
who make lists of names displayed on
differently coloured tanks know the dis-

..inctive purple and gold of the Verus.
[n competitions it has done consistently
ivell, the winning of the Victory Cup
jeing its latest outstanding success, and
iltogether the machine has gained its

ilace among the firmly-established makes.

An Extending Range.
Although better known for their light- -

veights. Messrs. Alfred Wiseman, Ltd.,
he makers, have given serious attention

larger engined machines. In fact, at

he last Show they exhibited a very
ittractive 4 h.p. sidecar outfit. Next
'ear the Verus range (which at present
tarts at a 2^ h.p. two-stroke and ends
,t a 4 h.p. model) will include two twin
utfits which promise to uphold the repu-
ation created by their smaller sisters,

rhe experimental models are now in

xistence, and will undergo a year's road
est before being introduced to the public.

)ne of these is a 5-5 h.p. model engined

A new Verus experimental

model, fitted with 5-6 h.p.

Blackbume engine.

Undergoing teat. A Verus model fitted with an 8 h.p. Blackbume engine, that will undergo
prolonged trials before being placed on the market.

with a 696 c.c. Blackbume twin—a little-
known engine which is, to all intents
and purposes, two •" 2^ h.p." cylinders
on an 8 h.p. crank case. This machine
is in daily use by Mr. T. Weaver, of
the Verus Co., who, iucideHtally, won
his class at the I'ecent Eedditch hill-
climb with it.

Tiying Them Out.

The companion machine is fitted with
the 8 h.p. Blackbume engine, and is in
use by Jlr. B. Kershaw, the winner of

the \ ictory Cup, who with it was success-
ful in the South Birmingham M.C.C.
Easter Trial to Lynmouth.
Both mounts are chain-driven, have

Sturraey-Archer gear boxes, internal ex-
panding brakes, saddle tanks, and excep-
tionally wide and well-designed guards.
The saddle position is very low—in fact,
the apparently long wheelbase is brought
about by the construction of the frame.
1 he distance between v.-heel centres, how-
ever, is rather longer than usual, which
enhances the comfort when riding on
indifferent roads.
There are many interesting details in

the frame, the substantial head being
one of them ; but as many of them will
be modified before the models are on the
market, no purpose will be served by
mentioning others.

In producing these machines—by the
way, there are half a dozen of them on
the road—so well in advance of the time
when it will be necessary to decide upon
their ultimate specification, the makers
reveal a sound policy which very few
follow;. If there are any weaknesses or
undesirable features in the make up of
the machines, the two riders mentioned
will find them in time for further experi-
ments to be carried out. In this wav,
useless stocks of materials will be
avoided.
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A THREE-CYLINDER
LIGHTWEIGHT.

APR/L 21St, IQ21.

Redrup Radial Engine as a

Marketed Proposition under
a New Name.

BUT for the difficulty of accom-
modating a four-cylinder engine in a

motor cycle frame, there would be
more machines of this type on the market,
if only on account of its smooth torque
effect and its excellent balance. These
effects are obtained to a certain degree
in a flat twin—hence its popularity.
The three-cylinder radial is a type

which should offer possibilities as a step
between the two, for it provides even
firing and one more impulse every cycle cf
four strokes, i.e., two revolutions.

In our issue for Februax-y 5th last year,
we published details and 'illustrations cf
the 399 c.c. Eedrup radial, which, in-

cidentally, made its dihut in competi-
tions in the A.C.U. Si.x Days Trial.
As announced in last week's issue, the

manufacture of the Redrup has been
taken over by the Radial Engine Co.,
Lacland Place, 429b, King's Road,
Chelsea, London, S.W.IO, who are pi-o-

ducing quite a t.iking little mount, which
we are now able to describe.

An Ingenious Timing Gear.
Tlie three cylinders have detachable

heads, are 50.8x50.8 mm. bore and
stroke, and form a single casting with
the crank case. Two crank rase ends are
screwed into the crank case shell, and
these serve to supnort the bearings and
also the eccentrics actuating the ingenious
timing gear. The valves are reached bv
removing the cylinder heads ; inlet and
e.xhaust are on opposite sides of the
cylinder, and the exhaust valves are so
disposed that they are nearest to the
draught set up by flie vaned flywheel.
Certain modifications have been rnade to
the original design, the chief being the
arrangement of the exhaust pipes, which
now form a complete circle, thereby
donig away with the acute bends in the
origmal triangular exhaust nipe design.
The oil sump and mechanical oil pumps
have been eliminated: and the Inbricant

The flywheel side of the 2f h.p, British

Radial. Note the cowl or rim surrounding
the flywheel, also the shield under the
engme
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The 2i h.p. British Radial immediately strikes one as being a neatly-designed lightweight

in spite of the unconventional position of several of the fitments.

is now delivered to the engine through a
Best and Lloyd drip-feed lubricator to
a point in the ci'ank case over one of the
timing gears.
Another alteration is being made in the

disposition of the carburetter, which will
now take the position pi-eviously occupied
by the magneto, while the magneto will
be located "behind the saddle tube of the
frame.

^
In its present position the carbu-

retter is situated too near the ground,
where it is liable to receive damage. TThe
carburetter now fitted is the Senspray.

A special type of distributer, driven by

a central gear wheel, is fitted.

Modification has been made in the

design of the Runbaken magneto, which
now runs at threequarter engine speed.

In place of the usual high-tension terminal,

a flanged steel gear wheel is fitted as an
extension of the shaft. Surrounding the

wheel is an internally toothed fibre case

in which there are three equidistant brass

segments, and between the case and the

wheel there run two toothed steel rollers,

which distribute the current at correct

intervals.

Both Brakes on Rear Wheel.

Constructed chiefly of Chater-Lea parts,

the frame has a sloping top tube, Chater-

Lea forks, and two band brakes on the

rear wheel, one operated by hand and the

other by pedal. In general appearance
the machine is distinctly attractive.

Comfortable footboards are fitted, and the

polished aluminium cowl surrounding the
flywheel is designed to direct a blast of

air on to the engine.

Points of convenience have been w-ell

studied, the mudguards are valanced, and

the machine is thoroughly equipped.

There is a shield under the engine, wliile

the gear box is the Sturmey-Archer two-

speed, incorporating clutch and kick-

starter.

On the road we found the engine ta

have ample power and to run extra-

ordinarily smoothly, and we are looking

forward to a more extended trial.

Incidentally, a member of Thu Molo7
Cycle staff has had one of the oxngiua;

Redrup engines in use tor some time.

FUTURE MOTOR LEGIS-
LATION.

THROUGHOUT the latter part of last

year ' motorists were repeatedlj

buoyed up with semi-official state-

ments to the effect that early in 1921

new Motor Oar Bill would be introducec

in the House of Commons. This measur(

was to codify and bring up to date th(

various regulations that have been hunj
to the Motor Car Act of 1903, and thf

automobile cqinmunity at large was (says

T/ic Autocar) looking forward with con
siderable eagerness to the appearance of ;

Biil which W'ould, for the first time, do awaj
with anachronisms and generally elimi

nate absurdities. One of the most im-

portant points to be dealt with in the

new Bill was the maximum speed at

which motor vehicles of all kinds might

be driven. A Government Committet
has within the past few weeks been tak

ing evidence on the subject, and whilf

there seems to be a possibility that ir

the case of private motor vehicles al

.speed limits w-iil be abolished, in whicl

event the authorities would rely upon i

clause, prohibiting the driving of cars t(

the danger of the public, we are still o:

opinion that, even if such a recommenda
tion be made to the Minister of Trans
port, and inserted in a Bill, it will nol

receive the sanction of the House o

Commons. It seems to us far more likelj

that the Bill will embody clauses it

which the speed limits now in force fo:

the various types of motor vehicles wil

be considerably increased. Perhaps thl

maximum speed permissible for privafci

cars and motor cycles will be i-aised fron

20 to 30 m.p.h., and for heavy commer
cial vehicles running on rubber Ivres fron

12 to 16 or 18 m.p.h.
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A Moderately Priced Big Twin Sidecar.
Elimination of Non-essentiais is the Keynote of ifie No. 10 8 h.p. Clialer-Lea Outfit.

N motor cycle circles the name Cbater-
Lea has always indicated high quality
in material and finish, and the new

No. 10 sidecar outfit will naturally up-
_hold the excellent traditions of the firm.
It has been produced in response to a
demand for a hijfh-grade outfit complete
with all the features necessai-y for serious
touring, but sold at a moderate nrice.

The new model is fitted with a Chater-
Lea 50° V twin engine of 964 c.c. (85 x
85 mm.) with silent valve mechanism, ad-
justable tappets, interchangeable valves,
and large dia:meter bearings. It also has
a three-speed car type gear box bolted
to a rigid hanger, giving perfect align-
ment. The shafts run in large ball bear-
ings, while the Chater-Lea ball bearing
metal-to-metal multiple disc clutch,
which has 130 sq. iji. of contact surface,
is retained. It is fitted to the engine-
shaft, and thus runs at engine speed.

Detachable but not Interchangeable.

The rear wheel is of the quickly de-

tachable Chat«r-Lea naltern, while the
front wheel can be removed by means
of the knock-out spindle (they are not
interchangeable) ; 700 x 80 mm. Dunlop
heavy tyres are fitted on flat base rims.
An internal expanding rear brake is

located in the hub. the drum beinf com-
bin>ed with the chain ring. It is 7in. in

diameter, and has segments l-^in. wide.
The tank holds over two gallons of

petrol and two nuarts of oil. and has a
semi-automatic lubricator. The front,

back, and sidecar mudguards are speci-
ally stayed, and, fitt«d independently of
the hub axles, are of ample section, and
allow plenty of clearance.
The sidecar embodies the Chater-Lea

girder design of chassis, and is of great
strength, while the body is well uphol-
stered nnd comfortable.
Including the usual tools and acces-

sories, this outfit sells at £160.

A New Two-stroke Engine.
Very S'urdy Construciion is a Feature ot (tie 2.V ti p. Pero Power Unit.

DESPITE the remarkable vogue of the
two-stroke motor cycle, there are not
so many different makes of two-

stroke engines on the market as one might
imagine. Therefore, a new design, even
although mainly following conventional
lines, is not without interest.

Neat lines and evidences of durability

are features of the new Pero hvo-stroke
engine

Simplicity and durability are the main
aims of the Pero engine, and, as the
cross section shows, all the bearings
are on very ample lines. Plain phosphor
bronze bushes are used throughout.
Lubrication, controlled by a Best and
Lloyd drip-feed, sends oil' straight to the.
cylinder wall : thence it rurs into a
well in the top of the crank case. It is

now led down two oilways to the main
crankshaft bearings ; the remaining parts
are lubricated' by splash.
A two-piece crankshaft, with no loose

balance weights, and very deep radiating
fins, are other minor but yet important
points.

Carried on an "aluminium platform,
which is cast integrally with the magneto
chain cover, the magneto it- " is placed
in a protected ---isition behind the engine.
Following the best modern practice, the
release valve gases are led by a neat
passage to the main exhaust pipe.
The overall dimensions of the Pero

engine are less than the average of simi-
larly sized (70x70 mm. =269 c.c.)^ power
units ; the weight, '-o, .is only 34 lb.

In order better to judge the capabili-
ties of this new engine, we carried out a
fairly extended test on the road. Re-
markable power and flexibilit" proved to
be its chief virtues

; petrol consumption
was not at all excessive.
The makers are the Pero Works Co.,

23, Potter Street, Birmingham.
Cross section, stiowing very large plain

bearings and the built up crankshaft.
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SECOND-HAND PRICES.
How (o Find at a Glance an Approximate Value for any N4o!or Cycle

In "The Motor Cycle" for March 3rd we printed a very ingenious formula, proposed by a reader [Mr. Frank Hall of

Stock'on-on-Tees), for determining the value of a second-hand machine. This formula aroused considerable interest, but met with the

inevitable complaint that, lo use it, one must possess a fair knowledge of mathematics. To overcome this, "C.F. has devised

the accompanying chart, which is based on Mr Hall's formula, and which may be used without the help of either higher

mathematics or of a slide-rule.

NO one will deny tlie ingenuity of Mr. Frank

Hall in attempting to solve by means of a

formula the difficult problem of ascertaining

the approximate value of a second-hand motor cycle.

It is not, however, to be taken for granted that every

owner or prospective buyer of a second-hand machine

is a good enough mathematician to be able to perform

the simple operation

of raising 0.9 to 5.5

power.

To those then to

w h o m such an

operatic nis a

mystery, the accom-

panying chart will

be useful, or at least

interesting. Indeed,

so simple is the

working of the chart

that there seems to

be no reason why
Mr. Hall's formula,

when reproduced in

this form, should
_

not become of uni-

versal utility.

The three curves

Nos. I, 2, and 3
for the different

months of the year

are plotted from
Mr. Hall's formula

To many it will

seem to give too

high a figure for

the second - hand
machine, but it may
be assumed that the

values given by these

three ciu'ves are for

a machine which is

in good condition

considering its age.

This, unfortunately,
is very seldom met
with in machines which have changed hands once or
twice, and the older the machine the more likely is it

that It has received more inconsiderate treatment.
, No. 4 curve has therefore been plotted from the
formula V = x.o.86", which has been adopted as
giving a fair average value of second-hand machines
of this latter class': that is, of machines which are still

m good running order but lia^-e not Vieen kept in

b6

first-class condition.

is lamentably large,

is as follows :

From the bottom
draw a line, to the

It is to be feared that this class

The method of using the chart
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Chart for finding approximate values of secnnd-liand machines.

left.-hand comer A of the chart

stroke on scale B denoting the

present-day price of the machine, sidecar, etc., as

explained by Mr. Hall for the use of his formula.

From the stroke

on scale C denoting

t h e a g e of the

machine in question

draw a vertical line

to whichever curve

corresponds to the

prevailing condi-

tions (that is, if the

machine is in first-

class condition, and

the month in which
the purchase is being

made is August, No.

2 curve is used ; if

the month is May,
No. I curve is used ;

and if the month is

December, No. 3
curve is used. On
the other hand, if

the machine is not

in first-class condi-

tion, a fair average

value is obtained by
using No. 4 curve).

From the point

where this line cuts

the curve to be used

draw a horizontal

line to cut the line

first drawn from the

mark A to scale B',

and from the inter-

section of these two

lines draw a vertical

line to scale D at

the bottom of the

chart. The reading

on this scale gives

at a glance the value

of the machine in pounds sterling.

This chart can be used for exactly the same pur-

poses as the formula—in -fact, it is but a graphical

metliod of working out the formula, the method of

arriving at the result being the same as that described

by Mr. Hall.

The dotted lines on the chart show graphically the

example given by Mr. Hall as No. i. C.F.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertlord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

AAT ANOMALY IN GEARS. 6
Sir,—I am surprised to see that the great majority of

makers are continuing to fit two-speed clutch gears to light-

weights. A cheap, simple dog two-speed is in order, but
when a clutch and kick starter are included, why on earth
not three speeds instead of two, or better still, four speeds?
The additional weight would only be a very few pounds, and
would completely alter the capabilities of the machine. New
manufacturers would hardly dream of making a "

3J
" with

only two speeds, yet the poor little 2^ h.p. lightweight has
to jog along on two. 1 think most purchasers would oe pre-

pared to pay a pound or two extra for the third ratio.

G. T. NEWBOULD.
CBAJN LUBRICATION.

Sir,—Though I cannot claim to have tried Mr. Heni_\

Evans's tip (in your i.ssue of April 7th| for keeping a nalcec"

chain clean, it seems that the oily paint brush would collect,

the mud and grit off the chain, and some of it woulc
adhere. Thus I should think that no advantage is gained,
for there would be a continual " sand-papering " eflec'

produced by this grit-laden brush. In fact, it would be

better, in ray opinion, to let it alone. H.S.P.
Osborne.

Sir,—After reading the many various tips re naked
driving chains, I cannot refrain from sending you mine, in

the hope that it may prove useful to other readers. Mis
fine powdered graphite with any stiff gear grease to form a

stiff paste, mostly graphite. Apply with a paste brush.
After ten miles the grease will have gone and the rollers

have an oxidised look, which I find remains on for at least

150 miles, and sometimes more. I have used this method
for a long time, and find it cheaper and better than any
other patent product I have tried. I get a very long life

from ray back chains, which I put down to my treatraent.
Gosport. J.B.M.

QUEER BEHAVIOUR OF A TYRi:.

Sir,—Can any of your readers offer a solution of the fol-

lowing? Starting in the morning with tyres hard, the back
wheel coramenced to bump on the rim after covering about a

mile. I pumped up in hopes of being able

to return to the garage for repairs, which I

accomplished and found tyre still board hard.
After half an hour's wait without further

signs of leakage, I decided to resume the
journey, and after a couple of hours running
about town, the tyre was still O.K.

I then went for a spin, and on clearing the
tram lines, opened up, when the tyre in-

stantly deflated. On removing the tube I

could find no trace of a leak, even with the
greatest care. I refitted the tyre and pumped
up and ran machine for about two and a
half hours fairly slowly, being in ^ lazy
humour. But, on again opening up to

approximately 25 ra.p.h., the air in the tube
immediately disappeared without the usual
unpleasant hiss. On applying the inflator I

found that the tube refused to hold even the
slightest trace of air. Again removing the
tyre I found no leak, and, refitting it, was
able to pump up as usual after travelling
another three or four miles further, and this Another sq

performance was repeated, identically, when Triumph*, all

I managed to reach home. 4 h.p. model.

As further information, the tube is in perfect condition.

The few patches on it are all secure. The valve and its

sealing are both all right. C.P.V.T.

Dublin.

TBE PERSONAL ELEMENT IN TRIALS.

Sir,—Mr. Basil Anderson has brought up a question which

is often asked, and the reply generally infers that the machine

sold to the average man will not do what machines ridden

by trials riders will do, and tha,t the latter machines aie all

special models.
Kow regarding reliability trials riding, with a very few

exceptions tliis opinion is entirely wrong. The real trouble

is that the average man who owns a motor cycle does

not keep his machine in good tune, is a bad or ineflncient

driver, or will not compete in competitions for fear of

damaging his machine or knocking it about. And, lastly,

there is the man who either thinks competitions are too

strenuous, or to whom they do not appeal.

Regarding Mr. Anderson's remarks in his last paragraph,

namely, " Snould any manufacturer be bold enough to allow

and advertise the fa'ct that his machines were to bo ridden

by men culled from the raiil^s of ordinary motor cyclist^

. . the public would take a greater interest. . .
."

I am afraid it would be of very little value either to the

manufacturer or the pubUc, because most of the failures would

be caused through bad handling of the raachines, owing to

this class of rider not being used to negotiating such difficult

pieces of country as are necessarily put in to mak« up a trial

course. The personal element only comes in to show that if

the machine is handled properly it is capable of doing th«

work required of it.

If Mr. Anderson were buying a piano, and he heard me
make a noise on it with one finger, and then heard a musician

play on a similar instrument, would not the musician's

performance be the deciding factor? It is the trials rider who
shows the public what the modem motor cycle will do if

handled properly, and so makes it more perfect and better

for those who are not so expert.

Perhaps Mr. Anderson has not yet heard that an amateur
won the Colmore Cup, and, I think I am correct in saying,

v.-.t n., n .pr-in! mnrhine. R W. DUIvE.

uad of Belgian motor cycle police. In this case their mounts are

two-strokes, except in the case of the sergeant, who chooses to ride a
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A PRIVATE THIEF-PROOF DEVICE.
Sir,—I notice in a recent issue details of an ingenious

petrol tap lock, and this makes me wonder whether the
users of certain variable jet carburetters are aware that they
can make their machines more or less thief-proof in one second
by simply turning the adjusting screw sufficiently to close

the jet orifice. So long as the screw is marked it can be
turned on again, just as quickly, to the usual setting. I

have always followed this practice with such carburetters
as the Schebler, B.S.A., etc., and also with the W.E.S. new
attachment. It is advisable, however, not to forget what
has been done when one wishes to resume the journey. I

recently nearly broke the kick-starter and also my own start-

ing mechanism in vigorous attempts to start my machine, all

of which were ineffectual until a brain wave made me recol-

lect my thief-proof (but evidently not foolproof) gadget.

ERNEST McCEEA.
A.A. PATROLS ANI^ BREAKDOWNS

Sir,-—\yith regard to the A.A.'s demand for increased
subscriptions, I should like to state my experience of a recent
Sunday. I was riding a borrowed machine along the London
Road from Eugby to Coventry, when the back tyre burst.
As there was no repair outfit in the tool bag I pushed the
machine two miles back to the A. A. filling station on Blue
Boar Corn«r, e.xpecting to find any aid I required on produc-
tion of my membership card, but was amazed to find the
patrol had no repair outfit or tools other than his own private
cycle kit. The place was not even on the telephone and I

had to push the machine the remaining three and three-
quarter miles into Eugby. . I have been a member of the
A. A. tor some time, but this was the first occasion on which
I- have needed its service; and until this sort of thing is

remedied and sonie serious attempt made to give members
something more than a brass badge and a guide book (which
contains one or two inaccuracies) in exchange ior their sub-
scription it certainly will not get any more money from
me. I remain (until March 31st),
Eugby. ANOTHER UNGRATEFUL MEMBER.

WHY OBJECT TO MUD?
Sir,—It would be interesting to know vhy s > many people

ai'e clamouring for better mudguarding on motor cycles,
^nd leaving the question of hoods entirely on one side.
Surely so long as one iis content to be drenched every time
one goes for a run and it comes on to rain, one should
not mind a little mud on one's overalls; and, as a hood is

obviously both undesirable and impossible, whv ijrouse about
mudguards? Let those riders who object to the discomforts
of motor cycling purchase a scooter, and for ever after
hold their peace ! A motor cycle is not a car on two wheels,
and never will be—it is not desigr.ed or intended as such.
To my mind, a motor cycle is represented by a machine
faster and handier than a car, more economical to run, and
easier (o look after, but having a certain amount of dis-
comfort attached to it.

My ideal is almost realised in the machine I own at
present. The machine to which I refer is a 1920 3^ h.p.
three-speed Norton with B.R.S. engine, Binks carburetter,
and Lucas Magdyno, also a Brooks B225 saddle.

It is very fast, very economical— I average over 100 m.p.g.
on half benzole and petrol in a very hilly district—develops
really extraordinary power, and is exceedingly easy and
pleasant to handle under any conditions : a very great
point, to my mind. It is the essence of simplicity, and any
adjustment can be made with the minimum of trouble.
For instance, when decarbonising, the cylinder will really
come off, and will not stick halfway. The tick over, hot
or cold, is wonderful, starting is easy, and acceleration and
power all that can be desired. I do a great deal of hard
ruling, often with a heavy passenger on the carrier (not
the " one and only "), and a twenty miles run almost everv
night. The Magdyno has always worked perfectly, and
gives a splendid light and a first-rate spark at high or low
speeds. The riding position is comfortable, and gives
extreme steadiness in grease, and all the controls are in
a natural position. But—one certainly docs get muddy'
1 admit however, that I do not mind very much, for,
atter all almost every form of sport has its unpleasant
side— in tact, it would cease to be a sport if it had not.May I conclude by saying I have no connection whatever
with Norlons nor with any of the other firms mentioned?
Cockermouth. UNAPEEOACHABLE-

b8

PRICES IN INDIA.
Sir,—Beiug' particularly interested in Indian business,

perhaps a few words of enlightenment would be of service
in dealing with the question of prices charged by agents for
machines in the various parts of India.
Your correspondent from Allahabad (vide page 887 of youi

issue dated December 30th, 1920) points out that a B.S.A.
outfit, JModel K, is being advertised for Rs. 2,150. He main-
tains that this figure is extortionate, but before one can
arrive at such a decision it would be wise to take into con-
sideration the rate of exchange ruling at the time this
machine was received in India, as all agents in that country
cannot sell at present -at a fixed figui'e.

The rate of exchange for the past twelve months or so has
fluctuated from 2s. 9d. down to Is. 4d. per rupee, and, taking
a B.S.A. machine at the rates your correspondent names,
viz., £150 for the outfit, plus £10 for duty, plus £15 for

importation costs, a sum total of £175 sterling is made.
Basing this sterling price on both the highest and lowest
rate of exchange, you get the following actual cost delivered
ill India : Rs. 1,273 and Rs. 2,625.

I trust that you will be able to find room in your journal
for these few remarks, as no doubt many purchasers overlook
this fact. Jloreover, the majority of manufacturers in this

country are not aware that the fluctuation of exchange
prevents their agents from selling machines at a fixed price
year in and year out. E.W.G.
Palmers Green, N.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. Mukerji's letter, which you
quote under heading of " Comparative Prices" on page 877
of your issue of December ZOth, this is most misleading.
Your correspondent has taken the rate of exchange as 1 rupee
equals 2s. It is quite some time since the rupee was worth
this. Current rate is Is. 4id. Mr. Mukerji allows the
agent £175 for catalogue price and duty and importing
charges, which, at the above rate of exchange, works out at

about Rs. 2,500. Anyone who has lived in India during
the war knows that, owing to Government restrictions, no
British cars could be imported, and the Americans there-

fore had a clear field. F. H. HAWKINS.
(Twenty-one Yeaks - in India.)

SHORTING AN ERITH BATTERY.
Sir,—With reference to your correspondent " T.D.L.'s "

letter in a recent issue of 'The Motor Cycle, re accumulators
for motor cycle lighting, we note that he remarks that with
the round plate type manufactured by the Erith Battery Co.,

Ltd., a dead short does not aj)pear to harm it in the least.

As sole selling agents for these accumulators we would,
however, like to warn Users of these that, although this type
will withstand such treatment to a very great degree, it is

not a practice which should be adopted, as even this type will

in time deteriorate if persistently ill-treated in this manner.
The fact that these accumulators will withstand dropping is

due not only to strength in construction of the elements, 4ut
to the fact that the whole of the elements are insulated from
shock from the celluloid case by patent rubber buffers at top,

bottom, and sides to ensure a long life under all conditions of

vibration. The base buffer, moreover, since it raises the

bottom of the elements from the bottom of the celluloid case,

prevents any short-

rd'A showroom tender,

employed by the P and

M. depot in London, in

which a complete motor
cycle may be transported

circuiting which
might result from
the deposit of sedi-

ment.
J. H.T.PETERSEN.

HOTTlNSW'-i-,
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fANDEM OR TWO-SEATER MOTOR BICYCLES.
', Sir,—I consider there is a decided opening for a two-
seater motor bicycle, and I quite expected to see one on the

market this year. It need not be a long ugly thing, as the
length need only be 12in. to 14in. longer than the single-

seater, and the extra length should be an advantage both
for the springing and the transmission. It would make a
very economical two-seater, as half the motor cyclists of

to-aay have not the convenience for keeping a sidecar ; and ,

to keep a sidecar away from home means, perhaps, another
£12 per year. One would be far more likely to go for a
run on a dull day if one could take a friend with one, com-
fortably seated on the cycle. Take a . week-end run, for
instance ; the pleasure is doubled if one has companv.

RAYMOND G. HOWES.
SPEEDS ON KOP HILL.

Sir,—Might I raise a point with regard to the last Esse.x

M.O. hill-climb at Kop Hill on April 2nd?
The fastest time of the day wa.s given as 30.4s., and

Beveral others as 32s. and upwards. The nature of the
hilj should be considered—it is not a Porlock, but nevertheless
it is rough, several guUeys running across it, two slight bends,
a fairly steep gradient, and a final gradient of 1 ia 5^,^ Now
the distance covered was given as nearly threequarters of a
mile, and is it not a little astonishing that this was covered in

30.4s. (and upwards), thus giving us a speed of about eighty
miles an hour, and also for tlie competitors, motor cyclo and
car, to cover this distance in such short times? I think that
the distance covered must have been nearer a half or five-

eighths of a mile to be accomplished in such short times.

I might say that I know the hill well, but was unable to

attend on the day. I do not wish to discredit the com-
petitor, machine, or the Essex M.C., but I think that the
distance covered in the times given must set a few readers
of The Motor Cycle thinking and wondering if both times
and' distance are' corMct. W. BEDGGOOD.
[The measured course on Kop Hill used by the Essex M.C.

• was 41 chains in length (902 yards, or .513 mile) ; there-

fore de la Hay's speed was approximately 60.7 m.p.h.
The total length of the hill is 58 chains (1,276 yards, or
.725 mile). It was not stated in The Motor Cycle that the
climb measured nearly threequarters of a mile.

—

Ed.]

WHSRE are the SCOOTERS?
Sir,—In a recent issue " I.xion " asks, "Where are the

Scooters?" Well, personally, I am glad to say that one of

them is still in my possession, and I should be very sorry

indeed to be without it. I have had it now a little over a
year and done about two thousand miles on it, and it is run-
ning better than ever. Of course I do not for a moment pre-

tend that a scooter can compete with a motor cycle, but if

you live in a hilly country, as I do, and a few miles from the
nearest town, and get a good scooter, simply to take the
place of a bicycle—then I have no doubt that you will find

it, as I do, a joy and a comfort. As for those wonderful
tales about scooters I have a suspicion that " Ixion " manu-
factured them to amuse his readers, but if this is not so, then
all I can say is that, either they must have been very bad
scooters, or else very incompetent owners. My machine will

do over twenty miles an hour, but as I only caro to go at a
cycling pace 1 ride at ten to fifteen, and at that pace I

climb all the hills about here—and this, as I have said
before, is a hilly country. Last summer, after tea I used to

go for little two-hour joy rides of twenty to twenty-five
miles, and very pleasant they were. At the present moment,
while I am away from home, my little Skootamota is being
repainted and overhauled, for I think it has well earned
this. So that looking back on my past year and realising
how admirably my macliine has fulfilled my needs, 1 think I

may say on my part that these strictures' leave my witliers
quite unwrung. E.F.
Tunbridge Wells.

ALL-WEATHER RIDING.
Sir,—A doctor must ride in all weathers and still appear

presentable. His coverings must be easily removed.
I find the legs are best protected by Brooks " leggings,"

and I cannot speak too highly of their value. I use the long
pattern for rainy days and the short pattern otherwise. The
strap under the instep should be cut away, as it is not
essential, and the long leggings can then be put on in eight
seconds. The short leggings take less time.

These leggings are efficient in the wettest -weather, though
snow is sometimes blown under the flap covering the foot.

In heavy rain water is apt to collect in one^ lap and run
through the join of the waterproof. To avoid this I use a

stout waterproof sheet l|x3ift. , which is fixed to the forks

above the tank by two small straps. A brass stud is in-

corporated in each strap. This stud pierces the waterproof,
which is here reinforced by a disc of leather. The strap
encircles a cross member of the forks, and khe stud is then
pushed through a slit in the strap. This fixes the sheet
securely to the forks, and leaves the buckle and strap end free

to fasten round the sheet when rolled up.
At the rear end of the sheet on the right-hand side is a

stud or push-button, such as is used in gloves. On the left-

hand side is a buckle and adjustable tape an inch broad,
having the push-button cover at its end. This tape embraces
one's hack, and the " cover " is pushed on to the pusli-button
with the right hand. This produces an apron effect, which
is very efficient and instantly releasable.

Not the least important use of the apron is as a saddle
cover. The tape then passes round the carrier to prevent
the apron being blown off. The cycle may then stand in the
heaviest rain without the saddle getting wet. When not
required it is rolled forward and strapped up in a moment.
Two things I should like to know—how to prevent one's

front mudguard becoming packed with snow, thus " bi'aking
"

the wheel, and how to cross a stream without having to put
one's foot into the water?

I use a two-year-old 3i h.p. Sunbeam. It has never failed

me since I inserted an Apollo mica-insulation plug, which has
now been in use for 5,000 miles, and has never given any
trouble.

I have no interest in the firms named other than as a
satisfied user of their goods. M.B.

Midlothian.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Two letters dealing with road courtcsicjs have reached

us. In one of these a reader (Mr. G. S. Applebee) revives

the old suggestion that motor cyclists, resting by the road-

side, should exhibit a white handkerchief sign to denote
that they do not require help. Our second correspondent,
who signs himself " Mechanician," suggests, among other

things, that there should bo special signs to denote, " You
are running on the wrong side of the highway; get over to

your own side!" and "I will report you to the A.C.U. (or

A.A.) !•

Inspired by a recent letter headed "Under Difliculties,"
" Relic " sends a report of a 200 mile nin on a 1908 3^ h.p.

Rex, which he accomplished with only two stops en route.

We are inclined to agree with him that such runs are more
' sporting " than those made on brand new machines.
Mainly for the benefit of Surrey readers, Mr. R. Malcolm

points out a danger spot not far from the main Wimbledon
Common road. It lies at the junction of Calonne, Somerset,
and Burghley roads.

• ••••••••• •••••• •• ««••••••« ^

: Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists :

Issued vi"i The Moio- CvcL

2/-

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS" Price

Containini^ over 400 useful *'\vr.Qkle5' an I helpfm net.

hint? in reearr! to motor cvcles. Seventh liflUion

TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system tor tracing motor cycle Muits and of

remedviD': them wbeo found. Fourth Edition ..

"MAGNETOS." By A. P. Young.
A camplete treatise an magneto icoition fir motor
cars motorcycles, anr'apfoplaoes. Second Edition 4/6 4/10

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes irom the rider's

point f view. Just published .,

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES '

By • IxiuN." ot The M >lo^ C-:U

"THE MOTOR CYCLE' ROAD MAPS,
England and Wales. Scotland, London (showing
roads .Dto..od out or London and avoiding London).
M-unted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE*' ROUTE BOOK.
Willi 32 pajie^ oi Koad Maps ji toiiiand anil

Wales, Scotland, ^n-^ thf Londio District:

3/-

s/-

Boolc
post.

2/3

2/3

5/4

S/6 S/IO •

SI- 5/4

Obtainable by post (remittance with order! Irom ILIFFE &SONS Ltl..

20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, or of leadioi; Book5c..,--i- aoH
Railway Bookstalu
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A selection ol questions ot general interest received Irom readers and our replies tnereto All questions should be addressed to (he Editor, " Th2 Motor Cycle,
'

20, Tudor Street, London. E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must Da accompanied by a 2d. Stamped addressed envelope for reply. CorreSDOndents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in thi top left-nand corner 01 tne envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

A STANDARD TIMING.

^_^ I have an Arno motor cycle of

?'
I

3^ h.p. or 4 h.p. It is fitted

witli a three-speed S.A. hub gear,
-2J and by its general design and

appearance I conclude it is either
a 1913 or 1914 model. I wish to convert
this machine into tlie sporting single-

geared type, so should be much obliged
if you would furnish msvvith particu-
lars of most suitable valve timing for
general running.—F.L.H.

The engine is a 3^ h.p. model, and we
recommend you to keep to the standard
timing. Set the exhaust valve so that it

is just closing and the inlet just com-
mencing to open when the piston is on
top dead centre of the stroke.

balancing;
Some months ago 1 purchased

Q an out-of-dat« macliine. It runs
^ very well up to 20 ni.p.h., but
-2-1 between tliat and 25 m.p.h. the

handle-bars vibrate badly, so

much so that the lamp-bracket has
broken three times. I first made cer-

tain that the engine was secure in the
frame. Finding it so, I dismantled the
engine entirely. The previous owner,
I presume, bad lightened the engine,
as I found the flywheels were drilled

and weighted with lead, the connecting
rod drilled, and the piston had only
one ring and slot at the top. I have
weighed everything on a 'lair of scales,

and find that the weight of piston, in-

cluding ring .md gudpeon pin, isl lb.

10 oz., and the weight of connecting
rod 1 lb. The weight that balances
the bob-weights on flywheels is 1 lb.

12 oz., which includes the crank pin
of 4 oz. I arrived at this by the fol-

lowing method : I disconnected the fly-

wheels, and took out the connecting
rod, and reassembled. I then made a
pair of runners for the ends of the
shafts to run on, and made a hook of
wire to fit the crank pin by placing

li lb. on this hook. The flywheels
balanced perfectly, so, tlie crank pin
weighing 4 oz., I presume the balance
weights on flywheels weigh 1 lb. 12 oz.

Now, what I wish to know is, should
I drill out some cf the lead- from the
flywheels or from piston {which seems
to be very soundlv constructed) ?

—

A.L F. "

Judging by the weights you give, the
engine is slightly under-balanced, and
we would suggest that you add from 1^
to 2 oz. to the balance weights on the
flywheels. Add an equal amount to each
flywheel, and test the effect with the
smaller quantity before adding more
weight.

BI4

TWO-POINT IGNITION.
Shall I be liable to damage

my magneto if I insulate the

sparking plug from the engine,

then run a wire to another plug
in the exhaust cap, the current

thus running through both plugs ? It is

my contention that with this arrange-

ment no harm can take place-^f the

current flows positively through the

high-tension wire, as tho second plug
will be fired momentarily after the

first, and ;iot as if tlii gap were
doubled.—A.G.

You will not damage the magneto pro-

vided that the combined gap of the two
plugs is not more than ^in. You are

wrong in your assumption that the spark
occurs at the second plug. The sparks
may be considered to take place simul-

taneously, and the resistance to tlie flow

of current is the same as if one gap equal

to the combined gaps were used.

^OW POWER AND TOP GEAR
CLIMBING.

I have a 2 h.p. overhead valve

Mead-Precision, and would like

you to tell me what is a suitable

gear ratio for hilly country. The
engine-shaft has fifteen teeth

geared into thirty teeth on camshaft
geared into thirty teeth on driving-

shaft for high gear ; and eighteen teeth

on camshaft geared into forty-two teeth

on driving-shaft for low gear, with 4in.

belt pulley and Win. belt rim.—J.B.

The sizes of the pinions give a top gear
of 7 to 1 and a low gear of 16.3 to 1.

These gear ratios should be about right.

Owing to the small capacity of the
engine, you cannot expect a very good
performance on high gear. You are

perhaps unaware that the particular

model which you have was only on the
market for a short time before the makers
increased the size of the engine. -^

WHERE CHAIN DRIVE SCORES.
C H. Tucker 4 Norton so.) navigates the waterspla'sh between Rhayader and Devil's Bridge

in the Western Centre Two Days Trial
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MAKING A DYNAMO.
I have a U.H. magneto which

I intend to turn into a dynamo
for lighting a motor cycle. The
field magnets are 2in. wide, and
the armature is l|in. diameter.

What size wire and what ratio of

gearing from the engine do you recom-
mend for using the H armature that is

already in the magneto to light six-volt .

lamps ?—A.J.L.
You will have to find out the amount of

wire by experiment. Use 22G double
cotton-covered copper wire, and get as
much on to the armature as j'ou can. It

is doubtful whether you will be able to

light si.x-volt lamps ; four-volt are more
likely. Run the armature at about one
and a half times the engine speed.

LOOSE FLYWHEEL.
Since fitting a new 2^ h.p.

?' Levis cylinder, piston rings,

gudgeon pin, and rebushing, I

r^ have run about 800 miles without
trouble, until recently the big end

came undone through the screw break-
ing. I finished my journey Nyjthout

mishap, except clatter, and was some-
what surprised to find no damage done,
so far as I could see. However, upon
putting things together again, although
everything appears to be in order, it

will only fire as though pre-igniting,

or as if an explosion occurred in the
crauk case or downward stroke of the
jjiston about every second involution.

It appears to hold the piston from
descending, but, by going to the top of

a steep pitch and " blinding " down, I

managed once only to obtain correct

filing for about two and a half miles

at all speeds from six to thirty miles

per hour, after which period pre-

ignition again returned, wl !,h, of

course, in every case resulted in the

flywheel running loose. What is the

cause ?—F.E.
..We should im.T:;ine that the whole trouble

.. is due to the flywheel being insecure upon
the mainshaft, and would strongly recom-
mend you to return the engine to the
makers for attention, as it is doubtful

.^whether you will be able to rectify it

' yourself.

TWO-STROKE HINTS.
(1.) I have a 2^ h.p. Royal

^ Ruby (Villiers engine) with

> Amac carburetter and C.A.V.
-iJ magneto, which sparks well, but

the engine is occasionally subject

to a popping back through the carbu-
retter, which is thoroughly clean. I

have tried careful adjustments of the

air lever, but have failed to remedy
this nuisance. (2.) What is the capacity

of the engine? (3.) How often should
the engine be taken down? (4.) How
many revolutions does the engine run
per minute?—W.D.

(1.) The blow-back through the carbu-
retter is probably caused by the fuel

supply being slightly starved. Either the

jet is too small or there is some restric-

tion of the flow of petrol either between
the tank and the carburetter or between

- the float chamber and the jet. (2.) The
cubic capacity of this engine is 269 c.c.

(3.) The cylinder and piston should he
decarbonised about every 1,000 miles. (4.)

The normal speed of this engine is about
1,500 to 1.800 r.p.m., but the actual rate
of revolution, of course, depends on the
road speed and gear.

READER'S REPLY.

BELT SLIP.

The following may be of assistance to
" W.W.," whose query you publish in

the issue of April 7th. My first motor
cycle was a well-known 2 h.p. lightweight
with a |in. belt. I had raucn trouble
with belt slip in wet weather, but ob-
tained relief by the simple expedient of
drilling a row of holes (I think -ftin.

diameter) in the flange of the pulley,
care being taken that the hoLj were
driUed in the track of the belt. Further,
I rubbed the belt with a sticky com-
pound called Belticum.—L.W.C.

E.XPERIENCES WANTED.
"E.S.E." (Shelfield).—Use of Spots on

2J h.p. J.A.P. engine; also average con-
sumption with Amac or other carburetter.
" L.S.L." (Brondesbury).—Beardmore-

Precision motor cycles.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
Redhill to Pjnneu.—C.E.R.

Redhill, Reigate, Burgh Heath, Ewell,
Surbiton. Kingston-on-Thames, Richmond,
Kevy Bridge Station, Gunnersbury Lane,
Ealing Common, Hanger Lane, Alperton
Station, Harrow-on-the-Hill, Pinner. Ap-
proximately 33 miles.

"^Important £>a\(i.s.

SbI.. April 23rd- Midland Cenlrc A.C.U
Open Reliability Tri-^l.

Wed . April 27th—A.C U. One-d.iv Trial

Fri. April 29lh Knd Sal. April 30lh
FalinK and District M.C.C London-
Holyhcad Open Re'iability Trial.

Sat . Apr 1 30th- Newcaa'lcand District
IVI C. Tr^veri Chailenfro Trophy Open
Reliability Triil

Sal.. A^ril 30ih—Sarbiton and District
M CC Open Inter- Team Trial (Private
Owners only).

Sal. May 7th—B.M.C.R.C. Open Meeting
at Brooklands.

Fri. May 13th. an-1 5al . May 14th—
M.C C.London.Edinburgh Run.

Sal. Mav 21»t—V\ealem Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill Climb.

Wed.. May 2Sth—ACU. Silencer Trial at
Brooklands-

Eal.. Mw 28th—Fast Midland Centre
A.C.U Ooen Hill aimb.

Tues.. June 14th—Junior T.T. Race
Thurs. Jane 16th—Senior TT. Race.

Sat. Jiin> 25lh—M.C.C Inter-team Trial
for 'The Motor Cycle" Cup

Sa'.. July 2nd_— Boumeraoulh M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sal.. July 2nd—Norlh-Wcetem Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Wed. July 6th. and Thurs.. July 7th-
Arbulhnol Trophy Trial.

Thurs.. J ly 7th—Essex County and
Southend A.C. and Essex M.C. Joint
Open Speed Trials.

Sat. July 9th—St. Andrews Speed Trials

Men., July 1 Ith. to Sal.. July 16th-
Scotlish Six Days Trial.

Sat., July 1 6th—Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sal.. Jo'y 23rd—Fast Midland Centre
A-CU. Open Speed Trials.

Sun.. July 24lh—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Rac* in France.

Mod.. Aug. I St. to Sa'.. Aug. 6th

—

International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land

Mon.. AuK. 29th, to Sat., Sepl 3rd-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial

Sat. Sepl. 17th-
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

An Amended Award.
George Brough, who rode an 8 h.p.

Brough Superior and sidecar in the Col-

moi'e Cup Trial, and was awarded a

bronze medal, has now been informed
by the committee that this award was
due to an error ; actually he gained full

marks, and a high position in the

acceleration test.

Ball Bearings.

In order to facilitate repair work
generally, the Skefko Ball Bearing Co.,

Ltd., of Luton, has organised a special
" garage supply department," so that

small orders for replacement purposes

can be filled immediately. Garage pro-

prietors and repairmen should avail

themselves of the special postcard order

forms which the firm supply.

Catalogues Received.

Maplestono Cantilever Spring Forks,

Ltd., Stirchley, Birmingham : A descrip-

tion of the Maplestone adjustable spring

fork.

S. A. Newman, Ltd., 49-53, Lichfield

Road, Birmingham : Ivy 2^ h.p. and
3 h.p. models, also the 3 h.p. model K
sidecar outfit, are described in the latest

catalogue, which contains some details of

the hill-climbing performances of these

excellent little outfits. Two photographs
of the Ivy sidecar climbing the Old
Wyche at flialvern are reproduced from
The Motor Cycle.

A.C.D. Publications.

" The A.C.U. Handbook and Touring
Guide " : A compact book containing

a vast amount of information of use to

motor cyclists. It tells the reader all

about the Auto Cycle Union, it gives the

rules in full, particulars of the affiliation

scheme, the A.C.U. Consular service, and
much information concerning touring,

such as suggested tours and a map of a

circular tour in England, Wales, and
Scotland, a table of main road distances

between important towns in England and
Wales, and some hints concerning foreign

touring. A large number of hotels and
repairers now carry the A.C.U. sign, and
a list of these is included in the book.

A legal section is of special interest

at the present moment, as it 'tells the

motor cyclist all about the new licensing,

registration, and taxation regulations.

" The A.C.U. Handbook " is free to

members, but non-members ca:i obtain a

copy, price 3s. 6d., from E. J. Burrows
and Co., Ltd., Cheltenham.

" The Auto Cycle Union Competition

Rules " (Is., the Auto Cvcle Union, 83,

Pall Mall, London. S.W.I) : In this

publication the A.C.U. open competition

rules are published in their entirety.

They have been drawn up with the idea

of keeping the sport clean, ajid ensuring

open competitions being carried out. in a

thoroughly regular manner.
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Olmes to Clgbt TLamps.
April 21st 8.33 p.m.

„ 23rd 8.36 „
„ 25th 8.39 ,,

,, 27th 8.43 „

Cycle Cars in the B.A.R.C. Whitsun
Meeting.

One race at the B.A.E.C. meeting on
Whit-Monday is open only to motor cars

and cycle cars, the engine capacity of

which does not exceed 1,100 c.c.

Ex-D.R.'s.

Ex-D.R.'s are now scattered over the
four quarters of the world, and every mail
hrings letters from them. This week K.
K. Tulloch, late of the 20th Signals, R.E.,
who writes from Hadeija Kano, N.P..
West Africa, wishes to hear from old
comrades of his corps.

Was it Ignorance?

According to The liirmingham Mail
of April 11th, a Birmingham motor
cyclist was summoned recently for "fail-
ing to have a rear-light sufficiently

illuminated as to keep the identification

plate easily distinguishable." No effort

appears to have been made by the defence
to point out that it is unnecessary to
illuminate tlie rear number-plat€, at all,

on any motor cycle weighing less than 3
cwt., provided the front phtte is distin-

guishable.

England v. Holland.

Considerable interest is being mani-
fested in Holland in ^ the forthcoming
visit of the team of Dutch riders to
compete againstt a representative team of
British riders in England next August.
During June the Dutch Motor Cycle
Club will hold its Dutch Championship
Trials, extending over four days, which
are to serve as eliminating trials "to
determine the team to represent Holland
in the International Trial.

The Belgian Grand Prix.

Among the many important Continental
events this year there will be the Belgian
Grand Prix, to be held on August 12th.

It will be organised by the Belgian Motor
Cyclists' Federation over a course ap-
proximately nine and a half miles long,
triangiflar in shape, of which the three
apices are Fraiicorchamps, Malmedy, and
Stavelot.

There will be two classes, the Senior
(not exceeding 500 c.c), which will have
to cover the course twenty times ; and the
Junior (not exceeding 350 c.c), which
will have to cover the course fifteen times.
The rules are very similar to those of-
the T.T. race, even to the 250 c.c. class
being included, which will be eligible for
special awards.

Entries at ordinary fees (500 francs)
close on May 31st, and should be sent
to Dr. Lamborelle, President of the Com-
petitions Committee of the F.M.B., 14,
Rue Charles-Martel, Brussels, Belgium.
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Fastest Time on Kop Hill.

Most famous hi lis have their records.
The fastest time ever made on Kop Hill
is T. C. de la Hay's 30|s. on his Sun-
beam. The previous best was L. P.
Open.<jhaw (Zenith), 32|s.

Silence.

If the authorities are really anxious to

reduce traffic noises—and it would appear
to be so since tliey are constantly worry-
ing motor cyclists concerning their
silencers—they might turn their attention
to London., electric trams, \yhich are
deafening in certain districts.

Scottish Open Hill-climb.

There are no fewer than twenty-two
classes in the open hill-climb to be held
by the Glasgow Western M.C.C. on
Saturday. April oOth, on Garshake Hill,

Dumbarlonsliire. Entries, whicli must be
sent to Mr. J. R. Bell, 240, Great
Western Road, Glasgow, close definitely

on the 26th inst.

Modern Prices.

Triumph prices are down, the chain
drive 4 h.p. model now being £125, and
the chaiu-cum-belt £115. The lightweight
is £70. The price of the 6 h.p. B.S.A.is
£133 solo, £175 sidecar. The Royal Ruby
sports 2J h.p. model has been i-educed

from 85 to 80 gns. . and the 8 h.p. spring
frame outfit from £235 to £220.

inc doxcy over 'ine- ({aCo, ;

wm;, ificn comes in i£e '

jwcet o'i£eyear;
ror i/ic fecC uoodre^ns
tn tfi& winterjpaXe- \

Proposed Alteration of Date.

It has now been arranged to hold the
North-w.jst€rn Centre A.C.U. open speed
trials, fixed for July 2nd, at Morecambe;
and the Centre is also endeavouring to
alter the date to June 18th, and thus to
attract returning T.T. competitors.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U. One Day Trial.

" This trial is the best one day sporting
trial ever . . . "is how the Yorkshire
Centre event," to' be held on May 7th by
the Sheflield and Hallamshire M.C. and
L.C.C., is described in a footnote on the
regulations. Entries must reach the hon.
trials secretary, Mr. A. Handford, 645,
Abbeydale Road, Sheffield, before Satur-
day, 'April 30th.

In many cases, where fast machines are

entered in reliability trials, there appears
to be a tendency for the drivers to risk

their non-stop performances by attempting
spectacular ascents of difficult hills. This
practice, while demonstrating the rider's

personal adroitness, may easily cause a

quit* erroneous impression of a machine's
reliability if a skid results in a stop. It

is a practice not conducive to good pro-

paganda for the whole movement.

They Get Things Done.

South African motor cyclists must be
very like those in Great Britain. Accord-
ing to a South African journal. The Motor
WeeJcly, "There are no keener or more
enthusiastic motorists in South Africa
than motor . cyclists. They are probably
a larger body than even car owners ; from
the social, sporting, and club standpoint
they are certainly more active. They get

things done. They are motorists for the
love of it, and they are as devoted to

their machines as the coster is to his

donkey. They are the very soul of motor-
ing in South Africa, as they are in most
countries."
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Comparative Motor Cycle Performances.
A Paper read before the I.A.E. on a Subject of Interest to all Motor Cyclists.

IT
is not uncommon to liear extravagant claims made
with regard to speed perfoiTnances on the road.

At these the engineer smiles, but --many of the

non-technical are deceived. Consequently, the paper

on " Comparative Motor Cycle Performances " read

by'Mr. D. S. Heather, B.Sc, A. M.I. A. E., before the

The subject necessarily divides itself

ito three main sections : Tractive Re-
'^'i'^^''

stance, Engine Performance, and Road ,^ .........
erfoimance. These three sections are

ealt with in the paper in the order
amed.

Institution of Automobile Engineers is of particular

interest. The paper, which was delivered at Glasgow
on Monday, will be repeated at Birmingham on the

28th, when an interesting discussion should take place.

Below we give extracts from the most important

parts of this interesting work

:

Tractive Resistance.

It has been shown by Wimperis and
thers that the resistance to motion of a
ehicle at Varying speeds may be ex-

lessed with quite reasonable accui'acy

y tlie formula :

Tr = A+Bu"
rhere Tr = resistance to motion (tractive

resistance)

f= speed of vehicle.

A and B are constants depending
on the particular vehicle and
road.

This formula is not strictly true, since

t is likely that there are certain resist-

nces which varj' directly as the speed
if the vehicle, so that Tr = A+C!.'-t-Bi;^
Experimental data, however, show that

he C« factor has so small a constant ,"!S

be negligible. Unfortunately, it is

lot possible to determine the constants
inalytically, by reason of their complex
iharacter. - An analytical determination
)eing impossible, Hie only possible

nethod is to proceed experimentally.
In a paper read before the Institution

n 1914,* Mr. Wimperis gave particulars

)f the method which he adopted. This
;onsisted essentially in allowing the
vehicle to decelerate with the clutch dis-

engaged, measurements of the decelera-

:ion being made at intervals, by means
il an accelerometer, as the car slowed
down. These figures are then plotted on
1 velocity base, the resultant curve being,
~>i course, a deceleration-velocity curve.
The weight of the vehicle being known,
and a suitable allowance being made for

the inertia of the rotating parts, such
as the road wheels, it is only necessary
to alter the scale of ordinates to convert
this deceleration-velocity curve into a
resistance-velocity curve.
For example, suppose that the car to

be tested weighed 1,900 lb. complete, and
that the equivalent weight of the rotating
parts was 100 lb., so that the total weight
for deceleration purposes could be taken
as 2,000 lb., and that testing in the
manner described above gave the follow-
ing decelerations .'t the noted speeds, as
plotted in fig. 1 :

'See Proc. I.A.E.. Vol. VUI., p. 281. '"

30
35
to

Deceleration.
It . per sec. per sec.

0.8;
0.91
HI
1-33
1.60

1.9"
:.27

Now it is evident that tiic deceleration

at any particular speed bears the same
ratio to the acceleration dui to gravity

that the decelerating force bears to the

total weight of the car, so that, at

instance, the tractive20 m.p.h.,

resistance

for

Tr =

deceleration
X 2,000

1.11 X 2.000

32:2*^
:-- 69 1b.

plicity itself, and requires no special in-

.struments, since the whole of the figures

required are obtained from an ordinary

Bonniksen Isochronous speedometer. For
practical purposes, it is sufficient to say

that the instrument gives the speed of

the vehicle every five seconds. When
carrying out the tests, the machine is

taken to a perfectly level stretch of road

on a substantially windless day. It is

then accelerated up to its maximum
speed, and the gear lever slipped into

.neutr.il, the successive readings of the

speedometer as the machine comes to a

standstill being noted.

The following figures were obtained in

this qnanner on a 6-7 h.p. B.S..\. side-

cat outfit fitted with a windscreen of

MS 2-5

In other words, it is only necessary to

multiply the deceleration at any particu-

lar speed by 2,000/32.2 = 64.1 to obtain the

tractive resistance at this speed, and to

this the scale on the right of fig. 1

corresponds. Examination of the curve

shows it to. follow the law Tr = 45-F0.06 v-.

and it is, therefore, legitimate to say

that the resistance to motion if the car

is given by that equation.

to 30 3515 20 25

MHes per hour ~

1 in. i._DECEtERAT10N ClRVE FOR Hy1'0TI1ETIC.\1. Ca

Weight of car, 1,9001b.

Equivalent mass of rotating parts, 100 lb.

The large number of tests which have
been made on cars and lorries with the

Wmiperis and Lanchester accelerometers,

therefore, cover the ground fairly well

so far as four-wheeled vehicles are con-

cerned; but, unfortunately, the author

has failed to find any published results

of tests on motor cycles or sidecar outfits,

and he has, therefore, been constrained
to obtain the necessary experimental
data himself.

The following alternative method of

obtaining the desired information was,
therefore, adopted. This method is sim-

10 15 20 25 30 »
Tint- MMnA. mid "<tl«i p»» »«*• ^

Fig. 2.-—6 n,P. B.S..V Outfit.

Easting type screen, right up.

Total weight, 9501b.
Road, perfect tarmac, dry.

the Easting type. The total weight id

the outfit loaded, including an allowance

for the inertia of the wheels, was 950 lb.,

and the tests were made on a stretch of

perfect tar macadam. Successive read-

ings of the speedometer as the machine
slowed down were as follows : 40, 31, 25.

21, 17, 13, and 10 m.p.h. These are

plotted in the- lower left-hand curve A
in fig. 2 on a time base. Now it is evi-

dent that the slope of _this velocity-time

curve will give the deceleration-time

curve, which is the upper left-hand line

(B) in fig. 2, and from the two curves

it is a simple matter to draw the decelera-

tion curve on a velocity base (upper right-

band line (C) in fig'. 2). This is the

exact equivalent of the accelerometer

curve given in fig. 1. In the particular

case under consideration, this curve, when
measured off by the correct scale, gives

the values for tractive resistance stated

in the second column of Table I. Exami-
' nation of these figures shows that the

curve is substantially that represented

by Tr = 22.6-(-0.038r=, the figures given
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by this equation being given in the third
column, while the fourth column gives
the percentage error.

fABLF. 1.
^

Speed, Resistance in lb.

Miles
per Hour.

Error
percent.From Curve. R= 22.6+0.03811=.

15 3T.0 31.0
20 37.

6«
37.6

25 45 46.1 2.4

30 53-1 56.4 , 6.2

35 68.6 6S.7 0.15

on a 6 h.p. B.S.A. combination^ which,
with driver and passenger, and an allow-
ance for the inertia of the rotating parts,
had a gross weight of 950 lb. The side-

car was fitted with a windscreen of the
Easting type, and tests were made with
the screen removed, with tl screen in

50^3-5

The author suggests that this method of

obtaining the tractive resistance curve is

probably quite as accurate as the accelero-

meter method, since it involves the read-
ing of one instrument only, and that
instrument gives absolutely dead beat
readings.

It is perhaps desirable to give some
idea of the weight distribution on a
typical sidecar combination, since the
weight available on the driving wheel is

often the limiting factor in climbing
freak hills. The appended figures are

2 - '\

I0-;

u 1.^

\^' ~w~
^ \o. .^>

.-i.

-f^.
u*.^i^"

Ml'>^--' I

—-. _^
^^'\ ^^^^

1

i

too

ao

£

40 I
a

20

5 10 15 20 25 10 35

Time In seconds, and mdes per hour

Fig. 4.—6 H.p. B.S.A. Outfit.
Hasting type screen, in norma! position
Gross weight. 950 lb.

Road surface, perfect,

Tr=i7+o.045!J=.

the normal pojition, and mth the screen
thrown right up, in order to determine
what effect, if any, the screen had on the
wind resistance. Figs. 3, 4, and 5 repre-

Total.

Back Wheel. Front Wheel. Sidecar Wheel.

Weight. Per Cent. Weight. Per Cent. Weight. Per Cent.

504 lb.

658 lb.

S40 lb.

203 lb.
•

318 lb.

350 lb.

40

48

42

182 lb.

227 lb.

2761b.

3<5

34

33

119 lb.

1131b.

2141b.Full load

for a 4i h.p. B.S.A. combination with an
11 stone driver and a 13 stone passenger.

It will be observed that with the outfit

fully loaded 42% of the total weight is

on the rear wheel. 'Therefore, if tlie

coefficient of friction between the. tyre
and the road is 0.5, the tractive effort

available is 21%,- or, in other words, the

10 a 20 25 30
Time In seconds. and miles perhour

I tc. 3.—6 H.p. U.S.A. (JL'Trn

No windscreen.
Gross weight, 950 !b.

Road surface, perfect.

Tr= 20-1-0.0421;^.

maximum grade which can be climbed is

about 1 in 5. The situation, however,
is not so bad as this, because the effect
of the gradient is to increase the rear
wheel loading, and this tendency is still

further helped by the driving torque,
which is, of course, tending to lift the

,
front wheel, and consequently to increase
the load on the rear wheel. When it is

remembered, however, that a reallv
greasy surface probably gives a coefficient
as low as 0.1 between the tyre and the
road, it is easily seen that the proportion
of total weight on the rear wheel is a
most important matter.
To return to the question of tractive

resistance, figs. 3, 4, and 5 represent the
results obtained from a series of tests

sent the conditions in the order stated,
the resistance curves being: -Tr = 20+
0.042 •)>=, Tr = 17 -1-0.045 -y^," Tr = 22.6-)-

0.038 r-.

These three resistance curves are plotted
together in fig. 5 for purposes of com-
parison. It is notable, in the first place,
that there is a considerable variation in

the constant factor. This is difficult to
explain, but it has been noticeable in all

the tests which have been made, and
the author is inclined to think that it is

due to the fact that the Bonniksen instru-
ment reads only to the nearest mile per
hour. The possible error thus intro-

duced is unimportant at relatively high
speeds, but may be of sufficient import-
ance at low speeds to affect the constant
factor. An independent check is easily
made by finding the friction angle of the
outfit^—that; is, the slon" on w-hich it

will just keep rolling at a steady speed
without either accelerating or decelerat-
ing. In this case it was found th^.t 20 lb.

was the correct figure. The equations
may. therefore, be restated as :

No screen ....- Tr = 20-i-0.042 i'=

Screen normal ... Tr = 20 -1-0.045 v'

Screen up Tr = 20-|-0.038 i;-

50 J 25 1—rrr 1

1
1 1 1 iioo

10S 0-5

5 10 15 !0 25 30 35 40
Tlmo in seconds, ond miles per hour

Fig. 5.—6 H.p. B.S..-\. Outfit.

Easting type screen, right un
Gross weight, 950 lb.

Road surface, perfect
Tr= 22.6-t-o.0376i'-.

A.PRIL 2ist, IQ2I.

The second point worthy of note is the
very small effect of the screen on the -b^

factor, which shows that a curved screen

of the Eksting type has very little effect

at all on the wind resistance. Actually,

the resistance is slightly less when tfie

screen is thrown right up than w-hen no
screen is fitted, which is to be expected
in view of its streamlining effect. With
the screen in the ordinary position the

resistance is slightly increased, but only
to a negligible extent. These statements,
of course, apply only when there is a

passenger in the sidecar.

90

80

= 60

] r- , .

Nowindscreen R = 20+0042V^
.Screer normal fl-t7 fO045V^
Screen up n-226i-0038V'^-

S50
I 40

10 15 20 ii
Mile.s per hour

Fig. 6.

—

6ji.p. B.S.A. Outfit
Resistance velocity cur\'es.

A similar series of tests was made en

a 10 h.p. four-cylinder Henderson com-
bination, fitted with a c_ach-built side-

car, the gross weight beins: 850 lb. In

addition to the tests without a screen

and with an Easting screen in the two
positions, a test was made with a flat

screen 18in. high by 24in. wide, set at

about 70° to the horizontal. The result-

ing resistance curves are plotted in fig.
'

and give the following results :

No screen R = 16-(-0.04 i-

Easting screen, normal
position R = 16-|-0.04 r-

Eastiiig screen, right up R = lC-f0.0o5 r-

Flat -screen .". R = 16-|-0.044 i

It will be noted that in this case 1 1.

addition of the Easting screert made no

15 20 25 30 35 40
Miles per hour

Fig. 7.—lo h.p. Hendhrson Outfit

{coachbuilt sidecar),

ractive resistance cur\'es

Gross weight, 850 lb.

Road surface, perfect -

difference whatever to the resistance when
set in the normal position, but that when
right up it decreased tha resistance as

in the previous case. The use of a fiat

windscreen, however, increased the
factor by e.xactly 10%, as woulJ lie

expected. ,

The sidecar was then removed and re

placed by_a smaller cane sidecar, the

gross weight of ' the outfit then being
780 lb. Tests were made with no screen,

with a fiat screen as before described,

and also with the sidecar empty and
covered by a tightly stretched apron so

as to streamline it as far as possible

The resulting curves are shown in '
. 8

and give results as follows :
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No screen ... Tr = 14+ 0.032 u-

Plat screen ... Tr = 14+0.037 y"

Sidecar empty Tr= 10+0.028 li-

lt may be noted here that the reduc-
tion in weight from 850 lb. to 780 lb.

80 ~r
No windscreen 7R=l4 + 0032 V
riotscrcen TR-14 0037 v'
Empty sidecor TR-10t0028V

;?o

15 20 25 30
MIlea per hour

Fig. S.—10 H.p. Hen'derson Outfit (caoe sidecar).

Tractive resistance curves.
Gross weight, 780 lb.

Koad surface, perfect.

gives a reduction of 2 lb. in the constant
lactor, while the further reduction of
140 lb. in -weight due to the absence
of the passenger reduces the constant by
a further 4 lb. This would appear to
indicate that the constant might be taken
at 2 lb. for every 70 lb. of weight. If
this were the case, however, the constant
factor for the outfit at 850 lb. would be
24.3 lb. instead of the actual 16.

15 20 25

Miles per hour

Fig. 9.—4l h.p. B.S..\. Outfit.

Ti;active resistance cur\^es.

Gross weight, 7S0 lb.

Road surface, perfect.

A 4i- h.p. B.o.A. outfit gives very
similar figures :

No screen Tr = 12+0.037 i-=

^ Easting, normal Tr = 12 +0.038 u"

Easting, up Tr = 12+0.036 1;=

The weight of this outfit was 780 lb.,

and the wind resistance perhaps rather
less than usual for that tj-pe of vehicle,

since the sidecar body was set very
close in to the macliine. The same
machine was tested solo, with the rider

sitting upright, and then with head down
in as near a racing posture as possible,

in view of the fact that the speedometer
had to be kept in view. Resistances
were as follows :

Sitting up Tr = 8+0.02 y"

Semi T.T Tr= 8+0.015 y=

These figures are plotted in figs. 9 and
10 respectively.

15 20 25 30 35 40
Miles per hour

Fig. 10.—4I h.p. B.S..\. Motor Cycle (solo).

Tractive resistance curves.

Gross weight, 440 lb.

Road surface, perfect.

Table III. gives a summary of the
results in general terms, and covers all

types and sizes of machines. In the
case of sidecar outfits, the projected
area of the outfit, with driver and pas-
senger seated, is given in order that the
comparative sizes of the three classes for
which figures are given may be realised.

While, of course, these figures are not
likely to represent very accurately the
tractive resistance of any particular
machine, yet the author feels sure that
they are good average figures, which may
fairly be used for anj' analj'sis.

Engine Performance.

It is not an easy matter to obtain a
representative set of power curves which
will cover all sizes of engines. Some
of the curves considered in the paper
have been obtained by the author himself
on a Froude dynamometer, but for others
he is indebted to various outside sources.

Table \U.

Machine. Windage. Tr.

Sq. ft.

Large sidecar outfit 20 20+0.O42l>'
Medium sidecar outfit -;

. .

.

18 r6-fo.o4«'
Small sidecar outfit 16 12+0.0371)=
Large solo touring — 8+0. ojy*

Large solo semt-T-T — S+o.oisv
Large solo racing — 6-f-o.oiy'
Small solo touring — 6+0.015^'
Small solo semi-T. f — 64-0.0I2P*
Small solo racing 64-0.O09U*
Large sidecar raciua 12 lO-i-O.OSf*
Small sidecar raciug lO S-fo.oi8y=

In connection with this, however, it

must be remembered that air-cooled
engines are difficult to test on a dynamo-
meter, because the power output varies

somewhat with the cylinder temperatiu-e.

A side-valve engine of normal design will

often show a difference of 10% in brake
mean effective pressure between dead
cold and steady hot running. The
author's method is to vary the velocity

of the cooling air with the engine speed,
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800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600
R.P.M.

Fic. II.—1918 H.\RLEV-DaVID50.N'
Power curves.

9 11. p. En-cike.

Capacity, 9S9 c.c.

Compression ratio, 3.7 to i.

and to wait until the engine has reached
a steady temperature before taking any
readings. Figures obtained in this way
are evidently the only ones of real value.

In fig. 11 is given a power curve for

a 1918 Harley-Davidsou 7-9 h.p. twin-

cylinder engine. The dotted line is the

)//) curve for a 1916 Henderson. This
curve has been dednced from the known
tractive resistance and the known ma.xi-

mum speed of the machine on various
gear ratios. If an allowance of 90% is

made for the efficiency of the Henderson
transmission, the Henderson curve ap-

pro.ximates to that for the Harley.
Fig. 12 shows the' results obtained from

a standard 6 h.p. B.S.A. engine, 76 mm.
bore X 85 mm. stroke = 770 c.c. The

501

lowest curve is for petrol consumption
with full throttle, in pints per brake
horse-power per hour of No. 1 petrol.

80 16

S-60'12

f 40ai8
Q.
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(200 ttOO" 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600
R.P.M.

Fig. 12.—6 iitP. B.S..\. Engine,

Power curves.

Capacity. 770 c.c
Compression ratio, 3.6.

The curves in fig. 14 are for a 1920
type 4i li.p. B.S.A. single - cylinder
engine. Curve A, shown as a full line,

is for a standard engine with the usual
compression ratio of 3.52 to 1. The test

was made after the engine had been care-

fully tuned up to give the best results,

I30r
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no

100

f 90

•S. 70
Q.
a 60

it
50

40

30)-,

20

to

- Standard erqme.iuned

: .. unluned

- High compression enqtne

. 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600
R piyi

Fig. 14.—4J II. p. B.S.A. Engine.
Power cur\'cs.

Capacity, 557 c.c.

Compression ratio, 3.6 to i.

the only alteration from standard being
that a few holes had been drilled in the
piston skirt. After several thousand
miles running, the engine was again
tested, without being luned up, and
ctu-ves B were obtained, giving a maxi-
mum >)/> of 76 lb. per sq. in. and a ma.xi-

muni brake horse-power of 7.6 at 2,700
r.p.m. Curves C are for a similar engine
with a dome-topped piston, giving a com-
pression ratio of 4 to 1, and light recipro-

cating parts. Both these engines are of

the standard side-valve type, with cast

iron pistons and ordinary cams. The
valve timingA of the engine to which
curves A and B apply was as follows :

Inlet opens 8° late, closes 55° late.

E.xhaust opens 57° early, closes 14° late.

It may be mentioned that a bench test

of another make of 4 h.p. single-cylinder

engine 85 mm. bore X 97 mm. stroke, equal

to 550 c.c. capacity, gave a maximum i)p

of 76 lb. per sq. in. and a maximum
brake horse-power of 9.2 at 2,900 r.p.m.,

which is not quite so good as curve B in

fig. 14. With an opeiT carburetter, the
petrol consumption of the 4^ h.p. B.S.A.
"engine with the standard compression
ratio is about 0.9 pint per brake horse-

power per hour. With the standard air

gauze fitted it falls to 0.8 pint, and if a

special hot air pipe be fitted it may even

be as low as 0.7 pint at full load.

(To he, continued.)

C7
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Time Trials and
Racing.

First 1921 B M.C.R.C. Mem-
bers' Aeeting at Brooklands.
A Disputed Finish in 500
c.c. Three-lap Race.

BROOKLANDS enthusiasts were_ in-

tense!}' relieved to hear that the
transport strike was " ofi " last

Friday evening, for, if it had not been
so, there would have been no racing on
Saturday.
The weather was not too unkind,

because all the snow showers considerately

avoided Brooklands, but at times it was
too cold to be pleasant. First came the
kilometre and mile time trials, starting

at noon. To be eligible for the gold
medal awarded for the best aggregate
performance in ^ach class during the 1921
season, members must have competed in

all but two of the series of time trials

(flying start). Only one record was
loroken, and this was by Kaye Don, who
signally distinguished himself.

Pf^OT(^ILII APRIL 2isi, IQ21.

CLASS A.

—

Not e.xceedi.vg 250 c.c.

Kilom.
sec. m.p.h.
32.13 69.62

Mile.

sec. m.p.h.
51.73 69.591. *K. Don (Diamond) .

.

2. J. V. Prestwich (Dia-

mond-Jap) 351 63.55 57J 62.28
3. R. N. Judd (Veloce) ... 36^ 61.79 5SJ 61.22

J. W. Tollady (Velocette) 42| 52.61 71 j 60.56

•British record. Previous best, D. R. O'Donovan,
Velocette (02 x 83 mm., 219 c.c), March 9th, 1921,

S3.S sec, G7.72 m.p.h. Mile, J. V. Prestmch, Diamond-
Jap (70x64.5 mm., 219 c.c), 56.6 sec, 63.60 m.p.h.

CLASS B.—E-xcEEDiNG 250 c.c, not e.xcf.edi.vg

350 c.c.

1. E. Remington (Black-
burne) ."OJ 73.63 49J 73.17

2. T. Thompson (Douglas) . 36J 60.79 59S 60.20

3. E. I.ongden (Dot-Jap) . . 39 S7.,?6 691 52.02

V. Longden (Coulson-B.) 43* 51.07 69J 51.72
W. L. S. Aitlien (Martin-

Alecto) 41 J 49.93 73 49.32

CLASS C.—E.XCEEDING 350 c.c, NOT EXCEEDING
500 c c

1. G. Dance (Sunbeam) ... 25* 86.70 41J 86.12
2. 'R. N. Judd (Norton) . . 2GJ 84.10 43 83.72
3. H. Thorpe (Douglas) ... 28 78.89 45s 78.95

V. E. Horsman (Norton) oO-J 74.07 17J 76.37

J. Emerson (Zenith-Brad-
shaw) SOJ- 74.07 49; 72.87

F. A. Longman (Ariel) . . 37 60.46 59t 60.20
F. Collard" (Rover) 37e 59.81 59| 60.20
W. L. Card (Norton) ... 39J 56.49 643 55-73

J. Carter (Zenith) 411 54.29 71* 50.14

*Judd collided with the boundary post marking the
50ft. line on his ^rst attempt, and caught his footrest
in the timing tape. He was slightly hiu-t, and
allowed a second run; which is given above. His ftrst

run for the tilom. was 2GJ sec, 83.47 m.p.h. ;. mile.

42j sec, 84.11 m.p.h.

CL.ASS' E.

—

Exceeding 750 c-C-,

1,000 cc
1. H. Le \'ack (Indian) ... 24
2. J. Woodhouse (Martin) . 25J
3. D. H. Davidson (Hir.

leV-D.) 25S
C. F. Tem[l; (Harley-D) 26
H. R. Harvevson (Indian) 26^
S. F. Garrett" (Harley-D.) 39|
K. Don (Zenith) 30;
C. H. Mocatfa (Harley-D.) 43J

CLAiS F.

—

With Sidecar, not e.xceeding 600 c.c-

1. G, Dance (Sunbeam) . . . 33 69.90 I 53j 67.42
2. V. E. Horsman (Norton) 38J 57.95 | 625 57.51

CLASS G.

—

With Sidecaji exceeding 600 cc-, not
exceeding 1,000 cc

, NOT exceeding

93-21 40 90
8S.77 41i 87.38

86.70 43 85.71
86.04 43if 8.1.51

85.38 424 84.11
73.57 51 70.59

73..5S

61.78 72 50

1. H. Le Vaok (Indian) 30| 72.63
2. J. Marchanf (Zenith) ... 33 07.79
3. S. E. Longman (Har-

ley-D.) .".
34t 64.28

J. A. O'SiUlivan (Har-
lev-D.) 36? 63.19

O. de Lissa(Motosacoche) 34^ 05.41
R. Dcquin (Zenith) ."8 58.87
A. J. Rowe (Harley-D.) . 38* 57-05

C8

493

53}

57J
59i
Olf

60J

72.68
6B:91

03.28
00.4

58.63
03.38

BROOKLANDS, A POPULAR RENDEZ- VOUS.—Visitors' motor cycles at the fork last

Saturday, when some good sport was witnessed.

CLASS H.—CVCLE C-\R3, NOT EXCEEDING 1,100 C-C

Kilom.
sec. m.p.h.

1. E. B. Ware (10 Morgan
Jap) 31* 70.34

2. E. Longden (8 Morgan-
Jap) 48 49.63

Mile.

sec. m.p.h.

51f 69.50

73J 48.78

Racing proper began at the conclusion
of the time trials, and provided some
excellent sport. As is customary -in the
case of members' meetings, the events
started and fiiished at the fork, so that
all that happened . took place in full

view of the spectators. As the I'aces

were of three laps only, the meeting was
bright, and provided a number of close

finishes. There were several absentees
owing to the strike. Col. R. N. Stewart,
who was to have ridden ths newly-revived
Trump-Jap, had g'^ie back to his old
regiment the Gordon Highlanders, and
the Martin works had been com-
mandeered that morning.
There was some delay in starting the

first event, caused by the time taken to

unscrew the electrical timing tapes ; but,

owing to the strenuous work of the offi-

cials, the_ later races were run off to

schedule. "^The first of the three-lap

scratch races was for machines not ex-

ceeding 250 c.c.

Fast Lightweights.

Prestwich's Diamond-Ja:5 had a large

aluminium inlet valve cap and a fir cone
pattern radiator over the e.xhaust valve
cap. It also had an ingenious handle-
bar-controlled oil pump fitted to the
rear end of the tank. Don's 'engine,

a Diamond, was of a new type, and had
overhead valves. At the start the Velo-
cette got away first, but was well behind
at the end of the first lap. Prestwich
was leading, but Don appeared to be
pressing him hard. On the second lap

Prestwich increased his lead, and won
easily. Don finished in trouble, and
Tollady completed the course. Result :

1, J. v. Prestwich (Diamond-Jap). 60.10

m.p.h. ; 2, K. Don (Diamond) ; 3, J. W.
Tollady (Velocette).

All made a good start in the second
race, which was for motor bicycles not

over 350_ c.c. capacity. Remington was
riding a Blackburne "with • overhead
valves, while Preston's Singer had an

aluminium cooling plate on the cylinder

head, and a Bowden extra air inlet in the

inlet pipe.

Overhead Valve Engines to the Fore.

The first lap order Avas Thompson,
leading easilv. Remington, E. Jjongden,

T. Eve, V. 'Longden, Tollady, Aitken',

and Preston. In the second lap Thompson
was still leading, but Remington wns
gaining on him. E. Longden ran third,

and then followed V. Longden and Tol-

lady. Remington won comfortably. Re-
sult : 1, E. Remington (Blackburne),
61.69 m.p.h- ; 2, T. Thompson (Douglas)

;

3, E. Longden (Dot-Jap).

The next race was for Class C motor
bicycles (500 c.c.) and marked the first

public appearance of the Zenith with the

flat twin Bradshaw oil-cooled engine;
however, it suffered from oil getting on

the belt. Dance's overhead valve Sun-
beam was fitted with a mechanical (pil

pump. The acceleration of his engine,

which has two valves with outside tappet

rods, was tremendous.
Horsman led the field at the end of the

first lap. followed by Kennedy. Dance,
Emerson, Thorpe, F. A. Longman, Carter,

and Ayres. Kennedy gained first place on

the second lap, with Horsman second, and

with Thorpe and Emerson striving foi

second place, then followed Longman and

Ayres well in the rear. It was a clost

finish, and Horsman was clearly tht

winner, but owing to an error of judgment
Kennedy was declared by the- .judge t(

have come in first. Not a single sou

among the spectators agreed with' thi:

decision, but it was duly given out, ant

bets were consequently paid. Eventuallj

the judge had to acknowledge that h(

had made a mistake, but this unfortunati

incident created much discontent and no

a little adverse comment on the decision

Result : 1, V. E. Horsman (Norton)

73.78 m.p.h. ; 2, P. Kennedy (Norton)

3, H. Thorpe (Douglas).
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le Trials and Racing—
S^ext came the Class D (750 c.c.) race
motor bicycles not exceeding 750 c.c.

r«man again di.stinguished himself, as
kept 'first place throughout. At the

1 of the first lap he was followed by
orpe, Kmerson, and Collard ; in the
;t lap by Emerson and Collard : and
ished first easily. Result : 1, V. E.
reman (Norton)' 73.56 m.p.h. ; 2, J.

ler'son (Zenith-Bradshaw).

Starting DifiBculties.

V genuine trial of the new B.M.C.R.C.
c to the effect- that machines must
t be pushed off more than thirty
ds from the starting line occurred
the Class E race. This proved some-
at difficult in the case of the 1,000
engines, but all got off somehow, but

oodhouse and Le 'Vack did not find the
rt too easy. It was a truly exciting

Davidson, who wa.s first away at
3 start, kept his lead, but Woodhouse
lowed him closely at the end of the first

i; then came Le Vack and Harveyson.
mple was clearly in trouble, and Garrett
ired. At the end of the second lap
vidson increased his lead, Le A'ack
6 second, and next came Woodhouse..
.rveyson, and Don. Davidson won by
rat three lengths. Result : 1, D. H.
vidson (Harley-Davidson), 80.66 m.p.h.

;

H. Le "^^ack (Indian) ; 3, J. Woodhouse
artin).

'.n Class F scratch race (sidecars' not
;ee'ding 600 c.c), Horsman not only
lin proved himself to be a fine_ rider
endidly mounted, but somewhat ' of a
morist. Longman (Ariel sc.) was the
ly man to arrive to time at the start,

J was sent off as a walk-over. Horsman
'ived later and was surprised to find
nself alone. He then had an argument

V. Horsman (31 Norton), wmner of the

500 c.c. three-lap race at 73.78 m.p.h.

with Mr. J. L. Norton as to whether be
should start, and by the time he was
persuaded Longman was two miles ahead
at least. Horsman then got to business,

and, lapping at 61^ m.p.h., easily won his

self-imposed handicap. It was hard luck

on Longman, wlio must have been unaware
of hie rival until passed by him. Result

:
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1, Y. Horsman (Norton sc), 45.48 m.p.h. ;

2, F. A. Longman (Ariel sc).
The three-lap scratch race for Classes F

and G for motor cycles with sidecars not
exceeding 1,000 c.c. was well supported
and worth watching. J. Marchant, one
of the co-designer.s of the Flexi carbu-
retter and the Bleriot-Whippet cycle car,

was 1-iding the Zenith, which was
fitted with" a special engine with over-

head valves and mechanical oil pump;
this machine was entered by Mr. F. W.
Barnes.
Le Vack and Marchant fought hard for

the lead at the end of the first lap,

and then followed Horsman, S. E. Long-
man, de Lissa, O'Sullivan, Eowe, and
Dequin. In the second lap Le Vack still

led the field, with Marchant, Longman,
Horsman, de Lissa, O'Sullivan, Rowe,
and Dequiji behind him. Le Vack won
•bv about four lengths. Result : 1, H.
Le Vack (Indian sc), 63.20 m.p.h. ; 2,

J. Marchant (Zenith sc) : 3, S. E.

Longman (Harley-Davidson sc).

Only two cycle cars, the Morgans en-

tered by Ware and Longdeii, took part

in the last race. Ware's mount had side-

by-side valves, but a larger cylinder

capacity than Longden's, which had the

old type overhead valve J. A. P. engine.

Ware" just plaved with his rival, and won
comfortably. 'Result : 1, E. B. Ware (10

Morgan), 52.15 m.p.h. ; 2, E. Longden

(8 Morgan).
The follow-ing records fell during the

meeting :

250 c.c. FLYING FIVE MILES (worKVs »coril

il connrmixl).—.1. V. Preslvvich (21!. Diamond-Jap),
4iii. S3is. = 60.95 m.p.h. = 98.09 k.p.h.

500 c.c. SIDECARS FLYING FIVE MILES
rBritish record and wurld'a reaird if conflrmed).—
V. llorsnian (S'A Norton fc), 4di. 11 js. = 64.01
m.p.h. = 103 k.p.h.

. . ,

1 000 c.r. SOLO FLY^ING FIVE MILES (British

r(>c.ird).~D. II. Davidson (7-9 Harley-Davidson),
3ra. 30Js. = 85.44 m.p.h.

WINNERS M BROOKL.'XNDS WITH OVERHE.AD VALVE ENGINES WHICH M.\Y COMPETE IN THE T.T

G. Dance (Sunbeam), fastest m the 350
c.c. class time trials at 86.70 m.p.h.; in

the races he rode a 3i h.p. machine but

was not placed

Kaye Don (2i Diamond), who beat

O'Donovan's Velocette record and made
fastest time in the 250 c.c. time trials.

His speed was 69.62 m.p.h.

E. Remington (2| Blackburne), winner ot

the 350 c.c class race at 61 .69 m.p.h. His

machine is a new model with overhead

valves.

ci6
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CURRENT CHAT '''-'-'
from p. 498).

\^-J

An unlucky competitor in the York ani District M.C. open hill-climb at Sutton Bank L. Mitchell mounting; the steepest portion iust '

"

prior to stripping his second gear. Incidentally the illustration depicts an unusual viewpoint.

A Reunion.

The second annual reunion dinner of

the 37th Divisional Signal Company will

take place on Saturday, May-7th, at the
Swan Hotel, Stafford. Ex-members in-

terested should wi'ite T. S. Anderson,
Qucensville, Stafford.

T.T. Entries.

To the lists already published of in-

tending competitors in the T.T. races

must be added the Velocette entry in the
Junior event, George Denley being the
nominated rider ; while in the Senior
Morton H. Edmonds has entered a

Triumph.

A Product oJ Southport.

Last week we described and illustrated

on page 458 a folding cycle car known as

the Dandy ; this machine is manufSc- _

tured by James Sumner and Sons, 2,

Latham Road, Southport.

The London-Edinburgh Run.
Entries closed for the M.C.C. Whit-

suntide run to Edinburgh on Tuesday,
and it -was confidently expected that the
4O0 mark would be reached. 150 entries

for motor cycles and three-wheelers had
been received up to last week end,
approximately half of which number were
solo riders. Among the three-wheelers to

make their debut in competition will be the
Scott Sociable and the Dandy cycle car.

Faith in our Omniscience.

Our cjueries department is frequently
taxed to the utmost by the complication
and vagueness of some of the problems
propounded, but it is occasionally taken
right outside the motor cycle field by
some trustful reader. A recent example
is the case of one who wishes to know
how to remove the chalk-like deposit of
"fur " from the inside of the domestic
copper kettle. A water-cooling enthusiast
on our staff tartly suggested that the

.

answer was a lemon !

CIO

Motor Fuels from South Africa.

Thea'e are several motor fuels made in

Africa, and among tlrese the best known
is Natality which we tried, with some
success, dffring the war. It had, how-
ever, one disadvantage, and that was that

it apparently had a very adverse effect

upon the carburetter of the machine on
which it was tested, which was constructed
of an aluminium alloy. Unfortunately,
Natalite is mainly composed of alcohol,

and as this is the ca.?e, if imported into

this country, it would be subject to a duly

of £2 15s. a gallon.

Another fuel is known as Penrol, anc

is made by the Penrol Motor Fuel Ltd
The fuel has been subjected to verj

severe tests, including some 5,000 mile;

actual running in motor cars, motoi
cycles, and lorries, and it is stated to bi

non-cor-rosive, has no unpleasant smell, if

coloured blue, does not stain, and ii

smokeless. - It also develops high po^wer

starts easily from cold.

A lady competitor who rode well at the York and District M.C. Open Hill-climb af

Sutton Bank, Miss F. E. Dent rounding the bend on her 3Jh p. Scott Squirrel,
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High Speeds on Axe Edge.
Re-run of (he Slockport Open Hill-climb.

505

ALL the classes in the Stockport and
District ILC. open climb on Axe
Edge, which had to be ab\ndoned

on March 19th, were re-run on Saturday.
Formula results have not yet been veri-
fied, but the following are the time
results in the open and closed events.
The closed classes were run on time
only. G. W. Walker (3^ Norton) made
fastest ascent of the day in the surprising
time of 57s. Several of the previous en-
trants were absentees. Kesults :

Open Events.

CL4SS 3.—SOLOS TO 500 c.c.

G.
H. R. Davies (2"

T. Simister (S'.i Norton)

W. Walker (31,4 Norton)
!¥, A.J.S.)

M. S.
S7S

1 3i
1 5j

100 m.ph. AND THE

As the outcome of our paragraph in laet

week's issue regarding the possi-

bility of the speed of a 3^ h.p. motor
cycle touching 100 m.p.h. this year, Mr.

U. Binks, of carburetter fame, wTite.s us

that it is his intention to present a silver

cup, value £50, to the tiret rider who
accomplishes this speed.

" 'J'he matter is one of the very greatest

importance to motor cyclists," says Mr.

Binks in writing us about his offer, " as

it not only shows that the machine
capable of accomplishing this speed is ot

the vci-j' highest efficiency, but is one that

is likely to last practically for ever under
ordinary touring conditions."

A\'e agree with Jlr. Binks that very few
riders have any conception of the terrific

strain to which an engine is subjected in

maintaining such a high speed.
Conditions applying to this award may

le obtained from C. Binks, Ltd., Church
ISlreel, Eccles, Manchester.

THE PARIS-PYRENEES-
PARIS TRIAL.

As has already been mentioned in The
Motor Cych, owing to difficulties

with the Spanish authorities, the
Spanish portion of the Paris-Madrid
Trial has been cut out. Consequently, the

competition has been altered to a week's
trial from Paris to the Pyrenees and
back again.

TlIE PROGEAjnrE OF THE Rl'N.

Saturday, April 30tli.—Paris to Poitiers.

Sunday, May 1st.—Poitiers to Bordeaux.
Monday, May 2nd.—Bordeaux to Pau.
Tuesday, May 3rd.—Pau among the

Pyrenees to Toulouse.
Wednesday, May 4th.—Toulouse via

Castelsarraziu, etc., to Bordeaux.
Thursday, May 5tli.—Exhibition of com-

petitors' machines at Bordeaux.
Friday, May 6th.—Bordeaux to Poitiers.

Saturday, May 7th.—Poitiers to Paris.

The trial is open to constructors or
owners of motor cycles, but private
owners will, of course, have to sign a
declaration that they are not connected
with the trade. Entries cost 250 francs
for those in the trade, and 125 francs for
private owners. These close at double
fees at midnight, April 24th, and should

CL.\SS 4.—SOLOS TO 750
H. E. Davies (2''i A.J.S.)
G. W. WalJier (3':, Norton)
T. Simister (314 is'orton)

CLASS 5.—SOLOS TO 1,000
G. W. WaDier {i\:, Norton)
H. R. Davies (2%,' A..T.S.)
T. Simister (3V:; Norton)

CLASS 6.—SOLOS (Un)imited
G. W. Wallter (3V. Norton)
H. R. Davies (2"-^ A.J.S.)
T. Simi'ster (3':. Norton)

c.c.

... 1.

... 1

... 1

c.c.

'.'.'.

I
... 1

c.c).

!!! 1
-.. 1

0?
2i
3

57
2;
2i

57!
~

2
3!

Closed Events.
CLASS 2.—SOLOS TO 350 c.c.

1. E. Cowiey. jnr. (2''i Dailon) ... 1 22
2. B. Paritinson (2'^4 Dongias) ... 1 26i
3. Ft-eheetham (2"-a Dot) 1 28J

CLASS 3.—SOLOS TO 500 c.c.

1. E. S. Aiirani (3 A.B.C.) 1 16'
2. E. Cowley, jnr. (2^1 Dailon) ... 1 19*
3. P. Chcctham (2'-.i Dot) 1 23

CLASS 4.-S0L0S TO 500 c.c.

O. W. \Vallier'(3'A Norton)
T. Simister (3",!; Norton) ... 1
F. H: Andrews (3Vj Norton) ... 1

CLASS 5.—SOLOS TO 750 c.c.

T. Simister (51,4 Norton) ... 1
F. II. Andrews (Sy.. Norton) ... 1
E. S. Abram (3 A.B.C.) 1

CLASS 6.-S0L0S (Unlimited)-.

T. Simister (3',!. Norton) ... 1
F. 11. Andrews (S'/o Norton) ... 1
F. Bou)ton (7-9 liidian) ... 1

CLASS 8.—SIDECARS TO 500 c.c.

T. Simister (3','" Norton sc.) ... 1
W. Preston (3V:; Sunbeam sc.) ... 1

CLASS 9.-SIDECARS TO 1.000 c.c.

T. Simister (3V'. Norton sc.) ... 1
W. Preston (3Vj Sunbeam sc.) ... 1
E. Cowley, jnr. (3Vj Norton sc.) 1

CLASS 10.—SIDECARS (Unlimited).
T. Simister (SVi Norton sc.) ... 1 :

57'
l!

10;

LAST S.ATURDAVS YORK AND DISTRICT M.C, OPEN HILL-CLIMB
AT SUTTON BANK.

f^^^k^

R. W. Stanfield, who obtained second place iB Class 4, on his 3J h.p. Scott.

be sent to the organising committee of
the Paris-Pyrenees—Paris Trial, offices

of Mofo-Revue, S, Rue Saint-Augustin,
Paris.

The machines must belong to the
usual classes, and must conform with
the F.LC.^L regulations as regards
equipment.

TESTING INTERNAL COA-
BUSTION ENGINES.

PROF. A. M. LOW, lecturing at

Wolverhampton Engineering Society
last week, explained several new

methods which he considered might be
adopted with great advantage by some
makers, who seem to rely too much upon
the private u.«er,to test their machines.

Tlie lecturer pointed out how various

parts of the frame of a motor cycle or.

chassis were linked with the engine itself,

and explained that a fault in transmission,

springing, or rigidity might lead to engine

trouble apparently not in any way con-

nected with the real cause. Prof. Low
instanced the case of racing motor cycles,

which will break a piston often at the

same bump on a track, due to absorption

of stored energy. He explained how easy

it was to measure periodicity of vibration

in an engine, and thus to detect the cause

and properly damp it out.

A demonstration was given ot the

method employed to indicate beats in an
exhaust pipe, and, finally, a method ni

determining the exact moment v.h:n the

opening of a vnlve becomes eft'cctive was

_ shown by the oscillographic manngraph.

CI5
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The Motor Cyclisis' Parliament,
First Meeting (1921-22 Session) of (he Auto Cycle Union General Committee

THE Eoyal Automobile Club was the
venue for the first meeting of the
A.C.U.'s new year. Other meetings

will be held in the provinces—Taunton
in July on a Friday, and on certain
Saturdays at Leicester in October and
Bournemouth in December.
At the beginning, the chair was occu-

pied by the Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley,
G.B.E., C.B., M.V.O., who, as was
customary, occupied that post until the
new chairman was elected. Lieut. -Col.

A. E. Davidson, D.S.O., was, unfortu-
nately, kept away owing to urgent mili-

tary duties, and it is with regi'et that his

retirement from the post of chairman of

the A.C.U. has to be announced.
The first business was to elect a new

chairman, and Col. F. S. Brereton,
C.B.E., was unanimously chosen to fill

the vacancy. On occupying the chair.

Col. Brereton affirmed he would do every-
thing in his power to support the Union,
and concluded by speaking most eulogis-

tically of the excellent work carried out

by his predecessor.
The four new vice-presidents of the

A.C.U. are the Eev. E. P. Greenhill,

Messrs. H. P. E. Harding, E. J. Bass,
and W. H. Wells.

Mr. Stanley Carter was re-elected hon.
treasurer.

During the ballot for these officials, the
Secretary mentioned the necessity of
motor cyclists who would care to repre-
sent England in the International Tour-
ing Trial in Switzerland sending in their
names at an early date.

Announcements o£ Closed Trials.

Mr. W. H. Wells raised a point con-
cerning Competition Rule 107 dealing
with the power of the Auto Cycle Union
to disqualify any entrant advertising ex-
tensivelv performances made in a closed
trial.

Mr. Loughborough, in reply, said that
he considered this rule to be both good
and sound, but it was only intended to

be enforced when such a trial was
organised directly against the interests
of the Union.
The next item on the agenda was the

election of the Competitions and Touring
Committee, and in this connection some
discussion ensued regarding the re-elec-

tion of a certain member of the former
who was directly connected with the
manufacture of engines, and it was finally

decided that he was not eligible.

The new Competitions Committee now
consists of Messrs. F. H. Bevan, E.
Featherstone, Alec S. Ross, A. V. Ebble-
white, A. G. Reynolds, W. Cooper, JST.

Longfield, J. W. G. Brooker, Lieut. -Col.
F. Lindsay Lloyd, C.M.G., Lieut-Col. D.
F. Nichol'l, D.S.O., Major J. R. Potter,
and Dr. A. M. Low, D.Sc. The Rev. E.
P. Greenhill is an ex-offlcio member of
this committee.
The 1921 Touring Committee is com-

posed of Messrs. E. B. Ware, J. W. G.
Brooker, S. R. Axford. E. M. P.
Boileau, H. Johnson, D. H. Noble, R.
I. M, Samuel, B. Marians, T. Ruther-
ford. Major R. V. C. Vernon Brook,
and Lieut. -Com. G. H. Pierce, R.N.R.
The proceedings terminated with an

urgent appeal by the Chairman for assist-

ance in tile present national crisis from
the A.C.U. in the shape of motor cycle
despatch riders. He trusted members
would do their utmost to help the
Management Committee in this direction.

-Under the heading " Other business,"
Major Axford brought up the subject
of motor cycle championships, suggesting
that this question should be deputed to

the Centres, but the matter was deferred
until the next meeting.

(Top) Had the Triple Alliance

strike taken place, motor cyclists

would have figured largely in the

various newly-organised Govern-

mefft-^eiSrtments. Here are a few

of the many motor cyclists who
responded to the call for

Volunteers. A scene at the 56th

T.F., R.E, Signal Depot in Gray's

Inn Road

(Bottom) Triumph

motorcycles with some

of their riders ready to

start out on duty from

the Horse Guards.

\i«a^"
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54 Entries in A.C.U. One Day Trial.

BELOW we give a list of entries in next Wednesday's
A.C.U. One Day Trial. On j^oint of numbers the entry

is, perhaps, a little disappointing, especially as only one
four-wheeled cj'cle car is down to compete, and this

a monocar. Examination of the list will show that the

majority of entrants will ride solo machines, less than a

dozen being included in the pas.-jenger class. The proportion

of lightweights is about 40%. " Stock " machines could be
specially entered in this event, and eleven manufacturers are

taking this opportunity of convincing demonstration.

Entrant. Rider. Machine,

R. M. Dixon Entrant , . 3.'. Norton.

j: R. Watkins Entrant 3" EnBeld.
K. L. Riciiard50n Entrant 3i Alecto.

G. Ricliardson Entrant sf Vclocette.

C. C. Labiii Entrant 4 Indian Scout.

V. C. Townshend Entrant 6 Zcnith-Jap.

Phclon and Moore, Ltd
A. J. Stevens and Co. (1914). Ltd.

A. J. Stevens and Co. (1914), Ltd.

Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd
Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd
Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd
Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd. .

Rider.

P. Cunningham .

.

3.', P. and NL
Eric Williams ... 7" .A.J.S.

H. R. Davies 7 A.J.S.
G. W. Hartwcll .'. 5-6 Raleish.
A. G. Fenn 5-6 Raleii^li.

F. W. Viics .

- - . -
.

3-C Raleigh.
2.1 Sun-\'itci'y?.

Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd z\ Sun-\'itessc.

Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd 2\ Sun-Vitesse.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd F. G. Edmonds .

.

.\ Triumph.
H. D. Hinde Entrant 6 A.J.S.
B. E. Lewis Entrant 5-6 A. \'. Monocar
J. T. \. Temple Entrant 3i Norton.
W. H. Jenks Entrant ij Douglas.
F. Jones Entrant 3I Rover.
A. G. Wall Entrant sj Ctdos.
\'ivian Olsson . . .- Entrant 3! Sunl)cam.
A. I^ost^\^ch Entrant ij New Iraperial-Jajv

A. B. \V. Thomas Entrant 2J New Impcrial-Ja;>

Entrant.
Morgan Motor Co
Morgan Motor Co
Morgan Motor Co
F. S. Waters I'ntrant

J. E. Ma>*nes Entrant
C. D. Michaelis Entrant
H umber. Ltd L.Crisp
A. B. W. Thomas Entrant
\V. A. Schooley Entrant
H. F. Fellowes Entrant
L. B. Freeman Entrant
P.V. Motor Cycles, Ltd R. T. Stcvtler .

.

F. J. Ellis ; Entrant '.

Bat Motors S. T.' Tessier . .

.

Butterfields, Ltd F. W. .\pplebec .

Butterfields, Ltd. .• H. Ncwcy
Butterfields, Ltd P. Pike
F. A. McNab Entrant '.

F. H. Luker Entrant

J. Hall Entrant
F. A. Dupiock Entrant
Norton Motors, Ltd H. Hassall
British Radi.al Co D. Doudct
Velocc, l.td R. G. Mundv .

.

J. F. Hull Entrant . .
.'

W S. Jameson Entrant
H. R. H.ar\'C>'50n Entrant
Metro-Tvler Cvcle Co J. S. Bennett .

.

MelroTylcr Cycle Co G. E. Culle

Machine.
8 Morgan-Jap.
8 Morgan-Jap.
8 Morgan-Mag

- 2j Douglas.

3 British Radial.

7-9 Barley.David-OM
^\ Humber.
2j New Imperial.

5 Bennett.

.1 Coulson-B.
8 Sunbeam-Jap.
2i Villiers-P.V.

7 Matchless SC-

8 Bat sc.

2j Levis.

2j Levis,

af Levis.

3A Trump-Jap,
3* P. and M,
.)} B.S.A.
6 A.J.S.

3i Norton.
3 British Radial.

2i S'elocetle.

2j Wooler.
3I Norton.

4 Indian Scout.
2.1 Metro-Tyler.

_
2* Metro-Tvler.

The following manufacluvers have cntored
machines :

stock

A. J. Stevens. Ltd. (A.J.S.) 2

Triumph Cycle Co. rFriumph) I

Raleigh Cycle Co. (Raleigh) 3
Norton Motors. Ltd. (Norton) i

Sun Cycle Finings (Sunl 3
rhelon and Moore (P. an-1 M.) ... i

J. Marston, Ltd. (Sunbeam)
Humber, Ltd. (Humljer) . ,

.

Butterfields. Ltd. (Levis) . ,

.

Sykc^ and Sugden (L3.D.) .

Morgan Motors (Morgan) . .

.

Saltcoats and District M.C.C.

There is already a membership of foily

in this newlv-formed chil). Mr. J. Kirk-

iand, of Thornley, Saltoats, is the hmi.

secretary.

Essex County and Southend A.C.

At a lecent meeting it was decided to

re-name the Soulhenil-on-Sea A.C. as

above. This club, in cimjunction with

the Essex M.C., is holding^ open .speed

trials at Southend on July 7th.

Burton and District M.C.C.

Onlv luurtoen compelilors were at-

tracted liy llie recent trial in the Peak
District. A dilHcult course and adver.se

weather conditions reduced the finishers

to five. Results : 1, 1', B. Cheston (3i

Norton sc); 2. R. 0. Rcdfern (6 A.J.S.

sc); 3. X. A. Fiiidlay (7 A.J..^. sc).

Halifax and District M.C.C.

Over a course of 168 miles, the trial

on the 10th iust. included such well-

known Yorkshire hills as Greenhow,
Kcighley Gate, and Holme Moss. The
results are now to hand, and are as fol-

lows : 1, C. Adams (4 Triumph sc.) : 2. F.

E. Jackson (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc); 3,

A. Youngman (6 W.D. Clyno sc).

North-eastern Centre A.C.U.

The entry fees tor the open trial for

the Travers Trophy (value 200 guineas),

which will be held on the 30th inst., have
been reduced as follows : Trade entry,

£2 2s. : trade members of club, £1 10s. :

private riders, £1 10s. ; and club

members, £1 Is. Entries close on April

23rd. The secretary for this event is

Mr. Stanley Bell, Newcastle and District

M.C.C, 77, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle-
on-Tyne.

CLUB NEWS.
Wellingboro', Rushden and District M.C.C.

Abimt forty attended the first annual
dinner last Friday, which was a disliiul

snr-i;(i sucve^s.

Leeds M.U.
Ollicial results have now been announced

of the iiiiietv-mile trial for Mitchell

Trophv : 1. R. A. Boinier (3i N.U.T.);
2, F." E. Palmer (2| Edmund) ; 3, C.

Woodhonse (3j P. and M.) ; 4. S. Jep.son

6 A.J.S. sc); 5, P. Richardson (4

Triumph).

Lancaster and Morecambe M.C.C.

Results of the seventy six miles
reliability trial [via Kendal, Sedliergh,

Dent, Whiteshaw Moss, Thornton, and
Linnesdale) are as follows :

.SOLO CLASS.— 1, W. v.. Atkinson (31:. B.S.A. ):

2, J. Garlick (3'--j Sunbeam), who both survived
the test without" loss of raarkj?.

SIDECAR CI..\.S.S.— I, G. W. Read (6 .-V.J.S. se.l.

BRONZF, MI;DAI.S (tor losing under 20 marks I.

-.K. K. Gill |4C B.S..\.) and E. Varley O',.
Nortcn).

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

There were twenty-three entries in the

trial for the F.B. Koper Amateur Shield

on Saturday, of whom eighteen completed

the course. Considering the nature of

the ront«. it is great credit to the men
that so many finished, as it was a stiff

test, and there were really very few-

marks lost. The first three men all lost

no marks at known checks or on hills,

and it was only by bringing in the secret

checks that they could be separated and
the final results marked out (subject to

final confirmation). Results :

I. L. Padlev (3i'. Norton), the Roper Shield and
club gold medair2, P. H. Dudley (414 B.S..\.).

hair-pint e.p.n:s. tankard; 3. E. S. .Sncath (2-4

levis). halt-pint e.p.n.s. tankard; 4-5 (tie), R,

Mav (4 Norton sc.) and F. Marks IS'i' Rndgel.
club bronze medal; 6. S. C. Asliby (3-.-i- Scott),

clab bronze medal.

Whitchurch M.C.C.

it is proposed to form a club in this

district, and a meeting will be lield for
that purpose at the Swan Hotel, While-
chuich, Salop, on Monday, April 25th.

Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

To race over thirteen mile> of the wild
ruggedness of Dartmoor was certainly a

test of endurance which lequired some
achievement, but such was the task set

and successfully accomplished by twu
members of the club last week for a

silver cup presented by Major H. Moon,
while the second man received a club

medal. The course selected was over the
moorland from South Brent station to the
Duchy Hotel. Piinoelown. Glorious
sunny weather prevailed, and eight com-
petitors lined np at the starling point for

the race, being accompanied by five

horsemen as pilots. Six compelilors re-

tired after covering about three miles,

but S. L. Snell (hon. sports secrelaiT),

riding a 4 h.p. Triumph, and JI. Dawes,
on a 3 h.p. A. B.C.. plodded determinedly
onwards, following sheep and pony tracks,

and wending their ways through the

clitler and patches of marsh. Dawes
maintained the lead until about a mile

-'"T?om Princetown, when by hard driving

the Triumph rider forged ahead, and
just managed to win by fifty yards.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.

,

At the monthly meeting of the above'

dub, arrangements were made for a

hundred miles non-stop run on iMay 22nd.

Jlr. Sharpies mentioned the possibility

of the old trotting track at Wliitegate

Park being enlarged and banked. If

such a track were laid out, it might pay

for itself by being used for various trials

for North of England clubs.

CI7
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Club News.—

Blaina and District lU.C.C.

On Wednesday, the 13th inst., the chib
held its first comjjetition—a speed-judging
event. Results : 1, W. Jennings (7-9

Harley-Davidson so.), 30s. error; 2, A.
Lawley (4^ B.S.A. sc), Im. 303. error.

Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
Rumours have trained currency that this

club has been disbanded. This is not
so ; for, as a matter fact, reorganisation
finds the body in a very strong position.
It is still affiliated to the A.C.U. Any
further information will be supplied by
the assistant hon. secretary, Mr. H. J. .

Lawrence, 300, High Street, Chatham.

Standard M.C.C. (Coventry).

Inclement weather somewhat reduced
the attendance at the recent flexibility
hill-climb on Chesterton Mill Hill, W.
Wilday (4 Triumph) took the highest
award, while B. Edwards (3^- Norton sc.)

and G. Thomas (4 Triumph sc.) actually
made respectively fastest and slowest
times.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.
From the final results (given below)

of the trial on the 9th inst., it will be
observed that the locally-built machines
had quite a, " day out."

1. P. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc), Corke Cup and
gold medal.

2., W. Worrall (JV, Sunbeam), Shepherd Cup
and gold medal.

3. A. Bennett (3V' Sunbeam), gold medal.
4. T. C. Greenwoocl (3^,'^ Sunbeam), Club Silver

Cup.
5. A. H. j\[ee {2y^ Diamond), silver medal.
6- A. E. Ford (2i,i- Diamond), silver medal.

North London M.C.C.

Tabulated results are now to hand of

the petrol consumption test held on the
9th inst. round an eighteen-mile course
from Eadlett :

CLASS A (Solo under 500 c.c.).—H,. L. Richard-
son (3 Aleeto) and G. Richardson (2;4 'Veiocette),
144 m.p.g., tied lor first place.
CLASS B (Solo over 500 c.c.).—M. J. Wilkes (5

Zenith), 106 m.p.g.
^

:

CLASS C (Sidecars under 750 c.c.).—W. J.
Henderson (5-6 James se.), 76 m.p.g.
CLASS D (Sidecars over 750 c.c.).-S. Hunt (8

Matchless sc), 49m.p.g,

North Lindsey A.C.

Formula results of the hill-climb on the
9th inst. are now available, and are as
follows :

CLASS 1 (up to 550 c.c. on Formula).
Fig.
merit.

1. Mrs. M. C. Jennison (2l,i Velocette) ... 628
2, W. Froggitt C2:i Verus) 1114

CLASS 2 (351 c.c, to 500 c.c. on Formula).
1. L. P. Harrington (3 A.B.C.) 527
2. S. G. Jennison (314 Sunbeam) 1002

CLASS 3 (501 c.c. to 600 c.c. on Formula.)
1. W. Brompton (41/1 B.S.A.) „ 1327
2. H. Taylor (4 Triumph) 1511

CLASS 4 (above 601 c.c. on Formula).

PT®I1(^C1©

1. H. Jarvis (6 Bat)
2. P. G. Howard (8 Zenith)

CLASS 5 (up -to 600 c.c. on Time).
1. L. P. Harrington (3 A.B.C.)
2. L. Sainton (Sy™ Norton)

CLASS 6 (Solo, Unlimited, on Time).

1 (LP. Harrington (5 A.B.C.) t
\F. 6. Howard (8 Zenith) /

S. S. G. Jennison (3V1; Sunbeam)

iiei
1213

23s.
26is.

23s.

25|s.

CLASS 7 (Sidecars above 351 c.c.

J. Eves (4 Triumph sc.)

J. B. Clark (5 Rudge sc.)

on Formula).
Fig.
merit.
1496
1863

^eek-ani (Tlub Cvents.
April 22.—Dcii:sbury and District M.C.C. Supper

Run.
April 23.—LouaJiborougJi and District M.C.C.

Hitl-cUmh.
April 2i.-Cnrdiff 31. C.C. Speed Trials.
Apj-il i3.—T^^orth West London M.C.C. Sveed

Trial.
April i3.—SurUton and District M.C.C. Jlill-

climb,
April 13.—Bath M.C.C. Hill-climb.
April S3.—North Wales M.C.Cl Petrol Consump-

tion Test.
April IS.—lvtt M.C.C. {Wolvcrhaihptonj. Club

Hun to Wellington Wreliin.
April 23.—Surrey M.C.C. Inter-team Trial.
April 23-li.—Public Schools M.C.{!. Touch-nothing

Run.
April 2i.~Standard M.C.C. (Coventrij). BeliahUity

Trial.
April si—Rugby and District M.C.C. Reliability

Trial.
April H.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.C.

Club Run to Birchington.
April !i.—Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. and

L.C.C. Traders' Teavi Trial.
April 2i.— Warrington, M.C. Reliabilitii Trial.
April 2i.—Aocrington and District U.'C.C. Reli-

ability Trial.
April 21,,—heeds M,V. Club Run to Malham,

Rochs.
April 21—Canterbury and District M.C.C. Club

Run to Hastings.
April 2!,.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Club Run to

Becha Falls.
April SI,.—Sheffield M.C.C. Club Bun to Cress-

well Crags.
April 21,.—Leeds and. District M.C. Petrol Con-

sumption 2'est.
April II,.—Northern M.C. -Club jRun to Blanch-

land.
April 2I,.--Es3€x 31.C. Captain's Social Run.
April 2i.—West Birmingham M.C.C. Hill-climb.
April 2i.—Wolverhampton 3I.C.C. Club Run to

Great Haywood. .,

April 21,.—Basingstoke and District M.C. and
L.C.C. Club Run.

April 21, .—Leicester and District M.C. Paperchase.
April Si.—Portsmouth and District M.C. and

L.C.C. Club Run to Compton Douns.
April Si.—Berwick and District 31.C. Hill-climb
April 2i.—West Kent M.C. Surprise Run.
April SI,.—Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Club Run to Canter-bury.
April S7.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Clui Run

to Newark.
April S7.—Reigate, Redhill, and District 3I.C.C.

Club Run.
April IS.—Taunton and District M.C. and L.CC.

Opening Run to Lyme Regis,
April SS,-Eastcrn Valley 31.C.0. Speed-judging

Contest.

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Page xlii.

Forty-six entrants actually faced the
starter, which is an excellent result con-
sidering the bad weather.

Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

A very large number both of spec-
tators and competitors attended the hill-

climb at Peak Hill, near Princetown,
Dartmoor. The distance measured nearly
half a mile, which Lieut. Ross on a
3^ h.p. Norton negotiated in 36|s. M. P.
Pike on a 23 h.p. Levis won the 300 c.c.

class, and M. T. Fallon on a 7-9 h.p.

Harley-Davidsqn and sidecar the sidecar
class.

Midland Centre A.C.U.

Regulations and rules are now avail-

able for the Centre inter-team trial

scheduled for April 30th. Each team will

consist of seven riders, mounted on four
solo and three passenger machines (side-

cars or cycle cars not exceeding 8 cwt.

and 1,100 c.c), or three solo and four

passenger. The performance of the best

five only will be taken into account,

irrespective of type. There will be seve-

ral circuits, totalling 100 miles, of the one
course, each rider's time on his first

round, between limits " of 17 and 20

m.p.h., to be his schedule speed for the

remaining circuits. The trial will be non-
stop throughout...

APRIL 2ist, ig2i.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.

At a well-attended meeting in Leeds
on April 11th, arrangements were con-

firmeii for the Sheffield and Hallamshire
Club's Centre reliability trial on May 7th.

Sheffield and Hallam M.C. and L.C.C.

The date of the annual Sheflield

Traders' Team Trial is fixed for April

24th ; the same course in the Stocksbridge
district will be used. Three circuits of

approximately twenty miles each will

have to be covered, non-stop regulations
-throughout.

Leeds Motor Union.

Eighty sat down to tea on the occasion
of the president's invitation run to

Barden Towers. The weather was very
favourable, and a most enjoyable day
was spent in the neighbourhood of the

pretty village of Burnsall.

North-western Centre A.C.U.

To find a champion to represent the
centre, a trial, with Knutsford as a base,

will be held on May 8th. A large enti-y

is anticipated ; and a considerable number
of ' qualified officials, marshals, and
observers" is required in order to make
the event a success.

Cheltenham M.C. and L.C.C.

About fifty members (00k part in the
opening run, and enjoyed tea at the Swan
Hotel, Bibury. After tea a very enjoy-
able and interesting time was spent by
some members in inspecting the trout

farm, while the j'ounger element enjoyed
an hour "stunting" on an adjoining
ba:nk.

Amersham, Chesham, and District M.C.C.

An interesting programme is now in

course of preparation, and the opening
run will take place on the first week-
end following the settlement of the trans-

port crisis. The present secretary is Mr.
U. K. Goodwin, Heath House, Hyde
Heath, Amersham.

Dewsbury and District M.C.C.

Held recently at Burfleet Hill, a fast

and slow climb resulted as follows

:

Fast climb.—1, N. Kitchen (3^ Premier)
and S. M. Haigh (3i Ariel) tied. 38s.;

2, D. Flynn (4 Triumph), 40s. In the

re-run. Kitchen recorded 42s. against
Haigh's 46s. ' Ri the slow event, the

placings w'ere the same.

Public Schools M.C.C.

Besides the winner (G. G. Gardner,
on a 4 Triumph), only C. Keith Robinson
(3 A.B.C.) was successful in climbing Old

Chalky in the surprise competition held

recently. A bad patch of deep leaf-

mould " brought off " D. Crawford and

W. Bishop (both on 5 Zeniths), who had

surmounted the greasy portion at the

bottom.

Eastbourne and District M.C.C.

By an arrangement the club met

members of the Lewes Club at Five Ashes

on the occasion of the opening run, and

altogether proceeded to the Hand and

Sceptre Hotel for lunch, where a most

enjoyable time was spent by over sixty

members. After lunch some of the party

pi-oceeded to Lamberhurst for tea, while

the remainder went to Uckfield.
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ilitDWEi.L
FACTS

!

3 CUPS OUT OF 4!!
LONDON-LAND'S END RUN :

JARROTT CUP—F. A. LONGMAN,. on 3i hp- Ariel,

and 28 Gold Medals out of 60.

ELCE CUP— s. A. McCarthy on lo h.p. Morgan

LESTER CUP-R. h. jones on 12 h.p. a.b.c,

MOTOR

Onty SPEEDWELL could do it!

THE BRITISH OIL & TURPENTINE CORPORATION, LTD.,

55 & 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.
And at Cln8t!OW, D btin. nnd Abcrd-^en

-Haad LigbK

Au^om&^ic Chcr^qina Suitcb

Write for illustrated list CM. 214

on the B.T.H. "Sparklight."

The B.T.H.
"Sparklight"
combined ignition and lighting

set for smgle-cylinder two-stroke

engines, supplies lighting from

the magneto without increasing

the power required to drive it,

or affecting its ignition in the

slightest degree.

The Set comprises a B.T.H high

tension magneto with attachment to

automatically collect the lightmg

current ; a non-spillable battery in

aluminium box with switch ; £n 1 head

and tail lamps complete with bulbs

wiring and fittings

Price complete, £15-0-0 nett

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

Lower Ford Street :: :: :: :: Coventry.

II

l» nnswisnnrj these oiivcrlixfmrnl.'S r is rleslrnhle to mentinn "The Motor Cycle.
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SPLIT LEGGINGS.
"I know 0! nothing to beat it, and it deserves to be

better known."—"Ixion" in "Motor Cycle" of ijth

Maj'ch in describing the "Split" Overalls.

The suit is put on and off In a (ew
seconds, no pulling over dirty boots, nor
G6iling your bands. They open right
down outside of Ice, and are fastened
with two springs. There is absolute free-

dom and comfort, combined with neat-
ness, and they are guaranteed to keep
you dry under all conditions of
weather. This is the only suit that kept
out the terrible wet weather in the
Reliability Trials at Copenhagen, when
clothing was included in these trials.

MADE IN TWO QUALITIES.

SUBT COfVIPLETE.

No. 1 Medium Weight 72/6

No. 2 Heavy , 78/6

LEGGINGS ONLY.
No. 1 IVIedium Weight 31/6

No. 2 Heavy „ 33/6
Postage 1 /- extra.

TM ^) I0O-7

When ordering give Chest, Waisi, and Inside Leg
Measurements.

HENRY A. MURTON, LTD.,
6 to 10, Grainger St., NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

DURING STRIKE

CARRY TWO
By fixing a

TANSAD
PILLION
SEAT.

To be had from
ALL AGENTS also

HALFURD,
CU«RY,
CAMPION,
& RVDGE
Depots.

If any difficulty,direct

from factory by
parcels post — name
agent.

TAN-SAD (F. H. HEADLEY),

BIRMINGHAM.FREEMAN
STREET.

["jUP'
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\Shirts and Collars Guaranteed

IF you are one who chooses his,

shirts with more than ordinary care

we can promise you a high degree of

satisfaction if you go to an outfitter

who sells RADIAG Shirts—and
Collars.

Every cotton tunic shirt with the

RADIAC tab sewn on is guaranteed
fadeless. Satisfaction is also guar-

anteed with every RADIAC collar,

soft or starched. Obtainable in a wide
range of the latest colour designs.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING HOSIERS

Self Manufacturers : McINTYRE. HOGG. MARSH & CO. LTD.
New Basinghall Street. London. E.G. 2 27 Portland Street, Manchester

I'H tiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiirlltlKirliiiiiiiiiiim;:!*'!;''**'"".'"' '" <niiiHnmit

liliii|i|||ii|im|i|iiiiiiiiN mill I jiaaiae)
p

Si. James's 10

ALBION TWO-SPEED
New Model now ready

CLUTCH ONLY
without Kick-starter

PRICE £10
Any plain model as il-

ustration converted to
new clutch model £4
K.ia^le-bar control clutch.

Any modeJ supplied

for convarstons.

Allbion Engineering
Co.. Ltd.,

_.- Upper Highgrate Street.

BIRMINGHAM.

No conversions to Kickstarteiv

An expen-
sive outfit

is surely
worth a

ehilling or

two spent

on keeping
itemarland

saleable.

Rust
Proof
Dope

Use Cc^TO-

sn- "W.W."

Glaze for

I he nickel

and bright

parts, and
cut out the

frequent
cleanings.

in 1/6 and 2/6 Tins, from your dealer, or trom

—

HOWSE'S, The Rust-Preventer Firm,
SMETHWICK, STAFFS.
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CONTRACTORS
for all leading makes

of Motor Cycles, Side-

cars, and Light Cars. TAYLORS
LARGE SELECTION

shop-soiled and guar-

anteed Second-hand

Machines. Write for list.

The Strike will not prevent your travelling if

you purchase one of the following machines which
are ready for immediate delivery.

CARS.
A.B.C., 1021, u h.p., 2-siroke and dickey .... £383
MORRIS-OXFORD, 1921, 4-stroke, new £565
MORRIS-COWLEY, 1921, 4-stroke, new £425
COVENTRY-PREMIER, 1921, new £250
GRAHAME WHITE, 192 1, new 2-stroke, electric

equipment £105

MORRIS-COWLEY, 1021. 2 stroke, new £375
MORRIS-OXFORD DE LUXE, fully equipped.

J list overhauled and repainted £250
F.N. LEGERE, 1921, run 50 miles £286
LAGONDA, II h.p. 1921 new 2-stroke and double
dickc-y, or 4-stroke. luUy equipped £420

NEW COMBINATIONS.
A.J.S., 7 h.p £215
A.J.S., 6 h.p £180
EXCELSIOR 8 h.p. DE LUXE, dynamo lighting £243
EXCELSIOR, 6 or 8 h.p £160
ZENITH, 8 h.p £204
ARIEL, 3i h.p £152 10

TRIUMPH, ., h.p , S.D. Model £175

NEW SOLO MOUNTS.

p. & M., ^A h.p £155
RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p £184 16
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., run 20 miles £195
ENFIELD, 8 h p ^ £160
B.S.A. 0-7 h p £175
B.S.A., 4i h.p £152

ZENITH, 5 h.p., Sports Model £123
EXCELSIOR BLACKBURNE, 2$ h.p £96
EXCELSIOR, 2j h.p., 2-speed £67
EXCELSIOR, 2i h.p., open frame, single-speed £49 15
O.K., 2.\ h p., single-speed £50 8
ENFIELD, 2\ h.p., 2-speed £65

DOUGLAS, 2- h.p., 2-spced £85
SUNBEAM, 3j h.p., 3-spced £155 8
SCOTT 3 h.p £130
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. SO £135
O.K., 2A h.p., 2-speed £59 17

O.K., 2i h.p., 2-spce<l, clutch, kick-start .. £67 4

SHOP-SOILED AND USED MOUNTS.
A.J.S. 1,920 6 h.p. Combination, Cowey Speed,
ometer, horn, acetylene equipment. Condition
like new £185

A.J.S. 1920 6 h.p. Combination, hood, lamps,
Ivla-xon £175

A.J.S. 1919 6 li.p. Combination, hood, speed-
ometer, electric equipment, tax paid £155

TRIUMPH W.D.B. Renovated and guaranteed by
Tnumph's. Fitted with new Whitley sidecar £135

£85TRIUMPH 19K1. horn, Icnee-gnps

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR Combination, 7-9 h.p.,

luzo acctviene pqui]iment.only nin 300 miles £150
POWER-PLUS INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Combination.
many extras, ta.x paid £175

ENFIELD, 1920, 2j h.p., 2-speed, tax-paid .... £50
CALTHORPE, 1920, 2-speed, shop-soiled £59
CALTHORPE, 1920, 2-speed, lamp and horn.. £50
EXCELSIOR, 1920, 2-speed, new £60

Any Car or Motor Cycle of our own stock supplied for Cash or on
our Payment out of Income System.

EXAIVIPI.es :

motor cycles. cars.
S. 'I. I f. (1.

Costing say 100
Deposit 36

Costing say 400
Interest ^% 16

Interest yi%
64
5 1 Deposit

416
140

£69
12 Monthly Payments of £5 15 i

£276
12 Monthly Payments ot ^23 o o

H. TAYLOR & C° t"
Showrooms

Wholesale :

Hhoner. : KensmRton 7260 and Museum 1240.

52-53, Sussex Place, S'uth Kensington
21a, Store St. Tottenham Ci Rd. W C.I.

38, ALFRED PLACE, LONDON, W.C.I.

Teie.^rams : Dynametro. Westcent, Loudon.

In answering this adrertisement it 13 desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle: Bi7
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CASH.
EXCHANGE.
EXTENDED
PAYMENTS.
FuU list of NEW and
SECOND-HAND
MACHINES sent
post free on request

SPECIAL OFFER FOR THIS MONTH ONLY.
All reconstructed Machines, supplied during this month only,

will be completely equipped with Lamps, Horn, Tools, Pump,
Pannier Bags, and Licence Card Holder. NO EXTRA CHARGE,

ENFIELD. 8 h.p., 2-speed, and brand new Enfield Sidecar £125
DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 2-speed £65
DOUGLAS. 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter . . £85

With new Sidecar .. ., .. .. .. ..£115
P. & M., 3| h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter .. £82

With new Sidecar .. .. .. .. .. .. £105
B.S.A-, 4^ h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and

kick-starter .. .. .. £75
P. & M., 3J h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter ,. .. £68
The above machines have been thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled,

and plated makers' colours. Tyres in most cases are n^w.
THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE. CAS A or EASY PAYMENTS.

Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd.,
THE MOTOR CYCLE SPECIALISTS,

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, West Croydon.

Thoroughly overhauled, but

finished Service Green,

Tanks re-enamelled
makers' colours.

Phone—Croydon 24 50 *Gram8
—
"Track. Cro don.*

r 6
REAL BARGAI

AT

I
3 DEPOTS

1921 G. N., soiled,

ridden 250 miles,

£200
New 1920 ROVER
5-6h.p.Combination
only soiled, £150

1921 B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combination,

dynamo lighting, ridden under 500

miles. Cost £240 3 weeks ago, £190
1921 ENFIELD Combination, Vickers

engme, dynamo lighting, loaded with

accessories £165

New 1920 CLYNO 8 h.p. Combination,

spare wheel,' spring frame. To-

day's price, £250 ; our price £195
New 1920 A.J.S. Combination
dynamo lightmg many gadgets

£ 2 5

1S1, High Street, Walthamstow. 387, Euston Road, 50, High Road, Wood Green,

London, E. London, N.W. 1. London, H.

Phone : Waltbamstow t6Q (2 iinesi. Ttion-i^ Museum 4 07^ rhone HoiQsev iQSb

E18 In answering these adveTttsements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ional word. Paragraplis of under 8 words

charged double rate. Each paragraph is

arged separately. Name and address must

counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

eeial terms to regular trade advertisers will

quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in paymentfor

vertisements should be made payable^—STcoT
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed_^—s'

easury Notes, bein^ untraceable if lost in

insit. shouil not be sent as remittances .

All adver,.isj nenis m this section should be

BO npaniei with remittance, and be addressed

the ofllces of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
•eet, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

ventry. To ensure insertion letters should

posted in time to reach the odlces of " The
jtor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

srning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

ate the number which is printed at the end of

eh advertisement, anl the date of the issue

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
or tbo coiive[iience of advertisers, letters may he

iressed to numbers at "* The Motor Cycle " Office,

len this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost ol

istratioLi and to cover postage on replies rnust be added
the advertisement charge, which must include tiie

rds Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the uumbcr
1 appear in the advertisement. All replies sbmild t>e

Iressed No. coo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street.

4. Replies to Box Number advertisetKaih cofitamtng

tiltance^ shonUl be se»l by tegislered post, but in alt such

es it IS advisable to make use ot the Deposit System.

nthe case ot motor cycles ofTered tor sale under a box

[Bber, as It Is unusual for these to be sold without first

ng Inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

llUate business by embodying In their advertisements

ne mentloQ of the district in wbfcb the machine
9red may bo seen and tried.

JW DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
'arsons who hesitate to send money to uiiknowD persons

y deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
posit S/atem. If the money be depoiiled witb "The
itor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed (or a decision after receipt of the

ids is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

ount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
riage one way. For all transactions up to £io, a
Dosit fee of i/- is charged: on transactions over £io
i under £50, the fee is 2 /6; over £50 and under£75. 5 /-;

ec £75 and under fioo, 7/6; and on all transactions

er iioo, k %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Tudor Street, London. E.C.4, and cheques and money
tors should be made payable to Ili0e & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is ao
lication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot

! Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
irous, but have not advised us to that eSect.

SPECIAL NOTE,
Reftders who reply to advertlseroeots and receive no

swer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
mce as an Indication that the goods advertised have
eady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
iny enquiries that It is quite Impossible to reply to
ch ODe by post.

MOTOR

MOTOR CYCLES
4.B.C.

FOR SALE.

I .IJ.O.,

*- com

WHERE YOU CAN ALWAYS
RELY ON GETTING THE
BEST VALUE, AND THE UN
GRUDGING SERVICE OF
EXPERTS.

OUR SHOWROOMS CONTAIN
.ALL THE WELL-KNOWN
1921 MODELS AND SOME
EXCEPTION.-^L BARGAINS
IN NEW 1920 MACHINES
BESIDES A LARGE NUMBER
OF SECOND-HAND MOUNTS
WHICH WE CAN GUARAN-
TEE BY REASON OF THE
FACT THAT THEY ARE
THOROUGHLY OVERHAULED
BY US BEFORE RE-S.ALE

Why not write for our full li^'.

giving prices and fall deiaih.

WE CAN SUPPLY ANY
MACHINE ON OUR WELL-
KNOWN GRADUAL PAY.
MENT SYSTEM—ONE
QUARTER DOWN & 12 EQUAL
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

GODFREY S, LTD.,

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.l.
Phone : LAMGHAM 1302 [2 lines)

-B.C., new models, from stock, 1920 ; best cash 1

offer entertained.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., I

ewmarket. - [1057 '

brand new. kick start model. £98 : new
combination, £128.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Kd.,

outb Kensington. 'Phono: Kensington 3709. [4174

I .B.C.—Spef!ial machine by Sopirith. very fast, Lucn-

'

^ lamps, never need, perfect condition; nearest £120.
I

, Motor Cycle Expert, Makern Link. 'Phone: ,

t3301 i

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at

A .B.C. 1920,
done 400

CYCLES
A. B.C.

FOR SALE.

new condition and appearance, only
miles, tax paid: bargain. £85.—

Wheaton. FairJighl, Maybury Rd.. Woking. [3835

A -B.C. 3h.p., 1920 model, onl- done about 1.000 miles,
in perfect conditmn tbrougiiout. complete with

lamps, horn, etc. ; £95.'
Bright St.. Birmingham

A B.C..
-^ Luc

100

p. J. EvaiM, 81-91. Jolin

C3422

. 1920, latest kick Etart model, fully equipped,
Luca3 lamps, Klason, tools, etc.. tax paid, con-

lition ns new; £110, or exchange lightweight and £60.
-73, Victoria Rd.. Stroud Green, N. [3777

GNS. Each.—Three A.B.C.'s. one T.T., dons
150 miles. Dunlopa, specially tuned by

' I'^uierson. one boon used lor a few comiietitioos only,
2>^in. Wood-Milnes. Senspray extra air, Uneo grips.
2 big pipeci, many ostraa and sparca, otc, guarantee
75 m.p.h. ; one brand new st.indard semi-T.T.—Beg.
Lucas, of M.insfleld. Tel.: 315. ^ [3139

Abingdon
ABINGDON King Uick Oh.p,,

carburetter, belt, tyre, and toolbox, in excellent
condition; nearest to £40 secures.—East Grinstead Mctor
Garage. [9522

1 Q20 Abingdon King Dirk 5-6h.p. Combination. 3
JLi' speeds, clutch and krek starter, all lamps, diso
wheels, mileage 800, guaranteed; £130; exchanges.—
IFomac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. Phone :

Dalston 2403. ^ [4080

ntely overbnuled, new
Ibo '

Ace.

A.C.E.
4-cyI. modol,. 3-apeed, kick start,

nly; list price

£210, rare bargain.—Colmore De'pot, 31. Colmoro B«w,
Birmingham. rX1922

Acme.
UNUSED 1921 8h.p. Acme Combination, taken by

owner in exchange who doea r.ot require aanic:

ior immediate cash will accept £169.—Write F., 41.

I'ulmcrston Bd., Coventry. [X1974

20 Acme Combination. Bh.p. J, A.P. engine, snare

wheel, electric lighting, cost £225. net done
1.000 miles, condition as new; £150.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4150

A.J.S.

ARE You Requiring a New Combination for Whit-
sun f

ULIAN'S, of Heading, have 1921 A.J.S. in stock.

Early, otherwise yon may be dis-

[0477

in stock.
[0532

1921 A.J.S. In stock; £215.
(0549

ol Salisbury.-A.J.S. combinations and
(1748

deliveries at Merrick's

0166.—1920 , ,^ bond and foot clutch, ahop-soiled only;

19=

I

J

SECURE One
appointed.

JULIAN'S, ot Reading, have 1921 A.J.S.

"TV A.N GUY, Weymouth

IONGMAN,
-I

2'"
b.p., 1921 models.

1921 Models.— Early

A J 3 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, condition per-

fect; 95 gns.—4. The Square, Carshalton. [3990

CROW Bros., Whitehall Garage. Guildford. A.J S.

agents and expert repairers since 1912. [7989

A J S. Combination, new condition, tax paid; £95.—
Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.

[3751
li A .J.S. Spares prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,
A. Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. T.A.

:

Parts. .
• ' (7998

AN GUY. Weymouth.—.\.J.S. agent lor Dorset;

earliest deliveries new 2-''fih.p. ; provisional price

£100. W557

CYRIL WnXIAMS for immediate delivery of 1921
A.J.S. combinations.-Chapel Ash Depot. Wolvcr

hampton.
A.J.S,

D'

[X9609

6h.p. combination,
splendid condition

[0558

-41. Gel-
(3889

disc wheels,
tax paid.—Fox,

C4193

DAN GUY, Weymouth.- __ ..

1917, recently re-enamelled,
tbroughout; £120

A -J.S. Combinatio-. — . .

i'V fully equipped, genuine, reliable; i.70.-

latly Rd., New Cross.

1 Q 15-16 A.J.S. Twin Combination,
X.Xf lamps, just overhauled

12, Conduit St., Lichfield.

AJS 6h.p. Combination. 1914. lamps and spares,

ready for road: £85; seen by appointment.—Taylor,

Union OBices, Arlesbur.v. ....[3232

AJS 2Vih p.. 1916. K.S.. linnd dutch.. 3-sp6ed. good

condition; £56; lamps, tax paid, tools, etc.—D.

T. Bond, Lion Hotel, Hlaino, Hon. [3214

LATE- 1920 A.J..S. Combination, mileage 1,200,

equipped regardless, tax paid, .<:='«P'i'>,'i/'' -"LS^'
£170revc\ianges.-60, Wallingford Av.. North Kenjwg
ton.

[3667

end oJ ench advertisement, nnd the date of the issue, buj
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1Q20 A.J.S. Combination, lamps, horn, hood, small
Xv mileage; any trial

;
guaranteed; ^155.—45,

llalden Rd.. New Maiden, Surrey. "Phone: 39 Mai-
5mi. [3916

A.J.S. Brand New eh. p. Sidecar Combination, ooin-

plete with spare wheel, wind screen, just delivered,

Bnused: what oflers?—Steele, 55, High St., Omagh, Co.

Tyrone. [3369

A.J.S. 4h.p. Combination, late 1916, condition e"ufll

to new, done 7,000 miles, Interchangeable wheels,

nearly new tyres; £130.-42, St. Margaret St., Bradford-
on-Avon. [3603

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, eqnal new, spring
seat, Lucas lamps, horn, screen, spare wheel,

unused, luxurious outfit; £180.-2, Aubrey Rd., Sma)l
Heath, Birmingham. [X2064

1Q16-1917 4h.p. A.J.S., K.S., clutch, 3-speed,
J- V equipped, tyres as new, thoroughly overhauled.
new Henderson sidecar : gift, 98 gns.—Apply, Brynraaer,
Throwley Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [3967

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, fully equipped, tax paid,
X*' eplendid condition, any trial, dynamo lighting;
£180, or near offer.—F., 155, Golders Green Rd.,
N.W.ll. Tel.: Tinchley 614. [3908

A.J.S. 2^h.p., new condition, beautifully equipped, I

Lucas bead and rear lamjis, Stewart speedometer
und horn; what offers; seen any time.—Leggett^ 306.
Fulham Rd., South Kensington. [5898

6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Nov., 1919, 1,500 miles,
spare wheel unused, owner driven, Lucas and IV

and H., completely overhauled.; trial; £150, or offer.—
Barton, Silverdale, South Farnborough. [349-5

1 Q20 (Not.) A.J.S, Combination, complete with wind
M-iJ screen, luggage grid, and uunsed spare wheel.
Lucas lamps and horn, tax paid, guaranteed perfect;

il 70.—Williams, Bakers, Shoitlands, Kent. [3476

1 Q20 (late) A.J.S. Combination, electrically equipped,
M-tJ spare wlieel, speedometer, done only 1,200 miles,
magnificent outfit- £185.—James, over Bradmore's, 482,
Harrow Rd., paddlngton. Tel.: Willesden 1744. [3796

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, luxurious outfit, condition
as new, spare wheel. Easting wind screen, 3

lamps, horn, speedometer, numerous spares, mileage
a,200, tax paid; £155.-50, Church Lane, Normanton.

[3673

A.J.S. Combinations.—Good deliveries for 1921. Buok
your orders with us now to save disappointment.

Officially apiwinted agents for this famous outfit —F.
E. Wootten. Ltd.. High St.. Oxford. 'Phone: 308.

C3392
A.J.S. Combination, new November, 1919, very tittle

nsed since June, 1920, when It cost owner £220,
eeveral accessories added srnce, just overhniiled, very
powerful : price £200.—Colonel Corbett, 14, Embnnlt-
tQont Gardens, Chelsea. [3966

A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., about 1918, 3 speeds,
gear box. hand clutch, kick starter. Inter-

changeable wheels, lamps, generators, speedometer,
horn, hood, tax paid; £82.-110, Upper Richmond
Ed., East Sheen. S.W.14. Putney 2622. [3737

A.J.S. 1921 6h.p. Combination, brand new, not shop-
eoilwl. complete with interchangeable wheels and

ipsre £195; also Immediate delivery of the new 7h.p.
model, £215; Lucas dynamo lighting set. £28 extra.—
P. J. Evans. 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[3420

A.J^. 6h.p. Combination, electric large searchlight
lamps with dimmers, cost £8/8. spring seat pillar,

pare wheel, Stewart signal, Smith's speedometer,
mirror. Sterling leg shields, hood cover, apron, side
curtains, tax and insurance £230 till November, trans-
ferred, all good as new; highest offer, £200, bargain.—
Bobinson, 10, Shepherd's Bush Green, London, W.12.

[3468

Alldays.

EKICKHAM for Ailon, sole agent for Bristol
• and district.—Stoke? Croft. Bristol. [3356

20 Allon, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, lamps; £85
Exchanges.—H. Rock. CVadley, Staffs. [3506

ALLON 2-speed, good condition, acoepsories; £50.
or offer.-45a. Manor Pork Lee, S.E.13. [3156

"I Q19 AlloUj 2-6peed, lamps, horn, tax, spares, lovely
Xi/ condition; trial by appointment; £50.—Senior,
234. London Rd., Northwich. [3498

BARGAIN, 1917 23,ih.p. AUdays-AJlon. perfect order,
lamps, horn, tax paid, must sell; £40, or ofEer.—

89, Sedgmoor Place, Camberwell. [3153

ALLDAYS-VILLIERS 2^4h.p., 1916, engine as new
lamps, etc.. good tyres, tax paid; ride away; £35,

or offer.-Stratford, 148, Marlborough Ed,, Upper Hoi
loway. [3229

1 Q20 Allon do Luxe, 23/ih.p.. 2-speed, kick startei,
J-*J practically new, perfect condition; bargain, £70,
or exchange with cash for good combination.—Gammon,
Perfumer, Ilfracombe. [3113

ALLDAYS Allon de Luxe, 2-speed, kick starter,
clutch, front and rear lamps, horn, leg shields,

excellent condition; price £70.—Carpenter, Horbling,
Biliingborough, Lines. [3266

Americnn \

BIG Valve Racing American X, 1920, iust been
overhauled, perfect, tax paid, very fast, winner

in speed hill-climbs; offers.—27, St. John's Rd., Putnev
Hill. [3724

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
American X

AMERICAN X Combination. 7-9h.p., 1916 mcK
acetylene equipment, spares, 't.ax paid, in gr

condition ; trial ; accept £120.—Hatton Coombe I

Rd., Kingston Hill, Surrey. [35

AMERICAN X. Combination, 1917, 7-9h.p., mile;

2,900, accessories, handsome appearance, white i

crimson, perfect mechanicallv ; bargain, J142.— Piic

particutaid, 179, Osmaston Ed., Derby. [S*!

A WONDERFUL Bargam.—Brand new 1921 Ann
can X, standard model. 7-91i.p., 3-spe3d, w

Jlillford de luxe sidecar, 27x3'Ain. tyres; list pi
a:217. offered as slightly shop-s«iled at ^170.-1
Premier Motor Co., Astoh. Rd., Birmingham. [Xl4;

Ariel.

JULIAN'S, of Reading, have 1921 Ariel in stoct

10!

DAN GUY, Weymoutil.—Ariel agent; early dcliv
dates. [Of

-| Q21 Model Ariels in
Xt/ High St.. Fulham.

P J EVANS
Triumph Prices

Reduced !

Secure yours NOW.

21 h.p. TRIUMPH Lightweight with

Two-speed Countershaft Gear . . £70

TR1UA\PH

CointtfaiurT CLM

4 h.p. TRIUMPH Chain-cum-Belt
Solo £115

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, renovated

Carrying Makers' full guar^^ntee.

A few 1920 shop-soiled

machines still available.

SEND FOR LIST

81-91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.

BiRIVIiNGHAIVl.

stock.—Film's Garage.
[3'

LONGMAN, of Salisbury.—Ariels, solo and c{

binations, 1921 models. [1'

3ih.p. 1920 Ariel Combination, only 2 months
2 use; price £110.—Woods, Ltd.. Sligo. [3;

ARIEL 5-eh.p. Combination, 3 speeds, K.S.. ex(

lent condition; £100.-4, The Square, Carsl
ton.

ARIEL 1921 4V4b.p. Combination, from sto(

price £1&2/10.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., N
market. (K

ARIEL 3>^.p. Combination. 1914, 3-ppeed. fpee

meter, lamps, etc.; £55,—Fear, The NecN
Staines. [3.'

3ih.p. Ariel Combination 3-apeed, kick starter, sh

2 soiled only; £140.—John C. Beadle, Ltd., Spi

St., Darttord. [2;

ARIEL 1920 Combination, unscratched, few m
only, Eastins:, registered; £110.—Clark,

Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [41

ARIEL 1920 New SV'h.p. Solo; list price i£120,
price £105,—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portli

St.. W. Langham 1704. [0'

1C119 Ariel 6-7h.p. Combination, 1921 forks, lam
J-t/ Ea.^ting screen, speedometer, accessories; £14;

[1!Pool. 66, Abel St.. Burnley

20 3'/>h.p. Ariel Combination, only done
miles", tax paid, £105: also 1&14 T.T. moi

£39.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, 8.E. . [3:

95.—1920 Ariel SVjh.p., S-speed, kick start,, clut

real barir-iin, 8liop.^-oilel:l, list price £110.—Colm
Depot. 51. Colmore Row, Birmingham. [SIS

ARIEL 3V"h.r., 1919-20, Milliord sidecar, lamps,

gine in excellent running order: £100, or n

offer, bargain.—Kelly, The Laurels, Camden Ed., Sntt

BIEL S'Ah.p, actually in stock; also other

. makes, 'both new ond secnud-hand.—Autoveyc

Ltd., Service Depot, 12, Palmer St., S.W.I, Vic. 3

NEW 1921 4'/>h.p. Ariel Combination. 3-speed, e

mcchanicaroiling, list price £162/10; exchan

19^
£39

Depi

A'
offei

A^

tertained.—Bambers',
Tel. : 607.

Easlbank St.,

Combination, SiAh.p., late .1920,
' ' '

, lamp,
£110.—T.

ARIEL ^„„...- ., -,.,--,.
., , .

wind screen, legshielda, lamp, _tool3, etc.

Southp(
[X2(

compit

500 miles, not scratched
Fields, Buckingham.

Stacey, Cas
[35

4 h.p. TRIUMPH All-chain Drive

Combination £175

4 h.p. TRIUMPH Chain-qum-Beit

Combination £165

£90

j qi9 Ariel SVjh.p.,

ARIEL, 3'/-.h.p., 1918, lamps, pillion seat si

tube belt, valves, hand control clutch, J

iznards. perfect ccndition; £85. — Write, .143,

George's Rd., Coventry. i'^^"

with luxurious coach sidecar,

lamps, JSasting, speedometer, new toreS-

round tax paid, guaranteed;
Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton
Dalston 2408-

ARIEL 5i/.h.p., B. and B., Bosch, best over £:

also Ridge, clutch, Senspray, C.A.V., near

£36- both semi-T.T., with horns, temps, good tyr

overhauld, Kcensod; after 5, 1 Saturday.—ClemeU

18, Church St., MaidstKjne. I'

ARIEL Service Depot.-Orders now booking for

new all-chain models, which are the Rolls-Bo;

of motor cycles. All spares stocked. PromPt attentii

^F Speakmau. Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Ed., B

purhey, Manchester. Tel. • 325 Cheetham Hill. 18.

ARIEL.—This is the machine for reliability. We o

practical riders and gold medal winners wiUi u

wonderfully efficient and reliable motor cj-cle. W e c

give you immediate delivery from stock. All spares

stock. Trade supplied.-Jones' Garage, Muswell Bi

and at Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. WS

Arno.

1Q15 Arno 4h.p., just been tl'oroughl!; overliaul

lU painted red; £40, or near offer.-Oakhill bara

Eaet Putney, London. >'"

Bat.

BAT 6h.p., 3-speed, 1920. brand new; £125.--Cla

•7. Eili!bition Rd.. S.W.7. t'l

£115; exchange:
Rd.. N.E. 'Ph""

[40

Hi

B20 All letters relating to advertisements .liould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, ant) the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

30 Douglas Combination, 4h.p. ; £100 gns.

—

Frank Whitworbh. Ltd., 139, Kew St., Bir-

lam. DC2039

15 Douglas 2^41i.P-, folly equipped, licensed.— '" '- ^d.. Bowes
C3811

%h.p., ft— -, ,. -.

splendid order; £48.—7B, Warwick Rd
N.ll.

-3-speed 2^h.p.
ew, n( '

S.E.

Douglas, fnlly equipped, as
new. not W.D.-^36, Wnitehoiee Ed., Thornton

[3814

DGLAS, 1916, legshields, speedometer, F.R.S.
lamps, undershield; bargain, £50.-202, Munster
Fulham. [3493

UGLAS, 2%h.p., 1916, equal to new, mileage
about 300, equipped; *50.—207, Blackshaw Rd.,
ng, S.W.17. [1173

B Douglas and Sidecar, not W.D., tan paid,
ready to drire away; £100.—Eos«, 86, High

Lee, S.E. [3338
Douglas Combination, 1917, meclianicallv per-

ect: cash required; otters.— 4, Elm Gardens,
oersmith. (3723
:0 2?.',h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, and K.3.,
licence, equipped; £85. — Asten's Garage,
, Surrey. [3919

[TQL.\S 2%h.-[,., 1915, completely overhauled, en-
•itje uew, full kit, eeveral spates; £55.-38, Manor
H.ickney. [3933

[JGLA.S, 1911, good order, lamps, horn, tax paid-
alter 6; offers over £15.-108, Babbacombc Rd..
cy, Kent. [4012
JGI.A.S, new 1921. 3-speed. luUy equipped.
105; tax paid.—7, Exhibition TRd., ff.W 7
gton 4096, (1579

n;,„M,'°"?l^^,'''
caji gire immediate deliyery

UousIa> 1921 models and spare parts Irom-Phone: 852. (6340
:gla.9 2yh.p., speedometer, fully equipped,
eiwl, no rubbish; £56; after 6 o'cJock.-B,

lar Ed., Acton. (3215
2\,h.p 3.speed Douglas and accessories, ingood condition; £82/10.-Bounds. 223. High

Kilburn, N.W.6. [3274

''„i^,';"^'°^
?''''''!. "'''^''S*^ S'O'"'- liinks (19201,

,i,1„ o
"^^

»k'^'Jl°5'
''<^<^"si=il. speedometer. Inmps.-

*iue. South Godstone. ' '*

JGI.AS, 1913-14, 2.^ih p
condition, fast, tax paid
veil Ay„ Higlignte, N.6.

,pee'l

Spital

[3087
lamp, etc., excellent
£48.—Hopkins. 46.

(3911
Douglas. Combination. 1920 model, Ehop-soile<l- kick starter; £153.-Jdhn C. Beadle,

ot., Uartiord. (2309
3GI A.S, 1917, 2-y,h.p., enamel, plating, and
™1 T n^i <=°<"<i">°"

splendid; £471-30, drystal
-
lark Rd., Sydenham. [4011

'Sl"'^^
.'"',''• CMnbination, everything now condi-lon not done 3 months' work; 90 gns.-Pace.

U'Utre Av.. Acton. [3632

,.'„?,'7p'"'^l",'
2y,h.p, 1916, like new. j^eviectnonrition throughout: first cash secures --4

ar.k-ns. Hammersmith. (3722
EPTIONAL.-1918 2--Jh.p 2-speed DoucIot
[antilully equipped; £56; exchanler-60 "^al?:
1
Ai.. JNorth Kensington. (3666

_0N Douglas Models from Stock; 2:jih.p. 2.speed£35. 3-speed clutch, £105; combination, £170-
'. Yeovil. Thono: 50. rcn«.
6 2:

Phone: 50. [5043
2-lh.p. Douglas, 2-sped. Amac. lamps, acces-

^

^''J^^ST' S?"-."'^' ""d plating, unscratched;
,

t>olon Rd., Brixton. (4102
^„''!5''' 'i^elas Combination, equipped, little

i^t ^t'"'" ;,««'Pt shown; what iter3.-149Hd., Palmers Green, N.13. [3870

^i«f;!''j'?„%'*°'' ^'r-^"-
'" ''nning order; owner

I - s. ^^".''''''''i, *,5°' 0^ MiKst offer

-

iii?h St., Bumhnm, Bucks. (3360

°condi?ion-. ?™=l¥„„?™.!'i'"'*""'; .'? fi»Mi
1,- .-;-- ^"y examination or trial-Pine Cottage. Wcybridge.

'

ass
80 gnu.—

t,,t.„ [3808
TOLAS 1916 2?a,p., 2-speed, electric liEhtiniKlaxon, speedometer excellent' coidif^ra . £68 fl
1, 20, Gloucester K-d . Bristol. (J472
IGLAS 23^h,p., 1916. 2-speed. perfect, any trial-.44: nnvate owncr.-Apply. The Garage LyWtLordship Lone, East Dulwich.

"'"'"''
^fj^ig

9 4h.p Donglas Combination, electric tat nnM»rerhanlcd by makers, ridden 20 miles fiCe^-Box 3,481, c/o The Motor Cyde. (J325
-Douglas, 1914, 2V,h.p., 2-speed, lamps, hornarious new parts, flrst-class order and apnea?:50, Malvern Rd.. Hornsey. N. [3645

?s^"'^v„^'}^ "'','',• Combination, splendid order-
fR 'p^'''""°J"°"'' Co- 223- Hammersm?th
r.6. 'Phone; Hammeremith 80. :3446JGLAS 4h.p 1917, with special 2-seated side-

uv 'm '.
<=°°'"'i'>''

:
«80.-Buntings MotorHealdstone. Closed Sundays. (3934

^^Ti^i'^i"- ""V^!'^. 2-speed, Amac. C.A.Voriginal^ enamel lamps^ accessories, li«nce, new
63, Solon Rd., Brixton. (4101

ion; £65.-

TRIUMPH
PRICES

REDUCED!
Motor Cyclists will be glad to hear
that there has been a considerable

reduction in the price of all

TRIUMPH Models.

"Britain's Best Motor Cycles"

We can now offer

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

of any model

AT NEW PRICES.

Type S.D. 4 li.p. " TRIUMPH patent
3-speed gear, all-chain drive.

Price £125.

Type S.D.C., as above, fitted with
TRIUMPH-GLORI.'i. Sidecar.

Price £17S.

Type H. 4 li.p. St timiey-Archer 3-sp.

Price £1 15.

Type H.C., as above, fitted

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Sidecar.

Price £165.

with

Type L.AV. 2\ h.p. TRIUMPH
"Junior" 2-speed lightweight.

Price £70.

In a'Uition to the ' Gloria* we have other
SidecTs—specially mi\de for these machines
—in Block, for immpd'ate dplivery at prices

from £1T to £35.

Immediate Delivery of

W.B.D. (renovated) TRIUMPHS
4h.p., 3-sp., Sturmey-Archergear,

£90 and £95

Machines despa'ched by road or rail

—

delivery free.

THE PREMIERMOTOR CO.,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone

;

Central 7357 —
(2 lines^

Telegram9
" PRIMUS,

Birmingham.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1920 aij'Ii.p., S-.speed, tootr&sts, l.nmp*,

KlQson-Veeder, tns paid, condition new; £80.—
Porter, The Square, F.nirflsld, Mouehester. [319*

3Ji.P. T.T. Douglas, S-speed, lamp, splendid COD-
/V4 dition, Us paid; £53, oifers.—Graham, 27,
Wandle Ed., Wandsworth Common, S.W. [3747

4h.p. Douglas. late model, mechanically perfect. oTeP-

hanled, stoved, and plated, 50% new fittings, con-
dition as new; £75.—Garage, Woolpit, Suffolk. [3264

D.OPGLAS 2-4h.p., 1916. uncr.lted Hay, 1920. nn-
pnnctured, perfect, oiiRinnl owner, insurance,

licence; £65.—Eowdon, 43, Bell Kd., Iloiinslow. [3233

4h.p. Douglas, 1920 model. S-speed, fully equipped
with lamps, horn, etc., onlv completed 1,150 miles;

£130.—John C. Jteadle, Ltri., Spital St., IJartJ'ord.

(2312

Id 17 Douglas 2';h.p., not W.D., fully equipped,
l-*y ta.\ paid. Lyres almost new, enamel and plating
excellent; £52.-Lawn Villa, Jlolly Walk. Enfield.

[3810
DOUGLAS 2'";ih.p., 2-spo6d, 1918 (authentic), i*rfect

runnin? order, lamps, pumps, etc.; £55, or offer;

Loudon S.W. distxiut.—Box 3,496, c/o The Uotor Cycle
[3370

1Q16-17 4h.p. Douglas, electric lighting, tyres good,
X*/ Easting, mechanically excellent; £85. solo £70.—
Woodward, Loxwood Cottage, Sundridge Av., Bromley,
Kcut. (3595

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1920 model, scarcely

used, complete with accessories, owner no use;

no Tcnsouubio offer refused.—Cox, LyiiwocKl, Uttoxeter,

Stnfls. [2925

DOUGLAS 2'-ih.p., 2.sneed, clutch, smart appear-

ance, t>Tes liardly cut, lamps, arid tax paid; £31,
no ofTcrs; takes two; trial willingly.-R.A., 66, Chnrott

Rd., Acton. [3946

DOUGLAS, 2^ih.p., fnlly equipped, aluminium chain
guard, 1915, £55: ditto, 1919. £70; guaranteed.

—Virian Ilardio and Lane. Ltd., 23 -and 24, Wood-
Btoek St., W.l. [0547

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, C.A.V., Amac, lamps
horn, new Uunlops, Easting, hood, luggage grid,

lax paid, perfect, trial; £100.-13. Charles St.,

names, S.W.13. [3863

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1917, clutch, K.S., 3-speed, over-

hauled Fobiunrv, loraps, tools, spores, etc.. tax

paid, excellent condition; £80, neor oSor.—164. Shooter s

Hill ltd.. BUickhciilh. [3317

ELI CLARK can give vou good service both In new
machines and spares; try me. I may bo useful

to you.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196,

Cheltenham Rcf., Bristol. [0016

1 O20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, ns new, lamps,

XJ horn, legRlliclds, Easting, licensed; £122.-
Edwards, 50. ItarringtoD Ud.. South Kensington.

'Phono: Kensington 3709. [4175

4h.p. Douglas Combination, licence fitted, with
luxurious Sandum body. Easting screen, petrol

carrier, grid, etc., insurance policy included; £95.—
336, Gray -8 Inn Rd., W.C.I. [0540

1 Q17-18 Douglag" Combinations, absolutely., as new
X«/ throughout, guaranteed; £100; inspect beforo

buying elsewhere.-Banister and Botten. 341, Upper
St.', N.l. 'Phone: North 2480. [4214

1 Q18 Douglas Combinntioa, 1920. new, oil steel frame,

X«/ Binks. di.<s, leg shields light bine sidecor. splendid

condition, licence paid; £95. lowest.—Eaistricli, 1, Bryan-

stone Ed., Laisterdyke, Bradford. (3792

DOUGL.\S 4h.p. Combination, hood, wind screen,

horn, lamps, Tan-Sad, splendid running order,

tax paid: £85. or near olTer,—L. Stratford. 203
Junction Rd., Upper Ilolloway, N. [3279

DOUGLAS 2>4h.p., also 4h.p. combinations, delivery

ex stock; specially low prices, cash or terms.—
Harford, Ltd., 5, New Burlington Place, Regent St.,

London, W. 'Phono : 4090 Regent. (X2067

lQ19"i Douglas 4h.p. Combination, mileage 1,200,
X«/ dry plate clutch. Klaxon, Bonnikson, BInemel
wind screen, many spares, unpnnctnred, guaranteed per-

fect order.—On view 39, Newman St.. W. [3237

2ih.p. 1916 2.speed Douglas, horn, lamps, pnmp,
4 footboards, spare chain, belt, and valves, Tan-

Sad and footrest (optional), tax paid, condition per-

fect- £65.-109, Mackenzie Rd., Beckenham. [3391

19^18 Douglas Combination, just OTorhnuled, enam-
elled and npholstered, fully equipped, splendid

condition- nny trial; £95, or near cfler.—17, Colville

Sq., WMl. Snturdaya Fair View, Tonbridge. [3257

1 Q20 4h-p. Douglas Combination, fully equipped,
J-«/ ckctric lighting, mechanical horn, legshields,

wind screen, etc. condition as new; £125; take
lightweight part.—17. Shaltesbury Ed., Coventry.

[X2056
4h.p. Douglas Corabination, electric lighting, SDeedo-

ineter, hood, screen, apron, mat, new belt/ good
tyres, £100; also 2';ih.p. 2-speed Douglas. £50; taiei

Tiaid insurances.—90. Albion Rd., Stoko Newlngion.^ '
[3410

3a.h.p. 1920 Douglas, all accessories, kid; start, clutch,

4 3-speed gear, only mn 1.000 miles; seller nnr-

chasine moro powerful machine: condition as new; bar-

gain. £95.-Bunford, Midland ISank, Kt^wcastlo Emlyn^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

IMMEDIATE, Delivery of any Douglas Model; cash or
deferred payments; book your order, now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Jlotors, Ltd.,
Bonth Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-
ton 2417. [0505

1Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, not war model,
J-*j' complete all lamps, speedometer, tyres like new
absolutely perfect only done 6,000 miles; £105 net.-
4, Station Buildings, Woodside, S.E.25. 'Phone

:

Croydon 36. [3439

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London., E.C.4.,-
All Douglas models, S^/ih.r., 41]. p., and new im-

proved W.D. from stock; supplied on the easiest of
easy terms; all fully equipped ; trad© supplied ; no
extra charge. [2945

O 3.11. p. Sporting Douglas, August, 1919, tax p<nid,
|^4: stored sis winter months, aluminium discs, long

plated exhaust, Lucas lamps, Klaxon, knee-grips, like
new; worth £80, accept £68.—Roberts, IS, Florence
Rd., Maidstone. [3116

OQ GISTS., real bajgain, compare the price; Douglas
^t9 1913-1^. 2 speeds, excellent tyres, lamps, speedo-
meter, meubanical horn, leg shields, footboards, smart,
any examination, trial.—Garage, Hansler Ed., E.
Dnlwich. 10-5. [3350

,

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1918, 3-speed,
clutch, kick etart, complete with tool kit, lamps,

ivntcb. Klaxon, cover and tube, enamel, plating, and
npliolsterv ns new throughout, tax paid; £86, oi nenr
ofler.-Clare, 242, Brixton Hall, [3300

"f
Q13 (late) Docfflaa 4h.p. Combination, well equipped,

J-*' accessories, spares, speedometer, fitted electric
(accumulatorj end acetylene throughout, tyres perfect,
extra heavy Dunlop side and rear, specially good ma-
chine, perfect running order, tax paid; £115.-4, Middle
6t.. reoril. [3225

BARGAIN.—Douglas 1921 23^.p., Snspeed, hnnd
clutch, kick et-art, delivered February thia yejir,

!

run 200 miles, makers' guarantee; cost £115, take
£100, DO offers; first £5 deposit secur€is. owner having
combination.—Witliam, Red Lion, Spalding Ed., Hol-
bcaoh. Lines. [3522 i

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 Douglas Combination, almost
new, completely equipped, cheap; also 1919

2%h.p. solo, fully equipped, tax paid, new condition.—
5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube
Station ). 'Phone : Hampstead S752. Hours 9-7, in-
cluding Saturdays. [3425

SPECIAL O.H.V. 2%b.p. Douglas, 2-spesd and adjust-
able pulley, frame finished bronze nickel, large

petrol tank with quick filler cap.s, band-operated oil

fitted, donlile back brake?, new tyres, belt, and cliain,

and many spares, new Sen-pray carburetter fitted, engine
faultless a ad piactiofllly new. spare racing side salve,

engi;ie with unique ball bearing? oams, must sell com-
plete : first cheque £85 secures ; guaranteed to do
60 m.p.h.; seen by appointment.—W. Gilmour Smith.
136, Renfield St., Glasgow. [3145

Edmund.
J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, lamps,

.—Below,

EDMUND, 1920. J.A.P., Enfield gears, licence paid,
lamps, condition good; £60.—The Jl;ayton Garages,

EDMUND, 1920,
and horn, condition excellent; £65

90, High St., Oxford. Tel
784 Oxford,

Integrity, Oxford.

T Q21 2%h.p. Edmund, spring
XiJ £90.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,

Phone
[X2135

frame, shop-soiled

;

Lee, S.E. [3393

UMUND-J.A.P.. 1920, brand new, Enfield {rearsE
EDMUND LiglltweiElit,

—Phitts. 602, Kins'f

n'DMpND-J'.A.P.,_cost £100;_niileage_15q, complete;

2-Bpe6d, spring frame; £48
Ed., Fulliam, S.W,6. [393S

£70; offers,

fordsbire.
-Ferrymans Farm, Nortbmoor, Ox-

[3907

Elswick.
Elswick-Precision, new condition, tax paid:

£28.-27, Fox St., Scuntliorpe, Lines. [3680

EnSeld
JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Enflelds in stock.

[0478

s and
[1761

condition

;

[3991

, for liffhtweicht.
Southoll. [3787

3fh.p,,

IONGMAN, of Salisbnrv.—Enfield combinations and
-l 2'/ili.p.. 1921 model's.

ENFIELD 2S/4h.p.,

30 ens.—4, The
2-speed, twin,, good
Sq^uare, Carshalton.

1 015 Enfield Combination, tflx paid,
J-t/ £50 cash.—Plaistowe,

'

South Rd.

2-stroke, 1920, ridden 200 mile.ENFIELD 2l/lh.p.

£55.—Spencer, 6, Fisher St., Birmingham- [X1765

ENFIELD 2yh.p. 2.stroke, new machine, only ridden
50 miles; £59.-134, Bargery Rd., Catford. [9031

33h.p. Enfield Twin, 2-speed, good condition; £40.
-1 Bissells, Warwick St., Leamington Spa.

[X2055
1 Q21 Royal Enfield Combinations.—Delivery of all
J-iJ models from stock.-Stacey, 12. Ecclesall Rd
Sheffield. (0675

f Ol'' Enfleld Combination, 8h.p., Inlly equipped-'
iJJ' -any trial; £100, offers.—Coffla, Holwell, Sher

[3486a
I

At the tii-ne of goin4 to press tne following
Motor Cycles are available for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
:s 13 2 1 "

A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination £215
B.S.A., aH Models £107 to S175
DOUGLAS, all Models £85 to £170
OLt^MOND, all Models £60 18S. to £89 6
EIMFIELO, all Models £65 to £182
TRIUMPH, all Models £115 to £180
X, 7-9 h.p., 3-5peed, electric £1B5
X, 7-9 h.p., 3-speecl £165
ZtNITH, 5 h.p., sports £123
ZENITH, 8 h.p., touring £152

SIDECARS
HENDERSON, SWAN,
MILLFORD, & WHITLEY.

SECOND-HAND
TRIUMPH Outfit, nearly new £130 0*

DOUGLAS Outfit, nearly new £145 0*

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, flat twin, nearly new£120
HENDERSON (electric), 1921, nearly new £170 0*

KINGSBURY Scooter, nearly now £29
HENDERSON, luxuriously equipped, nearly

new £180 0*

t920 8 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar £145 0*

1914 sJ h-p. 3-speed ARIEL £42
* Indicates Tax paid.

NEW 19 20
DOUGLAS, =-} h.p., 3-5peed, clutch £94
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 3-speed £89
DIAMOND, 2f h.p., 2-speed £79
DIAMOND, 2-stroke, 2-speed £73
LEA-FRANCIS, 3! h.p. txvin M.A.G £115

ADVANCE MODEL
t9:r AMERICAN X., 7-0 h.o.. i-speed £145

TWOASTOUNDINGOFFERS
We have a considerable nuinbep of

Br?AND NEW 1920 TYF»E
(NOT old, renovated, or W.D. stock)

2f h.|a. FUAT nrWlN

H

borne.

B26

MOTOR OVCtES
which we are in a position to offer for

GUINEAS
EACH.

Also, BRAND NEW IVIODEl. N0.I
22 h.p. J.A.P. 2-SPEED SPRSNG FRAMEEDMUND

MOTOR CYCUES -Foi-

GUINEAS
EACH.

BOTH IVIAKES CO IVI F> L ET E
with Head Lamp, Tail Lamp, Mechanical Horn,
Licence Card Holder, Registration Numbers
Painted on Plates, and carrying the Maker's

F'UL.B. GUARANTEE

74

OUR HIRE FUEET
o-F IVIOTOR CYCLES is
TKe Finest in the CoMnti*y

ROBERTSONS IVIOTORS Ltd.l

157B, GREAT PORTLAND ST., W.I
TELEPHONE LANCJAM 1'.02.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE;
EfiQeid.

"PNTIEIiD 6h.p. Oombination, mechanically aotmj
-•-'paid, insnred; f60.—Blphick, 316, Portobello

'

Xf J^TFIBLD Oombination, 6h.p., tax paid, eicel
^-^ condition, speedometer; £95'.—11, Th* Par
Watford.

[3

ENFIELD 1921, all models for immediate deliv—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.
ham 1704. [0

2ih;p. 1920 Eoyal Enfleld, brand new; will ao
4 £65 to clear; all carriage paid LiTerpool.—Wr

Ltd, Sligo. [J

1 Q 1 8 Enfleld Combination, 8h.p., privately ow
-L«^ hardly used, all as new; £120;—21, Newton
Acton, W. [

^23.—2i41i-P- Enfield Twin, rebuslied, good run
<^ order, tas paid.—323, St. Margaret's
Twickenham.

[:

ENFIELD Lightweight, 2%h.p., 2-speed pear, in
cellent condition; £25.—Bunting's Ezcha

Wealdstone.

tf>3.h.p. Enfield, overhanled, etc., good condition,
f^ 4 licensed, can'iage paid ; £32.—^A. Giiat, Mei*
Westbury, Wilts.

ENFIELD 3h.p., working order, nearly new t

seen any time; £55.—Goodhouse, 102, Broad
East Dulwich. S.E. [!

T| Q20 Enfield 2i4h.p, 2-stroke, lamps and horn,
i-ij paid, engine, enamel, tyres as new.—Dr. Lai
Hailsham, Susses.

ENFIELD 1916 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, kick _

lamps, tas paid; any test; £44.-371, Eark
Bd., London. 8.W.

ENFIELD Lightweight, guaranteed 1920, 2-sl

excellent condition; 43 gns.-Fersfield, V

bury Rd., New Maiden.

'\(\21 Royal Enfields.—Sh.p. combination, £
-•-«/ 2i4h.p. 2-stroke 2-speed, £65.—Stacey.
Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield.

ENFIELD Dynamo Combination, Easting, licei

Klaxon, lovely order; £112.—Clark, 7, Exhibi
Rd.. South Kensington.

ENFIELD 3h.p., 2-spe6d, splendid order; £65.—

W

ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed.,

'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

NEW 1921 Sh.p. Enfleld Combination; list

£160; exchanges entertained-—Bambers'. Eastl

St.. Southport. Tel.i 607. [S(

1 Q20 Royal Enfleld, Lucas Magdyno, combina
X«7 condition as new, small mileage; £165.—Sti

12. Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [I

BRAND New 1920 (Novembei) 8h4i- J-4..P. En
Combination, unused: wliat ofiers ?—Steele,

High St.. Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

"I Q17 Enfield €h.p. Combination, splendid oondil
-Lt/ wind screen, speedometer, lamp, etc., tax p
£115 12. High St., Fulham. ti

ENFIELD Twin, 3h.p., OTOihanI recently coet

tax paidj any trial, like new; sacrifice £65.—
Dersmgham Av., Manor Park, E. [;

"B Q20 Royal Enfield Combination, complete
i-*y lamps, horn, etc., in perfect condition: £i:

Stacey. 12, Ecclesall Ed.. SheflSeld.

ENFIELD Combination, perlect condition,

enamelled, engine as new; any trial; £U
Copua. 26, Halstead St., Brixton, S.W.9. U

ENFIELD, 1917, 3h.p., o.h.y., 2 speeds, P. anc

lamps, speedometer, tools, tax paid, like i

£60, offer.—21, Windsor Rd., Denmark Hill. ['

PULLING'S Garage lor Enfield. Spare parts

repairs a speciality.—Sole Croydon and Dis

agent, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : 1619. [1

1 Q 19 Enfield, 3h.p., condition as new, orig

Ji*J tyres, Tan-Sad, Lucas accessories, genuine; i

after 5 o'clock.—4, Daventry Ay., Walthamstow. [;

BRAND New Enfield Lightweight in stock for

mediate deliTcry; £65.—Broom and White!)

Lt4., Authorised Agents, 88, Gt Portland St., W.

21 h.p. Enfleld, new Oct., 1920, mileage only

Clamps, horn, tax, and insurance; bargain, i

—Holland, 48, Barcombe Av., Streatham Hill, S.

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1917. complete
all lamps, sidecar screen, several spares; £

offers.-Lt. Richardson, c/o Dan Guy, Weymoutl

"I r|19 6h.p. Enfield Combination, all _

-LI/ speedometer. Easting wind screen, tax paid

good condition; £130.—Bounds, 223. High Ed.,

burn. N.W.6. P
"IQ14 61>.p. Enfleld Combination, excellent condi
Xtl lamps, horn. Easting, licensed; £75.—Edwt
50. Harrington Ed., South Kensington. 'Phone: .

siugton 3709. P

"1 021 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting,. i

Xtf or without dynamo: m stock, immediate
livery; list price.-J. Smith and Co., 52-54, Ha
stead Rd.. N.W.I. W
1 Q 20 Enfleld Lightweight, 2-speed, splendid CO

Xtf tion 2 lamps, 2 generators, mechanical n
• variable jet, tax paid; £55.—H.T., 43, Northfield

East Ham, fi.6. l^li

U

C(

u

"t

[I

All letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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lOTOir CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield

.CHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.Cl.—
Eoyal Enfield models from stotk, combinations
^btweights, Iroin £65: supplied on our easiest

payment system. [2941

EELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, Easton wind
creen, accessories, excellent running condition;
buvmg car; £115.—Wadlow and Wright, Chisle-
fid., Orpington. [3283

LELD August (1919) 6h.p. Couibiniition, fully
luipped, acetylene lamps, wind screen, all spares
ols, etc., ta.^: paid; £130.—Write 8, Findon Kd.,
rd'a Bush, W.12. No dealers. [3530

LELD Bn.p. and Sidecar, nearly new, 1,100 miles
aoy ai-censories. electric lighting (no dynamo)

a;etylen3, hood, screen, etc., perfect condition:
Box 3,45<. c/o The Mow Cycle. [3181

Eulield and Sidecar, 6h.p., horn, lamps, speedo-
meter, hood, and wind screen, tax paid, Tan-
1 splendid order; £155.—Homac's, 243, Lower
a Hd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalstou 2408. [4083

Excelsior, 2%h.p., 2 speeds Sturmey-Archer,
J. .v. P., clutch and K. startsr, Cowey horn, abso-
as new; £,75; exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lower
1 Kd-, N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408, [4082
lELD Combination, 6h.p., new sidecar body just
"(i. Lucas lumps, very nice condition : accept

ucc paid, or exchange piano or lightweight.-
les, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.5. Hop 4913.

[3816
AL ENFIELD Combinations, reconditioned and
laranteed; immediate delivery, cash or term^.
onally favourable prices.—Harford. Ltd., 5, New
^ton Place, Regent St., London, W. 'Phone

:

eeent. , [X2068
EELD Combination, 1920, 8h.p., accessories, and
^:cuuilator lighting, an estremelv desirable out-
eolly good condition; £140.—The Lavton Garages,h St., O^rford. 'rel. : Integrity, Oxford. 'Phone:
'""J- (X2146
Model 8h.p. Enfleld Oombinotion, special en-

eugine, f;i3t, quiet, Airtite valve sleeves, Lucae
amps, Eiisting screen, spare tubes, valve, chains,
Ked, new condition: any trial, e.xamination

;

shoylor. Dunt'eld, Brimscombe, Glos. [3208
[ELD 8h.p.. 1920 model, complete with hood and
reen Luca* dvnamo lichtin? set. horn. etc.. £160'
e 61J.P. combination, 1919 model, complete with
horn, lamps. Eastin; wind screen. £100; both
1 condition.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Brieht

"—ingLam (3424
EELD Combination, 6h.p., September, 1916.
aimer tyres, lamps, wind screen, mirror, pillion
otal mileage by original Stewart speedometer
spares, new tyres, new Eenolds driving chain.
:ence paid: London district; £130.—Box 3.500
: Motor Cycle. [4031
ELDS —The cheapest twin on the road. We
e North London agents, and can supply from
tandard models £160. electric £182. cash, or
1 payments. All spares in stock. Trade sup-
Jones' Garage. Muswell Uill. and at Woodside
N Finchley [0380
ELD 6h.p. Combination, as new. dynamo light-
-,,,larK6 head light, latest Tan-Sad pillion seat
ddle. large copper exhaust, Klaxon, oversize
aluminium dash in sidecar, hood and cover,
creen, luggage carrier, etc., smartest outfit ou
ny trial: £135, or exchange lower power.—C.S ,"ton Rd„ Bow, E.3. Tel.: E31S5. [3996

- Excelsior.

irif'^SS'^'S'- f'-Jl-
S-iflianicaUy good, less belt

Hall, 49, High St., L-iagston-on-Thomes. [X1946
British Excelsior, new. 2.5troke, 2 spccn

cratch- kick starter, models just arrived.—

S

iham (Motors). 27. Stockwell St.. Greenwich
[6634

F.N.
_2'_.li-p.. Z.spccd. clutch, tax paid: £35.-Pen-

ny. 7. Bayford Ed., Willesden. N.W. [3298
i'jh.p., shaft drive. 2-speed. clutch, recently over-
lauled: f 30--Holloway, North Bradley. "

Trow-
[3900

New 7h.p Combination, in stock, shalt drive
speeds, hood, screen; £180. - Crow Bros.,"

[4050

F^%.'*"u'''''',.5°'' '"rl'inB-_-Send enquiries tot Clapham (Motors). 27. Stockwell St., Green
'^'lO- [4129
Combinations in Block; call for a trial ran.-
'"?'. s""! Co., 18. Bruton Place, Bond St. w
^^^^'

- [7645

,?ie-''.'''A'nS'''"'T?''I^'
2-speed, perfect, «I1 acces-ire,, oltcrs.-Brade, 65, Mulberry St., Hnlme,™' [3293

4-cyl.. 2-speed gear, free engine, good order
T„t "''" S'decar. £7.-68. Gloacest«r Rd..lown. [j„g

ml?";;,,"**'''- C'"*,*,'
2-'P«d -shaft drive, Bosch.

Her' (>•'. ?''"'"'"'=<': £50.-14, Fairlain Ed.!
^'""101.

[3702

'.°^Li,V^-?'A""'~*''*''" "-"'''•' 3-BVKi, clutch.

mMo, f ' , ^/'l,?! "teen, tax paid, atsolntelvmileage about 400; cash offers. [0558

VILLiERS
TWO-STROKET'

ENGINE"
'r^

ITS EFFICIENT

FLYWHEEL
MAGNETO
MAKES A FLAME
AT THE PLUG

NOT A DELICATE SPARK

WINNERS
OF MANY GOLD

MEDALS

Booklet Free:

THE VILLIERS
ENGINEEmNG C°U2
SUNBEAM STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

G

19
H

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N

1 C)21 F.N. 2',gi.p., 2 speeds, clutih. an.l kicl;-starter,
-t- 1' brand new. in stock for immediate delivery; £84;
exchanges or easy paymeafs.— Official Agents. Honiac'a,
243. Lower Clapton Hd.. N.E. 'Phono: Dalston 2408-

[4(;74

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol any F.N. Model; cash or
deferred payments; book your order l.ow, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.\V.4. "Phone: Iliix-
ton 2417- [0600

21h.p. F.N., 1914, kick start, completely ovcrluaulcd,
2 plated, enamelled, fully equipped, aluminium

footboards, licenced, perfect condition, only 3 years'

use: £48; will ride rcascnnblo distance to pnrcha.-er.-
Chapman, 71, Talbot St., Xcttingham. [5id4

FranciS'Bariiett.

JULIAN'S, of Reading, liavo 1921 Francis.P.arnett
in stock. 10479

Oaniage.
GASIACn-VILLIF.RS, 2-specd. late 1920. perlect

condition, just ovcrliauled. tyres equal to new;
accept £48.—Mills. Longbndge. Farnham. [3518

Grandex.
RANDEX. 1916. 6-8h.p. J.A-P. engine. Enfield

gears, hood, screen, and all spares; £110; owner
buying car.-Railway Inn, Enfleld Town, N. [3912

Green.

2.ih.p. Water-cooled Green, o.h.v., 550 cc, cxcep-
X tionally fast and perfect throughout; £C5.—

(larage, 175, Merton Rd., Wimbledon, [562S

Harley-Davidson.
4h-p. Ilarley-Davidson, new, in stock; will accept

£140.-21, -nobson St., Cambridge. [4099

20 Flat Twin Harley, sporting sidecar; £145.—
Ross. 86, High Rd.. Lee, S.E. [3397

ARLEY Sports, brand new. equipped; £145.-
Clark. 7. Exhibition ltd.. S.W.7. [9175

1019 7-9h.p. Ilarley-Davidson Solo, excellent order;
i-if £80.-Daw. 114. Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [3689

HARLEY 1918 Combination, in good order; £105.
—324, Whitehorso Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : 660.

(4048

HARLEY Combination, 1918, perfect: £120, or

exchange Triumph and cosh.-76, Dolling E-d.,

Ilamnicrsmith. [3357

IN Stock.— 1917, 1919. and 1920 Harley-Davidson
combinations; from £120 to £200.—Stacoy. 12.

Ecclesall Ed.. Sheffield. " [0577

£75.—Harlcy-Davidsons, 1918 models, good appear-
ance and in running order.-Owen, 59, Schole-

fleld Rd.. Upper Holloway. [.X2050

H.VRLEY Electric 1920. C.B. Mnnlgomery, hood,
speedometer, insured 1921, paid perfect 150 gns.

-54 Coval Rd., Mortlake. [X2070

H.\RLEYDAVIDSON.—AH models in stock, new
and second-band.—Sole Agents. Bambcrs', South-

port. Ixiucashire. Tel. • 607 [5009

"Id 15 7-9h.p. Harle.v-Dnvidson Combination, coach-
i-*y built, splendid going crder. licensed for one year;

£eo.-Batten Bros., Cullompton. (3707

I Q^O "h.p- Flat Twin Harley-Davidson, perfect con-
l*^ dition, fully eoiiipped, speedometer, etc.; £112.—
Box 3.497. do The Molar Cycle. [3571

HAELET-DA'VIDSON 1920 4h.p., fully equipped,
guaranteetl; £100. or near offer.—Eockman Bros..

37, Shepherd St., E.G. East 1143. [3147

J ([il8 Harley Combination, 7-9b.p., lamps. Klaxon,
-L *y mirror, new t>re9, perfect condition, tax paid

;

£110 cas.i.—UnderhiU Farm, Bornet. [3311

HAllLET-DAVIDSO^ 1917, electric model, not
W.D.. 2-5enter sidecar, fully equippc-d; £120.—

22. Princess ltd.. Finsbury Park. W.4. [3705

£205.-1920 Harley-Davidson combination, brand
new. shop-soiled only, list price £230.—Colmore

Depot, 31. Colmore Bow, Birmlngbam. [X1923

£100, or near offer.-Lato 1915 7-9h.p. Harley-David-
son combination, electric, engine perfect.—Walker,

Hillside, Hambrook, near Emsworth, Sussei.
-
[3082

1 020 Harlev-Davidson de Luxe Combination, original

X«7 tyres, disc, outfit perfect, practically new; £170;
exchanges.— 60. Wallingford Av., North Kensington.

[3665
1Q19 Harley Combination, new condition, fully

Ji*y equipped, hood, wind screen, speedometer,
lamps, etc.; £160; tax paid.—12, High St., Fulham.

[3763
1 Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., unueed, acetylene
-LtJ light'!, dvnamo. kick start. 3-epeed, free wheel,

=olo: price £160.— S. Kirchner. 21, Snnnyside Rd..

llford. [9648

IQI7 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, fast, reliable,

-Li/ lamps. Klaxon, screen, luggage grid, Tan-Sad,
tax paid; £105, or offer.—145, Liverpool Rd., Isling-

ton. (3769

HAELET (late) 1920 Dynamo Combination, speedo-

meter, discs, hood, screen, mileage 900; £180.

•s new: cost £280.-Tintern. Norman Ed-, Snttmi,

Surrey. f3'507

All letter-s relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. C27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley'Davidson.

HAKLEY Combination, 1919, first-class condition,
with 12 gn. electric lighting outfit; first comer

with £120 secures same.—Connolly, 165, Pentonville
Rcl., JN. L4093

1 Q 15 4V2h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, lamps,
-LU horn, in excellent condition; £68; exchanges
entertained.—Bambers'. Eastbank St., Sonthport.
Tej, : 607. [X2013

HARLET Electric Combination, speedometer,,
licensed, excellent condition, appearance as new ;,

£140 ; after 7.—Ground Floor, 28, (Granville Gardens,
Shepherd's Buali. [3381

LATE 1917 Harley-Davidson Combination, hood and
screen, electric, fully equipped, just been com-

pletely overhauled; £125 —A. J. Young and Co.,
Ltd.. Newmarket. - ri064

LATE 1918 Harley Combination, electric lighting,
Lucas horn, just overhauled, smart appearance,

tyres nearly new, tax paid; £120.-48, Burchall Rd..
Peckham, S.E.15. [3551

1 ((^20 Harley Combination, electric model, discs,
--«/ spares, licensed, siieedbmeter, perfect order; £160.
—Eihvnrds, 50, Harrington Rd.. Sonth Kensington.
'Phone: 3709. [4180

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, electric, speed-
ometer, fully equipped, wind screen, mochine and

tyres excellent; £130.—Averys, 2, King Edivard Parade,
Norbury, S.W.16. [3965

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model. Swan sport
ins: pidecar, electric lighting, in good conditiOD, a^^

new: £185.—Parker's, Bradshawgat*. Bolton, and 245
Dennpgate, Manchester; [X1990
7-9h.p. Harley Combination for sale, tax paid. East-

ing's, D.A. lighting, Cowey speedometer, foot horn,
everything perfect; price £100; any trial.-Edwards,
Cluster Rd., Winchester. [3259

1 Q 19 Harley-Dayidson, Mead and Heakin special
J-*' coaclibuilt sidecar, thoroughly OTerbauled, reallv
.smart Int. like uew £150.-85, Shirland Ed.. Padding
ton. 'Phone: Padd. 3889. [4065

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, X918, 7-9h.p., coachbuilt
sidecar, all good conditi<m, and ready to ride,

tax paid, 3 lamps; il25, going at nearest offer.—45,
Eltham Rd., Lee Green, S.E. [5646

1 020 Harley Combination, disc wheels, epeedo-
Xt7 meter. Klaxon, lamps, bulbous sidecar, special
screen, licence; 175 gns.—Seen, 80, Junction Rd.,
Highgate. 'Phone; Hornsey 2611. [3753

1 019 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, almost
it/ new, fitted with expensive sidecar, all lamps,
Klaxon; any trial; must dispose, £155, or exchange
lower power and cash.—365, King St., Hammersmith,
W.6 [2792

1 Ol9 Hnrley-DoTidson 7-9h.p. Combination, electric
-t. «^ light and horn. speedomet.er. Easting wind screen
disc wheels, overhauled, excellent condition; any trial

£165.—Apply, Harbrow, 214, Rotherhithe New Rd.
London. [3212

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, magneto
niudel. disc wheels, new sidecar, electric lamps,

licence paid; accept £97; exchange piano or light-
weight.—Edwardes, 277. Camberwell Rd., S.E.5. Hop.
4915. [3817
Tj Q19 W.D. Harley, excellent order, just overhauled
J-*^ Lucas lamp, horn, licence holder, tax paid for
sidecar. Corbin and Brown speedometer ;^ snip, £95.
See Sidecar column.-Maynard, St. Hilda's Station Rd
Hampton Wick. [3644

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915-16 T.T., clutch and
kick start, racing Srhebler carburetter, very

flexible, will pass anything, perfect mechanically, tyres
as new, rather shabby in appearance; £52/10. bar^

gain.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk.
[3878

£175._Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., Nov.. 1919. electric
model, tax paid, Henderson Elite sidecar, all

tools, spares. Easting wind screen, gold medal London-
Land's End this vear; any trial ; perfect.— 4. Station
Buildings, Woodside. S.E.25. "Phone: Croydon 36..

[3438
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919, abso-

lutely as new Mills-Fulford De Luxe sidecar,

29x3V2 Goodyear's all round, D.A. and electric light-

ing, too large for owner; 150 gns.; exchange con-
sidered ; tax paid.—Heath, 54, Cumming St., King's
Cross. [3920

j Ql7~narley Combination, no trouble, electric light,
X*/ horn, wind ecreen, luggage grid, spare tubes,
rhffin, tools, been stored 2 years, grand condition, smart
turuont, ready for any tour; £135, or near ofEer; mu=t
1)6 sold.—H.C., 35, Fendall St., Grange Rd., Bermond-
sey. S.E.I. [3580

TWO 1919 Harley-Davidsons, re-enamelled and
plated, thoroughly o-uerhonled, iuchiding humerou:.-

new parts, tyres good, lamps, horn, nurnber plates and
licence holder, complete with unused Mansfield speedo-
meter; bargain, 110 gns.—Maynard, St. Hilda's Station
Rd.. Hampton Wick. [3642
7-9h.p. Harley, 1920 model, speedometer. Klaxon.

acetylene lamps, fully equipijed, Mills-Fnllord de
Luxe sidecar (latest chassis), Avon extra heavy steel
coinhination back tyre, specially made Easting wind
screen: ro8t £250. price £160.—Kirk, 40, Kathleen Rd..
Hay Mills, Birmingham. [X1763

Hazlewood.
HAZELWOOD-J.A.P., £55. combination, 4-5h.p.

twin. 3-speed, clutch, tax paid.— 63, Arlinsford
Rd., Brixton. [3308

INVESTIGATE,

THEN
INVEST.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
ig2i DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 2,^ h.p., 2 sp.,

2-stroke, clutch, aud kjc"k starter.

NEW 78 gns.
ig2i WOLF, Model D, 4 h.p. Blackburne

engme, Sturmfiy-Archer 3-sp., clutch,

and kick starter, Brampton forks,

Amac carburetter. NEW >.. £110
1920 COULSON-8., 4b.p„ 2-speed £90
1920 PRIORY, 2j h.p.. 2-stroke, Ardea

engine, Lamps, Horn, etc £55
1920 SCOTT, sports model, 3-sp. NEW, £t20
1(121 CALTIIORPE Com., Sturmey-

Archer 2-specd. ind kick starter,

dynamo lighting. NEW 110 gns.

19J9 TRIUMPH Combination, complete
with electric lighting £130

IQ20 AJ.S. Combination, C.A.V. electric

lighting, complete with hood, screen,

side curtains, speedometer, handle-
bar watch and mirror, leg shields,

spare wheel, etc. Used as demonstra-
^

tion machine. Tax paid £175
igrg WOOLER. Tax paid £65
1921 LEVIS, Sturmey-Archer 2-speed,

clutch, and kick starter, horn, tools,

c-tc. Tax paid. NEW £6S

ALL GUARANTEED.

To 4 Kp. Douglas Owners
No more broken drawbolts.

A new form of operatuig
mechanism for the 4 h.p.

Douglas Motor Cycle, by
which thcDrawboItis entirely

eliminated.

Wrifc for jull partictilars, an t

avoid unnecessary trouble.

TRADE SUPPLIED,

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone; Brixton 2417
'Grams :

" Burlington Motors. ClapSam."

{50 yards from Clapham Common Under
groimd Station.

J

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
HE

H.B., 2^. p. Blackburne engine, 2-apeed, kif;li

and clutch, lamps, horn, and tas paid; £67
Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammer,smith Ed.,
'Phone: Hammersmith 80,

Henderson
EKICKHAM lor Henderson, solo agent for L

• and Bath districts.—"Stofees Groft, Bristol.

HENDERSON Combination, S-speed^ elect

equipped.—Searle, Ivy Villa, Carehaltorl
Sutton.

HENDEItSOJr 1920 Sporting Bulbous Combi
dviKimo lighting, splendid condition; £16

Oarleton Ed., N.7.

HENDERSON 1920, Henderson Elite sidecar,

speedometer, discs, etc., luxurious oiit&t

£275; accept £175.-114, Brixton Hill, S.W.2.

1 Q19 Henderson 4-eyl. lOh.p. Combination, elt

X *? model, first-rlass condition, little xmed,

going abroad ; £140 ; licensed.—WJ'
Jj-, 8, Van(

Finsbury, E,C.

B Q2u Henderson with Large Bulbous Siderar to_

Li? hood, f^reen lugerage carrier, electric

'latt'^rvl iT hcnntiful order: £190 -Honia -V 243,

Clapton Rd., N-E- 'Phone: Dalston 2408.

"IQ16 Henderson 4-cyl., Swan sidecar, lamp;
jLnJ recently thoroughly overhauled, ewrellen

ning order, tax paid ; offers invited ; North
Yorkshire.—Box 3,495, c/o The Motor Cycle.

£160.-1920 Hendet.son combination, lOh.p.,

bulbous back sidecar, electric lighting,

few demonstrations runs only, not done 1,000
appearance and mechanical condition equal to

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingh

19
Hobnrt

21 Hobart, J.A.P. engine, Sturmey-Arche
shop-soiled: £84.—Bose, 86, High Rd., Lt

4? 65.—1920 Hobart 2^.p., 2-«peed, brand ne^^ soiled only, list price £75.—Colmore Dep
;
Colmore Bow, Birmingham.

HOBART-VILLIEES, late 1919. single-sneed,
Diiuiops. lully equipped, tax paid^ £38; a

ment.—Hickiord, Rosary Cottage, Rosary Estal
Held Wash.
IQ16-17 2"!iJi.p. Hobart-VilHers. 2-speed. M-L,
At/ Druids, heavy Dunlops, lamps, ace*

practically new; £50; exchange 2'i4h.p. Doagl
Solon Rd., Brixton.

H umber
HU"MBER 3>2h.p., excellent running order, ne

iup t^Tes, tax paid; £30.-4. Surrey Lane.
^, S.W.ll.

3ih.p, Hnmber, 2 speeds, tax paid, perfect
2 for 2-speed lightweight, or sell; £40.-7

rock Rd., Carlisle.

3ih.p. Hnmber Combination, 3 speeds, clut<

2 bill, perfect condition; trial; £70, ofi

Harpenden Bd., S. Wanste^id, E.12.

FOR Sale, 1921 Humber combination, all acc(

not done 500 miles, tax paid; £165.—Bit
Moor House. Farnley Tyas, Huddersfield.

HUMBER 3V»h.p. Coachbuilt Combinatioi
tyres, perfect condition; £48/10; must

Mosedale. -30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn. N.W.6

HUMBER Water-cooled 6h.p. Flat Twin C(

tion, in. perfect condition, complete with
Easting screen ; 85 gns.—Springett, Billericay,

HUMBER Combination. 1912, SVjh.p.. 2-ppe{

ensine. handle s.tart, in good order ; £35, c

-Holdway, Derby Ed., Ponders End, Enfield,

HUMBER 1914 SV^b.p., clutch, 3-6peed, kic!

new coachbuilt sidectir, wind screen

;

Marshall, 1213, Westeni Ed., Southall, Middli

Q 3.h.p. Twin Humber, 3-speed, clutch, lamps^ ]

'W 4- new Senspi-av, hot stuff engine, registratio;

£50, or offer.—F. White, R.M. College, Camb

UMBER Combination. 4h.p. flat 1920,
-- lamps all round, Li>cas liorn, sidecar

ipeedoraeter, condition as new; £155; close ofi

Burton, c/o Dan Guy, Weymouth^

3ih.p. 3-8peed Hnmber, overhauled, flrst-claBf

2 tion, new parts include piston, cam whee
starter, tvres, Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar ret

any reasonable, offer considered.—13, Copiauf

Wembley.

fadlan.

£140.-1 920 electric Indian and sidecar. S

change.-16, Highgate Rd., London.

INDIAN 7-9h.p.. 3-speed, K.S., as new;
Stack.Trd, 25. Outram Rd.. Southsea.

INDIA y Combination, splendid condition, elect

fit; £70.-3. Wallingford A-?., W.IO.

INDIANS.—1921 models new ready.—Daviei
Deansgate, Manchester. ^3© Central.

KICKHAM for Indian, sole argent for

and district.—Stokes Croft, Bnstoh

H

E
E2S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

915 Indian Clutch Racing Model, excellent condi-

tion; £35.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [4197

NDIAN 5-6h.p., clutch model, needs overhauling;
neiirest oUer 25 gu-;.—309. Roman Ed., Bow."

[3975
NDIAN Combination. 7-9h.p., kick start, new tyres,

very poiveriul; £65.—Surgery, 484a, Fulham Rd.,

W.6. [^^08

NDIAN, 5h.p., clutch model, new tyres, running
order: £30; exchanses. — 13, Cadogan Rd.,

ronier. (D) [3504

>0\VERPLUS Indian, 1919. condition excellent: £68
for quick sale.—Holliday Bros., 20, Queen St.,

ammersmith, W.6. [3733

919 7-9h.p. Indian, 3 speeds, K.S.. clutch, spring
frame, as new- £72/10.—Collard, 12 Station

lade, Muswell Hill. [3937

'NDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch, 2-speec!, overhauled (cosi

£20), electrically equipped, perfect; £70.-30,
cniostead Rd.. Fulham^ [209e

OOKt—Indians, 1918 7-9h.r., 3-8peed, clutch, sprinp
I frame, like new. £60; ditto, 1919, £65.-32, Lena
irdeiis, Hammersmith. [31 37

NDIAN 1915 Combination, 7-9h.p., good condition:
reasonable oiTer accepted quick sale.—Apply (letter)

Adolphus Rd., Finsbury Park. [236?

"NDIAN 7-9h,p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2 speedii.

I>enefct order: offers invited; appointment.—Nortb-
;ia, ilnnor Estate, iremel Hempstead. [9595

915 5-6.p.h Indian, fine rendition, new tyre?, fully
equipped, perfect rnunin? order, 3-speed; £70.—

arke. Ambury, Uolden Rd.. N. Finchley. [3320

920 Indian, complete electric equipment, perfect
condition, with Milllcrd sidecar, £155; solo,

125—Crook, 96, Dudley Rd., Grantham. [4060

18 Powerplus Indian Special -Racing Combination.
Swnn torpedo, beautiful outfit, equipped; £115

litweight part.—20, Canterbury Rd., Croydon. [204t

I'KKCnXEY. late of Gunnorsbury -Lone Acton, now
pr-^miees 86, Churchfleld Rd.. Acton. London, AV.3:

19 I'owerplus Indian, 3 speeds, etc.; £75. [3352

917 Powerplus Indian, spring frame, 3-Hpecd, loot
and hand clut'ch. kick start, as new throughout,

X paid; £65.-156, Stockwell Rd.. Brixton, S.W.
[3859

48; 1915 7-9b.i). Indian, clutch model, in excel-
lent tune, I'.R.S., all accessories, tax paid;

u^'lit combination.—64, Clilton Rd.. Pcckham. S.E.
[4212

XDIAN 1916 7-9h.p., spring frouie. 3 j^poods. dutch.
kick start, good condition; £65.— PnikerV, Brad-

v,^:!it«.\ IJolton. and 245. Deaosgate, Manchetter.
CX1995

NDIAN, 7-9h.p., 3-speed. K.S., clutcb. £45 tidecai
de luxe, mag. model, like new mechanically; £125

went: solo iiUowcd £or.—HciUer, 62, Knighton Park.
denham. [3469

UNE 1919 ludiao Powerplus, Grindlny spring wbee.
sidecar, full equipment, tax. electric lamps; photo;

25. or ligliter outfit.-The Oaks, Woodlands Park,
atlierhead. [3294
NDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p. Powerplus. mileage

under 100, as new, any trial. £150, offers; also
iecar chassis, £7.—B., 91. Altenburg Gardens. Clap-
m Junction. [3284
NDIAN Powerplus 7-9h.p.. brand new, and special

Indian sidecar, £125: another, nearly new, with
w Indian sidecar, £110.—Tuck Bros., 154. Blackhorse
[1.. ^Yaltbamstow. [2459

Q19 Powerplus Indian Combination, electricall?^ wiuippeil, perfect condition and appearance; £125,
exchange for solo mouut and cash.—East End Farm,
oner, Middlesex. [3140
NDIAN 5-6h.p.. 1916, 3-speed. hand-foot clutch, kick

starter, overhauled, in good condition, too fast for
iner; £75, or near offer.-W.D., 47. Netherford Rd.
aphum, S.\V.4. _ [3526

NDIAN 1915-16 7-9h.p., 3-6peed, K.S., clutch, speed
onieter, electric lights and hooter, jn^st overhauled,

s paid; nearest £75.—W. V. Adams, The Alders,
pel, near Tonbridge. [3941
6h.p. Indian, 1915, 3-5peed. clutch, kick starter

electric lighting, torpedo sidecar, splendid condi
m; bought car; sacrifice quick sale.—Dufty, 56.
ortbgate St.. Leicester. [1955
Q20 7-9b.p, Indian Combination, bulbous side-
*^ car. dynamo lichtia-:. speedometer. Eastine wind
rcen. all spares. 5,000 mile^; £160. or of(er.—Giffard.
iglefield Green, Surrey. [3207
NDIAN 1921 Powerplus, magnificent de luxe com-

bination, dynamo lighting, fully equipped, nb<ir^
tely new, nnridden ; £200, or near offer.-Holly. Elue-
cl Bros., AVolston, Coventry. [X1643
NDIAN 1915 Powerping Combination, speedometer,

and all accessories, accumulator lighting; £65.—
he Laytou Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. Tel •

itegrity, Oxford. 'Phono 784 Oxford. [52145
NDIAN 7-9h.p.. 1919, with best Indian sidecar

all accessories, tax paid; £115.—Newnham Motor
'.2'^- Hammersmith Rd.. W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
nth Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [3456
NDIAN Powerplus 1919 7-9h.p., 3 speeda, clutch

and kick start, all occoasorics on, licence iiaid
orough nex condition, reji-lv to ride away; price £90*
Apply, 11. Royal Parade, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [3216

WE'VE GOT
THE GOODS
It IS impossible to produce
finer re-conditioned machines

DOUGLASE
Almost indistinguishable from new.

Elach machine fitted with new Car-
buretter, Tyres, Belt, Chain, etc

Fully equipped, ready for the road,

and carries our

THREE MONTHS'
GUARANTEE.

21 h.p., 2-speed £65

4 h.p., 3-speed, kick-starter, solo £85

4 h.p., 3-speed, kick-starter,

combination, with brand

new Burlington Sidecar . . £110

Tuition Free.

We can supply practically everything
for Douglas Motor Cycles: Write for

Quotation.

Trade Supplied,

TYRES.
BRAND NEW. NOTW.D.
MOSELEY HEAVY.

26x2i .. 32/6 26x2j .. 37/6
26x2i .. 35/6 28x3 .. 30/.

Carriage 1/- extra. Trade Supplied.

SLOUGH
We have for disposal at our dump at

Slough Depot, a number of P. & M.'s

and Clynos, in the rough. Also a num-
ber of P. & M., Clyno, and Douglas
Sidecar Chassis and Bodies at abso-

lutely scrap prices. Full particulars

may be obtained at the dump, or by
writing to

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixton 2417
'Grams ;

" Burlington Motors. Claphara
"

ISC yards trom Clapham Common Undergroun i

Station.;
1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Indian.

1 Q20 7-9h.p, Indian Combination, dynamo lighting.
A t7 horn, speedometer, discs, screen, very small
mileage, licence paid; £145; exchanges entertained.

—

Bambers', Eastbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607.
[X2009

IQlB Indian 7-91i.p.. 3-speed. spiins frame. Imnd
J- «^ nnd foot clnttli, as new. not run 300 miles,
v.itli new 1921 Itnllious Iiaclc sidecar, lull ncces-^oiies.

t:ix paid; 130 pn^.—E. Wckli, Gre:it Mi&.<endcn, Birks.
[3470

"I Q20 Indian Powerplus, Milllord bulbous siderar.
jLU dynamo lighting, speedometer. Easting wind
screen, tax paid, perfect order throughout; £155.—
Ellam, 2, Phoenix Place, Addison Av.. Holland Park.
W. [9957

INDIANS, 1913-1919. 7-9h.p.. Powcrplu?. 3-speed

gears, spring frames, overhauled, rebuilt, re-

enamelled, rcplated, ecjual to new; £76. subject to

boing unsold.—Eloc Cjcle Works. Gcdney Drove End.
Wisbech. [2200

INDIAX'Cnmbination, 1917, 5-61i.p.. S-speed cniintcr-

sliait, condition ;is new, recently overhnulcd, lamps,

horn, Corbiu trip, tax paid: only wants seeing: £90,

or exthnnce late 2yili.p. Douglas and cash.—Merrott.

Sunninghill, Ascot. [SSy*

|Q16 Indian Combination, electrically equipped.
i«/ speedometer, Easting, tax paid, thoroughly
overhauled; £95. or exchange 2?-'ili.p. Douglas (not

earlier 1916) and £65.—Write. E.L., Wychwood, Upper
Tooting Park, S.W. [^126

1 Q 20 Indian Combination, electric, speedometer,
L*J Cameo, new spare tube, chain, valve, just over-

hauled, used carefully, brand new appearance, buyioK
'ar; first reasonable oHer secures.—Uoywood, Draper.

Hrighousc, Yorkshire. [3851

1019 Indian 7-9Ii.p. Combination, dynamo liglitin?,

J-t/ Uiuks carburettor. Swan sidecar, Easting screen,

tax paid 1921, in splendid condition; open to nuy
trial or examination; £95.—Wnid, South \Ve5torn Gar-

age, Now Mnldeij, Surrey. [3806

INDIAN Scout, 1920, P. and H. lamp and generator.

mechanical horn, low mileage, carefully used, per-

fect mechanical condition, exceptional value; £110.—
Herbert Uobinson. Ltd.. 32-35, Green St.. Cambridge.
Tel.: 995. T.A.: Bicycles. 1^158

SMITH'S Sensation.—A lew 1919 (date gurtrnnteed)

Powerplus Indians, practically indistinguiahable

from new, sprinu frames, 3 speeds, at .£69/10 each.—
Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station). Ilampslead 2767. (56^0

INDIAN Powerplus 1920 7-9h.p., electric lighting

and horn, speedometer, total mileage 3.000.

enamel, tyres and mechanical condition perfect, any
trial; .GU5.—Herbert Uobinson. Ltd.. 32-35, Green St..

CamUiid?o. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Eirycles. 14159

1 Q20 Indian Scont, ridden few times when pur-
X«7 chased last August, absolutely unused since.

T.T. bars, horn, etc., guaranteed equal to new; only
-elling through illness; Lincolnshire; £115, or neare3t
ulIer.-Box 3,495, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3565

1 Q19 Indian Combination. Powerplus, 3-speed, kick
It? start, hand nnd foot clutch, <:prine frame, elec-

tric lighting, perfect mechanical condition, find appear-
ance as new, bulbous back sidecar with locker, tax
paid; £125.—Kiaer, 8. Grenvillo St., W.C. [3585

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., fitted with special
Bramwell coachbuilt sidecar, dynamo lighting sec.

whole outfit in new condition, smartest in london.
onlv wants seeing, guaranteed m perfect running
order; £150. — Haswell, 38, Granville Sq., Kiny J

Cross. ri939

1 Q19 (late) 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combination,
!-•? dynamo lighting, speedometer, mileage under
5.000, new and spare tyres and chains, special mud-
shields, tools, spares, exceptionally good condition;
£iqo.—Taylor's Garage, Sedgley Park Kersal, Man-
chester. (2690

1 Q18-19 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Motor Cycle**. 3-

l Xj speed. K.S., newij* overliauled nnd lenovnted.
Tliev are like new nnd in posh condition. These are
t;oing like hot cakes. I have only three left now. Piice

£65.—Plea.se apply to J. J. Dooley, 33. Killyon Rd,.
Clapham, S.W.8. [3340

1 Q17 Powerplua Indian 7-9h.p., with sidecar, 3 speeds.
J. */ dynamo lighting, electric horn, lamps, speed-
ometer, wind screen, few spares, disc wheels, excellent
condition, small mileage, private owner; seen by ap-
pointmnt York; £150, or near offer.—Box 3.456, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [3250

BLUE Indian, 7-9h.p., spring frame. 2-speed, clutch,
new Binks. leg shields, 3 lamps, new tyres, speedo-

meter, horn, mirror, all English controls. 1920 Gloria
C.B. sidecar, hood, screen, splendid order, tax paid;
£98, or close ofTer.—Flowers, Myers Farm, Church
Broughton, Derby. [X2061

Invicta.

INVICTA-VILLIERS 2i4h.p. 2-stroke, condition' as
new; trial; £35; tax paid.—239, Edward St.,

Nuneaton. [3517

1 Q20 (June) Invicta, 2^h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed
XV Sturmey-Archer, clutch, and K.S.. lamps and
Klaxon, original tyres and belt, condition as new;
£.70; seen alter 6 by appointment; tax paid.—Sprake,
6, Epple Rd., Parson's Green. S.W. 6. [X2049

1Q20 Invicta-Abin^don King Dick 3!-^.p.. Mills-
J */ Fulford combination, new June, condition perfect.

i400 miles, cost complete £145; accept £95; include*

£3,10 policr.-The olympia Motor Co.. 1. Hammer-
'.^mith ltd..- W.i4. 'Phono; We.-tern 4140. [3168

All letters relatrng o a Jvei-tisentents should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and e d te i the issue. B29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOI^ SAa.£*a

Ivy.

IVY 1921 Models.—Sole district agents, WcBsex
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury.

'Phone : 72. [5006
Ixion.

IXION-VILLIERS, 1915, ay-h-P., any trial, licensed;
£29.-56, Ormeley Rd., Balham. [3759

TXION, 1921 model, 2%h.p., 2-ere.ed, kick starter,
J- lanips, horn; cost £85 three months ago, sacrifice
£65; eschange liigher power. — Adie, Wales, Ltd.,
Oozells St., Birmingham. [Si 973

James.
DAN GUY, Weymouth.—James agent, early delivery

dates given. [0552

"IQ16 414 James Combination; £75; tax paid.
-»-•/ Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [3400

1 Q20 James Tuin Combination, coachbnilt sidecar.
J- 1/ excellent condition, kick starter, complete; £145:
trial.—Loves, Walton-on-Thames. [3249

"IQ20 A^h.p. James Combination, all Lncaa lamps,
J-*/ tax paid, used onlv 2 months; £115, cost
£185.—Fox, 12. Conduit St.. Lichfield. [4196

1Q16 James 4^^i.p. Combination, lamps, accewories,
-1-*-' £90; exchange higher power, cash adjustment.
Cliatteiton, Hucklow, Tideswell, Buxton, Derbyshire.

[3205
JAMES 1919 3V2b.p-, 5-speed, licence paid, no acces-

sories, splendid value; £60.—The Layton Garages,
90, Higb St., Oxford. Tel.: Integrity, Oxford. 'Phone:
784 Oxford. [X2142

JAMES 4i4b.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,
chain drive, all good condition, ready for road, tax

paid: nearest £75 eecures.—Thomas, Nurseries, Upper
Halliford, Shepperton. [3359

JAMES Lightvfeight, 1920, 2-speedi lamps, horn,
licence, tools, spare belt, c^sh required, quick

sale, perfect condition ; best over £ 50. — Morton
Droitwich House, Henley-in-Arden. [X2057

JAMES 5-6h.p., late 1919 condition as new, luggage
grid, epeedometer, lighting set, leg shields. Coivey

horn, and child'e sidecar seat, all on, at £150.—The
Dining Rooms, Warple Way, Acton, W.3. [3653

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1920 5-6h.p. James com-
bination, complete, Lucas head lamp, Lucas horn,

Lucas sidecar lamp, tail lamp, speedometer, lEastin^
screen, mileage 1,195 only, as new; cash offers wanted

[0553
IMMEDIATE Delivery of any James Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix
ton 2417. [0503

JAMES 6h.p. Combination, very late model, new con
dition, electric lights, K.S., 3-speed, clutch, wind

screen, tyres oa new, ail spares, tax and insurance paid
any trial: cash required—Bradock, The Lodge, Mnrple,
near Stockport. [3109

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, 1920 model, complete
with lamps and horn, hood, and screen, perfect

condition throughnnt. £130; also one 1919 model, com-
plete with Eastin? screen, lamps, etc., £110.—P. .T

Evans. 81-91. John Bright St.. Birmingham. [3415

r.E.s.
' 'Phone

J.E.S.

1921 Models from stock.-
852

-Gibb. Gloucester.
[0441

J.E.S., Ih.p., in strong frame, tyres new, condition
new. Whittle belt, Amac carburetter. Brooks

saddle, lamps, horn; £16/10.-9, Buckingham Rd.,
Woodford. [3282

J.E.S. IVsh.p. Motorcyclette, late 1920, perfect con-
dition, lamps, accessories, spares, Magnums,

carrier, licence paid; ie25/ 10.—O'Neill, 35, Venn St.,

Clapham, S.W. [3637
Kerry.

O ih.p. Kerry-Abingdon, with coachbuilt sidecar, tyresO2 good, N.S.U. 2-speed, licence 1921 paid; £36.
bargain.—Bivett, 236, High Rd., Leytonstone. [3403

19
Lea-Francjs.

20 Len-Frnnris, M.A-G., new oondition, complete;
£112.—Downing, 19, West St.. Eyde. [3655

LEA-FRANCIS 1921 Models Now Ready.—Davies.
229, Deansgatei Manchester. 536 Central. [2436

LEA-FRANCIS 3?ih.p., absolutely new and nmised;
100 gns.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St.,

Birmingham. [X2037

1Q14 SV^h-p. Lea-Franeis, Canoelet Bidecar, Lucas
J-*y accessories, twin J.A.P., speedometer; £70.—
114, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [3686

LEA-FRANCIS 1921 models, immediate delivery,
3-speed £125, 2-speed £115.—Ratclifte Bros., 200,

Gt. Portland St. 'Phone: Langham 1704. [0431

LEA-FRANCIS 1920 iMh.p. Twin, kick start, fault-
less condition, taxed; £87/10; consider ex-

change lightweight and cash.—164, Broadfield Rd.,
Catford. [4055

£80.—Lea-Francis 1920, SVoh.p. twin J.A. P. engine,
kick starter, clutch, licence paid,, inst overhauled

at factory; a baTgain.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Hi., Birmingham. [4151

1

CRABTREE
.
OF WISBECH

FOR

NEW MACHINES

DELIVERY
IMMEDIATELY

OF THE FAMOUS

DOUGLAS
ALL -ON MODEL
with 2''Speed gear
and full equipment,

NEW 1921.

Also all other Models of

DOUGLAS
TRIUMPH
ROVER

OMEGA.

SPECIAL
Shop-soiled Bargains :

A.B.C.,
fully equipped, £105

SPARKBROOK,
2-speed . . . . £65

O.K.-UNION .. £45

Lists and full particulars on
application from

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

D

19

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis

T EVIS. Levis. Levis.

GENTLEMAN'S Popular Model, £60; lady's Popi
lar Model, £60; Model S, 2-spced, handKioi

trolled clutch, £68; immediate delivery Levis spscia
ista and sole distribtrtora for London and dietric
Spare parts stocked, repairs andertaken.—Vivia
Hardie and Lane. Ltd.. 24, Woodstock St. (ofl Oxto
St.), Bond St., VV.l. [031

JULIANS, oi Reading, have 1921 Levis in stock.

[041

GIBB, Gloucester.—1921 Levis Irom stock.—'Phon(
852. [04'

AN GUY, Weymouth.—Levis 1921 models in stoc
£60. [05!

YEOVIL.—MoHat, Town Hall Garage.—Levis, 19
models.—'Phone : 60. [33

21 Levis, used once; cost £60, £55.—Fox. 1

Conduit St., Lichfield. [41

LEVIS 1919 Popular, like new; S45; all on.-4:
Duntshill Rd., Earlsfleld, S.W. [39

21 Levis, .Model S, 2-speed; £68.—A. J. Sou:
and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [10

LEVIS, 2V!b.p., Enfield 2-speed, all-chain driv

. £40.—H. Rook, Cradley, Stafls. [35

"1Q19 (Sept.) Levis 2i4h.p., fuU equipment; £18
J.i' Shand, 14, Brandram Ed., Les, S.E. [32

1 Q16 2i4h.p. Levisi overhauled, lamps, horn, too
-Ltf £33.-34, Springfield Ed., Tottenham, N.15. [34

1 Q19 Levis, new condition, tax paid, lamps, ho
-•-£' £42; aitei 6 p.m.—4, Staines Rd., Twickcnba

[35

£27.—2'j4h.p. Levis, powerlul, last, tax paid, ri

away anywhere; photo, stamp.—181, Newt
Ed., Burton-on-Trent. WO

LEVIS 1920 2;.,1j,p., equal to new, with speedomet
horn, lamps, Dunlop heavy, spares, tax paid; £i

—Cripps, 40, Bridge St., Maidenhead. [33

"I 019 Levis, aluminium lamp set, Lucas ho:

it/ licence paid, exceptionally good engine, very la

£46.—Sawmills, Duntshill Rd., Earlsfleld, S.W.18.

LEVIS 1920 Popular, lamps, horn, footboards, toi

W.S.E, jet, spare new tyre, everything grand v
dition, almost as new; £67.—Kempton, Fore Hill, E
Cambs. I™

1 Q20 Levis, licensed, all accessories, machine hare

X«7 used, enamelling and plating new, tyres i

punctured; £50; aftet 6 o'clock.-Cooke, 8, Mildm

Park, Islington, N, f"

i 021 Levis Popular, the super 2-stroke; immedii

LU delivery Irom stock; £60; easy payments or

hanpes -Offi<ial aEeni. Honi!i'-=, 243. Lower Clarf

Rd., N.E. 'Phone; Dalston 2408. [10

IN Stock 1921 Levis £60. Good wine needs

bush NuH sed—Sole agents. The Heading
Motor and Engineering Co., Ltd., 18, St. Michae

Lane, Leed--. 'Phone : Headingley 480. [04

IMMEDIATE Delivery of the new Mode! S Lev

with Sturmey-Archer 2-speed. liandle-bar-control

clutch; £68; the cheapest high-grade lightwelg

Place your order now.—The Premier Motor Co.^eI
Rd., Birmingham. [Ai4

LJncoIn^EIk.

LINCOLN-ELK SVoh.p., 2*peed, kick start, Ba
mag., gears new; £30.-9, St. John's Ed., U

row. -
"^

LINCOLN-ELK 4l,4h.p. Combination, 2-8peed, clut

K.S., tax paid; £56.-138, Church Rd., Batt

sea. t37

L.M.C.

6h.p. L.M.C, 3-speed, K.S. and clutch, chain-cu

belt, spring saddle suspension, 1920 model, slii

soiled only; list price £160, my price £119:
real opportunity for a sidecar machine.—Davies, 2:

Deansgate. Manchester. [05

Mai'Ioe.

3^h.p. Marloe-Blackburne, Burman 2-speed ge

4 box, hand clutch, kick starter, very fast sl>o

ing lightweight; list price 98 gns.; bargain; shi

soiled only, at £76: a Blackburne-engined mount
the price of a 2-stroke.—London Motors, 61, Holbo
Viaduct, E.C.I. City 4230 [40

Martin.

MAETIN-J.A.P. 1914 4b.p., t:T., enamelled r.

.adjustable pulley, largest P. and H. head, lo

Gxhanat, discs. Klaxon, Pedleys, new belt: £30,
offer.— 8. Woollaston Ed., Harringay. [31

1Q15 2%h.p. Martln-Jap, 2-epeEd, clutch, lu

l.ij equipped, excellent condition, last, comiortar
machine, tax paid; £48, or near offer.

—
"T.G., 59, Lyi

burst Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey, [38|

Martlnsvde
JULIAN'S, of Reading have 1921 Martinsyde

stock. [04|

MAETINSTDB Combination, never been liddel
oflors over £150; view bv oppointment.—GI*J

dinning, HoLoiside, West Byfleet," Surrey. [32|

l.^O All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eacb advertisement, and the date ot the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Martinsyde.

20 Martinsyde witli sidecar, 6h.p., electric lamps.
|

hood, screen, horn, etc., tyres tinpunotured, mag-

ent condition; 137 gn3.—Julian's, 84, Broad St..

ling. 'Phone: 1024. W536

A.KinS'S'yDE 1921 Standard Combination; £175;
actually in stock; other models early delivery,

e your orders now with the authorised agents.

—

Moreton Garage, 2, Moreton Terrace Mews, Pim-

S.W. Phone: Victoria 7164. [9922

Matchless.

ATCHLESS.

DN'T Hesitate.—If makers reduce prices before

the end ol May I guarantee to relund the difler-

21 Combinations, any model from stock or in lew

days. Gradual payments can now be arranged.

outfit personally tested by tho Matchless
i'alists. .Spares of all dates in stock.—J. Tassell,

Blomfield Rd., Plumstead. [6861

20 Matchless, Magdyno, brand now: £190.-Below.

21 Mntchk*;s, standard, licensed, Eastinp miloage
eri: flP .— Rdwnrd.s, 50, Harrincton Ed., South

sington. 'Phone: Kensington 3709. [4181

I-'VN'S of Reading,, have 1921 Matchless in

stock. [0480

BB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Matchless models
Irom stock.—'Phone : 852. ,

(0443

:0V1L.—MoHat, Town Hall Garage, Matchless
agents; immediate delivery.

—
'Phone: 50. [3331

20 Model H Matchless, electric, screen, etc., any
trial; £155.—Kootes, Ltd., Maidstone. Tel.:

[4095

1 Matchless Combinations in stock for immediate
delivery; £205. — Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd.,

eld [0574

-TCIILESS Combination, 1913. 2-speed, good
order throughout; £80; tax paid.—88, Park Rd.,
ich. [3860

ATCHLESS 1920 Dynamo Combination, spcedo-
neter. hootl, practically new; £175.—114. Brix-

Hill, S.W.2. [3685

20 "Model H Matchless Combination, olecfrio light-

111','. all nccessoriea; £180.—Atkin:!, 25, We:t
Kltliain, S.E.9. [3094

ATCHLESS Combination, Fulford (new coach), 68
M- .I.A.P., Giado; £50, snip.—Taylor, 637, Seven

I

IM., Tottenhum. [3960

'rcnLE.SS ComWnation. late 1920. hardly nsed,

nil accessories, cost £230, licence paid; £170.—

|

illi..rland Rd. W&st Ealing. (1962

19 Matchless, npron. wind screen, speedometer,
Bjiare wheel, electric lit'ht. Klaxon, tax paid:

-6, Charlwood Rd., Putney. [3380

ATCHLESS 1921 Models: orders now accepted for

immediate delivery.-Ratelilfe Bros., 200, Gt.
land St.. W. Langh'am 1704. [0424

ATCHLESS 1913 4h.p. J.A.P. Combination, screen,
just overhauled, excellent condition; accept £60.—

nsou, 404, Uxbridge Ed., W.12. [3531

20 Matchless, Magdyno, completely equipped,
mileage only 2,500, perfect condition; £190.

iear.-90, Crofton Park Rd., S.E.4. [3494

ATCHXESS, Model H, 1920, Magdyno, .I.A.P.
- engine, perfect condition; £175.—Sewell, 16,
es Rd , West Bridgford, Nottingham. (3728

ATCHLESS, 1920, J.A.P., mileage 3J300, spare
wheel, screen, hood, B.C. step, almost new con-
n; £165.—Humphries, 89, High St., Egham. [3522

ATCHLESS Model H., Magdyno lighting, spare
wlieel, hood, screen, lundshields, tax paid : Quick

£165.—hauler, Cromwell's House, \Yoodstocb, o^on.
(2029

ATCHLESS, Model H, late 1920, .I.A.P. engine,
fully equipped and tax paid, small mileage;
—Wainwright, Millfiolds, Wolverhampton.

[X2043
iTCHLESS Combination. 1914, 8h.p., chain drive,
iu pood loudition; £65, or nearest offer.—Bow-
c/o Taylor's Garage, Wood St., Walthamstow.

(3936
ATCHLESS 1920 Model H. C6wliiiiation. Mag.
dyuo lighting, hood, screen, epeedonieter, spare
1: £163.—Spurling, 8, Courthope Ed., Hampsteart.
3. (3379
20 Matchless, Magdyno lighting, speedometer.
Cameo screen, tyres unpunctured. under 2,000

: sacrifice £165; apply after 7.—Pembury, Weston
. Thames Ditton. ' (3561

VTCHLESS Combination. late 1920, as new, only
ridden 100 miles, spare wheel and tvre, screen.

er; bargain, £180.-16, Newport Rd., Balsall
h, Birmingham. [X2042
VTCHLESS. Matchless. Matchless.—Latest 1921
model 8hj). combination, for immediate de-
—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24.

istcck St., W.l. [0418
TCHLESS Cn.aibinntions in stock for immediate
aeliverv; liberal allowance on vour present m.a-—Ae\rnh:im Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed
Phoue: Hammersmith 80. [3445

CRABTREE
«^ WISBECH

FOR

Rebuilt Machines
Rebuilt as new from Ex-
Qovernment machines

and new parts.

Fully equipped with new accessories,

including Head Lamp, Generator Tail

Lamp, Horn, Licence Holder, Two Tool
Bags, Pump and Tool Kit, and carrying

o Three Months' Guarantee,

DOUGLAS
2; n.p. two-speed, fuJIy equipped £65
** h.p. three-speed, kick -start and

clutch, fully equipped - - - £85
4 h.p. ditto and Sidecar, with new

sidecar finished in "DOUGLAS"
Saxe Blue, and fully equipped - £105

TRIUMPH
3-speed, kick-start and clutch - £95

P.&M.
2-speed, kick start - - £70

Each ot the above machines is rebuilt in our

own extensive up-to-date works with a great

proportion of new parts. In appearance

they are almost indistinguishable from new.

and we are prepared to give a signed

guarmtee with each machine.

They are all newly stove enamelled, replated,

tanks in makers' colours, and arc fitted with

new tyres. >

SPECIAL LINE OF
2 J H.P. 2-SPEED

DOUGLAS
Pnlly renovated and overhauled machines

at £55 each.

or fully equipped with Lamp? and
Horn. £58 each

The whole finish is good, and each machine

is tuned up and tested before delivery,

and is guaranteed to be in sotmd serviceable

condition. Each machine is equipped with

new tool bag. tool kit and pump

Carriage extra. Deferred pay-
ment arransied

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE & SON
LTD.

Motor Engineers, WISBECH

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Service Depot. Plione : Greenwich
751.— All 1921 new models. Secure one now De-

monstration ride wittl pleasure at S. E. Clapham
(Motors), Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [1030

1 Q16 Matchless Combination, 8h.p.. ju.st overhouled,
J- 1' escellent conditiou, hood, screen, grid, ^piire
tyre, new tank, lamp sets, mechnniciil horn, painted,
lineil, tax paid; £150.—Co.':, 37, Winstonley Ed., Sheer,
ness. [3661

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine, LucasXv dynamo lighting, horn, speedometer, leg shields,
special screen, sidecar step, original tyres, perfect;
£160; exchanges.— 60, Wallingfovd Av., North Kensing-
ton. [3668

MATCHLESS, 8h.p. twin J.A.P.. 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, chain driye. Matchless sidecar, wind

screen, Lucas lamps, luggage gridj^£105: excellent
condition.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
LondoQ. [3842

1 Q16 Matchless-Jop 5h.p., 3-spced, clutch, kick
At/ starter, low mileage, enamel good as new, guaran-
teed perfect everywhere, now belt; price £70, iuclud-
inc nil accessories.—E. J. Gardner, Church St.. I'U'to'i,

Wilts. [4221

MATCHLESS, M.A.G., Aug., 1920, electrically

equipped, hood, screen, grid, step, special ex-

haust, discs, tools, spares, unpunctured, tax paid:
£174: view any time; trial 6 p.m.—252, St. Ann's
Rd., Tottenham. (3854

MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G. , dynamo light-

ing, electric horn, speedometer, front hand brake,
double sidecar, step, Sandham screen, spare wheel, one
month old: £230.-150, Upper Richmond Kd., East
Sheen, S.W.14.

.

[3766

1Q20 Matchle.^ Combination, with step, screen.
Xv Lura.= horn, log.^hields, electric lighting, i^poro

wheel, licence paid, exrelleut condition; £185 cash.—
.\pply, after 6. \V6..^t Kent Main Sowcraga Board. 14.

Durham ltd., Sidcup. [3594

WtATCHLESS Combination, 191819, 8h.p. J.A.P.,
irl 3. speed, clutch, kick .starter, detachable wheels,

oversize tyres, accessories, speedometer, perfect running

order: £130; tax paid.—Kinscy and Co., 352, Lower
.Vddiscombe Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : 1129. [4053

O.C.U. have a 1920 Matchless Combination. Mag-
— dyno, small mileage, fully equipped, hood, screen,

sparo wheel, luggage carrier, ta-\ paid; £175.-5. Heath
St , Ilampstcad (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone :

Ilampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
[3435

lOh.p. MatchlessJap Coachbuilt Combination, 1914.

store<l 1916-20, then overhauled and ie-enanie!le<l

rogar'Uesa of oxpenso, inelndinff now tyres, ehitins,

.sprockets, handlc-bnrs, gear box, engine p.irt.^, all ac-

cessories, spares; £90.—Harris, Mortimer, lierk5._

M.\TCHLESS 1920 Standard Combination, Lucas
Magdvno. Eastinu wind screen, Lucas born,

specdometcV, Dinks carburetter, 70 m.p.g., tyres, un-

punctured, mileago 1.500. spares, tools, perfect con-

dition; £190.-116. Maid.i Valo. by appointment

MATCHLESS Late 1920 M.A.G. Combination, Mag
dvno lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, horn,

leiOiield.", sidecar step, fpare wlieel. lm(i.-agc carrier,

ju-t decJirboniscd. mileago 1.700, iieriect rnnditimi:

£185; licence paid.-25, Ashburtou Av., Addiscoml>o.

Croydon.
'"^'^

1 020 Matchless, Model H2, mag., acetylene lamp
i-U set. horn, speedometer, hood. Triplex screen

with side wings, peitect condition, 1,000 miles only,

£160- another, with Magdyno lighting, electric horn,

siieedimeter, leg shield, perfect £170.-Tassell la.

Bloomfield Rd., T>lumstead, S.E.18. [2342

MATCHLESS (Believed 1914) Racinj! Solo, lOh.p.

J \ P o.h.v. engine. Binks, variable gears, 7

speeds, ndiustable pulley, long copper exhausts, re-

enamelled and piated, very fast and sporty bus ideil

for speed merchants: £80. or best olfer.-40, Warren
Drive, New Brighton, Cheshire, li^bn

ATCHLESS 1918, 8h.p. J.A.P., electric lighting,

speedometer, sparo wheel, large glass wind screen

to sidecar, back rest, horn, tools. 2 luss^ige carriers;

£130- this machine is nn absolutely - sound and reliable

touring vehicle, and will take 2 persons with luggage

anywhere; owner has bought car.—19, St. Mary's Man-

sions, Paddington. [3126

M-.\TCHLESS.—Wc are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practi-

cally designed Matchless combination: the Rolls-Royce

on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for

cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied;

all spares in stock.—Jones' Garaee, Mti^well Hill,

N.IO, and at Wocdside Parade, North Finchley. [0381

MATCHLESS Service Depot, Greenwich. Phone:
751. Our record Easter sales of 1921 models.

Once again wo score. Why? Satisfied clients. To
ensure delivery and personal attention to every de-

tail, send your orders along to the firm that are
agents only for high-class makes and guarantee satis-

faction.—Note address; Sam E. Clapham (Motorsl.

27, Stock-well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [1732

I
Metro.

>20 Metro.Tyler. perfeot ninning ordr-r, disc wheels,

long plated exhanr.t, lamps and Klo.xon; £50; fee

' anvwhcre.-Prifmall, Ogboumo, Wilts. iiii.u

F<

8

M^

19^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, 831
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Metro.

METEO-TYIiEE, Bhop-wiled. 1920 modd.
unused. 2-^peed model witli enclosed

SALE.

new and
_ _ gear box

nnd magneto drive: barRain, £70; reduced from £95.—
r. J. Evans 81-91, John Bright St., Biiminghani

[3419
Minerva.

SALE or Exchange, 2?Jh.p. Minerva, Plslicr mag.,
tax paid.—Cardwoll, 5, Eo,saiy Av., Blackpool.

r3378
31.h.p. .m.o.v. Minerva, engine nearly new, Bo&ch,

2 drop frame, Druids, Arnrstrong 3-speed, clntch,

iniart; £32! been pulling sidecar.-A., 5, Castle St.,

Sligo. [3326
I

Monarch
MONAECH Motor Cycle, late 1919. J.A.P. engine,

ridden 1,000 miles, splendid eondition i
£50, or

nearest offer.—McFuterg, Alexandra Hotel, Moville, Co.
Donegal. [3913

j

Motosacoctie
MOTOSACOCHE Sh.p., Bosch, Amac, pertect run-

nin-? order; £19.-9. Newcornen Rd., Leytonstone.
(3815

MOTO.SACOCHE Llghtwelglrt, good rnnning order.
overha.uled, new belt; £20..-48, Royal Oak Bd.,

Woking. [3913
New Hudson.

JULIAN'S, of Reading, have 1921 New Hudsons In

stock. [0534

1 Q14 3-speed New Hudson, liew conditloni £36.—
Xt7 Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E, [3394

NEW HUDSON 1920 Lightweight. 2^!peed, tax Mid,
good as new; £60.—Rogers, 42, Church Rd., Hen-

don. ,
.3719

NEW HUDSON 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 1914,
Bosch, B.B., accessories, tax paid; £65.-48, Toik

St., Bolton. [3196

NEW HUDSON 2*troke, 2-speed, dual lighting^ pil

lion seat, good condition, tflx paid j £40,

^iHRll

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

1Q1 8New Imperial, fitted 1920 sidecar, fijet ui
J-t/ 1919» 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3 speeds, chain dri"

"
'fi^

dock, Beiton, Grantham.
Orad-
[3210

NEW HUDSON 2\4h.p. 2-stroke, newDnnlop and
Clincher, tax paid; £31.—J. W. Hambridge, 3B,

Parkstoiie Rd., Foleshill, Coventry. [X2045

NEW HUDSON 6h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
speedometer, lamps, wind screen, etc.; £85; 6-8

p.m.—Meek, 177, Archway Rd,, London. [2131

1 Q19 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, speedometer
J-tf ianips, as new: £88.—Edwards, 50, Harrinirton
Rd., South Kensingtorr. 'Phone ; Kensington 3709.

[4178
NEW HUDSON 1920 2-strok6, 2-speed, lamps, goou

condition; £47/10.—The Lavton Garages, 90, His'
St., Oxford. Tel.: Integrityj Oxford. 'Phone: 784
Oxford. [X2138

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. 0.6.- Combination, 3-speed,
clutch, starter, chain-cum-belt, overhauled, enam-

elled and plated, all on; £72.-25, Grove Hill, Wood-
ford, E.18. [3407

^55.—3V2I1.P. New Hiidson combination, 1914, 3-
<^ speed, cititch, accessories, thoroughly sound
throughout, will take 3 anywhere.—Langford's, 37,
Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. C3880
T^EW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view
-L" Popular, 50 gns. : de luxe, 65 gns. : Ace. 75 gns
Spares for 2^ib.p., 3y2h.p., and 6h.p. machine'
stocked. Catalogues and any information by return
—New Hudson Depot, 45, Grays Inn Rd.. Holborn
W.C.2 [1658

New Imnertnl
JULIAN'S, of Reading, Tiave 1921 New Imperial in

stock. [0486

NEW IMPERIAL Agents.—Lightweights and spare
parts in stock.-Crow Bros., Guildford. [4709

1Q21 New Imperial S'ih.p., 2-speed, 250 miles; £65
-«-" —Collier's Motorics, Horton St., Halifax. [3462

"JQ19 New Imperial-Jap 2i/)h.p., 2-speed, perfect;--" £55.-Castle, Boundary Rd., Wooburn, Bucks.
[3906NEW IMPERIAL 2%ih.p. 1916, 2-speed, new Amac

carburetter; £38.-91, Truro Rd., Wood Green,
N.22. [4115

"VTEW IMPERIAL 1916 23/4h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, ac-
X^ cessorjes, licensed, new condition; £40.-17, King'.s
Ed., Edmonton. [3365

1 Q19 8h.^. New Imperial Combination, makers'
-•-«/ colours, lovely outfit, fully equipped ; £110.—
Coffin, Holwell, Sherborne. [3486
TUEW IMPEBIAL-JA.P. 2%3i.p.. 2-speed, kick-starter,
^^ clutch, never been u.sed, shop-soiled only; to clear
£'^-—Central Garage, Henley-on-Thames. [3187
"1019 New Imperial Combination, fully equipped,
-«-«^ tax paid, not W.D. ; what offers; exchange Mor-
gan.—Tompkins, Progmoor, High Wycombe. [3871

1 ^IV ^'*" Imperial 23ili.p., J.A.P. engine, new covers,-^^ lamps, tools, in good running order; £40 or
nearest ofter.-H. S. Turner. High St., Rhyl. [3313

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-j4h.p., -2spMd, 1916
lamps. Klaxon, tools, etc., excellent condition, ta.x

paid; £45, or nearest.—78, Station Ed., West Bvileel
Surrey. [31IO
8h.p. New Imperial. 1919, en.gin6 No. M64766, 3

speeds, K.,S., W.S.E. jet, epeciaily tuned, one^
of faK^test on road, lamps, etc. ; £90, bargain.—Heriiug
Frnitmarket, Lincoln. [3794
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To every purchaser of a new cover
from the list opposite, we are pre-
pared to give a new and fully

guaranteed Inner Tube entirely free

of charge. We give a full guarantee
with every line we sell, and should
any goods prove faulty, we replace
at a priceproportionate to the mile-
age obtained. If you want a reliable

article you must pay a reasonable
price. Therefore in placing your
orders with London's Leading Tyre
House you are assured of a genuine
bargain every time. These special

clearance lines are sent Carriage
Paid, on 7 days' approval against
remittance.

MOTOR GYGUSTS

!

OUR LI^3ES ARE CUT SO
FINE THAT WE CANNOT
AFFORD TO GIVE FREE
LUNCHES OR PAY FARES.

TUBES NEW AN FU.1.Y
GUARANTEED

Our List
Price Price

21! X 2.. 6/6 10/-
2fix2{ 7/- 10/3
20x28 r /3 11/3

Out List
Price Price

1./9 13/3

?R X 3 Dnnlop mctiilded

2fix2*\
x2} ;

26 X 2J 8/9 12/!l

BELTS—in Standard Lengths
Silvertown ,Vrj't,y, im Jin ^in.

Eati^-. etc Per F >ot ( '7
/ 1 >T, 3 /b

_-..«• m 0^*M.^^ F.xt-tt Heavy £1RETREADING f;™ > "s
IMeJmm ,. 15'»

Repairs ore executeri (it C>enAIO«&
oor ow" worltB iiiuler ex- QJt rCElr^MlrfO
pert superv'Gin'-'.

\K

X
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X
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X

first-class order, accessories; £110-—Mrs. Dixon,
Bucltland Ay., Dover

"VTEW IMPEEIAL.—All models in stock for immedi
.1-^ delivery, includin;? the new 2^h p. 3-flpeed nio<

—Newnhani Motor Co.. 223, Hammersirrith Hd., V
'Phone: Hammersntith 80. [3(

NEW IMPERIAL Cojnbination, 8h.p. J.A.P.,
tyres, lamps, speedometer, tool kit, perfectly sot

condition; genuine offer; £130, or offer.— 8, Bini
Ed.. Shepherd's Bnsh, W.12. [3:

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 Combination. Bh.p., al

lufcely new, electric lightiny. Easting, spe
otueter, sprung pillion, accessorises; £140, or onei

32, Hambledon Rd., SouthSelds, S.W.18. [3!

1 Q17 New Imperi.al-Jap 2^th.p., 2 speeds, Lncas he
J-«J' tools, new Du&lop tyro, oyerails, leather <

little used, splendid condition ; £44.—New Colli

Hampstead (opposite Swiss Cottage Station). [3(

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any New Imperial Mot
cash or deferred payments; book your order n

and avoid disappointrhent later.—Burlinston Mot(
ltd.. South Side, Clapham Common. S.W.4. Thoi
Brixton 241V. [0!

1 Q20 New Imijerial 8h.p., with Henderson side<

Ai' wind screen, acetylene head .and tail lamps, to

etc., in perfect conditio^: any trial; owner -abro

piice £160.-11. Howett, White Lodge, Market
borough. 'Phone; 3. [Xl(

NEW IMPERIAL, 1921, 2¥h.p. J.A.P., 2-fip(

clutch, and kick starter, slightly shop-soiled;

price £89/5, offered at special price for cash, £7:

F.lce and Co., 15-16, Bisnopsgate Av., Camomile
E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 554'8. [0

F.O.C.H. have a brand new New Imperial. 224h.p., ll

starter, shop-soiled; £78 rash; exchanges or "

pavment- arrnneed — 'i Heath St. Hampstead
Hampstead Tulie Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 37

Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [3

I I
Q21 New Imperials in stock for immediate deliv<

Ltf combination £186/18. lightweight Model

I

.£80/17. Model 2 ^£89/5; exchanges and easy paymf
arranged.—Official Agents, Hoinac's 243, Lower C

' ten Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408 . [4

NEW IMPERIAL 8I1.P.. W.n., delivered May. IS

large 2-seater sidecar. spee<loinefer, lamps,
tools, tax paid, ."splendid condition. £150; also side

28in. wheels, off New Imperial. £17.—H. T. Dav

j

52, First Av.. Bush Hill Park. Enfield. [J

NEW IMPERIAL, Sept.. 1919, 8h.p. model, 3 spe

kick start, hand-controlled clutch, all chain dr
attached to 1920 Dunhlll sidecar, wind screen. P.]

electric lighting throughout, spcedotreter, etc., not d

2.000 miles, e]cce!lent condition; £155. tax paid.'

N. Baud, 4, George Row, NoitLampton. [3

\ew Scnle

SCALE. 3'Ah.V- Precision, £80; 4h.p. Blackbn:

£100; motor cycles yon will hear more about

have always a stock of each model; trade supplie

Davies, 229, Deansgate, Manchester. 536 Central.
ca

Norton
pREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Nortons.

ANY Model Norton delivered to your address, carri

paid, within twenty-four hours.—The PremierJIc

Co.. Aston Ed., Birmingham.

I UL1.'^^» 01 HeadiQ,

tXl

nave 1921 Nortons m stoc

ro

Tfie FinnThe Name ^^QQggSISa
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,

264-266. Vanxtaall Bridge Rd.,

Vicoria. S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553 and 6554.

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each ^advertisement, and the date ot the issue,

[5(

YEOVIL —Moffat, Town Hall Garage, Norton age:

—'Phone; 50. [5

GIBBS, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Nortons ft

stock. 'Phone ; 852. W

D-AN GUV, Weymouth. Norton official agent. Bl

combination in stock. [0'

WESTON-SUPEK-MARE.-Jack Pruen, Oxford

for Nortons.—'Phone ; 440. [6

'VrOR'TON 1921 Models.—S_ole district agent«,_Wes

phone : 72

NORTON 1915. excellent condition, perfect ruuni

£50; between 10-5.-Mus. 2142.-138. Highk

Rd., W.IO. [^

NORTON Big Four, Nov., 1919, chain drive, lap

honi, mileage 1,000; £100, 01 ofler.-Pyke, Her

tage, Netley Abbey.
,

l^'

NORTON 1921, the famous No. 16H speed ino

used twice, guaranteed, too fast for owner j£i

licensed.—Moss, Wem. l^"^

TVTOETON 1919-20 Big Four Model, fully equipl

i'l £110.—Parker's. Br.adshawgate, Bolton, and ;

Deansgate. Manchesteii. t^'

NORTON Big Pour de Luxe Combination, D
1919 Easting, perfecM £130, or offer.—8,

Avenue, Chingford, E.4, 1»

NEW 1921 3V'h.p. Norton, 3-speed, kick start, 1

model, in. stock; list priC6_£132; e.xchanges_

te'-tained.—Banibeis',

607.

Eastbank St., Southport. T
[XO
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

OETGX 1920 (October) 3i,41i.P- Colonial Model, 3-

speed, licence paid, speedometer, and all accee-

s, excellent condition; £115.—Below. y -

OETON 1920 T.T., PUlipsou, speedometer, licence
paid, trre.s as new, condition good, last; £95.—

ow.

OETON 1920 Big Four, all aocessoriesi n gift.

£115.-Tlie Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford.
Integrit.v, Oxiord. 'Phone : 784 O.xford- [X2141

ORTOK 1921 Motor Cycles, brand new, all models
in stock, immediate delivery.—Palin, Solo Agent,

rne St. (nr. Sijot), Osmaston Rd.. Derby. (3181

LEC .TACKSON for Nortons. ex depatch rider and
pilot; I can supply anywhere; one 1920 3L.,b.p.
lamps, etc., perfect. £79, tax paid. -East Parade,

;

ghley. [3644
BAXD New 1921 T.T. Norton, fitted witli Philip-

1

eon pnUey. and complete Tiith tool.i as supplied
makers; £90.- W. uilmcur Smith, 136, Eeniield
Cilnst-ow [3146
OETON 1920 Big Four Model, canoelct .=idecar. faUy
equipped, low mileago, indistinguishable from new;

5.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, and 245, Dcnn-.
, Manchester. [X1991
.4,VIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Nortons
from stock; the machine you will eventually buy,

spares stocked, prompt attention.—229, Deansgate.
one : 536 Central. [2432
ORTON Agents.—Motor cyclists in or near Oldham

call. Our Mr. Mitchell will demonstrate to .vou
finest machine in tlio world.—Bulloughs Motors.

terloo Su. Oldham. (2050

OETON S'.ih.p., No. 9, 1921, perfect, 6-60 m.p.Ii.
e"->dy, .Bonniksen, Cowo- horn, P. and H. and
( lamps, kuee-E-rips, ride 100 miles to cash buver,
•'1, r«i.<on tale; £98.-221, Aniaby Ed., Hull.'

ORTON Big 4 de Luxe Combination, 1915- iC,
hood, vrreen, electric and acetylene lights, 2

as, speedometer, spares, excellent order, tax paid;
0, or near offer.—Lawton, 97, Rustlings Rd., Shel-
' [3624
ORTON, 1921, delivery Irom stock.-Big Four

solo, £135: exchanges or extended terms
nged.—OfBcial Agents, Elce and Co,. lB-16,
hopsgate Av., Camomile St., . E.C.3. 'Phone
;nne 5548.

_ [0066
10 4 Norton C'ombiiuitiou, 1914. cngino just over-

hiuled, Sturmey-Ariher 3-speed iu hub, foot
rl] and handle starter, 2 new nunlop heavy tvres
2 new tubes, spare tyre, belt, tools, 3 lamp^i, horn,
*'X„ paid, everything in perfect monlianical condi-

; £90, or neare.'t.-Butler, Kt. Ana's Villa, Main
D.unall. ShelBeld. [3254

N.S.U.
.S.U. 3j-2h.p., sidecar machine. 17 gns., tax 30/--
Grudo gear, £3.-12, Cheshire St., Bethnal Green!

\ [3605AKGAIN,—N.S.U. twin combination, Bosch. Sen-
spray, N.S.U. gears, good tyres, belt, lamps,

ker fiideoar, iu sound condition and fine ninninp
r, unlicensed: £29.—Keen, Leominster. [3726

N.U.T.
V.T. 4h,p.. twin J.A.P., T.T., o.h. valves, 2-specd,
very fast; £65.-4, The Square, Carshalton. [3988

tt20 N.U.T.. in very good condition, eueiue lunning^ perfectly; £115.-I,t. Hope, B.A.F., Gosport.
(3093

Ij.T., 1920, 3-speed, Magdyno, splendid condition;
105 gns—30, Crystal Palace Park Hd., .Svden-

[4010
20 N.U.T.. Alagdyno, lullv equipped, licensed
condition perfect; nearest £130. — Beechlea,

mgfield Rd., Altrincham. [4057
U.T SVjh.p., Magdyno. 3-*peed, used onlv once,
iiader 100 mile.?, ijnaranteed perfect, registered-

llput -reasons selhue: fl45.-A. Brewis, Svendscn
t'o., Newcastlc-ou-Tyn--. (3111

O.K.
I'LIAN'S, of Heading, have 1921 O.K. ia slock.

[0481
ONGMAN, ot Salisbury. _ O.K. Juniors, 1921

models. [175,

^a^a'''?'-,''^^-^', ?$,'"''y "'=" '""f equipped, fast:
£48.-nnscoll, 58, Woodlleld Rd., Ealing. [3833

ahp. OK.- J.A.P.. 2-speed, all aerxssories. good
condition: £35.-Seeu Jeacn''= Motors, Dorchester.

120 p.K.-Villiers, 2-speed, shop-soiled onlv; ^55;
W^ lull}- equipped.—Goughs, London, Hd., Gloucester.

-A.\ 1E3, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 b K 's
Irom stock — 229, Deansgate, 'Phone ; 535'"'

[2455
SPEED O.K.. latent model, from stock; at list
price.-A. J. -ioung and Co., Ltd., Newmarket.

ah.p. O K.-Union, single speed, J.920 model, slmp-1 soiled; list price £50 8, my price £43.-Davie3,
,
Deansgate, Manchester. [0528

°'ii;?' ''^" " H^^'^ '^"^ O"^- 2-speed. shop-soiled;

rr„ ?. it i-,
cchanges or easy payments arranged.-

,„,?J T?!" ".""'^1%"^' '"' Hampstead Tut« Station)."'">• Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7 including S.itur-

[3427

Special
CUaraiic.

FOR SALE.

TYRESi
m
K
ED
K
U
ss

OH

K
d-
K

r

E
XLITE

CL/PSE-^
VERYBODY

JU 24— 26

Mal<c.

26

_ 28

m

2 Wood-Mllne Special
:2 Wood-Milne Extra Heavy .

Clincher de Luxe Heavy . .

.

Wood-IVIilnc Special

Englebert Wired-on Rib . .

.

Avon Lighlwelsht Ribbed .

.

Palmer Ribbed
26x2} Avon Combination

Avon Sunslone
Palmer Cord
Wood-Milne or Spencer 1

Moulton Extra Heavy . /
Dunlop W.D. Heavy
Beldam Extra Heavy
Bates Special Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Heavy
Hutchinson Passenger . . .

.

Beldam Heavy
Englebett Wired-on Rib . .

.

Hutchinson T.T
Wood-Milne Special

2;; Dunlop W.D Heavy
Bates.Speclal Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Heavy
Beldam Extra Heavy
Kempshall .^nli-skid

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy .

Wood-Milne Special
Hutchinson T.T. R.-stud. .

.

26,; 21 I Wood-Milne Extra Heavy .

x21 Palmer Sidecar Ribbed ....

., Hutchinson T.T R.-stud. ..

26,; 21 Wood-Milne Comblnallon .

„ Bates Special Heavy
'Avon Tricar Rubber-stud. .

jWood-Milne Extra Heavy .

Palmer 2-ply Ribbed
Englebert Wired-on R.S
Hutchinson T.T. R.-stud. .

.

Englebert Wlred-on Rib . .

.

26.: 3 Wood-Milne Combination . .

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy .

Goodyear A.W. Tread

Our
Price.

2.',

2?
10 flt . Goodyear A.W. Tread

^3in.Hlm f

X :^ .: is Bales Special Heavy
nrn „ Ounlop W.D. Extra Heavy

Dunlop W.D. Heavy
Avon 3-rib

iWood-Milne Extra Heavy
K ., jKempshall Anti-skidm 650:.: 65 'Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
^ „ Bergougnan 3-rib Heavy.

.

« 700 . . 80 Wood-Milne Steel Studded

W „ Partridge R. Non-skid . .

.

JJ „ Wood-Milae Extra Heavy
rm , Rodace Square Tread ....

!^ ;
Rodace 3-ribbed

29/6
37/6
35 -

29 ,'6

25?-
25'-

25 •-

48,6
40 -

39 8

39/6
39 6
37 6
37 6
37 6
35'-

32 6
30,-
30 -

29 8
42 G
39 /8

39 '8

39 6
37,6
37 '6

37/-
32 6
31 8
44.'-

35-
32,-6

57,6
45,'-

45,'-

44'-
35/-
35 -

32/6
30 -

85/-

62 ,'6

45/-

48/.

55,'-

51 8
48:6
45'-
35/-
35/-
60/-
35/-
97/8
85/-
60/-
54/10
48/3

List u
Price. ^
47/6 5!
Co/-
—

43 /-A
55/-_
- X
9i.''-S

53 onnj

,., X
<H/-X

02
,
6 M

70 3 s5
5.S 3 cm

" 9 ijd
so I) ^
^:,':g
fts o

[J]00 / 1 )jj

i- /li ^
f>3 '9 _
56,;,X
— «
67/-
102 /-V
76/-«

87 /sX
40;-

St SI

ros '-

86'-
84/-

84/-

-^':^-«
74 /6 ^
90 /-

8 1 ,'- M
67/6 =
83/-„
83/3 X
103 /6

MOTOR CYCLES
O.K.

f~|.K. Junior /Dec., 1919). 2'.jh.p., 4-stroke, 2-spee'l
•^ countershaft J.A.P. engine, new tyres (1 spare),
horn and lighting sof, machine in perfect condition

;

seen by appointment; £47.-142, Osborn Ed., Forest
Gate, E. [3589

K. 1921. Villiors Mark IV.. Albion 2-speed, 2i4in.
Hutchinson, P. and H. lamps, cyclometer, all

essories, mileage under 400, .splendid liill-climber,
istered and insured, absolutely perfect order, whole
fit cost £72 two months ago; price £60.—Brewer, 7,

Clifton Av., Wembley. [3218

Olympic.
"'ill. p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start, new

- . -920, only done 200 miles, perfect con-
ditioirthrbughout,"all on; £60, or near otYer: must sell.

—

Aplpy. 7, Albany Kd., Stroud Green, N. After 7 p.m.
[3253

Omega.
LONGMAN, ol .Salisbury.-Omcgas; £50 to £170;

1921 models. [1753

OLYMPIC
October, 1920,

[1753

Ready.-Davics, 229.
~ "

[2438

OMEGA.—Immediate delivery of all models.—The
Rochester .\«to Supply Co.. Corporation St.,

Rochester. [04G5
P. and M.

of Reading, have 1921 P. and jM. in
[0488

shop-soiled only; £100.

—

• - •
[4192

1918. snip;
[3559

OMEGA 1921 Models Now
Deansgate, Manchester. 536 Central.

JULIAN'S,
*J stock.

BRAND new P. and M.
Fox, 12. Conduit St., LichScld.

X
_ 963X

,,TItADE SUPPLIED. WRITE FOR OUR flUl^ ILLUSTRATED LISTS & DISCOUNTS VX — «

"I
Q20 P. and M. Combination, lamps, horn, spares,

Xt/ licensed, perfect condition; £94.—Edwiirds, 50,
Harrington Rd.
ton 3709.

South Kensington.

tiMJffBfflHffa The Fir.

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266. Vanxhall Bridge Rd,

Victoria, S W.l.
Telephone: Victoria 6S53 and 6554-.

All lelU'is relnting to advertisements should quote the number .it the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

P.
und M. Combination, first-rntc order,
60 gns. -2. Austin Way. Uxbridgc.

1 Q20 P. and M. Sidernr. Lucas lighting; £100.~
X*^ RooUs. Ltd., Maidstone. Tel.: 460. [4097

J_Q GNS.-P. and M.. 1918, in first-class condition;
"iO any trial.—24, Chuvcli Walk, Hampstead.

[4131

P.
and M.. late type, cxrcllcnt condition; 48. gn;;.—
20. Sydney Mews, South Kensington, Ijondon.

[4129

P.
and iL, 1918, iu nico condition, fidly cfiiiipped,

idl ui); sale or cxchnugc—70. Rnlfbur Ed., Ilford,
Krspx. [3121

WArCHOl'E'ri. 9. Sl^no .Lnuo.. London, E.C.4.-
3',-'h.p. V. aiicl M: oiid sidcctir, 1919, tax pnid:

£105. [4173

1 Q 17 P. and M. rombination, thoroiiglily over-
A«7 hauled; £68 wiih lamps nud liorn. - Rose'.s
O.irage, Uxbridge. [3678

1^, nud M. Coiiclibnilt Combination, in good running
order, tnx iwiid; £55, or near offer.—95, Links

IM.. Tooting Junction. [3940

1 Q20 P. and M. Combination, indistiugui&iiable Irom
-L«7 new, Lucas lamps, horn; ^£120; tax paid.—26.

[X2025London Rd., Gloucester.

P.
and M. Late Conihinjition, electric lighting,

' ut^w, luxurously cQuippCd
Rd., Higbams

P
Park, E.4.

£120.-95, Cavendisli
[4039

:uwl M. Combination, excellent comlition, oil acces-
sories; nny trial ; bargain, JEllO.—Bennett, 49.

iligh St., WauHtead, Essex. [3481

P.
and M. Coachbuilt Combination. 1917, thoroughly
renovated, in splendid condition; £75.—Butter-

Garage, Brixton Hill. [3900

1 Q20 3',-.li.p. P. and M. ComliJnation, Hcenco paid.
J-i/ iu.sured to June; £105.—Shepherd, Enfield Hipli-

Tel.

;

Waltham Cross 31. [0341

and M., done about 500 miles, tyres like

way.

1Q20 P.
.

-LiJ new; what oflerfl?—Seen and tried 202, Trinitv
Kd.. Wandsworth Common, S.W.17. [3405

and M. 1917-lB Machines for Renovation, minus
mag. and carburetter and small parts, £28; with

new mag. and carburetter, £34,—Below.

and M. 1917-18 Machines, renovated as new,
makers' colours, guaranteed 3 months; £55.—

Inman. Othello St., Liverpool. [4108

1Q17 r. and il., Sandum sidecar, P. and H., Wat-
XS? ford. Klaxon, mudshields, new chain and tyre;

P
new

P

£75.—Write 38, Courtfleld Gardens, S.W. [1781

in 18 P. and M. Solo. R.A.F.. hardly used. E.LC.
JlU good tyres; snlii, £45.~Banister and Botten.
341. Upper St., N.l. 'Phone: North 2480. [4215

and M., late 1920, absolutely new condition,
Bink-; carburfttter, lamps, etc.; £98.—G. A. S

Western, 76. Sedlsicombe Rd., Fulham, S.W. [3162

and M., new 1920, 1919 model, perfect condition,
all accessories, new epare tyre, thoroughly over-

hauled; £105, or nearest oiler.- 6, Cosbycote Av., Heme
Hill. [3239

and M. 1918 3',i>h.p., as new, minus small parts.
£32; 1919 combination, indistinguishable irum

new. offers.—35, St. Clement's Mansions, Lillie Rd.,
Fxilham. [3828

P
WesI

P
haul
Hill.

P

I'lione : Eensing-
[4176

3 ill.p. P. and M., guaranteed new condition, mile-

2 age 900,T-ori;iinal tvres unpunctured, T.ucas

lamps; bargain, £78.-31. Clarcmont Ed., Alexandra
Park, Manchester. .X2031.

A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P and M.

3ili.p- p. and M., Dec, 1919, Bot -W.D., little and
2 uaiefully used, appe.irance new, iJlated Ion;;

:-xhau.st, all on; £75; offers.—Evans. Street Farm,
I'rcslon, Canterbury. [3862

P.
and 'M.. 1920, Lue.13 lamps, and horn, mileage
500 only, almost ue-

ases, 90, High St., O.'ifort.. „
Phouu: 784 Q.\£ord. ^
P.

and Jr., 191S, .

perfect cunditiun, tax paid, all

500 only, almost, new; £92/10.—The Layton
(Jarases, 90, High St., O.'iford. jJ'el. ; Integrity, Oxford.

- - ^ [X213S
ro-cnameiled and overhauled, in

lamp, etc.;

£55. or exchange lightweight.—Geo. A. Sax, 619,
Oarratt Lanc^'Earhtield, S.W.18. . [3951

P.
and M., with or without eoachbuilt sidecar,
splendid condition, new tyres, what offers 'I seen

and tried by appointment.—Pope, 62, Holland Park
Av., Loudon. 'Phone: Park 2955. [3885

1 Q18 Government Model 4h.p. P.M., purchased new
it? from Government last year, gears, clutch, guar-

anteed mechanically perfect, done about 2,000 milCL;

'only; price £55.—Butlei, 82, The Broadway, Sheerness.
[3538

RI3YAL Air Force P. and M., rebuilt as new, guar-

anteed, delivery ex stock; cash or terms, £50
under list.—Harford, Ltd., 5, New Burlington Place,

Regent St., London, W. 'Phone : 4090 Regent.
1X2066

P. and M. Combination, H.A.F. renovated, new
mag., carburetter, back tyre, chains, etc., etc..

- sidecar repainted, guaranteed pel-feet; £75, solo £65.—
Colonial jMotors, I04a, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. Hamp.
7822.

•

[4187

£25; P. and M.'s. less mag. and carburetter and
small parts, Thomson-Bennetts to suit, 45/-.

These are not rusty, .'nul did net come ofl; Sloush

dump.—Banister and Botten, 341, Upper St., London,
N.l. 'Phone: North 2480. [4213

P. and S.

aud S. 3h.ii. 1921 Combiuation, as exhibited at the

Show, discs, fully eqiiiDped, all up; £95, or ex
. Ijauge and cafh.—Mr. H., 85, Bntlund Ed., Katherine

Rd., Foiest Gate, Essex. [3122

TTNId'DE Offer; all brand " new.-Two 254h.Pj

P

(EiQf=iai£)si=iBgiHi=]siiiaiDaii)ai=iBiii9g)ai£isiiiH

CLOTHING FOR SPRIr^G.
(iiaiilBSaii)Bi!Bg|BlilBliHISn(S£glBlilBlil3laia

ERVICE
FECIALS

FOR SPR5NG.
"Service" Belted Suit

(as illustrated). .Made in Stout Light-
weight Double Texture mateiial intcrliued
rubber, all seams stitched solutioned, and
taped, giving absolute weatlier protection.
Jacket 3(3in. long, D.B. belted, two rooiny
pockets, fitted wind cufis and storm collar.

Seatless Trousers to match, neat spats,
patent clip fasteners.

POiT PAID complete Suit

49/6
State .eg and chest measurements.

nice order; £S
Lee, S.E.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P.V.

T>.F.. new, spring frame, 2i4h.p., 2-speeil. clu
-»- kicis start; £70; carry passenger anywhere.-
Broomwood Rd., Clapham.

Quadrant.
1 Q20 Quadrant Combination
-•-«/ Boss, 86, High Rd., Lee

QUADRANT SJjh.p., hinaps, tax. perfect, climb
thint-; £30.-21, Fordel Rd.. Catford. [3

"I C|20 4Vi:ll.P- Solo Quadrant, good conditioo.
-•-•^ paid; £60.—Clifford Wilson. 177, Weslmin
Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [3

1016 Quadrant 4i,ih.p. Combination, B.S.A. 3-si
-*-«^ countershaft, speedometer. Klaxon, lamps,-

<

.-675.-12, High St., Fulham,

QUADRANT 4h.p., 3-speed Armstrong, lamjis, h
Millford coachbuitt sidecar, licensed: £40; w

sell solo, £25.-6, Dornton Rd., South Croydon

Space Avanted.—Noriolk ilotors, 'Worthing. [352;

Paragon.
PAltARON, new 3h.p., 2-sfroke, 2-speed; £46.-24.

Tonnley Rd., East Dulwich, S.E.22. [3178

PARAGON 2-stroke, 2-speedj only done 50 miles;

£45.—Can be seen and tried at 19. Wilcox Rd..
South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [3550

I'eugeot.

PEUGEOT 3i,4h.p.. B. aud B.. Bosch, fast, powerful,
and reliable, guaranteed; trial.-51, Upper Rich-

mond Rd., Putney, S.W. [4117

Precision.

3 ill. p. Prec'.iion, 3speed, Bosch, discs; £32.-168.
2 London Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [3893

4^iih.p. Precision 2-speed Engine Wanted, must be
'W 4 in perfect condition.—Cowie, 32. High Shore,
Banff, Scotland. [3556

BARGAIN, Precision Junior, excellent condition;
£20, or nearest offer.—Bi-oomfield, Gasworks

Cottage, Lymiustpn, Hants. [3159

SPOSTS WEAR.
I
"Good-Service" No 1 Sports Coat

\

;
in all-wool hardweariiig Doncgals. Half Belted back,

|

: four out pockets, leather buttons, ui Brown and
;

; Grey shades. Stocked in ail sizes. Only expert i

; cutting and high-class workmanship are embodied :

; in the nranufactitre of our garments, which ensure :

; lit, style, and satisfaction Price ... 38 /6 :

belt loops, one
terials, in ^^'hite

jtage Paid.
State Chest aud Leg measurements.

.Any article forwarded ou approval against remittance
failing satisfaction we are prepared to refund same in full

A BELT

£45.—4h.p. Quadrant ccmbinatiou, 3 speeds,
all accessories; solo, £57; tax paid.- 16.

ilary Abbott's Terrace, Kensington High St., W.I

QUADR.\NT Sole Distributers London,
and Eastern Counties; all models usually

stock; all spares.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. C'

Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Hop 210.

1 Q20 Quadrant Combination, 4>ih.p., Star
-^*y Archer 3 speeds. Cameo screen, all lamps,
etc., mileage under 500, guaranteed; £125; easy^

meuts or exchanges.—Homac's, 243, Lov.er Cla
Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408. '['

Radco.

RADCO. powerful, lehable, new tyres, all

series; ±50, or exchange.—18, D4, Rosytb.

RD. VARTY, Thundersley, Essex.—Agent
• Radco motor cycles, all models; immediati

[:

and gives your engine every
assistance—

THE SERVICE BELTING
Get it now at greatly reduced prices.

NOTE HOW IT IS JOINED.
NO GAP AT FASTENER.

CHROME LE.ATHER STRIPS. TANNED HIDE
BLOCKS, HOLLOW STEEL RI\'ETS.

NEW PRICES.

Oxbridge.

R-ILEIGHS. solos and combinations in stock

changes entertained. — Kicking, Bromley
Beekenham.

ROGERS, 42, Church Rd., Heudon. can give del

of Raleigh combinations and solo from stoc

reduced prices; 176 and 140 gns.

RALEIGH 5-6h.p , solo or combination, in st

orders now accepted.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200,

Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : Langham 1704. [

R\LEIGH Motor Cycles at the reduced prices:

140 gns., eoinbinations 178 gns. ; in stock

immediate delireiT; the ideal solo or sidecar mael

call and view; liberal allowance on your present

chine.-Rnleigh agents for over 15 years
:

Newr

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., fl.6. Pn

Hammersinifh 80.

Reading'Standard.

"Itlie Reading Standard Combination; £100.-1
-LJ- 86, High Ed., Lee, S.E.

"1 Ah P Ee,i<Jing-Standard, ivith eoachbuilt sid

J.\f . perfect condition, tax paid; £90.-53. It

St., Deptford, London. L

RE il lING-STANDARD Combination, lOh.p.. ilyi

lighting, new: what offers Br appointme

Lait. Oak Terrace, Burnt Tree, Tipton. [X

READING-ST.ANDAKD Combination, all elect

sporting sidecar, carrier screen and apron,,

lutely as new; £140. Call aud see this bargan

fore going elsewhere; would consider offer.—

j

Portway, E,15.
Rex.

REX 6h.p., 2-speed, Bosch, slight attention, ne

timing: £20, bargain.—Whitney, 1, James P

Northampton. t

4h p Rex, T.S.. Bosch, T.T. bars, very low. :

new wheels, good tyres; £27.—Jackson,
Parade. Keighley.

1 tfl^O Rex Combination, electric lighting,

XtJ wheel, hood, screen, Sh-p.; £120.—Ross
High Rd., Lee, S.E.

REX Combination (neT?^ coach), 6h.p., 2-spee<l,

smart lot; £50, bargain.—Taylor, 637, f

(llBE|g'EI'8ll)^llll^lll^lll'gl=l^l=l^l=)'glgl»EDglD^lllg! Sisters Rd., Tottenham.

SIZE r r r l" li" li"

TWO-PLY '^/4 2/8 3/4 4-1- 4/6 3/- Per Ft.

THREE-PLY — - 3/10 4/6 5/- 5/6 Per Ft.

F.ASTENER 9d, gd. rod. rod. lod. rod. Each.

"I Ol'* '^V^ii-V- Viecision, coticbbuilt sideciii, fhorouglilv
Xt/ overJinulecl, Tahiys, etc.; £60.—Shupberd, Enfield

* Higlnvay. Tel.: Waltbmn Cro^s 31. [0584

Premier.
i>ih, 11, -Premier,' nil on, perfect; £20, or near.—27,
1^2 -Dragon St., Fetcrsfield. [3500

PREMIER 31-2T1.P., 2-si>eed; £25.-,Speeobiey, late of
Gunn.?i?l'ury Lnue, new tuemke^, 86, Cliuiclifiekl

Rrl, Acton, Loudon. "W.S. [3354

£23.—2Vjli.p. Premier, Bosch. B. and B., splendid
condition, Tfix paid; oilers.—Giidiam, 27, Waudle

Rd., Wandsworth Common. [3748

3Xh-V' Premier Combination, 3 speeds (conntershaft},
2 Bosch mag'., lamps, e.^eelleut running- order;

^aorince £58.— Ghflin, Queen's Ed., Watlord. [5076

£23.—Premier 3Vl>h.p- twin, m.o.l.T., very fast, smart
"KiflnMe. t""es, enamelli'ia-. and m-echanical horn

like new, Amac, Siuims; not. rubbi.=h; tax paid.—Appleby,
3, Aiiiiigtciii K(l., Camden 'lown. [3520

4h.p. Premier CombinaLiou, 2-speed gear box, clutch,
starter. DunhiU undersluug toui'iug sidecar, Bosch,

B. and B., heavy Dunlops, Druids, footboards, licence,
excellent condition; 60 gns.; 2^.,h.p. Douglas part.—
63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [4104
"OBBMIER 7-91i.p. CombinatloD, 3-speed counter-
-fl- shaft, donble-seater sidecar, 3-fold wind screen,
lamps, new tyres, clutch, kick start, just been over-
hauled, ready to ride away, tax paid; photo; 75 gns.,
lu- near offer.—2, Mascotte Rd., Putney, S.W. 15. [4200

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon. E.C.4.-
1921 Piomier super runabout, 7-9h,p. twin engine,

WLitcr-coolcd, 3 speed.?, reverse, detachable back wheel,'
.sparo wheel and tyre, iully eniiipped, bood, screen, etc.,
also fitted with several esti-as, not ridden 500 miles,
tax paid; £225; easy terms arranged. [4171

A3-( All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

ANY LENGTH CUT. TWO FASTENERS GR.\T1S
EACH BELT.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED,
Foe other Sei"vice bargains see advertisements

under ' Miscellaneous."

THE SERVICE CO.. LTD.,

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C. 1.

Telegrams r "Admittedly, London."
TeUpbone: Hotborn 6430.

i=i^iHi3i(Ei.€i5)a(EiB{iiiSiiiaiH]8^(Eia(iiaa[£iiSgj@[Eie[5)a

AC>_ESsO I S — SPARE PARTS

livery. [:

RADCO 2-stroke, 2 speeds, lamps, horn, good
dition, trill; £32.-143, Eavensbury Hd., B

fiell, S.W. ['

RADCO, good condition, dj-namo electric ligh

01 exehausc ior 4h.p. with cash, adjustnie

Sutton, LewU Grove, Lewishain.

Raleigh.

rplUS Premier iUotor Co. lor 1921 Raleigh;.

WE can deliver to .vonr address within 24
the new Raleigh 5-6h.p. flat twm, spring fl

otain drive; solo 140 gns., aideear 176 ens-—Sole
miogham Agents, The Premier -Motor Co., Aston
Birmingham. C^

t 021 Ealeigh Flat Twin, in .rtock for imme
-Li/ delivery.—Chnrchill, Park St., Croydon Ag

-IQ21 Raleigh S-6h.p. Flat Twin Solo, 140
XJJ combination, 176 gns.; in stock.- Rose's Ga
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MOTOR CYCLES
Rex.

3i;.li.p. Re.\.

FOR SALE.

iAROAIK.—31-Mi.p. Re.\. Bosch. B.B.. mechanical
' valves, good! tyres, belt, unlicensed, sound and
running order: £17.—Keen, Leominster. [3727

921 Eex 8L.p. Combination, spare wheel. Sterling
mudshiL'lds, good lamps and horn, perfect condi-
small miletige

;

Wigau.
£175, or iiegr oiler.- '2, Kenyon

[3240

od.

-6h.p. Rex, sound condition, wants enamelling and
doing up, Bosch, tyres good, 2-specd Hoc gear;

md bargain, £15/ 10.—Beechcr, 472, Archway Rd..
ndon, N.6. [4141

Riley.
Ii.p Biley Comliination, perfect, 2.«peed countershaft.

Bosch: ueiircst £40.-45, Wnlm Lane, Crickle-
[3304

Roc.
00 Motor Cycle, complete, less engine., 2-specd

'. gear needs slight repair; bargain. f5;iO, plus
naje.—56, Sutton St., Aston, Birmingham. [X1983

Rover.
Ill p. Rover, :914. 3 speeds, pcrlect order; £48.—a 255. High St.. Hounslow. [4021
22j—Rover, Bosch rnag., lamps. Klaxon, ta.l paid.—
Kmg, Egrove Farm, Oslord. [X2021

'°y?,P ?„'''• N"rtnn style tank, perfect condition:
' £35.-29, McSat Ed., Tooting. [380<1

Q 20 Rover, T.T 3>ih.p.. single speed; £105.-A." J. \oung and Co.. Ltd., Kewmarket. (1066
PQ?J.I.NG Rover. 3-spced, polished discs. lamps:

^.-53, Watling St., Wellington, Salop.

Q15 Rover Combination. S'.'.h.p., C.S. gear, smarti> turnout; £70.-Ros5, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E

iOVER 1920 T.T., I'hilipson, speedometer and lumps,

n fast £90 -S r" ' '" "^^ '" '^'''^"' ''*'"^'^'' ""''

PTa"?' i?"'^ Pl'ilipson, licence paid, all acccs«orie»

;

i.i'Z^" i'".*™;
Cjnrages, 90. High St.. Oxford.

. Integrity, Oxford. 'Phone: 784 Cxford. [X2137
0\l';it Combination, S-speed, K.S., engine Xo. 6247,

.xieUcnt condition
: seen week-ends; Bcrks.-Bos

it, c^o Ifie Miitor Cijclc. [3135
OVER Combination, 1914, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S
perfect condition; trial; Klaxon; £65.-8.

lace Jtcus. Eaton Terrace, S.W.I. [4138
Q19 3',.[.h.p. Rover Comliination, 3-specd, Lucas

lanips, horn, good condition, tax paid- £140 or
irs.-Kilhy, :, JIuseuui Sq., Wiabech. [2114
OVER 3',I.h.p T.T. with Philipson piUley, first-class

condition ;£69.-Xewnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
rsmiui !£<!., fl.6. 'Phono: Hammersmith 80. [3450
> OVER Combination, complete with accessories, ex-

ceuent condition; owner going abroad; best offer
nrej.-McKenzie, 3, Summerlands Crescent, Acton.

[330'^
T. EoTer, Philipson pidle.v, late 1920, perfect con"-
dltion. enamel unscratohed. 60 m.n.h.. small

leage; £85.—Martin, 5, Malvern Hd., Shell Rd
verpool. [3167
OVEUl Motor Cycles.—Place your order with an

official agent, the man who rides a Rover; im-
diato delivery; hire-purchase il desired. — Collard,
K)k s Garage, Shifnal. [2684
021 3VL-h.p. 3-speed Rover Combination, accessories" ridden 500 miles only, appearance and mechani-
ciidition as new; £116.-The Premier Motor d

ton Rd., Birmingham. [4152
Q19 (late) Rover Combination, 6h.p., very littl.f used, all-chain, P. and H. lamps, unscratclicd

in. £125.—James, over Briidmote's. 48, Hnrmw
I'addington. Tel.: Willesden 1744. [3799

JdVER Combination, S-6h.p., new in 1919 Sun-i beam sidecar fitted with wind screen, hood
ic curtains, aluminium disc wheels, Tan-Sad saddle'
rjectly equipped, excellent condition; £145.—Warde

Vshtead Surrey. [3281
(OVER 1920 SJjh.p., brand new, shop-soiled onlv
y 3-speed. chain drive. £120; complete with Rover
. i^'ini?"' "'j" "" 6-6h.p. twin combination, shop-
''^?; IS^'

model. / 175.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John
ight bt.. Birmingham. [3421
<PEEp: Cheap :-1919 T.T. Rover, Philipson, new
' engine, except cylinder, 1st, 2nd, and three 3rds
orcester Speed Trials, 1920, polished aluminium discs
ti vermilion and gold rings in centre, auti-polic.
.lU mudguard, absolutely as: new, very fa^t- £65—

E

Wickham. Bonghton House, Boughton, near Fater-
am, Kent. (3079

Royal Ruby.
p- Royal Ruby, new, spring frame: list price £1^0
accept £95.—Young, Misterton, Somerset. (3958

t

D "'^WH' Thundersley, Essex.-Agent lor"• Koyal Ruby motor cycles; immediate delivery.

>OTAX RUBT 2i.:,h.p. 2-stroke. Thomson-Bennett
J^,™\'i-

''°''<= speed: £28/10; London.-Box 3,454
I.'i! MoloT CijcU. [3246
AVna, of ilanchcster, can deliver 1921 EovalRubys from stock.—229, Deansgate. 'Phone : 536

entral. -. _ ^2433

y

•SoR
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
Don't Scrap
an old Engine,

but give it a

NEW LEASE OF LIFE
by fitting the

World - fenied

Philipson Pulley.
Entirely Free Irom troublesome and
weighty complications—only t\vowork-
ing parts—no levers, rods, wheels, etc.,

to worry about. Simply takes the place
oi the ordinary' pulley. One nut secures

I

the complete gear to the engine. Can
be fitted without any alterations to
most direct belt-driven engines in a
few minutes.
For hill-climbing it is unsurpassed.
Makes mountaineering easy.

IMMEDL(VTE DELIVERY.
Send for llluslrated Booklet.

During the past few weeks the follow-

ing machines have been fitted with
PHILIPSON PuUey

:

Triumph,
Rover,
Norton,
Douglas,
Singer,
Bradbury,
Ariel,
Swift,
Abingdon,
Minerva,
Precision,
Matchless,
tvy Precision,

Arno,
Rex,
B,S.A.,
James,
L.M.C.,
Lincoln Elk
N.U.T.-Jap.
Humber,
N.S.U.,
Peugeot,
Rudge,
Quadrant,
Alldaya,

and numero'.is Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write us.

REDUCED P7 7 A Carriage
PRICE *-/ ' " Paid.''

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,

Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(EstabLUhed over 40 yearsJ

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

Royal Ruby.
6Ii.!'. Twin Koval Itubv. niodern frame, Peugent

I

ensiue: £17/10 the lot, a bargain.-Hall, Hoik-
! man. Whetstone. London. _ [3206

j
1Q20 Sh.p. Roj-al Euby, siuine flame, Binlis, electrize

X»^ l;tuiijs, complete, as new, tax paid; £105.-2'..
Carlton Kd., East Bheeu. [311B

ROYAL RUBY 2v',h.r. 1921 Sports Models, driver,
JCV from stock.—Fowler and Brigden
Rd., N.W.I. Mnseum 4827.

130, Euston
[0542

8-lOh.p. Rovrd Euby. Gloria sidecar, J.^.P-^ci'S'",?'

Bosch mai.. runuins powerfuUj- ; ue;\rest oflcr iau.

-Redmond, 5, Harry St:. Dublin. L3093

1020 Royal Rnbv Sli.p. Combination, S-speed, done
-It' 1,000 miles, completely equipped, Ian-Sad, etc.

;

±180.—Junction Garage, Silverhill, Hastings. i..;iui

1Q19 ah.p. Royal Riiby Combination (J.A.P.

JLf/ engine), condition and appearance as new. any

trial and examination; £115.-2, Fortnnegate Kd .

Harlesden, N.W.IO. 1^^"^

1Q19 (Dec.) Sh.ii. Royal Ruby Luxurious Combina
-Lt/ tion, speedometer, screen, electric liBbt,

numerous sjiares, guaranteed in excellent condition,

anv trial, tax paid: £120. or near cash o''"', »'

pai-t exchange solo. - Garratt, Mcor Hill, Loj i^J

Warwick, 1X2128

Rudge.

I.O.M. Rudge Multi. Irom stock; £85.-A. J. Voim;:

and Co., Ltd.. Newmarket. Lio™

RUDGE Multi, brand new, unused; £75; must scll.-

Box 3,501, c/o r/ic Uo{or Cijdc. Lto^')

1Q19 Rudge Multi .3V;h.r., taxed, good ordei ;
musl

i-*J sell; £55.-Rectory, Weymouth. 1""^^

7-9h.p. Riulge Combination, splendid condition; £120

or uear.-151. Globe Ed., Bethnal Giccn. [396A

UDOE -Multi Combination, good condition, com-

-v., 2, Orb St., Walworth. [3491

wicker sidecar, lamps, speedo-

R
RUDGB Multi 3l,4h.p -•„- , ,, - vTw,

meter; £35.—Sumner, 70, Camden Mows, N.u.i

UDGE Multi S'.Mi.p.,

(X1980
overhauled by makers, new

*" ' London,
[4028

£50, oiler.—Rudge Multi Combination, lamps, tax,

insurance, good order,, any trial.—21, Windsor

Rd., Denmark Hill. fol''

20 Rudge Multwiu Comliination. Rudge sidecar, a|!
.a. n.ic .f..-..,ll

jiii,-

[3693
19'"liiuMi'it' hnn'<isomo"''out'fltV"'£llS.-iurnill

North, l*etcrl>orouch.

£32.—Rudge 3M.h.p.
plated, as new,

Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.

BRAND New S'.h.p. Rudge, T.T., lull guarantee;

£85.—Fowler 'and Brigden, 130. Euston Rd..
[0543

clutcb, K.S., enamelled anc
lamps, etc.-143, Ravensbury

(4091

.N.W.I. JIuseum 4827.

1020 Eudgc Multi Combination, 7-9h.p., brand new;
i«y arst cheque for £150; bargain to clear.—TiUcys,

31, South St., Dorchester. [3223

21 Rndce. I.O.M. model, tor immediate delivery;
- - •- S4.1. Lower Clanton Rd.. N.E.

[4071

102i ituuee. nj..«t. uiuuui, i__ — -- -,-,-.

i-O f85.—llomac's. 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.

17, Myrtle Rd., Sutton, Surrey.

"pUDGE Multi, 3',L.h.p., r_e^:nainelled.^

Phone ; Dalston 2408.

RUDGE 3V'h.p.. just overhauled, very fast, acces-

sories, rfdo away; £5_p, or nearest olfer.—Kentes.
" [3633

ovcrhauleil.

new accessories, expert examination; £50.—
Latham, 114. Junction Rd., Highgate. [3888

RUDGE 3','.h.p. T.T., sloping tank, in perfect order,

with sporting torpedo sidecar, all accessories; £75.

—Snodsrass, 18, Junction Ed., Brentwood. Essex. [3488

0'7 GNS Only, real bargain; Rudge SJ^i-P.. hand-
-w t clutch, powerful, fast. 1921 colours, fine con

ditirin.—76. Neate St., Albany Ed., Cambenvell. [3351

-| O20 I.O.M Rudge. lullv equipped, low rnileago.

Xl/ guaranteed perfect.—£76 ; e.xchanges.—Homacs.
243 Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone: Dalston 2408.

[4076

VERY Handsome Turnout!-1920 5-6h.p. Rudge, Mill-

ford sidecar, electric lighting. Klaxon, discs,

licence, go anywhere.—Becoon, Eoso Bank, Lancaster.

RUDGE Models for immediate delivery; list price

£85; the cheapest SVJi.p.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223 Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammcrsmitli
80. [3153

1 14 Rudge Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed.

Ltf clutch, 'kick start, speedometer, etc., ride away;
barfain, £60.—Castle, Boundary Ed., Wooburn.
Bucks. [390''

"I O20 Rudge Combination, 7-9h.p.. F.R.3. electric

X«7 lamps, verv fast, guaranteed; £115; exchanges.

—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. 'Phone :

Dalston 2408. [1070

RUDGE SHb.p., hand clutch, in excellent condition,

lamps, horn, pillion,- accessories, owner would
rifle anywhere within 40 miles; £30.-FairleiBh, Eoe-

green, HatBeld, Herts.
""^[3175

RUDGE.—1920 Rudge Multwin, 7.9h.p.. Klaxon,
mileage 250 only, and in corresponding condi-

tion throu°ghout; «97/10.-The Layton Garages, 90,

High St., Oxford. 'Grams : Integrity, Oxford. Pbone .

784 Oxford. - [X2133

All letters relating to advertisements should quote «he number at the end o! each advertisement, and the dau of the Issue. at5
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
]

Rudge
RUDGE .ind Coadl Sidecar, S'/ah-p., N.S.U. 2 speeds,

good tyres, all lamps;, sacrifice, ii47/10; ex-

rhan^es.—Ilomac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E.
'Phone : Dalston 2408. [4085

1Q16 Sy.h.p. T.T. Untlse Multi, handle-bar clutch,
i-V kici starter, speedometer, O.A.V.. .Senspray,

lamps, accessories, licence, excellent condition; £65.—
63, Solon Rd,, Bri.xton. [4105

1014 3l!.li.p. Eudsje Mnlti and C.B. Sidecar, ic-

J-t? en.^nlelled, new Cox-Atmas, 2 new tyres, P. and
H. lamps, Stewart horn; £62>seen by appointment.—
Bimuell. Hollies, Manorway, Bliickheath. [3473

"1Q20 Rudge, I.O.M. T.T. Model, all accessories,

J-if original tyres, unpunctured, tas paid, excellent

condition: £73. or olTer; any trial.—Morton, 31, Corsica

St.. Highbury, N.5. Between 9.30 and 6. Saturdays
9.30 and 1 p.m. [4116

1Q20V2 T.T. Rudge Multi, pedal start, light C.B.
X«^ sidecar to match, complete with double apron,
lamps, horn, spare valves, Pedley grips, kneo grips,

leather belt, engine fitted with racing cam, outfit used
a dozen times, health cause qI sale; first £90 secures;
would separate —Write Box 484. c/o The Autocar.

[X2Q75

Scott.

GIBB, Gloucester, can deliver 1921 Scotts from
stock.—'Phone : 852. [0445

"I Q21 Scott, sports model; £130; for immediate de
JL^J livery; easy payments accepted.—Scott agents
(below).

-|Q20 Scott, with Rennoc sidecar, P. and H. lamps.
Xt/ Lucas horn. etc.. magnificent condition, guaran
teed perfect, tyres unscratched; £140; exchanges.-
Scott agent> Honiac's, 243. Lower Clapton ltd.. ^ E
'Phone : Dalston 2408. . [4072

1Q14 Scott Motor Cycle with Sidecar, in splendid
X«/ condition, complete iiith lamps and horn.—Brook
Bros., Burnhara-on-Sea. [3143

"I 015 Scott Combination, Easting wind screen, good
i->J tyres, excellent condition; £75.-248, Hither
Green Lane, Lewisham, S.E. [3649

SCOTT, 1920 sports model, horn, tools, very small

mileage, enamel as new, plating fair, perfect order;

£100.—D. Lavin, Old House. Sonning, Berks. [9353

SCOTT 3';ih.p Motor Cycle, solo, in top-hole Condi

tion, new 1920. very little used; price £105, oi-

near offer.—Apply, Pearce, 77, High St., Sandgate.
[2308

"1 Q14 Scott, Millford sidecar, screen, etc., spare tools,

JLO' insurance and tax paid, splendid condition; £80,
or oflPTs.—Morrad, 14, Ringcroft St., HoUowuy, N.7.

[3496

1 019% Scott, semi T.T., Lucas lamps, Cowey speedo-
JLtf meter, tax paid, tyres good, splendid condition,

last and reliable; £90.-199, .Sumatra Kd., West
Hampstead, N.W.6. [3631

SCOTT, 1920, T.T., with sporting sidecar, Lucas ac-

cessories; bargain, £125.—The Layton Garages,

90. High St., Oxford. Tel. : Integrity, Oxford.

Phone: 784 Oxford. (X2134

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920, 2-speed gear, slightly

shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.—Burlington
Motors, Ltd.. South Side, Clapham Common, b.W.4.

'Phone ; Brixton 2417. [0510

7Q16 Scott, owing to accident has had new wheels,

A*' tyres, frame, radiator, sprockets, chains, etc.,

atted, now perfect; price £55,-4, Station Bmldings,
Wood.5ide, S.E.25. 'Phone : Crcydon 36. [3440

SCOTT 1920'/. Combination, Amac, lamps, horn,

Bonniksen speedometer, spare tube, plugs, etc.,

licence paid, mileage 1,500. runs perfectly, good condi-

tion; £135.-6, Campbell Rd., W. Croydon. (3288

Singer.

-JQ14 4tgi.p, Singer C.B. Combination, 2-speed, new
*-»' cylinder piston, nearly new chassis, just thoroughly

oyerhnuled, licence; £55.-21, Beoch Rd., Luton, Beds.

Spftrkbi'ook.

1fk21 2-speed Sparkbrook. from stock; £77/10—1" A. ,T. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [1063

SPARKBROOK 1920 2i,aiP-. 2-.spee<l gear, shop-soiled

only, excellent lightweight maclune; £55.-Herbert
Bobinson, Ltd., 32-35. Green St., Cambridge. Tel :

995. T.A. : Bicycles. L415b

Spur.

SPUR (Gros) 2-stroke Light Combination, 3l^h.p.

Dalm engine, E.I.C. mag., 2-sree<l Albion gear,

fitted discs, all on, perfect condition, tax paid
;
a snip,

£75.—A Froeer, 83, East Surrey Grove, Peckh.am,

S.E.15. [3579

Sun.

SUN-VITESSE, 1920, Sturmey-.-Vrcher clutch and
kick starter, 2-speed gear, lamps, horn, ridden 50

miles only exceptional offer; £60.—Herbert Robinson,

Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. 'T.A.:

Bicycles. r''lS7

Oili.P. San-Vitesse, 1920 (Aiis.l, 2'speed Sturmey-
fi-i Archer, engine D912. Cowey speedometer, Cowey
horn, lamps, Tvuesider pillion se.it (b.ack, arm, and-

foot rests) tax paid, insurance, cost £88 complete: will

pell for" £65, no offers: EUrelw.sed cycle car.—Davies,

Merlin, Usk ^3220

Baaaaaas

Insurance Policy

ihmwu
yHIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with

copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original

letters may be inspected

.

Gentlemen,

I have to thank you for

your cheque value £ tii

settlement ofmy accident claim,

and for your courtesy and

promptness in dealing it'ith

the matter.

Yours faithfully.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims, We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

{Incorporating The AxUocar Insurance
Dcpaiiiiient, Established 1904).

Head Office :

77, Cheapside. London, E.C.2.
Telephons : City 0^31 and 383::.

aliaaBsaBaaaBaaaBiaBadaaaaBaBaaaaaac

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam-

YEOVIL.—Moffit, Town Hall Garage.-S\inb'^;
1921 models.—'Phone : 50. [3

EKICKHAJVI tor Sunbeam, sole agent lor Bri
f and district.—Sbokes Croft, Bristol. [3

"I Q16 31/jh.p. Simbeam, as .good as new; £91
X«/ i3ounds, 223, High Rd., Kilbiirn, N.W.6. [3

1 Q21 3Vl'^P. Sunl)eam, fnllv equipped, under
-E-«J' niilos; £150, offers.—Oofiin, Hohvell. Sherbo

[5

"I Q16 sy-h.p. Suuljeam, perfect condition, email
Xt/ age, t;is paid; £85.—Nelson Smith, Whit
Coventry. tsi
6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, J.A.P., Binka car

retter; £110.—Curtis, Church Farm, Chalfont
Giles, Bucks. [li

"JQ16 Sunbeam SV-h.p., witli B.S.A. sidecar attaci^^ electric Uehtius-, screeji, all accessories; £i
—Yeare, Havant. [3

3 ill. p. Sunbeam, 1915-16, stored dniing -R-ar, Lc
2 accessories, good condition ; £80.-30, Royl

Kd., Loughborough. tXl'

GtJNEEAM Combination. S^Ah.p., excellent cnn.lit:
^J' ready for Whitsuu. : £130.—WalUs, 4, Mitch
Lane, Streatham, S.W.I 6. [3

1 Q20 (Nov.) 3'/2h-r- Sunbeam, Lucas lamps, per
-i-«^ condition, only run 500 miles; £130.—B., Sutl
laud House, London St., W.2. [3(

SUNBEAM. 3Vjh.p., 1920, Sunbeam sidecar, Ian
tool.?, etc., in excellent condition; ££165.—

Warren, 175, Enfield Highway. [3f

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., spare wheel, Easti
hood, lamps, tax paid; £140, or near offer.—Sa

aver, 266, High Rd., Streatham. [3;

OUNBEAM, June. 1920, 3V2b.p. touring, Lucas ac(
yy snries. Tan-Sad, perfect condition; £125.—Hewl
Lloyds' Bank, Aberavon, Port TaltK>t. [3^

SUNBEAM and sidecar, complete, 1919, little \u
' heavy tyres; reasonable offer ivanted after scfiii

London.—Box 3,252, c/o The Motor Cycle. [U

1 Q21 3Vjh.p- Sunbeam Combmation m stock for
*- «' mediate delivery; makers' list price.—J. Sm
and Co., 52-54. Hampstead Rd.. N.W.I. [03

1 Q20 S^L'ii-P- Brand New Sunbeam and Sidecar, int
J.*J changeable wheels; at list price; from stock
A. J. Young and Co., Ltd*. Newmarket. [10

SUNBEAIVI 2"^4h.p., 2-speed, K.S., 1915, overhau
and renovated, sporting equipment, spares; a

trial; £65.-Bernard, Grappen IIa!I, Cheshire. [32

SUNBEAM, 1920. sporting, 3V2b.p., electric lightii
horn, speedometer, licence, insurance, excelle

condition; £145.-2, Queen's Drive. Thames Ditton,
[40

1 Q16 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Gloria side(
X«/ with hood, pillion seat attached, lampa, too
spares, etc., perfect condition.—Lee, Dairy, AnsdeU

[32

NEW 1921 3V2I1.P. Sunbeam, 3~speed, kick sta
clutcli; list price £155/8; exchanges euertain—Bambers'. Eastbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607.

[X06
SUNBEAM 1919 3V2I1-P-, 3 speeds, lamps, horn, to(

etc., complete, perfect machine, in tip-top con
tion: £120, or near offer.—Stow, Saw Mill, Shorcha
Sussex. [30

SUNBEAM 1915 S'/lJi-p. Model with Sidecar, coraplf
witli all aiT&ssories. exf-ellent r-on-lttion : £1 10

Parker's. Bradshawgate. Bolton, and 245. Dean-ja
Alanehester.

, [X19

"I
Q20 3i/{;h.p. Sunbeam, 500 miles, stored wiiitt

Xi/ Cowey, leg shields, Lucas dynamo lighting, t

paid, as new; £150.—Lynworth, FarpJ, Prcslbu
Cheltenham. - 158

3 ill. p. Aug., 1920. Sunbeam Combination, Lu(
3 lamps and horn. Easting wiud screen, tools, t

paid, 500 miles only; X165.—Apply, Braham, H
oorabe, Bath. [37

SUNBEAM 1919 Sh.pi Combination, complete wi
spare wheel, wind screen, etc., condition perfe

nud-low niilea^^e: seen anv time; price £170.—App
346, Riclunond Rd., Twictenhnm. [39

1 Q20 (late) Sunbeam Combination, 3'/^h.p., Tripl
X t/ screen, Lucas lamns and horn, luggage grid, mi
HR-e 400, indistinjiuishable from new; snip, £160.—

ifl

Warlock Rd., Padington. Tel.: Willesden 1744. [37

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combinntion, Sept., 1919, black a
2 gold, Lucas lamps, Tan-Sad. speedometer, et

licensed and insured 1921, nerfect condition, guar(
teed; £150,—Whitemau, 8,. Manor Ed.. Chatham. [36

4h.p. Sunbeam, made especially lor director o£ Sii

beamland, Bosch, Luc^s lamps. Klaxon, 1

shields, including tax and insurance, small milea;
any trial, as new'; £125.—Lovekin, Mont£;omej
Wales. [40

1019 Snnbenra 8h.p., double-senter Henderson m
-M~*J car, electric lighting", discs, Elaxon, speedomet
2 new retread tyres, recently overhauled; price £17
owner purchased car.—Emest Hobbs, Little Faringut
Lechlade. 138(

8h.p. Black and Gold Sunbeam Combination. 192

battery lighting', Bonniksen speedometer, Cotv

horn mechani' a' oilin-r. spare whoel. wind Fcreen. int*

rhangeable wheels, perfect condition; nearest £235
Si'u=. 15, Eailwav St., Chatham. Tel.: 450.

A36 All letters rejatinji to .idvertisenients should Q-ote the niimber at the end of each n.iv«rtisement. and the dat-, of the i...sue.
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MOTOR CVCI.ES FOR SALK.
Sunbeam.

r\"IlEA3I Sh.p. Motor Cj-cle Coml>ination for Sale

late 1919 modelj dynamo lightins set, mterehange-

wheelf, ."pore Thee!, honi. speedometer, apron.

1
screen, higgasie grid, leg shields, perfect ninnms:

r and excellent, state of preservation.—Watkins.
sljanji, DvcJ-ton Dd., John-ton", Olassoir. [3608

T.D.C.

|20 2":ili.p. 2-speed T.D.C, enamel, platins as new::

£47/10.—Horn, Long liucliliy. Kngbr. (348=
j

OTOR Cj-ole, T.D.C. cncine. KSJh.p., E.I.C. ra^e-'ioiA.
li. and B. carburettfr, Albion 2-speed gear, all "'«

0, perfect order; £30.—Bryant, Vicarage Kd.. Bap-; QCt/
, .Surrey. 13694

|

OH/
Triumph.

!i;5IIEK Motor Co. for 1921 Triumphs.

tlUM-PII ; at the new reduced prices now in stock.

fE Can Deliver to vour address within 24 hours
2!.,h.p. lightwei'-lit Triumph, £70; W.D.B. reuo-
£95; Type H 4h.p.. 3-speed, £115; Type S.D.,

u drive, £126: sidecars from £25 to £50; buy
machine direct from the Triumph specialists.—
Premier Motor Co. Aston lid., Birmingham.

[X1419
JLIAN'.S, of Eeadins, have 1921 Triumph in stock.^

(0487

J18 Countershaft Triumph, G.'ccellent condition: £67.
' -78, Sloane Av. Chelsea.

.
(3972

EIUMl'H, 1914. smart coachl.uilt sidecar; £52.—
270. Croxted ltd,, Uerno Hill. [4032

53.-1914 3-specd Triumph, perfect, tax. nccessorieK.
—6. Park Terrace. Headinglcy, Leeds. [3296

BIUMPH Lightwoielit, 1921. lamps, horn; £65/10.
—Bond, 245-247, Euston Ed., K'.W.l. [X1979

25.—3'':,.h.p. Triumph, goor] aiii>carancc and running
order.-King, Esrovc Farm, O.xford. [X2022

LlJ.p. Triumph, clutch, licensed, good running order;"^ .€35.—Worsen, S. Jplin's, Bovenoaks. [3228
RIU.MPH 4h.p., countershaft, S-spccd, clutch, K.S.,

as new; £75.-4, The Square, Carshalton. [3989

>14 Triumph, 3-speed liub, guariintced condition:
£47,-Hirst, C2, Southgato'St., Leicester. [3071

RIUMPH 1912 3',ih.p., good tyres, guaranteed:
£25.—Binitb, 2, Forest Ghule, Leytonstonc. [3307

|AN OUY, Wc-yraonth.-1921 Triumph combination." 4;i82/10; Triumph 2-strokc, £15; in stock. [0555

e21 Renovated Triumph II and new Montgomery
sidecar, guar.inteed by makers 3 months;

(21 Baby Triumph, nov,'; £70.-365. King .St
llammersmith, \V.6. [2794

ILFTCH Triumph, 1913-14, 'decompressor, perfect;
I Ifer^. Comhinutiou wanted.— 57, Stopfoid Ed

[3124
EIl'MPff 1914 for sale, good condition; £50 or

I'lr offer.—K. Wade, 26, Salterford Ed., Tooting
[3211

lEICMPH, 1920. countershaft 3-speed. inileiiire about
2,000, lamps and spares, beautiful condition-

00.— Below.

"EIU.Ml'II 1918 T.T., fast and powerful, just over-

1

hauled by makers, new tvrea Dunlops, lamps a "

ucs: £65.—Walker, oO, Koith St., Gosport, Hant^

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET.
Absolutely relrable, suitable for all makes of Motor

Cycles. U'rite for particulars.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

TEIL'MPH 3'.ili.p..^ia good order, fitted \vitli 2-ne\v
tubes, new belt, registered ; £40.—Hunt, Appleton

Lodge, Widues.
'

tX197C
TRIUMPH Late Model H, new condition, fully

equipped: sacrifice £82/10.-353, King St..

Hnmroersmitb. W.6. [2795

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h,p„ Binls, Klaxon, wind
Screen, complete; £55; must sell.—Tui nor, 106,

Park Av.. Mitcham. [3673

TRIUMPH 2-5[ieeil, good order. £35: Auto-Wheel.
£6: lightweight motor evcle, £7.—Hall, Hockman.

Whet.-tone, London. [3140

BR.\ND New 1921 Triumph Gloria Combination
unridden. la.v paid; £170.-44. Lcnghcld SI..

, Soulhnekls, S.W.18. [3276

llQlS Countershaft Triumph Combination, perfect
\ XiJ £85: solo. £65; eschanges.-60, Wallinglori!

Av.. North Kensington. [3669

BRAND New 1920 Tiiumph. with new cane sidecar.

£120; or with now coochbuilt sidei-.aii £130.—
ttittea Bros, CuUompton.

'
[3708

TRIUMPH 31-b.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed,

licensed, good order, any trial: £60. — 102.

Kcnyon St., Fulham. [1007

TRIU.MPH. 1914. with smart sidecar. Sturmey 3

speed gear, excellent condition; £55.—Bunlinx s

Exchange, Wealdstone. [3981

TUH'MPH Junior, 1920, absolutely perfect condition,

lumps, bom, and licence paid; £62, or neare.st.*

Tiplieu, .Marden, Kent. [3964

1Q20 Model H Counter-haft Triumph, iudistingnish-
i-iJ ;,hh, from new. small mileage; £90.-Fitt, nr.

Pike.-, Church St.. Chelsea. [3974

•inCAI" '1Q20 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed. brand new; £120:
ILFJuHLi iXI7 exchanges entertained.—Bambers', Eastbank

'St., .Southport, Tel.: 607. [X2012

SIDECAR

LAMP.

Similar in coiK-truction to ro/4 Lamp, but having
i5ln. diameter lens, and also ruby lens in rear.

List No. 205. Price 10/- each. Plated finish.

SIDECAR LAMP

SIDE LAMP. Prtco^Soach.
List No. 19 !\.

Free, 18/6 oacS.
Right or Icit fitting

10 16 C.S. Triumph, good condition, lamps, etc..

1.0 any trial: £72, offers.—.Mitchell, Beacon, Chel

wood Cat'c, East Grinstead. [4010

TEIUMl'H Combination, 3.speea, engine 52576
lamps, tax paid: £95; after 7 p.Ml " '— "

Amcsbury Av., Streatluun Hill.

nd
j

nts. \

[3235 tBAND New 1921 Junior Triumph, unused- what
olfcis'-steele, 55, High St., Omagli, Co. Tvrone,

[3371
RIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, like new any

trial; S130.-3, Ladysmith Rd., Cradley, Staffs.

.\BY Triumph, 1920, acces-oiies, tax paid: .£60,
I'tl'cr.—Palmer, Moorstock, Selliudge, Hythe, Kent.

RUT.MPH. 1920 4h.p. Combination, tax paid, very
oniplete; £125.—Gummer. Parkmount, Eother-

(3329
Q13 S'.ih.p. 3-speed Triumph: sell, e.\change eom-
y biuation, adjn3tment.-510, Whijjendell Ed., Wat-
''

. [3692
'RIU,\[PHS.—Fine Lssortment at prices to suit all:

3 months guarantee given.—Ross, 86, High Rd
'''•- [3395
D. Countershaft Triumph, lamps, etc., 4h p 3-
specd; great bargain. £55.-114, Brixton Hill,

= (3687
Q19 Triumph Conntershatt, lamps, horn, splendidfJ condition.-Smith, 555. Fulham Rd., Fulham,
W.6. |-411Q

Q12 Triumph, SUh.p., N.S.U. gear, reconditioned." perfect mechanical order; S3S.—12, High St.,
'• [3764

fkl3 Clutch Model Triumph, adjustable puUev, per-" feet order; £36.—Sinclair, Blenc:ithra, Wnlton-
i-Thamw. [3355
tRIUMPH, 1914. (late), 3-spced, little nsed, been
- stored 1918 improvements; £55.-26, Graham

KIUMPH 3i/2h.p., 2.speed. free engine, overhauledr smart, perfect running order; £37.-82. Battersea
[3593

MADE
TO

LAST.
-Uado from solid brass. tiime<l
and threaded at joints. Every
ran o( solid construction.
These lamii^ mfty lie taken to

iccoi for cloinine. and will remain tt'iKht

111 tho stroacascs'il'^- Dest fiuallty Icnsca
OTB fittO'J. and ran bo oaiiiy replaced If

lirok-n Tlieso latnn^ wi 1 luat as lone ai

the macblnca thoy are used on, and are abwtntoljToatleag

•* l>r

Bromley, 37
(3511

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 3 speeds, all on, tax and insnr

amc. tools, spares; 38 gns.—47, Goldinglon Build

ings, Crowndale Rd., N.W.I. (3921

TEIUSIPH Junior, overhauled and re-enamelled,

aluuiinium footboarrls. spares; bargain, fij^--

Meadi.w Farm, Abrani, Wigan. (3192

O29,a0.—Triumph motor cycle, tax paid, in good run

o<^ ning order. 1912 mo<lel: carriage piiid.-\\. Eaiu-

lord. Church St.. Gar^tang, Lanes. (3194

"J rpRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., 3-specd, lamps and horn;

) 1 £67.-Newuham Motor Co.. 223, Hamnicr-iuith

Rd.. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. i345e

1 m9 Triumph Gloria Combination, condition as new.

i Lu lamps, horn, licence, Auster screen and scoop;

i
£127.-39, Warren Ed., Wnnstead. (3342

1 019 Triumph-Gloria Combination, 3 lamps, horn

iJ? spare tulx> mileage about 500, condition as new:

£125.-TayIor, 37, Derby ijt.. Leek. [3193

TRIU.MPH. 1914. 4h.p. 3speed. clutoli, very little

used, perlect condition; £55. — Watson, Bank

House. Kew Bridge Rd., Brentlord. (375b

N

"DAY BEAM"
ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFITS
Solo £5 5 0. Combination £7 7 0.

ILLUSTRATED Ll!>TS FREE

1 ms Triumph Combinntion, nil accessories, good coll-

ie dition, for lightweight an.I cash.-Waverley, Soutlc

nmpton St.. South Farnboiough, Hants. (337.->

1019 Countershaft Triumph, overhauled, replated.

i-iJ enamelled, tax paid; £85.-1. Magazine Quarters.

Harrow Manorviay, Abl»y Wood, fe.E.2. ;
(359,

TRIUMPH 4li.p.. 1914, fixed, Bosch, adjustable

lulley, and lamps, good condition, tax paid; £45.

or offer.-Cotton, 15, Vale Ed., Suibiton. 1325:;

BUAND New 1921 Triumph 4h.p. Model 11^ witli

Whitley No. 20 sidecar, unused: what offersr-

Steele, 55, High St., Omagh, Co. Tyrone. [33 /^

£60—Triumph combination, 3'/ih.p., Hilllord side-

car. 3-bpced and clutch, in good running order

tyres good.-Giles, West Wycombe, Bucks. (3867

TRIUMPH, 1918. renovated, nc-.y sidecar,

another. £82 ; both first-class order.-C

Esbibition Rd. South Kensington, S.W .7.

£85:
:k, 7.

[4142

Licence Holders
(For Motor Cycles).

Number plate fitting, as iliustra- .. , j c ^ ^^.. ......

ted com^plete wit^h nuts and
T'^W^l^o^deJ^'l^flSh'^r';T6'l'-C*il?lrt^Exi;|:

l"tNo.=I,. ..,5each. bltioif'Ri. S.w'.7. •Phone : Kensington 4096. (4143

Handlebarfitting. complete with I /I h p Triumph. 3-.=peed, counter.shaft, K.S., deliverj

: pairs of clips and screws. ! 4t last August, splendid condition; £75, for nmck
Price 4/- each
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

coiui'itie attachment (or fitting to either woodwork or

metal work. List No. 216. 3/6 each.

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by a-/ reputable agents.

sale: Bucks.-Bos 3,498, e/o The Motor CycU. [361A

TRIUMPH 1913 3-speed, clutch, overhauled, stoved.

new gears by Sturmeys, long exhaust, conditron

guaranteed; £55..^Garage. Woolpit, Sulfolfc, (3265

1020 Triumph Gloria Combination, electric light,

L\J Lucas horn, Dunlops, little used, tax paid, un-

scratched; £140.-40, Park Av. South, Hotusey. (4041

TRIUMPH 1918 Combination, fitted commercial box

and pleasure body, reliable lot: reasonable r,i5e_r

;

li-htweight pnrt,-2, Station Ed., Egham, Surrey. [3297

London.

.Ml letters relatina to advertisements etiould quote the number at the end of each advertisement,

nPRIUMPH Slih.p., new Feb. 1914, 3-speed eugi^ue

i and gears thorouglily overhauled Hk.SoS 13119
paid: nearlst £55.-Smith, 67, High St., Taunton. 13119

nd the date of the irsiie. f 37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. I

Triumph.
TIUUMPII 1920 4Ii.p. Model. TriumDh jiaeoar, Wat-

foru sri^eilnraeter, equal to new; £160.—Parker's,
Bradsbawgate, Boltou, tind 245, Deansgato, ManclieHtGi-.— '

. b
[X1989

TRIUMPH, coiintershaffc. models, thoroughly reno-

vated aud LverUauled, few only; £60 each.—
Hoiliday Bros., 20 Queen "St., HamniersmitW, W.6.

[3734
3Xh.p. Triumph Combination, C.B. sidecar, T'J.S.U.

2 gear, lamps, splendid condition, specially fitted

up by owner; £50.—77a, Cambray Rd., Balham, S.W.
[3868

TRIUMPH, 1915 (stored war), 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
K.S., tax paid, accessories, splendid running

order; 60 gn=,—41, Woodlands Rd., WalthanisLow.
[3729

41i.p, Countershaft Triumph, Sunbeara-MiUford side-
car, electric lighting', excellent condition, tax

paid; £90.—Lynworth, Farm. Prestbury, Cheltenham.
[3896

NEW (not W.D.) 1920 Triumph, 3-speed. fully

equipped, liceu^ed, anv trial (after 6.30); £108.—
Rhodes jun., 199, Ahernon Rd., Ladywell, S.E.13.

[3600
TRIUMPH, all models in stoct, W.D., fully guaran-

teed by makers; £90 and £95.—Ratchffe Bros,,

200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 1704.
[0436

TRIUMPH Junior, perfect condition, enamel and
plating as new, horn, lamps, spares, very small

nnleage; £65.—D. Lavin, Old House, Sonning, Berks.
[9354

"I Q 13 5Vi;h.p, Triumph, engine perfect, new belt,
-*-»/ Stewnrt signal, tyres good: £36; exchanges con-
sidored.-End, 26, South St., Welhugtou, Somerset. [V]

[4038

"J Q18 Triumph 4h.p., nearly new, O.S., all on,
«-*-' guaranteed; £70: private owner.—Apply, The
0:iiage, Lytcott Grove, Lordship Lane, East Duhvich.

[3715
LATE 1919 Triumph, sporting Cnnoelet sidecar, wind

screen, disc wheels, Cowey speedometer, long copper
-xhanst; cost over £185, take £125.—White, Chippen-
h.^m. [3112

j Q13 Triumph, 3-spced countershaft engine, No. over
-I-^ 55000, perfect condition throughout, as new

;

£65.—71a, King Henry's Rd., Hampstead. "Phone

:

6552. - [4189
qiRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., couutershnft. iudi^tinguisli-
-»- able from brand new, must be sold; what offers?
— Baruett, 21, Rodborough Rd,, Golders Green, Lon-
don. [5586

1 Q13 Triumph, C.B. sidecar, fully equipped, escel-
-«-*^ lent ordeij tax paid; 100 gns. ; after 6; ap-
pointment.—W., 14, Brasted Park, Streatham Commffn,
S.W. [3479
3ih.p. Triumph, renovated, nearly new N.S.U. 2-speed,

2 adjustable pulley, large lamps, tax (30/-) paid;
:uiv trial ; nonrest £50.-3. GrubU, Fingringhoe, Col-
^-hester. fSSlS

TQ 13-14 T.T. Tritunph 3>^i.p., clutch, very little
-*- •^ uj^ed. makers' "colours,, electric light, all aeces-
hories, tax paid; £47.-3, Fyfield Rd., Upper Wultham-
-tow, E.17. (;3201

1 Q 18 Countershaft Triumph Combination, lully
i iy equipped, hood, screen, thorouglily overhauled

;

.'iny trial; tax paid.—Seen, 104, Dersingham Av., Manor
Park, E. [3591

fpRIUMPH, date about 1919. 4h.p., 3-speed, counter-
A shaft gear bos, hand clutch, indistinguishable
from new; £75.-24, Grosvenor Ar., East Sheen,
S.W. 14. [3739

IQIQ •'iiii 1917 Triumphs, reconditioned, new tyres
-it/ and helts, perfect running order; £60.~Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken-
sington 3709. - [4177

1 O20 4h.p. Triumph. Gloria sidecar, hood, screen,
-L *y Tan-Sad, Cowev horn, all lamps, spares, tools,

s-plendid condition; £150.-78, Loeksley St., Bnrdett
lid., Bow, E.14. [3125

TRIUMPH Combinations, 1918, overhauled, re-

enamelled, plated, and fuUv equipped, £110;
1916, a; above, £85. — Owen,. 59, Scholefield Rd.,
Upper HoUoway. [X2051

"j Q21 Trivimph Combiriatiou, Slodel H,, mileage 500,
X f? unscratched. fully equipped, ta:x: paid, as new

;

liargaju, £140.-48, Warlock Rd.. Paddington. Tel.:
Willesden 1744. [3797

TRIUMPH, SVih.p., new top feed carburetter and
magneto, re-enamelled, semi-T.T. bars; £25.—

110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14.
'Phone : Putney 2622. - [3738

BQ19 Triumph Model H and 1920 Spring Wheel
LtJ Grincilay Sidecar, lamps, etc., tax paid, condi-
tion almost new; £126, or near offer.-Bateman, Bridge
St., Deeping St. James. [X2065

"I <ftl4 Triumph, Sturmey hub, clitteh, B. aud B. vari-
->-«^ able jet, 1919 tank, spares, new tyres, overhauled

. oitipietely, fine condition; £66, ox nearest.—Penrose,
llorrowby. Thirsk, Yorks. [3361

TRIUMPH, countershaft, 55991, fully equipped,
5.peedometer, Tan-Sad, insurance, tax paid,

lenovated la=t Docemher.; £85, or near offer.—Chrrreli
('arm, AYentworth, Cambs. [3160

"I
Q17 Triumph, 3-5peed countershaft, clutch, kick

t »_/ start plating and tyres as new, perfect condition
,ind running order; £62/10.—71a, King Henry's Rd.,
ITampstead. 'Phone: 6552. [4190

ALEXANDER'S
THE

FAMED SCOTTISH HOUl

A FEW SELECTIONS FROM
OyR STOCK OF

1d21 MODELS
COMBINATIONS.

ACME, S h.p., chain drive
B.S.A., 6-7 h.p
ENFIELD, S h.p. . . £160 and
DOUGLAS, 4 li-P-, " AU-On "

INDIAN, 7 h.p., elec. equipped
QUADRANT, 4'. h P
P. & M., sJ h.p:

NORTON Big 4
MATCHLESS, 7 !ip

CALTHORPE, 3 h.p., elec. equipped
B.A.T., 8 h.p., spare Avheel

£190 °

£175
£182 °

£170 °

£226 °

£125 °

£155
£170
£205
£115 1O

£200

SOLO M/\CHINES.
DOUGLAS, ^i h.p., "All- On" £85
ENFIELD, 2\ h.p. £65
NORTON, 31^ bp £98 and £132
P. &M., 3Jhp S115
INDIAN, 4 li-P- Scout £157
BRADBURY, 4 lip £103 10
OMEGA, 2j h.p., 2-speed . . . . £58
NEW IMPERIAL, 2^ h.p., K.S. .

.

£89 5

LEVIS, 2i h.p £60 and £68
COULSON B., 2-:; h.p., 3-.speed .

.

£117 12
COULSON B., 4 lip, 3-speed.. .. £126
VELOCETTE, 2] h.p.. 2-speed £75
ZENITH, 5 h.p. Sporting . . .

.

£123
N.U.T., 3i h.p., elec. equipped . . £152 10
WILKIN,"3l h.p., 3-speed . . . . £130
B.S.A., 4} lip- • • £107 and £110
VERUS, 4 lip £126
COVENTRY-EAGLE, 2} h.p £85
COVENTRY-EAGLE, 4 lip £112
HOSKISON, 2i h.p., 2-speed .

.

RUNABOUTS.
MORGAN-DE-LUXE . . .

.

£98 14

£236 2

The above are only a few selections
from our immense stock for

Immediate delivery,

AUSO SOME
BSG BARGAINS
IN BRANO NEW
EVERY ONE LESS THAiyS COST,

Send fop Oui^ Appil Sale List.

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.

272^274, Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

^ROYDON Agents for Trmaiph motor cvcle;.
Vy models in stock, ready for immediate deliv-nv.
Moore's Presto i\Iotor Works. Ltd., 145, North En
Oroydon. "Phone : 2624. [13^

'pRIUMPHS 4h.p. Countei-shaft, 19X7 and 1916, 4_
-- overhaiiletl and fitted with new parts, giiafante
in new mechanical condition; £60 each.—Bowell! T
Crescent, Pyrford, Surrey. [34;

/^OUNTERSHAFT Triumph, 1918. re-enamGlled,^^ pinted, thoroushly overhauled, accessoiiea, £
near oiler; Sunbeam sidecar, £10.—Lfiwreure, Dab
Place, CobUam, near Gravesend. [39

'pRIUMPH, VV.D.B.. renovated by makers, in sto
;- t<r immediate dehvery. new tyres, £95; aootli
£90; MontgO'T'ery sidecar to match. £25.—The Premi
Mo^or Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. i:X14;

'pRIUMPH 4]i.p., tyres brand new, not done 50 mil*
-- 3-.-:peed clutch, kick start, all-weather model,
excellent condition throughout; £88. or ofler,—WaUn
769, Eomiord Rd., Manor Park, E. [36i

1 Q2l TriumpL, all chain drive, brand new, just t- ^ livered and not now required'; list price, l
year's licence given with it.—Lees, Wholesale Tohi
couist, Northampton. 'Phone: 670. [X19

TRIUMPH 1916 4i4h.p., countershaft model,
coachbnilt .sidi?car, complete with all accessorii

in excellent condition; £95.—Alfred Wastnage, 65,
Portland St., W. Tel.: Langham 2172. [30

1 (ft>20 Triumph Combination, 3-speed, K.S., count
-L *y shaft, -hand clutcli, all equiil to new, Cam
screen, Stewart horn, tax paid, tools, etc.; £120, ne
olfer.—Dudley House, Park Rd., "Wembley. [35

TRIUaiPH. 4h.i>.. 1918, 3-speed coimtershaft ge
box,, kick Etarter, nearly new condition, accf

sories fitted; £68.-110, Upper Riclimond Rd,, Ea
Sheen, S.W.14. "Phone: Pirtney 2622. [37

TRIUMPH il919. Dec). Montgomery Xo.l 1920 si(

car, bond, Triplex screen, grid, F.E.S. and Lnci
tax paid, bt^antiful condition; expert examination :

vited; £140.-240, Fleeming Rd., Walthamstow. [33

"I 019 Triumph Combination, dynamo lighting, hoi
-*-•/ tools, Dunhill sidecar, hood, wind -screen, licenst

insured, mileage 2,800, excellent condition ; bnrga:

£108.—Jefferv, Chaldon, Clarence Rd., \YaUington.
[3Q

tnA TRIUMPHS. 4h.p., 1917 aud 1918, 3-spe
i \fv countershaft, clutch models, completely
conditioned, ready to ride" away; price £60 each
Wm. Hurlock, junr,, Ltd.. 63, Denmark Hill, S.E.5

[38
£68.—Triumph 1918 Model H., recent overhaul

makers, peiiect, lamps, horn, licensed, or

1920 sporting sidecar, Zeppelin body, Easting wi
screen ; £84.-20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Bam

[36

TRIUMPHS.—AVe are the Nortli London agents, ai

can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chai

cum-belt, and renovated models.-Jones Garage, Mi
well Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, Nor
Finchley. [03

TR.nJMPH, 1921 models, in stock for inrmedi^
delivery at makers' reduced prices; exchang

arranged; also Triumph H ModeU, renovated as ne
£90 and £95.—Eagles and Co.,^ 275, High St., Actc
London. E58j

1020 Triumph aud new Montgomery sidecar, L«c
-I-t/ lighting set and horn, tax paid, good couditic

and meehauioally perfect, not an army machine; £iJ

or close offer; evenings.—Smith, 97, Wantage R
Reading. [36

IMMEDIATE D>!lfvei-y of any Triumph Model; ca

or deferred payment?; book your order now, a

avoid disappointment later.—Bnrliugton Motors, Lt
South Side. Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone : Br
ton 2417. [( 5

"j Q12 Triumph 3%li.p., overhauled, light Montgouie
-L«/ wicker torpedo sidecar, clutch, Philipson pidL

speedometer. Lucas lamp, horn, tool^, tvres good,
(50/-) naid; £35.—Watt, 102, Esmond Rd.. Bedfo
Park, W.4. [35

F.O.C.H. are Triumph Agents.—Combinations a

solos, new and second-hand, in stock: barga
. prices.-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampste
Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead_3752. Hours 9

including Saturday>. [34

r» 140.—Triumph-Gloria combination. 1920, 4h.p,,

5w speed, Luca^ electric lighting, Bonniksen spee)

I
meter, mileage 2,000, ppecially pickea machine, n

!
chanical condition as new.—The Premier Motor C

I

Aston Rd.. Birmingham. -1X14

-J Q20 Triumph (May), privately owned, mileage h
Xt/ summer 800, stored since October, Lucas hoi

lamps, Tan-Sad, knee grips, and all accessories, ca

fully ridden, condition a? new; £100, lowest.—Pickii

25, Leigh Hall Rd., Leigh-on-Sea. [X20

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, Si.Ui.p., Grad
gear, kick, Lricas lighting set and hoi

Iicense"d, pump, tools.- spare valve, just been co

pletely overhauled and rebushed, splendid condino

£55, cash.—19, Spring St., Cannock. [X20

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Loudou, E.C.4

Triumphs, all models in stock, new chain dnv
new chain-cum-tjelts. solos and combinations ; also 4b

renovated models. £90 and £95; immediate deliycJ

suppl-ied on easiest of easy terms; trade supphe^

A38 All letters relating to ndvertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

tip. Triumph. 1920 model, completed only 1,000
miles, fully equipped, including Lucas head lamp

. tail lamp, liorn. Brooks cantilever sprung saddle,
minium leg shields and nudershields, speedometer,
paid; £110.—John C. Beadle, Ll;d., Spital St.,

rtford, [2311
ElUMrH Gloria Combin,ntiou, 1920, not renovated

model, extra nir fitting.^, separate hot air induO'
1, 125 m.p.g. solo, tyres excellent; money refunded
dissatisfied; all lamps, valuable parts; bought car;
*0; by appointment.—Taylor, 11, Thornclifle Grove,
itworth Park, Manchester. [3064

EltJMPH Combination 4h.p., 3-speed countershatt,
kick start, in splendid coiKlition throughout, lamps,

ns, wind screen, and complete accessories, many
res, tax paid, macintosh overalls, and waterproof
er for machine: the lot £110. or near ofl«r; seen
time by ;ippointment.-F.H.S., 9, Savernaio Ed.,
3. [3529

i.p. Triumph Combination, 1914 engine, Sturmey-
Archer hub gear, hand and loot clutch, all latest

irovements, including tank, T.T. bars, etc.. P. and
lighting set, electric horn, pannier bags, complete
tools, sidecar light sporting coachbuill on Mills-
ford chassis, coverall apron.' the whole in i>erlect
dition^ tax paid; *87.—Wythos, c/o 148a. The
ade. Leam-nglon. [X2027
Eltrupn 1919 Model IT. total mileage under 4.000,
carefuhy kept, looks almo.st new, Luc^s lamps,

wart speedometer, Lucas horn, licence in Coan's
der, all usual tools and spares, specially designed
id-beaten aluminium leg shields and footboards, just
k from makers after thorough overhaul of gears,
; seen any time by appointment; nearest offer to

T. George, 12, Drove Ud.. Biggleswade, Beds,
o Biggleswade. [3271

Trump.
EUMP Combination, Cunoelct, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3-spced,

clutch, Amac. Uc^ch. electric light, luggage grid,
on, rc-cnnmelled, replntcd. tax paid: nearest £88:
nKcrl at (Tottonhnm 2119; C4. Kllenborough Ed..
.»1 (jieeu. [3497

Velocette.
"[.TAX'S, of Heading, have 1921 Vclocettc in stock.

[0486
)I9 Velocette. 2-stroke, 2-spcod, all chain drive.m^ ."mplote; £44.—Donovan, 24, Union St., Eydc.

U5 Velocette, 2-spced, perfect running order, l.auips^ born, toolbags, tax paid; bargain, 42 gns. ;, nf tor
],;iwrence. 86, Hargwyne St., Stockwell, S.NV.g.

rilEDIATE Delivery can be given of the t.rraous
Velocette, 1921 model, aiih.p., 2-speed, all-chain

'''' •fJS.-Agents, W. Sparrow, Ltd., Osborne
\eovd. [1532

J
20 Velocette, 2 speeds, all-chain drive, tax paid,

-' in perfect order; £65; guaranteed; e.xchanges

—

mac s. 243, Lower Clapton Ud., N.E. Plionc
ston 2408. [4084
21 Velotette, Model ns, 3-speed. £85; Model T)2

oil in stock for immodiats delivery.-Tlw Premier
tor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. , [X1422

Vcrus.
(120-21 4h.p. Venis-Blackbnrnc : s;iciilice £82, in-'-' chiding tax; any trial.-78, Fordcl Ed., Catford.

ERUS-BLACKBUENE. 2-speed. kick start brand
new: £80: only one left.-Clnrk, 7. Exhibition
&.W.7. [gi,^

[J
20 Veins-Blackburnc. disc wheels, lamps etc

,
"'''',^.", 250.: .bfirgain. £82.-SIlel>lierd, "Enfleld

;bw;iy. Tel.: tt altham Cross 31. [0340
EKl'S IS-'-O 2-stroke, 2-speed, no accessories, nsnew; £50.—The Layton Oarages, 90, High St
rcird, Tel.: Integrity. O-Xford. 'Phone: 784 Oxford!

120 Verns Lightweight 2i,0h.p.. 2-speed, kirk start^,
-^ clutch, lamps, and horn, a beauty; £65; could
angc tc-rms.-Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstonc.
sed Sundays. [3936
ERaS-BLACKBUENE. 2-speed, kick start brand

new, real bargain, tax paid; £84.—Turner. West-
rnc House, Riclimond Rd., Twickenham. 'Phone •

1Richmond.
[3753

IMEDIATR Delivery of any Verus .'Ifodel; ca«b or'deterred pa>ments; book your order now and'
Id disappointment later.-Burlington Motors, Ltd.
,.?, Clapbam Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix''"'"

[0502
120 Vcms, 2'4h.p.. 2.stroke. single speed, practl-

»J^ ,T''
"A-H, electric lightius outat, spare

I'ag good hom and mirror, complete tools and spares
t 01 overalls tor 6ft. .6in. rider, tax paid- owneiing np riding; £60, or nearest offer; no dealers-idon S.\\., diitrict.-Write Box 3,312. c/o Tlir

'-'-'"'
„.,,. [2054
Villiers.

^^'jrE?,''
\''' ^A'?^''

2-strcke. licensed, equipped,
perfect, last; £36.-54. Coval Rd.. Mortlake.

„, ^ [X2072
Vindec.

6h p. Vindec Coach Combination. 2-speed, all-chain
e ec nc lighting, fully equipped: raeChanica Iv pe?:.smart appearance: £50.-5, Macclesfield Rd. S""""'

[3813

J

Easy Travel.
Not only during a transport strike, but at
all times the motor bicycle provides the
most pleasant, aud the quickest and most
economical means of transit.

This applies eqtuilly to the solo rider under-
taking a business journey, and to the
family bent upon a pleasure trip.

Any motor cycle purchased fi'om us can be
depended upon for good service, as our
agencies for new models embrace only tlio
best makes, and our second-band machines
are completely overhauled before being
offered for sale.

IN STOCK.
NEW 1921 MODELS.

ARIEL 6-7 h. p. Combination £177 10
B.S.A. 6-7 h. p. Combination £175
B.S.A. C)-y h.p. Combination, with

dynamo lighting .-. £195 15
B.8.A., 4i hp. Model K £107
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2] h.p. Dlack-

bume, 2-spced, clutch, and kick-

starter £95
LEVIS, 2I h.p.. 2-spccd £68
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination ..'..£205
MATCHLESS S h.p. Combination, with

dviKini'.li;hling £230
WA1CHLESS 8 h.p. (amilv Combina-

lion ; £212 10
MATCHLESS Sh.p. family Combina-

lion, with dvnamo lighting £237 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2', h.p., j-spccd .... £80 17
NEW IMPERIAL, 2 i h.p., 2spc«l, with

clu tch aiu! !dck-starter £89 5

NEW IMPERIAL 3 h,p. Combination . £18S 18

ROYAL ENriELD .'J h.p., 2-spcc<l . . £65

SHOP -SOILED 1920 MODELS,
Makers' List Our

Price. Cash P'Ico.

ARIEL 3! h.p. Combination 057 10 *I30
ARIEL5-rh.p.Combinalion Ci77 10 £155
INVICTA, 3i h.p., s-specd,

clutch, and kick-starter . fll7i3 £98
TRIUMPH ,1 h.p.. Mod.^l H, £127 10 £110

SECOND- HAND
(Overhauled and Guaranloed).

ARIEL igift 5-6 h.p. Combination, and
accessories £9i

6R0UGH, 1920, 5 h.p., 3-speed. kick-

starter, Henderson Elite Sidecar,
.accessories £125

S.S.A. igiq -fjli-p. Combination, and
.accessories £110

ZENITH, h.p.. Gradua gear £45
tvlATCHLESS 1920 3 h.p. Combination,

Lucxs accessories £160
NEW IMPERIAL W.D 8 h.p. Combina-

tion, and accessories £110
ROYAL ENFIELD 1915 6 b.p. Com-

• bination, and acccssones £90
SCOTT 1920 3i h.p. Combination, and

accessories £135
ZENITH, 1920. 8 h.p.. Henderson Elite

Sidecar, all accessories, tax paid . . £150
SUK-VILLIERS, 1919, 2ih.p.. all

accessories £40
ROYAL ENFIELD, 1916, 3 h.p., acces-

sories, tax paid £50
A.J.8. 1920 6 h.p. Combination,

dynamo lighting, tax paid £190
ROYAL ENFIELD 1916 8 h.p. Com-

bination, d>"nomo lighting, acces-

sories tax paid £120
6.S.A. 1920 4i h.p. Combination, acc«-

sories. Tax paid £125
BROUGH, 1920. 5h.p.. 3-SDCcd £90

Deferred Payments Arranged

Eastern Garage Co.,
Offlci-.! Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A. A., & M.U.

418, Romfor<h Rd., Forest Gate,
E7.

Hbone: 490 East Ham 'Grams: ligaraco, L'dnn.

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

Williamson.
8 h.p. V,.C. Williamson Combination, 2-speed, K.S..

lamps. Cameo wind screen, perfect order; £90 —
255. High St., Hounslow. [4020

\X;riLT.IAMSON, 1915, 3-speed clutch, kick start,
'» water-cooled, coachbuilt sidecar, hood, screen,

lamps; £100.—Moflat, -.YeoTil. 'Phone: 50. [3332

TyiLLIAMSOX Combination, 8-lOh.p., 1916, dynamo
»» lightrng, kick start, Tvind screen, hood, luggage

carrier, good running order, tax paid; f 125.-84, Lin-
coln Ed. East, Peterborough. [3080

Wolf.
Qih.p. /Wolf. 3-speed conntershaft, C.B. sidecar, nll-^i chain drive, complete mth speedometer, lamit,
horn, and tools; £70 for immediate sale.—'Woods, Ltd..
Sbgo. [3375

"VX/'OLF-J'.A.P., 1913-14, cngino thoroughly 0Terhaule<l.
»' new eyl.. XJ.11. rang., SoQspray carburetter, por-

teet running order; £20.—Snodgrass, IS, Junction Ed..
Brentwood. [3489

"\X/"OLF,—Solo agents lor London. South ol Thames.
»r and district. We arc now fixing sub-agencies,
and invito enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South
Side. Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone ; Brixton
2417. [0508

Wooler.
1019 2?ih.p. Wooler.- complete, perfect condition.—
->-«' Apply, Vi'. Oyer. Molt H01K6. Lynsted, nr. Sitting-
l>oiirne, Kent. [3322

f Q20-1 Wooler, splendid condition, lamps, horn,
-*-*.' just overhauled by makers, all latest improve-
iiicnts; £80.—Eric Guy, Sarum Hill, Basingstoke.

(X2054
1 Q20 Wooler, hew condition, head and tail lamps.
-»-«.' Klaxon, speedometer, watch, aluminium foot-
boards and rests, tools; A snip, 70 gns.—SVhittingham,
Olen Doone, Staplchurst. [4067

Zenith
JUUAX'.S, ol Eeading, have 1921 Zenith In etock,

[0482

D
19

AN GUY.WoymoiUli.-
aU models.

-Zenith agent, early delivery
[0556

14 Special 6li.p. Zonith. C.3. gear;
86, Higii Rd., Lee. S.E.

£65.—Ros-.
[3399

j?J-6h.p. Twin Zenith, counlcrslinft K.S., as new, very
«^ last; sacrilice, £95.-38, Pork Ud., Coventry.

[X2127
102^- Sh.p. Countershaft Zenith Coinbinntion. ontv
J-*' dono 2,500; £145.-17, Gnrdon Av., Alitrhnni.
S.W. [3956

1Q21 Zenith 4-5h.p. Sports Model, nil lamps, etc.,
-»L«-' in new condition; £90.-21, Ilobson St., Cam-
bridge. [4100

NEW Sh.p. Zenith: nccept £105; exclinnpe for
eountorshnft Tiiuinph, Norton.— Oakleigh, Edgwnre.

Middlesex. [5092

ZENITIi Combination, replete accessories, licensed.—
. Apply, Adams, tlam Common Garoge, Kingston

Rd.. Hum. [5953

ZEXITH 1916 6h.p., splendid condition, very fast,
lamps, tax paid, after 6 p.m.; £55.-156, Brown-

ing Rd., East Hnm. [360S

ZEXITH 1915 Combination. K.S.. excellent rondiiion.
spfedometer, horns, lompB, tax paid; £85.—Rocers.

42, Church Rd.. Hendon. [3718

ZENITH-GRADUA 8h.p., Bee., 1919, tools, lamp-s,
and horn, guaranteed perfect; £110.-WeDhniti,

18. Longport St., Canterbury. [3309

ZEXITH Sh.p. Combination, beautiful condition,
equipped; £68; exchange lightweight or 3*Ah.n.

-10. I'iover St., Hackney Wick. [3897

ZEXITH 4h.p.. fir5tH?]a5s condition, tax paid; £49.—
Xeivnham Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd.. \Vf6.

Tlione; Hammersmith Rd.. 80. [3457

ZEl^aTH Late 1919 3¥jh.p. Single. T.T. model, ei-
celient condition, lamps, horn, licence paid; £75,

or nearest—Tippen, Morden, Kent. [3963

5 h.p. 1920 Sports Zenith, perfect condition; no reason-
able offer refused ; lamps, speedometer, etc.—

Bilney, Wybeham Hall. Lee-on-Solen t.. [3659

ZENITH Combination fnew). Sh.p., clutch, kirk
starter, accessories; £170.—Dr. Maitland, Hill

Cottage, Fairmile Taik. Cobham, Surrey. [3365

-| iCk21 Zenith 5h.p. Sports Mode! Combination, tax
J-tJ paid, only done 500 miles: bargain. £160.—
McKay. 51, Peel Rd.. Wealdstone, Middlesex. [3528

ZEXITH Combination, 4h.p., Grndnn gear, disc wheels,
iong exhaust, in tip-top condition; price £85. or

nearest offer.—East Grinstead Motor Garage. [9523

ZENITH 1914 Combination, C.B.. Bosch, epeod-
orneter, tamps, tyrea excellent, tax paid; trial any

time: £65.-217, Vicarage Rd., Leyton, E.IO. [3086

jQl? 5h.p. Zenith Sports and Sidecar, usual equip-
JL«7 ment. tyres nearly new. fine running order;
£90.-105, Holrodene Av.. Heme Hill, S.E.24. [2597

ZEXITH 1920 Sh.p., sporting sidecar, would pass
for new, a very dainty outfit; £120; ca.=;h terms

or exchange.—Bunting. WeaMstone Closed Sundays.

AM letters relating .dvertisements should auote the rjmbcr at the end o: each ndvei-tlsement. and the date of the issue. A3g
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
ZenitEr.

191ff:i 8b-.p.

SALE.

1 Q20 Zenith 5h.p. Sports Model,
-fi-«^ Kl.'ixon, spares, mileage 60(

ZENITH (0(.-t., 191S:i 8b-.p., clutch, IlenJer^on Elite
' sidecar. Cowey, Klaxon, lamps, pair D.A. cylin-

'lexa] £165.—Brandon, Furnishers, Berkhamsfced. [3676

^ENITH 1920, shop-soiled models, a few still in storlr

^J at greati'- reduced prices.—Zenith MotoVi^, Ltd-,
Hampton Court, adjoining Hampton Co\ut Station.

[3254
ZENITH 1921 Models, orders now accepted for cailv

delivery; 1920 models at greatly reduced prif.e?-.

urite or call.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St.. W
],angham 1704. [0437

ZENITH Combination, 1920, Sli.p., olut^^h, kud;
siniter, lamps, speedometer, _etc., niileag'e 1.600.

' XL-eption.il condition; £150.—Plnllip?, Clive Lodge,
Bedfout. Middlesex. [3477

tax paid, kimp.s,

spares, mileage 600, owner oblige<l to
sell; £110. or ne£fr oSer.—Seen Obey's Gaiase, Heath
Kd., Twickenliiim. - [3657

~IC|15 6h.p. Zisnith-Gradua, clntcb, excellent coudi-
A*' tion, new Canoelet sidecar, higgage carrier,
wind screen, lamps, new tyres; £110, oi" nearest.—
Rogers, 31, Sydenham Hill. S.E. [328?

IT Is of Interest to All Zenith Riders, and- to ail

those who hope to become the prond possessor,^
Hi a Zeuitii machine, to Icnow that there i.'! a ser-vioe

depot for these machines now open in London.

YOU Can Obtain Any Spare Part you may reqnire
within a few hours, any accessory, or a new ma-

-"luno fully eiinipped and ready for the road; second-
liand cycles, tliat ha^c been thoroughly examined, aie
always at ban :.

"I Q20 Models, new. direct from the works, at greatly
J- «-' reduced prices : 8h.p. £portinp: models at £11 9,

2?4h.p. models at £90. also one 1931 model, used iu

one trial, tilted with a special 750 e.c. ensine. as new;
£1-1.0. All 1921 models for immediate delivery.—The
Zenith Servic? Depot. The Motorists' Advisory* Agencv,
Ltd. 89. Wigmore St., W. Mayfair 5593. [2327

1Q20 6h.p. Countershalt Zenith, clutch, kick
-1-^ startar^ Henderson Elite sidecar, Lucas acces-
sories, tax paid, new condition; £130.—Cliffoid
Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [3847

"I
Q2Q 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, fitted

-L"-' with Zenith sidecar, and complete with electric
lighting- etc., tyres and engine as new; £150.—Apply,
Capt. Evans-Lombe, R.F.A., Ewshott, nr. Aldershot.

[3641
ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination. Lura.

head, rear, and sidecar lamps, Cowey ^eedometer
knee-grips, Ace disc wheels, luggage grid, equal- *o new:
£160.—Parker's Bradsbawgate, Bolton, and 245. Dean«
sate, Manchester. [X1988

BARGAIN, 1920 (Deo.) 8h.p. Zenith, couutert^hait,
beautifully equipped, discs, etc., mileage 450 fully

injured, tas paid, owner must sell; for immediate '^le,

£140: !^een week-ends.—Hayward, 99, Beadnell Kd..
Forest Hill, S.E.23. [3199

1 (|20 Zcnitli 8h.p. Solo, countershaft, kick starter,Xv complete with lamps, horn, tools, done about
500 miles, beautiful coBdition; first offer over £120
secures; apply after 6 or bv letter.—Doherty, Northern
Hospital, Wincbmore Hill, N, [3635

F.O.C.H. are Zenith Agents.-New and second-hand
machines in stock; exchanges or easy payments

arranged.-5, Heath St., Hampstead (jnear Hamp-
c^tead Tube Station). 'Phone :-. Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [3430

ZENITH, 1914, SVoh.p. J.A.P. single. Bo.gch, Amac.
speedometer, lamps,, hoin, pump, 3 belts. 1 leather.

following fitted new last year—piston complete, crank
pin, Talves and timing, adjustable tappets, nvhcel bear-
ings, exhaust; £50.-E. D. McDowall, 27, Calais 8t.,

Cambeiwell. [3075

the Road,—5h.p.
nearly

new 40 gn. Swan sporting sidecar, fitted Ace alu-
minium discs all round, new trip speedometer, Cowey
lioru, lamps, wind screen, all in first-class condition,
and indistinguishable from new, best bargain of the
week; only wants seeing; first 98 gns.-H. 30, St
James' Sq., Holland Park, W.ll. [4122
Qh.p. 1919 Sports Zenith and Swan Sporting Sidecar,O really fa.^t machine- with special engine, condition
excellent equipment includes 6-volt accumulator light-
ing set, dual oiliue, Ace discs, Bonniksen. 4in. nickel
plated copper exhanst with butterfly baffle, sidecar
licautifuily finished black and Zenith gfey. private owner;
£135, or offer.—Seen any time except Sundays -ut Jarvis
and Son?;, Victoria Crescent, Wimbledon. [3346

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Douglas, plain, 2-spe&1, all on; £45, or offer.
—8, Victoria Park, Fishponds, Bristol. [3968

LATE 1915 Lady's Douglas, 3 speeds, clutch mod.],
not bidden 2.000 miles; offers.—Marsliall, Hi-h

St., Esher. Tel.- 50 Esher. [4006
LADY'S 191-9 Veloeette, 2i.vh.p., 2-speed, free engine,

perfect co-nditiou, as new; £60, or neare.=t offer.—
Kendall, Storr= Hill, Windermere. [3795

Misceliaiieous.

E WEN'S Garage, King's Lynn ("phone: 122), for
Morgans, Richardsons, Triumphs, Douglas,

James, etc. [1440
• 20.—3J;^h.p, combination, needs .'ilencer and mud-

guards, cane sidecar, apron.—Chapman, Mendham,
Hailciton, Norfolk. [3319

200, GT. PORTLAND ST.,W.
'Pbone—Langbam X704.

ONE o! the Sportiest Oiitlits

Zenith twin countersliait combination.

^'

CALL AND BWSPECT
OUR SECOND-HAND

MACHINES.
We can supply any make immediately.

TERMS:
Cash—Monthly Payments—or Exchange.

We guarantee to

refund difference in

price should makers

reduce price before

June.

ALLON, 2-spced, K.S., clutch £80 15

ARIEL, 3l li-P-. solo • *"* •

ARIEl, -ij lip-, solo £120

ARIEL 6-7 b.p. Combination £139

B.S.A., 4} h.p-, H.2, solo £T10

B.S.A., 4:1 b.p., K.2 S1«

B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. A. Combination £175

BLACKBURNE, 4h.p £127 10

CLYIM),bghtwcight, 2-r.peed, dutch .... £75

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combioation, all on . . £170

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 1-speed, clutch, IC.S.,

all on £105

DOUGLAS, 2jh.p., 3-speed only, all on . £100

DOUGLAS, j-speed only, all on £35

ENFIELD Model 180 Combination £160

ENFIELD Model 150 Combination £182

ENFIELD Model 200 lightweight- £65

HARLEY, all models —
.AMES, 4i h.p., solo 5135

JAMES, 3I h.p. twin, solo £135

JAMES, zj h.p., lightweight .„ £75

JAMES 7 h.p. Combination £195

LEA-FRANCIS, 2-5peed, 3! h.p. £115

LEA-FRANCIS, 3-speed, 3! h.p S125

MATCHLESS Combination -. £205

ROYAL RUBY, Sports Model £84

hALEIGH, 5-6h.p., solo HO gns.

RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. CombinatioT 176 gns.

RUDGE 3! h.p. l.O.M £85

BUDGE 5-6 h.p £100

BUDGE 7-9 h.p. twin £120

TRIUIWPH, Model H £115

TRIUMPH Junior £70

TRIUMPH, S.D £125

TRIUMPH, renovated by makers, gnar-
anteed three months £90 & £95

ZENITH, Model H £152

1 ENITH, Spotting E. & G £135

ZENITH, Sportmg C ., £123

COVENTRY PREMIER
RUNABOUTS, £250

IKILLFORD, CANOELET, HENDERSON, SWAN,
and MONTGOMERY SIDECARS in Stock.

TRADE SURF>UIED.

det
Bool

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

THE Bargain House.—1920 brand new .^

electric model; £125.

THE Birgain House.—1930 brand new 8h.p. Bla
burne combination: £175.

THE Bargain House.—1920 4h.p. Douglas coiol,

tion, as new; £140.

THE Bargain House.—1920 Hobart 214U.I)., sii

speed, brand new; £50.

THE Bargain House.-1920 Model H Matchless c<

binaticn, complete with hood, speedometer, e
mileage 1.000, not scratched; £185; liceitce paid-

THE Bargain- House.—1915 S'.ih.p. Norton combi
tion, fully eCLuipped; £90.

THE- Bargain House.—Late 1919 P. and JI. combi
tion, fully equipped, not scratched, all as n

£U0.

THE Bargain House.^J920 brand new S'.ih.p. Ho
combination; £165.

THE Bargain House.—1920 brand new 6h.p. Ej
solo; £135.

THE Bargain House.—1921 renovated Triumph
makers, with their guarantee; £95.

THE Bargain House.—Late 1919 4h.p. Triun
combination^ fully equipped; £120.

THE Bargain House.—1920 brand new O.K.-Unic
licence paid, three in stock; £45/10.

THE Bargain House.—Chater-Jap. 4iyi.p.. o.h
Bosch mag, B. and B. carburetter, new b

rear tyre, Mabon variable gear, stiitable for side
work; a real bargain, £30.

THE Bargain House:—See displav advert.—Jo
Garage, -Muswell Hill, London, N.IO. [21

BAHOAlNS.-.New O.K. s, Aiicls, Harley,s, Omei
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Boot

Motorics. Halifax.

BAHGAINS.—New 4V,h.p. Quadrant and si^

'-£-125: new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—B^
Motories, Halifax.

BARGAIN,9.-8h.p. Chater-Lea 3-speed combinati
£59/15; 4i/ih.p, James 3'-speed and sidei

£49/10.-Booths' Motorics, Halifax.

B.-iEGAIN.S.—1919 7-9h.p. Harlev, with new fuiei

£135/10; 4h.p. Harley-IJavidson and side(

£69;i0.~Booths' Motorics, Halifax.

BAEGAINS.—1914 P. and M., £45/10; 1920 Sc
and sidecar, £110; 10; 3>/jh.p. Triumph, £23/

Booths' Motorics, Halifax.

BAEGAINS.-Clvno 2-stroke, 2-speed, clut
£35/10; 1919 Hudge IMuIti, £67/10.—Boot

Motorics, Halifax.

BAHGAINS.-New 1921 Rudge Multi, £85;
Douglases. £42/10; 4h.p. Douglas. £69/10; 4h

Douglas, with new sidecar, £95/10; 1919 Roval Rl
combination, £110/10.—Booths' Motorics, Halifax.

Shop-soiled 1920 models . 2-'4h

,10; ditto 2-speed, £54/10; Z^h
Omega-Jap, 2-speed, £67/10; Harlcv-Davidson
iidecar, £189/10; 6b. p. Ariel combination, £149/
•vchanges entertained Pav us a visit.—Boot
Motorics, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel. ; 1062. [31

ALLBER Motors. Earlsfield, London. S.w*. foppos
Earlslield Station, L.-S.W.R.) Compare oiu- prie

Ca^b or easytenns.

ALLBER.-P.N. 1914 2J,^h.p., countershaft, 2 spf

gear box. *ihaft drive, as tatrued out by mak<
licantifnl condition, all on, tax paid; £35.

* LLHEE.-Uouglas 1916 2?-4h.p., 2 speeds, compli
-^ lamps, horn, etc., just overhauled; bargain, £42

ALLBER.—Rudge Multi, 1920, Isle of Man mod
pedal starting, run 600 miles, equal to new,

paid; £65.

ALLBER.—Xe-.v Hudson 1917 4h.p., counteriha
3-speed, hand clntcli, kick-starter, good tj-res, fn

equipped, good order; £59.

A LLBEE.-Triumph 1918 4h.p., S.A. S-spesd _

-^A box. clutch, kick-starter, new tyres, speedomet
lamps, etc., very good condition; £70.

ALLBEE.^Triumph 1913 3>2li.J.. 1318 improvemen
T.T. Model, very fa.^t, and in good order; £32^

'

ALLBEB.—ViUiers 1917 2>gi.p., 2-stroke, coniple

lamps, horn, etc., good condition, tax paid; £5

ALLBER.—Alecto 1921 S^JJi.p., famous record-bra

ing 2-stroke, Barman countershaft 2-speed

box, clutch, kick-starter, speedometer, lamps, horn, et

enamelled red in new condition, tax paid; £55.

ALLBEE.-Neal-Dalm 1920 2S.lh.p., 2-stroke, 2 spee

all on, tax paid, condition as new; £52/10.

A LLBEB.-Matchless combination, 1918 Vict
-ti. Model, 3-sp9ed, clutch, kick-staiter, interchangeal

wheels, all lamps. Easting wind screen, tax paid,

goo<l condition: £120.

ALLBEE Motors, Thornsett Ed., Earlsfield, Londc

g.W. 'Phone: Lotchmer© 4388. Exchanges ent

tained; easy terms arranged. C3"

"P^E COET and Flynn Combinations from £90 ;
Dot

U' las combinations from £85: Clyno parts, ell3Bi

etc, in stock.-39, Essex Ed., Ishngton, N.l. [30

BARGAINS.
O.K., £43/10:

A40 All letters relating tj advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

:\XERO Ear?aiiis,—The following motor cycle?,
recently taken in part exchange lor new luacliinos.

be sold, all guaranteed in sound running order.

AiBEO Bargajns.-1919 ^'Ah.v. B.S.A.. 3 ppecd?,
neK" Diinlops, been little used, all lamp sets, and

aid; £78.

AXBRO Bargains.—1915 2-%h.p. Douglas. 2 sDeedc.
long esbaust, all lamp &eta, and tas paid; £45.

iLBRO Bareains.—1919 8h.p. Grand Prix Morgan,
exceptionally good J. A. P. engine, hood, screen,

11 lamps, and tax paid; £175.

iLBHO Bargains.—1920 Sli.p. Aero Morgan, din:
Mlieelc, all lamps, flexible exhanstsi, 300 Ini]e^

and eyual brand new; £220.

iLBEO Bargains.—1919 2-'.lh.p. Omega-Jap, 2
.speeds, Lui.-a3 lamps, good as new, ta5t 'bu^; £55.

iLBKO Bargains.-1919 ^l^h.p. -B.S.A., 3 speed?.
v.iib Mills-Fulford toacli tidecar, all lamp tets.

cs paid; £100.

\LJJItO Bargains.—1920 3^.p. Ariel, new Dec.
\ri~t and equal brand new, all lamp eets, ond

aul; £90.

iLUriO Bar£:ains.-1918 6h.p. Eoyal Enfield com
lunation, Lucas dynamo lighting set, electric
wind screen, all lamps, and tax paid, in nice
Olid a cLeap lot; £95,

iLBRO Bargains.—1920 3;-^. p. Beard more-Pre-
cision, ^llop-¥OiIed only, never used; £80; this-

test improvements.

iLBRO Bargains.— 3!.fh.p. or ah.p. Bat-Jnp. fpring
frame, quite new tyres, rungneto. new Amac car-

ter, in sound order and fast; £20.

iLBRO Bargains.-1912 33.<h.p. Rover, 3 speeds.
u running order; £35.

i.Lia;0 Bare.-iins.-1910 3!;h.p. Phelon and Moore.
- cpeeds. sound order; £25.

iLliRO Biirga!n.i.-1912 Gh.i). Matchless, new
l.vre-, engine, enamel and plate perfect; cheap.

VLBRO Bargains.—1920 Autoi^d scooter, electric
lii.*ht. brand new; £15.

UjBRO Bargain^.—1919 2-seater sidecar (Burberry),
heavy studded Dunlop. quite new, with wind

LLBRO Bargain3.-1919 Milh-l'ulford Corvette
sidecar, in good order; £20.

iLBRO Bargain^.—1921 latest 3^^h.r. P. and M.
been 50 milea only, equal new; £110.

iXBRO Bargains.—Also in (^tork brand new B.S.A.,
oil models. Triumph, all models; 1>ih.p. Ariel.
Rover, 3';h.p. P and M.. 2>^.p. Excelwor.

, 2'ih.p. Excelsior. lady's. 2Uh.p. Royal Enfield
I. New Hudson. Coventry- Premier runaliout. latest
frith dickey teat, Morgan De Luxe. A.J.S. com-
on. Dougliis. also in few days Matchless. G.S
ns, Bh.p. Rover core.

lLBRO Bargains.—Full particulars of above, trial
rund, exchanges, and aatiefartion overv time, call,

or 'phone. The Walbro Cycle and Motor Co..
[igb St.. Saflron Waldeu. tbsex. 'Phone: 45.

1X1314
?E 1920 Sportins Sunbeam S'-ih.p., practically
unofeed. lor sale, as ewner leaving England;
h.p. Douglas.—Scott-Hanscii, 61, Evelyn Gardens,

[4136

7ER 1913-14 3|^i.p., 3-6pced. machine in good
unning order. £37; 8h.p. Bat-Jap. free engine
unuing order. £32/10.—Syd. Pearson, Gate House,
iamoie. Coventry. {X2124a

3V!;li.p. Triumph, £30; 4h.p. Oarden Monocjir
£45: 4h.p. Phcenjx tricar, fl8; wicker sidecar.
D. 4 Yost typewriter, £5: all overhauled, pood
ion.—28, London Rd., Camberley, Surrey. [3651

J can get exactly the motor cycle you want
through the Kwlksale Private Motor Registry
ong Acre. W.C. Gerrard 2392- Send for list of
ely owned motor cycles. [0138

RGAINS in 2-strokes.— 16 single and 2-speed
otachiriee, in excellent running order, best makes

^west prices in town, £18 to £40: evenings 5 till
Saturday afternoons.—Qrinyers, Island Row. next

dale Chapel, Stepney. [3587
C.H. for new and second-hand cycles, combina-
'^^A^' \ runabouts, at bargain prices; exchanges
J u ^ ^^^ motor cycle, combination, or car

ed. cash or easy payments.-5. Heath St., Hamp-
i^^^^^SPs'^^^d Tube Station). "Phone: Hamb^
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. (3434

un^ ^F^^ 2-stroke, very fast, £32/10; Woli
;'.r^^i•R^V'^'°^"I?-'"'.^°'"* '^*« ^odel, aU on for

C A. Sax, 619, Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W ir

T£,?-^ '^,'''„'?£^- ^fctoiT Qaragc-Triumrh lifu*

iffi' ni T '-v"- *^°J TruuDph 4h.p., 1918.liMlt £75; Indian combination, 7-9h p 1919
M^^™T *"=• *120; mecliankol horns brand
ll '"?;'"??» orerha.il,.] and tnned : sparii, tr

r™
.J»=.-2b, Denmark Ed., Cambeiwell. [3534

GRADO GEARS
^EW F.XED PRICES

We set thj lead with ReasonaWe Pricss.

NO FURTHER REDUCTIONS THIS YEAR

Kick-

Start

Model
foi-

Triumph>,

Bradburys,

etc.

£8 8s.
J.A.P. 10/-

exfra.

Postage freo.

Complct. with
all Httin°;s.

SIT ON
YOUR
SADDLE
AND
START
E;'«IG!NE.

Variable gear, irec engine, klck-slart.

Here is our world-famed kick-start Mode) for

all machines from 3 to 1 h .p Dell»cr»from Stock

Two-Stroke Counter-

shaft Model.

you

every

Gradient

This is our
new Countershaft
Model for 2«stroke

Variable gear, free engine, handle start

£8 8s Complete with chain. hoLh sprockets
anrl starter. Postage frea.

This Gear gives
Vairiable Gear and

Free Engine.

PRICES :

Lightweight,
suitable for tour-strokes,

£5 lOs.
Heavyweight,

£6 /
J.A.P. 10/- extra. C>-
Postage free.

'the reason we can produce at tnese prices la
because we have a factory completely equip-
ped for the manufacture of Grado Gears only.

ORDER TO-DAY
Dept. M/CY.,

66. Pershore Street
BIRMINGHAM.

Telephoae—Mid. 1187

GRADO, Ltd.

MOTOU CYCLES lOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

SAM E. CI..-\PILA.\1 (.Motors), (iirjenwich. the leading
agent for hi"h rlass makeis of motor cvcles : A.J.S.,

Acme. Allon, Blackbnrne, Excelsior, Kdmuud. Con-
naiiBht. Coulson, Douglas, Diamond, Rex, Kudse, Roy;>l
Ruby. Triumph, F.N. 4-cyl., matchless, all models.—
N'ote address ('Phone: Greenwich 751), 27, Slockudl
.St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [6362

MOTOR CYCLES I OR HIRE.
MOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday. 42/6. on»

week, 85/-; combination, 52/6 and 115/-; writs
lor Inrther iulormation.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. [8160

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
ST^vrPI.EX Motor Attachment, new. perlect: £16.—

P.cctor, 141, .Sloaue St., S.W.I. [3654

YOL'XG Cycle and .Motor Attachment, new, tax paid,

must sell; price f2S nett.—Wain, Cotton Ri,
Potters Bar. (355a

J.E.S. 2h.p. 2-i?troke Engine, complete with mnimeto
and carburetter, iibsolutelv new; approval: £J8'>0.

-224. Pentonvillo Ed., London. [1804

ATTTO-WHEEI, and Oentlemon'a Cycle, tax paid,
lamps, horn?, tools, spares, new tnbc8 re-enamelled,

cvclometor, rubber crips: £20,— tiayhurst, Foxconibe Hill,
Oxford. [3108

WALL .\uto-\Vl.cel. ninnins order, attcd shook
absorber, new- Masnum tyre, sparci". tools; flrrt

£9/10 se.-ures; incchnnical horn, 7/-.—18, Pork Rd..
Moseley, Birmingham. [S1644

Illi.p. Climax t^yclo Attachment, Eunlwken mac.,
ti single lever c:iiburetter, complete with tank, ready

tor fixing, absohitelv new; nprro\;il; £20.-224, Pen-
tonvilla Ed., London. [1803

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.—Rayncr, 10-12, Geoigc St., Blackpool.
[X7038

ALLD.VYS 3-whcelor, 6-8h.p., w.o. ; £90; exchnng*
lor combination.—56, Hnrrowby Ed., Grantlinm.

[3203
MOTOE Trlcyclo tor sale, Abingdon King Dick, per-

fect condition, 2-"-4h.p. ; £25.—Lawrence, AlBby,
Corringliain, Gainsborough. [9553

AIIGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, lor

invalid and disabled.—Particnlara, Argson Ens.
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, Ceoreo St., W.l. [2647

TRICARS FOR SALE.
TEICAE for sale, chain drive, 2 specd-S, Boseb, water-

cooled; £25.—B. Appleton, Ucssle, East York-*.
[3309

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
1Q20 Kingsbury Scooter, seat, tax paid, perfect; £28.
-»-*^ —Mrs. Bush, Wintriugham, York. [3258

as new: £17/10, cost 40 j?np.—
^ [3261

as new, 25 miles: must sell; oilers.

—

Queen's Parade, Faversbam. [3482

KINGSBtlHY 1920 Scooter, with seat, never used.—
Write, Carter. 23, Lower Cathedral, CardiK.

(3348
ekootamota, 1920, good as new;

M., Bilton Rise, Rugbv.
(3515

KINGSBURY 1920 Scooters with seat, carrier, horn,
etc., as new; £25.-42 Church Ed., Hendon.

[3720
DYSON .Motorette, as new, not done 50 miles, 4-

stroke; £23.-Rcdgate. Ltd.. Traffic St.. Not-
tingham. , [1315

SKOOTAMOTA, A.B.C. 1920, never been used, in

perfect order; price £35, or otter.—East Grinstead
Motor Garage. [9526

SKOOTAMOTA, A.B.O., brand new. in crate. latest

model, complete; ?5 gna. — Bradshaw's Motor
House. Preston. (8551

AUTOPED Scooter, ._ __ . _ _.. __
Brudwell, 4, Snndgato Ed., Folkestone.

WHIPPET,
Peters,

FOR Sale, A.B.C.
what oilers ^—Apply,

1 Q21 A.B.C. Skootamota. still in crate; 33 gns.;
X«7 was 60 gns Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139. New
St., Birmingham.

A -B.C. Skootamota

(X2035

1920, very little used, licence
paid, insurance; £25.—Bambers', Eastbank St.,

'outhport. Tel.: 607. [X2014

A.B.O. Skootamota, very little used, and in perfect
order; cost £55, accept 30 gns., tax paid.—Dunn.

Roseraouut, Bury St. Edmimds. (3213

£25.—Lady's scooter. Dyson Motorette, lb. p. B.S.A.
engine, easy to manage, not ridden more tban

50 miles.-Fairleigh, Eoegreen, Hatfield, Herts. [3174

A.B.C. Skootamota, in perlect order, guaranteed,
hardly used; sacrifice, i35; exchanges.-Ilomac's,

243, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. 'Phone : Dalston 2408.
[4086

A.B.C. Skootamot-ns, brand new; 38 gns., list puce
£55; delivery iiee anywheie in Great Britain at

lurchaser'e risk.-Elowes and Sons, Ltd., Chapel Field,

Norwich. 1X9874

MOBIRD Miniature, tax paid, demonstration model
li;.h.p., 4-stroke, 2-speed, 20in '

"' ""-'
drive, fiorn, pump, seat, parcel c

Mackenzie Rd., Beckenham.

heel.-, all-cba
ler; A:45.-10S.

[3392

etters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o( the Issue. A4t
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MOTOR SCOOTERS.

A.B.C. SI;oot;iutot;is, 35 gDS. ; Mobile Pup scooters,
25y'iis. ; all, braiKl new nt tliese speuiiil price*,; de-

liveied free auywhere ju Great Biitrtiu.—Egertons, Xoi'th-
eate, Ipswich. 'Plione: 962. [5335

AUTOPED Scooter, new, dyuanio ignition .nnd iiglit-

ing', 15bnip]ete ivith all lamps and tools ; list price
£42 : supplied on- deferred payment system.—Oifers to
Service, 289, High Holborn, London. [5186

AUTOPED Scooters, immediate delivery, IMih.p. 4-

stroke engine, free engine clutch and dynamo
lighting, 1920 model, shop-soiled only; £25.—P. J.
Erans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [4223

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

H
B

OOD for 2-Keater Sandnni Sidecar,
12, Green's End, Woolwicli.

new; 50/-.—
[3557

LTTEMEL Windscreen, new; £3/10; evenings.—73,
Thorney Hedge Rd., Gunnersbury, W. [3583

CAMBER Hoods, 50/-; wind screens, 27/6.—Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

[3745
HOOD Materials.—Twill, etiots, ceIluloi/1, fittin^a,

etc. : materials complete for re-coTer, 14/9.—
Heniy Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, London.

[4148
USTER Triplex A'Tjustable Aero Type Wind Screen,

overall size 13xj7^iu,
liag'e and packing.

-

A'.)erdpf u.

A 10/- each, inolnding tiir-

-Geb'ige Cumuiing, 19, Rose St.,

[2045

AUSTER Wiiid Screen.^, Triples glnss. adju-'^tablo

aluminium fittings,' 13 x6>$in. ; 8/6, post free.—
County of London Engineering "Works, Ltd., 51a, New
Park Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W. [3172

AUSTER Triplex Adjustable Aero Type Wind
Screens, 12 x e'/^, brand new ; 8/6, post Iree,

splendid value.—S. Lewis, 19a. Upper Charlton St
Carbnrton St., ofl Gt. Portland St., AV.l. [3944

HERCULES Hoods, smartest and cheapest, 52/6.
60/-, 80/-; hoods recovered; fittings supplied;

special terms to trade; write for list.—Hercules Hood
Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., South Tottenham. [3539

BODIES.
yENUS step Bodied arc the best for old chassis,

TT'ENUS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smart.

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and light,
but not irnsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies. are made in a factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue free.

VENUS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St., S. Totten-
ham. [0519

Church
[3741a

TANDEM Coach Sidecar Body; 50/-.-
St., Cambcrwell Green, London.

Tj^OR Sale, 15 mo_tor cycle sjdecnr bodies, unfinished.

-

W.C.2.
Write Bos 822,

SIDECAR
Edwardcs,

Reynell'a 44, Chanceiy Laiip
[1833

Body, new; £4/19/6, any colour.—
s, 277, Canaberwell Rd., 3.E.5. Hop

4913. [3818

COACH Bodies Repainted and Upholstered from
^3/10.—Bright and . Hayles, 78, Church St.,

Camberwell. [3741

COACHBUILT Sidecar Body and Springs, Enfield,
very good condition.—Bowdcn, 158, St. Augus-

tine Ed., Soutbsea. [3347

~| Q21 Sidecar Bodies, comfortable and up to date.
-i-fJ Consult us first.—Sterling Mauulacturiug Co.,
Lower Cobden St., Bradford. [X0160

LIGHT Streamline Body, mahogany dash, brand
new; £6/18/6; phcLo 1/6.—Armstrong, 17, Gold-

hawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London.

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any
first-class finish.

[3961

,. chassis,
__. Several bodies (new) to clear

cheap. Write for designs.—The Willowbrook Co.,
Manufacturers, Leicester. [0336

SIDECAR Body Designs for "the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when'
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., Loudon, E.C.4.

[0004
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

Rediern lid.,

[4207

C.B. Sidecar. Canoelct, grey, good condition; £8/10.
—255. High St., Hounslow. [4022

Con-
[3771

PICK

Pocket Slippers witli pouch 6/6
Book Covers 5/6 per set of 3
Shopping Bags 4/11 and 6/11
Cushion Covers 7/6 and 9/6
Fancy Bags 4/3 and 4/9
Neck Tics - - 2/-

T IGHT Sidecar,_ rait^ 3;^h.p. ; £3.-17,
Harlcsden, N.W.IO.

Write for

illustrated

Booklet "A"
Post Free

COACHHBUILT Sidecar; £8/10. (illicit 6ale.-4,
naught Kd., Luton, Chatham.

SANDTJM Lightweight; £9/15, or exchange lieavier
sid6car.-29, Moifat Ed., Tooting. [3805

SIDECAE, off Sunbeam, bulbous back, black and
gold; £7.—H. Hock, Cradley, Staffs. [3508

HENDERSON' .Sidecar, nearly ne
or oiler.-East Grinstead iloto.

nearly new, complete;
Garage.

CANOELET and Chassis, complete; £11.-
Myrtle Cottage, Chase Ed., .Sbuthgate, N.

£22,
[9524

riyer.

[3242

HENDBESOSr Lightweight, not been 50 miles, per-
fect; £20.—SS, Manor Place, Hackney. [3932

College

Leather

Company,
Northampton

W^^^S
FOR ALL MAKES OF MOTOR CYCLES.NO EXTFtAS.

"fk™™ 129131, Conybm St., B'ham.
'J clcpliono Mid. ry20. 'Grnni^i "Watsonian, EirmIngham-"*

SIDECAR ATTACHMEXTS.

s
-pOR

QANDUJl the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

QANDUM Sidecars.-Best Value in Olympia

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite £24/10.
Sports £28/10, are of distinctive appearan

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, £28/10; the smartest
car on the road; highly recommended in

Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented),
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds,

of body "as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight i

rect position over rear a:^le. Finished in coloi
suit any make of machine, i^45; bodies only, £i
The latest development of the 2-seater as design
us, and approved by the recognised experts.

SANDUM: Featherweight Streamline Body, sma;
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

SANDUSI Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Grav'
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427. Fact

162 to 165. Pentonville Rd, "'

Worlcs, Britannia St., W.C.

MIDDLETOiN S Patent
guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETONS Patent Unbreakable Chass.
liigh-povvered machines : Zeniths, H

Indians, JNew Imperials, Sunbeams, Blackburnes,

INDIANS with kick starter on left pre:
dtlficuify \vith Middletoii's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise
kinds. Twisted motor

promptly corrected.

and Brit

pring Wheel Sideo;

I frame repair.'?

cycle frames and

C"^AMEO Screeas in stock to suit all mak
^ I\Iiddleton's. Trade supplied also.

MR. RIDDOCK, riding Bh.p. Zenith, Middleto
car. won inter-'Varsity hill-climb. He als

Essex hill-climb with Middlcton patent spring
sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars aiT no
safer and more comfortable, but are fa.s

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumi
bash into them,

London's oldest established
wholesale, retail, and expoi

Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park^ (near
Phone : Hornsey 1584.

STRIKE, strike, strike against high prices. G
value by purchasing.

RIDEEZI Sidecar.'), manufactured througho
modern factory, with every facility for pre

first-class work.

MIDDLETON'S,
car makers.

RIDEEZI
stock.

Fittings for all makes of machi:

RIDEEZI Sidecars fitted correctlv to your ra
free of charge.

TJIDEEZI Sidecars, chassis for all types of mat

bodies -well --made and 1RIDEEZI Sidecars,
fully finished.

RIDEEZI Sidecars, ' lightweights, bulbous,
speciaL 2-s^aters for immediate delivery.

RIDEEZI Sidecars.—Wc make nothing else bu
rar,s, and what we make we're proud of.

RIDEEZI Sidecars.—Can be ins]5ected at our
rooms, 25, Upper Clapton Rd., E.5.

Dalston 3110, or \Tritc.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled high-cla.ss coacbbuil
cars; cheai>.—Boothjs Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled underslung sidecar i

cheap.—Booth's Motorics, Portland Place,
fax.

BARGAINS.-High--c
colour,—Booth's Motories,

coachbuilt bodies
Portland Place,

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled
Triumph or B.T '

Halilrx.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new
Rudge, £16/15:

new, £16/10.—Booth*^

ARGAINS.—New

£27/10 sidecar,
£18/15.—Booth's Ml

Henderson sideca
iMilllord 27 gn. sidecar.
Motorics, Halifax.

fuU-size coach bodyBA .

under seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-.

Motorics, Halifax.

MILLFORD Sidecar, new body, complete

;

Tj Q 20 AVatsoniaji R34 Sidecar, Easting, new 1
£18.-20, Treeu-Av., Hoggers Coiner, B;i

\OELET Minor Sidecar, electric light,

ipron, almost new.—-Greyhound, High St.,

RLEY-DAVIDSON Sidecar. Hender.son
new; £39-—Turpin's, 29, Preston R<1,,

^42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the
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Short Distance Records.

DOES racing improve the breed ? Undoubtedly ;

provided that the means by whicli races

are won can be rendered apjjlicable to

touruig machines widiout detriment to

reliability or comfort. Such events as the

i'ouri.st Trophy and many of the long-distance

races at Brooklands have done much 10 improve
the cooling, reliability, and general efficiency

of the touring motor cycle; but what of the

short-distance records? Let it be umlerstocHj that

we have no intention of disparaging the fine per-

formances wliich have been accomplished over

short distances. On the contrary, ihe.se pheno-
menal speeds are most interesting and instructive,

and are productive of new ideals and new standards

of performance. At the same time, it is e\idetit

that some of these records are of little immediate
.idvantage to the average motor cyclist, since

diey are incapable of being sustained for any
useful period. Provided the manufacturer of

the record-breaking machine sets to work to

incorporate the les.sons he has learned in liis

touring mounts, well and good; but if he merely
concentrates on obtaining an extra mile per hour
on the track but little progress will be made.

new machine. And one may choose without buying.
To the motor cyclist at heart, owner or not,
nothing is more interesting than to follow the
improvements, developments, and performances of
his favourite machine. In this, motor cycling is

unlike, and is superior to, any other hobby.

" Following the Sport on Paper."

IT
is not necessary to own a motor cycle to be
a motor cyclist!

Possibly the younger generation provides

the greater number of non-motoring enthusiasts

for the pastime, to remove the paradoxical

character from our opening statement ; but, as

recent letters from readers have shown, there are

many of more advanced years who must, perforce,

be content " to follow the sport on paper." Some
have been owners in the past, while others have
yet to taste the actual joys of the throttle-lever.

For the present, both classes gain much pleasure
from antifipation and imagination.

After all, as the " real " motor cyclist will

confess, one of the greatest joys is choosing the

A Test for Non-slip Tyres.

L.VST
Saturday's Midland Open Trial proved

that present-day motor cycles, provided diat
ihey are suitably shod, will climb any gradient
likely to be found where roads arc made.
Since so much, then, depends upon the tyre

litted, it would seem that in issuing results of any
important trial, organisers of competitions should
in future make public the particulars of the tyres

fitted.

Further, the trial suggested that interesting and
informative data could be obtained if a trial were
organised , at a time when greasy surfaces could
be depended upon, with tyre performance as its

chief function.

.\t present, tyre manufacturers are able to
announce successes of motor cycles Jitted with
their tyres, but little light is thrown upon the
failures due to unsuitable treads. The compara-
tively large number of retirements in last Saturday's
trial may give an erroneous impression as to the
reliability of modern motor cycles, and we are

constrained to remark that a very large percentage
of those who did not finish failed owing to the

exacting requirements of the regulations.

Those unable to make clean ascents of some of
the sixteen slippery hills realised that they had lost

so many marks that all hope of an award was gone,
and therefore elected to watch their more luckv
contemporaries. Most of the failures on the hills

were due to lack of -wheel adhesion, hence the
necessity for some record which will guide tne

public in the purchase of tyres. If prospective
buyers require that their machines shall be able to

ascend the steepest hills, then they should be told

of the importance of correct tyre selection.

-'
'
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Carrying Batteries.

PL'RING the last year or two 1 liave made it my
business to try most of the electrical equipments
on the market, and experience has quite

cleansed my mind of the ancient prejudice against
carrying a battery which coil and accumulator ignition

had bunit into the brains of most veterans. The
average nmdern battery is quite astonishingly good.
It doesn't shed its paste, or spill its electrolyte, or
evaporrite its charge secretly and rapidly. You can
almost play football with it, if you want to, and it

regards the \ibration of a motor cyde at speed as a
pleasant, tickly kind of massage, which merely makes
it feel good-.^ My sole criticism on the resurrection of
the battery has nothing to do with the cells themselves,
but rather with their minor accessories. I have
experienced infinite trouble on most installations wdth
flimsy wiring, gimcrack switches, and metal cases which
were too tight a fit for their contents. The other da\

,

for example, it took three of us an hour to get the
battery out of its case. The designer would state that

the battery w^as meant to be left alone. Doubtless.
But if makers will send a machine by rail w'ith an
obvious and naked switch, the raihvaymen Avill plav
with it and leave the switch on. The machine will

then arrive with its cells juiceless. So we had to

take the cells out. We ha\e already spent much
precious time trying to get them back again.

Electric Connections.

nX this particular instance the designer had obviously
been obsessed by three noble ideals : he wanted
to get (i) a cheap set; (2) a lightweight set; (3)

a waterproof set. He
.
therefore^ employed a metal

battery case, w'ith its only joint in a position where
wind could not force rain to penetrate. He made it

small to Iceep the weight down. He twisted up the

ends of his wares to avoid the use of special terminals
(surely an unpardonable anachronism!), and he
secured his wire -ends to tiny brass screws, becEuise

there was no .space for substantiaT binding posts. As
a netf cohisequence I w-ould rather tackle a 750 piece
jigsaw than assemble that battery, duly wired up, into
itS; case. When it w^as assembled, most of the -con-

tacts were bad, thanks to our pla}'ing pulley-hauley
with the wires to make room for the battery to enter

;

several short circuits were created in the process, and
Avithout the aid of a Rontgen ray apparatus, it was
quite impossible to tell where the shorts were, for the
case w^as hermetically sealed when its Hd Avas on.
" No connections on the lid

'' should be an invariable
rule. I daresay cylindrical, batteries are more costly
to make than the rectangular types, but the nicest case
I ever owi]ed was cylindrical, and when .you lifted off

the cover, every connection lay revealed. What is

A32

the objection to a rectangular case, carried in the stem
prong of a double bracket, and so designed that the

lid takes off without disturbing any connections ? I

have had this set under test for a month without

getting any light out of it, and the battery has already

been charged up twice at a power station, and run

down as a direct result of the problems of installing it

on the 'bus.

A Scrap.

WHICH would you rather handle in a scrap ovei

British roads—a fast car or a fast motoi

cycle ? The other day two of us had a royal

dust-up across twenty miles of country, the respective

mounts being a 65 m.p.h. car and a-65 m.p.h.'T.T.
.bicycle. No, Mr. Paterfamilias, you need not address

an indignant letter to the editor. We observed an un-

written law that the speeding w^as to be strictly re-

served for such stretches of highway as w^ere empty

and safe. The contest endecV when the motor cyclist

exaggerated the speed at which he could round a cer-

tain bend. It turned out to be rather pot-holey, and

by the time his front wheel had finished its buck-

jumping, he was confronted by a sheer impossibility

in the w'ay of a steering arc.^ So he ran through

gate which was conveniently open at a tangent to thf

curve, w-hile- thenar slid round the bend at speed witl

its brakes squealing. I .will not say w'hich of the twc

moimts I was on ; but. I am -pretty certam that thf

car has the best of it on empty roads w'hich are

tolerably, fiat, but that the bicycle should win every

time if the gradients are at all pronounced or if the

roads are not quite empty.

Impromptu Dust-ups.

THE scrap described in the last paragraph re

minded me of many ' a chance encounter^ witl

speed-loving strangers, encountered Jiaphazarc

along the roads on all sorts of motors. Nothing i;

commoner . than to receive a mute' challenge' from
rider tiavelling in the same direction, and these silent

challenges reveal human nature at its best and at it;

worst. For example, one is touring on a 2 h.p. twO:

stroke, and runs into the dustcloud of. say, a 20 h.p.

Austin, which is pottering along. You are going 5

m.p.h. faster, and hoot your way past. The driver

scowls down at you, accelerates, repasses, and slows

dO'Wn again. Obviously a cad of the first Abater. Oi

again, you are on a T.T. Norton solo, and you sail

up alongside a ditto. He glances hastily at your tank,

and down goes his nose on the lamp bracket. All

well and good. In a mile or two you approach a

village, a nurse wheeling a pram, or an elderly womar

Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES " havelately
'-

been published in book form, price 5s. 3d. post free, fry
'The Motor Cyde" Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C^
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Occasional Comments.—

driving a frisky pony—anything wliich counsels a
gentleinan to slow down. • The enemy puts over a
hanage of hoots, and passes the obstacle at full
throttle, lou let him go rather than imitate his bad
e.vample; let him have his brag about mopping you
up, and content yourself with the reflection that you
have observed the courtesies of the road. But it is in
.a car v. cycle scrap that decency is most called for.
1 recall one such scrap years ago which began near
Iixeter and lasted into the London suburbs. I was
a passenger m the car. Now a car shoukl slow where
a motor cycle need not, and should slow more than a
motor cycle need. For two main reasons—the car
makes more dust, and the car needs a wider safetv
clearance than a cycle. All through that prolonged
scrap our unknown adversary on an I.O..M. Rudge
observed the decencies of warfare. At every rational
slow down he called a truce, adjusted his lead or
default at the end of the slow to what it had been
It the start of the slow, and then crouched and
re\-ved ' once more. We road-raced for well over

[50-miles on a summer day without running any risks
)r making ourselves a nuisance to anvbodv; and no

|-uJes or regulations could have maintained fairer con-
itions.

Three-speed Baby Two-strokes.
TpSHl' three-speed gear box will be just about stan-
ii dard on baby two-strokes within another year.

I do not agree with some authorities that the
erage baby can stand a higher gear—I find that

nqst " babies " soon slow down towards a crawl on
ongish slopes with their present top ratio. It is surely
It the lower end that a two-speed box wants improve-
uent. I'.ithcc its bottom is so low that the machine

5^^

cannot catch a snail when it is forced off top, or else
the bottom is so high that you dare not take the 'bus
mto really difficult country. A three-speeded baby
pleases me, because it will'climb modest hills swiftly
and steep hills surely. The bottom ratio of a two-
speeder is always a compromise. But, Mr. Maker,
do not forget to list the two-speed -as an option

; you
know you will probably charge an extra fiver for that
extra gear, and some of us cannot afford it. Produc-
tion will not be affected so long as you make your gear
boxes interchangeable.

The Export Trade.

A SOLDIER serving in India mites me a pathetic
Irtter anent the struggle between patriotism and
economy which tears the breast of a Britisher

abroad. In his case economy has won, and lie has
Ijought a 16 h.p. Reading .Standard with full electric
cMjuipment at Rs. 1,66.', or say £v\o at .current
e-xchangc rates. He finds it a thoroughly satisfactory
machine, and can criticise no detail whatever from a
practical standpoint; perhaps the enamelling of the
Irame is not first-class, and perhaps the dvnamo drive
(round leather belt) would gi^e more trouble in moist
England than it docs in dry India.

If his patriotism had towered above all pecuniary
'Obstacles, he would of course have bought a British
machine. The cheapest British machine on offer at
the time of his letter was priced at Rs. 1,750, or say
;^"ii7; but this machine was only of 3'^ h.p., and its
price included neither a hooter nor a lamp.

Incidentally, the entire lighting outfit of the Yankee
machine, complete with lamps, is priced at forty-five
dollars; the new rich alone can be patriotic at 'these
terms.

Already the trees are taking on their summer cloak of_ leaves and the sidecarisl is prospecting picnic grounds.
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IDEAS: Useful and Ingenious. 1-,^^^-<p
.-.-f.

For Broken Clutch Wires.

THIS temporary method of overcoming
a clutch wire breakage may interest
those readers who possess machines

fitted with Sturmey-Arclier gear boxes.
Remove I he broken wire from outer

How to get home with o broken clutcii wire

sheath. Now fit nipple into the retain-

ing slot in clutch actuating arm and
thread the other end of wire through
screwed adjuster. If the free end of the

wire is now attached to the front foot-

rest, rod or an adjacent nut, it will be
found quite easy to use the clutch by
merely bearing down with the heel of

one's boot on the wire—quite a small
movement sufficing to disengage the
clutch.—Q.E.D.

A Non-splash Tank Filler.

BENZOLE has a reputation for damag-
ing tank enamel if allowed to over-

flow or splash wlien fiUijigrup.

Therefore the device illustrated should
be of considerable benefit to users of that
fuel. It consists simply of a cork to fit

in the orifice of the can and two glass

An easily

made non-

splash filler,

consisting ot

a cork and

two lengths

of bent glass

tube.

tubes bent as shown. Thfe bending opera-
tions are easily carried out with the
application of a little local heat. Natur-
ally this filler may also be used with
petrol; Ijut it is somewhat too fragile to

carry about on the machine.—G.M.

Lighting with a Miniature
Dynamo for City Riding.

THE footboard of- any machine with an
outside flywheel is an excellent
position for a small dynamo for

lighting purposes, for it is usually ea.sy

to fit an extra pulley, as shown. In this
case, an Alterna cj'cle geiierator was used.

c^-^—

Many two-strokes readily adapt them-
selves to a simple form of dynamo drive

such as this.

and has been converted from friction

wheel to pulley drive. Beyond the fact
that the dynamo is bolted down on a,

rubber pad to minimise vibration, tlie

other details are made clear in the draw-
ing.—C.T.

Simple Legshields.

LEGSHIELDS are at times worth their

weight in gold, but the fact that
they are often clumsy and awkward

to fit prevents their more general
popularity. The sketch shows and ex-

A neat fastening for a light mudshield

plains a simple idea for a legshield,

which applies particularly to a Triumph.
Obviously,' the height to which tlie

shields may be raised depends on the

strength and weight of the metal used,

since no top support is employed.—T.W.

Simply-made Footrests.

INEXPENSIVE and useful footre.^ts

1 may be constructed from the simplest

materials if the' plan illustrated be

followed. Each Jest is simply made of

Utilising a section of discarded tyre for

constructing or re-covering footrests.

three rods and two triangular end-platea

the rubber portion being a length of dis

carded tyre laced taut over the uppe
two rods'—P.F.B.

Silencing When Required.

As there are numbers of machine
about nowadays fitted with opei

e.xhausts, it is rather convenient t

be able to quieten the note down fo

town work, or passing restive animals

etc. The device illustrated consist

simply of a butterfly' valve in th

exhaust pipe.—C.H.H.

Simple baffle for long exhaust pipes.

Worn Contact Breaker Cams.

OLD twin engines are jirone

develop irregular firing owing t

unevenly worn contact breaker cam:

Should this occiu' it is an easy matter t

pack up the more worn cam with papi

as indicated, in an exaggerated form, i

th,e drawing. Expeviments with varyin

thickness of paper should ensure a

exactly even adjustment.—J.S.B.

Showing in an exaggerated form how the I

contact-breaker cams on a twin may be|

evened up with paper packing.
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(1) Motor cyclists who have
toured the Continent will be
familiar with the picturesque
bullcck waggons which frequently
caused a halt on the narrow roads.
A Triumph outfit in a village of
the French Alps.

(3) .A pastoral scene in

Warwickshire, the county of

wooded lanes and old-world

cottages. A Brough Superior

sidecar awaits the leisure of

the shepherd with his flock.

(4) .A Cahfornian scene.

A Harley-Davidson bringing

home the spoils of the hunt,

a well grown wild boar.
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Through a

Big Trial

on a 330
c.c. Two-

stroke.
5clfe^*=S''-

In the Elan

Valley near

Rhayader.

Some Random
Jottings from
a Pressman's

Log.

FOR some time past the -writer has accompanied a

number "of important trials on a variety of

machines ; the selection of the mount, howe\-er,

always inclining to something of fairly high power—in

most cases, indeed, a sidecar outfit being used.

Although a pressman engaged on a reliability trial

may not be condemned to adhere to strict a^-erages, his

work compels him to be at a number of places en route

at definite times. The start, lunch stop, and finish are

all essential points of interest where information is to

be gleaned, while the chief of the observed points must

also be attended whilst the bulk of the entry pass so

that the majority of performances may be seen and

compared.

Qualms, at the Start.

This sort of work demands a machine at once

reliable, speedy, and controllable, so that the choice

of something ^yith an arhple reserve of power and

seldom worked up to its capacity is a foregone

conclusion. A machine which 7night fiy innumer-

able sparking plugs on a hard blind, which might

consume gallons and gallons of petrol, which might

fail on every hill', and which might dry up on
three-mile low-gear mountain crawls, would distinctlv

not do for the job.

Now, there are plenty of people ready to say that

small air-cooled two-stroke engines will play all these

disconcerting tricks, and that engines of this type over

250 c.c. may be even cursed with still greater frightful-

ness. Judge then the writer's alarm when, allocated
to the recent Western Centre two-day trial in Wales,
his own hefty single was hung up on the railway at the
eleventh hour, a general transport strike wa.s" in the
air, .and the only machine available was a 350 c.c. two-
stroke, so new that it was doubtful whether Its bearings
had been run in.

According to all reports the trial was to be, in the
.American tongue, one of the " worst ever "

(it was'),

and with the whole staff looking on dolorously a start

was made from Coventry, with -lightest possible equip-

ment (in pockets) in readiness for running alongside

and an extra two gallon tin of " juice " on the carrier

just in case the strike happened and supplies for the

homeward journey were stopped.

Astonishing Economy.
The journey from Coventry to Hereford is a good

main road run of si.xty-five miles, and on arrival inspec-

tion revealed that just over a half-gallon was needed
to bring the spirit up to its previous level in the tank,

no m.p.g. And a time for the journey which
would not bear investigation! Surely the critics of

two-strokes must be astray somewhere

!

Description of the actual trial need not be given
here, for it was thoroughly dealt with in the issue of

April 14th. Thanks to the good petrol consumption,
the spare tin on the carrier was not called upon, except
to help out one or two unfortunate competitors ; indeed,

during the course of the two days the writer came to

be known as "the gentleman with the green can," but
whether the name was prompted by gratitude or irrita-

tion at his slow, wobblesome, and impeding progress on
certain sections where he was deteniiined neither to

get on nor get out, despite the fact that schedule time
was being lost, is not known.

Top Gear Climbing.

However, as for hill-climbing, the 350 c.c. two-

stroke certainly proved its worth; on a 6J4 to i top

gear, it accounted for the greater part of such hills as

Caio, Stay-a-Little, Panne Hill (near Garth), and the

direct Llanrhystyd-Lampeter road. In the trial itself

only two two-stroke machines were really in the run-

ning, and both deserve mention for their performances;

one, ...a 2^ li.p. Connaught, lost time, but a 350 c.c.

Beardmore-Precision, driven by T. B. G. Vale,

plodded along consistently, and finally came home to
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Ligbtweights for Hard Service.—

earn a "gold.'' Other air-cooled two-strokes in the
trial fell out, itjs true, but none of them apparently
from causes or defects said" to be peculiar to the tvpe
of engine.

Watersplash Stories.

In watersplashes (except those with footbridges!)
the chain-drive fitted to our 3 h.p. Ivy (the. cat is out
now!) was appreciated, for it was agreed that one
obser\ed river-crossing was indeed like a certain com-
petmg camouflaged American car—a .sporting Ford,
but some belt-drive entrants would not see the joke.
Another amusing experience befell the writer when

plugging up the apparently endless winding slope from
Dyffryn Castell on the road to Llanidloes. A ten-
knot breeze was blowing down from Plynlimmon, and
far ahead a car could be seen proceeding slowly
upwards, perhaps doing "15" on second.- Slcwlv

515

overhauling it at perhaps 18 m.p.h., it was alternately
sighted and lost to view as the road twisted and turned',
then rounding a further bend it still remained hidden'
but a round object was merrily bounding down the
pass

; it was a hat, scudding merrily befwe the breeze.
Instinct prompted an attempt to meet it with the front
wheel, but second thoughts pictured the owner's
chagrin at receiving the wreckage of a battered velour
—presumably it was from the car in front. Next
round the bend came a lady, running gamely, but not
the most gallant of sports would have backed anv fancy
but the hat in that curious race. Nothing 'for it,

brakes on hard and oflf the machine just as the hat
went by.

_
No joke sprinting downhill with legs stiifened

by 150 miles freak trials route'; can the hat be caught
before it goes over the edge at the next bend ? Yes

!

Just missed it. No.! Over it goes, down the vallev on
the side of Y Glog (that's a mountain !) and it looks as
though it will go with the wind as far, as Devil's

Bridge. Excellent: it was
caught between Tyn-y-ffordd
and Yspytty Cynfyn (notice

local colour !), then a painful
climb back on to the high
road, wh,ere the hat was
returned to grateful owner,
compliments exchanged, and
once more on the track of
that confounded trial. It

meant a really hard blind to

catch up, but no plugs were
"fried," and the pocketful
of spares were not wanted.
I'ic upon the old trials rider

who vowed before we left

Hereford that all the plugs

would be used before lunch
.'^top on the first dav '

A MODERN TRIAL—
CONTR-XSTS IN "ROAD"

CONDITIONS.

In Ae Western Centre trial in

Wales, all kinds of roads were
encountered. Here are sho\vn two
extreme samples on which time

might be lost and gained respec-

tively. The picture at the head of

the article conveys an idea of the

loose slaty surface peculiar to the

country.
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Lightweights for Hard
Service.—

And there were no
more incidents worth

mentioning, except

''adjusting" a dented
back rim witli a

boulder as big as a

56 lb. weight—and
that didn't necessi-

tate opening the tool

bags; so for purely

solo riding over any
sort of roads or over
the top of Plyn-

limmon, "where, as

the soldier said of

^raii^ciLE

The writer of the accompanying article found that a 350 c.c. two
ot accomplishing a strenuous trial. This is the 3 h.p. two-speed

-stroke was
Ivy which

pable

he used.
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Sahara, " there's

miles and miles of

sweet nothing a t

all," the 350 c.c.

two-stroke seems to
be the very 'bus,

having all' the power
needed, yet weigh-

ing little enough to

be in no way tiring

to handle.

In view of the top

gear performance
and lack of speed

on low, however,

three speeds would
seem desirable.

A TRAILER CARAVAN.
A Light Collapsible Outfit to Accommcrdate a Family Sidecar Parly.

which many motorWHETHER it is the " cost of living " in boarding
houses or a love of the open air born of

experience during the war, it is a fact that

camping and caravamiing have become, very popular of
recent years. There are several excellent trailer

caravans—replete with every convenience—designed

The caravan shown erected. Sleepmg accommodation
for two adults and two children is provided.

for towing behind a car. There are also many self-

contained motor caravans to be found- in secluded
glades during the summer months, but, so far, the

seems to offer possibilities of

cyclists may take advantage.

One's first thought on examination of the illustra-

tions is that the weight will be a severe handicap for

any but the most powerful machine, but this can be
dismissed, since Mr. Cocks tows one behind a 350 c.c.

Beardmore-Precision sidecar.

Long distances in a short time would not be co\ered

\vith a caravan in tow—for the carax'anner is an easy

going indi\idual as a rule, and as he carries his house

with him he can stop to sleep wherever he pleases.

Sleeping Accommodation for Four.
The overall dimensions of this trailer caravan

are 7ft. 6in. x 5ft., and ivhen collap.sed its height is

about level with the back of the sidecar. With the
roof raised—an operation , which takos about five

minutes—there is -6ft. headroom and sleeping accom-
modation for two adiilts and two children.

Two hinged upholstered beds are fitted, which in

the day-time form seats on each side, and four folding
legs support the body. As will be seen, there are two
celluloid windows, and the back flap can be adjusted
to any desired opening.

The outfit is far from being merely a tent on wheels.
The " top " is constructed of durable hood material,

so the weather " bogey, '

' which so often deters
would-be campers, may be dismissed.

«,^4K^<^as. .» if'Kwisvs'j

motor cyclist interested in a holiday in the open
has had to be content with a tent.

Mr. Archie Cocks, the Beardmore-Precision com-
petition rider, has now introduced a trailer caravan
for motor; cyclists, and as the cost approximates to

that of a sidecar attachment (j.e., about £^^o), it

b6

Following "car canjpers"

practice, we have now a motor

cycle trailer that holds the

complete camping equipment.

This is one of a fleet that will

soon be available for hire in

North Wales.

Arrangements are in hand whereby a fleet of these

carfyvans will be available for hire in Wales—a project

which may appeal to those who" wish to experience the

joys of motor cycle caravanning before investing in one

for themselves. Mr. Cocks's address is Clwydfa,

Aberdovey, N. Wales.
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A CommenOry based upon Practical Experience and a Sludy of Overseas Opinions.

British Motor

Cycles Popular
The undoubted popularity of British

motor cycles Overseas, and, every-

liiing considered, the satisfactory
export figures for the past year, go to show the possi-
bilities- of motor cycling abroad. Our foreign mail
bag each week echoes the preference for British
machines in eveiy market. Quality must come first

ill out-of-the-way corners of the world where .so much
depends upon reliability, and our manufacturers are
adupting the right policy in refusing to export motor
cycles built to a price.

What is being done, however, is only a small per-
centage of what could be done if Britisli manufac-
turers gave the same attention to Overseas riders as to
those nearer home.
An impression after perusing the many letters we

receive from our distant readers, is that it is not un-
common for these riders on the frontiers of the
Empire to ask themselves whether Britisli manufac-
turers are doing everything in their power to encourage
Overseas trade. An oft reiterated complaint is that
manufacturers constantly omit to mention prices in

their announcements.
A reader in Nigeria supports other correspondents

whose complaints on this score have been published
in our '• Letters to the Eflitor,'' and points out that

in places like Nigeria a motor cyclist interested in an
article has lo wait perhaps ten weeks to obtain a

quotation. On receipt of this it may \^ another two
weeks before there is an outgoing mail, and then a

33 M.p.H. FOR 9\

HOURS OVER
COLONIAL ROADS.

The finish of the

recent race from Dur-

ban to Ladysmith and

back, held by the Natal

M.C.C. On a 7-9 h.p.

Harley - Davidson and

sidecar. C. C. Smith

covered the course ol

310 miles In 9h. 36m.

—a good performance

considering the nature

c f the course. P. Flock,

a former winner, again

won the solo class on a

2.1 h.p, Douglas.

further ten weeks or more to obtain delivery. By
this time the need for the article may have passed.

In any case, one can appreciate the tendency to be

apathetic regarding anything the delivery of which

may be fully six montlis ahead.
We presume our correspondent is referring to acces-

sories, but, in any case, it seems to be a point well

worth the consideration of those who would foster

Overseas trade.

Many are the difficulties of manufacturers catering

for Overseas motor cyclists, and " trade " opinion

seems to be divided as to whose wishes are to be ful-

filled—the rider's or the agent's. At the present time,

no doubt, sales departments, are chiefly interested in

the -man to whom they sell their goods, i.e., the trader,

leaving it to that individual to interest the rider.

Conditions vary so much in different countries that it

is impossible to make a rule applying to all, but the

opinion is prevalent that the particular requirements of

the thousands of keen motor cyclists- scattered Over-

seas wherever roads of any kind exist do not receive

the detailed consideration that their numbers merit.

There also appears to be a tendency for manufac-

turers to resign theinselves to the present unfavourable

rates of exchange, and to wait until they improve.

We have recently met Overseas buyers who maintain

that prices of complete motor cycles abroad could be

made more favourable if they were decided by the

manufacturer instead of by the agent. This, of

ciiurse, is a matter for the industry- to decide and.
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Overseas Section.—
after all, those with the most at stake should be better

able to fix a policy than the onlooker.

Another Overseas reader firmly asserts that most of
~

the export business comes automatically to manufac-
turers without very great effort to themselves, the.

reputations gained in the home country and the keen-

ness of the rider abroad to follow British events being

responsible. If greater efforts were made to bring
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British motor cycles before the notice of motor cyclists

and potential motor cyclists in the Dominions and
Colonies-^our correspondent aflinns that there would
shortly be at least two to every one British motor c\' !e

at present in use. The. manufacturer is directly i-n

touch with the riders of his product in this couiUry,

and it is thought that, a good purpose would be served

abroad hy permanent or periodical direct repr--

sentation.

A Seleciion of Letlers from Readers scattered ail over tfie World.
Spring Frames for Desert Work.

Writing from JNIesopotamia, Lieut. C. P. Guise suggests
tlie fork girder position for the licence holder. In this

respect he has anticipated popular fancy in this country.
Continuing, he says :

'I brought a 4 h.p. Coulson B three-speed -'out to this

country with me, and find the spring frame wonderful for

cross-desert work. The engine, of course, is magnificent
as regards smooth running. Only when the engine is' up
against a stiff pull does it thump like the ordinary four-

stroke single.
" I take in The Motor Cycle each week, and it helps to

pass no end of dull hours."

A Comprehensive Ideal.

Mr. E. H. Preston Thomas, New Zealand, writes ;

"As I was unable to visit Olympia, your Show Number
was of exceptional interest to me. There seem to be a
great number of useful fitments ou the new machines, but
very few of them have a great many improvements. I

have amused myself by making out a list of the different

components I sliould like to have fitted on ' niy ' ideal

'

motor cycle. '

^

.

'-' Engine.—4^ h.p. horizontal twin, as in Humber.
"Gear Box.—Ariel type; change speed lever as on 4 h.p.

Douglas. .
.

", Caebueettee.—Automatic, one lever.
" Magneto.—Lucas Magdyno.
" Transmission.—All-chain, in oil bath, as on Sunbeam.
" Brakes.—As on A. B.C.
" Cylinder Heads.—Detachable.
" Tappets and Valve Springs.—Enclosed.
" Silencer.—Largest possible.

"Shock Absorber.—On engine-shaft sprocket.
" Lubrication.—Mechanical.
" Kick Starter.—With exhaust valve release cam, as on

Matchless.
" Wheels.—Interchangeable, including sidecar wheel.

"Tyres.—Dunlop 28><3in.

"Frame.—Back part Raleigh springing, front as on A.B.C.

" Stands.—Front, as on B.S.A. ; back, as on Slicfifield-

Henderson.
-" Handle-eaes.—As on Bat-Jap.
" Tank.—Round, as on N.U.T. or Bat. , .

" TooLBAG.—As on Zenith.
" Undershields.—As on Cedos, to turn up in front of

footboai'ds.

"Mudguards.—As on 6 h.p. B.S.A. ; back guard to have
bottom shield like front one, and to be jointed for easy,
tyre repair, as on Abingdon King Dick.

" Speedometer.—To drive direct from gear box.
" Sidecar.—Bulbous back, to open from outside, box

under car for golf clubs, mudguard on side of body, not
on chassis; screen as on A.J.S. sidecar.
"Ground Clearance.—Not less than six inches.
" I am an ordinary rider, with an liour or two at odd

times during which I can ride ; hence my insistence on good
mudguarding. It is very irritating, after a few miles' run
in a shower of rain, to ha\e to spend an hour or so clean-

ing one's machine."

Holiday-making in the Sahara Desert I

That there might be worse places for motor cycles than
Algeria is the opinion of Mr. G. N. Kell. But fancy spend-
ing one's holidays in the Sahara! He writes :

" The number of motor cyclists in this country is very
small, and my friend Mr. Lester and myself came cjuite a

sensation in the interior when out touring on'" our B.S.A.'
It is marvellous what surfaces a motor cycle will stand up
to. This holiday we have been out into the Sahara Desert,
for a distance of 300 kilometres, and without a' hitch, too.

The only English machines available here are B.S.A. and
Triumph, so choice is very limited. The French machines,
in my opinion, are almost useless for hard work. I have
owned two previously and discarded them with disgust.

Roads are very good all along the coast districts, but a bit

rough as one goes inland, and eventually dwindle away to

mule tracks. If some of yout crack ' si.x days ' men did
a few of the stunts we perform sometimes thej' would con-

sider the A.C.U. event an amusement only!"

"
It would be easy t.o

inscribe this photograph

as illustrating the in-

terest that the native

population of Ceylon

take in a modern side-

car outfit. It is too

obvious, however, that

the native gentlemen

are more Interested in

the photographer than

the sidecar. . The build-

ing In the background

is a petrol station

on the main Kandy-

Colombo road, and the

machine an 8 h.p.

Zenith, regarding which

Its owner, Mr. K. de B.

Smart, who sends us

the picture, expresses

great satisfaction.
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N seven weeks' time the T.T. races will have been
won and lost. Small wonder that the engine
experts are now- having a busy time.

As is usual, there is an atmosphere of mystery
surrounding the experimental departments of most of

the firms who are \ieing with each other for the Blue
Riband of the motor cycle world.

Over a hundred entries' have already been received
by the Auto Cycle Union, and it is not at all improb-
able that the list will close with an extra twentv-five.w-^ * ft * *

Xever has such secrecy been exhibited bv manu-
facturers in regard to T.T. machines, and particularly

engines. Most of tiie large entry have their plans well

forward, but few definite T.T. designs are available
for review.

» » » « » #

Those who were disapjiointed that the lessons of
the war were not discernible in last year's T.T. will

have no cause to complain this year, we fancy. Four-
valve engines, cylinders of cast iron and steel, and
some with aluminiimi shroudings are in preparation.

• • • .» »

The Molor Cycle has been privileged to inspect
several very advanced T.T. designs, but no details
can be divulged at present, without committing a

breach of confidence.
* • * f « «

Many applications have already been received from
agents all over the country for The iloior C\cle
senice of Tourist Trophy telegrams. Interest in
tWs year's event, according to custom, promises to
far outstrip the remarkable interest in the Blue Riband
exent of former years.

« ' » • # * »

One regrets that the event will not have a truly
international character. One hoped to see a team of
Swiss riders on the latest that M.A.G. can produce.
An Italian team was also expected.

A number of firms have already been over the
course in the Isle of Man, in order to try out the
engines in preparation for the event.

The Xortons will be
worthiness is as importa
have a good chance. T
are not fast—they are

obtainable by the publi

A day or so ago G.
with the prospective T
track correspondent int

Triumph machines are

tandard maclnnes, and as road-
nt as super-speeds, they should
"hat is not saying that Nortons
probably the speediest mounts
c to-day.

E. Stanley was at Brooklands
riumpji T.T. riders, and our
imates that the new 500 c.c.

remarkablv fleet.

To encourage the development of lightweight motor
bicycles, a valuable silver cup (to be won outright) is

again offered by The Motor Cycle to the winner of
the 250 c.c. class in the Junior T.T. Race. Last
year, R. O. Clark, riding a 250 c.c. two-stroke Levis,
won our award.

-Last yfear, it was possible fairly accurately to fore-

cast the winners. This year, however, there are
.several " dark horses " embodying much that has been
learned by aero engine designers during the war.

• •••»»
As to whether the scientifically perfect engine will

beat the type evolved from practice remains to be seen.
Certain it is that some o.h.v. engines are not proving
their superiority over the side-by-side types. The
o.h.v. Jap, for one, does not appear to have come
up to expectations, and it has been practically decided
that the side-by-side valve system will be adopted for
the races.

In the meantime se\eral riders have been over to the
Island, and as a result there are the usual rumours of
men who have broken all lap records in the early hours
of the morning, notwithstanding the necessity to open
gates on the mountain section.*»»**

Every keen rider will be sorry if the new Bradshaw
oil-cooled engine is not represented in the T.T. From
all reports there is doubt on this score at the moment,
for, apparently, a positive drive is necessary with
so powerful an engine. Belts, it was discovered last

year—ask Duggie Alexander!—have a limit.

EII
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T.T. Notes and News—
The B.S.A. Co. has had a full year in whidi to

experiment, as the machines entered were designed

for last year's event, but withdrawn in view of the

f&ct that it was appreciated that a racer cannot be

produced in a day. From all accounts they are

exceedingly fast, and are of the o.h.v. type.
^

-X- # ii «• * *

The Rover, too, ha'^'e something "especially fast,"

Of late years the Rover name has not been associated

with speed events, but results of recent experiments

leave ItCtle doubt that the new racing Rovers will give

a <good account of themselves. v

* * " "ft *- * ft

The Velocette designers are busy on their T.T.
niachine, w-hich will be ridden by George Denley, w-hile

tile Levis is reputed tO' have a good chance for the

250 c.c. class award with a 65 m.p.h. machine.
ft * ft ft ft ft

Indian T.T. machines are already in this country,

and they are reputed to be even faster than last year,

when insufficient time ivas available for them to be

tuned up.
ft ft ft ft ft ft

RecQjit performances—and last year's T.T.—bring

the o.h.v. A.J.S. and the Sunbeams among the

prime favourites, while the new o.h.v. Douglas mounts
are not to be overlooked.

ft ft ft ft ft ft

Last year the 350 c.c. Blackburne came near to

W'inning the Junior event— finishing second and third.

This year it will have an overhead valve engine—one
has already appeared at Brooklands.

ft ft ft ft ft ft

Coventry does not intend to allow Birmingham and
\\'ol\erhampton to have all the honours as last year.

The racing Triumphs are among the " dark horses,"

and, despite the veil that has been over his activities in

recent years, Stanley is still a potentiality to be
watched.

ft ft ft ft ' ft ft

An agent who has entered the T.T. now finds that

he will not be able to ride. The machine will be in

readiness, and the entry has been made and fee paid,

and there is an opportunity for an ambitious rider with

the necessary qualifications to take his place.

Arrangements can be made for the free use of the

manufacturer's garage and tuning shop in the Isle of

Man, and the only expense to which the rider would be
put would be personal hotel expenses. Letters to the
Editor on this subject should be marked clearly in left

hand corner of the cover, "T.T. 'Deputy."

PRELIMINARY TUNING FOR THE T.T.

Following up their success in last years T.T., Messrs.

Burney and Blackburne have produced a new o.h.v. engine for

the Junior event. Here is shown E. Remington, of tlie Black-

burne staff, "tuning" the machine at Brooklands.

A "Mystery" Mount at Brooklands.
The Lighler Side of a Serious MaKer.

MOST people think that the professional racing

motor cyclist spends his time laboriously

tuning an engine to obtain colossal speeds,

practising with that engine, or setting put long and

complicated mathematics involving all the powers of

calculus in search of the reason for things.

In reality the life has its lighter moments. Take,
for example, a matter which even now convulses the

trade. A certain firm, having an eye to the Tourist

Trophy, has two engines, one the product of scientists,

the other of its o\vn racing man. ' Of these engines

one is so secret that the employees go about saying
'• hush," and walking tip-toe in felt slippers. Both
engines recently were taken out for a track trial. Now,
certain unbelievers, rivals and humorists combined,
no sooner learned of the arrival of this new engine than
they laid plans to find out all about it. True, the

machines to which the engines were fitted were taken
to the far side of the track accompanied by draughts-
men, highbrows, mathematicians, and experts with water
cooled slide rules, to say nothing of the racing rider

and another of his kin to ride the " Hush '' machine.
Suddenly the roar of an exhaust broke the stillness

of the air. Never before had such a crackling note
been heard. Then every blade of grass seemed to
hide a peering figure, while the morning air resounded

to the click of stop watches. This effectually pre-

vented a full-power trial and somewhat annoyed the

works staff. But worse was in store, for iirachines of

rival -makes appeared suddenly from the paddock and
their riders, making speed, attempted to get level with

the " Hush " machine in order to obtain a glimpse of

the engine and its special features. This was defeated,

for no sooner did one of the inquisitive range along-

side than the new machine w'as pulled up, leading the

others to career at 70 m.p.h. into the blue. _ Then
caime one limping along on a racing motor cycle 'with

a tyre fiat— flat, so 'tis said, because its valve had been
unscrewed^the rider came to the side, stopped and
walked towards the secret lair, piteously soliciting the

loan of a pump. Instantly the staff ranged in a thick

group around the jealously guarded engine, so this

came to naught. But the tests were not final, so

the position of both sides is " as you were." Once
again silence reigned at Brooklands, broken only by

the murmurs at nval conferences.

Further humour is added to a situation already

funny, because after -all this, the professional racing

rider eased his soul of its pent-up feeling to the assem-

bled' and delighted populace. Meanfime the staff

chased press photographers who kept occurring,

accidental-like, near the "Hush, Hu^i."
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FOR the T.T. races the brains of the
technical department of Messrs. J.
A. Prestwich and Co. are pinning

their faith to what are practically standard
engines with side-by-side valves. Not
'hat the overhead valve engine has escaped

J.A.P. ENGINES FOR THE T.T.
Improvements in Engine-cooling and Valve Mechanism.

Simplicity is the keynote in the design ol

the 2J h.p. J.A.P. engine timing gear.

their attention, but the winning of a road
I'aoe needs more than sheer speed. The
credit of the making of the fastest hip
avaik the rider but little if his mount

is no stayer

;

and it is con-
sistei.'. runninf{
combined ii:il7i

apeed w h i c h
^vins the race.
•For the

Junior event
there is a 70

X

90 mm. (346
c.c.) single with
an entirely new
valve gear, the
valves them-
selves being
of e.xceptionally
generous d i -

mensions.
Adequate

cooling is as
sured by

the more conventional location, and
also to eliminate pre-ignition. A
really bad plug, Avhich refused to
give any satisfaction at all in the
mlet cap, ran for ICm. 32s. in the
iie\v position-, and allowed the little

2J h.p. engine to develop 7.75 h.p.
Quite the most remarkable

feature of the engine, however, is
tlie simplicity of the timing gear.
There are only two gear wheels,
tlie larger of which carries the inlet
and exhaust valve cams. The
small gear wheel on the main shaft
is mounted on a taper and held by
a key, but has three keyways so
spaced that a fine adjustment,
equal to a variation of one-third
ot a tooth, may be obtained if de-
sired. The tappets are adjustable,
and the valve guides are a push
ht in the cylinder, while exneri-
ments are being made towards the
adequate lubrication of the valve
sterns, which lias always been a
difhcult problem.
There is a ball bearing on the

pulley side of the engine, while
the connecting rod has double
rolier bearings so as to reduce fric-
tion to a minimum. The gud-^eon
pin IS a press fit in the alumii7ium
piston, and as prevented from scor-
"ig the cylinder by means of brass

Roller bearing con-
necting rod of the

2J h.p. J..A.P. engine.

radiating fins'. A .,_, j,„,„
been found for the sparking plug behind
the engine and at a shght angle to its
horizontal plane. This has been proved
by experiment to give belter results than

An experimental six-valve engine. The two inlets
face one another ; the two exhausts are on the outside
of the engine. Though Messrs. J. A. Prestwich have
experimented with the multi-valve engine, they are
pinning their faith to the simpler pattern for the
r.T. races.

mounted in a Diamond machine. It is of
64.5x76 mm. (249 c.c.), moditied so that
both tappet levers pivot on one bearing.
The "exhaust valve lifter pivots from the

s i z ©. of
new position

Cam, pinion, and ex-

„^. haust valve rocker arm
the °* '"e 2J h.p. engine.

the
has

Closely resembling
there is also a 250
example of which

The 2f h.p. J.A.P.
engine exhaust
lifter.

the 550 c.c. engine,
c.c T.T. single, an
has alreadv been

The 2i h.p. Diamond "flyweight" fitted with .Sturmey-Archer two-speed gearA competitor for Ihe Molor Cycle lightweight trophy.

The 250 c.c. Class T.T. engine, fitted

with large hexagon valve cap collars. In
the actual race they will probably be bronze.

centre of the timing case, which, inci-
dentally, is of malleable iron on this unit.
This little engine should have a good

diance in the 250 c.c. class for T/ie Motor
Cycle Trophy, which, last year, was won
by a two-stroke.

It must be distinctly understood that
the T.T. engines described are intended
only for these races, and will not yet be
available to the general public.
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j.A.?. Engines lor the T.T.—

One engine we saw \vhich will not
figure in the T.T. is worthy of men-
tion, as it shows the up-to-date methods
of the experimental department, which is

in charge ot au expert who, as well as

m€MK/^,

The new timing gear of the 2x h.p. J.A.P.

being thorough, scientific, and modern in

his research, is also a well-known rider.

This was a six-valve twin with two
exhaust and one inlet valve in each cylin-

der. The exhausts were actuated by
double-fingered rockers ; a detachable
head was fitted, surmounted by a ribbed
aluminium cap so as to aid cooling. Like
all J.A.P. twill eneinee, it had the cylin-

ders set at an angle of 50°.

On the occasion of our visit, we were
particularly impressed with the thorough-
ness displayed in the experimental depart-
ment, whose chief had devised, among
other things, a special machine for testing
the firing angle of magnetos, and had dis-

closed faults in the design of more than
one magneto of well-known make. Every
engine sent in for repair is tested under
power and has to drive a fan, w-hicli also
directs a cooling blast on the cylinder walls.

APRIL iSth, ig2i.

The 350 c.c.

T. T. engine.

Note the new

position of the

sparking plug.

B.M.C.R.C. REVISES ITS RULES.
Sidecar Passengers Defined. Thirty Yards I^imit for Assistance in Starting. Brakes must be Fitted in Races.

THE British Motor Cycle Racing Club,

which is, of course, the leading

niotor cycle racing organisation in

Great Britain, has now compiled a set of

racing rules, some of \vhich are distincti.y

novel.

For the first time a passenger is defined

as a person of not less than sixteen years

of -age, and weighing not less than 132 lb.

Any divergence in weight may be made
up by the use of ballast.

A Register o£ Engines.

A new rule is to the effect that every
entrant must state on his entry form the

club register number of the engine of the
motor cycle which he desires to enter, and
the name of the person who is to drive it.

The object of this rule is to prevent, as

lias happened in the past, unknown riders

being entered on special racing machines

belonging to well-known competitors,
perhaps so as to obtain favourable betting
odds or a better handicap.
The entry in the register must state fhe

bore and stroke of the engine and^ such
other particulars as may be required.
Every engine so registered will carry its

club registered number sealed to the
cylinder, and alterations in the dimensions
or any other particular of any engine as
entered on the register would render the
entry void. iS^'o motor cycle having the
engine so altered can take part in any
competition until application has been
"made for re-regi.?tratiou.

Brakes on Racing Mounts.

Readers will remember the controversy
which reigned last autumn over the ques-
tion of the fitting of brakes to racing
motor cycles; and the new B.M.C.R.C.

rules make it obligatory that every motor

cycle taking part in any race other than

an attempt on record must have an effi-

cient rear wheel brake.

Throughout a race the motor cycle

must be propelled by its own power, and
competitors may not pedal, paddle, ct

push at any time, except a competitor

whose motor cycle is disabled before the

finish of any race may by his own un-

aided muscular energy get his motor cycle

across the finishing Ihie, and will then

be considered to have completed the race.

In all sidecar races a passenger must
at all times keep his body from the hips

down within the body of the sidecar, and
his head and shoulders must be exposed

and visible from the judges' box.

It is quite evident that these carefuUy-

drawn-up rules will do ranch to protect

the interests of competitors.

PRICES OF SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
A Schedule of Prices at which used and shop -soiled Motor Cycles were being offered in the miscellaneous

advertisements of last week's issue of " The Motor Cycle."

MAKE, H.P., AND DATE.
A.B.C. 3 h.p., 1920
Abingdon 5-G h.p. sc, 1920 . .

.

A.C.E. 8 h.p., 1920
.Acme 8 h.p. sc, 1920
A.J.S. 6 h.p. sc, 1920

Allon 2J h.p., 1920
.Ariel 3i h.p. sc, 1920
Bat Oh.p. sc, 1920
Blackburne 4 h.p., 1920 . .

.

Bliickburne 4 h.p. sc, 1020
Blackburne 8 h.p., 1920 . .

.

Bradbury 4 h.p., 1920
B.S.A. 4 h.p. s.c 1920

AVERAGE
PRICE.

r97

Calthorpe-Jap, 2J h.p., 1920
Cedes 2|h.p., 1920
Cleveland 2J h.p., 1920
Clj-no 2Jh.p., 1920
Coulson-B. 2J h.p., 1920
Coventry Eagle 2i h.p., 1920
Diamond 2.1 h.p., 1920
Douglas 2} h.p., 1920
Douglas 4 h.p. sc, 1920
Edmund-Jap 2} h.p., 1920
Enfield S h.p. sc, 1920
Enfield 2i h.p., 1920
Harley-Davidson 7-9 h.p. sc, 1920
Harley-Davidson 4 h.p., 1920 . .

.

Henderson 10 h.p. sc, 1920
Hobart 2} h.p., 1920
Humber 4 h.p. sc, 1920
Indian 7-9 h.p. sc, 1920 ....
Indian 4 h.p., 1920
lavicta 2^ h.p., 1920
James 5-G h.p. sc, 1920

CLASSIFIED PRICES.
/So, £95, £110
£1S0 -
*£210 -
£150 —
£165, £170, £170, £180, t£lS0, iVlS-j,

£200 : a77
£G5, £70 - £08
£105, £110, £110, £110 flOD
£165, n70 . ... £163
£110, £110 <110
£139 -
*£140 -
£95, £130, £140 £122

. £120, £120, £126, £125, •£12'^ flSO.

£130, t£130, £140 £127
£65, £60 £.58

£G0 —
£70 ..-...' . -
£16, £C0 £53
£70, £70 £70
£60, £70 £65
£50 -
£68, £85, £85, £96 £83
£105, £125, £130 £120
£60, £65, *nO £65
£140, £150,' t£100 /ISO
£65, /GO, £65 . £60
£160, t£lGO, £170, £180, £18-1, •£205 £177
£112, 'fllO £136
£100, £175, £190 £175

*fG6 —
n55 _

t£145, t£155, t£lGO £153
«15 —
£70 :

-
£130, £145 nsS

MAKE. H.P., AND DATE.
James 2J h.p., 1920
Lea-Francis 3.V h.p., 1920
Levis 2i h.p., '1920
Martinsyde 6 h.p. sc, 1920
Matchless 8 h.p. sc, 1920

Metro-Tyler 2{ h.p., 1920

New Imperial S h.p. sc, 1920
New Imperial 8 h.p. sc, 1919
Norton 4 h.p., 1920
Norton 4 h.p. sc., 1920
N.U.T. 3.V h.p.. 1920 .

O.K. 2.', li.p., 1920
P. & M". 31 h.p., 1920
Quadrant 4^ h.p. sc
Rex 5 h.p. sc, 1920
Rover 3.'. h.p. T.T., 1920
Royal Ruby 8 h.p. sc, 1920 .

Royal Rubv 3 h.p.. 1920
Rudge 3.! h.p., 1920
Rudge 7-9 h.p. sc, 1920
Scott 3} h.p. sc, 1920
Scott .3J h.p.,a920
Sun-Vitesse 24 h.p., 1920
Sunbeam 3! h.p., 1920
Sunbeam 3} h.p. sc. 1920 . .

.

Sunbeam S h.p. sc, 1920 . . .

.

Triumph 4 h.p., 1920
Triumph 4 h.p. sc, 1920

A\'ERAC.E
PRICE.

New Hudson 2i h.p., 1920 £48

CLASSIFIED PRICES.
/50 —
£80. £88, £122 £93
£60, £58 £51
A44 —
tn55, /160, £105, t£175. t£175, flSO,

t£lS0,'t£lS5, t£190, t*£190 £17(1

£50, 'f70 £00

Velocette 2J h.p., 1920 £65
Verus 4 h.p., 1920 £80,
Wooler 25 h.p., 1920 £74, £80
Zenith 8 h.p. sc, 1920 £145, £1
Zenith 5-G h.p., 1920 £100, £110

^Unused.. fDynamo lighting.

n50
£140, £155
niO, £116
£155
t£U6, t£130 ;..

£55
£94, /lOO, £105, £120
£90, £125
£120 -..

£85, £90, £105
£180
£105
£73, £75
£115, A15 £115

£] 25, £140 £133
£100, '£130
£60, £06
£126, £130, t£150
£100, £165, £1G5
£235 —
£90, flOO, £100, £108, £110, £120.. flOl
£110, '£120 £120, £140, £160 £139

£82':;;;::;;:::;;:::::

£148
£113

£133

£105
£WS

.£93

£71

ni5
£63

ri3:>

£103

£81
£77
£14S

£105

BI6
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Comparative Motor Cycle Performances.
A Paper read before (he I.A.E. on a Subject of Interest to ail Motor Cyclists.

In fig. 15 are curves for a 350 c.c. two-
oycle engine of popular make. Tlie liorse-

)iower curve A was issued by the manu-
f;icturers in their advertising matter.

^ ^,

4

3

2

i /^'w N
/ \

/a -^ -V

k<^flHR r -1^

IS^^ A- Makers fiqurea

A , B-As lesled

1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200
R.P.M.

Fig. 15.—350 c.c. Two-cvcLE Escink

Powt!r curves.

riie author was not surprised to find that
the engine was not really as bad as it

was painted by its makers, for test of

one which had done a thousand or no
miles gave the results plotted iii curves
B in fig. 15. As a matter of fact, the

speed droop on the B curves is

probably due in part to the fact that the
ngine was tested in the condition in

which it finished its road work.
A few interesting figures are obtainable

as a result of analysis of various speed
performances, an a.ssumed value being

n for the tractive resistance, on the
ba.-iis of the figures given in Table III.
Kor example, the record-breaking 7-9 h.p.

liidian which, ridden by Le Vack,
recently did 95 m.p.h. on a declared gear
of 3(iy to 1, must have been producing

I 1)/; of 91 lb. per sq. in. at 3,500 r.p.m.
an e.\cellent figure for a side-valve
gine, but not at all abnormal. The

3i h.p. Norton, with O'Donovan up, did
33 m.p.h. on a gear of 3|-i to 1, which
means an 1;;; of 99 lb. per sq. in. at -

4,000 r.]i.m. A 2? h.p. Douglas, with
overliead valves and steel cylinders (pre-

120 1

1 ,>.^s!a!l45i2_ 1

rT,^|«H4-9I
^

U^ .

ir
T^ / -

y
'*^-

/rr"-^ Ssfe,
52 10 ^ ' 4.,«w5sfe.jjlQ

««'i!55ii>
""'«*«,

fPj'

t «S 2 25 3

Mire
3S «

our
_'5_ 5P »

Fig. iG.—6 u.p. D.S..^. Outfit.

Tractive effort and resistance curves
No windscreen fitted.

Gross weight, 950 lb.

R«=20-{-0.042V'.
Gear ratio, .j.g to i and 5.5 to i.

Maximum speed by curves=J42i m.p.h. U-O)
,, „ observed =43 m.p.h.

T.E. curve obtained from engine test,

B.S.A. carburetter.

(Conlinuci jrom. •page 601.

j

war type), was stated to give a ma.ximum
of 13 h.p. at 5,000 r.p.m., which means
96.5 lb. per sq. in. ij/; at that speed. A
3^ h.p. Sunbeam, giving 14^ b.h.p. maxi-
mum at 4,250 r.p.m., shows 89 lb. per
sq. in. These figures, of course, are not
the maximums for ^Jj, since the maximum
horse-power is not reached until the mean
effective pressure has fallen off con-

siderably.

To take a different type of engine, a

3J h.p. Scott was recently clocked at

69 m.p.h. Assuming the revolutions to

be 2,500 per minute, which is a reason-

able figure for a two-cycle engine, the
brake mean effective pressure would be
48 lb. per sq. in. on the gross volume, or

50 lb. per sq. in. on the nctt volume,
assuming the latter to bo 80% of the

gross. On the other hand, the pre-war
Singer machine, which for a considerable
time hold the hour record in the 350 c.c.

class at 62.68 m.p.h., was geared 4J to 1,

and was, therefore, doing substantially

4,000 r.p.m. for the whole hour. This
gives an T]p of only 71 lb. per sq. in.

Lastly, the little 23 h.p. A.,T.S., wliich

has made such sensational sprint per-

formances, is said to give 13^ h.p. on
the brake. Unfortunately, the author
has no idea of the speed at which this

is developed, so it can only be said that

if the speed is 5,000 r.p.m., the >)^is
100 lb. per sq. in. ; if 4,500 r.p.m.,

112 lb. per sq. in. ; or if 4,000 r.p.m., it

is 123" lb. per sq. in. In any case the
figures are remarkable enough.

Road Performance.
In fig. 16 the power curve given in

fig. 12 for a 6 h.p. B.S.A. engine has
been converted into tractive effort curves,

assuming the top gear ratios of 4.9 and
5.5 to 1, which are the extremes of the
range fitted by the B.S.A. Co. as

standard. The tractive resistance curve
is also sliown, and it will be observed
that this cuts the Te curve for the 4.9

gear at 42| m.p.h., and for the 5.5 gear
at 433 m.p.h. These speeds, as a matter
of fact, agree almost exactly with the
author's observations on the road. Lest
it be thought that this particular com-
bination is unusually slow, it may be as

well to point out that it can only attain

a maximum possible speed of 44 m.p.h.,

for, at this speed, the resistance horse-

power is exactly equal to the maximum
horse-power produced by the engine. To
give this, a gear of 5 to 1 in required if

no wheel slip is allowed for, so that in

all probability 5.5 to 1 is about the fastest

possible gear on the road.

The Hai'ley-Davidson engine, the power
curve for which is given in fig. 11, with
.its maximum of substantially 18 h.p. at

3,100 r.p.m., would do .just 51 m.p.h.

against the same resistance, and would
need to be geared 5 to 1. Since it is

improbable that any ordinary touring
engine produces more power than this

example of the Harley-lJavidson, it may
fairly be said that 50 m.p.h. is about the

upper limit of speed for a fully equipped
touring combination with large sidecar

and screen. Reduction of the v' factor

in the resistance formula will, of course,

increase the ma.ximura possible speed very

considerably.
To return to fig. 16, the lower curves

represent the probable petrol consump-
tion of the B.S..\..6 h.p. combination at

various road speeds, as calculated from
the bench tests and the tractive resist-

ance curves. It will be noticed that the
higher gear gives an advantage of about
5 in.p.g. over most of the range, although
at the upper and lower limits the differ-

ence is not so great. These consumption
curves, which agree very well with road
results, show the immense importance of

keeping the speed low if petrol economy
is an object, since, while the consumption
may be 68 m.p.g. at a steady 20 m.p.h.,
it inerea.ses to 50 m.p.g. witli an increase

of speed to 30 m.p.li., and to 39 m.p.g.

.

if the speed be increased to 40 m.p.h.

tJG
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I-"ic. 17.— 6 H.p. B.S.A. OuTiir.

.Acceleration and climbing cap.-icitv.

Gross weight, 950 lb.

Cui-vcs obtained from T.E. curves.

The liveliness and climbing power of

the machine are obviously represented by
the space between the Te and Tr curves,
and fig. 17 shows this on a horizontal

base. The ordinatcs to the curves in

fig. 17 represent the excess tractive effort

available at the speeds concerned^ and,
therefore, represent the accelerative effort

or climbing capacity of the vehicle at

each speed. The considerable advantage
gained by the use of the lower of the two
gear ratios is at once evident. On the
4.9 gear, a steady gradient of 1 in 19 can
just be climbed, while on the 5.5 gear
the maximum is 1 in 14.2—a very great
improvement, which more than outweighs
the slight increase in petrol consumption.
The tractive effort curves on all three

gears of the same combination are given
in fig. 18, together with the resistance

curves on various gradients. The maxi-
mum gradient climbable on top gear is,

of course, 1 in 14.2, as shown in fig. 17,;

B19



Comparative Motor Cycle Performances.—

while on the second gear 1 in 8 is just

possible, and on the first gear something
steeper than 1 in 4 is covered. It will

be noticed that if maximum climbing

speed is desired, it pays to change down
from the top to the second gear at

30 m.p,h.,.and from the second to the

first gear at about 20 m.p.h.

20 n 30
Miles per hour

Fig. i8.—6 H.p. Outfit.

Tractive effort and resistance curves.

Gear ratios, 5.5, 8.5, and 15 to i.

Gross weight, 950 lb.

R=20-{-0.042t'-.

The performance of the 4J. h.p. B.S.A.
combination on ' all gears is described

graphically in fig. 19. The curves are

]ilotted to show what the author calls the

accelerative ratio on the three gears of

5.5, 8.8, and 14 to 1 respectively at all

road speeds. The accelerative ratio is

merely the accelerative force of fig. 17

divided by the gross weight of the

macliine.

Since the maximum accelerative ratio

on top gear in fig. 19 is approximately
0.08, the maximum gradient climbable is

1 in 12^, while as the curve cuts the zero

line at 43 m.p.h. this is obviously the

maximum speed. The second gear

capacity is just short of 1 in 6, while on
the first gear 1 in 3.2 is possible.

The same machine solo is described by
fig. 20, in which the full line curves
represent the performance of the machine
on gear ratios of 4.75, 7.5, and 12.2 to 1

respectively, the gross weight being

0-3
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Fig. 19.—4i h.p. B.S.A. Outfit.

Acceleration curves.

Gross weigiit, 780 lb.

taken to be 440 lb., and the rider pre-

sumed to be sitting bolt upright in the
conventional, but decidedly uncomfort-
able, touring position. The power curve
used is the full line in fig. 14, which
I'epresents the results obtained from the
standard engine.

Eeturning to the top gear curves, the
dotted curve represents exactly the same
machine with tlie gear raised to 4 to 1,

and the rider adopting a semi-T.T. nosi-

tion. The chain curve is for the top gear
performance of the high compression
engine of which the power curve is given
in fig. 14, with the rider in a full racing
position and a gear ratio of .3| to 1.

, Car V. Motor Cycle.

Taking first the engine, the motor cycle

engine is, as a rule, of a somewhat lower
compression ratio than the average car
engine, and its ideal ifp is, therefore,

correspondingly lower, while its ideal

consumption is a trifle liigher. In making
comparisons, therefore, it is necessary to
allow for this difference in compression
ratio, and for this purpose the author has"

prepared the curves in fig. 21, which
show the variation of ideal tfp and con'
sumption with varying ratios of com-
pression. These curves are based on
Eicardo's proposed standard of attain-

able ideal efficiencies, and, while their

exact accuracy may be of a doubtful
order, their shape is certainly sufficiently

nearly correct for purposes of comparison.
From page 121 in the same volume the
author has extracted particulars of a
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Fig. 20.—4^ H.p. B.S.A. (solo).

Acceleration curves.

Gross weight, 440 lb.

number of car engines, as given in Table
IV. At the bottom are given figures for

certain of the motor cycle engines already
mentioned :

^

T.^BLE IV.

12

/

2lol

'

\

-vS^
1

\
^T.T.H.Ca- rsioi

SemiTT.siandord 4 Oiol/
Tourinq slondord 4-7S lo 1 _

>;'^> --

Actmlr)p. Ideal TIP,

Engine. R. lb. per
sq. in.

lb. per
sq. in.

%

20 Daimler .... 4.6 88.7 lf8 750
e-30 Daimler .... 4.6 .90.7 U8 77.0
4-30 Daimler .... 4-5 87.

8

117 75.0
6-4S Daimler .... 4-,'j S7..I 117 74.8
16-20 Napier 4-5 83.0 117 71.
A Wolselev 4-1 77.0 112 68.8"

C Wolseley 4-1 81.0 112 72-3
M Wolselev 4-1 79 -o 112 70.5
20 Vau.vhall 85.0 117 72.5
20 Vauxhall PH . . %-0 104.0 121 86.0
25 Vau-xhall PH .

.

4-5 90.0 117 770

4j B.S.A. standard 3-52 83.0 103 80. i

4i B.S..A. HC 4.0 930 no 84..

1

6 B.S.A. standard 3.(. 82.0 105 78.0
8 Harley-Davidson 3-7 S3.0 106 78.0

It will be seen from these figures that
motor cyclists have no need to be
ashamed of the performance of their
engines. The motor cycle engines quoted
are by no means of special design; yet
their performance is better than that of
any car engine in the list except the
20 h.p. Prince Henry Vauxhall, which
was a special high efficiency engine.

A comparison of petrol consumptions
is more difficult, since the author has not
the data respecting the performance of
car engines to enable a real comparisov
to be made. One example may, however,
be taken. In Mr. Pomeroy's last paper*-

• See Proc. I:A.E.. Vol. XIII.. o. 163.
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a large number of petrol consumption
figures were given, the best result
obtained on the standard side-valve
engine being 0.71 pint per brake horse-
power per hour. This engine has a com-
pression ratio of 4.8 to 1, its ideal con-
sumption from fig. 21 being 0.54 pint.
The actual is, therefore, 1.32 times the
ideal. The 6 h.p. B.S.A., on the othei'

hand, has a compression ratio of 3.6 to 1,

and its ideal -consumption is, therefore,
0.63 pint against an actual consumption
of 0.78 pint per brake horse-jiower' per

130
'

120

no I
loci

90
!_

1 , -___ :

lieoSJS-^'
„,—'^^

'^—^^__
~-^2i:ai-i!a£0!c2SL"P"on

Fig.

Compression rotio

I.'—RicARDO's Ideal Engi.ve Performance.
See Proc. I..\.E., \o\. XIII., page 120.

hour at the most economical point. The
actual in this case is, therefore, 1.24

times the ideal. The 4^ h.p. B.S.A. gives
0.8 pint against an ideal of 0.635, or a-
ratio of 1.25, while with a hot air pipe
fitted tlie consumption actually falls to

0.7 pint per brake horse-power per hour,
which is only 1.1. times the ideal.

From these few figures it does not
appear that the petrol consumption of the
motor cycle engine is other than good.

Ton m.p.g. Comparisons Wrong.

The reason for the failure of the ton-
miles per gallon system as a basis of

comparison is surely obvious. It is quite
useless to compare the performance of

different types of vehicles on a standard
which acknowledges weight only, when
the deciding factor in the resistance to

motion is not the w'eight at all, but the
wind resistance. Until, therefore, a

formula is devised which will incorporate
the V' resistance factor as a basis of
comparison, the only reasonable method
of making a comparison between dis-

similar vehicles is that whicli the author
has already used.

THE BELGIAN MOTOR
CYCLE GRAND PRIX.

THERE appears to have been a rumour
in Belgium that the Belgian Motor
Cj'cle Grand Prix will not take

place. This, however, does not seem to

be the case, and several Belgian agents
and makers have announced their willing-

ness to, take part. Among the makes
may be mentioned -the Spring (an inter-

esting machine described in Tht Motor
Oycle in our report of the Belgian Show
in December), the Sarolea, and Indiai'.

(the Indian agent talks of securing the

services of Le Vack and an English rider).

The well-known Belgian ageiit, M. Tay-
mans, hopes to enter several Triumphs.
Another Belgian agent, M. Breslau, ex-

pects to enter three Nortons, while the

M.A.G., -Blackburne, and F.N. motoi
cvcles will also be represented.
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Some Notes on Driving for Ihe Less Experienced Motor Cyclist.

MOTOR cyclists as a whole may be divided into

three classes : those who learn to drive and
become first-rate riders by the constant use

A their brains, those who learn by bitter experience,

and others who find it difficult to learn at all.

The first can motor cycle anywhere, are not

obtrusive, and do not inconvenience or endanger other

people, on or off the road. The second class are

willing folk, but, through their own fault, often have
a crowd around them at unfortunate times. The
third class, however, are to be seen and known any-

where, because their very faults and habits make them
conspicuous.

Any man of wisdom can see that road and traffic

CiHiditions are va.stly more complicated than ten years

ago, and that things generally are^ so to speak, speeded
up a very great deal. A motorist in Piccadilly in

19H suddenly brought through the space of time to

Piccadilly in 1921 would be amazed at the growth
and hustle in traffic, although a person who had
motored continuously through that period and had
kept his eyes open probably would be equally aware
of the change.

What to Avoid.
The beginner wants to avoid, at all costs, any early

tendency or habit in driving which may spoil his
chances of becoming a good rider, and some instances
of what " not to do '' in riding, etc., may be helpful
in exposing obvious, and yet not uncommon, errors,
and dissuade him from degenerating into the third
class alluded to.

As a first example we may refer to the diagram
'fig. r, which indicates a road with a side turning. A
small body of women and perhaps a knot of children
are stepping off the kerb at the comer to cross over

to the other side. A motor cyclist turning into the

side road sends the people back on to the kerb because

he has not sufficient patience to wait until the women
and children have safely crossed over. The right

procedure in such a case is obvious ; he .should

slow up and wait until the people have crossed over

before turning

into the side
road; but often

' one sees the
motor cychst

hoot loudly, and
apparently try to

take advantage

of the fact that

any person-^
would step back
under such rush

tactics.

Another e x-

ample of bad
form on the part

Fig. 1.—Do not be impatient to turn a O f untllinking

comer when pedestrians are crossing. drivers is tliat

shown in fig. 2.

Trams are standing beside each other at some well-

known tram stop in the main street of a town. A motor
cyclist is proceeding in the direction as shown, and
there is no chance of passing the tram on the off side
owing to a traffic block on the other side of the road. It

is Saturday morning, and the small body of shoppers
are passing from the left-hand pavement to board
the tramcar. The writer has often seen a rider
in his hurry, and by making a very big fuss wuth his

hooter, force a gap in the queue of people and pass
through. (Be it noted, no policeman or traffic regu-

B23
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.

In the Traflic-

« ^

Fig. 2.—No motor cyclist should force his way through a crowd

entering or leaving a tramcar.

lator was present.) As in the previous case, ' tlie

obvious and right thing for "the motor cyclist to do

was to have patience and wait until the people had
boarded the car, and then proceed 011 his way.

Having given instances of inconvenience being

caused to the public, we may now take a case showing
how one . motorist may cause risk tb another. In

the diagram fig. 3 is indicated a car proceeding along

a main road on its correct side. A motor cyclist

proceeding at a slightly faster pace in the same direc-

tion more or less suddenly decides to turn into the

j;/ side road on the
i^-

'-

' left-hand side
;

^^ conforming with

custom he puts

out his left hand
a nd suddenly
pulls up the

motorist to allow

him to- turn to

-the' left. Such
hasty and reck-

1 e s s procedure,

again begotten

b y impatience,
Fig. 3.—Do not cut in Iront ot a car.

could be avoided by slowing up and allowing the car

to proceed on its way before the cyclist turned into

the side road.

In the next illustration, fig. 4, is indicated a main
road with central lamp standards and .small islands at

regular intervals. A motor cyclist proceeds along the

road, and, by hugging the crown, passes each island

within only a couple of feet. Another rider proceed-

ing at a somewhat faster pace could not possibly pass

the first machine under these circumstances, because
it very often happens that the distance between the
islands is too short to allow the seeond driver to

overtake the first man. Of course, any attempt to

pass to the right of an island in the centre of the road
is unlawful. The moral in this example of bad driv-

ing is always to think of the man who might be coming
up behind you a«d wishes to pass, and that any
attempt to hug the crown of the road is selfish and un-

sportsmanlike.

,In fig. 5 is shown one of those humped, narrow
bridges one often finds in the country. If a rider

should take this class of bridge at a blind, he runs
the risk of having a crash with some car or vehicle

coming over the bridge in the opposite direction, for

the reason that in many cases he cannot be aware of

Fig. 4.—Any attempt to hug the crown of a road witli central

tram standards is selfish if a fellow motorist wishes to pass in the

same direction.

Fig. 5.—The rider who takes a hump back bridge at speed runs

the risk of meeting a vehicle on the other side.

vehicles approaching the bridge from the other side.

Furthermore, it sometimes happens that the actual

width of the bridge and its gradient are very decep-

tive, and where one might think that the width of a

bridge is 25ft., it is in reality only 12 or 15ft. The
dangers of taking such a bridge at a rush are immensely

increased should the road bend sharply to the left or

right on the other "side.

An incident of bad driving often seen is illustrated

in fig. d^ A rider proceeding along a main road, for

some reason or other suddenly decides to turn off to

the road on the right-hand side. This decision may
be accelerated by the fact that he has suddenly dis-

c V e r e d t li e

turning of which

he is in search.

A cyclist p r o-

ceeding a 1 O' n g
the main road

in tire opposite

direction is

forced to turn

into the side
road as well, by

the sudden
^I ~ ~

: \
action of the

' m o t r i s t, to
j

_. . -^
, , , ,. . avoid collision."

hig. 6.—Do not make sudden dives into
g ^ c J^ interrup-

side streets—consideration is due to the . r 1, 1

traffic on the other side of the road. 1 1 o n O I the]
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In the Traffic-

cyclist's course could have been avoided entirely by
the motorist stopping and allowing the cyclist to pro-
ceed on his way, the point being that pedestrians,
cyclists, and such folk should always be allowed
priority in cases like these. •

" -

The risks of poor driving are illustrated in the next
two diagrams. Fig. 7 shows a main road with a fairly

complicated tramway system; the road surface and
tram lines are very greasy, and the motor cyclist is

proceeding up the road between the tram lines. The
man who is slow in decision will invariably ride
between the tram lines, and in order to avoid skidding,
turns off the lines at the very worst spot, as shown
bv a cross.

Fig. 7.—When on tram lines it is wise

to turn to the side before coming to a

point where other lines join.

The (.Lingers of keeping up near to the rear of a

tram are two-fold. There is always the chance of the

Iram pulling up very suddenly, with corresponding
danger to the motor cyclist; while, as indicated in

fig. 8, there is the risk of a collision with a tram pro-
ceeding in the opposite direction should the motor
cyclist turn off to the right, and particularly if by
chance the section of the road on the left-hand side of
the oncoming tram should be blcx-ked. The solution in

such a case is to keep well to the rear of any tram
at all times.

A Tip Worth Remembering.
In the next diagram, lig. 9, is shown a traffic stop

ini an up grade, with a string of stationary vehicles,
and a motor cyclist at the extreme rear. In such a
case the latter should ahvavs leave a few feet between

Tpjmrmprv—
-wi nnnnpy-^

mn .-^^p

Fig. 8.—Do
not follow too

closely behind

a tram. There

IS a risk that

both sides of

the rai 1 ed

vehicle may be

blocked.

the vehicle at his iminediate front, since, if each
vehicle in the traffic stoppage should back down
the gradient only a few inches, the sum total of
movement may cause the last man's front wheel to he
badly bumped.
Two more examples of thoughtlessness and the lack

of considefation are shown in the remaining diagrams.

L
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Fig. 9.-In
a traffic stop

on an up grade

it is always

safer to leave

a few feet

between one's

machine and
thevehicleim-

mediately in

front

The lirst is the case where a sidecar is left stand-
ing against the kerb opposite a big road ob>truction
on the other side of the road. The sidecar driver
may have gone only into a tobacconist's for a few
moments, but it is suqjrising how a machiiie under
these circumstances can block the traffic in the road
at a busy time ; this is shown in lig. 10. One moment
of thought simply shows that the sidecar should have
been stopped at some spot on the road either at one or
the other side of that section which is obstructed.

Fig. 10.— It reveals thoughtlessness to leave one's machine on the
side of a partially blocked thoroughfare.

The last, and a very common example of pure care-
lessness, is the propping of a solo machine against
the kerb of a path which happens to be very narrow.
As seen in fig. ix, the width of the handle-bars and
various projecting parts of the machine has at once
the effect of reducing the available .space for any pedes-
trian.s who walk between the machine and the shop at
the sides; and, if it should be a very busy spot in the
town, the machine, under these circumstances, will
create a very considerable olxsiruction to pedestrians.
A certain class of rider has a habit of doing this out-
side tea shops and cafes in seaside towns. The way
out of the difficulty for the motor rvrlist is simply to
lift the machine up .on its

stand and to keep the
handle-bars turned away
trom the passers-by.

The foregoing are only
a fev/ exairiples of how a

thoughtless a n d
foolish motor
cyclist may either

risk his own or

thepublic's
safety, and the c- n -n. l n 1 ,

ro„,.»j., ; » I
rig. II.— 1 he handle-bars of a machineremedy m each i,f, |,^;„g ^^^^^^ ,^^ ^^^^ ^^.;„ ^^^^^

case IS obvious. considerable obstruction to pedestrians.

E27
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Model

Two feelings uppermost in our mind when taking

over the 1921 Royal Enfield sidecar outfit for a

test run were curiosity regarding the new Vickers-

made engine and a little uncertainty as to the pos-

sible difficulty of manipulating a lever-controlled

selective two-speed "gear" after a long sequence

of machines with handle- bar clutch levers and

three ratios.

A remarkable point noticed about the machine when
delivered was the wonderfully slow running of the

engine, for it would tick over as slowly as will the

engine of a lorry, each moment apparently coming
to a standstill and then carrying over dead-centre in

a way W'hich mystified all

who watched it. In the

case of a two-speeded side-

car outfit, it is essential that

the engine should have
ample power, and, at the

same time, be capable of

pulling very slowly, since

the clutch is not capable of

the same delicate manipula-
tion as one of the handle-
bar controlled variety. In

tight corners iodeed a very

complete range of responsiveness to the throttle is

essential, for all "driving" is done on that control,

and the method of driving " on the gears " must be
largely forgotten.

A Flexible Engine.

Let it be said, then, that the Enfield outfit is

equipped with an engine which gives smooth running
at all speeds up to 40 m.p.h. (beyond that we did not
go), dead slow pulling, a tick-over when idle, and very
easy starting. Our test "run included several " abQut
town " journeys in the Midlands and one trip to

.Malvern and back; in all, probably 150 miles
^

B2S

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE: V twin, Vickers-Enfield, S5x S5mm.= 965 c.c.

LUBRICATION: Mechanical. CARBURETTER: Amac.

TRANSMISSION: I xichains. MAGNETO : Lucas.

GEARS: Enfield two-speed, selective.

TYRES: 700 y. SO mm. WEIGHT: 280 lb. (solo).

SIDECAR: Royal Enfield PRICE: £160 (sidecar).

THE 8 h.p. ROYAL
ENFIELD TWO-
SPEED SIDECAR,

WITH THE NEW
VICKERS BUILT

ENGINE.

running, during which no adjustments or diffic^ilties

were encountered.

Owing to'the total weight of the outfit being low

when compared withl^the engine capacity, there is a

delightful feeling of liveliness about the iiiachiiie

when driving on top gear; ordinary undulating main

roads are flattened out to no small degree even on a

4}^ to I top gear, and, as the engine is almost com-

pletely silenced at the exhaust and has only slight

tappet noise, it gives a decided impression of

effortles-sness.

While at Malvern it was decided that the Old ^Vysh(.•

road should be attempted in order to form an idea of

the climbing powers of the

machine on its 9 to i low

gear. As most modern

.three-speed sidecar outfits

are geared about 14 or 15

to I on bottom, some littlt-

doubt was entertained as to

the possibility of a succes.--

ful climb, and. perhaps, in

consequence of this pessi-

mistic outlook, a failure

was registered less than half

way up, before the 1 in 2.9

crest was reached. Running backwards on such a hiil

is no joke, especially when the sidecar passenger is i^iot

used to " happenings '' on freak gradients. However,
the dummv belt-drum brake on the front wheel pro\'ed

particularly effective, enabling the machine to be held

while the driver dismounted. Turning round, it was,

decided to give the hill best and try something a little

easier, so the new road to the Wyche Cutting was

taken and then an attempt was made on the grass track

to the summit of the AVorcestershire Beacon.

Despite a violent head-wind, this climb was accom-

plished with the greatest ease, and, although the wind

was too high to permit of staiiding upright on the
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Road Tests of New Models.—

steps of the memorial at the summit, the eighty mile
circle of prospect was enjoyed from ^ariotIS sheltered
corners.

it was considered impossible to
Descending again,

eave the vicinity

without having a

second shot at the
Old Wyche," especi-

ally after the per-
formance on t h e

L'eacon, so another
attempt was made,
and, changing down
early, a perfectly

successful a s cent
was made—the dif-

ference in the two
climbs being, in all

probability, entirely

a question of driver's

morale. Being un(Jer

the eye of the law,

a n d the machine
being equipped with
tlie huge trade num-
ber plates (we felt

hke a tester on a sur-

reptitious joy-ride),

no delay was made
to admire the scene
of our triumph, and
a '

to
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was not altered (for no instructions were provided) !

Special praise must be given to the sidecar. Exceed-
mgly well sprung, it has ample room for the average
passenger, and the luggage accommodation is excel-
lent. The placing of the tools iii- a drawer . in the

sidecar dash is also

Tlie Enfield, alter making the ascent of Worcester Beacon.- The sidecar is of goodly

luick run down
proportions, but not unduly heavy, and the springing, too, Is excellent.

\\'orcester and so home to Coventry was made.

Petrol and Oil Consumption.
Many machines as delixered siiow shocking petrol

consumption, but the Enfield did 50 to 55 m.p.o-.
throughout; being a new engine, liowever, the cnl

onsumption was high, for the mechanical pump was
set by the makers to ,i,d\-e a sliiiiitlv smokv exh.iust and

an excellent idea.

Regarding the
machine itself, the

s a m e remarks on
comfort cannot be

applied to the par-

t i c u 1 a r one we
sampled. Despite

700 X 80 mm. tyres,

it was bumpy to

ride, and something
in the nature of a

spring seat pillar

would have been
welcomed; the
spring forks also

appeared to work
with extreme reluct-

ance, though pos-

s i b
1 y further

milling would have
eased the initial

stiffness of the
•springs.

Speaking of the

controls generally

,, ,, , ,, , .
theclean appearance

01 the handle-bars is worthy of comment, the cables
being concealed within the bars and no handle-
bar clutch being fitted. The hand starter is easv to
operate once the knack is jtcquired, but a certain
amount of strength is needed.
Mudguarding is-.esiiecially good, and, despite the

fact hat large tyres are reputed to be mudslingers,
the^ cleanliness of the outfit was satisfactory.

One of the chief characteristics of the new 8 h.p. sidecar Is the sweet running of the engine. A high average
without any symptoms of overheating.

speed can be maintained
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible^or the opinions of his correspondents.

Ail letters must be addressed to the Editar, " Th3 Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address*

PRICES OF CARBIDE.
Sir,—I agree with "Carbide," who wrote, in a recent

issue, that the price of carbide is disgusting, and wanted
to know wliy we have to pay Is. 2d. per lb. from the
trader. I bouglit 1 cwt. of carbide " kimps," costing me
4|d. per lb., including carriage. Now I should like to
know where the difference comes in from 4|d. per lb. to

Is. 2d. per lb. bought from the trader? DISGUSTED.
Cirencester.

EXCESSIVE ENTRY FEES?
Sir,—Most clubs at this time of the year are busy organ-

ising speed trials, etc. May I make the suggestion that, in

the majority of cases, the entrance fees are rather high?
I feel sure that if the fees were kept down to a moderate

figure the clube- would obtain much better etitries and also

would satisfy their own members. I sincerely trust that
this will be considered bv officials when arranging these
matters.

"

FRANK COLLARD.

SPEEDS—TWO UP.
Sir.—Your correspondent, M. Jean C. VVatelet, states that

on his 1914 Douglas (2J?) he has travelled journeys of 125
miles, lady on carrier, at an average speed of 28.32 m.p.h.

I am neither a speed merchant nor a loiterer. On one or
two runs from Sheffield to Aylesbury (about 125 miles) on a

2| h.p. Douglas, later than 1914, fitted with a speedometer
(tested), often running 40 m.p.h,, I find it takes me five and a
quarter hours (excluding stops), which works out 23.80 m.p.h.

I take off my hat to one who could do the same distance,
on a similar make, at an average of 28.32 m.jj.h. with pas-
senger on the carrier. I did not know it could be done.
Most Douglases I know have a maximum speed of 55 m.p.h.
under favourable conditions with one up (excluding T.T.
models). To average 30 m.p.h. on the road one must often
get up a 60-70 m.p.h. spurt [This is not so.

—

Ed.], and this
average is rarely exceeded by high-powered touring cars on a
road such as London-Portsmouth or the Great North Road.
Worksop. ECLIPSED.

CLASSIFYING COMPETITION RIDERS.
Sir,—Is not all this correspondence making a mountain out

of a miserable mole-hill? Admitted that the amateur cannot
compete with the trade man in speed events, I still fail to
see what the former has to grouse about. In all open speed
events, and in moist club events, there are special classes for
him ; and if he wishes to try his hand in the open classes
he knows wliat to expect. And as regards reliability trials,
I think that very few. regular amateur competitors feel that
they are out of it—except when what amounts to a " fast
hiU-cIimb" is used to find a winner, and it always seems to
me that this is not a legitimate feature. It is, I suppose, a
matter of common knowledge among competition riders that,
as far as riding ability goes, the avcraqe trade rider is a long
way behind the amatejtr. It is only necessary to watch
competitors on a really bad hairpin bei'id or "colonial" road
to see the truth of this. I have been many times surprised,
though I am so no longer, to see what thoroughly bad exhi-
bitions of riding trade men, even those with international
reputations,^ have given when confronted with really difficult
surface, while comparatively unknown amateurs sail serenely
by with feet on rests. There are, of coiu-se, brilliant excep-
tions

; but in reliability trials the good amateur can compete
on perfectly equal terras with the trade man, and if he does
B32

not get his fair share of awards he has only his own lack ol

skill to blame. The remedy is obvious. Do not squeal, but

go and practise riding in a farmyard till vou really can ride.

(Rev.) J. "M. PHILPOTT.

POLICE PREJUDICE AND THE SWISS SIX DAYS.
Sir,—No doubt a few of us who know the feeling against'

motors in Switzerland (except in the French and Italian

cantons) would be glad to hear that some guarantee has been
obtained by the organising body from the Swiss police

authorities.

It should be remembered that a Swiss policeman has the;

power (and exerts it fully) to stop any motorist and fine

him on the spot under the name of bail to appear at Court
later on. South of Lac Leman (the lake of Geneva), where
French is spoken, and south of the St. Gothard Pass, where
Italian is sfioken, all is well, but north of these points, where
the German language and mentality rule .supreme, the

motorist is shown very clearly that lie is not wanted. Speed
limits of 4.5 kilometres (three miles) an hour on level lake-

side roads bear witness to this, and these limits are no dead
letter either, as one reports to the police on entering the'

section, and is given a time check to hand to the police at

the other end. Kingston is a miracle of tolerance in com-
parison.

France is good enough for me when, like old John Gilpin,

I wish to ride abroad. J. STUART AVHITE.

GOLD MEDAL IN SPITE OF DISABLILITY.
Sir,—Perhaps the enclosecl photograph of the Harley-

Davidson on which I was lucky enough to win a gold

medal in the "Land's End" may be of interest to other
disabled men who are trying to decide on the choice of a

mount. It says much for the ease and simplicity of control
that my Harley is a stan-
daid machine, the onlv
alteration being a le\er
bolted to the brake pedal.

E. J. L. STRONG

A disabled rider who won a gold medal in the London-Land's

End Trial on a Harley-Davidson sidecar > and made a good climb

of Porlock Hill. This feat demonstrates the ease with which the

modern sidecar is manipulated, but at the same time manipulation

and driving alone cannot win London-Land's End gold medals.

(See letter, Mr. E. J. L. Strong.)
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TRACING TROUBLE BY A LITTLE LOGIC.

Sir,
—' Ixion " has propounded some puzzling problems in

mechanical troubles, but I fancy that the following would
baffle even him.
My 4 h.p. single-cylinder sidecar outfit suddenly lost its

iiine after eurmounting a stiff hill on second. There wae no

misiiring, no symptoms of carburetter - trouble—just serious

lose of power. " Examination of every part disclosed nothing

.imiss, and I remounted, and went away again as well ae ever.

A few miles farther on I' had again to use eecond gear, and

the trouble recurred. Again I tested everything, including

Cfrfnpression, but all appeared in perfect order. Off I went

once more (after taking the precaution to fit another plug),

and all went well till I used second again, when the trouble

reappeared. This time I started tabulating facts, which,

naturally, led to an association of gears w'lth the loss of

power, but the gears seemed free enough, so I again resumed

my journey and waited for the next change down. It came,

biit the trouble did not ! Deductions wrong, Watson !

Nor did it recur after the ne.xt two changes down, but at

the third it did it gPi-iously. With a stiff wind and a hilly

road before me, I was compelled to solve the trouble, and

then I noticed that the exhaust valve tappet was suspiciously

1. right, as if it had been hammei-ed by the valve. Vet the

clearance was correct

!

With the compression tap open I turned the engine round,

but could not make the valve touch the tappet when down,

nor could I make the tappet stick up. So I sat down and

wiote in my notebook the following facts:

1.) Trouble only after gear change.

2.) Exhaust tappet being hammered.
Query: What connection between gear change and tappet?

Answer : Hand valve-lifter when change is effected.

But an inspection of the hand lifter revealed nothing wrong,

.-0 I determined to test it running. Again I went off in

perfect .style and waited for the trouble. It occurred right

enough after changing down and changing back again to top,

-d. declutching, I left the engine running and carefully looked

It the hand lifter. And, lo ! I found the trouble. I was

wearing a long-sleeved Cardigan, and a loop of the material

uas hooked on to the end of the wire where it comes through

the handle-bar lever, thus preventing the wire from going

back, and so holding the tappet up to the foot of the valve.

I mav add that f usually lift the exhaust after throttling

down to stop, and this allowed the loop to escape before I

noticed it. I turned back my sleeve, and went on without

any further trouble. G.A.

Northampton. "•

IRREDUCIBLE MINIMUMS" IN CAMPING EQUIP-
MENT.

Sir,— I read with interest the article by Mr. H. Riley in

a recent issue of The Motor Cuch. One is invariably struck

by the difference of ideals held by several enthnsiasts, and
lliis is particularly true in regard to the "iiTeducible

minimum " of equipment. I have no doubt that for your
contributor's particular party the arrangement was perfect.

Mv own ideal would be less camping and more riding.

As regards equipment, I have found that even the tent can
lie dispensed with (provided there are no ladies in the party).

Ill the summer I sleep quite comfortably in an oilskin suit,

in colder weather in an oilskin covered sleeping bag. The
only objection to this method is the discomfort of getting up
and preparing breakfast if it happens to be raining ; so I

usually carry a special lightweight tent for use if the •weather

is unfavourable, otherwise I am off on the road at dawn with
a 'minimum of trouble.

I have fomid the best cooking outfit to be an Army " billy
"

and a small blowlamp to take motor spirit. Strange as it

may seem, however, in a long experience all over the country
my greatest difficulty has been that of finding water. Good
camping ground is easily found, but to find good camping
ground with drinking water handy is not easy. If possible,

therefore, a spare tin which can be filled on the road some
time before settling down for the night should be included
in the kit. .

^

A little study of the map is of great assistance in finding
good camping ground even in strange localities, and this
brings me to my real reason for writing. What is the law
regarding camping ? Of course, I know the recognised method
of requesting permission from the landowner and camping on
his enclcsed ground, but this has the objection of taking up
considerable time. My own practice is to branch off into a

by-road on which the hedges or fences are at some distance

back from the road itself, wheel the bicycle up on the grass,

and camp out in the shelter of the hedge. Suitable places

of this kind ai'e always easily found without trespassing, and,
if the road is carefully selected, one may be there half the
day without anyone passing, except occasional farm, hands.
Only on one occasion have I been challenged. In a sparsely

populated district in Oxfordshire, one day about 6 a.m.,

I was told to move on by the local constable. Possibly only
half awake, I was too much taken by surprise to discuss the

matter, and he did hot wait. The others of my party say

he muttered something ^about having had to move some
•gipsies earlier that morning, and could not make any distinc-

tions. I have never been able to get an authoritative state-

ment on this point, and shall be glad if you can give your
camping readere a ruling.

I may add, even if illegal, only the suspension of my
licence would make me give up camping, which I consider

the perfect complement of a motor cycle holiday.

J. JAMESON.
[Genei'ally speaking, camping by the roadside and on waste
ground is illegal, and, although the law is not often

enforced, it is much preferable to obtain permiesion from
an obliging farmer.

—

Ed.]

MECHANICAL OIL PUMPS IN COLD WEATHER.
Sir,— I hope I am not presuming too much in asking you

to publish an account of two jiholographs which I enclose.

My rca.<!ons for making this request are :

(1.) Shortly after tlie last Show you stated that the
"Best" mechanical pump could not be classed as a pressure

lubricator. Th'-. point was
certainly dealt with in a
short letter published in

.your is.sue of December 30th,
but evidence of the photo-
graphs was not available at
that time.

(2.) There appears to be
a feeling amongst current
opinion that mechanical
pumps are not capable of
passing oil in cold weather.
An instance of this is found
in Mr. David Tod's letter

published on January 5th.

I feel, therefore, that the
two e.^cperiments we have
just made are of sufficient

interest, as bearing on the
subject of mechanical lubri-
cation for motor cycles,^ to
warrant their publication.
The first photograph shows

a Best and Llo}'d mechanical
pump delivering a very
thick mixture of oil and
vaseline. As a matter of
fact, it was of the consist-
ency of butter, and was
specially prepared to test the
efficiency of the pump. Some
idea of its viscosity cr.n be
obtained from the shape of
the heap below the drip. It
will be seen that this is

roughly of conical shape,
measuring about Ijin. across
and lin. in height.
The other photograph con-

firms the positive qualities
of the -pump, which shows
oil being delivered at a pres-
sure of over 100 lb. to the
square inch, so that there
appear to be no grounds for

thinking that mechanical lubrication is unreliable in cold
weather when thick oil is used. R. D. BEST.

Best .anb Llotd, Ltd.
[The second photograph, which exigencies of space compel

us to omit, clearly shows oil being forced out of the nozzle
at a pressure, registered on an adjoining gauge, of 105
lb. per square inch.

—

Ed.]

Proving that a mechanical

oil pump functions in cold

weather—a test of the " Best"

mechanical pump referred to

in the letter from Messrs.

Best and Lloyd,
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GETTING OUT OF LONDON.
Sir,—I quite agree that tlie condition of Edgware Road is

disgraceful. I often go to Town from Eadlett, and find the
following route fairly good ;

Take road from Regents Park to Finchley Road and Swiss
Cottage, then straight on to Golder's Green Tube Station.

Turn to left opposite the station and continue to Hendoii
until on the top of Hendon Hill^ where a turning to the right

is seen. Take it, and bear round to the left tow,ards the

Aerodrome, but turning to right at the bottom of the hill.

Thence continue straight on to Mill Hill, through Mill Hill to

Arkley and Barnet Gate. Turn to left towards Elstree when
'at Barnet Gate, and.go right into Elstree. Then turn to right

for Hertfordshire. This road is Watling Street, the continua-

tion of the Edgware Road.
The above route is the one I always take, and is about

twenty-one miles from Regent's Park to Radlett, It is not

nearly so bad as the main roads, though more difficult to

follow. LT5815.
Radlett.

WAS IT ENGINE SEIZURE?—THE BEST SOLUTION.
Sir,—After reading the symptoms detailed by the writers

of several letters, appearing under the heading, " Was it

Engine Seizure?" in a recent issue of 7'Jie Motor Cycle, I

have little doubt that the purely temporary apparent seizure,

or "locking," as it might be described, of the engine was
due, not to the true seizing of frictional, or bearing, sur-

faces, but simply to sparking plug incandescence.

I have proved this by experiment. Certain apparently per-

fect plugs would cause it ; others of similar type and manu-
facture would not. At a certain factory I saw- a box of

plugs, apparently perfect, all of which would cause thjs

state of affairs on alf similar engines.

The explanation seems to be this. With both valves clo.sed,

the engine being on the compression stroke, the incandescent
plug tires the cliarge when nearly fully compressed, and the

resultant gas pressure prevents the piston rising to the top

of the stroke, in consequence- skidding the back wheel. At
the same time, the explosion is not powerful enough to rotate

the engine sufficiently backwards to open the inlet valve, and
let the exploded gas escape that way.
Thus a deadlock exists, until the machine comes to rest,

or, and this is a further proof of the theory, until compres-
sion is artificially released by the lifting of the exhaust valve.

Something similar used to happen in the old days of

accumulator ignited machines if the advance and retard of

the ignition was out of order, but then the connecting rod
generally went. That it stands the very great strain of such
an occurrence now says a lot for present day materials.

If your correspondents will try raising the exhaust lift

lever the moment the trouble happens, I think they will find
ray theorv justified. For permanent cure, change the plug,
preferably to a post-war type. SPARKING PLUG.

Binfield, Berks.

AN ECCENTRIC MAGNETO.
Sir,—I should like to know if any of your readers have

ever been harassed with the same trouble that it has been
_ my lot to experience lately. My machine is a 4^ h.p. B.S.A.
(1917, I believe), fitted with a war-type American magneto,
and since I have become its proud possessor it has been
difficult to start from cold. -Some few weeks ago, however,
it gave up the ghost completely, and, try as I might, the
wheels refused to gyrate without external assistance.

The "juice" seemed to be getting there all right, and
was of good modern quality. The timing of valves and of

the magneto was correct, and the filug gave, what seemed
to me, quite a decent spark when rested against the cylinder
head. I tried every conceivable setting of the B.S.A.
variable jet, exhausted all the known permutations and com-
binations of throttle and air levers, set the points of the
]>lugs and of the magneto at all distances from zero to a
maximum—'and as for air leaks!

'

I spent thus three hectic, unshaven, and perspiring days,
wore threadbare my complete vocabulary with its Army
guarantee of durability, and I have since worked out the
nett result to be .835 explosion per hour, or 273 revolutions
per explosion.

I will swear that towards dusk on the second evening I

caught my Hoodoo DeVil mascot positively leering at me
from the handle-bars. He has joined the angels now.
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In despair, I removed the magneto and disembowelled it

to discover a break in the insulation of the lead from the

high-tension coil to the '' breaker " points. I patted myself

on the back, and almost decided then and there to write a

treatise on " Magnetos I have Jlet." This idea was further

strengthened when, on reassembling the magneto—having had
the magnets remagnetis'ed just for luck—I found that I could

ignite petrol in the plug practically every time, tmning the

sprocket by hand.
Almost shrieking with joy, I rushed to the bicycle, stuck

the magneto back on the platform, timed it so carefully, and
called the entire household and a few specially privileged

friends to witness the first kick, which I assured them would
be the only one required to cause the old 'bus to burst into

song,
' -

Determined to impress, at all costs, I set my stage with
the utmost care, and, I fear, no little swank. Throttle
32° 14' and air lever 15° 17' from zero position. The magneto
advance lever was set so tha>t the fourth broken strand was
just showing and the thumbscrew over the jet rotated three-

ijuarters of a revolution plus one click. ^ A few kick's with

the exhaust valve up and the right hand held over the air

inlet gauze " to ensure a rich mixture," a condescending nod
to the conductor of the village jazz band, to let him know
that the curtain was about to ri.^e, and, finally, amid cheers,

one hefty heave.
Total result, one splendid bang ; but alas 1 lor all my pride.

I 'fear it 'was the magneto's swan song. It has not spoken
since. - ^_„
To convince fii^'self ftilly that the magneto was at fault I

borrowed a modern English magneto from a trusting friend,

and the machine started up first kick. This self-same friend,

by the way. I found to be a former sufferer from the same
cause, and his case showed exactly the same symptoms. Since-

then I have mtt still a third, and we are all completelv
baffled.

The only solution I have to offer is that the magneto is not
generating enough energy to cause the spark to jump the

points when under comf)ression. hut why it should do so for

some time and then suddenly cease is more than I can fathom,
except that the insulation on the winding is, somehow or

other, at fault, r

If any of your readers could give me an explanation I

should be greatly obliged. T.C.D.
Co. Tvrone.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPOXDEXCE.
Mr. A. C. Robbins gives it as his opinion that the present

system of price guarantees is altogether wrong, and, in actual
practice, only causes prospective customers to withhold their

orders.

Attracted by a recent article on " Camping Equipment,"
a Coventry correspondent, who signs himself " Family of
Three," wishes to get in touch with other motor cyclists who
would care to join his party for a camping tour in August
holiday .week.

X 'S

: Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists :
•

"

•

a Issued in coninnrtloo with The Moto" Cycle. S

: "HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS * Price Book •
Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles'" and helpful net, post.

\ hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition 2/- 2/3 \

\ "TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." \

% A system for trac'ng motor cycle laults and or

\ remedyins them when found. Fourth Edition .. 2/- -2/3 <
: "MAGNETOS." By A. P. Young. . ;
" A complete treatise on magneto isnitioo for motor J

cars, motorcycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition 4/6 4/ro •

: "TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES/'• A reliable treatise on Two-strokes from the cider's

• point f view. Just published . .. • 3/- 3/3

: "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" •

• By "IxioN," of r/w Wj/o- C^kU .. ., 5/. 5/4 •

: "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS, •

• England and Wales, Scotland, London (showln^
• roads mto ^Dd ouc ot London and avoidmg London).
S Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 5/10

*

\ "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. \

a With 32 pages 01 Koad Maps 01 England und \
• Wales. Scotland, and the London District g/. r/, •—

' •

Obtainableby post {remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. S

23, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, or of leading Booksellers aud S
\ Railway Bookstalls, •
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ON Saturday, April 1 6th, at the first

1921 Brooklands Meeting of the

British Motor Cycle Racing Club,

riders using K.L.G. Sparking Plugs

won six of the eight events.

THE sustained successes in track and competitive

work which are being constantly secured by
K.L.G. Plugs are the most convincing proof that

could be offered of their stability and unfailing

reliability.

Of interest to the motor cyclist, the " G "

model is detachable with replaceable
centre and rust-proof body.

Sole Manufacturers

:

THE ROBINHOOD ENGINEERING WORKS, LTD.,
PUTNEY VALF, LONDON, S.W.I 5.

Sole Export Agents and Joint Distributors:

S. SMITH & SONS (M.A.). LTD.. CENTRAL WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD.

In answering this ad i-crtisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/de."
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€( The machine is perfect
Mr. G. CHALKLEY, of Dartford, Kent.

Here is a letter dated April 5th, 1921 :—
Dear Sir— The Connaught Motor Cycle was delivered to us on April 1st, unscratched.
We have endeavoured to find some faulL£2ther in the manufacture or in the running, but have
failed to do so.

The machine is perfect.

I know of only one other Connaught in the town of Dartford, may they soon be numbered by the dozen..
~

Yours faithfully, (Sgd.)G. CHALKLBY.

Can you say the same about the machine you have in mind ?

You could not - go wrong if you ordered the same machine.
It was a single-speed model MIN.—costing £47 10 0.

Send for our free illustrated descriptive booklet—no obligation whatever.

2i Two-stroke Single-speed Model MIN.

C4T - 10 - O
THE BORDESLEY ENGINEERING CO., LTD., New Bond St., BIRMINGHAM
London Showrooms : 111, Great Portland Street, LONDON, \V.;

01

PUNHHO DOES

PUNKHO s a powder, which, mixed with water,
makes a non - sticky preparation of cream - like
consistency -^ich instantly seals punctures.
It does not contain fiour, acid. tr6a<;lai Or any injuriou!"
compound,
Write lor c^escriptive leaflet

Sole Agents

HABMEN'S (MOTOR AGENCIES) LTD.,
10. New Cavendish Street, LONDON, W.l.

PUNHMO does not
make your tyre a solid one,
affect its resiliency,

damage the rubber,
or prevent patching or vulcanizing

when deisired.

PRICES

:

No. 1 Size, two pedal cycle tyres or one
motor cycle tyre, 4/-, post free 4/6.

No. 2 Size, four pedal cycle tyres or two
motor cycle tyres, or sufficient for one light

car tube up to 815 x 105, 7/-, post free 7/9.

W oodn>right.
THE PUNCTURE PREVENTER,

In answering these advertisements it is dc.^irabh to mention "The Motor Ci/cle."
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T^igbt Camps
8.44 p.m.
8.48 „
8.52 „
8.55 „

Inside ^ywheels.
We have in preparation an authorita-

tive article in defence of the inside flv-
uheel type of engine from the pen of
Major F. Strickland, M.I.A.E.

Belgian Tariffs.

The Belgian Government has imposed
a tariff of 20% on motor cycles and motor
cycles and sidecars, and 15% on motor
cycle parts.

To Holyhead and Back.
The Ealing and District JI.C.C.

Iwenly-four hours (rial to Holyhead and
back starts to-morrow night (midnight,
Kriday, April 29th). The venue is the
Berkeley Arms Hotel, Cranford Bridge,
and the route includes Bwlch-y-Groes,
while the premier award is the Maudes
Challenge Shield.

Heavy Transport on Roads.
I am in great hopes (write.*; " Owen

•lohn " in Tht Aittocar) that the Road
Board will remain the sole survivor of
llie wreck of the over-ambitious Ministry
nl Transport, and will inspire a confidence
that at present we sadly lack in our
masters—or, should it ' be, servants?
There is plenty of work ahead of it, but
it cannot be expected to do much if at
llie same time there is to be allowed on
the roads traffic that is nothing but the
embodified spirit of destruction. Really
very heavy transport demands speciallv
made roads, and should not be allowed
elsewhere in its present shape. As it
e.xists it is costing the country more than
It is worth.

Motor Cycling in South Africa.
In the hill-climb recently held bv the

Pretoria M.C., the winner was J. W.
-Mcllwraith (A.B.C.), 2m. 4a. ; 2. P, Flook
iNorton), 2m. 50s. ; 3, C, D. Wolfswinkel
(Harley-David-son sports model), 3m. 5|s.
In the sidecar class the winner was Lond
(Excelsior), 3m. 22s., while a Harley-
Davidson gained second and third places.
A handicap reliabilitv trial was recently

held by the Maritzburg M.C.C. to
Camperdown and back. The handicapping
was carried out by making certain time
allowances for various classes. The
distance of the trial was about twenty-eix
miles. The winner was A. Jlorcom
(Norton, 6;^ c.c); 2, T. Kenvon
(Triumph 550 c.c); 3, G. E. Jlountfort
(Indian, 250 c.c).

An Open Hill-climb in Staffordshire.

Oakamoor Hill in North Staffordshire
will be the venue, on May 28th, of an
opeii climb of the East Jl'idland Ceptre
A.C.U.^ All the usual capacity classes,
open" and " e.xpert barred," are in-

cluded; and, in addition to gold medals
tor fastest times, a silver cup will be
awarded for the fastest ascent of the dav.
Entry forms may jiow be obtained from
Mr. S. Foden, the hon. secretary of the
organising body, the Derby and District
M.C, at 56, Sacheverel Street, De.by

Special JFcaturcs.

LIGHTWEIGHTS FOR HARD SERVICE
TT. NOTES AND NEWS
DRIVING IN TRAFFIC.

Absentees.

Two tl.K.'s were to have been ridden
in the Midland Centre A.C.U. open relia-
bility trial by Hall and Handley. TIjey
were unable to compete, owing to the fact
that both these riders had joined the
National Defence Force.

A ROYAL MOTOR CYCLIST.

<,rA.f^\w7^
Henry and the 3i h.p. Sports Model Douglas recently supplied to hisorder The Prince is thoroughly conversant with the mechanism of his mount, and is an

expert rider withal. This overhead valved Douglas Is the third machine of that make

C7
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Clubs in Competition.

Seventeen club teams have entered for

the Surbitou and District JM.C.C. inter-

team trial tor Maudes challenge shield.

The start takes place at one o'clock on
Saturday at the Talbot Hotel, Ripley,

near Guildford, and all competitors are

requested to report to the chief marshal
by 11.30 a.m.

British Speed Successes in Italy.

Three recent important Italian road
races have resulted in distinct successes

for British machines. Th€se events were
of considerable severity, and were all

keenly contested.

CIHCUIT DE CKEMA (1,000 c.c. Class).— 1.

Biagio Nazzaro (7-9 Harley-Davidson) ; 2, Erminio
Visioli (8 New Imperial); 3. Gaetano Tanzi (3
M.B.) ; 4, Vanomi (8 New Imperial).

CIRCUIT DE CICAGNA (1,000 c.c. Class).—
1, Nino Vanomi (3 New Imperial); 2, GiiTseppe
Foligno (7-9 American X): 3, Dino Cassibni (7-9
Indian).

TIBER CIRCUIT (350 c.c. Class).—1, Giovanni
CocL-lii (2'fi Douglas); 2, Davide Gambini (274
Douglas); 3, Carbonini (Motosacoche").
500 C.C. CLASS.— 1. Luigi Morabito (31/. Rudge

Multi); 2, Ernesto Vailati (SM; Sunbeam); 3. Olio
Ottoriuo Dall (3V» Frera) ; 4, Erminio Visiolo

(3',i iNorton).

The Motor Cycle Grand Prix.

Among the entries for the JMotor Cyc'e
Grand Prix, the Union iMotocycliste de
France has received the following from
British firms : Two B.S.A.'s and three

Nortons, to be ridden by Victor Hors-
man, Hubert Hassall, and Graham
Walker.

Another Important Whitsun Event.

ilidland motor cyclists, who are not
competing in the London-Edinburgh run,

have another attractive trial—or, rather,

two important events^open to~ them at

the Whitsuntide holidays. The Bir-

mingham M.C.C. is holding a competi-

tion for the Lycett Trophy, starting from
Birmingham on Saturday, May 14th, via

A SCENE IN THE MIDLAND CENTRE TRIAL.
C. W. Lewis (3i Beardmore) and L. L. Sealey (4i B.S.A.) on Giddynap. Incidentally, the

spectators here were much disappointed at the lack of thrills

!

Bristol to Bridgwater, and thence via the
" Porlock-Lynton " route to Land's End.
The return journey on the following
Tuesday will constitute an entirely

separate trial for the Sangster Cup.

Condolences to Well-known Rider.

Our sincere sympathies are extended to

G. E. Stanley, who, on arrival home from
Brooklands last Saturday, learned the

sad news of the sudden death of his wife.

TO THE FOOTBALL FINAL BY SIDECAR.
This photograph was not taken at a battle of flowers, but at Stamford Bridge last

Saturday. It shows a heavily laden Matchless outfit which was elaborately decorated

with Tottenham Hotspur colours (blue and white). The number of people who travelled

to the match by sidecar from tb.e provmces was remarkable.

Visibihty of Road Sisrns.

Some years ago direction-posts painted

-

with alternate black and white 9in. bands
were demonstrated to possess the maxi-
mum visibility at night. Although the
results of the experiments were laid

before the Ministry of Transport by the
Roads Improvement Association, the offi-

cial opinion was returned that white
posts were equally satisfactory. Many
of our touring readers will have noticed

that several local authorities have adopted
the black and white scheme, -and that the

effect is most successful.

The Number oJ Motor Cyclists.

The American Automobile Association

estimates that the number of motor cycles

in America is approximately 271,000.

Yet American visitors to this country
have expressed their surprise at the popu-
larity of the motor cycle in Great Britain.

The large area of the U.S.A. may have
an effect of spreading out the 271.000, and
so lessening their apparent number. All

the same, we should like to know how
many machines are in use in the U.S.A.
It is said that 69,349 motor cycles are

located in tlie State of New York, while
Pennsylvania claims 23,881.

Motor Cycling in Belgium.

In the recent Coupe de la Meuse
reliability trial, which included tests

of flexibility, speed, reliability, etc.,

Breslau (on a Norton) was first, having
139.38 marks : Tbys (on a Triimiph)
second, withJ39.52 marks: and Antoine
(Triumph) third.'with 123.99 marks. The
best performance by a Belgian machine
was by a Sarolea. which finished sixth,

with 115.21 marks. Thus British machines
scored distinct successes.

In the sidecar class, Spingui^l (on a
Harley-Davidson) was first, with 152.68..

marks ; Pirard (Sarolea) second, with
109.45 marks : and Yerlaine (Abingdon)
third, with 98.86 marks.

cS
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A TEST FOR TYRE TREADS.
Nine Very Stiff Climbs in One Section of Twenty Miles in the First Midland

Centre A.C.U. Open Trial.

G. E. Stobart (6 James) making light ol Knapp Hill. A. G. Beasley {3i Sunbeam sc.) is in difficulti.

A TEST for tyre treads. Tliis. in a
few words, describes last Satur-
day's Open Trial in the Cotswolds

organised by the Midland Centre A.C.U.
The course wai of such a character that
everything depended upon the weather to
render it moderately easy for modern
motor cycles or the reverse.

Thirteen observed and difficult hills,

several unob,';erved but quite hefty
climbs, and a course that had been
well "lubricated" by early morning
sho«-ers was the stiff task set the 130
competitors. A good entry ; for there
could be no implications of " pot-hunt-
ing "—there was no " pot " to "hunt "

—and we rather agree with the dis-

gruntled Irish competitor who remarked
that, " never was a gold more hardly
won—and, then, it isn't a real gold,
anyhow !

" (Gold centre medals were
the premier 100°t, awards ; and there
will be few claimants).

A Sturt in the Rain.

Rain, hea\7 rain, greeted the earlier

men at the start at fiedditch, but, for-

tunately, it had cleared somewhat before
Saintbury was reached by the light-
weights—all the leading forty odd were
mounted on "babies." From Redditch

'

to the stop and re-start test on the
summit of slippery Saintbnry was down
s a non-stop section ; but the going was
comparatively good, and few worried,
although two fell out within the first

half-mile.

Mr. Douglas Arter, the marshal in
charge, however, decided that a test on
the bend would be unfair, and wisely
elected to transfer the section to the top
portion of the hill.

In spite of the greasy state of Saint-
bury some very excellent ascents were

made. Con.'spicuous among these the fol-
lowing deserve special mention : G. M.
Townsend (3^ P. and M.), J. L. Stocks
(6-7 Ariel sc), F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc),
G. S. Arter (5-6 James sc), T. G.
Amphlett (4i James sc), H. F. S. Mor-
gan (8 Morfjan). and T. Doyle (3^. Lea-
Francis). The last-mentioned impre.ssed
the observers by the easy speed at which
he ascended.

Fast Times on Low Gears.

Several had to use their feet for steady-
ing, including W. Bell (2-i New Hudson),
G. W. Shepherd (2J Beaumont), and \V.
E. Smith (34 Norton), while S. R. Phil-
pot (25 Douglas) did not keep up his
"revs." and was forced to dismount and
run beside his mount. G. A. Strange (3^
James), usually so succe.-^sful, had fitted
over-size tyres, and rolled one of them
off its rim. Having lost marks by stop-
jiing in a non-.stop section, and also on
time, he elected to retire.

Frank ^A^litworth, mounted on a 3 h.p.
Ivy, was none too hajipy in the grease,
and went by with a cheery " All right,
this is," to the observers. Higher up the
hill the competitors were being timed in
low gear ovw' appro.\imately 140 yards.
The riders \?ere brought to a stop be-
tween two marks, and sent away singly.
The surface at this point was exceedingly
greasy, and the highest speeds were made
by those with (1) the most suitable tyres,
and (2) the pluck necessary to ignore the
possibilities of a skid.

F. C. Parkes (2i'Sun-V.T.S.) stopped
his engine on restarting, but the regu-
larity with which the majority got away
was almost monotonous. G. E. Cuffe

(2i Metro-Tyler) decided to push off in-
stead of keeping his engine running.
From the slow speed of some of the

competitors, one rather suspected that

they had mistaken the nature of the test,
and were out to demonstrate how slowly
they could cover the section. Others -were
just as fast. J. L. Stocks (6-7 Ariel so.)

accelerated in a wonderful manner, and
covered the distance in 21^s. T. Stevens
(5-6 James sc.) was only |s. slower. L.
Tonks (on a 2J New Imperial) beat this
time by over a second. Incidentally, the
New Imperials impressed spectators at
vfuious pai-ts of the course by their speed.
Another machine singled out on several
of the hills was V. H.Twkins's 2^ h.p.
Excelsior two-stroke. In the low gear
acceleration test, it was timed at 19^s.,
which was also the time occupied by
G. J. Baragwanath (3^ Sunbeam), while
H. Greaves . (Beardmore-Precision) was
only Is. slower. S. Hall (3^- Sunbeam)
occupied 19|s. -

These times were be.aten only bv A. E.
Taylor (6 B.S.A. solo), 18is.'-; 'W. B.
Gibb (3i Douglas), 17s. ; and G. S. Arter
;5-6 James sc). who made the fastest
sidecar performance.

A Missing Check.

The route now led down Fish Hill into
Broadway, over Snowshill, and via some
very greasy roads indeed, through Kine-
ton, with an unofficial refreshment stop at
Air Balloon—" open all day "—up Bird-
lip (in good condition, and not worth
-obser\nng), and on to a " time check two
and a half miles from Stroud," according
to the route card. Actually, this cheek
was " missing, ".-and many were the com-
plaints in consequence.

Anyhow, at the point where (we pre-
sume) the check ought to have been, the
riders were directed down the worst road
of the day : a narrow steep horse—but
not cart—track. Not a few came
croppers in frantic wheel-locking attempts
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Two riders on the steepest grade in the event, Giddynap. It was dry ; and the Triumph ride

nearest the camera is only changmg down to low.

to check their momentum ; but, although
from now to the lunch stop at Stroud was
strictly non-stop, there were no official

observers visible! There were' none of

these gentlemen either on Stancombe
Hill, a little further on, and the first

of the "new" tests. Stancombe, or

more properly Steanbridge Lane, was
slightly wet and steep at the bottom
corner, but dry, and even steeper at the

hairpin higher up. From our personal
observations, the following were amongst
the best of the earlier men : G. Denley
(21 Velocette), Kex Mundv (2J- Cedos),

L. E. Clulee (2^ AUon). P. J. Wilkins

(2J New Imperial), W. H. Garlick (2^

Hobart), L. Tonks (2£- New Imperial)—
one of the new^ Imperial T.T. mounts

—

and G. W. Shepherd (23 Beaumont).

Mediumweights do Well.

Then E. J. Weal, on a 4 Triumph,
simply sailed up, and i)idicated that the
heavier machines were not going to pro-
vide much "fun" here after all. This
eurmise was correct, and the later solo

men on more Triumphs, and Raleighs,
Sunbeam's, Ariels, and B.S.A.'s (including
one big twin each of the latter two makes)
made light of the grassy 1 in 5 hairpin.

The Beardmores and the only eolo Norton
in the event, driven by W. E. Smith,
were also quite fast.

Perhaps three sidecars failed altogether,

and the consequent baulking formed the

oiily other incident here.

Parsons Chains on the Three-wheelers.

Bismore, the next observed precipice,

and only_ two and a half rough miles

further on, -was wetter all the way up,

but scarcely wet enough to make wheel

slip 'ioio.roirfofc/e for the really c arefnl

sidecar driver. Many were not careful,

however, and fliere were some exciting

momente.
Most of the solo men who came

up Stancombe successfully also shone on
Bismore (the B.S.A.'s in particular), and
on the portion which we observed the

three-wheelers of H. F. S. Morgan (8

Morgan) and .J. W. Meredith (10 T.B.),

who both had Parsons chains on their

driving wheels, and J. L. Stocks's Ariel

.

sidecar make star climbs. It was largely

a matter of luck. On the other hand,
lor the solo men, Bismore was the fairest

test of all.

It. was well that the schedule speed

for this section was only 12 m.p.h., for
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after but another three very vile miles
came Bussage, the most "interesting"
and, in the opinion of many, the severest
climb of the thirteen observed hills.

Slithering . along through deep and
"clayey" mud the riders were suddenly-
confronted with a sharp right-angle bend
with an initial gradient of nearly one
in four, and, the road being sheltered by
a wall, a surface of more mud, blacker,
perhaps, but no less slippery. Fifty yards
up the gradient eased, and the 'surface
was drier, but further on there was
much more one in four, fortunately
drier. That was Bussage on Saturday;
and even had it been 4evel after the first

fifty yards few would have made clean
ascents. The_ " first-aid " man at the
foot cannot have inspired much con-
fidence !

Solo Men do Well.

J. E. J. Whitaker (4J B.S.A.) and G.
J. Baragwanath (3^ Sunbeam) were re-

markably steady ; H. Greaves (3^ Beard-
more) and C. N, Green (4 Triumph) botli
got up well, but had to use their feet to

keep an upright course. All three
Raleighs made imposing ascents—Fenn
shouting that he was enjoying himself

;

and we believe he meant it !—A. Rolla-
son (3i Ariel) and R. W. Duke (4
Triumph) were sure and fast, but A. G.
Cocks, on, a Beardmore, was perilously
wobbly.

F. A. Watson, who had fitted a side-

car to his 3^ h.p. Sunbeam, took the
turn too fast and charged the wall; he
made quite a good climb, however, on
re-starting, but not before baulking
another late arrival, 0. W. Lewis (3^
Beardmore). Gibb (3-^ Douglas) showed
that confidence is a great asset.

One Way of Getting Up.

The sidecars coming along now failed,
(owing, generally, to wheel slip) with
such regularity that it became necessary
to queue -them up at the foot, and semi
them up singly. Some of the failure.'^

were not without their humorous
moments. T. Stevens (on a James), for

, example, tried to haul himself up by the
railings ! Several lady passengers plain-

tively expressed a wish to get put and
walk, but one or t\yo were braver, and
energetically threw themselves on to the

carrier—^usually, alas, to no avail.

Where so many failed, those passenger
vehicles . to make clean ascents deserve
special credit. By far the best were :

H. Green (4 Triumph sc), W. R. Brown
(3i Sunbeam sc), F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S.
sc), H. F. S. Morgan (8 Jlorgan), J. AV.

Meredith (10 T.B.), and W. A. Ridley
(10 New Hudson), the New Hudson being

undoubtedly fastest of these.

1 Knapp, the fifth and last climb before

lunch at Stroud, was much easier, and
nobody who climbed Bismore and Bussage
had any excuse for failing here. But
everybody did not climb Bismore and
Biissage !

In the afternoon the officials on Rod-
borough Lane had a very monotonous
tiihe; but BoAvnhill, a little further on,

was a more difficult proposition. Reached

by narrow, dangerous tracks it was a

sheer climb without grease or corner, but

after B. Bourke (2^ New Hudson) and

Cox (2J Armis) early recorded stops, the

riders came up almost without incident.

F. J. Price (21 Diamond) made a wonder-
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A Test for Tyre Treads.—

fully fast climb for so small a machine.
The spring frame Raleigh riders again
appeared very happy on the rough going
near the summit. Most of the sidecar
men were cautious.

On Giddynap.

Wandering over a golf course and then
down Nailsworth W, the riders passed
through Nailsworth village, and suddenly
leaving the main road, up easily the
longest and almost the steepest climb of
the day, Giddynap. It was bone dry,
however, and the surface was not at all

bad. The huge crowds of spectators were
onsequently somewhat disappointed. Fenn
5-6 Raleigh) apparently came up in

second, as did C. N. Gre«n (4 Triumph),
who, however, changed down just as he
breasted the very steepest portion. A.
E. Taylor, on a 5 h.p. B.S.A., was very
fast but made an extremely noisy gear
change here. J. W. Hazlewood (8 liazle-

wood sc.) and H. Riley (6 A.J.S. sc.)

both came to a standstill, but carried on
under power. Almost without e.xception

the mediumweight solo mounts and heavy
sidecars made light of the gradient, and
the climbing of most of the two-strokes
was very favourably commented upon.
In rapid succession now came three

more non-stop hills, St. Chloes, Dark
Lane—not quite so bad as its name would
ndicate—and Whiteshill, and, although
these were not so severe as those that had
none before, all were relieved to strike

lie main road again, at Painswick, for

Cheltenham and Rising Sun.
.4fter the grease on the Stroud hills,

he competitors were reconciled to any-
hing likely to be encountered on Rising
Sun. The top portion of this hill, where
he gradient is most severe, proved to be
h'v and caused comparatively little

rouble. _At tlie foot, however, quite a

different state of affairs was found.
Thick mud and the riders' pluck gave the
rowd of spectators an interesting couple
f hours watching the gjTnnastics pro-

:luced when willing engines fought hard
battles with jibing wheels.

Sidecars more Sure.

Very few riders indeed succeeded in

negotiating this greasy 100 yards without
ouching the ground with their feet, and
tiere impressions garnered from the pre-

ceding hills Regarding tyre treads were
coniirnieH.

At the lunch control, being curious to

iscertain why certain machines traversed
creasy gradients with such ease, we
Bxamined their rear tyres and made notes
iccordingly, and during the afternoon
section we observed that most of the
machines which defied the grease were
hod with tyres having a tread of steel

nd rubber. Among these the Palmer
non-skid combination type was clearly
ery popular.
It is rather unusual for sidecars to be

consistently better than solo mounts on a
greasy hill such as Rising Sun, but on
Saturday the passenger vehicles suffered
the least inconvenience.
Among the few solo riders to emerge

from the Rising Sun grease test were the
following : A. W. Thrush (2^ Levis), W.
A. R. Sown (2i Bown-Villiers), D. A.
Atkin (2J Hobart), H. V. Collins {2|
Marloe-Blackburne), G. M. Townsend

|^j^^(^3U5
Pi P. and M.), T. W. Woodcock
(3i Ariel), T. F. Blumfield (6 Ariel), A.
G. Fenn (5-6 Raleigh), and F. W. Viles
(5-6 Raleigh). The big Raleighs proved
to be very steady and attracted a lot of
mterest. JI. F. Powney (4 Triumph)
made what was probably the neatest climb
and drew from the spectators a hearty
round of applause.
The majority of sidecars did well, but

perhaps the star performance was made
by F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc.) ; seated well
back, he charged the hill at a terrific
speed, and without a falter got through
where others had floundered about like
novices on roller skates.

T. F. Watson (4 Norton sc), H. F. S.
>Iorgan (8 Morgan), W. A. Carr (8
ilorgan), P. Yates (8-10 New Hudson), N.
Rycroft (4 Triumph sc), and W. R.
Brown (3i Sunbeam scj also made fast
ascents.

Soloists m Difficulties.

These good performances were interludes,
in the pantomime provided bv most of the
others. The powerful little engine of Rex
Mundy's 2i h.p. Cedos insisted that the
driving wheel should precede the steerer,
CJ. Denley's little Velocette turned right
round. W. R. Urwin's 2i h.p. Levis dived
into the ditch, and, apparently pleased
by its performajice, did it. again. C.
Ilollyoak's 2^ h.p. I'^ederal tried to climb
a tree, and came Xo rest perfectly per-
pendicular, for .all. the world like a terrier

after a cat. '

R. Duke (4 Triumph) was another who
found the ditch too narrow' to negotiate,

and H. CJreavcs (Beardmore-Precision), II.

C. Jennings (3^ James), C. W. Ramstedt
(2^ Cotton), and others who fell were in

good company, since W. B. Gibb found
his willing steed too restive.

We left Rising Sun convinced that
present-day engines are sufficiently power-
ful to climb any gradient, and that grease
is a test demonstrating the tractive
qualities of tyre.s.

Sudeley and Willersey were in none too
good fettle, but the survivors were so used
to rough going by now that these once
dreaded acclivities counted for little.

" Eedditch saw 75% of the soloists and
less than 50% of the passenger drivers
finish; but, as we know of several
"finishers " who retired early and missed
half the course, we refrain from publish-
ing any lists until the official awards are
notified.

BY THE WAV.
Many riders bemoaned their fate on

the very first of the sixteen test hills.

Saintbury is not really difficult when dry,
biit, like other C'otswold climbs, is very
slippery after rain. Over a score lost

their clean sheets here.

Pirouettes and figure eights were the
order on Saintbury after the downpour.

F. G. Edmond (Triumph)' was replaced
by Norman Ryecroft. the first-named
being at Brooklands with his T.T. mount.
Ryecroft made an excellent climb up
Saintburv.

Copiously drilled outside flywheels were
noticed in several instances on two-stroke
machines.

George C'uffe hit a wall near Stroud and
damaged his frame and handle-bars, but
pluckily continued to the end.

Several examples of ultra-sportinc
sidecars with exceedingly narrow tracks
were noticed. On bends these narrow
machines apparently are none too safe ;•

one competitor turned over twice.

There were two rather curious registra-

tion numbers on competing machines, viz.,

OH 5555 and OB 6666. If the owner of
the last machijie took tea at Collett's, in

Broadway, last week, and inadvertently
forgot to return a bunch of key.=> to the
o\viier, would he please oblige by doing so.

Sam Hall (Sunbeam) suffered bad luck.
But for his legging getting into the back
wheel and pulling him up on Bismore
Hill, he accounted for all hills.

Raleighs make a promising debut. F. W. Vlles finds Bussage Hill fairly easy work.

."5
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A TRADERS' TEAM TRIAL
The Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. Trial for the Traders' Cup.

. TS^SS^S^S'' '~<^m<'^!7rr''W^.

A test of skilful driving. L. B. Henderson (4 Sheffield-Henderson sc.) on the acute hairpin above Midhopestones Reservoii.

OWING to the. present state of affairs

in the industrial world, the second
annual competition for the Sheffield

Motor Cycle Traders' Trophy was not so

well supported as last year, and the event,

which was held last week end, attracted

but four teams of six riders.

Those who did take part, however, were
well rewarded, for the weather was ideal,

and the road conditions, although sport-

ing, were infinitely better than they were
last year on the same course. Although
only a few miles out of Sheffield, the
route lies amongst some very fine

scenery, and under an almost cloudless
sky the views were magnificent.

Three Non-stop Circuits.

As previously, three circuits of a de-

cidedly arduous, although not freakish,
course of twenty-seven miles had to be
covered " non-stop " by each team. The
teams consisted of si.x riders, three
mounted on solo machines and three on
passenger machines. A feature of the
trial was the remarkably good timekeep-
ing observed by all. Amongst those v/ho
completed the three circuits, the time
variations did not exceed one minute at
the most.
Thanks to the dry surfaces, the earlier

part of the route was easy, and the first

real difficulty was Windhill Lane : a
rough and steep rise of about 1 in 6
gradient. Specially good climbs of this
were made by S. C. Ashby (3| Scott) and
F. C. Wates (4 Triumph), both of whom
seemed capable of rushing the hill on top
gear, holding to a narrow path amongst
the " rough."
The severe climb out ef Stocksbridge

over Hunshelf Bank did not appear to

C16

worry anyone, but an acute hairpin near
Midhopestones Reservoir was quite
troublesome, and some of the competitors
found it difficult, for R. May (4 Norton
sc.) overshot the corner, and D. H. Kay
(4 Triumph) suffered a front wheel skid.

F. D. Roper showed considerable skill

in bringing round his 7-9 h.p. Indian out-

fit, while L. B. Henderson, despite his

handicap of only having one leg, showed

decidedly neat cornering. Incidentally,

the Sheffield Hendersons, of which he is

the manufacturer, made their first show
in a. competition on this occasion.

None of the hills actually caused
failures, but punctures accounted for one
or two retirements, including C. E.
Turner (4^ B.S.A.) and L. E. Wilkinson
(8 Morgan), but the percentage of non-
stop runs was very high. R.

Hunshelf Bank, a severe gradient with cross gulleys. F. B. Roper (7-9 Indian sc.) roundinj

the^hairpin out of Stocksbridge.
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Traders' Team Trial—

5 A.J.S. sc.) finished with a flat side-
ar tyre, while L. Padley (3^ Norton)
nfortunately had tyre trouble ten miles
i-om the end of the final circuit. This
top in I\rr. D. Bradbury's team left Mr.
. B. Roper's men as the only team to
nisli complete.
The pro"isional results are as follows :
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Ml!. P. B. ROPER'S TEAM.

C. Ashby (3"-; Scott)
. B. Roper (7-9 ludian sc.)
. Sneath (Ji, • Wilkin)
. Page (6 A.J.S. sc.)

. E. Budd (3^i .Scott)

. Flctc)icr (6 A.J.S. sc)

.MR. D. BRADBURY'S TEA.M.
Piulley {V:-, Norton)
R. Kay (4 Norton sc.)

. Hudson (3''. Norton)

. Fawcett (4 Norton sc.) '

Asliclby (3',-j Norton)
]\ray (4 Norfon sc.)

MR. H. STACEYS TEAM.
. Wates (4 Triumpll)

Ravnes (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.)
Wliratlcy (4 Triumpjl) '

Stacey (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.)
H. Kay (4 Triumph)
Scarlc (4 Triumpli &c.)

Mile-
age.
81
81
81-

81
81
81

486

81
81
81
81

81
81
81
81
40
81

MESSRS. JAMES AND CO.S TEAM.
E. Turner (4'4 B.S.A.) 64'
W. James (3 Morgan) 81
James, junr. (4 Sheffield-Henderson) 42

E. Wilkinson (8 Morgan) 13
Fletcbor (4 Shcfflcld-Hendcrson) ... 81
B. Henderson (4 ShefTleld-Hendersoo sc.) 81

A TRI.AL FOR CYCLE CAR.S AND LIGHT G\RS.
Last Saturday the Junior Car Club held its annual London-Manchester run, and a number ol
cycle cars competed. Here Is C. R. M. Mills (8 Morgan) climbing Kelttedge in Derbyshire.

Bury aud District M.C.

On Thui'tiday the club held a ffeiieral

jetiiig aud dinner, at which ' the

epherd Walsh challenge shield was
esenled for competition by Mr. N.
epherd Walsh, the president.

Rugby and District M.C.C.

The first event of the year, a reliabilty

d speed-judging trial over a sporting

;hty miles course, was held on the 21tli

t., and included Priors Marstoii and
wnham as observed hills. Results were
I'ullows : 1, S. Hooker (4 Humber sc.

;

B. G. Frost (4 Triumph sc), 5, C. Guest
Triumph).

Norih-west London M.C.C.

Owing to a deterioration in llie mii-

ion of the road, the speed trials to

ve been held on Saturday were can-

led. It is hoped to obtain a private

id for this event later in the year.

Eastern Valley M.C.C.

n the recent climb on Cross Hands Hill

ady comi^etitor, Mrs. G. Morris, on.

a

h.p. fixed gear Rudge, made second
itest time of the day beina beaten only
E. Howells on a 4 h.p. Norton. Full

ults follow :

50 cc— 1. F. Furlong (2'ji Douglas), 27Es. ; 2,

J. Oliver (2':i Douglas) and S. Howells I2«i
uglas), 30s.. tied.

00 c.c— 1, E. Hoivells (4 Norton), 20>s. ; 2, Mrs.
Tris (3i;.. Rudge), 2l5.
•NLI.MITED C.(V-1. E. Howells (4 Norton),
;.; 2, JIr=. Morris (3i.. Rudge). 20;s.
FNLIMITED STOEC^RS.— 1, W. Weaver (8
field). 271s.; 2, J. Williams (8 New Imperial)
1 F. Williams (8 New Imperial), 29!s., tied.

CLUB NEWS.
Wc(tk-cn6 dlub TEvcnts.

Avril 30.-IiriJiiietilir ami liiatiict M.C. ami L.C C
Ilill-cUmb.

April m.—Extur M.C. and J.C.C. neliabilitii
Trial.

April 30.— Jl'oh'crJtomplon Auto Nomadi. Paper-
chase. ^

Aiiril .W.—HohrooJ M.C.C. Club Buii to Tun-
bridge \yelt8.

April 30.—liriatol M.C.C. Club Run.
April 30.— Wanington and Dialriit M.C.C. Hill-

climb.
-Ipril lO.—Dcwabuni and l)i»lrict M.C.C. Picnic
April }0.-Midland Centre A.C.V- Inlcr-club Team

Trial.
April 30.— Weat Kent M.C. Members' Team Trial.
Aprd Se.—Glaaoom H'catern M.C.C. Open llill-

tlimb.
April 30.—lii3icic}i and District M.C.C. llill-climb
April SO.— H'arrinaton M.C. JJill-climb.
April 3I>.—North Meat London M.C.C. Inter-club

Team Trials.
May 1.—Burton and District M.C.C. Club Run to'

Cannock Cltasc. . - '

~

May l.— llalilax and District 31.0.C. Club Run to
llkley. - ^

Mail l.—Oxlord M.C. Social Run.
Mil!/ t.— Leeds M.U. Club Run to Paleley Bridge.
Man l.—Barrov and District M.C. llill-climb.
?Iaii l.—Esicz Countti and Southend A.C. Opening

Run.
Man I. -Bradford M.C. and L.C.C. Freak llill-

climb on Rostdale .ibbey Bank.
May l.~Porlsmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run.
May 1.—Kidderminster M.C.C. Social Run.
May I.~lt'oolieich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Picnic.
May t.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Club

Run.
May 1.— Worcester and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Clent.
May i.—lork and District M.C. Wolds Iteliability

Trial.
May S.—North Wales M.C.C. Picnic.

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Supp. lii.

University of Sheffield M.C.C.

At a meeting on tlie 18th iiist. i' '• ns

ilecidcd to form a motor cycle club for
the University. Mr. Geo. F, Jones was
elected secretary. Mr. J. D. Ashbuiy
sports secretary, and Mr. H. Boothroyd
treasurer.

Clitheroe and District M.C.C.

Tills club has been formed for motorists
residing within a four-mile radius of

Clitheroe. On the occasion of the firsti

general meeting eighteen members were
enrolled, which has since increased to
thirty-four. Intending members should
conmiunicate with the hon. secretary,
Mr. H. Sainsbury, 27, Castle View,
Clitheroe.

Bristol M.C.C.

Official results are now to hand of a
^vell-supported trial to Torquay and back
on the 16th April. They are as follows :

1 (Rudge-Wbitworth Cup and gold medal). W.
I.e Brun (31.4 Rudge sc); 2 (gold medal), A. E.
Tozer (5-6 Rudge sc.); 3 (gold medal), F. Baxter
(4 Norton sc); 4 (gold medal), G. F. Mann (7-9
IHarley-Davidson sc); 5 (gold medal and special
prize for best amateur performance), S. Hodge
(3 A.B.C.).

Public Schools M.C.

A small party of members left Barnet
on Saturday last. On arrival at Woburii
they were reinforced by a contingent from
the Midlands. After a pleasant evening
at the Bedford Arms Hotel, where the
party stayed the night, the " touch
nothing" run was continued to Towcester
for lunch. After lunch the London
members returned ' to their starting

points.

CI 7
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Club News.—

Oxiord M.C.

There were thirty-four entries for the
sporting trial on the 16th inst. Official

results, now to hand, are as follows :

SOLO CLASS.— 1, C. S. Burney (3i,;, Norton),
Irii. error; 2, E. Colgrove (4 Triumph). -3™. error.

PASSENGER CLASS.-l, R. J. Pigott (S',!.

Norton sc): 2, N. V. Young (4 Triumph sc).

Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C.

A mid-week half-day trial recently held

by this club resulted as follows :

TRADE CLASS.— 1. O. Blacknell (8 Enfield sc);

2, E. Walker (5-6 Excelsior sc).

AMATEUR CLASS.-l. L. Paynter (3V., Norton);
2, J. H. Boakes (3 Beardmore-Precision).

Bishop Auckland and District M.C.

Although delayed at the start owing
to inclement weatlier, the hill-climb on

Leg's Cross on the 16th inst. was brought

to a successful conclusion, and several

very fast times were recorded. Full

official results follow :

2% H.P. CLASS.-l, M. Hunter <2>4. Connauglit);
2. M. Helherington &k Levis).

23,i H.P. CLASS.-l, R. ScQon (2% N.U.T.J; 2,

C. Barker (2^4 Douglas).

4 H.P. CLASS.—1, F. Miller (3 A.B.C.); 2, G.
Dawson (3y.> Rudge).

6-9 H.P. CLASS.-l, C. W. Smith (6 N.TJ.T.);

2, M. Gibson (6 Zenith).

SIDECAR CLASS.-l, E. Terrance (7-9 Rudge
EC); 2, T. Scaile (4 Norton sc).
' OPEN CLASS.-l, C. W. Smith (6 N.U.T.); 2,

W, Gibson (6 Zenith).

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Out of twenty-four starters only twelve
finished the recent fifty miles reliability

trial. The President's Challenge Cup,
awarded for the best performance made
by an amateur rider, was won by R. B.
A. Dawborn (4 Triumph), whose total

time- error was S^m. J. B. Baddeley
(8 Zenith) and R. A. Green (3^ Norton')

tied for second place with G^m. error.

Surrey M.C. and C.CC.

Formula results are now available for

the recent hill-climb at Newlands Corner,
and (with the e.xception of Class 5,

which was decided on time) are as

follows :

CLASS 1.— 1, H. Mitchell (23i Beaumont); 2, F.
P. Verney (214 Triumph).
CLASS 2.-1, E. Manning (3'/, Norton); 2, H.

C. Mansell (3iA Eover).
CLASS 5.— 1, E. E. C. Scholefleld (8 Morgan);

2, R. P. Robinson (8 Buckingham).
CLASS 4.-1, E. Manning (3'/, Norton sc); 2,

E. R. C. Scholefield (Morgan).
CLASS 5.-1, T. G. Meeton (7-9 Rudge); 2, E.

Manning (Norton).
CLASS 6 (Standing Start, Stop, and Restart).-

1, H. Mitchell (2";i Beaumont); 2, R. H. Dickinson
(G.N.).

CLASS 7.— 1, E. R. C. Scholefield (8 Morgan);
2, R. P. Robinson (Buckingham).

Fastest time was put up by T. G.
Meeten in. 30.8s., and' specially good
climbs were also made bv Manning and
Scholefield.

Bridgnorth and District M.C.C,

Recently this newly formed club organ-

ised a social run to the Wrekin, more
than- forty members attending. The hon,

sec. is Mr. S. H. Ryder, 7, Waterloo
TeiTace, Bridgnorth, Salop.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.

Two further clubs, the Wombwell and

District M.C.C. and the Mexbor6ugli

M.C.C, ha;ve joined the centre, bringing

the total number now in membership up

to twenty-four.

Acton M.C.C.

This is a new club in this district, and
motor cyclists who are interested should

apply for particulars of membership to

Mr. H. P. Dignam, 11, Cumberland
Park, Acton, London, W.3.

Keighley M.C.

Official results have now been an
nounced for the reliability trial held
fortnight ago, which was run over
moderately stiff course, including Ingle

ton. across Ribblehead to Hawes,
back via Kidstones Pass. Results : 1

Marshall Trophy and gold medal, H
Foulds (41 B.S.A.): 2, silver medal, R
Caswell (4 Triumph) ; 3, bronze med
H. V. Wilkinson (4 Triumph).

SUTTON BANK RECORDS GO AGAIN,
Bi^ Twin clips 1 sec. [rom Last Year's Record Time of a 500 c.c. Single.

»"\ •*&

,^

ON THE CREST. R. T. Cawthome (Norton) crossing the finishing line at the summit of Sutton Bank,

THREATS of a transport strike pre-
vented many potential competitors
from attending the York and Dis-

trict M,C. open hill-climb on Sutton
Bank, but this did not prevent those who
did turn up from smashing all previous
records for the hill. ,

. F. W. Dixon (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
niade an ascent in the unlimited solo class
in Im. 17|s., thus clipping exactly Is.

off L. Mitchell's record made last year
on a Norton. Dixon's time is a record
for the hill for any type of vehicle.

In the passenger class, Dixon's Harley-
Davidson, with a sidecar attached,

Cl8

clocked at Im. 30s, dead—another record.

Full official times are appended :

CLASS 6 (Solo up to 1,000 c.c.).-l, P, W,
Dixon (7-9 Harlev-Davidson), im. 17is.; 2, R. T.
Cawthorne (SV, Norton). Irii. 20s.; 3, C. N, Sadler
(7-9 Indian), Im, 29Js, .

.•

CLASS A (Sidecars up to 500 c.c,).— 1, R. T.
Cawthorne (3M; Norton sc.), 2m. OJs;

CLASS B (Sidecars up to 600 c.c.).- 1, E, T,
Cawthorne (S'/o Norton sc), Im, 58^3.; 2, D, W,
Rhodes (3'!4 Scott sc), 2m, 9s,

CLASS C (Sidecars up to 750 c.c.).—1, R. T.
Cawthorne (3i/, Norton sc), Im, 47;s. ; 2, W.
Wells (4 Norton sc), 2m. 13ss.

CLASS D (Sidecars up to 1,000 c.c.).—1, P,
W, Dixon (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), Im. 30s.; 2,
W. Wells (4 Norton sc), 2m. .4?s.; 3, G. Grinton
(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc) 2m, 4Js,

CLASS 1 (Solo up to 275 c.c).-l, W. (

Harrison (2% Velocette), Im, 59is.; 2, E,. IIuiv:e

(244- New Imperial-Jap), 2m. 31s,; 3, Miss S. 1

Wilson (2i/i Velocette), 2m, 41Ss.

CLASS 2 (Solo up to 350 c.c.).—1, G. W. She]

herd (2"H Beaumont), Im. 55|s.; 2, W. G. Harriso
(21/1 Velocette) Im. 5833.; 3, D. Brigham (2'

Omega), 2m. 5|s.

CLASS 3 (Solo up to 500 c.c).—1, L. Mitcho
(31;, Norton), Im. 24Ss.; 2, G, M, Townsend (3

P. and M.) and R. T. Cawthorne (3V- Norton) tiei

Im. 31js.; 3, W. Royal (3i/„ Norton), Im. 40!

CLASS -4 (Solo up to 600 c,c.)—1, E. T. Cai

thorne (3'A Norton), Im. 25is.; 2, R, W. Sta
field (3% Scott), Im. 37s,; 3, L. A. Eunton "^
A.B,C,), Im, 37-33.

CLASS 5 (Solo np to 750-CO.).—1, R. T, Cal

thorne (31/2 Norton), Im, 2Hs,; 2, L, A, Runt<
(3 A.B.C.), Ini. 30fs.; 3, W, K. Stanworth (3

Eover), Im. 42s,
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LIGHTING REGULATIONS.
What are the lighting regula-

tions with regard to sidecar out-
fits iu England, as I intend
coming over from Ireland ioT mv
holidays,'—J.C.

A. sidecar outfit must cany two wliite

light.s in front showing the full width of

the vehicle and one red light ponitiug iu

1 rearward direction, and placed at tiie

aS side.

DECARBONISING.
I should be much oliliged if

you could tell me the bes-l way
of decarbonising a cylinder (toui-

-I-J or two-stroke) with a iion-

.detachable head. Is there a
special tool for this job?—R.L.G.

It is usual to take off the cylinder and
scri'.pe and chip away the deposit with

a long screwdriver, but special tools can

be obtained from the leading accessory

houses which enable the piston and
cylinder head to be cleaned without
removing the cylinder itself from the
engine.

LOW POWXR AND SINGLE GEAR.
The machine I ride is a 25 h.p.

^ four-stroke Lincoln-Elk (rather

> old), and it does not seem to have
-iJ power enough to carry me up

hills without help. The engine
pulley revolves five times to one revo-

lution of the back wheel. The carbu-

retter is a Senspray, fitted, so I am
told, w'ith a 30 jet. Is this correct?

The engine has been overhauled and
fitted with new bushes and rings, but

does not seem to be much better. Jly
weight is about 12^ stone. Is an engine

of this size powerful enough to carrv

me?—R.T.
It would probably be better to liave a

smaller engine pulley, which would give

a 6 to 1 gear. The 30 jet should be
quite large enough for your engine. You
do not give sufficient particulars to enable

us to give you any other information, but

we would recommend you to obtain
" Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them," as you will find therein many
hints which will enable you to improve
the running of an old model. The power

is not great for a single-geared machine.'

and you must not e.\pect too much from

it when hill-climbing.

_ SPECIAL SILENCING FOR MORGANS.
Can you tell me if it is pos-

sible to fit (and if advisable-

will it cause a loss of power?) a

couple of Clair silencers to the

e.\haust pipes of a sporting model

1920 Morgan?—I. S.

It would no doubt be possible to fit addi-

tional silencers to the exhaust pipes of

the sporting Morgan, but some Morgan
owners dispense with the e.visting silenc-

ing arrangements (through the chassis

tubes), and fit separate exhaust pipes

with large expansion chambers. In all

probability, the most' effective way would

be to run separate pipes from each cyliii-

der to large silencers clipped on to the

longitudinal chassis members. Any local

sheet metal workei' would be able In

effect the alterations, while' a good cycle

mechanic would bend the necessary

lengths of steel tubing for the exhaust

pipes.

WINNERS .^T THE OPEN'ING BROOKL-VNDS MOTOR CYCLE MEETING.

E. B. Ware (Morgan-Jap), fastest in the

time trials for three-wtieeled cycle cars

—

speed 69.5 m.p.h.

J. V. Prestwich (2i Diamond-Jap),

second fastest time in the 250 c.c. time

trials and winner of the race for the same

class at 60.1 m.D.h.

In the 1 ,000 c.c. sidecar class, H. Le

Vack (7-9 Indian sc.) covered the three

laps at a speed of 63.2 m.p.h.
cig
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READERS' REPLIES.

In your issue of April 14th, in reply

to " b.H.S." re 4 h.p. Douglas oiling

system adjustment, there is a spring-con-

trolled by-pass on the oil pump. Tighten-

ing up the set screw on the by-pass valve

increases the oil supply, and vice. vena.

—J.S.H.

SELECTIVE GEAR SLIPPING.

I had exactly the same trouble as

" W.M." (issue of April 14th) with the

gear of an old Scott which I bought about

two years ago. It was really suffering

from an " overhaul " by a garage that

evidently knew little of motor cycles

and nothing of Scotts. Two things were

wrong. (1.) Rollers much too large : they

would not enter the taper space in bands,

but expanded them by striking the

corners of the opening. (2.) The thrust

rod of gear was so adjusted that the gear

pedal was at the end of its stroke before

the gear lever was moved sufficiently far.

to engage the high-speed clutch. I put

in rollers the correct size, and adjusted

the throw of the pedal with washers,

and have not had the least trouble since.

I also had the radiator boil over, but

this was due to sheer carelessness on my
part plus ignorance of the carburetter

—

a B. and B. with pilot jet for starting.

I left this on, and hence overheated

through far too rich a mixture.—A.R.

lie " W.M.'s " query regarding the

Scott gear (issue of April l4th) ; Low
gear being used for starting, wear

usually occurs on this drum first. As
the low gear drum drives satisfactorily,

I do not think rollers are worn. The gear

should be adjusted thus : Place quick

thread outer drum in position, but do not

put thin washers or nut on centre spindle.

Tighten up friction band until the drum
binds when turned in either direction,

while at the same time a " free '' posi-

tion remains when the drum is in the

central position. The centre of this free

movement must be arranged to be the

centre of neutral position when the

central actuating spindle is connected

up. Washers arranged on the central

spindle will adjust this. When correctly

assembled with the friction band
slackened off, tighten up band until pedal

remains in position when depressed either

way. If a little care is exercised in

fitting the correct number of washers, a

satisfactory result will be assured.

—

H.H.J.

DRIVING A DYNAMO.
Might I be allowed to inform your

correspondent (who enquires on this sub-

ject in your issue of April 14th) that I

am the "patentee of a device known as

the Hilstan dynamo drive system, from

the rear road wheel of the motor cycle

through the medium of skew gear and

flexible covered shaft? This new system

has been in constant use (and the throw-

out-of-action device has not once been

used) on my machine—a two-stroke light-

weight, driving a Brolt 36 watt generator

—for the past eight months, and the total

mileage to date is 5,000, with no trouble

whatsoever to the driving gear or the

flexible shaft. I claim I have a most
efficient system for driving a dynamo :

(a) Non-slip transmission; (b) silence;

(c) simple throw-out-of-action device

operated by thumb and finger disengaging

dynamo aiid drive, when accumulators
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are charged or lamps not required (not

in existence on any other positively

driven and non-slip dynamo transmission

system) ; and (d) the driving gear can be
fitted by a novice to 90% of machines at

present on the market without interfering

in any way with the structural build of

the machine. As regards the difficulty

of maintaining a constantly high speed,

the dynamo driven by my system is un-

affected by the vai'ious stresses of speed

that are imposed where it is driven from
the engine sprocket, i.e., changing gears.

The rise and fall in speed are gradual ;

the Brolt dynamo attains its full output

at 1.800 r.p.ni., i.e., road speed 15-18

m.p.h.

—

Stanley G. Muir.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES
POXTYI'KIDD TO OsWE.STRY.—Pi. C.J.

Pontypridd, Newport, Monmouth,
Hereford, Leominster, Wooferton, .Lud-
low, Craven Arms, Church Stretton, Dor-
rington, Shrewsbury,- West Felton,

Oswestry.

Northampton to Leeds.—A.T.B.
Northampton, Kingsthorpe, Buxworth,

Market Harborough, Kibworth, Great
Glen, Oadby, Leicester, Newark, Carlton-
on-Trent, Tuxford, Retford, Bawtry,
Doncaster, Wentbridge, Ferrybridge,
Leeds.

"Sntfiortant jDates.

Fri . April 29th. and Sal.. April 30th-
Ealtn? and District M.C.C. London-
Holyhead Open Reliability TriaL

Sat., April 3 Olh— Newcastle and District
M C. Travers Challenge Trophy Open
Reliability Trial

Sat.. April 30th—Surbiton and District

M.C.C Open Inter-Team TrialCPriv te

Owners only).

Sat. May 7th—B.M.C.R.C. Open MeelinT
at Brooklands.

Fri. May 13th, and Sat . May 14th-
M.CC. London-Edinburgh Run.

Sat. May 2 Ist—Western Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill Climb.

Wed.. May 2Slh—AC.U. Silencer Trial at

Brooklands.

Eat.. M»y 28th—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill Climb.

Tues., June 14th—Junior T.T. Race
Thurs. June 16th—Senior TT. Race.

Sat., Jun^ 25th—M.C.C Inter-team Trial
for '"The Motor Cycle" Cup

Ea'.. July 2nd— Bournemouth M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., July 2nd—Norih-Weslern Cen're
A.C.U. Open Speed Tria's.

Wed.. July 6lh, and Thurs., July 7th—
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Thurs.. July 7lh—Essex County and
Southend A.C. and Essex M.C. Joint

Open Speed Trials.

Sat, July 9lh—St. Andrews Speed Trials

Mon.. July 11th, to Sat., July 16th-
Scottish Six Days' Trial.

Sat. July I6th—llhley M.C. and L C.C.
Open Reli -bility Trial.

Sat.. July 23rd—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Sun.. July 24th—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Rac? in France.

Sat., July 30th—Newcastle and District

M.C Open Speed Trials.

Mon . Aug. Isl. to Sa'., Aug. 6th—
International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land.

Mon., Aug. 29th, to Sat., Sept 3rd-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sat, Sept 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

F.N. Four-cylinder Prices Down:

The price of the 7 h.p. four-cylinder

Model A three-speed shaft-driven F.N.

motor bicycle has been reduced to £150,

and the price of the sidecar outfit to

£188, hood and screen £7 extra. Lhe

specification has not been altered m
any way.

Roads Improvement Association.

Although largely of a technical n..ture,

the annual report of this body is well

worth reading, for it shows how valuable

work is being carried out behind the

scenes in the matter of road improve-

ment and traffic regulation. The Asso-

ciation acts on behalf of road users, both

individually and collectively, as organisa-

tions, road clubs, trade associations, and

the like. Despite the financial difficulties

of the past year, the income of the Asso-

ciation shows a slight improvement on

that of the preceding year.

A Comprehensive Fixture List.

The A.C.U. fixture list, price sixpence

(the Auto Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall,

London, S.W.I), is a very useful publi-

cation, comprising, as it does, the scheme

of affili.ition to the A.C.U., a calendar

for 1921, a list of A.C.U. events, the

principal Continental fixtures, and a list

of all the open and important trials

arranged for this year. It also con-

tains the names and addresses of the

secretaries of the bodies affiliated to the

F.I.CM., and the names and addresses

of the secretaries of the local centres of

affiliated clubs, mentioning details of all

the principal centres which have been

instituted.

Catalogues Received.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry

:

The latest catalogue of the Triumph

machines contains an
_
announcement of

the recent price reductions. It is a well-

illustrated book, and the reproductions

of photographs of component engine parts

sliow that the clean external design is

also carried out internally.

- Rennoc Sidecars, Rennoc Motors, Ltd.,

Rennoc Works, Victoria Road, Stroud

Green, London, N.4 : A comprehensive

catalogue of Rennoc sidecars of all types,

sizes, and weights, with a wonderful

variety of bodywork. These bodies .a,re

built 'by the company itself. The hst

also contains sidecar accessories, such

as screens, hoods, etc.

The Tryus Cycle Co., Poplar Works,

Johnstone Stree"t, Birchfields, Bii-ming-

ham : A catalogue of the Silver Prince-

2J h.p. two-stroke with Villiers Mark

-IV. (flywheel magneto) engine. This

is a well-designed and well-equipped

motor cvcle with Albion two-speed gear.

The catalogue contains hints on manage-

ment, timing instructions, and a list of

spare parts, while the producers have

been enterprising enough to include a

French translation.
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Models of Economy

~~~

—THE COVENTRY EAGLE.

Model 44. 3V h.p. Combination (green

or black), with Sidecar with 26 X 2} tyre,

as illustrated (including Mat and Apron)

£135 Net

or £37 2 6 down and 12
monthly payments of £9.

Model 66. 5-6 h.p. Combination, with

Bulbous Back Sidecar (black, lined gold) as

illustrated, with Luggage Compartment

(including Storm Apron and Mat)

£165 Net

or £45 7 6 down and 12
monthly payments of £11.

The above machines are New 1921 Models, fitted with Sturmey-Archer

3-speed Gear Box, with Clutch and Kick-starter. Full specification sent

on request.

GODFREY S stock includes New 1921 Models
of all the well-known makes.

FOR CASH
OR

DEFERRED
PAYMENTS

ALLON,ARIEL,BLACKBURNE,B.S.A.,COULSON-B,
DOUGLAS, INDIAN, LEVIS, NEW IMPERIAL,
MATCHLESS, RADCO, ROYAL ENFIELD, ROYAL
RUBY, SCOTT, SUNBEAM, TRIUMPH, ZENITH.

A Good Selection, too, of Guaranteed Second-hand Machines. Write for full List.

GODFREY^ L^°
208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

Phone;

LANGHAM 1300

(2 lines.

M
LONDON, W.l

3

!::::::^::::::::b:h:!
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CI, The price of the Coulson-B— the incomparable spring-framed
motorcycle, with 4 h.p. Blackburne engine—is £!26. There are
2| h.p. models at, of course, somewhat lower figures. The

COULSON-
therefore costs more than
many other excellent
machines. Nevertheless,
it can be said without hesi-

tation that there is none
that gives such good value
for money as the Coulson.

The more you know of the

Coulson springing the more
nrust you hs convinced of
its essential " Tightness"

from start to finish. Ex-
amine every spring frame
on the market

;
you will

come back to the Goulson-B
satisfied, and more than satis-

fied, that the claims we make
for it are fully warranted.

C " I'he Book of the Coul-
son-B ' tells you all about it.

Let us send you a copy.

The F. Aslett Coulson Engineering Co.
(Proprietors: Flightcraft, Ltd.)

168, Regent Street :: London, W.l.
Gerrard 356.

COUNTY
Wde

-TAXI-
COMBINATION

—Complete with "County" Compensating Brakes—
(PATEM APPLIED FOK)

PRICE (complete specification) £248.
Write for full particulars. _

COUNTY CYCLE and MOTOR CO.
B.S.A. SPECIALISTS and
TAXICAR EXPERTS.

ALL B.S.A. MODELS IN STOCK.
B.S.A. Replacements dispatched by return of post

307, 308, 314, Broad St, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertixemenis it is desirable to mention " 2'Ae Motor Cycle."
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APPLY TO

SENSPRAY
SERVICE AGENTS

I OR

SPARE PARTS
OR

IN FORMATION ABOUT
YOUR SENSPRAY.

WRITE

FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET
TO THE

Manufacturers & Patentees

TD.
CHARLES H. PUGH, V^

WHITWORTH WORKS,

BIRMINGHAM.
Aberdeen: George Camming, 19, Rose St.
Abergele: .\bcrgelo Motor Co., Market St.

Barrow-in-Furness: Simp.5on, Ltd., 91-93. Duke St
Birmingham: Colmoro Depot, 31. Colmore Row.
Bridgwater: Real, Mcdland & Wills, Ltd., Wcst.-ni

Garages.
Bristol: H. Haskins, 14, City Rd.
Burslem: F. Lycett, Market Place.
Barnsley: Frank CaUrcy, 10, Doncaster Ed.
Blackburn: Arthur Dinham, 70. Bank Top.
Bolton: Kendells (Bolton^, Ltd., 102, Bradshawgate.
Brecon : Fryer Bros, and Co.
Cambridge: King and Harper, 6-7, Bridge St.

Canterbury: \V. J. Thilpot, 34, St, George's St.
Chester: H. J. Marston, 26, Bridge St.

Cheltenham: A. Williams & Co., 19. Portland St.

Carlisle: Lockerbie's. St. Cuthberfs Lane.
Derby: H. Palin,- Chester Green Motor Works

Mansfield Rd.
Doncaster: A. Dodds. Printing Office St.
Dundee: D. F. Mann k Co.. 166, Seagate.
Douglas (I.O.M,): Athol Motor Garage Ltd.. Hill St.
Edinburgh: Alexander & Co., 113, Lothian Rd,
Ely: Walbro Cycle & Motor Co., Lynn Rd.
Enflcld Highway: D. J. Shepherd k Co.. Mountioy

Cycle Works. '

Glasgow: Alexander fc Co., 272. Gt. Western Rd.
Gloucester: W. B. Gibb. Worcester St.

Grimsby: Jas. Pia-tow. 13, Osborne St,

Hull: ilorrell & C<'.. Jameson St.

St. Helens: W. II. Dunv.oody & Co., 28. Duke .St.

Harrogate: Tho Douglas Depot. Soa II.vdro. Bldgs.
Inswich: V. n. Revett. 1. Bcriiers St.
Kettering: J. Bosworth, D.-ilkcith Place.
Kendal: Ilcury Jackson, New Rd.
Leamington: D.R.'s Motor Cycle Depot, 20. Parade
Leeds: lleadingloy Motor F-ngineeriDg Co., Ltd.. St

Michael's Lane. Hcadinglcy.

Liverpool: Mead Cycle Co., 11. Paradise St.

Lincoln: W. L Binks i Co., St. Benedict's Sq.

London: Godfreys, Ltd.. 208, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
Loughborough: T. E. Bowler, 117. NottiDgham Rd.
Luton: Dickinson & Adams, Ltd., High Town Rd.
Llandudno: .\. Deacon L Sons, Ltd., Imperial

Bldgs., Vaughan St.

MIddlesbro': J. Carling t Son, Grange Rd.
Manchester: Colmoro Depotj 261, Deansgato.
Newcastle-on-Tyno: J. Robertson k Co.. 94, Koith.

umberlaud St.

Newport (I.O.W.): Witham Bros.. 139. High St.

Newport (Mon.): V. T. Waite. 79. Commercial .St

Northampton: A. P. I'owcU. 114116. St. James Rd.
Norwich: K. O. Clark. 24, Upper King St.

Nottingham: Whitfield & Co., Carrington St.

Oxford: Morris Garages. jQuccn St.

Oswestry: K. J. Cittins, Ltd.. 35. Church St

Penzance: Taylor's Garage, Ltd., 44, Kew St.

Peterborough: Turnill, North & Co., 55, Broad
Bridfc St.

Plymouth: A. E. Snell, 1, Franklort Bldgs.

Portsmoufh: Whittle Bros., Ltd., 47, Kingston Rd.
Ramsey (I.O.M.): -\thol Motor Garage, Ltd., Bow-

rin;; ltd.

Rhyl: Nelson's, 34, iQuccn St.

Stamford: J. Fanconrt, St. Paul's St.

Stafford: M. Mitchell. Green Gate.

Shrewsbury: Streilord'a Garage. Ltd., Carlino Motor
Works.

Sheffield: T. H. Jactson. 635. Ecclesall Rd.
Southampton: B. B. Tebbutt. 54. Commercial Rd.
Stockport: Slack k Co.. Wellington Rd. Sooth.

Swansea: I. L. Roberts, 223, Oxford St.

Scarborough: G. W. Moore, Ltd.. Nelson St.

Torquay: Nunn, Farmer & Co., 43, Union St.

Thetford: W. 4: G. Lambert. Ltd.. Castlo St. (Nor-
lolk).

Tunbrldge Wells: Coding k Co.. 9. Grosvenor Rd.
Weston-super-Mare: Warrllow k Co.. Oxford St.

Worthing: 1'. G. Searle. 114. Chapel Rd.
Worcester: W. J. Bladder, 62, Sidway.

Wolverhampton; Cyril Williams. Chapel Ash Depot.

Whitehaven: Mark Taylor. 21, King St.

Weymouth: Tillcys. ^^oto^ Eogrs. Tho Esplanade.

York: G. S. Rnssell. 32, Lawrence St.

Yeovil: James MoUat, Town Hall Garago

prices
by

r e d ts c e d
to CI2

1

Prospective purchasers of tlic famous IVY s.Vsand " Three '.s

'

will have noted witli pleasorc our reduction in prices recently

announced in "The Motor Cycle" as coming into force

as from April 7th last. We should like to reduce them Still

further but cannot do so without cutting down the " Do luxe"
equipment, i.e., fitting a cheaper saddle in place of a
" Brookes," cheaper tyres in place of " Dunlops," an inferior

magneto in place of an " E.I.C.," and paring tlie quaUty of the machine
generally. When you buy an IVY you get " The Aristocrat of its Type," a
machine produced in our own model factorj- and not merely assembled. What
we are compelled to purchase is the finest obtainable, and our product is backed
up by a reputation of over tweh'e years' standing in the industry'. The success-

ful motor cycle is the one that stands the test of time, it becomes a make of

repute, it's service is excellent, and it's second-hand value liigli. So if YOU
are contemplating purchasing, think this over,

and purchase an IVY, a "known" make, in

other words—A MAKE OF REPUTE

Zi h.p. All Purpose Model
Sturmey-Archer Gear. Clutch & K/S

P-ic- - - - £69

Catalogues post free from Sole Makers

.

S. A. NEWMAN, LTD.
Aston Cross,

BIRMINGHAM,
The IVY "Three" Isle of Man
Sporting Model. Single -speed

Price - - - £68
In ansiveriiif/ tficse advertisements it is desirable to mention "2'he Motor Cycle." B30
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PILLION^ RIDING

TANSAD RIDING
(TAN-DEM SADDLE)

and Comfort
Fix A

AND TAKE OUT A

TAN-SAD
INSURANCE
POLICY

which insures

Pillion Riding

without extra

charge.

LISTS & POLICIES
OF ALL AGENTS.

TAN-SAD WORKS <F H He^du,).

Freeman Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Model
0,4,5

53/-

W. E. BROUGH & CO.,
BASFORD, NOTTINGHAM.

1

To the Trade
CASTINGS IN ALL METALS.
Air cooled Cylinders and

Crank Cases our speciality.

MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATIONS MADE UP.

Elimiuate
" frame
weakness"

dangers by insisting

upon a macliine tliat's

built -nith

BUTTED TUBES.
The joints—the vital parts—are always

stronger and more rigid if the frame is

built up with REYNOLDS' Tubing, and

a glance at the sectional illustration

above will show you why.

Next time, ensure ma.ximum rigidity

and maxinium safety — INSIST

on REYNOLDS' Tubing.

The Patent Butted Tube Co., Ld.

:

Bay Hall Works,
Tyseley, B'HAM

The Highways and
Bytvays of England

Their History and Romance.
by t. w. wilkinson.

Dealing in an interesting manner with the growth

of our road S5'.steui, from the time of the Romans
down to the present day.

Pyice 61- net. By post, 6/6.

Obtainable from

iLiFFE & SONS Ltd., ^s-N&a^r.iri.
an^ al! leading booksellers.

ARE THE BEST.

Write lor full varticulars to

JOHN S.MORRIS & SON (OILS), Ltd

Cross Lane Oil Works,

SALFORD. MANCHESTER.

The P.V.
The finest Spring Frame Lightweight built.

THE ONLY DESIGN WITH OVER TEN YEARS'

ROAD USE BEHIND IT
Prices from:

Lady's. £81 ?rr':°> £84Two-stroke, 4? 7 tx
Two speed. <*-'•-»
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MODEL 64. (B) Shows Pillion Seat, price 45/. Handles as on CB) 2/3 each.
Folding dress guard and foot rest as on (D) 1 6 / Stirrups as on (c) 7 /6 pair.
One Handle 2/6 Folding back rest, 1o/- Folding dress guard and foot rest
15/- as on E. (E). (F), (G), (H), is the same seat shown in diflercnt styles
of use. Price complete £3 TOO
(G) Shows Footboard half-folded for child's use. (F) Shows arm rest folded.

MODEL 64 folds up and tucks away on the carrier as (H) when not in use.

Any of these parts may be fitted to (A) or (B) at any time in a few minutes.

\UJ
Kote the low

^ seating'

position of

all our scats

Adjustable
SPRINGS
FOR ANy
/weight. r7;f(-^,i

Spring sets OJ these seats Rive a very low seating position, about r' above
carrier when seated. Seat is mounted on 4 cantilevers and 2 horizontal

adjustable springs. Fits any carrier.

MODEL 6 1 (Z) S8/-

Fitlcd With the "TYNESIDER" Patent Drop Spring

Attachment making a ver^' low seat position (about i-inch

above Carrier, other makes are 6-inches or more. Non-
swaying, giving safety and comfort to your passenger. Adds
to the appearance, and gives no strain to tlie machine.

U'ell-curved Seat, Upholstered, Plated Springs. See List

No. 10 for full particulars of this Spring Set.

Patents lull}' protected.

Few 1920 models at 21/- sold direct only.

Ask your Agent for a "Tynesidcr," and do not be put off with

any other. Price List free.

TYNESIDER SEAT WORKS,
9 & 10, Union Street M.C., North Shields, England.

Siemens Dry Batteiy
Electric Li^htiiid/br
SideGdr Lights. Redrtights,

Bigcle &Motor ScooterLghts
Obtdindble from all Dealers.

Illustrated descriptive pamphlets

with prices on application
Motor

S'deoi' Equipment

Rear L'QM On\y

Siemens Brothers & Co. L™
General Offices Woolwich London S.E.18

Telegrdms "SIEMENS, WOOLWICti'' ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^ Telephone CiPr- 6400(7Lines)

In answering t/icse dvcriisemcnts it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." ^3/
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THE AUTOCAR FIRE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED.

Directors.

EDWARD M. ILIFFE, C.B.E.
(Chairman).

W. COKER ILIFFE.

ARTHUR E. MORGAN
(Managing Director).

Head Office : 77, Chcapside, London, E.C.2,

MOTOR INSURANCEof all kinds,

FIRE. BURGLARY, EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY,
HOUSEHOLDERS' POLICIES ; PERSONAL ACCIDENT, Etc.

FIRST ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Capital.

Authorised

Subscribed

Paid up .

.

£500,000

£250,000

£125,001

The First Annual General Meeting of the Company was held at

the Registered Offices, 77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2, on the

13th April, 1921, Mr. Edward M. Iliffe, C.B.E. ,
presiding.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the Directors' Report,

Accounts, and Auditors' Report, said:

IT
gives me considerable pleasure to submit for your approval and adoption the

report and the accounts for the first year of the Company's operations.-

Turning first to the balance sheet, it will be observed that the issued capital

of the Company is £250,000, upon which los. per share has been called up. This
represents a paid up capital of £125,001—the two signatory shares being subscribed

in full.

The revenue account shows that the net premium income, less all re-insurance

and returns, amounts to £44,299 5s. yd., interest and dividends to £3,397 16s. /d.,

and other receipts to £432 ife., making a total income of £48,129 iSs. 2d.

It will be observed that the claims paid and outstanding at the 31st December,
1920, amount to £12,894, and, after allowing for the expenses of management an:!

cbminission, there is a balance which is being carried forward as a reserve for unex-
pired liability of £18,015. This sum represents over 40% of the premium inconre.

The expenses of management and commission amount to £17,230, and when
it is considered that this 'is the first year of the Company's operations and that so
small a sum as £4,101 has been charged to prelimmary expenses, the item \vill not,

1 think, be considered unreasonable.
Your Directors regard this comparatively small premium with some satisfaction,

as it is due entirely to the fact that the risks covered have been carefully chosen.

The margins retained are in all cases well within the resources of the Company.
It is, in the opinion of vour Directors, more important to the ultimate success of the

Company to secure a really sound premium income, although comparatively moderate
in dimensions, than to show a large income which is so often the objective of new
insurance companies, and which it is so easy to obtain if the Directors are willing

to run the necessary risks. This, in my opinion, is entirely undesirable.

Before dealing with any Department of our activities specifically, I should like

to say a word or two in general terms regarding our operations during the past year.

As you are aware, the Company was formed on the 30th December, 1919, and had
as its nucleus certain business controlled by The Autocar Insurance Department.
You will, 1 am sure, be pleased to know that during the year arrangements were
made whereby the whole of this business, together with certain rights, which, granted
a favfurable opportunity, should prove of considerable benefit to this Company,,
were trau lerred to us free of all cost.

In the early months of the year your Directors decided that it would be in the

best interests of the Company were we to become members of the Fire Offices' Com-
mittee and the Accident Offices' Association, and wc accordingly applied for and
obtained admission to membership of both these Associations.

We were somewhat handicapped during the early months of our existence in

that we found considerable difficulty in finding conveniently situated premises

suitable for our Head Offices, but it is gratifying to report that we were eventually

successful in securing our present premises in Cheapside, and we were enabled to

occupy them in October last.

During the year we also decided to commence the underwriting of Marine
insurance. I propose making a closer reference to this later on, but at this juncture
mention it in connection with our organisation onh'.

Our organisation in connection with our business generally was developed in

directions considered advisable, and agencies were created in certain parts of the

world which should ensure a progressive volume of desirable business. At this

period in our second year, despite the existing conditions of trade generally, we
have every reason to be satisfied that these connections will prove of undoubted
advantage to the Company in time to corhe. At present, apart from our Head
Office here, we have three Branches in the provinces, each taking its part in the

furtherance of our business.

I would now like to say a word or t\vo about each of our Departments specifically

The first item in our Revenue Account is the income derived from our Accident

Department. Motor Insurance forms a considerable part in"' this sphere of our

activities.

It was, I believe, commonly considered during the year that we, by virtue of

our acquisition of The Autocar Insurance Department, would have made special

endeavours to develop Motor Insurance business. Vour Directors have kept a very

close watch on this particular class of business, and were of the opinion, despite the

increases in premium rates that were made during the year, that it was still necessary

to exercise great care in the selection of this class of business. This section of insur-

ance business is dependent for success in the future on one of two things. We must
either have further increased premiums or a reduction in claims costs, more
particularly in the Accidental Damage section. We hope, and I believe this can be

said with equal "truth by other Companies transacting the business, that there will

be no necessity to charge any higher premiums than -are prevailing at present, and

we are pleased to be atle to say that there is now some indication, slight though

it may be, of some reduction in the costs of replacements and repairs. Our owq
claims experience must, on the whole, be deemed very satisfacto^^', but thus has been

obtained only by very careful discrimination, endeavouring as we did not to write

a large business, but contenting ourselves with a smaller volume, and that confined

solely to the better classes.
- The figures in the Fire Department are self-explanatorj', and are, I think you

will agree, quite satisfactory for a first year's Account. The present year will, we
believe, show a considerable advance in this section of our business, and we hops

to be able to show a result which will be considered equally satisfactory. Our
relationships with other Companies in this Department are on a very friendly basis,

and many of the larger offices have accorded us valuable support. We have every

reason to believe that this support will be given us in still larger measure during the

current year.
This brings me to the last and the most recently created of our Depai-tments.

namely, the Marine Department. I would be but repeating commonly accepted

knowledge were I to reiterate that this is a department which calls for nnremitting

care and attention just now. We are fully cognisant of that, so much so that you will

see by our accounts that our income for the three months during which the Depart-

ment was in operation up to the end of the year was of very small proportions indeed.

We are proceeding on very similar lines just now, and will continue to do so until

conditions warrant a departure from that attitude.

I have now dealt with each section of our business individually, and before I

cease I just, want to say a word or two reg rding our ideas for the future.
_
The

building up of an Insurance Company cannot "of necessity be a quick process if ws

are to build well. Your Directors are concerned with building well. When we

formed the Company we were not concerned with immediate profits; neither are

we so concerned now. Wo are in no hun^y to amass a -huge premium income, our

desire being quite the reverse. What we are anxious to do is to build up a busines;

which shall merit the confidence of our Policy-holders, to the end that they may
increase, and so that we may also continue to merit the confidence of the Companies

with whom we are now doing business, and such other Companies with whom \ve

expect to stand in closer business relationship during this and the years to come.

We appreciate to the full that the keynote of success in Insurance business is

security. We are happily so constituted that we can apply om" energies to this,

which must be our main purpose for some time to come. We are anxious to make
sure that our security shall continue to occupy a position which is at any rate equal

to th.^t of other Comnanies transacting a similar class of business.

My final word must be that of the appreciation which the Directors have for the

work and energy displayed during the past year by the stafi, both at Head Office

and Branches. It is the loyal working together of ail concerned which enabled us to

close our first year showing the results we do.

I now beg formally to move that the Report and Accounts as submitted be

adopted.
The resolution having been seconded, and carried unanimously, Mr. W. Coker

Iliffe was re-elected a Director, and Messrs. Mann, Judd, Gordon & Co. Auditors.

BALANCE SHEET as at DECEMBER 31st, 1920.

LIABILITIES.

CAPITAL Authorised :

500,000 Shares of £i each 500,000 o o

Capitax Issued ;

249,998 Shares of £i each, on which 105. per

Share called up . . . • . . . . 124,999 o o

2 Shares fully paid^ .

.

.

.

.

.

200

Sundry Creditors

General Revenue Account funds at end of year .

.

125 001 o o

i;?,540 12 o

iS,oi5 7

(160,556 19 6

ASSETS.
£ s.

Investments :

£21,900 5 per Cent. War Loan, 1929-47, deposited
with High Court, at cost

Short-dated Loan, pending completion of Mortgages
on Freehold Property

Lease of Head Office . . . . . . . . . . 8,000 o
Fmniture, Fixtures and Fittings at Head Office and

Branches .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 2,260 11

Note.—Redemption Policy for £10,000 has been_

taken out to cover Lease and Furniture. Pre-

mium has been charged to Revenue.
Preliminary Expenses
Sundry Debtor- .

.

Interest and Dividends accrued to date, less Income
Tax thereon .

.

Cash on Hand and at Bankers .

.

£ 5. d.

20,053 3 y

40,000 o

10,260 II I

4,10I II

20,428 II

6^ 17

65,649 4"" 7

£160,556 19

i Directors.
Edward M. Ili: fe 1

A.RTHUK E. Morgan
j

AUDITORS' REPORT TO THE SHAREHOLDERS.
We have audited the Books and Accounts of the Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance Company, Limited, for the year ended 31s*

December, 1920, and have obtained all the information and explanations we have required.
In our opinion the foregoing Balance Sheet is properly drawn up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the state of the Company's

affairs according to the best of our information and the explanations given to us, and as shown by the Books of the Company.

London, 5th April, 1921. MANN, JUDD, GORDON <t CO., Chartered Accountants, Auditors.
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BUY FROM
itiisarjiatsfivi'i'ea 1 1> I WiOKKHssiiiVRS

9 LAMB'S
^th down and 1 1 Monthly Payments.

S NO CHARGE for terms if account paid in 2 months.

Exti-a.ci: From LIST OF STOCK. NE\A/ 192
DOUGLAS 2 J h.p £92 10
NEW HUDSON Ltwt.. 2} h.p., 2.specd .. £55
JAMES 4t h.p. Comb £140
ROVER T.T. 3.V h.p.. 3-speed .. £105
NEW IMPERIAL and Sidecar, 8 h.p. .. £145

SECOND
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON7.9h.p.Comb.

(only soiled) £220
1921 Q.N. RUNABOUT 8-10 h.p. (soiled £220
1920 A.J.S. 6 h.p. dyn. Comb, (only soiled; . . £205
1921 G.N. , dvn. ltg.'(only soiled) .. .. £230
1921 TRIUMPH 4 h.p. (soiled) .. .. £105
1916 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Comb £100
1915 ENFIELD 6 h.p. Comb, dyn £100
1919 ENFIELD 2.stroke £49
1919-20 MORGAN - .. £165 O
1915 B.S.A. 4i h.p .. .. £65

387, Euston Road, 50, High Road, Wood
London, N.W.L London, N.

O r/IACHINES.
CLYNO 8 h.p. Comb
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 4 h.p. Comb. ..

DIAMOND single speed

CALTHORPE 2-spced, 2-stroke

And many others.

-HAND.
1921 B.S.A. 6.7 h.p. dyn. Comb, (soiled) ..

1921 ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Comb, (only soiled) . .

1921 NEW IMP. 8 h.p. Comb, with access, (sld.)

1920 NEW HUDSON2-specd.2-str.(soiledl
1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Comb, (soiled) ..

1919 QUADRANT Comb
1919 RUDQE and Sidecar

1919 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Comb
1919 P. & M. Comb
I9I6 DOUGLAS, renovated

And many others.

£190
£155
£55
£65 O

£215
£160
£160
£62 10
£145
£95
£95

£125 10
£95
£55

Green, 151, High Street, Walthamstow,
London, E.

^<pu4cm
th an "Easting" fitted to your sidecar you know that she will always say "yes."

a its storm position an "Easting" windscreen spells perfect enjoyment in any weather

neat appearance enhances the beauty of the smartest outfit,

hat's why 30,000 motor cyclists are thoroughly satisfied "Eastingers"—why your passenger

opes that you will get an "Easting" and make every outing 10 times as enjoyable.

.OYAL—£5 10 STANDARD—£4 10
' For Sporting tjpe machines.

*BABY—£3 10

EASTING WINDSCREENS, LTD.,
132, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

and at 24, Finsbury Square, London, E.C.2.

Thone : - - Llerken^-ell 1904.

All communications to be addresse-^ to Birmingham.

Wholesale Stockists: Australia—J. J. Wilkins & Sons, 586, George St.,

Sydney. Ireland—C.E. Jacob, 184, Brunswick St., Dublin, and at Howard
St., Belfast. Scotland—Alexander & Co., 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh,
&272, Gt. Western Rd., Glasgow; C.Cruiksbank, 156, Union St., Aberdeen.
Wales—^Tom Norton, Ltd., iJandrindod Wells, and 14, Charles St., Cardiff.

Also obtainable from all reputable motor cycle agents.

In answering these" advertisements it is desirable to vieniion '* The Motor Cycle.'' E41
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WHY NOT HAVE YOUR OWN BUS?
Don t let the "rush hours worry you—drive your own mactine. Allen-Bennett are

out to give the motor cyclist and intending motor cyclist every possible satisfaction. We
have the right machines at the right prices—tuned up, ready to ride away

—

and you pay as -

you ride. Write or call. Remember, we are open on Saturdays until 7 p.m.

NEW 1921 MODELS IN STOCK. Immediate Delivery.

A.J.S., 7 h.p., d>Tiarao lighting;, Combiiuitioa £243
ALLON, 2f h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and K.S £75
ARIEL, 7 h;p. twin', Combination t167 10
BLACKBURNE, 4 h-P-, 3-speed, clutch, and K.S £127 10
CALTHORPE, ajh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, and K.S.,

Combination, d^n-^mo lighting £115 10
COULSON, 4 h.p. Blackburne, 3-speed, clutch, and K.S £126
DIAMOND, 2j h.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed £M
DIAMOND, 2j h.p, J.A.P., Sturmey 2-speed, clutch, and K.S. £89 5
DOUGLAS, 2'} h.p., 2-speed, all accessories £85
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., s-speed, clutch, and K.S. £105
HUMBER, 4 h.p. flat twin, i-speed, clutch, and K.S £140
INDIAN 4 h.p. Scout, 3-speed, clutch, and K.S £172
LEA-FRANCIS, 3.'. h.p.tivin, 3-speed, clutch, and K.S £145
LEVIS 2i h.p. Sports Popular : £60
NIARTINSYDE, 7 h.p. twin. Combination .5175

MATCHLESS, 7 h.p., magneto, standard, and Combination .

.

£205 "

Dynamo lighting, £25 extra. Two-seater sidecar, £7 ^Qs. extra.

NEW IMPERIAL, 3 h.p.. Combination S186
NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p., 2-speed £80 17
NORTON, 3I h.p., T.T., 3-speed, all-chain £132
O.K.-ViLLIERS, 2.Vh.p., single-speed £50 8
O.K.-VILLIERS, 21- h.p., 2-speed £59 17
O.K.-VILLIERS, 2i h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and K.S £64
P. & IW., 3* h.p.. 2-speed, dutch, ajid K.S £115
RUDGE 3,','h.p. I.O.M. Multi £85
SCOTT, si'h.p., 2-spccd, sports model £130
VELOCETTE, 2.1 h.p., 2-speed, clutch £75

WOLF, 4 h.p. Blackburne, 3-speed, clutch, and K.S £110
ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports model £123

SWAN, MILLFORD, HENDERSON, MONTGOMERY SIDECARS.

CASH EXCHANGE - EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
Full List of NEW and SECOND - HAND MACHINES sent post free on Request.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO., Ltd., *-^i"EST
The Motor Cyc^e Specialists, 'Phow—CioyJon 2450.

11, Royal Parade,
CROYDON.
'Grams—" Track, Croydon.'"

WAUCHOPE'S
Deal direct with
financial house,
monthly

customers for EASY PAVIVIENTS, and not through a
Terms: ONE-FIFTH down and the remainder in twelve

instalments. EXCHANGES also arranged with the balance payable
by extended payments. Write, 'Phone, or Call.

All the best makes supplied promptly. Below is a selection taken from oar list.

NEW 1921 MACHINES.
ARIEL Combination, J,1 h.p £162 10
RUDGE, 3J h.p., I.O.M. Model £85
WOOLER, 2j h.p., T.T. model £98
WOOLER, s'i h.p., touring model £99 10
ZENITH, 5 h.p.. Sporting Model C _ £123
DOUGLAS, 2ih.p., clutch, and kick-start, all on £105
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and K.S,, all on £130
DOUGLAS Combination. 4 h.p., all on £170
DOUGLAS, 2] h.p., improved VV.D., 2-spced, all on £85
Uabv TRIUMPH, 2i h.p £70
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain-drive £125
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H ." £115
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Model H Combination £165
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2} h.p £89 5
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., renovated h.y Triumph Cycle Co From £90
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p £65
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2} h.p., kick-start ... £70
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p £160
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, S h.p., dynamo , £182 .0
B.S.A., 4j h.p.. Model K.2 £107
B.S.A., 4i h.p.. Model H.2, chain drive £110
B S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p., dyiiamo '. £195 15
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p. twin ! . .

.

£175
LEVIS, 2i h.p., 2-stroke : £60
BLACKBURNE twin Combination, 8 h.p £227 10
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., solo £127 10
l;ig Four NORTON, solo, 3-speed, clutch, and kick-start £135
3I h.p. 3-speed all-chain NORTON £132

Big Four NORTON and de luxe Sidecar £177
A.J.S. Corabtnation, 7 h.p £215
A.J.S. 7 ii.p. xlynamo Combination £245 15
MATCHLESS Combination, S h.p,, dynamo £230
SUNBEAM, 3! hp £155 S
VEL0CETTE,"2j h.p, 2-spcLd £75
QUADRANT Combination, 4! h.p £125
QUADRANT, 44 h p., solo . T £t05
BRADBURY, 4"h.p £103 10
BRADBURY, 6 h.p. £135
BRADBURY Combin.ation, 6 h.p £173
BRADBURY, 23 h.p £89

NEW 1920 MACHINES.
Reduced Price.

6 h.p. BAT Combination £160
2} h.p. P. & S £60
=1 h.p. P. & S £65
AUTOPED Scooters, dynamo ,£25

4i h.D. B.S.A., Model K £100
SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

BLOOMFIELO and Sidecar, 3J h.p £45
J.A.P. Engine, 8-10 h.p., 1920, w.-c., magneto, new £45

List Price.

C73 o

06 o

£42 10

^,107 o

ZENITH, 5 h.p., 1920" . .
.'. .^

, £97 10"" " 0INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p., 1913 £60
SUNBEAM and Sidecar, 3I h.p., 1915 £105
ROYAL ENFIELD, a-stroke, 1919, licence paid £55
TRIUMPH, 3* h.p., 1913, T.T., single-speed £42 10
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 1921, W.D. tj-pe, all ou. Licence paid £75
CLYNO. 2 ^ h.p.. ig2a Licence paid £45

II» a

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4I
'Phone : Hotborn 5777. 'Grams :

" Opificer, Fleet, London.
B42 In anawenna these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES
Ariel.

FOR SALE.

EL.—Tliis is the machine lor reliabilitj'. We are
Tactical riders and gold medal winners with this

rfully efficient and reliable motor ci'cle. We can
u immediate delivery from stock. All spares in

Trade supplied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill.

Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

Armls.
. 2"'4h.p. Amii^-Jap. 2 speeds, band controlled
clutch, lamps, horn, oti.. nice couditiou: Xt>5.—
illtut St., Burnley. rX2571

Arno.
rO 3^-.li.p., 3-3peed liuh, coach comhination, all

ta£pai'l; £50.-3, Hirk St., Hexthorpe. Pon-
[S2466

Bat.
6h.p., 3-speed. 1920. brand new: £125.- Clark.
Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7 r9169

1921 Models.—We are now accepting orders for
arly delivery. Your enquiry esteemed.—Below.

6h.p., fully equipped as makers' specifications,
hop-soiled, tit greatly reduced prices; also second-
combination, same make. -Jlebes, 154-156. Gt.
nd St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230. [4469

p. Bat-Jap, 65 m.p.li., a roafl burner, fully
iiif'iied, licensed; £50, or near offer.—Bos 3.552.
Motor Cycle. [4287

Bat-Jap.' neaily new tyre«. T.T. bar?, round
iilc^Cnx-Atmos Carburetter, very fa>t and sporty;
It ofler.^.—33, The Parade, Golders Green.

[4534
ER L- Willing to Sell his "Very Fast and Sporty
6li.p. Biit-.lnp. engine Nn. 52136. clutch model,
udid rendition, fitted Binkn and ,Iio.=cli ; price

.V. Spoar, King's Kd., Crowthonio, Berk?.
[4890

77'
-J ram. lOh.p. o.b.v. special short wheel-

baje Bat. nearly all 1920. guaranteed; £85:
;e late T.T. Hover. Norton.-Further parti-
apph-, Windermere. London Rd., Twickenham.

(5306

Benrdmore.
KI'MORE-PKKCrSIOX 3VJi.p., spring frame
ijwI<-!, n<w. never ridden, ynip of the sejii^on ;

Bennett, 138. Gray's Inn Ed., W.C.I. [5506

UnMORE-PRECIStON 1921 Models in stock
inme<H;ite deliverv, Ynur enquiry estcemetl.
154-156. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone:

m 2230. [4470

B'?ardmoie-Preci:?ion. &liop-=oiled only and never
leeii on the road, cos-e new £105. but panrificed

approval with pleasure.—The Lavton Gnrnges,
it:h rit., Oxford. T.A.; Integrity. 'Phone; 581.

rX2705
Beardmore. perfect condition, Miller lichting

set, tyres nnumrked, mileage under 1.000, the
idl-weatlier motor cycle; reason ^ellinE. owner
car; price £80, carriage free.—X., 27. Coleeate

>rwich. [4299

Blackburne.
CKBCRXE 4h.p.. 1920. new : biucain. £105.
earest.—A.. 2, Brighton Rd., Horsham. [X2450
Blackburne and Canoelet Sidecar slightly shop-
led; offers considered.—A. J. Young and Co..
ewmarket. [5377

CKBURNE Agents.—Oflicial Blackburne engine
epairers in anv make.—BuUoughs Motors,' Ltd..
00 SL. Oldham. [1099

UIXE Bargain.-Blackburne 4h.p.. 1920. new;
120.—Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd., 23 and

oodUock St.. Bond St.. W.l. (0320

CKBURM-: Bh.p. 1920 Combination, complete
K'ith hood, screen, lamps, horn, etc; a very smart
160.-92. Gloucester Rd.. S.W.7. l5353
Blackburne 4h.p. Combination, mileage small,

almost as new, fully equipped, including
a really good investment; £130.—Below.

) Blackburne 4h.p., lamps and horn, shop-soiled
only, an txcellent opportunity at £115; ex-
s or c-xtended payments; approval with pleasure,
'.ayton Garages. 90, High St., Oxford. Grams:
ty. 'Phone: 581. [X2692

' 4h.p. Blackburne Combination, crachbuilt
sidecar, himps, screen, speedometer, under 4.000,
iiled. licensed, in-jured. perfect; cost £185; bar-
19 gtis.—29, St. Thomas's Mansions, Westminster
S.E.I. (4908

CKEURXE 1920 8h.p. Show Afodel Combina-
on. Lucas j\Iagdyno lighting, Avon steel tyre,
wheel, wind screen. Klaxon, speedometer. Tan
T, qnanfity spares; the whole heavily plated.
aranteefJ in tip-top condition, fully insured,

seen any time; any trial; close London;
seen nny time.—" Sandhurst." Ashley Rd

.

Ditton, Surrey. [1997

Bradbury.
4h.n., 2-speed. splendid order, tax
-Felton. Gnosall. Staffs. [5302

BradburT,- and Sidecar. 3-speed. tax paid, per-
:t; £32.-17. Heaton Rd., :Mitcham. (5269
DBITRY 4:;h.p.. 2-speed. kick start. Optional
'Mter Hdecar. a.- new.— Powell, Worcester Park

[4420

^IIIKIIIKIIIKIIIKIIIKIIIKIIII%lll%lll%lll>^

I REAL SERVICE|

I
not LIP SERVICE

|
^ What we say we do—We DO ! ^
Jlj Our name is sj-nonymou3 witli all JJ= that genuine service for the Motor =
Jlj Cyclist really means. Jig

= A satisfied customer means more =
« to us than immediate profits. «
^ Wc serve vou NOW that \vc may ^S scr\-c >-ou' ALWAYS. ^
K IF YOU ARE NOT ALREADY X= A CUSTOMER — TRY US =
^ for your next order, whether large or small, ^— it will receive every attention, and convince ^^
W you that ours is ReAI. LIVE SERVICE. V
= NEW MACHINES. S
2 All best makes in stock. 2
M 7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £215 ^« .vO h.D. BROUeH Combination £180 OS
1= 7 h.p. B.8.A. Comb., dynamo lightina.. £195 15=:
K Kh p ENFIELDCamb.,dynamoli);htiMK £182 K= O.K. JUNIOR £50 8 =
C; O.K. JUNIOR. ;-speed £59 17 SA O.K. JUNIOR, rinlch and kick-starter £67 4 A.
3= :i h.p. NEW COMET, ispecd, clutch —
Jtf and kick-starter £68 5 V"

=J h.p. NEW IMPERIAL JAP, 2-spccd, ^^ rintch and kick-starter £84 —
2^ NORTON UiR 4." 3-spced £135 2^— 3! h.p. P. & M. Combination £155 —
V -i li-P- ROYAL RUBY Sports model.. £84 v2 3» h.p. SUNBEAM, 3-spccd £155 8 ^= 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-5peed, model H .. £115 =
K 4 h-p. TRIUMPH, 3-5pccd, n.o<lel S.U. K= all chain £125 =
^ !! h.p ZENITH, clutch, model II £150 0^« VELOCETTE, c speed £75 0^
;= etc., etc. zz

^ : i ^
j^ : DELIVERY—IMMEDIATE

\ j^
= ; EXTENDED PAYMENTS- =
^i THE FAIREST ;^
w Why not send tor particulars. Please : u— mention the machine you require and \ ^— we can quote you. ;

—
^ : '. X
K SECOND-HAND MACHINES. ^= A splendid variety- in stock. Everj'onc =
S overhauled and in good order. «
M CLYNO, 10:0. ::-spced and clutch £55 m« DOUGLAS, nifi. not W.D., ta.\ paid .. £60 0^= METRO-TYLER, 1920, ;-spced, almost =
SU ""V £60 SJS TRIUMPH, 1017, 4 h.p.,3-sp.,Sturmey £75 =
^ P. & M., R..-\.F. model, 2-speed £65 rj^ N.U.T. 1920 3} h.p. twin, magdyno «— lighting, speedometer, etc £125 rzV DOUGLAS 1020 4 h.p. Combination, all WS accessories £135 ^
^ ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination and —
2^ accessories, renovated .as new .... £125 2^

B^

I;

nBURY
lid; £36

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

"DEADBtTEr 6h.p. Combination, ptrfect condition:
--» £75. it bafgnia.—49, Brunswick Rd., Leyton,
^10- [4767

6 h.p. Bradbury Combination. 3-?peed. kick-starter,
lamps, horn, etc.;" £85.—74. Brighton Rd., Sur-

biton. [4557

DAVIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Bradbury
from stock. — 229. Deansgate. 'Phone : 536

Central. ^ (2434

1 Q20 4h.p. Bradbury, ciiain dri^e, 3-?peed, fhitrh.
A*' kick-starter, not done 1,000 miles; £125.—Walliw
and Easton, Mill Rd.. Cambridge. [4835

BRADBURY Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p.. N.S.U.,
Bosch, B.B.. equipped, policy, splendid condition:

nearest £&5.—19, A.shcroIt Rd., Bow, E.3. ' [4787

BRADBTJRY Combination; 35 gns. ; 4h.p., 3-epeed,
iree trial, *;plendid condition, all arcessories. tn.K

£4 paid.—169. Mortlake Rd., lUord, Essex. [2933

1 Q I*) Bradbury, excellent condition, fast, reliable.
-*-»' sincrle speed; £36, or with new 2--:pee<l N.S.U.
(-oar, £42; trial.—AV. L. Reedmon, Sowerby. Thirsk.

RADBURY 1913 4h.p. Combination. N.S.U. 2

speeds, equipped, good condition; ;£60.~Parker'?.
Bradt^hawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Man-
chester.

"
[X2448

BRADBURY Single-cylinder Combination. 2-speed.
countershalt, kick start, equipped, registered;

£55; exchange lightweight.—Wilson, Way's Green,
Winiford, Cheshire. [4232

BRADBUltX 1920 4h.p. Combination. 3 speeds, elec-

tric liphtinfT. TvJasoii, speedometer, clock. 1921
tnx pMid, smiijl mileage; £130, or closo offer.—Broom.
88, (U. rorlhind St.. I-ondon, W.l. [9242

BRADBURY Bh.p. Twin, fulty equipped as makers'
speciflcation.s, ahop-soiled; at greatly reduced

price; now is the time to biiv.—Mebes. 154-156, Gt.
Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230. [4471

WAUCnOPE'S. 9. Shoo Lane. London, E.C.4.-
—Bradbnrys, all new models in stock, reudv for

immediate delivery; 4h,p. solos. 6h.p. combinations, nnil

2^ih.p. lightweights, Irom £89.—Apply lor our entiipst of
easy terms. [5488

jr*35.—4h.p. Bradbury, 1914, stored during war, 3-^ speed liub. clutch. Bosch. Binks 3-jet. Klaxon,
hOund running order, engine overhauled, rebushed.
tvrc!i good, tax paid; trial week-end.—Avundale, Soutl>-
wood Rd.. New KItbam, S.F-:. [4251

1 Q^^ Bradbury 3',|:h.p.. licence paid. Grade gear.
-1-t/ tvres and general condition \ory fair, but appear-
.iiico not good; £35; exchanges or extended payments;
.ipproval with pleafsuie.—Tlie Layt<m Garage's, 90. High
St.. Oxfurd. 'Griuns: Integrity. 'Phoue: 581. [X2702

Brough.

NEW 1920 Brongh 5-6h.p.. £120; 1920 Doiiglns com-
bination, electric liglit. £130; cschunge lor new

Morgan.-Mnrtin Clark, Bristol. [4514

31h.r. Brough, 1914, o.h.v., 2-speod, T.T.. vny fast.
3 splendid condition, electric lighting, jatelv over-

hauled: £60, or near offer.-Willit, Shotley, Castle Rd..
Weybridge. [4680

BROUGH 5-6h.p., 1920, 3-speed, clutch, Inmjw, horn,
high speed gear, 900 miles, perfect coudition ; cost

£150. accept £120, or nearest.—Redston, 19, St.
Nicholas St., Coventry. [X2494

BROUGH 5-6b.p., 1920, with very smart Dinkie
sidecar, 3-9peed. chitch. lamps, lioru, licence, etc..

1,000 miles, excellent condition; cast £190, accept £150,
iir nearest.—Rodston. 19, St. Nicholas St., Coveatrv.

[X2493
BROUGH S-6h.p, Combination, flat twin, S.A., 3-

speed. hand clntch, tax paid, holder, all lamps.
horn, spare plugs, valve, etc.. most beautiful C.B. side-

<ar. wind screen, best upholsterv, 8pe<'i»illv uiiide in
order, only ridden few hundred miles, condition as new
throughout, cost £195; sacrifice £135. no cffcrs; owner
bought car.—Orme, Costumier. Derby. [5326

Brough Superior.

[5051

Brown.
3ih.p. Brown, wants slight overhanl. dropped fmme,

2 F.E. wlieel: £20, or nearest, or exchange Gloria
sidecar.—Rupert Lee, Aston, Wrenbury. Cheshire.

[4258
B.S.A.

£125
etc., etc, ^1 TULIAXS of Reading for Ttrrmeh Superior. Can give

X FULL LIST AND EXTENDED PAY. Xl eaH. deliver): of these fine machine,. [0564

=: MENT PARTICULARS, POST FREE. = "XTEW Brough Superior, just delivered, owner unablo

^ M -'-^ to use; take list price, £175.—Graham. 2a. Lord
« THE «

iSERVICE CPi
^ LIMITED, ^
I 289-293, HIGH HOLBORN |
I LONDON - W.C.I I
^ Telegratm : "Adinilfedly, London.^' —
^ Tefcphone

:

Holboni 6430. ^
^JIi%IIIKIII%inilKIII!i!lll%IIISf!IIIKIII2i;|||l

adv

.S.A.—All models
arranged.

-S.A. Rephicement^, every
return.

stock gradual payments

part and pfittern. by

All letters relating to advc 1*11sements should quote the number at the end of each

B.S.A. Specialists: Countv Cycle and Motor Co..
Broad St., Birmingham. [3243

PUCKERING, Shrewsbury.—B.S.A. H2 and K2 in

k; exchanges. [X2511

.S.A.. July. 1920, B.S.A. sidecar, Lucas Magdyno,
small mileage; £130.-102, Queen's Rd.. I'e'^"^^"'^

vertisement. and the date of the issue, ba'j

X

B
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MOTOR CYCLES
B.S.A.

Shrewsbury.—B.S.

A

FOR SALE.

B.8.A., immediate delivery all models,
stock.—Chasten, Blackwood, Mon.

-in 16 B.S.A. All
,lc/ £95.—Eraser,

S.A. ^„^„,„„..„.... ... ,

Garage, 223, High Rd.,

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—B.S.A. twin combina-

tion in stock; exchanges. [^2512

B.S.A. 1921 Models Now Ready.—Dayies, 229, Deans-

gate, Manchester. 636 Central. [2439

mostly from
[5333

All-chain, Swan sidecar, new tyres;

163, Stafford Rd., Wallingttm.
[5216

NEW 1921 B.S.A. Combinations in Stock; list price.

-Bounds' Garage, 223, High Rd., KllWn
N.W.6. W509

B.S.A., all models in stock; spare "parts definitely

by return against cash.—Pitts, . oi Redditch.

Tel. : 91. [X9324

BS A. 1921 Twin 6-7h.p. Combination in stock

£175; spare wlieel, tyre, and lugga
£13/19.—Below

I
grid extra

No. 3 1921 sidecar, _
£35; in stock.-A. Rlvett
Itone, E.ll.

B.S.A. 1921 Model H2, 4i4h.p., chain drive, £110;
i\o. 3 1921 sidecar, £42; No. 2 1«20 type sidecar,

High Rd., Leyton-
[9545

BSA. Combination, all chain, 1920, i)rand new.

tax, lamps, horn; £118. — 20, Elm Gardens.

Hammersmith. [51o4

BSA., 1916, all-chain, Millford sidecar, child's seat.

Bonniksen, iuUy equipped; *95.-35, Silver St

Enfield Town. [5260

BSA 1921 Models; orders now accepted for early

delivery.—Ratoliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St^

VV. Langham 1704.
- [0429

BS A Ji/.b.p. Genuine 2-speed Combination, all

on- £7"o, ofier; alter 4.—Callaid, 25, Conlngton

Rd., Lewisham, S.E. [5207

1 020 B S.A., new, small mileage, lamps, speedometer,

J-t/ licensed; £88; exchange.-Scott, 3, Morpeth

Rd„ South Hackney. [5218

LATE 1920 B.S.A. Combination. Magdyno, equipped,

licensed, done 500; £135.—Barker, 72, Humber-
itone Rd., Cambridge. [4453

Canoelet sidecar, little used,

__ „„ „ „ paid; £97.-3, St. Dunstan's

Gardens, 'Acton, W.3. [5125

BS A. 1919 (late) 4J41l.p. Combination, perlect

condition, £115; would separate.— 13, Gartmore

Rd., Goodmayes, Essex. [4659

BS.A. 1921 Model K2, In stock, delivered anywhere,
—City Agents, Turner Brothers, 134, Upper

Thames St., London. E.C.4. [6021

"I Q19 4h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed. clutch and kick-starter,

-i-t^ been overhauled, as good os new; £85
Easton, Mill Ed., Cambridgo.

LATE 1919 B.S.A.,
tax, insurance

-1020-21 B.S.A.
Xt/ wind screen.

Wallis and
[4831

6-7h.p. and New Hud.son sidecar with

carrier, 3 lamps, licence paid.—Part-

ridse, 10, Chapel St., Lutou. [4935

BS A 1919, Montgom'ery tandem sidecar, fully

equipped, mileage 4,000, perfect condition; £110,

—24, Canning Rd., Croydon. [4907

B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, clutch, per-

fect condition; £45; exchange solo.—The Haven.
120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [5186

1 021 4Vjh.p. B.S.A. Solo or with sidecar, in stock

X" for immediate delivery.—Edwards, 50, Harring-

ton Rd., South Kensington, S.W.7. [5451

1 014 B.S.A. Combination, C.B. sidecar, all on;
-L«/ bargain, £72; aluminium footplates, 13/- pair.

-Penn Garage, Penn, Wolverhampton. [4264

B.S.A 1915 4>ih.p. Comliination, oU-choin, perfect

condition, tax paid all accessories; £80.—Joyce,
14, Sandwell Mansions, West Hampstead. [4800

BS.A. 1920 4h.p. Combination, complete with all

acce-ssories. hoo<l, screen, etc., practically new;
£125.—E. Mooie, Wohli Row, Nontwich. [4724

1 Ol* B.S.A. 4Kh.p. and C.B. Sidecar, 3-.spced clutch,

-Lt/ good running order; £58; after 6 p.m.—39,
Springfield Gardens, Tipper Clapton, E.5. ' [4647

BS -^ 4^Ah.p. Combination, late 1920, all accessories,

'ab«>Iutely as new; £115; .seen any time.—C.S..
14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E3156. [5510

B.'S.A. N©w 1921 Models actually in stock; new
1920 Magdvno combination, £158.—Agents, R. B.

Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [5476

B.S.A. 1917 Combination, C.B., 4.'ih.p., exceptionally

good .order, almost as new; a bargain at £95.—
Ashby House, York Av., Hunstanton, Norfolk. [X2553

B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Model K, 3-speed countershaft gear,
coachbuilt sidecar, excellent condition; £80.-

Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [5107

LATE 1919 4yh.p. B.S.A. and Burbnry sidecar, pei-
lect runninfi' order, done about 2,000 miles, tax

paid: £110.—Bicknell, Bank House, Highbridge. [4506

B.3.A., 411h.p., C.B. sidecar, 1917, screen, hood,
Tan.Sad, tyres good, excellent running order;

price £95; tax paid.—Mrs. Stewart, Brignal, Barnard
Castle. [4249

NEW 1921 B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Combination, tax paid,
fully insured, used once only ; good reasons for

Belling; £145.—Davies, 15, Liskeard Gardens, Black-
heath, [4931

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Langham 1257.

1921 Models in Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery:

i92r 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar SI"
1921 2-specd LEVIS S88 »

IQ2I 3-5pecd LEVIS, ladv's model MS
rq2r .ih.p. DOUGLAS Combination .... t170

1021 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination . £205

iq,i 8h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combinat'n £186 18

iq^i 23 h p. 2-spc(.d DOUGLAS £85

IQ2I 2! h.p. 3-5p. DOUGLAS, with clutch £ 05

1921 4 h.p TRIUMPH, chain drive £40
ro^o %(, h.p. JAMES Combination ..... £175

Mt 23h.p .-speed NEW IMPERIAL.

with clutch .;i;.',' .^iocoiAi'
i920 2jh.p. 2-5pccd NEW IMPERIAL,

without clutch »» »

1920 3i h.p. LEA-FRANCIS £110

1 92

1

Shop-soiled 3-sp. and clutch

2i DOUGLAS, all accessories £93

OVER^20
REDUCTION.

We have a few NEW IMPERIALS, 1921 models in

every other detail, but fitted with 1920 engmes.

2'i h.p., 2-speed model *88
ij h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick start.

.
£79

6 h.p.! 3-spced, Combination £155

SPECIAL OFFER. Two only.

2-speed models, slightly damaged £60

New Imperial Spare Parts Stockists.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
£63

and
19.0 2-stroke JAMES, 2.speed

1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, sports model.

Sidecar £125

jo^o - h.p. 2-specd EDMUND £78

Tois Th.p. TRIUMPH, and accessories.. £80

loi? i h.p. TRIUMPH, and Sidecar .... £105

194 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combina-

tion, all accessories £130

1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, and Montgomery

Sidecar, all accessories . ; £120

1920 4i h.p. B.S.A., all-chain, and Side-

car all accessories £120

19 'o --strolic JAMES, 2-specd £65

To'o MATCHLESS, dvnamo lighting ... £175

\lfoWv- 'win HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
all accessories .

'
£105

1915 --speed DOUGLAS, all .iccessories. . £45

1919 A.J.3. Combination, dynamo light-

ing, speedometer 2140

A few Shop-soiled bulbous back CANOELET SIDE-

CARS, to clear £37

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON NEW
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Slock of Powell & Hanmer Lamps
and other Accessories.

CAR DEPOT:

578, Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436

;i(

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

B.S.A.

B.S.A. 1921 67h.p. Twin, Model A, with B,.

No. 1 sidecar, £175; also 1921 K2 Model, C
Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [£_

3.S.A. 1920 Magdyno Combination, Easting sere

-^ horn, mirror, .speedometer, spares, tax paid, e*
dition as new; £135.-66, Aubrey Kd., Small Heath, ]

mingham. tX2

,S.A. Late 1919 4l/ih.p. Combination, equipp

speedometer, electric lighting, spares, lugg

^,— I. .... Tia,,,. tvi^I. cqn —KaUVviirn. Bakpr i

ey'bri

-C' speeaometoi , eiecLiic iii^u^iub, o^,...^..., .-t

grid tools, as new; trial; £90.—Haisboro, Baker

w •
'[51

1Q20 B.S.A. Combination, complete with Ln

Xu dynamo lighting. Easting screen, and lice

paid; £120.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, ^ew '

Birmingham. '^^

BS..\ 1919 All-chain Combination, speedome

lamps, horn, screen, hood, luggage grid. '

tyres, perJcct order; £110, offers.—35, Vernon Gar*

Seven Kin"

BS.A. Singles and Twins, early deliveries, fitted

any model Sandum sidecars; B.S.A. twin

dual sidecar in stock.—Sandum Sidecars, 336, tj

Inn Rd., W.C.I

£58- B S a; 4y,h.p., all chain, 3-speed counteK

perfect throughout, all accessories, tax pa

Call after 6 or write, HoUymount, 146, Leandcr

Brixton Hill, S.W-. !•'

BS A 1920 4i4h.p., Sandum sidecar, hand .jnil

clutches, fully equipped, indietinguishable

new; £130.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also

Deansgate, Manchester. L-^

B.S.A. Late 1919 Combination, fOO miles only

accessories ; fllO: viewed Noith West distnc

appointment.-Davies, do Harwell, 2, Bayley St., To

ham Court Kd., W.C.I. L'

BS.A. 4i4h.p. Model K Combination, 1920,

spare belt, chain, luggage grid, front fork, i

lube, horn, spring pillion seat, etc., tax paid, ti

Blake, ChurcTi St., Iliraoombe. L

BSA 1921.—All models in stock for immediati

lively; also one only brand new 1920 Mode

f95._N(,,.n)iauj Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith

W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

1021 BS.A. 4'4h.p. Model K2, chain-cum-hcl

19 spe5i, k:s. and c-lntch, new; £107 ;
exchange

extend.^ fT"'™*^ -F''^^'" ?LS« Isi X
Oxford. 'Grams; Integrity. 'Ihone: 681. IJS.

T-» s A 1921 4lih.p. All-chain Combination.

-B'^clutch, complete with lamps, h«n watch, sp

meter, licence, and sPa«s, mileage 200, *1^
nearest offer—Foulkes, Shawbury, Salop. LA

BSA 1921 4y4h.p., H2, with No. 3 sidecar,
^ ^^g Royal sireen, lamps, horn, and tax paid

few miles only; fl56.-Newnham Motor Co 223,

Inersmith Rd, W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

BS A new model 6-7h.p. twin, and be.?t

FiiYfoi-d sidecar. Easting wind screen, 3 ll

Cowey speedometer, luggage grid; reasonable

wanted.-Bompas, Exchange, Palmer's Green. P

308, P.G. ., , ,

TIMMEDIATE Delivery of any B.S.A. Model;?,"

I -deferred payments; book your order now.

avoid dSpointment later.-Birmmgham Motors,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. Phone .

ton 2417.

-K.TFW' 41/jhB B.S.A., Model K, '^:'"l Mill-l

N sidecar £125; Model H, ditto, £128;.Mod.l

1 Pin^^'lUodel H2, £110; combination 6-

ti%-^.°'y i?a;ments.-Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Bioi

Rd., London. .., u q \

X^Sr ^afr'angld."-"v1fkrnsr"llmlfsJ?f '
'o^P

SITa' X°" combination, late 1920 ModeBo A V dynamo lighting (6 volt), switclii

90 B S A Belt Drive Combination, hood,

^^e^iis, kn«:grips, O^rry s sprrng link..

ioliii

?S* no'oK!' £115; flr^st cheaue secures.-Box

c/o The Motor Cycle.

-*^^ic Tiq A 4V,h p., chain-cum-belt, sidec^

19 ma^ch a\n™rm'lit, spring. footboard, ma,

^1 ahSium discs, rubber grips, coPP'^r "
Klaxon DA lighting, guaranteed mechanicall

S trial; £95.-A.1S:K.. Chelwood Beacon. Chi

Gate, East Grinslead.

BS.A.-A motor cycle worthy of its name

B S A.. We have always m stock at least

model"' Model K. Model H, and ,6-7h.P. twin

rHate delivery; all spares in stock; trade supp

Jones' GaragV, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and at Wo

Parade, North Fmchley.

BSA. 1920 4i/4h.p., iModel K, Millford a

i^icjis Magdyno, hand and foot clutch

shield handle muffs, tyres new. back and front, .

good wind screen, full spares and pols coi

excellent tax paid. Insurance October £13U

HorS-Hoddlnott, Juu., Moorgate Station

ll hers, B.C.

B46 All letters relating to advertisements .hould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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.MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dot.

OT 1920 Sli.p. J,A.P., nll-clinin drive, 2-6e.Tter rliis

oae sidecar, all accessories, tax paid, escellent
; fl65.-B»rtletts, 93, Gt. Tortland St., London.

[5564
Douglas.

IE EfTi-a Motor Works.

\(\ Ex'-W.D. 4h.p. and 2-4I1.P. Douglas Machines'V in Stock. ;£32. 2^!ih.p. Douglases, 1916
els (unassembled), less mag., rear stand, tyres, and
11 parts, engines and gear bo.xes Al, carburetter
plcte with controls.—Below.

i of the Above Lots Left: trade supplied.—Below.

O.-The EITra .Motor Works. When you have pur-
chased a 2-;ih.p. Douglas from us. you have the

;factioQ of knowing that our machines are entirely
hauieii and worn parts renewed, new mag carbu-
^r. etc., etc.—Below.

''T' *^. J'^, Pnrchascd the remaining entiredump of 2..jh.p. Douglases, this is the reason
ire able to ofler these machines at this price.—

5^We are now in a position to supply <lh.p.
Douglases (solo), ex-W.D. machines, tanks in

crs colours, miscellaneous nttings plated, new
,

tubes, and footboards, all fitted with clutch
start, new mags., and 1920 Amao carburetters'

ji have had very little wear, and so confident arebat you will have satisfaction, wc agree to sendon approval against cash; with sidecar, £75 _

'f^F"^ ".^^ -^5?,';''5' 9''^"'^ *''»"" be made pay.able to The Eflra Motor Works. 11.14, EKra
dc, Bri.\ton, London, S.W. [536O
)UGL.\S. Douglas. Douglas. '

1

^Uf,°'r'i'',n" "i^'',^'
'"',''• <-omblnation £170. 4h.psolo £130. 2'4h.p. clutch model £105 2»',h n

'
Dart", ",JI"h '^^•'"''ed payments ii'desi cS

. parts stocked: repairs. — Douglas specialists

"J
Hardie and Lane,' Ltd., 23 and 24 Woodstock

'I's^?^'
«'»• Bo-d St.. 'London? wi. Phono-air 6559. jqj„

I

lUCLAS .Motors in Stock; £35: lamps, etc.. tree.

'l.'in'A.ffi 1?*,,"'^^* Douglas agent and export,
i'allowfield, Manchester. [4487

iliBEET EOBI.VSON,
Cambridge.—Below.

—offer ^% only

Brand New 1921

AMERICAN
•« »

Sidecar Combinations.

Ltd.. 32.35. Green St.

'JIS'"?;''' F^^- "1" ^-ytb-P: 2-speed. Inclndlng P.and IT. lamps, horn. licence holder; £85; in.-Herbert Hobinson. Ltd., 32-35, Green St., dam-
e. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

IH?/"^?' }^^^: "ew. 2^jllp.. 3-specd clutch andkick starter, including P. and H. lamps, horn
i,J'",^''J^",'. ^^°^- '" stock.-llci-bert Robin.
Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995
Bicycles.

hln!;f'^'
1921, new 4h.p. solo, £130, or combinaton, including P. and ft. lamps, horn,

e noiaer and sidecar wind screen; £170—HerRobinson Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge
yyo. l.A. : Bicycles.

UGLA13 1911 2^ih.p.. good tyres. lamps and horn.

'Tr"f ?r'"n
^I8':i0--Herbert Robinson. Ltd.Green bt., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T A Bi-

[5441

''ces^er^Bcl.', |V.7.
'''°''-'°""'

'

^'°°-^^-. g^n^

a'iSfoLriso'-^'Delo'^.:'"'"-
^O™' '° "'^^ ""

UGLAS 4h.p. Combination, cycle as above, new
cnn ""'',/''•'',''"'•, '^""S'as colours, all acces-

13. .•5outh End, South Croydon. Tel. : 2431.

'a*^d-Vh'n°'
Salisbury.-Douglas All-on. 24^p°

and 4h.p. combinations. [1750

lt;''ilL!Sr''pJ,-CcTste;"^ -"'"^
'''-\^fJll

1—1916 2^ih.p. Douglas, tax paid.—152 MeetinrrHouse Lane, i-eckham, S.E.15. [5492

'la?df&5.!:g^, SSS^a^"'"^'^' '^2^31

oo''d°"o^r'llr?Ta^-°a?J;°"k6'5'i!,e'?or' '" "'"™^''

ham 4'j and 2563. [4140

£2?T7"iT"?^'^S^^S,'."'' P<:"eot: bargaini.<:.i.-17, lleaton Hd., Mitcham.~ [5270
JGLAS 2}4-h.p., 2-speed, fax paid all on- r^a
rr near.-4, Kersle, St.,'Batte?sca '

[Soii

'q^^\?„^";^- i^,"'^™! 'ondition; cash wanted-93, fenmatra Hd., West Hampstcad. [snij

^79'°'\V'ivpV,^'''''#;'
^Pl'!"'lW condition; £60-'a. Wnerton Hd., Sydenham, S.E. [4590

All letters relating to advertisements should

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
wj

I

Douglas
PV T)0'^G'LAS 2-lh.p., 2-speed, condition as new; £48.
^ I

-•-' —118, Chestnut Grove, New Maiden. [5500
"TiOL'GLAS 4h.p. Solo, very little used, as new. all
--' oil; cheap.-Emer.v, The Best. Chippenham. [4599

DOUGLAS 1921 2"'lh.p., 3-speed. clutch, unused;
£96.—Clark, 7, E.Nhibition Ed., S.W.7. [5478

<>i!h.p. Douglas 2-speed Cycle; £45; tax paid.—
f^-i Wright, 12, .\lbert St.. Poplar, London. [5406

DOUGL.-iS 2-speed, buffer forks; £45.-59, Palfrer
Place. Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W. 8. [5153

y ' 'DRIGHTON, liove, and District Douglas Agents,
" ' ±J Turpin's, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.

[0201
N'E 4Ii.p. 1917-18 3-speed K.S. lloughis: price £50.
—J, J. 1-iooley, 33, Killyou Ed., Claplmiu, S.W.8.

[6438
41i.p. Douglas Comlnnntion. ooaehbnilt sidecar, condi-

tion as new.-Keen, 64, High St., Xhonitoii Heath.
[4402

1Q19 4h.r. Douglas Combination; £100.—.\lbert
J-O Ilarling, 123, Gt. Suffolk St., Borough, S.E.

13558
20 4h.p. Douglas Combination ; 100 gns.—Frank

Whilwcrth, Ltd., 139, Ts'ew St., Birmingham.
I

[X25S1
DOUGL.VS. 2"r4h.p. 3-speed, 1920, aocessories, com-

plcte, as new; £80.-Tofield, Henley.on-Thames.
I

[5310
• 1 Q 1 5 Douglas, Tan-Sad, lamps, new Dunlops, tax
' -*- ^ i>nid, iierfect ; 47 gas.-88, Eew Ed., Eichmond.

[4947
15 2''4h.p. Douglas, inllv equipped, licensed, in

splendid fettle; £46.—.M., 8, Silver St., Enfield.
[5203

OUGLAS, 1919. 2''ih.p., all accessories; £70; be-

tween 5 and 8 p.m.—4, Alpha Rd., Now Cross.
13749

J h. p. Douglas Ccmbination.^ 1918, electric Jights;

«

O^

19^

19'

Model 20R, 7-9 h.p.. 3-speed. hand and
foot controlled clutch, 27in.x3.Un.
tyres. Fitted with Mills-Fulfcrd
" Mode!-de-Luxe" bulbous back Side-

car, 27in.x3Jin. tyre

LIST PRICE Complete £217

REDUCED TO

£175
These famous machines are >wt "shop-
soiled." but BRAND NEW 1921
Models, and at the above price are
undoubtedly the best value ever
offered in High-grade Sidecar Com-
binations,

Free delivery, by road
or rail, to any address.

!

i

£75.—Pope, 9, Pcpys Rd., New Cross, S.E.
[4960

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1919, as new, licensed; £80: with
new sidecar £130.-132, High Rd., East Finchlev.

(5091
IQIS Douglas, 2?ih.p., footboards, fine running
-LJ^ order; £39.—Maurice, Warwick Row, Coventry.

rX2684
1Q1S Bonglas, a-spced, like new; £35.-29. St.

i-fJ Ixjonard'9 St., Bromlev-bv-Bow. Ea.^t 4708.
4939a

OiiliP. nouglas. pood condition, larapfi, tools, tax
'W4, p;,id: nearest £45.-82, Doggett Bd., Cutiord.

[4857
WESTOMSlTPER-JtAHE.—Jack Prnen. Oxford St.,

all Douglas models and spares.
—
'Phone : 440.

'6251

1 O20 Douglas Combination, new; accept £155 for
J^*y Quick sale.—Gibb, 100, Nortngate St., Glouces-

(0589

DOt'GLAS, 1911, 2-speed. fine running order: £32,
or reasonable otSer.— 51, Nassington Rd., Hamp-

stcad. (4854

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, as new; £100,
or Oder.—C.S., 14, Swaton Kd.. Bow, E.3. Tel. :

E3155. [5512

FOR Sale, 2^4b.p. Douglas, 2-speed, unregistered

;

btst offer.—Platts, 602, King's Rd., Fulham,
S.W.6. [4963

"I Q 15-16 Douglas. 2-specd. 2':ih.p., renovated, makers'

I

X«/ colours, new condition; ^42.—59, Aytown Rd.,
Brixton. . [5231

DOUGLAS Combination, in excellent condition; 105
gns.; write for particulars.—Breezes, Tilthurst.

Reading. [4253

DOUGLAS 1916 2'rih.p., licence, equipped, perfect
condition; £46, offers.— la, Redcliffe Rd., Ken.s-

ington. [4900

DOL'GLAS Combination. 4h.p., 1920, complete tax,

insurance paid; £120.-2, Somerset Rd., New
Barnet. [4874

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, almost^new, licensed
equipped 28a, Danehurst St.,

(4285
£95, snip.

Fulham.

fCfclB 2'-4h.p. Douglas, splendid condition, all on;
i-U £58.—A. Harmer, The Old Crown, Church St..

Kingston. [491S

1 Q16 Douglas, good running order; £37/10, or
Xi/- offers.-Ramm, Godstone, Surrev. 'Phone: 10
Godstone. [5001

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, excellent condition; £95,
or nearest offer.—156, Fulham Palace Rd., Ham-

mersmith. [5047

4r>3.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, licence paid, fnlly insured,^4 accessories, good order; £45.—Lane, Charing Cross
Hotel, S.'W. . (4681

2 Jib.p. Douglas, 1913, perfect condition throughout;
4 £49, or nearest.—Callas, Grosvenor Rd., Cavers-

ham. Reading. [4991

1 Q18 2'':'ih.p. Douglas, all on, fast, as new, tax paid,
-Lt/ spares: bargain, £50.-17, Trafalgar Si., Peckhaui
Park Ed.. S E. . [5174

1 Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, very litlto used.
-I" .and good condition; £100.—T.W., 182, Cliaao

Side, Southgute. [4401

lO^O 2'!lh.p. 3-speed Douglas and Accessories, in

-l-«7 good condition; £82.—Bounds, 223, High Rd..

I
Kilburn, N.W.6. [4611

quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B49
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

13 Douglas 2?'ili.p., 2-3iie6d, lamps, horn, epeedo-
ju^ter in Bplendid condition, long exhaust; £50.

—Gee, Nuneaton. [4439

DOUGLAS, 1911, without power \itiit eYeiythine
else complete and good condition £10.-170. Red

Lane, Coventry. [X2636

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1918, new tvres, excellent condi-
tion; £80, or near oflier.—10, RocltbouTne Rd.,

Foiost Hill. S.E. C5282

EXCEPTIONALLY Smart 1918 Douglas, 2-j^h.p., 2-

speed, well equipped; £50.-60, Wallingford Av,,
North Kensington. [4905

C"i IBB. Gloucester, can give immediate delivery
^ Douglas 1921 models and spare parts from

stock.—'Phone : 852. [6340

1 ftlS 2.^i,h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, in good condition,
JLtr, Jately been renovated; £46.—Wallis and Easton.
Mill ErI., Cambridge. [4833

NEW 1920 Douglas 2%h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick
'

start; offers over £85.—Ramm, Godstone, Surrey.
'Phone : 10 Godstone. [500Q

DOUGLAS 2';4h.p.i 1916, 2 speeds, £42: Douglas
,

4h.p., 3 sijeeds, clutch, kick start; £52.—Hole, 129,
Park Lane, Carshalton. [5088

"I Q19 Hii.p. Douglas, lamps, horn, leg shields, original
-1-'^ enamel and plating as new, noc W.D. machine.
—73, Sloane Av., Chekea. [5182

ALL-ON Douglas Models irom Stock; 23/ih.p. 2-speed,
£35; 3-speed clutch. £105; combination, £170.—

Moffat, Yeovil. 'Phone : 50. [5043

DOUGLAS 1915 23.4h.p., 3-fipeed, good condition,
fast, fully equipped; seen Putney: £50.—Bos

3,649, c/o The Biotor Cycle. [4863

DOUGLAS 23^h.p,, unissued W.D., done about 2,000.
fully equipped, tax paid; £52, — Grimes. 18,

Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l, [5372

DOUGLAS 1913 4h.p. Genuine Combination, 28x3
all round, all on; £85; after 4.—Callard, 25,

Conington Rd., Lewisham, S.E, [5205

1 Q20 Douglas 2?^h.p., 3-speed, Cowey speedometer,
-i-*' Lucas lamps, good condition, tax paid; £78.—
43, Offley Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [5154

]Q20 (September) 4h.p. Douglas Combination; £130;
i/ accessories. Easting screen; trial.—J. McMillan,

Cornhill, Bridgwater, Somerset. - [4443

DOUGLAS 1915 2^dh.p., excellent running order,
seen morning or appointment; bargain, £35.

—

Cuff, The Park, Mitcham, Surrey. [5064

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fully guaranteed,
X«/ absolutely as new, full particulars sent; offers.—
Box 3,627, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4486

4h,p. Douglas Combination, 1918, in first-class condi-
tion; £95, or near offer.—Apply, Cotton, Love

Green Cottage, Iver, nr. U.xbridge. [5517

DOUGLAS 2^}4h.p., condition as new, perfect running-
order, mileage 1,500, lamps, etc.; £55.-100,

Brockley Rise, Honor Oak Park, S.E. [4657

DOUGLAS 2~%'h.p., 1916, 2-speed, lamps, . mecbani-
cal horn, licence paid, perfect; £45, or offer.—

107, Penton Place, Kennington, S.E. [4789

DOUGLAS 2^.4h.p., 1916, equipped, excellent condi-
tion, £53, or part exchange 1920 combination.—

Rydal, Wordsworth Rd., Wallington. [.4875

4>3h.p. 2-speed Douglas, T.T., little used, overhauled
^W4 and adjusted perfectly, spares, tax, all on;
£45.-4, Gaywood Rd., Walthamstow. [4849

tf>25.—1911 Douglas 2^!ih.p., good running order,
<:» smart appearance, tax paid, good tyres and. ac-
cessories.—Xewman, Alderholt, Salisbury. [4306

OJIh.p. Douglas, 1915. reconditioned, new Dunlop
^4= tyres and belt; any trial aUowed; £36, or ofleiw.—
Dowell, The Crescent, Pyrford, Surrey. [5116

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.r. Combination, splendid order;
£95.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith

Ud., W.6.
_
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [3446

NEW 1920 Model 4h.p. Douglas Combination (not
W.D.), electric lamps, horn, ete., tax .paid; £135.

—Fish, 5, Rectory Lane, Jericho, Bury.
135,

[5159

"I
Q17 Douglas 23.4'h.p., all accessories, Tan-Sad, etc.,

i-^ tax paid, specially tuned; £50.—'Phone Wanstead
48.-374. Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone. [5347

065, or near offer.—1917 Douglas Combination, all
ct' on. splendid condition, anv trial; after 6.—
Green, 96, Grove Park, Camberwell Grove. [4972

r.Q-C.H. have several good eecond-linud Douglas cora-
binatiouti and solos; bargains.—5, Heath St.,

Harapstead (near Hanipstead Tube Station). [4639

T^OUGLAS Combination, lalo 1918-19, 4h.p., ron-
-*-' dition good. Easting, leg shields, tax paid; £86,
lowo=t.—Davi^, 90. Sydney Rd., Hornsey, N. [4309

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 75 m.p.g. two up, Bir-
mingham and back; best offer.—Bakers Garage,

CE,stle Bar Mews, Pelshanger Lane, Ealing. [4589

iqi9 Douglas, 2^'ih.p., 2-speed, licence, Watford trip
-* •^ speedometer, insurance policy, accessories; £68— 67, Micheldever Rd., Lee, S.E. After 6. [4914
T'\OUGLAS, 1921. new 254h.p., 3-speed, clutch andJ-' kick start, including lamps, horn, licence holder;
£105, in stock.-Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [5196

DELAYS

ARE
DANGEROUS

!

BUY NOW.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
1921 WOLF, Model D, \h.p. Blackbume

engine, Sturmey-Ai-clier 3-sp., clutch,

and kick-starter, Brampton forks,

Amac carburetter. NEW 110 gns.

1021 DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 2} h.p., d-sp.,

2-'^troke, clutch, and kick-starter.

NFW rsgns.

J921 WOLF, Model D Combination, 4
h.p., Blackburne engine, Sturmey-
Archer 3-speed gear box, Burlington

sidecar, Easting windscreen all

accessories, tax paid £145

1920 COULSON-B, 4li-P- 2-5peed, spring

trame, very tast and comfortable

machine *85
1020 PRIORY, 2} h.p., 2-stroke, Arden

engine. Lamps, Horn, etc £55
1920 SCOTT, sports model, 2-sp. NEW. £120
1921 CALTIIORPE Com ., Sturmey-

Archer 2-speed, and kick-starter
dynamo lighting. NEW 110 gns.

1919 TRIUMPH Combination, complete
with electric lighting £130

1919 WOOLER. Tax paid £C0

ALL GUARANTEEO.
Immediate Delivery also of Jhe following :

F.N. B.S.A. WOLF SCOTT VERUS
EDMUND UNIBUS DOUGLAS TRIUMPH
DIAMOND GALTHORPE NEW IMPERiAL, etc.

To 4 h.p. Douglas Owners

No more broken drawbolts.

A new form of operating

mechanism for the 4 h.p.

Douglas Motor Cycle, by
which theDrawbolt is entirely

eliminated.

Write for fuli particulars, aful

avoid unnecessary trouble.

TRADE SUPPLiED.

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417
'Grams: "Burlington Motors, Clap'iam."

(50 yards from Clapham Common Under
ground Station.)

tx

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1Q19 4h.ii. Douglas Combination and Accessoi
\^ Easting wind screen, in good condition: £

—Bounds, 223, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.
TTVOUGLAS 23ih.p., 2-speed, 1917, never beenJ^ since replating and enamelling; accept 48 el.
Fordham, Goose Yard, St. John's St., Angel. [5

"PiOUGLAS 2S4h.p., bought new, yery caiel
-L' kept, makers' colours, equipped; £52: licenBe
7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington, S.'W.7. [5

DOUGLAiS Combination, 4i/ib.p., 3 speed.?, splei
cimdition, tax, insurance paid : nearest £85

aivay.-Apply 7 p.m., 5, Hosack Ed., Balhaui. [i

DOUGLAS, late 1919, 2%h.p.,, 2-speed, lamps,
just overhauled, low mileage, tax paid one 1

£60.-207, Shirland Ed,, Paddington, W.9. '

1 Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Easting, com]
H- 4/ with accessories, exceptional outfit, best
outfit of its type that we have seen; £120.—Below

1Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, licence paid
JL t/ lamps, and horn

; good value, £110.—Beloi

1Q15 Douglas, 4h.p., -complete with lamps,
i- «.' appearance and condition; £60.—Below.

TJQ16 Douglas, 2%h.p., speedometer, lamps,
Jl «-' horn ; a cheap and reliable mount, in
order, uncrated new in 1919; £55; extended
ments; approval with pleasure.—Below.

1 Q20 Douglas, 2%h.p., S-speed, K.S., licence'X t? Binks, as new; £85; extended payments;
proval with pleasure.—Below,

1 Q19 Douglas 2^;4h.p., 2-speed, Binks, lamps,
Aft/ generator, in good condition; £65; exchs
or extended payments: approval with pleasure.
Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. 'Grams
tegrity. 'Phone : 581.

1 Q20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, with screen,
-Lv excellent condition, little used: £130
paid.—Carnforth, Haywards Rd., Cheltenham. [S

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2'j4h.p., makers' colours, eni

plating, and mechanical condition splei

£48.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. '

DOUGLAS 2.3 4h. p., 1920, S^peed, model W. not
6 months, as new,, tax paid; unrivalled bai

£80, no orters.-Frost, 25, Albany Ed., Ealing.

DOUGLAS 2^4h.E., 2-speed, direct from works
with accessories, in good condition, recently

hauled; £62.—Myers, Gateside, Silecroft, Ciuuber

DOUGLAS.—Make me an ofEer, 1914 combiii:

5t2h.p., recentl.v overhauled, good runnin,t; or

Write for particulars. Box 3,590, c/o The Motor (

33.h.p. Douglas, fixed engine, new crankshaft,
4 tvres, excellent condition: £25. or offer: li

paid.—J'.C, 133,Rivington Rd., St. Helens, Lane

DOUGLAS 2?ill.p., 2-speed, 1918 (authentic), p
running order, lamps, pumps, etc. ; £55, or

London S.W. district.—Box 3,496, c/o Tlie Motor

DOUGLAS 4h.p., thoroughly overhauled,
enamelled and plated, new tubes and Ci

special Senspray; £75.—Birch, 426, Liverpool

N.7.

MIDLANDERS.—Douglas motor cycles, 2';.;li.p

4h.p. combinations in st>ock: imniediati

liveries.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Bir:

ham.

-| Q19 2l4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, fine .ippearaacf,

-Lt/ overhauled, tax paid, insurance; £67/10: call

6 p,m.-42. Fortune Green Ed., West Hamp
S.Vi.6.

"I Q19 2'.,li.p. Douglas, horn, plated, lamps, and sj

-«-*^ meter (AVatfoid), etc., mileage under 5,000,

dition as new; 65 gas.—Pcate, Sandcroft, Py
.Suney.

1Q15 2")ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, Bosch mag.,
J-^ complete with lamps, etc., excellent cone

throughout and fast; 60 gns.-Pannell, The C

Pembroke.

DOUGLAS 1920 2%h.p., 3 speeds, lamps,

licence, T.T. bars, footboards, just decarb(

and in excellent order; £70, or offers.—Potter,

low, Beds.

33h.p. Douglas, 1917, W.D., complete, in good
4: chain cover, footboards, lamps, legs!

spares, licensed; £45.—Scrase, 234. Battersea

Rd., S.W.

1018 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new tyres,

J-«/ mag., appearance and mechanical con

new; £100.—Banister and Botten, 341, Upper St.

2480 North.

1 Q18 Doaglas 4h.p. Combination, Streamfort

X*y car, very hot siuit engine, equipped for ro

excellent condition; £75.—Wilkinson, 2, Paragon,

inond. Surrey.

DOUGLAS, 2^ih.p., fully equipped, aluminium
guard, 1915, £55: ditto, 1919, £70; guarai

—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24,

stock St., W.l.

10 16 Douglas Combination, excellent com
XJ/ recently overhauled, new sidecar. Cameo,

tyres, tools, licensed, insuicd; £95.—CoghiU, AUm
Market Drayton. '"

B50 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the endol each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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UOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

_914 2'Ali-p-, 2-speed gear bos, sliaft diive. good

res. iron't and rear statds, carrier, lamps, horn,

etc.. erpial to new. tax paid; £35.—A.. 136.

ibury Ed., Eorlsfleld, London, S.AV. [5467

5-6h.p., 4-cyl.. 2 speeds, kick start, hand clutch,

!rop irarae, iootboards. complete with all acces-

and good condition ; any trial : exceptional bar-

£45.-18, Brunswick Ed., Liverpool. [5244

EDL\TE Delivery of any F.N. Model; cash or
iferred i>ayments; book your order now,' and
isappointment later.—Burlington Motors. Ltd..

Side. Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone ; Bri.x-

17. [0500
FrpnciS'Barnett.

ANS of Eedding have 1921 Francis-Barnett in

:ock. [0479

,. Francis-Barnett, J.A.P., 2-5peed, clutch and
kick starter, very small mileage and condition
equal to new, complete with lamps, horn, and
£72/10; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,
ton Ed., London. [4813

IhKY.
'iuclile;

Harley.Davidson.
1918 W.D., f80.-132. Ed., East

[6096

BERING, Shrewsbury, Shropshire agent Harley-
vidson; exchanges. [X2503

Combination
[5345

ill

CTICALLY New 1919 Harley
2U.-50, Bath St.. B.C.

I.KY Sports, brand new. equipped; £145.
rk, 7. E.vhibition Rd., S.W.7. (9175

,KV-DAVID.SO:^ Combination for SVih.p. Sun-
3e:iiii. 01 sell.—Florists, 193, Stiinstead Kd.,
Hill. [4300

L.WDEES.—For Harley.Davidson motor cycles
J straight to the Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
irmingham. [4743

7-9h.p. 3-speed Harley Combination, renovated
ikf new; £110.-29, St. Leonard's St., Brom-

East 4708. [4940
lock— 1917. 1919. and 1920 Harlev-Davidson
mbinations; from £120 to £200.—Stacey. 12,

Rd., .ShcfBcld. [0577
Harley Motor Cycle and Sidecar, in good

uiiiiing order; £110; tax paid.—Wsight, 12,
.St.. Poplar, London. [5405
il.lOV-DAVID-SO.N.-All models in slock, new
nd second-hand.—Sole Agents. Bambore', South
ncashirc. Tel. 607 (5009

L1-;y Combination (1915), coaehlmilt sidecar.
lii.ili mag. model, mechanically perfect, poo<l
£85. -Ward, Jeweller, Evesham. [4370

LIlY-DAVrDSOX 7-9h.p. Combination, all ac-
H.iies, etc.; £80; trial any time.—C.S.. 14,
JM, Bow, E.3. Tel.; E315S. [5511

-H.irley-Davidson, 1918-19, 7-9h.p., as new,
.'in'td model, new Langford I'icnic sidecar; £38;
.-1. Townley Ed., E. Dulwich S.E.22. [4882

Marley-Davidson CombinatioD. electric light-
V, ind screen, first-class condition; £110, or

! iulo and cash-— 12. Garfield St., Leicester.
[4339

LI'.'V Combination, electric model, splendid con-
Iiilliou sent, any trial, tax paid; rea>^on-

T -Fisher, 74. Scttriugton Ed., Fulham, S.W.
(5035

1920 llarley-Davidson de Luxe Combination,
ipinal lyres. <lisc, be.iutifully equipped; £170;
;es.—60, Wallinglord Av., North Kensington.

(4903
LEY-DAVIDSOX 1916-17 7-9h.p., lamps, horn,

tax paid : £85, or exchango 6h.p. Zi,*.iith,

shaft.—Seen at 645, Garrett Lane, Enilsfield.

(5122
LEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1920, only done
000 miles, condition as new; price £175.—Con-
ngincers. Ltd., 170. Saracen St., Possilpark.

[5228
LEY-DAVIDSON Eacing Machine, special en-
ne and frame, many spares, touring cams, car-
- and clutch.—Bos 3.631. c/o The Motor Cyclt.

[5536
LEY, 1920 (Nov.), 7-9h.p.. electric model,
idev 200 miles, licence, lamps, horn, speedo.
13 new; £145, lowest.—23, Eavensbourne Gdns..

[5257
(Nov.) 7-9h.p. Harley. as new. guaranteed,

ry little used. Limps. Klaxon, spares; genuine
must SC11.-133, - Muswell Av.,

[4376
LEY-nAVIDS0XS.-1918 coniWnatinn. £115;
919 combination. £125. renovated; 1918 unreno-
io machine, £77/10.—Owen, 59, Scholefleld Hd
Holloway. [X2564
Harley Combination, electric model, discs,

pares, licensed, eiieedometer, perfect order; £160
d.s. 50. Harrington Ed., South Kensington.
3709. [4180

• 1917 Harley-Davidson Combination, hood and
reen, electric, fuilv equipped, just been corn-
overhauled; £125-A. J. Y'ouDg and Co.,
en-market. (5385
LEY Combination. 1915, electric model, Jfills.
ulford sidecar, splendid touring machine: 100
lares included.—H.. 340, Upper Richmond Rd.,

(4967

nearest £106.
, Hill.

leen, London.

CRABTREE
OF WISBECH

FOR

Rebuilt Machines
Rebuilt as new from Ex
Qovernment machines

and new parts.

Fully equipped with new accessories,

including Head Lamp, Generator, Tail

Lamp, Horn, Licence Holder, Two Tool
Bags, Pump and Tool Kit, and carrying

a Three Months' Guarantee.

DOUGLAS
«i h.p. two-speed, fully equipped £65
4 h.p. three-speed, kick -start and

clutch, tully equipped - - . £85
4 h.p ditto and Sidecar, with new

sidecar finished in "DOUGLAS"
Saxe Blue, and fully equipped - £105

TRIUMPH
3-speed, kick-start and clutch £95

P.&M.
2-speed, kick start - - £70

Each ot the above machines is rebuilt in our

own extensive up-to-date works with a great

proportion of new parts. In appearance

they are almost indistinguishable from new.

and we are prepared to give a signed

piiarantee with each machine.

They are all newly stove enamelled, replated,

tanks in makers' colours, and are fitted with

new tyres.

SPECIAL LINE OF
21 H.P. 2-SPEED

DOUGLAS
Fully renovated and overhauled machines

at £55 each,

-or fully equipped with Lamps and

Horn, £58 each.

The whole finish is good, and each machine

is tuned up and tested before delivery,

and is guaranteed to be in sound serviceable

condition. Each machine is equipped with

new tool bag, tool kit and pump

Carriage extra. Deferred pay-
ment arraneted

TRADK SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE & SON
LTD.

Motor Engineers, WISBECH

MOTOR CYCLES lOR SALE.
Harley.Davidson.

HARLET-DAVIDSON 1920 4b.p. Model, Swan sport-
ing f.ideoar. eleetric lighting, in good eoadition. aa

new: £185.—Parker's. Bradsliawgate, Bolton; also 245,
Deaii^gate, JManchester. [X2441

7 -9b. p. Harlej- Combination for sale, tax paid, East-
ing's, J1.A. lighting, Cowej' sjieedometer, foot horn,

everything perfect: price £100; any trial.—Edwards.
Chester Ed., Winchester. [3259

HAELEY Combination, 1919, mileage under 2,000,
hood, screen, rear drive speedometer, lamps, horn,

new I'unlops all round, licensed, flrst-class lot; £150.—
132, High Ed., East Knchley. [6092

1Q19 Harley Combination, 1921 sidecar. Cameo, ex-
Jiiy pensive accessories, spares, splendid turnout.
cost over £200, condition as new; £140.-67, Fern-
lea Rd., Balham. S.\V. Exchanges. [5307

IQIS Harley 7-91i.p.. 2-seat sidecar with 2 screens.
--»' special Tan-Sad, re-enamelled and overliauled;
£105; seen alter 6; tax paid, insured.—S. Kinsey, 23,
Pemberton Gardens, Upper HoUoway, N.19. [5491

"I
020 Harley Do Luxe Combination, electric model

JLH Easting Uoyal screen, Broolts cantilever saddle,
mileage onlv 500, jiractically new, all accessories; price

£168: cost £250.—Kens. 2372. 18, Ilestercombo Av..
lulbam. t1871

1 Q19 W.D. Harley, exceUent order, just overhauled,
J-t? Lucas lamp, horn, licence holder, tax paid lor

sidecar, Corbin and Brown speedometer; snip, £95.
See Sidecar column.-Maynard, St. Hilda's Station RU..
Hampton Wick. • (3644

1 Q20 Harlcy-Davidson 4h.p., flat twin, complete with
At/ speedometer and makers' lighting s^t, little used
and in perlcct condition, having only done 700 miles;
first cheque fcr £115 secures; owner bought car.—
V.D., 186. Carapden Hill Rd., \V.8. [5087

HARLEY-D-\VIDSON 7-9h.p.. 1918-19, W.D.. over-
hauled, enamelled makers' colours, guaranteed.

fuUv equipped, £100 solo; combination £130 and
£135.—.Claudes', 100. Ct. Portland St., W.; 100. Paris
St., Exeter; and Walsall Garage, Walsall. [X2536

4h.p. Harlev-Davidson, delivered Aug., 1919, indis-

tingiiij'hable from new, open to expert examination,
fullv equipped with fparo inirts, 2 spare tubes, guaran-

tt>(ki *75 m.p.li.. ownor purchased ear.-H. Cook.

Forester's Arms, Lordship Lane, Duhvich, S.E.22.
[43/.5

LATE 1919 Harlev-David^jn Bulbous Combination.
7-9h.p.. mag. niodel, P.H. lamps, discs, speedi^-

meter Klaxon, tools, spare valves, chain, tyre, un-

pcritihed, guarantood perfe<:t: £ia0.-Eaves, 5, Thorn-

fteld Ed.. Sliepberd's Bush. 'Phone: Hammersmith 2884

1 019 Harley-Davidsou Conibiiialioii, electric and
Xtf acetyli.ne lighting, legsliielils, Tan-Sad, speed-

ometer, spares, all new tyrea, excellent sidecar, wind

screen, combination in iierfect condition, tax paid;

owner buving car; f I60.-Morriss, 8, Victoria Ed..

Fiusbury i'ail.-, N.4. [^675

TWO 1919 Harley-Davidsoos. re-enamelled and
plated, thoroughly overhauled, including numenus

new parts, tyres good, lamps, horn, number plates and
licence holder, complete with unused Mansfield speedo-

meter- bargain, 110 gns.—Maynard, St. Hilda's Station

Rd., Hampton Wick. [3642

-1 fkl9 'late delivery) Harlev-Davidson Combinntioii.

1-*J 7-9b.p., No. 1 sidecar, mag. model, speedometer,

mileage 900 miles, Lucas dynamo iightiug eet, pood a.i

new. double horn, and all accessories, anscratchcd; trial

civeii anv iiuie; owner going abroad; £175. tax and
insurance i.aid.-38. High St., Islington, N.l. [4806

HAELEV-DAVIDSON 7-9ii.p. Co.acl.bnilt Combina-
tion, 1918-19, maiineto model, electric lighting,

hood and screen. 3 speeds, kick start, practically new
tvres and clwins, re^-eut complete overluaul, tuned tor

speed, tax paid: £120, no offers: trial by appointment.

—Mcver 19, Longton -Vv., Sydenham, London, S.E.
^ [4785

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p.. 1920, electrical

model, Henderson sidecar, complete with Easting

wind screen, speedometer, luggage grid Tan-Sad with

back and lootrests, mudshield, handle-bar mirror arid

; muffs, spare chain, tube, etc^ licence paid 1921. 10

perlcct order; £195.-Apply. The Castle Garage, JI.i_

(petb. t^SO'

HAELEY-DAVIDSOX 1919 Electric Model, 7-9h.p..

iminteil royal blue, completely overhauled bj

; maker.-. titte<l aluminium discs, complete with all ac

I
oesMiries .'ibsolntelv perfect condition, always beet

llooke-l after by experts: any tri.al: price 110 gns.-

Froys, Motor Department, Brunswick Works, King St.,

I

H.ammeismith. W.6. l4729

7-9h p Harlev-Davidson Combination. 1916, com-

pletelT overhauled, engine, plating, enamelling,

' upholstering, and mag., new Binki carburetter, lamps,

1
horn, Tan-Sad pillion seat, licence and tools complete,

e-vtra tube. pump, new chains, tyres almost new, looks

like new machine; quick sale. £130, or near oller.--

Phillips, 3, West Blackball St., Greenock, Scotland.
[4452

AX Exceptionally Handsome Magneto Model Harley-

Diivid^ou 1920 fnmilv comlnnation, expensively
'<

fitted out with hood, wind sa reen, luggage gnd, dis.^

wheels, legshields, electric lipbt, Cowey and electri.;

horns and many lefinementf, for immediate sale; £160,

including tax, or exchange lower power, Suiibeam pre-

fp„e.i._7, St. Murk's Mansions, To:!m;on Park.^Kf.

14 'bns rente.
"-"
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley=Davidson.

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.r- Standard Codi-
"binatioii, with same written giiartiiitee as makers',

just overhauled, electric light, 2 aecniiiulatois, diecs, 2
sorecns, hood, lioni, speed 011 leter, Tan-Sad, -can carrier,

mirror, mascot, tools, pump, plugs, licence 1921 paid,
equal to new; owner buying car, will give 100 miles
trial Tun ; cost £294 new July last; for sale, £185,
coiuplete.—Bodin, 21, The Parade, Golders Greeu.
Hamiw;tead 7290, [4693

Jiazlewood.

1Q21 Hazeiwood 6h.p. Combination, bought Easter
J-«^ lor £186, not yet used : must eell; what cash
offers?.—]Jox 5,661, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5418

HAZLEWOOD 4-5h.p. C.B. Combination, engine and
countershaft gears periect, ju.-^t overhauled,

Klaxon, Tan-Sad, lamps, trial; bargain, 70 gns., nr
near.—Seen" Jewell':?, 168, Archway Rd., N. [5558

TEW 6h.p. Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutch
' and kick starter, a very reliable outfit, a ic

shop-soiled outfits, available at special prices for fli

mediate delivery ; £ 1 70 ; easy payments.—Harrodi

Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. [482i

H.B.

H.B., 2^4h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed, kick start

and clutch, lamps, born, and tax paid; £67/10.—
Xewnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6,
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [3454

Henderson.
EKICKHAil for Henderson, sole agent for Bristol

and Bath districts.-Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3354

"I Q30 Henderson lOh.p. 4-cyl. Combination, escel-
JLJ/ Itint condition; £135.—Box 3,660, c/o The
Motor Cycle, [5417

HENDERSON 4-cyI., clutch model, as new, disc

wheels, electric light, owner bought car; £100.—
The Rosery, Church Rd., Hanwell. [4913

HENDERSON 4-cyl. Combination, 2-speed, clutch.
handle starting, speedon.eter, best lamps, spares,

toachbuilt sidecar, excellent condition, wonderful acceler-

ation; bargain, £90; bought car.—78, i'isherton, Sali.s-

bury. [4699

I Q2^ Henderson with Henderson de Luxe sidecar,
-i-f 3-speed, ehiteh, and kick t:tarter, fitted 3 lamp?;
Klaxon, all tools, not ridden 3,000 miles, in periect
condition throughout, a luxurious outfit, tax paid; £170
or solo aod cash.—E. Warren, Hindon. 'WiltE. [4700

HOBART-VILLIERS - 2-speed model, new; £60.—
Chaston, Blackwood, Mon.

'

[5335

Oih.p. Hobart 2-stroke,. in good condition; £26.—
-^ 2 Pittuck, Railway Station House, East Ham.

[5119
HOBART-VILLIERS, late 1919. perfect in every

way, lamps, spares; £45.-20, Warwick Row,'
Coventry. - [X2685

Hocliley.

jp 33.—Hockley-Union 2-stroke, ridden 100 miles,
cW lampf, tax paid.—King, Egrove Fann, Oxford.

[X2573
BRAND new 1921 Hockley 2-stroke, Albion 2-sp^ed

gear, duulex frame, 26in. wheels. ItunJrm tttp^-.

C.A.V. magneto, drip feed, pan saddle, luxurious
machine, list price £70; to clear. £55; Illustration
sent.—Hockley Motor Co., 38a, Cecil St., Birmingham.

[5364
Humber.

1 Q18 6h.p. Huniber Twin, Montgomery sidecar;
-LiJ £120. little used, tax paid.—Nicholson, Lang-
wa.thby, Carlisle.

'
[5268

HUMBER S'/^h.p., licence, perfect condition, nearly
ite '/ tyres. - belt, rear wheel, fast, economical,

Slid reliable; £35.—Froudeg, Sudbury, Harrow. [4843

MUST Sell. 3j.^h.p. Humber. Bosch, B. and B..
choin-cnm-belt drive, low ; £25 ; property of

ucntleman,— 2, Cambridge Ed., Thornton Heath, Surrey.
[5178

HUMBER 6h.p. Water-cooled Flat Twin Combina-
tion, 2-seater sidecar, Tan-Sad, all accessories;

£105.—Clifford Wilson. 177, Westminster Bridge Rd.,
S.E.I. Hop. 210. [5400

HUMBER Combination 4h.p. flat 1920, electric
Iarap3 all round, Lucas horn, sidecar screen,

sijcedometer, condition as new; £155; close offer.—Lt.
Burton, c/o Dan Guy, Weymouth. [0564

HUMEEE 1920 4i^h.p. Flat Twin Combination,
(irindlay do luxe sidecar. Easting wind screen,

lamps, horn, speedometer, licence and holder, etc., con-
dition unscratched, tvres uiipuuctui^d; outfit cofit £200
-Vugust. 1920, accept £160, or near offer.-Birclmll, 8,
Newhall St., Birmingham. [4668

Indian.
TXDIAN Combination, splendid condition, electric ont-
-L fit; £70.-3, Wallingiord Av., W.IO. [3712

INDIANS.—1921 models new ready.—Davies, 229
Deansgate, Manchester. 536 Central. [2437

EKICKHAM for Indian, sole agent for Bristol
. and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3353

^h.p, Indian Combination, 2-speed, new tyres tax^ paid; £45.-8, Park Place, Hampton Hill. [4717
INDIAN Scout, mileage 70, speedometer; cost £157

accept £120.—Box 3,657. c/o The Motor Ci/clc

t5414

E54 All letters relating to advertisements .s

MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Indian.

TNDIAN 1915 7-9h.p.. T.T., clutch, all on, fast «
, ^^Q,' ^^^^^' 4.—Callard. 25, Conington Rd., Levham, S.E. ' Vg)

1 020 Powerplus Indian, dynamo lighting, very lit

;r, ,.1^.?^L ^°d a-s new; what offers ?—92. Glouce*
Rd., S.W.7.

92, Gloucee
[5;

LITE
CL/PSE B
VERYBODY "

*
" FOR VALUE IN

"

free offer!
A new and fully guaranteed Inner
Tube will be given entirely free of
charge to every purchaser of a cover
from the list opposite. We give a full

guarantee with every line we sell, and
should any goods prove faulty, we
replace at a price proportionate to the
mileage obtained. These special clear-
ance lines are sent Carriage Paid, on
seven days* approval against remit-
tance.

^h.p. Indian Combination, electrically equipr
^^ speedometer, any trial, perfect condition.—Flori
King.sway, Woking.

[gj

iNBIAN 1919 Powerplus, low mileage, indistingu
able from new, t-ax paid; £70.-25, St. Jauj

Rd., Tiinbridge. Wella.

LOOK!—Indians, 1918 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch, spi
frame, like new. £60; ditto, 1919, £65.-32, L

Gardens, Hammersmith.

1Q19 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combination, wA*^ ^reen, disc wheels; sacrifice, £95.—Ramsdi
8 Maybell av., Blackpool. [4

"lOlS Indian Combination, splendid condition,
J-*^ overhauled, insurance, tax paid.— Garton, Mi
At., Gerrards Cross, Bucks. [4

5-6h.p. Indian, all chain, etc., periect; fast,
powerful; £45 for cinick sale.- 139, Ladbi

I

Grove, North Kensington, W.IO. [4

5-61i.p. Indian, clutch - model, perfect ninning or

I

tax paid; nearest offer to £40 secures.—EIb
15, Ebur '• - -'

[aBridge Ed., S.W.I.

INDIAN, 1919 Powerplus, spring
sidecar, bulbous back, apron,"

(.hett, 30 Park St., London, N.l.

IQ 19-20 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combi
X^/ fpeed, brand new 1921 ?idecar, smart lo

Box 3,648, c/o The Mot&r Cycle.

POWERPLUS ,1916 Indian, 3-speed, hand and
<lut..li, etc., guarantee, tax paid; 58 gns.-

Bushey Rd., Harlington, Middlesex. [i

1Q16 Indian and Sidecar, good condition, 3 ppt
--«-' clutch; £85, near offer: would sell sole—Joe

frame, new
trial; £115.-

[4

nation.

lot; £14
[1

Swan Brewery, Fulhani Rd.
would sell soic-
Fulham.

lai

E'

5-6h.p. Indian, coach sidecar, hood, screen,
spares, tyre5 good, overhauled, tax paid;

Allison, 113, Park Lane, Carshalton.

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1915, S-spee^l, Mills sidecar,
child* chair, electric lamps, horn, splendid '01

£110,— l-'elgate, Loudon lid., Braintree.

Indian Combination, dynamo ligliting
(uew); £226.—E. Brown, Indian Speeiahst,

7a, Parker Lane, Burnley. Tel. : -1032. [S.

j"q GNS.; Indian T.T. 7-9h.p., 1915, clutch.
TcO tyre, chain and sprocket, accessories, tax

4, Martet Sq., Stony Stratford.

J
021

tyre,

-Biamweil, t.

GNS.—7-9h.ix 1918 Indian combination, I

ing outfit, tax, etc.; bargain. — IMattli

i. Little Ealing Lane, South Ealing,

H

Recent statements have been made
in the Press to the effect that W.D.
Tyres are not reliable. We should
like to point out that all the W.D.
Tyres offered by us are of recent
manufacture, hence our reason for

giving a full guarantee.

TUBES NEW ANu FULLY
GUARANTEED.

Our List
Price Price

26x2.. 6/6 10/-
2fis2J 7/- 10/3
20 X 23 t 13 11 /3

28 X 3 Dniilop mnulded .

Our List
Price Price

2« '!;!} W9 13/3

26x2i 8/9 12 /D

90
Groce

UNUSE.D 1919 7-9h.p. Intlian, 5 speeds,
frame, aud 1921 bulbous back Indian

__|£150; never lidden.—30, Talbot St., Burnley. lX

H I "D Q18 Powerplus Indian Special Racing Combiun
ITTT] I J. J/ Swan torpedo, beautiful outfit, equipped : i

mm \ or lightweight part.—20, Canterbury I?d., Croydon. [

0[ 1 Q19 Indian Powerplus Combiaation, W.D.,
' -t-t' hauled by makers, repairs cost nearly

[|]j] what offers?—James, 30, Prendergast, Haverfordwm [J

W. TNDIAN 1916 7-9h.p., spring frame. 3 speeds, ch
II 1

1

. 1 ,

-i- kick .=tart, good condition; £65.—Parker's, I

jg shawgaLe, Bolton; also 254, Deansgate, Manchest

^ 1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, all accesst

H i
i«/ in excellent order throughout; . £135.—Cli

rrm
j

Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch, £45
de luxe, mag. model, like new mechanically

i lowest; solo allowed for,-

j

Sydenham.
-Reiffer, 62. Kni

[

i(]

htan I

9/6

BELTS~in Standard Lengths.
Silvertowii, i>ad)fcy. ^in. |in. §in. lin. lim

I/O 2/2 3/3 3/6

;

"1 C|20 Indian Spring Frame Combination, dyi

\
\-*y lighting, speedometer, -mileage 1,800; saci

!

£150 : exchange
j
wood, Mon.

Bate--, etc- Per Foot, \ /?

RETREADING ^^^'.-^s
Medium .. 15'-

Perairs are execute J nt w^r^m^ m u»^
onr own works under ex- & RCPAIRS
pelt anpervisioii.

mileage 2^600^ perfect; £165!
ilallet, Somerset.

ood solo and cash.—Chaston, B
[!

Indian, electrically equipped, sp

"ecar. Easting, tax
Lambert's Hill, Slw

1 Q20 Powerplu:
JLtf meter. Swan sporting sidecar. Easting, tax

H

'J'ke Firm

LONDON'S LEAiSJNG TYRE KOUSE'
264-266, Vr.axhal! Bridge Rd.,

Vicsona. S.¥/.l.
Telephone: Victos'ia. S553 and 6554

hould quote ths number at the end of each advertisement, and the date olf the issue.

(

7-9h.p. 1918-19 K.S. 3-speed Indian Motor Ci

renovated and overhauled like new; N.P-
£65 and .£67/10,—Please apply, J. J. Dooley, 33, Ki

Rd., Clnpham, S.VT.B. [

5-6h.p. Indian, 1915, 3-3peed, clutch, kick sta

electric lighting, torpedo sidecar, splendid c^

tion ; bought car ; sacrifice quick sale.—Dufty,
Northgate St., Leicester. [

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Spring Frame Powerplus Mod
speeds, underslung sidecar, Tan-Sad, access

perfect order: £110, or nearest; evenings after 7

—21, Diapper's Rd., Bermondtey, S.E. [

1 QI8 Indian Powerplus Combination, new
-i- *y gomery sidecar. Cameo screen, Lucas IttmF

perfect condition, new tyres, engine just overha'

140 gns.—Lucas, Shallowford, Stone, Staffs.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

ITCHLESS Late Victory Combination, first-class

running order, licence: f 125.-8, Bidboioui'h St;,

1. [5519

21 .Matchless Combinations in stock tor immediate
deliverv: £205. — Stacey, 12, Ecolesall Rd..

ield, " ' [0574

\TC:HLESS.—Order from R. B. Clark and Co.
All models immediate delirery.— 7. E-fliibition

S.W.7. [5482

VTCHLESS, Model H, standard equipment, little

used, licence l)ata; £170.—Tupman. Shirley,

nhithc. [4877

20 Matchless, hood, screen, horn, splendid 'condi-

tion, tax paid; seen after 5 p.m.; £155.-12,
lert Ed., Plumstead. [4688

20 Matchless Conibinaiion. MagUyno. speedometer,

tnllr eQuipped, as new; £165.—EacWiam, Charlton

,e. Old Charlton, S.E.7. [5176

p. Matthless Combination, 2-speed, electric lieht-

ing, perfect order, only wants seeing: £115.

—

iVellington St., Gravesend. [5030

\TCHLESS H Combinations, from £160; de-

,

fevrcd payments from 4%.—Prior. Southfields.

18. -Phone: Putney 1694. [5083

ITCIILESS Combination, late 1920, hardlv nsed.

all flfcessories, cost £230, licence paid; £170.—
lutUoiiand Ed.. West EaUng. (1962

ITCIILESS 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination. K.S..

all accessories, just overhauled: £95, or near offer,

tanlon Rd., West Cro.vdon. [4575

iTCHT.ESS, 1917. M.A.G., electric lightins, Tan-
Sad, hood, screen, splendid condition; £135.—39.

8 UJ.. Clapham Common, S.W.U. [5504

20 Matchless Magdvno Combination, brand new.
!

unregistered, guaranteed; .-£190.—Edwards. 50.

inglon Ed., South Kensington, S.W.7. (5449

21 Matchless Magdvno Combination, owner un
able to ride, brand new-, unused, unregistered;

c. ,£198.-41, Madrid Rd.. Barnes, S.W. [5450

LTCnr,ESS 1920, gold medal Encli.'h Six Day^.

M V It. fMlgino, electric light, the wliolo good

tioa: £184.-Xott. SO, Clapham Ed., ''•^^'•^,j„,,
|

DT WDERS.—The lamous Matchless combination
. (-in-le and doubleseater), lor immediate dc-

—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
(4741

TE 1920 Alatchlcss Combination, IM...\.r.. engine.

Lni:m dynamo lighling, equipped regardless,

lal Ures;'£160: exchanges.-60. Wallinglord Av
h Kensington. [4902

Bnre Twin Racine Matchless, just completely

<.verhauled, evcrvtning perfect, genuine Bo-sch.

.pares 2 belts, do over 80 m.p.h.: £75.—Portal.
cl.y. Sleaford. [6240

TCHI.ESS. Matchless. Matchless.-Latest 1921
model 8b p. combination, lor immediate de-

-Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.. 23 and 24.

stock St.. W.l. (0418

1 Matchless Combination^- M.A.C. 8h,p. engine.

new: £205; exchanges or extended payments.—
l.aHon Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. T.A. :

Phone; 681. (X2688

VTrllLESS Combination, overhauled, re-cnauielle'l.

A electric li-^hting set, spewlometor, good tyres

;

1! £85.—Paviie. 4. Merchiston Ed., Catford.
London Wall 623. (4852

ITCIILESS, 1920, Lucas lighting set. Tan-Sad,
Klaxon, tax paid, small mileage, excellent con-
; trial by appointment; price £155, no offers.—

, 91, Elmers End Rd., S.E. (4573

ITCHLESS Combinations in stock for immediate
delivery ; liberal allowance on your present ma-
.—Xewnliani Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed..

'Phone: Ha:nniersmith 80. [3445

VTCHLESS Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P., 2-speed.
chain drive, lamps, screen, etc., good condition;
. or reasonable offer: after 6.30. Saturdays 2.30.—
7, Arabin Rd., Brockley, S.E. [4794

iTCHLESS Service Depot. 'Phone: Greenwich
751.—All 1921 new modejs. Secure one now. De-
tration ride with pleasure at S. E. Clapham
ors), Stockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.IO. [1030

i.C.H. have a 1920 Matchless combination, Mag-
dyan, small mileage, fully equipped, hood, screen,
wheel, luggage cjirrier. tax paid: £175.-5, Heath

Hauipstead [near Hamps'cad Tube Station) [4646

ATCTTLESS, 8h.p. twin J.A. P.. 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, chain drive. Sfatchless sidecar, wind

n. Lucas lamps, luggage grid; £105; excellent
ition.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,

[5108

iTCHLESS 1921 Models, immediate delivery: with
Magdyno lighting £230. without Magdyno light-

i205, no waiting; in stock ready to drive away;
payments arranged.-Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
pia, London. [4613

19 8h.p. Victory Matchless Combination, fine con-
dition, carefully used, fully equipped, with 2

: wheels, verv rowerful. tax paid: will ride 50
to buyer; £140. lowest.—W. J. Franks. 62.

sue St., Folkestone. [4247

^sSJI.

TAYLORS
103 yards -from South Kcnsineton
Station — District Met. and Tubes.

RIDE while you PAY
Any of these machines may
be had on our easy pay-
ment system—one third down
and balance divided into
12 equal monthly payments.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

1921 COMBINATIONS.
A.J.8. 7 li.p. Comb £215

Lucas .-Vcetylcnc equipment £8 7 6
Lucas Dynamo equipment £28

EXCELSIOR 8 h.p. Combination dc
Luxe £215 r

EXCELSIOR 6 h.p. Comb., 3 -speed,
:)ilr!i.Tio drive £160

ZENITH s h.p.Comb £187
RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. Comb £184 16
MATCHLESS Comb., dynamo £230
ARIEL 7 h.p. Twin Combination £177 15
ARIEL jl h.p. Comb., 3-specd £147 10
P. & M. ^'. h.p. Comb., i-spccd £155
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Comb £160

Extra for Dynamo Lighting £2Z
B.8.A. 4I h.p. HiConib £152
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Comb., chain drive £175

1921 SOLO MOUNTS.
EXCEUIOR-BLACKBURNE, =; lip.

2-specd. clutch and kick-starter. .

.

£96
800TT, -ij h.p., a-spced £130
O.K.,2;.h.p £50 8
EXCELSIOR, li h.p., openframe £49 IS
ENFIELD, -} h.p, = specd £65
DOUGLAS. :? h.p., 2-spccd. cquii)pcd .. £85
SUNBEAM, 3I. h p., j-.spced £155 8

SHOP-SOILED & USED MOUNTS.
A.J.8. 6 h.p. 1920 Combination, dyoomo

lighling £195
A.J.3. 6 h.p. 1919 Combination, electrical
cquipincnt, tax paid £155

TRIUMPH. 4 h.p., W.D.B. .Model, with
new Whitlev Sidecar £135

ENFIELD, 19=0, :J h.p.. =-speed £50
A.J.S. 1920 h.p. Comb., acetylene
equipment, hood, etc £175

A.J.S. 1918 6 h.p. Comb., electric
lighting £145

A.J.S. 4 h.p,, 1915, coach-built Sidecar,
tax paid.' £75

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR 1920 7-9 b.p.
Co'iub., acetylene lighting, as new £150

TRIUMPH, 3), h.p., W.D. Model Solo .... £9S
LEA-FRANGfS, 19:0, si h.p., 2-specd.

clulch, Idck-starter £117
EXCELSIOR, 19=0, 2i h.p., 2-speed £60
CALTHORPE, 1020, 2l h.p., 2-spced £50
TRIUMPH, 1510, 3S h.p., acetylene

lighting £85

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showroom 5

—

\cce<soT'ic-i. SpfirePur[= and Rc-pair^.

21a, StoreStreeU Tottenham Court Road. W.C.I.

Motor Crcle-s. and Cnr:^.

t,2-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.

Wholesale

—

39, ALFRED PLACE, W.CI.
•^Garofe: Totteiiliam Court V.ond. W.l.

Thouco: Accessories and Repairs. Sliisenra 1210.

Motor Cycles and Car--*, KeniinBton 7*20).

Telecramg: " Dynanietro. Westcent London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
JMatchless.

MATCHLESS Jlodel H Combination, hood, si reen.
Tan-Sad, IClason. lesslsields. stei', electric and

acetylene lifehtiug. all spares, very little ii.^oil, pertcct
condition, tax paid: £160: seen evenings after 6.— 14.
Westville Ed.. Thames Dittoa. (4862

1Q21 iratchless. M.A.C. engine, delivered Easter,
-^*y 2-seater sidecar, hood, wind screens, sidecar
step, legshields. electric lamps. Ooodvear tyres, tax
paid: £233 cost, .accept £205 ca-h to realise.—29,
Alderbrook Hd., Clapham Common, S.W.12. [4492

MATCHLESS 7h.p.. 1915, M.A.G.. Bosch, over

£5 paid for overhaul and enamelling last spring,

overhauled hy owner this year and all worn parts re-

placed t'y new, 2 new covers and new piston nng^;
£100: Lincolnshire.—Box 3,566, c/o The Motor Cijch.

[4523

MATCIILESS Combination, 1920 model, 81i.ii.

iM.A.G. engine, complete with Lucas dynamo
lighting set. electric horn, bulb horn, hood and screen

on sidecar, luggage carrier, etc., in jierlect condition
throughout; £175.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright
St.. Birmingham. [4625

1Q20 Matchless. Model H2, mag., acetylene lamii
i.U set, horn, speedometer, hood. Triplex screen

with side wings, peilect condition. 1,000 miles only,

£160; another, with Magdvno lighting, electric horn,

speedometer, leg shield, perlect, £170.—Tassell. la,

Bloomfleld Hd.. Plumstead, S.E.18.
" (2342

MATCHLESS, lato 1920. M.A.G. engine. Miigdyuo
lighting, with inspection lamp, Lucas liorn, Hat-

ford speedometer, 2-lever Amac, very little used, makers
Kuarantee; 250 miles trial allowed: list plicc. with spares

and extras, £260: take £185 lot. or near offer.—Levell s

I lining Itoonis. 468, Harrow Ed., \V.9. [552 j

MATCHLESS Model II Combination, .Tune. 1920,

M A.O. engine, onlv done 2,000 miles. Watlord
trip. Easting, mechanical horn, child's folding seat,

many other extras, need only be seen; .sacrifice, i,150

lor quick sale; cost £232; genuine bargain; owner
buying car.—Farrie. Grimethorlie, Barnslcy. [4603

MATCHLESS 1918, 8h.p. J.A.P., electric lighting,

speedometer, spare wheel, large glass wind scrcoii

back rest, horn, tools, 2 luggage carriers; £130; this

uiachiue is nn iihsolntclv sound and reliable tourniB

vehicle, and will take 2 persons with luggage nnywhere;

tax paid; oviner has bought car.—19, St. Marys Man-
.'•ions, Paddington. ' (3126

M-\TCIILESS.—We arc the recognised North London
agents lor the delightfully sprung and pracCi.

callv designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce

on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for

cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied;

all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill.

N.IO. and at Woodsidc Parade, North Finchley. (0381

M..\TCULESS Service Depot, Greenwich. Phone:
751. Our record Easter sales of 1921 models.

Once again we score. Why? Satisfied clients. To
ensure delivery and personal attention to every de-

tail, send your orders along to the firm that are
agents only for high-class makes and. guarantee satis^

faction.-Note address: Sam E. Clapham Wlotorsl.

27, Stockwell St., Greeuwich, S.E.IO. (1752

M.axim.
1\TAXni.DALM. Dec., 1920. Sli.p.. 2-.-troke, nbso-

I'l. lutclv Dcw, Amac carburetter, E.LC. mas.. Albion
2.<>pe^'d Hutchinson tvres, accessorie.s, £52 ; ditto with

elntch. kick start. ±:58,'10.—224. Pentouvillc Ed., r.on-

[4292

tax paid, little used,

£45.-12, Avoiulilo
[5614

I

don, N.l.
Metro.

METEO-TTLEE 1920 Z^&V:
nmpleto with Inmixs, etc.;

Rd.. Motlingham, S.E.9.

METRO-TVLER, brand new lalest S type 1920
model; rcdcccd from £95 to £70 cash to clear.

Elcc and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgalo Av., Camomile St..

'E.C.5. 'Plione : Avenue 5548. (0068

METRO-TYLER, Jtodcl S, all enclosed, very little

ridden. lamps, horn, and tools, tax paid, in-

surance paid, beautiful mount for young lady; £75.

—

Potter, 135. Maplo Rd.. Surbiton. [4604

Minerva.

Qih.p. Minerva, good running order: £15; photo.—
/*'.2 Stewart, Old Meadows, West Drayton. [5311

31 h p Minerva, re-enameile<I and overhauled, splen-

a ilid condition; neaiest £55; snip.—Eos=lyn, Devon
Ed.. Cheam Surrey. [4432

£25.—2;sh.p. modernised Minerva, low, overhauled,

re-enamelled, new tyre, C.A.V., running orderj

alter 7.-12, Southlands Rd., Bromley, Kent. [6036

IXERV\ 2^'-4h.r., reconstnicted, with accessories,

. 2 brand new tvres, fust; £26.—Writs. Box 1.900.

jU'i Advertising Offices, Fleet St., E.C.4. [4774

Monarch.

1 Q'^O Monarch 6h.p. Combination, new sidecar, wind
l-O screen, luggage grid; £130; exchanges.—Chas-

ten. Blackwood, Mon. [5341

Oilh.p. Monarch-Villiers, 1920, 2-sreea, clutch, kirk

'w 4 starter [Burman], just overhouied; £55; t;ix

paid.-E. Murphy, Long Copse, Wadburst. (4441

1 Q20 Monarch 2-stroke. licence paid, single gear,

L«7 lamps and horn, reliable and cheap machine, in

really good order; £40; exchanges or extended pay-

ment's: apjiroval with pleasure.-The Layton Garages.

90. High St.. Oxford. 'Grams: Integrity. ^^onc^

iM^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, ond the date ol the issue. B57
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOOITE, 2i/.li,p., mag., tax paid, variable
gear, excellent running order, good tyre?; £23.—

Cialjb, 106, Eitherdon Ed., Upper Tooting, S.W.
[4536

3JLh.p, Motosacoche, good running order, lamps.
2 horn, new carburetter, Boscli mag., new control,

bargain, licence paid.—Walker. Bradeunam, Thetford,
Norlolk. [5148

New Hudson.
JULIANS of Eeading liave all New Hudson models in

stock. [0554

"IQ20 New Hudson 2-stroke, very fast and in perfect
-»" condition; oSers.—92, Gloucester Ed., S.W.7.

[5357
TWrEW HUDSON, 3 speeds, clntch, lamps, rebnshed,
-L^ etc.; 58 gne.—Butler, 95, Albert Rd., Levton,
E.IO. [4744

lYEW HUDSON Combination, 5-6h.p., twin-cyl., 1920
-L^ model, brand new, complete with all- accessories

;

co,<t flSO, accept £135, n great bargain.—Farrar. 18,
Colonnade, Russell Sa-, W.C. [5508

NEW HUDSON 4i/ih.p., 3-speed, clutcl, excellent
condition: ^48, or exchange for lower power.—27,

Crookston Ed., Eltliam, S.E. [4693

^035.—1914 New Hudson coach combination, 3-speed
c^ and clutch, a geninne bargain for dealers.—30.
Legard Ed., Highbury, London, N. [4331

1 Q 20 6Ii.p. New Hudson Combination, Easting, all
--•-' lamps, horn, speedometer, tax paid; £135.—
78, Locksiey St.. Burdett Ed.. Bow, E.14. [5078

T^EW HUDSON 214I1.P., 2-speed de luxe, Deo., 1920,
-1-" Lucas horn. Miller lamps, licence, eto., as new

;

£54.—Pickering, Eosslyn House, Twickenham Park.
[6527

"IQ19 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, speedometer,
J-^ lamps, as new; £88.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
Rd., South Kensingtorr. 'Phone : Kensington 3709.

[4178NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, countershaft, 2-speed gear,
late model, small mileage; £42/10.-110, Upper

Eichmond Ed., East Sheen, S.W.15. 'Phone : Putnev
2622. [5395

NEW HUDSON 1920 (Oct.) LigbtweJglrt, 2-stroke, 2-

speed, tax paid, ridden £00 miles, full accessories
and waterproof suit; £70.—Makey, 50, Iving's Ed.,
Eeading. [4690

NEW HUDSON, 2-;ih.p. .J.A.P., 3-speed, clutch,
speedometer, lamps, low mileage, tax paid, 100

m.p.g., good condition; £36.-8. Culmore Ed., Peck-
ham, S.E.15. [4455

NEW HUDSON Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, 3-
speed, clutch, lamps, tools, Dunlops; £50: ride

away ; bargain ; owner going abroad.—Cleary, Elingham
Hill, Klugham, Oxfords. [4697

NEW HUDSON 1914 th.v. O.B. Combination. 3-
epced, Bosch, B. and B., little used, tyres as

new, splendid order; £66.—Woodall, Tenement Lane,
Clieadl© Hulme, Stockport. [4305

NEW HUDSON 1913 4h.p. Combination, only ridden
1,000 miles, O.B. sidecar, 3-speed hub gear, trip

speedometer, splendid condition and tyres; 65 gns.—
Laureldene, Cbwfold, Sussex. [4421

jj?65.—S'/'h.p. New Hudson combination, 1914, 3-

<^ speed, clirtch, accessories, thoroughly .sound
throughout, will take 3 anywhere.—Langford's. 37,
Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. [4847

1Q20 New Hudson 2-Etroke 2,t^i.p,, -2-speed, lamps.
X*^ a smart little machine; £47/10; exchanges or
ext6n£ded payments; approval ivith pleasure.-TJie Lay-
ton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. 'Grams: Integrity.
'Phone: 581. [X27d7

6h,p. New Hudson Combination, late 1915, hood,
screen, electric lighting, sidecar re-enamelled,

spare belts, tubes, accumulator, excellent condition:
£120.—Spalding, Eedholme, College Rd., Dulwich.
Tel.: Sydenham 639; after 6 p.m. [6505

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view :

Popular, 50 gns.: de luxe, 65 gns.; Ace, 75 gns.
Spares lor 2i,:'ih.p., Si/jh.p., and 6h.p. machines stocked.
Catalogues and any mformation by return.—New
Hudson Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Ed., Holborn, W.C.

2

[1658
Af). GNS.—2';ih.p. 3-speed New Hudson-Jap motor
rtxr cycle, brand new Lucas lighting set, ditto
Cowey horn, ditto Palmer cord tyres and tubes, just
been re-enaraelled and plated, tax paid; a bargain.

—

20, Heath Ed., Twickenhvm. 'Phone : 96 Richmond.
[4493

New Imperial.

NEW IMPEEIAL Agents.- Lightweights and spare
parts in stock.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [4709

- - . - -J; £65.
Motoriee, Horton St., Halifax. [4633

"I Q21 New Imperial 2'4h.p., 2^p6ed, 250 miles; £65
Xt7 —Collier' ~- " - " -

NEW IMPERIAL 23ih.p.. 2-speed, good condition;
£40; after 7 p.m.—98. Longley Ed., Tooting.

,; [4894

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P. 2'!4h.p., 2-6pecd, 1916,
lamps, tax paid; £32.—Mason, Bourne House

Driffield. [X2469
2V-'h.p., good order, with

lamps; £32/10.-46, Gcugh St., Poplar. 'Phone:
NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P,

lamps; £32/10.-46, G
E. 1999.

'

[4334

33.h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, lamps, horn, new
4 bars, a real goer, tax paid; £45.—125, Wilber-

MOTOR CYCLES
Harrods supply e»ery well-known make. The »ol!owin|
NEW machines are available For immediate delivery.

All these machines may be acquired on
Harrods unique System of Deferred Pay-

ments. Details Free.

SOLO MACHINES
2f h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-.speed,

c. &k.-s £8ai5
23 h.p. BEAUMONT, Blackbume ,

Engine, all-chain, c. & k.-s. " £99 15

4l h.p. B.S.A., model K.2., c. &k.-s. £103
4:! h.p.B.S.A., model H.2., c.&k.-s. £110
2:| h.p. COULSON, spring frame,

c. & k.-s £111

2f h.p. COULSON, spring frame,
3-speed, c. &k.-s..;. , £118.12

4 h.p. COULSON, spring frame,
3-speed, c. & k.-s ' £126

2f h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £85

2fh.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, c.&k.-s. £105
2j h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £65

2| h.p. FRANCIS BARNETT,
2-speed, c. & k.-s £89

2f h.p. HOBART, 2-speed £75
4* h.p- HUMBER, 3-speed, c. & k.-s. £140
2-1 h.p. INVICTA, 2-speed, c. &k.-s. £85
3 i h.p. INVICTA. 3-speed, c. & k.-s. £110

2f h.p. LEVIS, single-speed £60

2:J- h.p. LEVIS, 2-speed £68

2f h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed .

.

£80 17

2:1 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed,

c. & k.-s £89 5
2| h.p. O.K., single-speed £50 8

2rh.p. O.K., two-speed, c. & k.-s. $67

2I- h.p. RADCO, single- speed £44 2
2,5^ h.p. SPARKBROOK, single-sp. £64
2I h.p. SPARKBROOK, two-speed £70
2j h.p. SUN, single-speed £49 17 6

2I- h.p. SUN, two-speed, c. & k.-s. £66 10

2i h.p. TRIUMPH, two-speed, belt

and chain, c. &. k.-s £70
4h.p.TRIUMPH,ModelH., c.&k.-s. £115
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model S.D., all-

chain, c. & k.-s . £125

2-Jh.p. WOOLER, flat twin, sports
model £105

ij h.p. YOUNG cycle and motor
complete £31 17

NEW COMBINATIONS
4j h.p.B.S.A., Mills Pulford Sidecar £128

4 h.p. COULSON, spring frame .

.

£165
4 h.p. DOUGLAS, flat twin £170
8 h.p, ENFIELD, dynamo Ughting £182
6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD, shghtly shop

soiled £170
4* h.p. HUMBER, smart sidecar. .£173 12 6

il h.p. INVICTA, classic sidecar .

.

£130
3S h.p. INVICTA, Mills Fulford's car £135
8 "h.p. MATCHLESS, model H,

chain-drive £205
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, chain-drive £186
4ih.p. QUADRANT, chain-drive.. £125

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Gloria sidecar,

belt and chain £165

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Gloria sidecar,

all chain £175

Latest lists and other pnrliciilars free on request.

HARRODS LTD

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
New ImperiaL

I1Q20 New Imperial 8h.p., Millford sidecar, Klax.
-t«' tax paid, excellent condition, little used; £14!
I61, Herbert Ed., Woolwich, S.E. [4i

mEW IMPEEIAL-JA.P. 2ijh.p.. 2-speed, kick-star
-^^ clutch, never been used, shop-soiled only; to cl€
i' J.—Central Garage, Henley-on-Thames. [31

"I Q20 8h.p. New Imperial and Eennoc Sidecar, e
-•-«-' trie lamps; £115.—CliHord Wilson, 177, \V(
minster Bridge Ed., S.E.I. Hop. 210. [5i

T-\rPEEI.4L-J..\.P. 234h.p., 2-speed, free engine, m
-*- age under 20, horn, lamps, tools; cost £86, ace
£56.—Box 3,656, c/o The Motor Cycle. [it

"jV'EW IMPEEIAL 'Sh. p., less sidecar, Jrrne, 19
-"-^ 1,100 miles, splendid condition, tax paid: £1
or exchange 4h.p. Triumph and cash.-5Iole, ReiP
Surrey. [4(

TMPEEIAL-J.A.P. 1915 2',.lh.p., 2-5peed, Bosch m;
-*- B. and B. carburetter, just oyerhauled. in tliovoi
gooJ order; what ofl'ers ?—Further particulars, HurI
liamlingay, Sandy. {5:

IVEW IMPEEIAL 1919 8h.p. Combination, he^~ screen, lamps, horn. Tau-Sad, excellent conditi
trial slacily; £130.—Morgan and Snelgrove, High
Sidcup. 'Phone: 118. . - [41

WEW IMPEEIAL.—All models in stock for immed
^' dehyery. including the new 25^h.p. 3-speed mo
—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersrrrith Rd., \
'Phone: Hammersmith 60. [3

NEW IMPERIAL 2-/lh.p,. 1921 model, clutch, li

start, 2 s'peeds, complete accessories, incluc
Cowey horn, legshields, mileage about 300; £8
Brown, 79, Hampden Rd., Hornsey, N.8. [4

1 Q19 New Imperial-Jap Sh.p. Combination, 3-sp
-*-*-' kick start. Easting wind screen, lampe, tax p
excellent condition; £120; owner purchasing CE

Llewelyn Nicliolas, Glasfryn, Port Talbot. [4

NEW 2?4h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, £80/17; d
with clutch and kick starter, £89/5; Sh.p. c

bination, £186; in stock for immediate delivery; (

payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., Lone
[4

NEW IMPERIii.L 1920 8h.p. Combination, 3-sp

chain driye. wind screen, electric lighting

real bargain; tax paid; £105.—Eke and Co.. 15

Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile .'St., E.C.3. 'Pho

Avenue 56'*8. [0

IMMEDIATE Delivery o! any New Imperial Mo
cash or deferred payments: book your order E

and avoid disappointment later,—Burlington Mot
Ltd., South .Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Pho
Braxton 2417. [0

"I
Q20 New Imperial Sh.p. Combination. Lucas li

X.*y ing. Easting, tax paid, bucket pillion, Sunb
sidecar, luggage grid, tools, etc.; £137; private owl

any trial; exchange Ford tourer, late model.—
3,625, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4

New Ryder.
"j Q20 New E.yder-Villiers, 2- speeds, electric lal

Xt7 horn, perfect condition; £50.-1, London L
Bromley, Kent.

New "Scale.

[!

[X2

SC.\LE, 3ii.b.p. Precision, £80; 4h.p. Blackbn
£100; motor cycles you will hear more about

have always a stock of each model; trade supplie

Davies, 229, Deansgate, Manchester. 536 Central.
f2

Norton.
TJEEMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Nortens.

ANY Model Norton delivered to your address^ carr

paid, within twenty-j^ur hours.-The Piemier_M
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingnam.

JULIANS of Beading have Norton 16H. in sto

JULIANS of Ee.ading have Norton Model 9 in st

[C

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—All Norton models I

stock. [S;

YEOVIL.—Moffat. Town Hail Garage, Norton age

—'Phone 60.

NORTON 1921 Famous SVoh.p. from stock;- £1;
Gibb, Gloucester. [(

ith. Norton official affeut.

K
£14.—Derring

[5

Jack Pruen, Oxford
440. [f

DAN GUY. Weymouth. Norton official agent. B
combination in stock.

NORTON, 1913, less power unit
Grafton Rd., New Maiden.

WESTON'-SUPEE-M \RE..
for Nortons.— 'Phone •

NORTON, immediate delivery all models: exchai

—Chaston, Blackwood, Mon. [I

ORTON Motor _ C.vcles.—Can
N^ ^ ^ _

,

deliver anywl
early dates.—Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dubi

CRTON 19al Modeis.-~Sole district agents. We
N'
Phone

force Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4. [4278 116-118 Brompton Road London SWl JF&cm^d st, London

NORTON 1921 T.T., 200 miles only, lamps, s

l>elt, licenc© and insurance; £98.—PutteriU,
age, Haipenden. I'

4 Combination, nil acce6e(

£155.-Bartletts, "^NORTON 1920 BiL
ridden 600 miles only

B58 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each sifvertisement. and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Norton.

p TT. Korton-, mileage 1,200, as nen-, complete

witn himps. horn, and Watford speedometer; £85.

die Motors, Oundle. tX2461

Norton 1921 Sports Model. 16h.p., onlr just

ivereu from works; £125, includin

Madeler, AVem, S,alop.

Norton 3!/Jli.p., T.T.. adjustable pulley, appear-

ance a.= new. complete with hnnps. tax paid'

ewbery. 69. High Ed.. Kilburn, N.W.6. (6ir

Norton I'Ab.v- T.T. Model. Philipson, speetlo-

meter, small mileage, and in excellent order,

paid, fast; £95; approval with pleasure.—Below.

Norton Big Four. 3-5peed, K.S., fitted with

mps. "horn, and- knee-grips, has had very 'ittle

Imost new; £115.—Below.

Norton, Model 16H, SHh.P-. 3-speed. with

E.S. engine, certified to hay© exi-eeded 70

aierage lor Brookland-s lap; £147.—Below.

Norton 3;.Jli.p. T.T. Model, single gear, direct

rive, adjustuDle pulley, special engine, brand new;
Below.

Norton Model 1611, S^h.p., S^speed. brand new;
32: exchanges or extended payments.—The Lay-

raws 90 High St., Oxford. T.A.: Integrity.

581. .
[X2704

,TON Model 16, 1921, lamps, speedometer, horn,

paid, insurance, unridden; £130, nuiok sale.

Berkshire.—Box 509, c/o The Molar Cvdt.
[X2605

TON 4h.p., 3-speed Sturmey gear box, clutch.

irk ?lart, new tvres, tubes, very last and
£80.—Wm. Gill, Grindlelord, Derbyshire.

[5248
1921 3i/.h.p. Norton, 3-speed, kick start, 16n

lodel. in stock; list price £132; exchanges en-

ed.-Bambers', Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. :

[X0631

JACKSON for Nortons, ex depatch rider and
I can supply anywhere; one 1920 3'/..h.p.

etc., perlect". £79, tax paid.-East Parade.
[3544

lES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Nortons
om stock; the machine yon will eventually buy;

; stacked; prompt attention.—229, Deansgate.
536 CenUal. • [2432

T().\ .\gent3.-^Motor cyclists in or near Oldham
Our Mr. 51itchell will demonstrate to you

est machine in the world.—Bulloughs .Motors,
St., Oldham. [2050

TON 1920 Big Four Model, Canoclct sidecar,

dlv cquipiied, low mileage, indistinguishable
;w; .-ei55.—Parker's, Bradshawgatc, Bolton;
I, Deansgate, .Manchester. [X2443

3',.jh.p. T.T. Norton, small mileage. Philipson,
inks. Cowey, accessories, ail in good cr>ndition.

eliauically sound; best offer £98. also sidecar;
ears.—Hargrave, Jun., Watli, Ripon. [5299

TING Norton, 3'.ih.p. B.E.S.. 1919. 70 m.p.h.,
ips, generators, horn, pump, aluminium dieca,

tc^ exhaust, licence iviid; any trial; £95, or
er.—2b. Denmark Ed., Cambcrwell. [4784

(1920) Norton de I.uxe Big Four Combination,
; done 600 miles, lamps, knee grips, speedo-
horn.— 6. Park Ed.. Kingston Hill. Surrey, Any
id examination; cost over £200; accei)t £175.

[4790
CON 1921 Big Four, £135; al.so 3i^h.p.. 3-

eed, £132; delivery from stock: cash, exchange,
rred terms.—Authorised Agents, Elce and Co.,
ishopsgate .\v., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phono;
5548. [0070

(June) Big Four Norton, Douglas sidecar, mile-
ge 2,000. splendid condition, -Bouniksen. acety-
hting, horn, tax, insurance, owner Royal Navy,
afloat; beat ofier.— Hopkins, K2, Blc^-k, Whale
Portsmouth. [4509

T.T. Norton, fully equipped largest P. and H.
lead lamp, electric rear, horn, kneegrips, in
it condition, appearance like new; £80, or ex-
for 1921 I.O.M. Budge.—Hindes, 24, Hars-

d., Colchester, Essex. [5308

'ON 1921 Big Four Jfodel. with Henderson
lecar, Lucas Rlagdyno lighting. Cameo wind
oversized tyres, tax paid, insurance, indis
lable from new ; £195.—Parker's. Bradshawgatc.
also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X2444
'ON 3'/jh.p. Colonial Model, licence paid, speed-
leter, all occessoricti, tyres good, small mileage

:

chine is tho actual winner of the Solo Class
Oxlaid Motor Club Eeliability Trial held April
ery last machine, and in thoroughly gocul eon-
Ihronghout; £115.—The Layton Garages. 90,

Tel.: Tntegritv, Oxford. 'Phone:
[X2456

t., Oxford,
lord.

N.S.U.
N.S.D., 2.speed, Scnsprav. E.I.C.. in perfect

innmg order, tax paicT; £26; photo: sidecar
ed.—Stewart, Old Meadows. West Drayton.

[5312

N.U.T.
Combination. 4-5h.p. twin, 3-sDeed. kick

rt, good condition, speedometer. Easting, lamps,
offers.—Turner, 21, Westbourne Terrace, W.2.

[4255

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

N.U.T., 2'',',h.p. o.h.v. twin J.A.P., 1915, in beautilul
condition, very fast, electric lamps, and Klaxon:

£50, or exchange "higher iiower.-141, Merton Rd..
Wimbledon. [5133

N.U.T. 3'/.h.p., 1920, electric lighting model, enamel-
ling a'nd plating absolutely as new. only run

about 1.500 miles, perfect condition: any trial; £125.
Apply, L. Bailey, 72, Mitcham Rd,. Croydon. [5135

EXCEPTIONAL Bargain tor someone who can
erect: owner has no lime.—N.U.T. 5-61i.p..

Sturmey countershaft, etc., worth £80 when finished;

gilt at' £45.-259, Acton Lane, Chiswick, London.
^ [4843

N.V.T.—Special 500 cc. twin speed model N.U.T..
overhead valve engine, handle-bar controlled

gears, just built up and guaranteed brand new except

gear box. capable o£ 60 m.p.h.: this machine ^y^ll

appeal to sporting rider requiring a fast semi-tounng
model; moderate price.—Maudes' (below).

N.U.T.. 1916. 5b.p. overhead valve J.A.P. twin, 3-

speed countershaft gear, usual N.U.T. flnijb:

moderate price.—iNIaudes' (below).

N.U.T.—Sole distributers for London, Middlesex,
Hertfordshire, Essex, Surrey, Staffordihire. Corn-

wall. Devonshire, and Somerset; trade supplied: imme-
diate delivery; exchanges or deterred payments.—
Maudes' Motor Mart. 100. Gt. Portfand St., London.
W.l (.Museum 581): lOn. Paris St., lixetcr; and
Wolverhampton St., Walsall. l.\2542

O.K.

TULIAXS ot Beading have all O.K. models

o
19

in -stdcU.

[0481

of Salisbury.-O.K. Juniors, 1921

1920. brand new: clear £43.—Brirt-

Gt. Pottlaud St., London. [5562

19 2'Jh.p. O.K. Junior, ueaily new. not scrotilied;

ONCMAN,
models,

K-UNION
letts, 93,

£35.-Wnllis and Ea-ton, Mill Rd., Cambridge..Ige.

[4829

O.K. Junior a'-ih.p., as new., fully ''imPPCd tax

paid; £42; oHcrs.-70, Baring Ud., Lee. Kcnt.^_^

DAVIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 O.K 'i

from 'stock.- 229, Deansgate. 'Phone : 536

Central. *

OK 1<)1G •'•111 n J..\.P.. 2-5pced. lamps, horn.

''goo;u-ondrtionr£36.-2l', Barlnouth Rd.. Wand.,

worth, S.W. ^

1Q19 O.K.-J.A.P., equipped, rerfw-t ^o";?'''?"' ",'"-

itf liable, fast, economical; £45, oBer.-Giirntc.

Medina Ed., N.7.
^tio-

Oab.p. O.K.-Union. single speed. 1920 "L<'<i''lh|J?"'

lit Joiled: .Iist,vricc_^£50_/8, my price £43.-Dav^e=.^

229, Deansgate, .Manchester

Omegn.
of Salisbury.—Omegas;O.NCMA.N. ot Salisbury.-Omegas; £50 to £170;

1921 models. L1753

,MEGA 1921 Models Now Ready.--Davies, 229

Deansgate, Manchester. 536 Central. [2438O __ --.

ham.

TATE 1920 2?J..i'. Omega-Jnp ^-^Pped <lo'.e 1,200

J-J only; £52/10, or ofler.-195a, Albirny bt., N^^V^

Jifter b p.m.

--vKfirf' V iq^i "Vtodels. J.A.V. engiues, £60, £66, £73;

O^ea^yVa^mentnio Uow-n.-Baltletts, 93, Ut. Port-

liind St., London.

j-^-Kv-pc \ iQ?i MfKlek Villiers Murk IT.. £50, £58.

C^^tts: "sy I^vmenul £15/15 down.-BartletK

93, Gt. Portland St., London. 1^=""

O'lIECA. 1920. as new J-A.P- .o^ginit ^Wi.p.. 2

speeds, lamps, horru licence paid £55.-Wo stcn

croft, 76, Queen's Rd., Battersea, S.W

.

14598

OMEGA-J.A.P. 1920 2-;ih.p., 2-speed clutch. KS
lamps, horn; siicedometer : £69, tax paid

Fenclla. The Burroughs, Hcndon. N.W.4. [5243

-I rk20 Omega-Jap 2'-ih.p., Burman 2--speed. clutch.

19 Ks" food order' less' 500 miles accessories tax

paid; £55;' n'earest; Sa.trirday or Sunday-^ '""e. 35.

Cornwall Grove, Chiswick Lane, y> A. 130=i

P. and M.

rULIANS of Beading have 1921 P.

and M.. 1918,
Richuioud.

as new : 59

nd M. iu stoi-lc

[0488

05.-88, Kew ltd..

[4948

ATE P. and JL Geared Solo, fast, perfect; oftcrs.--

-J 114, Hill St., Peckham, S.E.15. [5493

>48-r and M., 1918, 2-speed. K.S., condition flriit-

^ cla5S.-24, Church Walk, Hampstetid. [5521

»23.-Dec6nt old 3i.'2h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, running

^ order.-King. Egrove Faljlj, Oxford. li.2575

>. and M.. 1920, .as new with sporting sidecar: fUS.
—Bartlctts, 93, Gt. Portland St., London. [5565

>. and M.. 2-speed, and Millford box carrier, com-

plete; £75.-41. Ashlord Rd., Cncklewood. [5465

J and M. C.B. Combination, excellent condition:

£47.-23. Milton Grove, Upper Holloway, J^^^^

All letters relating to advertisements shonld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, E59
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P. and M., top-hole condition; £55, with sidecar

£65; late model.—58, Blagdon Rd., New Maiden.
[5497

P. and M. Combinntiou, 2-speed, K.S., nearly new,
lnmp6, horn, and good tyres; £75.—261, Mit^iham

Lane, Streatbam. [5286

P. and M., 1919, K.A.P. model, 2-speed gear, Lucas
lamps, tax paid; £75.—H. J. Cos, Sonning Com-

mon, HI. Reading. [5180

LATE 1918 P. and M. (blue), lamps, horn, tax

paid. excelJeut condition; £65.-37, Treadgold St.,

Notting Hill, W.ll. [4444

P.
and M. Combination, late model, Easting, lamps,
tools, tax paid; *85, offer.—Snelling, 2, Morley

Rd.. Richmond Bridge. [5015

7 Q18 P. and M. Combination, complete, good con-
X«/ dition, tax paid; £80, near offer.—42, Lillian

Rd., Castlenau, Barnes. [5141

P.
and M., June, 1919, 4i/ih.p., chain drive, and
sidecar, new condition; £100, bargain.—Cos Park-

dene, Weston-Super-Mare. [4353

1 Q20 SWi.v. P. and M. Combination, licence paid,
JLtf insured to June: £105.—Shepherd, Enfield High-
way. Tel.: Waltham Cross 51. [0341

1Q18 P. and M. Combination, 1920 colour, new
J- *y tyres, all accessories, licence, perfect ; £78.—
Gallipoli, King's Ride, Caraberley. [5144

/? 1^ GNS.—P. and M. combination, 1917, 2-speed,
'CJ pJ kick starter, all new tyres, overhauled, lamps,
eu\-198, Sheen Lane, Mortlake, S.W. [5146

"1 Q19 P- 3"<i M. and Wat^onian sidecar, mechanical
X«7 lulnication, screen, horn, lamps, 2 new tyres, in

perfect order; £100.—Cults, Campden, Glos. [4704

P.
and M. Combination, 1918, W.D., renovated,
nverhauJed, perfect condition, lamps, horn, etc.;

£65.-24, Observatory Rd., East Sheen, S.W. [5145

P.M. Combination, late 1919, electric lights; £95;
exchange higher power, cash adjustment; after 6"

o'clock.-46, Hatcham Park Rd., New Cross. r4782

T ATE R.A.F. P. and M. Combination, not W.D.,
JL/ wind screen, all accessories, splendid condition,
tnx paid; £80.—B., 31, Lynton Rd., Acton, W.3. [4791

lyriDLANDERS.-P. and M., 1921. the perfected
^A. motor cycle, in stock; immediate deliveries;

£115.—Oolmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
[4742

THORNTON Heath.—P. and M. combination, new
1920, Lucas lighting, tax transferable, £110

;

wi.uld consider late solo or lightweight part.—22, Buller
Rd. [4956

P.
and M. 3y2h.p., complete with lamps and horn,
in splendid condition, tyres as new; bargain,

£80.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Blight St., Birming-
ham. [4626

P.
and M. Combination, ZVah.p., 2-speed gear, kiel;

starter, mag. ignition, in working order; £50 for
quick fiale.—Idris and Co., 33, King's Rd., St. Pancras,
N.W.I.. [4398

1 Q20 P. and M. Combination, lamps, horn, spares,
X •y licensed, perfect condition ; £94.—Edwards, 50,
Hanington Rd,, South Kensington. 'Phone: Kensing-
ton 5709. [4176

P. and M. Combination, new 1920, 1919 model, per-
fect condition, all accessories, new spare tyre, 'thcr-

oughlv overhauled : £105, or nearest ofier.- 6, Oosbv-
cote At., Heme Hill. [3239

P. and M. 1918 SVjh.p., as new, minus small parts,
£32; 1920 combination, indistinguishable from

new, going bargain ; offers.—35, St. Clement's- Man-
sions, Lillie Rd., Fulham. - [5042

~l
Q17-18 P. and M.'s for Renovation, miniis small

-Lt/ parts, £28; 1917-18 P. and M.'s, renovated, re-

plated, re-enamelled 1920 colours, guaranteed 3
months, £55.—Inman, Othello St., Liverpool. [5016

ROYAL Air Force P. and M., rebuilt as new, guar-
anteed, delivery eix stock; cash or terms, £50

under list.—Harford, Ltd., 5, New Burlington Place,
Regent St.. London, W. 'Phone : 4090 Regent.

[X2066

P.
and M. Combination, 1917-18, kick start, lamp,
just been re-enamelled and plated, sidecar reup-

holstered, in new condition, any trial, must sell; 63
L^ns.-A. Southoru, 12, Thrale Rd., Streatham, S.W.

[5324
rQl9 p. and M. Coachbuilt Combination, not a AV.D.,
-*- ^ tax pai<' in.mrance, Lucas lighting, horn, hood,
wind screen, machine is as new, owner going to British
Columbia; £95. or near offer; mu?c be sold.— 33. Hack-
tord Rd.. Brixton. S.W. [5164

P. and M. 3V'h.p., W.D., overhauled, gnaranteecj,
£68. £78, and £95; with sidecar £20 extra;

fully equipped; further particulars on application.

—

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W. ; 100, Paris St..
Exeter; and Walsall Garage, Walsall. [X2537

1Q20 P. and M. SVoh.p.. 2-speed, K.S., complete,
J.^ with accessories, mileage 500 only, as new:
£92/10; exchanges or extended payments; approval'
with pleasure.—The Layton Garages, 90. High St., Ox-
lord. 'Grams : Integrity. 'Phone : 581. rX2697

P. and S.

"I
Q21 P. and S., 3h.p. Dalm, Albion 2-speed, new

JLt/ bargain, 60 gn
"

VILLI ERS
TWO -STROKE
ENGINE

Mr. A. E. Upton, of 20,

Lillieshall Road, Clapham,

S.W.4, writes us on APRIL
IQTH, IQ2I , as follows:—

" I have had one of jour

engines running for 5 years

without the slightest
trouble. It is a fixed gear,

petroil system, and I have

covered 27,000 (twentj--

seven thousand) miles with-

out a fault. Youadvertise

correctly when you say it is

'a httle wonder.' I can

take two up anywhere in

reason."

Cycle.
Box 3,643, c/o The 31otor 1

[4736
'

Booklet Free:

THE VILUERS
E NcmEERING C^US

SUNBEAM STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

R

( MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Paragon.

1 Q20 Paiaeon, 3h.p.; £43.-59; Palfeey Place, IJ-f set Rd., Clapham Rd,, S.W.8. [5

Peco.

Id 18 Peco, 350 C.C., 2-5troke coachbuilt combi
-Lv tion, 2-st>eed, clutch, wind screen, all ao
sories, splendid condition; £60.-22, Queen VicU
Rd., Coventry. [X2

Precision.
4h.p. Precision 1914 Combination, 3-5peed hub,

of repair, other parts O.K.; £26/10.—Shaw, ]

St., Wellington, Salop. [X2

1 Q14 4i^h.p. Precision, coachbuilt sidecar, tboronf
i«J overhauled, lamps, etc.; £60.-Shepherd, Eni
Highivay. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [0

Premier.
Oih.p. 1914 Premier, B. and B. Bosch, lamp?, ej

1^2 belt; best over £20.—I'lorizel, Kingsway, Wok
[5

PREMIER SVsh.p., adjustable pulley, overhau
bargain, £32.—Aero Works, Grafton Rd., 1

Maiden. £5

PREMIER, 1915, 4h.p., S-speed, countershaft,

paid; £65; or exchange Ford van, small n
age, cash adjustment.—Peplow, Clun, Salop. [4

PREMIER 3V.h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-si

ee.nr box, clutch, footboards, excellent coniht

tax paid ;'i50.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Ac
London. - 1^

^ua<9*'an[.

1 Q20 Quadrant Combination; £70.-59, Pal
A.iJ Place, Dorset Ed., Clapham Ed., S.W.8. [6

QUADRANT 1920 4'/ih.p. Combination, iibsolu

perfect, electric lamps; £95.—Slethold, Bram
Surrey.^ L^

Quadrant" 4iAh.p., sidecar, July, 1920. pei

ordev, little nse<l. fine condition, Esisting, .

S.ad, lamps, horn, tax paid, insure*!: bargain, £9

Gould. Sheiivood, Coppetts Ed, N.IO. [6

QUADRANT.-Sole distributors London, Soutl

and Eastern Counties. All models ^usually

stock; spares. — Clilford Wilson Mfg. Co., 177, W
minster Bridge Rd.. S.E.I. Hop. 210. [5

Kadco.

.\DCO Single-speed, good running order; £2

Lewis, Firs, Llandewi Skirfld, Abergavenny. 16

RD. VARTY, Thundersley, Essex.—Agent
• Radco motor cycles, all models; immediate

livery. ^^

RADCO, 1914, Tvith brand new engine, 2-speed.

enamelled and licensed; £30.—"132, Eigh_
East Finchley. ^^

LATE 1920 2-speed Radco, hardly soiled; barg

£55; full particulars.—Puddephatt, 418. B

hampstead Rd., Chesham. i"

Raleigti.

rrillE Premier Motor Co. for 1921 Raleighs.

WE can deliver to your address within 24 Ik

the new Raleigh 5-6h.p. flat twm, spring ira

chain drive; solo 140 gns., sidecar 176 gns.-Sole

mingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co., As**" -.

Birmingham. '

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.-1921 Ealeighs irom stc

exchanges. 1-

RALEIGH Combination in stock si reduced pi

176 gns.-Virgo, 156, High St., HounslOTV. L6

RALEIGHS, solo and combinations in stock;

dianges entertained.—Hickmg, Bromley i

Beckenham. '

ROGERS, 42, Church Ed., Hendon, can give delii

of Raleigh combinations and solo from stotk

reduced prices; 176 and 140 gns. I''

RALEIGH Combination, 1921, onlv Jew .weeks'

any examination, cost all on £200, registered^

£165 or would consider solo in pait payment.-! -H

69, Church ltd., Hendon, N.w.4. l"*

RALEIGH Motor Cycles at the reduced, prices;

140 gns, combinations 176 gns.; in siock

immediate delivery: the ideal solo or sidecar rnaci

call and view; liberal .illowance on J^our present

chine.-Ealeigh agents for over 15 yeais: Nem^

.Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. rm
Hammersmith 80.

Reading-Standard.

READING Standard 1920 Combination, in excel

condition, and complete with accessories, £

-92, Gloucester Rd., S.VV.7. 1=

READING-STANDARD Conibination, lOhp, diTi

lighting, new: what oilers By appo.ntmei

Lait, Oak Terrace. Burnt Tree, Tipton. !«!

1 O20 lOh.p. Reading Standard Combination una

ly dynamo ligthing, wind ^"^"^ ,
„^t.?.'^:'

*i

genuine bargaio. £180; after 6 p.m.-llB, Upper i

H'"' ^;^-
Rex.

iv,T, n«v TT Bosch T.T. bars, very low,

4''Lw whe^i?,- good 'tyres! £2l-Jackson, -
Parade, Keighley. ^

e6o All letters relating tt advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex

[414 8h p Res-Jap Combination, in wonderful con-

tJ dition, like new, tax paid; any trial.—4*, Sun
Waltham Abbey. [5013

EX Combination, G.B., 8b.p.. 2-Epeed, splendid con-

dition 1913, tfls raid; £80; or nearest offer.—

ddocli. Eeltou, Grantliam. [4541

EK 7h.p. Combin.^tion. Eoc 2 speeds, handle start.

' engine overbauled, costing £14, 3 l.Tinps, licensed,

ning order; £60.-27, Hanson Rd., Brlleet. [4387

EX 1914 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed, cbain drive,
' dynamo lighting, ail tools, spares, etc.; £75, or
r.—Cope and Sons, 15, Upper llagley Rd.. Birraing.
J, [5139

Rover.
ILIAITS of Reading have 75m.r.b. Rover model in

stock. [0585

|20 Hover T.T. 3i/.h.p., single speed; £85.—A. J.
' Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [5379

121 Rover 3ll;h.p., speed model, ridden 10 miles;
/ accept £90.—Bo.\ 3.654, c/o The Molar Cllclc.

. [5411
120 5.6h.p. Hover Combination, mileage 1.000.
' Iicrfect; £145, or otfen—Rljodes, A[i;>lel>y, Scun-
rpe. [445S
jl4 Rover 3i,<;h,p., 3-speed, complete with all acces
' series; £45.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., New
ket. [5380

Lh.p. Rover, 1912, S-speed huli, clutch, just over-
! )i.Tided; £33; licensed.—Gibbs, Clifton Hampden,
Qgdon, Berks. [4302

OVER 1919 T.T. Model, all on, perfect throughout,
ivoitli £85; no reasonable offer rclused.—Cnntrill,
Cross Rd., Coventry. [X2491

3VER Combination, 3<?peed, K.S., engine No. 6247.
excellent condition; seen weok.ends; Berkfl.—Bo.x

4, c/o The Motor Cycle. (3135
20 T.T. Rover, only used 600 miles, as good as
brand new. guaranteed perfect; £75.-\Valli3 nnd

on. Mill Rd.. Cambridge. [4837

p. Rover, 3-spced, clutch, ndj\istnble pvillev, gear
and engine recently overhauled.—Offers to Collnrd,

Ik I'iirm, Chislet. Kent. [4304
20 Rover 3i,ih.p., T.T., Philipson. siicedometer,
and .'dl acce^^^ries, a fast machine, indistinguieh-

from new; £90-—Bo!ow.

|15 Rover 3i,|;h."p., T.T., licence paid, littcd wiUi
'- Pliilipson and ,t1I accessories, in good condition,
quite fast ; £50 ; exchanges or extended payments
oval with pleasure.—The Layton Garages, 90, High
Oxford. 'Grame: Integrity. 'Phono; 581. (X2701

1
19 3',oh.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed, Lucas

" lamps, hoin, good condition, tux paid: £140, or
-Killiy, 1, Museum Sq.. Wielwch. [2114

)VER 3<ib.r. T.T. with Philipson pulley, first-class
condition; £69.—Xewnham Motor Co.. 223, Ham.

mith Rd.. W-6. 'Phone: Hamiucriuiith 80. [3450
19 Rover Combination. 5-6h.p. J.A.P. twin, ex-
cellent order, guaranteed, fully equipped. East-

2,000; £125.—Davics, 15, Bcrriew St., Welshpool.
[5190

14 SVch.p. Rover Combination, S-spced, clutch.
all accessories. iVtontgomerv (new); £85; would

ECiiarately.—Mantborpe. St. Peter's Hill. Hnnting-
[5029

20 Rover 5-6h.p. Combination, countershaft 3-
spcud, clutch, lamps, horn, excellent condition;
(ifYerf.:-'—Scourficld, Castle Tenace, Haver'nid

[5320
)VER 1920 3;<h.p., No. 8366, C.B. sidecar, cbain
drive, S-speeo, etc., accessories, perfect, small
.gc. tax paid; £155; Kent.—Box 620, c/i The
T Cycle. f5531
ELY 1920 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, in perfoef
condition, chain drive, licence paid: oiilv £132/10
larcst offer; wants seeing.—Slcath, 6, Clemens St.,
uiiptnu. [S2419
IVER Combination, late 1919, 5-6b.p. .I.A.P., in
perfect mechanical condition; any trial; no reason,
oaer refused.-Ramsden, 92, New St., Paddock,
lersfield. £5298
b.p. T.T. Rover, bond controlled Philip.-on pulley,
Ivlaxon horn, discs, enamel and plating as new.
TLps; £60.—Duncan and Shepherd, 33. The Parade.

irs Green. [4533
1.6 3;^.p. T.T. Rover, Philipson pnllev, ted discs,
la splendid condition and runnin;; "order, little
only wants eeeing, tax paid; £60.-59, Howard Rd.,
m^ter. Essex. [4412
VER Motor Cycles'.-Place your order with an
official agent, the man who rides a Rover; im-
"te delivery; hire-purchase if desired. — Collard.
s Garage. Shifnal. [2684
20 Rcver 3'Ah.p. Combination, conntershaft 3-

speed, clntch, lamps, horn, spcedomel*c bought
ij -excellent condition; £135, or near offer.—
Bridge St., Haverfordwest. [5323
^^'S'/yi-P. Rover, 3-spced clutch and kick starter.
liLtcd with Royal Leicester sidecar, screen, and
I. reduced to £145; easy paj-ments.-Harrods
113. Brompton Rd., London. [4822
TER 3>3i.p, Countershaft. 1915 model, very good
tvie;. Lucas lamp set, first-class running order;
-lleri.ert liohinsnn. Ltd.. 32-35. Green St.. 0am-
P Tel.: 995. - T.A.: Bicycle^. [5444

Some
Really

Cut
Prices

£50

75

105

110

NEW O.K. JUNIOR
(\o\*. 1920), 2\ h.p., two-stroke,
two-spccd.

NEW ROYAL RUBY, sj
h.p., four-stroke, two-speed.
New Dec. 1920 (exactly as
1021).

NEW LEA-FRANCIS (Nov.
1920), twin two-spccd, clutch,
kick-start, 3J b.p. M.A.G.
lilngine.

NEW ZENITH (Nov. 1920),
5-6 h.p., Sports model, one of
the fastest solo machines made.
Takes hills as though level.

And 10 other stock-reduction

bargains. (These are all

below cost, and unrepeatable.)

FRANK

WHITWORTH
139, New Street,

Telephone: Midland 2221.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover,

"OOVER 3i.jh.p.. overhauled, rebushed. new handle,
-i-ij bars, toolbags,- tank re-enamelled, licence. Arni-
stronp 3-speed, clutch; £48/10, ofTers.-Smith, Iluddles-
ton Ilall, South Miliord, Yorkshire. [4275

RO'VER 3;$Ii.p. 1916 Combination, screen, Tan-Sad.
speedometer, perfect condition, any trial: £105,

ab=olute snip; onlv wants seeing.—Morgan and Rncl-^
srovc. High St.. Sidcup. 'Phone: 118. [4530

~|Q19 (late) Rover Combination, 6h.p., very little

-LiJ used, all-chain, P. and H. lamps, uuscrotched

:

li:irsain, £125.—James, over Bradmore's, 482, Harrow
Rd., I'addington. Tel.; Willesdon 1744. [3799

ROVER, T.T., late 1919, hand-controlled Philipson,

dynamo lighting set, long plated exhaust, fast,

in excellent condition throughout: £80, or near offer --

Walker, Ailsa, Mount Vernon, Glasgow. [1114

ROVER S-6h.r. Twin, brand new, lato 1920, coach-

built eombinotion, list price £235. reduced £150;

also a similar 1920 machine without sidecar, unused,

fllS.-Eagles nnd Co., 275, High St., Acton, London.
[510^

e:.6h.p. Rover, fitted Burmer 3-speed eear, kick

O starter, Mills-FuUord undcrslunK sidecar, 4-ppint

fixing, tax paid, lamps and horn, splendid condition;

bargain, £92.—Beechcr, 472, Archway Rd., London,

N.6. - [4975

1Q20 Rover 3V.h.p. Combination, chain drive, in

1-V grand orderT coniplete with Lucas dynamo set,

eloctrio bom, luggago grid, speedometer, jiccneo paid;

only £140, or ncaiest.-E.E., 137, Tachbrook Rd., Leam-
ington Spa. [X2418

ROVER SV.b.p., countershalt model, also T.T. model,

Philipson pulley, as makers' specifications, shop-

soiled; at greatly reduced prices; now is the time to

buy.-Mcbes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. ^1)0''^:

Langbam -ziso. C''''77

ROVER Motor Cycles.—Revised prices now in force

as follows: 3i,<,h.p. T.T., £90; 3U.h.p. 3-speed,

£115; 3',-.h.p. combination, £152/10; S.6h.p. conibina.

tlon, £167/10; call nnd inspect these well-knowii

machines; cash, exchanges, or deferred payment3.--F.

J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. (4630

ft;-6h.p. Rover Conihinntion. W.D. model, new March.
1920, electric lighting, Cowoy niecdoinoter nnd

horn, good tyros all round, with 2 now and 2 part

worn tyres Kpare. spare tulio. chain, etc., all in perfect

condition, tai paid; £115. or near oBer; reason for

soiling, bought car; will rido 50 miles to prospectlvo

purchojor.-Crosloy, Euspor, Bus.'O.x. [4422

Royal Ruby.

PICKERING, Shrewsbury, agent tor Royal Rnliy

:

exchanges. [X2507

1 Q20 3h.p. Royal Ruby; gift, £35.-Ramsaens, 8,

ly Maybell Av., Blackpool. tlSSe

RD. VARTY, Thundersley, Essex.-Agent lor

Royal Ruby motor cycles; immediate delivery.
' (2487

D.VV1E3, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Royal

Rubys from stock.-229, Deansgate. Phone : 536

Central. [S"''

1Q19 8h.p. Roval Ruby Combination, well equippwl.

11/ tax paid; £95; exchange3.-60, Wallinglord Av..

North Kensington. [4904

ROY.\L RUBY 2''ih.p. 1921 Snorts Models, delivery

Irom stock.—Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston

Rd.. .N.W.I. Museum 4827. (0542

21 2;,ni.r. Royal Rr.by, 4^itroke. 2-5peed free

engine, clutch nnd kick-starter, in steck; £84--

Wallia and Easton, Mill Rd., Cambndgo. [4BZ8

20 Royal Ruby 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed, done

1.000 miles, completely equipped, Tan-Sad, etc.

:

£180.—Junction Garage, Silverhill, Hastings. i3107

1 (\Z0 Royal Ruby 8h.p., with a DunhiU sporting side-'

±if car, all in perfect condition, dona under 4,000

miles; cost £240, will accept £150 or near ofler.--

Q.M., The flrauge, Hendon Av., London, N.3. [4674

ROYAL RUBY 1919 8h.p., Matchless eidecar, 3

speeds, kick start, speedometer. Klaxon, lamps.

Easting screen, complete spores for cycle and sidecar,

tool kit, spare new tyre; £130, or near offer.—55, Hol-

land Pork Av., W.ll. fSJl

3h.p. Royal Rubv. spring frame, 2-speed, clutch and
kick starter, complete with lamps, horn, and tools,

cnjt £130 when new, only run about 60 mues; i:ice

reduced to £90; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., lis.

Brompton Rd., London. 1 48 19

TO 19 Royal Ruby 8h.p. Combination, splendid con-

X«7 ditio'n, newlv coach-painted. Easting screen,

acetylene lamps, pillion eeat, tax paid, any examina-

tion; taking delivery of car; £130. — Cullen, 182,

Tottenham Court Rd., London. 14930

19^

19^

Rudge.
Rudge, T.T. model. absolutely new;1 Q21 I.OM.

i-V iCeS.-Below.

1 Q20 Rudge Multi, 7.9h.p. twin. Klaxon, mileage
1.U 250, condition as new, and cost ^£150; an excep-

tional bargain at £97/10; exchanges or extended pay-

ments.—The Lavton Garages, 90. High St., Oxiord.

'Grams; Integrity. 'Phone: 581. [X27.1

UDGE. immediate delivery all mcdeh.—Chasten.
R' Blacl^wccd, Mon.

All letters reluting to :id ertisements should qiiot the numhei- at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of llie issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

I.O.M. Kudge Multi, Jrom stock; £BS.-A. J. Yoijng

aud Co., Ltd., Newmarket. 153«^

RTJDGE 1914 S'/A.p., excellent running order, owner
returning Ind'ia; £55.-19, Corfton Ed., Ealmg.

[4254

311l.p. Rudge Multi, overhauled, new tyres, all on,

a licensed; £50.—Satclifl, 617, Wandsworth Kd.,

Clnpham. [1651

DXJDGE Multi Combination, 3V.h.p., all accessories,
-tl new condition; £78, bargain—35, Freegrove
Rd., Holloway, 1N.7. M758

BRAND New 3V'h.p. Budge, T.T., full guarantee;

£85.—Powler'and Brigden, 130, Euston Kd.,

N.W.I. Museum 4827. [0543

3 lb.p. Hudge Combination, hand clutch, kick start,

2 all on; £40, or exchange lightweight and cash.

—49, Well St., Hackney. [5309

-In20 Rndge Multi (I.O.M.) i'Ah.p., as new, speedo-
-8-tx meter, lamps and accessories; bargain, £80.-33.
Graham Hd., Wimbledon. [4314

1 Q20,7.9h.i). Hudge Multwin and Sporting Sidecar,

Xf' lamps, discs, excellent order; £125.—Leslie.
Woodbank, Newport, Fife. [4233

RUDGE Multi. 3>gi.p. T.T., 1920, as new, electric

lamps, speedometer, all accessories and spares.—65,

Westcombe Park Rd., S.B.3. [4801

-1 Q20 Rudge Multi, 3>/2h.p., I.O.M., T.T., lamps,

i-V Klaxon, Dunlops. fast, perfect, licensed; *69.—
29. Lower Clapton Rd., E.5. [5261

TQ16 Kudge Multi Combination, in- excellent condi-

J-i' tion any trial, taxed, must sell; £55.—Madoc.
rembroke College, Camlnidge. [=080

1014 3V.h.p. Budge Multi, fully equipped, new
J-tJ Dunlops, splendid fast machine, licensed; £43.

—8, Shalimar Ed., Acton, W. [5130

RUDGE 3W,h.p., N.S.U. gear, good condition, perfect

order; '£25.—Harvey's, 47, South Lambeth Rd..

S.W.8 (nr. Vauxhall Station). [5563

KUDGE Multi Combination, condition as new
lamps, etc.; any trial; £60, or near.—3, West

Gardens. Robinson Rd., Tooting, S.W. [6278

T O20 Rudge Multi SV-h.p. T.T., all accessories, appeai-

Xiy nnce 8= now, perfect order, very fast; a wonderful

Ijarirain.-Cccil .Tones, Deddington. Oxon. [4307

EUDQE Multi Combination, 1916, S'/ah.p., liiuips,

etc.; exchange lightweight solo, or sell £65.—
Roive, 95, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [4706

lUDGE Multi (I.O.M.), 1920, condition as new, low

mileage, lamps. Klaxon, speedometer, Tan-Sad.

spare belt; £80.-27, Macoma Ed., Plnmstead, [4656

RUDGE, 3'Ah.p., 1914, clutch, discs, long exhaust,

lamps, horn, etc., perfectly sound, very fast and
reliable; *45, or offer.—Bush Hotel, Farnham, Surrey.

[5024

VERY Handsome Turnout!— 1920 5-6h.p. Hudge, Mill-

ford sidecar, electric lighting. Klaxon, discs,

licence, go anywhere.—Beeson, Rose Bank, Lancaster.

"I O20 Rudge Combination, luxurious sidecar, electric.

X»/ Easting, Tan-Sad, tax and insurance paid, new
condition; £110, or offer.—Gibson, Laundry, Broad-

stairs. [4290

RUDGE Models for immediate delivery; list price

£85; the cheapest 3y2h.p.—Newuham Motor Co.,

223 Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80.

• [3453

RUDGE Combination, 1919._ 5-6h.p., small mileage,

perfect throughout, privately owned, fast and re-

liable, taxed; bargain, £98.-Booth's Garage, Frodsham,
Cbe.5hiie. [4618

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p. Combination, beautiful con-
dition aild appearance, equipped Tan-Sad and

spares, only wants seeing; £85.-26, Albert Rd., Hen-
don, iN.W.4. [4245

RUDGE Multi, 1920. I.O.M., restored blue, Bonnik-
sen, Klaxon, electric lighting, knee and hand

grips, mileage 2,600; £80.-25, St. James's Ed., Tun-
biirlge Wells. [5388

EUDGE 3%h.p. Semi-T.T., Philipson, large acetylene
lighting set, mechanical horn, discs, perfectly

sound, last, and reliable; £40, or near offer.—Ellis. 304,
Banbury Kd., Oxford. [4896

"IQ14 Hudge Multi Combination, 3i,[.h.p., clutch,
-^«^ speedometer, lamps, horn, excellent order
ttiruughout; accept £65, or exchange higher power.
48, Castle St., Luton. [4932

RUDGE Multi 3jgi.p. T.T.. brand new, pedal starter,
immediate delivery from stock at makers' latest re.

dnced price; £85, no waiting; in stock ready to drive
away.— Wilkius, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.

[4615
-1

(J 14 Rudge Multi C.B. Combination, SV'ii.p., clutch,
J-t' starter, new back tyre, new Lucas and P. and H.
lamps, horn, speedometer, good tool kit. good appear
ance and running order; £55. — Write Peeiiefs.
Tapestries. Old AYindsor. [4655

f~VCT. (1920) Rudge 3Vjh.p.. special I.O.M. pedal,^ large P. and H. 2 generators, new tvres. tubes
belt, large tool kit, spare valve. Klaxon, handle-bar
watch, knee grips, perfect, ride 100 miles; £80.-5
Victoria Park, Cambridge. [5375

w
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SINGER Siih.p — , ,-
High Rd., East Finchlcy

SINGER 3h.p.. sound condition, wants tuuiag, B
£23.—Sudale. Rfllleston, Bnrton-on-Tient. [

21hp T.T. Singer, Albion 2-speed, BramiJton f*

2 £26.-13. New St.. Wellington. Salop. [A

SINGER Comliination. 1914. thoroughly pv:ili.i

best offer over £60.-Drew, 400, Oxioid^

Reading.

4h.p. Singer Combination. 1916. 2-speed.

model, in good condition, lamps, tools; best

secures.—40. Kingsdown Av.. W.. Ealing. I

SINGEE 4V.b.p.. 1914. 2-Bpeed,".stored 3 years,

' lent condition, rebushed last month, vnli

spares, licence paid; £48.-Eecn, Ashby-de-la-Zi

Sparkbrook.
1Q21 2-speed Sparkbrook, from stock: £77
i-O A. J. Touiig and Co., Ltd., Newmarket.

e62 All letters relating to adv.rti.'ieiiient.^ should n;ir.te the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

CountyII

Chemical Co Ij?
Chemico Works
BmmiNGHAM

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

"IQ19 Rudge Multi 3i/;h.p., clutch, Splitdorf,

Zr.,
spray, pedal starter, acetylene Ughting. very

i.ues and belt, engine and bicycle beautiful cone

n x,f^7^- appointment, near Marble Arch.—'PI
Oaius-Wllson. Victoria 9390.

/^JRAY and Raynes have a specially tuned
^-^ 3i,2h.p. I.O.M. Budge, very fast, econol
appearance and condition as new and perfect, a
tax paid; £75, near offer, or cheaper mount and
see our advts. Miscellaneous items columns.-

"

Rd., Balby. Doncaster.

Scott.
SCOTT, late 1919. lamps, horn, mechanically

feet-; £85.—Box 3.679, c/o T!ie Motor Cycle.

SCOTT Combination. 3in. tyres, new. all access
fax paid; £164.—Grimes. IS. Bruton Plate.

SCOTT 3?ih.p., 1921, from stock. £130; or
Watsonian sidecar, £152/10-—Gibb, Glouc

SCOTT Combination, insurance and licence paid,
equipped; £75.-112, New King's Ed., Fu

S.W.

SCOTT Sports. Aug., 1920, horn, tools, spare
footrests, long exhaust, little used.—Ecroyc

Leyland Ed., Southport.

BARGAIN.-1914 Scott, speedometer, horn, c

lamps, licence paid, in perfect condition

;

Reynolds. Wateibeach. Cambs.

SCOTT, 1920 sports model, horn, tools, very,
mileage, enamel as new, plating fair, perfect (

£100,—D. Lavin, Old House. Sonning, Berks.

SCOTT 3";4b.p Motor Cycle, solo, in top-hole
tion, new 1920, very little used; price £10

near offer.—Apply, Pearce, 77. High St.. Sandga

SCOTT, 1916. T.T., just overhauled makers,
sell immediately; cash urgently required;

reasonable offer; after 6.-15. Copley Park, Streaf
S.W. . -

1 Q20 Scott Combination, unscratched. original
-•-^ good. Easting, licence, fully equipped

;

exchange late Morgan, cash adjustment.-lV'>tm
Docking, Norfolk.

1 Q21 Scott Squirrel, only one left, brand new;
-L^ £130; exchanges or extended paymentsi^
Laytou Garages. 90, High St., Oxford. T..4V
tegrity. 'Phone : 581. [5

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920. 2-speed gear,
shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.—Buili

Motors, Ltd., .South Side. Clapham Common
'Phone : Brixton 2417. I

SCOTT .Combination,1916. 3%h.p., W.C, new
tor, new Palmer tyres, excellent condition,

trial; £70: Thursday or Sundays.—J. Clark.
York Rd., Wandsworth.

AUG. (1920) Sports Model Scott, with sporting
car. everything perfect, all on, including

any examination; £135. or close offer.—A.
Church Kd., Forest, Melksham, Wilts.

SCOTT 19201/; Com.bination, AmacV lampsr-
Bonniksen speedometer, spare tube, plugs,

licence paid, mileage 1,500, runs perfectly, guud c

tion; £135.-6, Campbell Rd., W Croydon

SCOTT. 1914. Canoclet sidecar. Lucas lamps.
Watford speedometer, watch, luggage carrier,

Palmer cord tvres, splendid condition, tax paid £
H,H.Z., 82, Turamill St., London, E.C.I. 'PJl

Central 12438. [

GRAY and Raynes have 1921 3ii.h.p. T.T.

Squirrel, new racing model, fast and pow
petrol consumption 75 to 80 per gallon, all on

paid, condition and appearance perfect: this lot

£147; only done 300 miles; bargain. £120,
offer, or cheaper machine and cash; see our a

Miscellaneous items columns. — 8. Low Ed., B
Doncaster.

Seal.

SEAL Sli.p. Combination. Chater-Lea gate gea]

engine, Lucas dynamo, all 700x80 new tyie*

tubes; price £140.—Furtlier particulars. 116.

St.. Brighton.

Singer.
clutch.- perfect order; £30.t-
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MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sparkbrook.

PARKBROOK-VILLIEKS 2i,ih.p.. 2-5peefl. T.T.
bars. lamps, tax paid, overhauled, excelleut condi-
£35.-20, Queen's Rd., Hertford. [4995

PARKBROOK, 1920, 2iih.p., 2-speed, lampi, horn.
mileage 300. excellent conditicn; £56.—Bourne,

j

ahead. Pipe Gate, Market Dras'ton. [5313

(\{\ GNS.—Sparkbrook 6h.p, J.A.P. combination,
l/Vf new condition, accumulator, lamps, speedo-
ter, Tan-Sad, licensed.—78, Selbourne Rd., Gilling-

'

Kent. [.4341
'

PARKBROOK 2vjh.p, 2-speed, the liehtweiBht with
|

D ultra finish, as makers' specifications, shop-
|

at greatly reduced price: now is the time to
-Mebes, 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone :

DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set

ngham 2230. [4473
,

2-spe6d, just overhGiiled. tjres
!

ta.\' paid.—Orme. Hallowes Lane.
[4839

[

2-stroke, lamps, horn, till

The Headlamp supplied with this set is our Sin
Daybeam. a very powerful light-girer. The
brackets are of exceptionally stroQg and hand-
some design. They carry the headlamp and also
the (die cast) aluminium case. The accumulator

»rro» j!xo jci Tiii. i<„, T.„ '^ spccially made for motor cycle lighting, and
tyres: £32^261, Jl.tcham I;""^..

j

will brUliontly illuminate the head and the rear
I 'J'V^P for '-'" hours it used intermittently. The
tail lamp (our torpedo S.B.C.) is exceptionally
strong and well made, and has a very attractive
appearance. Each lamp is titled with a switch,
and one lamp may be used Independeutlv of the
other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and 4 volt bulbs are fitted. The

Sunbeam, finish is ebony black and nickel plate.
[3333; Comjilete Outfit. List No. 30/1. Price £5 5

21 3'ih.p. Sunbeam, brand new, unsoited; £130.—Caton, Barncote, Rcigate. [5530
KICKiiAM lor bunbeam, sole agent for Bristol
and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. (3352

[JNBEA.M, new 3>^h.p. in stock, makers' list price;
exchanges.—Chasten, Blackwood, Slon. . [5339

nS-VILLIEIiS,
new; £40:

onfield.

UN-VILLIERS
orde:, good

eatham.

lli.ji Sua-Yilliers. lamps, horn, in very good con-
dition : a bargain. £26.—Wallis and Eotton. Mill
CauiNridge. [4830 '

Suribeam.
j

PORT.S :Mndel Sunbeam in stock: list price.—Crosf.
Agent, Rotherham. [X2532
EOVIJ..—Moffat, Town Hall Gara"

1921 models.—'Phone : 50.

(II tail lamp is not required, deduct 12 /6).

"DAYBEAM " Combination Set

116 3'^h;p. Sunbeam Combination: gift, £108.—
f t larcmont Garage, General St.. Blackpool.

120 3ijh.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, complele lamp
if li rn. tax paid; £138. -Cross, Agent, Hi.tlier-

[X2534
Ih.p. Sunbeam, as new, Tan-Sad, lamps, tax pai.i

nclilion perfcct.-Box 3,624, c/o The Mo/or
Ic. [4483

MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

CjrXBE-VM 1916 3>ih.p. Model with Sidec.-ir, complete
'--' H-ith nil nrc6=:sories, excellent condition; £110.—
Parker's. Biadshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate,
Manchester. [X2445
GrX'BE.\M Combination, 4>/ih.p., French Jililitary
^J Miidel, as new. fully equipped, tax paid: £150, no
otters.- Oarlield, Juii., 5, Hampton Rd., Birdifields,
Birmingliani. [4504

1 Q20 (June) S'j-ih.p. Sports Sunbeam, 3-speed, hand
-*-^ clutch, kick starter, lamps, horn, knee-grips, small
mileage, liret rate condition: £130.—Seen at 22, Trestou
Rd., Brighton. [4622

SrXBEAM o'.jh.p. Conihiniition, not ViTl.. in per-

fect order, just overhauled and repainted, tax paid

:

£105; any trial.—Meyer, 19, Longton Av., Sydenham.
London, S.E. [4786

ST.T<-BEAM 1920 3',ih.p., Canoelet sporting sideciil,

leg^hicld*. Lucas lamps nnd horn, original tyres,
superb coiiditiou: £150.—Horace WolverEon, Horselev

I

Ejelds, Wolycrhiiuiptou. . [X2685

SUXBEAM Combination. 1920. interchangeable
wheels, Lucas lamps, Cowey horn. Easting screen,

overhauls, everything as new: .£165; bought car.—
Ansell. High St.. Sheerness-on-Sea. [5226

"|Q20 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., doublo lighting
-Lir set, sjietdometer, hood, screen, spare, acces.soriCF.
tax, insurance paid, perfect condition; bargain. .£180.—
47, Rochester St., Kempton, Brighton. [5259

SUKBEAM 31ih.p. Combination, new August. 1920,
perfect condition, all lamps, etc., 'tax paid, tyres

never had a puncture: £175.-200, London Rd., Kings,
ton Hill, S.W. 'Phone; Kingston 104. [4918

8h.p. 1920 Sunbeam Combination, hood, screen, 4
interchangeable wheels, accuinulatcr lighting,

.^pccdomelcr. Klaxon; £210; in excellent condition.—
C. V. Coddard, Ayenno Ed., Leicester. [X2587

119 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., electric lighting
' insurance, tax; ie200.—Wright, 2, Park Rd ,

'•''> [X2376
116 Siiiibeji.n 3i.ih:p., With B.,S.4. sidecar attached,
f elwtnc lighting, screen, nil accessories; £110

• Havant. [3662
PGf.ST (19191 3i,L.h.p. Sunbeam. Watsouinn sidecar

complete and perfect: f135.-Grendou, Foster
tjnsi'Oit, Hants. [4512

''^,-'?,'!,''? Sunl«ini in Stock for Immediate Delivery
,1921. Jist £152/5.-Brockhank's. 58, Lord St

[5346 The set comprises Daybeam .'iln. Headlamp. Ideal
120 Spurts Model Sunbeam, 3-speed, all accessories §.''*<=?",'' '"^'"P^.rf '^'iU""^^

S.B.O Tall Lamp.
' inly riil.len 500 miles; £l45..^Penn Garage I

'"''"'" '"^f '* *'"*^" ^"""^ '°"l®P^D<l<'°t switch.
V..lverliampton. (4266 "D^ '^ finished in ebony black with nickel-plated

mBF\Af<! n,.iivo,.» ir/tm .t-»i, I 1. ,. . j

relief. The Accumulator (capacity, volt
I' st?,!f,l:irdtJ i" the

-'3™ fton m^lefcAt";- ^

''
" f^^il

'^ '"'='="'"> ""de/or motor cySle lighting
•s (iarage Stafford rx?'^7V '">'' "*" S'^"-' ^"^ satisfactory service In use.

!,,,,„, , , , . I
Many have now been in use two or tlireo years

Ji. I. Sunbeam, enclosed chain, speedometer. K.S.,lnnd are as efficient as when first purchased
str'e'dWTd.;"Kilb';rr"n''°""

™"""^'°"' '^
'm^ All our Accumulator, are .peciaUy maSe .0 .fa„d

' v.iuii.,1. t=i»' vbrauon. Ordinary accumulators are never
satisfactory lor motor cvcle work. The hard
wood case supplied nnth this set is finished ebony
black, and is specially treated to withstand acid
This outfit is despatched completely assembled
with bulbs and all necessary wiring, etc.

Complete Outfit, List No. ao /2, £17

19=

[5187
k2U .Sunbeam 3i.jji.p.. sidecar, all accessories, mile-

age 1,200, perfect condition and appearance-
5.-19, Brainshill Rd., Harlesden. [4872
k20 31,-h.p. Brand New Sunbeam and Sidecar, inter-
' changeable wheels: at list price; from slock —
J. Tilling nnd Co., Ltd., Xcwiiuirket. [5383
|21 3i._.h.p. Sunbeam Combination in stock for im-
' mediate dcHvery: makers' list price.—J. Smith
Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd.. N.W.I. [0353
rNBE.\M 1917 3VL-h.p.. perfect condition, acces-
sories, also sidecar: ill-health cause sale; £110

' oiler.— 8, Blakemore Rd., Strcatham. (4585
3^T 1921 3i..jh.p. Sunbe.nm, 3-speed. kick stnrt.
clutch; list price £155/8: exchanges enertained

imbers'. Eaatbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607.

NlSEAil 6h.p. Combination, fully eijuipped lamp;
spe6i,1.3meter. etc.. spares, perfect condition; £125'

irner. The Homestead, Marsh Farm, Twickenham.

VTE 1920 8h.p. Sunbeam de Luxe Corobinatfon
sp;ir.- wheel, Invishly efiuipped. practii ally new-

); ex- !:aucei.-60, \Vallingford Av., Xorth Ken-^inc-
(4901

"XBE-VM 8h.p. Combination, ^eno^-atcd by makers
would pass for new; £140: entertain exchange

inrl paynients.-Bunting, 'Wealdstone. Closed 6un-
[5472

XnE.\M 1919 3i':.h.p., 3 speeds, Inraps. Lorn, tools,
etc.. complete, perfect mncLine. in tip-top condi-

: £120. or near offer.—Stow, Saw Mill, Shoreham
i

'"__ [3074
LTE 1920 Sporting Sunbeam 3''.h.p., practically
.'jnused, for sale, as owner leaving England
4h.r. Douglas.—Scott-Hansen. 61. Evelvn Gardens'
'•

• (4136

DYNAMO & SWITCH BOX

CWrite tor List No. 7.)

i.G volts -20 watts. List .N'o. 30 /S, Price £7 10 U

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by a. I reputable agents.

^^^

RIM 6c PATENTS LTP
LAWDEN RP aORDESLEY BIRMINCHAM.

!0 fliiti') Sunbenra CoTiilnnntion, 3',«h.p., Triple.'^
-" scrt'eii. Lucns lamps nnd liorn, luge.ige fin'tl, mik-

iiK''* 400, iiidistinciiislinble frcrn new; snip. £160.—4S,
Warlock 11(1., I>n<linntou. .TijI. : Willosden 1744. f379P.

OCTOBER (1920) Sunbeam Combination. ZKh.-p..
lilumel'.-i wrooii. Lucos Inmpa, Lorn, Cdwfv .ipeedci-

mot^r. new spnro wlie<?l complete, tor paid, milcn^-o
2.500, iterfet't condition; offers wanted over £160.—
Box 3.S89. c/o The Motor Cycle. [4392

SUNBEAM 1920 S'.^li.p.. Kportinp. Luoas lighting,
horn, tools, nnd nsuiil arcessoricti, Dunlopfl lui-

iniirk<^K Bpnro long oilmiist pipo and .spnro parts it

reqnirod. cxrollent rendition nnd apprnrnnoe, mileage
500 only; £128.-25, Ormistoii Rd., Slu^pliPrd's Busli.
W. [49: G

SUNBEAM 1916 Combination. 8b.p. M.A.G. rnglnv.
Lnona flcccsfiories. interclinneenblo wliPel?, Icj-

sliieldg, sidocar Iiood nnd sido screen, ndjiif'tablo wind
soreeu, Uiceapo onrrier, nnd mnt, wbolo ontfit in splen-
did condition; £130.~'Wnvte, 63. Lillington Rd.. IiCiam-
ington. [X2529

IQlS Sunbeam 3M.h.p.. licence paid, 3-spoed, K.S.,
J-*' and clutch, speedometer, Lucas ftcces^orie.i, in
very fine order throuRliout; ))rlco £115; excliange-s or
cxt'-ndcd payment.'^; approval with pleasure.—Tho Lay-
ton Gnrages. 90, High St., Oxford, "Grams: Integrity.
'Phone: 581, [X2694

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, condition n-» now, com-
pietelv equippe;! with uM acoes^orie.s and cost

£260 oriLrinnllv in Oct.. 1919. «n>ily worth £210, but
Will nrrept £l60 In order to di-^p05«* immedintt-ly: photri.
graph and any particulars on application.—Percy liart,
Bradley, Wylam, Xorthnmborlana. [4542

1 QCO Sunbeam, 3lMi.p.. sporting, with Dinkie side-
Xtr car to match, wonderful engine, used chiefly
solo. Co.K Atmos and A mac. fully equipped, 3 I.,ucas

lamp sets, Luca5 horn, Bonnik.^en speedometer, watch,
etc.. heaps ot spares, condition as new; £174.—51,
Wilberforce Rd., N.4. 'Phone : Padd. 10. [4743

LATE 1920 3'/jli.p, T.T. Snubejim, blnck nnd sold,
uuFicrntched, under 500 miles. Iegshield«r Cowcy

liorn, 3-jet Binks, P. nnd II. lighting, Bonniksen speed-
ometer, interchangeable wh*^fl3. 3in. Dnnlop.<i. insur-
ance ; prif^ £150: no cheouC'. After 6.—E.B., 5,

Sandown Villas, Grove Rd.. Mitcham, Surrey. [4280

1Q15 3'^b.p. Sunbeam Combination, overhauled by
X «7 makers, re-enamelled and plated, sidecar re-

trimmed and coach painted; £120. which includes
speedometer, lamps, luggage grid, spares, licence, etc.;

photo; privately owned; enquiries and on view.—An-
thonv, 1, Townshend Cottages, St. John's Wood,
S.W'.a. [5389

1 Q 20 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, accumulator
A«/ lighting, speedometer, horn, mirror, lamps,
screen, waterproof apron, new tyre on s:parc wheel, in-

terchangeable wheel?, luggage grid. Bink^, tyres very

Eood, appearance like new; £200. or near offer.—The
ayt')n Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. 'Grams : In-

tegrity. 'Phone : 581. [X2693

T.T. Sunbeam 3'/::h.p., 1916, oyerhaiiled l-y mnkera
iu November and 192d engine fitte<l (receipts

. hown), 5---peed, rlntch and Vffk starter, largest F.R.S.
lamp -^et (uewh Klflxon, Stewart {new), long aluminium
f?xiixin5t pip?, JDiinlop extra heavy tyres rear brand new;
this machine is cnnrnnteed to be mechanically perfect,

and is very fast; £100.—F. Wnrren, Hindon. WJlta.
[4701

All letters relating to idvei tisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date t." i^e issue. bCj
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam,

1

AN" Outfit for n Gentleman.—1920 Sli.p. Sunbeam
combination. Liicii^ dynamo ligbting, large Lucas

horn and 6v. electric horn, Cowey sDeedoraeter, 8-dny
watcli, wind cnfts, Best and Lloyd mechanical oil pumr.
sijaie wheel all interchnngeable, sprung luggage grid,

wind screen, hood, apron, tax and insurance paid to
December, e-vervthing in beautiful condition ; £235.—
Goult, 169, Earl's Court Rd., London [5026

T.A.C.

T.A.C. 7h,p. 4-cyl., shaft drive, large family sidecar,
C.B., 2 screens, rebuilt 1920, perfect condition;

£85.—B., Gidda Na, Ember Lane, Esher. [4988

T.D.C.

BRAND New 1921 Improved Type T.D.C, 2-strol;e,

Albion 2-speed gear, 26in. wheels, Dunlop tyres,
C.A.V. magneto, pan saddle, aluminium footboaTds,
list pr"ice £60; to clear, £48; illustration sept.—Hock-
ley Motor Co., 38a, Cecil St., Birmingham. [5365

Triumph.
pEEirn::-. Motor Co. for 1921 Triumphs.

TnniUMPH ; at the new reduced prices now in stock.

WE Can Deliver to your address within 24 hours
2i^i.p. lipLtweight Triumph. £70; W.D.B. -reuo-

vated}, £95; Type H 4b.p., S-speed, £115; Type S.D..
chain drive. £125 ; sidecars from £25 to £50; l)uy
your machino direct, from the Triumph specialists.—
The Premier Motor Co. Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[X2523

riQ14 Tjiumi'h. o-speed, all on, perfect; £50.-88.
»y Kew Ed., Richmond. [4949

TRIUMPH, all models from stock ; eschanges.

—

Chaston, Blackwood, Mod. [5337

TRIUMPH 1921 Models in Stock, at reduced prices.
—Rose's Garasre. Uxbridee. [5197-Rose's Garage, Uxbridge,

B
CROSS, Rotherham, 'can deliver all- model Triumphs

from stock at reduced prices. [X2550

ABY Triumph, 1919. lamps, horn, and legsbields;
£55.-5, Henrietta St., Coventry. [X2682

RIUMPH, 1914,, 4h.p,. S-speed, clutch, guaranteed
perfect; £55.-60, Oarleton Rd., N.7. [4921

13 Triumph, 3-speed combination, any trial; £48.
—13, New St., Wellington, Salop. [X259719

TRIUMPH i'Ah.^.. 1911, oTerhauled, new tvres, fast
and reliable: £36.—Oakey, Thlrsk, Yorks. [4351

TKIUilMI 3>gh.p., 2-speea, all on, tax paid; £36.-
Lees, 17, Fairbridge Ed., Highgate. N.19. (4365

1 C&18 Junior Triumph, perfect, lamps, horn, licence
XtF paid; £45.—Ilanning, Nautwich, Cheshire. [5212

rJilS Triumph Combination, perfect; first £98.-
*y Claremont Garage, General St., Blackpool. [4562

DAN GUY, Weymouth,—1921 Triumph combination.
£182/10; Triumph 2.stroke, £75; in stock. [0555

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-sp6ed gear box, practically
new ; offers.—Bufton, Ironmonger, Presteigne.

rX2249
COUNTEESHAFT Triumph Combinations from £80.

—Oiveu, 59, Scholeflela TM., Upper Holloway.
[X2S6S

3ih.p. Triumph, splendid condition, good tyres,
2 trial; £35.—Underwood, Coombe Av., Croydon.

[5062
"I Q18 Countershaft Triumph Combination, £85; solo,
±if £65.-60, Wallingford Av., North Kensington.

[4906
TRIUMPH Thoroughly Overhauled 1918 Models;

£65 to £68.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7.
[5479

"IQ18 (Sept.) Countershaft Triumph Combination, new
JLtf condition; £85.-9, Chmch Ed., Harlesden, ISf.W

[4860NEW 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, with makers' guarantee;
£95.—Wallis and Easton, Mill Ed., Oambridsp.

L4834TRIUMPH 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Model, good
order, licensed; £65, bargain.—Moss, Wem.

[Xa49B
TRIUMPH Junior, late 1920, as new, tax paid, only

done 400; £60.—White, 1, Gartmore Ed., Seven
Kings. [4945

"I Q21 Triumph.Gloria Combination, brand new, ta\
-Li/ paid; £160.-190, Balvernie Grove, Southfields
S.W.18. [5305

BABY Triumph. 1920, used 2 months only, as new,
fully equipped; £60, or nearest.—13, Little James

St, Holborn. [5319

1 Q18 Triumph, lamps, horn, licence paid; a bargain
-LJJ for quick sale at £73. — 523, Croydon Rd.,
Beckeniram. [4242

FOR Sale. Triumph 3Mh.p. combination, coachbnilt.
in good condition; £39/10.—Appleton, Gagwood,

King's Lynn. [4886
"1 Q 19- Triumph, countershaft, 4h.p., tax paid, fully
-l-t/ equipped; 67 gns. — Fersfield, Westtaury Rd.',
New Maiden. ^ [4971

BRAND New C.S. Triumph, unridden, unregistered,
lamps, horn, etc., gift; £95.-33. Haokford Ed.,

Brixton, S.W. 14663
TRIUMPH, 3-speed Sturmey hub gear, new cylinder,

piston, etc., splendid order; £32.-248, Drakefell
Rd., Brockley. [4998

Surplus Government and New
Unwrapped MOTOR CYCLE

TYRES AND TUBES
IN PERFECT CONDITION-

I will refiuid your money immediately if you
are not satisfied. I . cannot stand you a free

lunch—my margin o^" profit is only big enough
to buy mV own.

24x2.
Wood-Milne Special 28/-

26x2.
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 32/9
Wood-Milne Combination 44 /-

2S -21.

Duiilop Heavv 36/6
Macintosh Chain 32/6
Avon Sunstone 37/6
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 35/-
Rom Combination 42 /-

Avon Combination 38/9
Beldam Combination 35 /-

Palmer Heavy Cord ." 36/9
Palmer Cord , 32/8

,

26x2i,
I

Palmer Hea^^ Cord 37/6
Palmer Cord ; 33 /-

I Dunlop Heavy 37 /-

Clincher De Luxe Extra Heavy 34/5
Bates Special Heavy 37/6
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 35 /-

2Dx2^ to fit 21 Rims.
Hutchinson Rubber-studded . . . 33 /-

Wood-Milne Special 33 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Strong 45 /-

Wood-Milne Combination 57/6
26x2^V.

Dunlop Heavy 45 /-

Macintosh Chain 36 /-

Dunlop Combination 52/6
Rom Combination 47/6

26x3 to fit 2h Rims.
Wood-Mibie Extra Strong 43 /-

Wood-Miine Combination 57/6
650x65.

Heavy Rubber Non-skid 26/6
Wood-Milne Special -i .

.

43/6
Wood-Milne Combination 57/6
*Michelin Steel-studded 52/6
Clincher Steel-studded 47/6
*Wood-Milne Steel-studded 45/-

Voiturette fitting.

700x80 to fit 650x65.
Wood-Milne Special 50/-
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 55/6

700x80.
Wood-Milne Combination , 60 /-

700x80 (for 650x65) Vollurette Rims.
Dunlop Steel-studded 75 /-

Wood-Milne Gruv Ribbed 60 /-

Spencer-Moulton Ribbed 60/-
Beldam Bulldog „ 60/-

28x3.
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 4-ply 29/6
Kempshall Anti-skid 35 /-

Moseley Ribbed 35/-
Palmer Cord Heavy 50 /-

Dunlop Extra Strong 4-ply _. 50/-
New TubeSj in all si^zes, 7/- each.

Also Clearance TubeSj with cue small Mjlcanised
patch b5' Manufactiirers, otherwise quite new.

5/6-
The above goods are sent passenger train, carnage

paid.

NEW
RUBBER
THIGH
BOOTS

Sizes 5, 6. 7,

8. 9, 10, 11.

17/6
PAIR.

^/- extra
Carriage.

H. EMANUEL, Tyre Factor
27, BELGRADE RD., STOKE NEWINGTON,

Tekplmie.-Dalstcm 3l6l. LONDON, N.16

Stores : 37a, Bans Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q19 Triumph, S-speed, ]amps, speedometer,
J-*^ accfissoriea; £85 inclusive.—Penii Garage, Pen
Wolverbampton.' [42(

TRimiPH (renovated 1920) Combination, ful

equipped, licensed; bargain, £105.-132, Hii
na., East Finchley. [50i

TEIUMPH, 1918, new sidecarj freshly overhaule
£85, bargain.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., Son

Kensington, S.W.7. [S4I

TETD.MPH 4h.p., late 1917, new tyres, Cowey, dlK

lamps, excellent condition; £68.-18, Swinga
Lane, Piumstead. [52(

TEIUMPH 1919 Combination, complete, exoeptioi

outfit, new condition; £130, cost £190.—Cot
.Jeweller, Newark. [52

TEIUMPH, 1918, count<jrshait, licensed, first Xi

secures: Canoelet sidecar, £13.-60, Cambrid
Ed., New Maiden.

~
[54

1Q19 Triumph and Langford Sidecar, speedomet
JLiJ lamps, horn, luncheon basket, licensed, perlt

condition; £98.—Below.

"Id 17 and 1918 Triumphs, reconditioned, in peril

XiJ running order, from £60.—Edwards, 50, H
rington Rd.
3709.

South Kensington, S.W.7. 'Phone K
[54

TRIUMPH 1912 S^iii.V; good condition, electric lie

ing set: £35, or near o£t«r.—3, Aslby H
Crouch HU, London, N. [44

TEIUMPH, W.D., lamps, horn, speedometer,

paid, excellent condition; 475, no
,

ofiers.-Ui

Cavendish Kd., Bainpley. lS2.

TRIUMPH Countershaft, Milltord sidecar, all ac(

series, licence, good order; £85, or 'near.-Bern

Rectory, Cheam, Surrey. [5'

Sih.p. Triumph Comhination, Mabon gears, B.

2 Bosch, lamps, dynamo, spares,; nearest f4j

169, Harvist Hd., Kilburn. [4.

1Q20 Triumph Combination, under 2,000 milea

XJ/ as new; £145: bargain.—Rose, Thorn Vi

M.P. Hospital, Ewel], Epsom. [51

TRIUMPHS.—Delivery from stock of the 41

chain drive and Type H, with sidecars oisoj'

Attwood's Garage, Stafford. [^2:

TEIUMPH 1914 4h.p. Coachbnilt Combination,

speed, clutch, lamps, tools; £55.-125, Camtou
St., Atherton, Manchester. [4.

Triumph O.B. Combination, 1912-13, 3-sp

lutch, good condition; best offer; exchange

S.D., 44, Bright St., Southport. [J-2^

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., 1919, new lice

paid. Mew head lamp, spare tyres; £"0.

Laurels, Brighton Ed., Pulley. [4-

IQIS Countershaft Triumph, overhauled, repla'

Xt7 enamelled, accessories, tax paid; £85.-9, Ut

field Ed,, Old Charlton, S.E..7. l5^

TEIUMPH 4h.p., 3-Epeed, 1920, excellent order, Lti

lamps, best fittings; £88, including Mreno

Canon Back, Berkswell, Coventry. [^2f

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p.. 3-speed, la'mps and ho

£67.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammcrso
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-smith 80, [3'

-| ftl8 Triumph Countershaft, lamps, horn, tax pa

J-«7 70 gns.; any trial.—'Phone : 'Waltham Cl

299.-44, Sun St., Waltham Abbey. __ [51

1O20 Triumph Combination," Klaxon. Cameo w
1-U screen, new lamps, all accessories; £120,

nearest.—149, Oval Ed., E. Croydon. [4.

1 014 Triumph and very Comfortable Basket Sidei

X«/ 41i.p., 3-speed. accessories, perfect condition: i

—Walter, 16, Wilbury 'Villas, Hove. "'

3-=p(

34"--'

i
(4'

LATE 1919 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft. ^

Miller lamp, perfect condition, not W.D. ;
£7

Fitt, nr. Pike= "Church St., Chelsea. . 16

TRIUMPH Combination, June, 1920, condition

new, all accessories, tax paid, -any trial ;
£127/

-PoUett, Caterham Valley. 'Phone 188. [«

TRIUMPH C.B. Combination, late 1914, 3-sp

speedometer, good condition; £75, near ofle

S., 91; Kingsfield Rd., Oxhey, Watford. [4

TRIUMPH, late 1918, 4h.p., countershaft, enai

plating, mechanical condition .as- new; £7
3b, Crystal PaJace Park Rd., Sydenham. [4

1Q14 Triumph and Sidecar, S-speed, clutch, Jx*f Lircas lamp, horn, accessories, perfect; £62.

Upper Park Ed., Hampstead. A-fter fi p.m. [4

TEIUMPH (Baby), 1919, very little used, tct

order, enamel, plating, tyres as new, lamps, hi

£55.—Gould, Sherwood, Copjette Ed., N.iq. [£

31hp 1913 Triumph and Coachbnilt Eudge Side

2 3-.T)eed and clutch, excellent coiidition; £|0,

ofier.-Grinsted, Fenton, Farnborough, Hants, li.^

TRIUMPH, late 4h.p. countershaft C.B. comb

tion, engine No. 49479, jnst renovated, 2_
tyres, fully eiuipped; £85.-4, EnaSt., Bolton. .1-4

14 Triumph, torpedo sidecar, hub gear;, lii

tools overalls, etc., licensed, reanires repaint— „, .. _. _ -.^_-._ T,., Bayswater.
[4

19 _
after 6 p.m.-57, 'WeEtbouriie Park Ed.,

64 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eacli advertisement, ;.nd ttie date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

t]i.p.
Triumph, J916 model, counteri,haft. 3 speeds.

K..S., lamps, Rorn, tax paid, in excellent condi-
ion; £68.—Mayhew, 18. Wherstead Rd., Ipswich.'

[5214
IQ20 T.T. Triumph, Lucas equipment, spare belt,
Lt/ valves, etc, indistinguishable from new, tax
aid; £85,~Braithwaite, 30, Tudor Rd., Southend.

[4898

th.p.
Countershaft Triumph Combination. 3-3pe«d.

kiik start, Sunbeam sidecar, lamps, horn, ta.x

aid; £82.-2, Fortuuegate Ed., Harlesden, Jv'.W.lO.
[4937

rRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Model. Triumph sidecar, Wat-
ford speedometer, as new; £160.—Parker's, Brad-

jawgate, Bolton : also 245, Deansgate. Manchester.
rX2445

rEICMPH Combination, late 1920, splendid condi-
tion, speedometer, lamps, registered, insurance;

135.—Stevenson, Belle Walk, Moselej'. Birmingham.
[X2250

iQ GXS, spot ca.sh.~1918 4h.p. counterHh;iit Triumph,
' t/ excellent ninninR order ;nid condition : iuHpoction
ivited—436, Whitehorsc Ril., Thornton Heath, S.K.

[4853^EW (not W.D.) 1920 Triumph, 3-speed. fullj-" equipped, licensed, anv trial (after 6.30); £108 —
bodes jun., 199, Algernon Hd., Ladyivell, S.E.13.

[3600
4 BRAND New 1921 Triumph, latest model, for saleX under list price; re<tuced list price £115. will oc
5pt £100. genuine bargain.-Sellmrsf, Park lane,
ordilt. [4506

rRIU.MPH Combination. 1918. countershaft. 3-spec-.l
and kick-starter; £90.—.Smith's, 86. Chalk Farm

;d., opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station, Hampstead
767. [0587

rKIUMPH, date about 1919. 4h.p., 3speed. counter
shaft gear bo.\, hand. cliHch, indistiuKuishal)!.

om new; £75.-24. Grosvenor At., .East Sheen.
W.14. [3739
Ij'.O.C.H. ore Triumph agents. Couiljinatious ami

solos, new .and second-hand, in stock; horg;iin
:ic«s.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Humpsteiid Tube
tation;. [4640

Ih.p. Triumph, 1917, countershaft S-spced, overhauleil.
renovated, guaranteed perfect and complete, nc\i

rie« and belt; f52.-Dowell, The Crescent, Pyiford,
ii'rey. [5115

IQ20 T.T. Triumph, lamps, mechanical horn, tax,Iv long exhaust, fast and flexible, tools and
«res: £79: exchange 16H -Vorton.-88, Lord ,Sl.,

outhport. (5370

IQ18 Triumph or Combination, Canoelet sportingL^ Mdeear, electric lights. Klaxon, ta.x paid, as new:
95.-'Phone \Van=tend 48.-374. Grove Green Ed.. L»-v-
instnne. [5348

[Q19 'November) 4h.p. Triumph, Canoelet sporting
Lv sidecar, 1,700 miles, disc wheels, lamps, horn.
Medometer. tax paid; 110.-15, Palace Rd., Streatham
(ill. .'<.W.2. [5014

IQ21 Triiiwrili Ct.mbination, Mo<l6l H., mileage 500.Lv n28i r;itrhed. Iull,v eqnipijcd. tax paid, as new:
urguia. £140—48, Warlock Rd., Paddingtou. T'i
illesden 1744, [3797
HIUMPH 3M.h.p.. coach sidecar, Philipson puHev
bead and tail lamps, spares, licence, all in good

der. very fast m,acliinc; £50.-4. Forest Hill Rd..
leckliam Rye. [5245
RIU.MPH Gloria C.B. Combination. 1920. S.A. 3
speed sear box. brand new. tax paid, lamps, horn,

jc., splendid condition, any trial; £110,—33, Hackford
[d., Brixton, S.W. [4662
HIUMPH 4h.r.. 1918-19, 3-speed countershaft com-

bination, hnibous sidcciir, wind screen. Klaxon, 5
Jips, first-cb-iss condition ; ofl'crs ; tax paid.—28, Croni.

drove. W.6.
. [4624

''RIU.MPH 1914 4h.p. Combination, in good con-
dition. 3-speed. accessories, engine, and gears

rteot; £60.—Woods, 330, Balham High Rd., S.W.17.
Latcbmere 4368. [5393

914 Triumph-Gloria Combination, fully equipped,
speedometer, wind screen, tax paid, splendid

offers.-Islip, 28, St.

[5192

ih.p. Triumph Junior. 2-speed, 1920 machine, in
4 very nice order and complete with lamps, horn,
d tools; £60; easy payments-—Harrods, Ltd., 118,
ompton Rd., London. [4817
'HOVDON Agents for Triumph .motor cycles. All
' models in stock, readv for immediate delivery.—
Dore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145. North End,
oydon. 'Phone : 2624. [1348
FFERS.—3Vih.p. Triumph. 2-speed. clutch, lamps,

pillion, any trial; .also- New Hudson coachbuilt
eoar. splendid condition throughout.—9, Woodsome

Highgitc. Ed., N.W.5. [4769
h.p. Countershaft Triumph Combination, engine No.

39037, recently overhauled, excellent condition
roughout. fully equipped; £85.—Langford's, 37.
icklewood BroadB.ly. N.W.2. (4846
EVERAL 1917 and 1918 Countershaft Triumphs,

renovated, 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter; £65.
Pith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm
be station. Hampstead 2767. [0586
Q 14 Triumph 4h.p.. 3-speed, Sturmey hub, just^ thoroughly overhauled, lamps, tools, horn, valve,
^Jlent appearance and condition; £45.—Rathgar.
''ley Rd., W^alton-on-Thames. (4984

ndition. inspection invited;
ark's Rd.. Maidenhead.

ACCESSORIES

ADAPTERS
To convert bayonet
to screw-in bulb.

Single or
Double Pol. 2/- each.

po?t free.

MECHANICAL HORNS.

"COWEY
1920 pattern

29/6 Each.

Postage 1 /-. Maker's Price 6o,'-

PISTON RINGS
for all engines.

13 each, postage extra.

Up to 89 m'm,

SILENCERS
(Aluminium with Tube

FOR SINGLES 13, 6 each.

FOR TWINS 15 6 each.

Postage 1 -

We have in stock and can supply
Repair Parts (or B.S.A. Machines,
J.A.P. and VILLIERS Engines.
DRUID Spring Forks, BEST i>nd

LLOYD Lubricators. BOWDEN
Brake Parts, and STURM EY-
ARCHER Hub on countershaft
gears. Also spare parts and jets for

Amac, Brown & Barlow, Binks, and
Senspray Carburetters, and Chater-
Lea lugs and races, etc., etc.

Write us to-day.

TURNER'S STORES
The Motor Cyclists' Accessory House,

180-1-2, Railway Approach,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH, W.12
Phone :—Western 6177.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRiqWPH Combination, 1915 (renovated), 4h.p.,
K.S.. 3-5p"eed Sturmey-Archer, roomy coaclibmlt

sidecar, tax paid; what oilers; seen by appointment.

—

P. Webber, 3, Sea Rd., Bexhill. [5327

TiaUMPH 4h.p., tyre-i brand new. not dor« 50 miles.
3-L-pe^l clutch, kick start, all-weather rJodel. in

excellent condition througbout; £88. or offer.—Walker.
769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, E.

.
,

' [3601

IRAND New Chain-cnm-belt Triumph, just received
-from makers, not ridden, eemi-T.T. bars, good

na.'Ons for selling; £116; seen any time by appoint-
i^nt.—Temby, Okehampton, Devon. [5128

»>Q ONS.— 3"-}h.p. clutch Triumph, enamelling, pliUiug
"V «7 grand; any trial, examination after 5.30; m*--

nicnl horn, 30/- tas paid ; real bargain.— 11. Pre-
toria Av., High St., Wiilthamstow. [4671

TRIUMPH, countershiift. engine, Xo. 50279, in por-

lect me<:hanical condition, plating; and enamel ua
in;\v, lully e^iuipped, footboards, tax paid; £75, or near

-Bos 3,650, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4934

TRIUMPH 1916 4',ih.p.. oountershaft model, witli

coachbuilt sidecar, comjilete with all acceasorics.
in excellent condition; £95.—Alfred Wastnage, 65, Gt.
Portland St., W. Tel.: Langham 2172. [3060

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, engino No.
over 52000, lamp,^. horn, etc., £77/10; Triumph

1916 T.T., single-speed, lamps, tax paid ; £42 / 10

;

exrliauges.—72, Cornwall Rd., BrLxton Hill. (4996

TRIUMPH, countershaft, 1918. countershaft 3-
speed gear box, all accessories, splendid cond

tiua throughout: £68.-1.*" " '""' -* ""
spei

throughout; £68.—UO,
Sheen, S.W.15. Tbonc

:

Upper Richmond
Putney 2622.

Rd..
[5396

1 Q20 [Aug.} Triumph R 34 (now) Sporting Combina-
J- •^ tiou. Lucas lamps and horn, F.E.W.'s ?olo

I r'uket. licence, etc., condition perfect, trial Mau-
|]L--ter; £140.—Box 3,564, c/o The Motor CycU.

[4321

TRItTMPH 1918 Countershaft Combination. Hen-
doti^on .vide;.'ar. electric lQmp5, speedometer.

Ka-ting wind screen, now Dunlop tyres, splendid con-
<litinn: £125.-89, Bayham St., Camden Town, N.W.

[4371

1 CI 20 Triumph. 3-speed countershaft, in perfect
J-t/ condition, with T.ucas lighting, Cowey trip epecd-

1 Mil' tor. Icg^iiields and spares, tax paid for sidecar
^-- bargain, £95/10.-529, Crovdon Rd., Beckcnham.

[4245
•> l_h.p. Triumph, clutch, overhauled, nearly new
• > ii tyros, tubes, belt, new Jrame, carrier, all on,

h-C'iised," topping order; £30; cxchitngo lightweight,

.-needs; cash adjustment.—Durham, Sevenoaks, Kent.
[4342

TRIU.MPHS.—Wo are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, cliain-

cumbelt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Mu>-
u-U Hill, N.IO; and at Woodsido Parade, North
Fiiirhley. [0382

TRIUMPH. 1921 models, in stock lor immediate
delivery at makers' reduced prices; exchanges

arranged; also Triumph It ModHs, renovated as now;
£90 and £95.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton.
London. - [5105

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash
or deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side. Clapham Common, 8.^.4. 'I*hone : Brix-
ton 2417. . [0504

£85.—Late Triumph and Mills coach sidecar, engine
57,747, 3-speed countershaft, hand clutch, kick

.st.irt, lamps, generator, horn, tools, tax paid, good con-
dition; bargain; after 6.— 69a, Hambiilt Rd., Clapham
Coiiimon. [4667

1 Q15 Triumph, renovated by makers, 3-speed, clutch,
-1- *y Dunlops, 03 new, 2 lamps, generator, pump,
horn, complete tool set, Tan-Sad seat, everything per-
fect; £52 cash.—T, Farmer, Inglewood, St. James's
Rd., Sutton. [5143

TRIUMPH 4h.p., brand new chain drive 1921 model,
just arrived from works, in stock for immediate

delivery; £125; secure at makers' latest reduced price;
fa-y pa>Tnents arranged,—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
Olymi)ia, London. [4617

TRIUMPH Motor Cycles.—Prices now reduced : 4h.p.
chain-cum-be!t drive. £115; 4h.p. chain drive.

£125; Gloria sidecar, £50; lightweight, £70; exchanges
or deferred pavments.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, .lohn
Bright St., Birmingham. [4631

10 20 Triumph 4h.p., Mills-Fnlford sidecar, excellent
-*-*? mechanical order and itppearnnce, Cowey speed-
ciuieter, horn. Miller lamp, tiix paid, mileage 3,000.
tyres unpunctured; £150 ; any trial,—Jose, Falconer.s,
Sawbridgewortli, Hertfoidshire. _ . [4677

TRIUMPH Combination, 3l^h.p.. 1910 frame reno-
vated, N.S.U. gear, practically new engine, .'dl

fittings, good tyres, -spares, excellent condition, hcence
ajid insurance paid; seen by appointment; £40.—Hut-
sou, 96, Minard Rd., Catford, S.E.8. [4436

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, Gloria side-
car. 1919. ..Cowey speedometer, Dunlop extra

heavies, Luca> lamps and horn, tax paid, perfect order
not renovated, any trial; £120.-Harvey's, 47, South
Lambeth Rd., S.W.8 (nr. Vauxhali Station). [5552

1Q19 ^V.D. Triumph Motor Cycle, a? new, 3-=pe^.
-Lt' K.S., clutch, countershaft model, Cowey speedo-

meter. P. and H. lamps, JOaxon. Tan-Sad, tool^ all

complete, readv to drive away; a real bargain. £100.—
I Hubbard. :>, Xewcomen St., Southwark, S.E. [4350

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOI^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lnne, Loudon, E.C.4.—
Triumphs, ;ill models in stock, new chain drives,

aew chaiii-cum-belts. solos and combinations ; also 4h.p-
renovnte<l models, £90 and £95; immedinte delivery;

supplied on easiest of easy terms; trade supplied.
[5484

JTJST Renovated, le-encvmelled, ond replnted by
Triumph Co., 4h.p. W.D. Tiiumph (latent decom-

profiftor), new gear box new over&ize tyres, Lucas and
Siemeu'^ lighting, tax paid, iudi'^tinsuisliable from new;
£78, no offers.—Macleunan, 53, Mickleton Rd.. Cov-
entry.. [X2635

GRAY and Ravnes have 1920 4b. p. T,T. Triumph,
specially tuned, very fast, long br^ass exhaust

pipe, T.T. bars, lami>s, horn, tax paid, and is as
new, startes at a walk; £90, or cheaper mount and
cash; see advt. Miscellaneous it^s columns.—8, Ix)w

Rd., Balby. Doncaster. ~ * [4499

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p. Solo, countershaft, clutch j'

and belt drive, perfect condition, recently over- 1

hauled, acetylene lamp and generator, tool-kit, etc., i

Government tax paid, owner gone abroad; £80, or
reasonable offer considered.—Applv, Supply, CoX's, 11-

13, Charing Cross S.W.I. [4494

TRIUMPH Late 1919 Combination, 3-speed conntei-
i^hait gear, Renault blue bulbous back sidecar,

Bluemel screen, liood, all lamps, Klaxon and bulb horns,
aluminium discs, Jones speedometer, tools, spares, just
overhauled, splendid condition and appeaiauce, tax paid

;

£130.—Owner, 37, Sniitliam Downs Rd., Purloy, near
Croydon. - [5023

TRUSTY 1912 Triumph, Bosch, liorn, lamps, foot-

boards, speedometer, Grado. kick-starter, renovated
condition, and wicker sidecar; also 2-stroke Albion gear,

Peco eng^ins. Al runner, sundries, A.K. knee-grip'p,

pedals foir Triumphs, few valve covers, old pattern side-

car body (wicker), eundry tubes and tyres, phonograph,
60 records, 50 gramophone records,; what offers in market
value?—Correspondence, 71, Vfaldeck Av., Bedford.

{5076
~|Q21 Triumph Combination, model S.D.C. de luxe,

Xt/ 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft,, hand clutch, and
kick starter, new all-cliain transmission, with Triumph
gear box and patent spi-iug drive, Gloria 1921 spiing
wheel sidecar, coachbuilt, purple and gold, beautifully
upholstered light blue crceodile, bulbous back, ' 3
lockers, pocket, coverall, extra waterproof apron,
rugs, etc., peti'ol tin carrier, luggage grid, leg
shields. Triumph colours, and Easting wind sci'een,

complete with all Lucas lamps, Cowey horn, Aco alu-
minium disc5 on all wheels, knee grips, spare valves,
plugs, tyre, tools, mascot, and many other useful acces-
sories, magnificent outfit, new this month, and abso- '

lutely unscratched, mileage under 120^ tax and fully,
paid comprehensive insurance policy included, owner

[

bought car and must realise ; any trial, and ridden
i

to purchaser within 100 miles; cost £225; will accept
£165, no offers; first cheque secures.-Lieut. St. John
White, Saxouhurst, Matlock. [4325

Velocette.

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Velocette in stock.

_ [0486

VELOCETTE, 1920, fully equipped, 1,200 miles, as
new; £65.—Bos 3,680, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5535

~| Q15 Velocette, 2-speed, all-chain drive, fast, power-
JLU ful, good tyres; £32.-3, Park St., Wellington,
.Salop. [X2596

[

IMMEDIATE Delivery can be given of the famous
Velocette, 1921 model, 2Vib.p., 2-speed, all-chain

drive; £75.—Agents, W. Spari'ow, Ltd., Osborne
Garage, Yeovil. [1632,

1 Q21 Velocette, Model D3, 3-speed, £85; Model D2.Xt/ 2-speed. £75; Mode! DL2. lady's open frame.
£78; all in stock for immediate delivery.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X2524

VELOCETTE (late), 2-speed, B. and B., E.I.C,
variable ignition, lainps, accessories, Dunlops,

chain drive, licence, thorougii trial: £38; exchange
2%h.p. Douglas.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [5224

Verus.

1 C|20 Verus-Blackburue, disc wheels, lamps, etc..
Xt/ ridden 250; bargain, £82.— Shepherd. Enfield
Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [0340

VERUS-BLACKBUBNE 4h.p., Dec.. 1920, K.S., 3
sneeds, P.H. lamps, as new. £4 tax paid; 80 gus.,

offer, or and sidecar.-16, Rokeby Rd., Brockley. S.E.
[4570

VERUS, late 1920 2i.v,h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, olut<.^li,

K..S.. lamps, horn, mileage about 500, £58; also
2i4h.p. Verus solo, £40; late 1920, hardly ridden, all

accessories.—Virgo, 156, High St., Houuslow. Tel.: 125.
[5283

IM^rEDIATE Delivery of any Verus Model; cash or
deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. [0502

"IQ20 Verus 2-stroke. 2-speed, K.S., no accessories,
Xtf mileage only 400, condition as new; £50; ex-
changes or extended payments ; approval with pleasure
—The Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. Grams :

Integrity. 'Phone : 581. [X2695

Victoria.

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.-All models Victoria in
stock. [X2517

itMRE.OTii
FOR

SERVICE AND
SATISFACTION.

The following clearance lines arc offered,
and puaranteed by us to be in perfect
ccndition, and we are prepared to refund
your money in full if not as repi^esented.
All goods on 7 days' approval, carr. paid.

SPECIALBARGAJNS
Brand New Covers.

Is-t Gv-ELde Only,
From Qovernment Stores, etc.

24 • 2 Avon Druid 26; 9

24 X 2^ Avon 3-rib Heavy 31/6 .

26X2 Clincher Ribtfed 25/-

For 26 X 2:1 Rims.
2(3 >: 2j Heavv Rubber Non-skid 21 /-

,, Extra Heavy Non-skid _ 25 /-

,, Wood-Milne Special 28/6
,, Avon Suustone , . . 33 /-

,, Pedley Medium 3-rib 39/-
,, Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 38 6
,, Hutcliiusoa T,T. , 35 /-

,. Engflebert Hvy. Touring, wired on 37/6
26x2^ Bates.Special Heayj'- . . ., 35/-

„ Palmer Cord Heavy 35 /-

,, Avon Tricar Extra Heavy 35 /-

,, Hutchinson Passenger 36 /-

,, Wood-Milne Extra Heavy ..... 35/-
26x2ZX2i Englebert Super Heavy ... 55/-

,,
" Englebert Touruig 47/6
Hutchinson Rubber Studded ... 49/-
Goodrich Safety Tread .... 59 /-

„ Wood-Milne Special 42/6

For 26 X 2 J Rims.
26 X 2^- Heavy Non-skid 35 ;-

,, Extra Heavy NoQ-skid 39/-
,, Clincher de Luxe Extra Hea\'y . „ 42 /-

,, Spencer-Moulton ^-rib 41 /-

„ Wood-Milne Combination 55 /-

,, Ribbed, wired on 25 /-

26 X 3 X 2.V Englebert Passenger 47 /-

„ Skew Extra Heavy Non-skid ... 39/-

28 X 2J
28 X 2I Hutchinson Passenger 38/6

,,
' Kempshall Non-skid 45/-

28 X 3
28 X 3 Dominion Extra Heavy 59/6

,, Kempshall Anti-skid 32/-
I

Palmer Cord 42/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/- I

,. Clincher de Luxe Extra Hea\y. . 42/6 I

Englebert Super Heavy 69/6 ;

650 X 65
650 X 65 Lightweight 27/6

,, Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 47/6
,, Dunlop Grooved 52/6
,, Avon Square 45/-
„ Avon 3-rib 48 /-

,, Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy. 49/-

700 X 80
I

700x80 Wood-Milne Special 49/-
„ Wood-Milue 4-ply 59/-

|

„ Dunlop Grooved 62 ,'6

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd

,

The TYRE HOUSE,
8S, Theobald's Road,
HOL.BORN - W.C.I

'Phone: Museum 1543.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Villiers.

VILLIERS Engines and Spares, cheaper tlian i-U(

where; illustrated catalogues free.—Kemp's Gat
age. Louth. Lines. . [X25.a

3.h.p- Villiers a-stroke. Albion 2-speed box, Druid^4 new Dunlops, faultless; £32/ 10.— 3, Park St
Wellington, Salop. _.- - rX259

QjJli.r- Villiers, iudistiugui^h.nble troui n<i«. mile:^4 200, eTerythiug original: £38, ue.nr otter; iilir.f

stijmp.—Ewers, Newton Rd.. Burton-oir-Trent. [517

VILLIER.S 2i/2h.p. 2-stroke. 2-speeds, late 191
lamps, accessories, splendid c^Dndition, tax pai(

bargain, 42 gns.—47, Bolton Terrace, Courthill Ri
Lewisham, S.E. [457

Vindec.
K-6h.p. Twin Vindec, B. and B., Bosch, c'fahaulei^ powerful, good running order, fast; £25.
Palmer'.s Garage, Peasedown, Bath. rX267

s Wilkin.
1Q21 4h.p. AVilkin, brand new. guaranteed; oi

J-iJ price *88, list *130.—Below.

"I Q21 2^4h.p. Wilkin, braud uew, guaranteed, 3-spee
J-if K. start ; our

,
price £78, list £122.—Edwan

50, Harrington Ed., iSouth Kensington, S.W.7. 'Phon<
Ken. 3709. - [54'

WILKIK' 4b. p., 3-speed, all clioin drive, late 19;
model: £95; tax paid.—B. F. Parker. West Pie

Farm, Clayfield Rd., Seunthoi-pe, Lines. '4

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON 1920, 6h.p. J.A.P., S.A. gear, br;

uew; listed £200; £150.—Cope and Sons. 1

Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [51;

WILLIAMSON, 1915, 3-3peca clutoh. kick star
,

water-cooled, coachbuilt sidecar, hood, scree

I

lamps; £100.—Moffat, Yeovil. 'Phone: SO. [33:

8h.p. Williamson Combination, 1914, Bosch ma
clutch, C.S. geiir; exchange with casli for 19

4h.p. oombiuatiOH, or seil £70.-32, Carysfort E
Stoke Newiugtou, jS".16. [47

WoII.
<>ilh.p. Wolf-Jap Motor Cycle, 3-5peed gear.^4 (rluteh, splendid condition, tax paid;

with fo

£34
nearest oHer.—Bradford Bros., Bounderies Rd., Ballia
S.W. [26

WOLF-VILLIERS 2-speed 2-stroke, 1921. milM
200, electric bead lamp, horn, tux paid; £63

Write, Box 1,899, Sell's Advertising Offices, Fleet S
E.0.4. [47

WOLF.-Solo agents for London, South of Tham(
and district. We are now ii.^ing sub-agenci(

' and invite enquiries.—Burlington ]\Iotors, Ltd., Sou
Side, Clapliam Common, S.W.4. 'Phone ; Brist
2417. [OSi

WOLF-J.A.P., Stunney, countershaft. K.S., cluti

Cowey speedometer, lamps, horn, etc., £62; Wo
Villiers. Albion countershaft, lamps, horu. etc.. £5
both 1920, fully eouipped, ready for anything.— 55. Y
toria St., Wolverton, Bucks. [45

I Wooler.
WOOLER 1920 2J4lj.p., 9 speeds, lamps, tax p3i

£80.-22, Tooting Bee Hd., Upper Tooting.- [45

WOOLER, 1920, spring frame, speedometer, clo<

pillion, tax paid; £95.-47, Louisville Rd., Balhff

[48

WOOLER 1920 2^ih.p., variable gear, all accesaori

new condition; £75.-Bartlett.5, 93, 6t. Portia

St.. London. [55

WOOLER 1920 Flat Tmn, spfing frame, lami

tax, insurance paid, excellent order; £74.—

f

Rectory Lane, Tooting Common. [45

WOOLER, nearly uew, mileage 300; exchange co

binatlon or higher power solo, cash adjustmei

—Pontis, 70, Devonport Rd., W.12. £54

WOOLER, as makers' specifications, shop-soiled;

greatly reduced price; now is the time t.o buy

Mebes. 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : Eal

ham 2230. l44

Zenith.

JULIANS of Reading hove Zenith 1921 Sh.p.

stock. [04

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—Zeniths from stock;

changes. [X25

DAN GUY, Weymontll.—Zenith agent, early delivf

all models.
~

[08

ZENITH 1921 Models.—We are accepting orders

early delivery; your enquiry esteemed.—Belofl

ZENITH 8h.p., 1920, Model H, shop-soiled; in sti

at greatly reduced price : now is tho time "to D

-Mebes, 154;i56, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Pta

i

Langham 2230. ['»'

6h.p. Sixjrting Zenith, discs, lamps, _,..-

please inspect.—Pickering, Shrewsbury. [A2i

ZENITH 8h.p. Combination, countershoit, bum
teed perfect; £75.—60, Carleton Rd., N.7. [4

BARGAIN: Zenith 4-5Ii.p. sports model, aU
cheap.—Bryant, Langley Burrell, ChippeoliM

J^:^^^ All lettei's relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Our Trophy for Lightweights.

AS
already announceiJ, The Mohir Cycle has
again presented a valuable trupliy to be
won outright liy the fa.stest lightweight in

the Tourist 'J'rophy Races. Last year the
interest di.sj)layed in the development of

engines under 250 c.r. in every way justifieil the
inclusion of the class in the Junior T.T., and the
com]ietition amtjiig the miniatures was as keen ds
Tor the Tourist Trophy itself. >

'

.

It cannot be expected that engines of 250 c.c.

can beat those of 350 c.c, therefore until The
Motor Cycle offered this special prize, there was no
encouragement for manufacturers to concentrate
upon the miniature which is now rapidly coming
into its own as a fast touring machine. Owing to
its low weight and remarkable economy it is a \er^•

desirable type to develop, and it has long been
urged by this journal that it be gi\ en every chance
ito establish itself. Hence our offer in 19 14 of a
trophy for a genuine lightweight T.T. race.

It is interesting to rec^ill the respective weights
of the winning machines in last year's races. Thev
were as follows:

.\vcrap;.Spe«h
J39 lb. (500 C.C.I .. 51. ;g
-f'3 lb- (.Sooc.c.) .. 51.0s
.;4I lb. (500 c.c.) . . 45. SS
217 lb. (350 c.c.) .. 40.7.)
252 lb. (350 c.c.) .. 39. .(.t

258 lb. (350 CO.) .. 39.37
I73lb. (25OC.C.) .. 38. 31

In both the Senior and the Junior Races the
lightest mount won, as it must win if everything
else be equal, and with present-day knowledge of
metallurgy it should l)e possilile to' reduce weights
considerably. The T.T. machines of a decade
ago weighed approximatelv the same as their riilcrs.

In the 250 c.c. last year the winner of The Molnr
Cycle Trophy weighed a few pounds more than his
mount. Pound for pound is an Ideal for which
manufacturers should aim, and we think that the
Tourist Trophy regulations should include a
maximum as well as a minimum weight. The
T.T. races should not only develop more efficient
ngines, but better all round efficiency.

Weight is the keynote of economy, and economy
is the most important factor to the greatest number
of motor cyclists. It is not only for the good of
the sport that we have again presented a Trophy
for the miniatures; we wish to foster the light

go anvwhere ' solo mount for the ''man in the
>treet.'

lit in Senior T.T
-•nd

3rd ., .,

1st iu Junior T.T
2nd ,. „
3rd ..

1st ill Tlic iloiar Cycle Trophy.

Over 100 m.p.h !

EXlRAUkDlNARV activity has been >cen at

Krooklands this year. Notwithstanding the
fact that but four months have elapsed,
practically all the cla.ssic records have been
broken. For .some extraordinar)- reason the

speeils accomplished arc not merely slightly in

excess of Inst year's figures, but have jumped up
by .several in.p.h. Take, for instance, the epoch-
making achievement of last Thursday, when for
the first time a record of 100 m.p.h. was achieved
by a motor cyclist in this country, subsequently
increa.sed to 106.5 m.p.h.. at which the record
now stands-.-

In considering the .-^peed accomplished by the
T.ooo c.c. machine at Brooklands last week, one
can never overlook the fact that, even though
the credit must go largely to America for the
machines on which such exceptional speeds were
.itlained, British-made 500 c.c. machines on which
itir home engineers specialise have already exceeded
92 m.]j.h. Many consider that there is greater
merit in the latter achievement considering the
fact that the engine is but half the size of the big
twins favoured by American manufacturers. In
saying this we do not desire in any way to
minimise the merits of the achievement of 106
m.p.h., but rather to show that this figure cannot
be regarded as the maximum obtainable by an
engine of such large dimensions. We expect to
see the_ record beaten more than ouce during the
present year, and it is even within the bounds of
possibility that over a short distance the spectacu-
lar figure of 1 00 m.p.h. may yet be obtained by a
3J^'2 h.p. machine before the winter, arrives.

. ; . / y / ..y...y ////// ^ // / j y // 1 \ ^ \ . \ ,...\ .. iSZZC . \ \.. V V . \ \ T- ^ > ^ ^T

«n inoex to tne advertisements in tnls issue will bo fou.id on the page facing the back cover
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Some Legging Tips.

fV rough Aveather leggings this summer are a new
type, made by the Express Manufacturing Co.,

of Rochdale Road, Manchester. They are

designed by a practical rider, who has already added
much tO' my comfort by a couple of wrinkles. Few
of us like the baggj- sensation and appearance of a

heavy pair of leggings, supported only by a waist belt.

My mentor adds trouser buttons to his overalls, -wears

his. waistcoat outside the overalls, and runs a couple
of extra leathers to the. buckles of his braces, so that

the-leggings feel tautish, and hang well enough to show
off their cut. In the .second place he has taught me
how tO' keep press buttons at the right fit. If they

become slack, flatten the inner member ; if th^-become
tight, ease the inner member. Obvious enough, w'heri

you turn your mind on it; but how many of us suffer

from tight or slack pre.ss buf.tons without doing a thing

to them. These leggings are press buttoned down both
legs, and the buttons are mounted in such substantial

seams that the roughest user won't rip them away.

Stock Machines in Competition.
T7 AM getting rather tired of the frequent hints

'i encountered in the press and in conversation to

the effect that most awards in competitions go
to " special " machines. There are just three kinds
of competition in which a special 'bus scores, viz.

:

(i.) Fuel economy trials.

(2.) Speed events.

(3.) Lightweight classes.

In all other events I woiild just as soon enter a stock
machine purchased at random from, any town^ or
village agent as compete on one of the manufacturer's
own entries. So far as ordinary reliability trials are
concerned, whether they last half a day, twenty-four
hours, or six daysi a first-class award demands
A2S

nothing more than a stock' machine, which has bee

carefully run in, is .skiltulh handled in the actual tria

and encoimteis its fair share of luck. I am not sui

that I should have included all lightweight classi

in ray exceptions, for I know one or two makes (

which the standard issue is good enough for anything

But with only 2 h.p. at call, and a heavy rider uf

there is no vast margin, of power available : and

I were putting a baby into the Six Days. I fear

might address a tactful note to the works manage

about a month before the start.

Success in Reliability Trials.

'IVEX^a stock machine of 500 c.c. or ovei

properlv run in. the ambitious amateur shoul

earn plenty of gold medals in a season, pri

vided he. can develop ability in three sim])!e respects

(i.) He, must diagnose trouble like grease

lightning.

(2.) He must mend punctures about as fa

as light travels.

(j.) He must be able to keep his saddle, an

steer on any surface.

Of these three qualifications oniv the last is rea

difficult, and it is solely a matter of ])ractice. It

also the most es.sential 9i the three, for a man ma
ride in manv trials without sustaining a-single punctur

and without striking any trouble of a perplexiii

character; but he cannot secure a solitary awar

nowaclavs unless he can make clean' ascents

extremely a\vkward hills. .At the.iirst essay sue

rough-riding is alarming to a degree, and the novic

is apt to fancy he can never acquire the knack c

it. Let him spend one day practising on any hi

which is very rough, very greasy, very loose, ver

twisty, and very steep. At the end of such a practic

lie will feel a new man, and fear no climbable hi^
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«asionaI Comments.—

the second or third time of asking. Many treak

Us are unclimbable at the first time af asking,

;eause there may be but one practicable route up
em, and a stranger Is too busy holding on to his

us to pick oirt that route at the first attempt.

Did they Seize?

rHE heart of an experienced journalist is neces-
sarily calloused into a substance like concrete.
' ut appeals from motor cyclists in trouble ahvav.-

ccnvt-rt mine to its natural jelly. I must confess
at I have never suffered any of those mysterious
irures wliich have been mentioned by correspondents
cently and which unseize themselves instanter, pro-
icing no e\il after-effects. And before I can venture
e timidest diagnosis of another man's woes, there
e Icis of data to be obtained, such as, " \Vas he
ber ? '

'• Does he know the difference between a
jit pin and a con. rod ?

'

' and so forth. I have read
e catalogue of mystic troubles with profound
[njKuhy and certain va^ue speculation.s', but ihe\
ffle me. To contribute my quota, I suffered many
dden seizures in 191 1 with a new Rmlge. It had
bantam weight cast iron |)iston, with walls about as
ick as a_ visiting card, and it u.sed to distort like a

mile in the tropics. But it did nM un.seize so easily

^e various engines quoted by our correspondents

;

d it never gave up seizing until repeated overheat-

;.
had given it a jjermanent warp which I removed

th emery cloth and a file, finally securing out of the
nnant just about the finest 500 -c.c. I have
;r owned. Since that date my only mysterious
seizures ' have all occurred on Triumphs, and have
pr.jved to be severe pre-ignilions due to unsuitable
uking plugs. My tentative solution of the majority
such cases is duplex. Some may be due to an under-

c<x>led sparking plug, and might he ended by trying

a Lodge racing model. Others may be due to radier

tight pistons—it does not matter how mucli oil is

present in an ei>gine if tiie piston e.spands enough to

absorb all iIk- available clearance : but I should not
e.xpect this trouble to end as suddenly as it began,
thougli I have known a couple of cases in point.

Another Old Crock.

SfL"X(; by tlie mention of Mr. Elyard Brown's
1904 Ormonde, another reader writes to say that

he not merely owns, but also rides, an ancient
4'2 h.p. ^finerva twui, designed for racing purposes
about 1905. On a fixed gear of ^% to i, the machine
.ive-rages 95 m.p.g., ne\er overheats, and on a touring
jet will keep up 35 m.p.h. indefinitely. Its owner
has scrapped the accumulator in favour of an Ever-
ready dry cell, which serves the ignition for about
1. 000 miles; the coil is a C.A.V., originally manu-
factured for one of Harry Collier's racers, w'ay back
in the dark ages. Since 1 wrote the paragraph about
the old Ormonde, 1 have personally_ encountered three
more veterans still on active setvice, to wit, two
chain-driven Beeston-Humbers and a single - lever
Quadrant.

SCENIC

CONTRASTS

IN

YORK-

SHIRE.

^S=S£^-

.Almost within sight ol

each other, and both barely

nine miles out of Sheffield,

these two pictures are both

typical of the southern part

of the West Riding, The

riders are competitors in

;he recent Sheffield Traders'

Team Trial, described in

the last issue of The Motor

Cyc/e.

\\
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An S.D. Type Triumph in Daily Use as the Ulilily Mount of a Pressman.

THE normTil road test of a motor cycle enables the

initiated to form a very fair and clear idea of the

capabilities of that machine. Nevertheless, it

is daily usage, interspersed with occasional strenuous

competition work, that provej the real merits (or other-

wise) of any given type.

Since the end of May, 1920, we have had a 4 h.p.

all-chain Triumph in constant daily" use, and, since

our mileage on this machine now amounts to over

8,000, it is possible to give a sound estimate of its

qualities both as a hack and a competition mount.

The exigencies of the press demand that any break-

down shall be immediately repaired, and that no delay

shall occur, therefore^ it was deemed advisable to carry

a .spare valve complete,

spare chain links, a repair

outfit, of course, and to

hold a spare rear chain

in reserve. Of these

spares only the rear ,

chain has been used,

and though the first chain
has stretched somewhat,
being unprotected, it has

ne^er given trouble on
the road, and appears

good for. a considerable

further mileage. The
front chain, w h i c h is

entirely enclosed in an
aluminium case, and
runs in an oil bath, has
been adjusted once only,

and is still in perfect trim.

Undoubtedly the splen-

diil results obtained from
the chains are largely

due to the excellent
qualities of the shock
absorber or "spring
drive," as it is termed
b y the manufacturers.

The worst hills have no terrors for the 1 riumph, which has successfully

negotiated everything encountered in 1920 trials.

This spring drive has already been describ

in the pages of TJic Motor Cycle, its action bei

controlled by a quick-thread sleeve working against

compression spring. In action it provides a smool
soft drive, which enables the machine to be driv

quite slowly through traffic on top gear.

In the first few weeks of its life the machine earn
its owner safely round the stiff course laid out by t

Ilkley Club for its open one day trial. On tl

occasion the owner first made the acquaintance of t

noted Park Rash, and duly took the fearsome gradie

on the wrong side and in the worst surface. In sp

of this the a'scent was simple as far as power was cc

cerned,~^_ though sornewhat slovenly owing to the w
' attempts of the rider

—-, steady the machine
the vile surface. Ho
e V e r , 't- h e experien

proved useful, and wh
the same hill was a

tackled in the Scott Fr

an absolutely clean asct

was accomplished wi

both feet on th-e re

throughout. Among t

more severe trial couk
over which the Trium
has successfully carri

its rider may be me
tioned the Scottish" J

Days, the Scott Tri

and parts of the A.C.
Six Days. In all

experiences no hill h

been encountered
which the engine li

had to be really exert

on low gear, and
mechanical failures ha

occurred. One possil

exception to this sta:

ment can be made, 'f(
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ne Months with a Chain-driven Triumph.

—

Liring the Scott Trial, the screw

Diding the clutch lever to its bracket

look out, with the result that both
achine and rider became somewhat

Ivolved witli a gate. The conse-

lence nas tliat a footrest was badlv

;nt, aud w^as forced paitiallv throuLih

le front chain case.

\

Wearing Qualities.

A pressman s motor cycle under-

X'S many .vicissitudes, and main
id s t r a n,g e are the " gadgets

'-'

sted thereon j but in. spite of this

le 'J'riumph , has never grumblfd,
id, with the exception of thi,-

ar chain already mentioned, sliuws

:> signs, of wear alter 8,000 miles

hard work, in all weathers. .\

aimer Gord' 28x3111. tyre has been
ted to the rear wheel, and has
suited in greatly increased comfort
id freetlom from punctures.

No machihe is quite perfect, bur
ir grumble against the Triumph
IS regard to mudguards only. The
out guard i-an only be described

ornamental rather than useful, aaid

t trouble has been obviated in the

titer's case by substituting a

ecially wide guard ; it is only fair.

)Wc\er. lo add that the Triunijih Cycle Co
3W moililioil ihc design, and tlieir new front

not only neat, but appears to be effet'tirc.

J'be particular maehine under diseu.ssion was one
the lirst of its typo to be released to ilic ])uhlii .

id was originally lifted with the old tyiie .sprin:,

ik. This fork had never given trouble on the mail.

it at the concliision of the .Scollish Six Davs Trials.
hen tlie writer arri\ed inime at about four o'liork in

\ convenient rcnienishmcnt pump
Da<;pilc complaints from certain quarters,

the v/ritcr has found the measure ciivcn hy

this mcthoci to he quite reliable.

na\ e

uard

i((YCILIS 5,'-

tlie morning, the spring broke ,,,;,;

wheeling the machine into its garagt 1

Later the new enclosed fork spririf

was substituted, and has prove,",

very successful. ' It is a distinct iii>

]ir(jvement as regards comfort an<.'.

steering, and is neat _and ea>v -.

clean. .

For' several months a CauuL,-
Tlobsoa single-lever' carburetter h.s

been 'used, and ha's given admirabit
results. Petrol consumption wnth thi-

instrument is almost identical witr.

that of the normal two-lever car-

"buretter, and it is handier in traffic:

on the other hand, the Triumph
carburetter gives fractionally more
power under normal touring co:j-

dilions. For short runs on No. ;

spirit fuel- consumption average.-
about 90 m.p.g., but as "much ,0

J 20 m.p.g. Jias been attaiiied on Ion.

runs with benzole aitd a .slightly

smaller jet.

£xternal Condition.

Triumph finish and plating are

almost proverbial, and, though n

special precautions have bee:;

observed ami the machine is seldoIiT

<leaned, the ])lating polishes up likc

- new. This plathig forms a violent

contrast with that of certain proprietary accessories an(':

littings which are badly pitted with rust, though they

have been in use for a considerably shorter period.

.\ii exception must be niarle in the case of the rim-

Aliieh have suffered considerably from " Colonial .sur-

ii-es.'' The rear rim is now protected by the 3ir.

;iie. butthe front guard dc€s not allow sufficien:

I le.irance for a similar increase in tyre size in front.

In addition, the U--'\^y ri'ti brake (snrelv the be-r "•'' 5'.-

r.

This S.D. 4 K.p. Tnunipli has been m diiily use for nine months, and
tliioughoul this period has given absolute satisfaction. Note the 28in. : 3in

lyre, accumulator lighting, and leg shields.
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Nine Months with a Chain-driven Triumph.—

kind) has left its mark on the front rim, which is in

consequence badly rusted. , This point has not been

overlooked hj the manufacturers, who propose to use

a dummy belt rim bj'ake in the future.

A long shoe working on a dummy belt rim on the

rear wheel provides an excellent rear brake, which is

' gentle in action, yet sufficiently powerful to lock the

rear wheel when requir-ed. It is difficult to imagine

anything more trustworthy than the 4 h.p. engine,

which has run with clockworklike regularity. Al-

though not capable of very high speed—about 45
m.p.h. is the normal limit—the Triumph will main-

tain ,an average quite as high as is safe on English

roads, and always appears to have a reserve of power

for emergencies.

Service -writh Minimum Attention.

Edge Hill has been climbed on top gear of 434

to I, and any hill requiring first gear is a hill indeed.

The multi-plate metal-to-metal clutch, running in oil,

is particularly sweet in action, though, like most of

this type, it is apt to " drag " until the oil has

warmed up.

Although primarily designed for dual-purpose work,

and consequently on the heavy side as a purely solo

mount, the S.D. Triumph, nevertheless, has travelled

twelve miles every day iii snow, rain, and shine with

the reliability of a train, and is always ready for a

AMERICAN CONCEPTION OF A
-;.! HILL-CLIMB.

M This remarkable photograph was taken in

^^ California on a gradient of 1 in 2. Such stunts,

R however, are purely spectacular, and whilst exciting

I for onlookers and riders, in no way help to advance
*^. design as do events in this country.

^'^ «^^r "'^w * ~
.

- -^
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week-end run or a severe trial without previous attei

tion.

Being an enthusiast, the owner removes the cylindi

for decarbonisation about every 2,000 miles, but the:

is seldom enough deposit to warrant this precaution.

Lighting Equipment.
E^ery owner has liis own fads with regard to equij

ment, so that a list would prove of little value

readers ; at the same time it may be of interest

some to know that plain accumulator lighting hi

given perfect satisfaction throughout the winter.

Hunt head lamp, fitted with a six-volt half watt bull

is supplied by three small ex Government C.A.A
accumulators, neatly packed in a wood box and carrie

between the saddle tube and the rear mudguard.
A Unique tail light with a flash-lamp bulb is lit 1:

a common bell battery attached to the carrier. Th
t)attery originally cost 2S. 3d., and has been in u:

throughout the winter fpr a nightly run of six mile

with a few spells of an hour or two thrown in. ]

spite of this, it appears to be as full of vim as eve

and the owner will ever be grateful to a certain wel

known competition rider and T.T. winner who ga^

him this valuable tip for rear lighting.

One may, add that if its successor series us

faithfully as has the S.D. Triumph we shall be sati

fied indeed, for never has the writer owned a moi
reliable and trustworthy machine.

^WA

«^.^>^^^'*/
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KNAPP AND GIDDYNAP!
Two of the Stiffest of the Thirteen
Observed Hills in the A.C.U. Mid-

land Centre Trial.

®

SS^S^s>!i*-^^™--'^^
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Bath and West oj England M.C.

A sum of £1,220 has been raised by
this club for the Mayor's Hospital Fui:d.

The winner of the Douglas and sidecar has

been announced as Mrs. A. E. Gunniiig,-

Holme Farm, T\verton-on-Avon.

Standard M.C.C. (Coventry).

Thirtv-three riders competed in a short

reliability trial on the 24tli ult. Final
results were as follows :

SIDECAK CLASS.— 1. A. Berry (4 Triumph sc);
2, J. Tliomson (4 Douglas sc).
SOLO CLASS.- 1, W. Wiklay (4 TriiimplO.

Cambridge County M.C.

Flying half-mile speed trials held

recently by the Cambridge and County
IM.G. were somewhat spoilt by the in-

clement weather. Results are as follows :

600 c.c. CLASS.-I. II. Robinson (3i;. T.T.
Norton). 23s.: 2, G. O. Dawson (3>A Brough),. 23,;s.

UNLIMITED CLASS.-l, G. O". Dawson (3V.
Brough), 23is.: 2, H. Robinson (3":. T.T. Norton),
24s.
SIDECARS. UNLIMITED.-l, H. Robinson (3i;i

T.T. Norton), 28^s.
CARS UP TO 11.9 n.p. R.A.C. RATING.-1,

K. Sanderson (8 Morgan), 35s.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

It is estimated that 3,000 spectators
attended tlie handicap speed trials held
on the Yorkshire Moors on the 24th nit.

Detailed results follow :

SiDEtAR Cl.\ss.

Speed, Award.
m.p.h.

r.*C. P.. Wood (Scott) 62.5 Gold medjl
2. R. G. Brown (Norton) . . . 56.6 - .Silver medal
3. H. Harrop (P. & M.) 41. 66 Bronze meda

Solo Class.

1. C. P. Wood (Scott) . 73.1; Gold medal
2. *R. T. Cawthorne (Norton) 75.0 Silver medal
3. R. Turner (Douglas) .... 48.0 Bronze medal

Fastest time in class, special gold medals.

Macclesfield and District M.C.
Detailed formula results of the flexi-

bility hill-climb on Dumbers Hill on the
23rd ult. are as follows :

CLASS I.

—

Solo up to 350 c.c.

Ratio of

Gear fast to slow
used. speeds,

r, A. Mottershoad (2 J Dot) low ., 3.6
2. S. Leah (25 Calthorpe) low .. 2.S
3. v. Sigley (2,} Radco) low . . 2.2

CL.\SS II.—SoLO UP TO 600 c.c.

1. W. Preston (3) Sunbeam) ... 2nd .. 4.=;

2. B. Caldwell (3.t Norton) 2nd .. 4.3 '

3. G. Sutclttfe {3! Norton) 2nd .. 4.2

CL.\SS III. SOLO, U.VLI.MITED.

1. \V. Preston (3} Sunbeain) ... 2nd .-. 4.5
2. T. Simister (3? Norton) ..... 2nd .. 4.071
3. S. Holland (7-9 Indian) 2nd .. 4.070

CLASS I^^

—

Sidecars up to Goo c.c.

I. ,1. Hopwood (4} B.S.A, sc) .. low .. 2.4
'Remaining five competitors did not complete the slow

~

climb.)

^ CL.ASS V.

—

Sidecars, unlimited.
1. S. ri.ann (S Matfhless sc.) 2nd .. 4.0
2. \\. Preston (3:j Sunbeam sc.) . 2nd .. 3.7
^. M. SutcliJIe (4 Norton sc.) ... 2nd .. 3T4

Leeds and Disbict M.C.

Formula results are now available for

the petrol consumption test on the 24th
ult., and are as follows :

1, Miss E. Spink (2>/i Triumph), 282 lb.,' 180
m.p.g. ; 2, A. T. Jenkins (4 Triumph sc), 1,012
lb., 90 m.p.g.; 3, J. E. Chappell (Dawson car).
2,520 lb., 48 m.p.g.; 4, J. W. Mollan (4 Triumph),
G92 lb., 91 m.p.g.

/
North London M.C.C.

The night run held recently was a

great success. The members, led by the
vice-captain, Mr. A. J. Beaurain,- started

from lSouUi Mimms Church at 8.30 p.m.,

and proceeded along the Holyhead Eoad
through St. Albans to Dunstable. An
excellent supper was obtained there at

the Red Lion Hotel, after which the

party returned in the moonlight througli

Luton and Harpenden.

Eastbourne and District M.C.C.

Results of the (irst competition of tlic

year, a flexibility hill-climb, are now to

hand, and are as follows :

350 c.c. OR ITNDER. SOLO
DiJTerence
m. s.

1. S. Dnnford (S-i Verus) 9 29' [•

2. ]. S. Aitken <2";i Verus) 8 5

UNLIMITED SOLO.
1. G. E. Stacey (2.1i Verus) 6 13
2. T. P.vecroft (6 .lames) 3 53>:.

3. W. Craddock (4 Triumph) ... 3 35

UNLIMITED SIDECAR.
1. R. Dunlord (7.9 Harley-Davidson

sc.) ... 8 57
2. C. Bush (8 Matchless sc) ... 7 43
3. E. A. Firrell (7-9 Harley-Dai'id-

son sc.) 6 57
4. D. RatcUfFe (8 Royal Enfekl

sc.) 5 20' L.

5. A. A. Junpsnn c6 Roval Enfield
- sc.) ... .-. 5 16

Cardigan and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Held recently on Pentricourt Hill, a

well-supported hill-clirah resulted as

follows :

CLASS 1 (Solo up to 350 c.c.).-l, ,J. Edwards
(2'-4 Venis), Im. 5s.: 2, Dr. Clare (2=4 Douglas),
Im. 14is.; 3, E. V. Evans (2% Douglas), Im. 22|s.

CLASS 2 (Solo up to 550 c.o.).~l, Handel
Davies (3 A.B.C.), 55s.; 2, D. Evans <3>,i Norton),
55;,s. ; 5, J. Thomas (3',(, Norton), 55ss.
CLASS 3 (Solo up to 750 c.c.).— 1, Dr. Lindsay

(31;. Norton), 505s.; 2, Handel Davies (SV- Norton),
525s.; 3, W. SI. Griffiths (3i/.> Norton), 5655.

CLASS 4 (Solo up to 1,000 c.c).--l, J. Thomas
(31,;, Norton), 513s.; 2, A. O. .Saunders-Davies (7-9
Indian), 52;s.; 3, G. L. G, Jenkins (3',!. Norton),
Im. 2s.

CLASS 5 (Sidecars, nnlimitetl).— 1, J. Thomas
(3V' Norton sc), Im. 14is.

CLASS 1 (Novice. Solo up tu 500 c.c).—'LvM.
Price (31/. Norton), 58s.; 2, D. J. Jones (31,:,

Norton), lis.; 3. D. Evans (3'/, Norton), Im. SJs.

;

4, D. Griffiths (A.B.C), Im. 10s.
*An objection was lodged against this competitor

on the ground that he had won before.
CLASS 2 (Novice. Solo 500 c.c and Upwards.).—

1, A. O. Saunders Davies (7-9 Indian), 53^5.; 2,
D. Evans (3% Norton), 565s.;- 3, M. Price (3i.<,

Norton), 59s,
CLASS 3 (Novice. Solo 2-stroke up to 300 c.c).

—1, A. James (2(4 Enfield), Im. 52s.; 2, E. James
(2^4 Hudson), 2m. 20s.

FASTEST T15fE OF THE DAY.-Dr, Lindsay
(3ij Norton), E0;s.

Bury and District M.C.

Eestilts of the trial for the Shephen
Walsh Challenge Shield (which, as slat?

in The Motor Cijcle, was presented to

club at an annual general meeting on lli

21st ult.) have just been announced, an

are as foUow's :

SHEPHERD WALSH CHALLENGE SHIELI
—I, J. Knowles (4 Triumph); 2, O, Enluijl
(31,^ Sunbeam); 3, F. Crompton i4 Triumph'.

Reigats, Redhill, and District M.C.C

Bore Hill, Dorking, was the scene

a lively hill-climb recently. There wi

a large number of spectators. Fastei

time of the day was made by J. Riddot

on an 8 h.p. o.h.v.. Zenith, who mac

the ascent at 53 m.p.h. Results

CLASS 1 (250 c.c.).— i. G.-H. Synlunds (2

Levis); 2, H. Watkins (21,4 Triumph).
CLASS 2 (350 c.c).-l, C. W. Verney (2

Douglas); 2, H. Hudson (2'4 Douglas); 3, G.
Svmonds (214 Levis).

CLASS 3 (500 c.c.).-l. R. A. Gi;een (3

Norton); 2. C. W. Bowen (S',™ Norton); 3, W.
Steyning (4 Zenith).

CLASS 4 (Unlimited).-l, J. Riddock (8 Zenilli

2, R. A. Green (3'^. Norton); 3, A. O. Gruzeli
(8 Zenith).
CLASS 6 (Unlimited Sidecar).--!. J. Riddo

(8 Zenith sc); 2, A. 0. Gruzelier (8 Zenith sc

Wellingborough, Rushden, and Dis-

trict M.C.C.
Fifteen classes were run off in the liil

climb at Woddington, and G. Re.x, Lui

low, on a 3^ h.p. Norton, which he ro

from Cambridge, straight to the hil

made fastest time of the day. Full 1

suits are appended :

FLYING STARTS.-Under 275 c.c. : C. W. El

(2y4-Cedos), 37-is. Under 350 c.c: C. W. El

(2'/i Cedes), sets. Ujider 500 c.c. : G. Rex Ludli

(31/0 Norton), 29is. Under 550 c.c. : G. Rex Li

low" (31/. Norton), 29s. LTnder 750 cc : L. R.
Hill (4 Norton), 32s. Unlimited: L. R. A. R
(4 Norton), 31s. •

STANDING STARTS.-Under 275 c.c. : C.
Ette, 41?s. Under 350 c.c: C. W. Ette. 41

Under 500 cc : G, R. Ludlow, 33.;s. Under 5

c.c. : G. R. Ludlow, 322s. Under 750 c.c : G.
Ludlow, 33ss. Unlimited : J. II. Glover (8 Zenit

36;s.
SIDECARS, STANDING START.-W. S. Catt

(7-9 Indian sc). 51s.

FLYING UNDER 550 c.c.-II.- .Macleo.l

Triumph sc). 57sS.
UNLIM1TED.-\V. S. Cattell, 43;s:

Manchester M.C.

Ideal weather conditions pre\ailed di

ing the club's hill-climb at Ruislip Ede
-and members spent a most interestii

and enjoyable afternoon. The coui

was over a measured half-mile, and soi

very fast" times w^ere accomplished,

follows :

SIDECAR CLASS.-Pastest, H. Reed (8 D
Jap EC), 34s. 1, C. E. Smith (6 Bradbury s(

O. E. Carter (3 A.B.C. sc.) and G. E. Cowley I

Norton" sc.) tied for second place.

SOLO CLASS.—Fastest, G. E. Cowley
Norton), 27is.* J. H. S. Gardiner (4 Triumi
C. H. Elliott (31/2 Norton), and II. Bostock
Zenith) tied for first place.
"Fastest time of the day.

Each competitor was allowed two rn

and the one with the least degree
error was gi\en the premier award.
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LOUGHBOROUGH & DISTRICT M.C.C.

H. R. Davies (2J A.J.S. sc.) receiving a push-off
at the hili-chmb m Charnwood Forest.

STANDARD
M.C.C.

(COVENTRY).

^ coupe top fitted

to a sporting Mont-
gomery sidecar and
attached to a Nor-
ton seen at the last ^
ftieet of the club

CARDIFF M.C.

Nortons and A.B.C.

starting In the 500 c.c

class (experts) at the

speed trials held on

Porthcawl sands.

BRISTOL M.C.C.
J. Hodges (A.B.C ) in the trial to Torquay and back.

PORTHCAWL SPEED TRIALS.
.4 poor start in the unlimited class.
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A.C.U.OneDay

ISl

The Slapt

.

Seventeen Stock. Machines com-

pete wilh Forly-lhree Others in

a Searching Test.

FOR years the Auto Cycle Union has
endeavoured to organise a trial tor
motor cycles taken out of stock, and

to run them on the road in just the same
condition as delivered to a private owner.

.

At last its dreams have been realised.

Of - the' sixty machines in last Wednes-

'

day's trial, seventeen were chosen by
A. C.U. officials, either from the stocks
of the manufacturers or from the show-
rooms of agents.
The motor cycles and sidecar outfits

were brought to Brooklands Track by
means of lorries, but the three-wheelers
were allowed to be driven down by road
under observation, as they are usually
delivered lo customers in this manner.
Consequently, these machines liad some
advantages over the motor cycles.

Stock motor cycles were handed to

their drivers at 7 a.m. at the track, and
the anxiety on the faces of their drivers,
as they removed the wrappings from the
machines to see that all parts were
present, was quite amusing to watch.
Cylinders and carburetters had been
sealed by the official observers, while the
contact breakers had been removed from
the magnetos, placed in a toolbag, and
sealed. This was to ensure that the start
from Brooklands would be as if thev hail
started out of the agent's depot.
Competing machines were then weighed

to ascertain whether thev conformed to
the F.I.CM. regulations'. It is almost
needless to say that Dr. Low, who was
in charge of these operations, found that
they all more than complied with inter-
national competition requirements, for

these ojily call for minimum weights and
mudguard sections, brakes, etc.

The next hour was solely occupied by
the track test . of the stock machines.
They had to be pushed by hand to the

fork, and were started off in batches of

four for SIX laps (15 miles 539 yards),

which they had to cover in one hour,

during wdiicli time any adjustments might
be made. There seemed to be few cases

of difficulty in starting, but it was noticed

that in several cases, as might be ex-

pected, generous use was made of the oil

pump.

The Stock Machines.

Of the new mounts present among the

stock machines may be mentioned the

British Radial, whose rider, J. E. Manes,
was in fear about his gear ratios, as were
several other riders of the two-speed light-

weights who anticipated the need tor a

three-speed gear box. The new chain

-

driven Wooler was another stock

machine, unaltered since its appearance
at the- Show, save for a slightly different

arrangement of the exhaust lifter. The
two stock Hawker two-strokes were both
ridden by famous airmen, one by T. 0.

il. Sopwith. who was last seen in an
A.C.U. trial in 1904, and the other by
H. G. Hawker, of cross-Atlantic flight

fame. McNab's revived Trump-Jap with
overhead valve engine was another new
mount among the stock entry.
During the first hour two stops were

made bv V. W. Viles (Raleigh), A. O.
Fenn (Raleigh), W, Hallett (L.S.D.), G.
Dance (Sunbeam), L. Paynter (Norton),

and Eric Williams (A.J.S. sc). The;
stops were made for adjustment, fo

which purpose this preliminary run we
instituted.

Though the weighing and examinatio
had taken a little more tinTe than
anticipated, the start on the ninety mi
road test was made punctually. Tl
course was very similar to that used f(

last year's Arbuthnot Trophy Trial, an
jokingly called the "worm in agony"
fearful are its contortions on the ma]
It comprised many stiff hills, but nothin

a standard motor cycle should not climl

and much stiffer grades such as "01
Chalky" and White Downs in the nei

bourhood were omitted.
Owing to a mishap to our machine, v

were rather in a quandary until we foui

that a seat was at our disposa'
" Bizzy " Bashall's Martinsyde sidec;

outfit. We w-ere doubly lucky both
regards machine and driver. 'Ihe 6 h.;

Martuisyde made light work of all tl

liills. and for skill few riders could be!

the old hand at the tiller.

Excellent Arrowing.

Starting just before No. 1, C.

Michaelis (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.

whose machine we recently illustrated

The Motor Cycle to show its multitude
accessories, we set out to follow the cour

to Succombs, the hill of tlie day. Eve
contortion of tlie "worm" was clear

marked with blue dye, each special poi

was indicated by a clearly legible bla

notice on a yellow ground, and an R.A.
road guide guarded every danger poii

The greatest credit is due to Slaj

Dixon Spain for this part of the rogani:

I
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The A.C.O. One-day Trial.

-

tion, and to Mr. Loughbo'rough and bis
nnmerous helpers for the organisation in
general.

_
Ttrere was little of which -to complaj'n

m the first part of the rout«, but after
^e acute turn in Leatherhead, where the
Headley section was entered, there wa,s a
sharp corner to the left which our driver
over-shot. This was not on account of it
not being clearly marked, but because he
was travelling a shade too fast. Immedi-
itely after the turn came a sharp rise of
ibout 1 in 5, which unseated several of
:he riders of low-powered mounts.

SuccomB^s Hill.

Nothing further worth recording oc-
:urred till Succombs was reached after
:rossing the Caterhara main road just
lorth of that village. Very rough and
teep at the approach, the gradient eases
ater and the surface improves ; thereafter
ollows a really steep fini.<ih with a
;radient said to be sliffer than 1 in 5.
The morning was cloudy and misty,

leralding a fine day; consequently, the
oads were dry. Notwithstanding the
Jeal conditions, Succombs took its toll
8 casualties.

JMichaelis (Harley-Davidson so.) came
p ni fine form, despite his load of

jets. Sopwith was the first solo rider
3 arrive, and made an excellent ascent,
[uide (A..J.S. sc.) came up well, and so
id Saddington (5-6 James). Watkins (3
nficld) climbed the rough and steep
ortion, but failed near the top. Duplock
rA.J.S. sc.) got into difficulties, almost
tidded into a wall, but recovered him
If. A. G. Wall, riding a three-speed 2
edos, came up steaddy. Waters (2'

ouirlas) followed the Enfield rider's

example by taldng the rough surface well
and stopping higher up.

Good ascents were made by Olsson
(Sunbeam), A. G. Fenn (Raleigh), Viles
(Raleigh), Hull (Wooler), and Labm (Indian
fecout), but the last named's driving was
rather sketchy. Lewis (Zenith) dis-
mounted and ran near the top. Harvey-
son, the star Indian rider, made a splen-
did ascent on his Scout, but on the whole
the di'iving was poor.

Some Good Climbs.

H. R. Davies (6 A.J.S. sc.), with a
member of The. Motor Ci/cli> staff as pas-
senger, made a splendid climb, getting
up easrly. Schooley (Zenith) swerved
somewhat badly, but got up satisfactorily
Dixon and Temple, the two Norton
riders, came up well, but one of the Sun
riders failed, as his mount was unsuit-
ably geared. S. T. Tessier (8 Bat sc.)
made a splendid ascent, waving and smil-
ing to us as he passed, and this on 1 in 5
and a bumpy surface. Townshend
(Zenith-Jap) was baulked by a competi-
tor, but made a clever recoveiy.
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Brandish (on a stock Humber) and
Edmond (Triumph) came up in excellent
form. Steytler (on the little P.V.) made
a brave ascent; Hall (B.S.A.) passed
going well, but with his stand trailing.
Manes (Britislr Radial) paddled; Fellows
(Coulson), Jameson (Sunbeam), and F.
W. Applebee (Levis), were in perfect
form

; but Hallett (L.S.D. cycle car) and
Norriss (Sun) came to a standstill.
Cunningham (on the stock P. and M.)
made a good ascent, but his engine pinked
sliglitly, probably owing to its newness.
Paynter (Norton) and Reyre (5-6 James)
came up well, but Parker- (Sun) needed
assistance. Mundy (Cedos) ascended
without effort. Hai'twell (Raleigh) did
even as well as the others- of this make.
Greening, who rode a Sunbeam fitted
with 3i h.p. twin Jap engine, ran into
the bank, and claimed a baulk. Next
came a further batch of successful riders :

H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan), Ellis (Match-
less sc), Elce (Morgan), Crow (on a ten
and a half .years old No. 7 Chater-
Lea), and Cuffe (Metro-Tyler). Hawker
(Hawker) came up well, as did his con-
frere, Sopwith.

SUCCOMBS-.A TEST HILL WITH A SUGGESTIVE N.AA1E

!

iLett) Flal l,vins and a single on the worst hill of the trial. W. Brandish (4.V Humber)

maU. a sT^dv ^1 k'T't^'
^^ "' ^""^'^ ^ °°"='->- ^^'s'^') G, W. Hart^vell (5-6 Raleigh)ma.>cing a steady climb oi the worst portion.

Luker (P. and M.) knocked slightlv,
but made a good climb ; Pownall
(Harley-Davidson) came to a stop; de
ia Hay (Sunbeam) missed his change
from top to second, put bis toot down,
changed to bottom, and recovered •

Vyillianis (A.J.S. sc.) made a neat
change down to first, and came up
well

; Pike (Levis) made a good ascent,
as did Jones (Rover) ; but Jenks
(Douglas) broke his belt at the base of
the hill.

Half-way.

After Succombs, the course twisted
and turned, including Polsteeple Hill,
Cudham Hill—where Olsson stopped
owing to the end of his mi^er obstruct-
|ing the air inlet of his carburetter—
and then over improving roads to
Brasted, bringing the competitors to
the Kmg"s Arms Hotel, Westerham,
where they enjoyed an excellent and
quickly-served lunch.

B7
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F. J. Ellis (Matchless) and his passenger in good humour on Chalk Pit Hill The steep bank

formed a good " grandstand " for the many spectators.

The first half of the road trial liad

taken its toll. Prestwich (New Imperial-
Jap) had his sprocket come loose ; and
Crow, after travelling well on his Chater-
Lea, had a dry skid on Cudham, which
buckled his sidecar wheel, and caused his

withdrawal. Schooley (Zenith) arrived
with a flat rear tyre. The parking of the
machines w^as e.\cellently arranged by
Jlr. W. H. Wells, who placed the
machines in convenient positiops for the
restart.

Chalk Pit.

In the afternoon's run the chief hill

was within about a quarter of an hour's
drive of the luncheon stoiJ. This was
Chalk Pit, quite a st«ep rise over the
North Downs, but not to be compared
with " Old Chalky." which lies further
to the east, and is only the mere pretence
of a road. The worst gradient of Chalk
Pit is not worse than 1 in 6, but the
surface is loose and rough near the
bottom, and there are two sharp bends.

bS

Jlichaelis (Harley -Davidson), Brown (3i
Sunbeam), Sopwith (Hawker), and
McNab (Trump-Jap) all passed up in

good style. Waters (2^ Douglas) came
by, his engine running beautifully; but

a little further up it suddenly " conked
out," probably owing to pre-ignition.

Watkins (Enfield) fared no better than

on Succombs, but shortly after a non-

competitor, who was similarly mounted,
made a fine ascent.-

On the whole, the performance (as

might be expected) was better than on
the hill previously reported. 'Lewie
(Zenith) stopped owing to a broken belt,

while the L.S.D. was again unsuccessful.

Manes (British Radial) was once more in

trouble owing to an insufficiently low
gear, and Norris (Sun) was in a similar

difficulty. Pre-eminently good climbs were
made by the. Raleighs, the Morgans
-(especially the Morgan-Jap de Lu.xe,

driven by H. F. S. Morgan himself), and
the A.J.S.'s.

Jameson's machine came up in true
Sunbeam style, but Dance had to mount
slowly owing to a soft front tyre. The
veteran F. W. Apj^lebee made an excellent
climb, and on accelerating jjast the la.-^t

bad bend was heartily cheered. Edmond
(Triumph), Harveyson (Indian), Fellow
(Coulson), Temple (Norton), Cunninghai
(P. and M.), Jones (Rover), and Paynte
(Norton) all put up creditable peYforni-
ances. Ellis (Matchless sc.) made
splendid ascent, but having lost his oil

tank filler cap, the lubricant was welling
over on the cylinder head and being
Hashed away in smoke.

Three More Hills—and Brooklands.

The course continued its windings, and
there were still more hills to be "negoti-
ated, . though none wdiich could be
accounted as really sever in these modern
times. Those of note were White Hill
Wiay Lane, and Pebblecombe.
Labin (Indian Scout) was seen to be

very late at Reigate, his exhaust pipe
having come adrift. Hull (Wooler.;
stopped near the eightieth milestone, and
Viles (Raleigh) was observed making an
adjustment near Effingham.
As he entered Brooklands, each man

was sent up to the fork, and then, with
out stopping, to do his twelve laps (32
miles 1,077 yards) at certain minimum
set speeds : 25 m.p.h. for lightAveights
and sidecar outfits up to 600 c.c, and
35 m.p.h. for the remainder.
There is nothing like Brooklands to

find out weak spots in machines, and
before long several engines developed uu
pleasant " tinny " sounds, and there were
not" a few casualties. These seemed
especially hard when the machines had
shown up well in the road test. Such
was the case with the two Hawkers,
which ran out of oil—one after doing
four and the other five laps. Watkins
(Enfield) retired, also owing to shortage
of oil and a flat tyre. L'abin (Indianl
Scout.) had to give up, one cylinder cut-
ting out owing to a defective magneto,
while he also experienced a, loose ex-

haust pipe and wheel bearing cap. Thel
attractive violet - coloured three - speed
Cedos ridden by Wall, after performing
exceedingly well on the road, was with
drawn from the track with a ffat bad
tyre.

Fuel Shortages.

Hinde (A.J.S.) had to return to th.

paddock owing to shortage of oil and fuel

The lubrication seemed to be a source ol

trouble to many while doing their speei

test. Luker's P. and M. showed mucf
distress after several laps, but recoverei

after generous use of the oil pump. Halt
well's Raleigh disclosed similar symptoms,
Parker's Sun Vitesse retired in thi

speed test, while Fellow's Coulson an

Richards's Velocette arrived in tow frbi

the fork. Hull's Wooler shed its cha

at the fork.-

Altogether it was a most successfii

trial, wdiich was useful and instructive ai

well as thoroughly sporting.

. The distance to be covered after fniicit

including the twelve laps round the track

was about eighty miles. Several machines

exhausted either petrol, or oil. or botli

Yet it is not uncommon for makers t(

guarantee 100 m.p.g. And all tanks hole

at least a gallon of fuel. I
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rhe A.C.O. One-day Trial.—

NOTES ON THE TRIAL.
Mention has been made of the excellent

marking of the route. It is interesting
(0 note that it took twelve hours to ac-
complish, and over 3 cwt. if blue mix-
ture, which is composed of ultramarine
ind whiting, was used. Wlien the
i-outes overlapped on the return journey,
he turnings were not only indicated in
blue, but the roads to be' avoided were
barred off by a red marking. The mix-
ure was ladled out by hand from a
!arge cask.
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OFFICIAL RESULTS.
1—SPECLAr, CERTIFrc.A.TES TO ST.\.N'D.A.RD STOCK MACHINES.

T. C. de la Hay, the well-known Sun-
Jeam e.xponent, was reallv too unwell to
itart. This fact probably accounts for
lis poor gear changing on Succombs.

There may be some additions to the
mblished results, as there are some
oubtful cases to be considered.

It would not be wise for friends of
rivian Olsson to ask him the best
aethod of wearing a muffler.

EntraQt.

Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd.
A. J. Stevens Co. (19U),
Huraber, Ltd
Trmmph Cycle Co., Ltd.
Morgan Motor Co., Ltd.
Phelon and Moore, Ltd.
Morgan Motor Co., Ltd.
Norton Motors. Ltd. . .

.

Buttcrfields, Ltd
A. J. Stevens Co. (I'Jl 1), Ltd. i 7

Machine.

3-6 Raleigh .

.

7 A.J.S. and So. .

4^ Humber
i Triumph
Morgan Runabout
31 P. and M
Morgan Runabout
3-1 Norton
2 \ Ixvia

A.J.S. and Sc. .

Driver.

A. G. Fenn ....
H. R. Davics .

.

W. Brandish .

.

F. G. Edmond .

H. F. S. Morgan
P. Cunningham
S. A. McCarthy
L. Paynter ....
P. Pike
E. Williams . .

.

Weight,
Ready

for Road.

lb.

310
01.5

310
263
757
280
752
269
1.50

599

Gear Ratio.

•1.73

1.5
5.57
1.5
1.9
6.35

Max.

13.2
16
13.

S

13.3
Jl
9.5

11
13.2
11.125
10

Speed Tc3

On Brooklands many competitors invited
rouble by exceeding their nett speeds,
iierehy running risk of damaging their
ngiiies or exhausting fuel supplies.

1 C. D. Jlichaelis

8 Re>Te & Williams . .

.

- 9 F. A. McNab
12 Viviaii Olsson
23 H. R, Harve>-son
25 F. C. Townsliend
32 R. M. Di.xon
U P.V. Motor Cycles, Ltd.
37 J. Hall
39 Buttcrfields, Ltd
18 F. J. Ellis
5U R. L. Richardson
.".2 Metro-Tyler Co., Ltd. . .

51
j
S. M. GrecnJns:

CO i F. H. M. Luker
.'i5

[
Hanwell & Son. Ltd. .

.

-FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES
Entrantr-.l Harley-David

^on and Sidecar
3-0 James Sc. . ,

.

31 Trump-Jap . .

.

31 Sunbcuu
t Indian Scout .

,

Zenith-Jap ...

3i Norton .......
2.V P.V
1} B.S.A
2f Levis .....
7 Matchless Sc
U Alecto
21 Metro-Tyler
3'. Sunbeam . ..

s; p. .-uid M. ,

21 Cedes

1 he L. S. D. three-wheeler on Chalk Pit Hill. As will be obsened by the number oi spectators
machines on the roadside, the trial created a good deal of interest.

H. H. Saddington
Eutranl
Eiitmnt
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
R. P. Steytler .

.' Entrant .*

.'F. VV. Applebec
' Entrant
Entrant ... .

G. E. Cuilc ....
Entrant
Entrant
R. G. Mundv

731 15.07 12.75

•5.12 5.75 14.5
260 l.as 8
278 1.5 10
330 S 11
327 3.5 8
3(X) 1.025 13.25
197 5.6 12.9
2S3 5 13
207 5.75 11
728 1.63 11
228 1.3 9.C
2H 6 18
291 1.9 '

299 5.5,- 10.3
1S9 0.33 17. v.-

m.p.h.
17.22
38.01
11. 0(
12.35
38.03
40.67
12.70
17.16
30.02
39. 19

36 . 19

13.89
30..59
11.33
39.15
19.10
38.93
32.01
38.93
37.33
37.

n

35.69
27.21
12.05
37.67
31.77

A WELL-DESIGNED PLUG.

A SPARKING plug which we have
been testing embodies a most useful
arrangement for adjusting the gap.

This plug, the M.A.P., is of the de-
tachable type with mica insulator; but,
although the " earth " electrode is of
the bar type, its disposition is somewhat
unusual, in that it forms a bridge, dia-
metrically, across the base of the plug
body. A single central electrode pro"
jects downwards, so that its extremity
(if the central portion of the plug is

fully screwed down just touches the
upper surface of the cross bar. The' de-
sired sparking gap is obtained by insert-

M.A.P. adjustable plug and plug cooler

ing a greater or less number of thin
brass washers between th:; insulator
gland nut and the top_ of the plug body,
lliese plugs have given splendid results in
a Scott engine over a long distance.

Since our plugs were fitted, the makers
(Jlillfords, Ltd., Bullock Street, Great
Lister Street, Birmingham) have placed
on the market the M.A.P. plug cooler,
a solid piece of bra.ss posses.sing three
radiating fins to fit the central electrode.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible .for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters roust be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Herttord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

THIS YEAR'S ARBVTHNOT TROPHY TRIAL.
Sir,—May I suggest that, if possible, the Arbuthnot Trophy

trial may be held iu August this year and in future'' -

It is usually impossible to get leave from ships in full

commission in July, but a mouth later, when the Fleet is

giving summer leave, I think many more entries would be
received. J.D., Lt. R.N.

ELECTRICAL PHENOMENON.
Sir,—Your correspondent J\'Ir, N. H. Bailey is apparently

somewhat of a novice in electrical matters. The simple ex-

planation of his mysterious phenomenon is that the insula--

tion resistance of his flexible was too low to preve~nt part
of the high-tension current short circuiting to earth no the
bearing. Consequently he seriously weakened the spark at

the plug, and this, coupled with the fact that a magneto
does not readily spark at \yalking pace, accounts for his

difficulty.
' —

Shortening the flexible removed the earthing effect. He
will be well advised to stick to standard rubber-covered
high-tension cable in futin-e. F. E. SCHOFIELD.

FIRTH OF FORTH FERRIES.
Sir,—It will be known to many of your readers that the

N.B. Eailway Co. have enormously increased the ferry

charges at Queensferry by some 400% on cars, and, I be-

lieve, by the trifle of 900% on motor cycles ; all on the
well-known "principle" that the value of air article or ser-

vice is what it will fetch, monopoly or no monoj)oly—par-
liamentary or other.

According to. The S'eotsman recently, the said railway com-
pany have lodged at the Scottish Office a Provisional Order
for tlie takiiig over of Burntisland Harbour (whence the
Graiiton ferry riuis) " without any price beivfj paid or

A RE-MODELLED THREE-WHEELER.
Given enthusiasm for the work and the necessary tools, it is

surprising what can be accomplished with the most unpromising
material. Here is a three-wheeler of quite pleasing appearance
re-modelled from an old Chater-Lea chassis by Mr. H. Robinson, a

blacksmith, of Loughborough, Northumberland. The engine is an
old water-cooled single-cylinder De Dion.

consideration given except, the discharge by the conqKmy of

the inoney advanced.'' "''

This would seem to be an excellent and very appropriate

opportunity, by opposition to the Order, to obtain a rever-

sion to more reasonable charges. -W. L. SPENCE.

RADIAL ENGINE DESIGN.
Sir,—With reference to the letter ap)pearing_ in the corre-

spondence columns of The Motor Cycle of the 14th ult.,

o\er the name of Jlr. Kedrup, in which are criticised several

features of my design of motor cycle : wliilst appreciating

any criticism privately, at this juncture I do not wish to

enter publicly into a discussion of the relative merits of an

experimental design. I am replving to i\Ir. Piedrup in a

private letter. GEORGE F. HALLIDAY.

QUEER BEHAVIOUR OF A TYRE.
Sir,—ily ow-n experience of a tube fitted to the ?ear _wheel

of my ilorgan may be of interest to your correspondent.

The tyre behaved in precisely the same manner as he describes,

'

and after much trouble was traced to a leaky joint, which
had at some time been doubled up and so loosened. Some-
times the tube held the air apparently indefinitely, and at

others could not even be blown up. W, WATSO'N.

Sir,—Your correspondent " C.P.V.T." concludes his letter

in the issue of the 21st ult. on the " Queer Behaviour of a

Tyre" by stating that "the tube is in perfect condition,

etc." The eccentricities he refers to, how-ever, would not

be accepted by the generality . of motor cyclists as evidence
of perfection in tyres. _ _ -

If there is no unsealed puncture in the tube the leak must
necessarily have been via one of the (apparently) sealed

punctures or via the valve or valve seating. The symptoms
point to a patch \yhich only develops a leak when warmed
up in driving, or a valve seating which only develops a fault

when the tube is stretched. Either of these faults would
be aggravated if the tube adhered to the cover owing to lack

of French chalk. The fact that the tube suddenly deflated

on opening out suggests that this was so. The sudden pull

of the outer cover would stretch the tube away from valve

or patch and cause the mischief. The "give" of the cover

would be sufficient to do this, even if the 'cover did not

actually " creep."
I had a very similar experience some time ago. X never

found the leak, but rode many, weeks afterwards on the

same tyre without further trouble after dusting the tube
with French chalk. C.S.

Sutton.

Sir,—With reference to " C.P.V.T. 's " letter, I was almost
writing to you last week for advice about a tyre of mine
which behaved exactly similarly. When I finally found the

puncture on the fourth occasion of having the tyre out, it

proved to be at the point where the tube had been joined up.

The ends of the tufce are telescoped for about one inch, ami

it is quite understandable that the air pressure in tjie tube

might very well seal the leak completely at times.

I cair offer no suggestion for finding the leak in a case

of this. sort. Mine, I imagine, got gradually worse with

repeated handling of the tube until the leak finally ^became

permanent, and I w-as able to find it in the usual way.

I had thought perhaps of trying to put some coloured

liquid in the tube which wovtld betray the leak the next

time the tvre went down, but I did not know of a suitably

harmless liquid. A. K. GORDON.
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UNDERSIZE NUMBER PLATES.
Sii',—Having recently received the tip from a friend who

had been caught, I looked up the requirements of the law-
regarding number plates, and as I read these, it is necessary
for each letter or figure to take up a width of l^in. (there
appears to be no exception for the figure 1), and for there
to be at least |in. between any two letters or any two figures,
and fin. between the last letter and the first figure. This
applies when the letters and figures are in one line.

On these measurements, for a number consisting of two
letters and four figures, it appears to be necessary to have
a plate lO^ini long, pi-ovided the necessary ^m- margin is

left at each end. I have just been trying to obtain a plate
of this length but without success. Although I have tried
several London dealers, the longest I have seen is just over
9in., which I am told is the usual size. FC 3154
London, S.E.2.

ANOTHER PROBLEM—COMPLETE WITH THE
SOLUTION.

:" Sir,—Recently my machine began to give trouble. Instead of
one hundred miles to the' gallon, I only got forty. All sorts of
adjustments were tried without effect—jets, plugs, decarbon-
ising, rings, e.Khaust, brakes, etc. A^ last a bad rattle
developed, like that which would be caused by a loose lens
in the lamp. The lamp was stuffed with rag.' Still the
tinkling rattle. By sheer accident, the magneto chain cover
was examined, and lo ! here was the trouble. The chain
had scored the cover, and had been acting as a brake. This
cover on the Levis -is only held by a central screw, -and it

(the cover) had gradually worked down on the chain. It is

now fitted with a double spring washer, and will be watched
in future. When the cover and the cause of the friction were
removed, the cycle was tried. It just romped away, and the
rider, after so lone riding at less than the limit, was afraid
to give full throttle.

We are warned that with lightweiglits we should eliminate
all friction, but in this case the cause was battling.
Richmond. JULY.

MUD—OPPOSITE VIEWS.
Sir,—May I venture to add ray opinion to that of your

correspondent " Unapproachable " ?

I certainly object to mud, but am quite willing to put up
with it for the sake of tlie sport.
When riding I generally wear trench boots, breeches, and

a mackintosh, and find that they are ideal.

One cannot expect a motor cycle to be as comfortable as a
car ; it was never intended to be, so rather let manufacturers
look to the general efficiency of the 'bus and cut out such un-
iiecessary things as leg shields, etc. NORTON.
Tooting Bee.

Sir,—Referring to " Unapproachable's " naive query in your
issue for April l4th, does he still carry mudguards on his

Bachine? If so, why? They do but increase its weight, '

impair its speed, and deprive him of a portion of delectable

Bud that he so thoroughly enjoj

Presumably, also,

;ie finds a keen de-

ight in periodically
scraping it off his

nachine, particu-
"arly the engine, or
iocs he regard it as
I preservative, and
eave it on ?

But enough of
iuch fooling. The
<efe noire of every
nan who daily uses
lis mount to get to
ind from business
s mud, and, unfor-
unatelv, the ma-
ority of British
ootor cycle manu-
acturers - are
inder the impres-
ion that we suffer
rom a climate as
Iry.as the Sahara.

Your mud-bespattered readers laugh cynically as they
peruse the innumerable advertisements in your papers enlarg-
ing upon the e.Kquisile finisli, sound constructional details,
high-grade equipment, etc., of the respective mounts, ahead
of all rivals and representing the acme of refinement. The
jest is improved by the addition of an illustration showing a
machine with the usual tiimsy mudguards that serve but to
collect the mud and spray it all over the rider.

It is a difficult matter to find a lightweight two-stroke that
is equipped with adequate protection from mud, and likely
to appeal to the daily rider.

Apparently, little attempt is made to cater for a market
that is growing by leaps and bounds. Possibly manufacturers
are not sufficiently aware of a business maii^s requirenrients.

Daresbury. UGH I

DOPE FOR "IXION.-
Sir,
—

" I.xion's " "Occasional Connnents " have just again,
as for many years past, lit uj) the desert waste here. It is,

however, in connection with his " S.O.S." for waterproof
gloves that I venture to offer balm for his dear old soul.
Now, read, mark, etc., the following:
The white of an egg (raw) beaten up, jjjakes tlie best size

to coat over gilding, bronze work, or gold paint. The
objection gilders have to its use is that it cannot bo removed
by any ordinary, process when rcgilding is required. It is

imperishable in itself, and insoluble in water, ether, spirits,

or turpentine. It is aUo more hermetic than glass, or any
varnish or glaze, therefore it protects from the atmosphere
or the elements wliatever is under it.

^illiougli infinitely closer in its texture than any varnish,
it never becomes brittle, ,as all "ummy varnishes and sizes
do when they dry liard. It is always tenacious and elastic
in its texture and adherence. It can be folded, i.e, silk,

paper, parchment, velvet ojr other fabrics may be folded,
when coated over witb tliis egg medium, without cracking
in the slightest degree, no matter how many years may have
ela|)sed since it has been used, as it stretches like india-
rubber.

Should " Ixiou " have no domestic supply from which to
make up this " egg-lllp," Messrs. Reeves and Sons, the artists'
colour people, can supply him with a specially prepared egg
medium. One of his tame slaves can supply the energy to
coat all his old gloves, and any other garments if necessary.
This medium might also possiblV meet another of his requests
for a protective armour for all twiddly-bits liable to rust.
Some of the " knuts " might, with the addition of an opaque
tint, like to try the medium in lieu of special racing kit to
lessen wind resistance.

Khartoum. OMAR HADDEED (Thk Iron- Donkey).

ON DUTY!
Shall wc see this sort of thing on the roads when the police are thoroughly motorised ?

BI5
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ON THE ROAD WITH A 6 H.P. B.S.A. SIDECAR.
Sir,—Being the possessor of one of the new B.S.A. twin

sidecar outfits since last summer, I was much interested
,
in

the article in your issue of the 14th April. A few remarks
on my own road experience may be of iijtere.st.

(o.) My petrol consumption has been cxceptionoUy low,
not "on the heavy side." Over 2,874 miles the figure works
out at 60.3 m.p.g., based on the amount of petrol purchased
and neglecting losses due to short measure and evaporation.
I experimented with jets giving various deliveries, and
found 90 c.c. per minute to be best.

{b.) My experience regarding the engine corroborates
yours. I have never seen signs of overheating. I have
never heard it "pink" yet (it is kept clean, of course).
The torque developed at comparatively low speeds is excep-
tionally good, and it has given absolutely no trouble. -

As you state, the valve gear seems a little noisy, but I

think this is more apparent than real, owing to the very
efficient silencer.

(c. ) As in your case my passenger was uncomfortable,
although only at first and until the front edge of the side-"

car seat was raised by about 2^in.

(rf.) The felt washer fitted to the gear box in some of

the earliest machines is not very efficient as an oil seal. -The
design has been improved in later models, and I haye had
my machine brought up-to-date. A new type chain sprocket

An exaggerated view of the B.S.A. gear box
sprocket referred to in the letter of Mr. J. Watt.

M.I.A.E.

:

A. New type sprocket

B, Brass ring, to replace felt washer, fixed
to casiQg by four No. 4 B.A. screws
(about to^fTG'ti- clearance) on ,the

- sprocket bo^- ,-—

C. Casing of gear bo.x

can be obtained from the makers, and happily this sprocket,
which has an oil-return screw on the boss, can be fitted to
the early type case with comparatively little trouble. There
is now absolutely no oil leakage at this point.

(c.) The gear box clamping nuts nnist not be pulled up
hard with a 12in. engineer's spanner. The double-ended
key supplied with the kit should be used.

(/.) On taking delivery of a new machine one should be
careful to mount the sidecar wheel with the brake rim on
the same side as the others. I met a 'rider of a brand new
machine in distress owing to the agent having assembled
the wheel the wrong way round, so that one of the ball
races had screwed out. »^

'

{(!) I agree with you that the latest model twin is a
worthy co-product of the well-known single. Omitting the
war period, I have owned a sidecar of this make from 1912
to the present day, each year's service including a very suc-
cessful summer tour of 1,000 to 1,200 miles.

JAME.S WATT, M.I.A.E.

Sir,—Permit me to endorse every good thing that you say
regarding the 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. machines. I have driven one
of these excellent outfits some 2,000 miles, and am satisfied
that I could not get better service from a sidecar of any
make.
Your remarks upon the engine are entirely to the point.

It will maintain practically maximum speed all dav long
without tiring. On a trip from the Midlands to Nevi'n with
my wife, son, and luggage, via Bettws-y-Coed, Capel Curig,
and Beddgelert, I came out of top gear once only, viz. on
«ie short, steep Wyle Cop, in the heart of Shrewsbury
Town.^ The valve gear noise, which is really not extrava-
gant, is, I think, due to steep caiiis, and when one remem-
bei-s tlie function of the latter one is inclined to rest content.
As regards petrol consumption, I expect the trial machine

was fitted with a No. 30 jet, which I believe is the size pro-
vided ^vhen the bicycle is sent out of the factory. With
this- jet, and before the engine was fully run in, "l crot 40
m.p.g., but soon improved to 50-55 with a No '27 fn thewarm weather of the autumn. I confidently expect to attain
sixty-five wlien Mr. Binks weighs in with the carburetter
which I ha\'e on order.
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Your article states that " only a few tools were sup-
l>lied." This sounds like the standard outfit. The few
tools furnished with my mount were mostly quite good, but
the spanner whicli is alleged to free the induction and
exhaust pipe lock nuts broke its "pip" at the first wrench.
A new one of similar type, but about ^in. thick, which I
got made specially, serves admirably. Another, also speci-
ally made, doubled up at the mere idea of shifting the
wheel bearing locknuts. In place of this I now have a
spanner of the box type with projections to fit all four slots

simultaneously.
No mention of front fork springing, which I find beauti-

fully elastic—in fact, ideal—upon a decent road, but bumpy
in pot-holes. Of three similar outfits (including my own)
with which I am acquainted, all show a slight flattening
"of the fork girders, and there is further evidence of bump-
ing upon the mudguard and head tube. Probably it is a
case of. " the devil and the deep sea," and the alternative
a form of springing which would be too inelastic upon roads
as they ought to be, but only sometimes arc T 161.

Wolverhampton.

LIGHTS ON STATIONARY VEHICLES.
Sir,— I was much interested in the notes on " Lights on

Stationary Vehicles" which appeared recently. The prac-
tice of leaving motor cycles and cars by the roadside with
strong lights facing in the wrong direction is, I consider,
very dangerous.
Just before the war I was riding iny motor cycle late at

night through a village near Sliefiield. A car came round
a bend in the road about a quarter of a mile ahead. . Its

head lights veere very bright and dazzling. When I got
near to it I found myself mounting the footpath, and in

another second was wrajaped round an unlit gas lamp pole,

fortunately without mucfi damage.
The car, of course, had, after turning-the bend, continued

a little way, and then crossed the road to the wrong side to
let down some passengers, Cannot this practice be made
illegal? . EX-CAVALEY D.R.

Sheffield.

SUMJIARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
"That machines should be sold on a maximum m.p.h. price
basis (i.e., £1 per mile for solo mounts, and £2 per mile
for sidecar outfits) is the suggestion of a reader signing him-
self " W.H." Under this obviously impossible scheme three-
speed and clutch models would be fractionally cheaper than
direct belt T.T. machines with the same power unit. Our
correspondent has also a good word to say for the small
country -garages in preference to the larger town and city

shops.
" XF 1550" complains that makers of accessories often do

not advertise the prices of their goods, and consequently
the buyer sometimes pays consideraloly more than the actual
retail price.

s Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists :
9

J Issued in roniunctlon with The Mofo' Cvol:. I
•

• 'HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." Price Boo!;
Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful ne:. po3t.

Z liints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition 2/- 2/3 J

: * TRACING Motor cycle troubles." •

A sy-stem for traciag motor cycle faults and of J

J rcmedyinEj tbem when found. Fourth liditioa ., 2/- 2/3

: "MAGNETOS." By A. P. Young. ;
5 A complete treatise 00 magneto ignition for motor
• cars, motorcycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition 4/6 4/10 5

: "TWOSTROKE MOTOR CYCLES." •

A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's •

• point of view. Just published .. .. »-• 3/- 3/3
• "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." •

By "IxiON." of The Moior Cycls ... ^ 5/- g/^

: "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. •

• England and Wales, Scotland, London (showing
roads into dud out of London and avoiding London).

Z Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete ia case. 5/6 5/10 S

: "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. S
• With 32 pages of Koad Maps of England and S
• Wales, Scotland, and the London District ., g/. r/. •

S Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &. SONS Ltd. , S
23, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, or of leading- Booksellers and S

-5 Railway Bookstalls. •
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100 MILES PER HOUR ACHIEVED!
A Coveled Record. Crop of New Figures Set Up. Five Minute Champions

-'yssc

100 m.p.h. for the first time on a motor cycle in this countrj'. D. H. Davidson snapped at his highest speed.

LAST week, for the first time on record
in this country, a speed of 100 m.p.li.

was attained by a motor cyclist.

The honour fell to D. H. Davidson, for-

merly a comparatively unknown rider,

who came into prominence as recently as
the B.M.C.R.C. meeting on April i6th.

His mount was a twin-cylinder Harley-
Davidson, the V tj^pe engine, to all out-
ward appearance.'*, being of standard
design with inlet over the exhaust.
There were three Harley-Davidson

riders on the track, their machines having
been especially prepared for track use in

the Milwaukee factory. They arrived in

this country quite recently, but it was
found that the short frames originally
adopted for board tracks were not quite
suited to the concrete at Brooklands. As

result, the frames were lengthened
slightly, wliich enabled the riders to hold
the machines more easily, though it would
never do to underestimate the skill and
courage required to sit a machine at such
terrific speeds as these engines are capable
of attaining.

High Practice Speeds.

All was ready for the attempt on
Wednesdaj- last week. When we an-ived
at the track the two Harley-Davidson
riders, C. F. Temple and D. H." Davidson,
were busy putting the finishing touches to
their machines, testing the chain tension.
and so forth. We had been told that the
iiiarhines in practice had accomplished
104 m.p.h. over the flying kilometre. Due
to the fact that only one timekeeper was
present the actual attempt had to be post-
poned till 6 p.m., which was lucky in a
way, as it gave opportunity to a goodlv
number of the A.C.U. One Day Tria'l

.ompetitors to witness the attempt.
In the meantime, that well-known rider.

Le Tack, who had evidently got wind of
the coveted record being in jeopardy, had

got ready his ei"ht-valve Indian machine
(now ten years old, and familiarly known
as " The Camel "). A Ford van dashed
up to the track, rust marks all over the
bonnet, and the radiator, from boiling
water, showing that no time had been lost

on the trip from Town. Aboard the van
were Le Vack and the Indian, ready to

take a sporting chance with the Harley-
Davidson riders in reaching the "100."

LAST WEEK'S SPEEDS AT
BROOKLANDS.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27th.

H. Le Vack {T'O Indian) - 9.S.9S m.p.h.

C. F. Tcniple (T-9 Harley-Davidson)
97.26 m.p.h.

E. B. Ware {S Morgan-Jap) 77.67

THURSDAY, APRIL 2Sth.

C. F. Temple [7

C. F. Temple (?

SS.-2S m.p.h.

D.

9 Harley-Davidson]

99.S6 m.p.h.

D H. Davidson (7-9' Harley-Davidson)
100.76 m.p.h.

9 Harley-Davidson)

for .5 miles; one lap

at S9.10 m.p.h.

H. Davidson (7-9 Harley-Davidson)

Flying mile 96.26 m p.h.

10 mile standing start S4..5S m.p.h.

J. F. Newey (2i New Comet-Climax sc.)

4 hrs. record in class, 161 miles

oS7 yards—10..3.i m.p.h.

5 hoars record in class, 200 miles

1,095 yards—40.12 m.p.h.

200 miles—4 hrs. 50 min. 5'i sees.—
41.12 m.p.h.

FRIDAY, APRIL 29th.

H. Le Vack f-9 Indian) 106.-52 m.p.h.

It was a perfect sunny evening, and
there was no wind to disturb carbura-
tion. C. F. Temple led the way. and, after

a magnificent trial lap, approached the top

of the banking for the crucial spurt along
the railway straight. Swooping down at

an almost incredible speed, he was un-
lucky in' the attempt, as the front chain
broke. D. H. Davidson followed in a
most Ihrilfing run, steering a magnificent
course with never a mi.sfire. His speed
was subsequently given as 97.26 m.p.h.

—

a new record. Le Vack came next on his

eight-valve red Indian, which has a
shorter wheelbase than the Harley-
Davidson, and was geared, he told us,

at 3 to 1. lie succeeded in clipping is.

off the five-year-old record, giving a speed
of 98.98 m.p.h.,-which time he could iiot

improve upon.

Friendly Rivalry.

Jleanwhile, W. H. Wells, learning that

Le Vack was so near and yet so far, sig-

nalled to him for another attempt ; but
Le Vack could not respond, as he was
thoroughly exhausted by his all-night

funing-up efforts. As it was getting dusk,

it was decided to postpone any further

attempts until the morrow.
The next day. true to promise, D. H.

Davidson set out to achieve what had
been found impossible on the previous

evening. At 4.30 C. F. Temple made
several attempts on his Harley-Davidson
to annex the record, and again got

aggravatingly close without achieving the

task. His best time was 22.4s. =99.86
m.p.h.

It was now Davidson's turn, and on
this attempt, in the perfectly wonderful
time- of 22.2s., he achieved a speed of

100.76 m.p.h., thus winning the Godfrey
Cup for the first motor cyclist to

accomplish a speed of 100 m.p.h. in this

country.
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D H Davidson and his mechanic with the 7-9 h p. Harley-Davidson. to which li v

of accomphshing 100 m.p.h. for the fiist time in this country

Naturally there had been a good deal of

friendly rivalry between Temple and
Davidson, as the machines were supposed
to be identical in their power output,
and it was known tliat, given favourable
conditions, each had the record within
his grasp. Mr. Duncan Watsoil accord-
ingly left them to toss for positions.

Temple made another attempt, but
again recorded 99.86 m.p.h. Continuing,
however, he made the extraordinary time
for one lap of Im. 49.8s.=89.10 m.p.h.
Davidson next essayed the Flying Mile,

and recorded 37.4s. =96.25 m.p.h. Not
content with his achievement, he then
attempted the Ten Miles Standing Start
Record, which he annexed with the
greatest ease, the time recorded by
Messrs. Ebblewhite and Reynolds being
7m. 5.6s. =84.58 m.p.h.
David.son's machine had Keinpshall

tyres, K.L.G. plugs, and Coventry chains.
Temple had similar equipment excepting
that the tyres were Hutchinsons.

Ill m.p.h. ou a Morgan.
On Wednesday evening E. B. Ware

captured the kilometre record tor passen-
ger motor cycles, using a Morgan Run-
about with J. A. P. overhead valve water-
cooled engine. In this he had no diffi-

cv''>'~"'"i<^f'cl we had unofficially timed
him in the afternoon to exceed 80 m.p.h.
for a lap, so that his time over the kilo-
metre of 28.8s. = 77.67 m.p.h. was not the
best he could do by any means. As a
matter of fact his engine misfired when
half the course had been covered, shoot-
ing sheets of flame out of the exhau.n

C4

pipes. From our observation his speed
at the start must have been in excess of

85 m.p.h. Ware can be counted upon
to improve his sp.eed should his figuies

be challenged by any other racing man

106-5 m.p.h.! H. Le

Vack (7-9 Indian), who

beat the day old record

put up by Davidson

The Buzzing oJ a Gnat.

For hours during Thursday, while the

majority of those present at Brooklands
were speculating as to whether a speed
of 100 m.p.h. would be attained, there

was in the air a sound resembling tlie

buzzing of a gnat. It was in everyone's
ear, and the sight of a little sidecar

machine bustling lap after lap round the

track brought forth questions as to who,
and wdiat, it was. It proved to he J. F.

Newey on a single cylinder two-stroke
New Comet with a Climax engine, and
its consistent running was something at

which to marvel. After four weary hours
he got inside record and then the interest

started. Only very occasionally did he
stop, and his willing engine went on
averaging over 40 m.p.h. with a sidecar,

always apparently ready for the usual
spurt along the railway straight. The
new records set up~were as follows :

4 HotJRS .. 161 miles 587 j-ards 40.33 m.p.h
5 Hours .. 200 „ 1.095 „ 40.12 „

200 JIlLES .. 4 hr. 59 mill. 5J sec. 41-12

^The capacity of the Climax engine is

293 c.c, the bore and stroke being 70

mm. and 76 mm. respectively. The gear
ratio was 4| to 1.

Newey's choice of equipment included
Palmer tyres, Dunlop belt, K.L.G. plug,
and x\mac carburetter, while Pratt's
spirit and Vacuum oil were used.
On Friday Le Vack again brought out

his eight-valve Indian and succeeded in

beating Davidson's time, covering the
kilometre in 21s.. or 105.5 m.p.h.
The flying kilometre record in Class E

for solo machines not exceeding 1.000 c.c,

was successfully attempted, this distance
being covered in 21s.. which constitutes

a speed of 105.52 m.p.h.
A successful attempt at the one mil

record was then made : eleventh-hour
adjustment of the tappets, however,
might have been the reason for the

1 eduction in speed, which worked out

at 99.45 m.p.h.

Flying Kilo
One Mile
Five Miles
Te^j Miles

21s.

36.2s.

3m. 21.1s.

6m. 57.9s.

Le Vack's equipment include!

Dunlop heavy tyres, Renold
chain, and K.L.G. plugs. Pratt'

spuit and Wakefield Castrol fed th(

106.52 m.p.h
99.45
89.5
86.14
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto All questions shoull be addressed to the Editor, " Th2 Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not mus! be accimpanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelops for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. _
Letters ^containing legal

.questions should be marked "Legal" in the top left-hand corner ot the envelope, ani should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects

GEAR BOX LUBRICATION.
(1.) Is engine oil or grease^ required for the countershaft gears

> of a 1918 3i h.p. Rover, and how
-U often? (2.) Does the clutch oil

itself from the gear box, or does
it need special lubricating? I can-

not find any oil cup. (3.) Does the

silent chain from the engine to the

countershaft oil itself, or must I take
off the aluminium casing and oil it

occasionally ?—C. A.P.
(1.) Thick engine oil is suitable for the

?ear box and it should be renewed every
500 to 800 miles. (2.) The clutch does
not require any lubrication. (3.) It is

advi.snble to oil the chain separately from
time to lime.

STARVED CARBURETTER.
(1.) I own a " Big Four

"^ Norton, which runs very well

^ and has ample power. I e.xperi-

-i-l ence the following trouble, how-
ever : On a straight road and

with a cool engine 1 want to indulge

in a speed burst. For the first two
hundred yards, vnth full throttle, the

machine goes very well. Suddenly it

stops, and I am obliged to shut off the

air, and after a few seconds I am
able t-o repeat the speed burst, and
immediately the trouble happens again,

and so on. I thought at first it was
caused by pre-ignition, but the engine

was certainly not overheated, and,

moreover. I "have changed the plug.

The symptoms are like starved carbu-

retter" or back-firing. I have dis-

mantled the carburetter, and found

some explosions had occurred in it, as

it was burnt inside the air intake pipe.

Have I to vary the spark timing or to

change the level of the float? (2.) I

To those who do their oun repairs and
leaning, a stand such as illustrated is of great

onvenience. This one Is made by Messrs.

)uthie & Sons, 52, High Street, Montrose.

can give full air with half throttle. Is

it all right? (3.) I am unable to start

the engine with the pilot on the " On "

position. lu fact, I have always to

prime the engine to "et a good start

even when warm. (4.) What is the
correct valve timing? (5.) I used
Prices' summer grade oil throughout
the winter. Do you think it was
too thick? (Our winter is milder than
yours.)—J.U. (Portugal).

(1.) In order to get maximum speed, you
should, of-course, fully advance the igni-

tion. Probably the cause ot the trouble
is due to the carburetter being starved,

as otherwise you would be more likely

to get e.xplosions in the silencer if it were
an ignition fault. You might try the
effect of slightly raising the petrol level

;

also make quite sure that the petrol flows

freely from the tank, as it is quite pos-
sible that the starvijig results from an
air lock in the tank itself, due to the
filler cap being too tight a fit. Also clean
any filters in the petrol pipe or carbu-
retter unions. (2.) With this carburetter
it is usually possible to give full air on
half-throttle. (3.) Usually it is un-
necessary to prime this engine when
warm, although it usually helps matters
when starting from cold. (4.) Time the
valves by the following method : Rotate
the engine until the piston is at the top"

of its stroke, and insert the cam wheels
and rockers so that the exhaust valve
is just closing and the inlet just about
to open. Rotate the engine one complete
revolution (forward), set the magneto
with the contact breaker points just
about to separate, and connect the driv-

ing chain. (5.) The oil is rather thick
for winter use, and might interfere with
starting. ^

TO AVOID
B.ACKACHE

OIL-PUMP DIFFICULTIES.
Would you kindly tell me

what is the genera! principle of

the Scott oil-pump? Mine does

not seem to function until the

engine has been running some
time.—G.B.T.J.

You will find a complete description with

illustrations in the makers' handbook.
The working of the hand pump should

be the same, whether the engine is run-

ning or not ; but if your machine is one

of the 1919 or 1920 niodels, with separate

lubricators to each crank case, it is not

essential that you use the hand pump,
since once tliic engine is running, crank
case suction will induce a supply of oil

automatically, and the amount of this

may be regulated by the sight feed

lubricators. It should be remembered
that the oil pipes only communicate with

the crank cases at definite periods.

TUNING A TWO-STROKE.
My machine (a 1920 two-stroke)

is entered for a hill-climb. (1.)

The piston has two rings, both
at the top. The top ring is a
deep one, about i',jin. deep, and

the lower one about ^in. deep. Do you
think it would be any .advantage to

remove one of the rings for this event ?

If so, which one would you advise me
to remove? (2.) At present I run on
ordinary motor cycle oil, and get excel-

lent results. Do you think it would be
advisable to run on ca.stor oil, and
would the latter give better results?

—F.W.
(1.) Do not remove either of the rings.

(2.) It would be advisable to retain the oil

which you find to be satisfactory. Pure
castor oil is not suitable for motor cycle

lubrication.
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GEAR CHANGING METHODS.
Which is the correct method

of changing gear up and down
on the two following lightweight
motor cycles : (1.) 2^ h.p., two-
speed, two-stroke Triumph? (2.)

2^ h.p., two-speed, two-stroke Clyno?
—K.P.

In both the machines you mention the
method of gear changing is the same.
When changing up lift the compression
release while moving the lever from one
position to -the other. When changing
down there is no need to lift the com-
pression release at all, merely throttle
down and change gear quickly. On the
Clyno you may change gear by using the
clutch instead of releasing the compres-
sion, only do not allow the engine to

race unnecessarily.

'©tomccyol® MA.Y ^ih, 1Q2I.

READERS' REPLIES.

DOUGLAS LUBRICATION ADJUSTMENT
We notice in your issue of the 14th

ult., in replying to " D.H.S.," a,"

reference to the adjusting of the oil

supply from the pump to the crank case
on his 4 h.p. Douglas. There is an ad-
justment provided on the by-pass, which
means simply freeing the locking nut and
unscrewing the main screw to curtail the
consumption, and vice versa for giving
more oil. This screw simply regulates
the tension on the spring that governs
the by-pass valve. By screwing inwards,
greater pressure is placed upon the valve
and less oil returns to the sump, while, by
weakening the spring, more oil is re-

turned to the sump and less delivered
to the big end trays and front cylinder.—Douglas Motobs, Ltd.

TWO-STROKE HINTS.
I notice that a reader asked for the

reason of blow-back in carburetter. I

have a machine fitted with C.A.V. mag-
neto also, and had the same trouble,

which I found was due to the fibre roller

on contact breaker sticking up ; on fit-

ting a new roller the trouble disappeared.
I find that the roller wears the spring,

making an indentation into which the
roller sticks, and a new, unworn
roller clears it, although a new spring
must ultimately be fitted. — Donald
McDOUGALL.

OUTSIDE FLYWHEELS.
On two occasions recently I have read

of readers having trouble with their fly-

wheels working loose on two-stroke motor
cycles. Here is a tip for what it is

worth. Dismount the engine, and file

about ^in. off the end of the crank case
boss. Thoroughly grind the flywheel on
to the crankshaft, using coarse and then
fine grinding paste of the kind sold for
truing up valves. Having ground the
faces of the taper to reasonable truth,
reassemble the engine, bolt it into the
frame, and, having heated the flywheel
almost red, screw it home, using a very
large spanner and wooden mallet. It
sounds rather cavalier treatment for a
lightAveight, but in my case, although
both flywheel and crankshaft were badly
scored, it worked like a charm.

—

Lachlan
Maclean.

important ' £>a\i,s.

Sal. May 7lh—B.M.C.R.C. Open Meelln-;
at Brooklands.

Fri., May I3lh, and Sal.. May 14th—
M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

Sat.. May 21st—Western Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill Climb.

Sat., Miy 28lh—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill Climb.

Tues., June 1 4th—Junior T.T. Race
Thurs. June 16lh—Senior TT. Race.

Sat., Jun; 18th—Norlh-Weslern Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Sat. Jun? 25th—M.C.C Inler-team Trial
for '"The Motor Cycle" Cup

Fri.. July 1st, and Sat., July 2nd -

Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Ea-., July 2nd — Bournemouth M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

ThurG., July 7th—Essex County and
Southend A.C. and Essex M.C. Join'
Open Speed Trials.

Sat., July 9th—St. Andrews Speed Trials

Sal., July 9lh— Cardiff M.C.C. and
associated club: Open Hill Climb.

Mon., July 11th, to Sat., July 16lh-
Scottish Six Days' Trial.

Sat.. July 16th—llkley M.C. and LC.C.
Open Reli bility Trial.

Sat., July 23rd—East Midland Centre
A-C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Sun.. July 24th—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Race in France.

Sat.. July 30lh—Newcastle and District
M.C Open Speed Trials.

Mon., Aug. Isl, to Sa\, Aus. 6th

—

International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land.

Sal. Aug. 6tli—North Wa'es M.C C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Aug. 29th, to Sat.. Sepl 3rd-
A C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sat., Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
COLCHESTKli TO KiMBOLTON.—R.E.F.

Colchester, Halstead, Haverhill, Lin-

ton, Cambridge, Caxton Gibbet, St.

Neots, Kimbolton.
Hatfield to Brighton.—H.W.G.

Hatfield, St. Albans, Radlett, Elstree,

Bushey Heath, Harrow and Wealdstone
Station, Sudbury, Ealing Common, Kew
Bridge Station, Kew Bridge, Kew, Rich-
mond, Petersham, Kingston-on-Thames,
Tolworth, Ewell, Burgh Heath, Eeigate.

Woodhatch, Povey Cross, Lowfield
Heath, Crawley, Handcross, Bolney,
Hickstead, Albourne, Piecombe, Pang-
dean, Patchfim, Brighton. Approxi-
mately 78 miles.

DISCARDING THE CARRIER.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A. B. McL." (Cupar). —Degory,

Atmos, or Binks carburetters fitted to
Morgan (J.A.P. engine). _

C8

Roomy metal toolboxes are coming into

vogue, replacmg the two small ones carried

pannier fashion. This one is now fitted to

the new Douglas sports model.

British Success in Holland,

At a race meeting held at Duiudigt,

Holland, on the 17th of April, the first

prize (a gold medal) was won by a 3 h.p.

Royal Ruby.
,

Over 100 m.p.h.

When D. H. Davidson, riding a twin
Harley-Davidson at Brooklands last week,
exceeded 100 m.p.h. for the first time in

this country, his machine had K.L.G.
plugs, Coventry chains, and Kempshall
tyres.

Successful Magnetos.

The following successes have been
gained by motor cycles fitted -with E.I.C.

magnetos : In the Victory Cup Trial, the

A'ictory Cup, seventeen gold medals, and
eleven silver medals. In the London-
Land's End Trial, the Jarrott Cup, the

Lister Trophy, fifteen gold medals, and
three silver medals.

British Success in Italy.

A report reaches us that in the Cir-

cuito del Tevere (the first of a series

of races for "-- Italian championship)
two 2J h.p. Douglas machines were first

, and second in the 350 c.c. class. The
riders were G. Cocchi and D. Gambini
respectively, ai^d the distance covered was
172 miles.

Price Reductions.

The standard 1921 Wooler S.T.T.
model has been reduced to 85 guineas, the

touring model with solid aluminium foot

boards will be 30s. extra, and the Brook-
lands model 90 guineas.

The New Rover Cycle Co. announce
that their new prices will be as follows

3i h.p. T.T. model, fixed gear, £90,

with hand-controlled Philipson pulley

£100; 34 h.p. single-cylinder, tljree-speed

countershaft gear, chain drive, £115;
5-6 h.p. twin-cylinder, £130 ; 3^ h.p.

single-cylinder sidecar outfit, £152 10s.

;

5-6 li^p. sidecar outfit, £157 10s. ; Rover
coachbuilt sidecar, £37 10s.

Catalogues Received.

B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd., Small Heath, Bir
mingham. Spare parts list of the 6 h.p,

twin-cylinder B.S.A. motor cycle. A
very complete list showing all parts

clearly by means of line drawings.

Excelsior Motor Co., Ltd., King';

Road, Tyseley, Birmingham. A twelve'

page list giving large scale photographs

of the various Excelsior models, complete

specifications and prices. The solo models

appear to be very graceful and of well

balanced proportions.

Norton Motors, Ltd., Bracebridge

Street, Birmingham. Well worthy of the

famous machines which it describes, the

Norton catalogue is well got up and

beautifully illustrated, the photograph;

of the parts being especially clear. One

page is filled up with a list of Norton

records in small type, performances ot

which the makers may be justh' proud

I

I
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100 mph. ACHIEVED.
XT. NOTES AND NEWS

Olmcs to

May 5th
7th

„ 9th
„ 11th

TLlgbt TLamps.
8.57 p.m.
8.59 „
9.2 „
9.5 „

So Easy in Cambridge

!

We understand that the police are very
.ctive in Cambridge, wliere motor cyclists
honld traverse the nari-ow streets at a
low speed.

lie Belgian Grand Prix.

Copies of the rules and regulations of
he proposed Belgian Grand Prix may be
btaiiied from The. Motor Cydc, 20,
Pudor Street, London, E.G. 4.

?elsh Speed Championships.
Fifty mile races are not common in this

ountry, and 'Welsh motor cyclists will
ndoubtedly take full advantage of the
mg-distance event which the Cardiff and
)istrict M.C. and C.C'.C. is including in
be Welsh speed championships to' be
ontested on Pendine Sands on Whit-
tonday. Tliere are also two twenty-five
lile races for 275 c.c. and 350" c.c.

lachines, and two sprint events.

[ill-climbing in Canada.
A hill-climb wa.* recently held by the
oronto il.C. in the Humbcr Valley. It

'as desci-ibed as a " wicked' hill," with no
;mblance of a ro'ad siirface, and the
Dui'se consisted of "a' surface of loose sand,
he winning MirichiiW-uised a rear wheel
'ithout a tyre_bu£..with fla.ngeis fitted --to

. This occasioned several protests.

ngland v, Holland.

Dutch motor cyclists are doing, their
est to find a championship team to rppre-
;nt them in tlie.Anglo-Dutch trial, which
lis year will -be held in this country. On
uhe 16th the Limburgsche Motor" Cliib
ill

.
hold a ti-ial, followed the n'e-xt day

y another organised by- the Jlotoi- Club
:rnheih en Omstreken." The Twentsche
lotorryders '\^ereeniging ajid the Noord
ederlandsche Motor .Club \Yin hold trials
1 Juno 18th and 19th respectively.

hock-ont Scottish Hill-climb.

Ne.\t Saturday the Edinburgh and
istrict ilotor Club is holding' ah open
ill-climb at Bevelaw Hill, near Balerno,
y the kind permission of ilr. J. ,J.

owan, of Bevelaw Castle. There
e to be eight classes—250 c.c, 350
c, 560 c.c, and unlimited, "experts
m-ed " and "open" in each. The

events are to be run on knock-out linos,
with a flying start, which is to be
arranged as follows ; Competitors will be»
allowed to startr as far back as they like,
but there will be three flag marshals at
tho foot of the hill, spaced at distances
of twenty yards apart. If the competitors
pass the first marshal level and at the
samo speed he will drop his flag, but if

not tho second or third marshal may act
as starter. The flag marshals will 'have
the power not to start the competitors if

theyseo that one competitor is trying to
manoonvro to start level with the others,
but at a higher rate of speed.

The Next Open Hill-climb.

Ghatcombe Hill, near Cheltenham, will

be the venue on the 21st inst. of the
Western Centre A.C.U. open hill-climb.

As there are twenty-six classes, it is

CN'ident that all are being catered for

;

and it is therefore unnecessary to tabulate
these classes in detail. Entries will be
accejited (by the trials secretary, Mr. E.
Featherstone, Leckhampton, Cheltenham)
at single fee up to the 11th inst., and at
double fee for four days after.

Road Engineer Specialists Wanted.
Now that motorists are paying so

heavily for the upkeep of roads through
greatly increased taxation, the Roads
Improvement Association is ui-ging local
authorities to improve the status and re-

muneration of road surveyors, in order
to increase the effici-

ency of the depart-
ments in the charge of
these officials. Good
roads cannot be con-
structed with money
and material only.
Specialised directional
ability and highly-
trained engineering
knowledge are required,
and such qualifications
are seldom attracted by
the present-day salaries

offered to road sur-
vevoi'S.

THE SIMPLE TWO-STROKE.
Two famous airmen re-enter motor cycle competitions. T. 0.

Hawker, who rode the new Hawker two-strokes in the "stock machine'
A.C.U. One-day Trial—their debut in open competition.

M. Sopwith and H. G.
class, in last Wednesday's
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Olympia, 1921.

The 1921 Olympia Motor Cycle Exbibi-

tioTi will open on Monday, Novem-
ber 28th.

Well Done, Stock Machines'.

For the stock machines to do better

than the rest of the entry in the A.C.U.
Trial is a tribute to our manufacturers.
Stock machines score 58.8% succesises,

the others only 34.8%

Pioneer Passes Away.
We regret to record the death of Sir

Frank Bowden, Bart., F.R.G.S., founder

of the Raleigh Cycle Co. Closely associ-

ated with the motor cycle movement in

its pioneer days, Sir Frank took a great

deal of interest in the world of wheels,

and was a keen cyclist, having toured in

many little knowii places with his bicycle.

Freak Hill-climbing.

Held in glorious weather on the 1st

inst., the freak hill climb of the Bradford
M.C. and L.C.C. on Rosedale Abbey Bank
provided some excellent sport for the
many spectators and' competitors alike.

Somewhat of a surprise was caused by A.

Champion winning the solo class, by one
point, on a 1912 3^ h.p. B.S.A. He also

won the cup for the best performance
irrespective of class. F. W. Dixon (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc.) and C. P. Wood (3|

Scott se.) headed the sidecarists with 118

points each, but the gold medal was
awarded to Wood.

Open Hill-clirab at Dublin.

An open hill-climbing handicap was
held at Killinaein Hill, near Tallaght, on
Saturday last. The three events resulted

as follows :

S1DEC.A.R CLASS.-Hon. II. Massy (T^g Harle.v-
Davidson sc), owes Is., handicap time 54is.; IN'.

Lepler (7-9 Indian sc), scratcli, 61^s.: P. Phillip-
son (6 A.J.S. sc), 2s., 84is.
HEAVY SOT.O CLASS.-P. Mclnally (5 Indian).

2s., 35is. ; G. Tyson (7-9 Indian), owes 2s., 365s.;
C. Johnson (7-9 Harley-Davidson), owes 3s., 37s.
LIGHTWEIGHT CLASS.-R. H. Hill (2=4

Douglas), 2s.. 66Js.; Dr. T. F. Broderick (2i/i

Levis), 4s., 56|s.; T. Green -(2>4 Enfield), scratch,
59>s.

There were fifty entries and thirty-

eight competed.

New Models and New Prices.

The B.S.A. chain drive single is now
offered with a sporting sidecar, selling at

£145. The Ariels have been reduced in

price, and are now : Sj h.p., three-speed,

£100; 6-7 h.p., chain-cum-belt, £115;
4^ h.p., chain drive, £110; and 6-7 h.p.,

chain drive, £125.
In addition to the above, Verus light-

weight models are reduced to £99 15s.

(2|"h.p.). £112 (2f h.p., sports model),

and £80 (2-i h.p., two-stroke) ; while
Martinsyde 6 h.p. sidecar outfits have
been reduced to £160.

Bcooklands on Saturday.

An exceptionally good entry has been
obtained for next Saturday's open meet-
ing of the B.M.C.R.C. at Brooklands

;

including four cycle cars, there is a total

of eighty-two down to compete in the
^lotor cycle races. Almost all the most
famous Brooklands men will attend, and
the meeting will have an interesting

pre-war flavour by the return of the

WHITSUNTIDE HOLIDAYS.

Readers who wish to insert miscellaneous

advertisements in the issue of "The
Motor Cycle" dated 19th May, should

note that " copy " must reach the

publishers by first post on THURSDAY,
12th May.

Triumph, Trump-Jap, and Martin racers.

Racing will commence at 2 p.m., and the
five chief motor cycle events on the pro-
gramme are :

" Junior " and " Senior
"

open handicaps (where several " Isle of

Man machines" will make an appear-
ance), sidecar and cycle car open handi-
caps, and one two-mile sprint for solo

motor cycles not exceeding 500 c.c.

Belt Drive and the T.T.

After our correspondence pages had
gone to press we received the following
letter anent the withdrawal of the Zenith-
Bradehaw from the T.T. :

MAY 5ih, 1921.

"We have noted with extreme surprise

the paragraph on page 519 on the sup-

posed necessity for a more positive drive

for the Bradshaw engine.

"Mr. Emerson, Avho was engaged by us

for six months for the purpose of testing

all the jMints of this machine, has, on

the completion of his engagement, stated

that he entirely disagrees with the report,

and we enclose his signed statement to

this eft'ect.

" The sole reason for our decision to

withdraw from the T.T. is that the test-

ing of this new machine has been so pro-

longed (in order to make sure of every-

thing) that our production programme has

been considerably delayed, and would be

further delayed by T.T. preparations.
" We, however, confidently anticipate

that these machines will be in the hands
of the public before the date of the T.T.

race, though not early enough for the

necessary tuning up and running in,

W'hich many other makers find takes them
several months.

—

Zenith Motobs, Ltd."
"I have' seen the note in The Motor

Cycle about the belt on the Zenith-

Bradshaw not being a positive enough
drive for the engine. I entirely- disagree

with this view.—(Signed) J. Es'ieeson."

116 T.T. Entrants.

In addition to the list of ninety-two
entries for the T.T. races already pub-
lished in The Motor Cycle, a further
twenty-four entries were received by the
A.C.U. up to Monday last, when the

entries closed at ordinary fees. There
are now si.xty-four senior and fifty-two
junior entrants, and the additions include
the following :

JUNIOR RACE.—i.N. (England), Ltd. (1);
Massey Arran Motor Co. (1); Veloce, Ltd. {3);
\V^ G. Harrison {Wi Velocette); H. G. Hawker
(2^4 Hawker) : W. G. Green, Ltd. (2% Omega,
rider N. Black); E. Longdon (2^4 Coulson); W.
Hawarth (2% Dot-Jap); F. Boulton (2% New
Imperial); Wooler Motor Cycles, Ltd. (2).

SENIOR RACE.—New Rover Cycle Co. (3)- V.
HoTsman (3% Nortoa) ; M. H. Edmond (31/,
Triumph) ; G. Sutcliffe (3'A Norton) ; E. Longden
(31/2 Coulson) ; W Atkinson arid Son (3i<, Sun-
beam, rider J. J. Whalley) ; Scott Motor Cycle
Co. (lour 31/2 Scotts, riders J. W. Moflatt. R. W.
Stansfield, C. P. Wood, and H. Langman); Ilkley
M.C. and L.C.C. (one rider. G. Clapham)

; R. J.
Braid and C. A. Vandervell (machines un-
specified).

•RESULTS OF MIDLAND CENTRE A.C.U. OPEN TRIAL.
As anticipated, only few—twenty, to

be exact, and including one sidecar
only—of the 130 entrants in the

first Midland Centre A.C.U. Open Trial,

on the 24th ult., gained premier awards.
Ariel " A " team won the Manufac-

turers' Team Prize, 'with the Raleigh and
B.S.A. teams a close second and third

respectively. Redditch and the M.C. and
A.C. No. 1 -teams head the list, in the

order named, for the Club Tea-n Prize.

Full results follow :

GOLD MEDALS.
G. Lidstone (2'^ James).
A. \V. Thrush (214 Levis).
E. Mundy (2V' New Hudson).
W. Bell (21/1 New Hudson).
L. E. Clulee (21/,. Allon).
A. C. Cope (2% O.K.).
M. A. Atkins (2^/v Hobart).
G. M. Townsend (3'A P. and M.).
G. J. Baragwanath (3V" Sunbeam).
J. G. Arford (31/- Hosk'ison),
L. Slocks (6-7 Ariel so.).
J. H. Walker (4'4 B.S.A.).
L. L. Scaley (41,4 B.S.A.).
F. A. Longman (3'/, Ariel).
A. O. Fern (5-6 Raleigh).
H. Poole (414 B.S.St).
T, F Blumfleld (6 Ariel),

F. W. Viles (5-6 Raleigh).
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan).
W. A. Ridley (10 New Hudson)

SILVER MEDALS.
C. H. Hanwell (2M Cedes).
W. A. R. Bown (,2"/, Bown-Villiers).
R. Cooper (2iA Allon).
C. Hollvoak (2IA Federal).
J. W. Parkes (2'A Sun V.T.S.).
A. H. Johnson (21A Allon).
G. E. Cuffe (21A Metro-Tyler).
F. C. Parkes (2iA Sun V.T.S.).
W. H. Garlick_(2i4 Hobart).
F. J. Price (2^4 Diamond).
A. B. Clark (2% Coulson B).
E. Hav;ks (2'';4 Excelsior).
F. G. Morgan (2% Cotton).
E. J. "Weal (4 Triumph).
J. E. J. Whitaker (414 B.S.A.).
K. Holden (5-6 Raleigh).
S. Hall (S'A Sunbeam).
C. W. Lewis (S'A Beardmorej.
W. E. Smith (31A Norton).
V. Hawkins (2'A Excelsior).
T. Peck (4y2 Ariel).
H. Greaves (3y> Beardmore).
T. Doyle (3IA Lea-Francis).
L. A. Bees (31A Beardmore).
M. F. Powney (4 Triumph).
A. G. Cocks (3V. Beardmore).
A. Rollason (3y. Ariel).
R. W. Duke (4 Triumph).
W. B. Gibb O'A Douglas).
W. T. Woodcock (3% Ariel sc).
W. R. Brown (3i^> Sunbeam _5C.).
F. W. Giles (7 A'.J.S. sc).

T. G. Amphlett (41A James sc.)
J. W. Meredith (10 T.B.).

BRONZE MEDALS.
R. Mundy (214 Cedes).
P. J. Wilkins (2V2 New Imperial)
R. C. Bennett (2iA Federation).
B. H. Norris (2iA Sun V.T.S.).
F. Hallam (2% Marloe).
L. Tonks {2"f4 New Imperial).
G. W. Shepherd (2^4 Beaumont)" V. Collins (2';4 Marloe).
H. C. .Tennings (31/2 James).

N. Green (4 Triumph)
B. L. TJird (4',4 B.S.A.).
A. E. Taylor (6 B.S.A.).
P. A. Watson (31/2 .Sunbeam).
E. Williams (7 A.J.S. sc).
H. Green (4 Triumph sc).
Df. Bycroft (4 Triumph sc).
W. A. Carr (3 Morgan).

MANUFACTURERS' TEAMS.
1. Ariel " A."—Stocks (gold medal). Blumfleld

(gold). Peck (silver): total marks lost. 6.
2. Raleigh.—Viles ,gold medal), Fenn (gold)

Holden' (silver) ; total marks lost, 18
3. B.S.A.—Bird (bronze medal). Walker (gold),

Sealey (gold); total marks lost, 22.

CLDB TE.-VMS.
1. Redditch.—Smith (silver medal), Pooli

(gold), Sealey (gold); total marks lost, 2.

2. M.C. and A.C. H).-Peck (silver), Stockfl
(gold), Blumfleld (gold); total marks lost, 6.

3. .South Birmingham.—Cooper (silver). John-
son (silver). Clulee (gold); total marks lost, 29.
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HIGH SPEEDS AT GARSHAKE HILL.
Glasgow Western M.CC Hill-climb on Saturday- New Records by A. H. Alexander;

A close shave : A. H. Alexander trims the grass at ihe top of Garshake Hill on his 3J h.p. Douglas.

JNDER ide;i! cojiditions the Glasgow
Western il.C.C. held its first hill-

climb of the year. The very large
itry of 172 had been received, and as the
irface of the hill was in good condition
me very fine riding was seen. Much
sa.ppointmcnt was evident when H. K.
avies, the A.J. S. expert, was unable to

! present ; but the excellent riding of

e Alexanders and Geo. Grinton roused
e large number of spectators to a high
tch of enthusiasm.

Three Thousand Spectators.

Fully 5,000 spectators were present, and
e event was the most succes-^ful held in

e West of Scotland. The organisation
IS very good, and the cla.sses were run
f promptly and without undue delay
tween the events.

The sidecar and light car classes were
n off tirst. In the expert barred class

ithing very startling was seen, but the
perts piN3vided some very fast climbs.
io. Grinton (7-9Harley-Davidsonsc.) made
very speedy ascent and D. S. Alexander
9 Indian sc.) was not much slower. A.
Alexander (Sj Douglas sc.) wa.s also

it. In the time elates the same riders
ire well to the fore. The light car class

jvided nothing exceptional in the wav of
ed, and Claude Duncan (tf.P. Mor^n)
s easily fastest. -

W. G. Smith (2| Green) put up a very
e climb in the 350 c.c. solo class, as did
S. Alexander (23 Douglas) in Class
Small (on a 3^ Norton) and A. J. C.

idsay (3^ Rover) made good climbs.
the general class not exceeding

500 c.c. on formula, A. H. Alexander
(3i Douglas) made an excellent climb,
and put up the new record of 26Js. for
the hill. This, however, did not survive
the afternoon, as D. S. Alexander (7-9
Indian) clipped l|s. off this time in one
of the later classes, his time being 25^s.

Record for the Hill.

He even beat lhi.~, in llie last class
of the day, putting up the phenomenal
time of 24s., clipping a full 3s. off the
previous record established by U. R.
Davies (2^ A.J.S.) in the same club's
hill-climb last October.
The new G.R.I, made its first appear-

ance in competition in this event, and
attracted much attention.

Electric timing was used throughout,
the method of working being a most
ingenious arrangement constructed by Mr.
Alex. Graham, a prominent member of
the committee, w-hich worked perfectly
throughout the competition. The club's

slide rule expert was stationed at the
finishing line, and results were obtain-
able immediately after the rider crossed
the tape.

The officials all worked with right good
will, and every credit is due to them.

Full Results.

SOLO (not exceeding 350 c.e.) : Expert barred.

—

Formala: 1. J. G. Hamilton (2"4 Veras), 33.3
m.p.h.; 2. H. G. Deas [Zu Roj'al Ruby), 32 m.p.h.
SOLO (not exceeding 350 c.c.) : General.—

Formula : 1. D. S. Alexander (2''.» Douglas). 40.4
m.p.h,; 2. W. G. Smith (2':i Green). 36.6 m.p.h.
SOLO (not exceeding 350 c.c.) : Expert barred.—

Time : 1, G. Hope Wilson (2')i Douglas). 36,9
m.p.h.; 2, H. G. Dcas (2^i Royal Ruby), 35.3
m.p.h.

SOLO (not exceeding 350 c.c.) : General.—Time :

1, W. G. Smith (2-;j Green), 39.4 m.p.h.; 2, D. S.
Alexander (2';i Douglas). 38 m,p.h.
SOLO (not exceeding 600 c.c.) : Export barred.—

Formula: I. John Robertson (3 A.B.C.). 40.6
m.p.h.; 2. E. A. Small (3',.j Norton), 43.7 m.p.h.
SOLO (not exceeding 600 c.c.) : General.—

Formula: 1. A. H. Alexander (3',t. Douglas), 48.9
ni.p.h.; 2. E. A. Small (3',o Norton), 42.5 m.p.h.
SOLO (not exceeding 600 c.c.) : Expeit barred.—

Time: 1, A. J, C, Lindsov (3l', Hover). 43.95
m.p.h.; 2. E. .\. Small (S'i Norton), 42,5 m,p.h.
SOLO (not exceeding 600 c.c.) : General.—

Time: 1, .\. H, Alexander (3>{, Douglas), 47.1
m.p.h.: 2, J. W. Walker (Jii Norton), 45.2 m.p.h.
SOLO (unlimited); Expert barred.-Formul.i

:

1, E, A, Small (3'.', Norton), 42.5 m.p.h.; 2, G,
Hope Wilson (2^i Douglas), 36.5 m.p.h.
.^OLO (unlimited) ; General.—Formula : 1, .T

Walker (3',.1, Norton), 47.8 m.p.h.; 2, A.
Alexander (3Vj Douglas), 48.2 m.p.h.
SOLO (unlimited) : Expert barred.—Time

Hope Wilson (7 Indian), 44.9 m.p.h.; 2,
C. Lindsay (3i,... Rover). 43.3 m.p.h.
SOLO (unlimited): General.—Time : 1

W.
11.

: 1, G.
A. J.

-. D. S.
Alexander (7 Indian). 54.2 m.p.h.; 2, G. Grinton
(7 Harley), 49.7 m.p.h.
SIDECARS (unlimited) : Expert barred.—For-

mula : 1, il. Simons (3','. Triumph), 25,6 m.p,h,:
.2, T, MacKenzie (5-6 James), 25,7 m.p.h.
SIDECARS (unlimited): General.—Formula : 1,

A. H. Alexander (3Li Douglas). 37.2 m.p.h.; 2,
G. Grinton (7 Harley). 41,7 m.p.h.
SIDECARS (unlimited); Expert barred.-Time

:

1, G. Hope Wilson (7 Indian). 32.8 m.p.h.; 2, M.
Fra.ser (8 Enfleld), 32.3 m.p.h.
SIDECARS (unlimited): General.—Time : I, G.

Grinton (7 Harley), 42,8 m,p,h.; 2, D.S.Alexander
(7 Indian), 42.2 m.p.h.
LIGHT C.4nS : General.—Formula : 1, Claude

Duncan (Morgan). 28.7 m.p.h.; 2, Edgar Gearing
(Deemster), 23,9 m.p.h,
LIGHT CARS : General.-Time : 1, Claude Dun.

can (Morgan). 28.5 m.p.h.; 2, Edgar Gearing
(Deemster), 25.5 m.p.h.

SPECIAL PRIZES.
FA.STKST TIME (private owner, club member).

—J. W. Walker (3':, Norton), 27;s.
GRAHAM H.\YES MEDAL (best perlormance

on (ormula. private owner, club member),—J. W.
Walker (31:, Norton).
BEST PERFORMANCE (novice, on formula).—

John Robertson (3 A.B.C.).

A TRIAL WITHOUT HILLS.
Walersplashes Ihe Sole Obstacles in Midland Centre A.C.U. Team Trial.

DESPITE the fact that there were
neither hairpin corners nor hills in
last Saturday's , A.C.U. Midland

itre team trial only twenty-eight riders
< of forty-eight starters .sui'vived four
i-stop circuits of a twenty-two and a
f miles course.

Such a result must not be taken as an
indication of the unreliability of motor
cycles, for the bulk of the failures occurred
in one or other of the two bad water-
splashes which were encountered, and all

went to show how the best machines
could be eliminated if there was the

slightest error of judgment or lack of

restraint on the rider's part.

Seven Teams Compete.

The start from the Stonebridge Hotel on
the Coventry-Birmingham road was made
at two o'clock; perfect weather condi-

ci.^
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When speed is needed, T. C. de la Hay (31 Sunbeam sc.) can win a T.T., but at Canley, on

Saturday last, he wisely elected to enter the water "dead slow." The passenger also considered

discretion the better part of valour !

tions prevailing. Seven teams (of seven
riders) were present, and only one team
started without its full number of men.
Four circuits of the course, which

touched Coventry, Canley watersplashes,
Kenilworth, Keiiilworth i'ord, and Berks-
well liad to be completed at an average
speed of from 17 to 20 m.p.h., without
stopping, and the best five performances

in each team were to count for the
award. ^

Many failed at Kenilworth, where the
large crowd of spectators was amused
bj' a number of ducks which did not
apjjear to be the least bit perturbed
by the passing of the competitors, until

one was unlucky and quacked its last

jarotest under the front wheel of a sidecar

outfit. Of the performances generally it

IS scarcely possible to say much in praise,

01 otherwise, for it is obvious from the

results that those who completed the four

circuits rode consistently. Results :

1 —COVENTRY AND WAKWICK.SHIRE JIC.
Brandish (5-6 Rover).
Edmond (4 Triumph sc).
Atlcin (5-6 Rover).
Astley (5-6 Rover sc.).

Wright (4yj Humber sc).
Ravenhill (3'/, Rover sc).
*Ewens (7-9 Budge).

2.-REDD1TCH AND DISTRICT Jt.C.C.

Taylor (6-7 B..S.A.).
Bird (4y B.S.A.).
Cave (8 G.N.).
Poole (4Vi B.S.A. sc.).

Surman (41/. -B..S.A.). -

*SwiiTen (4 Norton sc).
"Smith (3'/2 Norton).

3.—WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C.
Chapman (6 A.J.S. sc).
De la Hay (3V> Sunbeam sc).
Williams (6 AT.I.S. sc).
T. C. Greenwood (3i/« Sunbeam).

*J. E. Greenwood (3'/' Sunbeam sc).
•Harris (2% A.J.S. ).

'

*Worrall (31/2 Sunbeam sc).

4.-SUTT0N COLDFIELD A.C.
Thrush (3'/, Sunbeam sc).
Roberts (3'A.B.C.).
Hall (3'/. Sunbeam).
Paynter "(3Vl. Norton).
•Watson (5V2 Sunbeamjse.).
•Boynton (5-6 James sc.J.

•Richards (4 Triumph).

5.-M.0. AND A.C.
Rollason (3',:> Ariel).
Blumfleld (6-7 Ariel sc.)

Atclierlev (4 Triumph).
•Peck (3V. Ariel sc).
•Dawes (21/2 O.K.-M.A.G.).
"Woodcock (31/2 Ariel sc).

6.—BIRMINGIIAJl M.C.C.
Stevens (6-7 James sc).
Short (414 James sc).
Amphlett (4i/i James sc).
•Smith (3Vj Norton).
•Haden {2i/j New Comet).
•Peters (4 Triumph).
•Silver (4V-1' Quadrant sc).

7.-S0UTII BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.
"Cutler (4 Norton sc).
Boydell (21/, Velocette).
Co.\ (2';.'t Arruis);
•Cooper (21/;. Alton).
•Johnson (21/ Alton).
•Walker (414 B.S.A. sc).
•Olulee (21/2 Allon).

•Failed to complete course.

OPEN TRIAL IN NORTH OF ENGLAND.
THE Newcastle and District Motor

Club was favoured with splendid
weather on Saturday, when the club

successfully organised the first open event
which the A.C.U. has ever authorised
the North-eastern Automobile Association
to hold.

In the solo class, out of an entry of

forty-seveti competitors, no fewer than
forty-five-weighed in at the start, whilst
from thirty-one entrants iia the sidecar
and three-wheeler class there were only
three non-starters ; and all but one of the
thirteen entrants in the cycle car and
light car class failed to face the starter.

The chief attraction, of course, was the
200 Guinea Travel's Challenge Trophy,
with its accompanying prize of £50; and,
in addition, there were gold T«edals for
all competitors who gained full marks,

C xT
with the well-known formula to

be brought into consideration at the
climbing of Killhope, in the event of the
club being otherwise unable to find an
absolute winner.
The competitors from other centres ir.

eluded H. R. Harveyson (4 Indian), R.
W. I.oughton (23 Douglas), B. Bourke

C14

74 Riders Compe'e for Gold Challenge Trophy.

At the start of the open trial organised by the Newcastle

and District M.C.C. for the Travers 200 Guiinea Gold Cup.
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Open Trial in North of England.—

(2i New Hudson), J. J. A. Dias, D.
Robb. Hugh Gibson (8 Royal Ruby sc),
Mrs. D. Bell (7 A.J.S. sc.),' the only lady
competitor), G. Denley (2\ Velocette). R.
B. Clark (2| Coulson'B), B. Kershaw (2^
Verus), G. Kuhn (2J Verus), F. J. Ellis

(8 Matchless sc), G. Nott (8 Matchless
sc), and L. Newey (5 Ariel sc).
The route selected would have been

tricky in damp weather, but ou Saturday
was by no means difficult to the majority
o£ the competitors, witli the result that

when the sheets are examined it will

probably be found that the club will have
to provide a good number of gold medals.
The outward journey was via Shotley

Bridge, Edniundbyers, Jliddleton, Allen-

heads, Alston, and Allendale—a distance
of over ninety miles—aiid the return
journey was via Middletqn. Stanhope,
Lanchester, Annfield Plain, and Whickham
—a di.stance of over seventy-eight miles.

There was a surprise just outside Allen-

dale, for after climbing Lonkley Bank
the competitors found that the water-

splash, which is ordinarily only a few-

inches deep, and is used by farmers to

water their cattle, had been dammed over-

night.

There was another watersplash at

Softerley, not too deep, but with a very
treacherous mossy bottom, and in this

some of the competitors slid for yards.

Messrs. A. V. Ebblewhite, T. Ruther-
ford, and Q. A. Nicol, jM.B.E., repre-

sented the Auto-Cycle Union. Mr. W.
Ba.xt'er was the judge, and Jlr. H. Chillies

Wicks, the secretary of the meeting.

FROM LONDON TO HOLYHEAD.
Ealing and Dis!rici M.C.C. Open Twenly-four Hour Trial.

THE Ealing and District M.C.C.
carried out its second annual open
event from London to Holyhead on

'Saturday last for the Maudes Challenge
Shield, presented by Mr. George Pettyt.

For such a strenuous trial the weather
conditions were ideal, and the club offi-

cials are to be heartiiy congratulated on
their selection of such a sporting course,

and the excellent way in which the whole
trial was carried through.
The route selected passed through some

of the most picturesque scenery in Wales,
and included such well-known hills as

Stay-a-Little, Bwlch-y-Groes, a very
tricky observed hill near Rhayader,
Dinau Mawddwy, and Blaenau Fcstiniog.

Many of our readers will remember this

route, which was followed in some of the

early Six Days Trials in the days when
fixed gears predominated.
Out of an entry of fifty-five, ten failed

to face the starter at the Berkeley Arms
Hotel, Cranford Bridge, and the first

competitor, W. G. Boyer (5 Rover), was
despatched by the club president. Dr. A.

M. Low, at twelve o'clock midnight,

others following at one-minute intervals.

The route was through Reading. Wan-
tage, Cirencester, and Gloucester.

Through the Night.

The first check was at Ann's Garage.
Faringdon (3 a.m.), where hot coffee and
sandwiches, in addition to petrol, were
taken in by the dusty competitors. D.

Dowson (2 J Hawker) was a late arrival,

having been delayed with lamp troubles.

The second check, in charge of W. B.

Gibb, was at Gloucester. Coffee and
andwiches were provided by that well

iiown rider ; they were most welcome
9 the competitors.
Leaving Gloucester the roads were in

inch better condition, and the riders

ndulged in some fast riding. Just after

'o.ss, S. A. Bevington (6 A.J.S. sc), in

voiding a non-competitor, swerved, and
it the bank, damaging his front forks

lid twisting his frame ; however, he
rrived at tne fini.-ih, feeling none the
'orse for his experience.
Breakfast w-as taken at the Hop Pole

lotel, Hereford, 127 miles from the start.

The first observed hill was just after

eaving Rhayader, and E. W. Stevenson
3^ Broughj was the only failure, he
laving a puncture in the non-stop section.

The fastest ascents were made by E.
V. Spencer (4 Omega) and S. T. Tessier
Bat sc), while tlie Raleigh (ridden by

'. Foster) made the climb steadily and
ilently.

A number of watersplashes between the
first; observed hill and the secret checks
caused several of the riders some diffi-

culty in keeping up to schedule.
The second observed hill was Stay-

a-Little. Brandon and Battley (on

Triumphs) were particularly good ; C.
H. Hanwell (2i Cedos) and P. Cunning-
ham (3|^ P. and M.j.-good: E. Foster
(5-6 Raleigh) stopped.: McDonald (7-9

Indian sc). good : A. K. Smith (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc), good; W. S.

Jameson (3^ Sunbeam), very good; E. W.
Spencer (4 Omega), verv good ; and T. 0.

M. Sopwith, C.B.E. (2J Hawker), was slow.

The third observed hill, Bwlch-y-Groes.
was the titbit. Spencer (4 Omega) was
again good ; Sprosen (2^ t'onnaught).

slow: Knight and Stevenson (3i

Broughs), fast: O'Sullivan (4 Harley-
Davidson) failed with clutch slip : S.

T. Tessier (8 Bat sc.) made a good climb;
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) and F. S.

Spouse (10 T.B.) showed what the three-

wheelers could do ; I. McDonald (7

Indian sc) stopped, but started again,

and made a fast climb ; and H. Reed
(8 Dot) also made a good performance.

List of Survivors.

\V. G. Boycr (5-6 Rover),
A. G. Battley (4 Triumph).
P. CuDniDeham (3^i. P. and M.).
\V. II. Spillcr (2';i Wooler).
W. S. Jameson (3'/^ Sunbeam).
C. L. Sprosen (2'A Connauglit).
J. R. H. Knight" (3'^. Brouch).
E. W. Stevenson (S'/- Urough).
E. Foster |5-5 Ralefeh).
G. W. Shepherd (2->4 Beaumont).
E. \V. Spencer (4 Omcpa).
W. P. Brandon (4 Trinmpli).
G. E. Cnlle (Z'i. Metro-Tyler).
J. A. O'Sullivan (4 Harley-Davidson).
A. G. Wall (2':i Cedof).
T. O. M. Sopwith, C.B.E. (2";f, Hawker).
S. A. BevinBton (7 A..r.S. sc.l.

A. K. Smith (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.).

S. T. Tessier (8 Bat sc.).

H. Heed (8 Dot sc).
F. S. Spouse (10 T.B.I.
H. F. S. Mors.in (8 Morgan).

Smiles after breakfast. E. Foster (5-6 Raleigh) checking out of Hereford in the early morning.
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A TRIAL FOR TEAMS OF PRIVATE OWNERS.
Oxford M.C. Team wins the Premier Award in Surbaon & Dislrict A.C.C. Trial.

THE Oxford M.C. riders were the only

team to finish intact in htst Satui'-

day's team trial for the Maudes
Challenge Shield.

It is true that the trial was open to

private owners only, but there were many
fine drivers among them, and it ie hard
to say why so many stops were reported.

The course was a thoroughly sporting

one, and contained only four hills worthy
of the name, while the surfaces were good

on the whole. The entry list was an
excellent one, and the following clubs

competed : The Sm'biton and District

M.C.C., the holders of the Challenge

Shield—the Gipsy Club, the Woolwich,
Plumstead, and District M.C.C., the

Bucks County M.C.C., the North-west
London M.C.C., the Bedford and District

M.C.C., the Ealing and Distijct M.C.C.,
the Brighton and Hove M.C.C., the

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C,
the Herts M.C. and L.C.C, the North
London M.C.C., the Public Schools
M.C.C., the City and Guilds (engineering)

College M.C.C., the Basingstoke M.C.C:,
the Oxford Jlotor Club, and the Reigate,

Redhill and District M.C.C.

A Shortened Circuit.

The Essex Jlotor Club team did not
start, and the Wallington Club was three

men short. Teams were composed of three

solo and three sidecar machines.
Started from the Talbot Hotek Ripley,

at 1.50 p.m., by Mr. George Reynolds,
the competitors proceeded at half-minute
intervals in the direction of Guildford,
and were almost immediately afterwards
misdirected by an A. A. scout, who sent
them direct to Newlands Corner. This
made a serious difference, as it shortened
the thirty-tlu'ee and a half mile journey
by nine miles, and avoided Bi*ight Street,

Guildford.
The coui'se was covered three times;

and though it included three of last year's
hills, it was cjuite different. The same
route to Guildford, up Bright Street
(about 1 in 5), and along the Clandon
Road to Newlands Corner was followed.
At the bottom of the slope a sharp turn
to the right was taken, and then ensued
a lovely journey over good roads through
some of the most beautiful parts of
Surrey. There was one long easy top
gear ' climb, and then the next hill,

known as Horse Block Hollow, leading

A trio of the winning Oxford team taking a comer in the Surblton Team Trial. L. and J.

Avery (Harley-Davidsons) are shown in the foreground, and R. J. Piggott, riding ahead, on

his 4 h.p. Norton.

on to Hart Woods and Winterfold. It

was a long ascent terminating in a grade
of about 1 in 5 with a rough but not too
bad surface, but there were a few failures
here. Then came a lengthy descent to

Shere, where the famous Combe Bottom
hill was negotiated. This was not very
severe, but the descent on the other side
was rough and uncomfortable. The
remainder of the journey through Ockham
was without incident.
The first casualty we saw was air Ealing

man, Gordon (Harley-Davidson), who was
in troulDle near East Horsley. Just be-
yond Ripley, Browning (Zenith), Public
Schools M.C.C, was held up by a flat

back tyre. Five of bis team had stops,
and only one survived. T'his was pretty
bad,' but even more unluckv were the

The winning Oxford Team. From left to

(Harley-Davidson), R. J. Piggott (Norton), L. A
E. Colgrove (Triumph).

right : L. Avery (Harley-Davidson), J. Avery
. Welch (B.S.A.), A. D. Cruikshank (Norton).

North-West London team who lost all

their men.

Minor Troubles that Count.

The Bedford team suffered two stops.

HartoiJ (Harley-Davidson sc.) had a

broken plug porcelain, and Bristow'e

(their captain) experienced a short cir-

cuit.

The fate of the riders of the N.W.
London M.C.C. is interesting. Goddard
(Enfield sc.) had tyre trouble; Pittock
(Henderson sc.) had a choked jet ; Philip

(A.J.S. sc.) failed on Bright Street,

Guildford ; Auty (James) stopped on

Horse Block Hollow ; Moon's (Douglas)

belt came off; and Whitefield (Triumph),
who ro(^e instead of the captain, H. J.

Pooley, started with an almost empty
petrol tank.

All credit is due to the winning team,
which had further to come to compete
than any of the others.

The results are as follows :

1. OXFORD MOTOR CLUB
I
winners of tlie

I\Iaude5 Challenge ShieM and Memento), error
3am. 38s.; average error per rider 6m. 26.3s.; all

non-stop runs. E. Colgrove j4 Triumph), A. D.
Cruikshank (3V> Norton), L. A. Welch (4'i
BS.A.). R. J. Piggott (4 Norton sc), J. Avery
(7-9 Harley-Davidson so.), and L. Avery {7-9
Harley-Davidson sc.).

2. NORTH LONDON M.C.C. (silver medah),
error 45m. 37s.; average error per rider 8m.
43.4s.; five non-stop runs. C. C. Labin (4
Indian). D. H. Williams (4 Indian). A. J. P.
Beaurain (3Vo Sunbeam), R. \V. Greaves (4
Norton sc). H. B. Shutes (7-9 Matchless sc), and
\V. F. Emarton (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc),

3. BRIGHTON AND HOVE M.C.C. (bronze
medals), error 60m. 23s.; average error per rider

12m. 4.6s.; five non-stop runs. H. D. Dobson
(3V' Norton sc), E. Volk (4 Indian sc), L. G.
Watts (4 Triumph sc), W. H. Sheraton (SVj

Norton), A. B. Friend (3i,i Nut), and 'G. S.

Richards (4 Indian).

C20
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T,T, NOTES AND NEWS.

dOQ

T.T. Mourns being Tried Out al Brookiands. Improved Landing Facilities at Douglas.
ONE of the J. A. P. riders who has

recently been on the Island
tells us that most of the

course is in good condition. - The moun-
tam road is rather bad, but will not be
repaired too early in case o^ rain
rendering further repairs necessary.

• * * * . . '

At present it is not intended that
the^ T.T. Sunbeams will have o.h.v.
engines.

T.T. practising commences on
Tuesday, May 31st, and not on
Empire Day as has been announced.******
A new Binks racing carburetter is

bemg produced, about wliich we shall
probably hear more at Brooklands and
the Isle of Man.******
We recently approached the Mid-

land Railway Co. regarding its

Heysham-Douglas steamec service, and
are advised that the company does
not propose to run any special steamers
during the T.T. week.•*«».

Strange as it may seem, reliability
trials are quite favourite events for
testing, or rather, perhaps, running in
new T.T. machines.******

In the Victory Cup Trial in March
de la Hay competed on a new
sports T.T. Sunbeam, which it was
then thought he would use on the
Island this year. It is possible now,
however, that he may have some-
thing even livelier for the race itself

» •

There were some verv fast Xew
Imperial and Diamond iightwei<rhts
in the last Midland Centre A.C U
Open Trial. Some of these ao-ain
were the actual T.T.
nrfacliines

The new T.T.
350 c.c.

J. A.- P.
engine is shaping
well. D. A. Atkin
used one in the
Midland Centre
Trial in his Hobart,
which was particu-
larly fast.

The Motor Cycle trophy for 250
c.c. lightweights in this year's Junior
T.T. It weighs 48 oz., and, without
plinth, stands I81n. high. As last

year, the trophy will

outright
be

been lapping Brooklands at 60 m.p.li.
in second gear.

* *^- * » « #

r or some time we have been in

communication with the Isle of Man
Steam Packet Co., Ltd., and the Isle
of Man Harbour Commissioners urging
that better provision be made for the
loading and unloading of motor cycles
at Douglas. We are now able to
announce that the latter body has
written T/ie Motor Cycle stating it is

hoped that for the period of the T.T.
races a crane for dealing with motor
cycles will be provided. This is indeed
a step in the right direction, for the
commissioners fully appreciate the
necessity for improving tlie landing
facilities, and it is not improbable that,
before long, the pier will be widened
and a permanent crane provided.

This year the Indian T.T. machines
will be of the single-cylinder type,
practically half the well-known " 7-9,"
in fact. R. R. Cues has arrived from
the U.S.A. to take charge of the team.

Carburetter experts are much in

evidence at Brooklands just now, while
so much tuning is being done for the
Tourist Trophy.

The

R. R. Coes and his

iingle-cyiinder Indian,

which may represent

/\merica for the blue

riband of the motor

cvcle world

One of the new
TRAINER FOR THE

the Senior Race has 'NDIAN STABLES
T.T. machines for

consistent running of the

Climax-engined New
Comet at Brook-
lands last week,

.. when it broke
several long-dis-

tance records, re-

yealed the vast

improvement made
/n two - strokes of
recent years. Before
the war no two-
•stroke held a record,
now they are- beat-
ing four - strokes..

The New Comet
cruised round the
T.T. course last year
and averaged 30.4
m.p.h. This year,

after twelve months
of tuning, it should
give a good account
of itself.

* •

How \vould half
the 100 m. p. h.

Harlev do for the

.Senior T.T.?
C2I
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CLUB NEWS. ^^"ptrs'sJr
Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.

Owing to the industrial situation, tlie

Sporting One Day Trial of the Yorkshire
Centre A.C.U., to have been run off by
the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. on
the 7th inst., has been postponed.

North Wales M.C.C.

The club held a very successful petrol
consumption test on April 23rd and 28th,
and quite a good numbey of competitors
turned out. The provisional results are
as follows: 1, J. Howard " '

2, R. Edwards
3, R. M. John;

Norton)
;

Imperial)
;

Imperial).

Davies (3^

(2J New
(2a New

West Kent M.C.

W. L. Strong's team proved the winners
of the team trial on Saturday last with
an average time error of 6m., each
member making a non-stop run. Team :

W. L.^ Strong (4 Triumph), G. Lord (4i
Humber), J. Jessop (2| New Imperial),
and- J. Eastwood (8 Zenith). A special

medal was awarded to Wilson-Smith (4

Blackburne) for the best individual per-

formance.

Ystalyiera and Swansea Valley M.C.C.

On Thursday last members of the above
club took part in a reliability trial in

which three prizes were competed for.

The first prize, a beautiful gold wristlet

watch, presented by W. Payne, watch-
maker and jeweller, Ystradgynlais, was
won by A. E. Gardner (on a 3^ Norton),
the second prize by D. E. Rees (3-^ Sun-
beam), and the third prize by Will James
(4 Norton).

Leicester and District M.C.C.

Owing to the death of the President,

the club's programme has been somewhat
delayed. However, the Yates Trophy was
competed for on Saturday, over a course

of fifty-four miles of difficult going, at

a schedule speed of 18 m.p.h. (without
speedometers or watches). Out of thirty-

six starters, thirty-five finished in the
following order : 1, H. Cooioer (4

Triumph); 2, H. J. Woodgate (8 Mor-
gan) ; 3, A. Bowerman (2^ Velocette).

Barrow and District M.C.

On the 1st May the club held a very
well supported hill-climb on School Hill,

Lindal. Results on time were as follows :

CLASS 2 (machines ur to 350 c.c.).— 1, L. S.
P.arkei- (21/1' Velocette), 49s.; 2, W. Dall (2%
Omega-Jairf, 52s.; 3, C. W. James (2";4 Francis-
Barnett), 535S. _
CLASS 3 (machines up to 500 c.c.).— 1, H.

Jackson (3V' Sunbeam), 36s.; 2, Guy Jeffeiws (3V>
Norton), 36?s.; 3, P. Hoggarth (S'A Noj-ton). 37|sT
CLASS 4 (machines up to 550 c.c.).— 1, H.

Jackson- (S^A Sunbeam), 36i:s. ; 2^ Guy JeHerys (3V'
Norton), 37;s. ; 3, M. Sedgwick (3'/, Sunbeam)"
39|s.

Lewes and District M.C.C.

Complete results of the recent hill-

climb are appended :

LIGHTWEIGHT SOLO CLASS.-l, E. Jenner
<2;i Royal Ruby), Im. 35;s.; 2, L. Holt (2--.A
Verus), Ini. 38s.; 3, W. J. Ilylands (2i/, Royal
Ruby), Im. 40s.

UNLIMITED SOLO CLASS.-l, W. H. Sheraton
(4 Norton), Irn^ 12;s.; 2, G. G. Pyecrolt <4. Wilkin),
Im. 21s.; 3, R. G. Martin (3% Scott), Im. 26)sUNLIMITED SIDECARS.-1, S. Dunlord (7-9
Harley-Davidson .sc), Im. 24?s. ; 2, H. V Warren
(8 Enfield sc), Im. 25?s.; 3, G. W. Blakey (7-9
Harley-Davjdson sc.), Im. 53s.
CYCLE CAR CLASS.-I, J. A. Lawtord (8

A. v.), Im. 24s.; 2, L. Humphries (8 G.N.), Im.
44s.
ThejA.V. did not carry a passenger.
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Bridgwater and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Ideal weather and a very large entry
attracted a 'huge crowd to witness the
inter-club hill-climb held at Puriton Hill
on Saturday last, 30th ult. The course
was a measured half-mile, and some very
fast times were recorded. H. Thorpe
(3,^ Douglas) iftade fastest time of the day,
33is., beating V. G. Tucker (3^ Norton)
by |s. Results

:

CLASS I.—T. J. West (214 Douglas), 56s.
CLASS 2.—V. G. Tucker (3i/, Norton), 33.4s.
CLASS 3.—V. 6. Tucker (3iA Norton), 35.1s.
CLA.SS 4.—V. G. Tucker (Sy, Norton), 34s.
CLASS 7.—E. Kickh,xm (2% Douglas), 39.4s.
CLASS 8.—H. Thorpe (3V' Douglas). 34.2s.
CLASS 9.—H. Thorpe (3'A Douglas), 33.1s.
CLASS 10.—S. L. Bailey (3V2 Douglas), _34.1s.
CLASS 5 (Sidecars).-V. Richards (4 Triumph

sc), 56.4s.

CLASS 6 (Sidecars).—J. Glanville (4 Norton sc.)
^and C. A. Pollard (8 Zenith sc), 47.4s.

CLASS 11 (Sidecars).—E. Kickham {W. Douglas
sc), 40s.

CLASS 12 (Sidecars).—E. Kickham (3'A Douglas
sc), 40s.

'WiieK-(tn6 (Tlub Cvettts.
May 7.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Open HiU-

cUmb.
May 7.—Ivij M.C.C. (IVolverJiajnpionJ. Club Run

to Clcnt.
May 7.—Holwood M.C.C. Ctub Run to Windsor.
May 7.—CoDcntry^nd WarwkJcsJtire M.C. Presi-

dent's Run.
May 7.—North. JJndsaii A.C. Reliability
May 7.—Canterbury and District M.C.C.

end Run to Urooldands.
May 7.—Oxford M.C. Hilt-climb.
May 7 .—Saltcoats and District M.C.C.
May 7.—North West London M.C.C.

Route • Half Day Trial.
May 7.—Deicsbury and District M.C.C.

Trial.
May 7.—Bristol M.C.C. Hill-climb.
May 7.—Birmingham M.C.C. Half Day Efficiency

Test.
May 7.—Bnurnemouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Hill-climb,
May 7.—NortJi London M.C.C. Hill-climb.
May 7.—Surrey M.C.C. Reliability Trial.
May 7.—Luton and South Beds. A.C. Hill-climb.
May 7.— Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run to Brooklands.
May 7-S.—Northern M.C. Leith Cup Reliability

Trial.
May S.—North Western Centre A.C.U. Champion-

ship Reliability Trial.
May 8.—Brighton and Hove M.C.C. Club Run to

Pulborough.
May 8.—Central London M.C.C. Club Run to

Aitiersham.
May S.—Wolrerhampton ..into Nomads. Club Run

to Stratford-on-Avon.
May 8.—Exeter M.C. and .J.C.C. CltlbRun to

Berry Head.
May S.-^SheMcld M.C.C. Club Run to Birchinlce.
May S.—Halifax and District M.C.C. Club Run to

Southport.
May S.—Ncii:castlc and District

Hill-climb.
May S.— Wolverhampton M.C.C.

petition.
May S.~Reigate. Redhill, am

Petrol Consumpion Test.
May S.—Basingstoke and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run to Savernake Forest.
May 8.—Portsmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run to Winchester.
May S.—Bencich and District M.C. Non-stop

Trial.
May 8.—Woohcich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Club Run to Rye.
May 8.—Herts. M.C. and L.C.C. Clwb Run to

Ashbridge Park and General, Meeting.
May 8.—Rochester. Chatham, a,nd District M.C. and

L.C.C. Cl-ub Run to Rye.
May 8.—Harley-Dauidson M.C^!. Club Run to

.Scrc.noaks and Westerhani.
May 11.—Helensburgh M.C.C. Speed-judging Con-

test.

May 11.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Social
Run.

May 11.—Bishop Auckland and District M.C.C.
Hill-climb.

Trial.
Week-

Club Run.
" Optional

Reliability

M.C. Consistency

Stevens Cup Corn-

District M.C.C.

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Supp. xlvii.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
On Saturday tiiere will be a socialrun

to Moreton-in-the-Marsh, with tea at the
Redesdale Arms Hotel, at the invitation

of the president. Col. J. A. Cole.

Sheffield University M.C.C.
The opening run took place last Thurs-

day afternoon to Castleton, about twenty-
five members being present, the President
(Mr. J. W. Kershaw, B.Eng., M.Sc.)
leading. Speedwell Cavern was visited.

Lkley M.C. and L.C.C.
W. Bradley (7-9 Indian^sc.) was the

winner of the recent "despatch- rider"-
reliability trial. L. A. Runton (3 A.B.C.)
and J. S. Duxbury (3| Scott sc.) were
second and third respectively. ,

Surrey M.C.C.

Six teams competed in the inter-team

trial on Saturday, 23rd April. Starting

from Guildford, competitors had to cover

about fifty miles non-stop, and were only

allowed to be one minute early or late.

The winning team was supplied by the

Farnham and Farnborough Centre, which
was represented by H. C. Mansell (3^

Rover), W. L. Taylor (4 A.J.S.), L.- E.

Fenn (3^ Rover so.), and R. P, Robinson
(8 Buckingham).

Loughborough and District M.C.C.

There were no fewer than 160 entiies

and 4,000 spectators at the hill-climb

organised by the above club, and assisted

by the Mansfield Club, at Beacon Hill,

Woodhouse Ea.ves, on the 23rd ult. Each
class was divided into two sections : one

for all those unconnected with the trade

or who. had never been placed first in an

A.C.U. open speed trial or hill-climb, and
Section B iior the rest.

The special medal given in the two-

stroke class for the best.^ time by a

member of the Shepshed branch of the

Loughborough Club was secured by T.

W. Gent (2-5 Sun).

Results :

CLASS 1 (Sidecars between 450 c.c. and 550 I

c.c.).—On Time: 1, H. . Petty (31/, Norton sc);

2. R. Harris (3V2 NortoQ. sc). Sidecars over 550 1

c.c—On Time (aiiiateurs only) : tl, K. S. Topping
(8 Zenith sc); 2, D. L. David (7-9 Indian sc.)

On Formula: I, D. L. David; 2, K. S. Topping.
tFastest amateur time. 67 m.p.h. solo; 52

|

m.p.h. sidecar. .

SIDECARS (Unlimited Capacity). On Time.-
Trade Section; *i, H. Petty (3i/o Norton sc)T 2,

H. R. Davies (2% A.J.S. sc).

*Fastest sidecar time of the day, 56.2 m.p.h.

SOLO TWO-STROKE (Single-cylinder up to 350 I

c.c). On Time.—Section A; 1, A. Bo-werman I

(2V., Velocette); 2, T. W. Gent (2% Sun). Section I

B:"l, J. R. Sylvester (2V> Velocette); 2, H. Petty|
{2V> Velocette).
SOLO MACHINES (not exceeding 360 c.c).

On Time.—Section A: 1, M. J. Wright (2%!
Douglas); 2, A. Bowerman (2V-. Velocette'). Sec-r
tion B; 1, H. R. Davies (2';i A.J.S.); 2, J. R.
Sylvester {2'/-, Velocette). . -

I

SOLO MACHINES (not exceeding 660 ccl.l
On Time.—Section A: 1, H. M. Barron OVal
Norton); 2, F. T. Hatton (3V-> Norton). SectionI
B: *1, H. Petty <.3'A Norton); 2, H. K. Davies|
(2% A.J.S.).
*Fastest time of the day, 70.8 m.p.h.
SOLO (up to 750 c.c). On Time.—Section A:

1. P. T. Hatton (31/, Norton); 2. G. Mills (6|
Matchless). Section B: 1, H. R. Davies (2%|
A..LS.); 2, H. Petty (3)A Norton).
UNLIMITED. On Time.—Section A; 1, K.

Topping (8 Zenith); 2, H. M. Barron (3VJ
Norton). Section B : 1, H. R. Davies (2-41

A.J.S.) ; 2, H. Petty (SV-. Norton). On Formula,!
—1, H. Petty (31/. Norton); 2, H. R. Davie's i2YM
A.J.S.).

,

^
The Mansfield prizes were as follows

;

560 cc CLASS.—W. White (3V. Rudge).
750 c.c, CLASS.—G. Mills (6 Matchless).
UNLIMITED C.C— 1, G. Mills (6 Matchless)

31|s. ; 2, E. Chandler, -3I5S., on a machine^ of hij
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ALL BRITISH TYRES

for longer mileage and
no skids

^and they cost less
Btilaimyo.

( "You will be pleased to learn that the set of tyres is still

doing duty, and one pair of back tyres, over very rough
roads, lias done close up to 5,000 miles, and is still good."

i"^

.1

PRICES OF BELDAM MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.)

Size.

All Rubber, V Design. V Rubber and Steel.
|

3-ply. 4-ply. 3-ply. 4-piy-

in. £ s. d. C s. d. £ s. d. i s. d.

26 X 2 2 1 9 2 11 3 5 6 3 12

20 X i\ 2 4 3 2 11 3 3 6 9 3 13

26 X 2| 2 4 6 2 13 3 7 6 3 13 9

26 X 21 2 5 9 2 11 3 9 6 3 1-5 3

20 X 3 2 10 i 2 16 9 3 13 3 13 6

23 X 3 2 13 309I443I4S0I
Also 26 X Sin. CCl fitting. Prices on application.

Br I r\ A R/I Dou't throw an old cover away—it may
El Li U l\ IVl be wortli retreading. No matter what

nr'T'nr' 1 T\0 ^^'^^ '* '^^ send it to us, and, if the

|^|< I KKAllS canvas is sound, we will quote cost of

making it good for several thousand
extra miles by renewing with a BELDAM RETREAD.

It's Here!
GUARANTEED OVERHAULED SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

1920 A.J.S. 6 h.p. Combination, spare wheel, tax paid, as new,
electricallv equipped £180

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., and de luxe Harley Sidecar,

completely equipped with all lamps, speedometer, horu,

etc. Rqu under 1,500. As new £220

1920 MATCHLESS Model H Combination, Lucas draamo lighting,

horn, speedometer, hood, and screen, run under 2,000.

New in every respect ^ £180
1920 ROVER, 4 h.p., 3-speed. clutch, and kick-starter, and Swan

sports Sidecar, completely equipped with largest P. & H.
lamp set, separate generators for sidecar and rear lamp,
speedometer, and mechanical horn, unscratched £145

1920 D1AM0ND-J.A.P., 2jh.p., Enaeld a-speed clutch £67 10

1920 WOOLER, 2j h.p., variable gear, all lamps, speedometer,
etc.. unscratched £75

1920 WOOLER, 2^ h.p., variable gear, run under 500 £70
1920 JAMES, 3V h.p. twin, 3-spced, clutch, and kick-starter,

semi-T.T. bars, long exhaust, ver\' fast, and in new condi-

tion ' £90
1920 ROVER, 3V h.p.. T.T. Model, Philipson pulley, lamps and

horn, run under 500, as new £85
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 5 h.p. flat twin, 3-speed, countershaft,

clutch, and kiclc-starter, and Swan sports Sidecar, com-
pletely equipped wth all lamps, honi, speedometer, un-
scratched, and indistinguishable from new. Cost £205 . . £155

1919 ROVER 3^ h.p. Combination, fully equipped, electric lighting,

indistinguishable from new £125
1919 MATCHLESS a h.p. Victory Model Corabiiiation, spare wheel,

lamps, horn, speedometer, etc., run under 2.000 miles,

splendid condition £135
1919 INDIAN 7-0 h.p. Combination, electrically equipped, genuine

fiulian Sidecar, splendid condition £136
igig DOUGLAS, 2J h.p., 2-specd. as new, all lamps and horn . . £70
Z919 DOUGLAS, 2 1 h.p.. 2-5peed. new condition £70
1919 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 8 h.p. Combination, all lamps £110
1919 INDIAN, 70 h.p., and brand new bulbous back Sidecar,

gu;iraiitced in perfect condition £120
igiO ENFIELD, 3 h.p. twin, 2-speod, clutch, perfect £70
1918 HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 7-9 1»P-. 3-sp2ed. clutch, and kick-

starter. re-enaracUetl and plated as new £120
1918 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., and Swan sports Sidecar, all lamps, honi,

^p.'-cdonieter £115
1918 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. 3-specd. clutch and kick-starter, and

bnuid new bulbous back Sidecar, splendid outtit in every
re;p,^t £115

igiS TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-specd, clutch, and kick-starter, Hender-
son B.I Sidecar, new condition £115

ALL MACHINES ARE TAX-PAID.
1920 INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Powerplus Combination, dynamo lighting.

Easting windscreen, speedometer, etc., practically new . . . £165
1920 INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Powcrphii Combination, dynamo lighting.

in new condition throughput £155
1920 ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination, Lucas djTiamo lighting, run

very few miles, and in new condition £165
1920 HENDERSON 4-cyl., and C. & M. £86 Sidecar, complete with

windscreen, disappearing hood, Lucas lighting, as new ; cost

Cios- Our price £205
1920 D3U6LAS, 2] h.p.. 3-speed. all lamps, horn, speedometer,

unscratched. as new throughout £90
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, lamps, bom, speedo-

meter, perfect condition £185
1919 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-spced, NOT W.D., disc wheels, lamps,

and honi. practically new £90

BARGAINS IN LOW-PRICED BUT GUARANTEED MECHANICALLY
SOUND MACHINES.

igiq ROYAL RUBY, 2] h.p. \'illiers engine. 2-spL-ed £45
1910 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2^ h.p.. 2-spced £43
1919 CALTHORPE, 2J h.p., 2-strokc. 2-speed £42
1916 DOUGLAS, :;; h.p.. s-speed. makers' colours £55
1915-1" DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-spced £52
I9i5-i'> DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., 2-speed £50
1915 NORTON, 3 '. h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley £65
1915 DOUGLAS. 2j h.p., re-enam-lled red £57 10

1916 WOLF, 2', h.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed, clutch, and K.S £36
1914 ROVER, 1'. h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley, very fast £43
1914 ROVER, 3'. h.p., 3-sp5ed, clutch '. £57 10

1913 B.S.A.. 3^ h.p., 2-speed £37 10

1913 TRIUMPH, 3'. h.p., clutch model, splendid condition £45

1913 TRIUMPH, z\ h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley £45

MORGANS.
1914-15 Grand Prix, specially constructed body, fitted vvith 90 bore

o.h.v. J.A.P. engine, 4-speed gear box, long exhaust,
guaranteed 70 m.p.h., 2 Degory carburetters, electric horn,
extra large steering wheel £175

1919-20 .A.ero .Model, J.A.P. water-cooled engine, electric and acety-
lene lights, special sporting body, with fish-tail, giving
exceptional amount of leg room ; cost £26$. Our price . . £210 q

CASH — EXCHANGE — EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
Full List of N£W and SECOND-HAND MACHINES ?ent post free on request.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR Co.,Ltd.
Thz Motor Cyc.'e Specialists,

9-10-11, Royal Parade - WEST CROYDON
'Plwm—Croydon =450. 'Grams—''Track, Croydon."

fHE BELDAM TYRE CO. (19:0) LTD., BRENTFORD, IIIDDLESEX _^___
In ansivcrinij these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C25
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WOOLER)
/ t (1919) LTP

ALPERTON, LONDON.

OWING to its perfect spring suspension and

other refinements, the WOOLER is the

handiest and most comfortable Solo Motor Cycle

in existence.

Along journey over the average roads of to-day

ie:}iures one of two things—^wonderful physique

or a Wooler spring frame motor cycle. The first,

perhaps, you possess, but, if you don't, you may
find it difficult to acquire. The second, if you
don't already possess it, is immediately within

your reach.

The price, 85 guineas, brings the Wooler within
the range of all. and a post card will bring full

particulars to your letter box.

Please don't delay to write to us.

Phone : 623 Opensliaw.
Ginms :

" Roberliibs,
Droylsden, Moncr."

THE^^Alab USE

SPEED
MOTOR. OII.S
HIGH GRADE AND
UNEXCELLED FOR

CYCLES.

Johns. Morris & Son (Oiis) Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Worits, Manchester

FINAL. C1.EARANCE SALE
We are determined to clear the whole of our stock,
and are making Reductions of from 25 to 75% off

usual list prices FOR FOUR WEEKS ONLY.

MOTOR
CAR

HOUSES
FROM

£10 2 6
Every Articleis New, Perfect, and Complete as list.

Send for F.S. Catalogue No. 85, Post Free.

T. BATH & CO., LTD., '\^^^^^, ^E^F-
OUR NEW SHOWROOMS ARE NOW OPEN.

MOTOR
CYCLE
HOUSES r^m \m
FROM 1^^

£7 15 ^B—^^i^^^

'adco
Illustrated Booklet upon application.

E. A. RADNALL 8L CO.,
Dartmouth Street. BIRMINGHAM.

£o?lIGHTVltVG^
The 'Radco'

standard Model
Two-speed ,,

Kick-starter ,,

Sporting

£52 C
£60 10
£66 10
£66 10

'Radco No. 2'

42 Gumeas.
50
57 12

FRAME, CHASSIS, AND TANK
REPAIRS,

ENAMELLING AND PLATING,
By Experts. Prompt Deliveries

LANGHAM CO., FlUroy Street, Leicester.

VIVIAN HARDIE& LANE, Ltd.

Motor Cycle Specialists,

24, WOODSTOCK STREET
(Off Oxford Street),

BOND STREET, W.l
(Near Bond Street Tube Station).

Tcf-ephnnar J.IaiiJalr 65^9. Tele(]rams:"Ivhanlilan,WeS(Jo,Lotii1iin

WILLIAmSOi^ REPAIRS
and SPARE PARTS.
A. MOSS, 26, Moor Street.

COVENTRY.
Works Manager fop the Late

WILLIAMSON MOTOR CO., LTD.

C26 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR CYCLE &
CAR HOUSES.

?-ROOMED BUNGALOWS p 1 CA
Carriase Paid a^x^u

Carr,
Paid.Sheds

6X4£6-17-5

7x5£7-10-6

8X6S10-00

List Po3^
Free.

"WOODWORKS"
& 4, Beckenham Rd., PENCE, S.E.20

STURiVlEY-ARCHER
AND TRIUMPH Specialists.

YOUR STURMEY GEAR BOX or

TRIUMPH fCountershaftl ENGINE COM-
PLETELY DISMANTLED & REBUILT AT

A COST OF 17/6 IN 3 DAYS.

SPARES at makers' prices, or quotations
b=foP3 work commenced.

Work guaranteed. No makeshifts.

See also .Miscellaneous.

WARD,
51, Upper Richmond Rd., PUTNEY, S.W.15.

'Phone: Putney 275^

.

Your engine will

"pull" better and
give more "revs"

if you grind your

valves in with

RICHFORD
Grinding Compound
Yellow Tins (Fine B) or

Green Tins (Coarse A)

1/- each
First markotod in 1903 and

still unbc.iten to-d.iy.

I l.y nil 1^0 :lers cr send P.O. for sample tin.

RfCHFORO & C-*.. Ltd.. 153. Fleet Street. E.G.*.

Send for list of Motor Cycles in

stock. Published every Monday.

Tlie largest dealer with FINEST
SHOWROOMS in the WEST OF
ENGLAND for high-class motor
cycles, spares, accessories, and

clothing.

Contracting Agents for DOUGLAS. MATCHLESS,
LEA-FRANCIS, RUDGE, and NEW IMPERIAL.

ALL MODELS !N STOCK.

D^iivcry ctnyu-lun- :'! Ihc Uiiiicd Kingdom.

Chapman's Motor Cycle Service Depot,

83, OLD TOWN STREET, PLYMOUTH-
'Phone: 1794.

FRANK B. ROPER,
166-168, London Rd.,Shemeld.

SoU Agctit in Utis district for

A.JS, Scott, Wilkii\, li\dian, Bat-Jap,
Bradbury, Motor Cycles also Lagonda Light Cars

See next week's issue for actual list

of Roper models
Phone : :8o2. Wires : Roper 2802 Sheffield.

MAfiLOW LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOB CYCLE.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

2:^ h.p. Villiers Engine iMark Iv., Brampton Forks.
Dunlop Tyres, etc.

Single speed. £50. Two speed, £60
Two-sp. and Clutch,£63. Two-sp. and k.s. £66.

Send for Leaflets and lilustratioos.

Trade enquiries invited.

20a EMSCOTE ROAD. WARWICK

,

Special offer

of Portable <

itor

Houses.

Delivery 7
days.

Best value -—^4'
obtainable.

Rennoc Hoods
to ht

stock.

ail

fro

makes m
m £3 10s.

Seriti for Hlustmtfl lUt of
ra inus dcsigmi.

Rennoc Motors, Ltd.
Victorin Rd.. ^troudGre'-i'.
N I. 'Pi one: Ilonisey 8.'>0.

ALL Prospective Campers
should send },d. to Lightweight

Tent Co.. Dcpt., S, 6i. High Holbom,
London, for lists. Cycle, Motor, Pedestrian (easily

carried), Garden, Hatliiny Tents, and Accessories.
Good value. Cheerio! Tents as supplied toOfficers
of the ist and 2nd Life Guards for active service,
Double-roof Tents for India Sc Colonics a speciality.
Shippers : Cox's Supply Ar.ENcv, London.

STILL FURTHER
REDUCTIONS

Mode in complete sectiOps with double tloots. from si/oHft. xGft.
ConstTOCtod wiih best, anality tonaued and j.'rouvet,l motel ib-jart's o:i

framinc Root covered with felt ov(?r t .ivincJ mid Brojvo 1

boards. Doors hum; ou stronc hinges, fitted with lork and kev and
rbolca. Wiiidou-s clazed with 21 oz. clais. Cmipioto wllli floors:

Kxtra for treatinsoutsidoofauy shed storroi* 5°'= Npw i'rifiii.

Length. Width. Height to Raves. HcichttoRldi^G. "
6(t. Jft. sit 7Il. 7
Tit 5ft. 6ft. -ft. -tin. 7 IS
8ft. Oft. 5lt.niii. 71t.Gi.i. 11 U
9ft. 71t. Ut.'hi. eft. 13 O o

JOft. ;ft. Mt.Oln. tft.lin. 15 o
12ft. Pit. crt. (.tt.lli. 17 12 -6

141t eft eft. .tin Mt,7in 22 7 C

fl. TURRELL & SONS, 1 'Jol o;>li^iH

,i, years. 1 Forest Hill. S.E.23. . I-J6 •

SPECIAL LINE JN TANKS.
Sa/is/firHou i/ivrii or cash returned.

Money back ;,'u.iranCce. Made to order ; 27 /6
uncnatnelled. fitted tuo taps, oil compartment,
larjje filler caps. Post free. Delivery 14 days.
Enamelling, i colour, 10/-, 2 colours, 17/6.

Ord 'P fopm on application

Rir>%A/fmAEM 122,EvprLon Rd.. Phone:D^ VV IVI/AI^, LIVERPOOL. r.r^ Anfi.^l 1.

OASTROL. ••R"' RACING)
AT

35/- per 5 e^allon drum.
As purchased from Aircraft Disposal Board.

Drums free. Carriage paid.

NOTE.—When usinerthis cil the exhaust
p:as is not odourjcss.

h' r. BROOK BANK,
'Phone: 10? 1. 58, Lord Street. SOUTHPORT.

ENAMELLING
PUATINC
155-9 ROSEBERY AV; E.C.I,.,__„
PHONE 481 GENtRAt. : IWORK

L&K. PASTE SOLDER
Combined Solder and Flux,

Flrtncth Mx.'/i. In Tube.s, scU containoL
The sitnpiest lorm of soldering.

A lioon to tho motorist—esrrythe tube in vocir

rocket aud make a (tood joui on the road. Joins
BowJcu wires an I nipples. No acids, flnx, fire, or
irons refiuircd—squeeze cot a little paste—appl>
The heat of a match or candle, and thi> repair is

done. Ai supplied to H,M. Gnrernrwn'.
Ki-n.iy fnr in-itiiKt u-fl i'lTliii..;, 2'6 i-n^[i..-.^.

Livermore& Knight. Ld., 180, Fleet St.,London

JUCKES'
Patent

CountershaftGEARS
Lightweight (Clinch & K. Str.). 2. 3. cSi; 4 soceJt.

Heavyweight (do. do. do). 3 i,nd 4 speec?..

and 3 SPEEDS AND REVERSE.

Efficient Motor & Engineering Co.,

Bilston Ro3d, Wolverhampton.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS

AND DESIGNS

I.\ .\I.I, LLH-.\TRI|.:S.

Lewis Wh. Goold, a.i.mcch.e

C'i(trl.:ri-il l\i<^itl A;t,->if,

CotiiuttiiUj Ko'jiitrrn,

Enrottt^ Patent Altonicyo/tliv Cnirnl Ulati^

Automoiiili: & Electrical Dcpt.:

ROWLAND L. GOOLD, CP.b.

AiiOCinrc of the Init I't lit, 01} nf Avt-mtobUi

EmrSncrrt.
Fellow of the Chrtntriil Sociel!:.

Auociatf I.K.f:.

Tfjf^rams: " DlfJoninci/." li'hnm,

Tclrjihona : Crntral iT'*'.

5 COnPORATION ST., BIRHINi'HAM.

PRATTEN'S
Motor Cycle

Houses.
=^ Revised Prices,

Superior Quality.

^iKh. Price. Strong Flo >r

(t. l-H n fl £1 15

. Gin. n 9 2 4

13 5 2 7 6

11 6 'J 17 G
'.1 .. 61d. „

10 .. .. 7 ,.

Made ot ojtra strons framre covered with selected tonsocd nii I

.TMTca Mnthboarda (neil CeaU. Roof cov.rcd In addition wuli

Uuberold. Window mado to open. Doors fitted Willi Lock ftll'J

K^y. Mtdo ill complete sections, and Carriaao I'aid. licli%-er>'

[rrjm stock. Sr-nd for free Catnlo.'ue.

F. PRATTEN & CO., "i^^^S^
MIDSOMER NORTON. BATH.

THE AERO CISC. The hantisomest disc on the

road, ill polished aUiminiltin

l8/-perwheel; lined anycoloiir

to suit your outfit, complete

with nickel fittings and instruc-

tions, £i per wheel, carriage

and crate 3/- (returnable when
empty). Your own wheels

fitted perfectly at small extra

charge. M-S. AVIATION Co.,

21,Morinf Rd.,Tooting,S.V».17.

MOTOR OILS AT BARGAIN PRICES.
CASTROL "R" 4/4 gallon below current price.

IGovt. Surplus) 35/- per 5 gallon drum.

HEAVY OIL (for Air-Cooled Engines) 28/9 drum.

EXTRA H EAVV{for Pelroil lubrication) 32 /6 drum.

CARRIAGE PAID. DRUMS FREE.
Send lor list of other grades at two-thirds current

prices.

WILSON, 49, St Marks SL, Woodhousc Lane, Leeds.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." 3^9
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1921 MODELS,
PRICE £20S
with Standard Equipment.

For two-seater body with
two screens, £7 - 10 - extra.

E- B

We have a few second-
hand "MATCHLESS"
Motor Cycles which we
are able to offer at
very tempting prices.

APPLY AT ONCE.

Come to Croydon
for your

"MATCHLESS"

The super excellence of a " MATCHLESS " combination is well known by countless
"MATCHLESS "Owners. Our service to "MATCHLESS" Owners is of the highest

class, and our experience in the Motor Cycling World ensures complete satisfaction to our

numerous clients. Why not call and see us now, and prepare for the Whitsun Holiday?

SPECIAL OFFER.
We have a limited number of 1920 Models for disposal.

Price, with Standard Equipment .

.

.

.

£ 1 85
Price, less Spare Wheel and Windscreen . . £ 1 74
These are new machines, and carry the full "MATCHLESS" Guarantee,

Immediate Delivery.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR Co., Ltd.,
The Motor Cycle Specialists,

PI-- 9-10-11, ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDON. ^
Croydon 2450. • "Track, Croydon-

^fjff^<:^Lji:^LJC^^f.^^c^^c^L}f.^f^tr^L}c^§L?c^gLjt.^^<jff^t^^t^

i
i Why Leave the Child at Home? }^ HAVE A FAMILY MODEL. J

MATCHLESS
j

A.J.S.

MORGAN i

Coventry Premier - £250
IN STOCK AT

so. High Road, Wood Green,
London, N.

Plione; Hornsey 1956.

151, High St., Walthamstow,
London, E.

Phone ; Walthamstow 169 (2 Lines).

387, Euston Road,
London, N.W.I.
'Phoue: Museum 4978.

i
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In ansrocring these ad nilis, iii< nix ,/ ,s il,si,nhli: 1,, niniliun ''The Motor C'l/rh.
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FOR SALE.MOTOR CYCLES
Ariel.

20 Ariel Combination, 3Vjh.p-. elertric lamps.

etc., Cameo screen, perfect condition; £130.

—

Q, Ho'rnchurch. Essex. / [7010

20 3'-'.li.r -Vi^^l Combination, onlv done 400 miles,

tax"paid, £105; also 1914 T.T. model, £39.—
86, High Rd.. Lee. [6482

ii.p. Ariel, 1920, and coachbuilt spring wheel
sidecar, lamps, pillion, perlect; £115, lowest.—
0, Oat Market, Nantwich. ""aese

I5;L Combination, 1917^2, 3'/2li.p., 3-speed, K.S..

clufch, tux paid, all on; anr trinl; £85, or nearest.

Cednr Ed., Ciicklewood, N.'\Y.2. [6109

20 3j;h.p. Ariel Combination, lamp sets. Klaxon.
licence paid, guaranteed perfect: any trial, £125.—
Bra?., Newmarket ltd.. Cambridge. [X2174

lEL 5-6h.p. and Sidecar, hood, screen, lamps,
speedometer. 3-speed countershaft, tax paid, goo<l

tion: £110.—Monk, Sun St., Waltham Abbey."
[6270

19 (December) Ariel Combination, electric light-

ing, horn, tools etc., mileage negligible: £110.—
Museum 6626.—A.S.O., 60, Mortimer St., W.l.

[6931
19 Ariel C.B. Combination, speedometer, lamps,
etc., tax paid, perfect mechanical condition;

), or near oiler; seen Kent.—Box 3,640, c/o Th'

r Cycle. (4732

lEL, 3',2h.p., actually in stock; also other good
makes, both new and second-hand.—Autoveyors.
Sprvice Depot, 13, Palmer St., S.W.I. 'Phone :

309. [0468

19 Model 3'/^h.p. Ariel Combination, lamps, born
tools, registration, excellent condition; £110.—

ler, 67. Selhurst New Rd.. South Norwood, S.E.25
lfr4 1328. . [438e

19 Ariel 3'Ah.p. Combination, all accessories:
£95; exchanges or extended payments.*—The

on Garages, 90. High St., Oxford. 'Grams: In-

ty. 'Phoac : 581. [X2352
19 Ariel 5-6h.p., 1920 Montgttmery sidecar, lug-

gage grid, new Dunlops. lamps, speedometer, horn,
jrous spares, just overhauled; £95.— F.C., 11a.
ire Parade, Sydenham. [5964

17 Ariel ^Vi;h.p. C-ombinalion, hood, screeo,
lamps, horn, speedometer, luggage grid, Binks,

ct condition, tax paid; £100.—Dyer. 9, Bcthell
lllord. {After 6 p.m.) [7007

IIEL 5-6h.p., twin-cyl., 1919, with new Royal
Leiceiiter pider.nr, lugeago carrier, new lamps.

)p heavy tyres as new, Cowey horn, mirror, spare-*,

mid, perfect order throughout, owner getting c^r;
Douglas Vicarage, Padbury. Bucks. [5680

lEL Service Depot.—Orders now booking for the
new all-chain models, which are the Rolls-Royce
itor cvcles. All spares stocked. Prompt attention.
Speakman. Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Rd.. Har-

Alanchester. Tel. : 325 Clieetham Hill. [8231

EL.—Ttu^i is the machine for reliability. We are
.
rartical riders and gold medal winners with this

rlnlly efficient and reliable motor cycle. We can
mmediate delivery from stock. All spares in

Trade supplied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill,
Woodfeide Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

Bat.
Bat-Jap, 3-speed hub. C.B. streamline sidecar;

65.-Monk. Sun St.. Waltham Abbey. [6271

1920 61i.p. 3-speed Bat, spring frame, chain
..; £125, list price £160.—The Premier Motor

stem Rd., Birmingham. [X2258
6h.p., 3-speed, 1920, all-chain drive, and Mont-

oniTy sidecar, brand new ; dElSO.-Wright's
Saffron Walden. Tel. : 16. [6865
6h.p, Bat Combination, spring frame, new;

ii^t price £190'; accept £150.—Bambers. Ltd.
nk St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [X2241
BatrJap, nearly new tyres, T.T. bars, round

ank, Cox-Atmos carburetter, verv fast and
£40.-33, The Parade, Golders Green. [6600
6h.p. Bit-Jap, chain drive, kick start. 3-speed.

Illy done 500 miles, like new; bargain, £90, or
od hfrhtweight iu part oxchauge.—Bonlton, Small-
Stnfl-<:. [X2234
ORD.—6h.p. Bat-Jap combination, 3-6p6ed,
iutth. kick start, insured £140. exceptional con-
deliver 50 miles; £90.-Undergraduate, Some-
illtop Rd., Oxford. [5935
Combinntion, brand new, 6h.p. 1920 model,

speed arid clutch, -all-chaiu drive, spring frame,
cent turnout: list price £204, sacrifice £155.—
r St., Worcester. [6192
Bat-Jap Combination, new, specially built show
oilel, Magdyno. 8-day watch, hood, electric horn.

yve-i, sjtecial large sidecar, fullv equipped-
72, .East Dulwich Ed., S.E. -

'

[6441
6h.p. Model 4, 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,
makers* specification. 1920 model, shop-soiled
Lrgam, £110 for cash only.—Alebes, 156. Gt
I St., W.l. 'Phrn?: Langham 2230. [6852

J.A.P. 1914 8h.p. Combination, 2-stroke, C.B.
iecar, spring frame, countershaft, chain, liood.
ITmi-Snd, licence, insurance: cheap; what offersr
'1I--96. South Lambeth Kd., Tanxhall. [6191
6h.p. 1920 Model 4, Henderson Elite sidecar,

''uV*
J^'^-sad. lamps, speedometer, horn, indis-

able from new; bargain, for cash only. £125
156, Gt. Portland St., W.l —

"

ALEXANDER'S

V

ANAiVIE SIGNIFYING VALUE
& SATISFACTION to BUYERS

BIGVALUEWEEK
FORMING A

TOTAL ECLIPSE
OF ALL PREVIOUS EFFORTS
The following brand new 1920 models will be

cleared at these astonishing prices.

4 h.p. VERUS
speed, kick-starter-

£95*

25 h.p'. VERUS'
2-specd, kick-start

£83
h.p. VEIIUS 2-strokc'

TWO OXLV 1020
BLACKBURNE, 3
List rrico, /126.

FOUR ONLY. 1920
BLACKBURNE,
List Price, /no 5.

TWO OXLY. 1920 2 J

single gear. List Price, /Oo. . . £40.

TWO ONLY. 1920 2.1 h.p. DIAMOND 2-

stroke, 2-speed, kick-start. List Price

,/84 3 £65,

1920 8 h.p. BAT, 3-.';pecd, kick-starter, /160
for £120.

1920 2} h.p. OMEGA-JAP, 2-speed, kick-
- starter, £84 s for £70.

1920 4i h.p. QUADRANT COMBINATION
£145 lor £115.

1920 4 h.p. twin ARMIS, 2-spced, M.A.G
engine, ,/i35 .... .. for £105.

1920 2; h.p." DOUGLAS, vspeed, £100 for £85.

1920 4 h.p . INDIAN SCOUT /157 for £142,

1920 3.V h.p. COVENTRY-EAGLE, 3-spced.

Tfi:7 12 for £100
1920 10 h.p. HENDERSON, 4 cyUnder, £210

for £160.

1921 2.1 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed «-ith

1920 engine .. .. ^.. £68.

1921 2} h.p^NEW IMPERIAL witli clutch and
kick-starter, J 89 5 . . . . for £75.

1920 7 h.p. AMERICAN X, 3-speed, ^175 for

£138.

1920 3.V h.p. N.U.T., 3-speed, dynamo, /165
for £140.

1920 3^ h.p. ALECTO COMBINATION, /130
for £98.

130.

All above are brand new unused Models, carry-

ing the makers' guarantee.

We have also a splendid stock of slightly used,

and second-hand machines and combinations at

less-than-elsewhere prices.

SEND FOR OUR APRIL SALE LIST, and it

will save time if you state your requirements.

To save unnecessary correspondence, the above

prices are for cash only, and we cannot entertain

exchanges at those less-than-cost prices.

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH
272-274, GT.WESTERN Rd., GLASGOW'Phone : Lang-

[6851

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each adv

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Beardmore.

BEAEDJIOEE-PEECISIOX 3i,*.p., sprins. frame.

uiLid^I. uew, never riJden, snip of the se.it^on

:

f79''lS.—Bennett, 138, Gray's Inn Ed., W.C.l. C5506

BEAEDMOSE, iierfcpt condition, speeciometcr. au'l

Jill .^^ce.<soIie3, lieap of spores, tn.\ paid: £100.--

Collier, Eliiti liborongli, Bradworthy, Devon. 15743

BE.^RDMORE-PRECISION S'.^h.p.. 1921. slicp-

sc.iled onlv. at bargain price of £87ilO for rasn

onlv.-.Mebts. 156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. Pho?^:
Langham 2230. .

^°^^°

BEARDMORE-PRECISION. 1920. first-class con-

dition, lamps and horn: £85; owner gone

abroad: seen at Campions Depot, Derby .-Address.

Hodges, Barrow-on-Trent, Derby. Lbat>»

1021 Beardmore-Prwision. shop-soiled only and never

i-ij been on the road, co^e new £105. but focnticed

at £85; approval with plea.-nre.-Tho Ltiyton GaraBe>.

90. HiLdi St.. Oxford. T.A.: Integrit.v. rhone^^Sm^

Blackburna.

BLACKBUEXE Sli.]... 1920. new: barsaiu. fl'lp.

nearest -A., 2. litinlitun Ed., Itorahara. 1X2206

BLACKBURNE Agents.-Official Blacltbnrne engine

repairers in any make.-BuUouehs Motors. I.td^

Waterloo St., Oldham. l^O^^

1 Q21 4h.p. niackbnrne. Henderson Elite sidecar, inlly

1" efinippe.!: £115.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bro'hly;

lir-Bow. East 4708. [6^55

BLACKBUENE Sh.p. 1921 Combination, shop-soiled,

spare wheel, cover, and tnbe; bargam, £?0°--

\viBt;ilK Infirmary Rd.. Sheffield. [X20/-1

GKNUINE Bireain.-BUckburne "hP-;
.J^^°c.'7''anci

£120.-Vivian Ilnrdie and Lane, Ltd., 23 \n»

24, WoocL-look St., Bond St., W.l. 1"^'^''

1O20 4h.n. Blackbnrne rombin.ation, ckctric lamps.

ly speedometer, horn, licensed: £98.-Edwards.

50. n.irrington Rd., South Kensington. ioy-i

1 Q20 Blackbnrne 4h.p. Combination, mileage small

ly almost as new, lully '=1";'1P«'''„„
"i.'""*'"'

licence, a really good investment: S130.-Belon.

1O20 BlackburDC 4h.p.. lamps and horn, shop-EOiled

LU only, an excellent opportunity at £115. tx.

fliangcs or extended payments; approval with pleasure

--ri.c- Laylon Carages. 90, Uigh St., Oxiord. Grams

Intcgritv. Phone: 581. [X2346

BLVCKBrEXK, AUB., 1920, 4h.p.. 3-spced, lamps,

horn, r,ceme iKiid, •..ule.ago nbcmt 500 "^.o utely

as new; £90.-Marston, 31, Bridge St.. Cliestcr. [6835

1Q20' Blackburnc Combination lamps, speedometer,

Itf 2 horns. I'iisling. etc., ""K'.Bc .?.000 £140.-

•l-el. : .Museum C626.-A.S.C.. 60, Mortimer ^'t-
^J^g'j'j

BL.VCKDUBN'E 8h.p. and Grindlay Sidetar. mn 300

£40 ol extras, lavishly equipped better than

nrw £185.-May be seen and tested W auchppe s^

Shoe Lane. E.C. ^^^''^

r»165 —8h D 1920 Blackburne Combination, Lucas

st jiacdyiio. spare wheel, speedometer, wind screen,

rear -eat Klaxuu, steel lyre, condition guaranteed,

hilly insured, licenscd.-Sandhursl, Ashby Rd., Thames

Uitton.
^"^''^

-IS\20 2-ih.p. Blackburne, H.B., 2 speeds, hand clutch,

XU kick start, fnllv canipped, spare belt, accessorieB.

BuaAnteed condition, ;is new machine unpiincturcd, U\
fioid; 4h.p. wonted. After six. £90.-Plgott, Market

Hill Cambridge, '
[Sbas

BLACKBUEXE 1920 8b.p. Combinntion, now Nov.,

Mead and Denkins Superior sidecar, complete,

apron^ Klaxon, leg shields. 3 lamps. Cameo wind screen

(new), spares, mileage 1.000. eost £240 ;
bargina, f 180

:

trial bvappointiuent.-Gibbs, 2, North Parade, Winch-

combe St., Cheltenham. [5844

Bown.

LATE 1821 Bown-Villicrs 2'-ih.p., 2.speed S.A. gear

box, OS new; £60.-343, Baker St., Enfleld X.
[5716

Bradbury.
411ip Bradbury Combination, coachbnilt sidecar,

4 snare tyre and tnbe, lamps: £60.—Xre, Wnlthain

-

Abbey. [6°5^

1014 4h p. Bradbury Combination, perfect; first

LU £49 secures.—Raiusdcns, 8, Maybell Av., Black-

pool. [S°50

DWIES of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Bradbury
froin stock. — 229. Deansgate. 'Phone : 536

Central. [2*34

BRADBURY, 1916. 4h.p., countershaft, equipped,

licensed; good condition; £50.—Morris, \\ igmore.

Herelordihire. [6026

BRADBURV 1921 4h.p. and 6h.p. Models; prompt
delivery.—-\gent5, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church

St., Camberwell, London. [6464

BRADBI'RY 1913 4h.p. Combination. N.9.U. 2

speeds, eqnipped, good condition ; £60.—Parker'.s.
Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Man-
chester. [S2159

6 h.p. Bradbnry Combination, 1920 (Aug.), wind
screen, pillion, licensed, complete, mileage 1,600.

guaranteed perlect; £140.—.\ldersley, Barnoldswick.

Yorks. [X2295

BRADBUeV Coachbnilt Combination, 1914, makers'

2-3peed, K.S., foot clutch, screen, lamps, oni""-

t-rid, tax paid, gnar.inteed reliable; f6S.-Garase, Holm-

sted, Cuckfield.
'""''^

ertisement, and the date oJ the issue. EI

7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BRADBURY 4h.p. 1915 Combination. 2-£peed, free
engine. C.B, eidecar (iinderslung), Bosch, B.

and B.. top-hole order; £48, bargain.—321, Edgware
Rd., W.2. [7005

BEADBURY 6h.p., 1920, 3-speed, clutch. Itick
starter, shop-soiled only, at bargain pries of £110

U.Y 'cash only,—iVIebes. 156, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
'Phone ; Langham 2?30. [6849

BEADEUKY 1920 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, elec-

tric lighting', Klaxon, speedometer, clock, 1921
tnx pnid, smajl injleage; > £130, or close offer.—Broom.
68, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [9242

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.-
—Bnidburys, oil new models in stock, ready for

immediate delivery; 4h.p. solos, 6h.p, combinations, and
25Ah.p. liglitweights, from £89.—Apply for out easiest '»

ea?y term,?. [6900
T Q14 Bra<lbm'y Sy^li.p., licence paid, Grade genr,
-i-*-^ tyres and general condition very fair, bnt appeiu-
flnce not good; £35; exchanges or extended payments;
tipproval irith pleasure.—Tlie Layton Gnrnges, 90, High
Bt., Oxford. 'Grams: Integrity. 'Phone: 581. [52356
BEADBUPvY Oombiu.ntion, 6h.p., Indian sidecar, late

1919, doctor's iurnont, stored since hivSt Jmie,
electric and' acetylene lighting, perfect condition, ex-
pert examination, fully equipped, tax paid, ready to
drive away: £120, genuine bargain.-Atkin, 105, Salter
Lane, Sheffield.

"

[X2247
Brough.

3_lh.p. Overhead Sporting Brough, 1917-18 Bturmey-
2 Archer 3-speed, hand clutch, complete accessories,

appearance, condition perfect; £67/10.—15a, Paik St.,

Gloucester.
~

' [X2170

WE are now ready to deliver that last sporting
Brough. 3i/->h.p. flat twin in the following models :

Sy^h.p., touring " model, guaranteed to do 60, the
eports model to do 65, the T.T. model guaranteed to
do a speed over 70 m.p.h.; absolutely the finest
workmausiiip, wonderfully easy to handle; £130.—
Send vour orders along t& the agents, G. and J.
Dawson, 60 and 62, Regent St., Cambridge. [7027

Brough Superior,

JULIANS of Beading for BTough Superior. Can -give

early delivery of these fine machines. [0584

WE are now giving delivery oi the famous Brough
Superior machine, 8h.p., overhead valves,^ made

to an ideal specially for the man who takes a pride
in ownership and desires the best, specially tuned,
guaranteed 8 or 80 on top gear. Standard, £175:
electric, £195.—Agents, G. and J. Dawson^-eo and 62.
Regent St., Cambridge. [7026

Brown.
17.— 3;i;h.p. Brown, N.S.U. 2-speed. Bosch, B.B..

belt and tyres good, also enamel, pulls well, 'long
exhaust; trial.—Ford, Sotwell, nr. Wallingford. Berks,

-[X2300
B.S;A.

B,S.A.—All models in stock
;

gradual paymefitp
arranged.

B.S.A. Replacements, every part and pattern, by
return.

B.S.A. Specialists ; County Cycle and Motor Co..

Broad St., Birmingham. '« [3248

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—B.S.A. . H2 and K2 in

stock; exchanges.
^

"

{X2511

I 016 4^,41i.p. B.S.A., new condition; £60.—Ross, 86,
X«^ Hi^h Rd., Lee, S-E. [6487

1015 4i4h p. B.S.A. Combination, t<nx paid; £83.—
J-«7 Ross. 86, High Rd., Lee. [6491

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—B.S.A. twin combina-
tion in f^tock; exchanges. [X2512

B.S.A. 1921 Models Now Ready.—Davies, 229, Deans-
gate,' Manchester. 556 Central. [2439

B.S.A. Latest 4i^h.p. 3-Epeed Model in stock; £110.—
Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [6832

NEW B.S.A. Model H2, Lucas accessories, licence
paid; £113.—Palfreemnn, Pleasley. Mansfield. [5723

1014 B.S.A. 4Vtb.p. Combination, 3-speed. K.S., wind
J-J/ screen; £76.-33, Bedford Rd., East Hum. [6715

B.S.A., July, 1920, B.S.A. sidecar, Lucas Magdyno.
small raileagei £150.-102, Queen's Rd., Peckham.

[4985
"jQ17 4i4jT.,p. B.S.A., chain-cura-belt, wicker sidecar,
XJ/ lamps and horn; £70.—Wilderspin, Chatteris.

[6935

1 Q19 B.S.A. H Combination, complete, perfect con-
X«J dition; £1077 10.—Ben Pullan, Cirencester.

[5924

NEW 1921 B.S.A. Combinfitioue in stock; list price.

—Bounds' Garage, 223, High Rd., Jiilburn, N.W 6.

[5880

B.S.A. SVjh.p., 2-speed, clut-ch, kick starter, ne^^• gears
by makers, splendid condition ; £60.—Below.

B.S.A. 3Vjh.p., 2-speed, combination Canoelet sidecar,
lamps, tools, spares, splendid condition; £75; seen

evenings.—24, Oxford Rd., Upper Norwood. [5647

B.S.A. 4>^.p. 3-speed, countershaft, kick start, clutch;
£45; gilt.-Marks, 121, Acton Lane, Chiswick,

,,.4. [6794

B.S.A., all models in stock; siiare parts definitely

by return against cash.—Pitts, ol Redditch.
Tel. : 91. [X9324

Tj Q20 B.S.A. Combination H, complete accessories;
J-t/ £130; faultless condition.—B. Pullan, Ciren-

cester. [5923

£

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Langham 1257.

1921 Models in Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery:

1921 ENFIELD Combination £160
1921 i>-7 n.n- B.S.A. ajid Sidecar, and

sp?re wheel . , £189
igci 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170
1921 8 li.p. MATCHLESS Combination . . £205
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combinat'n £186 18
1921 2S h.p. 2-speeil DOUGLAS £85
1921 23 h.p. 3-5p. DOUGLAS, with dutch £105
1921 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £115
1920 5-« h.p. JAMES Combination £175
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combinat'n £165
1920 2.stroke DIAMOND £45

1921 2-speed, 2-stroke LEVIS £68
1920 2j h.p. 2-specd NEW IMPERIAL,

with clutch £78
. 1920 2j h.p. 2-5peed NEW IMPERIAL,

without clutch £68
19:0 3i h.p. LEA-FRANCIS £115

OVER~£20
REDUCTION.

We have a few NEW IMPERIALS, igsr models in

every other detail, but fitted with rg^o engines.

2i h.p., 2-speed model £68
2j h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick start.. £79
6 h.p.. ^-speed. Combination £155

SPECIAL OFFER. Two only.
2-speed models, slightly damaged ,. £60

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
igi5 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-specd £75
ro20 2-strokp JAMES, 2-speed £6^
1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, sports model, and

Sidecar £130
1920 2\ h.p. 2-5peefl EDMUND £78
igrs 4'h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £105
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combina-

tion, all accessories £120
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Montgomery

Sidecar, all accessories £120
r920 ^\ h-p. B.S.A., all-chain, and Side-

car, all accessories _ £130
1920 2-stroke JAMES, 2-speed £65
1920 4 h.p. twin HARLEY-DAVIDSON,

all accessories £105
1915 2-speed DOUGLAS, all accessories. . £45
igiQ A.J.S. Combination, dynamo light-

ini?, speedometer £140
1920 B.S.A., model H., and Sidecar, all

accessories ."....-. £115
1921 SCOTT, all accessories £125
1920 SCOTT and Sidecar, all accessories £125
5 h.p. BULLDOG, Coventry-Victor En-

gine, and Sidecar, as new £100
igig P. & M. CombinatioQ, all accessories £100
1920 LEA-FRANCIS and Sidecar, all

accessoriTS £130

CANOE L,ET SIDECARS,— All EVIodels in S-tocU, ~
EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON NEW
MACHINES. AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Slock of Powell & Hanmer Lamps
and other Accessories.

378,

CAR DEPOT:
Euston Road.

Telephone^Museum 64^6

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

"D.S.A 1921 Twin, e-7h.p. Combin-ition m stoc

fr^Mn"^-', '^l''^"'* "^^o'- *>"=• ™d luggage grid, cxt
X13/19.—Below.

TD.S.A.. 1921, Model H2, aVth.p., chain drive £HI-L* Ko. 3, 1921, sidecar, £42; No. 2, 1920 tyj
sKlecar, £35; m stock.—A. Eivett, 236, Higli lU
Leyton-stone.

fsgj

B.S.A. 1921 Models,
Hammersmith Rd.

80. Exchanges.

-Newnbam Motor Co.. 22
W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmil

[58

B.S.A. 1914 3;-ai.p., 2-si)eed, Jolly equipped, Fplem
rnnnitiftn tav nmVl . * . . _ -,condition, ta.^paid; £50,or near oflef.—64

Av., HanweU.
Gro
[59

19

1Q17 B.S.A. Combination, E.L,., spares .insurani
-i-*-' £90; exchange solo, offers.—7, Cambridge

"

Wolverton, Bucks'. . [g

20 B.S.A. 414I1.P. Combination, Kodel H, ho<
screen, all accessories, perfect condition.

-

Peckham Rye. S.E. [69
T>OLTON.—B.S.A. twin combination, 112 combinatii
--' and K2 combination in stock.—Grosvenor Gara
Bradford St., Bolton. [X2l

BEAND New B.S.A Combination, tax pnid; £120
near offer for quiek sale.—WiJdey, 31. Rider

Rd., Hampstead, X.W.3. [5!

"I Q21 B.S.A.., Model K2, in stock, deliTer^d
J-*' wiiere.—City As'eut's: ' Turner Bros., 134, Up
Tliames St., London, E.G. 4. [6,

B.S.A. Coacbbuilt Combination, 2-speed, clut
guaranteed perfect; £45; must sell.—The Ha\

120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [6:

B.S.A. 1921 6.7h.p. Twin Model A, tvith B.S.A. \'(

eidecar: £175; immediate deliTery.—Eagles and 1

275, Higjj St., Acton, Loudon. [6

1 Q19 4l^h.p. Model K, in absolutely new condit
j~*J with sidecar, lamps, born, tools, etc., tax pi

quick sale, £90.-135, Edgware Rd., W.2. [6

B.S.A. 4;ib.p., chain-cum-belt, solo; £107: in A'

-Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 177, Westu-iu
Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Tel.: Hop 210. [6

B.S.A." Twin and special double sidecar, done
miles, does 70 m.p.g., horn, lamps, and

£165.—Bos 548. c/o The Motor Cycle. [X:

B.S.A. 1920 4h.p. Combination, complete with
-acce-isoiies, . hoed, screen, etc., practically

S150.—E. Moore, Welsh Row, Nantwicli.

B.S.A. Model H, 3-speed, countershaft, kick sta
sporting coacbbuilt sidecar, splendid condit

£75; tax paid.—49, South Lambstb Rd. [f

1 O20 B.S.A., 4\41i.P-. chain-cnm-belt, low mileage,
JLt/ paid, lamps, horn, spares, as new; £90, or nei

offer.—Hughes, 46, Gwydir St., Cambridge. [(

B.S.A 4%h.p. Model K, 3-speed countershait
coachbuiJt sidecar, excellent condition; £

Eagles ana Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [

B.S.A. 1920 4i4h.p., all chain, small milei.ige

new, Lnac>5 lanip.s, horn, tax paid; £85.—Crc
c/o Huclde-bridge, 133, Sloane S*., S.W.I. [X-

1Q19 4,l4h.p. B.S.A. and C.B. Sidecar, lamp;
-»-«' etc., excellent condition, seldom used, t

" Fifth -Cross Rd., ""
ta_x

Twicken
[

£110, or near olfer.-

WAUCHOPE'S -9, Shoe Lane. London. E.(
6-7h.p. B.S.A. twin combination, 1921,

wheel, etc., tax paid, all accessOTies included

;

B.S.A. Combination, 1917, 4)4li-P-- 3-speed. ch|

K.S., equipped, perfect; £78; must sell,

abroad.—30, Sterndale Rd., Hammersmith, W.6.|

1Q19 4V4b.p. B.S.A. Model K and C.B. SidecaJ
jS*J lamps, speedometer, tools, etc., tax paid I

insurance; £105.—D., 5, Christ's College, Cambj

4ih.p. B.S.A.," 1915, new cyl., piston, mag.,
4 excellent conditioD and appearance, tax

£75._Go3eil Barue^-, Pembroke College, Cambridg^

B.S.A, 4Vib.p. Coacbbuilt Combination, ali-c

excelleul, condition, any trial, lamps, horn, sq
meter, etc.; £90.—Lees, 209,- Selhurst Rd., S. Norf

LATE 1919 B.S.A. 4i/lh.p., 3-speed, - kick
Doughis sidec-ir, lamps, new tyres, and Tai

£110; Cambridgeshire.—Box 3,768, c/o The
Cycle,

1 Q20 B.S.A. 4l^h.p. All-chain Combination,
XJJ with every refinement, unscratched; low

tor q.uick sale.—Full particulars, James, Albany
|

Ross,

41h.p. B.S.A., 1913-14, chain drive, spring wheel
4 car, front and side screen, hood, overhauled :P

not used 2V' years.—Particulars, Arthars, Astwood
|

Redditch.

"I Q 13 3V>h.p. B.S.A., Armstrong 3-speed, ._

J. *y speedometer, all on, tax and insurance, exl

condition; nearest £55.—Baker, 47, Preston At..P

roit, Mon.
"1020 B.S.A. Combination, complete with
X«/ dynamo lighting. Easting screen, and 11

paid; £120.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139. Nel
Birmingham. , Ll

_£>70.—1916 B.S.A. C.B. combination, 3-speed,

oW lamps, horn, speedometer, wind screen:,

Eangston.— Gardner, 2, Brooms Buildings, E.C
Holborn 306.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR

Douglas.
OUGLAS Motors in Stock; £85; lamps

SALE.

Douglas agent
Manchester,

equal

D
t-iontLAT. the ffreat
T Fallowfield,

'

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Solo, rebuilt,
accessories ; £80.—Below.

r^OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, cj*cle as above, newL' su-lecar and chassis, Douglas colours, all acces-
ones; £100; call and select.—Winstan-Henney Motor

63, South End, South Croydon. Tel. : 2431.
^ [4580JEEBEET EOBINSOJf. Ltd.. 32-35. Green St.LA Cambridge.—Below.
"\0UGL.4S, 1921, new 2?4h.p., 2-speed. including P.

.
,° TT ¥ '^™P3. horn, licence holder; £85; in

tock.-Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35. Green St., Cam
ridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles.
-JOUGLAS, 1921, new,2^ih.p„ 3-speed clutch and
L-' kick starter, including P. and H. lamps, horn
nd licence holder- £105; in stock.-Herbert Robin

Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995
: Bicycles.

i'^FS'^' 1.821. pew 4h.p. solo. fifsO, or com
L-' bmation, including P. and H. lamps, horn,
cence holder and sidecar wind screen: £170—Her-
f\ o«""'S''; ^'A-' ^,2-35. Green St., Cambridge. ,

ei.
. yy5. l.A. : Bicycles.

t

-\OrGLAS 1911 2i4h.D., good tyres, lamps and horn,

r,^ TSL""^ £5''"^ £18/10.-Herbert Eobinson, Ltd.,
!-35. Creen St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T 1 Tii^- — Cambridge.
'ole-.

h.p Douglas, must sell; a biirgain, £55.-
Ed., Clapham.

cheap; bargain.
[6676

T.A.; Bi
[544]

12, Behuoiit
. [6590
iOrOLAS 2^-lh.p., 1911, perfect order; £20-1' ^>trwood Ed., S.E.24. [6253
OIGLAS, 2^jh.p., 1916. as new
—33, Pennard Rd., AV.

^'^°r^nr'Sf^^-J?\r- ".^^. "•«" ^""^ machine.-24,Lhnrch \\alk, Hnmpstead. [6964
KICKHAM tor Douglas and epares; trade sud-

plied.-Stokes Croft, Bristol. (3351
"" iSfe, ^^c'r^est-I^Jf/.^S-r^-^^- '"

fe^*

!3"'Bafre?st'>i«ri'^El^«k^." ''
'"'"'""-Vo'd

)0^;GI'AS 2r..h P. 1911 2 speeds, perfect: bargain,£.^4.-17, Ueaton Ed., Mitcham. [§274

'''£80°°sl'''n''"'*,.®"^5 ^j?«'^"- »" «>: nearest
- I.80.-32, Doggett Ed.,, Catlord. [6096

5'°;Mid"1rif:.^''-f-
^""Shis, 2-speed, liimps, horn, ta.x I

' Ii.iid.-Kiug, Egrove Farm, OxioM. [X2212
Q19 2i,h.p. 2.jreed Douglas and accessories- £70

I•^ -Bound,., 223, High Ed., EUburn, N.W.6 [5884
'Sh.p. Dougl.ns, 1915. good condition, lamps ta^ i.nid4 nvarcst £40.-82, Doggett Ed., ClSd. '^ '

Q20 Douglas Combination, mileage "300
•^ scratched; £145.-B. PuUan, Cirencester

" £40.-59, Ajtoun Ed., Bri.xton, I.,ondon. [6558
Q17 Douglas Colonial Model, fully equipped- £55/10^ -en any <lar._S95, Fulham Ed-I S \V.6. [5946
),Ori..LAS 1915 2-;;hp., 3*p«d, iwricct: £50, offer-., 47, Brightwell Crescent, Tooting, S W 17 [5725

^^^^: 2?Tnd-2t Fi^ Ssr^UdV^--

»°^;^4i-^'Lit^ag>?j-^&„s'fe,S
>°£«IlAS_'»''-P-. Combinatioj, new ..idecar, lamps"

Peckham.

[6095

K un-
[5925

.
.- Combination, new .^.idecar Hmn-and aocesones; £65.-190, Chonmert Ed. ~ ' "^ '

2;fP«d, with lamps and horn
lOFGLAS 23ih.p

.
stock: f85.-Eivett,- 236. High Bi. Leitonstine":

•"YwJ'^^i
1919. 2^ih.p., all accessories; £70^-^ Ife^tween 5 and 8 p.m.^4. Alpha Hd., iSew'cross'

rESTON-SUPER.MAR'E.-Jack Pruen. Oxtord^l?^all Douglas models and spares.-'Phone? 440.

i20 Douglas, 23,h.p., 3-speed. low mileage '?ar\'f fully used; £78.-Green, The Square, Brkcklej;

.
1913;2r.ih.p. Dougtas, 2-speed

^^°^^
running order—King. Egtove Fafm

? GXS.-
splendid

Oxford.
(X2211

)20 Douglas Combination, new accent cicc^'.??
' quick sale.-Gibb, 100,' NorThgate lt.,"folces.

>Mres, goou condition: £48.-Thnrsto?' Xewe™'
[5799

Advertisejiexts. XV.

^' c^&\^Si.?'"^'^^ complete equipment, ex-cellent condition:—£120.-Hor.kin5. New St
[6891

All letters lelatins t

bury.

to se'ect from our Showrooms any one of
the (ollowins HIGHEST GRADE SIDE
CAR COMBINATIONS, all Perfectly
New 1921 Modela, at MAKERS'
LATEST REDUCED PRICES.

Any machine prepared for the road while you
wail, number plates included.

If luilion is needed, our expjrls are always at
your serv:ce.

'

If you cannot call, free deliverj- by road or rail
lo any address

Sidecar Combinations forIMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Single Cylinders :

TRIUMPH, W.U.a. 4 h.p.,
.Montsomer\' Sidecar .

.

£120
TRIUMPH,' Type H, Whitley
Sidecar _ £J5q
NORTON, 3i h.p., 3-speed, Sporting
-Sidecar cjcq

TRIUMPH, Type H.C," Gloria
Sidecar . , .

.

£165
TRIUMPH, Type S.D.C.

'

'(chain-
drivei, Gloria Sidecar .. £175
NORTON, 4 h.p.. Family Sidecar £159

Flat-Twins :

RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p., spring frame,
Kaleigh Sidecar. . . . lyg G„s!

V- Twins :

AMERICAN "X," 7-9 h.p., .Millford
de Luxe Sidecar (reduced from
:f2t7) £175
AMERICAN "X," 7-9 h.p , Millford
de Lu-xe Sidecar, d\-namo lighting
(reduced from /2 ^SJ .

.

£195
REX-BLACKBURNE Model' 55 B.D.
Combination (list price £21 S) £175

Four Cylinders :

HENDERSON, Model K.E., 12 h.p.
reverse gear, dj-namo lighting.
iMillford Sidecar, Ace Discs (reduced
from /295) £250

MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Douglas.

19'fietn&°£^"\^T«i:?'"'°,?- -J"""*'™ ^'^^ ew,
Luton. • ° of^s.-Dunham, Chapel-St.!

J^OUGLAS mh.p.. 2-speed, perfect runnin- ordeT
vty, ?J^|.

='"=": £35.-Maran. 7!" Hartham Rd°. Holfi:

jjoroL.vs 1921

m Rd., Hollo:

.„ n [SS83
, . , „-^", *^" Models from stock- hp=t

on-Thames.
'""^-B^'clielor. Clarence St.! Kingston-

TJOrOLAS 2-r',li.p 1916, e.wellcnt condition, all on,-L' t.n- „n,rl. fso.-shinkncld, 20. Lordshii Lane!East

I

Also a fine
Machine :

BAT. B ROUGH. JAMES. LEVISNORTON. RALEIGH. RADCO'TRIUMPH, VELOCETTE Etc

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY

ASTON ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams : " Primus, Birmingham."
Telephone : Central 7367 (2 lines).

tax paid
Dnlwich. -

|.52,^g

Qa.h.p.,Do«slas, 1913, sood running order, recently

^,f civTq'"'"'"''
^S8.-The Eosary," South Norwood

Mill, S.t,.19. j-g^g

1 Q18 Dongl.is Ccnil/iiintion, just oTerhauIcd. new
T • 4*''',*? «*•: £92--Mander.^, Adams, Hathern,
Leicestershire. [5535on GNS.-Douglas 1-915 2"-;,h.p., 2-speed Douglas,y^ very fast; must sell.—20, Treen Av., Hoggers
Corner, Barnes. [6479
EXCEPTIONALLY smart 1918 Douglas 2'ih.p.. 2-
J-i speed, well equipped; £50.-60, WallingtorJ Av.,
^. Kensington. [6529
TiOUGLAS 1918 2.:-ih.p., splendid condition, lamps,
,"r; fe","-

, '^'^ P'''''; £15--30, Crj-sUl Palace Park
Kd.. Sydenham. [6262
piOCGL..\S, 1915. 2-spced. lull.v equipped, in good
-»-' running order: £35, lor quick sale.—321, Edg-
ware Rd., \V.2. [7004
"TiOrOLAS 2j4h.p., as new, £45; also several new
-"-' UoK-li magneto-. £5 each.—D., 15, Birchwood Hd..
Tooting Bee, S.W.17. rgjyo

DOUGLAS 4h.r. Combination, 1918, good condi-
tion, electric lighting and horn; £90.-60, Caith-

ness Hd., Mitcham. [6988

GIBB. Gloucester, can gire immediate deliverv
Douglas 1921 model-s and spare parts Irorh

stock.—'Phone : 852. , [6340

"IQI8 2^ih.r«* Douglas, recently enamelled and
-«-t/ plated, tax paid: £50.—Fitt, 10, Endlesham
Bd., Balbam, S.W.12. [6012

DOUGLAS 2"'4b.p. T.T.. 2-.=pee<l. new condition, all

ac{es.-ori&.': £42.—It. l-'oster, Station View,
Hitcham. Maidenhead. [5845

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p., 1916, condition as now, mechani-
cally penect, first cash secures; £45.-4, Klni

Gardens, Hnnimersmilh. [642C

4h.p. Doucin?, 3-speed. K.??.. conchbuilt sidecar, good
condition, accetsorie.*, tax paid; £85.-14. South-

west Rd.. Leyton^tone. [5974

£39: Douglas 2^4h.p.. 2-specd. speedometer, lamps,
KIa.xon. tax paid, fast, perfect; bargain,—89.

East Hill, Wandsworth.
. [6613

1 Q 17 Douglas 4b. p., splendid running order, special
-Lt/ sidecar lor 2; bargain, £85.—Bunting's Exchange,
Wealdstone. Closed Sundays. [6926

£75.—4h.p. Douglas combination, splendid condi-
tion throughout, fully equipped.—Speechlv, 86,

Cliurchfteld Ed.. Aetou. W.3. [6724

DOUGLAS 2"Sh.p., 1911, t.yrer and belt almost new.
just overhauled, licence paid ; -..hat offers?—Douplns,

47, Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [5959

4h.p. Douglas Combination. 1917, fully equipped,
licensed, appearance and condition perfect; £78.—
Aytouu Rd., Brixton. (6323

from Stock: 2';ih.p. 2.speed,
£105; combination, £170.—

Moffat, Yeovil. 'Phone :. 50. [5043

£42: 2''ih.p. Douglas, 1915, enamelled, plated, over-
hauled, licensed: photo, stamp.—Strathaven.

Thicket Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [6503

on, good all-round
appointment.—Pit t-

away, 48, Highbury Park, N.6. [6378

DOUGLAS 2:;.;h.p.. latest model, complete, perfect,

free enpino elutcli. kick-starter; nearest £50.-12,
>Io--ti-n Gardens, Kensil Rise. [5695

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p., 2-speed. fully equipped, speed-
ometer, spares, splendid order; £66.-Davies,

Coui.iton. I'.irk Crescent, Erith. [5654

1918,

59.

ALL-ON Douglas Jlodels
£35; 3-speed clutch.

DOUGLAS 2"-jh.p.. ever.vthing
condition : best oiler securer

;

DOUGLAS Saxa Blue Combination, 1918, special
en'-'ine. Triumph carboretter, 3in. Dunlops, lamps.

et.-.: £88.-106, Church St., Chelsea. [5595

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, equ;l>ped,

belt; £55.—,8, Shalimar Rd,

1Ql9_4h.p. Douglas Combination

- - . , new con-
dition, little used; first reasonable offer.—149,

Bowes Rd., Palmer's Green, N.13. [6265

DOrGL--^.=. late 2«4h.p., 2-speed, speedometer, full
equipment, shields, new oversize tyres, chain,__. . „, ,. „,

^icton, W. [6220

and accessories.
Easting wind screen, in good condition: £115.

—

Bounds, 223, High Ed., Kilburn, N.W.6. [5881

"IQ19 2^ih.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, Amac, O.A-T.,
-1- V original enamel, lamps, accessories, licence, new
loudition; £65.-63, Solon Ed., Bri.xton. (5296

-| Qi9 2^ih.p. Douglas, verj'. smart, all on, tax paid:
-Lt7 any trial; aluminium footboards; best offer secures.

advertisements should quote the number at the end

Thornton Heath, Surre.v. (5427

ih.p., 1916, uncrated Marck. 1920.
accessories, tax paid; £55: evenings.-Badger, 65,

Denman Drive, Golders Green, X.^Cll. (5108

96, Melfort Rd.,

"TJOUGLAS 2!

of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
|

Douglas
^QlB 4b. p. Dotiglos Combiuation, u^arly new lieavy

|

X*' Dunlops, lamps, Klasou etc., t^ood nmning' order;

uearest £80.-15 Ranelagb Gardens, Iliord, [6369

F.O.C.H. have several good second-band Douglas com-
bioiitions and solos; bargains.— 5, Hecith St.,

IlampsUad (near Hampstead Tube Station) .[5979

T.T. Dongla.'?, exceptional condition, long plated ex-

haust, beautiful tone, tax paid, all on; £68-—
9. Pretoria Terrace, Brighton Hd., Parley. [6408

£55.—4h.p. Douglas, new appearance and condition,

ffitb sidecar chassis; genuine bargain.—Write
F.S.C., 53, Sandringham Rd., Forest Gat^ E. [5617

Oiib.p. ]Dougla=, equipped, licensed, engine 33379,
.-^4 perfect; 55 gns., or part exchange 4h.p.; seen

L,30 p.m.-J.d, Elliott Rd., Thornton Heath. [5995

4h.p. Douglas, 1918. £80, replated and enamelled
throughout, new mechanical hoin and lamps,

licensed, very smart; with sidecar, £95.—Below.

6^ ah. p. 1916 Douglas, as uncrated ; £48.-58, Blapdon
'C4 Rd., New Maiden. [7019

DOTTGLAS 1914 254h.p., 2-speed, Miller lighting set.

Klaxon, long exhaust, tools, etc.; £40; exchange.

-1, Albert Cottages, Marlborough Rd., S.E.I. [5929

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, accumulator lighting,

speedometer, spares, mileage 2,000, overhauled,

tax paid; £100.-98, Tliorfiton Av., Chiswick. [6514

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle for sale, 23^h.p., 2-speed,

milv equipped and guaranteed; £50;. a genuine

'KUgain—Eldersoij, 121, Burnt Ash Rd., Lee. [6384

1 Cbl9 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Easting, complete
Xtf with accessories, exceptional outfit, best used

outfit of its type that we have seen; £120.—Below.

1 01& Douglas 4h.p. Combination, licence paid, all

itf lamp?, and horn; good value, £110.—Below.

1 Q-15 Do^iglas, 4h.p., complete with lamps, good
it' appearance and condition ; £60.—Below.

1 Q 16 Douglas, 2^/4h.p., speedometer, lamps, and
-I- *y horn ; a cheap and reliable mount, in good

order, uncrated new in 1919; £55; extended pay-

ments; approval with pleasure.—Below.

1020 Douglas, 2^h.p.. 3-speed, K.S., licence paid,
i-^ Billies, as new; £85; extended payments; ap-

proval with pleasure.—Below.

"J Q19 Douglas 2%h,p., 2-speed, Binks, lamps, and
X cF generator, in good condition ; £65 ; exchanges
or extended payments; approval with pleasure.—The
Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxfordr 'Grams : In-

tegrity. 'Phone: 581. [X2344

4h.p. Dougla^;, 1916 (jSTovember), electric lighting. East-

ing, completely equipped, £80; solo £65.—Wood-
ward, Loxwood Cottage, Sundi'idge At., Bromley. [6141

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combiuation. late 1919, all acces-
sories, tax paid, good condition; any trial; £115.

-Apply, Hillcrest, Stanley Park Rd., Wallington. [5853

DOUGLAS 1916 2S/4h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped.
splendid condition, tax paid, not W.D.; sacri-

ace, £45 lowest,—138. - Plaskett Rd., Upton Park.
[6241

1Q16 4h.p. DougTas, just overhauled, new tyres.
JL-t/ £57; also 25^h.p. Douglas, renovated, like new,
£47/10; must sell.—28, Elm Rd., Grays, Essex.

[6353
DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1917, 2-speed, all accessories,

very little used; £48.-110, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Putney 2622.

[6206
4h.p. Douglas, looks new, 3 speed, clutch and kick

starter, tax paid; £90; offers, or 2-stroke and
cash.—G., 66, Perry Vale S.E. (Forest Hill Station).

[6664
33^h.p. Douglas, 1915, just ovei'hauled, excellent
4 condition, all on, ahimiuium discs, tax paid,

mileage 4,000; £50.—Ultonj Bourne End, Bucks.
[6864

DOUGLAS 2Kh.p.. 3-v=ineed and clutch, new Aug.,
1920. run 2,300 miles, fir.^t-class order; £90. or

ueares^t offer.—J. K. Wood. Church Farm, East Bamet.
[5601

DOUGLAS 1916-17 Combiuation, 4h.p., 3 speeds,

clutch, K. start, new tyres, dynamo ligliting, good
condition- £70.—AYadlow and Wright, Orpington, Kent.

[5654
DOUGLAS 2%h.V; 2-speed, August, 1919, Watford

trip, P. and H. lamps. Klaxon, footboards, licensed,

splendid condition; £55.-10, Grena Gardens, Richmond,
[6119

4h,p.i Douglas, 1919, solo, lampti, discs, Bonniksen.
W.R.S. jet, practically new tyres, condition perfect;

any offers about £85.—C.K.. Bolnore, Hayward's Heath,
Sus.'^ex. .

- [5588

HOT Stuff 4h.p. -Douglas, 3-speed, kick start, clutch.
1917, lamps, mechanical honi, licensed, very fast,

splendid condition; sacrifice £65.-117, Loudon Rd.,
Twi.Oceuhara. [6257
| O20 Douglas Combination, late model, for sale, eiec-
-M.*J tiic born, spare tyre, tube, belt, springs, and
valves, everything you vpant; £160.-109, Fratton Rd.,
Poitsmnnth. [6193

1 Q 20 3-5peed 23'ah.p. Douglas, discs, leg shields,
--«-' Binks carburetter. Tan-sad, complete in detail,
distinctive appearance, tax paid; £75.-208, Peckham
Rye, S.E. 22. [6182

i Q19 4h.p. Douglas Solo, perfect model, plating and
At/ enamelling, unscratched. complete with lamp,
horn, licence, real bargain; £92.—Parsons, 1, Acton
Lane, Chiswick. _ [6667

,^^.J^^,^V^lV^,^^io^Virti%V-'^^.-

KIT FOR THE ROAl

UOOK INTO THIS

1 3038

SERVICE OFFER
An Armoured-Top TUBE BAG, 7/3 Post free.

Un. long, 5 in. wide, 4 'in. Iiigh. Metal Sides and
bottom, leatlier lop, lined Flaxite, strap fastening

ABSOkUTEL.Y NEW
To fix. Bore two %'m. holes in top tube. This does not
weaken the frame. Tap holes Jin. Whitworth and secure
bag by two Jin. Whitworth screws.

All the Sunbeam racing machines in the T.T.
this year will have a toolbag like these.

REMEMBER THE PRICE 7 3

Service lin. Box Spanners with Tommy Bar, Post free, 9cf

Service Hot Air Intakes, Fit most Carburetters, Post free 2/-
Service Job Leather Mudsh!eld9, worth 25/-, Postfree5/6

1&^ PERFECT -^i
WEATHER PROTECTION
Always—with a "Service" Outfit.

GOOD SERVICE''

PONCHOS.

Made in Stout, Double
texture material, interlined _

rubber, all seams stitched,

solutioned^ and taped,
giving ABSOLUTE
weather protection.

Fitted storm cuffs and
<:ollar. Colour Fawn.

Worth a-5/-

Post paid, 21/-

SOD,
bine

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas ^

"p\OUGLAS, 2%h.p., lulJy equipped, aluminium chaiaJ-' guard, 1915, £55: ditto, 1919^ £70; guaranteed.
—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Wood-
stock St., W.l. [0547
1Q1G Douglas 2yih.p., 2-speed, with lamps, Kla
-B-t/ and numerous spares, tyres and whole mac
equal to new; £60.-45, Brookfield Rd., Bedlord Park.
Chiswick, W.4. - [6406

4h.p. Douglas Combinations, late models, perfect
order throughout, a few only; £75', approval

against cash and carriage.—Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd,,
Upper Holloway, [X2303

£y.A GNS., Urgent Sale.—1917 Douglas combiuation,\S^ makers' colours, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, fast,

smart; any esamination, trial.—Gar-age, Hansler Ed.
E. Dulwich. {10-5.) [6286

SPECIAL.—2'^h. p. Douglas, 1915. clutch, K.S
.

speed, Claudel carburetter, very fast and eco^

nomical, all on, licence paid; £50.—Derrington, Gra'
ton Rd., New Maiden, [701

Douglas Combination, 1917, lamps, and full.

f-

4h.p,
equipped, ready to - drive away, licence paii

genuine bargain; £75.—Andrews, 16E, Lancaster Rd.
Notting Hill, W.ll. . ;658i

DOUGLAS, new pistons, bushes, etc., receipt; £7
brand new T.B. mag., new footboards, frame re

enamelled, ride away; £28.—Basted House Stables

Borough Green, Kent. [626'i

£50.-1914 2%h.p. 2-speed all red Douglas, all on
new heavy Dunlop on back wheel, ^escellen

Caddr,
[639i

order, licensed, light sidecar (less body).-
Richmond Rd., Oxford.

03h.p. Douglas, 1916; new lighting set, tyres, pumi
'V^ tools, makers' enamel" and plating as new; sacr

fice, 55 gns.; exchange P. and M., Indian.—88, Glei

eagle Rd., Streatham. [621

DOUGLAS 23a.p., nnrenovateil
iroovi condition, minus a few parts

excpptionall

_ only £50 eacl

—Snlina Garage. 73, 'New- Paxk Rd.,' Biiiton Hill, S.W.E

'Phone; Streatham 40. l608

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in ne
machines and spares; try me. I may be useli

to you.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 19*

Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. - [001

DOUGLAS Combination, 1920, 4h.p., 3 speeds, chit<L

. kick start, lighting set, horn, etc.. practically i

new, low mileage; £115.—Dental, 769. Romford Rd
Manor Park, London, E. [476

DOUGLAS 23-^h.p-., l915,.fiU]y e<iuipped, Lnca^ lamp
Klaxon, speedometer, mirror, tools, pump, spare

new Dunlop tyres, tax paid, condition as ue\r; £48.-

:i
Five "U'ents, Swanley, Kent. i58i

D

SPECIAL OFFER.
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
"LEVRINE" COATS as used in Royal
Navv. Dcmble-breasted full length. Ideal for

use witli legshields. Colour, Black. Gii.inm

teed New and absolutely weatherproof.

Post paid, 20/6
'SERViCE

EYESHIELD
lor clear and unintesi
rupted view ideal for uc-

over spectacles.

Price 2/6.
" Postage 3d.

THE SERVICE CO. LTD.

289-293. HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

Telegrams : 'Admittedly, London."
Telephone : Holborn 6430.

CLOTHES FOR THE TRIP

DOUGLAS 2"/th.p., W.D., uncrat«d June, 191

lUst overhauled, new cylinders, Lucas lamp

Bonniksen. perfect condition; £60, or iiear offer,

Petersen, Turner's Hill, Snssei. [59

OUGLAS 2»'ili.p., 1919, discs, lamrs, honi, tool

ijump, many spares, specially tuned for spee

arnrt unscratched, mileage sniaU; offers, or escliME

-Lens, 36, West -Hill, Sydenham. [Sb.

1 (\n 2%li.p. Doufflas, 2 speeds, makers' colmu

i-U Amac, Thomson-Bennett, lamps, aecessora

original enamel Cunscralch«d), licence, new, condrti^i

455.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton. l<>''

2.'th.p. iS'ew Douglas with Acces=ories, 2-sp6ea, £8

4 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter. £105; 4h.p. coi

bination. £170, e.x-ivork.'i;-ca5y payments.-Harrods, Lt(

118, Brompton Kd., London. 1°''

irtie Sidh.p. 2-speed Douglas, overhauled and
in enamsUed, new tyres, head lamp, generati

tail lamp and tubing, horn, toolbag, etc.; £40.-Keev

The Knoll. Rudgwick, Sussex. too

DOUGLAS 254h.p., clutch, kick start, fitted lif

sidecar, just overhauled, new pistons, belt. CM
tvre, excellent condition: f42, or exchange li-P- ™
—4, Florence Terrace, Ealing. 1"°

4h n Douglas Combination, licence fitted, ^^
luxurious Sandum body. Easting screen, pet

carrier, grid, etc., insurance policy included; £S6

336. Gray's Inn Hd.. W.0.1. 105

DB CORT and Flynn.—4b.p. Douglas combinatii

late type frame, forks, and tank, completT

overhauled, enamelled, and plated, smart outfit; *,«

_39, Essex Rd., London, JN.l. Lor^

GEOVE.-2!J41i.p. Douglas 1918 machines overhauj

and as new, £55; 4h.p. combination. 1919 diW

£105- easy payments arranged.-.Grove Motor to., f

Hereford Ed.. Westbourn© Grove. I'A

3Shv Douglas, all accessories, inclnding Co]

i 'speedometer, kick start, clutch, 3-speed. gear
J

less than 500 miles, condition as new; bargain, fS|

Vale, 30, Carlisle Ed., Eomford. 1=1

OUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, 224h.p., lamps, KM
spare chain, belt, valve, etc., condition "'

expert examination invited: tax paid; iSSO.-J

Thames St., Sunburyon-Thames.
'."f

p. Douglas Combinations. tlioroughly_pverhaij

D*^

4 '?nd"?e-en'ameile'd"'"a'r'new, complete"' with lal

horn, tools, etc.; £98; guaranteed.-Eton and,

Ltd., 260-266, Balham High Rd., b.W.12

3.hp 2-speed Douglas, headlamp, mechanical h|

^4, electric rear lamp, long copper exhausT,
j

cam engine, very fast, tyres^ and enamellmg Js a
i49-slen 18, Park Av., Golders Green. .m

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
HarIey=Davidsod.

'AELEY-DAVIDSON.—Ail motiels in stock new
. and second-harid.—Sole Agents, Bambers", South
t, Lancashire. Tel. : 607. [5009

'AELET-DAVIDSON C.E. Outfit, 1920 electric

- model, 1921 piikl, £20 ot extras, perfect; £157/10.
1, Co\al Rd., Mortluke. [X2251

)20 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, electric model,
tonditiOD as new, small mileage.—Beavis, 13,

odberry Jiown, Fiusbury Park. [5731

)20 Harley 7-9b.p.. MilUord sidecar,
meter, horn, new,

£240.-Waite,

lamps,
only run 654 miles

;

Gainford-on-Tees.

fpeedo-
£195;
£5696

FARLEY Comliinntion, mileage 1,600, discs. Harley
- equipment, Eastinp, handsome condition; 140 fins.

;

liaDt;e.-19, Stientley Ed., Kilbmn. [6536

120 4h.p. Harley, fully equipped, good condition.
/ tax paid; £110, or offers; sidecar if desired.—
Nctherall Gardens, Hampstead, N.W.3. [6564

rARLEY-DAVID80N Combination. 1915-16 model.
- splendid condition, any reasonable trial; £l20.
near offer.—Hopkins, New St.. Ledbury. [6890

rARLEY-DAVlDSON Combination, 1916. excel-
L lent condition. Easting screen, unused during
:; £130.-6, Kimberley Rd., Stockwell. [6594

[ARLEY 1919 Combinrition, mag. model, fully

- equipped, appearance like new; £110, or good
itwei-^'ht and cash.—47, Cambridge Rd., E.l. [6663

[ARLEY, 1920 (Nov.), 7-9h.p.. electric model,
L under 200 miles, licence, lamps, born, Epecdo-
ter, as new; ^£145, lowest.—23, Ravensbourne Gdns.,
[jog.

^
[5257

J 15 4V2h.p. Harley-Uavidson Combination, lamps,
7 liorn. a- genuine barpain; exchanges entertained;
».—Bambers, Ltd., Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. ;

[X2242
116 Harley-Davidson, with special lib. p. K tMie
y engine. R.H, kick start, clutch, 3-spced, good
iiring order; £70.—Leith House, Oakdale Rd., Wey-
3ge. [6543

[|17 7-9h.p. 3-speed Harley-Davidson, ail abeessoii^ps,
y liTtod with new 40 gn. bulbous back Millford side-

: £125.-The PremJer Motor Co., Ar^tou Rd., Bir-
igham. [X2259
ATE 1920 Harley-Tlavidson de Luxe Combination,

original tyres, beautifully equipped, discs, pei
r, £168; exchange.—60. \ValIingfi.rd Av., N. Ken-
Iton. [6530

;AltLEY-DAVIDSOX Combination, 1915, cunran-
teed in perfent order, Taii-Snd. electric and ocetr-

ligliting; £90; after 7 p.m.—Webb, 30, High St..
up^tLad. [6135

19 Harley Combination, equal to new, clinctric
lighting, horn, spares. Goodyear tyres (nearly

), tax paid; any trial; £150.—79a, Hillmorton
Rugby. [6808

20 Harley Combination, electric model, 7-91i.p..

licence 1921 paid, mileage 1.100, as new; £160.
offer-.—Barnett, c/o Boyce s.' 329, Archwav Rd..
hgalc, N. ,

" [6513

1 20 Harley Combination, electric model, discs.
' spares, licenKcd, spee<:lometer, itorfect order; £160.
ilwnrds, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
>ne: 3709. - [4180
ARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late model.
electric light, discs, speedometer, etc., in splendid

r; ifilOO; seen evenings 6 till 8 p.m.—25, Batter-
Rise, S.W. [7012
10—1918 Harley Combination. 7-9h.p., sportinp
-id.rar, disc wheels, lamps, tax paid, wonderful
limber, good condition; after 6.—55, Jloncrieft
P-xkliam. S.E. [6396

ART,EY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model. Swan snort-
in,' sidecar, electric lichtinR. good condition, ns
£185.-Parker's, Bradsbawgate, Bolton; also 245.
gate, Manchester. * [X2161

18 Harley-Davidson Combination, Easting wind
screen, electric lights, recently overhauled and

amelled. tax paid; £125, or near offer.-21, GIou-
Rd., E. Croydon. [6459

ARLEY-DAVIDSON 7h.p. with Sidecar, lamps,
Easting, tax paid, excellent condition; £118.—
nham M-Aor Co.. 225, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.

Hammersmith 80. " [5891

\RLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, new condition,
sppiial sidecar, electric horn, lighting, spares,
wants seeing; trial; bargain; tax paid.—Box
. CO The Motor Cycle. [6806

VRLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
1915, mecbanica 1 ly perfect . fast, sporty bike.
us K engine; 50 gns.. bargain.—4, St. Jnhn's
d Park. Swiss Cottage, N.W.8. [6653

\RLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Combination. £115;
1919 combination, £125. renovated; 1918 un-
ated solo, in running order, £77, 10.—Owen, 59.
Icfield Rd., L'pper Holloway. [X2304
li.p. Harley-Davidson. 3-6peed. late 1915, with 1918
Henderson Elite sidecar, tax paid, lamps, wind
1. tools, etc., sound condition throughout; £90.—
Jackson, East I'arad'-, Keighley. [5863
i.RLEY-DATIDSOX 1918 7.9h.p.. rebuilt nnd re-

euamelled. looks and run.* like new: £85 or
inze.-Ca-^'^ Motor Mart. Ltd., 5, Warren St..
n Rd., \\.l. Tel.: Museum 623. [5713

ELITE
CLIPSE
VERYBODY

FOR VALUE IN

TYRES
Our l.,st

rize. Make. Price. Price.

24x2 Wood-Mllne Special 29/6 47/6
26x2 Wood-Milne Extra Heavy . 87/6 ho/-

Clincher de Lu.\e Heavy . .

.

35/- 4'i'5

,, Wood-Mllne Special 29/6 .18/-

^
Englebert Wired-on Rib . .

.

25/- S^/-
^, Avon Lishtweii;ht Ribbed .

.

25/-
25'-

43,626x2i Avon Combination 91 ,'-

40-
39/6Palmer Cord ' 53,6

Wood-Milne or Spencer 1

Moullon Extra He.ivy . / 39/6 6.S/-

,, Dunlop W.D. Heavy 39/6 iilo
Beldam Extra Heavy 37/6 b\h
Bates Special Heavy 87/6 Co/-
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Heavy 37/6 6: /6

Hutchinson Passenger .... 35/- 70/3
Beldam Heavy .

.

32/6
30/-

55/3
00/-^, En^lebert Wired-on Rib ...

Hutchinson T.T 30/- 56/6
Wood-Milne Special 29/6 53/")

28 X 23 Dunlop W.D Heavy 42 8 Sb'q
Bates Special Heavy 39/6 7;,'-

,, Palmer Cord Heavy 39 ,'6 62/-
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hoavv 39,'- 63/6
Beldam Extra Heavy 37 i6 66/3
Kempshall Anll-skld •37 ,'6 i:/6
Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy . 37/- 63/0

,, Wood-Mllne Special 32/6 •;6,'<)

Hutchinson T.T. R -stud. .

.

31/6 5Q'9
26X2J Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy . 44,'- 86 ;-

x2t Palmer Sidecar Ribbed 35,'- —
Hutchinson T.T R.-stud. .. 32/6 67/-

26x2,'. Wood-Milne Combination . 57/6 102 /-

„ Bates Special Heavy 45'- 76 i-

Avon Tricar Rubber-stud. . 45,'- 781'-

Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy . 44/- 87/6
Palmer 2-ply Ribbed 35,- 40'-
Hutchinson T.T. Ribbed, ... 82/6 6^1-
Englebert Wired-on Rib . .

.

30- 70,'-

26x3 Wood-Mllne Combination .

.

65,'- lo-, /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy . 52 ;6 ,S6 1-

28x2', Goodyear A.W. Tread 45/- 84;-
28 2}

Goodyear A.W. Tread .

.

to m 46/- 84/-
3ln. Rim
28x3 Bates Special Heavy 55/- 92 '-

J, Dunlop W.D. Heavy 48/6 74/6
Avon 3-rlb 4.S,'-

Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy . 35/- Sif-
,, Kempshall Anti-skid 35 ;- 67/5

650x65 Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy . 48/6 H3(-
Bercoupnan .^-rib Heavy, .

.

35- 83 '3

Soly Rubber Non-skid 35/- S3/-
700x80 Wood-Mllne Stee, Studded . 97 6 114 9

^
Partrldee R. Non-skid .... 85/-
Wood-Mllne Extra Hoavv . 60/- <;3 '-

These special clearance lines are sent
Carriage Paid, and on approval, seven

days against remittance.

TRADE SUPPLIED. WRITE FOR OUR
ILLUSTRATED LISTS & DISCOtJNTS.

__^_.^___, _ -»,-—...^fc Extra H&avy £lRETREADING gcavy 17 s
Medium .. 15 -

Repairs nro oxecutcl nt ^^^*|^^*
oor own works unJer i.\ QC KE"/\IRS
pelt 6aper?i8loTi.

ORDER THE

H^

19=

19=

H^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.,
Harley-Davidson.

LATE 1916 Harley 7-91i.p., 3-specd, dual clutrh.
Gloria sidecar, complete, and in fine condition;-

cash otter wanted, or exchange lor 1916 Saxon.—770.
!
Stratlord Rd., Sparkhiil, Birmingliam. [602S

j"IQ19 Harley Combination, 1920 sidecar [special!,
^*J exiJensive accessories, splendid turn-out, electric
horn, lighting: anv trial, e>'amination; tax paid:
£150.~Bo.x 3,819, c/o The Motor Cade. [6807

HARLEY-DAVIDSON (Nov.. 1919) Combination,
new condition, bood, wind screen, speedometev,

lamps, etc.; owner bought car: £160.—Wilson, 289a,
! Regent St., London. 'Phone : JMa.vIair 6666. [6455

HARLEY {UiteJ 1920 Dynamo Combination, epeedo-
meter, " discs, hood, screen, fully insure<l tax

paid; one of the most handsome outfits on the rood,

unscratched; £220: cost £290.—Webb, Beliuont, Surrey.
[5990

; 1 Q19 Harlcy-Davidsoif? handsome special coacbbuilt
-^U sidecar, just overhauled; a smart outfit; like

new; £130.—Hill. 1, Chichester Mews, Chichester
Rd., Paddington, W.2 (near Royal Oak Station, Met./.
Phone : Padd. 3889. [6042

ARLEY-DAVIDSON and Henderson Elite Sidecar.

1919. riot W.D., Tan-Sad. dissolved acetylene
lighting, hood, screen, spare tvres, tubes, chains,
valves, etc., in topping condition; £175.—Taylor. 28.

Mitcham Rd., Tooting. ,.
[6044

20 Gold Medal Harley Combination, bulbous,
hood, triple screen, Lucas dynamo set, born,

wut«h, mirror, Cowey trip speedometer, low mileage,
Einv examination and trial, tax paid: £165; seen any
UTnc.-26, High St.. North Fincblcy. (6948

20 Electric Harley Combination, ' fitted with alu-

luinium discs nnd Tan-Sad seat, miieago 2,600, no
punctures, tyros almost as new, mechnnically perfect,

imd in excellent contUtion: a bargain, £185; owner buy-
ing a car.—Lea, 6, East Park Parade, Northampton.

[5765
.\BLEY-D.\VIDSON 7-9b.p., lato 1920 electric

model, fitted with Bastone Elito sidecar, com-
plete with Cameo screen, speedometer. Tan-Sad.
apron, etc.. licence paid 1921, only done 1,000 miles;

a genuine bargain; £210.—R.B., 228, Pentonville Ed..
King's Cross, London, N.l. 'Phone: 2481 N. [6880

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-91i.p. Combination,
dynamo li^'hting, electric horn, Bpeedoraeter, log-

shields, sprtro chain, valves, and solo sprccket, tools,

etc., fully insured nnd tax paid, low mileage, 60 m.p.g.,

perfect running condition; £185: trial given by ap-

pointment. — Fletcher, 3, Tonhiidgo Rd., Maidstone,
Kent. [5772

Hazlewood.
,\ZLEW"OOn-.I.A.P. Combination, twin, S-sne-.'d,

clutch; £55, otters.— 63. Arllngford lid., Bri.\-

ton. [6523

20 Hazlewood 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed.

lutch. and kick starter, lamps, Klaxon, pillion

>eat, good condition; £110; tax i)aid.—390, Stretford

Rd., Manchester. [X2285

E\V 6h.p. Hazlewood Combination. 3-speed. clutch
and kick starter, a very reliable outfit, a few

shop-soiled outfits, available at special prices lor im-

mediate delivery; £165: easv payments —Hni rods. Ltd..

118, Brompton Kd., Loudon. [6158

Henderson.
KICKH.\.M for Henderson, sole agent lor Bristol

and Bath districts.-Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3354

"I Q20 lOli p. Henderson, Henderson Elite eideear.

At/ Cowey etc., tax paid, luxurious outfit; cost £275:
£165.-114, Brixton Hill. [6982

HENDERSON 4-evl. Clutcb Model, as new. discs,

electric light; £95, or oxcbango considered.—Box
5,841. c/o The Motor Cycle. [8968

HENDERSON 4-cyl. Combination, first- class con-

dition, electric lighting, speedometer. Cowey horn;
,£100.-73, Claremont Rd., Luton. (X2282

1 i*kh.p. Henderson. 4-cyls., 2-specd. clutch, handle
XU t.tart, guaranteed, as new; £90.-106. Barlow
-Moor Rd., Didsbury, Manchester. [6675

'ENDERSON 1919 4-cyl. lOh.p. Combination, elec-

tric lamps, splendid order; bargain. £150.—Jones.
Cheveley, High Park Rd., Farnham. [5831

full electrical equipment, last

new, but shop-soiled ; dElSO.—

H
Ion.

19^
-tat,

I

Rd.. ]

E.

H^
HENDERSON. wil,h

ol 1920 stock.' -- .

George Wray, Virginia St., Southport. [6845

1 Q20 Henderson, dynamo lighting, speedometer. 3-

Xt/ -pe.^'J. clutch, elcrtric and mechanical horn, mileage

negligililr-; ''e.«t offer; cash urgently wanted.— 13, Victoria

ltd- Sheflield.

Henderson,
orn.

Smith,

601 Q20 4-cyl. _

-Lt/ trie horn, combinajaon

The ^'ame. The Firm.

All letters relating lo

fBEEBSBSa
. WAY.

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266. Vaaxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.

Telephone: Victoria 6553 and 65S<».

•J\ei tisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement

[6799

sidecar, lamps, clec-

,s new. must sell;

£145—J Smith, 54, Hampstead Rd.., N.W.I.
Phone : Museum 5938. [6886

£160.-1920 Henderson combination, lOh.p., 4-cyl..

ijulbous back sidecar, electric lighting, not done
1 000 miles, guaranteed as new.—The Premier Motor

Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X2260

HENDERSON Combination. 4-cyl.. 1916. ju«t over-

hiiuled. le-enamelled and plated, fully equipped.

tax paid, tip-top condition: £140; evenings after 6 f2

Saturdays}.—Mayes, 51, Axodene Ed., Brixton Hill.

S.W.2.
'

[6288

ENDERSON 4-cjI., Rennoc tandem sidecar, like

new, 2 screens, aprons, mirror, Watford trip

speedometer, S gallons Mobiloil, licence,_ Splendid ^con-

dition throughout; £150.-32,
Bowes Park, N.22.

H=
Arcadian Gardens.

[6563

and the d;ite of the issut. Bas
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HEXDEESOS" Combiaation. new April, 1920, mileape

1,800, 4-cyl. engine, just OTerhaiiletl, electric

lighting Epeedometer, larg« comfortable sidecar, with

hood, the whole iir flr-rt rate order; £190.-HamMiy,

68, Bellingham Ed., Catford, S.E. [5841

HENDEKSnN, 1920. dynamo ligliting, special bulbous

back, double seatcr sidecar to match. Easting

Eoyal screen, Orto hOod, side curtains, re-enamelled

and plated, perfect condition; £175; apporntment,—

'Phone Streatham 1910. or 22, Earlsthorpe Ed., byden-

ham. C^^^'

HENDERSON Combination, 1915. clutch model,

low mileage, stored 3 years, lamps, speedometer.

Klaxon, spare tyres, licence paid, expert inspection

invited; £120; apply between 9 and 7 oclock or

'phone for appointment.—Tottenham 2120.—l.ittle s

Piano Factory, Elmhurst Ed., Bruce Groye, Totten-

ham. [^^^^

Hobart.

Oih.p. Hobart, 2-strokc, single-speed; £25.-Tcrry,

/W2 16, Grove Parade, East Finchley, N.2. i702;S

TO 21 Hobavt, J_i,P. engine; Sturmey-Archer gear,

-•-t» shop-soiled; £84.—Eoss, 86, High Ed., Lee. [6484

1 Q 14 Hobart Twin Coach Combination, S-speed,

Xi/ K.S. ;
gift, £39.—Eamsdens, 8, Maybell Av.,

Blackpool. [6°51

1 Q20 Hobart-Villiers 2Kh.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn,

At7 tools, insured, licence paid, overhauled, perlect,

agent's guarantee; £60, or nearest offer.—Gray, Hazel-

head, Teignmouth. .
LoOla

Hurabei'.

HUMBElt 1921 Models in Stock.-Smith's. Main St.,

Meiborough. [5637

HUMBEB 2%h.p., lamps,' tools, iiew .tyres, liceiice

paid; £25.-49. Medway Ed., Bow. [56Ui

1 021 number Flat Twin in Stock, £140; wifll side-

i-tJ car, £170.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [i.2293

HUMBER SJih.p., sidecar, 2-speed, K.S. ; bargain,

£46, near ofter.-25, Belmont Ed., Maidenhead
Ld4od

HDMBER Lightweight, good running order; £25.—

25, Eosslyn Crescent, Wealdstone, Harrow

Oh.p. Humber Lightweight, Bosch, B, and B., good

/4 order- S25, or eKhange.—Baldock, West St., Dun.

stable.
[66S5

Olh.p. Humber, Amac, Bosch mag., running order,

/is round tank; > £25.-Blake, .216. Westbpurne

Grove, •W.ll.
~ ^^^^'*

31hp Humber, 2-speed, clutch, excellent condition;

2 ;e58, oj- exciange for combination. — 93.

BrudeneU Ed., Tooting. - 17021

030- 1914 3V>h.p. Humber, S-speed, clutch, kick

oC/ starter, beautiful Condition; honest bargain.--

89, East Hill, Wandsworth. L6611

HUMBER 25,lli.p, -Twin, 3-speed, clutch model, in

good running order, new tyres, raomg bike;

accept £35.-321, Edgware Rd., W.2. [7006

HUMBER 2h.p,, overhauled, splendid condition, new

tvres l.imps, horn, tax paid; i£30, or nearest offer.

-Harrington, 3, Neale Ed., Halstead, Essex. [5911

HUMBEE Combination, 1912, S'/oh.p., 2-speed, free

en"ine handle start, in good running order; £40.

—4, Keisley Mews, Bridge Ed., Battersea, S.W.ll.

31hp Humber, 1914, new engine, Sturmey hub, 3

2 speeds, clutch, kick starter, new parts, lamp,

tax spares; £35.-7, Stuart Crescent, Wood Green.

.:S.22. [6245

£100.-Combination, 1919 SVjh.p. flat ttrin Humbe:

.

perlect condition, new Millford Corvette sidecar,

4-point attachment.-lS, Folesliill Flats, Foleshill, Cov-

eutry. [X2205

H^rUMBER Combination 4h.p. flat 1920, electric

L lamps all round, Lucas horn, sidecar screen,

epeedometer, condition as new; £155; close offer.~Lt.
Burton, c/o Dan Guy, Weymouth. [0564

8Xli.p. Humber Combination, 1914, 3-speed, clutch,

2 kick starter, coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen, 3
new Duulops spiung sidecar wheel and extra strong-

chassis, tax paid; £65.-9, Eail^lioll Kd., Eltham, S.E.
[6711

HUMBER, 19i3. .2%h.p. twin, clutch, very fast, in

really fine condition, appearance almost as brand
new been very carefully used ; £27/10, a real bar-

gain —R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk.
[5917

41h.p. New Humber Flat Twin, 3-speed, clutch and
2 kick-starter, mth magnificent sidecar; a yery fine

-ombination; in stock for immediate delivery; £176/3/6;
ea^' payments.—Hanods, Ltd., US, Brompton Rd.,

London. [6164
Indian.

INTITANS.—1921 models new ready.—Daviea, 229.
Deansgate, Manchester. 536 Central. [2437

KICKHAM lor Indian, sole agent for Bristol
and district-—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3353

r\DIAN 1916 7-9h.p., clutch, disc wheels, tax paid:
L £55.-10, Eosedale Av., Hayes, Middlesex. [6717

19 Tinused Powerplus Indians, 2 onlyr £80 each.
—4, Thornton St., Kempton, Bedford. [6761

-9h p. Indian Combination, 2-speed, clutch, lamps

;

£.60 ; ready to drive away.—Laund Earm. Belper.
[5708

All letters relating to advertisements
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CRABTREE
OF WISBECH

FOR

Special Bargains

O.K= UNION ridden about

100 miles, as new £35

O.K. UNION, new, slightly

shop-soiled - - S4U

SPARKBROOK, new,

2-speed gear, shop-

soiled - - - £60

DOUGLAS, 1920, 3-speed,

kick-start and clutch,

perfectand little used £75

ZENITH, 6h.p., 1916,Comb-

ination, complete with

lamps, windscreen, etc.

overhauled - - £85

SUNBEAM, 3i h.p., 1920,

Combination, as new,

fully equipped including

windscreen - £135

speoaToffer
of new hres

in Older to clear the remainder of our Stock.

Brand New ex-W.D. Covers.

MACINTOSH and
KEMPSHALL
28x3 for English Rims.

WOOD-MILNE
28 X 3 for American Rims.

CLINCHER de LUXE
26x21 for old size rim. •

each 22/6 ^^^^

Carriage Paid.

Please mark envelopes "Tyres.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

IiuUan.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1919 Powerplus, 3-speed, etc.: £75
—Speecllly, 85, Chuichfleld Rd;, Acton, \V.3.

[572

7 h.p. Indian, in splendid condition, 1918; owner m
accept reasonable oflei.—To be seen 28. Broo

St., W.
'

[587

INDIAN Powerplus, 1918, condition and appearant

as ne\y; £65.—Owen, Scholefleld Rd:, V^f,!
Holloway. [X.!ao

1 020 Indian 7-91i.p. Combination, firet-class ™>i'Wi.°i

iC? offers,- appointment.-Bromlcy, 137, Cambud
Ed., S.W.20. M
TNDIAN 1914-15 Combination, electric excellel

1 condition, perfect running; £58.-3, Wallinglo

Av., W.IO. L"^'

TN-DIAI< Powerplus Sporting Combination, disc wliec

X legslields- £95.-Banlis, 7, Pimcess Kd., i^^]'"?

N-.TT.e. '^'

TNDIAJ>f, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch, tax ^paid: £5

1 part exchange lightweight.-2a. BouTue Rd-, Be

lev, Kent. "'

TNDIAN 7-9h.F., 1919, speedometer
^J'''

o"'"',;

1 paid, new condition; £85.-Monli, Sun St., w
tham Abbey.

1Q15 7-9h.p. Clutch Indian lamps, licence, insr

lif ance, perlect; £48.-Wnte, Harper, 10, bevit

ton Hd., Hendon.

-1020 Indian Scout, . small mileage good con.^ti<

i-iJ speedometer, spares, etc.; £105.—Box 53^.^^>

The Motor Ctjcle.

1 Q16 Indian Powerplus Coinbination, 7-9h.p., 3-spe

lU accumulator lighting, tax paid; £75. 3, W)

wood Ed., Harpenden.

T OOK '.-Indians, 1918 7-91i.p., 3-sB6ed, cl'.teh^ spr^

J-l frame, hke new, £60; ditto, 1919, 465.-3.i,"

Gardens, Hammersmith.

SELECTED 1920 Indian Scout electric lighting,

& tect condition; bar-gain, £1^5.-Ha^^eJ80n,^^

Station Ed., Finchley, N.3.

1 Q16 Indian and Sidecar, good ,<:o°^"'™!„lS"ly clutch; £85, near offer;, would sen solo. Jac<

Swan Brewery. FuUiam Ed., FuUiam. I

•JQ15 5-6h.p. Indian Combination S-speed -all |c

ly series, good going order; first offer £70. ti

The Bungalow, North Town, Aldershot. |=

-. r>16 -Indian 7-9b.p.. spring frame. 3-speed clu

19 kick start, conditiSn Perfect tax pard; £6

Leith House, Oakdale Ed., Weybrldge. Lg

1 Ck->1 Indian Combination, dynamo ligbting,

19-newr;£226.-B. Brown Indi.™ Specialist 3

7a, Parker Lane, Burnley. Tel. ; 1032. L

1Oi20 7-9h.p. Indian -^Jombination dynamo light

19 Hendeison sidecar -^i!" small mileage, as n

4150—Peart, Wood Hill, Hatfield. Hert«. l.'

NnlAJST 7-9h p., 1920, dynamo Ughting eombinat

tax paid- £90--75, Commercial Ed., &rantnaro. lo

TWriTW 7-9bo Clutch Model. 1915, speedomj

I Klaxon elKtric light. e:icellent ctjndition
;

i

Manc.£^er.'Vox 3,755,^;0 The Motor C,cU. £

TNDIAN 1916 7-9h.p.. spring »«"»• ip^l^i B

Gardens, Hammersmith.

TNDIAN Combination, 5-6h.p., 3 =l?e«ls, jpeedom

frrrr38,-&ar eZ s^^Suh^s^i

TNDIAN .1914-15 7 9h.p Combination ig^t overhai

imp1S%J'<?^);^or Stph^S" Garrett, Hamps

1020 Indian Poj.erp^sC>™bina«^,^e^^^^

,io „r"rwAat" m-^lSe*'poplars, Durkar. \V

TVDTiLM 5.6h p 1915, tax paid, 3-sp.ee<l. clutch.

I^°r't?ntly overhauled, y.len^did co^ndrUon. trml,

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

Chesbire.

19"vl'^''lii^t%Src?'?.^n^°H!o'n?tx%tr
,natlf"«er'accep^tS'.-133.

Liverpool Rd., l|
reasonable oiiei a..^ci—— — -- -

[

1 02'Jl''lndiau Powe'rplus, ,^l^"^°f.r,lfS,Tj.'^

lr?ect^"d«; ^f^:-%S""--" --^^^^
Park, W. „ ,. .-

-TTCnUN 1916 Powerplus Swan. Combination,

I^tott clutch, accumulator lighting, wind screen

coMlition; £85.-Smit]r, 26, Monson Ed., W.Ik

^'.0,1 a' Indian 7-91i.p. Powerplus, as new, only

iSSiudT'^^-K^^eSr^--^
Bucks. 'Phone: 52.

Should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date o! the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
L.M.C.

.M.C. 6h.p., 1920, 3-speeds, clutch, kick starter,
as makers' specification, shop-soiled only, at bar-

aiD price of £105 lor cash only.—Mebes, 156, Ct.
ortland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230 [6858

M.C. SSih.p,, 1920, 3-sp2ed. clutch, kick starter
as makers' specification, shcp-soiled onlv, at bar-

ain price of £85 for cash onlv.—Mebes; "

156. Gt.
crlland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230. [6685

M.C. 4;{h.p., 1920, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,
,

fitted Henderson El sidecar, apron. Jaiups, etc. :
1

97 10: exceptional b.Trpain ior Ciish onlv.—Mebew.
55, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230.

„ „ ^, [6856
.,M.C. 6h.p.. 1920, suspension frame model, Hen-
derson Bl sidecar, apron, screen, speedometer, horn

new, done under 200 miles: £125, for cash only.—
leiics. 156, Gt. Pdrtland St., W.l. 'Phone: Lauf:-
am 2230. [6857

Martinsyde.
20 6h;r. Martiusyde Combination, liilly erinipped;f 139 ?Ds.-23, Urockeuhurst G:irden.«, Mill Hill.

[5763
h.p. Mnrtynsyde Combination, 6 months old, good

cnaditioa, smart, reliable, owner bnving solo, tax
lid; £115.-Ive5, Halesworth, Suffolk. ' [5701
ATE 1920 Martinsyde Combination, dvnamo light-

ing, new condition throughout; £155. including
nce.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St. Bir-

ingham. _^ [X2218
Q20 Martinsyde Combinations, 6h.p., 3-speed, kict." «t.irt, clutch: £160 to cle.'ir; cannot repeat; open I

tor .supplies.—Wilshaiv, Lytliall's Lane Garages.'r^„.„.„„
[S22S4

I'AETIXSTDE Combination in Stock, £175; other
^ models in a tew days; catalogue of this gold
dal w inner on request.-The Moreton Garage, 2 More-

crrace Mew.s, I'imlico, S,W. 'Phone: Victoria.
[5837

l"^^?'in''''^'?^ ^A-n.'
C«nibination, price reduced to^ -t.160, at winch figure this represents un.

ind;

,

ilesliill, CoveiTtrv.

64.

mbinations; demonstratiWruns with pleasure"

n''p.,i 'Si°''ir^'\"' ^°°U ^^- Portland St. London;
0, Pans St., Exeter; and at Walsall. [6871

9=
Massey-Annn.

„^'A"ey-A"an. 2.-ilh.p. Blackburne engine. 2-

land n,^w- •..•Qa?;'^'''- i''*"'*'
Olympia Show model,ami new, £99/15; e.xchanges or extended pavmcnts-

,
0.\(ord. Crams : Integrity. 'Phone ; 581. [X2364

.\TrHLESS.
Matchless.

9^1i,'r.2'''Vi'"'V''°,''
^">' ""'''=' '"m stock or in lew

^y;i;,tr.f?et:'na'l?f"??s'^ed""brihe^=«^:
iSSile&lSTpIu^.^J:,.''^'- ^" stock.-^'»

;174.-Matcliless Coinfiinotions.

^"«k* °* "'""'''"^ liave'nil Matchlc« models in
[0480

'^'flM':!;^'/' foT^fi'-A""."' "^i"""' '^"^ deli^ve"-!£195.-44, Longfleld St., Southfields, S.W.ls!

J'dPl'i?e?v!''l?0°5"'"°"i?°' '- '"""^ '<" immiailt^
ifficid ^' ~ ®""i'' ". Ecclcsall Rd..

ATCHLESS, 1920, Magdyno, speedometer Tan-'

L^ir"""*- °^"' invited.-B„x 3,8?0,'%;o Ta",

[6977

clcm^.e"^??^', "','• '" '««'' fo' ^•''^'' or ex-

-xton Hm. •
^"""^ "*" "2° "°<'<='- fl85.-114.

'^ne^'-Ills'*'?^?' ,,'?•
Combination, 1920, bra'ndnew, ;tl75.-Wright s Garage, Saffron Walden.

)^ireen.' Hf'^JS"'-^"^- T'^' ^™"' ™--"^'' 'ideca"
r, Mex'borbugh •

""""^ exchange.-Latham, Eai^way

|21 2.seater Matchless, M.A.G.. dynamo cost £241
Ed^Vi'ilh™."'

"""'=• '"^ ^'•^- *2l"-25t £uns:
-,

.

[6366

Matchre^i'.'^ Iia-j^T"",*'"" '^"' "«" Model H
h Ed Lee " ' Suarantee._Eoss, 86:

'

[6497
^?'f^HM:SS 1920 Model H. complete genuinelv

'^'^!h^^' °*^"-^- ^- ""'-' i8 SJJ|5

^slia^f?,! ^'"'i sP^'Jonieter, wind screen, hood,

NSbrVok^r'fuo'r-J'."^"^'^ '° J^'-^^HS^'i

['^Tl^;?,?* }^-° ^'°''^l H Combination.- dynamo
'. Bii!;"ii'&.?%ni55^^"-^-"- "•

^Tsirs

40,000
OF THEM
'HUMMING >,'

ALONG
THE ROADS

DAILY

A SATISFIED RIDER WRITES:—
"/f (5 not enough to talk about

it; it is worth SHOUTING
about.

"

Booklet Free:

THE VILLIERS
ENGINEERING C°US
SUNBEAM STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each

- .MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless,

IVfATCHLE.SS 1921 Combination, M.A.G.; £205
--'•- from stock.—Gibb, Gloucester. [0443
"VT'EOViL.—."Vloffat, Town Hall Garage, Matchless
-^ agents; immediate delivery.—'Phone : 50. [3331
TV/TATCHLESS 1920 Electric C.n. Outfit £20 ot
i-'i extras, tax ii:iid, as new, perfect- £165: 1921
n;iid.—54, Coval Ed., Mortlake. [X2250
"IQ21 Matchless Magdyno Combination. M.AG. cii-

t;me, cost April 11th £235: accept f222.-Wliit,

.

" cstheld Ed., West Ealing. [5966
1Q14 8h.p. Matchless Coiubiiiotion, good condition.
-"-•^ tools. 3 lamps, generators, horn, spare tube; -wliaf
ofters.-Morrif Smith, Goathland. [X2069
M.\TCIILESS Combination, 7.9h.p. M.A.G. engine.

3-speed. all-chain drive; £115.-59, Palfrey Place.
Dorset Ed.. Clnpham Ed., S.W.8. [6251
j\,rATCHLESS Victor? Model, spare wheel, new tvres.
-^'-»- periect throughout; best offer over £100; liiust
si-ll.-123. Gray's Inn ltd., London, ^\'.C. [6787
"1020 Matchless Combination, as new, speedometer.
-!-•-' hood, screen, spare wheel, etc.; £160; any trial.

3. West Gardens, BobiDson Rd., Tooting. [6272

VTATCHLESS 1918 Comhiuation, 8h.p.', spare •wheel.
-^^•- d.vnamo lightinii. speedometer. Easting, new con-
dition; £140.-183, Bow Ed., E.S. East 881. [6127

IT/'AVCirOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
'' Sh.p. ]ilatchlcss combination, 1920, dvnamo

l:,;liling, spare wheel, etc., licence paid; jeioO. '[6904

1 Q21 Matchless Magdyno Combination, owner uu-

'

-*-*'- able to -ride, brand new, unused,- unregistered

:

,-acrifice, ,£198,-41, Madrid Ed.. Barnes, S.W. [5450

MATCHLESS Model U Combinations, in slock; ex-
changes.—Newnliam Motor Co., 223, Hammer-

-luuh Rd., W,6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [5890

TVTATCHLESS-M-A.G.. 1921, Mo<leI H, brand new.
-!'-•- Lucas dvnamo lighting, £215: another without
dvj.aiiio, £190.—r.J., 172, Ttovalviui Hd„ Tooting.
S"-17. (5669
T ATE 191-9 Motdilens Combinntion, tax jinid, oil
-L' spares, not run -since end of 1920, in iwrfect con-
litiou: £140. -S., Pelican House, London ltd., New-

[5790
MATCHLESS 4Ii.p. J.A.P., Bosch, variable geai.-.

perfect condition, must tell, liost offer, and con"
Mdecar.—UnttcrwoithH' Gaiagc, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill
S-\^-2- [6289
MATCHLESS Ijitc 1920 Model H. Combination.

.M.A.G., all accessories; £175.—Kewnham Motor
('•:. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
Mnith 80. [5893
1 Q20-21 Matchless-Jr-.A.C. Combination. Lucas liglit-
-'-^^ ing, many extras, absolutely new condition,
un-oilcd; £170; licence paid.—294, Kennington Park
Rd.. S.E.I 1. [6574
MATCHLESS, brand new, with makers' guarantee,

without spare wheel, £174, or with Magdvno
I
lighting £199.~Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South

I
Kensington. [6924
MATCHLE.'SS. M.^V.G. Combination, 1915, connter-

shalt, Atmos carburetter, perfect rnnnioc order:
seen after May 10th.—Little, 148, Lower Addiscomlie
Etl-. Croydon. [6790
MATCHLESS Late 1920 Model H Combination,

Lucas, accessories, spare wheel, lttvi=hly equippMl:
£160.— Porker's. Bradshnwgate, Bolton; aI--o 245, Denns-
gnte. Manchester. [X2168
jV/fATCHLESS Model H Combination, Xov.. 1920.
-LTX perfect condition, mileage 500, mechauital horn,
->^pare wheel, screen, tools; £175.—Bickmore. 15, P.ark
Parade, Cambridge. [5619

MATCHLESS. Matchless. Matchless.-Latest 1921
model 8hr). combination, for -immediate de-

liverv.-Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24.
Woodstock St.. W.l. [q418

MATCHLESS-M.A.G. Combination, July, 1920,
lamps, horn, speedometer, spare wheel, screen,

niilcnge 514. exceptional condition; £170.—Marston. 31.
Bridge St, CTiestSr. [6834

1 Q21 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. 8h.p. engine.
X i/ new; £205; exchanges or extended payments.—
The Lavlon Garages. 90, Ilighi St., Oxford. T.A.

:

Integrity. 'Phone : 581. [X2342

LATE t'920 Matchless Combination, 8h.p., ALA.O.
engine. Lucas Magdyno lighting,' equipped regard-

ies-, original tyres: £160; exchange, tax paid.— 60, Wall-
iuglord Av., X. Kensington. [6531

MATCHLESS, 8h.p. twin J.A.P.. 2-speed connter-
shaft gear, chain drive. Matchless sidecar, wind

screen. Lucas lamps, luggage grid; £105.—Eagles and
Co.. 275. High St., Acton, London. [6733

MATCHLESS 1920 Magdyno Combination, speed-
ometer, screen, splendid condition; 160 gns.: part

' exchange lower power combination or eolo.—Spurling.

j
8, Courthope Rd., _ Hampstead, N.W.3. [5914

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 Matchless combinotioc, Mag-
dyno. small mileage, fully equipped, hood, screen.

spare wheel, luggage carrier, tax paid: £175.-5, Heath
St.. Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). [5983

MATCHLESS Model H 1920 Combination, Lnc.is
lamps and horn, speedometer, -wind screen, spare

wheel, small mileage, now being completely overhauled:
I linigain, £160.—Philpot, St. George's St., Canterbury.

^^
1 1 6608

advertisement, and the date of I le issue. b2<j
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MOTOI^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

-| Q2I Matchless, M.A.G. engine, Lucas Magdyno
-Lt7 lighting, electric horn, hood, screen, legshields,

recently delivered, absolutely new, \inriddeu, unregis-

tered; owner buying car.—48, llaslemere Rd., South-
sea. [6213

Idle Mcitchlees-Jap 5h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick
-It/ etait^r, low mileage, enamel good :is new. gnar;ni-

t«d peit«:t every^vhere. new belt; prico £60, includ-

ing all accessories.—E. J. Gardner, Cuuvch "Si.., I^h'Ti. .

^\ViiL3. , [7033

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920, 8h.p., small mile-
age, Mngdyno, Cowey horn, tyres unpunctuved,

beantil'ul condition througjiout. privately owned and
carefully looked after; £170.—Matchless, 47, Streatham
Hill, S.W.2. [5958

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, 1920 impiovements
except spring frameO, M.A.G. engine, spring wheel

sidecar, detachable wheels, Si?are, car tyres. Lucas
dynamo lighting, fine condition; £155.-64, Melrose
Av., Mitcham. [6134

MATCHLESS Combination, late 1920, H2 motlel,

Magdyno, M.A.Gr. engine, speedometer (under

4,000), registered, insurance, many extras; special

offer, £155.—SteVeason, 55, Temple Row, Birmingham.
Tel.: 893 C-entral. ~ [X2265

MATCHLESS 1921 Models, immediate deliveiy: -with-'

Magdyno lighting £230. without Magdyno light-

ing £205, no waiting; in stock ready to drive away;
ea.=y payment? arranged.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite

Olympia, London. [6000

MATCHLESS Brand New 1920 Combination, unused.
M.A.G. engine, spare wheel, screen, etc.. makers'

full guarantee; £165.—Autliorised Agents, Elce and
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
'Phone ; Avenue 5543. [0067

MATCHLESS 1921 Family Model Combination, de-
livery from stock; £212/10; liberal easy payment

terms or exchanges arranged .^-Authorised Agents, Elce
and Co., 15-H3, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0069

MATCHLESS' 8B.. 7-9h.p. M.A.G., 2-seater siderar.

electric side and tail lamps, acetylene, head, spares,
including covers and tubes, and back seat for third
passenger, good condition; £110.—J.H., The "Haven, St.

James's Ed.,- Sutton, Surrey. [6117

1 Q21 Matchless Combination, Model . H2, M.A.G.
-*-^ engine, Luc-as electric light, horn, hood, screen,

"step, speedometer, legshields, tax, insurance, 500 mile;,
makers' guar-nntec'; any trial, cost £258/12/6; accept
£233/10.-Reed. 201 jN^ew King's Rd.. Eulliam. [6359

MATCHLESS-M.A.G., Aug., 1920, electric horn and
lighting, shields, discs, twin exhaust, hood, screen,

step, spare wheel, grid, all tools, accessories and epares;
unpunctuied, as new. tax paid; £165, no oflci's; view
any time trial 6 p.m.—252, St. Ann's Rd., Tottenham

[6436

1 Q21 Matchless Combination, M-A.G., dynarho lighf-
-I-«7 ing. electric horn",- speedometer, front band
brake, double seater sidecar and step, Sandham
screens, hood, and cover, one month from works, as
new; £225.-150, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen.

{6019
8h.p. Matchless Combination, late model, Lucas light-

ing, hood, curtains, Cowey horn a_nd speedometer
with trip, step spare wheel, legshields, "J.A.P. engine,
many extras, luxurious outfit as new: £165. Tel.

:

Tottenham 149.-C. Davis, 127, High Rd., South Tot-
tenham. [5859

MATCHLESS Combination, 1919. J.A.P. Bh.p., 3-

speed, clutch, kick starter, detachable wheel:
.

oversize tyres, sjieedometer, accessories, in perfect
condition, tax paid; best offer over £l00.|~Kinsey and
Co., 352, Lr. Addiscombe Rd., Groyddn. 'Phone

:

1129. . [6881

MATCHLESS Combination. 1918, 8h.p. J.A.P., sparp
wheel, wind screen, luggage carrier, lighting f^et.

etc.; this machine is absolutely sound and reliable and
in good condition; will accept firet offer £110.—F,

Knight. SewaidstonD, Chiugfoid. 'Phone.; Waltham
Cross 211. [5590

MATCHLESS Service Depot, 'Phone 751 Greenwich.
—The leading Matchless agent. All 1921 modeled

for immediate delivery, cash or deferred terms. Satis-

faction guaranteed, and unlimited -service from the
agent of all high-class motor cycles.—Sam E. Clapham
[Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [5665

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practi-

cally designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce
on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for

cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied;
all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill.
N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley, [0381

1 Q 20 Matchless, Lucas acetylene, Auster Triplex
-L«^ screen and hood, side curtains, Cowey horn,
speedometer, leg shields,' sidecar step, mirror, child's
folding seat, Tan-Sad (unused), with back and foot
rest, numerous spares, special locks fitted, excellent
condition, mileage, 2,500, licence paid, complete insur-
ance just renewed; cost £265; take £190, or near
offer.—Hancock, 29, Ellerton K,d., Wandsworth Conj-
mon, S.W.18. - [6263
MATCHLESS.-Whitsnn Holidays. Don't worry ahont

trains. Save coal. Buy one of these exceptional
bargains: Brand new 1520 Matchless combination,
stand.ard model, £185; ditto without screen and spait'
wheel. £174; immediate delivery; the fin©.=t value to-day.
—AVrite. call, or 'phone (Greenwich 751), the leading
Mfitchlesg agent, Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stock- i

well St., Greenivich. S.E.IO. [6518'

PHlLIPsoNi
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Don't Scrap
an old Engine,

but give it a

NEW LEASE OF LIFE
by .fitting the

World - famed
Philipson Pulley.
Entirety Free from troublesome and
weighty complications-—only two work-
ing parts—no levers, rods, wheels, etc.,

to worrj' about. Simply takes the place
of the ordinary pulley. One nut secures

the complete gear to the engine. Can
be fitted without any alterations to

most direct belt-driven engines in a
few minutes.
For hill-climbing it is unsurpassed.
Makes mountaineering ejisy.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send foy Illiistnited Booklet.

During the past few weeks the follow-

ing machines have been fitted with
PHILIPSON Pulley:

Triumph, Arno,
Rover, Rex,
Norton, B.S.A,,
Douglas, James,
Singer, L.iVI.C.,

Bradbury, Lincoln Elk,
Ariel, N.U.T.-Jap,
Swift, Number,
Abingdon. ^ N.S.U.,
IVIinerva, ^ Peugeot,
Precision, Rudge,
Matchless, Quadrant,
Ivy Precision, Alldays,

Villiers IVlark IV.,

and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write us

Price £8 8 ''^^^

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,

Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS
(Established over 40 years.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.

Maxim,
MAXIM-DALM, Dec, 1920, 3h.p,, 2-stroke, .ibso

lutely new, Amac ciirburetter, E.I.C. iu;i?., Albiou
2-c^pee'l. Huteliinson tyres, .icressorie.-, £52; ditto wit]
clutch, kick start, £58/10.—224. P^ntonville Ed., Lou
-don, N.l. (429:

Metro.

1 Q20 Metro-Tykr, 2-speed, new condition, valuable
-*-«7 spares, etc., fully equipped; bargain, £53.-14
Godwin Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. I602i

METRO-TYLER, December, 1920, 2-speeds, enclnei
gear box, as new, fully equipped; £62; -exchanj,

combination.-26, Newland Rd., Worthing. [669^

METRO-TYLER, brand new latest S t.vps model
offered at the * special reduced price of £70

please call and inspect.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops
gate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone Avenue 5548

[006(

IVIinerva.

£1-0.—2'14h.p Minerva, mechanical valves, mat;-. Icf

carburetter.— King, Egrove Farm, Oxfoid. iX221

MINERVA 3y2h.p. Combination, tax paid, lanipi

horn; £26; exchanges.—76, London St., Chertse\
i [665

3ih.p. Minerva, mag. drop frame, overhauled, \\

2 enamelled, quick sale; £12.—Garner, Saffro
Walden. [642

MINERVA 3>ih.p., splendid running condition
£22, or near offer.—24, Townshend Terrace

Richmond, Surrey. [645
Moto=Reve.

MOTO-REVE Twin, 60" Ericsson m.lg., .food tyre
good' running order; £16.~Sherriff, Kenilwort

Rd., Balsall Common, near Coventry. rX22(

MOTO-REVE Twin Lightweight, mag., Druiils; £2
or exchange for Skoot^mota ; otlier offers CO

sidered.—Hensolii Melton Ed., Oakham. [X221

Motosacoche. ^
1 Vlli.p. Motosacoche Llghtwei.'rlit, in good conditioi
-14 £12/10, bargain.- 54, St. John's Bd., TuiJu-idi
Well.5.

—
Oih.p. Motosacoche, splendid condition; £28, licen
fiji paid.-LtiUiaiu, East Court Cottage, East (iri

stead. _ [57;

Monarch
1 Q20 Monarch 2-stroke, licence paid, single gea
n-tJ' lamps and horn, reliable and cheap machine,
really good order; £40; exchanges or extended pa
raents; approval with pleasure.—The Layton Garag(
90. High St., Oxford. 'Grams: Integrity. 'Phon(
B81. " [X23

New Hudson.
JULIANS of Reading have all New Hudson models

stock, [05

1 Cbl^ 3-speed New Hudfion, iiew condition; £36
i-if Ross, 86. High Ed., Lea [64

NEW HUDSON" 1920 2y,h.p., 2-speed, little use

£55.-Dud]ey,- Oakamoov, Staffs. _ [59

NEW HUDSON 4h.p., engine, gears, tyres, excallc:

£55. offers.-97, Calbourne Ed., Balham, [65

"1 Q20 New Hudson 2-stroke; £50, or nearest: t

J- "^ paid.— Bailey and Wright, Ewloe, Chester. [58

NEW HUDSON Lightweight, 1920 (Aug.], perte

unpuncture<i : offers,-Fry, 2, Holly Hill, Hnu
stead. [65

NEW HUDSON Ace-engined 2-stroke Lightweig
licence paid; £24, or nearest offer.—17, G

coign Rd., Barking.
,

t63

NEW HUDSON 2;4h.p.,_1920, excellent'cbnditii
lamps, horn, speedometer; £55.—Vinson,

Navy St., Clapham. [<

NEW HUDSON Liglrtweight, Latest model, - 2-spl

hardly soiled, fully equipped; £65, otters.—

Nightingale Ed., Wood Green. [5^

BRAND New 1920 New Hudson, 2-slroke, 2-spe

countershaft 2i-4h.p., fully equipped; £60.—
Auckland Ed.^ Uppe,r Norwood, S.E.19. [6!

(fjh.p. 1919 New Hudson Combination, Easti" lamps, t.ax paid, perfect condition, no reasona

offer refused, must sell.- 7, Tyrrell Rd., Dulwioh.

NEW HUDSON 2>fli.p., J.A.P., 3 speeds, dnt

all accessories, licence, perfect condition; £'

exchange 3;.i-5h.p.—349, Bristol Rd., Birminghani.

NEW HUDSON Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p..

speed, clutch, kick start, equipped, excel!

condition, trial, registered; £63.-27, Brisbane^^

Wimbledon

NEW HUDSON 1913 4h.p. Combination, only ridi

1,000 miles, C.B. sidecar, 3-speed.hub gear, t

speedoipetcr, sl^endid condition and tyres; 65 m
Laureldene, Cowfold, Sussex. v*^

NEW HUDSON, 1915. fast machine, 4h.p., 3.spl

clutch, K.S., in good condition, lamps, h<

tools, and new tvres, Binks 3-iet carburetter, »
D. mag., ride away; £48.-321, Edgware Kd-.

,*]

21h.p. New Hudson 2-stroke, late model, B. and

* Thomson-Bennett, Druids, new Avon and Dun
lamps, hooter, lieence, jiew condition : £36 ;

pan
change 234h.p. Douglas.-35, Terrors Ed., Hammevsm

[6<

B30 All lettEi-s relating to adveriisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

"^WO New Hiwlson (June, 1920) Tourers, 2i4h.p., 2-

speed, speedometers, lamps, liorns, mirrors,
eased ; 60 gns. each fcash}, witbont accessories 53 ens.
ch.—Hopkins, 95, High St., Slough. [5848

Q20 New Hud.son 2-strok-6 2,'.i]i.p.. 2-speed, Iamp=." a sm;i{t little machine; £47/10; exchanges or
itended payments; approval with pleasure.—The Lav-

Garages, 90 High St., -Oxford. 'Grams: ^Dtegritv.
hone; 581.

-
LX2361

New Imperial.
N Stock, 1921 8h.p. New Imperial combination.

-

TiUeys. The Esplanade, Weymouth. [6799
TEW IMPEKI.AL Agents.—Lightweights and spare
' parts in stock.—Crow Bros., Guildlord. [4709
l3.h.p. 2-speefl 1914 New Imperial, just overlianlcd.1 tax p;ii<l; f 37.-54, Palace Ed., Streatham Hill

021 New Imperial 8h.p. Combination. 400 nnles
»/ only; £165. -Collier's Motories, Horton .St
ihta.x. J595J
Q20 New Imperial, 2-.ih.p., Iv.S.. all accessories" speedometer; £65.-116, Iverson Rd., West

[694"l

PJLPI!',™^^^' Oct.., 1920, 2yh.p., 2.spoed, little

S?;?'t
"""' "'^ns^l

:
i65.-Edwin Knight. Church

,., Jteigaie.
|;5904

P modef^'If^^-J-'^'^- 2'*''"-' 2-sPe«I. new 1921
Hr,ir„c*°'i'™i'^'' "I"^'"' offef. fTS.-ilar.ston,

,
iinUge St., Che^ster. [6837

O20 New Injperial Sh.ii.. MiUford sidecar. Klaxon
>Ti„;* »V 'n'^

',""'• e.xcellent condition; £145.-161
jrljcrt liil.. floolwich, S.E. - [613d

9'°-„w?"' ^"'P"'»'. 2}ih.p., 2-9peed, K.S., nocps-•^ sories, spares^ licensed; £65(-'n'ade Hillsidem-;ier3 Lane. Mill Hill. ' [6429

4'";,f ™-^'"'"''i'''*';'^^,''' -^'l""'' 2-''P<!«rgear, lamps,

oiv qi
IM^l.spleuaid condition; £35, no olfers.-o«, 91, Mapledeno E<I., Dalston E.8 [697'

FEW nrPERIAL-J.A.P. 1920 '2vih.p. S-speed'
I lii-enscd, equipped. j)crloct, and iinscratchcd; 45deposit.-24, South St., Newport, Wight. [6505

1

ial-Jap Combination, 3-Bpeed,

i,.
'''=„,"se. condition as new, with

"est Clitt nd., Eamsgate. [6062

[X2331

2-speed. kick staiter.

Q19 (Sept.) New Inipt^ U.S., had verv littl
ops: £130.-69, ""

9'horf?''Sl^?jt; ^'"""'"'-J""'- 2-'I>«iI. Inmps and" Horn, tell £45, or exchiiuge higher power —E
se, Nuneaton ltd., Hulkiugtou, Nuneaton. Tx2166
FEW IMPERIAL 2:',h,p.. 1918 2-speod, kick start,

1 i'n^'u'' •il"i'"iiium discs, lamps, tax paid;
3.-10. Crowborougn Ed., Tooting, S.W,17,

—'J---'

"EW IMl'EEIAL.T.A.P. 2"'ih.p.,
clutch, shop-soiled: £78. nearest offer to clear

-

rtei, 33, Efllngham Ed., St. Andrews, Bristol. [5724
EW IMPERI.A^L-J.A.P 2-'ih.p., 2.specd, kick-

starter, clutch, never been used, shop-soiled onlv;
clear, £79.-Ccntral Garage, Henley-on-Thames.'

O^'^.'^-^V .^"'.'""'"'^"P 2?Jh-p., 2-=pee<l, clutch,
kick start, all accessories, tax paid, perfect con-

ion; 40 gns:; otfer.-l. Park Terrace, Worcester Park
f^y- [5714
'EW IMPERIAL 2-'.lh.p., 1921. J.A.P. engine, 2-

specd, tax paid, lamps. Klaxon, tools. Dunlops
E away; £43.—Wontner, 39, StanhoiJe St., Enston^L [6520
EW liMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1920 (Jnlv). 2'.h.p.,

,
kick starter and clutch, e;igine No. 20;6275. con-

ion almost as new; £80.-50, Cromwell Ud., Caver- t

m, Reading. [6449
57.-1920 New Imperial, 2''-ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, new

IMuilops, speedometer. Klaxon. Iiiini>s, tax p:iid
mdid condition: must sell.—Simmonds, 13, Treguntci
, South Keusiugtou. [6552
120 New Imperial Combination, 6h.p. J.A.I' en-
s' Buie, Milltoid sidecar, lamps, hood, screen ;ill
essorics, tax paid, perfect condition, had little use:
•».-s. I,ust, 3, Nicholson Ed., Walthamstow. [5764
Ih.p New Imperial. 2-speed. £80,17; ditto with
» clutch and kick-starter, £89/5; 8h.p. com-
ation. £186; in stock lor immediate delivery: easy
ments.-Harrods. Ltd., 118, Urompton Rd.. London".

NCINEER'S Bargain.- Practically nsw 2'Jh.n. New
Impsnal-Jap, 2-sp;ed, clutch, kick starter, lamps,

n, pump, tools, new accessories, chain, valves, etc..
nscd; £62.-40, Wellington Ed., St. John's Word.
' *! [6030
IMEDIATE Delivery ol any New Imperial .Model;
casri or rlelerred payments; book .vour order now,
o° u i'-^PP"'"'™™' later—Burlington Motors

.. bouth Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone:
ston ,i417. [0506
EW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P. Z-^a.x:.. 2 speeds, clutch,

Hn,
'*-'"'^r' '\<t^y semi-TT. bars, largest P. and

Jrin"^ 'f ;
"?' ''""!' *''"!^ •=*"" e™"'' condition;!

trial; take 2 anywhere, licensed; £50.-103 Ben-n Grove, Thornton Heath, Croydon. '[5962

^Uue"h^?l'*''^^
1921 8h.p. Combination, latestt.vpe bulbous back sidecar, eg shields and lu^

ks-''i™"c„"°'Pl'="=;, S''""''
"tw.^ust .arriied iJor

Ice' and F^'' fJ ,''?'^n-
5"'°= " e^'c'iaiBes arrangec

i. 'Ph?ne-'^Al!;„?"=l'??l='"^ A'" Camomile It
[0068

N
MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE.

New Imperial.
EW IMPERIAL 2-;,li.p.,^l9l9. 2 sneeds clutch

st„1dML"r''l,^' ="'i
H. 1?7 lamps. n?w sim te'el-'studded on back, condition and annearance as new

B°ri'uchcn?t'1i' !'""• i," l»id; i^SO-Watkins?'?;Bryncheulog, Aberbeeg. Mon., S. Wales. [8707

New Ryder.

N^"^^,,'^^'?^,^' 3:i*'^'^^' '""'P'' "'»1 I'frn. condition

1 ,,,„
S^'»f«"'«'^J

:
il20.-Philpot, St. George's St., Cante.-

"'">'
• [6609

Ift^^i^?"' Byder Ds Luxe, 2"4h.p., 2-stroke, kick
,V, ^S'™''. 2-spoed clutch: cost 76-gns., ncc«pt £58.

-1^1, Eotton Park- Ed., Binninghaui. - [6645

New Scale.

S'^'l;^?/ ^''ih-P- Precision, £80; 4h.p. Blackbuine.
>-' £100; motor cycles you will hear more about r
have always a stock ol each model; Iradc supplied.

-

Uavies, 229. Ueansgate, Manchester.' 536 Central
(2440

Norton.
pREMIER Motor Cd. lor 1921 Nortons.

A Nl" Model Norton fleliverod to your address, rirria^o
'-»• paid, within twent.v-four hours.—'"be Premier Motor
Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [X2261
JULIANS of Reading have Norton 16H. in stock.

J 0LIANS of Reading have Notion Model 9 in stock" [0489
'piCKEEING, Shrewsbury.—All Norton models from
-*- stock. [X2505
YEOVIlj.—MoUat. Town Hall Garage, Norton agents

—'Phone: 50. [3330
ORTON 1921 Famous 3Vih.p. from stock; £132.—

(jibb, Gloucester. [0444
-•V.N' GtjY. Weymouth. Norton udictal agent. Big 4
combination in stock. 10562

NOETONS. all models, delivery anywiiere.—Smith';
Main St.. Mexhorough. [562

w
Mexhorough. [562G

KSTO.NSUPER-.MARE.-Jack I'rucn. Oxiord St..
for Nortons.— 'Phone : 440. [6250

^TOHTO-N Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere;
* early dates— Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

16128
NORTONS, 1921, all models; delivers' anywhere;

carriage paid.- Clifford Motories, Eastwood, -Notts;
[6268

NEW Sports Norton, 1921, 16II., only ridden liome,
very fast ; £120, licensed.—Walter Mndelev, Wciu,

Sniop. (5744
NTLlRTO-V 1921 .Models--Sole district agents. Wessex
-L" Motors. Ltd.. 60. Catherine St., Salisbury,
hone: 72 |50d''>

1 Q20 Big Four Norton and sidecar, fully equipped.
J~i^ spares, insurance, splendid condition; £1-50.—
16, Priory St., Warrington. [6022

NORTON Big Four De Luxe Combination, Dec,
1919. unpunctiired. sound, reliable. Easting; £120.

—8, The Avenue, Chingford, E.4. (5922

NORTON T.T. Philipson, hand controlled, tyres,

enamel, plating etc.. as new, perfect, oil on, £70.
—Hughes, Heath Hospital, Bexley. . [6371

NORTON Combination, 3;-5h.p.. 1915, all on, tax
paid; £110. n-a'est rea.sona^le offer; trial appoint-

ment.—25, Burghley ltd., Leytonstone. (5602

NORTON Model 16 3-speed T.T.. £132; ako Model
9 3'-'.h.p. spoits. £98; imnie<linte delivery from

stock.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [6841

NORTON 1921 Motor Cycles, brand new, all models
in stock, immediate delivery.— Palin. Sole Agent.

Bourne St. (nr. Spot), Osmaston Rd.. Derby. [3181

"I
Q20 Norton 3i;h.p. T.T. Model. Philipson. spcedo-

--^ meter, small mileage, and in excellent order,

licence paid, fast; £95; approial with pleasure,—Below,

1 Q20 Norton Big rour. ' S-speed, K.S., fitted with
.-*-*' lamps, horn, and knee-grip.s, has had very littlo

use, almost new; £115.— Below.

1 Q21 Norton, Model 16H, 3;-$h.p., 3-si«-ed. with
-i-«7 B.R.S. engine, certified to have ex' e^ded 70
m.p.h. average for Brooklands lap; £147.—Below.

]Q21 Norton 3;ih.p. T.T. Model, eingls pear, direct
.*y drive, adjustable pulley, special engine, Drand new;

£98.-Below.

1 Q21 Norton Model 1611, 3.'3i.p., 3-speed. brand new;
-t-«^ £132; exchanges or exteiide^l payments.-The Lay-
ton Gar.igos. 90 High St-. Oxford. T.A.: Integrity.

Phone ; 581. [X2358
NORTON 1921, famous No. 16H. speed tnodel, used

twice, Lucas lighting and lioin: £120, licensed.—

Boll, 14, Quarrendon St., Parson's Green, S.W.6. [6097

BIG Four Norton Sporting Combination, 1916,
speedometer, discs, 2 lighting sets, insured, tax

paid; £95. — 5, Dalcview Rd., Stamford Hill, N.
[6033

NEW 1921 3iih.p. Norton. 3-spced, kick start, 1611
model, in stock; list price £132; e-vchanges en-

tertained.—Bambers', Eastbank St.. Southport. Tel. :

607. rX0631

NORTON Combination. 3;jh.p., 3-spc«d, engine just

l>6en overhauled; £98; or woulu exchange tor

higher power.—Albany, Booth Rd.. Collindale Av., Hen-
don. [6365

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

"VrOKTON 1919-20 Big Eour, De Luxe sidecar, speed-
-Li ometer, ail Ininps, perfect condition, licensed for

1921; £135.—JMnttocli JHotor Co., Mattock Lane, Baling,
W.6. [6428

4Il.p. Licensed Norton T.T..-1914, with 1920 engine,
new Seuspray carburetter, lamps. Klaxon, good

tyre.s, very farf-; '£45. or oiler.—Dyson, Croft Terrace
York. ^ _ _ . [5690

1Q20_Big Four Norton Combination, lamps, Cowey^^ iiorn, large" sprocket and chain for solo, new con-
dition, tax paid: £155.—^A, E. Gore, Littie^vorth,
Hednesford. • - [X2237

DAVIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Nortons
irom stock: the machine you will eventually buy;

all spares stocked; prompt attention.—229, Deansgate.
Phone : 536 Central. [2432

NORTON Agents.—Motor cyclists in or near Oldham
call. Our IMr, Mitchell will demonstrate to you

the finest inacliine in the world.—Bulloughs Motors,
Waterloo St., Oldham. [2050

NORTON 1920 Big Four, gwan sporting sidecar,
Cowey speedometer and horn, acetylene and

electric lighting, perfect condition, tax paid; £120.

—

Mizen, Oakleigh, Mitcham. -t6392

~i ^H Norton, all accessories, good tyres, 140 m.p.g.
Jt-^ solo, Cauoelet sporting. Triplex; £120 solo, £135
combination, or best.—Write, Williams, 20, Willoughby
lid., HampstfSid, N.W.3. [5806

NORTON 1920 Big Four Model, Canoelet sidecar,
fully equipped, low mileage, indistinguishable

tiom new; X155.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton;
also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X2163

1 Q21 S'-ih.p. Sports Norton, Model 16, lamps, Cowey
J-*.' horn and knee grips, not done 100 miles, also
Norton sporting sidecar ;" whole cost £182.—Offers to
.ShufFlebotham, Brooklands, Leek. [7029

NORTON 1921 Dig Four, delivery from stock, the
ideal two-purpose machine; £155; exchanges or

extended terms.— Official Agents. Elce and Co., 15-16
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile .St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue
5548. . [0065

j

1Q21 Big 4h.p. Norton, 3-speed, etc., Lucas head
--•^ lamp, Lucas horn, rear lamp, special 700x80

!

tyres, licence paid, only run 70 miles, absolutely as
r.e-iv; £130.-Bambers, Ltd., Eastbank St., Southport.
™-: 607. [X2240
lyOETON 1921 Big Four Model, Henderson sidecar,
-^ ^ Lucas Magdyno lighting Cameo wind screen, over-
sized tyres, tax paid, insurance, indistinguishable from
new; £195.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245 i

Deansgate, Manchester. rX2164 I

N.S.U.
nVT.S.LT. 41i.p. Twin, running order, licence paid; accept]
-1-^ £22.—C. Huke, Beach Side, Aldeburgh. [6197

|

]\J.S.U. Sh.p. Twin, 2-speed, spring frame, lamps,
J-' coachbmU sidecar, tax paid, enamelled black

Iand gold; £65.—Blake, 216, Westliourne Grove, W.

C'h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, thorough order. Aire Wat-^ sonian sidecar, underslung. good tyres; £38-—
Grcatwood,-55, Chaucer E.d,, Heme Hill, S.E.24 Call
after 6 p.m. • _ rg230

N.U.T.
]\J.U.T., 6h.p., J.A.P., fixed engiued, very fast," T.T '

-' with sidecar £95, solo £85.-Ward, Oakrnvd,
rottc-rs Bar.

'

[S802
1Q20 Magdyno N.tT.T., perfect condition; £130, or
-•- tf nearest, offer. — Beechlea, Springfield Hd

,

.'Mtrinchani. [6775

1020 3i,yi.p. N.tr.T., Magdyno, horn, licensed, as
-«-"' new; £98.—Edwards, - 50, Harrington Hd
South Kensington. [6919

1 21 Model N.U.T., Magdyno (Lucas), fully erjuipped,
-^tJ' licensed, insurance, demonstration, as new; £125,
—Swift, Ledbury, Herefordshire. [6187
]V"UT Sporting o.h.v. Twin, discs, speedometer, lamps^^ lieantiful machine, very fast., tax paid; 68 >ns '

ufl'ers, e.xchanges.— 4, Hoseford Terrace, Shepherd's Bush ,,

Thone: Park 654.
, . [5973 '

N.U.T. 3i/..h.p., 1920; electric lighting model, enamel-
ling and' plating absolutely -as new, only run

about 1.500 miles, perfect condition; ahytrial; £125
Apply, L. Bailey, 72, Mitcham. Rd.-, Croydon. [5136

"VT-U.T. Special 500 c.c. twin Racing Overhead Valve
-L* Engine, very fast and light, polished nickel open
exhausts, tank straps and fittings, geared from 3 to
5 to 1, lamps, horn, tax paid; £60.-88, Brook Green,
Hammersmith.

, [6175
"NJ.TJ.T.—Siiechal 500 c.c. speed model . N.U.T.,
-i-^ overhead valve engine, handle-bar controlled
gears, just built up and gtiaranteed brand new except
gear box, capable of 60 m.p.h.; this machine will
appeal to sporting rider requiring a fast semi-touring
model; moderate price.-Maudes' (below).

N.U.T., 1916, Sh.p. overliead valve J.A.P. twin. 3-
speed countershaft gear, usual N.U.T. finish'

moderate price.—Maudes' (below).

N.U.T.—Sole distributers tor London, Middlesex,
Hertfordshire, Essex, Surrey, Staffordshire, Corn-

wall, Devonshire, and Somerset; trade supplied; imme-
diate delivery; exchanges or deferred payments.—
Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Gt. Portland St., London,
W.l (Museum 581); 100, Paris St., Exeter; and
Wolverhampton St., Walsall. [6868

7^ S3fjS/^{t/0/l
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EXCiiANgES or

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
1921 NEW MODELS.

STANDARD, rt.eh.p., 4-ssater £610
LAGONDA, ir.g h.p., coup^, dickey,

full equipment. Reduced price . . £425
CALTHORPE a-seater. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE 4-seater. Reduced price £450
COVEiMTRV PREMIER 3-wheeler .... £225
ACME-J..'V.P. bh.p. all chain Combin-

aton, sp.u-e wheel and tyre .. ..£190
EDIHUND-BLACKBURNE, sp. frame.-. £105
ROYAL RUBY,

_'i h.p , 2 speed, sports 80 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL, S h.p., and Sidecar. £186 18
NEW IMPERIAL, 3i h.p., 2-speed ... £80 17
SCOTT Cfmbination £170
SCOTT, new Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, 6 h.p, and Sidecar £172 10
TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar .. £155
B.S.A. twin Combination ,. .. ..£175
B.S.A. 4i h.p. 3-speed Combination £152 10
SUNBEAM, 3,1 h.p., touring £155 8
NORTON, 3! h.p., single-speed 98

1321 DOUGLASES.—,—
Including lamps, generator, horn, licence-holder

2j h.p., 2-speed £85
2^ h.p., 3-speed (no clutch) £100
j^h.p., 3-speed, kick start, clutch .. £105
4 i.p., 3-speed, clutch £130
4 h.p. 3-speed Combination £170
Prices plus tr.^nsit. Exchanges. Easy terms.

AGENTS FOR
ACME-J.A.P.. B.S.A., BRADDURY, DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD, NEW IMPERIAL, NORTON, REX,
SUNBEAM, SCOTT, and TRIUMPH MotorjCycles;

L.S.D. and COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wfieelers
;

AIREDALE, DOUGLAS, CALTHORPE, and
LAGONDA Light Cars ; MILLS-FULFORD and
SWAN Sidecars.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Ord.T

NEW IMPERIAL, ici2r, 230 mi'es, £65
A.B.C., rc)20, Magdyno lighting, speedo-

meter, electric horn, 700 miles .... £115
WOOLER, r920, spring frame, 200 miles £82 10
EDMUND, 2i h.p., 1920, as new £75
ARIEL, 1920; 3* h.p., 3-speed o/shaft. £93 10
BROUGH, lgi6, 3-speed, countershaft £75
COVENTRY EAGLE, 1920, 3! h.p.,

3-5peed, very fine condition .... £98 10
WOLF-J.A.P., 2.1 h.p., 2-speed £45
DOUGLAS, 2t h.p., 2-specd £45
CLYNO, r920, 2-speed, lightweight ... £55
SCOTT, 1920, well equipped £105
MINERVA, twin, spring forks £35
DOUGLAS, 1919, 3j h.p., 2-speed .... £65
ARIEL, 3i h.p., 2-speed, F.E £42 10
B.S.A.- loTo, 4^ h.p., special equipment £87 10

TRIUMPH, 1920, 3-speed, countershaft £99 15
PASSENGER MASHINES.

IVIORQAN, Sh.p., sporting. Tax paid. £125
MORGAN, rgtj, sporting £140
DOT-J.A.P. r920 8 h.p. Combination £145
NEW IMPERIAL I92r Sh.p. Comtina-

tion, lax paid. 400 miles £165
PREMIER- 5I. h.D.. 3-sp.,and Sidecar £65
BRADBURVehp. 1920 Comb £149 10
ARIEL 3i h.D. 1920 3-sp. Combination £110
HENDERSON loh.p. 4-cylindcr Com-

bination, very smart condition .. £210
HARLEY r920 Combination, electric. . £190
INDIAN 3-specd twin Combination . . . £90
BRADBURY, 3S h.p., 3-speed, Sidecar. £75
NORTON Big Fom:, 3-speed, Swan

sporting Sidecar, electric lighting. . £139 1

)

RUDGE. 'i-6 h.p., Multi-Rudge .Sidecar £65
SPARKBROOK 6 h.p. all-chain Com. £95
SCOTT, 1020. with new Sidecar fil;^.'^

B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-sp., B.S.A. Sidecar £95

Cash offers wanted. Deferred payments taken.

MAGNETOS.
Large stock of brand new Magnetos for

I

Triumph, B.S.A., and Douglas machines .

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

N.U.T. SVsii-P., 1920, Magdyno model, Sturmey,
nndershield and belt guard ol aluminium,

enamel and plating, and new, very fast and SiXJitj'
'bu.s, electric Iio:-n, Bonniksen speedometer, Terrv't
links, spare- belt and tube, tax paid, mileage 1,500,
sundry other spares; £120.—Brasse, 6, The Haw-
thorns. Church End, Finchley. [6995

O.K.
JULIANS of Reading liave all O.K. models in sior-b.

10481

NEW O.K. Junior, .single .speed ; £42.—Marstoii, 31
. Eridije St., Chester.

""
- [6844

JQ21 2"^4h.p, O.K.-Junior in stock; £50/8.—M'
J-<7 and Co., 139, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. , [5615

2";4h.p., 2-stroke, latest 1920, efiual to new
, tax pnid: SSgus.— 619, Gariatt Lane, E

fteld. . , [6201

DAVIES, of Manchester, can- deliver 1921 O.K..'i

from stock--— S29, ' Disansgate. - 'Phone: 536
Central. [2435

O.K., 4-strote, 2-speed, lamps, toolbags, excellent
--"

. diftiGii ; i5-5.-—Taylor,*- Meadow View, KilnhuVst;

q:.

I Itotherliaui,

[

r).K. JiihioV 2%h.p,

[5913

2-speed gear, good tyres, lanipSi

tax paid, splendid -eondition; £52/10;—Snow, 9]

llapledene Ed., Dalston, ,E.8.-
'

[697'

31h.p:
* or

O.K., 2-speed, 2-stralce, ' accessories, running

j
4, Clun Rd., Craven Arms.

O.K. 2i4h.p., 4-stroke, 2-speecI, all accessories,
feivt condition; snip,

' Exeter St., Maryleboue, N.W.
£37.—Robbins, 9

[6043

in per
Littl(

[563(

e*

£

^ 3.h.p. O.K.-Union, single speed, 1920 model, shop
'V-4 soiled: list price £50/8, ray price £43.—Davies,

[229, Deansgate, Manchester. [052i

Omega.
O.AfEGA 1921 Models Now Eeady.-Davies, 229

Ueans^iite, Manchester. 636 Central. [243!

OMEGA, 1920, as new, J.A.P. engine, 2'iih.p„
speeds, lamps, horn, licence paid; £55.—^^o!sten

croft, 76,Queen's Rd., Battersea, S.W. [4591

1 11119 Omega, T.D.C. 2%lh.p., 2-speed, 2-strolce, nci

-1-^ P.H. la]ups, speedcureter, horn, new tyres, tnl>efi

lexcellejit ooiulition ; 438.-260, Victoria Dock Ed., C-,i(

roin House. '

'

[577

Q.3h.p. Omesa-Jap, late 1S19, 2-speed, re-enamelled
'^4 rebnshea, perfect condition, licence, horn, spar

chains, belt, tube, accessories; £50.—Crantield, Lor
Roberts' Av., Leigli-ou-Sea. [596

P. and M.

JULIANS ol Eeading liave 1921 P. and M. iir stock

[048

45.—P. and M., 2-speecl, 1918, condition first-clas;

24, Church Walk, Hampstend. [696

P.
and M., late tjTjc, excellent condition ; 48 iins.-

20, Sidney Mew-s, Sonth Kensingtou. [612

1 Q19 H.A.F. P. and M. and Sidecar, complete an
-Li' tax paid; £78.-Oross, Agent, Jlotherham. [X229

P.
and M. C.B. Combination, fully equipped: £55.-

59, Pallrev Place, Dorset Kd., Clapham Hd
S.W.8.

'

.
[624

P.
and M. Combination, latest model, equal new
guarantee; £135.-41, Ashford Rd., Crickh

wood. - . [676

"I 018 P. and TVI., recently overhauled, fine conditior

-Lt» ^55; with sidecar, £68.-58, Blagdon Ed., Ne
Maiden. [701

P.
and M- Coinbination, Lucas l,nmp.5, speedomete
etc. - £90. tax paid, new insurance-—Blake, 19f

Strand, TF.O, . _ [561

P.
and M. Combination, Easting, tools, lamps, goc

condition, tax paid; £75.—Snelling, 2, Morley Bd
|l Richmond Bridge. _ .

[664

1 Q 18 P. and M.. 2-speea, free engine, K.S., ne

XJy Dunlops, perfect-condition; £55.-356, Yoi

Rd., Wandsworth. [661

P.
and M,, 1918, re-enamelled and plated 192

colour, perfect condition;. £60.-38, Sherriff Rd
West Hampstead, N.W.

'
(64;

h.p. P. and M.'s, W.D.^ not_reconditioned,__almo!4 complete, less mag.; £25.—Eton and Co., 260-26'

Balham High Rd., S.W. 12. (581

1 O20 r. and M., Lucas lanrps, horn, spares, beantil"

Xf condition, tax paid, mileage - 500 ;
£90.— 4, Esii

Rd., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [X22(

P.
and M. Combination, equal new, splendid concT

tion throughout, fully equipped; £75.—SpeechlJ
86, Churchfleld Rd., Acton, W.3. [67^

P.
and M., 1918, perfect order, privately ownel
£60, or very near offer.-Ranelagh Garage, I«w|

Common, Putney. 'Phone; 684,
[58J

T 019 5Vi;h.p. P. and M. Combination, licence pail

-Li/ insured to June: £105.-Shepherd, Enfield Hlg^

way. Tel. : Walthom Cross 31. 0'='

1 O20 P and M., only ridden, solo, .and in pertj

X.XJ condition; bargain, £95 fTax paid),—Long, i|

Sheen Rd., Richmoml, Surrey. (°'l

P.
and M. witli Wicker Sidecar, K.S., BosJ

Klaxon, splendid condition; £65.—Simmonds, 1

Cumberland Walk, Tunhridge Wells. ['"'I

E32 All letters relating to adve.tisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
P. and M.

SALE.

P.
and M. Coachbuilt Combination, electric light,

tvres good, Bosch. Capac; £48, or oifer.—Nash,
24, Sit'ndringham Rd.. Golders Green. [6668

DE CORT and Flynn.—3V'h.p. P. and M. Combina-
tion, overhauled, plated, etc.. perfect order, any

irial; £70.-39. Essex Rd.. London, N.l. [6822

p. nuil iX. 3'L'h.p., 2-sr'eeJ, lamp?, complete, tax ikiid
«- 30-. fine luiniing order; tnul ive^k-euds; £45.—
a. Hwlges, The Rjiven, Stokenchureh, Bucks. [6379

P.
nod AI. 1920 Combination, new sidecar, perfect

i

cnndition. indistinguishable Jromnew;„ £79.—
,

Clements Mansions, Lillie Rd., Fulham. [6178
|

lid M. CombiDation, a'l-h.p., 2-speed gear, kirk i

stnrter, mug. ignition, in working order; £50 for!
im*k t^iile.—Idris and Co., 35, King's Rd., St. r.imrns,
^V\M- [4398 1

i5, St.

P

!75 ciisli.—Buttenvorth
Jill, .S.W.2.

tools.

p, .'ind ai. 1916 Comliinatioi], tlioronglilv renovated
• .iiwl equal to new, .-ill lamps, lioin, puniii, eto. ;

Garage, eH, Mill Laue, Brixton!
(6290

1

p. iiud M. and Sidecar, Sh.i^p., 2-speei], K.S., lamp,
^ horn, Guinea tfind screen, Tan-Sad, good condi-
lou, tas paid: £50, or near oScr.-Briunt, 71, Slicen
(0., RnLljiond. [6510

p. and JI. 1918 Conihination, been oTethouled andL re-i'iiaiuelli>d, lamps, horn, and actessories, in splen-
:id eondiljon^ £75—lintternorths' Onrngo, 61 Mill
janc, Eriston Hill, S.W.2. f6291
IQ1718 P. and M.'s lor Renovation, rainus smalltf parts. ,«28; 1917-18 P. and M.'s, renorated. re-

., l„tt'"'?'""'<' '920 colours, gnaranteed 3
Qonllis, £55.—Inman, Othello .St., Lirerpool. [5016,
p. and M., 1919, not W.D., makers just overlmuled. I

L. '''*"J""^'''j'^'' I'^"^- mcL-hanical horn, Cowey. I

lectnc side .and rear, tyres excellent, spare tyres andabes. 9tc.: £100.-84, Shaftesbury Hd.; Croifch Hil°
[6107

1

P' im'^.r^LfT';'."''"!';"'' 1317,, recently overhauled, I

<- smart and light sidecar, electric liahting. Cameo
simre cover nnd 2 tiities, good 1

Finchloy lid.

'

[6877

L9^',,V'
""'' ^-1 Cnml'ination, used for demonstrationLtJ Mirpcses only, mileage under 500. coinnlcte Mith

without sidecar f lOS.-I'icloii and'-' -• \\ .1. (Opposite Bourne nnd
1

9
[6070

1

18 P. and M. CoacWmilt Combination, 4-point siis-

„or„
''{'" '"fsage carrier, 3 Lucas hi ni«. 1 I.argo

'

Sl.,1 sVl ;,°r"i'
-^I'«<l'"neter, nearly new tyres, over^

a, ,«'«- ' '"'V'"'™' "0* ^V.U, tax paid- £90 '

ai "ncl.-flormnld, Neivmarket. [5902'

9^°J!i.
""'' M-.3',41>.„ 2-speed. K.S„ complete'

qVnn ^ accessories, mileage 500 only as new •

'

ith .hasn''r';^''^h" t"'
,"1."'"^'' payments Sppro>"iith pl<asiirc.-rhe Layton Garages. 90. High St.. Ol-td. Grams

: Integrity. -Phone : 581. (X2351

¥'£\^ ".""l
^f- SoIo.-£18 down and 12 in,ta|. I

brtv- p"n "/ ^'™*- Combination with new sidecar>i>. £20 down and 12 instalments ol £6 16/8
f„"'", 'S;<'°i""<^"'^<'- "Plated, guaranteed 3outiis-Aulo-Traders, Ltd., 84. Jermyi,

. St.? Londoif I

P. andS. .

f""^'

Xov.. i920.

ind s. reen. horn
- ---: £80.-
laiuii. 7822.

rjnipujeut: £135
Jooie, Ltd., 4, Berncrs St,
Iplliiiesworth,

1.1, „ •
1 • -:— 2-speed. kick start, hand clutch

fusou. 113, ^\ addon Ed..
50 Alls,

[6055Croydon,

Pai'agon.

2-stroke, unused
Kast Dnlwicb,

Peugeot.

^h^i Chaler,Len fittings, cicelJcnt con-
£35.-Chaiiibers, Heath Rd.. Ditton.

(6060

.„.i„
,?'-'' p.„ splendid order, condition; anv

.
,iniination: lully equipped, guaranteed- £18 "ingam.-Box 3,823, c/o The Mitlr c"cU [6814

F.rOEOT S-6h.l.., wants tuning, tyres tubes ma™carburetter, all new, 3-speed Stul^nev hubrc&o-
Eglint'on Hd.. E.3

[6013

EKCISIOX

>AllAriOX Jh.p., 2-ipeefl
Thoma.-, 24, Townlev Bd

»EUGKOT
dition

idncs.

lEUGEOT

£44.-
S.E.22. I

[5697
I

filers and offers. D..-\.P.; 64,

Precision.

f'5-li;„lSji''A,"V™'''c"' s'-'it. portent order:i-a— Lm.lneld, Crawley, Sussex. (5773
ItECrsiON 8hp. twin, new sidecjir.-^nmps. perfect:£45.-190, Choumert Ed., Peclchnm. [5587
KKCISION- 4h.p., 3-spee'], cinlch, coichb.iilt sid»-tdi, thorough order: £33.-Hcv. Foreman"

_, , ^ (5681

I 't
Pf-i's'"!, Combination, coachbuilt sidecar >.

pwed excellent condition ; cheap.-Young, Kits-td.. Berkhamsled.
(6389

^^?5*'P^', 2''ili-P- Combination, coach. 1914 3

-R HI 'i 1
'""^ °""'°"«*' spare belt, tax paid--8, Highbury Terrace Mews, Eonalds Ed., High:

_„ [5760

•'wn°i'anfw-''f- ^^^ Cotnbination, hood, wind
tyre, neaily new, good running order: Ion est

seen .any tiine.-l-.H., 159, Triiiitv Bd.
[5728

'liiiut.

£45:
' Tooting, S.W.17.

-«6^^4fe
MOTOR CYCLES FOR

Premier.

SALE.

aT-j-^cg

TAYLORS
Sole London & District Agents
for A.J.S. and Britisli Excelsior

Motor Cycles.

GOODS ON APPROVAL.
We will willingly supply any gooD's from stock
oti apDcoval, providing customers are agree-
able to pay carri ige both ways in the event of

the articles being returned.

LOW GENERATORS.
Motor Cycle size £2 17 9
Light Car size S4 10 9

Carri.-ige 1 6. l-'ull part.culars scnl Ircc.

CAMEO WINpSCREENS.
Couipldc with Side \'alancc, 60-: or

wilhuut Valance. 55 -. Carri.igc 2,-.

EASTING WINDSCREENS
£4 10s. Carriage and packing 4 - extra.

SIDECAR HOODS.
Hoods to fit any sidecar, complete with all
litliiigs, in.adc of .Airship fabric, .•Miiininiurn
hhish.SO-. Carriage 1'

I
FORWARD PLUG
IS illustrated. alij,.i.

lutely \ve.-\thcr-proof.

Prices,-.
Postage 3d. extra.

STOP THIEF.
The Taylor thicl-

proof device for
attaching; to front
forks of Motor
Cycles. Complete
^vith Yale lock and
two keys. State ex-

treme width of forlis

*\l.cu ordering. Price 7/6. Postage 4lJ.

TAYLOR POST HORN.
Black finish, fine deep not , 1G 6.

CarriaLio 9d.

BEST MECHANICAL PUMP.
cr.n be fitted to almost any machine, it is

adjustable, it i? positive and feeds oil to the
engine in relation to speed. Price only 25/6

and we make a speciality of the fitting-.

H. TAYLOR & Cp., Ltd.
Show-rooms

—

:\ToJor Cyc'ii s ..rd Cars.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
.\n- -ori.s .s I ri re F'a- 1 3 .n.i n.rai:.

21 a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I

V.TioIcJale

—

38, ALFRED PL«CE, W.C-I
Gaxase : Tottenham Couit Eoad, WM

Thcaiei . Accessories and repairs. Museum 1-210

iMotor Cj-clcs and Cars. Keujinuton 7*260

Teloaioms: " Dj-namelro, We>loent. London."

PREMIER 2i'.b.p.. new condition; £28.—Coleman.
31, Andover Place, Kilburn. [6706

1 Q12 Premier. St-jb.p.. complete, less power "nnit ;
£12.

i-iJ Approval.-51, High St.. Chatteris. [5920

PHEMIER 3>Jh.p. and Sidecar, excellent running
, order; liarguiii, £50, or near offer.—47, Essex Rd..

I
Barking. (5688

3JLh.p. Premier. Milllord tradesman's sidecar, engine
2 overhauled as new; £36. — Derrington, Gralton

I
Rd.. New Maiden. (7015

PREMIER 2i;.h.p., Bosch. B. and B.. good condi-

tion, runnfng order, all on; £20.—\Vatkins. 7.

Poplars Ay., Willesden Green, N.W.2. [6503

PBEMIEE S'.'.h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed

gear box. clutch, footboards, excellent londitiou,

itax paid: i:50.-EaBles nnd Co., 275, High St., Acton.

I

Loution. (6734

Slh.p. 2-specd Premier F.E. Combination, just cvi

2 hauled, tax paid 42 gns.; ride 50 miles to pi

1 chaser, excellent condition.—Whitmorc, York -1:
pur

d.,

[6654

19=

R.

All letters relating to ndveitisements sliould quote the number tit the end of each

cba
King's Lynn.

PRE-MIER 1917 Combination. 4h.l).. 3-3pced,

counter.-haft. kick start. 28 gns. 1920 sidecar, new

;
tyres, .lamps, tools, speedometer, tax paid, grand

order nnd condition, lit lor any journey; accept £72.
-136. Church St.. Edgvvarc Rd.. W.2. [6999

4h.p. I'lemier Combination. 2-specd conutcrslinft sear

box. clutch, starter, Uuuhill uudersluug touiiiis

1
sidecar, Boscli (enclosed), B. and B., heavy Duulors,

Dniids, footlionr<hi, Kcence. excellent condition ; £58

:

2-":,li.p. Doushls part.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton. (6298

PltKMIER 7-9h.p. Combination. 3-speed counter-

shall, double-seater sidecar, 3-fold wind screen,'

'lamps, new tyres, clutch, kick start, just been ovcr-

I hauled, ready to ride away, lax paid; photo; 75 gns.,

or near offer.-2,Ma5COtte Rd., Putney, S.W.IS. [6623

Quadranc
20 Qundmnt Combination, nice order; f90.-l.!o-s,

86. Hieh Rd.. Lee, .S.E. (6485

TAliRAXT 4' ,|i,p., 1921, chain-cnm-belt, solo, used

demon-tratioo'- only: £96.-Cliltoid Wilson Mfl.^

,
Co., 177, We-lminster Bridge Rd.. S.E.I. (6738

1 1 Q20 Quudiunt Combination, 41,ili.r., S.speed. clutch.

1 JiiJ K.,s., lamips, fpcedometcr, Lnstint,-. carefully used,

; in excellent Older: £95.-63b, JJrayton Unrdcns, S.W.IO
15645

QUAIiRAXi' Special Sporting Solo, disc wheels,

spcciiilly tuned cneine, complete for the lond, brand

jnew: tUl.-Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 177, Wcstrain.tor

I

liridse Hd.. S.E.I. 16737

QUADBAST 1914 415I1.P., in exceptional condition

IhrouKhout, all acce.-«"orie.". tax paid; £40, or

near oflcr.-Cliflord Wilson MfK. Co., 177, Westminster

Bridge ltd.. ii.E.l. Tel.: Hop 210. (6744

QUAIlHANT.—Solo agents and wholesale distributora

Loudon. Southern and Eastern Counties. All spares

stOi-k«l. Official repoirer^.-CliSord Wilson Mfg. Co.,

177. Westminster Bridge Ud.. London,. b.L.l. Tel.:

Hop 210. [6736

Radco.'

D. VARTY, Thundersley, Essex.—Agent lor

Radco motor cycles, all models; immediate de.

livery. .
t^^SS

RADCO 2'ih.p. 2-stroke Lightweiglit. lamps, pcrfc't

order; trial; £35.—.Manor Farm, Pebworth. .Stral-

ford-on-Avon. [X2268

R.\DCO 2-str6ke. disc wheels, electric light, etc.,

smart appearance; £32, bargain.—35. FrecBrovo

Rd.. Holloway, N.7. (6559

AhCO 2-stroke. good condition, in running order:

i20, tax paid.—Apply evening, 31, Charringtou

St., ilorniugton Crescent, X.W.I. (5869

R.\DCO. 1919, lamps, pump. Klaxon.* perfect con-

dition, tax paid, insured till Feb.. 1922. com-
iprehcnsive policy; £36.—Cullcn. Foxhall, Didcol.

I Berks. [6237

;

Raleigh.
i TnilE Premier Motor Co. lor 1921 Raleighs.

WE con deliver to your address within 24 hours
the new Raleigh 5,6h.p. flat twin, spring frame,

1 chain drive: solo 140 gns., sidecar 176 gns.—Sole Bir-

minpbam Agents, The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,

;
Birmingham. (S2262

PICKERING. Shrewsbury.—1921 Raleighs from stock;

I

exchanges. [X2S06

RALEIGHS, solo and combinations in stock; ex-
changes entertained.—Kicking. Bromley Rd.,

\

Beckenham. ^ (3277

RALEIGH Solo or Combination ; exchanges.—Newn-
harn Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd.. W.6.

'Phone : Hammersmith 80. (5898

i 1 Q21 Xew Raleigh Combination, unused; 165 gns.;
Xt' tax paid. Midlands, owner buying ear.-Bo.v

,.3.571. c/o III: llolor Ci/cU. [5711

ROGERS. 42. Church Rd., Hendon. can give delivery
of Raleigh combinations and solo from stock at

.reduced prices; 176 and 140 gns. (3717

WE can give delivery ol this famons make of

machine from stock; there is no bette-/ quality

or finish possible; a perfect machine in eve.T point
and detail; Raleigh S-6b.p. flat tuin solo, 140 gns.

;

combination. 176 gns.—G. and J. Dawson, 60 and 62.

Regent St.. Cambridge. (7028

advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Reading^Standard.

fi QI6 EeaJing-Stnndard Combination ; £100.—E.o,-!^.-B-^ 86, Higli Ed., Loe, 6.E. [6193

"I
020 lOii.p. Rending Standard Combination, uausetl,

-*-*^ dynamo ligtlaiuK, wind screen, spares, tools;
f?<?nuine bargain. £180; alter 6 p.m.—118, Upper Tni&e
Hil], S.W. [4807

RegaL
REGAL-PRECISION. 1915. T.T.. 50 m.p.h., 2%h.p.

good running order; bargain "

nitb, Hill End, Droitwich.

Rex.

£30.—Write, V.
- [6391

TWIN r.es, 2-^iJeed, Boscli M-at<?iproof, i lebnshpd;
£15710.-20, Ber-n-yn Ed., Heme nui. [6976

REX Gli.p. Combination, condition, g-ood; £50.—
Kensington, Wellington St., Sloueh, Bucks. [5623

"fi 020 Bex Combination, electric ligrhtin^, epar^ Tvhef;),
ALiJ hood, screen, 5h,p.j £115.—Ross, 86, High Ed.,
Lee. [6486

REX 7h.p„ coacbbuilt sidecar, 2-speed, handle start-
ing, perfect running order; £50.-1, Norwood Rd..

S.E.24. - [6252

j Q14 Rex 4li.p., long stroke, Boi?t--h, adjustable
-*-*? pulley, hand clutch, lamps, fast and reliable,

. trial; £25.-22, Fort St., Spitalfields, E.l. [6604

"I
Q14 6-8h.p. Rex, 2-6peed, handle start, "all worn

J-*/ part^ renewed, and new pistons complete; £40,
or nearest; seen any time.—35, CartUfi Rd,, Luton.

[5632
K"r>EX Sh.p. Combination, free engine, 2 speeds, nearly
-fi-V neiv coachbuilt ei<:lecar, Mind screen, lami>s, good
order througbont; £49/10.-H., 30, St. J:mies' Sa., Hol-
land Park, W.ll. [6978

3ih.p. Rex Combination. 3-speed, clutch, perfect
2 condition, lamps, tax paid; exchange higher

]X)wer machine, or sell 30 gns.—19, Lee St., Ravens-
thorpe, Dewsbury, Yorkshire. [6219

REX Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p., 3-5peed, clutch,
kick starter, tax paid, wind screen, tyres good,

ride away; bargain, £45.—Jackson, 8, jMarsh Terrace,
Workington, Cumberland. [6006

6h.p. Rex Coachbuilt Combination. 2-SLieed, foot
clutch, handle starting, new tyres, lamps, hood,

l\iggvige grid, appearance and mechanical condition :is

new, little u.ied; bargain, £38.-7, Killarney Rd., Wnnds-
woitb. [6969

SPORTING 6h.p. twin Rex, large tank, very low.
drop frame, all chain, countershalt, 2-speeds,

B.E., new tyres and mag., lamps, horn, plated ex-
hausts, condition excellent, any trial; £35.-88, Brook
Green, Hammersmith. [6176

1 Q14 6-8h.p. Rex, 2-speed, H.S.. and sidecar chassis.
J-U thoroughly overhauled and in new condition
throughout, Euo's drip feed lubricator, new heavy Dun-
iops and tubes, all on; offers in cash, or exchange for
C.S. Triumph or parts, cash adjustment.—25, Linom
Ed., Clapham, S.-W.4. [6285

Rex^Jap.

Gli.p. Rr-x-.Tap Combination, engine 1920, 2 spi-'eds,

liaudlo stait, all -accessories; trinl ^ivi^n

:

£86.—
Ma-wdslcy, 21, Lord St., Heywood, Lanes. [5759

Rover.

JULIA-NS of Reading have 75 m.p.b. Eo.ei mculel in
stock.

. _ [0585

R
22,—Eover, Bosch mag.,

King, Egrove Farm,
lamps, Klaxou, tax paid.—
Oxtoid. .. tX2214

OVER 5-6h.p., 1920, mileage 1,500, and accessories;
£100.-JBox 647, c/o The Motor Ci/ch. [5862

ROVER, latest 3-speetl, all-cliaiu drive model, in stock-
f H5.-Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [6823

ROVER Combination, 1914, C.B., SV-h.p., clutch,
tax paid; £S3.—29, Fla.xmair Rd., Camberwell.

[6946
1 Q20 T.T. Rover, Philipson pulley, lamp.5 and horn,
-L^ little used, perfect; £72.—Wilderspin, Chatteris.

[6938
LATE 1919 Rover 6-6h.r. Combination, in splendid

oiider, very little used, lamps, horn, etc.; £120.—
Putterill, Gaiage, Harpenden.' [6103

"jQ20 Eover SVjh.p., T.T.. Philipson, speedometer,
-*.*^ and -all ncce'^-ories, a ta.st maclrine. indistinguish-
able from new; £90.—Beiow.

"1Q15 Rover 3VL'h."p., T.T., licence paid, fitted with
J-**^ Philipson and all accessories, in good comlitiou,
and quite fast; £50; exclianges or extended payments;
approval with plcaaue.—The Layton Garages, 90. Hieh
St., Oxford. 'Grarm; Integrity. 'Phone: 581. [S2355

OVER i'Ah.v., 3-speed. clutch, F.E.S. Major lamps,
I

tools, spares, guaranteed condition; £45.^Harrr=.
Hope Cottage, Forest Hill, Oxou. [6681

KOVER 1917 SiAh.p., T.T., h.c. Philipson, fully
equipped, very smart; sell £65, or exchange

:,'Ood twin.—J. Coles, West Knoyle. Mere. [6253

ROVER Combination, 3VL'h.p., 3-speed, clntch, con-
dition as new, very smart outfit; £70, or offer.

—

C. Mead, Horaedale, Lea Rd., Southall. [5686

FAST, tractable, sporting solo, T.T. Rover engine,
everything l>est, new, tax paid 30/-; accept £80.—

Bird, Eoukcu Glen, Stoke Rd., Guildford. [6751

K-6h.p. 1919 Rover Combination, 3-speed countershaft,
^^ chain drive, lamps, ioru, splendid condition ; bar-
gain, £105.—White, 46, Chalk .Farm Ed., N.W. [X2248

B

BERTIE

IS

IN SPITE "^

OF

He's sitting in the world's
best sidecar, and the best
girl in the world is in the
saddle. Thousands of
satisfied owners testify

pride-of-car in Burling-
tons, the price-right,
quality - right Sidecars.
Their passengers inevit-
ably become Burlington
advocates, too.

THE BURLlNfiTON

BIRDCATCHER.
"Speedy" Model at £28
10s.' is quite the daintiest
yet strongest Sidecar on the
road— Artistically designed,
conscientiously constructed
to our honest specifications,
guaranteeing Economy, En-
durance and—Elegance . It is

eminently suited for use -with
Triumphs , Nortons , etc . , and
—remember, there's a Bur-
lington Sidecar for every
make of Motor Cycle

—

amongst the range is the car
which will make the most
efficient combination with
your " bus."

Come along and see them, or
write for full particulars.

7, SOUTH SIDE,

CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4. -

'Phone : Brixton 2417.

Wires : Burlington Motors, Claoham
Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

"DOVER, 1919, T.-T., Philipson puUey, full equifi-
--1/ ment, perfect throughout: worth £85, no rea.sort.
able offer refused.-Cautrill, 172, Cross Rd.. Coventry.

[X2269
ROVER Combination. Si/ih.p., late 1918, overhauleil

by Rovers last July £30, electric lighting, spares,
any trial; £100.-Thoma.', 34, "Mavow Ed., Sydenham.

[5589
3 ill. p. T.T. Eover, Philipson pulley. Klaxon horn.

2 discs, enamel and plating as new, knee-grips.
—Duncan and Shepherd, 33, The Parade, Golders
Green. [6598

31, h. p.Rover, 1919, Canoelet sidecar, lamps, horn,
2 epeedometer, 2 new tyres, mileage 3,000 ex-

cellent condition; £105: tax paid.—Perriman,. Grove
Rd., Chertsey. [6950

ROVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with . an
clBcial agent, the man who rides a Rover; im-

mediate delivery; hire-purchase if desired. — Collard.
Cook's Garage, Shilnal. [2684

1 Q19 T.T. Rover," deUvered February, 1920, Phihp-
--^ son pulley, good condition, just overhauled by
Rovers : £75, offers.-Gridiam, Mirabelle^ Carshalton
Park Ed., Carshalton. [5629

ROVER T.T., 1920, Phillipscn pulley, shop-soiled
only, as per makers', specification, at bargain

price for cash only of £85.—Mebes, 166, Gt. Portland
St., VV.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230. [6859

ROVER 3>gi.p. Countershaft. 1915 model, very good
tyres. Lucas lamp set, ftrst-class runniug order;

£55.-Herb6rt Robinson. Ltd.. 32-35. Green St.. Cam-
bridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [5444

3ih.p. New Rover, 3-speed clutch and kick starter",

2 fitted with Royal Leicester sidecar, screen, and
apron, reduced to £145; easy payments.—Harrods.
Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London. . [6160

ROVER 3il,h.p. Sports Model, he. Philipson pulley,

all accessories and spares, jost been" completely
overhauled, new- condition; bargain. £55, or near offer.

—Philpot, St. George's St., Canterbury. [6605

JOHN Citizen !—A reliable, canal new condition, 31'>

h.p. 3-Bpeed 192OV2 Rover, niilcape 1,500, equipperl

Lucas accessories, tax paid ; £90 ; exchange Norton T.T.
—IWorris, 81, Huntingdon Rd., Coventry. [X2195

1 Q20 iJulyl 3;jh,p. Rover. C.S.. all-chain, with Swan
-- •-' sporting sidecar to match, fully equipped, original

tyres, irnpunetured. tax paid perfect; one of the smartest
combinutions on the road; £130.—Holliday Bros.—Below.

1 Q20 (July) 3,'ah.p. Eover, C.S. all-chain, with Show
->l-^ model canoelet sporting sidecar, apron, screen, fully

equipped, tax paid, perfect; £125; exchanges enter-

tained.—Holliday -aros.. 20, Queen St., Hammersmith.
\V.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1944. [6684

ROVER 5-611. p. Tivin, brand new, late 1920, coach-l

built combinatinn. livst pncc' £235, reduced £15C;|

;ilso a similar 1920 niar-Iiine without sidecar, nnusedJ
fllS.-Eagles and Co.. 275, High St., Acton, LondonJ

[6729r

"I019 3V-h.p. Eover Combination, 3-speed, Lncal
X.U electric lighting, horn. Eastings, luggage griill

good condition, tax paid; £145, or near; privatelil

owned.—Apply, J. Suell, c/o Vincent's Garage, Markei
St., Yeovil. [561T

ROVER 3i2h.p. 1921 Touring Model, 3-speeds|

clutch, kick starter, shop-soiled only, as pelf

makers' specification, at bargain -price of £100 foil

cash only.—Mebes, 156. Ct. Portland St., W.ll
•Phone : Langham 2230. . [686(1

BAEGAIN.— 3i'di.i>. Eover Montgomery CombiuatioiJ

engiue No. 5566, 3-specd couutershaft, kick starll

clutch, silent chains, complete with himps, generatoip

horn, Easting, grid, 2 new tyres and tubes, all typrf

parts replaced with new, licensed; £85, or neareBt^
Keen, Leominster. . V^^^Y

Royal Ruby.
PICKERING, Slirewsbury, agent tor Royal Rubsl

exchanges. [X250r

3 h.p. Eoyal Eiibv, 2-speed, kick starter, 1920 model
as new ; £90.—Pullen, Ltd., Sittiugbourne. [58T

1 €k20 3b. p. Royal Ruby, as new; absolute gift, £7j
i-O —Ramsdens, 3 Maybell Av., Blackpool. [60*

RD. VARTY. Thundersley, Essex.—Agent fl

Royal Ruby motor cycles; immediate delivery

f241~

ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P. 2">jL.p., 2-speed, lamps, horl

condition as new; £42.—Maistou, 31, Bridge SB
Chester. [68f

DAVIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Eojf
Eubys from stock.—229, Deansgate. 'Phono: 51

Central. [24|

1 019 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, fully equippj
i-O perfect: £95; exchange.- 60. Wallingford Ai
N. Kensington. V&W

ROYAL Ruby (1919) 8h.p. Cmubin.atiou, in peifj

condition, tax piiid; £130.—Kensington, "« elhn|J

St., Slough, Bucks. [=^

ROYAL EUBY 2?ih.p. 1921 Sports Models, delivj

from stock.—Fo-*ler and Brigden, 130, BusT

Rd., N.W.I. Museum 4827. ["I

ROYAL RUBY 254h.p. Lightweight, 2-speeJ, spj

iug, new engiue, tyres, perfect; bargaui, 4jl
Sessions, 165, Maryvale Ed., Bournevrlle. LSI

ROYAL RUBY 1917 2j4h.p., 2-stroke. good condit]

lamps, new belt; 30 gns.; ride away o|

? p m.-39, Bronghton Rd., West Ealing. L=|

4 11 la^i-A.... ....f.. ntt «... ..,.1.. nh... ,f rh. i.„a nf »nrh nih'ertisenient. and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Royal Ruby.

SALE.

920 Boyal Baby Sh.p. Combination, 3-3peefl, done
1,000 miles, completely equipped, Tan-Sad, etc.;

180.—Junction Garage, Silverhill, Hastings. (.3107

919 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, J.A.P. engine,
condition and appearance as new

Lamination; £105.-2, Fortunegate Rd.,
any trial or
Harlesden.

[6423
iOYAL RUBY 1919 8h.p. Combination, lamps,

electric and bulb horns. Easting. 3-speed. kick
art; £135, or near offer.—Ivydehe, Herile Grove,
unstans Rd.. East DuUvich. [6137

L.p. Royal Euby, new Jan., 1921, tax paid, mileage
200, perfer-t, owner getting combination; wicriflcc

J5, or witLont lomp-s and liorn f-BO; near Birniing-
im.—Bos 553, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X2233

h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame. 2-speed. clotcli and
' kick starter, complete with lamps, horn, and tools
ist £130 when new, only run about 50 miles; j^: icu

duced to £90; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., I'S,
romptoQ Ed., London. [6157

921 l.oai. Rudge,
i;85.—Below.

Rudge.
T.T. model. absolutely new;

Q20 Rudge Multi, 7-9h.p. twin, Kla_xon, mileage

£85.—Fowler' 3nd
1. Museum 4827.

250. condition as new, and cost £150; an excep-
onal bargain at £97/10; exchanges or extended pay-
ents.—The Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford
rams: Integrity. 'Phone: 581. [X2365

921 Rudge Multi S'.l.h.p. in stock.-Worris and Co .

139, Finchlcy Rd., N.W.3. [5816

915 Rudge Multi. new tyres, licensed; £35; bar-
gain.—3, Park St., Wellington. Salop. [X2231

IUIiGE 1914 3'/..h.p,, excellent running order, owner
returning India; £55.-19, Corftou Rd., Ealing.

[4254
914 I.O.M. Rudge, clutch, perfect, genuine; gift,

29 gns.—Ramidens, 8. Maybell Av., Blackpool.

9
[6053

18 Rudge Multi 3Mh.p. C.B. Combination, any
tiial; £65.—Cos, HiU Farm Newtown, Newbury,

jrbs. [5698
'-61i.p. Rudge Multi Conibijiation. new .T.inuary, ex-
' ccllent condition; £120.—PiiUen, Ltd., Sitting-
lime. [5849

ITJDGE Mnlti 3fi;li.p.. Bloping tank roadster, pcd.d
.it;irt, just delivered; £85.—Multi, 47, Stie;itham

ill, S.\V.2.
^

[5960
lUDGE S'^jli.p. Semi-T.T.. £35: ali-o lote-ft Rndpe
y Multi, in stock, £85.—Miirston, 31, Bridge St.,
ester. [6840

920 Radse Multi Combination, 5-6h.p.. new con-
dition and appearance; 100 gns.—Farrow. St.

mesV Rd., Grave^end. [5836

»R.\ND New 3'Mi.p. Rudge. T.T.. full guarantee;
'^

• ' Brigden. 130. Euston Rd..
[0545

UDOK Mnlti, 1919. 35j1i.p., engine perfetrt. fo^t.

peedometer. electric light, spares; £70.—Mallaro.
Spun St.. Coventry. [X2150

20 Rudge Multi Combination. 3',-.h.p., electric
phting. con<lilion perfect; £90.-382. York Rd,

ndsworth, S.W.18. [6247

UDCiE Multi 1919 Combination, all accessories.
e»!cndid condition; £65.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd..
i:.3. Tel. : E. 3155. [6956

20 I.O.M. Rudge and Coachbuilt Underslunp
Sidecar; £95. or. nearest olfer.—Jeffery, 3, ITer-

Grove, Southend-on-Sea. [6258

21 Rudge Multi at £85, the finest value to-dav;
r;i8h or easT pavment*;.—3. E. ClapUam (Motorsj.

kwell St.. Gieeuwich, S.E.IO. [5667

"UDGE Multi. 1915, 5-6h.p., fast sporting mount,
new Palmer cord, must t^ell ; £50; trial (Lon-
-Box 3.812, c/o The Motor CyeU. [6335

R.\ND New Rudge Multi. latest pedal starter.
unused, all accessories; exceptional opportunity.
-294, Kennington Park Rd.. S.E.I 1. [6573

TTDOE Multi, 3',oh.p.. sloping tank, roadster, with
pedal starter, in stock; £85.—Peacock, 219, Iligh
Balham. 'Phone : Strealham 170. [6911

UDGE 3'>.h.T>., I.O.M., late 1920, lamps, horn.
spares, excellent condition: any trial; £75, or

est.—143, Promenade Rd., Fleetwood. [6642

DDGE Motor with N.S.U. 2-?peed Gear, nearly new
sportinc laaoelet sidecar; price £40, or near offer.—
:aywaid. 69, Trimipington St., Cambridge. [6086

CDGE 1913 3'ih.p.. clutch, single speed, K.S..
lumps, etc., tax paid. £35; sidecar for same

O.-Timbs, 43, Birnam Rd., TolUngton Park, N.4.
[6719

20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi. small mileage, lamps,
horn, speedometer, absolutely as new; special

to clear, £70.—Rhosha Motors, South St., Rom-
[5948

20 Rudge Multi. I.O.M.. Lucas lamps, horn, un-
punctured, perlcct; £75; would exchange with

lor late combination.—20, Derby Rd.. W. Croy-
[6765

20 31-jh.p. Rudge Multi, excellent condition,
spares^ accessories. t>Te5 perfect, very last, any

or examination given; £75, or nea*.—N. Smith.
^e. Wilts.

^ [6036

r
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in our work-

manship en-

ables us to

give a

THREE
MONTHS'

GUARANTEE

with every
machine we
recondition.

DOUGLASES
indistinguishable from new.

Fitted with New Carburetter,

New Tyres, New Belt, New
Chain, etc., and fully equipped

forimmediate serviceon the road.

22 h.p., 2-speed £65

4 h.p., 3-speed, k's, solo £85

4 h.p., 3-speed, k s comb.,

with Brand New Bur-

lington Sidecar £110

Ifyo-j can 't ride, W3 teach you —FREE
EVERYTH ING FOR
DOUGLAS MOTOR CYCLES

Sure Supply—Write for Quotations or

Watch our Miscellaneous Ads!

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

BRAND NEW

^ot W.l

.EY

¥ 1

(tra.

) 26 X 2

SLOUGH

' Not W.D )

MOSELEY HEAVY

i::fi::P" }
326.

Carriage Is. extra. Trade Supplied

TUBES 26x21" 5/6.

We have still a number of P. & M.'s
and Clynos in the rough at our dump at

Slough. Thsre are also some P. & M.,
ClynOf and Douglas Sidecar Chassis
aid Bodies, which are selling rapidly

at scrap prices. Enquiries shou d be
made quickly at the dump or to

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD..
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone: Brixlon 2417
'Grama; "Eurlington Motors. Clap^^m.'

(50 yards from Clapliam Common Uoier
erouD'l Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE Mnlti. Into 1919. 3'L-Ii-P., clutch model, Icirgo

Miller lamp. Klaxon, little and carefully used;
thorough trial and inspection ; £58.—Barker, Sebereham,
iJalston, Cumberland. [5860

I Q16 3',yi.p. T.T. Rudge . Mnlti. handle-bar clutch.
J- ft/ kick starter, speedometer. C.A.V., Senspray, lamps,
accessories, licence, neiv condition ; £65 ; 2^.ih.p. Douglas
part.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton. ^.. [6299

1 Q20 (late) Budge Multi, I.O.M., S'.Mi.p., T.T., speed-
JLi/ ometer, "knee-grips, spare belt and case, fnba
case, copijer exhaust, tools, ete., excellent condition

and appearance; £65.—Taniold, Iluntingdou. [6629

RUDGE Multi 3^«li.p. T.T., brand new. pedal starter,

iinmedifltc deliTer.v from stock at makers' latest re-

duced price; £85. no waiting; in stock ready to drive

uway.—WilkiDs, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London,
[6002

3ih.p. Budge M>ilti 1916 Combination, .iust ovet-

2 hauled, reconditioned, re-euanielled, condition and
appearance perfect, coaclibuilt sidecar, screen, new tyres,

spee<lometer, etc. ; only wants seeing ; £85, tax paid.--

T)ivistock, Cowper Gardens. Walliiigton. . [5653

{
~| 019 INov.l Budge Mnlti, I.O.M. tonrer, mileage

< l-V 3.000. Cowey speedometer. lamp<i, horn, spare

'belt, tube, cover, tax and iusunince paid; this machiue
is perfect throughout, and open to .any trial or expert

csnmin,ltion : £70.—D., S3, Chetwynd Ed.. N.W.5.
(6967

Scott.

SCOTT Latest 1921 Model in slock; f130.—Marston,
31, Bridge St., Chester. [6843

SCOTT 3^;h.p., 2 speeds, perfect condition; trial;

£30.-17, lleaton ltd.. Mitcham. [6273

£35; Scott, needs little attention: write appoint,

ment.—3colt, 75, Richmond Rd., N. [6630

SCOTT Combinatlbn, perlcct. all on. tax paid; olfcrs.

—D.ivid. Westgrovc, Bath Ed., Stroud. [6016

1 Q13-14 Srolt, overhauled by agents, lully eqnippcd

;

XJ/ —40, Rice Ilcy Hd.. Egrcinont, Cheshire. (6217

SCOTT 3\'h.p., 1921. Irom stock, £130; or with

Walsoniao sidecar, £152/10--Gibb, Gloucester
(0445

SCOTT, '910, mechanically perlect, wants adjust-

ing, tax and all on; odcrs.-Sowerby, Bcclsby.

Grimsby. [6340

BE.V.VD New 1921 Scott, unpacked, will exchange

for Triumph or B.S.A., Or sell for fll5.-Bux
J.795, c/o The Motor Cycle. (5873

1Q20 Scott, speedometer. "lamps, horn. licensed, cx-

lif ccllent condition; £88.-Edwards, 50. Harrmg-
ton Rd.. South Kensington. [6318

1O20 Scott. 3in. Palmers, lamps, horn, licence, Bink.<

LU carburetter, excepti.nally sweet and economical;

sacrifice £90.-Bnntine, Wealdstone. I69^s

1<i20'A Scott Combination, lamps, horn, tax paid,

13 insurance PoHcy. ^ Httlc "sed; HI i:ns_--

Gardiner, New Lodge. Hyde Park, W.2. [6477

SCOTT. 1920. semi-T.T.. mileage under 500, unpuuc-
turcd tvres. excellent condition; offers around

£100.-36, New End Sq.. Uampstcad. [7025

-| 020 Scott, complete, lamps, tools, etc., mileage about

XJ/ 1 000 just overhauled by makers, climb any-

thing; £95.-85. Benconsfleld St., Bolton. [6195

1 015 Scott, engine 2914, just re-enamelled .and over-

-Li/ haule<l- £48; exchange any 2?.'h.p. Blackhnrne.

—35. Francis Ed.. Stechford, Birminghiiin. (X2267

SCOTT 1916 Combination, completely overhauled

and re-enamelled, new tyres, chains, etc.; £85.

no otIers.-.Mylam. I97_ London Ed., Cro.vdon. (6767

S'COTT 3''ih p Motor Cycle, solo, in top-hole condi-

> tion, new 1920, very little used; price £105. or

near olfer.-Apply. Pearce, 77, High St., Sandgate.^^^

1013 Scott. Bosch mag., Binks, lamps, horn, tax

jLtJ paid, engine and gears thoroughly overhauled,

splendid condition; £35.-Dawsou, 34. Ampthill Ed.,

Bedford. [5906

SCOTT Coachbuilt Combination, good condition and
appearance, Amac, spare Binks, all aecessones;

£55; week-day evenings only.-Seal. 14, Woodend.

Sutton.
[SS''^

1 019"'; Scott, semi T.T., Lucas lamps, Cowey speedo-

l.\j meter, tax paid, tvres good, splendid conilitton,

fast and r.-lialple; £90.-199, Sumatra Ed.. West Hamp-
stead. N.W.6, [566!

1 021 .Scott Squirrel, only one lelt. brand new; price

-LJ7 £130; exchanges or extended payments.—The
Lavton Garages, 90, High St.j Oxford. T.A. : In-

tegrity. 'Phone : 581. [S2343

SCOTT Sports Model. 1S20. 2-speed gear, slightly

shop-soiled, and unused; at *130.—Burlington
Motors Ltd.. South Side, Clapham Common. S.W.4.

Phono : Brixton 2417. (0510

SCOTT. 1915, 2-speed. clutch, all-chain, new Miiler

lamp set, Lucas horn, tax paid for .year, T.T.

model very fast, splendid condition, appearance very

'mart; any trial; £42/10.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd.,

.Aldeburgh. Suffolk. [5916

SCOTT Combination, enamel, etc.. in good condition,

recently overhauled. genuine acott sidecar,

lamps, horn, etc., licensed, ride reasonable distancf

to purchaser, any trial; £65, or exchange late model

high powered solo.—Snodgrass. 18, Junction Rdj,

Brentwood, Essex. [6678

All letters relating to adveifTsements should quote the number at the end of each advertiseinent. and the date of the issue, a^s .
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scout.

1Q21 3?jh.p. Scott and Sidecar Chassis, fltteii witJi
J-^ Lucas Magdyno lighting' oiitjit, Boiiiiikscn tiip
speedometer, Ac^ alumiDium discs, JPidmer liiiht car
tyres, special sear control, flexibU* exlianst pipe, l:as

heen carefully run in tor 500 iiiiks only, and iu per-
fect tune, enamel nnscratched : any exanrinatiou; cost
£220, price £175.-Fitton, Bitkby, Northtiekls, Dews-
Imry. C5€76

Singer.

1Q13 2i/.ih.p. 2„peecl Countersbalt ^Singer, lampsA^ and horn, in perfect order; £25.—Wilderspin,
Chatteris. [6936
1 Q14 Ai.jh.p. Singer C.B. Combiiiation, 2-speed, thor-
-i-*^ oughly overhauled; £65.—Seen 216, We8t!>onine
Grove, W.ll. [6539

"IQ14 2y2li.p. T.T. Singer, 2-sp'eed Albion, lamps,
X»/ Brampton forks, fastj' £25.—Shaw, New St..
Wellington, Salop. - XX2227
SIXGEE ^Vih.-p- Combination, 2 speeds, countershaft,

clutch, kick start, Millford, Tan-Sad, lamps, etc.,
thoroughly overhauled recently; £65:- 144, Lansdowne
Ed., TuttenhanL [6646

Sparkbrook.
-"|Q20 2?.;h.p, Sparbbrook. done 700 miles, lamp and
-Lt/ Irorn; £50.—Wilderspin, Chatteris. [6937

SPARKBROOK Villiers 2-stroke, 2-speea counter-
shaft; £38.-Sharp, 274, York Rd., Wandsworth,

London. -
-ging

1 Q21 Sparkbrook, just delivered fronr works;
-•-•/ £72/10; complete with lamps.—B. Pullan,
Cirencester. , [5926
TyEW Sparkbrook Motor Cycles; sinjle-speed, £64; 2-
-L^ speed £70; in .stock for immediate delivery; easy
payments.-Harrod.s Ltd., 118, Bromptou Ed., London.

SPARKBROOK 1920 2'Jh.p., 2-speeds, as makers'^
specification, shop-soiled only; three of these at

the bargain price of £50 each for cash only.—Atebes
156, Gt. Portland St., W.l, 'Phone: Langham 2230.

[6861
Sun.

SUN V.T.S. 2r;.ih.p., 1917, speedometer, accessories,
tax paid; £34.-193, Ham Park Ed., Forest Gate;

London. [5594
1Q14 Sun-Precision, 3%h.p„ 3-speed, Sturmey hub,
-•-»/ electric lamps, perfect order; £49.-2, Appian
Rd„ Bow. [6029
QU^', V.T.«., 1917,, ZVA.p.,

lamps : price £40.—Browne,
Karl's Court SH.,__S.W.

2-stroko. overhauled.
White House Hotel,

[5735

Sunbeam.
CUXBEAM, latest new 1921 liglit special speed
^-^ m stock.-Moss, Wem. , i^:

YEOVIL.—Moffat, Town
1921 models.—'Phone

:

Hall
50.

model
[X2287

Garage.—Sunbeam,
[3333

SUNBEAM S'.ih.p., 1916, Bouniksen, licence, insured-
£95.-51, Beauchamp Ed., 8.W.H. [6509

EKICKIIAM for Sunbeam, sole agent for Bristol
• and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3352

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, spare wheel; £130 —
Write, 272, High Rd., Tottenham, N.15. [6577

CjDNBEAM .1921 SVjli.p., inunediata delivery listJ' price.—Wiggins and Sons, Eomsey, Hants. [6065

"IQ16 3V2I1-P. Sunbeam, as good ,a.s new; seen; £90it/ -Bounds, 223, High Ed., Kilhurn, N.W.6. [5883
CjUNBEAM 8h.p., hood, screen, spare wheel Lucas
'-> dynamo; £165.-Long, Ditton Rectory, Snrbiton.

[6797
combiuatiou.
-Tilleys, The

[6798

II< Stocj, latest 3^2h.r. Sunbeam 8h.p,
with lighting set and spare wheel.

Ksplanade, Weymouth.

CjUNBlSAM SVJi.p., Lucas lamps and horn, speed
ometer. Ace discs; price £90.-Wes.sex Garage,

opposite Theatre, Exeter.

CJUNBEAM 3ii.h.p., 1915-16, Lucas accessories
'--' during war, good condition; £80 oflers.—31
land Ed., Loughborough,

SUXBEAM Combination
new condition, any re^

kins. New St., Ledbury.

SUNBEAM SVih.p. 1919 Combiu.ation,
little used :aocept £140 for ciuick

.•St. George's St., Ciinterbury.

BRAND New 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination,
wheel, unregistered, uuridden; "

Sh.p. twin,

[6099

stored
30, Koy-
[X2281

practically
"^op-
[6889

ill accessories,
^ale.-Pliilpot.

[6607

102a, Church St., Chelsea.
170

spare
gns.—Fox.

[6499

SUNBEAM SVJi.p. 1920 Combination, fully erjuippcd
small mileage, condition perfect; £160.—Philpot

St. George's St., Canterbury.

OiJi.p. Sunbeam CombinationfJH Cowey, Klaxon, Swan sidecar
fitted

. - - -.de
37, Arlington Ed., Surbilon.

[6606

Lucas lamps,
wind screen

;

[6277

1 Q21 3i/;h.p. Sunbeam Combination in stock for in-
-Ltf mediate delivery; makers' list price.—J. Smith
and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. [0353
^75.-1916 3J-jh.p. Sunbeam, just fitted new cylinder
c**' piston, gudgeon pin, rings, valves, and spriniis-
no oifers.-Ford, .62, Gerrnrd St., Derby X..."!.

•IBp]pTOT@CLE-

Insurance Policy

STOLEN

A Reward ot ^15 isoflercd

by the Autocar Fire and
Accident Insurance Co.,

Ltd., of 77, Clieapside,

London, E.G., to the first

person giving information

leading to the recoveiy of

the motor cycle as under,

and tlie apprehension of

the thief or thieves :—

-

7-9 h.p. "Indian" Motor Cycle,

with Millford Sidecar, uphol-

stered darl^ green leather, 1919

model, registered No. X.C.577,

Dixie Magneto, Schebler Car-

buretter, Dunlop Tyres, Corhi

Brown Speedometer, Electric

Horn, Dynamo Lighting, Speed

Chassis spring broken.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle

Claims promtptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

{Incorporating The AiUocay hisurancs
Deparimeiii, Established 1904).

Head Office

:

7~, Cheapside, London, £»C«2.
- Telephone : City 9831 ^d 9832.

[X2155

I
026 Sh.p. Smibeana de Luxe Combination, lavislily

A«? equipped, orisinal tyres, tax paid; £180; cx-
;>iaugc.—60, Walliuglord Av., N. Keusiugton. [6532

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the d?tte of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

NEW 1921 3'/oh.p. Sunbeam, 3-spced, kick start
clutch; list price £155/8; exchange:? entertained

—Banibers', Eastbant St., Southport. Tel. : 607.
[X065'

LATE 1920 Sporting Sunbeam SVih.p., practi^:all:
unused, for sale, as owner leaving England

also 4h.p. Douglas.—Scott-Hausen, 61, Evelyn Gardenj^
S \V.7. r4l3f

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination,- indistinguishabl
2 Ivoni new, 1920 en^jine, under 300 raile<. Luca

accessories; £130.—Melrose, Nursery W^lk. Worc^-..
tcr. r624l

StJNBE^NJM 1920 Sporting Si^li.P- r-lec-tiic- lightiu?
horn, speedometer, littuicc, insurance, superi

'''^ndiiion; £135, or nearest.— 2, Queen's Drive, Thame
Ditton. [677:

1 020 Sunbeam Si^h.p., sidecar, Lucas lamps, Wat
At/ ford, engine just overhauled by makers; trial
£135.—Powell, 28. Stafford Terrace, Eensineton
Loudon. [699(

GEi^VE.— 5' ^h.p. 1919 Sunl>eQOi Combination, over
hauled and as new, full eanipment, tiix paid

£135.—Grove Motor Co.. 34, Hereford Bd., Wcstbouini
Grove. [608<

1021 3',-jh.p, Sunbeam, 3-speed, etc., Lucas horn
JL«7 licence paid, orilv' run 120 miles, absolutely -a

new; £138.—Bamberg, Ltd., Eastbank St., Southpert
,Tel. : 607. . [X223i

Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, Nov., 1919, delivery
all accessories, including spare wheel; trial l^

appointment: .-£175, or nearest offer.—M,D., 145. Harle'
St., W.L '

[622;

STJZIsBEAM 1915 Sis'h.p. Model, with Pideoar. com
plete with all accessories, excellent condition

£110.-pyrk9rV'^, Bradshawg-ate. Bolton; also 245, peans
gate, Manchester. . [X216!

3 ill. p. Sunlwam, 1919, luileatre only 2,000, spleudi.
*-2 running' order, fitted speedometer and. carrier bag

1921 lieenre. complete; seen Norwich; £95.^ox 5,769
c/o The Motor Cycle. [578'

SUNBEAM S.'jli.p., 1920 Sunbeam sideeai, lamp?
tools, ptc, used cliietliv solo, licensed, excellent con

uition throuLThont; £159.-Dr. Warren, 175 Ei^f^''

Jaighway, Middlesex. - [678i

SUNBEAM 1919 fOct.) 3V-b-P- Sports Model, lamp;
horn, knee grips. Ace 3iscs. long plated exliaust

lovely condition ; £125, or ne;ir' oU'er.—Howell, St

Leonards, Hereford. " [567

SUNBEAM, solo model, re-enamelled and plated
indistinguishable from, new, main parts and al

accessories new: no reasonable offer refused.—41. Gt
Dover St., S.E.I. [603f

SUNBEAM 1920 SfMi.p., special engine, gold med;i
' Stile Cop climb, Oowcv, lampsi, spares, mi'

1,700, 90 m.p.g. : cost £186; ,-£145,—FreeniMU.
Shorrolds Kd., S.W.6. [56.0!

1Q19 (Oet.).3.' jh.p. Sunbeam Combinatiou, fir-t usei
J~^ March, 1921, Lnc.as lamps, Cameo -^freeu, le;

shieldis, usual accessories, eseeUent condition; £150.-
Piddock, Kingswilllord.

"

[607i

SUNBEAM 1919 Sh.p. Twin Combinatiou. dyuaim
lighting, electric horn, hood, screen, spai'e wheel

new tvre, excellent order; bai'galn, £150.-Jones, Cheve
ley, I-iigh Park Rd., Earnham. [583(

,1020 Sunbeam Combination, Sh.p., double liglitiu

J-t/ set, speedometer, -hood, screen, spare, accessorie.-'

tax, insxuance paid, perfect condition ; bargain, £180.-
47, Rochester St., Kemptoii, Brighton. [525!

rQiO (late) Sunbeam Combination, S^/i-h-p., screeiJ

•T speedometer, Lucas lamps and horn, mileage 400
indistiuguishab-le irom new: snip, £150.-48, Warloc!
Bd., Paddingtou. Tel.: Willesdeu 1744. [579(

Sh.p. 1921 Sunbeam Combination, Magdyno lightin
set, electric horn, interchangeable \\dieels, in

chiding tax, insurance, .=;pare cover, fully equipped
£250.—Baker, Poulton, Sneyd Park, Bristol. [641'

3Xh.p. S^lnbeam Combination, 1916, electric light
2 ing, Easting, new cylinder, piston-, chains, Dm]

lops (receipts shown), tax, insurance (Oct.), spares

£1J0.—93, Corraiice Bd., Brixton, S.W.2. [638.

"I Q19 B].^i.Xi. Sunbeam Combination, black ami goltl

J-*? child's seat, hood. College leg shields. Cowe;
speedometer, electric lamps, new condition, tax am
insurance paid, any trial; £139, or close offer.--

Ricbardson, 380, Kingsland Rd., London, E.S. [602<

GENUINE Bargain, 6h.p. Sunbe;im, June, 1915, fuQ
equipped, overhauled throughout, repluted an<

enamelled in makers* colours, and: sidecar chassis witl

sprung wheel; any trial ; £128 for cinick sale;

others.—Hampton, Finehampstead, Farnb'urn At., Slo . __
[564:

1 Q15 3V2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, overhauled -b

At/ makers, re-enamelled and plated, sidecar n
trinlnied and couch painted; price £120, whiob in

eludes speedometer, lanip<^, luggage grid, spares, licence

etc.- photo; privately owned.—Enai^uries and on view a

1, Townsheud Cottage, St. John's Wood, N.W.8. [560

1 O 20 Sunbeam Sh.p. Combination, a<;cumulato
XJ/ lighting, speedometer, hern, . mirror, lamp^
screen, waterproof apron, new tyre on spare wheel,
terchangeable wheels, luggage grid, Binks, tyres ml
good, appearance like new; £200, or near offer.—Tnl
Layton- Garages, 90. High St., Oxford. 'Gram-^ :

B«
tegrity. 'Phone: 581. [X234|
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

19 Sunbeam SVuh.p.. licence paid, 3-speed. K.S..

and clutch, speedometer, Lucas accessories, in

ery fine order throughout; price £115; exchanges or

extended payments; approval with pleasure.—The Lay-
on Tiarages, 90, High St., Oxford. Grams: Integrity.

Phon; ; 581. [X.2347

LATE 1920 3V:!h.p. T.T. Smil>e.Tm, under 500 miles,
,iQ-cratclted, leu' shields. Cowey horn, 3-jet Binks, i

?. and H, Uijbtine, Bonnik<fen speedometer, intercluinKe-|
iblc wheels, 3in. Dunlops, tax and insurance: price £145;
iftcr 6. — E.B.-, 5, Sandovvn Tilhis, (irove Eo:id,
Mitcliam, Surrey. [5779

Torpedo.
rORPEDO-PRECISION, 1915. 2-s,troke, 2i,ih.p., 2-

spced, lamps. legshields ; any test; £29.-371,
Eurlsfield Ed., London, S.W. [6129

TORPEDOPHECI.SION, 2i,h.p.. new engine, 1919, '

2-speed, tax paid; £27. near oHer,—Waters, 10.
Somerset Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [6343

(

Triumph I

pEElllE:: Motor Co. for 1921 Triumph?.

TPEIL'MPH ; at the new reduced p;ices noir in stocK*.

\\T^ Can Deliver to your addres* within 24 honrs" 2Jih.p. liKhtweight Triumph. £70: W.D.U, icu:>.
*te<l

. £95; Type H 4h.p., 3-sIK^ed, .£115: Typo S.U..
•Lam drive. £125; sidecars from £26 to £50; biiv
our machins direct from the Triumph specialists.—

|

i'ue Prenjier Motor Co. Aston lid.. nirmiu);ham. 1

"TKICMPHS. S.D., 1921, in .-twlc: £125.-Smith's. 1

J- Main St.. Mesboronsh. f5625

ly of all model
1

[X229I11cRoss, Itotherham, can give delivc
Triumphs from stock.

IQ13 Triumph 3-spced Combiuutiou, good order- £48*" —3. Park St., Wellington, Salop. |X2228
'

1Q20 Triumph Combination. 3-speed, well cciuipned-
'

LO £120.-144. Ladbroke Orove, W.IO. |6817
I ai9 Triuiuph, lat". condition new, nil necessorics

; i

i-'J' £90; offers.—555, Fnlham Rd., S.W. [6122
I Q 19-20 Triamph-Glcria Ccmbinaticn, absolntely

'

«" w|ual to new: £130.-114, Brixton Hill. [698
Q18 Triumph, excellent tyl-as, juft overhauM ; £66-

L«^ hargain.- 3, Kildowan lid., Goodinayes, ,[5604
pSIUMPII 3',{ih.p., perfect order and condition, lampsL horn, etc.; £35.-17, Vicunigc Rd.. SBnbury. [6716
rRIUMPII 1917-18. C.S.. excellent c.ndition. lamps
•• Ma.xoii.—446, Bntherhithe New lUl., S.E.16. [6404
rEIfJU'H, 1918, new himps, P. and IJ. Ijoru. pcr-
- let condition.-Biggs, Guihlfoid St., Luton. [6184
").\N GUY, Weymouth.—1921 Triumph combination
-' £182/10; Triumph 2-stroke. .£75; in ^tock. (0555
021 4h.p. Triumph Model H in slock; £115 -" -Morris and Co., 139, Finchley Rd., .N.W.3. (5813
Q21 Junior Triumph, 2-speed, in stock: £70.-
'^ iMorris and Co., 139, Finchley Rd.. N.W.3. [5814
es.-Countershalt Triumph, renovated, lamps, horn,
sound eondition.-Kiug, Egrove Vulm, Oxford.

(X2215
KIX-]!"'^ 1921 Baby Model. £70: W.U.B. models.
£90 and £95.-irar8ton. 51, Itiidgc St., Chester.

OUNTERSHAFT Triumph Combinations from £80
-Ov.en, 59, Scholefleld Rd., Upiier Ilolloway.

Q14 T.T. Triumph, complete lamps, a flne'eport-" ing mount; £42.-Crofs, Agent, Eotherham.
[X2291N .Stock, Triumph Model II; £115; open to ex.

change, or arrange terms.—Bunting. Wealdstone.
[6927KlrMPH 3i.-jh.p. Combination, licensed; £60 —

Cl.ambers, 100, Aldborougii Rd., Seven Kings.
r5994

;iOUNTERSnAI-T Triumph Combination: £85'-59,
Pallrey Place, Dorset Rd., Claphara Rd., S.W. 8.

EIUMPH Junior. 1920, perfect condition- £60 or
near offer.-Thoaipsom, The Elms, rre.-twieh. Man-"•" - [X2107

iRIUMPH Combination, SV-hp-. overhauled; £45,
bargain.-3, St. Ann's Terrace, St. John's Wood,"• (7011

tRICMPII 1912 Coachbnilt Combination, Crado
gear, tax paid; ie40; trial.-89, Rushey Green.•"°"i- [6046
18 4h.p. Triumph 3-speed Countershaft Combina.
tion, peifect; 95gn8. ; not W.D.-27, French St.

'">'
[6240

Q20 Irininph Combination, Easting screen, tax paid
»' new condition; best offer.-27a,"XielioU8 St.. Gov-
'' [X2196
ABY Triumph, done 250 miles only. Sterling shields,

lamps, licensed; £70.—Mitchell. Studlev Rd..
'™-

.
" [6801

;OrNTERSHAFT Triumph, reconditioned as new,
' lull equipment; any trial; ^£65,—4, Queen's Mews.

sor. |-g224

IBIUMPH 1921 in stock, cash or exchange H. £115
IJ

S.IJ. £125, latest reduced prices. 114. Brixton
[6984

9

11.

ACCURATELY
MADE PROM
SOLID STEEL
SPECIALLY
HARDENED

BRIT. PAT. APR FOR NO. 1195 (1921)

Postage
6d.

extra

Don't use a Hammer
and Chisel on an in-

offensive nut because it

is awkwardly situated^

round headed, or tight.

The

LEVERTITE
SPANNER

persuades such a nut

to yield and never slips,
i

Acts as a set key, ad-

justable, and ratchet

spanner.
\

aR»PS NUTS UP TO ONE INCH

INSURE YOUR HANDS
FROM DAMAGE FOR

5/9
Agents supplied.

C. H. PARKES & CO.,
27, Netting Hill Gate, London,W. 1

1

4]i.p. Triumph, 3-spee<l counterslinft. excolleiit

tion. aoceseories ; 58 gns.—rersfielU,. Westbur;
X^w iliilUeu.

19
licUuv

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triuinoh.

IQIS Triumph and Sidecar, complete eQi'^pmcnt,
-Li' excellent condition; £120.—Hopkins, New St..

l.cdbury. [6892

ollent coudi-
'estbury Kd.,

TltirMlPH, 1914, S-speed, perfect, £46, gift, or sell

parts: stamp.—Creed, 66, Umfreville ltd., Hii^r-

nugay, N.
" \b^^0

3ih.p. Triumph, adiiu=tabl6 pulley, excellent conditiou,

2 last, sporty, tax paid; £30, lo\rest.-711, Garratt

l.;iue. Tootin?. • [=3°°

20 Triumplj. Model SD, oil clioin driye, brand

uew, unriddeu: special price to clear, £115.—

I O20 Tiiuniph Model HC Gloria Combination, brand
li/ new, uuridd.^n; list price £165; special price to

ilwir, £150.-Ithosha Motors, South St.. Komlord
Tel.; 95. [5949

1Q18 Ccuntershatt Triumph, rcnovatecl, ni-ikcrs'

!»/ coloui-s. Buarantecd fully equipped; £o"/\'!.-''

Othello St.. Lirerpool.
•

i-'^'^^^

TQ18 Counlershalt Triumph C"'"'''''""?';.,, !*'?,";.';

ly lul condition; £85; solo £65.-60, ^Vallingloid

.\v.. N. Kensingtcn. • ^°^^^

rpilirjIl'U 3U.h.p. 3-speod C.B. Combinatioii, com-

i- plete, ctcelleut condition; any ttiul; i'OT'"-,;

Kuvon St., l'\ilhum.
'"'^^^

iai4 Triumph 4h.p.,' 3 sP«ds "U" good tune.

1*7 nice coachbuilt sidecar, excellent turnout. £55

Bunting. Wealdstone. L03.i°

Xa. GNS.-Triumph, 1918. counterslialt model, new

Ob belt and tyre; must 6ell.-20, Trcen M.
Hoggers Corner, Barnes. lohi

TnlUMPII 41i.p. Counlerslmtt ComWnntion. 1918.

little used, appearance as uew; £120, all 0»-.^°'y
31, nnrditt Kd., Bow, E.3. l"'^'

TniU.MPII 4h.p., late 1920, conntershalt, solo only,

lamps, hoin, tax: £106, oflers.-Uolwou, Helui-

l.n. Bracklcy, Northants.. ^°'''"

TltlCMPH Combination, 1918, new Canoelet tour-

ing sidecar, all accessories; £90, or oiler -4
Moore St.. Colne, Lanes. lA.!.iw

TlinTMPH Junior, 2-Kpced, in splendid
f^^^'^''^^'1 plete with Ulinps. Luc.is horn, tools; ^"S-ly'ly-'

153, Stockwell Ed., 8.W.O. [5'^'

npulUSri-H. 1918. engine Xo. 54628. and sidecar.

1 perfect order, tax paid; £95.-Broomfleld, 32-.

Whiteborse Kd., Croydon. I-""'^

OXli.P. Triumph. 2-8pced, free, recently ""''•''"'^5'

liX occessoiies, Tau-Sad, insurance; -nhut oilers :•- 102,

liiookhill Rd., Woolwich. '-'''"

1Q19 Triumph and JUnglord Sidecar, speedornetcr.

ly lamps, horn, luncheon basket, licensed, perlccl

condition; £98»-Bclow.

1 017 and 1918 Triumphs, reconditioned, in pcrlccl

in runnins order, Irom j£60.—Edwards, 50, Har-

rin?ton Rd.. South Kensington, S.W.7. Phone :
Ked.

3709 [5448

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p. Counter.Aalt. renovatetl. tyres

as new. splendid condition; £65.-30, Crystal

I'.ilace Park Ed.. Sydenham. [6261

TRIUMPH Combination, 41i.p.. counterslinft, lat.i

1918, littlo used, acees-soi ies, Mills-l'ulford : 85
CMS. -Piatt, High St., Reigate. [6185

£27 Triumph, 1920 tank, drop frame, large lighting

set, mechanical horn, perfect condition.— 88.

Brook Green, Hammersmith. [6177

1014 Triumph, condition absolutely as new, 3-=peed

ItF sturmev hub; £57/10.-Syd. Pearson, Gate

House, Cheylcsmoie Coventrj'. tX2309

SMART Turnout.-Triumph combinntion, O.B. side-

car, in good running order, all on, tax paid: £55.—

8, Malvern Hd., llalston, E.8. [5733

TRIUMPn. countershaft, 3speed, 1918, engine and

gear box overhauled by makers; accept :£62/10.—

179, Brixton Rd., London,' S.W.9. [X2562

1 (121 Triumph. Model H, new 3 weeks ago, tax paid.

Ill lamps, horn; £118. — Haddon, Jun., Lower
Tysoe. Kineton, Warwickbire. [X2527

1 019 Triumph Gloria Combination, tax. Triples

1*7 screen and scoop, accessories, new condition; 120

CUS.-39, Warren Ed.-, Wnnstead. [6111

1 Ol^ Triumph 4h.p., 3-spccd Sturmev. in perfect

It/ condition; ncccpt £60. or ncirest offer; tax paid.

—Butcher. Wellesliourne. Warwick. [5927

TO 18 4h p Triumph, renovated, perfect condition.
If lamps, horn; £70.—Blake. 4. Park Crescent

Mews East, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6239

TRIL^:MPH, 1919. renovated, brand new throughout,
lamps, and horn, tax paid; X72.—304, Fulham

Rd., S.W.IO. 'Phone : Kens. 2372. [6100

TEirMl'H B.ahy. 1920. excellent condition, lamps,

horn, licence, alumiuinm guards, spares; £65.—14.
St. Andrew's Bd., Enaeld, Middlesex. [5907

TRIUMPH. 3>.'.h.p.. clutch model, adjustable Plil'oy:

overhauled: kick start, first-class machine; £32.

worth doubIe.-321, Edgware Rd., W.2. 1700"

1 Q18 Triumph, conntershalt, o""'!'='n'^?J'''iV"S'5:
l£» polished crank case and chain guard, la-enfed.

£70-58, Blagdon Rd., New Maiden. U"lo

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of i -.ch advertisement, :ind the date of the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Tiiumph.

TRIUMPH Gloria Combinatiou, 1920. accessories, tax
paid ami iusure/l, splendid oouditioD; £145.-67.

Tlmilc-iith Hd., 'R'audswoith Common, S.W. [6138

TBIUMPH Jnuior, 1919, mileage aboiit 3,000, first

class condition, accessories, tools; Einiiinsbam
i58.-Box 3,-797, c/o TheJIolor Cycle. (D) [5875

1 Q20 Triumph and Sidecar, tine condition; £105;
J- *y line assortment at prices to suit all ; 3 montli.s'

pnarantee given.—Eoss, 86, Hi'sh Ed., Lee. [6490

"I 019 Countershaft Triumph Combiniiiion (tax paid).

-L" like ne^v; £89, lowest.—Garaged at Selle; flre

doors from Eosendale Hotel, West Dul^ach. [6183

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., countershaft, speedometer,
lighting, Klaxon, very good condition; £88; ap'

fiOintment.—Crossler, The Drive, CMngl'ord. [6986

1Q19 Model H 4h.p. Triumph Combination, damp
Xfy eet, Gowey, spares, tube, cover, belt, like nev7

;

*105.—Peters, 85, Samuel Rd., Portsmouth. [6023

TRIUMPH 3',ih.p. Comliiuation, 2-spced ohiteh, need
little attention, compression very good; £25.

—

(.•oloilial Hotors, 104a, I'incliley Ed. Hamp. 7822. [6878

1 019 Triumph Gloria Combination, siieedometer, hood.
J-*' horn, tasting. 3 lampStfootbcards ; any trial, ready
ior road.—Reed, 201, Xew King's Ed., Fulham. [6360

"I Q12 Clutch Model Triumph, lamps, horn, tools, re-

jL*y cently overhauled, enamelled, grand running order;

£26.-2, Poplar Grove, Shepherd's Buslr. After 6. [6113

TEIUJIPH Combination, 1918, countcrshalt, 3-speed
and kick-starter; £90.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm

Ed., opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station- Hampstead
2767. - [0587

SPORTING Offer to -Sportsmen.—1920 Triumph,
4h.p., fixed engine, perfect condition, 100 m.p.g.

;

.£65.—Spear, 80, East Sheen Av., East Sheen, S.W.
[6651

1 Q20 Triumph-Gloria Combination, electric light-
JL*y infr. tax, splendid outfit, little used ; sacrifice

£135, quick sale.—40, Park Avenue South, Hornsey.
[6562

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., late 1914, condition nearly new,
fnllv equipped; best over £50.—Seen, Harvev

Hudson and Co., High Hd., South Woodford, Essex.
[5610

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Model, Triumph sidecar, Wat-
ford Ipeedoraeter, as neiv; £160.—Parker's. Brad-

siiawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X2166

NEW (not W.D.) 1920 Triumph, 3-speed, fully

equipped, licensed; any trial (after 6.30); £80.—
Rhodes inn., 199, Algernon Ed.. Lady-well, S.E.13.

[6905
TRIUMPH Countershaft, 41r.p., unscratched, indis-

tinguishable from -new, fully equipired; ^^75.—72,
l.ongiidge Ed., Earls Court. 'Phone : Western 1344.

[6395
TRIUMPH 4h.p. 3-speed, flrst-'class condilion, £65;

;i]so another, f69.—I^ewnham Motor Co.. 223,
Hammersmith Rd., AV.6. 'Phone; Hammersmith 80.

[5895
1"021 Triumphs at revised prices; cash or easy pay-
XcF ment.s to secure; immediate delivery. Try Sam
K. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich,
S.E.IO. [5666

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed, K.S., electric light.

Klaxon, 2-seater sidecar, tax paid, spare belts,

tyre, tube; £70.—Sgt. Thorpe, Police Station, Bethna]
Green, B. [6612

LATE 1919 Triumph Model H., with coachbuilt side-

car, lamp.?, horn, speedometer, all spares, eveiv-
thing perfect; £110; after 6,-177, Eoundhav Ed.,
Leeds. [5607

"I O20 (early) Triumph Junior, perfect running order,
-Lv Lilcae lighting, new tyres, tax paid; £55; after
1 p.m. Saturday.—Bennett, Birchtree, Keresley, Cov-
entry. [S2788

1 Q18 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, 3 speeds, kick
-^iJ start, lamps, horn, excellent condition, ready
to rido away; 65 gns.—Brawn, 94, High St., Becken-
haai. [6603

F.O.C.H. are Triumph agents. Combinations and
solos, new and second-hand, in stock; bargains.—

5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube
Station). [5980

£33; Triumph 3V2h.p., 1912-13, stored 5 years, good
mechanical condition, Bosch, tax paid, seen

after 6 p.m.—44, West Side, Wandsworth Common.
«.W.18. [6586
TRIUMPH, 3i,ih.p., clutch model, 1912, splendid

condition, all accessories, tax paid; ^28.-110,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone ;

Putney 2622. [6204
TRIUMPH. 4h.p., 1918, 3-speed countershaft gear,m excellent condition tllroughoufc; £65—110
T pper Richmond Ed., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone •

Putney 2622. r6202
tXlEIUMPH 1914 4h.p. Combination, in good condi-X tion, 3-spped, accessories, engine and gears perfect-
£60.—Woods, 330, Balham High Rd., S W 17 Tel •

Latchnrere 4368. [5616
-1021 Triumph Combination, Model H., mileage 600,.1" unscratched, fully equipped, tax paid, as new •

b;lrgain, £130.-48, Ttarlock Ed., Pnddington Tel
Willesden 1744. [37'9'7

TRIUMPH late 1919 Combinatiou, top gear chan-e
Easting, Lucas lamps. Klaxon. Tan-Sad, acces-

'Oiies, m splendid condition; £120. After 7—3 Hnr-
imgton S'l., X.W.l. '[S7''2

*ASTRA'
LIGHTING SETS.

MOTOR CYCLE SETS COMPLETE
WITH ALL NECESSARY FITTINGS

from £12-2-0
Fittings in Stock for

ZENITH. DOUGLAS, AJ.S.,
NORTON, BLACKBURNE, etc.

LIGHT CAR SETS COMPLETE

from £15-0-0
DYNAMOS

4 volt type .

.

6 volt type .

.

ONLY.
£6 10
£8 10

'ASTRA' DYNAMOS are SIMPLE,
RELIABLE, EFFICIENT, and can

be run at high speeds without danger

of burning out or damaging the

accumulator.

Front 6jin.

No. 1 Type Motor Cycle Head Lamp.

Price 63/- nickel finish, with
bulb and bracket.

This lamp, which is also suitable for

light car work, is beautifully finished

and scientifically designed so that a per-

fect focussing adjustment is obtained.

We can offer excellent Trade Terms
for this Lamp.

Fully illustrated catalogue free
on request.

THE

AstraDynamo Co.,
110, Victoria St., S.W.I.

Telephone : Victoria 7S45.

19^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

5^ GNS. Spot Cash.—1918 4h.r. connt^rshalt
• Triumph, excellent running order and condi-

tion; inspection invited.—436, Whitehorse Rd., Thorn-
ton Heath, S.E. [6640

£75.—Countershaft Triumph combination, neiv con-
dition, been stored, sidecar blue, gold lined, extrn

heavies, .speedometer, lamps, licensed.—Lambert, 1.
Pitlake, Croydon. [6526

TRIUMPH. 1914, 3-speed, clutch, just overhauled,
enamelled, and plated, guaranteed mechanicallv

sound; £45, or near offer.—Davies, 471a, Hollowav
Rd!., London, N. ;;6584

TEIUilPH-GLOBIA. kite 1919, leoentlj- overhonled
my makers, equal to new, Lucas lamps, bora,

difCfi, spares, et-c. ; £130.-174, Cbuich Hill Ed., Hands-
worth, Birmingham. [X2244

14 3'/oh.p. Triumph, Philipson, clutch, Cosch,
P.H., lighting set, beavy Dunlops, toolo, etc.;

£70 : exchange Indian.—R. Taylor, Bulwick, .Peter-
borough, Xorthauts. [6065

3 lb.p. Triumph Combination, 2-3peed, K.S., hood.
2 screen, Klaxon, lamps, tools, spare tubes, tax

paid, fully -insured; £60.—Baker, 149, Vartrv Rd.,
Amhurst Park, N.15. '

[6755

CROYDON Agents for Triumph motor cycles. All
models in stock, ready for immediate delivery.—

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North I'iid,
Croydon. 'Phone : 2624. [1348

3ih.p. Triumph, 1912, single speed, chiti.h. "ki<-k
2 starter, adjustable pulley, speedometer. Klaxon,

Lucas lamps, excellent condition, tax paid ; 40 gns.—
40, Bexley Rd„ Belvedere. [6556

TQIJ aVob.p. Triumph,- overhauled 1920, ^lutLh,
-^*y Philipson, lamps, horn, speedometer, insured, tax
paid, iu perfect order, private owned; £40.—Bushe.
White's Garage, Can^berley. [5639

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p. Combination. 3-speed, cluteli,

lamps, horn, speedometer, tax paid, good condition,
runuins order; £75. near offer.—McKenzie, G-rafton
House, Aeton "Vale, W.3. [6327

TRIUMPH, 3V2h-P-, T.T., 1913. S-speed, clutch.
original condition, little used, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter; ^e39.—110, Upper Richmond Ed.,
S.W.14. 'Phone : Putney 2622.

Sheen.
[6203

TRIUMPH, 1918, practically new. 3-speed, clutch,
^ kick start, £85; also S^ijh.p. Triumph, repla::ed,

2-spe9d, £35-—Dental, 769, Romford Rd., Manor Psik,
London, K. 'Phone: Ilford 500. [6521

SEVERAL 1917 and 1918 Countershaft Triumphs,
renovated, 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter; £65.

—Smith's, 86, Chalk Fann Rd., opposite Chalk Farm
Tube station. Hampstead 2767. [0586

TRIU^IPH 1913. 3-speed, clutch, excellent condition,
lamps, Tan-Sad, spares, accessories, new heavy

Dimlops, insurance, tax paid; any tiial; £55.—Young.
107, Central Park Rd., East Ham. [5809

TRIUMPH Countershaft 3-speed C.B. Combination,
lamps. Cameo W.S., tools, etc., tox paid; £80,

or near offer for quick siile.^H. E. Dodmau, 84,
Brondesbury Villas, Eilburu, IST.W.e. [6713

BRAJN'D New Chain-cum-belt Triumph, just received
from makers, not ridden, eemi-T.T, bars, good

reasons for selling; £116; seen any time by appoint-
ment.—Temby, Okehampton, Devon. [5128 _

TRIUMPH, 1920. and sidecar, 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S.,
countershaft, hand clutch, equal to new, Camoo

^creeu, Stewart horn, tools,, tax paid; £115, near otier.

-Dudley House, Park Rd., Wembley. [630d

TRIUMPH .1916 4Uh.p., countershaft model, with
coachbuilt sidecar, complet-e with all accessories,

iu excellent condition; £95.—Alfred Wastnage, 65,. Gt,

Portland St., W. Tel.: Langham 2172. [3060

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, W.D. Model, renovated,
replated, re-enamelled, guaranteed 3 month?

;

£ 20 down and 12 instalments of £5/15. — Auto-
Traders, Ltd., 84, Jermyn St., London. [6747

1 Q 19 (Nov.) Junior Triumph, 2-speed, only done
-1-tf 900 miles, tox paid, fitted up regardless of cost,"'

many spares, take two anywhere; £57 ; 1 to 2 a.m.,
or after 7 p.m.—55. Kenilworth Rd.. Kilbuin. [5707

1 Q20 Triumph H Combination, Gloria sidecar; Cameo
1 *y wind screen, lamps, mirror, mechanical horn,

speedometer, Tan-Sad, tax paid, splendid condition:
£135.-11. Grove End House St. John's Wood. i:6139

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agente, and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

cum-belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Mus-
well Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, North
Finchley. " [0382

TRIUMPH and Sidecar, 4h.p., 1918, 3-speed counter-

shaft gear, clutch, and kick starter, all acces-

sories, tax -paid, very little used; £85.-110, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone : Putney"
2622. [6205

TRIUMPH 1913-14 SVsli-P.. T.T., clutch, stbiecl war.
guaranteed faultless condition-, fully equipped. Sea-

(jpray carburetter, 102 m.p.g., numerous spares include

2 nearly new covers and belt; £45.-2, Glen Rd., Leigh-

ou-Sea. _ [6554 -

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash
or deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone i Brix-

ton 2417. .
[0504
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Twenty-one Years' Progress.

TO-D.\V
(Thursday) the tnent^-lirst anniversary

of the historic i.ooo Miles Trial of 1900 is'

being celebrated in London. This meeting
will no doubt be the means of a great deal
being said and written concerning the pro-

gress made in mechanically-propelled vehicles since
that date.

Anyone, who has followed the remarkable
development of the motor cycle and the car con-
currently must be impressed by the outstanding
fact that the former has made greater strides than
the larger \ehicle. The cars of twenty-one yeajs
ago embodied almost every main feature of the

present-day vehicle. In other words the 1900
types formed in general design and disposition of

parts the nucleus of the 19^1 car dc luxe.

On the other hand, motor cycles ha\e altered

out ofall recognition, both in appearance and prac-

tice. Then, the most popular types were tricycles

and quadricycles, neither of which type survives to-

day. Engines of 1900 had a low compression ratio,

but here again, except for their ignition and
carburation systems, and the fact that mechanically-
operated exhaust valves are now general practice,

they differed very little from the standard types
in use to-day.

It is in external design and transmission systems
that the greate^st progress is observable. Since 1900,
we have passed through several transient stages

of progress, eacli marked clearly, one by tlie advent
of the spray carburetter, another bv the magneto,
and a third by the countershaft gear box.

From high and unstable machines with pedal-
Hng gear, the motor cycle has developed into a

type of vehicle which can be handled widi comfort
and confidence by the inexperienced. The modern
motor cycle is also practically fool-proof.

Those who both ride motor cycles and drive

cars should ask themselves whether the latter type
of vehicle is any easier for tlie novice to manage
tlian its ancestors of _the types diat competed in

the 1,000 Miles Trial. Almost anyone can be

taught to drive a motor cycle in an hour without
undue risk of damaging the engine or the gears.

Xot so with the car, to change the gear of which
requires, in most cases, skill that is not acquired
by the novice without a great deal of practice.

If the main object of the automobile and the
motor cycle industries has been to produce vehicles
for people who are not mechanical and who require
the minimum amount of tuition, then it can be
said that motor cycle manufacturers have made
greater progress to this end.

In one direction, at least, the car has made
greater progress. It is, mechanically, practically
silent, whereas the majority of the motor cycle
engines of to-day cannot be compared with the
modern car engine on this point.

Motor cycle progress during the past twenty-one
years has been in clearly defined epochs, and we
think that recent developments in engine design
(which has been practically stagnant for so many
years) are about to start another of these epochs.
This years T.T. race ancT Brooklands meet-
ings will reveal the form these developments will

take.

Public Interest in the Sporting Side.

IT
would seem that the all-popular football

match has at last found a serious rival as a
week-end attracdon for the crowd. Several

recent local club events have each attracted

several thousand spectators.

Speed has a wonderful lure; and miniature
Brooklands events, on quiet hills or private roads,

attract the public in ever-growing numbers. Those
who come for thrills at present may in the future

attend as a matter of interest, which may eventually

beget the desire for possession.

Never has the enthusiasm of the general public
for motor cycles been greater, and every competi-
tion attracts large crowds to the test hills. The
younger generation in vast numbers takes an
interest in the motor cycle movement, which must
eventually augment the numbers of motor cyclists.

-
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Some Dream.

THE other day the surgeon who takes up the

bearings of my physical prime mover found it

necessary to give me a whiff of some infernal

dope, which in the language of his trade is known
as "A.C.E." As luck would have it, just before 1

went off, a well-tuned two-stroke passed the open
window of the nursing home—probably O'Donovan
on his Velocette—anyhow, it had a lovely exhaust.

Thanks to this I spent forty-five minutes of what the

doctors humorously term " unconsciousness " at the

wheel of the 450 h.p. Sunbeam. Some readers will

fancy that to enjoy such a 'bus, even in imagination,

is worth while waking up all blood and bandages with

a complexion the colour of mustard. Opinions

differ. In my dream' the 450 h.p. Sunbeam shed

both her front wheels immediately after we started,

but by keeping the pace up tO' 150 m.p.h. it was just

possible to keep her breastbone off the road. The
route lay through Devonshire lanes. Wonder my hair

was not grey when I came round. Next time I have to

take anesthetic, I shall put plasticine in my ears, and
hang a copy of " The Soul's Awakening " at the foot

of the operating table.

Gossip and Libel.

Y week's postbag has beeji rather interesting in

quite an unusual way? . If I had forwarded
certain items from it . to the manufacturers

concerned, a crop of libel actions would have followed.

Motor cycling circles are always-as- full of gossip as

a mothers' meeting or a' bank' clerks' luncheon party.

Jones starts the ball rolling by saying that the valves

of the ''A" break this year; Smith, not to be out-

done, says that anything is better than owning a " B,"
because its roller bearings melt; and Brown tops
the yarn by saying the "C" has just been reduced
because_the factory has 2,000 in store, and the firm's
mechanics are being allowed to buy them for ^£2^
casli. Such imaginary statements have a variety of
origins. In some cases they are malicious lies spread
by persons interested in a rival make. In others, the
amateur motor cyclist invents the varn (or 99% of it)

because he likes to pose as being in the know.
Occasionally, the story is an ingenious expansion of
an isolated mishap into a universal catastrophe.
Decent men will be very careful how they spread
discreditable statements without any guarantee of
B2

their accuracy.' Gossips should at least have the

commonsense to recognise that the law admits of rather

heavy damages for commercial libel.

It is, particularly hard for makers . and agents to

earn an honest living just now, and the air is full of

these lies. Private owners should be uncommonly
careful how they pass them on.

Sutton Bank.

THE spectacle of so many attempted suicides on

the bad corner of Sutton Bank in the York M.C.
climb started some of the greybeards talking.

The hotel contained three ancient riders, each of whom
claimed to ha\e " discovered " Sutton. One alleged

that the hill was ne\=e'r heard of until the gentleman
who represents the latter half of P. and M. climbed it

for a bet on his firm's first two-speeder in or about

1904. No. 2 claimed to have tackFed it in all inno-

cence on a holiday trip to Scarborough about 1905.
and to have pushed up every yard of it. - No. 3 took

three people up it on a Riley tricar in 1905," and was
SO' impressed by the gradient- that he came back next

day with a surveying apparatus to measure the rate of

ascent. Any other claimants? I well remember mv
own debiit on the hill, for it developed a blow-hole in

a brand new cylinder which had duly passed its pres-

sure test at the factory.

T'
The T.T.

iHIS year's T.T. ought to be a regular breath-

catcher. In the Senior event most of the

machines will be more than capable of all the

speed which the course can hold. There is also a

large entry. Stamina is more commonly wedded to

speed than it used to be, and one no longer expects

the hares which lead after two laps to crack up in lap

three, and let the tortoises through. I know it is said

that there is a shortage of first-class jockeys, but I do

not believe it.. If we could unearth five or six class

riders per annum in the , old days when there were
perhaps onlv 30,000 motor cyclists in the country, of

whom, not one in 500 had ever straddled a 60 m.p.h.

'bus, how many good speedmen can we produce now
that there are 186,000 of us? It is quite on the cards

Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" havelatety

been published in book form, price 5s. 3d. post free, from

'The Motor Cycle" Offices. 20. Tudor Street. E.C.4.
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Occasional Comments.—
that the start of the concluding lap may see five or six

men fighting out the issue. No keen rider should fail

to Gross to the Island this^ year—we ought to see the
finest motor cycle race in histor-y.

Well Dodged.

nT was a balmy evening, and I sucked the pipe of

contentment in the garden of my host. Entered
via the hedge' the stateliest black Tomcat I had

ever seen, and minced delicately over towards where
the day-old Indian Runner ducks were imperfectly
fortified. Just as I decided to interfere, my host's

greyhound espied Thomas, and came across the lawn
at a cool 50 m.p.h. Thomas never turned a. hair,

but waited disdainfully in his tracks. Just as the

hound arrived, Thomas shot up vertically about '2ft.

into the air, waited aloft till the hound had passed by,

and then descended again. I fell to envying the cat's

coolness and strategy. Anon I rode home. As I

burbled along at perhaps 30 m.p.h. I came up level

with a little maid of some ten summers. She dropped
her ball, which rolled under my front wheel, whither
she promptly followed it. There was no time to think.

By force of pure instinct I executed the most
miraculous right-angle turn outwards, instantly suc-

ceeded by another right-angle turn inwards to save me
from crashing into a wall. I comfort myself with the
reflection that perhaps we are still as dexterous as the

lower animals.

Impulse Starter Magnetos.

THE impulse starter^ magneto was originally

devised for;<use on the sort of engine which
cannot be swung by less than two men unless it-

is hot, and the inventor had no' thought of motor
cycles in his. mind, We have. one of these interesting

gadgets in the office just now—a sample, of the M-L
breed. I suppose all my readers know how the thing
works. There is a dog joint in the drive; a pawl
chocks the armature before each sparking position,

whilst the driving shaft goes on and winds up a clock
spring. Just when the spark is needed, the pawl is

freed, and the spring jerks the armature past its

maximum at the dickens of a bat. The result is a
spark so hot that the engine simply lias to fire. These
special magnetos are not particularly expensive, and
are of some interest to any motor cyclists who wish to
reduce the labour of starting their engines—disabled
men, giris, and very elderly riders. The general
effect is simply that at 50 r.p.m. you get a 500 r.p.m.
spark.

NOMADS. Gjnsciously or unconsciously, the open road lures every class, and judging by the typically reposeful attitude of the gipsies,
It IS a good world to live in. The scene is between Great Rollright and Lower Brailes, and depicts R. Croucher (Coventry-Premier) during
the Midland Light Car Club Trial in which he obtained a gold medal.
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T HE following table of entries for the T.T. shows
the numbers of the various motor cycles repre-

sented in the

A.J.S. ... 2
"Blackburne ... ... 2
B.S.A 6
tCoulson 1
]1ouglas 3
Jndian ... 4
James 3

* Entered by manuiacturers : I

Blackbiirne 1.

+ Private entries.

A.J.S 6
•Biackburne 5
"Coulson 2
Dc-t-Jap 1
"Douglas 5
Hawker "

l
•Ivy 5
Levis 4
Martin 2

' Entered by manufacturers

annual race
SENIOR.

IMartin
"Norton
Rover
fRudge
Scott
".Sunbeam
"Triumph

6 Sunbeam

2
13

• ... 3
2
4
8
8

4. Triunipii 6, and

JUNIOR.
"Massey-Arran
New Comet
"New Imperial
New Scale .^

N.TJ.T.
Omega
•Velocette
Wooler

„, -. , -' ;; —
•

Douglas 3, Ivy 1, Coulson 1, Velocette 1,
Blackburne 3, Massey-Arran 2, and New Imperial 4.******

In our correspondence pages this week we publish a
letter from the well-known Midland competition rider,
H. Boynton, who suggests that The Motor Cycle Cup
should be known as " The Motor Cycle Lightvveight
Tourist Trophy."******
There will be at least two Rudge Multis in the Senior

race, and they will be watched with interest, since this
make won the 191 4 event.

* *****
The entry of four Scott Squirrels again brings the

two-cylinder two-stroke into the front rank as a pos-
sible winner of the senior event. Twice the Scott has
won, and from all accounts the new Squirrels are
" hot stuff." Their even torque and ability to corner
at high speeds make them particularly suitable for the
T.T. course. ******

J- J- Whalley, who is riding a ^\ h.p. Sunbeam for
\\

.
Atkinson and Sen, is a promising rider whose per-

formances at Northern hill-climbs we have wafched
with interest. He is one of the post-war school of
riders. ******

L. Mitchell is another rider who should give a t^ood
account, of himself on a Norton. Tlie corners "and
B4

bends on such hills as Waddington Fells and Sutton
Bank ha\-e gi\en him some excellent T.T. practice.******
Of the Scott riders, C. P. Wood is prime favourite

at present, but R. W. Stansfield should be watched.
Langman should be jble to put up a good performance
also: he practically lives on a Scott.******
The Ilkley Club has entered its captain, G.

Clapham. Why have not other clubs entered a repa-e-

sentative?
,******

A new entrant in the Junior race this year is the
Omega.

* * * * * *

Eric Longden is riding a 2f h.p. Coulson in the
Junior and a 3-J h.p. of the same make in the Senior.
He rode in last year's event on a Dbt-Jap twin.******

Contrary to e.xpectations, the T.T. Sunbeams will

not be special racing machines designed expressly for
the race. The o.h.v. Sunbeams will not be used', but
standard sports model engines with side-by-side valves.
The Sports Sunbeam is a standard model e\olved
from the T.T. machines used in last year's race.
There may, of course, be minor additions, such as
mechanical lubrication.******

500 c.c. motor cycles with their 75 to 92 m.p.h.
capabilities are too fast for the T.T. Course. What
is wanted are machines that will be easy to steer,
quick to accelerate, and that will put up a high
average speed rather than bursts at phenomenal speeds
like those that beat kilometre records.******
The average speed of last year's Senior winner

(T. C. de la Hay, Sunbeam) was 51.79 m.p.h. for the
226 miles. The fastest lap was made by G. Dance
(Sunbeam) 55.63 m.p.h.******

Next week, on the 21st, there will be Junior and
Senior T.T. Races at Brooklands.
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ACTIVITY
AMONG
THE CLUBS.

n\ D /-L 'i"''
,°" ^'"S^f^ow" Hill. H. Thorpe crossing the tape on his JJ h'p. Sports Douglas at the Bath M.C.C. Hill-climb.

rl
y^^"^'^°™ making light of Bright Street Hill on his Zenith sidecar in the Surbiton and District M.C.C. Team Trial. (3) W. W.

Chase (2J Coulson) on a grass track in the Newcastle M.C. Open Trial. (4) Public interest in motor cycle events is always aroused at a
watersplash. T. G. Amohlett (4i James sc.) going well in the Midland Centre (A.C.U.) Club Team Trial.
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HOLIDAY EVENTS.
A Varied Whitsuntide Programme in all Parts of the Counlry.

FEW clubs will be inactive this Whitsuntide ; and

'

never has the programme been more varied.

Of course, the big event will be the M.C.C.
London to Edinburgh Run, with its 230 entries, and
with which we deal fully elsewhere. It is becoming
increasingly popular for clubs to organise runs to

see the M.C.C. event at points of interest 01 route.

The Central London M.C.C. is attending the start,

both the Luton and South Keds. A.C. and the Herts.
M.C. and L.C.C. are running out to Biggleswade (a

check) on Friday night, Yorkshire clubs will no doubt
turn out in force on Cray or Buttertiibs, the Northern
M.C. (a -Newcastle organisation) has annour.ced its

intention of making up a party of spectators, and, on
the Border, the Berwick and District M.C. is doing
likewise.

On Saturday the Birmingham M.C.C. will start its

trial to Land's End, over a course which includes Por-
lock and Lynton Hills, with- the Lycett Trophy as the
chief award ; .the return journey on Tuesday, including
the ascent of Countisbury and' Rising Sun Hills, will

constitute an entirely separate trial for the Sangster
Cup. This classic event is open to all members of
the Midland Centre A.C.U.
An enterprising West-country club, the Bristol

ALC.C, was originally to have run its Whitsun week-
end trial to Land's End, but to avoid overcrowding it

has now been decided to alter the destination to New-
quay. Taunton and District M.C.C. is also holding
a reliability run to "The. End."
On Whit-Monday the Welsh speed championships

will be fought out on Pendine Sands. As fifty, or
even twenty-five mile, races outside of Brooklands ate
all too rare in this country, the trials of the Carmarthen
and Dist. M.C.C. ha\e an attraction all their own.

In the North the N.E.A.A. (Motor Cycle Branch)

is scheduled to hold, also on Whit-Monday, a one

day reliability trial; and several important northern

clubs have kept this date open in their programmes.

Opinion appears to differ amongst individual clubs

as to the best lines on which to arrange the holiday

progranime ; while one or two are organising trials and

hill-climbs the great majority have decided on social

runs and week-end tours. Some of those adopting

the more strenuous course are the Blaina and District

M.C. and the Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. (both trials);

the Bournemouth and District M.C.C, the West Kent
M.C. the Reigate, RedhilL and District M.C.C.
(hill-climbs).

Ambitious social nnis are being undertaken by the

Middlesbrough and. District M.C, with .a week-end

tour in historic Galloway, and the West Birmingham
M.C.C. with a Welsh tour to Llanfyllan.

Speed-judging competitions, fuel consumption tests,

paperchases, and gymkhanas also figure in the list,

and all these events will attract their own coteries of

enthusiastic competitors and spectators. When it is

realised that several closed club events recently 'have

attracted from three to five thousand spectators, in

each case,- the true significance of a very full fixture.

list is realised..

Finally, two novel events on Whit-Monday call for

a passing mention; one is the three-mile handicap

race of the Worcester and District M.C.C on the

Worcestershire County Cricket Club grounds in aid of

a local charity, and the other is the New Brighton

Tower race meeting, where, in addition to the pedal

cycle events, there, will be motor cycle pursuit races,

and another attack on the track records by G. W-.

Baker on his
2f.|.

h.p. A.J.S.

PRICES OF SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
A Schedule of Prices at which used and shop-soiled Motor Cycles were being offered in the miscellaneous

advertisements of last week's issue of "The Motor Cycle."

N.\.ME, YEAR, H.P.
A.B.C, 1920, 3 h.p. .'

Acme, 1920, 8 h.p. sc
A.J.S., 1920, G h.p. so

Allon, 1920, 2.', h.D. .

Ariel, 1920, .Sfh.p, sc
Bat, 1920, Ch.p. .sc

Beardmore, 1920, 3.', h.p
Blackburne, 1920, .f h.p. sc. .

.

Blackbume, 1930, S h.p. sc. .

Bradbury, 1920, 6 h.p. sc. ...
Bradbury, 1920, 4 h.p. sc. , .

B.S.A., 1920, 4 h.p. sc
Cedos, 1930, 2} h.p
Chater-Lea, 1920, 2J h.p. . .

Clyno, 1920, 2,1 h.p."

Coulson-B., 1920, 2j h.p
Coulson-B.. 1920, 4 h.p
Coventry Eagle, 1920, 3.1 h.p. «

Diamond- Tap, 1920, 2'i h.p. . .

Douglas, 1920, ZJ h.p
Douglas, 1920, 4 h.p. sc.

Edmund, 1930, i\ h p
Enfield, 1930, 2J h.p.
Enfield, 1930, 8 h.p. sc- , . . ! !

!

Harley-Davidson, 1920, 7-9 h.p.

Harley-Davidson, 1 920, 4 h.p.
Hazlewood, 1920, ,'i-fi h.p. Sc. .

Henderson, 1920, 10 h p sc
Hobart, 1920, 2.V h.p.
Humber, 1920, 4 h.p. sc

'.

Indian,- 1920, 7-9 h.p. sc, , . .

Indian, 1930, 4 h.p

b6

AVERAGE
CL-ISSHflED PRICES. PKICE.

£-9.3. £100, t£100, £110 £101
fUQ, £1;50 £14,5

£160, t£l70, i-£175,-£lS0, ti:200,
-

t£302 f\i\
£65, £68, £70 «S
£105, £110, £130 CIV,

"£150, »£155 £1.53

£85 '_
£98, £130 ni4
£165, /ISO. no, "nn
£140 ~. ~—
£130 _
t£120, £135, £130, £130, £130, £130 i\ii
(j>i, £60 ....; £58
£65 —
£45, £50, £55, £35, .£55 /"52

£70 ~
*£100 --

i)105 -
£60, £65 £C3
£75, £7S, £85 <79
£123, £126, £131, £160 ASlJ
/70 ~_
£48, £65, £5S £51
£140, t£l50, t£165 n53
t£160, t£16.5, £108, t£185, t£310,

-"

t£230 nS5
£145 —
£110 _
£145, t£160, £165, t£175, t£l90. , n67
£60 :

~-
£155 _

t£140, t£150, '.:i50. t£155, t£180 £153
£105, t£125 ; ni5

NAME, YEAR, H.P. .
James, 1930, 5-0 h.p. sc

fames. 1920, 2J h.p
Lea.Francis, 1920, 3.i h.p. . .

.

Levis, l!)20, 3J h.p.
'

Martinsyde, 1930, 6 h.p, sc. .

,

Matchless, 1920, S h.p. sc. . .

,

New Hudson, 1920, 2.V h.p
New Imperial, 1920, 2} h.p. . .

.

Norton, 1920, 4 h.p, sc
N.U.T.. 1920, 3,!. h.p
O.K., 1920, 2,1 h.p
P. & M., 1920", 3,V h.p
Quadrant, 1920, 4.V h.p. sc. . . . .

i^e.iding Standard, 1920, 10 h.p.

Rover, 1920, i% h.p. sc
Rover, 1920, 3,V h.p
Royal Ruby, 1920, 8 h.p. sc. . .

.

Royal Ruby, 1920, 3 h.p
Rudgc, 1930, 3.ih.p
Scott, 1920, 3J h.p
Scott, 1920, SJ h.p, sc. , ^

Sparl<brook, 1920, 21 h.p
Sunbeam, 1920, 8 h.p. sc
Sunbeam, 1920, 3i h.p
Triumph, 1920, 4 h.p.'sc

AVERAGE
PRICE.

.... £155
CLASSIFIED PRICES.

•f£iso, tnso
£4.«, £60 '£54

£78, T93, "ilOO £90
£45, £50, £50 £48
£147. t£155 n51
£160, t£160, t£165, t£165, t£165,

>£170, £175, £175. +£175, K190.

.

£170
£48, £50, m, If,! .rSS

£47. £65. £65, £80 '. .

.

£04
£150, £155, £155

t£98, i-£120, t£130
£40, •£43
£90, £93, £95 £93
/95

,

t£lSO
£136, £130
£90
£1S0
£79, /;90

/65, £70, (To, £75, £75
"~ "~ £95

n53
£116
£42

£1S3

£85
£73
£81

Triumph, 1920, 4 h.p
Velocette, 1920, 2J- h.p
-Verus, 1930. 25 h.p
Wilkin, 1030, 4 h.p. sc
Wooler. 1920. 2.? h.p
Zenith, 1920, 8 h.p. c /shaft mod.

Unused.

/88, £90,
, . £117
. . £50, £50
. . £180. £180, •[£300, t£250
. . £13-5, £145. £145 £14:

. . £130. £130, £135, £135, £14,5,

"£150, .<;iGO

.. £80, £115

.. £55 -.

.. £80 :
£140

. • £.70, £75
,c. £120, £130, £143, £160, £190 ....

tDynamo lighting.

£50
£203

~£98

£73
£H9
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Tll-t 1921 Luiuluii-Kdiiiljuigli niM
starts from Highgate to-morrow
(Friday) evening. At half a minute

after the hour of seven the first of the
several hundred competitors will be timed
away on his 400 miles journey to the
Scottish capital, and at intervals of half
a minute the " send-offs " will be con-
tinued until nearly ten o'clock.
Present among the competitors, offi-

cials, or spectators will be several who
competed in the first London-Edinburgh
run seventeen years ago, when an entry
of fewer than fifty was considered most
satisfactory.

This year the competitors' numbers run
to nearly 350, of which no fewer than
228 have been reserved for drivers of
motor cycles and three-wheeled

, cycle
cars. When the last man is leaving
Highgate, the leader will be over fifty
miles away.

An Early Check.
Altho^ugh the entry is not quite so

large as it was last year, a fifty-mile pro-
cession of motor vehicles may be con-
sidered to be quite long enough, especi-
ally to those willing officials who do so
much to make the event a success. After
the start, the first group of checkers will
be met at Biggleswade, forty miles on
the way. They will commence their
timekeeping and the work of obtaining
signatures on the time sheet at a little

after nine o'clock and liiiish about mid-
night; at which time another group will
be ready to check the riders at Grantham.
They, too, will be on duty several hours
while the competitors partake of a hot
meal.

Again, at Ilkley, the halfway mark
on the route card, there will be more
checkers, more breakfast, and a welcome
hour's respite.

One Difficult Non-stop Section.

The next hundred miles includes the
titbit of the run—the ascent of Butter-
tubs Pass, a rough rise from Wensleydale
over the hills that separate that valley
from Swaledale.
As will be seen from the contour given

on the following page, the summit is

1,726ft. above sea level, and rises 1,000ft.
in three miles. The preceding twenty
miles is bv no means easv. for the ascent
of Cray Ghyll (from Wharfedale) and
the descent of Kidstones Pass take the
riders through country in which in-
different roads turn and twist between
crooked stone walls. Any competitor who
finds himself late in, the middle of this
third hundred-mile section will find it

difficult to make up time.
Opinion as to the difficulty of Butter-

tubs is divided, but the following notes
on the condition of the roads in this
section, which have been sent to us by
readers, are of interest.

Mr. H. E. Pliilpotts, the hon. secre-
tary of the Keighley M.G., reports that
most of the course from Kettlewell to
Hawes is in quite good condition. About
one-third of a mile at the top of Kid-
stones, which the competitors descend, is

rather bad. A number of guUeys across
the road from Buckden to Cray Ghyll
require careful negotiation.
Another Yorkshire reader writes :

" If
anyone is interested in the lyre trade,
let him persuade all friends (but especi-

ally enemies) to take several runs over
the Keld-Nateby moorland road, which
comes after the Buttertubs Pass."
Mr. Bernard Newboult, of Shipley,

WTites that he recently traversed Butter-
tubs fi-om Hawes, and experienced no
difficulty, although' for one short steep
stretch the surface was very rough.

"A Mere Cart Track."
A Leeds reader mentions that the road

between Park House and Nateby de-
teriorates into a mere cart track, with
long stretches of loose, unrolled metal.
Thus it will be seen that the competi-

tors this year are riding under condi-
tions much more severe than those of the
early runs to Edinburgh were made. The
Buttertubs section is a leaf out of. the
book of a pre-war Six Days Trial, and,
as it comes in the third hundred miles

after an all-night ride, it is sufiicient to

try men and machines very severely.

B7
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Giiiide to the London-Edinburgh Run.—

After Buttertubs a fuither fifty odd
miles brings the competitors to the lun-

cheon check at Carlisle, where a stay of

little more than an hour is made. A
semi-final check is arranged at Moffat,

350 miles from the start, and the final

at the Waverley Market House, Edin-
burgh, where the first man is due at

7 p.m., e.xactly twenty-four hours after

liis time of departure from London.

A long trip truly, and any competitor
who is found more than 15m. ahead of

his schedule time at any point of the
course will be disqualified. Quite a

simple matter to avoid, the uninitiated

may think, but to obtain a gold medal
a competitor must also be not more than
ten minutes late at any point of the
course, and, in addition, must complete
the three-mile section from the foot of

Buttertubs Pass without stopping.

Secondary Awards.
Silver medals will be awarded to those

who lose only thirty minutes, and bronze
medals to those -who complete the

journey in twenty-five hours, and other-

wise comply with the regulations.

That the large majorrty of the competi-
tors will survive this test and win awards
is certain, and once more the modern
motor cycle will be proved capable of

running to a rigid timetable.

Below and on the following page we
give a .complete list of competitors with
their official numbers. By this means
spectators will be able to follow the riders'

performances on the more interesting
parts of the route.

SEA LEVIL

mm/mmm/m/mmm£. .. _

w/im/mmw/mMmmmm

NEW SECTION

OF THE

LONDON-

EDINBURGH

ROUTE.

After leaving the breakfast stop at Ukley the valley of the Wharfe Is followed to Buckden, where commences a bad surfaced climb of three

miles (Cray Ghyll). The descent of Kidstones Pass brings the competitors into Wensleydale, which is crossed at Bainbridge. At Hardraw,
the main road is left for Buttertubs Pass, and in the three miles non-stop section the road has a total rise of 1,000ft. From (he summit,
rough and undulating roads at a high altitude culminate in a long descent from the mountains to Kirkby Stephen, The official route card
contains several divergences from the local and map spelling of place names, but the route is easy to follow.

No.
1

•2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15
17
18
19

•20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

36
37
3S

39
•40
41
42
43
44
45
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LIST OF SOLO.
MOTOR BICYCLES.
^ .

Registration
Driver and Machine. No.

Ed. I'ond (4 Triiiinpli) XF 1889
L. A. Baddeley (3iA P. & M.) X 7062
V. Gayford (8 Zeaitli) I'B 3483
H. Karslalte (8 Brougli Superior) AU 4359
Geo. Brough (8 Brough Superior) HP 2122
Kaye Don (6 Zenitb) PB 3484
T. S. Sliarratt (4 Indian Scout] LT 7
Jas. A. Hoult (3'!i Scott) XF 1151
0. F. Plowman (3V2 Sunbeam) NK 1613
F. A. Longman (3'/-. Ariel)- MD 144
L. Pulham (31/2 Ariel) MD 2099
G, \y. Dawson (31/0 Eudge Multi) J 3791
J. O. Walker (2% Edmund) MA 1514
H. Gibson (2% Koyal Euby) FY 99
S. Eastwood (2% Boyol Euby) CF 3490
E. C. Staunton (4 Triumph) XD 2176
M. O'Reilly (5 N.U.T.) PB 4122
J. E. Watkins (3 Eoyal Enfield) AN 2307
O. F. Edwards (4 Triumph) KE 450
H. G. Bell (7 F.N.) FIf 4267
J. S. Bennett (2'/, Metro-Tyler) XC 3663
G. E. Ouife (2y, Metro-Tyler) MD 6165
V. Thompson (3yo Norton)
A. Ellison (6 Zenith) XO 2600
E. Hawks (2% Excelsior-Blackburne)
H, E. Lane (214 Leyis) OB 5142
W. Atkinson (4 Triumph) ON 8
E. T. Leather (31/2 N.U.T.) KG 988
H. W. Turner (21/2 Clyno) LW 2633
0, Bourlet (31/2 Ar'iel) HT 9
B. P. C. Fellowes (2% De Dion) AU 4466
J. A. Leyland (3V- P. & M.) CP 1504
J. A. Peacock (3 A.B.C.) CB 2148
G. P. S. Clark (7 F.N.) OL 3482
J. Haworth (21,4 Connaught-Minia-
^ tnre) BN 5037
J. O. Watson (7-9 Harley-Dnyid.son) LP 2123
H. Y. Bateman (2-?i Diamond) PA 4527
A. M. O. McLachlan (10 Reading
Standard) XB 132

G. E. Stacey (2';4 Verus) AP 5274
A. C. Robbing [l^x Wooler) XA 4671
S, Duuford (254 Verus) AP 5552
P. Street (31/0 Sunbeam) PA 4169
A. Wilward (3 A.B.C.) X15 2095
F. ^V. Steyenson (SV- Brough) AU 4428
A, S. Pinchbeck (3 A.B.C.) PB 3442

SIDECAR, AND THREE-WHEELER ENTRIES.
Reg

No. Driver and Machine.
46 A. G. Battley (4 Triumph)
47 E. M. Dixon (3'/. Norton)
48 D. Hall (2-)4 Verus)
49 G. W. Shepherd (2i4 Beaumont)
50 J. W. Morton (3'A James)
51 W. A. McKeggic ("31/2 Brough)
52 J. J. Lister (3V. Nor-ton)
53 H. Reyre (5-6 James)
54 J. Harrison (4 Corona Junior)
55 A. G. Wall (214 Ccdos)
56 A. A. Prestwich (2% New

Imperial-Jap)
67 C. N. Green (4 Triumph)
B8 V. C, Benest (2% Woolerj
59 B. P. Bridgeman ,iy^ Gamage)
'60 A. C. Rhodes (31/. N.U.T.)
61 H. S. Moorhouse (4 Triumph)
62 H. F. Fellowes (4 Coulson-B)
63 P. Pike (21^ Levis)
64 P. Vickers (S'/i Felocette)
66 E. T. Ball (5% Scott)
66 R. G. M. Jones (4 Indian Scout)
67 A Conville (31/2 Lea-Francis)
68 T. Morgan (4 Triumph)
69 T. Francis (4 Triumph)
70 E. B. Roberts (4 Triumph)
71 F. Begley (4 Dalton)
72 H. E. Hancock i3y. Lea-Francis)
73 N. Hall (2V. O.K. Junior)
74 Geo. Wray (4 Triumph)
75 C. S. Boome (4 Trinmph) AE 8237
76 E. J. Hardwick (4 Triumph) EY 3100
77 C. H. Mocatta (7-9 Harley-Dayidson) PB 2114
78 J. A. O'Sulliyan (4 Harley-D.l XA 6285
79 P. R. Dowson (23^ Hawker) I'B 1543

•80 1). S. Baddeley (31/. N.U.T.) BB 3526
81 H. J. Scale (4 New Scale) NB 7539
82 3. G. Bluhm (4y^ B.S.A.) MD 2950
83 R. B. Clark (2';4 Coulson-B) LF 2675
84 H. P. Edwards (2?^ Coulson-B) XB 2189
85 J. A. Hilger (5-6 Rover) EB 2421
86 F. VV. Applebee (2% Levis) OB 9743
87 F. E. Jones (31/4 Ariel) MX 3733
88 J. P. Hull (2";i Wooler) LA 2799
89 R. H. Baxter (21,4 Radcol HK 416
90 C. O. Labin (4 Indian Scout) XC 1624
91 P. H. Ingham (4 Indian Scout) EC 2630
92 J. McBirnie (7-9 Indian) MC 1161

istratioH
No.

MC 3630
PB 3182
BB 4214
U 8692
SG 2002
R 5152
WR 8266
AE 9919
MX 8525
XF 2165

MD 4594
DU " 8402
MD 3101
XC 1203
HK'8378
DU 301
BL 8471
CO 3644
FY 4041
EK 1158
EK 1537
EM 1169
XF 1983
XC 2466
DU 1409
NB 7761
XB 3442
OH 2061
I'l- 997

No.
93

94
95
96
97
98
99

-100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

Registration
Driver and ^lachine. No.

W. W. E. Clarke (214 Triumph
Junior) - XF 1421

J. A. Watson-Bourne (4 Powell) CA 3650
H. W. Harrington (2% Douglas) AN 3404
S. J. Marks (4 Triumph> HM 1170
J. K. H. Knight (3y. Brough) AU 4737
A. F. Prvor (23,4 Omega-Villiers)
F. G. Waters (2% Douglas)
E. Kickham (31/2 Douglas)
J. S. Holroyd (4 New Scale)
D. J. Stone (2y. Olympic)
E, M. Barrett (2';4 Zenith)
R. R. Rothwell (4 Triumph)
Frank Clay (2'/^ Champion)
C. H. Ilanwell (2"i4 Cedos)
P. H. Hall (4 Blackburne)
C. Guthrie (5 Raleigh)
E. Poster (5 Raleigh)
E. P. Ohidley (3y. P. and M.)
E. T. Llovd (234" Wolf)
W. R. Preston (31/, Sunbeam)
H. Guy (234 Coulson-B)
L. Nicholson (234 Coulson-B)
J. Godsal (7-8 Bat)
H. R. Haryevson (4 Indian Scout) LR 1812
~ - - ' - — - LT 1909

LB 422

•118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126

127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
136
136
137

SJ 80
XB 6
XB 12
XD 40
XF 2566
XF 2530
OE 6604

E. R. Johnson (414 Humber

SIDECARS.
E. A. Bridgman (7 Indian
W. ,T. Simpson (7 Indian)
R. R. Coes (7 Indian)
N. H. Brown (7 Indian)
S. T. Tessier (8 Bat)
C. Wilson (41/2 Quadrant)
W. Pattison (5 Quadrant)
J. Wallis (8 Heading Standard) XF 2870
C. D. Michaelis (7-9 Harley-
Dayidson) XA 40.''

9

J. D. Marvin (8 Brough Superior) XF 66'j

J. G. Bryson (8 Royal Enfield) MD 4988
H. W. Glendinning (8 Rex) •

W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Hex)
E. Cross (6 A.J.S.) ET 1713
J A. Thompson (414 B.S.A.) OB 4535
R. A. Lucking (8 Ps'ew, Imperial) LW 3896
W. P. Brandon (4 Triumph) CH 5691
Jas. Mackenzie (6 Humber) NH 193
J. Bradbury (4 Triumph) R 5693
J. E. Pautard (8 ChaterLea) LE 146
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N'o.
18
!9

'140
141
142
143

146
147

148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
359
'160
161
162
163
164
165

166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179

•180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
)91
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

•200

201
202
203
204
205
206
207

Driver and Machine,
S. Julian (4i,-> Hnmber)
H. F. Brockbant (8 Blackburne)
J. Chater-Lea (8 Cbater-Lea-)
W. E. Leather (7 A.J.S.)
E. S. Taylor (8 Blackburne)
H. M. Selby (7-9 Harley-David
eon)

W. H. Julian (7-9 Harley-Divid
son)

E. J. L. Strong (7-9 Harley-
Davidson)

H. B. ShjUes (7 Matchless)
J. L. R. Jensen (7 Harley-David-

son)
G. aiilner (8 Sunbeam)
W. A. -Kay (8 Royal Ruby)
L. A. Apsey (8 Royal Ruby)
H. Dale (8 Royal Hubv)
C. D- Hardee (7 Matchless
P. J. Ellis (7 Jfatcbless)
G Packman (8 Matchless)
W. F. Guiver (8 Matchless
L. V. Freeman (8 Sunbeam
W. E. Grange (6 Bradburyl
A. J. Hooper {5 Jame^)
O. Wade (7 A.J.S.)
Geo. Nott (7 Matchless)
T. J. Ross (7 Matchless,
D. S. Parsons (7 Matchless
R. Rayner (7 A.J.S.)
G, 9. Davison (21^ Levis)
E. G. Opperman (4 Corona
Junior)

W. E. Brough. sen, (5 Brough)
R. H. Attwood (4 Norton)
D. Wright, iun, (4 Norton)
E. E. I). Reeves (4 Triumph)
J. n. Be)l (7 A.J.S.)
M. J. Frnser (7 A.J.S.)
J. Jovnson (5-7 Coventry Victor>
H. H. Snddington (5-6 James]
A. P. H. Pehrson (41,;, Duqe)t
T. G. Bullus (314 P. & M
Leo Heller (3 Calthorpel
F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S.)
F, J. Watson (6 A.iel)
J. RicJjardson (5 Lea-Francis)
AV. O. Hemv (7 A.J.S.)
H. Jeilerys (4 Norton)
A. R, Penney (7 A.J.S.)
,L F. Bashall (6 Mortinsyde,
W, H. Bashall (6 Martinsvd^)
E. Nen-itt (7-9 Horley-Davids'ni
S. Goodfelloiv (6 Bradbury)
G. M, Townsend (3',!, p. & j[
P, Cnnningbam (3", P. & M
E. Oharlesworth (8 Zenith)
C. B. Dyson (7-9 Indian)
B. G. Bobbins (8 Matchless
R. Carey (8 Blackburne)
E. PuEh (4 Triumph)
G. Fletcher (4 Douglas,
A. J. Bosworth (5 BrouRli)
P. W. Wliite (8 Sunbeam'
I-l. Bradbury (4 Norton)
J. P. L© Grand (6-8 Rex)
W. A. Jacobs (8 Res)
J. A. Mnstere (7-9 Harlev-David-

son)
n. H. Noble (7 A.J.S.)
F. White (8 Rex)
E. Atkins (3i/. Ariel)
H. D. Hindo f6 A.J.S.)
S. C. Tait (7-9 Hnriev-Davidson
E. A. BigBs (6 A..LS.)
E. M. Tenle '6-7 B.S.A.)

THREE-WHEELED CYCLE
'208 W. H. Elce (10 Morgan)
209 S. A. JlcCarthy (8 Morgan)
210 A. B. Care (10 Hforgan)
211 H. E. S. Morgan (8 Morgan)
212 8. Hall (10 Morgan)
213 F. S. Spouse (10 T.B.,
214 J. W, Meredith (10 T.B.)
215 J. Wainwright (10 T.B.)
216 F. W. James (10 Morgan)
217 Jesse Baker (4 Scott Sociable)
218 E, Sumner (8 Dandy)
219 D. Henry (10 Castle Three)
220 H. E. K. Sawtell (10 Morgan)
221 A, Sugden (8 L.S.D.)
222 C. F. Swaine (8 L.S.D.)
223 W, Hajlitt (8 L.S.D.)
224 S. Goodwin (10 Castle Three)
225 R. Croucher (7-9 Coventry

Premier)

S„I f.; " Douglass (10 T.B.)

li! K- fe- t'°5 ''° New Hudson)
229 H. Richards (10 Morgan)

•Travelling marshals.

CARS.

MD 839
BT 2283
CJ 743
AR 9346
XF 2207
DA 3148
RE 125WA 2765

TB 141
MD 1352
FX 5968
CX 3075
CX 4786
OX 4787
AB 9233

KE 3284

XD 5055
OH 5573
XE 6500
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TWENTY-ONE YEARS
AGO!

Some Noles on ihe Historic 1,000
Miles Trial of 1900, when Most Cars

were Cycle Cars.

MAY i2tli, ig2i.

!^f^!?*»prJ:i«^«\'-

(Left) Cycle Car;
OF Twenty -ONE
Years Ago. The start

from Edinburgh in the

1,000 miles trial ot

1900.

(Right) Part of

THE Game. A driver

of the Simms motor
wheel appears to be

in no hurry, and is

evidently intent on

a delicate adjustment.

TO-NIGHT (Thursday, May 12th) most of the

survivors of those who participated in the

historic 1,000 miles trial of 1900 will sit down
to a re-union banquet to celebrate the twenty-first

anniversary of the event. Over nuts and wine, no
doubtj reminiscences will be related of the days when
most cars were cycle cars, and motor cycles with

engines over 3 h.p. were considered monstrosities.

After all, twenty-one years is not a very long time on
which to look back. Pedal cycles have scarcely been
altered during that period : modern locomotives, steam-

ships, sewing machines, and typewriters differ very

little from their contemporaries of 1900. Yet, so

rapid has been the development of the motor cycle

that machines of 1900 are in museums, and those who
rode them are regarded as veterans and honoured as

such.

In these days of 60 h.p. cars and motor cycles

capable of doing 100 m.p.h., the 1900 trial organised

by the R.A.C., then the Automobile Club, is ancient

history. The largest car was only 12 h.p., and many
of them were only 3 h.p., while most of the motor
cycles and ancient cycle cars had engines just about
as large as those of the modern lightweight.

Sixty=five Entries in 1900.
Those who maintain that the cycle car and the light

car are comparati\ely modern productions w'ill find

light on the subject in the 1900 volumes of our parent
journal. The Autocar. A glance at the illustration in

the heading will show that the light car of 1900 was
as much a cycle car as anv 1921 design.

There' were sixty-five competitors in the trial, and
of these only six were over 8 h.p. These were the
Daimlers and Panhards.
Among the entries were an Ariel Quad, two Ariel

tricycles (one with a trailer), Simms, M.M.C., and
Empress tricycles and a 2% h.p. Enfield Quad; the
last-mentioned owned by . Mr. Edward M. Iliffe,

director ot Iliffe and" Sons Ltd., proprietors of The
Motor Cycle. There were also, two Werner motor
cycles, one ridden by a lady.

The route followed was: London, Bristol, Birming-

ham, Manchester, Kendal, Carlisle, Edinburgh, New-
castle-on-Tyne, Leeds, Sheffield, and London.

20 m.p.h. on 1 in 8.

Dunmail Raise was one of the test hills. This hill

includes gradients of 1 in 8J4, i in 11, and i in 12,

and the timed distance was 3,013^^ yards. The
speeds of these 1900 machines are well w^orth record-

ing. Mr. E. M. Iliffe's Enfield Quad made second

fastest time, 6rn. 15s., being second only to the Hon.
C. S. Rolls's 12 h.p. Panhard, which occupied 5m.
49s. An Empress tricycle came next with 6m. 36'^s.,

followed by Mr. J- W. Stocks, Ariel Quad, 9m. 37s.,

with a 7. b.p. Peugeot light car, lom. 32%s.
The following e.xtract from The Autocar's report of

the performances on Taddington Hill (between Bake-
well and Buxton) reflects the spirit of 1900.

' Our Peugeot was doing her best up a fair grade when
we heard a faint toot-toot far down the valley.. A glance
back showed us that the sound proceeded from the horn of

the grand twelve horse-power Panhard belonging to Jlr.

Harmsworth (Lord Xorthcliffe). . . . The road was
straight, naked, and desolate. There was nothing to stop

her. With a crish of whirling wheels, a wild flash ot plated

work, the deep hum of her flying engines, she was past and
gone with a just perceptible wave of hands from our Editor
aboard, and Mr. Harmsworth sheltering behind his broad
shoulders. No sight but that of the Flying Dutchman West-
ward bound twenty miles out of Town, and in .a hurry, too,

ever approached it. The up grade, which necess-itated our
third, and hard put to it at that, this powerful car de hixe was
taking on her top speed and flinging the miles behind her."

On the hill in question Mr. A. J. Wilson's Ariel

tricycle made fastest time = 18.9 m.p.h., the Hon.
C. S. Rolls, 12 h.p. Panhard, being second at 17.7

m.p.h. Incidentally, in the speed test from a stand-

ing start, the Hon. X. S. Rolls accomplished a speed

of jj^8 m.p.h. Forty-eight finished the course.
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BANDS AND BOULDERS ON ROSEDALE ABBEY BANK.

There was a brass band in attendance when the Bradford M.C. and L.C.C. held a "freak hill-climb" on^Rosed^le Abbey Bank, but

apparently the chief attraction for the huge crowd was—the climb. Although the track was m unusually good condition, the club telt compellea

not to disappoint the spectators, hence the barricades of boulders which are causing the soloist m the photograph to take to the rougti.

R. W. Stansfield, the Scott T.T. rider, is shown in the lower picture on the crest of the hill.
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THE LONDON-
EDINBURGH RUN

19 4-1920.

Some Reminiscences of an

Old Hand.

'"HEN the London-Edinburgh run was first

instituted in 1904, those who took part in it

were looked upon as foolhardy heroes, as the

four hundred mile journey to be covered in twenty-two
hours was then coiisidered to be a very wonderful f£at.

E\'en in those early days the now classic run was
supported with very great enthusiasm, and consider-
ing the youth of the pastime, the entry was exception-
ally good. It had one remarkable effect : it really was
the making of the Motor Cycling Club.

For the first run it was decided to follow the tradi-

tional route traversed by. the old mail;Coaches, so on
that occasion the start_ was' made from the G.P.O.
Competitors and ofificials foregathered at a weird little

city public house, and partook of a veiy indifferent
meal, which was little suited to fortify them for their
long journey. Forty-six actually started out of a
total of .seventy entries, and even this inconsiderable
number found great diflSculty in manceuvring among
the crowd.

A Test Hill at Highgate.

At that time electric tramways were being laid along
the Great North Road, and to avoid the consequent
obstruction the competitors had to surmount West
Hill, Highgate, which proved quite an .obstacle to
some. Twenty qualified for gold medals, and
among the survivors those well-known to our readers
as expert motor cvclists were J. Crundall (Humber),
W. A. Sale and T. Silver (Quadrants), and W. H.
Wells then riding a Vindec. Mr. Wells is Trials
B12

(Left) Competitors passing through Wetherby in 1907.

(Right) Wilbur Gunn and his Lagonda tricar wnth which

he competed in 1905 and 1907.

Honorary Secretary for the London-Edinburgh _

run^ this year.

In 1905 the weather was wet at the start, which,

like the first one, took place at the General Post

Oftice, and The Motor Cjc/e, I recall, criticised

the action of the club in not finding a more suit-

able place. This time I took an active part

in the competition and travelled as a passenger in a

lo h.p. Lagonda tricar, driven, by Basil Crump, who
was well-known in those days as a motoring jour-

nalist. The organisation 'at the start was not \ery

good, and I recall that in the confusion several of the

competitors, mounted their machines and rode away
before the word " go " was given. There w'ere fift)'-

.seven starters on this occasion, and the solo riders had
a pretty bad time on the wet roads through London
streets. Imagine the joys of passing through Old
Street and Goswell Road in the pouring- rain, on a high

framed single-geared motor bicycle which was far more
prone to skid than those of modern design. On they

had to go, past The Angel, Islington, then along the

Liverpool Road, the Holloway Road, up Highgate
Hill, and along the newly-made tramlines to Barnet.

Many riders came to grief and some others preferred

walking to riding over the treacherous surfaces.

Bad Catering Arrangements.
Somewhere in Holloway a spectator heaved an

ancient and redolent mackerel at Wilbur Gunn, who
was driving a Lagonda. This incident reminds me
that the feeding arrangements, in those days were
appalling. For the early breakfast at Grantham we
were regaled with half-cold soup, half-cold tea, blanc-

mange and prunes, and other delicacies, and this in

the small hours of the morning when vitality is at its

lowest.

My chief recollections of this run were of the

wonderful pulling powers of the Lagonda until Don-
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The London-Edinburgh Run : 1904-1920.—

caster was reached. After that, ' when slight hills
were met with, the tricar engine overheated badly so
that it had to be withdrawn. Twenty-three competi-
tors reached Edinburgh that year.

Dangers of Sleep !

The following year I decided to enter as a competi-
tor, and on this occasion drove a similar machine to
that in which I had travelled as a passenger on the
last occasion. My companion was the late Captain
M. A. J. Orde, R.A.F., who met with a sad end while
flying last summer. He was quite a youngster in those
days, an excellent companion and a' thorough sports-
man. This year the run started for the first time,
from the Old Gate House Hotel, Highgate, an excel-
lent place which has been used e^er since. .The run
commenced in tlie rain, but the weather cleared up
later, and the rest of the competition took place in
fine weather. This is what usually happens during
London-EdinburgL runs. The- inhabitants of the
villages were distinctly amused at my passenger, who
slept like a log, rolhng from side to side in the basket
when I took the corners.

This was a year of tricars. There were numerous
examples of the.se early cycle cars in this competition;
one of tliem Avas driven by E. W. Brewerton, the well-
known oculist, who entered for many subsequent
London-Edinburgh runs. It is curious that in these
early days the riders used occasionally to go to sleep
on their machines, often falling off, but fortunately for
themselves the present-day riders do not seem to in-

dulge in the habit. This, the third London-Edinburgh
run, was much better organised than its predecessors,
but competitors still entered Edinburgh by the east-

coast route, \vhich is not nearly so pleasant as that now
employed, as it entailed passing through the Durham
coalfields, and approaching the Scottish capital

through much traffic and over bad surfaces. Of the
fifty-two starters in the motor bicycle class thirty-four-

finished the journey in the schedule time.

My own experience was a good run as far as

Berwick, where I found a small burst in one of the

front tvres, and a piece of the red inner tube showing

583

through. I was in plenty of time, and could have
had a patch put in, but being young_ and foolish 1

decided to push on and chance to luck. Of course,
luck failed me, the tyre burst, and patches would
not hold. I then tried to finish on the rim. Spokes
began to fall out of the wheel, and I had reluctantly
to retire at Dunbar.

• It was this year that the return journey for the
cup was first introduced. ' Only twelve riders entered
for this, and, of these, eleven arrived at Barnet.

In 1907 I was passenger in a four-seated car, and
had one of those thrilling experiences, which have often
happened to motorists, without serious results. The
car-, driven by that well-known motor cychst, A. J.
Sproston, was running perfectly and travelling fairly
fast when, somewhere in Yorkshire, it suddenly
charged to the off side of the road. Sproston skilfully

applied the brakes and we came to a standstill, tilting

oyer at a dangerous angle on the very edge of a. deep
ditch. The steering tie-rod had fallen on to the
ground. I was .rescued by C. A. Vandervell, with
whom I had a delightful run to Edinburgh.

Police Interest.
Police organisation at the start has always been

excellent, and in the early days Superintfendent Vedy
had the arrangements in hand. He was very

'

sympathetic towards the Motor Cycling Club, and
did much to help them. Later he became an
enthusiastic motor cyclist, driving a P. and M., and
competed in the run two or three times.

In 1908 I was unable to continue beyond Biggles-
wade for reasons unconnected with the machine. It

was a splendid run, with excellent weather, and most
enjoyable.

I rememlier nothing particularly interesting in the

1909 run, part of which I followed on a 4 h.p. J. A. P.
engined Zenith, nor in 1910, 191.1, or 1912. The
.org^anisation had been reduced to a fine art and motor
cycles were proving themselves to be more and more
reliable each year. Entries also increased to a tremen-
dous extent.

It was not, however, until 1913 that I again became
a competitor, and this time I rcxrle a 2i{ h.p. Douglas

This scene at the start ol a London-Edinburgh run conveys an idea of the great public interest this classic event creates.

B15
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The London-Edinburgh Run: 1904-1920.—

on which the throttle jammed owing to grit thrown up

from the road by the front wheel, necessitating the last

fifty miles being driven on the exhaust lifter. It was

two days before my hand recovered from its stiffness.

However, I qualified for a gold medal. This run was

over the Lowland hills avoiding the w^orst traffic into

Edinburgh, and was a great improvement.

In 1914 I again rode a Douglas, but of that year's

make, and had a wonderful no-trouble run. Then
came the war, and it was not imtil 191 9 that the

London-Edinburgh was revived. Now there had been

187 entries in 1914, and there were 142 in 1919, whic\
was a reallv remarkable entry considering the fact that

many members had not been demobilised, and that

new machines were practically unobtainable.

Embarrassing Public Curiosity.

I had an interesting experience on this occasion,

being mounted upon one of the only two A.B.C.'s

then made, just at the time that the machine was

creating a regular furore of enthusiasm. I remember
riding from home to the starting point," and being

chased by a youngster on a i j| h.p. antediUnian

mount, who shouted after, me, " Hi, sir, please stop

just a minute," but being in a hurry to reach my destina-

tion I could not gratify his curiosity.

At York I was quite royally received by a Yorkshire

photographer who welcomed me on the machine with

almost deferential ceremony. The machine ran "well,

but was rather troublesome to control at slow speeds

during the night, ow ing to the uneven firing on a closed

throttle. During the day time it developed appalling

clutch slip, and it was only by very careful handhng
that I got it to recover itself. However, the clutch

did not slip again and no further trouble was experi-

enced until after lunch, when we met a tremendous
gale ascending towards Mossp.aul Summit. The wind

was so terrific that it blew the toolkit off the carrier of

the machine on an occasion when I stopped to~ adjust

one of the mudguard fixings.

A No Trouble Run.
Last year's event is still fresh in the minds of our

readers, and entries surpassed all previous records

since there were 316 (these figures do not include car

entries). On this occasion I rode a^ Scott, the tool

bag of W'hich I never opened from start to finish. It

was a wonderful run and earned for me my fourth gold

medal in succession.

In conclusion, a word or two on that somewhat
debated point, the severity or otherwise of the run,

may not be out of place.

Four hundred miles cannot be considered a run of

unusual difficulty nowadays, and the inclusion of

Buttertubs, although a commendable attempt to make
things more difficult, is not likely to save the M.C.C."
many gold medals. Kirkstone Pass, last year, caused '

considerable anxiety before the event, and did actually

account for about a third of the starters, but it is

doubtful whether Buttertubs is as difficult, despite its

rougher surface.

CONSTANT TAPPET CLEARANCE.

I

Suggested Design for Self-compensaMng Overhead Valve Gear.

T will doubtless be a matter' of surprise to the

majority of motor cyclists to learn that it is quite

to

common practice to adjust the tappets of many gas

engines while they are running.

This is rendered necessary by the

great difference in expansion, parti-

cularly noticeable in tandem engines,

between the cylinder and the tappets

operating the overhead valves. This
is of sufficient extent to upset the

inlet timing' and shorten the duration

of the suction period.

To remedv this the man in charge
of the engine has to get two great

spanners, and, by sheer knack,
engage them with the tappet screw
and lock-nut while they are operating

up and down. This performance
takes place even- time the engine
warms up after starting.

It was to a\oid this procedure that

the compensating gear illustrated

herewith was designed by Mr. Ray-
mond Morgan, i, Crown Office Row,
Temple, E.C.4, and it is of interest in offering a solu-

tion of the push-rod clearance problem in air-cooled
engines and engines having aluminium cylinders.

In engines of this type the aluminium, having a

greater coefficient of expansion, is instrumental in

causing the tappet clearance to vary considerably, In
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An ingenious method of retaining constant

tappet clearance designed by Mr. Raymond
Morgan. Expansion of the cylinder auto-

matically corrects any alteration of the valve

lift caused thereby.

large air-cooled engines this variation amounts
.0035 or over -g^in., which is very considerable.

The action of the device is extremely simple, and
derives, from the relative expansion which is the source

of trouble, a cancelling motion which
keeps the tappet clearance unaltered.

The rocker D, instead of ha\ing

its pivot mounted on a forked column
on the cylinder head, is pivoted to a

compensating lever C. This lever

is pivoted to the column E, and at

its other, end carries a tie-rod B,

coimecting it with the timing case.

It will be seen that by suitable pro-

portioning of the levers the extent to

which the rocker pivot is raised is

reduced to the exact amount neces-

sary to keep the clearance unaltered.

The le\'er C does not add to the

reciprocating weight—in fact, as the

tie-rod B presents an ideal and acces-

sible place for the tappet adjustment
(or, to be more precise, the provision

of an exactlv similar effect), the

adjusting screw and lock-nut can be omitted, the push-

rod tucked right down into the tappet, and a marked
saving effected in the reciprocating weight.

This method might well and fairly easily be adapted
to a number of existing overhead valve motor cycle
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- AIR-COOLING.
Extracts from a Paper read before (he Institution of Automobile Engineers.

THE majority of engines holding
British records have a type of com-
bustion head which, theoretically, is

(he least efficient. This statement was
made by Mr. H. D. Teage in a paper he
read on Wednesday of last week before
the Wolverhampton Centre of the Insti-
tution of Automobile Engineers.
The subject of the paper was " Air

Coolmg as Applied to Motor Cycles,"
and the author remarked that it is par-
ticularly noticeable that those few motor
cycles which produ e a reasonablv high
power output per capacity attempt high-
speed work for short distances o/tli/.

From this it may be deduced that
they are incapable of maintaining their
outputs.

Possible Improved Efficiency.

It may be argued by some that present-
day cooling is sufficient for the require-
ments of the average rider; but this is
a most unsatisfactory basis on which to
work, since it is an undoubted fact that
considerable improvement can be made
in output per capacity, fuel consumption,
and reliability by paying attention to
cooling.

It may be true that existing methods
of cooling are sufficient for the needs of
the average motor cycle engine of to-
day

; but the average engine at the present
time is much less efficient than it should
be, and its cooling arraiigements are often
distinctly haphazard and sketchy.
The two main sources of trouble with

ir-cooled engines are distortion owing
to local overheating, and pre-ignition due
to the same cause, the most vital spot
being the centre of the cylinder head.
These two subjects may be dealt with
toKcther, since the primarj- cause is

common to both.
The obvious cures would appear to be

a symmetrical cylinder with equal cool-
ing all around, or a method of conducting
aw.iy the heat from the hottest to tlfe

oolest part of the cylinder quickly.
With existing tvnes of' poppet valve

gear, it is obvious that the nearest ap-
pi'ciach to the symmetrical cylinder is

obtained by the use of overhead valve
gear ; and, since we are confined to cast
iron as a medium for conductivity, we
must take care that there is enough of
it to ensure a rapid flow of heat within
the body of the casting.

Side-by-Side Valve Disadvantages.

At the present moment, over 90% of

motor cycle engines are fitted with side-

by-side valve cylinders, though there is a

steady tendency to adopt overhead valves.

The cylinder head of a side-by-side

alve engine quite obviously cannot
pproach the symmetrical, and the valve

iide of the cylinder barrel is partly

hielded by the ports. To avoid distor-

ion, it is desirable to keep the ports as

tar from the barrel as reasonable cylinder

lead design will permit, and to separate
the ports entirely from the barrel. This
infers a division in the cooling ribs,

which in the case of a one piece casting

is apt to complicate pattern making and
foundry work. On the other hand, two
d1 the most successful modern motor

cycles have adopted this practice with
admirable results. A separate head per-

mits the same ends to be obtained in a
simpler manner ; but the head joint is apt
to interfere with conductivity between
head and. barrel, and thus, tliouglx it

should help to eliminate distortion, the
detachable head will require slightly

greater cooling area.

Theoretically, the L headed engine is

the least efficient form found on motor
cycles, yet engines of this type hold the
majority of British records. The reasons
probably lie in matters not directly con-

nected with cooling, such as port and cam
design, also in that, until lately, com-
paratively little experimental work has
been carried out on overhead valve motor
cycle engines.

Next in order of theoretical efficiency

comes the L head cylinder with one valve
placed above the other. This type is a

simpler foundiy job, and is easier to keep
cool, especially if the e.xhaust port is

disposed above the inlet and carried well
clear of the head, llie lower or inlet port
being detachable.

Overhead Valve Types

Next comes the flat headed overhead
valve type, easy to construct, but remark-
ably difficult to design to give good results.

It would appear that the jxirts should
be set across the frame (in which case
there are dead pockets behind the ports),

and that horizontal ribs should be used.

The last alternative is probably the best,

especially if the head is thickened up
towards the centre, to enable one or two
extra ribs to be employed.

In order to employ valves of adequate
size for high speed work and yet provide
.sufficient air space between the ports, it

will be necessary to increase the diameter
of the head unless a very short stroke

engine is contemplated.
From the point of view of foundry

work, tho simplest proposition is also the

most efficient and easiest cooled. A hemi-
spherical combustion head ~ with valves

inclined at an angle of approximately 45°

is an easy proposition to cool with hori-

zontal ribs and a simple foundry job.

Radiating Fins.

Regarding the design of fins, the other

named four points to be considered are :

(1.) It is useless to employ long ribs

unless a reasonable thickness of rib is

allowed. (2.) Where thin cylinder walls

are used, a considerable radius shoUid

be allowed between the root and the wall.

(3.) Where one rib springs from another

(as in the case of vertical head ribs

springing from a top horizontal rib), the

base rib should be thickened up, or the

secondary ribs will be so much useless

weight. "
(4.) All ribs should lie in the

line of the normal air flow.

Taking these points in order, the

reasons are fairly obvious.

(1.) Heat will not be conducted to the

tip of a long rib unless there is a suffi-

cient body of metal to convey it.

(2.) On removing a thin cylinder after

a period of hard use, it is often possible

to note the exact position of each rib

on the inside of the bore, showing, that

unless a radius is used the space between
the ribs is insufficiently cooled, and ex-

pands to a greater degree than tho ribbed

portion.

(3.) It is evident that there must be

sufficient metal in the base rib to conduct

the heat to the vertical ribs if the latter

are to be of any practical value.

(4.) If the ribs do not lie in line with

the air current, the air will be deflected

over the tips of the ribs, and will not

reach the cylinder walls or rib roots ; a

tilt of only 15° is enough to cause this

effect.

Faulty Piston Design

Faulty piston design is one of the most
common causes of overheating and bad
petrol consumption. Most frequently the

fault lies in the use of insufficient metal
behind the piston rings. Just as in

cylinder design, it is most important to

provide sufficient metal to conduct away
the heat from the head. In the case of

pistons, it must be remembered that o?l

and conduction to the cylinder walls

through a film of oil are the only method!?

of cooling, and, consequently, the utmo.st

use must be made of these rather in-

adequate methods.

B.S.A. riders.

FROM PARIS TO THE SPANISH BORDER.
vho formed the only British team, entered for the Paris-Pyrenees Tris

finished last Saturday.

,
which

BI9
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A FRENCH TRIAL ON BRITISH LINES.
Thirty Five-mile Circuits, (aken Non-stop, weed out Many Competitors.

Good Performances by British Machines.

THE first non-stop motor cycle reli- ^ ,

ability trial to be held in France, !

and for which the national body, the
Union Motocycliste, made itself re-

sponsible, was a complete success. Forty-
nine machines started, and thirty-

three finished, of which seven only had
clean scores. Because of this, certain

French writers are disposed to find the
competition too severe, and to claim that

the first French non-stop was an athletic

competition, a steeplechase — in fact,

anything but a motor comi^etition. The
fact is ^ that, compared with British
standards, the event was not unusually
severe, and, in view of the fact that all

the riders were professionals with very
long road experience, and came, or should
have come, with machines in the very
best mechanical condition, there was
nothing at all in the trial to which
objection can be taken. It is even to be
hoped that when further events of this

class are organised the difficulties will

be gradually increased. For the first

time French motor cyclists have been
. given an event in which it was impossible

for everybody to be a winner, and as a

consequence those writers who have
become past masters in the art of ex-

cusing failures find nothing better than
to blame the conditions.

The following are the results of the
trials ;

250 CO.

Barthelemy, on one of the clean score Nortons, climbing the test hill

1. Vernillct (Royal Enfield)
2. Berger (Velocette)

350 o.c.

Bauer (Yvels)
J^nis (Biamond)

3. Pean (Peugeot)

ts of t he 500 CO.
Marks !o

(Naas (A.B.C.)
, J Bastide (Norton)Marks Lo-f

25
'

1 Barthelemy (Norton)

59 'Roily (A.B.C.)

9 /Dard (Norton)
^1 Bernard (A.B.C.) ...

2
2

... 10 3. Gabriel (Triumph) 8

... 13 4. Borgotti (A.B.C.) 10

... 20 5. Plateau (Norton) ... 18

M
750 c.c.

Pinney (Triumph)
Duverne (Sarolea)

2. Duvanchelle (Triumph)
3. Dalabre (Rover)

SlDEC.^ns (1,000 c.c.)

1. Cabct (Harley-Davidson)
2. Oblin (Royal Enfield) ...

3. Veriet (Harley-Davidson) .

Marks lost.

...

... 1

... 2

... 10

4
26

Graeme Fenton (A.J.S.) crossing a main road on to the narrow side track that led to the road shown above.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

TEE WAY TO TILBURY FERRY.
Sir.—Might I warn all readers travelling in the vicinity

of Tilbury that the signposting is disgraceful? There are
several Tilburj's, and thS posts make no distinction. Would
it not be advisable to mark up a road to "Tilbury Ferry,"
and so stop all the "humbugging about" on "pot-holey"
roads?

'

MISLED.
Ipswich.

CAMPING AND THE LAW.
Sir.—I note that Mr. J. Jameson, in your )-ssue of The

Motor C'ljde dated April 28th, is rather doubtful as to the
correct law regarding camping. With a view to spending
a camping holiday myself, I recently interviewed a member

; of a well-known firm of tent manufacturers in Holl)orn. I.

was informed that camping on the roadside was permissible
provided that a period of twenty-four houre was not exceeded.
During that time no person could lawfully eject one.

HERBERT UICH.iRDSOX.

AVOIDING CHOKED ACETYLENE BURNERS.
Sir,—Among the minor troubles of motor cyclists, there

is nothing more annoying, and conducive to bad language,
than the constant choking with dust of an acetylene larnp
burner. It will be found that the rubber tip from a foun-
tain pen filler will furnish an entirely satisfactory means of
obviating this nui.sance. The dust trouble, of course, dis-

iippears (theoretically) as soon as the lamps are lighted and
a constant flow of gas is passing through the burners.

J. PECK.
A USEFUL MAGNETO TIP.

Sir.—On re-reading the accounts of last year's T.T. races
I notice that more than one competitor was delayed by the
breaking or pulling ont, of his magneto control wire.

"

This
can be obviated by a simple alteration which can be caj-ried
out on most magnetos in fifteen minutes, as follows : Fit the
'control so that the lever is at full advance position with a
slack wire ; this means transferring the lever to the opposite
side of tlie contact breaker cover—the lever is nearly always
attached by a screw and is easily movable. A hole must
be tapped in the end plate of the magneto" to take the Bowden
wire stop block. Why manufacturers do not always send
out their controls so adjusted is a mysterj- to me—as " full

advance " is the most usual position—why, therefore, keep
the wire continually at full stretch to get it? I invariably
alter my own control and so do not have to worry with boot
laces, etc., when the wire breaks. J. M. PHILPOTT.

SILENCE V. 'MELLOW NOISE.
Sir.—With reference to the correspondence on noisy motor

cycles, it is not generally realised that safety lies 'in such
machines. To give my own case.

Jly engine was very quiet as delivered by the makers, and
as I use the machine chiefly for city riding (the streets here
are very narrow with sharp turns and a double set of tram-
lines in the main streets), I found that the continual use of
the hoin was necessary, as the machine could not be heard
coming, This meant that I had to drive through, traffic

controlling, practically, with one hand, to the danger of the
public and myself.
To make a machine loud is objectionable, so I obtained

a piece of copper pipe (the
. possessor of which is usually

termed a "knut") and fitted it to the e.xhaust pipe. This
gives a mellow sound which is not a nufsauce, and enables

the approach of the machine to be heard, with the result

that I very rarely have to use the horn, and can have both
hands free to control the machine, which means safely to
the public and myself. DRAIN PIPE.

Norwich.

SIDECAR DRAG.
Sir,—On all sidecar machines I have ridden, I have found

that, even when correctly aligned, there is a constant drag
on the handle-bai-6 or tendency for the front wheel to turn
in one direction or the other according to the following
conditions

:

(1.) The position of the. machine on the camber of the road.

(2.) Whether accelerating or retarding.

(3.) Whether climbing or descending a ,hill.

(4.) Whether turning corners right or left.

The effort required to counteract tlris varies with the
different makes of machines, and one may say ae a compari-
son that some outfits are-heavier on the steering than others,
assuming always that there is correct alignment.

I have seen it stated (I believe it was in The Motor Ci/de)
that the drag on the liandle-bars when turning corners (see

No. 4 above) may be greatly reduced by :

(1.) Using the engine when turning to the left.

(2.) Using the brake when turning to the right.

I do not know of any suggested solution to conditions
Nos. 1, 2, and 3. What do e.xperienced sidecarists do to

overcome these effects? W. N. DYKE.

THE TEMPORARY ENGINE "SEIZURE" PROBLEM.
Sir,—Many readers of The Motor Cycle are apparently

troubled with engine seizure, or apparent engine seizure.

I have had the same trouble myself on engines ranging
from 5i h.p. to 160 h.p.

If I am troubled with slowing up, I always suspect the
plug. It may not be a faulty one, but the look of it tells

one many things. Motor cyclists should remember that they
have much more inside than a piston and a "conn, rod."
Having had a look at the piston, and assuming it to be all

right, I should suspect the timing gear. Nothing puts the
brake on an engine better than a sticky timing gear. Take
out the timing gear and drill vertical oil holes in the bushes,
in ixisition, in the timing gear cover. Make a point of drilling

them as far back as possible, to allow oil to circulate at the
blind end of the hole. They should be well countersunk at

the top to catch oil in the vicinity.

These holes will, of course, act as air releases to their

respective bushes, by allowing oil to be worked along from
the other end. An extra washer behind the cover will

prevent anj' undue pressure being exerted on the gear.

Another air release fitted to the timing case will also be
an advantage.
On several occasions, while testing large engines on the

brake, they have suddenly dropped m " revs." and stopped
very abruptly with a loud squeak. Immediately afterwards
I was able to crank over by hand. The engine was put
on threequarter throttle, and when it was commencing to

lose "revs," a few smart turns on the timing cover bolls, to

slacken off things inside, would cause it to pick up suddenl.y.

The trouble was therefore located. It was nearly always a

tight bush in the timing gear.

If such trifles as these can stop engiijes .of 90 h.p. or so,

surely we can expect the same troubles from our little engines

of 500 CO. MAURICE HOLBOYD.
B23
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SIDECAR V. CYCLE CAR—COMPARATIVE PER-
F0R3IANCES.

Sir,—I see in your issue of April 14tli that "Tyrconnell"
requires particulars of personal experiences as to costs of

running a sidecar and a cycle car of modern date. I give

here experiences I have had with a 1920 big twin spring-

framed sidecar outfit in fourteen months over 14,000 to 15,QUO
miles, and with a 1920 cycle car in six months over 6,000
miles.

P.4KTiCrL.\BS OF SlDEC-VR

Mileage.—14,000 to 15,000.
Replaceme.nts.—Nil, except bulbs which have burnt out,

and two new plugs.
Ttees.—Never been punctured or removed, beyond

changing the front tyre with the back at 8,000 miles. Good
for 4,000 miles at least. The treads on the back and front
tj;r8s are equally worn. The sidecar tyre shows no apparent
signs of wear whatever. The tyres on the machine are Good-
year, and on the sidecar a Hutchinson. Have travelled all

over England between Brighton and Derby, and have covered
some atrocious ix)ads.

Chains.—No renewals. One breakage of a short chain.

[Cause of breakage : Travelling at a very high rate of speed
—over 50 m.p.h. —without sufficient lubrication.]

Oil Con'.sumptiox.—700 to 800 m.p.g. approximately.
Petrol Cox.suMrTiON.—^Maximum, w-ith two up, 60 m.p.g.

;

usual, with two up, 55 m.p.g. ; with three up, 50 m.p.g.
With two or three up an average speed of 55 m.p.h. can be
kept up comfortably on respectable roads on a good run.

Spares.—On this machine spares are fairly expensive, taken
on the whole.

Paeticclars of Cycle Car.
ISIiLEAGE.—6,000 miles.

Replacejients.—Nil, except defective magneto and reverse
gear, which were exchanged free of charge.
Tyres.—Michelin. Never been punctured. No perceptible

wear whatever. Have been over \'ery bad roads.
Chains.—No trouble at all.

Oil Cox-sumptiox.—1.000 m.p.g. approximately.
Petrol Coxsumptiox.—Maximum, with two up, no freak

jet setting, average speed 25 m.p.h., 80 m.p.g. ; average,
with two up, 60 to 65 m.p.g. An average of 35 m.p.h. can

MAY i2tli, ig2i.

be kept up comfortably on a long run. I find I can keep uj^

this average or even a higher one with more comfort and
less fatigue than on the sidecar outfit. Also, the machine i--

weatherproof, and the fact that one can keep perfectly clean
and dry is agreat consideration.

-

Spares (wJien necessary) are, on the whole, cheaper than
with the sidecar.
Another great thing. The cycle car is twice or three times

more, accessible than the sidecar. ^ L.M.W.
Leicestershire.

Sir,—Will you permit me to reply to " Tyrconnell," who
enquires for comparative details of cycle cars and sidecars?
What details I can supply are wTitten from the standpoint

of the touring, family, coach kind of driver. I am no longer
very young, and my road experience goes back to the old
cycle road-racing days, when the pneumatic tyre was some-
thing to stare at.

I have driven nearly every kind of motor cycle, including
the tricars, and think I know the needs of the average driver

pretty well. I have a model H Matchless sidecar outfit and
a modele de htxe Morgan. These are both 1920 models, and
have just completed 5,000 miles on each. Having driven
these with the same passenger, over the same roads, under
practically the same conditions,. I am able to compare per-

formances. , Both, are very fine machines, the engines being
practically identical. Prices: Matchless, with equipment,
£232 ; Morgan, £233. Miles per gallon : Matchless 62 :

Morgan, 52. Miles per hour: Matchless, 45; Morgan, 49

Neither are racing outfits, and the speed taken, is by the

Watford speedometer over short level stretches of road.

The a\S3rage speed over a long trip of 100 miles .or more
shows a slight advantage in favour of the Morgan, owing to

its faster hill-climbing and greater comfort over bad roads.
Repairs axd Repl-\cements.—The Matchless has never

shed so much as a nut, nor has it 'cost a penny in repairs.

The JMorgan broke a gear fork early in its career, which wa.*

replaced free of charge.

ArcEssiBiLiTY.^The Matchless is certainly less easy to

get at than the Jlorgan when adjustments are necessary.

The presence of the sidecar and the chain cases alone account
for this. The engine of the Morgan can be taken straight

"awav from the front, but the Matchless is not so easv.

THE
TERMINATION

OF
BUTTtRTUBS

PASS
IN THE

.LONDON-
EDINBURGH

RUN.

The summit of

Buttertubs lead-

mg into Swale-

uale —- a scene
characteristic of

this hilly countr}'.

The sic!ecanst is

descending the

last steep stretch

which will con-

front L.-E. com-
petitors.

%.?-
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HiLL-CLiiiEiKO.—Both are good. Alatchlees gears are
4.65, 7.77, and 12.97 to 1; Morgan, 4.50 and 8 to 1—practi-
cally identical, but the Morgan will hang on to top gear in a
marvellous way, and in the low gear will climb anywhere
lliat the back wheel can get a grip. I must certauily give
the Morgan the preference here.

Finish.—The^ Slatchless is certainly much better as regards
fiiri.sh. The sidecar body is a lovely piece of work. The
iJorgan body is 'good, but the details are rough.
Comfort.—The passenger says that she does not notice

much difference. I, as driver, notice a great deal.
Well-sprung as the Matchless is, I find the Morgan far and
away more comfortable, particularly at the end of a long
run. There is not that wrist-weary feeling, and in winter,
with a rug across my knees, I bless Mr. Morgan and all
liis works.

- LvGG.iGE Room.—The Jlatchless will take pretty nearly
as much as a Ford, and an extra passenger. The Morgan has
neitiier room for a spare petrol can nor a spare passenger.
Luggage is not so well carried either, and jolts about more
Tthaii when attached to the Matchless grid.

SocubiLiTY.—Here the Morgan scores heavily, and 1
;,cnnnot understand why youth is content to drive about with
'a yard of ironmongery between himself and his best girl
when he can sit beside her in a Morgan at the same cost.

Iyrks.—Neither machine is hard on tyres. The spring
fume of the Matchless prevents the back wheel from

,
bouncing, and there is a good deal of wear on a bouncing

'wheel if one did but realise it.

i;-
The ilorgan is very heavily shod, and the 5,000 miles does

[ijinot seem to- have had any effect. Punctures : Matchless,
r-three; Morgan, one (side wheel).

Honours would appear to be easy, and yet I would not
i-\< hange the Jlorgan for the best sidecar outfit on the road.

I do not know what cycle cars " Ixion " refers to as a
" V' lird variety" in his comparison with an A.J.S. I can
:i>.-uie him that the Morgan /.s substantial : it docs ixol

wiibble, neither does any part flap and rattle. TICKER.
.Midhurst.

LUBRICATION OF BOWDEN CABLES.
Sir,—Many thanks to "W.G.E." for his good tip on page

336 re the above. Its use on my carburetter controls has
made driving a pleasure. I modified his method, using a
foot of acetylene lamp tube as an oil reservoir, and an inflator

to .supply the motive power. Messy but most effective.

J. STUART-WHITE.

IDEAL TOOL-BOX POSITIONS.
Sir,—With reference to " I.xion's " comments on top tube

tool boxes, I quite agree with him in his preference for the
tank box, but the one on my 4 h.p. Blackburne is neither
small, nor does it rattle. I can comfortably carry without
undue packing a standard tool roll plus a double-ended
U.S.A. spanner and an extra mag. spanner, spare plug in

box, large repair outfit, a wooden ping rase full of French
chalk, several chain links and lamp burner, roll of copper

^ wire, a box of matches, and on top a bulky Renold chain
rivet extractor. The bo.x is ab.5olutely nnlined except for a

pad of rag between the lid and the chain punch. I have
.yet to hear the slightest rattle or thump from this tool box
even over tlie worst roads. My only criticism is that it

restricts the movement of the handle-bars somewhat.
I should very much like to know why the makers this year

fit a pair of microscopic pannier tool cases to the carrier of

their machines where the}' endure continuous concentrated
vibration which, in my experience, is .sufficient to cause a
plug to pound the bottom out of its metal box despite care-
ful cardboard and rag packing. E. A. L. PARKER.

FOUR-WHEELERS IN A.C.U. EVENTS.
Su',—It is very seldom I disagree with the opinions

cxpre.ssed from time to time in your leadeif, but I think you
are doing the four-wheeled cycle car an injustice in a recent
editorial column headed " Trial for Stock Machines." I think
you will find that, the real reason for the lack of four-wheeler
entries is inability to comply with the conditions of entry.
At lea-st, this is so in my case, as myG.N., normally weighing
over 8^ cwt., cannot be stripped to the 772 lb. limit imposed
by the F.I.CM. It takes me all my time to reduce the weight
to 8 cwt. Had the weight limit been feasible I should most
certainly have entei'ed, and I think my case is exactly typical
Tit all C4.\. owners, and probably other four-wheeled cycle

cars as well. I think you will have great difficulty in finding
any four-wheelers that are eligible as the definition now
stands.

I think you will find that the manufacturers of these
vehicles would welcome the chance to compete with sidecars,
and would suggest that you use your influence to obtain an
alteration in the weight limit, which is admittedly too low.

It is of interest to note that in the recent Western Centre
trial all the four-wheeled cycle cars finished and obtained
awards. This makes an interesting comparison with the pev-.

centage of finishers in sidecar classes.
As I think your leader may cause those " invidious com-

parisons" you mention, I shall be glad if you will give
publicity to this side of the question. Usual disclaimer.

H. OSWALD HAYES.
[When y/ic Motor Cycle urged that the Anto Cycle Union
should take over control of cycle cars, we put forward a
definition of 1,100 c.c. engine capacity and 8 cwt. weiijht
limit.—Ed.]

LIGHTWEIGHTS AND THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
Sir,—The very fact that your excellent paper introduced

and put up " T/if Motor Cycle Cup " for machines up to
250 c.c, prompts me to write you to continue your good
work for the "little 'un."
In my opinion, the 250 c.c, class is just as important in

its way to the lover of sport as the Junior and Senior Tourist
Trophy. It is practically a certainty that the winner of the
250 c.c. class will ^ "^^ f'"^'' t-li's year as the best in 1914.

As the majority of motor cyclists know, I am not a light-
weight rider ; but what I should like to see is the same
honour meted out to the 250 c.c. class as to the others.

I would even go so far as to suggest that " ?7ie Motor Cycle
Cup" be renamed ''The Motor Cycle Lightweight Tourist
Trophy." It would then give the same amount of honour
to the winner aS in the oUier classes. At the present time
this is not the case. H. BOYNTON.
Wc submitted a copy of our correspondent's letter to the

secretai-y of the A,C,U., who has replied as under:
' You are, of course, aware that the Competitions Com-

mittee of the Union has gratefully accepted your offer of a
cup for the winner of the 250 c.c. class in the Junior T.T.
race; but I feel sure that the suggestion put forward by
your correspondent that this cup should be renamed ' The
Motor Cycle Lightweight Tourist Trojihy ' would not meet
with general approval on account of probable confusion with
the two classic trophies already in existence,

" At the moment there is no intention on the part of the
committee to offer any trophies other than those presented
by the Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars, as it is felt that any
addition to these must detract from their value.

" May I say that the Union has always encouraged the
jnoduction of ' flyweight ' motor cycles, and feels certain

that a tremendous amount of appreciation will be accorded
the winner of the 250 c.c. class in the Junior Tourist Trophy
Race. "T. W. LorGiiBOBOvGH, Secretary."

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued in coniunctton with Tlte MolO' Cycle.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." Price Boolt
CoQlaining over 400 useful "wrinkles" and tielpful net. post,

bints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition 2/- 2/3

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A ?y3tem tor tracin? motor cycle faults and o:

rcm-'dyint: tbem when found. Fourth Edition .. 2/- 2/3

"MAGNETOS." By A. P. Yotreo.

A camplete treatise on magneto ignition ior naotor

cars, motorcycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition 4/6 4/10

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Twn-stroUes. from the rider's

point '^f \-iew. Just published .. .1. « 3/- 3/3

••MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By "IxioN." of T/u M'jior CycU .. ' „, 5,- 54

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland, London (showia^
roads into jud out ot London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete incase. 5,6 5 10

•THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 page; 01 Road Maps or England an;1

Wales, Scotland, and the Londoo Distric: 5,- 5.4

Obtainableby post (remittance with order) Irom 1L1FFE& SONS Ltd.,

23, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Boolistails.
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A STANDARD ENGINE FOR THE T.T,
Sunbeam Mo(or Cycles for ihe Senior Race in the Isle of Man.

,T^-~~.,^ The 1921 T.T. Sunbeam is practically identical with the new Sports Model,

but includes an oil tank behind rhe saddle tube, and mechanical oil pump, which

replaces th.e hand pump.

CUXiSiiyjiRABLE uilerebl, is already
being manifested in 1921 T.T.
machines. It is known that .several

vei'y special engines are being jDrepared

for the race; but, in contradistinction to

these, at least two manufacturers will

enter practically standard sports models.

Of these the T.T. Sunbeam so closely

resembles the new sports model as to be
almost indistinguishable except for special

lubrication arrangements, •which will

relieve the rider from worry during the
raoe. These lubricating arrangements,
however, are of some interest. A large
oil tank is carried behind the saddle
tube, and a mechanical plunger pump
carried on the magneto chain ca«e attends
to the supply of oil to the engine. For
emei'gency use, however, a heel-operated
pump is fitted.

Closer Gear Ratios.

For racing purposes slightly closer

ratios are employed in the gear box, and
a larger tank is fitted. The gear box is

oax-ried' rather high, and a flat steel stay
is fitted from the lower part of the crank
case to the chain stays on each side of

the gear box.
Controls are of vital importance for

such a severe test as the Tourist Trophy
racee, and every lever and pedal is

arranged in •the most convenient position
—in fact, when we took T. C. de la Hay's
machiue for a short spin on the road vie

felt absolutely at home on the machine,
and an extraordinary" feeKng of security
was noticeable in spite of the machine
being strange to us.

A semi-slipper aluminium piston is

used, and long rollei-s are fitted in a
bronze cage for the big end beai'ing.
Both front and rear brakes are of the

belt rim type, and 26x2iin. tyres are
employed. A somewhat unconventional
position for the toolbag has been decided
on, a large metal covered bag being
carried on the right-hand chain stay.
Both chains are covered by light guards

C4

over tile lop run, and both are lubricated
by excess oil from the crank cSse, directed
by pipes leading from the crank case

relief valves.

Similar to Last Year's Winner.

We were particularly impressed by the
thoroughly workmanlike manner in which
the whole machine has been carried out,

and since last year's winner is still one
of the favourites for the coming event, it

is interesting to know that he will ride
a machine practically identical with his
last year's mount. It is common know-
ledge that an overhead valve engine has
appeared from the Sunbeam works, but

the management prefer to rely on their

standard machine, which is considered
fully fast enough for the Isle of Man
course, and which has been "thoroughly
tried out for more than a year past.

One further detail should perhaps be
mentioned, for in all probability petrol-

resisting rubber pipe will be employed in

place of copper petrol pipes, and this

will ensure absence from fracture in this

vital point—a trouble which has been ex-
perienced by many in past I.O.M. events.

In the rest of its equipment, i.e., such
items as Sunbeam-Druid forks and
Brooks racing saddle, th:; T.T. mouiit
is obviously si-r'lar to the sports model.

Lubrication arrangements are clearly visible in this illustration. An auxiliary heel pedal is

fitted in case of necessity. . Observe also the unconventional position of the tool bag, and the
special exhaust cap with vertical radiating fins.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,'*

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy (or ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Ligal" in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 3d. stamp), and will be

dealt with by the A. A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the -country as to the existing state of the

roads in any particular locality.

A TROUBLESO^^E HUB GEAR.
I bave a 5-6 li.p. twin motor

cycle wjiich has an Armstrong
tliree^speed and clutch hub, ana
recektly I' paid quite a large sum
for repairs to the Matter, and it

was satisfactory ' for a while, but liow

the second' gear will not work. Do you
think it acUasable to have the wiieel

repaired again?—W.J.V. ^

It .^eems to be largely a matter of deciding
whether the machine is wortit the expense
of having, the gear again overhauled. Hub
gears are no longer made, and unless they
are veiy carefully tised they ate scarcely
suitable for higli-power twin-cylinder
machines used with sidecar. It may be.
of course, that an adjustment only i.^

required. ~ >

CLUTCH SLIP.

Having a 7 h.p. Indian and
sidecar, I shall be pleased if you
will aivise me the best way
to cure a slipping eluteh, and also

of adjusting the centre screws.
-\pparently, the fabric lining is quite
good. I fitted a set of new springs with-
out effect, especially when going up
hilk.-W.B.

SSI
^ou do not give the date of your machine,
therefore we are not quite sure what in-

ftructione to give you, as the machine
varied considerably from year to year
prior to 1918. If the clutch is slipping
the centre screw should be slackened a
half-turn at a time only until the clutch
holds. Your best plan is to write to the
makers, mentioning the date of the
machine, as they will no doubt be able
to supply you with a copy of their in-

struction booklet.

CONVERTING TO MAGNETO IGNITION.
I have got an old P.F. 45°

^ twin engine about 5-5 h.p.,

^ which has accumulator ignition,

-IJ and I wish to know (1) th'e cor-

rect way to convert it to the
magneto ignition, and (2) the size of
the magneto chain sprockets to use.

—

T.E.P.
A magneto suitable for 45° V-twin
engine will be needed, and it must run
in an anti-clockwise direction (looking at
the .spindle end). (1.) Remove the con-
tact breaker from the half-time shaft of
tht; timing gear and replace it with the
magneto driving sprocket. (2.) The actual
size of the sprockets is immaterial pro-
vided that they both have the same
number of teeth.

ANGLE OF OLD V T^^^^•.

-Vn old 1909 twiji Hex which I

have is minus the magneto. Can
you tell me what degree magneto
would suit it ? I have a 50' Bosch
magneto (anti-clock), but find this

unsuitable.—W.H.M.
The angle of the cylinders of the 1909

twin Rex is 48°. Howevej-, a 50° magneto
can bo altered so as to be fairly satis-

factory by grinding down 1° from the

leading end of one of the cams in the

contact breaker.

HIGH LEVEL AND LARGE JET.

I have a 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. fitted^ with an -\mac carburetter and

<f 32 jet. The compression is per-

_L1 feet when hot. At less than
quarter throttle, with air lever

wide open and ignition fully advanted
(timing correct), I only get approxi-

mately 42 m.p.g. Recently I turned
off the benzole supply while, running,

and noticed that when the float

chamber bad partly emptied the engine

was running much faster, without miss-

ing, initil just prior to exhausting fuel

in the float chamber, with control levers

in the same position as they were before

turning off the supply at tho tank.

(1.) Is this caused by the size of jet

or height of float^the float is of re-

versible type without means of adjust-

ment—with top intake having a loose

needle? (2.) Would you suggest a
smaller jet or a variable jet adapter set

to- same size as at present, since I pro-

pose using a sidecar later? I just want
to go at a comfortable pace.— J. P.

(1.) From the symptoms which you de-

scribe, the jet appears to be slightly too

large, and the petrol level also niiglit be
reduced advantageously. The latter may
be done by fitting a light washer between
the top of the float and the collar on, the
needle. (2.) You might try tho effect

of a smaller jet (say a No. 30), or you
could use a variable jet adapter, which,
of cour:^e. .•'Hows you to experiment.

The Clima.\-engined New &>met which recently beat the 4 and 5 hours and 200 miies

records for 330 c.c. machines with sidecars, with J. F. Newey, its designer, and driver.
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READERS' REPLIES.

GEAR ADJUSTMENT.
Re "H.E.'s" query of gear slip. It

Eeems to me that the adjustment neces-
sary is on the gear lever; in all proba-
bility it is keyed on to the operating
lever. By trying the lever for rock,

when middle gear is out of mesh, he will

find it will ''give" a little, sufficient to

allow the high or low gear dogs 'to slip out
and burr. Tighten up. after re-keying,
with a big spanner, until threads threaten
to give. That is how I cured my own
trouble on a 3^ h.p. Eover after end-
less effoi'ts, both, at garages and at

home.—L.B.

Thrapston, Bythorn, Spaldvvick, Ellington,
Huntingdon, Godmanchester, Fenstanton,
•Cambridge. Approximately 96 miles.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" E.H.B." (Bedford).—Rudge-Multwin

;

petrol and oil consumption, comfort,
stability on gr-ease. reliability, etc.

"N.M.J." (Scarborough).—1920 Scott;
best carburetter for mileage

;
jet size with

standard Aniac ; most suitable sparking
plug.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES
B.iTii TO CrnxMsroED.—E.C.S.

Batli, Slough, U.xbridge, Ickenham,
Euislip, Eastcote, Pinner Green, Pinner
and Hatch End Station, Bushey Heath,
Elstree, Barnet Gate, Arkley,' Barnet,
Hadley Green, Hadley Church, Enfield,
South Street (Ponders End)," Chingford
Marsh, Chingford Green, Woodford
Green, Chelmsford. Approximately 148
miles.

Derby to CiMEuiDGE.—H.B.D.
Derby, Alvaston, Kegworth, Lough-

borough, - Quorn, Mountsorrel, Leicester,

Oadby, Great Glen, Kibworth, Market
Harborough, Desborougli, Rothwell,
Kettering, Barton Seagrave, Cranford,

important 4Dates.

Fri.. May 13th. an-) Eat . May 14th—
M.C C. London-Edinburgh Run.

Sal.. May 2 1 st—Wcste«i Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill Climb.

Sat.. May 28th—East Midland Centra
A.C.U. Open Hill Climb.

Tues,. June 1 4th—Junior T.T. Race
Thurs. June 16 th—Senior TT. Race.

Sal., Jun; 18lh—Norlh-Wcstern Cenlre
A.C.U. Open Speed Tria's.

Sat, June 25lh—M.C.C Inter-team Trial
for ''The Motor Cycle" Cup

Fri.. July 1st. and Sat., July 2nd -

Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Sal.. July 2nd— Bournemouth M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat. July 2nd—500 Mile Race al Brook
lands for the Miller Go d Cup.

Thurs.. J ly 7th—Essex County and
Southend A.C. and Essex M.C. Joint
Open Speed Trials.

Sat, July 9tTi—St. Andrews Speed Trials

Sat.. July 9;h— Cardiff M.C C. and
"associated club ; Open Hill Climb.

Mon.. July 11th. to Sat.. July 16lh-
Scotlish Six Days' Trial.

Sal.. July 16lh—Ilkley M.C. and LC,C.
Open Reli b;lily Trial.

Sat., July 23rd—Fast Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Sun,. July 24th—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Rac? in France.

Sat., July 30th—Newcastle and DistrictM C. Open Speed Trials.

Mon . Aug. 1st, to £a'., Aug. 6th—
International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land

Sal, Aug. ei'i—North WaVs M.C C
Open Reliability Trial.

Men.. Aug. 29lh, lo Sat,, Sepl 3rd-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial,

SaL. Sepl. 17 th-
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

First off on the London-Holyliead run A flashltglit photograph ofW S Boier. on his 5-6 h p
Rover, being started from Ealing on the Ealing club's recent 24 hour run. (See last issue )

Where so many Failed.

Owing to some confusion in competi-

tors' numbers, we stated in our report of

the Midland Centre A.C.U.'s open trial

. that A. G. Beesley (Sj Sunbeam sc.) was
the sidecarist shown, at a statidstill, in

the background, of one of our picture-

illustrating the event. Actually, Beesley

made a good climb of Knapp, the hill ii)

question.

Buns for Unattached Riders.

A realisation that the popularity of

the motor cycle movement as a whole
will ultimately benefit the trader as an

individual is no doubt behind the far-

seeing policy of P. Pike and Co., Ltd..

of Exeter. This firm is placing a room
at the disposal of motor cyclists. As well

as being a rendezvous, cnrrent literature

will be provided. In addition, a number
of afternoon and evening reliability runs
open to any local motor cyclist are being
arranged. Prizes will be given, and
there are no entrance fees. The address
is 174, Sidwell Street, Exeter,

A Locking Petrol Tap.

The petrol tap and lock which was
described in our issue of January 27th
as the Ceal, has beeii renamed the Steno,

and is now sold by A, J. Dew and Co.,

19a-21, Endell Street, Long Aci'e. London,
W,C,2.

Catalogues Received.

Massey-Arran Motor Co., Ltd., Bell

Barn Road, Birmingham :, Details of the
complete range of Massey-Arran machines.

2| h.p._ Blackburne-engined sporting and
touring models are illustrated, as well as

the 2J h.p. single and 5 h.p. twin J.A.P,-
engined types.

Enfield' Cvcle Co., Ltd., Redditcli :

Entitled "the Book, of- the Royal
Enfield," the latest publication of the
Enfield Co. contains copious instructions

on the driving and management of the

8 h.p. sidecar outfit. A spare parts list

is also included,"

A. W. Gamage, Ltd.. Holborn, London,
E.C.I. : "Everything for the Motorist"
is the title of a catalogue which is

largely devoted to motor cycles and
motor cycle accessories, all

,:
the best

examples of which are illustrated,

described, and priced.

Veloee, Ltd., Victoria Road, Six Ways,
Aston Manor. Birmingham : One of .the

most noteworthy features of the Velocette

is its mechanical lubrication, and the

working parts of the system are shown
clearly in the latest catalogue. Three
models are listed—the two-speed, the

three-speed, and the lady's model.

Burlington Motor ' Cycle Co., Ltd., 7,

South Side, Clapham Common^ Loudon.
S.W.4 : A series- of sidecars mounted on

underslung chassis ; tlie design appears to

be sound and straightforward, and a wide

choice of models and finish is offered.
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Oimes to TLlgl)t TLamps.
ilay 12th 9.7 p.m.

,, 14th 9.10 ..

,, 16th ...• ... 9.13 .,

., 18th 9.16 ..

Noisy Motor Cycles in Birmingham.

Birmiiighani possesses a very euthusiiis-

tiu detective who is mounted on an old

Triumph-O.H.8, and is very active in

-stopping motor cyclists who.se machines
he considers to hi> unduly ntii.'.y.

Banking oi Road Bends.

In order lo eliminate the risk of side

slip- at corners, and to reduce the exces-

sive wear of road surfaces due to the

jttneven bearing of vehicles on present

day cambered roads, the Roads Improve-
ment Association is developing a scheme
for the banking of bends ; this .should

greatly increase the safety of all ty))es

of vehicles, and would be specially

appreciated by motor cyclists.

An Enterprising Garage.

The Xortli lioad Garage and Motor
Works at Gt. Ponton (three and a half

miles south of Grantham) will be open
all night on the occasion of the London-
Edinburgh run. Petrol, benzole, oil,

covers, tubes, and all accessories will be

at the dispoiial of the competitors, and a

large .staff will bo in attendance. Should
any competitor need assistance in the

district, there will be a box van and two
tonring cars in readiness.

Convalescent.

Graham W. Walker, the Norton rider

wlio fell during the recent hill-climb at

A.\e Edge, is progressing quite favour-

ably, and hopes to be in the saddle again

in a few weeks' time.

Trying Out the T.T. Mounts.

(Jn the Saturdav immediately following

the Whitsnn holiday, the 21st inst., and
less than four weeks before the T.T. races,

there will be, in accordance with usual

cu.stom, two long distance races at Brook-

lands for genuine T.T. machines, i.e..

motor cycles fitted with variable gears as

entered for the race*; in the Isle of Man.
The occasion will be the second members'
meeting of the B.M.C'.R.C, and the

capacity limits in theee twenty-four and
twenty-eight lap events will, of cour.se.

he 350 c.c. and 500 c.c. respectively. The
()lai and Jlellano Cups are the chief

awards.
There will also be an unlimited three-

lap scratch race for solo machines not
exceeding 1,000 c.c, and a three-lap

handicap for sidecars and.cycle cars con-

forming to the F.I.CM. definitions.

' Chat -
Is it because it is Spring Time?

Our postbag brings us many curious
queries. One of tlie latest is from a
reader who wants to know if we can tell

him where cowslips can be gathered I

A Recovery.

The A.C.U. recently made a smart
recoveiy of a stolen machine. The
Head Office advised their g\iides of the
machine's disappearance, and one of tlie

road guides, in a locality distant from
the place where the machine was lakeii,

observed the machine and had the rider
detained.

Rural Council Objects to Dye.

A sequel lo the recent .V.C.U. Trial
was an emphatic prolest at a meeting of

the Godstone Rural District. Council,
when exception was taken to the use of
public roads for the trial of motor cycles,

and a committee has been appointed to

take drastic action to i^;er this in future.
Mr. J. Tnpham Brown, the district

councillor who raised the protest, said

that for long d'stances the roads were
smeared with Reckitt's blue to mark the
route to be taken by the competitors. It

appeared to him in these days of turmoil
and recklessness there was a disposition

to m.oke light of public rights. Mr. D.
W. Lewis, another district councillor,

said the District Council should demand a

satisfactory exolanation from the A.C.U.

Special "B^eatures.

TWENIY-ONE YEARS AGO !

GUIDE TO THE LONDON-EDINBURGH
RUN.

Mr. F. Eagles, a Zenith rider, o(

Addlestone, who disappeared from his home
on his machine in January last. His sister,

Mrs. E. Beard, of 42, Albert Road.

Addlestone, Surrey, wishes to learn his

whereabouts. Mr. Eagles's machine is a

6 h.p. model, and bore the registration

number PA, 2.308.

Hill-climb in Yorkshire.

Entries for the Yorkshire Centre hill-

climb on Otley East Chevin close on the

21st inst.. one week before the event,

which is being held on the 28th by the

Harrogate and District M.C.C'.

Sidecars and Cycle Cars Compared.

Worcester and District M.C.C. is show-
ing another example of enterprise in the

trial, which it is organising on Thursday,
the 26th inst., in which sidecar outfits will

run against three and four-wheeled cycle

cars, light cars, and cars, the current

list price of which docs not exceed £300.

Some interesting comparative data should

be obtained, which is the aim of the

event ; and it is therefore hoped that a

good entry will be secured. Entries,

which are open to all member.R of the

Western Centre A.C.U., must reach the

lion, trial sec, Mr. Eric Williams, Lowes-
moor, Worcester, by the 23rd inst.

Found.

From our letter-bag: "Found, on
Sevenoaks Road, motor cycle tool kit.

—

Apply, Grawtt, 19, fiartlett Road,
tJravesend, giving particulars and date

of loss."

Motor Cycles and Perfect Carburetters.

Professor Low, lecturing recently at

Birmingham University, described a

novel apparatus for the examination of

mixture in the inlet pipe of a motor
ivcle engine, by means of which it was
lio.ssible not only to detect the amount
of liquid fuel in suspension, but in the
I ase of two-stroke ejigines to distinguish

between oil and petrol vapour particles.

He de.scribed how the destruction of

an oil film due to incorrect mixture can

lead to knocking of various kinds, and
v.ent on to discuss the modern system of

carburation.
The lecturer e.xpressed the view that

the existence of many hundreds of car-

buretters proved the absence of perfec-

tion in any. He pointed out at tlie same
time that motor cycling" conditions do
not demand perfect mixture, and that it

is not always desirable to have a perfect

mi-xture for an engine which is not neces-

sarily always required to run on it.s most
efficient speed.

In the case of hill-climbing, it might

be necessary, for example, to use a slow

burning inefficient mixture to obtain com-

fortable running.
CII
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London-Edinburgh Addendum.
The M.C.C. advises us that an addi-

tion to the list of competitors in the
London-Edinburgh Eun given on page
679 is A. P. McGowran (4 Triumph scj.
No. 230.

London-Edinburgh and the Coal Strike.

It was thought at one time that the fate

of the London-Edinburgh Eun hung in

the balance owing to the coal strike, but
the feeling of the Motor Cycling Club
Committee is that since the Government
has approved of horse-racing during this

unfortunate period, there is no reason

why this popular competition should be
abandoned.

London-Edinburgh Hints.

- We repeat several time-worn hints to

competitors in this event, which may be

of some service to novice riders. Alcohol

is best avoided mitil the journey is over:

competitors should remember to wind
their watches at the start: it is especi-'

ally necessary to see that la.mps are in

order ; competitors riding with machines
improperly illuminated will be severely

dealt witii by the committee: groups of

riders of sidecar outfits of the sanie

make are urgently requested not to ride

together. This raises ah abnormal
amount of dust, and causes much annoy-

ance to other people on the road.

And now a word to spectators. Spec-

tators who watch the passing of the com-

petitors by night are earnestly requested

to point their" lamps facing northwards,

so as to avoid dazzling the riders.

London-Holyhead Awards.

Maude's Challenge Shield, the premier

award in the London lo Holyhead Trial,

organised by the Ealing and District

M.C.C, was won by A. W. Britlain on

a Calthorpe car.

Gold medals in the motor cycle .ind three-

wheeled cycle car classes went to W. G. Bo.ver

(5-6 Hover). A. G. Battley (4 Triumph), P. Cun
ningliam (3V4 P. and M.), W. .S. .Jameson (St-l.

Sports Sunbeam), C. L. Sprosson (2Vj Connaught).
G \V. Shepherd (2=1 Beaumont). E. W. Spencer

(4 Omega). G. E. Cnffe (Vh Meiro-Tyler), S. T.

Te«sier (8 Bat sc), II. Reed (8 Dot sc), F. Spouse
(10 T.B.), and H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan).
Silver medals were won bv W. II. Spiller (2''i

Wooler). J. H. K. Knight "
(3l,.^ Brough), F. \V.

Stevenson <3V* Brough), E. Foster (5-6 Raleigh),

W. P. Brandon (4 Triumph), 3. A. O'Sullivan (4

Harlev-Davidson), T. O. M. Sopwith (2% Hawker),
and A. K. Smith (7-9 Ilarley-Davidson sc).

S.' A. Burhigton (7 A.,T.S. sc.) gained a bronze
medal.

^,

No Double Fee ior T.T. Entrants.

As we go to press we learn that in

consequence of the industrial position the
A.C.U. have decided lo waive the double
fee, and will accept entries at ordinary
rates for the T.f. up lo Monday next.

Filty-mile Race on Pendine Sands.

Carmarthen and District M.C.C, and
not the Cardiff club, is organising the
Welsh speed championships at Pendine
Sands on Whit-Monday. This event, to

which we referred last week, includes
a fifty-mile race, with the Norton Cup

-as the premier award.

I^w Coulson Models.

A new sports model Coulson is being
placed on the market with the 2| h.p.
J.A.P. engine, footrests instead of foot-

boards, and with two-speed gear at SO gs.,

and with three-speed gear at 5 gs. e.xtra.

The firm is also selling a Blackburne-
engined Coulson sports model at, 97 gs.

with a two-speed gear, and 100 gs. with
three-speed gear, and fitted with a'slightly
different tank.

The Five Hundred Miles Race.

Considerable interest is naturally being
taken in the 500 miles race on Jiily 2nd
for the gold cup presented by Capt. A. G.
jSIiller, which will be the longest race ever
run on Brooklands Track.
The rules for this competition will be

as simple and as free from vexations as
possible, the winner being the motor
cyclist in any class who, having driven
personally during the whole perio<l, has
covered 500 miles in the sliortest time.
Any part of the motor bicycle may be
renewed except a cylinder or the crank
case, wliicli parts will be sealed. Every
entrant must nominate two lap-scoring
assistants, one of whom will have to be
on duty. An innovation will be the in-

troduction of colours for each class.

Class A ridei's will wear white sateen
jackets. Class B riders -Avill be in blue.

Class C in yellow. Class D in green, and
Class E iu red.

Situated at the fork will be a series

of standard replenishment huts, with a
frontage of 5ft.x4ft. 6in. Tliey will be
boarded up 3in. high, above which will

be wire netting to the roof. These huts
will be hired to entrants, and an entrant
may hire any number of them.
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The Manx Steamers.

Owing to the coal strike there are only
three steamers per week to I'.ie I.O.M.

The Arbuthnot Trophy.

This year the Arbuthnot Trophy Trial,
which is open to officers 'serving in the
Eoyal Navy, the Royal Naval Reserve,
the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, and
the Royal Marines, will be held on July
1st and 2nd. '^he district in which the
trial will take place will be Kent and
Surrey. A circular course has been
selected, which will be covered three
times on the Friday and once on the

Saturday, the trial terminatilig at

Brooklands Track in time to see the finish

of the 500 miles race. There have been
two Arbuthnot Trophy competitions,
the first of which was won by Lieut.

Evans Greaves. R.N., and the second by
Lieut. G. P. Glen-Kidston, R.N. '

'

The Travels Trophy Trial Results.

- A,coording to the results just published,

but subject to confirmation by the A.C.U.,
the 2-^ h.p. Velocette, driven by G. .

.

Denley, wins the Travers Trophy in the
Newcastle and District M.C. Open Trial

on April 30th.

THE TKAVERS TROPHY AND £50 (presented
bv Messrs. Travers, Ltd., of Newcastle).—G. Denley ";

(21,4 Velocette).
SPECIAL PRIZE (presented by the Lord ]\Iayor

of Newcastle, Councillor T. W. Howe, for the' best
performance bv a--jnember of the Newcastle and
Dist. M.C.).—W. H. Lindon-Travers (3V. Norton].
SPECIAL PRIZE for the Ijest performance l>r

private -owner on a sidecar machine or three-
wheeler.—W. IMarriott (4 Norton sc).
SPECIAL PRIZE for the best performance by

private owner on formula in the hill-climb.—T. W.
Toovey (SV-- Norton sc).
GOLD MEDALS.—H. R. Harveyson (4 Indian

Scout), W. G. Harrison (2i:', Velocette), W. W.
Chase {V:\ Coulson B.), Stanley Bell (S',:- N.U.T.I,
R. 3. Scoon &h N.U.T.I, G. A. Strange (3i.:j

.lames), .1. Lidstone {1\\ James), G. Hill (Su
Scott), A. E. Naylor (311. Sunbeam), G. S. David-
son (2'/i Levis), J. W. Wilson (3',-_, Sunbeam).
G. M. Townsend (3Vl: P. and j\r.). B. Kershaw
(2yrVerns), E. Hawkes (2'':i Excelsior), C. Webb
31/. Sunbeam), A. Dixon (3>,2 Rover), J. J. A.

Bias (31/. Sunbe.am), D. Robb (5V-. N.U.T.).- C. P.
Wood (3^;i Scott), W. R. Hagg.as (4 Triumph).
.1. .Toynson (6 Coventry Victor sc), W, R. Brown
(3'A Sunbeam sc), L. Newey (6 Ariel sc), .1-

Wa'inwright 110 T.B.), F. W. Giles (7 A..I.S. scl.
W E. Grange (6 Bradbury sc), S. Hall (Morgan).
G. E. Stobart (7 James sc), Mrs. Duncan Bell (7
A..J.S. scl, J. Littlewood (7 A.J.S. sc). P. J.

Ellis (Matchless sc), G. Nott (Matchless sc), J.
AValker (7 Indian sc), J. Kish (4 Norton sc), and
J. Adams (5 Rover sc).
SILVER MEDALS.—H. Jt. Wilson (2'i Hobart),

W. Walker (3 A.B.O.), and R. P. Reid (Morgan).
BRONZE l\rED\LS.—K. Dixon (3';. Sunbeam), t,

W. Waller (3 A. B.C.), and R. P. Reid (Morgan). '

Norton sc).

Keen interest was displayed both by competitors and spectators at the Neath and Ystalyfera M.C.C. Speed Trials, held in Margam Park last

Saturday. The illustration depicts H. Lewis at speed on his Douglas.
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PARIS-PYRENEES TRIAL.
Seventy-five per Cent, of the Conpalilors fail to Qjalify for First-class Awards.

THE reliability trial from Paris to the

Pyrenees and return, a distance of

1,205 miles covered in seven stages,

attracted forty competitors. Undoubt€dly
the event was severe, and this was shown
by the number of penalisations incurred,

for the road from Paris to Bordeaux,
although generally level, is not good, and

the climbs in the mountains were trying

for all. On three occasions the corapeti-

lors had to ascend to more than 3,000ft.

above sea level, and the highest point

touched was 4i850ft. The basis of the

competition was reliability, at the regu-

lation speed of 30 kilometres {18| miks)

an hour.

Start from Versailles.

Starting from Paris, the route up to

Versailles was not observed, and the offi-

cial start was given in the ancient city of

the Kings of trance. The first day's run

was to Poitiers, by way of Vendome,
where a stop was made for lunch, and
then through Tour.s.

Two of the competitors failed to arrive

at the end of the 206-mile stage, these

being Schelby, an amateur in the 350 c.c.

clasfi, and F. Turvey, one of the members
of the B.S.A. team. Dubost, the rider

of the two-stroke D.F.R. of his own con-

struction, was in difficulties, and decided

not to go beyond this stage. Three others

were penalised for late arrival.

When Bordeaux was reached at the

end of the second stage thirty-seven com-
petitors were present, but the number of

dean score men had been reduced. Rolh,

an amateur in the 750 c.c. solo clas,?, fell

near Poitiers, and, in addition to personal
injuries, broke one of the springs of his
front fork. He repaired and continued
after losing an hour and a half. Fournier,
on his own cycle car, took off a cylinder,

made repairs, and then speeded alter the
group so fast that at the eiid of the day
he had lost only seven points.

The south-west corner of France,
between Bordeaux and Pau; is famous
for its rough ^iote, which was largely
responsible for the reductiou of the com-
petitors to thirty-three, and for penalisa-
tions to several others. Sykes, one of the
Sunbeam riders, had a rather bad spill

near Belin, and had to be taken to
hospital at Bayonue for medical attend-
ance. Sexe, riding a 250 c.c. S.C., broke
a rim, and, in falling, injured his knee.
Boulangier, in the 550 c.c. class, suffered
in the s;ime way, and several others,
aniong them L. L. Sealey of the B.S.A.

,

were penalised on arrival at the midday
halt. During the afternoon, Psalty, the
Rover agent in Paris, who had a 500 c.c.

solo machine, was obliged to abandon
owing to mechanical trouble. Tisseraud
also dropi>ed out with his 250 c.c. S.C,
the cause being magneto trouble. This
left a total of thirty-three arrivals at Pau.

In the opinion of all, the mountain
stage from Pau to Toulouse, a distance
of 193 miles, was the most difficult of
the entire competition. The t'ol d'Aspin
had to be climbed in the morning, and
the natural difficulties of this were so
;;rcat that any time lost for mechanical

causes entailed penalisations, while in the
afternoon the Col de Peyresourde and
the Col du Portet d'Aspet had to be
tackled. Twenty-iiine out of the thirty-
two who started oii this stage continued
to the end, but large numbers of them
lost marks for late arrival. Duverne,
the rider of a Janoir sidecar, had a very
bad spill when coming down the Col
d'Aspin. Machine and riders went over
a ravine, Duverne breaking his arm and
his companion escaping without injury.
Lombard on a G.N. broke a spring and
retired, and Lcveque on the Ruby cycle
car dropped out of the competition.
During the morning stage fourteen com-
petitors were penalised, and several more
lost points in the afternoon.

Few Clean Scores.

From Toulouse the machines doubled
back to Bordeaux, where a public ex-
hibition was held for one day, and from
this town the retuin was made to Paris
over the same route as for the outgoing
journey. This stage was not very diffi-

cut, with the result that no further los.ses

occurred, twenty-nine competitors check-
ing in at the Wine City. At Bordeaux
only ten men remained with clean .scores,

as follows : Chappcz (Sunbeam) ; Pinney
(Triumph) ; Labarre (— ) ; Capt. Brass
(B.S.A. sc); Fontaine (B.S.A. .sc);
Vuilliamy, Veilet, and Walbron (all on
Harley-Davidsons) ; Bueno and Honel
(on G.N. cycle cars). All the riders in

the 250 c.c. class lost marks, these includ-
ing Berger and Lezin on Velocettes.

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIALS.
960 Miles: From Monday, July lllh, to July 16 h. Applecross included on ffie Fifih Day.

THE rules of the 1921 Scottish Trials

are now announced, .ind do not

appear to depart from the regula-

tions of previous years ; machines en-

t.ered, however, must be genuine touring

mounts with complete touring equipment
and lamps. Cycle cars must have engines

not exceeding 1,100 c.c, and a total un-

laden weight of 9 cwt. or less: while

light cars under 1.500 c.c. capacity may
also be eiitered

.

Harking will be the same as in the

previous Scottish Trials in the main, and
the well-known system whereby each time-

check stands by itself, so that time lost

in one control cannot be regained in

another, will be retained. No check will

be less than one hour, however, and
arrival times onlv are to be taken.

Test Hills.

There will be eight test hills as

follows ; Monday—Amulree ; Tuesday

—

Ballochandrain : Wednesday—^Dalnacar-
doch : Thursday—Abriachan, Glendoe.
and Inverfarigaig Corkscrew ; and Friday
—Tornapress and Applecross.

The start is from Edinburgh on
Monday, July 11th, and the average mile-

age per day is 165 miles. The route
\vliich has been selected for this year is

;is follows :

First Day. — Edinburgh, Stirling,

Crieff, Amulree, Kenmore, Killin, Tyn-
drum, Dalmally, Oban. 150 miles ap-
proximately.

Second Day. — Oban, Lochgilphead,
Strachur, Leanach, Otter Ferrv. Strachur.

Inveraray, Dalmally, Oban. 170 miles
approximately.
Thikd Day.—Oban, Dalmally, Killin,

Feainan, Tummel .Bridge, Dalnacardoch,
Kingussie, Inverness. 160 miles approxi-
mately.
Fourth Day.—Inverness, Abriachan,

Tomnacross, Invermoriston, Tomdown,
Glendoe, Foyers, Inverfarigaig, Dores,
Inverness. 120 miles approximately.
Fifth Day.—Inverness, Strathpeffcr,

Jeanto\vn, .\pplecross, and return to In-
verness. 180 miles approximately.
Sixth Day.—Inverness, Kingussie, Pit-

lochry, Aberfeldy, Crieff, Stirling, Edin-
burgh. 180 miles approximately.

Entries must reach the secretary, Mr.
Campbell McGregor, 6, Castle Terrace,
Edinburgh, before Monday, .June 27th.

A NEW "WORST" HILL IN WALES.
THE " Screw Road " is the name of

a hill in North Wales discovered by
The Motor C'l/i'le. On Saturday

last about sixteen well-known competition
riders gathered in the market place of
Carnarvon, and were guided thence
along devious byways.
On reaching the hill, a party examined

the surface and the five hairpin bends.
After a consultation it was decided that

no machine sliould be allowed to descend
the top hairpin w"ithout assistance, since

a mistake might have ended in a serious

fall over a precipitous bank.
The interesting part of the hill is about

half a mile long, though the climb con-
tinues for over a mile. A loose surface,
combined with acute hairpin bends and
two sections" of approximately 1 in 3,

were the main features, but the steep.

unprotected side caused more than one
to. take the worst surfacj rather than
ride too near the edge. AW the solo

machines eventually mado good climbs,

and the little two-strokes shone in parti-

cular. Only one sidecar outfit made a

clean ascent, and, considering ibe surface,

this was a notable performance. Further

particulars of this interesting event will

be published in the uext issue.

ci^
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B.M.C.R.C FIRST OPEN MEETING.
Good Racing in Four Spirited Events. Cycle Cars conipeting with Sidecars.

Start of the Two Miles Open Sprint on

He

IIGHT gusts of drizzly rain were blow-

-i ing across Surrrey last Saturday
afternoon, but the showers were

never long enough or heavy enough to

wet the track. Here and there a pool

showed where a slab of concrete had sunk
an inch or so, and helped the men to

dodge a bump. Spectators were sent

scurrying to cover on three QV four

occasions, but I'aciTig was not interfered

with in the slightest.

Tlic five projected events were- w'hittled

down to four on the programme. As the

cycle car race only attracted three

Morgans and a G.N., these machines were

put into the sidecar handicap.

B.M.C.R.C. meetings will not become
spectacular until the new motor .cycle

paddock at the fork is complete, a con-

summation promised in time for the 500-

mile race in July. At present the

machines start far away on the distant

horizon. The bulk of them are un-

recognisable as they circle round the track

in the middle distance. Here and there

a particular rider may be identified by
his friends with the aid of a brilliant

vermilion or primrose sweater ; but when
perhaps a score of starters are contesting

wliat is almost a three-lap race, and their

handicaps range from three seconds to

nearly three minutes , the crowd get

extremely fogged as to the progress of

the event.

Between Start and Finish.

After the parade in the. paddock, most
visitors devote themselves to flirtation,

gossip, bets, and the like until the bell

announces that somebody is entering the
finishing straight. All this will be altered
when general headquarters are transferred
to the fo)-k. Spectators will then be able
to watch the stari;, to see who is forging
ahead on each lap, and generally to follow
the details of the struggle, which, under-
the present rv{/imc, are never known in
full to anybody, e.\cept that irira avis—
a winner who starts from scratch and rune
right through his field.

the railway straight. V. Horsman (Norton), on extreme left,

won comfortably from Kaye Don on a sister machine.

,vas the last to get away.

Saturday was once more a Norton day.
Victor Horsman romped home with two
firsts out of four races ; and Kaye Don,
that man of many mounts, was hard on
his heels in the two-mile sprint. The
J.A.P. people have no cause to be
ashamed of their afternoon's work, for

their engines propelled a variety of

machines, which anne.xed one first; three
seconds, and two thirds out of four
events. The Wooler, which is still some-
thing of a newcomer at Brooklands, ran

very prominently in the 350 c.c. event,

finishing a good second to the speedy
Diamond ; and the remaining three prizes

were cai'ried off by American machines.

Bridgman's Indian did not need tp flurry

itself in winning the passenger event, ami
Davidson's Harley ran into third place,

though he was giving the formidable start

of 3m. 12s. to the limit man. Le Vack's
Indian might possibly have finished

higher than third in the big solo race

if he bad ventured to let it right out.

Absence of T.T. Machines.

There was a very noticeable absence of

T.T. machines, and many firms who wili

be out for blood in the Island were un-

represented. None of the " hush-hush "

engines, about which all the motor cycle

world is whispering, were on view, and

Kaye Don (2o Diamond) winning the Junior Open Handicap of 81 miles.

was over 63 m.p.h.

His speed
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HELEN McKIE'S IMPRESSIONS AT BROOKLANDS
(lie racing was practically confined to old Details of the racing on Saturday were
stagers wliose form is fairly well ex- as follows :

posed, and to young aspirants \t1io have JUNIOR OPEN HANDICAP, not exceeding
yet to earn a reputation. 350 c.c. 81 .Miles.

Kacing managers differ [irufoundlv as Stin.

to the wisdom of i>sing Brooklands events a. A. Prcs;wi<.h-(Dot-J.-,p. 348 c.c:
"':-''

as a tnnl canter tor then- 1.1. mounts. i;. B. Ware (N.U.T.-Jap, 349 c.c.) -

Some e.\perts consider that persistent Tudor Thompson (Douglas, 350 c.c.) 15

liard work on the track is infinitelv the T-,^''?,'''^''"'!'^',!':''^'^-';-,
; "

^, L ., .- f ,.t.^ „ ii 1 f i • * i J. V. Prestwich (Diamond-Jap, 2.IQC.C.) wmost satisfactory method oi tryuig out a 'Itayc Don (Diamond. : ,9 c c.) .
.!...' %

spare 1.1. engm •. or two. Others con- E. Longdcn (Coulson.Jap. 343 c.c.) 51

sider that it is bad for the mtirule of H. Martin (Marlin-Jap. =470.0.) si

their T.T. riders to know that their en- W- J- I^rd (Hobart-Jap, =49 c.c.) . . ...

1 111 11.1.11^.11
V. Loniiden (Coulson.R., ^.iS c.c.) ' ^j

gine is perhaps a shade le.ss speedy than .s, c. Hall (DouRlas, 350 c'.c) : ..

some of its rivals, and so prefer to divorce .1^ F. Hull (Wooler. 315 c.c.) ; "

their preliminary tests from all public A. A. Swanu (New Imperial. 293 o.c.) ;

events. With over a dozen men starting at the
The programme of the ne.\t B.M.C.K.C. fork, some of the limit men being rather

meeting on May 21st' is specifically de- slow and some of the cracks being
signed to attract T.T. machines; more of .very fast, the race was about as ea.sy

them Avill be ready for hard to follow as a particular speck
work by that date, and we ^^ of glass in a kaleidoscope. Two
shall see what we sh.ill see. K£>k "'' ""'^® "^"'"^ noticed- to fall

15.

LAST SATURDAY.
out, of whom Martin appeared to have
trouble with a chain, E. Long Icn with a

tyre, and V. Longden with " drying up."
Kaye Don's white sweater was conspicu-

ously gaining 1 ri the limit men, with both

the I'restwiches very fast. However,
Hull's Wooler showed remarkable speed
for a machine which had previously shone
in the long distance " stamina " records

lather in short sprints, and Don must
have doubted his ability to catch Hull.

After all, his engine was only a baby in

competition with larger machines, but
he achieved his end in the last lap.

E. A. Bridgman, winner jof the Sidecar and Cycle Car Open Handicap of 8i miles on

an Indian sidecar.

Air funnel, protected by a gau/c

cylinder, fitteJ to 0. de Lissa's racing

Motosacoche.

and ended un a comfortable winner by
perhaps 75 yds. J. V. I'restwich hunted
the Wooler home at a respectable inter-

val, with A. A. Prestwich and S. C.
ffall bringing up the rear-. The lest of
(he field were easinc up, and their plac-
ings were meaningless ; but no other
back markers seemed able to catch the
long start men.

1. Kavc Don (Diamond) ....... ("3; m.p.h.

2. J. F. HulliWooler) —
3. J. ^^ Prestwich (Diamond-Jap) — .

Car races organised by the Esse.x Mot<)v

Club were-sandwiched between the motor

cycle events, and lent a pleasant variety

*o the proceedings.

-

cig
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start.

m. S.

3
3

21

27
39
34

I 24
I

I

24
48

2

2
3!
36

E.M.C.R.C. First Open Meeting—
SENIOR OPEN HANDICAP, exceeding

350 c.c. 8\ Miles.

H. Le Vack (Indian, 994 c.c.)

,
D. H. Davidson (Harley, 989 c.c.)

C. F. Temple {Harley, 989 c.c.)

J. Woodhouse (Martin, 996 c.c.)

H. R. Harveyson (Indian, 998 c.c.)

Kaye Don (Zenith-Jap, 986 c.c.)

V. E. Horsman (Norton, 490 c.c.)

F. C. Townshend (Zenith, 988 c.c.)

T. Thompson (Douglas, 499 c.c.)

R. N. Stewart (Trump-Jap, 493 c.c.) ....
W. L. Gard (Norton, 490 c.c)
F. A. Longman (Ariel, 498 c.c.) 2
R. .^yres (Rudge-Muiti, 499 c.c.)

It was disappointing, that thirteen out
of twenty-six entrants failed to turn out
for what should have made a most
exciting race. W. H. Sinnett damajjed
the gear box of his A.B,C on his way to
the post, but tlie absence of the other
dozen is wrapped in mystery. Rain had

fallen since the
first race, bat
the wind and
sun had dried
the track, and
considerable sur-
prise was ex-
pressed by the
crowd at the
frequency with
which some of
the big fellows
w e r e cutting
out. Every time
certain of the
7-9 h.p. twins
went up the
banking round
the hill towards
t h 6 members'
bridge they cut
out their engines

repeatedly. Various explanations were
offered by pseudo experts in the crowd
—there were wet smears on the bank-
ing; the men thought they had been
handicapped too severely ; and so forth.
The real explanation is that it re-

quires considerable grit to hold a 1,000
c.c. machine at approximately 100 m.p.h.
for a flying kilometre, and that the
man does not live wlio can tackle the
task for a whole lap of Brooklands in its

present condition. If a man was funking
(jr trying to hoodwink the handicappers,
he would be more likely to close' his
throttle a trifle than to cut right out.
The back markers were honestly trying to
run through their field, and found they
could not stand the .strain of it.

Single and Big Twin.

After the usual kaleido.scopic business
for the first two laps, during which few
of the public paid any attention to tlie

racer,?, and even the observers with
powerful glasses lost all touch with the
race, Victor Horsman brought his Norton
clean away, and won quite easily from
Jack Woodhouse's jMartm.

It was a fearsome sight to see the latter
finish, for after passing the tape he
seemed to be well oft" his saddle and
riding on his wrists for most of the
remainder of the straight. He says his
machine sits the track well at speed, but
bucks terribly when it is .slowed. Le
Vack had opened out enough to run
right tlii'ough the re.st of the field into
third place. Kaye Don and Harveyson
roared past behind. Kaye Don had a
great afternoon, and someliow manages

A sectlDn of an outer

cover used as a foot grip

on a Motosacoche.

D. H. Davidson (Harley-Davidson)—the first man to attain 100 m.p.h. in this country-

finishing third in the Sidecar and Cycle Car Handicap of 8J miles.

to get a regular stud
,
of different

makes into top notch tune on the same
diiy.

1. V. E. Horsman (Norton) .... 76A m.p.h.
2. J. Woodhouse (Martin) —
3. H. Le Vack (Indian) —

The next event, as previously stated,

saw a small entry of cycle cars compressed
into the sidecar race, instead of being-

given a ra<:e to themselves, as had been
planned. Sidecars were limited to 1,000
c.c. and cycle cars to 1,100 c.c.

SIDECAR AND CYCLE CAR OPEN
HANDICAP. 8i Miles.

Start.

E. B. Ware (Morgan-Jap, 1,088 c.c.) .

.

H. Le Vack (Indian sc, 99S c.c.)

D. H. Davidson (Harley sc, 989 c.c.) .

O. de Lissa (Motosacoche sc, 994 c.c.)

S. E. Longman (Harley sc, 989 c.c.) .

J. A. Masters (Harley sc, 989 c.c.) . .

.

J. A. O'Sullivan (Harley sc, 989 c.c.) ,

H. Jephson (Zenith-Jap sc, 986 c.c.)

.

33
•• 33

54
54
54
54

- - - ..54
W. D. Mtir.'hant (Zenith-Jap sc, 986 c.c.) 54
A. E. Mo. s (G.N. , 1,087 c.c.) 54
V. E. Horsman (Norton sc, 498 c.c.) 1 38
R. Dequin (Zenith sc, 994 c.c.) i 18
E. Longden (Morgan-Jap, 986 c.c.) I 18
H. G. Cookson (Norton sc, 498 c.c.) i 39
E. A. Bridgman (Indian sc, 998 c.c.) ......... 2 12
D. Crawford (Zenith-Jap sc, 654 c.c.) 2 39
F. A. Longman {.\riel sc, 498 c.c.) 3 45

There is an old saying among betting
men that the bigger the race, the bigger
the certainty ; and as the handicapping had
gone seriously astray, the race presented
a remarkably good thing for those in

the know. Tudor Thompson stood down
with some reason, for his 2| h.p. Douglas
was only given 53s. start of Bridgman's
big Indian outfit. Many visitors looked
at the card, and spotted Bridgman as a

good thing, seeing that he bad 2m. 12s.

start of Ware's Morgan, which was
scratch. But seeing that Le Vack's
Indian was only allotted 33s., they de-

cided that Bridgman was riding a slow
touring 'bus, and that grave danger
threatened from an imposing quartette

of Harleys. In the event Bridgman ran
right away, and was probably never ex-

tended. Quite a lot of machines en-

countered trouble early iir the event.

Result :

1. E. A. Bridgman (Indian sc.) . .=i8^ m.p.h.

2. W. D. Marcbant (Zenith sc.) .
—

3. D. H. Davidson (Harley sc.) —
The last motor cycle event was a two-

mile scratch sprint from the railway start

to the short finishing line, and created

more genuine interest among the public

than all the others, for the simple reason

that it was possible to tell what was
happening. The oflScial programme did

its best to cloud these simple conditions

by inserting a column for handicaps and
leaving it blank, and also by appending
to a certain number the wrong man and
the wrong machine. The bookmakers
took a decided view of this race as soon
as the numbers went rip by laying 6 to 4

on Horsman and fours against Kaye Don,
who now appeared on a Norton.

TWO MILE OPEN SPRINT, not exceed-
ing 500 c.c.

Start.

m. s. -,

V. E. Horsman (Norton, 498 c.c) —
.

R. N. Stewart (Trump-Jap, 493 c.c.) — "' '

W. L. Gard (Norton, 490 c.c) ~
P. G. Kennedy (Norton, 490 c.c.) —
T. Thompson (Douglas, 500 cc.l —
O. M. Baldwin (Martin, 496 c.c.) —
Kaye Don (Norton, 496 c.c) —

Close finishes can hardly be hoped for

in long races, when the scratch machines
are capable of travelling nearly fifty

yards per second. Th6 crowd hoped for

a tight struggle, in this two-mile event.

But the riders were plainly stringuig out
at the standing start, and when Horsman
roared round the fork and came thunder-
ing home, he was probably twelve seconds
ahead of Kaye Don, who in turn had
little to fear from Baldwin.

1. V. E. Horsman (Norton) ,

2. Kaye Don (Norton) . . . .

3. O. M. Baldwin (Martin) .

68,} m.p.h.

A FLEET STREET CENSUS.
EVERY year for the past fifteen years

our sister journal Motor Transport
has taken a census of traffic in Fleet

Street. This yerr's figures were given in

last week's issue of that journal, and reveal

that motor cycles are not used so exten-

sively as they might be. Their numbers
were: 5.07%, 7.08%, .89%, .60%, and
.33% respectively for one April day in

1921, 1920, 1914, 1912, and 1907. There
has been a drop of 2% this year, but

the figures for the two post-war years

show that the utilitarian value of

the motor cycle is being recognised.

This vear's figures show that motor
vehicle's were 62.92%.
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MOTOR TAXATION AND PETROL PRICES.
The Minister of Transport approached by the Leading Moloring Organisations.

ADEPUTATIOX organised by the
Motor Legislation Committee, and
representing the Automobile Asso-

fiation and Motor Union, the Society of

Motor Manufacturers and Traders (Agents'
.Section), Motor Trade Association, Scot-
tit^li Motor Trade Association, -Association
of British Motor Manufacturers, British
Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
and Traders' Union, and the Auto Cycle
Uiiion, waited upon Sir Eric Geddes
(Minister of Transport) on Thursday last,

on the subject of taxation and petrol
prices.

The deputation urged a reversion to a
system cjf petrol dutict; as the basis of

motor taxation on the grounds that it

uould restore the principle of payment
proportionate to road use and render the
incidence of payment less irksome than
the present system. Facts aud figures
were presented in order to show that the
new system of taxation has at least con-

tributed materially to the present diffi-

culties of the motor industry. It was
pointed out that, on the basis of the petrol
import figures of this year, a duty of
fourpence or fivepcnce per gallon would
produce the greater part of the revenue
required for road purposes.

Petrol Prices Too High.

In li-gard to tlie price of petrol it wa.i
claimed that the consumer was not get-
ting the benefit of the abolition of the
petrol duties. Prices were much higher
than they should be. The deputation
urged that the question of the price of

petrol cotdd not be disassociated from
that of taxation, and that this aspect of
the problem should be considered seriously
by the Goverinnent.

The Minister's Reply.

In reply to the points raised by the
deputation. Sir Eric Geddes said he

thought it was rather early to make a
change in the system of taxation. The
experience they had had up to the present
had, at any rate, not been long enough
to enable them to reach a really definite
opinion. He was afraid that in regard
to the main question of petrol duties
versus tlio present system of taxation he
was as far from tho deputation as ever.
If it were found, however, that the

present scale of- taxation produced a
larsjer revenue than that shown in the
estimates he hoped it would be possible
to malco reductions ; whether tho scale
could be brought down next year he did
not Iciiow ; however, he hoped something
might be done if the tax brought in an
excess over the estimates.

,

In regard to the price of petrol ho
would consider whether a ccmfercnco
could not be cajlcd with the Board of
Trade with the object of discussing llie

whole subject.

Surrey M.C.C.

Tlio annual relialiility liial for tin:

Heath and Wiltshire Cup was lield on
Saturday over a course of eighty miles
enihracing Dorking, CJuildford, Petworth,
Chirhestci, and Farnhani. The hills in-

cluded Coast Hill (Dorking). Merrow
Dnvvn, Bright Street (Guildford), Charter-
hou.-e Hairpin, Duncton, and Pitfold.
-Miijiit twenty members started in un-
favourable weather, and six com])lcted
tho cour>e without a stop. Subject to

Confirmation by the (cjinniittee, the winner
is 1". P. Veniey (4 Triumiih) with a total

tiiNf-evror of 30s,

Edinbargh and District M.C.

.\t the Edinburgh aud District M.C.
open hill-climb on Bavelaw Hill on Satm-
,day there was an entry of forty-three
individual riders, which it is claimed is

record for a hill-climb in Scotland.
There was a very large crowd of spec-

tators, and the event passed off without
> hitch, Ee.sults :

Cr..\SS 1.—W", Dickman 12', Levi*).
CLASS 2.-W. biikman (2li Levis).
CL.\S.S 3.-W. IL Hunter (2"-i A..LS.).
CI..VSS 4.—J. R. Alexander (2'u Donglas).
CLASS 5.—W. Graham Black (3',i Norton).
rL.\SS 6.— .A. H. Alexander IS'.j Doueliifl.
CLASS 7.—W. Graham Black (3>:. Norton).
I l.ASS 8.-D. S. Alexander (8 Indian).

Neath and Ystalyfera M.C.C.

.S|)eed trials held at ^laigam Park on
SaUnday resulted as follows :

250 c.c. CL.\SS {Novice).— 1, J. Cheshire (2'.'.

M:»s^,v-Arran'.
350 c.c. CLAS.S (Novice),—!, J. Cheshire (2".'.

Mn5*,v..\rran).
750 c.c. CL.\.SS (Noviee).—1, O. Lewis (3''.

Norton): 2. J. Brachi (3'-. Nortonl.
250 t.c. CLA.SS (E-vpert).—1, Jaek Thomas (2'.:.

.Mnj*y-.\rran). *

350 C.C. CL.\S.S (Expert).— 1, C. Sgonina (2"'i
V TUfj).
500 c.c, CLASS (E.vpert),-!, C, Sgonina (3if,

-Norton); 2, A, Lindsav 13'!. Norton).
750 c.c. CLASS (E.Xpert)".—!. A. Lindsay (3''.

Ncrton), 2. C. Sgonina (3' . Norton).
1.000 c.c. CL.4SS (Export).-!. A. Lindsay (S'-.

Nirtonl. 2, C. Sgonina 13'.. Norton).

'

l.'KAMPIONSHIP CLASS (Unlimited).— 1, A,
Linrlaay (3'._. Norton); 2. C. .Sgunina (3'i. Norton).
l'a«te!t time ol the day: -V. Lindsay. 26'5. lor

Uaii a mile.

CLUB NEWS.
Oxford M.C.

On Saturday, tin' Oxf.nd .M.C. held a

successful climb at Kop. In spite of rain

that had fallen during the week, and also

while two of the classes were beinj» run
ofl', the hill was in very good condition.

Fastest motor cycle time of the day was
made by E. J. Cross, on a 7-9 h.p. Indian,
to whom ciedit is due for the way in

which he rode his machino. which was
almost new and was fitted with long
touring bars. His time was 48|s. A. D.
Cruickshank al.^o did well on his sports

Norton, but he was not eligible for the

amateur medal presented by Mr. Tol-

lady, as he had not owned his Norton for

four weeks previous to the c\cnt. N. V.
Young, who was .second 'on his 4 h.p.

Triumph sidecar in the unlimited sidecar

class, has only erne arm, but rode magni-
ficently. Results :

CL.-VSS ! ^an? motor cvcle up to 280 c.c.).-1,
J. W. Tolladay (2',i Vclocette), 58;s,'
CLA,S.S 2 (any motor cvcle up to 350 c,c.).— 1,

J. W. Tolladav (2'', Veloccttc). SSii."
CLASS 3 (anv motor (!vcle up to 600 c.c.).—1,

A. D. Cruifkihank (3'.'. Norton), 53;,s."; 2, J. W.
Tolladav (2Vi Vclocette), S4s.t; 3. M. Pearson (4
Triumpii), 54;s.; 4, L. A. Welch (4',^ B.S..\.),

!m. 5^,s.;

CLASS 4 (anv motor cycle up to !,000 cc).— !,

E. J. Cross 17-9 Indian). 48;s.':; 2, -\. D. Cruick-
shank (3i:, Norton). SO?s.t; 3, E. J. S. Potter
(8 Zenith). 53s.
CLASS 5 (any sidecar up ~to 600 c.c.).—1, M.

Pearson (4 Triumph sc), Ini. !7s.''; 2. N. V.
Young (4 Triumph sc), !m. 20is.t; 3, L. A.
\Ve)ch r4t:i B.S.A. 6C.).lm. 34.:s.:

CL.\SS 6 {sidecars, unlimited).- 1, J. G. -\very
(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), Im. !?s."; 2. N. V.
Voune (4 Triumiih sc), !m. 75.t; 3, L. Avery
(7-9 Harley-Davidson), Im. 9jS.I

-Awards : "Fastest in c)ass. c)ub silver medal

;

Jfastest amateur, silver medal; t bronze medal.

North-west London M.C.C.
Kn "optional route" trial held oii

Saturday, was somewhat of a novelty in

the fact that five checks were selected in

vei-y hilly country in Surrey, strange to

the competitoi's who.se haunts lie more
north of London. No route was laid

down, but the schedule of 20 m.p.h. was
taken over the shortest road marked on
the ordnance map. Out of a large entry
comprising cars, cycle cars, and motor
cycles onlv, eiglit finished the course

within thirty minntcs of schedule The
route was officially fifty-four miles, and
a.s one coinpetitor'.s speedometer regis-
tered jimety odd miles some idea of the
ditficullies may be imagined. Motor
cyclLsts gamed over the cars on account
<)t speed, acceleration, and handiness,
liesnlts :

^

->^;n''-,P-.?""5w»y (6 Zenith), tola) error yAm.;
ni M- ^-J^''^''^^'^^ Dt'Uglas), 141-11,1,; 5, wf E.

1 K^A^. '\-^-^-
^J,-''

""'"•; 6. IL I). Cuddelord
lb A,J.S.), 43m. (Cars were 3rd and 4th).

Luton and South Beds A.C.
Over a distaiico of 800 vards with a

maximum gradient of 1 in f, a hill-clinro
was lield on Saturday on a private track
in Haynes Park, lent by -Mr. Sanderson.
Heavy storms on an aspluilted surface
caused some bad times through belt slip.
J. Hill (3^ Pvudge) broke his piston in a
solo class, but after fitting a new one
won two sidecar classes. The special prize
for fastest time was won bv B. Wood
(3i- Norton) at a speed of 59.71 m.p.h.
Provisional results :

275 r.c. CLASS.—!, O. S. Davison f2iri Levis)
35Js.; 2. G. Dunham (2'/, Veloccttc). 38<s.: 3 I''

Biggs (2>,i New Hudson), 47.'3.

350 c.c. CLASS.—1. G. Dunham (2','i Vclocette)
38!s.; 2, G, Davison (2',.i Levis), 40?s.; 3, !•". Waters
<2'''i Dougias), 4!is,

I 550 c.c. CLASS.—!, B. Wood {3l<. Norton),
27;s.; 2, C. Smith (3i,i Norlon), 295.; 3, C. Davison
(211. Levis), 35s.
750 c.c. CLASS.— 1, B. Wood (3'/. Norton),

28is.; 2, C. .Smith (3'/. Norton), 29?s.;'3, A. Sad-
dincton (5-6 .lames), 30s,
ANY CAPACITY (Eorraula).—1, G. Dunham

(2l/i Vciocotle); 2, B, Wood (3'/. Norton); 3, C.
Smith C3'.:. Norton).
LADIES' CLASS.—Miss D. Burley (2"', Douglas),

W.O.
SIDECAItS (550 c.c, on Time),-J. C. Hill (3'/.

Rudge fc), 46s.
SIDEC.\HS (Unlimited, on Formula).-!. J. Hill

(3i/i Rudge sc); 2, A. Sims (7-9 Harley-Davidson
sc).
„CyC'LE CARS (l.!00 c.c,).-!, Godlrev (G,N.),

^".•V^-„'*'-
*'""^'' (CJ-N.). 35s.; F. Chiid (Morgan)

and E, Buxlon (Morgam, 46s., tied for third place

Hastings M.C.C.
At a recent speed-judging contest, tho

best three perfo)mances were made by
D. H. Mastin (3i,- Norton sc). who lost

18 points out of 100: L. Gladish (7-9

Indian .sc), who lost 32; and M. Gold-
smith (3^ Zenith), who hist 44^.

C2I
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Club News.

—

West Kent M.C.

In conjunction with the Maidstone

'

M.C.C., the club held an inter-chib hill-

climb on the 1st inst., when the previous

fastest time (.26s.) was beaten by several

competitors. Results :

350 C.C.—1, G. Williams {i'X Douglas), 32!s.;

A. Jessop |2% TJew Imperial) and T. Ling (2->i

Douglas) tied Jor second place. 32ts.

500 c.c.-l, G. Maund (3 A.B.C.), 215s.; 2, A.

G. Williams (3V- Norton), 24?s.

600- CO.—1, G. Maund (3 A.B.C.), 22is.; 2, L.

-A. Maund f3Vi Scott Squirrel), 255s.

UNLOnTED.— 1, G. Maund (3 A.B.C.) 21is.;

2. J. Tweedie 17-9 Harley-Davidson), 25s.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

Full results of the recent hill-climb at

Beoley, which attracted over one hundred

entries, have now been announced :

TIME CLASSES.
F.iSTEST TI3IE or THE D.iY.—W. E. Smith <3V2

Norton). „., ^^
350' c.c. SOLO Cl.iss.—1, D. Prentice (2-;4 New

Imperial; 2. B. Kershaw (a'i Verus); 3, G. Povey
(21/4 ;Velocette). . , ,„,
600 c.c. SOLO CiASS,— 1. W. E. Smith (3lA

Norton); 2, G. Baragwanath (3i!. .Sunbeam); 5,

G. Smith (3'A Matchless).
XTnldjited SOLO CLiSS.~l, W. E. Smith (3Vj

Worton); 2, G. Baragwanath (31,4 Sunbeam); 3,

G. Smith (3V> Matchless).
.

750 c.c P.\SSENGER Cl.\ss.~1, W. E; Smith
(311. .Norton); 2, G. Smith (SiA Matchless); 3, G.

Bafagwanath (3i/> Sunbeam).
Unlimited P.iSSENGER Cl.iss.—1, W. E. Smith

. (31^ Norton); 2, G. Smith (3V2 Matchless); 3, G.
Baragwanath (31/2 Sunbeam).

FORMULA CLASSES.
350 c c. Solo Class.— 1. B. Kershaw {2^^

Verus) 2 C. Dyke (ZVi New Dnperial); S. Horton

(2'jl New Imperial) and U. Prentice (2^,4 New
Imperial) tied lor third place.

600 c.c. Solo Class.-I, W. E. Smith (SV™

Norton); 2, H. Spencer (21/1 Enfleld); 3, C. Dyke
(21,4 New Imperial).
Unlijuted solo Class.—1, W. E. Smith <3i4

Norton); 2, B. Kershaw (2i4 Verus); G. Barag-
wanath (3'/= Sunbeam) and D. Prentice (2.;4 New
Imperial) tied for third place.

750 c.c. Passengeh Class.—1, W, E. Smith
(31,;. Norton); 2, E. Keay (S1/2 B.S.A.); 3, T.

Weaver (5-6 Verus).
Unlimited Passenger Cl.ass.—1, W. E. Smith

(3i,(. Norton); 2, G. Baragvanath (3V2 Sunbeam):
3, \V. J. Green (6-7 B.S.A.).

Warrington M.C.

A very successful hill-elimb at Dares-

bury, near Warrington, resulted as

follows ;

CLA.SS lA (350 c.c). Expert.— 1, H. B. Jack-

son <2;;4 A.J.S.), 28s.; 2, .S. Eastwood (2(4 Royal
Huby), 2eSs.
CLASS 2a (500 c.c). Expert.—1, T. Simister

(31;.', Norton), 21Ss.; 2, V, Horsman (3l,i Norton),

22Ss.; 3, B. Caldwell (3i/> Norton), 22|s.

CLASS 3a ,(600 ce.). Expert.—1, T. Simister
(31/, Norton), 22§s. ; 2, B. Caldwell <3i/i Norton),

23s:; 3, N. C. Sclater (3V' Norton), 24s.

CLASS 4a (Unlimited c.c). Expert.—1, T.

Simister (3i,!. Norton), 215s.; 2, S. A. Marks (7-9

Indian), 22s.; B. Caldwell (3i/. Norton), 22|s.

CLASS 5a (750 cc. Sidecar). Expert.— 1, T.
Simister (31/, Norton sc), 24|s.; 2, V. Horsman
(31/i Norton sc.), 2b%i.; 3, B. Caldwell (31/, Norton
sc.)T 28s.
CLASS 6a (Unlimited c.c. Sidecar). Expert.—

\. T. Simister (3i,(, Norton sc). 24|s.; 2, V.
Horsman (3i/, Norton sc), 26s.; 3, J. B. Terras
(6 Bradbury sc), 28s.
FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY (Kxpert

Classes).—T. Simister (3y. Norton) 21 is.

CLASS Id (350 c.c.) Expert Barred.— 1, A.C.
Wallington (2^4 A..J.S.). 274s.; 2, H. B. .Jackson
(2''4 A.J.S.), 2Sis.; 3, S. Eastwood (2% Royal
Ruby), 284s.
CLASS 2b (500 cc). Expert Barred.— 1, N.

C. Sclater (31/., Norton), 22^s.; 2, J. Caldwell (3%
Norton), 24;s. ; 3, A. C. Wallington (2^4 A.J.S.),
26s.
CLASS 3b (600 cc). Expert Barred.-l, N. C.

Sclater (3i,i Norton). 23is.; J. Caldwell (31/,

Norton), 25s.; 3, A, C. Wallington (2% A.J.S.),
26|s.
CLASS 4n (Unlimited c.c). Expert Barred.—

1, N. C. Sclater (3i/, Norton), 22Ss.; 2". W. S.
Basinett (6 Royal Enfield), 244s.; 3, J. Caldwell
(3% Sorton), 245s.
CLASS 5b (750 c.c Sidecar). Expert Barred.

—1, A. J. Bailey (4 Norton sc), 28|s. ; 2, J. B.
Terras (6 Bradbury sc), 29s.; 3, H. A, Bleckly
(6 Bradbury sc), 29^s.
CLASS 6b (Unlimited c.c. Sidecar). - Expert

Barred.—1, J, M, Bullough (8 Dot sc), 27s.; 2,

J. B. Terras (6 Bradbury sc), 28ss.; 3, H. A.
Bleckly (6 Bradbury sc),; 29£s.
FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY (Expert Classes

Barred).—N. C. Sclater (3ii Norton), 22Js.

C22

"^aak-ettd (Tlub £v(ints.

lilan n.—Lntoii and South Beds. A.C. Club Run
to Uigglcsityide.

Man U.—Herts. M.C. and L.C.O. Club Run to

Bldgicswade,
May l^.—Ccntral London M.C.C. Club Run to

jiitihimte.

Man J/,.—Sheffield M.C.C. Club Bun to StTatjorO-
on-Avon.

May U.—Bxetcr M.C. and 3.C.C. Inter-club Trial.

May l/,.—West Birminoham M.C.C. Club Run to
Llanjyllin.

May U.—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Inter-club Trial to Land's End.

May 11,.—West Kent M.C. Hill-climb.
May U.—lrii M.C.C. fWolverliarfiptonJ. Club Run

to Buihlwas Abbey.
May I'l.—Vcwsbury and JJistrict M.C.C. Picnic.

Mail 11,.—Kidderminster M.C.C. Speed Judging
Trial.

May 1/,.
—Bcru-ick eind District M.C. Club Run to
observe L.E. Trial.

May ]',-16.--Nwth London M.C.C. We^Tc-end at
Sonnin{j-on-Thames.

May U-V.—Birmingham M.C.C. Trials ior Lycett
Trophy and Sangster Cup.

May li-17.—Bristol M.C.C. W^ick-cnd Trial to
Ncicqitay.

May lt,-17.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.
Week-end Tcur in Scotland.

May 15.—Rochester, Chatham, and Distiict M.C.
and L.C.C. Club Run to Margate.

May 15.--JSury and District M.C. Competition.
May 1.5.—Bin-ton and District M.C.C. Club R3in.
May 15.—Barrow and District M.C. Speed-judgtng

Contest.
May 15.—Northern M.C. Club __ Run to v'ieto

London-Edinburgh Run.
May 15.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Penalty

Run.
May IS.—Holwood M.C.C. Club Run to Worthing.
May 15.—Portsmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run to Bournemouth.
May 15.— Woolwich, Plurnstcad, and District M.C.

Club Run to Doncastcr. _ . ...
May 1.5-16.—Liverpool M.C. Social" Runs, etc.

May 16.—Doncaster and District M.C.C. Reliability
Trial. . ' .

May 16.—!forth West London M.C.C. Club Run
to BrooMands.

May 16.—Herts. M.C. and L.C.C. Papercluise.
May IS.—Carnioi-then and District M:C.G. Welsh

Speed Championship on Pendine Sands.
?lay 16.—Bournemouth and District M.C. and

L.C.C. Hill-aimb.
May 16.—N.E.A.A. One Day Trial.
May 1$.—Brighton and Hove M.C.C, Club Run

to Henfield and Gymkhana.
May 16.—Worcester and District M.C.C. Three

Miles Sols Handicap Race.
May 17.—Blaina and District M.C.C. Rcliabiliti/

Trial.
Man 17.—Oxford M.C. Cvmhhana.
May. 18.—Burton and District M.C.C, Club Run

to Su^arkestone.
May IS.—Rcigale, Rcdhill, and District M.C.C.

Hm-climb.
Matt 18.—York and District M.C. Social Run and

" OU Crock " Hill-dimi.
Mny 19.—Canterbury and District M.C.C. Hill-

climb.
May 19.—North \Vales M.C.C. Speed Guessing

Competition.
May ^1.—Dewsbury and District M.C.C. Picnic.

Bath and West of England M.C.

Awards in the hill-climb held on

Kingsdown were as follows :

750 cc CLASS,-L. C. Bird (234 Douglas), 40s.,

silver medal.
500 c.c CLASS.—H. Thorpe (31/2 Douglas), 28.4=

,

gold medal; V. Anstlce (3 A.B.C), 35.4s., silver

medal; G. H. Tucker (31/2 Norton), 32.8s., bronze
medal.
750 c.c CLASS.—H. Thorpe (31/2 Douglas),

23.8s:, gold medal; I. Gunning (4 Nortop), 36.6s.,

silver medal; G. H. Tucker (31/2 Norton), 32s.,

bronze medal.
1,000 c.c. CLASS.—A. King Smith (7-9 Harley.

Davidson), 31.4s., silver medal; P. Butcher 17-9

Harley-Davidson). 35.8s., bronze medal.
UNLIMITED PASSENGER MACHLNES.—

L

Gunning (4 Norton sc), 46.8s.. silver medal; C.

Rankin (9 Morgan), 44.4s., bronze medal.
Fastest time oi the day: H. Thorpe (51/2

Douglas), 28.48.

Bridgnorth and District M.C.C.

Held at Copthorne Hill, the recent

admirably organised climb resulted as

follows :

CLASS 1 (Solo up to 250 c.c.).— 1, -Miss G.
Pickering (2% Velocette). 71i/.s.; 2, -Mr. A.
WiUiams (21/2 Ixion),-78s.
CLASS 2 (Solo up to 350 <;.c).— 1, N. Goortacre

(234 A.J.S.), 52i,;,s.; 2, T. Rochelle (2")4 Diamond;,
57s.

"
. ,

CiASS 3. (Solo .up to 500 c.c.).—-1, E. CoUarcl
(31/2 Rover), 35s.; 2, S. K. Ridley (31,'.. Norton

i,

41s,
CLASS .4 (Solo .up to 750 cc)..—1, F. Collars

(3V2 Rover), 36s.; 2, S. K. Ridley (3ii, Norton),
401AS.
CLASS 5 (Solo up to 1,000 c.c.).—*!, A. Wood

(S I-uyi, 33s.; 2, F. Collard (3y2 Rover), 37s.
Fastest time of the day.
CLASS 6 (Open Event, Unlimited).-1, A.

Bennett (3J/i Sunbeam), 34V2S.; 2, F. Collard (3i.i

Rover), 35s.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

Perfect ^y^atller and a large entry were
enjoyed by the club on the occasion of the

hill-climb on Battisford Hill. Results ::

CLASS J (X,000 CO. Sidecars).—!, D. Goiiell
(5 New Imperial sc), 19?s.; 2. T. Wilkin (4
Norton sc), 23s.; 3, E. T. Eniott (4 In.lian
Scout sc), 24s.
CLASS H (750 c.c. .Sidecars).-.!, E. T. Elliott

(4 Indian Scout sc), 244s.; 2, T. Wilkin (4
Norton sc), 29|s.
CLASS B (350 c.c. Solo).—1, D. Potter (2.''

Douglas), 25s.; 2, H. Keer (234 Douglas), 263.
CLASS G <600 cc Sidecai-s).- 1, R. Fenn (T.T.

Trinmph so.), 23|s.; 2, E. T. Elliott (4 Indian
sc), 233s.
CLASS C (600 c.c Solo).—1, R. Fenn (T.T.

Triumph), 16s.; 2, E. T. Elliott (4 Indian Scout),
17s.: 3, B. Hatcher (4 Triumph), 185s.
CLASS D (750 c.c. Solo).—'1, R. Fenn (T.T.

Trinmph), 15s.; 2, T. Wilkin (4 Norton), 15Is.
CLASS E (1,000 c.c. .Solo).— 1, R. Fenn (T.T.

Triumph), 15|s. ; 2, E. T. Elliott (4 Indian), 16s.
*Fastest time of the day.

ON THE WAY TO HOLYHEAD.
An A.J.S. rider checking at Dyffryn Castell during the Ealing club's recent trial from London

through the most mountainous part of Wales.
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I*ry brother Ib rid-
inn a 1910 sj Ii.d

iJoiiRlaa, to which
he hag latdy fitted

asetofFLEXEKAS
The imiiroveinetit
ill the running oE
the machine h
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bhe will start in bar
own leoeth in top
cear and cnn ba
throttled down to
(ix or Beven mllei
jier Jiotir. still on
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theoiiietnessof tli3
eiitlfe valve mech
nnism. I cnclosa
in -postnl order for
( .let of FLEXEKAS
(or my own
iiiacliine

''

An airtight
flexible spring
casing enclos-
ing the valve
stem and filled

with special
heat-proof
graphite paste

2/6
EACH.

A n otable
ad V a n c e In
engine design
wliich sliould

be fitted to all

motor c y c les
old and new

ECONOMY, EASY STARTING & SLOW RUNNING
l^revents your valve guides wearing, stsps air leaks absoJuteh-.
and permanently quietens valve clatter, and enables you ty

obtain perfect carburation in each cylinder.
No packing used. Nothing towearout. Refill with*' Flexekas*' Paste
(carton is, 6d,) when you overhaul—this is all theatteatioa necessary.

State make and year of machine,
Oblainftblo tlironRh GaraRes or direct from the Patentee and Solo Uanufoctiircr

—

CLIFFORD PRE8SLAND, A.M.I. E.E., Engineer, Hanipton-on-Thame$

For Young Men and
Those who Feel Young

YOU know what it means to "fee! at home" m your

clothes don't you? You feel it the instant you shp

into a"StyieCratt"jacl:et. Besides the actual measure-

ments there is something about the "StyleCraft cut

that captures comfort. That and their value-for-

money are what make " Stj'ieCraft " garments so

popular for free-and-easy wear in town and for leisure

hours, sports wear, and holidays.

If any "StyleCraft" garment fails to give satisfaction we will

replace it free through your dealer,

PRICES : A/t/vj Sport! Cootj .,. SO/- Id 90,'.

Men'i Cfey Flannel
Trouitr, 2i;-/o52/6

Men's While Flannel
Trouiers 2I/-(o50/.

"STYLECRAFT JUNIOR"
Spalii Coals 35/- (o 80/-
Shotls, prey and while 7l&toZOI-
Gfey Flannel Suits

(Blazer and Shorts) 37/6/0 90/-

"StylcCr.iff aiJcnt in every town with
a population o( 3,000 orovcr. In caseol
difficulty write to Sole Manufacturers :

STYLECRAFT LIIVIITED

STYLECRAFT WORKS
CONWAY ROAD
LEEDS

Ml. Jamtfi U

^ 3 h.p. BRITISH RADIAL Motor Cycle
NO VIBRATION. A PLEASURE TO RIDE. PERFECT COMFORT.

Not an experiment, but a thoroughly tested and proved out machine.
Advance in Motor Cycle enfiineerinii practice (w^ "The Motor Cycle," sUi Feb., 19201

Smooth
Running.

Ease of

Starting.

Reliability.

Quick

Acceleration.

Ample
Power.

'f Simplicity.

PR IP'T? QZ PTTIXTTTAft /'''^^\ Reduced from 105 Guineas, no further
*^ **^*^-'*-' ''•-' VI»JlJ.^Xl.i4.C5 ^30/-/ reductions possible this season.

SPECIAl- FEATURES : Perfect balance of reciprocating parts, 3 cylinders set at 120*, great ease of starting, quick acceleration, ilmplicity )n

design, perfect cooling by vancd flywheel and cowl, detachable cylinder heads, enclosed valves, aluminium pistoQ of slipper -ype, no
stagger in con-rods or cylinder, no loss of power in long hill climb.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION : 3-cylinder, 4-stroke, British Radial engine, Sturmey-Archer 2-speed gear box, kick-slarter and clutch, Seospray
carburetter, Chater-Lea spring fork, ad'xaK wheels, Dunlop studded tyres, 2 band brakes acting on rear wheel, petrol coQ"umption
90 m,p,g., speed of standard machine 48 m.p.h,, all black finish, six months* guarantee. :

- TO AGENTS : A FEW AGENCIES STILL OPEN—INQUIRS NOW
IllustmlCii Calato^ie and inquiries on application io:

THE BRITISH RADIAL ENGINE CO., 429b, KingsRd.,Chelsea,LondonS.W.10.
(Proprietor : J. E. MANES, A.C.G.I.) Telepljone Kensincon fii-

In (iitsiccring thrse ndvertisements it is ilcfiroble to menlinn ''The Motor C'l/eh." C25
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4 H. P. MODEL PRICE £100
(Fitted with " Blackbume " Engine).

AS SUPPLIED TO

H.M. THE KING OF BELGIUM
The above model was supplied through our Agents, Messrs. INGELS & WARNES, BRUXELLES,
who inform us that " His Majesty is satisfied in every way with the machine, and has purchased

it for his own use."

"The Machine for the Discerning Rider."

and

The Best Value in the World.
3| h.p. Two-stroke

(Precision Engine)

PRICE

£80
Manufact . rers

ROBERTS & HIBBS
Bank St., Works - DROYLSDEN

MANCHESTER.
London Showrooms and Export Department: HOLROYD MOTORS, 6, Warwick St, Regent St , London, W,l.

2| h.p. Sport Model
(Blackbume Engine)

PRICE

£87

Mom>c
f'o. 502 Sidecar Model, Price 9/ -

No. 51 3 Rear Lamp Model, „ 7/6
Of Agents everywhere — or direct
Two new MOTEX lines of astounding value
Made heavy gauge brass, superbly finished blacl
and nickel.

No. 502 has bracket with universal movement fo
fixing in suitable position on Sidecar chassis
No. 513 fits on Back Carrier and is adjusUbl-

to any angle.

When used with the
aiOTEX Bear Lamp this
Generator has a buruing
rapacity of 7 hours at
one char^'e.

\Vitli these Genemtors
lie sure and lit the
mOTEX Side<.-ar Lamp
iiud MOTEX Hear Lamp.

STANLEY & HILL
Ltd., Buckingham

^^^ St-jBIRMlNGHAiVl

The "Right Oils" Prevent
Many Motoring Troubles.

The "right oils," rightly used, will practically eliminate the

formation of carbon deposits—the cause of pre-ignition.

The " right oils," judiciously used, prevent premature

depreciation of the engine and other working parts.

B.M.T. Oils are the " right oils
"—right because they are

the outcome of many years' experience and exhaustive

study of lubricating problems.

Obtainable through all Motor Dealers, in five grades to cover the whole

range of automobile lubrication.

Send for the B.M.T. Booklet and Price List, it will show you the

right grade of oil to use for your motor cycle.

SHALER VULCANIZERS
Compare the price—the results are incomparable,

A. E. NEWTON, Ltd., 50, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I
ALBERT E. NEWTON, Manafing Director <27 years with the Vacuum Oil Co.)

Te'egrams :
" Anewtoyle. London."

^

Telephone : Gerrard 8800

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
St. Ja?ii€s'3 3

C26 in answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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To offer equal facilities to country clients in the selection
and purchase of Motor Cycle Accessories we have organisei
a special Mail Department for this purpose, and all orders
received will be executed "^ost Free- Goods will only be
despatched againsi remittance, but on the clear understand-
ing that such remittance is returnable if our client does not
approve of goods despatched. In this manner counlrj-
orders will receive equal attention with cash purchases a'

our showrooms. This service is at your disposal
lor Motor Cycle Accessories of ever/ descrip-
tion, and remember that orders arc mailed
at once.

Supplied completely wired up, as

illQstrated, and guaranteed to'Bt an^
solo machine.

'C0MP4CTA-
ELECTRIC

LIGHTING SET.

>o!d [Coiu't^'^ioiin^'.rc-i tor EuHaii —
GODFREY S LTD.

fhe Accumulator carrying case and
handlebar brackets are manufactured
from the finest pressed steel, and the

set is impervious to road shocks.

m

Wflle tor lllustraleil Foliier ot Ihe

Complete Godtrcy Lighling Set

Electric
Lamp.

Black
Finish.

Sidecar
Bayonet
Holder.

SPECIAL < K /_
PRICE 10/ ~

Lucas Bulb 27,6 and;i4/G
Clayrite Bulb .. 27/- and 17,6
Klaxon Mechanical 3C/-

IN IAN

Sparking Plugs.

Lodge Standard 5/-

Lodge 2-stroke 5i-

Lodge Racing 8/5

K.L.G., G.2

Apollo 5;-

Masler 3 -

Dick Spanners.
Large, 6in.

Medium, 4in.

9/10
5/7

Baby, 3in 4/4

ran-Sad Pillion Seat
ran-Sad Back Rect . .

fan-Sad Foot Rest . .

A.K. Knee Grips 12/6
John Bull Grips 6/9
Chain Punch, Ain S/-
Chain Punch. ;in 6/-
Dumbell spanners. , 4 '6 and 3/6
Patchquick and Chemico

Outjits 3 /-

Belt Punches 3/9
Belt Fasteners 1/6
Blusmel Pumps, l3in. and

I5in *
. . . 8/10 and 8 /o

Lucas Force Feed Oil Can; 7/9

M
m GODFREY'S LTD.,^^ 208, Gt, Portland St., LONDON, W.l.

SCOTT

SeRVICE

\ ':

HliODe—1300 Langham

^jii|;i!i|||i!g!||!jl||!||jm i!i!i!i!i!
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A.C.U. ONE DAY TRIAL.
The P.V.

with its incomparable Spring Frame obtained
A FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE,

THE ONLY DESIGN WITH OVER TEN YEARS'

ROAD USE BEHIND IT.

Price* from

:

Two-s,roke, £75 L.dys. £8 1 ?m'l°!i^£80Two speed, Two-speed,

MOTOR 0|LS
HIGH GRADE

AND
UNEXCELLED
FOR CYCLES.

John S. Morris & Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchester

FINAI. CL.EARANCE SAL.E
We are determined to clear the whole of our stock,
and are making Reductions of from 25 to 75% off
usual list prices FOR FOUR WEEKS ONLY.

MOTOR
fc . u^.

CYCLE ^^i^S^^^CJ^^
HOUSES i

" IBMII''
jjl
M

FROM —
[in

£7 15 ^5BB— 1^1 ^^il

MOTOR
CAR

HOUSES
FROM

£10 2 6
Every Articleis New, Perfect, and Complete as list.

Send for F.S. Catalogue No. 85, Post Free.

T RATH Rt CCi ITH i^- savoy street,
1. ut\in OL \,\J., LilU., LONDON, W.C.2.

OUR NEW SHOWROOMS ARE NOW OPEN

The
Stylish

DROP A P.O. FOR PATTERNS AND ORDER YOUR
SPORTS COAT DIRECT FROM MAKERS.

O^mont
hv SPORTS COATy
Made to measure from 25/-

Tailored on einartcst fashion lines, and
sold with money hack gnarftntee.

Send no money—Patt'>rns FBEB.
: P.C. lir nu* patierne tut wajnont •

: Sp3FiBCoat Suit fro.n .. .. 50/-:

I Lounge Suits from 63/-

•

: huper-Ralncoats from .. .. 36/-:
• iLa<tiei' or uenta ') !

'^vercoatB Tom SB/-;
: Ladies' Wrap Coats 39/11

:

; Ladiea* Skir-s 12/6-
: Ladles' CoBtumes 83/.:
: Ladies* Pleat d Skirts :

• iNavyElne t Creain !-"erRe',from 28/-;
: Booklet n?id iiieTsnrPiTient form. ;

Kamont Ltd. CUept. 14/, Finsbury
Pavtment House. London. E.C.2.

BRITINDL
TheTrouble Saver

Hvery motor cyclist sliould include a

'Britinor' Soldering Outfit in his Tool Kit.

It is the most efficient and pract4earsolderioj;

outfit on the market. There is no mess or

bother with flux or resin, "Britinol" is solder

and flux combined in paste form, ensuring a

clean, workmanlike job in a few moments.
Used in the leading engineering workshops,
and acknowledged to be the only soldering

medium for high grade work. All accessory

dealers should write for Trade Terms of this

quick seller.

Price 3/6, or sample set post paid in he

United Kingdom (or lOj-.

Bl-IVIETA^S, L.TD.,
S7, LANT STREET, BORO', S.E.I

IN MOTOR CYCLES
NEW & SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Sunbeam, Indian, Martinsyde, Rover, B.S.A.,
Rudge, Royal-Enfield, Royal Ruby, Levis.
Connaught, Cedos, Sun, Villiers, Clyno, A.B.C
^end j(S' your enquiries:—

BRAID BROS.,
mjDLAND GARAGE AND REPAIR WORKS,

, COLWYN BAY, N.W.'Grams ;

"idland"
'Phone

:

TOS

TRANSFERS
D D

for MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECARS. & SCOOT& RS

Also LINING for above in

various widths and colourings.

Registration Letters & Numbers in White, etc.

SPECIAL NOTE—We cannot supply Manulacturcis' o-dm Iransler^

to individual motor cyclists.

Particulars and Prices upon application :

THE BRITISH TRANSFER PRINTING CO.. LTD.
(Proprietors; Iliffc & Sons Ltd.)

Works: QUINTON ROAD, COVENTRY.
r-| London:>20, TudorSt., E.C.4. Manchester: 199, Deansgate. Q

030 hi aiisivcriiig these acl.vertisem€nt.^ it is desirabh to mention "The Motor C'l/ch.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

-First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

tional jword. Paragraphs of under 8 words

charged double rate. Each paragraph is

larged separately. Name and address must

i counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

lecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

: quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

Ivertisements should be made payable

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

easury Notes, being untraceable if lost

ansit, should not be sent as remittances -

All advertisd-Tients m this section should be

icompaniei with remittance, and be addressed

the ofdces of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor

reet, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Bventry. To ensure insertion letters should

5 posted in time to reach the offices of " The
otor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

orning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should

lote the number which is printed at the end of

ich advertisement, anl the date of the issue

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible tor clerical

printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the conveiiieDCe of advertisers, letters loay be

dressed to nuraljers at " Tbe Motor C>xle" Office,

hen this is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray tbe cost of

gistration and to cover postage on replies must be added

'the advertisement charge, which must include the

)rds Boxooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
II appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

dressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

C.4. RepUes to Box Number advertisements cotttatning

mitta'tces should be sent by registered post, but in alt such

Stfs i( js advisable to make use ol the Deposit System.

In the case ol motor cycles offered (or sale under a box

imber, as It is unusual for these to be sold without first

In; inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

cllilale business by embodying In their advertisements

me mention of the district Id which Ihe machine

fered may be seen and tried.

3K- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Person; who hesitate to send niooey to unknown persons

ay deal in perfect safety by availing tliemselves of our
eposit Syitera. If tbe money be deposited with "ihe
otor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

Kxis 13 three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

Dount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
rriage one way. For all transactions up to £io, a

;p05it fee of i /- is charged: on transactions over £io
id under £50, the fee is 2/6; over £50 and under £75. 5/-".

'er £75 and under C^oo, 7/6: and on all transactions

/er £too, 4 %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

), Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
ders should be made payable to Ilifte & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
dication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself 01

le Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
sirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

iswer to their enquiries are requested to re;;ard tbe
lencd as ao iDdlcatioa that the goods advertised have
ready been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so

any enquiries that It is quite Impossible to reply to

tcb one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

B.C.. nev.', recently from works, fully guarantee!,
nipntv of spares.—Frank Whitworth. 139. Nfw
Birmingham. [X2888

A .B.C., 1920, hnind new; esrhanKO for pnod se'-"ii'l-
*- li:iufl. 61 M] beat ofier over £105.—Williams. Pnrr-
nd St.. Chelt^nbhm. [X2037
4 -B.C., 700 miles, dynamo lighting, electric horu,
^ speeduine'ter; etc.; cash bargain, £115.—Collier-
lotones, Horton St., Halifax.

.
[7526

;

Q21 A.B.C., biand new, makers" guarantee; .£105.
-*' or with A.B.C. sidecar £137.—Edwards. 50.
Paningtoo Rd., South Kensington, S.W.7. [8415

imPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Whitsun Holidays,

tiie issue of "Tlie IVIotor Cycle'
for May 19th must be closed
for press earlier than usual,
insertion of Miscellaneous Adver-
tisements in that issue can only
be guaranteed if in our hands by
first post. Thursday, May 12th.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A.B,C., 1920 (Ncvomber). speedometer, horn, Lucas
lamps, small mileage, very last, perfect; bargain,

39 gns.—Bon<I, Sutton Bcnger, Cliippenham. t8140

A.B.C., 1920 uiotlel, only run few miles, perfect con-
dition througliout. complete with Lucas lamps,

etc., tax paid; £95.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham. [7542

A.B.C. 3b. p. 1920 Motlel. in first-class order, small
milcnBe; £90.—Xewuham Motor Co.. 223, Hiiin-

mersuiith Ed., W.6. 'Plione: Hammersmith 80. [7517

A.B.C.. delivered .Tuly. 1920. as new, only done 1,300
miles, including accessories, tax and insurance

policv: £100.— Dodson. 3, Akenside Rd., llampstead.
N.\v:3. [059;;

1 Q20 A.B.C. Combination, lamps, horn, spore. T.T.
--*' ttars, Houder.-on Bl sidecar, splendid condition,

fax paid; £130. or liest offer.—James, H.M.S. Worivick.
Devonport. [7221

A.B.C., 31i.p., 1920 (Xov.l, Lucas dynamo lighting.

Cowey horn, insured £150 (U months un-

expired), mileage 700. condition iwrfect, licence paid;

sell £125, or part exchange Morgan.—A.G., Hillside,

Fitzroy I'ark, .N.6. 17382

3h.r. A. B.C. Motor Cyele, late 1920 model, coiuplefo

drmimo liKliting. horu. etc., perfect condition,

tvres as new. with spines nud epare trrcs, specially

I'icked engine for competitious and reliability ;
real bar-

uiTin. fllO. or neatest olter: first clicque .secures; iiny

triiil liv iippointmcut.-A. l-'airlcy. 60, St. Albim s ltd..

Kdinbnrgh. ['575

A.C.E.

CE Motor Cvch's. official Midland agents.-
k- D;pot. 31. Colmore Row. Birmingham.

Colmore
[X2780

A.J.S.

ULIANS ol Reading have 1921 A.J.S.JULIANS ol Reading have 1921 A.J.S. in stock.
0532

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 A.J.S. in stock; £215.
[0549

1 Q21- A.J.S. Outfit in stock, list price.-Cross, Aceut.
i-V Botberhnin. [i.2853

PTCKERIXG, Shrewsbury.—A.J.S., new and swond-
hand; exchanges. [B061

I J .S. 1921 Models.-Early deliveries at Merrick's

.TL Stores. 174. Listerhills Rd., Bradford. [4557

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd.. of Birm.ingbarn have

1921 A.J.S. ready for immediate deliverj-, [X2889

D-VV GUV. Wevmouth.—A.J.S. agent lor Dorset:

earliest deliveries new 25jh.p.; provisional price

£100.. . C°5=^

A.J.S. Combination, 4h.p.. 3-speed. splendid condition;

95 gns.; any trial.-4, The Square. Car.-hnUon

murrey. '

TCk20 A.J.S., Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer.

19 Sterling shields; £178.-Mathews, 47, Maple

Rd., Bournville. i-^^"'

D\V GUY, Weymoutb.-A.J.S. 6h.p. combination.

1917 recently re-enamelled, splendid condition

Toughoui: £120. W55<S

-irkl4 AJS 2.^jh.p., 2-speed. H.C.. horn, lamps.

19 pillion seat. uiliceusM: £50; barga.n.-S. Johnson

Tile Hill. Coventry.
[i.iui3

-a Q20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, new condition, spare

19 wheel, lamps, horn tools, Tan-Sad; £180.--W E.

Ashford. Draper, Newmarket. iA.!/3.:

A J S Sb.p. Combination, Aug., 1920, all on. t.ix

paid good condition; trial; £165.-Harnson, 1

Park View, Broom, Botherham. . - [X^8/a

-Irtig A.J.S.' 6h.p. Combination, low milenge, spleu-

19 did condition throughout tax paid; £130.-AC

Upsteps, Cornwall "Gardens. Margate. L-71US

i-»lb,> ATS C A.V., B. and B.. licensed, good

^2 running order, complete, licensed; £22, bargain.

—Smith 28, James St., Northampton. LB^^i

*.J.S. Combination ('^"o^- 19;9l'„:'J'"„^°™''-.'-'':
""A accessories, like new; best offer over

Hagues. 80. Cromlord Rd., East Putney.

£150.—
[8206

All letters relating to adveitisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dit; ol t
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. 23^h.p 3-speed, countershaft, cliitch, chain-
drive, enclosed, pink of condition, very lost,

reliable, oil on; £56.-5, Howard Ed., Bromley, Kent.
[7445

A.J.S. Combination, 1917, 6h.p., hood, speedometer,
horn, electrically equipped, licensed, insured,

lanltless; £?.20.—Apply, 181, Church St., Edmonton.
. [7960

1Q15-16 A.J.S. Combination, screen, grid, tuned for
-l-«^ spetid, just had makers' £26 overhaul; £116;
exchang'> solo. -Mel lersh, Clarence Ed., St. Albans,

[7950
1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, perfect condition, small
-*- *^ mileage, electric lighting, accessories ; £ 175

;

after 5 p.m.—119, Hamilton Rd., Golders Green.
[8171

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-1920 6h.p. A.J.S. Combina-
tion, purchased NoTember, as new, guaranteed con-

dition, fitted Lucas Magdyno, small mileage, tax paid;
£195. [0596

£90.-1916 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, spare Tvheel,

irind screen, mechanical condition good, just over-

hauled, appearance fair.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
I?d., Birmingham. [8411

1 Q21 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting.
i-*J all extras, mileage 360, tax paid, cost £268'
fortnight ago; £250.—Scott, 22, Uichmond Ed., Hond->
worth, Birmingham. [X2255

A.J.S. Combination (Aug., 1920), mileage 2,000.
electric lighting, Tan-Sad, foot and back restf^.

spare wheel, all on, condition perfect; bargain, £190.—
Tyrrell and Clissold, Oxford. [7453

-| Q20 A.J.S. Combination, mileage under 2,000, speed
J- J/ ometer. Klaxon, gas lamps, excellent condition
£160, or with 6 volt dynamo lighting set £175.—Box
3,668, c/o TJie Motor Cycle. [5425

A.J.S. 23^h.p., 1916, 5-speed countershaft, h.b.c, stood
3 years, completely overhauled last week, perfect,

very fast and reliable; £65.—^Argrave, 103, Fetter Lane.
Fleet St. Thohe: Mus. 7245. [7082

A.J.S. Comljination, late Aug., 1920, ridden twice.
Lucas, accessories, ill health cause sale, tax and

insurance paid till Aug., 1921; reasonable offer accepted.
—7, Hampton St., Walworth. S.E.I 7. [7300

1 Q 20 (late) A.J.S. Combination, electrically equipped,
-Li/ spare wheel, speedometer, done only 1,200 miles,
magnificent outfit; £170.—James, over Bradniore's, 482,
Harrow Rd., Paddington. Tel.: Willesden 1744. [8380

"I
020 A.J.S. 6h.p., delivered Sept., hood, spare wheel,

J-*/ Tan-Sad, Lucas lamps, storm apron, fully
equipped, tax paid, fully insured, good condition;
£180, no offers.—42, Broad Lane, South Tottenham.

[7167
A.J.S. 7h.p., brand new 1921 combination, inter-

changeable wheels and spare, just arrived from
works, in stock for immediate delivery; £215; no
waiting.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.

[7483
A.J.S. Combinations.—Good deliveries for 1921. Book

your orders with us now to save disappointment.
Officially appointed agents for this famous outfit.—F.
E. Woottcn, Ltd., High St., Oxford. 'Phone : 308.

[3392
A.J.S. Combination, late 1920, Sh.p., 3-speed, Luca;

dynamo lighting, hood, hood cover, screen, spare
wheel, speedometer, Tan-Sad, petrol con carrier, spares
tools, etc.; £185.-A.B., 128, St. Leonard's Rd., Poplar.

[7202
1020 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas Aero dynamo and
JLiJ' equipment, spare wheel, screen, storm apron,
spring seat-pillar, many spares, tax paid, any trial

.

£180; an exceptional bargain.-44, Manchester Rd.,
Oldham. [7146

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1919, engine No. 10932.
hood. Triplex glass screen, side screen, spare

wheel, spring seat-pillar, lamps, speedometer, mechani-
cal horn, spares, low mileage, tax paid; £160.—Har-
wood, 71, Burnt Agh Hill, Lee, S.E.12. [7141

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, mileage about 1,700.
-Lt/ Lucas acetylene head light, electric tail and
side, Watlord trip, Lucas horn, mirror, tyres unpunc-
tured, spare wheel and tyre unused, condition and
apxiearance as new, tax paid, insurance.—23, Palmer
Park Av., Reading. [8167

1 Q16 A.J.S., thoronghly overhauled, re-enamelled,
JL «/ new gears, clutch, 2 new chains, interchange-
able wheels, spare wheel, tyres nearly new, wind screen,
hood, side curtains, 3 lamps, 2 generators. Klaxon
horn, mirror, perfect, any trial or examination, seen
any time; £110, or offer; tax paid.—73. High St..
Mertan. S.W. Surrey. [7625

Alldays.
KICKHAM for Allon, sole agent for Bristol
and district.-Stokes Croft. Bristol. [3356

ALLDAYS-ALLON, practically new condition, fully
equipped; £50, no offers.-48, Portland Place,

Leamington.
^ [7765

ALLBAYS Matcliless, horn, tools, reliable, good con-
dition, taxed; £26/10.— Spring Cottage, Church

Rd., Hnnwell. W.7. [7494

ALLDATS Allon, 2 speeds, kick start, clutch, acces-
sories, as brand new; £65.—Rogers, 88, Farliud-

ton Rd., Portsmouth. [4909

ALLDAYS Allon de Luxe, S^ih.p., 1920, brand new
2 speed?!, kick starter, clutch, legshields; £67/10

275, High St., Actpn,' London. '

[7836

E.

MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Alldays.

ALLON, 254h.p., late 1920, under 500, almost
laultless, fully equipped, tax paid; £55, or—131, Grove, Hammei-sm'ith, W.6,

1CJ19 Allon, 27;,h.p., clutch, 2.speetl, with Cam
,V accessonea

; any trial; tax paid and insured;
—16, Wilmington Gardens, Barking.

[

A LLDAYS 3%h.p. Combination, 2-speed, lanip.s, s^ ouietei'. licence, insured, eootl runnine order

:

,, „ ;
. insured, good running order

-11, Spurstowe Ed., Hackney, E.8.

Tjie Birmingham House for Motorists,

VALUE I

extraordiharyI

ALLDAYS 1916 2i4h.p., 2-speed, lamps,
-^-»- pillion, perfect condition; 40 gns.—Allen
bury School, Highbury Grore, London.
A LLDAYS Allon, late 1920, 2%ih.p. model

-ii- equipped, indistinguishable from new; £i
talkers, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deans
-Manchester. rx;

A LLOJf 25,ih.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand clutch,

^ ,1
'' '°°'^' done about 200 miles only, and is

ticaliy new, second-hand lamps, £85 model; price
—Exley, West Felton, Oswestry, Salop.

"iqiS Allon 23ih.p., 2-spe6d, clutch, OTerhaulei^*^ milters, lamps, horn, licence Tan-Sad
iuecial astride back and foot rests, spare cover
111(1 tube, complete tools and spares, excellent
tion; £55.—Shelley, 32, Onslow Avenue Mansions,
luoud, Surrey.

American X

IP. J. EVANS
ffl Can offer a limited number of

B New Motor Cycle Combinations
M at the following low prices.
*

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Type H, as

m pernianufactnrers' specifica-

[]]]]
tion, complete with coach-

m built sidecar, as illustrated £138

Dm ROVER, sjh.p., all-chain drive,

H complete witli coach-built
HID sidecar, as illustrated £138

S B.S.A., 4i h.p., model H, all-

!• chain drive, complete \vith

ffl coach-built sidecar, as iUus-

B trated £126

M B.S.A., 4i h.p., model K, chain-
cum -belt -drive, complete

m with coach-built sidecar, as

illustrated £123

=
1
1 Q1M7 .American X. Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-s= -^" ii^.S., clutch, tax paid; a bargain, 80 gns,-

The above macliines are brand new. =:

Just delivered from works, and H
NOT SHOP SOILED. =
DONT DELAY |

SECURE YOURS NOW. i

P. J. EVANS i
81-91, John Bright Street,^

BIRMINGHAM.!
IIIIB

Phone: Mid. 2910. 'Grams: " Lytcar, B'ham."

IlilBllllBllilBIIIIBIIIMinHlli

lioyal Av.,' Chelsea'.

\ JIERICAN X 7-9h.p

17

t. ,., , -- ~—f.. new 1917, small mile
-'-»- Cooper bulbous sidecar, mechanically perl
magnificent turn-out, real bargain; £125.—Part
lars, photo, 179, Osmaston Rd., Derby. [7

T7XCEPTI0NAL Bargain. - 1920 American
J-i luxurious Montgomery, less 60O miles, spares
httings. guaranteed perfect and unscratched
only.—Box 3,982, c/o The Motor Cycle.

1 020 American X., 7-9h.p.. yery comfortable sidei*^ new Bosch mag., Lucas lamps, thoroughly o
hauled, splendid running order, licensed to 1922- £1
owner purchasing car; view London bv appointinei
Apply, Capt. Watson, Heiinongeis, Eudgwick Sir

[7

[8

CLEARANCE Bargain.-Brand new^Ameritan X
standard model, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, 27x3'.an 'ty

flt«l with bulbous back Millford de luxe side<'ar, fl-

royal, blue throughout, list price £217: oflered as «lii>
..^hop-soiled at £175 cash.—The Premier Motor Co., A!
Ed., Biriuingham,

ALMOST new lOh.p. American X Combinati
1920 model (19E), complete electrical eq

ment, tandem Rennoc sidecar, hood, screen, side ^

tains. Tan-sad pillion, luggage grid, Cowey s
ometer, mileage under 1,500; £200, or near of
Wainock, 28, Addison Rd.

[8

[7i

Ariel.

JULIANS of Reading have Arieb in Stock. [0(

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Ariel agent; early del
dates. [OJ

2,<1 019 (Ifite) SVali.p. Ariel, Land and foot clntc-li, _
-Lt/ miles; buyinsr car; £75, or offer.—Witrb^r,
ham Garage, Leives. . [7;

1 Q 20 Sjhh.p. Ariel Combination, Lucas li^'hti
J-«^ guaranteed, perfect eondition, mileage 800; £1
—AVooIdridge, York Ed., Woking. [li-

ARIEL 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, lamps, sere
speedometer, horn, complete, tax paid; a splem

outfit at the right price, £95.—Below.

ARIEL 1921 4'<h.p. Combination, chain drive, lat
model, in stock; £150; exchanges or estem

terms arranged.—Elce "and C-o., 15-16. Bishnpsg;
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Ayenne 5548.

[00

1 Q19 Ariel 6h.p. Twin Gombiiiation, just overhiiul
-Lt/ lamps, horn, ready to ride away; accept £125
A. Langstafi, Tadcaster Garage, Yorks. [75

ARIEL 3>^i.p. Actually in Stock at New Eeduc
Price; also other good makes new and second-hai

—Autovevoiis, Ltd., Service Depot, 12, Palmer St., S.'O"

[04

ARIEL SVoh.p., 1919-20, Millford sidecar, lamps, :

aurance, licence paid, perfect mnniug orde
£100, or offer, bargain.—Kelly, The Laurels, Camd
Ed., Sutton. [70

1 Q30 6h.p. Twin Ariel Combination. Ariel Fideci
-L*' all lamp sets, and tax paid: this is in verv ni

order: £100.-Walbro Motor Cycle Co., High St., Saffn

Waldeu, Essex. 'Phone: 45. [X20

"j Q21 4,!-2li.p. Ariel, latest.- type, 3 speeds, mocLanic
-tt-t/ hibrioation, all-chain drive, the sidecar 'bus. ai

rlieap at £110; brand new, in stock.—Walbro Mot
Cycle Co.. High St., Saffron TTalden. Essex. 'Phon
45. [^20*

-JQ19 Ariel (late) 6-7h.p. Combination, lamps, Eai

Xt? ing, speedometer. Klaxon, mirror, luggage gri

Tan-Sad, tyres excellent, spares., insured, licensed, e

relleut condition; £120.—Crossclifle, First Avenn

Gillingham, Kent. [77'

A RIEL Service Depot.—Orders now booking for tl

-ti new all-chain models, which are the RoIU-Eqy<

of motor cycles. All spares stocked. Prompt attentioi

—F. Sneakman, Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Rd., Ha
purhev, Manchester. Tel. : 325 Cbeetbam Hill. [823

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SArLE.

Calthorpe.
.LTHOKPE-J.A.P. Lightweight, Enfield gear,
splendid condition, tax paid; £35.—184, Green

Forest Gate. [7288

.LTHORPE-J.A.P. 2''4'h.p., 1920, good condition,
dene about 500; what oSers?—JVfuir, 7, Collier
Cambridge. [7849

|20 2''-jh.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2 speeds, fully equipped,
mileage 200, as new; £49.—Sinclair, Blencathra,

tou-on-Thames. [7291

19 Calthorpe-Jap, 2%h.p., Enfield 2-sneed, as
new. lamps, horn, accessories; fiSO.^-Baldwin,

Bridget St., Rugby. [X2297
LLTHORPE-J.A.P. 2?ih.p.. 1915-16, 2-Epeed, with
accessories, in good condition; £35.—Mann, 17,
tman Rcl., Mile End, E. [7041

iLTHORPE 1916 4-stroke, 2.speed, accessories,
licence for year, excellent condition: £36.—

ry, 2, Auriol Hd., \V.14. [7775

ILTHOKPE-.J.A.P., 2-spced,. good order; £29/10.-
Keivnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith n<J.,
'Phone: Hamijiersmitli 80. [7515

M.THORPE.J.A.P., 2-:.',h.p., Enfield 2.speed, lamps,
liorn. jemi.T.T., splendid condition, tax paid;
4, Hanover St., London, W.l. [7380

ILTHORPE, 2-spc6d, splendid condition; sell £33,
or exchange with cash for higher power with speeds.
Piircel Crescent, Fulham, S.W. [7602

10, Bargain.-Calthorpe-Jap, believed 1917, EnHeH
gears, lamps and accessories, smart machine, tax
—426, Liverpool Rd., Holloway. [8399

iLTHOEPE-J.A.P. 25ih.p., Enfield 2-speed, Diinlop
tvie?, tamps, perfect, tax paid, insiir.nnce- £35 —
Florence Ed., Wimbledon, S.W.19. [7722
ALTHpEPE-J.A.P: 2-)4h.p., 1916, Enfield 2.speed,

clutiii, lamps, horn, excellent condition, tax paid.
rite Graut, 75, Cambridge St., S.W. [7093

ALTHORPE 1920, brand new showroom model,
2-specd, J.A. P. engine; £65; list price £78; rare

orlumty.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row. Bir-
igham.

^
rX2777

ALTHORPE" Motor Cycles, wholesale end retail
agents lor the County of Devon; all models in

ck lor immediate delivery.—The Carlton Motor Co.,
Torwood St., Torquay. [0201

ALTHORPE Lightweight. 2-speed. free engine, tax
paid, recently overhauled, lamps, horn, tools:

igam. £33; owner bought combination.—Hutchings
Harrow Rd., New Maiden. (7764
ALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2?ih.p., Enfield 2-speed gear,

excellent condition, £38, Ux paid; also brand
V 1920 2!:ih.p. Calthorpe 2.strokc, Enfield gear re-Md to £55.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton,
Qdon. [7337
ALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock

lor immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;
ce your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.-
rlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W 4.
lone: Brixton 2417. (0509
lAI.THORPE 1921 Models Delivered from Stock-

2:-4h.p J.A.P. 2-sp6ed. Enfield Bear, 70 gn*.

;

p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, 65 uns. ; extended terms, one
irter deposit and 12 monthly instalment.*.-Elce nnil
.

15-16. Bishopsirate Av., Camomile St. E.C.3
lone: Avenue 5548. (0073

Cumpion.
020 Campion-Jap 2?,4h.p.. Sturmey 2-speed clutch,
'^ ki' k start, uevf condition, licensed: 55 en? —89
^t Hill. Wand-worth.

Accessories

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

Specialities.
Genuine

Hellesen Dt-y Ba.±-l:ei-ies.
S^nd a t.c. for address 0/ ncart:si dual'.

H.A.H.
MOTOR CYCLE HEAD, SIDE & TAIL LAMPS.

Fig. 595.

Best quality
finish

throughout.
Very massive
and strong.
Adjustable

focus. Adjust-
able brackets.
Special dust
and weather-
?roci front. Price as illustrated

2 G each Nickel plated.

Medium Size Model. Fig. 881.

Best quality finish throughout.
Totally insulated holder, with
switch and 4-volt bulb,
adjustable focus, adjust-
able brackets, dust and
wea ther-proof
front. As illustra-

,

ted. Nickel.

Slated, 43/- each
lack-plated, 47/-

each.

Fig. 873.
S,ini!ar to Fig. S95, but
smaller, and with special
" pull on " front. Rubber
ring casting for glass.

Price as illustrated, S5/-
oach, black-plated.

licensed: 55 gn?.—89.
[8130

Cedos.
KICKOAM lor Cedos, sole agent lor Bristol and

Bristol. [3357' • ilistrict.-Stokes Croft,

lEDOS 2stroke. the finest lightweight reaching the
public, earliest deliveries, particulars on appli-

;ion.—Largest London Agent.s : Fowler and Brigden
3. Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. Phone : Museum
27. [0469

Centaur.
rOTOR Cycle, Centaur lightweight, not rubbi-h-
•- £20; after 7 o'clock.—30, Bloomfield Ed., Bur.
tt Rd., E. '[7282

ih.p. Centaur, Bosch mag., fully equipped, tax
„.>?',''• ^">' '"''1: *22, must sell.—185, Shernhall

, Halthamstow. [8076
lENTAPR and Sidecar. S-spsed, clutch, kick start,
.,*"/; ^V'^'' £42.—Burlenshaw, 16, Selsdoa Rd.,

uth Croydon, Surrey. [7770
lENTAUR S'jh.p. 1915 3-5peed Combination, very
.

good order, coachbuilt sidecar. 2 new tvres. taxes
id; bargain, £60, or near ofler.-Brearley, 'Swaffham,
irfolk. [7143

Chater-Lea.
h.p. Chater-Lea Combination. 3-speed, kick *tart

new tyres, powerful, cash wanted; £70.-72'
)rris Avenue, Manor Park. [8374'

|HATEE-LEA Canoelet Combination, Sh.p. JAP
Jiinks, Lncas, screen, luggage grid, new condition-

y ^frial or examination ; f75.—Dates, 42, Sydney St
[7665lUton.

'**"8B(

Fig. 560. Sidecar Lamp. :r:

As illustrated. Complete —
switch, bulb, wire, nuts,

washers, etc. Price 8;6

each.

I'lg. 573. Shows red
danger signal, hghts No.
plate. Complete with
switch, bulb, wure, clip,

etc. Price 9/6 each.
"Force" Hellesen Bat-

tery, 9/11
3S6. Special metal case

for "Force," 10/6.
Complete rear set, 29/6.

Speedolite ' H.A.H

Patent Speedo-

meter Lamp

Fig. 42S.

Lighting switch, screw
action. lin. or ijin clip,

3 /6 each.

I'ig. 429 ditto, dash type
3/6 each.

I

Fig. 347-
Spring Clip

switch wire,

:o.oured bulb, etc. complete.

7/6 each.

A. H. HUNT, UXD=,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunsial) Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones : Telegram?

.

Croydon 2225, 222&. "K;yage, Croydon.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Lea.

/~1HATEE-LEA 81i.p. Combination, 3 speeds, iicv
^-^ tondem C.B. sidecar and hood, recently overhauled,
sound ii:u;iing order: tri.al given: £90.— 2, Katheriuo
Villas, Edenbridge, Kent. [7405

r^HATER-LEA New Model No. 10 Sidecar Cumbin.a-
vy tion. Sh.p., 3-speed, the best value on the market:
£160. Have you seen it? Write for leaflet.-Cliater-
Lea, Ltd., Banner St., London, E.0.1. [3142

(^HATEE-LEA sii.p. Combination, £160. delivery in^^ a few days; this is the cheapest higli-class outfit
on the market: catalogue on request.—The Moreton
Garage, 2, Moreton Terrace Mews, Piinlico, S.W.
'Phono: Victoria 7164. [5838

Ch,Tter-1.en«.Tar>

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, Gloria
sidecar: £110.—Gray, Theydon Borol, Epping.

[7234
CHATEE-LE.1.-,I.A.P. Combination. 4h.p.. with lamp.-,

in good condition: £55;. view after 6 p.iu

bury,

T.T. 4li.p.

saddle.

Charl-
over Coldrey. London Rd., Norbury. (7610

Chater.Jap, o.h.v., new Brooks racing
new belt, back tyre, Biok's carburetter,

exceptionally fast; quick sale, £50.—Noel Hodgson.
Hayjing Island, Hants. (7379

1 Q20 Sh.p. Chater.Lea-Jap Combination, excellent
-i-v condition, 3-speed and clutch, Lucas Magdyno,
Easting, speedometer, and full accessories, tax paid,
insurance policy; £125, a bargain.—Cadogan Lodge.
Worcester Rd.,~- Sutton. [7367

Clarendon.
f>lh.p. Clarendon, low, mag., new tyres, engine^2 overhanled, licence paid, ride away; £15.—
Bunco, .Motor Works, Arthur Rd.. Windscr. (7773

C'LY.NO,
' feet.

Clyno
1915 model, £30, perfect; Ariel, Oh. p., per-
£30.—Williams, Laundry, Tan-y-Bwlch.

(7372
Jt-6li.p. Clyno Combination. 1916, l;nnpB, speedometer,
*-' sliaie wheel; £115.-28, Badminton Rd., B.ilham.

[X2811
D.AN GUV. Weymouth.— 1921 Sh.p. Clyno combina-

tion, small mileage, as new; cash offers wanted.
(0551

CLYXO Combination, 1916, 3-fpeetl, lamps, spare
wheel; £100.-11, Baroness Rd., Hackney Rd..

E.2. [7609

CLYNO Combination, 1918, interclmuBeiilile wheels,
new condition ; any trial : 80 gns.—280, Camber-

well Ed., S.E.5. [7069

CLYXO Lightweight,
and speedometer.

I

CI.VXO, 5-6h.p.. 1917-18. £50; combination, £75:
WJ). models renovated; guaranteed.—272, Green

St., Forest Gate. [8252

1920, 2 speeds, chitcli, Innip,

all in good order; £55.—KinR.
Mouk\<i Alley, Binfield, Berki. [5787

CLYNO Combination, S-speed, kick start, splendid
turnout ; sell cheaply ; take lightweight part.—

57. Kenbury St.. CamberwelJ. London. [7955

CLYXO 5-6h.p. Combination, 1917, all on; any
trial; a snip. £95; see Douglaij advert.—DeCort

and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. [8228

1 Q 15 Clyno Combination, 5-6h.p., fully equipped.
J-t/ spare wheel, smart lot; any trial, tax paid;
£85.—Pem-meDt, 41, Shern Hall St., \Valthamsto\v.
Essex. [7824

CLYNO Lightweight, 1920, very little used, lamp=,
mechanical horn; 50 gns.—Vivian Hardie ana

Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St., New Bond
St., W.l. [0511

1 Q18 Clyno 61i.p„ countershaft, kick, cluti-h. fine side-
J-^ car machine, condition as new, licence paid

;

80 gns.; accept 2-stroke part.—Coleman, Sheldon- lid.,

Chippenham. [7890

CLYNO 6b. p. 1916 Combinntion, in good merrbnuicnl
Loiidition, new Amac c^irbuiett-er. new drive chain;

£85.-Colonial Motors, 104a-,- FinchJey Rd., N.W,
H:injp, 7822. [8353

3 ih.p. Clyuo 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed and clutch.
2 lamps, horn, and tools, in good order and con-

dition; £55; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd.," 118,
Bromjitou Rd., London.

"'

[7687

LYNO 1914 6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt, spare
wheel, lamps, horn, re-enamelled and overhauled,

perfect running order, tax paid; £90, or nearest.—
Dyson, Ashford, N. Devon. [8007

8 h.p. Clyno-Jap Combination, large sidetJir, 3-=peed,
late model, almost new platin?. enamelling, new

lamps. horn«, etc., tooU; accept £123, ofier.—Bran. 20,
Fnrltou Rd., Earlsfield, S.^V. ; after 6 p.m. [7312

CLYNO 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, kick start,

couutersliait., speedometer, lamps, born, licence

pnid. good copdition and . appearance, leully cheap,
owner must sell; £60, or offer.—9, Parsifal R-d., Hamp-
Btead. [7657

Combination, late 1913. 3-speed

,^ , 4 detachable wheels, lamps, horn,

tool";, large comfortable sidecar, well sprung, a very

substantial combination in good condition. '>ce"'-;0

paid: going cbeap.-Cliff and Sons. Well.Hall Garage

S.E.9.

C^

CLYNO 5-6h.p.
countershaft.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of ( e issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

5-61i.p. Clyno Combination, W.D., 1916-17, very
smart outfit and "perfect, everything on and

plenty of spares, will cart four about anywhere

;

valued £130; will exchange for Morgan equal Tolue.—
Firth, 50, PJantagenet St., Cardiff. [7235

MISS E. DOOLEY.—1916-17 5-6h.p. Clynos. W.D.
models, K.S., clutch, renovated, £65 each, with

jiew mag. and carburetter. I have 8 of these, left, but
plenty oj: machines as above. Please look to my adver-
tisement under Miscellaneous for Clyno spares, elc.,

etc.—Please apply for the above to Miss E. Dooley, 33,
Killyon Ed., Clapbam, S.W.S. [8311

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 1916-17 models, re-

built, replated, enamelled grey or black, 3 speeds,
kick start, foot clutch, new "carburetters, magnetos,
interchangeable wheels, enclosed chain drive, sidecars
rebuilt, painted to choice, as new; solo. £75; combina-
tion.v £100.—Heard Bros., 117, Loughborough Park,
Bnxton. S.W.9. 'Phone : Brixton 2888. [5085

Conoaught,
PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—Connaught in stock

;

prices from £47/10. [8062

CONNAUGHT 1914 2^4h.p., guaranteed good con-
dition; £27/10.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [8137

1 Q 19 2V2I1.P. Connaught, Amac, E.I.C, variable
-*-«^ ignition, Dunlops, Druids, lamps, accessories,
licence, as new; £40; exchange 23/4h.p. Douglas.—63,
Solon Rd., Brixton. [8110

Coulson.
PICKERING, Shrewsbury, West Shropshire agent

for Coulson ; exchanges. [8063

lQ20j^ Coulson-B 23,ai.p.. 2-speed, tax paid, small
-ttf mileage; £72.-Shackleton, Nook, Addlestone.

[7208

COULSON 1920. brand new, 4h.p. Blackbuiue. 2-

speed; £95.~Bartletti=^ 93, Gt. Portland St.. Lon-
don. ^, [8430

COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.—Sole Wiltshire
Agents, Wessex Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St.

Salisbury. 'Phone : 72. [5007

F'.O.C.H. for Coulson-B's ; exchanges or easy pay-
ments arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube Station). [7475

1 Q21 4h.p. Coulson, 3-speGd. clutch, lamps, horn, tax
J-*^ paid, just done about 200 miles; offers.—Hayne-?,
Harcoxirt Villa. Workington. [7456

4h.p. Coulson, December 1920, 3-speed, K.S., clutch,
spring frame, mileage about 600; £118, offers.—

43, Coleraine Rd., Blackheath. [7766

"I
Q20 Coulson B., 2%h.p. Blackburne, 2-speed, acces-

XiJ series, tax paid, mileage 300, as new; £72, or
nearest.—St irland, Higham, Alfreton. [7713

NEW 1921 2^4h.p. and 4h.p. Coulson. B 3-speed, kick
starter; list prices, £117/10 and £126; exchanges

entertained.—Bambars'; Eastbank St., Soutbport. Tel. :

607. [X0633

COULSON-B., 1920, 4h.p. T.T., spring frame, Lucae
lamps, Kllason, knee-grips, long plated exhaust

everything as new, just re-enamelled and plated by
makers ; 70 ens., tax paid.—24, Wightman Kd., Har-
lingay, N.4. [7507

NEW Coulsons.—1921 spring frame models, 25Ah.p..
2-speed, clutch and kick starter, £111/6; 3-speed

ditto, £118/12; 4h.pi, 3-speed, clutch and kick
starter. £126 ; combination, £l65; easy payments.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [7695

COULSON B 4h.p.; 120 gns.; an ideal solo or side
ear mount, as low and handy as a Levis; in stock

—Sole agents for Leeds and 15 miles radius, excluding
Bradford, The Headingley Motor and Engineering Co.
Ltd., 18, St, Michael's Lane, Leeds. 'Phone : Head
ingley 480. [0493

Coventry Eagle.

JC. PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—Coventry Eagles
• in stock ; exchanges. [8064

1 C|20 Coventry Eagle Combination, as new, lamps,
JLf7 etc.—Brodie. West End, Dairy. [7458

1Q20 Coventry Eagle, 2V2h-P- J.A.P., 2-Bpeed gear.
j~iy scarcely soiled, superior accessories, aluminium
footboards; £60; take part down or consider an ex
change. Bunting's, Wealdstone. [8257

COVENTRY EAGLE, new De Luxe model, Villiers.

£38; also Reading-Standard combination, new
electric model, £125, or very near offers. These are
the smartest two machines on the road ; no dealers.—
]44a, Portway, Plaistow, E.15. [7024

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR, the perfect flat twin engine,
5-7h.p.; these famous engines, and all fittings

lor assembling the complete motor cycle, now available
from stock; highest specification thioughout; send for
our special offer of complete demonstration machine.—
Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. [0520

Cygnus.
CYGNUS-J.A.P.. SVoh.p., 2.speed, spring frame;

£28.—Heaton Rd.,, Mitcham. [7935

Dalm.
DALM-SPUR 1916 Sli.p.. 2-speed, just thoroiighly

overhauled, 2 lighting sets, electric and acetylene

YOUR
MACHINE
FOR

WHITSUN
is on the following list:

1921 AJ.S. Combination £215

1921 NORTOI^ T.T £98

1921 NORTON 16H £132

1921 NORTON Big Four. ... £135

1921 LEVIS £60

1921 LEVIS, 2-speed £68

1921 TRIUMPH, All-Chain. . £125

1921 TRIUMPH, Chain and

Belt. £115

1921 TRIUMPH, Renovated

W.D. £95

1921 TRIUMPH, 2-stroke. . . £70

1921 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Com-
bination.. ..£160

1921 ENFIELD, 2-stroke.... £65

1921 FRANCIS-BARNETT 85gns.

1921 ARIEL 3| h.p., 3-speed £100

1921 O.-K. ...48gns.

IViATCHLESS.

A Brand New MATCHLESS
Combination for £174.
Write for particulars.

JUI.IANS,
84, Broad Street;

READING.
Phone: 1024.

45 gns.— 16, Lordship Lane, N.16. (7132 I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
De Dion.

2Jlh.p. De Dion, mag., low, fast-, spring forks, go
4 tyres, oi'erhauled", tax paid; £22; offers; all

6.-97, Hamilton Hd., West Norwood. [79

De ttixe.

1 Q2'0 23411.?. 2-sijeed De Luxe, Saxon forks, conditi
J- *^ a.s new, lamp eet, spare belt, tyre and tube ;

£'

—Palmer, Pcnn, Bucks; [73

WALL Auto-wheel, model de luxe, nearly new,

feet order, not ridden 2D0 miles: £16.—J. G
more, 6, High St., Glastonbury, Sorn. [74

Diamond.
DIAMOND.—Brand new, guaranteed; £45.—Clai

7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [83

EKICKHAM for Diamond, sole agent for Brist

and Bath district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [33

1020 Diamond-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed, condition as ne

XV £66.-80, Church St., St-. George's, near Welhi

ton, Salop. LX20

DIAMOND-J.A.P. 2%li.p., Enfleia" 2-speed _
wheeLs, repainted, excellent order; J^o^'J"

Xewnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Hd., "_

•Phone: Hammersmith 80. 1"

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Diamond Model; cai

or deferred payments; book your order now, a

avoid disappointment la.ter.-Burlington Motors, l-t<

South Side, Olapham . Common, S.W.4. Ebone . Bi

ton 2417.
'"^^

DIAMOND T.T., 1920 (November), very fast, 21*.!

reconstructed, expert tuned, Singer engine, Eufle

gears, clutch, Palmer cords (unpunctured), nw Se

Iprav, Brooks B220 saddle; Cowey speedorneter, registe

iig '80 m.p.h., open exhaust, handsomely finished

blick with primrose rims and tank panels, plati

cylinder, polished crank case, spares include cam

pulley, sprockets, horn, and tools, thoroughly reliab

and in magnificent condition, equal to new; Photo c

request; £75; consider reasonable offers; bought ca

-?Phone; 36 after 6.-Rose, Highfleld, GainsboTOU|^

Dot.

8 h.p. Dot-Jap Combination, fully e<iuippe<l, tax paii

running order, any trial; any reasonable off

accepted.-16, Cavendfeh Ed., Harnngay. l"^"l

Douglas

"TiODaLAS, Douglas, Douglas,

1Q21 Models in stock :4h.p. combination £170;

i" hp. solo, £130; Z-fih.p. clutch model, £105

2=,hp 1-speed model, £85; extended payments

desfre'd: spare parts stocked; «Pf"I'r-Pf^'l'f Ji^
alists Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Wopo

^l!.oek St (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l

'Phone: Mayfair 6559. 1"='

-J-VOUGLAS Motors in Stock; £85; lamps, etc., Iref

CI OUBLAT, the great Douglas
T Pallowfield, Manchester

and expert
[448'

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. 32-36. Green St,

Cambridge.—Below.

DOUGLAS, 1921, new 2?4]i,p., S-speed. including P

and. H. lamps, horn, licence bolder; S85 ii

stoci- exchanges.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd;,, 3f-it>

G?^u st Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. :
Bicycles.

;-speed clutch ant

J^ ticlc starcer, luv^^u^.^u^ . c.ad H lamps, hon

£?rVS^sorS..^^f2-3i? ^Si fe^cf^bTi^l'

Te!. : 995, T.A. : Bicycles.

DODGLAS 1921, new 4h.p. solo, £130, or com

°binatton. incliding P. and *^- 'amP^. ''o™

licence holder and sidecar vj.nd screen; £170 ex

changes.-Herbert Bobinson, Ltd. 32-35, Green bt.

Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. :
Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p., lamps, horn, licence paid

flrst-class appearance, mechanically sound; £95

-Herbert RobinsiS, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge

Te'.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, mechanical

horn, neariy new tyres, engine, gear box, and

clutch overhauled; -any trial; £85.-Her%rtEob.n^n,

Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.
:
995. T.A.

.

Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1919 23,4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, liorn,

°HceSS and holderNep earefully used exceta

appearance and mechanical condition; £60.-Hertert

Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Td^
995. T.Av: Bicycles. ''^'^

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Solo, rebuilt, equal to new, .all

accessories; £80.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, cycle as above, new

sidecar and chassis, Donglas colours, all acces-

sories; £100; call and seleot.-Winstan-Henney Motor

Co., 63, South End, South Croydon. Tel.: 2431^|j

33h.p. Douglas; 1911 perfect, all on, £20.-l-'j

4 Heaton Rd., Mitcham. 1'^"

EKICKHAM for Douglas and spares; trade sup-

. plied.-Stokes Croft, Bristol. 13351

DOUGLAS 23ih.p:, 2-speed, condition as new; ^tS -4,

The Square, Carshalton, Surrey. l""*^^

B30 AH letters relating to Jver isements sbouM auote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR

lOUGLASES, 2%h.p..
'

illy

SALE.

Q20 Edmund-Jap, speedometer. Klaxon, perfect; £65.

U —71, Soxon Rd.
r.,„-,^

CYCLES FOR
Douglas.

_ n splendid condition, 2-

speedV practically new machines, all late models.

thoroughly overhauled by us. We have 50

chines to select from, and are open to give any

il and examination. It you are requiring a

hine for Whitsuu, give us a call: it will pa>

Real genuine bargains. £50 each.—The Douglas

cialists, Sulina Garage. 73. New Park Rd., Brixton
London, ,S.W.2. Phone " Streatham 40 and

53. All Douglas spares in stock. [677.~

Edmund.
, Klaxon, perfect

Soutboll, Middlesex. [7736

Elswick.

lELIEVED 1916, Elswick 2%h.i). 2-stroke, splendid

rnnning order: £22.-16, York St.. Dover. [7110

iLSWICK-PBF.CISION 2^ih.p... variable gear, Wat-
ford speedometer, lamps, horn, and generator,

gine lust been overhauled and licence paid lor year;

;0.—White and Watson, 80, Belvedere Rd., London.
[7880

EnBeld.
ULIANS of Re.ading buvo 1921 Enflelds in stock

10471'

'NFIELD,S. 1921- models, in stock.-Smith's, Moin
St.. Mexborongh. ,

[5624

BRAND Kew Knfield Combination in Slock. -Welford.
St. James' St., Brighton. [7595

NI'IELD 3h.p, 2-speed Twin, T.T. road.-ter. kick

ftiirt.—Spencer. Aloester. [X2790

20.—2'4h.p. Enfield twin, good running order.—323.
St. Margaret's Rd.. Twickenham. [8079

h.p. Lrite 1916 Enfield Combination, good condition:
£100.—Ivea. Snnnysido, Wyke. Weymouth. [7391

HEFFIELD Agent lor Roval Enfields. all models
in stock.—J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0573

i^NKIELP 2^jh.p., 2-8peed, Imupa. horns, nnd spares:
'' £33.-Dulveen, 118, Munster Kd., Eulhnm. [7402

[INFIELD 1917 6h.p. Combinntion, Ensting screen,
f90.—Olpbert, 66, Church IW., Burnes. [730S

IINFIELD 3h.p. Twin Bosch, new .\mac: fir.it £30.
Marsden, 17, Walpole St., Burnley, Lancashire.

(7375
["NFIELD 2-stroke, 1917, 2 speeds, perfect; £37/10.

10, St. Peters Sq.. Hammersmith, London.
[8237

1320 Enfield Sli.p., fnllv equipped, new condition:V 1,,-irgnin, £68.-97. Svlvmi Av., High Ed., W(«id
Wii. N.22. [7919
jiNFIELD.—Sole agent for Wimbledon. F.arlsfield.

'^' Southflelds.—Prior, Southflelds, S.W.IS. 'Phone:
itnev 1694. [7925
I^NFIELD 2i:;h.p. 2-»troke. 2-sre6d, 1921. in stock;
' £65; kick-starter £5 e.xtrn.—Itivelt, 236, High
1., Leytonstone. [5887

h.p. Enfield, coach sidecar, perfect running order.
lamps, speedometer, tax paid; £60.-20, Camp-

•II Rd., Gravesend. (7042

i^NFIKI.f) Combination. 1916, lamps, horn, sjieedn-
' neter. splendid condition; £110; offer.—98, We..t-
uilw Hill. Blackheath. [7622

jlN FIELD 1920 Bh.p. Combination. Magdvno, wind
-i screen, horn, tax paid, mileage 2,000; £150.-23,
amilton Rd., Reading. [8165

^NFIELD, 2"-4h.p. M.A.C... 2-speed, Bosch. B. and
-* B.. perfect order; £25; after 6 p.m.—40, Whit-
orth Rd-, South Norwood. (8246

7NFIELD Dyiinmp Combination, tax paid, (^pee^lo-
' meter. Easting, perfect; £112.—Clark, 7, Exhibi-

Rd., Sonth Kensington, [8322

921 Enfield Standard Combination, mileage 150.
fortnight old; £149.—Edwards. 50. Harrington

d.. South Kensington, S.W.7. [8414

kTEW 1921 8h.p- Enfield Combination: list nric
' £160; exchanges entertained.—Bambers', East
ink -St.. .Southport. Tel. : 607. [X063;
Q18 Enfield Combination. Sh.p.. perfect all lamp-.
*^ tools.hom. etc.. anv trial; £120.-83, Dartmontli

[7226

iOTAL ENFIELP Comhination, 1918, 8h.p., im
-t vatcly owned, splendid condition; any trinl ; £126
18, Darley Rd., Wandsworth Common. [767.^

^'NFIELD Combination. 6h.p.. new tyre^ and chain.
-* trix paid, lamps, spares, pillion, good condition

:

85.-215. Twickenham Rd.. Isleworth. [7875
OYAL Enfield 2'ih.p. Twin, in perfect running
order and condition, all accessories.—W. Jenkin.

I., Tott Farm. Hurstpierpoint. Sussex. [7151

NFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, wind screen nnl
accessories, good running order, tax paid; pri.c

00 gns.—Mills, Preston Lodge, Paignton. [6S55
ULLING'S Garage ,for Enfield. Sparc parts and

pairs a speciality.-Sole Croydon and Distr:
London " - " -

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1 017 Enfield, 3h.p.. fast, mechanical lubrication,
i-fJ licence paid; £46; exchange I.O-M. Rudge. etc..

cash adjustment.—59. St. Peter's Rd., Croydon. [7703

ENFIELD Combin.ntion. l.nte 1916,_electrio light,^ new
inlet v.ilves' and

gent. Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : 1619. [1694
a OYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8b. p., nearly new
LV wind screen and bood complete; Iomplete ; bargain

Jarage, Tnnbridgfi Wells. 'Phonf: 425.

919 Eoynl
n(

Steven

-

[7342

Enfield Combination, re-enamelled, -is

hood, screen, lamps. 700x60 tvres : bought
£120.-Crammond, 45. The Mall. Ealing- [7085

*By Burlington'
Never cause to swear at that

re- conditioned machine

—

every reason to swear by it,

if it's a Burlington—They're

best, vou know

—

DOUGLASES
indistinguishable from new.

Fitted with New Carburetter,

New Tyres, New Belt, New
Chain, etc., and fully equipped

for immediate serviceon the road

21 h.p., 2-speed £65

4 h.p., 3-speed, k.s., solo £85

4 h.p., 3-speed, k s. comb.,

Avith Brand New Bur-

lington Sidecar £110

Ifyoj can't ride, wsteach you—FREE

EVERYTHING FOR
DOUGLAS MOTOR CYCLES
Sure Supply—Write for Quotations or

Watch our Miscellaneous Ads!

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

BRAND NEW

m
Not W.D.)

MOSELEY HEAVY

32 6.26 X 2i" 26 X 23'

26 X 21" 28 X 3"

Carnage Is. extra. Trade Supplied

TUBES 26x2i' 5/6.

SLOUGH
We have sttU a number of P. & M.'s

and Clynos in the rough at our dump at

Slough, Thsre are aiso some P, & A/.,

Clyno, and Douglas Sidecar Chassis

aid Bodies, which are selling rapidly

at scrap f: rices. Enquiries shou'd ba

made quickly at the dump or to

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,
7, South Side, CLAPHAH COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixion 2417
'Grema • BurlinKlon IVIolora. CIsp'i^iTn.'

(50 yards from Clapham Common Under-
ground Station.)

-Elliott,

uides, splendid condition; £115.
34, Hampton Place, Brighton. (Before 5.1

[7055
BAND New Enfteld Lightweieht in stock foi ini-

medinte deliTery : £65.—Broom and W hiteheiul,

Ltd.. Anthorised Agents. 88. Gt. Portland St.. W.l.

ROYAL EXFIELD 1917 8h.p.. Lucna dynamo liclil-

ing sot electric horn. etc.. perfect mnning order;

£125.-0handler, Chelmsford Ed., Southgatc, N.11.
[7744

ENFIELD Combination. 1920, Lucas Magdyno. as

new. Eastinc, tax paid; seen and tried any time;

£145 —Hill 60, Starchniont St.. Russell Sq., London.
[8005

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, new July, 1919. per-

fect throughout, hood, screen. Tnn-Sad. electric

and acetylene; JEIOO.—Tucker, 44, Furncss Rd-. Harles-

den. - [7710

r(\20
Sh.p. Enfield Combination, in new condition,

*y lamps, tools, Klnson. Easting screen, tax paid

:

any trial; £130.—Dining Rooms, 494, King's Ed..

Chelsea. i;7668

2-stroke, new December
horn,
Midway, Poyuton. nr.

[X2753

). EufieKi. 1920. 5ide:ar. hood, screen, nnd apron.

la'np:'. speedometer, minor, perfect condition, little

ur-ed. decnrhoni>cd. tax paid; £120.-176, Forest Hill

ltd., S.E.23 [7128

1Q19 6h.p. Enfield Combination and accessories.

X«/ speedometer. Easting wind screen, tax paid, in

coed condition; £126.-Scen Bounds, 223, High Rd..

Kilburn, N.W. [7586

equinppd, jicw

n. till 6 p.m."
Sussex Place, Flna-

[8099

ROYAL ENFIELD Si/jlip. - -

last. 2.s.pccLl gear, liuiina, horn, tools, excellent

cnmlition: £50.— S. llullworth,
Stockport.

6'

6h p, Enfii-Ui Combination, lully

tyre, tax paid; £75; apply 9

Homewood
btiry Park,

Thompson, 21,

19 20 EnHekl Combination, Sh.p.. Magdyno. Cn.nieo

Tan-Sad. spare cover and tube.

£170.—Smith, 254, Mount Plca-
[8170

chains, lamp.^. etc.

sant. Reddltcll.

EXFIELD Comhination. 1914, in splendid condition,

tank re.ennmelled. engine just lieen overhiiuled.

new chains, all lamps; £75.-12, The Quadrant, "ineli-

more Hill, N.21. [7533

ENFIELD Late 1920 Sh.p. Comhination, Lucas lamps,

hood, screen, horn, mirror, perfect condition, tax

paid: £145.-7. Church St., Enfield; or 31. Regents

raik Ed., X.W.I. [7175

ENFIELD Bh.p. (1917-18) Combination, tyres and

machine in excellent condition, with accessories;

£115; seen by appointment.-42, St. George sKd^
S,,uthwark, S.E.I. - [7232

ROYAL EXFIELD 6h.p. Combination, re-enamelled,

plated, overhniiled. hood, screen, spares: £85. or

exchnnga light solo and ca»h.-W. Nagel, 77, Hoxton

St.. London, X.l. [7857

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, with

or without dynamo; in stock: immediate de-

hvery list price.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54, Hamp.
:l Rd„ Js.W.l. [0352slcad Rd,,

OYAL ENFIELD 2"'4h.p,R°
Twin, M..\.G, engine,

overhauled, new pistons, connecting rods, timillg

frir etc. Iicense<l. complele; £29, or nearest.-106.

tir.r.jft Rd., Tooting. [7S23

9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.—
Royal Enfield models from stock, combination

\T''AfCH01'E'S,W Royal Enfic-
, ."1 iightweieht«. from £65: supphed on oiir en

easy payment system. [8275of

EXFIELD 1921 Combination. Viekers Sh.p. engine.

I.ucas llasdvno. tax paid, very small mileage. co."t

i.ilh tpare* £190. now almost as new; best offer over

£1 bO.—Grover, Aml^erley, Stroud. Glos. CX2555

ROYAL EXFIELD 2'.ih.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed, late

1920. low mileage, excellent accessories, new Dun-
lori' exchange good 1920 4-3troke. H.B. preferred, or

sell' 65 gns.-Edgenden, Fleet, H.S.O., Hants. [7102

ITiNFIELD 2''ih. p. 2-stroke. 2-speed. brand new 1921
-^ model, just arrived from works, in slock for im-

mediate delivery; no waitin^i: ready to drive .away; £65
—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia. London. [7485

ROYAL EXFIELD 3h.p.. 1917, 2-speed, new Dnn-
lops, battery lightins, enamel as new, splendid

"..ing order, £60; light C.B. sidecar to tnit. £5/10.—
Apply. W'.K., 11. Aeroville, The Hyde. X.W.9. [7228

-|Q17 Iwyal Enfield 6h.p. Combination, gnarantee<l
XU good as new. Low generator, lamps, Klaxon.
s' reen. hood, tnx r»aid, trial; aacriftce £95: money
wanted urgently.—Hargreavcs, 4, Warwick Cre«ceiit.

Paddington. W.2. [7643

EXFIELDS.—The cheapest twin on the road. Wo
are North London agents, and can supply from

stork standard models £160. electric £132. cash, or

.lelerred pavments. All spares in stock. Trade siip-

1, lied.—Jones' Garage, .Ahiswell Hill, and at Woodside

Parade, .\. Finchlev. lO'SO

All letters relating to advertisemcr.ta should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B33
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S.E.6.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior

h.p. Excelsior, mag., good tyres, "good condition

;

1, Springfield Park Cresc3nt, Catford
[8035

EXCELSIOE, 1920, complete with sidecar, lamps,
born, and licence paid; £155.—Timberlake'c Motor

Cycle Depot, Wigan, - [7552

EXCELSIOR, Villiers 2y2li.p., sporting model, 2-

stroke, mag. flywheel engine, nnnsed ,- must sell

;

£45,-Box 3,807, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6066

EXCELSIOB 2-strol.-e, 2';ili.p. Arden engine, early
1920, oil patent drip feed, 2-speed Albion gear,

lamps, generator, tools, condition as new; £58.—Wright,
Grain, Hochester. [7185

BRITISH Excelsior 4V.b.l>. Big Single, Bosch, top
feed, lamps, born, licence paid for sidecar, per-

fect condition, enamel and plating as new; accept
£50 for quick sale.—Cable, Town Steps, Aldeburgh,
Suffolk. [7755

F.N.
4-CYL. F.N., tax paid; £16.-5, St, Mary's Sq., South

Ealing. (Side door.]. • [7499

j Q13 F.N. Combination, 4-cyl., 2-speed, clntcli, lamps,
-*-*' licence, accessories, splendid order; £45.-67. Bi.^li-

ton St., Newport, Mon.
'

[7460

4-CTL. F.N., new cyls., pistons, yalyes, etc., Bosch,
B. and B., splendid coridition; £40.—F., 40,

Maiden Ed., Kentish Town. [7412

r.N. Combinations in stock, reduced price £188; call
tor a trial run.—Grimes and Co., 18, Brnton

I'lace, Bond St., W. Mayfair 4792.' [6071

Tj^.N. 5-6I1.P,, 2-speed, epent £15 for new parts, new
-- Dunlop, splendid order; must sell, £30; after
6 p.m.-Baynton. 74, Milton Hd., Hampton. [7197

F.N. 2%h.p., shaft drive, 2-speed, clutch, electric
light, tax paid, runs splendidly, sporty machine;

£26/10.-143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfleld, S.W. [7113

DAN GUy, Weymouth.— 1921 4-cyl.' 7h.p. F.N. 3-

speed combination, all lamps, Easting screen, abso-
lutely as new, mileage about 400, tax paid; £165. [0594

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any P.N. Model; cash 01
deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. [0500

Francis^Barnett,

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Francis-Barnett in

stock. [0479

33h.p. Francis-Barnett, J. A. P., 2-speed, clutch and
4 kick starter, very small mileage and condition

almost eciual to new, complete with lamps, horn, and
tools; £72/10; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118
Biompton Ed., London. [7688

1 t)20 2fj5h.p. Francis-Barnett, J.A.P. engine, 2 speeds,
-*-*^ kick-starter and clutch, lamp sets and horn, and
tax paid, in very nice order and one of the best light-
weights; £65.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., High St.,
Sallron Walden, Essex. 'Phone: 45. [X2015

Haden. '

HADEN-PRECISION 2-stroke S'^hp., kick start,
2-speed machines in stock; 75 gns.—T. Williams,

9, Lower Chatham St., Oxford Rd., Manchester.
[2909

Harley.Davidson.

JC. PICKERING, Shrewsbury, Shropshire agent
• Ilarley-Davidson; exchanges. |;8065

SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons ; from
£120.—Stacey, 12, EcclesaU Rd. [0577

"I Q20 7-9h.p. Harley, 3-specd, a. ne*; £95; tax paid.
-It' -29. St. Leonard's St.. Bromley-bv-Bow. East
4708. . [8125

HARLEY 1920 Electric Model, Montgomery coach-
built, 1921 paid, perfect; £152/10.-54, Coval

Ed., Mortlake. . - [X2040

H.VRLEY, bulbous .sidecar, late 1919, all lamps;
cleai-auco bargain, £125.—Warne's, 46, Chun-hftelrt

IM., -A-ctou, W.3. [7304

1Q18 Harley Combination, electric model, in good
-*- *? condition ; offers, or would exchange.—136, Laven-
ham Ed., SouthfieldsT [8085

"JQ15 Harley Combination, 2-senter sidecar, acetylene
-•-•> lamps; any trial; £95.—Vallins, 64, Meeting
House Lane, Peckham. [7677

HARLEY Sports, fully equipped, speedometer, brand
new, guaranteed; £135.—R. B. Clark and Co..

7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [8316

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.-AU models m stock, ne-.v

and second-hand.—Sole Agents, Bambers', South
port, Lancashire. Tel. 607 " [5009

LATE 1920 Harley-Davidson de luxe Combination,
disc, original tyres, unscratched; £165.-60, Wnl-

lingford Av., N. Kensington. ' [8052

HARLEY 1915 Combination, Mills-Fnlford sidecar,
splendid touring macbinei 85 gijs. ; bargain.—

Bi-lsey. 49 Sloane St., Loudon. [7745

HARLEY 1916 Combination, 7-9h.p., newly painted
and overhauled

; must be sold, cash wanted, ^140,
or offer.—-Whelan, Brenchley, Kent. [8056

14116 Sporting. 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, all acces-
-Ltf sories, discs, exceedingly smart, tax paid; 60 gns.
— Fersfield, Westbury Ed.v New Maiden. ' [8017

CRABTREE
«^ WISBECH

FOR

Special Bargains

O.K. UNION ridden about

100 miles, as new £35

O.K. UNION, new, slightly

shop-soiled - - £40

SPARKBROOK. new,
2-speed gear, shop-

soiled - - - £60

DOUGLAS, 1920, 3-speed,

kick-start and clutch,

perfectand little used £75

ZENITH, 6h.p., 191 6, Comb-
ination, complete with

lamps, windscreen, etc.

overhauled - - £85

SUNBEAM, % h.p., 1920,

Combination, as new,

fully equipped including

windscreen - £135

SPECIAL OFFER
OF NEW TYRES

in order to clear the remainder of our Stock.

Brand New ex-W.D. Covers.

MACINTOSH and
KEMPSHALL
28x3 for Ejiglish Rims.

WOOD-MILNE
28 X 3 for American Rims.

CLINCHER de LUXE
26x2| for old size rim.

each 22/0 each

Carriage Paid.

Please mark envelopes "Tyres.'

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, ^1915-16' ,..™
model, good condition; any reasona-ble trial; £9

ur near uffer.- Parker. 21, Cobville Sq., W.ll. [80(

^80.—7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson. 1918, 3-speed, m
'^ tyres, tax, speedometer, Tan-Sad, dissolved ligl
Jng, like new.—21, Windsor Rd., Denmark IJill. S.

TTARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 1920 sho-"- room model, brand new; £210; list price £23
bargain.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmin
ham. [;X27^

TJARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Twin, 1919; £10
J-J- as new in every way; new Langford 45 gi
picnic sidecar, £40.-1, Townley Rd., E. Dulwic
S.E.22. [81!

1 C|20 Harley Combination, m^s., recently overhaiile
--*' guaranteed perfect condition, all accessorie
£165; after 7 p.m.—Copley, St. John's College, Cai
bridge. [79J

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 4h.p.. mileage und
2,000, speedometer, lamp set, horn, tax pai

condition as new; £115.-79, Military Rd., Colcheste
Tel.: 111. [79(

1 Q 19 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric ligh
-*«? ing and all accessories, driven by same caref
owner since new; £145.—A.N. , 10, West Cromw
Rd., S.W.5. •

[821

"1 Q20 Harley Combination, electric model, 7-9h-i
X«/ licence 1921 paid7 mileage 1,100, as new; £16
no offers.—Barnett, c/o Boyce's, 329, Archway R<
Highgate, N. [65

1 Q20 Harley Conibination, electric model, disc
J-*' spaiea, licensed, speedometer, perfect order; £16
—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensingto
Thone: 3709. [41£

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model. Swan spoi
in;^ sidecar, electric litjhting, good condition,

new; £185.— Porker's, Bradsliawgat'e, Bolton; al?o 24
Deansgate, Manchester. [X283

1 Q18 Harley-Davidson Combination, Easting win
-l-«^ screen, electric lights, recently overhauled an
re-enamelled, tax paid; £125, cr near, offer,—21, Gloi
cester Rd., E. Croydon. i78f

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.—1918 combination, £Ii;
1919 combination, £125, renovated; 1918 soli

unrenovated, running order; £77/10.—Owen,
Scholefield Rd,, Upper Holloway. - [X288

4b. p. Flat Twin Harley Combination, 1920, prnrt]r;il

new, mileage 300, Harley accessories, s^eedon
tax, insurance; 140 gns. ; excbang© Triumph or Zinit
"-19, Stientley Rd., Brondesbniy. [82'

HARLEY 16J. (electric), lamps, horn, rev. ecuute
petrol indicator, totally enclosed chains, pillion sea

oversize pistons just fitted, C.B. sidecar, hood, scieei

guaranteed good order; £120, or- offer.—TarnoId, Hun
ingdon. [80,"

1019 Harley-Davidson Combination, handsom<
JLJ7 conchbuilt sidecar, in first-class condition ihning]

out; any trial; best offer over £120.—Hill, 1, Chirhp,^^

Mews. Chichester Rd., Poddington (near Royal 0;

Station, Met.). tV58

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. De Liixe Combin
tion, 1918 model, electric horn and lamps, ful

equipped, hood and screen, tax paid, only wants set

ing; must sell, £128.—A, Southotn, 12, Thralc Ri

Streatham, S.W. [81

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 Magneto Model, 7-9h.p

De Luxe sidecar, hood, wind screen, splendii

condition, fully equipped; genuine bargain; trial b
appointment; £130; tax paid.—Smith; 11, Durhai
Terrace, Bayswater. [796

1 <a20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., magneto model,
-Lt7 seater sidecar, hood, screen, Ton-.Sacl, foot an
I'Hck rests, D.A. lighting, licence paid, just oveiJiaulec

new back tvre and chain; £185, or near -oflei.—Tiunei

22, Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath. [710(

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, luxurious out

fit, bulbous back sidecar with camping outfit

shock absorbers, practically a new machine, tax paid

and ready for the road; offers.—Su J ina Garage. 73

New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W. 'Phone : Streathan
40,

' - - [724'

HARLEY-DAVXDSON'. Late 1920. -7-9h.p. Combina
tion, electric model, screen apron, side pcreeas

spare tyre can carrier, tools, Tan-Sad seat, ver

lusurioiLs outfit, like new; mu.'^t sell, £165.—Sumnei
70 Camden Me'n-s, Cantilowes Rd., Camden Rd., London
N.W. [744:

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 .7-9h.p„ 3-speed. kicl

starter, with Millford sidecar chassis, Palme
tyre'', Harley disc wheels, 3 electric lamps, accumn
lator, Tan-Sad, Stewart Irorn, licence holder, pump
etc mechanical condition, enamel, platiug, and tyrei

as new tax paid; £90.—Smith's. 86, Chalk Farm Rd

(opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station), London. 'Phone :

Hampstead 2767. [750C

Hazlewood.
/*L.p. Hazlewood Combination, just thoroughly over

O liauled by makers and repainted, appearance almos

eq\Kil to new; easy payments.-Harrods, Ltd., UJ
Brompton Rd., London. I77ui

6h p New Hazlewood Combination, 3-speed clutch

and kick starter, a very reliable outfit, a le^

shop-soiled outfits, available at special prices for im

mediatf^ delivery; £165; easy payments,—Harrods Ltd.

118 Brompton Ed., London.- u^at

B:i4 All tetters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

20 4Uh-P- All^chain Drive James Combination, tax

lipid, electric lamp;, speedometer with trip, Klaxon
wind screen, cost £175: accept £118, no oiier>.—

18. Park At., Golders Green. [8209

1IE3 1920 41/ih.p. Chain Drive Combination, fullj-

equipped, tax paid, like new, £123; also brand
6h p. twin combination. £152.—Whitby, 7. The
Acton. 'Phone : Chiswick 1513. [8095

ME.S 4i.ih.p. Combination, overhauled, re-

enaraelled, 1920 engine, magneto carburetter, new
, Dunlops, Lucas lamps ;_beet over £90.—Balleny.
VVinchester Ed., Birchfield, Birmineham. [X2862

MES 5-6h.p. Twin Combination. 1919 model, ex-

cellent condition, -lamps, horn, kit ol tools, side-

recently revarnished, any trial, licensed to Dec,
: £130.—Ross Engineering Co., Ltd., Ross, Here-
hire, [7119

MEDL\TE Delivery ol any James Model; cash or
deferred payments: book your order now, and
i disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
h Side, Clapham Common, 3.^.4. 'Phono : Brix-
2417. [0503

J. A. P.
Racing 23^h.p., overhead valves, guarantee<l
miles per hour; a bargain, £60.—Sulina

ge. 73, New Park Rd., Brixton mil, S.\V.2.
ue: .Streatham 40. [7248

i.P. 8-lOh.p.. special racing model, overhead
valves, 2-si>eed. disc wheels, 700x80 tyres,

lelled Indian red, very fast, and in excellent con-
n: sulo, £45, or with Bramble sidecar, £55.—
Nfrwood Rd., West Norwood, S.E.27. [7273

l.P.

60

IE .Tarvis,

C'lHulr £85,
in.

Jarvis.
Lancnshire's best 4-stroke, without an

Tiiuberlake's Motor Cvcle Iiepot.
[7550

J.E.S.
S. 1920 I'.jh.p.. I,^mps, tnx paid, good condition:

£32,10.—Whitlock, Holworthy. [8044
l.R.. new condition, licensed, ride away; £16;
offer-;.—Wheatley, Burgess Hill, Sussex. [7980

iJ.S. l'[.h.p.. 1921, accessories, tax paid, perfect;
£30—Rector, Upper Hardres, Canterbury. [7324

!.S. 1921 IJ^h.p.. 42 gns., from stock. 10 vears'
rc.i-i service, petrol consumption 200 miles per
m.—Gibb, Gloucester. [0441
20 J.E.S. Motor Cyclette, IV'.h.p., electric lami*.

ciirrier, stnnd, horn, trip cvdometer, tools mile-
2,150, guaranteed sound; £27.—Rice, Amwoll.

'• • [7418
Lea.Francis.

u\-FRAN-CI.S 1921 .Afodela Now Rcadv.-Davies
229, Deansgate, Manchester. 536 Central. [2436
A-F1!AX0IS pCewi 1920, mag. oiwine. 2-sreed;

128, ^t. Leonard's Rd., Poplar.
[7200

1920. as new, mag.; 85 gn."., cost
14, Conrtfleld Gardens, Kensinglon.

[6076
1920, 3!;,,h.p. MA.G., ns new, mile-
500; £90, or nearest.—Box 3.898,

Tht Motor Cycle. [7111
.\-FRAN'CIS 1920 Comiination, all lamps. East-
ing Wind screen. Klaxon, insured, excellent con-

£115.-90, Lewin Rd., Streatham. (Saturday
[8225

:-V-KEANCIS 1920 3l,;ji.p. J.A.P.-Twin Combin.v
iloat sidecar, electric lighting, in top-hole
£95.—Colonial Motor.;, 104a. Finchley Rd

Hampstead 7822. [8351

£100.-A.B.,

lA-FllAXCLS
£138.-Tree,

!A-FRANCIS
ige Jipprox.

Ml

noons.)

Ma conscience! Ye cai\r\&do

better -They "re geiwiiixe !

!

26.<2|

28x2;

iitioii
:

SV^IS. Levis, Levis.

[.evls.

ENTLEilAN'S Popular Model. £60; lady's Popu-
lar Model. £60; Model S. 2-speed. hand-controlled

cli. £68; immediate delivery. Levis specialists and
distributers for London and district. Spare parts

>', 'T,?"'^,,
OTdertaken.-Vivian llardie and Lane

24. Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St
[0384

JLIAXS of Reading have all Levis models in stock

, X- r, „ t0483

?co^^' ^eymonth.-Levis 1921 models in stock-

r. [0554
EVlS. 1921, 2-spced, H.B.
slock.—Gibb, Gloucester,

EOVIL.-JIoffat. Town
models.—'Phone : 50.

clutch; £68;

Hall

'^'^-
I'feSon RdN'--'""""'--''"'"^'' ^'5-

from
[0442

Garage.—Levis 1921
[3334

1916, lamps, licence,
Edmonton, N.18. [8001

2yh.p., condition tbronghonl n; new
56, Ormeley Rd.. Bolham!

EVIS 2;ih.p. Popular, in perlcct condition afPac^cessones, tax paid.-29, Leigh Rd , Uighbury, N.

i-h-p. Levis, condition and appearance almos"1,^;
tools, etc.; £36.-16, Gainsborough

[8180

146,

EVIS
equipped fully

new.
Crew.

lamps,

All letters relnti ig to adverti

26 -:2

:-;2i

26x3

28"- 2
28 .-: 2i
to (It

3in. rim
2? y. 3

650 X 65

Make.

Wood-Milne Special

Wood-Mllne E-xtra Hvy
Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Wood-Mllne Special - -

Engleben W'd-on Rib.

Avon Lightweight Rib.

Palmer Ribbed
Avon Combination . .

.

.Avon Sunstone
Palmer Cord
Wood-Mllne or Spencer
Moulton Extra Heavy

Dunlop W.D. Heavy
Beldam Extra Heavy
Bates Special Heavy
Clincher do Luxe E.H'vy
Hutchinson Passenger
Beldam Heavy
Englcbert Wd-on Rib.

Hutchinson T.T. . .

.

Wood-Mllne Special

Dunlop W.D. Heavy
Bates Special Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy.
Clincher de Luxe E.Hvy
Beldam Extra Heavy.
Kempshall Anti-skid.

Wood-Mllne Extra Hvy
Wood-Milne Special

Hutchinson TT R.Stud.
Wood-Mllne Extra Hvy
Palmer Sidecar Ribbed
Hutchinson TT R.Stud,

Wood-Milne Comb'tion
Bates Special Heavy
Avon Tricar Rub. Stud.

Wood-Mllne Extra Hvy
Palmer 2-ply Ribbed .

.

Hutchinson T T. Rib..
Englebert W'd-on Rib
Wood-Milne Comb'tloo
Wood-Mllne Extra Hvy
Goodyear A.W. Tread

JGoodyear A.W. Tread

Bates Special Heavy .

Dunlop W.D. Heavy .

Avon 3-rlb

Wood-Mllne Extra Hvy
Wood-Milne Extra Hvy
Bergougnan 3-rlb Hvy.
Soly Rubber Non-skid

-

Wood-Mllne Steel Stud.

Partridge R. Non-skid
Wood-Milne Extra Has

y?

K«
K
K
X
K
K
K
K
X
X
X
X
X
X • 70o'x 80

g| :

M I Ihese i:peciai Clearance lines are sent|
^ I Carriage Paid, ant! on approval,A seven davs aOains' remittance.

Xl . ORDER THE

Jhe Aame.

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Rd,

Victoria, S.W.i.
Telephone: Victoria 6553 and 6554.

Our
Price.

29/6
37,6
35,'-

29 6
25'-

25 -

25,-
48 6
40 -

39.6

39 6
39 6
37.6
37 6
37 6
35 -

32 8
30 -

30 -

29.6
42 ,'6

39 6
39,6
39-
37 6
37 6
37 -

32 6
31 6
44,'-

35,-
32 6
57 ,6

45/-
45;-
M/-
35,'-

32/6
30/-
65/-
52/6
45/-

45/-

55/-
48/6
45/-
35/-
48/6
35/-
35;-
97 '6

85/-
60/-

List

PriCi-. X
X
X
X

•x

60/-
43,6
4»;-

50 o

56 9

sr '>

63 9
5() 9
^Q .9

So /-

X
X
X
X

.Ix

•x

'X

X

6^ I-
70/-

lOi '-

86 ;-

84,'-

SAh

92 .'-

74 .'6

90/-
3r,i-

K3,'-

S3 /3

S3/-
i!4,'9

>'' -'-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

1 Q21 Levis, licence paid. elei;tric lighting, Cowcv horn,
-»-»' long exhaust, mileage 200; price £65.—Weltord,
St. James' St., Brighton.

, [7597

1J120 (early) Levis, fully equipped. T.T. bars, ^vith
-t^ge.ir f47il0, or without £40; nearest.—Burge, 65,
High St., St. John's Mood. [8308

1 Q19 Levis, 2Vih.p., 2-speed, new condition, complete
-i-*/ with all accessories; 48 gns.—iliss Chapman, 69.
High ltd., Kilburn, N.W.6. (7811

04-'''P- ^'«"' Levis, ropul.ir Model: feO: in stock for
'*4 immediate deliverv; 2-speed model £68; ensv pay-
ments.—Harrods, Ltd.. 118, Dronipton Ed., London.

-r -c- - [7698T EVIS 2>ih.p., 1916. very little used, owner away
*-' on active service, electric lighting, 2 speed, splen-
did condition, all accessories: £40.—Cottam, Gahill
House, Letchworth. [7152

yN Stock, 1921 Levis. £60. Good wine needs noA bush. NuH scd.—Sole agents. The Ileadinglcy
Motor and Engineering Co., Ltd.. 18, St. Jlichael's
Laue. Leeds. 'Phone : Ueadingley 480. [0494

T EVIS (Sept., 1919). 2i,|.>h.p., 2-speed. .special coui-
J"-* petition model, winner gold iiicdnl Victory Cup
fniil this year, very lust and powerful, £58; Canoelet
Minor sidecar for same, £14.—Urwin, Vincent Av.,
Strotford-on-Avon. [X2900
TSI3IEpi.\TE Delivery of the new Model S Le.'i»,

, .
.^"b Sturmey-Archer 2-speed. handle-bar-controlled

Clutch; £68; the cheapest high-grade lightweight.
Place your order now.-Tho Premier Motor Co.. Aston
Itil., IJirmingliain. [X2276

Lincoln'EIk.
4'»'''''.'

• f'"'"'"'^"'" Combination. 2.i!peed, clutch,

;T^-,., '^'ir,,'""',',
"""^ Dunlops, in excellent order;

£-]2(10.—Miller, 151. Kingstou Ed., Teddington. [7658
P'*^},C"?;?CALLY Ne-.v Sjiorting Lincoln-Elk StMl.p.,A Philipson pnlley, Druid.?, Bosrti, B. and" B
hjraps. accetsonej. (ootrests: £38; e.xchango 2?lh.p.Douglas.-63. Solon Hd., Brixton. [8114

L.M.C.
T .MO. 1915 4",ih.p. C.B. Combination, 2-sp6ed, K.S,.J-J lamp,-, tools, spares excellent running, tax paid;£60 or ueaictt; evcnins!.-87, St. John's lid., Hollowav.
-N.iJ. {7459.

Mnrtinsyde.
20 Mnrtinsyde Combinations, 6h.p., 3speed. kick

fiUttt. clutch; £160 to cle.'tr; cannot repeat; open
.siiiidays for .-upplies-—Wilsliaw, Lythall's Lane Garages,
rolcshlU, Coventry. [X2254
1(Q20 Maitinsyde 6h.p. Combination, electric lights,
-•-»/ hood, screen, etc., in beautiful condition- very
picnt bargain, £125, or exchange.—Julian, 84, Broad
St.. Eeading. 'Phone: 1024. [7556
ftTAETIXSTDE Combination in Stock, £175; other

•*:
,

uiodels in a few days; catalogue of this cold
medal winner on request.-The Moreton Garage, 2 More-
ton Terrace Mews. I'iuilico, S.W. 'Phone: Victoria"""'

[583'/

19=

•x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

„x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

19

Matchless.

21 Combination?, any model from stock or In le*?
days. Gradual payments can now be arranced

Lvery outfit per«onany tested by the Matchleaa
specialists. Spares o( all dates in stock.—J Tassell
BloomOeld TUfL, Pluiustead.

174.—Miitcliless Corabioationa.&'
[5374

1Q20 Brand New H2 Models offered r.t this price•»«' owing to cancelled export order, spare wheel and
tyre 8 gns. extra, screen £2/12: makers' full guarantee
—Tassell, la, Blconifield Hd., Plumstcad. [5793
JULIANS of Heading have all Matehle£s models in" stock. [0480
SHREWSBCRY Agent (or Matchless; delivery from

stock.—J. C. Pickering. [8067
MATCHLESS 1921 Combination. M.A.G.- £205

Irom Etcck.—Gibb, Gloucester. [0443

LATE 1920 Matchless Combination, used twice- cash
wanted; £150.-136, Lambeth Walk, S.E. [7962

YEOVIL.—Moffat, Town Hall Garage, Matchless
agents; immediate delivery.—'Phone : 50. [3331

1 t|21 Mntchles« Combination, new, but shop-soiled-
-Ltf £10 finder list price.—Box 595, c/o Tie Motor
Cuclc. [S2856a
MATCHLESS, brand new, ex works this month-

£165; cadi wanted.—Boyd. 9, 'n'est Heath Av
'

-N-.-n.ll.
_ [8324

MATCHLESS Combination, 6-8h.p. J.A.P., Fnlford
new coach; £50.—Tavlor, 637. Seven Sisters Ed

Tottenham. [7489
MATCHLESS. 1921, new !rom wcJrks and guaran-

tee (1920 specification); £174.—Clark, 7, Exhibi-
tion Rd., South Kensington. [8319

MATCHLESS Combinations, new. in stock, from
£174; 1921 models, £205.—Sheffield Agent,

J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0574

MATCHLESS H Combinations, from £160; de-
lerred payments from 4%.— Prior, Southfields,

S.W.18. 'Phone: Putney 1694. [7926

sements should qitot.; the .number al the end 0! each advertisemeat, c.id the date of he issue. B:!7
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M
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Matchless.
ATCHLESS Coachbuiit Combiuation, 2-speed, kick

start, Sli.p., o.nrhauled, eniimelted, tas paid, all
Dii; £75—72, Whitwell Ed., Plaisttw. [7413

MATCHLESS, 1917, M.A.G., electric lightinE. Tan-
Sad, hood, screen, splendid condition; £135.-39.

Kyile Ua., Clapham Common, S.W.l/. [7648

MATCHLESS 1920 Magdyno Combination, speed-
ometer, iviiul screen, etc., as new : £165.— Spurl-

in?, 8. Conithope Rd.. Hampstead, N.W.3. [7349

MATCHLESS 1918 Combination, 8h.p., spare wheel,
dynamo lig-Iiting', speedometer, Easting, new con-

dition; £140,-185,. Bow Ed., E. 3. East 881. [6127

1 Q20 (late) Matchless Combination. M.A.G. engine,
Xt/ Lucas Magdyno lighting. lavishly equipped;
£160.-60, Wallingford Av., N. Kensington. [8051

MATCHLESS Combination, 2-speed, K.S.. chain
drive; £95, or e.xchange with cash for Ford

toxirer.-Write, 151, Ramsden Rd., Balham. [7428

1021 Matchless Magdyno Combination, owner un-
X9J able to ride, brand new, tmused, unregistered;
sacrifice. £198.-41, Madrid Rd., Barnes, S.W. [5450

MATCHLESS Model H. Combination, 1920, J.A.P.,
I'uliv etiuiiiped, Easting, speedometer, tax paid;

£150.-\Vainwright, Millfields, AA^olverhamptou. [X2901

MATCHLESS Victory Model, electric lighting, new
Avons, Paimer spare, excellent condition; £125.

or near offer.-J. Smith, 94, Creek Rd., Deptford, S.E.8.
[7192

MATCHLESS, 1920, Model H, tax paid, iucas
lamps and horn, speedometer. Triplex screen,

spare wheel; £145.—Hunter, 87, High St., Clapham,
S.W.4. - [7702

MATCHLESS H2 Combination, brand new guaran-
teed; £165, or fitted Magdyno lighting £190.—

Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
S.W. 7. [8418

]C|20 Matchless, Magdyuo, completely equipped, mtle-
-t/ age 2.500. perfect condition; £180, or offer;

seen any time.—151, Caledonian Ed., King's Ctos?,
London. [8346

MATCHLESS Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P.,
splendid condition, kick starter, licensed and

equipped; trial given; £85.-24, Southsea Rd., West
Croydon. [7270

MATCHLESS Sh.p., Victoria combination, hood,
screen, Lucas lamps, horn, spare wheel, luggage

piid. and iiceuee ; £126.-28, Admiral Seymour Ed.,
Well Hall. . [7491

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, M.A.G., electric light-
it/ ing, £15 extras, policy, tax paid; £160.—Dr.
Woodhonse, Windlestone. Bray, Berks. Tel. : Maiden-
head 455. [7982

MATCHLESS Combination, 7-9h.p., 1915, M.A.G.,
new carburetter, fine order, owner bought car;

£90; tax paid.—Baldwin, c/o May's Garage, Crown Rd.
Twickenham. [7646

MATCHLESS, Victory model, all on, tax paid,
insurance expiring next January; £150, or

offer.—Welland, Hillside. Egerton Rd., South Nor-
wood, London. [8122

MATCHLESS. Matchless, Matchless.- Latest 1921
model Sh.p. combination, for immediate delivery.

—Vivian Hardie, and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Wood-
stock St., W.I. [0418

MATCHLESS Late 1920 Model H Combination.
Lucas, accesfories,- spare wheel, lavishly equipped;

£160.— Parker's, Eradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Dean.«-
gate, Manchester. [X2832

-| Q20 Matchless Combination, M.A.G., lamps, honi,
A-*y speedometer, screen, hood, spare wheel, tools,

tax paid, little used; £190, or offer.—Freeman, 50,
Brighton Rd.. Redhill. / [7800

FULLY Guaranteed Brand New 1920 Matchless
Combinations; £174. May we bring one round

to show vou ?—W. Whitby and Son, Matchless Aeents.
7, The Vale, Acton, W.3. , [8098

MATCHLESS.—All models from stock: 1921, £205;
1920, new from works, £180; liberal exchange

allowances. -R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.,
S.W.7. Kensington 4096. [8313

VICTORY Model Matchless, electric lights, car tyres,
Binks carburetter, specially built sporting torpedo

sidecar, spare wheel ; bargain, £125; owner buyine
cycle car.—Palmer, Wykin, Hinckley. ' [7099

MATCHLESS 1920-21 H. Model, M.A.G. efigine,
mileage under 1,000, fully equipped, spares, speed-

ometer, etc.; £175, tax paid, fully insured.—Knight,
126, Upper Tooting Ed. Tel.: Streatham 2390. [7094

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 Matchless combination, Mag-
dyno, small mileage, fully equipped, hood, screen,

spare wheel, luggage carrier, tax paid; £175.~5, Heath
St., Hampstefid (near Hampstead Tube Station). [7476

MATCHLESS J 921 Combination. M.A.G.. hood,
screen, slep,* Magdyno, tax paid, cost £230 only

done 200 miles, owner getting car ; £205.—Ciiurch
Che-tnut Av., Onlton Broad. Tel.: 44 Oulton. [7357

MATCHLESS Model H., April, 1921, M.A.G. 2-
seater. sidecar, acetylene lamps, horn, spare wheel

soieens, tols, et-c., mileage 100; anv trial by appoint-'
n]ent.^24, Sandby Green, Well Hall, Eltham, Kent

[7254

GREAT
SALE

OF
BRAND NEW
R/IOTOR CYCLES
SIDECARS AND
ACCESSORIES
NO REASONABLE

OFFER
WILL BE REFUSED
SEND A DEPOSIT
WITH YOUR OFFER:
IF WE CANNOT ACCEPT,
YOUR MONEY WILL
B E RETUR NED
IBVIIVBEDBATEL.Y

ROBE RTsor««a*s

LOVE
A KEEN BUYER BUT
NOT A STINGEY ONE :

SO GENTLEMEN, PLEASE
BE REASONABLE

EXCHANGES
EASY PAYMENTS

cannot be considered
on machines sold at

REDUCED PRICES

HIRE
One of our splendid outfits
if you do not wish to buy

ROBERTSONS iVlOTORS Ltd

.

157B, GREAT PORTLAND ST., W.I
TELEPHONE: LANGHAM 1E22

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

10 20 8h.p. Matchless Combination, electricJ-tf Watford epeedometer Lucas horn, etc li
paid; £165; accept 1920 Velocette and cash bal
—Jones, Squirrel Hotel, Winkfield, near Wind

"ITATCHLESS 1921 Combination, il^.G.
-^"J- Lur^'tf; lamps, c>pare wheels, guarnut'eed not
50 miles; £190; exchanges.—Neivnham Motor Co.,
HiimiueK^mith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmit

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, 8h.p., M.
£13; efigine overhanled February, J lamps.

ing. Tan-sad, 700x80 tyres, one new spare, trial
nfice 110 gns., or close offer.—96a, Queen's R'l
ford.

MATCHLESS 1921 Models, immediate deliverr:
Magdyno lighting £230. without Magdyno

lUg £205, no waiting; in stock ready to drive
ea?y payments arranged.—Wilkins, Simpson, op
Olympia, London.

"IVTATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G., August.
-L»X mileage 1,700, perfect condition, licence
unpunctured, £25 extras, including Easting, e
ometer, lamps, horn; £175. — Bennett, West
Teri:;,ce, Morecambe.

MATCHLESS, 1921 Eamily Mod^, 2-£eater ,<i

combination, delivery from stock; £2^2/10: 1

exchange or extended payment terms.—An 1

1

agent-5, Elee and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate At., Cam
St., E.C.3. *Phone: ATemie 5548.

MOTOR Cycle, Matchless S-eli-p., 1915, J.A.P
gine, Eosch, S-speed, recently mechanically

hauled, tyres new, lamps, screen, tooli^, in almosi
fei'T condition, laid by during war, licence; £73.
730, Willings, Moorgate Arcade, E.C.2.

QA-<7Vy2 o.h.v. 1919 Matchless-Jap, 3-speed
^yyy Amac, M.L., electric lighting, electric-horn.

80 tyres, Leap spare parts, holds records, 80 m.p.h.
feet condition, low mileage; exceptional bargain,

52, Upper Addison Gardens, Kensington, \Y.14,

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H., Lucas D.A. li;

hood, screen, Tan-Sad, speedometer, watch
mileage, beautifully smooth engine, carefully d
siilendid condition; £165.-94, Norbury Court Ed.,
bury, S.W. 16 (or 'Phone Bartlett, Holboin 5765..

MATCHLESS Service Depot, 'Phone 751 Gir-en

-The leading Matchless agent. All 1921 n
for immediate delivery, cash or deferred terjii

faction guaranteed, and unlimited service ficui

agent of all high-class motor cycles.—Sam E. Cla

(Motors), 27, Stock-well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.

MATCHLESS.—We are tlie recognised North Lo
agents for the deliglitfully sprung and p:

cally designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-3

on three wheels; immediate delivery from stoci
cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade supf
all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell
N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

|

MATCHLESS Sh.p. Combination, J.A.P.
lirooks saddle, fipeedometer, 3 lamps, 2 n^-w

Millford ifidecar. well sprung, new wheel, combinei! '

proof cover and wind pcreen, ready for iiiini<

driving; fjuiek sale, £86; bought car; room w:

—To he seen at The Cottage, Charleeville Cirmr^,

Hill, Sydenham, S.E.

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, J.AIP., all

spares, electric lighting and horn, hand
Stewart speedometer, legshields, rear seat, s;

cover, hood, step. Triplex screen with wing?,

wheel complete {extra one if required £7). 1

tyres throughout, tax paid, privately owned.
looked after; £175.—Gould, 7, The^ Drive, Loug
London.

MATCHLESS.-Whitsun Holidays. Don't worry
trains. Save coal. Buy one of these except

bargains: Brand new 1920 Matchless combihJ
standard model, £185; ditto without screen and
wheel. £174; immediate delivery; the finest value t(

—Write, call, or 'phone (Greenwich 751], thp lei

Matchless agent, Sam E. Clapham [Motors), 27, f

well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.

Maxim.
"IVfAXIM-DALM. Dec.. 1920, 3h.p., 2^tioke,
-LpB- Intely new, Amac carburetter, E.I.C. map.. A

2-6peed, Hutchinson tvres, accessories, £52; ditto

clutch, kick start, £53/10.-224, Peutonville Rd.,
don, N.l.

Metro.

METRO-TYLER 1919, single-speed, 2-stroke;

gain; £35.—Bond, Brasted, Kent. [

Qih.p. Metro-Tyler, all-red sporte model, very
-^2 used; 35 gns.—Peacock. 109, Harvifit Rd.,

bum.

ETRO-TTLER. brand new latest S Type n
oib'ied at the special reduced price of £70; i

;iud iu-peet,-Elce and- Co.. 15-16. Bishop
Camomile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5541

M^
Av.

METRO-TYLER 1920 23ih.E., 2-spee3 ce.ir,

wliceb. Ions ex-liaust, Tan-Sad, electric li

li.-ensetl: £60.—Hevdn's Garages, Ltd., the Real s
Firm, Taunton.

Minerva.
03.h.p. Minerva; £28; belt, liandle-bars, mag.
/54= jnst been overhauled costi-ng £10, tax I

Twist, 12, Vale View Rd., Dover.

B.?8 All letters relating to advertisements shouJd ouote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Minerva.

lb. p. Minerva, in excellent condition; tax inelnded.
2 £30, with sidecar, £35.—Seen by appointment,
Cliartfleld Av., Putnev, S.W. 'Phone; Putnev 1427,

[7199

Monarch.
120 Monarch, 25ih.p. Villiers. 2-speed, -variable jet.

7 licpnce, horn, tools, lamps, etc. : cost £80, perfect,

F. ^. Fnirbank, Summertord, Willenhall, Stai-

^shire [X2S91

Moto.Reve.
'OTO.REVE 2^.ih.p.. good tyres, condition, like new.
. tax paid; £18, or near offer.—110, Studley Rd..
St Hartlepool. [7165

OTO-UETE Twin, 2',4h.p., B. and B., Druids.
Brooks, new tyres, engine completely overhauled,
paid; £27/10, real bargain.—Brannan, 14, Kin^V

,, Cardiff, [X20a2

Motosacoche.
'OTO.SACOCHE. lightweight. Sensprav, perfect, tax

paid; £16.-42, University Hd.. Merton, Surrey.
[7470

OTO.SACOCHE 2h.p., Bosch, Senspray. excellcni.
condition; £18.-37, Green St., Forest Gate.

[7994
.h.p. i^fotosacoche, new P. and H. set. tvres and

rundttion good, ride awav: £18/10.—15i, Kings
Ed.. Teddington. [7810

New Comet.
.h.p. Xew Comet, Peco engine, just .rebored, rc-

I'li.^hed, overlooked by makers, new Amac, T.B.
new Dunlops front and rear, belt and chain, dom-

miles, complete lamp.s. horn, tools, fitted Tan-S.id;
any time; £32; tex paid 30/-.—Wilde, Marlow

HadSeld. . (7455
New Hudson.

ULI.\NS of Beading have all New Hudson models in
etCK-k. [0534

'EW HUDSON 2-8troke, shop-soiled ; 60 gns. -Sogers,
42, Church Ed., Hcndon. [8133
EW HUDSON 4>Jb.p. Combination. K.S.. 3 speeds
excellent order; £75.-3, I'erry Kd., Teddington.

[8213
EW HUDSON Combination, 4h.p.. S-speed, tools,

lamps, tax paid, any trial; £55.-34, Leghorn E<1..
mstead. [7729

EW HUDSON Combination, 3-speed, clntch, tax
I)nid, all on; nearest £55, twirgain.—47, Windmill
IJrciitford. {7780

EW HUDSON 1916 2-,-troke, perfect order, pood con-
dition, tax paid; first £25. bargain,—Box 581, c'o
Motor Cycle. (X2807

ih.j). New Hudson 2-stroke, good condition, acces-
4 sories. tax paid; £33.-26, Norbury Crescent,
rbury, S.W.16. [8162

EW HUDSON. Lightweigbt, latest model, 2-apeod,
liardly soiled, fully equipped; £65, offers.-97,

htingale Ed., Wood Green. [5936

EW HUDSON. 4h.p., 2-speed, 1916, excellent
order, bargain. £45; with smart sidecar. .-£65.— 1.

rwood Kd.. Heme Hill, S.E.24. [7844

EW HUDSON Lightweight, 1915. cverhanled, re-
painted and replated, as new; 32 gns.—124.

igston Hd., New Maiden, Surrey. [7139

EW HUDSON 4h.p.. late 1919. countershaft, electric
hchting. just overhauled, perfect condition: £70,

near offer.—Sttibbs. Laurels, Winsford, Cheshire.
r74S4

B15 2'Xh.p. New Hudson. 2-,=troke. 2-?peed, lamps,
_ horn, discs, tax paid, overhauled and new trres;
). offers.—Fisher, 67, Eamsden St., Barrow-in-Furne^v

[7216
XIP—New Hudson, J.A.P. 2Uh.p., 3-speed, clutch.

stnred during and since war, unworn throughout,
ctiiallv new, i)erfect tune, licence ; £36.-84, Break-
are Ed.. Brockley. [7667

EW HUDSON 1913 4h.p. Combination, only ridden
1,000 miles. C.B. sidecar. 3-speed hub gear, trip

edometer, splendid condition and tyres; 65 gns.-
ireldene, Cowfold, Sussex- [4421

16 New Hudson, 2i,4h.p.. 2-speed, enpine perfect,
brand new back Lyre, tube, Terry's links, XL'AII

liie, fuller block accumulator lighting, ready tour-
: £37; after 7 or 3 Saturday: bought Triumph.—
ul. .Vnibleside, Approach Rd., St. Albans. [7813
EW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view :

Popular. 50 gns.; de luxe. 65 gns.; Ace. 75 gns.
ires lor 2'4h.p., 3i.^h.p.. and 5h.p. machines stocked,
alogues and any information by return.—New
dion Depot. 45, Gray's Inn Rd.. Holborn. W.C.2.

EW HUDSON 6h.p. Twin, 1917. engine No. 1404.
3 -peed countershaft gear box, kick starter, 1920

tionian sidecar', wind screen, and detachable coupe
.large rear locker, aluminium dash, extra heavy
nlop= spare chain, tubes, valve, etc., wonderful

p-climb;r: 95 ens.—Courlander, Richmond, Surrev
one; 1645 Richmond. [8183

New Imperial.
EW IMPERIAL Agents.-Lightweights and spare

parts in stock.—Crow Bros., Guildford. (4709EW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed, 2yh.p.. all acces-
sories, tax paid: £33.-49, Well St., Hackney

[8201

9

GREAT
SALE
SPECIALLY NOTE
thnt the>e m.n hines aro NOT old renovated or \\".D.

stock. Most of them were made in 1921. and. in

many cases, they arc still being made for U5 by the
Manufacturers. Some of them cannot be disting-
uished from the latest 1921 Model>^.MOTOR CYOUES

List Price.

AMERICAN X, standard £173 5
AMERICAN X, electric £194 5
DOUGLAS, 1 h.p.. 3-speed. K.S £130
DOUGLAS, ;? h.p.. 3-specd £100
DIAMOND, 2-stroke, single-speed £52 10
DIAMOND, 2-strokc, :-sp., clutch, .lud K.S. £70 7
DIAMOND, z\ h.p. Jap. 3-sp.. clutch, K.S. £77 14
EDMUND, ^pri^g frame, ;} h.p. lap. ;-sp. £85
LEA-FRANCIS, 3V h.p. Mag tvi-in. :-5p..

I lulrh. and K^S £125
TRIUMPH Model S.D. Combination £175
ZENITH GRADUA, 2', h.p.. flat twin .... £107SIDECARS
HENDERSON, 1 lilc £45
HENDERSON, Model A £23
MILLFORD, de Luxe £37 16
MILLFORD, Corvette £30
MILLFORD, Skiff £25
SWAN, sporting £26
SWAN, do Luxe £31

WHITLEV, Model 12 £35 15
G.L. sporting streamline Bodies only £18 10

The Pri'-e.^ shown below of the foilowini.'

ACCESSORIES, ETC.
arc the ordinary retail liit prices.

A.K. Knce^ips, 12,6; Copper Oil Cans, with
flexible spout, 3 sizes, 5/9, 6 9, and 7/6; Torpedo
Sidecar l^mps, gas 12/6, electric 15/-, gas with liuM'?-

eye lens 13/6; Premier Mechanical Horns. 57 ,'6;

Klaxon Mechanical Horns, 36 '••
; Gamer Exhaust

Whistles, 12/6 ; Plated Kagic Mascots. 21 /-

;

Severn Repair Outfits, 2/6; Cowey Speedometers,
£S 15$., with trip, £6 10$. ; Benton Sparking Plugs,
all threads, 5/6 ; Polished Aluminium Discs. £2 per
wheel ; Stewart Rear Drive Speedometers, trip and
total, for 23in. wheels, £5 ; Bowdcn Front Rim
Brakes, for Hendersons or machines with similar
forks. £1 15$.: Cowcv Mechanical Horns. £2 lOs.

SECOND-HAND
•HENDERSON :,;: 3-spcod .and reverse

Sidecar Comb., electrically equipped.
cost n\f'r ^300, nearlv new £245

•HENDERSON Combination, electrically

equipped, 1920 model, excellent condi-
tion £205

•HENDERSON, Standard Model, with C.
and M. ^35 Sidecar, 1920 model £205

^AMERICAN X 7-9 h.p. Combination, com
plcte £160

'DIAMOND-JAP., 2-spccd, kick-starter and
clutch £72

•DOUGLAS, 2} h.p. 3-specd £79
ARIEL 3-spoed, 3I h.p., and new Sidecar,

fuUv equipped £65
•TRIUMPH Outfit, nearly new £130
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, flat twin, nearlynew £120
•HENDERSON -1 trie), t92l, nearly new £195
KINGSBURY ~ . r, nearly new £29
ig JO 5 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar £145

I9t i 3V h.p. 3 speed ARIEL 39 gns.
•Indicat<?s Ta.K paid and all Accessories.

1921 Motor Cj-clcs available for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
(Not offered at reduced figures).

A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination £215
B.S.A., all Ntodels £107 to £175
DOUGLAS, all Models £85 to £170
DIAMOND, all Models £60 18s. to £89 5

ROBERTSONS iVIOTORS Ltd.

157B, GREAT PORTLAND ST., W.I
TELEPHONE: LANGHAM 1522.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

1Q16 2^ih.p. Imperial-Jap, 2-5peed, licence paid;
-L" £38.-1, Bellingham Terrace, Bromley Hd.. Cat-
ford. [7760

NEW LMPERIAI..J.A.P.. 2-5peed, lamp, tax: £40,
offere.—Blanshard, 45, Fenton St., St. Helen's,

Lanci. [8249

NEW I.MPEHIAL-J.A.P.. 2=jh.p., 2-speed, Dunlop
tyres. ta.\ paid, any trial.— 185, Shernhall St.,

Walthamstow. [7750

8 h.p. Imperial Combination, lamps and horn, all as
new; bargain, £110.—Beecher, 472, Archway Rd.,

London, N.6. [7870

NEW IMPEEIAL 2'ih.\t., 2-speed. lamps, horn, Tan-
Sad, good condition; £40.-44, Okeburn ltd, Toot-

ing: after 6 p.m. [7135

Oiih.p. New Imperial-Jap. 2-spccd, perfect order,
^4 all accessories; 39 gns. — 17, Manor Drive,

Wembley, Middlesex. • [8260

NEW IMPEEIAL 2^ih.p., 2-speed, K.S.. clutell,

lamp, lioru, licensed, thoroughly overhauled: £48.

-6O11. High St., Wimbledon. [7070

1 Q21 New Imperial Lightweight, countershaft (tear,

-l«/ kick start, 250 miles only; £73/10.—Collier's

Motories, Horlun St., Halifax. [7525

Oil'.P- New Imperial-Jap, 2-spced. lamps, horn, new
'V4 bars, a real goer, ta.x paid; £45.-125, Wilbcr-

lorce Rd.. Finsbury Park. N.4. [.v:2878

NEW IMPEniAL, 1919. 2';h.p. J.A.P., nil acces-

sories, excellent condition, about 1.000. tax pnin;

60 gns., near offer.—42, Lillian Rd., Barnes. [7874

1020 New Imperial 8h.p., 43-gn. sidecar, electricvally

Xt/ eauipiH?d. Klaxon, numerous spares, not don«

1.500: any trial; £135.—Seen at Garage. Solomons
Possii^:e, Peckhnm Rye. [7725

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 Combination, 8h.p.. as new,

electric lighting. Easting, speedometer, pillion,

accessories, ready for road; £130.-32. Ilambledon

Rd., Southfields, S.W.18. I"989

NEW IMPERIAL 2?-ih.p.. 3-sreed, kick start and
clutch, in stock: £89/15: eschanso for A.B^.—

Xewnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.. W.6.
*Pliou«: Hnuimersmitll 80. [7511

1 021 New Imperial 8h.p. Combination, used few timej

y*f for demonstration, absolutely as new, and un-

s.'rntclied. best value in Enghind: 150 gns.—Julian. 84.

liroad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [7555

NEW IMPERIAL 6h.p. 1920 Combination, scuttle,

and Auster screen, Degory carburetter, condition

as new, electric lighting; no reasonable offer refused.

—

6, Erridge Rd., Bedford Park, W.4. (8203

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, 3-

specd, K.S., powerful, reliable, excellent condi-
tion, all accessories, tax paid: any trial; evenings;
,*120.—205, South Croxtcd Rd.. Dulwich. [8193

NEW IMPERIAL Motor Cycle.=.-Immediat« delivery

of the?e popular machines: 2^4!!. p. 2-8peed model,
with clutch and kick-starter, £89/5; 8h.p. 3-sp6cd com-
bination, £187.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham. [7541

1 Q20 New Imperial-Jap 2"jili.p.,. 2-speed kick start,
-i-t' clutch, tax paid, tyres perfect, wide mudguards,
.email niileaso. and in excellent condition; £68.—
Pritchard. Penllwyn, Chester Ed.. Wrexham. (7441

Id 13 New ImperialJap 2;-5h.p.. 2-5pccd, clutch,
i.*J kick starter, speedometer, lamps P. and H..
complete accessories, splendid condition, tax paid; 50
gns.—Butler, 8, Westborough Ed., Westcllfl-on-Sea.

[7121

aih.p. New Imperial. 2.speed, £80/17; ditto with
4 clutch and kick-starter, £89/5; Bh.p. com-

bination, £186; in stock for immediate delivery; easy
payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, ^rompton Rd., London.

(7694

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 81i.p.. n.34 sidecar, as new,
screen, nil accessories and spares, tax paid, in-

sured till March, 1922; £145, or near offer: n very

sportv lot.-Surgerv, 3, Mitcham Bd., Tooting Broad-
nay, S.W. [7918

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any New Imperial Model;
cash or deferred payments; book your order now,

and avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors,
Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common. S.W.4. 'Phone:
Brixton 2417. (0505

1Q19 (November) 8h.p. New Imperial-Jap. with two
XJ/ purpose body, electric lamps, speedometer.

Klaxon, pillion, just overhauled by makers, owner
buying car; offers for quick sale; tax paid.—Taylor,
Albert St., Syston, Leicester. [X2014

1Q20 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, dynamo
X*/ lighting, charge and discharge ampmeter, electric

horn, speedometer. Easting. Tan-Sad. spare tyre, tax
paid, splendid condition throughout; trial; £150.—
Stevens. 21. Howard Rd., Southville. Bristol. [8241

New Ryder.
21 New Ryder De Luxe, 2^jli.p., 2-stroke, kick
starter, 2-speed clutch : cost 76 gns., accept £58.

121. Rotten Park Ed., Birmingham. [6646

New Scale.

PICKERING, Phrcwsburv.—New Scale motor cvcles;
4h.p. Blackburne model, £100. (8070

SCALE, 3i^h.p. Precision. £80; 4h.p. Blackburne.
£100; motor cycles yon will bear more about. I

have aiwavs a stock of each model; trade supplied.

—

Davies. 229, Deanscale, Manchester. 536 Central.
(2440

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
. Norton.

PREMIER Motor Co. lor 1921 Nortons.

ANT Model Norton deliverod to yonr address, carriage
paid, -within twenty-four hours.—The Premier Motor

To.. Aston Ed., Birmingham. [S2261

TDLIANS ol' Beading have Norton 16H. in stocli.

JULIANS of EeadiUB have Norton Model 9 in stook
[0489

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Norton official agent; early

deliveries. [0695

YEOVIL.—Moffat, Town Hall Garage, Norton agents.
-Phone : 50. [3330

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—All Norton models from
stock; exchanges. [8068

^TORTON 1921 Famous S'/.h.p. from stoci; £132.—
< Gibb, Gloucester. [0444

-Smith's,
[5626

Stock; also

sports sidecar.—Moss, Wem. [X2859
"IITESTON-SUPER-MARE.-Jack Pruen, OxIordSt^,

NORTONS, all models, delivery anywhere.

-

Main St., Mexborough.

"lYORTON Brand New Model 16H

for Nortons.—'Phone : 440. [6250

NORTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anvwhere; early
dates.-Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. [6128

NORTON 1921 T.T.,
and spares: £90.-

200 miles only,, lamp, licence,

-Putterill, Garage, Harpenden.
[8046

DAN BEADBURY can supply Norton, all models
anywhere and any time.—224, London Ed., Shef

field. [8019

NORTON SVih.p., countershaft, new condition, all .nc-

cessories; f 80.—Collins, Trinity College, Cnm-
bridge. [8081

NORTON Motor Cycles.—All models in stock; ex-
changes and deferred payments.—P. J. Evans, Bir-

mingham. [7539

NORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district agents. Wessex
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury.

'Phone : 72. [5005

NORTON, 1920, S'M.p., all chain, de luxe sidecar,
accessories; £135.—Bartlett's, 93, Gt. Portland

St., London. [8425

NORTON, May, 1921, Model 16n, 3-speed, all chain
mileage 20, accessories; £128.—Payne, 63, New

Broad St., E.O. [8349

"I Q15 Norton 4h.p. Combination, Sturmey-Archer
J-t/ hub gear; £65.—13, Acacia Grove, - Croxted
Hd., Dulwioh, S.E.21. [8355

]Q21 Norton, Model 16H, brand new, only driven
." from works; £117/10; perfect, licensed.—Walter

Madeley, Wem, Satop. [7213

"jVrOETON 1920 Big 4 Combination, all accessories,

ridden 600 miles only
Portland St., London.

£156.-Bartletts, 93, Gt
[8424

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., oi Birmingham, have
Nortons readv for immediate delivery; also a

fine second-hand 3V2h.p. Norton. [X2863

NORTON 1921 Motor Cycles, brand new. all models
in stock, immediate delivery.—Palin, Sole Agent.

Bourne St. (nr. Spot), Osmaston Rd., Derby.
gen
[3181

NEW 1921 S'/jh.p. Norton, 3-speed, kick start, 16H
model,_ in stock; list price £132

tertained.-
607.

-Bambers', Eastbank St.,

exchanges en
Southport. Tel. :

[X0631

DAVIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Nortons
from stock; the machine you will eventually buy;

all spares stocked; prompt attention.—229. Deansgate
Phone : 535 Central. [2432

NORTON .Agents.—Motor cyclists in or' near Oldham
call. Our IMr. Mitchell will demonstrate to you- Mitchell ,,—

the finest machine in the world
Waterloo St., Oldham

-Bulloughs Motors,
[2050

vrOETON Big 4 Combination, delivered Feb., 1921
-Li complete outfit, not run 600 miles, splendid nui
oJiine; £150.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Fiuchley Ed
N.W. Hampstead 7822. (8350

TV'ORTON 1920 Big Four Model, Canoelct sidecar,
-*-' fully equipped, low mileage, indistinguishable
from new; £155.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton-
also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X2833

jV'OETON T.T. Model with Philipson pulley, very
-1-' lar^t and in splendid condition, 1920 model- £80-
exchange.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmitli
Ed., W.6. 'Phone; Hammersmith 80. [7516
"1020 4h.p. NoYton Combination, tax paid Low
-l-«^ generator and electric lighting, knee 'grips
horn, engine just thoroughly overhauled; £125 —
Bloss, Red House, Wimpole Rd., Colchester. [7902
TW'OETON 1921 Big Four, delivery from stock; the
^l ideal two-purpose mount; £135: exchanges or
extended tcrms.-Offlcial agents, Elce and Co., 15-16
Bishopsgate Av. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue
''''^"-

[0071
JSJOHTON (July, 1920) Big Four, de luxe sidecarJ-l electric and acetylene lighting, all accessoripR
700x80 Dunlop tyres, only done 750 miles as new£165; seen by appointment London.—Box 3,970 c/n
Ike Motor Cycle, ._>_'^'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

.IVORTON 1921 Big Four Model, Henderson sideea
-'^^ Lucas Magdyno lighting Cameo wind screen, ove
sized tyi-es, tax paid, insured, indistinguishable frc!
new; £195.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; al."o 24
Deansgate, Manchester. [X2B;

ORTON, "T.T., special engine. 1917, mileage 5,00iNORTC
fast.

In the selection of a suitable
mountfop you ppapticulap purpose,
there are at least two important

considerations:

1 SUITABILITY.
2 PRICE.

Do not scruple to trouble us, we
are before you for that purpose,
and every enquiry receives prompt
personal attention, be it for a
small spare part or a new motor

cycle: that is

"ALEXANDER

T.T. bars, knee grips, good tyres and belts (2), lamt
1920 Cowey speedometer, horn, spares, tax paid; be
offer over £70 accepted.—Fairlie, Victoria Terrac
Oakwcrth, Keighley, Yorks. [71^

N.S.U.
N.S.tJ., Si/jh.p., 17 gns., trial run, tax 30/-: Grac

£3.-12, Cheshire St., Bethnal Green. [73

"jV^.S.U., in thorough order, 2^4'h.p., newly painted a
-'-' overhauled; oilers.—D. Savory, Poyntington, Fie
Hants. • [72

N.S.U., 3i/2h.p., E.I.C. mag., B. and B., excelle
running order, fast; first £20 secures.—Operat

Town Hall, Elgin. [81

4h.p. N.S.U., new frame, Burman gear, K.S., clutc
C.B. sidecar, new tyres, lamps, ready to ri

away; £60.—Rowley, Oraett, Essex. [83

f\'LT) Pattern N.S.IJ. Twin Wicker Combination,—
' speeds, Bosch mag., Binks carburetter, in go:

order, eilgine overhauled, small crack in front C3

£24.-62, Moimfcastie St., Newbold Moor, Chesterfls

[8C

N.U.T.
pe

halt
[8'

. 1920, 3-speed ceuntershaft, Lucas Magdy
fully equipped, splendid condition; £108.-

Ciystal Palace Park Rd., Sj-denham. [8C

jV'.U.T,, 1920. Magdyno, electric horn, speedoniei
-^" Claudel-Hobson single-lever carburetter, guai.int

TVT.TJ.T. Sporting o.h.v. 3>5h.p. Twin, discs, 2-si^~ very fast; 65 gns.— 4, The Square. Carsha

N.tJ.T.,
fiilb

perect, S8 m.p.h., economical,
ton Mansions, Barnes.

silent; £136.-79, Cas
[7-

SERVICE. 11

If you are on the spot, we give
free tuition to purchasers at any

of our depots.

NOW IN STOCK.
1921 MODELS OFTHE
FOLLOWING MAKES:
DOUGLAS
NORTON
P. & M.
ZENITH
VELOCETTE

ENFIELD
iVIATCHLESS

LEVIS
B.S.A.

OOULSON B.

B40

[7632

AH letters relating to advertisements

OMEGA COVENTRY-EAGLE
NEW IMPERIAL N.U.T.
QUADRANT REX
ACME B.A.T.
WILKIN BRADBURY
CALTHORPE DIAMOND

ALSO

MORGAN RUNABOUTS
G.W.K. & CALTHORPE LIGHT CARS.

ALEXANDER'S,
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH
272-274, GT.WESTERN RD.,GLASGOW

Overstone.
»3 K GNS.-Ov%rstone-Villiers 2',gi.p., 2-strok6. C
0«J2-speed. knee-grips, aluminium discs, tyres urn

nil on; tax iiaid.-29I, Beverley Hd., Hull. [7'

ii'hould quote the number at the end cf each r.dvertteement, and the dat3 of the issue.

N.U.T. 3i/2h.p., 1920, electric lighting model, enan
ling and plating absolutely as new, only i

about 1,500 miles, perJect condition; any trial; £1
Apply. L. Bailey, 72, Mitchara Rd., Croydon. [5]

1Q20 (Dec.) N.U.T. Combination, unscratcbed,
J- 1-' feet, Magdyno ligbting, Cauoelet sporting
car;- cost £205 (receipts sbown), licences, Insuran
nearest £125.—Turner, 8, Victoria St., Shrewsburv

[7;

"I
Q20 Twin N.U.T. Sporting Combination. Magdj

X*^ lighting, electric horn, Bonniksen speedomet
absolutely as new, any -trial, tax paid; £140; lig

weight part.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E:3. T(
E 3155.

'

[8

spec'ial 500 c.c. twin racing overhead t

engine, very fast and light, polished nickel open
iKiut^ts. tauk straps and fittings, geared, from 3 to 5
1. lamps, horn, tax paid; £60.-88, Brook Grt
Hammersmith. [8(

O.K.

JULIANS of Reading have all O.K. models in st(

O.K.-UNION, 1920, brand new;' clear £43.-B
letts, 93, Gt. Portland St., London. [8'

O.K. Union 23^'jh.p., 1920, new and unused; i

lowest.—Pantling, Wing, Bucks [8

r>25.—O.K. 4-stroke, 2-speeds, handle starter, splen^ running order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[X2i

O.K. 234h.p., 2-stroke, latest 1920, equal to new,
on, tax paid; 38 gns.—619, Garratt Lane, Ea

field.

DAVIES, ol Manchester, can deliver 1921 O.I
Irom stock. — 229, Deansgate. 'Phone : !

Central. [2'

/~^.K. 1920 2-stroke, 2-5_peed, practically brand n
Advertiser, 74, Welling

[7'

lamps and horn; £48.-
Rd., Rhyl.

O.K.-YILLIERS, 1920, shop-soiled only; £42. or
change for new Drummond lathe.— Stebbing-?, At

boro-ueb. Norfolk. [7i

£39.-1920 O.K. -Union, absolutely as new, fi

equipped, licensed, ride away anywhere; pht
stamp.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Bu iton-on-Trent. [7'

Omega.

ALL Models Omega from £15/15 down.—Be
93, Gt. Portland St., London.

OMEGA 1921 Models Now Ready.—Davies
Deansgate, Manchester. 536 Central. [2^

OMEGA 1921 Models, J.A.P. engines, £60, £66, £
easy payments, £20 down.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. P

land St., London.

FOR Sale, 21^.-^. Omega-Jap, Albion 2-^pee<l,

about 500 miles, lamp, horn, etc.; £40.-1
College Rd., Moseley. [X2'

MEGA 1921 Models, Villiers Mark XV., £50, S.

£68; easy payments, £15/15 down.—Eaitle
93,. Gt. Portland St., London.
O
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

lANS of Reading have 1921 P. and M. in stock.
[0488

nd jr.. late type, excellent condition: £45.-53.
elham St..- Souih Kensington. [8366

;L0X and Moore Combination. 1920 R.A.F.
lodel r £65.—Apply, Pynnaclea, Btanmore. [7493

id SI. Combination, late, in new condition ; saori-

C6 75 gns.—202, Munstcr Ed., Fulham. [7390

—P. and M., 1918. 2-speed, splendid condition;
ny trial.—24, Church -Walk, Hampstead. [8338

id M. Solo. £55. or combination. £70; any trial.

-DeCort and Flynn. 39, Esses Rd.. London. N.l.
[8276

nd M.. 1919. -nith P. and M. 1920 sidecar,
ngine No. 8435; £99.-Legge, Wilk-nhall, Staff?.

[8109
nd M. 1918 3'/l.h.p., perfect condition, tax paid;
:65, or near ofler.—Hopkins, Lvmpne Aerodrome,

[7320

ind M. Coachbnilt Combination, fine condition,
peedometer; £55, bargain.—Edwards, Kose Gardens
;ate. [7437

—r. and M., 2-speed, K.S., excellent condition,
luniiw. liorn, etc.—Matthews, 55, Fornham Ed..
orJ. [7864

1918 P. and M.. tax paid, xecentlv over-
hauled and enamelled.—33, Tanley Rd., Harles-
' W. (7788

nd M.'s. 1916-17-18, 2-speed, renovated; £40 and
£45: combinations, £50 and £60.-272, Green
'oreit Gate. [8251

nd M.. 1918, in perfect condition, overhauled and
re-eD;iiiieIled

; f65.—Woodhanis, 72, Glenthotne
Hjimuicrsmith. [7407

and M. Combination, fully equippe<3: £75.—
Speechley. 86, ChurchBeld Hd.. Acton, W.3.
e: Chiswick 1902. [7966

8 P. and M. Combination, just overhauled at
works, re.ady to ride awav ; £105.—A. Lanpstafl,
ster Garage, Torks. [7579

10 P. and M. Combination, speedometer, mileage
inside 500. as new; bargain, £130.—Sheppard.
Rd.. Bishops Stortlord. [8108

19 3'._,h.p. P. and M. Combination, licence paid,
insured to June; flOS.-Shepherd, Enfleld Hifih-
Tel.

: Walthani Cross 31. [0341

8 P. and ST., complete with lamps, etc.. just ovor-
hanled and renovate<l, with £10 spares; £70.—
neea'; Rd., Thames Ditton. [7303

and M. Combinations for Renovation, minus
mags., carbs.. and small parts; £25 each; only
ft.— 1, Othello St., Liverpool. [8138

and .M. Combination, new 1920. never been on
the road, bracket brake. 2-speed, etc.; £140.—
128 St. Leonard's Rd., Poplar. [7201

and M. Combination, 1919. fully equipped, in
new <-ondition, tax paid; must sell. dE78.—A.
lorn, 12. Thrale Rd.. Sticatham. S.W. [8200

and M. 1919^ Combination, new sidecar, perfect
conditiuu. indistinguishable from new; £75.-35.
leincnfs Mansions. Lillie Rd.. Fulhara. [8405

l.-P. and M.. 1919, not W.D.. handsome nivmpia
sidecar (MilUord). erjuipped. careiiiUv use'd in
r order; evenings.—Emswt, Meadow Hd., Sutton.

(7198
and M. 1917 Si-h.p., in splendid running order:
£50.—Scotia Motor Works. 80, Upper Tooting
London. S.W. 17. Thone : Streatham 2707.

[7944
and >t. Torpedo Combination, equipped. 1918.
beautiful, e.xcellent, not a good Army fake: es-
se, reasonable, or sell.—70, Balfour Rd., lUord.

[7265
and M. Combination, S'/ih.p., 2-speed gear, kick
starter, mag. ignition, in working order- £50 for
sale.—Idris and Co., 33, King's Rd., St. Pancrns,

1- - [4398
and M. Combination, R.A.F. model, guaranteed
laultless. tax paid, all accessories: £80; would

,ate.—Palmer, 61, Commercia! - Kd., Lambeth,
t'^""- [7638
201 J P. and M, Combinaticn, engine 9558, F.R.S.
eiertric. Stew-art. insurance, tax. £120; sidecar

alely stored during winter, £30.—Bates, Birken-
, Bradford. [7266
20 P. and M. Combination, exhibition model,

lamps, hood, speedometer, hand brake, cxcel-
condilion, good tyres, luggage grid; £110.—B.. 7.
:ave Hd., S.W.I. [7141
and M. Combination. June, 1920, Lucas dynamo
lamp,-, siuecar apron, arndshields, Binks, spares!
tiful condition, tax paid; £150.-Conrt House
iingham, nr. Lewes. [7310
21 3',I,.p. p. and M., very latest type, with new
type front brake, etc., slightly nsed only, good as

1 new; £100-Walhro Motor Cycle Co.. High St..
on Wnlden. Essex 'Phone: 45. l!c2017
and M. Combinaticn. minus small parts, mag.
and carb.; £25: trade supplied. Still a large
j" >.^P'i''°-° *' '°"' prices.-Inman and Bondman,

nd M. Specialists, I. Othello St., Liverpool. [8139

Sole Importers of the World's Master Motor Cycle,

"READING STANDARD"
8-10 h.p. TWIN.

Beg to announce that, owing to the improved rate
of exchange between this country and America,
thov have made arrangements for a substantial

REDUCTION of PRICE
As from MAY 1st, 1921, as under :

(W ^OI O Co["pt*^f*^ 'i^'^h dynamo liBlitinii, electric horn, all

\^/ J\JM~i\J lamps, pmnp, tools, 8 montlui' gimrant^ti.

NEW PRICE, £163 Old Price. £184.

(2) COMBINATION Z:}^S!u^^^^^Si
rar. ci v.r all iipron. -iilccar lami) anil bracket, stand.

NEW PRICE, £198 Old Price, £229.

/^rtliyroiM A TTISM Comple to as No. I , and inclndioc the
V^\JlVll>lll/\llVyi^ wonderful "PLUS ONE" sinclo or
double -cater at will, llttcdwlth hooil to cover one or twopaaacnKcrs,
foldinc t-crcm. sidecar lamp and bracket, step plate, ntand. and
COTOr all apron.

NEW PRICE, £225 Old Price. C-SS.
Do not forget that the R.S., in the LONDON-

LAND^S END secured again this year,

100% EFFICIENCY
in what was unquestionably one of the most
strenuous trials for motor cycles ever organised.
2 machines started and finished. Result : TWO
GOLD MEDALS.Compare this with other makes of
machines, and let > our choice of a new mount be a

" READING STANDARD."
SLIGHTLY USED AND SHOP-SOILED

MACHINES AND SIDECARS.
In Stock. Any Trial Given.

ZENITH Combination. 1920, 8 h.p.. special Sidecar,

electric lighting, speedometer, disc wheels, etc.

Perfect order " £175
HARLEY-DAVID80N, 19^0, M.A.G. model, P. St. H.

acetylene equipment, Harlcy de Luxe Side-

car, speedometer ; onlv shop-soiled £225
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1920, 7-9 h.p..

600 miles only, electric model, all lamps, elec-

tric horn, Ride Easy Sidecar, speedometer,
cover-all apron, perfect order £195

P. & M., solo, 1919, fully equipped, all lamps,
speedometer £75

NEW HUDSON, solo, 1920. cj h.p., T.T. bars,
• 2 months' guarantee, nearly new £50
ACE Combination, 1921. dynabao lighting, hom,

mirror, speedo.netcr, C. \' M. de Luxe Sidecar
with disappearing hood, screen. Tax paid.

Cost £320. 800 miles only £250
EMBLEM, solo, 1921, 4-5 h.p. twin, shop-soiled £70
LEA-FRANCIS, solo, 1020, 3! h.p., new £105
CLYNO, ^o'.r,. IC20. 2i h.p., new £52
READING STANDARD 1021 Combination, dvuamo

lighting, hom, with M.P. Sidecar '. C146
A.B.C., 1920, as new, tax paid £89
B.8.A. 4J h.p. Model H.2., with M.P. Sidecar, just

arrived, now £150
B.S.A. 6--.? h.p. Model with PLUS ONE Sidecar (a

double or single seater at will), hood and
screen, now £193 12 6

MEAD DEAKINM.M.4 Sidecar, new. Harley Green £33
WHITWORTH STEVENS Sidecar, new, Harlcy

Green £33
Sidecar Chassis for ^tting to S h.p. Sunbeam,

suitable for tradesman's carrier £7
NORTON Sports Sidecar, new, for 3I h.p. Big

Four £31 10
Pius One Sidecar, with hood and screen, painted

dark grey £45
PANHARD Van, 15 h.p.. all good tyres, lamps, in

sound running order £45

89;Gt Portland

Street LoAdon.
IAI</GNAM

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE.

P. and M.
1 Q20 P. nnd M.,Combiuation (June), excellent condi-
J-v tioii, Coivey liorn. spoedonieter. grid, lamps, spares;

total cost £170, tax paid, insured till Jnly ; nearest

oSer to £125 secures.—Elm Cottage, Downe, Kent. [7680

P.
and M. 1918 B.A.F. Combination, fitted com-
fortable liglitiveight sidecar,' electric lisjitinc.

Cameo wind screen, just overhauled: £85.—Colonial
Motors, 104a, Finclrlcy Ed., N.W. Hamp. 7822.

[8352
025.—1917-18 R.A.F. P. and M.'s. less magneto, and^ carburetter and small parts: magnetos, new. suit.

45/-; can be made runners for under £35.—Bflnister

and Botten, 341, Upper St., London, N.l. 'Pl'f'Bj;

2480 Xortb. [o'"'

f Q21 1». and M. Combination, used for demonstnitum
JLJ/ purposes only, mileage under 500. complete witli

equipment; £135; without sidecar £105.—Phelon and
iloore, Ltd.. 4. Berners St., W.l. (Opposite Bourne and
Hollingsworth.). [6070

1 Q18 P. and M. Coachbuilt Combination, 4-point sus-

-Lv pension, luggage carrier, 3 Lucas lamps, 1 large

generator, horn, speedometer, nearly new tyres, over-

hauled, splendid condition, not W.D., taz paid; £90.
near offer.—AVormald, Newmarket. [5902

/? e; GNS.—1917-18 P. and M. Combinations, have
00 been replated, stove enamelled, and lined,

new parts fitted, sidecars re-coach painted, reuphol-

stered; scarcely distinguishable from new.—Branford.
16, Lyndhurst Av., Streatham Hill. [8147

f Q2L P. nnd M., Lucas Magdyno lighting and horn,

XJ/ Bonnikscn trip speedometer, leg shields, spare

valve, assorted nuts and bolts, chain links, mileage

under 800. seen by appointment; £138.—Whitehouse.
89, Greenfield Rd., Harborne, Birmingham. (X2776

P. and S.

WAUCnOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—P. and 3.

1920 models, 2-strok«, 2-sreed; £57/10; all

brand new; easy terms, no extra charge. [8271

PEARSON and Sopwith, 2>Mi.p. Villiers 2-stroke. 2-

speed, done about 30 miles: £50, with lamps,

licence, etc.—G.2, "Gazette," Worthing. [7549

Premier.

PREMIER T.T. Model, first-class, smart, tax paid;

£42.-Gibbons, 54, Holland Hd., Kensington. [7909

31h.p. Premier, 1913, 3-speed, h. clutch, lamps, all

2 accessories; £42,-47, Crabmill Lane, Coventry.
[X2802

COMPETITION Premier, fally eauipped; £50, or

exchange for late Douglas ; after 7, or week-end.—
3S, Albert Rd.. Hcnddn. [7095

PREMIER 4".ih.p. C.B. Combination. 3-3peed, electric

lighting, horn, speedometer; £55.^J.L.J., 191,

St James's Hd., Croydon. [7787

FOR Sale. 3'/:;b.p. Premier, 3-speed, clutch: also

Moatgoinery'sidecar.—T. L. Cort)ett, Grange Farm,
Ryton-on-Dun^more, Coventry. tX2788

PREMIER Si^h.p. Combination. 3-speed, perfect con-
dition guaranteed, must sell: £60, or close offer.

—Canham, 86, Downs Park Rd.. Hackney, E.8. [8391

PREMIER 3',4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed
gear box, clutch, footboards, excellent condition,

tax paid; £50.—Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton.
London. [7835

Precision.
4h.p. Precision, 3-speed countershaft, tax paid; £40:

exchange.?.-76, London St., Chertsey. [7940

1Q14 Precision .4h. p., perfect, cheap, sidecar if de-
-Li' sired.—Mitchell, 44, Wellington St., Camden
Town. .

- [7637

3Xh.p. Precision-Armis. 1920. new .Tan.. 1921. electric
2 lamps, horn, low mileage; £62/10.—Tyrrell .and

ClisiOld. IfHey Rd.. Oxford. [7452

4ih.p. Precision, Bosch, new B. and B.. discs, good
t Dunlops, variable pulley, lamps, fine mechani-

cal condition; £32, or exchange lor 2-stroke.—154,
London Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [7415

P.V.

P.
"v., shop-soiled, spring frame, 2-5peed, clutch, kick

start: £10 under list. — 193, Broomwood Rd.,
Clapham, S.W. (7921

Quadrant.

"I Q20 Quadrant Combination, all "on; £95. tax paid:
-L^ anv trial.—CrowhuTst, College Ed., Upper Nor-
wood, S.E. Sydenham 786. [7505

1 Q20 4J2h.p. Quadrant Canoelet Combination, all
-1- ^ accessories, speedometer, etc., as new, small
mileage; £95; any trial, tax paid.—C.S., 14, Swalon
Rd.. Bow, E.3. Tel.: E 3155. [X8384

QUADRANT 1914 4;ih.p.. in exceptional condition
throughout, all accessories, tax paid; £40, or

near offer.-Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 177. Westminster
Bridge Rd.. S.E.I. Tel.: Hop 210. [6744

QUADRANT.—Sole agents and wholesale distributors
London. Southern and Eastern Counties. All spares

stocked, official repairers.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co..
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I. Tel.:
Hop 210. [6736

QUADRANT 1921 4l<.h.p. Combination, the \»'l

value for money on the market : call nnd inspe^
this splendid outfit at the reduced price of £125; ex.

changes or extended terms arranged.—Elie and Co..

15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone:

Avenue 5548. [0074SOLE DISTRIBUTORS.

All letters lerating to advertisement.s should auote T e number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B4I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

RADCO, single speed, perfect condition; £20.-131,
Mantilla Bd., Tooting Common, S.W.17. [7670

RADCO, in perfect condition; must sell; nearest

oflei £32.-31, London Bd., Enfield, Middlesex.
[7567

RD. VARTY, Tliniidersler, Essex.—Ag£nt lor

• Radco motor cycles, all models: immediate tie

livery. [2438

RADCO 2l,0\.-p., 2-stroie, 2-speed, lamps, etc., gcod

condition: £32, bargain.—143, RaTenstairy Hd.,

Earlsflsld, S.W. [7114

RADOO, Oct., 1919, 2-spced, spares, including coTer.

2 tubes, tax: paid; bargain; 640.—HiHs, Holly Tree

House, Stelling, Canterbury. [7218

Raleigh.

npHE Premier Motor Co. lor 1921 Raleighs.

WE can deliver to your address within 24 hours
the new Raleigh 5-6h..p. 'flat twin, sprin_g frame,

chain drive; solo 140 gna., sidecar 176 gns.—Sole Eir-

mmgiiam Agents, The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,

Birmingham. [X2262

JC. PICKERING, Shrevrshury.—Ealeifhs in stock;
• exchanges arranged. [8071

RALEIGH Flat Twin Combination in Stock.—TVelford,
St. James' St., Brighton. [7596

RALEIGH Combination or Solo in stock at reduced
prices; exchange.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge.

[8136
RALEIGHS, solo and combinations in stock; es

changes entertained.—Hicking, Bromley Rd
Beckenbam. [3277

ROGERS 42, Church Ed., Hendon. can give delivery

of Rjheigh combinations and solo from stock at

reduced prices; 176 and 140 gns. [8131

KALEIGH Solo and Combination for immediate de-

livei-y; exclianges.—Ne-\vnfiam Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Ha.mmer3mith 80.

[7508

WE can give delivery oj tlfis famous make Oi

machine from stock; there is no better qualitj-

or finish possible; a perfect machine in every point

and detail: Raleigh 5-6h.p. flat twin solo, 140- gns.;

combination, 176 gns.~G. and J. Dawson, 60 and 62,

Regent St., Cambridge. [0600

ReadingStandard.,
BARGAIN.—Reading-Standard combination, 7h.p.

3-speed, hand-foot clutch, Bosch mag., 2-cj-l.

Cameo screen, done 200 miles, just overhauled,
enamelled -black,- lined gold; £95.—Tiley, 10, Duke":
Mews, Duke St., Oxford St., London, W. [7705

Rex.
3h.p. Rex, mag., good running order; £11.—Perrier,

St. John's Rd., Leatherhead. [7262

EX Coach Combination, 3 speeds, K.S., Easting:
£45.-31, Cowper At., Sutton. [7289

EX 6h.p. Combination, new sidecar; £50.—Quail
27, Springfield, Upper Clapton. [7912

6h.p. Rex O.B. Combination, g-epeed, handle start,

good condition, lamps; £42.—Ward, Red Bank,
Chorley. [S;2791

REX, sidecar, 7h.p., 2-speed, handle starting, per
feet condition; any trial; £50.-1, Norwood Rd.

Heme Hill, S.E.24. [7843

3ih.p. T.T. Rex, new cylinder and overhaul recently,
2 do 55 m.p.h., all on, ride away; £28.—Youni:,

Bedworth, Nuneaton. [X2028

REX 6-8h.p. Combination, coachbnilt," perfect eondi
tion : £70 ; exchange for good solOi—38, Chalsey

Rd., Brocktey, 6.E.4. [7680

8h.p. Twin Res, 3-speed, Sfcurmey countershaft,. K.S.,
perfect mechanical condition and' equal new; 65

gns.— 11, Recreation Rd., Sydenham. [8368

5-6h.p. Rex C.B. Combination, about 1912, over-
hauled, new pistons, no reasonaTjle offer refused.

—

4, Vickers New Estate, Byfleet, Surrey. [7851

OSO.-S'-jTj.p. Rex. B.B., Bosch-Simms, just over-^ haulea. crank pins reground, rebushed, re-enamelled,
nearly new tyies and tube, lamps, horn, easy starter,

tax pa-d.-W. Islet, 22, King Edward St., Lambeth Rd.,
S.El. [7131

Rover.

JCTLIANS of Reading have 75' m.p.h. Roxer model in

stock. [0585

ROVER, 1919, 3y2h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, accessories,
tax paid; £90.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland St.,

London. [8431

ROVER Motor Cycles (see index lor P. J. Evans
special display advt.): complete combinations

lor £138. [X2084
5-6h.p. Rover Combination, new July, 1920, splendid

condition; £150, or near offer.-Witts, Woodville,
Eve.5ham, Worcs. [7056

5-6h.p. Rover-Jap Combination, 1919, unscratched
perfect; been stored; bargain, £120.—Oakhurst

Cliigwell, London. [7280

1017 T.T. Rover, Philipson, fitted everything, as
J-t^ new. for 4h.p. Douglas or decent solo.—Culluni,
22, Bourne Ay., 'Windsor. [7829

R

GREATEST

BARGAIN
OFFERED
Knowing that a large number
of motor cyclists are keen on

obtaining a thoroughly good
machine, but do not care to

pay for appearance, we have

decided to offer the following

W.D. Motor Cycles in the

rough.

They are 191 6, 191 7, and 191

8

models complete m all essen-

tials andwillsavemanypounds
to the purchasers who will do
their own enamelling and
make their own adjustments.

P. & M.
R.A.F. MODELS, SOLO

£32
P.&M.
R.A.F. MODELS, WITH

SIDECAR CHASSIS,

£36
Eastern Garage Co.,
Ofacial Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A.,&M.U.

418, Romford Rd.,Forest Gate, E.7
'Phone: +go East Ham. 'Grams: Egaraco, L'doii.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rovei'.

ROVER 1919 and Torpedo Sidecar, speedoi
perfect ; bargain, £ 08.—W, Peters, Devoi

House, Chestnut Grove, New Maiden. '

ROYER 1920 Sy^ih.p., ^rspeed, new Aug,, u
months only, unpun-ctured, new lamps,

.-peedometer, as new; £95.—O^le, High Welwyn.

1 Q 20 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, in perfect
-l*^ as new, not ridden. 500 miles, ready fo
road; £145, or near offer.—96, East St., Bridpo

[S

LATE SVoh.p. T.T. Rover, long exhaust, T.T.
F.R.S.,- very fast : £54-, or exchange 2%n.p. Dc

similar, little cash.— 9, Redhill, Eassett, tJouthan

5-6h.p. Rover Combination, has new Mills-Fi
sidecar, lamps ^and horn, ready to ride away;

gain, £92.—Beecher, 472, Archway Rd., London,

ROVER 5-6h.p. Twin, brand new, late 1920, .

built comlbination ; list price £235, rei

£150.—Eagles and Co., 275. High St., Acton, Lo

5-6h.p. Rover Combination, perfect condition,
model, mileage under 500, complete access

£145.—D. Walhs, Broadmead, Hart St., Maidstc

3Xh.p. Rover and Sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, thoro
2 overhauled by makers, complete with lamps,

etc., tas paid; £60.—Stratton^ Wymington, Rus
Xorthants.. [5

T> OVER 5-6h.p. Combination, like new, 3-;
J-*^ coimtershaft, kick-starter, hand, and foot c

tvres ujipunctuied; £125,, offer.—7 Hampton St,
worth, S.E.I 7.^ ^

ROVER SV^h.p.,
' 3-speed, clutch, new condi

nearest to £50; also C3. sidecar to s

Williams, 9, Dyson Terrace, Blanmerle Rd..
Eltham, S.E.9.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., of Birmingham
commends the chain drive 3-speed 3i/i;h.p. J^

at £115 as one of the best value machines in tfie 1

Delivery from stock. [X

ROVER Motor Qycles.—Place your order witi

official agent, the man who rides a Rover
mediate delivery : hire-purchase if de sired". -:-Coi

Cook's Garage, Shifnal. [

3ih.p. T.T. Rover. PhilUpson piUley, hand-contr
2 Klaxon )3oru, discs, enauid and plating m

knee grips; £55.—Duncan and Shepherd, 33,

Parade, Golders Green. [

EOV:^R SV^h.p., late -countershaft model, £6!
with Jlillford sidecar, £8^.—Light Car and

'

Cycle Engineering Co., 26, Tulse Hill, S.W. (VL- mi
from Brixton Skating Rink).

ROVER Combination, 5-6h.p., late model, cnc
silent chains. Easting, hood, electric ligh

.speedometer, etc.; £120, or near ofler; 100 miles
—48, Eoleyn Rd., East Ham. [

ROVER SVoh.p., clutch, B.B. variable carbur
Bosch, lamps, mechanical horn, new tyres,

paid, perfect running condition; £6d, or nearest
—Catbn, Sawtry,- Peterborough.

3Xh.p. New Rover, 3-speed clutch and tick st;

2 fitted with Royal Leicester sidecar, screen,

apron, reduced to £1,45; eas^ payments.-Han
Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. ['

1Q30 6h.p. Rover Combination, Henderson de
-L t/ sidecar. Easting wind screen, speedometer,
lighting, Lucas lamp and horn, spares, ^etc., tax

£130.-1, Meh-ose Rd., Mefton Park, S."W.

5-6h.p. Rover Combination, 1919, W.D. model,
vated, makers' colours, as new, sidecar fi

with scuttle dash, and wind screen, all lamps, h

etc., taa paid; £120.-22, Leybourne Rd., Leytonst

ROVER, 1913, 3-speed gear Just overhauled, en

almost completely 1920, tyres wcarn, other

exceptional condition, lamps, horn; seen by app(

ment; £55, or near offer.—Vale Lodge, Tiinbr

Wells. ES

ROVER Combination, new 1919, 5-6h.p., alumin

disc wheel, Sunbeam sidecar, wind screen

hood complete, Tan-Sad paddle,' had little use, (

pletely equipped, perfect condition; £140.—T\arde Bj

Ashtead, Surrey. l"^

1 Q20 Rover Combination, 6h.p., June, excellent (

J-t' dition, iust overhauled, tax, insurance P
hood, screen, electric and gas. Tan-sad, 3-seater siat

anv trial; first £150.—Rundle, 20, Walham Gr

Fulham, S.W .6. tS*

ROVER Motor Cycies.—Revised prices now in ft

as follows: 3>$h,p. T.T,, £90; 3>^.p. 3-ew

£115; 3;^.h.p. combination. £152/10; 5-6h.p. comb

tion, £167/10; call and inspect these w^U-known
chines; cash, exchanges, or deferred payments.-i'-

Evans,, Birmingham. L'-

Royal Ruby.

RD VARTY, ThTindersley, Essex.—Agent
Royal Ruby motor cycles; immedia.te delivf

19 8h-.p. Royal Ruby Combination, perfect,
.

paid; £92.-60, Wallingford Av., N. Kensi

ton. ^

DAVIES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Eo

Rubys from stock.—229, Deansgate. -P^ione.
^

Central. '

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

, Royal Ruby.
20 3h.p. Rovnl Ruby, spring frame, linrdly used.

Inid np in Ireland; £75.-Hackett, 247, Green

I, London. N. [X2810

YAL Ruby 2';4h.p. 1921 SporU Models, delivery

from stock.—fowler and Brigden, 130, Eu&ton
N.W.I. Museum 4827. . .

- [0542

>. 1920 Spring Frame Royal Ruby, unused: £88;
es'li.iDge A.B.C., Rudge, Triumpli.—Harvey,
lifieMs, Ch&^hunt, Herts. - [7791

19 fXovemlier} 8h.p. J.A.P. Royal Ruby Combinn-
tioii. electric light, splendid condition; £140. or

Bt.-Bos 3,976, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8292

19 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, J.A.P. engine,

condition and appearance as new; any trial or

ination; £.lQb.~2. Foitunegate Rd., Harlesden.
[6423

20 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, electrically

equipped, tax paid, original tyres; aE145, or
—Dawe, c/o Dental Surgery, 216, Portobello Rd..

I.
[7712

VAL RUBY 3h.p., full spring frame, new thi>

year, tax paid, run-- i>erfectly, mileage 300, rost

s.eU £75: Midlands.—Bo.x 585. c/o The Motor
[X2892

19 "Royal Ruby 2"?ili.p. 2-stroke. tax paid, enamel
and platng as new. insured till Feb., 1922, lamp

lorn -. cost £70. sacrifice £36; very good order.—
tt, Ivy House, Thomas St., King's Lynn. [8196

). Royal Ruby, spring frame, 2-speed. clutch and
ck starter, complete with lamps, horn, and tooU
£130 when new, only run about 50 miles; p: u e

ed to £90; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,
pton Rd., London. [7689

Rudge.
W 1921 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, immediate deliverv:
£85.-365, King St., Hammersmith. [8186

i.p. Riidiit> Motor Cycje, 2-speed. fast, will take
sidecsir, Kuariintee; £30.-34, Park St, Islington.

[7255
>.—3'^L.p, Rudge Multi, good nmuing order, fully
equipped, licensed.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[X2875
IJGE Multi Combination, 3V>h.p. ; £60: good iiji-

pear:ince and Bound.—11, Hadley Gardens, Cliis-

[7079

DGE Multi, 1921, run 30 miles, tuned up. Lucjih
horn, tax paid; £84.— Griffitlia, Chemist. Kidsgrovo.

[X2902
'DGE 5-6h.p.. 3-speed, good tyres and condition,
tax paid ; £47.—Cash Cycle Stores. Bury St.
iinds. [7044

».p. Rudge, clutch, perfect condition, tvres goo<l.
about 1913; £25; borgoin.-216, Hackney Ed.
on. E.2. [7797

DGE Multi 3i/-h.p., excellent condition, £55;
Douglas sidecar, £l0, offers,—Claremont, Perry
Cattord. [7429

TDGE 3',[;li-P-. 1914. N.S.U. 2 speeds, nccesaorie^,
splendid engine; £45.—Wheeler, 467, London Rd..
Wyrombe. [7176

16 Rudge Multi and Sidecar, lamps, born, capital
outfit: £55; great bargain. — Bunting's E.\-

ge, Wealdstone. [8255

TDGE 5h.p. 1920 Model and Sidecar, good condi-
tion, carefully used, fully equipped; £95.— CutTe,
Jedford Rd., N.8. [X2873

13 T,T. Rudge, very fast, recently overhauled at
cost £7. very good order; £26.—Ogden. 11.

las St., King's Lynn. [8195

rDOE Combination, 5-6h.p., 1919. perfect, low
mileage; £98; t^sed. privately owned.—At Booth's

ge. Frodehom, Cheshire. - [7389

21 Rudge Multi at £85. the finest volue to-day:
cash or easy pnymente.-S. E. Clapbom (Motors'..

:well St., Greenwich, S-E.IO. [5667

JDGE 3V2b.p.. clulch, perfect order, lamps, horn,
licence paid; trial; £25.—B.B. Motor Works,
ourne Grove, East Dulwich, S.E. [8218

20 I.O.M. Eud^e Multi. as new. complete acces-
sories and pillion sent, tns paid; £80; Hitchin

let.-Box 3,952, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7332

IDGE 3',jh.p., 2-speed, free engine, disc wheels,
nice appearance, and very reliable; apply even-
—141, Isledon Rd., Finsbury Park, N.7. [8104

16 Endge Clntth Model, just overhauled, new forks.
tank, starter, footrest^. mudguards, tax paid,

ed; £45.-261. Winchester Rd., Hisham's Park.
[7619

h.p. Rudge, clutch, 1913. re-enamel;ed, new tvres.
belt, thorough overhaul, new sidecar, fast, con-

n like new, lamps, tax paid; £57/10.—Gammond.
8, Coventry. [X287'
JDGE Multi 3V2h.p. T.T.'. pedal starter, brand
new; immediate delivery from stock at makers'
; £85; no waiting.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
ipia. London. [7482

JDGE Multi 3!$h.p. Combination, coacbbuilt,
splendid condition and appearance, taxed, all

i=ories, ride away; £53.—Write. 59, Hampden
Hcrnsey, N.8. [8036

READY FOR YOUR
IMMEDIATE USE.
(Any machine can b; reg stered in sne hour.)

1921 MODELS.
ALLON z\ h.p., =-sp('ed, clutch, l< start. £75
A.J.8. 7 h.p. Comb., dynamo lighting £243
ARIEL 3^ h.p. Combination £132 10

ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Comb., chaia-cum-belt £152 10

ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination, all-chain £167 10
B.SJV. 6-7 h.p. Combination, with

dynamo lighting £195 15
B.8.A., 4} h.p.. Model K £107
B.S.A.4ih.p. modelHandNo. 3S;car £182
BRIT iSH EXCELSIOR, 2} h.p. BlacK-

burne, 2-5p€ed, clutch, and k/starter £98
LEVIS. 2l h.p.. 2-5peed £63 n

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all on £170
MATCHLESS .Ih.p. Combination £205 u
MATCHLESS Sh.p. Combination, with

d>Tiamo lishting £230
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. (amilvCombination £212 10

MATCHLESS Sh.p. family Combina-
'ion, with dvnamo lighting £237 10

METRO-TYLER, 2l h.p., 2-sp., SporU
.Model £70

NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p., 2-spced £80 17

NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p.. 2-spccd, with
clutch .mdliick-starter £89 5

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination . £188 IS

RALEIQH 5-6 h.p. Flat Twin, 3-spccd,

spring frame £147

ROYAL ENFIELD, .'{h.p.. 2-spced .. £65

ROYAL ENFIELD 2} h.p., 2-spced,

rlutch and kick-starter £70
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. .Model H £115
TRIUMPH I

h.p. ModelS.D £125
7ENITH GRADUA ; h.p. Sports Model £123

ROVER S h.p. Light Car 250 gni.

SECOND-HAND
{Overhauled and Guaraniced .

ARIEL iQifi 5-6h.p. Combination, and
accessories ^3-

MATCHLESS 1920 Sh.p. CombinaUoD.
Lii:.-.^ accessories £160

NEW IMPERIAL VV.D 3 b.p. Combina-
tion, and accessories £110

ROVER 1920 5-6 h.p. Combination, ill

accessories. Tax paid £143
LUGTON, 1912, 3J h.p., single-speed . . £27

ZENITH, 1920. a h.p., Henderson Elite

Sidecar, all accessories, tax paid . . £150

U.S.A. 1920 4i h.p. Combioation, acces-

sories. Tax paid i130 ;

BROUQH. 1920. 5 h.p.. 3-st>eed £90
CLYNO 1920 2j h.p.,2-speeds, clutch,

accessories, tax paid £55
NEW HUDSON 1916 6 h.p. Combination,

accessories, hood, luggage grid .. £100
LEVIS 1919, 24- h.p., 2-specds, all-chain

drive, acccssoiies, tax paid.. ., £60
DOUGLAS 1919 2i h.p. 2-speeds, lamps,

horn, speedometer, ta.^ paid
_ .. £73

INDIAN 1915 7 h.p. spring frame
Combination, accessories, tax paid £85

DOUGLAS 1918 4 h.p. Combination,
lamps and horn £110

ROYAL ENFIELD 1917 ^ h.p.

Combination '.. ..£12)
SUNBEAM 1914 6 h.p. Combination,

i-'n.-: and horn £10*^ n

TRIUMPH 1920 4 h.p Model H. new. . £105
DOUGLAS 1921 4 h.p. Combination,

lamps, iiorn, speedometer, screen,

as new, tax paid £155

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
Quarter down and 12 instalments.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers toR..\.C., .-^.C.U., .^..\., & M.U.

418, Romford Rd. , Forest Gate, E.7
'Phone : 490 East Ham. 'Grams : Egaraco. L'don.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE Multi Combination, 3'ih.p., nil spares, 1914
model, perfect condition, very little used, owner

being abroad; car, the Comfy; price £100.—Entou.
Ayres End. Hnrpenden. [7506

RUDGE Multi i'Ah.v., late 1919, guaranteed not
ridden more than 400 miles, been stored 18

montlis, as new, no oSers ; £66.-364, Lillie Ed., I'ulliaui.

S.W.e. 'Phone: Hannnoud 1553. [V125

IQIS 5-6h.p. Eudge Multi Combination, fuUv
-LtF equipped, beautiful condition, small mileage; £85,
linrqnin; oulv wants seeing.—Willetts, Eookery, Lanes-
field. Ettingshall, Wolverhampton. [X2896

"IQ13 Clutch Model Rudge. 1918 cylinder and liis-

J-«^ ton, overhauled lately, good running order.,

spares, lamps, tools, tax paid: £30, or nearest.—
Dodd, Trinity College, Cambridge. (D) [7366

TR.\CK Model Rudge, 3fih.p.. 1914, stored during
war, conditwii and appearance as new, very last,

carry 2 anywhere: anv trial: nearest £40.— Bonfieid.

80, .Station Rd., Hampton, Middlesex. [7276

RUDGE, 31 '.h.p.. hand clutch, splendid order, can
warrant botli engine and frame sound, good

tvres, tax paid, ride 100 mdes to buyer if required:
£27—42, Bierton Hill, .\yleibury, Bucks. 17378

1Q16 3'..h.p. T.T. Rudge Multi, handle-bar clutch.
-I-tF kick" starter, speedometer, C.A.V.. Senspray.
lamps, accessories, licence. new condition : £60.
2"'jh.p. Douglas part.—53. Solon Bd.. Brixton. [8115

£75 Will Fetch 1920 I.O.M. Kudge, condition good,

equipped speedometer, Klaion, lamps: sporting

f^ule.-ar fit the above, £8: piico low, no bartering.—

Martin John. Glnsfryn, Llauelly. Llnnelly 99. [7137

IQ19 Rudge Multi, 3i,._,h.p., beautiful condition,
-LI/ clutch. Splitdorf. Senspray, acetylene, horn,

very good tyres and belt, tools, licensed, i:70; or

with brand new Grindlay sporting sidecar, £95.-Write,
Carus-Wilaon, 5, St. Petersburgh Place, London,
W.2. or Phono : Victoria 9390, alter 9.30. (8178

1Q20.': T.T. Eudse Multi, pedal start, li?ht C.B.
-l-*/ sidecar to match, complete with double apron.

Irtinpd. horn, spare valves, Pedley mips, knee grips,

leather belt, engine fitted with racing cam. outfit u^-od

a dozen times, health cause of sale; flr.'^t £90 secures;

wouhi teparale.-32. Leicester Cau-oway. Coventry.
[X2075 •

Saltley.

SALTLEV-Vfl.LIERS 1921 Combination, 2.specil,

clulch anil kick start, brand new; list price £89;
accept £30.—Below.
SALTLEY-VILLERS, 1921 model. Sturmey 2-speed.

clutch and kick start, latest Villiers engine, brand
new; list price £72/10; accept £66.—Below.

S-\LTLEy. 1921 model. 2.spced. brand new; list

price £65; accept £56. These fbachines are shop-
soiled only, and have never been run. This offer can-
not be repeated. Write at once.— Sole London agents.
The Lancaster Motor Co.. 158. Norwood Rd., West
Norwood, S.E.27. 'Phone ; Strealham 2541. [7272

Scott
OCOTT Squirrel, mileage 100 only; price £110.—

Welford, James St., Brighton. [7592

CCTT 1920 Sports. 900 miles, new condition;' £95.-
12. Aberlan Rd.. Mertbyr Vale. [816B

SCOTT 1920 Sports Model, excellent order; £90.—
Deneholnio, The Beeches, Cnishnlton. [7651

1 Q21 Scott Combination, mileage 300 only; prfce
JL" £145.—Welford, James St., Brighton. [7593

SCOTT 3'ih.p., 1921. from stock, £130; or with
Watsonian sidecar, £152/10.—Glbb, Gloucester.

(0445

"J Q20 Scott, standard, new condition, low mile;ige;
-Li' £110, or near.-Stebbings, Attleborough, Norfolk.

[7253
SCOTT, 1910, mechanically perfect, wants adjust-

ing, tax and all on; offers.—Sowerby, Beelsbv.
Grimsby. [6340

1 Q20 Scott Combination, fully equipped, mileageXU 500 cnly; price £120.—Welford, James St..

Brighton. (7594

SC:OTT Combination, 1920, Easting, all accessories,
as new, licensed; nearest £150.—Rhodes, 7, High

St.. Kidderminster. [8150

1Q20 Scott, speedometer, lamps, horn, licensed, ex-
X»7 cellent condition: £88.—Edwards. 50. Harring-
ton Rd.. South Kensington. [6918

SCOTT T.T.,. 1920, sportinsr sidecar, speedometer,
lamps, licence; £120.—Anderson, Waltham Abbey.

Tel. ; 299 Waltham Cross. (7436

SCOTT Combination, 1920, sound, speedy, fine en-
gine : £130 : trial by appointment.— Garbutt, 23,

Belgra\e Ed., Birmingham. [X290-

BRAND New 1921 Scott, unpacked, 'will exchange
for Triumph or B.S.A., or sell for £115.—Box

3,795, c/o The Motor Ciide. [5873

SCOTT Combination, only done few miles, tax and
accessories. Sin. tyres; what ofters?- Grimes, 18,

Bmton Place, Bond St., W.l. [8082

SCOTT Combination, believed 1915, lamps, horn,

licensed, practically new engine and gears; £75.—

W. J. Bladder, Sidbury, Worcester. [8238

SCOTT 3?4h.p., 1920, Biuks, Lucas lamps, Co'vey

horn, Bonniksen, condition excellent; price £90.

-Christie and Price, 29, Howe St., Edmhurgh. [7683

S'
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SCOTT Sports Mode!,
shop-soiled.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT 35/4h.p. Motor C.v'--le, solo, in top-hole condi-
tion, new 1920, very little used; price £105, or

near offer.—Apply, Pearce, 77, High St., Santlgate.

L2308
SCOTT standard model. May, 1920, all on, splendid

condition, Palmers, Binks, tax paid, under 1,000
miles; £105.-13, Leaaide Av., Mnswell Hill, N.IO.

[8169
"j Q20 Scott Combination, purple sidecar, thoroughly
J-iJ overhauled, in top-hole condition, low niilea_ge,

liilly equipped, licence; £125, near offer.—51, High
St., Chatteris. [7274

1920, 2-speed gear, j^lightly

. . and unused ; at ^130.—Burlington
Motors, Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Phone: Brixton 2417. [0510

SCOTT 1920% Combination, Amac, lamps, horn,
Bonniksen speedometer, spare tube, plugs, etc.,

licence paid, mileage 1,500. runs perfectly, good condi-
tion; £135.-6, Campbell Ed., W. Croydon. [7423

1 Q14-15 Scott, reupholstered coach -sidecar, mechani-
-JLi/ cally guaranteed, 1920 colours and improve-
ments, all on, tax paid ; 65 gns. ; would separate.—
Pearce, Bramley Cottage, Handsworth, Yorks. [8002

1920, perfect condition, plating, etc.,

, imac, average 75 to 80 m.p.g., Cowey
speedometer, Lucas horn, 2 lamps, quantity spares, in-
cluding new Palmer tyre, tax paid, and insurance
covering pillion riding; best offer over £100.—Scott,
16, Seymour Rd., Gloucester. [7040

1 Q20 3%'.;h.p. Scott, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,
-L*J lamjjs, horn, Watford speedometer, full kit of
spares, Henderson ElitB sidecar, disc wheel, screen,
etc., luxurious ojitfit, property of naval officer now
on service; bargain, £120.—Seen at Sam E. Clapham,
27, Stockwell St., Greenwich. S.E.IO. [8413

Singer.
CINGER l^/ih.p., good condition, good running order;
^^ £16.—E. Grundy, Tarboiough, Loutb. [7448

i?30:-Singer S'-^h.p. T.T.. Philipson. clutch, take two
^^ anywhere.—Hudson, Brook Kd., Eedhill. [7793

SINGER 21^. p., real good order, complete with lamps

;

£30 this week secures it.—168, Wandsworth Rd..
S.W. [X2023

^>ih.p. Singer Lightweight, clutch, lamps, tax paid,
/W 2 splendid condition; £28.-66, Church Rd.,
Barnes, S.W. . [7885

SINGER 4h.r. C.B. Combinntion, 2-speed, geor box,
' clutch, ail on, tax paid; £60.—W.S.

SCOTT 33^.p.,
as new, An:

ail

morie Rd., 'S.E.23
125, Kil-

[7992

3ih.p. Singer, .

2 plated, fixed engine
just overhauled, re-enamelled and

semi-T.T., licence paid;
153, Terry Rd.. Coventry. [X2774

1 14 3V2h.p. T.T. Singer, lamps, tax paid, new
it/ tyres, perfect; £25: 55 ra.p.h. guaranteed.—
Priest,

--"' - - " ™. " -

2553.
82, Station Rd., Barnes. 'Phone

:

Putney
[7281

McINTOSHES Racing Singer. 250 c.c, capable of

over 60 m.p.h., 2-speed gear; £50.—Smith's 86,
Chalk Farm Rd. {opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station).
Hampi=tead 2767. [0602

Sparkbrook.
SPARKBROOK 23^h.p 2-speed, new condition, 1921

model, tax paid; £70.—Thomas Heaton, Shafton,
nr. Bamsley. [7035

"j Q20 Sparkbrook-Villiers, perfect oi'der. practically
i*/ new, all accessories; £50, licence paid.— 4. Belle
Vue, Bridlington. [X2467

"I
Q19 2';4b.i>., Sparkbrook 2-stroke, 2-speed, all on,

At' tax paid, ready to drive awayj £45.—DeCort
and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. [8229

NEW Sparkbrook Motor Cycles: single-speed, £64; 2-

speed £70; in stock for immediate delivery; easy
payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromptoii Rd., London.

[7699
Sun.

£29.—2^;4h.p. Sun-Villiers, fully equippedj good tyres,
ride away; photo, stamp.—181, ^lewton Rd.,

Burton-on-Trent. [7748

f^'OR Sale, Sun-Villiers 2^troke, 2-speed, just over-

hauled, take 2 anywhere, tax paid; £33, or offer<5.

—112, Kingsway, Coventry. [X2789

SUN-VILLIERS 1914 2-stroke, recently overhauled,
excellent condition, tax paid; trial, evenings;

£30.-205, South Croxted Rd., Dulwich. [8194

SUN-VITESSE, tax paid, lamps. Klaxon, recently
overhauled, thorough condition; £38,—7, Cowper

Rd., Hanwell, W.; or G.W. Rly., Staines. [7889

1 Q 17 Sun-Villiers, 2-speed, new tyres, belt, lamps,
-2-*^ horn, semi-T.T., splendid condition, guarantee

;

genuine bargain, £36.-89, East Hill, Wandswoi-tb.
[7756

SUN-VILLIERS 234h.p., all acce>?sori6s, splea-did con-
dition, 150 miles to gallon ; £40, or offer ; any

night after 7.—Taylor. 46, Marlborough Rd.. Hollowav,
N. [7659

Sunbeam.
YEOVIL.—Moffat, Town Hall Garage.-Sunbeam,

1921 models.—'Phone : 50. [3333

SUNBEAM Special Light Speed Model and Touring
Combination in Stock.—Moss, Wem. [X2857

KICKHAM for Sunbeam, sole agent for Bristol

192:

MOTOR
CYCLES

All these Machines may be acquired on
Harrods System of Deferred Payments.
Details Free. Prices quoted are ex works

NEW SOLO MACHINES

£75

£99 15
£103
£110
£111 6

£89
£70
£140
£85
£110
£60
£68
£80 17

£89.

£84

E and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3352

ALLDAYS ALLON, 2| h.p., 2-speed,
c. & k.-s

BEAUMONT, 2J h.p., Blackbume
Engine, all-chain, c. & k.-s.

B.S.A.,4i h.p., model K.2.,c.& k.-s.

B.S.A.,4i h.p., model H. 2., c. &k.-s.
COULSON, 2| h.p., c. & i.-s. ....
C0U1.S0N, 2| h.p., spring frame,3-sp. £ii8 12
COULSON, 4 h.p., 3-sp., c. & k.-s. £126 '

DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 2-speed £85
DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 3-speed,c.&k.-s. £105
ENFIELD, 2| h.p. , 2-speed £65
FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2f h p., 2 sp.,

c. & k.-s

HOBART, 2f h.p., 2-speed
HUMBER,4i h.p., 3-speed, c. &k.-s.
INVICTA, 2j h.p., 2-speed, c. &k.-s.
INVICTA, 3i h.p., 3-speed c. & k.-s.

LEVIS, 2-1 h.p,, single-speed

LEVIS, 2i h.p., 2-speed
NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p., 2-speed.

.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2|- h.p., 2-speed,
c. & k.-s

ROYAL RUBY, 2| h.p., 2-sp.,c.&k.-s.

O.K., 2 J h.p., single-speed £50
O.K., 2i h.p,, 3-speed, c. & k.-s. .. £67
RADCO', 2 J h.p., single-speed £44 2
SPARKBROOK, 2| h.p., single-sp. £64
SPARKBROOK, 2j h.p., 2speed .. £70
SUN, 2J h.p., single-speed £49 17 6
SUN, 2-} h.p., 2-speed, c. & k.-s. . . £66 10
TRIUMPH, 2i h.p., 2-speed, belt

and chain, c. & k.-s £70
TRIUMPH,4h.p.,modelH.,c.&k.-s. £115
TRIUMPH, 4ti-p.. model S.D., all-

chain, c. & k.-s £125
WOOLER, 2| h.p., flat tvvin £105
YOUNG, If h.p., cycle and motor. . £31 17 6

NEW COMBINATIONS
B.S.A., 4{ h.p., Mills Fulford sidecar £128
COULSON, 4 h.p., spring frame '.. £165
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., flat twin £170
ENFIELD, 8 h.p., dynamo Ughting £182
HAZLEWOOD, 6 h.p., shop soiled.. £165
HUMBER, 4V h.p., smart sidecar. . £173 12 6

INVICTA, 3j h.p.. Classic sidecar . . £130
INVICTA, Sih.p. Mills Fulford sidecar £135
MATCHLESS.Sh.p., model H, chain £205
NEW IMPERIAL, S h.p., chain drive £186
QUADRANT, 4,V h.p. , chain drive . . £125
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Gloria sidecar,

belt and chain drive £165
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Gloria sidecar,

all chain drive ^ £175

Latest lists and other particulars free on request.

HARRODS LTD
116-1 18 Bromptoti Road London SWl

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam. *

SUNBEAM, 61i.p. twin J.A.r. engine combiuat
King, 67, AVe.stbourne Park Rd.. W.2.

CJUNBEAM 3Vi>lJ.p., 1915, good condition, lamps.
>•-'' £75.—Williiiuis, Portland St., Cheltenham. [X

1Q19 3>2li.p. Sunbeam, condition as new, taxX«y £90.-2. Foitane Gate Rd., Harlesden. X.W

SUNBEAM Combination, as new; £175, quick
Nicholas, Oakeley Mynd, Wilmslow, Mancht

1 Q21 Sunbeam 3V2I1.P.
J-*' sports model, 145 j

Rotherhani. ''

Touring Model, 148
.s. ; in stock.—Cross,

1 Q16 Sunbeam, 3V2h.p., Smith-speedometer,
J-t/ lighting, licensed; £90. Hutchinson, Aln
Leatherhead.

WILTSHIRE.-SV-h.p. Sunbeam combination, as
1920, licence paid; £155.—Stone, Motor Eng:

Eradfurd-on-Avon. [X

Sib, p. Sunbeam Combination, complete equipn
2 any trial; £135, or nearest ofEer.—Bio^ftn, 2,

Hill. Wolverhampton.

1 Q21 (March) 3V>h.p. Sunbeam, iamps, licensee
J- «^ tachables, special engine, new condition

;

gns.—Tucker, Htghbridge,

1 020 8h.p. Sunbeam De Luxe Combination, lav
J-*^ equipped, unscratched; £175.-60, Wa
ford Av., N. Kensington.

SUNBEAM 6h.p. Combination, lamps, speedon
spaie:^, etc., ^perfect condition; nearest offer .

—Turuer, Marsh Farm, Twickenham.

SUNBEIAM 1921 Combination, 200 miles, new^
set Lucas lamps, horn, legshields, etc.; £1

Engineer, Waterworks, Royston, Herts.

1 3V:>h.p. Sunbeam Combination in stock lo
mediate delivery; makers' list price.—J.

and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I.

SUNBEAM 8h.p., 1918, double seater sidecttr,

wheel, hood, screen, (Splendid condition; bar

£165.—Letters, 15, Sedgwick Rd., Leyton.

J Q20 Sunbeam 3V2h.p., r^idecar, Lucas lamps
Xi7 meter, sifare?, splendid condition; trial

Powell, 28, StafEord Terrace, Kensington.

^UNBEAM -Combination, 3V^h.p. (July, 1920},
'3' age 1,000, lamps, Cowey trip, tax. paid, like

nenrest £155.— 15a, Daltou St., Wolyerhampton. 1

3ih.p. (Dec. 1919) Sunbeam Combination, li

2 horn, etc., perfect condition; price 4;14(

H. White, Market Place, Oldbuiy, Birmingham.
[

19^

SUNBEAM 3iL>li.p.,

accessories, new
hauled, perfect; £110.

unissued W.D., new June,
Dunlops, insurance, just
—Cope, Springfield, Hythe.

I

NEW 1921 3y;.h.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed, kick
clutch; list price £155/8; exchanges enterta

—Bambers', Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. : 6(

IX
"1Q19 Sunbeam SVob-p. Combination, black and
-i~*y fill lamps, Klason, first-class condition, li

paid; £120, or near offer.—Gibbs, - Pawcett St.,

1 Q20 Si^b.p. Sunbeam Combination,- speedon
-Lv honi, Jainps, insured, tax paid, 2^000 miles;
ing car;
Iy?wes.

£170> or offer.—Witchen Pelham G(

SUNBEAM 1921 3'/^h.p., 3-speed, semi-sporting,
ase 1.000, new lamp.^v horn, speedometer,

£158; owner buying car.-interchange^ible wheels
High Welwyn,

SUNBEAM 1915 Sj-ih.p. Model, with sidecar,
piete with all accessorieg, excellent ccmdi

£110.—Parker'.". Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, I
gate, Manchester. [X

SUNBEAM Sh.p. 1919 Combination, spare whee
wind screen, condition perfect, and low mil

.seen nny time
;

price £ 1 60.—Apply, 346, Rich
Rd., TwickenhaiiL

SUNBEAM Combination, 6h,p.. 3 =peeds, K.f .

hood, screen, lampsy just overhauled and renoi

smart appearance, tax paid; £130.—Bell, 106, Ga
St., London, N.W.5.

LATE 1920 3V2h.p. Sunbeam, 500, miles, s

winter, as new, Cowey, leg shields, Lucas dy
lichting; seen 10 a.m. 8 p.m.; £150, near offer

High St., Clapham, S.W.4.

SUNBEAM 1920 8h.p., with sidecar, not done
' miles, fitted up complete with all lamps, etc.,

wheel, electric lamps, and licence paid; il220.—Ti
lake's Motor Cycle Depot, Wigan.

"1 020 3^Ah.p. Sunbeam Combination, in exc
JLU condition and perfect order, as new, interct

able wheels, small mileage, tax paid; £160.-3^
Smith, Twyford, near Wincbester.

SUNBEAM {December 1919) 3i^.p., Sunbean
1 sidecar, wind screen, best Lucas lamps, K)

tax paid, absolutely as new throughout; £125.-
Westwood Rd., Earlsdon, Coventry. [S

1Q20 Sunbeam Combination, Sh.p., double lii

J-*^ set, speedometer, hood, screen, spare, access

tax, insurance paid, perfect condition; bargain, £.

47, Rochester St., Kempton, Brighton.

p,t,) All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

i21 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, fully equipped,
' Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer, screen, luggage
jpy, absolutely as new, owner must realise; price

!5.-Box 3,968, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7588

1 20 Sunbeam, mileage 1,300. unscratched, Lucas
' lamps, unused, horn, trip speedometer, all

s, tax paid, lull insurance policy, as new; £135.
lie, Chnstcburch Rd., Northampton. i:8E23

|20 (late) Sunbeam Combinntion, ^i^li.p., screen.
/ epeedometer, Lucas lamps and born, mileoye 400.
stingiiialifible from new; snip, £150.-48, Warloc!;
, Paddington. Tel. : Wiliesden 1744 . [8379

I. p. 1921 Sunbeam Combination, Magdyno ligbting
set, electric horn, interchangeable wheels, in

Jing tax, insuraijce. spare cover, fully equipped;
^O.-Baker, Poultor. Sneyd Park, Bristol. [6414

\ 17 Sunbeam Combination. 3',i>h.p., in splendid
condition throughout, fully equipped, licensed;

gain, £135; arrange convenient payments.—Bunt-
's iMotor Exchange, Wealdst^jne. Closed Sundays.

__ [8258
'XJJEAM S^.h.p. Combination, July, 1920, specd-

niiipter, tax. Easting screen, Lucas lamps, leg-
l(]y, interchangeaViIe wheels, "siiare tube, tyre, in-
(\: £172.-Seen 9-6, Elliott^-, Queen's Ed., Wnt-
1. [7856

119 3i.^.p. Sunbeam Combination, splendid con-
m' dition. with Luca^ lamp?, horn, speedometer. East-
wind eereen, leg Ehiekls, etc.; ^^een by appointment
day alter 6 p.m.; £125.—Paddocks, Great Bookhjim,

rey. [V/ia

JNBEAM 1916 3i;^h.p. and Skin Sidecar, good
lamp set, horn, mirror, speedometer, screen to
ar, licence paid, guaranteed mechanicallv sound
gumt appearance; £105.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd..
5. Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. :

cle-. [7560

HAY and Haynes have 3'.j h. p. 3-speed Sunbeam com-
bination, believed 1916, good order, smnrt appear-

;, all on, tax paid, £105; first cash secures, n Imr-
I ; ' heaper mount and eash considered. For othfti
hiiK-^. etc., see advt. Misrellaneous item^ eolumns.
Low Rd.. Bulby, Boncaster. [7573
iTE 1920 3>^h.p. T.T. Sunbeam, nmler 500 miles,
uii.-^cratched. laminated fpring fork, leg shields,

ey liorn. 3-iet Bink<. P. and U. lighting. BonnikKJu
doijiL'ter. interohangeable wheet. 3in. Dunlops,
red; price £140: alter 6 p.m.-E.B., 5. Sandown
as. Grove Rd., Mit'ham, Suirey. [7464
ENUINE I.O.M. Sunbeam, winner of the 300 c.c.
op'-n handicap. Brookland.';. October 2nd last,

ly firsts in open hill-climbs and speed trials, spares
uding cams, cylinder, con. rod, valves, pistons,
s, chains, and full range cf sprockets, sidecar tax
I; best offer over £150.—Chawner, Stratfieldsaye.
(ling. (7805
IXHt:AM Motor Cycle and Sidecar. 1919 engine.

81i.p., and gear box just overlumled by makers,
as dynamo lighting set, ami epare wheel, guaraii-
jHjrii'ct; also Sh.p. Matflile»?c' sideoar tradesman'*

It. Wanted, new Ford ton lorrr, eleotric starter
size pneumatio?.—Thompaou, Potato Merchant. St.
r's St.. Ipswich. [7898
.p. 1919 Sunbeam Combination, interchangeable
di.-c wheels. Klaxon horn. Urge P. and H. lamps,

i 2 generator;?, tyres un punctured, pillion seat'
set of chains, new valves, and springs complete.
box recently overhauled by makers, numerou'^

es, tax paid, first-class condition throughout;
0. - H. J. Morton, The Hall, Thomey, Peter
'"?'' [7371
N Outfit for a Gentlemnn.-1920 8h.p. Sunbeam
toaibinatioa, Lucaa dynamo lighting, large Lm;i.^
;inil 6v. electric horn, Cowey speedometer, 8-<hiy

'h, wind cuffs. Rest and Lloyd mechanioni oil pump,
e wheel all interchangeable, sprung luggage grid,
1 Mreen. hood, apron, tax and insurance pBid t^
enilier. everything in beautiful condition: 200 gns.-
It. 169, Eaij's Ccurt Kd., London. [8277

Triumph.
XKMIEr. Motor Co. for 1921 Tritimpha.

tlUMPH at the new reduced price* now in stock.

'"E Can Deliver to yonr address within 24 hours
S'^h.p. lightweight Trinmph. £70; W.D.B. reno-

d\ £95; Type H 4h.p.. 3-.=peed. £115; Type SD
1 drive, £125; sidecars from £25 to £50- buy

luachin 3 direct from the Triumph specialists.-
Pieiriier Motor Co. Aston Rd.. Birmingham.

"^l^ii^^^ .'^'^P ^I°tlel H. equal new. equipp'^-
£79.—Below.
ilUMPH New Renovated Model H. new £32/10
.Montgomery .':idecar complete, fully guaranteed

Tinker.; £125.-365. King St.. Hammersmith. [8187

Tm^;,
^o^^^r^"™' f-aii give delivery of all modelliiumphs from stork. -

rX285^^

'%^r\f i?h''^\- ''° '''^^' ^125.-Smith's:

-189. Latimer Ed., W.IO. [7204
RIUMPH latest t.vpeH, and renovated models instock; Irom £95.—Moss, Wera. CX2858

",'ni'^^,- i^^"' ''°J"'^'
3-=Peea, rintch; £60.-Lon-i.on and Brown, I^ighton Buzzard. [7313

vrt.t.rER$
two -STROKE
ENGINE

WITH ITS EFFICIENT

FLYWHEEL MAGNETO

it is

THE MOST
RELIABLE ENGINE

MADE.

INSIST UPON HAVING

THE

VILLIERS.
There are others!!

BOOKLET FREE:—

THE VILLIERS
ENGINEERING C°US
SUNBEAM STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Triuinoli.

4b.p. Counter.Oiaft Triumph Conthl.uilt Combination:

£80.-Hudsou. Broolc Ed., Eedhill.
[""3*

BRAND Ne%v 1920 41l.p. Triumph; £107.-Write

or call, 7, The Vale, Aton, \V.3. 18035

4h.p. Triumph, 3-speeA ccuntersbalt, 1918 :
ride nivav

;

£59.-50, Boynl Ay.. Chelsea, S.W. [7866

£20.-3i,;.h.p. Triumph, fixed engine, splendid ™nnms
order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. li^Mlb

1 020 Triumph, 3-3peed. perlect condition, equipped:

J-O £95.-144, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. - [8121

1 014 Triumph 4b. p., deoompressqr, tax paid; ^50"-
i-*J A., 147, Kingston Bd., Wimbledon. 1.786a

1Q20 Triumph Combination, S-speed. well, equipped;

J-f £120.-144, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. [6317

11120 Bobv Triumph, perfect condition, tax, horn.

ii/ took; £55.-2., 8, Grafton St., Brighton. [7910

DAN GUV. Wevmouth.—1921 Triumph combination

£182/10; Triumph 2-5troke, £76; in stock. [055b

TEiam'H Si.'.h.p., Philipsous puller, overhauled, fullr

equipped, scares ; £33, ofter3.-64. Ash Ed., Lut^o^i^

TRIUMPH 1914 (late), 3-speed, little used. 1918
improvements: £52/10.-25, Graham St., SJ-W^lg

TUNIOE Triumph, 1919, romplote: £40, or nearest.

J -Eosebank, Kantwich Ed., Middlcnicb, Cheshire.
[ /lou

TRIUJIPH 1918 Combination, just overhauled; £78.

-Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington^^

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Combinations from £80.

-Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd., Upper Holloway^^

£65.-1918 countershaft Triumph, just renovated at

works, fully equipped. -King, Egr<5ve Farm. Ox-

ford.
.

[X2877

-|ni9 Triumph Combination, electric light, fully

ly cqiippeci, tax paid; £108.-61, Argyle Rd
Hford.

'°'^'

QUICK Sale, Triumph 4h.p. ^Jom'i'S"*'?';;,.. \^}1'
45541, accessories, tax paid; £75.-39. DoUis I'arU

Fiiicliley. t

TRIUMPH Motor Cycles (see index tor P. J. Evans

special display advt.); complete combinations

for £138. [X2085

TEIUilPH 3'.'.h.p., 2.speed, faultless, £30 ;_
wicker

sidSarT i:4;4.-Saund?is, 49. Riverside, Jvingsto.,-

<in-Thouie». '

TRIUMPH 1918, overhauled WD .all late models,

selected; £62.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South

Kensington.
^""'^

MOTOR Cycle, 1914 Triumph 31 ah.p.. good condition;

£55, of n4r offer.-EWridge, 173, Kentish Town

ltd., N.W.S L7215

mEIUMPH 3i,ih.p., clutch. '»?'I>» .""l ''Xrefifr'i machine; £29. no oaers.-Powell, 62. l"f"|J'^

Northampton.

i9ifst^'^i'-^iS^°^^s^^'&"rr-?i?
Rd.. London.

1 ni9 4h.p. Triumph Combinotion, tax paid, trial;

ly'^iSO.-French, 6, Paik Terrace, Grang« M.
South Norwood.

1Q13 Triumph, clutch, lamps, tools, horns, 2 b^'J".

ly excellent condition; bargain, £28.-Beatt,e

Blaenavon, Moo. lii^h

TRIUMPH 3;.5h.p. Grado gear. M.L.. acccisorias,

li.cnseu cood order; bargain.-Lingley. Hingtestone^

Harrietshniu. Kent. l-"*°

TRIUMPH Countershaft, as n'". fully equipped,

tax paid; 70 gns.-Young, 78, Edgell Rd.

Staines. Middlesex. ^7806

BR\ND New 1921 Trinmph-GIoria Combination.

lax paid, unridden; £155.-190. Balvernie Grove

Southfields. S.W.13. t3222

TRIUMPH. 1913, clutch, new tyres, engine as new;

£45 or exchange lightweight.-22, Little Park

Gardens, fenfield [8266

J? 70.-1918 Triumph combination, countershaft, eooa

3-^ tyres, lamps, tWs; any trial.-21, Wmdsor Rd..

Denmark Hill. S.E. '8191

31 h n Triumph, splendid condition, tax paid, 2-

i fieed; £40, or nearest offer.-Land, Primrose

Hill, Hudderefleld. t"-'-*

-|016 Triumph 4h.p.. countershaft ; £70: view after

Xjl 6 30 —Ball, Bracken Glen. Farnborough. Honts.,

or 'Phone City 6200. [7400

TRIUMPH 3J.2i.p.. Bosch mag., in good condition;

£25- view after 6 p.m.—Charlbury. over Coldrey.
,_. »[j V 1 r7finLondon Rd.. Norbury. [7611

TEIUJIPH Combination, lata 1914, S-speed and

clutch, in perfect mechanical order; £55.-280.

Cambcrwell Ed., S.E.5. [7068

1Q18 Triumph C.B. Combination, splendid condition

i-if and oppearance. tax paid; £88.-2, Fortune Gate

Ed., Harlesden, N.W.16. [7608

TRIUMPH, C.S.. No. 40111. I'scellent condition, a.'l

accessories; £78, or oiyer.-276. Goidhawk RS,
Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [8004

AH letters relating to aavertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 1920, countershaft, Tan-Sad, speedo-
meter, spring footboards, etc., perfect; 79 gns.—

40, Aynhoe Rd.. W.14. [8438

'pRIUMPH Oounterebaft 1917 Model, 1920 eideoai,
-- electric lamps and horn; £75.-120, St. Ann's
Hd. St-amford Hill, N.15. [7783

TRIUMPH SVijh.p., disc wheels, perfect condition.
accessories, licence paid; £37/10.— 13, Rona

Rd., Hampstead, London. [8106

BABY Triumpli, May, 1920, all arcessories, tax paid,

lull? ineui'ed, unscratched; £65; any evening.—
29, Gap Rd.. Wimbl^on. [7051

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p. Combination, S-spe^d, all ac-

cessuiies. insurance transferable; bargain, £65.—
76, Boyne Rd., Lewisham. [8095

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Model H, brand new, unridden,
3-speed- bargain, 95 gns.—Pike, 102a, Cburch St.,

Chelyea. Tel. : Ken. 137. [8396

TRIUMPH, Sept., 1918, 4h.p., countersliaft, as new.
fast, fully equipped, tax paid; ^78.-30, Crystal

Palace Park Rd.. Sydenham, [8086

1019 Triumph Combination, 3 speeds, equipped,
-Lv tax i)ai<l, hk-e new; £89.—Blencathra, High-
field Rd., Waltou-on-Thames. [7290

1Q14 Triumpli 3V2b.p., Gloria sidecar. Easting screen,
-l*/ good condition! £65, or nearest ofler.— 15,
Cheshire St., Market Drayton. * [7090

£58; Triumph combination, 3V2b.p., C.B. sidecar,
clutch model, good runhing order, tax paid.

—

Giles, West Wycombe, Bucks. [7981

TRIUMPH SVzh.V; clutch, engine recently OTeihnuled,
lamps, born, tax, spares- £35, or offer.—Wliit^,

11, Bicktey Rd., Bickley, Kent. [7397

TRIUMPH SVsb.p. 3-speed Combination, wind screen,

lamps, spares, etc., recently overhauled; £50.-

Richardson, Pattiswick, Braintrea [7190

TitlUMPH 4h.p. Combination, 1914, 3-speed Sturmey
hub, spares, running order; what offers^'-Grim-

aldi, 21, B-Stonet Rd., Tottenham. [7037

1 Q 18 Triumph, perfect running order, easy starter

;

Lif £68 cash ; consider 2-stroke part exchange.-
62, New St., Woodbridge, Suffolk. [8233

045, or Offer.—4h.p^ Triumph, late 1914, S-epeed,^ clutch, stored during war, mechanically perfect.—
31, Hallord Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [8123

1019 ^h.p. Triumph Countershaft Combination, little
-L t' used, appearance new; 105 gns., all on; after
6 p.m.-31. Burdett Ed., Bow. E.3. [7604

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p., Colbro variable gear, free engine,
perfect mechanical condition, tax paid; 30 gns.—

Wallis, 45, Dingwall Rd., Croydon. [X2850

3ih.p. Triumpli, good condition, ride away, £34;
2 also coachbuilt sideca-r and fittings, £10.—Maby,

Royal Hospital School, Greenwich. [7376

A 1921 Triumph, brand new, latest Model H; accept
first offer of £99; great bargain; list £115.—

Motor Coaches, Park Lane,. Cardiff. [7774

T.T. Triumph, not done 50 miles, tax paid, specially

picked engine, very fast; £90, quick sale.—166.
Marsland Rd., Brooklands, Manchester. [7127

TRIUMPH 4h.p., brand new, not ridden, owner
bought car; best oCfer over £100.—Dean Lynd-

; hurst, Ledborough Lane, Beaconsfleid. [7271

1 Q19 4h.p. Triumph, condition and appearance as
A.*y new, exceptional bargain; first cash secures;
£76.-4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [7821

1 Q 20 Triumph Gloria Combination, new condition,
-L*/ lamps, Easting, Bonniksen.—85, Pershore Rd
South, King's Norton, Birmingham. [X2895

TRIUMPH Gloria Combination, 1919, new condition,
tax, horn, lamps, screen and scoop; £122,—

.Jeffrey>, 39, Warren Rd., Wanstead. [7968

/I K Gns, (nearest).-4h.p. T.T. 1914 Triumph,
riitJ Philipson, fast climbsr, mechanically perfect.—
Righton, Allsop St., Baker St., N.W.I. [7645

TRIUMPH ah.p., 1914, 3-speed, reconditioned by
Triumph Co., Mills-Fulford sidecar; £65, or sell

separately.—Dr. Gervis, Seaford, Sussex. [7504

TRIUMPH 1921 Models in stock at reduced prices;
3y2h.p. second-hand Triumph, guaranteed good

condition, £29.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [8135

"1014 Triumph, 4h.p., Sturmey gears, coachbuilt
-*-*J' sidecar, good accessories-; £60; take half down.
—Bunting Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [8254

"j Qll Triumph, ' just overhauled, new bushes and
M-*7 guides, tyres good, complete! with lamps; £35.
—9, Holyoake Terrace, Sevenoaks, Kent. [7263

j Ql-8 Triumph, renovated as new, 1920 Montgomery
.L iJ sidecar, equipped, spares, insurance, licensed

;

£100.-305, Brockley Rd., Brockley, S.E. [7385

irpRIUMPH (Dec., 1919), and 1920 sidecar, fully
Jl equipped, exceptional condition ; any examination

;

Cnx paid.-240, Fleeming Rd., Waltham^tow. [7321

I'lnRIUMPH 4h p. Countershaft Combination, mechani-X cally perfect, all on, Bosch mag., as new; 100
gns.—H., 190, High St., Stoke Newington. [7279

'why "^^
DELAY fk
You NEED Not

!

wE can give IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY of most of

the well-knavm makes tor

Cash or Easy Extended Payments

We are prepared to take good S.H. juachUies in part

exchange fhr New Models, the allowance to stand

as deposit, ami the balance by Extended Payments.

Please let us know your require-

ments and we can quote you

1920 3'. h.p. P. & M. Combination,
brand new £145

1921 Sli.p. CLYNO Com. Special price £195
1921 5-6 b.p. BROUGH, with hood,

screen, Lucas lighting, Cowey set.

.

£180
1921 4j h.p. B.S.A., Model H, and

Sidecar, dynamo lighting
,

£172 15
192 1 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. twin Combination,

Magdyuo lighting £195 15
JQ2I 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination ... £160
1921 MATCHLESS Combination, dyn.

lighting £230
I92r 5-6 h.p. RALEIGH spring frame

Combination £184 16
1921 8 h.p. ZENITH, clutch, Model H £152
1921 7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £215
1921 NORTON Big Four . . .

.

£135
1921 TRIUMPH, Model H £115
1921 TRIUMPH, Model SD £125
1921 3,V h p. SUNBEAM £152 8
I92r 3S h.p. ARIEL Combination £135
1921 6-7h,p. ARIEL Combination £150
1921 ENriELD lightweight. 2-5peed . . £65
1921 ditto, with kick starter £70 -

1931 VELOCETTE, 2-speed £75
1921 LEVIS Popular ...1............. £60
1921 ROYAL RUBY, 2J h.p., sports

model, 2 -speed, kick starter' £84
1921 O.K. Junior, 2j h.p £50 8
Ditto, 2-speed £59 17
Ditto, 2-speed, clutch, and kick starter £67 4

TESTED .

and ^k

PROVED ^
SECOND-HAND MODELS to suit aM reqMire-

ments. Each machine overhauled by us and

guaranteed in good order.

1920 METRO-TYLER, 2-speed, all red, '

nearly new £55
1920 LEVIS Popular £47 10

1915 DOUGLAS, 2-speed, lamps, hora,
speedometer '.

. . £55
1918 P. & M., 2-speed, all chain, ideal

for solo or sidecar £65
1919 NORTON Big Four, 3-speed £90
1920 VEROS, 4 h.p. Blackburne, 3-sp.

Shirmev gear box £85
T914 SUNBEAM 3I h.p. CombinatioQ. . £90
1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all

accessories £135
1920 MULTWIN Combination, 7-9 h.p.,

as new, all lamps, Easting, speedo-
meter, luggage carrier £150

1913 CHATER-LEA 8 h.p. J.A.P. 3-sp.

Combination '. £75

Etc., etc.

PLEASE SEND FOR FULL LIST

AND EXTENDED PAYMENT TERMS.

Ui« SERVICE Co.
LIMITED.

289-293, High Holborn, LONDON.W.C.l.
'Giama :

" Admittedly. Londoo." 'Phcme : Holborn ftfSO*

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

20 Triumph and Sidecar, electric lighting, Co
dashboard and screen, excellent condit

£125 lowest.—Smith, 45, Town St., Batiey. ['

1 Q19 Triumph, countershaft 3-speetl, lamps,
X«7 etc., not renovated W.D. machine, conditio
data guaranteed; £77.-78, Sloane Av., Chelsea, [i

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p„ Sturmey-Archer 3-speerl
cessories, in splendid condition; £58. -Wi

330. Balham High Rd., S.W.17. Tel.: Latch
436a.

£58.-1914, Triumph and eideoar, 3-spe|ed, clutch.
Bosch, Lucas lamp, horn> a^ccessories, perfect

condition.—56, Upper Park Kd,, Hompstead. [7666

B46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eaclt advertisement, and the date of the issue.

TRIUMPH 1919 Combination, lamps, horn, spi
meter, spares, sidecar as new, must sell; 110

or near offer.—46, Ruthin Rd., Westcombe Park, B
heath. ['

1 Q^l Triumphs at revised prices; cash or eosvXtf me^ts to se^ur^! immediate delivery. Try
R. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greonv
S.E.IO. [J

er K G-NS., Spot Cash.—1918 4h.p. counler-s
tJ fJ Trinmph. excellent running order and condit
inspection invited.—436, Whitehorse Rd., Thor
Heath. [i

TRIUMPH. 1918, countershaft, 3-speed, la

horn, first-class condition; £64, or near-
gain.—Ayers, Garage, Kensington Palace. 'Ph^
Park 86. ['

F.O.C.H. are Triumph agents. Combinatione
solo^ new and second-hand, in stock; bargai

5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead
Station). , [

BRAND ^Tew Triumph with new Dunhill eid
lamps, horn, etc., fully gu-ar'auffeed; ' never

on the road: £125; sell solo f100.—35, Hackfoid
Brixton, S.AY. [

TRIUMPH 4h.n., 3-3peed countershaft, lamps, I

tax paid, splendid condition; £67, or n<.'!ir c

not Sundays.—Richmond House, descent Rd., Slie

tcai-on-Tluimes. ['

3ih.p, Triumph, hand clutch, Bosch, speedom
2 lamps, horn, tools, Dunlops nearly new, lice

any trial, perfect condition; £47, otters.—27, V
St., Woolwich. ['

Luxe Combination, countersTRIUMPH de
purple bine, Bluemel's accessories, spare;

.

perfect; £l25; Douglas similar part.—Walter J(

Newport, Salop. [!

"I Q21 Triumph Combination, Model H., mileage
ii/ unscrntoued, fully equipped, tax paid, as 1

bargain, £130.-48, ^Ynrlock Rd., Pnddington.
Willesden 1744. [i

TRIUMPH, countershaft 3-speed, speedom
lamps, with 1921 £40 sidecar, tax paid; 89

—65, Church St., Edgware Rd. Apply side door,
ney Enlarging Co. [1

TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1917, engine 50991, 3-si

countershaft, clutch, and kick-starter, perfect;

trial, £65.—Smith's. 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite C
Farm Tube Station). [1

"IQ13 Triumph, SVjh.p., 3-speed Sturmey, J.S.
JLt/ good condition, tax paid; £50, or exchi
higher power, ca^sh adjustment.— 6, Albert PI

Starbeck, Harrogate. ['

1 Q19 4h.p. Triumph, Dunhill limousette, Tri
J-*y screen, ]amp, norn, new tyre, excellent c(

tion, tax paid, little used; £140, or near.—Trema
Inglewood, Leatherhead. ['

CROYDON Agents for Triumph motor cycles.

models in stock, ready for immediate delive

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North
Croydon. 'Phone : 2624. [

TRIUMPH Combination. 1918, countershaft,

spares, tools, etc., and 1921 Sandham sports

car; price £125, or near offer.—W. H. Pexton
Eltham Rd., Lee, S.E.12. ['

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1918-19, 3-speed counters
combination, bulbous sidecar, wind o..

Klaxon, 3 lamps, first-class condition, tax paid; £
—28, Cromwell Grove W.6. ['

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, com]
electric lighting. Cameo, Tan-Sad, plating, eua

ling, tyres, etc., as new; any trial; £95.-5, Richn
Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.

TRIUMPH, 1918, countershaft, engine 55225. Co
tax paid, mechanically equal new, ride 50 i

intending purchaser; £75.-7, The Ravenscroft, Sci

Lnne, Willesden, N.W.IO. [!

TR)UMPH, 4h.p., 3-speeds, countershaft, kick e

hand clutch, Henderson Bl sidecar, Cameo
screen, all lamps, horn, etc.; £95.-28, Lower A(

combe Rd.. East Croydon. ['

TRIUMPH Combination, 1920, countershaft,
speed, Easting, Cowey tHp, lamps, accesso

first-class condition ; £ 140.—Ellis, Grocer, Canf
Park Rd., Kingston, Surrey.

TRIUMPH, 1918, practically new, 3-speed, ch
kick start, £85; also 3VJh.p. Triumph, repk

2-'=;peed tiS.—Dental, 769. Romford Rd., Manor F

London. K\ 'Phone: Iltord 500. [*

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. late 1917. 3-speecl. counters

elat^^h and kick-starter, with new cancelet sidf

£90 — Smitli's. 86. Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk 3

Tuge Station). Hampstead 2767. V
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

14 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed. . Sturmey hub, just

thorougbiy overliauled, lamps, took, horft, valve,

lent appearance and condition; £45.—JRathRgr,
y Kd., Walton-on-Tbames. [7941

[TjaiPH 4h.p., 3-6peed, just xe-enainelled and
plated, with oonchbuOt t^jdee^ir, lamps, horp

;

0,—Xeimliam Motor Co., 223, Hnmmeramith IM.,
'Phone: Hmnmersmith 80. £7513

BGAIN.—Triumph 4h.p. combination, counter-
shaft, late model, hood, screen, -lamps, etc., tax
ready to ride a'way; £115.—Apply, Hill Crest,

y Rd., Copsewcod, Coventry. [X2903

[UJrPH SV'ih.p., 2-speed hub ge<Tr, clutch, pedal
stnrt, IvliUfor-d sidecar, wants some attention, tyree
all on le?s lamps; £25.—Colonial Motors. 104a.

iley EcI.,.iS^."n". Hamp. 7822. . [8354

14 Triumph Combination, coachbuilt, hood, screen,
liitenb gear, all accesooriea, tax pjiid. insured,
condition; sacrifice £68.—Cochs, 69, South

^T Rd., Eaiing. 'Phone: 535. [7421

18 Triumijhs, reconditioned, perfect running
order, fitted lamps, horn; from £60, or fitted

coaclibuilt sidecar from £77.—Edwards, 50, Ilar-
on Rd.,- South Kensington, S.\V.7. [8416

20 Triumph Combination, 3-speed countershaft, in
perioct condition, with Swan sidecar, as new, Are

wheel, all accessories, tax paid; £135.—To be seen
Gton Garage, 229, High St., W'.3. [7503

rUilPH 4h.p., 3-epeed, just re-enamelled and
Iilaled, oxcelLcnt order; £75.—Newnham Motor
125. Hammersmith Kd., W.6. Excluiuge for liRht-
t or combination; cash eitlwr way. [7512

lUMPH 3i/:;h.r., hand clutch, lamp?, tools, «tc.,
tax paid, in excellent running order; £33, or cx-
?e 2-'4h.p. 2-*peed Douglas; after 6.—314, Plum-
Common Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18. [7417

IS!'. Triumph, fitted Rover sidecar, exceptional
ontfit, complete with all' lamps, speedometer, Blue-
.•^(repn. licence, etc.; £130. clf>se ofler.—Cecil

e. Highbury ltd., Aylesbury. Bucks. [7735

ir^n?H CountersJiaft Conchbuilt Combination,
lily equipped, 3-3peed, clutch. K.S., etc., Mill-
ie ;ir, as new, any trial, guaranteed perfect; £110.
I offer.—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W. [5339

19 Triumph Combination, Sunbeam sidecar, lomp?,
horn, Cowey trip j^pcedometer, Sensprny car-

ter, tax paid, indistinguishable from new; auv tiial,
-2. Fortune Gate Rd., Harlcsden. N.\V.16.

[7606
II'MPH 4h.p., chaiu-cum-belt, Xov., 1919, Glori;.

"
' ar, Lucos himps, horn, ^pare new belt and
luting screen, tax paid, insurance, little used,
Mition; £145.-11, Sydenham Villas R<L, Chel-

[7189

IUMPHS-—We are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-
belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Mus-
Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, North

hley. [0382

MEDIATE Delivery 0! any Triumph Model; casli
or deterred payments; book your order now, and
disappointment later.—Burlington ]\iotors, Ltd.,

h 8ide. Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone : Bri\-
2417. 10504

p. C.S. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., makers'
colours, new main bearings to engine and gear
tyres as new, latest decompressor, Klaxon, tax
£75; new rear C.S. wheel, £3,8.-43, Leavesden
Watford. [8143
ItJMPn Countershaft, not renovated, but new,
mileage 500, plating, enamelling unscratched.

lanically guaranteed, lamps, tools, spares; £90
ffer^, tax paid.— 5, Devonshire Terrace, East T)nl-
Ed.. S.E. [7269

lUMPH 4h.p., brand new chain drive 1921 model,
ju^t arrived from works, in stock for immediate
ery; £l25; secure at maker.s' latest reduced price;
payments arranged.—Wilkins. Simpson, oppo<=ite

apia, London. [7484
rCMPH 4h.p., 1918, S.A. countershaft 3-speed and
li.'\ clutch, little used, re-enamelled and platpd,

oughly overhauled, and in perfect mechanical oou-
'U: £82.—Pressed Products, Xorth Wharf, Gordon
West Ealing.

^
[8078

lUilPH Chain Model, brand new, ju«t delivered;
ii^t price £125, irill "accept £120 plus tax and

ranee
: ordered anticipating railway c^trite ; onlv

en on taking delivery (10 milet).—Triumph, 1.
tland Rd., Kingston. [7661
20 fJuly) Triumph 4Mh.p.. with Lucas lamp,

horn, and knee grips, stored since Oct., in
st new condition and in perfect mechanical otder-
accept " M.C' deuosit "system; price £110.—Bos
3, CO The Motor Cycle. [7563
nJMPH 1921 Models in Stock for immediate de-
livery at makers' reduced prices; exchanges

aged, or deferred pannent?: aho TriumnJ H model=
vated as new; £90 and £95.-Eagles and Co..
High St., Acton, London. [7832
19 4h.p. Triumph, Millford sidecar, splendid con-
dition mileage under 3.000. speedometer, lamps

on. lolding luggage grid, coverall, spare cover
etc. tax paid; £115; appointment.—Sheath lO"
1 s Grove Rd.. Chingford. [7932

^- o'e-'Ur^'fer

TAYLORS
Sole London & District Agents
for A.J.S. and British Excelsior

Motor Cycles.

RIDE while you PAY
Any of the following machines may be had
on our easy payment system—} down and
balance divided into 12 equal monthly

payments.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

1921 COMBINATIONS
A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination £215

Lucas acetylene equipment £8 7 €
I.ucas d.>'namo equipment £28

EXCELSIOR 8 h.p. Combination de luxe . . £195
EXCELSIOR 6 or 8 h.p. Combination, 3-sp.,

all -chain drive £155
ZENITH S h.p. Combination £187
RALEIGH v6 h.p. Combination £184 16
MATCHLESS Combination, dmamo £230
ARIEL 7 h.p. twin Combination £165
ARIEL 3 V h.p. Combination, 3-specd £135
P. & M. 3'. h.p.- Combination, 2-spee<i £155
ENFIELD"? h.p. Combination £160

Kxtra for d\Tiamo li^htin? £22
B.S.A. 4 ( h.p. H:; Combination £152
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Combination, ciiain drive. £175
MATCHLESS Combinatioii, neiv, i9;o, 8 h.p. £185
G.N., lu.i. new Tx^pnlar model £198
COVENTRY PREMIER Run.lbout £250

1921 SOLO MOUNTS
EXCELSiOR-BLACKBURNE, -l h.p., 2-i-p..

clutch, and kick-blarter s. £96
SCOTT, 35 h.p, 2.specd ; . . £130
O.K., -'. h.p. : £50 8
EXCELSIOR, :'. h.p., open frame £49 15
ENFIELD, 2 S h.p., 2-speed £65
DOUGLAS, 22 h.p., 2-speed, equipped' £85
SUNBEAM, 3I h.p., 3-spced £155 8
ZENITH, 3 h.p., sports Model C £123

SHOP-SOILED & USED MOUNTS
A.J.S. 6 h.p. iy:o Cum., dynamo 'ighilng. . £195
A.J.S. Gh.p. 1920 Com., electric Ci-iuipmcnt,

speedometer, hood, etc. Tax paid .... £172 10
A.J.S., 6 h.p., 1920, acetylene equipment,

horn, etc., tax paid .'. £160
EXCELSIOR, 3I h.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed £60
A.J.S., 4 h.p., 1915 model, and coachbuilt

Sidecar. Tax paid £75
A.J.S. 1920 6 h.p. Combination, acetylene

equipnieiit, -hood, etc £175
A.J.S. 191S Tj h.p. Combination, elec. lighting £145
AMERICAN X 1920 /-gh.p. Combination,

acetvlrne lighting, as new £150
TRIUMPH, 3'. h.p.. W.D. model, solo £90
LEA-FRANCIS, 1920, 3} h.p., 2-sp., clutch,

hi k^iarter £117
EXCELSIOR, 1920, 2.V h.p., 2-speed £60
CALTHORPE, 1920, 2i h.p., 2-speed £50
TRIUMPH, 1919. 3} h.p., acetylene lighting £85
MORGAN Grand Prix, 1919, w.c. model,

electric equipment £160

H

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
ShonTooms

—

I^fotor CycUs and Cars.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.

An' ';orii> .-^rurc Pn*ts nn.l K'-viairs,

21 a. Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I

\\TiDiesale-
ss, ALFRED PLACE, W-C-l
Garage : Tottenham Coutt Road, W.l

•Phones . Accessories and Itepairs, Sluaeum 12-I0"

Motor Cycles and Cars. Ken>ington 726*3

Tele?crams: "Dynametro, Wt-stcent. London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1Q21 New Triumph 4h.p., ehnirt drive, done 50 miles,
J-.' complete \vith lamps, horn, £4 tax, absolutely
uuscrntL-hed, onlv delivered last week, and 1920 Canoo-
let Minor sidecar; anv trial; 150 gns., or separate.—
Benny, 4, Furneanx Villas, Paignton. [7913

3ib.r. XriumpU Combination, 2-speed, free, new 1920
2 B, {md B. carburetter, ne^y Dunlop heavy rear,

Luens lamps, strong cone sidecar, door, Millford chassis, .

excellent condition, needs rear sidecar fastenings only

;

£46.-rjerb.vshire, Gnosull, Stoflordshire. [7329

TKIDMPH 1910 Renovated, sloping top tube, bargain,

£58, with lamps, tax paid; Mabon clutch, tit

Triumph or Bradbury, 55.'-; pair Triumph handle-bara

with rubber grips, 21/-; new Triumph carburetter, 70/-.—

RiJington, 204, Southampton St., Comberwell. [7327

WArCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
Triumphs, nil models in stock, new chain drives,

new chaia-cum-belts. solos and* combinations: also 4h.p.
lenovated models, £90 and £95 ; immediate delivery

;

supplied on easiest of easy terms; trade supplied.
[8230

LATE Triumph Ccmbination, countershaft, two
clutches, Easting, spsedometer, pillion seat, plcnio

box, engine spares, expensive turnout, £100; also

1917 4;^.p. B.S.A., countershaft. Tan-sad, sphndld
condition; £65; week-ends or after 6.-67, Feinl?a
Ud., Balham, S.W. Exchanges. - [8175

TEIU^rPH, Model H, NovetHber, 1920, mileage
1,500, engine carclully run in by expert, cycle

'-•ndition as new, spares, 2 belts, pair valves, inlet

Lomplete, back and Iront cones 2 engine sprockets, new
lyres; £105; bought combination.—C. F. Plowman,
CO ^fason's Garage, Letchworth. [8573

rQ19
3-speed Countershaft Triumph, bulbous hack

*y eidecar, locker ^t reur, Tan-Sad, Watford trip

-p^edometer. Miller la%rs, mirror, horn, ococBaories,

spares, used week-ends only r;inco new, whole indistin-

^;uishable from new; honest bargain, £125; any trial;

.tfter 6 p.m.—Preston, Stanwell House, Stanwell, near
itain«.5, Middlesex. [7109

Velocette.

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Velocette in stock.
[0486

rQ20
Velocette, 2-spccd, all-chain drive, under 200,

•7' in perfect order, any trial; £60.—E. F. Dalton,
Welncy. [7164

DAX BRAPBTJRT can givo instant delivery of the
lamous Velocette lightweights.—224, London Ed..

-SlielHelJ. [8021

VELOCE 4h.p., 1920, Stunney-Archer 3-speed,

eouuterslioit, owner ordered abroad; £70.—Cooke,
Swnrdcston. Xorwich. [7443

VELOCETTE. 1919. 2-spe^jd, all-chain, all occessoriee,

exc**llent conditiou. ^erv reliable; nearest £45.—
^forgan. 45. Gravelly Hill, Birmingham. [X2025

I'^l^rEDLVTE Delivery can be given ol the famous
Velocette, 1921 model, 2l4h.p., 2-speed, all-chain

drive: £75. — .-Vgents, W. Sparrow, Ltd., Osborne
Garage, Yeovil. [1632

VELOCETTE, late, 2-speed. B. and B., E.I.C., vari-

able ignition, lamps, accessories, Dunlops, chain
.Irive, licence: £38; exchange 2":.'ih.p. Douglas.—63,
Solon Rd., Brixtou. [8116

1021 Velocette, Model D3. 3-.=peed. £85; Model D2.
IJ' 2-sp6ed, £75; Model DL2. lady's open frame,
£78- all in stock for immediate delivery.-The Premier

.Motor Co., Aston Rd., ISirminghnm. [X2264

Verus.

1 Q20 Vems-Blackbnme, disc wheels, lamps, etc.,

iJ ridden 250; bareain, £82.—Shepherd, Enfleld

Highway. Tel.; Waltham Cross 31. [0340

VERrS-BLACKBURNE, 2?4h.P.. 2-spccd, kick start,

brand new. tax paid; selling through illness;

.£79 —Turner, 95, Richmond Ed., Twickenham, Lon-
don. [8202

IMMEDI-ATE Delivery ol any Verus ]\Iodel; cash or
deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappoiniment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..

South Si'ie. Clapham Common, S.W .4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. - [0502

20 Venis, 2}4h.i>.. 2-stroke, single speed, practi-

cally new, H.A.H. electric lighting outfit, spare

toolbag. good horn and mirror, complete tools and spares,

-nit of overalls for 6ft. 6in. rider, fax paid; owner
giving up riding; £60. or nearest offer; no dealers;

London, S.W. di.-trict.-Writ« Box 3,974, c/o The Motor
Cycle. .

[8422

Victoria.

1 Q20 (late) Victoria, 2V'h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn,
-L«7 tools, footboard, tax paid, nearly new; bargain.

—Rhosmore, Potton, Beds. [8058

VilHers.

"I
iQ 19 2^ih-P. ViUiers 2-ctroke, 2 speeds, new heavy

JLwJ Dunlops, all on, tax paid, good appearance and
sound; £38.—Swain, 73, West Ella Rd., Harlesden.'
After 6.). [7502

Vlndec.

"I Q19 Vindec-Jap, 6h.p.. 3-speed Sturmcy, K.S.,
-Lt^ bulbous sidecar, electric, acetylene, fine touring
machine: nur trial; photo; £120.—Deivhurst, Asblea,

Gladstone St. South, Peterborough. (7392

Werner.
WEHJCEE 254h.p., low, fast, reliable, mag.: £9/10

gift.-Bambridge, 43. Riverside, Kingston-on-

Thames. [7178

19=
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wilkld.

"I
021 4h.p. Wilkin, IMagdyno, 3-speed, demonstrationXU model, brand new; £105. list price £157.—

Below,

1 Q21 4h.p. Wilkin, chain cases, footboards, 3-speed,
J-t? guaranteed brand new; £96, listed £132.

—

Below.
"1 021 2%h.p. Wilkin, 3-speed, brand new guaranteed:XU £85, listed £122.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
Rd., South Kensington, S.W.7. [8417

Williamson.
WILLIAMiSON, 8-lOh.p. Douglas engine, coachbuilt

sidecar, electric lighting, perfect order; £100,
tax paid.—58, Peckham Bye, S.E.15. [8401

WILLIAMSON Combination, 8-lOh.p., water-cooleil
Duuglas engine, family outfit; £110; take lower

power part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[7957

WILLIAMSON 8h.p. Combination, engine over-
hauled by makers, coachbuilt sidecar, hood,

screen; £110, or oiler.-Roberts, 11, High St., Rnabon.
[7275

WILLIAMSON w.c. Countershaft Combination, hood,
wind screen, lamps, car generator, spare chains,

iufit been thoroughly overhauled; a real bargain, £80, or
best ofler secures.—Clapham Motors,- 113, High St., Clap-
ham. [7672

WILLIAMSON 1916 8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
3 speeds, kick start, Easting screen, Tan-Sad,

large luggage grid. Klaxon, Stewart trip, large P. antl
H. lamps, 2 generators, etc., very good appearance
and condiiton, tax and insurance paid; £75.—Bacon,
122, Kilmartin Av., Norbury, S.W.16. [8239

Wolf. «
"l\7'0LF, 2V2h.p., Gradua gear, periecb order; an\'
VV trial; £30.-1, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24.

• (7841WOLF 2J^h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, countershaft; £30.
—Burns, Burton Mews, South Eaton Plaoe,

S.W.I. [7768

WOLF 4h.p., S.A. countershaft 3-speea, clutch, latf
model, all on; £65, or e.TChange.— 619, Garratt

Lane, Earlsfleld. [-6200

TX70LF.J.A.P., 2°/,h.p., very fast, T.T., perfect
TV mechanical condition, any trial; £33; tax paid.

—42, Naylor Rd., Peckham, S.E.15. [7427

WOLF.—Sole agents for London, South of Thames
and district. We are now fixing, sub-agencies,

and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South
Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brixton
2417. [050S

Wooler,
WOOLEE, 1920, spring frame, speedometer, clock,

pillion, tax paid; £75.-47, Louisville Ed., Bal-
ham. — [4892

WOOLER, 1920, mileage under 250, lamp set, any
examination; £72.-79, Military Ed., Colchester.

Tel. : 111. [7906

WOOLEE L920 2S4h.p., variable gear, all accessories,
new condition; £65.—Bartletts, 93, Gt, Portland

St., London. [8427

WOOLER 1920 Model, in thorough good condition,
witii all accessories and tax paid, any trial and

examination; bargain, £65.—Sulina Garage, 73, New
Park Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone; Streatham
40 [7246

Yale.

YALE Combination, Sli.p., Eastings and Cape cart
hood, luggage grid, hooter, 3 lamps, thoroughly

overhauled, new chains and sprockets, re-enamelled anil
plated, aluminium number plates, Eosch mag., spares
include new chains, and butt-ended tube, tyres good
for 5,000 miles, smartest and sweetest running outfit on
the road, licence paid; any trial ; £100 for quick sale.
—Izzard, 5, The Rise, Palmers Green. Appointment,
'Phone Hornsey 2214. [7676

Zedel.

ZEDEL 5h.p. Twin, good condition; bargain, £20 —
517, Wandsworth Ed., S.W.8. [7682

ZEDEL 5-6h.p. Twin, Mabon clutch, modern ilppear
ance, not used eince overhaul, new piston ring-^,

etc.; £30, or nearest.—A. Ma,-:on, ISO, Richmond Ed,
Kingston-on-Thames. [7720

Zenith.
JULIAN'S of Reading have Zenith 1921 5h.p. in

stock. [0482

D-\N GUY, Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early delivery
all models. [G556

yENITH 3i/2h.p, C.B. sidecar; £50.-166, Green St.
^-i Foreot Gate. [7669

ZENITH 8h.p. Sports; >888.-Grimes, 18. Brutou
Place, Bond St., W.l. [8083

J C. PICKERING, Shrewsbury,-Zeniths from"^ • stock; exchanges arranged. [8069

1 Q 16 Zenith Combination, nice order, sporting side-J-t^ car; price £95.—Welford, James St., Brighton.
[75911Q20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, speedo-

-!-«.' meter; £140.-17, Garden Av„ Mitcham, SW
[8008
ju.lr-

Ed.,
[7782

"IQ20'!^ Zenith Combination, as new, 60 m.p.h.X*y anteed, all Accessories; £120.—62, Princess
Kilburn.

PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVIRNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Don't Scrap
an old Engine,

but give it a -

NEW LEASE OF LIFE
by fitting the

World- famed
Philipson Pulley.
Entirely Free from troublesome and
weighty complications—only two work-
ing parts—no levers, rods, wheels, etc.,

to worr^- about. Simply takes the place

of the ordinary pulley. One nut secures

the complete gear to the engine. Can
be fitted without any alterations to

most direct belt-dtiven engines inr a
few minutes.
For hill-climbing it is unsurpassed.
Makes mountaineering easy.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

Owing: to a Printer's error in last
^week's issue, the price of the
Philipson Pulley w/as given as
£8-8-0. It should have b?en

X7 -r -o.

During the past few weeks the follow

ing machines have been fitted with
PHILIPSON Pulley:

Triumph, Arno,
Rover, Rex,
Norton, B.S.A.,
Douglas, James,
Singer, L.M.C,
Bradbury, Lincoln Elk,
Ariel, N.U.T.-Jap,
Swift, Humber,
Abingdon, N.S.U.,
Minerva, Peugeot,
Precision, Rudge,
Matchless, Quadrant,
Ivy Precision, Alldays,

Villiers Mark IV.,

and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write us.

REDUCED Cn 1 (\ Carriage
PRICE ~' ' " Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 40 years.)

SotTs

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenitb.

ZENITH 1916 eli.r., Ten' fast, splendid fonditio
lamps; alter 6 p.m.; £53.-156, Brownine Ki

East Ham. . ' [731

ZENITH Bh.p., 1920 (Inte), splendid condHion, (

accessories; £100, or near oiJer.—Smith, 70, Pa-
Ed., Southport. [73[

D^N BRADBURY can supply Zenith, all moili
from stoeli. Big 90 bore twin £146,' in stnck.

224, London Ed., Sheffield. [801

SPECIAL 8-lOh.p.o.h.v. Zenith-Gradna, lanip.=, eU
tax paid, everything perfect; £95.—Dewhir;

Great Baddow, Chelmsford. *

[77(

1Q20J2 5h.p. Sporting Zenitb, licence, in^uianc
J-tf speedometer. Klaxon, etc., fine condition; £95.
1, Gro.5Tenor I!d.. Mnswell HUl. [72!

BARGAIN.-New 5h.p. Zenith, mileage 50, Kreiise

accept £105, ot near offer.— Oakleigh, Edgwrn
Midillesex. 'I'hone: 8 Edgware. [78

ZENITH SU'h.p. Single, late 1919, perfect conditio
lamps, irorn, licence paid; £78, or nearest.

H. Wade. Jnn,, IMarden, Kent.
'

[81f

ZENITH 5h.p. Combination, 1920, screen, electi

light, speedometer, tax, low mileage; near £140
12, High Lane, Chorlton-cnmJiardy-. [57'

ZENITH Combination, 6h.p., Gradua gear, spleml
order, tax paid; 68 gns. ; take lower power pai

—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.- [791

ZENITH Sh.p. Sporting JModel, 1920, lamps, hor
speedometer, D.A. set, splendid condition ; wh

offers?-Rudge, BaskerviUe, Bexhill-on-Sea. [72:

ZENITH Coachbuilt Combination, 8h.p., kiclc-stai

clutch, Bosch, Sinks, equipped; £65-—Biur
Burton Mews, South Eaton Place, S.W.I. [771

1 Q 19-20 6h.p. Zenitb. sports model, Cowey spet
X.f3 ometer, F.R.S. lamps, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, t

paid ; SO gns.—24, Cottage Grove, Surbiton. [77

rQ20
Zenilh Sh.p. Clutch Model Combination, lam

*J horn. Cameo, excellent condition; £140; t

paid.—121, North Side. Clapham Common. [77

ZENITH 5-6h.p. C.B. Combination, connteish
Gradua, K.S., registered, and equipped ; trial; b

gain, £80.—A. J, Daniels, Station Rd., Harrow. [71

1 Q21 Sh.p. Sports Model Zenith, perfect conditii
X\J and gcaranteed not done 50 miles, licer

paid; £115, or nearest.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [81

1 Q19 (Dec.) Sh.p. Countershaft Zenith and MilHc
XnJ sidecar, complitelv equipped, mileage unc

3,000; 138 gns.—Clark, Trinity Hall, Cambridge.
[79

Id 14 61i.p. Zenith Combination, perfect conditit
JLt/ complete with acetylene and electric lightir

£70---Cooper, 115, Kingswood Rd., Goodmayes, Ess'

[78

ZENITH Combination, S'-ah.p., K.S., lamps, ho:

speedometer, etc., overhauled by makers and
new; £90, or near offer.—44, Star Rd., West Kensil

ton. - ;76

ZENITH-GRADCA 4h.p. Twin Countershaft, k
start, semi-T.T. bars, disc wheels, a sporti

mount; £60.—2a, Delaheld Rd., Charlton, Londi
S.E. [SO

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths. New and second-hand machi
in etock. Exchanges or easy paymente arrang

—5 Heath St., Hampst«ad (near Hampstead Ti

Station). [74

X-eh.p. Zenith 1915 Combination, fully equipped,
" splendid; condition : £85.—Rogers, 42, Church E
Hendon. [81

ZENITH 6h.p. Sports Model, run few miles ondy, i

condition; £92/10; exchange.—Newnham Mo
Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hi
meismrth 80. [7i

T.T. 5h.p. Zenith, stored part war, just overhaul
beautiful condition, 58 m.p.h., new Kempsh:

' idated exhausts, lamps, tax paid; £68.—Darby, Ea
Colne, Essex. [7i

Sh.p. 1920 Zenith Sports Model, Henderson E!

sidecar, tyres and belt good, Ace discs, tax pa

£170, or nearest offer; must sell.—Garnett, Dorches
House, Harrogate. Vt''

Sh.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft, kick star

screen, lamps, speedometer. Klaxon, accessor

as new, beautiful condition, tax paid; 96 gns.—89, E
Hill. Wandsworth. [7'

ZENITH C.B. Combination, Sh.p. o.h.v. JA
hood, wind screen, and accessories; £80, or n

offer; will sell separate.—Parrin, 14, Erlam Rd., Sol

Bermondsey, S.E.16. (7f

Sh.p. Zenith Sporting (late 1919), perfect conditi

excellent appearance, little used, fully equipi

spares, licence; price £110.—D.A.H., Crofton, Store

Hd., Uxton, Birkenhead. [7

ZENITH Sh.p. 1919 (Nov.), Snpsr-sporting Comb
tion (Oanoelet), guaranteed perfect throughout

ciuimel, ideal competition 'bus; solo £90, combm.T

£115.-2, Cranes Park, Surbiton. [8

ZENITH 1917 4-5h.p. Twin, countershaft, chi

K.S., new tvpe brake, Bosch, lamps, to«

1 £67/10; sidecar, C.B., for same, £10, bargain.;"

^\'ood Lone, Shepherd's Bush, London. [7|

B48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Repressive Legislation.
L'.W motor cycli.st.s who blame llie motmini;
organisations for being inactive realise that

the work of these bodies is none to<:) easy.

To blame them for not suggesting ameml-
ments to the new repressive legislation woiilil

be as unfair as it is untrue. They are always
urging the powers that be to amend maUers. hut
to induce the Govenimcnt to act is a vcrv differ-

ent proposition.

Quite recently the secretary of the Aiito Cycle
Union met Sir Eric Geddes, and strongly took
up the most recent anomaly in motor cycle legis-

lation,, namely, the fact that for taxation purpo.scs

a new' and .sensible weight limit had been imposed,
while for purposes cf registration the" ridiculous <i!d

weight limit of 3 cwt., which many sidecar outfits

exceed. ^has been retained.

Another point brought beloie the .Nlinislry of
Transpf)rt. was the desirability of instituting

'luarterly licences for meter cycles, and it was
suggested that these quarterly licences, if t;\kcn

out, say, towards the end of the quarter, might
be proportionately reiluced.

In view- of the fact that all the nicncy ncce.s.sarv"

has been collected from motorists, and in view of
the present trade tlepression, it was further put
to the Minister that motor cycle taxes might well
be reduced by 25%.

Petrol Prices.

The: question of petrel prices was also brought
to his notice, and since there had been a reduction
in the prices of fuel oil and paratfin, to say nothing
of the fall in the cost of freights, petrol, instead
of going down, had been advanced by 20°,', since
the removal of the tax.

As We stated last week, Sir Eric Geddes
gave .sympathetic consideration to most of the
points brought to his notice, but he pointed cut
that the weight anomaly was. retained to meet the

esires of the police authorities. U'hether or not

the efforts of the Auto Cycle Union, which is repre-
sented on the Legislation Committee, and looks
after the interests of motor cyclists on that body,
will ha\c any effect it is indeed hard to say ; but
if its efforts are not attendeil by success it will not
be for want of lack of initiative.

The 250 c.c. Lightweights.

THE
proposal of the Auto-Cycle Union to u.se

the term flyweight " to designate the .'50

c.c. lightweights in the Tourist Trophy Race
will not, we fancy, meet with the approval of
the majority of motor cyclists. .Such a word

is neither dignified nor apt. The term '• light-

•weight' is sufficiently expressive, .md to coin
another term for machines which are lighter than
those recognised by the A.C.U. as lightweights is

an admittance that the latter are'no longer light.

.Since the machines it is proposed to term "fly-
weights " weigh approximately as much as tlie

Senior mounts of a flecade ago, it is to be hoped
that future developments will pro'luce niotor
cycles of a much reduced weight.

The terms "bantamweight," -'ultra-lightweight,"
and even •' motorcyclette ' have all been tried,

but not universally adopted. The plain fact is

that -'lightweight" is expressive of the lightest
form of motor cycle, and immediately it is used to
designate a type heavier than the lighter classes it

becomes a misnomer.

We offer the suggestion that the 250 c.c. motor
cycles in the Tourist Trojihy Races be known as
"lightweights," the 350 c.c. types as the "junior

"

class, and the 500 c.c. mounts as ''senior"
machines.

We trust that the .\.C.U. will not persist in its

proposal to utilise the term " flyweight." which at
once sugge'sts a lack of durability and of suitability
for touring purposes, whereas the moilern light-

weight of the types encouraged by the 250 c.c.
cla.ss in the T.T. has proveil itself capable of with-
stancJing hard usage.

.y. v., /::
- N N" ^ ^ ^ ^ 'A \ % S...M
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Another Punctofe Pfoof Tube.
TYRES still remain the Achiltes heel of the motor

cycle. If there were no such things as punctures,

a rhoderately skilled rider on a machine of

average quality could undertake any daylight journey
without plotting any safety margin in time allowances.

For this reason I am always ready to lend a diand to

any anti-puncture novelty, though I have seen so many
bloom and wither without solving our problems. The
latest suggestion is the Challenger

puncturfe sealing tube, made by J.

P. Cochrane and Co., of

Albert Street, Edin-

burgh. It is a red rubber

tube with a thickness of

approximately . half an
inch on the tread side.

This thickened arc con-

sists of a wad of spongy
black mastic rubber, en-

closed between inner and
outer layers of red

rubber. The wad ex-

pands to seal punctures.

The lube is not appre-
ciably more expensive
than the ordinary . type,

and can be patched . in

the usual way in the

e V e n t of a more than
usually serious gash.

The " Compromise
Cover."

HN the old days w'hen

a motor cycle had
its centre of gravity

as high as that of a \ ,,

camel conveying a load ~^'v,

of coal, we were all on the /^ui

vive- for a tyre which' Avould grip
the road like a vice Presently ON THE BANKING AT BROOKLANDS.machines lowered the,r centre of a tussle between Le Vack(No. 3). the 106m.p.h.
gravity to a more reasonable Indian exponent, and Dequin, the Zenith rider.

level, but ere long the chain diive appeared ;. early

examples were devoid of a shock absorber or cushion-

ing device, and again we discussed tyre tread

feverishly. When high, ill-balanced machines with

snatchy drives made sideslip a frequent source of

failure in competitions, I adopted one of three policies.

Steel armoured treads made the job easier and safer

than anything else. I have ridden through many a

trial on the Michelin Semelle or Rom' combination
treads ; the drawback was the risk of

a very grievous dry skid in sudden
brakewdrk on a hard
road. Second to the

armoured treads in anti-

skidding efficiency.^ came
such heavy scolloped all-

rubber treads js the

Kempshall, which had
the further virtue of

being all but unpunctur-
able,. in the days when
the average cover was
far too thin and light for

its job ; such heavy tyres,

blown up hard, seldom
skidded, but they were
apt to bump from sheer

want of resilience.
Later on, as machines
grew steadier, most tyre

manufacturers produced
a compromise cover

—

thick enough to show a

fair resistance to punc-l

ture, light enough to re-l

tain tolerable resilience,!

and sufficiently excavatedl

on the tread to assist th^

rider in maintaining the

vertical. The freak hill competition!

—and especially the clamorous needsf

of sidecars in such events—art

creating a demand for a super-tyrej

calculated to grip, grease on
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)Ccasional Comments.—

;rade of i in 2. I do not personally believe that
:pecial tyres can be of much service under such condi-
10ns; and if some maker evolves a tvre which shall
3e the equivalent of a Parsons chain,' it will be the
vorst tyre in the world for the wdinarv user. The
• compromise cover '' cannot be beaten for every-
lay use.

Where Do You Carry Your Bulbs?
\¥U reference to horticulture is intended. Electric
L\J bulbs are the most inilispensable of all spares,

for if every garage carries a largish stock, the
rade flourishes Ijy refusing to standardise, and it is

!>ng odds against your linding the Inilb which \ou
ant in stock. .Since bulbs are perhaps the most
•agile articles in creation (barring incande.scent
lantles an.d ladies' complexions), thev are thought-
ully marketed in loosely relied tubes' of corrugated
anJboard,. twisted up in the flimsiest tissue paper,
'wo problems, coiisequeutly confront the electrically-*
quip])ed motor cyclist, \iz.'

:

(*) What shall I pack my spare bulbs in?
(2.) Where shall I carry them, when packed.^

M\ <'\\-u nude ])ractice takes somt; such form as a
having soap tin, well stufiled with wadding; but it

Mkes a nasty hmii) in a jincket ; and I appeal to
eaders in the hope that someborK can show me a more
xcellent wnv.

The Clean Cedos.

^ HJCVCLl'; which keejis c 1 e a n
"A always inspires its owner with

incredulous jiiy. If one invests
I a small two-stroke, and gradually
arns that it does not leak lubricant

; every pore, one is forced to admit
lat the age of miracles is not yet past,
his spring a good deal of my pottering
IS been performed on a Cedos. I
lew it would keep fairly clean so far
> road dirt is concerned, for it pos-
's^e^ legshiflds and an undcrscreen.

(TCLl 603

Oil shnging is usually another matter. But after un-
limited hard work it has yet to produce a solitary oil-
stam on its person, barring one small disfigurement for
^^hlch I am solely responsible. The only od leakage of
\vhich this machine is ever guilty occurs when - the
needle valve of the drip feed is shut when there is oil
uniier pressure in the spring-loaded pump. It is an
excellent little'bus in other respects, but in respect
of cleanliness it is almost unique—the best made,
best-de.signed four-strokes, irresijective of price, - are
no cleaner. \o wonder the Cedos is a favourite with
the ladies.

The Spare Tube.
WITH tardy gratitude I beg to report that for

the past year my last ditch in the way of tyre
repan- has consisted of a John Bull tube in

a (.earns tube case. The latter consists of two-
alummium cups, threaded on a central pillar bolted
to the handle-bar or other convenient location. Tiie
lube has often been requisitioned, and has never been
found frayed or damaged in any wav. Vou can whiji
It out in a minute, and the best testimonial is that
both tube and case are being retainctl- in service for
the 1921 competition season. Mv definition of a
methodical man is one who packs up ag;iin neatly
after he has changed a tube by tiie roadside. Honesty
<;ompels me to admit that the damaged tube has not
Mifrequently reached home doing temporary service as
a belt or a muffler; but that is just mv impatience—
It IS quite a brief business to get a tubj b.ick into the
Learns case.

LITTON SLACK AGAIN i

This famous Derbyshire hill, whicli

was induded in the 1914 Six Days

Trial, but ruled out in consequence

ut the many .failures that occurred,

has again been included in a big

trial. Here are scenes in the North-

western Centre Trial, which took

place last week.

.**i
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Not content with making a clean ascent m the ordinary way, P. Newman
(3 Ivy) repeated his performance with a passenger on the carrier.

Experiences of a Hill-climbing Party in

Carnarvonshire.

JUST Ijefpre the war, a member
Cych staff discovered a " new '

Wales. A mental resolve that
"

hill-climbir.g enthusiasts should be
introduced to its intricacies led to a

party wetidirig its way from the

'Midlands towards Carnarvon on
Saturday, 7th instant. Its mission
was to conquer a gradient which,
report 'says, has never before been
attempted by a motor cyclist.

The hill appears to rejoice in

several names. The English-speak-
ing Welsh postman calls it " the. Screw
Road,'' an Englishman resident in the
district converts this to. "the cork-
screw," but the natives who ha\-e
to triTdge its gradients from the
village below, in order to obtain the
necessities of life, gave us another
name in Welsh. How this is pro-
nounced we will leave our Welsh
readers, to explain to thosd uninitiated

of The Motor
hill in North-

some dav ". the

How to

find the

new
Welsh

discovery.

The second hairpin, showing G. S. Arter (5-6 James sidecar)

receiving assistance, and no wonder ! Observe the gradient.

in the ancient- tongue of Wales. I

is spelt Xant Gwyth Eyrn.
We are content to accept the post

man's version and to name it " thi

Screw Road," for nothing in road:

more like a screw- has e\-er beei|

graded. t

It lies on the north coast 6:

Carnarvonshire, fifteen miles west

A\ard of the ancient town of Carnar
von, and creeps up from the sea

hamlet of Porth-y-Xant (or Portnanj

as it is abbreviated for the conven"
ence of the English tongue), througl

a deep valley on the westw-ard flau

of The Rivals, those two lofty pea'

that rear their heads as outposts
the Snowdon range.

To reach it from Carnarvon oi"

takes the coast, road to Clynog—an|
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.„i' ; .U, M ''^"'''.'^fPP'^d by too higl, a gear, but made a sporlln-attempt ^v,th Im Norton sidecar. Here he is seen on the 1 in 7 .Vadientimmediately prcccdmg the last bad bend.
^raaient

of t";nhl''^' i
^" ,''"P'-.«^i°" °f F. W. Giles, 10 whom fell the hcnolirof be.ng the only sidecanst to make a clean ascent with his passenger

seated m the sidecar. His outfit was a 7 h.p. .A.J.S.

assinger
^

of the hill. Ill 110 ,i.vi,uiit .shoulcl- thte descent or a.scent
be attempted alone—in fact, a gCMjilly party of a,ssi.s-

tant.s on several cf the corners is absolutely necessary

;

they were provided on the occa.sion .of 'the test we
dnsrrilie. and proved the ncressitv for snrh nreraiition*;

r.

icideiUaily is treated to some very line scenery 0/ roiiW,
OT on the one hand are the rolling mountains, and
1 the other a wide expanse of sea. At Llanaelhaiarn
le nglndiand road is taken to Llithfaen, in which
llage It IS necessary to turn sharp right up a some-
Hat steep gradient, at the top of which a road to the
ght conducts one to the summit of one ef The Rivals,
o drivers of \ehicles e\er proceed straight on, for a
•tie beyond is the descent of the screw road.

A Word of Warning.
It will be noted that in order to climb this new hill
ie lirst has to descend it. There is not one of T/ie
olor Cycle party but who agrees that the hill is easier
climb than to descend.
We find it necessary to give a word of warning to any
itiiusiast who desires to see ' the Screw Roiir]

•
for

mself. Owing to the natural difficulties and dangers

One ol the new sporting tJeardmoie-PiecJsions—.^. G. Cocks up-
on one of the last bends. He made a clean ascent, as did
H. Cjreaves on a sister machine.
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The surface is mostly soft earth covered with a

layer of shale, and the gradient in places is slightly

worse than i in 3, easing off between the bends
to about I in 8. There are five hairpins, and one
side of most of them is a precipitous bank which,
if there were no assistance available, would cause
a nasty accident in the event of anyone sliding

over or, on failing, running backwards. It is a
veritable Stelvio in miniature. From tlie bottom
to the top, the hill is nearly a mile in length, but
interest is concentrated on the half mile which
includes the hairpins.

Composition of the HilUclimbin* Paj-ty.

Starting from the foot a right hand hairpin soon
causes the lowest gear to be engaged, a minor
turn to the left, follows, and then two nasty

corners, right and left, with a gradient of about i

in 3 between them ; there follows a comparatively

straight stretch Avith a gradient of perhaps i in

steepening up to a narrow right hand hairpin which
is immediately succeeded by the steepest pitch.

Fine weather favoured our attack on the hil

and at 9 a.m. a party of sixteen foregathered in

Carnarvon Square. Excluding the two members
of The Motor Cycle ^st&H, the party consisted of

the following riders :

G. S. Arter {5-6 James sc).

F. H. Brown (2| Hobart-Jap).
W. Brandish, jun. (3^ Rover).
W. H. Carson (8 Excelsior sc).

A. G. Cocks (Beardmore-Precision).
L. Crisp (4^ Humber).
G. Dance (3^ Sunbeam).
G. Denlev (2i Velocette).

F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc).

H. Greaves (Beardmore-Precision).
P. Newman (3 Ivy).

J. L. Norton (4 Norton sc).

M. F. Powney (4 Triumph).
A. E. Wood '(4^ B.S.A. sc).

- On arriving at the hill, the riders descended
singly with several of their confreres hanging on

to the rear carrier—a practice which _ must ulti-

mately benefit several boot repairers. A party

was stationed at the worst point, armed with

ropes to render assistance, if needed, to those

making the ascent, while another party Was placed

between the lower corners to save the vanquished

from running backwards. Subsequent events

proved the wisdom of these precautions. Scarcely

w'as the organisation corhplete than two sol.)

riders were off to contest the honour of being the

first tO' climb the new hill. They had not, how-

ever, taken sufficient note of the condition on

the corners, and their efforts were in vain. Un-
familiar hairpins of_i in 3, visions of steep banks

of rock and gorse, first on their right and then on

their left, are sufficient to undermine the greatest

skill—so they failed.

Lightweights for Mountaineering,
.

Not so, George Denley ; with a healthy purr

that echoed among the mountains, his" little

Velocette attacked the hill in splendid style.

First one bend, then another was taken at ,a

steady unbroken speed. Denley's legs we're

trebling ready in case the game little mount should

make a dive for the edge. Twirhng and twisting
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IS THE WELSH
SCREW ROAD
THE MOST
DIFFICULT HILL?
ApToiMs of our recent article

on llie most difficult hills in this

country, the Screw Road, recently

discovered by Thi Motor Cycle,

easily takes first place. In a

consensus of opinion. .Alt-y-Bady

was given as the most difficult.

Those who have ascended both

lulls affirm that the Screw Road
IS the more severe test under dry

conditions.

(Top) A typical stretch of the

Screw Road.- G. Denley (2}

Velocette), the first motor cyclist

to make a clean ascent. This

new hill IS seen in the foreground.

(Bottom) H. F. S. Morgan

(8 Morgan) nearing the summit.

He climbed well, but the surface

on the last hairpm was too soft,

and his reaf wheel literally dug

itself in.
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A Welsh Corkscrew Hill.—

up that crooked pack-horse road he proved once

again that the mechanical mount could go wherever
its rider willed.

On passing the two less lucky ones, he had to take

the outside of the third bend, but his engine never

wavered, and he reached -the summit—the first motor
cyclist to climb the Screw Road.
A cheer burst out from the opposite side of the

valley. The quarrymen had show-n their appreciation

of the spectacle which, to them at least, must be
historic.

The clean ascent of the smallest machine in the

party made the hill appear easy. Later on Denley
made several more admirable ascents, but did not

noticeably improve on his first effort.

It would- appear that no machine is more suitable

for climbing tricky hills than a light two-stroke geared
suitably low, and the subsequent performances of the

two BeaKlmore-Precision ri(3ers and P. Newman on the

little Ivy fullv confirmed this impression.

Testing a New Model.

H. Greaves and A. G. Cocks were mounted on the

new Beardmore-Precision sporting mount, which has
the 350 c.c. Precision engine, a 'Stumiey-Archer gear

box, and the well-known Beardmore frame minus the

rear springing. . This new model is -considerably lighter

than the fully sprung type and comes into the lights

weight category for taxation.

The attack on the Screw, Road was a debiil. and very

well the machine acquitted itself. Both Greaves-

and Cocks made faultless clihibs, in fact the former
ascended more than once, and no doubt Cocks would
have repeated his success had he not taken off his coat

and laid himself out to help the less fortunate. He
specially deserves our thanks for the work he put in

with such hearty goodwill, for help was wanted badly

later on. In fact, everyone helped one another—and,

\\"e think, enjoyed the process.

Percy Newman and his Ivy once more demonstrated
what a good two-stroke can do in the matter of over-

coming diflicujties of gradients, and those quarrymen
were made to realise- that their pet Screw Road had
been conquered not only by the pluck and skill of

British motor cyclists, but by representative produc-
tions from British motor cycle factories.

Incidentally, we may mention that opportunity was
accorded to riders of American machines to join the

party, but they were unable to do so. We wished to

ascertain whether, after all, the types "which are sup-

posed to have been developed for the roughest coun-
tries could make- a better performance than the

various types of British machines.
That a large reserve of power was not entirely

necessary to climb this hill was proved by the fact that

the larger solo machines did not materially improve
upon the ascents of the two-strokes. In fact, it

seemed that the extra weight was a greater disadvan-
tage than the power was an advantage, although it

should be mentioned that George Dance's Sunbeam
had sufficient in hand to allow him actually to change
up between two of the bends. He made a beautiful

climb, as was to be expected from one of England's
finest riders of to-day. It is of interest to know that

Dance rode up from Wolverhampton that morning and
after the event returned the same day. He also found

426

time to visit the local hostelry some miles away, and

to return with liquid refreshment for overheated

helpers.

W. Brandish was on a machine different from those

we are accustomed to see him ride in competitions.

His mount was^a 7,%: h.p. single-cylinder Rover.

Usually, it is a mistake for a rider used to higher

powers to ride a machine with a smaller engine for an

event of_ this .nature, but at his second attempt

Brandish easily piloted his single to the summit.

A Spring Frame Mount Does Well.

Pseudo experts have been known to opine that a

sprung frame motor cycle is far from ideal for rough

riding on hills, but F. H. Brown proved that his spring

frame Hobart was- as steady as any of them. This
machine, by the way, had one of the new 350 c.c.

J. A. P. engines and on the fast ride up to Wales the

larger solo mounts were not able to drop him far in

the r3ar. His climb up the Screw Road was excellent.

Probalily the heaviest solo machine present was L.

Crisp's 43-^ h.p. Humber, and it demonstrated that, if

a machine is heavier than a lightweight, the even

torque and balance of a flat twin have their advan-

tages. His ascent was noticeablv good.

M. F. Powney is a new member of the Triumph
competition staff and promises well. His debut in

competitions was the Midland Centre A.C.U. Trial, a

few weeks ago, and^ he came through with honours.

He -is also to ride in the T.T.. and if his riding on the

Screw Road is any criterion, more will be heard of him.

'He handled his Triumph as only those can who sit the

same mount for the best part of each week. The
healthy engine of his trusty 'Triumph carried him to

the top without protest. 9
, _ .

The last of the solo riders to be mentioned is TJie

Motor Cycle representative, mounted on a Norton, who
gave a demonstration of what may happen at any time

while carburetter controls are not standardised. A
change of carburetters a few days previously resulted

in the coiltrols working in the" opposite way to that to

which he was most accustomed ; consequently, when
driving became a matter of instinct he opened out

when he should have closed his throttle. . The error

was only a momentary one, but sufficient to cause the

driving wheel to spin, the good Norton to skid and
the rider to "bite the dust." He restarted, however,

and climbed the rest of the hill so comfortably that

he was suspected of gathering material for leading

articles on the standardisation of controls.

Only One Sidecar Succeeds.
Of the passenger machines, only F. W. Giles (7

A.J.S. sc.) made a clean ascent. His was the star

performance of the day. He handled, his machine
dexterously, and w^as ably assisted by his Stepney Road
Grip tyre. To take a sidecar up those gradients and
round those acute haiipins was indeed something of

which to be proud.

_

A. E. Wood (4^4 B.S.A. sc.) received consider-

able assistance. It was too much to expect a single

_with a sidecar to take those bends.
,
H. F. S. Morgan

(Morgan), with his wife as passenger, made a splendid

ascent right up to the last corner, where his rear

wheel became buried in the loose shale almost to the"

hub. More weight on the rear wheel would probably

have saved the situation, since he had plenty of power
in hand. ' -
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A Welsh Corkscrew Hill.—

G. S. Arter (5-6 James sc.) also failed with wheel
slip, though his engine was emitting signals oC ilislress.

W. H. Carson (8 Excelsior sc.) also w^as unaiDle to

make a clean climb—surely this must be the first

failure of this renowned hill-climber—and J.
L.

Norton (4 Xorton sc.) made a sporting attempt with

a heavy sidecar. The attempt failed, but since his

machine was one of the few fitted with standanl ratios,

little surprise will be evinced.
• Mr. Norton had the bad luck to break a magneto
chain at his first attempt, and when restarting the front

of the machine suddenly lifted and swung over the

edge of the bank, the outfit resting on the crank case,

and being held by three stalwart as.sistants. The rider

was not in the least perturbed by this exciting incident,

and after refitting the front cover, which was wrenchc<l

off the rim, he returned to the foot of the hill and had
another tr\, though he failed low down on the hill.

Bwlch=y=Groes at 18 m.p.h.

This sjiorting rider- then went straight off to Bwlch-y-

Groes without touching the machine, and not only

made a clean climb at about 18 m.p.h.. but al.so made
a clutch start on the worst pitch. (This .serves as a

6og

comparison between the celebrated Bwlch-v-Grocs and
the \^eish Screw Road.)
Some further attempts were made. Newman, now

familiar with tlie difficulties of the hill, actually
succeeded in -bringing up a passenger seated on the
carrier of his Ivy, though there was a bit of a. scramble
at one hairpin in which it was not clear if the passen-
ger gave assistance or merely got in the way. By all

present the hill was considered to be the worst rideable
road yet discovered, and not a few have \owed to
return in order to wash out past defeats.

After the event, a few rode to the summit of The
Rivals, to enjoy the magnificent panorama unfolded,
and then the party broke up to return to their homes.

Alt^y^Bady taKes Second Place.
Fi\e Co\'entry riilers, all mounted on solo machines,

returned vi<i Llangollen, and there sampled the famous
Alt-y-Bady, which, being dry on that occasion, pre-

sented no very great (.lifficulty to soloists, though it is

no mean hill under any conditions.

Thus the Screw Road is pro\ect' to be much worse
than Alt-y-Bady, and we hope ihat over ambitious
trials organisers will not on any account take the
plunge an<l incUnle it in a trial, because of its dangers.

The smallest engined machine among the attacking parly on the Screw Road was G. Denley's 2\ h.p. Velocette, which was also the first

to make a clean ascent.

ADVICE TO INTEN

THE young engineer who is tempted to sink his

small savings in patenting a brainwave should

earnestly weigh Mr. Punclvs counsel to persons
intending to marry. The inventor of the kinema
c.imera died the other flay, a comparatively poor man.
Three of the most popular iteins in up-to-date auto-

mobile practice are the vacuum fuel feed tank, the

ha.ssis spring gaiter, and the roller bearing conrod.

At a modest estimate there are fifty valid patents on
each of these three gadgets, and the original inventors

DING PATENTEES.
cannot have reaped a rii:h harvest. Money occasionally

rewards somebody who invents a simple gadget which

is in general request; but in most cases the harvest

is only reaped if he has a Machiavelfi to draft his

specifications, and a Rockefeller to frighten off rivals.

I see in a contemporary that somebody is already

infringing my patent golf ball, which squeaks until it

is found; if 1 owned a master patent on that ball,

I would sell it for ;^ioo in preference to manufacturing

it in competition. [xion.

A2?
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A SPORTING ONE
DAY TRIAL.

A PASSENGER'S
IMPRESSIONS.

ANinvitatiorLto act as passenger to H. R. Davies
in an open trial dated back to> the Olympia
Motor Cycle Show. After many failures to

find an event in which both rider and passenger were
free to combine, arrangements Avere made to meet at

Weybridge for the recent A.C.U. stock machine trial.

This proved to be a happy expedient, for the writer

was able to combine his first experience as a trials pas-
senger (in spite of many years as a trials reporter) with
an opportunity of observing the performance of an
absolutely standard A. J.S., as supplied to the agent.

Seven o'clock on a cold misty morning is not the
most cheering moment at which to make one's first

acquaintance Avith a brand new machine, nevertlveless

the authorities decreed that this should be the case,

and after inspection and some formalities tlie machine
was filled up in the paddock at Brooklands and
solemnly pushed to the fork.

Getting into Running Trim.
One hour was allowed in which to complete six laps

of the track and do any tuning up, and after fitting the
contact breaker—previously removed by the A.C.U. to
prevent running in—the engine was started. This
operation took but a moment, and we set out to see
what sort of a mount we had drawn.
As is the case with nearly all high-class cars and

motor cycles,' the A.J.S. is sent out with very close
fitting pistons, and owners are warned to drive easily

for the first hundred miles or so ; consequently it may
be imagined that our pre-

liminary laps were accomplished
at a very moderate speed and
with copious lubrication.

A slight miss, probably due
to condensation in the inlet

pipe, was noticeable, but witli

the exception of a stop to check
the action of the contact
breaker, the six laps were
accomplished uneventfully.

There reniained some twenty-
four minutes for tuning up,
and if new owners would only

A.J.S. internal expandinj

brake.

A2S

observe the few simple operations which ensued

they would save themselves much trouble later

on. First of all the carburetter was dismantled

and cleaned, next the plugs were examined and
points adjusted a fraction , wider. Contact breaker

points were again examined. Tyres were pumped
to the correct pressure, and chains examined to

ascertain that the spring links were correctly fitted.

With these simple precautions we took the road with

the utmost confidence. -

On Succombs Hill.

Since there was no serious hill within twenty miles

-of the start, and the average speed to be maintained

was between i6 and 20 m.p.h., the engine had a

chance of running in before the work of the day began.'

Succombs was the first hill of note, and a momentary
splutter when the throttle was opened caused low gear

to be engaged for a few yards, but the crest of the

hill was taken at speed on second gear. Tliereafter

the engine improved steadily, and the whole outfit

behaved perfectly throughout the day. Second gear

was sufficiei'rt for such hills as Polsteeple and Cudham.
and the lunch stop was reached in schedule time.

Surrey lanes under a bright sun are always enjoy-

able, and in the comfortable A.J.S. "sidecar we had
leisure to enjoy

the country and
to listen to the

even purr of the

engine, which
ran without a

falter through-

out. There were
many cross-
roads, and some
steep hills to

descend; but

early in the day
our driver had
given us a con-

vincing demon-
stration of the effi-

ciency of A.J.S.

The 7 h.p. A.J.S. engine. This year

the cubical capacity of this well tried

engine was increased by 50 c.c.
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internal expanding
brakes, either of

which \vas sufficient

to pull up ihe

machine in a tew
yards, while if both

were employed at

once the outfit could

be brought up all

standing without un-.

pleasant shook and
in an extraordinarily

."Jiiirt distance.

Chalk Pit Hill

and Peblilecombc

were mere incidents,

and the latter was
easily suriiaoiintcd

on middle gear, but

on approa<hing
B r o o k 1 a n d s we
began to wonder if

the fuel s u p p 1 y
would hold out for i\vel\e laps at an average of

35 m.p.h. in addition to the afternoon's run.

The uninitiated may consider such a thought

unworthy, seeing ihat the tank held just over two

gall'Jns, and the total distance was but ninety miles ;

but to average .^5 m.p.h. for thirty-six miles with a

fullv loaderf am! fully equipped sidecar requires a lot

.®

H. R. Davies, the driver of tlie stock A.J.S
through the trial, discusses carburetters with the

genial Mr. Clibbery, of .-Xinacs Ltd.—^a scene on
Bi-ooklands after the run.

on

of fuel, and the

consumption is

bound to be greater

'

than under road
conditions.

Once on the track,

our driver opened
•up, and completed
lap after lap at

about 37 m.p.h.
without any effort.

1 lie concluding lap

w a s accomplished
at a speed of 42
m.p.h.. though
there was still a
little throttle in

hand.

On reaching the
1' a d d oc k, after

<|iialifying for a
lirst - class award,
our first care was to

lrx)k inside the lank. True to cxpectaiif/nSj there was
not much fuel in hand, but still wc had fniished, and
the machine was undoubteilly running belter at the end
of the test llian at the l)eginning. 'Ihe only criticisms

we have to make are that the scaling accommodation
of the sidecar is a trifle too vertical, and the screen

seems a little too near the passenger's face.

THE PUNCTURE FIEND AT BAY.
The Bugbear of Tyre Trouble discussed

'"p'HI^ lir?i <jf a series of informal meetings of the

I
Jnsiitution of Automobile luigincers at the

^ Chamber of Coimiierce, New Street, Birming-

im. at which were demonstrated many labour-saving

levices in connection with puein-natic: tyres, was upon

he whole more interesting to car owners than to the

noior cvclist.

(."ertainly the bugbear of tyre trouble is present to

11 users of that very excellent invention—the pneu-

naiic tyre, but "it is the heavier tyre as used on the

rger type of vehicle that is most in need of special

ols to aid in its detachment and replacement, or of

K'ial rims which shall enable a tyre to be fitted or

moved without any undue straining of the fabric.

A Puncture=pre-venting Band.
.V most interesting exhibit from a motor

iiit of view was the Hermetic puncture-

roof 'band. • This consist^ of an endless

and .shaped to the tvre, thickest in the

nire, and tapering , towards the edges,

lich is designed to be fitted between the

ibe and the outer cover. The band is

iiirely of rubber, and therefore very

liable ; on its outer surface are round
iblier studs, which under the force of

Ration are compressed, and made to

jproach one another vet^ nearly, leaving

nail air spaces between. The effect of

is band is to turn aside any puncturing
istrriment that'may find its way through the

The H
ts place

and tube.

by Ihe Ins(i(u'ion of Aufomobiie Engineers.
outer cover, thus protecting the- inner lulie. The
bands are not subject to wear, ami may be transferred

from one cover to another. We saw one that had
.somewhere about a thousand miles .service in the tyre of

an Enfielil sidecar outfit to its credit. It looked like

new, but when it was removed for inspection two nails

were found in the cover, each of which would have
teen quite sufficient to cause a puncture under ordinary

conditions, with their points nnne<l aside, so that no
harm' had been done.

Other Novelties.

A further claim made for this band is that it will

prevent the cracking of the walls or tread of the cover

when subject 'to much kno<:king alx)Ut on bad roads.

The weight of a band is 24 oz., and the price is

moderate in view of the advantages gained.

Another item which we hope to try when
occasion arises is a stick of rubber which

becomes plastic with the heat of a match,

and can then be kneaded into a cut in the

outer cover and so prevent water from

making its .way into the tyre.

Some of the labour-saving inflators,

worked by hand or foot, also might well find

a place in the garage of the motor cyclist.

There was one veiy neat pump, the D.A.,

which would be suitable for road use as

well. This has the'flexible connection con-

tained in the barrel of the pump, and the

first stroke shoots it into position.

A2y

ermetic band in

between cover
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A HILL-CLIMB ON BORE HILL.
SurbKon and Dislrict M C.C.'s Twice Postponed Event Successlul.

TWICE postponed owing to bad
weatliei', the Suibiton and District

M.C.C. hill-climb took place on the

11th inst., and, though rain fell before

the start and after the finish, the actual

competition was run off in fine if dull

weather.
It is as well that the event did not

take place on a Saturday, as Bore Hill,

though not actually a main road, is one

. which is frequented at week-ends, as it

leads on to Leith Hill, and is situated

amongst the finest scenery in Surrey.

The road at the ioot is narrow, and

consequently its approach was somewhat
congested with cars and motor cycles

belonging to spectators and others. The
course was a fairly long one, but the hill,

the surface of which was good, was not

steep (not more than 1 in 8), and had
several bends awkward to take at speed.

Superb Riding.

The entry had been very good, but,

owing to the double postponement, the

niimGer of starters was not numerous.
The start took pUce half an hour behind

schedule, chiefly owing to the failure of

the field telephone. Fortunately, . the

timekeeper, Mr. A. G. Reynolds, brought
with him an able colleague, Col. Edwards,
who took the times at the start, the

last, man in each class bringing up the

starting times of his fellow competitors.

These were handed to Mr. Reynolds, who
then passed them on to Mr. H. B. Uhde,
who swiftly worked out the formula,

so that results were available immediately
"after the event.

Kaye Don, with his stud of three,

mounts—an overhead valve Diamond, an

8 h.p. -Zenith, and a Norton, with Binks
carburetter—made numerous sensational

ascents. He rode superbly, barely cut-

ting out on the corners. G. A. Vander-
vell (34 Norton) was even slightly better.

His cornering was magnificent, and he
lode as if he and his mount were one.

He neyer cut out for a single bend of

the course. To him is due the honour
nf making the fastest time of l^be day:
3&5-S. ....
W. Julian's Levis did good work in the

lightweight class: while Green (Norton),
Dequin (Zenith-M.A'G.), aiid Le Vack
(Indian) created great interest.

The different styles of riding displayed
by the. various riders were distinctly
amusing. Julian's habit was to be pushed
off on his single-geared Leris, and >o

ride on the off side fo.otrest until he
found the correct mi.vture. He then
threw his ~.leg. across the saddle, and
settled down to the rest.of the climb.
Green's Norton accelerated in wonder-

ful style, and the aiigte at which he
carried his near side foot rendered him
recognisable long before his number was
legible.

"

Guy's Coulson-B did well, but seemed
somewhat highly geared for the course.

The folloAving are the results :

^CLASS A (General 350 c.c.l.

Time.—1,-W. Julian (214 Levis). 5i;= > HGuy (Z-Yi Coulson B). Im. 23s.; 3. J. Callebaot'(2"!i
Douglas), lm.-4s. Formula results give the same
places.

CLASS B (Expert, 350 c.c.).

Time.—Kaye Don (a'/i; Diamond), 41;s.

\03

Rene Dequin making a good ascent on his 8 h.p. Zenith and sidecar.

CLA.SS C (500 c.c).

Time.— I, R. A. Green (3i,(. Norton). 44|s.; 2.

C. M. Bowen (31/2 Norton), 51s.; 3, W. Julian (2>/i
Levis), 5215.
Formula.- 1, W. Julian (2'/l Levis). 54.41: 2,

H. Guy (2% Coulson B), 57.58; 3. R. A. Green
(3i,t. Norton), 57.76.

CLASS D (Expert, 500 c.c).

Time.— 1, G. A. Vandervell (31/2 Norton). 36is.;
2, Kaye Don (SVj Norton), SOJs.; 3, R. A. Green
{P'-2 Norton), 44i;s'.

CLASS E (General, 750 c.c).

Time.— 1, R. A. Green {3V- Norton), 445s.; 2,

W. Julian (21/i Levis), 50s.; 3, ^y. J. Kelly (3V2
Norton). 51is.
FoEMULA.— 1, W. Julian (2>4 Levis), 51.92; 2,

H. Guv (2% Coulson B), 56.80; 3, R. A. Green (3'/"

Norton), 57.24.

CLASS F (Expert, 750 c.c).

Time.— 1, G. A. Vandervell (31/. Norton). 36!5.:
2, R. a: Green (31/. Norton), 47s.; 3, Kaye Don
(3',2 Norton), 485s.

CL.^SS G (General, 1,000 c.c).

Time— 1, A. O. Greuzelier 18 Zenith), 42s.; 2,

R. A. Green (3V- Norton), 43Ss.; 3, F. C. Towns-
hend (B Zenith). 45s.
Formula.— 1, \V.~ Julian (5 Zenith), 53.37; 2.

VV. J. Kelly {3V' Norton), 55.34; 3, R. A. Green
(31,2 Norton), 56."

CLASS H (Expert, 1.000 c.c).

Time.— 1, G. A. Vandervell (3',;. Norton). 58J«.
(fastest time ol the day); 2, Kaye Don (SV-j

Norton), .37s. ; 3. A. O. Greuzelier (8 Zenith). 41Is.

- CLASS L (General, Sidecars. 1,000 cc).
Time— 1, R. Dequin (79 Zenith-M.A.G.), Im,

2;s. ; 2, W. B. Reeve (8 Zenith), Im. 6ss.; 3, O.
Clarke (6 Zenith). Im. 273s.
Formula.— 1, W. B. Reeve (8 Zenith), 77.20; 2,

O. Glarkc (6 Zenith), 92.76; 3, R. Dequin (7-9
Zenith), 96.45.

CLASS M (General. Expert Sidecars. 1,000 c.c).

Time.— 1, O. De Lissa (7-9 M;A.G.), 493s.; 2.

D. H. Davidson (7-9 Hailey-Davidson), 50s.; 3, F.
W. Barnes (3 Zenith), 50s.

CLASS N (General. Cycle Cars, 1,100 c.c).

Time.— 1, C. Finch (8 G.N.), 60;s.; 2. C. G.
Pullin (8 De Marcay), 67s.; 3, C. Pressland (8-10
Crouch), Im. SO^s. Formula results give the same
positions.

CLASS O (Expert, Cycle Cars, 1,100 c.c).

Time.— 1, A. Prazcr Nash (G.N.). 39s.; 2. H. R.
Godfrey (G.N.), 403s.; 3, C. Finch (G.N.), 55|s.

TWO-WESTERN CENTRE
DAY TRIAL.

PROVISIONAL results of the two-day
trial in Wales, held on the 8th and
9th o^ last month, were issued

promptly at the close of the trial, but one
or two amendments have now been made ;

except where mentioned below, the list

publishe'd in our issue of Ajjril 14tli re-

mains unaltered. S. M. Greening (3^ Sun-
beam-Jap) receives a first-class award
instead of second. E. Colmer (2-^ Levis)

and W. Lord (3^ Sunbeam) get third-class

awards. C. Dickens (3^ Dene) does not

qualify tor an award, although previously
credited with a third. First-class awai'ds

are gold medals, silver cigarette cases, or

gold cutf links at option.
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LADIES IN COMPETITION.
French Event includes Gymkhana

Fealures. Si^^ -

MADEMOISELLE A. W.AZER, on an A. B.C.
machine, proved lier.self the champion motor
cyclist of France in the recent women's com-

petition held on the Pare des Princes cvcle track at
Pans. The young Frenchwoman defeated her two
Enghsh rivals, Mrs, Gale and Miss Coodman, on
\elocettes, and was heartily congratulated by them.

Ihe hrst part of the competition was one of skill
the competitors having to run down a marked cmirsf,
twisting around a series of skittles.

Mrs. Gale got the cheers of the spectators whm
^he went through the obstacles in fine stvle. onlv
knocking down a single skittie. Miss Goodman was
tiot so fortunate, for, although she onlv bowled over
I single obstacle, she got two penalisations for
Hissing the course. Finally, Mile. Blazer with the
ise of her clutch, made her winning displav
- In the afternoon of the same dav a regularit\- coni-
)etition was held over a sixty-mile 'course to the west
)f Pans. A minimum speed of i8 m.p.liT was" fixed
Hit each competitor was free to select an\ average
peed, the winner being the one adhering most closelv
o this. For about half ilie distance the road surface
ras very-^ rough, being among the worst to be found
round Pans; tor the remainder Of the distance con-
iderable tratlic prevailed, for the dav was a holidav
-ills iilaced the English competitors at a sli.dn
isadvantage, for not befng acquainted with these local
onditioos they could not select an average with the
ame certainty as on roads known to them The
;mner was Mile. Blazer on her A. B.C., with Missoodman second and Mrs. Gale third ""

The sidecar outfits did not finish, with one exception
lis being a lady who refused to adhere to the rule of
ladies only," and was disqualified for havin- a m-ile
assenger in her sidecar.

nd I ad
(1) Mile. Blazer, wU won the contest'on an ABC

'™,fi:''"'»seof ahand-conlro'leJdiilch. '
'

n A Ti; r^ '''"^^'"= ''^^ ^'"'"'<== "" = Bieriot sidecar.

a.,2^n^ I'j'"'' 'I:''""''
'•"•<= •'^"«'- "''o "i^de a goodattempt on an Indian outfit

®

It) An^fi°"R''-
''!'''" ^^ ^'^'^' Good.T.an, sister of its designer

(5) Another Bntish competitor on a Vclocette. Mrs. Gale.

A3
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North Lindsay A.C.

Weather conditions were so severe at

the recent reliability trial that no one
recorded a clean sheet run, and only three

survived the trial within the time limit.

These were ;

1, J. Ebbutson (2>i Douglas), 51'A marks lost;

2, H. Brampton (4% B.S.A.), 58V; marks lost:

5, W. Beaman (8 Rex sc).

Falkirk and District M.C.C.

Only one of nineteen competitors quali-

fied for a gold medal in the week-end
trial to Oban. Several well-known Scot-

tish test hills were included. Results ;

GOLD MEDAL.-Allann-ood Neilson (7 A.J.S.).

SPECIAL SOLO PRIZE.—W. Sinclair (3%
Norton),
SPECIAL LIGHTWEIGHT PRIZE.-W. Flem-

ing C2':4 Wolf).

Northern M.C.

There were twenty-five entries for the

week-end trial to Scarborough. A sport- .

ing course, however, reduced those to

qualify for awards to eight, as under :

LEITH CUP.-J. F. CoHinan (3'/^. N.U.T.).
GOLD MEDALS.—H. D. Woodcock (31/2 Euclge

llulti), A. Morgan (G.N.), and L. V.McNabb (SVL-

P. and M.).
SILVER MEDALS.-K. T. Dixon (3'/_. Sunbeam),

M, J. MacKendrick (4 Norton), W. Sellers (2';i

Coventry Eagle), and Sawyer (4 Triumph).

Berwick and District M.C.

Held in conjunction with the Newcastle
and District M.C, a consistency hill-

climb on Corby Bank, Alnwick, resulted

as follows :

FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY.-l. W. Murray
(3"/™ Sports Sunbeam), 33Ss.; 2, J. Lee, jun. (3'/j

Sports Sunbeam), 34s.

CONSISTENCY CLlMBS.-l. J. W. Forsythe

(4',i B.S.A.), is. error; 2, D. Hall (2";., Douglas),

Is. error.

Barrow and District M.C.

Complete formula and time results of

the hill-climb held on May 1st are now
available, and are as under :

CLASS 1 (350 c.c, on Formula).—!, L. S. Parker
(2'/. Velocette); 2, Mrs. Rob3rts (21/2 Monarch);
3, A. H. Tomkins (214 New Hudson).
CLASS: 2 (350 c.c, on Time).— 1, L. S. Parker

(21/, Velocette), 49s:; 2, W. Dall (2')i Omega),
62s.; 3, C. W. James 12'!i Francis-Barnet), 53?s.

CLASS 3 (500 c.c, on Time).— 1, H. Jackson (3Vj
Sunbeam), 36s.; 2, G. JeHerys (31/. Norton),
365S. ; 3, P. Hoggatth (3Vi Norton), 37|3.

CLASS 4 (550 c.c. on Time).- 1, H. Jackson
(3i/> Sunbeam), 36|s.; 2, G. JeHerys (314 Norton),
3715.; 3. M. Sedgwick (3'/^ Sunbeam), 39's.
CLASS 6 (750 cc, on Time).— 1, H. Jackson

(31/2 Sunbeam), 36Js.; 2. P. Hoggarth (3>/. Nor-
ton), 37ts.: 3, M. Sedgwick (3i.;. Sunbeam), 38s.
CLASS 6 (Any Machine, on Time).— 1, P. Baron

(7-9 Indian). 35Js. ; 2, G. JeHerys (3'/, Norton),
36gs. ; 3, P. Hoggarth (3Vi Norton). 37s.
CLASS 7 (Any Machine, on Formula).—!, J.

JeHerys (3V, Norton); 2, P. Hoggarth {3V. Nor-
ton); 3, M. Sedgwick (3i,i Sunbeam).
CLASS 8 (Sidecars, on Formula).—!. H. Jackson

(31/2 Sunbeam); 2, B. JeHerys (4 Norton); 3, 0.
Oliverson (4 Norton). '

In Class 7 (on formula) the fastest time
of the day was made by P. Baron {7-9

Indian) ; time, 35|s.

A22

"^eek-eni Club Cvents.
iyiay SI.—Coventry and WartL-ickshire M.C. Hill-

clivib. .

Way il.-GlttSQOw Western M.C.C. Siotthh Inlcr-
club Team Trial.

May 21. —North London M.C.C. Acceleration Test.
May 2t.^Luton and South Beds. A.C. Reliability

Trial.
May 11.—Leeds and District M.C. Tlill-climh.
May '21.— Wolverhampton Auto ?!oniads. Club Hun

to Hampton Lodge.
May Sl.—Salteoals and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Inverlap.
May ll.—lSishop Auckland and District M.C. Hill-

climb.
Mail 21.—Deti-sbnry and District M.C.C. Picnic.
Man iV—Hohcood M.C.C. Competition.
May Sl.—Wallincil-ou and District M.C.C. Club

Run to liroolclands.
May 11.—Essex M.C. Old Crocks' Hill-climb.
.Mail 21.—Stourbridge M.C.C. Paperchase.
May ll.—B.M.C.R.C. Second Members' Meeting at

Brooklands.
May Sl.-Middlcsbrough and District M.C. Hill-

climb.
31ay 21.— Coventry Triangle M.C. Club Run to

Meridcn.
May 21-22.—North West London M.C.C. Caoiping

May 21-22.—Newcastle and District .1/,C. All-night
Trial to Edinburgh.

May 22.—Manchester M.C. Speed Trials or Hill-
climb.

May SI.—Stafford and District M.C.C. Club Pun
to Dovedalc.

May 22.—Stamford and District M.C.C. Rcliabilitii
Trial.

May 12.—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Club Run to Porloek.

May 22.—Halifax and Dislrict M.C.C. Club Pun to
Sutton Bank. ''

May 22.— West Birmingham M.C.C. Social Run to
the Hundred House.

May 22.—llkley M.C. and L.C.C. Speed Trials.
May 22.—Leeds M.V. Club Pun to Castle Howard.
Man 22.—Bridgu:ater and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Pun to Porloek Weir: -

May 22.-.^li.efliild M.C.C. Club ??iin to Bolsorer.
May 22.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Lake Gonnirc.
May 22.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Social Run to

the Hundred House.
'

May 22—West Kent M.C. Picnic at Uirctvorth
Woods.

May 22.—Central London M.C.C. Club Run to
Dunmoiv.

May 32.—lry M.C.C. fWolverhampton). Club Tfim
to Slratfoi'd-on-.Avon.

May 22.— Rochester. Chatham, and District M.C.C.
Captain's Sivrprisc Pun.

Mfiii 22.—Liverpool M.C. Half Dau Siiorliug Trial.
.T"i; 22.—Basingstoke and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Pun- to Hind.hend.
May 22.—Portsmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run to Goodwood Park.
May 22.— Woolwich. Plum.stead, and District M.C.

Members' Team Trial.
May 2i.—Edinburgh and District M.C. One Day

Open Reliability Trial.
May 2.',.—Burton and District M.C.C. Club Pun

to Dorcdale.
May 2i.-E.retcr M.C. and J:C.C. Evening Rvn to

Exiiioutli.
May 2i.—Rcigate. Redhill, and District M.C.C.

Captain's Surprise Pun.

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will te found on

Supp. XXXV.

Sheffield M.C.C.

There were thirty-five competitors in the
recent reliability trial over a route which
included Agden. Strines. Mam Nich, and
Monsal Head. W. Johnson (7-9 Indian sc.)-.

o-:- -'- h'lq/'VHforj) Z^-'*-

won the S.M.C.C. Trophy with a total loss

of three points only. Second and third

respectively were H. Reeves (4 Douglas
sc.) and J. Oscroft (8 Enfield sc).

North London M.C.C.

Owing to the rain the last class of the

day—for unlimited sidecars—at the hill-

climb on Aston Hill on the 7lh inst. had
to be postponed. Results of the remain-
ing classes follow :

350 c.c. AND tJNDER.-l, G. Richardson (2""i

Velocette), 40is.; 2,-"Miss D. Busby (2ii Douglas),
44^5.
500 c.c. AND UNDER.— 1, E. .A.iMarshall (5

.4..B.0.), 313s.; 2, E. F. Harveyson (4 Indian
Scout), 32Is. (This last position is under con-
sideration.)
750 o.c. AND UNDER.-!, E. A. Marshall (3

A.B.C.), 31s.; 2, R. R. T. Bowen (4 Triumph).
32;s.

UNLIMITED.— 1. E. A. Marshall (3 A.B.C.),
30|s. ; 2, R. H. T. Bowen (4 Triumph) and G.
Read (6 Enfield). 32is.
This tie was then run oH, the result falling to

G. Read (6 Enfield). 2953.*

*Fastest time ol the day.

Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C.

Below are results of a fifty-mile petrol

consumption test held over a hilly course
from Norwich to Cromer via Holt, and
back via Aylsham, at a speed of 20

m.p.h. ;

CLASS 1.— 1. A. Blake (2'/, Levis), !76 m.p.=.

:

2, J. L. Brooks (21.) Levis). !63 m.p.g.; 3, E. M.
Wood (2Vt Levis), 145 m.p.g.
CLASS 2.^M. G. Bagshaw (2"ii Coventry Eagle),

139 m.p.g.; 2, E. J. H. King (2^4 .New, Imperial),
89 m.p.g.
CLASS 3.-1, R. A. Daniels (3V" Norton), 141

m.p.g.: 2. R. King iiV. Rover), !18 m.p.g.; 3,
II. J. Hannent (4 Indian Scout). 113 m.p.g.
CLASS 4.-1, E. H. Gowing (5 N.U.T.), 30V-

tn.p.g.

CLASS 6.—!, A. Adcock (31,1. P. and M. sc),
90 m.p.g.
CLASS 6.-1, H. D. Wheeler (8 New Imperial

sc), 85 m.p.g.; 2, H. F. Mase (7 Harley-David-
son sc), 60. m.p.g.; 3, A. H.' Walker (6 Peugeot
car), 59.8 m.p.g.; 4, W. Lincolne Sutton (8 Rover
car), 401.'; m.p.g.
The cup i^resented by the Lord Mayor of Nor-

wich for the best result on formula (Classes ! to
6) was won by H. D. Wheeler (8 New Imperial
sc).
The Mann Cup for the lowest petrol consump-

tion in Class 3 was won by R. A. Daniels (31-2

Norton).

Cambridge University M.C.C.

On the 7th inst. the club held a hill-

climb on Gamblingay Hill. Electrical

timing was used. There was a large

number of entries in all the solo classes.

Competitors' times counted in their own
class and the unlimited class. H. W.
Purdey (3 A.B.C.). made fastest time of

the day, putting up an exceptionally good
performance. Results :

UNLIMITED CLASS.-!, H. W. Purdev (3
A.B.C.). 144s.; 2, O. Saunders-Davies (7-9 Indian),
!4iS.; 3, R. Avery (31/, Norton), 14S3.
600 c.c. CLASS.—!, C. Moser (4 Triumph),

15is.; 2, L. Martineau (4 Indian Scout). !7?s.;

3, E. Paxman (4 Douglas). 18is.

500 c.c. CLASS.-!, H. W. Purdey (3 A.B.C.),
14!s.; 2, R. Avery (3"/2 Norton), !4|s.; 3, E. Eeed
(31/. Sunbeam). !5s.

350 c.c. CLASS.-!. J. L. Giles (2i,!, Omega),
!8Se.; 2, F. K. Sefton-Jones (21,!, Ne%v Imperial),
26js.; 3, C. Bates (2ii Triumph), 27^s.
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Lalesi Gossip concerning Men and Machines in Next Month's Manx Kaces.

T A. WATSON BOL'RXE, who last year was
I second in the Junior race on a Blackburne, will

/ * this year ride a Triumph in the Senior event.******
C. Sgonina, of Cardiff, and S. Gill, of Bath, will

also ride Triumphs.******
Seven Triumph riders will be available in the Isle

< if Man, but only six will race—the seventh being a

rcser\e. F. C. Townshend, who is well known as a

successful Sunbeam rider, is one of the Triumph
jiK'keys, while F. G. Edraond. G. J. Shemans, and M.
F. Powney, who are also named, are members of the

Coventry staff.

# * *

Our Island correspondent
writes that at the moment it is

impossible to forecast the steamer

sailings owing to the disturbed

state of the country. Everything
depends upon the unfortunate
dispute in the coal industry. At
the present moment tliere are

only three steamers a week to

and from the Island. This ser-

vice will probably not be further

curtailed, as the Isle of Man
Steam Packet Co. have in stock

sufficient coal to last for over a
m o n t h longer, but those who
desire to visit the Island before
tiie official practices "would do
well to enquire of Messrs.
Orfurd, Ltd., 21, Water Street,

Liverpool, the agents for the Isle of Man Steam Packet

Co. ill England.******
The marshalling for the early morning practices

and also for the races is being undertaken by the

members of the Manx Motor Cycle Club.******
With such a large number of competitors this

organisation must be very perfect to ensure efficiency.

There will be telephones at the official start opposite

the Douglas playing fields, at Ballacraine, Kirk
Michael, Sulby, Ramsey, Snaefell Mountain, Creg-

naa-Baa, and the Governor's Bridge, and with such a

system the practices should prove almost as interesting

as the race days.

TT-.e 23 h.p. T.T. Coulson,

fitted with a twin overhead

valve J.A.P. engine. Note

the tool-bag with padded lid.

B3
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T.T. Notes and News.—

The work of erecting the grand stand and the official

enclosure has been started. This year the public will

not be allowed on the road during the practices for

obvious reasons.

The Manx Motor Cycle Club will hold on the

morning of Friday, June 17th, a hill-climbing com-
petition up the

mountain from
Hillberry Corner
and finishing two
miles further up,

just past the
K ep p e 1 Gate.

The following

are the classes :

Open, 350 c.c.
;

500 c.c, un-

limited; sidecar

machines, 500
c.c. ; sidecar
machines, un-

limited ; cycle
cars up to 1,100

c.c. The follow-

riders, and the

250 c.c, 350 c.c,

Details o( the new overliead valve

Blackburne engine for the T.T.

ing classes are confined to T.T.

machines they used in the races

and 500 c.c. Tlie Motor Cycle has offered the. club a

valuable sih^er trophy sa last year.

* * * * -:; *

The manufacturers of the Sphinx sparking plug have

also offered a silver trophy, and the British Oil and

Turpentine Corporation, Ltd., the makers of the well-

known Speedwell oil, which will be used extensi\ely

this year in the T.T. races, have given ^10 worth .

of oil. The Committee are- still open to recei-^e

other prizes, and those desiring to contribute should

communicate with the hon. secretary, Mr. H. Rogers.

Eastfield, Douglas, Isle of Man, and from, him also

entry forms can be obtained.

Doctor C. H. .Hopwood, who is riding a 2 '4 h.p.

Levis in the Junior T.T., is offering a cup for the

best team in the 250 c.c. class. -Dr. Hopwood, in

addition to running a 20 h.p. Austin car, keeps quite

a large stud of motor cycles,- including a 7-9 h.p.

Indian sidecar, a Scott, two A.B.X\'s, a 2^4 h.p.

Enfield, and a T.T. Levis.

* * * * -x- *

Capt. Geoffrey Clapham, who has been entered in

the Senior event by the Ilkley Club, will ride a Scott.
* * -X- -:t * *

We understand that the Ilkley Club may nominate
another member to ride in the name of the club, but
at the moment there is a difficulty in seeming a

machine.

The Jap twin engine fitted in Eric Longden's 2.^4

h.p. twin Coulson for the Senior race is- the same
as was used by this rider in last year's event, but in

a Dot-Jap mount. He finished fifth last year.
* * * -s- * *

The riders of Coulson machines in the Junior T.T.
races will be Eric Longden, H. Petty, and L. Nichol-
son. The two last-named will be riding Blackburne-
engined Coulsons.

This year there will be special team prizes for clubs

in addition to those for makers.
* * * * * . *

The new 3^^ h.p. Blackburne engine for the Senioi

race will have overhead valves.

« * ' * -;t * «

W, Brandish, who has been a consistent winner of

awards in trials will, ride a Rover.******
The prices for seats in the grand stand vary from 20s.

to 7s. 6d. Seats in the paddock cost 53. each, and

in the -.unreserved enclosures 3s. 6d. and 2S. Appli-

cations for reserved seats should be made to the

secretary. The Auto-Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mallj

London, S.W.i, with as little delay as possible.

* * * * * ,*

The Auto-Cycle Union desires that each competitor

should wear a' sleeved jacket of a distinctive _ colour,

and .somewhat after the style of jackets worn by jockeys.

A competitor m^y select ariy colour or "a combination

of colours, but to avoid confusion it must be

registered with, and be approved -by, the Auto-Cycle

Union before acceptance.******
This vear there will be team prizes for the Senior,

Junior, and Flyweight classes. It will be noticed that

the Auto-Cycle Union has' decided to call the" smaller

machines competing-for the trophy presented by The

Motor Cycle hy the official term' of "Flyweights."

We cannot congratulate the A.C.U. on this decision,

for the term islieither dignified

nor apt. The . title of light-

weight is sufficiently expressive.

* * -X- * * -x-

Competitors in the Senior

race will wear white numbers
on a red ground : competitors

in the Junior race Avhite num-
bers on a fjlue ground. J-Liders

of reserve machines in the

Seiiior race, red numbers on a

white -ground ; riders of reserve

machines in the Junior race,

blue numbers on a white
ground.******

It is sincerely to be hoped
that the coal strike will not in-

terfere with the Tourist Trophy i„,^„al e.xpanding

races. Mr. Loughborough was brakes are fitted to New
to have visited the Island this Imperials for the 230

week. I <=<: '^''^ss.

T, « 1, « * *

We learn that J. L. Emerson has now joined

Messrs Douglas Bros., tLd., and will be astride Doug
las mounts in the I.O.M. races this year.******

Major Dixon Spain will be in the Isle of Man, repre-

senting the A.C.U. from the date practising

commences, viz., the 31st inst.******
Two private owners have entered Rudge-Multi's for

the Senior Race. It would appear that Messrs.

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., the winners of the 1914 event,

will not be officially represented this year. This is

rather a pitv, for the Multi gear pro-sed ^ery suitable

for the Island course.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible^for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

PRICE REDUCTIONS AND SPARE PARTS.
Sir,—Looking though The Motor Cycle, we find a great

numljer o£ manufacturers reducing the prices of their
, machines, but not in one instance do we Qnd that there has
been any reduction in the prices of spare parts. I think
it is only fair to state that if they can produce machines
cheaper they can also do so with spare parts. HUDSON.
Hyde.

WANTED, STANDARDISED CHAINS.
Sir,—Perhaps through the medium of your paper one or

other of the chain manufacturers can tell us when we are to

expect standardisation of chains. One well-known chain
manufacturer sells chain links marked Ixjin. which will not
ht chains of the same make and size. And a.<; for using one
firm's spring link on another firm's thain—well, it is impos-
sible. I find the best way is to buy a chain a little longer
than required, and then the spare links can be riveted in

when a breakage occurs. HENRV EVAXS.

100 M.P.H. BRITISH TWINS WANTED.
Sir,— It is gratifying to see that 100 ni.p.h. on a 1,000 c.t.

motor cycle has at last been exceeded in this country, but
the ginger-bread is robbed of much of its gilt when one finds
that the machines on which the speeds were accomplished
were of American manufacture.
However, the great credit undoubtedly due to the pilots

of these machines is in no way dimmed "by this fact.

When, oh when, are we going to see "a real British big
twin "track scrapper," which w-ill really do things worth
t;dking about? At present we are completely out of it, the
best figures put up by a British made big twin being miles
behind the Americans.
These higli speed records are carefully noted in most parts

of the world (such is my experience), even by those who are
not "grit lifters," simply because people are beginning to
realise that where high speed is, there also must be power.
Some British manufacturers could do worse than think

this point over. DISAPPOINTED.
Derby.

JOURNAL BEARINGS FOR HUBS.
Sir,—In the middle of more trouble with the usual type

of motor cycle hub bearings, it has occurred to me that it

might be possible to fit or<linary journal ball bearings that
we find fitted to our gear boxes and engines.

I am aware, of course, that one machine at least is (or
was) fitted with bearings of the Timken type, but I do not
recollect any maker standardising ball bearings of the journal
pattern. Perhaps your readers will correct in this.

I have had quite a fair experience of ball and roller bear-
ings applied to all classes of general machinery, and I feel
su~re that any ball bearing manufacturer would be able to
put forward a sound proposition if approached on the
subject.

On a sidecar machine there would be a considerable
amount of side thrust due to the pull of the sidecar, but
surely this is not a matter that prevents the adoption of
this type of bearing for motor cycle wheel hubs.

,
It would be of great interest to have other readers'

I opinions on this subject, as there cannot be any riders of
experience who will champion the cause of the cup and cone
type of wheel bearins that is, unfortunatelv, almost uni-
"versal at the present time. ' A. J. HOBDELL.

ECONOMICAL SERVICE.
Sir,—It is usually considered that one disadvantage of the

two-stroke engine is the unduly high petrol' consumption.
.\Iy present mount is a 1920 2i h^p. Velocette fitted with a S5
jet in the B. atid B. carburetter. With this, once the engine
is warm, I can give full air at the throttle openings above
10 m.p.h. I could fit a smaller jet with a corresponding
increase in my m.p.g. Though I always over-lubricate, and
though the engine had not been decarbonised for at least

2,000 'miles, I recently, on a sixty mile run, averaged 32
m.p.h. and 148 m.p.g. A well known motor cycle expert
writes me that on a similar mount he regularly obtained 180
m.p.g., and I can well believe it!

1 cannot say too much for the reliability of the 'Velocette.

.My work means constant and heav.v use day and night, and
iu all weathers, and over bad roads, cart tracks and fields.

The only hivoluntaiy stop in four months was due to a broken
Bowden cable—and the machine was second-hand when I

bought it. The usual disclaimer. M.B.
Xoltingham.

ELIMINATING LUCK AND SPLIT SECONDS IN
TRIALS.

Sir,—Motor cycle trials are being run all over the country,
both for the sport of it and to "improve the breed" of the
machines. Unfortunately there does not seem to be much
progress in the way of improving the breed of the trials.

It you would permit the space in ,vour valuable paper, it

would be both interesting and instructive to read the views
of motor cyclists in general, as to how trials might be
improved and made more valuable.

I would like to submit the following suggestions, if I may,
for improving the conditions of the average open trial

:

(l.j Checks.—No secret check. All official checlts to be
not more than fifteen miles apart, and lees where possible.

Tliis should " fhid " machines-that have had the least trouble,

as it leaves little time to make up any loss. It also prevents
the penalising of a machine that is going " too well " and
making up a little time.

(2.) Hills.—Each hill to have a "value." Loss of marks
on hills might be :

(a) Engine stops. 100% of hill "value."
(b) Running, " footslogging," or shedding passenger.

90% of hill " value."
(c) Machine standing still with driving wheel revolv-

ing, but clean ascent without any assistance when the
wheel again grips. 50% of hill "value."
(J) Solo rider falls through genuine skid, but clean

ascent upon remounting. 50% of hill "value" (or

possibly 25%).
(e) Baulk. Rider to make fresh climb, otherwise no

allowance made.
(3.) W'.vT^;ES^L.^SH;.—Engine failure the only cause of

penalty. Wliere a solo rider falls, he is not penalised if he
starts his engine immediately he emerges from the water.

(4.) Penalty for carrying any tools beyond a repair outfit

(tyre)—disqualification. A car might follow the trial carrying
tool-kits handed over by the competitors before the start.
The whole course should then be " non-stop."

Pei-haps, with a few more suggestions, clubs might gain
fresh ideas which would enable them to find the best machine
without bothering about " sjjlit seconds" or unlucky spills on
greasy hills.

'

L.
Coventrv.
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TOO MANY LEVERS?
Sir,—Regarding " Too many levers " (by " Ixion "), I can

only say that every article he mentions is absolutely necessary
to the intelligent rider. The only article which can be
attacked, in my humble opinion, is the air control. I think
laziness and ignorance may be the cause of the growing
demands for the single lever carburetter. If I can get a

two-lever one to suit my machine I would prefer it to any
single lever, bar one, and that is the White and Poppe car

carburetter, which I have now fitted to my machine, and
which gives 70 m.p.g. at speed.

I like foot and hand clutch control, And most certainly

one foot and one hand brake, and am going to try a foot, _

accelerator. A four-cylinder machine may dispense with a

magneto control, but I have not yet found the single four-

stroke which can do without humouring on a hill, both for

air and spark. The machine without a kick start does not
appeal to me.
The novice Avho desires to take up motor cycling must make

' up his mind to understand his machine thoroughly, and should
start doing so when he is being taught. _I even think that

tile man who is continually prowling about the intestines of

his machine, if even out of mere curiosity, is gaining valuable

experience. I am always ready to stop and help anyone^
a rider of car or motor cycle—on the road ; but the man whom

ON A SOUTH COUNTRY TEST HILL.
Even mid-week trials and straightforward hills attract a goodly number

lightweights being closely watched on Chalk Pit Hill in the A.C.U,

have felt like kicking is the specimen who cannot clean a

dii-ty carburetter or jet, or cannot get the grease out of
his magwipes, or see that the magneto rocker is sticking,
or any similar trivial trouble, and who at the. same time
admits having had the machine some months. I once met
a man who could not remove a broken exhaust valve although
he had the necessary tools. Of course, if it is a nice girl

one does not mind at all

!

LONE TRAIL.
Birmingham.

ANOTHER ECCENTRIC MAGNETO.
Sir,—Under the heading "An Eccentric Magneto" your

correspondent "T.C.D." asks for an explanation of' the
erratic conduct of his war-time American magneto. Possibly
an experience of mine last year with a similar magneto,
almost as eccentric ae his own, may be of interest.

The instrument in question was fitted to a Douglas, and
the fun began during a run froni the Lakes to Darlington.
On the outskirts of Barnard Castle. I came upon a motor
lorry in trouble with its differential, and paused to admire
the language of the two mechanics whose feet were visible

beneath the rear number plate. ' About five minutes later

(when they began to repeat themselves) I attempted to

restart, but to no purpose, and the usual investigations

showed that the spark had faded away. (It is strange how
- these things invariably happen whilst
standing. I verily believe that one
could shed a cylinder without ill-effect

provided the bicycle did not stop.) So
a "big pu.sh " into "Barney," and the
midnight mail to Darlington.

;

-Those who know the hill will realise

just how " big " the "push'' was!
- .ISText morning I dismantled the cause
of all the trouiile, loolced- wisely at the
connections, put it together again, and
—the spark was as good as ever. So
back on the bicycle weiit the magneto,
and the old 'bus excelled itself for a
few days.

A week later I started a journey to

London, and had done fifteen miles
when again no spark ; and this time
there was no lorry and ijo mechanics,
so they cannot have been the cause.

So to bits came the magneto by , the
roadside. (I am a bit of a magneto
merchant in a mild kind of way, and
once repaired an electric bell.) Another
wise look at the connections, then
together it went, then back on tlie

bicycle, then a short, sharp piish.

Result, nil

!

Results were still nil four hours later,

and that after enlisting the aid of the

\illage blacksmith, who suggested a

hammer. Once again the -North-

Eastern Railway Coinpany solved the

difficulty.

Eventually, after a thorough test, I

discovered that the high-tension brush

holder was neatly perforated, and that

the spark was passing from the carbon

blush to the metal plate upon which

the holder was mounted. Probably the

insulation had originally broken down
through the high-tension wire coming
away from the plug at speed : the

designer had apparently included no

safety gap in his scheme of things. A
waxed paper washer made a temporary

and a new brusliholder (courteously

supplied free by the magneto company)

a permanent repair. So that's that.

By the way, referring to "T.C.D.'s"
letter, I have never seen even an

American magneto with the lead from

_ J
the high-tension coil going to the

breaker points, and should ' hardh-

expect serious insulation trouble on the

of spectators. Two low-tension side. D.I.K.

One-day Trial. Sutton.

b8
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FOOTBALL ON THE HIGHWAYS.
Sir,—The enthusiasm for football in this country seems

to have no bounds, and is now apparently extending itself
on to the highways. The offenders in this respect seem to
be mostly of the ruffian tj-pe, although respectable school-
boys are often to be seen endangering their lives and tliose
ot others at this game on the roads. On two occasions
recently whilst riding in Bromley, Kent, I had to stop
dead to avoid danger from this cause, and in going through
Swanley, Kent, on Easter Sunday, wliilst slowly passing one
ot these ruffian gangs, the football was seemingly kicked
towards me, and only missed hitting my face by inches,
tlad it done so, the result would have been disastrous, pos-
sibly fatal. In their mad rushes after the ball these fellows
are often absolutely oblivious to the danger they create to-
themselves and to passing traffic.
Although it may appear to be a drastic i-eraedv, I feel

strongly that this offence should be treated as a mis-
. demeanour and punishable accordingly, and I sincerely trust
that the pobce will take steps in the matter
London, E.C.2. ENTENTE.

WIND RESISTANCE OF MUDSHIELDS.
Sn',—In epite of having left the fingers of mv right hand

(not to mention half of the palm) on the Somme, I became,
early last year, an enthusiastic motor cyclist, taking delivery
ot a new 4 h.p. Triumph solo. Naturally, I also or3ered T/,eMutor Cyde, and every weak look forward to Thursdiv.

-\ly tnend also rides a 1919 4 h.p. Triumph, and 'on theway home each day—a distance of five and a half miles—

v'^A Jl"^ *Ti'°P
''* "''''^'^'^ "^* g"'^* g''°^^' (especially on

tiidays.). Jly engine is a very good average, hie is the
.iinit—the most flexible and "revvy " Triumph engine it has
I't-en my pleasure to see duiing mv short experience of
motor cycles. = - i

He coitld leave me standihg any time he liked. That was
tlif case last August. He now has a leather mudshield fitted,
and 1 find I can keep up witii him comfortably, and. in
acceleration, beat him to a frazzle, especially "on a hill
.Moreover, at the end of the run, when wc slow up at the
ciiiner where he
tiuris for home, his
engine knocks like a
blacksmith's anvil.

To my mind, it

is a mystery why
the mudshields are
not made to incline
nutwiu'ds and for-
wards in the foi-m
of a V, as, it seems
obWous, this would
give a greater cool-
ing current on the
engine. On metal
mudshields any mud
might be stopped
from washing
through by the
adoption of a mud
channel, as in the 1921 Triumph front mudguards.

,
To carry the idea further, it appears to me that shields.

as in the accompanying sketch, might possibly be fitted^
The front curves would concentrate the air while the rear
curves would tend to draw it through. A strong current
also would be drawn past the head of the cylinder and
valves. If necei>sary, the plug could be made accessible by
a slot m the right-hand shield, while another might be cut
for the Sturmey-Archer gear lever. The kick-starter would be
immediately to the rear, and as the kick is made with the
pedal almost horizontal, the shield would not render starting
up impossible, though maybe awkward.
The advantages seem to me great.
(1.) Cleanliness for the rider. (Shield for mud and oil.)
(20 Coolness for the engine (especially valves and head).
Ihe only disadvantages (if we except cost) are :

(1.) Weight (negligible, as shields may be made of
alumnnum).

(2.) Side wind pull.

(3.) Possible warming of engine with side wind.
I should like to have other ideas on these two methods, as

i consider discussion aniongst riders is one of the surest means
of progress. Q SHARP.

Mr. G. Sharp's idea of mudshields, for

a Triumph, that would not appreciably'
increase wind resistance.

6ig

ELECTRICAL PHENOMENON.
Sir,—With reference to the ignition effect that Mr. N.

H. Bailey experienced bj^ coiling his high-tension cable

round a bearing, and Mr. F. E. Schofield's somewhat slight-

ing reply in the issue of JJay 5th, we suggest that Mr.
Bailey's own e.yplanation is nearer,the mark.
We assume that -Mr. Bailey used regular high-tension

cable, whereas Mr. Schofield has apparently taken the word
" fie.xible " to refer to ordinary electric light flexible.

Coiling the high-tension cable in the way described would
increase the self-induction as well as the capacity of the

circuit, both of which would reduce the voltage available

at the sparking plug points.., LODGE PLUGS, LTD.

MATERIALS USED IN REPAIRS.
Sir,— I am very desirous of reopening the topic of

" Repairs ' from another standpoint.
As a repairer, I have frequently seen jobs which were

beyond criticism, from the point of view of workmanship,
prove completely inefficient in durability when compared to

the life of the original part as produced by the manufacturer;
failure through fracture of replacement parts, of the original

size, is not uncommon ; and, lastly, failure of original parts,

either in the process of, or after, reclaiming by cammering,
bending, etc., is by no means unknown.

I think that there are several obvious reasons for the cases

cited, and that the causes are by no means ineradicable.

First, increasing efficiency of designs and of materials used
in manufacture means that the average part is continually

loaded to a higher lirtiit for its size than heretofore for longer
continuous periods, and at higher rates of periodicity, so that

its replacement by a material of either inferior or unsuitable
quality ra;iy easily lessen its margin of safety to nil, although
tne fine quality of material to the hanol of the manufacturer
almost precluded the possibility of failure.

Secondly, ihe mishandling in heat treatment of steels of

suitable quality, together with the absence, in many cases,

of suitable means of case hardening.
Thirdly, the prevalent use of steels from parts which have

been scrapped during repairs (axle-shafts, etc.). Parts of

fractured shafts often reveal minute but dangerous fl;iws

produced during the fracture, at points a considerable distance

away from tire actual break. Again, it is very questionable

whether it is safe to use a piece of steel, part of which may
have failed as the result of fatigue; and it is impossible to

tell, unless information of a specific nature is obtainable,

how its strength will be affected by heat (in hardening).

One is quite aware that high quality steel alloys are obtain-

able by anyone, but the fact remains that they are not in

general use.

If the public would start a campaign for a high quality

steel alloy, with definite rule of thumb methods of neat treat-

ment, obtainable in small quantities, and if private owners
would ask for it in their repairs, it would very soon come
into general use. K."KIRT0X.

Books and Maps for Motor Cycusts
Issued in roninn'-tlon with The Moio- CycL:

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." Price

Cootainiog over 400 useful "wnokles" and helpful net.
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• TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracios; motor cycle faults and 0;

remedying them when found. Fourth Edition .. 2/-

"MAGNETOS." By A. P. Young.
A complete treatise on magneto ignition for motor
cars, motorcycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition 4^6 4/10

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's

point f mevr. Just published .. ... .j 3/-
* MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."

By "IxiON." oi Tii£ M ito^ CvcU .. „ 5/-

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS,
Englandand Wales. Scotland, London (showing
roads into <jnd out; o) London and avoiding London),
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete m case. 5)6 S/io

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 page: 01 Road Maps ot England and
Wales, Scotland, and tfaf^ London Districc .. r/. eu

Book
post.

a/3

2/3

3/3

5/3

Obtainableby post (remittance with order).romILIFFE& SONS Ltd.,
23, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4. or of leading Boo!:seI]ers and

Railway BooIvStads.
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A selection ot questions ol general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The IVlotor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, 'and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Lsgal" in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be

dealt with by the A. A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over Ihe country as to the existing state of the

roads in any particular locality.

RAISING GEAR FOR SOLO RIDING.
I would like your advice on

?' I the subject of gear reduction.
I have a 3J h.p. Precision, with

-SJ countershaft Bowden two-speed
gear. (1.) The reduction is

now 13 teeth on engine, 28 teeth on
gear box, and the pulley turns two
and a half times to one turn of the
wheel. Am I right in surmising the
gear to be 4^5 to 1? (2.) If so, is

that high - enough, and would any
advantage be gained by fitting a .16-

teeth sprocket on the engine-shaft

(4^ to 1)? Why I ask this is because
I think I am getting more power than
speed, and my engine seems to make
light work of solo riding with the
present gearing.—C.T.G.

(1.) According to your figures, the present
gear ratio is 5.3 to 1; aiid if the machine
is used solo it-is quite likely that the
engine would ptilV a higher gear. (2.) A
16-teeth sprocket on the engine-shaft
would give you a ratio of 4.4 to 1, which
is rather high unless the raa'cliine is

used normally on comparati\ely level
roads.

MINIMISING HANDLE-BAR VIBRATION.
Most of my riding (pleasure

only) is done, in North
, Wales,

and I usually average 20 m.p.h.,
excluding stops, but seldom ex-
ceed 25 m.p.h. at any time.

Doing sixty to one hundred miles per
day at Easter, I was rather troubled
by wrist-ache, due to pot-holes" and the
general bad state of the roads. (1.)

Would Terry's spring links obviate or
alleviate this wrist-ache ? Can they
be fitted to B.S.A. spring forks? (2.')

Are .they in any way detrimental to
the steering, or weakening to the head
of the frame? (3.) Would rubber grips
help matters, and, if so, can they be
satisfactorily fitted where inverted
Bowden leVers are in use ?—A.H.A.

(1.) The spring links would no doubt
reduce the effect of vibration consider-
ably. We believe that they can be
fitted to your machine without difaculty,
but It would be best to write to the
makers for information on this point.
(2.) They are used quite successfully on
several sidecar outfits. (3.) Rubber grips
are quite satisfactory, and eliminate a
considerable amount of handle-bar vibra-
tion. They are exceedingly comfortable,
and can be fitted on handle-bars with in-
verted levers, but it is ^ necessary with
some patterns to remove the levers first.

ELIMINATING THE PETROIL SYSTEM.
I have a 2|>h.p. two-speed

?' two-stroke machine which is at

present lubricated by the petroil
-S-J system. This is quite satisfac-

- tory as regards lubrication pure
and simple, but the inachine is always
in a beastly mess, and I should be
greatly obliged for your advice with
regard to fitting an independent lubrica-

tion system. There is a separate oil

compartment fitted in the lank, and a

drain plug at the bottom of the crank
case. If I fitted a Best and Lloyd drip-

feed lubricator, and connected it to a

bajl check valve interposed between
the oil pump and bottom of crank
case, would this give sufficient oil to

the cylinder through splashing from
the balance weights ? or would the
amount of oil in the crank case to

enable the balance weights to splash

it on the cylinder walls interfere with
the mixture? Is a check ball valve
between oil pnmp and crank case neces-

• sary ? , Would the ordinary oil pump
fitted (which contains a ball valve)

serve for the purpose?—F.C.
If you wish to fit a separate oil System
to your machine, it would be advisable
to connect a Best and 'Lloyd drip feed

to a union on the induction pipe between
the carburetter' and cylinder. It will not

be necessary to use any other non-return

valve than that incorporated in the sight-

.

feed lubricator itself. ' An ordinary hand
pump is unsuitable for a two-stroke
engine. ,'.

AN AWKWARD ENTRANCE WAY.
Intending to dispose of my^ present 2| h.p. motor cycle, so as

> to obtain one of higher power, I.

-iJ had in mind ' the purchase of

a new 4 ' h.p. single-cylinder

machine. Unfortunately, I have to

negotiate»a step 9in. high each time
I take my machine out, and to do this

have made a 4ft. ramp up which
I push my cycle. Then I have to go
down a passage at the' side of the

house which is no wider than 30in.,

and has a permanent doorw'ay mid-
way, which, when fully open,' does

not permit handle-bars wider than
those on my present lightweight pass-

ing through. (1.) Would the slight

narrowing of standard upturned handle-
bars, in order to pass through above
doorway, seriously affect the steering ?

(N.B.—I do not wish ever to do any
speed work, and shall probably never
exceed 30 m.p.h. at most.) (2.)

Whether I, being a " lightweight
"

(eight stone, in fact), should find it

practically impossible to wheel a 250 lb.

machine up the 4ft. ramp, which makes
a slope of, roughly, 1 in 5?—H.E.F.

Under the circumstances which you de-

scribe, we think it would be much better

to keep to a lighter machine. We cannot
recommend that you reduce the width of

ordinary handle-bars, and you would no
doubt find that the weight of the
machine would be unmanageable when
getting it in and out of the entrance
described.

FRENCH RIDERS ON BRITISH MOUNTS.
'

A Sunbeam team that ro4e in the recent French trial from Paris to the Pyrenees and back
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TOO MUCH ADVANCE.
My Villiers-engineJ two-stroke

[^ runs well as a rule, but just

s lately, on restarting after a short

LsJ run, the engine goes almost as

well in reverse direction as

normally. At anything but full retard,

the engine, when well wai-med up, runs

backward. This does not appear to

move the wheels, owing, I suppose, to

bell slip. The engine was decarbonised

only 100 miles ago. Surely this is a

bad fault somewhere. The spark is

timed as follows : Points about to open

with the piston almost at top of stroke.

—O.K.J.
If the engine runs in the reverse direction.

it is obvious that the spark is much too

far advanced, and you should retime it

so that the contact breaker points have
just separated when the piston b on top

dead centre, the magneto control being

fully retarded.

TWO-STROKE RATTLE.
I have a 1915 two-stroke single-

^T] speed machine, which will not

> take a very large air lever open-

-Ll ing without considerable popping
back, but which I have not

troubled about, as the m.p.g. has been

very economical—over 100 m.p.g. on a

run. During the last week, however,

when going downhill or running slowly

with small throttle opening and air

lever wide open, a most peculiar sound
has developed in the engine, exactly

like the back stand dropping down and
bumping along the road. This ceases

when the throttle opening is again in-

creased.—TuNBEiDGE Wells.
You have evidently encountered the

mysterious " two-stroke rattle " for

which no reasonable explanation has yet

been evolved. In your case we should

imagine that it is brought about by a

partial restriction of the petrol supply,

possibly a minute fragment of grit in

the jet or by a choking of the petrol

pipe, so reducing the supply of fuel.

Make quite sure, however, that the noise

is not due to some straightforward

mechanical cause, such as a loose mag-
neto or driving chain striking its case.

USING A CYCLE DVN.\MO.
I have a Voltalile generator

which I used on a push cjxle. Its

usual output was, I believe, 6
volts, at what revolutions I could

not say. (1.) Can I use this on
/ny machine (a 2| h.p. Douglas) to

charge accumulators for lighting? (2.)

It is made to work with a rubber wheel
running inside the road wheel rim.

Rubber wheel, lin. diameter; road
wheel, 28in. Can you tell me wl\at

sized pulleys to fit on the flywheel, and
on the Voltalite, to give the same
revolutions (approximately) as on the

push cycle? I understand there is no
increase in output above the normal
revs. (3.) How can I find the positive

and negative terminals?—R.A.P.
(1.) You cannot chaj-ge accumulators
with the Voltalite generator, (2.) Y'ou
will probably have to experiment with
various gear ratios, but we would suggest
that you fit a Sin. pulley on the flywheel
and a lin. pulley on the generator spindle.

Thie should give you a satisfactory gear
ratio for normal speeds. (3.) There is no
answer to this question, as the current is

allemating.

important iDatcs.

Eat.. May 2 Isl—Western Centre A.C.U.
Open HiU Climb.

Eat.. IVIav 28lh—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open HUl aimb.

Tnes., June 1 4th—Junior T.T. Race.
Tburs. June 16th—Senior TT. Race.

Sal.. June 18th—Norlh-Wcstem Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Tria's.

Sat., June 2Sth—M.C.C. Inter-team Trial
for *'The Motor Cycle" Cup

Fri.. July 1st. and Sat.. July 2nd-
Arbutbnot Trophy Trial.

Eat., July 2nd — Bournemouth M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat. July 2nd—500 Mile Race al Brook
lands for the Miller Gold Cup.

Thurs., July 7tb—Essex County and
Southend A.C. and Essex M.C. Joint
Open Speed Trials.

Sat., July 9th—St. Andrews Speed Triads

Sat., July 9th— Cardiff M.C C. and
associated dubj Open Hill CJimb.

Mon., July 11th. to SaL, July 16th-
Scotlish Six Days' TriaL

SaL. July 16lh—Ukley M.C. and LC.C.
Open Reli-.bility TriEiL

Sat.. July 23rd -Fast Midland Centre
A-C.U. Open Speed Trials

Sun.. July 24th—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Racr' in France.

Sat.. July 30(h—Newcastle and District
M.C Open Speed Trials.

Mon,. Auft. 1st. to Ea'., AuR. 6th

—

International Six Days Trial in Switzer.
land.

Sal. Auk. 6lS—North Wa'cs M.C C
Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., AuE. 29th, to Sat., Sept 3rd-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

SaL. SepL 17th —
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" Passenger " (Chelmsford).—Fitting

of fuotrests for pillion passenger on 4 h.p.

Triuitiph, make used, best position, com-
fort, etc.

"S.H.D." (Warwick).—Valve stem air

leak preventers on inlet valve of single-

cylinder B.S.A. ; effectiveness after pro-

longed use.

AN IT.-\LI.4N .AGGREGATE TROPHY.
For the consistent performance of an in-

dividual make of machine : the King or

Italy's Trophy presented to the Societa

Sportiva la Torino. This graceful cup is

awarded annually to the maker of the

motor cycle which achieves the best

aggregate performance in competitions

throughout the year, and also scores in one

special race. Last year the Indian

qualified for the cup.

Scotts in Switzerland.

In the Circuit Romand Trial (350 kilcn

metres in length), held in Switzerland on
April 24th, the Scott was the only team
to finish without losing marks. The
riders were JI. Alfter (Scott and sidecar),

Mm. Bischoff, Lavanchy, Meir and
Dupont, riding Scott motor bicycles.

Two-stroke Engine Repairs.

Riders who have machines fitted with
Union engines will be glad to lenrn that

Alfred Wisem.in, Ltd~, Glovei Street,

Birmingham, are specialising in the

repairs aud the supply of replacements.

Useful Driving Instructions.

Under the heading; of " Some Helpful
Hints " two little booUs devoted to the

care and management of B.S.A. motor
cycles have just been published by B.S.-A.

Cycles, Ltd., Birmingham. The books
refer respectively to the single and twin

cylinder models, and are filled with

most practiciil advice. Every B.S..A.

rider should make a point of obtaining

the one dealing witli his own p,irticular

model ; a postcard request will bring it.

Cox-Atmos Carburetters in London.

Whqn special carburetters are being
added to a machine, they should prefer-

ably be fitted by experts, as individual

engines even of the same make may re-

ciuire a slightly different setting. Cox-
Atraos Carburetters, Ltd,, have, there-

fore, appointed the Cromwell Engineering
Co.. 127, Fulham Road, Kensington,
London, S.W.3, as their fitting agents
for the benefit of south-country motor
cyclists. • This firm is prepared to supply
this carburetter on a sixty days' trial.

An Address Wanted.

Will Mr. A. H Swinford, the inventor
of a spring pillion seat, kindly send the

Editor his address, when his communi-
cation will receive attention ?

Catalogues Received.

A. H. Hunt, Ltd., II. A. H. Works,
Tunstall Road. East Croydon, Surrey :

Supplementary list No. 45, giving wiring
diagrams for motor cycles and sidecar

lighting outfits, prices of various lighting'"

sets, electric lamps, and numerous elec-

trical accessories.

George Brou";h, Haydn Road, Notting-
ham : Large halt-tone reproductions of

the 8 h.p. Brough Superior machines are
the- feature of George Brough's four-page
catalogue, which, though brief, is de-

cidedly to the point. Each machine is

guaranteed to do from 8 to 80 m.p.h. rii

top gear. A new model with 8 h.p.

M.A.G. engine is listed as an alternative

to the o.h.v. J.A.P.-engined machine.

Barney and Blackburne, Ltd., 38, Con-
duit Street. London, W.l : A leaflet re- .

ferring to the six models of Blackburne

engine.s, giving their chief points and in-

teresting features.

BI5
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Oimes to "Clgljt Camp-
May 19th 9.17 p.m
„ 21st 9.20 „
„ 23rd 9.23 „ .

„ 25th 9.26 „

Hill-climb on Stile Cop.

Over 150 entries have been received for
the Coventry and Warwickshire A.C. hill-

climb on Stile Cop next Saturday.

A Motor Cyclist King.

His Majesty the Ki-^g of the Belgians
has recently taken delivery of a New
Scale motor cycle for his personal use.

New Index Letters.

The County Council of Surrey, in addi-
tion to the letter P as its index mark,
has now PA and PI!.

Motor Cycling' in the Argentine.

A tourist trophy race was recently heltl

in the Argentine, which followed the
lines of the English classic event. It was
won by Ernesto Blanco (Harley-David-
son) in 8h. Im. 2s., with Raul Riganti,
similarly mounted, second. The sidecar
class was also won by a Harley-Davidson

,

with another Harley-Davidson second.

Liverpool-London Trial Proposed.

The Liverpool M.C. is endeavouring to

organise a twenty-four hours trial from
Liverpool to London and back in con-

junction with three other clubs affiliated

to the A.C.U. in London or Birmingham,
all travelling over the same route and
starting and finishing at their o'.vn head-
quarters.

Imports and Exports.

British motor cycle exports continue to

increase, and, despite the industrial crisis,

the figure for April is £22,098 higher than
that for March, representing an increase
of 343 exported machines. On the other
hand, although considerably more com-
plete machines were imported last month
as compared with March, the total value
of motor cycles and parts has slightly de-
creased over the same period. Extracts
from the Board of Trade returns for

April with comp ^tive figures for March
are appended :

Imports.
Mar..
1921.

Numbei ot motor cycles 25
Vahie of machines and
parts £19,889 £18.440

British Exports.
Mar,, April,
1921. 1921.

817 1,160

April,
1921.

71

Number of motor cycles
Value of motor cycles
only £63,618

Value ol parts £28,992
£92,823
£26,785

An Amended Award.
F.- W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc), who was

awarded a silver medal in the Midland
Centre A.C.U. open trial, has now beeii

.

awarded a chief a^vard.

Price Reductions.

Calthorpe prices have been* reduced.
The 3 h.p. sidecar outfit is now 105
guineas ; without sidecar, 60 guineas.
A new 2^ h.p. model is also being "mar-

keted at 43 guineas.

The Sport in South Africa.

The amiual road race from Durban to

Ladysmitli and back was recently run off

by the Natal M.C. C. over a distance, of
310 miles. Not long before the race it

,
had rained, and (he roads were in bad
condition.

In the sidecar class : 1, C, -C- Smith
(Plarley-Davidson)-; 2, R. J. Blackburn
(Harley-Davidson) ; 3, H. P. Harper
(Indian). In the motor bicycle class:

1, C. Young-: (Triumph) J 2, P. Flook
(Douglas) ; but Flook was declared the
winner of the solo class on handicap.
Young was riding during part of the
journey with broken handle-bars.

Special features.

A WELSH CORKSCREW HILL.

HOLIDAY EVENTS.

A Royal President.

H.R.H. Prince Arthur of Connaught,
K.G., G.C.V.O., has again been elected

president of the Roads Improvement
•Association.

Route Queries.

' Eead-ers who 'ask for routes to be
worked out are requested to confine their

'letters to this subject. Should they
reqiiire other information, a separate
letter and envelope should be enclosed.

jTliis will avoid considerable delay and
coii'fiision.

A Remarkable Speed.

At Beverley Hills Speedway, Cali-

fornia, on April 24th, a remarkable per-

formance was made by Albert Barnes,
riding a standard Powei'i^lus Indian. In

the fifteen-mile race he is said to have
covered this distance in 8m. 46|s.—an
average speed of 102.54 m.p.h.

Total value £97,610 £119,708

Motor cyclists strange to South-West London, visiting Brooklands {or the first time, may

have difficulty in finding the track without frequent stoppages to ask the direction, but the

accompanying map" (prepared by the A.A.) showing its relative position should enable anyone

to reach it without delay. The next meeting for motor cyclists is on Saturday next.

Bi6
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Motor Cycles still teing Stolen.

A reward of £20 is being offered by
Mr. C. C4. Smith, of Norton ilotors. Ltd.,

for information that will lead to the

recovery of his Norton sidecar outfit

(engine No. 19851), which was stolen

from Sparkhill two weeks ago.

The Willing Sidecar Outfit,

HcKvily loaded sidecar outfits again
predominated over all other road vehicles

last week-end. On a main Midland high-
way five sidecars in Indian file were seen,

each carrying what must have been
entire families, for none of the machines
conveyed less than four persons—and the
engines were quite happy about it, too.

Speed-judging Competition in the

Highlands.

At the speed-judging competition held
by the Helensburgh M.C.C. on the
11th iiist., competitors Went from
Helensburgh at balloted speeds in the

direction of Tarbert until turned by ail

ofBcial. They then proceeded homewards,
having been warned that the finish was
not at the same place as the start. Time
was, taken at the "turn" and at the
finish. Results: 19 m.p.h., 1, W. N.
Payne (3^ Norton), total error 53s. ; 18

m.p.b.. 2, A. McCulloch (7 A.J.S. sc),

Im. 4.?. The greatest error was 13m. 203.

Real Economy.
There is no arguing the question of

the cheapest motoring, for the sidecar

easily leads. A reader sent a snapshot
as we went to press of his outfit just

before starting off for a joy ride last

week-end. In the sidecar are four small
boys from four to eight years^ old and
also Montmorency, the dog. On the
carrier is the mother. Contrast this

journeying in last Monday's glorious sun-
shine with train travelling !

The Club Championship.

Which club will win the club champion-
ship this year ? Now that the 1921

London-Edinburgh is an event of the
past, tho M.C.C. team trial for The
Motor Cycle Cup is the nest big road
trial of national interest. This year the
competition, which takes place on Jane
25th, promises to be keenly fought, and
club captams are watching the perform-
ances of their best riders to assist them
in making up their teams. Last year
-the South Birmingham Club provided
the champion team. The 1921 trial will

be the fourteenth, and, it is anticipated,

will attract upwai'ds of fifty teams. Both
the JI.C.C. and the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C. own two shares of

the trophy, which has to be won three
times to secure possession.

Pans-Pyrenees Results.

Only ten riders completed the Paris-

Pyrenees-Paris Trial without loss of

marks. These were Chappex (3-^ Sun-
beam), Pinney (4 Triumph), Delabarre
(7-9 Harley-Davidson), Breese (4i B.S.A.
sc), Eenard (6 B.S.A. sc.), Vuilliamy
(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc). Verlet (7-9

Hailey-Davidson sc), Walbron (7-9

Hai'ley-Davidson sc), Horrel (G.N. cycle

car), and Breno (G.N. cycle car). Of the
forty starters, twenty-seven finished the
course. Breese and Eenard on B.S.A. 's

won the Pyrenees Cup, wlide the Cote
d'Argent Cup has been awarded to J.

Psalty and Delabarre (Harley-Davidsons).

When are Petrol Prices Coming Down ?

There is a pretty general- opinion that
at present petroleum production is begin-
ning to exceed consumption. That is

likely enough. Beyond question the
present high prices to which the ring
nave raised motor spirit are doing little

food to the petroleum interests, says
lotoT Transport. Indeed, the mainten-
ance of petrol prices under existing con-
ditions is begiiming to attract attention.

Petrol and petroleum have, in fact,

become as much a national question as
is coal, which is to the good in that
it may enable public interests to be
focnssed in State action.

-SJJBSPW'

The enthusiasm in Edinburgh at the finish of the London-Edinburgh run may be Judged by the big crowd that gathered to watch the competitors

as they arrived.

C3
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THE LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.
170 Motor Cyclist Survivors in the Fourteenth M.C.C. Whitsuntide Even'.

J^*
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p. W. White (8 Sunbeam sidecar) approaching the steepest section o( Buttertubs Pass, where the banks formed a natural grandstand for the

spectators. Notwithstanding, dozens chose to, stand In the roadway and to some extent impeded the competitors.

ALTHOUGH called by the M.C.C. a
club run, this year's event between
the I two capitals was as streupous

a competition *as it Was last year, for the
Yorkshire section was difficult and needed
not only a good mount, but skilful driving.

The scene at the start wa.s much the

same as on previous occasions. There was
the same keen and enthusiastic crowd,
the excellent police arrangements—per-

haps even better than usual this time as

the crowd was kept well back and the
men were able to' start off in comfort
instead of through a narrow lane of

people. The first man, E. Pond
(Triumph), was sent off half a minute
after 7 p.m., earlier than on previous
occasions, so that forty miles were covered
before lighting-np time.

Hot^ sultry, and cloudy weather pre-
vailed, but weather is always kind to the
M.C.C. on the Edinburgh run, and a
glorious evening and night were enjoyed.
A mile past Barnet, Taylor (8 Bl'ack-

burne sc.) was seen attending to his front
wheel, and a little further on Guy (2|
Coulson) w-as seen helping Nicholson', who
was similarly mounted and was at this
early stage' mending a puncture. Both
were going well at Digswell and making
up time.

The new "Wattaiite" dynamo mounted
on the top tube of Holroyd's New Scale,

The dynamo is driven by enclosed flexible

drive from the rear wheel.

Coffee and fuel for man and machine
were ready at Biggleswade, and were as

efficiently served as usual by the kind
people at the Swan Hotel.
The presence of the Biggleswade check

made itself known some yards away,
owing to the smell of carbide wafted
gently on the night air, but Jiot much
lamp trouble was e.xperienred, and we
lieard no complaints of electric lighting
installations.

Harveyson (Indian Scout) reported a
broken petrol pipe at Digswell, which
the repairer mended, refusing any other
payment than a glass of beer, which he
imbibed the meantime. The night run
was warm and pleasant, there was little

mist, and the miles fled quickly by to

Grantham. Here there was little news,
except a report^of a somewhat serious
accident to a lame driver. J'. Joynson
(5-7 Coventry Victor sc), who left the

road some thirty miles back, turned
over, tore the sidecar from the motor
bicycle, and W'as badly hurt.

At length .day broke with the usual
early morning chill. In Retford, F. Clay
(2^-

,
Campion) was suffering from the

effects of lamp trouble. Near Doncaster,
the next check, E. J. L. Strong (Harley-
Davidson sc.) was in straits w-ith his

sidecar, which had apparently become
detached. Stone (2^ Olympic), behind
time, passed at speed en route, for the
check. After Doncaster, Harveyson
(Indian) was observed travelling fast,

which must have been uncomfortable,
since the road surface up to the Ilkley

turning off the Wetherby road was in a

terrible state owing to heavy vehicle

traffic. R. T. Lloyd (25 Wolf) liad a

rope trailing from his mount. McBirnie
(7-9 Indian) was seen by the roadside
at Harewood, but soon got going again.

At Ilkley, the -second breakfast stop,

Taylor (8 Blackburne sc.) was noticed
to .have a broken speedometer cable, while
Pantard, the driver of the -old Chater-
Lea sfdecar outfit, was reported to have

The very large exhaust pipe bolted on the

side of the carrier frame on C. D. Michaelis's

Harley-Davidson. The exhaust pipe is con-

nected to the engine by flexible metallic

tubing.

Route card board held by four stays on

the handle-bar on E. E. Barrett's Zenith.

This is a neat, and popular, method of

carrying these cards.
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Ellison Hawkes (22 Blackbume-Excelsior) leaving Ilkley after

breakfast.

H. V. Batcnum (22 Diamond) passing under the picturesque

archv,i3>' at Bolton Abbey.

retired with a broken frame, so heavy a

toll did the bad roads exact. Bateman
(21 Diamond) \va.s among the several who
were delayed hy punctures iu the first

half of the ruii. About ten minutes'

run from Illcley, J. Bradbury (Triumph)
wa.s seen outside a village garage, while

one of the early starters, L. Pulham
(.\riell, .stopped near Kettlewell.

From Ilkley the roads were winding
Imfc fairly good", and the scenery near

Kilnsey was glorious. After Kettlewell

came "the most interesting part of the

journey, which was over lovely country.

First "Cray Ghyll had to be negotiated,

which was steep but not too difficult,

though numerous guUeys across the road

put heavy stresses on frames. The de-

scent, however, on the other side, known

as Kidstones, was really severe, the sur-

face was appalling, the gradient con-

siderable, and the frame-smashing gulleys

numerous. Here Stone (Olympic!
damaged his front wheel, and a little

further on Simpson (Indian sc.) was seen

with his back wheel out. Clay (Campion)
was' noted wrestling with his belt near
Aysgarth. Into and out of Thoralby just

before reaching Aysgarth there were hills

and corners of no mean severity; indeed,

this part of the course, which was of a

thoroughly sporting nature, was full of

surprises and pitfalls, culminating in the

three-mile climb of Buttertubs Pass.

After the time check at the summit, there

followed a steep and dangerous descent

to Thwaite ; then a nasty climb, com-
mencing at Keld, led over a steep.

narrow, and rough moorland road. A
secret check was t.akeu before Nateby,
and its incidence confirmed the impres-
sion that a 20 m.p.h. average was very
difficult over the section which com-
menced at Buckden. Fortunately, the

checker was a doctor, as he was able to

attend G. Milner (8 Sunbeam sc), who
skidded, overturned, and broke his leg

at this point. Once this section was
over, there were no other difficulties.

After Carlisle, the luncheon stop, rain

fell as far as Jloffat, where tea was
served, and thereafter an excellent run

over good roads was made to Edinburgh.
Ninety-three motor bicycles, sixty-one

sidecar outfits, and sixteen three-wheelers

finished the course—a total of 170 out cf

204 starters.

'jfi^

'.J" '.^(^,.
I

- /

J
H. F. Fellowes (4 Coulson-B.), A. C. Rhodes (% N.U.T.), C. N.

Green (5-6 Rover), and H. S. IVIoorhouse (4 Triumph) enjoy a

cigarette whilst waiting outside Kettlewell.

A blind right-angled comer at Thoralby caused some trouble to

the competitors approaching Buttertubs. In the foreground is

W. EL Grange, of Harrogate, on a 6 h.p. Bradbiuy sidecar.

£5
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The London-Edinburgh Run.
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G, C. Newman (Morgan-M.A.G. runabout) ascending Buttertubs in company with a "liay motor.'

OBSERVATIONS ON BUrFERTUBS PASS-THE ONE TEST HILL

THIS year a successful ascent of the
one test hill—Buttertubs Pass

—

meant a great deal to the com-
petitors, for it served as an eliminating
test for the gold medal winners. From
the bend at the foot of the pass to a

l)oint three miles up was a non-stop
section, and Ilkley Club officials were
prominent among the marshals.
•Quite early, spectators on bicycles, motor

cycles, and cars commenced to foregather
jfi'om all parts on the steepest section of

jthe pass, which led the competitors from
VVensleydale into Swaledale—the reverse
of the route traversed by .the A.C'.U. Six
Days Trials' competitors last August.

; From the specially prepared contour
'section of the approaches to Buttertubs,
whicli appeared in our last issue, those
unacquainted with the West Riding of

Yorkshire, had an opportunity of judging
the severity of the tw-enty-'mile sec'tion
leading to the foot of the pass. (Incident-
ally, the " Blue Cover" was, as- usual,
largely in evidence among the spectators.)
Cray Ghyll, for instance—not mentioned
in^ the regulations because it was not
officially observed—claimed its quota of
spectators and it is no mean climb, as
some competitors will now agree.
The succeeding descent of Kidstones.

with its deep cross gulleys, also demanded
skill and caution, and therefore the
sinuous and narrow roads kept tiie riders
at all times .on the alert. With so many
competitors it was only to be expected
that some would experience trouble, and
tliere were rumours of two sidecars hav-

c6 .

ing overturned at the foot of the pre-

cipitous Kidstones. Another single figure

gradient- after Aysgarth troubled a few-

riders. Approaching Buttertubs in bril-

liant sunshine one observed that the hill

summit was shrouded in mist, and sure
enough, during the ascent, slight rain

was encountered which cleared later.

The spectators' view of the competitors approaching the steepest stretch of Buttertubs

The competitor is J. Haworth (2i Connaught).
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The London-Edinburgh Run.—
Following the official cars at 9.33 a.m.,

L. A. Baddeley (P. and M.) led the 117
solo i-iders, making an easy climb up the
steepest section, No. 1, E. Pond
(Triumph), repeating the performance.
Brough and Karslake were the next
arrivals, climbing fast and almost abreast
on their big twin Brough Superiors. Hoult
(Scott), as well as Gibson and Eastwood,
on 2-J h.p. Puoyal Rubys, were , notice-
able for clean and. impressire climbs.
Longman (Ariel) changed up immedi-
'ately. after the steepest section. Sharratt
_ (Indian Scout) got up well despite mis-

'

Douglas experi-

mental single lever

carburetter on G.

Fletcher's 4 h.p.

Douglas.

filing. Plowman (Sunbeam)', travelled
well, Dawson (Rudge Multi) had power
to spare, Cuffe (Metro-Tyler) did well,
whilst Bell's F.N. buzzed up as impres-
sively as only a well tuned four-cylinder
can.

j-

Thus early it was recognised that tlio
competitors would experience no real diffi-
culty on Buttertubs, which- is not si,

severe a test as Kirkstone Pass, included
last year. The surface of the hill, thougli
perfectly dry, was rough, loose stones
abi.uudingon the steepest pitch, estimated
as 1 in b'i or 1 in 6. But for the length
of the pass, the ascent formed a com-
paratively easy test for a modern variablv
geared machine. Leyland (P. and M.')
and O'Reilly (N.l'.T.) went up well, but
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A R. Penney and R. Rayner on 7 h.p. A.J.S. sidecars on the lower portion of Buttertubs Pass.

Watkins (Royal Enfield) dangled his legs
each side, quite unuecessarilv one
thought. Hawkes (Excelsior-Blackburne)-
emitted a liealthy crackle as he opened
the throttle for the steepest stretch in
contradi.^tinction to J. C. Watson
(Harley-Davidson) and McLachlan (Read-
ing Standard), who swept silentlv up the
gradient. Stacey (A'erus) and Atkinson
(rruimph), in close company, went up
excellently.

The first stop was due to a collision,
Battloy (Ti-iumph) swinging over the

R. M Veale (6 B.S.A. sidecar) passing a car on the steepest section of Butterfiij,^ Pa
ObseA'e the loose state of the surface

road in front of Duuford C^^erus). Both
came to a standstill, restarted, and made
clean ascents. Hall (2J Verus) carried a
fire extinguisher on liis carrier, evidently
preferring it to luggage. EUisoii
(Zenith) made a very neat climb, while
Bourlet showed again that Buttertubs is

no test for an Ariel. 'tt'aU (Cedos) just
got up comfortably, Bennett (Metro-
Tyler) follo^wing very late and with a
noticeably flabby rear tyre. Robbins
(Wooler) travelled well, also Stevenson
(Brough), who left behind a strong odour
of Castrol. Jfoorhouse (Triumph) and
Oreen (twin Rover) were among the
fastest. Ball on a Scott, having a stove-
pipe for the exliaust outlet, climbing well
to the accompaniment of a low boomiii'.;

Number plates

bolted to the side

of the head Jamp on
J.G.BIuhm'sB.SA.
This method was
adopted on several

machines.

note. Three together—Coiiville (Lea-
Francis) and iforgan and Francts on
Triumphs—to a man ascended easily.
Ha^vvorth (Connaught) ^vas prominent
for a neat lightweight climb, Shepherd
(Beaumont) did well, while Reyre (twin
James) was quite unconcerned.

After several Triumphs and ,1 Harley
had passed cleanly, Hancock (Lea-
Francis) applied foot assistance on the
top of the steep stretch, whilst Bridge-
man (2^ Gamage) stopped altogether.
Restarting, he travelled forty yards,
stopped again, and fell headlong" over
his machine in a cloud of blue smoke.
"Another gold medal gone" was the
'way one inconsiderate spectator put it !
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T. J. Ross (8 Matchless sidecar) and G. Nott, on a similar mount, checking at MofFat.

'Sullivan (Harley-Daridson) had liis

gear jump out momentarily, Ijut he re-
covered himself with amazing speed, and
completed a clean climb. Mocatta
(Harley-Davidson) was fast, and then
followed a bunch of riders in close suc-
cession all to make clean ascents,
viz., Edwards (Coulson-B.), Baddeley
(N.U.T.), Bluhm (B.S.A.), Scale (New
Scale), Boome and Hardwick (Triumphs),
Ingham and Labiu (Indian Scouts),
and Hilger (Rover). A spectator's Ford
now arrived, only to konk out and create
a hubbub of excitement as it blocked
half_ the roadway. Pa Appleby (2^
Levis) got his usual cheer, and deserved
it, for a neat ascent. Barrett (2f Zenith)
just got up, Rothwell (Triimiph) and
Hanwell (Cedos) were good, as were
Guthrie (Raleigh) and Holroyd (Scale).

The Sidecars on the Test Hill.

Sidecars now loomed in sight, Bridg-
man (Indian), according to progi-amme,
leading the way and proving quite as
fast as the solo mounts. Brown (Indian)

DjTiamo drive on E. S. Taylor's 8 h.p.

Blackbume sidecar. The dynamo is mounted
on a bracket on the front down tube, and
driven by a round leather belt from a pulley

outside the engine fiywheel.

repeated the performance sandwiched in
among the tail-enders of the motor
bicyclists. Clarke (Junior Triumph), very
la,t«, stopped on the steep pitch, also
Harrington (2J Dquglas), the -latter can'y-
ing an enormous horseshoe on the forks
for luck! Goes (Indian), Wilson (Quajd-
rant), Wallis (Reading Standard) stood
out prominently for good climbs, i\Iarvin

(Brough Superior) went up well (but was
subsequently seen to descend the hill,

•evidently having retired), Glendinning
(Rex) was good, also Tessier (Bat) and
Brandon (Triumph). Cross (A.J.S.)
bumped in the saddle, but got up well,

also Michaelis (Harley-Davidson) and
Selby (Harley-Da\ndson), the latter on a

fine sporting turnout with disc wheels.

Dust—as a Disguise.

The state of the comiietitors, due to

the dusty roads, was a sight to behold.
Owing to the thick layer of dust, spec-

tators had difficulty in recognising their

acquaintances. Pryor (Omega-Villiers)
seemed content to let his machine konk
out—he was very late—and Milner (8

Sunbeam sc.) was another to stop due
to all appearances to mishandling of the

air lever. J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea
sc.) made an excellent ascent. Guiver
(Matchless) and Grange (Bradbury) like-

wise made no mistake ; Ellis (whose
Matchless was misfiring) looked worried,

but got up all right; Mackenzie (Humber)
did well ; while Julian (Harley-Davidson)

^'^

must surely have been the fastest of the,
sidecarists. A little diversion was pro-'
vided by a non-competing Enfield sc.

ascending with a passenger seated in
a bucket seat on the carrier carrj^ng
a kettle. Four hours of hill-climbing

—

no_ wonder some spectators were gettmg
thirsty ! J. Richardson, on one of the
new 5 h-.p. Lea-Francis sidecars, did-
well, also Ross and Nott (Matchless).
Kay (Royal Ruby) knocked slightly, but-
got UJ3 comfortably enough ; Saddington
(James) as usual made no mistake;
Bryson (Royal Enfield) shed his passen-
ger; Penney (7 A.J.S.) went up comfort-
ably : Jensen (Harley-Daividson) was fast,

A magneto shield

on H. Gibson's

Royal Ruby, made

from a piece of old

inner tube opened

out and held in

position by an elas-

tic band.

also Wat-son (6 Ariel). Masters (Harley-
Davidson) was hindered .at first through
overhauling too rapidly another com-
petitor, and finally stopped momentarily
on the very crest, apparently due to a
choked jet. D. Wright (Norton sc),
by dint of skilled driving to avoid a
non-competitor, made a fine climb. Good-
fellow (6 Bradbury sc.) also just managed
to avoid the obstruction. Freeman (8

Sunbeam sc), stopped ; Attwood (Norton)
did well ; Taylor (8 Blackburne) stopped,

_. and yet restarted without difficulty ; Bell
(A.J.S.) climbed comfortably; Pehrson,
on the big two-stroke Dunelt, was slow
but sure ; Bosworth (flat twin Brough)
did well; also White (8 Sunbeam).
W. _H. Bashall (on the Martinsyde)

swept up with ease, emitting a fine

crackle. Hemy (A.J.S.) made no mis-

take, followed by the first of the three-

wheeled runabouts. S. Hall (on a 10

Morgan), who was quite fast, only
just avoided a " fallen " sidecarist,

Reeves (Triumph sc). When another

R. Croucher (7-9 Coventry Premier) arrived at Moffat with an extra passenger aboard.

Observe the twin side lamps known as the Screenlight
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The London-Edinburgh Rum-
bunch appeared round the corner, with
two sidecars blocking their path, the ex-
citement was intense, many small boys,
anxious for all to have a fair chance,
yelling their hardest in the fond hope
of clearing the coiu'se. In a way, it was
unfortunate, and yet fortunate, that the
little 2^ h.p. Levis sidecar was among
the hunch

J-
but, driven by G. S. Davison,

;he little two-stroke successfully ac-
lounted fot the gradient—surely the most
em.Trkable performance of the day.
Pugh (Triumpli) and Bradbury (Norton)
A^ere good, Robbins (8 "Jlatchless)
itopped, Townsend (P. and M. sc.) did
veil, but Bulhis (on a sister machine)
his time came to a standstill. Hinde
A.J.S.) and Jacobs (Rex) followed in

ixcelient style, also Le Grand (Rex),
hough the latter was passed by Spouse
T.B.), two other T.B. runabouts fol-

qwing with splendid ascents. The en-
;ine of James's IMorgan spluttered, but
:ept going. Hallitt (L.S.D.) made no
nistake, and Mr. and Mrs. Morgan (on
. smart primrose-finished Morgan) went
ip with ease. Tait (Harley-Davidsou)
topped, but Goodwin (Castle Three)
nade a splendid climb. When Oppcrmau
Coiona sc.) stopped, he baulked Biggs
A.J.S. sc), the latter in turn baulking
)ouglas (T.B.). When Core (Morgan'l
:onked out, the crowd of small boys
ent up the usual yell to clear the road
or Line (New Hudson), who actually
sccnded nearly all the steep section on
liddle gear. Fletcher (4 Douglas sc.)

topped, Newman (Morgan) did well, and
lenry (Castle Three) had to shed his
lassenger. Richards (Morgan) stopped at

n awkward moment, for two cars and
runabout were following ; but Croucher
Coventry Premier) managed to get by.
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Kdinburgh runs, gaining gold medals on
each occasion. Van Hooydonk has com-
peted in all fourteen, but in later years
has driven a car.

MucJi of the counti-y traversed was
particularly beautiful, and the views on
the moors after Buttertubs were very
fine. Here a strong side wind was found
to be very trying by the solo men. and
one rider, E. Foster (Raleigh), had a
narrow escape from being blown ovei'.

The journey over the Devil's Beef Tub
Pass after Moffat was very fine, as iho
weather was just clearing «fter the rain.

J. A. Hilgcr (5 Rover) and H. F. Edwards
(Coulson-B) arriving at Moffat

Tlien followed the cars, the individual
performances of which will be found de-
tailed in The Autocar on sale to-morrow
(Friday).

Including cars, 287 were officially noted
to have reached Buttertubs Pass".

INCIDENTALLY^
During the night the sileiK-c of the

N.U.T.'s was particularly noticeable.
One of them was ridden by D. S.

Baddeley, whose brother rode a P. and
M. These two are the only motor cycle
riding members of the M.C;C. who have
competed in thirteen consecutive London-

G. Nott (Matchless sc.) broke an inlet

valve spring shortly before reaching
Grantham, and lost an hour. •

Several people remarked that llii.'^ has
been the most interesting of all Edin-
burgh runs, and Mr. Wells, the trials

hon. secretary, is deserving of hearty
congratulations on having found '.o

sporting a course.

Motor cyclist .spectators oei the route
were particularly numerous at all hours
of the day and night. We have seldom
seen more on the road than rode out from
Edinburgh to watch the competitors
coming in.

B. F. C. FcUowes (23 De Dion) again
finished his second Edinburgh run to

time. His engine is just a few months
older than he is. Is there an older
motor bicycle which can successfidly

compete with modern mounts ?

When the results are published next
week we fear a heavy toll will be exacted
bv the secret checks.

Complele List of the 170 Survivors out of 204 Slarlers.
MOTOR BICYCLES.

No. Driver and Machine.
1 Ed. I'ond (4 Tnuiupli)

•2 L. A. Jliiddeloy (3i,(. P. & il.)

4 II. Karslalce ' (8 Brougli
Superior)

6 Geo. Brovigli (8 Brough
Superior)

7 T. S. Shnrrntt (4 Indian Scent)
8 Jas. A. Hoult (3''i Scott:
9 t*. F. I'iowuiau (3'.o Sunbenml
10 K A. LoMfu.an (5'.. Ariel)
12 C. W. Dawson (3^:, RiKlte

Multi)
.14 II. Uilison f2'S Boynl Bnby)
15 .s. Eastwood (2Si Rornl Rul<y)
16 E. C. Stjiintou (4 Triniuph)
IT J[. O'Reilly (5 N.O.T.i
18 J. B. Walkins (3 Royal Eo

field)

'20 H. (i. Bell (7 F.X.)
22 G. E. Culle (.2V- Sletro-Tvler.
?4 A. Ellison (6" Zenith!
25 E. Hawks (2^-i Excelsior-

Blackbnme)
27 \V. Atkinson (4 Ttinmplil
30 O Bourlet (3',.'. Ariel)
31 B. F. C. Feflowes (2'; De

Dion)
32 .T. A. Levlantl (3',', P. i; ll.l
3.1 .1. A. 1'e.icook (3 A.B.C.I
35 .7. llaworth (2i,4 Connanght-

lliniature)
36 J. C. Watson (7-9 Harlcv-

Davidson)
37 H. V. Bateman (2'^ Diamonds
38 A. M. O. McLaoblan (10

Reading-Standard)
39 C. E. Slacey ^2, Verusi
•40 .V. C. BobDiiis (2^;, Wooler,
41 s. ])unford;2^; Veriusi
42 P. street (3V- Snnl.«i[nl
43 A. Mihvard (3 A.B.C.)
44 1' W. Stevenson {3'.'. Bronilu
45 A, R. Pinrbl.eck (.'i XU.C.l
46 A. fi. B.ittloy (4 TriumpL)
49 O. W. Shepherd (2-;i Beau-

mont)
50 .7. W. Moiton (3'A James)
52 X .T. Lister (31/,. x'irton)
53 n. Revre (5-6 James)
54 J. Harrison .(4 Corona

Junior)

No. Driver and Machine.
55 A. i;. Willi ,21,4 C«lo»J
57 C. N. Green (5-6 Rover)
."iS F. C. Benost (2^ Woolen
59 B. P. Bvidgcman (2i-'i tiamage)
60 A. C. Hhc^les (31. N.U.T.I
61 II. 8. aiooilioiise (4 TriunipIiL
62 H. F. Fellowos (4 Coulsou-Bi
65 It. T. Ball (3"-; Scott)
67 A Conville (3'o Lea-i-'rnncia)
68 T. Morgan (4 Triumphi
69 T. Francis (4 Trinumh)

-70 R. B. HoBcrls (4', number)
71 F. Bcgley (4 Dalton)
72 H. R, Hancock (31'. Lea-

Francis)
73 N. Hnll |2U O.K. Junior)
74 Geo. Wrny (4 Triumpli)
75 C. S. Booine (4 Triumph)
76 E. J. Hnrdwick (4 Triumph)
77 J. A, O'Sullivan (4 Harlev-

Davidson)
79 P. n. Ilowson (2">i guwker)

'80 II. S. Baddeley (SV- N.r.T.)
81 H. J. Scale (4 New Scale)
82 J. G. Bluhm (4ii. B.S.A.)
83 H. B. f^lark l2''i Conlscn-B)
84 II. F. Edwards (Z'-i Coulson-

B)
85 J. A. Hilger (5-6 Rover)
87 F. E. Jones (SVi Ariel)
83 J F. Hull (2?i WoolcT)
89 R. H. Baxter |2li Badcol
90 C. C. Labin (4 Indian Seoul)
91 P. H, Ingham (4 Indian

ScouW
9? J McBirnin (7-9 Indian)
93 W. W. E. Clarke (2i',

Triumph Junior)
94 J. A. Watscn-Bourne '4

Powell)
95 H. W, Harrington (2"j

Douglas)
96 S. J. .Marks (4 Triumph)
98 A. F. Pryor (2^'. Qmega-

Villiers)
•100 E. Kickham (3V- Douglas)
101 J. S. Holroyd (4 New Scale)
103 E. M. Barrett (2"-i Zenith)
104 H. R. Rothwell (4 Triumph)
106 C. H. Hanwell (2>i Cedos)
108 C. Guthrie (5 Raleigh)
109 E, Foster (5 Raleigh)

No. Driver and Machine.
110 E. I-. rllidlev (3l:. P. and M.i
112 W.n. Prcsloa (3i'. Sunbeam)
113 H. (;ny (2=', Conlson-Bl
114 L. Nicholson (2^,'i Coulson-B)
116 H. R. IIarve.vson (4 Indian

Scout)
117 E. B. Johnson (4V. Huniber)
•lis E. A. Bridgman f7 Indian)

SIDECARS.
120 R. R. Coes (7 Indian)
121 N H. Brown (7 Indiani
122 S. T. Tessicr ta Batl
123 C. Wilson (41:. Quadrant I

124 W. Patlliou (5 Quadrant)
125 J. Wallis (8 Eending-Stiindnrdl
126 C. 11. Michaelis (7-9 Hurley-

Davidson)
129 H. W Clendinning (8 RcNl
131 E. Cross 16 .iV.J.S.)

134 W. P. Brandon (4 Triumph)
135 Jas. Mackenzie (6 Ilumber)

•140 J. Cliiiter-Lea (8 Chater-Lea)
141 \V. E. Leather (7 A.J.S.)
142 E. S. Taylor (8 Blackbnme)
143 U. il. Selby (7-9 Harley-Diivid-

son)
144 W. H. Julian (7-9 Harley-

Davidsoni
146 H. B. Shates (7 Matchless)
147 J. L. E. Jensen i7 -Hurley-

Davidson)
149 W. .\. Kay (8 Roval Rubyl
152 C. D. Hardee (7 Matchless)
153 F. J. Ellis (7 Matchless)
154 G Packman (8 Matchless)
155 W. F. Cniver (8 Matchless)
156 L. "V. Freeman (8 Sunbeam)
157 W. E. Grange (6 Bradbury)
159 O. Wade (7 A.J.S.)
•160 Geo. .\ott (7 Matchless)
161 T. J. Boss (7 Matchless)
162 D. ^. Parsons (7 Matchless)
164 R. S. Davidson (2ii Levis)
16.5 E. G. Oppermau (4 Corona

Junior)
167 E. n. Attwood (4 Norton)
163 D. Wright, jnn. (4 Norton)
169 R. E. B. Reeves (4 Triumph)
170 .T. R. Bell (7 A.J.S.)
17i H. H. Saddington (5-6 James)
174 A. P. II. Pelirson (4i,|. DunelO

No. Driver and Machine.
175 I. G. Ilullns (3';, P. >V JI.)

179 .1. Richardson (5 Lea-Eraiieia)
•180 W. C. Hemy (7 A.J.S.)
181 11. Jeflervs (4 Norton)
182 A. H. Penney 17 A..T.S.)

184 W. H. Bashall (6 Miirtinsvde)
185 E. Nenitt (7-9 Harley-David-

i>01l)

186 S. GooiHcllow (6 Brndburyl
187 G. M. Townsend (31:. P. and

M.)
188 P. Ciiiiliiupham [3i^ P. & M.)
189 E. Charleswortll (8 Zenith!
191 B. G. Eobliinn (8 Matchless)
192 R. Caiey (8 Blucklmrne)
193 R. Pueh (4 Trinmiih)
194 G. Fletcher (4 Douglas)
195 A. J. Bosworth (5 Brouehl
196 P. W. White (8 Sunbeam)
197 1). Bradbury (4 Noiton)
198 J.'P. Le Grand (6-8 Eei)
199 W. A- Jacobs (8 Eex)

•200 J. A. Musters (7-9 H.'irle.r-

Davidson)
205 S. C. Tait (7-9 Hurlm-Duvidsou)
207 R. M. Veale (6-7 B.S.A.)

THREE-WHEELED CYCLE
CARS.

209 S. A. McCarthy (8 Morgan)
210 A. B. Care (10 Morgan)
211 H. E. S. Morgan (8 Morgan)
212 S. Hall (10 Morgan)
213 F. S. Spouse (10 T.B.)
214 J. W. Meredith (10 T.B.)
215 J. Wainwright (10 T.B.)
216 F. W. James (10 Morgan)
219 D. Henry (10 Castle Three)
220 H. E. K. Sawtell (10 Morgan)
223 W. Hallitt (8 L.S.D.)
224 S. Goodwin (10 Castle Three)
225 R. Croucher (7-9 Coventry

Premier)
226 G. G. Newman (10 Morgan)
227 F. H Doiigla=s (10 T.B.)
228 W. E. Line (10 New Hudson)
^'29 H. Richards (10 Morgan)
230 A. P. McGowran (4 Triumph sci.

•Travelling marshals.
The blanks in the nuniliers indicate

noi'-starters and retirements.

CI.S
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FROM THE MIDLANDS TO LAND'S END.
The Birmingham M.C.C. Trial for ihe Lycett Trophy.

STAETING from the Austin Works,
near Birmingham, there were in all

forty-eight entrants for the Birming-

ham M.C.C. 's annual event for the

Lycett Trophy. Ideal weather^ condi-

tions prevailed, and the usually dreaded'

Porlock Hill was, under these circum-

stances, regarded by most with pleasur-

able anticipation.

Major R. V. C. Brook and Mr. L.

Clarke officiated as starters, and Mr.
Browne, of the Para Rubber Co., at-

tended to the numbering of machines

and sealing of competitors' watches.

There were six non-starters—Messrs.

H. R. Guest and G. Gold, of Hoskison
Motors, J. F. Gardner (8 Brough
Superior), E. S. Stinchcombe (2| Wooler),

and J. Featherstone, of whom no par-

ticulars were received, and No. 13—

a

myth. T. Stevens (7 James sc.) arrived

late, but immediately checked out and
had his watch sealed, etc., afterwards.

At the time check, seven miles before

Porlock, W. A. Carr failed to check in,

but arrived at Porlock last on the list.

T. F. Watson (5i Norton), E. J. Neal

(2i Metro-Tyler), J. N. Roberts (3

A.B.C.), and H. B. Denley (10 Rhode)
did not put in an appearance at all, thus

leaving thirty-eight competitors to "carry
on."

The- surface of Porlock Hill was all

that could be wished for, being well

rolled and far better than many of the
main road surfaces. The weather being
exceptionally fine, and the hill in such
good condition, some fine performances
were witnessed.

R. W. Duke, the captain, arrived fii'st

with his all-chain drive Triumph, and
confidently purred up, taking the corners
well. C. S. Lane (A.J.S. sc.) followed
on and seemed very intent on cutting part
of the first hairpin away, but completed
the climb successfully. Four James
machines—three sidecars, and one solo

—

steered good courses and toured up with-
out any signs of trouble.

Good and Bad Climbs.

J. Bacon, on a 32 h.p. Sunbeam side-

car, incidentally fitted with a " double
toned " exhaust pipe, failed to make a
clean climb, whilst Messrs. J. R. Fellows
and Rowland Fellows, on 3^ h.p. Sun-
beams (solo), made exceptionally fine

climbs—undoubtedly the fastest times of
the day. Kershaw's luck was out in this
run. Previous to arriving at Porlock he
had burst liis back tyre, and when he
arrived at the first bend with his 8 h.p.

Verus-Blackburne he was brought to a
standstill on account of his driving chain
breaking.
A. T. Cooper, on a Matchless outfit,

charged into the bank on tlie first bend
and came to a standstill. He attempted

to get away again but was handicapped
by the foot-controlled clutch on the near

side. R. T. Cooke (4 Triumph) went up
very gingerly. R. E. Pugh, on a 2^ h.p.

Levis, had the misfortune to break Ms
belt on the top portion of the hill. F.

Whitworth, on his Coventry Premier,
made a very quiet ascent.

Some exciting incidents were wit-

nessed. For instance, L. Paynter on
3^ h.p. Norton came along juggling with

his generator, which had come adrift,

and was hanging down the side of the

machine. He was grabbing and droppinf
it by turns, until at the last bend it fell

on his pump, loosened it, and caused it

-to foul his wheel, thus bringing him
down. W. A. Carr caused the most
excitement. He arrived late, and came
round the first bend at such a speed that

he could not keep all three wheels on tlie

road. He went on two wheels for a dis-

tance of about twenty yards ; unfor-

tunately, his Morgan came to a standstill

fifty yards from the last clieck.

Many competitors changed down too

late, and waited until they were on top

of the hairpin, when they were in need
of both hands for careful steering.

Porlock was the scene of the speed test

for deciding the winners, but the figures

are not yet available.

The local motor cyclists rendered
yeoman service. _

HILL-CLIMB AT ORTON SCAR.
Westmorland Club unfortunate. Postponed at Easter, curtailed at Whitsuntide.

GLORIOUS weather attended the West-
morland's Motor Cycle Club's open
reliability trial, which, postponed

from Easter, took place at Orton Scar on
Monday last. Despite counter attractions,
the event was well attended, the specta-
tors totalling nearly 4jOOO.

Orton Scar is situated in one of the
loveliest places in North Westmorland,
and the celebrated hill is one of the
stiffest propositions motorists in that part
of the country have to tackle. The course
was about 1,200 ya-rde in length, and the
steepest gi'adient is at the bottom, where
for close upon 300 yards, an incline of
1 in 8 had to be negotiated. Then, at an
angle of alxiut 55°, there was a bhnd
corner, and for the remainder the course
was about 1 in 30.

To those not knowing the bend, it was
rather difficult to negotiate, but there was
no real danger to be encountered. ' Many
of the well-known manufacturers were
represented, chief amongst them being
de la Hay, the Sunbeam exponent"
Splendid racing was witnessed until the
fifth event was reached, when , Guy
Jeiierys, the secretary of the trials, and
one of the most popular members of the
club, met with an accident on taking the
bend.^ He climbed the bank, and his
machme ran between an H telegraph post
when he was hurled through the truss

itir J'^fi'^i'.VS-^vas immediately conv-eyed
to Westmorland County Hospital, and 'the
rest of the progi-amme was abandoned.
Results :

C14

275 c.c. SOLO.— 1, G,- Davison (2y Levis>, 57s.
500 c.c. SIDECABS.—1, T. O, (]e la Hay i3',i

Sunbeam sc.}; 2, H. Hassell [ZyU Norton sc).

1.000 c.c. SIDECARS.—1, F. Dixon (7-9 Harl67-
DaTldson sc), 48s.; 2, T. C. <le la Hay (51/. Sun-
beam), 48ls. ; 3, H. Haaell (31/. Norton). ISJs.

A Norton exponent, H. Petty, and his wife, at the Leicester and District M.C.C. hill-climb

last Saturday.
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A FEW PALMER
COVER PRICES

24 X 2, Two-
ply.. . . 34/-

26:r2,i (o/s

Rim). Cord 56/6

Do. Cord,

Heavy . . 62/-

26x21 (D/2
Rim). Cord 59/6

Do. Heauy 65/-

Mx3. Cord 73/6

'CO xfX) Cord,

Heaot, . . 78/-

Still more Palmer Awards
on Road and Track ! ! !

^ ORK AXD DISTRICT
OPEX HILL CLIIIB,
SUTTOX BAXK.

5 FIRSTS
— AND —

3SECONDS
ON PALMERS

Six othey makes of Tyres
represented shared the

other L'ive Firsts.

Sendjor Full List

THE

PALMER
TYRE, Ltd.,

IP.I2I, 128. Sh»(tei<bari-

Avciiue, lK)ndon. W.c.i

Cycle and .Motor

Cycle Tyre Depot

—

103, Sc. John Street,

Cierkenwell. li.C.i.

B.M.C.R.C.
MEETIXG,

BROOKLAXDS.

Three-Lap Scratch :

500 c.c. Solo FIRST
750 ,cc. Solo FIRST
boo c.c. Sidecar

FIRST

Flying Five - Mile

Sidecar Class

Record Broken.

(The last subject to

confirmation.)

MIDLAXD CENTRE
A.C.U.

OPEN TRIAL.

4

4

GOLD
MEDALS

SILVER
MEDALS

Why?

Because-
Write at once jor
new illustrated

leaflet, giving
hints on main-
tenance, repairs,

and the new
methods of fitting

spare parts.

Why do the world record breakers
in motor cycle races all over
the globe insist on fitting

RENOLD CHAINS
Why did every entrant who rode
a chain driven machine in last

year's T.T. Races fit Renold Chains?

Every discriminating motor cyclist
realises that only the best is

good enough when reliability
must predominate.

Speed or reliability Trials—track or
road—Renold Chains are designed
to meet all conditions.

Hans Renold Ltd., Didsbury, Manchester
London, Birmingham, Leeds, Glasgow, South Wales.

In answering these aclverlisemenls it is desirable (0 .'^jntion "The Jlotor Cycle."
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The
Stylish

DROP A P.C. FOR PATTERNS AND ORDER YOUR
SPORTS COAT DIRECT FROM MAKERS.

pockets

O^mont
nr SPORTS COAT^
Made to measure from 25/-

Tailored on smattt'st fashion lines, and
sold with money back guarantee.
Send no money—Patt-'rns FREE.

P.O. hr.ngi patterns lor Kamuut
SporcsCoat Suit fro.n .. ., 50/-
Lounge Suits from 63/-
huper-Raincoats from .. .. 36/-

tLailies' or i..ents')

r^vercoats irom 55/-
Ladies' Wrap Coats 39/11
Ladles' Skirls 12/6
Ladles' Costumes .. .. .. 63/-
Ladies' Pleat. d Skirts

iKavyEluo rCr^^am f-'6rt:e\frora 26/-
Bonklet and muisnrpnient fnrTn,

Kamont Ltd. (UepL 14;, Finsbury
Pavement House. London, E<C>2>

Defy the discomforts of even
post-war roads
fit your machine, whether an L.M.C.
or not, with the

PATENT SADDLE
SUSPENSION

l^'rite for full detaiiji to

The LLOYD MOTOR
ENGlNEtBINGCO., LTD.,

132, monum'^nt rd.,
birm;ngham.

L.M.C.
Fits almost any modem machine

with a top tube over the tank.

Transforms the running of a rigid

frame mount — the only real

substitute for a spring frame.

An expen-
sive outfit

is surely f^
worth a \\\J
shilling or w^ ^
two spent r^roor
on keeping
itsmartand
saleable.

Dope

in 1/6 and 2/6 Tins, from your dealer, or from

—

HOWSE'S, The Rust-Preventer Firm,
SMETHWICK, STAFFS.

THETy^iEVK-b use: —

-

SPEED
MOTOi^ OBL.S
HIGH GRADE AND
UNEXCELLED FOR

CYCLES.

John S. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchester

Eleotric Ha.nd LanrBp
FOR THE MOTOR CYCLIST.

AutomaticThe "Electro Automate"

generates its own Elec-

tricity bymeansof Lever,

and dispenses' entirely

with Batteries, tt gives

a beautiful white beam,

will work under wat*;!

and in any climate, yud

is guaranteed. It is ea ^y

to work, and alwayL

ready for use.

! The principle and construe-

I Hon of the "Electro Auto-

\ mate " are different to any
: other Lamp, allowing tor

I
efficieni and easy working.

Etectr© Airtonmtc
The Original Self-generating Lamp.

The " Electro Automate " fits

the pocket or tool bag quite
easily, and weighs only ii ozs.
No Refills or Batteries are re-

quired. It is made to last a life-

time, therefore first cost is the last.

Doctors should write for particu-

lars of "Electro Automate"
Laryngoscope and Hand Lamp
combined.
Send for your "Electro Auto-
mate" TO-DAY.

Price 45/- ;z.

THEO & CO. (Dept. 2S)
6, Hatton Garden, LIVERPOOL.

WHITLEY SIDECARS.
Produced for the MAN who must have the BEST.

Catalogues from all reputable Garages

^:
^-^

CHAIN ADJUSTER. CLUTCH CONTROL PEDAL.

Price 8/6 post paid. Price 5/- post paid.

For use with Sturmey-Archer Gear Boxes.

THE WHITLEY IVIANFG. CO., LTD.,{
LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.

•Phone : No. 835. Wires: "Whitoars."!

ei8 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Reliability

!

The L.M. awarded Gold Medal,
On the 23rd ult. a L.M., which had completed 400 miles the night before, and which wasn't specially tuned

up, won a Gold Medal in the Junior Car Club's London-Manchester Reliability Run. 208 miles without a

stop except for lunch and tea (official). On time at every point. Car was never touched, and arrived in first-

class order. Water used, ' gill. Petrol consumption, 50 p.m.g. Write for specification, and ask to have a trial run

Sales Dept.,

LITTLE MIDLAND LIGHT CAR CO. (1920), LTD., Southgate Works. Preston.
London Agents-VIVIAN, HARDIE & LANE, 23 & 24, Woodstock Street, New Bond Street, London, W.C.

250 Gns.
complete.

Car

Comfort at

"Combination"

Cost.

SPECIAL OFFER.
1921 Model No. 1 Sidecars

now being withdrawn from

production. Complete with

screen, luggage grid, and petrol

can carrier.

Usual price, £36-5-0

Clearance Price -

A limited number only available.

^«SS5-^.

. - £31-10-0
Orders iaken in strict rotation.

fPTGOMERY&pO FULL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST

W. MONTGOMERY & CO.,
COVENTRY.

attiei.ot thr^l6efgr&\

In answering i/icsc advertigemcnis it is rhfirable Co mention " Tlie Motor C'/cle.
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BENETFINKS
The CITY'S OWN STORE
The House that offers the Motor CycUst Better Service and
Better Value than he can obtain elsewhere in London City,

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL OFFER

to DouglES and Triumph Owners
4 h.p. Genuine Triumph Inlet and

Exhaust Valves, complete with Wood
Protector, Spring, and ^ /Q
Collar. Price .

.

. . i / *7

2| h.p. Genuine Douglas Valves,

complete with Wood Protector,

Spring, and Collar. Price

Post Free. 5/9
3
3
J

motor Cycle BOX SPANNERS.
Giving six useful sizes, complete
with tommy bar.

Price, per set . . . . 1 /Q
Postage 3d. '

U-NEAO-IT
TYRE

CEMENT
The finest tyre

cement sold.

Repairs tyres

cut in a few
minutes, and
tyre can be
used immedi-
ately after.

Motor Cycle
Outfit Solution
and Cement in

special combi-
nation tins).

Price •^ /

Post frae*-'/
"

Waterproof Motor
GycSe Covers.

For use at Home or on the Road.
Light, and very compact—quite

waterproof. The extraordinary
response to our advertisements
of these Covers has convinced- us

that this is a necessity and not a

luxury, and we have therefore

completed the purchase of a

turther huge supply of Govern-
ment Fabric, and shall continue
to :;eU this wonderful, line while

stock lasts.

Solo size, 9ft. X 6£t.

Government Proofed CS /^
Cambric . . . -

*^/
Eyeletted at end corners.

Combination size, OO / £Z
I2ft.xGft. ^^/ ^3

Post Free.

TYRE
GAITERS
Special Purchase of 3,000 assorted
outside Gaiters, by best makers,
quite fresh, complete with Metal
Clips. Sizes—2jin., 2! in., and
2Mn. Rim. Price "l /^Post
List price 3/6 an * / ^^ Free,

indispensable addition to the

Tool Bag.

Ex Government Stock.

BUY NOV\f.
This opportunity will never occur again, oncc this stock is

exhausted. Absolutely perfect and in splendid condition.

24 X 2 Wood Milne Key Grip .

.

Our Pp 1

25/9
.ist, PriPo

42/9

26 X 2 Wood Milne Key Grip . . .

.

27/9 45/3

26 x2| Bates Heavy Rib .'. ' .. 31/- 63/-

26 X 2i Clincher Extra Heavy .

.

31/6 54/6

26 X 2i Wood Milne Special .

.

27/9 48/6

26 x2l Palmer Cord 31/9 56/9

26x2^ Palmer Cord 32/9 79/-

26 X 2| Bates Special Heavy 33/- 75/-

26 X 23- Hutchinson T.T. Rubber Studded 32/6 54/6

26 X 2| Hutchinson T.T. Rubber Studded 33/6 61/.

.f^L Wood Milne Extra Strong, 4-Ply. 34/6 65/-

26 X 2| Heavy Rubber, Studded, Best . . 35/- 68/6

.,l"ifi'„, Extra Heavy Clincher de Luxe . . 29/- 72/.

650 X 65Wood Milne Extra Strong 41/3 76/6

700 X 80Wood Milne Special . . 49/9 87/.

Tubes, best makes, 6/6 Butt ended, 7/6

BENETFINKS, 107, CHEAPSIDE,
LONDON. E.C.2.

A SPECIAL LINE IN MOTOR
CYCLING SUITS.

We have no hesitation in claiming
that this " Draperstyle " Motor
Cycling Suit has no rival at

its price. Made from a special
stout dark fawn material, abso-
lutely dust proof, and specially
proofed to give adequate protec-
tion againstshowers. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded
in full.

Description of Model O50 :

Special line in Motor Cycling
Suits, made from stout dark fawn
material, which is absolutely
dust proof, and which has been
specially proofed, so that If you
get caught in a shower it will
give adequate protection. The
Jacket is double breasted, and
the sleeves are made with storm
straps at wrist. Slash pockets.
The Leggings are made with
special gusseted sides and leather
straps to go under the boot,

All British" Factory Prices:

23/6

I, 40j 42 44 in.

the Suit Complete.

Stocked i:- sizes:—Breast over Jacket, 34, 36

Carriage pa:d to your door.

WEATHERPROOF BOOKLET FREE.
Our booklet of weatherproofs and icatrrproofs should be
in the hands of everi/ motor cyclist. Contniiis complete
range of garments at direct-to-wearer prices. Send post-
card for a free copy.

ERNEST DRAPER & CO., LTD.,
54, "All British Works," NORTHAMPTON.

TRANSFERS
for

MOTOR CYCLES,
SIDECARS,

SCOOTERS, Etc.,

Also LINING fo*" above in

various widths and colourings.

REGISTRATION LETTERS
AND NUMBERS IN WHITE.

Particulars and Prices

will gladly be sent

upon application.

THE BRITISH TRANSFER!
PRINTING CO., LIMITED.r

(Proprietors : lliffe & Sons Ltd.* I

Works COVENTRY.!
LONDON: MANCHESTErI

20, Tudor St., E.C.4. 199, Deansgalej

SPECIAL
.-.NOTE.-.

We cannot
supplyMakers'

own transfers

to individual

motorcyclists.

]n answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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THEY'RE WONDERFUL!

1921 Matchless. £205
£7 10s. extra 2-seater, £25 extra Dynamo, or £65 6s. 3d. down and 11 payments of £17 5s. 6d.

NO CHARGE FOR TERMS it account be paid in 2 months. Discount allowed "if paid in 4 and 6 montlis

Also a few 1920 Models. f 174-£185 each,

IN STOCK.
MORGAN de
G.N. Popular

Luxe
Runa.bou'fcs.

£228 COVEXTRY I'RE.MIER
ex. Slaiulnnl

IVl£Lchines.
ENFIELD LiRlitweiglit

B.S.A. Twin Combiuatioii
B.S.A. Twin Dynamo Combination
B.S.A. H^ ...- ,

..-. ... , ...

B.S.A. K2 and No. 3 Sidecar
LEVIS ropular
LEVIS 2-speed
TRIUMPH S.D.. all-chain

TRILTJIPH, Jlodel "H" ... ' ...

TRIUMPH Junior
TRIUMPH. W.D. Model
O.K. Standard
O.K. 2-speed . ...

ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination
ARIEL 3^ h.p.

£198

New
£65
£175
£195
£110
£149
£60
£68
£125
£115
£70
£85
£50
£59 17

£165
£100

Nev\/ 1920
CLYNO 8 h.p.

spare wheel
CALTHOUl'E 2-speed
RLACKBURNE 4 li.p.

ROVER 3-speed, T.T.

Spring Frame Combinalinn

Combination

Seco
1916 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination (3) ..

1916 DOUGLAS 2| h.p (only 1 left)

1920 NEW HUDSON Lishtweight
1919 NEW IMPERIAL Combination
1915 ARIEL 5-6 h.p. Twin Combination
1919 P. & Jl. Combination

AND MANY OTHERS.

£195
£65
£135
£105

nd-
£100
£59
£45
£125
£105
£95

Terms

RUDGE. I.O.M
CONNAUGHT
DOUGLAS 23 h.p., ' All On " ...

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination ...

DOUGLAS 2J h.p. 3-speed .Model"
MATCHLESS Familv Combination
MATCHLESS Standard Combination
MATCHLESS Dynamo Combination
CONNAUGHT 2-speed, kick-staiter

A.J.S. Standard Combination
MATCHLESS 'Dynamo Combination
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combinati:™
NEW IMPERIAL Lightweight
NEW HUDSON Lightweight

B£i.t-s^£Lir»s.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sports Model

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9 Combination

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination

DOUGLAS 25 h.p. Model

£250
£241 17 6

£85
£47 13

£85
£170
£100
£213 10

£205
£230
£62 10

£205
£233
£186 18
£80 17

£65

Ha.nci IVlELchiries.
1920 DIAMOND-J.A.P. 2-speed

1919 RUDGE Combination

1915 QUADRANT Twin Combination ...

1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination

1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination

£155
£220
£145
£90

£50
£95
£70
£100
£95

From one-fifth down and 11 monthly paymeiits.

L^MB
3S7, Euston Road, London,

N.W.I.
'Phone—Museum 4078 'Grams-T-" Lariiocy

'

'

Eusroad, London."

50 High Road, Wood Green,
L-ondon, N.

'Phone—Hornsey 1956. 'Grams—" Doulamocy.
"rhone, London."

151, High St, W^althamstow,
L-ondon, E.

'Phone—Waltbamstow, 169 (2 lines).
Grams—"Cyclotomo, 'Phone. London."

In answering tliiS' adviTtisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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GUARANTEED OVERHAULED SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

1920 A.J.S. 6 h.p. Combination, spare wheel, 'tax paid, as new,
electrically equipped £180

IQ20 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., aud de luxe HarJey Sidecar,
completely eqitipped with all lamps, speedometer, horu, etc.,

run imder 1.500, as new £220
1920 MATCHLESS Model H Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting,

horn, speedometer, hood and screen, run under 2,000, new
in every respect £180

1920 ROVER, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter, and Swan
sports Sidecar, completely equipped with largest P. & H.
lamp set, separate generators for sidecar and rear lamp,
speedometer, and mechanical horn, unscratched £145

1920 DIAMOND-J.A.P, 2j h.p., Enfield 2-speed clutch £67 10
1920 WOOLERy 2j h.p., variable gear, all lamps, speedometer,

etc., unscratched £75 ,

1920 WOOLER, 2| h.p., variable gear, rua under 500 £70
1920 JAMES, 3A h.p. twin, 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter, semi-

T.T. bars, long exhaust, very fast, and in new condition .... £90
1920 ROVER, 3^ h.p., T.T. model, Philipson pulley, lamps, and

horn, nin under 500, as new £85
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 5 h.p. flat twin, 3-speed countershaft,

clutch, and kick-starter, and Swan sports Sidecar, completely
equipped with all lamps, horn, speedometer, unscratched,
and indistinguishable from new ; cost £205 £155

1919 ROVER 3i-h.p. Combination, fully equipped, electric light-

ing, indistinguishable from new £125
1919 MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Victory model Combination, spare wheel,

lamp5, horn, speedometer, etc.. run under 2,000 miles, splendid
condition £135

igrg INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Combination, electrically equipped, genuine
Indian Sidecar, splendid condition £136

CASH, EXCHANGE, EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

1919 DOUGLAS, 2'i h.p., 2-spced, new condition £70
1919 NEW iMPERIAL-J.A.P. 8 h.p. Combination, all lamps ..... £110
1919 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p.. and brand new bulbous back Sidecar,

guaranteed in perfcc t condition £120
IQ19 ENFIELD, ^ h.p. twin, 2-speed, clutch, perfect £70
1918 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick-

starter, re-enanielled and plated as new . . . „ £120
igrS TRIUMPH, +h.p., and Swan sports Sidecar, all lamps, horn,

speedometer .* £115 :

1918 TRIUMPH, 4 h-p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter, and
brand new bulbous back Sidecar, splendid outfit in every
respect '. £115

1918 TRIUMPH> 4 h.p., 3-sp?ed, clutch, and kick-starter, Hender-
son Bi Sidecar, new condition £115

All machines are tax paid.

BARGAINS IN LOW-PRICED BUT GUARANTEED MECHANICALLY
SOUND (VIACHINES.

1919 ROYAL RUBY, 2} h.p. Villiers engine, 2 speed . . . ".

.

£45
1919 GALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2^ h.p., 2-speed £43
1919 CALTHORPE, 2? h.p.^ 2-stroke, 2-speed £42
igi6 DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., a^speed, makers' colours . . .^. £55
1915-16 DOUGLAS, 2^ h.p., 2-speed £52
1915-16 DOUGLAS, 2jh.p., 2-speed £50
1915 NORTON, 3V h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley £S5
iqi6 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p,, re-enamelled red ..._ £57 10
igi6 WOLF, 2', h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, and kick-start ..

.

£3S
rgi4 ROVER, V> h.p., T.T., Philipson pullev, very fast £45
1914 ROVER, 3I h.p., 3-speed, clutch , £57 10
1913 B.S.A., 3.V h.p., 2-speed £37 10
1913 TRIUMPH, 3.'. h.p., clutch model, splendid conditioa £45
1913 TRIUMPH, 3.1 h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley . ...... ...,'.... ...

.

£45

MORGANS.

1914-15 Grand Prix, specially constructed body, fitted with 90 mm,
bore o.b.v. J.A.P. engine, 4-speed gear box, long exhaust,
guaranteed 70 m.p.h., 2 Degory carburators, electric horn,
extra large steering wheel £175

-1919-20 Aero model, J.A.P. water-cooJed engine, electric and
acetvilene lights, special sporting body with fish-tail, giving
exceptional amount of leg room ; cost £265 ; our price .-. . . £210

Full List of New and Second-hand Machines Post Free on reque:

ALLEi
Phone:

Crovdon ?450.

BENNETT IVBOTOR CO,- l-TO.,
9-10-11, ROYAL PARADE, WEST CROYDOIM

THE MOTOR CYCl
SPECIALISTS,

'Grams :

" Track Croy.doi

VERUS
PRICE REDUCTION from MAY 1st.

r h.p. 4 stroke, two-speed, kick start. Solo -

2| h.p. 4-stroke, three-speed, Sports Model, Solo -

2J h.p 2-stroke, two-speed, kick start ...
21 £99 15

£112
£80

STILL CONSISTENTLY WINNING.
VICTORY CUP and DUKE CUP.

CARDIGAN HILL CLIMB : J. EDWARDS, Gold Medal.

RED BRAE, BELFAST HILL CLIMB:
S. M ADAMS; First, and fastest in 350 c.c. class.

S. M. ADAMS, Third, m unlimited class.

EASTBOURNE & DISTRICT HILL CLIMB

:

G. E. STAGEY, First, in 350 class.

S. DUNFORD, Second „ „

LEWES & DISTRICT HILL CLIMB:
L. HOLT, Second, in 350 class.

GL>SG0W & WESTERN M.C.C. HILL CUMB

:

J. G. HAMILTON, First, in 350 (experts barred) class

REDDITCH M.C.C. HILL CLIMB

:

T. H. WEAVER. Third, on formula, in 750 passenger class.

B. KERSHAW, First „ „ 350 class.

B. KERSHAW, Second, on time, 350 class.

B. KEI^HAW, Second, on formula, in unlimited class.

RED BRAE, BELFAST HILL CLIMB

:

R. D. WADSWORTH, First, in 350 open class.

R. D. WADSWORTH. First, in 500 „

Alfred Wiseman, Limited, Glover Street, Birmingham.
Telegrams : "Verus, Birmingham.' ™^P^--{v1ct»&56l

fi26 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

PEW 1921 B.S.A. Combination in stock; list price.

I. —Bounds, Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn, N,W.
[8978

I.S.A.. all models in stock: spare parts definitely
* " by return against cash.—Pitts, of Redditch.
1. : 91. . X9524
.S.A.—W© are city agents, and can give immediate

' delivery.—Turner Bros., 134, Upper Thames St.,

ndon. E.0.4. [8882
i.S.A. 1921 Twin 6-7I1.P. Combination in stoc«,
* £175: v^pare wheel, tyre, and luggage grid, extra
5/19.—Below.

.S.A., 3921, Model H2, 4iih.p., chain drive £110;
* No, 3. 1921, sidecar, ig42 ; No. 2, 1920 type.
eear, £35; in etock.—A. RiTett. 236. High Ed-.
rtoii-tcne. [5885
lAKGAIN'.-B.S.A. Combination, Oct., 1919, 4i,4h.p..

3-specd, complete; £105. — 48, Oldbury Rd.,
lethwick. [8544
.S.A. 4iih.p., 1919, combination, all accessories,

ny tfial; £85.—O.S., 14, Swaton Rd.. Bow, E.3.
E3155. [9013

OLTON.—B.S.A. twin combination, H2 combination,
and K2 combination in stock.—Grosvenor Garage,

dlord St., Boilon.
'

[X2124
S.A. Combination, splendid order; any trial; 58
gns.; take lightweight part.—57, Kenburv St..

aberwell, London. "[8785

S.A,, all models for immediate delivetv; exchanges.
—X-nruhtiin Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd..

. 'Pliune: H;iijmiersmith 80. [8887

.S.A. 1920 K Model Combination, perfect order,
Magdyno lighting set; owner bought car; £135.

ills. Darley Dale. Matlock. [X2350

J
18 B.S.A. Combination, 4i4h,p., chain, perfect

ndition. new siderar; trial; £100.—Chapling,
:e Farm. Woodchurch, Kent. [8447
..A. 1920 4h.p. CombinutioQ, complete with all
accft-gorjfs. Jmod, screen, etc.. practically new;
,—E. Moore. Welsh Row, NantwicJi. 4724
S.A. 1920 {Ee;;i-terefll, all-chain. Swan torpedo
sidecar, .^porting i.ntfit. discs, horn, lamp, etc.:
offers?-36, AresamJer Rd.. Croydon. [8770

S.A. 4',4h,p. Combination, immediate delivery, or
6-7h.p, twin, shortly ; exchanges considered

;

s if re-iuired.—Bunting Afotors, Wealdstone. [8935
ANK WHITWORTH. Ltd.. cf BirniinKham. have
seieral excellent B.S.A. machines and combina
at very moderate prices; write ivT detaiN

fX2864
20 B.S.A. 4i^h.p., B.S.A. sidecar, Inmp^, hnni.
E.i-tiug grid. Tan-Sad, mirror, little used; £115-
t. -.School House, Gt. Hulliugbury, Bi.'^hi'p's Stoit-

[8690
;\. Combinalion, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar,

GET IT AT

The BIG 100 Page

TAYLOR
CATALOGUE

is now ready.
1914 model. 41, h. p., veiy little usedV barcnin!|r'

i. . . 1- .

tiial.-29, Allsop St.. Upper Baker St.. London.
I

'-'6' ^ Copy at once—no motor CVCllSt

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 23;li.p., Enfield gear, lamp,,
etc., tax ifaid. good- condition : £32.-143. Eavens-

bury Ed., Earlsfleld, S.W. [8914

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retail
agents for the County ol Devon; all models in

stock for immediate deliverv.—The Carlton Motor Co..
33. Torwood St.. Torquay. [0201

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock
for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—
. Burlington Motors. Ltd., Claphnm Common, S.W.4.

I

'Phone : Brixton 2417. [0509

CALTHOEPE 1921 Models Delivered from Stock:

,
2»lh.p. J.A.P. 2-speed. Enfield cear, 70. gns.;

3h.p. 2-gtrok6. 2-speed. 65 pns. ; extended terms, one
'quarter deposit and 12 monthly instalments.-Elce and
Co.. 15-16. Uishopscate Av., Camomile St.. E.0.3.
'Phone: Avemie 5548. [0073

CnrSeld.
,1020 Carfield-Villiers, 2."-ih.p.. 2-specd. new condi-
JL*' tion. lamps, horn, speedometer, spares, tax, in-

;!Ulani'c; £65.-Pa>hIe>- House. Compstall ltd., Eomilev^

I
Cedos.

EKICKIIAM lor Ccdos. sole acent for Bristol and
. distriot.-Stokes Croft. Bristol. [3357

CEDOS 1921, new model, 2.-;;h.p., 2-speed, just de-

livered, licence paid; barRam. £72. no offers;

Midlands.-Box 4,073, c/o The Motor Cijdc. [8582

CEDOS 2stroke. the finest lightweight reaching the
public, earliest deliveries, jmrticulars on appli-

cation.—Largest London Agent* : Fowler and Brigden.
130, Euston Rd., London. N.W.I. Thone ; Museum
4827. [0469

Centaur.
£30.— Centaur 2h.p.. in real good condition, just over-

hauled. multi-Grado K*^ar. owner bought combinn-

tion.—121. Fore.st Lano. Fore-t Gate. [8680

Chntei-'Lca.

CHATRIt-LEA 1919 2''';h.p.. 2-ftroko, 2-?iiced, lamps.

goo<l; £52.—Avery. Little Vort Cottage. B:icl;

\
Pantilcr. TiinbiWv'e Wells. [X2383

8h.p. Chater-I,ea Combination, Sspccd. kick start.

new tyres, powerful, cash wanted; £70.-72.
I Morris Avenue, Manor Park. [8374

CH.VTER I.E.V 1919 2speed 2-5lroke. perfect con-
dition, lamp, tax pai3: £45.—Write, or week-

day evenincs, Cobb, 58. Claremont Rd., Surbiton.
[8845

CHATER-LEA New Model No. 10 Sidecar Combina-
tion. 8h.p.. 3-spced. the best value on the market;

£160. Have vou seen it? Write for leaflet.— Chater-

I
Lea, Ltd., Banner St.. London. E.C.I. (3142

CiHATER-LEA 8h.p. Combination, £160. delivery in

___ ' lew days; this is the cheapest high-class ontlii

coQ i ff \ •
\ T

*-**'V on the market; catalogue on request.—The Moretou
' ° laflora to be without it It is tllp mn<;l- <i.irafe. 2, Moreton terrace Mewa, Pimlico, S.W

20 B.S.A. Combination for Sale, .all-chain drive!
,

•
"'"'""\"- "-. " 1"^ moSt

.pi.^ne: Victoria 7164. [5838
i.-it.-rt model, as new; c^n be seen or trieti nnv comprehensive ever issued in connection
-l; Darby, Estate Office, Marylands, Bentlcv, I -.i .i . r j ,

-
! Chater.Lea..Iaii.

''"" [8700 'with the motor Cychng industry.
I riH.-VTER-LEA combination. 8h.p. .T.A.P. engin-.

i.A.—All models from stork; 1921 n2, £110; |c .L' f r^ri"n-cr> niNT f n ^ hood, wind screen, electric lighting, speedo-
tftin combination. £175; liberal exchange allow- t^Vefytning trom a V„U 1 1 llK rllN tO a tullv meter, perfect condition, tax paid; £95.-12, High
^^R.aciarkandCo.,

7. Exhibition rI, South igq^^jppgj COMBINATION or LIGHT "• '''''"°"
Clyno.

'''''

ymouth.—1921 8h.p. Clyoo combina-
j - .. .. ....u a„u . — uvu, su,.,i, mileage, as new; cash ofTers wanted.
decar in stock.—bandum Sidecars, 335, Gravs:_ _ _,_. _,,,_ , „,,._„_ "

r0551
"'"^'-

'^°^"'" ^LONDON S LOWEST PRICES •'*i'''^--"^- '^!>"'°-. *°^--^''y: jn^perlect condition;

f8"3"i5 1
equipped COMBINATION or LIGHT

a„.v'^Sli^li''dT;S^'sfd";J-Ir1frs"l\'i!2 "a'^:i!CAR is illustrated, described, and priced at: D'\^'o„':^L,7li;

-A. 1920 4^b.p., Sandum sidecar, hand and foot
cliit.hea. fully equipped, indietinguishable from
i£130.— Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245
igdte, Manchester. [X2403
A., late 1919 combination, hood,
atups, speerlonieter. tax, new
1920 Magdvno combination

7, -

-..-..—- your order now, and
disappointment later.—Birmingham Motors. Ltd
Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone
417

Brix
[0501

A. 4;„li.p., Model K. 1919. Millford coach sidecar,
screen, o lamps, speedometer, horn, mirror, mud-
.. spaie tyre, tiil«. chain, exhaust valve, etc- not
iddcn since Aus. last: any trial Maidstone or Ton-
dl-tnvt; £105.-\\ickham, Horsmonden, Kent

H'rf ^S^°l '^*'^''\ "•"'thy of its name is the
- M„:q«i u- \V^ <i}y»yi in stock at least three

dehverv'- ^i/^'"'''^' ^- ^""i ,6-7h-p. twin; imme
delivers, all spares in stock: trade supplied

-

\,?^fl- i^"''":i"
H'll. N-10. and at Woodside

i>orth Fmchley. [0379

Calthorpe.
PnOSPE

Ifl" ^2^ih.p 2-stroke. 2-speed, asw. £45.-48, Melgund Hd., Highbury. N.5.

.„„,'Pk"'"T S"''^^-^-
Enfield 2-speed. tmW^.;ondition. iiardly used; £47.-clarfce. 39, HoldVn

[8487
Fincble:

1.e-,r*^^"''T'"^'?^''*'"'^'™-
2-speed. countershaft

gear, no-trouble
'Ow. London.

mount; £30.-91. Fairfield
[7003

E45.-J. Argyle, 19, Gt. Clarendon St.. Ox-

I

lord. [8661

I/~1LTN0 Combination, 1918. intercliangeablo wheels,

The Taylor Catalogue is an expensive one. deslened ^ "«" condition; any trinl; 80 gns.— 280, Camber-11 1 f "- I
^

. r' . *
, ..-.,11 T?,t s p; R [7069

1917-18. £50;' combination, £75:
renovated; guaranteed.—272, Green

[8252

J?""''',,,'"""' L'''^ on the loose leaf principle, so we can't affora waste
""" "''' ''•'^•^•

IV condition. £105: - i .- w: .l r i- - ^^TYVO 5-6h n
.^. £150.-R. B. Clark circulation. Vie are Iheretore making a nominal 1^ wd models'a 7, Exhibition Hd.. South Kensington. i9028^har?e of 1/- per copv. which am

EDIAXE Delivery of aiiy B.S.A. Model: cash or allovved in full off the orlce of th,elerred payments: book your order now and ""°";™ ,'" '"" "" me price or ini

amount will be

first article

Forest Gate.

purchased from us. . A coupon value

each catalogue.

GET YOURS NOW.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms

—

^fotcr Cyoka mid Caf-^.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Afc^s-ories S' are Pa'ts fiiiii R''Pai;3

21 a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.i

WTiolesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.CI
Garage : Tottenham Conrt Road, W.l

'Phones . Accessories and Repairs. Mu^eniu 12+1
Motor Cycle.^ and Car- Een inuton7260

Telenrami: " D/namctro. Westcent Loii.ion."

(^LYXO. ex-AV.D., iinrenovated, lesa mag., carbii-

^^ -/ retter. etc.; £30; seeti evening3.~65, Plimsoll
accompanies R.i,. j-insbury Park, N.4. [8791

CLVXO Combina tiun, 3-speecl, kick start, chain
ilrive. fine turnyui; any trial; £110; take lower

power part.— 57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, LoDfJon.
[8784

CLY.NO. 2"'ih.p.. 1920. 2-;peed, clutch, brand new
condition, speedometer, lamps, etc.; bargain.

£55.—Cecil Sharp, 188, Blvtbe Rd., Hammersmith.
[8835

(ILYiVO Lightweight. 1920, very little used, lamps
-/ mechanical horn; 50 gns.—Vivian Hardie and

Lane. Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St., Kew Bond
St.. W.l. [0511

CLYXO Advert.—We wnnt offers for brnnd new 1920
Clyuo 2'..;h.p., 2^iieed. bnridle-bar clntcb control

;

li-t price £75; what offerer—Colmore Depot, 31, Col-
more Row. Biimingbaiu. [X219S

CLY'NO 6h.p. Combination. 3-spee'L detachable
wheels. 2 new tyres. lamp?, born, etc., just been

overhauled and repaintc'l; sacrifiie £80 for quick sale.—
1. Havelock St., Forest Jlill. S.E.23. [8594

CLYrsO Combination, Sh.p., spare wheel. 3-speed,
cUitrh. kick ftart. lamp«, spare?, and Easting,

tax paid, excellent condition; any trial; £105, ov near
offer.—Franklin. Broadv.av. Griiv?. E-;ex. [8805

AM tetters relating to advertisements should auote e number at the end of e:i;:i advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyilo.

WHAT Offers?—Brand new 1920 Olyno ligLtiveiglit

motor cycle, 2-t5pe€d, clutch; 1920 Hobart 2%]i.p.,
2-speGd; 1920 2?'4lv.p, C;iltliorp6-J;ii) sliop-soiletl only;
reasonable offers wauted.---Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
Uow, Biniliiighaui. [S2197

CLYNO Combination, 6&,p 1916, detachable wheels,
5-speed, K.S., clutch, all tools' and spares, includ-

ing spare chain and Irbnt spring, sparewheel and tyre,
3 Tamps, tax paid, ready to drive awav for the holidavs;
£85.—Roberts, 291, Greeu Lanes, I'insbury Park, N.4.

(8456
MISS E. DOOLEY.—1916-17 6-6h.p. Clynos, W.D.

models, K.S.. clutch, renovated,- £65 each, with
new mag, and carburetter. 1 liave 8 of these left, but
plenty of machines as above. Please look to my adver
treement under Miscellaneous for CWno spares, ele-.

etc.—Please apply for the above to Miss E. Dooley, 33,
Killyon Ed., Clupham, S.AV.8.

. C8311

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 1916-17 models, re-
built, replated, enamelled grey or black, 3 speeds,

kick start, foot clutch, new carburetters, magnetos,
interchangeable wheels, sidecars rebuilt, painted to choice,
fis new; solo £75, combinations £90: deterred payments
arranged.—Hearn Bros., 117, Lousrhborough Park Brix-
ton, S.VV.9. 'Phone: Brixton 2883. [9000

Connaught.
PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—Connaught in stock;

prices from i;47/10. [8062

Coulson.
PICKERING, Shrewsbury, West Shropshire agent

for Coulson ; exchanges. [8063

COULSON B 1920 2%h:p., splendid condition, ridden
500 miles, tools, spares, etc.—Jennings, Birtree

Lane, Darlington. [8512

COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.-Sole Wiltshire
Agents, Wessex Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St.,

Salisbury. 'Phone : 72. [5007

F:O.C.H. for Coulson-B's; exchanges or easy piiy-
mentfi arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampstead [neai

Hainpstead Tube Station). [8811

COULSON B 4h.p., 1920, shop-soiled, as makers'
specification, at bargain price of £100 lor cash

only.—Mebes, 156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone:
Langham 2230. [8753

NEW 1921 2'/ih.p. and 4h.p. Coulson B, 3-speed,
kick starter; list prices, £117/10 and £126; iu

stock; exchanges entertained. — Bambers', Easthank
St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [8741

COULSON B 4h.p.; 120 gns., an ideal solo or side
car mount, as low and handy as a Levis; iu stock

—Sole agents for Leeds and 15 miles radius, excluding
Bradford, The Headingley Motor and Engineering Co.
Ltd., 18, St. Michael's Lane, Leeds 'Phone: Head-
ingley 480. 10493

Coventry Eagle.

JC. PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—Coventry Eagles
• in stock; exchanges, [8064

COVENTRY EAGLE, new Do Luxe model, Villiejs,
£38; also Reading-Standard combination, new

electric model, £125, or very near offers. These are
the smartest two machines on the road; no dealer
144a,- Portway, Plaistow, E.15 17024

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR, the perfect flat twin engine
5-7h.p.: these famous engines, and all htting.,

for assembling the complete motor cycle, now available
from stock; highest specification throughout: send for
our special offer of complete demonstration machine
Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd.. Coventry. [0520

De Dion,
T\E DION SVih.p., takes sidecar; £28; take push-^ cycle part.—67, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-
don.

_ [878t
3 ill.p. De Dion, re-enamelled, Bosch mag Sensprav

2 good condition; £22/10.-153 Uiipp"- TJ,'.-i^«^--.i

Rd., Putney.
Diamond.

Oillip. Diamond, 2,strol;e, 1919; £45; perfect —81^* Gillespie Ed., N".5. [8481
"r»I.\MOND.—Brand new, guaranteed; £45.-Clark,--' 7, Exhibition Rd.. South Kensington. [8318p KICKHAM for Diamond, sole agent (or Bristn
J-J- and Bath district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3355
1~iIAM0ND, late 1920, equipped, as new; £65.—
,T^ Newnham Motor Co., , 223, Hammersmith Ed.,
".6, 'Phone: Hainmeremith SO. , [8890

1 *i^^^S'^'"°"'^'^""<="' 2-speed, perfect condition,

*i liVi'^ ,V*'^?' "<^'' Miller head lamp, licence

•IVu
^-'t^.-Matthews, Alrewas, near Burton-on-Trent,

btaHs. (-8543

"TklAMONp late 1919, just re'Cnamelled, disc wheels,J-^ splendid order, J.A.P. engine; f 58.-JS>wnliaiii
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone
Hammersmith 80. - [8891
TMMEDTATE Delivery of any Diamond Model; cashJL or deferred payments; book your order now and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors Ltd
South hide, Clapbam Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Bri.\
ton 2417. 10507

Douglas.

"JQ19 25ili.p. Douglas, all-on, tax paid; £65.-Ship.
-'-«-' way, 32, King's Rd., Ealing. [867S

1.

May iqth, igai.

[849:

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telet^hone—Langham 1257

1921 Models in Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery

:

1921 ENFIELD Combination S160
192 r 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, and

5p?re wheel £189
i:)2r 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination fllO
1021 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination .. £205
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combinafn £186 18

1921 23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £85
ig2t 2j h.p. 3-5p. DOUGLAS, with clutch £105
-921 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H. £115
1020 3-6 h.p. JAMES Combination £175
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combinafn £165
1920 2-stroke DIAMOND £«5

rg2i 2-spced, 2-stroke LEVIS £68
1020 2} h.p. 2-speed NEV/ IMPERIAL,

with clutch .: £78

1920 2} h.p. 2-spced NEW IMPERIAL,
without clutch £68

1120 si h fi LEA-FRANCIS £115

1920 MATCHLESS Com., Model H £174

OVER £20
REDUCTION.

\VV have A few NEW IMPERIALS, 1921 models in

every other detail, but tiLted with 1920 engines.

2} h.p., 2-?pee'd model £68
2^ h.p.. 2-speed, clutch, and kick-start.. £79
6 h.p., ^-^pced, Conibination £155

SPECIAL OFFER. One only.

Motor cycle, overhead inlet valve, 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-start, 1920, brand new £j8

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed £75

1020 2-stioke ilAMES, 2-spced tt5
1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, sports model, and

Sidecar £130
1020 2* h.p. 2-speed EDMUND £78

191S 4 h.p. TRIUiVIPH and Sidecar £105
1920 S h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combina-

tion, all accessories £120
19:0 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Montgomery

Sidecar, all -t cessories . i £120
1920 4i h.p. F.S.A.. and Sidecar, all

accessories, chain cum-belt £120
1920 2-stroke JAMES, 2-speed £65
r92o 4 h.p. twin IIARLEY-DA'/IDSON,

all accessories £105
1915 2-sFeed DOUGLAS all accessories.. £45
i^iro A.J S. Combinati n. dynamo light-

ing, speedometer £140 "^

1921 SCOTT, all ace ssories £125
1920 SCOTT and Sid 'Car, all accessories £125
5 h.p. BULLDOG, Cwentry- Victor En-

gine, and Sidec ir. as new £100
i9r9P.&M, Combination, allaccessories £100
1920 LEA-FRANCIS and Sidecar, .all

accessories £130
I9r4 3-speed M.A.G. MATCHLESS £70
1915 2-speed. 2-stroke JAMES £35
1920 Touring RUDGE-MULTI, as new ..£60

A few Bulbous back MM4 CANOELET SIDECARS.
slightly shop-soiled, to clear, £35.

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON NEW
IVIACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Stock of Powell & Hanmer Lamps
and o'her Accessories.

CAR DEPOT:

Euston Road.
Tetet>hone—Museum 6436

378,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

J)OUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

1Q21 Models in stock: 4h.p. combination. £1?0
^/t ''•?• ^"'5' "'": 234h.p. clutch model. £l(-^Ijh.p 2-speed model, £85; e-xtended payments
',lSf?''^7-'P''™,,P''T"= stocked; repairs.-Douglas m•alists, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd,, 23 and 24, Wostock .St (off oxford St.), Bond St., LondoA WPhone: llayfair 6659.

[OJ

JJOUGLAS Motors in Stock; £85; lamps, etc., H

Gr'-"v?f,'^^J ,V"^v«''^' Douglas agent and esa'-" iJallowfield, Manchester. \^
T^OUGLAS 4h.p. Solo, rebuilt, equal to new••-' accessories; £80.—Below. .

D°HS,^"^^ Ih.p. Combination, cycle as above, i

.Tine,? I?nn ""'',/''''?'"•, """^'^'^ ™l°"'-s, all raseries £100; call and select.-Winstan-Henney MoCo., 63, ,South End, South Croydon. Tel. : 243

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. 32-35, Gree
'*

Cambnde-p —Rplnw • ""^'^Cambridge.—Below,
T^OUGLAS 1921 2%h.p., new, 2.<!peed, includine

;7;.t .?^-
1''™!'^- hoiui. and licence holder; £85;

r,°,^.,; „f<*?n6es.-Herbert Robinson, Ltd . 11:Green St., Cambrrdge Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycle
T)OUGLAS 1921 , 2-;4h.p., new, 3-sijeed, elutpi/-L' kick starter, including 1'. and H. lamps 1and licence holder; £105; in stock; exchanges-;

™': ?9t""5'"A.!-'^ieyS'' '"^^°
l'''

^^'"'^'•''«

it;.,
"":='*,'?" 'ucluding P. and H. lamps, hilicence holoer, and sidecar wind screen £170-changes -Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, GreenCambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

J)O0GLAS 1920 4h.p., lamps, horn, licence-^ lust-class appearance, mechanically sound;

T-A";'^'£Lfelel'"°5-el'^?'^-99f-'''
*""'" ^'- ^^^H

T)01T0LA,S 1920 4h.p. Combination, polishr-J I
f^ muiiiim discs, Lucas horn, front legshieM/ hIdynamo lighting set. Cameo, ridden I«v niilM f
"w„oVJ,"f"'B"T'

3"'i™"-,tt't-<i I'crfect throughout; f]—Jlei belt Rooiuson, Ltd ^'" -.- -. ° - -
-1

bridge. T.A. : Bicycler. T,

plOUGLAS 2-";i]l.p., 2-speed, with lamps
-«-' stock; £85.—Rivett, 236, High Ed.

D

32-55. Green St..
. : 995. .[

D"cT^^-'^i', V*-F- i,^"- "'"^ condition; eQuifJ-' £20.-1 1 He.iton lid., Mitrhani. .

']

EKlCKH.-iM lor Douglas ana spares; trade Iphed-Stokes Crolt. Bristol. J
1Q19 2=iu.p. Dougla.s. a-speed, disc wheels,-Ltf ometcr, eleotrio lamps, etc.; £65.—BeloWl
It) 16 2-/4h.p Douglas, a-speed, full equipmenl

rutne"
''' *^'^''°- - 153' ^""PP" Richmondr

and hoil

Leytoul

OUGLAS 2'ili.p., 2-sBeea, 1918, tax paid .
to ride away; £50.-398, Old Kent Ed., S.|

£65.-Douglas 234h.p., 1913, all on, splendid''^
tion.—Aekery, 5, Helena Rd., Southsea, Ha

WESTON-SOPER-lMARE.-,Tack Pruen. 0.xfof,
all Douglas models and spares.—'Phone : '

"TkOUGLAS 1921 a^jh.p., 3-speed clutcJi, 'all^f £100; brand i-ew.-7. Exhibition Ed., SoutlJ
Kington.

"[~\OLTGL.AS Z^ih.p., 2-speed; £46.—Xewnham
^-' Co., 223. Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Plioue:
nier.smith 80.

1 ia20 2%h.p. 3-speed Douglas and accessories, iJ
-«- </ condition

; £75.—Bounds, 223, High Eil.l
luirn, j^.W.

i 019 2^h.p. 2-speed Douglas and acces-sorie.^, i

J-'J condition; £65.-Bounds, 223, High BdJ
burn, N.W. '

GIBB, Gloucester, can give immediate di

Douglas 1921 models and spare parts
stock.—'Phone : 852.

2^h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, 2 lamps, 2 generator!
-* tyres, as new, only done 300 miles; £60r

4,072, 0/0 The Motor Ctlck.

ALL-ON Douglas Models from Stock: a^Ah.p., J

£85; 3-speed clutch. £105; combination, ,

Moflat, Yeovil. 'Phone : 50.

DEC. 1919 Douglas Combinatiou, excellent eoii

disc wheels, usual accessories; £110.—MitellJ
Endsleigh Park Rd., Plymonth.

DOUGLAS 1920 (Oct.) 4h.p. Conibination, rj
miles. lull accessories, practically new; £.T

nearest.-Glentworth, Llangollen.

EXCEPTIONAL Smart Late Model DouglaJ
equipped perfect. pureliase<l new 1920; £^

Wallingford Av.. N.. Kensington.

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, electrij

Easting, engine shield; best offer over

Leech, Beech Knoll, l\Iacclesneld.

DOUGLAS 25Ah.p., 1919, 2-speed, tyres andbj
prei^eut oivner Original purchaser; £50r-

37, Rediugtou Rd.-, H.ampstead.

B30 All letters relating to advei'tisements should (iiiote the number at the end oS each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
|
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,

1^ Indian.

-™E_MOTOI^_CYGLE.—Supplement.

Sradshawgate, BoTton
mester.

I Ql_6 Indian 61i.p.,
"-^^ uew lamij; arid

245, Deansgate, Man
h r»i= T J- , -[X2406J

3-5pe6d and dutch, disc wheel?,

nd in Bood"~r;;>,.'; Pn'n^'-'^"" *i<J«ar. all complete

I9^»)i?„ Z"'""' "-ebuilt. re-enamelled, replated'
h

almost as new, but less carburetter- £63/lo'-tash with order; subject un<nlr7 iiiij„ ' J
leight, Hainton GaraTe Grimsby. ~

^*"''°''[8l?2
i

Q17 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, Colonial model
'

nL^. ;S;mL?!1*
. ^-S'or^^Sler secures.-Gibbs, Fawcett St.. York. [8287

''Sl^j^
l^owerplus Combination, late 1920 bi» vah-e

:cr part exchange.^fc.ri4rsU';;^'Rd*."Bl-w."'S
^^^^^-

[9012

Sar THnl.
^'"*, ''™"'"'' tl'ionsiout, luxuri-

iicosP SD-iiJ. '^^^?,
'"O'l '«-«'-". lugenge grid, smull

»"- it, "illoivbudge Ed., London, N.l. [8760

9^''.J"^,''-']-
'"'"''" Combination, fitted with^ .pecial djnamo lishting. speedometer electricbrn, wa ch. mirror, and inspect on lami conditionnew. licence paid; price £195.-The Chester Fn?fenng Co, (19)8), Ltd.. City Rd., Cherter [M20

S'^BofcfT,?!"' ^;i^'''"
C°m'V"f'ti<"i. Wv valve model,rstoch ma;.-., dynamo llBlifinf. spejdoiueter and

d)' lu™ »rT' r"";*
'"'l''""-^ ba* sidecar (MiU

unous outtit, £155.-«e.-t View, l-nrnborough Ed..
r8657

9 ^?rL'n
'*''"'•

-''^'i-P- 1 months in '

storage, elec-y tncally equipped, speedometer, tax paid semi-r bar.,, recently overhauled, carelnily drive, :phoTo>h by request; £120. or offer: oWner lrigltem;i

«ne Sr ""• ^"""^ ^"'"""^ Rcctor.v, L?m
^"''''-

, [8670
Ivy.

'\, }^^^ Models.-Sole distri, t „.ent, WessevMotors, Ltd:, 60. Catherine SU Sal"b„r"
^ .. [500C

cl„t"V'"''°'
\^^°' .Sturmev-Arehor 2-6recd and

aition. £50, or ofler.-Dr. Jerwood, Oakham. [8761

James.

uaLLa gneu.
E0552

. "exfh'fnlc'S'^.^^^n.fi--"'"''-.
^--nt for Jam.:

I20 5-6h.ii. J.iuiss Comhination, electric lielit horn

Bi.
.
aau.—Ihe Old Hone. Ksher. [7344

IME.S Cnmb.nai.on. 5-6li.p
. late 19J19 model perfw-t

P^i'l.'l'^'SS' Stf; '"•""""'••- •111 lece.ssoriesV £lli -
Pellett. 20. Pickets St.. Balham. S.\V.12. [8643
lh.l>. James Combination. 2..speed, clutch, all chain
» k;ck stait. just overhauled, new rear wheeltyres, trial; 65 ^gns.. otIers.-Priestloy, Height *

en. Ripponden. Halifax. [88"'
IMIJDIATE Delivery ol any James Model- cash ordeterred payments; book your order now and
fh

1,'=?PP°,'""|;ent later.-Burlington Motors '

LtdIh Slue, Clapham Commoir, S.\V.4. 'Phone 1 Brix'

I
,

• . [0502
Lh.p. .fames Combination De Lu.xe. 1920 small

J.A.P.

mnv';-'' ^r'^-F- an« condition; £30.-Write torippointment, Smith. Zona. Mayfleld A,., WoodtorS

J.E.S.
^''''

i.S.. 1920. as new, not ridden 100 miles- ES'i nr^near offer.-Tabor. Victoria Av.. Droitwich [8587

%^<„i"^' .USh.p., 42 gns., from stock, 10 years'

.-Gib^cr^Touc^sS: —p"™ ^oo' ^m^

Advertisemexts. XIX.

""''
'"orrr?;;''"'" °' "-" Country Clients allorders for accessories will be mailed

POST FREE
Our Special Mail Dc(>artment is at vour service

for tliis purpose.

Ask your local agent to show you
THE "COMPACTA" ELECTRIC SET

FOfl .SCLO iM.VCHiNES.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea-Francis

Levis.
J^EVIS, Levis, Levis.

'°d''"|i,'T,"d r1f '?''^°-'^'"'"> HaVdie fnd Lane°
'.V.i;

""dslock bt. (off Oxford St.). Bond 8°
!

J ULIAXS of Reading have all Levis models in stoHc.

D'^leo'"^' ^^«-°"»'tl'--I.evis 1921 moilels in stcck-

T i-vr^-' [0554

L'^I^^c^i,=;:r&r ""^^^"^ "^-^^-^

L'=rt'otk-i?;1ib/o!oTc^iter'^-=- ""'="=
"^^i^.-S

^'^''"r„„(f !''i"'i""'' folder of the completeranfte of Godfrey Elecrrlr I lf>h.i„ rt Sets"

ACETYLENE LAMPS.

The .Miller 31H Set 1TZT...64/-

Lucas L W Set „ !,

P. & H Combined Sidecar Larnp andGenerator "^
->-> /a

^I""'" ^ C Lamp, Slreamiine::::;:;. I2/ISurrldge Rear Lamp. 'o'?
P. & H.J^rge Generat or.'"!!'.! ; ^°

%

Kerry.

'tu^ilg; £'24"'gi!t"caD;S,fr P.-^^'frs'l"". »«nts
rarj'-on-Thamef.

'^^'" '"''""" ^'•^''"^ge Ed.,

ea'Francis.
A-PHANCIS 1921 Models Now Ready -Da vies229, Deansgate. Manchester. 536 Central. [24I6

'staS'^^''''^ ^.'-'"P- Twin. 3-speed. clutch kick

Clayrite Bulb Horn ,7

'

Clayri^ Small Bulb Horn .!!!.'.'.!.'.'.'.' 17 .'^

_K]axon Mechanical Hor.-i 30 .-

SPECIAL
OFFER.

Armoured Tool-
bag, complete
with clips Sin.
s t Id. X 4jin.

7/6 Each.

L^'^Jic ^'^'''!;' .""^ '""lias- order, Dunlop tvres-

-Aibanf ~ Robinson, Chinhurst, 'sclby Av.,* St!

L'''^li?ef4d"'^n '.,"„™- 1820 not done 1.000, insured,

Sheffield • ""'^<='; £50.-51, Cairn Rd.!

L"^ u'? naTrt"'"/,', \',l^'
""P'ete with all accessories.

or oiler -i'rJatrexiSi, "J'""?"''''' bJ -makers; £37ouir. urcatrex, Hi^h St., Amersham. Bucks. [3965

19'n,n^!;* ^S"''"'--,IH''-P- ^-^^"^ eear. in sound
P^imn tools "-nH'"''

""hl'mps. Klaxon pattern horn,
' CT l!,l ll-'.„^ ?

spare Belt; price £38.-102, Bed--oru ltd., Konii.,-t(in, Beds. [87''4

I'' bush'"' k3 ^f\ f^°- °"°^ '''"= "^"'s no-I- bush. Nuir sed.-Sole agents. The JIca<lin"lev

l-,"n"l'""
K^K'nc^'ne Co., Ltd., 18, St M chi-rsUne, Leeds, -f-honc : Ileadingley 480. (049!

Lincoln-Elk.

L.M.C.
T .M.C., 5',4h.p 1920. 3-sj)eed, clutch, kick starterJ-J .as maTters- speciBcati'ons, shop-soilcd only atbargain price ol £85 lor cash only.-Lsec below. '

Tj'^'-cSv f''I'''j-
1^20. 3-speed. clutch, kick" starterJ-J fitted Henderson 31 sidecar, aproi, lamps etc -

bclovi
''""l".'"""'! bargain for cash only! _ See"

T .M.C., Sh.p^ 1920 suspension frame model Hen-Li derson bl eidccar. apron, screen, sTieedomete?

onK-Se-bliow."""
"'"'" =°° '°"^- *125 fo^cash

T -M.C, 6hp.. 1920. 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter
,

-^ as juafers- specifications, shop-soiled onlv- atbarcain price ol £105 lor cath only; also susnen'sionIrame mode £10 extra.-.Mebes. 156? Gt. PrrSand»t., w.l, I'hone : Langham 2230. [8748

Klartin.

M"^''JP?-T''"°"""?,5S delivery from stock.-Gilard-J-'X Motor Agency. 209, Ruthert'len Hd., Glasgow

Martinsyde. ' ^^'^'

"jyTARTIN.?\pE Combination in Stock, £160; otherJ-'-i- model- in a lew dayj; catalogue of this coldmedal winner on lequest.-Tho Moreton Garage, 2 More-
Ion Terrace Mew., rimlico. S.\V. •Phone; Victor a.^'^*-

., .
- 15837

M.issey.Arran.
TlTAi5SEY-ARRAM.-Immediat5 delivery from stork
J-'-J- ol the popular spoils model with 2'fih.n Black-
biirne engine and Slurmev gear, 95 gns.- JAP engin^ model. .£90; exchanges or deferred payments —P
J. bvaus, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [8960

MATCHLESS
Matchless,

;er, Tel.

All letters

ALL THE LEADING ACCE880RIES~FROM STOCK

GODFREYS, LTD.
r?4-S-5;Telepfo''„'e"i:r„°^I^*r.3o'r=^lf:c's."''''°'''«-^-

elating to advertisements should quote th. numoer at the end of each ad

1 Q21 Combinations, any model from stock or m lewJ-f davs. Gradual payments can now be arranged
Every outfit personally tested by the Matchle.s'
specialists. Spares ol all dates in stock.—J. Tas-ell
Bloomlleld R4., Plumstead. [5374
^174.— Matchless Combinations.

1020 Brand Xew H2 Models offered it this priceJ- 1» owing to cancelled export order, spare wheel and
t.vre 8 ens. extra, screen £2/12; makers' lull guarantee—Tassell, la. Bloomfleld Hd.. Plumstead. [5793
JULIANS of Beading have all llatchlous models in" slock. [0480

SIIREWSBDRY Agent lor Matchless; delivery Irom
stock.—J. C. Pickering. (8067

MATCHLESS 1921 Combination. M.A.G.; £205.
irom stock.—Gibb, Gloucester- [0443

vertisement, and the dale oi tJe Issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, 1920, brand
new; £175.—Wrights Garage, Saifrou Walden.

Tel. : 16. [8932

JQ20 M.ltchleK Model H J.A. P.," small mileage, com-
«^ plete, perlec condition,^ £150.—Humphrie.s 89,

High St., Egham. _ [8870

MATCHLESS 1914 M..\.0. Combination, lamii-s.
i

etc., tax paid, perfect order; £35.-322, White-
horse Rd., Croydon. [8675

MATCflLE.Sa, 1921, new roni w.-rk5 abcl ^nara '

tee (1920 specihcation); £174.—Clark, 7, Exhibi
tion Rd., South Kensington. [8319

JQ21 ^laichless, i\r.agd.vno lighting, brand new,
JLt/ imnsed, unregistered: owner must sell; £198.—
41, Madrid Bd., Barnes, S.W. - [8928

1 O20 Matchless Combination, Hagcl,vno, speedometer.
JLi/ lull" equipped, as new; £165.—Rackham, Cliarlton
Huu>e, Old Charlton, S.E.7. [6176

M.^TCHLESS Combinations, new, in _stock. Iron '

£174; 1921 models, £205. --Sheffield Agent, i

.1. .A.. Staccy, 12. Ecclesall Rd. [0574 1

MATCHLESS, Slagdyno lighting! spare wheel,
screen, brand new, unused; £185.—Edwards, 50.

Harrington Rd., South Kensington, S.W. 7. [8926

LATE 1920 Matchless Combination. M.A.G. cueiue,
Lucas Magdvno lighting, eqitipped regardless:

£160.-60, Wallingford Av., N. Kensington. [8820;

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. SVJi.p. Combination, 2-speed;
Iree en2:ine; £49; apply after 6, Saturday 12,

Sunday morning.— 18, Heath Grove, Penge, S.E.20.
[8964

MATCHLESS Combination, 7-9h.p., 1915, 3J.A.G.,
new carburetter, fine order, owner bought car

:

£90: tax paid.—Baldiviu, c/o May's Garage, Crown Ed.,i
Twickenham. _. [7646

MATCHLESS, Matchless, Matchless.- Latest 1921
model Sh.p. combination, lor immediate delivery. !

—Vivian IlaTdie, and Lane, Ltd., 23 'and 24, Wood-
stock St., W.l. [0418

I

MATCHLESS Late 1920 Model H Combination,!
Lucas, accessories, spare wheel, lavishly criuipped;

]

£160.—Parker's, Eradshawgute, Bolton; also 245, Peans.

!

g.Tte, Manchester. [X2407J
MATCIILESS.-AU models from stock: 1921. £205;

1920, new Irom works, £180; liberal exchange
allowances. -R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.,
S.W. 7. Kensington 4096. [8313

MATCHLESS Combination. Sh.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
kick starter, new tyres, completely overhauled

recently, all lamps, horn, etc.; £85, or offers.— King-
cott, Muxelwell, Pembury, Kent, [8462

£'l74 buys Popular . model Matchless combination,
finest vaiue in the motor trade, detachable wheels,

spring Iraine, .7-9h.p., a de luxe outfit.—Colmore Depot.
31. Colmoie Row, Bitminglia**'- [X2196

Mj^TCIILESS Combination, Victory model, Sh.ix
.,J.A-P.. spare wheel, Lucas accessories, tax paitl.

exceptional bargair,; £130; owner unable to not; seen
any time.—Last, 25, Broadway, Bromley, Kent. [8796

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 Matchleii combination, Mag
dyno, small mileage, fully equipped, liood, screen,

spare wheel, luggage grid, tax paid: £175.-5, He:itli
St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). [8812

"VTATCHLESS Model H COmbiiiatron, 1920. M.A.G.

,

ItJ. speedometer, gas and . electric lamps, fully
ei|uipl>ed, spare whe^el unused, mileage 1,200; £175, nV
iieaiest.-53, Caddingtou Rd., Cricklewood, N.W. [8767

MATCHLESS, 1921 Family Model, 2-seater ,«idccar
combination, delivery from stock; £212/10: lilreral

exchange or extended payment terms.—Autiiorised
apeut-, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camouliie
St., E.G. 3. 'Plione: Avenue 5548. [0066

MATCHLESS Coacldmilt Combination, 1913-14, twin
8-9h.p., acetylene ianrps, speedometer, tyres prao-

ticidly new, new gears, Bosch, perfect running order,
stored away during war; £85.—Seen at Mr. Pooley,
Station Garage. Goding St,, Vauxhall Bridge, S.E.

[8706
MATCHLESS Model H 1920 Combination, Lucas

dynamo lii^htini:, liorn, sjiare wheel, absolutelv
new, and only bed trial run, in iierfcct condition;
take £228, or near offer, lor quick sale.—.\pjdy by
letter to H.T.. 14, C.ambia St., Blacklriars, S.E.i.

[9005
TVfATCHLESS 8B Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G.. 3-
-tvX .peed. K.S., Splitdorf ma.ff., .\mac. single' or

I

2-seater sidecar, hood screc:i, petrol carrier, luggage
grid, Lucas dynamo ligliting set, tyres good, 55 m.p.-g.,
excellent condition; £110.—Barraclough. 4, Corporation
St., Manchester. [8470

MATCHLESS Service Depot, 'Phone 751 Greenwich
—The leading Matchless agent. All -1921 models

for immediate delivery, cash or deferred terms. Satis-
faction guaranteed, and unlimited service fronr the
agent of all high-class motor cycles.—Sam E. Clapham
iMotors), 27, stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E. 10. [5665

"VTATCHLESS.-Whitsun Holidays. Don't worry about
-i-TJ. trains. Save coal. Buy one of these exceptional
Imrgnius: Brand new 1920 Matchless combination
stJindard model, £185: ditto without screen and spare
wheel, £174; immediate delivery; the finest value to-day
—Write, call, or 'phone (Greenwich 751), the leading
Matchless agent, Sam E. Claplinm (Motors), 27, Stock-
wcli St., Greenwich, S.E. 10. [6318

Builiii£ton Bctlic
iciys:

My 'Bus, Jp.
My Girl,

and a

,

The Burlington Sidecar has

been justly termed " The
Yacht of the Road."

The distinction achieved by
Burlington sidecars is due to

their elegance of design and

hi"h degree of comfort.

They are built to endure,

and compare favourably in

price with any sidecar on the

market.

THE BURLINGTON
BIRD CATCHER.

Vo. 2 Speedy Model.

PRICE £28 10s.

Ask us for full details of

this and other models.

THE

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,

7, South Side. Clapham Common,
London, S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton.

Wires :
' Burliagtou Motors, Clapham."

Just by Clapham Common Station, Undcrgyouiui.

hl.v

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. -

Matchless.
"VTATCHLESS.-We are the recogniEcd North London
-LTJ. agents for the delightfully sprung and practi-
cally designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce
on three wheels; immediate delivery Irom stock, for
cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied;
all spares in stock.—Jones" Garage, Muswell Hill,
N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [0381

lyTATCHLESS Sh.p. Combination, J.A.P. enjiiue,
--'A Brooks saddle, speedometer, 3 lampe, 2 new tyre«,
Milliord tidecar, -well sprunj?, new wheel, combined water-
proof -cover and -wind screen, ready for imii]*'<Hate
driving; quick sal«, £86; lioufjht oar; room Wi^nted.
—To be seen at The Cottage, Charlesville Circus, West
Hill, iSydtyiham, S.E. [7210

^^ Maxim.
MAXIM-DALM. Dec., 1920, 3h.p., 2-stroke. abso-

lutely new, Amac carburetter, E.I.C. mog., Albion
2-ifpeed, Hutchinson tyres, accessories, £52; ditto with
clytch, kick start, £58/10.-224. Pentonville Ed,. Lon-
don, N.l. [4292

Aletro.

METRO-TYLE.R 2JA'li.P- 2-3troke, 2-speed. discs,
lamps, horn, tax paid; £45.-38, Nightingale

Rd., Dover. ^8669

1 Q20 Metro-Tyier Engine Lighbweight, clutch. 3-
JLt/ speed, tax. lamps, etc., good order; £29.—43,
Tievelyan Rd., Tooting. - [8451

METRO-TYLER. 1919-20. disc:-. P.H. lamp «t;
exchange 4-3troke or sell £50.—Knox, 9, Vicar-

age St.. Stockton-on-Tees. [8551

METRO-TYLER, brand new late.'^t S Type model,
ottered at tlie ^^peeial reduced price of £70 ; i)Iease

call ;ind inspect.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishop- pate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

r0072
METRO-TYLER, 2";.ih.p. ; £55. or offer; thorou^hl.i

overliauled at works October, 1920, and abso
lately as new in, appearance and running; any trial

given; owner has car.—101, Boscomb£ Rd., Southend
on-Sea. [8637

Motosacoche.
Qih.p. IVIotosacoche, Amac. Bosch, lamps, licence
r^ 2 ui3t overhauled; £22; seen after 4.—Robert
son, 70, Leigham Vale, Tulse Hill, S.W.2. [862C

New Hudson.
JULIANS of Reading have all New Hudson models ir

stock. [053<

NEW HUDSON 1915 4h.p'; Combination, 5-speed
jusli overhauled, good condition; £70, or near.-

155b. Hillingdon St., S.E.17. '850'

BRAND New" 1920 New Hudson. 2-f=troke, 2-speed
countershaft. 2>dh.p. tourer, lamps, licence: £50.-

Bo,vtO(.'k, Byron St., Ilkeston. [S233!

NEW HUDSON 1921 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps honi
all accessories, tax paid, insured, under 5(

Utiles; best offer over £68; alter 6.-113, Brownmi
Rd., Manor Park. ^ [863

READ Here.—1920 New Hudson 2-stroke, 2-speec
perfect order, good condition, all on, and ta

]mid; £40; bargain; approval if all expenses are paid
deposit.—Box 612, c/o The Motor Cijcle. [X242

1019 New Hi-idson and Royal Enfield Sidecai
Xt/ 4i,ih.p., lamps, horn, Wind screen, speedonietei
overhauled, and tax paid, insured, trial by appoini

mcnt; £95; first kick every time.—Landquist, 52j

Hill Rd., Chelmsford. ^ [884

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, en view
Popular, 50 gus.; de luxe. 65 gns.; Ace, 75 go

Spares for 2V(h.p., 3V-;h.p., and 6h.p. machines stocket

Catalogues and any information by return.—Ne
Hudson Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Rd.. Holborn, W.C.!

[333

New Imperial.

NEW I.MPERIAL Agents.—Lightweights and spai

parts in stock.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [470

"jQ17 New Imperial-Ja^. Z'^'^h.-p.. 2-speed, serai-T.'I

J-t/ tax paid, good condition; £45.-13, Laurie Pat
Rd., Sydenham. [879

8b.p W.l). New_ Imperial Combination, mileage 80'

condition guaranteeii; nearest oITer £100.— N'x\
Q.ieeu's Rd., Exeter.

j Q20 Nev.' Imperial Combination, condition as nei
Xtf fuilv equipped, mileage 1,700; £145.-34, Heat
field Rd., Bromley, Kent. [851

"I
Q21 New Imperial Lightweight, countershaft gea

Xi/ kick start, 250 miles only; £73/10.—Co'lieJ

Motorics, Horton St., Halifax. [89;

7-9h.p. 1920 New Imperial, all chain drive, ne
Dunlop extra heavytyre, tax paid: bargain, £9

-J. Argylc, 19, Gt. Clarendon St., Oxford. [861

1 Q20 New Imperial Combination, electric light, Ta
-»-«^ Sad, hood, eoreeu, speedometer, carrier, tax piii

almost new; bargain.—212, Cavendish Rd., Balham.
[89

Q3.h.p. New Imperial, 1920, 2-speed, perfectly iie

/W4 lighting set, all accessories, guaranteed do
under 500 miles; £60.—Bishop, 35, Princes .S(

Wimbledon. S.W. 19. [53

IQlS New Imperial-Jap 23ih.p.. 2-speed. clutc
Xt/ kick starter, speedometer, lamps P. and
complete accessories, splendid condition, tax paid;
gns.—Butler-, 8, Wcstborough Rd., Westclitf-on-Sea'.

[7i:

A,^^ AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

921 ?.*4h.n. Imperial-Jap, 2-speed. kick, fitted com-
plet£ with full accessories, lamps, tools, horn,

•ence laid: list price £89/5.—W. H. Johnson and

ins. Ltd., King's Lynn. [8580

JEW IlIl'EEIAL 1920 Sli.p.. 11.34 sidecar, as new.

^ screen. Mil accessories and spares, tax paid, in-

red till March, 1922; £145, or near oflcr; a lery

orty lot— Surgery, 3, Mitcham Ed., Tooting Broad

ry, S.W. [7918

MMEDIATE Delivery ol any New Imperial Model;
cash or deferred payments; book your order now,

id avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors.

;d'.. South Side. Clapham Common. S.\V:4. 'Phone ;

rixton 2417. [0506

TEW IMPERIAL Motor Cydef.—Imniertiat* delivery

1 of tliess popular machines: 2'4h.p. 2-,-peed iiiodej.

th clutch aud kick-.-torter. £89/5; 8h.p. 3->[.e?d coin-

uatioc. £187; exchanges or deferred payments.—P.
Evans, 81.91, John Bright St., Birmingham. (8959

New Kyder.

921 New Byder De Luxe, 2';i!i.p., S-stroUe, kick

6tart«r, 2.speed clutch ; cost 76 gns., accept £58
121, Eotton Park Ed., Birmiugham. [664b

New Scale.

>ICKER1KG, Shrewsbury.—New Scale motor cycles,

4h.p. Blackburne model, £100. [8070

Norton.
'TILIANS of Reading have Norton 16H. in stock.

LILIANS of Ee.-lding hffve Norton Model 9 in stock,
(0489

)AN GUY, Weymouth.—Norton oEcial agent; early

deliveries. [0595

IICKEKING, Shrewsbury.-All Norton models from
stock; exchanges. (8068

rORTOX 1921 Famous S'-.h.p. from stock; £132.—
Clibb. Gloucester.

'
(0444

TESTON-SUPER-JIARE.-Jack Pruen, Oxford St..

r for Nortons.—'Phone : 440. 16250

ORTON I\fotor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere; early
ditcs.—Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. (6128

OETOX 1921 16h.p., just new. only ii.sed twirc,

too fast; £115.—Walter Madcley. Weui. Salop,

[8711
AN BRADDUET can sopply Norton, all uiodel.s.

anywhere and any time.—224, London Hd.. Sliel-'
[8019

ORTO.N 1921 Models.—Sole district agents. Wcs«ex
Motors, Ltd., 60. Catherine St.. Salisbury.

one ; 72. (5005

RANK WHITWORTir. Ltd.. of Birmingham, have
Nnrtons ready for immediate delivery; also a

seiund-hand S'.jb.p. Norton. 1X2863

ORTON Motor Cycles.—All models in stock; ex-

changes or deferred payments.—P. J. Evans,
1. John Bright St., Birmingham. [8956

ORTON 1921 Afotor Cycles, brand new, all models
in stock, immediate delivery.-Palin. Sole Agent,

rne ?t. (nr. Spot), Osmaston Rd., IJerby. (3181

;W 1921 S'bh.p. Norton. 3-speed. kick start. 1611
model, in st^ick; list price £132; exchanges en
ined,- Bambers . Eastbank St., Southport. Tel,

[3739

)RTON. 3',<;h.p., 1921. S-specd. 16 H, fully

eqiiipped, as new, too fast for owner: £125; ex-
ige dynamo A.B.C.—Wfcrren, 175, Enfield High-

[8991

VVIES, ct Manchester, can deliver 1921 Norton.,
from stuck: the machine you will eveuttially buy:
pares stocked; prompt attention.—229. LJeansgate
le: 536 Central. - (2432

RTON .Agents.—Motor cyclists in or near Oldham
call. Our Mr. Mitchell will demonstrate to yuu
finest machine in the world.— Bulloughs Motors,
rlon St.. Oldham (2050

ETON, November, 1920, Big Four Combination,
lamps, horn. Ue Luxe sidecar, wind screen, low
ge, splendid condition; £155.-0. Boobyer, Lees,
Saint Gregory, Taunton. (8589

ETON 1920 Big Kour .^^odel. Canoelel sidecar,
fully equipped, low mileage, indistinguishable
new: £155,—Pa'-ker's. Bradsbawgate, Bolton;!

245, Deansgate. Manchester. fX2408
—Norton B.R.S., Philipson. overhauled, re-
enamelled, plated, rebuslied. new mudguards,

etc, spare piston, valves, only wants seeini;:
27. Couitlleld Av.. llford. E. ' [8448
TON 192, Big Four, delivery from stock; the
deal two-pnrpo.-« mount; £135; exchange,-' or
'ed terms.— Official agents, Elco and Co., 15-16
psgate Av. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue

[0071
TON 1921 Big Four Model. Henderson sidecar,
nra^ Maedyno Itphtini; Cameo wind sr-rfi^n, over-
tyres, tax paid, insured, indistinguishable from
£185. — Parker's. Bradsbawgate, Bolton; also
"leansgate, Manchester. (X2409
Four Norton Comltination. 3-speed. clntch. Idck-

jtart. all-chain, recently overhanled new back
spare cover, tubes, chains, etc., lamps, powertul.

rtahlc. fast, perfect ninnins order; any trial:
|t ai78, iimnediatc sale.—Phillips, Baker, Ackender
ilton; Hants. - [8864

"But that was not a
Burlington, deah boy."
He was merely unlucky in his

choice^thereconditioneJ.inacliinc
is guaranteed satisfactor\'' by Tlic

Burlington People, whose work-
manship has turned criticism into
commendation.

DOUGLASES
indistinguishable from new
Fitted with New Carburetter,

New Tyres, New Belt, New
Chain, etc., and fully equipped

for immediate service on the road

2| h.p., 2-speed £65

4 h.p., 3-speed, k.s., solo £85

4 h.p., 3-speed, k s comb.,

with Brand New Bur-

lington Sidecar £110

Ifyo J can't ride, wa teach you—FREE
EVERYTHING forDOUGLASES

Sure Supply—Write (or Quotations or

Watch our Miscellaneous AiJs!

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

T
BRA\D NEW NOT IV.D.

MOSELEY HEAVY
2b X 2{" 26 X ZV
26 X 2J" 28 X 3"

Carriage Is. extra. Trade Supplied

TUBES 26x2f' 5/6.

I

32/6.

SLOUGH
Have you secured your bargain at our dump—

•

ij not icrite to

The BURLiNGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4,

Phone: Brixton 2417
'Grams: "Burlington Molcri, Clapham"

J u\i bv Claphjm Cofisinoti V tv-icr^roiind Statioti.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

JULIAXS of Reading li.ive all O.K. models in stock.
[0481

O.K.-VrtLIElRS, 1920",.j, little used, good as new,
all on. ta.'c paid ; 38 gns.—Below.

DISTKICT .-igent (or O.K. Juniors, call and t

demonstration models, from 48 gns.—Alre=fo

.Motor Works, Alresford, Hants. [88:

1 Ck21 S'jh.p. O.K. Junior, in stock: £50/8.—llorriss
J.«J' and Co.. Ltd.. 139, Finchle.v Kd., N.W.3. [8628

OK. 2'jh.p. 4.stroke. 2.specd. countershalt. good
condition: £30.—Write, 15, Maitland Park Villas,

X- ... , rn797

...jrd
[8830

P.
and M. Conildualion. 1918, ooiiditir

<>.-luii.pO(l; 75-.piis.-202, Muutter )

[8727

DWIES. ol Manchester, can deliver 1921 O.K.'s

from Slock — 229, Deansgate. 'Phone : 536
Central. [2t35

Omega.
OMEGA 1921 Models Now Ready.-Davies, 229

Deansgate. Manchester. 536 Central. [2438

OMEGA-J.A.P.. 1920, scarcely used, 2-speed, ki.-k
'

start; £56.-Cluik. 7, Kxhibition Ed., South Ken-

MLigtOU.
[9029

P. and M.
TULIA.VS of Beading liiive 1921 V. nnd M. in stocky

P.
and M., late type, excellent condition; £45.—

20, S.vilncy Mews, Smith Kensington. 190.-

1

tioii almost new,
Rd.. Fulhnm.

[8873

Pand M 's 1916.17-18, 2-speed, renovated; £40 and

£«5:?inibinations, £50 and £60.-272. Green

St., Forest Gate. 1"'='"

Paud M. S'ili.p.. 1918. not 'W.D., lyrfs/*
,.™';<I'"

tioii. biitlof. tyres, tax paid; i65.-24. Butlington

Rd.. Bayswatcr, W.2. l"'""=

1Q18 P. and M. (blue). lamps horn, ';?'< l™'^'

LV excellent condition: £60; exchansc.-37, TrLM^

told St., Notting Hill. l^^^**

1Q19 3',h.p. P. and 51. Coinbination, licence paid.

ly in.su?cd to Juue: £105.-Sliepherd, linfleld Uitl -

ni.v. Tel.: Wnltham Cross 31. '"^^'

p. and M. Combinations tor Renovation, minus .

r mags., rarbs.. and small parts; £25 each, only

six Ult.—1. Othello St.. Liverpool. 1='=°

Pand M Combination. 1920. etiuipped, Ijcenicd.
•

^S?ured. purlect condition: £100; appointment

onlv.-Watkin, 1, Gillmghara St., Victoria, [87?.

-p. and M. Combination, not ^V.D.. excellent oonclition.

r ,M ac.-e.-so:M-s, sp,.edoinot,.r: trial £100.-Coot«

>;,w Mills, Nightineale Lane, \\nnstcad, Essex. [848i

TQ19 P. and M., in "o*t
'«--'»<'*"V°22i,'!°?,',,,h^a:i" another, renovated bv P. and M., £50; both a-

Ma-id ne»"-60. Wallinsioid Av., X. Ken.siugton. [8825

1Q18 P. and M. Combination, l^"'"'
.'""jfi

.
'[,'"'!

iil screen, new tyres, condition as new; £85. by.

gain-Ft-yerson, Church Rd.. Crowborough. (8619

19''ru^nninrorjerr£50.-|cotiaMot_or Works 80.

Upper Tooting Ed., London, S.W. 17. Phone. Btrcai

ham 2707.

-t t\'>a (June; P nnd M. Combination, P.M. sidecar.

19 sun t Screen Ccwey speedometer. Cowey horn.

iTinps. tux paid 1921: fl09.-Harry Kamiya, Osbor.e

Ed., Blackpool.

-irkiq ^i:,hn P and M. Combination, in very

19 good condition, complete with lamps horn

tools. lp?edometer: £85.-W. H. Johnson and Sons
.

Ltd.. Kings Lynn. '°''"

Pand M Combination, minus small parts, mag.
• Ha carb ; £25: trade supplied. Still a large

stock ol snares at low prices.-Inraan and Bondman

P and M."Sp;cialists, 1. Othello St., Liverpool. (813J

£80 P and M. Combination. Into 1919, very good

condition, full equipment, spa'O'.
"'.",'f,'f

r-vned- «en by nppointment after 6.30. or weeteuds.

-H Ea^«on. Oak Ledge, Court Ed.. EtUiam. [8770

-p. and M. Combination, 1919. not W.D.. tnakers just

X overhauled, tax, insurance paid, Stewart Mec-

horn Towev side, reir lamps electric tyres, ™nd.tion,

and value excellent; 90 gns.-84. Shaftesbury Rd- Lon-

dcn, N.19.

1Q20 P. and M. 3'.4h.p.. 2-speed, K.S.. Oowey, trip.

ly P and M. windshields, Lucas lamps, Clayrite

horn, ali tools, licence paid, insurance done 550 nriles,

as new £110.- or nearest oiler; owner bought car.-Mar-

chant, west St., Boston. [8653

P. and S.

W.\T~CHOPE'S 9. Shoe Lane, London.—P. nnd S.

1920 models, 2-stroke, 2*reed; £57/10: all

brand new; easy terms, no extra charge. LB271

Precision.

pEECISIOX 3'ali.p., believed ,1913. single gear, T.T,.
or nearest.

(8772

All l:ttcrs relatins to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date c'. the issue.

will do over 50. good condition

—Spiccr. 20, Glebe Ed., Stanmore.

PEECISIOX Combination, 4Vih.p., new condition,

new tyres, lamps, etc.. eonehbmlt sidecar .t-i-^

p;iid: any trial: £65, or ofler.-liox 4,091,. o/o "'
Slolor Cycle.

'^^^^

A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PREMIER, 3i/,h.p., chiti-h, new tvres and belt,
condition as new; £45.—Baker, 16, Spring Hd.,

Sontlianipton. [8554

TJEIiJIIEE 1916 4h.p. Combination, countersli.aft 3
-"- speed, clntch. Easting, screen, thorouglily over-
l;a\iled, tax and insurance paid; £70.—M., 23, Cinn'
well St., Lincoln. [X2386
pBEJIIER 1917 Coachhnilt Combination, 3Kh.p., 3
-*- .speeds, and clutch, splendid condition, owned pri-
vately; £70; tax paid.-Bond, Mavbaak Ed., South
\Voodtord, E.18. [8610

PREMIER 7.9h.p. Combination, late 1914, in per-
-*. feet condition. recently overhauled, lamps,
s)>eedonieter, luggage carrier; £110; seen any time.—
14. Balham Hill, S.W. [8522

Ah.p. Premier, Sturmey 3-speed, clutch, Boscii, B,^ .'md B., speedometer, tyres new, belt new, lamps,
l.otn, tools, any trial, 50 miles to purchaser, tax paid:
i50.-231. Block I,;ine, Oldham. [8720
^58.— 4h. p. Premier Combination, 2-speed, countershaft
t*' gear box, clutch, starter. Dunbill underslung tour-
ing sidecar. Bosch (enclosed), B. and B., heavy Dunlops,
Druids, footboards, licence, excellent condition; 23jh.p.
Iionglas part.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [8842

Quadrant.
QUADRANT Combination, 1920. 4V.h.r.. run 400

miles. Easting, Tan-Sad, etc.; £120.—Everett
43, Bathurst Mews, W.2. [8717

1 Q16 4i/:>h.p. Quadrant Combination, B.S.A. 3-6peed
-•-»' countersha.ft, speedometer. Klaxon, lamps, etc.
tax paid; £75.-12, High St., Fulham. [8849

QIJADRAXT 1914 4Hh.p., in exceptional condition
throughout, all accessories, tax paid; £40, or

near oUer.-Cliflord Wilson Mfg. CO., 177. Westminster
Bridge Ed.. S.E.I. Tel.: Hop 210. [6744

QUADRANT.-Sole agents and wholesale distributors
London, Southern and Eastern Counties. All spares

storked. Official repairers.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co.,
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London, S.E.I. Tel.
Hop 210. -

[6736

QUADRANT 1921 4i!.h.p. Combination, the best
value for money on the market; call and inspect

this splendid oittflt at the redrrced price of £125; ex-
changes or extended terms arranged.—Elce and Co.,
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. [0074

Radco.
RADCO, 2r;lli.p., good condition, just overhauled,

all on, tax paid; approval; 25 gns.—Hankin
West St., Alresford, Hants. [8827

Raleigh.

JC. PICKERING,. Shrewsbury.—Raleighs in stock;
exchanges arranged. [8071

l Q21 Raleigh, 5-6h.p.. 3-speed, in stock: £147.—
J-if Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.

[8626
RALEIGHS, solo and combinations in stock; ex

changes entertained.—Hicking. Bromley Rd..
Beckenham. [5277

ROGERS, 42. Church Rd.. Hendon. can give delivery
of Raleigh combinations and solo from stock at

:educed prices; 176 and 140 gns. [8131

R.ALEIGH 5-6h-p. Flat Twin, immediate delivery,
solo or conrbination : exchauses.—Newuluini Motor

Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd. . W.6. 'Phone; Haninier-
STOith 80. (8886

WE can give delivery of this famous make oj
macliine from stock; there is no better quality

or finish possible; a perfect machine in every point
and detail; Raleigb 5-6b.p. flat twin solo, 140 gns.:
combination, 176 gns.—G. arrd J. Dawson, 60 and 62.
Re;:cnt St. Cambridge. [0600

Re.\.

5-6h.p. Rex, jltst overhauled, cylinder? regronnd, new
pi-tons oud rings. Grado gear. K.S.. rear tyres

and l>elt new, tax paid; £28.—'Phone Hornsey 2373.
[8485

EEX 6-8h.p. Twin Coachhuilt Combination, fully
' equiiiped, li.''errsed. very fine lot; £60. great

bargain. — Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone. (Closed
Sundays.) [8933

Re.\..Iap.

6h.p. Rex-Jap, splendid condition, perfect running
ri.nning order, must sell: £75, or nearest.—Massey

6. Harcourt St., Market Harbojough. '

-

[8635

Rover.
TULIAXS of Reading have 75 m.p.h. Rover model in
^' stock. [0585
"DOVER SU.h.p., T.T. model, Pbilipson pullev, very
-*r*' fast; £65; exchange.—Newuham Motor Co. 223"
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[8896
ROVES; 3l4h.p., 1920 touring model, 3 speeds

clntch, kick starter, shop-soiled onlv, as makers'
specifications; at bargain price of £100 for cash only.
—See below.

ROVER, T.'i'., Pbilipson pulley, shop-soiled only as
pel makers' specification;; at bargain price of

£85 lor cash onlv; 1920 model.—Mebes. 156 Gt
Portla.nd St., W.l. 'Phone : Langham 2230. [874^

CRABTREE
«^ WISBECH

FOR

Special Bargains

O.K. UNION ridden about

100 miles, as new £35

O.K. UNION, new, slightly

shop-soiled - - £40

SPARKBROOK, new,
2- speed gear, shop-

soiled - - - £60

DOUGLAS, 1920, 3-speed,

kick-start and clutch,

perfectand little used £75

ZENITH, 6h.p., 1916, Comb-
mation, complete with

lamps, windscreen, etc.

overhauled - - £85

SUNBEAM, }i h.p., 1920,

Combination, as new,
fully equipped including

windscreen - £135

SPECIAL OFFER
OF NEW TYRES

in order to clear the remainder of our Stock

Brand New ex-W.D. Covers.

MACINTOSH and
KEMPSHALL
28x3 for English Rims.

WOOD-MILNE
28 X 3 for American Rims.

CLINCHER de LUXE
26x2 J for old size rim.

each 22/0 each

Carriage Paid.

Please mark envelopes " Tyres.

"

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., cf Birmingham, re-

commends the chain di'ive 3-speed Si/oh.p. Rnver
at £115 as one of the best value machines in the trnde.
Delivery from stock. [X2865

ROVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with an
official agent, the man who rides a Rover: im-

mediate delivery; hire-purchase if desired.—CoHard,
Cook's Garage, Shifnal. ^2684

ROVER 3iAh.p. Combination. Mav. 1920. as new,
mileage 2,5Q0, original tyres, lamps, tools, tax

paid; £135, or part exchange lightweight.—Sale, Lang-
ley House, Kenilworth. [X2741

ROVER 3I/-11.P. L;it^ Ccnntershaft IMcdel, .£65; or
With MiJlford sidenir £82.—Lisiht Car and Motor

'>ole Engineering Co., 26. Tulse .Hill, S.W. 1^2 miu.
fiom Brixton Skiitiufe- Rinkj. [S745

1 Q20 Rover S'/Lrh-p.. cliaiji driv^^ 3-,-<peed, etc., C.B.
-*' sidecar, Cowey, Iamp.s Low generator, insuiaiice
tax paid, etc, smull niiloage e^ci-f-llent condition; £145.
or oHers.—Isard Caimino, Tonbridge. [8561

EOVER CnmbLnation, S'ih.p.. 1914, 3..^peed hub aufl
-^ engine thoroughly overhauletl, new valves, 8prin?.s,

piston ring's, extra heavy Dunlop.';. Eas^tiug. lamps, tool?,
horn, registration; £70.—MacLeod, 70b, Ladbroke Grove,
AV.ll.

_^ J:854C

ROVER Motor Cycles.—The new SV^.h-p. 3-speed alt
chain drive model is only ^115, or 5-6h.p. twir

£130; sidecars to suit either, £37/10; exchange? auc
deferred payments.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Brighi
St., Birmingham. l895(

Royal lUiby.

DAVJES, of Manchester, can deliver 1921 Roya:
Rubys from stock.—229, Deansgate, 'Phone : 53f

Central. [243;

' O 3.h.p. Royal Ruby-.Tap. 2 speeds, lamps, etc., goo(
'^4: machine. — The j\lerstham Garage, Merstham
Surrey. [861;

1 Q19 Sh.p. Royal Ruby Combination, fully eQuipped
J-t/ tax paid; £92.-60, \A'allinsl"ord At., N. Ken
sington. [882;

1Q20 3h.p. Royal Ruby, spring frame, hardly n^ed
J~p laid up in Iiehind; £75.-Hackett, 247, ('inf^i

Lanes, London, N. [X281I

ROYAL Ruby 2^4h.p. 1921 Sports Models, delivi^r

from stock.—Fowler and Brigden, 130^, Eustoi
Rd.. N.W.I. Museum 4827. [054;

"I
Q20 3h.p. Spring Frame Royal Ruby, tax paid

J-*' equip])ed, condition as new: genuine sacrific*

69 gns.—Ramsdens, Maybell Av., Blackpool. [900

ROYAL RUBY Sh.p. Conibiuation, fully equipped
perfect condition; any trial; inspection invited

£110; owner -buying car.—107, Headstone Rd., Hni
row. [8561

rQ20 Royal Ruby 3h.i>, Combination with a Dunhi
*y sidecar, just done umler 4,000 juil-es, owner mtw

sell; £130, or n«ar offer.—G.M,, The Grange, Heudo
Av., London N.3. [8'55

Riidge.
21 SV'h.p. Rndge Multi; £85.—Morriss and Co
Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [862

UDGE, 3V2h.p-, 3 speed, good condition; £30.-
Robinson, Lipton, Ltd., St. Albans. [850

20 Rudge, 3V2h.p., all on; £75.—Gilard Mote
agency, 209, Rutherglen Rd., Glasgow. [854

20 Rudge S-6h.p. Combination, tax paid; an
trial; 99 gns.—57, Craithie Rd., Doncaster. [845

19
R
19
19
3 ill. p. Rudge Multi, absolutely new; a bargain.-

2 The Merstham Garage, Mer^tham, Surrey.
[861

1 Q21 Rudge Multi at £85, the finest value to-daj
J-U cash or easy paymeut*^.— S. E. Clapham (Motors
Sto<?kwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [56e

1|Q20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi and Sidecar, in splendi
-»-*/ condition, lamps, horn, tools, etc. ; £87/10.-
153, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [84i

RUDGE 3V.h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar, special

fitted Burman 2-speed gear, clutch, kick star

t^x paid; 50 gns.— 11, Garden Walk, Cambridge. [841

RUDGE Multi, SVjh.p.. sloping tank roadster, wil

pedal starter, in ^tock; £85. — Peacock, 21
High Rd., Balham. 'Phone: Streatham 170. [85i

1Q17 Rudge Multi 31 sh.p., .iu^t_ overhauled, £6
- *-' also practically new coachbiiilt sidecar, £18.

^pply. Warde, 184, Bearwood Hill, Burton-on-Tient.
[86!

IQ20 (Late^ I.O.M. Rudge Multi, T.T. racing ai

-l-t/ touring cams. Bonniksen. lamps, tools, inaj

spares, perfect; £75.—Mitchell, Lindens, Farnham.
[85i

"I 020 Rudge Multi 5-61i.i>. and Sidecar, suit tradt

X*7 man or passenger, everj'thing in perfection, fj

accessories, small mileage, licence naid.-128, Londi

Rd., King's Lynn. [84

RUDGE :MuIti, 1914, thoronshly overhauled, Se

^pray, variable .jet, 110 m.p.g., belt and tyi

guud, spare valves, tubes, etc.; £48.—Clarendon Lod{

Ciarendon Rd.. South Woodford. [84

3 ill. p. Rudge -Multi, late model, overhauled, 'clut<

2 kirk ,^tart, back tyre unpimctured, long cc^l

exhaust, .-iplendid order, spares, belt, liorn, tax pai

£55: before 7 p.m.—48a, Hawlev Rd., Eleutish Tov
N-.W.l. ' [8^

A36A AH letters relating to atlveitisements should quote the number ;it the end of each advertisement, anti tae date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Rudge.

1Q21 Brand New Hndie Multi. T.X. motlel. 3VL'li.P

-

I tf latest peJ.nl itnrter. just beins delivered, most
ixceptional bargain, all tool?, aceessories. 2 lamps and
^-.ree her. all brand new, loi £83/10.—Box 4,106, c(o

rhe Motor Cycle. [8977
Scott.

2C0TT Jlih.p.. 1921, Irom stock, £130: or with
~ Watsonian sidecar, £152/10.-^Sibb, Cloncester.^ [0415
2C0TT 1910, mechanicallj perlect, tax, anil all on,
J ride away: oiTers.—Sowerbv, Beelsby, Grimsby.

[6340
I 020 Scott 3=„lj.p.. speedometer and E.IT.K. starter.
It/ niily ridden 800 miles; £100, or near offer.—F.
liU:-. 9, Erskine Hill. X.'n'.ll. (8778

920 Scott Combination, only done few miles, electric

light, tax paid.manv spares: £125: trial.—Bod-
;y, 11, Beaulort Mansions, Chelsea. S.W. [8461

COTT Combination, 1920. complete lamps, horn,
etc., verv little nsed, stored 9 months: owner

broad; 110 gns.—Hankin, West St.. Alrestord, Hants.
[8828

COTT S-'^h.p. Motor Cycle, solo, in top-hole condi-

tion, new 1920. very little used; price £105. or

ear offer.—Applv, Pearc'e. 77, High St., Sandgate.
i-' - "

[2308
COTT 1913, complete lamps, horn, tax paid, in

-splendid rnnning order and oondition; £38, or
iiiKe lightweight and cash.-Dawson. 34, Ampthill

d., Bedlord. [8795

920 (late! Scott, Lucas biggest lamps, speedometer,
horn, discs, licensed, indistinguishable Irom
£89.-Edwaids, 50. Harrington Rd., Sonth

ensingtou,__S.W.7. [8925

iCOTT Sports Model. 1920. 2.speed gear, slightly

shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.—Burlington
otors, Ltd.. South Side. Clapbam Common, S.W.

4

hone: Brixton 2417. 10510

[COTT. 1920, 3-'ih.p., excellent condition, complete,
tool kit. Lucas seiiarate generator lamps. Ace

SOS, T.T. bars, 3in. Palmer cords, liorn. etc.. licence
id. verv little used; bargain at 90 ens.—87, Wall-
te. Wigan. [8676

920 3'']h p.' Scott, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,

lamps, horn, Watford speedometer, full kit ol

ires, Henderson Elite sidecar, disc wheel, screen,

. luxurious outfit, property of naval officer now
service: bargain, £120.—Seen at Sam E. Clapham.
Stockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.IO. [8413

Singer.
INCER. 3i.'.h.p. : £23: lamps, etc.: bargain.—Ran-

lord. Garage, Malvern. [8817

INOER 4h.p. Combination. 1916, countershaft;
£55, registered, bargain for quick sale.—Ranford.

Ivern. [8816

[cINTOSHES Racing Singer. 250 c.c, capable ol

over 60 ui.p.h.. 2-speed gepr; £50.—Smith's 86.

tilk l-'anu Rd. (opposite Chalk Foim Tube Station!.

ImpMea.l- 2767. (0602

fNGER, 3i,bh.p.. 3-speed. clutch, little used, lamps,
horn, etc., aj>pearance as new; any trial given;

paid, insurance policv included: lor quick sjile,

near olier; alter 6.30.—56. Uuskin Walk,
l-ne Hill, S.E. [8831

ih.i). T.T. Singer, H.B.C. Bosch, variable jet B.^ and B.. long exhaust, fast, electric lightinp.

lefullv ridden, any trial upon deposit, tax paid,

Tentlv" overhauled and re-enanielled; £42, or offers,

lompbell, Britwell Rectory, Wallinglord, Oson.
(8550

Sparkbrook
?ARKBROOK 1920 2J;h.p., 2 spe^d-. as makers'

speciticalion, shcp soiled only: three of these at

bargain price rf £50 each ft r cash cnty.—Mebes.
Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langbam 2230.

[8754
Sun

116 Sun-V'illiers. lamps, horn, t^i.x paid. ju.-t

'thoroughly onverhnuled by maters, nearly jiew tyres

belt, guaranteed last and powerful: £27/10.—
Irson, 34, Ampthill Rd., Bc<l«ord. [8879

|20 2V.h.p. Sun-Vitesse. 2-.pC''(l Sturmey-Archei
gears, kick start, hand 'lutch, Chiyrite horn,

ier'6 laiuivs, kit, mileage ai'out 500 :uiles; tor £50,
Tiearest offer.—IJivnteJ, Joyford Hill, rear Coleford,

[8901

[TX-VITESSE. 1916, sinsle-speed, engine Xo. H487.
rerentlv overhauled, perfect rnnning order, full

fssories, tax pom lolly insure*!; £34,10, or rea-^on-

Offer.-R. H. Parker. Mill House, Sllldenhall,

|olk. [8863

Sunbeam,
KICKH.V-M for Sunbeam, sole agent for Bristol
and district.- Stokes Croft. Bristol. [3352

IXBEAM 1921 S'.-l-h.p.. immediate delivery; list

price.—Wiggins and Sons. Romsey, Hants. [6063

NBEAM 5',..h.p. 1920 and Sidecar, condition per-
llect; £139.—Warren, 193, Ponders End, N. En-

560.
•

[8781

|20 8h p. Sunt^am De Luxe Combination, lavishly
equipped, original tyres; £170.-60, WaUingford

J
X. Kensington. [8821

|NBE.\M.—We are agents, and can supply either
1 model niomptly: exchanges invited.—Bunting.

Wealdstone. [8937

CRABTREE
°^ WISBECH

FOR

Rebuilt Machines
Rebuilt as new from Ex
Government machines

and new parts.

Fully equipped with new accessories,

inclt^djng Head Lamp, Generator, Tail

Lamp, Horn, Licence Holder, Two Tool
Bags, Pump and Tool Kit, and carrying

a Three Months' Guarantee.

DOUGLAS
£65

£85

2:2 h.p. two-speed, lully equipped

4 h.p. three-speed, kick -start and

clutch, hiily equipped - . .

^ h.p. ditto and Sidecar, with new
sidecar finished in "DOUGLAS"
Saxe Blue, and fuliy equipped - £105

TRIUMPH
3-speed, kick-start and clutch - £95

P.&M.
2-speed. klck-;tart - . £70
Each ol the above machines is rebuilt in our

ovm extensive up-to-date works \vith a great

proportion of new parts. In appearance

they are almost indistinguishable from new
and we are prepared to give a signed

guarantee with each machmc.

They are al! newly stove enamelled, replated

tanks in makers' colours, and are fitted with

neip tyres.

SPECIAL LINE OF
2| H.P. 2-SPEED

DOUGLAS
Fully renovated and overhauled machines

at £55 each,

or lully equipped with Lamps anj

Horn, £58 each.

The whole finish is good, and each machine

is timed up and tested before delivery-

and is guaranteed to be in sound serviceable

condition. Each machine is equipped with

new tool bag. tool kit and pump.

Carriage extra. Deferred pay-
ment arranged.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE & SON
LTD.

Motor Engineers, WISBECH

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Sunbeam.

2'ih.p., 2 speeds, late

S.\LE.

S^

SUNBEAM 2";h.p., 2 speeds, late 1914, splendid
condition, new lamp, new tyre: only £45.— It,

Queen's Rd., Leytoustone. ' [9011

SCXnEAM. 1920. 3-.<peed, liick start, Luoas Inmp',
liorn. tool^. etc.. good condition: £130.—Toylor,

155, Kirlcstiill I„ine, neadin;lM-, Leeds. [8469

U.NBE.VM 1919 S'.jh.p. Model, complete witli

lamps and tiorn. e:cceilent macliine: what oilers?

Su5se>:.—Box 4,100, c o The Motor Ci/ch. [8971

1 O'^l 3*,oh.p, Sunbcim Combination in stock tor im-
XiJ mediate delivery: makers' list price.—J. Smith
and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd.. N.W.I. (0363

]Q 14 2?j'li.p. ."^nnbooin, excellent ninniiig order. Liun-^
^ lamps, Iioru, tools, tax paid: £50, or neaiest: niter

5.30 p.m. any doy.—Gorton, South View. Didcot. [SSO'J

1Q20 (July) 3'.[;h.p. Sunbeam, complete lamp=,
Xt/ Cowey liorn, speedometer, and knee grips, tine

condition; £125.—F. Blagg, Hedneslord, Statjs, [8555

-|Q19 Siinl>enm S'-jli.p. Comi)inatioii, lilnck and gold,

J-«3^ all lamps. Klaxon, first-elass condition, lieen. e

iir.id: £120, or near offer.— (jibbs, Fnwcett St., Voil;.
(8288

1Q14 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, eauipped, tax
-1-tF paid, excellent condition: absolute eiit, £83
(or quick sale.—Ramsdens, ^laybelt Av., Blackpool.

[9003
SUNBEAM. S'.'.h.p., 1921, only ridden 200 mile',

Magdyno lighting set, speedometer, etc.; cost with
fittings £200: price £185.—Willis, Garage, Eton,
Windsor. - [8531

SU.NBEAM, 1920, S'^.h.p.. Sunbeam sidecar, lamps,
tools, pumps, etc., caretuUv used; £145; e-\-

change dvnamo z^.B.C.—Warren. 175, Enfield Higli-

way. [8990

1 Q21 .Sunbeam, new March, mileage 700. tyres and
J-*/ condition perfect, Lucas lamps, fully insured t.i

Kebruarv, 1922, Klaxon; £145, offers.-81. Manor
Lane, Lee, ,S.E, (8504

SUNBEAM 1915 3^5h.p. Model, with sidecar, coin-

plete with all iiceessories. excellent condition;
£I10.-Porl;«rV. Bradshawgote. Bolton; also 245, Dean^-
fate, Manchester. [X2410

1 Q20 Sunbeam Combination. 81i.p., electric light-

jL*y ing and horn, all lamps, tools, .siiare wheel,

hood, screen, discs, luggage carrier, original tyre-,

lovely condition throughout, like new; £165.—71n.
King Henry's Rd., Uampstead, London. Tlione ;

6552. [8963

SUNBEAM 1916 3',-l.h.p. and SkilT Sidecar, good
lamp set, liorn, mirror, speedometer, screen to

sidecar, licence paid, guaranteed roeclianicaily sound
and good apfwarance: £105.—Uerlwrt Robinson, Ltd..

32-35. Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. :

Bicycles. [8913

SUNBEAM 1914 6h.p. Combination, stored darioB
war. Super Gloria sidecar, recently overhauled,

tyres nearly new and 1 spare, luggage grid, Covvey
speedometer. Klaxon, lamps, everything complete, in.

siired and tr-x paid, magnificent turnout; any trial;

£130, or nearest.—Churchill, 83. Iverson Hd„ Brondes-
bury, N.W.6. [9025

Torpedo.
TOIiPEDO-rRECISION 2?lli.p., perfect condition:

£28.-34, Chaseaeld Rd., Tootin;;. J-ondon, S.'W.

Triumph.

B.\BY Triumph, 1920. unused, shop-soiled; what
offers ?-Willey, Hatfield, Herts. (8722

1 020 Triumph, 3-speed perfect condition, equipped;
-l«/ £95.-144, Ijidbroke Grove, 'WMO, [8121

1 Q20 Triumph Combination, 3-speed, well equipped:
i-V £120.-144, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. (6317

D-\N GUY, Weymouth.— 1921 Triumph combination.
£1S2.'10: Triumph 2-slroke. £75; in stock. [0555

TRIUMPH, Inte 1918 41i.p.. connter,dioft. lamp and
horn, tax paid; £65.-36, Ferry Rd., Barnes. S.W.

[8476
31h.p. Triumph, good running order; £27,'10; alter

2 6.30 p.m.—11, Thurlow I'ark " '

nd., fjulwich.
9017

£33—1912 SV-h.p. Triumph, excellent condition,

lamps oud tools.—11-, Hilton 'Terrace, Wliteliaven.
[8699

£59.-1918 Triumph, in excellent condition nnd
guaranteiJ perfect.— 1 35. Edgware Rd., \\ .2.

TRIUMPH 1913 a'.'.h.p.. T.T., clutch, all on, sp'.en-

did Older- £45.—Owen, 24, The Common, tVool-

„.,.,),. [8710

31.h.p. Triuuip-. S.G.. excellent condition. Bosch, tax

2 paid; £3d or exchange 2-stroke.—323, Springhank

i\.. Hull. [8862

1 ft21 4h.p. Triumph. Model H, 3-speed, in stock:

JL«7 £115.-Morris5 and Co., Ltd., 139, "' "
Rd.. N.W.3.

TRIUMPH, 3-speed, countershaft, and sports

splendid condition; price £110.—Glaysher,
St., Horsham.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., Cnnoelct sidecar, Sept..

lamps, hern; £100: appointment.—18. Gle:ihii( I;

Rd., Surbiton. (8759

TRIUMPH 1918, overhauled W.D., all late models,

selected; ,£62.-Clark, 7, Eihibition Rd. South

Kensington. ''""

TRIUMPH Combination. Inte 1914. 3-speed

clutch, in perfect mechanical order:

I Camberwell Rd., S.E. 5.

Finchlev
[8625

sidecar.

Middle
[8466

1919.

£65.-280
(706'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the enil ot :h advertisement, and tlie date of tne issue. a^7
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iMOTOR SALE.

TRIUMPH, litte 1920, nweilometei, lamiw, horn,
Tan Sad, '' .

. - - _ • --
, licence paid

Tliolandcr. I'iley, Yorks.

CYCLES FOR
TriuinDh

lamp^,
£95, or nearest offer,

[8726
'T'RIUMPir, 1314, 3-speed, clutch, lamps, sidecar, re-

-f-
bushed, good tyres, excellent conilition? £70,—

i-igp, (-astle St,, Farnh^. [8452
'T'BIUMPH 1918 4h,p, Countershaft, enamel, plat-
J- mg, and mechanically as new; £75.-30, Crystal
Palace Park Ed., Sydenham, (8793

per-
Upper
[8493

'T'EIUMPH Comhination, 4h.r., 3-speed counterslwit.
J- .diitcli, hnlbons =idccar; £108.—Quantock Hoii-e,
Ujiper High St., Tauntou. [8709

Sturmey 3-speed
order; £60.—Good-

[8518

1Q21 Lightweight Triumph 2-strokc, 2-5pecdJ-t' feet condition throughout; £65.-153, U
Richmond Rd., Putnev.

Taunton.

C.B, Combination,1h,p, Triumph^ Imb, clutch, thorough runnin
child. Waterworks, Shoeburyness.

TPP-IUilPH S'/jh.p, 3-speea Combination, wind screen,^ lamps, spares, etc, recently orerliauled; £50.-
Kiclinrdsou, Pattiswiok, Braintree. [7190
Ql.h,p, Triumph Combination; £55, or offer, or sell

, Ti
^51""'S'«: splendid condition,—Wilson, 90, Grav-

ihott Hd., Lavender Hill, S.W.ll ' '

31h.p. Triumph Jloti
2 running orifer; £

[8644

otor Cycle, Bosch mag., good
„, ,. ^ ' ^^5' or ofTers.-Sl, Ravenscar
Hit., .Surbiton. L-venings after 7 p.m. [8519
"I Q18 Oonntershoft Triumphs, in beautiful order, good
Vn *''""'• '?fl"iPP«li from £58; combination from £75.
-60, Mallingfoid Av., X, Kensington, [8824
CEPT., 1920, Baby Triumph, good order and condition

niBclianically perfect; first cheque £57 secures,—
flilhams, Caeiftynnou, Peuihyndendracth, [8623
fpp.irMPH 4h,p., 3-speed, with lightweisht sidecar;
-«- £82.—Xewnham ATntnr ~

S'

£82.—Xewuliani Motor Co., 223
W.6. 'PhoDG: H<'iim]]ersmith 80!

rjiRlUMPH, 4h.p.. 3

-p.n.CH.
-*- soIo=,

Hnminersniitli
[8892

^ ,
speeds, kick startev. as new,

not run 60 miles, ]amp, liorn, etc.; £110, or
iitarest offer.—Grilh, Newcastle. St., Kilkeel. [X2400
TEIUiJIPH, oil models for immedinte deliverj-; ex-

cliiing^?.—Newnliom Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
inith Rd,, "^V.e.^ 'Phone: Hiimmersiujtli 80. [8888

are Triumph Agents.—Couibinntion-; and
new nnd t^econd-hand, in stock.— 5, Heath

H;inip^tond [lu-ar Hamp^tead Tnbe Stntit^n). [8809

TBIUMPH 4h.p., 5-?peed, late model, good order;
£65; another at £69.—Neii-nham Motor Co., 223,

J[;immer.smit]i Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.
[8889

1 Q18 Triumph. 4h.p.. AV.D. model, like new. has
J-t>^j not been used since rebuilt witli new parts;
£80.—Seen at 4, Yeoman's Row, Brompton Rd.. S.W

L8994
TRIUMPH, countershaft. 5-5peed. guaranteed, iin-

crated March, 1921, mileage 500, ridden only by
'.Xpert, no dealers; £100.-53, Christchurch Rd., Read-
"iS. • [8575
£30.—Triumph 3'^h,p.. absolutely complete, tool.-, etc..

,

^ood condition tlironshout. fast and very reliable;
write or call anytime; licenced.— Peerle,4s, Old Windsor,
H'^rk.^ [8691

1 Q21 Triumphs at revised price.?; cash or easy pav-
J~*J' meuts to seraire; iuimediat* deliTery. Try Pam
K. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich.
S.E.IO. - [5666

TRIUMPH, renovated 1920, 3-speed countershaft,
like new, tax paid, seen and tried any time; £80,

r>Y near offer.—A. Jones. - Allord Rd., MabJelhorpe,
Lines. [8585
1 Q21 4h.p. All-chain Triumph, with Montgomery
-1*7 sporting sidecar, hillv equipped, little used";
£155.— Write or 'phone, 135, Ladbroke Rd,, W.ll.
Park 3393. [8846
3ih.p. Triumph, 1912, clutch, Pliilipson, thorough
2 order, tyret excellent, all accesories and tool.-i. many

vpnres tax paid; £40.-9, Arundel Gardens, "Wiu'hmor'e
llill, N.21. [8483

Jt'NE. 1919, Triumph, with 1920 Montgomery side-
<'ar, excellent; condition ; any trial ; £110, or

neiire^t ofler.—Britton, Surveyor, Beston Rd,, Knnts-
inrd, Cheshire. [8564
TRTT'MPH 4h.p., 3-speed coiintershaft, lamps, horn,

lax paid, splendid condition
; ^ £67, or u(?ar offer;

net flmidiiys.—Richmond Hou<^e, Crescent Rd., Sbepper-
t.m-on-Thnmes. [7325
TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1919. Sunbeam sidecar, Tan-Sad,

lamps, horn, licence, little ridden, splendid con-
dition: £140.—Simpson, 14, Mersey View, Bhindell-
sands. Liverpool. [8667
1 Q 1^ 'b.p. Triumph Combination. 3-speed hub.AtF Coronet sidecar, as new, electric lamps, perfect
' niidition.-White, D'Albini, West Wycombe Hi.] Hich
Wycombe. i.D) fX2474
nPRIUMPH 4h.p.. late 1917, engine 50991. 3-speed
-L cnuiit+^r^haft. clutch, and kick-starter, perfect; auy
tiinl, £65. -Smith's. 86, Chalk Farm Rd. "(oppositG Chalk
I'arni Tube Station). [0600
COMBINATION. Triumph, 3-speed, kick starter

countershaft, electric light, recently overhauled-
tiwncr wants car; £80, or nearest offer.—Baker, Wc'iton
Fa veil, Northampton. [8617
"|Q18 Triumph, 4h.p., countershaft, W.D. model.
JL«/ rebuilt, and new parts, indistinguishable from

SPECIAL
OFFER—

V

—of a few slightly shop-soiled

MILLS-FULFORD
" Mode!e-de-Luxe

SIDECARS

MOTOR

AT

3q^O

The "MiUs-Fulford" is one of the

most comfortable, elegant, and well

sprung sidecars manufactured.

Extra strong duplex chassis ; 4-point

attachment ; bulbous back body

;

painted Royal Blue; locker in back,

mat; overall apron; 28in. x 3in.Tyre.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

HENDERSON and
AMERICAN "X"

within 7 days, with attachments for

any other make of Motor Cycle.

Packed in Crale Free. Delivered

Carriage Paid to your address.

l\
THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPY.

brand new ; wliat offer
Rd., Golders Green.

over £70.-21, Rodborough
' :8993

j

X Tt

Aston Road,
BIRMINGHAM.

; Cen'ral 7367 <2 linc:

"PRIMUS, Eirmineliani,^
A38

W.H.W,

.41! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

SALE.

2¥'

W.'

ery

etc

TRIUMPH
and all

C<R0YDON Agents for Triumph motor cycles Al
' models in stock, ready lor immediate delivery.-

jMoorc's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North Enc
Croydon. 'Phone: 2624. ;;i34

.p. 1920 Baby Triumph, lamps, horn, specdt
meter, and footboards, tax paid, in pcrfec

condition, suitable for lady; 50 gns.—J. Argvlc. IS
Ct. Clarendon St., Oxford. - '

'see

TRIUMPH 4Ji.p., late 1917, 3-speed. oounter-haf1
ciut^Il, and kiek-storter, ivith new cancelet sideeai

£90.-Siuith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. [opposite Chall: Fan:
Tube Station). Hamp-^tead 2767. [060

1 Q20 Model H Triumph, F.R.S.. electric lamp;
JLv Bonniksen, mileage 700: £125; or exchang
with cash for 1920-21 A.J.S. combination.—Co.\. 4C
Longroyd View, Dewsbury Rd., Leeds. :855i

"BrtlS Tviimiph, fitted lamps, horn, recondilionec
M-iy and in perfect mechanical condition.; £60, <i

fitted new Sandum 18 gn. sidecar £78.—Edwards. 5C

Harrington Rd._, South Kensington, S.W. 7, :892'

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, an(
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain

cum-belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Mus
well Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, Nortl
Kinchley. [038J

IMMEDLVTE Delivery oT any Triumph Model; cas!

or deterred payments; book yoiir order now, an(
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd'.

South Side. Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone : Brix
ton 2417. ^

[05Qi

NEW Chain-driven Triumph, just delivered Iron
works, latest springs, etc.,. new mediumwtighi

coachbiiilt sidecar cost £28, accessories, etc.; £12
licence paid; owner bought car; £140, bargain.-!
190, Divinity Rd., Oxford. - [896

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C
Triumplis, all models in stock, new chain dri

new chain-cum-belts. solos and combinations; also 4b
renovated models, £90 nnd £95 ; immeditite <}

supplied on easiest of easy terms; trade supplied.
^827

COMBINATION. 1921 4h.p. Triumph, ehain-cum-l
600 miles}, Avith Henderson medium cOLichlmi

-ider'Lir ;rear loekfr, run only 300 miles), tyre;

.

ii'-Mn punctured, cycle like new: accept oft'er iii=a

£150.—Alston, Seaview, Port AVilliam. Wigtownshire.

md Henderson Sidecar, engine, ^car
bearings, etc, renewed, lamps, i

min-or. Easting screen for sidecar, licence paid.
npiiearance, and guaranteed: £80.—Herbert Robins*
Lid.. 32-35, Green St.. Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A.
Bi'.'ycles. [891

THE Biggest Bargain ever offered in combinatione.
41i.p. Triumph, 3-speed, kick starter, coachbu

-^iileciir, wind .screen, speedometer, new Palmer tyr(

very powerful, will take two anywhere, fully e(iuippe
juice £80, cast £135 month ago.—Apply. JU. Tunbrid?
44, Manor Rd., Enfield. [SSi

1 Q19 3-speed Countershaft Triumph, bulbous baX^ sidecar, locker ot rear, Tan-Sad, Watford ti

speedometer. Miller lamps, mirror, horn, accessori*

spares, used week-ends only since new, Trhole indist:

guishable from new; honest bargain, £125; any trif

a iter 6 p.m.—Preston, Sttinwell House, Stamvell,

St;tines, Middlesex. [71

4h.p. (June, 1919) Triumph Combination. S-spet

countershaft, speedometer, horn, lamps, light c

ginerator, interchangeable tyres, new spor^, Giindl

double sprung de luxe sidecar, hood, screen, petr
oil, carbide, and luggage carrier attached to body,
first-class order, expert examination and trial invit*

mileage 4,000; £120. — Riley, 58, Holyhead R
Coventry. [X24

Velocette.

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Yelocette in stoi

[04

VELOCETTE, new, 2-speed, £69; list £75; rmridd
unregistered.-Bos 601, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle.

rx2:

1 020 Velocette, 2-siJeed, all-chain drive, under 2i

it/ in perfect order, any trial; £60.—E. F. Dalt

Welney. [7l|

AN BRADBURY can give instant delivery of

famous Velocette lightweights.—224, London
Sheffield. [8

I.MTVIEDTATE Delivery caji "bt? given of the fami
Velocette, 1921 model. 2i^h.p., 2-speed, all-clil

drive; £75. — Agents, W. Sparrow. Ltd., OsboJ
Garage, yeovil. Uf

Verus.

1 020 Verus-Blackburne," disc wheels, lamps,
J-t/ ridden 250; bargain, £82.—Shepherd, Enrt

Highway. Tel.; Woltham Cross 51. [Ol

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Verus Model; cashf
deferred payments; book your order now,

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors,
South Side, Clapham Common. S.W. 4. 'Phone;
ton 2417. [0|

LATIi> 1920 2^*Ui.p. Verus-Blackburne, 2-speed,
start. Iiand clutch, lamps, horn, tools, spsl

condition and appearance excellent, small mile§
tyres unpunctured, fast, climb anything; £75.-
4,052, c/o The Motor Cycle.

Wilkin.
"IO2I 4h.p. Wilkin, brand new, unuse'^ £96, ll
Ji*y £130: 2';ih.p. Wilkin, ditto, £85, li^ted £l
—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensin*
S.W.7. [1

D^
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MOTOR CYCXES FOR SALE.
Williamson.

riLLTAMSON, 8-lOh.p/ Douglas engine, coachbuilt
tidecar, electric lighting, perfect order; £100.

paid.-58. Peckham Rye, S.E.15. [8401

WILLIAMSON Combination, water-cooled 8h.p.
Douglas engine, beautiful turnout; £120; take
power part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberweli.

don. [8783

ILLIAMSON. 8L.p. w.iter-roolfd Dnu^lns engine
in f-iilendid oondition, gnaninteed. with 2 sidernrs,

oelet nnd box tor foirmien'nil u'^ .'dl aoce6soiie.s,

es, liceu.'?'.!: £95.—U.S.. Tli<* Nool--, Ciaven Aims,
p. [8566

Wolf.
[20 \Voli-.Taii 2^Ji.p.. S.A. 2-peed. K.S., chiUh.
splendid cuudition, low milojige. all accessories^;
-Winkworth, Melva. Sidcup Hill. Kent. [9026

OLF.—Sole agents for London. Sooth of Thamea.
and district. We are now fixing sub-agencies,

invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors. Ltd., South
Ulaphani Common. S.\V,4. 'Phone : Brixton

[0508
Wooler

1
20 2'-.,Ji.p, Woulor, 500 inile.T^e tools. Iamp=. horn,
aliiminiuin iouI')r;irds. lneine; i>argain, 70 Rns.—

Dr. 165. Ktrlivtull Liine. Headmgley. Leeds. [8488

20 Wool.r, 2^<l).p. tint tiri:i, not done 500 miles,
f omplere with hiniiu. horn, tonlia. etc.. owJier

ht <omb!n;rtioa : £65.—Rev. J. Robertson. Cjipel
ory. Ipswii.-li. [8586

OOLKR 2";jh.p. Touri=t Model, 1920. shop-soiled
only, lamps, Cowey horn, at the bargain price

87/10 for cash only.—Mebes, 156, Gt. Portland
W.l. Phone: I.angham 2230. [8751

Zenith.
LIANS of Reading have Zenith 1921 5b. p. Id

[0482

Sole Importers of the World's Master Motor Cycle,

"READING STANDARD"!
8-10 h.p. TWIN. '

Beg to announce that, owing to the improved rate
of exchange between this country and America,
thev have made arrangements for a substantial

REDUCTION of PRICE
As from MAY 1st, .1921, as under :

(W SOI O *^<'"'i''<^6 with (lynamo liKhtinc, electric liom, nil

(2)'

.N G0Y Weymouth.—Zenith agent, earlv delivery
all models. ' [0556

C. PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—Zeniths from
stock; exchanges arranged. [8069

JS'ITH, 4b. (1.. fast and tiiortv, 'condition a? new;
|£58.-85, Walton Rd.. E. Mok-cy. ' [8801

po New Zenith. 8h.p.. Model H, and sidecar:
£180.—Melclrum. Eijdanade, Dundee. [8730

Zenith Combination, oountetHhuft, kick start;
|£85.-112, New King's Ed., l-'ulliani, S.\V,6.

[8484
8h.p. Zenith, clutch and kick starter model,

n stock: £152.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139.
lley Rd.. N.\V.3. [8624

I.C.H. (o) Zenith.—New and aecnnd-linud machines
in stock.- 5, Heath St., Hainpsteiid (near Hamp-
1 Tube 8t;itiouI. [8810

N BRADUL'RT can supply Zenith, all models
prom stock. Big 90 bore twin £146, iu stock.—
Xondon Rd., Sheffield. [8020

|4 3V:;h.r- Twin Zenith, lamps, new rear tyre, ex-
cellent rnudition; £60. or nenr offer.-Tremayne,

kood, Leatherhead, Surrey. [8902

l6 Zenith. 5h.p., Gradua. gears, perfect; £65;
I exchange recent I.O.M. Rudge or similar.-
lard. Atworth. Melksham. • [8671

fTTH-OEADUA 1914 6h.p.. stored during war,
TsiiK-e renovated, J. A.P. engine, mechanically per-

|£68.—Rtrl^rt-i, Butcher, Welshpool. [8562

flTII 1920 5h.p. Sports Model, excellent condi-
]Tion, nenuine njachine; would exchauKe combinn
appointment only.—Pennare, Victoria Av., Surbi

[8703

II 5h.p. Clutch Model D Zenith Motor Cycle.

I
fitted comiilete with lull accessories. lami>s.
tool.-;; £140.—\V. H. Johnson and Sons, Ltd..
Lynn. [8577

lITH 3'...h.p. Single, late 1919, very little used,
land in excellent condition, complete with lamps
lorn; £75. or nearest: licence paid.—H. Wade,
|Marden, Kent. [8844

I 5h.p. Sporting Zenith. lamp?, liorn. speedometer,
ipare tube unused) and l)elt. mileage 2,700. exnel-
ionditica : £105. or nearest offer.—Balch. 56,
Icott Rd.. Swindon. Wilt?. [8605

(Tie*).) 8h.p. Zenith, clutch, kick slarter, raile-
lage 500, beaulilully equipped, tax p-iid; £120
lick sale, no dealer;; =een week-ends.—Havward,
adnell Rd., Fore3t Hill. S.E.23. [9023

1919 8h.p. Zenith, lounterf^haft, Swan sporting
Idecar, .-pseia! drip to front cylinder, electric and
tie lighting, di-c.-^, all accessories, la beautiful
Ion; £136, or offer.—Overbury, Greenlands, Ash-
^Iiddle-^x. [8689

KTH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination, Luca;
Bad, rear, and sidecar lamp?. Cowey ppeedometer,
lips. Ace di?c whreh. luKcrage irrid, equal to new;
tParter's. Brad.-hawgote. liolton; also 245. Deans-
planches tcr. [X24 1

1

(Sept.) 8h.p. Zenith Sporting Combination.
Zenith boat-shaped sidecar, new Easter, lamps.
I speedometer, tool?, tax paid, tyres unpunc-
Ipertect condition throughout, any trial; £155.—

20. The Mall, Ealing. [8548

'- lami>s, iiiunp, tools, a months' uuaranteo.

NEW PRICE, £163 Old Price, £184.

npleio. fts ubovo, BUd
iiiif cantilever bprunft M.P.sldc-

•AT. •.VI T ;.,;i ;:|.r.in. ,nl('oar lamp ond hrarket. stand.

NEW PRICE. £198 Old Price, £229.

I^AMPTW ATTOM Comnlcto as No. 1. and incliidinR tlio

;

V^V/iVi01i^>\lJV/i^ wondLTful "PLUS ONE" BtnRle orj

double st-'fttcr at ^^ ill, Dtted with hood to cover one or two pa&scugCTK.
|

foldinfi Acroen. sidecar lamp and bracket, stop plate, eUuid. and
cover-ttil flpron.

|NEW PRICE, £225 Old Price. £258.
,

Do not forget that the R.S., in the LONDON-
LAND'S END secured attain this vear,

100% EFFICIENCY
In what was unquestionably one of the most
strenuous trials Tor motor cycles ever organised.!
2 machines started and finished. Result: T\^ O
GOLD MEDALS.Compare this with other makes Oi
machines, and let your choice of a new mount be a

READING STANDARD."

N

SLIGHTLY USED AND SHOP-SOILED
MACHINES AND SIDECARS.
In Stock. Any Trial Given.

ZENITH Combination, 1920, 8 h.p., special Sidecar,

electric lighting, speedometer, disc ivheels, etc.

Perfect order £175
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920. M.A.G. model, P. & H.

acetylene equipment. Harlcy de Luxe Side-

car. spccdon\etcr : onlv shop-soiled £226
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1020, 7-9 b.p.,

600 miles only, electric model, all lamps, elec-

tric horn, Ride Easy Sidecar, speedometer,
cover-all apron, perfect order £195

P.'& M., solo, 1919, fully equipped, all lamps,
speedometer £75

NEW HUDSON, solo. 1920, 2^ h.p., T.T. bars,

2 months' guarantee, nearly new £50
ACE Combination, 1921. d^Tiirao lighting, horn,

mirror, speedometer, C. fk M. de Luxe Sidecar
with dis.ippearing hood, screen. Tax paid.

Co3t £320. 600 miles only £250
EMBLEM,' solo, 1921, 4-'i hp- t^"n, shop-soiI?d £70
LEA-FRANCIS, solo, 1020, 3I h.p., new £105
CLYNO, '^olo. 1920. 2j h.p., new £52
READING STANDARD i92iComb'nation,dynaTio

litjhtine. horn, with M.P. Sidicar £146

A.B.C., 1920, as new, tax paid E89
B.S.A. .ijh.p. ModelH.2., with M.P. Sideca, just

arrived, now •;. £160
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Model with PLUS ONE Sidecar (a

double or single scater at will), hood and
screen, now £193 12 fc

MEAD DEAKIN M.M.4 Sidecar, new, HarlcvOrccn £33
WHITWORTH STEVENS Sidecar, new, Harley

Gicen £33
Sidecar Chassis for fitting to 8 h.p. Sunbeam,

suitable lor tradesman's carrier £7

NORTON Sports Sidecar, new, for 3J h.p. Big
Four ; . . £31 10

Plus One Sidecar, with hood and screen, painted

dark grey £45 C

PANHARD Van. 15 h.p., all good tyres, lamps, in

sound runmng order £45

89,GtRjrtland
Street London.

/60/lAl^GHAM
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zealth.

TQ 15-16 7-9h.p. Zenith, siiorting model, lamps, etc.,
A «-' Ions nickel plated exhaust, in excellent condi-
tion, licence paid; price £90.—The Chester Engineer-
ing Co. (1918), Ltd.. City Rd., Chester. [8521

8 h.p. 1919 Sports Zenith, and Swan sporting side-

cnr, a really last machine in beautiful condition,
electric lighting. Ace discs, l3onniksen, cup and medal
winner, owner buying car; £135, or cttcr.—Jarvis and
.^ons, Eld., Victoria Crescent, Wimbledon. [7763

ZENITH 6h.p.. 1919-20. Lucas lighting. Best
mechanical lubrication. 2 3in. nickel exhaust

pipes with butterflies, tyres, belt quite new. discs,

patent horn, outfit in beautiful condition and machine
quite indistinguishable from new; cost £165; accept
£105 quirk sale; near offer.—48, Grenville Rd., Ilorn-
^ey Rise. [8794

1 ni9 8h.p. Zenith Clutch Mo<lel. cnr C.A.V. dynamo
J-*^ li(,'htinp. 3 lumps, large electric Appolo horn,
Watford (^pefMlometer, disc wheels idl round, siieeitil

large tank, liirge fillers, spet-inl nmdtjuards, knee griiw,
Inrpe Henderson sidebar with (ipecinl chassis, .'screen,

8torm jiprou, petrol ran carrier; combination cost over
£320; will acoept £185 (or qni<-k Bole; outfit guaran-
teed faultle&s and absolutely un^cratched. mileage 4,000:
:iny trial or exuminntion.—Wollie, 23, Hnrtincton
Grove. Cami»ridge. [8738

Lndles* Motor Cycles.
EW High-grade £85 Lightweight; £60 cash, piano,
or shares.— 159, Lansdowu Rd., Tottenham. [8789

LADY'S Douglas, 2-speed, good condition; £50.—
Robin-son, Chinhurst, Selby Av.. St. Albans.

[8499

AS a Lady'a Motor Cycle, the Ivy is It.—Send lor
details . from the Midland agents, Frank Whit-

worth. Ltd.. Birmingham. [X2B66

3 h.p. Lady's aiinerva, Bosch, Amac, lamp set, over-
..nulod, good rnnning order; 22 gns.—76, Western

Ud.. Southoll. Middlc^e.-c. [8697

LADX'S Model Ziih.p. 2.speG<l Singer, B.B.. Bo?rh,
now cylinder, piston vRlve<t; cenuine, £45.—Lee,

Eat't Hill, Houghton Hegi". Dunptable. [X2105

Miscellaneous.

EWEN'".S Garage, King's Lynn ('phone : 122). (or
Morgans. Kichardsons, Triumphs, Douglas, Jamcu.

etc. [1440

B.^RGAINS.—New O.K.'s, Arlels. Barleys, tJmegas.
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booths'

Motorles. Ilalilax.

BARGAINS.—New 414b.p. Quadrant and eidccar.
£125: new 7h.p. Ariel corobi nation.—Booths"

Motorics, Halilax.

BARGAINS.— 1920 Indian combination, dvunmo light-

ing, screen, £165/10; 1919 7-9h.i). Hnrley-David-
iion coml'iniition, £135/10.—Booths' Motorics, Hnlifos.

BARGAINS.-G.W.K. 1915 cnr, detachable wheelo,
£185.10; 3V-h.p. Ariel, iice engine, nrceBsories,

£35/10: 1914 P. a"nd M., £45/10; 1920 SfOtt( £87/10;
1920 O.K., £35/10.-Booths' Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAIN S.-CIyno 2.8troke. 2 speed. clutch,
£35/10; 1919 Rudge Multi. £67/iO.-Booths'

Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS*-New 1921 Rudge Multi. £85; 1915
Douglases. £42/10; 4h.p, Douglas, £69/10; 4h.p.

Douglas, with new sidecar, £95/10; 1919 Royal Ruby
combination, £110/10.—Booths' Motorics, Halilai..

BARGAINS. — Shop-soiled 1920 models: ^^^\^^^.
O.K.. £43/10; ditto 2-3peed, £54/10: 2^4h p.

Omega-Jap, 2-f:peed, £67/10; Ha rley-Davidson and
Bidecar. £189/10: 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/10;
exchanges entertained. Pay us a visit.—Booths
Motorics,' Portland Place, Halifax. Tel. : 1062. [7544

ALLBER Motors. Thornsetfc Rd,, Earlsfield, London,
S.W. (opp. Earlsficld Station, L.S.W.R.). 'Phone:

Latchmere 4388. Exchanges and easy terms arranged.

ALLBER.—Douglas 1916 2^ih.p.. 2 speeds, alu-
minium disc wheeln, undershield, good tyres, tool-

bags, Cowey horn, expensive lighting set, absolutely
posh, tax paid; £55.

A LLBER.—Bradbury 4h.p., semi T.T., long exhauH,
*^ good tyres, lamp set, tax paid, equal to new; £45.

ALLBER.—Zenith 1916 8h.p., sports model, new
tyres, Gradua gear, in splendid condition, tax

paid: £60.

ALLBER.—Metro-Tyler 1920 2-stroke, 2 speeds, disc
wheels, long exhaust, lighting set, good order, tax

paid; £45.

ALLBER.—F.N. 2',2h.p., 2 speeds, sbalt drive, lamps,
good order, tax paid ; £23.

ALLBER.—Triumph 1913 S'/^h.p., T.T., good tyres,
1918 improvements; £32.

ALLBER.—Triumph combination. SVsh.p., Grado
gear, clutch, kick starter, coach sidecar, alu-

minium body, wind screen, smart turnout, all on. tax
paid; £45.

ALLBER.—Triumph combination, 1918, 4h.p., S..\.

3-speed, clutch, kick starter, speedometer, coach
sidecar, wind screen, lamps, etc., splendid order; £79.

ALLBER.—Matchless combination 1918, Victory

model, 8h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter. Easting

wind screen, all lamps, horn, tools, etc., tax pa'd^

£110. i-Bsga

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A39
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M
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Miscellaneous.
OTOE Cyole, 2i4li.r., inimii=. tyre^. l^elt, saddle

:

£15. no oflers.—AIbro\tgh, 1, North Kd., Stongh-
ton, Surrey. [8618

SEVERAL Second-liand Motor Cycles and Com-
binations, tax paid, and ready to ride away.—

Sam E. Clapham, 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich. S.E.IO.
[8412

7GNS.— 3J.gh.p. motor cycl«, guaranteed in good run-
ning order. Ijut needs magneto, complete with good

tyre, caiburetter.—Wingfleld, Stanley Rd., Bromley,
Kent. [8539

MATCHLESS, Enfield, and A.J.S. iamilv models
in stock.—Lamb's. 387, Euston Bd., N.W.; 50.

High Rd., Wood Green, N.; 151, High St., Waltham-
fftow, E. [8968

jt? 26.—3h.p. riglit'.veight cycle; foUoTving are new

:

^ tyres (Dunlop), tubes, magneto, horn, and brake:
sacrifice.—Arrangement by letter to E. Jupp, 12, York
Rd.. West Hendon, N.W.9. [8534

F-O.O.H. for second-h.iad cycles, combinations, and
. runabouts at bargain prices; esclianges arranged.

Any new motor cycle, combination, or car supplied,
cash or easy payments.— 5, Heotli St., Hamp^tead {nenr
Ilampstead Tub^ Station). 'Phoue: Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7. including Saturday.?.

'

[8814

SAM E. CLAPHAM (Motors), Greenwich, the leading
agent for high-class makes of motor cycles : A.J.S..

Acme, Allon. Blackburne, Excelsior, Edmund, Con-
naught, Coulson, Douglas, Diamond, Rex, Rudge, Royal
Ruby, Triumph, F.N. 4-cyl., Matchless, all models.

-

.Note address ('Phone: Greenwich 751), 27, Stockwell
^t., Greenwich, S.E.10. [6362

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
MOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday, 42/6; 1

week, 85/-; combination 52/6 and 110/-; write
tnr further information.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland
St., W.l.

"
[X2672

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
"\T7ALL Auto-wheel, l>vnnd new, must sell; what offeisr
V;- —Cownrds. Mere. AVitts. [8984

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. de luxe; bargain, £8.—Mel-
j-i drum, Esplanade, Dundee. [8731

WALL Autowheel, running order, little \ised; 13
gns., or near oHcr.—Carter, 295, Ongar Rd.,

Brertwood. [8514

AUTO-AVHEEL, less magneto, faultless, £6/10: Aim-
^trnu^;' S-speed wheel, £8/10.—Sauaders, 49, River-

.'^i'le, Kii]gstou-ou-Thrtme6. [8599

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

Iree.— Rayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool.
[X7038

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycfes. for
invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.

Co., Ltd.. 3, Kendalls Mews, George St.. W.l. [2647

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
MOTOR Scooter, 2'..,h.p,, fiec engine, starting IkTndle:

£18.-1. Julian Av., Acton. . [8693

A .B.C. Skcotaniota, 1921, new; £33.—Frank Whit-
worth. 139. New St., Birmingham. [X2868

AUTOGLTDER, new, carry 2; 47 gns.; exchange
combination.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-

don. [87 1.

SKOOTAMOTA. A.B.C.. brand new,, in crate, latest
model, complete; 35 gns.—Bradshaw's Motor

House^ Prestcn. [8551

AUTO-WHEEL Scooter, perfect condition, co^t £45:
no rea.^onable offer refused.—Kirch, 47, Thread-

needle St.. E.G.2. [8699

A .B.C. Skootamota, late model, perfect, rmpunc-
tured, climb anywhere, tax paid; ^£22, or offer.—

-llankin, West St., Alresford, Hants. [8829

A.B.C. Skootamotas, 35 gns.; Mobile Pup scooters,
25 gns.; all brand new at these special prices;

delivered tree anywhere in Great Britain.—Egertons,
Northgate, Ipswich. 'Phone : 962. [3335

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
AUSTER Triplex Adjustable Aero Type Wind Screen,

overall size 13x7%in.; 10/- each, including car-
riage and packing.—George Gumming, 19, Rose St.,
Aberdeen. [2045

HERCULES Hoods, smartest and cheapest, 52/6,
60/-, 80/-; hoods recoTered; fittings supplied-

2-6eater hood for Harley, Enfield, Matchless, etc., with
side cuiiaius. £4/15; special terms to trade; write for
list.-Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Kd., South
Tottenham. [3539

BODIES.
T^'ENUS Step Bodies are the best for old chassis.

'l/'ENUS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smart.

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and light
but not unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue free.

VENUS Sidecar Co.,
ham.

6-14, Gourley St., 8. Totten-
[0519

READY FOR YOUR
IMMEDIATE USE.
(Any machine can be registered in one hour )

1921 IVIODEI.S.
ALLON ::; h.p., ^-spr-cd, clutch, k/start. £75
A.J.S. 7 h.p. Comb., dynamo lighting £243
ARIEL si h.p. Combination £132 10
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Comb.,chain-cum-belt £152 10

ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination, all-chain £167 10
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combination, with

dynamo lighting £195 15
B.S.A., U h.p.. Model K £107
B.S.A.4lh.p. modelHandNo. 3S/car £152
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2} h.p. Black-

burn?, 2-speed, clutch, and -k /starter £93
LEVIS, 2j h.p., 2-speed £68
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all on £170
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination £205
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination, with

dynamo lighting £230
MATCHLESS S^.p. family Combination £212 10
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. family Combina-

tion, with dynamo lighting £237 10
METRO-TYLER, 2I h.p., 2-sp., Sports

Model : £70
NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p., 2-speed .... £80 17
NEW IMPERIAL, ;Jh.p., 2-speed, with

clutch and Idck-starter £89 5
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination . £188 IS
RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. Flat Twin, 3-speed,

spring frame £147
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2} h.p,, 2-speed .. £65
ROYAL ENFIELD 2} h.p., ^-speed,

clutch and kick-starter £70
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Model H .. .. ..£115
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Model S.D £125
ZENITH GRADUA 5 h.p. Sports Model £123
ROVER 8 h.p. Light Car 250 gns.

SECOND-HAND
(Overhauled and Guarantosd).

ARIEL iQifi 5-6 h.p. Combination, and
accessories £98

MATCHLESS 1920 8 h.p. Combination,
Lucas accessories £160

NEW IMPERIAL W.D, 8 h.p. Combina-
tion, and accessories £119

ROVER 1920 5-6 h.p. Combination, ill

accessories. Tax paid £148
LUGTON, 1912, 3^ h.p., single-speed. . £27
ZENITH, 1920, a h.p., Henderson Elite

Sidexar, all accessories, tax paid . . £159
J.S.A. T920 4i h.p. Combination, acces-

sories. Tax paid 1130 .)

8R0UGH, 1920. 5 h.p.. 3-speed £90
CLYNO 1920 2i h.p., 2-speeds, clutch,

accessories, tax paid £55
NEW HUDSON rt)i66h.p. Combination,

accessories, hood, luggage grid . . £100
LEVIS rgrg, 2^ h.p., 2-speeds, all-chain

drive, accessoiies, tax paid.. ., £60
DOUGLAS 191925 h.p. 2-speeds, lamps,

horn, speedometer, tax paid . . £73
INDIAN 1915 7 h.p. spring frame

Combination, accessories, tax paid £85
DOUGLAS 1918 4 h.p. Combination,

lamps and horn £110
ROYAL ENFIELD 1917 8 h.p.

Combination £120
SUNBEAM 1914 6 h.p. Combination,

lamrr^ and horn .. £10i
TRIUMPH 1920 4 h.p. Model H, new. . £105
DOUGLAS 1921 4 h.p. Combination,

lamps, horn, speedometer, screen,
as new, tax paid £155

DEFERRED PAYIVIENTS
Quarter down and 12 instalments.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Ofacial Repairers toR.A.C, A.C.U., A.A., & M.O.

418, Romford Rd.,ForestGate, E.7
'Phone : 490East Ham. 'Grams : Egaraco, L'don.

BODIES.
COACHBtJILT Sidecar Bodies for Sale, from £5 up

wards; alio complete sidecar.? from £21; must b
cleared.—Apply, Cross and Ellis, Ltd., Clay Lane
Ccventry, [X2f?0'

ROYAL Leiceiter Sidecar Bodies fit any cha?=i?. fipt

class finish; have a few coachbuijt bodies, clcani
line?, from £5 each; extra good value.—The Willo\v!>r<

iMotor Co., Leicester. [033'

NEW Perfection Step Pattern and Boat (

Sidecar Bodies-, from £6/15 ; -econd-hand <

coach body, £3/15; Gloria, with ru-sbion. .1

Kri'een, and hood, £8/15.—Collier's Motorics, II.

St.. Halifax. .4, !:S94

BASTONE'S for Sidecar Bodies.-No better
chciiper house. Bulbous back, sporting', or step pn

tern. It. will pay you to inspect cur stock and con
pare quality and prices.—228, Pentonville Rd., King
Cross, Louden, N.l. 'Phone: 2481 North. [543

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Worl
ins, coloured, iiencil, or line drawings of origiai

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., e=tablished dcsigne
to tne coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us wtie

designing new ideas.—20, Tador St.. London, E.C.4.

m-
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

y '

.\XpUM the Smart Sidecar Specialists

ANDUM Sidecars.—Best Value in Olympia Show-

SANDTJM Models.—Tlie Exquisite £24/10,
Sports £23/10, are ot distinctive appearance.

SANDtJM Elite Sidecar. £28/10; the smartest sii

car on the road; highly recommended
Motor Cycle."

SANDU:\I Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A sin

or 2seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. S
of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously co
fortable seating for 2 -adults, witli tlie weight in c

rect position over rear a.'ile. P'inished in colours
suit any make of machine, £45; bodies only, £22/
The latest development of the 2-5eater as designed
us, and approved by the recognised experts.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

SANDUM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. Factorii

162 to 165, Pentonville Rd.. N.; and Britan
Works, Britannia St., W.C. [0(

MIDDLETONS Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars
guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETONS Patent Unbreakable Chassis
high-powered machines : Zeniths, Harlt

Indians, New Imperials, Sunbeams, Blackburnes, e

INDIANS with kick starter on left present
difTicnlty with Midd]eton'.s special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and f(

promptly corrected.

CAMEO Screens in stock to suit all makes,
Middletoii's. Trade supplied also.

1

MR. RIDDpCK, riding 8h.p. Zenith, MiddletiSn
car, woh iuter-'Varsity hill-climb. He also

Essex hill-climb with Middletou patent spring \

sidecar.
„

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not
safer and more comfortable, but arp fastei

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumpa,
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S, London's olde.it established
car makers, wholesale, retail, and exporti

Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near JTx
Phone : Hornsey 1584. [(

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled high-class coachbuiU
cars; cheap.—Booth's Motories, .Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled undcrslnng sidecar cbi

cheap.—Booth's Motories. Portland Place,- ,

fax.

BARGAINS.—High-class coaclibuilt bodies,

colour.—Booth's Motories, Portland Place,

fax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar,

Triumph or B.S.A.; £18/15.—Booth's Mot(
Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar,
Rudge, £16/15; Milltord 27 gn. sidecar, D

new, £16/10.—Booth's Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body, Ji
under seat, £6/1976; cane body,. 25/-.-

Motoiie^, Halifax.

SWAN Sporting, disc, light blue. ofl-4h.p. Doi
£16.-The Bute Restaurant, Luton.

INDIAN-MILLFORD Chassis, new (right-hanal
attachments, new tyre.—Reekie, Cockenzie,

SIDECARS to fit P. and M.. B.S.A.. Ttit|

Douglas, new bodies; £14.-272 Green St.,]

Gate.

NO. 8 Gloria Sidecar, suit Triumph, etc., brt

not yet unpacked; what oft'ers?— Willey, Ha|
Herts.

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the isstie.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

PAMBEE Semi-touring Models, Dunlop
«-^ £17/10.—Blight and llaylcs. 'Phone

tyres;
Brixton

lAMBEHl Sidecars.—Makers. Bright and Hayles, 78.
/ Church St.. Camberwell, London.
r^AMBER
^ X16/I0

Lightweight Models.
-Bright and Hayles.

Dunlop tyres:
'Phone ; Brixton

Makers, Bright and Hayles, 78,

16.

CAMBER Sidecars,W^ Church St., Camberweli, London.
"JAMBER Utility Models, Dunlop tvres, demons lor
-' luggage storage; £24.—'Phone : Bri.vton 2951.
^AMBER Sidecars.—Makers, Bright and Hayles, 78
-> Church St., Camberweli, London.
^AMBER Tandem Models, Dunlop tvres; £24/17/6
^ Bright and llayles. 'Phonj : Brijtton 2951.

"(AMBER Sidecars.-Makers, Bright and Ilayles. 78> Church St., Camberweli, London.
lAMBER narley and Indian Models. 28x3 wheels

951
'°" ^^O—Ei''eut and Hayles. • 'Phone : Brixton

<A.MBER Streamline Models; £15/10; Dunlop
' tyres.-Brfght and Hayles, 78, Church St., Cam-
:r\vell.

"JAMBER.-We undertake repairs, upholstering and
^ repainting to any make of sidecar; estimates Iree.
Bright and Hayles, 78f Church St., Camberweli.

TOR Sale. 1920 C.li. siilecnr, hood, screen, little used,
smart, comtoitalrle; £28.—Coran, Byeott, Tiverton

I!™"' [8668
IHASSIS, new wheel, mudguard, oonneftions; £6,

liargain.—Dixon, 147, Stamford Hill, London,
r8798

Ton Sale, wicker sidecar, fitted Dunlop tyre, carrier,
.^.-iiellent condition.; £7/10—Lowe. Nursery, Hntton

arwlcb. rX2385
(ERFECTION Coach Sidecars and Cliassis ilt re-

duted prices; paniculars.—Collier's Motorics
irton St., Halifax. [8948
>ASTO.\E'S for Sidecars and Bodies; no better or
' cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models before
rchasing elsewhere.

ASTOKE'S.—New 1921 sportins and other models
in stock Bodies from £4/13/6; complete sidecarsm £14/18/6.

>ASTONE'S.-We have a lew soiled sidecars and
' bodies to clear at low prices.

lASJONE'S.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and

ler models in stock; trade supplied.

'ASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.), 223, Pentonville Bd.hings Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2431 North.

HAND New Millford De Luxe Horlev-novid=on
model, lift pri.e £43/19, slightly shop-soiled; special
priiT £35.— Below.

RAND New Montgomery. No. 1, special Blackbnme
fini'li, 28x3 wheel, slightlv shop-soiled; £25 —

ow.

ANOELET Minor Lightweight, fitted with Babv
Eastin^• win . licreen, used once, fuitalile for

glas; spec-ial Imrgnin. £15.—EIco and Co., 15-16
uopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone- Avenne
8. [0076
NDUM Lightweight Sidecar, new, complete with
tyre and apron; £14/14.—View, Highgale N

one : Hornsey 2373. [8494
ILLFOHD Underslung Chassis, £7; 2 righl-hand

. ditu., 50/- each; seen evenings.—65, Plimsoll
, rinsbury Park, N.4. [8790
DI-:c.\R, brand new Regent, 4 points, 28x3
Clincher liepvy tyre; £17/10; Kingston.—Box

i4, c/o The Motor Ci/cle. [8527
E.NNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest

stock in London, actual manufacturers through-
Send lor our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages. 80

trations.

IffiNIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
.Rennnc Sidecar Co.

ENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, wit.i le.'thaud kick starters, and can de-

ENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

prices. Note : Write lor special clearance list.

SNN'OC Co. have the flnest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

SNNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of
sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a speci-

Ad-vertisementf.

to fit all makes.

, TYRES
(CORD&FABRIC)

THE
BEST

COHPETITIVE

PRICES.

Write forNew

REDUCED

PRICE LIST

ilNNOC Co. have in stock sideca
English and American.

iNNOC Co. again ask. yon to send for their 1921
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by anv

ulactnrers. * *

''^\V^ "v??' I-Wv,,^?'"^ °'^""' ^""l Kngineering
^\'' .>,!'=''""' Works, Victoria Rd.. Stroud

,
IN. 4. Phjne : Hornsey 850. Body Building

Progress Works, Marlborough Rd., HoUowaj?Phone
: Hornsey 1589. [2931

s^l^?' ''VlJ"'% °" r'"'ne=- £10/10: also sports
0- sfniio ^'^ Cai">«lel. £18; 2-sea(er bodv.u single-seater body, very strong. £5.-57, Keb-«l., Camberweli, London. [8787

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the numbe

SIDECAR.—Have a Hoplev foldin
garage. AUaclieJ to ni'otor wi

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
G^S^pf'\°,5 Sidecars.-Our sporting lightweight
aT 1,

™™'^'
^l"' touring model for B.S.A.. TriumuhbUDheam Eud?e, etc.. £25: immediate delivery -Qros-veiior Motor Co., Bradford St., Bolton. iX2480

R"?ifJ^ ^'J'^-'tf Sidecars are made for comfort.

w;„i S,
™.™'' '°' <""'. machine; price 18 gns. up-w.irdM have few cars to clear at reduced prices- renair^repamtjug, etc.-The Willowbrook Motor Co , Letoier!

1" ANC^STER Superb Coachbiiilt Sidcc.Tjs, smartest
fr. designs, lowest prices, any colour, from £15 com-
plete; bodies ouly from £5. Call and inspect at The
Lancnster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Ed., West Norwood,
!5,t..26. [5073
/^ANOELE-r MM4, touring models, bulbous backs,
^-' 23x3 wheels, with heavy Dunlop tyres, new. £23
each; special connections lor Harlcvs.—Holliday Bros .

20, gneen St., Hammersmith, W.6. 'Phone: Ham-
mersmith 1944. [8091

sidecar. Saves
rt„- - „, . -- -..---. ...Il go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies flt'.ed. Tested
7 years on motors up to 9h.p.-Hoi)ley, Upper High-
gate St., Birmingham. . [0152
1020 Gloria Sidecar, off Triumph, used one tort--tf night only, perfect in condition and appear-
i\iice, would pass :w new. £25, with nil fittings: wicker
eirlee.ir, with flttinss. £4; nunther. 50/-: chassis nlouo
woith the prire.—FoiHeM Motors Eoifleld Place, Leani-
iiigton Spa. [X2432
p.-VR.\GON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
-». has 7 .vears to its credit, and has proved ilsell
absolutely reliable. Fits anv make ol motor cvclc,
and, when folded, combination will pass throug'h a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [0383
VTILLS-FULFOED Sidecar, 26in. wheel, new tyro,
J.TX Coverall aiiron, suituhle for Tiiuinph or 1'. and
-VI., £9: chassis, ditto, £5; Rover cliassis fnunes, com-
plete with 28iii. wheels, detachable axles nud cones, lew
linings, 25'- e;iili. -Smiths. 86, Chalk Farm Ed., oppo-
.site Chalk I-ariii Tube Station. (0603

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1?30.—Cycl,. ciir, Ic.-s Bc:irs: barg:iin.—II., 11, Com- .
'=** bortou Rd., Clilptoil, E.5. [8646
/^IBB, 100. Northgate, Gloucester, can deliver 1921
'-" Morgans from stock.—'Phone : 852. [0446

REYNOLDS.—Runabout, single-irear. Iwlt-drive. henvv
car tyres done 500, imscrntelied: £55.

REYNOLDS.—Runabout, 2-«pced, K.S. chain-cum-
belt, only shop.soiled; £70.

REYNOLDS.-Runabont. 2-.peed,
drive, done 2.000, car tyre;

K.S.. all-chniii
till unscratched:

Apply, Jackson's Garage, Pangbourne. [8961

MORGANS, eecond-houd, several in stock.—Rey, 378-
384, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. (5099

DAN GUY, Weymouth. — G.N. odiciaj agents
Dynamo lighting model in stock; £275/12/6.

[0561
4? 225.—Coventry Premier new 1921 3-whccler; cash
cw or exchansc-Motorics, 25, Horton .St., Halifax.

(8943
A.C. 3.wlieel Sociable, good couditinn; uenre.-it £45.

or exchange good piano.—Laraliert. Eceles, Kent.
[8712

"^TORG.AN, sporting model, repainted and thoroughly
ITX overhauled, all spares; £135.—Hopkins, New
St., Ledbury. [0539

G.N.'s, all models, for imniediatG delivery ; exteiuh^d
payments, e.\chnnge.*.—Rey, 378-384, Euston Bd.

'Phone: Museum 6436. [5100

G.N. Cycle Cars: latest models always in stock.—
Best deliveries from Drake and Alount, Ltd..

.Motor Agents, Bracknell. [3936

MORG.AN, 1914, good running order, tax paid;
£130, or near offer.—T. O. Martyn, 12; Queen's

Parade. .Muswell Hill. N.IO. [8509

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p.. In stock for
immediate delivery ; 250 gn,;. —Godfrey's, Ltd., 208.

Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. (0350

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Morgan agents. Ear.,, de-
livery all models. New de luxe model, M.A.G..

finished red. delivery from stock. (0560

MrST Sell.—Tamplin cycle car :new), 1920, with hood,
screen, etc.. all on: no reasonable offer refused.-

Liddiaru, Downing St.. Cambridge. [8701

MORGAN, 8h.p. J..-i.P., Binks, overhauled, coach-
painted, new chain, tyre, lighting, tax; £155,—

Owner. Hillview, Bracknell, Berks. [8530

1921 Special Aero, very smart;
exchange motor cycle port.—Clork, 7,

Rd., South, Kensington. [9030

PREMIER Super Runabouts for immediato delivery:
extended payments, exchanges.-Rev. 378-384

(5101

jyrORGAN, new
£230

Exhibition

extended payments, exchanges.
Euston Ed. 'Phone; Museum 6436.

-K,ey,

MORGAN 1921 Grand Prix. w.c. hood, screen lamps,
etc., new, in stork; £227.—Clifford. Wilson, 177,

Westmin.ster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Hop 210. [8421

TMMEDIATE Delivery 1921 Morgan de Lu.xe, M.A.G.
-»- (w.c.) engine, full equipment; list price.—Eev.
378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. (5093

Lucas, accessories, in-
£130.—Parker's, Brad-

hawcate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgote, Manchester.
[X2402

A.V. Monocar, 8h.p. J.A.P..
distinguishable from new

at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A41
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TAMPLIN, 1920, good condition,
ligbting, tax paid: lost arm,

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN de Luxe, late model, fully equipped,

splendid conditi-on. both mecbanically and extern-
ally; £180.-l^iank Whitworth, 139, New St., Birming-
ham. [X2867

A.O. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, mechnai-
cally sound, good appearance; from £55 to £85;

tiiai,—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London,
N.W. [5009

EEADING-STANDARD 3-\vheeler, 3-4-seater. also
trade, body, as new, £75. worth £150; wanted,

late Ford van.—Hedges, 21, Chichester St., Pad-
dington. W.2. [8987

EOLLO Cycle Cajr, Peugeot engine, V twin, alu-
minium body, seat starting, in perfect running

order; a gift at £80.—A. V. Hughes, 29, Homesdale
ltd., Brouiley, Kent. [8463

- new tyres, D.A.
. . , so cannot drive

eafely; £130, or exchange combination.—44, Middle-
boro" Rd., Coventry. [X2413

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
1921 Morgan de Luxe, a.c. M.A.G. engine, fully

equipped, hood, screen, etc., not ridden 250 milei-, tax
raid: £240; easy terms iirnmged. [8272

C:jJ..N. 1921 lOli.p. Popular Model in Stock, completelv
^-^ equipped; £198; exchange.^ or extended terms
arranged.—City agents, Elee and Co., 15-16 Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

[0075
FOR Sale, Morgan 1921, M.A.G. engine, disc wheels.

Lucas dynamo lighting .set, licence for the year,
selling for no fault, only done 200 miles; price on
^iDplication.—Hunt and Walter, Central Garage, Bridge
St., Louth. [8651

AGENTS lor G.N., Grahame-Whito, Coventry Pre-
mier, Kingsbury, Rover, and other light cars,

new and second-hand: always a good selection in
stock; cash or extended payments.—Service Co., 292,
High Holborn, W.C.I. [0474

w.c. J.A.P., acetylene
lighting, 6 lamps, 2 generators, re-

painted and overhauled by Morgan Co. lecently, caie-
fnlly used, low mileage; what offers? privately owned.
—Box 542, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X2125

L.M. Light Cars, 2-sGater, dickey, hood, screen, de-
tachable wheels, 3 electric' lamps, spare wheel, 3

speeds forward and reverse; extended payments.—Sole
agents for London and Home Counties, Vivian Hardie
and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24. Woodstock St,, Bond St.,
\^'l- [0579

1 Q GNS.—Modern type 3-M-heeler cliastris, 2-?eater,
J-^ new Dunlops and tubes, 5h.p. w.c. engine, iu
perfect condition, integral 2-speed gear box, cone clutch
cliaiu drive, ivlieel steering, complete with carburetter,
.-eat(5, cushion, etc., no magneto;, bargain to clear,
19 gn£.; dismantled ready for expert examination.—Wing-
Held, Stanley Rd., Bromley, Kent. [8538

TYRES
BY POST
ORDER THE

EgK
1 Q20 Family Model Morgan,
-*-»' and electric lighting, 6 1

^-i WAY «,-"»»^

^ OUR AGENT ^
IS THE

PILLAR. BOX
Wherever you are your order

can be taken, executed, and
despatched by return.

\ I

I 1

I I

CARS FOR SALE.
£50 Down and 12 payments of £5 monthly seci

reliable landaulet.— Palmer's Garage. Tooting

£50 Down and 12 monthly payment.^ of £7/10 seci
reliable 2-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£50 Down and 12 monthly payments £5 secures
20ji.p. Huniljer landaulet

speeds.
, fine hackney

-Palmer'j; Garage, Tooting.

£100 Down and 12 monthly- payments £10 secures
magnificent Sheffield-Simplex landaulet, dynamo

lighting-—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

1 Ah.p. George.-^ Richard 2-seated Car; £20; exchange--V motor -cycle.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£250 Cash Secures 22h.p. Berliet chassis, 4-cyl.
monobloc, as new; exchanges.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

^225 Cash secure? 1917 15h.p. Napier Chassis. 4
<^^ speeds, worm drive'.— Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

4? 75 down
cV magnificent

J 2 monthly payments £10 secures
Napier % landaulet. — Palmer's

secures
Garage,

and
:en

Garage, Tootinj

£200 Down and 12 monthly payments £25
1916 Daimler landaulet, as new.—Palmer's

Touting.

4>200 Cash secures Studebaker 4-seator, self-stniting,
c^ dynamo lighting.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£225 Cash secures nearly new English Ford 2-seater,
detachable wheels, dickey, fully equipped.-Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

1>150 Cash secures lOh.p. Fiat 2-seater, dickey, mono-
cV bloc motor,—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

300 Cash secures very fine lOh.p. Metallurgique 2-
cW sicater, monobloc, 4 speeds.—Palmer's Garage, Toot-
ing. [8861

A*610.—Standard new 1921 4-seater, all-weather body;^ cash or exchange.—Motorics, 25, Horton St.,
Halifax. [8945

SWIFT 2-ieater, electric lighting, nice condition

;

bargain, £42/10.—White, 15, Green Place, Crav-
ford, S.L:. [8571

£420.—Calthovpe 1921 2-seator with dickey; 4-scater,
£450; cash or exchange.—Motorics, 25, Horton

St.. Halifax. [8944

screen,
or ex-
[8563

2-SEATJlR Oar, 7-9Ii.p. Peugeot, lamps,
hood, tooU, spare rim, tax paid

; ^90

;

ehangc combination.-Angel Hotel, Aldershot.

I
OUR I

IOFFER!

CARS FOR SALE.
ENFIELD lOh.p. 4seater, 1910, reliable old 'bus,

many sjiares; £110; or exchange good combina-
tion, cash either way.—Pike, Whittlesford, Cambridge.

18574

DE DION 6h.p., smart little car, complete, just left

coachworks, tip-top confhtion, tax £4 a year: l.;iv-

fain, £65.—Seen and trietl 3, St. James's Rd., Wands-
worth Com.mou. 15878

1 0"-^^'^P- Clyde 2-seater, White, Poppe engine, £9
--" tax, new hood, screen. Stepney, overhauled
months' guarantee; photo 5 stamps.— Wait and
Ltd., Leicester. :7117

BLEEIOT-WHIPPET Light Cars; £225; complete
with equipment and reverse gear, comfortable.

reliable, and economical; demonstration car always
available.—Lloyd and Son, 2, 28, and 29, Station SL,
Lewes. [1553

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
£100 down and 12 monthly payments of £25 scon

a magnificent 3-ton lorry.—Details, Palmer'? Ga
age, Tooting

TAXICABS.
[2856

£100 down and 12 monthly payments of £20 secures
London tasicab. — Details, Palmer's Garape.

Tooting. :8855

SIDECAR Taxi Combinations.—E.S.A. special ta

model and complete specification; £248; consu..
the originators and experts.-^County Cycle and *Motor
Co., Broad St., Birming [X9167

payments.—Montague's Motor Mart. 85-87,
Rd., Manchester. 'Phone : 7745 Central.

I

I

I

I

\

\
I

To all purchasers of a new Cover
from the list opposite, we are
prepared to give a new and fully

guaranteed Inner Tube entirely

free of charge. We give a full

guarantee with every line we sell,

and, should any goods prove faulty,

we replace at a price proportionate
to the mileage obtained.

Should any purchaser require a
guaranteed cover less tube, we are
prepared to make an allowance of 4/-
off our list price. Furthermore, if no
guarantee is required, we are prepared
to supply any cover at the lowest
advertised figure of our various com-
petitors, carriage paid.

These Special Clearance Lines are
sent Carriage Paid, on 7 days'

approval, against remittance.

TUBES NEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED.

Our List
IV'-.^ PTil'P

26x2 ..6/6 10/
26x2{- 7/- 10/3
26x2; 8/3 11/3

26x2*1
x2i \

2«x2J-

Our LIs^
l^ice Price

S/9 13/3

8/9 12/9
28x3 Dunlop :\ronldcd. 9/6.

BELTS— in Standard Lengths.
Silverto-wn, Pcdley. Sin, ^m. |-in. lin. I Jin,
Bat. s, ptc. Per Foot, t/7 1/9 2/2 3/3 3/6

ORDER THE

I

I
I

I

I

I

qii.p.

SIDECAR Taxicab Combinations.—Watsonian, price
complete, fully equipped, 8h.p. engine, Magdyno

lighting, including inside car light, fire extinguisher,
spare wheel, legshields, and horn; £299/11; list with
pleasure.—Watsonian Taxis, Conybere St., Birmingham.

[0567

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
F'OR Be,st Treatment and Best Teims tor light .:

or cycle car or motor cycles of any make, new
.second-hand, write The Service Co., 292, High Hol-
born, W.C.I, or 'Phone 6430 Holborn. [0580

MONTAGUE'S supply any make car, motor cycle,

new and second-hand, to approved persons; easy... . ,, . ,. . „. Londo
(8685

VIVIAN HARDIE and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Wood;
stock St,, New Bond St., W.l ('Phone : Ma.

fair 65591, are prepared to supply any make of motor
cycle on the instalment system; full particulars or

request. [060!

ENGINES.
8h.p. J. A. P. Engine, mag., carburetter, complett

unit; £20.—Towler, 22, Thorn St., Burnley. [6467

Omega 2-sti'ote Engine, perfect condition,
new; £9.—Tudor Cottage, Pitsmoor Ed., Sheffifld

[8871

KELECOM 1914 4h.p., new Senspray, Blic; £14
packed on rail Iteading.—Beetlestone, Sidmoutl

House, Reading. [S217

"I iih.p. JMinerva Engine, new mag,, new carbu
-1 4 retter and adiustable pulley; £6; carria

paid.—Ives, Meadle, Princes Risoorough. Bucks. (D
:860i

LATE 1920 Villiers 2'/2h.p. 2-stroke, flywheel mag
ueto engine, complete, controls, sprocket, plater

only run 500 miles, almost new condition; £12.-

Grant, Glyncoruel, Ogmore Vale, Glamorgan. [6581

3.1h.p. number, m.o.v., adjustable tappets, cyl.
'2 ground, new piston imd ball races, rebu^het

new E.l.C. mag., B.B. carburetter, exhaust pipe ani

silencer: £10, offers.—477, Earlham Rise, Xorwieh.
[898

A.B.C. Flat Twin Engines, with magnetos,
stands, complete with tank and cooling fan, suit

able for power motor cycle or cycle car use, practicall

new; £20 each.—Holliday Bros,, 20, Queen St,, Han
mersmith, W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 1944. [809

4h.p. New ,I,A,P. Stationary Engines, complete wit

Amac carburetter, controls, Splitdorf mag
silencer, fan, and tank, 2in, flat pulley and jockej

suit all purposes or motor cycles.—Harley and Sol

Fontenoy St., Liverpool. [872

H

Tha Name The Firm.

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, Vauxball Bridge Rd.,

Victoria. S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria. 6653 and 65S4.

EPPELTHWAIXE.-5-6h.p. J.A.P., complete wit

mag. ;ind carburetter, flS; 254h.p. Douglas an

mag flO; S'ih.p. Star, ni.o.y., £5/15; SVah.p. ilinervi

mo.v., £5/10: 2h.p. Minerva, £3/10; twin Hex, 5lil

a.i.v., £4/10: De Dion 6h.p. w.c, £10: another, £11.11

I
magnetos' and carburetters at knock-out prices,

-

Wilcos Rd., ^Yand3worth Ed., London, S.W,8. [88;

I IGNITION APPLIANCES.
AXT'EST London Magneto Co. lor repairs to e\ery tri

I VV of magneto,
' O \TISFA'''TION, combined with first-etass workraa

,
O ship, is the standard of the above company, heai

our great leputation.

FAULTY JMagnetos sent to the West London :Magne

Co. for repairs are fully guaranteed by us I<

12 mouths on leaving our works; therefore do not tiu

your magneto to doubtful repairers.

WEST London Magneto Co. invite yon to send jro

enquiries concerning magnetos and spaiee,

RING Hammersmith 2757, and we will colle

repairs and deliver your magneto wrtlim

hours it you are in the London area.

OTE Address: West London Magneto Co., If

Shepherds Bush Rd., London. W.6. [5.ilN^
AH letters lelatin:: to adveitisement.s should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
^ACNETOS 60% Below Usual Cost.

TA.y., suitable for any 2 or 1-cyl. engine ol les.5^nan 4i;ih.p. They are most efficient, and yet
ive^the advantage of being the smallest magneto that
n be relied upon for the purpose recommended; 2-cyI
res at 180 ; provisional price 63/-.—Below.
InOMiJON-BENNETT 8-cyI. Magneto, adapted for

^,„*''^^'v
variable ignition, clock or anti clock:

6/6.—Below.

'HOJISON-BEXNETT and M-L's. of Coventry,
A.u.b. or P.L.R. type, clock or anti clock, 35,'--

..-labe Ignition 10/- extra. A.D.S. are particularly
itabie lor stationary engines.—Below.
1HOM.SON-BENETT AM2, firing at 180», fitted with

variable ignition and short-circuiting terminal,
ock or anti clock, 50/-: also Thomson-Bennett, typeMl. as above, but lor single-cylinder engines, 45/- —
eiow.

LL our single-cylinders are guaranteed 1 spark per— revolution: trade discount on application NB —
jecial net price will be made for contract orders to
feliver so many per week or month. Satisfaction or
lyment refunded if goods returned within 14 davs in
ndition as despatched. All magnetos are examined
' exijerts before despatch.-Vale Engineering Synd..
i/ll. Browns Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. (0590

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., specialists wma^oeto repairs.

RELIANCE guarantee to return .vour magneto with
in 3 days, and, if necessary, 24 hours.

ELIAXCE work under estimate, and guarantee every
job 12 montlM. Armature winding o speciality

ode enquiries solicited.
isi^uij'.

RELIANCE work for. and are recommended bv
t/ some of the largest concerns in London and
UDtry, and can supply every ivaut.

ELI.\NCE stock spare parts tor Bosch, D H Else,mann, E.I.C., Thomson-Bennett, C.A.V bix'ie
ilitiJort, etc. Sp»"ial line: Genuine platinum ecrews
eveiy luf.te, 12/- per pair.

I ELIAXCE spe.7ialise in the repair of -U H ond
fc Dixie magnetos, and haiing the original 'parts

guarantee a sound and reliable job.

.ELIANCE have jast taken over Inrger premisest and are now in n particularly strong position to
il with repairs Quickly, thoroughly, and cheaply.

[ELIANCE will Iw pleased fo lereive your en-
1;

quines concerning your ignition Iroublen, and old
li new customer.! may be <ert(iin of getting both
imptness and courtesy.-Note new addres.s: 283 St
hn St., London, E.C.I. *^

*

rAONETOS.—New Tliomson-Ecnnetfs, waterproof
«. and sent out with written guarantee ; eingle cvlany mar^liioe. £2,5: 180°, for Bouglas. etc.. £2nd'-
", 45°, 50°. 56°, suit Indian, Hurley, Clyno, J A P

'

!., i2'15: postage 1/6. It will pay you to huv'fi'oiu
reputable hrin.-Eeli:iuee Magneto Bepairin'g Co.,
3. .St. .JoliQ St.. London, E.C.I. [6041

t°?£^l *'??'"'i°'
s"!"- "''P- anti-clock, good order: I

' £2/5.-56, Sutton St., Aston, Birmingham.

KIT > m . ,. , . [X2416 I

t..\ Magneto, 4-cyI.. maximum spark, advance or
retard; £7.- McAllister, 69, High St., Rulherglen

[8533

"^i^?'-^'?,
^'"^*; i^'^%' "«™ 'yi'^' °""« <^l"r

4 lor 5/-.. post free —Thompson. 59. Queen Stilverhampton.
[ff215

LDGS.-K.L.G. unbo.ved, 1/. each: reconditioned
L.xlge Aero 1/- each; postage estra.-34, Oxford

.. Waterloo. Liverpool. [8558
RAND New British MTignetos. not W.D., forTViumph, BS A., and Douglas; .*4/19/6, carriage
—Colliers Motonea TInrfnn t:. TT.,1;*..,. rnftV..

Advertiseme.vts

[8946

', 45=, 50°, 55°,
. ready to drop
.; 50/-.-Below.

tor 2?ih.p. or

45/-.-

id.-Collier's Motorics, IIorton's't',~liafira'x

TAGNETOS, Thomson-Bennett 42
> clock or anti, with fixing bolts
Iiiduin, Harley, J.A.P., ,Clyuo, etc

DOUGLAS Magnetos, T.B., 180°,
4h.p. engines

; 45/-.—Below.

and M. Magnetos. T.B., with fixing bolts
will fit any single.—Below.

IRIU.MPH Magnetos, T.B.. with fixing bolts, base-
plate, and special spindle for sprocket: 50/-.—

STROKE Magnetos, T.B. : 40,'-. All above arenew. waterproof, and guaranteed. Write for illu.

JiTs^S. rl ," Pa't'S"'?"—SuP"- Power Co., 81.rth Side, Clapham, S.\\ .4. r63"6
PLITDOKF Mngdyno, 45° clookwi.e, new conditionaccumulator and box horn, head, side tail Inmi.;e ™,tcl.o.: £9, ofler.-76. Western Bd., SouS!!
".:

^-^^ (8696
ONTINEXTAL Isuition Eeoair Co.—We- reoair Onntinental magnetos only. By specialising on BwchFl Eisemann. Mea. Splitdorl, Dixie, and bISm-aetos, we can a.iturully give .you better servk" "

EICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/- nlatinnn,

in-g".' ^^r'V^^-",""" .
6/-' remaguetisSg' i 6rings 6 6, H.T. teiminals 4/6. Our nrice

we^r'lo" a^d ',.,"'°'°^ '^'^'^ magneto" ra^n^esween 20,. and 35/-, and never exceeds the latte;

2'da"s"'*We'hrl?,'
"•?""" /"? ^"d^P^tcfi'd'ro

He m^|°-to., ^t' "avourahie'^Pric'e"''
°' ^ *"'" "'"'

13, Hardwick
[6702

TYRE
BY RO ST

X.V1.\.

ORDER THE

--.WAY-

24 .: 2
26.-<2

26 .•; 2

Mak:,

26 ;< 2

26

2?.^:3

650'.:65

750 x8C

WoodTMilne Special .

.

Wood-Milne Extra Hvy
Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Wood-Mllne Special .

.

Englebert W'd-on Rib.
Avon Lightwclghl Rib.
Palmer Ribbed
Avon Combination ...
Avon Sunslone
Palmer Cord
Wood-Milne or Spencer
Moullon Extra Heavy

Dunlop W.D. Heavy
Beldam Extra Heavy
Bales Special Heavy .

.

Clincher de Luxe E.H'vy
Hutchinson Passenger.
Beldam Heavy
Engleberi Wd-on Rib
Hutchinson T.T
Wood-Milne Special .

.

Dunlop W.D. Heavy .

.

Bates Special Heavy .

.

Palmer Cord Heavy. ..

Clincher de Luxe E.Hvy
Beldam Extra Heavy. .

Kempshall Anil-skid..
Wood-Milne Extra Hvy
Wood-Mllne Special . .

Hutchinson TT R.Slud.
Wood-Mllne Extra Hvy
Palmer Sidecar Ribbed
Hutchinson TT R.Slud.
Wood-Milne Comb'lion
Avon Tricar Rub. Stud.
Bates Special Heavy. .

.

Wood-Mllne Extra Hvy
Palmer 2-ply Ribbed
Hutchinson T T. Rib. .

Englebert W'd-an Rib.
Wood-Milne Comb'lion
Wood-Milne Extra Hvy
Goodyear A.W. Tread

.

Goodyear A.W. Tread 1

to m 3ln. rim

Bates Special Heavy .

.

Dunlop W.D. Heavy .

.

Avon 3-rib

Wood-Mllne Extra Hvy
Wood-Milne Extra Hvy
Bcrgougnan 3-rib Hvy.
Soly Rubber Non-skid.
Wood-Mllne Steel Slud
Partridge R. Non-skid.
Wood-Milne Extra Hvv

45/- 84;-

These special clearance lines are sent
Carriage Paid, and on approval

seven days against remittance; '

I

''p'',""TP'^^ Ignition Repair Co.,
U'l., Chiswitk, London.

L—

seven aays against remittance/ _
ORDER THE I

T,,e Name. HHi ESSI^SSISS TV f,„„
Way

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, Vauxhail Bridge Kd

Victoria, S W.l.
Telephone: Victoria ©553 and 6554-

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
lEEROX, registered 291,298. greatly sunerior toy platinum, unequalled for blades, screws ^f?nrM
K.'to1"Y6/l'f, i';''' u" ^'"""A ^"e»"«t'Bosei; m™naos. 10/D rair; old screws, JebioaLsed, 4/9 each.

J'^r^lvii "i?"'?."*.
i^fed by Messrs. Collier Bros.,

Ys HeJbert Rd^'w "!^ '?"
r"'"']''''

"Cords.-Jebron.^o, rieroert ltd., Woolwich, London, S.E.ie. 10002

W^„Sii''^ " '?P,'="^' Department for Magneto Re
.,','_-?"'" .special attention to country orders; quick

pal
delivery; reliable wo'rk
Motor Mart, 85-37-8?a
Phone: 7745 Central

charges
London

low.—Montague'a
Ed., Manchester.

[8684

I

-M^G^r?!" S,'=P?!"-Se?d your magneto to Paltne
tltl,. ,

^^- ^"o'liB. Keply paid, quotation tele

?nf?om?°?ord"''' "'"Sf- ""'i^"'
repair gu.?ra„lee I

Gaiag'?, To°ot?ng''''
"'"""^ '"''"'' ^^ '"'""-

""'[Zs-i
TJNSATISFACTORY Magnetos should be replaced
-„;„ ^',1^ Eoul'on, £5/10 each; immediate dispatch
special discount to the trade. A few shop-soi ed to

hln df ^?vT P,"«^TBo»lton Magnetos, Ltd. Oldhall St., Wolcerhampton. I645BQOVERNMENT Surplus (New) Magnetos.-Ifavinp
;;,.,? S''°',f

"'"entire stock of the fSllowing make,
e can orter tliem at huge discounts : Tliomson-Benneu

intf £2M5.'Tr ".=' 60^ 55°, and 180°, clock andaijti £2/15; M-L single, clock, or anti, £2/15- C \\"
.ingle or twin, £2/15; postage l/9.-Below.

•V^n.f'i!? '^h"" ".«„"»? enclosed waterprool type
,;7i-,hli f r

' ''r'nblo Ignition and leads, and aiesuitable lor all makes ol motor cycIes.-BelLW.

N'^wg^'Tr F"'"'?°'"''',-S°'
'^'«=''^- A.C. (Titan.

makei;^boi^;^t/6:'i^o^e^^in-ji..i:%r^»ii-ble^i"

f , %: p\rTa'r;i;^^5 ^J'^i. f^.f^^-^'i^.^^

L°^rp^^3''°qu^^"k7rL';,j'?,?,'jie'„t^;;'\^.7c'liS3''4°'°''

''2^6 cach""B'o^:!;f*- Bf-'' p""er'^ coiS'brea'K?
i£f^n^i:;,';;i^'- ^Sf-iJ-

--S, 10/^ PC,

MagTto ^::i^'^o.i^°:^^'^'"^ «-^- ^~
-R'^.md^'^m„/'T,,1^''."•'^'-,D>•"'''"<''• niagneto.

Iagne?o"co '°L';r''n"5' "c1' ^"4- 'o The R?,nli[k ",;

sr%^ets-^s;s:s.?^s^"H^

'Sj'^- xi!«fS„d°KSe^;;^'S:-iiartntee these magnetos to bo thoroughly efficientor the above mentioned machines. Terms ca-h with>tder. Snuslaction, or money refundea.--BMiw
(^.A.Y. Magnetos, ready to fit on 2i,h.p. DouKla.^ or anj- lightweight, single, with variable ignition'£3/3; Ideal magnetos lor lightiveight.-Below.

T^?- t'^J?' ;?*?> ";'' Engineering Co.'s Lodge andJ- li.L.G. W.D. plugs, new, at 2/6 each; fln&t value
nil the market: trade eiport inquiries solicited.—Mag-
neto and Engineering Co., Cromwell House. HiLdi
Hclhorn, W.C.I. Tel.: 2054. '

[golg

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab
lished 1912). contractors to H.M. Government

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re'
pairs ol every description; all repairs at lowest pes
sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
return them within 24 hours. We have several new
and secondhand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock
all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Windin"'
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd., Euston, London N W 1°

Phone: Museum 1168. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad -

lx)ndon. [50,5
"VTEW Arrival of Thomson-Benuett Magnetos, any
-1-' degree, and ready to bolt on, Douglas, P and M
Triumph, J.A.P., Clyno, A.CT.S., Harley, etc, etc.!
£2/15 each, pins earri.age 1/6, guarantee sntislactioii
cash with order, vf.riable ignition; C.A.V. single oi
wins, perfect machine for a lightweight; we guarant^
atisfaetion or cash refunded without delay ; trade
fitting thousands; £3/3 eacji, pins carnage 1/6. Piu2s,
Lodge and K.L.G., .new, not reconditioned. 2/6 eac"h'
Trade .and exporters, please write for special t^rm.; ~
Dept. B, Coventry Ignition Supply, 97 Gorton St
Coventry. [gofg

USTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service
Guaranteed repairs to all tvpes ' of magnetos;

Splitdorf and Di.rie specialists: olllcial Indian elec-
trical service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs anil
spares. All repairs are tested on an approved A.I.I)
test bench before despatch, and therelore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock
ol guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees:
spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu.
lators, ail voltages, always ready in stock: plugs,
cables, i/i-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voKages. We
give you real live service atlwRys.-.Enston Ipnitiop
Co., 329, Euston Rd.. London. N.W.I. 'Phone;
Museum 5034. T.A. : .Magdyno, Eusroad, London.

E^

AlUctte.s relating to advertisements shoiiJd pt:ote the nurober at the end of each advertisement, and the dat. of the issue

[02 G 3
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TYRES.
BASTONE'S for new clearance covers and tubes (no

better or cheaper house).

BASTONE'S.—26x214 Gaulois ribbed. 28/-: Hutchin
son T.T. 27/-. Passenger 29/-, Goodrich Safety

tread. 39/-; Englebert (wired edge only), ribbed,
26x2>'2, 26/-; rubber-studded, 30/-.

-26x25,i Hutchinson T.T., 35/-: dittoBASTONE'S.-
Passenger,

BASTONE'S.—2GX2>,4 iVIichelin,

30/-; Hutchinson Passenger,
Jtone, 39/-. '

T-»ASTONE'S.—650X65 Hutchinson ribbed, 45/-
Hutchinson ribbed, 700x75 for 650x65, 50/-.

21/-;
32/-

Wood-RJilne,
Avon Sun-

A
LAST

FEW
CHANCES
AMD

BASTONE'S.-
Goodyear all-weather tread.

-28x3, 45/-; Hutchinson ribbed, 50/-;
47/-.

BASTONE'S.—Michelin tubes, 26x2i/, or 26X2',<.,

6/6; Goodyear butted, 28x3, 10/-.—228, Penton-
ville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : ?il9.\

Ncrth. [5429

SPECIAL OFFERS
OF BRAND NEW MOUNTS

TYRES.
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cim-\

bridge.— .Special clearance lines in covers, allj
guaranteed, and sent on 7 days' approval.

•>/j_x2 Wood-Milne Special, 23/9.—Robinson's.

()Ax2Vi Bates, 35/-; Pedley heavy, 39/6.—Robin-|[X21J Bates,
son's.

Avon
binson's.^4 Ro

Combination Steel-studded, 50/6.—

Pitts, of

[X9325

bargains in
[0235

k> ^ % Oil Best l\lake of Tyres, new stock,-
r^fJ Reilditch. Tel. ; 91.

H. EMANUEL, Tyre Factor.—See my
displayed advertisement columns.

MLSS DOOLEY.-26X21/2 new Macintosh and Spen
cer-Moulton tyres, '

' '"
'

M̂
tecial Quotations to the trade for

[irice 17/6 each.—Below. .

MISS DOOLEY.—700x65, 650x65. 26x2?^, prices;
£2/5, £2. and £1/10 respectively.—Below.

IITISS DOOLEY^—700x80 Avon square tread,

ISS DOOLEY.—26x2U,

each.—Below.

2%, and 21/2 Dunlop re-
inst cash;

minimum ol 50;

AT

ALEXANDER'S
Note the further inducements

in price reduction.

50/-- each.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—28x3 inner tubes,
5/- each, plus carriage.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—28x5 inner tubes, 5/
26 X 3, new.—Below.

Dunlop, ]

each;

MISS DOOLEY,
each.-Below.

MISS DOOLEY.-
—Below.

jiTISS DOOLEY.

MISS DOOLEY.—700 xaO_ Avon
ton new tyre,^.

MISS
Dunlop, etc.,

.-r

MISS DOOLEY.—23x3 new
Spencer-Moulton, Mackintosh, etc.;

W
B^

-650x65 Rom tyres, new, 35/-

26x3 Dunlop retreads, 25/- each.

-700x65 Dunlop new tyres, 35/-
each.—Below.

and Spencer-Moul-
45/-.—Below.

DOOLEY.—820x135 oversize for 820x120
new, £5; Dunlop tubes lor same,

16;-.-^Below.

DOOLEY.—23 ><_3 new tyres, Wood-Milne,.
25/- each.

1 lus carriage. ^ Z

PLEASE apply for all the above to Miss E. Doolev,
53, Killyon Rd., Clapbam. S.W.8. [8310

EPA IKS. Repairs, Repairs.—Send your tyres
lor repairs to the address below. •

HJRSTS, cuts, and broken beads repaired from
2/6- Every job guaranteed to s^ive satisfac-

tion.—Below.

Co., 224, Sherlock St.,

Birmingham. [X2419

a-AST ONE LEFT

1920 4h.p. Verus Blackburne,

I

3-speecl, kick-start. £126 for .. £90

TWO XO CUEAR

2f h.p. 1920 Verus-BIackburne,
i 2-speed, kick-start, £110 5s. for £80

0(Cx2i-:i Bates Special Heavy, 37/11; Palmer rovdJ^W 37/H; Avon combination steel-studded, 49/11;
Macintosh. 34/11; Clincher de luxe extra heavy,!

37/U; Beldam, 30/11; Avon tricar, 34/11; MatchlessJ
25/-; Dunlop W.D., 39/-; Avon Sunstone, 37/11 f
Wood-Mihie special,' 26/10; extra strong, 34,'-;

bination steel-studded, 46/3; Avon lightweight, 27, 6|
—Robinson's.

0^x2V> Wood-Milne Special, 31/10; extra strong!
/wO 367l; combination steel-studded, 51/-; Bate*
special heavy, 45/- ; Avon combination steel-&tudded|
53/6.—̂ Robinson's.

P'^X2% Hutchinson T.T., 34/11; Moseley extrd
t^y^ heavy, 30/11; Hutchinson passenger, 37/111
Macintosh, 34/11; Clincher de luxe, 37/11; Batel
special heavy, 37/11; Beldam. 30/11; Avon tricar!
34/11 ; Matchless, 25/-; Wood-Milne special, 28/41
extra strong, 34/3; combination steel-studded, 48/3.-
Robinsou's.

^

37/6; Avon con
50/6; Wood-Milul
combination steeM

^/•X2y2. to fit 2»,i, Avon Tricar^" bination steel-studded
special. 30/-; extra strong,
tudded, 50/9.—Robinson's.

35/-

Wood-Milne Special, 32/-; extij
combination atcel-studded, 51/6.-

0/»x3, to fit 21/.,

/WP strong, 41/-;
Robinson's.

i>/?x3 Englebeit Touring, 37/11; passenger, 39 /111
f^\3 extra heavy. 43/11; Wood-Milne special, 33/41
extra strong, 43/-
Robinson's.

combination steel-studded, 52/6.-I

Q Qx2',i. Dunlop
'W O studded, to fit American rims, special clearancj

Combination steel

erican ri

special, 32/4; extra itronlJme, 35/6; Wood-Milne
43/9.—Robinson's.

O Qx3 Wood-'Milne Special, 36/1; extra^O 43/9; combination steel-studded, 57/-.
son's.

/?R;/\x65 Wood-Milne Special, 32/4; extra stronl
\3 0\j 38/3; combination steel-studded, 51/l(f

]
Avon rubber-studded,

I 58/6.—Robinson's.
37/6; Avon heavy 3-ribbej

80 Wood-Milne Special, 43/6; extra -tronl
46,6; Avon heavy S-ribbsd, 50/-.—Robi|

XWO ONL.Y

1920 4 h.p. Douglas, 3-speea comb i 700
ination.with 1921 sidecar, £170 for £140l^°"''

__. W/\/\y 75 Avon Combination Steel-studded, 54/-

kAST ONE
19208h.p. Bat,3^peed,£l60for £115

Robinson's.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St.,

Ijridse. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles.
Cal
{89l

pHOSNIX Tyre Ecpairiug

15/6
Below.

8,000 miles can be done on these treads,
send yours to lie retreaded ?—Below.

is the cost of retreading
e.\tra heavy studded

your old cover with
or ribbed tread.—

Why not

1921 2| h.p. New Imperial,
2-speed, with 1920 engine . . £68

Ditto, with clutch and kick-starter £73

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Special oHer of Wood-Mill
Keygrip covers, new and in perfect condition, I

HAND your tyres into
addressed to—Below.

the post office to-day,

Sherlock St.,

[X2418
PHCENIX Tyre Repairing Co., 224,

Birmingham.

MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard
makes; list post Iree.—J. G. Graves, Ltd., Slief-

fieid. [0589
|r/\/\ MOTOR Cycle Covers, all .sizes, soiled only,
•J\f\J heavy 25/-, light 15/-; approval anywhere.
-AlUyres, 81, Dale End, Birmingham. [7453

CENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath.-Second-hand
covers salved from army machines, many as new,

and good lor several thousand^, 12/6 each, carriage
1^6; approval against cash. Please state size and
make preferred.—Below.

CENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath.—Free tubes,
12/6 line with all except 700 covers, no increase

of ijrice, cheapest house in the trade, despatched same
day as ordered, brand new Wood-Milne covers, money
immediately returned if dissatisfied, and cover re-
placed if not reasonable amount of wear: 26x2'^ 28/6,
-xtra heavy 36/6; 26x2% 30/-, E.H. 35/-; 26x2V*x2i4
55/-, E.H. 40/-; 26x21/- sg/e, E.H. 42/-; 26x3x21/-.
57/-. E.H. 44/6; 26X3 40/-. E.H. 48/6; 28x3 E.H.T
35/-; 650x65 36/6. E.H. 45/-; 700x80 45/-, E.H.
50/-; tubes for 700x80, 6/9.—Below.

DUNLOP Covers.-We are reque.stod to withdraw
our odveitisemeut oi these; proboblv those who

..umplained could not compete with our prices.
' Write

lor list and save money,

CENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath.—Special line
brand new 28x3 Wood-Milne covers, extra heavy.

50/- each; approval willingly; listed at 87/6.—Central
Gorage, London Rd., Thornton Heath ,S-E. [8780

1920 8 h.p. Matchless Com-
bination, £174

With spare wheel and windscreen £185

0% oH list prices. _ All good:
proval against remittance.

TjICONOMIC—AVood-Milne 24x2_ heavy

carriase paid,

23/9; 26|

e^^l

1920 8 h.p. Sporting Zenith,

I £135 for ^. £108

1920 8 h.p. Zenith,

£152 for

clutch model,

. £116

heavy, 25/-; extra heavy, 30/-.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x2y heavy, 26/
extra heavy, 3*/-; 26x25s heavy, 28/4;

heavy, 34/3.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne
extra heavy, 35/

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x2%
36/1; 26>,3x2i,'2 heavy, 32/-;

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 28x21;- heavy. 32/4;
heavy, 40/4; 700x80 heavy, 43/6; extra ha

26x2Vi.>x2i4 heavy. 3^
26x2i.i extra heavy, 36/1.

O.S. extra heaj
extra heavy, 41

1

E^
-The following are all W.D. clearai

perfect condition. Compare

1921 7 h.p. American X, 3-speed,

£175 for £13d|E

EALL ABOVE ARE BRAND NEW.
Send along your cheque at once, and

secure one of those unbeatabEe values.

A44

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH
272-274,GT.WESTERN RD.,GLASGOW

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

46/6.

CONOMIC-
new, and

prices.

ECONOMIC—Avon Siinstone 26x2i/i, 33/-; B|
special heavy. 33/-; Dunlop heavy E.S., 3ff

Clincher De Luxe extra heavy, 33/9; Beldam comb
tion, 35/-.

ECONOMIC.-Hutchinson T.T. 26x2's, 35/-
senger, 36/-; Clincher De Luxe extra hei

34/6; Beldam extra heavy, 32/6; Bates special he!
36/6; Dunlop heavy, 37/6.

"

CONOMIC.—Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber-;

24X2 26/3; 26X2, 28/9; 26x2ii, 50/-.

CONOMIC Tvre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.J
(near Town Hall). 'Phone : New Cross 139|

EW Dunlop and Bates Tubes, W.D., 26X214I
26x2%, 5/- each; new Beldam clearance

all sizes, 30/- each, escept 28x3 40/-, 650x65
and 700x80 50/- each; 700x80 ^ew Wood-Milne sJ
trend covers, guaranteed, 50/- each.—Homerton Ry
Works, Brooksby's AA^alk, Homeiton, E.9.

N^

4Tf/»x2V' New Beaded Covers, 30/-; new best qJ
/WO tubes, 24x21^ 6/-, 26x2 6/6. 26x2i,i 7/-,

2'^j 7/9, 26X2V'X21,4 8/6, 26x3 9/6, 700x80
750x75 12/6; new rubber belts, 6ft. 2in.xlin.,
15in. inflators, 2/6; sent approval, carriage pajj

ceipt. remittance.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
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TYRES.
FEW Benl Bnrgnins for Scottish readeT.s, surpiu?

GovernDient. etc., ecveis nu(\ tul>es. Write for list.

McArtliur Hill, 47, Carrick St., Glasgow. [8290

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads remoulrjerl

made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted.

treading: send for list.—Melton Mowbray Works, Mel-
Mowbray. [0347

'BAND New Extra Heary 700x80 Cover, co.st

£4/0/7, accept 50/-: ditto 550x65, for Be'-ie Pen-
Jt car, cost £3/16, accept 42/-; tubes 6/6.—Millard's,
effleld Hd., Chesterfield. [5872

"EMPSHALL Non-skid, also nutrhinson T.T.. 28 X
^ 2'^, brand new, at a remarkable figure; 35/-
ph; special prices for quantities over a; carriage

.
greatest bargains in tvres.—J. Sraith and Co..

-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. [0259

TANKS.
'ANKS Benovoted, imikers' colours, transfers- 12/6.—

\J
liitworth Motor Heuovating Co., 90a, Pershore

Birmingham. [8630

ANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High.class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At-
1 St.. Deansgate. Manchester. Eetablished 25

(3601
'ANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
.

re-enamelled at oar own works; all kinds ofmgs stocked: quick service and reasonable charges,
lend postage for illustrated price list to A. Green,'-• -* Chapel St.. Salford, Manchester. Tel.:

[0256

Iter

91 Centra

BELTS.
OOOft. Brand New lin. Belting

etc.: 1/9 it.-JIarljI« Arch Mot.

loot:
inst casb.-

I the
Iham. S.W.8.

Dunlop, Pedley,

•o 17,1 \{ o" ~ " "'" ""'"' Ex<-hange. Edg-
e lid., U.2. [9032
EST make of BeHiog. all lengths in lin. at 2/6

2-pieco %in. 1/9, 5iin. 1/6, on approval
Pitts, of Redditch. Tel. : 91. [X9323

PORTING Offer.-Balata and chrome V belts, -»in.
-^.6, lin. 3/- per loot, trial belt half price;
eners. 9d.; postage 1/-.—W. Pollin and Son, Hol-
[ton, St. Leonard's-on-Sea. [6014
ARGE Quantity of New Belts, not clearance:

Clipper, gfl.xlin., 22/- each; 8ft. 6in. ditto. 21/-
urplus by leading makers, %in.. anv lengths,

a, loot
;
special offer ol 6lt. 6in. of 7i,in. at 10/-

4 m. ditto. 12/6.-H. Emanuel, Tyre Factor, 27
rade Rd., N.16 Stoics-: 37a. Balls Pond Rd
ton, N.l. 'Phone: Dalston 3161. [0348
ISS DOOLEr.-A larce qnantitv of second-band
i-elting, like new, siMs i'lin., %in., lin.. in 6ft.
teugths, at 6/- per length; anything over 6ft. 6in.M have to be in two piies. which is 7/6, plna ciir-

spei'uil reductions for luantitifts.—Please apply
above t» Mis« E Dooley, 33. Eillyon Bd

[8312

INSURANCE.
ICroR Cycle Insnranco at Economical Premiums -

See below.

LT, Policy up lo 2^ih.p. £3/10. 4l4h.p. £4, 6h p
£4/10, lOh.p. £5/10.—See below.

BLIC Liability Only, unlimited indemnity from
£1/7/6.—See below.

LL Particulars will be forwarded on receipt ol
postcard stating make, h.p„ and value.

AT.DRIDGE and Co., T:td.. 23, Bucklersburv
E.C.4. Branches at Brighton (55. East St I

Ichester (10. South Parade, Deansgalel. Sfargate
ecil Sq.).

. [5533
;R Insurance of all kinds (specialliL motor), apply
Ernest J. Bass, fnsurance Broker, 40. Chancery
W.C.2. (0005

YS. Ltd., invite enquiries tor Insurance of all
kinds. Competitive rates for motor cycles
's and companies' prospectuses on application —^* Portland St, London. [0055
BE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy

authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers
r cycles or cycles and sidecars 'used for private
ses. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
ts. minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
uses on application.-The Autocar Fire^nd Acci-
Insurance Co., Ltd . 77. Cheapside. London.

10007

PATENT AGENTS.
. S. LOCKWOOn. Motor Spcciidist.-Guide free
—3, New St., Eimiingh.ini. [7103
MSULTING Patent Agency. 253. Gray's Inn RdLondon.—Aero and aircraft engines. [2373
TENTS Advice, handbook free.-King, Registered
Patent .Agent. 146a. Queen Victoria St EC
ars references. '

[0129

BRYSON, B.Sc, .Assoc.M.lnst.C.E., APR
Ae S., Chartered Patent Agent, 29. South-

in Buildings, London, W.C.2. 'Phone : Museum
19622

N 4 W. S. SKERRETT (H. N. Skerrett, Fellow
of the Chartered Institute ol Patent Agents

ech.E.. A.I.A.E. Associate lE.E., etc • W s'
!tt, A.I.A.E.. Registered Patent Agent).-Patents
IS, and trade marks.—24, Temple Row. Birming'

•^'' Central. 1038. T.A. : Skerrett, Birmini-
(1534

Tel.:

IT
B*aaB«a*B*a

COUNTS
FOR MUCH"

The feeling of knowing that in a "Good
Service" All weather Outfit vou WILL
keep DRY, W.4RIVI and CHEERFUL.

YOU MUST GRASP
an unusual chance to secure
an exceptional bargain !

SERVICE No. 1

BELTED8UIT(asllliistraledi,
made in best quality extra

stout double twill interlined

pure rubber.

Jacket - - SO -

Seatless Trousers - 38 6
Legging Overalls - 2T/6
Jacket 40ins. long, tour
pockets, fitted wind cuffs,

storm collar. Seatless trousers

and overalls, gusseted open-
ings, fastening with patent

clip fasteners. Sfalthiifjht
and clicf^t intasurciiunt.

200 Ex Government
Surplus TRIPLEX
"AVIATION MASKS'
Goggles, iinednutria
fnr. To. day's value 4-2/-
SERVICE 11/9 post paid.

AN OPPORTUNITY
YOUMUST NOT MISS.

Wonderful Service Offer.

/ SE^RVIt-E. Toou y<,tT %

SITUATIONS VAC.\NT.
T\7"AXTED, motor cycle mechanic, fully qualified and
' ' capable of doing all repairs.—Johnson's Motor

,

I'ork.-', King's Lynn. [8734

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

"\X''".AN'rED, good small motor cycle business, main
VV road, Surrey preleried.-Bo-V 4,101, c/o Thr
Vutor Ciidc. [89'72

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
MARGATE.-O.'tford Hotel, minute East Maigain

Station. Bed and l)re;^kfast 5/-; gar.ngo. [7036

THE Old Barn Teahouse, Stocks Green, Hilden-
horougb, beyond Seveuoaks, for real good farmhouse

liire. [8672

WEEK Ends or Longer. Prfvate npnrtments mid.
Essex. Write for pnrticulHrs.-Bos 3,914. c'o

The Motor Crjck. [7161

DOUGLAS.—" Cliff 'S^icw," Promenade. 100 rooms;
billiards: terms for motor race week 12/6 per

day.—J. Ridehalgh, Manager. [8653

DOUGLAS, I.O.M.—The Hawthorns. 4. 'Cambridge
'ferrace. Homely apartments, every comfort for

motor cyclists during the races. Private garage, tele-

phone, bath.—Apply for terms. [958 5

LONDON.—Central Hotel (exclusively for gentle-
men), Percy St., Tottenham Court Rd., W.l.

Special week-end terms, 6/6 bed and breakfast.—
Museum 6205. Garage. Night porter. 17883

OARAGES.
B.ALIIAM.-Eton Garage. 260-266, Balham High

Rd., the finest and largest garage for motor
cycles in the district;
description

2/- per week. Repairs of every
(9211

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting, the

oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.
Tvrms ?(._.;;, not chargeable if automobile unsold. Motor
cyilcs arid cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest
guods stations: Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R.; Wim-
bledon, L. and S.W.R. and G.W'.R.—Sole address

:

Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London. [8852

WANTED.
STURMEY-ARCHEB 3-speed Gear Box..

St.. Enheld.
-31,

\_XT3 09yT
COMPLETE TOOL KIT.

Adjustable American Wrench opening to 21 ins.

ALL OTHER CONTENTS BRITISH.
6ln. Side Cutting combination Pliers. STEEL
SCREW DRIVER, 3'ln. blade, wood handle.

6ln. Flat File. 4ln. Pin Punch. Three 7ln.

Bright Steel Tyre levers. Large Oil Can, plated,

withscrewtop. Well made Cotton Twill Holdall.

ALL ABSOLUTELY NEW.

PRIC^ over counter

PRICE carriage paid

WORTH -

- 7/6
- 8/3

We STOCK and recommend
"DEKLA" Accessories -

SEE MISCELLANEOUS COLUMNS
FOR OTHER SERVICE BARGAINS.
•••••••a

Silver
[8511

TRIU.MPH Back Stays and Sturmey Gear Box.-S.
Percy Rd., W.12. (8718

N.S.U. Gear, fit Triumph, good condition, cheap lor

cash.—3. Oxford St.. Ivettering. tX2338

W.\NTED. motor cycle or Ford: cheap.—H. .lowett,
41, Falmouth Av., Bradford. [.X241S

PALMER'S Garage Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
for dispo.sing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— Ton will he sure of

a good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's
Garage.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Thousands of men l.ave

sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Anction fee for motor
cycles under £50 reserve. 5/-; over £50 reserve.

IC'-. No garage charge is incurred until 7 days' notice

i,- I'lven

PALMER'S Garage, Tojting, will collect machines
Trnin any London railway station. The auctioa

sale IS held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m. [8853

1915-20. G.P. Morgan; cheap.-Write.
- - - -

[8843
OSh.p. Douglas 1915-20. G.P. Morgan
'W<1 ,oll, H.. 63, Solon Hd., Brixton.

"VTORG.>lX de_Lus6_, w.c, 1920, wanted.—Val. 52.

Thornliill Rd., Islington. London.

B.S.A. secoml-li

Apply, 37, Myddleton Hd.,

[8876

"\TTANTED, B.S.A. secoml-hand_ sidecar chai^is.-

THE

I SERVICE Co. Ltd. I
289-293, High Holbom, LONDON,W.C.l.

—

-

GraniT^: "AcbnitteJIy. Lomion. " 'Phone: HolliornGian. ^^

pool.
'

[6700

AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A4J

Hornsey. [8768

IVT.S.L'. Gear, any condition, or parts; also Grades,
xi etc.—Box 4,104, c/o TItc Motor Cijdc. [8975

"IQ19 Grand Prix Morgan; instalments; SeTenoaks
J-*y diitrict.—Box 4.055, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8523

WANTED, good solo or combination.—Catton, 12.

Rockniead Rd., Hackney. Dalston 2918. [8474

OWAN Sporting Sidecar, suitable lor Triumph.—Gill-
i-J man, 22, Rowden KU., Beckenham, Kent. [8557

"\T"^AXTED. Clyno interchongenble wheel rim forW 65x650 tyre.—5. Newnham St.. Bedford, [8777

WANTED, bottom back stays and wheel, complete,
tor counterehaft.—11, Ashburton Hill, Cork. [8590

Sunbeam Combination, recent model,—^y rite.

Boes. Hatfield, Avenue Elmers, Snrbiton. [8642

ANTED, sound 3Vt-4i,^h.p, combination, about
£65 cash, no dealers.—Bos 608. c/o The Motor

Cycle. [8614

WANTED, motor scooter; exchange good push bike
and gramophone.—Box 4,102, c/o The Motor

CijcU. / r8973

\T7ANTED, parts to complete P. and M. In quan-
titles, cash waiting.—Inman, Othello St., Liver-

Si"-"-

vv
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WANTED.
Auction
-Paliner's

every Thursday
Garage, Tooting.

every Thursday i

Garage, ToOtirig.

every Thursday" i

Garage, Tooting.

I>ALMER'S Motor
entries invited.-

PALMER'S Motor Auction every Thursday at
entries iuvit-J.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

PALMER'S Motor Auction every Thursday at
entries invited.—Pahner's Garage, Tooting.

PALMER'S' Motor Auction
entries invited.—Pahnei's

PALMER'S Motor Auction
entries ijivited.—Palmer's

PALIVIER'S Motor Auction every Thursday at 2;
entries invited.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8851

WANTED, second-hand Morgans, in good condition.
—Rey, 378-384, Euston RU. 'Phone : Museum

6436. [5102

WANTED, good motor cycle ox combination; casli.

—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. ; K.
5155. [9016

WANTED, twin mag., 60='.—Send- price and parti-
culars to 3, Aiskell St., South Millfieid, Sumlei-

land. . [8725

WANTED, gear box for lightweight, Grado, counter-
shaft preferied,—Walter, Kiaora, West

Dorset.

gear worms.—A. H. Adam?

Moor
[8464

Triumpll bottom and top back staya, suit
]uib geai; approval.—Chalmers, 63. Brandon St.,

Hamilton. ~ [S8'81

WAMED^ A.J.S.; exchange 1920 Harle^ com-
bination and cash.—45, Waterlow Rd., Higli-

sate Hill. [8503

WA.NTED. 1920-21 CorabinatLon or solo; casli wait-
ing.—Jlosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., West Kil-

burn. iV.W.e. [6105

WANTED, 4-cyI. F.N.'s, T.A.C.'s. T.M.C.'s, Hender-
sons. -Wandsworth JMotor Exchange, Ebner St..

Wandsworth. ' [3151

WANTED, Douglas or similar niouut, in good order

;

ibeap.—Particulars to Smith, 20. Chric^tclnnTh
HJ., Newport. (8621

WANTED, Red Indians. Harley-Davidsons.—Wands-
worth Motor Excliange. Ebner, St., Wandsworth

-iTown Station). [3152

CONNECTING Rods, pistons, bushes, 8h.p. J.A.P
11912), Zenith

Shipstou-on-Stour.

WANTED, Simplex motor attachment, must be first-

t'kiss conditjon. to put on lady's cycle.—Arsoott,
178, West Parade, Lincoln, [8471

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle
accessories; state particulars and price.—Service

Co., 292, High Holborn, London, W,C.l. [0172

WANTED, 3i,yi.p. Triumpll frame, tank, and gear
box, together or .separate,—Andrews, Tetiot Cot-

tage, Saltburn, near luvergordon, Ross-shire. [X2388

ALLBER IMotors.—Bring your machines to us: ^ve are
spot cash buyers ol goo,^ machines, or we sell

on commission lor you; eschariges entertained,

ALLBER Motors, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, London
S.W. (opposite Earlsfield Station). 'Phone

:'

Latchmero 4388. [2852

CASH Waiting : solo and combinations, good prices
given.—Write, 'phone, or call Edwards. 50, Har-

rington Rd., South Kensington. Phone : Ken. 3709
[0604

T[1RIUMPH Engine with magneto (or separate), 1918-
-i- 21, good condition; also nearly new 1910 cylin-
der (Triumph).—Box 4,074, c/o Tlie Motor Cijde. '(D

[8583
1 Q20-21 Matchless-Jap Magdyno Combination, new
-L«/ or very near.-Price and full particulars
Turner, 27, Blackburn Rd., Church, Lancashire,

[X2414WANTED, 1920 P, and M, Combination, must be
guaranteed perfect, full equipment; lowest for

cash,—Letters only, 40, Barclay Rd., Leytonstone
E.ll. [8728WT. DUNN. Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., N,W,1, re-

. quire unlimited quantity modern solos, com-
binations, Morgans, light cars, etc; top prices paid'
cash on sight.—'Phone : Museum 5391, write, or ca]]'

[0532
TITANTED, N.S.U., Brampton, Mabon, or hub gears:VV al.so water-cooled engines (single-cvl.), air-cooled
single and twin : old motor cycles and parts, cheap —
17. Wilcox Rd„ South Lambeth, London. S.W. 8.

[775.3
"VTTHO Pays the Best Price for second-hand motor
» » cycles in England? We do. Please offer irs your

cycle and oombiuation; c^sh paid on sight —Percy and
Co., 314, Euston Ed., N,W, 'Phone; Museum 1337,

pELIABLE Sidecar Machine Wanted for tradesman'sJ-l carrier, mechanically sound: exchange motor mud-
guards (new), domed, with valalRe, for Singer and
other light cars.-Tidd Bros., Motor Panel Beaters, Ash-
lord, Jliddlesex, [8450
T^.g.O.II. etill pays highest prices (or sound machines-t BnnE bus along and take cash away; exchange*
.anang«3.-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstiid
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7
in.'luding Saturdays. [8815
T^ANTED, all kinds of motor goods, new and secoml-
»' hand, any condition; job stocks bought to auv

amount; garage tools and accessories.—Montague's
Motor Mart, 86-87, London Ud., Manchester
•Phone; 7745 Central. [8682;

to

GREAT
SALE

OF
BRASMD i^EW
MOTOR GYGLES
SIDECARS AND
ACCESSORIES

<Sec other coSumn).

NO REASONABLE

OFFER
WILL BE REFUSED

SEND A DEPOSIT
WITH YOUR OFFER:
IF WE CANNOT ACCEPT,
YOUR MONEY WILL
BE RETURN E D
l§VIIVIEDIATEL.Y

ROBEIiTSON*S

LOVE
A KEEN BUYER BUT
NOT A STINGY ONE :

SO GENTLEMEN, PLEASE
BE REASONABLE

EXCHANGES
OR

EASY PAYMENTS
cannot be coRsidered
on machines sold a.t

REDUCED PRICES

H I rl [^
ONE OF OUR SPLENDID OUTFITS

if you do not wish to buy.

ROBERTSONS MOTORS Ltd.
157B, GREAT PORTLAND ST., W.I

TELEPHONE: LANGHAIVI 1 E22.

WANTED.
CASH on Sight for new and second-band motor

cycles and combinations, any make or condition
^Call, write, or phone, Sliort's Motor Stores, 485-493"
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone

''

I

Richmond S362 and 2363. [0372

I

CE^'D Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
I

,.
-^'"'"r -Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cath

oiler telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station. Wimbledon. We will collect from anv London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale il

I desired.-Sole address ; Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
I '8854

;

EXCHANGE.
;
/J-TiiN Maudslay a= new, for combination and ca«li

-

^^ 1', Hcaton Rd.. Mitcham.
_ [8865

^20. I'.ffer--: p.x.liauge Autoped Scooter, done 20 mile.:.
=** -.Saunders, 49, Riverside, Kingston-on^TJiame.;,

,
[860COOI'NIERSHAKT Zenith Conibinatiou for water

:

^-^ cciolcil Morgiin
; letters fir4.— Higlidene, EidgewaT

Eiilir-M, [863;

J^LYNO Cnnibiii.ntion, Conlson, or P. and M.,
'-' Zenith,-.Adciiey, Mary',s Hospital School, Pad
din;;ton. •

[Btl\

A DVERTISEE will exchange ebouised upright gram
-ci i'ia;io lor 4h p. Douglas.—11. Stromuess Plate
SoiitlieiHl. r9a2(

I

T>L\NO. Erard, perfect, and t ;ish, for modern coin
-»- liination, good itiaker.— 1, Rayuirad Av. Tliomtw
ll^atli Pond. ^ [8761

S>3h.r. Douglas, 1916, electric lishtiug; level
'>' * change combination ; sell £55.-90, Burchell Ed
Leyton, .E.IO,

IJIXCHANGE 8-lOh.p. Fafnir Engine, complete, lo
-i motor cycle.—C. Astley. 47, West View Rd.

Barrow-in-Furness. [845

1Q18 Triumph Centre Portion Frame and Fork=
-Li/ £6, or exchange for lightweight Irame.—Bo
4,057. c/o The Motor Cycle. ;a56

EXCHANGE lor lightweight, 3i-dj.p, Eudge Mnlf
1915, peifert condition, or soil £40- Suriev.-

Box- 4,090, c'o The Motor Cycle. [875

1 Q14 Abingdon 6h,'p, Combination, any trial;X tf change for light, modern car, or sell at £70.-
Fagin, 2, Station Rd,, Aldersliot. [856

IQIS Caltliorpe 2-seater, dynamo, dickey, tax paic
J^*y exchange combination or solo and cash,-
Ramsdens, ^laybell Av., Blackpool. [900

"^.S.U.. 6h.p., 2 speeds^T^ twin sidecar, taxed, f(

-^* 3'.^h.p. solo, P. and M. preferred, or sell £55,-
Brace, 'Pemple Ed., Hounslow, Middlesex. [85^

EXCHANGE .Vuto-Carrier, late type, splendid co
dition, for motor cycle, or sell £60,—C.S.. 1

Swaton Ed., Bo^v, E,3, Tel, ; E, 3155, [901

HUMBEEETTE 2-seater, perfect condition, as nei^
lor good twin combination, or sell; £140,—Mosl

dale, 30, Canterbury Rd,, Kilburn, N,W.6, [8711

ZENITH Combination, 6h,p, J,A,P,, splendid conj
tion, tax paid; £75, for lower power and littj

rash.— 57. Kenbury St., Camberwell, London, [87^

1Q21 Calthorpe Light Car and Coventry Premil
i.*y Runabouts; latest reduced prices; liberal el
.hanges.—Motorics, 25, Hortou St., Halifax, [89¥

"JQ20 Hobart-Villiei-s, advertised, for new conditij
-*-»? Enfield combination (preferred), cash adjuj
ment.-22, Buller Rd., Thornton Heath, S,E, [831

EXCHANGE, new Kingsbury hght ciii>, coniplel
for combination and cash,—Barkers' Motors, 191

Balham High Rd., S.W. 12, Latchmere 4441. [lit

IXDIAX 7-9h.p.. 1916, T,T., lamps, Kla.xou, spcej
meter, li-.ensed, extremely fast, perfect, for goT

countershaft, or sell £50,-E, Waters, Orchcster, Will
[85l

INDIAN 5h.p,, 1915, 3 speeds, disc, speedometff
lamps, horn, watch, new Dunlops, lor Army moil

Indian, or sell 60 gus,—10, Rolls Ed., liermondsey. I
[87|

EXCHANGE S'.il.p. Premier Combination. 3-spe<

dutch, good running order, tax paid, for h.

model solo,-J,C,, 93, St, John's Rd„ Walthamstd
[87|

EXCHANGE lOh.p, 2-seater Swift, excellent cop!
tinn, lamps. Stepney, hood, tor gooil combinatiif

or sell £160.—Goodwin, 1&7, Foxhail Rd.,. Ipswicbf
[83

G.W.K., 1914, stored during war, splendid lit|

car; £175; take War Bonds or exchange
combination and cash,—Box 4,105, c/o The MeM
Ciiclc. [61
F.O.C.H. ale noted for fair exchanges.— 6, Heatjl f

Hampstead {near Hampstead Tube Stetij

'Phoue: Hampstead 3762, Hours 9-7, including Sfli

d,ays. [81

MOTOR Cycles, Premier runabouts, and CalthoJ
liglit cars; exchanges; get our list: it's g

s.i are allowances.— Collier's Motorics, Horton
Halifax. [81

Oilh.p. Douglas Combination, takes passenger el
^•t economical to run: for good modern seconU-lir

furniture, or sell £65.—5. Upper Richmond Rd.
Putney. [Sj

POST Exchanges.—The Newnham Motor Co.,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6; specialise in arrau,

exchanges by post; second-hand descriptions gua

Iteed; write us your recluirements; satisfaction eDsil|

A46 All letters I'elating to advertisements should auot; the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Cooling of Motor Cycle
Engines.

IX
this i.s.siie we publish the \n>\. p.irt of an

inform.itive article on the cooling, of motor
cycle engines^—a subject which i.s exercising

the minds of most designers. By tliem, we
know that it will.be ie:id witli more than

orilinary interest, although it may be that the views

expressed will not be unanimoiislv accepted. Lay
readers, too, will find much upon which they may
debate, and, perha])s, it is well to remind them
that the author is an idealist with very advanced
\iews, who, having in mind the wonderful possi-

bilities of the internal combustion engine in the
lutuie, may, possibly, be accused of underesti-

mating the really remarkable stage of perfection
which has already been reachet].

That many of the author's contentions are true

will be appreciated by all our readers, particularly

the references to lack of silence—^mechanical and
exhaust—as compared with the engine of a car.

We agree that the simplicity of air-cooling niu-st

be retained, and that comparative silence can be
obtained with air-cooled engines has already been
])roved by certain manufacturers of air-cooled cars.

These vehicles, it is true, are not, in the car

enthusiast's opinion, the ' last word as regards
silence, for often comments are heard anent their

slight tappet noise. On the other hand, the motor
cyclist regards these engines as almost ideal, which
goes to show that the standards of perfection in

the two classes of motorists differ very, considerably.
It is strange, but true, that all present-day

motor cyclists do not desire silence ; that such a
feature is highly desirable cannot be denied- by

.

all who wish to see the motor cycle movement
expand to the jiossibilities awaiting it, when the

economical machine really takes its rightful place
as a utilitarian vehicle.

The author of the article under review points
out that economically present-day engines fall short
of the possible maximum in this respect, and
while we think that great strides will be made in

increasing their efficiency, in the meantime the
majority of motor cyili.sts will not grumble if their

machines continue to transport them about loo
mi'es at a cost of 3s, 6d.

improved cooling undoubtedly will te^id to

bring about many nioditications in other directions,

lor this important r|uestion determines the size of
the engine. Size govern.s' the weight of the power
plant and of the machine as a whole: in the
meantime we think all motor cyclists will agree
that we have much for which we can thank the
British motor cycle industry in producing the
machines we ride to-day, and which are steadily
.improving in efficiency—even if they fall s-hort

of the irieal.

To such advanced thinkers a.s our contributor
po.sterity may owe a great deal. 'While they con-
tinue to give to the world the results of their

research, the motor cycle movement must b_enefit

;

for the so-called ideals of to-dav may be acrf|]ted

ti>morrow as the essentials.

Next Month's Tourist Trophy
Races.

L.AST
week rumours were current regarding the

postponement of the •Tourist Trophy Kaces
as a result of the coal strike. At the moment
of going to press, however,, such rumours
appear to be devoid of foundation, as, having

stocks of coal, the Isle of Man Steam Packet
Co. has agreed to maintain a daily service between
Liverpool and the Isle of Man during the T.T.
week, June 13th to i8th.

U'e understand that this arrangement is due to
the efforts of the Auto-Cycle Union, which
approached the Government regarding coal sup-
plies, and the .support of the Mines Department
has been promised in the event of a shortage of
fueL -

The Isle of Man has suffered very keenly this

year through the lack of visitors, Whitsuntide'being
one of the " blackest " holiday periods in its

liistory.

^ y / /..y / / /- J / / 7-
.y. . /. y / y / \ . \ \ \ . \ .. ^ V \ T—r- .,\.,.\,,,,\ . s \ ,,\..,a: sr

An Index to the advert's:ments in this issue will be found on the cage facing the back cover
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Flywheel Magnetos.

THE flywheel magneto appears to be quite a

dazzling success so far as ignition is concerned,

but more than one firm has experienced a little

difficulty in getting sufficient output to feed the- lamps
as well as the sparking plug. However, at least one

inventor seems to have solved the double problem,

and this fascinating type of electrical outfit should

be very popular in the near future.

Perfecting the " Sparklight."

THE B.T.H. people are devoting the most meti-

culous attention to the development of their

" Sparklight " lamp outfit for two-strokes, and

I hear that before long we may be able to obtain a

. new edition suited to four-stroke engines. My own
two-stroke outfit provoked no criticism beyond the

fact that it was a little difficult to extricate the battery

from its aluminium case in the evfent of more . acid

being required. The connections for the various leads

were not too accessible, and the parts were a very

close fit in the case. \yhen I drew the makers'

attention to this, I found they had already designed

,

a better battery box fitted with a terminal board, so

that it is only necessary to disconnect a couple of

3in. W'ires when the battery is to be removed for any

purpose. The pick-up fittings have also been improved
by the substitution of a lighter brush and the pro-

vision of greater clearance for the clock spring. A
two-stroke fitted ,with such a lighting outfit is quite

the most delightful utility mount for short distance

work.

Stock Machines in the Six Days?

THE experiment with " stock " machines in the

A.C.U. One Day Trial has led many motor
cyclists to emphasise the extreme value which

similar procedure would have in the Six Days. The
idea is not so ridiculous as some pooh-poohers would
suppose. It must be a good ten years since an
entrant in a Scottish Six Days—Mr.- W. Westwood,
if mernory does not fail me—was disappointed as to

delivery of the machine which he intended to compete
with, and after purchasing a Triumph from an agent's

stock forty-eight hours before the trial started, won
a gold medal after a no-trouble ride. I do. not know
whether the A.C.U. will have the hardihood to

institute such a class in the 1921 Six Days; but there

cannot be any doubt that if a firm asks the A.C.U.
to select three machines at random from agents'
stocks, and asks a club to nominate three amateur
riders accustomed to the rriake of machine concerned,
there would be a good sporting chance of an un-
paralleled advertisement. Moreover, I know more
than one machine which ought to emerge triumphantly

from such an ordeal, and which would be well \% the I

running for the team prize so long as it enjoyed its I

fair share of luck. Stock machines of to-day are a I

great deal nearer the efficiency level of trade riders'!

"specials" than some jaundiced pessimists suppose.

I

To hear some people talk, and to read the rubbish!

that is sometimes written, one would suppose that!

a wise rider invariably dismantles a new machinal

before he puts it on the road. Poitr moi, I ridel

machines as they are delivered ; and I seldom strikel

anything more than petty trouble inside 5,000 miles.

Dtiffers in Trials.

I

NE or two of the officials concerned in managiiQgl

the Edinburgh run returned to town with ratheif

dismal impressions of the driving skill of thai

less experienced amateur riders, and with a feeling!

that a good many machines are still insufficiently!

braked. One competition expert made the downrightf

remark that trial entries are becoming too large, andl

that they attract far too many dud riders^^—^some sort]

of qualifying test is, in his opinion, necessary befora

a man should be allowed to compete in a "24.''

And Brakes.

THE ordinary designer undoubtedly finds himsell]

in rather a quandary when he settles the braka

layout of a machine. If the stock mount aa
s^ld to the public is equipped with powerful, quick!

acting brakes, quite a number of the firm's customer-f

will "crash " before they have developed into adepts]

for rash brakework on a two-wheeler spells spills

I think the real solution is to design brakes which will

not lock the wheels until tremendous muscular forca

is applied. In a sudden emergency the half-novicd

makes a quick, instinctive grab at his brakes, and il

that automatic snatch locks the wheels, a spill results!

If this nervous grab merely applied the brakes mildlyf

and sustained muscular effort were needed to stod

the^machine altogether, he would be given a fractioij

of a second in which to collect his wits. This briel

intei-val would save him from a spill on the one h'and

and a collision on the other. Technically, such ail

arrangement of the brake leverage is quite possible|

Splashing Thern Out.

<q pJRIALS organisers regard the watersplash as

il positi^'e godsend nowadays, and the committed

man who can discover two or three new ones-

the deeper, the better-^is a hot candidate for nex|

year's presidency. The popularity of splashes is

mute tribute to the high quality of the modern moto|

Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" Jiavelatdy

been published in book form, -price 5s. 3d. post free, from

"The Motor Cycle" Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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cycle. Hills can
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no longer stop it—not even if

by hill ^ve imply the back stairs to the lair of the
chamois.- But a deep splash -is something of a lotteiy
for the stoutest rider on the Ijest machine—particularly
so if there be a miniature weir, a lot of green weed,
and a 3ft. pothole concealed under the turbid flood.
••Xominally, the watersplash is supposed to possess a
high technical value in developing wateiproof ignitions
and transmissions. Actually, its cliief function is to
amuse the crowd and to protect the coffers of the
organising club. I recall one particularly atrocious
splash last year—miles and miles from anywhere.
Beside jt lay a neat bridge, , on which were collected
myself and two enthusiasts who had ridden miles to
watch the fun. Rider after rider ticked cautiously
up, e\ed the bridge longingly, scanned the group of
spectators vengefully. recognised me for a trumpery
pressman but smelt something ofiicial about the other
two. In they went. Off they came. - Emerging, and
wringing the xyater from their tresses, thev told mv two
companions what they thought of them.' Meeklv my
consorts ^explained that they were mere onlookers'.
Tfu-n the swear words crackled like the super sparks
in a high power Marconi omfit.

Waterproofing the 'Bos.
A r.l. ihe .-^anjf. lorgt-Uulntss seems to have au.iek^v!

irx^ th6 trade on the important question of water-
"

proofing a machine, so that it can safely be left

in the open during a rain storm—an cmcrgencv which
fails every user during the season, and is a' weekly

or daily occurrence with manv owners. There are
lirce items which re(|uire protection, viz. :

1. The sparking plug. (Generally ignored.)
2. The carburetter. (Top feed types -t'c

usually safe; bottom feed tv\)ei often give trouble.)

3. The magneto,

llie 'bus which 1 at present u.-^c It ' ijiulti-stop
''

ivork IS ]ierfectly hopeless I'n the.se respects. I can
naiiage the plug easily enough l>y carrying a drv spare
n my pocket, fitting a waterproof pattern, or addin"- a
Hunt " umbrella "

; but a duffer might have bought the

bu.5,_and experienced stacks of trouble.
' To weather-

proof the carburetter in this case is a real problem, as
its shape enables it to catch the maximum amount
ol water, and to guide the water to the point where it

will do most hai-m. ^The alleged waterproof magneto
ha.s a deepish circular recess round the point at which
the high tension lead enters the casing, and until I

puttied up this recess with candle grease and varnished
It o\er with shellac, tlie machine was sometimes off
duty after exposure. So many machines are now
being bought for utilitarian purposes that these points
are important;

'

Rained Out.

^<-)ST English months .seem to have dual per-
, sonaiities like the famous Jekyll and Hyde,

fake the past month, for example. I left
iionic in such blistering sunshine that I disdained mv
overalls. My ladylove's villa has no 'garage, and I

left the machine—well, I believe an American would
put it "down the side walk.'' Presentiv the rain
descended alid the winds blew. I happened to be un-
conscious of the external climatic conditions. \\'hen
I emerged, niy saddle was sodden. g,nd not a Ijang
couhl ijossilily be extorted from a 'bus which is 1101^
mally a reatly starter. Being—since the war and a
Pelman course—a man of undoubted push and go.
I hastily extraciccLthe sparking 'plug, baked it in Jier
oven for a minute or two, turned on the petrol, took
th,s last tender farewells, and jazzed gaily up the road.
Xot a bang. "

,

On examination, the bu.sh of the magneto contact
breaker roc-kcr had swelled up in- sudden sympathy
with the increased huniidity of the atmosphere. To
tliink that I specified this particular magneto berause
its hush was stated to be "non-hygroscopic."
To complete my opening paragraph, later that

evening there were nine degrees of frost. , I remember
hearing an R.E. quartermaster sergeant say that nil -

poets were crazy. Was it Browning who sang
" Oh ! To be in England
Now that April's here "

?

^rust have i
. tten April wherever he was.
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WE have heard much during the past year or two
about the wonderful strides made in air-cool-

ing in connection with aero engines, and we
lia\e lieen told (particularly in connection with cars) of

the big improvements we can expect as the outcome of

all this knowledge and experience, and yet—when one
comes to look round—there is

precious little difference betAveen

the present-day air-cooled single-

cylinder ancT that p:^ pre-war times

except in very few instances.

In fact, probably 90% of engine

cylinders are identical with those

of 1912. 19x3, and 1914, and very

ri earl y as many are from the

same patterns machined on the

same tools!

Most. of our presen^-day engines are tarred with the

same old brush—^most of them are given a new lease

of life by an ex'tra pumpful of cool oil on a long hill

on a midsimimer's day—most of them konk occasion-
ally under similar conditions, unless their compression
ratio is so lo.w that they develop very httle power for

their size and use plenty of petrol in doing it. Most of

them are exactly as noisy as they used to be, and it is

a. signilicant fact that, whereas nearly all water-cooled
car manufacturers are reducing the size of their engines
and still improving their .

'-

jierforraance, motor- cycle . ,,-r. -..-r--—

^

manufacturers are in-

creasing their cylinder
dimensions year by year.

The 500 c.c. machine is

rapidly becoming a 600
c.c, and there is a ten-

dency even in the i.'ooo

c.c. class (especially in

America) to {"ncrease this

to 1,100, 1,200, and even

1,300 c.c.

Are we, therefore, ad-

vancing as rapidly as we
c o 11 1 d—is a,ir-cooling a

fundamental handicap, and
if so, why ?

The unbiassed, mechani-
cally-minded person has
only to recollect what he
saw at the last Car Show
A28

Few have made such a dose study of

the problem of air-cooling as has Mr.
Granville E. Bradshaw, and the views of

this well-known designer are boxind (0 be

read with interest. That the average air-

cooled engine uses from 20% to SQ% too

much petrol per b.h.p.is one of Mr.Bi-adshaw's
contentions, whilethe advantages of cooling the

crank case adequately are dealt with at len0h.

A popular engine two decades ago—the 31 li.p. m.o.i

fitted to the Phoenix motor cycle in 1903. Our contributor draws

attention to the strikino; similarity of this and the average 1921 single.

and at the Motor Cycle Show which immediately fol-

lowed it, to be compelled to confess to himself that the

motor car engine unit had progressed many years ahead-

of the motor .cycle engine.

In the one Show we saw beautiful and compact com-

plete engine units wholly enclosed and smooth exter-

nally, silent in operation and of

high efficiency, self-lubricating,

docile and automatic, and in the

'other Show we saw (with rare ex-

ceptions) exactly wdiat we have been

looking at for at least fifteen years.,

but with a gear box added.

Is there really any difference be-

1

tween the old af h.p.'and 3J h.p:

m.o.v. Minerva engines of about I

1903 and 1904 and the majority of
j

present-day motor cycle power units.

We still use the same old hand pump lubricatic

and two lever carburetters, but we have , hung a I

magneto on to some part of the machine in such a way I

that it looks nothiiig more nor less than an after-j

thought. Worst of all, we have fitted a bicycle chainl

running round a small sprocket at engine speed, audi

we know perfectly well before, we fit it that it is goingi

to be excessively noisy.

Our cvlinders are almost identical in design, and ouij

methods of cooling are iiil

no wise better than theyl

were; consequently, wel

have little chance of im-l

pro\"ing our efficiency undeii

touring conditions.

Where, then, do we stand

to-day ? Are we going td

revert to water-cooling sd

as more completely to enJ

close our engines (thd

motor cycle engine demand^
more protection than doe

even the car en gin el

situated as the latter il

under a bonnet), or are vi

going, to stick to our sim|

plicity?

The answer, undoubtedly!

Minerva is simplicity every timel

Far better retain our bij

engines and even ask for
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A J.A/P. engine of

1903. It had mecha-
nically-operated valves

with a single tappet

rod.

The 3.1 h.p. White
and Poppe of nearly

twenty years ago—the

original of an engine

filled to a well-known

motor cycle—and very

little altered in design.

I) little power i'rijin iheni fuf their rajjaritv than
111 a motor cycle with the exlra cost, weight, compli-
tinii, and trouble of water-cooling. Already many
inir machines have wandered towards complication,
a „'!ance at .some of the bigger mounts will show.
I to add water-cooling to all thi.s would be to add

ore load to a veliirle that is rapidiv becomiiiT over-
adcd.

Improve Air=cooling.

Ail-cooling must lie retained, and all means of
pio\ing it in » silence, consumption, voltimetric
iciency, ami cleanliness of design must be sought.
We shall all concede that the air-cooled cylinder
s a nattnal handicap in that it needs a current of
directly on to it in order to enable it to function

^ ^5 X 75 f"""-- Simms engine of 1903. which had a mochanically-
pcraled inlet valve and many features following present dav
iracdce

properly, whereas the water-cooled engine can be
stowed away and the heat can be conveyed by a pipe
to any suitable place where the air happens to be
plentiful

; moreover, it must not be forgotten that
the water around the cylinder has a deadening effect
upon noise, and prevents that metallic clatter which
is so prevalent in air-cooled engines.

•--Vs lar- as power is' concerned, an air-cooled engine
can compete with the best of water-cooled engines.
We can ahso get as good consumption, with 'good
cylinder design, but we mu.st have adequate cooling
draught and in the right place, if we are going to
stick to our existing tvpes.

It is quite true that, considering all things, present
motor cycle engines function reasonably well in
]>ractTce, but this is principally due to such engines
being inefTicient for their cai)acity. and due to them
working most of the time on small throttle openings,
and it is also true that the air-cooled engine has
temperature limitations very much wider than those
of a water-cooled engine, 'i.e., the limitations of a
water-cooled engine are from 32° F. to, roughly,
200" F., when steaming takes place, whilst the air-

cooled engine is not injured by temperatures below
zero and up to 700" F., but at these high temperatures
the air-cooled engine cannot approach the modern
car engine as regards economy, eflifiency, and ])owcr.

Temperature Limitations.

The pre.sent-day air-cooled motor cycle cylinder is

Ircquently running at such a temperature, aiid it will
iMily continue to do so by developing low horse-power
per unit of cylinder capacity combined with an
extravagantly rich mixttire as compared with a well-
designed car engine. This is one of the reasons why
two-lever carburetters did not die out of existence
long ago; most riders ,of sidecar machines fully

realising the importance of

the mixture when
k o n k i n g com-
mences. When
running u n d e r

these conditions

t h e air - cooled

<ngine is gener-

ally developing
not move than
one-half. &f the

li r a k e - h o r s e-

\) o w e r that an
efficiently cooled

-

engine of the

same size could
d e v e 1 o p, and,
moreover, it is

using anything
f i' o m 20% to

80% more' petrol

per brake-horse-

p o w e r than it

should.

The fact that

]ierformances on
Brooklands very

frequently show ^ pioneer engine, the 1903 Kelecom,

high volumetric
«hi^o" contributor mentions as one of

.? . tlie prototypes ol the pre3ent day motor
ei-ticiency has no cycle power unit.

.K2C)

ising the •ir tf
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bearing upon the subject, because in this case the

cylinder is receiving air at a suitable velocity due to

the speed of travel, and there is no parallel to this

in ordinary touring with all mudguards and extra

gadgets, and especially when tugging a sidecar up a

hill on one of the lower gears.

The air-cooled engine must, therefore, stagnate, as

far as high output at low consumption is concerned,

just as long as we retain the present designs of cylinder

combined with the present methods of cooling.

Let it be noted -here that the writer is not- intending

to decry actiial engine designs, many of which are

excellent and almost equal to the best in the car

world, nor is he decrying the present method of

natural cooling, which is simplicity in itself, but what
he does state is that the combination of the Utb
cannot possibly give us even reasonably good efficiency.

It may surprise many readers to Snow that it has

been conclusively proved at Farnborough that a cast

iron air-cooleji cylinder of normal motor cycle engine

size cannot give a first-class performance under heavy

air current of 60 m.p.h., as shown by the arrow, the

velocity of the wind at A was 60 m.p'.h., at B it was

47 m.p.h., and at C (the hottest part) it was approxi-

mately 35 m.p.h. with a very : carefully directed

draught. With ordinary cast fins which, ai^e of«greater

thickness and less air space the velocity at the root

of the fin was even much lower than this.

^Vhen, however, the draught was a casual one as

regards direction' the conditions rapidly changed, and

with this draught attacking the cylinder at an angle

of .15° or O'ver, as shown in fig. 2, there was no aii

speed of any sort through and between the fins, but

the whole current simply glanced over the tips.

Importance of Fin Disposition.

Observing that the amount of heat extracted by thd

air depends very largely upon the difference in temJ

perature between the object and the air, it woul(

appear that to remove the fins altogether and let .\\\\

air blow straight on to the hot cylinder walls would
not be worse than allowing it to glance over the com|
parati-\-ely C90I tips. .

HOT SPOT

EXKAUSl

Fig, 1.—An ordinary steel cylinder,

with the wind blowing exactly in a straight

line. Velocity of wind at A = 60 m.p.h.

;

B = 47 m.p.h.; C = 33 m.p.h.

Fig. 2.—The same cylinder as fig. I

,

showmg how the air was found to

glance off the tips of the fins when
attacking the cylinder at fifteen

degrees or more.

Fig. 3.—A common type of cylinder head, with |

the Inlet and outlet ports cast solid. When the

exhaust becomes very hot it beats up the whole of I

the inlet port, and the charge is ranfied and the
|

power falls off.

duty conditions unless it has an air blast of at least

60 m.p.h. ! An engine will work satisfactorily with

less air velocity than this, but only with redxiced

output and increased petrol consumption.

Cooling Fins Often Useless.
Before commencing to improve matters we must

know our weaknesses, and. a few observations made by

the writer and others in connection with larger air-

cooled cylinders may be helpful.

The capacity of the cooling fin has been thoroughly

investigated as regards its shape, dimensions, material^

and air current, and Dr. Gibson gave a iund of

information in his paper before the I.A.E. some months
ago. This particular information is, however, rendered
almost valueless to existing designs, "because the con-

ditions are such as almost completely to neutralise

the capacity of the cooling fin.

Speaking of his own observations, the writer has

found that the direction of the air current plays an
extremely important part in the matter, as the following

will show.

Taking an -air-cooled cyUnder, machined from u bar
of steel, with fins of the same material and of normal
design, as shown in fig. r, and subjecting this to an

A30

In the average motor cycle engine there is no meaii

of directing the air current, and, considering til

already mentioned leg shields, mudguards, etc., causid

eddies and swirls, we cannot very well benefit by tli

increased surface given by the fin if the air only glancf|

over the tips.

The angle aird disposition of the fin is, thereforJ

a matter of cdnsiderable importance, and a V twf

or inclined engine with fins cast round the barrel

right angles, as is usual practice, cannot possibly gl

much air to it unless chutes are formed so as

direct it.

In an aeroplane., of course, with a radial engiil

placed in the front of the machine it was an eai

matter, and in an air-cooled car with a transverl

engine, such as the G.N., Rover, and A. B.C., the|

is more scope for satisfactory cooling.

For this very reason the engine in the A. B.C. nwtl

cvcle was placed transversely, and the fact that it wl

twice able to secure the one hour record andtl
two, three, four, five, and six hour as well as tl

50, 100, 200, and 300 mile records in a class
25J

bigger in capacity is attributed by the wriJ

principally to the disposition of the engine in tl

frame and tO' its cvlinder head fins being also exacl
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The Cooling of Motor Cycle Engines.—

in the line of tra\el, t h e r e b y
allowing a higher mean effecti\e
Iiressure than was obtained in
other machines. The cooling of
primary importance for the main-
tenance of high efliciency and
Iow_ consumptkin is the coolino-'"
of the centre of the head. L"n°
fortunately, and due to. the dis-
position of the valves, valve
gear, etc., this is the most diffi-

cult part to cool on the wiiole
unit. _ Some designs incorpor-
ating overhead valves combine
the inlet and exhaust outlet
ll'ows in the one casting, pos-
ibly with a view to the direct
induction of some of the heat from the exhaust port to
the inlet port^ thereby increasing the effecti\-e radiating
>urtace of the cylinder head. An example of this is
sliown in fig. 3, but for high output per cylinder
capacity the writer has found this to be inefficient,
because the veiT hot spot in the induction port pro-
duces excessive heating of,'the inlet gases prior to their

EXHAUST

Fig. 4—.'\n alternative cylinder head in whicli the
mlet port is separated as much as possible from the
exhaust port, so that the heat from the exhaust does
not travel directly to the inlet, and the charge is

therefore cooler.

^'37

eytry into the cylinder. Any
undue heating of 'these gases will
naturally expand them, and the
amount of the charge which
enters the cylinder i.s corre-
spondingly reduced.

For continuity of operation of
ihe engine this system is not bad,
as it acts as an automatic
governor and suitably reduces
the power of the engine as it

becomes excessively overloaded;
but it_ would be a sign of \yeak-
•ness in air-cooling deliberately
to employ such a method, as it

results in a gradual falling off
in power on a long hill.

A better system for high effi-
ciency ,s that shown in fig. 4, wherein the inlet and
exhaust elbows are separated to the maximum extent
and the writer has even gone so far as to have a
separate mlet elbow, with heat insulating washers be-
tween the elbow and tiie cylinder head, with consider-
ahle improvement.

(To be concluded next Keek.)

A POOR MAN'S MOUNT.
How a Reader Rejuvenated an Old Ligh.weigh. and Produced a Serviceable Runabouf

(

OWrXG to the inflated

condition of the

motor cycle market,
early in 1919 I had decided
to torcgo the pleasures of
the open road for the time
' i-'ing. I was, howeA'cr,
reminded that the dismem-
'i-red parts of an . old
ment-Garrard were lying

ii round somewhere amongst
the strange assortment of
unk that ordinarily litters

m y w or k s h o p. As it

eenied likely that any
lecessary outlay would be
well repaid, 1 decided to biii

out of this scrap.

Those who are familiar
nilh the Clement-Garraril
iigine will remember that it

vas clamped on to the
Iront down tube in a .sloping

[jositipn. In order to "et
the engine as low as pos-

<^. I removed the
pedalling gear, as I

ntended to use the machine
is a light runabout only and
;o avoid bad hills. The
rame was then s a n d-
lapered a n d enamelled
•ignal blue.

The big end of the con-
lecting rod was rebushed
• lid a new gudgeon pin
itted. The cylinder piston

.An expenditure of £10 converted the dump of old parts, shown
in the picture belo^v, into this quite presentable lightweight.

Id up a little lightweight

The parts of the old Clement-Garrard as they were found in our
contributor's workshop.

and rings were perfect, and
when a.ssembied the com-
IJiession was found to be
excellent.

As the machine had
originally been equipped
*^ith an accumujator, it

seemed likely that to fit a
magneto would be vvell

worth the expen.se, so I -

nblained a small shaft-
drix'en magneto.
The difficulty of in.stalla-

tion was surmounted by
placing the magneto on a
platform made fa.st to one

ot the back wheel stays, and coupling it to a shaft
Inven by bevel gearing off the half-tinie' shaft.

The original carburetter
was scrapped and replaced
l\y an Amac.
The behaviour of this old

crock in its resurrected form
has e.xceeded my expecta-
tions. The eiiigine develops
plenty of power, and sur-
mounts all ordinary hills

with case.

The total bill of costs
amounted to £10, which
included a new back tyre,
saddle, magneto, and
carburetter, and for this

moderate outlay I have a
very serviceable little
machine.
Terence H. Lambert.

A3t
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To Edinburgh in^

JK Sidecar € %*

A Passenger's Impressions of a 400 Mile Journey Jo Schedule.

HAVING been associated with the London-
Edinburgh Run since its incej)tion seventeen

years ago we have made the journey on
practically every form of motor vehicle which has
competed therein, but this year for the first time the

writer accomplished the trip as passenger in a sidecar.

Our mount was, an excellent turnout—the 8 h.p.

No. 7 Chater-Lea—driven by J. Chater Lea. It was
fitted with a Lucas dynamo outfit, a very comfortable
sidecar body, and a most efficient Sandum windscreen,

the side wings of which add, greatly to one's comfort.

The machine ran with ^ clocklike regularity from
the start and throughout the night, and the pleasure

of the trip was greatly enhanced by the skilful and
careful manner in which the driver handled the outfit.

He never attempted to pass on a corner; he

descended all hills with due caution, and was as_careful

of his passenger's comfort as of his engine, whicli was

never forced to work to the utmost of its capacity at

any time during the run.

Though the machine ran superlatively well the

journey was not without incident. Nothing much
happened, in the early part of the run, which was over

reasonably good roads, although just outside Barnet the I

speedometer cable came adrift, necessitating a stop of

about thirty seconds, but we began to see life after

the second breakfast at Ilkley, when the difficult

country was entered. The first climb of note was the

ascent of Cray Ghyll on second gear. By the side of I

the road were noticed the remains of an ancient Ford
[

which looked as if it had been where it was for many
weeks. It was a mere skeleton of a chassis upside

It was noticeable at the start that much bigger crowds gathered round the sidecars than either cars or solo mounts Prospective

purchasers no doubt took advantage cf the fine opportunity for close examination and comparison of such a big array of modem mounts
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London to Edinburgh in a Sidecar-

down and covered in rust, and everything inflammable
liad been burned away.

Near the summit a Httle misfiring was experienced.
Then came the descent of Kidstones Pass, wlrich was
rather' perilous, as the road was very steep and the
surface very loose. As misfiring was experienced
near the bottom and the cause ascertained ' to- be due
to a flooding carburetter, ten minutes were spent
removing an obstruction under the float ne«dle seating.

The one Test Hill.

Buttertubs was climbed in excellent style, but for

precaution's sake a change to low was made at the
top of the steepest portion ; but the next hill came
as a great surprise.

The road suddenly changed from quite a good one
to a most inferior mountain track; it was very narrow,
branched through a gateway, and became somewhat
steep. Unfortunately, it- .was • noticed that the back
tyre was flat before the cliriib was firiished,, and we
rapidly set to work to ^change the wheel. Tlris lost

a few precious minutes, and though we -were _ slightly

ahead of time at the foot of Buttertubs~we were now
losing rapidly, and minutes were indeed valuable
The nature of the country was such that no competitor
who considered his machine, his passenger, or himself
could possibly maintain the legal limit over this

section. Probably fifteen minutes was lost to us

Two miles of stiff climbing precedes

the worst section of Buttertubs.

(Left) B. Jefferys. the one- legged

Norton sidecarist, coming through the

gate immediately before the bad

gcadient. (Right) On the lower

reaches of the hill. W. F. Guiver

(7 Matchless sidecar)

MAY 26th, ig21.

through our trouble, but to our horror we soon came
upon a secret check, and fears of a lost gold medal
were entertained for the rest of the journey.

A Splendid Road.

The fine broad high\\ay (we knoAv nothing like it in
England) from Penrith to Carlisle was in as good
condition as e\^er. If is one of the widest roads in the
United Kingdom, and those, responsible for its upkeep
.seem to take a real pride in it. After Carlisle came
the longest hundred miles of the four. This may
sound strange, but while the first three hundred pass
pretty quickly the last hundred pass with feet of lead.
We were both fairly tired, and th<3 dull sky and

gradually increasing rain did not render the section to
Moffat particularly cheering. However, it was good
to stop at the little Lowland town and refresh ourselves
with tea.

Then ensued that beautiful climb on one of the best
graded,, roads in the British Isles up to the Devil's
Beef Tub. The evening Avas iiOAv . fine, clouds were
rolling off the mountain tops, whose fresh green looked
particularly beautiful- in the evening light. Needless
to- say, the p.ass was climbed comfortably on high gear,
while the wild scenery of the Devil's Beef Tub was
enjoyed in full.

Then followed the descent of the other side, which
was as .smoo'th as a track, amidst scenery of great
beauty.

,
From the top of the hill lead-

ing into Liberton a fine view of
Edinbui:gh - and its surroundings
hills unveiled itself, and we then
knew that our long journey was
at an end. It had been a mag-
nificent run, and was voted by
everyone that took part in it as
being one of the most interesting,
as well as the best organised
that the Motor Cvcling Club has
held.
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A FIFTY MILE RACE ON PENDINE SANDS.
Welsh Speed Championships Meeting in Carmarlhenshire.

HFTY MILES AT SPEED ON THE SEASHORE.
The start of the fifty mile event for madiines of unlimited capacity, and won by Ogivyn Lew-is (Norton) at 55 m.p.li., a really line performance

EXCELXENT entries and splendid rac-

ing combined to make tbe Welsh
speed championships a complete

success. The event was organised by the
Carmarthen and District M.C. and
C'.C.C. at Pendine Sands, on the Car-
marthenshire coast, on the 16th inst. The
programme attracted the leading riders

in South Wales, and for the first time in

the history of Welsh clubs the event in-

cluded fifty mile and twenty-five mile
races.

IJeautiful weather prevailed, and about
five to si.x thousand people attended the
meeting, proving that motor racing is

becoming a very popular sport in that
part of the country.

Pendine, with its fine expanse of sand,
is an ideal place for speed trials, and the
course was in fine trim excepting one or
two patches of soft sand, which were
responsible for a few harmless spills.

The arrangements made were excellent.

The fifty mile Welsh .-championship,'^

which waf the chief event, consisted of
ten laps of five miles each, and it was a
very exciting race. The premier award
was a valuable silver cnp-given by Norton
Motors, Ltd., and the winner was Ogwyn
Lewis (Norton), who covered the distance
in 54m. 36s., and the second prize was
captured by F. P. Bush (Harley-David-
soit), whose time was 54m. 493. As these
two were in the novice class, they also
won the first and second prizes respec-

tively in the genenrl class.

l^ue Sportsmanship.

Two competitors—Mansel Davies and
R. E. Toms-r-had a rather severe col-

lision in. this race. Dr. Lindsay, who
was also a competitor, dismounted to
attend to Davies, and after seeing that
he was out of danger and removing him
to a place of safety oS the course, again-

mounted his machine and continued with
the race. The good sportsmanship on
"the part of Dr. Lindsay earned high

praise. Dr. Clare, of Cardigan, attended
to Toms. It was ascerUiined that the
two victims of the crash sustained slight

concussion, but were soon out of danger,
and are now making favourable progress.

The other events were :

25 MLLE WELSH CHAMPIONSHIP FOR SOLO
MACHINES UP TO 360 CO.

ExpcRT CI..ISS.—1, VViiliam Edwards fVcrus),
32ra. 19s.; 2. LutUr Davies (Coulson-B.).
General Cl.vss.— 1, U. Church (Veloc«tte); 2,

T. J. .Stephens (Velocette).
A special first and second prize lor machines

up to 275 C.C.. included in this competition, were
.Tlso won respectively by H. Church and T. J.
Stephens.

2',i MILES STRAIGHT SPRINT FOB SOLO
MAC&INES, UNLIMITED CO.

E.KPEBT CL.\sa.—l, Handel Davies (Brongh) ; 2,
Dr. Lindsay (Norton).
Gi:>-EBAI. CtASS.—1. T. P. Bush (Harley-David.

son); 2, Ogwyn Lewis (Norton).

2',-:. MILES STRAIGHT SPRINT FOR SOLO
SIACHINES 0P TO 350 o:c.

E.XPEIIT ClAss.—1.. Wm. Edwards (Veros); 2,
S. Horsell <Coulson-B.).
Geseral Class.— 1, H. Church (Velocette); 2,

J. Davies (Verus),

500 MILES AT BROOKLANDS.
Race lor the 200 Guinea MiUer Gold Cup.

CONSIDERABLE interest will be at-

tached to the 500 mile scratch race

on July 2nd for several reasons, not
the least of which is that it w-ill be the

I longest motor cycle race ever held, and
for one of the most valuable trophies
ever presented. This is the Miller Gold
Cup, value 200 guineas, presented by
Capt. A. G. L. Miller, and is to be won
outright.

The second and third prizes will be

I

silver cups presented by the British
I Motor Cycle Racing Club. Cups will

I

also be presented to class winners, and
I
certificates to eurvivore. A team prize

consisting of a certificate to the nomi-
nator, and a gold medal to each of

the three team members, will also be
awarded. Teams must be nominated by
a member of the B.M.C.R.C., and are to

consist of three competitors all driving

the same make of motor cycle. A silver

cup value ten guineas has been presented
by Mr. Victor Horsman for the first to

finish in Class A or B.

Entries (which are limited to 100) cost

£2 12s., and close on Wednesday, .Time

22nd. Application for entry must Le
made to ilr. T. W. Loughborough, The
Mill House, Upper WarlLngham.

The race, which will have a time limit

of twelve hours, will start at 7 a.m.
Every competitor must display a front

number-plate of T.T. size, which will be
forwarded to him after acceptance of his

entry, and must wear the racing colours
of his class, which will be as follows :

Class A, 250 c.c, white.

Class B, 250 c.c. to 350 c.c, bine.

Class C, 350 c.c. to 500 c.c., yellow.
Class D, 500 c.c. to 750 c.c, green.
Class E, 750 c.c to 1,000 c.c, red.

As previously mentioned in The Motor
Cycle, special replenishment depots may
be hired by entrants.
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Some Opinions of Expert Riders on the Diilicuities ol

Screw Road—the Hill discovered by "The Motor Cycle."

THE interest

of thou-

sands o f

motor cyclists is

aroused whenever
a seemingly " im-
possible " hill is

discovered, and
trials orn-anisers

send out prospect-
ing parties with a

view to including
it in their next

big trial.

Screw Road,
" discovered " by
The Motor Cycle,

and with which
w e dealt last
^veek, no doubt
^^ i 1 1 prove n o
exception tO' this

rule, and we are

constrained . to
reiterate that the

hill is totally

unsuitable for
inclusion in a trial.- We also wish 'again to warn
individual enthusiasts that on no-, account should the

hill be descended or an attempt made to cHmb it with^

out a large party of assistants on the bad corners.

The visit of T]ie Motor Cycle party, described in

last w'eek's issue, impressed every, participant in the

event of the dangers of the hill without properly

organised assistance in the case of a machine failing

and running backwards, for although_the road is not

on the edge of a precipice, the banks are sufficiently

steep to have the .same effect.

Practically Impossible for Heavy Sidecar.

The following is J. L. Norton's opinion of the hill

;

in it this expert driver refers to " a lot of nothing
''

over the edge of the road. Mr. Norton intends to

revisit the hill with a sidecar having a lower gear ratio

than the one used on the occasion of _his visit with

The Motor Cycle party.

"I certainly think Screw Road the most difficult hill I

have ever attempted. As a matter of. fact it is the only hill

I have been up that I have not succeeded in climbing un-

assisted (I shall do this later), and think it practically

impossible with a heavy outfit on standard gears.

" The fact that ray machine reared up and attempted to

stand on its hind legs, so to speak, and swung round the

sidecar, opened my eyes to the danger of steep ascents

where there is ' a lot of nothing ' over the edge of the road
on the sidecar side. I would like to empliasise this—

a

declivity on the same side of the road as the machine such

as Bwlch-y-Clroes (which, by the way, is child's play after

the Screw) is, comparatively speaking, perfectly safe."

34

W. H. Carson,

is another expert

hill-climber and
one who perhaps
has had more
experience i n

climbing " freak
"

hills than most
riders. His im-

pressions of the

hill are as
follows :

" My impression
of Screw Road is

that it is one of

the _ niost difficult

hills to "climb with
a motor vehicle J

have .ever . en-
countered.

"The gradient is

severe, the corners

are exceptionally
bad, the surface
very unfavourable,
added to which is

the great danger of

the vehicle going
over the ' side into

the valley from

whiclr there is no protection whatever.

"On the straight sections of the hill, there should be no

difficulty with any good modern motor cycle, but a great

difficulty is negotiation of the corners with a sidecar, as it

is most difficult to keep the front wheel on the ground.

Consequently, the steering is very much affected, especially

with a touring sidecar such as is used on the Excelsior, the

Norton, and one or two other machines on the occasion.

"The more I 'encounter freak hills with varied surfaces,

the more I am of opinion that there is more scope for

improvement in the design of ' treads ' of tyres than there

is need for development in the motor cycle itself."

Lightweights Score.

Another sidecar driver who attacked the hill is G.

Selby Arter of the James Co. He writes :

" Screw Hill, to my mind, is one of the worst hills in

Wales ; it is rendered 'so by the series of acute hairpins, the

length, and shaJy- surface. The gradient, though steep, is

nothing to be afraid of in itself. For lightweight solo

machines it is comparatively easy if taken carefully, but for

heavvweight machines and sidecars wheel-slip
_
has to

^

be

overcome. It is a possible climb for a sidecar with the right

gear and back tyre, though even then it is always doubtful

whether one has' the power to steer round the- hairpins. It

is decidedly dangerous for the man who ' konks ' and runs

backw^ards.^'

The B.S.A. rider, A. E. Wood, who attempted the

ascent of the hill with a single-cylinder outfit says :

"Undoubtedly Screw Road is the worst I have sampled

for passenger machines, owing to the loose surface, and the

lar^e reserve of power required for the numerous hairpms and

a very gruelling test for single cylinder sidecars, even \\\{\i

very low gears.
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The Worst Hill in Wales.—
" I do not think it 'will prove a terror for solo riders, but

in any case it is certainly not to be recommended to ' windy
'

drivers, especially the descent of the hill."

H. Greaves7 the Beardmore-Precision rider, is able

to judge the hill- after ten years' experience in all the

big trials.

"I was jDarticularly struck with the severity of the climb
from my first inspection. I have participated in most of the
principal trials organised by the A.C.U. during the last ten
years, and I think I have negotiated practically every hill

of any account ui the British Isles. Screw Hill I regard as
a very good test, as owing to the dangerous nature of the
climb, one. was compelled in some parts to take 'the worst
.surface, in addition to which there was the combination of
the gradient and
hairpin bends, each .

of which called for

reserve power. Al-
though I have en-

countered hUls which
have caused me more
trouble, I attribute
the feats we are
able to do to-day to

modern machines,
and the knowledge
gained from similar

tests. I should like

to say that what 1

was particularly im-
pressed with, and
what I consider
instructive to those
participating in the

climb, was the way
bark wheels pluufjhed

vp louse earth. This,

I think, proves be-

yond doubt that in

many instances a

rider i n a n
' observed ' climb is

penalised for what is

usually termed a

failui-e owing to
wheel spin,' but

which is really due
to the road not being

made of the proper

substance for this

particular kind of

traffic, and not cap-

able of offering suffi-

cient resistance."

A. G. Cocks is

another well-

known competition

rider who made a

successful climb
on a Beardmore-
Precision. In writing his impressions of Screw Hill.

he relates how, on reaching the top of the hill, a Ford
driver advised him in the local vernacular that it was
impos.sible to go any further as '' they be a big hill

down there, and if ye git down ye can't get back up
un," or words to that effect. Cocks answered " Wait
and see! " However, when he saw the hill he hoped
that the local man Would not " wait and see," as, he
states, he would not have laid a penny to a .pound on
making a clean ascent. -

"But," he continues, "all these 'pimples' appear
wjorse looking down than looking up, after helping many
riders down and to push many sidecars up, two kindly
spirits let me down on my Beardmore-Precision, and I freely
admit it was much more pleasant riding up than going in
the reverse direction. I consider this hill a great find, and

NEARING THE SUMMIT OF SCREW ROAD.
M. F. Powney (4 Triumph) approaching the last and worst hairpin on the

occasion of The Motor Cycle party's recent visit to this new hill. He made
a clean ascent.

The Motor Ci/ch is to be congratulated both as regards the
find and the splendid organisation which made this a most
enjoyable day out for those of us who were lucky enough
to receive an invitation. I think any modern motor cycle

should climb this hill witliout much trouble when it is dry;
whether it would be possible to climb it when it is wet is

another- matter.
"For sidecars this hill is a true jji-oposition, and from

what I saw it is just a matter of luck. If you manage to

keep the course you may get up,' if you don't keep that

course, well !
. ,

" I have only one suggestion to make. The Motor Cycle

should organise more of these very enjoyable and sporting

hill-climbs, from which quite a lot of useful data may be
obtained, and I am sure this will be echoed by every one

of the party who visited Corkscrew Hill, Llitlit'aen, Car-

narvonshire."

Percy Newman,
i of the Ivy Com-

pany, was also one
of the lightweight

riders. He writes :

".Screw Hill, Car-
narvonshire, is un-
doubtedly the most
severe hill I have
ever seen, but on
consideration, I be-
lieve that I could
have climbed it under
any weather condi-

tions on account of

the stony nature of

the road. Were it

not for the five hair-

pin bends the hill

would be no worse
than the A;C.U.
freak hills, as the
modern machine can
annihilate sheer
gradient provided
wheel slip can be
overcome. I thought
taking the haii-pin

bends required con-

siderable caution, as

I found the back
wheel was inclined to

spin, and there was
a danger of going
over the edge. Al-

together I thoroughly
ei>joyed the climb,

as there is always a

pleasure in accom-
plishing a feat not

hitherto performed."

M. F. Powney,
the Triumph rider,

wh o practically
lives on a single-

cylinder machine, and therefore knows its capabilities,

does not share Mr. Norton's optimism concerning a

future attempt on the hill with a single-cylinder sidecar.

He thinks Screw Hill beyond the limits of a present-

day single propelling a sidecar, for he considers the

po\ver reserve is not sufficient to negotiate the bends
with a sidecar. This Triumph rider was one of the

party which afterwards visited Alt-y-Bady, and, after

the Screw Road, he was not at all impressed by the*

severity of the Llangollen hill.

That Summer Lodge—the tit-bit of last year's

A.C.U. Six Days—^is a more difficult hill for a .soloist

to climb is the contention of W. Brandish, jun. He
thinks, however, that Screw Road is the more difficult

for a sidecai.
B7
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

British and

American Com-
petitions—

a

Contrast.

Cause and effect are often difficult to

distinguish, and wlietlier American-
macliines are the product of American
trials, or whether American trials have
been evolved as a sequence to the type

of machine popular there, is a case in point. Quite

probably it is neither : for it may be that the wonderful
variety of riding conditions, _ from natm'al . speed

tracks to literally unclimbable hills, has bred both
the popular type of trial and machine. The fact

remains, however, that motor cycle clubs over there

have a considerably different way of organising sport-

ing events from those m England.

In the matter of reliability trials, for example,

the very name is altered to " endurance runs," and,

until recently, these runs lived up to their name so

well that only the hardiest riders dared compete.
Recently an endeavour was made to attract the

average rider, but the trade element still predominates

to a great extent. Freak courses or tremendous

mileages at high averages have been common in the

past, and even now the schedule average set by the

ruling body (the Motor Cycle and Allied Trades
Association) is 22 m.p.h. as compared with the

British 20 m.p.h.

Incidentally, the arrowing difficulty has been solved

in a very simple manner. The .M. and A.T.A.

issues a standard marking sign consisting of a plain

yellow triangle, the- apex of which is set right or left

as the turn may be, or upright for straight on. It

has been found that these triangles are so inconspicuou.'-

(they are unmarked) that the average small boy does

not realise that it is possible to alter them !

* * tj! .

Hill-climbs and But it is in hill-climbs that the biggesi
— Hill-climbs. contrast lies. A road is not necessary

- for an American hill-climb, and the

winner is the man who gets up furthest, not fastest

!

Certainly the.se provisions make the event less of a cure

for insomnia for the spectators than some of our-speed
trials on an up-grade, called hill-climbs. At the same
time it must be Ijorne in mind that to steer a bucking
" over-size " twin or 10 h.p. four-cylinder up a track-

less mountain-side is naturally- going .to be. more
exciting than, say, a suitably geared lightweight on the

same hill. And " big" solo mounts are, of course, in

the majority in America; they are very much in the

minority here. We should like very much to see a

suitably geared British miniature compete at, say,

Capistrano, where so few se'^'en to twelve horse-power

b8

OVERSEAS CONDITIONS IN A OJ^SSIC BRITISH TRIAL.

Part ot the wild moorland traversed by London-Edinburgh competitors. Hugh Gibson (Royal Ruby). S. Eastwood (Royal Ruby)
and G. E Cuffe (2i Metro-Tyier) on the rough section north of Buttertubs
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Overseas Comments,—

twins succeed in reaching the summit. At all events
It would be a most interesting comparison ; it might
even be a revelation. In the same way it would have
been most interesting to see 7-9 and 12 li.p. American
mounts on the Welsh Screw Road, the ascent of which
by various British machines was described last week.

Dirt track racing, which attracts huge crowds in the
States, does not, of course, exist for the English motor
cychst, but other events such as fuel consumption tests,
and various forms of speed guessing and speed judcring
runs are common to both nations. As indicated
already, however, trade men and trade interests pre-

.
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dominate in practically every motor cycle club.
Indeed, although the reason is obscure, this statement
holds good of clubdom anywhere Overseas. Only in
the British Isles does the private owner take such a
controlling and healtliv interest in the sport to the
direct benefit of the buyer. Clearly, the Overseas
motor cyclist requires reUability, economy, and hill-

climbing ability just as his confrere in this country,
and the strenuous nature of the average British trial
tends to develop -the right kind of machine for India,
Africa, or the Antipodes more than those which in
the United States are admittedly designed as adver-
tising "stunts."

A Seleciion of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World
strenuous Australian Tiials.

aiR. H T GniMWADE, of Melbourne, Australia, writes
enthusiastically anent the 3i h.p. Norton. He ako emphasises
the seventy of rebability trials iu his locality •

I am writing in high praise of a sports "model Norton
i had owned previously., a very well-known British sin-'lewhich gave only fair service, was not exceptionally fast, and
liad to be constantly tuned up to attain 55 m.p h

"

bt range to say, the Norton is very little known in this
city, but when one day I saw a new one -in an agent's depot
I promptly bought it. The result of my precipitate action
lias been already more than justified, as solo, with a speed-ometer properly tested, I can do seventy, and the engineseems to like it. There is no slowing down alter a burst ofa mile or two owing to overheating or valve stretch or any
other cause. ,

•'

" The motor cycle club here recently held two fairlv
.'strenuous reliability tests. The ilrst was 130 miles over
moimtainous country with an average ot 25 ra.p h and the
.second was 400 miles continuous riding for twentv-foui'
hours. In the first I rode solo, and the second with a hnce
sidecar and passenger weighing fifteen stone. In both I cot
lirough on time at every control. On the twentv-four

liours trial we encountered a strong head wind blowing-
across qiute open country, and against this we had 150 milel
to do. Ihe average speed was twenty-three, which under
he conditions meant a 'flat out' ride for the entire dis-

''"f , n D "^"Sine never faltered, we gave it plenty of
L astro! Lt.F., and generally had a few minutes to spare.

this year therev 1,9 a 200 miles open handicap solo
race and a si.xty-seven miles sidecar race, for both of which
I intend entering. There are generally large entries for
these events, and they cause quite a sensation^in Gippsland
V ictoria, where they are held. So far I had done no <rood

"Vr.u" ?J "'^™' "y ^"g'"« "'"'•'•y* <i"ed' up, but "now
ith the Norton I am hoping to show them all a clean

back wheel.

Adapting an Eight-year-old Machine to South African '

Requirements.
"M.A.C." has carried out in practice what so many of our

overseas correspondents reco^mmend in theoi-y •
i e' the

provision of greater ground clearance, protection 'for themagneto greater fuel capacity, etc. His 1913 Zenith, whichwe Illustrate, is certainly an excellent example of =kilful
iiodernisation, and is particularly suited to our practical
li-ansvaal correspondents needs. He writes as follows-

Oonsideruig you may find it interesting, I enclo'^e aphotograph of my Zenith machine, on whidi. when com-paring with the makers' standard model, vou will «ee that
several alterations (and, to my mind, improvements) have
been effected. •

111 "^^A
™-'"^*^.'?6'

""l'"*^''
is, I think, a 1913 model with 90 x

;'2 f™.,y ^^'"^^ ^'^^^'^ *"'" J-A.P. engine, I bouo-ht .second-
liand whilst stationed at Netheravon with the R fI' in 1916
It Nvas only bought with the intention of u.^-ino- for a fewmonths. Circumstances, however, decided that I Ihould brinethe machine out with me on my retm'u to this countiw andsmce then I have effected the changes as illustrated

"

„,»,* T r"'%^'!.'"S, *°° '°'^ *° '"'* Colonial require-ments, I made and fixed a pair of extension links betweenrear fork stays and seat-pillar; this required no frame alte™

n"ne'
^''' "''"''^' "° "''^'^ '°^'^ ^'^"^"^« under the

• Footboards were substituted for footrests. A new
tomedo-shaped tank was made and fitted to the top tub« for
oil and the existing oil tjink converted into an additional
petrol tank. On account of there being several drifts to cross
in this district, I changed the position of magneto from front
to rear of motor, this necessitating a new maRueto chain
guard. "

'A somewhat differently arranged silencer and tail pipe
was fitted to exhaust pipes. The Bowden front rim brake
was discarded and substituted for a dummy rim brake with
a l<ei'odo-hiied pad, operated from the right handle-bar.

Ihe rear belt-nm brake I also discarded and substituted
with external contracting Ferodo-lined band brake operated
from the left handle-bar.
"A .special sidecar attachment was made for the front head

fug. A countershaft clutch was made and fitted to the front
ot the motor, operated by hand lever on right side of
machine. This clutch consists essentially of three steel
l^rodo-lined discs, about Sin. in diameter (two onters fixed
to the sprocket drive, and the central one to the spindle of
the belt drive), with single compression spring and quick
thi-ead release gear. The whole runs on .Sikefko radial and
thrust bearings. This clutch, which works wonderfully
smoothjy, has now been in use for over eight months, and
apai-t from oilmg and engine chain adjustment has required
no attention whatever. The .same pulley which was foiioerly
on engine-shaft is used on the countershaft and gives cear
ratios of about 4.6—8i to 1, or according to the size of the
sprocket fitted to the motor.

^

"/,
l'''^'^'°'''"''f'''

''''"'^'' '''''' P''ocui-ed from an old dis-
carded two-speed gear, was altered and fitted to work on the
existing engine-shaft.

• '1 ^,!"-''.>' "^•^''tion that all the above alterations and fittincs
mcluding the chain sprockets, were made and designed by
myself, and I feel that I have been amply repaid for thetime spent thereon by the extra comfort, etc., obtained. As
for the expense this has been practically negligible, as withthe exception of the Skefko ball bearings, ferodo, and oneor two other minor gadgets, the materials were procured froman engineering scrap yard.
"The tanks, which do not show up to advantage in the

^"^'';""°"' ""^^ enamelled red with black lining andletterinc
Ihe machine is used both solo and with a sidecar."

What can be done with even a very old machine is exemplifiedm this picture of a Transvaal readers 1913 8 h.p. Zenith.

"^MAC"1
°" ^ "Overseas specification." (See letter from
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T.T. NOTES AND NEWS.
hems of General {nferest regarding Next M

A FURTHER twelve entries for the T.T. have
been received by the A.C.U., bringing the total

for the two races to 128. Of these twelve, two
are for the Senior event, a Norton entered by A. A.

Jackson, and a Sunbeam entered by the Athol Motor
Garage, to be ridden by T. M. Sheard, an experienced
Manx rider who has competed in several T.T. races.

The additional Jnnior entries are as follows :

RACE.ENTRANT.
r. Aslett-Conhon Engineering Co L. Nicholson
O'Donovan Motors 15- ^- J"cld
Sun Cycle Fittings Co
Sun Cycle Fittings Co
D.F. and M. Engineering Co., Ltd. . .

D.F. and M. Engineering Co., Ltd S. A. Marias

R. Weatherall Entrant . .

,

A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltd \'ivian Olssi

Hobart Cvcle Co W. J. Lord
Hobirt Cycle Co

B. H. Norris

i-'.'j.'piice".'.

^MACHINE.
2| Coulson-B

2I Velocette
z\ Sun-Vitesse
z\ Sun-Vitesse

2 1 Diamond
2\ Diamond
2,1 R.W. Scout -

23- A.J.S.

:J Hobart
z\ Hobart

The two Diamond' riders this year are F. J. Price

and S. A, Marks. Last year the latter rider competed
on a similar mount.

* •» * « -:(- •;<

J. A. Watson-Bourne, who finisl-Ted 2nd on a Black-

burne, was 8th, 8th, 4th, 3rd, 2nd, while J.

Holroyd on a sister machine was 9th, 7th, 3rd,

4th, 3rd.
* * 4f » ft *

The fifth man was Eric Longden on a twin-

. engined Dot-Jap, whose lap positions were as

follows: nth, 9th, 5th, 6th, 5th.

* -»• -;,' * « *

The Junior winner's speed was f

40.74 m.p.h., 39.44 m.p.h. and

39.37 m.p.h. being the speeds of the

2nd and 3rd respectively. The
Senior race was won by De la Hay on — ,

a Sunbeam, at an average speed of

51.79 m.p.h., with the second man,

D. M. Brown (Norton

m.p.h. Reg.
Brown (Sunbeam)
was third.

at 51.0 =

onlh's Manx Races. A Tolal of 128 Entries.

Cyril Williams's lap positions last year were 6th,

5th, I St, I St, 1st respectively.
~ * * * ft ft *

Of course, Cyril Williams will be a favourite for this

year's Junior event. Second in 1914, first in 1920, on

both occasions on an A.J.S., he should by now -know

both the course and his machine.
* * * ' -» ft *

Will the 250 cc. class equal the speed of the larger

(350 c.c.) entrants? Last year R. O. Clark, who on

a LeA:is won The Motor Cycle Cup for the smaller

class, was only 1 8m. behind the winner of the Junior

Trophy, and but for his ten minutes' delay when his

tyre came off, he would have finished second. His
position for each of the five laps was: 4th, 4th, 2nd,

2nd, 4th respectively.

* * -X- ft -» »

T. M. Sheard, the Manx rider will make a third

appearance in the Senior event. In 1914 he was
mounted on a Rudge. This year he will ride a Sun-
beam for the Athol Motor Garage.

* * . » ft -X- ft

R. N. Judd, who recently accomplished 92
m.p.h. on Brooklands, will ride a Velocette.

* ft ft ft ft *
The Hobart Co. is entering two 2 J4^

machines.
* * * -X- ^ft- ft

Vivian Olsson will ride a 2-% h.p. A.J.S. in

the Junior event, as well as a Sunbeam'in the

Senior race.

ft - ft ft ft ft ft

As usual, several makers are

late with their specially ' designed

T.T. engines, and there are

rumours that there will be more
" standard " types used than was

at first expected would be the

case
ft ft

^ ^ A special car-

buretter has been

gF' introduced b v

THREE RIDERS IN THE SENIOR RACE,
(Top) Jack Thomas, who hopes to pilot a Norton to victory. (Left) J. Mitchell, a well-known North-country rider. Mitchell's mount will

also be a Norton. (Right) Cyril F. Edwards, although mounted on a Bat-Jap, has not officially named his machine.
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A nevv Amac carburetter for the T.T,

{Inse Left : The quickly detachable

!et plug. Right : The float clip secured

by a split piir.

Amac, Ltd., for

the Isle of Man
races a feature of

which is the
quickly detach-

able jet. 'The
main jet and
body can be in-

stantly removed
by a half turn of

the bayonet-

lointed base plug.

No centre hole is

provided in the

spraying cap, and
every part which
is liable to work
loose under vibra-

tion is loAed by a grub screw. This feature

extends to the float chamber cap, the cap of the

main throttle barrel, and the control lever cap,

while the float needle clip is seemed by a split pin.

It is difficult to imagine any source of trouble which
has not been guarded against, and we prophesy a

bright future for this new instrument for touring pur-

poses as -well as for racing.
' * # * » * #

The speed capabilities of 1921 machines have in-

creased, which again raises the question : Should the

Senior machines, be reduced to 350 c.c, and the

Junior to 250 c.c. ?

The Auto-Cycle Union announces that the whole

of the front row in the official grandstand has now
been booked for the Senior Race. The booking of

seats for both races is proceeding rapidly. A few

seats are available in the Royal bo.\ (from which His
Excellencv, the T.ieut. -Governor of the Isle of Man

G. Dance, ot Sunbeam fame, on the 31 h.p. overhead valve

machine, which he has used successfully in speed trials and hill-

climbs this year. A side-by-side valve tipe of engine will

however, be used by him in the TT. race

Dr. Cecil H. Hopwood. who is offering

a cup for the best team performance in

the 250 c.c. class. He will ride a Levis

will witness the

races) at 20s.

and 15s. respec-
tively.

* *

In 1 920 fastest

lap was made by
G. Dance (Sun-
fa e a m), 40m.
43s. = 55.62
m.p.h., which
is a record.

* »
Two Hobart

machines are
entered in the
Junior e -\- e n t,

ong of wiiich
will be ridden -

by W.
J. Lord.

» *
_Xew Imperials

"ill compete in
both classes of
tile Junior e\ent.
The engines will be side-by-side valve J.A.P.'s, and
three-speed Xew Imperial gear bo.xes will be used in

conjunction with all chain drive and a shock absorber
in the engine shaft. Very pleasing is their

appearance. «#***
Probably one of tlie lightest machines in the Junior

event will be tlie Clima.x-engined New Comet. The
T.T. model is practically a standard model, and in

order to bring it up to the F.I.C.M. weight minimum
it \nll have to carry " ballast '' to the extent of 1 1 lb.

This appears to be quite absurd, as the light weight is

not due to any cheese-paring, but is the weight of the
standard model.******

Yellow and black are to be the racing colours of

L. N. Vicar)' and G. N. Norris, who will ride Ivy
machines entered by Maude's Motor Mart.

* * « # * *

Altogether there are nine Ivy lightweights in die
races, one of which will compete in the Senior event.

* * * * * *

Many tipsters for the races this year are basing
their calculations not on engine efficiency but on the
steering qualities of the machines, and on the riding
qualities of the men.

L. Collard, on
a 1921 Rover,

which will be his

mount in the

T.T race.

B15
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible^for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must ba addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

AN ECCENTRIC MAGNETO,.
Sir^—I have had tlie same trouble, and have also come

across two other cases—one on a lorry. As your correspondent
"T.D.C." remarks, there is no spark under compression,

although a gooci one out o£ the cylinder.

I think the trouble is caused, first, by an internal short,

and afterwards by the current taking the line of least

resistance, i.e., through the driving sprocket. I found that

such was the case with my own magneto, and also in the

case of the lorry. I might add my magneto was "shorted"
through the lead from tlie high-tension coil breaking. The
instrument on the lorry was " drowned out." In both cases

the engines went perfectly with a British magneto.
A. B. HUNT.

offer most possible solution to thisSir,—May I

problem?
I had just the same trouble with an American magneto,

and it took me the best part of two days to diagnose. Like
your correspondent I could get a -i%in. .spark easily, but
never a shot out of the " 'bus " until I tried the timing so far

advanced that it would fire every charge backwards. This
put me on the track that a spark would not fire gas under
compression. I then dismantled the magneto, which is of

the still coil variety (no windings on armature). When
ad.vancing or retarding, the armature tunnel, or pole pieces,

go forward or backward, thereby keeping the same relative

position to the contact breaker all the tunc, the idea being
to maintain a maximum spark at all settings of the magneto
(incidentally if it is set wrong in the first place, it is wrong

~in every setting, i.e., advanced or retarded). If your corre-

spondent will take out the four screws which fix the contact
breaker to armature tunnel, and ti'y it about "half a hole

round" first in one way and then in the other, he will find

enough "juice" there to fire half a dozen Eolls-Royces. The
reason is that either the points open too soon • before the
condenser is filled, or too late, when it will have partially
discharged, . ELECT. ART. R.N.

Droitwich.

MAXIMUM SPEED OF THE ALL-CHAIN TRIUMPH.
Sir,—I was pleased to read the account in your is.sue of

May 5th of nine months' experiences with an all-chain
Triumph. I have always been a Triumph rider, and have
ridden one of each year's productions excepting the war
models, and now possess an all-chain model, on which I have
covered about 1,500 miles.

I can fully endorse all that the writer says of the Triumph.
Regarding his reference to " normal speed limit," 1 must

object to this. I have never ridden a 4 h.p. Triumph which
would not touch the 50 m.p.h., and should like to say that
my 1919 machine would reach the speed of 60 m.p.h. I think
any Triumph rider will agree with me that the 4 h.p. Triumph
which will not do 50 m.p.h. has been badly treated.
About attention. I rode one 4 h.p. Triumph for 18.000

miles, competing in occasional trials, and all the attention
that was given the engine was decarbonising about ten or
twelve times and the fitting of a new set of piston rings. I

should like to find a machine that (apart from cleaning) "needs
less attention.

With the usual disclaimer.

R t:LIFFORD ATCHERLEY.
[pie writer of the article mentioned reaffirms his statement

re normal maximum speed, but adds thnt be could pass
many machines said to be capable of 50 m.p.h.

—

Ed.]
Bt6

MVDGUARDING ON LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Sir,—Referring to the mud question, "Ugh," in your issue

of May 5th, says it is difficult to find a lightweight two-stroke

that is equipped with adequate protection from mud. Whilst

agreeing that mudguarding is not given the consideration

from manufacturers that it should liave, I would like to

mention that two lightweights are marketed with really good

mudguards. They are tho Cedes two-stroke and the New
Imperial-Jap four-stroke. The mudguarding on these two

machines is not all one could wish for, but of the host of

lightweights now offered they are undoubtedly the beet in

this respect. Business men who must keep clean will find

that the New Imperial is much nearer the " ideal " than

most other lightweights. Manufacturers of lightweights

would do well to make a point of fitting wider and longer

mudguards instead of fitting plated exhaust pipes and

beautifully coloured transfers. CHARLES STAGG.

CAMPING AND THE LAW.
Sir,—I note that Mr. Herbert Richardson, in the issue of

The Motor Cych dated 12th May, attempts to dispel doubt

from the mind of a previous correspondent, Mr. J. Jameson,

"as to the correct law regarding camping."

May I, with all due respect, suggest that, instead of xefer-

ring to "a member of a well-known firm of tent "manu-
facturers in Holborn," he refers to Section 72 of the High-

way Act, 1835, which enacts that : ,

" If a hawker, higgler, gipsy, or other person travel-

ling, shall pitch any tent, booth, stall, oi/ stand, or

encamp upon any part of the highway . . .

every person so offending shall . • . .

forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding 40s. c^ver and

above the damage occasioned thereby."

Birkenhead. AB ORIGINE.

[We have received several letters in the same strain as the

above ; and we would also point out that this matter was
made clear in an Editorial" footnote to i\Ir. Jameson's

original letter.

—

Ed.]

CHAIN LUBRICATION.
Sir,— I have invented a device for chain lubrication which I

seems to be an exceedingly simple and cheap article, and -I
[

thought it might I

interest you and
others if yon care

to publish a sketch

of\ the device, when
I shall be glad to

have the opinions

of your readers as

to its utility.

The advantages,

in my opinion, are

:

Efficient oiling,
cheajp construction,

wear and tear prac-

tically nil, and con-

tinual circulation of

oil.

The brush rnayl

be fixed on a centra!|

floating drum.
H. T. HASELGROVE

OIL nLU8.

OIL SUMP

Mr. H. T. Haselgrove s suggestion f(

keeping the chain well lubricated. (Si

letter on this page.)

or otherwise made onpivot
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TEMPORARY ENGINE SEIZURE.
yir,^As the owner of a well-known 4^- h.p. sidecar outtit,

1 send you the following experience which happened to me
last year. Twice on the same stretch of road at approxi-

mately the same place, when doin^ about 55 or 40 m.p.ii.

for -about one and a half miles, tlie back w-heel suddenly
Jocked-^once riding solo, and again with the sidecar' attached.

When doing about 20 or 25 m.p.h. it ran perfectly. On
examining the machine, I. failed to find Any fault. As it was
near holiday time, I gave it a thorough inspection, when I

found that the exhaust valve had only half the usual lift,

this being due to a worn rocker. Not having .time to wait

for a new rocker, I tcrok the old one to a local blacksmith
and had it drawn out so as to give the valve a lift of -iin.

Since then I have done about .1,500 miles without any sign

of the trouble recurring. NOVICE.
D urham.

Sir,—Referring further' to the rjuestion of mysterious
seizures, an experience of my own may be of interest to many
who have suffered from this complaint.

I possess a machine which I use, as a hack moimt, and
ride every day to and from business. While on the usual

journey my engine stopped in about four yards with all the

symptoms of piston seizure. This surprised me, as I am
always inclined to err on the side of over oiling, and at this

particular moment I had only just delivered a pumpful of

oil to the engine.

r dismounted and wheeled the machine backward and
forward a few inches to investigate the trouble, but much
to my surprise I discovered that everything was quite free,

and I finished the remaining five miles of my journey without
mi.'shap.

However, to satisfy myself that the "innards" of the
engine were behaving as tbey should I removed the cylinder
and looked for signs that would indicate a tight piston or

bearing, but everything was O.K. I reassembled and rode
for about four weeks, covering 700 odd miles, when the
same m.v.sterious seizure occurred, and was just as easily

cured. This time, however, on removing the cylinder I

found the bore slightly scored, but strangely enough not on
either of the pressure sides; the piston was not marked, but
the rings were just a little. On removing the rings, which are

oi the eccentric tj-pe, I found that a carbon deposit Ivid

foimed conforming to the eccentric gap at the back of the
ring, and that seizure was due to one of the rings working
round in its groove, and so wedging between the cylinder
w,".U and the high spot on the carbon deposiC. Wheeling the
machine backward and forward must have worked the ring

back to its original position in the groove and .so freed the
piston, thus accounting for the momcntaiy nature of the
seizure.

' This wedging action could occur with rings of the con-
centric tyjje which had become even a few thousandths
eccentric due to wear, if the clearance at the back of the
ring was sufficiently reduced bv carbon deposit. X.S.F.
London, S.W.19.

Sir,— I have been very interested in the various theories
ut forward with regard to temporary engine seizures. l£y
xplanation is as follows, and may interest your readers who
lave suggested various reasons.

The seizure is due to expansion of the piston head when
ufficient clearance has not been allowed above the top ring,

"he short interval between the time of seizure and the ex-
mination allows the piston head to contract, thus auto-
natically becoming free.

When I was in chai-ge of the largest motor cycle repair
hop in France in 1916 I had occasion to test a new W.D.
ingle, and, while doing about 45 m.p.h. after climbing our
est hill, the. engine suddenly seized and locked the back
heel. I skidded for flftj'-nine yards before coming to rest,

ad, putting the machine on the stand, tried the kick-starter.

he engine u-as perfccHy free and I made sure nothing else

as the' cause.

I was naturally keen to find out the cause, and, suspecting
tight piston, I had the cylinder and piston removed on my
etm-n to the depot.

Deep scores above the top ring showed that insufficient

learance had been allowed to counteract expansion of

the piston head, and, on measuring the pistoa with a

micrometer, I found that the piston was the same diameter
for its whole length. I measured twelve new pistons in my
spare part stores to find the same result. By skimming
about .008in. off the diameter above the top ring no further
trouble was experienced.

I have never known a plain bearing seizure to become
free without a good deal of coaxing or forcing, and, as

the designer of the original Blackburne, I can claim to have
had a great deal of experience of plain bearings.

E. A. BURXEY.

ELECTRICAL PHENOMENON.
Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. F. C. Schofield, appears (o

'take things too much for gi'anted when he states the cause
of my trouble as a partial earth due to faulty "flexible"
insulation. Perhaps it would interest Mr. Schofield to know
that the length of "flexible" in question was tested with an
Evershed Magger testing set for insulation resistance, the

whole of the wu'e. except the two ends, being immersed in a

bowl of water. The reading on the scale was 25 megohms.
This should, I think, convince any electrical man that the

insulation resi.-tancc was all right. I have .since tried other
lengths of new flexible in the same manner, and with the
same results.
- Possibly ilr. Schofield overlooked the (act that 1 stated in

my letter that the insulation of the "flexible" was sound. By
sound. I meant that it was tested in the manner described.

(I ma.v state the " flexible " I used was best quality rubber-
covered, not electric light or power cable.) Therefore, 1
adhere to my original solution of the trouble, and still regard
this phenomenon as a pure case of electro-magnetic induction.

X. W. BENLEY.

A LONG JUMP!
Sir,—I should like to draw the attention of motor cyclists

to the danger of small countiy bridges over streams, etc.

The other day I and a friend were riding a 4 h.p. Black-

burne, myself riding pillion. We were travelling along a

country road, more or loss straight and level. In the dis-

tance, i.e., about 250 yards away, we could see a bridge over"

a stream, which looked as if it had a gentle approach. But
when about twenty yards away we .saw, to our horror (we
were going rather fast), that it was really a very sharp
a.=cent.

It was impossible to .slow down, and the obvious thing
happened—we shot up a frightfully steep incline and jumped,
landing with a terrific crash which sent the Brampton forks

into the lamp. After a few wobbles we came to a standstill

by the side of the road, with no casualties. We %valked back
and measuret) the jump by the marks on the road. It was
exactly twenty-seven feet.

The bridge came almost to a point on the top, and a car
would probably have scraped its gear box going over.

Abingdon. LONGJUMP.

LUGGAGE CARRYING EXTRAORDINARY.

Mr. J. G. Poole, the owner of this Rudge-A'Iultwin o«fit,

evidently desires to carry considerably more luggage than the

average grid can accommodate. To this end he has constructed

a box, as shown, which may be easily and quickly detached, and

which has an "inside" carrying capacity of a full-sized suitcase

and other articles, while there is room on top for at least three

spare tins of petrol.
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ON THE ROAD WITH THE ENFIELD SIDECAR.
Sir,—I have read with interest the account in a recent

issue describing a run on one of the new Enfield sidecar

outfits.

As a user of a 1919 Enfield outfit, I can confiiTn what
you mention — the tendency of the machine to run
bumpily on bad x'oads, as far as the bicycle i^ortion of the
outfit was concerned. I cannot speak as to the sidecar, never
having ridden in my own eidecar for more than a few hundred
yards, though my passengers speak well of it.

I have eince transformed the running of the machine, from
the driver's point of view, by fitting a device similar to that

indicated in the article referred to above. This is the

patented saddle suspension marketed by the makers of the

L.jM.C. machine. I saw the advertisement of this in your
paper, and also examined a specimen at the last Show, and
finally bought one and fitted it. The Enfield not having the
usual gear box, there is much less clearance between the seat

tube and 'ear mudguard than in most machines, so that I

had to do a little adjusting to get it in position. I found the
easiest way was to take advantage ot the Enfield divided rear

mudguard, dropping the rearmost portion about halt an inch

and cutting away the head of one of the bolts which fasten

the guard to the supporting pieces.

This allows clearance enough for the spring column of the

L.M.C. device, which comes behind the actual seat tube. I

find that it renders the machine as comfortable again to ride,

it being possible to take roads at normal speed which were
previously almost unrideable. Passengers in the sidecar have
more than once commented upon tlie way in wliich tlaey can
see the bicycle jumping about violently on bad stretches,

while the saddle, with myself on it. remains steady.
BERNARD J. PALMER.

AVERAGING THIRTY
Sir,—Your correspondent " Eclipsed " In your issue of the

28th ult. is labouring under several delusions. He says tliat

in order to average 30 m.p.h. on the road a 60-70 m.p.h.
spurt is often necessarj'. I should like to know, then, wliat
speeds are attained in spurts (luring the T.T, races to pvt
up an average of S3 m.p.h., also whether "Eclipsed" is

aware of the Brooklands lap speeds of machines which
entered in previous years' T.T. races, the machines being in

their T.T. trim and tune? I would suggest that he referred
to the speed (average) put up by the Blackburne which
finished second in last year's Junior T.T., and consider
tliat the approximate maximum of this machine was 47
m.p.h. He states that most Douglas machines that he
knows (presumably 2| h.p.) have a maximum of 55 m.p.h.
Now there is not one standard 3^- h.p. (let alone a 2| h.p.)
in twenty that could touch 55 m.p.h. under norma! condi-
tions, or even favourable conditions, on the road to-day.
Those who possess 2| h.p. Douglases which are capable of
touching that speed in standard trim would be well advised
to tune and race at Brooklands.
The average speeds of motor cycles and touring cars

cannot fairly be compared at present, owing to the patches
of bad road surface, which are. impossible to negotiate at
speed on a motor cycle, but which do not materially affect
the car. The average motor cyclist with . a mount of
23- h.p. (by this I do not mean 295 c.c. or so, b,ut 350 c.c.
and above) finds that very few cars can pass him and remain
in front when he is in a hurry.

Tlie average speed of most mounts, on the same average
throttle opening, would be considerably increased by closer
gear ratios. It is very annoying, and, moreover, a waste
of time, to ^3rop from 5 to 1 to 8^' to 1 for an incline which
is just too much for top gear. Manufacturers, on their solo
mounts, could with advantage make a close ratio gear box
optional.

From these remarks it may be thought that I agree to
the possibility of doing 150 miles at an average of. 28.3

^iP'r' *7° "''' °" ^ ^* '^•P' ^°"gl^s (which statement
' Eclipsed " criticises) Far from it.

L. W. E. HARTLEY.
Sir,—May I use again the valuable space of your columns

to reply to "Eclipsed " about the speed of my Douglas.
I very much regret "Eclipsed" is not in Belgium, or

myself in England, so that I could show him the machine
at work.
The machine first, is really 2J h.p. (although a friend of

niine calls it Two horses and one zebra "); and is a standard
1914 two-speed. with k.s. and cone clutch. I bought it
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second-hand in February, 1920, and never had any trouble.
Ihe only changes I made were that I fitted another handle-
bar, wide and fiat, a No. 5 cam and a Binks three-jet
carburetter (and two 26x2^x2iin. Palmer covers). The
high gear ratio is 5i to 1. As an example of the speed of the
machine, several times I made the journey from Brussels to
Dinaut and back (118 miles) in between 4h. 3m. and
4h. 12m., with my wife on the carrier. (I must tell you we
?Jil

"0V^T?^^-"'^'S^'^ '
™y '^^^^'^ '^ ^'^°"'^ ^l*^ •"^- ^^^ myself

145 lb.) Riding solo, I made two single journeys, once in
Ih. 40m. and once in Ih. 48m., for the 59.35 miles, but
these rides were rather a T.T. The two journeys were
accomplished with a favom-able wind.

I understand "Eclipsed" is astonished by this, but he is
not the fii-st. In friendly "dust-ups" owners of big machines
have been shown a clean pair of heels by the old " Duggie,"
and, except for the Norton, there are few mounts on tlia
road that the machine fears. JEAN C. WATELET.

Brussels.

LIGHTS ON STATIONARY VEHICLES.
Sir,—Endorsing "Ex-Cavalry D.R.'s" views in a recent

issue, I may say that a few. evenings ago I had a similar
hair-raismg experience. A car came round a bend and
pulled up on its off side of the road, and I, being dazzled,
attempted to pass on my near side, with the result that
saved by my own dazzle head light, I .=aw my mistake justm time to swerve and avert an accident.

I am sure that the practice of leaving vehicles with strong
lights in the wrong direction is simpiv due to want of thought
and not to bad manners, on the part of the drivers—I must
Yonfess I liave myself been guilty- of a similar offence, beforemy fright.

,

-

Therefore this little point Jn "road manners" requires
- publicity, so that others may not have to learn wisdom l>y
bitter experience. HALF WATT
Great Sutton.

MOUNTS SUITABLE FOR DISABLED RIDERS.
•

'^i'''—^'?f«"'iiiR to the letter of Mr. E. J. L. Strong, in the
issue tor April 28th, there must be many disabled men who
would be glad of all possible information as to suitable tvpes
ot machines, and necessary alterations, etc. For myself. I
used to ride a 34 h.p. single, solo, before the war (in wdiich
1 lost my right leg, about 7in. below the thigh). Now Iam looking forw.ird to getting, a sidecar outfit, but am some-
what deterred by lack of knowledge of the jicsBibilitv or-
otherwise of wearing an artificial leg while sitting on" the
ordinary type of. saddle and astride the modern wide tank.
1 am inclined to tlunk that the shape of the ordinarv saddle,
coupled with the. vibration and bouncing of the footboards
would tend to force the artificial leg oft'."

'

Is there anything in the nature of a well-padded and spruno-
bucket seat having a straight front suitable for fittincr to an
8 h.p. outfit?

°

The Enfield outfit has rather appealed to me partly ott
account of its simplicity, but it has a right-hand side brake
pedal. (Jould this be converted to left side' '

London, E.17., 1914-W19. ,

[It would be a somewhat difficult, but not impossible ta<!k to I

convert the Enfield brake pedal to the opposite side of the I

machine.

—

Ed.] '

An Announcemevt.

T.T. AND SUMMER NUMBER
WILL BE PUCLISHED ON

THURSDAY, JUNE 16th.

Special articles and iUustrations of world-wide interest
to every motor cyclist.whether sojoist, sidecarlst, tourist,

competition rider or racer, are in preparation.
On sale on the day of the Senior T.T. Dace, it will form a compre-hensive guide to the blue riband of the motor cycle world, indudin.'
the latest news from the course, details of the compoting machines'

and practice lap times.

THURSDAY, JUNE IGth. id.
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.0 Tudrsue^, LonSL Ix ; L" w^^^eflm^^^^
°"' ''P"" '^Z""' ^" rS="™^ ='"'""' "= -^^'^^^^^ " ">= Editor, The Motor Cycle,-

are urged to write cleily'aSioJ' o^esTde of fte paper cnlvnu^b^^^^
"""* "' =«""'P'"i«'' ''» « ". Slampeii aMreSSd enverope for Kply. Correspondents

questions should be miked • L-gll" in the top'^refrh^d earner of the
""7 =<^P^"t'ly. arid keepmg a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

ROUTES.—By special arraneemenl with the A,,?o^„hif^i
eortier of the eiivelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects,

of the Road Service Depa^r^^t of Urat o^^alJlS^On^^^ ^°}r ""^°"' '"""= "' " ^''= ""'"^ ^ycle " desiring routes may enjoy the binefil

dealt with by the A.A '^d M.U who a fTegu a°^ in^re'ce pt'o?" eport."'l'rom'?h
'° *'

^'"r,'" »'^, "'"'""ry way (enclosing a 2d. stJmp)! Ld will bea.c icguiariy in receipt ot reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existjnE state of the
roads m any particular locality.

FITTING A SPEED GEAR
Having a 5| h.p. ElswicU with

1^ Precision engine (single gear,

I
with clutch], I am desirous of

'—
I

fitting a sidecar. Ae the
machine is not powerful enough

to take a sidecar with a single gear,
what kind of variable gear would you
advise me to fit?—J.U.

The simplest arrangement, and one
vhich does not involve any structural
Iterations in the machine, is the Brad-
lu-y two-speed epicyclic engine-shaft
ear. Of course, if you care to go to the
xpense, it would be much better to have
three-speed countershaft -gear bo.\ with

ick-starter, but the fitting of these, how-
fer, necessitates the rebuilding of the
ack part of the machine.

DYNAMO LIGHTING
On a cycle car I use accumu-?i lators to light two side lamps and

r the tail light. I use four 4 volt
e.\ W.D. accumulators. I am
told that the correct charging

rate for these accumulators is 2 amps.
Each accumulator is of 12 amp. hours
capacity, ily four are in paraJlel, and,
therefore, equal to a large 4 volt
accumulator of about forty-eight hours
capacity. I am thinking of fitting a 4
volt dynamo, and I see that this charges
at from 2 to 5 ftmps., accordinrr to
speed. (1.) Is 5 amps, too high a
iliarge rate for my four accumulators

parallel? (2.) Where should the
auimeter be put between the dynamo
"nd the accumulators—on the + line
r the — ? (3.) My accumulators at

present drop to 3.5 volts witli all lights
'". Is this normal? (4.) Is it harm-
ul for the dynamo to be run with
switch open so that there is no circuit^or the current generated ?—A. C. P.
I 5 amps, will be about correct for
' batteries in parallel as an-anged. (2.)
e ammeter may be put either on +
T ^y^' ''^^ accumulators, when
ly charged and lamps not on should
w 4.2 volts, and even when lights are
they should not fall below 4 volts
ke sme that the voltmeter wires are
nected directly to. the battery terminals
I "Ot to the lights, as there, may easily
half a volt drop in the fighting wires
taseJves. If it is confirmed that the
;s drop to 3.5 at the battery itself, you
either overloading the battery or not
fging enough. (4.) The dvnamo can
V3 be run with the switch open-; but^ matter of fact, it will probably be
issary to charge whenever possible.

CONTRADICTORY.
May I ask yotu- assistance in

solving what appears to me a
mystery? I have a Hazlewood
outfit with a 5-6 h.p. J.A.P.
engine and Araac carburetter.

Ihis machine runs very well until it

comes to a hill, when it only goes half-
way up and then pulls up dead. I have
ne.ver had any trouble before, and
nothing is changed.—N.T.

If, as you say, the machine is unchanged,
and yet wiU not now climb hills as it did
formerly, it ia diflicult to attempt an
explanation. Obviously, some obscure
change has taken place, and we think
that if you go over all points carefullv
you %yill find the cause of the trouble,
t-xamine particularly the petrol supply
syst-em, dismantle the carburetter, and
clean the jet, also make quite sure that
there are no air leaks at the induction
pipe joints or at the inlet valve stems. A
choked filter might also cause the trouble.

SILENCE .AND SILENCERS.
My machine is a 6 h.p. sports

model Zenith, to which I have
fitted a long copper exhaust pipe
(l-|in. inside diameter). The
local police appear to view it with

suspicion, and bring out various note-
books, etc., when I pass. Does an
exhaust pipe pass as an expansion

is a certain length ?-chamber *if' it

L.O.M.
Provided the macliine is reasonablv silent,
we do not think that you need anticipate
any interference on the part of the police

;

but if it creates an excessive noise, you
may, of course, find yourself in difii-
culties; in any case, it would have been
much wiser to have retained the makers'
standard silencer. There is no sjjecial
ruling concerning the length of exhaust
pipes, etc. The legal requirement is that
the exhaust gases must be reasonably
silenced by being passed through suitable
apparatus.

THREE, TWO, ONE-GO
At the start ^he recent Surbiton and District M.C.C. hill-climb. F. W. Bam«. ot /enm.

tame. wiU be observed with the flag starting H. B. Uhde (2| Douglas).

B2S
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A STARTING DIFFICULTY IN THE
TROPICS.

1 have recently bought a 1920

model Scottj and am experienc-

ing most unusual difficulty, or

rather I should say treachery, in

starting ivhen the engine is hot.

I have carefully gone over all such

points as magneto being out of order,

wrong timing, oil on plugs, unsuitable

plugs, dirt in jet, etc. All these

details I have eliminated, and find that

everything is in order. The carburetter

is an Amac with No. 27 single jet,

which I think too large, as the machine
will take all the extra air with the

throttle just open. The average mean
temperature out here (Singapore) is

about 82° Fahr. The machine starts

from cold easily at 8 a.m., with two

or three pushes of the starting" pedal,

carburetter a little flooded, no air, and
throttle half open. At noon, when the

temperature has risen, with the same
setting one push is sufficient ; this is

always reliable. But when I wish to

start it after the engine is warm
matters are very different, but I cannot

think of a reason.—O.B.P.
The trouble is undoubtedly due to over-

rich mixture Avhen the engine is hot, and
we should advise you to lower the petrol

level as tar as possible either by fitting

a light washer between the top of the

float and the split-pin on the float needle,

or by lowering the collar on the latter.

Also turn off the petrol when the machine
is standing, and do not turn it on again

until the engine has been restarted. If

this does not effect a cure, probably the

fitting of an extra air valve or tap in the

induction pipe would helpi you. It should

not be necessary to use a smaller jet than
No. 27, although in your climate a vari-

able jet adapter might be of considerable

value, as it would enable you to start

with a small jet opening, which could

be enlarged after the engine started.

CHIEFLY RELATING TO MAGNETOS.
Having purchased a _ 2| h.p.

^1 Douglas motor cycle, the engine

> of w-hich badly requires overhaul-
^-i ing, I should be grateful if you

would assist by enUghtening me
on the following: (1.) The machine has
automatic inlet valves, with two-speed
gear directly below the flywheel of the
engine. The magneto fits in a recess

in the tank i the lubrication of the
engine is by hand pump, which is let

into the front part of the tank. It has
no tw-o-way tap, but is operated by
turning the plunger to the left for the
tank and right for the engine. A glass

petrol gauge is fitted on the right side
of the tank. The engine has plain
bearings. What is the year of manu-
facture of this machine? (2.) I notice
that the timing side of the crankshaft
is hollow, and has a thread right down
the interior. What is this thread for?
(3.) I wish to arrange, if possible, for
the Bosch high-tension magneto on tliis

machine to supply the spark for the
cngme and also illuminate the front and
roar lamps. What voltage and amperage
is lire low-tension circuit likelv to give
when run at normal speed? "(4.) Do
you consider the current sufficient to
illuminate both lamps? (5.) If I run
both lamps direct from the magneto
without incorporating a choking coil,
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"Smportant iDates.

5at.. M\v 2Sth—East MidlanJ Centr3
A.C.U. Open Hill Climb.

Tucs., iJune 1 4lh—Junior T.T. Race
Thurs. June 1 6lh—Senior T T. Race.

Sal.. Juns 18th—North-Weslern Cenlre
A.C.U. Open Speed Tria's.

Sal. June 25lli—M.C.C Inter-team Trial
for ''The Motor Cycle" Cup

Fri.. July 1st, and Sat., July 2nd -

Arbulhnot Trophy Trial.

Sal., July 2nd — Bournemouth M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sal. July 2nd—500 Mile Race at Brook
lands for the Miller Gold Cup.

Thure.. J^ly 7th—Essex County and
Southend A.C. and Essex M.C Joint
Open Speed Trials.

Sal., July 9th—St. Andrews Speed Trials

Sal.. July 9th— Cardiff M.C C. and
associated club; Open Hill Climb.

Mon., July 11th. to Sat., July 16lh-
Scotlish Six Days' Trial.

Sal.. July 16th—Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., July 23rd—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Sun., July 24lh—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Race in France.

Sal., July 30th—Newcastle and District

M.C. Open Speed Trials.

Mon., Aug. Ist.-^to Sa\. Aug7 6th

—

International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land.

Sal. Aug. 6th—North Wa'es M.C C
Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Aug. 29th, lo Sat, Sept 3rd
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sat. Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

am I likely to injure the low-tension

windings in any way? (6.) I under-

stand that a short circuit is injiuious

to any sort of electrical generator. If

such is the case, why is it that when
the platinum points of a magneto touch'

no harm results to the low-tension

circuit? (7.) Does the condenser of the

magneto come into action when_ the

platinum points are open or closed?

(8.) Why is there a fibre bearing in the

rocker arm of the magneto? I presume
that it cannot be intended for insulating

purposes, as I see that the ai'm has a

coimection to earth via the spring.

—

W.W.
(1.) The machine is apparently a 1911
model. (2.) The makers " would best
answer this question. (3.) We cannot
give you the figures you; require, as they
vary considerably with different types of

magnetos. The voltage will probably be
about 6. (4.) A reasoirable light might
be obtained, but it would fluctuate con-
siderably with variations of engine speed.

(5.) It is impossible to run both lamps
from the magneto

; you must use a

choking coil. (6.) The low-tension wind-
ings are short-circuited when the magnetic
flux in the armature is at a minimum.
You should study the subject in such a
handbook as " Magiretos," obtainable from
our publishers. (7.) The condenser comes
into action when the platinum points
open. (8.) This material is used because
it requires no lubrication.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" F.B." (Woodley).—Bowden extra air

inlet on 4 h.p. Ti'''imph with sidecar;
effect on speed and consumpticir.

Tyre Price Reductions.

A further reducifion in the price of

its motor cycle covers and tubes, as from
May 19th, is being made by the Good-
year Tyre and Rubber Co. ' (Great

Britain), Ltd., of 152, Shaftesbury
Avenue, London, W.C.2.

For Camping Tourists.

" Camp Touring and Lightweight Camp-
ing," by " Rovator " (the Athenseum
Literature Department, 10, Adelphi Ter-

race, London, W.C.2, price Is. 6d.), is

a well-illustrated booklet dealing with

the question of camping, a subject which
appeals to many motor cyclirts. Par-

ticulars are given of the principal light-

weight tents and of the various acces-

sories used in connection with campitig.

Tyres on Track and in Trials.

The Levis machine on which G.

Davison won the Levis Cup awarded in

this year's Cobnore Cup. Trial was fitted

with Hutchinsoii tyres ; the same make
was fitted also to the wheels of J. V.
Prestwich's Diamond-Jap on the occasion

of his breaking the five miles 250 c.c.

class records at Brooklands recently.

In a heavier, class, the Harley-David-
son,' on which D. H. Davidson won the

1,000 c.c. solo three-lap scratch race, and
at the same time created a new Avorld's

record for the flying five miles at Brook-
lands, was fitted with Kempshall tyres.

Rprn tjTes were fitted to the 3^ h.p.

Ariel on which F. A. Longman -won tlie

Jarrott Cup in the 1921 London-
Land's End trial, and also to the 4 h.p.

Triumph machine on which T. S.

. Sharratt won the. Jarrott Cup iri the

same trial last year.

Catalogues Received.

H. Taylor and Co., Ltd., 21a, Store

Street,^ Tottenham Court Road, London,
W.C.I : Describing almost all the principal

motor cycle accessories, Taylor's new cata

logue is worthy of a place on every rider's

bookshelfr An innovation, convenient in

these days of price fluctuation, is the

loose leaf binding which has been adopted
in order to facilitate the insertion of new
or revised sheets. One shilling is cliar'ged

on the catalogue, but attached to the first

page is a voucher of the saine value whicli

may be used when submitting an order

for anj' goods listed.

Villiers Engineering Co., Ltd,, Blaken-
hall, Wolverhampton : A booklet describ-

ing the Mark IV. Villiers two-stroke en-

gine, which is fitted with flywheel mag-
neto. Concerning the latter there is

some interesting reading matter illus

trated with clear drawings. The book-

let also contains hints and tips with

regard to the engine, an 1 an illustrated

list of spare parts, which are numhered
and 251'iced.
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LONDON - EDINBURGH RESULTS.
ANALYSIS OF OFFICIAL RESULTS. COMPLETE LIST OF MOTOR CYCLE

AND CYCLE CAR COMPETITORS AND AWARDS.
203 Motor Cycles, Sidecars, and Three-wheel

30 Silver, 13 Bronze, 22

AN analysis of the results of any important trial

is always of interest, and the results of the

1 92 1 tondon-Edinburgh Trial are no exception.

As regards gold medal winners, it is interesting to

note that of the motor cycle classes the three-wheeled

cycle cars show the best figures, for 75% of the

survivors obtained the highest awards. Solo machines

come next with 70%, and sidecar machines last with

45%. A fusther search, however, reveals the fact

that of the starters 88% of solo mounts finished, 84%
of the three-wheelers finished, and~76% of the side-

car machines. As usual, therefore, the solo machine

heads the list for the greatest percentage of survivors.

DL-iMOND.
H. V. Bateman 12':,}. Gold medal.

DOUGLAS.
E. Kickliam (S'-). Gold medal.
G. Fletcher (4 sc). Silver medal.

. R. Penney (7 ec.). Go}d -medal, u. w. Harrington (2Vi). Brome medal.
. 0, Hemy (7 sc.). Gold mnliil. p. g. Waters (2':i). Uctired.

ers Started. 169 Finished. 103 Gold Medals,

Disqualified, 1 Held Over.

A.B.C.
.1. A. Peacock (3). Gold medal.
A. Milward (3). Gold medal.
A. S. Pinchbeck (3). Gold medal.

A.J.S.
A
W. _.

E. Cross (6 sc). Silver medal
O. Wade (7 sc). Si(i>i'r medal.
.). R. Bell (7 sc). Silver medal.
W. E. Leather (7 sc). Bronze medal
R. A. Biggs (6 sc). Retired.

R. Rayner (7 sc). netired.
II. n. Hinde (6 sc.|. Iletired.

ARIEL.
F. A. Longman (3VJ1. Gold medal.
[•. E. Jones (3;^). Silver medal.
c. Bourlet H'A). Silver medal.

V. J. Watson (6 sc). lietired.

L. Pulham {i'A). Retired.

E. Atkin.s (3V" sc). llctired.

BAT.
s T Te=«ier (8 sc.). Gold medal,

y. Godsoi (7-8). Retired.

BEAUMONT.
O W. Shepherd (2-i). Gold medal.

BLACKBURNE.
R Carey 18 sc). Gold medal.

F S Taylor (8 sc). Brome medal.

P. 11. Hall (4). Retired.

BR.VDBURY.
W E. Grange (6 sc). Gold medal

S Goodlellow (6 sc). Disquabjied.

BROTJGH.
F W. Stevenson (3'y. Gold medal.

\ .1 Bosworth 15 sc). Gold medal.

.Vk.' H. Knight I3',i). Retired.

W. E. Brough. sen. 15 sc). Retired.

BROUGH SUPERIOR.
H. Karslake (8). Gold medal.

G Brough (81. Gold medal.

.1. D. Marvin (8 sc). Retired.

B.S.A.
j; C. Bliihm (4ii). Gold medal

DUNELT.
A. P. n. Pehrson (4i,i sc). Silver

medal.
EXCELSIOR.

E. nawkes (2"'4). Gold mcdaL
F.N.

n. C. Bell (7) Gold medal.

GAM.\GE.
B. P. Bridgeman i.2';..>. Silver medal.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
.7. C. Watson (7-9). Gold medal.
C. II. Mocatta (7-9). Gold meital.

.7. A. O'Sullivan (4). Gold medal.
C. D. Michaelis (7-9 sc). Gold viedal.

U. iM. Selbv (7-9 sc). Gold medal.
R. Ne-witt (7-9 sc). Gold medal.
J. A. -Masters (7-9 sc). Gold medal.
W. II. Julian (7-9 sc). Gold medal.
S. C. Tail (7-9 sc). Silver medal.
J. L. R. Jensen (7-9 sc). Silver medal.
E. J. L. Strong (7-9 sc). Retired.

HAWKER.
P. R. Dcwson (2^j). Gold medal.

HUMBER.
E. R. Johnson {4'.i). Gold medal.
R. B. Roberts (4',2l. Silver medal.
J. McKenzie (6 sc). Disqualified.

INDIAN.
T. .S. Sharrat (4). Gold medal.
J. McBirnie (7-9). Gold medal.
H. R. Harveyson (4). Gold medal.
E. .-v. Bridgman (7-9 sc). Gold medul
K. R. Coes (7-9 sc). Gold medal.
H. Brown (7-9 sc). Gold medal.
W. J. Simpson (7-9 scO. Retired.
P. G. M. Jones (4). Retired.
C. C. pibin (41. DiiQualified.

R M Veale (6 sc). Bronze medal.-p. H. Ingham (4). Disqualified.

J.'
.\. 'Thompson (4',i sc). Retired.

C-'i.LTHORPE.
L. Heller (3 sc). Retired.

CAMPION.
P Clay i2<A). Retired.

CEDOS.
C. H. Hanwell (2Vi). Gold medal.

.\. G. Wall (2i;). Disquahfied.

CHATER-LEA.
J. Chater Lea (8 sf.). Gold medal.

J. E. Pantard (8 sc). Retired.

C0NN-\UGHT.
J. Haworth (2iil. Silver medal..

C0RON.\ JUNIOR.
J. Harrison (4). Gold medal.
E. G. Opperman (4 sc). Brome medal

COULSON-B.
H. F. Fellowes (4). Gold medal.
R. B. Clark f2''4). Gold medal.
H. F. Edwards (2"'i). Gold medal.
H. Gny (2':i). Disqualified.
L. Nicholson (2%). Disqualified.

COVENTRY VICTOR.
J. Joynson (5-7 sc). Retired.

DALTON.
F. Begley (4). Silver medal.

DE DION.
B. F. C. Fellowes (2-;i). Gold medal.

JA-MES.
.1. W. Morton rji.,). Gold medal.
H. Revre (S-6). G'old medal.
H. H. Saddingtoo (5-6 sc). Retired.
A. G. Hooper (5-6 sc). Retired.

LEA-FRANCIS.
A. ConviUe (S'i). Gold medal.
J. Richardson ('5 sc). Gold medal.
H. R. Hancock (3>,i|. Silver medal.

LEVIS.
G. S. Davison (2Vi sc). Brome medal
F. W. .\pplebee (2'i). Retired.
H. R. Lane (ZUI- Retired.

MARTINSYDE.
W. H. BashalJ (6 sc). Brome

medal.

MATCHLESS.
D. S. Parsons (7 sc). Gold medal.
B. G. Robbins (8 sc). Silver medal.
Geo. Nott (7 sc), Brome medal.
C. D. Hardee (7 sc). Disqualified.
F. J. Ellis (7 sc). Disqualified.
G. Packman (8 si:.). Disqualified.
W. F. Gniver (8 sc). Disqualified.
T. J. Ross (7 sc). Disqualified.
H. B. Shutes (7 sc). Disqualified

METRO-TYLER.
G. E. CuHe (4). Gold medal.
J. S. Bennett (2K). Retired.

ROYAL ENFIELD.
J. R. Watkins (3). Gold medal.

J. G. Bryson (8 sc). Retired.

. NORTON. ROYAL RUBY.
J. Lister (3'.^). Gold medal. H. Gibson (2;:,) Gold medal.

Bradbury (4 sc). Gold medal. S. Eastwood (2-;l). God medal.

Wright, jun. (4 sc). Silver medal.W. A. Kay (8 sc) .Si(«r medal.

Jenrevs (4 sc). Silver medal. W'. A. Apsey <8 sc). Retired.

H. AllNvood (4 sc) Disqualified. RUDGB.
G. W. Dawson (3Vj). Gold medal.

SCOTT.
R. T. Ball (3":4l. Gold viedal.

J, A, Iloult (Sii). Silver medal.

SUNBEiVM.
P. Street (3'L.). Gold medal.
W. R. Preston (31;.;). Gold metlal.

P. \V. White (8 sc). Gold medal.

L. V. Freeman (8 sc). Silver medal.

0. Milner (8 sc). Retired.

C. r. Plowman (S'.i). Disqualified.

TRIUMPH.,„,., E. Pond (4). Gold medal.
A- Biddelcy (Stj). Gald viedal. R C Staunton (4). Geld medal,
')< JiP'i'.'"' "'-' ''"''^ medal. W. AtJrinsou (4). Gold medal.

V.
•-

'i!'""-^'
"''-•'• '<'''' medal. H. S. JIoorhoHse (4), Gold medal.

M. Townsend (3li sc). CoWT. IMorgan (4). Gold medal,
medal.

_ q. Francis (4). Gold medal.
(Tiinningham (3i.l. sc). Gold medal. C. Wrny (4). Gold medal.
O. Bulltis (31:. sc). Silver medal. R. R. Rothwell (4). Gold medal

NEW SCALE,
S. IToIroyd (4). Gold medal.
J. Scale (4). Silver medal.

N.U.T.
©Rfilly 15). Gold medal.
C. Rhodes (3iJ). Gold medal.
S. Badileley (3i...). Gold medal.

O.K.
Hall (21;.). Silver medal.

OLYMPIC.
J. Stone (2IL0. Retired.

- OSrEGA.
T. Pryor (2^4). Brome medal.

P. S: ]\I. '

POWELL,
-v. Watson-Bourne (4). Di.
qualified.

QUADRANT.
WiLson (4i-j sc). Silver medal.

. I'ollison (5 sc). Silver medal.

RADCO.
11. Baxter (211). Gold medal.

RALEIGH.
Guthrie (5). Gold medal.
Foster (5), Gold medal.

RE.VDING-STANDARD.
-M. O. McLachlan (10).
~^edal.

W. P. Brandon (4 sc). Golil medal.
R. Pugli (4 sc). Gold medal.
C. ,S. Bourne (4). Silver medal.
E. .1. Hardwick (4). .Silver medal.
W. W. E. Clarke (21/4). Bronze medal.
S. ,}. Marks (4). Bronze medal. .

R. E. B. Reeves (4 sc). Bron;o
viedal.

.1, Bradbury (4 sc). Retired.
A. G. Baltley (4), Disqualified.
A. P. McGowran (4 sc). Disqualified.

VERUS.
G. E. Stacey (2-^'4). Gold medal.
S. Dunlord (2:'4). Gold medal.

Goldjy. Hall 12';). Retired.

WOLF.Wallace (10 sc). Bronze medal, r. t. i.,oyd I2\\. Retired.
RE.\. WOOLER.

p/l'^<5ill"i'';S'^f!--. %''*'"."?'''• A. C, Robbins (2'i). Gold medal
P. Le Grand (8 sc). Gold medal.
A. Jacoh.s (8 sc). Gold raedat.
White (8 sc). Retired.

HOVER.
A. Hilger (5-6). Gold medal.
N. Green (5-6). Gold medal.

F. C. Benest (2^i)- Disqualified.
3. F. Hull (2'i). nieqiialificd.

ZENITH.
A. Ellison (6). Gold medal.
E. iM. Barratt (2ti). Bronze medal.
R. Charlesworth (8 sc). Jleld over.

THREE-WHEELED CYCLE CARS.
CA.STLE-THREE.

.«. Goodwin (10). Gold medal
D. Henry (10). Disqualified.

COVENTRY PREMITSR.
R. Croucher (8-10). Gold medal

DANDY.
E. Sumner (8). Retired.

L.,S.D.
W. Hallelt (8). Gold meilal.
A. Sogden (8). Retired.

NEW HUDSON:
E. Line (10). Gold medal.\\

MORGAN.
IL F. S. Morgan (8). Gold medal.
S. Hall (10). Gold medal.
F. W. James (10). Gold medal.
G. G. Newman (10). Gnld medal.
A. B. Care (10). Silver medal.
II. E. K. Sawtell (10). Silver medal.
S. A. McCarthy (8). Disq-ualificd.

11. Richards (10). Retired.

T.B.
F. S. Spouse (10). Gold medal.
J. W. Meredith (101. Gold medal.
J. Wainwright (101. Gold medal.
-F, H. Douglass (10). Gold medal.

^ OPEN HILL-CLIAB IN IRELAND.
DE.SPll'E prevailing conditions and restrictions in Ireland,

the Dublin clubs are little les.s active than usual, and
on Sattii'day last earned out a very successful hill-climb

near Tallaglit. The course was about half a mile in

length, of moderate and even gradient, and quit* safe, albeit

by no means straight. The results were as follows

:

LiG7iiwEtGHTS.—1, J. A. Ff. Waters (2^ Diamond) ; 2, D.
Allen (2i Sun); 3. U. Humphreys (2J Velocette).

300 TO 550 c.c—1, G. Bewley (3^ Norton); 2, J. Doyle
(2| Douglas) ; 3, R. Kvle (3^ Norton),
560 c.c. .\ND Over.— 1, H. Oxer (5-6 Zenith); 2, VV. J,

Fagan (5 Indian^ ; 3, W. L. Holding (6 Enfield).

SiDF,c.\7is.—1, W. Burney (8 EnBeld) ; 2, S, Woods (7-9

Harley-Davidson) ; 3, Hon. R. Massey (7-9 Harlev-Davidson).
Winners' H.4NDic.\r.—1, .1. A. H. Wate-iB (2i Diamond) ; 2,

H. 0.\er (5-6 Zenith); 3, U. Bewley (31 Norton).
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THE ARBUTHNOT TROPHY TRIAL.
WE have just received a copy of the

piogiamme of the Arbuthnot
Trophy Trial, which is open to any

solo motor cyclist who is a commissioned
or subordinate officer of H.M. Navy, the

Royal Naval Reserve, or Royal Naval
Volunteer Reserve on the active list on
the date on which entries close.

Entries must be received by the Secre-

tary, the Auto Cycle Union, 83, Pall

Mall, London, S.W.I, on or before

5 p.m. on Monday, June 13th, 1921.

Each entry must bs accompanied by a

fee of £1 Is., and if the entrant is not
on the competition register of the Union
by an application for registration, the fee

for which is 10s. 6d., or, in the case of
a member of a club affiliated to the Auto
Cycle Union, 5s.

The trial will e.xtend over one and a
half days, and on Friday, July 1st, a
start will be made from Sevenoaks, whicji
will be the centre from the morning of
the trial till the ne.xt day. The head-
quarters will be Bligh's Hotel.

A Hilly Course.

A hilly course, including some of the
hills covered in the recent A.C.U. One
Day Trial, will be traversed twice on
the first day and once on the second day,
after which competitors will proceed io

Brooklands in time to see the finish of

the 500 Miles Race.
A system of marking will be emplove<l

wherebv competitoi's are credited with a

total of 200 marks at the beginning of the

trial, ten being deducted for '
any stop

on named hills on the first circuit, fifte«ii

on the second circuit, and twenty on the

third circuit. The order of starting will

be in the order of receipt of entry, at

one-minute intervals.

An average speed of 18 m.p.h. will

be the minimum, and the maximum will

be 20 ni.p.h., allowances being made for

ten-mile limits and difficult country.

Tiiere will be no. secret checks.

NORTH-WESTERN CENTRE
"CHAMPIONSHIP."

'"PHE judges, having investigated all

1 official observers' reports, now issue

the following results :

NORTH-WESTERN CENTRE CHAMPION.-
Hugh" GibsoB. Liverpool Motor Club (8 Royal
Ruby), 88 points, awarded North -Western Centre
Championihip for 1921 and holder of 200 gn.

Deansgate Challenge Cup, 1921. Second : Bernard
Caldwell, Warrington Club (S^A Norton), 86 points.

Third: O. Entwistle, Bury Club (3'/2 Sunbeam),
_.85 points.

AWARDS IN CLASSES.
Classes l and 2 Combined (Solo Machines to

350 c.c.).—S. Eastwood, Warrington Club (2^'i

Royal Ruby), 91 marks, first-class award; E. Jones
Southport Club (2'/o Velocette), 75 marks, no
award.
Class 3 (Solo Machines from 351 c.c. to 600

c.c.).—Bernard Caldwell. Warrington Club ['6V-i

Norton), -91 points, first-class award; O. Ent-
wistle, Bury Club (3V2 Sunbeam), 90 points,

second-class award; T. H. Picton, Southport Club

(3'A Sunbeam), 85 points, second-class award; H.
Hulme. North Cheshire Club (4 Triumph). 84
points, second-class award) ; A. Moses, Liverpool
Club (3V2 Sunbeam), 74 points, no award; J, •

Shavlor, Liverpool Club (SVi Sunbeam), 73 points,

no award; A. DougHs, Southport Club (3^4 Scott),

62 points, no award.
Class 6 (Sidecars up to 500 c.c.).—O. E. Carter,

Manchester Club (3 A.B.C.). 87 marks, first-class

award; T. Simmi^ter. Macclesfield Club (3Vj
Norton), 67 marks, no award.
Class 7 (Sidecars from 501 c.c. to 750 c.c.).—

M. Gavson, Manchester Club (4 Triumph), 90
marks, first-class award; J. F. Gibbon, North
Cheshire Club (4 Triumph), 85 marks, second-
class award.
Class 8 (Sidecars over 750 c.c.).—H. Gibson.

Liverpool Club (3 Royal Ruby). 93 marks, first-

class award', S, Bann, Macclesfield Club (7 Match-
less), 87 marks, no award; A. Green, Stalybridge
Club (8 Excelsior), 49 marks, no award.

No competitor other than the above
completed the course within the rules ot*

the Trial.

BRISTOL TO NEWQUAY
via PORLOCK.

PORLOCK and Lynton were tiie chief
test pieces in ' the Bristol M.C.C.
trial for the Kickham Cup to New-

quay on the 14th inst., but few failures

—three only—were recorded. Full
results have now been worked out, and
are as under :

KICKHAM CUP.—E. iV. Spencer (4 Omega-
Blackburne). A faultless ride, dead on time at
all points, and excellent climbs of Porlock and
Lynton, error Cm.
GOLD MEDAL.S.-F. G. Mann (7-9 Harley-

Davidson sc). S. Hodges (3 A.B.C.), both excel-
lent performances, error Im.: W. H. Inss (4
Triumph). 10m. = '

SILVER MEDALS.—B. W. Hall (31/. Sunbeam
5C.) and 0. W. Rankin (8 Morgan).
BRONZE MEDALS.-K. .T. Woods (31.4 Wilkin

sc.l, Eli Clark, jun. (3'!: Beardmore-Pfecision).
F. A. Simpson (2vi Douglas), E. S. Waycott (8
Cl.vno sc), H. W. Jacobs (8 Zenith). R. B. Walker
(4 Norton sc), and E. Leslie Smith (4 Triumph).
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THE INTERNATiO.NAL
SOME further particulars concerning

this interesting and important event .

have reached us from Geneva. An
outline of the regulations and a map of
the course appeared in 77(c Motor Cycle
of February 3rd.
The competition is open to all members

of national motor cycle unions affiliated

to the F.I.CM. ; to all holding com-
petitors' licences issued by the ruling
body of their own particular country;
to all makes of motor cycles, sidecar
outfits, and two-seated cycle cars. Motor
cycles must be in the following classes :'

250 c.c, 350 c.c, 500 c.c, 700 c.c, and
1,000 c.c. : sidecar outfits 600 c.c. and
1,000 c.c. : and two-seated cycle cars up
to 1,100 cc
The event is a six days reliability trial

extending over 1,125 miles. Each day's
journey will be divided into two sections.

T"

SIX DAYS TRIALS.
which must be covered at an average
speed of 30 km. (approximately twenty
miles) an hour. The time limit is likely

to be varied over several of the principal
mountain passes.

The International Trophy, which is

presented by the British Cycle and.Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders'
Union, is at present held by the Swiss
Club, and will be put uti for competition
by a team of tliree riders chosen by each
nation.

Entries may now be sent to the Secie-
tary. Union Motocycliste Suisse, 42, Rue
du Rhone, Geneva, Sw-itzerland, and cost
300 francs for machines entered by manu-
facturers, agents, or drivers in their em-
ploy, and 150 francs for private owners.
Entries close at ordinary fees on June
25th, 1921, and at double fees un to Julv
10th, 3921.

Competitors in the Birmingham M.C.C.'s trial for the Sangster Cup having a " breather
"

after the long ride which culminated in a fast climb up Countisbury Hiil. Giies-(A.J.S
sidecar), Gus Khun (Verus) immediately behind, G Denley (Velocette), and Sam Hall

(Sunbeam) are noticeable in the photograph.
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Olmcs to Tllgbt TLamps.
iMav 26th 9.28 p.m.

... 9.30 .,28th

„ 30th
June 1st

9.32

9.35

Major Hyde Resigns.

-Mojor C. Watei' Hyde has resigned his

position as motor cycle sales manager for

the B.S.A. Co. owing to ill-health.

Welsh Speed Trials.

Tile illastratioii recently published of
the speed trials held by the Neath
.M.C.C. showed E. Walters (Douglas),
and not H. Lewis as stated. The former
won the 350 c.c. novice class.

Wanted, 1,000 Motor Cycles per Year.

.Such is the heading of aii advertise-

ment that appeared last week in a Mid-
huid daily paper. It is stated that they
are required for the Dutch East Indies,
and that they tiiuxl he able, to coiuj/ete

with two well-known American big
twins in rjiialld/, (liuriOilili/, and price.

Comment seertis superfluous.

Another Price Reduction.

It is announced that from to-day
onwards the price of the standard spring
frame model 3^ h.p. Beardmore-Precision
will be reduced irom £105 to £85. It
will be remembered that the specification

includes kick-starter and selective clutch

two-speed gear, automatic lubrication,

and a specially constructed welded frame
which embodies the tank.

The Motor Cycle Grand Prix.

The blue riband of speed events on
the Continent in 1921 will be the Motor
Cycle Grand Prix, organised by the
Union Jlotocycliste de France, 8, Place
de la Concorde, Paris, on July 24th.

Entries close at ordinary fees (400 francs)

on May 31st at si.x o'clock.

So far -the list of entries is exclu-

sively composed of British machines with
British riders, which stand as follows :

Four B.S.A. 's (the first three being
ridden by Pickering, Gibbs, and Pool)
and three Nortons (ridden by Victor
Horsman, Hubert Hassall, and Graham
Walker).

Trtie course is a triangular one of

appro.ximately lOj miles, and is situated
quite close to Le Mans.

Found.

In Cowdray Park, Midhurst, articles

of clothing and tools, by Jlr. E. C.
Bannister, West Street, Midhurst; in

Queen's Drive, Liverpool, a tool kit, by
Mr. J. W. Mackarel, 52, Royston Street,

Edge Hill.

T.T. and Summer Number.
The annual special T.T. and Summer

Number will be published on June 16th,

the day of the Senior T.T. race.

A Record Week for the A.C.U.

De.^pite strikes anti the general trade
depression, the Auto Cycle Union is able

to make the gratifying announcement
that for the last week its income from
new- subscriptions was the largest of any
week since it commenced operations in

1903. At such a time as the present,
steadily increasing membership of the
national motor cycling organisation is an
entirely healthy sign.

Power Alcohol.

An csperimeiital consignment of the

new patent alcohol fuel " Natalite

"

arrives at the Port of London this week
from South Africa. "Natalite" has
been manufactured, and has been in

general use in South Africa for four

years, and is now also being produced in

East Africa, India, and Australia, but
this is the first consignment to reach this

country, and is being imported under
special permit given by the Excise and
Customs authorities. The whole of the

first consignment will be used exclu-

sively for demonstration and experi-

mental purposes. It is said that tests

have shown that Natalite will give as

good mileage as petrol.

Special Ti^eatures.

THE COOLING OF MOTOR CYCLE
ENGINES.

TO EDiNBURGH IN A SIDECAR.

The course of the great French classic race

—

the Grand Prix—to be held on July 24th.

Why?
In the Midlands the term "combo"

is used quite extensively to designate

sidecar outfits.

A Private Trial in S. Devon.

Capt. P. Pike, who is well known as

a competition rider on lightweight motor
cycles, recently organised a trial in

Exeter which attracted over fifty starters,

including four ladies. The course was
an easy one, being practically a top gear

route. The prize-winners were : Ladies'

prize, Miss Whitehead. Gentlemen's
prizes : 1, A. M. Knill (Indian) ; 2, J.

Clarke (Norton), five marks lost.

"Found"—a Sequel and a Moral.

A fortnight ago a reader notified us

regarding the finding of a toolkit on the

Sevenoaks Road. As a sequel to the pub-
licity of these coltmms he now writes :

" I have had five applications for the

tools found, but the oxv7>er has not yet

written. If five applied and not the

right one, which makes six, and these

were all lost on ene road in one week,
can The Motor Cycle or any reader please

tell me how to work out the sum to get

at the approximate, number lost in one
year? Oh! ye makers and designers!"
—H. Gr.^vett. .

The Dustless Road Problem.

The earliest cure for dusty roads was
water, and very often it was also the
worst possible thing for them. We may
still (says 7'lie Autocar) see the old

pumps standing all along the great Bath
Road and other highways; and it has

often made motorists wonder why they
were supposed to have invented dusty
roads at the same time as motors. Then
came tar. and when the dust plague
ceased new plagues took its place. There
was wet tar, tar as put down by local

experts, tar under the influence of a

hot sun, tar with a flat tyre, (ar with
a new body. How long, one wonders, are
motorists going to put up with tar

—

motorists who are paying eight millions

or so a year for the upkeep of the British
highways? If there were no substitute

for tar we might grin and bear it, but
of late a new mixture called by the old

name of bitumen has been imported—

a

substance that can do all that tar can

do, makes no mess of the roads or of

one's cars, costs a little more at first,

but is guaranteed to last ten times as

long.
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SOUTHPORT SPEED TRIALS.

Four very much stripped machines at speed in the 500 c.c. class. Second from the left is F. Collard on the T.T. Rover he '

Island next month. The others are mounted on A.B.C.'s (two) and a 2i h.p. Diamond.

ride

A Week of Speed Events.

On the Saturday following the T.T.
races the North-western Centre A.C.Tj.

will hold its speed trials on Morecambe
Promenade.

Obituary.

By tlie sad death of Mr. Guy Jeffreys,

following his fall at the Orton Scar hill-

climb on Whit-Monday, the motor cycling

world has lost an e.xcellent sportsman.
Jeffreys was an exceedingly popular figure

ujj North.

A Settler in the Antipodes.

C, R. Little, who drove one of the

Triunipliti in the A. A. 5,000 miles benzole
test, is settling in Sydney, Australia, and
will specialise in the selling and repairing

of English motor cycles.

" Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them."
The twenty-second edition of " Motor

Cycles and How to Manage Them,"
which has been carefully revised and
brought up to date, is now ready, and
copies may be obtained upon application

to Messrs." Iliffe and Sons Ltd.. 20, Tudor
Street, E.C.4. The price is 2s. 6d. net,

or by post 2s. lOd.

Bonuses to Competition Riders.

We mentioned some lime ago that the

Manufacturers' Union approved the re-

commendations of the Proprietary Article
and Tyre Manufacturers Sections to the
effect that such manufacturers should not
offer or pay bonuses or rew-ards directly
or indirectly to competition riders, nor
give or loan to such riders any of their
proprietary articles or accessories.

We now learn that the terms of the
bond in this connection, it necessary, will
be enforeed by penaltie.s, or in such a
manner as may preclude any offending
membei- from exhibiting at the Show.

^
It would appear that cases of competi-

tion riders soliciting or receiving payments
or gifts will also receive attention 'with a
view to steps being taken in accordance
with the Bribery and Corruption Acts.

It is intended that everything that can
be done shall be done to rid the sport of
the pseudo-amateur.

c8

Clubs confined to Riders of Particular

Makes.

There is a Harley-Bavidson M.C.C.
confined to riders of Harley-Davidsons

;

the Connaught M.C.C. confined to riders

of Connaughts; and now we liear of the
Old Ford M.C.C. confined to owners of

_ —no, not what you think, good reader

—

any make of motor cycle! By the way,
what has become of the Single Gear Club
nowadays?

Contrasts in Motor Driving Permits.

In Belgiiun, every man, wonran, or

child is free to drive any type of motor
car without permit, certificate, or regis-

tration of any kind. The French appli-

cant for a driving licence, on the other
hand (says The Autocar), begins by pay-

ing a twenty franc tax, makes a formal
application on stamped pajjer, and has to

submit to a practical examination, wdiich

may consist of an hour's drive through
dense Paris traffic or a ten minutes' run
over a deserted national highway, accord-

ing to the whim of the inspector. Once
obtained, the licence is good for all time,

unless withdrawn for some really serious

fault, and it is not available for endorse-

ment.

A Busy Two Months.

June and July are to be busy months
for competition riders of both the trial

and speed classes. In addition to the

T.T. races on the 14th and 16th of June,
there is the M.C.C. Team Trial, for

The 3[ofor Ci/cic Cup on the 25th, the

Arbuthnot Trophy event on July 1st and
2nd, and the 500 mile race at Brooklands
on the latter of these two dates, .while on
the 9th there are the St. Andrews Speed
Trials, the Scotthsh Six Days from the

11th to the 16th, and the 'Motor Cycle
Grand Prix on the 24th.

Lightweights for Strenuous Work.
It is not so very long ago that light-

weights were not regarded as serious long
distance touring mounts, but their post-

war successes in trials have proved that
they are capable of the most strenuous
work. As a matter of general interest

we give below details of the Whitsuntide
mileages of two O.K. riders who are with
the Tank Corps at Wool, Dorset, and
obtained leave to enter competitions.
N. Hall (2">i O.K. Junior) rode from Wool to

Birniingliam with his colleague on the carrier-
ISO miles: from Birmingham to London—120
miles; London to Edinburgh—400 miles; Edin-
burgh to Birmingham—300 miles: Birmingham to
Wool—180 miles. Tot.il for the week: 1,150 miles.

W. Handley (2-Yi O.K. Junior). Birmingham to
Penzance--316 miles: week-end in Cornwall—100
miles; Penzance to Birmingham—316 miles: Bir-
nnrgham to Wool— 180 miles. Total : 912 miles.

The r.l . New Imperial, which made its hrst appearance at the A.C.U. Western Centre

hlU-cllmb at Chatcombe. The engine is the new 350 c.c. J.A.P.
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SPEED AND SUNSHINE.
Success of (he Improved Arrangements Varied Racing a(the B.M.C.R.C. Second

Members' Aeeling.

Start of the Senior T.T. Class Race, which was won by J. L. Emerson—a splendid debut With his Douglas.

BRILLIANT sunshine, niagniliccnt

racing, and the removal of general
headquarters to the " fork " com-

bined to make the second B.M.C.R.C.
members' meeting quite the jolliest little

motor cycle event ever held at Brooklands.
Under the old regime the general public

filtered into Brooklands at one gate,

whilst members, competitors, and the

new rich entered by another.

This separation of the sheep from the

goats did not make for the camaraderie
which should hall-mark any motor cycle

meet, and the fact that what Sam Weller
would describe as a double extra million

magnifying power telescope was necessary

to follow racing from the paddock cast a

further gloom over past races.

On Saturday everybody got the free-

dom of the entire track for 3s., exclusive

of a small fee for his car or cycle. Port-

able hurdles closed the mouth of the

finishing straight, and visitors had
the thrill of scorching the wrong way
down the straight before they parked
their machines, and leant against the

aforesaid- hurdles.

An Omission.

There was one very serious blot on the
organisation, which will doubtless be
remedied before the next fixture—the
only liquids obtainable at the fork were
oil and petrol. As the sun was blister-

ing, and concrete is a magnificent re-

flector, the absence of a bar was keenly
felt by all present.

In other details the officials deserve
every possible compliment. A small
covered stand was available opposite the
timekeepers' van. The starters' numbers
were pinned to the front of this, and each
man's lap register was notified by swing-
ing down a. green card bearing the correct
number. The genial timekeepers worked
out every item of interest in record time,
and thereby much facilitated the labours
of hot and thirsty pressmen.
Turning to the more technical side of

the races, the card was framed as a dress

rehearsal for the T.T. But it partly

failed in its purpo.se, as our racing cracks
are apt to be coy, and the absentees were
possibly more notable than the contestants.

The Triumph team was conspicuous by
its absence. Is the firm's new engine
doing too much ov too little for a public
diibiil.' Sunbeams were indeed repre-
sented, but Messrs. Brown and Chawncr
do not yet rank as the Wolverhampton
first strings, whatever their fame may be
when T.l. week is over. It looked as

if this pair might be gaining a little speed
experience, or testing some new gadget,
but they cannot have been out for blood.
No Scotts were visible. No Levises. No
Rovers. No B.S.A.'s. No James. Of the
machines which ran, the Wooler, Douglas,
Coulson, A.J.S., Norton, Indian, Sunbeam,
and Blaekburne were credited with being
actual Manx models.
The twenty-four lap (65ra. 394 yards)

Junior T.T. was the first event on the
card, and was framed to give entrants a
chance of beating the hour record, which,
for the 350 c.c. class, stands at 63m. 696
yards. Of twenty-two entries. Eve and
Ware (Martins), Remington (Blaekburne),
J. S. Preston (Singer), V. Longden
(Coulson), and McNab (Trump), de-
clined. H. R. Davies, on his T.T. A.J.S.,
was a screaming favourite at two to one on
—a ridiculous price in an hour's race with
sixteen starters—and four to one bar one
was freely offered.

The starters were :

Bore and
stroke, c.c.

1. Capt. A. G. MLUer (MartinJap) 70 x90 347
3. Harry Martin (Martin-Jap) ... 70* x90 347
5. F. A. Longman (Wooler) ... 60.5x60 345
6. S. E. Longman (Wooler) ... 60.5x60 345
7. J. F. Hull (Wooler) 60.5x60 345
9. C. Fairweather (Blaekburne) 71 x88 349

10. E. Longden (Coulson-Jap) ... 60 x61 348
12. Tndor Thompson (Douglas) ... 60.5x60 349
13. A. Watson (Douglas) 60.5x60 350
14. J. V. Prestwich (Massey-Arran-

Jap) 64.5x76 249
15. J. S. Holroyd (Massey-Arran-

Jap) 71 x88 349
17. G. S. Smith (Morris) 67 x70 247
18. A. A. Prestwi'-h (Dot-Jap) ... 70 x90 346
20. H. R. Davies (A.J.S.)
21. T. Thorpe (Douglas) 60.5x60 349
22. F. Thorpe (Douglas) 60.5x60 349

The only real newcomer was the

Morris, the" latest " hotstuff " two-stroke,

which is expected to appear shortly rs

a standardised sports model, with a
welded Ingless frame and a " no effort

"

stand. It has an aluminium cylinder

with- steel liner and a detachable head.

When the flag fell, Davies immediately
streaked away from the field, and was
an obvious winner if stamina supple-

mented speed. He was followed at the
conclusion of one lap by Fairweather's
Blackbunie, A. A. Prestwich's J.A. P.,

F. Thorpe's Douglas, and Eric Longden's
Coulson, but a single lap sufficed to give
the speedy A.J.S. a lead of perhaps half

a mile. Some of the men were early in

trouble. Harry Martin and T. Thorpe
never came round. Tudor Thompson had
a stop near the fork. J. V. Prestwich
was apparently holding on part of his

carbtn-etter with one hand, and actually

steered one-handed for twenty-two laps,

his engine missing badly if his muscles
relaxed their grip. He had hardly
passed on his first lap before Davies was
round again.

Duelling for Piaces.

On the third lap A. A. Prestwich
di'opped back to from third to sixth, and
on his fifth lap he had a stop at the fork.

But for the first ten laps the situation

may be summed up by saying that H. R.
Davies was piling up an ever-increasing

lead from a quartette of respectful fol-

lowers, of whom Fairweather was always
an easy second, and cjuite possibly driving
his engine a little gently in the hope that
the A.J.S. would crack up. Behind the
pursuing Blaekburne, Longden's Coulson
and F. Thorpe's Douglas fought a deter-

mined duel, each leading in turn. Capt.
Miller's Martin was a consistent fifth.

Lower down the list the machines w-ere

perceptibly slower, and the positions

were moi'e variable.

Just when the crowd was settling down

,

to expect a soft victory for the triumph-
ant W.J.S., the positions at the end of

the ninth lap seemed to indicate that

eg
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m.iili.

54.67
52.67

52.52
51.02

Speed and Sunshine.—

Faiiweatlier. was picking up ground. Tlie
cud of tlie tenth lap saw the A.J.S. pass
comparatively slowly. It was heard to
falter in its crackle, and Davies was peer-
ing anxiously down at his machine. Lap 11

saw Davies running second to the Black-
burne, and hotly pursued by Longden
and F. Thorpe. By lap 12 Davies had
dropped back to fifth place, and on the
next lap he was missing. Interviewed

. later, he refused to say what had stopped
him, but the behaviour of his machine
did not suggest any actual fracture.
Fairweather gratefully accepted his lead,

and held it from the ninth to the
eighteenth lap, in spite of a replenishment
stop, in which he also seemed to adjust
a tappet. Longden could not, or would
not. overhaul him, and Thorpe'.s Douglas
had ceased to overtake Longden at inter-

vals. The nineteenth lap brought the

second sensation of the race, for Fair-
wehther was missing when due, and lap

20 saw Eric Longden on the Coulson-
Jap a good mile ahead of Thorpe, with
Capt. Miller lying third far back. The
trio raced like this for three laps, and
then Thorpe's Douglas fell back, anil

Tudor Thompson pressed a sister machine
in chase of Miller. On the last lap

Thompson caught Miller, thus working
up gradually from twelfth lo second, and
the finishing order was :

h. m. s.

1. Erir Longden (Coulson-
-Jap) 1 11 35

2. Tndor Thompson (Douglas) 1 14 18
3. Uapt. A. O. Miller (Martin-

Jap) 1 14 30?
4. F. Thorpe (Douglas) .. 1 16 28;

Of the rest, J, V. Prestwich (Massev
Arran) did 23 laps in Ih. 19m. STfs. ; G.

5. Smith (Morris), 22 laps, Ih. 17ni. 19.=. ;

F. A. Longman (Wooler), 21 laps, lli.

19m.- 15|s. ; J. F. Hull (Wooler), 19 lap.^

Ih. 14m. 35s. ; A. A. Prestwich (Dot

Jap), 19 laps, Ih. 19m. 40s. ; J. S, Hoi
rovd (Massey-Arran), 18 laps, Ih. 19m.
57'|s. ; C. Fairweather (Blackbnriie). 18
lap.s, 51m. 22|s.

A Popular Victory.

No records were beaten. Longden's
victory was very popular, as he has done
a lot of racing without much luck. J.

V. Prcstwich's grit in covering the dis-

tance steering one-handed is notable, as

are the first time jjerformances of the
Morris and the Massey-Arrans.
The scratch race of three laps for

machines up to 1,000 c.c. attracted only
five etarters, namely

:

G. F. Temple (Harley-Davidson). 988 c.c.
D. H, Davidson (HaTle,v-Davidson), 988 c.c.
O.M.Baldwin (Matchless, 4-valve J.A.P.), 994 c c
Capt. .J. VVoodhouse (Martin). 996 c.c.
E. Remington (Blackburne). 998 c.c.

Temple was favourite at even money-,
and they got away to a fine start. ^ Foiir
of the men roared past " under a handker-
chief" after one lap, with Woodhouse
eighty yards astern. Davidson, Ternple,
Remington, and Baldwin was the apparent
order of the leading quartette, but Temple
was going best of the bunch. The second
time round Temple had dropi^ed to fourth
place, with Woodhouse still last, but the
favourite caught both the Britishers on
the third lap, so that the final placinos
were :

1. D. H. Davidson (Harlev) .

2. C, F. Temple (Harley)
"

3. O. M. Baldwin (Matchless)
4. ,T. AVoodhouse (Martin)
5. E. Hemington (Blackburne)

CIO ^

5 39!
5 41;
5 44
5 555
6 9

m.p.]i.
86.37
86.02

Temple registerea the fastest lap at

90.09 m.p.h.
The twenty-eight lap (76m. 167 yards)

Senior T.T. was plotted to cover incidental

attacks on the hour record of 72m. 841

yards, and was regarded by the wiseacres
as a probable gift for the Douglas team.
Five started, and with stalwarts like

Emerson and S. L. Bailey in the saddle
business was evidently intended. No
other make had a real team out, though
individual entrants looked dangerous
enough. The trouble was to pick out the
machine with which the Douglas people
might declare to win, and popular fancy
identified the ex-A.B.C. wizard, Emerson,
who ranks with O'Donovan among the
super-speedsters. The betting ran evens
Emerson and Horsman, twos Kaye Don,
and thregs Le Vack.

The Twenty Star

O. iM. Baldwin (Martin
M.A.G.)

G. S. .Smitli (Martin-M.A.G.)
W. R. Brown (Sunbeam) ..

R. C. Chawner (Sunbeam)
V. Horsman (Norton). ..

Kave Don (Norton)
T. Thompson (Douglas) ..

J. Emerson (Douglass)
R. Bond (Rudge)
H. Le Vack (Indian)
E. Longden (Coulson Jap)
S. L. Bailev (Douglas)
T. Thorpe" (Douglas)
P. Thorpe (Douglas)

Those who complain that
bumpy should note that aft

ei's.

Bore and
stroke. c.c.

64 X 77 496
64 X 77 496
85 X 88 499
85 X 88 499
79.5x100 493
79 xlOO 490
68 x 68 494
68 X 68 494
85 X 88 499
79.3x100.8 499
64.5X 76 498
68 X 68 499
68 ^x 68 499
68 x 68 499

Brooklands is

r E. Longden

had won a twenty-four lap race he was

still game to ride in a faster event of

twenty-eight laps. Thompson and F.

Thorpe had also done their twenty-four
laps.

Emerson got away best, and Horsman
was badly left, his engine refusing to

fire for eighty yards or so. At the end

of lap one Emerson was leading Bailey

by perhaps fifty yards, and some distance

behind came a knot of men who were
presently dubbed the "clump" by the

crowd as they lapped in a tight buiuh
for a prolonged period.

. All in a Bunch.

The composition of the "clump" varied

for a time, but on lap two, when Hors-

man, who had recovered from his bad
start, passed Bailey and was chasing

Emereon, the " clump " consisted of Don,
Le Vack, T. Thorpe, Brown, Chawner,
and Longden in the order named. For
six laps Horsman hunted Emerson hard,

and may have gained a little at times,

but never fully atoned for his unfortunate
start. The " clump " lapped like a solid

body with a slow •internal circulation.

After six laps Horsman's petrol tap closed,

and pushed him back from second place

\o eleventh.

At this the "clump" began to sit up
and take notice. Emerson still kept his

imposing lead, his engine sounding as

clear and willing as it did on the first

C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-Davidson),who made fastest lap, but finished second, fighting a

losing battle with D. H. Davidson (similarly mounted), who won this event, the 1,000 c.c

scratch race. E. Remington (8 Blackburne) is the third man.
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Speed and Sunshine.—

lound, but his immediate attendants
varied. T. Tliorpe was the first to evince
ambitions to be runner up, and from the
seventh to the eleventh lap he tilled the
position, after vrhich Le V'ack dispossessed
him, whilst Bailey lay fourth with a
watching brief against Le Vack, and
Kaye Don ran a steady fifth. To cut a
long story short, Emerson's Douglas was
as reliable as it was fast, and, in spite of
a longish replenishment stop, he finished
the easiest of winners. Le Vack had no
great difficulty in staving off the chal-
lenges of two more Douglases, and this
pair in turn were just too fatt for Kaye
Don's Norton. Horsman retired with' a
broken saddle, and the placings were :

f|0)T^(^ILS

1. J. I,. Emerson (Dougla;! 1
2. H. I.e Vack (rndiaii) .. 1
3. T. Thorpe (Douglas) .. 1
4. Kaye Don (Norton) .. 1
5. F. Tliorpe (Douglas) ., 1
6. O M. Baldivio (Jlartin-

W.A.G.) 1 16 n
7. G. S. Smith (JIaitin- '

M.A.G.) 1 18 10

4 37S
6 42;
6 55
9 Hi

11 18

m.p.h.
70.65
68.44
68.22
65.99
64.03

59.93

S. L. Bailey had (rouble near the finish,

but completed 27 laps in Ih. 7ni. 31|s.

The distances covered by the three
leaders in an hour were, Emerson, 70m.
868 yards .: Le Vack, 68m. 864 yards ; and
Thorpe, 68m. 704 yards. No records were
broken. The magnificent showing of the
Douglas team will not escape attention,

especially with regard to the T.T., and
the change in their transmission since

1920 will by no means impair their

chances.

The passenger three lap handicap was
something of an anti-climax, thougn fine

speeds were attained. The starters were :

W. D. Ilawkcs (Morcan-JI.A.G.
D. H. Davidson (Hailt-.v sc.l ..

W. D. Marchant (Zenith-Jap)
E. B. Ware (.Morgan-Jap sc.) ..

J. A. Masters (Harley sc.)

S. E. Longman (Harley sc.) ..

E. C. Baragwanath (Zenith-Jai>
O. de Lissa (Motosacoche sc.)

K. Dequin (Zenith-M..\.G. sc.)

E. Longden (Morgan-Jap)
Capt. E. Charlesnorth (Zenitli

sc.)

F. A. Tx)osman (Ariel sc.)

Jap

c.c. m. 6.

1.098 scr.

989 6
986 18

1.083 18
989 39
989 51
986-^ 51
994 ~1
994 1 18
986 1 27

744 2
498 3 36

(>59

Marchant's outfit was distinguished by
a vertical post above the sidecar axle,

joined liy a cross tube over the chair to

the saddle-pillar of the machine. Several
racers in this class have a good deal to

learn about getting off the mark ; S. E.

Longman and W. D. Marchant stole

many yards by fine work in this respect.

The Ariel was naturally leading after one
lap, with Charlesworth still hanging on
to his start, and Masters and Davidson
making ujj ground fast. Dequin pulled

up with plug trouble. On. the second
lap de Lissa was in trouble, the Ariel

was still in front, and S. E. Longman
had commenced to look very dangerous.
The Morgans fell out, and the finishing

order was :

1. S. E. Lonffraan (Harlev sc.) .. 65.78 m.p.h.
2. D. H. Davidson (Harley sc.) .. 61.87 ,,

3. b\ A. Longnaan (Ariel sc.) .. 54.22

Charlesworth and Masters were pressing
the Ariel hard. The Harleys thus shared
with the Douglases the principal honours
of the dav.

A MAIN ROAD HILL-CLIMB.
Open Event of (he A.C.U. Western Centre. 22 h.p. Machine makes Faslest Time.

AI'PAEENTLY a special providence
watches over the weather conditions
of the A.C.U. Western Centre, for

last Saturday's event at Chatcombe Hill
was carried out under a cloudless sky'
and burning sunshine.

Perhaps it was the heat of the day
.'ilso which accounted for the otherwise
unaccountable misfiring which seemed to
tiouble almost every competing machine.
Without doubt the atmosphere was, so
warm that a caibui-etter *tuned on the
rich side for a normal day would be
excessively rich under such conditions.

A main road 1 'M, although granted ii

comparatively little used one, was used,
and only one or two short del.ays occurred
for the passage of slow local traffic.

Timing by means of telepliones was
ari-anged, and the speed :.t which the
classes were run off was excellent. No
new models or unconventional machines
were in use. except the 2i- h.p. New
Imperial T.T. machines, and Dance (witli

his 2| Sunbeam) had it all his own way,
especially as G. S. Boston, who was en-
tered to ride his 2| h.p. A.J.S.. was
perforce a s^.^ctator. his machine being
iiru'eady.

Chatcombe Hill is not one on which
thrills are to be seen, as its surface is

perfect, the gradient very even (about
1 in 8), and there is only a slight left-

hand bend ; consequently the proceed-
ings were a little monotonous. Some of
the private owners, too, weie decidedly
slow, and in onj or two classes some
amusement was caused by the " finish of
class " banner bearer, mounted on a
3-^- h.p. Sunbeam, visibly overliauling the
last competitor, whom lie followed.

The measured course was half a mile,
and the fastest time of the day, by G
Dance (2' Sunbeam), was 31|s., equalling
57.32 m.p.h. Fastest car time was 34?s.
(52^85 m.p.h.), by A. Frazer Nash (G.N.).
Formula results were not worked out

at the finish, and the awards will be
announced later. The placings of the
first three in each class decided on time
aie as follows :

CLASS I : Solo, up to 275 c.c. (Open).—II.

Newey (2", Levis). 41j5. ; G. Dculcv <2',i Velocetle)
anil H. E. Pugh (2l'4 Levis). 45*3., tied; B. Ker-
shaw (2'^ New Imperial), 47s,
CLASS 3 : Solo, up to 360 c.c. (Open).—B. Ker-

shaw (2>4 New Imperial^. 49s>^.: W. M. Ilartlan'l

(2''i Velocctte), 533.; A. II. Curncry (2"-, Cotton),
55is.
CLASS 4 : Solo, up to 350 c.c. (Private).-S.

A. Such (2'.. Connaiighti, 7l:s.; W. II. Buckle
(2>.., C'onnaught), 73JS,
CLASS 5 : Solo, up to 500 c.c. (Open).-L.

Pavnter IV-. Norton). 35is.; T. B. G. Vale (3i:.

Norton). 35!s.;,\V. B. Gibb (3'.:. Uciiglas). 36;s.

CLASS 6 : Solo, up to 500 c.c. (Private).-W.
\Vorrall (3n. Sunbeam). 36*5.; H. Fellows (St.. Sun-
beam). 40;s.; E. GrilUtbs (31., Norton), 43is.
CLASS 7 : Solo, up to 750 c.c. (Open).-C.

Dance (2-;, Sunbeam). 33Js.; W. B. Gibb (V-.
Douglas), 37s.: J. Thomas (3'., Norton), 37j3.:
CLASS 8 : Solo, up to 750 c.c. (Private).—W.

Wcrrall (3i:. Sunbeam). 36!s.; R. Fellows (3i..

Sunbeiirn), 3733.; E. GrilTiths (%\'-: Norton), 38!s.
CL.\SS 9 : Solo, Unlimited (Open).—*G. Dance

(2';i Sunbeam). SI!-.. : I. P. Kidtloch (8 Zenith).
33!s. ; L. P.aynler (3)- Norton), 34!«. 'Fastest
time of the day.

CLASS 10 : Solo. Unlimited (Private).-1. P.
Riddoch (8 Zenith), 34s.: W. Worrell (3V. Sun-
beam). 36!s.: R. Fellows (3i,i .Sunbeam), 37i3.
CLASSliS 11 and 12: Solo Machines, on For-

mula (Open and Priva(c).—Results not. yet
announced.
CLASS 15 : Passenger, tip to 600 c.c. (Open).—

L. Pnynter (31.; Norton sc). 43)5.; 0. Dance (2'-i
Sunbeam sc), 43!s.; E. Kickham (3'/.' Douglas
sc). 44 js,

" '-
.

CL.ASS 17 : Passenger, up to 750 cc. (Open).—
L. Paynter (3'/l. Norton sc), 41>s. ; G. Dance (2^1
Sunbeam sc), 42s.; J. Thomas (3',:. Norton sc).
43>s.

CLASS 19 : Passenger, Dnlimited (Open).—H.
R. Godfrey (8 G.N.), 39.;s.; C. Dance (2-i Sunbeam
sc), 42s.; L. Paynter (31,2 Norton sc). 42is.
CLASS 20 : Passenger. Unlimited (Private).— I.

P. Riddoch (8 Zenith sc). 415s.; B. j. Blick (7-9
Harley-Davidson sc), S2s. ; W.A. Carr (8 Morganl.
55?s.

CLASSE.S 21 and 22 : Passenger Machines, on
Formula (Open and Private).—Results not vet
announced.
CLASS 23 : Cycle Car=. up to 1.100 c.c (Open).

-IT. R. Godfrey (8 G.N.). 37!s.: H. F. S. Morgan
(8 Morgan), 42s.; W. A. Carr (8 Morgan), 54!s.

3 .'/.Kil'J.'n :

- .' V
,» •!<- (•.'.lis", \

Go I E. Kickham (31 Douglas sidecar) crossing the starling line at the Western Centre hill-climb

CI.5
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OPENING EVENT AT STILE KOP.
No Waiting! A Feature of the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Hill-climb last Saturday.

AN entry of nearly 180 and a hot
summer day attracted several "--

thousand spectators to Stile Kop '

•

last Saturday to witness the hill-climb

organised by the Coventry and Warwick-
sliire M.C. Never have we seen so many
visitors lining the Eugeley hill, showing
the growing popularity of mot«r cycle

events as a sport for the general public. ' ;
:

The presence of T. C- de la Hay on
his overhead valve Sunbeam and H. W.
Hassall with one of the T.T. Nortons
promised some fast speeds, and in this

direction the spectators were not dis-

appointed.
Several other T.T. machines were

being tried out, among which D. A.
Atkins's little 2^ h.p. Hobart distin-

guished itself by winning the three events
in which it was entered—a notable debut
for both rider and machine. R. Elliott's

3^ h.p. T.T. Rover was also among the
first three in steveral events.

Tremendous Speeds.

A course of approximately half a mile
had been fi.xed upon, the competitors I

being given a flying start. If the distance
were correctly estimated, the speeds at-

tained were in the neighbourhood of

60-65 m.p.h., for Hassall, who made
fastest time of the day, covered the course
in 27|s. , equalling 65.2 m.p.h. The
Norton riders did not compete in the
sidecar classes, reserving their efforts for

the solo events.

Owing to the drought, the hill was in

a loose condition; and, as the organisers
had planned not to keep the spectators the results in stentorious tones, and, as

waiting, competitors, following each other programmes had been well distributed,

at half-minute intervals, were riding in the interest in the nlace winners' times
a cloud of dust. After each event. Major was most apparent.
Vernon Brook announced to the crowd The results were as follows :

A RECORD CROWD
AND FINE RIDING
AT STILE KOP.

An idea of the crowd that watched the climb may be gathered from this photograph,

which also shows W. A. Fell Smith bringing his touring Rex sidecar up at an excellent pace.

Fastest time of the day ! Although when the picture was taken neither Hassall (Norton) nor
the spectators were certain of this, they felt that it was highly probable.

Cl6

SIDECAR CLASSES.
550 CO. (Amateurs).—!, G. W. Ravenhall (SV.

Rover sc), 54is.: 2, G. T. Baragwanath {31/0 Sun-
beam so.), 54:Js. ; 3, H. C. Rhodes (3'A Sunbeam
sc), 58is. - "

550 CO. (OPEN).-I, T. C. de la Hay (3ii Sun-
beam sc), 37!s.; 2, H.. Elliott (31/-. Rover sc )

49Ss. ; 3, G. J. Baragwanath (SVo S'unbeam so,

'

750 CO. (Amateurs).—!, G. W. Ravenhall (31,4
Rover sc), 525s.; 2, G. J. Baragwanath (314 Sunt
beam sc), 562s.; 3, W. Tongue (3V. Rover so.).
59SS.

750 c.c. (Open).—!. T. C. Greenwood (4 Sun-
lieam sc), 38!s.; 2, S. Wright (4% Humber sc),
52i;S.; 3, G. J. Baragwanath (3V' Sunbeam sc )

573s.

1,000 c.c. (Amateurs).—!, G. W. Ravenhall
(31/2 Rover sc), 53is.; 2, W. A. Fell-Smith (8Rex sc), 54s.; 3, G. W. Baragwanath (31/, Sun-
beam), 61|s.

1,000 c.c. (Open).-!, T. C. de la Hay (31/,Sunbeam sc), 383s.; 2. T. C. Greenwood (4 Sun-beam sc), 392s.; 3, W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Re^i
sc), 51i.

SOLO CLASSES.
275 c.c. (Amateurs).-!, D. A. AtJtin (2ViHobart) 45s.; 2, W. F. Smith (21,4 Hobart), 486

3, A. W. Thrush (21,4 Levis), 484s.
300 c.c. (Amateurs).—!, D. A. Atkin (214

Hobart), 46s.; 2, W. P.' Smith (2H Hobart)
46?s.; 3, A. W. Thrush (214 Levis), 47s

""""''

350 'C.c. (Amateurs).-1, D. A. Atitin t2V.
Hobart) 451s.; 2, J. N. Roberts (2i,i Levis) andW. F. Smith (21/4 Hobart) tied, 46is.
350 CO. (Open).— 1, T. C. Greenwood (23.1. Sun-

beam), 42|s.; 2, W. F. Smith (2V, Hobart), 46«s
3, A. W. Thrush (21/4 Levis), 48s.
550 c.c. (Amateurs).—!, B. Pidgeon (sv-

Norton), 3Ss.
; 2, J. E, J. Whitaket (3'/, Norton"

36s.; 3, R. Elliott (3% Rover), 36Ss. "

550 CO. (Open).— 1, Iff. W. Hassall (31,!. Norton!
28SS.; 2 T. C. de la Hay (31/2 Sunbeai), 28!s.:'
3, R. Elhott (51/2 Rover), 36is.

•

750 c.c. (Amateurs).—!, B. Fidgeon (31/,
Norton), 34!s.; 2 R. Elliott (314 Rover), 3^s
3, J. E. J, Whitaker (31,4 Norton), 36s.
750 c.c. (Open).— 1, H. W. Hassall (3i,4 Norton)

27|s.; 2, T. C. Greenwood (3i,4 Sunbeam), 30s
'

3, A. Elliott (31/0 Sunbeam), 345.
1,000 c.c. (Amateurs).—!, B. Fidgeon (31A

Norton), 33fs.; 2, L. Cri.sp (41/, Humber) and J?
E. J, Whitaker (3i,4 Norton) tied, 35Js.
1,000 c.c. (Open).—!, H. W. Hassall (31A|

Norton),; 273s.; 2, T. C. de la Hay (SV. Sunbeam)
283s.; 3, T. C. Greenwood (4 .Sunbeam), 29is.
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SPEED TRIALS AT SOUTHPORT.
Low Gears an Advantage in Foreshore Racing.

THIS year tlie Southpoit speed trials
were held on the foreshore instead
of on the promenade as hitherto,

and some very good racing was witnessed
by the several thousands of spectators
who lined the course last Saturday
attei-noon. i\l„tor cvcle police patrols

were used to keep the " track " clear.
The going was heavy, so the low-
geared machines scored easily. Many
last-minute entries rendered tfie printed
programme almost useless, and a feature
of the event was the number of vouthful
riders who competed; Southpor't appar-

ently is a prolific nursery for future
racing men.
Competitors returning, in the centre of

the course, to the start rather hampcr.-d
Ihe officials, but the programme was com-
pleted without a ^itch. "The results will
bu published next week.

c- r jL- • ., A LIVELY SCENE ON THE SANDS

RELIABILITY TRIAL IN SOUTH BEDS.LUTON and South Beds. A.C. had a
reliability trial on Saturday over a
course of between eighty aiid ninety

miles. This included observed ascent's
of Sharpenhoe, Sundon (which had to be

approached round a hairpin at the foot)
Chaul End, and Studham Hills, the latter
being in very bad condition. Competitors
had to cover this circuit twice, and then
do a non-stop sect inn over new "round.

^
^'"''l!^^/.''!" "t"" m'

=^""'i>"d
°", Amulree in the Glasgow Western M.C.C.Inter-team Tr.al last Saturday. Observe the loose surface of the road.

including a watersplash and an observed
ascent of Bradger's Hill. Few riders
completed the two circuits, and only four
finished. Provisional results : 1 "(Club
Cup), C. Dunham (4 Norton); 2, It.
Reyre (5-5 James). Dunham's total error
on the time schedule was 6m. 50s.

THE F.LC.M. IN AAERICA.
THE American motor cyclist organisa-

tion, the Motor Cycle and Allied
Trades Association, which, to some

extent, fulfils the position occupied by
the Auto Cycle Union in this country,
has realised that the rules of the Elgin
road race must conform to the conditions
imposed by the F.I.CM.
Now, with regard to the international

rules, the correspondent of one of tlic

American motor cycle papers points out
that the aim of the international body
eeems to be to race with touring machines
on roads and to use stripped motor bi-
cycles for track events only, and this, of
course, is the case ; but lie seems to be
greatly disturbed by the fact that the rule
compelling the carrying of mudguard.'^,
stand, and two brakes will not meet with
the approval of American riders. He
concludes by saying, "In justice to
American motor cyclists, it would be well
to get an official ruling from the
F.I.CM. covering these points, for if fast
times are made tbe winner should get his
name on the world's record book, which
will not occur if the F.I.CM. regulations
are not followed.
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Larkhill and District M.C.C.

Mr. John Ireland, Linglea, Netherburn,
has been selected as president, and Mr.
W. R. Gold,- 48, Harelashill, Larkhill, ap-
pointed csecretar}' of a new club as above.

Worcester and District M.C.C.

At a Whit-Monday sports meeting pt
Worcester, undoubtedly the most" at-

tractive event, from the spectators' point
of view, was a. three-mile motor cycle
race on the grass organised by the local

motor cycle club. Results :

Heat 1.—F. Davrell (2i,i Levis). He.-it 2.—II.

B. Taylor (31.1 Triumph). Heat 3.-C. Eveson
(31,2 Norton). Heat 4.—E. Griffiths (3'/. Norton).
Heat 5.—H. Beach (3V- Enfield). Heat 6.-C. G.
Horton 12)4 Wilkin). Semi-finals.—Heat 1 : 1,
F. Dayrell, 4m. 53|s.; H. B. Taylor, 4m. 56.5..

fastest loser. Heat 2 ; H. Beach, 4ni. 56s. Final.
—1, H. B. Taylor; 2, II. Beach; 3, F. Dayrell.

West Kent M.C.

A second liill-climbing event on the
14th inst. on CrocUham Hill, near
Westerham, resulted as follows :

350 o.c. (on Time).— 1, A. E. Jessop (2."4 New
Imperial), 40s.; 2, Simmons (2'/, Levis), 46s.
500 0.0. (on Time).-1, E. Lt Sharp (3'/!, Sim-

beam), 30s.; 2, C. M. Bowen (3',i, Norton), SOJs.
600 0.0. (on Time).—A. G. Williams (3>,!. Norton)

and E. L. Sharp (3V* Sunbeam), 31s., tied for l\rst

place; 2, Bowen (3V' Norton), 32s.
UNLIMITED c.c. (on Time).—A. G. Williams

(3'/2 Norton) and C. M. Bowen (3Vo Norton), 30s.,
tied for first place; 2, E. L. Sharp (3V, Sunbeam),
3I3S,

Eastbourne and District M.C.C.

There were si.xty nine individual en-

tries and appro.ximately 2,000 spectators

at the recent inter-club hill climb.

300 c.c. SOLO.— 1, G. F. Lazenby (2";^ Omega-
Jap), Im. 2I3.; 2, J, C. Smith (2i,4 New Hudson),
Im. 48s.; 3, W. J. Hylands (214 New Hudson),
Im, 50s.
600 0.0. SOLO.—A. Hewitt (3V. Sunbeam) and

T. Swinnard (3 A.B.C.), 59s., lied for first place;
E. Gorringe (31/2 Sunbeam) and C. Volk (3V2 Sun-
beam), Im. Is., tied lor second p]a(;e.

UNLIMITED SOLO.— 1, A. Hewitt (3V. Sun-
beam), 56s.; 2, L, Watts (4 Triumph), 57s.; C.
Rice (6 Zenith) and T. Swinnard ' (3 A.B.C.),
57V>s., tied for third place.

600 c.c. SIDECAR.-l, H. D. Dodson (Sy, Norton
sc), Im. 17s.; 2. L. S. Watts (4 Triumph sc), Im.
19s.; 3, W. Collins (4 Triumph sc); Im. 23iAs.
lINtlMITED SIDECAR.-l, .S. Dunford (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc), Im. 3s.; 2. E. A. Firrell (7-9,
Harley-Davidson sc), Im. 8V.s. ; 3, D. D. Dobson
(S'A Norton so.), Im. 12s,

CYCLE CARS.—1, F, H, Chrimes (G.N., Im.
Ss.; 2, J. Sawford (8 A.V.), Im. 12s.; 3, L.
Humphries (G.N.), Im. 16s.

GOLD MEDAL FOR FASTEST TIME OP THE
DAY.—A. Hewitt (31/. Sunbeam).
SILVER CUP FOR BEST FORMULA PER-

FOBMANtE.-F. H. Chrimes (G.N.).

Mid-Cornwall M.C.C.

Somewhat contrary to usual practice, a
committee of motor cyclists in the neigh-
bourhood of St. Austell is arranging a
hill-climb for June 4th at HoUicoombe
Hill, near Bodmin, at which event it is

hoped to form a club, as above. Those
interested should communicate with Mr.
Gordon Williams at the Y.M.C.A., St,

Austell.

*^cek-en5 (Tlub Cvents.
Uaij IS.^Svtton CaldficliI and Xortti Bhmintjhlim

A.C. Reliubiliti/ Trial.

May SS.—N.E.A.A. GyvMuina.
May SS.—Edinburah and District M.C. Dohson

Trophy Trial.
Mail iS.—Surbiton and District M.C.C. Mcllano

Cnu Trial.
May '2S.—?/ortk London M.C.C. Pafjcrchasc.
May •iS.—Korth-u-est London M.C.C. Chib Rvn

to IVobuni.
May IS.—Pvblic Schools lU.C.C. and WalUnaton

and District M.C.C. Inter-club Hill-climb.
May 28.—Plymouth and District MiC. and L.C.C.

Gymkhana.
May 2S.~Essex County and Southend A.C. Hill-

climb.
May IS.— lorlcsMre Centre .4.0.(7. Hill-climb.
Mail ^S.—Central London M.C.C. Club Run to

BurnhaiiL Beeches. -

May is.—Northern -M.C. Club Run to Roman Wall
and Northumberland Lakes.

May iS.—Oxlord M.C. and Banbury M.C.C. Inter-
club HiU-climb.

May iS.—Helensbur,ih M.C.C. ReliubiUt}, Trial.
May 2S.—Luton and South Beds. A.C. Ladies' Day.
May SS.—Reigate, Redhill, and District M.C.C.

Hill-climb.
May SS.—Dewsbury and District M.C.C. Com-

petition.
May is.—North Wales M.C.C. Picnic.
Mail >8.—Kidderminster M.C.C. HHl-rliinb.
May iS.—Bristol M.C.C. Kino Cup Reliability

Trial.
May 'S.—lvy M.C.C. (Wolverhampton). Club Run

Beu-dley.
May iS.—Macclesfield and District M.C. Rcliabilitn

Trial.
May •<).—Halifax and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Chester.
May ii.—Leeds M.V. Inter-club Run.
May 39.— Wakefield and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Rievaulx .ibbey.
May ii.—Coventry Triangle M.C. Club Run to

Malvern.
May 29.—Barrow and District M.C. Speed Trials.
May 2S.—Barnsleu and District M.C.C. Club. Run to

Chester. • /
May 29.—Middlesbrough and District M.C. Reli-

ability Trial.
May 29.—North Cheshire M.C.C. Reliability Trial.
May 29.—Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run to Dartineet.
May 29.—Doncaster and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Harrogate.
May 29.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Club Run to

Dartmeet.
May 29.—Sheffield M.C.C. Club Run to Bolsorcr

and Hardwich.
May 29.—Burton and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Ashover.
May 29.—Leeds and District M.C. Club Run to

Sutton Banlc.
May 29.—Central London M.C.C. Club Run to

So«cnoaks.
May 29.—Holwood M.C.C. Club Run to Titscy.
May 29.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

and L.C.C. Club Run to Perry Wood.
May 29.—Brighton and Hove M.C.C. Hill-climb.
May 29.—Portsmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run to South Hartiny.
May 29.— Woolwich, Pluinstead, and District M.C.

Club Run to Toys Hill.
May !9,—Berwick and District M.C. Reliability

Trial.
May 29.—Amersham and District M.C.C. Speed

Judging Contest.
May 31.—Ealing and District M.C.C. Ereninn

Reliability Trial.
June l.—York and District M.C. Garrowby liill-

cliinb.

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Supp. xliii.

if-^G/^ElfoR^ y-^,,

University College of N. Wales M.C.C.

This newly-formed club held its lirst

event on a recent Wednesday, when some
dozen members took part in a most enjoy-

able half-day trial. The course, in all

about seventy miles, included two good
specimens of Welsh hills and several miles

of tortuous byroads. Results :

Total Error.
1. M. -Griffiths (3V. Sunbeam) ... 5m.
2. R. S. Owen (31.:, Triumph) ... S^Jm.
3. H. I. Jones (214 Triumph) ... 7-4m.

R. E. QHICE'S SPECIAL PRIZE FOR BEST
PERFORMANCE ON OBSERVED HILL.—Nor-

man Jones (4 Triumph).

North-west London M.C.C.

On Saturday, June 4th, the annual
London-Coventry-London Trial will take

place with the Lawrence Challenge Cup
as premier award. Specially reduced fees

are offered to new members, who must be

amateurs, joining for this event.

Macclesfield and District M.C.

Results are appended of the recent

fuel consumption test held on the Buxton
road :

CLASS 1 (350 c.c Solo).—J. Hopwood (2"4

Verus-Blachburne), 67.2 m.p.g.
CLASS 2 (Unlimited Solo).—A. Lomas i.3':,

Triurr.ph), 65.6 m.p.g.
CLASS 3 (600 c.c Sidecars).—T. Simister (3i:>

Norton sc), 44 m.p.g.
CLASS 4 (Unlimited Three-wheelers).—G. Bunn

(8 Matchless sc), 38.2 m.p.g.

Eastern Valley M.C.C.

Full formula and time results are now
available for the hill-climb held on the

12th inst., and are as under: ^
EVENT 1 (350 c.c Solo).— 1, E. S. W. Eardly

(234 Douglas), 25s.; 2, G. Oliver (2";4 Douglas),
2e.4s.; 3, F. Furlong (2\ Douglas), 31.8s.

EVENT 2 (600 c.c Solo).— 1, J. Boshier-Jones
(3 A.B.C.), 16.2s.; 2, J. C. Dibble (3V. Sunbeam),
16.8s.; R. E. Thom (3 A.B.C.) and Evan Howells
(S'A Norton), 17s., tied for third place.

EVENT 3 (Unlimited Solo).—*1, J. Boshier-
.lones (3 A.B.C), 15.2s.; 2, Geo. Harris (10
N.U.T.-J.A.P.), 16s.; 3, J. C, Dibble (31,;. Sun
beam), 16.8s.
*Fastest time of the day : 59.04 m.p.h.
EVENT 4 (Solo, on Formula).—!. R. E. Thom

(3 A.B.C); 2, Handel Davies (3 A.B.C).

Warrington IM.C.

Mow Cop, which was climbed twice,

caused considerable trouble to competi-

tors in the trial on Whit-Monday for the

Melbourne Challenge Bowl. Results

have now been announced and are as

follows :

1, B. Caldwell (31,!, Norton), Melbourne bowl
and gold medal ; 2, J, H. Green (8 Excelsior sc),
silver medal; 3, A. Douglas (3V'> Scott).
SPECIAL SOLO PRIZE.—li. Bleckley (3',2

Norton).

.

SPECIAL SIDECAR PRIZE.-J. Bardsley (6

Martinsyde sc).

One lap of this trial was also used to

find the winners of the Pearn trial, which
had to be re-run. Results ;

1, B. Caldwell (3V- Norton), Pearn prize; 2,

J, H. Green (8 Excelsior sc); 3, J. B. Terras (6

Bradbury sc).
SPECIAL LIGHTWEIGHT PRIZE -S. W.

Phillpott (2% Edmund).
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COULSONS ARE AGAIN SUCCESSFUL THIS WEEK

!

Write for the Book of the Coulson.

rLONDON
TO

Edinburgh
TRIAL, 13th May

Mr. R. B. CLARKE
writes :

"All five arrived to

time and in good form.

Good for Coulsons."

R. B. Clarke.

WIRE RECEIVED
17th May.

2| Coulson secured
first place six mile

course, Leinster

Motor Cycle Club,

P r t m a r 11 o c k
Strand, j'esterday.

Rider,

Randall Walsh.

Neath & District

M.C.C.
Speed Trials at

MORGAN PARK.

S. R. Horsell, Coubon-
B., first in 350 c.c.

class.

Surbiton Hill

Climb.

H. Guv, 2jCoulson-B.,-i

secures three

places

second

The Successful COULSON Spring- Framed Mount

NEW PRICED COULSON MODELS FROM 90 GNS.

F. ASLETT COULSON ENGINEERING CO.
iProprietors : 1"LIGHTCR.\FT, LTD.)

168, Regent St., W.l
'Phone NOUTIl 67.1

Waste expenditure in anything is sheer madness when it can

be stopped. Stop the waste in your engine by fitting BRICO
Piston Rings, stop the waste of compression, oil, petrol, and

money due to leaky piston rings—FIT BRICO.

BRICO Rings in your ensine mean money in your pcckf I bscau e ihey are niade of ihe

hi he I srade of ron adopted as a standard for Aircraft Piston Rings, iron havine hish

tensi'e. high cUstxay. min-mum perm=if^ent set. and great durability uade- wor'^mg

heat—iron that s exhaustively tested in both raw and finished slate. Bts! also b'cause

I3RICO Rims are per!ectly round and are tested to .0001 of an inch divergence befsre

going into stock, so accurate that pe fret compresion is ensured. They are the pirfecu-d

prod ction ot specialisJtion and standardisation—so good, tha' improvement is imposs.b.e

To obtain maximum generation of power a nsw set of BRICO Rings

sliould be f tted once a yeai—tha' is a rule that resu ts in economy.

There's a BRICO Ring for every Engine
stock at all

FIT

Dealers. Agents,

BRICOS NOW.
Dnn't just ask for
a Piston Ring
THE BRITISH

and Garages.

Ask lor a liliICO
and gel the BEST

PISTON RING CO., LTD„ COVENTRY

In aiiswernir/ these ailverlisenienis it is rli'^iiahle to inenlion " T/ic Molur CycU:
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" Volex " Dry Battery

SELF-CONTAINED MOTOR CYCLE
ELECTRIC HEAD LAMP.

British Made.

A Great '' Volex " Ackievement.
ItL\-ommc}i(l<^d fo)- Jiome mid crport.

No ai-cumnlator, oi'. or acid required; a

bri Hant 11 'lit olitained at will. The con-

venience of this self-contained s-^t cannot

be over-estimated; the pleasure of having
a lamp alw^iys ready for use without pre-

paration will he appreciated. A successful

self-contained motor cS'cle lamp such as

the " Ravonite " is only rendered possible

by tlie remarkable efficiency of the "Volex"
Dry Battery, which is in a class apart from
all other Primary Batteries. Comprising

"Superba" Headlamp. oV' front, combined
with a str.- ng metal ccm'aiuer holding the

"Rayonite" Dry Battery, complete with
hulb. Xo, I\n/1. Pri'e £4 4 O Dittowith
".^uporha de Luxe" Headlamp (7* front)

£4 17 6. Siiarf"Jhjyoiute"IiaUeries.<}OI6

Motor Cycle and Sidecar

LIGHTING OUTFITS.
Best British Maniifactaye.

No other battery outfit will give

results equal to the "Volex."

Volex Dry Battery Lighting Sets are

the ideal no-trouble outfits. In satis-

factory service for over 10 years witha
constantly increasing demand due to

their Reliability, Convenience, and
Economy in use.

This set gives lasting and effec-

tive service without attention.
Specification—6 volt " Volex " Dry
Batteries in metal container. Switch-
board. Superba Headlamp (5.j"front),

Side andTail Lamps, Cord andBulbs.
No. MC/+90, asiliustrated, price £8 8
A high-grade, handsome, and reliable

outfit. Also supplied with Superba de
luxe Headlamp. 7" front, No. Mc/450,
price £9 9 0.^

/

tard^Cioldston^

• Sectional list M/202, illus-

: tratiug a. wide range of
' Electrical Accessories for
the Motor Cycle and Garage
on request. Send business

brilliant light.

"VOLEX" MOTOR CYCLE
SOLO LIGHTING SETS

The most efficient Dry Battery Solo Sets pro
duced. Made upon the same principle as our
"Volex" Combination sets. Headlamp is pro-
vided with 6 volt bulb giving an exceptionally

and ample light is provided in the rear lamp.
SUPERBA HEAD AND EEAE LjUIP as illustrated. HeacUamn

MIO 7. HeatUamp Set out

.

SUPERBA DE LUXE HEAD AND EEAH SET, Headlamp with 7" front. Jlin 11
MlO/S. Head Set only ..

th .5.1 front. MIO 10. Price complete £5 10
£4 15
£6
£5 5

n.'.'W^'mVml -%"WV^" ^^m-^.r^m'm-m-m'm'V

i^-

^
V^

SLADE J.A.P.
The last word in Motor Cycles.

Z-speed, kick-start, hand-c'utch
£65

— SPECIFICATION
ENGINE—J .A.P. 23 h.p.
TYRES-Dunlop
BELT—" John Bui;

"

CHAIN—Coventry

DRIP FEED—Best & Lloyd s

TANK—Best heavy plate.
FRAME—Best quality
CARBURETTER—B. & B.

HANDLE-BARS^Bowden FOOTBOARDS—Aluminium
LEVERS—Bowden inverted FOOTBRAKE—Toe
BRAKE—Bowdcn front GEAR—Albion 2-speed. (k.s.)

SPRING FORK—Druid MUDGUARD—Black, valanced
SADDLE—Leatheries MAGNETO—Bosch

PANNIER BAGS
TItc above specificniion speaks jor itself—all the jwleei makers are named

ORDER AT ONCE AND AVOID THE RUSH
Obtainable onlv Irom 'lie Manii'tactuyeys:—

Phone WHITTLE'S MOTORS
Rushoime 8, SLADE LANE, Longsight. MANCHESTER

OFFICERS' ARMY

TBENCH COATS
PRICE 30/- EACH

CARRIAGE PAID

These trench coats have been reconditioned and
are indistinguishable from new. Their cost

originally was £7 or £8 each. They are interlined

oilskin, and are the very thing for the motor

cyclist. When ordering state height and chest

measurement.
Delivery is made in from 14 to 21 days. Prepaid

mail orders only are accepted, and if the garment

does not give complete satisfaction, money will be

refunded in full, provided the coat is returned

undamaged within 7 days.

ORDER NOW, r: \Y^n7l:

G. WESTON & CO.,
Dept. M.C. - - HOUNSLOW.

In answering these advertisements it is ihsirable to mention "The Motor C'ljcle."
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All- British Tyres

Cost less to buy
-and last longer.

Note these prices :

Siz.j. All Rubber, V Kubbcr
(3 ply). V Design. and Steel

iu. £ s. d. 1; s. (1.

20 X 2 2 19 3 5
26x2J 2 4 3 3 6 9
26x28 2 4 6 3 7
26x2J 2 5 9 3 9 6
2Gx3 2 IX) 3 3 13 (1

2Sx3 2 13 6 4 4 3

Also 26x 3in. CCi fitting.

Prices on application.

3ott March, 1921.

Combe Martin.
" We are sending lo-day three

covers for repa iraiid retread t nt;

.

We are specially interested in

the ' Beldam,' as it has already
done 8.500 miles, and hope it

can be remodelled."

T.W.S.

BELDAM
RETREADS

Don t throw an old cover away—it niay
be worth retreading. No matter, what
make it is, send it to us, and, if tlie

canvas is sound, we will quote cost ot

making it good for several thousand
extra miles by renewing witli a BELDAM RETREAD.
THE BELDAM TYRE CO. (19:0) LTD., BRENTFORD, MIDDLESE.X

iiniliiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii

illillH

Sh/rts and Collars CuaranteeJ

WHEREVER you see

au Outfitters with the

RADIAC sign iu the wiu-

dow, you can be sure of

satisfaction. Wherever you
buy ibcui RADIAC Coiloii

Tunic Shirts are guaranteed

fadeless.

RADIAC Collars (soft or

starched) are also guaran-

teed to give you entire

satisfaction. To be obtaiued

in a wide range of colours

and designs.

Sold by all the leading Hosiers

Suit Hanufaclurers : MclNTYRE. HOGG. .MARSH & CO. LTD.
New Basinehnll Street. London. E.C. 2 27 Portland Street, Manchester

St. James's 6

Immediate Delivery
RE-PLATED.

RE-ENAMELLED .

RE-BUILT.

Perfect finish in 1920 Colours,

3.^ h.p. P. & M.—£60 or £30 down
and 12 monthly payments of £2-12-6, 2-speed

Kick-start and clutch.

Well upholstered and roomy new sidecar and

chassis, £20.

4 h.p DOUGLAS- £75 or £40
down and 12 monthly payments of £3-2-6,

3-speed, Kick-start.

Well upholstered and roomy new sidecar and

chassis, £21.

Acetylene generator, heail and tail lamps, tools, pump, and
mechanical horn, £5 the set.

MOTOR VEHICLES (L"rrp'X) ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

15, 16 & 17, Eldon Street, London, E.C.2.
'Phone : Wall 54.3 j.

In answernic/ these adccrtisemenU it is desirable to mcntuj^i "T/ie Motor L'lj'le.
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>&^

§^ Inclusive Charges.
No Extras.

TAXI SIDECAR
COMBINATIONS.

grates and
packmg free.

1^^^^^
A range of models suitable for machines irom 2\ to 10 h.p.

Prices from 20 to 44 guineas.

Full list from the actual maiflacturcrs

WATSCNIAK SIDECAR CO., 129-131, Conyberc St., Birmingham.
Telephooe : Mid. 520, Telegrams: "Watsoniaa, Birmingham.'

X-L-All

SADDLES
STILL EXCEL ALL OTHERS IN

COMFORT
QUALITY

:;ole iVianutaciureri

JOHN LECKIE & Co., Ltd.,

London Saddlery Works, WalsalL^
When oTcterrni, sadQies, : lease give mak^ ond year oj machine

ADDRESS ALL ENQUIPIES TO WALSALL.

I THE
|DUNLOP TOURING MAPS
|OF THE BRITISH ISLES
= WITH COLOURED CONTOURS.

= "The Maps ^ione are worth two guineas.

and Dramatic News

— Illus. Sportino =

:^ ' The finest set ot Contour Maps I have yet scanned- "^-Graphic, ~

bECTiON I—Key Map toSection-

(numbered).
Sections 2-27 — Road Maps

covering the British Isles.

(Scale 12 miles to an inch.)

Sections 28 & 29—^London and
its Environs (2 mi 63 to

an mch)

Section 30
—

^The English Lake
District (3 miles to an inch).

Section 31 — The Shakespeare
Country (2 miles to an inch).

Section 32 — North Wales,
Snowdon District (5 miles to

an inch)

Each map measures 11 inches x 6i inches Contours are

printed in eight colours, roads graded and prominently sho^vn

in red, distances from point to point marked along the

roads. Cloth Bound and stamped in gold

i THE CHEAPEST TOURING -^ /_ j^^-j, ^is/-I ATLAS EVER ISSUE

j ED. J BURROW & CO., LTD . |
I Imperial House. CHELTENHAM, |
= and Regent House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2 s

B26 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
[itional word. Paragraphs o{ under 8 words
,re charged double rate. Each paragraph is

iharged separately. Name and address must
)e counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

)e quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment tor

tdvertisements should be made payable.^_----2j" '

;o ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed___-=^
—

'

rreasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in
|

Tansit, should not- be sent as remitlances .

All advertisements m this section should be

kccornpanied with remittance, and be addressed

the oOlces of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C,4, or 19. Hertford Street,

!oventry. To ensure insertion letters should
le posted in time to reach the ofllces of " The
Uotor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
Doming previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should
|uots the number which is printed at the end of

ach advertisement, anl the date of the issue

n which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

ir printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convetiienco of advertisers, letters rnav be

ddres^ed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " (fffice.

VUen tliia is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

egi5tration and to cover postage on replies must be added
tlie advertisement charge, which must include the

rords Box ooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number'
/ill appear in the advertisement. AH replies should be
ddressed No. ooo. c/o "Motor Cycle," so.^'Iudor Street,

i

ZX^.\. Replies to Box Number advertisements containing,
einitlattces shouUl be sent by registered Post, but in all such i

ases it is advisable to make use of the Deposit System.

In the case ot motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box
lumber, as it Is unusuallor these to be sold without Qrst.

eing inspected by the inlendins purchaser, advertisers wUI
acilltate business by embodying in their advertisements

I

oma mention of the district in which the machine'
fTered may be seen and tried.

^

jwr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. I

persons who hesitate to send money to unUnown persons'
ay deal in perfect safely by availing themselves of our'

)epo5it System. If the money be deposited with "The
I

lotor Cycle," Iwth parties are advised of this receipt.
i

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
mount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount j|
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

arriage one way. Tor all transactions up to ^lo, a

,

leposit fee of r /- is charged; on transactions over £io l

nd under £50, the fee is 2 /5 ; over £50 andunder£75, 5 /-;

ver (7i and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
iver Cioo, k %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

'

O.Tudor Street, London, E.C. 4, and cheques and money I

irders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
'

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
idication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol
he Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
esirous, but have not advised us to that eflect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply [0 advertisements anij receive no

nswer to Ihelr enquiries are requested to regard the
ilencQ as an Indication that the goods advertised have
Iready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
nany enquiries that It is quite Impossible to reply to
aeb one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A .B C. guaranteed ns new, done 5.000 miles, owner
T. ,, ^'SJ^sht ear: insp^ted- any time; ilOC—Black
J'lill. Market, York. [1024
A. B.C., 1,054 miles, dynamo lighting, speedometer

TiT^rfr,^ ii u^^l-
*'"^saiQ, £115.—Csllier's Motorie.'?,n.Tton sV. Halifax. [9471

2 Q20 A.B.C., not used since October. P. and II

lO^V.^'^A^^o*'''^^^ °^^: ^105' or fitted with
tnMnn n^ ^6^-9,- ^^^«^»'' £137.-Edwards. 50, Har-"iSton Rd.. South Kensington. S.W.?. [8^3

WHEN IN DOUBT
CONSULT GODFREYS
C GODFREY'S KNOW. Their

long experience in the trade,
their many successes on road
and track is ample proof of that.

C. And Godfrey's knowledge is
entirely and freely at your ser-
vice, whether you purchase a
machine from them or not.

C. If you live in town call and see
us. Youcan inspect all the well-
known models, and have their
respective and special merits
e.vplainedwithoutbeingpressed
to buy. If you live at a distance
write to us and you will receive
the best possible advice by
return post.

C We shall shortly be making an
interesting announcement con-
cerning the T.T. Race. Wo
propose to send out free tele-
grams giving the final rcsultc.
would you like us to include
your name on our list ?

\\c Rivo below a lew selections from our
stock. I-'uH list of new,i92i models, (both
5oIo and cotnbinations). 1920 shop-soilcd
bargains, and sccond-haod. fully ;iiiaran-

tccd machines post free oa request.

Any machine or combination can be pur-
chased on Godfrey's Easy Payment System
—one quarter down and 12 equal monthly
instalments.

New 1921 Models in stock
comprise

—

MARTINSYDE.
MATCH LESS.
NEW IMPERIAL.
RADCO.
ROYAL RUBY.
ENFIELD.
RUDGE MULTI.
SCOTT SQUIRREL

ALLON
ARIEL.
BLACKBURNE.
B.S.A.

CALTHORPE
COVENTRY-EAGLE
CHATER-LEA.
DOUGLAS.
EXCELSIOR-BLACKBURNE. SCOTT.
INDIAN. SUNBEAM.
INDIAN SCOUT. TRIUMPH.
LEVIS. ZENITH.

1920 Shop soiled Models.
BLACKBURNE, (h.p £105
B.S.A., M 'a.-l H. lih.l) £103
B.8.A., \I 1. I K. ilh.p £100
COVENTRY-EAGLE, 3VI1.P. ... £98
COVENTRY-EAGLE, 4"h.p £125
CLYNO, 2iU.p £64
INVICTA, ai^h.p £48
INVICTA, I'Vh.p £98
MATCHLESS Combination . £18S
MATCHLESS Combinatiou £174
ZENITH, hp £108
NEW IMPERIAL, o h.p £155
NEW IMPERIAL, 2'<c h.p £68
NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p £79
ZENITH, S h.p £116

Second-hand Machines.
Sidecar Combiojtions .

^TRIUMPH, 1920, 4h.p £128
; MATCH LESS, 1920, S h.p. ... £168
INDIAN SCOUT, 1920, 4 h.p. . £145

tJAMES, tih.p., J919 £115
ENFIELD, 6 h.p £110
tSCOTT, iq;o, 3{ h.p £118
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p £110
INDIAN. I02C, 7 h.p £160
BLACKBURNE, 1920. 8 h.p. . £150
INDIAN, 1916, 7 h.p £145

These Machines are licensed to December,
31st.

-: These machines complete with accessories.

GODFREY'S, LTD..
208, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l
One raiDUto f^om Gt. Portland St.. Met.RIy.St'n.

Telephone Langham 1,300 (2 lines)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.

A. B.C.

A.B.O., 1921, 3h.p., kick start, all accessories, run
600; £100.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-

mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [9898

A .B.C., 1920, 4 speeds, mileage 2,125 (WattordI,
lamps, horn, £5 spares, 57 m.p.h., guaranteed

;

iilOS.—B., 18, Madeira ltd., SUealhom, S.\V.16. [9935

A.B.C., late model, dono about 50 miles, lamps and
horn, speedy machine: first reasonable oUer ac-

cepted.—10, Stockwell Park Ed., Clapham, S.W. [9109

A.B.C., delivered July, 1920. as new. only done 1,300
miles, including accessories, tax and insurance

policy: £100.—Uodson, 3, Akenside Rd., Hampstead,
N.\V.3. (059-^

A.B.C., 1920, excellent condition and appearance,
new tjTes and chain, lamps, mechanical horn,

tools; price £85, lowest.—Dickson, Stanhoe, Brittcrn*
Park, Southampton. [1089

H. n. KING'S 1920 72m.p.h. A.B.O., lorely condition,
very special machine, many spores: will .accept

first reasonable oti'or or exchange: hos cost otot £200,
-nnd won 24 medals; genuine saoriflce.—88. Lord St.,

Southport. [9335

1 Q20 A.B.O. Combination, splendid condition, equal
-I-«^ to now, special electric lighting outfit for eolo
or sidecar with 2 occumnlatore, hand ond foot clutch,
all tools and acoessorios, licensed: bargoin, £115.

—

Sliugo, 11, Hythe Bridge St., Oxford. [9139

Abingdon.
~IQ15 6-6h.p. Twin Abingdon, 4-speed kick Jnrdine
-*-*' fear box, chain-belt drive, good tyres (engine
badly damaged); £22/10.-13, Now St., Wellington,
Salop. [X2711

Acme.
AWONDERFCTL Bargain.—Brand new 1920 8h.p.

Acme-Jap combination, spare wheel; list price

£213, finally reduced to £170.8ix>t cash.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Hd., BirmioBham. [X2717

A.J.S.

I
JULIANS ot Reading have 1921 A.J.S. in stock." 0532

j

7~JA.\ GUY, Wcymonth.-1921 A.J.S. in stock; £215.
'
•'-' [0549

NEW 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination, with dickey seat,
in stock.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [8967

A.J.S. 1921 Models.—Early deliveries at Merrick's
Stores, 174, Listerhills Rd., Bradford. [4557

A -J-S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril William?.

I

-'^ Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. -T.A. : Ports.
[8592

I

T Q20 A.J.S., speedometer, lamps, horn, spare wheel;
-L£' £170.—Dodwell, Queen's Circus, Cheltenham.

I [9373
DAN Gtn?, Weymouth.—.4.J.8. agent for Dorset;

. earliest deliveries new 2^.p. ; provisional price

I

£(00. [0557

D.-VN GUY, Weymouth.—A.J.S. 6h.p. combination,
, 1917, recently re-cnamclled, splendid condition
throughout; £120. [0553

'11016 2%h.p. A.J.S., hardly used since makers' over-
j-iJ haul, fully equipped, first-class order, unlicensed;
£60.—Little, King's College, Cambridge. [9292

1 Q21 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, Lucas acetylene out-
JL«' fit, horn, etc., mileage 300, perfect; tax included,

I £200, or best offer near.—Barclay Painter, Porfar.
I [9295

"I Q19 (November) A.J.S. Combination, like new, all

-l-t/ accessories, tax paid, genuine bargain- £150;
must sell.—Hagoes, 80, Cromford Rd., East Putney.

[1249

T\AN GUY. Weymouth.—1920 6h.p. A.J.S. Combina-
J~J tion, purchased November, as new, guaranteed con-
dition, fitted Lucas Mogdyno, small mileage, tax paid;
£195. . [0596

1Q20 A.J.S., Lncas Magdyno lighting set, hood,
Xt/ screen, exceptionally fine ontllt, perfect condi-
tion; 170 gns.: Midlands.-Box 615, c/o The Motor
Cycle.

"
[X2475

IF the Owner of Machine Bearing Eeglstrotion
XO 2548 will communicate full details, he will

hear of something to his advantage.-Box 4,147. c/o
yihc Motor Cycle. [9261

A -J.S. 1920 6h.p., electric ligliting, Watford, screen,
^^ spare wheel unused, 2 horns, mileage 600, per-

fect condition; any trial; £160.—GrifBn, Petergate,

Gr.inge Ed., South Norwood. [9180

1 020 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, hood, side curtains,

-LI» spare wheel. Lucas lamps. Klaxon. Tan-Sad,

spares, tax paid, good condition: £170.—A., ij

Philcox, 7, Albion St., Lewes. l^'"-

All letters rel.nti ig to advertisements should auoto the number at the end of each advertisement, ;.nd the date of .he issue. B29
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A
motor cycles for sale.

A.J.S.

.J.S. eii.p. 1914-15 Combination, in excellent con-
dition, running oider, being thoroughly o'verliauled,

new tjies; price £90. or close.—ThomEon, 1, Broadways
Baildings. Soutball. 'Phone: 94. [9632

LATE 1920 A.J.S. Combination, as new, mileage
about 200, best LiTcas lighting set and horn, tax

paid; owner buying car; fl&S, or nearest.—A. Baston,
Tecs Farm, Alphington, Exeter. [9793

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1919, Lucas dynamo light-

ing, spare wlieel; £155; exchange solo and
cash.—Newnliam Motor Co., 2'23, Hammersmitli Rd.,
W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [9894

1Q16 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, interebangeable
-i-t/ wheels, D.A. lighting, Lucas lamps, engine over-

hauled maker.'? Oct. ; £95.—Major Gillespie, .
Lynton

Lodge, St. Margarets, Tiyickenham. [1131

1Q20 A.J.S. Combination, complete with spare wheel.
-i- 1/ hood, Lucas lamps, spare tubes and chains, ex-

cellent running order; any trial; 150 gns., or near offer.

—21, Coomite Lane, Kingston Hill, Surrey. [9054

A.J.S. Combinations.—Good deliveries for 1921. Book
your orders with us now to save disappointment.

Officially appointed agents lor this famous outfit.—F-
E. Wootten, Ltd., High St., Oxford. 'Phone : 308.

[539?

A.J.S. 7h.p., brand new 1921 combination, inter-

changeable wheels and spare, just arrived from
works, in stock for immediate delivery;. £215; no
waiting.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.

[1175
A.J.S. Combination, Oct.. 1919, 2,700 miles, lamps,

speedometer, hood, hood cover, apron. Empire
de luxe saddle, Tan-Sad, spares, excellent condition,
ta?: paid; £155.—Parish, Shortlieath, Farnham, Surrey

[9858
~1Q20-1921 A.J.S. Combination, delivered Murch
^*y 1921, as new, fully eQuipped, mileage 300, any
trial, makerri.' guarantee, tax and in.surance paid; £190
—45, Maiden Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. 'Phone: 39
Maiden. [9082

"I Q 20 A.J.S. Combination, - Lucas dynamo, lighting,
A*/ hood, side curtains, Tan-Sad, Cowey Kpee<i-

ora^ter, horn, etc., all as new, mileage only 800; bargain
f195.—Superintendent, Putney Vale Cemetery, London
S.'W.15. [9061

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, Lucai? lamps. Cowey speedo-
meter. Klaxon. 1921'Ridea3y bulbous body with

child's seat, Eaeting wind screen, tax paid; £160, or
exchange good solo and cash; after 6.—A., 28, Albert
Rd., DaUton. ^ [9076

1 Q20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
J- *y Luca s lamps, Iioru, screen, spare wheel and
chains, unpunctured, under 900 miles, excellent con-

dition, owner bought car; £170.—W. J. Shepherd. Bas-
wich Lane, Weeping Cross, Staflord.

.
[9202

1 Q19 Late 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Magdyno light-
JL*J ing, ampraeter. speedometer, spare wheel, screen,
Dunlop heavy car tyres, luggage carrier, licensed, mag-
nificent touring outfit, must sell; real bargain, £155.
—Parsons, 1, Acton Lane, Chisv/ick. [9761

A.J.S: (Nov., 1919) 6h.p. Combination, car electric

lamps. Sterling legshield, sprung seat pillar,

Stewart's signal hood, apron cover, side curtain,
spare wheel, speedometer, condition excellent; £160:
tax paid.—10, Shepherd's Bush Green (opposite Tube
Station). [9869

P. and H. lampe,
alu'

minium plates, mascot, spare wheel to sidecar, little

used, perfect mechanically and appearance, licence
paid; £172/10.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Oreen
Si., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycler. [9550

"1017-18 A.J.S. Combination, in beautiful condition
J-*/ and hardly scratched, complete with Lucas
dynamo lighting and electric horn, hood, storm apron,
wind screen, footrest, spare wheel, retyred all round
renovated to £60. medal winner 1920 Reliance cup.
£165, or offers.—Roberts, Breeze Hill, Connah's Quay.

[9103

AUdays.
EKICKHAM for AUon, sole agent for Bristol

• and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. _ [3356

-|Q20 Allon 23/ih.p., 2-Epeed, clutch, K.S., practicallv
X«/ new; 65 gfls.^Hornei, 51, Montholme Rd., S.W'.ll.

[9060
ALLON 23/ih.p., 2-speed, excellent condition; appoint-

ment; £45, offers.—Reynolds, Percy House, Eltham.
[9293

ALLDAYS Allon. 2 speeds, lamps, horn, legshields,
tax iiaid; bargain, £42.~Brown, 67, Manor Rd..

Wallington, Surrey. . [1281

ALLDAYS SVih.p. Combination, fully equipped.
good runnine order; £45. or offer.—11, Spurstowe

Rd., Hackney, E.8: [9876
A LLOiST 23'4b.p-, newly overhauled, re-enamelled, ex-
-«- cellent condition ; £3B ; Saturday:—! 3. Bedford
Rd., South Tottenham. [9323

1Q19 AlIoK, 2-speed, clutch, leg shields. Klaxon.
-*-«/ lamps, discs: £48;—Parritt 14' R+nTil.nr,o

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, 6h.p.,

Lucas horn, handle-bar mirror and watch.

The Birmingham House for FVIotorists.
I

A VERY SPECIAL OFFER.

|P.J.EVANSI
= Can offer a limited number of

= New Motor Cycle Combinations
= at the following low prices.

B TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Type H., as per manu-— facturers' specification, complete- With— coachbuilt Sidecar, as illustrated £138 m
zz: ROVER, 3^ li.p., all-chain drivel complete

with coachbuilt Sidecar, as illustrated . . £138
B.S.A., 4jr h.p., Model H., all-chain drive,

ZZ complete with coachbuilt Sidecar, as= illustrated £126B B.S.A., 4i h.p.. Model K., chain-cum-belt5 drive, complete with coachbuilt Sidecar,
=1 as illustrated £123

lamps, discs; £48;
Gardens, Highgate, N.6.

Parritt, 14; Stanhope
[9905

ALLON, 2%h.p., late 1920, K.S., clutch, 2-speed. [=:
condition faultless, mileage 500, fully equipped

;
i^zr 'Phone : Mid. ^Qio.

63 gns.,- or near; evenings.—B., IJl, Grove, Hammer-p: ,,„,,,,,._,,, ,™,mi
siKith. [9938 dllllSlllliillll^lll

n The following are also in stock.E 7 h.p. A.J,S. Combination , £215 ~— 7 h.p. Ditto, with lighting set £243 rz
^: 6 h.p. -A.J.S. Combination £195 =:= 7 h.p. JAMES Cnnibination : £195

S h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination . £160
z=. 8 h.p. Ditto, Willi li^htinsset £182= 7-1 h.p. INDIAN I mbinatioii ; . . . £226 :=—

-i-e h.p. ROVER I . iiibination £167 10 =
3', h.p. ROVER I -;al)iuation £152 10

=: S h.p. NEW IMPERiAl. Combination .. £187= 4 h.p. NPRTON, with de Luxe Sidecar , £177
4 h.p. Ditto, with t.'imilv Sidecar £180
3! h.p. NORTON and Sports Sidecar, with

=: Lucas Magdyno £192 :^
S 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb., Type S.D. .

.

£175 =:H 4 i
h.p. JAMES Combination £170

5! 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. Combination ,. £175— 4{ h.p. B.S.A. Combination £149 ^z
1= 4l h.p. B.S.A., MorVI K £107= 4 h.p. BLACK8URNE,3-speed, solo .... £127 10

_ 4;1 h.p. HUMBER ll.it twin £140
=: 4-1; h.p. Ditto, with Sidecar £173 10 ^= 4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT, speedometer ... £157 =

4 h p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, chain-cum- sg_ belt £115= 4 H.p. TRIUMPH, all chain drive £125 =—
', h.o. JAMES, twin solo £135 =

=r 3" I'. p. CALTHORPE Combination; M-L
Maglita 105 gns.« 3.V h.p. ROVER, 3-specd, chain drive ...

.

£115 -== 3; h.p. ROVER, T.T., single-speed £90 =
=: 3; h.p. NORTON, 3-speed £132 =~

3.V h.p. NORTON, T.T., single-speed £98= -I h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, kicl.-starter .. £89 5 =
= 2.-! h.p. MASSEY-ARRAN, Sturmey gear. £90 =

2j h.p. Ditto, with Blackburnc enejine ... 95 gns »
CASH. EXCHANGES. DEFERRED PAYMENTS! f^

i 81-91, John Bright Street, =

BIRMINGHAM.!
Grams : "Lytcar, B'ham.'' -

IIIIBIIIIfflllllffillllHIIIli

^^ Speed, F.E.. handle
Staines Rd., Houuslow, London

ham

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

A-LLDAYS-MATCHLESS Combination, 3i/.h.p
, 2...—J i"^ ,._._j,. start, lamps; £50.-44,

[9944

ALLON 1921 2?Jh.p., 2-sttolte. K.S„ clutch, new;
£80/15; extended payments entertained.—The L-iy-

ton Garages, 30. Holywell St., OxJord. T.A. : Integrity.
'Phone: 581. [1163

ALLON, 1920,-2y2h.p., 2-speed, kick start; £55;
change, with cash, for combination.—Newnli;

Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.S. 'Phone

:

Hammersmith 80. [9896

ALLON '1920 2''4h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, all accesi
series; £63; extended payments entertained.—

The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. T.A.

;

Integrity. 'Phone; 581. [113

ALLDAYS-ALLON 2lih.p., July, 1919, fully

equipped, new condition, engine recently over-

hauled by makers. 2-speed. K.S., Tan-sad; £55.-39
Dalyell Rd., Stockwell, S.W.9. [1090

lyA m.p.h. Machine for £60.—Racing Alldays-IMatch
t " less, 3>2h-p., in perfects condition, largest Lucas
lamps, horn, new tyres, polished crank case, platec
exhaust, forced feed lubrication, written guarantee c

speed and mechanical condition given, tax paid.-

Keyte, Evesham St., Redditch. [9821

American X.

AMERICAN X 1919 Electric, 2-seater sidecar,

cellent condition.—Seen at Gray and Levin.
The Boulevard, Balham, S.W. Tel.; Streatham 2417

[966!

7-9h.p. American X Sporting Solo, 1918, _3-spee("

.hand and foot clutch, drop bars, enamelled Frencl
grey, very fast, appearance as new; £110.—J. Kirkness
jun., 12, Eosevale Place, Leith. [937i

7-9h.p. Americdu X Combiuatioh, hood, screen, 2-,cpee::

electric lamps, good chains and tyres; bargaii
£68; also petrol engine, about ^^h.p., watcr-coolet
£8/10.—Withers;. 4, College lid., Cheshunt. [948

AMERICAN X, 1916, 3 speeds, clutch. K.S., lightil

set, hood screen, pillion seat, in new condition an
mechanically perfect, will give 40 miles trial; £100;-

76, Western Rd., Sonthall, W. 'Phone: 58. [869

i MERICAN X Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, kic

-^*i start, dynamo lighting, speedometer, discs, ele

trie horn, screen, hood, tax paid; £93.—Raekhan
Glayerings Farm, Bownces Rd., Lower Edmonton,

[91f

THE Last One.—Brand new 1921 American
standard model 7-9h.p., 3-speed, 27x3V2in. tyr

Royal blue finish, fitted Millford de Luxe bulbot

back sidecar; list; price £217, reduced to £170.-
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X271

Aijel.

TTJLIANS of Reading have Ariels in Stock. [05;

D.\N GtfY, Weymouth.—Ariel agent; early delivei

dates. [05!

ARIEL Latest New 1921 4i/'h.D, Chain-drive Mod
in stock.—Moss,_Wem. [X27i

ARIEL 1914 4h.p:, 3-speed clutch, tax paid;

aw.-iy; £35.-23, Radipole Rd., Fulham. [90'

ARIEL Combination, 1914, 3 speeds, tax paid. Lor

lamps, etc.; £55.-145, Northcote Ed., Battersj

S.W.ll. [Ml

ARIEL Lightweight 2%h.p., 4-stroke, good runn:

order, accessories, licensed^: £15.—Adams, 2, Ul
Rd., Putney. [SO!

ARIEL Combinaribn, 6-7h.p., 1920, licensed, milea

1,200, as new; £120.—Smith, Renfrew, Will

don, Eastbourne. [95

1 02c 3','oh.p. Ariel Combinatiou. Lncas lighting

Xi/ anteed perfect condition, mileage 800; £105
Wooldridge, York Rd., Woking. [94

£75.—Ariel 1920 SV.h.p. solo, 3-speed. hand clutc

fully equipped, and guaranteed perfect.—Silverli

Parnborough Rd., Farnborough. - [93

Itf^'^O 3t^.h p Ariel Combinatioii, only done
lymiles" tax paid, £105; also 1914 T.T. mod
£39.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [H

NEW 1921 Ariel S'ih.p. Combination, 3-speed, et

in stock; list price £135; exchanges entertarm

-Bambers', Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. ; 607. [87

ARIEL 3>4h.p., actually in stock at new price; a

very good makes, new and second-hand.—An
veyors, Ltd., Service Depot, 12, Palmer St., S W
-| 020 Ariel Coivibination 7h.p., equipped Eastit

1.U Tan-sad. speedometer, luggage., grid, Klax(

lamps mileage 2,000, enamel unscratched; £150;
change.—43, Highbury Rd., Ltlton, Beds. [10

ARIEL Service Depot.-Orders now booking for

'new all-chain models, which are the RoUs-Ko;

of motor cycles. All spares stocked. Prompt attentn

-F. Speakman, Ariel Expert. 7, Rochdale Rd.,H
purhey, Manchester. Tel. ; 325 Oheetham Hill. [St

ARIEL —This is the machine for reliability. We ;

practical riders and gold medal winners with t

wonderfully efficient and reliable motor cycle. We (

"ive you immediate delivery from stock. All spares

stock Trade- supplied.—Jones' Garage, Musweil H
and at Woodside Parade, N. iFinohley. [Oi

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should ai;ote the number at the end of each Advertisement, and the date oJ the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Cedos.

KICKHAM for Cedos, eole agent for Bristol and
district—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3357

pEJIOS 1921 EKh.p., 2-stroke, 2-sp«ed, Ehop-soUed
'^ ouly; £55; extended paymenta entertained-—The
Larton Garages, 30. HoIjTTell St., Oxford. T.A.:
Integrity. 'Hione: 581. . [1151

pEDOS 1921 2-strok9 2J^.p.. 2-speed. lady's model,
^^ shop-soiled onJy; £56; extended payments enter-
tained.—Tije Eaji^on Garages. 30, Holywell St., Oxford.
C.A. : Integrity. 'Phone: 581. [1156

piEDOS 2-stroke, the finest lightweight reaching the
\y public, earliest deliveries, particulars on appii-
:ation.—Largest London Agents : Fowler and Brigden,
L30, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum
1827. [0469

Chatei'.Lea.
HHATEE-LEA 1921 2i/,h.p., 2 speeds, like new,
L/ lamps, tax paid; bargain, £50.—Rose's Garage,
Jxbridge. [9495

^HATEE-LEA SJi.p. Combination, perfect condition,^ overhanied r ofi'e£,ahoiit £90.—Reid, 40, Potest Hill
Id., Ltuhvich. [9158
nilATER-LEA SV^h.p., single-stroke, Bosch mag.,
'^ tax paid: £18.—W.J.C., 47, Boscombe Rd .

Tooling, S.W.17. [9698

"^HATER-LEA Combination, J.A.P. Sh.p., hood, wind
'-' screen, speedometer, electric lighting; any trial;
ax pnid; £95.-12, High St., Fulham. [9432
"^II.ATER-LEA New Model No. 10 Sidecar Combina-^ tion, 8h.p., 3-speed, the best value on the market;
.160. Have you seen it? Write for leaflet.—Chatcr-
,ea, Ltd., Banner St., London, E.C.I. [3142

~jHATEE-LEA Sh.p. Combination, £160. delivery in
-^ a lew days: this .is the cheapest high-class outfit
u the market; catalogne on request.-The Moreton
inrnge, 2; Moreton Terrace Mews. Pimlico, S.W.
Phone; Victor! 1 7164. [5838

Chater'Lea'.Iap-
J^h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap Combination, good condition,t all on, licensed, trial; £35.-199, King's Cross
id., W.C.I, [9500
""JITATEH-LEA-J.A.P., 1915, 2-speed. double sidecar,
--' lamps, speedomeler, good condition, tax pafd

;

70; appointment—51. Stanhope Gardens, Ilford.
[X2745

Chater'Jlinerva.
^HAIEE-MIKERVA, Grade gear, oil on, tax paid •

-> ride away: £26.-135, Mornington Bd., Levton-
'"•« [9283

Clyno.

Ift'^,,'^'y°''i^°™'''°«''''°: £85.-59. Paltrcy Place.•-^ Dorset Rd., Clapham Ed., S.W.8. [9665

')^^i^S,
2-stroke, 1915, just overhauled, tax paid;^ £38.—Hodge, Jlussels, Wiveliscombe. [9871

Q14 Clyno Combination, spare wheel, lamps, taxL^ paid: £95.-Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [llo'6

"^LTiS'O 2-stroke, 2-speed. nearly new. tax paid- 40;^ gns.
;

exchnnge.-19. Streatley Ed., Broudesbnry.
i

")AN GUY, Weymouth.-1921 8h.p. Clvho combinl*
-^ tion, small mileage, as new; cash offers wanted.

;-6h.p Clyno Combination. 1916, lamps, speedo-

i

j' meter, spare wheel; £105.-28, Badminton Ed., i

lalham.
[X2731

II^^?''2
5™'''oati<""- 1921. Sh.p., spring frame, not

^ done 200 miles; what i'Sers?-McKinner, Cook»-
oivn, isTone. [9306
;-6h.p. CLvno Combination, excellent running order I

L 4,P"«/'''"«I. 5 tjTes, lamps; £75.-^'ictoria Gar^ I

ge, SUlbltOn. ^
[gggg

j^\it9; S-S';-'?- 1917-18 £50: combination. £75;
I tr

•"; ™°4'^'s renovated; guaranteed.-272. Green
c, forest Gate. . [8252
Q19 Clyno Lightweight. 2-speed, clutch, ccndition

frVatham,''s:'\V."""
'"''"""'' ^'''-^^'

^'""^'^^^o'

^^\^^° Lightweight, 1920, 2 speeds, clutch, and
«ev r1„ fi

'')?«" i,-""*
"''1": «52.-King, Monks

illey. Binfield, Berks. [9695
• IGHTWEIGHT Clyno, fully eqiupped, clutch, gears,

m M^-^?,Ta*Sip"g?L."^'"^ ^^ °='^^ "°-^-
^"vt!

~JLYNO Combination. 6h.p., rebuilt, hood, box of !

;i^t„^''n"; '""'J 'i^"'' ^'5, offers.-Wilson. Longlitton Rectory. Surbiton. [9964
"1LYN0 2:ih.p. 1915. new piston, crank, gears

'

d ??m/''"¥-PP'"' ..??,^,''^ invited.-75. North End
a., Goldei-3 Green, N.W.li. -

[1261

y^TS? f^*^°^- 2-speed, clutch, electric lamps, bulb
ic ^ ;J°

sood condition, new Febniary, 1920- £48.lb. Lailton Rd.. Sidcup, Kent. (9427

Q17 6h.p. Clyno Combination, countershaft, late sHe-
hid- fH^'''^'Q'"%"''^'^l''„'S°P4l.,^"*'™- fi"S order, faxlid. £85.-9, Church Rd,, WillcEdeu. [9558
5
""",;. S''''!^'J''''

Combination, all on, any trial, tax
i

ter, F'r!, r."',"°l„n"^'= """^ Tan-sad
; £110, nolers.-E. He Cort, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l

[1083

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets

Accessories. Specialities
Genuine

Hellesen D*-y Ba.'t-teries.
St^iui a p.c. for address ol tier.rest .Tpent.

H.A.H.
MOTOR CYCLE HEAD, SIDE & TAIL LAMPS
Medium Size Model. Fig, sSi

Best quality finish throughout
Totally insulated holder '"
switch and 4-volt bulb,
adjustable focus, adjust
able brackets, dust
weather-proof
front. As illustra-

ted. Nickel-
glated, 43/- each,
lack-plated..47/- ,

each V-,

="«<^

i-ig. S73.
Similar to Fig. .S95, but
smaller, and with special
"pull on" front. Rubber
ring casting for ghiss.
Price as illustrated, 55/-
cach, black-p'ated

Fis- 560. Sidecar Lamp
As illustrated. Complete
iwitcb, bulb, wire, nuts,
washers, etc. Price 8, '6

each.

H.A.H. COMPLETE REAR SETS.

CompiCiC net, 29/6, as llluslrateo.

Comprising; Fig. 573. Rear Lamp, 9/6 eacu.
"Force" Genuine Hellesen Dry Battery, 9/11
each. Fig 3S6, Afetal Carrying Case, 1C/'6 each.
With an Acetylene Head Lamp use an Electrio
Rear Lamp Set, which cannot blow out, and is

always ready to be switched on at a moment's
notice.

H.A.H. SWITCHES.

F'o- 449- Fig. 428.
:-way Motor Cycle Typo, j -way Motor Cycle Tj-pe.

Price 3/- each. Price 2/-'each.
Very strong—definite Screw Action, both con-

action, tacts insulated.

A. H. HUNT, UTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Roaa, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Telegrams

;

Croydon 2225, 2226. " Keyage, Croydon.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

tOLTNO 1915 5-6h.p. Combination, lamps, screen,
>-' hood, 5 interchangeable wheels, readv ride awav

;

must sell.—193, Oxford Ed,, Reading. [9313

QAii-P- Clyno, 1919, 2-=peed, hand clutch, free en-
^4. gine, T.T. bars, tax paid, little used, priyatelv
owned; £48.—Lloyd, 356, York Ed., Wandsworth, S.W.
„ 9873
iiLTNO C.B, Combination (6h,p., 2-8pe6d, chain drive,
^-^ K.S., Bosch, B. and B., lamps, spares, tools, tax
paid: £65; tide away.—73, Ardgowan Ed., Catjord.
London. [9454

"IQ 16-17 Clyno 5-6h.p., countershaft, new coach-
-Ltj built, interchangeables, takes 3 up, spares:
trial willingly; photo; £110.—Webber, Eastleigh,
Honiton. [9923

CLYNO Lightweight, 1920, very little used, lamps,
mechanical horn; 50 gns.—Vivian Hardie ana

1-ano. Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St., New Bond
St., W.l. [0511

IQIS Clyno 6h,p. Combination, engine No. 7054,
J-tf mechanical horn, electric lighting, Tan-sad, in-
terchangeable wheels, 700x80, tax paid, trial; £110.
—Ellis, 161, Lyndhnrst Rd., Wood Green. [9669

CL\''NO Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch,
spare wheel, new tyre, speedometer, new lamp,

new coachbuilt sidecar, hood, wind screen, cycle re-
plated, re-enamelled, equal to new; £160.—Bland.
Canning Ed., Wcalditone, Harrow. [108S

CLYNO 6-Sh.p. Combination. 1916-17 models, re-
built, replated, enamelled grey or black, 3 speed;,

kick start, foot clutch, new carburetters, magnetos,
interchangeable wheels, sidecars rebuilt, painted to choice,
as new; tolo £75, combination? £90; deferred payments
arranged-—Hearn Bros,, 117, Longhborough Park Brix-
ton, S.W .9. 'Phone: Brixton 2888. [9000

Connaught.
CONXAUGHT (Latel 2>!;h.p., Amac. E.I.O.. variable

ignition, Dnnlops, Druids, ^mps. accessories,
licence, brand now condition: £40; exchange 2^. p.

Douglas.—60, Solon Ed., Brixton. [1071

Coiilson.

1 Q20 2'ih.r. Coulson-B.. little used, lamps, etc.. tax
t-if raid; £75.-114, Biixlcn Hill. [9684

COULSON B 1921 Slodels In Stock.-Solo Wiltshire
Agents, Wcssex Jlotors, Ltd., 60, Catherine Si:.,

Salisbury. 'Phone : 72. [5007

F.O.C.H. for Coulson-B's; eichangea or easy pay-
ments arranged.—5, Heath St., Hampatead (near

Hampstead Tube Station). [8811

-| Q20 CoQlson 2vjh.p., 2-spe6d, clutch, mileage 500.
JL?/ 2U Duulops, unpunctured, speedometer, electric

lights. Klaxon, equal new, 3 months' guarantee: £80.—
28, Gloucester St., S.W.I. [9055

VTEW 1921 2''ib.p. and. 4h.p. Ceulson B, 3-speed,
1^ kick starter; list prices; £117/10 end £126; in

.nock: exchanges entertained. — Bambers', Eastbank
St., Southport. Tel..: 607. [3741

COtTLSO-N B 4h.p.: 120 gns.; an ideal solo or side-

car mount, as low and handy as a Levis; in stock.
-Sole agents lor Leeds and 15 miles radius, excluding
Bradford. The Ileadingley Motor and Engineerin^Co..
Ltd.. 18, St. llichael 3 Lane, Leeds 'Phone; HeaJ-
ingley 480. [0493

COTJLSON-B 4h.p., 1920. unscratehed. Amac car-

j)uretter, mechanical lubrication, fully equipped,
li(en=ed and insured, cost with accessories £139/10;
near, offer £115, or exchange Douglas or Indian.—Bert
Houlding, Marks and Eigby, Ltd., 215-217, Ijancaster

Ed., Preston. [9333

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY EAGLE-J.A.P. 1920 2','oh-p., 2.6pe9d,

ideal little lightweight, practically unufed; £60
eiieh, exchange, or arrange convenient paymenta.—Bnnt-
iug'a ilotois, Wealdstone. Cloted Sundays. [1019

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR, the perfect flat twin engine,

5-7h.p. : these famous engines, and all fittings

[or assembling the complete motor cycle, now available

Irom stock; highest specification throughout; send for

our special offer of complete demonstration machine.—
Ci,ventry Victor Motor Co.. Ltd.. Coventry. [0520

Dane.
D.4.NE-J.A.P. 1921 2?4h.p. Twin, o.h.v.. Stnrmey

counfershait gear, all accessories, practically ne:^,

exceptionally last: 55 gns.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
Rd., opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. Hampstead
2767. [0610

Dajton.

DAYTON 2-stroke, top-hole; £22 lor QUiel! sale.—
602. Eirg's Ed., Fulham, London. [1015

DAYTON Lightweight, 2%h.p.. new T.D.G. 2-stroke
engine, Amac carburetter. Bosch mag., complete

with lamps, horn, etc., condition as new: £25.—
Wetherly. Fire Station, Eaglefield Ed., Plumstead.
S.E.18. [1214

De Luxe.

Oilh.p. De Luxe, Albion 2-speed, little used; bnrg.ain.

ri-l £30.—Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X2703
All letters relating t-j advertisements slioi'iti (,uote ;,; nr-iber at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Diamond.

DIAMOND. Iirand new, 2'J^.v- Villicrs; £45.-Clark.
7, Bshibition lid., South KenBiugton. [9514

EKICKHAM for Diamond, sole agent ior Bristol

,• and Batll district.—Stokes Croft. Bristol. [3355

DIAMOND, 19^^ 234I1.P. J.A.P., Enfield 2-SBeed, new;
£84; extended payments entertained.—The Layton

GoraKes. 30, Holywell St., Oxford. T.A.: Integrity.

'Phone: 581. [1162

DIAMOND 1920 EUli.p., 2-irtroke, sinBle-gear, shop-

soiled only; £52/10; extended payments enter-

fained.-The Layton Garages, 30. Holywell St. 03;ford.

T.A.: Integrity. 'Phone: 681. [1150

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Diamond Model: cash

or deferred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapbam Common, b.W-4. 'Phone : Brix-

ton 2417. 10507

Dot.
h.p. Dot-Jap Combination, 1915, fully equipped, .just

overhauled; any trial; tax paid; 85 gus., or close

oSer.-16, Cavendish Bd., Harringay. [9673
8

19^

Douglas
ODGLAS. Douglas. Douglas.

121 Models in stock: 4h.p. combination, £170; 4
' h,p. solo, £130; 2')4h.p. clutch model, £105;

254h.p. 2-speed model. £85; extended payments if

desired; spare parts stocked; repairs.—Douglas speci-

Blists, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Wood-
stock .St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St.. London, W.l.
Phone: Mayfair '6559. [0375

VOTJGLAS Motors in Stock; £85; lamps, etc., free.

G
D

OURt.AY. the great Douglaa agent and expert,

Fallowfield, Manchester. [4487

,0UGLA3 4h.p. Solo, rebuilt, equal to new, all

accessories ; £80.—Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p, Combination, cycle as above, new
. sidecar and chassis, Douglas colours, all acces-

Bories; £100; call and select.—Winstan-Henney Motor
Co., 63, South End. South Croydon. Tel. : 2431.

[4580
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. 32-35. Green St..

Cambridge.—Below.

DOUGLAS 1921 2e4h.p., new, 2-speed, including P.
and H. lamps, horn, and licence holder; £65; in

Btock; exchanges.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35,

Green St., Cambridge Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1921 4h.p. New Solo, £130; or com-
binatron. including P. and H. lamps, horn,

licence holder, a-id sidecar wind screen, £170; ex-
changes.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St..

Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1921 2^4h.p., new, 3-speed, clutch, and
kick starter, including P. and H, lamps, horn,

and licence holder; £105; in stock; exchanges.—Her-
bert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St.. Cambridge.
Tel. : 995 T.A. : Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p., lamps, horn, licence paid,
first-class appearance, mechanically sound; £95.

—Herbert Robinson. Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge-
Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, polished alu-
minium discs, Lucas horn, Iront leeshields. Rotax

dynamo lighting set, Cameo, ridden lew miles only,
new appearance, guaranteed perfect throughout; £150.
—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. 32-35. Green St., Cam-
bridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [954.6

KICKHAM for Douglas and spares; trade sup
plied.—Stokes Crolt. Bristol. [3351

£58.~Douglas, 1916, 2-speed, in excellent condition.
-24. Church Walk, Hampstead. [1257

DOUGLAS 1916 2>dh-p., as new; cheap, bargain.—
19, Askew Cres., Shepherd's Bush. [9870

DOUGLAS, tax paid; £20.-59, Palfrey Place,
Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd.. S.W.8. [9658

-| Q16-1V Douglas a^ih.p.. 2-spe6{,, new condition;
J-tf £40.-59. Aytown Rd., Brixton, S.W. [9089

£18.—Douglas 2^4h.p., 1910, good condition, requires
2 new rings.— 170, Red Lane. Coventry. [X2744

3.h.p. Douglas, 1911, countershaft, running order;
4 £25.-72, Portland Terrace, Southampton. [9423

E

3

4
D
D

h.p. Douglas, 1919, solo, good condition; £75.—
Apply, Sutton, 19, Garden Walk, Cambridge. [9147

.OUGLAS 2%h.p., 1911, and sidecar; £30; exchange
2-stroke.-- 68, Gloucester Rd., Camden Town. [9993

O0GLAS 23.4h-p., 2-speed, with lamps and horn, in
stock; £85.—Rivett, 236. High Rd., Leytonstone.

"TVOUGLAS 2Kh.p., 1911. excellent condition ; bar'?--' gain. £20.-1, Norwood Rd. Heme Hill, S.E.24
[9255DOUGLAS 2%ih.p., 1916, tax paid, all on. like

new; £40.—C, 12. Station Parade, Muswell Hill.
[9392DOUGLAS 1920 O.B. Combination, very nice order

electric lamps; 100 gns.—54, Coval Rd., Mortlake!

£40.—Douglas, 1916. 2-speed, lamps, tax paid, in
first-class order.- 53. Pelhani St., S. Kensington

[1256

AWArTING
YOUR
CHOICE

(Any machine can be registered in one hour.)

1921 MODELS.
ALLON, 2j h.p., =-speed, clutch, k-start. £75
A.J.S., 7 h.p. Comb., dynamo lighting , £243
ARIEL 3', h.p. Combinatioe £132 10
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Comb., chain-cum-bet £162 10
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination, all-chain £167 10
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combination, with

dynamo lighting £195 15
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K £107
B.S.A. 4[ h.p. Model H and No. 3 S-car £152
B.S.A. 4i h.p. Model H. with No. 3

Sidecar and dvnamo lighting .... £172 15
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2I h.p. Black-

bume. 2-speed, clutch, and k-start. £96
LEVIS, 2l h.p., 2-speod £68
DOUGLA'S 4 h.p. Combination, all on . £170
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination £205
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination, with

(I\manio lighting £230
MATCHLESS8 h.p. family Combination £212 10
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. family Combination

with dynamo lighting £237 10
r.lETRO-TYLER, 2\ h.p., 2-sp., Sports

Model ." £70
NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p. 2-speed .... £80 17
NEW IMPERIAL, 2I h.p., 2-speed, with

clutch and kick-starter £89 5
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination . £186 18
RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. Flat Twin, 3-spced,

spring frame £147
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p, 2-speed ... £65
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter £70
RUDGE-MULTI, 3} h.p., I.O.M. Model £85
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H £115
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D £125
ZENITH-GRADUA, 5 h.p. Sports Model £123
ROVER S h.p Light Car 2S0 ^ns.

SECOND-HAND
(Overhauled and Guaranteed)

RIEL igi6 5-6 h.p. Combination, and
accessories £98

iVIATCHLESS 1920 8 h.p. Cooibination,
Lucas accessories £160 >

ROVER 1920 5-6 h.p. Combination, all

accessories. Tax paid £148
LUGTON, 1912, 3.'. h.p., single-speed , . £27
ZENITH, 192D, 8'h.p., Henderson Elite

Sidecar, all accessories. Tax paid £150 C
RROUGH, igao, 5 h.p., 3-speed £90
CLYNO, 1930, 2I h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

accessories. Tax paid £55 D

NEW HUDSON i9i66h.p.Combinatioa,
accessories, hood, luggage grid . . £100

DOUGLAS 1918 4 h.p. Combination,
lamps and horn £110

ROYAL ENFIELD 1917 S h.p.

Combination £120 f

SUNBEAM 1914 6 h.p. Combination,
lamps and horn £105

TRIUMPH 1920 4 h.p. Model H., new £105

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
Quarter down and 12 instaiments

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., .V.A., & M.U.

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7
'Phone : 490 East Ham. 'Grams : Egaraco, L'don.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

^^r.^n'^^^'P' Do^elas, insurance, licence, acce<53ories

;

f40.-Lane, Charing Cross Hotel, Strand. W.

2i St -"P^S'^^'^l^lS, splendid condition; £45.-'•4 25. James .St.. Camden Town, London, N.W.

WEST0N-,9UPEE.MARE..-Jaci Pruen. Oxtord^St!
' » au Douglas models and spares.—'Phone : 410.

T)°¥PJ"^S J'i'it'P-. 1919. new tyres, accessories;JL^ £50.—Daubeny, 3, Pembroke Villas. Kensington,^- ' [9694

"TkOUGLA.S 1921 23ih.p.^ 3-speed, clutch, £96, brandX.T iiew.-Clark, 7, B-xhibitiou Rd., South Kensing-
'°n. [9517

pjOUGLAS 4h.p. and Sidecar, new body, splendid
J-' outfit, any trial; £85.-39, Essex Rd., London,
Nl. [1082

^33.--1913 2?4h.p. Douglas, 2rsi)eed, splendid rUH-

f ning order, licensed.-King. Egrove Farm, Ox-
ford. [X2756
"PIXCEPTIONALLY Sma«*—AMa—Tjonglas. well
-L-* equipped; £50.-60, Wallinglord Av., N. Kensing-
ton. [9731

DOUGLAS Z'ih.p., X913, 2-6pecd, good condition,
all on, tax; £38.—Tout, 36, Elmivood Ed., Chis-

ivick. ; [9484

1 019 Ziih.-p. Douglas, mileage under 500, all acces-
-LU series; £65.—Jones, 25, Hythe Bridge St., Ox-
lord. [9639

1Q20 2-"^h,p. 3-speed Douglas and accessories, tax
-•-" paid; £75.—Bounds, 223, High Rd.,- Kilburn,
N.W.

"
[9386

£40.—Tax paid, 1916 2%h.p. Douglas, newly re-
novated; real bargain.—22, Pov.ney Rd., Maiden-

head. [9602

DOUGLAS 2''.',h.p. T.T., 2-speed, excellent order;
£42.—K. V. Foster. Station View, Ilitcham,

Bucks. [9503

1Q16 2^4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, tyres excellent, lamps,
-Lc^ horn, etc., discs; £42.—Buckingham, Underri-ver,
Sevenoaks. '[9058

1Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination; £95, or near.—A,
icJ E. Harling, 123, Great Suffolk St., Boro', Lon-
don, S.E. [944£

DOUGLAS 25^h.p., 2-specd, like new, not W.D.
£27.-53, Colonial Ed., Bordesley Green, Bir

mingham. [9973

1 Q15 2S/ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, Bosch mag., tyre;
-L t' practically new ; £45, or nearest.—B. Powell
Presteigne.

_

[946C

DOUGLAS 25,i]j.p., 1916, perfect Condition lamps
horn, £48; also 4h.p. Triumph.—119, Brecknocl

Bd., ^.19. [102!

1 019 Douglas 2->4h.p., as new, fully equipped: £60
J-V —48, 'Warlock Rd., Paddington. Tel.: Wll
lesdcn 1744. [130'

"IQ16 Douglas, 2^;.ih.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, goo(
XtF condition, licence paid; £45.-12, Dover Rd.
'Upper Norwood. [934!

1 Q12 2^4h.p. Douglas, newly overhauled, new tyres
i«7 owner bought combination; £35.—Box 4,210, cA
TJic Motor Cycle. [9571

DOUGL.AS 1915 23/ih.p., 2-speed, lamps and horn
excellent condition; £45.-330. Iwdale Rd.

Nunhead. S.E.15.
£45.-330, Ivydale Rd.

[128'

£4^.—Douglas 1916 234h.p., condition and appenranc
its new ; mnst have cash ; bargain.—4, Elm Gai

dens, Homiuersmith. [914

DOUGLAS 23,4h.p., 2-speed, K.S., splendid cc

lamps, horn, tax paid; £45.; best otfer; ev.

46, Highbury Park.

condition
enings.-

[957

GLBB, Gloucester, can give immediate deliver
Douglas 1921 models and spare parts fioD

stock.-'Phone ; 852. [634

1Q15 2";4h.p. Douglas, 2-speedr lamps, tools, horr
-L«7 etc., new condition,, tax paid; £42.—Gakdem
Anerley Park. S.E.20. [12a

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., late 1919, excellent conditio
throughout, all accessories, tax paid; £68.-241

Friern Ed., East Dulwich. [760

ALL-GN Douglaa Models from Stock; 2-5ih.p. 2-speet
£35; 3-speed clutch, £105; combination, £170.-

Molfat, Yeovil. 'Phone : 50. [504

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p., S-epeed clutch combinatioi
lamp, horn, screen, etc., perfect condition ; £75.-

619, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield. [906

:0 Donglas, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, con
plete lamps, etc; £75; perfect order.— 165, Loi

don Rd., Camberley, Surrey. [998

DODGLAS Combination, all on, good conditio
throughout, tax paid, lully insured; £80.—2t

Pendrell Rd., Brockley, S.E.4. [996

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, splendid coi

dition, tax, insurance, complete; £110, lowest.-

2, Somerset Rd., New Barnet. [967

DOUGLAS, 1919, not W.D., lamp, speedomete
etc., splendid condition; £50.—C.S., 14, Swafe

Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E. 3155. [127p

19^
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MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
Enfield.

kCTOBER, 1920, 8h.p. Enfield Combination, hardly
soileJ, mileage 700, hood, screen. Klaxon, mirror,

c and insurance paid; sell, or exchange good solo
d cash.—Cobbold. Clifton Mount, Summerhill Rd.,
rtlord. [9114
'NriELD.S.—The cheapest twin on the road. We
^ are INorth London agents, and can siipplv from
)ck- standard models £160, electric £182, cash, or
lerrcd payments. All spares in stock. Trade sup-
""-•I ones' Garage, Muswell Hili, and at Woodside
rade, iv. Finchley. [0380
Q20 Enfleld Combination, 8h.p. Jap engine. Easting" iniid screen, Lacas aceti-lene lighting set, Imlli
rn, imiror. and aU accessories, nill do over 50 m.p.g.
tn pa.K«enger, new last Aug., in first-rate condition,
ne about 2.000 miles; price £150; can be tested in
nvtiury or elsewhere by arranBement.-C. W. Bloxsom,
miitage, Berks. [9363

E.\celsioi'.
ASII Needed.—British Excelsior single, late clutch
model, tax paid, guarantee; sacrifice; £30.—Box

The Motor Cycle. [1204

O20 8h.p. British Excelsior Combination, dynamo^ lighting, hood, screen, spare wheel, tax paid

;

it £200 last year; accept £125.-37, Arlington Rd.,
rbilon. [9831
'XCEI.SIOR.J.A.P. 2-.ih.p., 1919, 2-speed counter-
' .Shalt gear, kick starter, hand-controlled clutch
acc'essories: £45, tax

, paid,-Eagles and Co.. 275,
gli bt., Acton, London. [9751

121,

Federation.
Q20 (Nov,) 2'f.;h.p, Federation-Jap, Burman 2-Epcc.d" gear, kick starter, absolutely unsoiled, nil ncces.

. licence paid; £60, cost £90.-29, Montlord
, Kennington, S.E.11. [9936

F.N.
r.\

921 4-cyl, F.N. Combination, in
tion, Iiavine onlv rnn 9 nnn ti

iljh.p., tax paid, needs sligJit attention; sacii-
e £14/10.—Newman, Fairview, Horton Kd..

one ester. [IO09
>15.-F.N. 2i,i.h.p., variable gear, Bowh, new bolt

poud tyres, guaranteed sound.—89, East Hill
andswoi-th. [9957
'.N. 2^4h.p.. all accessories, excellent condition

;

must sell, £19, or oHcr.—Herbert, 6, Buller Rd..
nsal Rise, N.W.IO. -

[9706
'.N., siuEle-cyl., shaft drive, good condition, rifle

... 'il^jiy, tax paid; £25.—Harvey's, 47. South Lam-
ith Rd., Vauxhall, S.W.8. [9666
N., 1920, new and unridden, 71i.p., 4-cyl., 3-speed
solo model, co.st over £160; accept £120.—Godden,

Fellows Rd.. Hampstead. [9223
'.N. 2'ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, shaft drive, electric

light, taxed, goes splendid; £26; bargain.—143,
ivensbury Rd., Earslficld, S.W. [;!70
N. Combinations in stock, redticcc] piice £188; call

tor a trial run.—Grimes and Co.. 18, Bnilon
ace. Bond St., W. JIayfair 4792. [6071

AN" GUY, Weymouth.— 1921 4-cvl. 7h.p. F.N; 3-
speed combination, all lamps, Ea'sting screen, abso-

tely as new. mileage about 400, lax paid; £165. [0594

M.MEDIATE Delivery of anv F.N. Model: cash or
deterred payments; book your order now, and

"'.I
"'^appointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.uth Side. Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix

2''17- [0500

excellent condi-
nou iia.mg oniy run 2,000 miles, fitted with

f. and H. heat^ lamp, tail lamp, coachbuilt side-
r, with hood and screen, Klaxon horn, kick starter
speed gear box, and clutch; price £160.-The
otonsts Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89, Wigmore St., W

[9823

Francis-Bamett.
trUANS of Reading have 1921 Francis-Bamett ir

stock. [0479
Q20 Francis-Barnett 2.-ih.p. J.A.P.. 2.speed, clutch,^ kick starter, condition almost like new licenced
sured. owner bought combination; £65.-21 Kinei

, Leytonstonc, ' (9357

Grandex,

»-3-''"ft.
*3randex Combination; £40.-59, PalfrevF* Place, Dorset Rd.. Claphai Rd., S.W.8. [9657

Harley.Davidson.
1 Flat Twin Harley, sporting sidecar
Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee.

IHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons- from£120.-SUcey, 12, EcelesaU 'Rd. "

[057?

9'mi^'"!^'''?-?1'=*'°5 Combination, electric lighting^ all tools; £135.-2, Wolverton Av., Kingston"

919 Harley-Davidson and sidecar, grod condition
accessories

; £120; £95 solo,-l. Brook Hill Ed
itli. - [9747

T.VRLEY Sports, brand new, fnlly equipped; £135 to
^,/i^"-•K B. Clark and Co.. 7, Exhibition Rdluth Kensington. [9513

i^,^|y"^4^™''0^'' l^^O- brand new, 4h... Sports

r;,„ "S''- 1

.'^'ea'i. £120.-Fleming, Amblwoti
irage, Stourbridge^ [9230

9= £145.-
[1114

Ad\^rtisements. xix.

CAN
TAKE ST

FROM ME
T«ATA

FAOM

ISA
GENCIINE
BARGAIN

3'

Our LiTt
Size. - Make. Price. Price.

24:-

2

Wood-Milne Special .

.

29 6 17/6
26 : 2 Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy 37/6 Co/-

,j Clincher Oe Luic Heavy 35'- 41,6
„ WooO-Milnc Special .

.

29 6 |S,'-

„ Englebert Wire-on Rib 25- 55 '-

., Avon Lighlwei^lil Rili . 25 -

„ Palmer Ribbed 25 - —
26 2S Avon Combination .... 48 6 91 /-

ij
Avon Sunstone 40 - 5- /I
Palmer Cord 39 6 53 6"
Wood-Milne or Spencer-

Moulton Extra Heavy 39 6 68/-
,, Dunlop W.D. Heavy .

.

39 6 53 /6

,,
Beldam Extra Heavy . 37 6 51/3

,, Bates Special Heavy .

.

37 6 60/-
,,

Clincher dc Luxe Ex, Hy 37 6 6: /f>

II
Hutchinson Passenger . 35 - yo ^

II Beldam Heavy 32,

i

I J 1

., EnRlebert WIrcd-on Rib 30 - 60-
ji

Hutchinson T.T 30 - 56 '5

Wood-Milne Special .

.

29 6 .^1
')

26x23 Dunlop W.D. Heavy .

.

42 6 56 V,'

„ Bates Special Heavy .

.

39 6

„ Palmer Cord Heavy . .

.

39 6 '-'- ,'-

Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy 39 - 63 ,'6

II Beldam Extra Heavy .

.

37 6 53/-
,1 Kempshall Anti-skid .

.

37 6 52/6
II

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy 37 - 63/9
ij Wood-Milne Special .

.

32 6 56,-'9

J,
Hutchinson T.T. R. Stud 31 6 59/9

26-21 Wood-Mllne Ex. Heavy 44 - S6/-
x2i" Palmer Sidecar Ribbed. 35 - 1

26 2! Wood-Milne Comb. .

.

57 6 102 /-

1

„ Avon Tricar R.-sludded 45 - 7Sf-|

„ Bates Special Heavy 45 - 76/-

„ Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy 44'- 6- '6

„ Palmer 2-ply Ribbed .

.

35 - 40 /-

1

„ Hutchinson T.T. Rib . . 32 6 65 ;-

1

Englebert Wired-on Rib 30 - 70 ./-

1

26" 3 Wood-Milne Comb. ... 65 :- 105/-
Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy 52 6 S5/-

28 : 2', Goodyear A.W. Tread 45/- Si/-
28 ,< 2i Goodyear A.W. Tread

to Ht 3in. rims 45;- 84;-
28;; 3 Bates Special Heavy .

.

55 - 92/-
Avon 3-Rib 45'- 90 '-

"
Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy 35 - Si /-

650:'; 65 Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy 43 6 s-, ;-

,
Bcrgounan 3-rib Heavy 35,'- 83/3

„ Soly Rubber Non-skid . 35/- S3 ;-

700 . : 80 Wood-Milne Slecl-stud. 97,6 114 'T'

„ Partridge R. Non-skid . 85/-

" Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy 60/- qT/-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Harley.Davidson.

SALE.

JP7S.—Harleys 1918 models, good appearance and in
?» Tunnmg order

; 3 only left.-Owen, 59, Scliolefielil
Ra., Upper Holloway, [X2819
T .\TE 1920 Harley-Davidson de Luxe Combination.
, ,

^ll'iPPed regardless, discs; £158.-60, Walling-
lord Av., N. Kensington. . [9726

fJTARLEV-DAVIDSON.-All models m stock, newAJ- ana second-hand.-Sole Agents. Bambers', South-
port, Lancashire. Tel. ^=07 [5009

TTAELET-DATIDSOX Combination, 1920, brand
-^J- new. 7-9h.p. electric lighting; bargain, £195.—
Fleming. Amblecote Garage, ytourbiidge. [9229

TTAELEr-DATinSOX 7-9h.p. Combination, 1915.16.
-*--- mngncto model, perlect ; anv trial ; accessories

;

£90.-Secn 87, liuttersen Rise, Cluphma, [9442

J ATE 1919 narle.v-Davidion Combination, beauti-
-i-i lully equipped, discs, mileage 2.000; £112, tax
paid.—60, Wallingford Av.. N. Kensington. [9727

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1917, all on,
hood, wind screen, tax paid, excellent condition;

£120.-81, Shenlcy Rd., Camberwell, S.E,5, [1283

HARLEY-D.iVIDSON 1920 C.B. Combination,
electric model, speedometer, all guaranteed con-

dition, licensed; 150 gus.—54, Coval Rd.. Mortlakc.
1X2830

HARLEY 1915 Combination. Mills-Fulford sidecar,
splendid touring machine, Tan-Sad and acces-

sories; 85 gtis., bargain.—Belscy, 49, Sloano St.,
London. [9652

1Q15 7-9h.p. Harloy Combination, perfect mechanical
Xtf condition, any trial, completely overhauled: best
otl'cr over £75,—Clayton, Hazelmouut, Whitohors* St.,

Hereford. [9312

1Q20>.'.
-It' mile

DRETREADING
I Repairs ore executed
QatourowD worka under
c^pfrt sniiervl

r™5Extra Ueavy, £
Hejvy .. 17,

&REPAIRSy<

4h.p. Harley-Davidson Flat Twin. 1,200
i, absolutely as new; 110 gns., or near

oUcr.—Christopher, H.F.A., R.A. Mess, Ewsholt.
Aldershot. [9077

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, re-cnam-
ellcd, spcedomt'ter, lamps. Tan-Sad, screen, tax,

condition, appearance good; £105.-54. Dieppe St..

West Kensington. [9990

1 Q20 Harley Combination, oleotrio model, discs,
L«7 epares, si^eodometer, liceueed, perlect oidei

;

£158.—Edward-s 50. Harrington Rd., tioutb Kensington.
'Phouo: Ken. 3709. [1133

HARLEY 7-9h.p., 1917, not W.D., Sandum Super
2-seater eidccar, recently overhauled, tax and

insurance paid; £100; alter 6.—Kentmere, St. James's
Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [1282

£120.-1917 standard model Harley-Davidson, with
accessories, fitted with brand new 40 en. ilodel

de Luxe ftlilllord sidecar.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X27X9

HAELEY-DAVIDSON' J 920 4h.p. Model, Swan
sporting sidecar, electric lighting, good condition,

as new; £185.—Porker's, Bradsliawguto, Bolton : also
245, Deausgato, MnncJieater. [X2679
*pTAELEY-DAYIDSON Comhinntion. 1915-1916, eloc-
XX trie model, excellent condition, large Hniley tidy-

car, all fittings, splendid engine; ucaiest £102.—EucU-
inghom, Underriver, Sevenoalcs. [9059

ARLEY' Combination, iJate 1919. new June, 1920,
beautiful condition, Tax paid, trial ; would ex-

cliaage good small solo; cash adjustment.—719, Barlan?
Ed., E. 'Phone: East Ham 467. [9372

T-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, Model F. De Luso sidecar,

new Feb., 1921, done 3,000 miles, perfect condi-
tion, meclianical horn, lamps, epeedometer, discs;
£250.—Strong, Enslie, Sidinouth. [9865

HARLE\''-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p., speedomctef,
lamps, horn; £97/10; extended payments enter-

tained.—The Layton Garages. 30, Holywell St., Ox-
ford. T.A. : Integrity. 'Phone: 581. [1141

HARLEY-DAVIDSOX Combination. 1919. 7-9h.p.,

complete with accessories; £125; extended pay-

ment^ entertained.—Tbe Layton Gara?e3. 30. Holywell

St., Oxford. T.A.: Integrity. 'Phone: 581. [1148

ARLEY-DAVIDSON (Nov., 1919) Combination,
new condition, hood, wind screen, siieedometer,

lamps, etc., tax paid; £160; owner bought car.— Wilson.

289a, Resent St. ""

H'

Jxtiese special clearance lines are sentOflU
]
Carriage Paid, and on approval, HiC

I
even days against remittance.

ORDER THE

H^
'Phone: Maylnir 6666. [9434

TnTNamc The Finn.

All letters relating .0

fcJJJl.il!JiHIHH

Way.
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Rd,

Victoria, S W.l.
Telephone: Victoria 6553 and 6SS4-.

Ivertisements should qvjl; the number at the end of each adverttsement, and the date of the issut

1 Q18 Horley-D.ivitlson with Harley bulbous back side-

XU car, hood, wind screen, lamps, horn. piUton seat,

nrivately ' owned since new; bargain. £110.—Parlier.

Station Ed., SJ. lyes, Hunts. 'Phone: 15. [9242

-| fkl5 7-9h.p. Hariey-Davidson Combination, mag.,

J-t/ Easting's wind screen, complete with lamps and
horn also Remy and accumulator; £90, or near otTer.

-Hailiwell, 52, Wellesley Rd„ Sheerness, Kent. [9723

HAELET Combination, electric model, splendid cou-

dition, just overhauled, new tyres, pillion sent,

=;creen. tax and insurance paid; any trial; £95, or near

oSei.—Fisher, 74, Settrington Ed., rulham, S.W. [9955

HABLET-DAVIDSOX 1916 7-9h.p. Combination,
iu=t been orerhauled, re-enameiled by maker?,

double sidecar; price £125; an absolute bargain.—

Thomson 1, Broadway Buildinss, Southall. 'Phone 94

TfklS Harley-Davidson Combination, mag. model,

la fitted with new coachbuilt sidecar, enamelling

and plating perlect. any trial; £130, or exchange 1920

Triumph Eofo and cash.-Fnller, 704, Holloway ^Rd..

N.
[9988

E37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
HarleytDavidson.

HAELE r-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination, specially

built de luxe sidecar fitted nith dickey seat,

Earting, epeedometer, in perfect condition and subject

to any trial or examination; £160—Noyes, 163, Railway
Approach. Shepherd's Bush. W.12, [9112

1Q19 Hiirley-Dovidson 7-9h.p. and new twin Mills-

XU Fulford sidecar, accumulator electric lighting,

mechanical horn, licence paid, new coudition and iip-

rearance; f 150.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green
St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T,A. : Bicycles. [9548

HAELET-DAVIDSOX 1919 Combination, 7-9h.r.,

fitted new high grade coachbuilt sidecar, just over-

hauled and re-enamelled, a \erv handsome outfit, and
a bargain. £120.—Hill, 1, Chichester Mews, Chichester

Ed., Paddmgton (near Royal Oak Station. Met.). [9510

SPECIAL Eacing 3-speed Harley, engine No.
19A647A, exceptionally fast, in perfect condition,

Mills-li^ford sidecar, genuine track engine, as used on
Brooklands 1919; £160 complete.— Bert Houlding, Marks
and liigby. Ltd., 215-217, Lanca,ster Rd., Preston.

HARLEY-nAVIDSON (late 1920) 7-9h.p. Combina-
tion, electric model, screen, apron, side screen,

can carrier, tools. Tan-sad seat, very luxurious outfit,

like new; £160, or offer; must sell; privately owned.

—Sumner, 70, Camden Mews, Cantilowes Ed., Camden
Bd., London, N.W. [9643

"IQIS Hailev Combination, electric, discs, tyres

-L«^ nearly new, just been completely overhauled

and repainted new Harley colour, absolutely indistin-

galshable from new, perfect condition throughout, only

wants seeing, tax paid, any trial any time; £110.—
177, High St., Barnet. [9686

£112.-1920 (July) Harley flat twin solo, speedometer,
lamps. Klaxon, tools, etc., 3in. tyres, unpunctnred.

and as new, mileage under 1,500, and condition first-

class, tax paid, and including £5/15 comprehensive in-

surance policy until Feb., 1922 (personal £260, machine
f ISOJ.-Westcott, 17, Stirling St, Portsmouth. [9459

NEW Harley-Davidson, 1921, Model J De Luxe
dynamo combination_^ delivered May 7th, 3j'2in

tubes and tyres, discs, electric horn. Triplex screen,

disappearing hood, Tan-Sad, tools, tax paid, all com-
plete; cash wanted, therefore wUl sell at reasonable
reduction.—Apply, 13, Elspeth Ed., Wembley, Middlesex.

[9616

HAELEY-DAVIDSON.-Gentleman unable to take

delivery of a new electrical J. Model, is prepared
to accept £25 less than list price for same; list price

£199/10; machine will be sent immediately carriage

paid to first applicant depositing £174/10 with "The
Motor Cycle " and communicating with Box 4,208, c/o

The Motor Ci/cle. [9574

HAELET-DAVIDSON Bargains.—To clear our stock

to make room for new models, we are offering the
following; 1920 Model F 7-9h.p., new, but shop-soiled,

£175 (list price £196); 1920 4h.p. flat twin and sidecar,

tax paid, £140; 1920 Model F 7-9h.p. and sidecar.

tax paid, £150; 1920 4h.p. flat twin solo, tax paid
£120; 1920 Model F 7-9h.p. solo, tax raid. £137
Any of the above sent carriage paid; all are guaranteed
mechanically perfect; exchanges entertained.—Macrae
Bros. Harley-Davidson Agents, 37, Cockbum St.. Edin-
bUigh. [9562

Hazlewood.
4h.p. Hazlewood-Jap Combination, 3-speed, kick start

electric lights, new spare cover and tube; any
trial: £65; evenings.— 5, Beverley Ed., New Maiden.

[9100
H.B.

"IQ20 H.B., 254h.p. Blackburne, 2-speed, clutch, kick
JLU starter, legshields, lamps, Cowey horn, small mile-
age; f75.-i:)ean, 60, Park St., Cambridge; [9995

Henderson.
HENDERSON Combination, excellent coudition ; 95

gns.—Basildon House. West Byfleet, Surrey. [7064

EKICKHAM lor Henderson, sole agent for Bristol
and Bath districts.-Stokes Croft, Bristol.

[3354
HENDERSON 4.cyl. Solo, Uke new; £90, or ex-

change Zenith.—The Rosery, Church Rd., Han-
well. [1268

1 Ah. p. Henderson 4-cyl., 2-speed, clutch, as new.
J-V guaranteed; £90.-106, Barlow Moor Ed., West
Didsbury, Manchester. [1031

1Q17 Henderson 4-cyl., in good condition, with
M-tJ Patey family sidecar, seats 3; price £150.—Martin,
Penhallam, Torrington. [8686

"1 Q20 Henderson Combination, as new., mileage 500.
J-*' hood, wind screen; £160; tax paid; owner bought
car.—Pearson, 74, Micklegate, York. [X2747

1 Ab.p. Henderson Combination, 1915, 2-speed andX\y clutch, lamps, etc.. tax paid, mechanically per-
fect; £85.-73, New Park Ed., Brixton Hill, S.W.2.

HENDERSON Z2 Solo, 3-speed, mileage negligible,
plated exhausts, speedometer, dynamo lighting,

plectric and bulb horn; £135.-13, Victoria Ed., Shef-
aeltl. [1122
4-CYL. Henderson Motor Cycle and Sidecar, electric

lighting, just thoroughly overhauled, in first-class
order, tax paid; 100 gns.—Capt. Taplin, 16, Lordship
Park, N. [1060

"I
Q20 Henderson Combination, small mileage un-

-l-«^ scratched, electric lights, disc wheels, extra 'large
touring sidecar, bulbous back, all accessories: £190 or
neaiest.—Apply, Box 4,250, c/o The Motor Cijcle. [1297

CRABTREE
o^ WISBECH

FOR

Rebuilt Machines
Rebuilt as new from Ex
Government machines

and new parts.

Fully equipped with new accessories,

including Head Lamp, Generator, Tail

Lamp, Horn, Licence Holder, Two Tool
Bags, Pump and Tool Kit, and carrying

a Three Months' Guarantee.

DOUGLAS
2f h.p. two-speed, fully equipped £65
4 h.p. three-speed, kick -start and

clutch, fully equipped - - - £85
4 h.p. ditto and Sidecar, with new

sidecar finished in "DOUGLAS"
Saxe Blue, and fully equipped - £ 105

TRIUMPH
3-speed, kick-start and clutch - £95

P.&M.
2-speed, kick-start - - £70
Each o( the above machines is rebuilt in our

own extensive up-to-date works with a great

proportion of new parts. In appearance

they are almost indistinguishable from new
and we are prepared to give a signed

guarantee with each machine.

They are all newly stove enamelled, replated.

tanks in makers' colours, and are fitted vnth
new tyres.

SPECIAL LINE OF
2| H.P. 2-SPEED

DOUGLAS
Fully renovated and overhauled machines

at £55 each,

or fully equipped with Lamps and
Horn, £58 each.

The whole finish is good, and each machine
is tuned up and tested before delivery,

and is guaranteed to be in sound serviceable

condition. Each machine is equipped with

new tool bag, tool kit and pump.

Carriage extra. Deferred pay-
ment arranged.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE & SON
LTD.

Motor Engineers, WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

TTENDERSON, 1920, dvnamo lighting, heavy bu
-^J- bous sidecar to match, Royal Easting screei
ciiiid s folding seat, perfect condition; £160, or ofh
—'Phone: Streatham 1910, "or 22, Earlsthorpe R.
Sydenham.

[991

1 Q20 Model Z2 Henderson lOh.p., 4-cyl., electr
-*-*' lighting set, Canoelet bulbous back sideca
Cameo wind screen, not done 1,000 miles, guarantef
as new; £170.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Il(
Birmingham. [X2'7;

TXENDERSON Combination, late 1920, electrXi model, Elite de luxe sidecar, screen, hiod. spa
petrol can carrier, speedometer, outfit in beautif
running order, cost £280; will sell £205, or neares
seen evenings after 6.30.—Aimetti, 63, Albany
N.W.I. -[95.

Hobarc.

"IQ21 Hobart. J. A.P. engine, Sturmey-Archer ge;
J-*^ shop-£oiled;-£70.—Ross, 86, High Rd., I,ee

HOBAItT 2l5h.p.. 3-speea, in perfect order; £36
neiir offer.— 13, St. James's Ed., Kingston'-t

Thames. [92-

number.

HUMBER SV'.h.p. Combination, good conditio
£40.—Heath, 3, Belson Rd., Woolwich. [94

3 ill.p. Huraber Combination. 2-speed, handle,
2 tyres; £45.-179, Uxbridge Rd., Hanwell. [98

HUMBER 3V>h.p., J914, 3-speed clut^>h, splem
comlition; £40, or near ofler.—44, Highview "

Grays.
_

[91HUMBER 1914 3|^.p., 3-epeed, kick^tarter, clutc
£38 ; barfrain.—Marshall, 121a, Western

Southall Middlesex. - [96

"1 Q19 Si/ob.p. Flat Twin Humber, 3-speed countersha
-l-e/ ij(iw condition;, trial; £72.-15, Foleshill Fla
Foleshiil, Coventry. -.- ' [X27

HUMBER sV-h.p. C.E. Combination, S^speed,
speedometei, excellent condition; £50.-53,

mouth Av., Highams Park. [95

HUMBER sy^h.p.. good going order, re-enamell
drop Ijame, good, tyres, £15; also sidecar to :

£5.-256, Division Rd., Hull. [X2J

£35.—Humber conibination, P. and M. 2-speed g<

and torpedo sidecfir, lamps, licensed, good on
-King. Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X2^

HUMBER 1919. Montgomery sidecar, 3-speed.
h.p., fullv equipped; owner ordered Mespc

sacrifice £100.— Hardie, 4, Aldridge Rd. Villas, W;
[9J

Tj Q20 Humber Motor Cycle, flat twin. S-sneed ham
-9- •^ bar olutfh, handle starter, new slightly
.soiled; £115 tush, or offer.—Mortons, 19, Higlih
Place, X.5. 9 to 6.30. Sats. 9 to 1. [9f

HUMBER 1919 3V2h.p. Flat Twin and Mills-Fulf
Corvette sidecar to match, accumulator light

set complete, horn, ridden 2,500 miles only, peri

appearance fluid guaranteed mer-lianically perfect;
—Herbert Eobint^on. Ltd., 32-35, Gieeu St., Cambrit
Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [9i

HUMBER Flat Twin. 1921, 4.''^h.p.. with Lucas he

Smith speedometer (trip), ridden a few hund
miles only, licence paid, general appearance as

mechanically perfect, having been very carefully us

price 115 gns.—Enauire, T. Daiby. c/o Messrs.
Robinson, Green St-i Cambridge. [9'

Indian.

EKICKHAM for Indian, sole agent for Bri;

and district.-Stokes Creft. Bristol. [3:

14 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, in good co
tiou; £45.-80. York Rd., Battersea, S.W. -[9

INDIAN 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination, perfect, very smi

£90; any trial.— 3, West Gardens, Robinson 1

Tooting-. .
[9.

1015-16 Indian 5-6h;p., 3-speed, cluteh, K.S., sj

X«7 did condition; £68.—Green, Victoria Ho
Hadeley, Salop. [9

1Q19 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, dynamo light
Xt? good condition; £112,—Boimds, 223, High!
Kiiburu, N.W. A^

INDI-^^. 1919 flatest), 7-9h.p. Powerplus, dyn.

lighting. 3-speed combihation ; £115.-619, "'

Lane, Earlsfield.

INDIAN 1918 Powerplus. n^ppenrance and condi
equal to new; 60 gns.-Owen, 59, Scholefield-

Upper -Holloway. [X2

3JLh.p. Twin Indian, 3-speed, kick start, perfect ori

2 £70, or Indian single-cyl. and cash.-McMenai
Naas, Co. Kildare. [9

1 019 7-9h.p. Indian, spring Irame, 3 speeds, chi
-L t/ 2 brakes, like new ; £65.-0., 12, Sta

Parade, Mnswell Hill. [9

£57—Powerplus 1916 Indian, 3 speeds, etc., I

used, guarantee, tax paid.—14, Bushey.Rd., I

lington, ur. Hounslow. [J

INDIAN, Scout model, 3-speed, K.S., clutch, Ji

improvements, all on; first £48 for immec
sale.—321, Edgwaie Rd., Loudon. . [3

-jQlS 5-6h.p. Sporting Indian, 3-speed, di
-Lt/ mechanical Iiorn perfect coudition, tax _.

£80.-1, Norwood Ed., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [^

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

174.—Matcbless Corabiaations.

920 Brand New H2- Models offered :,t this prire

owing to eaucelled export order, fpare wheel and
e 8 gns. extra, screen £2/12; makers' full guarantee-

ssell, la, Bloomtteld Kd., Plumstead. [5793

ULIANS of Beading have oil Matcldeas models in

stock. [0480

IATCHLESS 1921 Combination. M.A.G.; £205.
from stock.—Gibb, Gloucester. (0443

h.p. Matchless C.B. Combination; £74 for quick
sale.—44, Thorpe Rd., Kingston. [9962

35.— 3'/''h.p. Mtiteliless, B. and B., Boseh, variable
sear.-45, High Ed.. Woodford Gieen, Essex, [9889

E.A.G.-MATCHLESS Combination: £98.-59. Pal-
frey Place. Dorset Rd., Clapham Ed., S.W.S.

[9656
"OUR Matchless from Whitby's, special agents, 7,

The 'Vale, Acton, W.3. List free on request.
[1057

ATCITLESS 1920 Electric Combination, £20
xtras, licensed; 150 gns.—54, Coval Rd., I^fort-

[X2831

"ATCHLESS Combination, 61i.p., good condition

:

£50.—Petley, 81, Denmark Hill, Combonv."!).
[9485

D20
Matchless Combination. Lucns map., dynamo

lishting, fully equipped; £160.-86, Herbert Bd
mste.id. [9218

"ATCHLESS. late 1920; cost £225, accept £165.-
I'linr, Keplinglinin Ed., Southficlds, 'Phone: Put
1694, [9999

ATCH1.ES.3 7h.p. M.A.G. Combination, 3-speed,
enclosed chains, splendid condition; 98 gns.

—

Archway Rd.. N.6. [9875

1
21 Matchless-Jop, 600 miles, insurance, complete
ixrept lamps: £200; real reason selling.—Rollin-

2, Itnrket St., Colne. [9888

AT(_'HLESS,T.A,P. Coachbuilt Combination. V.S,.
peed. K.8,. in good condition; £70.—Foxhound

High St., Orsett, Essex. [9679

.ATCHLliS.S Combinations, new. In stock. Iron
£174; 1921 models. £205.-Sheffield Agcnl
Sla.oy, 12. Ecclesall Rd. [057'

20 Model H. Matchless Combination, electric light-

iut;. all accessories; £160.—Hyde, Mottinphnm.
Phono; I,ee Green 500. [9159

21 Matchless, ^fagdyno lighting, brand new,
uuused, unregistered; owner must sell; £198.-

Slathid Rd.. Barnes, S.W. [8928

.TE 1920 Matcbless Combination, Lucas dynamo
lighting, lavishly equipped, tax paid; £160.-60,

lingford Av,, N. Kensington. [9730

D.AN Supply you immediately with new Model
H Matchless combination; £185; usual guar-
:.—Ross, 86. High Rd.. Lee. [1121

ATCHLESS, 1917, M.A.G,. electric Ugliting. Tnn-
Siid. hood, screen, splendid condition: £125.-39.
Ed., Cliiphani Common, S.W.ll. [1288

ATCHLESS 1920 Magdyno Lighting Combination,
'laiidsomely fitted; £165. or near offer.—Spnrl-
Courtbope Hd. .Hampstead, N.W.3. [967i

ATCHLESS. Magdyno lighting, spare wheel,
scifen, brand new, imiised; £180.—Edwards, 50.
iiglon Rd.. South Kensington, ,S.W.7. [8926

ITCHLESS Model H Combination, new from works
guaranteed: £174.—Matchless Agents. E, B. Clark

Co.. (, Exhibition Ed.. South Kensington. [9512

W'CHLESS 1920 Bh.p. Corabiantion, dynamo licht-
10^. speedometer. >pi(re wheel, etc. perfect; £150,
38. King-ley Ed., P.iUiicr's Green, >f,13. [9357

p. 1913 Matchless Twin, coachbuilt combination, 2-

speed. kick start, re-enamclled and plated, licence
£60.-Sfotts, Gayton, Blisworth, Korthants. [9157

ATCHLESS. 1921, all-on, hardlv soiled, under
700 miles: £185,—Farnbank, 7. Beauchamp

Claphani Junction. S.W.ll. (One minute station.)
[9863

TCHLESS Combination. M.A.G. 7-9h.p., 3-speed.
kick starter, 2-seater sidecar, like new; £115 —
ae : New Cross 327. 165, New Cross Gate, S.E,14.

[1230
.TCHT.ESS 0,B. Combination, undcrslung, Bh.p.,
2-siieed, kick starter, new tyres, mechanicallv
t, lax paid; £70.-83. Kew Rd,. Hichnjond.

[9976
21 2-?eatei Matchless, dynamo lighting, .spare wheel

-rreens: £205. cost £241; done 100 mile-^;
(—Thompson. 253, Munster Hd., Fulhom.

[9G14
Matchless-Jap Combii ation, 2-speed gear, tax

paid, all ncconsories, in fine condition : £80, oi
after 6 o'clock.—Beer. 87, Buxton St.. Mile End

(1287
'TOR\' Mode! Matchless, interchangeable wheels
good condition, just thoroughly overhauled, usual
iries; £13S.-Mitchell. 39, Piedmont Rd., Plum
8j;.18. [9505

.TCHLESS. Matchless. Matchless.-Latest 1921
model 8b. p. combination, for immediate delivery
an Iftrdie, and Lane. Ltd . 23 and 24. Wood-
St., W.l [0418

Comfortable-
not

Cumbersome

THE Burlington
Touring Sidecars
although sturdil}'

constructed are distinctly

graceful in appearance.

Attached to a 4 h.p.

Douglas the

BURLINGTON
No. 2 Touring Model

completes a combination
which for comfort and
durabilitj' cannot be
excelled. The price is

£30 -0-0
Luggage..,Grid and Easting

Windscreen Extra,

Lei us have your enquiries

re this and our other models

— there is one for every

make of motor cycle

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,

7. South Side, Clapham Common,
London, S.W.4.

Phone; Brixton 2417.

'Grams: Burlington Molora, Clapham,

{:o yards from Clapham Common Under-
ground Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alatchless,

IF the Owner of Machine Bearing Registration
XC 2548 will communicate full details, ho will

lie.ar of something to his advantage.—Bos 4.148, c/o
The Motor Cijcle. [9262

MATCHLESS Late 1920 Model H Combination,
Lucas accessories, spars wheel,' lavishly equipped;

£165.—Parker's, Bradsliowgate, Boltou ; aleo 245,
Deansgate, Manchester. . [X2680

MATCHLESS Combination, Model H, Nov., 1920,
perlect condition, mileage 500. mechanical lioru,

screen, spare wheel, tools; £165, or offers.-Bickmore.
IS, Park Parade, Cambridge. [91'"'

"IQ20-21 Matchless-M,A,G. Combination.' Lucas light-

-i«^ ing. fully eijuipped, licence paid, unsoiled. br-and

new condition; £165; lightweight part exchange.—294

Keuuington Park Ed., S.E.ll. [9075

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920 J.A.P., Binks,

Lucas- Magdyno, speedometer, electric horn, spare

wheel, numerous luxurious spares, only 1.600 milee, tax

paid: £1S5,-Bnshby, Abbots Park, Chester. [9073

F.O.C.IL have a 1920 Mntcliless combination, Mag-
dyno, small mileage, fully eouipped, hood, ecieeii.

spare wlieel, luggage grid, tax paid; £175.-5 Heath

St., Hampstead (near Hampstend Tube Station). [8812

MATCHLESS Combin.ation, 8h.p., 1920, little used,

Magdyno, Cowcv horn, original tyres in excellent

condition, beautiful throughout, privately owned arid

well looked after: £165: seen Loudon.-Box 4,202, 0(0

The Motor CijcIe.
^^'"''

M.VTCnjjESS 1921 Models, immediate deUvery,

with or without Magdyno lighting; no waiting;

in stock ready to drive away; at lowest nett prices;

casv pavmcnls arranged.-'Wilkms, Simpson, opposita

Ol.vmpia', London. I'-"'"

MATCHLESS. 1920 Model H. very little used, per-

fect condition, speedometer, horn, watch, hood.

s<iceu Tan-Sad, spare wheel, low mileage, tax paid;

£150 'or orter.-3. Beecliwood Av., Thornton Heath or

'phono Holborn 5765. l^'^"

MVTOHLESS. 1921 Family Model. 2-Eeatcr sidecar

combination, delivery from stock; £212/10; liberal

o^chauce or extended payment terms.—Anthonsed

agents. Elcc and Co., 15-16, Blshopsgate Av., Camornile

St., K,C,3. 'Phone: Avenuo 5548, [0066

MATCHLESS, 1918, 8h,p, J.A.P,, roomy ddccar.

battery lighting, speedometer, spate wheel, back

lest many accessories, tax paid; £110; an absolutely

^ouid reliable touring Teliicle; owner bought car,-19,

St Mary's Mansions. London, V!.2. TeL: Paddington

.'886.
[1102

MATCHLESS, late 1920, M.A.G., Clincher Dread-

nought, Lncas Magdyno, inspection lamp, wind

screen cover, valance, Wallord trip, spare wheel,

child's seat., small mUeagc, £20 spares, beantilul con-

dition, licensed; .ei95.-IIeadmastcr, Madley, Here-

lordshire.
'^^'^

MATCHLESS Model H, 1920, specially tuned J,A.P.

engine, 3 speeds, Lncas lamps and horns, leg

shields, step. Easting screen, speedometer; bargain

£150; owner abort of cash, and would accept £100 and

2-speed lightwcigbt, war bonds or shares ;
no reasoii-

nbircash offer refused.-Box 366, c/o Tlie Hlolor^ycU^

M\TCHLESS.—We arc the recognised North London
agents for the delightlully tpruiig and practi-

cally designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce

on three wheels; immediate delivery Irorn stock for

cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied;

all spares in stock.-Jones' Carago. Mnswell Hill.

N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley, [0381

MATCHLESS, all new models.-'Phone : Greenwich
751 the agent, Sam E. Clapham. Immediate

delivery; £174, £185, £205, £212/1,0 models, Rids

in comfort on a spring frame Matchless combination.

Our record Whitsun sales and repeal orders Irom

satisfied clients.—To secure JIatchlcss sei'vice. order

now Irom the leading agents, Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [9913

ATCHLESS Late 1919 8h.p. J.A P. 3-speed Com-
bination, luxuriously equipped, inlercliangcuble

quickly detachable wheels and spare, oversize ear tyres

on all 'wheels, luggage grid, specially sprung sidecar Iiood,

side curtains, wind screen. 4 lookers, map case, 2 com-
plete lamp sets, 1 acetylene, 1 electric, 6 lamps. 60
ampere accumulator, electric horn, speedometer, ms-
chanicnl horn, Tan-Sad, petrol can earner, spare chain,

largo foot pump, metal toolbox on tank, W.S.R. od-

iustable jet, hot air intake, Flexekas, insurance trans-

ferable, very fast and powei-ful; £148.-13, Spencer Gar-

dens, East Sheen. [9529

Maxim.
MAXIM-D-iLM. Dec, 1920, 3h.p.. 2-stroke, abso-

lutely new, Amac carburetter. E.I.C. mag.. Albion
2-speed, Hutchinson tvres, accessories, £52 ; ditto with

c'utch, kick start £53/10.-224. Pentouville Rd-, Lon-
don, N.l. [4293

Metro.

METRO-TYLER (Nov. 1919) 2;ih.p., 2-speed, discs,

splendid condition, tax; £50. or nearest.—184,

Victoria Rd., Alexandra Park, N.22. [9675

METRO-TYLER, 8 Type model. 2-speed, ridden 5q()

miles, tax paid December 31st, insurance paid

February, 1922, lamps, mechanical born, tools; *.«>

-Victoria Garage, Surbitcn. [9303

M-'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

^
Metro.

MEI^EO-TTTjEE 1920 Z'Ah.-p., 2-strok6, Model S, 2-

speed, sliop-soiled only ; £70 ; extended payments
entoTtaineu.—The Layton Garages, 30 Holywell St.,

Oxioid. T.A.: Integrity. 'Plione: 581. [1155

Minerva.
3ih.p. Minerva Combination, ^ew Grado, Sensprav;

2 £30.-179, tTxbridge Kd., Hanwell. [9S60

[VriNEKVA 3;gi.p., rebusbed, C.A.V. mag., lamp set,
-L'J. iiorn, Kood tyres and belt, running order; £20,
no ofler.s.—33, Micheldever Hd., Lee, S.E. [9409

SJLb.p. jMinerva, Bosch mag., B.B., re-enamelled,
2 plated, as new, variable gear, tax paid; £27, or

ofier.—68, Yori Ed., East Ham, E.7. [9602

Monarch.
MONAECH 1920 Si/A.p. 2-stroke, single gear,

lamps, licensed; 4:37/10; extended payments
entertained.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,
Oxford. T..A. : Integrity. 'Phone: 581. [1136

MotoReve.
OJJ h.p. Moto-Eeve Twin, licence, paid, ride away •

/wa £15.—A. G. Whale, 47, Moor St.. Coventry.
- [X2B26

TyOTO-EETE 2':4h.p., good rnnning cider; f23.—
ITJL Morns, 34, Silverhill Ed.. Ecclesall, ShetHeld. >

[9219
Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHB 2h.p., perfect condition, little
nsfid; £22; at-'er 7.—81a, Hambalt Ed., Clapham

Park, .S.W.4. • ^9321

New Comet.
SIDEC'AE Combination (^?ew Comet], 2Vih.p. 2-

stroke, 3-speed gear, all accessories, only done
300 miles, equal to new; £85, or nearest offer.—
Dawbarn, Stapylton, Harborne, Birmingham. [9861

New Hudson.
JULIAiSrs of Beading have all iSTew Hudson models in

stock. [0534

"IQ14 3-speed New Hudson, fine condition; £36.—
-It' Ross, 86, High Ed., Lee. [1112
TVTEW HUDSON and Hazlewood Combinations; bar-
-^' gams, £65 each.-97, Cnlbouine Ed., Balham.
_ [9166

1Q17 New Hudson 2-Htroke. 1919 engine, condition
-2-v top hole; no further use for same.—Box 4,197,
c/o Thf. Motor Cycle. -

f.95a0

NEW HUDSON, 4h.p., 2-Epeed, 1916, e:ccellcnt
order, bargain, £45; with smart sidecar, £65.-1,

Norwood Ed., Heme Hill. S.E.24. [9254

NEW HUDSON de Luxe 1920 2-jJh.p. 2-stroke, 2
speeds, little used, as new; £45, tax paid.

—

Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. l;9752

NEW HUD.SON Canoelet Combination, 1914, 4h.p.,
fully equipped, tax paid, most reliable machine;

£48.-53, Colonial Ed., Bordesley Green, Birmingham.
[9974

rni4 New Hudson Combination, clutch model, eplen-
»-" did condition, lamp^s, horn, speedometer, spare

tube, tools, tax paid; bargain, 75 gns.—Fricker, New-
town, Bognor. [9530

NEW HUDSOTV 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, thor-
oughly overhauled, tax paid, any trial; £65, or

-| Q19 Ne
-L tf coiinti

exchange 2rseater, cash adjustment.—Crathie, Want
age Ed., Reading. [9987

^ew Hudson and Sidecar, 4h.p., 3-speed
Lintersbaft, speedometer, wind screen, lamps,

tools, e-xcellent condition, under 2.500, tax paid, also
riding suit, giving up; £110.-500, Lever Edge Lane.
Bolton. [1050

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view :

Popular. 50 gns. ; de luxe, 65 gns. ; Ace, 75 gns.
Spares for 2Vih.p., 3i/.h.p., and 6h.p. machines stocked.
Catalogues and any information bv return.—New
Hudson Depot. 45, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn, W C 2

[8334
£35; New Hudson-Jap 2-)4h.p. Blotor Cycle, brand

new Lucas lighting set, ditto Palmer cord tyres
aJld tubes, just been re-enamelled and plated and
engine overhauled by J.A.P.'s, tax paid; a bargain.—
20. Heath Ed., Twickenham. 'Phone : Eichmond 96

[1168
New Imperial.

8h.p. Imperial-Jap, unused; cost £147, accept
£95.—Box 4.213. c/o The Motor Cycle. [1206

Lightweights and spare
Bros,, Guildford. [4709

Qilh.p. New Imperial, J.A.P. engine, Albion 2-speed
'^4 lamp set. good condition; £35.-91, Mapledene
Ed., Dalston, E.8. [1262

very

Southfields, S.'W.IS.
""

[97O5

1 (i21 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, only used
--t^ a few times, absolutely as new; £160.—Tilleys,
The Esplanade, Weymouth. [1124

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., 2y,h.p., 2-speed, 1914, new
belt, good tyres, lamps, horn; any trial; licensed;

£35.—Bide, Farnham, Surrey. [9834

"I
Q21 New Imperial Lightweight, countershaft gear

J-*^ kick start, 250 miles only; £73/10.—Collier's
Mrtories, Horton St., Halifax. [9470

£95.—Box 4,213, c/o The Motor Cycle.

NEW IMPERIAL Agents,
parts in stock.—Crow

4h.p. Nev; Imperial-Jap, 3 speeds, clutch,
.
last; £45, offers.—29, Wimbledon Park

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS "IN HEART OF THE TRADE"

i)LMORE DEPOT

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
New Imperial.

"DEAND New New Imperial 2%ih.p. J.A.P,
--' cycle, kick starter model, hand control cl

£71.—Clarke, 12, Queen St., Louth.. [12

JMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-speed, free engi
lamps, born, tools, unridden; -cost £85, ftcci

£54.—Box 4,216, c/o The Uotor Cycle.

NEW niPEEIAL-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-speed, lam
horn, tax paid, splendid condition; £40.-^

2, Hogarth Ed., Earl's Court, London,

"1
*£i^20 2%h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, lamps,- to

-Lt/ new back t.vr'e, engine perfect; nearest 57

(

After 6.-North, 116, Thurlow Park Ed,, W. Dulw
[9-

1019 New Imperial, 25/,h.p. J.A.P., sound conditi
-'-t' 2 speeds, clutch, new tvres and tubes; £50,
nearest offer, —Randies, 92, Warwick St., Vic
S.'ft'.l.

The famous Sidecar machme>

£205
Double-seater £7 10s. extra.

Also a few Special Models, £174

We have also three nearly new
Matchless £145 £170

(Mag. Dynamo) £199

Also the famous >

DOUGLAS
at £85

TRIUMPH
at £115

MORGAN RUNABOUTS

<r>3'b.p. New Imperial, 1920, 2-speed, perfectly^4 lighting set, all accessories, guaranteed
under 500 miles; £60.—Bishop, 35, Princes
Wimbledon, S.W.19.

IMPERIAI^J.A.P. 1919 2"j4h.p., 2-speed,
clutch, all accessories; £50; extended pay..

entertained.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
Oxford. T.A. : Integrity. 'Phone: 581. [1

TV'EW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., 1916 (late), 23ih
-I-" speeds, clutch, kick-starter, renovated, all
sories. etc., guaranteed condition, any trial, licen
£45.-103, Bensham Grove, Thornton Heath, Crovi
(D) ^. [9

NEW IMPEEIAL, 1914, 2%h.p., thoroughly
Irauled, condition as new. many accesso

£45, or nearest offer; seen by appointment.
—

'Phoi
Willesden 1290.—Jackson, 7, Mapesbury Ed., Bron
bury. [9

TV'EW- IMPEEIAL 1920 8h.p., E.34 sidecar,
-L" screen, all accessories and spares, tax paii
smed till March, 1922: £145, or near offer; a
sporty lot,—Surgery, 3, Mitcham Rd., Tooting Br
way, S.W.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any New Imperial Mo
cash or deferred payments; book your order i

and avoid disappointment later —Burlington Mot
Ltd.. South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phi
Brixton 2417.

T -AM Offeriug for Sale an 8h.p. New Imperial
-i- binatiou, engine tlioronghlv overliauled,
lepainted, battery electric ligliting, tax paid
£110; come and try it; after 6, or letter.—11,
more Rd.. Stoko Newingfon, London, N.16.

New Hyder.
"XJEW RYDER, .single-geared 2-stroke, good
-I-' £33, or near offer.—Partington, Heighini
Durham.

Norton.
pEEMIEE Motor Co^ for 1921 Nortons.

ANY Model Norton delivered to
carriage jraid, witlrin 24 hours.

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

JULIANS of Reading have Norton 16H.

your
-The

add
Pr.
tx;

in st(

rULIANS of Reading have Norton Model 9 in s

We are the quick firm /brfD^wi'^Ss.^'^^'"™"'-'^""^'™
"'^'^'^'/s^'i

Spare Parts. NORTON 1921 Famous SVoh.p. from stock; £1:
Gibb, Gloucester.

TTTESTON-SUPEE-MARE.—Jack Pruen, Oxford
VV for Nortons,—'Phone : 440. [

NORTON Big Four, Oct., 1919, Corvette sidi

£115, tax paid.—Pearse, Staplehurst. [

TyjOR.TON Motor Cycles;—Can deliver anywhere
X^ dates.-Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. [

BIRMINGHAM:
31, Colmore Row,

MANCHESTER

:

200, Deansgate.

LIVERPOOL:
24, Paradise Street.

LEICESTER

:

62, High Street.

NOETON 1921 3'4h.p.. T.T.. speciallv tuned for !

70 m.p.h.; £128.-102, Lvnn Ed.,' 'U-iEbech. Ca
[

*>Jlh.p. 3-speed 1919 Norton, engine very fast,
^-'S an J cast- iron pistons, Sen^pray carburetter;
—Below. _ .

NORTON T.T. Model, 1917, perfect; £70, or

oSer.-Bert Houlding. Marks and Rigby, Ltd.,

217, Lancaster Ed., Preston. [

NOETON 1921 Models.-Sole district agents, Wi
Motors, Ltd., 60. Catherine St., Salis'

]
'Phone : 72. [

T ATE ^lodel 3V'h.p. Norton, S-speed, equij

! J-i tax paid ; sacrifice 78 gns.—Ramsden, M;

i Av., Blackpool.

I £121 (March) Big Four Norton, P. and H.
J-^ speedometer, Cowey horn, tax paid; £140.

Old Market St., Bristol,

-|Q21 Norton 16H, just new, only ridden twice
-1-*? scratched, too fast, licensed; sacrifice £1
Walter Madeley, Wem, Salop.

NOETON, 3',41i.p., countershaft, 1916, perfect
dition an'd appearance,

Collins, Trinity College, "
all accessories;

Cambridge.

B42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the rumber at the end of each advertisement, and the d.ite of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Rover.

OVKR 1914 Sj/^b.p., 3-3peed hub: £40: oxtend-.^!

pavments entertained.—The Laytoir Garagen, 30.

veil St., Oxford. T.A. : Integrity. 'Phone: 581-
" [1147

n21 3V'h.p. 3-speed Chain Drive Rover, all acces-

sories, tax paid, mileage 500, guaranteed as
£95.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Bir-

gham. [X2725

li.P- Rover, 1919, Canoelet sidecor, lampe, horn.

peedometer, 2 new tyres, mileage 5,000, excellent

dition, tax paid; £105, or ofEer.—Perriman, Grove
Chertsey. [9282

OVER Motor Cycles.—Place your order with an
official agent, the man who rides a Rover; ini-

atc delivery: hire-purchase ii desired.—Collard.
i Garage, Shilnal. _ [2684

Lii.p. T.T. Rover, Philipwn pulley, hand-coutroUed,
liliixon horn, discs, enamel and plating as new,
-lips; ^55.—Duncan and Shepherd, 33, The

ade, Golders Green, N.W.4. [9125

OVER Combination, 3>2h.p,, 1914. mcst comfort-
able sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, adjustable pulley,

ntiy re-enamelled, Cameo screen; £60, or exchange
ler power.—Branscombe, Ballard's Lane, FiucLley.

[9687
i.p. Rover Combination, W.D., new March.
1920. enamelled and lined, all accessories, in-

ng hood and tools, under 800 miles, tax paid

;

5; .^tiling because of ill-healtli, a real bargain.—
^3, The Grove, Southend-on-Sea. [9790

OVER 1914 3';.-h.p. 3-speed Combination, excellent
niidition and appearance, engine and gears re-

overhauled (£14), lamps, screen, houd. ne\i:

lieavy Dunlop back, tax paiil, privately owned;
or offer.—Seen at Clarke's Garage, South St.,

ford. [9126

OVER 5-6h.p. Combination, W.D., overhauled
throughout by makers Dec, 1920, bought May,
nriginal tyres, unpuuctured, Easting, accumu-

lighting. electric and acetvlene, head lamp, per-
.i.iiditinn; anv trial; £105.—Dr. Sleigli, \^1iipps

IS Hospital, Whipps Cross Rd., E.ll. [9096

Royal Ruby.
DYAL RUBY 2-strolie, good running order; £35-

I'uxhound Inn, High St., Orsett, Essex. [9680

Royal Rubv, spring frame, 2 speede, brand
new. cost £120; price £85. — Tilleys, Tiic
anade, Weymouth. [1129

DVAL Ruby 2^ih.p. 1921 Sports Models, delivery
from stock.—Fowler and Brigden. 130, Enston
N.W.I. Museum 4827. [0542

1

16 2-i<troke 2-specd Royal Ruby Tourist, had little

u-e, overhauled; £38, guaranteed.—Greeuflcld,
Temperley Rd.. Baiham. [1030

OYAL RUBY 2-stroke, 2-3pced, clutch, sound
order, tax paid; any trial; £36.-93, Hatherley

,ens, East Ham, London. [9663

)TAL RUBY Combination, 1919, 8h.p. J.A.P.,
absolutely as new; any trial or e.xpert esnmina-
£140.—Davies, 471a, Hollowav Rd., Loudon, X.

\
[9437

Rudge.
:DGE Multi, 1918, eeml-T.T., in perfect condition:
£53.—Chard, Clarendon, Taunton. [9072

h.p. Semi-T.T. Rudge, jn^t overhanled. very fa?t.

tax paid; bargain, £30,—Gnle. New Ed., Ascot.
[9213

'^DGE Latp 1918 Combination, taxed, new comlition;
£68.-CIark, 7, E.thibitiou Rd., South KensiuRton.

[9510
17 Rudge Multi, good condition, lamps, very fast.

tax paid; £48/10.-467, Green Lanes, Harrin-
N.4. rx2740

20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, lamps,
grips, etc., as new; £65.-2.

pstead.

Klaxon, knee
Holford Rd.,

[9674

TDGE Multi 1919 3U'li.r.. perfect, with new side-

1

'ar; £75.—Call 8-5 or ai'pointment, 153, Hnu^er-
Rd., N.7. [9160;
20 Rudge Multi, good condition; seen after 6.30

V Saturday afternoon; £75.-41, Cavendish I

Brondesbury, N.W.6. [1234

TDGE Multi Late 1919 3',.jh.p., new tyres and,
belt, first-class condition, all on, tax paid; £65.— '

rt Spicer, Leamington. [X2712
W (Oct.) I.O.M. Rudge Multi, tyres, inner, belt,

'

nearly new, good condition ; 60 gns.—Lawreuce. ,

iuftn Rd.. Catford, S.E. [9174
18 Rudge Multi. I.O.M. Model, tax raid, lamps,
horn, new Oct., perfect: £70.—Parker. Station Rd.. ;

ves, Hunts. 'Phone: 15. [9243 i

20 5-6h.p. Rudge de Luxe Combination. Tuu-Sad,
Easting, electric light'; cost £180, bnrgain, £98.

ttram. Laundry, Broadstairs. [9140
i.p. Speed Model Rudge Multi, equipped, new tyres
and belt, 2-4 to 1 top gear: £57.—BisUop. Irivin-
l-ernbank Rd., Aaoot, Berks. [9487
DGE Multi 3»i.h.p., sloping tank, roadster, with
pedal starter, in stock; £85.—Peacock. 219, Hifih
Balhara. 'Phone: Streatham 170. [1192
DGE MULTI. 1917, with 1920 sidecar, smart
appearance, all accessories, ready for road; £70
in.—35, Frecgrcve Rd., Holloway. N. [9968

^M" satisfaction.

£5 /fOJiTON S-
lfAJL,irAS.. 'cCrj,-^ 'r^j'uJivu^

EXCHANGES QUOTED.

1921 NEW LIGHT CARS.
STANDARD, 11.6 h.p., ^(-seatcr £610
LAGONDA, ri.9 h.p., cqup^, dickey,

till! rqijtpment. Reduced price . . £420
CALTHORPE, s-scatcr. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE, 4-seatcr. Reduced price £450

1921 NEW MOTOR CYCLES,
COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler .... £225
ACME-J.A.P. S h.p. all-chain Combina-

tion. spare wheel and t\Te £190
ROYAL ENFIELD S h.p. Combination £160
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE, sp. frame . £105
ROYAL RUBY, 2\ h.p. c-spced. sports 60 gns.
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar . £186 18
NEW IMPERIAL, ;! h.p.. 2sp., kick-st. 85 gns.
SCOTT Combination £170
SCOTT, new Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, h.p., and Sidecar £165
TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar . £150
B.S.A. tuiii Combination £175
B.S.A. 4; h.p. all-chain Combination .. £152 10
SUNBEAM 3 h.p. Combination 255 gns.
SUNBEAM, 3J h.p., sports model £155 8
SUNBEAM, 3'', h.p., touring £155 8
NORTON, 1', h.p., single-speed £98
•DOUGLAS,:} h.p., 2speed £85
DOUGLAS, :}h.p., 3-5pced, clutch .. £105
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170
"rerfcction" Sidecars and Bodies at reduced

prices.

•Including lamps, generator, honi, ticence-holdcr.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

A.B.C., 1920, dyno lighting, speedo-
meter, nominal mileage £115

DOT-J.A.P. io;o 3 h.p. Combination . . £145
RUDGE-MULTI, 3! h.p., spring forks £37 10
EDMUND. :; h.p.. 19:0. 300 miles .. £69 10
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 1916, 2^ h.p., 2sp. £47 10
BROUGH, 1916, 3-spced, countershatl £75
COVENTRY EAGLE, 1920, 3> h.p..

Stunncv c,shaft 3-sp., very smart £95
DOUGLAS, r9i9, :} h.p., 2-sp., tax pd. £65
ENFIELD, loco, :} h.p.. 2-sp., Ta.i pd. £57 10
ENFIELD, 1921, equipped, Tax paid £69 10
CLYNO, 19:0, 2-speed, lightweight . . £55
SCOTT, 1920, well equipped, Tax paid £105
MINERVA, twin, sprmg forks £35
TRIUMPH, 3! h.p., spriog forks .... £25
ARIEL, J920, 3; h.p., 3-specd c /shaft £89 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
MORGAN, S h.p., sporting. Ta.t paid £125
MORGAN, iot5. '.porting £140
NEW IMPERIAL 1921 8 h.p. Combina-

tion. Tax paid : 400 miles £165
PREMIER, 3.'. h.p., 3-sp., and Sidecar £65
BRADBURY 6 h.p. 1920 Combination £139 10

ARIEL 3' h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £107 10
HENDERSON 10 h.p. 4 -cylinder Com-

bination, very smart condition .. £195
HARLEV 1920 Combination, electric" . £180
HARLEY, rjiO, & s/car, very smart £105
INDIAN 3-speed twin Combination ... £85
INDIAN, ditto, wants slight attention £50
BRADBURY, 3.' h.p.. 3-specd, Sidecar £75
RUDGE, vfi h.p"., Multi-Rudge Sidecar £65
SPARKBROOK 6 h.p. all-chain Comb. £95
SCOTT, 1920, with new Sidecar £135
ENFIELD 6 h.p. Comb., good condition £85
TRIUMPH 3-speed 4 h.p. Coach Comb. £75
ALECTO 19:0 Coach Combination .. £82 10

Deferred Payments Taken.

SPECIAL OFFER.
From May 15th to June 15th all Second-hand
Machines purchased for cash will be supplied

with new head light, generator, tail lamps and
licence holder of high-class manufacture without

extra charge.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\LE.

Rudge.
RUDGE Jliilti, Kite 1920, in perfect condition, not

done 500 miles, with lampe, etc. ; £70 ; owner buv-
mg ear.—J. H. Bailey, Eoade, Noithnmpton. [X262S
3ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1913-14, hand clutch, new

2 cylinder and piston, lamps, Cowev, fast and
"

reliahle; £35.-22, Whiteborse Ed., Croydon. [1032

RUDGE Multi SV^h.p., sloping tank roadster, pedal
start : immediate delivery, straight from works

:

f 85.-Telford Garage, 47, Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [9536
31h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, all on, tax paid.

2 new Binks carburetter, good appearance and
sound; £58.—Swift, 6, St. Thomas St., Scarborough.

[9378
"1021 Kndge Multi in stock lor immediate delivery:At^ £85; T.T. barar delivered free bv road or lail.—I'oraeld Motors, Foifield Place, Leaminetou Sp,T.

„ [X2808
"IQ16 S-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination. Mills-Ful-
--»/ ford sidecar, excellent order, complete with
lamps, horn, and tools, tax paid; £65.—Brown and
Moffat, Snettishnm. [9132a

1 Q20 [late I.O.M. Eudge, very tmall mileage, perfctt
-I- ^ condition, as- new throughout, 57 m.p.b., 95
m.lJ.f., licence paid, .all on; £72/10.—Brown, 9, 61ic«t>
St., Bict>st6r, Oxon. [1123

RUDGE ilidti 3,';ii.p.,, purchased new Oct., 1920,
mileage 1.000, licensed, speedometer, electric light,

horn, in perfect condition ; £68.—Gardner, 67, Coleraine
H'l.. Blackheath, London. [9362

RUDGE Multi 3>'2h.p., T.T., pedal Btarter, brand
new : immediate delivery from stock at makers'

latest reduced price, £85: no waiting.—Wilkine,
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [1174

"in 16 3J.<h.p. T.T. Rudgo Multi, hondle-bnr clutch,
-^•^ kick-starter, speedometer, C.A.V., iSenspray.
lamps, accessories, licence, new condition; £60; 2-":^,h.p.

Douglas part.-63. Solon lid., Brixton. [1072

RUDGE Multi Twin 1920 7-9h.p., Klaxon, mileage
250 only, cost £150; £97/10; extended pay-,

ments entertained.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
St., Oxford. T.A.: Integrity. 'Phono: 681. 1^^1140

RUDGE Multi, late - 1920, I.O.M., SVjh.p.. T.T.,
knco grips, long copper exhaust, speedometer,

spare belt and case, tools, etc., excellent condition and
appearance; £65, or near offer.—Yarnold, Huntingdon.

[9921
3Xh.p. Eudgo Multi, late model, overhauled, clutch.

2 kick start, back tyre unpnnetured, long copper
exhaust, splendiil order, spares, belt, horn, tax paid:
£55: before 7 p.m.—48a, Hawley Ed., Kentish Town.
N.W.I. (8!179

£55.-1914-15 Rudge Multi combination, 3V.h.p..

clutch, starter, luxurious coachbuilt siJecar,

lamps, horn, tax paid, tank re-enamelled, good Dunlops,
really decent outfit; anv trial.—88, Brook Green, Ham-
mersmith. [9725

RUDGE Multi 3'rih.p., Just received from makers,
specially finished model, Tan-Sad, horn, '^"atford.

tools, overalls, gloves, goggles, numerous spores, licence
paid: £75.—Oakiunn, 41, Spurling Ed., Bmce Grove,
Tottenham, N. [9440

"I
Q20 5-6h.p. Eudgo Multi. fully equipped, origlnsl

-t-»^ t.vTcs, evorj-thiug equal to hew, tax paid, with
two sidecars, interchaugcable, one sporting canoelet,

other tradesman; £115, or sell separate.-128. London
Ed., King's Lynn. [9417

Scott,

SCOTT Combination, Binks, tax paid ; £65 : splendid
condition.-Turk, Jeweller, Northfleet, Kent. [9712

£40.-1914 Scott combination, complete, good condi-
tion.—25, Temple Rd., .South Ealing. W.S. [9397

SCOTT 3Kh.p., 1921, from stock, £130: or with
Watsonian sidecar, £152/10.—Gibb, Gloucester.

I [0445
SCOTT, late 1918, in good order, ready for road:

£50 cash, or nearest cash offer.—8, Pencester Rd..
Dover. [9902

SCOTT, 1920, accessories, good condition; £85.—
Johnson, Parkhurst Cottages, Mcalt Green, Hor-

I

ley, Surrey. - [1053

F.O.C.H. Have Several Scotts. solos and combinations;
bargains.— 5, Heath St., Hampsttad (near Hamp--

stead Tube Station).
"

[9527

SCOTT 1914 Combination, canoelet sidecar, splendid
condition, numerous spares; £90, or offer.—Elwes,

Woolbeding, Midhurst [9249

ADVEETISEE Will Sacrifice Brand Xew Scott, just

delivered, unpacked. Squirrel Model, for £115.—
Box 619, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X2546a

1Q19 Scott Combination, small mileage, spares,
tl lamps, horn, good condition, tax paid; bargain.

\\ £100.—Staite, Radford, Leamington. [X2538

QCOTT. 1920. semi-T.T.. mileage under 500, unpunc-O tared tvres, excellent condition : best offers around
; £90.-36, New End Sq., Hampstead, N.W. [9447

SCOTT S'lih.p.. standard model. May, 1920, under
1,000 miles. Miller, Binks, Palmers, perfect; bar-

gain, £102.-12, Lctside Av., Muswell Hill, N.IO.
|l

[1269
QCOTT 1920 Combination, first-class condition, done
i3 about 1.100. Easting screen, licence paid; £135.—
.Squadron Leader Havers, Milton Camp, Steventon.

Berks. [9851

411 letters r- ating to adveitisements should Quote ' e number at the end of each advertisement, and the date 01 the issue. E45
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

ejCOTT 1920, mileage only 1,000, tyres unr.unctured,
^-' perfect runaiug order. Bink^, lamps, horn, and
Epeedoilieter; best offer over £100.-13, Olifton Orescent,
]''olkestone. [9655

SCOTT and Sidecar, November, 1919, Binks, Klaxon,
speedometer, new tyres, equipment, licensed,

perfect, delivered; £ 105.—Thorpe, Castle Boulevard,
Nottingli.%m. [9393

SAOBIFIOE.-Just delivered, Jiew Scott, standard
model; owner must realise, and -is prepared to

accept £100; cost £116; jiever ridden.—Box 620 c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X2546

1 Q20 Scott, Grindlay sidecar, re-enamelled, plated,
J-t' new Easting, lamps, horn, appearance as new,
condition perfect; £140.—MacWilliam, Walton Insti-
tution, Liverpool. [9825

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920, 2-speed gear, slightlv
shop-soiled, and unused; at .£130.—Burlington

Motors, Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, 8.W.4
'Phone : Bri.xton 2417. [0510

"I
Q20 Scott, fine condition, mileage under 800, tyres.

J-t/ enamel, and plating all good, tax paid, complete
with horn, pump, and full set of tools; will accept
£90, or nearest cash offer.—Thompson, Grocer, Dover-
court, Essex. [X2732

Scout.

1 Q21 Weatherby Scout, 3h.p., 2-sipeea, S-stroie, as
->-«-' new; £65; cost £78.-C., Eoslyn, Nertherby Bd.,
S.E.23. [9209

Singer.

SINGER 1914 T.T., 2y2h.p., 2-sp6ed Albion, Bramp-
ton forks, last; X25.—Shaw, Park St., Welling-

ton, Salop. [X2707

2ih.p. Singer, free engine and clutch, good eondl
2 tion, tax paid; £26.—Olphert, 66, Church Rd.

Barnes, S.W. [9649

TVI'oINTOSH'S Racing Singer, 275 c.c, capable of
--LvA over 60 miles per hour, 2-speed gear; £45.

—

Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station. Hampstead 2767. [0609

Sparkbrook.
SPABKBEOOK, delivered March, 1920, 2-speed, as

new, lamps, horn, licence; £52.—Field, Church
St., Wolverton, Bucks. [9673

SPARKBROOK, 1918, 2?4h.p. Villiers 2-stroke, 2-

speed, all accessories, tax paid, in perfect cond'
tion.—Bryant, Diplocks, Hailsham, .Sussex. [9699

SPARIiBROOE, 1918, Villiers 2Jih.p., chain-cnm-belt,
lamps and spares, perfect running order; price

£40.—E. Holmes, 9. King Edward Ed., Oxhey, Watford.
[9783

1Q21 2J4h.p. Sparkbrook 2-3troke, the ideal light-
X«/ weignt, at an ideal price, new; £64. ^ The
l\7otori5ts' Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89, W^igmore St.

W. [9322

Sun.
T Q17 Sun-Vrlliers, 2-speed, new tyres, Iwlt, and lamps,X^ lioru, splendid condition, ready for tour; £35.-89,
East Hill, Wandsworth. [9958

1 Q20 2y-^.v. Sun-Vitesse, 2-**peed Sturmey-Ajcher
X*^ gears, kick start, hand cluteh, Clayrite horn,
Miller's lamps, kit, mileage about 500 miles; for £50,
or. nearest offer.—Brynteg, Joyford Hill, near Coleford,
Glos. [8901

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM Latest Special Light T.T. and Standard

Models in stock.—Moss, Wem. [X2752

STTNBEAMS —Early delivery of any model ; cash or
exchange.—Bunting, Wealdstone. [-1017

E- KICKHAM for Sunbeam, sole agent for Bristol
. and district,-Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3352

SUNBEAM Bli.p., hood, screen, spare wheel. Lucas
dynamo; £150.—Wilson, JLong Bitten Rectory.

Surbiton. [9210

LATE 1920 8h.p. Sunbeam. de Luxe Combination,
lavishly equipped; ,il70.—60, Wallingford Av.,

N. Kensington. [9729

"Id 15 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, equipped, taxX iJ paid ; must sell, first 85 gns.—Eamsden, May-
bell Av., Blackpool. [9403

•WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
VV 31/^11. p. Sunbeam, new 1921, just delivered; price
£155/8; easy terms.

, [1184

"IQ21 3y2h.p. Sunbeam Touring Model, PJl.S. light-
X*/ ing, Lucas horn, guaranteed as new; £145.—
Burnett, Rowsley, Derbyshire. [9670

1 Q21 811.11. Sunbeam Combination, run about 300
Xt/ miles, unscratched, horn, licence; £225.—
Tilleys, The Esplanade, Weymouth. [1125

"I
Q21 3V2h.p, Sunbeam Combination in stock for im

Xt/ mediate delivery; makers' list price.-^J. Smith
and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. [0353

1Q19 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, dynamo lighting,
X«.f spare wheel, screen, horn, speedometer, licence'
£180.—Trlleys, The Esplanade, Weymouth. [1126

SUNBEAM Late 1919 3V*.p., legshields and apron.
Jlillford sidecar. Easting screen, excellent condi-

tion; £140.-16, Eanulf Ed Hampstead, N.W.2. (1267

SUNBEAM 3V-h.p., 1914, new heavy Dunlops, all
accessories, tax paid up to December, seen anv

time; £38.-27, Corsebill St., Streatham, S.W. [9348

^oiT^M^Ei

™?iHOlJSEl
THERE IS NO CATCH IN THIS

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER
A BRAND NEW

26x2j
EX. HEAVY NON-SKID
COVER WITH TUBE

27/6
SPECIALBARGAiNS
Brand New Covers.

Is-fe Or-stde Only,
From Government Stores, etc.

2^ X 2 Avon Druid 26/9
24 X 2} Avon 3-rib Heavy 31/6
26x2 Clincher Ribbed 25/-

For 26 X 2J Rims.
26-X 2\ Extra Heavy Non-skid . , 25/-

„ Wood-Milne Special ' 28 /6
„ Avon Sunstone 33 /-

„ Rom^Rubber Non-skid 35/-
„ Pedley Medium 3-rib 39 /-

., Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 38/6
„ Hutchinson T.T 35 /-

,, Englebert Hvy- Touring, wired on 37 /6

26x2^ Bates Special'Heavy 35/-
„ Palmer Cord Heavy 35 /-

„ Avon Tricar Extra Heavy 35 /-

„ Hutchinson Passenger 36/-
;,, Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 35 /-

26X2J X 2} Englebert Super Heavy ... 65/~
1

„ " Englebert Touring 47/6
Hutchinson Rubber Studded .^. 49/-

I

„ Goodrich Safety Tread 59 /-

„ Wood-Milne Special 42/6

For 26 X 2A Rims.
26 X 2I Heavy Non-skid .". 35 /-

„ Extra Hea\'y Non-skid 39 /-

,, Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy. . 42/-
„ Spencer-Moulton ^-rib 41 /-

„ Woofl-Milne Combination 55 /-

,, Ribbed, wired on 25/-
26X 3 X2i Englebert Passenger 47/-

„ Skew Extra Heavy Non-skid ... 39/-

28 X 3
28 X 3 Dominion Extra Heavy 59/6

„ Goodyear Diamond 59/6
„ Kempshall Anti-skid , 32/-
„ Palmer Cord 42/6 1

„ Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-
|

„ Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy. .' 42/6
]

„ Englebert Super Heavy ....... 69/6
I

650 X 65
650 X 65 Lightweight 27/6

„ Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 47/6
„ Dunlop Grooved 52/6
„ Avon Square 45 /-

„ Avon 3-rib 48 /-

Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy. 49/-

700 X 80
700 X So Wood-Milne Special 49 /-

„ Wood-Milne 4-ply 59 /-

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd

,

The TYRE HOUSE,
8 3, Theobald's Road,
HOUBORN W.C.I

'Phone: Museum 1 543.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

CtT^'EEAM 8b.r. Combination, 1919, comiilptp^ feet condition; £145.—Sander's Garage, EicL
K'i., E;ist Twickenham. 'Phone: 1282 Bichniona
CJUNBEAJVr Combination, 1919. countershaft.^ drive, accessories, new condition; 105 gns.

:

inumpli part exchange.—Highgrove, Swallov
Reading.

QUNBEAM 8J1.P. Combination, 1920 model e
'^-' ligliting set, spare wheel, speedomet^-r, horn
excellent condition; £220.—Robins and Day,
Roehester.

t}UNBEA:M 1915 3>^.p. Model, with sidecar,
'^ pJete with all accessories, excellent com
eno.—Parlier'.^ Bradshan-gate, Bolton; also 245,
g;it€, M.iJiohester.

1020 5M;h.r. Sunbeam, with nicely built sidecar
-»-^ plete with horn and lamps, condition eq
nr^^

:
pi ice £160; illness reason ior selling,

We.'^t Hnrpthree, Bristol.

SUNBEAM SVuh.p. Combination, as new,
1920, low mileage, 3-speed, kick starter,

electric lighting, tax paid; £175.^Nichol,. 1, H.
Place, Eails Court, S.W.5.

SUNBEAM S.'zh.p. Late 1919 Combination,
sidecar, speedometer, all new Michehu^

equipment, penect order; 145 gns.—Geary.
Garage, 65, Q.neen's Ed., St. John's Wood.
"1(120 (Aug.) 3\i.h.p. Sunbeam, latest Sunbean
-*-t/ car. .all wheels interchangeable, Sunbeam •

apron, leg shields, Lucas accessories, carefully
'

0«ers to Wrison, 41, Richmond Park K4.. S.W

Olh.p. Lat-e W.D. Sunbeam, renovated throi
<-'2 disc wheelo;, with Swan sporting sidecar,
ces-sories, new tyres, mndshields, tax paid, perfec
ditioii; £1.25, or offers.-Seen, Wolfe Garage,
ham.

3JLh.p. Suiibeam Combination. 1^14-15,, storei
-2 ing war, in splendid condition and appea

lamps, horn, speedometer. Easting screen.
liceiico paid; 90 gas.—Green, Queen»3 Parade,
bridge.

"I Q20 3^.oh.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas
J-t/ speedometer, spares, perfect running
buying car; particulars and trial on applic
nearest to £150.—Powell, 28, Stafford Terrace,
siugton, London.

SUNBEAM 1916 3Vi'h.p. and SkitT Sidecar,
lamp set, horn, mirror, speedometer, sen

sidecar, licence paid, guaranteed mechanically
and good appearance: £105.—Herbert Robinson,
32-35. Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995.
Bioyi:-les.

SUNBEAM 1915 SV^h.p. and Henderson E
weight sidecar. 1920, all accessories, perfet

dition, just cverhanled by makei's, overalls in
stored during war, only done 3,000 miles; speed
owner proceeding abroad ; £110, or offer.'—261

,

wich Rd., Crewe.

LATE 1920 3i,^h.p. T.T. SunWani, under 300
new condition, laminated spring lork, leg

Cowey hum, 3-iet Binks, P. and H. lighting.
Bonniisen speedometer, interchangealjle wheel;
Dunlops. insured; price £140.—E.B., 5, Sii

Villas, Grove Rd., Mitcham, Surrey.

1019 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, fully
J-" with Lucas lamps, 2 D.A. cylinders, spare
Bluemel's wind screen. Klaxon horn, Watford
meter, handle-bar muffs, all tyres nearly new, nei

size outer cover, just been re-enamelled and
rud overhauled by iuakeig; price £205.—Bos
c/o 27ifl Motor Cycle.

1.i£|16 3^i:h.p. Sunbeam Combination, fully eq
-LtF just retiuned from complete overhaul, t;

insurance paid, good tyres, appearance and co
excellent, privately owned ; any trial or exaniii

price £115.-151, Eeulah Hill, Upper Norwood.
Streatham 2673 (2 to 5}. Also 1916 Clyno C(

tion, fully equipped, perfect condition.

T.A.C,

T.A.C. 4"-cyI. Combination, worm drive, spring
5-speed, overhauled throughout j

Waddiugton, Lincoln.
£35.-

^Toi-pedo.
TORPEDO-PRECISION 2i/2h.p., 2-speed.

must sell; £28.-B., 12, Elystan St., Chel

TORPEDO Precision. 1914, 4h.p. ; cheap; il
sidecar if desired.—Thompson, 32, OlarenJ

Kentish Town.

Triumph.
piRElMIER :\Iotor Co. for 1921 Triumphs,

T^RIUJIPHS at the new reduced prices now

WE can deliver to vour address within 2\
2ijh.p. lightweight Triumph, £70: W.D.B|

vated). £95; Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £115; TyJ
chain drive, £125; sidecars from £25 to £5|
vour machine direct from the Triumph sp^
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., BirmingH

bj6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Trlumoh.

EtirilPH Brand New Type H Solo and Combina-
tion in stock.—Mos-^, Wc-in. [X2753

Triiimpb, 1920, fullv eauipped, very fast, done
4.000; £70.-12, De Pary's, Bedford. [9211

B20
Triumph, 3-speed. perfect condition, equipped:
£95.-144, Ladbroke Grove. W.IO. [8121

20 Triumpli Combination. 3-speed, well equipped:
£120.-144, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. [6817

18 Triumph Combination: £85.—59. Palfrey
Place, Dorset Ed., Clapham Ed., S.W.B. [9654

-4N GUY, Weymouth.- 1921 Triumph combination,
£182/10: Triumph 2.stroke, £75: in stock. [0555

1 19 Triumph, not W,D., cotintersbaft 5-speed, K.S.,
nearly new; £85.-19, Streatley Ed., Brondeshury.

[9183
lUMPH 3,'--2h.p., fixed enpine, all on, any trial, ride
away; £28.-4, Abingcr Ed., EciWoid Paj-k. W.4.

[9468
KAND New Model n 3-speed Countershaft
Triumph: £105.—Clarke, 12, Queen St., Louth.

[1226
18 Triumph Countershaft, fully equipped, perfect
condition; £67/10.-1, Othello .St,, Licerpool.

[9543
ll9 Triumph Counteri^haft, excellent: offers.

—

A.C.U. Consul, 1, St. John's Ed., Osford.
[X2812

rjIPH 4h.p. Combination, in splendid condition,
till on, tax paid; ofii-t.—28, Cromwell Grove, W.6,

[9624
lUMPn Combination, nice turnout: £55, or de-
ferred payments.—24, Clovelly Ed., llornsey.

[9847
20 Triumph.Gloria Combination, new condition,

pares, tax paid; £129.-69, Falcon Ed., Batter.
[2377

7 Countershaft Triumph, reconditioned, as new.
fully equipped; any trial; £65.— 4, Queen'.s
Windsor. [9501

Il'MPH 1912 3Hh.p., thoroughly overhauled, tax
£45, or nearest.—Springfield, Pinner View.

[1086
lUMPH, selected, overhauled, late W.D. raodeln:
£62; only lew leit, -Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., South
ington. (9515

lUMPH 1913 3,',-5h.p.. dutch, sports model, dropped
ininie. t;ix paid: £34; quirk sale.— 1, Priorv Ed..
Green. [9635

IX'MPH, 3 speeds, chitcli. tax paid, pood ordi 1

;

447 : with 4-point C.B. sidecar. £57.-102, Kenvoii
ulhnm. [9952

IU-\fPH Combination, 4h.p.. 3-spcecl. countershaft,
clutch, bulbous sidecar, perfect; £85.-179, Brix.
"

1.. S.W.9. [2739

:ir

M
8 Triumph, countershaft, splendid condition, as

IV. tax paid; £63.-57, Canterbury Ed.,
Lc^don. [1253

19 Triumph, Model H, completely equipped, excel-
lent condition, licensed; £90.—Eankin, Moul-
Chelmsford. [9188

XJ3»rPH SV.h.p., perfect coaditiou, di=e wheels,
acce.'t^ories, Iicer.?ed; £37/10,-13, Bona Ed..
istsad, N.W. [1007

l-'MPir 1920, 3 speeds, speedometer, Tan-Sad.
sX'line footboard-, lamps, etc.. perfect; £85.-40.
oe Ed., W.14. [9480

Triumph Countershaft Combination, engine
5702. tax paid; £100.—Iturrell, Godstone Ed.,
ham Valley. [9716

Triumph Combination, everything' complete:
gpnuine bargain, 105 gns.—Fcrsfield, Westburv

New Maiden. [9829

!0 Triumph Combination, all on, ,Cameo screen.
perfect; £125; tax paid.—104, High St.,

lamstow, E.17. [1285

U.MPH 3,'2h.p., 3-specd. new Dualops, lamps,
icensed, excellent condition ; £45.-65, Sophia
Leyton, E.IO. •

[9690

4 4h.p. Triumph. lamps, horn, ahiminiwm discs.
in good i-uuning ortler; £42.-53, Southerton

lammersmith. [9678

Tiiumph and Sidecar, practically brand ne\i
electric lamps, horn. Easting, etc., tax paid- £150
Brixton Hill. [9880

rJlPH 41i.p., 1920, with B.S.A. sidecar, e.xcellenl
on.'.itioa, httle used, tax paid: £130.-11. Frank-
id, He,i„. Hill. [9281

Ccunlcrshaft Triumphs, reconditioned; iron-
£58; combinations from £75.-60, Wallingiorrl

Kensington. [9733
raPH, 1917-18, lamps. Klaxon, excellent ccn-
itioii; 60 gns.—446, Eotherhiths New Ed
Bridge, S.E.16. - [1246
JMPH late 1920, speedometer, lamps, horn.
Can-bad, licence paid; £95, or nearest offer

-

ider, Piley. Yorks. [8726

l^J^^ ''i'l'J?;-. Grado gear, lam^s, tax paid,
fiiend d couoition and running order; £50 —

ochool, Axminster. [9197

l^^n^'-^^- ''•T- Model, fnlly equipped ex
iPtioually last, tax paid; £36.-Mark' 121Lane, Chiswick, W.4.

-u>"i>-, yr.

tWo- STROKE
ENGINE

^^E DO NOT
MAKE

FREAK ENGINES
NOR DO >VE

ElVIRkOY

PROFESSIONAL
RIDERS—

VILLIERS
ENGINES

WIN

Gold Medals
ON THEIR OWN

MERIT
New Illustrated Booklet Free

THE VILLIERS
ENGINEERING C°U£
SUNBEAM STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

'T'EIUMPH Combination, lale 1919, coucilershalt,
-•- lamps, Handophone. tax paid; £107/10.—Hj'ams,
Bishop St.t Stockton-on-Tees. [9371

"yRIUMPH, renovated, just overhauled, fast, good
-•- tyres, belt, adjustable pullev; £35, nearest.—59.
Ivy Ed., Cricklewood, N.W. [9448

10 21 Triumph (April), not done 100 miles, gnar---^ anteed perfect. Tan-sad, licensed; £100.—
Aklersley, Barnoldswick, Yorts. [9640

TEICMPH 1920 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, countershaft,
indistinguishable from new; £95.-35, St. Clements"

ifausious. Lillie Ed., Fulham. [9092

'pEIU.MPH 4h.p., 1916-17, 3 speeds, colinlershaft,
-•- new tyres, guaranteed good condition throughout:
£68.—Rose's Garage, U-\bridge. [9496

'T'EIUMPH Junior, 1921, everything aa new. mile-
-*- age about 200, lamp set. tax paid; £68.—Moigan,
Kingston Blount, Wallingford. [9154
'T'EIUMPH, renovated by makers, new gear box, eii-

-

-- eine, cailniretter, lung., tyres, etc.; £95- fully
guaranteed.—114, Brixton Hill. [9882

I^R-AND New Countershaft Triumph, latest model,
J-» unused; accept £108._Jamcs, 15, Warwick Court,
Holborn. 'Phone : Central 4733. [9093
'T'EIUMPH, chain and belt models: exchange-.—A -Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed.,
w .6. Phone : Hammersmith 80. [9893

1 Q20 Late Triumph' and Swan Sporting Sidecar.
-•-»/ fully-equipped; £120.-48, Warlock Rd., Pad-
dmgton. Tel. : Willesdcn 1744. [130S

1 Q18 Triumph 4h.p. Solo or Combination. like new,
--«-' all accessories and spares; any reasonable offer.
—282, South Lambeth Ed., S.W.8. (9704
'pBinMPH Junior, 1920, as new, Lucas lamps, horn.
-»- legshielda. accessories, licensed; £65.—Brown.
Stoke Mnndoville. Aylefibury, Bucks. [9622
'T'EITjMPH. Model H. mileage 700. unscratched.
-*- carefullj- run in. Klaxon. £0 worth spares;
£110.—Stone. West Wycombe. Bucks. [9696

TEIUMPn, 1918. 4h,p., countershaft, enamel,
plating, and mechanical condition splendid; ^75.

—30, Crystal Palace Park Ed., Sydenham. [9941

/Ih.p. Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, 3-spe6d,
i-t clutch, Bosch, Binks, perfect condition; £60, near
offer.—St. Olnve?, Eastworlh Ed., Cliertsey, [1098
'T'EnjMPII Combinotion, 1914. 4h.p., 3 speeds,
-- engine recently overhauled by makers, lamps, etc.;
55 gns.—55, Edgar Ed„ Sanderstcad, Surrey. (9105

K X GNS.—1920 Triumph Junior, mechanically per-
'J ^ feet, appearance like new, done 1,000, lampis.
licence.—Aaniss, 61, Woodstock Ed., Oxford. [1011

"P'.O.C.H. are Triumph Agents.—Combinations and
-- solos, new and second-hand, in stock.- 5, Heath
St., Hainpstcad (near Honlpstead Tube Station). [8809

W WHITBY and Son have one only new 1920 4
• h.p. Triumph, £106; also 1921 models, £115.

—7, The Vale, Acton. 'Phone: Chiswick 1513. [1056

1Q13 Triumphs, 4h.p., clutch, S-speeds, counter.
--«-' shaft, mechanically perfect, equal to new, drive
away; £65.—Brawn, 94. High St., Beckenham. (1037

'T'RlrMPH Junior, as new, delivered April 24th, not
J- run 30 miles, owner decided use car instead, tax
laid, horn; £65.^Captain Cunard, Faringdoa, Berk.<.

[9038TEIUMPH 3\:.-b.V; 3-speed, clutch. 1914, liiiups,
peilet, £50; also 1912 Triumph single 3V;.h.p.,

£28; mu^.i sell.—Hadfleld, Dentist, East Grinstead"
[9193

16 C.S. Triumph C.B. Combination, Cancelet side-
car, lamps, tax paid; trial; £75; wall separate.

Mitchell, Beacon, Chelwood Gate, East Grinstead. -

20 Triumph, Model II, chaia-cum-belfc drive, new,
slightly shop-soiled; what offers?—Mortons, 19,

Highbury Place, N.5. 9 to 6.30; Saturdays 9 to 1.

[9612
'T'EIUMPH and Sidecar. 1919. 4h.p., 3-Epeed, cfntch,
-»- kick ^tart, accessories, practically as new: £115, or
olier.-769, Romford Ed., Manor Park, London, E.

[9560^Q GNS.-1914 Triumph and sidecar, 3-5peed hub,
^•^ clutch, Bosch. Lucas lamp, horn, beautiful con-
dition; baigain.—56. Upper Park Ed., Hampstcad.

[9561
18 4h.p. 3-5peed Countetehaft Triumph, lamps,
horn, etc., excellent running order and condition;

£65.-436, \\ljitehorie Ed., Tlioruton Heath. S.E.
[1027

"JQIS Countershaft Triumph, excellent condition,
X«? exceptionally hne engine; £72.-72, LongbUGgo
Rd., Earls Court, London. 'Phone: Western .i5f^4.

[90S4
TRIUIMPH, 1918, countershaft, lamps, tax paid, in

perfect condition and tune; ;£65.
—'Phone: Wal-

tham Cross 299.—Queen's Head, Waltham Abliev.
(9685

TEIUMPH 1912, 2-8peed. free engine, wicker side-
car, alt accessories, tax paid, perfect running

order; £40.-Owen, 59, Scholcaeld Ed., Upper Hollo-
way. [X2821

T.T. 3-speed Triumph, late 1914, condition as new,
new heal lamp, horn, etc.. any trial: 60 gns.,

or near offer.—P., 5, Bentinck Mews, Marylebone Lane.
W.l. [9535

19'

19=

19'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q20 Triumph and Sidecar, splendid condition.
JLi/ £l05; also fine assortment at prices to snit
all; 3 montha' guarantee given.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,
Lee. [1113

TRIUMPH 1918 Combination, 4h.p., cowntershaft,
lamps, horn, spare belt, wind screen, good condi-

tion; £85; after 3 p.m.—1, Norgrove St., Balham (nr.

Station). [9717

TRIUMPH flh.p. Countershaft, 3-speed, kick start,

al! on, mnny accessorie.>^, motoriug' suit, tax paid,
any trial £70, offer.—Crew, 363. Holmesdale Rd., South
Norwood. " [1026

"I 20 JMontgomery Triumph Combination, new condi-
-^^ tiou,' speedometer, grid, lam.p set (imused}, spares,
tools, etc.-; £110, 01 nearest.— 15, Birthall 'Rd., Cat-
ford, S.E. - [9151

i^/Tk &NS.; 1914 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed S.A. com-
1> \f bination, perfect mechanical order, lamps,
horn, etc.. any trial.—Newman, 1, Old South Lambeth
Rd., S.W.8. [1223

1 Q 1 2 Triumph, new cylinder and piston, clutch,
J-*^ Philipson, Bosch, Stewart horn, in perfect run-
ning order; £33.—Harris, 58, Hanover Gardens, Ken-
nington, S.E. [:i290

~IQ12 3j-^h,p. Triumph, 1919 Watsonian sfdecar, 2-

--*^ speed N.S.U.. clutch, electric lighting, good tyres,

ride away; £45, less sidecar £37.-83, Sinclair Rd.,
Hammersmith. [^615

TRIUiVIPH 1914 3'^h.p.. 3-speed hub, wicker side-

car, speedometer, lamps, pump, horn, tools,

spares, tax paid; £60, or near oRer; after 6.30 p.m.

—

20", Rosehill Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [9676

hl4 Triumph,- Gloria sidecar, just overhauled by
" makers, speedometer, all accessories,' 3-speed,

splendid condition; £70.—ilayer, 584, Mansion House
Chambers, E'.C.

'
' ^- [9235

1Q13 S'Ah.v. T.T. -Triumph, re-enamelled and plated,
-L*^ engine rebushed, licence paid; ride 30 miles to

purchaser: £35, or~ nearest offer.—Scotts, Gayton, Blis-

worth, Nottbants. fSlSS

11RIUMPH, late 1914, 3-speed, reconditioned by
Triumph Co., C.B. sidecar, wind screen, electric

lighting, tax paid, any trial; 80 gns.— 5. Bentinct Mewe,
Marylebone Lane, W.l. [9536

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., countershaft gear,,

oveLhaued, enamelled and plated, guaranteed rffe-

ohanically perfect; bargain, £90.—Davies, 471a, Tlob
loway Rd., London, N. [9^38

"jhiXCEPTIONAL Bargain.—1921 .renovated Triumpli,
Xj -4h.p. ; cost over £100 recently; registered and
fully equipped; 77 gns. ; financial difficulties.-4, T^ltn

Gardens, Hammersmith. [9150

1Q18 W.D. Tiiumph, just thoroughly overhauled,
-Lt? re-enamellect, replated, abstilutely perfect as new,
not -ridden since .overhaul, tools; £70.—Broomiield,
R.A.F:, Kenley, Surrey. [9290

CROYDON Agents for Trium^ph motor cycles. All
models in stock, ready for immediate delivery.—

Moore's Presto Motor Works. Ltd., 14B, NoHh End,
Croydon 'Phone : 2624. [1348

"|Q20 T.T. Triumph, excellent condition, Lucas
Xt7 equipment, spare valves, etc., tax paid, £85;
also Cowey speedometer (£6) for £5.—Sutherland
Ilaremoss Terrace, Airdrie. [9117

TRIUMPH Combination, electric lamps, wind screen,,
just overhauled and repainted, _ excellent condi-;

tion, only wants seeing; £75, or would separate.—e,
Rectory Grove, Clapham. [9777

iifi GNS.—1917 Countershaft Triumph comlunatiou,W" smart C.B. car, Cameo screen, hood, _ eleetric
light, tax paid, tast. conditien good—71, Tulee Hill,

S.W. 'Phone:, Brixton 484. _ . . [9171

4h.p, Coui^tershaft Triumph Combination. 1916, guar-
auteed in perfect mechanical coudition, excellent

appearance, lamps, horn, tools; £80.—Langford's, 37,
Cricklewood Broadray, N.W.2. [9274

LATE "Triumph Combination. Easting, speedometer,
let^shield-^, 'picnic bos. nicely equipped, must sell,

82 gu.'?^; 1920 Baby Triumph as new, 48 gns.—67,
Fernley P^d.. Balham; evenings. ,

""
. [1076

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 3--speed, -with sidecar, excellent
condition,. £88; a,no.tlier. £82 ; rsolo. £67 and

£65.—Newnham IVIotor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.
W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

'
[9897

TRIUMPH, SVsh.p., clutch, kick start, 1920 Mont-
gomery sidecar, screen, apron, hood, all on, tax

paid; £60, or offer; trial by appointment or after
7.-23, Gladesmore Rd., Stamloid Hill. [9596

"Id 18 Triumph, fitted lamps, born,- reconditioned,
JLif and in perfect mechanical condition; £60, or
fitted new Sandnm 18 gn. sidecar £78.—Edwards, 50,
Hi^rrington Rd., South Kensington, S.W. 7. [8924

TRIUMPH 1919 Combiuiition, thoroughly overhauled
thifi year and in splendid condition, like new,

bulbous back sidecar, roomy and comfortable; £100-
this is cheap.—Cox, 38, Vanetou Place, Walham Greeu.

19176TRIUMPH Combination. t:onntershaft, absolutely
perfect, complete with lamps, Cowey horn,

Bpeedometer, licence, insurance, and tools ; £ 1 lo

;

engine No. 52434.—4a, Petersham Rd.. Richmond.
[9924

v'eJ't

TAYLORS
Sole London and DistHct
Agents fop A.J.S. and British

Excelsiop lyiotop Cycles.

RIDE while you PAY
Any of the following^ machines
may be had on our easy pay-
ment systeFn—one-third down
and balance divided into
12 equal monthly payments.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

1921 COMBINATIONS
A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination £215

Lucas acetylene equipment £8 7 G
Lucas dynamo equipment £28

EXCELSIOR 8 h.p. Combination de Luxe £195
EXCELSIOR 6 or 8 h.p. Combination,

3-specd, all chain drive £155
ZENITH 8 h.p. Combination £187
RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. Combination £184 16
MATCHLESS Combination, dynamo £230
MATCHLESS Combination, new 1920,

8 h.p £185
ARIEL /h.p. twin Combination £165
ARIEL 3S h.p. Combination, 3-speed .... £135
P. & M. 3 V h.p. Combination, 2-speed . .

.

£155
ENFIELD '8 h.p. Combination £160

E.xtra for d^Tiarao lighting £22
B.S.A. 4i h.p. H.2 Combmation £152
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Combination, chain drive £175

, G.N., Tg2i. new Popular Model £198
COVENTRY PREMIER Runabout £250

1921 SOLO MOUNTS.
EXCELSIOR-BLACKBURNE, 2',' h.p., 2-sp.

clutch, and liick-starter , .. £95
SCOTT, 3i h.p., 2-speed £130
O.K., ^Vh.p.- £50 8
EXCELSIOR, 2! h.p., sporting model ... £49 15
ENFIELD, 2jh>., 2-speed ' ; £65
DOUGLAS, 2;} h.p.j 2-speed, equipped .

.

£85
SUNBEAM, 3Vh.p., 3-speed £155 8
ZENITH, 5 h.p. Sports Model C £123

SHOP-SOILED AND USED MOUNTS.
EXCELSIOR, :;; h.p., c-stroke, 2-speed .

.

£60
A.J.S. 1920 6 h.p. Combination, acetylene

equipment, hood, etc. Tax paid ... £175
A.tJ.S. late model 6 h.p. Combination, elec-

tric lighting £135
EXCELSIOR, 1920, 2* h.p., 2-speed £60
TRIUMPH, 1919, 3} h.p., acetylenelighting £85
TRIUMPH 1919 " Combination, Easting.

Tax paid £120
TRIUMPH, VV.D., fully equipped £85
SINGER 191.]. Combination, 4 h.p.. fullv

equipped. Tax paid '. £65
ZENITH, 1920, 8 h.p., with special Patey

Sidecar, electric lighting, hood, screen,

speedometer, etc. Tax paid ...... £160
B.S.A. 1921 Combination, Model K. fully

equipped, Easting, run only 700 miles £140
B.S.A. Combination, 1920, chain-,cum-belt.

Tax paid £110
ENFIELD Combination,- 1915, fully

equipped. Tax paid £115
SUNBEAM Combination, -3i;h.p,, 1915.

Tax paid ." £97 10
IVIORGAN Grand Prix, igig, w.-c. model,

electric equipment £150

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms—

Motor Cycles and Cara,

aZ-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.

Accessories, Spate Parts and Repairs,

.la, Store Street, Tcrttenham Court Road. W.C.1
Wholesile

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.CI
Garajre: Tottenham Court Boad, W.l.

'Pliones: Accessories and Bepa,irs, Museum 1240.

Motor Cycles and Cars, liensInRton 7260.

TeleoTatii'=: "Dvnametro. Westpcnt London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

'pmUMPH 1918 Countershaft Combination,
_J- derson sidecar, electric lamps, - speedomt
Eastme wind screen, new Dunlop tyres, splendid
dition; £125.-89, Eayliam St., Camden Toini, N."V

[9nPRIUMPH 4Ii.p., late 1917. 3-speed, countersl
-f clutch, and kick starter, with new fano
sidecar: 80 gns.—Smith's, 86. Chalk Farm :

opposit-e Chalk Farm Tube Station. Hampstead 2'

fpRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1917, engine 50991. 3
J- countershaft, clutch, and kick starter, ) .

any ,trial; 58 gns.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. Hampstead

[0

sp
erj

TRIUjVIPH Gloria Combination, 1920, S.A. 3_
gear, box, lamps, horn, etc., complete outfi,

first-class condition throughout, fullv guaranle<-;d;
£125, -or sell solo £95.-33, Hackford Rd., Br:
S.W. 9.

TRIUJIPHS.—We are the North London agent
can give immediate delivery; chain drive.

cum-belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage,
well Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade,
Finchley.

IMMEDL\TE Delivery of any Triumph Model.
or deferred payments; book your order now,

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors,
South Side, Clapham Common, SAV.4. 'Phone
ton 2417.

1 Ql-8 Triumph ^Combination, 1921, bulbous bae]
J-^ car, fitted ivith da.sh and wind screen (cost ,

tyres, belt practically new, Xucas electiic ligh
beautiful condition; £95;-tas paid.—182, Sherrar"
Forest Gate. [

fTiRIUMPH 1921 Models in stock for immediate
*- livery 'at makers' reduced prices ; exchangei
ranged, or deferred pavmeuts; also Triumph H m<
renovated as new^^^Eagles and Co., 275, High
Acton, London. '

[

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. brand new chain drive 1921 l^
just arrived from works, in stock for imme

delivery; £125; secure at makers' latest reduced i
easy payments arranged.—Wilkins, Simpson, opi
Olympia, London.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.(
Tiiumphs, all models in etock, new chain d

new chain-com-belts, solos and combinations; also-
renovated models, £90 and £95 j- immediate deli
supplied on easiest of easy terms; trade suppl

TRIUMPH and Henderson Sidecar, engine,
and all bearings, etc., renewed, lamps,

mirror. Easting screen for sidecar, licence paid,
appearance, and guaranteed; £80.-Herbert Kobi
Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995.
Bicycles.

TRIUIMPH,' Model H, Nbveraber, 1920, m
1,500, engine carefully run in by expert,

condition as new, spares, 2 belts, pair ^alves,
complete, back and iront cones 2 engine, sprockets
tyres; £105; bought combination.—C. p. Plov
233, High Holborn,VV.C.2. 'Phone: Holborn 6i

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1920,' W-B., and sidecar, new i
cylinder, valves, coanectlng- rod, chain, wheel

ingi^.'gear wheels, etc., two new tyres, .Ace, discs, s

flexibly -shockrabsorbing cliains, -sporting body, e
lights, electric and bulb horns, full kit and many f

guaranteed -3- months. ' seen Tfeek-end; price £1C
hear; tax and insurance paid.—J. HaTdy, -Old

.

Croft,' Stratford-on-Avon.' - - - [2

Velocette.

pRlEMlER Motor Co. for 1921 Velocettes.

ANY Model Velocette delivered to your ac

carriage paid, within 24 hours r 2-speed £
speed £85, lady's open frame £78.—Buy your m;
direci- from the Velocette specialists. The Vm
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [1

TULIA-N.S of Reading hfrre 1921 Velocette in

VELOCETTE 1920 (Sept:), 2^speed, splendid conj
what offers?—Lewis, Union Bank, WinsforJ

VELOCETTE, nearly new, splendid running, 2J
70 Aero' plugs; £40.—92, Savernake Rd.,'

VELOCETTE 2.'4h.p:, good running order;!
£25.—Rudge, B^a^twood, Great Sankey, AVJ

ton. '

IMilEDTATE Delivery can be given of the 11

Velocette, 1921 model, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, all
drive; £75. — Agents^ W. SparrQw, Ltd., Ol
Garage, Yeovil,

Verus.

"I O 20 Verus-Blackburne, disc wheels, lampsl
-i-tf ridden 250; -bargain, £82.—Shepherd,
Highway. TeL: Waltham Cross 31.

VERUS-BLACKBURNE 23:lh.p:, 2-speed, Jcick I

brand new, tax paid; ^75,' near offer; own|
Turner, 95, Richmond Rdv, Twickenham.

VTERUS-BLACKBURNE 1920 4h.p., K.S.,
T- Sidecar" Combination; about £1G0 ; will ej

—Write, 3S, York Mansions, Battersea Park.
Ealing 689.

B^b All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Verus.

trEEUS 2V.h.p.. 2-speecl, clutch and kick start. 1920
I model;" £57/10: e-xcUange lot good combina-

ion with oa.sh.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223. Hammcr-
mith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [9895

[MMEDIATE DeliTery o! any Veru3 Model; cash or
deferred payments: book your order now, and

void disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..

oilth .side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix.

)n 2417. [0502

Villiers.

>ilh.p. Tilliers Dreadnought. 2-spMd, modern, little

.14 used, good tyres; £32/10.—Shaw, Pork 6t., Well-

igtou. Salop. . [X2710

Wilkin.

921 4h.p. Wilkin, tirand new. unnsed, £96, listed

£130: another 41i.'p. denionstnttion -model, in-

tiniiuialijible from new, £89.—Edwards, 50,'Hnrring-
Itd, South Kensington, S.M'.7. [1132

Williamson.
7ILLIAMS0N Combination, 8h.p. water-cooled
' recently overhauled, complete with all acces-

MOTOR
CYCLES

All these Machines may be ac-

MOTOR CYCLES
Zenith.

FOR SALE.

ZENITH 5h.p., 1920. equipped :_ nearest £100.—
Robinson. 89. iMavfield Rd.. Sanderstead.

PhonG : Regent 300. [9702

1 Q20 Zenith Sports Combination. 61i.p., excellent
X*^ ronditiou, acceP5orie>; ^eU, or escliange Hnrley.—
Matbias, Bui wood, Formby. [9220

ZENITTI 3',-h.p., Gradna pears. lamps, believetl 1915;
• £45; exchange 2-stroke and cash.—23, Jupiter

Terrace, Well, Hall. S.E.9^: [9718

ZENITH 8h.p. 1920 Combination. lamps, horn,

Cameo, excellent condition, tax paid; £130.-121,
North Side, Clapham Common, S.W. [9368

ZENITH 1914 5-6h.p. Combination, Cnnoelet. lninp>.

fast, perfeirt condition.—Parson.^, 1, St. Nicholas

Ed., Balham. Tel.: 1525 Battersen.- [9189

quired on Harrods unique System 19
of Deferred Payments. Details Free

''^'

and cash,
,, Dartford.

lower
[9U3

OLF, ,2-speed,
i'lace; Dorset

£25.-59, Palfrey
Rd., S.W.8. [9659

iries; 70 gns.; exciianci
jwer combination.—35, High St.

T7"ILLIAMS0N 8h.p., air-cooled, new 3-speed counter-
'T shnit gear, Binks, Brooks pan. Cnnoelet sidecar,
Fflc-n, hood, nccnmnlator, 3 electric lamps, speedometer
till. licence and iniurnnce-pnid; price £75.—Bvirton,
Qnei?n St., Hammersmith. - [9878

TS71LLIAMSON 8h.p. Water-cooled Combination for
'» sale, Douglas engine. Bojcli mag.. 2-speed and
E.. electric lighting, in perfect order, very fast;
98 comijlete. or nearest reasonable offer. lor quick
le: can be seen bv appointment.— 1, Kvnaiice Place,
ouccitcr Rd.. S.W.7. 'Phone; Western 4491. [9603

Wolf.
fonntershafL;

Rd., Clapham

OLF 2^ih.p. J.A.P., 1920. 2-ppeed, shop-soiled
only; £40, bargain.—Sander's Gnrace, Richmond

Kist Twickenham. 'Phone; 1282 Richmond. [9759

OLF-J.A.P. 2^jh.p,, 2-speed count^rshait, horn,
himps, ceuerator, tyres uenily new; bargain. £36.

Pliiltilis, 138, Manor Park Rd., Harlesdeu, N.W.IO.^
[9419

\rOLF.—Sole agint-; for London, South of Thame.^
V and district. We are now fixing sub-asenciO'
d invite enquiries.—Burlington Motor?. Ltd.. South
de, CKipliam Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone: Brixton
17. [0503

Wooler.

VyoOLER 1921 Touring, new. sppedometer. lunir--.

nccessoiies, tax paid; £90.—Bristow, Windham
I., Camberwell. [9294

920 'Wooler. fully ennippwl, excellent condition;
£70: e.xohanges entertamod.-61. Jephson Rd.,

)re-t Gate. E.7. [9634

2:0 Wdoler, sports model, speedometer, horn, Ininps
ir^mpletf, variable gear, fast; bniguiu, £80.— Lillie.

Victoria St., Cambridge. [9165

^ GNS.— 1920 Wooler flat twin, brand new condi-
tJ tion. lamps, Tan-Sad, etc.—Hardy. 8, Breams
Hidings, Chancery I>aae, London. Holborn 4752.

[9701
^20 (Middle) Wooler. splendid condition, lamps,

horn, tools, licence, low mileage, owner getting
nbinatiou; best offer over £60.—'Phone : Winslow

NEW SOLO MACHINES
j

2i h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-spccd, I

c. iV- k.-s £75

2} h.p. BEAUMONT, Blackbiime
Engine, all-chain, c. & k.-s. £99 15

4i h.p. B.S.A., model K.2., c. & k.-s. £107

4j h.p. B.S.A., model H.2., c. & k.-s. £110

2f h.p. COULSON, 2-sp., c. & k.-s. £111 6

2f h.p. COULSON, s-sp., c. & k.-s. £117 12

4 h.p. COULSON, 3-sp., c. & k.-s. £126 0,

2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £85 0,

2jh.p. D0UGLAS,3-specd,c. & k.-s. £105

2\ h.p. ENFIELD, jspced £65 O'

2j ii.p. FRANCIS-BARNEIT, 2-sp.,

c. iv k. s. £89

2? h.p. HOBART, 2-speed £75
-

• " £140

£85
£110

•peedohictcr. electric lighting: SIAS; lightweight

17, Garden Ay., Mitchain, S.W. [9935

£55.-1917 4h.p. Zenith, mileage neglisiWe. perfect

couJition, i.rivnte owner, lighting set, tools, et<'.:

must be sold.-30, Legard Kd., Highl.my, X.5. [9070

Zenith. 1920 model, bought March.8 h.p. Sporting „ -..
.

1921 mile.ige 1,500, perfect condition, lamps, etc.;

priue £100.-Gniiinc~«, Honndless Water, Hnslemere.

120 8h.p. Zenith Combination, lamps, etc., per.

feet condition, tyres unpunctiired, mileage OTO:

£155—138 Stapleton Hall Ed., Strond Creen,

1 Q20 8h.p. Zenith,
111

il55.-12,

5

£68
£80 17

9=

9=

2\ h.p.

2\ h.p.

21 h.p.

2
J-
h.p.

e:iir.ery, Bncks. [93<16

920 Wooler. 2^h.p., flat twin, all on, spares,
mechanically perfect, insured ^95, excellent

Qdilion; £55, genuine bargain.—Burgiri, 50, Onslow
EndcliHc, Sheffield. [9846

Zenith.

tJLTAXS of Reading hove Zenith 1921
stock

\.\N (

' all

E.MTH Twin, 4-5h

GUY, We:
models.

1 £60.-26. York Rd

5h.p. Id

[0482

moi'th.—Zenith agent, early delivery
[0556

excellent. condition, tax paid;
, Woking. -. ; [9934

V

KXITll Motors, Ltd.. Hampton Court.—1920 shop-
• -i.ii!eil 8h.p. models, Irom £108, [9215

AUCHOl'B'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.—
Sh.p. Zenith .nnd sidetiu. 1914: i60. , [1181

920" New Zenith, Sh.p., Model H. and sidecar:

£180.—Meldrum, Esplanade, Dundee. [8730

916 4h.p. Zenith Combination, splendid condition
£55—44, Whyteville Rd.. Forest Gate. [1070

9 14 Special 6h.p. Zenith,
1915 5h.p., £63.—Ross,

C.S. gear
86, High

(Aug.) Sh.p. Zenith, Ijimps. discs.

£65: also
Rd., Lee.

[1116
licence paid

:

Q20 „., .- - . -

*y £85.-157, Queen's Crescent, Haverstock Hill,

W.5. [9152

EMTH, 3'Ah.p., overhauled, perfect. T.T. bar.e,

Teriv links; offers.—38, SkerriH Rd., West Han;p.
ad, N.W.6. 19644

O.C.H. for Zenith.-Xew and second-hand machines
in stock.—5, He-nth St., Humpstead (neat Hamp-

!il Tul« Station). [8810

4.V h.p. HUMBER, 3-speed, c. & k.-s

2I h.p. INVICTA, 2-speed, c. & k.-s.

3i h.p. INVICTA, 3-spced, c. & k.-s

21 h.p. LEVIS, single-speed •- . £60

2\ h.p. LEVIS, 2-.-;pccd

2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed.

.

2i h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-spced,

c. &k.-s £89 5

2j h.p. O.K., single-speed £50 8

i h.p. O.K., two-speed, c. & k.-s. £67

RADCO, sin!?le-speed £44 2

SPARKBROOK, single-sp. £64

SUN, single-speed £49 17 61

SUN, two-speed, c. & k.-s. £66 10;

1 h.p. TRIUMPH, t^vo-speed £70

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H.,c.'& k.-s. £115

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model S.D., all-

chain, c. c\: k.-s £125

IJ h.p. WOOLER, flat tivin. Brook-
lands spoils model £105

I J h.p. YOUNG c.\-clc and motor £31 17 6

NEW COMBINATIONS
4J-h-p. B.S.A., Mills Fulford Sidecar £128

4 h.p. COULSON, spring frame .. £165

4 h p. DOUGLAS, flat twin £170

5 h.p. ENFIELD, dvnamo lighting £182

5 h.p. HAZLEWOOb, slightly shop-

soiled £165

4I h p. HUMBER, smart sidecar . .£173 12 6

ki h.p. INVICTA, Classic sidecar .

.

'

3i h.p. INVICTA, Mills Fulford s'car

's'h.p. MATCHLESS, model . H.
chain-drive

: |S h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, chain-dri%-e
" 4i h.p. QUADRANT, chain-drne .

.

4' h.p. TRIUMPH, Gloria sidecar,

belt and chain

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Gloria sidecar,

all chain ,

Latest lisis and oilier -particvlars free on request

HARRODS LTD
116-118 Brompton fioad London SWl

-| Q20 Sh.p.
X.*y feet CO„..n.w.., ^j;;-,,"-:^-; A." _. ^ 1 V

[9594

Swan sidecar, disc wheels, Uoaiiti-

ondition. scarcely used: tost £220, ^;t"I'»

niicliwocd M.iiisions, Muswell llill, ^.^^^,

ZENITH.OnADIJA 1913 3Vjh.p.; £30; extcmjc'l

pavments entertained.—The Layton Oarages. |y.

Unlywcll St., Oxford. T.A.: Integrity. ^110110:^68^^

ZENITH.CRADUA Coachbuilt Combination, belicvcl

1914, perfect order, tax paid: £50; exchange

lightweiBlit and cash.-Dunkley, Bracklcy. Northniiip

t..n<liiic.
^^''^

r^ENITII.OnADrA. 3l.^4h.p. J.A.P. ™S inc. good

/i tyres. !•. anil 11. hinips. semi-T.T. ''•'! '•, ''^\'^"''

£37. - Wcypools, Longdon, Tewkesbw^

IQ21 6I1.P. Sports Zenitli.ns new, '""y ^l"!™^;!'

157 £30 accessories: uiiy trial; >"»»' s"": ".9 ,7,'^"

;iMh oiter refused.-J. W. faooiwr. The Oaks, ^^ 7"M"'I,'

Jlridgwntcr. ^ AS
17KXITU Sports 1920 6h.r.. ?''"I>-™'«1 ""'>'•

T,IV„.;
/J extended payment- entertained -The T-oy'";'

,;,„„Bo. 30 Hdywell St.. Oxford. T.A.: Intwrit_y.

'I'houc:' 581.

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Sports Model, new; £123

cxtende.1 pnnnents entertained^

(i^ir;i;es 30, Holywell St,

Thouo 581.

ZEXITH Sports 1920 8h.p., .«hop-soiled^pn!y

extended payments
fiaracos, 30, Holywell St..

'I'hnn,. : 58*.

recently overhauled

1913
i.li^ucester.

[1153

£123;
The Laytoii

T.A. : InteETitv.
[1165

£108;
ontcrtnined.—The Layton
Oxford. T.A. ; Integrity.

Laurel
'Phiine

£130
£135

£20S
£186

£125

~61i.p. Zenith Combination
re enamelled and plated, excellent n nmn,;

order; £80.-Apply, 29, Elmcrolt Crescent, Gokler^

t;reen, N.W.ll. '

1 ft20 Sh.p. Sporting Zenith, lamps, horn, tax paid.

19 done about 900 mile-s; £95 or exchanee.-Tl.c

Motor Co.. Melbourne Rd., Leyton, E.IO

Waltlu-imstow 426. 1^^'=''

ZFVITII 1921 Sh.p. Outfit, just delivered, speoial

.pmng rear sent, etc., lighting and horn, twin

fltamentTead lamp, li<-ensed: cast £209. accept £192

-252, St. Ann's Rd., Tottenham. 11029

1O20 8hp 'Zenith. 'clutch, kick starter eombinntioii,

19 ns new. mileage under 1,500, every conceivable

.^.^s'sort- ani spaie«-: cost £240; any tri;ds; no reaso,,-

;,.,!,' olJer refusea.-TBox 4.212, c/o The mior C,;*.^^

ZFXITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination. Lucn-

head rear, and sidecar lamps. Cowey speedometer.

l„ee-"rt?,= Ace disc wheel;, luggage grid, equal to new

kfeor-Parker's. Braikhawgate. Bolton; also 245 " -

g-ite, Manchester.

Zenitli

19^

£165

£175

Dean
[X268S

r'hn Conntershaft Zenitli. engine overliaiilert hist

•O I'uontli tourin= Millford coachbuilt sidecar, jas>

miov t°d 11 new tyres, speedometer, lamps tools: "c-

cep? reas'onnl.le. ofier.-H. Fecher, ^. Linthorpe

Stamford Hill, X.

20 Zenith Model H Combination. Bonnikseu, elec-

tric lishtinir. horn, wind .screen, oversize tyres,

s srjecial sidecar, splings and toolbox, luggage gn<l

and 'spares; best offer.-Eobinson, Stonyhurst, Won.1.

land.s Drive, Harrogate.

1021 Sh.p. Zenith Countershaft

ly Lucas. D...V.. Ro.val. Easting, sprung grid

-23:<3, enclosed chain, etc.. 1,800 miles^ guarantee;!

perfect and almost new; -£175.-

Rd.'. Farnborough, Hants.

8ht) 1919 Sports Zenith, and Swan sfjorting side

^car a reaFl/last machine i" beaut fulcondaion,

1
electric lighting Ace discs, Bonnikseu cup_andmed_a^

winner, owner, buying^ car, _£135^roHer. ja ^^^^^

Rd..
[9484

[9313

Combination.

-Silverlea, Farnborougli
[9395

Sons, Ltd., Victoria Crescent,

.\!1 litters lelitin" to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dal. o! ; le issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

friHE Zenith Service Depot at 89, Wigmore St., is

-i- ill a position to oiipply new 1920 models at
greatly reduced prices, and, although the Whitsun
Lolidays have greatly reduced onr stock, we have still

1 or 2 machines leit lor immediate delivery.

8h.p. and 6h.p. Countershaft Models, with kick
starter and clutch, price £.116; 8h.p. and 6h.p.

standard models, £110; 5h.p. sporting model, ^96.

WE can give immediate delivery of all 1921 models,
and lor one week we are making a special

offer ol one 1921 5h.p. sporting model, slightly shop-
suiled, at £123 complete, with all accessories, lamps,
horn, speedometer, licence holder.

THE Zenith Service Depot can supply any spare
part for models from 1911 upwards, and any

jjart not in stock can be supplied within 24 hours.

SECOND-HAND, privately-owned machines for sale
at reasonable prices, all of which liave been

examined before being offered for sale. Pay" the depot
a call to-day and tak advantage of the low-priced
machines offered.— 'Phone : Maytair 5598.—The Zenith
Service Depot, The -Motorists' xVdviaorv Agency, Ltd.,
89. AVigmore St., W. [9824

ZENITH 1913 Gradna, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., overbaulea.
K.8.. clutch, Bwch, new e.xtra heavy .Dnnlop.^,

Groria do luxe wicker sidecar, luggage grid, i>etrol
(airier, lamps, Ijorn licence; £85; by appointment, would
drive 30 miles.— Syiiies, Eleet St., Beuminster, Dorset.

[9222
ZENITH 6h.p. Combination, ' late model, counter-

shaft K.S., Klaxon, lamps, speedometei', screen,
Tan-Sad, nearly new tyres, excellent appearance, per-
fect mechanical condition, tax paid; must sell, £90;
.after 5 or week-end.— 2, Rye, Ambleside Ed., Willes-
dcu (near White Horse), N.AV.IO. [9837

SPORTS Model 2;enith, 8h.p., late 1920, scarcely used,
perfect conditiou throughout, and ispecijiily tuned

up, dynamo lighting set, Binks carburetter, speedometer,
electric horn, " kuee-giips, tax paid, complete set uf
spares ; exceptional nipchine; £125, or ofier.—Seen
IJallard's Motors, 92, lloucester Kd., S.AV.V. 'Phone:
Kensington 6312. [9042

"IQI9 8h.p. Zenith Clutch Model, car C.A.A'. dynamo
-Lt/ lighting, 3 lamps, large electric Appolo horn,
Watford (Speedometer, disc wheels all round, special
large tank, large fillers, special mudguards, knee grip.?,

large Henderson sidecar with epecial chassis, -screen,

f-'torm apron, petrol can c<ariier ; combination cost over
£320; will accept £185 for quick sate; outfit guaran-
teed faultless and absolutely un^cratched. mileage 4,000;
any trial or examination.—Wallis, 23. Haitiugtou
Grove. Cambridge. [8738

Ladies' JMotor Cycles.
poYAL EUEr [Lady's), new condition, 2V'>h.p., 2-

-CV speed; £40.—Hadfield, East Grinstead. [9192

LADY'S Douglas, 2%h.p., speedometer, clutch, K S
perfect; £40, or reasonable oft'er.— 105, Coal Cloush

Lane, Burnley. [9951

Oh. p. Lady's jMinerva, Bosch, Amac, lamp set. overO i.anled, good running order; 22 gns.—76, We'^tern
IM.. Sontha'.l, Middlesex. [86^7

IVY.^The dainty grey Ivy 2-3troke is the best an 1

also tlie handsomest of lady's motor cycles 2

speed, -clutch, kick starter; £69.—Agents, Frank Whit
,

worth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [X2730

Miscellaneous.
Olh.p. Motor Cycle, Dixie, B.B., -running order; £18
'Wa -7, Dexter Rd., Heme Hill. [9414

BARGAINS.~New O.K.'s. Ariels, Harleys. Omegas.
(Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booths'

i^Iotories. Halifas,

BARGAINS.—New 4V2h.p. Quadrant and sidecrfr.

£125; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—Booths'
iMotories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1920 Indian combination, dvnamo light
ing, screen, £165/10; 19]9 7-9h.p. Harley-David-

son combination, £135/10. —Booths' Motories, Halifax.

"OARGAINS.-G.W.K. 1915 ear, detachable wheels,
-*-» £185/10; Sv'.h.p. Ariel, fiee engine, accessories,
£35/10: 1914 P. and M., £45/10; 1920 Scott( £87/10-
1920 O.K., £35/10.-Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-Clyno 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch.
£35/10; 1919 Rudge aiulti, £67/10.-Booths'

victories, Halifax.

T>ARGAINS.-New 1921 Rudge Multi. £85; 1915
J-» Douglases, £42/10; 4h.p. Douglas, £69/10; 4h.p
Douglas, with new sidecar, £95/10; 1919 Royal Rubv
combination, £110/10.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

"D ARGAINS. - Shop-soiled 1920 models : a^^h.p
;»-» O.K., £43/10; ditto 2-speed, £54/10; 2-Ah.p.
Omega-Jap, 2-sp5ed, £67/10; Harlev-Davidson and
sidecar, £189/10; 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/10;
exchanges entertained. Pay us a visit.—Booths
Mrnoues, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [754^
QLh.p. Ariel. 3-?peerl. countershaft, £60; 2i;ii p. Levi^t>2 2-.si>eed. £40; Ijoth licensed.-S. Lurgold, Little
Alayne, Dorchester. • [9329
MOTOR Cycle, Simms. B.B., 2";.'jh.p., new tyres,

belt; £12; exchange anvthing useful.—Cook 2
Fulbrook, Mews. Tufnell Park, N.19. [9120
OAM K CLAPHAM (Motors), Greenwich, can supply
^J any leading make of new high-class motor cycles
and light cars, satisfaction guaranteed.-Send enqu'iries
along or ']Dhone Greenwich 751. Note address : 27
Slockwell St.. Greenwich, S.E.IO. [9912

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET.
Absolutely reliable, suitable for ail makes of Motor

•^ Cycles. Write for particulars.

ROYAL
RUBY
Liil No.

19/3-

Price

TAIL LAMP 4/-

LiitNo.lg/i. ""^h.

Price 5/6 each.

"IDEAL"

SIDECAR

LAMP.

Similar m construction to 19/4 Lamp, but having
i^in. diameter lens, and also ruby lens in rear.
List No. C05. Price 8/6 each. Plated finish.

SIDECAR LAMP.
SIDE LAMP. /-"IV^'l
Price 16/- each
' i„hl or left titlin..

MADE

^r LAST.
-.. .e from solid brass, turned
and threaded at joints. Every
I .ut o£ solid construction,
riiese lamps may be taken to

Ticca fi r el) anuipr. and will icmaiu alight
m tiie sLronrrGstgale. Best analitv lenses
are flited. and can be easily rcpiacfed if

brolvpu- 'J'lie,?0 liimpFi will last as long aj
5 tliey are used on. and are aljaoliitely rnatlesatile iiiiiclii

"DAYBEAM"
ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFITS.
Solo £5 5 0. Combination £7 7 0.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS FREli

Licence Holders
(For Motor Cycles).

Number plate fitting, as illustra-
ted, complete with nuts and
screws.
List No. C14. ?>/6 each.
Handlebar fitting, complete witb
2 pairs of clips and screws.
Price 4/- each
iVrOTOR C.1R P.-VTTERN; with

complete attachment for fitting to either woodwork or
metal work. List No. 216. 3/6 each.

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

•^ ?•

RIM & PATENTS LT9
LflWDEN RE* BDRDEELEV BIRWHrjcHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

DECEitfBER, 1920. MatchlcfS combination, winj
screen, legshields. guaranteed as new, milesigl

400, £170; late 1919 Sh.u. Zenith combination!
rhitch, kick Etaitr. perfect order, lamps, etc., £105.-
Can be ."^eeu at Wray Park Garage, Eeigate. :99i|

MOTOR Cycle and Sidecar for sale, £20, or ofierl
4b. p. Stevens engine, Phelon and Moore geajl

Eunolds chains, Davisofi tank, Dniid fork, Chatei-Lel
ivheels. Palmer cords, Mills-Fultgid sidecar; would sea
separately.—H.K., Eunnuede, SO, Leicester Ed.. EaJ
Fincliley. [129|

F.O.O-H. for second-hand cycles, combihationis, aul
runabouts at bargain prices: eschanges arrangeif

Any new motor cycle, combination, or car suppliec
cash or easy payments.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (ne.'l

Ilampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3751
?Ionr3 9-7, including Saturdays. [SSlI

VICTOEY Gaiag«. Victorv Gaiase.-Triimirh, ISlf
oil on. £75; Dmigla..! 1916 a^^h.p., as new, £50r

Jlatflile.-s Sh.p, romhiuation, £85: Zenitli, 90 borj
-povtinj; sidi-:>a'-. new tyres, all on £110; Norton. 191*
Jl.E.^r.. last, all on £95; Quadrant 3b.p.. good go<

£25.— 21., Denmark Ed., Cambenrell. [910

TEIfiXPH Countershaft, not renovated but mi
niileaee l.'OOO, lamps, tools, spares, guar;iut<=4

pertect. £90; .-dso Enfield combination, Sh.p. J. A. If
1918 Colonial model, Eavsting screen, lamps, tool!

spares, new 700x80 spare tvre, mechanically pei'iwM
£110: both tax paid.—42, Salehurst E-d., Brni'klei

5.E.4. - [9Sir

BARGAINS.-2',h,p. Allon, 2-speed, eluteh, £4(1

2iih.p. Eovid Euby, 2-si)eed. £35: 2%b.p. Sn|
Villiers, 2.ipeed. £34; 23Ji.p. Hobart, 2-sp«ed, £31
2*'ih.p. Levis, £30: 2i/ih,p. Hobart, £25; all in .ei

cellent running order: evenings 5 till 8.—Grinyel
Island Row (next Coverdale Chapel), Commercial RtJ
Stepney. ' . [95^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
MOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday, 42/6; I

week, 85/-; combination 52/6 and 110/-; wril
for lurther information.—Maudes', 100, Gt. PortlaiT
St., W.l. 1X261

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. de luxe; bargain. £8.—.Ml

drum. Esplanade, Dundee. [871

AUTO-WHEEL de Luxe, splendid condition, tl
paid; ^£13.—22, Evesham Rd.. New Soutbgatei

[96|
WALL Auto-wheel, 1916, perfect condition,

tvre: best over £10.-24, Miiheldever E<1., Li
S-E,12. [90|

SIMPLEX Cvcle Attachment 1920 (late); £15.
offer; owner going abroad; must sell.— 6, BnrB

Rd., Rosherville, Kent. rD4|

- TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIlJS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalog

free.—Rayner, 10-12, George—St., Blackpool.
= [X70l

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, "
invalid and disabled.—Particulars/ Argson Ell

Co.. Ltd., 0, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [26|

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
AITTOPED Scooter, as neii-; only £15, bargaiij

Br;idwell, 4, Sandgate Ed., Folkestone.

CKOOTAMOTA, A.B.C., brand new, in crate, latj
^s5 model, complete; 35 gus.—Bradshaw's JMof
House, Preston. [85^

QKllliTAMOTAS, brand new, £27/10; 12. only
1/? 6 .-old in one day; secuie at once.—Huiiani,
l-lxclj:iage St., Xorwich, [92|

SKOOTAiMOTA. A.B.C., .as new. plating and enall
pertcct; 27 gns.—IS, Bellevue Gardens Claplli

Ed. ,2 niuis. Stockwell Station), S.W.9. [Sf

TZ' lOXILWOETH Cyclette, complete. B.L., lice!
X^ paid. 1920 demonstiation model, little iis«

^38/10.---Ibison's Garage, Queen's Mews, Bayswaterl
[Xit

A.B.C. Skootamotas, 35 gns. ; Mobile Pup scootj
25 gns. ; all brand new at these special pricT

delivered tree anywhere in Great Britain.—EgertoB
Northgate, Ipswich. 'Phone; 962. -^ [Sjf

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
LOOK.—Auster Triplex adjustable Aero Type ivi

screens. br;ind new; 7/-, post free.~Potter's,P
Bcntinck Mews, Maiwlebone Lane. W.l. . [St

HOOD Materials.-Twill, sticks, celluloid. flttiJ

etc.; materials complete for re-cover, 14/|
Henrv Jones 778; High Ed., Tottenham, London.

[

I

'

[91
A USTEH Triplex Adjustable Aero Type ffl

;
-A Screens, 12x6V., brand new; 8/6, post If
splendid value.—S. Lewis, 19a, Upper Charlton

I

Carburton St., off Gt. Portland St., W:l. [91

HERCULES Hoods, smartest and cheapest. -SSt
60/-, 80/-; hoods recovered; fittings suppli|

j
2-sentcr hood for Harley, Enfield, Matchless, etc., .V

side curtains, £4/15; special terms to trade: write

lisf.-Heicules Hood Co., 69E, Seven Sisters Ed., Sq
lolteiihaiu.

A^4 All letleis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
GA^DTJMS make thousands of liooda every year 50^
•J each. PiKt anality twill waterproof .

S^^'DUMS.—Tlie Sanclmu Patent Wind Screen of 100
>^ positions 35 -liou-u at Olympia. Finest screen
Oil Tho market; 90-.

C ANDHAH Engineering Co., Ltd.. 336, Gray's Inn
'-J K<1., «.C.l. 'Phone: ilu-eum 3427. [9260

s
pOK

BODIES.

Q-^^^IJUil, the largest and most renowned sidecar
'-J Ijody builders in country.

' iXDUlrs have put on the market over 10,000 side-
' I ar bodies.

Q-VXPUMS have the only adult 2-seater body on the"^ market wlii.li is not imsightlv. Write lor our
Dual-purpose Body catalogue.

"

Cj.i-N'DIJMS Repair Bodies and Clia-ssis of any make
•-' with the use of irp-to-dato mrfchinery in four
lactones.

jANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
' Hd., London, W.C.I, Phone; Museum 3427.

[9259JEXVS Step Bodies are the best lor old cha.ssi3.

TENDS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smart.

Strong and light.

V
7'E.\US Tandems hold 2 person

I but not unsightly. Get one

''^Kr!.?°'Ji''t f" "",'''= '" " factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue Iree.

yEXUS Sidecar Co.. 6-14. Gourley St.. S. Totten
'""" -

[0519
TyroXTGoilEEY iSidecar Body. new. bulbous, cost^1-^ £15,- accept 10 gns.-120. Pemberton lid., X.4.

GECOXD-HAXD Coachbuilt body, with coverall apron;
'-J 13/1, 6.-l:,divardes, 277, Caml.erirell Ed.. S.E.

CIDECAE liodv, new, iiaiuted nay colour; f4;i5-

tT}
^'rgain; fitt.-d tree.-Edwardes. 277. Camborweli

Ed.. h.B.5. 4915 Hop. [9735
DR.\ND New bulbous back Harlev-Davidson body
-;7"^, f'^^f .,? J*'„"''''''P' fiizao; genuine bargain.—33.
Ilackford Rd., Brixton, S.\V.9. [1241
pHAND New Bulbous Back Body, snit any chassis
-»-' or machine, upholstered in leather; £10/10 —
33, Hacldord Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [1242
CIDECAll Bodies. £4/15: bulbous lunk, £7/5. £9

and £9/15: fltkd free. Call and insi>ect mv—Edwardes. 277. Camherwell Rd., .S.E. Hop"
"^^''^ [9736
(^OACHBXJILT Sidecar Bodies for Sale, from £5 up-
V-^ wards; also pomplcte sidecars from £21; must b'
cleared.—Apply, Cross and Ellis, Ltd., Clay Lane.
Coventry. \ . [X2907
T>()V-\L Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-
L\> class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clearance
line!, irom £5 each: extra good value.-The Willowbrnok
Motor Co., Leice-tijr. [0336

BIDECAR Body Designs lor the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

lesigns, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale —
hooper's Vehicle Journal. Ltd.. established designers
;o the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
iesigning new ideas.—20. Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

10004
SIDEC.4R ATTACHiMENTS.

'J

POR
QAXDHAM the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

BANDHM Sidecars.—Best Value in Olympia Show

gAXDUJl .Models
Sports £28/10,

gA.NDUM Elite Sidecar. £28/10

—The Exquisite £24/10. and
are of distinctive appearance.

. car on the road
Wotor Cycle."

--. -_. the smartest side
highly recommended in " 'The

£ANDU.M Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
-' or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size
11 body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
ortable seating lor 2 adults,- with the weight "in cor-
ect position over roar axle. Finished in colours tomt any make of machine. £45: bodies onlv, £22/10(be latest development of the 2-seater as d"esigned bv

,
and approved by the recognised experts.

JANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
^-' racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

Co.. Ltd.. 336, firav's Imi
i ,-••— - » "uu.j . Museum 3427. Factories:

Vr'rl,-%"^ ?™lonville Rd.. N.; and BritanniaVorks. Britannia St.. W.C. [0019

S'^"nJ«^;',''"-'S'"i. F^ '°-l- Springfield p^irk Cre.=cent.
r904e

aAXDHAM EngineetinjM lid,. W.C.I. 'Phone"

Catford, S.E.6

gIDECAU Chassi . not
S.W.6.

underpin;!::: £3.-25. •Ml

Six
Cash
Cuts

£50
£75
£110
£50
£115
£155

^o\v K, -J h.p. two-stroke,
two-speed (made Nov., igzo,

pr,actically 1921 model).

New ROYAL BCBY, cj h.p.
four-stroke, rg;! model (Deo.

1920), slightly shop-soiled.

New ZENITH, 5-6 h,p. "Sports,"
very fast, slightly shop-soiled,

1921 model (Dec. 2920).

IVY, two-speed, 2i h.p., com-
plete with accessories and ta!c.

Fine condition.

DOUGLAS 4 h.p.combinalion,
19^0, with lamps, licence, etc.

E.Nccllent condition.

Gr.ind Prix MORGAN, M.A.G.,
a.c, 1919, in splendid order,'

and complete.

These six selections are real '• cut " cashbargains, designed to attract the keen caslibargain buyer, and to make more space inour congested stockrooms for our reiSular
supply of 1921 machines, which include-

NORTON.
B.S.A.
IVY
A.J.S.

N.U.T.
LEA-FRANS.

PREMIER

ROVER.
A. B.C.
ZENITH.
O.K.
CEDOS.
FRAN-B2RNT.

RUNABOUT.

FRANK

WHITNORTH
139, New

(Repairs and Service Depot

:

LTD.

Street,
105-107, Bristol Street),

Telephone .' Midland 2221.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MIDDLETONS Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

guaranteed 3 years.

-jVTlDpLETON'S Patent Dnbreakable Chassis for

T J-
'"Sli-Powcred machines : Zeniths. Harleys.

Indians. Mew Imperials. Sunbeams. Blackburnes, etc.

TNDIANS with kick starter on left present no
-H- difficulty with iliddleton s special model.

jVflDpLETONS specialise in frame repairs of all
-1-1.1- kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and lorks
promptly corrected,

/"'JAMEO Screeas in stock to snit all makes at
^-^ Middletoo s. Trade supplied also.

"\TR. RIDDOCK. riding Sh.p. Zenith, Jtiddleton side-

i car, won inter-' Varsity hill-climb. He also won
i.ssex hill-clrmb with Middleton patent spring wheel
sidecar.

lyriDDLETON'S Spling Wheel Sidecars are not 6nly
-^'-1- safer and more comfortable, but are fa-ter ou
bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

\,riDDLETONS. London's oldest esUblished side-
J.VJ. car makeiR, wholesale, retail, and export 27
Stroud Green Ed.. Finsbury Park (near Tubel.
Plione : Hornsey 1584. 10522
TtTILLFOED Sidecar, coachluiilt, excellent condition

;

--'-»- £16.-6. Dornton Ed., Croydon. [9190
(^OACHBUILT Sidecar; barimin, 5 gn.=.-Aiiply. Claii-
^^ brassil. Lewis Hd.. Sutton. Surrey. - [9057

RUDGE Sidecar; what offers; wanted, heavy side-'
car.—Calvert. Jeweller, Chorley. Lanes. [9843

MILLS-FULFORI) Sidecar Chassis, complete willi
all fittings and tyre: £8 each.—Below.

OUGLAS Chassis, complete, repainted; £4.-179.
Brixton Ed.. London, S.W.9. [X2738

.ASTONE'S lor Sidecars and Bodies, no better or
hcaper house. See displayed advert. [9917

OUGLAS Sidecar, complete' with tyre: £6;5.—F,d-
wardes, 277. Cniuberwell Kd., S.E.5. [9738-

.\RGAINS.—Shop. soiled high-class coaclibullt side-

cars; cheap.—Booth's .Motorics. Halifax.

.ARG.-VINSl—Shop-soiled underslung sidecar chassij.
cheap.-Booth's Motorics. Portland Place. Hull-

ARG.^INS.—Jligh-class eoaelibuiifc bodies, anv
colour.—Booth's Motorics, Portland Place. liaii-

B ARG.-VINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit
Triumpb or B.S.A. ; £18/15.—Boctb's Motoric-.

Ilalilax.

B ARCA I.\S.— Nearly new Henderson sidecar, suit
Rudge. £16/15: Milllord 27 gn. sidecar, nearly

new, £16/10.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax,

BARG.-VINS.-New JuU-size coach body, locker
under seat. £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-.—Booth's

-Motoiice, Halifax. '

(.7545

SIDECAR Chassis, new, complete, uuderslung. from
£7.—Edwardes, 277, Camljerwell Ed.. S.E.5. [9734

CLYNO Sidecar and Fittings, perfect order; lull
particulars.—Aogcll, High St., Melksham. [1093

Fl'.'ATHEEWEIGHT Simrting Sidecar, coachbuilt;
£7^10.—18, Elver St.. Clcrkenwell, London. [9647

B.S.A. Sidecar, luggage grid, practically new, £35

:

>andum lightweight, £14.-114, Bri.xtou Hill. [9885

CAMBER Sidecar, spotless condition, tyre unsciatche'l;
£12/12.-1. Norwood Ed., Heme Hill, S.E.24.

[9251
~|QI3 Gloria Sidecar, in good condition: £20. or
JLt7 nearest offer.— 6, The Brent, Dartford. Keut.

[9451
INDIAN Spring Frame Chassis, newt £13,'10. bar-

rain.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell EJ., SiE.S.
[9739

CAMBER Semi-touring Models. Dunlop tyres

;

£17/10.—Bright and Hayles. 'Phone: Brixton
2951.

CAMBER Sidecars.-Makers. Bright and Hayles, 78,
Church St.. Camberwell. London.

CAMBER Lightweight Models, Dunlop tyres;
£16/10.—Bright and liayles. 'Phone; Brixton

2951.

CAMBER Sidecars.-Makers. Brjght and Hayles, 73,
Church St., Camberwell, London.

C.\MBER Utility Models. Dunlop tyres, demons for
luggage storage; £24.—'Phone : Brixton 2951.

cAMBER Sidecars.—Jlakers,
Church St.. Camberwell,

Bright and Hayles, 78.
London.

Ed.. Fulham, S.W.6. '[916,

AH letters relating to advc: tisc.-as.its shoulil quotethe number at the end of each adv

CAMBER Tandem Models. Dunlop tyres; £24/17/6.
Bright and Hayles. 'Phone: Brixton 2951.

CAJIBER Sidecars.-Makers. Bright and Hayles, 78.
Church St., Camberwell, London,

CAMBER Ilarley and Indian Models, 28X3 wheel;
from £30.—Bright and Hayles. 'Phone : Brixlo-i

2951.

CAMBER Streamline Models; £15/10; Dunlop
tyres.-Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.. Cai.i-

benvell.

AMBER.—We undertake repairs, upholstering, and
repainting to any make cf sidecar; estimates free.

—Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell.
[8903

ertisement, and the date c' the issue. A35

c
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MILLS-FULFORD

baig.Tiu.— 33

MILLFORD Si.

body; £15.-

Sidecar, oH
Hacktoi-d Rd.,

P. and
Brixton,

M.: £15.
S.AV.g.

[1238
idecar, suit anv machine, brand n:?%\

-33, Ilackloid Ed., Brixton, S.\V.9.
[1239

P.
and M.. Milltord, "and Douglas chassis, good con-

dition; £8.-33, Hacklord Rd., Brixton, S.\V.9.
[1240

GRINDLAY Sporting, 1921, fit A.B.C.—Wilson,
Xortliolt Aerodrome, linislip. 'Phone: HorroT,-

567. [9068

nudershtng, roomy,
ligrove Farm, Ox-

[X2768

MILLFORD O.B.
complete; £10; good tyre.-

sIDECAR, light coachbuilt,
little used; £10.-91,

TORPFDO Coadibnilt Sidecar
smart, '4-roint; "£8/10.—Kim

tord.

.Sidecar. 4-point, large metal body,
-102, Kjnyon St., Fiil-

hiifn. [9953

wind screen, suit SV^h.p..

Kingfield Rd.. Oxley, Wat-
lord. [9688

SIDECAR.S to fit P. and -M., B.S.A., Triumph.
Douglas, new bodies; £14.-272 Green St., Forest

Gate. . - [8253

SWAN Sidecar, off Sunbeam Aero, wind" screen, disc

wheel, practically new; £16.-37, Arlington Rd.,
Surbiton. [9832

M., Montgomery, and Mills-
'" ex-W.l)., at t!je

CLYNO, Douglas,
Fuitord sidecar chassis and bodies,

light prices.—Below.

SLrSEEAM Sidecar,
' -De Coit and Flyun, 39

BRA.VD Xew
1

as new, £20: Douglas ditto, £16.
Essex Rd., London. N.l.

[1085
Milltord De Luxe Harley-Davidson

model, list price £43/19, slightly shop-soiled; special

h pries £35.—Below.

special Blackbmne
(hop-soiled; £25.—

BRAXD Xew Jlontgomerv. Xo. 1,

finish, 23.X3 wheel, slightly

CAXOELET Minor Lightweight, fitted with Baby
Easting wina screen, used once, etiitable for

lOonglas; special bargain, £15.—Elce
nishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.0.3.
5548.

MILLS-FULFOED
Triumph fittings; £14.—Palmer

Rd., Lambeth, S.E,

GLORIA Sidecar, ofl Triumph. Ingg
tube good, perfect, photo; £16.-

Park Rd.. Peterborough.

COACHBUILT Sidecar, with can
a pp.

R.. 24, Tollington Place, X.4.

and Co., 15-16,
'Phone: Avenue

[0076

Sidecar, as new, coverall apron,
'

61, Commercial
[9590

Commercial Wicker
r trade or i)leasure:

Spicer, Leamington.

MILLS-FULFORD
1920, suitable

Gilbert "

Conway Rd., Soutli

ge grid, tyre and
-Templemau, 10,

[9838

er, sound, good
itp,

[9351

Sidecar,
£15.—
[X2715

'SONIAN Lighlweight Sidecar,
00 miles, cuyenLll ;iprou

jate, N.14.

26in, wheel,
£15.—Haywood, 34,

[1251

CANOELET Spoiling Sidecar
chassis, Atvo

Jighlweight
ind screen, Climber: £8/10.—

119. Mandeville Bd., Enfield Wash. [9416

4 .W. Mnnnfaetniing Co., uiaker?; of tlifi Liidbroke
-.^T. ;i]l-weattiei sidcciir. Smiirtest sideoai on .the road.

Olieu or closed in a i'ew momenta. AVrite for iiarticulars.

the\ .W. Maunf;icturin? Co., make:
j^ Junior .sidecar, bulbous back. Dnnhill

Ladbroke
ehaesis,

iil-'l'-te with tyre, built to stand liard wear; 25 gns.

of tlie Lad6i-ok(
sidecar on the road

\ -AV. Mar
-^ liglitweight, smartest simitinj

roniiiiete.21 iiiis

A .\v: Manufacturing- Cn.—

A

-^ in sttK'k, TO \he soid
few .sliop-soiJed -sideonrs
knoik-out prices; par-

ti, ular-; by return.—13-24, Avenue Cla=e, Poplars A-v.,

Willesden Green. AA'illesden 2805. [9287

REXNOC Sidecars, bodies, Iioods, screens. largest
stock in .London, actual luaniifacturers through-

out. Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, 80
illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoe Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick startero, and can de-

liver.

RENNOC Co. Irave 50 second-liand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note : Write for special clearance list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. irndertake repairs to
sidecar, repainting, and reupholsl

ality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes
English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921
ca.talogue, the most comprehensive issued by anv

iiianufacturers.

make of
a epeci-

E DONT
SPECULATE
WE CALCULATE
Does your Tyre Repair Man calculate to your
advantage ?

When your cover or tube comes to us we
immediately calculate the cost of repair, and,
if we are not CERTAIN that it \vill pay YOU
for the amount you are asked to spend, WE
TELL YOU SO FRANKLY. That is our policy^

RETREADING,
26 X 2 . . 20/- 26 X 2| . . 22/-

26 X 2j . . 20/- 26 X 3
" . . 25/-

26x2| .. 21/- 28x3' .. 30/-
Note—The old tread is completely stripped off

and new rubber built up just as in a new
cover. We do not fit a ready cured band.

REPAIRS.
We execute all cover and tube^repairs. No job
is too small nr too large, pro ided the article
is worth the cost.

New Butts fitted .. 6/- pair

'^e\Y Section fitted . . 3/- ,,

New Valves and Seats 2/6 ,,

On receipt of article we immediatiely send you
full report and estimate. We pay return carriage.
Terms: CASH AGAINST PRO FORMA.

We stock every accessory and tool for either
car or motor cycle. Send for our list, or let

us quote you for your requirements.

WE ARE THE
CHEAPEST HOUSE IN THE TRADE

Three Special Lines.

Motor Cycle Box Spanner Set.
Six Sizes, I x -3=-, i «x

... .^^.
2/6 per Set.

inch.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
NEW Perfection Side<^ar.s (shop-soiled), iof Triumpl:

B.S.A., etc., £19/10; Coronet sidecar, 4-i)oint, to
Harley, £19/10.-Collier's Motories, Horton St., Hali-
fax. _ . [9478

COMFY Sidecars, bulbous back, with locker, under-
slung chassis, quick attachments; 23 gn.s. Your-

old sidecar in part payment.—Comfy Sidecars, Leyton-
stone.

. [1058

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. special fittings and colour,
brand new Cauoelet sidecar, 28x3 tyre, £26;

also another, ditto, wants little doing up. £17/10.

—

Olphert, 66, Church Rd., Barnes, S.W. [9650

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are made for comfort,
'attachments for anv machine; price 18 gns. up-

wards; have few cars to clear at reduced prices;" repairs,
lepaiating, etc.—The AVillowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.

[0335
LA^'CASTEE Superb- Coachbuilt Sidecars, smartest

designs, lowest prices, any colour, from £15 com-
plete; bodies only from £5. Cail and inspect at The
Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Rd., West Norwood,
S.E.26. [6073

BRAND New Coachbuilt de Luxe Body, beautifully
upholstered, complete with hood and screen,

£15/10; body only, £10; chassis can be supplied
.'juit uKicliiue if desired; seen' Loudon.—Box 4,225, >

The Motor d/cle. [1200

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley iolding sidecar. Saves
garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested
7 years on motors up to 9h. p.—Hopley, Upper High
gate St., Birmingham. [0152

MILLS-FULFORD Chassis, 4-point fixings, balance
miidguard wheel springs and bolts complete, fit

all makes motor cycle, price £9, makers' price 'filS.

all new, must clear, room wanted; extra wheel £1
each, fittings for same in stock cheap; .stamp replv.—
Beecher, 472, Archway Rd., London, N.6. [9969

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absohrtely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through a

30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0383

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN. 1921.

Ashlci-h Rd,,
ma?., ns new

;

Leice.?ter.

GIBB. 100, Northgate, Gloucester.
Morgans from stock.—'Phone :

GRAND Piix Morgan, mileage 250; ,

.£185,-25. Hinckiey Kd., Leicester.

G.N., 1921, brand
offers?—Kiaer, 8,

£180.-Laurence. 19
[9854

can deliver 1921
852. [0446

£238, accept
[9086

EEE

3-in-1 Screwdriver.
Most useful- to the motorist aud in the home; tempered
steel blades, uicUel-plated throughout.

2/2 each.

REXNOC :\Iotors. Ltd.. Head Office and En
Wortc:, VtctoTia Works, Victoria Rd.

:reen. N.4. ^-Phone : Hornsev 850. Bod\
Dcpt.. Prosrress Works, Marlborough Rd.,'
-\.19. Thone : Hcrnsey 1589.

^meering
. Stroud
Building

Hollowav,
[2951

Cutting: Pliers.
COMBINATION PATTERN, 'comprising Square Nose,
Circle Joint, Burner Hole. Raised Sitfe. Cutters. It is

Qiade from a Carbon Steel and Drop Forged.

2/6 pair.

These are three of the handiest lines and youi
tool-kit is not complete without them.

Postage extra.

Note our only Address—

Y.V.C. (1919) L.TD.,
Phone : 23565. 201, North St.. LEEDS.

d new, dynamo lighting ; what
Grenville St., W.C.I. [1247

MORGANS, eecond-hnnd, several in etock.—Rev, 378-
o84, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [5099

DA-\ GUY, Weymouth. — G.N. official agents.
Dynamo lighting model in stock; £275/12/6."

[0561
225.—Coventry Premier new 1921 3-wlieeler ; cash^ or (-xchans.-.- Motorics, 25, Norton St., Halifax.

[9474
GRAND Prix Morgan, water-cooled, Oct.. 1920, acces^

wrie-?.— Ellis, Promenade, Hovlake, Che-hire.
[9853

MORGAN, sporting model, repainted and thoroughly
overhauled, all spares; £135-—Hopkins, New

St., Ledbury. - [0539

GARDEN Monocar, 6h.p. J.A.P.. electric lighting
ready to drive away; £50.—Tenburv Motor Co.

Tenbury We'ls. r929«

MORGAN 1914 8h.p., hood, screen, and lamps, jus
overhauled at cost 01" £20; any trial; £120.—D;ile

Temple St., Rugby. [X255£

1 QI8 Grand Prix Morgan, liood, scieen, lamps, speedo
J-t/ meter, liorn, splendid condition; £170.-18, He?ter
combe Av., Fulham. [384]

MORGAN Brand New 1921 Sporting, Aero Moilei
£230; exchanges arranged.— Clark, 7, Exhibitior

Rd., South Kensington. .
.
[951t

G.N.'s, all models, for immediate delivery; exteudei
payments, exchanges-—Rey, 378-384, Euston Ed

'Phone 1 Museum 6436. [510i

G.N, Cycle Cars; latest models always in stock.-
Be^t deliveries from Drake and Mount, Ltd.

Motor Agents, Bracknell. [393'

G.N., 1920, dynamo model, mileage 2,000; 190 gm
Wanted, Triumph, Sunbeam, Norton.—61, Ne

Kent Rd.. Loudon. S.E.I. [970

IQie Grand Prix Morgan, very fast; £165,. or es
-JLt/ change for combination, cash adjustment.-
Ross, 86, High Rd,, Lee. [Ill

A .C. Sociable, recently overhauled, splendid cond
aS- bion, sell cheaply; take combination.—W. .Shee

ver, Debenham, Stowmarket. [109

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model. 8h.p., in stock fo

immediate dehverv: 250 ;;u.=.—Godfrey's, Lxd., 201

Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [035

MORGAN 8h.p.. 1914, A.C., excellent condition,

trial, licence paid; £110.—Bridgwater, Pine Co
tage. Monument St., Woking. [99;

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Morgan agents. Ear,., d
livery all models. New de luxe model, M.A.(

finished red, delivery from stock. [05

A^iC All letters relating to advertisements should tiuotc tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and tlie date of the issue.
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
lEE^MIEE Super Runabouts for immediate delivery:

extended payments, fxclianges.—Key, 378-334,
ust'ii Ed. 'Plioue: Museum 6456. [5101

i .C. Sociable, latest type engine, Bosch mag.,
». splendid running condition; otters.—JeHery, 15,
damson Hd., Swiss Coltage, N.W.3. [X2733

MMEDIATE Delivery 1921 Morgan de Lnse, M.A.G.
{vf.c.j engine, full eauipinent : list price.—Eey,

'8-384, Enston Ed. 'Phone: Museum 6456. [5098

.
.V. Monocar, 8h.p. J.A,1>., Lucas, accessories, in-L distinguishable from new; £130.—Parker's. Brad.

awgate. Bolton; also 245, Deansgata, Manchester
[Sft76

IS. Blackburne Cycle Car, lOh.p., a.c. 1921 acety-
lone lishtmg, Bink«: £225; take good solo a= part;

•ed. ditnct.-Box 618, c/o The IMoWr Ciicle.

[X2540
TUMBEEETTE, 1914, air-cooled, engine overhauled,X new gears, good tyres, any examination, tax paid;
gns.—Particulars, Gregson. Seymore St.. Ohorlev.

[9842
T'^EGAX 1921 do Lu.xe, w.c. M.A.G. , Lucas dynamo
-I model, lullv (iiuipped; cost £270 three weeks ago;
ntlie £245.—Xewman, 82, Pepvs Ed., Wimbledon.

_ [9672
lElCSCEXT Light Car. 8h.p. J.A.P.. 3-speed. luc
•' ixle, lovelv body, hood, screen, laiupf^. L-ood tvrc-

:

i?.'nii. £85.-328, Tiverton Ed., Bourubrook. '

Bii-
ualiiiui. » (X2742
TXOEB Light Car, dynamo lighting, detachables.

tmv! hood, ditto , tyres, export examination :ind
al willingly; first reasonable oSet.—Greaves, Saxons,
eyiTidge. [9620
Q21 G.X. Cycle Car, standard touring modi-1. fullv
•-^ c'luipped. dynamo lighting, e.xcellent condition.

I'jjeels, tax and insurance; £270.—Box 4,144, c/o
M'jiiir Cycle. [9265

i.sts,

^ . - - ^,- , . . , COeit
!35. accei't £205. — Withinglon, 74, JeUcock Kd..
olverhamptou. - [9856
\ro 2-sect,er, Sli.p.^ J.A.I'., 5 detnchable wheel.", 2
' speeds and_ Grndiia gear, electric lighting, hood,
teoii, excellent order ; £80—Grose, Peudciinis, Cliiinli
icic, i''nrnborougli [9320

Q20 Bleriot Whippet, as new, only run 1,200^ miles, spare wheel, electric and parafTin lamps
ols; £200, or nearest olfer.— 49, Red Lion SI .

.CI. (Before 5.) [gUjG
I.N.. 1921, brand new touring model, dvnamo light-

ins, beautifully fitted out, list price' £275: will
rifice for £215 to realise; seen London.—Bo.x 4,224.
) 7'/ic JMutor Cycle. [1199
Tl.MBERETTE 8-9h.p. 2-seater. fight car, 1915.i jcrlect condition, electric lights, spare wheel,
d .ill accessories; £100.—Foster, 32, Kelvin Rd
libiiry, Barnes. N 5. _ [1061

921 G.N., Legere model, dvnamo lighling, lullv
equipped, practically brand new, lax paid,

/TOEGAX 1921 G.P., water cooled, lamp-=, di.s
J- -iluminium nuuil>ers. mileage 800. i',s new; c

insurance; offei-s.-Packman
inbrook, Birmingham.

36. Bourubrook Rd..
(9407

OEGAX, water-cooled de luxe, new Dec-, disc
wlieels, horn, Jiimps. arinaid licence paid, green.

isouible prii e.—Write,
id. Stratford.ou-Avon.

Rev. Xomkiu6 Russell. Xew
[9645

,C. Sociable, apet'ial model, wheel steering, liocrl.
screen, lamps, tools, mechanically perfect, gc„„i

3, good condition; £50; photo; fax paid—B'lx
2, 1,0 The Motor Cycle. [X2673
\7'AUCH01'E'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, EC4-
' 1921 Mcirgau de Luxe. a.c. M.A.G. engine, fullv
uipncd. hood, screen, etc.. not ridden 250 miles, tax
id; £225; easy terms arranged. [1189
(OMPELLED 'to Sell.-3-wheeled evcle car, wnter-
'coolcd, mag., new Senspr.-iy. .screen, all chain driven,
ay newly painted, private owner: first MO £25
lire--.—Baker. 49, Murray St., York. [9074
lOVEXTEY Premier Runabout, not done 1,000

miles, indistinguishable from new, spare wheel,
ver used, all accessories: £180; take combination

C,S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel.: E3155.
[1273

J.X. 1921 lOh.p. Popular Mode' in Stock, completely
' equipperl: £198; exchanges or extended teniis
anged.-City agents. Elce and Co.. 15-16 Bishopsgate
:.. Camomile tit.. E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

914-15 G.W.K.. hoed, screen, lamps, speedometer
Slepney. horn, painted blue.. tax paid, insurance-

,• trial; £145, or exchange.-The Laurel Motor Co.
1

Jbourne Rd.. Leyton. E.IO. 'Phone ; Walthamslow '

'• (9927
016 Morgan, in splendid condition, electric light-
•^ ing, luUy equipped with hood, screen, tbols

, 3 spare tyres, 2 spare chains, licence paid; £115-
'

onine bargaia.-62. New St., 'n'oodbridge, Siiitnik'
hone: 62. (9929
T.NFINISHED Light Car, new, consisting ot twinV wa'ier-cooled Perry unit. 3-5peed and reverse

h. live axle, wiie wheels, new tyres, channel'
me. etc., exceptional lot; £85.—West " " '

1., .\cton, W.3.
50, Maldon

[1260
GENTS for G.X.. Grahame- White. Coventry Pre-

mier. Kingsbury. Rover, and other light carsw and secondhand; always a good selection i'ri

', 'J^^.l"
"'' •^"f'l'ie'i payments.—Service Co. 292h Holborn, W.C.I. -

[0474

PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED

Don't Scrap
an old Engine,

but give it a

NEW LEASE OF LIFE
by fitting the

World- famed
Philipson Pulley.
Entirely Free from troublcsoine ami
weighty complications—only two work-
ing parts—no levers, rods, wheels, etc.,

to worry about. Simply takes the place
of the ordinarj' pulley. One nut secures
tlie complete gear to tlie engine. Can
be fitted without any alterations to
most direct belt-driven engines in a
few minutes.
For hill-climbing it is unsurpassed.
iMakes mountaineering easy.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Sold for llluslraled Booklet.

During the past few weeks the follow
ing machines have been fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley
Triumph,
Rover,
Norton,
Douglas,
Singer,
Bradbury,
Ariel,
Swift,
Abingdon.
IVllnerva,

Precision,
IVIatchless,

!vy Precision,

Arno
Rex,
B.S.A.,
James,
L.IVI.C.,

Lincoln Elk,
N.U.T.-Jap,
Humber,
N.S.U.,
Peugeot,
Rudge,
Quadrant,
Alldays,

Villiers IVlark IV.

and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write us.

UEDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carrias

Paid

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
CEslablished over 40 yearaj

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
"T .M. Light Cars, 2-seater, dickey, hood, screen, de-
--' tachable wheels, 3 electric lamps, spare wheel, 3
speeds forward and reverse; extended payments.—Sole
agents for London and Home Counties, Vivian Hardie
and Lane, Ltd,, 23 and 24, Woodstock St., Bond St..
VV.l. [0679

i Q16 Morsnn. 3h.p. J.A.P., a.c., just been thorougHy
--t^ oveiiiaiileil, new mag., hood, screen, electric
liglttinp, speedometer, electric horn', discs, conch-painted,
reuphol^tererl, whole in perfect con<litiou : any trial by
appointment: tax paid; £130.-61, Highbury New Park.
K. [9238

\,rOI{GAX 1920 G.P. engine, M.A.G.. tttted with
-I-'-*- runnins boards and siinre lockers, tyres new, liu-
P'lncturable Ixick, acetylene lamps. D.A. cylinder, horn.
spare tube, 2 .chains, tax paid Oec. perfect condition

:

£195-.—Southern Motor JBxchanse, Biomley Ed., Cat-
ford. . [9246

1Q21 Aero JJodel Morgan, M.A.G. engine, dynamo
-l-«7 lighting, special outside exhaust, aluminium
dash, speedometer, etc, indistincuishable lioni new,
only done few miles; £225; take combination part
payment,—C.S„ 14, ^waton Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel.

;

E3155. [1272

MORGAN Runabout, fiUed new engine 1919, 3-

speed gear box, Lucas dynamo lighting, 5 lamps,
electric horn, tyres nearly new, iusl repainted, com-
plete with spares, tools, lax paid; price £170, or ex-
change Ford tourer,—W, G. Eaton, 373, Stonev Stan-
ton Ed., Coventry. [X2552

BRAND New 1921 Grand Prix Morgan, painted
purnlc, water-cooled M.A.G. engioo, Lucas

dynamo lighting, diso wheels, mechanical horn, hood
cover, etc., delivered from works Mareli 30th last, done
200 miles only; £235; lisl price £252.—Clarke. 12,
Queen St„ Louth, (1223

A DLEtt lOh.p. 2-cvl,
-^ Aero Lane, S,W.2.

CARS FOR SALE.
2.seater, tax paid; £48.-77.

(9790

£135.-8, Crow-
[DBOl-

FDRD Landaiilct, in perfect order;
hurst Hd., Ilrixton, S.W.

£55.—Ford 2.seater, 1913 model, Kood ruuninjt order.

-King, Egrove l-'iirm, 0.\told. [X27G0

£50 Down and 12 payments of £5 monthly secures

leliablo landaulet.—Palmer's Garago. Tooting.

£50 Down anil 12 monthly pnynienfs of £7/10 secures

reliable 2-senfcr.~Palmcr'3 Garage, Tooting.

£50 Down and 12 monthly payments £5 secure*

2yu.p. liiimher landaulet^. line huekuoy carriage,

4 speeds.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

1 Al'-P- Gcorgefl Richard 2-seator Car: exchange lor

X" motor cycle, or sell £20. — Palmer's Garage,
Tooting.

ISO Cash Secures 22h,p. Bcrlict chassis._ 4-cyI.

as new ; exchanges,—Palmer's Garage,^ monobloc.
Tooting.

£225 Cash Secures 1917 Napier Chassis, 4 speeds,
' worm drive.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£75 down .-ind 12 'monthly payments £10 secures

magnificent Napier 'it laudaulct. — Palmer's
Garage, Tooling.

£200 Down and 12 monthly payments X25 secures
1916 Daimler landaulet, as new.-Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

O200 Cash secure." Stiidehnker 4--<otor, self-starting.

i
^ dynamo lighting.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£225 Cash secures nearly new Knglish Pord 2-scatcr,

detachable wheels, dickey, as new. — Palmer's
Garage, Tooting

X*150 Cash secures ioh.p. F.l.P. 2. sealer, dickey,^ monDbloc motor.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

300 Cosh secures very B'no lOh.p. Metallurgiciua 2-^ seater. monobloc. 4 speeds.—Palmer's Garage. Tool-

ng. ,
. [9771

Palfrey4-cyI.;

REGENT 14h.p. 2-.'<iater,

order ; £125. '

GLADIATOR 2-scafer.

Place, Dorset E(l. Clapham Ed., S.W.8. [9660

GWK 1915 Special 2.seater, electric and acety-

lene, licensed; 140 gns.-54, Coval Rd., Mortlakc.
[X2834

dynamo lighting, good
Motorist 94, Branksome Rd., Brix-

ton. S.W. 13802

t>610—Standard new 1921 4-seater, all-weattier body;

3t ca«h or exchange.—Motorics, 25, llorton St..

Halifax: t9476

TRtiMBULL 2-scater, iusl repainted, smart appear-

ance; bargain, JE130. — Bunting, Wealdstone.

Closed Sundays. [1023

£420 —Calthorpe new 1921 2-seater with dickey ; 4-

seater, £450; cosh or exchanges.-Motorics, 25,

; Horton St., HoUfax. [9475

1 016 3-5'peed Baby Peugeot; £170, or exchange for

3j%) solo or combination, cash adjustment.-Ros?.

a^. High Rd., Lee. (1119

BUICK lOh.p. Twin-cvl., excellent condition, new
tyres, thoroughly overhauled; £70.—Francis Pen-

tire, NewQuay, Cornwall. [9366

LANCHESTER Cabriolet. 6 cylinders, property of .1

ladv: £125.-Applv. Cliaiiliear, 21. Elm Park

Garden Mews. S. Kensington. S.W.4. [9800

All letters relating to advertisements snuuld quoto the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dat; ol the issue. A37
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CARS FOK SALE.

I921.

dAXGN
sifliirt.—Hillside, Surbiton

^AXON loll. p. 2-seater. 1916. 4-oyl., ever.vwlievfO on top, reliable, economical; £135; perfect,

•|gi4 7-9h.p.

Hill Rd„ S.W. [X2833

with dynamo lit;]iting. hood,
3r exchange foi' combination,
86, High Rd., Lee. [1120

Swift,
Stepney; £180,

cash adJTiftment.—Ross.

G.N., smart little car, hood, screen, electric lamps.
spare wheel-; £120, or exchange for good combina-

tion.—Bun tine, Motors, WeaJdstone. Closed Sundays.
[1022

EA^FIELD lOh.p. 4-seater. 1910. reliable old 'bu?,
many spares; £110; or exchange good combina-

tion, casli either wav.—Pike, Whittleslord, Cambridge.
[8574

£50.— lOh.p. watei-cocled light cnr chn.gsis, 3 speeds,
reverse, differential, good tyres, just the thing for

IJeht car bnilder.— 30, Harold Ed., Upper-. Norwood,.
y.E.19. [9046

TURNER 1914 2-seater and dickey, lOh.p., 4^rvl.,.

5-speed gate, 5 rims and tyres, electric, acetylene.
^'licensed, reliable, economical, taerfect: £155.-

Rd., Mortlake.
54. Coval

[X2835

DE DION 6h.p.
coachworksi

smort little car, complete, just left

. tip4op condition, tax £4. n year: bar-
£65.—Seen and tri^d 3, St. James's Ed., AVands-

Avnrtl) Common. [5878

039/10.—6h. p. Rover 2-seater, Bosch, Zenith, hood,
cV screen, lamps. Stepney, horn, speedometer, splen-
did I'unning order, tax jDaid. — H., Camerton House,
(iomeldon, near Salisbury. [9950

BLERIOTAVHIPPET Light Cars; '£225; complete
with equipment and reverse geai", comfortable,

leliable, and economical ; demonstration car always
available.-Lloyd and Son, 2, 28. and 29, Station St..
Lewes.

^ [1553
^IXTY Cars Actually in Stock, mostly overhanleil
'•^ and renovated, bigger l^argaiiis anvwbere. Post(?ard
piociue.s list. Call 9 to 6. No business Sundays.—
liouplns 8 Cox, The Absolutely Straight Motor Man,
6c, Lansdowne Hill, West NonTOOd. Established 1902,

[9867

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
£100 down and 12 monthly payments of £25 secures

a magnificent 3-ton lorry.—Details, Palmer's Gar-
a-^-. Tooting. [9764

^PEADESMAN'S Light Delivery Ariel 3-whepler, fitted
-* with large box, carry 5-c-\it., 7-9h.p. twin engine.
T.B. iiing., Aniiic earluirettpr, 2 speeds, and clutch, new
\\ood-Mihie tyres ah round; £30, bare;un.-N;],sli 85,
Walton bt., Aylesbuiy. [9803

TAXICABS.
^100 down and 12 monthly payments of £20 secures^ London taxicab. — Details, Palmer's Garage.
Tooting. [9763

SIDECAR Taxi Combinations.—B.S.A. special taxi
mode! and complete specification; £248; consult

BANCROFTIAN Go's

GREAT
SALE

ENOrWES.
rebuilt, as new. 2";4U.p., comple

. , -;26; a,ll tjiies J.A.P. spares, sti
engine IVo.

;
slightly used cylinders and pistons, chea

Lodge Aero plnss, perfect. 2.'6. post free.—V.aM..
Ashmount Rd.. South Tottenham. N.15. [9!

rf~kNB Special o.h.v. Lake Sh.p. Engine, conipli
^-' with mag,, brand new and speciallv tuned
powerful engine, price £27/10; one 254h.p. J A

engine, new. price £17,10.—B.P. Garage.
Camden Town, N.W. [10

J.A.P. Engines,
£14; 5h.p. s

single _ „
-ATin-ray Mews,

PREMISES COIViING

Murray .St

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
gAXI.STEB and Bottm.

DOWN. 1
45/

the originators and experts.
Co.. Broad St., Birmingham

-Cotinty Cycle and Motor
[X9167

EXTENDED- PAYMENTS.
"C^OE Best Treatment and Best Terms for liglit cars
-- or cycle car or motor cycles of any -make, new or

ond-hnud. write The Sei^
I'Oni. "W.C.l. or 'Phone 6430

Co., 292,
Holborn.

yiVlAN HARDIE and Lane. Ltd.. 23 and 24. 1

^ stock St.. Xew Bond St., W.l ('Phone :

Hoi-
[0580

Clnphii

B.S.A. 4i!.h.p.

tion: £13;

i.W.

Wood-
- -- . - , May-

lair 6569). are prepared to supply anv make of motor
c.yr-le on the instalment system; lull particulars on
Vctjuest. ' [0605

ENGINES.
itri-coolnl; 2-speed sear box, clutch,
;ihi, £15.-l''islirr, 24, Tremndoc Kd..

[1004

Engiue;. in practically ne\v condi-
__ , carriage extra.—Marble Arcli [Motor

I-.-xchange, 135. Edgware Hd,. "W.
'

[1298

(\(\X11'A .LA.P.. 8h.p.. o.h.T.. nhsoliitelv jerfect.
•-'"ofT Matchless. £36 lyith Bosch mas.; £30 \vitlioiit;
'I*posit,-Jaek50ii 70. Micklegnte, Yorl:. [X2541
HEPPEt.THWAITES tor Stationary Engines. Sh.p.

W.C. De Dion and [NLIM.C.. £11/11. with gears
and clutch; 6h.p., £10/10; 4i,,a.p.,'^£10.—Below.

HEPPLETH-WAITE'S Cycle and Cycle Car Engines—5-6h.p. J.A.P. unit, as ne\y. £18; 3h.p. 2-
stroke Wooler, less "flywheel, with mag.. £5/10. as
new; 2^41i.p. Douglas and mag.. £10; 5i-h.p Star
m.o.v., £5/10;. 3V2h.p. Minerva. £4/lo'; another
£5; a.i.y. 6h.p. twin Rex, £5/10; another, less piston'
.£4,10: smaller engines-from £2/10: state wants and
ste Miscellaneous Column.—19, Wilcox Rd., Wands-
voitn Hd., London. [9979
"O.S.A. 1919 Engine, almost new, completl with car-
i-» tiuretter, • mag., silencer, chain sprocket, engine
plntes, etc.; £21.-85, CImrch Ed.. -Willesdeu. [98^
8h.p J.A.P. a.c, Boscffmag,, perfect, £25; Stm'me^

Archer 3-speed gear box. £15: cycle car part's
rhear; ofi'crs.-H., 10. Margery Park Rd.. Pore«t Gate'
E.7. [9177

GREEN Motor Cycle Engine, new. specially built
for racing

: also vaiions paits : must Vie cleared iiii-
niediately.—Alder, Winch Place, Beacon St., "Walwoith
SE.l'i'- [9526

In consequence of our Head Depot. 6t. Dishopsgate,
coming do\vii, and not ha^llIg sufficient room a( 78, Bishops-
gate, we have decided to clear our stock, the value of which
is about £20,000, regardless of cost. No reasonable offers

will be refused for large parcels, as we must clear our stock
within a short time. Everytiiing for the Motor Cyclist
in stock.

Our advertisement is not a catch-penny. We are adver-
tisers in " The Motor Cycle " since its first publications.
Our sale is absolutely genuine.

TYRES.—Please note, all t>-i-es advertised by us arc simply
last year's stock, .although they are sold as cleararce,
they are as good as when they left the factories. We
have no W.D. tvres. The prices are actually below cost.

Pedley. 26,.; 2},' 3-ribbed. 36/6; 2S ,< 3, Extra Heavy
3-ribbed, 57/6, original 109'-. Hutchinson BrooklandSj
26xr;?, 25/-; 2fi>r2, 26/6; 26,..2.1 27/6; Tourist
Trophv, 2f)<2. 35 ,'3; 26.- 2}. 3S/3; Passenger. 26 'a- 2!
to fit 2-1, 52/-. .Small Car Extra Heavy, 650x65, 52/6.
Heavy 3-ribbed, 700 - 75 lor Indian, or 700 X 6,5 or 750 '-'-ej.

all very heavy for other .American machines, 52/6. 6^o >; 65
Steel-stud Car Tj-pe, 78 /6. Firestone, 28x2!, 50,,'-.

20x2, for Auto-wheel. 25/-. Tube, 7/6. Palmer. 26x2.
li,ghl. 30/-; 650x65 Cord, heavy, 49/6; 26x21,49/-;
26 X 2:]: . Cord. -47/6. \\'ood-Miliie. 700 x,So, Heavy Car
Gruvrib, £3 10s. ; 26-21,45,'-. Oyler's, 650 x 65 Ribbed
Squarc-lread, 37 ,'6

;
26-2'. .-Ul-rubber Non-skid Extra

Heavy, 52/6. Micheliii, 700 ' S5, 63/-. Clincher. 700 > So
to fit 650;: 65 rim Dreadnought .Passenger, the heaviest
t^a-e made. 49/6, origina! 8g/- ; 650x65 Extra Heavy de
Luxe, 42 /-, original 80 /- ; 2,S < 3 Tassenger Extra Heavy.
55/6, original 95/-; 26 .- 3 Rubber-stud, 27/6; 28x2'.!,

42/-; 2,9X2, 37/6. De Luxe Non-skid. 2+X2 Junior,
19/6; 26,Mi! Junior, 19,'- ; 26 : 2 Heavv, 32/6 ; -26x2.'.

Junior, 22/6; 26:2 Extra Hca\-v, 39/6. Dreadnought
Passenger, 700->- 75, 47/6; 26x2.',, 42/-; 2(1 .: 2I Wired
Edge, 37/6; 26x2. Vacuum Gruv. 18/9.

TUBES.—\'arious makes. Clincher. Palmer, Hufrhinsoir
ind others

—

24x2.4/6; 26 ;2,4/6- 26x2.5,5/6; 26-,2.','

26x25- to fit 2.}, 6,'-; 28;.: 3, 7,'6.

BELTS.—Rubber, First-class makes, and in new condi-
tion—Jin. at 1/6 ft. : -Jin. at 2/3 ft. ; tin. at 2/10 ft.

;

i-Jin. .at 3,'3 ft. \\'e hay-c a fc\y Wata-Wata Leather Belts
in stock, fin. at 3/6 ft. Also some Chrome Leather, 'fin.,

at 2/6 ft. Deit Fasteners, 6d., 9(1., and 1 /-.

CHAINS.—Renolrts and Coventn'^-I x
-J,-. 5/6 ft.; .'; |.

; -.i,
7'-; Jl-xJ, 7,i6; in 5ft. lengths only.

WINDSCREENS.—All makes in stock at lowest; prices.

HOODS.—The finest quality, with curtains, thoroughly
tvaterproof, and beautifully finished. "62/6; usual, (4 ,(5.

WATERPROOF SUITS.-Less than pie-war prices.

Great purchase of manufacturers' stock.consisting of double
breasted Coats \yith belts- storm cuffs, and colbirs. and
Seatless Trousers with gussets.

Patent fasteners and leatlier-bonnd seat. Finest quality
extra hea-\-y double texture waterproof material, dark
firwn. new and fresh, only been macle a month ago, not half-

perished W.D. Our price, *3 3s. to clear. Postage i '6

extra. Could not he bought elsewhere under /[] 10s.

The greatest b.argain e\-er offered. Order immediately to
ave disappointment. .-\1 sizes in stock.

SIDECAR BODIES.—Coachbuilt, very best quality and
fioish. Upholstered throughout, £7 7s. ; original j-rice.

£12 r2s. Can never be repeated.

MAGNETOS.—Dixie cloclcwise twin. iSo°, brand jieiy,

£3 3s., to clear. Original price, £9 93, Thoinson-Bennett
single clockwise, £3 IDs, As iiew.

HORNS.—Mechanical. 7/6, 15/6, and 27/6. Dul-b Horns.
9

'6, 15/-, 16/6, and 25,'-. Electric. 27 '6 and 47/6.

CARBURETTERS.^B. and B. and Amacs in stock, all

models. A few second-hand and shop-soilecl from £1 each.

SPEEDOMETERS.—In stock. Cowcy, Watford, Stewar-t;

,and Smiths, A few shop-soiled and second-hand, to clear,

perfect order, from iE3. --^ll replacements for every
make in stock at lowest prices.

MOTOR CYCLES.—New 1920 and J921 models in Stock.

B.S.A., Allon, Radcos, Sun. A few second-hand 1920
models. No reasonable offers refused.

^ew wafeitight Thomson-Bennetts.
suit Douglas 4h.p. and 2=/A.^. p.

tiS „ "''^ ""^^P'ste: post 1/3, guaranteed: satisiHnon or cash returned.-Banister and Botten.Upper St., K.l. 'Phone: 2480" North.

J^AGNETOS 60% Below -Usual Cost.

C-A.V., suitable for any 2
than 4i/2h.p. They 'are

liayc the advantage 0! beiji"
can be relied upon for
fires at 180° '

3r 1-cyl. engine of
most efficient, and

_ tihe smallest magneto tl
the purpose recommended; 2-c

provisional price 63/-.—Below.
'T'HOM.SON-BENNETT 8-eyl. Magneto, adapted
ecL c I\- triable ignition, clock or anti cloi
i-D/e.—Below.

rriHOMSON-BENNETT and M-L's. of CoyentB
„•*•

. A"°- .°'' P-L-R. type, clock or anti clock. 35yariable ignition 10/- extra. A.D.S. are particula
suitable for stationary engines.—Below.
'T'HOMSON-BENETT AM2. firiii
-» yariable ignition and short-,. ,^u,o,.,s ,e,,i,„
clock or anti clock, 50/-; aKo Thomson-Bennett, t

at 180-', fitted w
t-circuiting termii

above, but for single-cylinder engines, 45/-

iiew, with sprocket and cha

AMI, a
Below

A LL our single-cylinders are guaranteed 1 spark"
-^-v rcyolution; trade discount on application NT
.^pecial net price will be made for contract orders
deliver so many per week or month. Satisfaction
payment refunded il goods returned within 14 day
condition as despatched. All magnetos are examii
b,y experts before despatch.-Vale Engineering
10,11. Browns Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. (O;

P.
and M. Magnetos.
i;2;iO.-Beloiv.

T''"^i.r"H';=''5'°'''
*"'" '"'5' machine

;
£2/10.-24. Clm

-•- Walk, Hampstead. [1;

TTtTEST London Magneto Co. for repairs to eveiy I» ' -01 magneto.

OATISFACTION. comlnned with flrst-^-lass workn-f-i sJup, IS the standard of the above company he
our great reputation.

XpAULTY Magnetos sent to the West London Magn
-^ Co for I'epairs are fully guaranteed by us
12 months on tearing our worts; therefore do 'not fi
your magneto to doubtful repairers.

VyEST London Magneto Co. invite you to send y|'
» enquiries conctming magnetos and spares.

I)
INC. Hammersmith 2757, and we will colli

^ repairs and deliver your magi
hours if you are in the London area.

BANCROFTIAN

A.?S

CO,
64 & 78, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.
T.A. : " Chaikel, London." Tel.: Londoa Wall 9897,

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

NOTE Address: West London Magueto Co
bhepherd's Bush Rd., London, W.6. [5;

RELIAXCF M:i^net.-f Repaiiing Co. for repair?
' new mrigneto.-.—See belcw.

RELIA^'CR guarantee to return yorir magneto
in 5 days, and, if neceisary, 24 houfo.

RELIANCE Bork under estiraote, and guarantee eJ
job 12 monthc=. - Armature -winding a speciall

Trade enaiiiries solicited.

TJELJANCE work for. and are recomniended
J-l- some of the largest concerns in London
can L-upply every Tvant.

RELIANCE 'stock epare parts loT Bosch, D.H El
mann, E.LC, Thomion-Bennett, C.A.V., Dif

Splitdorf, etc. Special line: Genuine platinum scil
for every make, 12/- per pair.

"OELTAXCE sper^ialise - ill" the -repair of U.H.
-*-4^ TJixio uia^uetos, and hnving the original pel
can guanintec a souud and reliable job.

RELIANCE haj-e, ju>st taken over larger preml
and are now iu particularly strong position

deal wJtli repairs. -quickly, tlooroughly, and cheaply.!

RELIANCE will be pleased to receive your
j

<[Uirie.5 coucerning your ignition troubles,
place OUT long-^st^mding expeiienCe at your dispd
and old and new customers juay be certain of geu
the usual piomptne^s and courtesy which we

"

al^ways endeavoured to give.—^ote new address:
St. John St., London, E.-C.l.

RELIAJS^CE Magneto Eepaiiing Co., 283. St.

St., London, E.C.I, for new magnetos.—See b6|

THOaiSOIv-BENXETT Magnetos, variable ignitl

waterproof, perfect, and sent witli written glj

antee from a reputable firm. Single-cyl., suit_any_r
chine. 45/-; 180® for Douglas 2^4 and 4h,p.,

4 5^ 50° 55°, for Clyno. J.A.P., etc.. 55/-. It 1

pay you to deal with the people who understand I

can guarantee wliat thev are p;elling.—K-eliance Magi
Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I. [Sf
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
klXIE Mag. for Plat Twin, good orde;.-Per
' St, Columb Minor, Cornwoll.
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.

-StndNn- I

[9272
JO^CH Magneto, single, nnti. peifef-t: £5.

Roj-al, Grove Ed., Woodford.

'. fi Twin C.A.V. Magneto, clockwise, good sparh;
'V £2/ 15.—LocU, 27, Elmside. Exeter. [973^

J
Lie Magneto, single, nearly new, anti; 40/"^—54.
Stanley Gardens Rd., Teddington, Middlesex, i

I)
• • [9309

i

ji.I.C. Mngneto, clockwise, single, brand new; oflf^-i.t,

J ftisli: approval.—Keg. Samson, Ladjrwood Ed.. J^ii

ingh.im. [9517

[PAEKINO Plug*', K.L.G., oero type. inn=t cle:ir

' fl for 5/-., post free.—Thompson. 59. Queen St..

olverbampton. f ff21

5

JEW W.D. Bo=cli M-igneto, «nglo, anti, £4 10: _-_
* Lufa? areo dynamo, 12 v.. 250 w., new, £4/5.—

i
t

I, Herongate, Wjnstead Park. [9271 jP"

^.A.V. Magneto:^, Type KUl, anti-clock, brnnd new.
>* not been unpacked; pricr© £3/10 eacU.—Wilkinson.
;,Ladt.roke Ed., Bu-^h Hill Park, Middle.-ex. [9533

JR.\N"D New British Magnetos, not W.D., tor

Triumph, B.S.A.. and Douglas; £4/19/6, carriage

id. -Collier'^ Motorie--. Horton St.. Halifax. [9477

IPLITDOEF Magdyno, 45°, clofkwi?e. new condition.
* accumulator and bo^ hornt head. side, tail lamp?
file -witches; £9^ offer.—76, Western Ed., Southoll,
iddle-ex. [8696

koXTtNTINTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair Con-
tinental magnetos only. By specialising on Bo.sc)i,

TT.. Eisemann. Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and Berling
gnetos, we can naturally give you better ^rvice.

EICE : Eewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-. plotinom
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6.
rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price
overhauling a motor cycle magneto range?

ween 20/- and 35/-, and never e-^cceds the latter

UP. Guaranteed for 12 montlis, and rede^Iiatihed tn

11 in 2 days.

OXTIXENTAL Ignition Repair Co., 13, Hardwirl;
I

IM., Chiswick, London. [1172 1

Ar;NETO Repairs.—Send your magneto to Palmer's]
. (larage. Tooting. Reply paid, quotation tele-

ilied on receipt; quick, efficient repair guaranteed,
rom 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.—Palmer's

rage. Tooting. • [9765

N'S-VTTSFACTORY Magnetos should be replaced i

by a Eoulton, £5/10 each; immediate dipnatch:
;cial discount to the trade. A lew shop-soiled to

at lower pricee.—Boulton Magnetos. Ltd., Old
1 St., Wolcerhampton. ^ [6455

dSCH Mngneto Repairs.—We nndertake every kin'l

01 repair to Bosch magnetos, and specialise on
niidce. All roi-nirs guaranteed, Rapid .=;erviro.

jeit WjOrkman-^liip.—T-nngford*6, 37. Cricklewocr)

>adway, London. N.W.2. [9275 i

YNAMOS, Stiirtora, Magnetos, Acciimalntors, nil

m;ikea repaired and supplied; lighting sets fitted,

(aturcT rewound: lowest clntrgea. work guaranteed

:

:iirs to the trade.—Belgravin Ignition, 3, Long Acrr.
•Plione: Gerrard 2668. [9441

CPPELTIIWAITE having secured a nice lot of

Tiiom^nn-BGnTiett magnetos are clearing them at I

owing prti'cs: Sinple, £2,'5: twin. 45'. 50°. St"". I

110: also Dixie 42°. 50^. 55^ 37/6 each: Boscli

Rex, £2: see Engines Column.—17, Wilcox Ed.,
ndsworth Rd., London. S.W.8. [9973

,

OVERNMENT Surplus (New> Magnetos.-Havini:
purchased the entire stock of the foUowing makes.

can ofTer them at huge discounts: Thomson-Bennett,
le and twin. 45=, 50=. 550. ^nd 180°, clock and
. £2 15; M-L single, clock, or anti. £2/15; C.A.V.
:ie or twin, £2/15; postage 1/9.-Below.

LL the Above are the enclosed waterprool type,
fitted with variable ignition and leads, and "are

able lor all makes ol motor cycles.-Below.

EW Plugs, guaranteed, not rejects: A.C. (Titan\
19; K.L.G.. types F7 and F8 detachable, in

:er£' bo.ves, 2/6; Lodge, in boxes, 2/6.—Betow.

IGH Tension Wire (new). 9 mm . -'jd. per yard; 25
yard coil, 8/6; 7 mm., 4d. per yard; "25 yar-i
6--; 5 mm.. 3d. per yard; 25 yard coU. 4/-; 5

, 2d. per yard; 25 yard .coil. 2/-; postage on coils
ali goods per return post; on approval on receipt

.Tsh
; money refunded it not satisfied.—Count v cf

don Engineering Works. Ltd.. 51a, New Park Rd
;ton Hill. S.W. . [4647

)VELAXD Magneto Repair Service.—Repairs to all
makes quickly and efficiently execilted. Spare
lor all types. Bosch pattern contact broakers,
each; Bosch pattern contact screws, 10/6 per
remagnetising by special process, 5/- per pair

—

e
:

Streatham 1390.—Loveland Bros.,, Crescent
ncto Morks, Norbui-y, S.W. [6602

AGNETOS.-Thorason'Bennett. clock or anti-
clockwise. 42°, 45^ 50<=. 55 =

, 180^, 50/-; for
le-cyl. engines 4-5troke. 45/-; 2-stroke. 40/-. All
e have variable ignition and are nev,-. waterproof
guaranteed. PleaFe state direction required; no
me. AN rite for illustration and further particu-—Super Power Co., 81. North Side. Clapham.

^^' [9646
1

ADAPTERS
To convert bayonet
to scpew-in bulb.

Single or
Double Pole, 2/- each,

post free.

MECHANICAL HORNS.
iiCOWEY

1920 pattern

29/6 Each.

Postage ^ /-. >[akcr's Price 60 '-

PISTON RINGS
for a.11 engines.

1 3 each, postage extra.

Up to 89 m/ni.

SILENCERS
(Aluminium with Tube,

FOR SINGLES is 6 eacY

FOR TWINS 15/6 each.

Postage 1/-

We have in stock and can supply
Repair Parts for B.S.A. Machines,
J.A.P. and ViLLIERS Engines,
DRUID' Spring Forks, BEST ond
LLOYD Lubricators. BOWDEN
Brake Parts, and STURMEY-
ARCHER Hub on countershaft
gears. Also spare parts and iets for

Amac, Brown & Barlow, Binks, and
Senspray Carburetters, and Chater-
Lea lugs and races, etc., etc.

Write us to-day.

TURNER'S STORES
The Wotor Cyclists' Accessory House,

180-1-2, RaSlway Approach,
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, W.12

'Phorxe : -Western 6177.

All letters relating t, advertisements should quote the number at the end oS each adv

T> t NBAKEX Itepaii Service.—Thorough find efficient
J-*' repairs to ;mr nuike of dynamo. stJirter, or mag.
\\e luive tlie i^pnte part.';, plant, and skilled Inbour tum-
ni™ out (frnnranteod work onlr.—Enclose instiurtions and
send hy rail to Tlie Rnnbnken Magneto Co., Ltd.. 115.
Gt. Portland St.. London W. ("Plione: Mayfnir 3586).
Xortli of England: Derby St., Clieethnm, Muncbe-t-^
'Pbone: City 82661. [0258
MAGXETOS.-Tliom?on-Bennett Sincle-^ and Twin?, all

degrees, clock or anti. 43/- earii : C.A.V.. sinslo
and twin-cyl.. pet at any degree, clock or anti. 47/-
eacb; Bo^rh D.A. (B.B. Tj-pe}. for bigb power mn-
cbines\ 70/- eocb. all carriage free. Every magneto i>^

carefully tested before d^patch. and is guaranteed in
Derfect wdrkins order: in fact, tbe majority are nnn.-^ed-

-Anglo. 198. King St.. Hammer.-mitli. [9212

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estah
lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,

and officially appointed by the R..-V.C. Magneto re-
pairs of every description; all repairs at lowest pos-
sible price?, and strictly guaranteed. Wo can mostly
return tbem witbin 24 bours. W'e bave several new
and second-band single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,
all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Windins
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd.. Euston, London, N.W.I
Pbone: Museum L158. T.A. : Kumagnelcc. Eusroad.
London. [6015

MAGNETO and Engineering Co., cperial lines: Thom-
5Dn-Bonnett mncnetos. single? nnd tTvins, 42<=,

45« 48^ 50-', 55°, and 180°. £2/15 each, postQRe
1/6 extra; ready to fit on DouRlas;, P. and M.. Clyno.
Triumph, J.A.P.. Harley-Davidson. or any 2-stroke,
variable isiiition. Tbe Magneto and Engineering Co,
guarantee the^e magnetos to be thoroughly efficient
for tbe above mentioned mncbines. Terni;^. cash witli

order. Satisfiwtion, or money refunded.—Below.

C.A.V. Macnetos, ready to fit on 23ih.p. Douglas,
or any lightweight, single, with variable ignition.

£3/3; ideal magnetos for lightweigbt.—Below.

THE Maiineto and Engineering Co.'s Lodge and
K.L.G. W.D. plugs, new. at 2/6 each; finest valno

on the market: trade export inriuiries solicitect:—Mag-
neto and Engineering Co.. Cromwell Hou^e, HiEh
Holborn. W.C.I. Tel.: 2054. [1064

NEW Arrival of Thomaon-Bonuett Magnetos, any
degree, and ready to bolt on, Douglas. P. and M..

, Triumpb, J.A.P., Clyno, A-T.S., Harley, etc., etc..

£2/15 eacli. plU3 carrbige 1/6. guarantee satiflfaetion.

I -asb with Older, v.'.riable ignition; C.A.V. single or

twins, perfect machine lor a liRbtweight; we guarantee
Kiti'ifaction or cash refunded without <Ielny ; trade

fitting tboxLsands; £3/3 eaen. plus carriage 1/6. Plugs
Lpdge and K.L.G.. new. not reconditioned. 2/6 each.

Trade and exporters, please write for special termp.—

Deiit. B. Coventry Ignition Supplr, 97. Gorton St..

Coventry. \ [1063

EUSTOK Ignilion Co.'s 24-hour repair service.

Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos:
Splildorl and Dixie specialists; otBcial Indian elec-

trical service .citation; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approved A.I.I ».

toit bench before despatch, and thereiore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold (;bo largest stock
r.I guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;

?pare parts lor all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, alwa.vs ready in stock; plugs,

cables, 'i-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. Wt
give vou" real live ser^dce at! ways.—Euston Ignition
Co.. 329. Elision Rd.. Londnn. N.W.I. 'Phone :

Mu-^pv.m 5034 T.A. : .Magdvnu. Eusroad, London.
[0263

TYRES.
O X % Off Best Make of Tvres, new stock.—Pitts, of^O Redditch. TcL:9-l. [X9325

H. EMANUEL, Tyre Factor.—See my, bargains in
displayed advertisement columns.- [0235

BASTONES for Covers and Tube?, no better or
cheaper house. Sec displaj-ed advert. [9916

MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard
makes; list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd., Shef-

field. [0589

XAA MOTOR Cycle Cover?, all size?, soiled only.
0\J\J heavy 25,-. light 15/-; approval anywhere.
—AlUyres, 81, Dalc^ End, B'rmingbam. [7433

"D D. VARTY. Th'.indersley. Essex, for tyres, all

,iL new. unused, clearance, guaranteed value and
satiiefaction or money returned, compare the prices.

R« D. VARTY.—Dunlop M-udded, 26x21,1, 2%, 28
• x3. 37/6; Palmer cord same price.

RD. VARTY.—Wood-Milne tvres. 26x2^s, 28x3.
28,-; 650x65,- 32/-; 700x80. 43/-; 28x2',~j.

32'-: combination studded. 26x2',i, 48/-; 28x3, 56/-;

650x65, 52/-; 700x80,-53/-.RD V"ARTY.—Clincher dc luxe extra heavy, 26
x2i(, 2'^a, 35/-; Kcmpshall anti-skid, 26x2ii.

28x3. 34/-:

RD. VARTY for tubes, all guaranteed perfect.

26x2V|. 2'/'. Palmer. Avon. Hutchinson,- etc..

6/s 28x3, 7'-; biitt-end. 1/3 extra.

RD. VARTY will send any of^ the above on aji-

proval agajnst cash.—Don't delay, post your
ordei- now to R. D, Varly, Thundersley, E^sex. [1312

A FEW Real Bargains for Scottish renders, snrpbie

Government, etc. covers and tubes. Write for H.^t.

-McArtbur Hill. 47, Carrick St., Glasgow. [829n

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads remoulded
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,

retreading; send lor list.-JMelton Mowbray Works, Mel-

ton Mowbray. ^^^^'

ei-tisement. and the date ol the issue. a39
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TYRES.
ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Special oU&v of Wood-Milne

Kevgvip covers, new and in pfelfect condition, at

50% oti' list prices. All goods carriage paid, on ap-
proval against remittance.

ECONOMIC.—Wood-Milno 24x2 heavy, 23/9; 26x2
heavy. 25/-; extra heavy, 30/-.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x214 heavy, 26/10;
extra heavy, 34/-; 26x2% heavy, 28/4; extra

heavy, 34/3.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x2V,x2i4 heavy, 30/-;
extra heavy, 35/-; 26x21/2 extra heavy, 36/1.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Mine 26x2i/> O.S.^extra heavy,
36/1; 26x3x21/3 heavy, 32/-; extra heavy, 41/-.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 28x21/3 heavy, 32/4; extra
heavy, 40/4; 700x80 heavy, 43/6; extra heavy,

46/6. " •'

ECONOMIC-The loUovping are all W.D. clearance,
new,- and in perfect condition. Compare our

prices.

ECONOMIC-Avon Sunstone 26x2li, 33/-; Bates
special heavy, 33/-; Dunlop heavy R.S., 35/-;

Clincher De Luxe extra heavy, 33/9; Beldam combina-
tion, 35/-.

ECONOMIC—Hutchinson T.T. 26x2%, 35/-- Pas-
senger, 3.6/-; Clincher De Luxe extra heavy,

34/6; Beldam extra heavy, 32/6; Bates special heavy,
36/6; Dunlop heavy, 37/6.

P CONOJIIC—Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber-stud,
' ' 24x2 26/3; 26x2, 28/9; 26x214, 30/-.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone : New Cross 1393.

[6786
KEMP.SHALL Non-skid, also Hutchinson T.T., 28x

2i*>, brand new, at a remarkable figure; 35/-
each; special prices lor quantities over 6; carriage
free: greatest bargains in tyres.—J. .Smith and Co.,
52-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. [0259

CEOTDON Motor Tyres, Ltd.-A'ew Clincher clear-
ance endless tubes, not W.D. or perished. 26x2

6/3, 26x214 6/6, 26x2l/ix2l4 7/3. 700x80 8/6; post
free against remittance; Wood-Milne Keygrip covers,
all sizes, 3 and 4-ply. at half prices.—Crovdon Motor
T.vres, Ltd., 53a, London Ed., Croydon. ' ' [4296
"VTEW Dunlop and Bates Tubes, W.D., 26x214 and
-L" 26x2%, 5/- each; neiv Beldam clearance covers,
all sizes, 30/- each, except 28x3 40/-, 650x65 45/-
aud 700x80 50/- each; 700x80 new Wood-Milne square
tread covers, guaranteed, 50/- each.—Homertcn Eirbber
AVorks, Brooksty's Walk, Hou'-erton, E.9. [03S1

ality

8/6;
_ -, . -, . .--x80,

9/6; 750x75, 10/-; 28x3, 10/6; new rubber belts.
6tt. 2in.xlin., 10/6; 15in. inflators, 2/3; sent ap-
proval, carriage paid receipt remittance.—Palmer's
Carage, Tooting. [9769

(CENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath.—This is the
V^ cheapest house in the long run, as we replace
cover should it be unsatisfactory, despatch same day
as oj-der. Fully guaranteed Wood-Milne covers : 26 X
214 26/6. extra heavy 32/6, 26x2% 27/6, E.H. 33/-,
26x21/2x214 30/-, E.H. 35/-, 25x21/, 34/-, E.H. 36/-
26x3x21/3 32/-, E.H. 40/-. 28X3 '27/6, E.II. 30/-
650x65 32/6, E.H. 37/6, 700x80 40/-, E.H. 45/--
tubes, 5/6.—Below.

CENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath.—Dunlop covers,
26x2y, 2%. and 21/., 650x65, 28x3, etc., heavy

and extra heavy, prices on application.—Below.

("'tENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath.—Special line
'^ brand new 28x3 Wood-Milne covers, extra heavv,
30/-, approval ivillingly, listed at 87/-.—Below.

PJENTRAL Garage, Thornton Ileath.-Second-hand
^^ covers salved from army machines, many as new
and good for several thousands, 12/6 each, carriage
1/6; approval against cash. Please state size and
make preferred.—London Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E

[9836

TANKS.
B.S..\. Tanks, in good condition: 13/-.—Marble Arch

Motor Exchange, 136. Edgware Rd., W.2. [1300

TANKS Renovated, uiakeis' designs, transfers, 12/6.—
"U hitwoith Motor Renovating Co., 90a, Pershore

St., Birminghani. »
. [9459

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At-

kinson St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25
.vears. (jgOj

npANKS Repaired, re-enamelled; partition leakage,
,

dents, drip feeds fitted, etc. ; re-enamelling, makers'"
colours, finish, and transfers guaranteed

: prompt re-tmn.-Park A\ orks, la. Paradise Ed., Green Lanes,
Highbury, London. [X2814

THANKS of every description replaced, repaired andJ- re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds of
lutings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges.—Send ijostage for illustrated price list to A. Green,
^,l\"^^'^'- t'lapel St., Sallord. Manchester. Tel.!
2191 Central. [0266

BELTS.
^AA Brand New liri. Belts, 61t. 6in. lengths
r V^; Dunlop, Pedley. etc.; 12/- each.—Marble
-Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd. ,W. [1299

"•

0£ix2ii New Beaded Covers, 24/-; new best quali"^^ tubes, 24x214, 5/-; 26x2, 6/-; 26x21/, 6/
26x2l,i,- 7/6; 26x2l,ix2Vi, 8/-; 26x3, 9/-: 700x8

p|5roSr(YCLE.

Insurance Policy

iistimon^

T^HIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with
copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original

lettersmay be inspected.

Dear Sirs,

I have to acknowledge v>ilh thank?

cheque Jar your portion of the liability

for the accident to my combination.

Your promptness and generous

business methods have resulted in a
thoroughly satisfied policy holder, and
I will do all in my power to recommend
your Company in the future, realising

that it is in the interests of my fellow

motor cyclists to do so.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

iliicorporaiin^ The Autocar Insurance
DepaHnmU, Esiabliskid 1904).

Head Oface:

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.
Telephone : City 9831 and 9S32.

{••BBBagBaBa«B«BasatBBSBBaBBSB,'-

BELTS.
BEST make of Belting, all lengths in lin. at 2/6

foot; 2-piece f/gin. 1/9, ^4in. 1/6, oh approval
against cash.—Pitts, of Redditch. Tel. : 91. (X9323

SPORTING OITer.-Balata and chrome V belts, ^tin.

2/6, lin. 3/- per foot, trial belt half price;
fasteners, 9d. ; postage 1/-.—W. Pollin and Son, Hol-
lington, St. Leonard's-on-Sea. , [6014

LARGE Quantitv of New Belts, not clearance :

Clipper, gft.xlin., 22/- each; 8ft. Bin. ditto, 21,'-

each; surplus by leading makers, %in., any lengths
2/1 a foot; special offer of 6ft. 6in. ol %in. at 10/-
each, ';41n. ditto, 12/6.—H. Emanuel, Tyre Factor, 27,
Belgrade Rd, N.16. Stores ; 37a, Balls , Pond Rd.,

;

Dalston, N.l. 'Phone : Dalston 3161. [0348 '

INSURANCE.
OTOR Cycle Insurance at Economical Premiums;-
See below.M

FULL Policy up to 2^,4h.p, £3/10, 4i/41i.p. £4, 6h.p.
£4/10. lOh.p. £5/10.—See below.

PUBLIC Liability Only, unlimited indemnity, kom
£1/7/6.—See below.

FULL Particulars will be lorwarded on receipt oi

postcard stating make. h.p.. and value.

LALDRIDGE and Co., Ltd., 23, Bucklersburv,
. E.G. 4. Branches at Brighton {56, East St.),

Manchester (10. South Parade, Deansgate), Margate
(6, Cecil Sq.). . [5533

~

FOR Insurance of all kinds (specially motor), apply
Ernest J. Bass, Insurance Broker, 40, Chancery

Lane, W.C.2. [0005>

TCUBIST Trophy Race.—Special policies, all risksf
motor cycle insurances of all, kinds at lowest rates.

— E. AA'. Winckle, Insurance Broker, 105, Colmore Row,
Biiiuineham. [X2729

ROYS, Ltd., invite enquiries for insurance of all

kinds. Competitive rates lor motor cycles.
Lloyd's and companies' prospectuses on application.

—

170, Gt. Portland St., London. t0055

THE IMotor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy.
atithorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for privatfr
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London,
E.C.2. [0007

PATENT AGENTS.

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD, Motor Specialist.- Guide in^e.-

—3, New St., Eiimingham. [7103

PATENTS Advice, handbook free,—King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.G.

35 years' references.
"

[0129

WBRY90N, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings,

London, W.C.2. 'Plione : Museum 3651. [1049

AGENCIES.
UNIVERSITY Commerce Student with engineering

experience desires to arrange agencies in Spainl^

for propre.^^sive motor cycle firm.—Bos 4,145, c/o Them
'Motor Cycle [9266|

HOTELS AM) APARTMENTS.
MARGATE.-Oxford Hotel, minute East Maipat9|

Station. Bed and breakfast 5/-; garage. [70361

THE Old Barn Teahouse. Stocks Green, Hilden-j
borough, beyond Seveuoaks, for real g'ood famihous^

fare. [8672|

DOUGLAS.—" Cliff View," Promenade. 100 rooms'J
billiards; terms lor motor race week 12/6 perT

day.—J. Ridehalgh, Manager. [86581

DOUGLAS, l.O.M.—The Hawthorns, 4, CambridgJ
Terrace. Homely apartments, every comfort foil

motor cyclists during the races. Private garage, tel^
phone, bath.—Apply for terms. [9583|

LONDON.—Central Hotel (exclusively for eentlen

men), Percy St., Tottenham Court Rd., W.lJ
Special week-end terms, 6/6 bed and breaklaet.—

f

Museum 6205. Garage. Night porter. [788^

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc,

Train by post for this paying profession. Star!
a liu&iness of your owii. Prospectus free.—AgriculJ
tural Correspondence College (Dept. T.). Ripon. [038^

FINANCIAL.
CREDIT Accounts opened with members, hX beneftti

—Particiilars. Star Club, 9, Baronsmere R^J
London, N.2. [13l|

PARTNERSHIPS.
WANTED, straight man with £1,000 to invest ^1

partner in cycle and motor cycle Jjiiop, N.T*^
London, business growing, extension necessary, adioi
ing premises shortly available, present trade about »SI
weeklv. srnall sales and 20% repairs, expenses iMv, Jfcl
fitable concern.—Bos 4,211, c/o The Motor OpcU.

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Novelty in the T.T.

IN
tills i.ssue are described two entirely new

iiiaclilne.s, which liave been produced for tiie

1921 Tourist Trophy races by firms which
did not compete last year.

One is a combination of a world-famous
works and one of the best-known authorities "on

high-speed internal combustion engines. It is

true that its debiil in the Isle of Man is something
in the nature of a trial run, but this is purely on
account of the fact that there has been no time

lor further development. Indeed, it is a tribute

to the design that an engine which first saw the

light of day but little over a month ago should
have in.spired such confidence ia the manufacturers
as to be entered for the 'classic road race.

The second machine also bears a name historic

in the annals of the motor cycle movement, and
is the considered development of a design rhore

than a year old. Both frame and engine are

unconventional, and the machine has been designed
to suit the requirements of the Isle of Man
course.

It is noticeable that almost every feature which
has been incorporated in T.T. mounts is a direct

improvement from the tourist's point of view.

It is true that the tourist does not require to

travel at such high speeds as those attained in

the Isle of Man, but he does require comfort, ease

of control, quick acceleration, and good braking.

All these features are essential to winning the

Tourist Trophy. In addition to the two machines
to which reference has been made, and which
mark a new epoch in motor cycle development,
there is evidence amongst other entrants of a

distinct advance along sound mechanical lines.

Machines which were entered in the 1920 event

have been developed still further, and in most
cases have been lightened as a whole, and parti-

cularly as to reciprocating weight.

Xewcomers are generally inclined to be daring,

but, so far, we have discovered no single develop-

ment of importance which will be without a happy

influence on touring machines. There will be
some who consider that the eveigrowing popularity
of overhead valve gear is a mistaken policy adopted
purely for speed purposes. We cannot agree,

since as engine efficiency is increased so will fuel

consumption and overall weight be decreased.
In certain cases we tind Tourist Trophy machines
fitted with two-speed gears. Is this a retrograde
movement? We think not, althougli we do not

.suggest that three speeds are unnecessary for

touring mounts ; rather it is a proof that the latest

engines pos.scss impro\-ed fie.xibility.

There may be manufacturers who fail to apply
the lessons learned in the Isle of Man to their

standard productions, but such concerns are

becoming increasingly scarce, and surely they will

reap their own reward.

Why Not an Isle of Man Racing
WeeR?

IF
the R.A.C. and the A.C.U. combined their

efforts what a splendid Isle of Man week
could be organised in 1922 ! The parent body
Jias announced its intention to organise races

for two classes of cars next vear ; such events,

combined with the Junior and Senior motor cycle

events, would evoke the enthusiasm of all classes

of motorists. Much money, considerable time and
work in the organisation would be saved if the

two bodies worked together. The only obstacle

which suggests itself is .that it might be difficult

to persuade the Isle of Man authorities to close

the roads for four days in one week.'

However, there is plenty of time in which the

matter could be discussed and obstacles overcome.
It is sincerely to be hoped that, when the time
comes, the leading motor car and leading motor
cycle associations will work together and provide

a really sporting week in the I.O.M. There are
plenty of motor cyclists who would like to witness

the car races, and quite an equal number of

motorists who are anxious to see the motor cycle

races.

.y..y...y...^ y.y. .y ./../ ^ j / j y / y / y 1 \. .\ \ srr-^ >-> \ V 'v 'v V s \ s 'v V—r: >,,,\....\1

An index to the advert s ments in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Yes, Really.

,.> FTER a prolonged period during which benzole

was about as scarce as .decent beer, in war
time, my local supply man approached me

witli a furtive air, and a sombrero- pushed well down
over his forehead. He whispered, " Any use for a

fifty-gallon drum of benzole?" "Good stuff?" I

queried. "Rather!" he responded emphatically.

So I bought. It has now arrived. On the drum is

stencilled in large letters " Anglo-Ameritan Oil Co."
I have no quarrel with the quality of the benzole,

which is top-hole juice. But what a game it is. It

seems only yesterday that we were assured by-Parlia-

ment and by a certain section of the press -that British

benzole was to- be our mighty ally in pulling down
petrol ,

prices. I shall commence drilling for oil in

my back garden.

Road Perils.

THE railways being largely out of action, we all

took to the roads at Whitsuntide, and our

national highways were about as safe as

Orvillers in June, i9r6. Let us, dear readers, com-
pare notions, and recognise wherein the peril- con-
sisted? Was it gilded nuts on high-powered sports

'buses? Was it motor coaches ? Well, I spent some
of the windiest hours of my nervous 'young life, and I

find no fault with either of. the above. I rank the real

perils of the road in the following order :

1. Cyclists.

2. Low-powered sidecar outfits.

3. Closed cars (especially taxis).

To Justify.

THE above catalogue requires a little explanation.
Most of my mileage was covered on famous main
roads. - As a rule these roads were just v.'ide

enough to accommodate the usual twin procession of

cars travelling in opposite directions. All the poten-
tial perils arose from overtaking. On each side of the

road, close to the kerb, there was a string of cyclists,

riding sometimes two abreast, but often three or four

A26

alongside: - Their presence absolutely vitiated the

basic principle on which the width of the road had _

been originally plotted, for they made the road centre

an uncofnmonly tight fit for tlie twin streams of cars.

Overtaking of cars by cars was almost universally due
to the obstacle caused by a vehicle of lower pace than

the average, and in nine cases out of ten that slow

vehicle was a low-powered sidecar outfit. Finally,

the chief mishaps caused by cars overtaking cars were

ascribable to \ehicles with projecting tops, which
blanketed the vision of the drivers next behind ; and
the chief offenders were the slow taxis, for a 40 h.p.

limousine did notordinarilv allow itself to be overtaken.

Without Malice.

THE last paragraph is written without any bias

against cyclists, low-powered sidecars, and taxi-

cabs. All of them have obviously as much
right to the roads as anybody else. But I was pro-

foundly impressed with the urgent necessity for

widening sundry roads which are usually regarded as

satisfactory. If so much pi'essure can arise in these

days when hardly anybody can afford to motor, what
will be the state of our highways in ten years' time,

when our national prosperity has bucked up agaiiT,

and we emulate the famous State of Ohio, where one

person in every seven owns a car? Road authorities

must not rashly decide that a 30ft. roadway is good
enough for modern traffic.

Battery Boxes.

"I
O) EHIND the scenes I am conducting a little useful

J O) propaganda work with the firms who manufac-

ture electric hghting outfits. I have at last

coaxed two concerns to modifv their battery cases in

such wise that one mav remove the lid without break-

ing most of the connections. No credit to me. The

principle is simply that of the common or garden flash

lamp, in w^hich spring metal tongues make automatic

contact with the necessary terminals.- By another

mighty brainwave a colleague induced some of these

gentry to drill small holes in the off side of their tail
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lamp bodies, so that one need not remain in ignorance

of a dud bulb until the moment of arrest. From
which experience I deduce that the design of a motor
cycle or a motor cycle gadget is a job demanding a

trinity. >fo. i should guarantee tliat the-job is tech-

nically sound, and will, work. Xo. 2 should boil the

article down to" a form in which economical production
- is practicable.. , No. 3 should know nothing about

technics or manufacture; he should be an ordinary

thick-headed user, like myself, witli a knack of taking

things to pieces as nftcn as ])ossilile. ami putting them
back wrong.

Impulse Starter Magnetos.

GORRE.SPOXDE\CE indicates that a tew slim

fairies and corpulent paterfamili—(what is the

plural of this beastly word?)— asses own cycle

cars which have induced them to become mightily inter-

ested in any gadget whirh substitutes mechanical in-

genuity for brute strength in starting engines. So I

Ijeg to annouivce that most of the impulse .^itarter de-

vices can easily lie mounted on ordinary magnetos, and

that there is no need to buy a complete new instrpment.

1 notice that in some cases the dexifo is kt^yed to the

armatui'e spindle; and riders meditating a conversion

might do well to consult the manufacturer of their mag-
neto as to whether the instrument .should be returned

to the works to have a keyway cut in the spindle.

Some authorities say that the key is merely added to

simplifv timing: others hold that its presence is a pre-

cuition against the slipping of a friction drive.

A Chance for Repairers?

LIKE many other innocent spendthrifts, I was deeply

fascinated last autumn by the various lever-oper-

ated flashlaraps, yvhich dispense with batteries,

ijuoth I to myself, quoth I, " No more dismantling

magnetos by the roadside in darkness, rationing out the

1.1st three matclies over the job." I have carried one

of these lamps ever since. (,)iiite recently, when I was

endeavouring to clear a carluirettcr jet aljont 2 a.m..

the lamp developed a worn pawl, or words to that

effect. Next day 1 met tli^ only-local repairer whom I

ever permit to touch my buses. I consulted him.

Should Itake the lever lamp to bits, and try to fake it

up? " Don't !" he imijlored me. " I took one to l:>its

in my .shop the other day. When the case came off. it

!icha\->d like a Mills grenade. Jt's got a scatter-

spring inside it. about 50 h.p.,

and my staff are still raking over

the garage litter in their spare

lime trying to find the missing

bits.'

I find die repairers arc rather
' -i.ick just now, and a lot of us

, have got some of these lamps
which have lost some of their

original candle-power. Better still,

will somebody write us a useful

hint and tip for reconditioning

these very handy little accessories ^

They are just the goods for night

rid?rs.

SISTER P.\ST!MES-

MOTOR CYCLING, FISHING,

AND PHOTOGRAPHY.

These two attractive pictures secined the

ten-guinea first prize and the five^guinea

second prize respectively in the recent

photographic competition organised by

Mr L. B. Henderson, of Sheffield, for owners

of Henderson sidecars. The view on the left

secured the first prize for C. W. Knight

Bexley, while the second prize photograph

(reproduced on the right) is by H. T. Pollit,

or Bromsgrove.
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In last week's instalment our contributor empliasised the simplicity of air-cooling in relation to water-cooling. He
proceeded to point out the advantages of certain arrangements of cooling fins and valve disposition. In the succeeding notes

it is urged that engines have suffered in the past from lack of proper precautions for cooling the crank case and, incidentally,

the lubricant therein.

J
(Concluded

AN interesting point that came to the writer's notice

was the importance of cooling tlie crank case,

and he first recognised this in 1915 in connection

witli some small engines that were designed by him
for the purpose of driving wireless and searchlight

dvnamos.
x'\s first designed the engine and dynamo were both

bolted to a bedplate, and an ordinary fan (similar to

an ofifice desk fan) was carried on the crankshaft blow-

ing air towards the engine generally.

This fan was not sufficiently large in diameter to

reach nearer than to within three inches of the cylinder

heads, and a certain amount of chance had to be

taken, as it was impossible- to increase the general

diriiensioi^ for this purpose. The whole unit, how-
ever, !'an extremely well, and on its first test it did

fifteen hours per day for ten consecutive days on con-

tinuous full throttle..

Several months later the writer decided to make a

really compact unit almost wholly enclosed, .and an
enclosed centrifugal blower was used which -did not

blow on to the crank case at all, but which dkected
the air through ducts right on to the cylinder heads.

Effects of CranK Case Heat.
The result was astonishing—the engines would not

develop the same power, nor would they perform
satisfactorily for long periods. , The crank case

became so hot that it melted the insulation in the

magnetos, and the system had to be discarded.

This proved conclusively that a great amount-of the

cooling of an engine is done by the crank case and the
circulation of the oil.

Later experiments, confirmed this, and subsequently
it was proved by Dr. Gibson at Farnborough to what
e.\tent the crank case and circulation effected -cooling.

In his excellent paper (which really ought to have
been taken most seriously by the motor cycle designer,
as it probably constitutes the greatest fund of infor-

mation that air-cooling has ever received) he remarks.
" From these figures it appears that of the total heat
dissipated from these cylinders only 53% in test No. 9
and 60% in test No. 10 are actually removed from the
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cooling surface of the cylinder itself. The remainder
ranging from 47% to 40% . . . . is dissipated

from the surface of the crank case. . . ."

One can no longer wonder that " Brooklands
''

spe^dmen are continuously pumping oil into their

engines. It has frequently been stated that they are

more oil-cooled than air-cooled, and strangely enough
experiments have shown that even water-cooled engines

benefit to very nearly the same extent from oil-cooling.

This promptly brings out a handicap which the air-

cooled engine has unknowingly suffered for many years,

i.e., whilst the water-cooled car engine has almost
invariably been provided with a large crank case, a

large oil sump and a constant circulation of a large!

quantity of oil, the^ air-cooled engine has a diminutive]

crank case and drops of oil at about sixty per minute.

The car engine has been lucky because itcertainlyb

was not fitted with this sump and circulation lubrica-

tion for die purpose of assisting in the cooling of thel

engine, although it has unconsciouslv played nearly asl

much part in the cooling as has the radiator. The!
principal object was, of course, to remove all needl
for attention, and it now appears that the air-cooledl

engine can benefit \evy considerably from scientifically!

adopting car type lubrication.

We have been asked for years, " Why do we stick tc

drip-feed lubrication ?" and truly it is difficult to answer.!

In the light of the double service that oil circulatioi-J

renders we are almost compelled to adopt it.

Utilising Oil Circulation.

The next point that occurred to the writer was howl
can we get the most out of this crank case cooling of
which we have up till now failed to realise the value 1

If it does roughly half our cooling without our eveif

designing for it, how much more can it do in the casa

of an engine designed from this point of view ?

In an engine test bbser\'ed by the writer the removal
. of all the fins from the barrel made a difference 6|

. only about 12% in the cooling of the engine, but

\-ariatipn of the quantity of oil that was allowed td

splash inside the cylinder walls and against the head

of the piston made as much as 60% difference to thJ
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temperature of the cylinder barrels. Later he tried

splashing oil on 'to the outside of the barrels as well

(by placing fhe cylinder completely inside the crank
case and circulating oil exactly as in car practice), and
the completed results have more than justified the

investigations he has made in the past and which have
led him to this type of cooling.

Analysing the three items that have to be cooled we
; have the cylinder head, cylinder barrel, and the piston.

The cylinder head for the time being must be cooled
in much the same way as at present, plus a little extra

care in valve disposition and in exposing the centre of

the head as much as possible. The piston (roughly

one-third of the combustion area) has always been
looled principally by the oil, and greater care should

be given to its design with this object in view.

Both the cylinder head and the piston are, of course,

in direct contact with the burning charge throughout
the whole of the ^
explosion stroke,

whereas the cylinder

li A r r e 1 is h a 1 f

I iixered and un-

covered, therefore

it is by no means
'the difficult problem
that might at first

be anticipated.

Tests on the oil-

cooling of the barrel

have c e r t a i n 1 y
shown that whilst

under very heavy
duty the ordinary

air-cooled cylinder

(when polished for

observation p u r -

poses) will tuj-n a

straw colour and

Sdmetimes from that

to blue, the uil-

cooled cylinder
shows no sign what-

ever of such temperature, howc\er badly ueated.

It can here he noted with interest that those engijies

wliich are fitted with a baffle to prevent much oil reach-

ing the piston and cylinder walls are deliljerately

handicapping the cooling of both. The writer has

Covered manv thousands of miles on a car of very high

repute so fitted, and the carbon that accumulated on

the underside of the jiiston heail within 3,000 miles

was sometimes as much as a quarter of an inch, and

(|uite twice as much as on the combustion side of the

head.

Carbon under the Piston Head.

t'arbon under a piston head can only denote an

e.vcessively hot head, and this lowers the efficiency.

Siinilavlv, if the oil is made hot enough to turn a con-

siderable quantity of it into carbon there rau.st be a

great deal of it brought to a temperature very nearly

as high as. this, which high temperature must veiy

seriously affect the lubricating properties of this oil.

The writer ha.s found that a very large quantity of

oil constantly tlirown against the underside of the

piston will not only keep the carbon away from this

The Bradshaw "oil-cooled " engine, the outcome of the investigations of the author.

surface but from the top of the piston as well, and
compared with the usual difficulties of adequately
cooling a piston crown, the cooling of a cylinder barrel

is simple.

This point of piston cooling naturally brings up the

question of pistons in aluminium alloy or cast iron, but

it is an item in itself that is long enough to preclude the

possibility of in\-estigation here. All that can be said

is that Dr. Gibson found that with an aluminium
piston of normal design the temperature of the head
was between 360° and 450° F., whilst under similar

conditions the corresponding cast iron reached a tem-
])erature a]5proximately tw^ice as high. It was also

found that a piston having a full skirt is very much
, preferable to one of the slipper t)pe.

Side=by°side Valves Require More Cooling.

From the same source of infiirmation as that

referred to above, we find that a cast iron cylinder

with orthodox side

^•alves requires as

much as 30% more
cooHng surface thar

"does one with over-

head valves. For-
tunately, however, a

< ylin<ler of this type

is able to accom-
inodate this amount
of increased surface.

In conclusion, the

writer submits that

in improved design,

as regards the cool-

ing by oil of the

internal parts of a

motor cycle engine,

we have an oppor-

tunity of consider-

.ibly greater ad-

vancement t h a n

the motor cycle

engine has enjoyed
for many years. He

submits, also, tliat instead of having cooling fins on
the cylinder it i.s preferable in the absence of a well-

directed current of air between and through them to

pick up this heat by means of the oil, and to spread
it all over the fiat and very much increased surface
I if the crank ca.se, and constantly to circulate compara-
tively cool oil throughout the ejigine by an ordinary
gear pump as in car practice, instead of depending
upon a few drops of scorched oil for lubrication.

fn an oil-cooled ei\gine of the writer's design, an
inspection of the oil after more than an hour all

out on Brooklands track has shown this to be quite

clear, and almost as when filled up, whereas the

ordinary engine with the ordinary hand pump or drip
feed shows surplus oil almost like treacle.

Incidentally, it jnight be mentioned that the maxi-
mum temperature the oil ever reached in the oil-cooled
engine above referred to was not more than 180° F.,
and with simple modifications to the oil container it

was possible to bring this temperature down to as

lo-w as 130" F.

A natural conclusion to be arrived at in connection
with the increasing in area of the crank case is the

A29
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inclusion of the gear box and all other details, thereby

greatly increasing the cooling surface and avoiding

the noisy "external bicycle chain; and the writer hopes

very shortly to have such an engine on the test bench,

on which it is intended to carry out most careful

temperature investigations.

Further advancements that naturally arise are the

rounding off of all sharp corners and the removal

of recesses and crevices, which so rapidly accumulate

mud and dust. In fact, the engine can be made up
as a suitably-shaped aluminium box, completely smooth
externally, With everything (including the valve gear

springs, etc.,'- in the case of -a side valve engine)

running in oil inside. This greatly minimises the

necessity of the engine having to be placed so as to

enable the air to pass through cooling fins.

Many will question the possibility of preventing

this copious lubrication allowing' oil to pass the piston

rings, but as it is very little more than that used in

a car engine, it has so far showir no difficulty.

Finally, and by no rneans the last advantage to

be derived from the inclusion of the cylinder in the

crank case, is the complete deadening of the metallic

clatter that usually emanates from the valve gear in

a resonant air-cooled cylinder.

As already mentioned, the water-cooled cylinder is

deadened whilst the air-cooled one has a distinct

"ring," but the bolting down of the cylinder by. its

head directly on to the crank case and leaving the

barrel free inside has quite as much deadening effect

as has the water and water-jacket, and places the

oil-cooled engine in a position to compete with water-

cooled engines from the point of view of silence.

TO OBTAIN FIRST-HAND KNOWLEDGE.
Projected Overseas Tour by Prominent British Designer.

OFTEN overseas motor cyclists have suggested

to us that the designers of British motor cycles

should visit the countries in which their

machines are used in order to obtain first-hand know-

ledge of prevailing conditions.

Mr. J. L. Norton, INI. I. A. E., managing director of

Norton Motors, Ltd., and designer of the

well-known machine bearing his name,
has decided to make an extended tour

later in the year for the purpose of study-

ing road and atmospheric conditions in

Africa, Australia, NeAv Zea-

land, U.S.A., and Canada. -

It is Mr. Norton's intention

to obtain opinions of the lead-

ing motor cyclists in the various

countries, and it occurs to us

that overseas motor cycle clubs

may care to avail

themselves of the
opportunity to meet
the Norton designer

and to arrange in-

formal discussions

on matters of speed,

tune, design, equip-

ment, riding condi-

tions, and, in fact,

any subject of

mutual interest.

As is well known
to our readers,. The
Motor Cycle has
always encouraged

the interchange of ideas between overseas riders and

the movement in this country, and we have prevailed

upon Mr. Norton to reserve a certain amount of his

time for this purpose.

^Ve invite club secretaries in the countries named

to communicate with us, or with Mr. Norton (at the

Norton Works, Bracebridge Street, Birmingham), in

order that any such proposed meetings may be in-

cluded in his programme. To assist them in this

TO CO-RELATE
TECHNICAL

SCIENCE WITH
PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCE.

Mr. J. L. Norton, who is shortly departing for a tour overseas,

is Mr. Norton, sen.

direction we give below the suggested itinerarj', with

approximate dates

:

End of September.—Departure from England.
First two weeks in November.—Durban and Pietermaritz-

burg. -

Second two weeks in November.—Pretoria, Johannesburg,
Bloemfontein, East London, Port Elizabeth, and Cape

>. Town.
First week in Decem-

ber. — Departure
from Africa.

December 20th (ap-

prox.). — Arrival

at Adelaide.
January.—Melbourne.

Sydney, and
Perth.

End of January.—De-
parture for Auck-
land and Welling-
ton.

February. — Chi'ist-

church and Dune-
din.

March. — Departure
for U.S.A.

April.—Ill U.S.A. and
Canada.

We feel sure that

a hearty welcome
will be extended to

this prominent
rider by motor
cyclists overseas, as

his reputation is as

well known abroad

In ihe. sidecar as it is -in this

country, and w e

^. .' anticipate that he

will receive so many invitations that he will experience

difficulty in fitting them in with a programme deter-

mined by tire steamer sailings. For this reason, we
recommend that those clubs which desire to meet Mr.

Norton should lose no time in "booking a date."

Mr. Norton will take with him a 4 h.p. outfit. Later

on, it is the Norton designer's intention to make a

similar trip to India and other eastern countries where

motor cycles are used.
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T.T. NOTES AND NEWS.
Daily Sleamer Service. Visitors' Macliines must Comply with tlie Law.

PRACTISING started at dawn on Tuesday morning
last. A goodlv number of riders are already on
the I-sland.

* » » * * «

A. E. Wood and H. Poole will be reserve riders

for the B.S.A.'s. The B.S.A. racing colours will be

green and cream.
* •:;- -K- -A- »- -s-

The Ivy stable will be in the charge of H. C.

Newman, the well-known pre-war speedman. Howard
Newman obtained thinl position in the 1913 Junior

race on an I\y.
-'* -s « * * *

Last year Dougl.ls Alexander in the Senior race

used a srpall handle-bar screen on his Indian Scout

'to protect his face from small stones and grit thrown
iip bv other riders. Since that time Easting Wind-
screens, Ltd.; have developed a minialure screen of

similar type s])ecially for radng machines. The screen

is quite small—about 9x6in.—is bound in leather

loth, and is fitteil with strong clips to bolt on to the

handle-bar. Kiders should apply for one of these,

lor practising, and, if desired, a new one will be

supplied for the race. The address of Easting Wind-
screens, Ltd., is 132, Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham.

« * * » * *

.\s mentioned in last week's issue, thanks to the

fli)rfs of the Aulo-C'vcle L'nion there is now no
loubt that there will be a daily boat service between
Li\erpool and Douglas for the T.T. practising and
aces. The i<lea was pre\alent that the Government,

through the Min.istry of Transport, would only pei'init

sailings on alternate iJays. The A.C.U. brought pres-

sure to bear upon the I.O.M. Steam Packet Co.,- who
onsented to run a daily service if supplies of coal were
forthcoming, and the Ministry of Transport, - in an
"nterview with Mr. Loughborough, stated, that if the

.I'M. Steam Packet Co had difficulties in obtaining;

fuel they' would help them to obtain supplies through

the Mines Department. This communication came as

a suqjrise to the people of Douglas, who have be<?n

suffering great loss through there being no visitors at

Whitsun, when the Island experienced the blacTccst

holiday period since the war.***»**
Preparations for the T.T. are now well in hand.

The. timekeepers' box' is erected, as also is the greater

l)art of the grandstand and the Club enclosure. The
roads are under repair, and the telephones have all

been arranged.******
The Isle of Man authorities are very strict this year

on such iletails as inefficient .silencers.

« * * * *

We liave received the following letter from one of

the competitors, who fell foul of the police last week
through not having an adequate silencer:

•'
I .should like to warn competitors, and all visitors

who intend bringing their motor cycles to the Island

lor the T.T. races, to have them fitted with really

efficient silencers. .^

" Long extension pipes, however efficient they may
he in [iractice. will not pass the super-critical men
in blue, and no warning or caution is given, but a

blue pajjer arrives in flue course. Plain clothes con-

stables are detailed off, as well as the ordinary police,

lur this special duf\', so my advice to all is, ' be

careful.'

" Horns, or some suitable means of audible warning,

are also very necessary over here, as I believe an

offender is to-day j£^ the poorer for non-compliance

with this hiw. There is ti humorous side, however,

awl I consider the fine is cheap, by listening to the.se

' blue gentlemen ' explaining how an ' efficient

silencer' should be constructed."

A TRIO OF DOUGLAS ENTRANTS

J. L. Emerson. Tudor Thompson. H. Thorpe.

AJI
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*****
firms will be represented on the

T.T. Notes and News.— ^

The daily steamer service from Liverpool to Douglas
is due to ktart the day after to-morrow (Saturday),

and it is hoped will be continued until after the

T.T. races.
*

Three cinema
I.O.M. course.

* * * * * *

The A.J.S. nominated team for the Jtmior event will

consist of H. R. Davies, Eric Williams, and H.; F.

Harris. G. Kelly, T. Sheard, and O. Wade are riding

similar machines, but Chambers and G. Grinton are

d«.\vn for reserves.******
V. Ollson will ride a side-by-side valve 2.)<; A.J.S.

in the Junior event, and H. R. Davies, with possibly

one companion, will take part in the Senior race,

in addition to the Junior event.

The string band from the . Palace Orchestra wil

perform during the races.******
Ireland will have at least three representatives in

the races and possibly a fourth. T. E. Greene (an

ex-Grand Prix winner) will be one of the B.S.A. team,

and with previous experience of racing in the Island

should prove a more than useful member of the

combination. He is already in Ramsey, -where the

B.S.A. men have their headquarters. J. W, Shaw,

of Belfast, who rode last year on a Norton and won
the flying kilometre competition on tha promenade,

will again form one of the Norton team. R
Humphreys, of Dublin, will have a mount on tjie

Velocette, and^will form one of the official team. It

is understood Chambers, of Belfast,' a son of the well-

known local agent, W. J.
Chambers, has been offered

a -mount on one of the officially entered A.J.S.

macliines.

TABULATED LIST OF THE 64 ENTRIES FOR THE JUNIOR T.T. RACE.
32 Four-stroke Singles. 10 Twins. 22 Two-strokes.

Entrant. Mako and H.P.

1 Roberts & Hibbs
2 A. G. Miller, Ltd
3 F. Aslett Coulson Eng. Co
4 Tudor Thompson ". .-.

5 New Imperial Cycles, Ltd
6 T. Blake & Co.
7 Biittetfields, Ltd
S The Hfobart Cycle Co., Ltd
9 Barney & Blackburne, Ltd

10 W. J. Green, Ltd
11 .\. T- Stevens & Co. (1914), Ltd. .

13 Wooler Motor Cycle Co. (1919), Ld.
13 Butterfields, Ltd
14 R. Weatherell . . .

.'

15 The Sun Cycle & Fitting Co., Ltd.
IG Massey .-Vrran Motor Co., Ltd. . . .

17 Douglas Motors, Ltd
IS The Hobart Cycle Co., Ltd
19 Maudes Motor Marc
20 New Imperial Cycles, Ltd
21 Veloce, Ltd. .

.'

22 The Sun Cycle & Fittings Co., Ltd.

23 Massey Arran Motor Co., Ltd. . . .

24 New Imperial Cycles, Ltd
25 S. A. Newraan, Ltd
2fi O'Donovan Motors
27 The D. F. & M. Eng. Co., Ltd. . .

28 B\itterf.elds, Ltd -

29 Burney & Blackburne, Ltd. . . : . .

30 J. Joynson
31 A. G. Miller, Ltd
33 A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914), Ltd. .

33 Alexander & Co
34 A. H. Haden
35 New Imperial Cycles, Ltd
86 The D. F. & M. Eng. Co.. Ltd. .

.

37 H. G. Hawker
38 A. J. Stevens & Co., Ltd. ...,...
30 Burney & Blackburne, Ltd
40 Holroyd Motors
41 F. Boulton
43 Eric Longden
43 R. W. Loughton
44 Butterhelds, Ltd
45 C. F. Edwards
46 C. H. Hopwood
47 Douglas Motors, Ltd
48 Dot Motors .,

49 Butterhelds, Ltd
61 F. Aslett Coulson Eng. Co
61 Maudes Motor Mart
52 A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914), Ltd. . .

53 Braddon Motor & Cycle Depot .

54 H. F. Brockbank
65 Frank Whitworth, Ltd
66 W. G. HaiTison
67 A. J. Stevens & Co. (191 1), Ltd.
58 Douglas Motors, Ltd
69 A. J. Stevens & Co. (1911). Ltd. .

60 A. G. Miller, Ltd
61 Wooler Motor Cycle Co. (19W), Ld,

,
63 A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914), Ltd. . .

63 R. Humphreys
64 H. P. Lawrence

I New Scale

\ Martin . .

25 Coulson .

23- Douglas .

2^- New Imperial
3 Ivy
21 Levis
3| Hobart . . .

2J Blackburne
2} Ome.ga ....

2J- A.J.S

2J Wooler ?. . .

2} Levis ,

3 R.W. Scout .

2V Sun-^'itesse

'2'i Massey Arran
2^- Douglas .

21 Hobart .

3 Ivy ....

.

3J New Imperial

21 Velocette . .

2.V Sun-Vitesse
'1\ Massey Arran
2} New Imperial
"> Ivy
1\ Velocette
'1\ Diamond
'2\ Levis . .

.

'2% Blackburn

2J N.U.T. .

.

Martia
2^ A.J.S
2;;- Douglas . . ,

2V New Comet
-l\ New ImprTial

2.1: Diamond . .

'J;(- Hawker . .

,

33 A.J.S
'l^i Blackbur.ic

3; Massey Arran
'1\ New Imperial
2;} Coulso I . . ,

2ii- N.U.T. . . ,

2t Levis
3 Ivy
31 Levis
'2\ Dougla'^ . . ,

3J Dot
2J Levis
1''\ Coulson . .

3 Ivv
2J A.J.S
25 Blackburne
23 Brock-Bl'kb'e
3 Ivy
21 Velocette

33 A.J.S. . .

25 Dougla.-, .

3J A.J.S. ..

1\ Martin . .

2J Wooler . .

2f A.J.S. ..

21 Velocette
2? New Hud'

Bore and
Stroke.

Cubic
Capa-
city.

X 90

mm.
71
70

71 ;< SS
61 -f 60
04.5 X
/;>

76
79

67 X 70
04.5 X 70
71 X SS

64.5 X 76

74 X 81

60.5 X 60
07 X 70
73 X 76

71 X 88
61 X 60
64.5 X 76

70 • X
63 X

71 X
04.5 X
75 X

GO
70

74
08
70
61.

64.0 X
65
74

X 70
X 88
X 01.5

81
48
76
70
70

X 103
X 81
X -8S

X 88
70 X 90
60 X 61
80 X61.5
07 X "70

75 X 79

67 X 70

GO..J X 60
70 X 90

.Jl

00.5 X 00
74 X
64.5 X
60.5 X 60
74 X 81
03 X 80
(!7 X 70

c.c.

348
346
348
350
249
348
247
249
349
250
349
345
247
318

348
380
349
348
346
219

34s
349
348
249
249
247
349
349
340
349
350
293
249
249
318
349
348
348
340
344
349
217
348
247
345
3i6
24 7

348
348
319
SIS
348
348
349
349
315
349.

219
313
349
249
347

Driver.

G. Bro\\me. ......
A. G. Miller ...'..

L'. Nicholson . . . .

Entrant
B. Kershaw
W. H. Kellv
P. Pike ,..'.....-.

G. Savage
C. W. Fairwcather
Norman Black . .

,

Vivian Olsson . .

,

F. A. Longman .

A. Milner .......
Entrant .......
G. Kuhn
Jack Thomas ...

.A. H. Alexander
W. J. Lord
L. Vicary
L. Horton
Geo. Denlev
B. H. Norris ...

J. G. Oates
D. G. Prentice .

.

P . Newman
R. N. Judd
F. J. Price

F. W. Applebee .

E. Remi.agton . .

Entrant
T. Eve ".

. .

G. Kelly

J. R. Aiexaniler
S. F. Haden ....

I. S. Clayton . .

.

S. A. Marks ....

Entrant
H. F. Harris . .

.

R. Carey
Jack Holroyd .

.

Eiitrant
Entrant '

...

Entrant
R. E. Pngh ....

Entrant
Entrant
H. Thorpe
VV. Howarth . .

.

G. S. Davison .

.

H. Petty
G. N. Norris . . .

.

Eric Williams . .

Frank Wood . .

.

Entrant .......
Reg. Green
Entrant
O. Wade
J. Emerson ....

H. R. Davie-, . .

.

H. Martin
S. E. Longman .

T. M. Sheard . .

.

Entrant
G. VV. Jones ....

Make of Driving
Chain or Belt.

Ren. ch. T.Bull bt
Ren: ch. J.BuU bt
Ren. ch. J. Bull bt
Renold chain
Renold chain
Renold chain
Ren.ch. J.Bullbl
Ren. ch. Dun. bt,

Renold chain .

.

Duulop belt . . .

Renold chain . .

John Bull belt .

Ren.ch. J.BuUbt
Cov. ch. Dun. bt.

Ren. ch. Dun. bt.

Renold chain . . .

Ren. ch. Dun. bt.

Renold chain . . .

Renold cham . . .

.Renold chain . . .

Ren. ch. Dun. bt.

Renold- chain . .

.

R3nold chain . . .

Coventi-y chain .

Renold chain . . .

Ren. ch. J. Bull In

Renold chain
Ren. ch. Pedley bt

Renold chain . . .

Renold chain . . .

Renold chain . . .

Ren. ch. Dun. bt.

Ren. ch. Dun. bt:

Renold chain . . .

Coventry chain .

Renold chain . . ,

Renold chain . . .

Renold chain . . .

Renold chain . . .

Renold chain . . .

Ren. ch. Dun. bt.

Ren. ch. J.BuUbi
Renold chain ...

Ren. ch. J.BuU bt

Renold chain . . .

Rsn. ch. J.BuUbt
Ren. ch. J.BuU bt

Renold chain . .

.

Renold chain . . .

Renold chain . .

.

Renold chain . .

.

Renold chain . . .

Renold chain . .

.

Renold chain . .

.

Renold chain . . .

Renold chain . . .

Renold chain . . .

John Bull belt . .

Renold chain . .

.

Renold chain . .

.

Ren. ch. Dun. bt.

Make ot
Magneto.

B.T.H.
M-L ..

E.I.C.

E.I.C.

E.LC.
E.I.C.
E.I.C.

C.A.V.
T.B. . .

C.A.V.
T.B. ..

C.A.y.
E.I.C.

E.i.C.

T.B. ..

E.I.C.

C.A.V.
E.I.C.

E.I.C.

C.A.V.
T.B. . .

E.LC.
E.I.C.

C.A.V.
C.A.V.
E.I.C.

T.B. . .

T.B. . .

M-L . .

T.B. ..

E.I.C.

C.A.-\'.

E.I.C.
ML . .

M-L . .

T.B. ..

T.B. . .

T.B. . .

E.I.C.

E.I.C.

T.B. ..

E.I.C.
E.I.C.

E.I.C.

E.I.C.

E.I.C.

E.I.C.

E.I.C.

T.B. ..

T.B. ..

E.I.C.

E.I.C.

C.A.V.
T.B. ..

E.I.C.

T.B. ..

M-L ..

C.A.V.
T.B. ..

C.A.V.
T.B. .

.

Size of

Front
Wheel.

in., mm.
26x21
26x2r
26x2--
26x2;-
26x2;
26x2-i
24X21
26x2,1
26X2J
26x21
26 X 21
26x31
34X31
36x31
36x21

26x*l
36X21
3GX2J
36x21
26 X 34

20231

36 X 31
20 X 2|-

20 X 3}
36X31
34 X 31

30x21
26 X 3

1

20x2.',

26 X 21
24X31
26X25
24X21
26x2}

24 X 2}
36x21
36 X 3-5

26X21
26X2J
20x21
26X2J
34X21
20x21
36X31
36x31
36 X 21
26 X 21
36X21
24X21
24X21

Size of

Back
Wheel.

in., mm
26x21
20x31
20 X 21
26 X 21
26x21
26x2|
24 X 31
30x3}
20X2}
26x2-
20x2i-
#0x2;-
24x2--
26x3}
36x2}

26^3}
36X21
26X2J
20 X 21
20x2}
20X3}

26x2}
26x23
20x31
30X2}
34x2}

26x3,V
26 X 3}
34x2}
.26X2J!-
24x3}
26221

24X3}
20x2}
20x2}
26x2}
26x2?
36X3}
26x2j
24X2}

20 X 3 S

20 ,< 2 1

20 V, 3}
20 :31
20 >: 2}
21X3}
34X31

Make of

Tyres.

.Avon
Hutchinson
Palmer Cord
Hutchinson
Dunlop . . .

Dunlop . . .

Hutchinson
Dunlop . . .

Hutchinson
Dunlop . .

.

Hutchinson
Palmer . . .

Hutchinson
Palmer Cord
Dunlop . . .

Hutchinson
Dunlop . . .

Dunlop . . .

Dunlop . . .

Dunlop . .

.

Dunlop . . .

Dunlop . . .

Dunlop . . .

Dunlop . . .

A\-on
Hutchinson
Hutchinson
Hutchinson
Hutchinson
A\-on
Hutchinson
Dunlop . . .

Dunlop . . .

Avon
Avon
Avon
.\\'on

Hutchinson
Dunlop . . .

Hutchinson
Hutchinson
Hutchinsoji
Dunlop . . .

Hutchinson
Hutchinson

Hutchinson
Palmer Cord
Dunlop . . .

Avon
Hutchinson
.Avon
Dunlop . .

Dunlop . . -

,\von
Hutchinson
.\von
Hutchinson
Palmer- . . .

Avon
Dunlop . . .

Dunlop . .

.

Make
of Car-
buretter

Amac
.Amac
Amac
.Amac
.Amac
.Amac
.Amac
.Amac
.Araac

B. & B.

Amac
B. & B.
Amac
Amac
B. & B.

Senspra
.\mac
.Amac
.Amac
B. & R
B. KB

.Amac

.Aniap

Sinks
.Amac
Anrac •

Amac
Amac
Amac
Amac
Senspr;

.Amac
B. &B
Amac
Claudi;

.\mac

.\mac
Amac
B. &I
Amac
Amac
.^mic
.Am.rc

Amac r
Senspil

Amac I

Amac I

.\mac I
AmacI
.\macl
Amacf
Aroac|
B.

AmacI
SSnspI
.\macl
.AanacT

B. &|
AmaJ
B. «:l

B. &!
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TABULATED LIST OF 68 ENTRIES FOR THE SENIOR T.T. RACE.

52 Four-stroke Singles. 9 Four-stroke Twins. 6 Two-stroke Twins. 1 Two-slroke Single.

Entrant. Make and H.P. Bore and
Stroke.

Cubic
Capa-
city.

Driver. Make of Driving
Chain or Belt.

Make ot

Magneto.

Size 0!

Front
Wheel.

Size 0)

Back
Wheel.

Make ol

Tyres.

Make
of Car-
buretter.

John Marston, Ltd
A.J. Stevens & Co. (1914), Ltd,
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd
Frank Whitworth, Ltd
G. A. Vandervell
Eric Williams, Ltd
Douglas Motors. Ltd
Norton Motors, Ltd
John Marston, Ltd
Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd. .

.

B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd
W. H. WeUs . . „
R. Carey
Triumph Cvcle Co. Ltd
Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd. . .

.

J. O. Groves
Vivian Olsson
A. Pattinson
Norton Motors. Ltd
Ill<lcy Motor Cycle & L.C.C. .

.

James Cycle Co., Ltd
B.S.A. Cvcles, Ltd
T. Mallon
Norton Motors, Ltd
New RoverCvcIe Co., Ltd
ScotI Motor Cycle Co., Ltd. .

.

M. Edmunds
Scott Motor Cycle Co.. Ltd. .

.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd
John Marston, Ltd
Norton Motors, Ltd
W. H. W'elU
Wm. .Atkinson & Sons, Ltd. .

.

Ale.\ander & Co
A. G. Miller, Ltd.
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd
Norton Motors, Ltd
Douglas Motors, Ltd
D.S.A. Cycles, Ltd
X. A. Jackson '.

B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd •

B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd
H.Winton
W. Hollowcll
Douglas Motors, Ltd
G. Sutclifie

Reg. Lucas
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.
Eric Lougden
New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd
VV. H. WeUs
New Ro\-cr Cycle Co., Ltd.
Jack Thomas
R. J. Braid :

W. Rovle
B.S.A. Cycles, LUI
James Cycle Co., Ltd
James Cvcle Co., Ltd
A. J. Stevens & Co. (19H), Ltd.
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd
H. B. Mvlchreest
L. Mitchell
Tommy Thompson
Victor Horsman, Ltd
W. H. Wells
I3unicy i Blackbume, Ltd. .

.

John Marston, Ltd
Burney & Blackbume, Ltd. , .

.3* Sunbeam .

.

2JA.J.S
.3.1 Triumph . .

3'Ivy
31 Norton
31 Sunbeam .

.

3J Douglas . . .

3.1 Norton
31 Sunbeam .

.

31 Scott
3i B.S.A
3* Indian
4 Biackbunie
31 Triumph .

.

3.V Scott
3i Rudge
31 Sunbeam .

.

31 Triumph . .

il Norton
31 Scott

3J James
31 B.S.A.
31 Sunbeam . .

.11 Norton . . . .

31 Rover
3i Scott
3.1 Triumph . .

31 Scott
31 Triumph .

.

31 Sunbeam . .

31 Norton
31 Indian . . . .

31 Sunbe.am . .

31 Norton
31 Martin
31 Triumph .

.

3.i Norton
31 lijuglas . .

.

31 B.S.A
31 Norton . . .

.

3.1 B.S.A
3i B.S.A
3^ Norton . . .

.

31 Norton . . . .

31 Dougl.TS . . .

31 Norton
31 Scott
31 Triumph .

.

31 Coulson . . .

31 Rover . . .

.

3J Indian
31 Rover
31 Norton . . . .

3.1 Triumph .

.

31 Norton . . .

.

31 B.S.A
31 James . . .

.

31 James . . .

.

2|.VJ.S. ....

3.V Triumph .

.

3i Sunbeam .

.

3! Norton . . . ,

31 Douglas . .

.

31 Norton . . .

.

31 Indian . . .

.

4 Blackburni?
31 Sunbeam .

.

4 Blackbume

mm.
85 ;< 88
74 X 81

80.5 m 98
75 X 79 -

79 X 100
So X 88
08 X 63
79 xino
85 X 88
70 X C3.6

8.5 X 88
79.3 X 100.8

85 X 88
80.6 X 98
70 xn3.5
85 X 88
86 X S8
80.5 X 98
79 X 100
70 XC3.5
04 X 77
85 X 88
85 X 88
79 X 100
85 X 88
70 X 03.5
80.5 X 98
70 X 03.5

80.5 X 98
85 X S8
79 xlOO
79.3 X lOO.S
85 X 88
79 X 100
01 X 77
80.5 X 98
79 X 100
05 X OS
85 X 83
79 X 100
85 >: 88
85 X 8S
79 X 1 00
79 X 100
OS X OS
79 X loo
70 X 03.5

80.5 X 93
04.5 X 71)

85 X 88
79.3x100.8
85 X 80
79 X 100
80.5 X 98
79 XlOO
85 X 88
01 X 77
AH X 77
74 X 81

S0.5X 9S
85 X 88
79 X MO
OS X 08
79 X 100
79.3x100
85 X 88
85 X SS
85 X SS

c.c
499
349
498. 7S
348
490
499
494
490
499
480
499
49S.8
499
49S.78
480
499
499
198.78
4!I0

480
490
499
499
490
499
480
49S.78
4 SO
498.78
499
490
198.S
499
490
490
498.78
490
499
499
490
499
499
490
490
491
190
480
408.78
490
499 '^

498.8
499^
490
498.78
4911

499
490
490
349
498.78
-199

490
494
490
498
499
499
199

De la Hay
H. R. Davies
C. Sgoninn
A. Jones
Entrant
Entrant

J. Emerson
D. Brown
A. Bennett
C. P. Wood
A.E.Taylor
H. R. Harve\-son .

Entrant
F C. Townshend .

.

J. W. Moffat
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
N. C. Sclatcr

G. Clapham
G. Strange
F. C. North
Entrant
H. H.lis.all

R. Elliott

H. L.Tngman
Entrant
R. W. Slanfield . .

.

G. J. Shcman
VV. R. Brown
I. W. Shaw
H. U: Vack
J. Whallcy
D. S. Alexander .

.

O. M. Baldwin
S. Gill

Victor Horsman .

.

H. Thorpe
H. Riddell
Entrant
Gus Kuhn
T. E. Greene
Enfrant
Entrant
A. H. Alexander ,

.

Entrant .........
Entr.ant

F. G. Edmond ....
Entrant ,

.

F. Collard

J. Malkow
W, Brandish, Junr.
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
T. Simister

J. Lidstonc
G. E. Stobart
O. Wade
J.-A.Watson-Boume
T. M. Shearid

Entrant
Entrant

F. W. Dixon .

E. Remington
G. Dance . . .

.

E. Smith

Rcnold chain .

Renold chain .

Rcnold cliain .

Renold chain .

Renold chain .

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Dunlop belt . .

.

Renold chain . .

Rcnold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Rcnold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain . .

Brampton chain
Renold chain .

.

Rcnold chain .

.

RenQld ch.iin .

.

Rcnold chain .

.

Renold cliain ,

.

Renold chain .

.

Rcnold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain ,

,

Rcnold chain .

.

Kcnold chain .

.

Renold ch.iiii .

.

Renold chain . .

Renold chain .

.

Rcnold chain .'.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain . .

Renold ch<'iin .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Brampton clinin

Renold cliain .

.

Brampton chain
Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain . .

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

RenoM cliain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

Renold chain .

.

M,L ...

T.B
B.T.H.
E.I.C. ..

C.A.V. .

.

M-L . . .

.

E.I.C. ..

C.A.V. .

.

M-L . . .

.

Lucas .

.

E.I.C. ..

A. Bosch
T.B
ML ....
Lucas .

.

C.A.V. .

.

.ML . . .

.

M-L
C.A.V. .

.

Lucas .

.

T.B
E.I.C. ..

•ML . . .

.

C.A.V. .

.

E.I.C. ..

Lucas .

.

M-L
Luc.15 , .

B.T.H. .

ML . . .

.

C.A.V. .

.

A. Dosch
ML
E.I.C. ..

Bosch ..

B.T.H. .

C.A.V. . .

E.r.c. ..

MI
C.A.V. ..

.ML
E.I.C. ..

C.A.V. .

.

C.A.V. .

.

E.I.C. ..

C.A.V. .

.

T.B
M-L . . .

.

E.I.C. ..

E.I.C. ..

A. Bosch.
E.I.C. .'.

C.A.V. ..

ML . . .

.

C.A.V. .

.

ML . . .

.

T.B
T.B
T.B
M-T, . . .

.

ML
C.A.V. .

.

E.I.C. ..

C.A.V. .

.

A. B.jsch

T.B
ML . . .

.

T.n

aox2j
20 x 21 /3

26x23
26 X
20X2}
050x05
2ax2i
2Cx2J
20x2*

0.50 X 05
23x2.1
20X25
20x2.?;3
20x21
050 X 05
20X28
20x21/3

0.50 X 05
20x2*
20x2J

050 x 05
26x23
20x2|
20x3
20x2*
2«x2J.'3
20x21
20x2.1/3
20x2"
20x2
23x2
20x2
26X2
20x2
20x21/3
:50xC5
0.50 X 05
0.50 X 05
2Gx2i
050x05
050 X 05
20x2i
26x21
050x65
20x2t
20x2*
20x2.1,13
20x2*
20X3"
23x21
20x3'
20x2}
20x2*/3
20x2}
050x05
26x2J
20X28
20 X 2}
20x21/3
26x2g
20x2}
20x2i
26x2}
28X2J
26x25
26X2J
20X2?

m. or mm.
2CX2J
26 X 2}
26x2*/3
20x28
20 X
2Gx2|
050 X 05
20x2}
20x2}
20X2*
050 X 05
28x25
20x2*
20 X 2.1 /3

20x2.1
050 X 05
20X2}
26x21/3
050 X 05
20 X 21
20X23
050 X 05
20x2}
20x2}
20x3
20x2i
20x21/:
20x2*
26x2.i/3
20x2}
26x2}
23x21
20X23
26x25
20X2}
20x21/.^
050x05
0.50 X 05
050x05
20 X 2}

0.50 X 05
0.50x65
20x2}
20x2}
650x05
20x2}
26X2.!
26X2J/3
26x21
20x3'
28x2*
20x3
20x2}
20x21/3
20x2}
050 X 05
20X23
2Gx2J
26x2}
20X2J/3
20x23
20X2}
2(JX2i
20x2}
23X2J
20 X 2*
20x25
20x2'.

-Avon
.Avon
Dunlop . .

.

Dunlop . .

.

Avon
Avon
Hutchinson
Dunlop . .

.

Dunlop . .

.

Palmer . .

;

Dunlop . .

.

Hutchinson
Avon
Dunlop . .

.

Palmer . .

.

Dunlop . .

.

Hutchinson
Dunlop . .

.

Palmer . .

.

Palmer . .

.

Dunlop . .

.

Dunlop . .

.

Dunlop . .

.

.Avon
Dunlop . .

.

Palmer . .

.

Dunlop . . .

Palmer . .

.

Dunlop . .

.

.Avon

.Avon
Hutchinson
Dunlop . .

.

Hutchinson
Hutchinson
Dunlop . .

.

Avon
Hutchinson
Dunlop . .

.

Palmer . .

.

Dunlop . .

.

Dunlop . .

.

Avon
Avon
Hutchinson
Palmer . .

.

Dunlop ...

Hutchinson
Dunlop . .

.

Hutchinson
Dunlop . .

.

Dunlop . .

.

Avon
Dunlop . .

.

Dunlop . .

.

Dunlop . .

.

Avon
Dunlop . . .

Avon
Hutchinson
Avon
Hutchinson
Hutchinson
.Avon
Hutchinson

Amac
.Amac
.Amac
.Amac
.Amac
.Amac
Senspray
B. & B.
Amac
.Amac
B.S.A.
Schebler
.Amac
Amac
.Amac
Senspray
.Amac
.Amac
B. & D.
Amac
.Amac
B.S.A.
Amac
B. &B.
Amac
Amac
Amac
.Am.ac

Amac
Amac
Senspray
Schebler
Amac
Amac
Amac
Amac
B. &B.
Scnspraj
B.S.A.
B. &B.
B.S.A.
B.S.A.
Amac
B. &B.
Senspray
Amac
Amac
Amac
Amac
Amac '

Schebler
Amac

Amac
Amac
B.S.A.
Amac
Amac
Amac
Amac
-Amac
Amac
Amac
B. &B.
Schebler
Amac
Amac
Amac

TOURIST TROPHY RACE TEAMS, 1921.

jtnsriOR
A.J.S.

H. F. Harris. H. R. Davies.
Eric Williams.

BLACKBURNE.
C. W. Fainveather. R. Carev.
E. Remington. E. Smith, res.

COULSON.
L. -Nicholson. _ Eric Longden,

H. Petty.

DOUGLAS.
.A. H. .Alexander. H. Thorp?.

J. Emerson.

LEVIS.
P. Pike. A. Milner.

G. S. Davison.

RACE.
LEVIS (250 c.c. Class).

F. W. Applebee. R, E. Pugh.
C. H. Hopwood.

MASSEV-ARRAN.
Jack Thomas. J. G. Gates.

J. Holroyd.

NEW IMPERIAL.
B. Ketsh-iw. L. Horton.

F. Boulton.

NEW IMPERIAL (2S0 C.C. Class).

B. Kershaw. J. S. Clavton.
D. G. Prentice.

VELOCETTE (250 C.C. Class).

G. Denlev. R. Humphrey.
H^ G. Harrison.

SENIOR RACE.
BLACKBURNE.

R. Carey. E. Smith.

E. Remington7

DOUGLAS.
J. Emerson. IL Thorpe.

A. H. Alexander.

INDIAN.
H. Le Vack. " J. Malkow.

F. W. Dixon.

JAMES.
G. Strange. J. F. Lidstone.

G. E. Stobart.

NORTON.
D. Brown. J. W. Shaw. ,

Victor Horsman.

ROVER.
R. Elliott. F. Collard.

VV. Brandish, jun.

SCOTT.
C. P. Wood. H. Langman.

R. W. StanfieM.

SUNBEAM.
T. C. do la Hay. .\V. R. Erowil.

G. Dance. .A. Bennett, res.
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MINIATURE CARS,
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A 7-9 h.p. Minialure Replica

of Big Racing Cars capable

of 63 m.p h., and a \\ fi.p.

Toy built for a Boy.

Bieese. This car,

a racing machine,

and its

f

Peter Crosby is a lucky boy, envied

by all his chums, because he has a

li h.p. racing car

PROBABLY the smallebt

practicable cycle car in the

world is a little machine
recently purcliased by the Duke
de Caze, a French sportsman,

from its maker, Mr. Robert P.

which is a wonderful replica of

has a wheelbase of 62in., a track of 37in

highest point is only Sjin. from the ground.

Although this car immediately attracts attention by
reason of its small dimensions, its charm lies in the

fact that it is modelled entirely on big car practice,

and has a most graceful single-seat racing body.
The wheels are de-

tachable wire type,

with racing lock

nuts, and originally

served on a scout

aeroplane. They
are equipped with

2o X 4in. tyres,
which are inflated to

a very low pressure.

The engine used
is a standard
Harley - Davidson,
offset in the wood
frame. The Harley-
Davidson gear box
is

_
used, and final

drive is by means of
side chains. Petrol
is carried in the
bulbous tail, and an
oil tank is mounted
on the left-hand side
of the chassis ; there
is a spare wheel,
electric lighting

B4
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A 63 m.p. h.

mmiature car built

in America and now
in France. It has
a 7-9 h.p. Harley-

Davidson engine and
gear box.

from batteries, kick-starter, a windscreen, and a radiator

(which looks as if it carried water, but does not). In

France the machine nms with car numbers, and it is

hardly necessary to say it_ attracts imniense attention

and disturbs traffic, for the Paris policemen seem to

take a delight in holding 'it up merely to have an

opportunity of examining it at close quarters.

The other miniature we illustrate is an elaborati

' toy built by Mr. F
Gordon Crosby,

special artist of Tin-

Motor Cycle and
The Autocar, for

his boy, who, by the

way, grew more
quickly than the
car, so that by the

time it was com-
pleted he required

one a size larger.

The detail work is

good, and a photo-

g r a p h minus the

passenger might pass

easily for a power-
ful racing' car.

A ij h.p. Simplex
auxiliary bicycle
attachment, w'i t h
clutch and two-
speed gear, forms
the power unit which
drives the live axle

by means of a chain.
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Wakefield and District M.C.C.

Park Rash was the venue of a recent
sporting hill-cHmb, which proved a great
success. Ill the solo class G. R. Grundv
(3i Sunbeam) and G. Smith (4 Triumpli)
made clean ascents, but after a second
climb the former was declared the winner.
J. Brownhill (8 Sunbeam sc.) was the only
sidecarist to get up unassisted.

Standard M.(J.C. (Coventry).

Forty competitors turned out for the
'ilortoise competition " (which included
a slow flat race, slow liill-climb. and a
starting test). G. Thomas (4 Triumph
sc.) and A. Anderton (5-6 Rover sc.) were
first and second respectively.

Dkley M.C. and L.C.C.

Disappointed in being unable to carry
out their hill-climb and speed trial on
May 21st, the members arranged a trial

on somewhat novel lines. It took the
form of a paperchase, but instead of
dropping paper, the " hares " marked the
turnings and cross-roads with dye. They
led the competitors a men-y chase across
the hills between the Wharfe- and the
Nidd, with three observed hills, two
watersplashes and two secret checks.
W. Jloore, on a 3? h.p. Scott, was the
winner, with a loss of onlv four marks.
If. \V. Sellers (3i Sunbeam) and G. \V.
11. Wade (4 Blaekburne) tied for the
second place, and JI. Bowna.? (6 L.M.C.
sc.) secured the third place.

Southport A.C.

Below are complete tabulated results
of the speed trials, briefly referred to
last week, which were held on the sa^nds
at Southport

:

CLASS 1 (275 c.c). All Members.— 1. S. Mark=
(21, Diamond); 2. B. Houldins (2 Matador .

CLASS 2 (275 c.c.l. Trade and Expert Barred.—
1. D. Burns (2',i Diamond); 2, W. S. Finlayson
(2'.. Sirrali).

CLASS 3 (350 c.c). All Members.— 1. S. Marks
(2"., Diamond); 2, B. Houlding (2 Matodor).
CL.\SS 4 (360 c.c). Trade and Expert Barred.—

. \V. Cunningham (2^4 Verus) ; 2, D. Burns (2l.i
Diamond).
CLASS 5 (500 c.c). All Members.— 1, F. Collard

(31.; Rover); 2, S. Marks (2ij Diamond); 3, W.
Johnson (3',^. Sunbeam).
CL.\SS 6 (500 CO.), Trade and Expert Barred.—

1, C. Waterhouse (3'.!' Sunbeam); 2, R. Derbyshire
(3'i> Norton); 3. W. Cunningham (2"'i Verus).
CLASS 7 (600 CO.), All Members.-l. .1.

Whallev (Ji
. Sunbeam); 2. F. Collard (3','. Rover);

3. S. Marks (2', Diamond).
CLA.SS 8 (600 c.c). Trade and E-Kpert Barred.—

1, C. Waterhouse (3i Sunbeam); 2. R. Derbrshire
(3t;. Norton); 3, B. Dewhurst (4 Indian).
CL.\S9 9 (750 c.c). All Members.—1. F. Collard

(3',.. Rover); 2, G. E. Cowley, jun. (3V; Norton);
3. W. Jolinson (3Vi Sunbeam).
CLASS 10 (750 c.c). Trade and Expert Barred.

-1, C. Waterhouse (3V' Sunbeam); 2. R. Derby-
shire (3i:. Norton); 3. B. Dewhursi (4 Indian).
CLASS 11 (Unlimited). All Members.—1, P.

Barron (7-9 Indian); 2, S. Marks (2'i Diamond);
3, F. Collard (3'^, Rover).
CLASS 12 tL'nlimitedl, Trade and. Expert

Barred.— 1, B. Dewhurst (4 Indian); 2. R. Derby-
shire (3' 2 Norton).
CL.\SS 15 (Unlimited Passenger), AH Members.

—1, P. Barron (7-9 Indian sc); 2. G. E. Cowley
(3'2 Norton sc.) ; 3. A. Tinkler (7-9 American X e^.\

CL.\SS 16 (Unlimited Passeneer), Trade and Ex-
pert Barreft—1. E. .Jones (10 Morgan): 2. K.
Slater 17-9 Indian sc); 3. W. E. Killey (10
Morgan).

'We(ik-en6 (Tlub Cvettts.

June ^.—JVol rf.rhampton ,i£.C.C. • Paperchase.
•June 3.—North London M.C.C. Quarterly General

Meeting.
•June i.^North Wegt London M.C. London-

Coventry-London Trial.
.rime ^,.—We3t Kent M.C. Half Day Trial.
.June i.—Oxford Vnireraity M.C. and Oxford V.C.

Tntcr-elub Hill-climb.
June h.—West Birmingham M.C.C. Half Day Itcli-

abilily Trial.
June I,.—Saltcoats and District M.C.C. Club Hun

to Tumbe-rry.
'Tune ,J.

—

Leeds and District M.C. Gi/mkhana.
June i.—Kxeter M.C. and J.C.C. Hill-climb.
June i.—Kidderminster M.C.C. Social Run.
June i.—North IValcs M.C.C. Speed Guessing Con-

test.
June ',.~Uirmingham M.C.C. -Week-end Trial to

Llangollen.
June ',.—Essex M.C. (rymhJtana.
June i.—IlolKood M.C.C. Club Jiun.
June li.~Oetrsbury and District M.C.C. Freak Hill-

climb.
Juno i.—Couentry and IVnnricksltire M.C. Tirenty-

four Hours Trial to Torquay and back. ...

June !,-!i.--Wolrerhami>ton Auto Nomads. H'cek-
end Itun to Llangollen.

June 5.~.-imersham and District M.C.C. .Club Ttun
to tVorthing.

June 5.—North London M.C.C. Picnic at .Long-
do um.

June i.-Jlkley V.C. and L.C.C. Hill-climb.
June 5.~Bury and District M.C. Team Trial.
June S.—Stnfford and District M.C.C. Club Tlun

to M'anrick.
June J.- Loughborough and District M.C.C. Meet

at Monsal Dale.
June i.— Wakefield and District M.C.C. Club Rvn

to Oordote Scar.
June J. —Leeds M.V. Club Ttun to Morecambe.
June S.—Newcastle and District M.C. Chase Cup

Reliability Trial.
June .t.—Halifax and District M.C.C. Peliability

Trial.
June ^.—Stamford and District M.C.C. and Peter-

borough M.C.C. Joint Speed Trials.
June j.—Harrooatc and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Bridlington.
June 5.—Northern M.C. Social Run to Rotkbury

and Hill-climb.
June J.—Canterbury and District M.C.C. Club

Run to Tunbridge Wells.
June 3.~Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Picnic

at Ticehursf.
June 5.—Tieririck and District M.C. President's

Run.
June 5.—Stockport and District M.C. Speed Trials.
.Tune S.—Hasingstoke and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run to Sonning.
June 5.~Woolwich, Plumstcad. and District M.C.

Club Run to Maidstone and Rirer Trip.
June S.—Reigate, Redhill, and District M.C.C.

Club 7?un.
June S.—York and District M.C. Gymkhana.
June 9.—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

and Uridywater and District M.C. and
L.C.C. Joint Hill-climb.

June 9.~-Doncasttr and District M.C.C. Gymkhana.

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Supp. xlvii.

HuU M.C.

Complete results are now available of

the hill-climb held on the 21st ult., and
are as follows :

350 <\r. CLASS.—I. A. E. Tuton (2\l. Diamond-
.Tap). 41s.; 2. Bowie (2!i Wooler), 43?s.; 3, Southern
(2\, Wooler). 46?s,
600 r.c. CLA.SS.—1. W. Padgett (31,:. Norton),

32!s.; 2. N. Walker (3% Norton), 34.:s.; 3, A. E.
Tuton <2i,:. Diamond-Jap), 40is.
750 c.c, CLASS.~1. W. Padgett (3i,,i Norton).

31t3. ; 2. N. Walker (3'.:^ Norton). 35is.; 3, G.
Tiiompson (3i-. Douglas), 37is.
1,000 c,c. CLASS;— 1. P. Walker (8 Excelsior),

30is.: 2. W. Padgett (31:, Norton), 333.5.; 3, Barnes
(7-9 Harler-Davidson). 34a.

Manchester M.C.

There was a very good attendance of

spectators and competitors at tlie first

hill-climb of the year at Booth-Dene on
the 22nd ult., and some very keen riding

was witnessed. Results, which were
worked out on handicap, follow :

SIDECARS (Unlimited).-!, G. E. Cowley (2V,

Dalton sc); 2. J. Bullougli <8 Dot sc); 3, A. E.
Hitchcock (7-9 Harley-Davidson .sc).

SIDECARS (750 c.c).-l, P. Piatt (4 Bradbury
sc); 2, A. E. Winchcombe (6 A.J.3. sc); 3, C.
E. Smith (G Bradburit sc).
SOLO (500 cc.).-l. P. II. Andrews (3V. Norton);

2. G. E. Cowley, jun. (2-.j Dalton); 3. 'J. II. S.
Gardiner <3i,-j Triumph).

Connaught M.C.C.

With regard to the paragraph appearing
on page 656 of last week s issue of The
Motor Cycle concerning clubs confined to
riders of particular makes, the secretary
of the Connaught M.C.C. is Mr. (i. Wood-
ward, 111, Great Portland Street, London,
W.l. Connaught riders who are inter-
ested in this club should communicate
with him.

North London M.C.C.

On Saturday, 2l3t ult., the club held
an acceleration t^st on a good stretch of
road near Radlett. The results, worked
otit on the formula

_.
P

. Weight X gear ratio
"^ ^"^

Time X c.c

are as undeT

;

SOLOS.
Fig. ot

Time. Merit.
1. J. D. Sedgwick (3 A.B.C.) 6s. 250
2. R. L. Richardson (3^2 Alecto) ... 8s. 235
6. A. J. F. Beaurain (31,2 Sunbeam; S!s. . 222
4. L. P. Waller (4 Triumph)

.giDECARS.
6»s. 181

1. .R. W. Greaves (4 Norton) 6s. 303
2. W. A. Henderson (6-6 James) ... 7is. 296
6. A. J. Ivison (6 A.J.S.) 8i. 290
4. n. B. Shijles (8 Matchless) 7is. 265

A. J. F. Beaurain, riding a 3^ h.p.
Sports Sunbeam, made faste-st time of
the day.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Owing to an error in timing on Por-
lock, it has been decided by the com-
mittee that no premier award could be
given in the Lycett Trophy Trial, held
at Whitsuntide. Jledals have, therefore,
been awarded as follows ;

GOLD MEDALS.—R. W. Duke (4 Triumph). C.
9. Love (6 A.J.S.sc), H. V. Collins [2% Marloe-
Blackburne), T. Stevens (7 James sc). H. C.
Jennens (3i,-i James). F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc),
Gus Kuhn (2ii Verus). L. Jennings (21;', Cedos),
R. W. Vaughan (5 Massey-.\rran sc.). F. C. Parkes
(21,:, Sun-V.T.S.), G. Denley |2i,i Velocettel, W.
L. Handley (2''4 O.K.-Junior), G. J. Baragwanath
(3',4 Sunbeam). F. .Short (5-6 James sc), R. C.
Bennet (2i,'i Federation). C. F. Hollyoak (2i/.

Fedecal), J. R. Fellows (3'A Sunbeam). H. Fellows
(31,4 Sunbeam). A. W. Thrush (3','i Sunbeam).
S. Hall (31!. Sunbeam). B. Bourke (2i.', New
Hudson), W. Bell (2i,i New Hudson). C. Richard-
son (2% Armis). R. T. Cooke (4 Triumph), and
P. Yates (8-10 New Hudson cycle car).
SILVER MEDALS.—H. R. Fowler (5-6 James

sc), H. Boynton (5-6 James sc), L. Paynter (3',^
Norton). L. H. Pcrrv (10 Morgan cycle car), and
F. Whitwnrth (8-10" Coventry Premier cycle car).

BRO.N'ZE MED.^LS —M. Bishop (21,!. Sull-V.T..S.)
and J. Bacon (SVj Sunbeam sc).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE T.T. RACES.
An Unconventional Three-speed B.S.A. with Overhead Valve Engine; New Imperials

for bolh Classes in the Junior Race; A.J.Sr, Blackburne, and New Comet Models.

.*rw To obtain a !ow centre of gravity was one of ttie chief aims of llie designer
of the B.S.A. T.T. rnachine ; the overhead valved engine is therefore inclined

forward in the special frame, and ground clearance has been reduced to a
minimuiji consistent with safety. Observe the cowl behind the cylinder, and
the unusual position for the carburetler

FOR something like twelve' months the

B.S.A. Co. has succeeded in main-

taining the secret of its Touiist

Trophy motor cvcles. Originally in-

tended for the 1920 event, the,

machines have been undergomg
a long course of trials, and con-

sequently, although the design is

distinctly unorthodo.x in appear-

ance, all the features have been

thoroughly tried out.

Both" engine and frame have

been specially designed for the

work in hand ; nevertheless, a

number of standard parts are

employed, and the whole, though

unorthodox, is by no rneans un-

attractive in appearance.

Having a bore and stroke of

85x88 mm. respectively, the

cylinder has a detachable cast

iron head, in wdiich are mounted
vertical overhead valves. These

valves have hollow stems, and

the inlet is slightly hollowed in

the head. Large diameter valve

springs are held by light spring

cups, and these in turn are re-

tained by split conical caps in-

ternally 'threaded, which serve

the double purpose of acting as

tappet adjusters and valve spring

cup retainers.

Unusual Valve Gear.

Quite an unusual feature of the

overhead valve gear lies In the
fact that the normal type of

rocker pivot is dispensed with in

favour of " knife-edge " bear-

ings working in angular grooves.

At first sight, the object of this

may not be apparent, but it must
be remembered that this method
obviates the necessity for lubri-

cation—a matter of no little im-

bS

portance in a long distance race. Tubular
push rods are employed to operate the
valves, and special cams are fitted, but
the timing gear itself is standard.

A close up view of the engine, showing the valve gear,

exhaust pipes, and foot operation for the oil pump.

An aluminium slipper type piston, con-

siderably relieved at the sides, carries

a standard gudgeon pin, which is allowed
to float both in the piston bosses and in

the small end of the connectlnp
rod. Only one pston ring

fitted, but this combines tl

function of a pressure retainer

with those of an- oil scraper
excess lubricant being returned
to the inside of the piston via

a groove and a series of small
holes drilled through- the pist

walls. A standard roller bearii

big end and standard crank ber
ings are used, and, apart from
the employment of steel flywheel
and an oscillating pump, the
lower part of the engine is

normal design.

Mechanical Lubrication.

Oil is delivered to the pressure
side of the piston by the
mechanical pump, a by-pass being
led to the main driving sprocket.
It is expected that tl^is system
will be sufficient for the needs
of the race ; but, in case of
emergencies, a foot-operated oil

pump is connected directly to the
crank case.

At the present moment the type
of carburetter to be used has not
been decided, but a B.S.A. car-
buretter is now fitted up, and
embodies a neat handle-bar-
operated jet control. A single
large pipe leads the gases away
from the exhaust port, but
divides into two long tail pipes
after clearing the frame members.
The whole engine is inclined for^

ward at a slight angle, and is

carried extremely low down anc
well forward in the frame.
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lotor Cycles for the T.T. Races-
Supplementary to the oil supply already

Ihided to, the primary chain receives
benefit of excess oil from th© crank

case release,
and, in addi-
t i o n , the
B.S.A. engine-
shaft shock
absorber helps
to relieve the
chain of undue,
stress.

Clutch and
three - speed
gear box fol-

low standard
B.S.A. lines.

The gear
ratios are, of
course, closer
together, and
are appro.xi-

_An aluminium slipper

piston, having only one
ring, is employed on the

T.T. B.S.A. The gudgeon
pin floats in the small

end and piston bosses.

itely 4.1 to 1, 5.6 to l,"and 8"2^to"i.
kick-starter is fitted, and the final

ive is by chain.

A Low Centre of Gravity.
With regard to the frame, every effort
IS been made to keep the centre of
avity low, so as to ensure steadiness in
nering. The first point to strike the

The valve rockers are mounted on knife
Klge bearing:s. and all unnecessary weight is

*emoved.

elies in the fact that the top tube and
Fiin stays form a line from the head lug
the rear hub. A two-gallon petrol

ik is mounted on double rails, and the
mt down tube is also duplicated from
> engine plates to a considerable width
ere they join the special head lug.
behind the saddle tube lies a one-
Ion oil tank, and the special frame
istructiou provides a very low but
fertheless comfortable saddle position,
mdard spring forks. 650x65 mm.
nlop tyres and belt rim brakes front
rear complete one of the most prac-

al specifications we have yet seen. It
mid be mentioned that the rear brake

a parallel movement, and can be
rated by a heel nedal on either side
the frame : hand operation is supplied
the front brake.

is an instance of the thoroughness of
design, it may be pointed out that

^^3^

Exhaust and inlet valves of the T.T.

l" n '^'''l^'^

considerably, the latter having
hollow head. Both have hollow stems,

nd the tappet clearance is adjusted by a
alit conical screwed cap.

The exhaust gases

of the T.T. B.S„A.

are led away by a

single pipe, which

branches off into two

^gf' long tail pipes.

nail-catchei-s for both wheels form part
of the. equipment of every machine.

It is perhaps as well, at this stage, to
refrain from saying too much as regards
performance, but the machine has already
proved itself cipable of speeds which
should be sufficient to win the Island
race, and it is safe to say that such other
vital features as bratework, reliabilitv,
controllability, etc, have at least received
their due of attention. It will be a hard
matter to pick a winner for the 1921
T,T,, but the chances of the B,S,A, are
much too good to be neglected. It is of
interest to the touring rider also to know
that the T„T, B.S.A. is extremelv econo-
mical as regards fuel consumption, at
least at all speeds which are of practical
value to the tourist.

NEW IMPERIAL T.T.
MODELS.

ALTHOUGH not widely differing from
standard practice, the New Im-
perial machines which have been

prepared for the T.T. races show that a
considerable amount of care and attention
have been bestowed upon their layout to
render them suitable for the special con-
ditions under which they will be ridden.
The framework is of "special strength,

and is yet 10 lb. lighter than that of the

675

standard touring models, this effect being
secured by the elimination of malleable
castings from the construction. With the
e.xception of the head, all the frame lugs
are built up from steel. Sheet steel
brackets for the tank and tool-box are
also welded to the bottom rail and saddle
tube respectively.
In appearance the machine is exceed-

ingly raJcish, the low saddle and flat
handle-bai-s giving an effect of great con-
trollability, Brampton forks are used,
and a Webb expanding brake is carried
to the front hub. The rear wheel chain
sprocket also contains an internal ex-
panding brake, this being operated by
pedals on each side of the machine

Shock absorber on the crankshaft sprocket
of the J,A.P,-engined New Imperial; a guard
is fitted to prevent stones reaching the trans-
mission, and the release-valve pipe directs
oil spray on to the primary chain.

Transmission is by =Jxiin. chains
throughout, driving through a New Im-
perial constant mesh three-speed gear
bo.x. A clutch is fitted, but there is no
kick-starter, while mounted on the engine-
shaft is a shock absorber of the spring-
loaded inclined plane type.
Gear changing is effected by means of

a long and easily operated lever placed
almost horizontally near the forward end
of the tank.

Graceful lin« and a low saddle position are specially noticeable features of the New
Imperial T,T, models. They have three-speed gears and all-chain drive.

BII
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Motor Cycles for the T.T. Races.—

In both 250 c.c. and 350 c.c. classes

the New Imperial machines are engined
by J.A.P. single-cylinder units, and these
are of improved design, having large
valve caps of aluminium with ten radiat-

ing fins thereon. The sparking plug is

carried at the rearward side of the inlet

port, where the latter joins the cylinder

head.
Two oil leads are taken from the

special tank carried above the top tube
of the frame. In the case of the 350 c.c.

machine, both go directly to the crank
case; but on the 250 c.c. model one
lead passes to the back of the cylinder
barrel. One oil lead is fed \\y gravity

through a Best and Lloyd drip feed.
v;hile the other is connected to a hand
pump. The separate oil tank permits
the main tank to be reserved entirely for

fuel.

Two features worthy of note in the
lubricating arrangements are the crank
case release pipes which lead from the
timing case—one to the primary trans-

mission chain and one to the inlet valve
stem.
Weight distribution on the machine is

so good that even with the rider seated
there is only a few pounds difference in

the loading of either wheel. Incidentally,

these are built with heavy spokes, and
carrj- 26x23in. tyres.

ROVERS PRACTICALLY
STANDARD.

IT is an open secret that the New Rover
Co. has been experimenting with an
overhead valve engine, but, owing to

the short time available for trying out
before the Isle of Man races, it has been
decided that a more conventional engine
shall be used.

Externally, there is little difference
between the T.T. engine and the well-
tried 3^ h.p. touring engine, and, except
for the addition of a Best oil pump
driven "trom the timing gear spindle and
delivering to the side of the cylinder,
one might be pardoned for noticing no
change.

Internally, however, it is noticeable
that considerable lightening of recipro-
cating parts has taken place. The cast
iron piston is liberally drilled, and every
ounce of unnecessary metal has been re-

moved. Fixed in the small end of the

connecting rod a hollow gudgeon pin

floats in bronze bushes firmly held in the

piston bosses, the connecting rod itself

being lightened by machining and
drilling.

Roller Big Ends.

A double row of caged rollers are em-
ployed for the big end, and the flywheels

have been lightened and reduced in

diameter.
Two ball bearings support the main-

shaft on the driving side, but one
only is fitted on the timing^ side. From
engine to gear box standard practice is

followed, and a Coventry silent chain
i.s used, enclosed in an aluminium case.

Clutch and gear box are of normal de-

sign, except that the clutch is hand-
operated and that the gear ratios will

be closer than usual. The ratios pro-
posed are 4.56 to 1, '6.15 to 1, and 8.4

to 1. No kick-starter is fltted. Final

The cast iron piston has two very narrow
rings, and is copiously drilled. Fixed in the

small end of the drilled connecting rod, the

gudgeon pin floats in bronze bushes in

the piston.

transmission is by Brampton spring link
chain, which serves also as a sliock

absorber.
' The frame gives the appearance of un-
usual height between the cylinder head
and tank rail, but the riding position is

low, and the space may be accounted
tor by reason of the "fact that provision
had been made for the alternative of
an overhead valve engine.

Straightforward design characterises
tlie frame and its accessories. Footrests
are fixed directly to the chain stays, and
it is possible that a second pair inay be

Gate and change speed lever at the front

end of the tank of the T.T. Rover.

fitted"~further back so as to provide a

change of position for the rider.

A pedal on each side of the machine
operates an internal-,expanding brake
within the rear sprocket drum, and a

dummy belt rim brake is utilised on the

front wheel.
Standard Rover forks, extra large filler

caps, and 26 X Sin. Dunlop tyres are

further featui'es of interest. Recent
trials have shown that tlie T.T. Rover
is remarkably fast, and especial interest

will centre round the retuiui of Rover
machines to the world of speed.

A TWIN COULSON FOR
THE T.T.

COULSON motor cycles are entered
for both races, and last week we
were shown the 2| h.p. twin-cylindtv

mount which will be ridden by Eric

Longden in the Junior race. This is the

first Coulson motor cycle to be fitted

with a 60x61 mm. J.A.P. engine with
overhead valves.

. The new foot brake

XV, control of theA / Coulson-B.

Externally the T.T. Rover differs little from the standard model. A front belt rim brake
is fitted, and the kick-starter is omitted.

This model has a practically etandaw
Coulson frame strongly built up -'witl

butted tubes, and is fitted with a handl
controlled pump-cum-drip feed lubricatof
worked from the handle-bar. The saddlJ
is fixed directly to the frame, the ridel

depending on the frame springing onlyl
On the top tube is fitted a tool-box havinj
a cushion on the lid.

Oh the occasion of our A^isit to tb|

Coulson works we also saw the frame
the machine for the Senior race, which
oil), "shorter than the standard and hal

a Sturmey-Archer two-speed gear box ani
a special tank holding over two gallorl

gf fuel. This machine will be fitted wit|

the new overhead valve Blackburn

BI2
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The spring frame Coulson-B for the Junior
of the type entered by the manufacturers

Hassalls T.T. Norton—a standard machine, but
without kick-starter. It has a foot-operated oil pump.

One o( the few spring frame mounts in the Junior T.T. The 2i h.p. Wooier, Stripped 'for
racing at Brooklands. Observe the streamline oil tank on the chain stay.

(>T7

WOOLER MODIFICA-
TIONS.

FEW modifications tave been made
in the T.T. Wooier, and with the
exception of a special circular oil

tank located on the rear fork, the
machine represents the standard sportinc
model for 1922.

°

A new combustion head has been fitted
which provides a larger inlet and exhaust

The extra oil tank on the

T.T. Wooier.

port area. Tlie external appearance is
.similar to the old model so far as its
sliajic is concerned ; a new metal, Icnown
as Haywaids' Alloy, however, is used
for the casting.
The exhaust valve lifter is now in

front of the magneto and timing case,
and has been provided with a guide
which eliminates the possibility of the
control binding. A small flexible pipe
from tlie base of the saddle tube directs
the surplus oil from the engine back to
the tank before it is conducted by another
pipe to the oil sump in the crank case.
This improvement greatly facilitates the
now of the lubricant.

It will be remembered that the oil is
carried by a roller chain from the sump
over the timing pinions, and the surplus
is forced by the crank case pressure into
the frame tube beneath the tank and
thence down the saddle tube.

THE OVERHEAD VALVE
BLACKBURNES.

I

AST year side-by-side valve Black-
-i burnes came near to winning the

Senior race. They were placed
second and third, and in consequence
many will watch with special interest
the performance this year of tlie new
engines. It is interesting that Messrs!
Burney and Blackburne are among the
entrants using overhead valve engines.

Reg. Brown's mount for the Sernoi cxent with tl,c liont guard removed for a Brooklands race.
Two petrol supply pipes with rubber connections are fitted, ,

Arrangement of the overhead valve gear on
the Junior T.T. Blackburne engine.
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Motor Cycles for the T.T. Race.—

There are no startling features visible

in the 500 c.c. power unit, but the work
has been particularly well carried out,

and the finish is excellent. The cylinder

bnvrels are machined from the solid, pro-

steel on hardened steel, and consequently
can be adjusted. These bearings are at-

tached to pillars screwed into the lugs
on tlie head, and receive lubricant from
grease cups placed on the top, and not,

as is the case with the 500 c c engine,

The new 2:1 h.p. T.T. Blackbume, fitted with steel cylinder barrel and overhead valves. The
engine sprocket Is on the outside of the flywheel.

ducing uniformity and are of particularly

attractive appearance. Following Black-
burne practice, the cylinder head is de-

tachable, and on the top of it is bolted
the casting carrying the rockers which
actuate the valves. The radiating fins

on the head run diagonally across, and
not fore -and aft, as in the case of -the

smaller model. Adjustable tappets on
the rocker ends are fitted, and the valves
are each provided with a double spring.
Viewed from the flywheel side, it will

be noticed that this engine has a, smaller
flywheel than the standard, and large

grease cups are provided to lubricate the
valve rocker spindles. The cylinder
dimensions are, the same as in the
standard engines, /.p., 85x88 mm. =499
c.c. capacity.

Ill the Junior Race.

Our illustrations .show that the cylinder
head of the 2-1 h.p. model (71x88 mm.=
o48 c.c.) is of a design somewhat differing

from the 3^ h.p. type. The rocker
spindles run in split bearings, hardened

Flywheel

side of the

350 c.c.

Blackburne

T.T. engine.

at the side. The tappets arj adjustable,
and double valve springs are supplied to

each valve, as with the 5^- h.p. engine.

Overhead valve gear ot tlie Blackburne

engine for the Senior race. The fadlatlng

fins on the head run diagonally across m
contrast to the practice on the smaller

engine, on which the fins are arranged
'*
fore and aft."

As a contrast to the larger pattern, it

may be mentioned that the radiating fins

run fore and aft, and, as in the large

engine, a lighter type of flywheel is

fitted. A transmission shock absorber is

fitted to the rear wheel, consisting c/f

blocks of rubber on the sprocket imping-

ing upon vanes in the hub, similar in

pattern to those used on tire Enfield

machines, which is adequate in absorb-

ing all undue stresses with chain trans-

mission.

.A smaller flywheel is fitted on the Senior
Blackburne engine than on the standard
power unit, which has the same bore and
stroke—85 ,•; 88 mm. respectively.

The frames are more or less standard,
cxcejrt that the tank tube is curved, soth
thet^ is clearance for the overhead valve
gear, which, incidentally, has been kept
as low as pcs.sible.

NEW COMET FOR THE
JUNIOR RACE.

NE of the features of last year's race

was the consistent manner in which
the 2-^- h.p. New Comet two-stroke

lapped the course. It was not " out to

win" for its very young rider who depu-
ti.=ed at the last moment was under in-

o

Bl6

A neat machine, absolutely similar to the standard New Comet production models Is entered In

the Junior race. It performed well last year.
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Ilotor Cycles for the T.T. Race.—
itructions to abstain from heroics and
<o demonstrate rather that a standard
node! lightweight could sur\ave the race
it a creditable speed.
The Climatic engine (70x76 mm. =292 c.c.)

s unique amongst marketed two-strokes in
lavnig inside flywheels, and its staying
lower was shown at Brooklands not long
go in succes.s£ul attempts on the lone
istaiice lightweight sidecar records. °

2J h.p. Climax two-stroke engine in the
New Comet; it has a built-up crankshaft
and inside flywheels.

New Comet T.T. machines are identical
th the standard models sold to the
blic

; they have similar engines, frame
d fittings, and as made they are appre-
ibly lighter than the mininnmi weight
]uired of jnacliines entered in the T.T.
;es, and may thus have to carry ballast
le.ss it is decided to use a three-speed
U'. At the moment of writing, how-
r, the standard two-speed box is on
machine.

iATURES OF THE A.J.S
lEEHAPS one of the most fancied

chances for the Junior event is the
A.J.S. team. For the 1920 race
firm had had but little time to get
overhead valve engine in trim, but

er a year's experience on road and
:k, little weaknesses have been elimi-
ed, and the machine has been
martened up " considerably. H. R.
'ies' hour and tw-o-hour records on

Deep radiating fins and machined cylinder
ribs are outstandmg features of the XT
A.J.S. .

Brookla-nds last week will al.«o do much to
m.-ike the A.J.S. a favoniite.
The overhead valve engine, having n.

bore and stroke of 74x81 mm. respec-
tively, IS retained for the forthcoming
race, but has been modified in detail Xnew cyhnder head with improved cooling
IS fitted, the head being held down bv
a steel sU-ap as before. Vertical ribs of
considerable depth are used, and even
(he valve guides have ribs machined ci,
them. _
Quite an unusnal amount of care has

been expended on the manufacture ff
the cylinder, the fins of which are rough-
turned and ground. Both cvlinder and
head are then copper-plated, and finallv
hlacked. Four very narrow rings are
fitted to the light steel.piston, the piston
Itself being machined all over both inside
and out. A very light hollow gudgeon
pm serves to connect the piston to an
e.\tremely sturdy H section connecting-
rod. ."

Plain Bearings.
With the exception of the double row

roller big end, plain bearings are em-
ployed throughout the engine, the crank

6yg

axles and pin being attached to light
eteel flywheels, which have ample clear-
ance in the crank case.
Lubrication is effected by a foot-

operated pump, which delivers oil to the
cylinder from a tank behind the saddle
tube, the main tank being a container
for fuel only, and an Amac carburetter
fitted with a
special exfra_. air

valve supplies
the mi.xture.

Transmission is

by iXiJinr chain
throughout, the
c r a n k case
release pipe serv-
ing to lubricate
the primary
chain. A stan-
dard clutch and
three-.spced gear
box (but without
kick-starter) supplies the necessary

6 iri, "and VToiPP''"^'"''"^'^ '^ '^ ^'

vJj'f''/"'*^ ,?';""' *°*=' <he frame isvery eat and light, "and we are informed
that the steering is as near perfection as
possible. It IS noticeable that all large

Iff'T^''
,''°'^-' ^''-^ '>°"°"'' '^"'l even

nlhi \^y^'\ "^'^
.^, ^<^V the machine

Jight. Ihe actual weight with petrol and
oil amounts to only 188 lb. Brakin- isprovided by a foot-operated internal "ev-pandnig rear brake and a stirrup brake onthe fi-oiit wheel rim, and the equipment
includes 26x2iin. Avon tyres.

A novel type of filler

cap fitted to the A.J.S.
mounts.

• ''^j
i'^l'

^•^•'''•J-S- f'as very pleasing lines. It is very similar to-last
year s model, but has been lightened and smartened up considerably.

3 h.p. IVY THREE-SPEED
TWO-STROKE.

L^ST year the 75x79 mm. (348 cc)
Ivy engine was represented in tlie
Isle of Man, and acquitted itself

creditably, despite ill-luck with broken
tank fittings and petrol pipe. Before
reaching the public, however, the same
engme made some excellent performances
on the Old Wyche road at Malvern
making twenty-five non-stop ascents of
the famous 1 in 2.9 hill solo, and fifteen
climbs with sidecar. We ourselves have
subjected these engines to some gruelling
tests, and have found them to stand up
to indefinite hard driving. All this being
so, it is not surprising that the seven
machines prepared for this vear's races
are equipped with absolutely standard
engines.

Handle-bar Operated Oil Pump.
The machines throughout are absolutely

on standard lines, the tanks alone being
slightly larger than those used ordinarily,
and a handle-bar operation being adopted
for the plunger of the Best and Lloyd
drip-feed pump. Profiting bv previous
experience, special precautions" have been
rnade to secure Ihe tank, which, in addi-
tion to the normal top rail clips, is
steadied beneath by a, flat strip of spring
steel, enclosed in a leather sheath.
Chain transmission throughout is em-

ployed, and an Enfield shock absorber
IS used in the back hub. Special Sturmey-
Archer three-speed boxes, with clutch, but
less kick-starter, are fitted to all the
machines except one. The exception is

equipped with a new IMoss three-speed
gear box, made by the famous gear
specialists, the Moss Gear Co., Ltd., of
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Motor Cycles tor the T.T. Race-
Birmingham. On this particuUn- gear

the operation is by rocking pedal, so that

the rider does not need to remove his

hands from the handle-bars under any

circumstances. An alternative form ot

hand control may be fitted if desired, but

for racing purposes the foot operation has

undoubted advantages.

Two brakes are fitted on tlie ivy

machines, one operating on the inside

and one on the outside of a dummy bell

drum on the back wheel. Both brakes

are worked bv heel pedals fitted below,

but clear of," the footrests. The gear

ratios are at present 4, 5^, and 6^- to 1,

with 26x2iin. tyres.

In the Island the Ivy stable will be

in the charge of Howard C. Newman,

so w^ell known in pre-war speed eveiits

as "Ivy" Newman. His tuning abilities

which gave him prominence then will be

devoted to all the Ivy machines, which

may be expected to make a consistent

performance. A noteworthy feature of

these machines is that nothing has been

scamped; they are fitted. with front stands
' and carriers, and the finish is excellent.

ear box on the 3 li.p. Ivy vhich will be ridden by N. Noriis.

3 h p Ivy machine, with chain drive and ihiee-speed geai, f

will pull a 4 to 1 top gear.

»^i,-T tTTr-iTz-^TTT^ ^ tabulated

NEW T.T. LIGHlWEIGHT
BREAKS RECORDS.

Success of the 350 c.c. o.h.v.

A.J.S.

AT Brooklands on Tuesday, the 24th

ult., H. E. Davies, on a 2| h.p.

T.T. A.J.S. (very similar to the

machines described elsewhere in this

issue), successfully raised the hour record

in the 350 c.c. class to 66 miles 162 yards.

This record has been held since Novem-

ber 1920. by Tudor Thomson, who

covered 63 mi'les 696 yards on a 2| h.p.

Douglas.
The A.J.S. was also successful in lowev-

ino- the class times over the fifty and

hundred miles distances and in beating

the two-hour record, averaging a 3-4

m.p.h. greater speed than the previous

G.E. Stanley (2| Singer) has held the

fifty miles record, and Hugh Mason (2|

N.tf.T.-Jap) the hundred miles and two-

hour records, both since July, 1913.

Added merit attaches to Davies's per-

formances on account of the fact that

his ride was made with a dented (Bteel)

piston, caused by a valve breakage the

day before.

the Junior T.T. The engine

^,.„ _. list of these

world's records (subject to con

firmation by the A U. and

F.I.C.M.) follows :

^ H. R.Davies.

mounted on the

machine with

which he broke

the 50 =nd 100

miles and one

and two hours

records
Tuesday of last

week.

Records set up by H. R. Davies on

2j h.p. A.J.S. at Brooklands

May 24th.

Class B (350 c.C).

One Hundred Miles.-Time Ih. 32i

_45.6s. =64.68 m.p.h. (104.09 km.p.h

Fiftv Miles.—Time, 45m. 6.8s^; avera|

speed, e5.49- m.p.h. (107.02 Ifm.p.h

Two Hours.-Distance covered, 130 mil

1 054 vards : average speed, bs.

m.p.h. '(105.08, km.p.h.).

One Hour.-Distance covered, 66 mil

162 yards: average speed, 66.

m.p.h'. (106.36 km.p:h.).

THE INTERNATIONAL SIX

DAYS TRIAL.

I
NTEREST will soon

^<W». I centred around the Int

national Six Days In;

starting from C4eneva on Augi

Irt. Certain competitors i

becoming rather disturbed;

ding "the motoring laws

which are kno

We think, ht

ever, we
trust to the spc

ing feelings of

S,wiss populat

and the care

organisation of

Swiss M.CU.

gaTC ^
Switzerland,

to be severe.
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AJ, leuers oust be ajreslftfthe ^or " The'^Mot "^rf" J''''°"'''"'
"""^ *^ °P'"'°"= °' '^'^ correspondents.

Eduor, The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street. Coventry, and must be accompatued by the writer's natne and address.
fTEHEST IN A SILENT CYCLE CAR.
Sir,—! saw the procession to Edinburgh on Friday Jlav'th, gouig up Digswell Hill (beyond HatHeld) One c'^le

I Tilenc dinj'
?"'"''''

t^'TT -""^-^ The' exhaust it
ree wheelers Th"- I

'"'''' " "'^^ °°^ °^ t'le larger

aclinie rattle, but was more like a good car.

iJrlt^
"^'^ Z^\^^'' I ««gSest this query is of (general

ot. iiiDans. SIMPP IRQ';
robably our correspondent has in mind one of the three-wheelers which has a four-cylinder engine v-Ed.]
iHAGE CHARGES.

n m7^J:!"J,''
P-'!'"° through CarHsle this Whitsuntide, I

?ro7Tar"nV'.i*V,^"^°" ^°'' ^ 6=^1°" ^"d a half 'of

iilst t had a httle refreshment at a cafe three minutes'

P rifn^i f F'^^"- ^P°" returning some forty or ortv-e minutes later ! was presented with my biU : "Petitll
|lj'^^;j^jSarage charges, 6d.-' What next?

'

iSghf-we ventilate this correspondent's^SfS^we
e T Tut'Tr "^'' t''« «'^-'-ge was excessive. It mav
or t?;,.^,. tr-

™°'°!'
'/'^^'f'

are accustomed to payingor stoung their mounts for short periodfi :—Ed.]
0^ ^ iM£Cfl^iV/C^i ENGINEERS POINT OF VIEW
Tn'^Vr""^ 1° "'^ ''"'^'' °f -^^'- -^- J- Hobdell r. usin'.

ef rein hft fh'
"°'°''

'^'"^i'^
'^""^^^ '° ">• °P""°"> ''>«

nv mntTr -!.

they are not adopted is the fact that a great

fhf i. -' * designers, or should I ^ny a.ssemblers, have

table hubs''''^E '^"?f^
engineering ki/owledge to design

n ^ cnnt .
5'P.""^"y '^ this lacTv of knowledge shown

vUi T fif ° ^<''Tf^ ''' t^°-^t™ke lightweight machineVhen I hrst entered the engineering profe.-sion° after fini.t

.^f tt ^"f' ^^T^t'°". I desired to%nter the producton

ised me no^t't'o^'i'
'"'^"'''^"- ^^^' ^''' engineering masteised me not to do bo, as motor cycle desio-n was not

lid, IS the general opinion of engineers
•esigners want to draw two wheels on their drawing

-thei, regardless of previous design and production.hods, using he front wheel to steer%vith and the Wkel for propehng the machine. Studv each part from anmeering design point of view, leaving the questfon olearance till the la.t. It is easier to make \ preperh'

king machine into one of good design
i there not another fopn of final drive suitable for aor cycle, namely, crank and connecting rod? I supposesystem wants too much designing knowledge as against
or Cham drive? Whoever hears of a car havW aen propeller-shaft' And yet look at the number of cLesiroKen chains one hears about.

1 my opinion motor cycles have still a long way to go

'I-T ?u™^'''
anvthing hke final general desi|n, and

cially the present-day two-stroke, two-speed lightweieht
one make and one has practically seen the lot-a colossal
nple of sheer blind copyuig. DRAUGHTSMAN
ancnester; *.

"

_nk and connecting rods have been tried on motor cvcles
e think if "Draughtsman" attempted to design a motor
cle with such a transmission he would discover manv
)stacle6.

—

Ed.]

RETAINING OIL ON THE MAGNETO CHAIN.
Sir,—Will you permit me to ask if any of your readers

possessing Villiers engines can give me the benefit of their
experience m the following matter?

T L'j,v'M°*^i"''''*''^'^ '"J"''*
"''"' ^ 1920 Villiers engine, and

magneto chain rattles unmusically in its aluminium casbig.Un the c-asing being removed I invariably hnd that the

are'sluck toge'th'ef"'
"'"' '" """'''''''' '''"* ^"^^-^ ^'"^^

Lately, I have been in the habit of oiling the chain

fnvir T ''f
°'''

'^"''''"rS ,°"' °" » '""' ^^^ tl>e result^mvanably tiie same. I should like to know if any of vour

th. *'.'.'
'r'*"

^'"? '"?''?' ^/P-^riences. and can tell me howthe trouble may be obviated, or whether it is necessaiT to go

jouniey.
^ reinovrng the casing before every lofg

I may say that the chain is not at all slack.
J. L. WILLOUGHBY.

CASTOR OIL FOR MOTOR CYCLE LUBRICATION

ihfl''^^^
observed in the run from London to Edinburghthat many of the machines smelt strongly at the exhaust ncastor oil and I shonld be pleased tlfrougli your vahiable

hrni
° V™ "''*' advantage the riders gained by usingthis oil My own experience tends to prove that there raifhave been no advantage unless the sunlp was emptfed v^r^often, say every twenty miles or so.

^
\\-hiJe in the Air Force I carried out a considerable numberof tests with a 90 h.p., eight-cylinder V tj-pe, air-Zledengme. The engine I fitted up on the bench w^h a standardpropeller, and my tests were carried out with the oWect o^ascertaining whether castor oil retained its lubr casing properties over a period, when compared with a minera"^oirnfapproximately the same viscosity. The first t«t wis Lhcastor 0.1, and into the sump "l placed twent-fi-rp^u'After warming the engine up I tested for thi ^ "

revolutions, and also the length of tne the engine klTT"'up without dropping. Whe^n tlie re™ lu ions ttl^d th'eywere shut down to 250 per minute, and kept at that '-threequarters ol an hour. Full revolutions we?e taken aganJ he sump was then emptied and twenty-five pintrnf^hl i

"^^^nl^'l^::^^^ ^^-^^ -- ^epe:ti^r\i^.'^^

il^i^i:^^^ ^g-^^^^'"-^ "-"^e down

and1ouTid°[o°',L V«y Te^- 1^^^'"^' ^f' '^ *-'
rancid From this" my 'conc?usion \ere' thft rthe°oil

°'

insoluble m petrol, and has i hi^h fln i,' I t ^ °'' '^

good for the 'cylinder wa/L'untilfbej" to fail f„ 1!^^^eating properties, so that it should be useful for shnrfK";

TO .
'

•,
W. A. BOOTH

riders for all classes o riding pTs'n^
""'"^ competition

_
has confused the two lubnclnts -!-Ed?

°"' ^""'^^P^'dent
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SATISFACTORY ROAD SERVICE.
Sir,—Plaving recently noticed in your valuable periodical

disparaging letters regarding the A. A. and M.U., I would
like to draw your readers' attention to my recent experience
of the A. A. road service.

On a recent Saturday I was motor cycling through North
Liincashire, and this particular afternoou was an extraordinarily
wet one. When a few miles from the nearest town my
machine broke down. After vain efforts to trace the trouble
myself, to my great relief one of the A. A. roadside mechanical
outfits bore down upon me. In a very efficient manner tlie

trouble was then traced to the magneto. There was no
available shelter from the pouring rain, which added very
considerably to the difficulty of putting the matter right;
but this work was, nevertheless, uncomplainingly and
thoroughly accomplished.

I might mention that this A. A. outfit was returning after

being already on dutv during the London-Edinburgh run.

Anfield.
"

J.C.

PERFORMANCES OF NEW MACHINES.
Sir,—On reading your article under the heading. " The

Performance of a Stock Machine," my attention was
attracted by the statement that owners taking delivery of

new machines should observe the following operations :

" Dismantle and clean carburetter, examine plugs and adjust
points, and examine contact breaker points and chains to

see that spring links are correctly fitted." Surely such a

procedure as this should be unnecessary with the present-

day highly-developed and highly-priced machine.
When the price of an outfit runs up as high as £200, the

buyer expects these things done before the machine leaves

the works. That they are not done, I know to be true.

Very few machines will tick over in neutral absolutely

steadily and evenly, yet a few minutes spent in attending

to adjustment of plug and contact points immediately effect

a big improvement. I have known new machines delivered

with fluff, etc., blocking petrol pipes and carburetters;

carriers, mudguards, etc., tacked on iinger-tight. Such
experiences lead one to wonder whether many machines do
more than two or three miles on test. Petrol consumption
seems to receive little attention also from the test

department.
These are all small details, but when a purchaser has

Ija-id a fancy price for his machine, he expects it " ready to

ride away," as so often advertised, in proper tune—not in

any old condition. The buyer of a car does not expect to

have to look over engine and transmission to make sure
that all adjustments are correct, so whv should a motor
cyclist?

"

W.G.
Wolverhampton.

PRIVATE OWNERS AND MACHINE-SMASHING
TRIALS.

Sir,—I should like to enquire whether the Ai'buthnot
Trophy Trial this year is likely to resemble last year's as

regards " road " surfaces. I personally was unable to com-
pete, but on seeing the state of some of the machines after-

wards I was thankful I did not. for the simple reason that I

am not a millionaire. Judging from descriptions, the crank
case of my machine (a Zenith, which, as is well known, has a

smallish road clearance) would certainly have been damaged,
if not completely ruined. One Zenith rider, I remember, had
to stop a gash in his crank case with a cork. The majority
of riders broke something.
Although this may be very enterprising for those who are

well off, it makes the Naval officer (who usually is not) think

twice before entering for the trial.

By all means nia,ke the course stiff. Introduce really bad
hills with loose surface and difficult hairpin bends. Let the

roads be bad and give a healthy minimum average speed.

There is no need to let lis off the inevitable watersplash ; we
are used to that

!

The whole point seems to me to differentiate between roads
(second, third, or even fourth class) and a collection of rocks
and boulders. The latter are probably of much more use to

geologists than to motor cyclists.

What do other N.O.'s think on, this subject? K 15.

London.

["K 15" voices the plaint of amateurs generally regarding
most trials. On the other hand "a healthy minimum
speed" is unfortunately illegal at present,

—

Ed,]

R24,
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LUCAS AERO DYNAMOS.
Sir,—Our attention has been called to an advertisement

appearing in your issue dated May 19th, in which ^ Lucas
aero dynamos, etc., ex surplus Government stores, are offered

as being suitable for motor car or motor cycle lighting.

We have to point out that these dynamos are not suitable

for use on motor cars or motor cycles, and that we cannot

accept any responsibility in connection with them when
so used,

Lucas aero dynamos -are of a special pattern, originally

manufactured by us for the Government for use on aircraft,

and they were so designed that most of the energy was used

for heating airmen's clothing, etc., and only a small portion

of the output was available for charging the battery.

Even with the dynamo running at a speed of not less tlian

6,500 revolutions, although 20 amperes were passing into the

resistances, only a maximum of 4 amiaeres was obtained for

battery charging.
Obviously, it will be quite impossible to obtain an output

of 20 amperes without the machine being specially cooled, a;

it was when fitted to an aeroplane, and for ordinary motoi

car or motor cycle work the dynamo would become danger'

ously hot, and the whole of the windings burn out.

W'e ask you to give. this letter publicity in j'our columni

in order that your readers may be made fully aware of th(

fact that we do not accept any responsibility whatever
connection with these dj'namos when used on motor cars oi

motor cycles. -^ JOSEPH LUCAS, LTD.

- SIDECAKS SUITABLE FOR DISABLED DRIVERS.
Sir,—With reference to the letter signed " 1914-1919

"

last week's issue we have lately been consulted by an office

in very much the same predicament as the writer of thii

letter. He had purchased a Royal Enfield sidecar outfit, bu
had lost his right leg at the hip. We fitted both a right-han(

and left-foot control to the rear brake, working independent!;

or both together, and he now finds no difficulty at all

controlling the machine. The conversion took tw'o days to do

and cost about £3, It employs direct lever action and iii

Bowden wires, THE EXETER GARAGE CO,
Exeter.

ANOTHER CLAIMANT TO THE HONOUR OF THE
FIRST SIDECAR."

Sir,—An article entitled " The First Sidecar," in a recen

issue, has revived memories of my 2 h.p. leviathan, its traile

with open basketwork body, and the days when p'etrol wa
8d. per gallon.

The accuracy of your historical data concerning Mi
Graham's patent and its subsequent exploitation by Compo
nents, Ltd., is not in question, but the history of the sideca

starts at an earlier date than is mentioned in your article.

It was, I believe, in the spring of 1902, thatil submitte

to Messrs. Mills and Fulford, Ltd., of Coventry, proposals an

designs for a trailer body to be carried at the side of th

bicycle in such a jnanner that the latter might bank at an

c^esired angle, as is now done with the modern flexible sidf

car, Messrs. Mills and Fulford constructed a carriage t

my designs, and, after tests, reported that the steering

the outfit was faulty. The characteristic of flexibility wa

therefore discarded.

Application was then made for a master patent, but a

eft'orts were frustrated by the publication of the humorov
drawing referred to in your article. Prior to forwardin

designs to Messrs. Mills and Fulford. I was advised

seek the opinion of the editor of a motoring journal (m

T/ie Motor Ct/ch), who admitted the novelty of the idea, an

suggested giving it a practical trial. A few weelcs late:

while the experimental sidecar was undergoing tests, th

journal published the aforesaid humorous drawing, whic

depicted Edwin taking advantage of the close proximit

aft'orded by the sidecar to embrace his Angelina en roiil

It transpired subsequently that a firm at Staines an

another in U.S.A. were experimenting on similar lines i

about the same time, so that it is difficult to say wher

when, and by whom the first sidecar w-as devised; but

Messrs. Mills" and Fulford should certainly be given cred

for producing the first sidecar in marketable form.

One cannot "but note with satisfaction that, after nearl

twenty years, this pioneer firm, to whom sidecarists owe :

much." niaintains its positioli in the face of wider competili'i'

E. E. WALLINGTON BUTT,
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These two sketches show clearly the plan

adopted by "E.W.S." to insulate and pro-

tect his rear lamp.

PROTECTING THE REAR LAMP.
Sir,—I am sending two illustrations, which may interest

some of your readers, showing the back number plate with
electric lamp of

my sidecar outfit.

The plate when
not required for

night riding is

swung inside the
back locker. I

think _ the follow-
ing may be
claimed for this

idea : Breakage of

bulbs reduced to
a minimum. No
loo-se cables to

carrier frame. No
unsightly numbers
painted on panel
or plate, attached.
Clean number
plate. I do not
know who the
the makers are,

but the best lamp
I know of is the
' Nytelyte," which suits the position splendidly. E.W.S.
Durham.

[While this plan, has much to commend it, the position of the
rear lamp does not comply with the strict letter of the
law.—Ed. j

SAFETY IN HILL-CLIMBS.
Sir,—In view of the several aceideuts that have taken place

at recent hill-climbs, may I be allowed to make a sucgeetion
or two to the various promoters and ako to the A.C.U.
The tiist is that programmes should be limited in the

number of entrants.- It almost invariably happens that where
.the programme is a long one interest declines, and spectators
begin to stroll about tne course, and others to move their
machines or cars about the course, as witness the exciting
incident of the Crouch at Stile Cop on a recent Saturday, where
nothing but the most superbly fine driving and nerve of
Cocker averted what could otherwise hardly have failed to
be a bad smash. I would suggest that programmes may be
curtailed without hardship to anyone if the 750 and 1,000 c.r.

or unlimited classes be cancelled where there are not at least

Hve entrants for each class which are too large in capacity for
the preceding classes. Usually the big capacity classes are
composed of the same men and machines that competed in the
smaller classes. Also, I see no reason why open and amateur
classes of like capacity should not be run together, or, at
any rate, consecutively, without a pause for the previous class
to return down the hill. Provided the open class is run off

first, this would also tend to prevent the same special machine
being ridden by different men (i.e., amateurs and professional)

in their different classes.

It cannot be too strongly impressed upon spectators, and
also competitors (who are not faultless in this respect), how-
great is the danger of putting tlieir machines on the road
fiSe, particularly near bends, and too close to the finishing

line. It is not merely the fact of the machine being on the
roadside, but the fact that it obstructs the view of the open
road for the competitor that creates the danger, and has
been the cause of so many accidents. I would also suggest to

the A.C.U. that the rule applying to the T.T. regarding com-
pulsory wearing of helmets be applied to all open speed
events.

I am not an alarmist, but certainly think every precaiition

for' safety should be taken, particularly as the lay press is

beginiring to ask, " Why should such dangerous sport be
allowed on the public roads?"

C4reater care, also, appears necessary in the choice of hills

for competition. Speeds are so far in excess of those of but
a short time ago, that conditions of curve and surface, w'idth

.ind other features of a hill that pre-war would be considered
safe, may to-day be highly dangerous, and no open event
i-liould be =held without the hill being first inspected and
passed by an official of the A.C.U. properly qualified by
' xperience, and who should determine the position of the
lii'ishing line -with a view to a safe pull up.

JAS. L. NORTON.

IS THERE OVER-DEVELOPMENT ?

Sir,.—In your leading article in the May 12th issue, I notice
that, while you naturally applaud the ' development of the
motor cycle, which has taken place, you do not mention
" over-development."

I certainly think that there is to-day a tendency to over-
elaboration of our mounts. On my 1921 outfit I carry four

dummy belt rims for the front brake (one on each and spare
wheels), only one rim being in use at a time. Naturally, the

cost of supplying and fitting these four rims is included in

the purchase price.

Again, wliy tit the rear wheel with internal expanding
bra ke ?

On riiy machine the limit of cable adjustment has been
reached in 1,000 miles, and, on dismantUng, I found the

brake to be a beautiful and expensive piece ot work—in fact,

there is only one thing wTong with it, it will not stop the

machine. Surely the old rod and shoe rear brake is simple,

effective, and cheap; and, in any case, I would rather rely

on a steel rod for braking than on a wire cable.

Further, as I wanted a spare wheel carrier, I wrote for

one to the makers of" my outfit, and was told that this was
incorporated in the luggage grid: price £4 10s. My friend,

who required a spare wheel carrier lor his Ford, obtained
one for 6s. 6d.

I certainly think that the tendency of modern design should

be towards simpler and cheaper fitments.

A departure. As I intend visiting the Yorkshire coast this

summer, will one of your local readers kindly say if it is

convenient to cross the river at Barton-on-Humber with a

sidecar outfit (week davs and Sundavs)? OUIDON.
Brixton, S.AV.2.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
A PUimstead reader sends us a snapshot, unfortunately

not .suitable for reproduction, of a bridge, just beyond Out-
well, not far from Wisbech, on which there is a warning
that s|>eed must be reduced to 2 ni.p.h. whilst crossing. His
oidy comment in sending. us the photograph is "Herewith a

sample of ' things we meet ' "—and as the road seems very
safe the description is very apt.

" Fairplay " complains that recently, having occasion to

replace the coils of hi? lighting and generating set, he wrote
the firm which represents the machine and the firm which
represents the makers of the generator for quotations. From
(he- former came a pro fnrma invoice for £2 12s. Id., and
from the latter a reply quoting £4 nett.

Mr. H. Lidington calls attention to the possibility of

Sturme>'-Archer clutch spring screws working loose when
hidden in chain cases.

"L.R.S.," in the course of an expression of great satis-

faction with his 1921'P. and M., comments on the greater
speed of this year's model as compared with R.A.F. and
earlier types.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists :

'jsueii in ronninctlon with The Moio' Cycle,

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." Price

Lontaininj ovec lOO qsSJui "wrinkles" and helpful net.

l-int^ in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Editioi 2/-

' TRACING MOTOR' CYCLE TROUBLES"
A .-v?tem lor tracing motor cycle faults ami o:

rrmeHvin^. them vvben loiinfl. Fouct'a Edition .. 2/-

"MAGNETOS." By A. P. Yousc.
A c:jmplete treatise 00 magneto ignition fir mnror
cars, motorcycles, andaeroplanes. Second Edition

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on iwo-strokes. from tbe rider's

point f view. Just publisiied .. .^ .. 3/-
* MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."

By "IxioN, 01 J he Mao- CycU ,. ... 5/-

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England ajid Wales. Scotland, London (showin ;

roads intOdUd out ol London ani avpiding London'.
M. noted on Jinen. Sl-; ot three, complete m case. 5/6

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
,With 3.; pa;^c: 01 Koad Maps o( England ^n i

WG,lci, Scotland, and the London Uistricc

Book
prst*

2/3

2 13

4/6 4/10 •

3.'3

S/io

5/- 5/4

Obtainablebypost (remittance with order) :rom ILIFFE & SONS Ltd..

23, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, or of ieading BooLsellers anl
Railway Bookstalls.

C^
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A selection ol questions ol general interest received Irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether Intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should bo marked " L?gal " in the top lefc-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be

dealt with by the A. A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the

roads ;n any particular locality.

?

CONVERTING A STARTER MAGNETO.
,

Having just purchased a niag-

neto which has been used for

a^i'opiane work, I want to fit it

to a siugle-cylinder machine.
The slip I'ing has two cams

directly opposite each other. Would it

be best to remove one ot the cams cr

fit a seven-teeth sprocket (fourteen-

teeth oil timing)? If I remove cam,
are any other alterations necessary?

—

fi.W.D,

It is immaterial which cam you remove
from the contact breaker, so long as you
take one away. Run the magneto at half-

engine speed, i.e., use the same size

sprocket on the armature as on the cam-

shaft.

HEAT AND WATERPROOF DOPE
WANTED.

(1.) Can you recommend a good

dope which will stand heat and
water, and yet give a bright

finish with some degree of per-

manence? The beauty of my
machine is not exactly accentuated by
the presence of a somewhat bulky

silencer covered with brown rust. (2.)

What, in your opinion, should be the

maximum speed attainable on a

standard 3^ h.p. Rudge Multi in good

tune? (3.) Possibly I use too high a

ratio. What is nsual for the Rudge
engine ?—E.H.B.

(1.) We do not know of any enamel or

paint which will preserve its appearance

permanently when subjected to heat and

water. Probably the best thing to do

is to blacklead the silencer frequently.

(2.) 55 to 60 m.p.h. (3.) On the level

you will probably get the best speed

results with a gear of about 4^ to 1.

MR. PUNCH'S ADVICE!
Will a Di.xie magneto for a

rri twin engine supply current for" lighting "purposes—that is, if it^ is mounted separately to the one

now on the machine?—P.H;

quite possible that anyone experi-

in the construction of simple elec-

apparatus could devise a means of

converting a Dixie magneto into a light-

ing generator, but it is impossible for

us to give instructions on such an in-

volved question in '.he short spaee at our
disposal here. In any case, the conver-

sion w'ould be of an experimental nature,

and might not be altogether successful

;

therefore, it would be preferable to buy
a dynamo specially de.signed and manu-
factured for motor cycle lighting.

C4
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MAXIMUM SPARK ADVANCE.
To . what extent would it be

safe to advance the ignition on
a Villiers engine with flywheel

magneto ? As the timing rod can

move through an angle of 90°,

this means that on full advance the

spark occurs 35 mm. before T.D.C.
This seems to me excessive, though the

engine takes it nearly all at about
25 m.p.h., I'lough not when all out.

—

RI 9333.

If the spark is timed to occur on top

dead centre -when the control is fully

retarded, it should be possible to advance
it from 27° to 30° without any detriment
to the engine.

PISTON CLEARANCES.
In fitting aluminium pistons to'

aiT 8 h.p. air-cooled J. A. P.
engine, bore 3.375in., what clear-

ance should be allowed, i.e.,

what diameter must the new
pistons be? The existing cast iron

pistons are 3.365, which makes a total

clearance -of .009. Is this not exces-

sive for cast iron?—J.C.

It is impossible to give you definite

figures, as everything depends upon the

design of the piston. With cast iron

pistons in your engine the clearances

should be from .005 to .007. A clearance

of .009 is certainly rather large. Alu-

minium pistons, if designed for maximum
cooling efficiency rather than for reduc-

tion of weight, might be designed to

run with about the same clearances as

cast iron provided the castings were

annealed. ,

^

A QUESTION OF SIDECAR WHEEL SIZE

(1.) Is, a 1914 two-speed 7-9

h.p. Indian suitable for sidecar

work?" (2.) What would be the

effect on the running, steering,

etc., with sidecar with.26x2|
tyre, the machine's tyre being 28x3?
Will it cause machine to run to one

side, as the sidecar wheel would have

to travel faster than the 28in. wheels

on level?—J.W.W.
(1.) The machine is quite suitable for

sidecar work, although, of course, its hill-

climbing powers will not be so great as

those c^f a modern three-speed model.

(2.) If the sidecar is properly attached

•with the wheel vertical and in correct

alignment, the smaller tyre will not cause

any appreciable ill-effect in the rumiing

;

as a matter of fact, a 28x3 tyre can be

fitted to a 26x2i rim provided there is

suificient clearance beneath the mud-

guard.

BELT TROUBLE
I have a 2| h.p. four-stroke

machine, and have had endless

troubles with broken belts

rubber belts seem to be useless

for the present day roads. Can

very strong leather belts be obtained

now?—L.E. '

Any of the leading accessory houses will

supply you with leather or leather and

canvas belts ; at the same time the use

of these should not be necessary, as

rubber belt of good make properly fitted

should last 4,000 or 5,000 miles on

lightweight machine. Make quite sure

that the belt fastener is fitted centrally

on the belt, and also that the pulleys

are in correct alignment.

\
An experimental cycle car constructed by the Foster Instrument Co., o( Letchworth, lor

the purpose of testing a 41 h.p. flat twin Levis engine. The nucleus of the machine is a 191-

F,N. motor cycle, ot which the clutch, two-speed gear, and shaft transmission have been retained
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AN OBSOLETE MODEL
The connecting rod of ray 3^^ h.p. Minerva motor cycle has

V broken. Where can I have it

-iJ replaced?—B.S.

Minerva motor cycles ceased to be manu-
factured about eleven or twelve years '

ago, and it will be very diiRcult to

obtain a new connecting rod. You might

be able to get a second-hand one, how-

ever, by advertising, your requirements;

it would be a most expensive proceeding

to have a new one machined from a

hand-made forging.

WORN MAIN BEARINGS.
A 1910 single gear Triumph

which I ride has developed a

noise in the crank case, on the

pulley side I think. It is a

knocking sound, with a distinct

ring to it, and only occurs when the

engine is' running fast on the level or

downhill ; I cannot notice it when' the

engine is pulling hard. I have just

had the connecting rod rebushed (both

ends), and the piston rings renewed.

I cured it once by putting a leather

washer behind each ball bearing in tlie

crank case, but the cure was only tem-

porary. I am inclined to tliink that

the fault is in the bull bearings, and

yet they both are a good push fit in the

crank case.—A.H.T.

It appears that the ball races themselves

are somewhat worn, or that the one on

the pulley side is too loose a fit in the

crank case. We assume, of course, that

you have made quite sure that the pulley

is not loose on the main shaft, and that

there is not an excessive amount of end

play on the shaft.

A TRANSMISSION KNOCK.
3ily 2Jj h.p. two-stroke had

'^ developed a loud knocking sound." Thinking that the big end
-U was worn, I took down the

dutch, pulley, and crank case

cover, and was about to take down
the big end when a mechanic lolcf me
tliat it did not need rebushing, because

there wa,s only a little side play, so

I put back the parts I had taken down.
Engaging low gear, the machine started

easily, but on trying to start it a

second time I found that the machine
eould be wheeled in low gear as easily

as if in neutral. I then tried to start

it in top gear, and it started easily

;

and, changing down to low gear. I

foimd it would run, although it pulled

badly, but- on no account will it start

in low gear, and the knocking sound
is worse than ever.—E.G.

Your description of the -trouble is not

at all -clear, but we should imagine that

the dogs of the low gear are only par--
tially in mesh, and that they come out

of engagement when you attempt to start

the engine by pushing the machine along

in low gear. Provided that the dog
clutches are not damaged, it is merely
a matter for adjustment of the gear con-

trol mechanism, but as you do not state

the make of gear box we cannot tell you
what to do. We would strongly recom-
mend that you allow a reliable motor cycle

mechanic to examine the machine, as you
may do a considerable amount of damage
if you use it for any length of time in its

present state.

fJ^OT(^LE

"important 4Dates.

Tues., June 14lh—Junior T.T. Race.

Thurs. June 16th—Senior T.T. Race.

Sal., June 18th—Norlh-Weatern Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Sat. June 2 5lh—M.C.C Inler-team Trial
for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.

' Fri.. July Ist. and Sat.. July 2nd—
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Sal.. July 2nd — Bournemouth M.C.C.
Open Reliability TriaL

Sal., July 2nd—500 Mile Race at Brook-
lands for the Miller Gold Cup.

Thurs.. July 7th—Essex County and
Southend A.C. and Essex M.C. Joint
Open Speed Trials.

Sal., July 9lt—St. Andrews Speed Trials-

Sal.. July 9ih— Cardiff M.C.C. and
associated club^ Open Hill CUmb.

Mon., July lllh, to Sat.. July 16th-
Scottish Six Days' Trial.

Sal.. July 16th—Ilkley M.C. and LC.C.
Open Reli.bility TriaL

Sat.. July 23rd—East Midland Centre
AC.U. Open Speed Trials.

Sun.. July 24th—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Race in France.

Sat.. July 30lh—Newcastle and District
M.C. Open Speed Trials.

Mon,. Auk. 1st. to Sa»., Aur. 6lh

—

International Six Days Triad in Switzer-
land.

Mon., AuT. Isl to Sat.. AuR. 6 th

—

Anglo-Du'ch Reliabi ity Trial.

Sat.. Auk. 6lh~B.M.C.R C. Open Brook-
Ian 's Moating.

Sat, Auk. 6th—Norih Wa'cs M.C.C
Open Reliability Trial.

Fri. Auk- 12th—Motor Cycle Grand
Prix in BelKtum.

Sit.. Aur. 1 3th—Cumberland M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial*

Sat. Aug. 20th—NVeslern Centre AC.U.
Op^n Spe^d Trials.

Thurs. Aug. 25th'— Ystalyfera and
C«nmar,hen M.C.C. Open Spaed
Trials.

Mon.. Aug. 2 9th. to Sal.. Sepl. 3rd-
AC.U. Six Days TriaL

Sal.. Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars,

C. F. Temple (Harley-Davldson)

,

who recently attained 99'86 m.p.h.

at Brooklands for a flying kilo-

metre, and 88*28 m.p.h. for a distance

of five miles. Last week he made an

extraordinarily good fight in the 1 .000

c.c. race at Brooklands, but ran second

to D. H. Davidson on a similar mount

68s

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" C.W.P." (Heme Hill).— / h.p. A.J.S.

and 8 h.p. CIvno, specially regarding
consumption (oil and petrol), climbing,
and speed.

" J.E.M." (Harrow).—5 h.p. Sporting
Zenith, petrol cor'^'Tiption, ease of start-

ing, and use of Gradua gear.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Sheffield to Scmiborough.—W.H.

Sheffield, Rothei-ham, Doncaster, Went-
bridge, Ferrybridge, Aberford, Wetherby,
Long Marston, Eufforth, York, Malton,
Eillington, Sherburn, Ganton, Seamer,
Scarborough. Approximately 105 miles.

HiTCHIN TO WOODBEIDGE.—W.
Hitchin, Stevenage, Walton,

Ware, Standon Station, Little

Bishop's Stortford, Dunmow
Braintree, Coggleshall, Maries
Chester, Stratford St. Mary,
Mary, Copdock, Washbrook,
Martlesham, Woodbridge.
matelv 88i miles.

S.

Hertford,
Hadham,

, Rayne,
Tey, Col-

Capel St.

Ipswich,
Approxi-

Weicbly to Manchester.—E.A.C.
Wembly. Harrow and Wealdstone Sta-

tion, Bushey Heath, Elstree, Radlett, St.

Albans, Dunstable, Hocldiffe, Woburn,
Newport Pagnell, Gayhurst, Stoke Gold-
ington, Haclclcton, Northampton, Kings-
thorpe, Brixworth, Market HarlDorough,
Kibwortli, Oadby, Leicester, Lough-
borough, Hathern, Kcgworth, Shardlow,
Derby, Helper, Matlock, Rowsley, Bake-
well, Bu.xton, Fernilee, (edge of) Ta-xall,

Whale}' Bridge, Disley, High Lane Sta-

tion, Stockport, Levensluilme, Man-
chester. Approximately 183^ miles.

SaLFORDS to BlElUNCHAM.—A.H.T.
Salfords, Keigate, Burgh Heath, Ewell,

Surbiton, Kingston-on-Thames, Rich-
mond, Kew, Kew Bridge Station, Ealing
Common, Alperton Station, Harrow and
Wealdstone Station, Bushey Heath,
Elstree, Radlett, St. Albans, Redbouri*,
Markyate, Dunstable, Hocldiffe, Little

,^ ^ Brickhill, Fenny
''* • \ Stratford, Stony

•f^B^-i Stratford, Towcester,
". L> Weedon, Daventry,

'=" ' Dunchurch, Blue
Boar Corner, Coven-
try, Stonebridge,
Birmingham.
Approximately 134^
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Oimes to Clgbt Camps
June 2nd ...

4th
6th

... 9.36

... 9.38

... 9.40

P m

9i 8th ... 9.42
»

Burying the Hatchet.

Peace now reigns in Belgium, and the
Motor Cycle Union of Liege has hecome
affiliated to the Belgian Motor Cyclists'

Federation, which is the A.C.U. of
Belgium.

Forewarned is Forearmed.

Motor cyclists in the Wanstead district

are warned by a reader, wl. j signs him-
self " A Victim," of great police activity,

in that locality. Our correspondent states

that two special constables are stationed
at the Eagle, Snaresbrook, examining
brakes and number plates, etc. Sinn
Fein activities in London and the number
of burglaries around Wanstead are also

commented upon by " A Victim."

An Air Force Reunion.

So many airmen are motor cyclists that

we make no apologies for publication

of the following announcement ;

" The annual reunion dinner of the

Independent Air Force will be held at

the Hotel Cecil on Monday, June 20th,

at 7.30 for 8 p.m. All officers of Army
troops and other attached units are

invited. The Chief of the Air Staff,

Air-Marshal Sir H. M. Trenchard,
Bart., K.C.B., D.S.O., A.D.C., will

take the chair,^ and Wing-Commander
H.R.H. the Duke of York, K.G., has
graciously signified his intention of

being present."

I.O.M. Car Road Races in 1923.

Next year, for the first time since

the war, there ^ will be Tourist
Trophy races for cars in the Isle of

Man. Two races are certain, i.e.,

classes for cars of 2.500-3,000 c.c,
and not exceeding 1,500 c.c. respec-
tively ; and, if the authorities
sanction a third day's racing, it

will be reserved for. the 1,100 c.c.

class (in which case the 1,500 c.c.

class will have a minimum limit of

1,100 c.c).

Competing cars in both the big
races must have engines of not fewer
than four loorhing ojUnders, which,
in. conjunction with minimum
capacity and weight clauses, means
that the super-efficient twin-engined
cycle car is effectively barred from
competing for either the Tourist
Trojjhy or the "Fifteen Hundred"
Trophy.

^8

•' Chat
Entries at ordinary fees (£75 per car)

close on December 31st, but late entries
at £100 per car may be accepted until
March 31st, 1922.

Another Race in France.

What is known as the Grand Prix de
France, organised by the Moto Cycle
Club de France, over the Circuit de
Provins, which has taken the place of
the Circuit de Fontainebleau, will be held
on June 26th.

This is not to be confounded with the
Grand Prix of the Union Motocycliste de
France, which will be held at Le Mans
on July 23rd, for which a number
of British entries have already been
received.

The forrSfr race will be open to motor
bicycles, sidecar outfits, and two-.seated
cycle cars. Entries close at ordinary fees
on June 10th, and should be sent to the
Moto Cycle Club de France, 81, Avenue
de la Grande Armee, Paris, France.
Entries cost 250 francs.
We have a few entry forms in The

Motor Cycle offices, 20, Tudor Street,
London, E.G. 4, which we shall be happy
to send to any motor cyclists who are
interested.

Special TFeatures.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE T.T.

A FOUR VALVE ENGINE.

WEtK END EVENTS.
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T.T. & SUMMER NUMBER

Will be published on

THURSDAY, JUNE. 16th.

Published on the day of the Senior

Race, It will form a comprehensive

guide to the blue nband of the

motor cycle world, including the

latest news from the course, details

of the competing machines, and

practice lap times.

Belt Drive.

Since the Rudge . Co. introduced its

chain drive models, there have been

rumours current regarding the abandon-

ment of the well-known Multi models.

These rumours are entirely without

foundation.

Open Speed Trial at Westcliff.

On Thursday, July 7th, joint open speed

trials will be held by the Essex M.C. and
the Essex County and Southend A.C. at

Westcliff-on-Sea. Full particulars and
entry forms for this important event are

now available, and may be obtained from

Mr. Ernest J. Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.2. ('Phone ; Museum 2234.)

Speeds through Winchcorabe.

Probably no village in Enoland figures

more on 'the route cards of big motor

cycle trials than Winchcombe, and, the

streets being narrow, it is _ particularly

dangerous on Saturdays {the favourite

day for trials), when, of course, the

school-children are on holiday. Mr. H.
W. Barker, secretary of the local

Traders' Association, asks us, on

behalf of that body, to give publicity

to the above, and appeals to motor
cyclists to drive with great caution

through the town. We feel sure

that our readers—trials riders or

otherwise—will comply with the

request.

m

THURSDAY, 4d.

1

m

A Permanent Trap in Welwyn.
Owing to complaints made with

regard to motor vehicles driving

through the village of Welwyn, which
lies north of Hatfield on the Great
North Road, the Chief Constable of

Hertfordshire is placing a permanent
control, and int.ends to prosecute

motorists against whom a prima facie

case of driving to the common danger
is established.

We greatly admire the sportsman-
like attitude of Colonel Law, the

Chief Constable of the County of

Hertfordshire, in bringing this fact

to our notice. He states :
" I am

satisfied that in many cases the

offences are due more to thoughtless-

ness than to wilful disregard of the
law; and, as I am anxious that only

the careless and inconsiderate drivers

shall be prosecuted,^ I shall be glad
if you will give the matter publicity."
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Stile Eop.

We hear that it has been decided by
the authoi-ities concerned not to grant
permission for future hill-climbs on Stile

Kop, near Rugeley. It is considered that

modern motor cycles are too fast for the

hill.

The Five Hundred Mile Race.

Supplementary regulations for the 500-

mile race at Brooklands on July 2nd are

now available from the secretary of the

B.M.C.R.C, The Mill House, Warling-

ham. Surrev. Entries, with racing colours,

cost £2 12s.

The Price of Petrol.

Tlie drop of si.xpence in the price of

oetrol last week came as a disappoint-

ment to those who expected the fall to

be a shilling ; but 2s. 6d. petrol may yet

be available before the year is out.

Present prices are ; No. 1, 2s. ll^d.
;

No. 2. 2s. 9id. ; aviation 3s. 3id. : and
benzole, 3s. Sjd. Thus for the first time

we see petrol substantially cheaper than

jenzole. Notwithstanding, those who
jrefer the home-produced fuel will still

ontinue to use it. as there must be a

urtlier reduction in the price of petrol

jefore it really becomes appreciably

heaper in miles per gallon.

\ Sporting Trial Midst the Surrey Hills.

Owing to the clashing of other im-

jortant events, only a small number
.tarted for the Mellano Cup Trial of the

^ew Surbiton and District M.C.C. on
Saturday, the results of which follow :

MEI-I-\NO CtTP (50 ens.), tor Best Non-fitop

Perform.Tnce.—W. G. Boyer (S'.-l. N<?rtun>. tulal

rror, 15s. „ ^ .

COtJU$0N CUP (12 gns.) for Best Performance
>l any Liphtweight up to 350 c.c.—F. E. Salter
2-'j Zenith), total error, 50s.

SILVER MEDALS (lor a Non-stop Etm. anil lor

,he hT^s ol not more than 5 marks) ; C. Michaelis
6 Ztnithl. E. L. Showftll (5-6 Martinsytlo). W. \.
tobbs (8 Zenith). H. F. Edwards {'i.'ii Coulaon-B),
=. R. Dowson (2--.; Hawker). T. O. M. Sopw'ith

2\ nawker). R. B. Clark (2'>i Coulson-B), W. .J.

Cclly (3'.- NorUm). W. .Inlian (7-9 riarley-Daridson

C.I, 'and L. Bachilicr (6 A.J.S. sc).
BRONZE MEDALS (for the loss ol not more
lan 15 marks) : .1. P. Marvin (8 Broogh Superior
:.), F. J. P. Dioney (3 A.B.C.), .T. S. Bennett <2i.i

iletro-Tyler), and C. Crossthwaite (3',._. Duzmo).

Screw Road.

A party of Pwllheli motor cyclists last

week visited the corkscrew hill known as

Screw Road. D.Thomas, on a 4^ h.p.B.S.A.,

claims the honour of being the first Welsh-
man to make a clean ascent. .We under-

stand that several hundred spectators

from the surrounding districts witnessed

the. event.

Challenge to North-western Clubs.

Stockport and District M.C.C. desire

to challenge any moto'r club affiliated to

the Nnrth-Wesiem Centre A.C.U. to a

reliability trial for the Reynold Inter-

dub Challenge Trophy. Particulars may
be obtained from Jlr. E. S. Abram, 226,

J[anche.ster Road, Heaton Chapel, Stock-

port.

Lost Licence Holders and Numbec
Plates.

A lost licence holder and number plate

epfdemic has set in. The Rev. E. G.

Bird, chaplain R.N., R.N. Barracks,
Devonport, has lost his licence holder near

Ringwood ; a trade number plate, mark
HK 0148, has been lost by Lambs, of

Walthamstow, between Jfalvern and
London: and W. Jackson, jun., of 101,

(ireenfield Road, Denton's Green. St.

Helens, is minus his combined rear plate

and lamp. No. DJ 1043.

Record Public Interest in a Trial.

Several thousand spectators assembled at

llie start of the Newcastle and District

^l.C.'s all night run to Edinburgh and
back on May 21st and 22nd. There were
seventy-two starters, including two ladies

— Jliss Usher and Miss Bessie Gibson

—

both mounted on N.U.T. machines. Hugh
Mason was also riding. Competitors used
scaled watches. llie Baker Challenge
Trophy and specially engraved gold medal
was taken by J. B. Bainbridge ; whilst G.
H. White. J. L. Murray. J. L. Travers,
J. 0. Friars, A. A. .-Vdam.*, R Aslbury,
and D. Hall qualified for gold medals.
The two ladies were among the thirty-four

silver medallists.

Twelve-hour Open Event at Glasgow.

A twelve-hour open trial will be held
by the Glasgow il.C.C. on June 12th over
a route including Rest and be Thankful
in a non-stop section. Particulars may
be obtained from Mr. J. F. Balharrie, 20,

Renfield Street, Glasgow.

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland.

The annual general meeting of the
Southern Centre of the Motor Cycle
Union of Ireland was held on Friday last

under the chairmanship of Mr. T. J.

Dunphy. The report and financial state-

ment was presented by Jlr. P. Grimes.
It showed a substantial balance in hand
and was adopted. The new officers for

1921 were elected as follows : President,
Mr. T. .1. Dunphy ; vice-presidents, the
presidents of the Cork and District,

Dublin and District, and Leicester Motor
Cycle Clubs : hon. secretary and treasurer,

Air. P. Grimes; hon. atiditors, Messrs. D.
Doolin and F. H. Draper; representative
of members, Mr. T. W. Murphy.

Sangster Cup Trial Results.

Official results of the Birmingham
M.C.C. Whitsun Trial from Land's-End
to Birmingham have now been announced.
The premier award, the Sangster Cup,
has been won by F. Short (5-6 James sc),
the gold and silver medals being awarded
as follows :

fSOLD MEDALS.
Class .\ (250 c.c. solo).—R. C. Bennett (2',1

Federation). Gus Klihn (2ii Verus). B. Bourke
(2Vi New Hudson), W. Bell (2'^ New Hudson).
and G. Denley (SVj Velocette).
Class B (250 to 350 c.c. solo).—C. F. Hollyoak

(2'.4 Federal), H. V. Collins (2=j MarloeBlack-
burnc), C. L. Sprosen (2';. Connaught), F. C.
Parkes (2V. Sun-V.T.S.). W. Tf,. Handlcy 12'-4 O.K.
Junior), and J. W. Parkes (2'A Sun-V.T.S.).
Class C (350 to 560 c.c. solol—R. W. Duke (4

Triumph). .). R. Follows (31/. Sunbeam), S. Hall
(3','' Sunbeam). R. Fellows (3',-'. Sunbeam), G. J.
Baragwanath (3';; Sunbeam), A. W. Thrush (3",i
Sunbeam), and L. Paynter (3'j Norton).
Classes D. E. F. and G, merged into one class

(solos above 560 c.c, and passenger machines up
to l.IOO c.c.).—H. Boynton (5-6 James sc), T.
Short (5-6 James sc.), T. Stevens (7 James sc).
E. J. Ne«l (3 Matchless sc), P. W. Giles (7
A.J..S. sc), H. B. Denley (10 Rhode cycle car),

SILVER MED.VLS.
H. C. Jenncns (S'i James), R. T. Cooke (4

Triumph), and J. Bacon (3V'o Sunbeam sc).

KEEN INTER-CLUB HILL-CLIMB IN OXFORDSHIRE.

wy^^''^'^%

. W. T.olladay, who rode a well-tuned Velocette at the Oxford M.C.C. Hill-climb. He won
two classes, and put up faster time than many higher-powered machines.

IXTER-CLUB rivalry is evidently very
keen in some parts of the countiy, for

a recent challenge by the Banbury
M.C. to the Oxford M.C. attracted an
entry of seventy in the motor cycle and
sidecars alone for the resulting hill-climb,

which w.i.< held under ideal conditions at

Irondown Hill, near Deddington, on
Saturday. Results on time of the motor
cycle, sidecar, and cycle car classes follow :

CLASS 4 (1.000 c.c Solo).—1. A. D. Cruikshank
(3'j' Norton). 0.\lord. 36is.;2, L. B. Askew (7-9
In.lian), Banbury, 37;s.; 3. R. J. Pigott (4 Nor-
ton). O.xlord. 39s.
CLASS 5 (600 cc Sidecars).—!. N. V. Young

(4 Triumph sc), Oxford. 56?s.
CLASS 5 (Unlimited Sidecars).- 1. L. Avery

(7-9 Harloy-Davidson sc). Oxiord. 431s.; 2, E. A.
Thornitt (8 Ac-rae sc). Banbury. 48s.; 3. .S. J.
Avery (7-9 Ilarley-Davidson sc), Oxiord, 481s.
CLASS 7 (1.100 c.c. Cycle Cars).-1, G. L. Haw-
kins (G.N.), Oxiord. 45)s.; 2, F. E. Wootten (10
Morgan). Oxiord. 551s.
CLASS 1 (250 c.c. Solo) on Time.— 1. J. W.

Tolladav (2ii Velocette), Oxiord, 41?s.; 2, E. A.
Thornitt WA Levis). Banbury. 44;s.; 3, H. S.

Askew (2'4 Cedos), Banbury, 48s.
CLASS 2 (350 c.c. Solo).— 1. J. W. Tolladay (2'/i

Velocette). Oxiord, 421s.; 2, E. A. Thornitt (2VS
Levis). Banbury, 45s.; 3, H. S. Askew (2X Cedos),
Banbury. 471s.
CLASS 3 (600 cc Solo).—1, A. D. Cruikshank
WA Norton), Oxiord. 36!s.; 2. H. S. Askew (3';
Rover), Banbury, 38!s.; 3. J. W. Tolladay (2'i

Velocette), Oxioru, 411s.
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A FOUR-VALVE ENGINE FOR THE T.T.
First Il!u5lra(ed Description of (he New Triumph-Ricardo Single-cylinder Engine ot

80.3 X 98 mm A "Mystery" Mount which accomplished 60 m p.h. on Low Gear
at Brooklands.

c
%..V^

Timing gear side.

EVER since it was first known tliat

the Triumph Cycle Co. had nomi-
nated a team for the 1921 Senior

Tourist Trophy, an air of mystery has

surrounded the entry. For some years

past the 550 c.c. 4 h.p. engine has been

the main production of the Coventry fac-

tory, and, since this type is too large

to comply with the A.C.U. limits, con-

siderable public interest has been evinced
in the design of the new 500 c.c. mount.
We are now for the first time able to

lift the veil, and disclose perhaps the

most interesting machine which has ever

left this world-famous factory.

The present engine, so far as the cylin-

der and valve gear and parts above the
crank case are concerned, has been entirely

redesigned' by Ricardo and Co., Ltd.,
under the supervision ot Mr. H. R.

Complete with gudgeon

pin and rings, this alumintum

piston weighs only 14 ozs

THE TRIUMPH-RICARDO ENGINE
Plan view-

Ricardo. The modifications comprise ideas

which embody the moet up-to-date internal

combustion engine practice.

It must be understod that the engine
is still in the~ experimental stage, and
that, before it is put into production,
several further important alterations will

be made, not only in the engine, but in

other vital parts of the machine.

We gather that the Triumph Co. are

entering the n e w
engine as their secopd
string, with a view to

obtaining such valu-

able information a s

only a prolonged road
race can provide, and
that the Senior T.T.
will form part of the
strenuous road test to

which all n e w
Triumph models are

subjected before being
offered to the public.

Attention has been
concentrated in this

design upon obtaining
and maintaining the
greatest b.h.p. a n d

speed revolution from
an engine of given
size, and to this end ^"^
every detail has been ^J^^

valves have

shaped. Thus we find 30 seats and two

a machined steel concentric springs

cylinder to avoid A split taper collar

warping through un- is used to iocatf

even thickness o f the spring cup

Driving side

metal ; an aluminium piston to rcduc
reciprocating mass and to ensure tha

heat can flow away from the vital places

multiple overhead valves of light recipri

eating weight, .seating in a special cyll

der head appro.ximately hemispherical
shape tor efficiency, and so constructe

as to provide the best possible c«C'

ing. These points are but the skeiein

of a design opulent in fine detail, an
one which has already proved capable o

remarkable per-

formances from °ff ^TT&
the angle of

view of sheer
efficiency.
Having said

that in the com-
plete machine
this engine
drives a special

two-speed gear
box through an
enclosed ^xfin.
chain and
Triumph clutch

and shock ab-

sorber, and that

the final drive

is by chain on
the right - hand
side, we can
now proceed to

deal with the
all-absorbing de-

tails, which are
superbly carried

01. t and merit

The detachable head i

held by five equal!

spaced bolts, secured!

to a double bottom rl!|

on the cylinder barrel
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Four-valve Engine for the T.T.—
ireful individual consideration, since
ley are the outcome of some of the
ost able brains in the country, and show
msiderable originality as cornpared with
cepted motor cycle practice.

Four Valves.

Commencing with the cylinder design,
le detachable head is spigoted on to a
eel cylinder, a plain ground joint being
led for retaining compression. Five
ng bolts secure the head to the two
west cylinder fins, which are milled out
the solid in such a' manner as to form

gs at equally spaced intervals.
At first sight, it may provoke surprise
at the lowest ribs are utilised as a point
head attachment, but a little thought

ill show that by the employment of this
ethod, unequal masses of metal are
oided on the hottest portion of the
irrel.

Three circumferential ribs surround the
se of the head, the remainder being
spoped vertically. Two inlet and two
hau.st valves are arranged in pairs at
proximately 90° to each other, the
rnier being contained in a common port,
lile the latter are separately housed
d the ports lead 'outwards to correspond-

l exhaust pipes. The sparking plug is

;ated in the centre of the head.
Four drilled set pins screwing into steel

she.s secure the cylinder to the crank
se, this method being employed to save
ting the cylinder clear of the crank
se studs, and tlius allowing either the
ad alone or the cylinder and head as a
it to be removed with the engine in

u. .45% caubon steel is used as a
linder material, and the bore is ground
t to 80.5 ram.

Light Reciprocating Parts.

With the exception of the fact that

B crank case has a flat base forming a

all oil sump, the crank case may be
ssed over without comment, but it is

iBresting to observe that the flywheels
ve been slightly decreased in overall
imeter, so as to increase crank case
araiicc and thus reduce oil friction.

Hear view o( the new engine, showing
the pair of inclined inlet valves.

A standard Triumph double row roller
bearing is employed for the big end, and
the connecting rod is of H section some-
what wider tnan that fitted to previous
standard models. The small end is bushed
witli phosphor bronze, and the 17 mm.
hollow gudgeon pin is allowed to float

in both small end and piston bosses, being
located endways by spring rings.

A very light aluminium Ricardo slipper
piston, having two narrow rings, is

used, and the gudgeon pin bosses are
supported close to the centre to enable

6Sg

a light pin to be employed. The piston,
complete with rings and gudgeon pin,
weighs but fourteen ounces, while the
complete reciprocating weight amounts to
only nineteen ounces.

In connection with the silencing
arrangements, it may be mentioned that
brake tests have shown no loss of power
up to 4,300 r.p.m., with expansion bo.x
and tail pipe m position.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of
this unconventional engine lies in the
valve gear. Primarily, it may be stated
that a light rocker is interposed between
each cam and tappet, and long ball-
ended push-rods with adjustments at the
lower ends are used to convey the motion
to the one-piece nickel chrome rockers,
which are carried in dustproof ball bear-
ings housed in an extension of the head
casting. Each valve, of 3% nickel steel
(case-nardened), is returned by two con-
centric springs of only 25 lb. total ten-
sion, when the valve is seated. Separate
cast iron valve guides are used ; the
spring cups are retained by split taper
collars screwed on the stem and pinned.

Masked Inlet Valves.

Masked inlet valves on the Ricardo
system are employed for the first time on
motor cycles, so that their salient fea-

tures may require explanation, The
valve heads are sunk below the level of
the cylinder head, so that the first portion
of the opening and the last part of the
closing action are practically ineffective.

By means of special cams the valves may
be gently started and gently seated,

though the effective opening and closing

is sudden in eacli case. In this connec-
tion, it may be mentioned that the valve

gear is noticeably quiet in action.

Several types of carburetter, both auto-
matic and two-lever, are being used for

experimental purposes, but all are of
considerably lai'ger bore than that of
standard motor cycle instruments, and
specially large diameter petrol pipes are

'

employed. "It has been found, however,
as a result of careful experiment, that an
Amac carburetter gives the most satisfac-

tory results on this engine.

Detachable head, showing face joint and inlet valves
raised. The inlet valves are slightly recessed into the head
in accordance with Mr. Ricardo 's patent.

Overhead valve arrangement showing the ball bearing-rocker

arms and double exhaust pipes.

CI3
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Except that the ctank case is a httle lower m the frame, the new racing

Triumph differ^ \eiy little fiom the standard machine in other respects

than iio engm'=

i«S»«!^^;»!>**^

Splash Lubrication.

No special system of lubrication is

fitted, except for the fact that a very
neat method of positive foot operation
has been designed to force oil from a
half-gallon tank, located behind the
saddle tube, to the crank case.

After being subjected to prolonged
bench tests of a most searching character,
the first engine was taken to Brook-
lands, where it created something of a
stir. We "were jwrmitted to observe cer-
tain tests, which proved most inter-
esting.

During these trials, a lap of Brpok-
land,s was attempted on the low gear ratio

of 5.6 to 1, and from a standing start an
average speed of 60 m.p.h. was accom-
plished for a_ complete lap, equi-
valent in engine revolutions to about
4,400 r.p.m., or with slip allowance to

4,600 r.p.m. At the conclusion of the
lap the engine was leasonabh cool, and
showed no signs of distiess Tlie

machine on which this trial was accom-
plished was in full touring trim, with
mudguards, silencer, chain case, stands,
carrier, etc., and v.-as ridden by G. J.

Shemans.

We are infoi'med that since this time
over a hundred laps at Brooklands have
been covered at speeds varying between
65 and 79 m.p.h. Although these speeds
api>ear highly creditable for a new
machine, we understand that the designers

are not satisfied that tlie maximum speed
has yet been obtained. Their opinion is

based upon the tact that figures from the

t-esting works of the Ricardo Co. indicate

that over 20 b.h.p. has been obtained
which should certainly produce a higher
maximum performance. :

One is at first inclined to doubt the

accuracy of such a high maximum horse-

power from so small a cylinder, but we
may state that we have personally had
the' oppoitunit\ of examining the testing

appaiatus, and we can affirm that it is

so designed as to enable tests to be made

with a degree of accuracy which is not

obtainable with the type of testing gear

ordinarily used.

Three of these machines will be in the

Senior race ridden by G. J. Shemans
Stanley Gill, and C. Sgonina, in addition
to six of the "side-by-side" type, which
also has an entirely new engine. W
propose to describe the more standar
mount in our next issue.

d

G. J. Shemans mounted on the new Triumph-Ricardo which he mav ride m the T.T

NEXT SATUKDAY'S POOR
CHILDREN'S OUTING.
Thirty Sidecars Wanted for a
Charitable Work in London.

ANUilBER of sidecars are still

wanted for the Poor Children's
Outing next Saturday, when

member of the General Committee of the

A.C.U. will entertain a party of th*

younger generation at his home in Hert-

fordshire.
Motor cyclists in the London distric

are invited to give a day and the sei

vices of themselves and their sidecars fo

this charitable work, and we feel sure

that the response will provide sufficient

vehicles to transport the children to the

home of their host, as, at some time oi

another, most drivers have seen the look

of envy which poor children bestow upoi

those children fortunate enough to have

a father with a sidecar.

Regarding Saturday's trip, Mr.- Lough
borough, secretary of the A.C.U., writes

' I happen to know that tlie children will b(

provided with a most enjoyable and beneficia
attcrnoon's entertainment, and I feel sure tba
our members will appreciate that, by providinj
the necessary transport, the Union is assisiiing ii

a charitable work, the value of which is almost
inestimable. Several parties of children will b(

entertained, and it is proposed that the first parti
shall visit their benefactors' home on Saturday
.Tune 4th.

" It would seem quite practicable for member
of the Union all over the country to assist occa
sionally in similar undertakings, and I shoult

at any time be only too pleased to give wha
assisl^ance is possible to further any such gooi

work.
' Members who are able to give their service

and the use of their sidecar machines on Sattir

day, June 4th, should communicate with me a;

early as possible in order that- the necessary de

tail* arrangements may be made."

iPifty or sixty children w'ill be enter

tained on Satiirday, and the venue i

Kingslev Hall, Botolph Road (off Devon':

Road), "Bow^ at 9.30 a.m.

CI4
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OAKAMOOR HILL-CLIMB.
Nearly 100 Entries in A.C.U. East Midland Centre Contest. Fast Timas by Lighlweights.

At tlie summit of Oakamoor Hiil, the venue of the East Midland Open A.C.U. Hill-climb last Saturday. A Wooler rider crossing

he finishi.ng line.

OAKAMOOR llill was again the scene
of a hill-climb last Saturday,
organised by the East Midland

Centre of the A.C.U. With an entry of

ninety, the organising committee was
^lone too satisfied, but recognised that
'the proximity of the T.T. drew many
possible entrants in other directions.

The weather was fine at the start, with
a gusty wind, and a goodly crowd had
assembled to witness the start, which
was timed for 2 p.m. There were many
most praiseworthy ascents of the

measured half-mile, and certainly e.x'cel-

lent judgment was called for, since three

gradual bends, which in pre-war days
could be taken " all out," now demand
caution with faster machines. As usual,

Norton exponents were to the fore,

notably Harold Petty (of Leicester) and
H. Pal in (of Derby)'.

Petly's machine was apparently the
fleete.st on the hill, for he had to cut
out at least twice, and yet succeeded
in accomplishing fastest time in 32s. =
56.25 ra.p.h. Palin adopted a different

method of cornering, for he controlled

speed entirely by the throttle in contra-

distinction to Petty, who used his yalve
lifter.

Then there was a stripped P. and JI.

in the capable hands of G. M. Town-
send ; and if any doubts of the speed
of a P. and M. lurks in motor cyclists'

minds, Townsend's times of 33|s. and
34^s. should certainly dispel them. In
short, it was an eye-opening perform-
ance, particularly as Townsend's best
time was recorded on a wet course, for,

'

sad to relate, it poured with rain for
half-an-hour halfway through the classes,

and sent many home wet through, for
there was little shelt-er. Steyenson (flat

twin Brough), Seal (Indian), and Vale,
Andrews, and Child (Nortons) were
also conspicuous for outstanding perform-
ances in the bigger classes.

Fleet 250 c.c. Mounts.

Among the lightweights no more popu-
lar and clever rider among youngsters
has been seen than A. Palin (son of the
Norton e.xponent). Palin, jun., was
astride a Levis with Enfield gear, tuned

to perfection. lie shot off the mark
like greased lightning, and took his

corners fearlessly. Though he looks but
a child, his age was oflicially given as

fourteen. Another surijrise packet was
a 2 h.p. JIatador maclnnc of 247 c.c,
ridden by Bert Houlding. The engine
has two overhead valves arranged
obliquely, and proved itself in good
enough fettle to account for three classes,

though it only appeared in two of them.
For a tiny mount 3655. represented a

very sporting and creditable perform-
ance. J. V. Prestwich was there with a

249 c.c. side-by-side valve chain-driven
J. A. P., of the 6.000 r.p.m. order.

Though geared too high to get ofY the
mark rapidly, he made up for lost time
with a vengeance on the flatter stretch

near the finishing tape, recording 38s.

on two occasions. 'The results were
promptly announced by K. S. Topping
via a megaphone after the times had been
clocked by J. Simmonds and A. Hodg-
kinson, and the details are subjoined :

The Results.

SII.\T5R CUP (lor tasttol time ot Ibo dav).—II.

Pr-ttv (3'... Norton), 32s.
COLD .VIEDAL (tor fastest Derby Clnb resident).

~H. Palin (3':. Norton), 53;s.
GOLD MEDAL (lor fastest lime by Lincoln Club

member).—J. H. Sylvester (a'i Velocette), 43!s.

One award for the Nottingham Club
member making " the fastest time on
formula solo " lemained in doubt, as no
provision was made for formula awards.
i\Iay \ve suggest that " the best figure of

merit on time " was intended?
CLASS 9 (open solo motor rvcles up to 250

c.r.).—B. HouldinE (2 :Matador). 36!s.: A. Palin
(21

i Levis). 38Ss.; and J. V. Prestwich tE J.A.P.).
39is.
CLASS 10 (open solo motor cycles up to 300

c.c.).—B. lloulding (2 Matador), 36)s. ; J. V. Prest-
wictl (2 J.A.P.). 58s.: and A. Palin (2M Levis),
38ts.
CLASS 11 (open solo motor cycles up to 350

c.c.).-A. Palin (2>/, Levis! and J. V. Prestwich (2
.J.A.P.), 38s.; and J. M. Heath (2=.i J.A.P.). 38is.
On rnnninc oil the tie Prestwich improved his time
to 3653-. Palin taking STjS.
CLASS 12 (onen solo motor cycles up to 500

c.c.).—H. Petlv (3Vi Norton), 32;s.; G. M. Townsend
(3it. P. and M.), 34?s.; and H. Palin (3'- Norton),
34ts.
CLASS 13 (open solo motor cycles up to 650

cc.).—H. Petty (3i-. Norton), 33;s.: H. Palin (31;.

Norton), 34s.; and" T. B. G. Vale (3V'- Norton);
34!s.
CLASS 14 (open solo motor cycles of unlimited

c.c.).—n. Petty (3li Norton), 32s.; S. Seal (7-9

Jndian). 34is.; and T. B. 0. Vile (3V.. Nbrlon),
34*5.
C(.,ASS 15 (experts barred, solo motor cycles

up to 250 c.c.).—A. Palin (2'; Levis), 376.; B.
Houldinc (2 Matador), 39s.; and G. F. Povcy (2',i
Velocette). 4i:s.
CLASS 16 (experts barred, solo motor cycles

ui) to 300 c.c.),—.\. Palin (2i„i Levis).

CLASS 17 (experts barred, solo motor cycles
HP to 350 c.c.).—.). M. Hcnth (2", ,LA.P.). 39:s.:
A. Palin (2".i Levis), 40>6.; and \V. F. Norris (2'',

ILB.), 435s.
CLASS 18 (experts barred, solo motor cycles

up to 600 c.c.).-H. Poliu 13', Xorton), 335^.;
G. M. Townsend (i\'-- P. and .M.), 3418.; and G.
Chiid (31-1. Norton), "35s.

CLASS 19 (exficrts baried, solo motor cycles
up to 650 c.c.i.-H. P,n!iu (S'j Norton!, 33!=.;
O. M. Townsend (3''- P. and M.). 33!s.; and G.
Child (3',.. Norton), 34js.
CLASS 20 (experts barred, solo motor cycles

of unlimited c.c.).—H. Palin (3',:. Norton), 33:s.

;

<;. Child (31.'. Norton), 34s.; and F, W. Stevenson
(31-'. Brough) and A. Rider (Indian Scout), 34?«.
All the sidecar classes were cancelled

before the event, due to insufficient
support.

HANDICAPPING A PAPER-
CHASE.

AN innovation was introduced by the
North London JI.C'.C, which
"handicapped" their paperchaseon
Saturday, fi'om Elstree to Little

CJaddesdcn. Sidecars under 50O c.c. had
ten minutes' start, sidecars over 500 c.c
and solos under 350 c.c, five minutes'
start, and solos over 350 c.c. were scratch.

•In spite of the hares having threequarteis
of an hour start, they were caught by
D. H. William.* (4 Indian), who started

scratch, after about si.xteen miles;—an
excellent performance. G. Bartlett (2|
C'oulson B). 5m. start, was a very- close

.second, and proved the handicapping to

be fairly accurate. A very excellent tea

was enjoyed at the famous Bridge\v;iter

Arms Hotel, Little CTaddesden. Next day
a trial hill-climb was held on Kop Hill

for the inter-club climb versus the Norlh-
West London M.C.C.

THURSDAY, JUNE !6tt,.

T.T. AND SUMMER NUMBER
Special Articles. Guide to the T.T.

cig
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95 COMPETITORS AT YORKSHIRE HILL-CLIMB.
Harrogate and District M.C.C. hold a Successful Cenlre Event on Otley Ctievin.

ON Saturday a highly successful hill-

climb was organised by the Harro-
gate and District M.C.C., this being

the first climb held in the Centre under
the new system.
The organisation was good, the weather

proved kind, and the spectators who
lined the hill in thousands were fairly

tractable, although at times they

encroached on the course.

The only serious fault was the state of

tli3 load surface which, in places, had
been badly cut up during the previous

week. Three riders fell, and one, L.

A. Runton, riding an A. B.C., was rather

badly cut and shaken.
Only two of the ninety-five competi-

tors failed to turn up for their numbers,
although for various reasons some few
more did not face the starters.

The results are as follows, the special

prize awards being' subject to con-

firmation :

350 c.c. SOLO.

—

Amateurs: I and special, B. B.
Bointon (2?4 Coulson-B.j, Im. XO?s. 7'rfide: 1 and
special, B. Parkinson (2^A Douglas), 56is.; 2, N.
Woollev (2% Beaumont), Im. 8.s. ; 5, W. B. Brooks
(2% Blackburne), Im. 123s.

560 c.c. SOLO.

—

Amateurs: 1 and special, L.
'

Padlev 13«. Norton), 41ss.; 2, E. Searle (3'/, Sun-
beam), 42|s. ; 3, G. A. Nuuneley (3% Scott),
Ini. 16^s. Trade: 1 and special, R. T. Cawthorne
(3V> Norton), 41is. ; 2, F. Reynard (3"/. Sunbeam) •

and J. E. Clayliam (4 ^riumph), 45is., tied.

Although over sixty years old, T. W. Monkhouse, who holds many pedal cycle records, made
a very creditable performance on his Triumph.

750 c.c. aOT^O.—Amateurs: 1, L. Padlev (3'/i

Norton), 41|s. ; 2, E. Searle (31/3 Sunbeam), 43is.

;

3, G. A. Nunneley (4 Indian Scout), Zm. b\s.
Trade.: 1, F. Reynard (31/2 Sunbeam), 42|s. ; 2, J.
E. Clayburn (4 Triumpll), 46s.; 3, W. Backhouse
(4 Triumpll), 48is.
UNLIMITED Sai^O.—Amatew: W. H. Eodes

(7-9 Indian). 38^s., the only one to start. Trade:
1 and special, F. W. Dixon (7-9 Harley-Davidson),

35^5., fastest time of the day; 2, F. Reynard (3i,^

Sunbeam), 4l!S. ; 3, P. Barron (7-9 Indian), 43s.
560 c.c. PASSENGER IMACHINES.—Jmateur.-

1, L. Padley (SVi Norton sc), Im. 24s.; 2, R.
Brown (31/., Norton sc), Im. Sfs. : 3, T. Monkhouse
(4 Triumpll sc), Im. 31is. Trade: 1, R. T. Caw-
thorne <3i/, Norton sc), 54is. ; 2, G. Hill (3»i
Scott sc), Im. 18|s.; 3, W. E. Grange (3i'2 Norton
EC), 2m. 17is.
750 c.c PASSENGER MACHINES.—.4 mnfeur:

1 and special, L. Padley (3V.J Norton sc), 57^3.;
2. R. Brown (3i,i Norton sc), Im. 0?s.; 3, W.
Wells (3i.i Norton sc), Im. I4?s. Trade: 1 and
special, r" T. Cawthorne (S'/o Norton sc), 48is.

;

2, G. Hill (33/, Scott sc), im. 14s.; 3, W. E.
Grange (6 Bradbury sc), Im. 241s.
UNLIMITED PASSENGER MACHINES.-

Amateurs: 1, N. Longfield (7-9 Indian sc). 51s.;
2, L. Padley (3i/o Norton sc), 57s.; 3, R. Brown
(31/. Norton sc). Im. 0|s. Trade: 1 and special,
F. W. Dixon (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), 42Js.; 2,
H. T. Cawthorne (3i/. Norton sc), 47s.; 3, P.
Baron (7-9 Indian sc), 49^s
A special prize is awarded to Miss Monkhouse,

who made the fastest ascent on a passenger
machine (lady drivers only). She rode a Triumph,
and her time was Im. 34^s.
Consolation prizes to Mrs. Watts and G. A.

Reed. '

SPECIAL CLUB PEIZES.-/lm(iJewr; G. A.
Nunneley. Trade: W. E. Grange.

A successful New Imperial rider, E. J. Anderson, taking a corner at the Essex County and
Southend A.C. Hill-climb at Thundersley Church Hill last Saturday.

ESSEX COUNTY & SOUTH-
END A.C. HILL-CLIMB.

FEOM the motor cyclist's point of view,

the hill-climb organised by the Esse.x

County and Southend A.C. at

Thundersley Church Hill, Esse.x, was not

so interesting as it might have been had
the entries been more numerous in pro-

portion to the cars. Nevertheless, some
good speeds were witnessed and credit-

able performances recorded, notably

those of E. J. Anderson on a 2^ h.p. New
Imperial, who secured first place in the

first three events. The results are as

follows :

350 c.c (Touring).—!, E. J. Anderson (21/2 New
Imporial), 23is.; 2, E. C.Baldwin (2^4 Douglas),
2B?s.; 3, R. C. Barnes (2)i Douglas), 30s.

350 c.c. (Sports).—!, E. .1. Anderson (2i/n New
Imperial), 24|s.; 2, F. R. Cotgrove (2»4 Wooler),
29!!,s.; 3, R. Weatherell (3 R.W. Scout), 31s.

600 cc (Touring).—!. E. J. Anderson (2ii New
Imperial). 26s.; 2, R. O. Coneber (3iA Sunbeam),
28!s ; 3, B. A. Bennett (3'/, P. and M.). 29s.
600 c.c (Sports).—F. Je'ltery (31/, P. and M.)

and A. .T. TurnbuU (4 Triumph) 28s., tied for

first place; 2, P. R. Cotgrove (2^4 Wooler), 28is.

UNLIMITED (Members).—!, A. L. Turnbull (4
Triumph), 29(3.; 2. F. R. Cotgrove (2--4 Wooler),
2953.; 3. R. W. Weatherell (3 R.W. Scout), 30*3.

SIDECARS (600 c.c. and Unlimited).—!, S. D.
T. Croneen (7-9 Harley-Davidson) 32s.; 2, H. G.
Stewart (4 Triumph), 34|s.; 3, H. G. Stewart (8
Zenith), 42s.
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THE CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP FOR 192L
The Fourteenth Inier-club Team Trial (or "The Motor Cycle" Cup.

By mminalini a team for the M.C.C. Team Trials on Saturday, June 2Slh, the clubs of this country have a chance of winning

the Club Championship for the year. Entries, which close on Saturday next, will be limited to thirty teams.

FOR the fourteenth year the

M.C.C. will organise the

Inter-club Team Trial

for the Challenge Cup pre-

sented by the proprietors of

this journal. The competition

is between club teams for what

1} has long been established the

club championship of the year.

Each team consists of six

riders, three driving motor
bicycles and tlirce passenger

machines, such as sidecars or

three-wheeled cycle cars. A
passenger must be carried. The
joint weight of passenger and
driver must not be less than

twenty stone.

The course is loo miles in

extent, which will be covered

non-stop three times in suc-

cession. Sufficient fuel and oil

must be carried for the com-
plete journey. Competitors may
replenish from a metal re-

ceptacle carried with them pro-

vided the replenishment is

rhc Motor CyaeCha\\mge effected bv the driver while

the machine is in motion.
Cup (or the Club Cham-
pionship. At the present _ , , ., ,

.
,

time both the M.C.C. and Fuel and oil -must be carried

the Coventry and War- from the Start, and must not
uickshire M.C. own two be taken up after starting.
shares. Last year it was

£a(,|., lj,p n,j,st be Covered
won by the Leicester and , i r i, ^ i

District M.C.
''^^' ^ ^P^^'^ °f between 17 and
20 m.p.h. Each rider may,

therefore, set his own time within the limits for the

first circuit, and should aim at repeating this exactly

on each subsequent occasion.

Improved Regulations.

Should more than one team complete
_
the course

intact, the order of merit shall be fleterrained by con-

sistent running on the three circuits. If no team com-

pletes the course, the number of miles accomplished

bv each rider of each team without stoppage will

be added together, and the team scoring the highest

mileage will be accounted to be the winngr.

The rules are practically the same as they were

last year, but there will be one or two important

additions. Entries 'will be limited to thirty teams,

so that th^re is not too much congestion on the course,

and the first thirty teams sending in their names will

be accepted, while any subsequent applications will

have to be refused.

A new rule is that concerning the carrying of

numbers by competitors who have had an involtintan'

stop. If^a rider has to stop for any other reason

than the exigencies of traflSc he is counted as having

ir-tired, and must remove his number plates at once

and leave the course <as soon as possible. Con-

siderable trouble aiui confusion was caused to officials

last year by compeiitors continuing to ride round after

having stopped, and this year, under the new rule, any

competitor who has experienced a stop and passes the

timekeeper still wearing his numbers will involve dis-

qualification for himself and his whole team as'well.

Starting Order.

The following will be the order of starting: first,

the Leicester and District ^LC.C. (who won the cup

last year); second, the Surbiton and District M.C.C.

(second last year); third, the Worcester and District

M.C.C. (third last year). All these teams made non-

stop runs in 1920.' They will be followed by the

Coventry M.C.C, who made the next best time, and

then by other clubs.

Every team must supply two observers.

The judges will be Captain Geoffrey Smith, M.B.E.

(representing the donors), Mr. L. A. Baddeley (repre-

senting the Motor Cvcling Club), and a judge

nominated by the A.C.U. Mr. \V. Cooper will be

chief marshal.

Entries cost £t, 3s. per team, and, as stated before,

close oh June 4th. They should be sent to Mr. South-

comb May, 34, Gower Place, London, W.C.i.

Below we give in tabular form a brief history of

the Club Championship Trials

:

NO. OF
TE.VMS

DATH. COMPETING. CHAMPION CLLli

1904 ... 5 ... Coventrv M.C.
1906 ... 5 ... Motor Cvcliiig Club.

1907 ... 5 ... Coventiy" M.C.
1908 ... 9 ... Coventrv M.C.

*1909 ... 17 ... Motor Cycling Club.

1910 ... 18 ... Coventry" and AVarwickshire .M.C.

1911 ... 20 ... Derby and District M.C.C.
1912 ... 2.5 ... Nottingham and District M.C.C.
1913 ... 41 ... Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
1914 ... 31 ... Motor Cvcling Club.

1919 ... 15 ... Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
1920 ... 28 ... Leicester and District ALC.C.

* In 1908 the Coventry M.C. won the first cup outright,

and the proprietors of The Motor Ci/dc presented a second

trophy, in which the Coventry and Warwick.'shire M.C. and

the Motor Cycling Club each holds two shares.

"W
VICTORY WORTH EARNING.

HAT would the American riders and promoters
think if they were compelled to follow tho

English system ? If we were one-quarter as

thorough in organising our runs and checking

up on the competitors as they are over there, we might
have some cause to feel that there was more work than

fun in it, at' least for the officials.

" The Englis'i system has much to recommend it despite

the extra work involved. When the results of one of their

reliability runs are published, they mean something. The
winner knows he has earned his medal and so does every-

one else. This is so well understood that, our correspondent

declares, the winning of one or two of the prominent events

of the year is sure to mean the commercial success of the win-

ning macjiine, even th<™gh it may be a comparatively new-
comer in the field."

—

Motor Cycle and Bicijch, New York.
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AN INTER-CLUB HILL-CLIMB.
The Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C. v. The Public Schools M C.C.

C. M. Bowen (Norton) awaiting the word to go 'n the inter-ciub hill-climb between the Wallington and District M.C. and Light Car Club

and the Public Schools M.C.C.

FREQUENT heavy showers delayed the
start of the int-er-club hill-climb,

arranged between the Wallington
and Public Schools. Clubs. •

Breaks in the continuity of the pro-

gramme were also occasioned by traffic

on the bill. The events were run off on
time only ; three marks being awarded to

each club for a first place, two for a
second, and three for a third, while the

competitor who made the fastest time of

the day scored an extra three marks for

his club. Competitors were given a. flying

start, and the timing was arranged by
field telephone, which after a. few
minutes' timing worked faultlessly

throughout the competition. The time-
keeper was Mr. F. T. Bidlake.

CLASS 1 (not exoeedins 275 c.c.).— 1, .J. S.
Worters (2^4 Velocette), 49s., Public Schools
M.C.C, 3 points: 2, E. .S. Campbell-Cooper (214
Ce<los), Im. 4s., Wallington M.C. and L.C.C, 2;
3, H. Symonds (2Vo Cedos), Im. 21s., Wallington, 1.

Symonds's stand fell down after the
staTt and caitsed him some trouble and
delay.

CLASS 2 (not exceeding 350 c.c.).— 1, A. A.
Prestwich (2^;i Dot-Jap), 27s., Pnblic Schools
M.C.C, 3 points; 2, H, .Symonds (2M Cedos), 50s.,
Wallington M.C. and L.C.C, 2; 3, G. H. Symonds
(2tj Levis), Im. 10s., Wallington M.C. and
1..6.C. 1.

The last-named- rider, who finished third,
failed in Class 1. Prestwich arrived with-
out mudguards, but was allowed to start
on fitting one to the front wheel.
CLASS 3 (for motor bicvcles not exceeding 500

c.c.).— 1, B. S. Allen (S'A Norton), Sljs., Wallington
M.C. and L.C.C, 3 points; 2, W. H. Sheraton (31/2
Norton). 32s., Wallington M.C. and L.C.C,, 2 3,
A. N. A. Hewett (3I<:, Sunbeam), 32is., Wallington
M.C. .nnd L.C.C, 1.

^

CLASS 4 (not exceeding 750 CO,).—1, A. N. A.
Hewett (31/. Sunbeam), 31s., Wallington M.O. and
L.C.C., 3 points; 2, B. S. Allen (31/. Norton), 31is.,
Walliugtou M.C and ' L,C.C., 2 ; 3, C Volk (S'A
Sunhea;n), 31sS., Wallington M.C. and LCC, 1.

"

Hewett scored an extra three points for

his club by making the faste.<it time of the

day. Cliarlesworth, riding a Zenith for

the Public Schools Club, would have
probably gained a place but lost time by
closing his throttle accidentally just before
crossing the finishing line. Dobson (3^
Norton), Wallington M.C. and L.C.C,
fell on the lower portion of the hill.,

CLASS 5 (not exceeding 1,000 c.c.j.-l, A. N. A.
Hewett (31/i Sunbeam), 31 is., Wallington M.C and
L.C.C, 3 points; 2 (tie), W. H. Sheraton iSi'a Nor-
ton), 32.S., Wallington M.C. and L.C.C, 2 points,
C Volk (3V. Sunbeam), 32s., Wallington M.C. and
L.C.C, 1 ; 4, E. C Chailesworth (6 Zenith), 32Ss.,
I'ublic Schools M.C.C
CLAS^ 6 (sidecar outfits not exceeding 1,000 c.c).

-1, B. S. Allen (3'/2 Norton sc), 39is., Wallington
M.C. and L.C.C, 3 points; 2, E. C. Oharlesvorth
(6 Zenith sc), 42s., Public Schools M.C.C, 2.

It will be seen that the Wallington Club
won easily, gaining thirty points and four
events, while the Public Schools M.C.C.
only gained the first two events and a
second in the last.

while Downie (on a similar combhiation
was also good. G. Hope Wilson (7-9

Indian sc.) made a fast ascent, as did
R. S. Macrae (7-9 Harley sc). Several
Norton sidecars also ma'de good climbs.

The winners turned out to be the Fal-

kirk M.C.C. team, consisting of W. Sin-

clair (3i Norton), T. Climie (6 A.J.S.'

Mrs. D. Bell (7 A.J.S. sc), and A. Neil-

son (7 A.J.S. ), with a total mileage of

207-^-. The second team was Western
M.C.C. No. 2 : T. McCi-eadie (3i Sun-
beam), A. D. S. Barr (3 Barr- and
Stroud), R. Brown (7 A.J.S. sc), and M.
Fra.ser (7 A.J.S. sc); mileage 202^.

WESTERN M.C.C.
(GLASGOW).

UNDER the auspices of the Western
M.C.C, a very interesting team
trial was held on the 21st ult. for the

" John Bull " Trophy, held by the Edin-
burgh M.C.C. Starting at Amulree iTotel,

competitors had to ascend the hill of that
name, thence vUi Ivenmore and Abeifeldy
back to. the starting point, covering this

circuit twice non-stop. Chief interest

centred in the ascent of Amulree, and
very few failed to climb this famous
hill. Excellent ascents were made by
A. J. C Lindsay (Scott Squirrel) and
D. S. Alexander ' (3i Norton). J. W.
Adamson, who used to maJce fine climbs
of Amulree in the single-geared days;
also made a good ascent on a 4 h.p.
Triumph. In the sidecar class Mrs. Bell
(7 A.J.S. sc) gave a finished display,

OPEN SPEED TRIALS AT
MORECAMBE.

VISITORS to Morecambe this month
will have an opportunity of wit-

nessing some- high speeds on the

promenade, for the North-Western Centre

A.C.U. is organising its open speed trials

to take place on the 18th, the Saturday
following the T.T. races. There will be

six classes for solo machines, and five for

sidecars, and one each for, three-wheel and
four-wheel cycle cars. Each class will be

in two sections. General and expert

barred. The first event is due to start at

11 a.m.
Several very important trophies ar

offered for competition, including the

Reliance Speed Challenge Cup, at present

held by G. Dance ; the Baxter Memorial
Cup for the best performance by a private

owner member of the Liverpool ^I.C.

residing within fifty miles of Liverpool.

In eacli class there will be three prizes

provided there are fifteen 'ertfeies.

Entries close on Tuesday morning next,

aiid should be sent to J. H. Place, 8.

Dugdale Road. Burnlev.
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To the ardent Motor Cyclist, it is the wonderful choice of machines available at the Colmore Depot which always

brings him to us whenever he v/anis a new mount. He appreciates the varied selection and the infinite amount of

pains taken to ensure that the motor cycle he selects exactly meets his requirements. Among that selection, this

week, we would bring to your notice two machines of unusual merit:

Dou^^las. Matchless.
2J h.p. Two-speed AU-on Model . . .. £85
2;i h.p. Three-speed All-on Model .. £105
4 h.p. Three-speed All-on Sidecar OutDt £170

"Popular" Combination Model £1T4-
Slandard Combination Model £205
Family Combination Model (2-seater Sidecar) £212 lO

To have kept all our old friends for many years, and to have secured a daily increasing host of fresh ones, is surely

eloquent testimony of their enthusiastic appreciation of the Motor Cycle Service we strive to give to all, not only in

our large selection of machines, but also in Spares, Accessories, and Repairs.

Remember that varied choice we offer you, and, in giving any preference, let it always be

—

COLMORE FOR "CHOICE."

Colmore Depot
Birmingham Liverpool Manchester Leicester

31, Cn.'morf /ter. ;; I'-ii'^-. 2^0, Dc.ini;.:':. 6:, llis': Sfr,-rl.

A.Very Exceptioiial

Allractive Proposition

ENGINE 2| h.p. J. A. P.
TOTAL WEIGHT 183 lbs. unladen.

Delivery Immediate. Price 80 Guineas

The "Federation "
J..'^.P. cannot be properly appre-

ciated unless you have all the details of its construction

before you. It is a Lightweight Sporting Tourist

machine of highly exceptional merit, for, despite its

light weight it provides very many comforts that

are otherwise reserved to the high-powered heavies.

It is of a design that is bound to please established

motor cyclists, and also has many features that make
it an unrivalled mount for the novice. Please

write us for fully illustrated 16 page booklet,

which we will gladly send.

CO-OPERATIVE WHOLESALE SOCIETY Ltd.

Motor Cycle Dept., Tyseley, Birmingham
Can be viewed at the Co-operative Who]e3aIe Society's Sbowrooms
at Manchester, Ne\\.castle-on-Tyne, London, Bristol, Cardili. also a'

the Works at Tyseley.

In onsxvering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle."

Qljtainnhlo throUBh 'anr
Co-operative Society.
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THE BEST RESULTS. SMOOTH RUNNING, INCREASED SPEED and
MILEAGE ARE ASSURED BY USING THE BEST OIL, AND THE BEST IS

AGONFLY 95 THE
LEADING

LUBRICANr.

" Dragonfly

'

A I Cycle Oil (Extra Heavy) for Summer Use.
A2 Cycle Oil (Heavy) for Winter Use.
Wi Motor Oil (Extra Heavy) for Summer Use.
W2 Motor Oil (Medium) for Winter Use.

' The oil with the greatest body when hot."

"Dragonfly W3 Motor Oil (Light) for Light Cars.

Fordfly Oil (Light) for Ford Engines
Gear Oil (Tliick) for All Seasons.

Motor Grease for All Seasons.

CAN BE HAD IN ANY QUANTIFIES AT MOST GARAGES.

"Phone: 4120,

Grams : "Oils,

Sheffield."

R. D. NICOL & CO., LTD.,
PRUDENTIAL BUILDINGS - . SHEFFIELD.

Woiks:
Dronfield,

Nr. Sheffield.

The Ideal
lightweight
outfit.

8 ni now Sor the Dtni-
hill Uluslratcd Cala,-

' u(i"f' of Sidecars.
Siiiiply tea} out
\hi-b advertise-
vieiil Wi iteyour
jiamr and ad~
d)e 3 m Die

nuntjin, and
pobt to us.

A LL Dunhill Sidecar Chassis
^^ embody the triaagular
frame design of which we were
the original patentees (No.
47S4/15). This design gives the
strongest possible chassis -which is yet
exceedingly light in weight. Dunhill
Chassis satisfactorily do the work of
otht:r chassis more than twice their

weight.
Obviously, then, the Dunhill patent tri-

aniulat design matfliiallv retluces runiiiiie

cost and enables you to get belter sei-vlco

from your sidecar cuCflt. The ttiaiicubir

frame design is described and illustrated
very carefully and tUorou<;hlv in our cata-

loKue copv of which we ahall be bappy to

bend on reaue^t

1 uiiJi'll Lighticciohfbcdii viod I P 36 salt

ihlt I -I VI iilnu

lUvs'rniioji skojpsoiiy Mtdel
A.35 Urider-iitini Light-
V eight Cha-ssis. Thts clia sis

i-!Si(ilab efor use icith vmch ncs %cpto"-i h p.

The 27atented trianfjular tHnciple upon
which it is const i uc:ed gives cxcep'-iov " I

Htrcugth a-d Ho'dity combined with vdiii-

vunn wnight. Frame distO'tion is tida ly

impossiirfe. It gives a itw and comfoHable
riding postlion.

Tlie threi'-poiid at'achmenr. fiUings are
machined f I oyn the 'tolid a'eel bnr thus elim
inn mg all •jisL of lie il age at these points

P) ce uf Oioi, s only £18

//(,' ; ill Inn h

'•iiongli] ma <
-*• ""

vei y hyht i ^

"

wet ht, wit
ample loovi J /

tools an' p Bill" '^
nfiegioom lihth

'^•~

«} wiOiout tlooi

"^tandaid c >Inu

gieen nphol'^t ud
eathei Uotli. tn

WW tth

Piuc iiountid on i 5 c7i''i i:

tis di M I ibcd aboi £3 J

Uanki^
%=

359-361, KusxoN Road, N.W.i.
Glasgow: 72, St. Vincent St.

Send nowjor th-.' DitnhiH IU^lstraled

Catalogue of Sidecars, Simply t^^nr

out this adveTtisem lit. icnie yiiiT

name and addrthsin the margin, and
post to us. 1

i

i

C26

.=1111

In answeiina thesn adveitisements it is dimia

KEGD. TIOVDE MAKK.

100 MILES RUN—VISUAL MACHINERY IN
PERFECT ORDER—

1 ALWAYS WEAR JACQUEMIN'S

COLLAPSIBLE

EYE-RELIEF GOGGLES
— WITH —

CHLOROPHYLLE cRe.d.) TINTED LENSES.

They preven: ovestrain, sun-glare, road-glare,
headache, fly and dust troubles, and all eye injury.

PRICES, with Chlorophylle Lenses, from 6/-

to 15/6 per pair. With Clear Lenses 5/- to 14/6
per pair.

SEE TRADE MARK STAMPED ON E^ERY PAIR
OF JACQUEMIN'S GUARANTEED GOGGLES.

If your optician or dealer cannot
supply, apply to the m'aiiufacturers,

J. B. JACQUEMIN BROS., Ltd.,

65, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.1.

illlllBllllIlBlllIIIBlllllMBIIIIIinilillilBllllllHIIIIIIB

hU to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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BENETFINKS
The CITTS OWN STORE
The House that offers the Motor Cyclist Better Service and
Better Value than he can obtEiin elsewhere in London City.

Is YOUR Licence
Holo'er satisi actor ^?

GENUINE
KLAXONS

TYRE GAITERS.
Special Purchase of 5000
assorted outside Gaiters, h\
best makers, quite fresli

complete with Metal Clip?"
Sizes—2iin., 25m., and 2.liii

1/6
Post
Free

Rim. Price
Jj5tprice3 /6

These are being sold at z^°/,

under cost of production.

Ill trie caily rush many
Licence Holders were sold
thot were quite unsuitable
for their purpose. In the
above holder is embodied
ail the latest improvetnc-nts
All Ahuninium Handle-bar
fitting. Quite Waterproof.
Froiit screws on,
only 2 bolts and
but Price

Pos:4d.

2/6

AUblack, «JA;
Loud and 'J"'

"

strong.

EASTING
WINDSCREENS.

Adjuit.-iblc to

suit practically
ail sidecars.

Colours: Black,
Blue, Green,
Grey, or Red.
Complete with
tittiiit;?.

£4 10s.

: ACCUMULATORS.
S .^pcciol Purchnsc. Host English ]\Ioilo.

; Afctinmlators. ThicU Plates in stout
« Cflhiloicr Cases. Wonderful Value.

Strong and well made. C:ir-riagc Paid.
12 6
15-

. . 20 .

.. 25/.
24 S
3o;-

. 40-

4 \ olC 111 Amp
4 'M
i

1

1;

(i

1;

•11)

60
20
10
(10

Ex Government Stock.

BUY NOW.
This opportunity will never occur again, oncc this stock is

exhausted. Absolutely perfect and in splendid condition

24:

26:

26:

26:

2 Wood Milne Key Grip. .

2 Wood Milne Key Grip.

21 Bates Heavy Rib

2| Clincher Extra Heavy .

.

26 X 21 Wood Milne Special

26 X 21 Palmer Cord .

.

26 X 25 Palmer Cord .

.

26 X 2il Bates Special Heavy

26 X 2g Hutchinson T.T.Rubber Studded
26 X 2^ HutchinsonTT.Rubber Studded

Wood Milne Extra Strong, 4-Ply

26 X 2\ Heavy Rubber, Studded, Best .

Extra Heavy Clincher d« Luxe

.

28x3 Wood Milne
28x3 PahnerCord
28 x 3 Bates Extra Heavy
650 X 65 Wood Milne Extra Strong

700 X 80 Wood Milne Special .

.

26x2| or28x3 Tubes best makes, 6/6

BENETFINKS, i^^N^S^^Tc^.i:

Cur rice

25 9
.1.1 I'ri,-.-

42/9
27 9 45/3
31/- 63/.

31/6 54/6

27/9 48/6
31/9 56/9

32/9 79/-

33/. 75/-

32/6 54/6
33 6 61/-

34/6 65/-
35/- 68/6
29/- 72/-

29/9 79/' -

37/9 78/-

47 9 110'-

41 3 76/6

49/9 87/.
utt ended ,7/6

What should a

Tyre Valve be?
It should be airtight;

It sh'ould be easily inflated

;

It should allow you to test the air

pressure in the tyre
;

It should be simple in construction;

It should be dustproof;

It should be made in standard sizes.

All of these qualifications are

embodied in the

||^^^@l
TYRE VALVR

The spring "Inside" is the finest

air retainer in the world. The
slotted cap can be used as a key
to remove or replace "Insides."

Testing by pressure gauge is a most
simple operation. It is the only

Tj're Valve made in one piece.

There are no j oints—no weak spots.

There is a " Sclirader " Tyre Valve ior

every type of wlieel.

Extra "Insides" are obtainable in dust-

proof boxes of five from all good dealers.

CONVERSIONS
The valves on your present tyre?—if not
already "Schrader Universals"—can be
adapted to the " Schrader Universal'"
principle at a trifling cost. And then you
will have no inconvenience from leakages
arising from peri'ihed valve rubbers or dlbe"
causes. Write. to us for particulars.

Htualraled BanklAl post free.

A. SCHRADER'S SON, Inc.
Victoria Rd., Willesden Junction,

London, N.W.IO.
.Manufacturers of the "SCHRADER
UNI\XKS.\L" Tyre Piessure Gauye.

Be sure it's a "SCHRADER.'
Look out for the name.

..c%.

//; fi/ri>rf'T}?ii/ tjif.^p Oti rvi (i.^fviruf-'-- it i'--' (h.^irablc to mrvtinn '^^Thp. MotoT Ci/rh.
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The Ideal

Lightweight.

Reductions
in Prices

—

2J h.p. Standard Model - - - £85 O O
2f h.p. De Luxe Maglita- - - £99 O O
2i h.p. Two-stroke Single - - £65 O O
2\ h.p. Two-speed, Kick-start - £'}'?' O O

FRANCIS & BARNETT, Ltd., Lower Ford St., Coventry. -^'"^al^T""
J. MALONE, 304, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.

Catalogue

LONDON REPRESENTATIVE

SEAL PATENT
TWO SEATER.
THE ORIGINAL OF ITS KIND, AND STILL THE BEST.
We do not advertise to capture orders. We advertise to let the public

know that we are the makers ; as the machine itself sells at sight.

CAR COMFORTS at Motor Cycle cost.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Fitted with 8 h.p. J.A.P. Engine, 3-speed gearbox, rapid deiachable,

Interchangeable Wheels, CAR Tyres 700 X 80, Windscreen and Hood

.

Reduced Price, 180 GUINEAS; Tax £4.

^Llil' SEAL MOTORS, LTD., \^t-.^:,\
348, STRETFORD ROAD, HULME, MANCHESTER

"RONUIC
M(_)Tf)R CAR
POLISH

There's

nothing

like it

for

SIDECARS,
FRAMES
and
PETROL
TANKS.

^

In large tins 3/- each.

Send postcard for descriptive

leaflet.

Trial Sample sent on receipt

of One Shilling in stamps with
lame and address of usual

dealer

"RONUK" LIMITED (Dept. M.C.),

PORTSLADE, ENGLAND. |^^
Manufacturers of the famous 6^^^^^

^„A„,ou..,..,.„o
RONUK SANITARY POLISHES for ^^^^L.^,.

li.M. Th.' Ki,,,]. FLOORS, FURNITURE, LINOLEUM, &c. h.^. Qmen

-fir bcM p.KsiH,.. ,,.,h..|, /,.,

CAR BODiRS

CYCLE FRAMKS

C30 In emswcrinr/ tliese. advertisements it is desirable to mention "The viator Cycle.
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Immediate Delivery
RE-PLATED.

RE-ENAMELLED .

RE-BUILT.

Perfect finish in 1920 Colours

3i h.p. P. & M.—£60 or £30 down
and 12 monthly payments of £2-12-6, 2-speed

Kick-start and clutch.

Well upholstered and roomy new sidecar and

chassis, £20.

4 h.p DOUGLAS — £75 or £40
down and 12 monthly payments of £3-2-6,

3-speed, Kick-start.

Well upholstered and roomy new sidecar and
chassis, £21.

Acetylene generator, tiead and tail lamps, tools, pump, and
mechanical horn, £5 the set.

MOTOR VEHICLES (L-fs-utij) ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

15, 16 & 17, Eldon Street, London, E.C.2.

Shirfs and Collars Guaranteed

F you are one who chooses his

ILshirts with more than ordinary care

we can promise you a high degree of

satisfaction if you go to an outfitter

who sells R.4DI.'\.C Shirts— and
Collars.

Every cotton tunic shirt with the

RADIAC tah sewn on is guaranteed

fadeless. Satisfaction is also guar-

anteed with every RADIAC collar,

^oft or starched. Ohtainahle in a wide
range of the latest colour designs.

SOLO B Y ALL L'.iA D I y <J HOSIEHS

Sell Mamifaclur,rs : MclNTVRE. HOGG. MARSH & CO. LTD.
New Baiinehall Street. London. li.C.2 27 Portland Street, Manchester

H^aT^ACl

WOOilR)
Motor-Cycle C9^
/ / (1919) LT°

ALPERTON, LONDON.

Recent Work in Competitions :

A.C.U. One Dav Trial—
! Wooler entered,

I Wooler finished

London—Holyhead
24 Hour Trial—

1 Wooler entered.

I Wooler finished.

Brooklands—Junior
Handicap (8J miles)—

Wooler Gains 2nd Prize

5i (ACCESSIBLgj)

LONDON——EDINBURGH

Three WOOLER Motor Cycles entered,

and three WOOLER Motor Cycles fin-

ished without experiencing any trouble

whatever. Hills and bad roads were no

obstacle, and throughout the run no

single adjustment was made on any of

the machines ;
in fact, the tool-bags were

not opened.

Economy—A 11 three W O O L E R S

averaged from 140 to i5o m.p.g.

thoughout the run.

85 Gns. "Ml-on.
Write for Particulars.
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^
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SLADE J.A.P.
The last word in Motor Cycles.

2-speed, kick-start, hand-clutch.

— SPECIFICATION —
ENGINE—J.A.P. 2i h.p. DRIP FEED—Best & Lloyds
TYRES—Dunlop TANK—Best heavy plate.

BfiLT-"John Bui ' FRAME—Best quality
CHAIN—Coventry CARBURETTER—B. & B.
HANDLE-BARS—Bowden FOOTBOARDQ—Aluminium
LEVERS—Bowden Inverted FOOTBRAKE^—Toe
BRAKE—Bowden front GEAR—Albion 2-speed, (k.s.)

SPRING FORK—Druid MUDGUARD—Black, valanced
SADDLE—Leatheries MAGNETO—Bosch

PANNIER BAGS
The abmis speaficahm speaks tar jtsell—all the noted matters are named

ORDER AT ONCE AND AVOID THE RUSH
Obtainable (»dy irom tie MamtJoctilrers

:

—
Phone WHITTLE'S MOTORS

RusHoLe 8. SLADE LANE. Longsight. MANCHESTER

To MOTOR CYCLE DEALERS
AND OWNERS.

We have 1,000

MOTOR SUITS
in all sizes,

the very best make,
with special wind cuffs and non-
conductors, in strong double

-

texture waterproof stout twill.

TPHESE High - class Suits were
•*- made for tlie Continent, and
customer was unable to take them
up" owing to rate of exchange.

Usual price 75/- To clear 50/-
EACH.

Through your local dealer or direct

:

The CROWN COURT WATERPROOF
& RAINPROOF CO., LTD.,

ASHLEY LANE, MANCHESTER.

!L=

A SPECIAL LINE IN MOTOR
CYCLING SUITS.

We have no hesitation in claiming

that this "Draperstyle" Motor
Cycling Suit has no rival at

its price. Made from a special

stout dark fawn material, abso-

lutely dust proof, and specially

proofed to give adequate protec-

tionagainstshowers. Satisfaction

guaranteed or money refunded
in full.

Description of Model O50 :

Special line in Motor Cycling
Suits, made from stout dark fawn
material, which is absolutely

dust proof, and which has been ^

specially proofed, so that if you
get caught in a shower it will

give adequate protection. The
Jacket is double brepsted, and
the sleeves are made with storm
straps at wrist. Slash pockets.

The Leggings are made with
special gusseted sides,

"AU British" Factory Prices;

23/6
the Suit Complete.

Stocked i: sizes:—Breast over Jacket,- 34, 36:

Carriage paid to your door.

WEATHERPROOF BOOKLET FREE.
Our booklet of iveafJierproofs and waterproofs should be
in the hands of every motor cyclist. Contains complete
range of garments at direci-io-wearer prices. Send post-
card for a free com/-

ERNEST DRAPER & CO.. LTD.,
54. "All British Works," NORTHAMPTON.

40, 42, 44 in.

SPEEDWELL
Pateni 33617/20.

V LEG SHIELDS
TO SUIT ALL MACHINES.

L

EXHAUSTIVE TESTS PROVE
Complete Protection, Increased Power, and
Fuel Economy, Through Engine Coolinfi
Without Wind Resistance.

1/ unobtainable tlirougti your agent apply direct :

SPEEDWELL GEAR CASE Co.. Ltd.,
Broad Street, Birmingham. Lamb Street, Coventry.

B26 In ansicering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cucle:
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Sole London and District
Agents for

A.J.S.
2| and 7 h.p. Motor Cycles.

-jC^^4^
S'^StBSSli^!^- c:^^;^^^

TAYLORS

Sole London and District
Agents for

BRITISH EXCELSIOR
Motor Cycles. — All Models.

For Business, Pleasure, or Health
the motor cycle is a sound investment
Cheaper than train, much more convenient, for you can travel when and where you please—no wailing*—no crushing*— the opcr
road is at your command with all its health and beauty.
If you are "a family man and desire to carry passengers and luggage, and are looking lor the acme of"Comlort for yoursell
and famHy, then the famous 7 h.p. A J.S. Combination should exactly suit your needs. The A.J.S. is generally admitted to

be ///(Sidecar outfit de luxe, and the internal expanding brakes fitted to both wheels make It absolutely safe in the most
hilly country
For the solo rider and lover of speed, the 5 h.p. Zenith, with its infinitely variable gear which can be immediately adjusted
to suit the gradient of any hill, should make a strong appeal ; or the super-eflftcient 2; h.p. A.J.S. which offers unusua'
riding comfort with maximum speed and economy.
Our stock is large and varied and our prices are the lowest charged bv the makers. New mounts are available from
£49 10s. to £250

If you wish
RIDE while you

this example
interest YOU.

to
PAY
will

Cash price of outfit-say £150
Deposit as flnst payment 50

100
Interest for 1 2 months- 7 10

£107 10

Balance payable in 12 montlily instalments
of £8 19 2

New 1921 Combinations.
A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combio.ition, with sp;irc wliet^I. screen. liiSi,ML;

, am. T. .l.- £215
BRITISH EXCELSIOR S h.p. Combination de luxe £195
BRITISH EXCELSIOR 6 or S h.p. Combination, a-spood, ,ill

I bain drivu £155
ZENITH S h.p. clutch model Combimtion , . . .

£187
RALEIGH i-e h.p. CombinatioQ £184 16

MATCHLESS 3 h.p. Combination £205
ARIEL (>- h.p. Combination, all-chain drive £165
ARIEL tl h.p. Corabin.alion, all-chain drive £150

P. & M. ^l h.p. C.Uiliin.ilion, 2-.epeod £155

ENFIELD .S h.p. Combination. 3-speed
.' £160

B.S.A. :1 h.p. Combination, Mo<lel H.2, .all-dnin £152

TRIUMPH .| h.p. Conjbination. allcbain £175

MATCHLESS S h.p. igjio Combination £185

G.N., s h.p.. I9;i, new PopuLar £198

G.N., .Sh.p.. io::r. Legere Model. d\-namo li.''lltin^. used for

di'monstrations onlv £285
COVENTRY PREMIER, 8 h.p.. d\aiarao lightine. dickcv seat £250

New 1921 Solo Mounts.
A.J.S., ;; h.p.. i-^ret-.l, dutch, kick-st.arlcr £105
EXCELSIOR-BLACKBURNE, 3,' h.p.. 2-speed, clutch. K.S £95
SCOTT, lih,]... 2->pv:[ £130
TRIUMPH, + h.p.. .Model S.D., .all-ch,ain £125
SUNBEAM, 3! h.p., 3-spced. clutch, kick-starter £155 8

ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports Model C

EXCELSIOR, :! h.p., sporting model

ENFIELD, :] h.p., i-strokc. c-speed

O.K.-JUNIOR, _ -tr 1.

Shop-soiled and Used Mounts.
^A.J.S. ig:;o 6 h.p. Combination, dynamo litihtins:. electric

honi, speedonjeter, -hood, etc £185
-'A.J.S. 1920 6 h.p. Combination, acetylene lightin;;. speedo-

meter, hood, horn, etc .' £170
*'A.J.S. 6 h.p. Combination, late model, electric lightinc.

speedometer, hood, horn, etc £135
A.J.S. 1920 6 h.p. Combination, dynamo lightmg, etc £190
*ZENITH 1920 8 h.p. Combination, special Patey Sidecar.

electric lighting, hood, screen, speedometer -. . . £160
-^ENFIELD 1915 6 h.p. Combination, .acetylene lighting.

Fasting windscreen, etc £110
TRIUMPH, 1919 -i h.p. Combination. E.lstin;r wind-crcen, etc. £120

B.S.A. 1920 4I h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, l^asltng, etc.

SINGER 191 1 I h.p. Combination, fully equipped ,.

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 1920, 6 h.p., 3-sper.d, all-chain drive,

imused »

"MORGAN, 1919. 8 h.p.. w.-c. model, electric lighting

""A.J.S., igiti. 2'J h.p., equipped
TRIUMPH, .(h.p., W.D.B.,. renovated and giuimnteed bv

j! iumph Co., from ".

EXCELSIOR, 1920. 2.\ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, unused
EXCELSIOR, 1920, 2V h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, and K.S.

CALTHOBPE, 1920, "2:1 h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, unused . ..

.

"Denotes machines which are TAX P.-MD.

£123

£49 10

£65

£5P C

£113 10
£65 S

£140
£160.
£65

£90
£60
£50
£59 10

Send Is, for a copy of the big 100 page Taylor Catalogue
-the cost will be allowed off price of your first purchase

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Phones: .\ccessories and Repairs, Museum 1240. Motorcycles and

4

SHOWROOMS—Motor Cycles and Cars :

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Accessories, Spare Parts, and Repairs ;

21a, Store St., Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I
WTIOLESALE—38, AUFRED PLACE, W.C.I.

Garage; Tottenham Court Road, W.i.
Kensington 7260. 'Grams: " Dynametro. Westcent, London.'

In ansiccri7i(i this advcrtiscmrnt it is (IvsiniMle to mention " 'flie Motor C'ljcU.' B29
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YOU COULDN'T GO
A YARD ON THIS—

Labour upheavals—coal strikes—trains suspended—twenty in a carriage.

Railways mean crush, wasted time, considerable expense, and absolute

discomfort It's not worth while !

Come to Allen-Bennett's—they have a trusty little mount for you, tuned up, and ready to ride away.

Don't let the miners' strike worry you—^you can't go a yard on a lump of coal.

There's plenty of petrol—come to Allen-Bennett's, and ride in comfort at half the cost.

NEW IVIACHINES IN STOCK.
B,S.A. (H.2) 4I h.p., all chain - - - £110 C0ULS0N,2|h.p. Blackburn, 3-speed £117-12

B.S.A. (K.2) 4I h.p., chain-cum-belt - £107 ARIEL, 3| h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, and k.s. £100

ZENITH, 90 bore, o.h.v., T.T. - - £146 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3 speeds- - - - £115

—BUT THERE'S OODLES OF THIS

ALLEN - BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD.,
The Motor Cycle Specialists,

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, WEST CROYDON.

-JT=i-e

'Plionc: Croydon 3450 Grams : " Track, Croydon.'

Spend the Summer Vacation Awheel !

It is easy this way
DOUGLAS. 2% b.p., all on (cash)
Less J deposit

£85
21 5

3i% extra for terms for 6 months
£63 15

2 7 9

Payable in 6 payments of £11 Os. 6d. No
is paid in 2 months. Addition,al 3J% ch

charge is

irged for
made
12 n

£66 2 9

if account
oaths.

ENFIELD (cash price) £160
Less \ deposit 40

£120
4 103^% extra for terms for 6 montlis

Pavable in 6 payments of £20 15s. No cliarge is made if account

is paid in 2 montlis. Additional 3£% charged for 12 moiitiis.

RUNABOUTS.
COVENTRY PREMIER £2S0 ROVER Rnnabout £262 10
MORGAN, air-cooled M.A.G. engine £211 MORGAN de luxe, w.c. M.A.G £233 0~

MATCHLESS, standard £205
MATCHLESS, 2-seater £212 10
MATCH LESS, dynamo lighting £230
MATCH LESS, dynamo, 2-seater £237 10
A.J.S., standard £215
A.J.S., dynamo lighting £243

New 1921 Combina.-tior«s.
B.S.A., 6-7 h.p., standard £175

B.S.A., 6-7 h.p., dynamo .
£195 15

DOUGLAS, I h.p., all on £170
CLYNO, 8 h.p £195
ENFIELD, dvnamo lighting, hood, screen, spring bars £190 12

ENFIELD, 8'h.p., standard ..£160

New
TRIUMPH, .1 h.p £115
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., all on £85
LEVIS, 2} h.p., 2-speed £68
LEVIS, single-speed £60NEW HUDSON Popular, zli.p £52 10
B.S.A., Model K2 ..........' ...... £107NEW HUDSON Ace £78 15
ALLON, 2j h.p., 2-speed, clutch £75
CONNAUGHT, 2-speed, kick-start £62 10

LAMB'S

Solos.
RUDGE I.O.M £85

ENFIELD, 2i h.p £65

O.K., 2-speed £59 17

CONNAUGHT, single-speed £47 10

B.S.A., Model H2 £110

NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p £80 17

O.K., single speed £50 8

TRIUMPH, 3-speed, all-chain £125

15f, His'h Stf-oet, WaHhamstoww, kondon, E.17
'Phone : Walthamstow 169 (2 lines). 'Grams : "Cyclotomo, Phone, London.

38T, Euston Road, Uondon, N.\/V.1.
'Phone : Museum 4978. 'Grams ; " Lamocy, Eusroad, London.

SO, His-*T Road, Wood Gi-een, Uortdori, N.
'Phone : Hornsey 1956.

1921

'Grams :
" Doulamocy, Phone, London.'

B30 In answering these advertisements H Is desnahle to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Bradbuiy.
ITAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—

tV —Bradlmrys, (lU new models in stock, reudv loi

nmediate delivery: lli.p. solos. 6h.p. combinations, i.nd

vSv liBhtTCights. tiom f89.-Apply for out ea«>?;« "i

isy terms. l.!i1o

DEADBtTRr Combination, coachbuilt, 1914, 41i.ii.,

J tick start, variable gear, speedometer, born, lamps,

lirror, hood, good tyres, condition perfect, fast; am
iill; £60.-Seen at Manning's Garage, Staines Rd..

edfont, Middlesex (near Hounslow). L1.54S

Brough.
ijEOUGH sy-h.p., 1916, 3-Epeed, Binlcs. stored 4

J rears- Ijest'ovcr £75: evenings.—120, Marlboroiisl-

lat*; Walton Sf., Chelsea, 6.W.3. [S291C

3ROUGH 3l,ih.p. Flat Twin, o.h.v., 2-5peed, will du

over 65 in.p.h.. enamel and condition beautifnl

IX paid; £65.—Any time at 141, Merton Ed., Wimble-
on. t2080

TtTE are now readv to deliver that last sportine
rV Brough 3'/-h.p. flat twin in the lollowing models
l,^h p touring model, guaranteed to do 60. the

lorts model to do 65, the T.T. model guaranteed-to
D a speed over 70 m.p.h.; absolutely tlie finest

orkman!?hip. wonderfully easy to handle; £130.-
end vour orders along to the agents, O. and .1

lawson, 60 and 62. Regent St., Cambridge. IOS99

Brough Superior.

JULIANS of Reading for Ilrough Snperior. Can givi

early delivery of these fine machines. [058^

BROUGH Superior, latest 1921 model; immediate
fleiivery Irom stock; demonstrations at any- time;

ihone. -write, or call.—Ballard's Motors. Ltd.. 92,

Inucesler Rd., S.W.7. Ken. 6312. 19911

lTCTE are now giving delivery ol the famons Brougli
»V Superior machine, 8h.p., overhead valves, madt
) an ideal specially for the man who takes a pride

1 ownership aud desires the best, specially tuned
naraiitecd 8 or 80 on top gear. Standard, £175:
lectric. £195.-Agents, G. and J. Dawson. 60 and 62.

legent St., Cambridge. (059S

Brown.

th.p. Brown, SQual new; £30.-100. High Ed,. >?ew
' Southgate. tX2817

BROWN-PRECISION 2-:-ih.p., as new, climb any-
ihing. great bargain through death; £30.—Fair-

,uril. behind 68, Standishgate, Wigan. [1594

I
B.S.A.

.A,— All models alwuj-s in stock; deliveied :iny

i.S.A, Replacements, every part and pattern. b\
return.

i.S.A. Specialists: County Cycle and Motor Co.,
Broad St., Birmmghara. [324f

MCKEUING, Shrowc^l.urr.-B.S.A. Agents; 6Ii.p. com-
liiiKition in stock. [1961

I.S.A. 1921 Twia 6-71). p. Combination, in sto<k

:

' £175.—Cecil. Ledbury. [1628

.S.A. ^li.p., K.S., good condition, lonips, etc.; prir.

'£48.-786, Hiyli Ed., Leyton, E. [1803

NEW
FITTINGS FOR
YOUR ENGINE
REMARKABLE -SERVICE" OFFER

SPARKING
PLUGS, I/IO
ABSOLUTELY NEW.

In Original Boxes.
Heavy Tu-in Points.
Metric Tliread.
Compression Ti^ht.
Does not oil np.
Suits all Motor Cvrle

linjincs.

FOtlR PLUGS for the price
of ONE S-andard PIue

PRICES OVER THE
COUNTtR.
1/10 each.

2 for 3'6 4 for 6,6
PRICE? POST PAID,

2/1 each.

2 for 4(- 4 for 7/3

A sk vstosendno'i one{ora sel)

today. Send a posi card now.

EACH.

Lucas—Best and Lloyd—Powell and Hanmer
—C..-\.V'.—Smiths—Easting—Cameo—Cowcy

and Brooks .-\cccssorics stockc<l.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

SAFETY COUNTS.

I .S.A.. nil models, and Rudge, repairs, sparo.-i

sidecars.—Alexander. Wallasey Village, Cheshire.
r842.-

'EW 1921 U.S.A. Combinations in stock: lu^t p^i"^
—Koimds' Gurage. 223, High Sd.. Kilbuin, N.W— [1669

t.S.A. 3Vjh.p., stort-d S yenrs, overhiiuled, not ridrien
' sMire; £35.—JoToe, Godfrey K<1., Xewport. Mon.

[X2201
i.h^.V. 1921 Twin 6-7h.p. Combination in Sto-k. £175;
' -(.ire wheel, tyre-,, and luggage grid extra £13/19.—
!l0W.

.S.A. 1921 ilodd H2 aUli.P- ohnin drive. £110:
Xo. 3 1921 :;i(Iecar. £42: Xo. 2. 1920 tyiK- sidecar.

S\ ia fctoek.—A. Eivett, 236, High Kd.. Leyton^tone.
ri449

.S.A. all models tn stock; spare parts definitelv

bv return against cash.—Pitts, of RcdJitch
.: 91. X9324

.S.A., 4i-;h.p.. Aiig., 1919, Model K. appearance a-
' new. condition pertetl; ^70.-95, The Crove.
andsworth. [2083

919 B.S.A. 4^h.p., coachbuilt sidecnr, screen, horn.

Uchtinc set, licence, perfect condition; £105.—
, Giaftou nd., Acton. [1350

>.S.A. 1915 Countershaft Coachbuilt Combination, n- t

W.D., splendid conditi'on ; £65, tax paid.— <39,

ath Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. [1771

^.S.A.—All model.') for immedinte delivt^ry; oxchancf^-.
-Xewnhaiu Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ril.,

|6. 'Phon-.' : Hnmmersinith 80. [2242

».S.A., 1920, with sidecar, lamps, luggage grid, wind
screen, licensed, spares, just overhauled; £120.

—

Silverdale Rd., Highams Park. [1709

^^.A. City Agents.—Immediate delivery 1921 modeLs;
spare parts specialitv.—Turner Brothers. 134.

Iper Thames St.. Loudon, E.C-4. _[1975

^.S.A. 1919 4'4h.p., 3-sp3ed countershaft, all acces-
sories, for sale or exchange for 2^4h.p. Douglas;

|0.—Box 661, CO The Motor Cycle. [2370

All letters relatin^^ to advertisements sho

2/-

NOT GLASS—CANNOT SPLINTER.

" SERVICE " EYE-SHIELD.
For clear uninterrupted view,
Weal for \veariiig' over spectacles.

Adult's size. .2/6 Cliildren's

Postapre 3d.

' SERVICE "

LEGGING
OVERALLS.

Made in stout light weight
double texture material
iaterlined rubber. Abso-

lutely waterproof.

Colour fawn.

15/Post paid

TR^LDE IXOUIIilES
ISTITED.

THE

SERVICE CO., LTD.,
289-293 High Holborn. LONDON. W C 1

Giatii- ' -\'liiiitt-'dl\-. L'jn'.l'ju." Phont
:
Ho'borii Ol.i'>

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

B.S.A.

B.S...i.'s, all models, in stock; new H',&\.V:. all cUain,

and Nn. 3 sidecar. £119; 6-7h.p. twiu and Ncy

1 sidecar, £175.-114, Bri-Kton Hill. [2205

1Q20 4;jli.p. B.S.A., little njed, Fallolite lamp and
J-tJ cylinder. Coivey horn, nindshields. all tools, etc ;

£95.—Pomins's. Jewry St. Winchester. [1425

BS A. All-chain Combination, 4'/,ih.p.. 1920 model,

mileage 4,300, condition excellent; £105, or

near oHcr.-29, Lismore Rd., Cros'don. 1X2965

4ih p. U.S.A. 1917 Comijination, alMiain, excellent

-t condition, wind screen. lusKage canior, little used

:

I

f97.-L. Hotic, 25, Essex Ed., Basingstoke. [1^47

I TTiRANK WIIITWORTn, Ltd., of Birminrfiam, have

I

-T several excellent B.S.A. machines and combina-

tions at very moderate prices; write for details.

BS A. 1920 4i;h.P.. all-chain, Wntsonian E34 .side-

car lullr eqiiippe,!. nnmcrous spares, excellent

condition, tax paid: £115.-15, Jacksons Lane, Hieli-

gate. [1662

B.S.A. Combination, 1919, Canoelet sidecar, 3in

tvres. Binks, hand control clutch, lamps and
eener.ator; 85 gns.-Hicks, 32, Lena Gardens, Harnmer-

smith. l^41B

BS-.V. 1920 Model H Combination, complete with

Lucas Sragdj-uo lightins set and Easting screen;

£115.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, Jolio Bright St., Birming-

ham. [1788

BS -V Singles and Twins, early deliveries, fitted witl

any model Sandum -•-' - "" » """ ""'

dual sidecar in
Inn Rd.. W.C.I

oamuiui sidecars; B.S.A. twin and
stock.—Sandum Sidecars, 336, Gray s

(0541

B.S.A. Combination, 4>JIi.p., countershaft, 3-5peed, all

chain, kick start, lumps, speedometer, tax, jnsur
•" . -a^- bargain.—Seen, 35, Freegrove Rd.etc.

;

H'Hloway
. £65;
X.7. [1783

screen.BS.A. 1917 Chain Combination, wind ---

speedometer. Iamp.s. etc.. new spare tyre^ tube,

valve perfect condition; £105.—Denmark, V '^'o"?

Park, Cambridge. [1879

BS K. 1920 4iih.p., Sandilm sidecnr, hand and foot

• Intch.'s. Inllv equipped, indistinguiihablo Iroiii

ln<-w: fl30.-l>arkor's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; olf" 24j,

[icau.sgate, Manchcslcr. \A.d.^..i.

BS A 4'ili.p.. complete with special coachbuili

siilccar. brand new. ju.vt delivered from the works.

\i.,del 11 £126; M"del K. £123.-P. J. Evans, 81-9t_

I.T"lni Bright St., Birmingham. [1787

B' .f-.A. Mwlel K. low uiUeago.' B.S.A. sidecar, nlnio-t

new Easting siwie^. insurance, dynnmo Ughtiut'.

jrcinires 'adjn-iment: £120.-Gnttlaad.s, JMville .V^-

I Ci'^vdon.-'Phone: 719; evenings. {ZiW

BSA 1915 Combination, 3-5pecd countershaft, 1920

olinder and piston machine )"5t "verlmiled

,

(„llv equipped, very powerful machine; £85, ta^^^'d

-T; E? Leigh, Tarvin, nr. Chester. [2349

BS \ 6.7h.p. Twin, Model A. with B.S.A. No. 1
'

sidecar, in stock; immediate delivery at makers

i
price £175; easy payments arranged. — Wilkins

Simii'ton, opposite Olympia, London. [1574

IMMEDI.-\TE Delivery of any B.3.A. Model: cash or

delerred payments; book your order now, ami

ii.i.id disoppointiiient liiter.-Burliiiiitfm Motors, Ltd.,

' South Side, Clapham Common. b.\V.4. Phone : Brix

,
u,n 2417. [050'

BSA 1921— -Vll models in stork; yonr presi^nt

machine can be taken as part payment; extendc.l
' pavment terms arranged if desired.— Authorised agents,

EI.e and Co., 15-16, Bisbopsgate Av., Camomile SI..

E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0065

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.--

B.S.A. K2, new 1921 models, just delivcrc.l,

! il07- Model H2, all-chain. £110: 6-7h.p. twin com

1 l.ination. •tiindiird. £175: imuiedinto delivery iroiu

stock: cash, easy terms, or exchange. [2339

1Q14 4h.p. B.S..\. Combination. B.S.A. 2.«peed.

LiJ FE clut<-h. hand and foot control, waterproof

I)u;ch IB .and B. carburetter, overhauled, perfect, tax

,,a,d, all lamps and tools: £46.-J. Wells, Jui^. 7

Aibara Terrace, Saddlebow Rd., King s Lynn. ;215:5

BSA., nearlv new 1.915 4!ih.p. chain drive com-

bination j-7^i.ee<l. clutch, K.S.. hood, screen, child -

l^at Cowev 'siKedometer. pillion, licence, in;uian.-»:

i£135; exchange lor Kate 5-6h.p. Ariel, Llcwlas, 'ienit .,

,,r Enfleld combination; London.-Box 4,376, c.o 77.^

.1/0(01- Cydt. ['""'^

BS A —A motor cycle worthy ol its name is lb.-

BSA We have always in stock at least thrc

models.' Model K, Stodel H. and 6.7h.p. twin; immc
1 diate delivery; all spares in stock; trade supplied..^

Jones' Garage. Muswell Hdl, .V.IO. and at Woodsid..

Parade. North Pinchley. 1037J

Caltborpe.

,OALTH0nPE--J.A.l'. 2^ih.p., 1916. limips. iiot,

y-J Xl'all saddle, tax paid; f 38.-Perciv:il. >oitlic<^n

Av., Reading. LIB: -

1 a20 2-.,!i.p. Calthorpc-Jap. Enfield 2spe«l iiee ;
iy gine. mileage 300, perfect; 60 gns.-Hold.swortl,^

29. Leeds Rd., Harrogate. IAZ95:I

CALTHOKPE 1920, 2-stroke, Eutleld pear, himll-

used, as new; reasonable o£Ier.-26. lie:.consh.;l.^

Rd-. Acton riieeu. \^.4.

uld quote the numher at the end of each adveitisement. and the date ol the issue. B33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthoi'pe.

ih.p. 2-spe6il Caltliorpe Jtitiior, -fas; paid, Bood con-

2 dition, ride ,n\vay; £26, or near offer ; after 6.

Fox, 301, Hornsey Ed., N.19. [1372

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2%lj.p., 4-strol;e. 2-speed,

excellent coudition, aoeessoiies, licence for 1921;
f36.-Keory, 2, Aniiol Ed., W.14. l13''0

4ih.p. Caltliorpe-Precifion, O.B. sidecar, S-speed.

4 clutch. Boscli, Amac. K.S., lamps, mechanical

horn, tax paid 1922; 65 gns.; any trial.-Bradley,

Desborough, Xorthants. L1119

TQ20 Calthorpe-Jap 2%h.p:, chain drive, Enfield 2-

XtJ speed ail on, excellent condition, tax paid;

£58: seen by appointment.—101, Woodwarde Rd .

East Dnlwich, S.E.22, [1812

3h p. Twin Calthorpe, fast, 50/- tax, lamps, speed-

ometer, spares, 2-speed Enfield gear, new chains,

Buccessfiil competition machine; trial siwn; ^48.—
Harrison, 41, The Grove, Hammersmith, W.6. [1612

CALTHOKPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock

for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.

Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W 4

•Phone: Brixton 2417. [0509

CALTHORPE 1921 IVTodels.-Delivery from stock

2';ih.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed, Enfield gear, 70 gns.;

3h.p. 2-speed 2-stroke; 60 gns.; extended terms one-

quarter deposit and 12 monthly payments.—Authorised
agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0070

E
Cedos.

KICKIIAM lor Cedos, eole agent Cor Bristol and
district.—Stokes Croft, Biistol. 13357

Chatei-'Lea.

CIIATER-LEA 8h.p. Combination, Model 10; ^160;
catalogue on request.—The Moreton Garage, 2

Moretoa Terrace Mews, Pimlico, S.W. [1854

3 ill. p. Chater-Lea, licensed, 3 speeds, clutch, Bosch,
2 B. and B., electric lighting, born; £28: lide

o-ffay._21, Hitherfield Kd., Streatham, S.W.16. [X2909

CffATEE-LEA 1914 41i.p., E^.A. 2-speed, sidecar,

esceilent running order; £39.—jSJewnham Motor Cn.,

223 Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80. [2253

CHATER-LEA 6-8h.p., 3-speed, handle start, hand-
some 2-seater coach sidecar, turnout like new,

stored for 3 years; £65; great bargain.—44, Whyte
Tille Rd., Upton Lane, Forest Gate. [2009

CHATER-LEA New Model No. 10 Sidecar Combina
tion, 8h.p., 3-speed, the best value on the market

£160 Have you seen it? Write for leaflet.—Chater
Lea, Ltd., Banner St., London, E.C.I. [3142

CHATER-LEA Sh.p. Special Combination, delivered

Aug., 1920, not used since Jan., tot^nl mileage
620, luxurious sijlecar, Kempshall oversize tyres, speed-

ometer, all accessories, owner giving up through ill-

health; £120; trial with plensure. Write, or 'phone
Gerrard 5131.—Edis, H, Broad St., Bloomsbury, W.C.2.

[1488
Chater I,ea-.!ao

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. Combination, 4h.p., with
lamps, in good condition, tax paid; £55; view

alter 6 p.m.—Charlbury, over Coldrey. London Rd.,
Norbury. [1801

CHATER - LEA - J.A.P. Coaclibuilt Combination,
5-6h.p., countershaft and kick starter, Bosch,

Senspray, excellent running condition; first reasonable
ofier; owner buying new.—20, Kingscliff Gardens. South-
fields. [1852

Chater=Lea-VilIiers

CHATER-LEA, Villiers engine, 1920, lamps, tools,

horn, condition as new; £49, tax paid.—14, Devon-
Bhire Rd„ Forest Hill. S.E.13. ^ . [1601

~l QSl 2^/4h.p. Chater-Lea-Villiers, 2-speed, Palmer
-1-*/ tyres, complete with lamps, Jiorn, tools, and
licence, absolutely new; £50; first cash, secures.—Hill,
3, Bedford Rd., West Ealing. [2346

Clyno.

1 Q18 6h.p. Clyno Combination, repainted, excellent
JlO condition; £100.—Green, 2, Howard Rd., Mor-
peth. .

- [2038

"I
Q20 CJyno Lightweight, all on, excellent condition.

-»-*' footreat for lady passenger; £53.-117, Harrow
Rd., Leicester. [2068

1021 Clyno 8h.p. 3-speed Spring Frame Combination.
-*-•-' gufiranteed as new, very smnll mileage; £200.—
Mnrshallsny, Baker, Cbickerell, ^Weymouth. [0622

CLYNO 2-stroke, Dec, 1919, all accessories, perfect
mechanical condition; £50, or near offer.—

Btrathyre, Taylor Rd., Wallington, Surrey. [1989

CLYNO Combination, 6H,p., S-speed, clutch, K.S.,
spare wheel, lamps, tax paid, splendid condition

throughout; £110.—Tiller. Coxhill, Lymington, Hants.
[1977

5h.p. Clyno Combination, S-speed countershaft, K.S.,
cIut^}h, spare wbeel, new tyrea, nceeasories, t;ix

paid; bargain, £65; after 6.-7, Cumberland Av., Park
Royal. [1374

CLYNO Lightweight. 1920, very little used, lamps.
mechanical horn; 50 gns.—Vivian Hardie and

Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St.. New Bond
St.. W.l. [05U

L

173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Langham 1257.

1921 Models in Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery :

tg::i Model H. B.S.A. .ind No. 3 Sidecar . £152
19:1 Model K. B.S.A £107
1921 ENFIELD Combination £160
1921 6-7 h. p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, and

spare wheel £189
1921 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170
1921 Sh.p. MATCHLESS Combination .. £205
1921 Sh.p. NEW IMPERIALCombination £186 18
1921 2j h.p. 2-spccd DOUGLAS £85
1921 2} h.p. i-sp. DOUGLAS, with clutdi £105
1921 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H. £115
1920 5-6 h.p. JAMES (orabination £175
1920 S h.p. NEW IMPERIALCombination £165
1920 2-stroke DIAMOND £45
1921 2-speed 2-stroke LEVIS £68
i92o'2|h.p. 2-speed NEW IMPERIAL,

with clutch £78
1920 23 h.p. 2-speed NEW IMPERIAL,

without clutch £68
1920 ^t h.p. LEA-FRANCIS £115
1920 MATCHLESS Combination Model H £174

OVER £20
REDUCTION.

We have a few NEW IMPERIALS, igrrr models in

every other detail, but fitted with 1920 engines.

2J h.p., 2-speed model £68
25 h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-start.. £79
6 h.p. 3-speed Combination £155

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1920 INDIAN and Sidecar, all accessories £125
1920 2-stroka JAMES, 2-speed £65
1920 6 h.p. ZENITH- sports model, and

Sidecar £130
T920 2.V h.p. 2-speed EDMUND £78
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £105
T920 4h.p. TRIUMPH and Montgomery

Sidecar, all accessories £120 l

1920 4:1 h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, all

accessories, chain-cum-belt £120 o
1920 2-stroke JAMES, 2-speed £65
1920 4 bp- twin HARLEY-DAVIDSON,

all accessories -£105

1919 A.J.S. Combination, dynamo light-

ing, speedometer £140
192

1

SCOTT, all accessories £125
1920 SCOTT and Sidecar, all accessories . £125
<, h.p. BULLDOG, Coven try-Victor En-

gine, and Sidecar, as new , . . £100
1919 P. & M. Combination, all accessories £100
1920 LEA-FRANCIS and Sidecar, all

accessories £130
1914 3-speed M.A.G. MATCHLESS £70
1915 2-speed 2-stroke JAMES £35

A few Bulbous Back MM4 CANOELET SIDECARS.
slightly shop-soiled, to clear, £35.

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON NEW
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Stock of Powell & Hanmsr Lamps
and olher Accessories.

CAR DEPOT:

378, Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

lo

2(

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno

CLYNO Late 1920 2>/<.h.p., 2-speed, clutch, speed(
meter, lally equiqpped, perfect condition, '

mileage: trial; £55, or exchange combination
Bath .St., S.E.I. [181

1 Q21 Sh.p. Clyno, latest spring frame model, .=iileci

J.*.' complete, apron, screen, sp.tre wheel, not riddei
cost £250, .iccept £160 r;uick sale.—Box 4,381,
The Motor Cycle . [227

CLYNO Lightweight, new March, 1921, lamp
Klaxon, tax paid, insurance; £60, or esciianf

with cash higher power or combination.—Write,
Quadrant Rd., N.l. [20fl

CLYNO Lightweight, 2-sp6ed, clutch (Jan.. 1920
horn, tools, spares, tax, insurance; £48, or e

ch.nnge 1919 Triumph comhination, cash adiustment.
Cookson, Bradford St., Bolton. [147

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., interchangeable ivhee
Ltrcas lamps, mechanical horn, neiv licence. Cam

wind .sc'reen, hood, in good condition; £75; ony eve
inging after 6.—Phillips, 104 Brandon St., York

"

Walworth Rd. [23f

CLYNO Combination, Sh.p. .J.A.P.. 1918. Sspe
countershaft, all enclosed chain, privately owne

as new, detachable wheels, new tyres, entirely oV(
hauled, very fast, exceptionally comfortable sidecz

electric lighting; £110.—Taylor, 3, Mount St., Londo
VV. Tel. ; 162 Mayfair. [18*

MISS E. DOOLEY.—1916-17 5-6h.p. Clynos, W.
models, K.S.. clutch,- renovated, £65 each, wi

new mag. and carburetter. I have 8 of these leit, b
plenty of machines as above. Please look to my advi

tisement under Miscellaneous for Clvno spares,
etc.— Please apply for the above to Miss E. Dool*'^
Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [23:

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 1916-17 models,
built, replated, enamelled grey or black. 3 spee(

kick start, foot clutch, new carburetters, magnett
nt.erchangeable wheels, sidecars rebuilt, painted to rhoi(
as new; solo £75, combinations £90; deferred paymei
arranged.—Hearn Bros,, 117, Loughborough Park Bri
ton, S.W. 9. 'Phone: Brixton 2888. [90

Connaught.
PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—Connaughts in stoc

prices from £47/10. [19

23.h.p. Connaught, 3 speeds, clutch, lamps, license
4 £30.—Shaw, Park St., Wellington Salop.

[S29
CONNAUGHT 1920 2.i.^-3h.p.. 2 speed,s, clutch. K.

Lncos lamps and horn, ta:x paid, perfect; £45
Blyth, Oriel College, Oxford. [13

CONNAUGHT 2?.ih.p., 1920, 2-speed, clutch ond l;i(

starter appearance as new, 26in. wheels; £58,'l

9, Earlshall'Rd., Elthau, S.E. [14

Coulson.

PICKERING, Shrewsbury.-West Shropshire agent

Coulson ; exchanges. [19

COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.—Sole Wiltshi

Agents, Wessex Motors, Ltd., 60. Catherine S

Salisbury. 'Phone : 72. [50

F.O C.H for Coulson-B'3; exchanges or easy p
ments .Trrange.i —5. Heath St.. Hampstead ini

Hampstead Tube Station). [17

COULSON B.—Sole concessionuaires London, and
Southern counties.—London Motors, 61, Holbo

Viaduct, London, E.C.I. [22

1 021 Coulson 4h.p., done 400 miles; cost £131; goi

S-iJ for £100, bargain.—Ilaynes, 28, Church S

Greenwich. 'Phone; 1330. [15

COULSON B 4h.p., 1920, shop-soiled, as make
specification, at bargain price of £100 for ca

only.-Mebos. 166, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Pbon

Langham 2230. [IP

NEW 1921 2%h.p. and 4h.p. Coulson B, 3-spe<

kick starter; list prices, £117/10 and £126;

-lock- exchanges entertained. — Bambers", Eastba

St., Southport. Tel. • 607. [87

CIQULSON B.—Most successful of all spring frai

' machines. We can supply any model from stoc

cash or deterred payments; also few shop-soiled on '

favourable terms.—London Motors, 61, Holborn
^

duct, London, E.C.I. ['-

COULSON B 4h.p.; 120 gns.; an ideal solo or s

car mount, as low and nandy as a Levis; in sto<

Sole agents tor Leeds and 15 miles radius, excludi

Bradford The Headingley Motor and Engineering t

Ltd 18' St. iMichael's Lane, Leeds 'Phone; Hejl

-nglev 480 ' '"''

COULSON B.—Winner T.T. Junior Race, Brn

lands 21-t May, London-Exeter, London-LaiK

End London-Edinburgh, 7 gold medals, 4 sili

medals, holds world's record for 2»;h.p and sidec.i

2.-ih.p. sports model with J.A.P. engine, 90 gns.^; d t

with Bla.'kburne engine. 97 gns.; standard de lu

models from 106 gns to 120 gns.; sidecar combmati*

£165; also few shop-soiled at bargain prices. We :

supply any of these models immediately either

cash or on deferred payments.. Write for "Bool;

Che Coulson."-London Motors, ol, Holborn Viaibi.

London, E.C.I. City 4230. f2-'

B34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
'-_ * Douglas.
\GtrGLAS 1921 AU-on Models.—Delivery from
9 stock; 2''4h.p. 2.speed, £85; exch^iDges or extended
ynient terms.—Authorised agents. Elce and Co.,
•16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone:
renue 5548. [0069

\OUGLAS 1914 2r4h.p.. 2-speed, C.A.V. mng., D.R.
/ Ltjirs lootboard?, lamps, Klaxon, tools and fpare^
igimd enamel, tank unscrutched, long exhaust; i:38

.

ohniipe.— 1, Albert Cottages, Marlborough Rd., Old
?nt Ed., S.E.I.

.
[1434

918 2".l.h.p. T.T. Dougliis, 2-8peed, mnker.s' colours,
original enamel and transfers, Amac, Thomson-

nnett, heavy Dunlops, himi's, accessories. licence, un-
atrheii. mnv condition; thorough trial; £55.-63,
Ion Rd., Brixton. [2236
75.—4h.p. Douglas Combinations, all late models,

' and guaranteed in first-class running order, re-
inted and re-enamelled makers' colours; approval
ainst cash and carriage.—Langford's, 37, Crickle-
•od Broadway, IS',W.2. [2412

|OtJGLAS Combination, special Streamlort sidecar.
' Binks, 3 lamps, 2 horns, speedometer, screen, leg-
ields, good tyres, spare valves, belt, tyre, tax paid,
endid condition, not W.D. ; barcain, £85.-15,
rset Rd., Wimbledon, London. [1819

UPER Spoiling 2^;ih.p. Douglas, mileage negligible,
all fiUinp?, and long Sin. exhaust, highly polished

^kel. di.-;c wheels. Brooks, Dunlops, large P. and II.
ad and tail lamps, mechanical horn, tax paid, very
t, literally as new, buUer forks; dESS.—88, Brook
een. Hammersmith. [1939

3.L.I1. Douglas Motor Cycle. 1913 machine. 191J
4 cyhnders, Binks 3-jet carburr^tter, leg guards, en-
te shield, new spare belt, unused retieiided tyre, uen
lie v;ilves and sundry other parts, Flexiplia^ Jtttiugj
Talvc guides, lamp.'!, etc. : price £50.—Can be seei
Lynhtead," Spencer Rd., East Molesey. [142E

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, 2-speed, late model, thor-
k. oughly overhauled and renovated bv us; £45

:

npare our puces. We have the largest stock ol
ih.p. Douglasc- in the South; that is why we can
I at this ridiculous price; the trade supplied.—
lina Garage, Kew Park Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2.
3onc : Streatham 40. [1216

919 4h.p. Douglas Combination, just thorough!,
nvcrliauled, enamelled, plated, at cost of £34, in-

ice Nbown, Swan underalnng sidecar. Easting screen
il set tools, spare belt and chain, Inmps, Klaxon, ta:
id, nUly fn*^nred, not ridden since ovorhnul, writtei
nrantee given: £120. Alter 7 or bv appointment.

-

Fdeuc, Norwich Rd., Tliurnton Heath. [1431

'v Duzmo.
|UZMO 1921 Models now Available; write, 'phone,
' or call Uw lull particulars of all mudels of their
;epticnally fast S'^.h.p. o.h.v. machines; trade en
iries invited.— Distributing agents, Ballard's Motor>.
d., 92. Gloucester Rd., 3.W.7. "Phone; Ken. 6312

[9910

Edmund.
PEW Edmund-Jap, 2-speed, complete, mileage 150-
!

£60, cost £100.—Wilsdon, Northmoor, Oxtord-
ire. flQ72

Enfield.
ULIAXS of Reading huvo 1921 Enfields in stork

[047J-

j3.h.p. Royal Enfield, m.v., mag., etc.- ^17/10-
4 Madison, Littleover. Derby. [X22bc
'NFIELD Lightweight, new; what oflfers?—177.
' Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [2331
li.p. Enfield Twin. 2-tpeed, kick, all on. for piano;

fell; oilers.— 97, Barcombe Av., Streatham. [1913
HEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enfields. all model
m slock.—J. A. Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd. [057?

EW 1921 Enfieid Combinations in stock; lirrt price.
—Bounds' Garng^ 223, High Rd., Kilburn, X.W

h.p. Enfield Combination, licence paid; £80 —
Taylor, 112, New King's Rd., Fulham, S.W.6.

^ ^ .

.

t2380
U.p. Enfield, 1918, 2-spced, kick start, all on; £55-

lax paid.—R.N.P.. 1, Burston Rd., , P"*nev.
15. [218'£

'NPIELD 2V--3h.p. Twin, Bosch, Amac, pood tvres:
• £30, or offer.—Gardiner, 51, Chipstead St., "Ful-

[2098
'NFI..1-IJ 2^;b.p., 2-=troke, 2-speed, 1921, in stock.
' £65; kick-starter £5 extra.-Eivett. 236, High Ed.
ytoD>tone. [1451
INFIELD Combination. 8h.p, J.A.P. engine. Lucas
' Magdyno, new. unregistered; £173.—Eveson, Wol-
:ote. StourbrtrJge. [1585
EW 1921 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., in stock- list
piK e £160.-Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston'Ed..

iv.l. Museum 4827. [0621
NFIELD 1921 Brand New 8h.p. Combination, iusl
arrived from works; £160.—Eagles and Co., 275

gh St., Acton. London. [2021
NFIELD Combination, all accessories, excellent

condition, tax paid; £110.—Hines. -75, Marcli-
iit Rd.. Wallington, Surrey. [1860
h.p Enfield Combination, perfect condition, lamps

horn, screen, etc., tax paid; £82. or separate —
irlock. The Promenade. Mill Hill, N.W. [2013

W. T. DUNN
t.imi±ed,

326, Euston Road,

LONDON, N.W.I.
'Phone: Museum 5391.

PRE-WAR

PRICES

AT LAST.

Do not miss this

Unique

Opportunity.

TRIUMPHS
3-speed clutch, kick-

starter. Sturmey gear
box. Makers' colours.

Overhauled and ready
to ride away.

1917-8 Models
56 Gns.

1916 Models
52 Gns.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

19'

R^
eso.
Devc

W

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. .

Enfield.

NEW 1921 8h.p. Enfield Combination, in Etock;
list price £160: exclianges entertained.—Bam-

bers', Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607. [8740

1 Q21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, dvnamo model:
Xi/ £182: and 8b.p?--rtOTidnrd model. £160.-Shep-
herd, Enfield Hisljnuy. Tel.: Wiiltham Cross 31. [0341

1Q21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, discs.

Xi/ electric horn, spares, etc.. cost over £200, low
mileage; sacrifice £155.-2, Hazel St., Warrington.

IX29SC
"I Q20 Enfield 8h.p. Combination [specijtD, Eastings.
Xt7 thoronghir t-. nipped, siwres : any freak tests:

£155.—Write E. G. Steele, Enlield Test Shed, Eedditch.
[X2871

1 021 Enfield. 8U.p., double-seated sidecar, Magd.vn.
XI7 lighting, etc.. new, under 100 miles, tax paid;

cost £196; what ofTers?— 6, Clilton Park pd.,- Bristol.
[1978

1Q17 6h.p. Enfield Combination, lamps (electric).

XI/ horn, tax paid, speedometer, hood, screen, good
lot; £100. -Banister. 7, Gibson Sq., London. N.l.

[2192
6 h.p. Enfield Combination, fully equipped, tax paid;

£75; viewed between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m., or ap-

pointment.—Ilomewood. 20, Sussex Rd., Holloway.

N.7. tl893

14 5-61i.r. Enfield Combination, just been over-

hfinle<l. new Enfield gears fitted, frame enameltel

i.ul t:inl: p:iinted: £65.—Robson, 35, Clifton Ed., Dar-

ineton. [1579

OY.M, ENFIELD 1916 3h.n., kick start. 2-speed,

Amac carburetter, excellent running order;

eso.—Rev. Tamplugb, Clayhanger Rectory, Bampton
Devon. [2277

EXEIELD Combination. 6h.p., 1917, Lucas dynamo
liL-htinc. hood, screen, splendid condition; anv

trial: no c.ftcrs, £100.-61, Grantham Ed., Sparkbrool;.

liirniingliam. [X290B

1 021 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, with
Xt7 or without dvnamo; in stock; immediate de-

livery; list Tirice.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54, Hamp-
Uead Rd., N.W.I. 10352

ENFIELD Combin.ntion, Bli.p., 1920, complete with

Lucas Mngdyno lighting set. perfect condition

thtoueiout; £145.-P. J. Evani, 81-91, John B'lR'''

St.. Birmiii£:h!im. [1789

TTiXFIELD 2>,'4h.p. 2-stiol:e. 1921, fully eqaippKl.

rj lamiis, horn, etc, tax paid, penect comlition

:

i.-Kt offer ov/T f60.-Forest Gate Hotel Garage, Tylnev

Rd.. Forest Gate. 1^°''-

E NFIELD 2-stroke, 2-spced, 1921, just delivered,

speedometer, lamps, horn, fully insured, licence

iiaid; cost £81, what offers7-50. Forest Drive West,

l.eytonstone, E.ll. 1-1877

in 21 2';.h.p. Royal Enfield, 2 speeds and kick

Vu starter, latest model, been exactly 54 miles

.

only, equal brand new; £60.-Walbro Motor Cycle Co

Saffron Waliien, Essex. U739

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4

—

Roval Enfield models from slock, combinations

and lightweights, from £65; supplied on our <^^'i";

of easy payment system. 1-54..

ENFIELD 1920 8h.p. Conibinntion, Slagdyno, East-

ing screen, Lucas electric horn, spares, tax pairl,

<raall mileage: bargain. £147/10.-Smith. 430, Cotcntrv

EiL, Small Heath, Biimingham. [1659

1 O IS 8h.p. Royal Enfield, sidecar just overhauled.
i-Xf all lamps, born, etc., excellent condition; sell

£95, or exchange A.B.C.. Norton, Harley, 4h.p. Zenith,

etc.—Blunt, Crowell Farm, Pulborough. [1888

NFIELD 1916 61i.p. Combination, lamp set, bulb

horn, exiellent tippearance and mechanic.ll coa-

lition- £85.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Gieen St.,

CamMidse. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [9552

OVAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination. 1917. specd-

, ometcr. electric light, wind screen, 3in. tyres

!
(Dunlop and Palmer), excellent condition; £125.—
Baylis. 222, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford, Essex. [2379

ENFIELD 1921 Brand New 8h.p. Combination, just

arrived from works, in stock for immediate dc-

iverv; no waiting; ready to drive away: £160.—
Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [1679

ENFIELD 2''4h.p. Twin, 1912-13, 2-speed, clutch,

all-chain, tyres very good. Bosch. Amac, very good
condition, fast and reliable; jE24, first cheque secures.—

n. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldebargh, Suffolk. [1724

"I Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination. Magdyno lighting.

x^J Easting wind screen, small mileage, spares, new
tvres tubes, etc.. tax paid, condition like new; price

£155.—Durkin, Eldon Grove, West Hartlepool. [1597

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin. 1920, 3,000 miles, good con-

dition, all-chain, mechanical lubrication, 120 m.p.g..

electric lighting, Tan-Sad, 2-6peed. tax and insurance

1921 paid; £67.-Xewell, Cleve Hall, Denmark Hill.

S.E. [1360

LATE 1920 Bh.p. Enfield Combination, P.H. light

ing set, Lucas horn, new condition throughout,
original tyres, mileage under 1,000: will ride 50 miles,

first reasonable offer accepted.—Hodson, Clothier. Blo-x-

wici. Tel.: 12. [X288e

ENFIELD 2i,ih.p. 2-stroke, 2-6peed, brand new 1921
model, just arrived from works, instock for im-

mediate delivery; no waiting: ready to drive away: £65
Easy payment; arranged.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite

Olympia, London. [1673

E^

R"
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnOeld.

ROTAL ENFIELD Combination, elecfrio lighting,
hoo'l, f^creeu, ridden few hundred miles only, in-

«li.5tingui^hfibl6 from new in appearance and condition;
lirice £155.—Smith, Hainault Works, Chadweli Heath.
'Phone: Ilford 330. [1481

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1920, Magdyno
model, wind screen, etc., 8h.p. J.A.P. engine,

splendid condition; £135.—Richmond Park Garage,
110, Upper Richmond Rd., East .Sheen, S.W.14.
'Phone; Putney 2622. [2306

ENFIELD 1921.—All models tor immediate delivery;
your present machine can be taken as part pay-

ment; our extended payment terms are also at your
disposal.—Authorised agents, Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

Auenue 5548. [0068

ENFIELDS.—The cheapest twin oii the road. We
are North London agents, and can supply from

stock standard models £160. electric £182. cash, or
deferred payments. All spares in stock. Trade sup-
plied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and at Woodside
Parade, N. Finchley. [0380

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1915, standard side-
car, P. and H. lamps, Lucas horn, handle-bar

mirror, tax paid for year, in almost new condition,
enamel practically unscratched, original tool kit and
roll, original tyre on front wheel, mileage very small
indeed, and is a really exceptional turnout, disc wheels,
end extremely smart; £82/10; guaranteed perfect.—
E. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [1723

Escelsior.

EXCELSIOR 3i/.h.p., Bosch, B. and B., adjustable
piiUev, lamps, horn, etc., tax paid, ride away

£25.-43, Ritherdon Rd., Balham. [1588

EXCELSIOR-J.A.P. 25/4h.p., 1919. 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, kick starter, hand-controlled clutch,

all accessories; £45. tax paid.—Eagles and Co., "275

High St., Acton, London. [2019

BRAND New 1921 2i/'h.p. Excelsior, Sturmey-
Archer, 2 speeds. kicTi starter and clutch, leg

shields and footboards, shop-soiled; £63.—Walbro
Motor Cycle Co., High St., Saffron Walden, Essex.
Phone : 45. [1741

Fafnir.

FAFNIB SVah.p., 2-6pced, free, disc, lamps, horn, tax
paid, sporty model; £28/10, offers.—Brown, 13,

Stanley Ed., Bromley, Kent. [1414

F.N.

4-OTI,. F.N.. 2-Epeed, good order, tax paid; £28.-
Hall, 146, Bathurst Gardens. Kensal Rise. N.W.

[1917

F.N. Combinations in stock, reduced price £188. m.
for a trial run.—Grimes and Co., 18, Brutor

Place, Bond St., W. Mayfair 4792. [6071

F.N. 2*^h.p., mag., 2 speed, countershaft, shaft
drive, disc wheels, dropped frame, engine wants

repairing; must sell, sacrifice 19 gns.— 1, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth (Town Station). [2352

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any F.N. Model; cash oi
deferred payments, book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..
South Side; Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone ; Brix
ton 2417 10500

F.N. 7h.p., lat« model coachbnilt corabinntiou, 3-speed
clutch, mechanical lubrication, electric light, hood,

screen, etc., spares, tax paid, exceptionally smart ap-
pearance; £150.—To be seen and tried, 5, Addison Av.,
Holland Park, W.ll. [1325

1 Q21 4-cyl. F.N, Combination, in excellent condi-
-i-*/ tion, having only run 2,000 miles, fitted with
new P. and H. head lamp, tail lamp, coachbuilt side-
car, with hood and screen. Klaxon horn, kick starter,
3-fipeed gear box, and clutch; price £160.—The
Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89, Wigmore St., W.

[9823

Francls-Barnett.

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Francis-Barnett in
stock [0479

1Q20 254h.p. Francis-Barnett, exceptionally good
-1-*' J.A.P. engine, Sturmey-Archer, 2 speeds and
kick starter and clutcU P. and H. lamp sets, and tax
paid, in really new condition and appearance; £65.—
Heady, 85, High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. [1730

Harley-Davidson.
HARLEY, 1919, T.T.; £97, or exchange A.B.C.—16,

Copley Park, Streatham, [2072

SHEFFIELD Agent lor Harley-Davidsons; Irom
£120,-Stacey. 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0577

PIOKEEING, Shrewsbury.—Shropshire agent Hnrley-
Davidsou; exchanges arranged. [1965

HARLEY Solo, as new throughout, tax paid, fully
equipped; £115.—'Phone : 1663 Kingston. [2085

HARLEY 7-9h.p., 1916. Metric, O.B. sidecar, tool«
licence, any trial; £105.—H. Xarnold, Huntingdon.

I-4TE 1916 Harley Combination, fully equipped;
-i £105. -770. Stratford Rd., Sparkhill, Birmingham

U5871019 Harley Combination, electric lighting, tax
-5-t' paid; £95.—Exchange, 64, Church St., Edgwarc
EJ. [2372

June 2nd, 1921
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OUR AGENT
IS THE

PILLAR-BOX
Wherever you are your order

can be taken, executed, and
despatched by return.

FREE OFFER
To all purchasers ofa new Cover
from the list opposite, we are
prepared to give a new and full

uaranteed Inner Tube entirely

Vce of charge. We give a fa •

guarantee with every line we sel

nd, should any goods prove
faulty f we replace at a price pro-
portionate to the mileage obtained

We are prepared to supply any
cover at the lowest advertised figure

of our various competitors,

CARRIAGE PAID.

TUBES NEW AND FULkY
GUARANTEED.

Our List t Out i^is
Prictt Price | Price Price

26x2. .6/6 10/- !6x2ii 0,0 i,,-
26x2i 7/- 10/3 x2i '

*'' "''
26x2S 8/3 11/3136x21 8/9 12/!

28 X 3 Duiilop Moulded, 9/6.

3ELTS— in Standard Lengths
Silvertown, ' ycett ^in. '}m. ^in. lin. I ^in
iati s. etc Per K -oi 1/7 1 /g 2/2 3/3 i /.

RETHEADING I^.v^'I'it/^
Repairs nre exeoutfd i\I ium .. IS/-
at our own work^ uiuler O, |?EPAIDC
expert supervision **^ "»t-I^^^>r»^

These Special Clearance Lines an
sent Carriage Paid, on 7 day?
ispproval, against remittance-

.'.pRDEP. -.-THE;.-.

heName ! %!^%B^ TheFirm

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264- 266. "Vauxhall Bridge Rd .

* Victoria, SWl;^::--

•

TelephonerVictqria 655i^4< -~

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
HarIey<Davidson.

fjj'AJttlET-DAriDSO.N, 1920, Drand new. 4h.i Sport
.•-«• Model; bargain. £120.—Fleming. Amblecot
Garage. Stourbiidga [923(

1 020 Harley Combination, electric model, bon
-»-" speedometer, new condition; fl56.—G. Waliii
Constitutional Ohrb, HnlL [141

HARLEY 1920 Electric C.B. Combination, £2
extras, 1921 paid, perfect, nice; £147/10.-5'

Coval Rd., Mortlake. [X297

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-91i.p., electii

mode]
: good bargain, £95.-4, Caaterton St

Hackney Station, London. [164

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.-All models in stock, ne'

and second-hand.—Sole Agents. Bambers", Souti
port, Lancashire. Tel. : 607 [500

"1019 Harley Combination, luxurious sidecar, ful]

-i-t' equipped, under 5,000, condition as new; £16i
—Wiker, 28, Thornton Av., Chiswick. [190

HARLEY, 1919, and Canoelet M.M.4 sidecar, abs
lutely as new, luxuriously equipped, licensee

£135.-132, High Rd., East Finchley. [X294

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1920, brar

new. 7-9h.p. electric lighting; bargain, £195.-

Fleming, Amblecot* Garage. Stourbridge. [92:

LATE 1919 Harley-Davidson Combination, disc, re
lect, beautifully equipped; £110.-24; Balli

Rd., Oxford Gardens, North Kensington. [21;

1019 Harley-Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p., ever

Xi/ thing, tyres, etc., as new, fully equipped; ai

trial; f 125.—liimberley. Park Av., Worthing. [13'

1018 7-9h,p. Harlev-Davidson Combination, 3 speed
-If K.S., Easting, like new throughout; £120.—Hai
oope'Motors, 10, Park Rd., West Dulwich, S.E.21.

-
[X29-i

BARGAIN; brand new 1921 Harley-Davidson 4h.

flat twin, speedometer, kick starter, list pni

£160; sacrifice for £125,—Reynolds, Waterbeach.

LATE 1920 Harley-Davidson Do Luxe Combinatio
original tyres, disc, equipped regardless; £15

—24, Balliol Rd., Oxford Gardens, North Kensingto

HARLEY'-DAVIDSON 4h.p. Flat Twin, done Ic

than 100 miles; £105 (or quick sale; owner bong
car.—Reply, V.D., 143, High St., Netting Hill dat

W.3. 117

1 Q19 Harley Combination, overhauled, re-enamellf

XJJ and plated, accumulator lighting, screen, spee

omeler, etc., tax paid; £145.-29, Herbert Rd., Wo(
wich. LIS.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., T.I., 1915, C.B. ei<

car, just overhauled and repainted; £90, or net

or 21,411. p. Douglas taken halt payment.—Cobham Hon;

llumhaiu Market. [16

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p. Combinatio

electric lighting, all accessories, small mileai

good as new, tax paid; £175.-13. Woodberry Dow
Finsbury Park, N. 118

"I019 Harley Combination, not W.D., Tan-Sad, A
it/ solved acetylene lighting, hood, screen, leg shieU

many spares, new condition; £150.—Taylor, i

llitcham Rd-, Tooting. [18

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model, Sw
sporting sidecar, electric lighting, good conditu

Hs new- £185—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Botton: a

245. Deansgate, Manchester. lX29

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, L17, January, 1918, clectr

Millfcrd bulbous back sidecar, hood, screen, ]i

overhauled, new chains, many spares, ride awa

£140.-Mount Lodge, Lincoln. [-!i-30

LATE 1920 Harlev-Davidson, electric combinatit

sneedom«t«r, horn, wind screen, hood, compli

tools, splendid condition; accep1>fiL70; Morgan want

Grand. Coalville, Leicestershire. Li"*

nARLEY'-DAVIDSON (Nov.t 1919) Combinatii

new condition, hood, wind screen, speedoniet

lamps, etc.; owner bought cai- ;£160.-Wilson, 28

Regent St., London. 'Phone : Mayfair 6666. [21

1019 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. and new twin Mi

i-O FuHord sidecar, accumulator electric Ugnti

mechanical horn, licence piiid, new cojdition and

cMrance; £150.—Herbert Robinson. Ltd., 32-35,, .ur

St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. TA.: Bicycles. [9!

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1920, electri

model, Brook's cantilever saddle. Easting Ro

wind screen, absolutely splendid machine; £15.

Richmond Park Garage, 110, Upper Richmond B

East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Putney 2622. [2;

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination. 7-31

fitted new higli-grade coachbuilt sidecar, j

overhauled and re-enamelled, a vers- handsome out

imd a bargain; £120-—Hill, 1, Cluchester Mews, I

Chester Rd., Paddington, near Royal Oak Station (M(

1 O 20 4h p Flat Twin Harley-Davidson. lamps li

X\j and tail, acetylene and electric, mecliauical he

all tools- this machine was delivere^l new in Aug., 19

and is stiU in new condition throughout ;
price £1

tax paid.—The Motorists' Advisory Agemy. Ltd.,

Wigmore St., W. l^M

B38 All letters relating t6 advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea=Francis.

916 Lea-Francis. 2-speed, clutcli, 3^^.p. twin
.J.A.P., tax paid; £45.—Exchange, 64, Church

, Edgware Rd. [2373

EA-FE.VXCrS 1921 3l/.h.p. Twin, shop-soiled; fioo.
Cliflord Wilson jSlfg. Co., 177, Westminster

4se Ed., S.E.I. Hop 210. (2330

EA-FEAXOIS Combination, 1917. S^h.p. twin, 3-
speed, clutch, K.S., speedometer, excellent condi-

1; £68.-30. Wellington Ed., Charlton. S.E.7. [2170

EA-FEAXCIS 1920 4h.p., twin J.A.P., 2-.=p6ed, kick-
start, clutch, tax paid, cost £135. perfect condi-

1;. great bargain, £80.-113. Greenvale Ed., Eltham,
[1552

E-.\.-FRANCIS (Xov., 1914), Canoelet sidecar,
splendid order throughout, lamps, tools, spare

in and sprocket: £75.—Dr. Evans, Beckington.
ih. [2040

EA-FRANCIS 3',l.h.p. Twin, 3-speed, clutch, kick
start, original enamel, in excellent condition.—

land, Brae-Side, Buxton Old Rd., Macclesfield.
shu-c. [8495

|15 Lea-Francis, 3>{,h.p. twin J.A.P., 2-speed,
' clutch, kick starter, electric lamps, splendid
iition; £65, or ofler.—Cates, 15, St. Pancras,
ihester. [2291

5.4-FRAXCLS 1920 Slih.p., with Gloria sidecar,
M.A.G. engine, just overhauled, a bargain, licence

1; £95 for quick sale.—Barker, Grocer, 32, Lynd-
;t Rd., Burnley. [2090

JA-FEAXCrS 1920. —Three shop-soiled models.
as makers' specification, at bargain prices of

D each lor cash only.—Mebes, 156, Gt, Portland
\V.l. 'I'houe: Langham 2230. [1573

Levis.
;VIS, Levis, Levis.

JNTLEMAN'S Popular Model, £60; lady's Ponii
lar Model, £60; Model S, 2-speed, haml^'ntfoiyed
'h ,^?°'"^'oediale delivery. Levis specialists and
distributers lor London and district .Spare parts

Hi, "S?"'^ lintlertaken.-Vivian Ilardie and Lane
24, Woodstock St, (off O.xford St.), Bond St~

[0384
tlAXS of Eeoding have nil Levis models in stofk

[0483

r^n^ W eymouth.-Levis 1921 models in strck-^^°-
[0554

n^? "v"?' n '" s'<wlt--John Aldrich and Co.,iusb. .^orlollt. |.Qgjj

T,St ^'?,''^'''''o-
"«»«'<' •nu'" sellj, £31.-136, Dal-mally Ed., Croydon. . . [1922

ns 21i.h.p. 2.speed; £30, sound—Apply, 381a0xbndge Rd., Acton, W.3. "

[1979
CIS. 1921 2.speed, HJl. clutch
stock.— Gibb, Gloucester..

15 L-^vis, perfect condition
Dowaman Ed.. Well Hall

£68; from
[0442

i3K paid; f30.— 5,
S.E.9. [137^

ns Motdr Cycle, new December last, fittle used

SEq"* Phon'"- ^i't.- £45.-C^ Hyde, Mot"ing:
S).t,.9. Phone : Lee Green 500. [1944

'. Sole. 1920 2<Ab.r. Levi,, new condition withipeedorneter and all complete; price £'i";_i.'
Kore. Cycle Agent, (Ixfoltl. [i562

10 Levis Poptilar 2i',h.p., excellent condition inevery respet. Lamps, footboards, etc.; f so -3^
ood Ed., Woodford, E.18. [1703
78.-S<ilc Wni.*aU. agents; epccinl exchange and
aeterrej i.ayment terms; immediate delivery —
»', Walsall Garage, Walsall, [2423
'IS 2^:,h.p. 2,speed, engine overhauled by maker=
epamted Levis colours, tax paid; best otfpr
!.—>orn5, TolDot, Mere, Wilt.--, [1455'

iXD New 1921 2i',h.p. Levis, 2 speeds and
ilutch. in stock at £68.—Walbro Motor Cvcic

'

Llgh St., Saffron V\alden. 'Phone; 45. [l"742

;

itock, 1921 Levis, £60. Good wine needs no
ash. Null sed.-Sole agents. The IJeadinglev
and Engineering Co., Ltd., 18, St. .Michael's

Leeds. Phone : Headingley 480. [0494

L.M.C,
C, 3i.h.p., 1920, 3-spced, clutch, kick starter
IS makers' specifications^ shop-soiled only at
a price of £85 for cash only.—See below."

'

i;V.rt'y''''H
IS^O'-S-^Pjed. clutch, kick starter,

Itted Henderson Bl sidecar, apron, lamps etc
0; exceptional bargain for cash only. — See

p., 6h.p^, 1920 suspension- frame model, Hen-lerson Bl sidecar apron, screen, speedometer
|S new (done under 200 miles; £125 for ca=hSee below. "

!:• ^^iP" ^^^°- .1 speeds, clutch, kick startera makers specifications, shop-soiled only- at
m'"i'7

°' ^1°5 lor cash only; also suspensionmode. £10 extra.-IUebes, 156. Ct. Portland
1. Phone: Langham 2230. ri572l

THE
SOURCE

OF MOTOR
CYCLE BARGAINS

BURLINGTON'S
THIS WEEK'S LIST

including the bargain you have hxn
looking for.

I02r CALTHORPE, J. A. P. Eiilield CTT C
2-speed gear and kick-starter 3611 O
i92r CALTHORPE, c-strokc, light ilO
weight, 2,} h. p. .. .. '' »IO GNS.
1921 CALTHORPE Combination! 1 nC
Sturmey-.'ircher 2-speed, kick- ' WO
starter, dynamo lighting, new ., GNS.
1921 WOLF, Model D., 4 h.p.,Black-
burne engine, S.A.. 3-specd, clutch
and kick-starter, Brampton fork*, fl -I A
Amac carburetter, new dCrl lU
I92r DIAMOND VILLIERsi 2; h.p.
2-spced, 2-5ti-okc, cliilcb and kick- "JQ
starter, new I O GNS.
1021 WOLF, Model D.'Combiuatioii'.
4 h.p. Blackburnc eiigijic, Sturniey-
Archcr 3-spccd gear box. Burlington
sidecar. Lasting windscreen, all fi /I r
accessories, tax paid .. 36 1 ^O
1920 GOULSON-B, 4 h p., i-spceil.
spring frame, very fast and com- fQA
fortable machine 360U
1920 PRIORY, 2j h.p., 2-strokc', rCA
.-\rdcn engine. Lamps, Horn, etc. 360U
1920 SCOTT, Sports model, 2-specd, C'tnn

1910 TRIUMPH Combination, com- fi QA
plete with electric lighting .

.

36 I OU
The above are all in stock.,

ready for immediate service

WE ARE AGENTS FOR
F.N., B.S.A.,-WOLF. SCOTT. VTRUS
EDMUND, UNIBUS, DOUGLAs'
TRIUMPH. DIAMOND, CALTHORPe'
NEW IlMPERIAL, etc., md can deiWe^

immediately.

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS
Convert your Clutch into foot <x)

loell as hand control. A neat pedal
which an amateur can fit easily and
quickly converts the standard
machine into foot and hand opera-
tive clutch model. Price, 4/-

Poslase, 4d.

THE

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.
7, South Side, Clapham Common,

London, S. W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.

'Grams :

"Burlington Motors, Clapham."
(50 yards from Clapham Common Uiiitrgrotini

Station),

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
LincoIn>Elk.

4^'"'^; Lincoln-Elk Combination, 2-spced, clutch, kick

^n ??,' ^2?'' Biinlops, in excellent order; £42;i0.—
Miller, 151, Kingston Ed., Teddington. [1339

4.A''.p. Lincoln-Elk. 2.speed, kick start, ne-iy condition,

-^f licensed lor sidecar; cost £70: best over £40;
exchanges.-lo. Plover St., Hackney Wick. [2043

JVlarlow.

TlTAnLOW-TILLIEIiS 1921 Brand New 2?J]i.p., fiy-

T ''^'i'''''
'""K-- Beautiful machine, only £50; also

Levis 1920. very little u<ed, with nil accessories and
tax raid; £50.—Carey. Old Botley. Oxford. [1478

iMajtin.
\T.\RTfNS.—Immediate delivery from stock.—Gilard
-J^ Motor Agency, 209, Butherglcn Ed., Glasgow

[8541

Martinsyde.
-1Q20 Martinsyde Combination, fully equipped; 129
-'-•J BUS.-23, Biockenhurst Gardens, Mill Hill. [1337

]l/rARTIXSYDE Combination, 1920, brand new 6h.p.
-i'-«- tinn; bargain, £150.—Fleming, Amblecote Garage,
.'-tourt.ridi.'e. [9231

M.-\R.TINSTDE Combination, standard £160, de
luxe £215; catalogue on request.-The Moreton

'aiage, 2, llorcton Terrace Mews, Pimlico, S.W. [1855

MATCHLES3.
Matchless.

M

1 Q J
Combinations, any model from stock or in lew

--«.' days. Gradual payments can now be arranged
Lvery outlit personally tested by the Matchlesi
specialists. Spares of all dates in stock.—J. Tassell
DIoorofleia lid., Plumstead. 15374

^174.— Miitclilcss Combinations.

I
Q20 Brand Xew H2 Models offered ..t this price-t'-' owing to cancelled e.'iport order, fpnre wheel ond

'-'-i? R°'; "',{? "'I^" *2/12; makers' lull guarantee.
-Tassell, la. lllcomSeld Rd., riumsteod. [6793
TULIAN'S of Heading liava all Mntchlees models in
'J slock. [0480
puCKEELXG, Shrewsbury.-Agent for Matchless:
-« "lvii;inic model in stock. [1954
ATATCHLESS 1921 Combination.' il.A.G.; £205,
-1-'-^ Irom stock.—Gibb, Gloucester. [0443

ATCHLESS, J..-V.P. engine, few parts missing; £17.
-Lrlwarde-. 277, Canil,erwell Ed., S.B. [2176

\rA'f- "^^''^ ^'ic. Combination, lino condition,
^'-L licence; £120.-8, Bidborcugh St., King's Cross.

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, shop-soiled only laxXi/ paid; £180.—Wright's Garage, Saflron W'alden.
lel. ; 16. [2304

i

TVf-^'^'i^'ii'-ESS 1920 n Electric C.B. Combination,
, , u^° >'v''^;P;

1^21 l'^'"' perfect; £150.-54,
i oval Hd., :\fortlake. ' [X2972
Tl/fATCHLESS Combination, 1914, 7-9h.p. .f.A 1> cn-
,.'7 ^,'J"':

^'"'"^ °'"1": £60.-0n view Surrey Jlotois,
Ltd., IJigh St., Sutton, [1349

"jV.rATCHLESS victory Model, lamps, iom,- Tan-Sad.^Ti ,„oi3, „„,re tyres: iiny trial.-33, Gt, -n-indmill
M.. Hayrj-ariet, London, [1338
1021 Matchless, Magdyno lighting, brand new,
;rr ^r ",'^'^1 ,-.

,""'^*^'--*''f-''
•
owner mnst sell; £188 —

41, Madrid Hd., Barnes, S.W. [8928

IVr'^'J^il^*''',*^.,,^"'"'''?',^''"''' °^". '" -tock. Iroin

1 » mil i',®^J- ?""?'',;., £205.-Shefl3eld Agent,
.1. A. Stacey. 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0574
ATATCHLK5S 1920 8h.p. Combination, dvnamo llght-
'

, -. '"h -^i'«5'l°'n«*e''- spare wheel, etc., perfect; £150
-.J.S., 38, Emgsley Ed., Palmer's Green, N.13. [935'7

T Q20 Matchless, Magdyno, completely equipped
-«-t' unscratched; exchange for Triumph or lightl
weight and cash.-90, Crofton Park Hd., S.E.4. [2023

"ItTATCHLESS. 1918, completely equipped insured 13-L'X months, tax paid, peil'ect condition; £125 —Call or
write, Wellanu, Hillside, Eserton Ed.. South Norwood

ri446
MATCHLirSS, late 1920, Model H2, dynamo light-

ing, fully equipped and as new, buying car- after
5 p.m.; £195.-85, West End Ed., Southall, Midc^Iesex!

[1999
MATCHLESS-jr.A.G. Combination, 3 Lucas lighting

sets, wind screen, speedometer, exceptionally fast
and sileni: £110 lowest.—Reeds, 160, Hartfield' RdW imbledcn. [2409
|l/rATCHLE.?S, Matchless. Statchlcss.-Latest 1921
^. model 8h.p. combination, lor immediate delivery

T^Tc". ^^f-^- """^ ^^o^' ^^^- 23 and 24, Woo?:
,
'tocK St., W.l, r0418
]yT-\TC,HLESS, late 1920, M.A.G. engine, eleclrlo
i-'-i light, spare wheel, etc specially tuned, winner

Claph'am Rd'°'l!w'."='
"-"^-'^O; £165.-Nott,^^50,

jlTATCHLESS Combination, 8B model. MAGXTj. economical, all-chain drive, clutch, kick start,
ledometer, tax paid; £100.—Gold, 244, Vauxhalispe ...^., „„^ ,,,,

Bridge Ed., 'Victoria [2000.,,,.. , -. ^^^^^^^« jjiiuKc jvu., Victoria. rpo
lettei's ,.e,...,n« to nUve-tisement, shot.,. ,i,ote t„e number at the ent. o, each nave.isement, and the date of the issue. J,,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

81i.p. Matclilesa Combinntion, V.S. 2-speed, re-enam-
elled, overhauled, new electric lighting set ; cheap

;

offers ivanted.—Payne, 4, Merchiston Ed., Catford.
'Phone; London Wall 623. -. [1967

MATCHLESS Combination SB model, M.A.G., just
re-enamelled and rebnshed by makers, splendid'""

'
'

'

Connell, 41, Vernliam
[1988

condition; any trial; £120.-
Rd., Plurastead Common.

1 Q20-21 Matcliless M.A.G. Combination, Lucas light-
-•-^ ing, horn, speedometer, screen, spare wheel
Intely brand new, licence paid,
Keuningtou Park Bd., S.E.H.

£160.-294.
[1914

LATE 1920 H Model 8h.p. Matchless Combin
M.A.G. engine, Magdyno, spare intevchanj

-p.OC.H.

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, Sh.p. M.A.G.,
dymiino, hood, screen, spare "n^heel and tyre; £150.

—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24^ Woodstock
St., Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 6559. [2260

)ination,
gdyno, spare interchangeable

wheel, etc., as new, guaranteed perfect condition.—
Write "Vicar, 1, Marlborough Rd., Plymouth. [2213

MATCHLESS, Matchless, Matchless.—Greenwich :

"Phone; 751. The leading agent, Sam E. Clap-
ham. Every client reGommends another, hence record
sales every week of this popular combination,

OUR Matchless Service, night or day, is unequalled.
That's why we score. Secret ol our success, satis-

fied clients. Pass your order along. Immediate de-
livery single-seater, 2-seater, or trade outfits. Make
it a Matchless. You will have no cause to regret ,if

the agent is Sam E. Clapham, of Greenwich, always
at your service. Note address.—Write, 'phone, or ca'll

on Sara E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St.,
Greemvich, S.E.IO. [2258

have a 1920 Matchless combination, Mag-
eni^ll mileage, fully equipped, hood, screen,

spare wheel, lugga^r© grid, tax paid; £175.-5, Heath
St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube St-atiou). [1748

MATCHLESS -Model. H2 Combination, equipped witn
Lucas lamps, brand new, £187; would exchange

for 1920 model and cash.^Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[2245
MATCHLESS 1921 Models, immediate delivery,

with or without Magdyno lighting: no waiting:
in stock ready to drive away; at lowest nett prices;
easy payments arranged.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
Olympia, London. [1681

. 3-3peed, clutch, and coach side-
car, anv reasonable offer; new 710x90 Micheliu

covers, R.U. £4/12. S.T. £4/8; -tubes, 15/-; Sankey
wheels, £2/15; carriage paid.—F. Bonner, 1, Bridge-
way, Wembley,- [2290

Model H, dynamo lighting, spare
speedometer, fully licensed and in

absolutely perfect condition, done 2,000 miles, any
trial; £170, or near offer; owner bought car.—Hill,
3, Bedford Rd., West EaJing., [2348

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, hood, screen.
Tan-sad, Klaxon, leg shields, step, electric and

acetylene lighting, all spares, very little used, perfect
condition, tax paid; £150; seen evenings alter 6.-14,
Westville Rd.. Thames Ditton. [1971

1920 Standard Cbmbination, Lucas
Magdyno, Easting wind screen, horn, speedometer,

Binks carburetter, 70 m.p.g., tyres uupuactured, mile-
age 1,500. spares, tools, cost £250, perfect condition;
£r75.—116, Maida Vale, W., by appointment. [1974

MATCHLESS 8B., with 2-seater Montgomery side-

car and back rest for third passenger, electric side

and rear and acetylene head lamps, spare parts, covers,

and tubes, tax paid, excellent condition; £110.—J.W.H.,
The Haven, St. James'f Ed., Sutton. Surrey. [1326

MATCHLESS I921.-Delivery from stock- of this

famous combination ; your present machine can
be taken as part payment; oui" extended payment
terms are also at your disposal.—Authorised City
agents, Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0067

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practi

cally designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce
on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for

cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied;
all spates in stock.—J ones' Garage, Muswell Hill.
N.IO, aJid at Woodside Parade, North Einchley. [0381

2-seater body, EI»re-
gdyno, electric lamps

and horn, handle-bar watch, speedometer, spare wheel
and tyre, spring cushion on carrier, hood, leg shields.
sidecar step, luggage grid, tools, etc., tax paid, fully
insured to Februnrv, 1922, perfect condition ; photo-
graphs sent; £200.—Box 651, c/o The Motor Cycle.

iX2869

^Ih.p. Matchless,

MATCHLESS,
wheel, screen.

1YrATCHLESS_

-I Q21 Matchless M.A.G., Outfit,
--«> met rear screen, Lucas Magdyno,

Maxim.
MAXIM-DALM. Dec., 1920, 3h.p., 2-stroke, abso-

lutely new, Amac carburetter, E.I.C. mag., Albion
2-epeed, Hutchinson tyres, accessories, £52; ditto with
clutch, kick start, £58/10.-224, PentonviUe Rd., Lon-
don, N.l. [429?

Metro.
JMetro-Tyler, beautiful condition, all acces-

sories; £45. — 163, Davenport Rd., Catford,
[2027

1Q20
_L t.. Si

S.E.6.

B4;

FULLY EQUIPPED

REBUILT

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES.
As nearly like new as it is

possible to make them, con-
sisting of the pick of the ex-
Government machines, and
50% new parts, including
NEW Carburetter, NEW
tyres, NEW belt, NEW chain,
etc., etc. Complete with full

equipment of NEW acces-
sories, including lamps, horn,
bags, tools, etc., all ready for
the road.

2f h.p. 2-speed,

£65
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-start and

clutch,

£85
4 h
tion

. 3-speed k.s. Combina-
, with brand new Sidecar
in Douglas Saxe blue,

£105
Guaranteed for 3 months.

Each machine rebuilt in our
own extensive up-to-date
works,newly stove enamelled,
replated tanks In maker's
colours.

We have sold over 400 re-

built machines in the past
six months, and have large
stocks still for disposal.

Delivery from Stock. Trade supplied.

Cash or Deferred Payments.

All provincial and trade enquiries to :—

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.
London Office: 50, Pall Mall.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE.

Minerva,

MINERVA S^/^Ii.p., m.o.v., good tyres, runs e
didly, licensee!; £13/15.-1, Ebner St., Wi

worth.
f

Monarch.
1 Q20 Monarch-Villiers 2-stroke. a-speed, X.P.,A*' tax paid, lamps, hnrn, etc.; any test or in
tion, practically new; £47.-371. Earlsfield
London, S.W. ,

[

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, e.'icellent cond

several new pnrts; £10 cush.—34, MalUnson
Clapham Jnnction.

New Hudson.
JULIANS of Reading have all New Hudson mod

stock.

Oih.p. New Hudson, lamps, horn, pump, firs
-^4 condition J any trial; £38.—" Eairholme," Co
Newbury.

6 h.p. Twin New Hudson 1916 Combination, tho
order and condition, any trial; £85.-52.

church iSt., Ipswich.

"VTEW HUDSON Motor Cycle, fitted with new
-l-'l gear box; bargain. £23.—Edwardes, 277. Ca
well Hd., S.E.

~

TWIN New Hudson, sidecar, 3-speed, good
tion, lamps, Kla.\on, tax ; 60 gns.—Black

Bourne End, Bucks. '"'

2-

05.li.p- New Hudson 4-stroke, 3 speeds, clutch
f^ 4 starter, good condition, tax paid.—Mach*
Priory Pork Rd., Kilburn.

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1914, SVih.p., 2-

exoellent condition, 2 tyres new,, complete
accessories; £75.-7, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 1915, just overhaul
finisired, and made as new by New' Hi

£45.—Best and Lloyd, Ltd., Handsworth. Bi:

ham. [!

NEW HUDSON, 4h.p., countershaft, 3-speed, 2
sidecar, fully equipped, licensed, guarant

new botlX- mechanically and appearance; £100.
High Rd., East Finchley. [

NEW HUDSON, 4h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds,
equipped, licensed, splendid solo or .

machine; 38 gns.—Clapham Motors, High St.,

ham. 'Phone : Latchmere 4290.

IQIS New Hndson Combination, electric li;

-i-^ hooa, screen, tools, spare belts tubes, accuir
overhauled. 2 new tyres.—Spalding. Redholm, Collet

Dulwich, S.E. Tel.; Sydenham 639.

NEW HUDSON J 916 4h.p., 3 speeds, counre
clutch, kick start, fully equipped, unuse

years, just overhauled by makers, perfect throu
deposit.—Box 4,360, c/o T}u: Motor Cycle.

NEW HUDSON 4h.p., 1915, 3-«pee<i, clutch,

cum-belt. countershaft, flluminium foot

lamps, horn, etc., new appearance, very fast,

top condition; barg.rm, £49/10; first cheque se:

Andrews, Yoxford, Suffolk.

NEW HLTDSON Lightweights, all models, on
- Popular, 50 gns.; de luxe. 65 gns.; Ace, 7

Spares tor 2i^ih.p., 3V»h.p., apd 6h.p. machines s

Catalogues and any information by return

Hndson Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Rd.. Holbo™,

New Imperial.

I

Motor Cycle.

NEW IMPERIAL Agents.—Lightweights and
parts in stock.—Crow Bros., Guildford.

-|Q16 2%h.p. Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, lamps;
! -Lt/ licence paid.— 1, Bellingham Terrace, Ca
I

IIQIS New Imperial-Jap 23ih.p., S^speed, eq
i-V licensed, any trial; £37.-174,- High St., 1

1 Q20 (Dee.) New Imperial 2?;;h.p., 2^=pecd, e;

i-U condition, as new; £55.—M., The Grange. ]

Finchley. N.J.

1Q20 New Imperial. 2 speeds, complete with

XtJ and horn, good condition; £57.—Box C, 71

St., Highgate.

10 21 New Imperial Lightweight, countershal

X.U kick starter, 250 miles only; S73/10.—(
Motories, Horton St., Halifax.

LATE 1919 2«lh.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2
licence paid. July equipped, and perfect

£53.—Mayes, 32, Chatham St.. Leicester.

"1 Ckl7 ^3<h.p. New Imperial-Jap. 2-speed, K.S.I

Xf/ used, equal to new, expert examination wep

tax paid; 49 gns.—Hoselea, Blenheim Rd., St.
'

-I ft 20 New Imperinl-Jap Combination, fully ed

it/ only run 1,200 miles, perfect condition, 1

insurance paid; cost £200, sell £140.-Macintosh.|

Hill, Cambridge.

1 020-21 New Imperial, 6h.p. J. -A. P., de In;

X«7 bination, electric light, wind screen "

feet condition, tyres as new; £155.-45,
Gardens, Barnes.

Sh.p. New Imperi.ll, new; £96.-Box 4,382,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

:X Ctmibiuntion 1914, 5-sreed, chain drive, electric

lighting, all opcessories nnd spates, recently com-

[y renovated; £65.-Cope and Sons, Upper Hj»g'|^

Birmingham. [1363

p. Ees, 3 speeds, hand clutch, 1920 coachbuilt side-

car, -hood, screen, luggage grid, tyres good, me-
ioally perfect; £75, or exchange lower power.—

sy, Eugby. [X3048

p. Eex Combination, fully equipped, £29 spent re-

cently, splendid machine for hard vvork: any trial;

tax paid oirner bought car.—Clifton, back 62,

i Kd., Bristol. [X2985

ilX Late 1914 eii.p. Twin Combination. 2-i*ater

C.Tt.. well ;pning sidecar, splendid condition all

3, tax paid, reodv for immediate u?e, any trial

i; £65.—blimp-^n,' 7, PLineas Pett Rd.. Eltham.
). [1456

!X 19-14 5-6h.p. Twin, S'-epeed, clutch, footboards.

Iniiipy, etf.. IJot.ch waterproof mag., perfect run-
order, -mart appearaute. speedy, tax paid, owner

r.ni>roid: leal i>arg;iin, £46,10; first che<iUO secures.

dr^ws, Yoxford, Suffolk. [1384

SX 1914 8h.p. C.E. ComMnation, 2-seat6r sidecar,

3-speed countershaft, clutch, kick start, all chain
i, JJos.-h. new Binks, I'UUon seat, lamps ond horn,
running order, thoroughly overhauled; trial 4 up;

-152. Perkhain Park Ed., 3.E. (1778

Rex'Jap.
.p. T.'rx-.Jap Motor Cycle, in jierfect going order:
exchange less .power, connterjihalt prelerred.—B.
low, Allington,^ Grantham. [2287

,p. Combination, Eex-,Tap, ea.sy fitting Premier side-
cm, sr-reen. F.R.S. lanipa, Lucas horn, uiirrnr.

lometi r, I'ilHon, 3-speed box. clutch, Bosch; bargain.
or ex'-hange cash ;ind IiKhtweisht.— 16, Eastover.

gWHter. [1519

f" Roc.
30 4h.p.. 3-?pecd gear, clutch, excellent order,
£13. less front tyre; sidecar, £7.-63, Gloucester
Camden Town. [2004

Rover.
rilAXS of Reading have 75m.p.h. Eover mo«leI in

stock. (0585

.p. Rover Machiu.i, uuridden; £95.—Box 4,383. c'o
The Motor CycU. [2274

111. p. Rover. 1919. with Grindlay sidecar; £120.
—Bartan, 35, Queen Victoria Rd., Coventry.

fX2936
IVER Twin Combination, new; £148.'10: exchange
con:>idered.—Kveson. WoUescote. Stourbridge,

ri53?
1
14 Rover 3-specd Coachbuilt Combination

;

£52, 10.—3haw. .Jeweller, Wellington Salop.
1X2989

— 1914 S'l'h.p. Bover. 3-speed clutch, spleudi'l

iiiiiiiini; order.-King, Egrove Eanii, Oxford.
[X29R0

20 3';b.p, Hcver Combination, fully eqnipptd.
tax paid, practically new; £120.-114, Brixton

[2202

VER 3','jh.p., 5-8peed hnb. wicker sidcMr. over-

ul&l. everv accessory; £50.-16. London Rd,.
I)own->.- [1625

Rover Combination, fully equipped, screen,
lug^ag'! grid, magnificent outfit; £86.—37,

igton Rd.. Surbiton. [1876

MBIN'ATIOX. Rover, 1921. only done 300 miles.
1 iric lighting, tax paid; £130; offer.—Crimes.
iton Place, Bond St., W.l. [2332

T.R Combination. 1919. mileage 634, 5-6h.p.
.I.A.P. engine, speedometer. lamps, horn, Easting.

-14, Pevoashire Rd.. Forest Hill, S.E.13. [1602

19 T.T. 3'-ai.P- Rover, now fitted X.S.TJ. gear.
liiti^h. Firing Middleton sidec.'ir; critical inspec-

nvii^d; £65.-44, Finchley Rd., WestclifE-on-Scn
[1624

VKR 3'-jh.p. Combination, c.b. sidecar, 3 speeds.
"'.s.. lumps, horn, nnd accessories, perfect 4on-

jiwt overhauled ; nearest £70.—Collins, Fore St..

[1324

k'CR, 3''>h.p., 1920 toirring model. 3 speeds.
fUitch, kick starter, shop-soiled only, as makers'
ications; at bargain price of £100 for cash only,
below.

VER. T.T.. Philipson pulley, shop-soiled oniv. as
pei makers' specification?: at bargain price o(
for cash onlv: 1920 mode!.—Mebe>. 156. Gt.
ud St.. W.l. 'Phone: Langhnm 2230. ' [1574

EE 5-6h.ii. Combination, like new, 3-3peed
c.iunterr-baft. kick st:trter, hand nnd foot clutoh.
nnpuni turcd; best ofier.—7, Hampton St., Wal-
S.E.17. [1687

NK WHITWORTH, Ltd..' cf Birmingham", re-

commends the chain drive 3-3peed 3'-jh.p. Rover
5 as one of the best value machines in the trade.
ry from jtock.- [X2897
-TtIR Motor Cycles.-Place your order with an
official agent, the man who rides a Rover; im-
te delivery; hire-purchase if desired.—Coilard.
Garage. Shifnal. r2634

OF
READING

THE FINEST
SELECTION
IN ENGLAND
1921 A.J.S. (:o)nl)ina(ion £215

1921 NORTON IVF £98

1921 NORTON IC.H .. £132

1921 NORTON Big Four £135

1921 LEVIS £60

1921 LEVIS, Iwo-spced.. £68

1921 TRIUMPH, nil inodcls.

1921 FRANCIS-BARNETT
85 gns.

1921 ROVER, 7.0 m.p.h. £100

1921 ARIEL, 3\ li.p £100

1921 O.K 48 gns.

1921 MATCHLESS,
Mng-Dyno, very

small mileage,

complete 180 gns.

1921 HUMBER, 4i
h.p., lajiips, etc.,

mileage 2,000 . . 95 gns.
or with Spoils

Sidecar 110 gns.

1921 CEDOS, special

247 c.c. two-sp.

machine as new,

very fast 50 gns.

1921 MORGAN Dc Luxe £240

MATCHLESS.
still a few brand new 1920 Miitchless

combinations at iE1T4-. Write for

particulars.

JULIAN'S,
84, Broad Street,

READING.
THONE: 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

HOLLIDAT Bros, have three 1920 (July) i'Ah-V-
Hover combinations for fale; vrhat oSers?

—

HnlliJay Bros.. 20 Queen St.,, Hammersmitli, 'W.S.

'Plione: Hammersmith 1944. [1768

ROVER, SV'h.p., lata countershalt model, £65; or
with Milllord sidecar, £82.—Li;ht Car and Motor

Cvcle Engineering Co., 26. Tulsc Hill, S.W.2 (,«. minuto
m Brixton Skatins Rinil. [1722

ROVER 1921 Model, 3-speed countershaft, S^^b.p.,

all-chain drive, all accessories, ridden about 100
miles: £95.—Richmond Park Garage. 110, ITtiper

Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. Thone : Pntnej
2622. , [2307

Royal Ruby.
PICKERING, Shrewsbury.—Agent for Royal RubJ:

exchangee arranged. [1957

ROYAL RUBY Sports Model; 80 gns.; in stock.—
.John Aldrich and Co., Diss. [0630

1 Q20 Rovnl Ruby Combination, guaranteed perfect,

-l^ as now; £135.-179, Torridon Ed.. Cotfoid.
[1466

1Q19 2iih.p. Boj-al Ruby, fully equipped, tax paid;

X*J £40—Garage, Ellenboroujrh Motor Works, Ellen-

tiOrougU Ed., Wood Green, 1^,22. £1416

ROYAL EUBY 1920 8h.p. Combination, tai paid,

full in.iurance; any trial ; fully CQUippcd; cxcMnga
lnver power, or sell flSO.-Daniels, Lougbton, Bletcliley,

liufks.

,

[1'36

Rudge.
Olh.ii. Rudgo Multi. 1921, brand new, unused: £79.
02 —Bo.t 4,379, c:o Iht Motor Cycle. [2270

RDDGE Multi 5-6h.p. C.B. Combination, 1920, nil

c.n.-Li:e Xewmiin, Portland St., Brighton. [1533

1 Q21 Eudte Slulti: £85.—Morris* and Co.. TM..
i-iJ 139, Kiaihloy Ed., Swiss Cottage, N.W.3. [1496

RrUGE, I.O.M., late 1919, splendid condition, full

cnnipment; £67.-Rayner, 1, Baker St., Sheffield.

[X2951
RunGE Multi, excellent condition, fully etiulpped,

milcagi 11,000.—Jackson, Electricity Works, Llan-

dudno. .
[1656

RUDGE Multi, 3'-.li.p., overhauled, in perfect con-

dition throughout; £45.—Gray'3 Girage, Wat-
lord. [2152

RUDGE Multi. 1914 excellent condition. lamps, fast:

bargain, £45.—Latham, 114, Junction Rd. Hieli-

catc. (1924

1 Of Rudge Multi, perfect order, speedometer. Lucas
!.«/ lamps: £46; tax paid.—25, Park Av., Golders

Grten. [1377

1Q20 Eudt-e Multi 3;^.p. I.O.M.: £65; seen after

•7 6 30 or .'^iturduy afternoon.—41, Cavendish Ed.,

Brondt-bury, X.W. 1^2397

1 Q20 Rude'c Multi, 3i/.h.p., perfect condition, mile-

l.*y ape 500; £65 casn, no offers.—C. Gibson, 19,

Queen -s Gate, .S.W. [1851

1Q21 I.O.M. RudSe and Sporting Sidecar, complete,
A«7 lamps, cti-.. tax paid; bargain, £100.—Norris,
Talbot, Mere. Wilt-. (1154

RUDGE Multi, late 1919, fully equipped, like new,

registered; £65; wanted, lightweight.-Bergholt,

High St., Harpcnden. [17U

RUDGE, hand dutch, new belt, lamps, good tyres,

thoroughly overhauled, tax paid; £33.-6, Bolden

St., St. .Johns, Deptford. [1323

1 O20 Eudge Multi Combination, 5-6h.p., electric light-

Xu ins, speedometer. Easting wind screen; £95.-6,
Bulgauak Ed., Thornton Heath. [1661

RUDGE 1916 3Kh.p.. varinblo gear, sloping tank,

thorouehlv good order: £45; any trial given.—Snod-
cra^s?, 18. Junction Ed., , Brentwood. [1799

RUDGE Multi Combination. 1915, 3>'jh.p., excellent

condition, little us;d, fully equipped; £68.-5,
Harold Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19. [2079

£45, no offers.—1913 Eudge. Mabon pear, cano Canoe-
let sidecar. Cameo, perfect condition.—Smith.

36, Frederick Place, Plumstead, S.E.18. [1600

L.\TE 1920 Rudce ^fulti, Sl-l.h.p., sloping tank, road-

ster with peflal starter, iullv equipped, tax paid;

£65 or nearest.—F. Ward, 13, Pond Rd., Egham.
[1500

RUDGE. 1915, 3i/.h.p., solo machine, absolutely per-

reiT, equiniJed. licensed : 28 gns.a—Clapham
Motoij High St., Clapham. 'Phone : Latchmere 4290.

(2147

RUDCE Un\li 3'Ah.p.. T.T.. pedal starter, brand
r.ew : immediate deliverv from stock at makei-s"

latest reduced price, £85.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite

Olympia, London. • [1675

3ih.p. Eudge Multi Combinatioa. black and gold
2 iinish, fullv equipped, tax paid, in daily use. real

ood cutflt. private owner; £65,—Harris, Blooiniield ltd..

Harpeuden, Herts. , (1480

CLUTCH Model Budge Multi Jlotor Cycle for Sale,

excellent condition. 3>{h.n.; £45, or exchnnpe
ighter 22ah.p. cycle.—Harold bcotr, Providence Ed..

Viewoley, Middlesex. [1546

RUDGE Multi. I.O.M. T.T.. I<)20, clutch model,

pedal starter, lamps and gener;. u.'.'. original tyres,

SI mileage 1.000. sidecar tax paid; £65.- Ificks. 32, Lena

'Gardens, Hammersmith. [2419

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B45
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

n 020 Rudge Multi S'/ah-P., T.T., I.O.M., witt Canoe-
-*-t/ let Minor sidecar, in perfect condition, mileage
nbmit 1,000, tax paid; any trial; £85.—Shorrock, 6,
Victoria St., Morecambe. [1900

1 Q20 I.O.M. Endge Multi, lin. belt, large Miller
-*-*^ lajnp set. Klaxon, knee-grips, all tools, year's
licence paid, perfert order; £e9.—Groves, 10, St.

Simon's At., Putney. 'Phone: Putney 1162. [1666

Scott.

SCOTT, 1910, mechanically perfect, tax, and all on;
' offers.—Sowerby, Beelsby, Grimsby. [1537

1 Q20 Scott Combination, hardly used, as new; price
J-tf £110.—Sa, LoTver Grosvenor Place, S.W.I. [1516

SCOTT 1915 Combination, sood condition througli-
' out; £60.-19, Victoria Parade, Muswell Hill.

[1895
SCOTT Motor Cycle, mirror, adjustments required;

£30 to clear.—19, Streatley Ed., Kilburn.
[2062

SCOTT 3?4h.p., 1921, from stoclr, £130; or wim
Watsonian sidecar, £152/10.—Gibb, Gloucester,

(0445

1 Q14 Scott Combination, just thoroughly overhauled,
J-*^ tyres and appearance excellent; £75. or offer.—
Gumoy, Eurnham-ou-Sea. [1483

SCOTT, 1914, 2 speeds, with sidecar, good running
order, bat needs a little attention; £52/10.—

Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [2187

1Q19 Scott Combination, small mileage, eiiares,
.i-t/ lamps, horn, good condition, tax paid; bargain,
f 100.—Staite, Eadlord, Leamington. [X2538

SCOTT 3Kh.p., overhaul by makers for 1920 season
costing over £45, complete new lamps and hooter,

tax paid; £85.-10, Sonwrsby St., Grimsby. [2067

1 0201,^ Scott, lamps, horn, tox paid, Degory, done
i-'J abont 500 miles, £80; also Binks earburetter,
£2/2.—Doody, Oastle Foregate. Shrewsbury. [1471

SCOTT Combination, good condition and appearance,
all accessories, Amae automatic, spares; £50, or

near offer.—Seal, 14, Woodend, Sutton. Surrey. [1786

SPOETIJSTG T.T. Scott. lat« model, lamps, good tyres,

discs, long exhaust; reid bargain, guaranteed per-

fect, £45. tas paid.—89, East Hill. Wandsworth. [2049

SCOTT Combination, 1915-16. gears and engine tbor-
oughly overhauled new Palmer tyres; any trial;

£70.—E. Olieesman 9, Wilson St., York Ed., Wands-
worth. [2357

1 Q20 Scott, complete with everything, mileage
-i-*' 1.100. enamel good, just overhauled by makers,
climb anything; £85.—H. Foxcroft, 85, Beaconsfield
St., Bolton. [1894

SCOTT Sports Model. 1920. 2-speed gear, slightly

shop-soiled, and unused; at 5E130.—Burlington
Motors. Ltd.. South Side. Clapham Common. S.W.4
'Phone: Brixton 2417. [0510

SCOTT 1920 3%h.p,. excellent condition, complete
toolkit, Lucas lamps. Ace discs, Sin. Palmer cords,

horn etc.. licence paid. Uttle used; bargain at 80 gns.
9, IWonnment Ed., Wigan, [2088

SCOTT 1920% Combination, semi-T.T. bars. Binks
carburetter, lamps, horn, tools, Cowey trip

speedometer, Euk easy starter. Easting wind screen,
Tan-Sad pillion, long exhaust, handle-bar muffs, tax
for year, perfect condition; owner taken pride in
machine, but has car on order; seen Brighton; £135
Box 4.386. c/o The Motor Cycle. [2278

Singer,

SIJIGEE, SV.h.p., clutch model, any trial; £28,
132, High Ed,, East Pinchley. [X2947

I ft 14 2V'b.p. T.T. Singer, 2-speed, fast, reliable±U £24/10.—Sliaw. Park St.. Wellington Salop.
[X2988

SINGEE 2iAh.p., good order, fast, recently ennmelled,
fully equipped, registered; £28; seen week-end.—

Foard. Joyce Green Hospital, Dartford. [1623

MCINTOSH'S Racing Singer. 276 c.c, capable of
over 60 miles per hour. 2-speed gear; £45.

—

Smith's. 86. Chalk Farm Ed., opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station. Hampstead 2767. [0609

SINGER aVjb.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed
countershaft, kick start, clutch, speedometer,

lamps, horn, hood, wind screen, re-enamelled ; bargain.
£67.-54, KilUeser Av., Streatham Hill, S.W.2. Day
Hop. 121. [1849

Sparkbrook.

"I
ft 21 2l4h.p. Sparkbfook 2-stroke, the ideal liglit-

X*/ weight, at an ideal price, new; £64. — The
Motorists' Advisory Agency. Ltd.. 89, Wigmore St..
W. [9822

SPAEKBROOK 1920 2'/ih.p.. 2-Bpeeds. as makers'
specification, shop-soiled only; three of these at

the bargain price of £50 each for cash only.—MebPS,
156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230

(1575

Standard.

2 .311. p. British Standard. 2-stroke, 2-spe6d. discs and
4 horn, tax paid; £58.—Whitley. Belmont Crescent

Swindon. [1535

PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED

A sweet, silent drive is only
obtainable with a

Philipson
No gear box friction

No grinding noises.

No wheels or pinions
to chew up

The lightest, speediest, ' and
simplest gear on the market for
direct belt-driven 2-stroke.

The weight of the Philipson
gear complete for VilHers
Mark IV. is - - - - 7ibs 4ozs.

Allow for Villiers pulley- - 21bs, 130ZS.

This is the total weight added
to vour machine - - - 41bs. 7ozs

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Ilhtstraied Booklet.

During the past few weeks the foUow-
ing machines liave been fitted vnVa

PHILIPSON Pulley:

Triumph, Arno
Rover, Rex,
Norton, B.S.A.,
Douglas, James,
Singer, L.M.C,
Bradbury, Lincoln Elk,
Ariel, N.U.T.-Jap,
Swift, Humber.
Abingdon, N.S.U.,
IVlinerva, Peugeot,
Precision, Rudge,
Matchless, Quadrant,
Evy Precision, Alldays,

Villiers Mark iV.,

and nunnerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write us.

REDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carriag:

Paid

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 40 yearsJ

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
-Sun.

"I Q21 Sun-Vitesse, 2-speed, lamps, horn, lie
J-*' paid, as new; nearest £70 secures. — Pi
Canon St., Taunton.

[j

SUN-VILLIEES 2i,^li.p., splendid condition,
used, recently ovefhanled : must aell ; accept £3:

all on.—46, Incbmery Ed., Catford, S.E.6. [

SUN-J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin Combination, late 191
speeds, kick start, C.B. sidecar, just overha

complete, licence paid, sacrifice through death; £
Fairhurst, behind 63, Standisheate, Wlgan.

[

E,

S
19

Sunbeam.
KICKHAM for Sunbeam, sole agent for Bi
and district,—Stokes Croft, Bristol.

UNBEAM 1921 3V;h.r., immediate delivery;
price.-Wiggins and SonsT Romsey, Hants.

21 3V2I1.P. Sunbeam7 unnsed, Tvith Dunhills .pp(
sidecar; ileo.—Coffin, Holirell, Sherborne.

1 Q16 5^,^b.i). Sunbeam and accessories, Qe new;X»/ —Bounds' Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilburn,

GIFT.—1916 Sunbeam combination, 3V.h.p.,
order, soxind; £95.—Potts, Biddulph, Cong

SPOUTING Sunbeam in Stock, 145 gns.: sta
3>2ii-p. Suubeam, 146 gns.—Cross, Agent. R

ham. ' "

"I Q19 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., electric lig
JL«^ tax, insurance; £180.—Wright, 2, Park
Hugby. [3

3ih.p. Sunbeam, lat« 1920, complete, lite new,
2 car, lamps, wind screen; £160.—Watts, Rose

Lydney.

2^h.p. Sunbeam, fully equipped, Tan-sad, tax
4 guaranteed as new.— Write, Byke, Tol-

Milborne Port.

"\T7AUCH0rE',S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E
V> sy^h.p Sunbeam, new 1,921, just delivered
£155/8;" easy terms.

SUNBEAM 3>$h.p. Combination, 1916, electric

ing, speedometer, new lamps; £95.—H;iriiso

Ecclestou Sil., S.W.i.

SUNBEAM 3V>h.p., 1914, le-enamelled ; best
' £78; evenings.-120, Marlborough Flats

St., Chelsea, S W.3.
"

"I Q 1 5 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, eauipped, ta;

-1^ splendid condition; given away at £88.-
deu, Maybell Av., Blackpool.

"I
Q19 5V-'h.p. Sunbeam, lamps, horn, tax pai

A-tJ condition, ride 60 miles to purchaser; £
Fortuncgate Rd,, Harlesden, N.W.

SUNBEAM 31/Ji.p. Combination, all acccssorii

and in.<urauc6 paid, perfect;, any trial; d

Mason, 39, Pnlewell Park, East Sheen.

1 Q21 SV'h.p. Sunbeam Combmation m stock :

J-I/ mediate delivery; makers' list price.—J.

and Co., 52-54, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I.

SUNBEAM 8b. p. Combination; delivery here
works : would take -Triumph or other goo<

in part.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone.

"I Q21 Sunbeam, biggest Lucas lamps, Klaxo]
XtJ March, mileage 700, everything perlert,

to March, 1922; £145, offers.-81, Manor L,in

S.E.

1 020 Sunbeam -Combination, 3V2h,p., Eastin
XJ/ screen, lamps, Cowey speedometer, horn,

lent running order; £140.— 2a, Bickenhall Ma
W. __,

1 Q20 (July) Sunbeam SJ.jh.p., mileage unde
-B-^ tyres unworn, stored since Aug., tax paul, r^

bargain, -£125.—Lowdeh. Risedale Gross, Ba:

Furnesa.

LATE 1920 Sh.p. Sunbeam Be Luxe Combi
original tyres, lavishly equipped, nnscri

£170. — 24, Balliol Rd., Oxford Gardens,

Kensington.

SUNBEAM 1915 3J-ai.p. Model, with sidecar

plete with aU accessories, excellent coi

£110.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245.-

gate, Manchester.

3ih p. Suubeam Combination, 1916, splendid

2 tion, Easting, speedometer, lamps, sepaiat;

ators, spares.-Noakee, 1, Gloucester Yilla, Uni

Farnborough, Hants.

SUNBEA3I, late model 1919 T.T., 1921
' piston, new rings, gudgeon, long exhaust,

order B. and B. carburetter, lamps, Klaxon em

horn,' new iJunlops, aU tools and Quantity ot
|

best ofler over £110.-16, Durham Rd., Wimbll

SUNBEAM 1916 S'Ah.p. and Skiff SidecaJ

lamp set, horn, mirror, speedometer, sell

sidecar, licence paid, guaranteed meclianlcally|

and good appearance; £105 -Herbert Robinsoli

32-35 Green St.. Cambridge. Tel. : 995. I

Bicycles.

8h p (1921, March) Sunbeam Combination

Magdyno lighting set and electric horn,

horn, Cowey (trip) speedometer spare wheej

apron, screen, tax, tools, spares, luggage carrl^

changeable wheels; £275.-V.D., 11, The Co

.p^assell Sq., London, W.C.I

B46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the datejil the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wall.

ili.p. Wall. 2-stroke. 2-speed ccnntershatt. lax paiil,
^2 coDditinn and appearance as new, all on: £40
Cable. 39, Grundy St.. Poplar, E.14. [2368

Weatheiby.
921 Weatijerl.r Scouf. 3h.p.. 2-.'>peed. -2-i.troke. n*

ueir; £65; cost J578.-C.. Itoslyn, Ncitlierbr Ed
E.23. [9209

Wilkin.

920 Wilkin 4b. p., all-chain, perlcct condition, all
on; any trial; £90, or nearest offer.—Boothroyd

brybergh, Rotherham. [2089

Williamson.
jyif.LIAirSON. Sli.p. w.c. Douglas engine, coaclj-
' built sidecar, hood, screen, lamp, lax paid,
eything; £65. including full insurance (recently
iidl must sell, had nervous breakilown.—Hudson,

iisaex Grove, TJiioer Norwood, London. (1824
^ILf.lASI.Sl IX 8b. p., water-cooled. DougLas engine.
I' coarbunilt siderar. D.A. liKhtiue. just been
loroiigbly overhauled by Horley .Motor Co. tax paid,
ilendnl condition. bu.vine car; £100 no otters —50
f.. Alhan'i Av.. Bedford Park, W. 1364 Chisnick.

J/'ILLLAjMSON 8b.p. Water-cooled Combination for
'' sale. Douglas engine. Bosch mag.. 2-speed and
.E.. electric lighting, in perfect order, very fast-
98 complete, or nearest reasonable offer, for quick
kle; ran be seen by appointment.— 1. Kynancc Place
Ipucester Rd.. S.W,7. '"' ^^ •-— -"•" -«---
X.

'Phone :

Wolf.

Western 4491. [9603

Of.F. 2>|h.p., new tyre-S Bosch mag., perfect; ;£15.
—17. lleaton Rd., Mitcham. [2077

19 2''ih'.ii. Woll'-J.ii., 2.si*eil. dutch. mile;ri:<.
1.900, Mil on; £46.-33, Ili'lines Ed., K.l. [iC91

OLF.—Sole agints lor London. South of Thames
and district. We are now fixing sub.agencie-

id invite enquiries.—Burlington Motor?. Ltd.. South
de. Clapbam Common. 8.W.4. 'Phone: ^-=Brixton
!»' (050i

Wnoler
'Q pNS.—1920 Wooler, splendid condition, fast,*^ insured £85. aluminium footboards, lamps,
rn, icolkit, set engine spares, tax paid.—9, Leinster
I.. E:ist Sheen, S.W. (2201
P'OOLER Standard Jlodels in stock, with acre»
» boiies. 85 gns. : chain-driven. 100 gns. ; lb'
lart'-.t and most cmlv machine on the road

-

inliMg s E.xchange, Wealdstonc. [2295
ITOOLER 2':,h.p. Tourist Model. 1920. ehop-soilo..
' only, lamps. Cowny horn, at the bargain price
£87/10 lor cash only—Mebes, 156, Gt. Portland

.. W.l. 'Phone: Lnngham 2230. [1576

920 Wooler 2=ilj.p. Flat Twin, tools, electric liBlit
iiiu. Cowey horn, siieedouieter, liconce, nliimiuiuiii

JtbOiirds, iniiny spares, special pears, in perfect -..u
lion; what offers—23, Murestleld Gardens, Hnmp^te.id
J*-3. [S2889

j^
Zenith.

BJLIANS of Reading have Zenith 1921 Sh.p. lij

stock.- [048:-

\AN GDY. Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early dclivcrv
' all models. [0556
. C. PICKEEIXG. Shrewsbarj-.-Zcnitlis from stock
. exchiiupes arranged. [1959
;EN"ITH Motors. Ltd., Hampton Court.—1920 rfior^
'* suile^l 8I1.1.. niwlels, from £108. [9215

915 4li.p. Zenith Combination, as new-, all on
£75.—Flat 17, 122, Southampton Row, WC 1

'

[isn
-Sh.p. Zenith, 1919, sm.lll mileage, perfect condition

X78.-Castle, 2e,
,
Portman Mansions, Baker .St.

!'• [1514

913 Zenith Combination, 6h.p., good condition

-

i75, or near ofler.-Wtitc Walker, Glenlyn, West
rell. [1439
h.p. Zenith 1920 Sporting, lamps, licence, etc , cx-

cellent running order; £85,—Benson, 9, Carlyle
I-. Cambridge. . . [2168
Q21 Sh.p. Zenith Model H. clotch, K. starter- £152
•^ —MorriKs ond Co.. Ltd.. 139, Finchley Rd
iss L'l.ttage. X.W.3. [I494
VO.C.H. for Zenith.—^New and second-hand machine;

in stock.—5. Heath St.. Hampstead (near Hanip
ad '.rube StotioQ.'. [1746

'ENITH Comliination (new). 8h.p.. clutch, kick
' .strirter, accessories; £165.—Muitland, Hill Cottage
irmilf Park, Cobham, Surrey. [1651

EMTU 1920 Sh.p. Sports Model, canoelet sidecar.
' eipeedometcr. accessories; £120.—Brookmen and
., S, St. All.ans Ed.. Watford. [1555
h.p. Zenith, sports model. Swan sporting sideear, elec-

tric lights. Cowey speedometer, nil in good order
30.—Heather, London Ed.. Bromley. [161C
'ENITII Sh.p. Sports. 1920, mileage under 1.000
' speedometer, horn, licence; £105; consider light-
ight part.-44. Denvers Rd., Hornsey, N.8. [1969
'ENITH-GHADfA 1914 6h.p. J.A.P.. overhauled
I Swan sidecar, luggage grid; f72 ; tax paid.~
gles and Co., 275. High St., Acton, London. [2022

VILLIERS
TWO -STROKE
ENGINE

THIS

MARK IV.,
WITH ITS

FLYWHEEL

MAGNETO,
IS DIFFERENT TO ALL

OTHERS.

IT FIRES EVENLY AT
WALKING PACE ; CON-

SEQUENTLY

IT CLIMBS

BETTER.
Read our new Booklet, which

is sent post free.

THE VILLIERS
ENGINEERING C°U2
SUNBEAM STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

19^\,-*,w'™,"S?? ^'•-P- Countershaft Zenith and
7 -,!,«„"'' Sidecar, completely equipped, mileageunder 3,000; 135 gns.-Clark. Trinit.v Hall, Cambridge

[1972
S^'^'iooi^"'"*'?^ ^^^L*i,'A ^^20 model, bonpht Mnrcli.

n,«A ini'^'-^ee l.SOO. perfect condition, lamp^. etc.:
price £100.-Guiiine.^s, Honndless Water. Hoslemere.

1 Q20 8h.p. Zenith, Swan sidecar, disc wheels, lieauti-

f-y ml condition, scarcely used: cost £220, accept
±155.-12, Eirchwood Mansions, Muawoll Hill, N.IO.

[9071"OOR Sale. Zenith motor cycle. November. 1919,
J- not (lone above 1.000 miles. 5h.p.. chitch model.
Apply. Varley, Ilaresfinch House. St. Helens, Lanes.

[2412VENITH S-6h.p., counterslialt. kick starter, clutch.

f-*
bwan Sperling sidecar, wind screen, speedometer,

fully equipped: £90. or offer.—99. Salterford Rd.,
ToGtmg. ^2367

VEXITH 1920 Sh.p. Clutch Model Combination nil

ff occe??ories, tax paid, .'-plendid condition : Riit.
£130; exchont'2 A.1J.C.-121. North Side, Clnpham Com-
mon. S.W. [1916

yENITH 6h.p. C.B. Combination. K.S.. all acce>-
^-* .>^ories r^plondid condition, any trial; £72; liRht-
iv<'it;ht paii exchangc-C-S., 14. Swaton lid.. Bow, E.3.
T..-I. : K 3155. [1926

ZKNITH-GRADUA Gh.p. Combination, very s-mait
outttt. iiUsolutely fuJlv equipped. Moutcomery ?itle-

tar. Utx paid any trial; price 90 khs—Garaged and ran
Ik; ^een at 74, Briehton Rd., Surbitou. fl910

ZENITH 1912 4h.p. and Middlcton Sidecar, licence,
insurance, spare tyre, etc., excellent mechanical

rendition, cood for beginner; £60.-7, Scarboro' Rd..
Upper ToUington Park. Stroud Green, N.4. [2003

^ERE It Is.—90 bore o.h.v. .super- sportiug 191.9
Zenith, winner nuiny races and Tdstest times m

day. Zenith carburetter, oulv wants seeing; bargain. £89.
—4, Lauf-dowu Ciescent. Mulvem. [X2903

7ENITH 1915 Sh.p. Countershaft Combination, re-
*-* <'nainclled. plated, electric, neetylone, Eiistins.
(hi'vs. speedometer, aeparato front cylinder oiling: 115
i:ns.

: esclmngo w.c. Morgan.—Highdene, Ridgewav. En-
lield. [1649

ZENITH 6h.p. Combination (191S1. condition exeel-
lent. new tyres and l>elt, electric litht. J.A.P.

oagiuo; price £80; wonhl exchanpo ior liirhtweight with
"ii-h adjustment.-Ma^on, 9, Leamington Park, Acton.
W. [1395

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination. Lucaa
head, rear, and sidecar lamp^, Cowey hpeedometer,

kne^Rrip?, Aco dL-^c whe«la. Inggago grid, coual to new;
£160.—Parker's. Bradthawgatc. Bolton; o'.ro 245. l")pans-

gate, Manchester. fX2925

2rENITH 1921 8b.p. Combination, just delivered.
J licensed, twin filament electric lighting, electric

)ii>rn, special sprung rear scat with air cushion, tools,

>l-are#. etc.; cost £212, accept £190.-252, St. Anns
Rd., Tottenham. London. [1878

THE Zenith Service Depot at 89. Wigmore St.. is

in & position to «upi)iy new 1920 models at
greatly reduced prices, and. although the Whitsun
holidays have ereatl>' reduced our stock, we have still

1 or 2 machines left for immediate delivery.

8 h.p. and 6b. p. Countershaft Models, with kick
starter and clutch, price £116: Sh.p. and 6h.p.

standard modeU, £110; 5h.p. sporting model, £96-

WE can give immediate delivery of all 192J models,
and lor one week we are making a special

offer of one 1921 Sh.p. sporting model, slightly shop-
soiled, at £123 complete, with f>ll accessories, lamps,
horn, speedometer, licence holder.

THE Zenith Service Depot can supply any spare
part (or models from 1911 upwards, and any

I'art not in stock can be supplied within 24 hours.

OECONDHAXD. privately-owned machines for saleO at reasonable prices, all of which have been
examined I elore being offered for sale. Pay the depot
a call to-day and tak advantage of the low-priced
machines offered.—"Phone : Mayfair 5598.—The Zenith
Service Depot, The Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd.,
89, Wigmore St., W. [9824

1Q19 Sh.p. Zenith Clutch Model, ear C.A.V. dynamo
--•^ lightius. 3 lamps, large electric Appolo horn,
Watiord tpe*Hlometer, disc wheels all round, special
large tank, large filters, special mudguards, knee grjp^,
large Henderson sidecar with epecial chassis, screen,
etorm aprou, petrol ran carrier: combination cost o%'er
£320; will accept £185 for qnick sale; outfit guaran-
teed laoltless and absolutely mi.scratched, mileage 4.000;
any trial or examination.-Wallit?. 23, Hartintrton
Grove. Cambridge. [8738

I

JULY 1919 Sh.p. Clutch Model Zenith and Swan
*^ sidecar, thoroughly overhauled and renovated, and
in perfect condition throughout, unused retread en
sidecar, spare extra heavy Dunlop retread for futuri

I use. all tyres interchangeable. Palmers, spare Dunloj
j
belt, 2 spare tubes, Miller, Klaxon, aluminium sidi.

and tail, pair Brooks. high gaiters, tax and licence paid.

1 the machine "has not been ridden since the end of last

rear, sob' ieji«on foi selline ill-Iifalth - £130, 01 rloi^.

.

-Seen Brainsby's Garage, Peterborough. [1904

All lelteis I elating Co advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Motor Cycle. 2a.^b.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, ki.

start; first £25 secures.—Sturdy, 98, Tynemou
Rd., Newcastle.

kick
til

[1645

£37.—Late 1913 lady's Douglas. 2-speed, good tyre.s,

perfect engine, lamps : any trial.—Millard, Abbey
Ed., Belvedere. [2058

AS a Lady's Motor C.vcle, the Ivy is It.—Send for

details from the Midland agents, Frank ' Whit-
worth, Ltd., Birmingham. , [X2898

LADY'S Oampion-Viliierj Si/oh.p., 2-si«ed. Bosch
uiag., excellent condition; £45, .fiKt couier.—

.JoluKton, 173, Shaftesbury Ay., W.C.2. " [1490

DOUGLAS, lady's, 2-speed, just overhauled by makers
a'o cost of £26. and as new, tax paid; £45. or

nearest offer.—Jones, Bredenbury, Worcester. [1403

BRAND New 1921 2i/2h.p. Lady's E-xcelsior, VilLicrs,
Sturmey-Archer 2 speeds, kick starter and clutch,

shop-soiled; £60.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., High St.,

Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone : 45. [1736

Miscellaneous.

LIGHTWEIGHT . -Motor Cycle, excellent conditiou :

bargain. £26.-31, Linnell Ed., Oambcnvell.- [1334

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, London's leading
motor cvcle exchange, for real cheap machines.

-Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Cheap machines, cheap machines
is our motto, compare our prices.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Easy terms, easy terms, imme-
diate delivery given on first deposit.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Red Indian, 7h.p., twin, mag., 2
speeds, runs splendidly; 39 gus.—Selow.

WANDSWORTH.—Red Indian, 7h.p. twin, 2 speeds,
spring frame; bargain, 49 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex 5h.p. twin, mag., 2 speeds,
drojjped frame; only 32 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Eex, with
5h.p. twin, mag.. 2 speeds

June 2nd, 1921

Price complefc

30/-

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET
Absolutclv reliable, suitable for all makes of Motor

Cycles. Write for particulars

coachbuilt sidecar,
49 gns.—Below.

srjh.p., mag., 2 speeds,mag.,
-Below.

WANDSWORTH.-O.K., 2y3h.p..

nice little machine; bargain,

WANDSWORTH.-T.D.C. de Luxe, 2y2h.p.,

speeds, nice runabout machine; 39 gns

WANDSWORTH.-F.N.,
5-6h.p., 4-cyl., waterproof Bosch,

WANDSWORTH.-.i..,.,B=. --

F.E., kick, runs well; 36 gns

WANDSWORTH.-F-N. 5-6h.p. 4-cyl., waterproof
Bosch multi clutch, runs beautifully; 38 gns,

—Beiow.

WANDSWORTH.-Douglas S^^h.p. twin, Bosdl. 2
speeds, runs well; special, 29 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Humber, SyJr.p., mag., 2 speeds,
handle starting, fine tyres; 35 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 New Ryder-Jap, 2";4h.p., 2
speeds, nearly new ; offers.—Below.

mag., 2 s^ eed
38 gns.—Below

mag 2
-Bek\

,
fine coachbuilt combination

2 pted

clutch, lamps; 59 "gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Bat-Jap, beautiful coa hbnilt
combination, 8h.p. twin, spring frame; 65 gn

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Quadrant 1920 coachbuilt com-
bination, 4y«h.p., 3 speeds, almost new; 95 gns.

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-P. and M. 1918 nearly new
coachbuilt combination, well fitted, unscratched ;

85 gus.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—P. and M. 1918 coachbuilt com-
bination, 3y-h.p., 2 speeds^ fcick, renovated;

79 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Magnificent red Indian coach-

built combination, 3 speeds, speedometer, lamps;

95 gns.—Below.

TANDSWORTH.-Premier splendid coachbuilt com-
bination, 3yyi.p., 3 speeds,- beautiful condition;

52 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Humber coachbuilt combination,

3i,ai.p., mag., 2 speeds; very cheap, 46 gns.-

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Humber coai:hbuilt combination.

31/oh.p., mag., 2 speeds, lamps; clearance, 49

gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Kerry-Abingdon, SlUi-P.. mag-,

spring forks, runs splendidly; only 27 ga>-.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH Exchanges.—Wandsworth Slulor

Exchange, Ebner
Stationl. 'Phone

1 ftl3 4h.p. Motor Cvcle. 2-speen, Bosch, Ama-, goal

i-i? going order; bargain, f 26.—Randall, Gheam.sMlc,

Worcester Park. [1513

MATCHLESS, Indian, Rex Trimupli, Broira ooni-

binations or solos; best oftets; reason, seriou,s accl-

d.iit to owner.-Taylor, 637. Seven Sisters Ed., Totten-

ham, tl"^"'

A J S Combination, late 1920, lamp, horn, spare

wheel guaranteed perfect condition; £150, or

nearest olfer; also Douglas 2%h.p., 1916, W.D. model,

overhauled, perfect condition; £55, or nearest offer.—

R Hilliard and Sons, Ltd., Main St., Killarney, Ireland.
[1424

"IDEAL"

SIDECAS

LAMP.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

BAHGAINS.-New O.K. s, Ariels, Harleys. Ome
Quadrants; excbanfies entertained. — ]

iMotories. Halifax.

BAEG.AINS.—Ne>v I'/ih.p. Quadrant and side
£126; neiv 7h.p. Ariel combination.-Boo

BAEGAIN.?.-
£185/10;

BARGAINS.—Ne
Douglases, £4;

Similar in construction to ig/^ Lamp, but having
i-^ia. diameter lens, and also ruby lens in rear.

List No. »5. Prices .'6 each. Plated finish

SIDECAR LAMP.
Lisl No. 19/2.

Pr'cs 6 ' eachSIDE LAMP.
L U Ao 1Q/4

Price 16 /- each
R ght or left attju^

W

St., Wandsworth
Latchmere 4686.

(Town
[2354

MADE
TO

LAST.
.:le from soliJ brass, turned
.1 tUreftded at joints. Every

liart of solitl construction.

^^^ Tliese lamps may be tftken to

^y I icce> for cluaning. and will remain alight

IJl m tlie btron„'e.st sale. Best quality leusea

gj aie htteJ, and can be easily replaced df

broken Theselamns will last as long a^
tlie machines they are ased ou, and are absolutely rnstless

"DAY BEAM"
ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFITS.
Solo £5 5 0. Combination £7 7 0.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS FREE.

Licence Holders
(For IWotor Cycles).

Number plate fitting, as illustra-

ted, complete with nuts and
screws.
List No. 214/ 3/6 each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clip3 and screws.
Price 4/- each
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

ct mplete attaclimenr for fitting to either woodwork or

metal work Li=t Ho. 2r6, 3/6 each.

Motorics, Halifax.

B-iRGATN'S.-1920 Indian combination, dynamo li

mg, screen, £165/10; 1919 7-9h.p. Harlev-Da
son combination, £135/10.—Booths' Motorics, Halif:

-G.W.K. 1915 car, detachable nh
3Vjh.p. Ariel, fiee engine, accessa

£35/10; 1914 P. and M., £45/10; 1920 Scotti £87/
1920 O.K., £35/10.—Booths' Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Clyno 2-stroke, 2 speed. .clu
£36/10; 1919 Rudge Multi, £67/10.-Boc

Motorics. Halifax.

ew 1921 Eudije Multi, £85;
, £42/10; 4h.p. Douglas, £69/10;

Douglas, with new sidecar. £95/10; 1919 Royal R
combination, £I10/10.-Booths' Motorics. Halifax

BARG.AINS. -Shop-soiled 1920 models; 2%
O.K., £43/10: ditto 2-speed, £54/10; 2%

Omega-Jap, 2-.speed, £67/10; Harley-Dayidson
sidecar, £189/10; 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/
exchanges entertained. Pay us a yisit.—Boi
Mutories, Portland Place, Hahfas. Tel.; 1062. ['

ALLBEE Garage. Thornsett Rd., Earlsfleld, Ix)n
S.W. (opp. Earlsfleld Station, L.S.WJl.). 'Pho

Latchmere 4338. Exchanges and easy terms arx'an

ALLBER.—Douglas. 1916, sports model, 2'>ih!p
speeds^ aluminium disc wheels, good t

elaborately fitted with accessories, absoluteb' posh,'
paid; £55.

A LLBER.—Bradbury, 4h.p., semi-T.T„ long pi
-i^ exhaust, new tyres, lamps, etc., black and
finish, as new, tax paid; £45.

ALLBEE.—Zenith, 90 bore, sports model, new
and belt, all on, tax paid; good order,

tionally fast; .£55.

ALLBER.—Metro-Tyler. 1920, sports model.
2-stroke, 2 speeds, discs, new tyre, enamelled

all on, tax paid; £45.

ALLBER.—Alecto, 1921. SViih.p., 2-strote, Bur
2-spced, all lamps, etc., tax iiaid, absolutel

new : £50.

ALLBER.—Chater-Lca-Precision, 3i(,h.p., 2-sti

1920 model, all on, as new, tax paid; £37/l(

ALLBEH.—Royal Ruby, 1920, 3h.p., 2-strokc,

little used, as new, tax paid ; £42.

ALLBEH.—Radco, 2'/ih.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds,

lamps, tax paid, in splendid order; £34.

ALLBER.—Tiiumi>h combination, 1918. 3-sl

clutch, kick starter, new tyres,

eic, vcjy smart; bargain, £75.

ALLBER.—Olyno-Jap combination, 1919, Sh.p

speeds, clutch, kick starter, 28in. wheels, do
.sealer body, condition as new throughout; £115.

ALLBER.—ILatchiess combination, 1918, Vil

Model, 8h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,

chain, interchangeable wheels. Easting, luggage

all lamps, in splendid order, tax paid; £105. -[

I71.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations,
- runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arrai

Any new motor cycle, combination, or c^ir supi

cash or easy payments.—5, Heath St., Hamp.stead

Ilarapstead Tube Stationl. 'Phone: Haiiipstead
;

Hours 9-7, including Saturdays

AEGAINS.—a^ali.p. AUon, E^speed, clutch,

2";ih.p. Eoy;a Ruby, 2-sp«ea, £35; 2-i.lh.p.

Viiliers, 2-.=reed. £34; 23jh.p. Holjart, 2-speed,

2!!4h.p. Levis. £30; 2i4h.p. Hobart, £25; all in

cellent running order; evenings 5 till 8.—Grii

Island Row KnextC'cverdale Chapel), Commercial
Stepney.

AM E. CLAPHAM (Motors). Greenwich, tlie

ing agent for high-clas& goods. AUon. A.

Acme, Blackburne, Coulson, Connaught, Chater

Douglas, Diamond. " Edmond, Excelsior F.N.
Hariey, Kendor?:on 4-cyl., Lea-Francis, iMatcfc

Rudge. Rex, Sunbeam. Triumph. Zenith, etc.

leadiii" makes of lifrht cars; write, 'phone, or cf

Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27. Stockwell St., G
wich. 'Phone : 751. [

MOTOR .VTTACHMENTS.
Ih.p. ; £20.-Joiies, 2-9, York St., Wi-ex

all lamp--, t

[

B'

S^

J.E..

Westwood Special Lines are stockaJ
by ait reputable agents.

AUTO-WHEEL, splendid condiuon, just overhai

any trial.—Gazeleys, BletchUy.

B.S.A. Auto-Wheel, good condition, iax paid, £1

-33, Glebe Place, King's R4., Chelsea. I

Q-SPEED Bicycle, fitted Ih.p. J.E.S. motor, pe

AUTO de Luxe, good cojidition, mag., as new,

:ii wheel and chain.—Quick Hou: Mossl

Cyrlc. fitted with Young motor
[

atiGENTS ciiic. uv^c^ .,.".- « _
ment. not used; offers.—30, Barrels U

Bishops Storttord. Herts.

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A., faultles.-, and i?"*'"..-

complete, perfect order; £15/15, hargam.-ii<

cote, Shepperton, Middlesex.

A34 All letters relating to ailvertisenieiits should quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the- date oJ the issue
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rPLEX Attn, hmeat, not done 100 miles, perfect.
£14: Auto-Wheel, eSLeilent running order, juat
auled, £10—.Budd, Beddgelert, OarnarTon. [1638

MOT({)R CYCLES FOR HIRE.
3T0R Cycles, solo. Saturday to Monday, 42/6- 1
week, 85/-: combination 52/6 and 110/-- write
lurther information.—Maudes', 100. Gt. Portland
W.l. [X2672
' TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
fALroS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalocue
free.—Eayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool.

fXV038
<3S0N Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, tor
invalid and disabled.-Particulars,, Arg'son En-
Ltd.. 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2647

TRICARS FOR SALE.
LEIGH Tric.Tr. cheap, good running order: par
ticulars,-70, \V-ilmot St., Derby. [I843
BEEI.ED Tricar, 4-ct1. engine. 10.41j.p., cbaiu
arive. 2 speeds: too fast lor owner; exclmnge for

tl i'":,h-
""' ^^O'-^PPl.''. H.E.A., 324, 0?raas-

Advertisements. xxxvii.

miles; £13.—
[1707

-Frank Whit-
[X2899

, 20in. wheels.
[1407

[1472

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
roPED Scooter, not done 20
i)e.«oiitter, 73, Baker St.. W.l.
.C. .Skootamota, 1921. new; £33
worth, 139, New St.. Birmingham'
TOE Scooter, L.A.D., seat. Lorn, new
-33, Pembroke St., Middlesbrough.

;S>;"'Ji?'"';'r°Vi'
<'<"i<Iition «» new; £35. or nearest-ffer.-43. Melfort Ed., Thornton Heatli [1660

ale*£2o''"?;'9'7 ^n""'^,'''
"^t Pri>* £"0; (or quickale £20.-523, Cro.vdon Hd., Beckenham. [1351

iOT^^VlIOTA, recently overhauled, tax aaid, ride!»-" -^ound macluue; f25.-::furs6 Simp..™, Shere
[1937

Ol.AMOTA, A.B.C brand new. in crate latestcomplete; is gns.-BradshaWs Mot^r
. (8551

50 m!'l»J'"1.,^«°°*"' '"„"' ^™'' ''"f«;t. not done
^° i"uSlii,c"''

"" °«"-ElUson. WorthsKh..

I;!?''.,„^''^«--.
A'>t»Ped Sceoter with dynamo light-
n.p., £17/10.—Percy and Co., 314

[2231

lOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
?o "P"^ ,^f''=«n.

5," 1920 Matchless; 55/. the'W0.-5. Anglesea Rd.. Woolwich, S.E.18 [2172
nNG Sbiudard Wind Screen, .mite new fn,

m""wSo„' ""=• ^""'6'' l^-'i'l.-ililter'iri;

ZT' " "°°-
(2044

19in ^'S!!,''
P?'i''>':ci mahogany, plate glass,

« ?> i?'
'°'^" ''^'^^' "'"d screen, celluloidIt.-62, Manor St., Clapham, S.W.4. [2113

"° ^«e™l?--Twill. stick.-, celluloid. Biting.materials complete fJr re-cover 14 9-
Higli Ed., Tottenham, London:

'

S, '^12x6.''' ^IZ'h''"" ^"0° '^JP'^ w"d-reens l<:x6!i., brand new; 8/6, post freei value.-S. tewis, I9a, Uplicr Charlton Stton St., oH Gt. Portland St VV.l "[gyJe

oF.^fn,^''!"^^U
°™="''est and cheapest. 52/6VI; 80/-; hoods recovered- fit*.'"-. -...._..•

ord.

lode
,' Preston

HE set. 1

1 Rd.. London.

Jones. 778.

fittings supplied;—
'

^'rite lor List.—Hercules HnfiH
Seveu Sisters Ed., South TottenhSu

teniiri to trade:

[3539

BODIES.

renowned sidecar
yil, the tartest and most
uy builders in country.

Ki'L'"'™ """ "" ""^ ""'''" °™'' '°'°°° side-

IVw* ^''™ *^8 "n'y "flnlt 2-seater body on tieirket which is not unsightly Write for ^^
nJ0*e Body cat,ilogue. * '°' <"^

IJMS Hepair Bodies and Chassis of any make
^

the use of up-to-dato machinery in four

BAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Grav'. Inn
-, London, W.C.I. Phone: Jluaeum 3427
;AR Bodies, coachbuilt, bwt qaalitv £?f?g.nal il2/12.-64. Bislfopsgate.Zndon. fo6l4

to on'i?''"'lll'''T-"' "'=»,«'J;5,1'^ ^"t coachhuilTnes oniy._H6, Greenwood Ed., Dalston. [1371
) Caiie Boll Ertge Step Body, door, tool comtrneiit, thickly upholstered: £2/5.-47, Cnrron'

[1438

£50
£70
£85
£105
£130

£145

New K., 2* h.p. two-stroke,
two-speed (made "Nov., 1920,

practically 1921 model).

New ROYAL RUBY, cj h.p.
four-stroke, 1921 model (Dec.

1920), slightly shop-soiled.

COULSON B. 4 h.p. Blackburnc
engine, 1920, in splendid con-
dition, lamps, etc., licence paid.

N' w ZENITH, 5-6h.p. "Sports,"
\cry last, slightly shop-soiled,

1921 model (Dec. 1920).

SUNBEAM single-cylinder side-
car coinbinnlion. 1919.20,
c.vcclk-nt order. Lucas electric
lighting, Easting screen, Uut

paid.

Grand Prix H0B6AN, M.A.G.,
a.c, 1919, in splendid order,

and complete.

These si.x selections are real " cut " cash
bargains, designed to attract the keen cash
bargain buyer, and to make more space inour congested stockrooms for our varied

stock of machines, which include:

IMORTGN.
B.S.A.
IVY
A.J.S.
N.U.T.
LEA-FRAN8.

PREMIER

ROVER.
A.B.C.
ZEiXITH.
O.K.
CEDOS.
FRAN-B/iRNT.

RUNABOUT.
ROVER "EIGHT" LIGHT CARS

FRANK

WHITWORTH
LTD.

139, New Street,
(Repairs and Service Depot: 105-107, Bristol Street)

BIRMINGHAM
Telephone: Midland 2221.

BODIES.
yEN03 step Bodies are the best for old chassis.

yENUS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and rery smart.

VENDS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and lightbut not- unsightly. Get one.

V^'^dVreet''°'HrtafJ|ue°"'lrle.'°
"' '"='"' '"^ ""^''"'

direct.

VENUS Sidecar Co.. 6-14,
ham.

Gourley St., S. Totten-
[0519

CjIDECAU Bodies. £4/19/6; bulbous from £6; call
^^-^ ami lui^pect my yalue for cash —i^^tra-rAar, 'jtj
Cnmherwell Ed., S.E.

pJOACHBUILT Austin Sidecar Body,
"y dark l.lue, led lined, fully upbols

Edwardes. 277,
[2180

iiiissis

dou.

. nice condition,
.-. — , — J ..t-^olsteied, fit Jinv

f^nrgaiu, £4.-77, Siilmous Lane, Stepuev, Xon-
" [2094

rf^OACHBUILT Sidecar Bodies for Sale, from £5 up-
Y^ wards; also complete sidecars from £21; must ba
cleared.—Apply, Cross and Ellis, Ltd., Clay Lane.
Coventry [X2907

ROYAL Leiceitor Sidecar Bodies fit any cliaesL«. first-
class finish; have a lew coachbuilt bodies, clearance

lines, from £5 eauh; extra good value.—The Willowbrook
jiutor Co.. Leicedter. [0336

SIDECAR Body Designs lor the trade only. Work-
iDg, coloured, pencil, or line drawings ol original

designs, also working drawings, lull-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St.. London. E.C.4.

10004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
"D-S-X Sidecar, Model No. 3, 1921; £42.—Cecil, Led-JJ bury. [1629

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

Patent Unbreakable Chassis for
_ , machines : Zeniths, Ilarleys,

Indiaus, New Imperials, Sunbeams, Blackburnes, etc.

INDI.\NS with kick starter on lelt present no
diinculty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETONS
biEb-poworod

MIDDLETON'S specialise
kinds. Twisted motor

promptly corrected.

n frame repairs of alt

cycle frames and forka

CAMEO ScreeiU in slock to suit all makes at
Middlctod's. Trade supplied also.

MR. RIDDOCK, riding 8h.p. Zenith, Middleton side-
car, won inter-'Varsity hill-climb. He also woq

Essex hill-climb with Midclleton patent spriog wheel
sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S. London's oldest
car makers, wholesale, retail.

established side-
. and export. 27,

Green Hd.. Finsbury Park (near Tube).
Ilornsey 1534. [0522

"DASTONES lor Sidecars and Bodies

Slroud
Phone

cheaper house.
no better or

See displayed advert. [9917

BARGAI>;S.—Shop-3oilcd high-class coachbuilt side-
cars; cheap.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled nnderslung sidecar chassis,
cheap,—Booth's Motorics, Portland Place, Hali-

BARGAINS.—High-class coachbuilt bodies,
colour.—Booth's Motorics, Portland Place,

any
Hah-

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar. suit
Triumph or B.S.A. ; £18/15—Booth's Motorics.

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar, suit
Rudge, £16/15; Millford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly

new, £16/10—Booth's Motorics. Halifax.

BARGAINS.-New full-size coacb body, locker
under seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-.—Booth's

Motoiiee, Halifax.- [7545

SIDECAR, as new. large, fit any motor cycle, splendid
condition; £25.—Spring Garage, EweU, Surrey.

[1329
SUNBEAM Sidecar, good condition ; £8, offers.—

Lawrence, Dabbs Place, Cobham, near Gravesend.
[1653

DOUGLAS and P. and M. Sidecar Chassis, with
tyre and tube ; £4/10.-24, Church Walk,

Hampstead. [2390

O-SEATER Body, off Harley-Davidson, very roomy,W detachable front seat; £8.-22, Princess Rd., Fins-
bury Park. _ [1619

MILLFORD
exchanse

Cane SideAir, with extras, cheap;
with cash small sporting.—43, Bushey

Watford. [2031

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbei

MONTGOMERY C.B. Sidecar,
apron, good condition ; £9.-

Garage, Shrewsbury.

SWAN Cane Sidecar, spring
suit 5-8b.p., good_ tyre;

Station Rd., Epsom. (P)

at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

upholstered -green,
-Davey, Strefl;nrd'«

[1433

upholstered, roomv,
£9/15.-Peaston. 1.

[2082

A35
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CAltBER Semi-touring JlodeU. Dunlop tyres;

*17/I0.—Bright and Ilayles. _ Phone: Brixton
2951.

CAMBEE Sidecars.—Makers, Bright and Hsyles, 78.

Church St., Camberwell, Ixjndon.

CAMBER Lightweight Models, Dunlop tyres;

iei6/10.—Bright and Ilayles. 'Phone: Brixton
2951.

CAMBER Sidecars.—Makers, Bright and Hayles, 78.

Church St., Camber»-ell, London.

CAMBER Utility Models, Dunlop tyres, demons lor

luggage storage: £24.~'Phone; Brixtoir 2951.

CAMBER Sidecars.-Makers, Bright and Hayles, 78,

Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER Tandem Models, Dunlop tyres; £2*/17/6-
Bright and Hayles. 'Phone : Brixton 2951.

CAMBER Sidecars.—Makers, Bright and Hayles, 78,

Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER Ilarley and Indian Models, 28x3 wheels,

from £30.-Bright and Hayles. 'Phone : Brixton
2951.

CAMBER Streamline Models; £15/10; Dunlop
tyj es.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Cam-

berwell.

CAMBER.—We undertake repairs, upholstering, and
repainting to any mate of sidecar; estimates free.

—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.^
[8909

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, 4-point, repainted, new
Hutchinson, lamp, apron, luggage carrier; £.14/10.

—41, GordonbrocK Rd., Brockt^jy. [1792

SIDECAR Chassis, new, complete; aur .-ize wheel;

£7, £8,'10, £10; call and inspect my -value.—

Edwardes, 277, Oamljerwell Ed., S.E. [2179

MILLS-FULFORD, C.B., bulbous spring bade, fitted

with Eastings wind screen, recently renovated;

£17.-Kisb- 2, No-'th Rd., Bourne, Lines. [1445

TO20 MiUs-FuHord Coaehbnilt Sidecar, Cameo wind
XV screen luggage grid, splendid condition, with

Zenith couplings; £28.-1, Austin Friars, Stamlord.^^^

SIDECAR, Sporty, 'light. jElO ; Canoelct, suit James,

£18; another, very strong undevslung, extra large

body, «18.-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Londom^^

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, condition as new, large

body, 28x3 wheel, Michelin tyre suit heavy

machine; £12.-Cablc, 89, Grundy St., Poplar, E.ia^

COMFY Sidecars, bulbous back, with locker, under-

slung chassis, quick attachments; 23 gns. Your

old sidecar in part payment.-ComJy Sidecars, Leyton

stone. tl°5^

£7/10—Coachbuilt sidecar complete, green and black

storm cover, strong chassis. 26in. wheel, gnod

rover -Gyer. 37, Ena-than Mews, Shuiand Rd., P_a>l-

dington. L^^""

DOUGLAS i?idecars, genuine, complete, new bulbous

bodv, saxe blue; 15 gns.-Exeter Engineering

Co Stcinball Works, Peckham, S.E. 'Phone : New
Cross 1778. l-^^^"

RENNOO Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens largest

stock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, 80

illustrations.

PHCENIX Sideoa.rs.—All spare parts in stock by the

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian

motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can de-

liver.

RENNOC Co.' have 50 second-hand and clearance

sidecars bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note : Write lor special clearanCB list.

ENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete

sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of

sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering
,
a speci-

ality.

RENNOC? Co. have rn stock sidecars to fit all makes,
English and American.

RENNOO Co. again ask you to send tor their 1921
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers,

RENNOC Motors, Ltd.. Head Office and Engineering
Works, Victoria Works, 'S^ictoria Rd., Stroud

Green, N.4. 'Phone : Homsey 850. Body Building
Dept Progress Works, Marlborough Rd., Holloway,
N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2931

PATEY Family Sidecar, practically new, bond, screen,
cost over £50; accept £28 to clear.—Newnliam

Aloior Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Ham-
luersinith 80.

'

[2256

|Q19 Burberry Coach Sidecar, 2-seater, with wind-
Xtl screen and new heavy studded Dunlop, all as
new at £25.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., High St.,

Saffron Waldcn. 'Phone: 45. [1743

P.-VR.'VGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in doorway. Call and- see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [0383

R

M" satis^ctlofi

EXCHANGES QUOTED.

1921 NEW LIGHT CARS.
STANDARD, li.eh.p., 4-seater £610
LAGONDA, ri.9 h.p., coup6, dickey,

iull equipment. Reduced price , . £420
CALTHORPE, 2-seater. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE, 4-seater. Reduced price £450

1921 NEW WIOTOR CYCLES.
COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler . . . . £225
ACKIE-J.A.P. Sh.p. all-chain Combina-

tion, spare wheel and tyre ..... £190
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £160
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE, sp. frame . £105
ROYAL RUBY, 2% h.p., 2-speed, sports 80 gns.
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar . £186 18
NEW IIVIPERIAL, 2,V h.p., 2-sp., kick-st. 85 gns.
SCOTT Combmation £170
SCOTT, new Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £165
TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar' . £150
B.S.A. Iwio Combination £175
B.S.A. 4j h.p. all-chain Combination . . £152 10
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination 225 gns.
SUNBEAM, 3.i h.p., sports model £155 8
SUNBEAM, 3! h.p., touring £155 8
NORTON, 3! h.p., single-speed £98
"DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speed £85
•DOUGLAS, 2"i h.p., 3-speed, clutch . . £105
''DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170
"Perfection" Sidecars and Bodies at reduced

prices.

'^Including: lamps, generator, horn, [iceoce-holdcr.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

A.B.C., rgao, dyne lighting, speedo-
meter, nominal mileage £115

DOT-J.A.P. r920 8 h.p. Combination . . £145
RUDGE-MULTI, 3i h.p., spring forks £37 10
EDMUND, 2f h.p.,'r92o, 300 miles .. £69 10
ALLDAYS-ALLON, iqi6, ci h.p., 2 sp. £47 10
BROUGH, 1916, 3-speed. countersbatt £75
COVENTRY EAGLE, 1920, 3! h.p.,

Sturmev c 'shaft 3-sp., very smart £95
DOUGLAS, igrg, 2j h.p., 2-sp., Tax pd. £65
ENFIELD, 1920, 25 h.p., 2-sp., Tax pd. £57 10
ENFIELD, JS2I, equipped, Tax paid £69 10
CLYNO, 1020, 2-spped, lightweight .. £55
SCOTT, r92o, well equipped. Tax paid £105
MINERVA, twin, spring forks £35
TRIUMPH, 3S h.p.,' spring forks £25
ARIEL, 1920, 3; h.p.. 3-speed c /shaft £89 10
VINDEC, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, F.E £42 10
NEW IMPERIAL r92r; 200 miles .. £71 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
MORGAN, 8 h.p.. sporting. Tax paid £125
MORGAN, J915, sporting £140
NEW IMPERIAL t92r Sh.p. Combina-

tion. Tax paid
; 400 miles £165

PREMIER, 3J h.p., 3-sp., and Sidecar £65
BRADBURY 6 hp. 1920 Combination £139 10
ARIEL 3-V h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £107 10
HENDEiiSON roh.p. 4-cylinder Com-

bination, very smart condition . . £195
HARLEY 1920 Combination, electric . £180
HARLEY, rgiC, & s.'car, very smart £105
INDIAN 3-sp9ed twin Combination . . . £85 -

INDIAN, ditto, wants slight attention £50
BRADBURY, 3I h.p.. 3-specd, Sidecar £75
RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., Multi-Rudge Sidecar £65
SCOTT, r92o; with new Sidecar £135
TRIUMPH 3-speed 4 h.p. Coach Comb. £75
ALECTO T920 Coach Combination' .. £82 10
BRADBURY, 3! h.p., 3-sp., counter-

shaft, Sidecar £75

Deferred Payments Taken.

SPECIAL OFFER.
From May i,Tth to June 15th all Second-hand
Machines and Combinations purchased for cash^
will be supplied with new head light, generator,
tail lamps, and licence holder of high-class

manufacture without extra charge.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
'W'EW Perfection Sidecars (shop-soiled) lor Tri
f^ 'B.S.h., etc., £19/10; Coronet sidecar. 4
for Harley, £19/10; Millford sidecar for Hem
£24.—Colliers Motories, Horton St., Halifax.

TJ OXAL Leicester Sidecars are made for «
-•->' attaclunents tor anv machine; price 18 gi
wards; have few cars to clear Bt reduced prices; r
repainting, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Le;

("lANOELET MM4 Touring Models, bulbous
^-> 28x3 wheels, heavy Dunlop tyres, new, £23
special connections tor Harlevs.—Holhdav liroi
Queen St., Hammersmith, W.6. 'Phone: Hamme
1944.

LANCASTER Superb Coachbuilt Sidecars, si
designs, lowest prices, any colour, from £11

Plete; bodies only from £5. Call and inspect :

Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Ed., West N(
S.E.26.

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar,
garage. Attached to motor will go throuE

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted.
7 years on motors up to Sh.p.—Hopley, Upper
gate St., Birmingham.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CAF
C2..N.. 1920 touring under 1,000 miles, liki
T £210.-Watt5, Lyihiey.

1914, overhauled, as new; £115. very
33, Clonniell Rd., Tottenham.

JQ15 Morgan, perfect -condition ; any trial;
J-t' 98, Newtown St., Luton, Beds.

,

GIBB, 106, Northgate, Gloucester, can delive
Morgans from stock.

—
"Phone: 852.

MORGAN, 1914, J.A.P., splendid goer,
oHer.—Ralph, 36, Park Rd., Barry.

Station Rd., Bromley, Kent.
2-SKATER i

£95.-17,

MORGANS, seeond-liand, several in stock.-

584, Eustou Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436.

MORGAN 1914. a.c. Sh.J).. fullv equipped, ta

£110.—Lindfield, 1, Post Office Rd., Crai

tf? 225.—Coventry Premier new 1921 3-wheele]^ or exchange.—Motories, 25, Horton St., W

MORGAN Spoi-tfe, late 1919, a.c J^.P.

:

nearest orter, il65.—Kelly, Laiigpoi-t,

TAMPLIN, 1921," iuily equipped, epeedomet)
perfect; anv -e-KamLnatiou.—Gillinghaiu,

field. Chard.

SWIFT 1915 7-9h.j.i. 2-t;eatei'; £155; exc-haui
hination, Morgan or G.N.—21. TVoodvil

Golders Green.

MORGAN Grand Pri.v. 1914. o.h.v., 90 b^>re

water-cooled, liuod, screen, lamps, lax

£125.—Below.

MORGAN 191.9 Sportiaig Model. Sh.p. J.A.
cuoie<"l, hood, screen, lamps, just been over

\
bargain, £135.—Below.

MORGAN 3 920 De Luxe Mode!, 8h.p. J.A.
coijled. hood, screen, lamps., horn, tax \

vei'y nice order; £165,—Below.

MORGAN 1921 Grand Prix, lOh.p. M.A.t
plete with lamps, horn, tax paid, u&ed

miles only, guaranteed as new; £2] 5.—Au
agents. E!ce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

mile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

A.C. Sociable. B type, hood, screen, lamp;
tools, excellent condition; £65, or exchan

Park Rd., Dulwich.

G.N'.'s, all models, for ini'tLediate delivery;

payments, exchanges.—Rey, ;78-384, Eus
'Phone : Mnseum 6436.

G.N. Cycle Cars; latest jnodeh always
Best deliveries from t)rake and Moun

Motor Agents, Bracknell.

MORGAN, dark blue, electric lighting, hood
discs, very fast: best offer over £100.—

Wyville St., Nottingham;

COVENTRY Premier, as now, not done 1,00(

£130, or combination and cash.—C.S.. 14,

i

Rd., Bow K-3. Tel.: E 3155-

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model. 8h.p., in st

immediate delivery: 250 su^^.^Godfrey's, LI

j

Gt. Portland St., Loodon, W.l.

MORGAN 1919 Grand Prix. J.A.P. w.^.

screen, lamps, disc wheels, tax paid;

I

Station Rd., Merton Abbey, S.W.19

PREMIER Super Runabouts for immediate <

-extended paymfents, exchanges.—Eey,
Euston Rd. 'Phone : Museum 6436.

!lQ20 Sh.p. J.A.P. a.c. Morgan, in good
i-l-t/ all accessories on, licence, and insinaiif|

\

£150.—Write St<auley, lyhtham, Kent.

i

-I nie Morgan Grand Prix, M.A.G.. Aero
-Ltf model, c-ondifcion excellent, complete, au|
£185.-3, Parkinson Lane, Halifax.

GIBBONS Mark II. Cycle Cnr. fine order mil
tion; partii;'nlar.>i ,?tanip; ntfci-;, la^h or eXLy

l[Horpe:, 115. Cannock Rd., WolveihamptOD-

A36 ^11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oS the issue.l
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE
iVItEXCE JACKSOJS", 8h.p, J.A.P.,

iiciod, tcreen, di.^c irKeek- perfect,
I; il40.-179, Torridon Kd..' Catford.

CARS.
vaterK^ooled,
as now, tax

[1465

steering. 3.p. Twin 2-seater. 3-wheeler. wheel
speeds, electric light, hood, screen; £75; e5ch"ange
bination—m. Green Walk, Crayford. - [1355

AK" GUY, We.nnouth, Morgan Agent.—Fainilv
modi'l, M.A.G., £240, Lie Luxe M.A.G. .E233,

nd I'rix, M.A.G. , £223, from stock. . [0624

OBGAN 1916, a.o. J.A.P., di~cfi, electric and acetr-
lene lighting, eui.nrt. fa-St, lieensoj, injured- vrhut

:s?—Xinns, 126, Highbury Hill, N.5. [1911

IMEDIATE Delirery 1921 Morgan de Luxe, M.A.G
(iT.c.) engine, full etiuipment; list price.—Eev,

-384, Euston E<1. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [5098

,C. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, mechanically
Bound, good appearance: from £55 to £85; trial

I, AUsop St., ITjipcr Baker St., London, N.W. [2119

,Vi Monocar, 8h.p. J. A.P., Lucas accessories, in-
distinguishable from new; £130.—Parker's Brad-

rgate, Bolton; al.so 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X2920

LEEIOT WHIPPET, 1920. Lucas Magdvno, in ex-
cellent fondition ; cost over £300 ; fully etimppcl

;

O.-Cope and Sous. Upper Hagley Ed., BirniinBham.

ORGAN 1916 8h.p., A.C. J.A.P., fully equipped,
good order and condition; £135, or exchange

gan.—0/0 L.J.C. and M. Bank, Stokesley, 'Yorks.
[2091

\ ^f"?""""' ^''P' ^ speeds, late 1919, just over-
hauled, new tyres, all accessories; nearest offer to

,
tax paid.-Stimpson, Aylifle House, Basingstoke.

fCLE Car Chassis, 4 wheels, 6h.p., 2-speed. com-
plete, in running order; sacrifice £35 or ex-

ige motor cycle.— 67, Blenheim Gardens, N.W.2.

V. 1920 8h.p., bucket dickey eeat, electric and
acetylene lighting, extra springing, last; 90 gns.
quick sale.—Hood, 24, Shepherd's Bush Green
2- [2026
|17 Garden Monocar, 2-speed, Binks carburetter,

fine condition, very little n-ed, sporty; exchange
•Jf't

'"'*' '*"**': =ell £75.-3, Lddysmith Ed., Cr.nd-
Stafls. (Igjj
.EDEN 1919 8h.p. Tandem 2-seater, French
grey and black, splendid condition; no reason-
offer refuscd.-C. J. Mead, 176. Berkhamsted
Chcsham. [1644
20 Tamplin, full equipment, in perfect order, tax

paid; price £139, or exchanf'e motor cycle —
y, iMolor Dent.. Army and Navy C.S.. Ltd.. 105
>na St.. S.W.I. [1770
)HGAN, Grand Prix, 19201,.'., w.c. J..1.P electric

discs. £50 extras, perfect; any trial
paid 1921; £185.-368tax

E.13. [2217

liglitini

time
; insurance,

ing Rd., Plaistow

^i^"','''.V''","-'^-,.<^i"^''=
'"•'' interchangeable spare

wheel, Magdyno lighting, speedometer, hood etc
|ed price for immediate sale.—Write Vicar Iborough Rd., Plymouth. (2212
ATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe I.ane, London E C 4 —
1921 Morgan do Luxe, o.c. M.A.G. engine' fnllv

'"
„'„J"'°'''

screen, etc., not ridden 250 miles, tax
£225; easy terms arranged. [2336

21 Morgan de Luxe, water-cooled M.A.G en-ine
lamps, disc wlieels, guaranteed not been°5odand equal brand new. must sell; £220—Headv

[igh St.. Saffron Walden, Essex. [T735
OBE, 1914, Aster engine, Clnudel-Hobson carbur-
etter, 5 good tyres. Stepney, lamps. Bom, excellent
ae order, tax paid lor 1921 ; £67, no oflers.-
r, Bracken Hull, Kcsgrave, Ipewich. [1501

L?,?"^'i! 9„°"'.7^'' V "'"= '"^est contractors intendon for these famous cars; complete with
iquipment. £145. Special terms to the trade

-

and Co.. 314. Euston Rd., London. [2232
WER-LEA Cycle Car, 8h.p., w.c. Morgan typenew Amac and Dunlops, just oyerhaulX licence

,»m VQ ^r"?^"^^^^",'^ "^-S- combination. -
lam. 79, Narborough Rd., Leicester.

AND New

-L
[2046

-.. 1921 Coventry Premier, also Morganle luxe runabouts, fully equipped, in stock ^•
le away at list price; exchanges.
llgh St., Saffron Walden.

~

Sociable.

. ready
Walbro Motor

Phone: 45. [1733

economical and dependable little 2-eater, recently overhauled by' makers, oversize

F,.'hrSSr°vv"',S''.^"''°'^ arranged.-Bunting's
Lichange, Wealdstone. (Closed Sundays.)

^a^iii^'^P.^^'^aV^"^ ?i" '" '^"'^^ "' Wello?ls!
•8, .St. .Jarpes.s St., Brighton. The finest littleiition on the market at 250 gns.: wat?r-eoJ>ledengine, roomy dickey seat, efectric Hghthi^'l

S K,''„'^K^'
Grahame-White, Coventry Pre.

iH-H^d^-'^'^-'^eair-i
H?lborS' W 0.1

P^ym'^-ts-Service Co., 292"

"inS'lt
S''""'""! Tonring Model,lag »et, hood, screen,

recently rep-unted-
Mle at Elce and Co.,
»ile St.. E.C.3.

dynamo light-
spnre wheel, speedometer,

an excepfionaj^ bargain, £165!
15-16. BisJi

'Phone; Avenue 5548?
"Psgiite At.,

[0073

GRADO GEARS
NEW FIXED PRICES

We set the lead with Reasonable Prices,

NO FURTHER REDUCTIONS THIS YEAR

Kick-

Start

Model
for

Triumphs,

Bradburys,

etc.

£8 8s.
J.A.P. 10/-

exira.

Postage free.

Complete with
all fittings.

SIT ON
V OUR
SADDLE
AND
START
ENGINE.

Variable gear, irej cntiine, kick-start.
Here Is our world-famed kick-start Model for
al] machines from 3 to 10 h .p Deliveryfrom Stock

Two-Stroke Counter-

shaft Model.

This is our
new Countershaft
Model for 2 -strokes.

Xarlablc gear, free engine,

^PO O— Complete with Cham, both sprockets***** «J>a- and starter. Postage free.

This Gear gives
Variable Gear and
Free Engine.

PRICES :

Lightweight,
sultaiile tor tour-strokes.

£5 lOs
Heavyweight,

£6
J.A.P. 10/- extra. C
Postage free.

The reason we can produce at these prices lstocauaene haTcafactory completely equip-ped for the manutacture of Grado Gears oaly
ORDER TO-DAY

Dept. M ICY.,

66, Pershore Street
BIRMINGHAM.

-.Mid. rii7.

GRADO, Ltd.
Telephone-

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the n

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
Ij'^'v,-^i'"u^ '^"J^-

,2-seater, dickey, hood, screen, de-

^^/i H'^'"'''^ wheels, 3 electric lamps, spare wheel, 3
£li, ;o""rd and reverse; extended payments.-Soleagents (or iondon and Home Counties. Vivian Ilardieand Lane. Ltd.. 23 and 24, Woodstock St., Bond St"•^- '

[0579

N^\^ ^%^° Morg""!. 1.700 miles only, lOh.p. W.C.-^' M.A.L... aluminium dash, speedometer, watch,
hood, screen, Binks hot air intake mutHer, torpedo
?)£,/"= lights, special locker, finished pearl grey, cost
4.275: accept £235.-71, Tulse Hill, London. Thone :Brixton 484. [2408
VEBRE Light Car. 1912-13, 2-seater, 6h.p., single-^ cyl.^ o speeds, reverse. Smith's speedoiheter, horn,
mirror, btepney. etc., smart body, last, and good hill-
climoer, marvellously economical: £55, bargain; any
examination welcomed.—R. Watson, Victoria Ed..
-\ldeburgh, Suffolk. [1727

1 '^^^o,*^^'"'^ ^^''i ''"'" '" owner's specification.
•»-«^ 8h.p. twin Rex engine. Sturinev 3-speed gear
OCX combination drive, sporting 2-seat'er body, lamps,
horn, tax paid, mileage 500-600; sacrifice "£137,'10,
or exchange solo mount and cash.—Tlirellall. Elm Park,
bcnven Kd., Knarcsborough, Yorkshire. [2037

CARS FOR SALE.
£50 Down end 12 payments of £5 monthly teciires
'=^ relioWe landaulet.-Palmer's Garnso. Tooting.

£50 Down and 12 monthly payments of £7/10 secures
'=^ reliable 2-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£50 Down and 12 monthly payments £5 secures 20
=*' li.p. Humber laodaulet. 4 speeds, fine hackney
carnage.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

"I /ill. p. Georges Richard 2.seater Car: exchange for
-•-vf motor cycle, or sell £20. — Palmer's Garage.
Tooting.

£250 Cash secures 22h.p. Berlicb chassis. 4 cyls.,
=** monobloc 4 speeds, as new; exchanges.—Palm'ers
Garage, Tooling.

£225 Cash Secures 1917 Napier Chassis, 4 speed,
worm drive.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting.

£57 Down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures
magnificent Napier landaulet.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

£200 Down and 12 monthly payments £25 secoro.-
1916 DailDler landaulet, as new.—I^ahner's Garage.

Tooting.

£225 Cash secures early new English Ford 2-seater,
dickey, detachable wheels, fully equipped.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£300 Cash secnre.s very fino lOh.p. Metallurpinuo 2
seater, monobloc, 4 speeds.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

£275 Cash secures "30h. p. Minerva Knight landaulet.
splendid condition.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 Down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures
12-14h.p. Fiat_ landaulet, cheaii running

Palmer's Garage, Tooting, [2320

G.W.K., 1914, exceptionally fast, reliable
—54, Coval Rd., Mortlake.

£137; 10.
[X2971

FORD Landaulet. perfect; £135.—Chauffeur, 21, F.lin

Park Garden Mews, S. Kensington, S.W. [2264

SAXO.N 1916 2-seater. lOh.p., 4-cyl., last, economical,
smart; £135.—Hillside, Surbiton Hill Rd., ,S.\V.

MOERIS-OXFOBD 2-senter C»r. 1913
tX2969

model, jiiwt

erhauled ; £175.—King. Egrove Farm, Oxford
[X2982

i*610.—StaDdard new 1921 4-seater, all-weatber Oudy ;^ cash or exchaDge.—Motorics, 25, llorton hi..

Halifax. [1761

£420.—Calthorpe. new 1921 2-soater with dickey; 4-

seoter, £450: cash or eichanges.—Motories, 25.
Hoiton St., Halirax. [1760

BERLIET, 6 cyls.. 80-lOOh.p., racing engine, new
and comi)lete; £100; co-st £750.—Capt. Jackson,

r!o 77, Acre Lane, S.W. 2. [2263

TURNER. 1914, and dickey, lOh.p., 4-cyl., 5 rims
and tyres, nice, reliable, smart; £155.—Knigbt.

Premier Place. ' 918 Putney. [X2970

1 Q12 ir.Titini 4-cyl. lOli.p. Light Car, new pistons
-LU fitted; bargaJ", £7S, or close ofEer, worth double.
—25. Pfirk Av., Golder-s Greeu. [13,78

STAR 2-seot'er for sale, in excellent condition : £100.
or would take part cash and motor cycle in es-

'bange.—Knapniiin, 14, Eastover, Bridgwater, Som.
ri521

EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Several 2-seaters always
in stock: bargain prices.—Seabridge, Motor Ex-

change, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452.
[2410

DE DIOX 6h.p., smart little car, complete, just It-tt

coachworks, tip-top conditiou, tax £4 a year: bur-

goin, £65.—Seen and tried 3, St. James's Ed., Wnnd-^-
worth Common. (5878

HUMBER 10-12h.p,
tion througliout,

or anything tc

Wolverhampton.

5-seater,
Stepney

value £150.

mag., excellent condi-
; exchanse Ford van
-191, Sweetman St..

[1767

hood.STTJDEBAKER Touring Car, hood, screen, lamps,
spare rim, every detail eood order; £140; deferred

payments arranged.—Bunting's Motor Exchange.
Wealdstone. (Closed Sundays.) [2296

/

umber at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A3 7
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CARS FOR SALE.
BLEEIOT-WHIPPET Hslt Cars; i225; complete

with equipment and reverse gear, comfortable,
reliable, and economical; demonstration car always
available.—Lloyd and Son, 2. 28. and 29, Station St.,

Lewes. [1555

SIXTY Car? Actually in Stock, mostly oTOrhanled
and renovatod. biggest bargains anywhere. Postcard

procures list. Call 9 to 6. No business Sundays.—
Houglas S Cox, The Absolutelv .Straight Motor Man,
6i\ Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood. JEstablislied 1902.

[9867

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
N.A.G. 3-4-ton Lorry, 1918 model, guaranteed per-

fect; £125.-77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [2265

6h.p. Rover Box Van, mag., good mechanical order;
*24, offers.— 1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford.

[2163
£100 down and 12 monthly payments of £25 secures

a magnificent 3-ton lorry.—Deta.ils, Palmer's Gar-
age, Tooting. [2316

TRADESMAN'S Sidecar, spring wheel, detachable
axle, 4-point suspension, large capacity box, off

P. and M. ; £6/10.—68a, Delaneey St., Camden Town,
N w nsi p

TAXICABS.
[1818

19

4? 100 down and 12 monthly payments of £20 secure?^ London taxicab, — Details, Palmer's Garage,
Tooting. [2315

SIDECAR Taxi Combinations: B.S.A. special taxi
model, electric equipment with car light, spare

wheel, etc., £265.—County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad
.St., Birmingham. [X9167

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
I^OR Best Treatment and Beet Terms for light cars

or cycle car or motor cycles of any mate, new or
sccond-haud, write The Service Co., 292, High Hoi-
horu, W.C.I, or 'Phoue 6430 Holborn. [0580

VIVIAN HAEDIE and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Wood-
stock St., New Bond St., W.l ('Phone : May

fair 6559), are prepared to supply any make of motor
cycle on the instalment system; full particulars on
request. [0605

ENGINES.
4b. p. Triumpli Engine, C.S.: £18.—Apply, evenings

59, VVestmead Kd., Carshalton.
_

[2023

17 4b. p. Doug3;is Engine, C.A.V. mag., new Bink;
carburetter, controls, etc., perfect; bargain, £20.

56, Lawrence Hill, Bristol. [1376

WOLF 2?^Ii.p. 2-sirote Engine, complete, mag., car
biiretter, etc.; £10, ofier, or exchange.—35, Ben

.^OD, Bradford, Mancbester. [1970

B.S.A. 4^/^h.p. Engines, in practica-Uy new condi
tion; £13; carriage extra.—Marble Arch Motor

Kxcbaage, 135, Edgware Rd., W. [1298

3ib.p. Rover Engine, cylinder regroiind, new piston,
2 Disie mag-, B. and B. carburetter, G-rado gear;

£12.-Box 4,306, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1392

8b.p. M.A.G. Engine, perlect condition, guaranteed,
late 1920; price £32/10.—B.P. Garage, 40, Mur-

ray Mews, Murray St., Camden. Town, N.W. [2328

1 C|17 4b.p. Douglas engine and gear box, £14; 8li.p.

-I-*? J.A.F. engine, less cylinders and pistons, new,
£8; see under wind screens.~52, Manor St., Clapbam,
S.W.4. [2114

HAMILTON 4V>h.p. Twin Engine, m.o-o.b.i.v., in
sound order, complete with carburetter and con-

trols; £4, bargain.—Packwood, 34, New Rd., Stour-
bridge. [X2942

33.b.p. Minerva Engine, long stroke, nieebanical valves,

4 pulley, etc., perfect, as rew, pear shaped cylinders,

sporty engine; £3/10.—Hood, 15, Totteridge Lane,
AVlietstone, N.20. [1560

TRIUMPH 3V.h.p., 1911, perfect, very powerfnl,
£10/10; Vilhers Mark IV. 1921 2^ih.p., brand

new, £20/11, carriage 18/-.—Jack Ward. 11, Radford
Rd., Leamington Spa. [X5043

J .A. P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines J.A.P. Engines:
I have the larire^t stock of J.A.P. engines and

parts in England, over 30 engines always i.'i stock to
select from, and the price 5h.p. twins, £,17fJ0; 8b.p.,
fitted with neiv pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20; and
8h.p., £18/10; 2S4h.p. J.A.P. engine and mag.,
£18/10; 4b.p. J.A.P. and mag.. £17/10; 3j.ih.p.

Hnmber and mag., £12/10; 3>2h.p. Premier and mag.,
£15; 3'^hp. Rudge and ma?., £15; 254h.p. Minerva,
£5; :=tamp jcply.-Hawkins, 455, York Rd., Wandsworth.

[1695
HEPPELTH\VAITE.-8h.p. and 6h.p. De Dion

W.C. engines, £10 each with clutch and gears;
6b. p. Abingdon K.D. aii-cooled twin, £12 ; S'yih.p.

Humbev unit, Bosch enclosed and B. and B., £12

;

Douglas 23/4h.p., with magneto, £8/10; Wooler a^a'h-P-
horizontal 2-stroke, as new, less llywheel, fitted witJi

magneto, £5/10: 2h.p. Minerva, £3/10; 3h.p. Quad-
rant, £3/5; 2>^b.p. A. I.v., £2/15; twin Rex 6b. p.,

£5; another £6; Star 3>^h.p., £5; 3i-2h.p. Minerva,
£4/10; P. and M., old type, £3; state requirements;
see Ignition Column for Magnetos.—17-19, Wilcox Rd.,
Wandsworth Rd., London. S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brix-
ton. [2139

BASTONES
JVo Better or Cheaper House*

COVERS.
New Clearance and ex-W.D. Stock. Approval

a.tiainst remittance.
25x li Micheiiu, Fine Ribbed 15/-
2(5 X 2j Gaulojs, Three-ribbed Heavy 28/-

„ Goodrich, Safety Tread, Ex. Heavi,' 30/-
,, Clincher de Luxe, Extra Heavy ... 35 /-

Rom, Rubber Non-skid, Heavy ... 32/-
Rom Combination 42 /-
Macintosh, Chain Pattern, Heavy . 35/-
Avon Sunstone 35 /-
Wood-Milne, 3-ply -. 31 /-
Wood-Milne, Extra Heavy 32/6
Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber-studded. 27/-

,, Hutchinson, Passenger,Rubber-stud. 29/-
26:<z^ Hutchinson, T.T., Rubber-studded. 35/-

„ Hutchinson, Passenger 40/-
26x2'.-

]
for 26 X ^Goodrich Safety Tread, Ex. Heavy 38/-
2} rim J

{Micbelin, Fine Ribbed 21 /-
Hutchinson Passenger, Rubber-stud. 32/-
Avon Sunstone 39 /-
Englebert Raised Rib, {wired edge) 25/-
Englebert Rubber-stud, (wired edge) 30/-

650x65 Hutchinson 3-ribbed, Heavy 45/-
,, Goodrich Safety Tread, Ex. Heavy 48/-

28x3 Goodrich Safety Tread, Ex. Heavy 47/-
,, Hutchinson 3-ribbed, Heavy 43/-

700x80 Goodrich Safety Tread, Ex. Heavy 50/-
., Hutchinson 3-ribbed 50 /-

700 X 85. Moseley, Plain ".
. 50 /-

,, Moselev, Steel-studded - 55 /-

TUBES.
26x^1 Hutchinson 5/9

, , Micbelin 6/6
26 X 2^- Michelin 6/6
28x3" Hutchinsoa 7/9

Goodyear (Butted) 9/6
The above are sent carriage paid.

BELTS.
Tlie Improved Buffalo Hide V Belting, c>, tra

Strong. Recommended for heavy work.
|in. at 2/4, lin. at 2/6, j^^in. at 2/8 per Foo'..

SIDECARS AND BODIES.
We have a largt; stock of complete Sidecars and
Bodies. All at low prices. Inspection invited.

Complete Sidecars from £14 18 6

Coachbuilt Bodies from £4 13 6
Six only, soiled Bodies, from £3 10

Limited number only. Brand New Montgomery
No. 1 Sidecars, complete witli screen and luggage
gi-id. List price, £36 5s. Our price . . £31 10
Other models in stock from £21

MOTOR CYCLES.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7^9 h.p., late 1920, electric

model, with Elite Model large bulbous back
Sidecar, with screen, speedometer, Tan-Sad,
Tools, etc. Licence paid. Onlyiian 1,000 miles.

Real bargain £200
NEW COMET, i92r model, 2!-h.p., 2-st.roke, kick-

start, 2-speed 55 gns.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bowdcn Front Brakes each 13/4
Bowdea Magneto Controls, comp.ete . . ., 15 /-

H. & B. Plated Motor Cycle Bulb Homs ,,, 16/6
Sidecar Auxiliary Arms ,, 14/-
P. & H. Rear Lamps (Gas) „ 6/9
P. Sc H. Motor Cycle Lamp and Generator . . 42/-
M-L Single-cylinder Magnetos, Tj'pe PLR,ex-

W.D. stock.. ^ ^ 35/-
Thomson-Bennett Magneto for Douglas, ex-

W.D. stock 55/-
Simms 4 cylinder Magneto, ior car .... 150/-
Easting Windscreen 90/-
K.L.G. Sparking Plugs, new in boxes, ex-

W.D. stock each 2 /S

B. & B. Carburetter, complete 42/-
Valves for Douglas Engines 4/6
Valves for Triumph and J.A.P. 5/6
Mudguard Blades, 4in 4/3

Hours of Business, 9 til] 6. Saturdays, 9 ti]] 1.

228, Pentonville Road,
Kings Cross, London, N.l.

Telephone—2481 North.
Telegrams—"Bastooes, London."

IGNITION APPLIANCES,
jyTAGXETOS.-To trade onlj-..

^^.A.V. 2-cyL Clockwise Aeroplane Starting Magmv^ platinum points- the workmanship is of
finest and all working parts are interchangeable 1

C.A.V. type K.U.3.

,OAN be Converted satisfactorily for use on ;iny
V-/ or two-ryl inkier uiotor bicycle of less tlian £

Order.s ot 100 and up^vards 22/6 each, carriage fonv
Orders of 250 find upwards' 21/- em-h, carriage forw
Terms

:
Fuui s:de against cash. N.B.—One aw sai

can be supplied on approval against cash, 25/-,
hvered. Order quioklv as a few large orders wiU
haust our stock.—Brown, Gardner and Co., 8, B
Marks, E.C.3. Ii

jJ^AGNETOS .60% Bcloiv Original Cost.

C.A.V., suitable for any 2 or 1-oyl. engine ot
than 5h.p., height afiin., breadth 2^t[in.. d

from armature driving end to contact breaker c(

4V2in. They are mo.st etQcient, and yet have the
vantage of being the smallest magnet^3 that car
thoroughly relied upon for the purpose recomroen
Variable ignition and short circuiting terminal. T
magnetos have platinum points, and the workman
is of the finest. 2-eyl. fires at 180°; provi-sional
63/-. All working parts are standard and inteicha
able with C.A.V. Types K.U. 1 and 2. _ .

THOIVISON-BENNETT 8-cyl. Magneto, adapted
4-cyl., variable ignition, clock ot anti-clock, £—Below.

THOMSON-BENNETT and M-L.'s ot CK)ventTy, :

A.D.S. or P.L.R. Types, clock or anti-clock, .
variable ignition, 10/- extra; A.D.S. are particui
.suitable for stationary engines.—Below.

THOMSON-BENNETT A.M.2, firing at 180^
able ignition, and short circuiting terminal,

or anti-clock, 50/-; Thomson-Bennett Type A.M.I
above, but for single-cyl. engines. SOZ-.^Below.

ALL Our Single-cylinders are guaranteed one
per revolution. N.B.—State whether 1 or 2-

clock or anti-clock, when looking at the driving
Special net price will be made for contract ordei
deliver so many per week or month: carriage and j.

ing 1/9 per magneto-; trade discounts on applicat;

GUARANTEE.—These magnetos were mannfact
in anticij)ation of Government contrai.'t.^,

have been a long time in stock; it is therefore n
sary to throw out any damaged by rough hand
and to remagnetise and thoroughly overhaul all otl

We guarantee that the work has been thoroughly
by experienced mechanics, and that all magnetos
despatched in perfect working order, and we

_

that this justifies us in charging more than some
petitors, who do not sell under the same de.scrii

and guarantee.—Vale Engineering Svnd., 8-11. Bro
Bldgs., St. Mary Axe, E.C.3.

P.
and M. Magnetos, new, with sprocket nod cli

£2/ 10.-Below.

B. Magnetos for any macliine; £2/10.-24, Ch
Walk, Hampstead. [;

EW Twin C.A.V. MasnetO; £2/15.-Joues, 12,
halton Rd., Sutton. [.

B. j\Iagneto, new, never used

;

Cononbank, Montrose.
45/-.—Macfad

R
RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for repairs

new nuignetos.—See below.

ELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto v

in 3 days, and. if necessary, 24 hours.

RELIANCE work under estimate, and guarantee *

job 12 months. Armature winding a specif

Trade enquiries aolicited-

RELIANCE work for, and are reeommended
some of the largest concerns in London

can supply every want.

RELIANCE stock spare parts for Bosch, U.H., J

mann, E.I.C., Thomson-Bennett, C.A.V.. D
Splitdorf, etc. Special line: Genuine platinum 6(

for every make, 12/- per pair.

T> ELIANCE specialise in the repair of U.H.
JtX Dixie magnetos, and having the original t

can guarantee a sound and reUable job.

RELIANCE have just taken over larger pren

and are now in a particularly strong positic

'deal with repairs quickly, thoroughly, and cheaplf,

RELIANCE will be pleased to receive your

quiries concerning your ignition troubles, s.

place otu long-etanding experience at your disj

and old and new customers may be eertaiu of ge

the usual promptness and courtesy which we
alway.^ endeavoured to give.—Note new address;

St. John St., Loudon, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Jtepniring Co.. 283, St.

St., London, E.C.I, ior new magnetos.—See v

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, variable ign

waterproof, perfect, and sent with written guari

from a reputable firm. Siugie-cji., suit any mao

45/- 45°, SC^, 55°, for Clyno, J.A.P.. etc., 180

Douglas 2^;'Ji.p. and 4h.p., 55/-; postage 1/6. It wn

you to deal with the people who understand auc

guarantee what they are selling. -Reliance Magnefr

pairing Co., 283, St. John St:, London, L.C.I. I

DIXIE Magneto, clockwise, suit 2-sti;oke; bni

£2/10.-56, Sutton St. Astou, Bummgli^

A38 AH (etlws relating to advertisements should quote the number at the enj of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
iVERAL Mags, for sale, exchange for gears or ac-

cessories.—Bux 4.390, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[2232

I.e. Magneto, clockwise, single, brand new: offers,

cnsli; aiiproval.—Key. Samson, LadjTvood Rd.. Bir-

jbiim. [9317

)SCH Single, anti, waterprool. ZEl, off 1914
Triumph; £3/10, postage 2/-.—Jack Ward. 11,

lord Rd.. I.c-ymington Spa. [X3044

lARLES PARKER and Co. specialise entirely on
the repairs of magnetos, which, when completed,

guaranLeecI for 12 months.

£ARL£3 PARKER can be depended upon to give
jou quick service and a guaranteed job at the

li price.

tARLES PARKER are organised to re-despatch
repairs within 3 days from receipt, bot specially

nt magnetos can be put througli in 24 hours.

[ARLES PARKER being manulacturers of spare
iL'irti lor I.I(tifli. Eiseiiiiinn, U.H., siud tlie Iciid-

Britiih and American makes, can give immediate
ition to ycur inquiries. Therefcre send that mag-
to—

[ARI.ES PARKER, 85. Chasefi-ld Rd., Acton,
London. W.3. Tel.: Chiswick 1518. [2407

iGNETOS.'—Dixie, ^cckwise. twin. unu?ed, per-
fect. £3 3, mu&t sell ; Thomson-Bsnnett single,

ew. £3/15.—64, Bishop^gate, London. [0615

LAND New British Magnetos, not W.D., for

Triumph, B.S.A.. and Douglas: £4/19/6, carriage
—Collier's Motorics, llortcn St., Halifax. [1762

ISCH Mag., 50/-: twin. £2/15; SpUtdorf, Model'
E.V.. single, £2: Belling NIL. £2, sinRl<-: jtom-li,

;

» £2/1j: Dixie niiitr.. from £1.—EdwardCvS 277.
^erwell Rd., S.E. 4913 Hop. [2178]

BKON. registered 291,298. greatly superior t(.|

latinum, unequalled lor blades, screws, etc., cures 1

rin^', 5/3 ciich rivet; Jebron soiews, lit Bosch mug
I

, 10 6 pair; old screws, Jebroiii.scd,^ 4^9 each. 1

BRON, an iridium-plalinum contact, guaranteed
pure; there is no efficient substitute loi; these!
Is.-Jebron. 38. Herbert St.. Woolwich, S.E.18.

[0001
NTI.VEXTAL Ignition Rerair Co.—Wo repnir Con-'
tincutiil maguetos only. ]Jy specialising ou Bo<;fh, *

, Ei--cmann, Mca. Splitdorl, Dixie, and Berling I

et03, wo can naturally give you better service.

ICE ; Rewinding 18/-. condens-rers 10/-. plntinuin
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2 6,

rings 6/6, II.T. teiminals 4/6. Our y. 1.

overhauling a motor cycle magneto ran;:. .-
,

Jen 20/- nnd 35'-. and never exceeds the latter

}, Guaranteed ior 12 months, and redeapiitehed to

io 2 dnys.

NTIXENTAL lenitioa Repair Co., 13. Hnrdwicl;
Rd., Chiswick. London. [1172

VGNETO Repairs.-Send your magneto to Palmer's
Gaiage, Tooting. Reply paid, quotation tele-

led on receipt; quick, efficient repair guaranteed
i>m ? tn fi d.TVJ. usuallv within 24 hours.— PalmerV
ge. Tooting. [2317

SPPELTIIWAITE.—Thomp5on-B?nnott magnetons
isinglr £2 5, twins 45°. 50^ 55°, £2/10; twin
s, 35 -; old magnetos requiring repair, 10/- each

;

Vlisc llaneous column.— 19. Wilcox Rd., W'aods-
1 Rd.. London. S.W.8. - [2137

3CH Magneto Repoirs —We undertake every kind
of reitjiir to Bosch magnetos, and specialise on
make. All r'L'r:iir(i guarnuteed. Rapid .^ervicp.

rt workmanship.—T-angford's, 37. Ciicklowood
iway. London. X.W.2. [2415

VEiNTRY Ignition Supply. — Thomson-Bennett
magnetos, waterproof, variable ignition, singles
.wins, any degree, suitable for any class of motor
or stationary engine. £2/15 each. 1/6 postage;
and export enquiries carefully attended to.—

f.

,.V. Magnetos, the specially constructed magneto,
suitable for any lightweight, ideal in every way,
5 each. 1'6 postage.—Below.

jGS.—New supply of K.L.G. and Lodge. 2/6 each;
lurrv; tr.rdo enquiries solicited.—Coventry Ignition
ly. 97. Gorton Rd., Coventry. [2376,

VERNMENT Surplus (New) Magnetos—Having
]

purchased the entire stock rf tli° followinc makes.
!

n offer them at hujre discounts: Pbomson-Bennett.
j

anl twin. 45 =
. 50^ 55°. and 1^0°. clock and;

£2/15; M-T, single, clock, or an'i. £2/15; C.A.V
: or twin, £2/15; postage 1/9.—Bdcw.

ii the Above are the enclosed waterproof type,
fitted with variable ignition' and leads, and are
)]e lor all makes of motor cycleo.—Below.

W Plugs, guaranteed, not rejects: A.C. fTitan)
1/9: K.L.G. . types F7 and F8 detachable, in
rd" boxes, 2/6; Lodge, in boxes, 2/6.—Below.

Gil Tension Wire (new). 9 mm. ';d. per vard; 25
yard coil, 8/6; 7 mm.. 4d. per yard; 25 yard
6/-; 5 mm.. 3d, per yard; 25 yard coil, 4/-; 3
2d. per yard; 25 yard coil, 2/-; postage on coils
ill goods per return post; on approval on receipt
ih; money refunded if not satufJel —County of
•n Ensineering Works. Ltd.. 51a. New Park Rd
.n Hill. S.W. [4647

'ASTRA'
LIGHTING SETS.

MOTOR CYCLE SETS COMPLETE
WITH ALL ISECESSARY FITTINGS

from 12-2-0
Fittings in Stock for

ZENITH, DOUGLAS, A.J.S.,

NORTON, BLACKBURNE, etc.

LIGHT CAR SETS COMPLETE

from £15-0-0
DYNAMOS ONLY.

4 voh type .. .. £6 10
6 voh type .. .. £8 10

'ASTRA' DYNAMOS are SIMPLE.
RELIABLE. EFFICIENT, and can

be run at high speeds without danger

of burning out or damaging the

accumulator.

Front 6:iin.

No. 1 Type Motor Cycle Head Lamp.

Price 63/- nickel finish, with
bulb and bracket.

This lamp, which is cJso suitable lor

light car work, is beautifully finished

and scientifically designed so that a per-

fect focussing adjustment is obtained.

We can offer excellent Trade Terms
for this Lamp.

FuUy illustrated catalogue free
on request.

THI

Astra Dynamo Co.,
110, Victoria St., S.W.I.

Telephone : Victoria 7545

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
UNSATISFACTORY iMagnetos should be replaced

by a Eoulton, £5/10 each; immediate dispatch:
special discount to the trade. A few shop-soiled to
clear at lower prices.—Boul ton Magnetos, Ltd., Old-
hall St.. Wolcerhanipton. [6458

MAGNETOS.—Thomson-Bennett. clock or anti-
clockwise, 42-. 45'. 50^ 55°. 180°. 50/-; lor

smgle-cyl. engines. 4-stroke 45/-, 2-stroke 40/-. All
above have variable ignition, and are new. water-
prool, and guaranteed. No waiting. Write for illus-
tration and furtlier particulars.—Super Power Co., 81,
North Side. Clapham. S.W. 4. [1918

RCTNBAKEX Repair Services.—Dynamos, magnetos,
iind ?tyrters. Huge t-tocks of tipare parts and a

modern plant enable u.s to make a tliorou?:h and effi-
cient repair to every mal;o and type. Pack in a stronj?
lox. endo-^e instructions, and addres? to The Ruubaken
Magneto Co;, Ltd., 115, Gt. Portland St., London, W.
('Phone: Mayfair 3586}. North of England; Derby
St., CbeetJiaiu. Manche^tor ['Phone: City 8266j. [0257

MAGNETO and Engineering Co. Special Lines.—
Thom>oii-Bennet ningnetos.- single? nnd twins, woter-

pnutt typo, nuy degree, 42. 45, 48. 50 55. 60, nud
180 £2/ 15 eneh. po.<tos;e 1/6, ready to fit on Douglas
P. and M., Triinnphs Hnrleys. J. A. P., etc.; ttote your
eiipine: we ciin supply liy return. We tully gunrnntco
the^e machines iii evory way, being suitable for any

'

typo of motor lycle, variable ignition. Terms, cash witU
order. Satisfaction or money reiuoded.—Below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, \singles and twins, ideal ninguetos
tor ligbtwcighTs, viuinhle ignition, and beiiutilully

con-^tructed; £2/15 each"; postage 1/6.—Below.

MAGNETO and Engineering Go's Plug.-^: K.L.G.
type. £7; F8 Lfidgo Aeru at 2/6; tested, uilly

giiariiuteed us new, bored; tlnent value on the maiket.

^PARES: Contact screws, Bosch pattern, platinum
^^ iridium, 10/6; Thomson-Boiinet and C.A.V.
.-pares in stock: write lor list; lowest possible prices.—
Miigneto and Engineering Co.

TRADE and Export enquitie? special attention.—Dept.
Jt.. Magneto and Kugineerju); Co.. Cromwell House.

Kulwot.d Plnoc, High Holborn, W.C.I. Tel.: Chancery
7054-7055. - [2375

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-

lished 1912). ccntraclors to H.M. Government,
and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

pairs ol every dcscrii>tion: all repairs at lowest pos-

sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
return them within 24 hours. We have several new
and eecond-liand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in etock,

all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd.. Euston. London, N.W.I.
Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. ; Kumagnelec, Eusroad.
London, [6015

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.

Guaranteed repairs to all types ol magnetos;
Splitdorl and Dixie specialists; oiheial Indian elec-

trical service station; Thomsun-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approved A.I.I),

lest bench before despatch, and tiiereiore carry our
guarantee lor 12 months. Wc hold the largest stock
vl guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spare parts lor all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,

cables, lirwatt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. Wo
give you" real live service atlwaya.—Euston Ignition
Co., 329, Euston Rd London. N.W.I. 'Phone

:

Museum 5034. T.A. : Alagdyno, Eusroad, London.
[0263

TYRES.
/ desrriptioi

Tyre Repairing 'Co.—Below.
T> EPAIRS ol every description Irom 2/6.—Phrenix

BURSTS, cuts, and broken beads repaired (rem 2/6.
—Below.

1 FT //> is the Cost ol Retreading your old tyre.—
±0 / O Below,

EXTRA Heavy Eibbed, studded, or ribbed pattern
tread.—Below.

HAND your Tyres for retreading or repairs into

post office to-day addressed to Phoeni.t Tyre Re-
pairing Co., 224. Sherlock St.. Birmingham. [X2943

rt K y Off Best Make ol Tyres, new stock.—Pitts, vl

40 Rcdditeh. Tel. ; 91. [X9325

H. EilANUEL, Tyre Factor.—See my bargoiDs in

di.splayed advertisement columns. [0235

BASTONE'S lor Covers and Tubes, no better or

cheaper house. See displayed advert. [9916

MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Eafy Terms, standard
makes: list post iree.-J. G. Graves, Ltd., Shel-

field. [0539

C^ AA MOTOR Cycle Covers, all sizes, soiled only,

OUU heavy 25,'-, light 15/-; approval anywhere.

—AUtyres, 81, Dale End, Birmingham. [7433

Al'EW Real Bargains for Scottish readers, surplus

Go%eniDient, etc., covers nnd tul>es. AVrife ior list.

-MiAithur Hill, 47, Carrick St., Glasgow. [8290

MOTOR Cycle Tyres, 26x2"l-. At Z'A rims, 3-rilibecl,

heavy: 35.'- each; exceptional v.ilne :
apiiroval

aijainst tusb'.-Alltytes, 81, Dale End, Birmingliaiu. [2221

/KAX65 Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy, unused,

OOV 42/-, original 80/9; 650:<65 Oylers heavy,

58/6, original cost 65;-.-64. Bishopsgate, Loiidon.^^^

AH letters relating to advertisements should qtiotc the number at the end of each adve;tJ£2aient, and the date ol the issue. A39
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M
TYRES.

ISS DOOLEY.—26x2',(. new Macintosh 'and Spen-
er-Moulton tyres 30/- each.—Below.

"li/TISS DOOLEY.—26x2'4, 2^, and 21/2 Dunlop re-
J-Vi tread tyres, as new; api^roval against' cash;
-pecial quotations to the trade for miuimunj of 50;
IM-ice 17/6 each.—Below

ISS-iDOOLEY._700x65, 660x65. 26x2?^, prices
£2/6, £2. and £1/10 respectively.—Below.

m

M
MISS DOOLEY.—700x80 Avon square tread, new,

50/- each.—Below.

"ST ISS DOOLEY.—28x3 inner_ tubes, Dunlop, new,

M

M

each, i^ilus carriage.—Below.

[ISS DOOLEY.—28x3 inner tubes, 5/- each; also
26x3, new.—Below.

ISS DOOLEY.—650x65 Rom tyres, new, 35/-
each.—Below.

MLSS DOOLEY.—26x3 Dunlop retreads, 25/- each.
-Below.

MLSS DOOLEY.—700x65 Dunlop new tyres, 35/-
each.—Below.

ISS DOOLEY.—700x80 Avon and Spencer-Moul-
ton new tyres, 45/-.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—820x135 oversize for 820x120
Dunlop. etc., new, £5: Dunlop tubes for same,

16/-.—Below,

MISS DOOLEY.—28x3 new tyres, Wood.Milne,
Spencer-Moulton, Mackintosh, etc.; 25/- each,

l)lus carriage.

PLEASE apply for all the above to Miss E. Dooley,
33, Killyon Ed., Claphajn, S.W.8. [2334

RD. VARTY, Thundersley, Essex, for tyres, all
• new, unirsed, clearance, guaranteed value and

satisfaction or money returned, compare the prices.

RD. VAETY.—Dunlop studded, 26x214, Z'fs, 28
• X3, 37/6; Palmer cord same price.

RD. VARTY.—Wood-Milne tyres, 26x2'!;s, 28x3,
28/-; 650x65, 32/-; 700x80, 43/-; 28x21/2,

32/-; combination studded, 26x21,4, 48/-; 28x3, 56/-;
650x65, 52/-; 700x80, 53/-.

RD. VARTY.—Clincher de liixe extra heavy, 26
xJ" - -- --

28x3, 34/
x2i/,, 2';s, 33/-; Kempshall anti-skid, 26x2i!i

k

RD. VARTY for tubes, all guaranteed perfect
• 26x214, 2'/>, Palmer, Avon, Hutchinson, etc.,

6/-; 28x3, 7/-; butt-end. 1/3 extra.

RD. VARTY will send any of the above 00 ap-
• proval against cash.—Don't delay, post your

order now to R. D. Varly, Thundersley, Essex. [1312

D,DNLOP Sidecar Tvres, new, covers' 26X21/, 20/-,
28X3 27/6; tubes, 26X21,4 8/-, 26X2li 9/-," 28x3

10/-; postage 1/-.—Clayton, 135, Huddersfleld Ed., Staly-
biidge. [1427

TWO New Palmer Cord Tyres. 700x75, 35/- each;
three' new Palmer tubes, 700x75, 7/6 each; will

separate or offer for lot.—Williams 24, Stockwell Green
London, S.W. [1782

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Special offer of Wood-Milne
Eeygrip covers, new and in perfect condition, at

50% off list prices. All goods carriage paid, on ap-
proval against remittance.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 24x2 heavy, 23/9; 26x2
heavy, 25/-; extra heavy, 30/-.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x214 heavy, 26/10;
extra heavy, 34/-; 26x2% heavy, 28/4; extra

heavy, 34/3.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x214x214 heavy, 30/-;
extra heavy, 35/-; 26x21/2 extra heavy, 36/1.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x2i/, 0.8. extra heavy,
36/1; 26x3x21/2 heavy, 32/-; extra heavy, 41/-,

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 28x21^ heavy, 32/4; extra
heavy, 40/4; 700x80 heavy, 43/6; extra heavy,

46/6,

ECONOMIC—The following are all W.D. clearance,
new, and in perfect condition. Compare our

prices.

ECONOMIC—Avon Sunstone 26x214, 33/-; Bates
special heavy, 33/-; Dunlop heavy R,S., 35/-;

Clincher De Luxe extra heavy, 33/9; Beldam combina-
tiou, 35/-.

ECONOMIC—Hutchinson T.T. 26X2%, 35/-; Pas-
senger, 36/-; Clincher De Luxe extra heavy,

34/6; Beldam extra heavy, 32/6 r Bates special heavy
36/6; Dunlop heavy, 37/6.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber-stud
24x2 26/3; 26x2, 28/9; 26x214, 30/-.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S E 14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone i New Cross 1393.'

TJURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads remoulded^J-f made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted'
retreading; send tor list.-Melton Mowbray RubberU orlvs, -Melton Mowbray. [0347
BAEGAINS.-New Tyres, Dunlop extra heavy, 26x

2%, 28 francs; Dunlop, Bates, Palmer, Clincher
heavy, all sizas, 23 francs.; 820x120 £5; motor and
motor cycle tubes and spares in stock.—Couter, 9 Bd
Gambetta, Calais, France. [2356

KEMPSHALL Non-skid, also Hutchinson T.T., 28x
21/2, brand new, at a remarkable figure: 35/.

each; special prices for quantities over 6; carriage
free; greatest bargains in tyres.-J. Smith and Co
52-64, Hampstead Ed., N,W.l. [0259

'

WE DONT
SPECULATE
WE CALGULAT
Does your Tyre Repair Man calculate to your
advantage ?

When your cover or tube comes to us we
immediately calculate the cost of repair, and,
if we are not CERTAIN that it will pay YOU
for the amount you are asked to spend, WE
TELL YOU SO FRANKLY. That is our policy

RETREAOiNG.
26 X 2 . . 20/- 26 X 2I . . 22/-
26 X 2i . . 20/- 26x3 . . 25/-
26x2-1 .. 21/- 28x3 .. 30/-

Note—The old tread is completely stripped ofl

and new rubber built up j ust as in a new
cover. We do not fit a ready cured band.

REPAIRS.
We execute all cover and tube repairs. No job
is too small or too large, provided the article
is worth the cost.

New Butts fitted . . 6/-

New Section fitted , . 3/-
New Valves and Seats 2/6

pair

On receipt of article we immediately send you
full report and estimate. We pay return carriage.
Terms: CASH AGAINST PRO FORMA.

ACCESSORIES.
We stock every accessory and tool for either
car or motor cycle. Send for our Ust, or let

US quote you for your requirements.

WE ARE 1H£
CHEAPEST HOUSE IN THE TRADE

Three Special Lines.

Motor Cycle Bax Spanner Set.
Six Sizes, -^ x -fg, J x ^, -|,x ^ inch.

2/6 per Set.

g:
SKsawsjsKWVKSMWraKKHVp:?!?:

[^

3-in-1 Screwdriver.
Most useful to the motorist and in the home: .tempered
steel blades, uickel-plated throughout.

2/2 each.

Cutting^ Pliers.
COMBINATION PATTERN, compasing Square Nose,
Circle Joint, Burner Hole. Raised Siae Cutters. It is

made from a Carbon. Steel and Drop Forged.

2/6 pair.

These are three of the handiest lines and your
topl'kit is not complete without them.

Postage extra.

Note our only Address-

Y.V.C. (1919) LTD.,
*FhoDe : 23565. 201, North St.. LEEDS.

TYRES.
O Q X Sin. New Kora Combination Covers, £3

;

/W O 2i4in. new Avon Sunstones, 39/-: 26x2^
Cliucheifi, 35/-: 650x65 Hutchinson combination cot
£3; quiintity of new covers, various sizes, from 20J
Murrny's. 37a, Clicirles St., Hatton Garden, HoU)(

iX2
NEAV Dunlop nnd Bates Tubes, W.D., 26x214

'26x2%. 5/- each; new Beldam clearance cov
all sizes, 30/- each, except 28x3 40/-, 650x65
and 700X80 50/- each; 700x80 liCW Wood-Milne so,

tread covers, guararteed, 50/- each.—Homerton Rul
Works. Erotkshy's Walk, Homerton. E.9. [0

CKOTDON Motor Tyres, Ltd.-New- Clincher cl

. ance endless tubps, not W.D. or perished, 2£

6/3, 26x2Vt 6/6, 26x21/2X21^ 7/3, 700x80 8/6; .

free against remittance; Wood-Mllne Keygrip eov
all sizes, 3 and 4-ply, at half prices.—Croydon !M(

Tyres, Ltd., 53a, London Rd., Croydon. [4

0^x2V> New Beaded Covers, 24/-; new best qua
^vJ tubes, 24x2'!l, 5/-; 26x2, 6/-; 26x21/4. 6
26x2.V', 7/6; 26x2V-'X2Vt, 8/-; 26x3, 9/-; 700x
9/6; 750X-75, 10/-; 28x3, 10/6; new rubber he

6ft, 2in.xlin., 10/6; 15in. inflators, 2/3; sent,
proval, carriage paid receipt remittance.—I'alm
Garage, Tooting, S.W. [2

CENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath.—Brand
" Wood-Milne Keygrip coyers. Cheapest house

the trade; satisfaction guatftnteed. 26x2V(, 26
extra heafv 32/6; 26x2%, 27/6, E.tl. 33/-: 26x2
2S, 30/-, E.H. 35/-; 26x21/-., 34/-, E.H. 36/-; 26x
2''.. 32/-. E.H, 40/-; 28x3, 27/6. E,H. 30/-; 650><
32/6, E.H. 37/6; 700x80. 40/-, E.H. 45/-; tubes i

—Below.

CENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath.—Special
brand new extra heavy Wood-Milne covers,

'

each; approval willingly; listed at 87/-.—London '.

Thornton Heath. [2

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.—Spe
prices ot Wood-Milne Keygrip covers, brand ]

and perfect condition ; all gqods carriage paid on
proval against remittance. Wood-Milne 26x214. he:

26/10;. 26x2% Clincher de Luxe, heavy,-32/-; 26x
heavy, 30/-; 26x21/2 extra heavy, 36/-, Tube(=. br
uew Dunlop, Avon, Moeeley, from 5/6, in makers' ca
—Light Car and Motor Cycio Engineering Co., 26, T
Hill, S.W:2. (Half minute from Bristou Skating Rii

TANKS.
,S,.\. Tank3, in good condition; 18/-.—Marble A
Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. [1

TANKS, makers' colours; list.—Exeter Engineer
Co., Sternhall Lane, Peckham, 3.E.15, 'Phoi

New Cross 1778, [2

TANKS Renovated, makers' colours, transfers IJ

- Whitworth Motor Renovating Co., 90a, Persl

St.. Birmingham. [fi

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern, High-cla^s w
on'y.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6. Richard St.,

kinson St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established
years.

" [3

TANK-S Repaired, re-enamelled; partition leaki

dents, drip feeds fitted, etc. ; re-enamelling, mak
colours, finish, aud transfers guaranteed; prompt
turn.-Park Works, la. Paradise Rd., Green La
Highbury, London.

"^^

[S2

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired.

re-enanielled at our own works; all kinds
fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable char
—Send postage for illustrated price list to A. Gvt

Water St., Chapel St., Salford, Manchester. T(

2191 Central. [0

BELTS.
'^AA Brand -New lin. Belts, 6ft. 6in. lengt
0\/\f Dunlop, Pedlev, etc.; 12/- each.—Mai
Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd. ,W. fl

B

BEST make ol Beltmg. all lengths in lln. at
loot; 2-piece %m. 1/-9, %m. 1/&. on- appro

against cash—Pitts, of Redditch. Tel, : 91. [X9

BELTS.—Clincher rubber, unused, %iri. 7ft.

11/3, Hiin. 7ft. 19/3; leather belt, 8ft. 6in. '/i

19/-; belt fasteners, 9d. and 1/- each.—64, Bisb
gate, Loudon. [Q

BRAND New Belts, "iiil.. 61t. 6in., 12/6;,%in.,
leueth, 1/9 per it.; lin. 8ft, 6in,, 1716: Ped

Puulop, and Clipper,—Central Gariige, London 1

Thornton Heath,
"

. [2:

LARGE Quantity of Kew Belts, not dearani

Clipper, 9ft.xlin,, 22/- each; 8ft. 6in. ditto,
"

each; surplus by leading makers, '/8i,n., any leng

2/1 a foot; special olfer of 6!t. 6in. of yjin. at
'

each. %in. ditto. 12/6.-11. Emanuel, Tyre Factor,

Belgrade Rd,, N.16. Stores : 37a, Balls Pond
Dalston, N.l, "Phone; Dalston 3161, [0

INSURANCE.
MOTOR Cycle Insurance at Economical Piemlaca

.See below,

FULL Policy up to 2";ih.p, £3/10. 4i;h,p. £4. 61

£4/10, lOh.r.. £6/10.—See below.

PUBLIC Liability Only, uulimiled indemnity, ft

£1/7/6.—See below.

FULL Particulars will be forwarded on receipt

postcard stating make, h,p,, and value.

LALDETDGE and Co., Ltd.. 23, Bucilersbc
E,C,4. Branches at Bri^^htou (56. East fl

Manchester (10, South Parade, Deansgate), -Marg

(6, Cecil Sq,). [5!

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The T.T. and the Grand Prix.

NEXT week's Tourist Trophy Races in the Isle

of Man promise to provide the finest motor
cycle races in histor}'. With the trade sup-
porting the event once again, the best riders
in the country nominated as jockeys, twenty-

two lightweights, and forty-three medium'weights in
the Junior event on Tuesday, and sixty-eight in tiie

Senior race on Thursday, the event attains ,
increased importance. Enthusiasm already run's •

high, as many competitors are showing up conspicu-
ously in practice on the Island. In each event
there are two and four-strokes and single and twin-
cxlinder machines, but no four-cylinder or radial
cngined mounts appear. The single-cylinder pre-
dominates in Junior and Senior Races. On each
race day, for the benefit of the thousands of motor
cyclists who cannot witness the event, The Motor
Cycle has again arranged for a series of telegrams
to be despatched throughout the country, showing
the leading positions at the end of each lap.

. Undoubtedly, many of the machines which will

.compete are capable of speeds greatly in excess of
those accomplished on the Manx course hitherto,

and the contests promise to reveal to the world at
large some of the results of the close attentipn paid
to engine design during the war.

It is unfortunate that the races are not of a more
international character. It would have been
extremely interesting to have seen the latest British

and American machines in a strenuous race, such
as the Tourist Trophy, with the post-war
productions of France. Holland, Belgium, Italy,

and Switzerland.

On the 24th of next month, however, an oppor-
tunity will present itself for British motor cyclists

to witness some of the Tourist Trophy machines in

competition with the pick of the French motor
cycle industr)- in the Grand Prix race. The com-
parative speeds of the British representatives in the
Isle of Man and on the French course at Le Mans
will provide data upon which the productions of the
nations may be judged.

For the conveniente of motor cvclists in this
country desiring to attend I,e Mans, The Motor
Cycle has purchased a number of tickets for
reseiTed seats in the grandstand, and has also a
carefully compiled and classified list of hotels near
Le Mans. The Autocar is rendering similar ser-
vice to its readers for Jhe great car race on the
following day.

Only a limited number of tickets have been allo-
cated to this and our sister journal, and those
desmng to take advantage of the convenience
.should communicate with the Editor of either
journal on the matter, which is referred to on
page 703-

The Anglo-Dutch Trial.

THE Anglo-Dutch trial, which this year will be
held in this country, occupies a unique
position as an international contest. It is'

not a team trial in the generally accepted
meaning of the term; it is a contest between

a single team picked from the best riders in
Holland and another representing Great Britain.
Last year the Dutch team was the winner in its

own country. Although the trial is in the hands
of the Auto Cycle Union, the contest is not to be
regarded as being between the A.C.U. and the
.\etherlands Club ; it should be looked upon as a
national affair—Great Britain versus Holland.
The formation of the British team is now in

progress, and it is highly desirable that the Auto
Cycle Union has in its possession a list of Great
Britain's best riders who are available to compete.
Many riders who are qualified to represent their
country are so modest that they shrink from making
applications themselves and, to overcome this diffi-

culty, we suggest that club secretaries nominate
them. We have sufficient material in this country
to form a large number of excellent teams, and to
form the British " fifteen " will not be an easy task.
Nevertheless, too many names will be better than
too few—and the more qualified men nominated,
the greater will be the honour to those selected.

-

^
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An Annivei'sary.

THE files of The Autocar record that in the last

week of May, 1896, the first all-British motor
cycle left the Humber works, and was tested at

^the Kunhead Grounds. No technical details are

recorded—perhaps Messrs. 'Humber can supply a

photograph ? The machine was equipped with a Pen-

nington engine, a power unit which was then a subject

of great controversy. Its inventor claimed that it

would burn paraffin without the aid of a carburetter,

the oil being vaporised by a preliminary spark, after

which a second spark exploded the resultant vapour.

The machine reached a speed of nearly 40 m.p.h. at

its debut, though the reporter admits that it called for

a little further tuning. .As the Pennington cycle engine

was air-cooled and finless, one imagines that after about
half a lap the engine was on the verge of seizure !

Carrying Spare Bulbs.

E
RECENTLY pointed out the absolute necessity of

carrying spare bulbs when an electric lighting set

is in use, and of a strong container in which such

fragile spares will be safe. The Lucas people inform

me that they now list a convenient metal canister, price

4s. 6d., which will carry one large and three small

bulbs, A Leicester engineer writes that he has con-

structed a light metal case to bolt to the underside of a

Brooks saddle. The latter notion seems rather sound.

We don't want to carry such gadgets in our pockets.

There is no room for them in our already overc'rowded

toolbags. The a\'erage handle-bar is pretty well loaded

up with accessories. A perma:nent position oh the

frame, and preferably one of- not too obtrusive a

character, seems just to fit the case. One reader

actually puts them in the peak of his cap, but I am
precipitated over my handle-bar too- fre;quently to risk

such, a position.

Close Ratio Gear Boxes.
R. L. W.-E. HARTLEY is a funny fellow. He

is evidently something of a speed-merchant in

his solo work, and presumably does not go
in for the freak hill competitions, as he clamours for

a gear box with "close" ratios; but he remains
perfectly oblivious to the fact that there is already
lots of choice in that line. To commence with, if

he is indissoluBly wedded to chain drive, I have no
doubt that the Sturmey-Archer people and other 'gear

makers would supply him with one of their special
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T.T. boxes, in which such a series as 4, 6, and 8 an

obtainable. If he is not an out-and-out chain man
what is the matter with the Rudge Multi and Zenith

Gradua, which have survived because close-ratio niej

are still numerous? If he combines an occasiona

excursion into freak hill country with a love of burniuj

up quiet highways, there are several four-speed boxe

on the market, of which the best known is probabl

the al.ways delightful A. B.C. In his general principle

Mr. Hartley is dead right. Tl)ere is nothing nice

than a diy day, a good road, and a gear (preferabl

of the belt type) which allows your willing engin

to rev. at its pet speed, irrespective of load variations

Some Nerve.
fY.SELF a timid and imaginative rider, 1 wa

horrified by my inspection of the machine
in the paddock at the last B.M.C.R.C. meet

One merchant calmly started out to chase 70 m.p.l

with a speedometer drive in position—geared off th

front hub. Another was wooing the goddess of spee

with a front brake all there. Bold men these, m
masters !

Two Brakes on One Rim.

EASK for information. Comparatively few ride

enjoy much experience of a braking s)stem whic

is not uncommon nowadays, viz., two shos

operating respectively on the inside and outside

one and the same belt rim. My own experienc(

testify 'that the. combination is not too good. \Vh;

you make on the swings, you lose on the roundabout
so to speak. I am rather a thick-head. All the gcK

things you see in these columns are cribbed fro

somebody. I do not see any reason why this bral

system should not work ; but I ha^"e not found th

it does. Can somebody please explain?

The Wizard of Shoreham,

THE name of Mr. H. R. Ricardo commands sut

respect in^the technical world that the rivals

the Triumph Co. will feel very anxious until tl

end of lap one in the Senior T.T.. and txtn tl

Triumph inclination to regard their side-by-side val

engines as their first string has by no means allayed tl

general neiTousness. ,
Mr. Ricardo is one of the mo

Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" havelatdy

been published in book form, price 6s. 3d. post free, from

The Motor Cycle" Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.i-
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Cccasionai Comments.—

patient and ingenious research workers in the sphere
of internal combustion engines. In his laboratory at
Shoreham no guesswork is permitted. The most
laborious and expensive tests are made to settle every
doubtful item in connection with compression ratios,
alje design, piston design, the shape of combustion
^lambers, the qualities of various fuels, and the like.
Occasionally he purchases a standard proprietar>'
engine, conducts sundry e.\periments with it, and later
on indicates to its indignant designee how. a few modifi-
cations will give a marked increase in horse-power with
a marked decrease in consumption. More often he
may be found busy on some weird test unit of his own
construction, so constructed that almost e\-ery factor
of design is adjustable, whilst everv aspect of its per-
formance IS meticulously recorded by a battery of in-
struments. No bigger or more experienced brain has
ever concentrated on the design of a motor c\cle
engine

;
and no matter how the Triumph-Ricardo imit

fares m the T.T., it should ultimatelv form the basis
M a very delightful 'bus.

The Manx B.S.A.

IN one respect the B.S.A. has the vantage over ail
the other new machines for the T.T. Its rivals
may have speciallv designed engines; the B.S A.

las a specially designed frame. Those of us who have
leen the Scott take its corners at speed in the Island
ecogni.se how tiie road-holding qualities of the machine
;ive an engme its chance. I believe I am right in
aying that the Scott has never yet won a race at
irooklands, but no 'bus is more dreaded in the T.T.,
nd Its competitors will be nervous on June i6th till

11 the Scotts are down and out. Its frame gives the
ngine—which is not a type lending itself to gigantic
p.m.—a splendid chance to outpace machines which
ould leave it on Brooklands. The B.S.A. designers
a^e wisely taken these facts to heart; and their new
icer is ob\iouslv designed to be worthy of their new
agme, and to hold the road at the fantastic speeds of
hich the latter is capable. Victory in the 1921 T T
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may well be a matter of seconds between half a dozen
men; and the rider who has a road-holding 'bus beneath
him will profit accordingly. Low centre of gravity and
a frame which simph- can't whip are great matters on
these occasions.

Where is the Rudge?

THE absence of the Rudge is one of the great
disappointments of this year's race. I say
" absence," for though I have not overlooked

J. O. Groves's entry, the factory is evidently lying low.
We all love the racing Rudge. In the years when
the American entry used to depress patriots, the
Rudge would suddenly make a meteoric entry with a
team of comparatively unknown men, and either mop
up the field in the most masterful fashion or at least
threaten to do so. They seemed to have an inex-
hau.Ktible supply of crack youngsters, and their

"spotter" was a bigger expert in his line than the
team-builder of any First League soccer club. Mr.
Holroyd tells me that since the price of the Rudge
Multi was pulled down to £ii, tlic firm have had
no time to devote to racing. Anyhow, if the Rudge
"comes back " in 1922 it will find its old feats are
not forgotten in the Island.

Other Absentees.

DT is akso a vast pity that another talented designer
will be unrepresented in the T.T. I refer to
Granville Bradshaw. Last year Sopwiths were

far too busy supplying eager customers, who would
pay any premium in June, 1920, to get delivery. Then
the bottom fell out of the marker, and so we shall
never have- the chance to see a team of A.B.C.
engines, tuned up by Emerson, screaming round the
.Manx course. This year we scarcely hoped for the
new oil-cooled Bradshaw-Zcnith to be ready in time.
Perhaps, next year . . . ?

\Vx4Y PRIVATE MOTORISTS ARE HE/WILY TAKED ^-«,i—

^

.0 rtl''^'^:^:i^l^X^:^^A We'n Sufod "hVr °
I

"^'^ f 'T'" " "^^ '°''' ^^'^^ ^-'' '^""^-^^ <>' P-"'^^
reports that the furrow was in nlTce sXtnX^ ,

"7 "''^^ ^ '^^P /"""^ ™' '"'° " ^ reader who phntographerl it

overtaking the .onster ^. ^i^,'^^,^:^T^: tt^twC.^'tin'^^/t^t.t. '^^'' '°^ -^^ ^'^ ''-'

MC,
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THE 3hp. IVY
SIDECAR.

IT
is not so very long ago

that motor cyclists

w ere accused c f

cruelty to machinery if

they attached a sidecar to

a 500 c.c. motor cycle.

The iiitroduction of the

change speed gear, how-
ever, soon showed the

popular 3 J-3,
h.p. sidecar to

'be a go-anywhere mount.

Then the ..lightweight

came into its own as a

solo mount, and, as it is

man's nature to pine for

company, it was not long

before he discovered that

these small machines were
capable of propelling a

.sidecar. This led to all

kinds of adaptations

—

some entirely unsuitable

and unfair to the manu-
facturers of the motor
cycles, but it revealed the

interest in small, light,

economical and
low priced outfits,

a n d f o r se\'eral

years certain makers
of two-stroke light-

weights have offered

models specially

built for light side-

car work. Among
these Messrs. S. A.
Newman, the .manu-

facturers of the Ivy

rriotor cycle, have
given the proposi-

t i o n real c o n-

sideration.

The result is the

Ivy model K, which
has been designed
throughout as a

sidectir outfit, the

sidecar lugs being
integral with the
frame, and the
chassis specially

designed "for the

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE : Ivy 75 X 79 mm. (318 c.c.)

LUBRICATION

:

Drip. GEAR BOX : Sinrmey 2-sp.
|

MAGNETO: E.I.C. TRANSMISSION

:

Chain

CARBURETTER. B.&B. WHEELS : 26 x 2.

FRAME: Rigid. FORKS: Ivy.

WEIGHT : IS5 lb. PRICE: £110 with sidecar.

machine. In addition, all-

chain transmission forms

part of its specification,

an important point con-

sidering that most outfits

of this character depend
upon a fim. belt.

True the sidecar body
is small, but it cannot be
confused with the more
usual slipper type of the
" sporting

''
category. In

fact, except for its size,

the Ivy and sidecar may be

said tO' resemble some of

the big twin outfits, and
there is ample room for

passenger of the averag

size.

One's first impressior

of the machine is that

is a neat little toy, but

even>the "big twin" side

carist loses the " toy

'

idea after a road trial

Engine size ' does n o

)

entirely go\'ern averagf

it

speet

great

Due to its light weight, the speed

that at which the average* ?^4ecarist usua!

approximates in performance to that of

of the Ivy sidecar is practically as high as

lly tours—in fact, in many v/ays the machine

most pre-war "ik" siaecar outm».

s, and while tlw

reserve of the bit

twin and even thf

4 h.p. single is

absent w i t h

machine of the Iv\

class, the m a 1

w It o u s u a II \

" cruises " on hiiT

journeys, rather tha

m a k e s them
series of s p e e

bursts, finds tha]

the average spee

possjible is '\' e r

little below that a

Avhich more poweri

ful machines an

used.

The p r e s e n

Avriter regularly doe|

a certain twent;

mile circuit, witl

his wife in the sidel

car. The machin(

usually in comrm;
sion is an 8 h.

twin, but sometimi
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Road Tests of New Models.—

a 4 h.p. single-cylinder outfit is used. ~ These journeys

are evening jaunts for pleasure, and the speeds are set

accordingly. It may convey an idea of the capabilities

of the Ivy to know that this little outfit has covered
the same journey in the same time as the larger

machines, and the gear changes have been no more
frequent. The route is over give and take ground of

the typical Warwickshire nature, and includes two
hills which even the big twin will not take on " top

"

unless the speed is kept up. On these rises the I\y

engine maintained its power, and without any altem])t

to ' rush them," reached the summits on top gear,

i.e., 6%. to I, in good style.

Ideal for Moderate Speeds.

? From this it may be deduced that any one who
requires a machine for cruising the Ivy may be regarded

as quite suitable. It is when speeds above 30 m.p.h.

are required, or it is necessary to have a family sidecar,

that larger engines become necessary. Up to the

speed mentioned the Ivy sidecar is all that can be

desired. The " big twin '' man feels tliat he is

demanding too much from the little engine, i)ut it

seems to like it. The only criticism we ha\e to

make has regard to running light- The particular

Ivy we tried had not tiie slow tick over nor the silence
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one obtains with a big twin—in fact, it is noisiest "when

running on light loads, when there is a certain amount
of four-stroking, with consequent louder exhaust.

Under way, however, the exhaust note is no louder than

the average machine, and is certainly less unpleasant

than some four-strokes—in fact, the hum of the Ivy

engine is almost musical.

At no time is engine vibration at all noticeable : its

smooth running, indeed, reminded us of a well balanced

flat twin.

A Real Double^purpose Mount.

It makes a useful dual-purpose mount, for by

detaciiing the sidecar, it becomes a solo machine
lajiable of scaling mountains, or a long week-end run

at speed.

So far as the riding position is concerned, while

most comfortable for sidecar driving, a little lower

saddle would be a distinct advantage when the

machine is used as a solo mount. It is, of course,

impossible for a motor cycle to be offered with various

size frames, as is the practice with pedal cycles, and

therefore a compromise which will suit both .short and

tall riders is a necessity. In some cases the com-

[iromise slightly favours the tall rider; in others the

short rider has the advantage. The Ivy is an example

in which the tall rider is more favoured.

Altogether, the Ivy side-

car outfit impressed us as

n o other machine has
done, and left us with a

desire to own a similar

vehicle. We feel .sure

that a greater degree of

silence when running light

could be obtained by a

change of jet size, for a

sister Ivy, but ridden solo,

recently in our hands,
was everj'thing that could
be desired in this respect.

Fmally, it is comfort-

able to drive. Most light

sidecars are prone t o
throw one about on in-

different roads. The Ivy
runs a s sedately a s

machines of twice its

weight.

Built as a complete outfit, the frame of the 3 h.p. Iv

has integral sidecar lugs, while the sidecar Itself has four-

point attachments, and a roomy body wilh rear locker.

SECRETS OF POWER.

DFTEN it is, perhaps recklessly, stated by people

who do not know, that cars of well-known make
which do well in races at Brooklands, for

xample, are quite unlike the standard models, and
hat considerable alterations in design are introduced.

The remarks of a number of racing enthusiasts who
lave favoured The Autocar with their views and
xperiences, however, tend rather to disprove this

lotion. Indeed, it would appear that with the ex-

:eption of special racing cars built for special events,

uch as the Grand Prix or the Tourist Trophy races,

he astonishing performances obtained at Brooklands

ace meetings are due very much more to painstaking

ttention to the perfection of details than to anything

else. That this attention to detail cannot be given to

standard models is due simply to the fact that it

involves an immense amount of individual hand work,
which if it were applied to each and every standard
touring car before it left the works, would greatly

increase the price at which the car could be sold to

the public.

Nevertheless, the racing practice of to-day becomes
the standard practice of to-morrow, for when racing

shows that certain features are dssirable, the attention

of- works engineers becomes concentrated upon com-
mercial workshop processes which will give results

equivalent to those obtained by h.ind work, but at a

more reasonable cost.
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IS DESIGM STAGNATING?
Some Unconventional Motor Cycles which go to Show the Trend of Modern Design.

THE fact that fully 90% of the world's motor
cycles follow a common practice may be ex-

plained by two reasons : either conventional
design has been proved by time to be right, or the
majority of makers have taken the line of least re-

s i s t a n c e and
been guided by The starting lever side of the Hagg motor

the more or less cycle, showing the handle in position.

successful efforts

of the pioneers.

It has often

been remarked

that the de-

velopment of the

motor cycle in-

dustry has been

somewhat akin

to a game of

follow - my-
leader. This
is true to a cer-

tain extent.

There is,
- however, another side to the question.

While many will say that the present-day motor cycle

is nothing but a machine evolved from the pedal cycle,

and its engine only- a slightly modified form of the

types of twenty years ago, these same critics are

usually the first to condemn a machine because it is

imconventional. . Any article differing from accepted

ideas must be unconventional.

A careful consideration of motor cycles produced

since the war will show that, far from design stag-

nating, there is every evidence that long-existing ideals

are gradually materialising. Take, for example, the

PuUin motor cycle with its pressed steel frame and

enclosed mechanism, the Beardmore-Precision, with

its combined tanl^ and frame: construction ; the

The Hagg frame, showing

undershield, gear box carrier,

top and down tubes

Reynolds runabout ; and

the .many spring frame
machines now available.

We have before us par-

ticulars of several recently

introduced designs of

striking originality. All of

them differ in some respect

from what may be described

as conventional practice.

Hiding the Mechanism.
The Hagg motor cycle represents

a type of which in later years we
may see a great deal, i.e., the

machine Avhich has its mechanism
concealed as it is on a car.'

We published the first description

of the Hagg some twelve ' months
ago; since then, however, several
alterations have been made, not only in its construction,

but as regards its manufacture. The Hagg is now
actually on the market, and is being manufactured in

the village of Park Street, near St. Albans, by Messrs.

Tayler and Haytor.

A32

A glance at the accompanying illustration will show

the construction of the novel frame, the top tube of

which is 2in. in diameter and the down tube ilin. A
Burman two-speed gear box is foot-operated, the

change speed mechanism being hung on to a channel

steel bracket ex-

tending from the

after end of the

top tube to the

engine cradle.

T he rear
wheel is> carried

i ri a separate

channel steel
frame, and the

rear mudguard,
which is natur-

a 1 1 y suitably

constructed for

the puipose, is

su fiScientl
sturdy to serve

as support for an auxiliary seat behind the driver.

On a motor cycle of this character the problem of

obtaining accessibility is difficult of solution, but the

Hagg design overcomes this by hinging the two shields.

The 350 c.c. Precision engine has an undershield

which forms part of the frame.

T'wro Twin Two=strokes.

Multi-cylinder two-stroke engines, with the jexcep

tion of the Scott, are somewhat of a rarity, and there-

fore come into the category of machines that depar

from the conventional. We are able to illustrate twc

new motor cycles having this type of engine, eacl

differing from the other and also from the Scott. Th(

first is the Stanger V twin, which was exhibited at thf

19 19 Olympia Show, anc

which is now on the market
It possesses several nova

features of design ; thf

cylinders (70 x 70 mm.
538 c.c.) are set at 45°

which, with cranks set ' a

135°, gives even firing

There are two separate
crank chambers; and thei

castings are divided hori

zon tally.

Not the least interestinj

portion of the machine is the frame
which has particularly graceful lines

The rear portion, including the gea

box bracket, and the greater part

the chain stays, is a channel stee

stamping. The rear wheel is carrie

by bell cranks pivoted at the rea

stays, a stirrup extending to the low^

a vertical leaf spring mounted on th

saddle tube controlling their movement.
The Stanger is made by the Stanger Engine Co

13, Steele Road, Tottenham, London, N.r7.

the engine cradle,

and the substantial

of the chain

extremity of

I
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Is Design Stagnating ?—

The flywheel side

Observe the pleasing

ticularly the curve

of the Slanger two-stroke.

lines of the frame, par-

of the top tube, which

It was on the occasion of the M.C.C.'s trial last
autumn that we first saw the interesting B. and D.
motor cycle, the motive power of which is a i,\ h.p.
Levis flat twin two-stroke engine, mounted in a duplex
frame. In designing the machine, Mr. W. Burnside,
B.Sc, aimed chiefly at simplicity, efficiency, and light
iveight combined with strength. The machine has been

wel^ tested on
Showing thi

action of the

rear spring frame
of the Stanger
two-stroke.

the ^road, runs

smoothly, gives

ample p o w e r,

and an excellent

turn of speed,

despite the fact

that the engine
lias not been
specially tuned.
The acceleration

is claimed to

be particularly

good, and the

n i 1 1 - climbing
)ouers are e.xcellent. The drive is by chain to a
3urman two-speed gear box incorporating clutch and
;ick-starter, and thence by belt to the rear wheel,
.ubrication is by drip feed to the main bearings. The
yres are 650 x 65 mm.
Tliis machine, which was built bv Mr. W. Burnside

nd Mr. R. C. H. Darby, Cotleigh, AV'est Wickham,
Lent, vvas 6-riginally designed to be placed on the
larket, but Mr. Burnside has been forced to abandon
lis idea owing to quite exterior
au'ses.

A New U.S.A. Flat Twin.
Another raptor cycle which
iffers.from general practice is the
merican

_
flat twin lightweight,

irst, it is a chain-driven single-
sared machine, and secondly, the
imshaft, which is also the trans-
ission countershaft, rotates at a
Jeed of I to 6 of the crankshaft.
A multi-disc clutch is fitted at

le extreme off side of die counter-
laft, and the final drive is by
liain, only a slight furtlier reduc-
on in the gear ratio being neces-

701

sary. No gear box is fitted. Also,
driven by the cam and countershaft,
a slow speed mechanical oil pump
delivers oil at intervals to the main
bearings. A hand pump is provided
for emergency use only-

It is unusual on an American
machine, but none the less satisfac-

tory, to find that a British carbu-
retter has been adopted as standard.
120 to 140 m.p.g. is claimed from
die instrument in question—a Cox-
-Atmos—which, as the engine has a

capacity of 348 c.c. (58 x 66 mm.).
is rather remarkable.
KW tlie frame parts and the front

forks, which follow the usual
American practice, are sturdily con-
s true ted. The weight of the

machine is only 195 lb. The manufacturers are the
American Motor Cycle Manufacturing Co., Louisville,
Kentucky.

Internal Expanding Front BraKes.
As regards minor details of motor cycles, no part has

received so much adverse criticism as the stirrup type
front brake. Several

manufacturers are now
discarding this type in

favour of contracting

band brakes, and also

by abandoning t h e

front_ brake altogether,

two lirakes being fitted

on the rear wheel. It

is. therefore, not sur-

prising that, although
only on the market a
few months, the Webb
front hub and brake
(illustrated oveHeaf)
has already been
adopted by a number
of manufacturers, including the makers of the Velo-
cette and Francis-Bamett. The brake part works on
a simple cam-operated internal expanding ring, and
is controlled by Bowden wire from the handle-bar. It
IS strongly made and well finished. H. C. Webb and
Co., Ltd., Century Works, Aston Brook Sti-eet, Bir-
mingham, are the makers.

The crank case of the Stanger
V tKm t\TO-stroke engine.

Kick-starter side of the B and D. motor cycle, showing single chain drive for the two magnetos.

Bl
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THE AMERICAN
LIGHTWEIGHT
FLAT TWIN

This 22 h.p. maclime weighs only 195 lb.

Sturdy construction does not appear to have been

sacrificed to obtain this low overfall weight.

Everything considered, it is not fair to say ^that*
motor cycle design is stagnating, even on the evidence
provided by, tlie examples of new designs quoted here.
There are many others which, for various reasons, -we

are unable to describe at the present time. One is a
new twin with the engine set across the frame ; a' second
has for its object the same general idea as, die Pullin
and the Hagg,' i,e._, to ensure cleanliness to the driver

;

A "slow moving" camshaft on the American flat twin
Cross section, showing the low speed mechanical oil pump
and the oil grooves to the chief bearings, also the dry plate
clutch and kick-starter operating mechanism

a third is a four-cylinder sidecar machine which, we
are told, gives over So m.p.g.

_

Motor cycle design is not stagnating, but the present
time is unpropitious for the introduction to a cautious
market of anything of which the advantages have not
been proved.

Pistons, connecting rods, crankshaft, and the com-

bined timing and transmission gear of the American
flat twin engine, well illustrating the simplicity of this

unorthodox design

We are a conservative people, and the pioneer has

treinendous resistance to overcome in introducing ,iny.

thing which differs greatly from the " usual." Abroac
the same prejudice against unconventionality in desigr

does not exist, and consequently there have been man)
new types of motor cycles produced on the Continent.

Notwithstanding,
the^ British .. mo t o r

cyclist is- open to be

convinced, and any
' manufacturer of an
unusual type of

machine _ has only to

enter the reliability

trials to prove any
good points he may
claim for his product.

The p r e s e n t-day

motor cyclist will

not step back, how-
ever. If, 'by pur-

chasing an- unconven-
tional machine, h e

can obtain a decided advantage, he will consider, it

provided it will give general satisfactory performanc
in every other respect. In other words, unconver
tionality must be justified and its justification proved

Webb internal expanding brake in

the front hub.

NEXT THURSDAY!

T.T. AND SUMMER NUMBER
Special articles and illustrations of world-wide interest

to every motor cyclist,whether soloist, sidecarist, tourist,

competition rider or racer, are in preparation.

On sale on the day of the Senior T.T. Race, it will form a compra-
hensive guide to the blue riband of the motor cycle world, including
the latest news from the course, details of the competing machines

and practice lap times

THURSDAY, JUNE 16th.
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SOME NOTES ON TYRE VALVES.
A Liitle Fi(men( OKen Neglected, yet Fulfilling an Important Function.

IT
IS seldom that one is troubled with leaky tyre

valves, yet this fault can, on occasion, be a source
_

ot much annoyance. A slow leak at the valve some-
tunes takes a lot of finding, for it has a habit of
disappearing when under test. There are three tvpes
of valve to- be found on motor cycle tyres: the' pin
valve, more often used on cars; the cycle valve,

perhaps the commonest of all ; and the
Schrader or American type valve.
The first is now only found on a few

motor cycle tubes of Continental origin,
and so may be dismissed in a few words.
Briefly, it consists of a pin with a
rubber head, the head being held on
its seating

_
by the pressure within the

tyre. This valve gives good results
provided that the air pressure is kept
reasonably high, but is apt to leak during
the process of inflation, or if the tyre
is partially deflated. To obtain the best

Adapter en- results it is only necessary to keep
ablinj a motor the valve head and seat scrupulously
cycle pump to clean.
be used with t^i i , t

the Schrader "^ "^ normal cycle valve, wherein a
valve. rubber tube covers a hole in the central

member, and thus acts as a non-return
valve, is well known to all cyclists and motor cvclists

;

it gives excellent results in practice, and spare rubbers
are easy to carry and easy to fit. Cleanliness is

essential, and the outer part of the tube should be
well covered with French chalk so as to prevent stick-
ing. If, however, the tube should stick to the body

—

a not uncommon occurrence—the heat of a match
held against the outer metal body will free the tube
in a few seconds.

Becoming increasingly popular ' is the Schrader
vaKe, in which a narrow fibre valve is held up to its
seating by a light coil spring, assisted, of course, by
the pressure in the tyre. The whole valve and seating
are easily detachable and instantly replaceable, since
the outer end of the valve cap is formed in such a
manner as to act as a removing tool. The valve itself
is carried on a pin, and has a peculiar advantage in
that the pressure in the tyre may be accurately tested

by means of a Schrader pressure gauge. This gauge,
when screwed on in place of the pump connection,

raises the valve from its seat, and allows the air

pressure in the tube to act on the internal mechanism
of the indicator. It is not generally realised that the

normal pressure gauge attached to the pump registers

the pressure on the downward stroke of the pump,
and this may be appreciably higher than that in the

tube. Few motor cyclists worry about tyre pressure,

and most are content to judge the correct inflation by
eye or feel, but correct inflation undoubtedly prolongs
the life of a tvre and increases the comfort of the rider.

TC
The pm type ol

tyre valve.

Type of cycle

valve now com-
monly in use.

Section ol the

Schrader valve.

Standard cycle pump connections are not suitable

for the Schrader valve, but a simple adapter, suitable

for either Schrader or cycle t}'re valves, is now obtain-

able, and the thread of the Schrader outer body will

fit standard car pump connections—a feature which
is most useful when a garage foot pump is handy.

THE MOTOR CYCLE GRAND PRIX.
Arrangements whereby Readers of "The Motor Cycle" may Obtain a Limited Number of Reserved Seats

in the Grandstand to view the Classic French Race.

ON Sunday, July 24th. the classic French Grand
Prix race "for motor cycles will be won and
lost, and it would appear that the event will

be a great success. Anticipating this. The Motor Cycle
has made arrangements with the organi-sers for a
lection of the main grandstand to be reserved for
3ur readers.

The positions secured give a good view of the
main score board and of the course. The price of
the seats is 10 francs each, but as the number is

limited, application should be made as early as
possible to the Editor, The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor
Street, E.C.4, or Hertford Street, Coventry.

By these arrangements readers of The Motor Cycle
are not only assured of some of the best positions in

the grandstands, but they are saved the trouble of
having to write and transmit money aboard or to

purchase tickets at the last moment.
As regards hotel accommodarion, visitors from

England are ad\ised to stay in the towns and
villages adjacent to Le Mans, and, by the courtesy

of the Automobile Club de I'Ouest de la France, a
list has been secured of all the hotels within easy

motoring distance of Le Mans in which accommodation
is at present available. These lists are obtainable on
request to the Editor.

»3
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THE SIDE-BY-SIDE VALVE T.T. TRIUiMPH.
A Long-slroke Sports Model of 498 c.c , wiih 80 3 x 98 mm. Engine.

As mentioned last week, tha Triumph
Co. will use two different types of

engine in the Senior event. Both
these engines will be mounted in similar
fi'ames, and outwardly the side-valve
models closely resemble the Triumph-
Eicai'do o.h.v. machines described in the
last issue. We are now able to give

particulars cf
the new SOO c.c.

side - by - side
valve engine.
Having a bore

of 80.5 mm._
and a stroke
of 98 mm.,
the cylinder is

a particularly
clean and
neat casting:

The valve
ports are well
designed, and
the radiating
ribs are ar-

ranged in such
a manner as to

give a pear-
shaped effect,

an innovation
for the Triumph

Co., and one which immensely improves
the appearance of the engine.
A light cast iron piston with a con-

siderable " waist " carries two rings and
a light hollow gudgeon pin.' On standard
lines, the H section connecting rod is

Steel flywheels with all

[he weight concentrated

in the rims are employed
on the Triumph.

At hrst. glance there is much in the Triumph T.T. engine similar to the standard 4 h.p.

unit : closer scrutiny, however, reveals considerable external differences, especially m the

disposition of the radiating fins. Very neat, also, is the auxiliary heel gear-change pedal.

A steel roller is interposed between each cam
and the light channel steel rocker arm.

somewhat stiffer than usual, and is fitted

with a roller bearing big end.

All the weight is concentrated in the

rims of the steel flywheel's, the centre

web being cut away everywhere except

for the balance weights and a bar to

carry the mainshaft and crank pin.

In addition to a flat base crank case,

which contains a small oil sump, the

PJ3.

timing, gear is~ new, two separate cam-
shafts being employed with a rocker arm
interposed between the cams and tappets.

These rockers are milled out to a channel
section, and a hardened steel roller takes

the thrust of the cam in order to reduce
friction. The Triumph decompressor is

retained for starting purposes, and a

B.T.H. or M-L magneto will be used.

Mixture is supplied by the new T.T.
Amac carburetter.

Two-spsed Gear.

Transmission is by |- X iin. roller chain

throughout, the front chain being entirely

enclosed in an oiltight aluminium casting.

The Triumph will be one of the few
machines in the Senior T.T. which will

be fitted with only two speeds, but the

two-speed box is an excellent piece of

work, and, assisted by a plate clutch and
a modified form of the Triumph spring
drive, it is expected that the necessary

Two piston lings and
a waist of considerable

depth are features of the

T.T. Triumph pistons.

VCeli'-balanced and extremely ' ndeable Jooking, the T. f . Triumph has been designed

lUst as carefully from the rider's as from the engineering point of view. For example, the

oil-bath chain case is neatly cut away, and allows the foot-rests to be set well back and low

down—the idea! of most speed men

acceleration and speed will be obtained.
As an alternative to the normal geai

change lever which is carried well for

ward of th<

tank, :-. foot

change mecha
n i s m h a i

been designed,
but fertile rac<

the Triunipl
team will retail

the hand eon
trol.

Only detai
modificat i on;
have been car
1 ied out in th(

frame, which
follows Stan
dard lines ex

cept for the absence of a carrier. A largs

tank for fuel only is fitted, as oil

carried in a sub-
sidiary tank
placed behind the
saddle tube, the
supply l^eing con-

trolled by a

pedal-o-;:; -xted oil

pump.
It is e.xpected

that gear ratios of

4.22 and 5.9 to 1

respectively will

be used, but as

26 X 3in. Duulop
Magnum tyres

are fitted, these
gears are actually

higher _ than is

apparent at a
glance.

Not only does
the design p"romise great efficiency, but

as is usual with Triumph productions, th

whole machme is pleasing to the eye

The valve heads ot

the T.T. Triumph are

somewhat recessed

E4
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A SPORTING MEDIUMWEIGHT TWIN.
Aakers of (he Big Twin Bat Sidecar Oulfit introduce a J. A. P. Engined Aediumweight.

A SIGNIFICANT deviation from the^ well-known design of the Bat motor
cycle has been made in the pro-

luction of a 4 h.p. V-twin sporting
nachine, the specification of which does
lot strive to introduce many startling
flodifications, but constitutes a soundly
onstructed machine which would appeal
the sporting rider. A remarkably low

rame, and, consequently, low riding posi-
ion, has been obtained," whilst the appear-
nce of the new model, where a continuous
ine from the head to the rear wheel centre
as been carefully arranged, is most
ttfactive.

In the 500 c.c. Class.

The 50° J.A.P, engine (64.5x70 mm.=
96 c.c.) is snugly housed beneath a wide
ink, and, although the saddle height is
nly 29in. and the crank case clearance
s much as 5in., the cylinders can be easily

Mst.jmss'i^^

Even m these days of big flat twins and four-cylinder machines the new sporting Bat has
an unusually long wheelbase. The resultant low, rakish appearance, however, certainly gives
one an impression of commendable speed possibilities. Noteworthy also is the ver>' extensive
mud guarding.

The neat location for the magneto is apparent here, and also
the clean external appearance of the timing and magneto
chain covers.

removed. A neat loca-
tion for the Lucas mag-
neto will be observed in
ilie illustration of the
'"giiie unit.

A tliree-spe«d Stur-
iiiey-Archcr gear box,
Uitcli, and kick starter,

I' a standard fitting,

I'ut the Bat gate
liange. as supplied on

I lie 8 h.p. model, is also
metalled here. The
^uiangement of the
frame lubes follows
standard practice with
the exception of the
lower rear fork mem-
lii'i-. which is bent
upwards towards the
wheel centre. This un-
usual construction is

necessitated in order to
provide adequate clear-
ance for the chain,
which is a g x Jin.

Brampton of the spring link type. Tha
braking is identical with the side-
car machine, external expanding and
internal contracting brake bands being
located on the off side of the rear wheel
and Ofierated by left and right pedals
respectively. A straight tube pattern
footrest is located at a convenient distance
behind the brake pedals. The mud-
guarding is good, large valances being
fitted both at the front and rear, whilst
two independent stands support the
mudguards. The gear ratios are essenti-
ally suitable for a sporting model, being
approximately 4, 7, and 12 to 1.

-An Amac two-lever carburetter is fitted,
while a Lycett saddle and Druid forks
are standard. If required, however, the
Bat pattern forks may be substituted.

It is contemplated entering this machine
for a number of forthcoming trials, when
its performance will be noted with interest.
The price of this machine, which is sold

by the Bat Motor Manufacturing Co.
(1914), Ltd., Kingswood Road, Penge,
London, S.E., is £120 less lighting outfit.

CHAIN FOR SUBSIDIARY
DRIVES.

/lAXY lighting sets now being placed
1 upon the market depend upon a

dynamo or a combined generator
[) m,igneto which requires to be driven
engine speed.
Many preliminary difficulties have been
ercome by. the use of .8 mm. pitch
plex roller chain made by the Coventry
lain, Ltd., and the illustration shows
s drive to an M-L Maglita on a 4J- h.p.
S.A. used by a member of Tlit Motor
•de staff. As may be seen, the stan-
rd chain case comfortably accommo-
tes a 24"-tooth sprocket drfving one of
elve teeth on the armature. The
plex chain virtually consists of two
Qiature parallel chains with common
ets. and the sprockets are very wide
;h groove turned out to allow room
_
the central plates of the chain,

ring to the small pitch and the width
the chain, an exceedingly smooth,

;et drive is obtained which is speci-
( suitable for the particular purpose
driving electrical apparatus. Duplex roller chain, made by the Coventry Chain Co., driving an M-L Maglita.

B.'i
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SIDECARS FOR DISABLED DRIVERS.
Rally a! Richmond Park on Safurday. Some Experiences of our Readers.

IT
is rather appropriate that just when so many of

our readers^ are discussing "sidecars for disabled
drivers " there should be a disabled drivers' rally

at Richmond Park (Star and Garter Gate) at 2.30
p.m. on Saturday. This rally is being organised by
the " Disabled " Society (under the auspices of the

British Legion), and is intended to show that, with
a suitably adapted arrangement of controls, or often
'with standard unaltered machines, motoring for the

disabled is perfectly safe, both for the driver and the

general public.

As may be gathered from the selection of letters

given below from our readers, mostly in ans\\'er to a

query a fortnight ago, there are many sidecarists who
find that the loss of a leg does not debar them from
their favourite pastime.

It should be noted, too, that these are but a small

selection from the great number of letters that have
reached us on this subject.

A Suggested Club.

There is no doubt, therefore, that the sidecar will

be much in evidence at Saturday's rally, although,

of course, it is open to any type of motor vehicle.

Those who would like to attend shoukl send their

names to the .secretary, the " Disabled " Society. 48,

Grosvenor Square, London. W.i. Incidentally, it is

desired to discuss the possibilities of forming a dis-

abled drivers' club.

The letters following will be more particularly in-

teresting to those of our readers who are disabled but

who have not yet plucked up courage to take up, or to

re.sume, nxitor cycling on account of their disability.

They are mainly from riders who hav€ lost a leg,

but, in one case, further information is asked regard-

ing the lot of the one-armed rider.

Mr. Bryan Jefferys, who gained a silver medal in

the recent London-EdinBiirgh run, gives " 1914-1919 "_

(our previous corre.spondent) the benefit of his_ experi-

ence as under : -.

"I would like to assure '1914-1919' that he need liave

no fears as to th<? possibility of riding almost any make of

, sidecar. I am suffering e.xactly the same disability, viz.,

amputation of right leg above the knee, but have done a'

tremendous amount of ridmg, in competitions and otherwise,
since I lost my leg in France in 1916. Just as' an example,
I would mention tliat in the fi\'o days which ended on Whit-
Monday I covered just over 1,000 miles (including the London-
Edinburgh of 400 miles almost on end). As a matter of tact,

I have lately been using an ordinary ' peg leg ' on account
of -its. extreme lightness and consequent comfort (no shoulder
straps), but an ordinary artificial- leg is little different when
riding. Personally, I have found the 4 h.p, Norton and
sidecar ideal. There is nothing to alter, as it has a left foot
brake as standard and the clutch is hand operated. I am
rather long in the leg, and found it more comfortable to

lower the footboards, and have something just to keep the
toot from shaking off the latter. Nothing, else but^standard

• equipment is necessary. The Norton is such an easy starter
that there is no difficulty whatever on that score. It is

simplicity itself, and unfailingly reliable,

"In conclusion, I would again like to assure '1914-1919'
that he need have no fears whatever, and if there are any
further points he is doubtful about I should be only too
pleased to help in any way I can,"

Some more hints are given by "A,B." (Wolver-
hampton), who finds an A.J,S, machine very suitable:

b6

" The writer, too, has lost his right leg, and finds that

the A.J.S. is very suitable, as the reat brake is on the left

side, and that a strap over the footboards keeps the artificial

leg safely on the footboards. A pad, however, over the knee
of the artificial leg is essential, as the rubbing will quickly
wear through one's clothes."

That even a fairly old outfit may be converted

without much trouble is illustrated by the experiences

of Mr. K, Knights : .

" I have lost my leg (left one) almost at the hip, and
have been driving a sidecar outfit for over two years, so

perhaps ray experience may help ' 1914-1919.'
" 111 the first place he should not attempt to-i'ide solo. (I

did, once only !)

" I purchased an old (1912) Humber and sidecar with the

Humber Roc two-speed gear and handle starting.
" The high gear pedal being on the left side, I fastened

long hammer sliaft to it and operated it with my hand,
fastened a foot rest to the sidecar chassis so that my wooden
foot is held securely and cannot vibrate of^. It is essential to

see that excessive vibration does not shift the leg so- that the.

knee fouls the handle-bar when turning a left-hand corner.

(I, have experienced this.) So it is safer -to raise the handje-

Ijars to give a good clearance. A well-sprung saddle is also

essential, since only one leg is capable of absorbing road
shoclcs. I am at present using a Brosks 500 saddle with a

back rest. Great care must be taken in adjusting the saddit

tor height, distance from footboards, and angle of tilt,

but this can only be found out by experimenting for each

individual case, otherwise ' 1914-1919 '_ will soon ache and
feel tired,

" I think ' 1914-1919 ' will find he is at a greater advantage
than I am, since he will not have laboriously to lift his

wooden leg over the saddle (incidentally knocking the passen-
ger's hat off), and stow it away between the sidecar and
cycle, but caji sit on the machine and arrange his -wooden
leg at his leisure. There are plenty of cycles which only

have one pedal control, and this can generally be shifted to

either side to_ suit circumstances,
" I certainly believe a one-legged man can as safely contra

a sidecar as any one else,"

A One=armed Solo Rider.
" Maimed " (Coatbridge) wishes to get in touch

with a one-arnJed solo rider, whom he saw recently

in Argyll Sh'eet, Glasgow, For our part we should

certainly recommend our correspondent and others in

similar circumstances to take up sidecarring as distinct

from solo riding. At the same time there is no reason

why a one-armed rider should not get a good deal

of enjoyment out of a suitably altered solo li-ghtweight

with perfect safety, provided he keeps well away from
such traffic-haunted spots as Argyll Street, Glasgow.
" Maimed " writes :

'-' As an expert cyclist, but minus the left arm, and a

constant reader of TJie Motor Ci/clc, I desire to get a light-

weight motor cycle (not cycle attachments).
" My friends, however, argue that I would never be able to

control the present-day lightweight on account of its weight
and power.

" Is there any reader of Tlie Motor Ci/clc similarly handi-
capped who could give his experiences?

"That driving is possible for a man minus the arm I

proved while in Gllasgow the other day by seeing a young man
(minus the arm) driving a motor cycle through the thickest
of Argyll Street traffic with perfect confidence and ease. In
fact, no man with both arms could have done any better,

and the majority would have thought twice before attempting
to do so, especially as there seemed to be no clutch or tree

engine.
" The machine seemed to be a two-stroke with two-speed

gear, and had a red tank with special handle-bar and gear
controls."
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A New Adjustable Spanner.
MADE in 3in., 4in., and 6in. sizes, the

Steelforge adjustable spanner is the
product of B.S.A. Tools, Ltd., and

will be marketed by Messrs. Burton,
Griffiths and Co., Ltd. "We have before

us a 4in. sample,
which fullv sus-
tains the high
reputation of its

manufacturers.
The spanner is

solidly con-
structed and
well finished
throughout ; the
square section
adjusting thread

s in keeping with the robust con-
tructioii. Motor cyclists in search of
.n adjustable spanner that is well up to
ts work might do worse than get into
ouch with the concessionnaires at Lud-
ate Square, Ludgate Hill, London, E.G. 4.

The Steelforge adjust-

able spanner.

Lengthening the Stand.
k yjANY riders who use their motor
VI cycles for to^vn work must have

experienced some difficulty when
saving their mounts on the stand if the
3ad is considerably cambered. Often
le slope is such that the machine scarcely
lore than balances, and the vibration of
eavy traffic may be sufficient to cause
fall. To obviate this difficulty, Mr. P.
7. Wollard, of Valenciennes Eoad, Sit-
ngbourne, has devised an accessory

A device for lengthening the stand to suit

the camber of the road.

hich alters the length of one stand leg
the required amount. Bi-iefiy, this

nsista of a segment of increasing depth,
tached by radial arms to the stand,
ormally this is clipped up to the leg
the stand, and is out of action, but

n be dropped when desired to extend
e leg from ^in. to l^in. Our illustra-
)n Is self-explanatory, but it should be
linted out that beyond the spring clip
ere are no catches, ratchets, etc., to
sar or get out of order.

Small Electric Lamp.
UNDER the mark of " Aladdin," a neat

set of lamps is manufactured by
Mr. H. W. Moreton, 11, Portland

Place, Brighton. The electric sidecar
lamp illustrated is suitable for use as an
auxiliary head lamp, and is. provided
with a mudguard fixing. A^turn switch
is located at the rear of (he lamp, which

A single screw holds the Aladdin electric

lamp on the sidecar mudguard.

i* finished in either polished aluminium or
nickel-plate. An electric rear lamp is

also manufactured, and is equipped with
the same type of switch, but has a bracket
suitable for fixing to the rear number
plate. The third product is similar to the
electric rear lamp, but is provided with
an acetvlene burner.

A Universal Mirror.
EASILY adapted to any required posi

tion, the new F.l'l.S. handle-bar
mirror is a very neat piece of work.

The glass is carried in a frame similar to
that of the firm's already popular licence
card holder, and this is mounted on a
long plated support. An unobtrusive but
firm clip secures the support to the
handle-bar, and the device can be

A neat FR.S. handle-bar

mirror with universal mounting.

arranged to suit all requirements. If
necessary, the glass may be dismounted
and reversed so as to be carried in a
convenient position below the bar. This
accessory is marketed at the price of 9s.
by F.R.S. Lamps, Beam Works, Vere
Street, Birmingham.

A Juvenile Sidecar Seat
MOST sidecar

owners at some
period in their

careers endeavour to
squeeze in an extra
passenger, usually a
child. To meet this
contingency, a folding
seat, such as the Sam-
brook, is invaluable.
In this particular in-
stance, the seat is sup-
ported on a bras -s

column, which screws
into a socket per-
manently bolted o r
screwed" to the floor.
It only weighs 13 or...

and, as the back folds
very little space when not in use 'Jhe
manufacturer is Mr. John A. Sambrook,
Ic, Whitby Road. Ellesmere Port.

A useful child's

sidecar seat ; the

Sambrook.

down, it occupies

Another Lightweight Horn.
WHILE there is a great variety of

horns suitable for the average
mediumweight mount, well-made

miniature models are comparatively rare
The No. 18 Clavrite horn, which we

Simplicity in this new No, 18 Clayrlte
horn is helped both by the clean outline

and the single-nut fastening.

illustrate, should, therefore, have a ready
sale. It is a well-made, simple, and effi-

cient replica of the larger Claj'rite range,
and is sold at 17s. 6d. The "makers are
Clayton-Wright, Ltd., Great Hampton
Street, Birmingham.

Quick Action H.T. Terminal.
TERMINAL screws are the easiest

things in the world to lose ; it is

only natural that the spring clip type
of terminal at-

tachment should
gain in popu-
larit.y. S i ra -

plicity is, per-

haps, the chief
attribute of the
Chater-Lea clip.

It is made by
Messrs. Chater
Lea, Ltd., 74-

84, Banner
Street, London,
E.C.I.

TTie Chater-Lea spring

terminal clip.

B7
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SIDECARS FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES,
Caiering for All Tas(es. Several New Sporting Models.

Dunhill's triangulated chassis for Indian Scout sidecars, showing

the special attachments.

Specially built for the Indian Scout machine, this Dunhill sidecar

has a clean and artistic simplicity in its bodywork.

WHAT exactly is the proportion of

sidecars to solo mounts on the road
- nowadays is mors or J-bss a matter

of conjecture. -Certainly, howeTer, the

sidecar is the most popular form of

pleasure vehicle extant—chars-a-bancs not
excluded. At the same time, it is some-
what difficult to understand why such
a large demand for sidecars—the attach-

_. ments themselves as distinct from the

complete outfits—should exist, especially

as the great percentage of buyers obtain
their outfits as such and from the one
firm, and do not nowadays buy a solo

motor cycle, and then, as a happy after-

thought, decide to carry a passenger
or two.
Why, then, do so many firms make

sidecars only, and why are new sidecars
' coming on the market almost daily ? The
answer is simple enough, and, speaking
generally, may be put dowm to the fact

that these sidecars are in each and every
case designed for a specific purpose and
to appeal to a specific buyer.

Individual Requirements.

The potential sidecarist may consider
his chosen machine as nearly perfection.

He may, on the other hand, cordially dis-

like the sidecar that goes with it. He
may desire a bright-hued sporting body
on a chassis s«ns all inessentials, such as

grids and draught-proof screens. He may
get—if he buys the outfit complete—just

the reverse. Or it may be- vice versa.

Again, he may possess a very " bulky "

wife or wife-to-be—and bulky people are
generally very comfort-loving !—and may
desire an out-size in bodies. Or he may
want a two-seater or a one-and-a-half-
seater. Or, perhaps, he merely sighs
for something different, something dis-

tinctive.

The Sidecar Specialist.

In most of these cases the makers of
the outfit are loth and often unable to
satisfy such tastes. Naturally, then, it

is here that the purely sidecar specialist
firms reap a rich harvest.
Some excellent examples of these

special-purpose sidecars have come on the
market recently, several of which we
illustrate on these pages.

Dunhills, Ltd., of 359-361, Euston
Road, London, N.W.I, are too well
known to need much introduction, and a
special attachment which they have con-
structed for the Indian Scout will be
noted with interest by riders of this
machine. Special conneciions were
necessary in this ca^, and these are
shown in the picture of the chassis.
Indian red is, of coiu'se, prominent in

the colour scheme.
Also on very sporting lines, Hughes's

sidecar promises considerably more com-
fort than is usual w-ith the general run
of these models. The dash, the high

back-rest, and the well-padded scat v

be appreciated by even tlie most ca

hardened flapper. The makers
Messrs. Thomas Hughes, Baker Strt

Sparkhill, Birmingham.
Incidentally, the makera of the Broi

Superior have introduced a sport
model for use with their big twins. T
has a large scuttle-shaped windscreen
celluloid. Another firm to introduce
sporting-sidecar for their big twin is

Eex Motor Mfg. Co., of Coventry.
Finally, we have an instance of

makers of a " touring." outfit barken
to the insistent demand for someth
lighter, simpler, and of more speedy
pearance. Ths B.S.A. sporting ou
certainly is most attractive, and yet d

not appear to Jbe uncomfortable.

SCREW ROAD—A CLUB VENU
ALTHOUGH the club's headquar'

jBangor) are within tw"enty-fi_ve m
of- the now famous Screw Ro

apparently none of the members of

University College of North^¥ales M.C
have hitherto been aware of its possil

ties. They are, how^ever, making an offii

attempt at the ascent on the 16th in

following a petrol consumption test ;

immediately before their first ami
dinner. We wish them every success b

for the climb and the dim
and trust that the onf

not spoil the other

!

The popular 41 h.p. B.S.A. is now sold as asporting outfit with this
door-less attachment, in lieu of the heavier touring model.

b8

Coupled with an attractive streamline body, this Hughes sidecJ

has all the attributes (except a door) of a comfortable tounne mode]
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Burnley and District M.C.C.

Results have now been announced of
le reliability trial held on the 29th ult.,

id are as under :

HARBISON CUP AND GOLD MEDAI„-J. R.
shwtirth (3^ Sunbeam sc.).

CLUB SILVER MEDAL.-E. Atkimon (4
riiimph).

CLUB BRONZE MEDAL -E. Pool (6 Ariel sc).

£, Sheffield University M.C.C.

There were twenty-four entries in the
!e«nt reliability run over a forty-mile
erbyshire course. Results (highest pos-
ble score, 100) :

SILVER ilEDAL^C. I'. BootUroyd (4 Norton),

SPARKING PLUGS.-G. F. J0M3 (3H. Brough)
ul H. Winterbottom {V/.. Ariel), 94, "tied; Itf.
uderberg (3'^. Sunbeam sc.), 92.

WelUngborongh, Rushden, and District

M.C.C.

At the speed trials on the 28th ult.,

[. M. Barron (3-^- Norton) made fastest
me of the day, thus gaining a most
3vel prize—a free aeroplane flight offered
jr the Berkshire Aviation Co. Other
ass winners were Rex Ludlow and W.
i. Spencer Robb (both on Nortons) and
.. J. Bosworth (3i Trough).

Middlesbrough and District M.C.
Proving one of the most successful the
ub has ever held, the Scoon reliability

ial was run over a very sporting and
ost beautiful course among the hills

id dales of Weardale. Sixty-eight com-
rtitors started, and forty-four finislied,

e Scoon silver bowl being awarded to

S. Williams, and gold medals to A.
. Buttres and J. R. Jenny.

Oxford M.C. and Banbury M.C.

Formula results now being available of
e inter-club hill-climb held on the 28th
t., and reported in last week's issue
The Motor Cycle., the total marks

ined by the respective clubs have now
en announced. The University City
b proves the \rinner with twenty-nine
ints against the nine for Banbury.

lymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

n delightfully sunny weather, and
th good entries, the first annual motor
cle gymkhana was held at Home Park
a recent Saturday afternoon. Skilful
viiig of both solo and sidecar machines

witnessed in events which varied
)m potato-picking to obstacle races and
g jumps. Results :

;GG and SPOON RACE.-S<J?o.- 1, A. C. Smith
lumph); 2, Miss M. Phillips (Connaucht).
Kar: 1, C. C. Masun (Matchless); 2, H. s,
: (Norton).
OTATO PICKING.-Sofo.- 1. .T. D. Spooner
nbcara); 2. A. C. Smith (Triumph). Sidecar:
C. C. Mason (Matchless); 2, J. C. Holmes
:lev-Davidson).
LOW RACE.-.So(o.- 1, C. R. Endicott (A.B.C.;
M. Amiss (Abingdon).
BSTACLE RACE.Soto: 1, M. Dawes
umph); 2, A. C. Smith (Triumph)
)NG JUMP.— 1, J. D. Spooner (Sunbeam), 10
; 2. M. Dawes (Triumph).

Brighton and Hove M.C.C.

Results of the recent hill-climb on
Windmill Hill, which attracted more than
fifty entries, are appended ;

FLYING START.
Class 1 (350 c.c.).— 1, A. T. Koehler (25^ Con!-

son Bl. 4U8. ; 2, E. Sticey (2=i Verus), 47is.; 3,
F. Jcnncr (23^ Royal Ruby), 50!s.
Class 2 (600 c.c,).— 1, A. N. A. Hewett (3>;. Sun-

beam), 343.; 2. C. Volk CS'A Sunbeam), 34;s. ; 3,
L. Gi Watts (4 Triumph), 36s«.
Class 3 (Unlimited)—!. A. N. A. Hewett (3'..

Sunbeam). 33s.; 2, C. Volk (3V> Sunbeam), 34s.;
3. W. H. SJieraton (31,2 Norton)', 34!5.
Class 4 (Sidecars on Formula).—!. H. D. Dob-

son (3i,.i >forton sc). 50s.; 2, S. Dunlord (7-9
Harley ac), 43s.

STAJS'DING START.
Class 5 (Unlimited).—!, C. Volk (3','-. Sunbeam),

39i. ; 2, A. N. A. Hewett (3V. Sunbeam), 39!i.;
3. W. H. Sheraton (J<,:> Norton). 41s.
C1.ASS 6 (Sidecars on Formula).— 1. H. D. Dob-

son) (3i,i Norton ac), 53Js.; 2, S. Dunlord (7-9
Harley sc), 48i3.

North Cheshire M.C.C.

Results have now been announced of
the trial for the .Mather Cup, held on the
29lh ult. JIow Cop was the /liice lie

rviiisfuiire of the morning's run, and here
excellent climbs were made by A. F.
Gibson (4 Triumph sc), T. J. Lawton
(3i Norton), and S. Bann (8 Matchless
sc.). At Cow Dale, in the afternoon,
G. T. Holland (the holder of the cup)
made a verv fast climb on his G.N. But

the feature of the trial was" the consistent

running of M. Foreman's 1912 Rudge,
which was awarded the Mather Cup.
Other awards follow ;

PIR.ST-CLA.SS CEBTIFICATE.S.— J. F. Gibsm
(4 Triumph sc). A. Booth (3^-.. Sunbeam), and
O. Jessf* (3"-'. Sunbeam;. 93 maris.
SPECa.*L LIGHrTVEIGHT PRIZE.—N. C. Law-

ton 12'., Enfield). 25 marKi.

Leeds University MX.
At the leccnt speed trials timing was

worked rather ingeniously by means of

a starting flag worked by trigger action

and spring released by competitors run-

ning aiv(*^s a ^'iring on the road. The
results wei-e :

30C cc .SOI.O.— I, .-v. Burgess (2'^ New Hudson),
23e., J9 m.p.h.; 2, B. Hoggitt {Z>A Clyno). 26Ji.,
34 m.p.li.

350 c..~. SOLO.— 1. C. P. Porrltt (2% Douglnsl,
17i8., 52 m.p.h.; 2, G. G. Hardy (27i Douglas),
!8s., 50 m.p.h.
550 c.c. SOLO.-l. R. F. L. Gosling (3 A.B.C.),

14is.. 62 m.p.h.; 2. A. f. Plnmmcr (3 A.B.C.),
16s., 56 m.iJi.
750 c.c SOLO.-I, A. W. Gregory (4 Norton),

13is, 67 m.p.h.; 2, R. F. L. Gosling (3 A.B.C.).
14)--.. 61 m.p.h.
1.000 CO. SOLO.-l. A. \V. Gregory (4 Norton),

12!s.. 70 m.p.li.; 2. R. F. L. Gosling (3 A.B.C.),
!4?s.. 63 m.p.h.
750 c.c Srl)EC.\RS.— 1, C. Brook (6 A.,7.S.

ac), 19*5.. 46 m.p.h.; 2, D. Roper (4 Triumph
sc). 21s.. 42 m.p.h.
1,000 c.c SIDECARS.— (1.) W. HalUtt (8 Zenith

sc), 15!s.. 57 m.p.h.; (2) D. Roper (4 Triumph
sc), 21- *" - -^21s.. 42 m

m.p.h.;
.p.h.

LADY MOTOR CYCLISTS IN ALL NIGHT TRI.AL. In spite; of the strenuous

nature of the Newcastle and District M.C. trial, these two ladies, both astride 31 h.p. N.U.T.
machines, put up an excellent performance.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible^for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must bs addressel to the Editar, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and tQust be aocompanied by the writer's name and address.

CAMPING AND THE LAW—TWO MORE OPINIONS.
Sir,—With reference to " Ab Origine's " letter quoting

Section 72 of the Highway Act, 1835, I suggest it would
be very difficult, probably impossible, to obtain a conviction
against a motor cyclist under that section. The well known
legal rule of ejusdem gemris would, doubtless, be held to
apply, and the words "or other person" be held to mean
"or other person of the same nature as a hawker, higgler,
or gipsy." To mention biit one legal precedent, a law relating
to " sheep, pigs, and other cattle " was held not to apply to
cows. This may seem very strange to your readers, but it

is, nevertheless, the judgment of the Courts. CAMPER.
London, W.9.

Sir,—Your previous correspondents on this subject seem
to be under the impression that there is a "correct law
regarding campi ,;."

It is no offence (and, therefore, is not punish .ble) merely
to camp on a roadside waste, and-the constable ivho " moved
on " a motor cyclist on the grounds that he had previously
" moved on " gipsies was wrong in both cases—it is no
part of his duty.
There are certain things that one may not do by the

roadside, to '
'-—a rcisun may not light a fire wit"-'i fifty

feet of the cr .tra of the highwaj'.
No such limitation of time as twenty-four hours, referred

to by Mr. Richardson in your issue of May 12th, exists,

except in some people's imagination.
Of course, if a person made his encampment permanent, or

for weeks or months, he might be assessed for rates in the
usual way, or he might, at the instance of four hc.seholders,
be indicted as a public nuisance ; but if a tired Englishman
—be he motor cyclist or not.—likes to rest on the roadside
waste, he has a perfect right to do so, and in doing so

dt;3 not infringe any Act of Parliament.
W. R. JEFFEr.i'.

ELECTRICAL PHENOMENON
Sir,—May I crave space to reply

to the letters of "Lodge Plugs, Ltd.,
in your issue of May 19th, and Mr.
N. W. Benley in your issue of the
week following ?

First, I certainly interpreted Mr.
Benley's expression "flexible" to

refer to ordinary electric lighting

flexible, as is customary in the
electrical trade, but this does not,
in my opinion, explain his obser\'a-

tions. I am quite aware that coil-

ing the high-tension cable would
increase both the self-induction and
the capacity of the circuit, but not
sufficiently to prevent a spark at the
plug, provided the magneto and the
plug were in perfect working order.
Immediately after reading Messrs.
Lodge's letter I carried out the fol-

lowing experiment on my 7 h.p.
A.J.S. twin. A solid iron core Sin.
long and iin. diameter, was wound
with twenty turns of high-tension
rubber insulated cable in two layers,
and the ends inserted between the
end of the ma^gneto cable and plug
of the back cylinder, so that the
^oil was in series with the plug.

B12

The engine was then started from cold in the usual
way without any misfiring or irregularity. Retarding the

spark fully and closing the throttle to the slow runnin_
position failed to produce a misfire. The front plug was then
shorted, and the engine continued to fire on the cylinder td

which the coil was connected. Changing the coil over to

the front cylinder, and repeating the above experiments,
produced no variations in the results. I cannot see, there-

fore, that, provided the insulation of the cable is sound, coil-

ing the high-tension cable romid a frame tube, or an engin

bearing, can produce any serious defects in the firing. I do

not think any rider would go to the trouble in practice of

coiling his surplus cable more than the twenty turns I

experimented with. I may say, in conclusion, my engine is a

very easy starter" with the Cox-Atmos carburetter I have
had fitted, and this ease in starting was not interfered with

by the above experiment, showing that the plugs functioned

perfectly throughout. F. E. SCHOFIELD.

AVERAGING THIRTY.
Sir,—Until a few weeks ago I shared the belief of

" Eclipsed " that very high speed spurts were necessary in

order to average 30 m.p.h. on the road. I discovered my
error, by drivriig my own machine from Dorchester to AYin-

chesfer ria Ringwood (sixty miles) in Ih. 58m., which time

included a short stop for petrol at Romsey. Tlais meant an

average road speed of over 31 m.p.h. I had a heavily loaded

sidecar, and iny speed certainly never exceeded 37. m.p.h.,

except for one short burst of less than a mile, when I am-
bitiously, but unsuccessfully, sought to overtake a solo rider,

but even then I never reached more than forty-two or forty-

three, which is the utmost I can get out of my mount when
untuned and fully loaded. On the other hand, the road was
good. I had only four small towns to go through, and I

rarely di'opped below 34 m.p.h. In such circumstances it

would appear that one's average may be pretty near to one's

maximum. C.D.S.
London. N.W.ll.

A COMPLETELY EQUIPPED BAT SIDECAR

This photograph was submitted in the recent Sheffield-Henderson photographic competition

by I. C. Mcntgomery, Bridgwater, who gained a consolation prize The equipment of this very

completely fitted sidecar is as follows

:

SiDEC-VR Mirror below dash Key. counter inspection lam;
Watch Electric cigarette lighter (behind head light)

Voltmeter Electric Klaxon ' Speedometer
Ammeter Stop watch on tank
Detachable inspection ligb^

IVIachine. gradient indicator (front

Compass above dash neroid altimeter '\ir speed indicator (rear
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TIME : THE PRESENT. SPEED : EIGHTY MILES AN HOUR.
That forgetful, but otherwise excellent mechanic, Jones, has just remembered that heomilled to

tighten those sidecar connections, nor has he registered for "free insurance!"

SOLUTION NEXT WEEK!
Sir,—Here is another conundrum for your readers.

Recently I sent away a two-stroke engine and crank ease for

slight repair. On its return last week I reassembled the

machine and tried to start the engine. Nothing doing ! After

trying for half an hour, and using up a lot of language, I

gave it up. Two days later I made another attempt. Aided
by the proffered advice of several of the "clever" brigade, I

went carefully over the machine. Compression was good,

4ming absolutely correct, a good fat spark at the plug, jet

Icar, and proper mixture reaching the cylinder, but all that

appened on trying to start was an asthmatic cough and a

abby kick. After wasting more time, etc., an idea dawned
pn me. Investigation proved it correct, and as soon is the

Iteration was made the machine ran as sweetly as ever.

rt'hat was the cause of the" strike" ? PUZZLED.
Dumbarton.

Puzzled " askfi us to withhold the solution for a week, but

we think that many of our readers may discover the fault,

right away. It is not a difficult piece of deduction.

—

Ed.]

OLICE PREJUDICE AND THE SWISS SIX DAYS.
Sir,—Would you allow me to trespass on your space to

oniment on Mr. J. Stuart White's letter, published in a

ecent issue. I would like to do so because it is likely

produce an erroneous impression on the mind of English

eaders as to the state of affairs in Switzerland. It is

rue that in several cantons there ai'e police restrictions

jith regard to the circulation of motor cars. It is not exact

state, however, that this happens exclusively north of Lac
yeman and the St. Gothard Pass, "where the German lan-

uage and mentality rule supreme," as Mr. Stuart White likes

style it. -As a matter of fact, the Canton Grison—in which

he population speaks partly Roman, partly Italian, and
artly Swiss-German—forbids motor car traffic entirely, and

1 tlie French speaking Cantons, Geneva, Neuchatel, and
aud, motors are prohibited on Sunday afternoons during the

ammer months. On the other hand, no such prohibition

sists in the Canton of Bale-Ville, situated in the extreme
orth, just across the German frontier.

I quite agree, of course, that circumstances are far from
eing satisfactory for motor car drivers owing to the right
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of each of the twenty-five

"cantons to issue its own
traffic regulations, which
differ in varying degrees.

What I want to emphasise,
however, is that the police

regulations have nothing to

do whatsoever with the fact

that in one part of Switzer-
land French is spoken, in

another Italian,, and in yet
another the so-called Swiss-
German dialect, a tongue as
different from the German
as is Flemish. I ma\' add
that quite recently, on May
22nd, 1921, a vote" was taken
in Switzerland to procure an
alteration of the Swiss Con-
stitution by which the
Executive is empowered to

issue regulations on motor
car traffic for the whole of

Switzerland. The Cantonal
Governments will still be
able to limit the traffic

within iheir boundaries, but
in virtue of this decision of

the people of Switzerland
the right is no\v formally
given to the Federal
-Authorities to open for

traflic all routes they deem
necessary. I am sure that,

in consequence of this, in the

very near' future things will

become such that Mr. Stuart

White, as well as a number
of his English colleagues,

will try their luck again,

all over France, will pay a

I think I dare say, neither the

language nor the German mentality "rules
' Policemen in all countries are, of course, a pecu-

li.ar race, but I do not think they are worse in our country

than elsewhere. DR. PAUL LANG,
Secretary of the London Group of the

Nouvelle Socitte Helvctique.

ONE MAN'S MEAT .'

Sir,—The motor cycle of to-day, speedy and reliable as it

is, is not, to my mind, as far advanced in design as it should
be—it follows too much on push cycle lines.

Let us look at car practice. When motor cars were first

used they followed the linef of the old horse-drawn vehicles,

which T/ie Motor Ci/rh. described only a few months ago.

But makers soon dropped that, and struck out on their own.
The result is as it is seen to-day—a perfect motor car, with
little to remind one of horse-drawn four-"'.vheelers.

Now, with motor cycles, taking first the frame, nearly all

the makers, with one or two exceptions (such as the Scott,
' Cotton, etc.), follow the ordinary cycle frame, and also use
the crank case as a connecting link. Now, in my mind, the
crank case is a crank case, not a portion of a frame. Let
us next consider the engine or transmission of power from
the engine. Central transmission direct from the crankshaft
centre (as car practice) is the ideal. This method of trans-

mitting or harnessing of power is only used on a few motor
cycles. As a practical engineer of nearly thirty yejirs' experi-
ence, I fail to see the side pulley as a sound engineering
job. The pulley unsupported on one side is bound to set up
a side strain, or twist, in the frame, and the more power
the engine develops the greater that strain. ' Of course, we
know tnat fine results are obtained by engines of that type,
such as the Norton, Sunbeam, etc.; but I think that "this

method of transmission is due to simplicity in practice and
adaptability in engine design, but at best it is only a make-
shift. Failing central transmiseion, the next best thing is

the Scott practice, with outside central flywheel and driving
-sprockets, supported by roller bearings on each side.

Now another grumble is the gear change control. Why
have it on the tank side? On a sliarp corner, traffic, or deep
rut and greasy gradient, the very time that both hands are

BI.5

and, after having driven
visit to Switzerland, where,
German
supreme
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wanted on the bars, we have to let go to change gear. Why
not foot change, as Scott, or both hand and foot change?
Even the Ford on four wheels changes by pedal, while we
risk our balance and our necks on hand change. -

In conclusion, one point in which we score over car practice
is noise : we are further advanced in making noises than we
were ten years ago. SILENT TWIN.

Llanover.

WINB RESISTANCE OF MUDSHIELDS.
Sir,—The letter in your issue of May 19th from vom con-e-

Rpoudent Mr. G. Sharp will be of considerable interest to all

motor cyclists, as there is no doubt that a combination of a
thoroughly efficient shield for the rider with a method of
increaisjjig the efficiency of the engine is one which every
enthusiastic motor cyclist would desire; and certainly the
flat or "stove pipe" types of shield, however efficient from the
point of view of protection from mud and oil to the rider, are a
positive handicap to the machine in other respects.
A considerable amount of practical experience has shown

that the V shields Avhich are covered by our patent No.
35,617, 1920, have all the good points without the compen-
sating di.sad vantages of many other types, and practical tests
show, that even when a motor cyclist lias been going -" all out

"

there is an entire absence of overheating of the engine.
The weight even of the heavier type is only 6 lb. 6 oz. per

set complete with fittings, so that this is a negligible factor,
whilst actual experiment has shown that the special formation
of the shields offers less wind resistance than would be the
case if the rider was quite unprotected.

THE SPEEDWELL GEAR CASE CO., LTD.

AN OCCASIONAL PASSENGER SIDECAR SJJGGESTED.
Sir,—He would be a captious critic indeed who could not

find the motor vehicle to his taste amon^ the host of models
offered to the public nowadays. Nevertheless, there is one
attachment I have yet to see' advertised, which, for want. of
a better name, I will call the bachelor's sidecar. A sidecar
is of value to the solo rider for the following reasons:

(1.) It obviates the nuisance "of continually lifting the rear
wheel on to the stand when stationary.

(2.) Stability on grease and tramlines.
(3.) Carries luggage, gun case, golf clubs, etc-
(4.) Carries occasional passengers.
(5.) Carries a spare wheel.
Such a sidecar requires no hood, screen, door, upholstery,

or permanent seat, but should embody the following features:
(a) Capacity for about 1 cwt. of luggage, (b) Waterproof
cover, fc) Tip-up seat and straps for securing luggage, (dj
Accommodation for spare wheel.

It heed not be particularly comfortable, but must be light
and strong, for it would be attached to fast machines.

In conclusion, I have noticed recently a controversy on the
subject of the merits of four-cylinder American machines
as opposed to the British single. Last year I sold one of the
former in favour of the latter. Of course, the four-cylinder
scores in pace and comfort, bat for everything else, the
Britisher has it easily, in my opinion. BACHELOR.
Hong Kong.

TAXATION OF MOTOR CYCLISTS.

^

Sir,—In the course of the reply made by the Minister of
Transport to the deputation from the JNIotor Legislation
Committee which waited on him on the 5th ult., when
representatives of our organisations were present, Sir Eric
Geddes stated that, although he had made special enquiries
as to the working of the new taxation as regards different
classes of cars, he had not specially investigated the position
as regards motor cycles.

Although perhaps motor cyclists may not have been more
hardly treated than other classes of road users, inasmuch as
alter a fan- mileage they recoup themselves for the tax that
under the old scheme they would have paid upon their petrol,
yet, from the figures issued by the Jlinister, it would appear
that motor cyclists more than any other class of road user
have failed to reach the numbers that it was estimated would
by now have taken out licences.
The chief cause is obvious, and lies in the fact that the

present high annual tax (required in a single payment) proves
a very heavy financial burden to many motor cyclists, especi-
ally as the same amount is required 'even if the machine is
only used for the last four months of the year.
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Another cause is that motor cyclists have not yet beer
accorded the privilege of taking out quarterly licences at a

proportionately reduced annual tax. '

Undoubtedly, if these disabilities had not been present at
the commencement of the year a much smaller number of

motor cyclists would have foregone the use of theu- machines.
The number of such, however, is very, large.
The suggested 25% reduction in the amount of annual tax,

with a further proposal that licences should be issued from
day to day or for short fixed periods at a proportionately
reduced rate of tax,- thus easing the financial burden and
giving greater consideration to the convenience of motor
cyclists, would not only assist the sport ahd pastime and
increase trade, but would afford additional revenue to the
Government, not only from this particular taxation, but from
the revenues which naturally accrue to the Exchequer in

periods of healthy trade.

—Amongst road users the motor cyclist pays the greatest
attention to economy in its^ various phases, and though his
machine is peculiarly susceptible to the condition of road
surfaces, it is not responsible lor road damage except to an
extent almost incapable of mathematical calculation.
Whilst the motor cyclist is prepared to pay a share of road

maintenance and improvement-, in justice he asks that his

present financial burden should be lightened and payable
according to' periods of use.

The adoption of the above suggestions would greatly inr-

prove the present system, which is obviously prohibitive to

raanv would-be motor cyclists.

(Signed) T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH,
.' Secretary Auto Cycle Union.

(Signed) H. R. WATLING,
General Manager British Cycle and Motor Cycle

Man-dfacturers' and Traders' Union, Ltd.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
At a Putney garage on AVhit-Monday " G.T.W.B."

attempted to buy some carbide, but was told tli^it there was
none in stock. As it was then nearly dark, he asked for

information as to where he could get some, to which the
manager of the garage replied very rudely, so rudely that

"G.T.AV.B." had perforce to censor his letter and we to

summarise it ! Amongst other things, this obliging garage
man said that motor cyclists were more trouble than they
were worth.

Another case of widely varying quotations for spares is

brought to light this week by Mr. T. Stearne, who required

a new .spindle and cone for his V.S. hub. One firm quoted
18s. 6d., another 5s. ! In fairness, "ne wishes it stated that

the lower estimate came from Mr. J. M. Geiger, 24, Mans-
field Road, Gospel Oak, London, N.W.3.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists :

Issued in coniunction with The Motor Cycle.
"

'MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM.* The standai-d handbook on the motor •

cycle. It deals with every part of the machine, S

and with every type of machine, and will be found Price. Book S
invaluable to all motor cycle riders. New Edition, net. post. J
Just published -2/6 2/10 •

TRACTNG MOTOR CYCLK TROUBLES

"

;
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of «

remedying them when found.- Fourth Edition .. 2/- 2/j

"MAGNETOS By A. P. Young. •

A complete treatise on magneto ignition for motor
cars, motor cycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition 4/6 4 /lo •

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES '

!

A reliable treatise on Two-strokes^ from the rider's S
point of view. Just published .. .. .. 3/- 3/3 J

'MOTCfR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." I

By " LxioN," of The Motor Cycle .. ..5/- 5/3 I

THE MOTOR CYCLE' ROAD MAPS. t

Enirland and Wales. Scotland. Lon-lon {showing S

roads intoand out of London and avoiding London). -
J

Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 5/10

*TH' MOTOR CYCLE' ROUTE BOOK •

With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District ..5/- 5/4

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from TLIFFE &SONS Ltd Z
30, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and

Railway BooUstalls.
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L selection ot questions of general interest received trom reatlers anj our replies there. i. An quest.ons snould be atidresscj to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,
'

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanieil liy a 2(J. slampell atldressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " L;gal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should te kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the henehc

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be

ceall witli by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all ever the colmtry as to the existing state of the

roads ;n any particular locaJity.

GEAR RATIOS.
The engine sprocket of my

machine has seventeen teeth,
conntershaft thirty-four teeth,

final drive on countershaft eighteen
teeth, and back wlieel forty-eight

teeth. What would the gears be if I

fitted (1) eighteen tooth sprocket on
engine shaft, (2) nineteen tooth sprocket
on engine sliaft?—G.A.

I.) 5 to 1. (2.) 4.77 to 1. Full informa-
,on as to method of calculating gear ratios

contained in the latest edition of
Motor Cycles and How to Manage
hem."

TYRE SIZES.
I want to carry a spare tyre,

?but wonder what size I should
get, as I have a B.S.A. with
tyres marked 25x2^ for rims
BSD2, and Grindlay sidecar with
tyre marked 26 x 2^. What

puzzles me is that the motor cycle rims
measure 22iin. in diameter, and the
sidecar rim is only 21in.—W.W.
he rims fitted to the B.S.A. are the D2
ze (nominally for 26x2i or 26x2g
Tes), but the covers actually fitted are
x2-i- for 2^. If you examine them you

ill see that this size is marked upon
em. The sidecar, judging by your
ea.surement, has a 26x2^ rim, and "con-
quently the tyres on the motor cycle
e not interchangeable with that on "the
decar.

POWER OUTPUT OF TWO-STROKE
ENGINES.

Wishing to select a motor

? cycle for the coming season I
was informed by a well-known

-^ firm that a 2-^- h.p. two-stroke
engine attains 5,000 r.p.m. on

bench. Not wishing to dispute
statement (which seems rather

hiuh for a two-stroke), I am asking you
if it is possible, for I imagine that
sudi a power unit would have to give
off about 5 b.h.p. to reach such a
speed .—DotTBTFUL.

all probability a two-stroke engine of
out 260 c.c. capacity will develop from
to 5 b.h.p. at maximum revolutions on
11 thr(5ttle. 5,000 r.p.m., however, is

ther high for this tj^je of engine, and
obably 4,000 r.p.m. Is nearer the mark,
le power output of two'stroke engines
ually reaches its maximum at about
XX) to 3,500 r.p.m. As compared with
ar-stroke engines, they are essentially
the slow running variety.

the

the

SIDECAR ON A LIGHTWEIGHT TWIN.
Possessing a 1916 3 h.p. twin

Royal Enfield. T desire to attach

a light but strong sidecar. Is

tliis machine suitable for passen-

ger work?—C.-A.B.

The machine in question is not really

suitable for sidecar work, but in a fairly

level district it might give satisfaction,

provided that the attacTiment is light and
i

too much is not expected of it. Many
little two-strokes are giving satisfaction

as sidecar machines.

WHAT IS "C.C"?
What is meant by " c.c." in

stating the size of an engine?
Is it used inV£ngland for com-
paring the power of engines

or for handicapping?—W..-i.B.

(Canada).

The letters " c.c." are an abbreviation

for cubic centimetres. They are, how-
ever, used occasionally in place of " cubic

capacity." Thus an engine which is de-

scribed as being of 750 c.c. is one which
has a piston displacement of 750 cubic

centimetres. For racing and competition

purposes engines are divided into classes

according to their cylinder capacities.

TO FIND TON-M.P.G.
Will you give me the formula

for comparing the ton mileage
figures of two sidecar outfits?

—

H.H.B.
Tlie calculation is quite simple. It :s

merely necessary to multiply the total

weight of the machine in tons by the

distance travelled in miles, and divide
by the amount of fuel use<l in gallons.

The ton mileage of a. machine weighing
336 lb. giving 60 m.p.g. is 9 ton-miles
per gallon.

SIZE AND POWER OF AN OLD ENGINE.
(1.) I have an old V twin en-

gine. The bore appears to be
about 66 mm. and stroke 75 mm.,
and angle between the cylinders

about 75°. What is the horse-

power and cubic capacity? (2.) Can I

get a 75° magneto ?—j!C. P.-

(1.) If the dimensions which you give
are correct, the cubic capacity is 582 c.c.

;

the engine would be rated at approxi-
mately 4i h.p. (2.) It is doubtful
whether you can obtain a magneto to

suit a 75° V twin engine without having
one specially m.tde, as the angle is not
a verv usual one.

A scene at the foot of Oakamoor Hill in Derbyshire, tlie venue of the recent East Midland

A.C.U. Centre open hill-climb.

BI9
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" A.H." (Eccles).—Degory carburetter

fitted to 2J h.p. Douglas : m.p.g., accele-'

ration, and power.
" Scooter " (Rye).—Kingsbury scooter,

e.specially starting from cold, size of jet,

and quantity of oil.
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READERS' REPLIES.

OIL PUMP DIFFICULTIES.
In the issue of May 5th "G.B.T..J."

complains of trouble with his Scott oil

pump. I think he will find that this is

caused by the gland leather having be-

come too soft and wedging between the

plunger rod and the gland- nut. I had
similar trouble which I cured by fitting

a new gland leather.

—

John Hyatt.

TWO-STROKE RATTLE.
The explanation of the phenomena is

this. A weak mixture, carrying petrol,

but little oil, will fire at low temperature
(or more easily than rich oily vapour).
Your correspondent ". Tunbridge Wells"
would do well to e.xamine his crank case
and cylinder joints for a blown-out joint

ring (possibly only partial) or other air

leak, such air ' leaking in diluting the
puiie i^etrol vapour and producing a lower
flash point mi.xture. Also he should be
sure that the exhaust gas can be swept
freely, and that his sile*icers are perfectly
clear, especially Jf a Villiers with the
usual e.xhaust pipe, as any obstruction jn
the exhaust will cause pre-ignition. The
symptoms of rattle when going downhill
occur occasionally on all two-stroke en-

gines, and are caused by the critical speed
of the engine, for a given strength of

fuel mixture, l.ieing temporarily exceeded,
the mixture firing probably by compres-
sion alone or by a. particle of glowing
carbon which would not fire a richer mix-
ture in ordinary running. Thus we have
an engine firing long before dead centre,
and the momentum carrying the piston
over and completing the stroke normally.—Alld.ws.

RFCCMMENDED ROUTtS
WOBCESTEE TO WoOD GnEEN.—W.K.

Worcester, Spetchley, Upton Snodbury,
Inkberrow, Alcester, Strat ford-on-Avon,
Wellesbourne, Kineton, Warmington,
Banbury,' (near edge of) Adderbury,
Aynho, Souldern. Baynard's Green,
Bicester, Waddesdon. Aylesbury. Aston
Clinton,- Tring; Northchurch, Berkhamp-
sted, Boxmoor Station, Leverstock
Green, St. Albans, Barnet, Wood Green.
Approximately 115 miles.

M.\NciiESTEE TO Swansea.^-T.W.D.
I\Ianchester, Altrincham, Bncklow Hill,

Knufsford, Holmes Chapel, Brereton,
Sandbach, Wheelock, Haslington, Crewe .

Station, Hatherton. Hankelow, Audlem,
Burleydam, Whitchurch, Frees, Preston
Brockhnrst, Hadnall, Battlefield, Shrews-
bury, Dorrington, Church Strettnn,
Craven Arms. Stokesay. Ludlow, Brim-
field, Leominster. Hope-under-Dinrhore,
Hereford, Mordiford, Fownhope, Ross,
Wilton, Goodrich, Whitchurch, Symond's
Yat, Whitchurch. Monmouth, 'Raglan,
Usk, Llangibby, Caerleon, Newport, St.

Mellons, Cardiff, Canton, Ely Station,
Bt. Nicholas, Bonvilston. Cowbridge,
Brocastle, Bridgend, Laleston, Pyle,
Margam, Aberavon, Briton Ferry. Neath,
Swansea. Approximately 231 miles.

DONCASTER TO DaLTON.—W.R.G.
Doncaster, Wentbridge, Ferrybi'idf^o,

Aberford, Bramham Moor Cross Roads,
CoUingham, Harewood, Otley, Burley-in-

Wharfedale, Ilkley, Addingham, Skipton,

Gargrave, Hellifield, Long Preston,

Settle, Clapham, Ingleton, Kirkby Lons-
dale, Crooklands, Milnthorpe, Hever-
sham, Levens Bridge, Lindale-in-Cart-

mel, Newby Bridge, Greenodd, Ulverston,

Lindale, Dalton. Approximately 133^-

miles.

HlOHOATE TO HALir.\x.—W.E.H.
Highgate, Barnet, Potters Bar, Hat-

field, Welwyn, Stevenage, Baldock,
Biggleswade, Girtford Bridge, Eaton
Socon, Buckden, Alcoi>bury Hill, Stilton,

Norman Cross, Peterborough, Wansford,
Stamford, Great Casterton, Colsterworth,
Grantham, Great Gonerb,y, Newark, Tux-
ford, Retford, Barnby Moor., Bawtry,
Doncaster, Barnsleyj West^ Bretton,
Flockton ' Moor, Huddersfield, EUand,
Halifax. Approximately 204 miles.

Meethyb Tybfil T;0 Aeekystwtth.— .J.R.

Merlhyr Tvdfil, Nant-ddu, Storey Arms,
Brecon, Bronllys, Llyswen', Erwood, Builtlr

AVells, Howey, Llandrindod Wells,
Rhayader, Llangu-rig, Dyffryn Castell,

Yspytty-Cynfyn, Devil'.s Bridge, Aberyst-
wyth. Approximately 96 miles.

important iDates.

Tues., June 1 4th—Jun'or T.T. Race
Thurs. June 16lh—Senior TT. Race.

Sal.. Jun^ I8lh—Norlh-Western Cen're
A.C.U. Open Speed Tr.'a's.

Sat.. Jine 25th—M.C.C Inter-team Trial
for ''The Motor Cycle" Cup

Fri.. July 1st. and Sat., July 2nd
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Sa'.. July 2nd — Bournemouth M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Eat. July 2nd—500 Mile Race at Brook
lands for the Miller Go'd Cup.

Thurc. J ly 7th—Essex County an^
Southend A.C. and Essex M.C. Joint
Open Speed Trials

Sal., July 9th—St. Andrew.? Sp-ed Tria's

Sat., July 9 h— Cardiff M.C C. and
associated club Open Hill Climb.

rVTon.. July 11th. to Sal.. July 16lh
Scottish Six Days' Tria'.

Sat.. July 16lh—llk'ey M.C. and L C.C.
Open Reli b li'.y Trial.

Sat., Ju'y 23rd -Fast Midland Cen're
A-C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Sun.. July 24lh—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Rac? in France.

Eat., July 30tn—Nev/castle and District

M C. Open Speed Trials.

Mon . Aus. 1st. to Sa'., Aug. 6lh—
International Six Days 1 rial in Swritzer-

land.

Sal., Aug. 6lh—B M.C.R C. Open Brook-
Ian ^s Merlins.

Sat. Aug. 6t^—North Wa'es M.C C
Open Reliability Trial.

Fri. AuT. 12tli—.Molor Cycle Grand
Prix in Belgium.

S :.. Au8. 1 3th—Cumberland M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial-

Sat. Aug. 20lh—Western Centre AC.U.
Opsn Spe3d Trials.

Thurs. Aug. 2Sth — Ystalyfera and
Cirmar.hen M.C.C. Open Spaed
Trials.

Mon.. Aug. 29th, to Sal., Sepl 3rd-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sat.. Sepl. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

Fri.. Sept. 23rd. to Tues., Sept. 27th—
Anglo-Du'ch Reliabi ity Trial.

More Sidecar Taxis Licensed.

A B.S.A. motor cycle taxi has been

recently licensed in Salford.
An Excelsior taxicab outfit was ap-

proved by the Watch Committee of Leeds
during the end of last month.

Magnetos at High Speed.
' The Douglas machines which secured

first and third places, in the Brooklaiidf

Senior T.T. race recently were ecjuippeo

with E. I.e. magnetos.

Consistent Riders.

Among nearly a hundred comj)etitor

Hugh Gibson, riding an 8 h.p. Rnya
Ruby sidecar, secured the A.C.U. Nmili
western Centre championship for 1921

his was the' only sidecar outfit to mak
the ascent of Litton- Slack without assist

anoe. S. Eastwood, on a 2| h.p. macliin

of the same make, put up the best per

formance^in the lightweight classes u;

to 350 c.c.

In, the London-Edinburgh Trial th

same two riders, mounted- on 2J h.p

and 3 h.p. Royal Rub}' machines
spectively. both qualified for gold medali

Catalogues Received.

Humphries and . Dawes, Ltd., Ha
Green, Birmingham : Described a

" art folder," a single sheet specifit

and illustrates the O.K. -Junior passenge
machine in a clear and adequate mannei

R. W. Weatherell. South Green, Biller

cay, Essex : A small three-fold shce
containing loose reproductions of tl

R.W. Scout machine in various nwdels.

J. Kirb_y, Broadgate, Lincoln : Spec
ficatioiis of the Lincoln-Elk machine!
which are now equipped with counte
shaft three-speed gear boxes.

Whitle,y Manufacturing Co., Ltd
Charterhouse Mills. London Road. Covei

try : Illustrating and describing the

two models, and also a chain adjuster f(

Sturmey--A.rcher gear boxes and foot coi

trol pedal for Sturmey-Archer clutche

The manufactures of this firm have bee

appreciably reduced in price.

Siemens Brothers and Co., Ltd., Caxto
House, Westminster, London,' S.W.ll
" Primary Cells and Batteries—Dry aiij

Fluid " is the title of a catalogue -nhic

lists batteries of various types useful i\

lighting on motor cycles.

J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., Grei
Charles Street, Birmingham : A new ed

tion of the " Brooks "Book," which deal

thoroughly with saddles, leather easel

and all ether equipment of a similif

nature. The new cantilever leaf-sprii]

saddles are also included.

B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd., Small Hcatl

Birmingham : "A much improved cat!

logue of B.S.A. motor cycles is no%v aval

able. It contains much detailed infol

mation, illustrations, and reproductio|

of machines in their true colours.
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Olmcs to TLlgljt TLamps,
June 9th 9.42 p.m.

11th ... 9.44
13th. ... ... 9.45
15th ... 9.46

T.T. and Summer Number.
Next Thursday's issue of Thu Motor

Ctjdc is the annual special T.T. and
Summer Number containing all the latest
news of the Tourist Trophy races, and
many special features.

Arbuthnot Trophy Trial Entries.

Kiitries for the Arbuthnot Trophy
Irial are already coming in. This com-
petition is open only to officers of the
R.N., R.N.R., R.N.V.R., and the R.M.,
who are actually on the active list.

Entries close on Monday, June 13th, and
should be sent to the Secretary, the
Auto-Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall", Lon-
Jon, S.W.I.

Short Notice !or a Long Ride.

Mr. J. R. Watkiiis, a Royal Enfield
>ntrant for the London-Edinburgh, had
lis mount smashed by a lorry when on
'.he way to the. start. He immediately
I'ushed home, started up his old W.D.
Prinniph, and, without any sort of pre-

paration, completed the 400 miles run,

mA gained a gold medal. This makes an
iddilional gold medal for Triumph
machines on the list which we published
LT^t week.

Observed Riding in Open Trial.

Open trials south of London are fairly
rare events, and therefore the open event
to be held by the Bournemouth and
Dietrict M.C. and L.C.C. on July 2nd
should attract a great number of South-
country riders. As there are no "real"
hills within a reasonable distance of the
club's headquarters, several novel features
have been introduced to put the whole
trial on a competitive basis. These
include starting te.sts, timed hill-climbing,
speed tests (ni a private park), and
"observed riding." Entries will be re-
ceived until June 22nd by the trials secre-
tary, Mr. E. L. Hening,"44, JUddle Road,
Bournemouth West, Hants. -

Watch your Licences

!

.Motor cyclists are recommended to keep
an eye on their licences and make sure
that the ink with which they have been
filled up is not fading away. Two motor
cyclists weae summoned .it Bristol last
WTek for having motor licences on which
the particulars were not visible. One
licence had been issued in January at
Taunton and filled up with red ink,' and
the other made out in Bristol with black
ink. In each case the liot sun had caused
the ink to fade. The result was that
summonses were issued, not against those
who were to blame, i.e., the licensing

authorities at Taunton and Bristol, but
against the victims who were in no way
responsible.

Special "features.
TT. NOTES AND NEWS.

IS DESIGN STAGNATING?
SIDECAR TOPICS.

The International Six Days Trial.

The Union Motocycliste Suisse, which
is responsible for the organisation of the
International Si.x Days Trial, is en-
deavouring to make anangements so that
the cost of living for competitors will
not be in excess of, and perhaps not
reach, £1 per diem.

Visitors to the Grand Prix can continue
their journey direct to Geneva after this

event, and arrive there comfortably in

time for the International Six Days Trial.

Yorkshire Speed Championships.

Sjiued cvcnt.s on tlie sands are ap-

parently very popular this year, and what
promises to be a most successful' and
interesting meeting will be organised by
the Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. on
behalf of the Yorkshire Centre A.C.U. on
July 9th at Saltburn Sands. There will

be the twenty-mile Yorkshire champion-
ship races in 350 c.c., 600 c.c, and 1.000
c.c. categories and nineteen other short dis-

tance events catering for all classes. So
hard, smooth, and consetjuently "fast"
are these sands that a speed of 118 m.p.h.
was attained during car trials held there
before the war.

PR,\CT1SING FOR THE T.T.

Two Simbeam riders. Dance and Bennett, about to start for a Another early morning scene. Spectators watching an Indian

lap round the course. starting tor the thirty-seven mile lap.

B23
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ESand
A Review of the Practising. Form ol Men and Machines Improving Day by Day.

Organisation Complete. Compiled from the Daily Reports of Members of

"The Motor Cycle" Staff in the Isle of Man.

NEXT TUESDAY'S JUNIOR T.T. RACE IN A NUTSHELL
DATE AND TIME OF START : 9.30 a.m., Tuesday, June 14th, 1921.

DISTANCE: Five circuits of 37 miles G furlongs each. Total distance, ISS miles 6 furlongs.

FIRST PRIZE : The Junior Tourist Tropliy, to be held for one year. £10 in cash and special gold medal.

SECOND PRIZE : £20 in casli.

THIRD PRIZE : £10 in cash.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" TROPHY for the fastest 250 c.c. machine [22 entries).

TEAM PRIZE : To be won by a nominated team, who must all finish the course within thirty minutes of the winner.

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION : Monday, June 1.3th—
Nos. 1 to 2-5, at 9 a.m. ; Nos. 26 to 50, at 10 a.m. ; Nos. 51 upwards, at 11 a.m

PREVIOUS WINNERS.
VJ20 . . Cyril Williams, single-cylinder. A.J.S. (71 x SI mm. = SIS c.c.) .

.

40.7

1914 . . Eric Williams, single-cylinder A.J.S. {74 x SI mm. = 34S c.c.) . . IGO
1913 . . H. Mason, V twin N.U.T.-J.A.P. (60 x 61 mm. = 344 c.c.) .. .. 43-7

1912 . . W. H. Bashall, flat twin Douglas (60-7 x 60 mm. = 350 c.c.) .. .

.

39-6

1911 .. P. J. Evans, V twin Humber (60 x 60 mm. =340 c.c.) .. .. 41-5

m.p.h.

AS recorded in the last issue of The
Motor Cycle, practising for next
week's Tourist Trophy Taces com-

menced at the beginning of last week. A
good deal of work has been accomplished
by the competitors for both races, and
most, if not all, have now completed the
minimum number of circuits to qualify
for the races on Tuesday and Thursday
next.

X- * *
After a disappointing Whit week, due

to the absence of steamship communica-
tion with the mainland. Douglas last week
began to assume a somewhat'jovial aspect,
due entirely to the arrival of the army
of motor cyclists who are taking part iii

the forthcoming races.
'* * «

The Islaud ao a whole is very pleased
to have the motor cyclists Lack again once
more, but -it does not always show this
pleasure in some of the absurd restric-
tions. Severs' of the visitors have been

324

worried by the police for not having
silencers, and some of the local motorists
have been getting into trouble for not
carrying horns. The same restrictions

with regard to Sunday riding, av; still in

existence.
v<- -J? -H-

Much indignation is felt amongst visit-

ing motor cyclists at the new tax imposed
upon them by the Insular Legislature.

Last year they were charged Is. This
year the charge has gone up to 10s.. and
the increase is bitterly resented, all the
more so that it is kno^^'n tliat the increase

is illegal at the moment, as the. new Bill

has not yet received the Eoyal assent.

There is also much annoyance felt by the
want of facilities for landing machines
at the Douglas quayside. Although
efforts were made by the Auto_ Cycle
Union, The Motor Cycle and the local

club, the Harbour Commissioners have
so far done nothing to facilitate unload-
ing from passenger steamers.

Porters have been engaged by the

A'.C.U. to meet every steamer landing

Douglas. They- will' be' under tVe super-

vision of a guide, and their duty will be

to carry all members' machines to the

quay free of charge ; but there will be

no harm in recognising the porters' efforts

in the usual way. These men will wear

badges, and any complaints made to ther

local consul, or'to the A.C.U. local office!

in Castle Mona Shops, will receive|

attention.
* * x

The Norton machines have been pur-l

posely vai-ied this year for the pecuh-f

arities of the Jlanx course. The wheel-]

base has been shortened by about l^-in.,

and the top tube has been also shortened.!

bringing the riding position lower, audi

altogether giving it a more businesslike!

appearance. The handle-bars are straighti

and wide, and do not appear to be vei'vl

popular with some of the men entered 10

ride, and alterations mav be made.
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T.T. Notes and News—
The course on the whole this year has

been mnch criticised by the riders, par-
ticularly that part from the second iron
gate on the mountain descent as far as
Keppel Gate, where the surface had
become very loose owing to the dry
season. The Highway Board has done
nothing at all to this section, although
attention has been drawn to it. Subse-
quent storms, however, helped to improve
this section.

17

The front wheel brake fitted to the T.T.
model Douglas ; brakes of this type have
been under test for some time.

Great Britain, Ireland, and U.S.A.
Although this year's T.T. is not of the

international character the enthusiast
would wish to see, international rivalry
will not be entirely lacking, for America
is meeting Kngland, Scotland, Ireland,
_Wa'es, and the Isle of Jfan. Further,
tliere are M.A.G. engines in the race,
but one cannot help but regret that
France, Italy, Belgium, and the overseas
Dominions are not represented. Why do
not some of the South African, Austra-
lian, and New Zealand clubs send over a
rider to represent them in this blue riband
event of the whole motor cvcle world ?

* * *
On our run round (he course we noticed

that between Craig-na-Ba and Ramsey
the surface has been substantially re-
paired with an . abundance of .sharp-

MAIN y.-.,

H»DS'

The Tourist Trophy course of 37 miles
6 furlong.<;. which has to be covered five

times for the Junior event, and six times
for the Senior.

edged stones, which in their present state
are very destructive to tyres. Nearer
Douglas the surface Ras been tarred.

PRACTICE ITEMS.
Every daj- the competitors improved

their riding and their times ; therefore,
it is interesting to record some of the
fastest times of the first two days,
although at this stage no sensational
speeds were attempted. Tlie fastest time .

on the opening day was made by L.
Mitchell (Norton), who covered the lap'
in 45m. 45s.—appro.\imately 49 m.p.h.

;

while the following also made notable
times :

Approi.
m. a. m.p.h,
48 10 = 48i,i

49 = 46
47 30 = 471/2
47 = 4754
48 45 = 46
46 35 = 48

?V fr ^ la Hay (31/, Sunbeam)
35. M. T3ro\vn (Z'j'„ Norton. ...

,V ,^?''?,'^"' <^''s Sunbeam) ...
II. W. Hassall (31/, Norton) ...

xr' ^ 4''=-''?°^^'^ (31,;. Norton)H. R. Danes (2^; A.J.S.) ...

Indians, this year equipped with single-
cylinder engines and Hutchinson tyres,
modelled on the lines of those used for
dirt track work in America, were running
fast- and quietly. A slight shortening

A twin handle-bar grip on the

T.T. Sunbeam,

of the wheelbase has improved the
Norton's corner work. B.S.A.'s are said
to be very fast up the mountain. They
have already acquired quite a following
of local experts, and, what is more to
the point, their riders like them, and are
at home on their mounts. Unfortunately,
they have temporai-ily lost one of their
team and a reserve rider, for Kuhn and
Wood collided in an early practice spin,
and the damage, though" .slight, necessi-
tated medical treatment.

* * *
The Velocette and Omega are doing

good times in the lightweight class, and
the Ivys are very steady, and should io
good team work,

Jf .V. .)t

F. Boulton (New Imperial). fell between
Signpost Corner and Governor's Bridge
at just the same spot as Chambers
(A.J.S.) came off the day before. No
serious damage was done," however, and
a special warning has been arranged for
the future.

Norman Norris (Ivy). N. E, Vicary (Ivy). r; Weather^l (R.W, Scout).

RIDERS OF TWCSTROKE MACHINES IN THE 350 c.c. CLASS IN THE JUNIOR T.T. •

C3
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T.T. Notes and News—
y The Manx people

take a keen inteiest
in the lace, and are
delighted that it is

not to be postponed
or cancelled. The
jdvenile portion of

the population is

especiaUy interested
— both boys ' and
girls. The "little

maids from scliool
"

^many more than
three of them—
haunt the garages
where the com-
petitors keep their

machines, and wor-
ship the " boys

"

who are going to

race. They know
them all by their

'

Christian name s,

and : follow their

f b r tunes' most
closely, throughout
the entire period of

practice until the
race itself, and then
they take French

I
leave from school,

' and go mad watch-
ing the race itself.

The Tourist Trophy, This is what they

presented in 1907 by did last year, and

the Marquis de t^i^y are workmg
Mouzilly St. Mars, themselves np to a

The Junior Trophy is
l^'gh P'tch of ex-

a duplicate presented
"tement already for

by the same patron of
*'^e coming r a c e

the motor cycle move- "°^ "^?'' '\ \\ ^^^\

will take place.

* * *
The organisation, in which the local

club is bearing a most useful part, is

very good, and there is hardly any part
of the course which is not in more or less

direct communication with the Douglas

Heel pedai forming positive operation

lor oil pump on the Triumph-Rlcardo
(Inset) Sector on footrest shaft indicated

by dotted linesi- In main drawing

control. The only possible criticism re-

lates to those who have completed a lap

pulling up at the grandstand in the way
of others passing through at speed. This
matter, however, was immediately tackled -

by the capable A.C.U. officials, and "the

regulations were modified to meet the

case. , .

- Lap Times.

No official lap times were issued, but
those Avhicli we are able to give may be
consideied as accuiate to all intents and
purposes It will be seen that theie aie

one or two notable absentees fiom the
list of best times, but it must be lemem

JUNE gth, ig2i.

N. Black (Omega), A. Milner (Levis), A.

Alexander (2| Douglas), W. H. Kelly

(Ivy), J. S. Clayton (New Imperial), H.
F.' Harris (A.J.S.). E. Williariis (A.J.S.),

and H. R. Davies (A.J.S.). It will be

seen' that the Senior men qualified more
rapidly than the Junior entrants.

* * *
After the enthusiasm of the , opening

of the practising had worn off a little,

those who Ijad qualified settled down to

familiaiise themsehes ^Mth the toui^e

The T.T. model in which the James Cycle Co. are placing their confidence—the 31 h.p. (win.

J. Lidstone, G. A. Strange, and G. E. Stobart are the riders selected.

bered that- many star performers are not
out to make sensational practice times.
The following are the best lap times for

the third morning's practice.

D. M. Brown (Norton) ..

II. Hassall (Norton)
J. L. Mitchell (Norton) ..

-H. Le Vack (Indian)
J. Whalle.v (Sunbeam) ..

II. R. Harvevson (Indian)
'P. E. Greene (B.S.A.) .. .

JUNIOR.
A. H. Alexander (Douglas)
G, Kelle.v (A.J.S.)
E. Williams (A.J.S.)
H. E. Davies (A.J.S.)

m. m.
45 12
45 45 and 44
44 22
46 53 and 45
44 55 and 43
46 5
46 58

46 10
48 30 and 49 35
46 50 and 46 23
44 6 and 43 59

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
W. G. Harrison (Velocette) . . 54 33:

,

Ni Black (Omega) 53 15

• Lap speeds in the Junior Class are so
phenomenal that one is led to speculate
on the chances of certain Junior machines
in the Senior event.

Many Qualified Early.

From the time they were introduced on
the course, the Scotts were notably fast
and very easy to start. Thg new
Diamond o.h.v. machines, one of which
has a three-speed gear, are also showing
up well.

It was noticeable, in the earlier stages
of the practising at least, that the old

T.T. riders had the benefit, of past ex-
perience on corners. Most of the new-
comers were much too fast, and changed
gear too late.

* * *
Among those who qualified for the races

during the first few days were: Senior
race—D- Brown (Norton), A. Bennett
(Sunbeam), H. E.. Harvevson (Indian).

F. C. North (B.S.A.), H. W. Hassall
(Norton), Eeg. Brown (Sunbeam), J. W.
Shaw (Norton), H. I^e Vack (Indian), V.
Horsman (Norton), H. Riddell (B.S.A.),
and G. Dance (Sunbeam). Junior race

—

rather than to achieve high speeds. Not-
withstanding, the following times were
made for the fourth morning's practice

laps :

M. S.

T. C. de la Hay (3!5 Sunbeam) ... 43 25
D. Brown (SV;. Norton) 45
H. W. Hassall (VA Norton) .. 43 34
F. W. Dixon (3'; Indian) ... ... 43. 30
A. Alexander (2ii Douglas) ... 47 30
J. L. Emerson (2ii Douglas) ... 49 10
H. R. Davies (23-^ A.J.S.) 42 35

H. R. Davies's speed was really re-

markable. The fastest . Senior lap last

year was 40m. 43s.

The Manx Club provided forty mar-
shals for different parts of the course,

and accidents, usual in the preliminary
stages, were very few. One Douglas rider

fell three "times, but was saved by his

regulation helmet.

Many machines will use the single lever .

Cox Atm^s carburetter, and a special model
with alumliilum body and a large choke has

been produced. The large choke permits

maximum power, but in other respects the

carburetter is quite normal

C4
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An N.U.T. won the Junior rece m 1913. This 2J h.p. model will endeavour to repeat
ttie performance In 1921.

The new aluminium cylinder head on the

2:i h.p. T.T. Douglas

Rear brake pedal arrangement on the
Triumph-Rlcardo motor bicycle.

.J.S. overhead valve gear, showing cooling
ribs on head and valve guide.

.jfeo;

The one-piece valve rocker and its adjust-
able split bearing on the o.h.v. Blackbume.

7ig

A late addition to the Junior entrants
is Archie Jones, who was entered by
Frank Whitworth, Ltd., to ride an \v^
in the Senior event. We understand "that

the A.C.U.* has agreed to transfer this

entry to the Junior race, so that there
will be seven Ivys in this event.

* * *
There are rumours that P. Pike (of

the Levis team) will not be able to ride
owing to indisposition. In all probability
one of the Levis reserves will take his

place.
* * *

The .\.C.U. banners, constructed of
zinc letters on a wire netting background,
serve their purpose admirably, and inci-

dentally withstood the recent gales much
better than the normal fabric type.

* * *
.\t the time of going to press, E. N.

Judd, wdio is entered to ride a Velocette,
is on the sick list.

* * *
A well-known figure in the Isle of Man.

Mr. G. Brown, father of the well-known
" Duggie," is

much in • evi-

dence at the
morning's prac-

• I ices.

* * *

One day last

week Victor
Horsman did a
trial lap, then
returned to
Liverpool to at-

tend to busi-
ness "matters,
and was back
in the Island
the following
night.

* * *
Th. B.S.A.

team, under the
management of
Commander St.
John , is quar-
tered at Ram-
sey, as arc the
Scotts. Those
who stay at
Kamsev are
permitted t o
start and finish
their practice
laps from that
point.

* * *
Quite a crowd

turned out to
witness the ar-
rival of the new
Triumphs.

SURELY .NOT A
BLOW HOLE

!

Although the majority
of machines are tuned
before reaching the
Island, extraordinary
care has been used in

ihe final tuning up.
Here Is R. Russell Coes
carefully examinin2 the
cylinder of his Indian.

Very little external alteration from standard is observable i, ,
-™.™u .3 uuacivauie In tisc 1.1. Uouglas. which Is

based upon the soorts model. it has a four-speed gear box.

Much good
work has been
put i.i by the
Mc;i.x Motor
Cycle Club, and particularly by Mr. H.
M. Rogers, whose efforts are untiring.

* * *
The paucity of sailings is a serious

handicap to those who require spares from
the works in a hurry.

* * *
F. W. Di.xon killed a bird on Lis way

up to practice, and his Indian was about
to carburet it when he arrived.
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At the Coulson depot. " Longden is busy with the tyres of his twin,

will be observed, the latter on his mount.

Kaye Don and H. Petty

JUKE gih, ig2i.

On different days we viewed the prac-
tising from various parts of the course,

and one morning' at Hilberry observed
that the B.S.A. riders' corner work was
very good on the whole : but Clapham
(on the new Scott), the rider nominated
by the Ilklej' Club, was easily best.

-X- * * -

Down the mountain Walker and Hassell
attained terrific speeds on their Nortons;
and Le Vack, too; was remarkably fast,

and his cornering splendid.

* * *

At this time the weather was fine, ancf

dust was giving the riders a great deal

of trouble ; and from Hilberry Corner,

the dust clouds on the mountain were
visible long before the machines appeared
in sight.

* * *
Mechanical troubles are not so prevalent

as usual, and have been chiefly of a minor
character. The Norton riders reported

stops through valve spring breakages.

* * *

After nearly a week on the Island, the

speeds were reduced, for on the fifth

day—a fine day, too—no better times than
- H.' E. Davies's (2| A.J.S.) 42m. 35,s. cf

lie day before were made, although

Hassall (Norton) improved his time by

19s. Bennett, of the Sunbeam team
covered the lap in 43m. 19s. Some of tht

other notable times were as follows ;

H. Le Vack (31/2 Indian)
D. Alexander {SV!- Norton)
G. Dance (3V-' Sunbeam)
D. G. Prentice (2i(( New Imperial)
H. F. Harris (2% A.J.S.)
H. Thorpe (2)4 Douglas)

m. s.

44 43
43 25
43 34
50 25
47 52
49 29

* *
The new Diamond is a very racy

looking machine. It has inclined over

head valves, - the stems being lubricate(

by oil release from the timing gear. Ba!

bearings are fitted to the rocker gear

and the chain transmission passes throug

a new Diamond three-speed gear box.

* * *

Once again the Dunlop hvffel is

popular and well patronised feature

the earlv morning starts.

'Ware Bridge ! One of the new type of signs around the course to indicate pomts
where special caution is necessary. They consist of solid letters on wire netting—the

sign depicted is near Braddon Bridge.

Final stages in the tuning of the Ivy machines. There will be seven of this make in the

Junior race, as a Senior entry is to be transferred.

The Sun Vitesse is an interesting littl

mount, equipped with a rotary inlet valv

forming an extension to the crankshaf

It is also fitted with a foot operate

Moss three-speed gear.

* * *

Velocettes are attracting much favoul

able comment ; they are fitted witf

clutches, and the flywheels are enclosed
ir aluminium cases.

* -K- *

By the end of last week nearly all til

competitors and their mounts were in tlr

Island. Some of the late arrivals we|
the Massey-Arrans and the Dot.

* * *

F. W. Dixon (Indian), who has alread

earned a reputation for his fine cornei-inl

fell at Go%'ernor's Bridge, but withof

serious damage to himself or his mou
Notwithstanding, he almost made
record lap.

-s- * X-

At the end of last week, T. MallJ

(the Irish Sunbeam rider) took Hilberl

too wide, and fell heavily. It is fearf

that he is out of the race.

c8
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T.T. Notes and News.—

41,*^"-,^'*^ ^''^* *"'? round the course on
tlie Massey-Arraii, Jack Tiiomas was
nside qualifying time, despite the fact
that owing to a slight defect the high
gear could not/ be employed.

* * *
T C. de la Hay takes his practice laps

quietly and occasionally stops to light a
cigarette. •' i s »

* * *
R«g. Brown is recovering from the

poiaiily unable to ride he returned to themainland for a few davs.

[©'OT'^EE
727

The usual wild rumours are prevalent,and t IS no uncommon thing to meet inthe best of health, the mfn who ten

hospital with serious concussion.
* * *

Most of the Levis team's early prac-
ice was done on old machines, but goodaps have been completed, and^hey appear

last on the course.

hvi?h Rl ?^ ^'"^ ™''''= ilassey-Arrans,
with Blackburne engines, and one with
1 s.s. J.A.P. will be run. All have newBurman light three-speed gears, and look
"ery smart.

* * *

T.l. Douglas mounts will have a four-
peed gear Bo.x for the race though much
)t the practice work has been carried out
villi the three-speed box. The new
haiige speed lever works in a gate bolted
the timing gear cover. All oil is carried

3 a large sump directly below the crank-
a.se and front cylinder, and the oil pump
s coupled directly to its operating pedal.

H. Alexander's machine has a
ienspray carburetter and an exhaust
acketed inlet pipe.

Where hope runs high—the A.J.S. depot. Con
machines it is no wonder

A comprehensive record of past T T
races is included in the excellent pro-

K''""T^r.°/T
"'^ ^^2^ ^''™t' published bvthe A.C.U. price Is. Scoring sheets!

speed and distance tables are included
tor the present year's races.

^ * * *
The end of the first week's practice

brought forth a series of minor accidents
to meii and machines. Alinton fell at
Keppel Gate, which necessitated a visit

isidering the fast lap times made by these little
that optimism is the rule.

to the hospital, where it was found that
no bones were broken. D. Alexander's
front mudguard came adrift and jammed
his front wheel, causing him to fall at
speed, but he escaped with little hurt
His breeches, however, were torn to
shreds. Among those who suffered
mechanical trouble were Wood (B S \

)who broke a piston -at Wiady Corner^
arid Hadfield had his magneto go wrong.'

The three-speed gate of the Veiocette
specially designed for the T.T. models.'

Some of the best laps were accom-
plished last Saturday, Di.xon (Indian)
making an unofficial record this year in
41m. 35s. Other Senior lap times were :

A. Bennett (Sunbeam) .

?• ^X. Hassan (Norton)
I. Whalley (Sunbeam)

42 35
42
44 45Among the .Juniors the following mad

best times :

v.i '^l?,''?,?'''"'
(Douglas)

Eric Williams (A.J.S.) ..
V. Ollscn (A.J.S.) ...

45 45
47 2
49 35

Just as he was expecting to get on the
course again Judd's leg took a turn for the
worse. He is suffering from a form of

. blood poisoning.

eg
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GOVERNOR'S BRIDGE. The worst bend on the whole course, and so acute that competitors have to slacken speed, and which

actually makes It less dangerous than the other corners where high speeds are possible. It immediately precedes the finishing point.

LATE NOTES ON THE JUNIOR CONTESTANTS.
MANY hold the opinion that the

Junior is a gift for the A.J.S. if

all goes well, and go so far as to

place the riders : 1, H. R. Davies ; 2,

E. Williams

;

3, T. Sheard or

Harris.

Ollson (on the
standard side-
by-side valve
A.J.S.) is very
consistent, and
is comfortable
on his machine.
Douglas should
be good run-
ners-up, pro-
bably A. Alex-
a n d e r a n d
Thoi-pe. Norris
(Ivy) is going
well at times,
but is not con-
sistent. Black-
biirnes a r e
fairly fast, and
Carey should
be moderately
well up. The
250 c.c. class is

a hopeless
g u e s s . On
form, M. Black
(Omega) or B.
Kershaw or D.
Prentice (New
Imperial)
should win. All
the 250 c.c.

J.A.P.'s are
good, and Den-
ley (Velocette)
can lap all day
at 55- 56m. per
lap ; but the
Levises only
obtained their
n e w engines

this week, and have been running last
year's machines and faked standards.

A SPORTING MEDICO.
Dr. C. H. Hopwood,

who aspires to win The
Motor Cycle Cup on his

standard Levis, which has

several thousand miles to

its credit. He is seen

operating upon the piston

of his engine.

New Hudsons and Martins had not
arrived at the week-end. Most Levis
times are not available, as they start

from Peel, and time themselves. Some
have only completed one lap, and others
are i-unning " dark." The Diamonds
are as fast as anything in this class, but
are having minor troubles, and have only
completed a slow lap or two between
them.

Personally, from observations on the
course, we fancy Levis, if the new engines
are all right. The Velocettes should
finish well "up. Of the /.A.P.'s those

mentioned appear best, and N. Black
rides well.

Douglas gale change, oil sump, exhaust

heated mlet pipe, and ^oot oil pump.

Dr. Hopwood. one of the oldest com-
petitors, by the way, has already qualified

on his own touring Levis. This machine
already has eome thousands of miles to its

credit, and its sporting rider has never
before entered in any trial or competition.

* * *
The Ivy machines, under the charge of

Howard Newman, have been suffering
from lubrication ti'oubles, due to oil con-

gealing on cold mornings. These little

machines have standard engines, and are

standard in almost every respect.
* * *

Sulby Bridge has been taking its toll,

and several minor accidents have occurred

there through the riders taking it too

fast.
* « *

The Sunbeam organisation is perfect,

and the men are doing excellent practice

work. Tliough the lap times are con-

sistently good, the team does not appear
to be out for sensational times yet/

THIS WEEK'S FORM.
AT the time of going to press, the

350 c.c. A.J.S. machines were still

the favourites in the opinion of

those who have followed the practising

in the Island, but the Douglas entry also

had a strong following. On i^Ionday

H. E. Davies (A.J.S.) covered a lap in

46m., -Eric Williams and Harris (on sister

machines) in 47s. and 48s. respectively.

A. Alexander (2| Douglas) has lapped

in 43m.. and Ollson (oil the side-by-side

valve A.J.S;), too, has been riding very

consistently. The real T.T. -Levis mounts
have only been introduced to the course

this week, and it is too early to judgt

their capabilities.

So far, the best Velocette time has been

53rn., but the riders do not appear to b«

hurrying unduly, and apparently hav«

speed in reserve. -

S. Gill (Triumph) . fell on Monday aj

Quarter Bridge, but was riding again orj

Tuesday. His front tyre rolled off thij

rim at Governor's Bridge.

This week some of the riders have disl

covered the penalty of scraping round thJ

wall at Governor's Bridge, since Hortoil

fouled it and fell on JNIonday, and all

together they are quickly improving theil

cornering through continual practice, anJ

the exi>erience gained thereby.
There is no doubt that next Tuesday'

race_ will be hardly fought, and that i|

will be exceedingly fast.
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MEN AND MACHINES GETTING

INTO FORM FOR NEXT

WEEK'S RACES.

Greater enthusiasm than ever is being showTi by the spectators in the various riders and their machines, and a big crowd gathers

every morning to watch the practising.

TABULATED LIST OF THE 65 ENTRIES FOR THE JUNIOR T.T. RACE.
33 Four-stroke Singles. 10 Twins. 22 Two-strokes.

Twenly-luo CcmpeliloTs for " The Motor Cyde " Cup.

Rider.

G. Browne
A. G. Miller

L. Nicholson
Tudor Thomp on .

B. Kershaw
W. H. Kellv
P. Pike
G. Savage
C. W. Fairwoalher
Norman Black . .

.

\'iviaii Olsson . , . .

F. A. Longman . .

A. Milncr
'R. Weatherell
G. Kuhn
Jack Thomas . , .

.

A. H. Alexander .

\V. J. Lord
L. Vicary
L. Horton
Geo. Denley
B. H. Norris

J. G. Dates
D. G. Prentice . .

.

P. Newman
R. N. Judd
F. J. Price
F. W. .\pplebee .

.

E. Remington . ..

.

^T. JovTisou
t. Eve
G. Kelly

J. R. Alexander .

.

H.P. and Make.

•_*; New Scale . .

.

2:,' Martir>

-i Coulson
•Ji Douglas
2,1 New Imp.=rial

3 Ivy

2i Levis

2J Hobarl
2J Blackburiic .

.

'Zl Omega
SJA.J.S
2J Wooler
ii Levis
3 R.W. Scuut .

.

2i .Suii-\'itesse .

,

2^ Massey-.Arraa

2-J Douglas

2i Hobart
3 Ivy
2^ New Imperial
2 j Velocette . . .

.

2h Sun-Vitesse .

.

2 j Massey-.\rran

2f New Imperial
3 Ivy

2t \'elocetle . . .

,

2^ Diamond . . .

,

'2\ Levis

2} Rlackburne .

.

2| N.U.T. ...'..,

2| Martin
25 A.J.S
23 Douglas .

.

Bore and
Stroke.

.ram.
71 X X8

711 X 90
71 X SS
111 X fill

liL.lx 71;

70 X 79
«./ X 7U
Cl..'>x 70
71 X 8S
(M.Ox 71!

74 X 81

CO.Sx (ill

07 X 71)

X 76
X 70
X S8
X 00

ai.ax 76
7r> X 7!)

X OU
X SO

7(1

03

67
71 X
04 .ox

70
SS
70
79

X 80
,X- 75
X 70
X 88
X 01.5

X 'M
X 81

X 48

Cubic
Capa-
elly.

c.c.

348
340
348
350

t249
348

t247
t249
t349
t250
3-J9

340
+247
31S

t247
318
350

t249
318
.3-10

VMV
t247
348

t24'J

34S

t249
t249
t247
349
:!49

310
349
350

No. Blder.

S. F. Haden
J. S. Clayton . .

.

S. A. Marks
H. G. Hawker .

.

H. F. Harris
R. Carey
Jack Holroyd . .

.

'F. Boulton
•F.ric Longden . .

.

•R. VV. Loughtoii
R. E. Push .....

•C. F. Edward! .

.

•C. H. Hopwood .

H. Thorpe
W. Howarth
G. S. Davison . .

.

H. Petty
G. N, Norris ....
Eric Williams . .

.

Frank Wood .

•H. F. Brockbank'
Reg. Green
•W.'G. Harrison .

O. Wade
J. Emerson
H. R. Davits . .

.

H. Martin
S. E. Longman .

.

T. M. Sheard . .

.

*R. Humphreys .

.

G. \V. Jones . . .

.

Reg. Lucas

H.P. and Make.

New Comet
New Imperial . .

.

Diamond
Hawker
A.J.S
Blackbunie
Massey-.\rran . .

.

New Imperial . .

.

Coulson
N.U.T.
Levis
Ivy
Levis
Douglas
Dot
Levis
Coulson
Ivy
A.J.S
Bl.ackbnrn';
Brock-P.lackburne
Ivy
VeloccUc
A.J.S
Douglas -.

.

A.J.S
Martin
Wooler
A.J.S
Velocette
New Hudson . .

.

Coulson

Bore and
Stroke.

intn.

70 X 70

04.5

X

70
04.5 X 70
05 X 105
74 X 81

71 X 88
71 X 88
70 X 90
'Jll X 01

00 X 01.0

07 X 70
75 X 79
07 X 70
00.5 X CO

(I X 90
70

1 X SS
75 X 79

74 X 81

71 X 88
71 X 88

75 X 70
03 X 80
74 X SI
(iO.Sx 00
74 X SI

01.5 X 70
00.5 X 00
74 X 81
03 X 80
07 X 70
71 X 88

07

Cutic
Capa-
city.

C.C
293

t249
t249
318
319
343
MS
346
344
349

t247
34S

t247
345
310

t247
318
348
319
318
318
348

t219
349
315
319

t319
315
349

t24!l

t247
318

^Prix'ate entries. tEIigiblc lor Th£ Motor Cyde Cup.

LAST YEAR'S LAP POSITIONS AT A GLANCE.
First L.\r.—1, Eric Williams (A..J.S.); 2, H. R. Davies

(A..J.S.1; 3, N. F. Harris (A.J.S.).

Skcond L.vp.—1, Eric Williams (A.J.S.) ; 2, H. R. Davies
(A.J.S.); 3, N. F. Harn's (A.J.S.).
Third L.M'.—1. Cvril Williams (A.J.S.); 2, R. 0. Clark

(Levis);, 3, J. S. Holrovd (Blackbunie).

Fourth L.vr.—1, Cyril Williams (A.J.S.) ; 2, R. 0. Clark
(Levis) ; 3, J. A. Watson-Bourne (Blackburne).
FiXAL L.VP.—1, Cyril Williams (A.J.S.) ; 2, J." A. Watson-

Bourne (Blackburne) ; 3, J. S. Holroyti (Blackburne).
On page 716 will be found a: list of winners of previous

Junior Tourist Trophy races.'

CI5
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In order that motor cyclists may follow

the progress of the Tourist Trophy
^aces on Tuesday and Thursday of

next week, "The Motor Cycle " is

following its usual practice of cir-

culating by telegrams all over the

country the respective lap positions.

A list of addresses where these telegrams

will be displayed is appended.

Kettering.—Harry Taylor, Cycle Agent, Mon-
tague Street.
Leeds.—W. Mitchell, The Motor House, Hound-

hay Road; Palmer Tyres, Ltd., 1, New York Road.
Leicester.—Tlie Colmore Depot, 62, High Street;

Torn Cann. Ltd., 88. Woodgate.
Liverpool.—Colmore Depot, 24, Paradise Street;

Victor Horsman, Ltd., 7. Mount Pleasant; J.
Blake and Co., 110, Bold Street.
Llandrindod Wells.—Tom Norton, Ltd., The

Automobile Palace
London.—Auto-Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall,

S.W.I; Automobile Association and Motor Union,
Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, W.C.2; The
AUeu-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9, Royal Parade,
London Road, West Croydon; Benetfink and Co.,

Ltd., 107, Cheapside. E.C.2; Burlington Motor
Cycle Co., Ltd., 7, South Side, Clapham Common,
S.W.4; Coppen, Allan and Co., 89. Great Portland
Street, W.l; Douglas Motors, Ltd., 39. Newman
Street, W.l; Eagles and Co., 275, High Street,
Acton, W. ; The Eastern Garage Co., 418, Rom-
ford Road, Forest Gate, E.7; W. H. Elce and
Co., 15, Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile Street,
E.C.3; A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, E.C.I; The
General Motor Cycle Service, 95, Dartmouth Road.
Forest Hill. S.E.23; Godfrey's. Ltd., 208, Great
Portland Street. W.l; James Grose, Ltd., 4. Old
Jewry. Cheapside, E.C.2; James Grose, Ltd., 8,

New Bridge Street. Ludgate Hill, E.C.4; James
Grose, Ltd., 255. Holloway Road, N.17; Hutchin-
son Tyres, 70, Basinghall Street, E.C.2; Jones's
Garage, The Broadway, Huswell Hill, N.IO, and
Jones's Garage, Woodside Parade. North Fincli-
ley, N.; D. C. Lamb. 151, High Street. Waltham-
tstow, Essex, ,and 50, High Road, Wood Green,
N., and 387. Euston Rd.. N.W.I; Longman Eros.,
17, Bond Street, Ealing Broadway, W,5; J. L.
Love and Co., 21, Park Road, Bromley, Kent;
Maude's Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland Street,
W.l; Norman Reid, Barrett and Co., Ltd., 6,

Warwick Street, Regent Street, W.l ; Phelon and
Moore, Ltd., 4, Berners Street, W.l; Robertson's
Motors, Ltd., 157b. Great Portland Street, W.l;
S. E. Clapham (Motors), 27. Stockwell Street.
Greenwich, S.E.IO; The Service Co., Ltd., 289,
High Holborn, W.C.I; H. Taylor and Co.. Ltd.,
52, Sussex Place, South Kensington, S.W.7. and
21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, AV.Cl;
Turner's Stores, 180, Railway Approach, Shep-
herd's Bush, W.12; F. J, Youngs, 2, The Parade,
High Road. Kilburn, N.W.6: Palmer Tvres. Ltd..
119, Shaftesbury Avenue. W.C.2; Iliffe and Sons
Ltd., 20, Tudor Street. E.G. ;

"

Luton.—Dickinson and Adams. Motor, Engineers,
"High Town Road; Geoffrey S. liavidson, Ltd.,
Bute Street.
Maidstone.—Rootes, Ltd., Len Engineering

Works. '

!

Malvern.—W. and B. Woodyatt, Ltd., The Garage.
Manchester.—The Colmore Depot, 3. Peter

Street; Tom Davies, Deansjiate; The Ruby Cycle
Co., Ltd., 162. Deansgate; J. W. Gonrlay, 3,

Burgon's Bui]i.ling, Fallowfield; Iliffe and Sons
Ltd., 199, Deansgate,' I^Fanchester.

'

MansReld.~Reg. Lucas, Esq., The Garage,
Brunt's Street.
MiddHesbrough.-Fred W. Dixon, Park Garage,

Linthorpe Road.
Neatli (Glam.).—Central Motor and Motor Cycle

Garage, London Road.
Newcastie-on-Tyne.—Travers, Ltd., 77, Pilgrim

Street; Grimshaw Leather and Co., Ltd., Barras
Bridge; The Percy Motor Co., Ltd., 72, Nbrth-
lamberland Street.

I^OJ-wich.—R. O. Clark, 2a. Upper King Street.
NottingJiam,—Whitfield and Mosley, Carrington

Street; Palmer Tyres. Ltd.. Greyfri^r Gate.
Nuneaton.—Sam Robbins, Ltd.. Leicester Road,
Peterborough.—Turnhill. North and Co., 55,

Broad Street.
Perth.-Macfarlane's Motor Depot. 22, South

Methven Street.
Plymouth.—P. Pike and Co., Ltd., 33, Union

Street.
Pontymister (Men.).-Marsh's S.P.Q.R., 131,

Commercial Street, Pontymister, Risca, Mon.
Portsmouth.—Palmer Tyre^, _ Ltd., 49, High

Street.
Preston,—Bradshaw's. Pishergate, Preston; Bert

Houlding, Marks, and Rigby, Ltd., 215, Lancaster
Road.
Reading.—H. Julian, 84. Broad Street.

- Rugby.—Sam Robbins, Ltd.. Bilton Road.
Ryde.—Downing and Donovan, Motor and General

Engineers, Union Street,
.,

St. Albans.—Dudley R. Clarke. 98, London Read.
St. Ives (Hunts.).—Parker and Son, Station

Road Garage.
Sheffield.—F. B. Roper, 166; London Road; Hen-

derson Sidecars, Aero Works, Fitzwilliam Street.

Sherborne.—Dyer's Mot<jr and Cycle Works, The
Parade.
Shrewsbury.—J. C. Pickering, 49, Mardol; James'

Garages, Ltd., 8, Mardol Head.
Southport.—H. F. Brockbank, 58, Lord Street;

R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, East Bank Stieet.

Stevenage (Herts.).—Hall's Garage, Ltd.
Stockport.—Talbot Garage, Ltd., Mersey Square.
Sunderland.—Grimshaw Garage.
Tadcaster.—Frederick Snape and Co., Bridge

Street.
Taunton.—Hewin's Garages and Engineering

Co., Ltd., Corporation Street.
Torquay.—Nunn, Farmer and Co., 73, Union

Street.
Tunbridge Wells.—R. Carey, 16, Crescent Road;

Read Bros., 82, Ivondon Road, Southborough ; G.
E. Tunbridge, 2, Vale Road.
Turriff (Aberdeenshire).-William Dickie.

Walsatl.—The Colmore Depot, Stafford Street;
Maude's Motor Mart, The Walsall Garage, Wolver-
hampton Street.
Weston-super-Mare.-D. Read and Co., Orchard

Street.
Wetherby (Yorks.).—Frederick Snape^and Co.,

22, North Street.
Wisbech (Cambs.>.-'Crabtree and Sons, ' Ltd.,

Motor Engineers.
Wolverhampton.—Cyril Williams, Chapel .A.sb

Depot.
Worcester.—Eric Williams, Ltd., The Motor Cycie

Depot; W. J. Bladder. 52, Sidburv.
Wrexham.—North Wales Motor Exchange.
York.-Smith Bros., Walmgate.
Yeovil.—James Moffat. Town Ha-ll Garage.

Where to Learn the Results of the T.T. Races.
An Alphabetical List of Prominent Positions where **The Motor Cycle" Series ol Telegrams

will be displayed next Tuesday and Thursday.

MOTO'K cyclists all over the country

are interested in the Tourist Trophy
races, but only a comparatively

small percentage can afford the time to

visit the Isle of Man in order to witness

them. T/ie Motor Cycle telegrams, which
are displayed in prominent positions, have
always been appreciated, for only by their

aid are many thousands of readers able I0

follow the progress of the races by the

positions of the riders at the conclusion

of each lap. This year the list of depots,

etc., where these telegrams will be dis-

played has been considerably extended,

and would have been even larger, but for

the fact that there is a limit to the

number which can be handled expediti-

ously by the Post Office authorities.

Aberdeen.—Cru'ikshank, 13-19, Rose Mount.
Viaduct.
Ammanford (Carm.).—Harries. Ironmongers.
Bedford.—J. Crawley and Sons, Motor Engineers,

4, St. Mary's Street.
Belfast.-Palmer Tyres, Ltd., 75, Ann Street.

Birkenhead.—H. J. Marston's, 50, Argyle Street.

Birmingham.-Amao, Ltd., Aston Cross; Bacon
and Wynn, Ltd., 870, Stratford Road; Colmore
Depot, 31, Colmore Bow; County Cycle and Motor
Co., 307, Broad Street; H Cutler and Son,
ilandsworth Motor Depot, 247, Soho Road; P.

J. Evans, 81, John Bright Street; Iliffe and Sons,

Ltd., Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street;

James Cycle Co., Ltd., 9, Broad Street Corner;
The Premier Motor Co.; Aston Road; Frank
Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New Street. .

Blachburn.—Slater's, 3, Lord Street (Market
Place).
Blackpool.—Brown and Mallalieu, Metropole

Garage. General Street.
Bolton.—Parker's, Bradshawgate.
Bournemouth.—P. W. J^urplice, Poole Hill.

Bradford.—A. Hodgson, 10, Horton Road; Eric
5. Myers, 52, Manningham La;ne.

Brecon.—Fryer Bros, and Co., Motor Cycle
Agents.
Bridgend (Glam.).—John Lewis, 35, Caroline

Street.
Bristol.—The Leader Cycle and Motor Depot,

196, Cheltenham Road.
Burnley.—W. H. Harrison, The Motor House.
Bury.-Jack Pilling, 1. Rock Street.
Cambridge.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32, Green

Street.
Cardiff.—Alexander Thom, 201, City Road.
Carmarthen.—Carmarthen Motor Cycle and

Cycle Car Club, Nelson Hotel.
Cheltenham.—H. E. Steel, Ltd., Automobile

Engineers, High Street; A. Williams and Co., 19.

Portland Street.
Chester.—Marston's, 26-31, Bridge Street.
Colvuyn Bay.—Braid Bros., Midland Garage.
Coulsdon (Surrey).-rKnight and Wheatley, 4, The

Pavement.
Coventry.—r/te Motor Cycle Offices, Hertford

Street'.

Darlington.—Cleveland Car Co., Ltd., Grange
Road.
Doncaster.—J. H. Wilkinson and Son, 19, Silver

Street.
Dorchester.—W. G. Churchill, Motor and Cycle

Engineer, The Grove.
Dub!in,~J. J. Kelly, 27, Batchelor's Walk;

F. A. Wallen, Trinity Street. Garage.
Dudley.-Whorton and Christopher,-220, Wolver-

hampton Street.
Dunfermline.—D. R. Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Hospital Hill.
Eccles.-Barlow and Sons, 174-6, Monton Road,

Monton.
Edinburgh.-Rossleigh. Ltd.. 32, Shandwick

Place; Alexander and Co., 113-115. Lothian Road.
Exeter.—P. Pike and Co.. Ltd., The Garage, St.

Thomas; Maude's Jilotor Mart,, 100, Paris Street.
Glasgow.—Alexander and Co., 272. Great Western

Road; Bell Bros., 238. Great Western Road; V.
Jennings and Co., Ltd.. 86, Mitchell Street.
Gloucester.-W. B. Gibb, 100, Northgate Street.
Granton-on-Spey.—W. G, Donaldson, 26, High

Street.
Gravesend.—The Premier Motor Garage, 25a.

Stone Street.
Grimsby.-Jas. Plastow. 13, Osborne Street.
Halifax.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 25, Horton

Street.
Hereford.—James Fryer. Ltd., No. 2 Garage,

Commercial Road.
Huddersfield.—Earnshaw and Co., 10, Cloth Hall

Street.
Hull.—Gray Bros, and Kemp, Ltd., 362, Anlaby

Road; Morrell and Co., Ltd., Jameson Street.
Ipswich.—Egertons, Engineers and Coachmakers,

Northgate Street.

LONDON-COVENTRY-
LONDON.-

" A .SURPRISINGLY severe run "

/\ was tlie consensus of opinion at

the finish of the North-west
London Motor Cycle Club's annual
London-Coventry-London Reliability Trial

held on Saturday last.

This twelve-hour trial, previously notice-

able on account of an entire absence of

severe gradients, included this year a

"colonial section" remarkable for the
severity of the hills, the narrowness of

the roads, and the appalling surfaces.

The route, starting at Hampstead, was
via Rickmansworth, West Wycombe,
where the colonial .section started, Kop
Hill, Aylesbury, and Banbury to Coventry,
and back via Dunstable to the finish at

Jack Straw's Castle, Hampstead. The
entry included twelve motor cyclists.

The first event of- interest was the
arrival not less than half an hour early

at the West Wycombe check of C. G.

Labin (4 Indian Scout) and another rider
travelling in the wrong direction ! The
first hill in the non-stop colonial section
accounted for several failures, C. H.
Autv (2^ James), Miss L. Buchan (2-3

Douglas), and P. H. Goddard (6 Enfield
sc), all coming to rest, and needing con-

siderable assistance to reach the top.

Kop Hill was likewise responsible for

several failures.

B. E. Belfield (7 A.J.S. sc), to obviate
the possibility of tyre trouble, had cun-

ningly fitted a Rapson unpuncturable
pneumatic tyre to the rear wheel, but

stopped with a flat tyre near- Ban-
bury !

i All the riders appeared at the

finish, with the exception of the plucky
Miss L. Buchan, who, riding a solo

Douglas, suffered from a leaky petrol

tank in the neighbourhood of Daventry.

Ci6
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T.T. SCOTTS.
Aluminium Engine, Four Speeds,

Two-spark Magneto.

A PREVIOUS winner of the Senior
event sliould have a sound idea af
what is necessary for the Isle of

.Man course, and since H. 0. Wood is

responsible for the 1921 T.T. Scott it

will be hardly surprising if the new
,
machine develops a large backing for the
forthcoming race. Engine, frame, and
^ears are entirely new, though reminis-
cent of Scott design.

To begin with, the twin-cylinder
engine has a bore of 73 mm. and a stroke
of 62.5 mm. Cast iron liners, fixed in

the main aluminium crank case and water
jacket casting, form the cylinders, and a
-single aluminium casting serves as a head
for each cylinder and the necessary water
jacket. For these heads, a copper and
asbestos gasket is used at the joint. The
head may be removed \rithout disturb-

ing any other part of the machine. In
addition to these features the transfer

passages are comprised in the main cast-

ing, and a separate exhaust pipe lead-

from each cylinder to the rear of
- the machine. Large water pipes are

used, and the return extends over
the whole front of both cylinder
barrels.

Four-speed Gear.

Following Scott practice, two
chaius convey tlic drive to a normal

, Scott two-ijpeed gear, but the usua

place of the rear driving sprocket

IS occupied by a gear wheel whicli

drives tlie layshaft of a two-speed
gear box. The rear driving sprocket
lies between the high and low main-
shaft gear wheels, to either of which
it may be locked by means of a

separate foot control through the

Practically constructed throughout of aluminium, the Scott engine strikes a new note in

two-slroke engine design. The water-cooled cylinders are of aluminium with cast iron liners.

medium of delay action operating gear.

By this means four speeds are obtainable,
the ratios being in the proportion of 3.3

to 1, 4.75 to 1, 4.95 to 1, and 6.4 lo 1.

Both engine and gears are mounted on
a sub-frame which may be readily de-
tached from the main frame, which, as

iiiijil be expected, is an open one of

triangular construc-

tion, but a considcr-

a b 1 e increase in

lateral rigidity has
been obtained by dis-

posing each side of
the duplex frame so
that no two tubes lie

in the same plane.
the upper portion of
the frame being con-
iderably narrower

I ban the lower por-
lion.

Suspended at the
peak by a coil spring
the pan seat is car-
ried on two long
laminated spiings at-

tached to uprights
pivoted at their base
close to the wheel
spindle.

A three - gallon
petrol tank fills the

major part of the open frame, and a halt-

gallon oil tank is carried in front of the

rear mudguard. Lubrication, it must be
added, is entirely automatic, and is

operated by crank case vacuum. Quite a

novel feature is the substitution of a
" decelerator " for the half compression
device, the normal half compression lever

on the handle-bar operating the switch

Capt-. Clarence P. Wood, well known as a consistent Scott competitor in trials.

and one of the favourites for the T.T. race. H. 0. Wood (known to his

intimates as Tim Wood), the designer of the new T.T. Scott, and wmner of the

1913 Senior event, when he averaged 48'28 m.p.h., is his elder brother.

Diagrammatic plan of the Scott T.T. frame,

showing the arrangement of tubes.

as usual, and also serving to close the

throttle independently of the main car-

buretter control setting.

An Amac carburetter, Lucas two-spark

magneto, and 650x65 Palmer tyres, com-

plete a very interesting specification.

HOLLAND V. GT. BRITA'N.

THE A.C.U. has proposed to the Dutch
motor cyclists that the annual Inter-

national Team Trial be postponed

from August 1st to September 26th. This

is in order to have more time thoroughly

to organise the programme for the enter-

tainment of the visitors from Holland,

who. last year, so royally entertained the

Briti.'ih team.

A Midland course of about 150 miles

will probably be chosen, and the formation

of the British team is now in progress.

The A.C.U.—and all interested in our

national reputation as motor cyclists—are

desirous of having the finest possible team
to represent them, and applications for

the honour should be made at once to

2kli'. C. A. Edwards, the hon. sec. to the

organising committee, 61, Kenilworth

Gate, Putney, Loudon, S.W.15.
The entry fees are 7s. 6d. for pris;ate

owners and 21s. for trade riders. The rival

teams will be made up, as last year, of

three private owners and three trade riders

on solo machines under 500 c.c. ; three

private owners and three trade riders on
solo machines over 500 c.c. lu the sidecar

class there are also three each private

owners and trade riders, totalling fifteen.

CI',
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COVENTRY-TORQUAY AND BACK.
TRAVEL-STAINED and tired, sixteen

motor cyclists completed on Satur-
day evening the twenty-four hour

run of the Coventry and Warwicl<shire
Motor Club. A goodly crowd saw the
riders off to Torquay the previous even-
ing, and an equally interested throng
applauded the survivors as they arrived
back, for this was the first twenty-four
hour run of the Coventry Club. The
chief award was the Godiva Golden
Goblet, and the conditions called for the
very strict timekeeping to within five

minutes early or late at any point of
the route. It rained on Friday evening
soon after the start, and continued until
after Bath, where supper was arranged

at the York House Hotel. Here F.

Allen (Rover sc.) retired due to water
having short-circuited the dynamo and
wires—a trouble experienced by one of

the car drivers in the contest.

Torquay was reached via Glastonbury,
Wellington, CoUnmpton, and Exeter, and
after brealtfast at the Oddicombe Beach
Pavilion, the return trip was commenced
via the same route. Two more riders

dropped out, viz., W. A. Weaver (Cov-
entry Victor sc.) and E. S. Astley (Rover
sc), and two of those who continued ex-

perienced the misfortune of their sealed

watches stopping. Truly, motor cycles

are becoming more reliable than time-

pieces. After tea at Cheltenham, the run

home was easy, but a final secret check

caught several napping. The si.N.teen

survivors of the nineteen starters—an

excellent record for a straightaway run

of 388 miles—were :

F. A. Marshall (41,4 Humbsi).
S. A. Thomson (4 Triumph).
R. A. Plaver (4 Triumph).
T. H. Meakin (4 Triumph!.
R. Wright (4 Triumph).
L. Crisp (4Vi! Huraber).
D. Atkin (5 Rover sc).

C. N. Green {5 Rover sc).

R. B. Roberts (4 Triumph ac).

W. Hazlewood (8 Hazlewood sc).

H. A. Smith (4 Triumph sc).

F. Yates (4V' Humber sc).

H. R. Caswefl (5-6 Coventry Victor sc.).

R. Grindlay (4V'2 Humber sc).

Fell Smith (8 Bex sc).

T. R. Gibbons (6-8 Acme sc).

OXFORD UNIVERSITY v. OXFORD CITY.
AFTER so\indly beating the Banbury

Motor Club a week before, the
Oxford M.C. were again victorious

in a somewhat more difficult contest with
the Oxford University M.C.C. at Kop
Hill on Saturday.
Both clubs having previously staged

climbs there were familiar with the hill,

but, owing to .the dangerously loose and
uneven surface, no very sensational times
were clocked. As was expected, Riddoch
(on his big Zenith) made fastest time of
the day (39.4 sees., equalling a speed
of 46.5 m.p.h. from a standing start) ;

but the two bonus marks for this per-

formance were not enough to balance the
overwhelming superioritv of Kiraber's
Levis and ToUady's Velocette in the
lightweight classes,

A Fast Sidecar Single.

Again, although the 'Varsity club, re-

presented by Riddoch, made fastest side-

ear time, L. Avery's 7-9 h.p. Harley-
Davidson and N. XJ. Young's 4 h.p.

Triumph were second and third, and
secured between them another four marks
for the city. The latter rider, who, ih-

cidentally, drove far and away the fastest

mediumweight sidecar outfit, has only,

one arm, and consequently deserves great
praise for his fine showing on a hill which,
on their own confession, thoroughly
frightened the majority of the solo com-
petitors.

THE ORIGIN OF THE
PNEUMATIC TYRE.

Last week The Irish Cyclist and
Motor Cyclist attained its thirty-sixth
anniversary, and celebrated the occasion
by issuing a special number in which
Mr. J. B. Dunlop, the eighty-year-old
veteran who invented the pneumatic
*yi'6. gives the true version of its origin.

DUNLOP INNOVATIONS.
The Schrader valve, described on page

703, has been adopted as standard by the
Dunlop Co. This was decided at a special
meeting held last Thursday, when it was
announced that a new type of- Magnum
tyre (of 26x2iin., 26x3in., and 2Bx3in.)
is now available. A special rim for this
tyre has also been introduced, which, it

is claimed, is not only better as regards
the arrangement of spokes than previous
types, but has a bead sufficiently heavy in
proportion to the size of the tyre.

ciS

^eek-end (Tlub TEvants.
June 11—Bristol M.C.C. Club Run to Sidmovth.
June 11.—Kidderminster M.C.C. Flcj^ibilitij Hill-

climb.
June 11.—Birmimjham M.C.C. Gymlihana.
June 11.—Doncasier and District M.C.C. Hill-

climb.
Jvnc ll.~~North-JV€st London M.C.C. Surprise

Run.
June 11.—Luton and SoritJi Beds. A.C. Sliced Trials.
June 11.—Leeds and District M.C. Slow Hill-climb.
June 11.—BridgivatGr and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run and Flexibilitu Hill-clirnb.
June 11.—Oxford M.C. Reliabilitii Trial.
Jvnc 11.—Standard M.C.C. (Coventry). Non-stop

Trial.
Jane ll.—Korth Lindsey .4.C. Reliability Trial.
June ll.—Surbiton and District M.C.C. Butler

Cup Trial.
June U.-Middlcsbrougli, and -District M.C. Hill-

climb on Yenrli/ Bank.
June ll.—Glasiiow M.C.C. Iicelce Hour Open Re-

liabilitii Trial.
June ll.-M'allin'iton and D.islrict M.C. and L.C.C.

Mijht Trial.
June ll-l>.~North-U'cst London M.C.C. Camping

Week-end.
June IJ.—Wakefield and District M.C.C. Relia-

bility Trial.
June H.—Leeds M.U. Reliability Trial and Hill-

climb.
June la.—BisliOi} Auckland and District M.C.

Barker Cup Trial.
June 1.'.—Essex M.C. Picnic.
June li.^Ban-om and Distriu M.C. Reliability

Trial.
June IJ.-Grantham and District M.C. and L.C C.

Hill-climb and Trial.
June IJ.—Rochester. Chatham, and District M.C

and L.C.C. Club Run to. Whitslable.
June li.—Brighton and More M.C. Social Run

to Henfield and Gumkhana.

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Supp. xliii.

ENTRIES FOR THE GRAND PRIX.
To date there are forty-nine entries for

the Motor Cycle Grand Prix, made up as
follows : 250 c.c. class, nine ; 550 c.c. class,
eight; 500 c.c. class,' thirty-two. British
riders pilot teams of B.S.A.'s, Douglases,
and Nortons in the latter class, and three
"Triumphs hav^ also been entered, but their
riders have not yet been nominated. There
are also three Douglases and two Velo-
cettes in the "junior " class. The race
takes place at Le Mans on July 24th.

THIS YEAR'S ILKLEY TRIAL.
Arrangements for that most sporting

trial, the open event of the Ilkley M.C.
and L.C.C, to be held on July 16th, are
now well in hand. There will be no
fewer than seven trophies, but that these
will be earned is indicated by the fact
that it has been found necessary to set
separate routes for solo riders and side-
carists at some of the more difficult

Competition was very keen, indeed, in

the 650 c.c. solo class, but it looked as

if the first three places were going, to

the city club until Harwood, on his

hybrid Pegasus-Jap, seized the oppor-

tunity of a lull in the last car class to

make a couple of fast ascents and credit

the University with a welcome point for

third place.

Excluding Class 7, the respective totals

of the two clubs are as follows : Oxford

M.C, 36 points; Oxford University --

M.C.C, 18 points. Detailed results

follow.

CLASS 1 (650 c.c. SIDECARS).—!, N. V. Young
O.M.C. (4 Triumph), 57.8s.; 2, A. F. Scroggs,

O.U.M.C.C. (3':. Sunbeam), 74.8s^

CLASS 2 (UNLIJVIITED SlDECARSl.-l, I. P.
Riddoch, O.U.M.C.C. (8 Zenith), 46.2s.; 2, L.

Averv, O.M.C. (7-9 Harley-Davidson), 56.4s.; 3, N.
V. Young, O.M.C. (4 Triumph), 65.4s.

CLASS 3 (250 c.c SOLO).—1, Cecil Kimber.
O.M.C. (2V, Levis), 55s.; 2, J. W. Tollady, O.M.C.
(2i,i VelocStte), 56.83.; 3, J. M. Macintyre,
O.r.JlC.C. (21,4 Velocettc), 95.4s.

CLASS 4 (350 c.c SOLO).—1, Cecil Kimber.
O.M.C. (21.J, Lev-is), 56.6s.; 2, J. W. Tolladv,
O.M.C. {2Vi Vclocette), 57.2s.; 3, T. G. Lindsay,
O.U.M.C.C. (254 Verus-Blackburne), 63s
CLASS 5 (UNLIMITED SOLO).—Best time of

two runs : 1, I. P. Riddoch, O.U.M.C.C. (6
Zenith), 39.4s.; 2, E. J. Cross, O.M.C. (7-9
Indian), 40.4s.; 3, K. W. H. Davics. O.U.M.C.C. (8
Zenith), 43.66.; 4, A. D. Cruikshank, O.M.C. (3i..

Norton),-45. 4s.
CLASS 6 (650 CO. SOLO).— 1, A. D. Cruikshank

O.M.C. (3V, Norton), 45.8s.; 2. M. Pearson,
O.M.C. (3'/' Norton), 48e.; 3. J. E. G. Harwood,
O.U.M.C.C. (3i/> Pegasus-Jap), 4S.4s. ; 4, H. S.
Bayley, O.M.C. (SV- Sunbeam), 49.8s.
CLASS 7 (1,500 c.c. CYCLE CARS OR LIGHT

CARS).— I, H. R. Godfrey, O.M.C. (8.7 G.N.I,
49.4s.; 2, G. L. Hawkins. O.M.C. (8-7 G.N.),
50.6s. No O.U.M.C. sta,rters in this class.

points. Mr. H. W. Sellers, Langley
Avenue, Bingley, is the secretary for this
event.

COMPETITIONS ABROAD.
In September the Czech Club will hold

a race for light cars, cycle cars, motor
cycles, and scooters over a 200 kilometre
circuit near Prague.

THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS.
Twenty-foui' entries have already been

received for the Scottish Six Days Trial
on July 11th to 15th. These include the
following :

J. A. Watson Bourne (8 Brough Superiorl, G.
Brough (8 Brough Superior), H. Karslake (8
Brough Superior), D. Wright, jun. (4 Norton sc),
H. Gibson (8 Royal Ruby sc), D. C. Sangster (3i.o

James), F. J. Hutchison (8 Roval Ruby sc ) W
Buchanan (4'4 B.S.A.), J. Beck (8 Riyal Ruby
sc), R. S. Macrae (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) R
Carlrae ( ). H. Nelson (7-9 Hudge sc ) T
Hunter (B.S.A. sc). J. A. Hilger (5 Rover) D
S. Jtilne (B.S.A. sc), W. Westwood (4 Triumph)
A. Shepheid (B^Sj^. scj, J. Browne (2=4 Douglas)'
and three riders of Baleighs.
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cm e^The Acme Junior

99

MOTOFe Cv^CL-ES- £1
The Machine of no Regrets

Price

70
Guineas.

J^ h.p. J. A. P.
Engine.

r

iturmey - Archer
/

Fwo- speed Gear i

Box with Clutch 1

ind Kick-starter.

Brampton Forks.

Everything the
best obtainable.

i9nd Jor (nil particulars

your nearest agent

V or direct to us.

Cannot be Equalled at the Price

for Value and Specification. The Lightweight Acme.
riiE COVENTRY ACME MOTOR CO., LTD. - - - COVENTRY

The MIRROR
for the MILLION

MOTOR CYCLISTS

'RETAIL

Clayrite No. 10/type

Motor Cycle Mirror

SOLID extension bar- renders
fracture negligible, simple

turn of locking nut gives in-

stantly the angle of view—the
mirror folds into handle-bar

for negotiating narrow passages.

Ask your Dealer to show you.

CLAYTON - WRIGHT, LTD.,
GREAT HAMPTON STREET,

BIRMINGHAM.
Ttlitrum : "Clayrlt*, Birmlnshaio.' Telephone Central 2U0.

In onsxrtrinn these advertisements It is deshaile to mention "The Motor Ctjcle."
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53 Medals
in the

London to Edinburgh

Riders

using

All-British

Magnetos

secured the following awards :

—

34 GOLD MEDALS
16 SILVER MEDALS
3 BRONZE MEDALS

53 out of 146 awarded!
All enquiries and correspondence relating to overseas Trade and
to Retail and Trade husitie§s in this country to be addressed to

Messrs. S. Smiih & Sons {M.A.), Ltd., Central Works, Crickle-

wood, N.W.z. Sole makers: The M-L Magneto Syndicate Ltd.,

Covejitry, to whom all enquiries Jrom Manufacturers shoidd be sent.

BRITISH

MAGNETOS
—T£e Bestia
t£e Wor-rd"

Hit eCimcci

SPLIT LEGGINGS.
"! know of nothing to beat it, and it deserves to b3
better known."—"Ixion" m "Motor Cycle" of \^th

March in describing the " Split " Overalls.

The suit is put on and off in a few
seconds, no puiling over dirty boots, nor
.oiling your liands. They open right
down outside of leg, and are fastened
with two springs. There is absolute free-
dom and comfort, combined with neat-
ness, and they are guaranteed to Iteep
you dry under all conditions of

weather. This is the only suit that kept
out the terrible wet weather in the
Reliability, Trials at Copenhagen, when
clothing was included in these trials.

MADE IN TWO QUALITIES.

SUIT COiVlPLETE.

No 1 Medium Weight 72/6

No. 2 Heavy , 78/6

LEGGiNSS ONLY.
No. 1 Medium Weight 31/6

No, 2 Heavy „ 33/6
Postage 1 /- extra.

PAT. NO, 10677,

When ordering give Chest, Waist, and Inside Leg
Measurements.

HENRY A. MURTON, LTD.,
6 to 10, Grainger St., NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

YOU NEED

DRAGONFLY'
Motor Oil.

THE PERFECT LUBRICANT
"The oil with the greatest body when kot."

Dragonfly' Ai Cycle Oil (ex. h'vy) Eor Summer uss

(heavy) for Winter uss

(ex. h'vy) for Summer us9

(medium) for Winter us3

(light) : tor Light Cacj

lor Ford Eugina;

[thick! for all Seasoas

lor all Seasoas

Can be had in any quantities

at most garages.

mu

fCOFeis
'EH'f^.a!lU)IN.GS,

SHEFPlEtD
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Immediate Delivery
RE-PLATED.

RE-ENAMELLED .

RE-BUILT.

Perfect finish in 1920 Colours

3| h.p. P. & M.—2-speed, kick-start and

clutch—Solo

—

£30 down and 12 montily

payments of £2-12-6, or Fitted with well

uoholstered and roomy new sidecar and chassis,

£40 down and 12 monthly payments of £3-10-0

Cash: Solo £60 Combination £80

LIMITED NUMBER OyLY.

Acetylene generator, head and tail lamps, tools, pump, and
mechanical horn, £5 the set.

MOTOR VEHICLES (L"fsltl;) ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

15, 16 & 17, Eldon Street, London, E.C.2
Phon. : Wall bii..

!» GuAranteed^^J'lensWear

For YoxLTL^Men and
Those whoFeelYoung

SENSIBLE men besidei inqulsltivr children

ask queslions. Why are " SlyleCrafl

sports jackets and trousers sold in every town

with a population of 2,000 or over > Why are

V.C able lo say :
" If this garment fails lo satisfy

or wear we will replace it free through your

dealer "
? Why arc " SlylcCraft " jackets and

trousers more popular in these days of high

prices than ever before ? Sensible men do more

than ask these questions—they wear "StyleCraft"

PRICES
Men's S/>flr/j Cooli
.\fen'i Grey Flannel Trouitfi

SUn'i While Flannel Trouiert
" STYLECRAFT /US'lOR

'

Sfiord Coat J

Shorts—grey and while . -

Crtu Flannel Suils

(Blazer and Shorh) 37,6 lo 90 -

SOI- lo90/-
21/- /<jS2;6
21/- la SO -

35i'-
76

lo SO/-
lo 20/-

in case of difficulty in obtaining

"StyleCraft" write to Sole

Manufacturers :

STYLECRAIT LIMITED
STYLECRAFT WORKS
CONWAY RD.. LEEDS

St.jamea't 13

SIEMENS DRY BATTERY ELECTRIC LIGMTING
ybr SIDECAR LIGHTS. REAR LIGHTS. SiCYCLE s^MOTOR SCOOTER LIGHTS

Obtainable /rem all dealers. Illustmted descnptive pamphlets wth pnoes on application

W^OOLWICH LONDON SE18

T.1,edrams SlEMtNsMxjLWOt Telephone>ClTy64O0( 71jm)

In ansu-ennrj these advertisemenls it is desirable to mention "Tlie Motor C'ljcle.' d2j
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MANUFACTURERS OLLARD.WESTCOMBE 8"€9U° ^/47 Great eHARLES St. Birmingham .

//,VfX 9— Rather, I

Suse
NOWDRIFT
OIL

S.«v^

ol the same purity and qualit}'

that helped to win the Moore
and Mangham Trophy this

year. It's O.K. Write for

descriptive chart and price

Ust to

SNOWDOH, SONS & COMPANY, LTD.
(Dept. I), 85,Gracechurch St.,LondOD, E.C.3

Telefjrams
—
'Snowdrift, Led. London."

Tetejihone— Avenue, 43S ;2 lines'.

Snowdon, Sons & Co. (Manchester), LJ.
Cnnard Buildlnss, LIVERPOOL

jy[0T6Xi«^
'MINOR' vSB
REAR
LAMP
SHEWM
ACTUAL
SIZE

PERFECT
REAR
PROTECTION

•//////////////////////////////

T THE
iDSJflL
__ of its

Type
Mt me 'MOTEX
MINOR" Rear Lamp— the finest five
shillings' worth ever
offered the rider.

Fit it NOW — if your Agent
c^oes not stock, send to us direct.

Also made at same pricef or Cj'cle,

with special clip to fit rear stay.

See also our other patterns of Rear
and Sidecar Lamp?. Generators,
etc.—all are of exceptional value.

Sole Mantifactiirers :

Stanley Sc Hill, Ld.,Buckiiigham St., B'hatn

les.
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PERFECT RELIABILITY.
LONDON EDINBURGH

OUR staff-
No. 69, H.

2 IViEiVlBERS OF
No. 68, T. mORGAN, No. 69, H. FRANCIS,

on 1921 Standard Stock Machine. on 1917 W.D. Stock Machine.
did the return journey, 800 miles, vyithout opening their tool rolls.

SPEND THE SUMMER HOLIDAY AWHEEL. It's easy this way.

G.N. " Popular." Cash
Less Quarter tleposit T. .

3j% extra for temis lor 6 months .

.

£198
49 10

£148 10
5 11 4

£154 1 4

MATCHLESS. Cash price
Less Quarter deposit

3}% extra for terms for months .

. £185
46 5

£138 15
5 4

£143 19

Payable in 6 payments of £25 13s. 7d. .Xo Payable in 6 payments of £23 19s. lOd. No
charge is made if account is paid in 2 months. charge is made if' account is paid in 2 months.
Additional 35°(, charged if 12 monthly paj-ments .Additional 3j% charged if 12 monthly payments

desired. desired.

RUNABOUTS.
G.N. Popular £198 MORGAN, lamily model £238
COVENTRY PREMIER £250 MORGAN de Ltj.xc, mag £228
ROVER Runabout £262

ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination
MATCHLESS, standard '..

MATCHLESS, 2-seater . . T. .

.

MATCHLESS, dvno. lighting

MATCHLESS, dyno., 2-seater
A.I.S., standard
A J.S., dj-namo lighting

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p
TRIUMPH, 3-speed, all-chain .

.

DOUGLAS, all on, 2} h.p
LEVIS, 2|h.p., 2-speed
LEVIS, single-speed

NEW HUDSON Popular, 2^ h.p.

NEW HUDSON, Ace
B.S.A., iModcl K
B,S.A., H.2, and No. 3 Sidecar

NEW 1921 COMBINATIONS.
£165 B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combination

., £185 B.S.A. , 6-7 h.p., dvnamo
£192 10 DOUGLAS. .1 h.p.

'

£210 CLYNO, cSh.p

£217 10 ENFIELD, dvno. lighting, hood, screen, spring
£215 bars

£243 ENFIELD, family model

EW 1921 SOLOS.
£115 B.S.A., -Mold H
£125 RUDGE. I.O.M
£85- ENFIELD, 2| h.p
£68 ENFIELD, 2} h.p., kick-starter
£60 O.K., 2 speed
£52 10 CONNAUGHT, single-speed
£75 CALTHORPE-J,A.P., 2-speed

£107 10 NEW IMPERIAL, 2j hp
£152 O.K., single-speed

£175
£195
£170
£195

N

1920 BARGAINS.
p. & M. ^1 h.p. Combination £137" 10
NEW HUDSON, 2} h.p £38 10
ROVER, solo, shop-soiled £105
DIAMOND, single-speed, 2-stroke £55
DOUGLAS, 3-speed £90

SECOND-H
1919 P. & M. Combination, 3.J h.p £95
1916 DOUGLAS, renovated £52
lyiQ B.S.A., Iv., and Sidecar £115
1921 DOUGLAS and Sidecar, manv spares .

.

£165

BLACKBURNE 4 h.p. Combination
JAMES 4'i h p. Combination, onlv shop-soiled
NEW IMPERIAL and Sidecar .'

CALTHORPE, 2^ h p., 2-speed
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 4 h.p., flat twin

AND MACHINES.

£190
£164

£110
£85
£65
£70
£59
£47
£52
£80
£50

£135
£150
£150
£65

£155

15

12
4

17
10

17
8

1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, djmamo, 7-9 h.p. £95

LAMB'
10

191.5 QUADRANT, 7-9 h.p., and Sidecar
1916 ENFIELD G h.p. Combination
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, sports

1920 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed

£70
£110
£85
£55

387, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.1.
'Phone: .Museum 407S. 'Oram^ : "Lamncy, liusroad, l.onrion."

50, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.
Thone : Hornscy 1956. 'Grams: " Doulajnocy. 'Phone. I.onflon.'

151, HIGH ST., WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, E.
'Phone; \\ ahbamstow i':9 (:;linesl. 'Grams: "C>clotomo, 'Phone, L'don."

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Ctjcle. B29
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JUST A FEW BARGAINS—SEND FOR FULL LIST.
Here are a few of Allen-Bennett's real bargains in motor cycles. Send for their full list of New and Second hand

machines and reconstructed models. Get your 'bus by deferred payments at A.B.'s—they ensure satisfaction.

SELECTION FROM STOCK. SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
'1920 INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Powerplus combination, dynamo lighting.

Easting windscreen, speedometer, etc., practically new £160
*1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., and Henderson Elite sidecar,

lamps, horn, speedometer, unscratched, and as new in every
respect, tax paid £185

*1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p. combination, lamps, horn, tax paid,

splendid condition £130
'1920 HOBART, 2 J h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, speedo., tax paid £46

1920SCOTT3Jh.p., Henderson Elite sidecar, completely equipped

with all lamps, horn, speedometer, very small mileage, and as

new in every respect, tax paid, cost £200, our price £130
*1920 SUN 2S h.p. 2-stroke, finished black and gold, in splendid

condition, thoroughly overhauled, tax paid.

"1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 5 h.p. fiat twin, all accessories, speedo-

meter, specially tuned, over 100 m.p.g., unscratched £120
•1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON combination, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, perfect condition £180
'1920 NEW HUDSON, 6 h p., twin combination, lamps, horn,

speedometer. Easting screen, as new £125
*1920 SCALE 3S h.p.. Precision. 2-speed, clutch and kick-start £60
*1920 JAMES i'i h.p. De Luxe, combination, electrically equipped,

speedometer unscratched £150
1920 ROVER, 4 h.p., 3-speed. clutch and k s, and Swaa sports side-

car, completely equipped with largest P. & H. lamp set, separate

generators for sidecar and rear lamp, speedometer and mechanical
horn, unscratched £145

1919 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p, combination, electrically equipped, genuine

Indian sidecar, splendid condition £120

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 5 h.p., flat twin, 3-speed, sidecar,
clutch and k/s, and Swan sports sidecar, completely equipped
with all lamps, horn, speedo., unscratched, and indistinguishable
from new, cost £205, snip £150

*1919 ARIEL, 3
' h.p., and Watsonian Monarch sidecar, electric

lighting Easting windscreen, new condition £110
*1917 P. & M., 31 h.p., makers' colours £55
*1916 DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 2-speed, all lamps £60
•1912-13 DOUGLAS, 2 J h.p., 2-speed, thoroughly overhauled £42 10
•1913 TRIUMPH, 35 h.p., T.T. Phil, ipson pulley £42
1915 MOTOSACOCHE, 35 h.p., twin mag., engine Enfield
2-speed £37 10

*1911 TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., entirely rebuilt, drop frame, PhiTipson
pulley £35

MORGANS.
•1914-15 Grand Prix, specially constructed model, fitted with 90

bore, O.H.V., J.A.P. engine, 4-speed gear box, Idng exhaust,
guaranteed 70 m.p.h., two Degory carburetters, electric horn,
extra large steering wheel, just been repainted £165

•AERO model, J.A.P., water cooled engine, electric and acetylene
lights, special sporting body, with fish tail, giving exceptional
amount of leg room, as new, cost £265, our price £180

Machines marked (*), Tax Paid.
All overhauled and guaranteed for three months from date of pur-

chase. Extended payments, i down, balance 12 monthly instal-
ments.

'Phone

:

Croydon 2450.

mALLEN-BENNETTi™
MOTOR CO., LTD.

The Motor Cycle Specialists,

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, WEST CROYDON 'Grams

:

"Track, Croydon.'

WAUCHOPE'S
B

Deal direct with customers tor EASY PAYIVIENXSi and not through a financial house.
Terms: ON E-F'IPTH down and the remainder in twelve monthly instalments. EXCHANGES

also arranged with the balance payable by extended payments. Write, 'Phone, or Call.

H Ait the best makes supplied promptly. Below is a selection taken from our list. H
NEW 1921 MACHINES.

DOUGLAS, zi h.p., clutch, and kick-start, all on £105
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., all on £130
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all on £170
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., improved W.D., 2 speeds, all on £85
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive £125
TRIUMPH, 4 hp-. Model H £115
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Combination £165
TRIUMPH, t h.p., renovatptl by Triumph Co., Ltd £95
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 70 gns.
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2} h.p £65

ra ROYAL ENFIELD, 2M1.0., kick-start S70
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p £160„ ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p., dynamo £132

Bi B.S.A., 4} h.p., model K2 £107
B.S.A., 4,} h.p.. model H2, chain drive £110

Q B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p., dynamo £195 15
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p. twin £175_ LEVIS, 2I h.p., 2-stroke .' £60m ARIEL Combination, 4^ h.p £150
RUDGE, 3', h.p., I.O.m: model £85

IB WOOLER, 2j h.p., T.T. model, all on 85 gns." WOOLER, 2;J h.p., touring model, all on £90 15
CHATER-LEA Combination, No. 10 £160

S ZENITH, 1 h.p., sporting Model C : £115
BLACKBURNE twin Combination £227 10

B BLACKBURNE, solo, 4 h.p £127 10
Big Four NORTON, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick-start £135
NORTON, 3.'. h.p., 3-speed, all chain £132

B Big Four NORTON and de luxe Sidecar £177
A.tl.S. Combination, 7 h.p £2l5

a BBaSHBHHHHH

A.J.S. Combination, 7 h.p., dynamo £245 15
MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p., dynamo £230
SUNBEAM, 3.V h.p £155 8
VEL0CETTE,"2i h.p., 2-speed , £75
QUADRANT Combination, 4.i h.p £125
QUADRANT, solo, 4> h.p £105
BRADBURY, 4 h.p £103 10
BRADBURY, r, h.p £135
BRADBURY fi h.p. Combination £173
BRADBURY, 2» h.p £89
ROYAL RUBY, sports model, 2j h.p £89 5
G.N. Cvrle Car, touring model £245
COVENTRY PREMIER, dynamo £250
MORGAN de luxe. a.c. M.A.G., accessories £240
MATCHLESS, dYnamorwith 2-seater Sidecar £237 10
MORGAN Grand Prix, w.c. M.A.G List price

NEW 1920 MACHINES. Reduced price

2} h.p. P. & S £65
AUTOPED Scooters, dynamo £25

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
J.A.P. Engine, w.c.. magneto, 1920 {engine only), new £45
5 h.p. r920 ZENITH £97 10
INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p., igrs £105
SUNBEAM and Sidecar, 3-} h.p., 1915 £105
A.V. M.^iiTh ir, 6 h.p. (special engine) £160
CARDEN Monocar, 5-6 h.p., 1914 £70
CALTHORPE Combination, 3 h.p., 1921 £95
J.H. Combination. 7-9 h.p., 19T5 £75
DOUGLAS and Ride Easy Sidecar, 4 h.p., 1915 £65
CLYNO, 2i h.p., I9r9 £50 U

B
U

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4
'Phone : Holborn 5777. 'Grams :

" Opificer, Fleet, London.
"

B30 In answerinrj these advertiseynents it is desirable, to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

TATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.a4.-
r —Uradburys, nil oew models in stock, ready lor

mediate delivery; 4h.p. solos, 6h.p. combiontions, hdcI

h.p litrlitweightfl, from £89.—Apply for our easiest of

.y terms. [3446

i^RAftBURY 4i4h.p. and Sidecar, 2-speed N.S.U..
free, and clubch, raag. and gear, just overhauled

kers, Cox Atmos caburetter, 2 new tyres, soundest
idition, speedy, powerful, tax paid; £40, or otter.—
BaLeman St., Cambridge. [3001

Brough.
rROUGni915 5-6h.p., T.T. model, Bosch, now B.
• :nid Xi., Cowey horn, tax pnid; £45.-4, Little
ath. Charlton. [2789

I ROUGH 3M;i.p. T.T. o.h.v. Model H, 2-sp«ed-,-
* ianips, horn, speedometer, mileage only 1,630, fast,
: paid; £75.—Jenkins, 1, Brandon Grove, Newcastle-
Tyne. iV) .

' [2865

iROUGH T.T. 3V?jl).p.. overhead valves, liorizont;il
' Twill, Stnnney-A roller 3-spced gear box, kick stmt,
y f;ist, all ac'ceB8on>3, engine practienlly new; £68.
logix. 23, Hartington St., Derby. [?471

715 are now ready t" deliver that fast Bportinp
r Brough 3V2h.p. flat twin in th« following models:
b.p. touring model, guaranteed to do 60. the
Tts model to do 65. tli* T.T. model guaranteed to
a speed over 70 m.p.li.; absolutely the flnest

rkraanship, wonderfully easy to handle; £130.—
id you r orders along to the agen tfl, 6. and J

.

waon, 60 and 62, Regent St., Cambridge. [0599

Brough Superior.
ULTAXS of Rendiug for Brough Superior, Can giv(

early delivery of these flue mnchiuea. [0564

ROUGH Superior Combination, done 100 miles
only. absi^hUely best spurting outllt on road.

; oyev £250, license<l, fully insured, no fault ol
s Uir selling, photo supplied ; wrile appointuieut

;

Hand Area.—Box 4,480, c/o The Motor Ci/clr.
'

[260G
TE are now giving delivery of the famous Brough

Superior machine, 8h.p., overhead valves, mad(
ideal specially for the man who take3 a pride

)wnersliip and desires the best, specially tuned.
ranked 8 or 80 on top gear. Stahdard. £175:
trie, P.195.—Agents, G. and J. Dawson. 60 and 62,
ent St.. Cambridge. [059?

Brown.
lOWX 3':jh.p., Rosdi, Amao,
i-ltJinKo Triumph hglitweight.-
Iver, "West Drayton.

ride awny; or ex-
liungalow, Thornev

[2625

B.S.A.
-A,—All models alwuys iu stock; delivered ony-
wltere.

3-A Replacements, every part and pattern. b\
rtturn.,

S.A. Specialists: County Cycle and Motor Co..
Broad St.. Birmingham. [3248

3.A., nil models, and Rudge, repairs, spares
sidecars.—Alexander. Wallasey Village. Cheshire

rft423
A. 1921 Twin 6-7h.p. Combination in Stck. £175;
piiie wheel, tyre, and luggage grid extia £13/19.—

.A. 1921 Model 112 4fil].p., dinin drive, £110;
No. 3. 1921 sidecnr. £42: Xo. 2, 1920 tvpe sidecar
iu itock.-A. Rivett. 236, High Rd.. Leyton^toue.

[1449
20 B.S.A. Combinat ion, fully equipped, unused

;

exchanges or deferred if desired.-Below.

20 B.S.A. Combination. Maedyno lighting, spcedo
nictev, hand-controlled clutch, horn, licensed.

lent condition; 115 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
South Kensington. [3382

.A. S'Ah.p., overhauled and reli.ible; £35.—Hewins'
Gar.'iges, Ltd., the Real Service Firm, Taunton.

[2781
:A. 7h.p. Combination, 4h.p, ; part exchange

;

stamp reply.—88, Vicerage Rd., Wolverhampton.
[X5313W 1921 B.S.A. Combinations in stock; list price.

-Bounds, Garage, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.
[3325

I Xew B.S.A. 4Vih.p. K2 Model, never been
ridden; best offer secures.—J. Baker, Deddincton.

[2517
A. 4^/ih.p. and Henderson - Sidecar, splendid
order; £87; would sepafate.—3, De-Grev St.

' [2794

A. all modela in stock: spare parts definitely
by return against oa«h.—Pitts, of Redditch.
91- X9324

^V.. 1921, K2, just arrived, readv for road —
Turner Brothers, 134, l'pi>er Thames St., Lon-
^C.4. [2986
A. S'.^h.p., new condition, all complete, quick

£50; seen after 5 p.m.—16, South Worple
[2931

—3.'zh.p, B.S.A., 2-speed, rebushed, new cvlin-
ler. exceptional condition, ride 150 miles.— 105
igton Rd., E.6. [2966

Morllake.

PURCHASE
BY

EXTENDED
PAYMENTS
If you are not desirous of paying cash for your motor
jiycle, we can offer yoc a simple method of purchas-
ing by Extended Terms spread over 12 months.
This dots not require a large capital outlay and
immediate delivery isgiven of machine. We require
one-quarter oi the total amount cash, and the
balance can be paid in twelve equal monthly instal-

ments. A larger amount cash deposit can be paid
if desired, thereby reducing the monthly payments.

ONLY A SMALL CHARGE IS

MADE ON THE UNPAID BALANCE.

WRITE TO-DAY tor list of machines available

for immediate delivery, which includes :

DOUGLAS, B.S.A., ROVER, ENFIELD, A.J.S.,

TRIUMPH, MATCHLESS, LEA - FRANCIS,
QUADRANT, NEW IMPERIAL, CALTHORPE,
SCOTT, BAT, ZENITH, etc.

MORGAN /
\ Cycle Cars.

15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,
Camomile Street, E.C.3.

LET US
EXCHANGE

Let us exchange your present machine for a
new 1921 model. We can offer you the best

possible price and delivery from stock of all

the latest leading models. We specialise in

exchanges, and can guarantee entire sntislactlon.

NEW 1921 MODELS.
ARIEL 4! h.p. cli;iiri drive Comb. .. £150
B.S.A., 4ih.p., Model H.:! £110
B.S.A., 4t h.p., Model K.2 £107
B.S.A. Sid'^rars for above. No. 3 Model £42
B.S.A. '-- h-p. twin Combination . . . £175
MATCHLESS Combination, H.2^. . . £185
MATCHLESS Comb.. :-seater .Sidecar £192 10
ENFIELD S h.p. Combination £160
ENFIELD .5 h.p. Combination. d\niamo £182
BAT R h.p. spring frame Combination £179
DOUGLAS, 2; h-p.. :-5peed, all on-.. £85
A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination, sparewheel £215
QUADRANT 4! h.p. s^sp. Combination £125
ENFIELD ;Mi.p. lit:htweieht,2.specd £65
0ALTHORPE.J.A.P., 25 h.p., 2-spjed 70 gns
CALTHORPE, 3 h.p., 2.speed, 2.stroke 60 gns.

NEW IMPERIALS h.p. 2-specd Comb. 160 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL 2j h.p. 3sp. Light
Tourist

NEW IMPERIAL, 2i b.p., 3-sp.,

clutch, K.S
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive, T\-pe

sn '.
..

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain-cum-bclt,
Tvpe H £115

RUOGE-MULTI, 3\ h.p., I.O.M £85
ZENITH 4-5 h.p." Sporting Model C. £115
MORGAN and G.N. Cvclc Cars. All models.

70 gns.

77 gns.

£125

1^-16, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
CAMOMILE STREET, LONDON, E.G.
Gnims :

' Elfo I'rio .a I,0[nio i. " 'I'hone : .\VL-iuif ",.'.44

j\ll letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each ad\
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired

\ MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A,

B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, clutch,

new condition: reasonable olfer.—32, Eccleston
Mews, Eaton .Sq., S.W.I. [2972

B.S.A. 1920 Magilvnn Coinbination. 4l/lh.p.. all-

chain, brand new; £135.—Claik, 7, Exhibition
Rd., South Keuiington. (3112

B.S.A.—AH models for immediate delivery; exehtnisw-

—Ncwnliaiu Motor Co., 223, Haiumersmith Ed.,

\V.6. -Phone: Ilaminersmith 80. [2242

B.S.A. 4Vlh.p. AU-chain Combination, all lamps,

tools, horn. etc.. tax. paid; any trial; £90.-^Rowe,
95, Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. [2656

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. and Sidecar. Lucas mag., dynamo
electric lighting, mileage 1,600, tax paid.—5a.

Great George St., Park St., Bristol. [2428

B.3..A., 4i.ih.p., 1913, all-chain, 2speed, kick start,

Bosch,' lamps, tyres cood; ride away; £42---

Sleventon, Whytciealc, nr. Croydon, PC3317

B.S.A. 1914 3'Ah.p., tools, etc., tax nilid, perfect con-

dition ; liinst sell; (joins iibioad; f35;iO.-Otitntlis;

Lucock Row, Brouglitou iloor, Cnuib. [2630

-1Q17 (late) 4Vih.p. B.S.A. All-chain Combination.
J-«/ Cauoelet, good condition, lamps, horn, spares;

£85,-Goldsack, 90, High St., Saudgate. [3105

B.S.A. Combination, coachbuilt. perfect order, spares;

£60, or offer.— 391, Hornsey Rd.. N., or alter

7 at 44, Queenmore Rd., Stroud Green. [28S4

B.S..\. 1920 4Vih.p. All-chain Combination, Easting,

lamp^ (unused), spares, excellent condition;

ilOS.—29, Lismore Rd., South Croydon. [X3311

B.S..V., 4>jh.p., Model K, 3.speed countershaft gear,

kick starter, excellent condition: £65.—Eagles
and Co., 275, High Street, Acton, London. [3083

B..S...V.. 1920 (.VWgusl), 4i,ih.p., 3speed, counter-

shalt. indistinguishable from new, licensed; 80
gns.—Ferslleld, Westbury Rd., New Maiden, [3206

I:iRANK WUITWORTIf, Ltd., ol Birmingham, have

. several excellent B.S.A. machines and combina-

lions at very moderate prices: write for details.

BS A. Coachbuilt ComWnntion, 1914. chnin-rum-lwlt,

(ountersaft S-speed, overhauled 1920. plenty spares,

ready to ride away ; £60.-177, Ilatilcld Ril., St. Alh™^

B.S.A. Combination, 1919, Canoelet sidecar, 3in.

tyres, Binks. hand control clutch, lamps and

generator: 85 gns.—Uicks, 32, Lena Gardens. Ilamiuer-

smith. ,

[^''18

1Q20 B.S.A. 4':lh.p., Rennoc sidecar, accessories,

i-'f scarcclv used, manufacturers' guarantee, available

about two months; £120.-36, Trcbovir Rd., Earl's

Coirrt. 1^2912

BS -V Singles and Twins, early deliveries, fitted with

onv model Sandum sidecars; B.S.A. twin and
dual sld'ecar in stock.—Sandum Sidecars, 336. Gray a

Inn Rd., W.C.I. [0541

BS.A 1920 4'4h.p., Sandum sidecar, hand and loot

elutehes. fully equipped, indistinguiahablo from
new; £130.—Parker's, Bradsh.awgnt,e, Bolton; alfo 245,

Deansgate, Manchester. [X3263

B.S.A. 3i.'.h.p.. believed 1912, variable gear. Free,

cinuk start, renovated, makers' colours, with new
parts TT. handles, fast and powerful, licence; £40.—
Lydforil, Chiiworth, Guildford. [2603

B.S.A. 5.7h.p. Twin, Model A, with B.S.A. No. 1

sidecar, iu stock; immediate delivery at makers
price. £175; easy payments arranged. — Wilkins.

Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [2796

B.S.A 1920 No. 2 sidecar, hood, wind screen, tax

paid, mileage under 1,500, Lucjis lamps, nevetal

extra litmontd, owner successful competition rider; £125.

—Sprosen. 73, Bury Rd., Wood Green [3370

B.S.A. and Sidecar, 4Vih.p., 3 speeds, countershaft,
well equipped, fine condition, licensed; iE90; con-

venient pavment? arranged.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
change. We'aldstone. Closed Sundays. [3232

1 Q21 B.S.A. 112 Combination, mag. dynamo lighting.
-L*7 electric Klaxon, all accessories; any trial, as new:
£170. or offer.-.Morton, 31. Corsica St., Highbury.
.\.5. 9.30 to 6.30. Sats. 9.30 to 1. [3408

B.S.A, 6-7h-p. Twin, Magdyno, spare wheel, two
adult seater sidecar, hoed, screen, brand new,

owner wishes to dispose at reasonable loss, inability to

use same.—Chandos, 5, GreenhiU Rd., Harrow. [3451

B.S.A. 4i.ih.p. Afotor Cycles, ^rodels H and K,
brand new, just delivered from the works, com-

plete with special coachbuilt sidecars; £126 and £123.—
P J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[2868
^019 B.S.A. Milltord Combination, electric lamp..
-Lt/ Stewart trip, grid, spare new b:'lt, tools, tax
paid; anv trial, ride reasonable distance; £105, or

bsst offer'.—Field, 2, Oriental Parade, Monument Rd.,

Woking. [2979

IM51Ent.\TE Delivery of any B.S.A. Model: cash or
deterred payments: book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.-Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-

ton 2417. [0501

B.S.A. 4Hh.p. 1914 2-.speed Combination. £65; ex-

change entertainerl; also house property policy

£250. full advance Sept.. olTer or exchange class com-
bination for both.—Ba.vendale, 20, Jifordaunt Bd..

Harlesden. [28C6

ertlsement, and the date of the issue,

marlied (P).

B33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

41h.p. New B.S.A. Model K. with Mills-Fulford side-

4 car. £125: Model H Mitto, £l28; Model K2,
solo £107; Model 112, £110; combination, 6-7b.p..

£175; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton
Rd., London. [3363

B.S.A. 4i/4h.p. Model H2-, with B.S.A. No. 3 side-

car; actually in stock for immediate delivery
at makers' price, £152; also Model H2 solo; inspec-
tion invited; easy payments arranged.—Wilkins Simp-
son, opposite Oiympia, London. [2797

WAUCHOrE'S, 9, Slioe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
B.S.A. K2, new 1921 models, just delivered,

il07: Model H2, all-chain, £110; 6-7h.p. twin com-
bination, standard, £175; immediate delivery iiom
stock; cash, easy terms, or exchange. [3447

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, Lucas Mag-
dyno lifihting, electric horn, r^pare wheel, Ing^gage

grid, Royal Easting, new a few weeks ago, and guar-
anteed perfect, tax paid, insurance, or eschange for

cheaper machine ; £195.—Chaston, Blackwood, Mon.
[3181

LATE 1919 ^V^h.p. B.S.A., coachbuilt sidecar,
Stewart horn and speedometer, watch, acetylene

lighting set and lamps, new belt and spares, tyres as
new, tax paid 1 year, all in really good condition,
having had very little use; £105.-2, Wolverton Av,.
Kingston. _ [3133

B.S.A. 1918 4]i:h.p., 3-sReed, K.S., chain and belt,

model K, overhauled, new Montgomery sidecar
fitted, Cowey trip speedometer, P, and H. lamps, new

.
tyres and tubes, tools, spares, etc., tax 11 months, in-

surance paid; price £90.—70, Palewell Park, East
Sheen, S.W.14. [2965

B.S.A.—A motor cycle worthy of its name is the
B.S.A. We have always in stock at least three

models. Model K. Model H, and 6-7h.p. twin; imme-
diate delivery; all spares in stock; trade supjjlied.

—

Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.lO, and at Woodside
Parade. North Finchley. [0379

Calthorpe.
1020 Calthorpe-Precision, Enfield geaf , new tyres

;

-l-«A sacrifice £27.-17, Dyers Lane, Pntney. [2437

4h.p. Twin Calthorpe-Jap Combination, Enfield gear,
all on; £98.—Drake, 215, Beckenham Rd., Becken-

ham. [3032

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.- 1916 2%h.p., good condition
and appearance; £42, or near offer.-W.S., 8, Bav-

ham Rd., W.4. [2923

"1 Q20 2^;4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2 speeds, mileage 300,
JLt/ like new, equipped; £46.—Sinclair, Blencathra.
Walton-on-Thames. [2699

BARGAIN.—1920 Calthorpe-Jap, 234h.p., 2-Ereed.

clutch, practically unused; £50, lowest.— 35,
Brainshot Av., Charlton, S.E.7. .[2816

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2y2b-P-, late model, Enfield
2-3peed gear; £38; tax paid.—Eagles and Co..

275, High St., Acton, London. [3084

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916, a^^h.p., 4-stroke, 2-speed,

excellent condition, accessories, licence for 1921:
£56.-Keary, 2, Aurioi Rd., W.14. [1340

CALTHORPE SVih.p., Bosch, B.B. carburetter, fully

equipped, new tyres, in good order, licence paid;
£17 eecuree.—14, Estcourt St., Devizes. [2742

CAiTHORPE-PRECISlCN 2i4h.p., 2-speed, F.E.. tns
paid, fully equipped, perfect condition ; £32.

~

Ijjacey, 28, Hugheuden Rd., High Wycombe. [3153

CALTHORPE. 1916, 234h.p. J.A.P., overhauled,
enamel etc., perfect, guaranteed bargain; £27/10.

—Goads' Private Garage, 122, Maida Vale, W.l. Hamp-
stead 1353. [3349

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock
for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—
Burlington Motors, Ltd.. Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Phone: Brixton 2417. [0509

1 Q16 Calthorpe-Jap, 2S4h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, horn,
-Ltr mirror, speedometer, leg shields, new bearings,
nearly new tyres, spare tyre, cylinder, valves, belt, tax
paid, insurance transferable; bargain, £42. offers.—
Weedon, R.A.F., Old Sarum, Salisbury. [3140

Campion.
~| Q19 4-5h.p. Twin Campion Combination, complete,
JLiJ good condition; £75; lightweight pari—Roberts,
Stanton-by-Biidge, Derby. [S3323

f>ih.p. Campion 2-speed Lightweight, recently over-
'^2 hauled, tax paid to Dec, all on; £30, or ex-
change 3V'h.p. Huraber.—83. London St., Reading.

[2580

rC|20 2n'h.p. Campion-Jap, 2-speed, Sturmey gear,
t' hand clutch, kick starter, new condition, small

mileage, unused since autumn, licensed; £55.-89,
East Hill, Wandsworth. [3144

Cedos.
KICKHAM for Cedos, sole agent for Bristol and
district.—Stokes Croft. Bristol. [3357

Chater'Lea.

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. Combination, 1914, perfect,
trial any time; £80.-40, Forest Hill Rd., EaH

Dulwich, S.E.22. [3114

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. Combination, Model 10; £160;
catalogue on request.—The Moreton Garage. 2',

Moroton Terrace Mews, Pimlico, S.W. [1854

E

REYS
173, Gt. Portland

Telephone—Langham

Street.

1257.

1921 Models in Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery :

1921 NEW IMPERIAL, 3 speed £73 10
1921 NEW IMPERIAL, 3 speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £80 17
I9j:i Model H. B.S.A. and No. 3 Sidecar £152
1921 Model K. B.S.A £107
1921 ENFIELD Combination £160
1921 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, and

spare wheel £189
1921 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination ..£170
1921 MATCHLESS Combination £185
1921 S h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Comb. . . £168
1921 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £85
1921 2jh.p. 3-sp. DOUGLAS with dutch £105
1921 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £115

1920 SHOP-SOILED.
1920 5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination £145
1920 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Comb. . £150
1920 2-stroke DIAMOND £40
1920 2i h.p. 2-speed NEW IMPERIAL,

with clutch £65
1920 23 h.p. 2-speed NEW IMPERIAL,

without clutch £60
1920 3:1 h.p. LEA-FRANCIS £95

6REAT REDUCTION IN

MATCHLESS and NEW
: IIVIPERIAL. :

Call and inspect Latest Models.

New Imperial Spare Parts Stockists.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1930 INDIAN and Sidecar, all accessories £125
1920 2-stroke JAMES, 2-speed £65
1920 6 h.p. ZENITH, sporLs model, and

Sidecar £110
1920 2I h.p. 2-specd EDMUND £78
ig204h.p. TRIUMPH and Momtgomery

Sidecar, all accessories £110
1920 2-stroke JAMES, 2-speed £65
1919 A.J.S. Combination, dynamo light-

ing, speedometer £130
rgai SCOTT, all accessories £125
1920 2-speed 2-stroke CLYNO £48
1920 LEA-FRANCIS and Sidecar, all

accessories £130
1914 3-speed M.A.G. MATCHLESS ... £70

REPAI RS.
rorGood Machines taken ir

Sa.le on Commission.
A few Bulbous Back MM.| CANOELET SIDE-

CARS, slightly shop-soiled, to clear, £35.

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON NEW
MACHINES. AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Slock of Powell & Hanmer Lamps
and olher Accessories,

L

CAR DEPOT:

378, Euston Road.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Chater-Lea.

SALE.

CHATER-LEA 1919 2%h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, excel
lent condition, lamps; £52.—Avery, Little Yorl

Cottage, Back Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells. [X330(

CHATEE-LEA 1914 4h.p.. B.S.A. 2-speed, siderar
excellent runniuR order; £39.—Newnham Motor Co

223, Hammersmith Kd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer^mitl
80. [225;

CHATER-LEA 1915 8h.p., Millford sidecar, wini
screen, electric lighting and accessories, perfec

condition throughout; £90.-70, Camden Mews, Cam
den Rd.. N.W. [306

CHATER-LEA New Model No. 10 Sidecar Combina
tion, 8h.p., 3-speed, the best value on the market

£160, Have you seen it? Write for leaflet.—Chatei
Lea, Ltd., Banner St., London, E.C.I. [314

Chater-».ea-.lao
CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., Sh.p., 3-speed countershaf

chain drive, wicker sidecar, very powerful; £5C
exchanges entertained.—Hudson, Brook Rd., Redhil

[274

Chater-LeaPeugeot.
CHATER-LEA-PEUGEOT 6h.p. Combination, goc

running order; £50.-45, Monmouth Rd., Ea
Ham, E.6.

Cleveland.
[27'3

CLEVELAND 3h.p 2-stioke, all-chain drive, 2-epee
3in. tyres, not done 400 miles; 63 gns., or pa

exchange flist-class combination.—Crawford, Doon
Lewes Rd., East Grinsfead. [25i

Clyno.
CLYNO 1920 2-fipeed Lightweighth, nearly new, t

paid; £58/10.—F. Spearman, Bridge St., Bishoi
Stortford. [25;

1 Q17 6h.p. Clyno Combinatian, lamps, screen, go
-L«^ condition; SO gns.; tax paid.—9, Church R
Willesden. [30

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 1913, 3-speed, ki(
clutch, new condition; £95, or cycle only £80

93, Sheldon Rd., Chippenham. [29

CLYNO 1920 2-stroke, 2-ppeed and clutch, lam
horn, tools, liceused; £58.—Hewins' Gar-ggea, - Lt

the Real Service Firm, Taunton. [27

1Q2I Clyno Sh.p. 3-speed Spring Frame Combinati
-*-«-' guaranteed as new, very small mileage; £200
Marshallsay, Baker, Chickerell, Weymouth. [Of

CLYNO Combination, 3-speed, kick start, chj
drive, enclosed, any trial; £88; take lower pov

part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [3{

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed clutch, kick sti

lamp6, horn,, age of 1917, perfect running -ord
£75, or near.—296, Kilburn Lane, Paddington, W.

[21
5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, new coachbuilt, pie

spares, perfect condition everywhere, take th
anywhere; £105, exchange.-Webber, Eastleigh, H(
ton. [3(

CLYNO Lightweight, 1920, very little used, la
mechanical horn ; 50 gns.—Vivian Hardie

Lane, Ltd.,
St.. W.l.

23 and 24. Woodstock St., New

CLYNO 5-6h.p., with new sidecar body, renova
re-enamelled, replated, guaranteed 3 months

:

down and 12 instalments of £8/5.—Auto Traders,
84, Jermyn St,, London. [2

£S0, Close Offer.—5-6h.p. Clyno combination, 3-sp(

K.S-., 4 interchangeable wheels, lamps, horn,
paid, hood, screen ; any trial ; exchange; betwee:
and 8.-21, Windsor Rd., Denmark Hill. [2|

CLYNO 1916 6h.p. 3-speed Combination, kick st|
interchangeable wheel, good t_ .

'.
.

'

hauled, replated, and enamelled, accuranlator light)
£88.-91, Grove Park, Denmark Hill. S.E.5. [Sf

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt, 2-sp|

K.S.. jufit overhauled and repainted, new gear f

pillion, lamps, horn, luggage grid, long brass exhq
copper silencer, smart lot; £85, tar paid; seen
6 p.m.— 18, Clairville Gardens, Hanwell, W.7. [^

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 1916-17 models.
bnilt, replated, enamelled grey or black, 3 spi

kick start, foot clutch, new carburetters, magni
interchangeable wheels, sidecars rebuilt, painted to chj

as new; solo £75, combination? £90; deterred pay:

arranged.—Hearn Bros., 117, Loughborough Park
ton. S.V^.9. 'Phone: Brixton 2888. [^

1916. 3-speed
stove, enamelled, 1921 colours,]

lifetime, 'pull 3' anywhere, not done 50O miles
overhauled, in perfect condition, 1921 Amac
retter, Lucas lamps, new horn, 3 new tyres not I

punctured (extra heavy oversize). Beldam on drl
wheel, tools, solendid chassis, 6 points, firm as if

sidecar, new, painted same colour, new upholsterd
i red, splendid carrier at back with rubber-plated IJ

ings, locker underneath, new Cameo screen, side |

new apron, perfect turnout; £110.-

W.D. Clyno Combination, 6h.p.,
beautifully

-Rain.ltain, . .

Walter St., Stockton-on-Tees.

Connaught.

1 020 Connaught 234h.p, Sturmey-Archer 2-s|
A.*J clutch, kick start, perfect order, complete .'

horn, licence; ^£55.—M., 8, Silver St., Enfield.

B?4 All letters rtlating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

r^OUGLAS 2^;ib.p.. 2-5peed, running order; genuine,
L/ £48.-66, Bovil] Rd.. Forest Hill, S.E. [32ffB

>ih.p. Clyno, 19aO, 2 speeds, clutch, lamps, horn,
•'2 tax, jifet overhauled, perfect order; £45.-1.08,
:endrick Rd.. Reading. [3237

[Q18 <Oct.) 4h.p, Doixglas Combination, 3-speed,
Lt/ clutch, kick start, lamps, horn, accessories, tax
aid. fullv* insured ; £85.-19-21, &peke Rd., Battersea
ar. Giapham Junction). t2745

L^Iil CLARK can give you good service both in new
~i machines and siiares; try me. I may be useful
) you.—The Pioneer Agent lor Douglas Motors, 196,
heltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016

Jh.p, Douglas Combination, excellent coudi-IQ20
Lt7 tu

[2573rchiird Crescent, Holloway

^OUGLAS Oombinjitiou, 4h.p., 1921, onl? done »
-^ fen- miles, licensed, fitted with lamps, horn, etc.,
inditioii perfect ; fISO.—Hewias' Qaxiifies, Ltd., th?
eal Service Firm, Tiiunton. [2778
Ol^ 2^;ih.p. Douglas, condition perfect, tax paid,
r.*' everything on, new tyres; £55, or exchangfe
iglicr power, any make.—Priest, 82, Station Rd,.
anics. 'Phone: Putney 2553. [2431

919 2^4h.p. Douglas, 2-3peed, speedometer, lamps
etc., tax paid; £60, or neare.ft offer.—By letter to

[r. Kemp, -65, Kimpton Rd., Church St., S.E.> or
?ply 76. Southwark St., S.E.I. [2612

iLh.p. New Douglas, with accessories. 2-spccd £85.
1^4 3-5;pGed clutch and kick starter £l05, 4h.p.
)mbiiintion £l70 ex-works; easy payments.—Harrod'^.
td., 118, Brompton Rd., London.- [3367

)0tTfiLA3 ComliiiKition, 4h.p., 1920, .special Claudel-
HnIt>on carburetter^ winner of many prizes, nn<l

soliitely tip-top condition : f130.—Hevrins' Gari)Res,
:(3., th.^ Real Service Firm, Taunton. [2775

^IlE EHra Motor Works.-When you have purcha.-cd
a 2'^4h.p. Douglas from ns you have the satisfac-

»n of knowing that our ma>liin»^s are entirely over-
uled and worn parts renewed.—Below.

—We are prepared to receive orders for 90 2->4h.p.
Douglases; £45 each; 1916 buffer head models.—

a

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

i>3.h.p. Douglas Motor^^ cyhnders. Biiiks 3-ie

^^

U

©

... Cycle, 1915 machine, 1915
- cylinders, Biiiks 3-jet carburetter, leg guar-ds, ou-

gine shield, new spare belt, unused retrended tyre, new
spare valves and sundry other parts, Flexiphas fittings
to valve guides, lamps, etc. : price £50.-^Can be seen
" Lynstead," Spencer Rd., East Molesey. [J.428

A DOUGLAS Motor Cycle. 2-speed, late model, thor-
oughly overhauled and renovated bj* us : £45

:

1-26x21

low.

45.— 2'Kih.p. Douglases. 1916. re^tovcd and replntcd,
tank makers' colours, new mag., carburetter,

chain, pulley, etc.. and mi.-cellnneous other
parts, which adds considerably to the value ol the

chine, brand new Wood-Milne tyres and new tubes,
confident are we in these machines that we agree
send same on approval against cash; carriage extra.

HEQUES and Money Orders should be made pay-
able to the Effra Motor Works. 14, Effra Parade,

ton, London. S.W. [1048

18 2'.,h.p. TTt. Douglas, 2-speed. makers' colours,
original enamel, Amar, Thomson-Bennett, heftvi

. lamps, acce.^jories, lireuce, unscratched, new
11 ; £55.-63, Solou Rd., Brixton, [3018

OL'GLAS, 19TG engirte, recently overhauled by
1 Kiu;,')a.<i, tyre^;. Bosch, lamps, bearings, everj-thinu'
to new, 2':.ih-P-. Rtiarunteed fanltlese ; £40.—

:kljy^-rs' Anns, Tadworth, near Suttoa. [2442
OUGLAS 1916 2^th.p., 2-3peed, completely over-

luled. fully etiuipped. brand new tyres, excel-
ndition throughout, tax paid; £44.-12, Ken-
Mews, South Kensington Station. Kensington

[o234
MLl^IATE Delivery of any Douglas Model; cash
or deferred payments; book your order now and
' rlisappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..

Side, Clapliam Common, S.W.4. 'Phone ; Brix-
2417. [0505
OUGLAS 2^.'ih.p., £17 down ond 12 instalments oi
£4 : 4b. p., with new sidecar body, £25 down and

institlments of £7/10 :> renovated, re^namelled, ic-
d. Kuaranteed 3 months.—Auto Traders, Ltd., 84.
yn St., London. [2601

)UGLAS. late 1920, 2T'ih.p.. 3-spe6d. kick start,
clutch. Cowey trip speedometer. P. and H. lamp
Lucas horn, aluminium number plates, tax paid
ge under 200; £85.—Ramm. The Orchard, God-
Surrey. 'Phone: 10 Godstone. [3139

)TJGLA3 1915 2^;h.p., g-speed. not W.D.. tyres
new. complete tools, Stewart horn, electric lamps,
cards, leg and undershields. long exhaust, discs!

.. sound condition and appearance, tax paid-
Parker, 18, Hallswclle Rd.. Golders Gre^n

[3101
18 Douglas, 2''Ah,p., superpower induction, develop-
ing 4h.p.. 150, m.p.g.. Bosch, Pedley grips, knee
special mudshield. armoured toolbags. electric

i

:as lights, tyros good, fast, toolg, licensed; photo;
I

going Switzerland; £56.—Whiting, Frensham i

[2653 !

1921 Douglas Models, 2^ih.n.. 4h.p.. and new I

improved W.D.. at £85, all fully equipped; trade'
led. Extended payments taken at one one-fifth •

remainder in 12 equal monthly payments- ex-'
;es arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe i>ane. Fle-^t I

jondon. -
[3445 i

—4b. p. Douplns combinations, late models, re-

1

^aiuelled. in perfect running order, sidecars coach
.1

Tliese are genuine bargains. Approval agoinst
;

nd carriage. Aeroplane propellers new, 2 bladed, I

t-Maded 10/-. carriage extra.—Owen, 59, Schole-

1

M., Upper Hollowny. [X3298 •

ard-s,

nliip

dili'

c

k

d
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Make.
I
Our
Price.

26x2;

26x2>

26x2

26x3

28" 2!

28x2;

1/00x80

Wood-Milne Special . . 29 6
Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy 37 6
Clincher de Luxe Heavy 35 '-

Wood-Milne Special . . 29 6
Englebcrt Wire-on Rib 25 -

Avon Li;htwei°lit Rib , 25 -

Avon Combination .... 4B 6
Avon Sunstone 40 -

Palmer Cord 39 6
Wood-Milne or Spencer-

Moulton Extra Heavy 39 6
Dunlop W.D. Heavy . 39 6
Beldam Extra Heavy . 37 6
Bates Special Heavy . 37 6
Clincher deluxe Ex. Hyi 37 6
Beldam Heavy

I
32 6

Hutchinson T.T. .

Wood-Milne Special

Dunlop W.O. Heavy
Batc5 Special Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy
Beldam Extra Heavy .

.

Kempshalt Anti-skid .

.

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy
Wood-Milne Special .

.

HutchinsonT.T. R. Stud
Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy

Wood-Milne Comb. .

.

Avon Tricar R.-studded
Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy
Palmer 2-ply Ribbed .

.

Hutchinson T.T. Rib .

.

Englebert Wired-on Rib
Wood-Milne Comb. . .

.

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy
Goodyear A.W. Tread
Goodyear A.W. Tread

to fit 3in. rims
Bates Special Heavy .

.

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy
Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy
Bcrgounan 3-rib Heavy
Soly Rubber Non-skid .

Wood-Milne Steel-stud.

Partridge R. Non-skid .

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy

List

I'ric-

Yessir - tKcyVc &II

>
Hi"
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/
1.'

ED/

!
mi
mJL

4/16
eo/-

I.V6

55 '-

30
29 6
42 6
39 6

39 6
39 -

37 6
37 6

37 -

32 6

31 6
44/-

57/6
45,'-

44;-
35 ;-

32 6

30 -

65 -

52 6

45/-

45'-

5S -

35;-

43 6
35'-

35/-
97(6
B5;-
60

9' -I

53"

,-,s-(

53 '!

11 3

50 6

-ij/O

56/9
7: h
62 I-

f,s h

^3 -

63 ''->

5(',<)

SQ '9

3u,-

Si
8{
lUl^ji

4n'-B"i

compare our prices. We have the largest stock of
2"'/ih.p. Douglases in tlie South; that is why we can
sell at this ridiculous price; th6 trade supplied.

—

Sulins Garase, New Park Rd.. Brixton Hill, S.W. 2.
'Phone: Streatham 40. (1216

Duzrao.
LEICESTER and Coventry Distributing Agents for

Du;;mo overheiid valve sporting motor cycles:
deliveries now commenced; demonstration model on

v.—Naylor's Garage, Ansloy; Leicester. 'Phone: 52.
[2522

L'ZMO. 1921. 31/jh.p., machines now available,
single-gearcd and' 2-spced all-chain drive models;

1 and inspect the demonstration machine.—Full par.
ulars from the North oi England distributors, Leadi

and Seed, 15, John Daltou .St., Manchester. [3372

E Iswick.
1:^LSWICKPREClSION, 4i',li.p., Sspeed. coupler-

-J shaft, K.S., B. and B., perfect condition; sell

£65. or e.Nchange 81i.p., cash adjustment.—132, Gold-
liawk Rd., W. [3215

Enfield.

JULIANS of Eeadiug huvo 1921 Enliclds in stock.
10478

I;<XriELD Liiilitwcislit. new; ivlint offers?—177.
-' WC!tmiuEtor Bridge Bd., S.E.I. [2331

10 21 EMHeliI..Tup Bh.p.. nil on; 145 gns.-67, Flnx-
-•-" Mian Ril., Canibcrvvfli. After 6 p.m. [3466

I^-^FIELn 2rih.p. 2sln.kc, 1919, rareiv used; £40.
-I —E209, lleacons. Lcadcnhall, St., E.G. [X3255

QHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enfields, all models^ in slock. -,(. A. Slacey. 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0573

NEW 1921 Enfield Conrbinalicns in slock; list price.
—B"""'l« flTirntrr. T-Htrli RJ ITilKnrn N \V-Bounds, Garage, High Rd., Kiiburn, N.W.

[3324
EXKIELD 2-''JIj.p. Twin, 2-sitPetI, lampa, liorn, liump,

ta.-i iuiid.-Cnnii/fi.ll, 5, Aurronch Hd., Tulso Hill,
S.E. (2937

"IQ16 Enfield 3h.p. Twin. 2-.incoa. clutch, K.S., taK
X«7 paid: £46.-14, PcmbroKo Rd.. Wallhamstow.
F,.17. [3291

1 Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Magdyno lighting
Ji*y and horn, perfect; £150.—Chaslou, BlackwoofL
-Mon. [318?

ENFIELD Combinatifins and Lightweights; see us
before—btiying elsewhere.-Clifford Motorics, East-

wood, Notts. [3193

1Q19 Enfield Combination, electric lighting. East-±V ing, ta.\ paid; £95.—Frazer, 163, Stafford Rd.,
Wallington. [3208

1 Q16 Enfield, 3h.p., 3-speed. kick start, good order,
-L^ lax paid; £55, or offer.—Malkin, c/o Mr^A.
Bolus. Mcridcn. tX3328

8i/-r

-
[

93 /-I

ENFIELD 2i/4h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed. 1921, in slock.
£65; kick starter £5 extra.-

-

Rd.. Leytonstone.

These special clearance lines are sen
C^rriafie Paid, and on approv::,

J seven davs against rem'rtanc^.

Rivett, 236, High
.„, [1451

riTTiNFIELD Combination, 1916, Lucas accessories:
J" J-l £lIO.-RatcliHc Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St.,

IJ 1 W.l. Langham 1704. (3379

!_ rXTEW 1921 Enfield Comliinnlion. 8h.p., in stock: li*t

n". 11 price flSO.-FuwIer and Brigdcn, 130, Euston ltd.,

C I N.W.I. Museum 4827. [0621

[lJJ-;/?hp. Enfield Conihiuation; hood, screen, electric
S^|vl lieht«, licence paid; £75.-49, Armejley Av.. The
l^lHyde, Hendon, N.W.S. (3442

OjiTjiNFIELD 6b. p. C.B^Combination, good condition.
I i -L' hood, screen, etc., tax paid; any trial.-Rgwe. 95.
- '- -1 - . [2657

i
Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS
AND DISCOUNTS.

% ( T? NFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late 1915, and acces-

i I XlJ sories. tax paid: £85. Particulars ou application.

f , -Cowan, Fingask, Nortli Berwick. [2619

- 1 Q21 Royal Enfield Lightweight, tools, horn, tax
n||-L«7 paid, only used fortnight: £56; buying com-

nSHSHISaSHISBSHSHSHE^^lC l^ination.—57, Ditton Rd., Surbiton. (3072

Vhm a^H ".Ji-B ..>^.^- —_nl^ 1 Q^^ Enneld Combination, 8h.p., new condition,
'mlmlM^^^M • • • "T"^" MM^ ^^ir^w

. j_J lamps, speedometer, screen, licence, insured;
£125.—Brown, Photographer, Bedford. [2475

ENFIELD 1914 3h.p., o.h.v., T.T. model, 2-speed,
lamps, horn, spares, overhauled, very fast, tax

paid: £55.-48, Hillcourt Ed., Dulwich. [2572

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., late 1915, speedo.
meter, wind screen, excellent condition: £35.—

; 11, Barcombe Av., Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [3026

The Name

CBESESBBISa

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, Vaiixhall Bridge Hd..

Victoria. S-W.l
TelephonerVictoria 6553 e4 ^

I
I "lyEW 1921 h.p. Enfield Combination, in stock;

list price £160: exchange? entertainci.—Bam-
bers', Eastbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607. (8740

ENFIELD 1921 Brand New 8h.p. Combination, just

arrived from works; £160; exciianges arranged.

!—Eagles and Co., 275. High St., Acton, London. (3081

ENFIELD Lighttreighl Twin, T.T. bars, Bosch, B.

and>> E., in top-hole condition, all accessoriea;

42 gns., or near offer.—Ash, 3, Ague.? Ed., Aetou. [266^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cj'cles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1 Q21 8]j.p. Enfield Combination, dyuamo model;
J-*? £182: and Sh.p. staud^ird model, £160.-SIiep-
lieid, Enfield Higlnvay. Tel.: Waltliam Cross 31. [0341

6h.p. Enfield Combination, 1914, stored 4 years, all

on. splendid condition and appearance; trial: £90,
lowest, bargain.— 11, Conance Rd., Acre Lane, Brixton.

[2854
ENFIELD eii.p. CoDibiuation, 1916, in good condi-

dition: trial or examimition at any time; £85;
t:i>: paid.—94, Hoppers Rd., Winclimore Hill, N.21.

[3122

1 Q20 61]. p. Enfield Combination, Magdyno, Easting,
-*•-' Lucas lioiji, mirror, new tyre, tax paid, as new;
£155.— Mercer, Mill House, Capel, Paddock Wood.

[2561

1 Q 17 6h,p. Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo
--«-' lighting, speedometer, Easting wind screen, ex-
cellent condition; £125.-2, High St., Thornton Heath,
Surrey, [3209

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, Sh.p. Vicars, Magdyno
J-*-' lighting, fax paid; £170; buying car.—Bramble
and Beucbamp, Cambridge Works, Bediord Rd., East
I'inchley, N.2. [2922

~| Q21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, with
Xi/ or without dynamo; in stock; immediate de-
livery; list price.—J. Smith and Co., 52-54, Hamp-
stcad Rd.. N.W.I. [0352

1 Q21 2V2b.p. Royal Enfield, 2 speeds and kick
X»/ starter, latest model, been exactly 54 miles
only, equal brand new; £60.^Walbro Motor Cycle Co
Saffron Walden, Essex. [1739

j

I^NFIELD Combination. 6-8h.p. J.A.P., accessories, :

-^ spares, screen, speedometer, tax paid, ju.st over-
hauled; £120, or offer; appointment only.—A.C.B.,
30. Finlay St.. Fulham, [2495

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, excellent con-
dition, 1916. 2 years unridden, Orto screen, hood.

|

hoed cover, speedometer. Tan-sad ; £ 100.—Wilkie, 15.
Agate Rd., Hammersmith. [3086 :

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.-
Royal Enfield models from stock, combinations

and ligiitweights, from £65; supplied on our easiest
of easy payment systems. [3450

ENFIELD Combination, late 1917, lamps, spaedo-
meter. screen, outfit carefully looked after, in

new condition; £110, or reasonable offer.—64a, High-
bury Grove, Highbury Barn. [2902

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, lamp eet, bulb
horn, excellent appearance and mechanical con-

dition : £85.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. 32-35, Green St.,

Cambridge. Tel. ; 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [9552

ENFIELD 1921 Brand New Sh.p. Combination, just
arrived from works; in stock for immediate de-

livery; no waiting; ready to drive away; £160.

—

Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [2802

]Q16 Royal Enfield Combination. 6h.p., guaranteed
«^ equal to new, screen, hood. Klaxon, Low genera-

tor, all lamps, tax paid, trial any time; £95.—Gaby's,
5, Blenheim St., Bond St.. W.l. 'Phone: 5500 May-
lair. [2930

ENFIELD 2i4h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed. brand new 1921
model, jusb arrived from works, in stock for im

mediate delivery; no waiting: ready to drive away; £65
Easy payments arranged.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
Olympia, London. [2801

ENFIELD Coach Combination, 6h.p., 1913, com-
plete, hood, screen, lamps, horn, tyres perfect,

giand engine, climb anything, all in splendid condi-
tion, been well looked after, tax paid; £80.—Thomas,
28, Church Hill Rd., Walthamstow. [3112

ENFIELDS.—The cheapest twin on the road. We
are North London agents, and can supply from

stock standard models £160, electric £182, cash, or
deferred payments. All spares in stock. Trade sup-
plied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and at Woodside
Parade. N. Finchley. [0380

Excelsior.
1 021 British Excelsior 4'/>h.p. Combination, abso-
J-*-' lutely new; £125.—Bowring, Asfordby, Melton
iWnwbray. [S3339
<>3.h.p. Excelsior-Jap, late 1920, kick start. 2-speed,^4 clutch. Tan-Sad, lamps, all accessories; £68.—
7, Woodhurst Rd., Acton. [3115

T Q19 E.xcelsior-Villiers, 2y2h.p., 2-speed, clutch,
-Lt/ kick start, fully equipped, tax paid, perfect
condition; £45.-73 Victoria Rd., Stroud Green, N.

r3204
BRAND New 1921 2y2h.p. Excelsior, Sturmey-

Archer. 2 speeds, kick starter and clutch, leg
shields and footboards, shop-soiled; £63.—Walbro
Motor Cycle Co., High St., Saffron Walden, Essex.
'Phone: 45. [1741

F.N.

F.N., 4-cyl.. ride away; £20.-5, St. Mary's Sq.,
South Ealing (side door). [2978

F.N. 2V,h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, shaft drive, electric
lighting, splendid goer; must sell; £26.-143

Raveusbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [3373
IMMEDIATE Delivery of any P.N. Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors,' Ltd
South Side. Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. f0500

B38

Put Your Money
on a

ILAS
Reconditioned by

BURLINGTONS
Indistinguishable from new
Fitted with New Carburetter,

New Tyres, New Belt, New
Chain, etc., and fully equipped
for imnrtediate service on the road

2| h.p., 2-speed £65
4 h.p., 3-speed, k.s. solo . . £85
4 h.p., 3-speed, k.s. comb.,

with Brand New Bur- /

lington Sidecar £110

Ifyou can 't ride, we teach you—FREE
EVERYTHING for DOUGLASES

Sure Supply—Write for Quotations or

watch our Miscellaneous Ads!
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

To 4 h.p. DOUGLAS OWNERS
No more broken Drawbolts.

A new form oj operating mechanism jor

the 4 h.p Douglas, which eliminates

the Drawbolt and unnecessary trouble.

Write jor jull details. Trade Supplied.

BRAND NEW TYRES
MOSELEY HEAVY.

26 X 2J 26 X 2j I OO /C
26XZJ 26x3 (

tJi&/

O

Carriage is extra. Trade supplied.

The GOODS

43
GNS.

CALTHORPE Lightweight ONLY
2i h.p. single-speed, Amac
Carburetter, Hutchinsons

Tyres, Pedley Belt, XL-Alt
Saddle, CA.V. Magneto

Deliveries jrom Slock.-

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD,,
7, South Side. CLAPHAM COMMON, S,W.4

'Phone; Brixton 2417
'Grams :

" Burlington Motors, Clapham "

(Just by Clapham Common Underground
Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

F.N. Combinations in Stock; reduced price, £188
call for a trial run.—Grimes and Co., 18, Brutgr

Place. Bond St., W. Mayfair 4792. [607]

Francis* Barnett.

JULIANS, ol Reading, have 1921 Francis-Bai'nett ii

stock.
^

[047J

23.h.p, Francis-Barnett-Jap, 2-speed clutch and kic]

4 starter, very small mileage and condition almos
eqiial to new. complete with lamps, horn, and tools

£72/10; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118, Bromii
ton Rd., London. [3351

"1 Q20 2%h.p. Francis-Barnett, exceptionally gooi

Xt/ J. A.P. engine, Stjarmey-Archer, 2 speeds aa
kick starter and clutch P. and H. lamp sets, and ta;

paid, in really new condition and appearance; £6S,-
Heady, 85, High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. [173'

Grandex. —
GEANDEX-PRECISION Lightweight, 2-speed counte;

shaft, tax paid, tvres as new, good condltiou.-

80a, High St., Bexley, Kent. [346

f>3.h.p. Grandex, 1915, 2-speed countershaft, h.b.i

-^4 clutch, all accessories, lamps, handle-ba

mirror, etc., tax, fuUy insured, perfect conditio]

appearance fair; £50; genuine bargain.—33, Sani

ringhara Rd., Forest Gate, E. [323

GRANDEX PRECISION Ccmbination, seat 2, 6h.p

1915, been stored, Enfield 2-speed gear, Boscl

Binks, chain drive, Dunlops, hood, screen, tamps, han
start, perfect condition, smart turnout; £110. See

Monday, Wednesday alter 7 p.m„ and week-ends.—2'

Elmfield Rd., Balham. [30e

Harley ^Davidson.
HEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsoos

;

£120.—Stacey, 12. Ecclesall Rd.

ARLEY Sports, brand new, fully equipped; £12
Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

[34
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Motor Cycle, solo; £60.,

near otTer.—Apply, Bridges Garage, Ltd., Cire

re:ster. [24.

16-17 Harley-Duvidson, C.B. sidecar, pillion

spares; evening 6-7.—Owen, Saracen's Jlei

S
H

19
Aylesbury,

i 1 Q 18 7-9h.p, Harley
i i- tf Whyteville Rd.,
Phone : Stratford 283.

Iro

[05:

3-speed, as new; £85
Uptoa Lane, Forest

[25

—t
Ga
[33

HARLEY-D.WIDSON.—All models in stoclt,

and second-hand.—Sole Agents. Bambers . Soul

port, Lancashire. Tel. : 607. [50

1017 Harley-llavidson, mag., dynamo,
A^iJ order, all on, not war model; any trial; £68
98, Park Rd., West Ham, E. [31

-| Q20 Hailey-Davidson 4h.p. "Flat Twin, perfeit
-Lt? diticB, fullv efj-uipped; any trial; £100
Eox 4,533, c/o tlie Motor Cycle.

"J Q20 Harley-Davidson 4h.p. Combination (Henc
A*^ son sidecar), all accessories; £135. — Api
Pavilion Garage, Sloane Sq., London.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, 3-speed, kick starl

good order, £75 solo; £95 with sidecar.—Brot
field, 322, Whitehorse Rd., Croydon. [3i

HABLEY Combination, 7-9h.p., mag. model, elee

lighting. Cameo screen; any trial after 6; £11'

J. S. Clark, 30, Bruton Place, Berkeley Sq., W.l. [2

17 Harlev-Davidson Combination, mag.,
coachbnilt sidecar; i£130; exchange 2-sej

-White, 23, Victoria St., Reading, Berks.

ARLEY^DAVIDSON, late 1920, C.B, sidec

screen, hood, grid, Tan-Sad, discs, electric.

asli

[2£

19

H
feet; price £185, or offer.—'Phone : Battersea 173(

[2

TATE 1920 Harley-Davidson de Luxe Combinat
J beautifullv equipped, discs, unscratched and

;

feet; £155.-24, Balliol Rd., Oxford Gardens, N(
Kensington. l3

HARLEY, 1920, 7-9h.p-., electric model, 2,600 m
licence, speedometer, insurance, excellent co

^ion; il30.—Lund, Sutherland House, Maple
Siubiton. After 6. - [3

1 O20 Harley-Davidson Electric Combination, 7-91

X«7 mileage only 1,100, owner abroad, tax paid

new; £150. lowest.—Barnett, c/o Boyces, 329, A
way Rd.. Highgate, N. U
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 ah.p. Model,

spotting sidecar, electric lighting, good oondit

a.s new : £185.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton

:

245, Dean^gate, Manehester, [X2

1 Q20 Harlev Combination, dynamo lighting, spe

XtJ meter, discs, spares, licensed, splendid condit

£155, or exchange considered.—Edwards; 50, Han
ton Rd., South Kensington.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. (1919) CombimT
East.ing hood, etc., absolutely new condition,

covers; any inspection and trial; £120.—Anderson.
Sutton Rd., Muswell Hill, N.IO.

""'

1 Q20 Harlev-Davidson, perfect condition, thirt

Xt/ local hill-climb, Lucas dynamo lighting

Henderson Elite sidecar; £187; would sell separat)

Soanes, 286, Christchurch Rd., Boscombe. [

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised bv private owners are, when desir

advertisement, and the date of the issue.

ed, marked (P).
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FOR SALE.MOTOR CYCLES
Levis.

LEns.—Sole \Tai.=aIl agents: procial oiclianEe and

ilefeired paymeut terms; . immediate deliverj'.—

lluudes', 'Walsall Garage, Walsall. (2123

LEVIS 2-speed Motor Cycle for sale, perfect condi-

tion, all accessories, tax paid; genuine Mxeam.
M2.— 61, Field Ed., Forest Gate, E.7. [2528

LEVIS Motor Cycle, practically unscratched, mileage

500, tax paid, lamps, etc.; £33.-2, Kelton

.fillas. Ilawkes Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [3093

BRAND New 1921 2V.,h.v. Levis, 2 speeds and
clutch, in stock at £68.—«albro Motor Cycle

3o., High St., Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [1742

31hr New Levis Popular Model, £60; in stock lor

4 immediate delivery; 2-speed model £68; easy

jaymcnts.—liarrods, Ltd., 118. Brompton Rd., London

1921 Levis. £60. Good wine n^ds
IN Stock,

bush. Nult sed.—Sole agents. The Hcadingley

tfotorand Engineering Co., Ltd., 18

L.ane, Leeds. 'Phone : ileadingley 480,
St. Michael's

(0494

/lih.p. Lincoln Elk Combination^

MOTOR
CYCLES

All these Machines may he acquired

Harrods System of Deferred Payments

Details Free. Prices quoted are ex worl-s

NEW SOLO MACHiNES
LincolnElk.

_ 1914, Bosch mag.,

4 Amac carburetter, good mechanical order; £45.

-Dwight, 367,. Hivings Hill. Chesham. [2651

41h.p. Lincoln-Elk Combination, 2-specd, clutch. .YtriAVc- AiiriM , ^ i, „ „ ,- „„ ill kick start, good Dunloi)s, in excellent order ;,ALLDAYS ALLON. 2
,
h. p., 2-specd,

E42/ 10.—Miller, 151, Kingston Rd., Teddington. [3108

LIN'COLN-ELK 2"'.,h.p., late model, S-speed, lamp,
horn, tools, splendid condition: £35/10. tax paid

-GiiilUba, Lucock Bow, Broiightou Moor, Cnmh. (26^9

Martinsyde,
Combination, standard £160, dc

;£215; catalogue on request.—The Moreton
2, Moreton Terrace Mews, PimUco. S.W. [1855

MARTINSYDE
luxe

9

cliitcji and kick-starter

BEAUMONT, 23 h.p., Blackburne
engine, all-chain, clutch ctk.-s.

B.S.A., -1 i h.p., model K.2, c. & k.-s.

B.S.A.. -il- h.p., model H.2, c. & k.-s.

COULSON, 2^ h.p., clntch ct k.-s. .

.

COULSON, 2
•; h.p., spring frame, 3-fp

COULSON, -I
h.p., ^-sp.. c. ct k.-s.

DOUGLAS. 2-{ h.p., 2-spccd

DOUGLAS, 2|h.D., vspeed,c,<N:k.-s.

ENFIELD, 2} h.p., -2-speed

FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2] h.p., 2-sp..

clntch and kick-starter ....

HOBART. 2^ h.p., 2-spccd

HUMBER, .| i h.p., 3-specd, c. & k.-s.

INVICTA, 2,' h.p.. 2-spccd, c. & k.-s.

INVICTA, 3.V h.p., 3-spced, c, ct k.-s.

LEVIS, 2^ h.p., single-speed

LEVIS, 2] h.p.. 2-spced

NEW IMPERIAL, 25 h.p.. 2-spced.

.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2:] h.p.. 2-spced,

chit.it and kick-starter ....

ROYALRUBY.2jh.p..2-sp.,c.&k.-s.
O.K., 2.V h.p.. single-speed

f="^]O.K., 21 h.p.. 2-speed, clutch & k.-s.

ULIx\NS of Reading have all Matchless models in ij^DCQ, 2 }- h.p., singlc-Speed

.

Blassey'Arnin.
.ALMEDIATE Delivery, 1921 2". h.p. Maasey-Arran

.uper Sports .Model. Blackburne engine, .Stnrinoy
speed. K.S., hand and loot clutch, discs, knee-grips,
tu-shed black and gold, specially tuned; 95 gns. ; tax
" -.— Demonstration anri full particulars with pleasure

the sole agents for Stamford and Peterborough,
,<*ro Motor Works. Stamford. Lines. [3317

Matchless.
ATCJILESS

1 Combinations, any model from stock or in lew
dovs. Gradual payment* can now be arranged

very outfit personally' tested by the Matchles-
lecialists. Spares of all dates in stock.—J. Tasseli.

loomlleld Rd., Plumstend. (5374

M85.—Matchless Combinations

921 Models Now Reduced £20: nil models in stock
for immediate delivery.—Tassell, la, Bloonfield

£75

£99 15

£107
£110
£111 6

£117 12

£126
£85
£105
£65

Plumstead.

stock.

TATCHLESS 1921
-Gibb,

Combination,
Glcacester.

[""^^^ SPARKBR60Ky2l h.p.,single-speed

[0443 'SPARKBROOK. 2! h.p.. 2-speed .

.

M.A.G
rom stock.—Gibb. Glcacester.

r-\TcnLES.S 3i..h.p.. 2 speeds, clntch, all on, tax SUN, 2^- h.p., singlc-speed
•- laid; £40.— 1; The Rise, Craytord. [3059|SUN, 2| h.p., 2-speed. clutch & k.-s.

\TCHLESS M.A.G. Cotnbination : £95.-59, Palfrey jTRIUMPH JUNIOR, 2
'[ h.p.. 2-Soecd

Place, Dorset Rd.. Cbphalu R.l., S.W.8. [3045 fRiUMPH, 4 ll.p., model H., C. &"k.-S.
35-3tih.p. Matchless. Bosch variable B^r-, re- TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., model S.D., all-

bushed, overhauled.—45. High Rd., Woodford """-""' *'• ^, ' / 1., 1 j. _i
:n, Essex. (2958 1 Chain, clutch and^kick-starter

ATCHLESS 1913 5h.p., T.T.. 3-«poed huh gear, WOOLER. 2j ]l,p., flat twin
tax paid: £35.-72, Wooilsidc Park Bd., North

Mev, X.12. [2530

£85
£65
£140
£85
£110
£60
£68
£73 10

£80 17

£84
£50
£67
£44
£64
£70

£49 17

£66 10

£70
£115

_ . . 5-6h J) .

Seen at Hanover Gate Garage, Park Rd., Regents
|k. London. [3UT1

'ATCHLESS Combination. 1920. dynamo lighting,
perfect condition: £145.—H. Marks. 10, Fleur

Lis, Shoreditch. [2480

£125
£94 10

NEW COMBINATIONS
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Mills Fulford sidecar

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Matchless.

Model n 1920

SALE.

fullyMATCHLESS Model H 1920 Combination,
equipped, mechanically perfect ; bargain, £135.-

-- ' • '
'-- [X3301Waiowr'ight", Millfields, Wolverhampton.

ATCHLESS Combination, Magdyno, speedometer,
hood and screen, guaranteed perfect; sacrifice

£170.—Emons, South Bank, Spring Rd., Ipswich

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H., hood, screen, spam
wheel, etc., splendid mnchine: first reasonable uticr

accepted.— 10, Auckland Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19.
[3472

21 Matchless Combinations, all models for imme-
diate delivery: exchanges or deferred if desired.

—Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
[3384

M.VTCHLESS Prices Reduced.—1921 combination,
complete now: £185: exchanges arjranged.--

Agents, R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., South
Kensington. * [3415

20 Matchless Model H. Combination, Masdyco
lighting, speedometer, Bcreeu, etc., nil siilcudid

condition: 145 gns.—Spurling, 8, Courthopo Bd„ Hump-
stead, N.\T.3. (2815

M.\TCHLE.SS, ^ratchless. Matchless.-Latest 1921
model 8h.p. combination, for immediate delivery.

- Vivian Hanlie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, \V,„^I.

slock St., W.l. 10118

21 .ALatchlcss Combination, M..\.0., Lucas dynamo
lighting, .doublo seator sidecar, everything on,

lavishlv equipped; what oilers,—150, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen. (3116

iVrCltLES.S'Sh.p. B2 1915, improve;! 1920, M.A.G.
engine, .spring wheel sidecar, detachable wheels,

tare, Lucas dvnamo Lghtiug, exceptional outfit; £130.

64, Melrose Av., Milcham. [2920

ICTORY Model Jtitchless Combination, intcrcli:in,jO.

hie wheels, cx<-cilent condition, just tlioiouplily

overhnulcd, good cnnipment; £120.-W.iL, 59, IV^I-

niont Hil., Vlunist,:ad, S.E.18. (3038

j'.O.C.lI. hnve a 1920 Mnfchlcs.' combination, Mag-
dyno, sinnli mileage, fully eiiuipped, liood, screen,

ic wheel, luggage grid, tax paid: £176,-5. Heath
,
Hampslead (near Hampstead Tube Station). [276,S

JPECLVL Racing 5-6h.p. Matchless-Jap. in magnifi.

cent condition, guaranteed road speed ol over

SO m.p.h., engine in perfect tunc and condition: best

oiler over £60.—Hill Crest, Micklcover, Derby. [3207

M.VTCTILESS Model 112 Combination, enninred with

l.iiias lamps, brand new, £187; would exchang

£128

COtlLSON. 4 h.p., spring frame £165

DOUGLAS. 4 h.p., flat tkvin £170

ENFIELD, S h.p., d\-namo lighting, . £182
21 MatVbless Combination, done 100 miles: .nc- HA71 rwnnn 6hn shoD-soiled £1G5
ccpt .C185, or exchange 60I0 or combination.- "^fi^jL'-'™; 'P'' " "

, % c
•, iiliik.ir, Wakefield. [2707 ^HUMBER, 4^- h.p.. Smart Sidecar. . £173 12 6

21 Matchless Magdyno Combination, brand new. .INVICTA, 3^ h.p.. Classic sidecar,. £130 Q
unused, unregistered -^owner must sell, *188.— jfjyK^TA, ^' h.p. Mills Fulford sidecar £135^= .X.-

. . J205
chain drive £168

I Madrid Rd. Barnes. S.W,

Combinations.

[3385

.

, ,
' ;MATCHLESS,S h.p., moderH, chain

[ATCHLESS Combinations, new, in stock, (rora i.,_,„, „ .rj^jj, . j (J,
£174; 1921 models. £205.-Sheffleld Agent. ,T. iNtW IMrhKlAL, f) 1 _

ptaccy, 12, Ecciesali Rd. (0574 'QUADRANT, 4i h.p., chain drive . . £125
RAND New 1921 Matchless Combination, M.A.G. TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Gloria sidecar.
|engij,e, only runfew miles: £165.-24, BalliotRd.^.j

belt and chain drive £165

ATCHLESS Combination; price reduced to £,85; ;TRIUMPH 4. h.p., Gloria sidecar,

supplied from stock.-H. B. Clark and Co., 7,1 all chain dnve £175
Ibition R'i.. South Kensington. [3416

j

ATCHLESS Combination, Sh.p., K.S., accessories, 1
ta'esi lists and other particulars free on request,

[tax paid, excellent running^ condition; bargain.
Craster Ed., Briston fli! [3433

|19 Matrhless CombiDatioD. good condition, Lucas
accessorie.^: £120. or exchange offer considered.—

lell, Crockenhill, Swanlev, Kent. [3289

HARRODS LTD

£170

acccp

-Edw

M-^
Agent
Ken si;

19=
conciit

stc'Md.

M-^
- Vivi
5l ock

19=
lavisl

Rd.,

M'^
>pan
64

mo:

F
St.,

[or 1020 model and rash.-
ilanimersmith ltd., W.6.

Newnliam Motor Co.. 223,
Phone : Hamnierslnith 80.

[2245
\T.-VTCIILESS 1921 Model 112, Lucas Magdyno lighl-

ItX ing. electric horn, speedometer, insurance, new
lew weeks ago, guaranteed perfect, tax pai<l, cost

£260; sacrifice £200, or exchange cheaper machine.
Cha-ton, Blackwood, Mon, [3182

.-VTCIILE-SS 6h.p. Twin and Coaclibuill Sidecar. 3

speeds, kick starter. Bosch, 26x2i,t, good lyres,

last, ixiwertul, splendid condition, guaranteed perfect;

I rial anv time; bargain, i;58.—Owner, 77. Salmons
l-anc, York Rd., Slcpncy Station, [3185

.-VTCIILESS 1921 Model Combination, electric

lighting, sidecar outfit wilh screen, hcod. detacb-

able ami spare wheels, practically tiew, tax paid, cost

new £250; will accept reasonable offer near £200.—
Mnllincr, Northampton, Tel. ; 908. [2869

ATCHLESS Combination, 1914, 8h.p., C.S. 2.speed.

lulch, K,S., all-chain, 700x80 extra heavy tyres,

piaitually r.ew, electiic lighting throughout, engine

thoioughly overhauled, perfect mechanical condition,

ready for any tour: tacrifico £80 for quick sale, great

bargni\i.-Firmin, 17, Milton Ed., ^allington, Surrey.

—Matchless, brand new

M^

M-'

M-^

arglli\i.—Firmin, 17, Milton Ed.,

» EDUCTIONS. Reductions
lels:
y la

T>I

at makers' 'very ' "latest' reduced prices: with Mag
dyno lighting. £210, without Magdyno lighting £185;
call and inspect these very latest models

. — ...^-1 H';ilr;.ic GlinriKnTi nnnnsil

M^

M^

mentr'arranged.—Wilkins Simpson,, oppositf Olympia.

London. [2804

ATCnLESS 1921 Models in Slock; the finest side-

car outnt on the market; note new reduced price;

combination, complete spare wheel and wind screen

£185; 2-seater bodv, £7/10 extra; extended terras and

cxihanges arranged.—City Agents, Elce and Co., is-

le Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. I^nohe:

Avenue 5548. [0067

ODEL n Matchless, late 1920, M.A.G. engine,

electric lighting, speedometer, spare wheel! leg

shields wind screen, hood and wings, with 'Tan-Sad

pillion spare tube and other accessories, tax paid, cost

over £250, mileage 1,000 only, owner bought car;

orice £195 —Write Hrst Finch, Hcmsby, Gerrard s

Cross, or 'Phone : City 891. ' [2919

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practi-

cally designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royca

OD three wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for

cash deferred paymente. or exchange: trade supplied:

all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill.

N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [0381

TiTATCHLESS, 1920, M.A.G., mileage 2,200, d.?car-1920,
lionised by enKiue makers at 2.000, Magdyno

Royal screen (fust fitted), sidecar step, spares, all tyres

uniiunctnred and spare wheel unused, condition and

mechanism perfect, insurance £7/10 paid May lltli

:

£195, cost £250; after S.—45, Gosberton Ed., Baltuim.
[28m

116-118 Brompton Road London SWl
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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s

M

Matchless.
AM E. Clapham (Motors), Greenwich, the live

Matchless agent. First again. Call and see the
latest model trora the- Matchless Works, something
new, 1921-1922 Matchless sports model; comfort,
speed, and reliability, the combination for the knut
and a flapper. \Vat:h its performance in the near
future; inspection invited. Immediate deliveries to

the early birds of the Matchless sports model.—Note
the agent. Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
St.. Greenwich. S.E.IO. [3237

MATCHLESS 1921 Models.—Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), Greenwich. 'Phone: 751. Glorious

news for clients. Petrol down. Matchless revised

prices; see advert inside cover; absolutely the finest

value for money to-day. 1921 standard model Match-
less with screen and spa.-e wheel, £185 cash, or de-

ferred terms; satisfaction guaranteed or money re-

turned. Free instruction and service by Matchless
experts ; write, . 'phone, or call on the record sales

Matchless agent, Sam E. Clapham (Motors). 27,

Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [3236

Maxim.
MAXIM-DALM. Dec, 1920. 3h.p. 2-stroke, abso-

lutely new, Ainac carburetter, E.I.C. mag., Albion
2-speed, Hutchinson tyres, accessories, £52; ditto with
clutch, kick start, £58/10.-224, Pentonville Rd., Lon-
don, N.l. _^ [4292

Metro.
ETRO-TYLEK, nearly new; owner giving up riding:
£45.-101, Upper Tollington Park, N.4. [2613

METRO-TYLER, 1919, 2-stroke, 2-speed. very smart,
all on, 2%h.p. ; trial; £38.-16, St. Mary AhbottK

Terrace. Kensington. [3154

METRO-TYLER, 1920, tax paid, lamps, horn, splen-
did condition; £43.-0. Roswell, 129. Southlands

n.d., Bromley, Kent. [3104

Minerva.
4h.p. Minerva, clutch, running order. £27; C.B. side-

car, £5.—Larchcioft, Ridgeway Rd., Redhill.
[3477

MINERVA 3hji., good puller, spring ior'k^, with
mag.; £7/7^BelI, 49, Riverside, Kingetou-on-

Tliames. [258'''

^Xh.p. Minerva Lightweight, tox paid, Boultou ning.,
^4: B.B., very low and light, in good running order;
£15, offers.—32, Birmingham Rd., Stratford-on-Avon.

[3256
Monarch.

"IQ20 Monarch-Jap, Sturmey-Archer countershaft
J-t/ gear, new Montgomery sidecar, screen, lamps,
etc., £125.—Chaston, Blackwood, Mon. [3184

£140, or near offer.—Monarch-Jap 6h.p. combination,
Sturmey 3-speed, countershaft, all accessories.

perfect coudition, under 1,000 miles, had careful
attention, no accidents, only run 6 months.^ bought
car; list price 1920; £173. — King,^ Dunraveu St..
Tonypandy. [3213

' Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE 2i/ih.p., Bosch mag., tax paid, fix-

cellent order,, good tvres. readv to ride any dis-
tance; £20 secures.-14, E^-tcourt St,, Devizes. "[2743

1Q14 3y:;h.p. Twin M.A.G. Eugined Motosacoche.X t/ mechanical condition good, lamp, horn, and
gei.erntor, licence paid-. 8een any evening 6 to 7.30;
what offers?—Milton House, East Molesey, Surrev.

[2505

New Hudson.
JULIAN'S of Reading have all New Hudson models in

stock. [0534

NEW HUDSON, 4h.p., 3-Epeed. clutch, perfect; £50
97, Colbourne Rd., Balham. [2806

"VTEW HUDSON 4h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch; £38;
-^^ take lightweight part.—57, Kenbury St., Cam-
berwell. London. [3027

NEW HUDSON 1920 2V.h.p. Touring Model, lamps.
horn, and tax paid; £50; apply by letter only

—

J. Argj'le, 19, Gt. Clarendon St., Oxford. [2635

1 C|15 New Hudson, 2-stroke. lamps, horn, tools, and
J-t/ spares, legshielcls, tax paid, excellent coudition;
30 gns., or nearest.—49, High St., Walton-on-Thames.

[3282
1Q1<1 New Hudson Combination, Bosch mag., J.A.P,

*y engine, Henderson sidecar, 4h.p. ; sell or exchange
for higher power combination.—Davis, 105, Church Rd.,
NorthwGod. [2534
[VTEW HUDSON SVoh.p. 1914 with C.B. Sidecar,
-L' lamps, the whole in very good coudition, includ-
ing tyres; price £70. or offer.—S.W., 31, Fillebrook
Rd., Leytonstone^ E.ll. [2878

NEW HUDSON 1913 2^4h.p., 4.stroke, excellent
condition, never been used for five years, original

front tyre scarcely worn, 6h.p. type 3-speed gear;
lowest £28.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [2875

1 Q14 New Hudso'i Combination, 3V''h.p., 2-speed, es-
-*-«-' cellent condition, 2 tyres new, complete with
ac«essorie6 ; bargain, £55 ; without sidecar, £45.-7
Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [3427

New Imperial.

O-3-^-P- ^^^ Imperial-Jap, 2-speed countershaft, ac-W4 cessoriesr 39 gns.— 176, S. Ealing Rd., W.5.
[3301

ALEXAN
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH
272-274,61. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW

FOR THE BEST MAKES

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial,

20 New Iraperial Combination, condition as new'"" '
' ' " £136.-34, Heatli-

[2740

tnlly equipped, mileage 1.800
field Ed.. Bromley. Kent.

T ATE 1919 New Imperial 23,41i.p., fully equipped
-"-' speedomejer. perfect, licence paid; £53,
offer.—Lumbard, Ashbourne. [X3337

SPECIAL OFFER THIS WEEK

!

Absolutely throwing awaj', one only,

New 1920 8 h.p. B.A.T., 3-speed, clutch,

kick-start. List Price £160.

FIRST CHEQUE FOR £105 SECURES

NOW IN STOCK 1921 MODELS OF
THE FOLLOWING MAKES :

DOUGLAS
NORTON
INDIAN
P. & m.
VEUOCETTE
ZENITH
COVENTRY EAGLE
OMEGA
NEW IMPERIAL
ACME
BRADBURY
CALTHORPE
ACE

ENFIELD
MATCHLESS
B.S.A.
LEVIS
COULSON B.
WILKIN
VERUS
DIAMOND
REX
BAT
QUADRANT
HOSKISON
SPARKBROOK

MORGAN RUNABOUTS, G.W.K.,
CALTHORPE, and DOUGLAS LIGHT

CARS.

Send at once for oar Buyer's
Guide and Second-hand List.]

CASH, EXCHANGES AND
DEFERRED PAYIVIENTSJ

ALEXANDER'S

"IQ21 New Imperial Lightweight, countershaft g^.,
-»-»/ kick starter, 250 miles only; £69/10.—Collier'^
Motorics, Horton St.. Halifax. [2753

"jVEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-spcea, 1916-17,
-l.'f recently overhauled by experts, good order, lamps,'
liorn, tax paid: £46.—Tennant, M.ishani, Torks. [2620

f C|21 New Imperial, 2^'4h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed, clutch,
-1- •-' fortnight old, tax paid; bargain, £78, buying
combination.—Gray, Burnley Lane, Pocklington,

[9194
^3.h.p. New Imperial, 1921 model, clutch, kick start,^ 4z Tan-Sad, lamps, horn, tools, new March, care-
fully run in ; f70.— Gledhill. Sheepscombe. Gloucester-
shire. , [3168

1Q20 New Imperial 8h.p., enclosed chain drive, new
JL£/ Dunlop e.Ktra heavy cover; bargain, £90; apply
by letter only.—J, Argyle, 19, Gt. Clarendon St..

Oxford. [2637

2 Ah.p. New Imperial, 2 speeds, perfectly new, guar-
4z anteed done under 500 miles, lighting set. all

accessories; £55,—Bishop, 35, Princes Rd„ Wimbledon,
S.W.19. [3402

1 Q19 (Llec.} 6h.p. New Imperial Combination, sidecar,
-t^ wind screen, etc.. all brand new- : must sell; £125,
or part exchange solo machine.—118, Cricklade Ed.,
Swindon. [2819

23.h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed £73/10, ditto with
4 clutch and kick starter £80/17; 8h.p. combin-

ation, £168; in stock for immediate delivery; easy
payments.—Harrods. Ltd.. 118, Brompton Rd., Lon-
don. [3364

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any New Imperial Model;
cash or deferred payments: book your order now,

and avoid disappointment later —Burlington Motors,
Ltd., South Side. Clapham Common. S.W.4. 'Phone:
Brixton 2417, (0506

New Scale.

NEW SCALE, 1920 Precision, little used, escel-

lent condition. 2-speed, kick start; £60,—Carder,
Northfield, Barnstaple. [2694

NEW SCALE 1920 SVih.p., Burman 2-speed gear,

Precision engine, Watsonian eidecar; £80.-
Hewins' Garages, Ltd., the Real Service Finn,
Taunton. [2774

Newton.

"I Q21 2'Mi.p. Newton-Villiers. single-speed, flywheel
Xt? magneto, Amac 26x214 Hutchinsons, semi-T,T.

liars, finished black and gold, and the finest valu!

in 2-strokes. immediate delivery; £45.—Aero Motor
Works, Sta:mlord,,Lincs, [3318

Norton.
TJREMIER Motor Co. lor 1921 Nortons.

ANY Model Norton delivered to your address

carriage paid, within 24 hours.—The Premier

Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [062f

JULIANS ot Reading have Norton 16H, in stock.

JULIANS of Reading have Norton Model 9 in stock.

[0489

DAN GUY Weymouth,—Norton of&cial agent: early

deliveries. (059J

NORTON 1921 Famous SVah.p, from stock; £132.-
Gibb, Gloucester. [044'

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.—Jack Pruen, Oxford St.,

for Nortons,—'Phone : 440, [6250

[ 1 021 T.T. Norton, as new, lamps, licence, etc.; sacri'

\ ItJ dee £85.-Pntteriirs Garage, Harpenden. [272:

ATORTON Motor Cycles,—Can deliver anywhere; early

1^ dates.—Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. [6128

\TORTON 1919 SJib.p.. S.A. countershaft, in splcn-

11^ did condition; £75.—Fryer, Aslcckton, Netting.

! ham. [3095

NORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district ageiits, WeaeeJ
Motors Ltd,.' 60. Catherine St.. Salisbury

'Phone : 72. [SO"!

NOETON.—Sole Walsall agents; exclanges OT de

ferred payments,—Maudes' Motor Mart, TValeal

Garage. Walsall. [212

1Q17 Norton, 16H,» 3-speed, equipped, tax paid

If £76, or exchange.-Howe, 6, St. Peter s St.

Hackney Rd., E.2," t294;

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd,, of Birmingham," ban
Nortons ready lor immediate delivery; ai^ s

fine second-hand SVjh.p, Norton. [i340(

31 h.p, T.T. Norton. Philipson, brand new engint

2 frame, mag,, carburetter; £98, or near ofier.-

Barron, Hebron Lodge, Evington, Leicester. [311

NORTON 1921 Motor Cycles, brand new, all model!

in stock, immediate delivery.—Palln, Sole Agent

Bourne St. (nr. Spot), Osmaston Kd,, Derby. [SI"-

B42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlied CP)-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Norton.

, T.T. model. 16H,

SALE.

O^OnTON Agcnts.-
.1 call. Our Mr.

JORTON. 1921, T.T. model. 16H, as new, guaran
1 teed perfect, only ridden 250 miles, too fast for

vnei, will do 70 m.p.h., licensed; ^£115.—Moss, Wem.
(S3345

^EW 1921 3y»h.p. Norton, 3-speed. kick start. 1611
.1 model, in stock; list price £132; e-Kchaogea en-

jrtaiDed.—Bambers', Eastbank St.. Southport. Tel.

07. [8739

kTOETOif Big 4 .Sporting Cnmbinntion, July, 1920,
1 tiij-top condition, everytliing on, climbs Porlock
id Lj-nton with ease; £155.—Smith, 23, Bath Rd.,
ristul. [2433

lTORTON 1921 3',4h.p.. T.T., fully equipped, speedo-
1 meter, tax paid, indistinguishable from new; £100.
Parker's. Bradshawgate, Boltcn; also 245, Deansgato.
:niicl'ester. [X3267

Motor cyclists in or near Oldham
. _ Mitchell will demonstrate to yoti

le finest machine in the world.—Bulloughs Motors,
'aterloo St., Oldham. [2050

lTGETON 1921 3i;ih.p., 3-speed, allK-liain, perfect, tax
' |i:iid, just retufned from makers, having hecji
»ei-i>dlv tuned for competition work; price £120.-
ow.ird Davies, Br.vn Golen, Itnthin, N. Wales. (X3133

920 Big Four Norton, de luxe sidecar, lamps, 2
generators, also dissolved acetylene cylinder

larged. tax paid, very fast, has exceeded 60 so'lo and
) sidecar; £145.—Ellis, Ogle Terrace, South Shields.

[3008
JORTOJ^- 1921 Big 4 Combination, special sidecar
" with large kickers. Triplex screen, over-rize tyjes.
dy 6 weeks old, and perfect in every way, liceuseci:
170.—Hewins' Garages, Ltd., th« Eenl Service Finn,
luntuii, [2776

JOKTOX 1921 Big Four Model, Henderson sidecar,
' Lucas Mjigdyno lighting. Cameo wind screen,
:ersized tyres, tax paid, in-^ured, indistinguishable
om now; cost f230; £170.—Parker's. Bradshawgate,
olton : also 245, Dcansgate, Manchester. (X326S
3IG Foiir Norton. Aug., 1920. equipped in every
-* detail a.s a show machine, 700x80 Dunlops, Lucas
Dm, Buiiniksen with trip, H.A.II. head and twc
lil lamps, accumulators and dry battery, separate
'Stents, speedometer and drip feed lamps. Terrv
)ring links, tax paid until .Tan.. 1922; price £130:
ffner getting combination.—C. IL Hunt, Court Hill,
hipstead. Surrev. Croydttn 2225, or Burgh Heath
56; alter 7 p.m. . [2523

'h.p. Twin N.S.IT
* tinn as new

N.S.U.
Motor Cycle, peed gear.

£50.-51, Archer St., N.W.I.

914 2Sh.r. 2-speed N.S.tl^,
nidy wants

>unu'.

Condi-
(2969

spring frame, good tyres,
seeing.-Beusted, Swutle, Sitfinu'-

[3512

'h.p. Twin N.S.U., 2-5need. Bosch, Amac, coarhbuilt
'.sidecar, tax paid; £50.—Blake, 216, Weslbournc
rove, W, (3240
r-61i.p. Twin N.S.U. Motor C.vcle and Cane Sidecar.
f Bu.ch mag.. 2 speetls, free engine, running order;
8O.--U0X 672, c/o The Molor Cycle. (X3329

N.U.T.
J',U.T.. Z'fA.xi. special engine, o.h.v.. T.T., 2-specd.
' very last ; £60.-4. The .Square, Carshalton. (3229
J.UT. 31a. p., 1920. Maedyno, just overhauled;
^ £110; faultless.-Ur. Warren, Ponders End, N
nfieia 560. [3062a
iR.\ND New Slih.p. N.U.T. with Lucas dynamo
-» li-litinR: accept £125.— Orosveuor Garage, Brad,
rd .St.. Bolton. [3254

.U.T. 1920 3';7h.p., dynamo lightins, tax paid, in
ili^liocnishable from new; £125.— Parker's Brad

aivg.ite, Bolton; also 245, Deunssute, Manchester.

J.U.T.—Sole agents for nine counties; sr*ecial ex-
' change or defcired p.iyiuent terms; immediate dc
,ery all models; trade supplied.—Maudes' Motor Mart
matin, Exeter, and WalsaU. [2422

Q20 (.July) N.U.T., dynamo lighting, electric horn.V extra pair Palmer cords, many new parts and
ares, magnificent machine, winner 4 Eold medals-
crifice. £105, or nearest oiler.—Rhodes, Queen St

"

omford. (3257
019 N.U.T. 3',4h.p., sports model, 3-speed S.A. gear.^ Magdyno, Cowcy speedometer, trip. Palmer tyre.-
im, kriM^prips: cost £155 April 1st this year, don»
lOut 1,000 miles: 95 sns.. lor quick sale.- IIL.
ramer Mews, West Bioniptoa, London. [3357

O.K.
UlIANS of Beading have all O.K. models in stock

[0481
VE. Lightweight, 2.specd gear, spores, and tax paid
' £30.-170. Red Lane, Coventry. [S3293
VK. 2'4h.p., overhead inlet, lamps, horn, Rood tyres
•' licence paid

; £28.-Hedges, 55. Wote St.. Bas:
gsloke. (2783
.K. 2yh.p. 4-stroke, 2.«peed, countershaft good

condition; £30. — Write, 15, Maitland Park
N.^V.3.

|-233o
)JC..VILLIERS 2-ih.p. late 1920, 2 speeds. ne»^ condition: £42.-Eagle5 and Co., 275. High St.

illas.

cton, Ijondon.
(3080

VILLIERS
TWO -STROKE
ENGINE

yuE. DO ^
IVIAKE

ox

FREAK ENCINES
NOR DO WE

EIVIRI.OY

PROFESSIONAL
RIDERS-

VILLIERS
ENGINES

^VIN

Gold Medals
ON THEIR

MERIl
OV«fN

New Illustrated Booklet Free

THE VILLIERS
ENGINEERING 0°U2
SUNBEAM STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

MOTOR CYCLES
O.K.
^h.p..

FOR SALE.

"IQSO'f.'i O.K. Junior. 2'-4h.p.. as new. good climber.
Xif very fast, perfect; £40; approval.—Richards.
Main St.. Caersws. .

[2883

O.K. 2^4h.p., in splendid condition, 2-speed, new car-

buretter, easy stai-ter: 'lowest £30: deposit system.
-Snow, 91, Mapledene Rd., Dalston, E.8. [3463

O.K. (Late) 2iihj>. M..\.G.. Albion 2.speed counter-
shaft. Druids. Tamps, footboards, licence, new con-

dition; £40; exchange :

Brixton.
.h.p. Douglas.—63, Solon Rd..

(3019

Omega.
T Q20 Omega-Jap 2?.;h.p.. 2-spe6d, all accessorieis, tax
-*- ^ paid 1921, small milease, as new; £55.-8, Half
Moon Laiie. Kerne Hill. S.E.24. [3428

1 Q20 2^411. p. Omega-Jap, 2 speeds, kick starter and
. i-XJ clutch, all lamp sets and tax paid, disc wheels,

I
been very little used,, appearance and mechanical con-

I
dition as new; £55.—Headv, 85. High St., Saffron

I Waldcn. [1734

I

P. and M.

JULIANS of Re.iding have 1921 P. and M. in stock.
- (0488

P.
and M. Combination; £75.—Speechley, 86, Cliurch-
field Rd., Actou, W.3. [2679

P.M. Comhinntiou, 2-8peed, running order, tax paid;
£28.—Peters', c/o Barkhams, Hunstanton. [2527

and M. Combination, 2-speed and K.S., licence
paid: £68.-1, Elmsdalo Rd., Wnlthamstow. [2556

and M, 1919 3i.jb.p.. K.S., as new; £48.-35. St.

Clement's Miinaions, Lillic Ed., Fnlham. [3409

P
P
£17.— 3i,.}h.p. P. and M., 2 speeds, minus front forks,

othei-wise complete.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

and M., 1918, perfect condition, new tyresj £55.
_- -. ... ^j .^.^^^ Hamnslcad, N,V :

[2959

(X33q2

'n'W.6.'
Pand M., 1918, perfect condit

• —38, Sheriff Rd., West Hi

P.iM. Combinatiuu, Mills-Fulford sidecar, 1918," good
condition; £65.-54, Dalling Rd., Hammersmith.

(2747

P.M. 1917 Combination, good tyres, nice condition;
.accept je57/10.—Edwardcs, 277, Camberwell Rd..

S.E. [3219

19'18 P. and M. Combination, lamws, horn, screen;
£65. or excliange.—Buttcrworth's Garage, Brix-

ton Hill. [3057

1 Q20 P. and M. Combination, Linens lamps, horn, lep

£98; appointment.- Edge, Child Vjille:

[2506
shieUlK

;

Edgbnston.

1 Q18 P. and M., Klaxon, electric inraps, mecliaoically
i-^ perfect, tax paid ; £60, offew.— 106, Caind^n
Men-a, N.W.I. [3277

18 P. and M. Combination, perfet-t condition, nil

accessories; £75, tax piiid.— 147, Ivydale Ed..
Xnnliend. S.E. [3311

and M. Cninbiniition, 1918, fully equipped, splen-
did condition ; £85.-3, Sanderstc-ad Ud., Smith

Cioydou. (Alter 2 p.iu.). [2540

IQIS P. and M.'s, renovated es new. makers* 1920
*^ coJoTirs. guaranteed, immediate delivery; £55.—

19'
N*nn'

P

I, Othello St., Liverpuol. [3173

1Q21 P. and M. Combination, used lor demonstra-
X*/ tion only, lully equipped; £140.—Phelon and
Mooie. Ltd., 4, Berners St., W.l.

1 Q20 Combination, with screen, lamp set. speedo-
At' meter, lugRage crid. Cowey horn, etc.; £140.~
Phelnn and Moore, Ltd. (above).

A.F. Combination, fully equipped, re-enamelledR
machines have our
Moorer Ltd. (above).

usual guarantee. -Phelon anti

[9506

£50.— P.M., excellent condition, just been renovated
nt coat of £22. jilate and enamel perfect.—Hine,

l';iiliauient AI:insions, Victoria St.; S.W. [2545

BRAND New 1921 3Vjh.p. P^ and M., latest-type
used once only, must sell;

' "
85, High St., Saffron Walden,

accejit £100.—Heady,
Essex. [1738

P.
and M. Combination, Dec. 1919, not W.D., East-
inn, I;imi'3 ahd spurns, tiiat-clnsa condition. ta.v

paid;

P
£80.-22, Wyeth's Ed., Epsom. [3040

and M. Combination, as new. 1918. fully equipped,
tax paid, screen and lamps; £72/10.—Richards,

14, Arragon CJardeus, Streatham, S.W. [3252

P.
:ind M. Combiuntion. lamps, horn, speedometer,
spares, discs, rerfect order, licensed; £45.—Dodd.

135, BjtJiurst Gardens, WiLecden, N.W.IO. [2711

1 Q20 P. and M. Combination, fully equipped, lirenei
J-«^ insurance paid, new March this year, mileagi
300 £120.—Burcham, 6, Stonegate, Spalding. [305t

19 P. and M. Combination, Henderson sidecar,
Cameo, lamps, tax and insurance paid ; £95,

or near offer.—Goodhouse, Goose Green, East Dulwinh.
[3246

P.
and M.. 1919. fully equipped, speedometer. Swan
sidecar, guaranteed 3 months; '£110.—Ratclifle

Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. Langham 1704.
[3375

P.
and M. C-oachbuiit Combination, 1918-19, Camcc
screen. lamps, in new condition, any trial; £69

exchange Harlev.—A. Soutborn, 12, Thrale R'l., Streat

ham S.W. [5251

19^

AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised 'oy private owners are, when desired, marked IP).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

T>. .lud M.'s, unrenovated, less gears, rear wheels,
-* magneto and carburetters; ^niall parts from £15;
magDetos for same, 45/-.—Banister and Botten, 341,
Upper Bt., London, N.l. 2480 North. [3260

P.
and M. 3%h.p. R.A.F. Eeconstructed Model, ac-
cessories, new tyi-es, ta-x paid; an exceptional

bargain: £45.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenne 5548. [0066

P.
and M. Combination, 1919, not W.D,, makers just
overhauled, tax, insurance paid, ,Ste\vart Mechorn,

Cowey, side, rear lamps electric, condition excellent;
£90, nearest offer.—84, Shaftesbury Ed., London, N.19.

[3106
1 013 P. and M., exceptionally fine condition, unused
J-^ during winter, Bosch, Binks carburetter, econo-
mical, and very reliable, fully equipped, licence,
genuine bargain; £55,—Schurassmann, 1, Grange Rd.,
Bishop's Stortford. [3283

P.
and M. 31/i.li.p. Solo, £18 down and 12 instalments
of 5 gn.t, : combination, with new sidecar body,

£20 down and 12 instalments of £6/16/8; renovated,
re-enamelled, replated, guaranteed 3 months.—Auto
Traders, Ltd., 84, Jermyu St., London. [2602

P. and S.

PEAESON-SOPWITH, 23ib.i. Villiers, Albion 2-

epeed, electric lighting, spare tyre and belt, tax
paid; £50.-22, Eswyn Rd., Tooting. 3054

Paragon.

1 020 3h.p. Paragon, 2-stroke, 2-speed, spring frame.
Jiif Lucas lamps, mechanical horn, mileage negli-
gible, tax paid, perfect condition thronghout, any
trial; bargain, £45.—88, Brook Green, Hammersmith.

[3087

Peugeot.
3ih.p. Peugeot Combination, N.S.U. 2-speed gear,

2 Lucas lamp set, horn, Saxon spring forts, good
tyres, splendid condition, tax paid ; £38.-231 Green

"3334

31h.p
2 i

41h.p.
4 Place, Dorset Ed.,

Precision,
47, High St.,

Precision.
perfect condition; £35.—Arnell,
Acton, W.3. [2494

Precision Combination ; £35.—59, Palfrey
Clapham Ed., S.W.8. [3047

4ih.p. Precision Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed,
4 perfect; trial; £32.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham.

[2994
4ih.p. Precision Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed,

4 free engine; £25.-14,Phcenix St., Euston, N.W.I.
[2736

Premier.

PREMIER 3Vi'h.p., Brampton gear, tax paid, any
trial; best offer.—Chambers, 19, Mount Pleasant,

Ecdditch. [2587

PREMIER 31/oh.E., 3-6peed, clut«h, kick start, good
condition :_£35.—Hewins' Garages, Ltd., the Real

Service Firm, Taunton. [2782

PREMIER SM-h.p., 3-speed countershaft, disc clutch
mechaniCk^dly perfect

Cricklewood Laue, N.W.2.
what offers?-Norris, 312,

[2828

PREMIER Combinacio'M, 7-9h.p., 2-speed counter-
shaft, powerful outfit, all on, any trial; 90 gns.;

take lower power part.—57, Kenbury St., Camber.well,
London. [3029

PREMIER 4h.p. 1915 Combination, 3-speed counter-
shaft, just overhauled, lamps, tyres good, take 3

anywhere, tax paid; £90.—Rest-Holme, Terriers, High
Wycombe. [3152

PREMIER Combination, coachbuilt, all on, perfect
order, first-class appearance, tax paid; £50: ex-

change modern lighlweight.— 190, Lozells Rd., Hands-
wortli, Birmingham. [X3320

1Q13 3y;.h.p. Premier Comiiination, Bosch, B. and
Xtf B., 2-speed, F.E.^ engine overhauled, tax paid,
all lamps, in very good order; 28 gns.— J. Wells, jun.,^
7, Atbara Terrace, Saddlebow Rd., King's Lynn. [3405 J

P.V.

P.v., spring frame, Villiers engine, 2'/'h.p., 2-spccd,
_2-stro_ke, 1919, fully equipped ' '

'

or offer.-32, Maj-ow Kd.
- - - . any trial ,-

Sydenham.
45 gn:

[2533

Quadrant.
QIJADRAMT Comliination, late 1920, Lucas lamps,

like new; £105.-Maund, Wem: Salop. [X3215
(TJUADEANT Aug., 1920, Combination, electric light.
vjt ing, Easting, discs, front forks slightly damaged,
licence paid: £80, or olTers.-Thornley, 47, Union Hd.New Mills, nr. Stockport. (X3284

1 CI 20 Quadrant 4i{,h.p. Combination, all accessories,-LtJ E.'isting and Taud-Sad, mileage 1,000, exceptional
opportunity; £105.—Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster
Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Hop 210. [2329
£19.--3>/^,h.p. Quadrant, Bosch, B. and B. new La

Grande spring forks, footboards, thoroughly over
hauled, repainted; a gilt; after 7.—Hanson 24 St
Marks Rd., North Kensington. [2788
(7)UADRANT.-Sol6 agents and wholesale distributor-

Y''
London, Southern and Eastern Counties. All spares

stocked. Ufiici-I repairers.-Clifford Wilson Mfe Co
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., London

"-•'--'''"

Hop 210.
S.E.I. Tel.

[6736

^vef^

Coventry
Premier
SUPER - RUNABOUT.

The ideal I'hree-wheeler, with
three speeds and reverse,

giving perfect flexibility

under all conditions. Hand-
- some and well made, better

than any cheap Four-wheeler.
Very easy starting (car style).

One chain only, special type.

Interchangeable back wheel.

Foot accelerator. £\ Tax.
60 miles per gallon.
Economical as a motor cycle.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Complete with spare ^) f% BUf ^\
Wheel and Tyre, and witli K ^F ^^ 1

1

Dynamo Lighting Set . . f Amt XM \W

FRANK

WHITWORTH
Midland Agents, "-TD.,

139, New Street,

Telephone : Midland 2221.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

RADCO 2-speed, tree, Albion gears; £29.-12 X,
Rd., Gavwood. King's T.vnn TQX,Rd., Gaywood, King's Lynn. [930

RADCO 2i4h.p., perfect running order, tax paid
£25.-Brookes, Upperhulmc, Leek. [257

RADCO 2-stroke Lightweight, lamps, perfect ordel
tax paid; £30.—Vernon, Manor Farm, Pebwortl

.Stratford-on-Avon. [X333

RADCO 2-stroke, 1920 engine (fitted by makers), ne
Amac, waterproof mag., almost new belt, P. an

H. lamps, Dunlops, stove enamelled February, tax pai-
good climber, mechanically sound and reliable; first r
gns. seciires, carriage paid ; no offers.—King, Savi]
House, Shadwell, Leeds. [X31;

Raleigh,
pREMIER Motor Co. lor 1921 Raleighs.

WE can deliver to your address within 24 hou
the new Raleigh 5-6h.p. flat twin, spring Irani

chain drive; solo 140 gns., sidecar 176 gns,
Birmingham agents. The Premier Motor Co.,
Rd., Birmingham. 106

"VTEW 1921 5-6h.p,

R

Flat Twin Raleigh, immedia
140 gns.—Gray's Garage, Watford.

[33:

delivery;

ALEIGH Solo and Combinations for immediiitti <

linm Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
Hiimmersniitli 80.

W.6. 'Plion
[22.

NEW Raleigh Combination, as delivered fro

works May 14th, mileage 50, tax paid,
ordered abroad;. 160 gns. for quick sale.—Griffitl
BiLson, Cinderford, GIos. [301

RALEIGH Combination, used about 25 miles
demonstration purposes, tas paid, Lucas lion

£175.—Newnham Hotor Co., 223, Hammersmith JR
W.6. 'Phono : Hammersmith 80. [22

RALEIGH, the finest flat twin on the road; imn
diate delivery; solo model, speed, comfort, a

reliability.—Note the agent. Sam E. Clapham (Motor
27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [32

1 Q 21 6h.p. Twin Raleigh Combination, with spi
-I- *y wheel, brand new ; also 3V2h.p. Sunbeam,
1921 model; also brand new AMih.p. British Exrelsi
with Mills-FulfoTd de Luxe sidecar, price £128.—Diet
Turriff, Aberdeenshire. [25

WE can give delivery of this famous make
machine from stock; there is no better quali

or finish possible; a perfect machine in every poi
and detail; Raleigh 5-6h.p, flat twin solo, 140 gn
combination, 176 gns.—G. and J. Dawson, 60 anil (

Regent St., Cambridge. [06

jReading^Standard.
READING-STANDARD Combination, conditio

apjiearance perfect, not done 1,000 mile:?

gain, £90.—Williams, Hillmorton, Rugby. [X33

READING-STANDARD lOh.p. 2-speed Combinati(
mileage undei' 400, lamps, etc., all on. tax pa:

£90; trial

E.17.
given.—109, Forest Rd., Walthamstc

[28

34''''-

Regent.

j Q20 Regent Combination, Coventry Yictor engi
-i- *y 6h.p. , Stura^ey-Archer gear, 28x3 wheels, oi

run 500 miles, perJect condition; £125, or near ott'ei

30, Princess Rd.,- Leicester. [X31

Rex
1014 7h.p. Rex Combination; £65.-59. Palf
XtP phice, Dorset Rd., -Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [30

Rex, C.A.V. mag., B.B. carburetter, g
condition; £10/10.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitrh;

f2S

REX 1915 4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, as new, lam
licence ; £30.-4, Faii-view Place, Upper Tn

Hill, Bri.\ton. _ [34

6h.p. Rex T.T., all new accessories, 2-speecl, f

engine, lamps, etc., £28/10.—Grout, JUilgate Pa
Eearsted, Maidstone. [31

7h.p. Rex Combination, 1914, 2-speed, handle sta

ing perfect running order; £50.-3, Norwood E
Heme Hill, S.E.24. [19

6h.p. Rex 2-speed Coachbuilt Combination, 19
completely overhauled, guaranteed condition, n

tvres, electrically equipped; any trial; £75, nearest

182, Old Bank Rd.. Dewsbuvy, Yorkshire. [X35

"B Q21 Twin 6h.p. Res, ciine sidecar, Bandle stoiti
Xt7 2-speed, l^/gin. belt drive,' Bosch, B. and
eii^iine rebushed tliroughout, new pistons, excellent cJ
ditiou, tax paid; £55, or near&it offer.-Priestli

Draper, S^^ndon, Wilts. [26r

EX de Luxe Combination, 3-speed, countershJ
lutch, kick-starter, all-chain, Amac carburettl

Bosch mag., electric light, well-sprung sidecar, nl
tyres, tax paid, splendid condition; £85, or near!
reasonable offer, trial any time to purchaser's appoj
ment.—33, Convent Gardens, South Ealing, VT
(Northfields Station District Railway). [3^

Rex=Jap.

REX-J,A.P. 6h.p. Solo or Combination, 191.5,^ Bo^sj

Binks, accessories, go<

—Newells, Poultry Works

E,^

appearance; trial; £1
Mytholmroyd, Yorksha

[26r

B44 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oi the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

TTLIANS of Eeadins have 75 m.p.li. Eovei model in

stock. _

- 10585

(O^EE 3i,ili.p., 1913. 3-5ree<i. flntcl). excertionaUy
1' good ccnditiou, tax paid; £50.—Below.

• OVER SH.h.p. 1916 Combination, 3-spe6d, cluMl,
^ a-jcesaories, excellent condition; £90.—Eestall'^

rage, 241, Lower Clapton Ed., E.5. [2675

914 Rover 3-speed Combination, coaohbuilt,

eaJiinoed; £50.—Shaw, Jeweller, WeUnigtoa,
lop. [X3341

tOVEE 3'.'.h.p. T.T.. 8plendid»condition, exception-
b allv speedy and flexible; any trial; bargain for

5.-K.^dnian, Thame, Oxou. [2706

920 31 ,h.p. Countershaft Rover, new a lew months
ag.,. .n-ting £150; sacrifice £95, guaranteed per-

t.-Chasti.n. Blackwood, Mon. [3185

C|19 Eover Conil-ination. 5-6h.p., chain drive, acety.
1/ hue and electric lamp.^, good condition ; any
ll: £130.—Elvey, Blundell Ed., Leagravo, Beds.

12581
Qie S'ih.p. Eover, 3-speed countershaft, chitcb

U and kick starter, lamps, horn, etc.. fully license^!;

0; seen evenings.—74, Gordon Rd., Ealing, \V.5.
(2890

b.p. Eover Combination, bonriit April, 1920. veiv

little used; must be sold: £125; seen Forest Gate
appointment.—Crown Trading Co.. Ltd., Stratforrt

irkct. (2840

IRA.N'K WHITWORTH, Ltd., of Birmingham, re-

cnmnicnds the chain drive S.speed S^-jh.p, Rnver
£115 as one of the best value machines la tue tr.-xde.

livery from stock. [X3403

1 OVER 3';.h.p. Late Countershaft Model, £65, or
» vith HiDiord sidecar, £82,—Lioht Car and Motor
;le Engineering Co.. 26, Tulse Hill. S.Vi'.Z i',1. min.
in Brixton Skating Eink). [3355

Ih.p. New Rover, 3-specd clutch and kick starter.

2 fitted with Roval Leicester .sidecar, screen and
ion; reduced to £145; easy payments.—Barrods,
J., 118, Brompton Rd., London. (3362

I OVER Combination, 5-6h.p., ex-W.T)., new chains

< ongine No. 153512, riunlops as new, 28x3. electric

Ms, Cowei- horn, Tan-Sad, all perfect condition, any

bl; £130: tax paid.-Merryweather, Clapham IIoo.

atoru. [2838

ERY Lato 1920 5-6h.p. Eover Combination, chain

drive- ditto ditto 3i...h.p. combination, Lucas elfc-

; li'-hting set, licenses paid, very latest 1921 Rover

h.p. combination, just in. full particulars.— E.. 6.

mens .St., Leamington Spa. (X3330

Royal Ituby.

Sports Model; 80

471a,

OV.Vl, RUBY Sports Model; 80 gns. ; in stock.—
> John Aldncli and Co., Diss. [0630

OVAL RUBY 8h.p. Combination. 1919, practically

1 new. 3-speed, clutch, fast._ powerfuj, reliable-

35, or near offer.—Davies,

idon.

Rudge.
^W 1921 Rudge Multi S'^.h.p., now in stock; £85.
-Cray's Garage, Watford. [3389

Ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1921, brand new, unused; £79.

2 —Box 4,379, c

llolloway Rd..
[3191

The Motor Cycle. (2270

lO.M., good condition, privately owned.
18, GlenhuPk Ed., Surbiton. [2511

fast, reliable, good tyres,

lamps r £40, or offers'.-Davies, 83, Newbold Ed..
[2841

[119 Endpe,
3 -Aiiply,

[115 EudgeMulti, S-6h.p.

16 Rudge
- £55.-

Multl 3lih.p., with C.B. sidecar, all

-Rowe, 95, LcCwer Addiscombe Ed.,

lydon.' (2658

th.p. Rudge Combination, mileage about 800, cx-

llent condition, tax paid; no reasonable offers

ised.—H. Nunn, Sutton, Cambs. [3187

)19 5-6h.p. Eudge Multi and pidecar, tax paid,

small mileage, spares, etc.; £85; gift, illness.-

Edwards, Hayes End, Middlesex. (2712

UDGE Multi. 1919. 3',.jh.p. engine, perfect, tax
paid, electric light, speedometer, spares; first

.—Malham, 27, Spon St.. Coventry. [X3286

UDGE 31 ih.p.,
condition and
anywhere; £80.-

1919, with 1920 Camber sidecar,
appearance as new, reliable, will
-112, London Ed., Wallington.

[2921
TIDGE Multi Combination, 1914, Slih.p., all new

tyies, licensed, all lamps, in excellent condition
inghcut; £40-—Hewine' Garages' Ltd., the Beal Ser-

Fiim, Taunton. [2777

UDGE Multi, l.O.M. T.T., 1920, clutch model.
pedal starter, lamps and generator, original tyres,

eage 1.000, sidecar tax paid: £65.—Hicks, 32, Lena
'dens. Hammersmith. [2419

16 S'ih.p. T.T. Rudge Multi, handle-bar clutch,
kick-starter, C.A.V., ,Senspray, lamps, accessories.

nee, new condition; £8; 2';4h.p. Douglas part,—
Solon Rd., Brixton. [3020

UDGE Combination, 3i.jh.p., 1913-14, B. and B.
carburetter, 2 speeds, clutch, fully equipped,

throughout; bargain, £50; trial.—29
[2973

Qd conditio
sop St., Upper Baker St., N.W,

Smashing value

The best offer

of the year

AND SIDECAR
New— unused— fresh from works

fully guaranteed

£125

£128

Chain-cum-hcit model,
all complete -vvith liigh-

class coach-built side-
car as illustrated.

AU-cliain model, com-
plete tvith high-class
coach-built sidecar as
illustrated.

FRANK

WHITWORTH
139, New

t
Repairs and Service Depot

:

Street,
105-107 Bristol itreeti.

RIRMINeHHIII
felepVio Midland 2221

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.\I-E.

Rudge,
RUDGE Multi, Slih.p., pedal starter, brand new;

immediate delivery: just arrived from works; no
waiting: at makers' reduced price. £85. — Wilkins
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. (2798

1 Q20 3',ai.p. Eudge Multi Combination, Enstilig.
-*-t^ speedometer, leg^hields, lamps, pumi>, hoin, tools,

excellent condition, tax, insurance paid, just ovethanled;
ilOS.-Cable, Ulidge St., Homeit^n, Loudon. (2569

l Q20 Rudge JEulti, I.O.M., T.T., clutch and starter
-•-*' model, bought new in Aug., very small mileage,
original tyres almost new, complete with P. and II.

full lamp set, genuine Klaxon horn, and tax paid
I tor year, machine is indistinguishable from brand new,
Terv last: £75.— R. Watson, Victoria E'd., Ahleburgh,
SnUolk. iD)

- [2862

Scott.

C;c6tT. beheved 1914, good condition; £38.-18. Key
Hill, ]iirmim;hnm. - (X3/92H

SCOTT, 1913, Binks, 2-speed, tax, all on; olfers.--

I'rout. Canon St., Taunton. (30o9

SCOTT, 1910, mechanically perfect, tax, mid
"V, ?S,j

otters.-Sowerby, Beelsliy, (jiinisby. (1537

SCOTT., lato 1919, laiupe, horn, etc.: £60.—Johnson,
-Lox-,vood House, Jleatli Gicen, Uorley, Suirey.

* (3125
SCOTT 3?ih.p., 1921, Irom stock, £130; or witn

Watsonian sidecar, £152/10.-Gibb, Gloucester.
(0445

IQll T.T. Scott, overhauled, fast, new chains, lluii-

-If' lops, liinks; £50,-11, Cavendish Ed., Diondes-
iairy. [2715

SCOTT and Sidecar, engine No. 2790, clectiic light-

ing, flist^lass condition; £100; appointment.—
33, M.lli.scU Ed., Acton. ,

[2559

SCOTT Sports Slo'lel, 1920, 2-speP<l gear, slightly

^lllnIH.oile<l, and unused; at f 130.—liullniBtou
Motors, Ltd , South Side, Clapham Conmiou, S.\V,4.

'Phone; Hri\ton 2417. [0510

SCOTT 1920 Combination, first-class condition and
completely equipped, electric lighting. Easting

screen, licence paid; £135. or best oircr,—Havers.
.Milton Camp, Sleventon, Berks, [2971

T Q20 Scott Coiiibinatioii, J.ucas accessories. Easting,
±.*y condition ;ind appearance as new: cxchaugo
Triiiinidi or Norton: sell £150, or near oiler.—JJouIton,
Avenne Ed., Whirtiugtou Moor, ChcsterfleW. [2709

SCOTT (.June, 1920rr Ride-easy sidecar, mileage
1,500, Lucas lamps, Watford speedometer, screen

and luggage (jrid, many spares, tax paid, perfect con-
Idilion, carofullv looked after: £150.—Clayton, 51,

Cholsham Ed.. Clapham, S.W.4. [2473

SCOTT-SQUIERELL, engine No, 4955, run 500 miles,

idatiug, enamel, and tyres iiertect, fitted with
hnttery electric, lighting, Cowey horn, and copper ex-

haust, fast, clean, and cornlortablo mnebino; piico £115.
-Hilton, E.A.1-". Base, Letichars, Vife. (D) (2842

3Ih.p. Tourist Trophy, Isle.oI-Man Scott, rotary
'^ valves, ^ plligs per cylinder, double spark mag.,

kick-starter. 2.speed gear, recently overhauled and
tuned bv makers, weight 196 lbs., tax paid, an ideal

sporting monni for fast touring; £93.—William Groves,

SheiTield House, Belle Vne, Shrewsbury. (X3346

1(H21 3''4li.p. Scott Combination, special equipment,
-I *y including Lucas electrij lighting set and horn,
3e;iii-T.T. bars, Bluemel wind screen, luggage carrier,

rullv licensed, perfect condition, fast, powerful: cost

£225 ten dajs ago; bargain nt £195: owner nnablo to

us© eame.— Sfallord, Green Lane, HaKcl Grove, Cheshire.
[X332S

Singer.

SINGER 3i:,h.p., 2.speed, clutch combination.-
Hunt, 16,'River3dale Rd., N.5. [2477

"I 014 T.T. Singer, Albion 2-speed, fast, reliable;

Xt/ £25.-13, New St., Wellington, Salop. (X3342

£28.— 41i.p. T.T. Singer, Philipson pulley, hub clutch,

excellent tune.—Hudson, Brook Ed., Redbill.
[2749 _

3 Ih.p. Singer, clutch model, Bosch, B, and B., per-

a iect- £35.—Blake, 216, Westbourne Grove, W.
[3242

liQ14 4Vih.p. Singer Combination, 2-speed, lamps,
I X«7 horn speedometer; £45.—Fairmount, Brockley

!
View, Forest Hill, S.E.23. (2967

SINGEE 2;!^. p., just ovethanled, new tyres, all ac-

cessories; real bargain, £28.—Jones. 1, Trinity

j

ChareL Ed., Castlenan, Barnes. [2664

Sparkbrook

NEW Sparkbrook Motor Cycle, single speed £64, 2-

speed £70; in stock for immediate delivery; easy
payments.-Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Ed., London.

[3369

1 Q21 Sparkbrook, Villiers engine, 2.speed, done 30
A«7 miles, owner taking delivery of combination ; horn,

licence paid- £65.—Box 4,526, c/o TIte Motor Cticle.

[2856

38
Stan,

GNS.; 2ioh.p. Stan 2-stroke motor cycle, Dunlop
studded'tyres, B.B. carburetter, Arden spring

-Stan Motor Co., Westwood Heath, nr Coventry.
[X34I1

AH letters relating to advertisemrnts should quote the number at the end of each ad
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desire

vertisement, and the date oJ the issue,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

UN-VILLIEHS, 2';4h.p., pevfect condition, tax paid,
little used, recently overlianled ; must sell, ftilly

equipped, sacrifice, £32.-46, Inchmery Rd., CatfoTd.
S.E.6. . [3195

BARGAIN; 1920 Sun Vitesse sporting model, very
swift, Albion 2-9peed, licence, etc., cost over

£70: will oifer £58 complete with lamps, etc.; first

cheque secures; mileage under 500.—Box 680. c/o
The Motor Cycle. •• |;X3214

Sunbeam.
EKICKHAM for .Sunbeam, sole agent for Bristol i

• and district.—Stokes Croft. Bristol. [3352
|

NEW 1921 SVjli.p. Light Sporting Sunbeam in etock.
—Nunn, Farmer and Co., 73, Union St., Torquay.

[2701
I

1Q15 SV^h.p, Sunbeam, excellent condition, licensed;
ii' £80.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finchlev Ed.,
N.W.S. [2876 1

SUNBEAM 3Vi;h.p.. with sidecar and accessories,
first-rate order; £110.—Apply, Deas, Haymonnt,

Coldstream. [2846
|

SUNBEAM 3'/,h.p., 1920, and sidecar, perfect con-
dition; £125.—Dr. Warren. Ponders End. N.

Enfield 560. - [3062
|

"IQ14 Sunbeam Combination, horn, lamps, in splen-
J-«-f did condition; £70.—ButterworthV Garage,
Brixton Hill. [3058 I

3ih.p. T.T. Sunbeam (Nov., 1920), Lucas lamps, only
2 done ROO mile*. perle?t order; £110.-B., Sntliei-

Iflnd Houfe, London St., W.2. [3050 I

C^AN Supply Now from Stock or immediately Sun-
[

^ beam solos or combinations; full particulars.-
E., 6, Clemens St., Leamington. [;X5327

j

SUNBEAM Combination.
' hood, spare wheel.

brand new, 8h.p., screen, I

horn, etc. ; cost £280, lowest
£210.—Hutchings, Forrabury, Bognor. [2705

|

1020 Sunbeam 3V2h.p., Lucas horn, lamps, legshields
-*-•" etc., licence paid, in perfect condition; price £136.
— Kirkiip, Kibblesworth, Gateshead. (D) [2451

|

1Q21 sy^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, in stock for im-^ mediate delivei-y ; m.nkers' li.st price.—J. Smith I

and Co., 52-54. Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. ' [0353
|

~|Q21 3V[>h.p. Sunbeam, new last month, leg shiehis,
-l-»^ licence, all accessories, as new; £145.— Dr.
Hodgson, ehislehurst. Tel. : 1886 Bromley. [2882

|

SUNBEAM SVsh.p., Sept., 1918, excellent condition,
lamps. Klaxon, spares, tyre, sprockets, licence, in-

surance ;_ £87, ofllers.-Seal, 273, Clifton Ed., Bnghy. I

[53297
"1020 Sunbeam 3'^h.p., Sunbeam sidecar, spare

|

-l-«^ wheel, leg shields, horn, lamps, tools, cost £230;
accept £179.-34, Goldhurst Ter., near Swiss Cottage,
London. [3067

|

£75; 3V2h.p. Sunbeam, late model, ready for assem-
bling, mostly new parts, few minor parts missing

,

seen only after 6 p.m.—65, PlimsoU Rd., Finsburv I

Park, N.4. [3300
|

SLTNBEAM 1915 3Vih.p. Model with Sidecar, com-
plete with .nil accessories, excellent condition :

|

£110.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton: aleo 245, Deans-
gate, Manchester. [X3265 I

10^5 SV^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, overhauled liy

-i-ij niaker^, hood, screen, Lucas lamps, horn, tax
paid for year, perfect order; £120.—Byfieet Automobile
Co., West Byfieet [2548

|

1 Q20 Sporting Sunbeam, SVsh.p., little used, condi-
-Li/ tion as new, fully eauipped. Lucas lampti, Bon-
niksen speedometer, etc; must eell; £137.—Eenur.nin, I

51, Wilherforce Rd.. Finsbury Park, N.4. 'Phone:
Paddingtou 10. [2462

]Q19 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, dynamo lighting,
-*' electric horn, speedometer, hood, wind screen,

spare wheel, all interchangeable, small mileage,
excellent condition; .£175.—^Apply, after 6 o'clock, 59.,
Broadfield Rd., Catford, S.E. [3197

|

"j Q21 3V2h-p. Sunbeam Combination, dynamo light-
J~^ ing, spare wheel, numerous accessories, only I

done 500 miles, not scratched, insurance, year's-

1

licence; cost £275, accept £210; exchangee enter-
tained.—Rose Bros., Felixstowe. [2942

|

1 Q20 (late Sept.) 3V2h,p. Sunbeam Combination, only
-LJJ done 800 miles, perfect condition, complete
eqiiipment, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc., licence to
December and insurance to Sept. next, private owner-
ship: £185, or offer,—Gollin, London Rd., Grantham.

[2633

Sh.p. Sunbeam ComV>inatipn, -late model, epejud
luxurious aluminium sidecar body with child's

seat, hood and screen, spare wheel, electric lighting,
speedometer, ete. ; a magnificent outfit, in perfect order
throughout; £190.—Smurthwaite, C. Binks, Ltd., Eccles,

[X3257
SUNBEAM 1916 3i/jh.p. and SkilT Sidecar, good

lamp set, horn, mirror, speedometer, screen tc
sidecar, licence paid, guaranteed mechanically sound
and good appearance: £105.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd
32-35. Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A
Bicycles. [9547

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination. Lucas Magdyntt
lighting, spare wheel, wind screen, speedometer,

spare tubes, chains, valves, bulbs, and case,
tools, etc., engine recently overhauled at cost £18/10;
£190, or near ofiler.—Brown, 71, Twilley St., Wands-
worth, S.W.18. (2935

£5 IfOJiTON S-^ '

EXCHANGES QUOTED

1921 NEW LIGHT CARS.
STANDARD. ii.6h.p., 4-seater £610
AIREDALE, ri.g h. p., 4-seater £470
AIREDALE, n '9 h.p., chassis £400
kAGONDA, II.y h.p., coupe, dickey,

full equipment. Reduced price . . £420
CALTHORPE, 2-seater. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE, 4-seater. Reduced price £450 ^

1921 NEW MOTOR CYCLES.
COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler .... £25l)

ACIVIE-J.A.P. 8 h.p. all-chain Combina-
tion, spare wheel and tyre £190

ROYAL ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination £160
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE, sp. frame . £98
ROYAL RUBY, 2} h.p., 2-speed, sports 80 gns.
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar . 160 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2* h.p., c/shaft,k.-s. 77 gns.
CSCOTT Combination £170
SCOTT, new Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, Sh.p., and Sidecar £165
TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar . £155
B.S.A. twin Combination £175
B.S.A. 4j h.p. all-chain Combination . . £152 10
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination 225 gns.

SUNBEAM, 3! h.p., touring £155 8
NORTON, 3* h.p., single-speed £98
'DOUGLAS,' 2} h.p., 2-speed £85
"DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3-speed, clutch . . £105
'DOUGLAS 4 h.p. CombinatioQ £170
"Perfection" Sidecars and Bodies at reduced

prices.

^Including lamps, generator, horn, 1 cence-holder.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

A.B.C, 1920, dyno lighting, speedo-
meter, iiominal mileage £115

DOT-J.A.P. i9::o 8 h.p. Combination . . £145
RUDGE-MULTI, 3J h.p., spring forks £37 10
EDMUND, 2jh.p., 1920, 300 miles .. £69 10
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 1916, A h,p., 2-sp. £47 10
BROUGH, 1916. 3-speed, countershaft £69 10
COVENTRY EAGLE, 1920, 3} h.p..

Stunney c/shaft 3-sp., very smart £95
DOUGLAS, igrg, 2,? h.p., 2-sp., Tax pd. £65
ENFIELD, 1920, 2i h.p., 2-5p., Tax pd. £57 10
ENFIELD, 1921, equipped. Tax "paid £69 10
CLYNO, 1920, 2-speed, lightweight .. £55
SCOTT, 1920. well equipped. Tax paid £105
MINERVA, twin, spring forks £35
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., spring forks £25
ARIEL. 1020, 3th. p., 3-5peed c/shaft £84 10

VINDEC, 7-0 h.p., 2-speed, F.E £42 10
NEW IMPERIAL 1921; 200 miles .. £69 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
SUNBEAM, 1920, 3j h.p. Combination £160
MORGAN, Sh.p., sporting, lax paid £115
MORGAN, IQI5, sporting £130
NEW IMPERIAL 1921 8 h.p. Combina-

tion. Tax paid
; 400 miles £157 10

PREMIER, 3i h.p., 3-sp., and Sidecar £65
BRADBURY 6 h.p. 1920 Combination £135
ARIEL 3V h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £99 10
HENDER'SON 10 h.p. 4-cylinder Com-

bination, very smart condition . . £195
HARLEY 1920 Combination, electric . £1€0
HARLEY, igi6, & s/car, very smart £105
INDIAN 3-speed twin Combination . . . £85
INDIAN, ditto, wants slight attention £50
RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., Multi-Rudge Sidecar £65
SCOTT, 1920, with new Sidecar £135
TRIUMPH 3-speed 4 h.p. Coach Comb. £76
ALECTO 1920 Coach Combination ,. £82 10
BRADBURY, 3i h.p., 3-sp., counter-

sbaft, Sidecar £75

Deferred Payments Taken.

Cash ofiers considered for Second-hand Models

,

SPECIAL OFFER.
From May 15th to June 15th all Second band
Machines and Combinations purchased for cash
will be supplied with new head light, generator,
tail lamps, and licence holder of high class

manufaciure without extra charge.

19

B46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

20 (May) 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination^ Magdy
electric lighting, De Luxe sidecar, hood, sere*

sriaie wheel complete, chain, tube, valve, etc.. large
kit, voltmeter, horn, clock, as new, in topping ord*
nearest £200 : seen any time.-Lord, 22, Blacklnim E
Haslingden, Lilncs.

CUNBEAM 6h.p. Combination, 1914, stored dutl
^^ war, super-Gloria si'decar, luggage grid, tyres nea
new, one spare, lamps. Cowev speedometer, Klaxt
everything recently overhauled, ready to ride aw:
magnificent turnout, must sell; what offers; anv tri?

after 7 p.m.—Churchill, 83, Iverson Rd., Brondesbu
N.W.6. [29

T.A.C.
'T'.A.C. 7h.p., 4-cyl.. reconstructed 1920, 3 sp
-*- shaft drive, Binks, Cowey speedometer, B. _

L. lubrication, mechanical horn, 2-seater family si

car, underslung. Easting, Taylor wind screens, ii

Iccker, machine and sidecar luxuriously sprung,
tyres, 3in. rear, perfect condition; £65; photo.—J.
Oidda Na, Ember Lane, Esher. [31

T.D.C.
T^.D-C. Engined Lightweight, 1920, 25,ih.p.. dli
-*- lamps, tax paid, ride away; £24.—Margra
W hitegates, Mottam. [2f

Torpedo.
023.—Torpedo-Precision 2-stroke, single-speed,
oV hill-climher.-Hudson, Brook Rd., Redhill. [2'

TORPEDO-PRECISION Combination and cash
late solo.—Thompson, 32, Clarance Rd., Kent

Town. [2!

Triumph.
pREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Triumphs.

T^RIUMPHS at tlie new reduced prices now in stt

TT7E can deliver to your address within 24 he
VV 2i,4h.p. light.wcigbt Tnum-plv £70; W.D.B. (ri

vated), £95; Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £115: Type S
chain drive, £125; sidecars from £25 to £50.—:
your machine direct from the Triumph special:

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birminghain
ro

1 Q21 Triumph, all-chain drive, new; accept £117
-L tJ —Below.

I Q20 Baby Triumph, unregistered, like new. Li
i-V horn; £57/10.-14, Morton St., Royston, H(

[2

TUIUMPH, 1920, 3 speeds, all accessories, .as

£85.-40. Aynhoe Rd., W.I4. [2

TRIUMPH 1917, brand new siiorting sidecar, ei

lent condition; £87/ 10.—Below.

TRIITMPH 1^13, brand new coachbuilt Ladb
sidecar, very fast, perfect; '£90.—Below.

TRIUilPK, 1918, reconditioned, absolutely per
£65: Triumph, 1917, overhauled, fast mo

£65. All these machines are picked, and T am
pared to guarantee perfect; exchanges entertaine
Goads Private Garage, 122, Maida Vale, \V.9. Ha
stead 1353. [:

1 Q20 Triumph. 3-speed. perfect condition, equip]
-I" £95.-144, Ladbroke Grove. W.IO. [4

T Q20 Triumph Combination, 3-speed, well equipi
-J-e/ £120.-144, Ladbroke Grove, WIO.

£20.—S'/^h-p. Tritmiph, splendid running order, f

engine.—King. Egrove Farm, Oxford. [Xi

1Q18 Triumph Combination; £85.-59,
J-tF Pla.e, Doivet Ed., Clapham Ed., S.W.8. [;

1QI6 Triumph 4h.p;, 5-6peed, cLutcli, K.S., lai

XJ? ho\n; £65.-35, Cavendish Ed., Clapham. [;

DAN GUT, Weymouth.- 1921 Triumph all-chain <

binarion; £175. Baby 2-stroke, £70, fioni si

"1Q18 Triumph Gloria Combination, countersl
XiJ lamps, tax paid; 75 gns.-9, Church Bd

' lesden.
*

' - 1^-

TRLCMPH, 4h.p., countershaft, 3-speed,- K.3..

clutch: £75.-5, Bedford Villas, Carslia

'.lurrey.

£75 -Countershaft Triumph combination, lenov,

W.D., coachbuilt sidecar.—King, Egrove F
Oxford. .

[^

TRIUMPH 1914 Coach Combination, 3-si

clutch; £52. Near Luton.—Tickle, 6, Camta
Rd., Hove. [

TRIUMPH SVih.p.r 3-3pecd, clutch, lamps t

£45; C.B. sidecar, Millford, £9710.-102, Ke
St.. Fulham.

BRAND New Triumph, unridden. unregistered

equipped: £100, or near offer.-33. Hackford

Brixton. S.W.g.

-1 ft21 4h p. Triumph Model H., £115, with Can

J-«7 sidecar f145.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway
Walthnm Gross 31.

1Q18 Triumph, countershaft, re-enamelled,

X.iJ hauled, fully equipped, licensed; £68,—E. W
Gt. IMissenden, Bucks. L

/•A GNS —Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar, clutcl

UU speed, spare wheel, perfect.—Geiger, 24, J

field Rd., Gospel Oak. 1

advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
TriumDh.

>ih.p. Triumph. 1911, in splendid condition. K.S.U.
>2 2-speed and clutch; £33.—E.C., 41, Eadlord
;d., Leamington Spa. [X3412
rElUMPII, W.D., thoroughly reconditioned, several

lu choose from: £55 to £60.—Clark, 7, Exhibition
td., .South Kensington. [3418
^OrNTER.SHAFT Triumph, incomplete, mostly
L^ small parts missing; £39/10.—Simpson, Orchard
;d., Sunbnry-on-Tiiames. [2991

irs given :

27 gus.—
[X3289

Bl sidecnr, all

28, Lower Addi'i-

[3037

a perfect
S. Goul.l.

[2645

T.T. bars, copper
—711,
[2835

coachbuilt -underslung
£60, oircrs; after 7 p.m.

[2893

IQ12 Free Engine Triumph: full particul:!
Lt/ . ;,ii l,.j seeu E.ampton l-'ost Office, 0.von

;

arvis, Cojites, Cirencester.

rlill-MPH 41i.p. and Henderson
liuips, horn, etc., tax paid: £90.

ODll..: Eel., East Croydon.

IQl!) Triumph with Canoelet Sidecar.
L*/ lonilition. engine No. 59710; £100
ower Froyie, Alton, Hants.

Jh.p, Triumph
exhaust, adjustable" iinliey. any trial;"£30.

w

GO any
(3240

dropped frame,
atijusf.able liulle

larrati Lai,e. Lower Tooting,

)-SPEED Triumph,- clutch,
f H'ici-ar, tax paid, perfect;
45. I'alace Sq., Crystal Pal.ice

I017 4h.p. Triumph, lump, horn, tax tinid. good
Lfc/ rriiiilitinns ride 60 uiiles to pnrchtiaer; £68.-2,
'iittMiif-iite Ed., Harlesden, N.W. [3469

rEIL'HrH 4h.p.. 3-spoed counterkhafl, Jryldlflou
sid'^rar and full accessories: trial.—Write i'ullen,

,
Inili'nvic k Ed., Stroud Green, N.S.

"

[2717
Triumph Combination. N'.S.f. 2-speed, nio-

hanijiu perfect, insured, tos paid; £45, oi
?jnc^t.—26, Macroom Ed., I';tddiiigtoM. [2501
pEII'.MPH 1918 4h.p.. countershaft, enamel, plat-
L ing, and mechanism splendid condition: £75.—
J, Crystal Pataee Park Ed., .Sydenham. [3151
?60.-Trinuiph W.n. model, tobnilt, Stunner-Archer
* 3-i,eed gear bo.\:, 4!i.p. engine: saeriBce.—.Tuck-
ard, 11, Endl'ord Ed., Leuniiagtori ;?pa. [X3400

918 Countershaft Triumph, in perfect running
order; from £54. combination £75.-24, Bnliiol

d., O.vford Gardens, North Kensington. 13010
flKIi'Ml'H, November, 1920, mileage 1,500, coiidition
I as new, spare belts, ccnes, valves, sprockets; £98.—
Ibwniau. 6, Clarence Crescent, Windsor. '13468

SEITIJIPH 1912, clutch, S-siKJed, leccntlv thoronghly
U- overhauled, excellent tyres, licensed; £42;.Staines
Britt,-—liox 4,534, c'o The Molor Ci/cle'. [3436
nnirjirn Slib.p. combination, 3-3peed dutch, just
1- <iv. rliauled. new piston and- tvres, roacliuilt side-
Ij; bMvgatn, £65,-3, High St., Wimbledon. [2499
riEIU.Ml'H 1920 Combination, sporting Canoekt,
t I, mips, bom. tax paid; £115; new condition.—
15, .M'.trt Ed., Haudsworth, Eirmiurfliain. iX3292

Philipson
.' perlect, lax nnin

lierc,—Highton, Allsop St.. Baker St., N.W
918 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, perfect order

lide away; ,-£53.—44. Whytcvillc Ed., Upton
me, lure.st Gate. 'Phone: Stratford 283. (3393
iKir.MPH Models S. and H. for inuricdiato delivery

;

• exchanges.—Newuham Motor Co., 225, Hammer-
llth Brl., W.6. 'Phofie: H.imrnersmith 80. - (2243
Si'' p. Triumph Combination. 3 speeds clutch

K.a., long exhaust, T.T. bars. Phoenix sporting
£47.-27. Oliver Rd., Walthamstow. [2944

f.O.CH. ore Triumph Agents.—Combinations and
solos, new and eeeond-hand, in stock.- 5. Hwth

., Hampstead (near Hampstcad Tube Station). [2762
^BlrilPH Free Engine, overhaulefl, good condition,
, tax paid. £52, offers; sidecar, nearlv new, £4/15
SVricht. 149, Carlton Ed., Loudon, K.W.5. 13100
;h.p. Countershaft Triumph, W.D.. renovated, all
-, iu-cesscu-ies, good condition and appearance; £50
uck sale.-Collins, Trinity College. Cambridge. [3149
ri Triumph, 1918, countershaft, 3.speed. K.S
._ long coppered exhaust, all lamps and Klaxon, tax
Id; £G5._Bnnn, 21,- Tabor Ed,. Hammersmith. W.6.

lEirjlI'II 4h.p., 3-9peed, re-enamelled, plated, aeces-
_

snnes, tax paid: £78.-S'ewnhom Motor Co., 223
imniersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

Q14 Triumph, 3-speed, S.A. Combination, in s^und
.1 ?™"- ?°y '''''• '"» paid; £50.—Ilarvev. 47,

nth [.ambeth Rd., S.W.8 (nr. Vauxhall Station).

Q14 Triumph, original plating and enamelling, just
,,

ruled brand new sidecar, tax paid; £70; would
jaratc-Holland, 50, Marlborough Rd., Coventry,

'^"'-^'l',H,1h.p. Combination, 1918, perfect comh-
Tion, little used, fully eQuipped, licence, one year's

iurance: £95.-13, Eona Ed., Hampstead, N.W.3.

^EirMPH Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed, clutch
„. "1 •" «<iuipped, good tyres, completely overhauled,
ensed; f65.-Joyncr, Guildford Ed., Ash, Surrey.

TRIUMPH 3^;h.p. C.B. Combination, 2-speed. 'r.lf
clutch, lamps, etc.. tax paid; £65, or exchange

te countershaft model.—309, Roman Ed., Bow.mi
(3102

OONS.-Srorly T.T. Triumph, 41i.p..
jmlley. mecbanicaHy jierfect, lax paid.

>2
lecar

SOME
I

REDUCTIONS
All Brand New IViotor Cycles and
carrying the makers' full Guarantee.

2J h.p. FLAT TWINZENITH
T3 Guineas each.

(Se« separate advertisement.

2} h.p. J. A. P. 2-speed Spring FrameEDMUND
71 Guineas each.

DiAMOND
2-slroke, single speed *T Gns.
2-slroke, 2-spceiJ clutch and kick-slarler 63 Gns.

2J h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed 6* Gns.

?J h.p. J.A.P.,2-spccif,clutch, &k-star(er7a- Gns.

AMERflOAN X
7-9 h.p. twin, 3-specd, clutch, and kick-starter.

Standard Model, 130 Gns. Electric Model, 144- Gns.

Equipment comprisiny—Head J-nrap, Tail L.Tiup,
Mt-chaniral Horn. Licence Card Holder, and Kt'si-'-

tration Numbers Painted on Plates, if purchased at
same time, £3-3 extra.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUI^IPH 4h.p. Countershaft, new condition, (as
paid, lamps, horn, complete: £72.—Harvey, 47,

South Lambeth Rd.. S.W.8 (nr. Vauxhall Station).

^ [3499
~t Q21 2'/jh.p. Baby Triumph, been 250 miles, equal
i«-' brand new and tax jiaid: £65.—Walbro Motor
Cycle Co., High St., Saffron Walden, Esse.\. 'Phone

:

45. [1740

1 ^.17-18 Triumph 4h.p.. couateislinft, overhauled,
-*-•' tfinks repainted, perfect condition throughout;
£55.—71a, Kin
6552.

Henry's Rd., Hampstead. 'Phone

:

[5339

£50.—Triumph. 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed, Lucas lamp and
horn, special fittings, spares, exceptional condi-

tion, tax paid,—109, Melrose Av., Wimbledon Park.
S.W.19. .

- [2167

TRIUMPH Combination. 4h.p.. countershaft, 1918,
overhauled, enamelled and plated, guaranteed per-

ntar offer.—Davios, 471a, HoUoway Rd.,
[3190

Triumph, in excellent condition, spnre viilves
nd belt. ta.\ paid: £85, or near ofTor ; can bo

.Si .11 nt any time iit 47, Graham St., Sloauo Sq..
Ctiolseu. [2848

TRIUMl^H Corvette Combiuation. K.S..." 3-spe(Ml,
clutch, clectrie lamps: 600<1 reason; 95 ens., or

fL'ft; £90
London.

19'°,

stJinip, partirniars.—Otven-Smith, I"elste<l School.
[2539

TRICMPH 1914 T.T. 3-t!reed Combiiwition, recon-
ditioned by mnkors, electric liplitintr. many .sp:ire.«:

nearest; after C—73. Shorrill Ed.. W.
[3432

TRIUMPH 1918 Combination, aluminium di.^cs and
footboards, bond, screen, jsplendidiy equippo<l. as

new. tax paid ; £90, near oKer.—M., 7, l-'airhazcl
Cardens, N.W.6. [3454

:mber) Triumph Combinaticin. Lucas
Cowcy horn, mileage only 600, cost

£160; accept £120.—Bramer, 17, St. Quontins Av.,
Nrrth Ktnamgton. [3096

TRIL'.MPil 41i.p.. Sv'.rteed conntershaft ponr, Model H..
1918, in perfect condition thiouchont ; _£7B.— K.

/ 5 en.-;,

ll^itupstead.

1 020 (Dec
J- *^ lamps.

:!ini:m, Riidne
hop's Stcilf^'id.

St., Bishop's Stortloid. Tel.; 49.
[2520

SIDECARS
HENDERSON, SWAN, MILLFORO,

and WHITLEY=

Second-hand motor cycles marked t may be ha

T DAYS'
TRIAU

Tlie ordinary hire charge will be made, and if the
-machine is bought, the full amount will be

allowed off the purchase price.

SECOND-HAND.
tHENDERSON Comb., 1921, nearly new . .£2'»5
tHENDERSON Comb., 1920 ..£205'
AMERICAN "X" Comb., nearly new . . £160°
vDIAMOND-J.A.p., 2-speed, clutch .. £72'
tDOUGLAS. 2, h.p.,3-spee(J .. £TS«
ARIEL, 3 h.p. 3-spee(l, Com!), (new s.c.) £65
+TRIUMPri Comb., neaily new £130'
HENDERSON, 1921, nearly new . . . . £195
KINGSBURY SCOOTER, nearly new .. £26
ZENITH Comb., 8 h.p., 1920 ..£1*5'
+TRIUMPH Comb, chain dri»e, nearly new £148
tTRIUMPH Comb., chain drive, nearly new £145"
tZENiTH, 2; h.p., flat twin, nearly new. . £72
iLEA-FRANCIS, 3' h.p. Twin, nearly new £112-
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Jan., 1921 . . £160
A.J.S. Comb., Nov., 1919 .. .. £160'

"Tax paid and all Ac:essories.

HIRE
ROBERTSONS MOTORS Ltd.

157B, GREAT PORTLAND ST., W.I
TELEPHONE: LANGHAM 1522

]Q2_1 Triumph Model H. with JfonLgoracry purple
•^ 'sidecar^ brjind new liirnoxit. unused, coat £14S:

Grocers,pt £130.— Fentoii
BciiLlcy Rd.. Doncttcr,

Broughton Av..
[2683

I C|19 2>.'.h.p. Baby Triumph, in very nice order,
JLt/ with' lamp sols and tax paid, tyres, belt, and
ppparance very cood;

.Salfron W.Tlden. I-.^sex.

"* lull

£52.—Heady, 85, High St..

tl73l

CinOYKON" Ab«iI for Triumph motnr cyoles. All
' tnwlela in jitock rendy tor inimcdi.nte delivery.

—

Monro's PiC'to llolor Works, Ltd 145. North End.
Croydon. 'Phune: 2624. [1348

TEIUMPH Coinbinntion, 41i.p., S-spced. cluti'li,

Ku.ir:iutt-(.'d. (^.ct'clleiit runuing conditiou, tullv

''Quipped, spfedninctcr. new tyios; £68.—Dnvis, Crntt
Uine, Lctcliworth, Herts. [2463

TRIUMPH, 1921 models, in stock for immediate dc
livery at makers' reduced prices; exthangcs

arranged, or deterred payments.—Eagles and Co., 275.

High St., Acton, London. [3079

Triumph, late 1920, countershaft S-speed. K.S..
.,..1 equipment, Cowey speedometer and horn,

machine Iretter than new. mileage under 1,000; £110.
—Gingold, 33, High Ilolborn. [2918

TRIUMPH and Coaclibuilt Sidecar, 2-speed gear,

clutch, hniips, pump. etc.. ivind scieen, tyres goc«l

:

*35.—Ivnicht iuid Wlientley. TU« Pavement, Conlsdnn.

Snrre.y. 'Plionc: Piuley 1277. [3025

TRIUMPH Countershaft W.D. Model, lellOTated, ic-

plat'd. re^nanielled. guaranteed 3 months; £20
down and 12 instnlments oi £5/15/6.—Auto Traders.

Ltd., 64, Jermyn St., London. [2603

41) p. Triumph 3-8peed Countersliaft Cnnchbuilt Cow-
bination, electric light, just overhaided, repainted,

tax paid: any trial; £80, or neaie«l cfler.— Ellcrshaw.

Playhatcb House, Sonning, Reading. [2449

1Q19 Triumpli Combination. Sunbeam sidecar, tns
XU paid, lamps, born, Cowey trip speedometer. Seu-
sprnv carburetter, iudi-stinguishable from uew ; £105.—
2, I'oituiiesate Rd., Harlesden, N.W. - [3471

21 All-chain Triumph, with beautiful Whitley
sidecar. Lucas black lamps, horn, new last

month, tax paid: anv trial; £155; owner bought car.—
Ellis. 7, Gladstone Terrace, Brighton.- [2639

SEMI-T.T. Clutch Triumph, 1913-14, specially tuneil

engine (decompressor), Dunlops, practically as new

19^

guaranfeed throiigiiout, ride 100 miles; £45,
combination wanted.—57, Stoptord Rd., E.13

oUer:^

;

[2899

1 020 Trinuiiili Combination, excellent condition,
Xi/ Eoytiny. Cowey, electric lightfhg. T.in-Sod, etf..

with or withont nocessories. tax nnd insnrnnce pnid

;

hest cfler.—Tipriett, 111, Dorchester Ed., Weymouth.

TRIUMPH Gloria Comhination, 1920. S.A., 3-$peed
gear box, lamps, horn, etc., new tyres, rJ>solute)y

Al condition, guaranteed in every way. auy trial;

£110. or near; must sell.—33, Hackford Rd.. Brixton.
I S.W.9. [3489

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, \vhen desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can give imiilediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

cura-belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Mus-
well Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, North
Finchley. [0382

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash
or deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix
ton 2417. [0504

TRIUMPH 4Ii.p. Late 1919 and Gloria Sidecar, 3-

speed countershalt. clutch and kick starter, lamps,
speedometer, full equipment, small mileage, licence
paid; £120. or near offer.—Major Hopkins, Incents,
Berkhamsted. [2641

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., brand new, chain drive, 1921
model, just arrived from works; in. stock for im

mediate delivery; ^£125; secure now at makers' latent
reduced price: easy payments arranged.—Wilkins.
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [2800

BARGAIN.— 3Vjh.p. Triumph Sports Solo, droppeii
frame, special tank, new Dunlop Magnums, excep-

tion:tlIy fast, tax paid 1922, ready drive away, any
trial ; first cheque £35 secures.—Apply, Wills, 30,
Clarence Gate Gardens, Baker St., N.W.I. [2911

=ds, countershaft, discs,1Q20 Triumpb. 4h.p., 3 speeds,
A*/ indistinj^uishablc from new, perfect running;
£85, or with new unused 1921 Montgomery sidecar;

£115; the best looking Triumph in London.-35, St
Clement's Mansions, Lillie Rd., Fulham. [3410

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.~
Triumphs, all models in stock, new chain drives,

new chain-cum-belts, solos and combinations; also 4h.p
renovated models, £90 and £95; immediate delivery;
supplied on easiest oi easy terms ; trade supplied.

[3448
TRIUMPH and Henderson Sidecar, engine, gears,

and all bearings, etc.. renewed, lamps, horn
mirror, Easting screen lor sidecar, licence paid, new-
appearance, and guaranteed; £80.—Herbert Robinson
Ltd.. 32-35. Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. :

Bicpcles. [9549

1 Q19 Triumph and Gloria de Luxe Sidecar, engine
-*-«' No. 62209, in periect condition, Easting wind
fcreen, Lucas lamps, sundry spares, has been carefully
ridden and looked after, insured and tax pai4: trial by
appointment; best offer over £115.—27a, Hervev Rd.
Blackheath. [5052

"|Q19 Triumph Combination, £120,' chaiu-cuni-bett,
-t-iJ 3-speed, Lucas Jamps, Klaxon, accessories, new
bearings 'and sidecar with adjustable child's seat, en-
tirely overhauled, stove enamelled, fully in.<;ured, tax
paid: ai)poi.ntment, or after 6.— 151, Wilberfoice Rd
Finsbnry Park. [2448

TRIUMPH, 1917, for immediate sale, near Earl's
Court, 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, excellent

running order, complete with^ accessories, some spare
parts, wortii £80; will accept best offer even it only
lew pounds, a^ owner leaving country.—Box 4,508, c/a
The HJotor Cycle. [2691

1 Q 19 Triumpb Combination, not W.D., fully
J~iJ equipped., •'lamps, horn, legshields, Easting
screen, tools, spares, etc., guaranteed first-class con
dition throughout, any trial or expert examination
licence paid; £120. or nearest.—Worboys, Roseberry,
SaHron Rd., Biggleswade. (D) [2702

1017 and 1918 Triumphs. 4h.p., C.S,, hand clutch,
Xt/ 3-speed, K.S., reconditioned, in perfect running
order, from 56 gns. ; fitted brand new coachbuilt side-

car. £17 extra; if fitted with new P. and H. lamps
and generator, Klaxon, pump, and tools, ^3 extra.—
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington
Phone : Ken. 3709. [3387

1 Q 19 Genuine 4h.p, Triumph, 3 speeds, complete
Xi/ with Ace disc wheels, F.R.3. large head light

rear light, Lucas horn, Watford speedometer, semi
T.T. bars, knee grips, leg shields, specially tuned,
ceptionally fast. This machine has been very little

used, appearance and mechanical condition guaran-
teed equal brand new; a bargain at £95.—Walbro
Motor Cycle Co., High St., Saffron Walden. 'Phone
45. [1732

Velocette.

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Velocette in stock
[0486

VELOCE Motor, 2-speed, lightweight, nice condition;
£20.-Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.5

[3220

Verus.

VERUS-BLACKBURNE 1920 23/ih.p., K.S., lamps,
horn, tax paid; £75.—Taylor, 22, Benbow Rd..

Hammersmith. [3016

"I Q20 Verus-Blackbiirue. 2-speed, kmk start, never
Xt7 been ridden, selling for health reasons; £75, a
bargain.-Regi, 50, Vine St., Minories. [3411

1O20 2%h p. Verus-Blackburne. 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,XU Senspray, W.S.R., licensed, excellent machine,
uiecliauicnl horn, acceseories; £73.-19, Saxon St.,

Wrexham. [3328

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Verus Model r cash or
deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd,.
South Side, Clapham Common. S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. [0502

TYRE HOUSED

ANOTHER GREAT BARGAIN
BRAND NEW

CLE'VR NCE
GOODRICH SAFETY TREAD

28 X 3COVER
4-5/-

SPECIALBARGAINS
Brand New Cove

1st Gra.clo Only,
From Government Stores

24 X 2 Avon r>niid

^4 X 2^ Avon 3-rib Heavy
26x2 Clincher Ribbed

For 26 X 2Jr Rims.
26 X 2i Extra Heavy Non-skid

rs.

etc.

. 26/9

. 31/6

. 25/-

. 25/-

. 23/6

. 33/-

..35/-

. 39/-

. 3SIS

. 35/--
il 37/6
. 35/-
. 35/-
. 35/-
. 36/-
• 35/-
. 55/-
. 47/6
• 49/-
. 59;-
42/6

. 35/-

. 39/-

. 41/-

. 55/-

. 25/-

. 47/-
39/-

. 45/6

. 32;-

. 47/6

. 30/-

. 42/6
- 65/-

. 27/6

. 47/6

. 52/6

. 45/-

. 43/-

. 4S -

. 49/-
E9--

Avon Sunstone

Pedley Medium 3-rib

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
Englebert Hvy. Touring, wired

-'6 y "1 Bates Special Heavy

Avon Tricar Extra Heavy ....
Hutchinson Passenger
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy

26x2hx 2i Englebert Super Heavy .

.

Hutchinson Rubber Studded .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread

For 26 X 2} Rims.
26 X 2I Heavy Non-skid

., Extra Heavy Non-skid
Spencer-Moulton ^-rib

Wood-Milne Combination

2C1 X 3 X 2} Englebert Passenger
Skew Extra Heavy Non-skid .

.

28 X 2h
28 X2S- Clincher Dreadnought

28 X 3

Wood-MiJne Extra Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy.
Englebert Super Heavy

650 X 65

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy . .

.

Avon Square

Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy
700 X 80

;ooX ."io Wood-Milne Special

Wood-Milne 4-ply ,

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd

,

Tho TYRE HOUSE,
8 3, THeobald's Road,
HOUBORN - Wf.C.I

'Phone: Museum 1 543.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Villiers.

Q3.il. p. Villiers, Albion 2-speed. new Dunlop, iault
'^4, less; £30.-3, Park St., Wellington, Salop

[S334;

Vindec.
VINDEC, late 1920, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, as new; £45.-

212, Ewell Rd., Surbiton. [329'

VINDEO Special 7-91i.p. Combination, take 3 anj
.where, fast, licence paid; £48; any evening.-

Ehodes, 239, Beicslord St, Camberwell, S.E. [266i

Weatherby.
! 1 Q21 Weatherby Scout. 3h.p.,. 2-speed. 2-stroke,
-L" new; £65; cost £78.-C., Eoslyn. Nertherby Ed
S.E.23. '[920

I

Wilkin.
1 1021 Wilkin 4h.p., 3-speed, clntei, and kick star
-*-tf. bmnd new and unnsed; Fiat price £132,

f price £96.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Bd., South Kei
sington. [344

"I
Q21 Wilkin, 41i.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick star

-t *^ demonstration model, mileage 100, 3in. tyre
lifted ^ei30, our price £88.—Edwards, 50, Harringtc
Rd-, South Kensington.- [33(

Wolf.

WOLF 2-stroke, 2-speea; £25—59, Palfrey
Dorset Ed, Clapham Ed., S.W.8.

horn, tax paid, excellent
Ashtord Ed., Swindon.

Plac
[30'

1 (QIS WoH-Jap C.B. Combination il920 body), 4h.i
-»-t/ C.S. 3-6peed, handle clutch, kick starter, lamp

" condition; £80.—Tuley, 3

[X32:

WOLF.—Sole agents for London, South of Thamt
and district. W© are now fixing 6ub-agenei(

and invite enquiries —Burlington Motore, Ltd., Sou
Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brixton 241

[05(

Wooler.
WOOLER 2';4h.p., brand new, unridden, tax paii

bargain £72.-46, Claremont Rd., Forest Gat
E.7. [28!

WOOLEE, 1921 : immediate deliyery from stock.
Lockwood's, Commercial Ed., Eastbourne, Suss

cost £110, accept
Hoye.

[26:

190, larai
unscratche

£75.—Hooley, 78, Highdown Re
[29

1Q20 2'Ah.p. Wooler, only ridden
-i-*y Cowey horn, Cowey speedometer^

1 Q19 Wooler 2Jili.p. Flat Twin, all on, perfect c(

JL ^ dition, fast, tax paid, must ^ell owing to financ
circumstances ; £46, no oilers.—88, Russell St., Pet
borough. (D) - [26

WOOLER, 1920, with all 1921 additions and
provements, condition, appearance, and ty

as new. electric lights, footboards; .£70; too fast
owner's purposes; would consider part exchange rect

2-stroke. Beardmore-Precision, Calthorpe, or Couls
B.—Rev. Cooke, 7, Bayshill Terrace, Cheltenham.

[31

Zenith.

JULIANS of Reading have Zenith 1921 Sh.p.
stock. [04

-AN GUY, Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early deliye
all models. [05

r/ENITH Motors, Ltd., Hampton Court.—1920 ehi
' soiled Sh.p. models, from £108. [92

D'

ZENITH 2;ih.p. H.O. Twin, countershaft, unusi
offers.—Box 4,510, c/o The Motor Cyd'.. [26

F.O.C.H. for Zenith.—New and second-hand machii
in stock.—5. Heath St., Hampstead [near Han

stead Tube Station). [2'

ZENITH (late 1920) Countershaft Combination,
accessories, as new; £130; exchange.—C.S.,

[34

ape
£70
[26

ey(

£65
[27

Swatou Rd., Bow. Tel. : 3155.

,Oh.p. Zenith C.B. Combination, good condition,
'O ometer, Binks, ride 50 miles, tax paid;
Farnworth, Jeweller, Leigh, Lanes.

ZENITH, 5.6h.p., perfect, sporting mount,
possible accessory, as new^ sacrifice,

. Brown, 9, Mornington Rd., Chingford.

ZENITH 1919 Sports 8h.p., disc wheels, very ii

tax ; any trial or examin.atiou ; £75.—Lt. Ho
Hospital, Whittington Barracks, Lichfield. [2<

Z'
ENITH-GRADUA 1914 6h.p. J.A.P., overhaul
Swan sidecar, luggage grid; £12.; tax paic

i

Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [30

T Q19 (December) 8h.p.- Countershaft Zenith
Xtf Millford Sidecar, completely equipped, mileJ

under 3 000; 135 gns.-Clark. Trinity Hall, Cambrid
[19

ilQao 8h.p. Zenith Combination, lamps, etc., p
' Xtf lect condition, tyres unpunctured, mileage 9(

£150.-138, Stapleton Hall Rd., Stroud Green, N
[21

£80.-1916 8h.p. sports Zenith combination, coa

built, Binks, Stewart, Tan-Sad. lamps, etc.;

' exchange solo.—84, Ilex Rd., Willesden, N.W.IO
w ^^^

ZENITH-GRADUA 3r4h.p. Coach Combinati
good order, £36, or offer; also modern lOh

(cycle car, cheap.—Grant, 39, Leyton Park Ed., E.
J [2'

B48 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

Zenith, C'owey speedometer.a 20 5h.p. F.E.3. lamps
small mileage, tyres good, fine condition ; £95; ox

inge A.B.C.—Ruseoe, Cheisti.uts, Wealdstone, Hnrrnw
[3345

h.p. Sporting Zenith. 1920 model, boupht March
1921, mileaee 1.500. perfect condition, lamp?, etc.:

ce £100.~Guiunes£. Houndless Water. Haslemere.
|93Jf^

'ENITH. 4h.p.. 1914, complete with lamps, horn,
I Tan-Sad, spares, recently overhauled, splendid
fidition. tax paid; £43.—Wood, 71, Robinson Rd.,
;refcon, S.W.17. [3107

'ENITH 5-6h.p. Sport?, 1920, all on, perfect oppenr-
I anco, condition, fast, smidl mileage, tax and in-
rnnce: £100.-R. Wiltabire, 63, West Wycomhe Kd..
gh Wycombe, Biuks. - [2669

UG., 1920. Zenith 5h.p. sporting model, Gradua
<- gear, .dl ;tcc'-4-ories, condition as new. licence
id. only done 800 miles; offer?.—20, Malvern Av..
lithilh, Bolton, Lone?. [259'^

'110—Zenith late 1920 8h.p. sports, mileage 1,200,
' specially good engine. ia<t but flesible, new ap-
iraiK-e, spe'?dometer. knee-grips: nuy inspection ami
nl.-G.C.^ Trinity College; Oxford. [2583

-5h.p. Zenith, olntch, Icick start, variable gear, splen-
did condition, coiiipiete. Lucas lauipo, racing upwl

leter. horn, tools, etc.; £80. or exchange Triumph:
!Q any time.—F, Ayling, Wnrnham, Sussex. [2529

920 6h.p. Zeoith, tax paid, nnscratcbed, elect ri-

iisht. Cowev. special Hi.orting exhaust and tinisli,
ae 65 untuned, mil-'agc ueKligible: bpst offer ovr:
10 secures.—Write Marsh, K.M.A., Woolwich. [316',

ftrg Zeiiith and Sidecar, as new. sporting model,
t' 8h.p.. ull accessories, elei trie liehting, low mile-
>; 108 gD3., or offer.—Bartlett, 39. The Avenue.
Wdeabiiry Park, N.W.6. 'Phone: Willesdeu 3232.

[3430
ENITH. 1921. built to special order, fitted witii

the 8h.p. M.A.G., aiunnnium pistons, drip feed
front cylinder, and hand pump, large tank, 28x5
es; any examination.—74. Stony Lane, Smethwick
mmKharu. rX3285

915 4h.p. Zenith Single, Gradua geors, Si.litdnri
irias-, 1921 Amac, 1921 Brooks, lamp.1, horn,

lis, lallion seat, T.T. l>ars h»ng copper exhaust; rjir-
ge p;iid £45.-A. L. Baldock, Ingleside, Calais Rd..
rton-cm-Trent. [2577

clutch model, with
-. « , «. .. -T-v- "°^ ^'""^ screen,
i.8. electric lighting, horn, tools, tax and insurance
d: ca-^t £225. bargain, £160.-Po8tance, 1, Austir
lars, Stamford. [3158
ENITH 4h.p. Twin. 1920 colours, black and red,

complete with lamps, Kkixon^ knee grips, etc.,
le bars, last and sporty, privately owned; £65, or
(T3; after 8.—Seen at AUeudiile Gaiage, 278, Balham
5h Rd., Balliam. [3119

ENITH 1920 Sh.p. Sporting CombinaUon,- Lucas
jMMd. rear, and sidcciir lamps. Cowey speedf.-

t©r. knee grips. Aie <li*c wheel.i, higeage grid, eiiii;i:

new; £160.—ParkerV, Biitd^jawgate, Bolton: also
i, DeLm-igate, Mancbestcr. [X3266

IHE Zenith Service Depot at 89, Wigmore St., i^

in a position to eupnly new 1920 models at
iatly reduced prices, and. although the Whiti»un
lidays have greatly reduced our stock, we have still
>r 2 machines left lor immediate delivery.

h.p. and 6li.p. Countershaft Models, with kick
starter and clutch, price £116: Sh.p. and 6h.p

ndard models. £110: Sh.p. sporting model. £96
iTE can give immediate delivery of all 1921 models.
* and lor one week we are making a special
iX of one 1921 5h.p. sporting model, slightly shop
led, at £115 complete, with idl accessories, InmiK-
m. speedometer, licence holder.

IHE Zenith Service Depot can supply any iparc
part for models from 1911 upwards, and ans

rt not in ;stock can be supplied within 24 hours'

ECOND-HAND, privately-owned machines for satc-
at reasonable price?, ail of which have been

imined before being offered for sale. Pay the depot
call to-day and tak advantage of the low-priced
chines offered.—'Phone : Mayfair 5598.—The Zenith
vice Depot. The Motorists' Advisory Agency. Ltd
Wigmore St.. W. [9324

920 Zenith Sh.p. Combination,
luxurious Henderson hidecar

914 Special Sports Zenith,
E.I.L\ magneto, Cox-Atnios carburetter.

S'rjh.p., single, o.h.v.,

^ ,
-----i) carburetter, new IV^in.

,t. new Palmer tyre on back and is very hot but
y to handle, perfect order and condition; £65 ory near offer accepted.-Aero Motor Works, Stamford
ics- [3320
li.p. Twin .T.A.P. Countershaft Zenith Combination

(Julv, 1915), clutch, kick starter. Canoelct touring
ecar. etectric lighting, original enamel, heavy jMm-
s, discs, speedometer, necessories, new condition

trial; £90; 2^'4h.p. Dongla.:: part.— 63
[2237

CI 16 Countershaft Zenith. 6b.p.. special engine.
t' kick starter, largest F.R.3. head lamp, tail
np, generator, speedometer. Stewart horn, practically
iisting^ishable from new. beautiful machine, photo;
al willingly; 74 gns.. oiters. exchanges considered
., Boundary Row, Netting Hill. 'Phone: Park 654

[3295

ince: thoiouch
Ion Ed., Brixton.

w.^^•^^^^
st^s

and

LIGHTNING SERVICE
A sound lighting proposition

for the solo rider

Complete
OUTFIT

£510-0

SPECIAL OFFER

Write for jliubtratcU toldcr ol tiie complete
ran^c of Godfrey Electric Llj^hting Sets.

THE "COMPACTA"
LIGniiIN<; Sb;!.

The set is supplied wired up as illustrated and
can be fitted to any machine in a few* minutes, '

The Accumulator housed in pressed ^tecl case is

irnpre\no\is to road shocks and the lamp capable
of prnjoctins a powerful beam at the ininimuai
current consumption.

rade nquirifs invited.

JOHNS MANVILLE
SPEEDOMETER.

Nickel Plate

finish

SPEED
RECORDER
to 80 M.P.H.

I^oirI>rivo for 1919-

1 INDI K 7 hp
eor D'ivofnr 1919

21 flAUi.KY? hv.
ItrtirDrivffor 19 O-

.:1IN. LVNS OU
L'mit'^d number

Sliop.3 iled

95/-
Each,

iX detail
worth. Ltd,

from thp Midland
Birminsham.

The LUCAS „
GIRDER* Wrench ^Br Jr

Girder raioor 4/9 each
Girder .. 6/6 ,,

Girder major 13/6 ,,

El- C HIO BU LBS.
Single or Double Contact.

6v.iSc.p.276 4V. joc.p.2'6
6v. i3C.p. 2/6 4 V. 8 CD. 2/6
6 V. c.p. 1,'B 4 V. 4 c.p. 1/8
6 V. 3 c.p. 1/8 4 V. 2 c.p. 1/8

FOR ACCESSORIES
DESCRIPTIONS Call (

OF ALL
Write to

GODFREYS, Ltd.
208, GT. PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.l.
fciupbotie : Lani^liani i ^oj i .; iiucs.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ladles* Motor Cycles.

Lady's Motor Cycle, the Ivy is It.- Send Tor
agents. Frank Whit-

[X3404
T ADVS Douglas. 2-speed, kick start, in splendid
--' condition, just been enamelled and plated, tax
paid; 45 gns., or nearest.—Berry, 19, TeUord Rd.,
West Ilendon. [3275

FOR Sale, lady's J.E.S. motor cycle, lightweight,
I'-i'h-p., Amac carburetter, mechanical hern, tax

piiid. 200 miles per gallon; £2ii.—Foster, Granville
Cuurt, Cliltonville, Margate. [2557,

BRAND New 1921 2"i.h.p. Lady's Excelsior, ViUiers,
Stnrmey-Archer 2 speeds, kick starter and clutch,

shop-soiled; £60—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., High SL.
Saflron Walden, Essex. 'Phone : 45. [1736

Miscellaneous.
A RIEL and Clyno Motor Bikes, perfect order; rhean.
-^^ —Williams, Laundry, Tan-y-Bwlch. [2439

W'ANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, London's lead-
ing motor cycle escliange, for real cheap

ma'^hines.—Below

W'AXDSWORTH Easy Terms, easy terms; immedi-
ate delivery given with first deposit.—Below.

'V\7"ANDSWORTri.-Royal Enfield 3h.p. Twin, mag.,
» » 2 -speeds, chain drive; 39 gus.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Humber Coachbuilt Combination.
S'jh.p., 2 sjmeds, runs splendidly, licensed; 46

^11-.—Uelnw.

WANDSWORTH.—number Coachbuilt Combination,
3',-;h.p., 2 speeds, lampa, licensed; only 49 gn^.—

Below.

WA^'DSWORTH.-ZenHh
bination,

Below.
Sh.p.

splendid coachbuilt corn-
twin J. .v.P., any trial; 59 gns.—

WANDSWORTH.-F.X.
tion, 5-6h.p.. 4-ryls.

lamps, licensed; 59 gns.-

WANDSWORTH.—Bat-Tap beautilul
combin.ition, Bh.p. twin, Bosch, 2 speeds, spring

fine coachbuilt combina-
Boscb, 2 speedsi clutch,

Below.

coachbuilt
;ds, !

68 gns.—Below.

1918
speeds,

coachbuilt corn-
lamps, licensed;

Indian 1916 coachbuilt
3 speeds, licensed; oUere.

coachbuilt combination,
runs well; 49 gns.—Below

frame, screen, lamps, licensed;

WANDSWORTH.-B.S.A.
bination, 4V4h.p., 3

79 gns.—Below.

WA ND.SWORTH.-Red
combination, 7-91i.p.

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Rex
Sh.p. twin, 2 .-speeds,

WT'.WDSWORTH.—Premier coachbuilt combination,
»» 4h.p., niai;., 3 speeds, runs splendidly; 52 gns.—
B.Iow.

\T7.\.\DSW0RTH.—Rudge coachbuilt combination,
Vt 3' -h.p., mag., 2 speeds, runs well; 45 gns.-
Below.

W.V.XDSWORTH.—P. and M. 1918 coachbuilt
combination, S'.Mi.p,, 2 speeds, kick, renovated;

79 gns.-Bciow.

WA.NUSWORTH.-B.S.A., almost brand new
machine, 4',4h.p., 3 speeds; only 89 gne.-Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Scott, almost brand new coach-
built combination, water-cooled, fully equipped;

U5 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Triumph 3>/jh.p., mag., good
tyres, runs well; very cheap, 29 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Matchless-Jap, small twin. Bosch,
3 speeds, luns splendidly; 49 gns.—Below.

Wandsworth:—Kerry-Abingdon. 3'/l.h.p., mag.,
good tyres, runs well; cheap, 27 gns.-Below.

WTANDSWORTH.—Minerva 4J^h.p. twin, mag., F.H.,
VV clutch, any trial; bargain, 25 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH. — Red Indian,
machine, 7h.p. twin, 2 speeds;

fine powerful
43 gns.—Below.

WT'ANDSWORTH. — T.D.C. de lu.xe, nice little
VV machine, 2',:'ih.p., 2 speeds, only 39 gns.—Below.

7vVND3WORTH.—F.N.. 2i;i^h-p.. _ mag., 2 ^ speed:

Wandsworth
. _ _ . an

tion). 'Phone : Latchmere 4686,

WANDSWORTH E.vchanges.—WandBworth Motor
Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Sta-

[3431

RICHMOND Park Garage, 110, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen. S.W.14 ('phone Putney 2622),

have some exceptional bargains.—Below.

R,P.O.—Indian combination, 7-9h.p., 1915, 3-speed
gear box, kick starter, clutch, splendid condition;

£58.—Below.
P.G.—RudR Multi and sidecar, 3V^h.p., acces-

paid; £32.—Below.

R.P.G.—Rover S'.'^h.p., 1921 model, 3-speed gear box,
clutch, kick starter, all-chain drive, accessories,

ridden about 100 miles; £85.—Below.

R.P.G.—Royal Enfield combination, 19?0, Magdyno,
Sh.p. J.A.P.; £125.—Below. »

R ,P.G.—Triumph, countershaft model. 1918 approxi-
mately, all accessories; £60.—Below.

110, Upper Richmond
'Phone : Putney 2522.

[3120

RICHMOND Park Garage,
Rd., East Sheen. S.W.14.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Mlscellaneuus

New O.K. s, Ariels. Harleys, Omegas
Booths

BARGAINS.-
Quadrants;

Motories. ilalifas
exchanges eotet'tained.

T>ARGA1NS.—New^ 4V2b.p.. Quadrant and
£125; new

.Motories. Halifax.
7h;p, Ariel combination.

sidecar
'Booths

BARGAINS-— 1920 Indian oombinatioo, dynomo light

ing, screen, £165/10;
sou' combination, £135/10.-

BARGAINS.-G.W.K. 1915 car,
£185/10; 3'Ali-P. Ariel, free

£35/10; 1914 P. '
'"

1919 7-9h.p.' Harley-Uii^id
Bootias' Motories, Halifax

detachable wheeLs..

enprine, accessories
nud'M.. £45/10: 1920 Scott( £87/10,

1920 O.K., £55/10.-Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-Clyno 2.stroke. 2 speed, clutch
£35/10; 1919 Rudge Multi, £67/10. -Booths

Motories, Halila:;;,

BARGAINS.-New 1921 Rudse Multi, £85; 1915
Douglases £42/10; 4h.p. Douglas, £69/10; 4h.p

Douglas, with new sidecar, £95/10; 1919 Royal Rubv
combination, £1 10/ 10.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS. - Shop-soiled 1920 models : 2%h p
O.K., £43/10: ditto 2-speed. £54/10; 2>^ih p

Omega-Jap, 2-ppeed, £67/10; Harley-Davidson and
sidecar, £189/10; 6h.p. Ariel combination. £149/10;
exchanges entertained. Pay us a visit.—Booths
Motories, Portland Place, Hahfas. Tel.,: 1062. f7544

Sih.p. Mot<
2 running

otor Cycle for Sale. Bosch,
ling order; £15, or nearest,

Dulwich Viiliage.

B.B.. good
33.' Calton Rd

6^ih.p. Lightweight, running order, Bosch,
f^ 4 J icensed ; £16; cash wanted.—Beckford,
Terrace, Horsforth, Yorkshire.

[2469

Drnids,
, Rose
[2677

LIGHTWEIGHT 25/,h.p.; 2-speetI, 1919, 2-stroke, very
smart, [ill accesi^ories, only wants seein;i' and trying:

£58.-16, St. Marj Abbotts Terrace, Kensington. [3155

"|Q20 5-6h.p. Combination, fully equipped, tax and
J-*' insurance paid, splendid condition, first reason-
able offer.—Christie's Motor Works, Ltd., High St.,
Staines. [3290

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled 1920 models: T.T. Brad
bury 4h.p., £75; Coulson-B, 4h.p. Blackburne,

spring frame, 2-speed, £95; Armis, Precision, 2-speed,
kick-starter, hand clutch, £75.—Hills, Victoria Garage,
Barnstaple. - [2695

F.O.O.H. for sGCond-hand cycles, combinations, iiud
runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged

Any new motor cycle, combination, or o^r supplied,
cash or easy payments.— 5, Heath St., Harapstead (neiir

ITampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [2767

BARGAINS, in excellent running condition : Alldays
Allon, 2-.speed and clutch. £35; Royal Ruby 2-

speed, £30; Hobart 2-speed. £30; Snn-Villiers 2-speed,
£28; Levis, £27; Connaught, £27; Hobart. £22;
evenings between 5 and S.—Grinyer, Island Row, next
C-overdale Chapel, Commercial Rd., E. [3479

SAM E. CLAPHAM (Motors), Greenwich ('phone
751), the agent for all leading makes of motor

cycles and light cars. Special notice.—T.T, Race,
I.O.M. By courtesy of " The Isfotor Cycle" telegrams,
announcing the progress and results of the Junior
and Senior events will be exhibited at our showrooms.
27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [3239

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WALL Auto-Wheel, splendid condition, and 3-spped

cycle; trial: £9 ea(:h.-270. King St., Hammer-
smith. [2909

FOR Sale, Auto-wheel aiid cycle; £20, or Auto-wheel
only; £12.—G. W. Randall, 233, Gipsy Rd., West

Norwood. . [2948

AUTO-WHEEL and Gentleman's Cycle, running order;
any trial: £12/10.-10,- Railway Mews (next Lnd-

broke Grove Station)

AUTO-WHEEL witli gentleman's
hiraps, re-enamelled, tools, etc,

Gayhurst, Foxcombe Hill, Oxford.

with

cycle,

ofiers.-

[2718

tax paid,
-Bateson,

[3137

*| Q20 Auto-Wheel, complete with all fittings, _.^

-L*J brand new, only_used once, guaranteed- perfect

:

lOgiJs., cojt £27/10.-Croft, 7,

all

lant
Victoria St., Paignton,

[3165
MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.

A.J.S. 1920 Combination for hire, week-ends or
longer; deposit required-—Aijply, Box 4,458, c/o

The Motor Cycle. , [2488

MOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday, 42/6; 1
week, 85/-; combination 52/6 and 110/-; write

£or further information.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. [X2672

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.-Rayner. 10-12. George St., Blackpool.

A
Co., Ltd

EGSON
jnv,i]id

[X7038
Hand and iMotor-propelled Tricycles, for
and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.

, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2647

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
.
new; £33.—Frank Whit-

worth, 139, New St., Birmingham. [X3405

LOOK.—Kingc^bury Scooter, 1920, unused siuce Nov
£18;5.—Turner, Gildersome St., Leed.s. [X3261

A .B.C. Skootamota, 1921,

FULLY EQUIPPED

REBUILT

OUGLA
MOTOR CYCLES.
As nearly like new as It is

possible to make them, con-
sisting of the pick of the ex
Government machines, and
50% new parts, Inciu'ding

NEW Carburetter. NEW
tyres, NEW belt, NEW chain,

etc., etc. Complete with full

equipment of NEW acces-
sories, including lamps, horn,

bags, tools, etc., all ready for

the road.

2| h.p. 2-speed,

£65
3-speed, kick-start and

clutch,

4 h.p

4 h.p. 3-speed k.s. Combina-
tion, with brand new Sidecar

in Douglas Saxe blue,

£105
Guaranteed for 3 months.

Each machine rebuilt in our
own extensive up-to-date

works, newly stove enamel led,

replated, tanks In makers'
colours.

From June 13th we are supply-
ing at the inclusive price NEW
:; :: F.R.S. EQUIPIVIENT. ::

'
::

Delivery from Stock. Trade supplied.

Cash or Deferred Payments.

All provincial and trade enquiries to .

—

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

IVlotor Engineers,

WISBECH.
London Office: 50, Pall Mall.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
AUTOGLIDEE, Model A, 2"^ih.D., filior-soiled; 30 gi

baig'ain.—Cliristie, Cycle Agent, Torquay. [24

QCOOTER, Autoped, never legistererj, dynomo ligM mg; £19.-135, Eort'fi Court Ed.. London, fp

AUTOPET) Scooter, new condition and unust
£18/10.—Speechley, 86, Churchileld Rd., Acfcc

W.3. [26

SCOOTAHOTA. 1920, perfect order, not run I

miles; ijearest offer £35.—Riseley Lodge, Mai(
! head. [2(

I 1 021 Skootamota, just received from works,
!-*-*' crate; £31/10. — 54, St. James St., A^ht
i Birmingham. [X3i

SKOOTAMOTA, A.B.C., brand new, in crate, lat

raodei, complete; 35 gns.—Bradshaw's Mo
i House, Preston. (8J

AUTOGLIDER, 1920^ 2V2h:p-, not done 50 mi
,

cost £57 ; bargain, £40.—Apply by letter

J. Argyle, 19, Gt. aareudon St., Oxford. [2

I 020 KiugsTiury Scooter, with sent, good hill-rlim
i-fl-*^ niileoge under 100; first M.O. £25 seourt

P;ml Jolmson, Greenfields, Watlingtou, Oxon, - [2

A.B.C. Skootamotas, 35 gna. ; Mobile Pup scoot
25 gns. ; all brand new at these special prit

' de"livered free anywhere in Great Britain.—Eg ert<

j

Northgate. Ipswich, 'Phone : 962 [3

CONVERTED Auto-Whepi Scooter, perfect rum
condition, excellent liill-cliuiber, new tyres, e

plete with saddle, mechanical horn, and tax paid, r*

! for road: £26.^App]T, 89, Coventrj- Ed., Bedfor
[2

j

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
SANDHAM'S make thousands of hoods every y

50/- each. First quality twill waterproof.

SANDTjAIS.—The Sandum Patent Wind Screen of
positions, as shown at Olympia. Finest sc

I
on tho market; 90/-.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Gray's
,

Rd., VV.C.l. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0

HOOD Materials.—Twill, sticks, celluloid, fitti

etc.; materials complete for re-cover, 14/
Henry Jones 778, High Rd.. Tottenham. London.

[9

AUSTER Triplex Adjustable Aero Type W
Screens, 12 X 6V2. brand new ; 8/6, post

splendid value.—S. Lewis, 19a, Upper Charlton
Carburton St., off Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [<

HERCULES Hoods, smartest and cheapest, 5
60/-, 80/-; hoods recovered; fittings suppl

special terras to trade ; write for list.—Hercules I

Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., South Tottenham. [;

BODIES.

s

SANDUM, the largest and most renowned
body builders in country.

SA^DUMS have put on the market over 10,000
cr.r bodies.

SANDUMS have the only adult 2-seater body on
market which is not uhsightly. Write for

Dual-purpoee Body catalogue.

SANDUMS Repair Bodies and Chaf^sis of auy
with the use of up-to-dato machinery in

factories.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's
Rd., London, W.C.I. Phone; Museum 342

L

"\^ENUS Step "Bodies are the best for old ehassi

"ITENUS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smi

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and
but night unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and sui

tlirect. Catalogue free.

TTBNtrS Sidecar C-o., 6-14, Gourley St., S. Totten
[

A3 I
AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

C.B. Sidecar Body, large, as new; 70/-.—51, Ba
Grove, N.16.

^
t

SIDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, best quality;

original £12/12.-64, Bishopsgate, London.

SIDECAR Body, new, painted any colour, s

back; £5.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell
S.E.5.

SIDECAR Coachbuilt Body, Coverall apron, se

hand; £3/5.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell
S.E.

C»
r^ / _.—Clinter-Lea superior cane body, foldiU;

XO ' sent, adjustable Bluemel wind screei

celleut condition.—61, Merrcw St.

S.E.17.

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis,

class finish; have a lew coachbuilt bodies, clea

lines, from £5 each: extra good value.—The WiUow
Motor Co., Leicester.

advertisement, and the date of the issue.

ed, marked (P)-

screen
Cambenvell
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BODIES.
tandem, toaring.JULBOTJS Kack. tandem, toaring, eportinj.

^odies; several shoi^soiled models to cleor cheap.
stepped

r. Williams. Mnnafacturer,
rford St., Mahehester.

Lowei Cliatliam St.

[X3347

IIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work
' ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings ol original
signs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
loper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
aignlng new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4,

[0004

SIDECAl^ ATTACHMENTS.

lANDHAM tlie Smart Sidecar Specialists.
r

ANDUM Sidecars.—Beat Value in Olympia Show.

AKDUM Models.—The Exquisite £24/10, and
' Sports £28/10, are of distinctive appearance.

ANDUM Elite Sidecar. £28/10; the smartest side
' car on the road; highly recommended in "The
)tor Cycle."

ANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-scater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
'table seating for 2 adult?, with the weight in cor-
it position over lear axle. Finished in colours to
it any make of machine, £45; bodies only. £22/10.
e latest development of the 2-seater as designed by

,
and approved by the lecognised experts.

ANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

AlfDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
' Kd., VV.C.l. Phone: Museum 3427. Factories:
g to 165. Pentonville Rd.. N.; and Britannia
>rk3. Britannia St., W.C. [0019

IIDDLETONS Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

[IDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis foi
high-powered machines : Zeniths, Harleys

iians. New Imperials. Sunbeams, Blackbuines. etc.

NDIANS with kick starter on left present no
dilTicnlty with Middleton's special model.

GET IT AT

n frame repairs of aP
cycle frames and forks

[IDDLETON S specialise
kinds. Twisted motor

jmptty corrected.

lAMEO Screens in stock to suit all makes al
' Middleloiis. Trade supplied also.

[R. RIDDOCK, riding 8h.p. Zenith, Middletoo side-
car, won inter-'Varsity hill-climb. He also won

sex hill-climb with Middieton patent spring wheel
£car.

[IDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more tomlortable, but are faster on

i roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
lb into them.

[IDDLETON'S, London's oldest established eide-
rar makeis. wholesale, retail, and export, 27.

ood Green Hd.. Finsbury Park (near Tube)
lone Hornsev 1584 f0522

I. fliul AL Sidecar Chn.Jiis; £4.-
Orescent, Catford, S.E.6.

1, Springfield Park
[3123

IDECAR complete, 26x2Vi wheel; f5/10.—Hedgecoe,
44, Junctiou Rd.. Highgate. [2623

lOACIIBUILT Sidecar, also wicker sidecar; what
' ofTera?—Winter, Markby, Alford. [X3224

|OyGLAS Sidecar, as new -^f 15,
Ciaylord Way, Crayford, Kent.

near offer.—90.
[3299

[ILTJFORD Sidecar, as new, off P. and M.; £15 —
33. Hacklord Rd., Brixton, S.W, [3491

JASTONE'S for Sidecars and Bodies, no better or
' cheaper house. See displayed advert. [9917

COTT Conch Sporting Sidecar, equal to new; what
offers F—HawoH, Eskdale, Cumberland. [2460

IDECAR Chassi?. now, fitting complete; £7.~
Edwardos, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.5. [3216

ARGAINS.,-Shop-soiled high-class coacfabuilt side
' cars; cheap.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

ARGAINS.—Shop-soiled tinderslnng sidecar cbassii
cheap.—Booth's Motorics, Portland Place, Hali

[.

>ARGAINS.—High-class coachbnilt bodies, any
^ colour.-Booth's Motorics, Portland Place, Hali
c.

[ARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit
' Triumph or B.S.A.; £18/15.—Booth's Motories,
Jifcx.

ARCA INS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar, suit
9 Rudge, £16/15: Rtillford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly
r, £16/10.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

locker
Booth's

[7545

IILLFORD Sidecar Chassis, good condition, com-
plete with fittings; £8/10.-33, Hackford Rd.,

ixton, S.W. [3486

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body,
9 under seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-.—
Jtoriw, Halifax.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
'DASOAIN.—Sidecar complete, apron, good condition:
-•-' 10 BUS.—269, Wandsnortb Ed., V!iu.tliall. [2468

SWAN Coarhbuilt Sidecar, wind screen, apron; £10.—Derrington, Gralton Rd., New Maiden. [3475

ROVEB Conclibuilt Sidecnr, latest pattern, almost
nejv; £25.-Ellesmere, Earlsdon Av., Coventry.

[X3417
SECOND-HAND Sidecar, coachbuilt, good tvre;

£8/10.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., SiE.
[3218

MILLS-PDLFORD Sidecar, suit Triumph, or anv
machine; £15.-33. Hacklord Rd., Brixton.

[3492
SIDECARS, several, cheap or exchange: also Douglas

chassis; £8/15.-57, Kenburv St., Camberwell,

BIG

PAG E
TAYLOR

CATALOGUE
IS NOW READY
Get a copy at once—no motor cyclist can afford to be
without it. It LS the most coinprehcnsivc ever issued in
counection with the motor cycling industry.
l-.vQ vtlii Klrom aCOTJE't PIS lo a fully oiiiiitpcU COMBISA-
HON - L G'lT C\H U Ula-trftH.d,.l''SctibeiI, and prtp -.1 at

LONDON'S LOWEST PRICES.
Th Tnylfir Cital tue i8 an tNP*-ii-^ivc ihil- il<?iii;ned o > the looi<- leaf
|)rtDcipli-, do "O C1I1 t aftoni wnsu- iMrcul ition. Wo tiry thorofori'
rmki KanomiiiR' durcn f !/• ror copy whkh am'^uot will bo
ltd wed In fall off iho price cf the flnit artlrlo porchas.-d from ua
A coupon Ta ae '/- nccompimies a li cflt''Ioinio.

THE TAYLOR THIEF-PROOF LOCK,

London.

CAMBER Semi-touring
£18/10.-Bright and

Camberwell.

CAMBER Lightweight
£17/10.-Brighl and

Camberwell.

Models
Hayles,

Models,
Ha.vles,

[3031

Dunlop tyres

;

78, Church St..

Dunlop tyres;
78, Church St.,

QUICKLY FIXED, SIMPLE, SECURE.
Consists ot a r^'ecu uf flfti se 1 l>e:ii into thiitjliap oi a hook with a
hole a the oppowit - end. T le liook U pa^so:! rouud one memner o
the (ront ( rks, while the other nd i« t-ecured t-> tlie oi'i>uaitL- side

1 ncjof on orJiiiarj-pa lo<k the? lifispol which isslip odthrou-ih
the hoi--, in Ihit po-iuon ih^ moior cycle ca-mot bi wheeled, and
t wfiul'l tflke ane» pert hiet somti time to cut throuyh che steel bar
with a hacksa\v. Price 7/6; carrit'o G L

\Vh'n ordering. St «ie make of mnchlne.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD,
Sbowrooms

—

Vofor Cvc'<s nnd ^ars.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
A' c s uri- n "re Pft t3 • i K pai a

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I.
\\holesale

—

38, ALFREO PL4CE. W.CI.
Gajftge : Tottenham Court Road, W.l

Tclcphonea . Accessories and Hepaira. Museum 1240.
Motor Cycles and Cars Ken LoKton 7260.

Tc't^'i? ft"i^ " Dt'nain' rrr). W''"i*rent T-ondin."

CAMBER Streamline Model, Dunlop tyres; ;£16/10.
—Bright and Hayles. 78, Church St.. Camberwell.

CAMBER Tandem Models, Dunlop Ivres; £26.—
Briglit and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAJ\IBER Utility Models; £25; Dunlop tvres.-
Bright and Hayles. 78, Church St., CamberwelL

CAMBER Utilily Tandem Models. Dunlop tyres,
large locker space; £27.—Bright and Hayles, 78,

Church St., Camb-rwell.

CAMBER Harley and Indian Models. 28x3 wheels,
from .-£29.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.,

Camberwell.

CAMBER.—We undertake repairs, repaintiD^; and
upholftering to any make ol sidecar.—Bright and

Hayles, "78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAAfBER.—Wo are the largest makers of sidecars
in South London. Established 1899.—Briglit and

Hayles, 78. Church St., Camberwell. London. 'Phone :

Brixton 2951. £2980

DOUGLAS and P. and M. Sidecar Chassis, witli
tyre and tube ; £4/10.-24. Church Walk,

Hampstcad. [3482

MILLFORD, C.B., 4-point, good tyre, £9/10; also
P. and M., reupholstered, £11/10.-102. Kenyon

St.. Fulham. [3132

COMl-'ORTABLE Coachbnilt Sidecar off Triumph,
go^ londitiou: £12.—P. Pocock, Coldash, New-

bury, Bcrt-i. [2441

OCTAGONAL Sporting Sidecar, Harlej- colour. Aero
wind screen, 26in. aluminium disc; £25.-13.

Pi>plar Grove. Hammersmith. [2962

WATSOXIAN Coachbuilt Sidecar, 1921 model: £10,
coniplete with Inrnj) and generator.-llL, Knuner

Mews, West Brompton, London. [3358

CANOELET, excellent condition, well sprung, Ing-
gaiie grid, repainted, 26in. wheel; £10, or offer,

—43, Stock Orchard Crescent, Holloway. [2574

KERRY Sidecar, lightweight, complete fittachmentfl,
good condition : £8, or nearest offer.-Apply,

Wailis and Euston, Mill Ed., Cambridge. [2786

SIDECAIt, Milli*-FuIford chassis, special eonchbuilt
body, dashboard, locker, good condition, light:

£15.^Selby, 32, Honor Oak Park, S.E.23. [3284

A.W. Manufiicturing Co., Ladbroke.—All-weather side-
cars, disappearing coupe hood, smartest on flio

toad, perfect protection. Write for particulars.

A.W. Manufacturing Co., Ladhroke.—Standard side-
cars, bulbous buck, excellent finish, service hard

wear, with tyre and tube; from £22/10.

A.W. Manufacturing " Co.. Ladbroke. — Lightweight
sidecar, smartest lightweight model on the rood;

21 gns.

A.W. Manufacturing Co. have many shop-soiled coach-
built bodies in stock at clearance prices: particu-

lars by return.- 13 to 24, Avenue Close, Poplars Av.,
Willesden Green. Willesden 2805. [3392

CAMBER Sidecars, one 1921 semi-touring, not done
50 milG3. one 3920 utility model, new condition;

£15 each.— 1, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [3429

COMFY Sidecars, bulbous back, with looker, under-
slung chassis, quick attachments; 23 gns. Your

old side-car in part payment.—Comly Sidecars, Leyton-
stone. [1053

LIGHT Touring C.B. Indian MilKord Chassis, 4-

point. all connections, tyre as new; coverall apron;
first £10, bargain.—Cobb, 18, Midland Rd., Carlton,
Nottingham. [2252

PATEY Family Sidecnr, practically new, hood, screen,
cost over £50 ; accept £28 to clear.—Newnham

Mo.or Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Ham-
mersmith 80. [2256

DOUGLAS Sidecar, complete, £16/16; bodies from
£7/7; new sidecars lor all machines in stock;

also bodies of all designs.—Decort and FJvnn, 39, Esse.x
Rd., London, N.l. [3304

SIDECARS to fit any machine; bodies and chasai*
supplied aeparately. Hoods, Bcreens, aprons, mat.^.

—T. Williamf^, Manufacturer, 9, Lower Chotham St.,

Oxford Rd., Mnnche.^ter. rS334a

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest

stock in London, actual manufacturers through-
out. Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, 80
illustrations.

PHCSNIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

B^ENNOC Sidecar Co, specialise in sidecar.? for Indian
' motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can de

liver.

REINNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock

out prices. Note : VVrite lor special clearance list.

ENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

EiNiNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make ol
sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a speci-

ality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes.
English and American.

R

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

iiTanufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., Head Office and Engineering
Works, Victoria Works, Victoria Rd., Stroud

Green, N.4. 'Phone : Hornsey S50. Body Buildin"
Dept., Progress Works, Marlborough Rd., HoUoway,
J^.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2931

TJEAMBLE Coachbuilt Sidecar, excellent condition,
.*-* suitable for low powered machine, bodywork like
new; £15, or offer.—Bates, Over^lade, Woodville Rr]
Harbornfl, Birmingham.

"IQ19 Burberry Coach Sidecar, 2-seater,
Xt/ screen and new heavy studded Dunlop,
new, at £25.—Walbro Mui'>r Cycle Co,
Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45.

[S328S
with wind

all a:

High St.,

[1743

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are made for comfort,
att.ichnieut^ for anv machine; price 18 r^ns. up

wards; have few cars to clear at reduced prices;' repairs
repainting, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester

[0336
LANCASTER Superb Coachbuilt Sidecars, smartest

designs, lowest prices, any colour, from £15 com-
plete: bodies only from £5. Call and inspect at The
Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Rd., West Norwood,
S.E.26.

'

[6075

SIDECAR.-Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Save;
garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested
7 years on motors up to 9h.p.—Hopley, Upper Hign
gate St., Birmingham. [0152

NEW Perfection Sidecars (shop-soiled), for Triumph.
B.S.A., etc., £19/10: Coronet sidecar, 4-point, foi

Hailey, £19/10; Millfoid sidecar, for Henderson, £24;
Bowser, with hood and screen, for Harley, £26/10.—
Collier's Motorics, Horton St., Halfax. [2760

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
ha.3 7 years to its credit, und has proved itsell

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination w'll pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.-Win
cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
£30.—3-wlieel cycle ear cliassis,

Comberton E-d., E.5.

f
^N.^^19_14, overhauled^ as newr £115, very fast

complete.—H., 11
[2476

133, Clonmell Rd., Tottenham. [X2095

GIBB, 100, Northgate, Gloucester, can deliver 1921
Morgans from stock.—'Phone ; 852. [0446

/•t.N^ 1921, brand new
oilers?

- . dynamo lighting: whal
Kiaer, 8, Grcnville St., W.C.I. [3494

L.S.D., 1921. all on. perfect, tax paid; £180.-
93, Royd St., Slaitlnvaite, Huddersfleld.

-Ainley.
[2589

rQ20
Tamiilin, with lamps and tools, good Older;

«-' £115.—Treglowii, Marazion, Cornwall. [-2627

rf^TCLE Car, iin-omplete, neiv 6h^p. J.A. P.
£25 lot.-120, Fielding Ed., Chiswick.

engine

;

13147

MORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.—Eey, 378-
584, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [2770

"1 Q21 G N. Poiiular Model in stock; figs'—Morris.-
-'-»' and Co., Ltd.. 139. Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [2875

G.N. 1914, good running order, lamps and usual
accessories; £90.-4, Nelson Rd., Caterham. [2947

TO 19 garden, 8h.p. J.A.P.,^Sturmey,_fine condition
£95.- 16;i, Montpelier Crescent, Brighton. [2957

J.A.P.

[1541
40;
le-

[2974

fully equipped, splen-"
paid.—39, Eton Rd.,

[3335

ACCESSORIES

ADAPTERS
To convert bayonet
to screw-in bulb.

Single or
Double Pole, 2/- each,

post free.

MECHANICAL HORNS.

"COWEY
1920 pattern

29/6 Each.

Postage 1 /-. Maker's Price 6o/-

PISTON RINGS
for all engines.

13 each, postage extra.

Up to 89 m/m.

SILENCERS
(Aluminium with Tube)

FOR SINGLES l3/6 each.

FOR TWINS 15/6 each.

Postage 1/-

We have in stocic and can supply
Repair Parts tor B.S.A. Machines,

J.A.P. and VILLIERS Engines,
DRUID Spring Forks, BEST end
LLOYD Lubricators. BOWDEN
Brake Parts, and STURM EY-
ARCHER Hub on countershaft

gears Also spare parts and jets for

Amac, Brown 8: Barlow, Binks, and
Senspray Carburetters, and Chater-
Lea lugs and races, etc., etc.

Write us to-day.

TURNER'S STORES
The Motor Cyclists' Accessory House,

180-1-2, Railway Approach,
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, W.12

'Phone : —Western 6177.

B^

MORGAN Spoils. Ifite 1919. a.c. J.A.P.; any trial-
nearest offer, £165.— Kelly, Langport, Somerset

[15MORGAN Grand Prix, 1916, electric lightins; £1^
part excliange motor cycle.—Sinclair, East Mn

sey,

A.C. Sociable, wheel steering
did bargain: £65; tax

Uford.

£250.—New 1921 Coventry Premier, dynamo light-
ing; cash or exchange.—Motories, 25, Horton

3t., Halifax. - [2757
r^.N. Cycle Cars: latest models alwayg in stock —
Or Best -deliveries Irom Drake and Mount, Ltd
3olor Agents. Bracknell- [3936

A3O ^11 letters rehitiiig to advertisements should auote the number at the *nd of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
TjMMEDIATE Deli-veiy 1921 Morgan de Luxe, M.A.{
-^ w.f. engine, Inll equipment.—Key, 378-384, Eusto
Rd. 'Phone : Museum 6436. [276

T^AMI'LIN 1921 Cycle Car, brand new, slightly soila
-- list price with hood and screen, £175;. oui' pri(

£160.-Ciow Bros., Guildford. [281

O-SEATER, friction drive, final by belts; cash^ combination; exchange considered,—Richardsoi
[29f19, Malyons Rd., Ladyweli, S.E.

G.N.'s.—AH models for immediate delivery;
tended payments, exchanges. — Bey, 378-38

Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [27'

pilEMIER Super Runabouts for immediate deliver
J- extended payments, exchanges.—Rey, 378-38
Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [27'

ROYER Light Car, 1921 model. &h.p., in stock t

immediate dehvery; 250 gn.^.—GtKlfrey's, Lt*

208, Gt. Portlaml S^.. Loudon, W.l. [03

MORGAN Touring Model, 1916-17, M.A.G. engii
a.c.,

, beautifully equipped, discs, smart, las
£135.-136 Dalraaliy Rd., ^Jroydon. [301

Morgan Agent.—Fam
De Luxe M.A.G. £23

Grand Prix, M.A.G., £223, from stock. [06

CROUCH, 8h.p., water-cooled, 3 speeds and rever
hood, wind screen, lamps; 90 gns.-, or lightweig

and cash.—4, The Square, Carshalton, [32

G.N., 1920. dynamo, 5 wheels, speedometer, exa
tional condition; £220; wanted, solo, eombiuatic

-61, New Kent Rd., London, S.E.I, [31

A.C, Sociable, late 1914, long wbeelbase, hood, wr
screen, speedometer, new tyres, all spares, perfet

DAN GUY, Weymouth,
model, M.A.G., £240,

£77.-Smith, -173, Park Av., Northfieet, [25.

rj.RAND Prix Morgan, J.A.P., w.e., dark blue, hot
yj^ screen, lamps, horn, speedometer, discs, well tyr*
perfect; £165.-117, Wrotham_ Rd., Gravesend. [27

A-C. Sociables, modern, full,j- equipped, mechanica
sound, good appearance; from £55 to £85; tri

—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St.. London, N.W. [21

A -V. Monocar, Sh.p. J.A.P., Lucas accessories,
-^^ distinguisliable from new; £130.—Parker's, Bn
sliawgate. Bolton ; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X32

A.C. Sociable, dummy radiator aiid bonnet, whf
steering, everything complete, jierfect conditio

£65, or near offer.—Weeley, Crescent Rd., Bognor
[52

1 Q21 Aero Model Morgan, dynamo lighting, spet
M.9J ometer, etc., only run few miles; £225; cfl

bination part.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Te!
3155. [34

J Q 19 Morgan, sporting model, Sh.p. J.A.P. engii
JLif bood, screen, lamps, unused for the last
months.
Below.

ejicellent oi'der, exceptional bargain; £135

1 Q20 Morgan, de luxe model, Sh.p. J.A.P. air-cooh
-»-*' in splendid order throughout, hood, scref
lampsj tax paid; £165.—Below.

1 Q21 Morgans.—Delivery from stock at list price
Xtf exchanges or extended terms; all spares in sto(
—Authorised Agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgs
Av., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [00

A.C. Sociable, modern, firstrcloss condition, wh
steering, complete with new lamps, tools, et

trial; £50, or nearest ofler.—Humphries, High 6

Shaftesbury. -
E26

1 Q20 Tamplin, full equipment, in perfect order, tXv paid; price £139, or exchange motor cycle
Applv. Motor Dept.. Army and Navy C.S
Victoria St.. S.W.I.

Ltd., 1(

[17

Monocar, 5h.p., 2-speed model, specially paint
ectrio lighting, ewitehbc

system, licensed to end of year, recently overhaul
absolute bargain; £85.

A-\

Monocar,
£100.

6h.p. 2-speed model, equal to ne

Monocar, Sh.p. 2-speed model, equal to m
£120.—D. King, 61, Somerset Kd., Teddingti

Middlesex. / [2i

RATIONAL, 2-seater, dickey, hood, screen, 5 deta
able -wheels, 4-cyl., 12h.p., air-cooled, worm dri

3 speeds, reverse; photo; £85; must sell.—Garrard, l

High St., Guildford. [31

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.<
1921 Morgan ds Luxe, a.c. M.A.G- engine, fi

equipped, hood, screen, et.c., not ridden 250 mile*=. 1

paid; £225; easy terms arranged. [3'

1 Q21 Morgan de Luxe, water-cooled M.A.G. engi
Xt/ lamps, disc wheels, guaranteed not been i.

miles and equal brand new must sell; £220.—Hea
85, High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. [1'

RAND New ia21 Coventry Premier, also Mort^
de luxe runabouts, fully equipped, in stock, rej

to ride away at list price; exchanges.—Walbro Mo
Co., High St., Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [1

1Q17 G.P. Morgan Runabout for sale, M.A.G.
X*7 gine, W.C., good tyres, hood, electric side

tail lamps, new Cox Atmos carburetter fitted

;

trial; £150.—Scholes, 5, Eagle Parade, Buxton. 'Pho:

378.
^

ixsr
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

I
ORGAN 1920 G,P. w.c. M.A.G., green discs, acety-
lene liphting, Cowey horn, jack, pump, splendid

adition; £185. or exchange 7h.p. 1921 A.J.S. com-
lation; cash adjustment.—65, Osborne Rd., Forest
,te, E.7. [2983

920 Grand Prix llorgon, M.A.G. engine, tyres new,
D.A- cylinder lighting, ninning boards, spare

i)e, 2 chaiuf:, in perfect condition ; £187, or near
er.-S.. 147, Bromley Ed., Cattord. 'Phone: Lee
een 534. [2870
GENTS for G.N.. Grahame-White, Coventry Pre

L mier. Kingsbury. Rover, and other light cars,
w and second-hand: always a good selection in
)ck; cash or extended payments—Service Co., 292
gh Holborn, W.C.I. f0474
I.N. 2-seater, 1920. practically unscratcbed, com-
I pletely equipped with dynamo lighting, hood,
een, speedometer, clock, spare wheel, licensed;
00: convenisnt payments arranged.—Bunting's Motor
change, Wealdstone. Closed Sundays. [3233
.M. Light Cars, 2-seater, dickey, hood, screen, de

tachable wheels. 3 electric lamps, spare wheel, 3
seas forward and reverse; extended payments.—Sole
mts lor London and Home Counties, Vivian Hardie
i Lane. Ltd., 23 and 24. Woodstock St., Bond St.
1- f0579
lAMPLIN 2-seater, 1921, mileage 100. perfect run-

ning order, tyres unpunctured. hood, iscreen,
ops. 2 horns, jack, aluminium number plates, year's
t paid, cost £200; £135, or nearest for quick'sale-
ito first.—H., 68, Park Avenue South. Hornsey,
ndon. . |-3497

ttl6 Morgan, 8h.p. J.A.P.. a.c. recently thor-
t' oughly overhauled at cost £25, new mag., back
ipholstered. coach painted, hood, screen, discs, elec-
C lighting, speedometer, electric horn, whole in per-
t condition, tax paid; seen by appointment; £l25.
>1, Highbury New Park, N. [3321
rOEGAN de Luxe, 1921. 8h.p. M.A.G, en^-iDe
-water-cooled, Lucas dynamo lighting set, speed-
eter. discs, horn, hood, screen, very small miloiee,
jnce iifiid, perfect condition, onlv bought new five
;k* ago: n genuine bargain at f250.—Bniubers, Ltd
stbimk St.. Southrort. Tel. : 607. [2481

[/QODROW-PRKCISIOX Cycle Car. 2-seater. 8h p.,
» water-cooled, Bosch, clutch, 2 chains, 2 speeds
ward find icversc, electric light, accuiiiulator 60
p.g.. tools, spare parts, date 1914. condition good;
65; photograph on application; no reasonable offers
usefl—Stanley, c/o Aublet, Harry and Co., Peter-
Oiigh. [2424
[.F.G. 1920 2-seater with dickev. lOh.p.. horizon-

tally-opposed twin engines on A.B.C. friction
ve. Fellows mag., Zenith carburetter, (^eat kick-
rter, Uumed wings, 5, detachable wheels and tyres,
.wart speedometer and 8-<lay clock flush fitted in
ih, full cantilever pprineipg, irreversible warm steer-
', mileage 1,200 only, cost over £300 lac^t year,
II sacrifice for £140 cash; money urgently needc<l;'
y trial and examination gladly given : is in abso-
«ly perfect conditii.-ii throughout.—R. Watson, Vic-
ia Bd.. Aldfel'urgh, Suffolk. [2863

CARS FOR SALE.
South
[2722

[3077

kE l^ION 8h.p. : £60.-Write 56, Piiory Ed.,
' Pnik. Reigate.

^ORD Landanlet, in good order; £130.-8.
hurst Rd.. S.W.9.

TOLSELEY 2-seater, £50; lightweight motor cvcle,
r £10.-W. W. Ever^. Wath. - [2640

'25.— 6h.p. Rover, single-ryl., 2-seater. good running
' order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X3305
'50 Down and 12 payments of £5- monthly Fecnre>
* reliable landanlet.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting.

»S0 Down and 12 monthly pavmpnt:? of £7/10 setures'
' reliable 2-^eater.—Palmer'? Garage, Tooting.

Oh. p. Georges Richard 2-seater Car, mag. ignition;
exchange for motor cycle, or sell £20.—Palmer's

rage, Tooting.

•250 Cash Secures 22h.p. Berliet Chassis, monobloc,
' as new, 4 speeds; exchanges.—Palmer's Garage,
oting.

^

1225 Cash Secures 1917 Napier Chassis. 4 speeds,
' worm drive, as new.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting.

75 Down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures
' magnificent Napier landanlet. Rudge detachable
;eels.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

200 Down and 12 monthly payments £25 secures
' 1916 Knight Daimler iandaulet, as new.—Palmer's
rage. Tooting.

t225 Cash Secures Nearlv New English Ford Sport-
' ing 2-seater, detachable wheels, dickey.—Palmer's
.rage. Tooting.

»300 Ca«h Fecnre? very fin© lOh.p Metallurgiqne 2
' seater, monobloc, 4 speeds.—Palmer's Garage.
lOting.

^275 Cash Secures 30h.p. Knight Minerva '-4 Lan-
' daulet. splendid condition.—Palmer's Garage.
oting.

»100 Down and 12 monthly pa>inents £10 secures
' 12-14h.p. Fiat Iandaulet, cheap running car,

—

ilmer's Garage, Tooting.

225 Cash Secures 15h.p. Benz Landaulet, seats 4
' inside, monobloc. 4 speeds, detachable rims.—
.Imer's Garage. Tooting. [3263

ffifflfflfflfflfflOTI!liiiiiiitMiiirtdiiiiiiaiiilillfniiiitllliiliTTTiilH

THE

SERVICE
COMPANY (LONDON), LTD.

OFFER
a good selection of trustworthy
second-hand motor cycles and

combinations.

Each machine is completely overhauled in our
own workshops, and may be relied upon to

give satisfaction.

Extended Pa>Tnenls from one-quarter of the
cash price deposit, and the balance, plus a
small charge for interest, in 12 equal monthly
instalments. Full list and particulars post

free on application.

Year. H.P. Specification. Price^

1920 2\ Douglas, 3-specd, tax piid,
nearly new £80

1920 21 Enfield, 2-speed, lamps, horn,
lax paid £55

1915 2} Dou?his.2-specd. lamps, horn,
speedometer, tax paid £55

1920 2\ Clyno, 2-speed, and clutch
*

nearly ne^v £55
1915- 2^ Douglas, s-specd. just over-

191B hauled, rc-eoamelled, and
plated as new, accessories . . £65

1918 31 F. &M.,R..^.F. t\'pc,2-spced,

clutch, and kick starter, etc. £65
1919 4 Norton, 3-specd Sturmey

countershaft, clutch, and kick
starter, Lucas lamps £90

1920 4 Verus, Blackburne encrine,

.Siurmcy countershaft, 3-sp.,

nearly new £85
1919- 3! Rudgc Multi, tax paid, nearlv
1920 " new '. £70
1914- 35 Lea-Francis, twin Jap, 2-sp.,

1915 ' all-chain, tax paid £6S
1916 6 Enfield Combination, very

fine order, with accessories.. £110
1920 7-9 Rudge Multwin Combination,

lamps, honi, speedometer,
discs. Easting screen, luggage
grid, as new £140

1918- 8 Enfield Combination, reno-

1919 vated as new, with lamps,
horn, tools, clc £125

1916 6 A.J.S. Combination, 3-spE«d,

.1 detachable wheels, screen.
accessories tt2^

1914 Z\ Sunbeam Combinatk)n, 3-sp.,

clutch, and kick starter, all-

chain, and accessories £90
1920 4 Douglas Combination, with

lamps, horn, almost new . . . £135
1920 33 Soott and Henderson Model B

Sidec-ar, electric light, speedo-
meter, horn, screen, nearly
ucw, tax paid £140

1917- 6 Ch-no Combination. 3-speed,

1918 all-chain, reno\'ated as new,
makers' colours, all access.. . £120

1913 8 Chater-Lea 3-spLvd all-chain

coachbuilt Combination .... £75
1919- 41 B.S.A. Combination. Model K,
1920 mecnanical lubricrition, Lucas

lamps, horn, speedometer . . . £120
1919 8 British E.tcelsior Combina-
{late) tion. 2-seater sidecar, Lucas

Magdyno lighting, hood,
screen, spare wheel, fine order £183

JJ you cannot visit our showroom, and

mount you desire is not listed above, write

us to-day slating your requirements.

erviGe(ornpanv/..y...i'^

289-293,Hicti Holborn
LONDON, w.c.

Telegrams :
" Admittedly, London."

Telephone : Holborn 6430

CARS FOR SALE.
QUNBEAM Tourins Car, 5-seater, perfect: £225.—
1^ Mrs. Carr, 94, Branksome Ed., London, S.W. -

£610.—Standard new 1921 4-seater, all-weather Body.^ cash or exchange.—Motorics, 25, Ilorton St..
Halifax. [2759
£420.—Calthorpe. new 1921 2-86.-rter with dickey; 4.^ sejlter, £450; cash or exchangos.-Motories. 25,
Horton St., Halifax. [2753

ROSS Landaulet, 24h.p., S.cyl. ; £195: property
of a lady.—Apply, Chauffeur, 21, Elm Park

Garden Mews, South Kensington, S.W. [3076
"NJEW PICK 2-seater, 14h.p., dj'namo lighting: oflers,
-|-" or exchange motor cycle or combination.—Miss
Daniels, c/o 77, Acre Lane, Brixton, S.W.2. [3075
OIXTT Cars Actnally in Stock, mo?tlv overhauled
'~' and renovated Ingge-t bargains anvwliere. Postcard
procures list. Call 9 to 6. No busina=s Sundays.—
Houglos S Cox. The Absolutely Straight Motor Mao,

;

6c. Lansdown: Hill. West Norwood. Established 1902.
[9867

"I 0.9h.p. B.S.A. 5-seater Touring Car, Daimler Silent

j

Xt.' Knight engine, electric lights, detachable wheels,
spare wheel, etc., good order throughout; £250 cash,
or take combination part pnyu-ent.—Holland, 164. Knrla-

;
don Av., Coventr.v. [S3413

IfXCEPTIOXAL Bargain.-2-3-seater 13h.p. Scripps-
-^ Booth light car, sei^stnrter. dynamo lighting,

interchangeable wheels, tax paid; sacrifice £195, offer.

—Gordon Gamble, do Morrise and Tingey, Ltd., Blue
Ball rard, St. James- St., Piccadilly.

,
[3129

TAXICABS.
0100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £20 secures
t^ London taxicab.—Details, Palmer's Garage, Toot-
ing. [3269
OIDECAR Tnxi Combinations; B.S.A. special tosi^ model, electric e^inipment with car light, spare
wheel, etc.. £265.-County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad
.St., Birmingham. [X9167

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
FOR Best Treatment nud Beet Terms for light cars

or cycle car or motor cycles of any make, now or
second-hand, write The Service Co., 292. High Hol-
born, W.C.I, or 'Phone 6430 Holborn. [0580

VIVIAN HAHDIE and Lane. Ltd., 23 ond 24, Wood-'
stock St., New Bond St.. W.l CPhone : May-

lair 6559), are prepared to supply any make of motor
cycle on the instalment system; lull particulars on
request 10605

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
£100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £25 secures

a magnlficenl 3-ton lorry. — Details, Palmer's
Garage, Tooling. [3270

FOKD Van, large English body, 5 detachable wheels,
liiiy trial, tax ijiiid: £125. or excliango good com-

bination.—Alien, 303, Christcbttrch Ed., Boscombe.
(2685

1 Q17 Ford Van, detachable rims, new tyres, in
-LtF splendid condition: £100, or exchange £50 and
Douglas M.C.—Day, 10, North Pole Rd., N. Kensington.

[3481

ENGINES.
A .B.C^ 1921 Engine and Gear_Box Unit, new; £22.

-T., 52, Brotliick Ed., S.W. (3092

imiimiiiiiiiinjiimimi jBBiMBiiaia

PETROL-ELECTRIC Lighting Sets ond Dynamos.-
D.vson, 7, Bed Lion St, Boston. • (2568

P.
and M. Engine, late model, good condition ; £9.—
-iimklaud. Plough Lane, Waddon, Croydon. [2729

4h.p. Twin J.A.P. Engine, m.o.v., minus few parts;
£5.-1, Springfield Pork Crescent, Catford, 8.E.6.

(3124
31h.p. 'Water-cooled Engine, Triumph, with B.M.

2 carburetter, radiator; £7.-14, Phcenis St., Enston,
S.W.I. (2735

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph Engine, late decom-
pressor, fins sUghtly chipped; £12.-20, Valney

St.. Tooting. (2655

PREMIER Engine, S'ih.p., Bplitdorf mac., good con-
dition ; £8.—Richardson, 2, Brooklonds At., Den-

ton Lane, Oldham. [2726

5h.p. Twin, complete, B.B. mag. platform, engine
plates, running order; £6.-6, Willdne Court,

Caldewgate. Carlisle. (2672

OtTGL-AS Engine, twin-cvl., nearly new; must be
sold; offers wanted.—Maxwell, 17, Baron's Court

Rd., West Kensington. (3340

ENGINE, 5-6h.p. N.S.U. twin, 2-speed gear, B. and
B.. and Bosch mag.; *13, complete unit; S.E.—

Box 677, c/o The Motor Cijde. (2860

B.S.A. 4',!.h.p. Engines, in practically new condi-

tion; £13: carriage extra.—Marble Arch Mctor
Exchange, 135. Edjware Rd., W. (1298

2 Ah. p. 2-stroke Engine, complete Dixie mag., Sen-
4 sprav carburetter, overhauled and rebushcd

:

£10.—R. lialtby, Eastgate, Louth. (3323

PERFECTLY New Precision lOh^. Cycle Car En-
gine, will fit Morgan,' cost price £43; lor i;25

1 cash.—Bennett, 254, Gray's Inn Ed., W.C. [307'!

D^
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ENGINES.
8h.n. M.A.G, Engine, perfect condition, guaranteed,

lace 1920; price £32/10.—B.P. Garage, 40, Mur-
ray Mews, Murray St., Camden Town, N.W. [2328

5h.p. Twin Miuervn Unit, m.V., fidjiistable tappets,
Bn=oli ma^., splendid condition; £12' for quick

Eiil?.—Platts, 602, Ki'ng'6 Ed., Fulham, London. [3005

33,h.p. Union 2-stroke Engine, brand new, complete
4 with, magneto and silencer; sacrifice, £13/10.—

Skinner, 23, Wilton Rd., Handsworth, Bii'mingham.
[X3420

HEPPELTHWAITE.—Sh.p. W.C. Minerva, m.o.v.,

£10/10; 6b. p. De Dion, ^10; aVsh.p. Peugeot,
F.10; make good stationaries ; magnetos to suit, £2/5.
—Below.

HEPPELTHWAITE.—S^^lip- a.i.v. Rex, less cylin

der and piston, £3; 3h.p. Minerva, £4/15; 2h.p.

£3; 2%h.p. Douglas, £7/10; Pebock 2y2h.p., £2/15;
3V>ii.p. Star, £4/5; P. and M., £3; sy-h.p. Cavendish
£3; Douglas cylinders, 10/- each; and others. Set

Miscellaneous column and 'ph-one us.—17-19, WilcoK
Rd., Wandsworth Rd., London, S.W. [3415

5-6h.p. Buchet Twin Engine, overhead valves, com-
plete with B. and B. carburetter, mag. sprocket

and exhaust pipes, readv for nse; £5.-16, Pleasant
Place, Margate.

^

[2825

TRIUMPH Countershaft Engine, War Office type,
g-ood order, £25; VilUort: 1921 Mark IV". 2-stroke,

new. £16/16; Villiere 1920 Mark IIL with magneto,
£12/12; Sturmey-Aicher 3-speed gear box, perfect, £15;
carriage extra.—Jack Word, 11, Radford Rd., Leam-
ington Spa. [X3402

J .A. P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines J. A. P. Engines;
I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines and

parts in England, over 30 engines always i;\ stock to
select from, and the price 5Ij.p. twins, £ir/10; 8h.p.,
fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20; and
8h.p., £18/10 ; 2-'^h.p. J.A.P. engine and mag.,
£18/10; 4h.p. J.A.P. and mag.. £17/10; 3j^h.p.
Humber and mag.. £12/10; zy^.-p. Premier and mag.,
£15; syjhp. Rudge and mag., £15; 2->/ih.p. Minerva,
£5; stamp reply,—Hawkins, 455. York Rd., Wandsworth.

ri695

MAKE Your Own ^--stroke Lightweight.—Sets of

castings and parts for 2-stroKe engines, suitable
for scooters, cycle attachments, or lightweight motor
cycles. Castings in first-class quality cast iron, phos-
phor bronze, and aluminium, steel for shafts, all neces-
sary nuts, bolts, and studs, together with blue prints
giving all required dimensions, All these parts may
be machined up to a small centre lathe, and are guar-
anteed to build up into a powerful and up-to-date
engine. We guarantee all material, and will replace
Iree ol charge any faulty castings, etc.; price 57/6 (on
rails Manchester). Cash with order. JPrompt delivery.
W. H. Taylor and Co., Ltd., Motor Ehgineers. Bury
New Rd.. Prestwicli, nr. Manchester. [0633

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
JLTAGNETOS 60% Below Original Cost.

C.A.V., suitable for any 2 or 1-cyl. engine of less

than 5h.p., height 4i/iin., breadth 2%in., depth
from armature driving end to contact breaker cover,
4y2in. They are most efficient, and yet have the ad-
vantage of being the smallest magneto that c-an be
thorou";hly relied upon for the purpose recommended.

-.Variable ignition and short circuiting terminal. These
magnetos hava platinum points, and the workmanship
]^ "f th" fin'-pt. 2-cyl. fires at 180°; provisional price
47/6. AJl working parts ore standard and interchange-
able witn C.A.V. Types K.U. 1 and 2.

THOMSON-BENNETT 8-cyl. Magneto, adapted for
4-cyl., variable ignition, clock or anti-clock, £6/6.

—Below.

THOMSON-BENNETT and M-L.'s of Coventry, 1-cyl.

A.D.S. or P.L.R. Types, clock or anti-clock, 35/-;
variable ignition, 10/- extra; A.D.S. are particularly
suitable for stationary engines.—Below.

THOMSON-BENNETT A.M.2, firing at 180°, van-
able ignition, and short circuiting terminal, clock

or anti-clock, 50/-; Thomson-Bennett Type A.M.I, as
above, but for single-cyl. engines, 50/-.—Below.

ALL Our Single-cylinders are guaranteed one spark
per revolution. N.B.—State whether 1 or 2-cyl.,

dock or anti-clock, when looking at the driving end.
Special net price will be made for contract orders to
deliver so many per week or month; carriage and pack-
ing 1/9 per magneto; trade discounts on application.

GUARANTEE.—These magnetos were manufactured
in anticipation of Government contracts, and

have been a long time in stock ; it is therefore neces-
sary to throw out any damaged by rough handling.
and to remagnetise and thoroughly overhaul all others.
We guarantee that the work has been thoroughly done
by experienced mechanics, and that all magnetos are
despatched in perfect working order, and we claim
that this justifies us in charging more than some com-
petitors, who do not sell under the same description
and guarantee.—Vale Engineering Synd., 8-11, Brown'?
Bldgs., St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. [0590

P.
and M. Magnetos, new, with sprocket and chain

.

£2/10.~Below.

T.B. Magnetos for anv machine; £2/10.—24, Church
Walk, Hampstead. [3484

MAGNETO Specinli-sts.-B.L.A. Engineering Co..
Hinckley, Letcs. • [53223

BOSCH Magneto, DR4, in perfect condition; £5/10.
- E. Gould, Lower Froyle, Alton, Hants. [2647

Surplus Government and New
Unwrapped MOTOR CYCLE

TYRES AND TUBES
IN PERFECT CONDITION.
I will refund your money immediately if you
are not satisfied. Look below fcr wonderful
tyre bargains.

24x2.
Wood-MUne Special .....-,,..-.. 28/-

26x2,
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 32/9
Wood-Milne Combination 44/-

26x2J.
Dunlop Heavy 36 /S

Macintosh Chain 32/5
Avon Sunstone 37/3
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 35/-
Rom Combination 42 /-

Avon Combination , 38/9
Beldam Combination 35 /-

Palmer Heavy Cord 36/9
Palmer Cord ' 32/3

a6x2|.
Palmer Hea\'5' Cord 37 /j

Palmer Cord 33/-
Dunlop Heavy 37/-
Clincher De Luxe Extra Heavy 34/3
Bates Special Heavy 37/8
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 35 /-

26 x 2^V to fit 2i Rims.
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 33/-
Wood'Milne Special 33 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Strong 45/-
Wood-Milne Combination 57/6

26x2i.
Dunlop Heavy 45 /-
Macintosh Chain 36/-
Dunlop Combination 52 /S

Rom Combination 47/6
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 36 /-

26x3 to fit 2.^ Rims.
Wood-Mlhie Extra Strong 43 /-

Wood-Milne Combination 67/3
650 X 65.

/leavy Rubber Non-skid 26/6
Wood-Milne Special 43/6
Wood-Milne Combination 67/6
Michelin Steel-studded 52/6
•Clincher Steel-studded 47/6
*Wood-Milne Steel-studded 45/-
"Burnett Grooved 41/9
*Dunlop Steel-studded 55 /-

*Voiturette fitting.

700x80 to fit G50x65.
Wood-Milne Special 50/-
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 55/6

700x80.
Wood-Milne Combination ., 60 /-

700x80 (Tor 650x65) Voiturette Rims.
Dunlop Steel-studded 75 /-
Wood-Milne Gruv Ribbed 60 /-
Spencer-Moulton Ribbed 60/-
Beldam Bulldog 60/-

28x3.
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 4-pIy 29/6
Kempshall Anti-skid 35/-
Moseley Ribbed 35/-
Palmer Cord Heavy , ,

,

50 /-
Dunlop Extra Strong 4-pIy 50/-

New Tubes, in all sires, 7/- each.

Also clearance Tubes, with one small vulcan-
ised patch by Manufacturers, otherwise

quite new, 5/6
The above goods are sent passenger train,

carriage paid.

NEW
RUBBER
THIGH
BOOTS

1/- extra
Carnage.

H. EMANUEL, Tyre Factor,
27, BELGRADE RD., STOKE NEWINGTON,
Telep)ume: Dalslon l\6\. LONDON, N.18

Stores :

^3Ta, Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
WEST London Magneto Co. for repairs to every type

of magneto.

SATI.SFACTION, combined with first-class woriman.
ship, is the standard of the above company, hence

our great reputation.

FAULTY Magnetos sent to the West London Magueto
Co. for repairs are fully guaranteed by Jis fox

12 months on leaving our works; therefore do not truat

your magneto to doubtful repairers.

WE.ST London Magneto Co. invite you to send your

enquiries concermng magnetos and spares.

RING Hammersmith 2757, and we will coiled

repairs and deliver your magneto within 24

hours if you are in the London area.

NOTE Address : West London Magneto Co., 164

Shepherd's Bush Rd., London, W.6. [3285

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for repairs am

new magnetos.—See below.

ELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto witb

in 3 days, and. if necessary, 24 hours.

RELIANCE worli under estimate, and guarantee ever

job 12 months. Armature winding a speciality

Trade enauiries solicited.

RELIANCE work for, and are recommended by

some of the largest concerns m London »"

can Eupply every want.

TD ELIANCE stock spare parts for U.H., Else

iX mann E.I.C., Thomson-Bennett, C.A.V., Dixie

Splitdorf, etc. Special line: Genuine platinum ecrew

lor every make, 12/- per pair.

RELIANCE spenJalise in the repair o£ U.H. sm

Dixie magnetos, and having the original parti

can guarantee a sound and reliable job.

RELIANCE have just taken over larger premisa

and are now in a particularly strong position t

deal with repairs quickly, thoroughly, and cheaply.

R

will be pleased to receive your
ignition troubles.

RELIANCE
nuiries concerning your i„

place our long-etanding expenence at your dii _
^

and old and new customers may be certain of gettin

the usual promptness and courtesy which we iav

always endeavoured to give.-Not« new address: 283

St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Eepairing Co., 283, St. Joh
St., London, E.C.I, lor new magnetos.—See bcloi

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, variable ignitioi

waterproof, perfect, and sent with written guarante

from a reputable firm. Single-cyl., suit any machin(

45/- 45° 60°, 55°, for Clyno, J.A.P., etc., 180°, to

Douglas 2?4h.p. and 4h.p., 55/-; postage 1/6. It will pa

vou to deal with the people who understand and ca

barantee what they ore selling.-Keliance Magneto B(

pairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I. [223

MAGNETOS.-Dixie, clockwise, twin, unused, pe

feet £3/3, must sell; Thomson-Bennett smgl

as new, £3/15.-64, Bishopsgate, London. [061

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, singles £2/10, twin

£2/15; any degree; all magnetos guarantee.—Bei

nett., 3, Gorringe Park Parade, Tooting Junction, S.W.I'

CONTINENTAL Ignition Eepair Co.—We repair Uoi

tinental magnetos only. By specialising on Boecl

D H ,
Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and Berlin

magnetos, we can naturally give you better service.

PKICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinm

screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/(

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our pru

for overhauling a motor cycle magneto rang!

between 20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latt<

figure. Guaranteed for 12 months, and redespatohed t

you in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Eepair Co., 13, Hardwic
Hd., Cliiswick, London. [117

MAGNETO Repairs.—Send your magneto to Palmer
Garage, Tooting. Reply paid, quotation tel

graphed on receipt; quick, efficient repair guarantee

in from 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.—Palmer

Garige, Tooting. [327

BOSCH Magneto Repairs.—We undertake every kin

of repair to Bosch magnetos, and specialise o

this make. All roiiaire guaranteed. Rapid servic

Expert workmanship.—T«angford's, 37, Cricklewoo

Broadway, London, N.W.2. [297

COVENTRY Ignition Supply. — Thomson-Bennel
magnetos, waterproof, variable ignition, singh

and twins, any degree, suitable for any class of mot(

cycle or stationary engine, £2/15 each, 1/6 postagj

ti-ade and export enquiries carefully attended to.

Below.

CA V Magnetos, the specially constructed magnet
suitable for any lightweight, ideal m every wa,

£2/15 each, 1/6 postage.—Below

PLUGS.—New supply of K.L.G. and Lodge, 2/6 eacl

trade enquiries solicited. — Coventry Ignitic

Supply, 97, Gorton Rd., Coventry. [237

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, single £2/10, twii

any degree £2/15; postage 1/6; contact breaker

guaranteed platinum points. 9/6 : spares for all typ
of magneton. All our goods are sent out with a writt(

guarantee.-Wiltshire, 9 Arlesford Rd., Clapham K(
s:w.9. [32:
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Manxland the Cynosure.

ALL eyes are this week focussed upon the Isle

of Man.- To the motor cycHst the thirty-

seven mile mountain course is what Indiana-
polis and Le Mans are to the automobile
worldj and Epsom Downs is to those who

follow horse racing, for there is decided annually the
blue riband event of the motor cycle world. By
the time these lines appear in print, the Junior
contest will have been lost and won, and the results
flashed by T/ic Motor Cycle throughout the world.
To-day (Thursday) the greatest race of the year—for the Senior Tourist Trophv, presented by the
Marquis de Mouziljy St. Mars— will be contested by
over sixty expert motor cyclists.

Reports from the course, reviewed elsewhere in
this issue, indicate that to-day's event should repre-
sent the greatest race of the whole of the series
inaugurated as long ago as 1907. Thousands have
journeyed over to the Island to witness the races,
and more would have done so had improved travel-
ling facilities existed. Although not of the inter-
national character British motor cyclists would wish
to see, there are sufficient international interests
involved to draw the attention of the next greatest
motor cycling nation to Great Britain, for America
will be represented by men and machines.
The race is more than a test for man and

machine : designers' reputations are at stake, and
the results may have great influence upon future
engine practice—a point affecting all classes of
buyers of motor cycles. Overhead valved power
units are competing with those of the more conven-
tional side-by-side valved types; single cylinders,
opposed twins, and V twins vie with one another tQ
prove their superiority.

It is disappointing that Continental nations are
not represented, since manufacturers of France,
Belgium, Italy, and Switzerland have all made
rapid progress in later years. An opportunity for
some measure of comparison of the abilities of
riders and machines will, however, present itself

at the Grand Prix Race next month.

Speed and the Tourist Trophy.

1^
speculating on the probable winner of the
Tourist I'rophy Races many enthu.siasts fall

into the error of expecting the fastest machine
lo win. It is true, of course, that the fastest
machine stands a good chance, but it is also

true that probably 75% of the entrants are mounted
on machines that are fast enough to win. What,
thtjn, are the vital features of a' winning machine?
Briefly, they may be summarised as acceleration,
ease of control, efficient braking, reliability, and
last of all speed. The whole value of the races
to the buying public lies in these points, and it is

for this reason that the Tourist Trophy Races do
more to improve the modern motor cycle than any
event in the year.

Brooklands does much to improve the power
and stamina of engines; reliability trials demon-
strate the general road worthiness of motor cycles,
though not infrequently they are won by the
accuracy of a watch or the ability of the rider to
ride to strict schedule. Hill-cl'imbs and speed
trials provide interest and excitement for the sport-
ing element, but the Tourist Trophy Races combine
the best qualities of all these events, while they
eliminate all extraneous factors except the personal
element, which can never be a negligible quantity
in any form of test. The ultra efficient racing type
of machine, however, such as those used for short
speed bursts on the track, does not find a place in
the races, for the nature of the course sets a great
premium upon general rideable qualities.
The Isle of Man course serves its purpose

admirably, for the corners are such as to place a
premium on acceleration, stability, and brake
work; the mountain climb, though not steep, is
long enough to test the power and endurance of
the engine; while the few straight stretches help
pure speed in Just the right proportion. Let those
who doubt the utility of the T.T. attempt to tour
the Island course at high average speed, and they
will soon discover the drawbacks of a faulty or im-
perfect mount.

...< ,
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The Locas Spare Bulb Case.

EHAVE just received a sample of the Lucas spare
bulb case. Complete with three small bulbs and
one large one, it weighs a fraction over lo oz.

It is a cylindrical canister with spring bayonet-jointed
caps, and measures s^^in. long by 3in. diameter.
Made of light sheet steel, it is so strong that you
can play football with it without risk of smashing the
contents, and is admirably adapted for the boot of a

sidecar. On a solo mount it will be something of
an incubus, unless you fake up a clip to secure it to
the saddle-pillar tube, for which purpose, doubtless,
its waist is slightly recessed. It sounds rather big,
but you cannot accommodate a full kit of bulbs in

less space.

Average Speeds.

A GREAT deal of nonsense is spoken and written
about average speeds, both as regards actual
achievement, and the theory of the thing. On

the one hand, "Eclipsed" thinks that a 30 m.p.h.
average is only possible if it includes spurts of nearly

70 m.p.h. To which Mr. Hartley wisely retorts that
if George Dance averages 55 m.p.h. for a T.T. lap,

what is his maximum in a spurt? Curiously enough,
this very point was raised during the same week in

our contemporary. The Autocar. One of its contri-

butors crossed France in a Saurer motor char-a-banc,
which was limited by a governor to a maximum speed
of 22 m.p.h. (except when coasting declutched down
hill). On one day's run this 5 tonner actually
averaged within 5 m.p.h. of its all-out speed, viz.,

17 m.p.h. Excluding blunt lies and sheer exaggera-
tion, most of the discrepancies about high average
speeds, and the conditions which make them possible,
depend upon the driver's notion of what con-
stitutes a safe speed through trafiic and populous
places, and round corners.

An Illustration.

ANY motor cyclist who is compelled for his sins

to start and finish all his runs along the
Metropolitan tram routes knows the hypnotic

effect which trams and motor 'buses exert on a rider.

It becomes a matter of life and death to overhaul
each cumbrous monster, as it is sighted. The cause
probably is due to a sub-conscious dislike of finding
one's self cheek by jowl with a leviathan when a
traffic cram develops. Anyhow, like most men, I

usually accelerate and pass them as soon as possible.
The nett effect is that I have often discovered myself
averaging over legal limit from, say, Swiss Cottage to
Tooting. On the other hand, when I am not dis-
turbed by trams, I am the soul of caution in traffic,

and drop to 5 or 10 m.p.h. Other riders, by contrast,
quite frequently negotiate quite heavy traffic at a
speed which appals me. On a long cross-countiy
run one often threads townships which are two miles
across. It makes all the difference whether one slows
B2

to 10 m.p.h. or penetrates them masterfully with

lot of hooting at 25. In the former case, some luric

scrapping on the open road is necessary to maintair

a liigh average ; in the latter case a little compara
tively mild speed will set up high figures. The Saurei

char-a-banc could average almost its maximum speed

just because its maximum was almost maintainable in

towns. There are parts of Scotland where village

are scarce and their streets are wide ; it is easier to

average forty there than it is to average thirty in

England.

The Aerothrust.

SOUTH African reader sends me a most
interesting account of the engine which he uses

on his boat. It is known as the " Aerothrust,"

and hails from La Porte, Indiana. This flat twin

two-stroke has its cylinders and crank case cast in one
piece, and utilises a flywheel magneto, possessing

advance and retard mechanism. My correspondent has

used it for two years, and has coaxed the r.p.m. up to

2,000 by filing the valve ports dead smooth. He starts

it up on petrol, and switches over to a mixture composed
of one-third petrol and two-thirds paraffin when the

engine gets warm. I should like to know more about
this unusual unit. The makers claim that the 5 h.p.

pattern, 75 mm. x 88 mm., will pull three boats each
containing four passengers by means of a 3ft. 6in. air-

screw ; and the illustration shows that the entire outfit

is attached to the stern of the dinghy by a small clamp
such as cooks employ for affixing mincing machines to

the kitchen table.

The Revolution Limit?
''HAT is the maximum speed at which a petrolW engine can be run? Time was when one

looked a trifle conscious if the figure of

2,000 r.p.m. was mentioned, and experts sniffed

audibly at the idea. Slowly the limit rose. Three
thousand became as common as blackberries in

September. Four thousand was credited to a super-

tuner here and there—Coatalen, O'Donovan, and the

like. Not so long ago we thought a claim of 6,000
r.p.m. worth public mention in The Motor Cycle.

The other day the representative of a certain firm

coolly, calmly, and dispassionately—at a time of day
when sobriety may be taken for granted—on an

occasion when there was no question of capping
yarns against a trade rival—claimed nine thousand

revolutions a minute for one of his engines I Aye, and
when tackled with Lanchester's conclusions about the

theoretic limits of piston speed, he guaranteed that

on one of its track records this engine had been
geared to a figure suggestive of the .second speed in

a tourist gear box, and left us to work out the

resulting r.p.m. At any rate, I can assert that when
this particular engine gets thoroughly on the hummel,
no human ear can detect any periadicity in the sound
of the explosions ; the exhaust is simply one large

rip—something like tearing emery paper.

mi'
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VARIED SCENES ON THE T.T. COURSE.

Those who have not visited the Isle of Man do not always appreciate that the races take place amidst v/idely diversified surroundings.

1.—The bleak and isolated "Bungalow" on the mountain road. 2.—In the shady, leafy lanes of Glen Helen. 3.—Undulating

pastoral country at Hilberry. 4.—^A glimpse of the sea and Ramsey pier from the Gooseneck on Snaefell mountain.

B3|
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An Irresponsible Discourse on the Choice of a Holiday Cenire for the Motor Cyclist

-•«^;^»$

WHEN the Editor commissioned an article on

holiday 'touring grounds, the writer was
selected because a hard season of competition

following has taken his wheels into almost every

corner' of E n g 1 a n d

or, as F o u g a s s e ' s I >

meticulous Scot cor- J

reeled the Hun's 'j

"Gott strafe ," '

Great Britain.

Now a man who uses
| ,|

his m.otor cycle con-

tinually, and travels at

an hour's notice to the

Lakes, to Wales, the

Yorkshire Dales, or to

Devonshire on the trail

of trials is the last man
to choose the m o t o r

c y c 1 i s t s' t curing
ground. He is blase,

Windermere is not a

radiant lake, an island-

studded gem—it is a

lot of waler r c u n d

which one has to go to

reach Red Bank, for an
acceleration test. Somer-
set and Devon are not

England's garden,
'

' where the z i d e r

apples grow " — they
are places always seen

in the bleak grey morn-
ing of London- Exeter
or Land's End trials;

they are famous for

Porlock and Lynton.

B4

1^

In the English Lake District. Grasmere seen from the summit of Red Bank.

The ordinary individual may rave of the luxuriant

fruit-growing areas of Worcester, or the moorlands,
meadows, and mountain streams of the West Yorkshire
Pennine slopes ; to the writer, those charms of

\\ o r c e s t e r s h i r e

are merely the setting

for the worst straight-

forward climb in the

country — the Old
^^' y c h e — while the

beauties of the York-

shire dales are merely
concomitants of Park
Rash, Buttertubs, and
the routes of the Ilkley

Club's trials.

Scotland may have
its lochs and bens ; but

we go over the Border
chiefly to climb Amul-
ree, or to spend a

bright evening with the

boys of the Edinburgh
Club in the shade of
the Castle.

Of what then must
the writer tell ?

With the weather as

it is at the moment of
writing (thanks to the

sun-spots), the best use

of the motor ' cycle is

to mount with as little

preparation as possible,

and get to the nearest

calm water quickly and
laze away the days in

canoe or punt ; what

.•^'-,*«#;
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Whither Away?

—

could be better than a drowsy restful week on the

quiet backwaters of the Upper Thames, the Severn,

or the Avon ?

Scotland and Central Wales have their scenic

beauties in unlimited extent, but they are lonely and
appreciated most by the thoughtfully inclined nature

lover. The topography of Lakeland is less austere

than that of Scotland, and some of the lake-side

(ownlets have the effect of rather dignified little sea-

side resorts.

Mountains—and the Sea.
The Welsh coast provides mountains in proximity

to the sea, and a combination holiday, alternating

grave and gay days, solitude of mountain tops and
life at the coast, may be had.

East Coast places boast their bracing atmosphere,

but the flatness of the approach does not attract the

motor cyclist, who is usually a voracious hill-eater;

this, however, does not apply to the North-east Coast,

which has a rugged profile and tumbles down precipi-

tously from the undulating plateau of the Wolds.

Fine coast scenery is, of course, a feature of our

country, and probably nowhere in the world is there

so great a diversity of characteristics as we can explore

within such comparatively small distances ; who,
feeling alone with primal nature on the wild lochs of

Ross-shire, could imagine that only a few days road-

faring southwards would bring him to those suburbs

by the sea on the Kentish and Sussex coasts ?

In the track of motor cycle trials, the writer has

found beauty spots in pastoral Warwickshire and
rugged Derbyshire, desirable places untold in Devon,
Somerset, Gloucester, and Worcester, mountain haunts

v.'ith England at its ruggedest in Yorkshire, in

Cumberland, North Lancashire, and Westmorland.
Wales and Scotland have characteristics all their

own, and some of the most beautiful districts

imaginable are to be found tucked away in all sorts

of odd comers in those countries.

These pictures show types of scenery in strong

contrast to the other illustrations to this article.

The rugged sky lines of the North are nowhere

evident in the more luxuriant Midlands and the

South.

(1) On the !K\on at Stratford.

(2) Leafy lanes, orchards, and trim pastures

abound in the western midland counties of

Worcester, Gloucester, and Hereford.

(3) Quaintness, as much of man-made things

as of natural beauties, is the feature of the

Devon and Cornish coasts. Brixham, here

shown, is typical.

Bo
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Whither Away?

—

How is it possible to recommend any one spot in

tlie wealtli of the glorious country in which we live

;

so full of beauty spots is it that even the very outskirts

of our manufacturing towns and especially the edges
of our coalfields (it is unfashionable to say coal mining
areas !) would provide profitable holiday touring ground
for those who delight in hunting quaint and little known
beauty spots.

Human nature, however, being what it is, demands
change, and sees little in the familiar; the Londoner
goes to the Lakes or Scotland and travels 300 or 400

'

miles to his destination; the man .bred on the Cum-
berland Fells is amazed -at people who travel so far

to see just a lot of " 'ills an' watter," and goes to

Blackpool, while the Scot leaves his hills and spends
a week with relations at " St. Andra's."

Such is life ! Wharfedale.

A typical Highland scene. At the southern extremity of I-och Ness, on the Caledonian Canal.

CHAIN ADJUSTMENT AND
Correct Tension is Almost as Important as

THERE is no doubt that a great many riders do
not realise how \'ery necessary it is to keep the

transmission of a chain-driven machine not only

in good order as regards lubrication, but also at the

proper tension. Incorrectly adjusted chains not only

ha-\'e an effect upon the good pulling of an engine and
its sweetness of torque, but also upon its life. As an
example, I recently received a machine back from the

makers after a complete overhaul. They had fitted

new chains, but the tester had not troubled to adjust

them properly. Mounting the machine I naturally

knew at once what was wrong, but thought it hardly

worth while going to the trouble of making the adjust-

ment in the midst of London traffic.

The sensation was so disconcerting, that once
amidst quiet country lanes I decided to remove the

chain case and make the necessary adjustment, where-
upon I discovered that, whereas the countershaft chain
could not be tightened any more, yet it would not stand
the removal of a half link ! There was nothing for it,

therefore, but to wait till the chain stretched.

The ride home was not a pleasure. The
engine snatched badly at low speeds, and conse-

quently possessed not an atom of " get away." I vowed
that I would sue the makers for a new engine,

as thev had ruined the old one. At high speeds a
hideous grinding and jangling came from beneath me.

b6

ITS EFFECT.
Proper Lubrication.

The old machine, however, seemed on the whole to be

having an even worse time of it than I was.

Next day I spent countless perspiring and

troubled hours wangling things so that the chains

were at the correct and desirable tension, and this

done, again sallied ' forth. The engine responded

with the kick of a mule, and it was almost

impossible to realise, that I was riding the same
machine, as the good effects of the overhaul now be-

came evident. Moreover, the m.p.h. and m.p.g. were

both increased.

It is possible, however, to go to the other extreme,

for younger cousins and elder uncles continuously ride

with their chains slapping against the chain cases,

-oblivious of the fact that anything matters till the

chain jumps the sprockets and dents a hole in some
thing, when they sit down and breathe oaths against

their manufacturers. The more one studies motor

cyclists as a mass, the more does one marvel at the

absolute lack of "refined engineering taste" on the

part of those Avho do not read Tlie Motor Cycle.

Chains should' be just so slack that they are not

tight, no tighter or slacker, and it is a very good tip,

in the case of totally enclosed chains, to empty a

2 lb. tin of axle grease into each of the chain cases.

They then rim beautifully silently, and will keep per-

fectlv lubricated for .several months. Chinook.
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Some Disconnected Jottings reflecting the Opinions of Lady Motor Cyclists.

WHEN Miss Peggy Fraser—the fashion artist

—

wrote her contribution on motor cycle attire

for ladies which appeared in The Motor Cycle
for March 17th, she little realised the amount of corre-

spondence she was inviting from
other ladies who ride. She writes

that she has found it impossible to

deal with all the letters she has
received, and at the request of many
lady readers she has made arrange-

ments for The 'Motor Cycle costume
she designed to be made to measure
by " Bisleys," Grove Arcade,
Wallasey, Ches. Incidentally,

the principal of this house is herself

a motor cyclist.

Miss Fraser now submits a draw-
ing of a suede or chamois leather

juniper to take the place of the

leather waistcoat, for summer wear.

She draws attention to the fact that

the neck can be closed up with thong
and tassels. She recommends
chamois as being the most suitable

material, as it washes so easily.

Edited by "MINNEHAHA."

course, I know eiitbusia?t,s wi

To Save the Complexion.
Quite on another subject, but one

deemed just as important, Miss
Fraser writes on the effects of motor cycling upon the

complexion.

" I have known girls take up- motor cycling," fhe Etate.s,
" only to di'op it again when they realise that the strong

'

wind and exposure to the sun U spoiling their skin. Of

A jumper in suede or chamois, designed loi

summer wear by Miss Fraser. to replace the

leather waistcoat.

insist that they were not very
keen to start with, if a little thing like that will put them
off, but that is not so, and after all the ' little thing ' assumes
tremendous proportions when one gets into an evening dress
again. The annoying part of it to the real motor cycle

enthusiasts is that, with proper care,

there is no need for any disastrous

results. Of course, if one pays no atten-

tion for months it would not be an easy
matter to convince onlookers that the
complexion is quite in the picture with
a petal frock of tulle. A smooth brown
face may be very charming, but the
same cannot be said of the neglected
skin that bums red, and, sad though it

is, these are in the majority.
"There are one or two hard and fast

rules that are agreed by those who have
discussed the matter with me. To begin
with it is not wise to wash the face in

hot water just before setting out, and
never at all before departing for the
homeward journey.

" A pot of good greasy cream—a pot
of vanishing cream and a box of adherent
powder always accompany me on my
trips. Talcum powder is no good at all

for this. Before setting out a very little

greasy cream should be rubbed into
the skin, particularly under the eyes,
then a very little vanishing cream or
pure glycerine, and a fairly thick dust-
mg of powder, more than would be used
in the ordinary way. The greasy cream
will clean up the .skin while one is out
better than washing with soap and

water, which usually has an irritating effect when the face
has been exposed to the sun and wind. The greasy cream
prevents the wind drying and roughening the skin, the
vanishmg cream prevents the dust from invading the
pores, and forms a sub.^tratum on which a deft touch of po',\'der
will restore the freshness of the complexion."
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Through Feminine Goggles.—

This hint will be of value to side-

cai" passengers also, as apparently
they expose themselves to the same
dangers to their complexions.

A Grumble.
J have before me a letter from a

Louth gentleman who raises a point
which may have been overlooked by
lady motor cyclists. He writes :

" As every motorist knows, lady motor
cyclists are increasing in numbers all over
the country.
"It has been my experience, and 1

have no doubt that of others, frequently
to have the pleasure of helping these ladies
when in rjifficulties. Any sporting motor
cyclist passing a fellow ri'der in ditficulties
slo\vs down with the customary enquiry
of 'Are you all right?' From my experi-
ence girls never do this.

"The otlier afternoon while out with a lady pillion passen-
ger I had a breakdown and, feeling unwell, would have been
glad to have my ' Get you home vouchers ' taken a distance
of tw-o miles to a neighbouring town. Several girl riders
and lady car drivers passed me without so much as a glance.
After a somewhat tiring push in which my passenger nobly
assisted, I had my machine repaired at a garage. Later,
returning homeward, we came across the usual disconsolate
female beside a two-stroke, who gave a very decided 'No!'
to my enquiry. Her trouble proved to be a mysterious failure

of the carburetter to flood, owing to shortage of petrol in the
tank.

" My point is this : Girls have taken m.^ our sport, even
imitated our attire. They are very much offended and
rightly, if deserted when in difficulties. Why not be thorough
motor cyclists and show a little courtesy on the road
sometimes?"

Miss Mary C. Coxeter

Hospital, Walling-

ford - on - Thames,
makes a plea for

the lady's model
motor cycle.,

"I have been
taking . The Motor
Ci/de for some time,"
she writes, "and
cannot understand
why so little interest

seems to be taken in

designs, etc., for

w m e n riders. I

know that young
riders prefer a man's
machine, but there
must be many like

myself ' no longer
young,' and holdmg
a position of matron,
or some other like

appointment, who
simply cannot ride a

machine with a
diamond frame, and
certainly not in the
attire that the
younger riders can
and do wear. I wish
Miss Fraser could
supply one with a
pattern."

Miss Coxeter
seems to have
overlooked the
BIO

1921 summer tashioob tor lady motor

cyclists—a snap taken at Bala this month
of a Norton enthusiast who has elected lo

discard the skirt

many excellent ladies' machines now available. Among
these I can mention off-hand the Velocette, Ixion,

Cedos, and Excelsior. There are several other

machines suitable for ladies who wish to ride without

having to don special clothing. The
Reynolds runabout, for example, is

like a little car on two wheels, and
is as easy to handle and wheel

about as any motor eycle of the

conventional type. This machine is

a glorified scooter, but has a full-

size engine, two-speed gear, clutch,

and pedal starter. The frame is

entirely open, and all the machinery
is tucked away insider compartment
very like the bonnet of a car.

Then there are the Autoglider

—

a full-powered machine of the scooter

type— and the Kenil worth : both

machines favoured by many ladies

weatherproof mounts for shopping and

of the Morrell Memorial

FRENCH FASHIONS FOR LADY
MOTOR CYCLISTS.

'Seen at the Pare des Princes Track at Paris.)

Mme. Girardot, who
Parisian event. (Inset

trial.

won the sidecar competition

Mme. Gaillard, who rode i

who require

social calls.

,
A lady in Bridgwater favours the sidecar—an 8 h.p.

one, to boot—and although it appears to be an

admirable mount in almost every way, there are points

she criticises.

"It starts with the minimum of trouble," she writes,
"runs quietly and smoothly, and has always plenty of power
in hand. I go through seas of mud witli hardly a spot on
my boots, owing to the excellent mudshields, while my
passenger sits in the. acme of comfort, with hood, side cur-
tains and screen to meet the weather. There are one or two
points, however, I do not like.

"For instance, there is the question of the front brake.
It rubs on the front wheel rim, is very inadequate, makes
a ghastly groan when used, removes the paint, and leaves
a sullen red line.

"Then the sidecai
IS placed a trifle too
close to the cvcle.-
Being unusually '

tall
and muscular I can
lift my leg with a
swing over the seat
and down without
knocking the side-
car, but an extra inch
and a half would
make a great deal of
difference, and would
allow a passenger on
the carrier to sit
naturally.

"The luggage
carrier is curved to
fold over the bac
of the car when not
in use. But this
curve has the kindly
property of pitching
luggage against the
paint, and it is with
great difficulty that
a suit case can lie

prevented from rub-
bing unsightly
patches on the excel-
lent coachwork.

"A proper inspec-
tion panel to the
chain cases is indis-

pensable, and, in-

cidentall.y, the acces-

sibility of some parts
might be improved.

"

•^S»J

for ladies at a recent

Bleriot in the same
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How Many Cylinders may bring High-powered " Lightweighis " into Being.

MOTOR cycles gradually increased their weight

before the war because the demand for more
power was answered by increases of cylinder

capacity without departure from existing designs.

In the case of single or twin-cylinder engines having

irregular or widely-spaced torque intervals, increases

of size resulted in much more highly stressed trans-

missions and dispriiportionately increased weiglns of

power units themselvts.

.-Vircraft engineers promptly leanied that increase of

power (capacity) without disproportionate increase of

weight could only be achieved by increasing the

numbers of the cylinders, or, alternatively, reduction in

weight of an engine

of given capacity ^
: o u 1 d b e s t b e

;fiferted by multi-

plying its cylinders.

Thus five-cylinder

mgines gxive place

to sevens, nines,

twelves, twenty-

anes, and even
greater numbers.

Motor cycle en-

gineers, on .the other

hand, have not pur-

sued the m u 1 1 i-

:ylinder ideal to

any extent, yet an
increased number of
small cylinders to

give a required

total cylinder
capacity will permit

redurtions in weight

on many accounts

;

for example, the greater the number of cylinders

the less need for heavy flywheels, owing to the

more continuous delivery of comparatively small

separate power impulses. In the same way trans-

mission weight can be cut down by the employ-

ment of light chains or gears; it is not often

realised, for instance, that the ultimate breaking

load of a y^'m. x ^-^yin. chain is only about 30 lb. less

than that of a 5^in. x J-^in. chain. The large bearing

areas of the latter si^e of chain are needed to resist

the crushing effect of the large impulses of one or two-

cylinder engines in use to-day, but the smaller chain

would successfully overcome the tractive resistance if

the power unit de-

A SIX-CYLINDER

LIGHTWEIGHT.

A 3-5 h.p. Redrup Radial ; each cylinder has a capacity of 103 c.c, and the six

tiny impulses in two engine revolutions permit light transmission details to transmit

the even but powerful torque.

livered the even
torque of an electric

motor.

Sporadic Efforts.

Generally speak-

ing, the motor cycle

trade has eschewed
the many-cylindered
type of engine, but

the F.N. four-
cylinder, and such

even-firing units as

the Douglas,
Brough, Scott, and
A.B.C. have all

shown good results

for their weight.

The four-cylinder,

h.owever, involves

an expensive crank-

shaft, and the same
may be said of such



Multi-cylinder Motor Cycle Engines.

—

past efforts as the Dennell-Jap of 1905 (three cylinders

in line), and the eight-cylinder American Curtiss

of 1908.

Undoubtedly the layout pennittlng the greatest

weight economy is the radial type, for almost any
number up to nine cylinders

may be conveniently dis-

posed around a single

crankshaft. Early motor
cycle engines designed on

the radial principle were
rather few and far be-

tween, but the type is by
no means a new innova-

tion ; Anzani brought out

an even-firing three-cylin-

der before 1908, and round
about the same time the

Esnault-Pelterie five-cylin-

der
'

' fan - type
'

' engine

was put into use for pacing
machines.

The early days of avia-

tion thrust the claims of the

radial into high promin-

ence, and a designer re-

sponsible for one of the

pioneer static radials turned
his attention after the war
to the production of a

miniature three-cylinder radial suitable for lightweight

motor cycles. This engine is now incorporated in

the British Radial machines, and the designer, Mr.
C. B. Redrup, is now e.\perimenting with six-cylinder

engines. The one illustrated is a mechanical combina-
tion of two three-cylinder engines having a built-up

crankshaft with two throws set at 360° (i.e., both
rise and fall together) ; a single carburetter serves all

six cylinders, and the magneto is similar to that

described on previous occasions in The Motor Cycle,

having an H amiature, with two cams in the contact-

breaker set at -180°; the high-tension current is led to

the sun wheel of an epicyclic distributer, whence it

A mechanical combination of

tlie six-cyl

two

nder
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passes by way of two planets (which roll round at one

third its speed) to the segments on the internalb

toothed ring. As the magneto runs at one and a hal

times engine speed, there are six sparks delivered ii

each two engine revolutions. The oiling is somewha
different from that used on the eai'lier Redrup engines

for the tappet operated oi

-''^'^1 pumps are dispensed witl

and a quadruple pump i;

installed in the tank. Fou
leads extend to the fou

timing rings, and the sur

plus lubricant leaks along

the oilways in the crank-

shaft, whence it is flun

into the cylinders.

With a bore and stroke

of 50.8x50.8 mm., the

total capacity of the engine

is 618 c.c, yet the weight

is under 50 lb. The^torque
is so even that only a light

.weight two-speed gear bo.\

is in use on the experi

mental machine, arid the

total weight is less than

200 lb. ; thus it is possib

to make up a 5-6 h.p.

machine which is a " light-

weight " for taxation pur-

poses.

A short test which we had on the machine showed
it to have high speed and acceleration with an extra-

ordinary absence of torque vibration. Carburette

difficulties, however, are not entirely overcome, and in

consequence the top gear hill-climbing was not com
parable with the speed attained on the level

however, the charm of driving a machine propelled

by such a continuous delivery of power impulses has

to be expei-ienced to be appreciated, and at a later

date more precise results will be obtainable when
further experiments have been carried out. Sue!
engines naturally need development for motor cycle

use ; with shaft drive, for example, they should be ideal

ylmdree-cylmdcr engines torms

Redrup.

A NEW DEPARTURE FOR AN OLD Cl.bts.

The stari o( the recent Twenty-tour-hour Trial to Torquay and back of the Coventry and Warwickshire IVI.C., when a very large crowd
assembled, as also at the finish. Among the riders ir the foreground are : L, Criso (4i Humber), R. Wright (4 Triumph), T. H. Meakin

(4 Triumph), R. A. Player (4 Triumph), and F. A. Marshall (4,V Humber)^

BI4
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A Sludy of Ihe Man who Wins and (he Fears that Beset him on the Course.

HE is (probably) rather a small man. He is cer-

tainly very dirty. As he stands astraddle his

machine waiting for the start, he cannot be

called pretty. A " crash " helmet hardly sets off

manly beauty at the best. His heavy clothing has

made him perspire a little during the official pre-

liminaries. He is obviously rather nervous—his eyes

flicker, his smile is a little forced, his laughing chatter
' betrays an inward flutter. The casual observer, de-

void of trained sympathies, writes him down as,

perhaps, rather an unusually clever mechanic, with

athletic tendencies, strung up for the moment to deeds

of daring by the hope of an enduring fame and a sub-

stantial reward in hard cash and promotion.

Let us try to do our imaginary winner rather better

justice. ******
Perhaps two or three months ago he knew an excit-

ing moment when one of the leading firms approached

him to ride for them, and offered him their " first

string." That alone marks him out as above his

fellows. There are nearly 200,000 motor cyclists in

the kingdom, and this little man may be the pick of

them all. (How many people are employed in your

personal profession, gentle reader? Do you stand

at the absolute summit of it?) For the last month or

two he has " worked " in a sense which few people

read into that much abused word. Road tests. Bench

tests. Workshop tuning. More road tests. Con-

sultation with the designer. Changes in engine,

gears, 'bus. More tests. Then across to the Island.

Daily practice in the chill morning mists before the

world is up. Now, after a month of the most intense

and concentrated labour, be is going to play dice with

fortune for four interminable hours. Such duels are

a familiar experience to many men. To the aeroplane

pilot—but the air is wide and clear. To the soldier

—but for him fate is largely a lottery, and he bears

little personal responsibility. To the sailor—but he

has only Nature to grapple with.

iThinKing in Thousandths of Seconds,

The boy before us is going to tackle continuous

perils, coming upon him in as quick succession as

the lightning flashes at the centre of a tornado. He
will have to think and act in thousandths of seconds,

and one false move may spell failure. Moreover, he

is matched against the massed brains and cunning

and dash of at least two continents. It is not his

motive only to survive. He is riding to win. Not
the least of his many formidable opponents is himself.

The first threat to his mental balance comes from

fear. The course looks wide enough in all conscience

as you tour gently round it at thirty. At forty it is

transformed into a succession of dangerous bends.

At fifty the corners look as if nothing could steer

round them, and progress becomes an appalling gamut

of spurts, skid.s, and violent brakings. At fifty-five

the road seems to shrink to an average width of

2ft. 6in., and the assorted materials which bound it

look harder than ever. So the first temptation, which

lasts perhaps a quarter of a lap for a really fit man,

is to funk.

Intoxicated by Speed.

This soon passes, and the devil who tempts men
brings a far more subtle influence out of his bag.

He envelops you in the intoxication of speed. The
roar of your engine ; the consciousness of another

man behind you ; the occasional peep of a dust-cloud

not too far ahead; the sense of skill and mastery

which every skating swerve of speed cornerwork

imparts ; the contemptuous superiority which comes

of overhauling slower men: all these things go to

the head like wine.. The rider becomes what an old

Scottish mystic would term " fey." He sloughs off

all idea of terror. He becomes drunk with speed.

His strained expression changes to a look of positive

plea.sure. He grows more and more daring. If he

does not resist this madness of velocity he will

presently crash. If he is in the first rank, he will

pull hlinself together, cool down the crazy emotions

which bid him take unpardonable risks, and begin to

ride a grim, cool, deliberate race in which peril is

balanced against prudence so exactly that maximum
speed results.

Possibly a spice of trouble with some detail of his

machine will steady him. He stops. For a moment

he is drenched in a fever of apprehension. All seems

to be lost. With trembling fingers he picks aimlessly

and senselessly at the machine. Then reason reasserts

itself. He forces himself to work as if he were in

the shops at home with all the day before him. In

a minute or two he is off again, and this time he is

riding in deadly fashion—never dropping a yard, and

never courting a crash.

E17
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A T.T. Winner.

By the half distance the most emotional man is

sober enough, and sheer physical weariness begins to

enforce the next relentless test. His machine is rigid.

The road is rigid. His body is soft, impressionable

and flexible. For over loo miles his body has

sustained the incessant shocks of the continuous

impact, his wrists have pinned the skidding, bouncing

wheels to the desired track, and all the time he is

crouched in a posture which no other animal ever

assumes for more than a few moments. Every muscle
aches, every sinew is weary, every nerve is raw.

Nothing but superb concentration can conquer this

extreme physical exhaustion. If he thinks of it,

presently only a fraction of his wits will be available

in some cruel emergency. Speed and steering are his

sole legitimate occupations ; he must serve them
to-day, and leave minor matters for to-morrow

The Last Lap.

In the concluding laps comes the most searching

ordeal of all. Stamina is all but exhausted. Only

an iron will can keep the worn body true to its cruel

task. Meanwhile the rider has some notion of where

he stands. In the constant passing he acquires some
notion of who are still in the running, and how they

are travelhng. Friends signal as he passes. At his

replenishment stop he gathers vague and disturbing

knowledge from the flurried encouragement of his

colleagues at the depot. He has one man to help

him swill in fuel and oil against the fleeting seconds,

and, as he rinses his mouth, his friend gasps anxiously,

"You're a sure winner, old man, but for heaven's

sake don't spare her!" In 1913 the start of the

last lap saw the three first men riding witliin thirty-two

seconds of each other. The demeanour of the crowd

at all the vantage points becomes eloquent. On the

early laps they were almost languid when he passed.

Gradually he felt he was being watched with iisterest.

Now his appearance seems to have something electric

and thrilling about it. Then, too, what were those

blurred figures he glimpsed as he roared past the

great hoarding where the score is kept? To be

second in the race is to be nobody. He stresses

himself to wrench extra fractions of a second from

old Father Time at every corner. And he is so tired.

The de-\'ils return, and beset him. The devil of the

intoxication of speed (if the rider be young). The
devil of fear (if the rider be oldish). And of all the

laps the last lap is the worst ! If he does not know
he is leading, he knows he is near -the front. Better

die than lose by a matter of seconds. Better finish

second than die. Every corner traps him in two

minds. The watchers along the course are surely

egging on the men behind him. He is tempted to

beat record when he is almost too tired to sit the

saddle for another forty minutes. He fancies that

his engine is losing tune. Surely it is crawling up

the mountain compared to what it did in that first

lap which now seems centuries ago. Well, then he

must save time on the corners. Never mind, it is

the last lap. Just forty minutes more, and then he

can lie down and drink and sleep and forget and

rejoice. Then comes the last mile. The corners at

Governor's Bridge seem deliberately intended to thwart

victory, the wide road seems to have dwindled to a

garden path. A blurr in the distance indicates that

the grandstand is still there ; in less than half a

minute it has bounded past, people are cheering, the

throttle is closed.******
To think that this very superb, capable, and

intelligent creature is probably descended from rather

a feeble cousin of the gorilla. That his ancestors

were content for uncountable centuries to subsist uii

roots and berries, and to dwell in caves or tree-tops.

That they knew nothing of machinery, and were so

devoid of imaginJation that they spent aeons in

inventing the flint axe and the bone needle. That
they scuttled chattering to their lairs when the

lightning flashed or a tiger growled in the forest.******
The cosmic process is surely marvellous, and

leads—whither ?

'1

WHERE RIDING SKILL IS NEEDED.
Approaching one of the most dangerous corners on the course. Immediately beyond Sulby Bridge the road turns abruptly

to the left.

B18
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18 HAIRPIN BENDS IN A QUARTER MILE.
How far will a Motor Cycle Travel with the Petrol Tap turned oJf?

Faster on Acute Bends—Solo or Sidecar ?

Which is the

The Kenilworth miniature about to cross the tape in the scooter acceleration test. The Autoglider, a few yards behind and

rapidly gaining, was handicapped 20 yards in a distance of 120 yards.

HOW many can answer correctly the two questions

given in our sub-title ? They have been the subject

of more than one friendly debate, so it was agreed

to decide the points on the occasion of Tlie Motor
Cijcle. staff trial. This annual event was first inaugurated
in order to settle such que.';tions, when those who throughout
the year have to follow the fortunes of competition riders

of distinctly varying skill, covering more miles without any
intrinsic award as an inducement, arrange a trial for

themselves. Editors, sub-editors, artists, and photographers

are there. Motoring colleagues from sister journals are in-

vited to observe the tests, lady friends grace the occasion

with their presence, and, for one evening at any rate, the

caretaker of the office has a clear and satisfactory run, for

no " overtime " gentry are in the
way ! Ei^ht events were down
for decision this month, the

"regulations" a model of brevity

—less than 100 words in all I

Tliose present were mounted on

a varied assortment of machines

—

miniatures, lightweights, and
mediumweight solo machines, T.T.

mounts, and single and twin side-

car outfits ; and from London and
Coventry the editorial, artistic,

and photographic staffs met on
Edge Hill, Warwickshire.

Two or three who took part learned of the first post-

war Motor C'l/cle trial as readers, bat have since become
regular members of the staff. A great point about the

event is that " any machine is everybody's machine "

—

thus the various makes represented were sampled in turn
by practically all the riders present, enabling a first hand
comparison of their merits, and particularly the ease of

manipulation.

Scooters Considerably Improved.
In the first staff trial of 1919, the scooters, let it be

whispered, were taken over on a car, but two years have
worked wonders. Scooters have developed (as we said they
would) into miniature motor cycles, equipped with com-

fortable seats, and have so . ex-

tended their range of utility that

they were driven to the event

under their own power.
A newcomer this year was the

Reynolds Runabout, ridden to the

venue (including a non-stop ascent
of Edge Hill) by a lady. This
machine attracted considerable
attention at the last Olympia
Show, and more will be heard of

it since it is now in production

—

the open fraiiie design is becoming
popular with a certain class of

A miniature T.T., in which controllability and steadiness counted more than maximum speed. Unconcernedly smoking a cigarette, the

rider of the Kenilworth, in the top picture, recorded an only slightly slower time than did the spectacularly skidding Sports Sunbeam and

the chain-driven Triumph. Actually the Triumph rider made the best time of the three.
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18 Hairpin Bends in a Quarter Mile.—

buj'er not usually interested in the more orthodox type
of machine.

In spite of the fact that the so-called scooters (regarded

as miniature motor cycles) are now established on the

market, they were sufficiently novel to be an attraction to

many of the visitors, especially the ladies, who. by the

way, never seem nervous in taking their first ride and
start away after the briefest instructions concerning the

functions of the various levers, often forgetting how to

stop them

!

1} h.p. Four=stroKe versus 2| h.p. Two=stroKe.
An acceleration test of these miniatures was the first event

—a li h.p. Kenilworth competing with a 2^ h.p. Autoglider,

on the knock-out principle ; the latter granting the smaller

machine twenty yards in 120 yards.

Notwithstanding the fact that the Autoglider is fitted

with a Villiers engine, and the little Senilworth only a tiny

four-stroke, the light weight of the latter was found of

great advantage in getting off the mark, with the result

that it won several of the heats, the semi-final, and eventu-

ally the final. The Autoglider once under way, however,
rapidly overhauled the Kenilworth, and, as a result, close

finishes were the rule.

The Value of an Outside Flywheel.
A slow race up the long and steep grades of Edge Hill

revealed the advantages of a twin e'ngine with an outside

flywheel, for the 8 h.p Rex-Blackburne was easily the

winner in the sidecar class, while a chain-driven Triumph
proved the victor among the solo mounts. A tortoise race

along the level became so strenuously fought out at about

half a mile an hour that the question of balance and ease

of handling decided it. A healthy tuitoise m good
training could ha\e raced the winning 3^ h p Spoits

Sunbeam

Speed.
Then followed an event the leveise of this A

"hot stuft " Noiton being m the Isle of Man, a

fast climb was arranged up the hill between a 1921
Triumph and a Spoits Sunbeam, the lattei bound
ing o\er the top fiist at—well, over legal limit'

Economy is a Virtue.
A caibuietter capacity test opened up possibilities

for futuie developments,
for one could determine i
with a speedometer the
most economical speed.
In this test engines \\eie

staited, and the petiol
tap turned off at the word
" Go " I The Rex Black
buine dii\er decided li

get immediately into top gear and to drive at about 7 m.p.h.,

which proved to be extravagant and not at all proportionate
to the usual 50 m.p.g. obtained on the run. Those who rode

at their usual cruising speed did much better, as the follow-

ing result will show :

1,520 Yards with the Petrol Tap Turned Off.
Yards.

2";4 Dougla.s (Claudel carburetter) 1,520
33/2 Sports Sunbeam (Amac two-lever carbirretter) 1,487
31/2 Sunbeam (Amac two-lever carburetter) ... 996
4 Triumph (Triumph carburetter) . 954
2r/j Autoglider (Senspray carburetter) 953
Hi Kenilworth (Vici carburetter) 708
4 Triumph sc. (Triumph carburetter) 698
41,1 B.S.A. sc. (B.S.A. carburetter) 690
5-6 A..T.S. sc. (Amac one-lever carburetter) ... 681
2':4 Re.vnolds Runabout (Cox Atmos carburetter) 652
4 Blackburne (B. and B. carburetter) 520
8 Rex Blackburne sc. (Binks carburetter) 390

Eighteen Hairpin Bends in a Quarter of a Mile,
To decide the point as to which is the faster on hairpin

bends—solo or .sidecar—several of The Motor Cycle staff

were timed on six circuits of a triangular sward making a

distance of a quarter of a mile. This was a test of skill, as

one leg of the triangle was on a down grade, the next one
on an up grade, and the third along the level. The follow-

ing times were recorded :

21/2 Autoglider .. 1 41 4 Triumph
m. s.

.. 1 23
V/i Kenilworth ,. 1 34 5-6 A.J.S. sc. .. 1 22
zy-> Sports Sunbeam .. 1 34 2»4 Douglas .. 1 20
41,4 B.S.A. sc. .. 1 33

The winner's speed on his Douglas was 11^ m.p.h.

A sportino; and interesting afternoon's programme, at-

tended by glorious weather, ended with those present being
enteitained to tea on the terrace at the
Round Tower by the managmg duectoi

"^ Subsequently the fanal event— " Ea^v
starting fiom cold"—biought loith a

winner in the owner ot an A J S. side-

car which, with Amac single le\ei cai-

buiettei, lesponded at the fiist kick The

j^^,
second man (B S.A sc ) took 25S , which

"~
time was equalled by two spoits models
(a Blackburne and a Sunbeam)

V ,..

'• ^

\T THE CLOSE OF A DIFFERENT

SORT OF B.ATTLE'

Built to commemorate ttie Battle ot Edge Hill—the Castle Inn, on the crest of the Edge Hill range m Warwickshire—a familiar

landmark tor many miles around. It is to-day the venue of many a gathering of motor cyclists, and an annual rendezvous
for members of The Molor Cycle staff and their colleagues of sister journals.
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By MICHAEL KIRK.

Will (he Race go to Wolverbamplon Again ? Claims of Covenlry, Birmingham, and Bristol.

MY annual debut in these columns as a tipster i.s

always frightfully embarrassing, but never

more so than at this moment. Club talk

admits that we are going to see the race of the

century. Experts agree that the 500 c.c. machine is

getting (00 fast for the course, and that 1922 will

probably see the Senior event contested by engines of

350 c.c. ; in other words, any of the sixty-eight entries

with a clean run and a decent jock could probably
beat last year's winning time. A quarter of the men
have never ridden in the T.T. before, and of tliese

newcomers a sprinkling certainfy suffers from what
Shakespeare called " vaunting ambition that o'erleaps

itself," but others have been spotted, and trained by
'cute racing managers with an eye to absolute victory.

All the famous cracks are engaged, and at least ten

of the principal factories have been spending money
lavishly during the past twelve months in order to

win. I would sooner try to foretell when I shall suffer

my next puncture than pick the winner of the 192 1 T.T.

" Horses for Courses."
Perhaps my task is not quite so black as it looks.

Any top-notch 3J4 h.p. could average ^5 m.p.h. in

the race on two conditions, viz. , that it was superbly

ridden, and that it stood up. The B.MiC.R.C. held

an exercise canter at Brooklands on May 21st, when
the Douglas, Indian, Martin, and Norton lasted the

course well. Past history guarantees the stamina of

the Sunbeam. Triumphs have nine machines, four with

Ricardo engines, and five with side valve engines—this

team plain-lv means business with a very big B. The
B.S.A. people have not devoted a year to producing

speedsters without due confidence. Scotts either

abstain from the race or lay their fingers on the Trophy.
Blackburnes aspire to be our super-engine builders.

Rovers have worked a good deal harder than the

public know. The James team are dark horses, but

the firm generally shines when it is out for blood.

Consequently I see no sense in backing a particular

machine, and unless cruel bad luck intervenes, I think

the human factor will decide the race.

Was it the poet Gray who sang :

Full many a Dance is born to jazz unseen.
And waste his exhaust in the village lane.

But this year the competition managers have gone
over the ranks of trials men with a small-toothed comb

in the effort to unearth potential T.T. winners. One
of these as yet unknown heroes is quite likely to upset

all our calculations. But on form, as I know it, there

arc three men whom nobody can hold if they ride

their best and escape trouble. One is the popular

favourite, George Dance, at once the most capable

and the most modest of all our regular racing men.
No. 2 is H. R. Davies, who would almost certainly

start co-favourite if only he were mounted over a

500 c.c. engine; his little 350 c.c. A.J.S. is being

quietly -backed in some quarters to defeat all the

Senior entr)-: it was fast enough to do so last year

(he has made one of the fastest practice laps this

year), and toughened by another twelve months of

development, it is capable of anything.

The third rider whose chances I personally rank

level with Dance's, if we credit both with a non-stop,

is C. P. Wood. This magnificent rider is practically

unknown in the South of England, and he has certainly

yet to show what he can do in the T.T. ; but you
can take it from me that Yorkshire " expects " him.

The entry list is full of famous names, all honestly

earned by brilliant work ; but I do not know anybody
who can outride this trio, and in a non-stop I should

expect Dance and Wood to fight out the finish with

Davies close up.

When Popular Tips Drop Out.

In actual fact, it is highly improbable that the

favourites will get a clean run. Year after year we
see the popular tips drop out, and new men storming

on to victory. Outside my trio it is simply impossible

to make selections. For instance, if the B.S.A.
'buses are as good as they look, as good as a year of

intensive, culture from Heather and Pearsall should

guarantee, and if Gus Kuhn rides his B-S.A. as

demoniacally as he can ride a little 'un ? If the

Nortons enjoy the luck they deserve—Brown was
second last year, Shaw was seventh, and Horsman in

riding as he has never ridden before; besides, an

out-and-out Norton victory is long overdue.

In the Sunbeam team De la Hay is regarded by some
judges as a more probable winner than Dance. He
rode a splendid race last year, when his last lap was

actually his fastest by over 2m. The Brooklands

canter on May 21st showed that the Douglas team is

in much the same mood as the Kaiser was on August
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Who will Win flie Senior T.T.?—

4th, 1914; they expect to be home as conquerors in

next to no time. Their new man, Thorpe, is still a

dark horser Emerson is, to my mind, more of a track

man than a road man; but A. H. Alexander is as

near as no matter a Scottish edition of Dance. The
fellow who finishes ahead of these three Douglases
will probably have to travel.

The American Entry.
Indians ? They were too slow last year. They are

not likely to under-estimate the pace twice running.

You can guess whta their team is like if you note

that an unknown man named. Malkow has pushed
H. R. Harveyson of all people down to fourth place.

At Brooklands, rightly or wrongly, I formed the impres-

sion that Le Vack was not bestirring himself unduly,

but was rather more interested to see how his engine

would stand an hour of—shall we guess, not quite full

throttle? How Billy Wells would enjoy again annex-

ing the first three places in a year when the big British

factories were going baldheaded for the spoils. All

the same I do not think it will be his turn this time.

We have still to analyse the sensational Triumpn
team. The four Ricardo engines will b^ ridden by

Shemans, Gill, Sgonina, and another. The works
rule against entering married men in the race has been

JUKE 16th, J921.

relaxed because Shemans could not be kept off the

saddle. The o.h.v. Triumph keeps coolish wlren lapping

Brooklands at 60 m.p.h. on a gear of 5.6 to i. Yet

this engine is regarded by the Triumph Co. as their

second string. They are racing it, they say> for

experimental purposes, and pin their hopes of victory

to the side-by-side valve engine, which represen-s

wizard Stanley's latest brainwave. Five of the latter

are engaged, and the factory team apparently consists

of Townshend (the ex-Sunbeam expert), Edmond, and
Watson-Bourne. Another nasty lot to beat.

I am glad I don't know more about the Ro\er,

Blackburne, and James crowd^s, for the race is already

quite sufBciently bewildering. Neither am 1 in touch
with the Scott second and third strings, though a

strong Yorkshire tip has reached me, " Watch Stan-

field if anything happens to Clarence."- There are a

few- individual entries, which need not be taken very

.seriously in view of the massed factory opposition. I

am writing, at a time when practice "has not gone far

enough to show up the merits bf-the new "jockeys," nor
yet to indicate how some of the." dark " engines are

sticking it. I am prepared to look excessively foolish

by teatime on Senior day, but if. T had to lay out my
money at this moment, the bulk would go on G. Dance
and C P. Wood; and I- should be more anxious about
being deprived of it by a Douglas than by any other.

AFTER THE MORNING DIP.

On the lovely Devonshire coast. One of the large douUe-seater sidecars (used for hiring purposes by the X Motor Co., of Torquay)

on Oddicombe beach, Babbacombe.
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Cambridge University M.C.C.

Mr. G. Rae Arnot, Trinity College, has
now taken over the post of secretary of
this club.

Berwick and District M.C.
Owing to the threatening weather, the

turn-out at the recent reliability trial was
not as large as might have been expected
from a club with a membership of well

over one hundred. The ascent of Carter
Bar was observed, and brake and re-

starting tests were held on Corby Bank.
Results :

1, John I. Elder (7 A.J.S. sc). 2 marks lost; 2,
W. H. Dodds (4 Triumph), 3 marks lost; 3, U, T.
Taylor (31!. Rudge Multi), 5 marks lost.

Worcester and District M.C.C.

A G.N. cycle car, driven by 0. Hayes,
g;iuied the premier award in the recent

trial for " Sidecars v. Small Cars."
Other results follow ;

FIRST-CLASS AWARDS.—Priia(e: 8. J. Mcl-
huish (7^A.J.S. sc.l. Trade: B. Alan Hill (8
Rover).
SECOND-CLASS AWARDS.—Prildfe.- Not won.

It„(Ic: Cvril Williams (O.N.).

TIHRDCL.'^SS AWARDS.-PriidJo; Not won.
Irail': 1). Bladder CH-. Humber sc.l.

SPECIAL CLUB AWARDS.—Priiatc; O. llaycs
( ). Trade; B. .\lan Hill (8 Rover).

Special attention is called to the per-

foimance of Mrs. F. G. Gibbs (3^ Sun-
beam sc).

West Birmingham M.C.C.

So severe was thj reliability trial held

on the 4th iu.st. that only one i-ider,' D.

B. Cranmore (3J Scott), registered a non-

stop run. An e.Ncellent performance was
also made by Mrs. H. G. Gale (2i

Velocette), who, however, had bad luck

on one hairpin corner, otherwise com-

|)letin^ the run without a stop. The
course was almost impossible for sidecars,

and the only entrant, R. W. Cowley (4i
B.S.A. sc.),"had a great strnggle to get

luunil.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.

On the 4th inst. there was a meet of

motor cyclists in the East Midland
Centre at Monsal Dale, Derbyshire,

where there assembled about 300 club

members, many of whom had travelled

over eighty miles. There were repre-

sentatives from the following clubs :

Derby, Ilkeston, Leicester, Lincoln,

Loughborough, Mansfield, Nottingham,
Sutton-in-Ashfield, Grantham, Burton-on-

Trent. and Stamford. A feature of the

entry was a quartette of the new Brough
Superiors, which were much admired. A
slow hill-climb arranged by the North
Derbyshire Club proved a great success.

The "entry fees were devoted to the

Chesterfield Royal Hospital, and were

generously supplemented by a collection

taken from the hinidreds of spectators

on the hill. The winner of the slow

climb proved to be E. Chandler, of Mans-
field, on a 7-9 h.p. D.M.C.—a machine
designed and built by himself.

Bucks County M.C.C.

The recent two hundred miles reli-

ability trial for the Vernon Cup resulted

as follows :

1, W., G. Harding (4 Triumph sc), who thus
wins the cup for the eecond year in succession; 2.

W. F. Johnson (7 A.J.S. SQ.); 3. E. Pngh (4
Triumph sc).

Eeighley M.C.

Results with awards of the recent hill-

climb have now been confirmed, and are

as follows :

COULTON TROPHS AND GOLD MEDAL. -A.
Shuttleworth (21,1 O.K. Junior).
SILVER MEDAL.-P. Bcadraan (7-9 Harlev sc).
BRONZE MEUAL.-W. Rycrolt (2^4 Edniunil).
GOLD ULEDAL (Fastest Solo).-A. Jackson (31;,

Norton).
GOLD MEDAL- (Fastest Passenger).—A. Jackson

(31.J Norton ac).

W(i(iK-en6 Club TEverits.
June M.—Canlrrburij and Distiicl M.C.C. Fuel

Consumption Test.
June lS.~North-\l'cst London M.C.C. nnd N^rlh

London M.C.C. Intcr-club IlUl-climb.
June IS.—Coventry Triangle M.C. Gymkhana.
June IS.—Sattcoata and DUtrict M.C.C. Picnic.
June IS.—lioUcood M.C.C. Club Itun to Leith

HUl.
June IS:—Coventry and Jfartcickshire M.C. Social

. Itun and Vicnic.
June IS.—Siirrey M.C.C. Triumph Cup Reliabitity

. Trial.
June IS-lS.-Sxtrhiton and Diatrict M.C.C. Week-

end Run to Bournemouth.
June IS-tS.—Leeds and District M.C. Club Hun
' to London. •

June IS-m.^PuUic Schools M.C.C. " Touch
Nothing " Run. —

June ;S.— M'c3( Birmingham M.C.C. " Old Crocks "

Competition.
June IS:—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

and L.V.C. Club Run to Dymlfhurch.
June }9.—]fii M.C.C. ^jyolverhampton). Club Run

to Llangollen.
June 19.-Crntral London M.C.C. Club Run to

iVelwyn.
June IS.-Norlh-ircsl London M.C.C. River Pic-

- nic at Bourne End.
June W.—Jlkley M.C. and L.C.C. Team Trial for

Hcmingyati Trophy.
Jjuie 19.— Wakefield and District M.C.C. Club

Run to Ingleton.
June IS.—Stafford and District M.C.C. Club Run.
June 15.—Wolverhampton Auto KomadJi. Club

Run to Malvern.
June 19.—Halifax and District M.C.C. CTlub Run

to Burn.tall.
June 19.—Leeds M.V. Club TJim to Crayke and

Oilling Castle.
June 19.— Wolverhampton M.C.C. Social Run.
June 13.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. liell-

ability Trial for Muratii Trophy.
June 19.—Stamford and District M.C.C. and Peter-

borough M.C.C. Inter-club Reliability
Trial.

June n.—ShefHeld M.C.C. Club Run to Burton.
June 19.—Northern M.C. Flexibility Hill-climb.
June lS.-BT.eter M.C. and J.C.C. Club Run to

Shaldon.
June JS.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Blake-

marsh and Doull Competition.
June IS.— Wooliriclt, Plumstead,- and District M.C.

Wilmot Cup Trial.
June IS.—Beririck and District M.C. Consistency

Hill-climb. %
June IS.—Basinastokc and District M.C.C. and

L.C.C. (:iub Run.
June 19.—Doncaster and District M.C.C. Social

Run to Bewer Castle.
June 19.—Liverpool M.C, Social Run to Blackpool,
June 19.— Kidderminster M.C.C, Social Run.
June 19.—Noith Wales M.C.C. Picnic.
.Jvinc 19.—Brighton and Hove M.C.C, Dobson

Trophy Trial.
Jvne .'S.— Reigate, Redhill, and District M.CC.

Speed-judging Competition.
June 22.—Bridgicater and District M.C.C. and

Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Jnter-club Run to Cheddar.

June !l.—Helensburgh M.C.C. Flexibility Trial.
June 23.— Worcester and District M.C.C. Speed

Trials.

Macclesfield M.C.

C. R. M. Jlills, on a Morgan, with a

total loss of two r.;arks, proves to be the

winner of the recent reliability trial.

S. Bann (7 Matchless sc.) and W. M. C.

Preston (3i Sunbeam so.) were second

and third with a loss of three and nine

marks respectively.

nkley M.C. and L.C.C.

There were a long list of entries

and manv spectators at the knock-out

hill-climb' held on Barden Fell. Com-
petitors were handicapped from the

scratch man, W. Bradley (7-9 Indian).

Results :

I, J. St:inftcld (2y4 Edmund), 283. hnndlcap (Dison

rup and told med.il) ; 2, W. E. HasEos (4 Tiiumiilii.

]2». lj;.u.li.iip isilver mednll: 3. H. I'oulda (414

It S.A.}. 265. liandii;iip (brouae medal); 4, w

.

ltr;ul!.-y ,7-9 Indian), scratch.

NorJolk M.C. and L.C.C.

Full formula and time re.sulta are now
available of the very successful hill-climb

held on Ringland oil the 26th ult. They

are as follows

:

EVENT l.-On time: 1. Miss K. Riches (2',4

Levis). 28;s.. and A. H. Bryant (25', New Hud-
>on) 281s. tied lor .Mr. E. M, Wood 3 prize; 3. E.

M Wood (2l'i Levis), 30*?. On lormula : 1, Miss

K. Riches {2ii Levis), 100/i, club arst prize; 2,

A. H. Bryant 121,4 New Hudson), 98%; 3, A.

Adcock (2'i.l Levis). 935;.

EVENT 2.—Walk over, .\. Adcock (2')1 Douglas),

291?., cliib first prize.

EVENT 3.—On time : 1, R. M. Knowles (31A

Norton), 20s.. Mr. Chaa. Bunting's prize; 2, H. P;

Mase (3 A. B.C.). 2016.; 3. F. T. Ebbage (3

\.BC), 25;s. On formula; 1, H. F. RTase (3

A.B.C.i, 100%, club first prize: 2, H. M. Knowles
(31/. Norton), 80%; 3, F. T. Ebbage (3 A.B.C.),

67%.
EVENT 4.—On time ; 1, J. C. Trendall (4

Triumph), 22).3., club first prize; 2, G. H. Han-
worth (4 Norton), 23».; 3, 8. A. Towlson (4
Norton), 24^3. On formula : 1, G. H. Hanworth
(4 Norton), 100%, club first prize; 2, J. C.

Trendall (4 Triuinplll. 92%; 3, S. A. Towlson (4

Norton), 84.5%.
EVENT 5.—On time ; 1, W. F. Ayrton (8

Zenith), 19'S., club first prize; 2, R. A. Daniels
(7-9 Rudgel. 20!s.; 3. M. G. Bagshaw (7 Harley-
Davidsonl. 25!s.
EVENT 6.—On time : 1, H. T. Chapman (4

Triumph), 28?s., club first prize; 2, A. S. Bagshaw
(4 Triumph). 28;.8. ; 3, A. .\dcock (3l/j P. and
M.), 38s. On formula : 1} H. T. Chapman (4
Triumph). 100%. club first prize; 2, A. S. Bag-
shaw (4 Triumph), 98,5%; 3, A. Adcock iZ'A P-
and M.). 73.6%.
EVENT 7.—On time : 1. E. M. Wood (7 Indian)

23(s., club first prize; 2, H. D. Wheeler 18
Imperial-Jap), 25;s.; 3, H. J. Kelt (7-9 Eudge).
26s. On formula: 1, E. M. Wood (7 Indian),
100%, club first prize: 2, H. J. Kett (7-9 Rudge),
67%; 3. S. A. Towlson (4 Norton), 58.5%.
EVENT 10.— 1, H. D. Wheeler (8 Imperial-Jap),

22?3., Mr. A. BuUen's prize (fastest sidecar time
of day) : 2. M. G. Bagshaw (7 Harley-Davidson),
25!s.
EVENT 11.— 1, E. M. Knowles (3'/3 Norton),

leis., club first prize; 2. E. A. Daniels (31/2

Norton), 21s., club second prize; 3. H. F. Mase
(3 A.B.C), 215s., club third prize.

EVENT 12.— 1, J. Morse (7 Indian). 20!s., and
R. O. Clark (8 Zenith), 20Ss.. tied tor club first
prize; 3. E. A. Daniels (7-9 Rudge), 21Js.
EVENT 13.-1, R. A. Daniels (31/, Norton). IVJs.,

club first prize; 2, R. M. Knowles (31/2 Norton),
175s., club second prize; 3, C. J. Trendall (4
Triumph), 20s.
EVENT 14.— 1, E. O. Clark (8 Zenith). 15?s.,

Mr. H. D. Wheeler's prize (fastest time of day)

;

2, W. F. Avrton (8 Zenith), 1723.; 3. J. Morse
(7 Indian), 18!s.
EVENT 15.—Slow race: 1. H. J. Hannent (4

Indian), 3m. 30ts., Sheriffs prize; 2. E. O. Clark
(214 Levis), 3m. 8js., club second prize.

EVENT 1«.—Eelay race : Winning pair, K. M.
Knowles (31:. Norton) and R. A. Daniels (3V2
Norton). 45.6s., club first prize.
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'\ Suggesled Design eliminaling all Unnecessary Refinemenis
without departing from the Conventional

THE ^loo car! How otten has this ideal been

waved before our longing eyes! How often

have designs been produced, and how seldom

have these designs materialised !
,
The actual figure

of ;^ioo is an ideal, but provided the price does not

exceed that of a medium-powered motor cycle and

sidecar there is an enormous market for a light four-

wheeler which has hardly yet been touched. Capt.

Garden and a few other enthusiasts have slicwn 'us

what can- be done, and such machines as the Garden,

A. v., and Taraplin are doing first-class pioneer work,

A suggested simple cycle

car chassis, liaving a 4 li.p.

single cylinder engine, three-

speed gear, and shaft drue

selytising—is something ot a puzzle. Why, for
instance, should the man who is perfectly content to
drive his family about on a single-cylinder 'motor
cycle with chain and belt drive, immediately demand
a four-cylinder water-cooled engine, three speeds and
reverse and shaft drive, when he sports affi-. extra

wheel ?

Design by Elimination.

The miniature car will always ha\*e its adherents;

but the difficulty in designing -a cycle car is to know
what can be left out and not what can be added.
Popular opinion undoubtedly demands _ shaft drive,

and really there is no reason why it should not

have it. If all manufacturing costs are considered,

there is little to choose between a shaft with a simple

differential-less back axle and a solid axle with chains

or belts or both and their attendant countershafts,

bearings, and erecting costs.

Let us start, then, with a shaft dri\-e and one-piece

live axle, and see what can be eliminated as we con-

struct our vehicle on
_
paper. One brake on each

A simple type of body,

with detachable adjustable

seats, as often used in

aero practice

but so far only the fringe of the market has' been

touched.

Whatever the hnes on which the future cycle car

develops (and it will develop) it must be a compromise,

for it is ridiculous to demand a Roll.s-Royce for tlie

price of a sidecar outfit, and the man who is to succeed

will be he who most carefully studies the mentality

of the buying public.

Now the state of mind of the average motor

cyclist—and it is he who will do most of the pro-

ce
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The Cycle Car of Moderate Price.

—

wheel, operated independently, will comply with the

law, and will provide at least as good decelerative

effect as that obtained on a motor cycle and sidecar.

The gear box requires more thought, since the
mmiber of ratios depends to some extent on the size

of engine employed. First, however, is a reverse

necessary ?

In the ultra-light type of \ehicle under consideration
the answer is in the negative. .\ reverse is certainly

a luxury, but one cannot expect luxuries without paying
for fliem, and a reverse involves quite a considerable
amount of outlay in gear wheels, bearings, striking gear
and material.

Choosing the Power-unit.

-\ single-cylinder engine of .Thout 600 c.c. provides
ample power for
propelling a motor
cycle and sidecar,

a n d will conse-,

quently suit our
cycle car, which will

certainly be no
heavier o r worse
streamlined ,: but a

single - cylinder

engine will involve a

three-speed gear.

On the other
hand, a 1,000 c.c.

twin will cost more
to produce as an
engine, though only ^^^HKV-^".,. ^ 1

two -gear ratios ^^B^^-'/'> »
would be needed.
The average rider ^^^E--^'

does not require

to climb Park Rash
or the Screw Road,
and the Enlields

and Morgans have
shown us what can
be done with only

two gears. The choice l^etween single with three

speeds and twin with two is a matter of opinion,

hut probably the single would be the more economical
in use, and since a single, if carefully balanced, is a

simple and satisfactory engine and gives admirable
satisfaction in motor cycle and sidecar service, we may
accept it for the time being.

Channel Steel for the Chassis.

Composite wood and steel plate frames may be cheap
in small quantities, but for serious production it would
be cheaper to use a channel steel frame which may be

a simple rectangle and infinitely less expensive than

the frame and chassis of a motor cycle and sidecar.

Quarter-elliptic springs all round can be arranged

so as to provide satisfactory suspension, and the ends

in each case should be rigidly attached to the axles so

that no torque or radius rods need be employed.
A plain tubular front axle with well laid out cable

and bobbin steering is all that is required, but an

alternative steering' gear may be arranged with direct

connections, a spur gear reduction being fitted at the

base of the steering column.

A Garden on Alms Hill. This little

£140 complete w

So much for the general layout, which is, however,
capable of considerable variation in detail. A two-
stroke engine might be employed to smooth the torque
and reduce costs, though petrol consumption would be
increased and cooling might become a more serious

problem.

BodyworK.
An engine and gear unit would be neater and prob-

ably cheaper than separate engine and gear box, since

if the clutch cover were spigoted to the crank case no
further lining up would be necessary, and the whole
unit could be removed for overhaul when required.

The question of bodywork is important, since much
money may be spent in this direction with but little

useful result. Perhaps the best results may be obtained
by forming an outer shell of vertical sides with

separate adjustable

and removable
seats. By this
means accommoda-
tion for two adults

and two children

can be arranged
with equal protec-

tion, or the chil-

dren's seats may be
'

removed to mak,'

room for luggage.

Such a vehicle as

tiiat described
could be produced
for a very reason-

a b 1 e sum, and
would l)e a sound
utilitarian machine
for all normal pur-

poses. Admittedly,

it is without frills,

"and might not suit

the sporting solo
motor cyclist.
Ne^•€rtheless i t

-Avould fill an empty
niche in the market, and should have colossal sales.

Many readers will have suggestions to make, but it

musj be remembered that electric lighting, self-starters,

detachable wheels, reverse gears, etc., all cost money,
and are luxuries rather than necessities.

A light four-wheeler- as suggested could be nicely

finished in semceable grey paint with black enamelled
guanls, which would look much better than cheap
and bad coach finish.

'

Ubique.

ght four-wheeler is marketed at less than

th essentia! accessories.

NEXT THURSDAY.

Will contain a fully illustrated report of the

SENIOR TOURIST TROPHY RACE,
as well as authoritative articles on the technical aspects

of both races.

JUNE 23rd. 4d.
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SOME
BROOKLANDS

TYPES.
Sketched by Helen McKie and

analysed by " Ixion."

The burning problem ol

achieving a symphony In cap,

neckwear, and socks."

N artist labours under
grievous handicaps at a

B.M.C.R.C.meet. Were
1 clever with my pencil I would

ask nothing better than a commissron

to- sketch a B.A.R.C. event. There
the car is" the thing; the driver's head

is the only part of him that shows, and

you indicate it as, a pimple with a few tailing wind
lines on the top of a black mass mistily suggested in

the front of a cyclone. But a stripped motor bicycle

is a perfectly beastly thing to draw, especially when
it is speeding, and the exposed driver constitutes about

seven-tenths of the apparition. Moreover, it goes

much too fast. Your hope would be to get

Tj-Q-Q-oth sec. snap with a reflex camera close up, and
then make the photograph the basis of your_ drawing.

-Moreover, until the last meeting,-^he authorities kept

us in the paddock, and as the distant riders circled

.round the gigantic track,' they looked as devoid of

detail as a midge on a lofty ceiling. So Helen McKie,
womanlike, turns up her nose at the unintelligible

racing, , and, concentrates her attention en the paddock*
You will therefore go to her in vain for impressions

of Emerson slogging away at the hour record, or Judd
beating "ninety" on a' Norton; or .the big Indians

banging the flying kilo, into unrecognisable pulp.

But her paddocl< types are more interesting than the

speed wizards, just because they~ijre typical.- They
are you and I, caught in our less conscioirsTmgods.

" Somewhere up in the

Midlands there is a maiden

who regards Bert as a god

Take, for instance, the ex-

cessively debonair pair St the

left of the headpiece. The
knut is as dispassionately happy ,v.

as a knut can be. The burning ^.
problem of achieving a symphony in \S
cap, neckwear, and socks has been \^
triumphantly solved.- - When he
arrived at the track there was only one fly in the
ointment. "He had but £i in ready money, his tank
was almost einpty,

,
and there was ' the question of

supper for his fairy. The card told him that Bridg-
man had got 2m. 12s. start in an 8|- mile race. He
chanced to know that Bridgman is the Indian secretary.

He found a bookie who was unaware of this signi-

ficant fact. The £^1 is well and truly on at "tens."
So his temporary- financial anxieties are Soothed. "His
companion? Any girl can place her. - At least three

well-dressed, good-looking,- and youthful men 'are'

peeping at her with keen interest. She knows that

her attire is brand..new, tasteful, and creaseless. In
the -immediate neighbourjiopd there are several girls

making mental notes ' of . her. get-up.;' "-Paradise
enow," as the immortal 'Khayyam' says.

Miss McKie, as befits an innocent
,
girl, probably

did not grasp the inward significance of the two side-

car outfits, which she has "depicted racing almost

abreast. But her honest pencil has "nevertheless fully

revealed the facts. _^Quite obviously, neither of them
has a dog's, chance in the event in which they are com-

'* Quite obviously, neither of them has a dog's chance in the event in which they are competing
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Some Brooklands Types.—

peting. The front pair inno-

cently entered with every inten-

tion of- annexing a gold cup, and
will be sorely puzzled in" the

course of the next lap to know
why the field is roaring past
them so contemptuously. They
are green at the game. The
driver does not realise that his

nose should be a foot lower

;

that his back should be hori-

zontal instead of at 45" ; that his

'bus is much too standard and
hopelessly undertuned ; and that
his sidecar is more adapted to

.conveying a petite flapper than
to minimising wind resistance.

His passenger is wjiolly ignorant
of the fact- that wind resistance

increases as the square of the
velocity. Next year, if he is

still racing, he will have bought
a sidecar shaped like a guille-

mot's egg; he will cut his hair

749

'
. . . wears a leather helmet with car rolls and
goggle attachment, even when he is dismounted."

(" prison crop ") ; he will remove his scarf; and he
At present thiswill burrow down into the chair,

verdant green pair are in process of disillusionment,
and w-ill snarl out some pungent remarks about
shamateurs and factory support when the race is over.
The pair who are overhauling them belong lo the clever
fraternity. Cute Mr. Ebblewhite handicapped them
out of victory at the last meeting, and at, present thev
are not out for blood. No! They are merely working
up their time allowances by dint of ignoininious
rlefeats. Note the sardonic eye which both of them
are cocking sideways. They are ready to flatten right
down if they perceive an official studying them. The
sidecar man is manfully butting his head into the
wind and thereby knocking at least 5 m.p.h. off their
speed. The driver has his head well up, and his
incurved " tummy " is a regular wind trap. Let either
of them spot Loughborough or any other knowing
steward with his eye on them, and the pair will hori-

zontalise the m-
selves so that the

outfit will acceler-

_ate ten miles an
hour in a tenth

of a s e c o n d.

Probably their
manoeuvres v.'ill

escape notice

;

they will get an
extra thirty-nine

seconds start at

the next meeting

;

then they will

employ some
person to put a
tenner on them
at outsider s'

price ; the conse-

quent proceed-
ings will be con-
vivial to a degree.

" He sits up
and jests, as if

he did not

know that at

the end of his

hour he

be spattered

with oil."

At the right of my title piece

you will perceive an unmistak-
able character. He is a factory

mechailic, and he is a favourite.

To his left front is a serried

battalion of press p^iotographers,

lining up their cameras. They
have not asked him, studio wise,
" to look pleasant." Pressmen
never demand the impossible.

Somewhere up in the Midlands
there is a maiden called ;Vinelia

who regards Bert as a god.
This is Bert's most godlike pose.

Miss McKie's rather pitiless

sketch of hiin will be carefully

cut out of The Motor Cycle next

Thursday morning and pinned
up over Amelia's dressing table.

For the rest Bert is really .rather

a somebody. He is an expert
tuner, 'and a magnificent rider.

Out of that rather ugly 2 cwt.

of metal he is shortly going to

coax about 5 m.p.h. more than
any of his rivals can command. He is going to risk

his skinny little neck to earn a little glory for'himself,
to increa.se the dividends of his firm's shareholders,
and to give the assembled multitude a brief spectacle.

He is compounded of superb pluck, extreme dexterity,

a specialised intelligence, and a generalised ignorance.

Motor Cyclists of Other Types.
The^other three gentlemen are equally typical. The

large perspiring person is above all a conventionalist,

though he would be remarkably irritated if you told

him so. He is a motor cyclist of the .knutty type,

and as such wears a leather helmet with ear rolls and
goggle attachment. Even when he is dismounted.
Even on the Brooklands concrete with the thermometer
at 100° in the shade. Moreover, he has not so much
as removed his Ledux waterproofs. Consequently, he
is bathed in perspiration, and, as our artist spotted

him, some spectacle has arrested him in the act of'

mopping his brow. 1 am in a little doubt as to the

nature of the attraction. Probably feminine. I t/iiuk

a fairy has glanced at him. He is the kind of fellow
who takes every eye for a glad eye.

The perky little fellow on the saddle comes in a di""-

ferent catalogue.

He is jealous

for the credit of

motor cycling.

His sympathies
go out to those

French aristo-

crats who pow-
dered their peri-

wigs as they

emerged from r"-^>«

the Bastille on ' '^'-

the last sad

journey to where
Madame Gulllo- .,q^^ ^( England's last hopes in the 1.000
tine awaited ^^ ^ig^g plucky amateurs who attempt

them. LO maintain an unequal struggle."

C13
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Some Brooklands Types.—
So he is well-shaven, faultlessly attired, debonair

to his finger tips. He sits upland jests, as if he did

not Icnow that at the end of his hour race he will be

spattered with Castrol from head to foot.

The croucher is the last type on our' list. He is

one of England's last hopes in the i,ooo c.c. class,

and he is burbling down the straight on quarter throttle

ready to do battle against Le Vack, Temple, and

Davidson on the huge loo m.p.h. Yankees. We
wish him luck. He will need bags of it. He is only an

amateur, and his engine is merely a standard touring

engine, readied with such skill as he and his local

repairer can muster between them. Some day we hope
to see a leading British factory consider the 7-9 h.p.

racing class moTe seriously. Till then all honour to

the plucky amateurs who attempt to maintain an un-

equal struggle.

MH^MMMMM

^tee I92I

1^^176

• •

'•57miles 6farIojig3
\
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'M3'^ MCE:
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226 ^y^

miles

1^^ £6 E5 J

! ,(

JDlFFicULT BEHDJ ^-S^ ^^^^
'

•
' |CRQS3Y|.V

t
'

i^^AmFBmpir^^wi DOUCLAS

.^iL, '2l a>cx- II i^iiiiMiiii^

Few thirty-seven mile circuits could be selected in any part of the British Isles which would give greater variety m riding conditions.

Acute and dangerous corners are negotiated at Quarter Bridge, Ballacraine, Sulby Bridge, Ramsey, Keppel Gate, and Governor *s Bridge.

The first ten miles arc undulating, but the next ten are almost level, slightly falling grades predominating. Ramsey Hairpin precedes a

three-mile climb, which averages I in II, and a slight upward grade follows for a further four miles at an average altitude of l,500fi. above

sea level. Finally come long sweeping descents via Keppel Cite, Craii^ na Baa, and Hilberry, where the highest speeds are accomplished.
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The Blue Riband of the Motor Cycle World.
Delails of To-days Great Race. Lap Times and Winners of Previous Compelitions tor the

Senior Tourist Trophy.

TO-DAY the classic event of the motor
cycle world will be decided. At
9.30 a.m. the first competitor in the

Senior Tourist Trophy race will be
despatched on his 226 miles race against
time. The course is chosen to find out

- the most desirable features needed in the

-motor cycle for the man who would ride

in ease and comfort without fear of

mechanical trouble, for the racing
machine of to-day is the father of the
touring mount of to-morrow.

Every motor cyclist in this countiy
and overseas will Lope that the best man
on the best machine will win, and that

the fickle goddess of luck will play but a

minor part.

PREVIOUS WINNERS.
1920. T. C do ki Hay, single-cylinder Sunbeam

(8sx 88 ,mTn.=;499 c.p.), 51.79 m.p.h.

1914. C. G. Pullin, single-cvlinder Rudge (85 x SS mm.
= 499 rx.), 49.4 ro.p.h.

19T3. H. O. Wood. 3-cvlinder, 2-stroke Scott
(69.8x^13.5 oun.=-486c.c.),--l8.2 ra.p.h.

1912. F. A. Applebee, 2-cyUnder, 2-stroko Scott

(69.8 X 63.5 JDm.= |86 C.C.), 48.6 m.pJi.

1911. O. C. Godfrey, 2-cyIinder Indian (70X7f>-nun.
= 584 CO.). 47-5 m.p.h.

1910. C. R. -CoUier, 2-cylindcr Matchless (85.5x58
mm.= 666 C.C.). S0.6 m.p.h.

1909. H. A. Collier, 2-cylinder Matchless (85x65 mm-
= 738 C.C.), 49.0 m.p.h.

igoS. Singles: J. MarsliaH, Triumph (84x8(1 mm.

=

476 cc), 4X).4 m.p.h. Twins . H. Reed, Dot
{75 Xv5 roni.= 662 c.c). 38.5 m.p.h.

1907. Singles: C. R. Collier, Matchless (S5 x 76 mm.
= 431 c.c), 38.5 m.p.h. Twins : H. R.
Fowler. Norton (75 x 75 mm.= 662 c.c), 36.2
m.p.h.

LIMITS OF MOTOR CYCLES IN
PREVIOUS SENIOR T.T. RACES.
1907. Singles and twins raced separately. Singles

were limited to one gallon of fuel per 90
miles ; twins, one gallou for 75 miles.

1908. Singles and twins raced separately. Fuc'
limits. Singles, one gallon per 100 utiles »

twins, one gallou per So m-les.

1909. Fuel limits abandoned. One class only-
Capacity limits ; 500 c.c# singleSf 750 c.c-

twins.

1910. One cla=;s only. Capacity limits: 500 c.c.

suigles, 670 c.c. twin.^.

1911. Capacity limits : 500 c.c. singles. 585 c.c. twius-

igi2. Capacity limit, 500 c.c. for all types.

1913. Capacity limit, -500 c.c. for all types.

1914. Capacity limit, 500 c.c. for all t5i)es.

1920. Capacity limit, 500 c.c. for all types.

THE TYPES THAT HAVE WON.
1907.—Separate classes for singles and twin^.

1908.—Separate classes for singles and twins.

'1909.—1st, V twin ; 2nd, V twin : 3rd, single.

i<H0.—ist, V twin ; 2nd, V twin
; 4th, single.

191 1.—ist, V hvin ; 2nd, V twin
;

3rd, V t^\^n.

igi2.—ist, twin 2 -stroke ; 2nd, single; 3rd, V twin.

1913.—ist, twin 2-strol\e; 2nd, single; 3rd, V twin.

1914.—jst, single ; 2nd, single and twin tied ; 3rd,

V twin.
1920.—1st, single; 2nd, single; 3rd, single.

SOME DETAILS OF THE 1920
RACE.

The winner's lap times ;

ist, 44m. 6s.
I

2nd, .44m. 5'8s.
I

3rd, 45rn. 7s.

4th, 43m. i6s. I 5th, 43m. 43s. I 6th, 44m. 56s.

Total: 4h. 22m. 23s. ' Average speed ; 51.79 m.p.h.
Fastest lapo^ any competitor : G. Dance (3 A Sunbeam),

40m. 43s.= 53.62 m.p.h. (record).

DATE AND TIME OF START: 9.30 a.m., Thursday. June I6th, 1921.

DISTANCE : Six circuits of 37^ miles. Total distance. 226 miles 4 furlongs.

PRIZES : 1st. The Senior Tourist Trophy to be held for one year, £50 in cash
and special gold medal ; 2nd, £25 ; 3rd, £15.

TEAM PRIZE : To be won by a nominated team, who must all finish the
course within 30 minutes of the winner.

^•c-c?-<^<y<?'<y-c>-\i

TABULATED LIST OF 68 ENTRIES FOR TO-DAY'S
SENIOR T.T. R.4CE.

52 Four-stroke Singles. 9 Four-stroke Twins. 6 Two-stroke Twins.
1 Two-stroke Single.

Entrant.

S

10
11
12
13
14
15
10
17
IS
10
20
21

23
24
2o
2C
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
to
30
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
40
47
4«
49
50
61

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
69
00
M
U2
03
04
05
00
07
08

John Marston, Ltd
A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914), Ltd.
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd
Frank \\'hitwortli. Ltd
G. .\. \'ander\'oll .'

Eric Williams, Ltd
Dougliis Motors. Ltd
Norton Motors, Ltd
John Marston, Ltd
Scott Motor Cvcle Co.. Ltd. .

.

B.S..-\. Cycl«, Ltd
\V. H. \Vcll3

R. Carey
Triumph Cycle Co. Ltd
Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd. ...

J. O. GrovC5
Vi\nan Olsson
\. Pattinson
Norton Motors, Ltd
Ilkley Motor Cycle & L.C.C. .

.

James Cvcle Co., Ltd
B.S..4. Cycles, Ltd
T. Mallon
Norton Motors. Ltd
New RoverCvcleCo., Ltd
Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd. .

.

.

M. Edmunds '.

Scott .Motor Cycle Co., Ltd. . .

.

Triumph Cycle Co.. Ltd
John Marston, Ltd
Norton Motors, Ltd
W. H. Wells
W'm. Atkinson & Sons, Ltd. .

.

.

Alexander & Co
A. G. Miller, Ltd
Triumph Cycle Co.. Ltd
Norton Motors, Ltd
Douglas Motors, Ltd
B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd
.A. A. Jackson
B.S.A. Cvcles, Ltd
B.S.A. Cvcles, Ltd
H, Minton
W. HoUowell
Douglas Motors, Lid
G. Sutcliffe

Reg. Lucas
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd
Eric Longden
New Rover Cvcle Co.. Ltd
W. H. Wells
New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd.

Jack Thomas'
R. J. Braid
W. Rovle :

B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd
James Cycle Co., Ltd
James Cycle Co., Ltd. ........
A. J. Stevens & Co. (1914), Ltd..
Triumph Cvcle Co., Ltd
H. B. Mvlc'hrcest

L. Mitchell
Tommy Thompson
Victor Horsman, Ltd
W. H. Wells
Burney & Blackburne, Ltd. . .

.

John Marston, Ltd
Barney & Blackburne, Ltd... .

.

T. C. d^ la Hav .

.

H. R. Davics
C. Sgonina
A. Jones
Entrant
Entrant

J, Emerson
D. Brown
A. Bennett
C. P. Wood
A. E. Taylor .....
H. R. Har\'cy'son .

Entrant
F. C. Townsheiid .

.

J. \V. Moffat
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
N. C. Sclatcr

G. Clapham
G. Strange
F. C. North
Entrant
H. Hassall
R. Elliott

H. Langman
Entrant
R. W. Stanficld . . .

.

G. J. Sheman
W. R. Bromi
J. W. Shaw
H. Le Vack
J. Whalley
D. S. Alexander . .

.

O. M. Baldwin
S. Gill

Victor Horsman . .

.

H. Thorpe
H. Riddell •

Entrant
Gus Kuhii
T. E. Greene
Entrant
Entrant
.\. H. Alexander . .

.

Entrant
Entrant
F. G. Edmond
Entrant
F. Collard

J. Malkow
W. Brandish, Junr. .

Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
T. Simister

J. Lidstone
G. E. Stobart
O. Wade
J.A.Watson-Bourne

.

T. M. Sheard
Entrant
Entrant
W. H. Hadlield . .

.

F. VV . Dixon
E. Remington
G. Dance -.

E, Smith

Make and H.P.

3.1 Sunbeam .

.

25A.J.S
'A\ Triumph .

.

3'Ivy

3i Norton
31 Sunbeam . .

3} Dougl.TS . .

.

3i Norton
34 Sunbeam .

.

3' Scott
3)' B.S..'V

3J Indian
•1 Blackburne
3.'. Triumph . .

3j Scott
3J Rudge . .'.

.

3-V Sunbeam .

.

3i Triumph .

.

3* Norton , . .

.

3i Scott
?>\ Tames . . .

.

3i ij.S.A

31 Sunbeam .

.

3i Norton . . .

.

3i Rover
31 Scott
3i Triumph .

.

3.\ Scott
3i Triumph .

.

3^ Sunt>eam .

.

31 Norton
3l Indian ....

3 1 Sunbeam .

.

3-t Norton . ; .

.

35 Martin
o\ Triumph .

.

35 Norton
35 Douglas . .

.

31 B.S.A
3'. Norton ....

3.1 B.S.A
31 B.S.A
Vt Norton

.V Norton ....
3.5 Douglas . .

.

3t Norton
3| Scott
"31 Triumph .

.

3.5 Coulson ...

i Rover ....
35 Indian
35 Rover
35 Norton
35 Triumph . .

35 Norton
3:5 B.S.A
3.5 James
35 James
2}A.J.S
3.5 Triumph . .

35 Smibtam .

.

35 Norti n
35 Douglas ...

3; Norton
35 Indian
4 Blackburne
3.5 Sunbeam .

,

Blackburne

No. Cubic
Bore antl Capa-
Stroke. city.

mm.
S5 X 83
71 X 81
80.5 X 9S
75 X 79

XlOO
X 88
X 08
XlOO
X 88
X 68.D

79

OS
79
85
70
85
79.3x100.8
S.J- X 88
80.5 X 98
70 >;C3.6
85 X 88
85 X 88
80.5 X 98

XlOO
XC3.6
X 77
X 88
X 88
XlOO
X 88
X C3.5

80.5 X 98
70 X 63.5
80.5 X 98
85 X 88
79 XlOO
79.3x100.8
85 X 88
79 XlOO
04 X 77
80.5 X 93
'9

08
85
79

85
35
79
79
68
79
70
SO. 5
04.5

XlOO
03

X 88
XlOO
XlOO
X 68
XlOO
X 63.5

79.3x100.1
85 X 86
79 X 100
80.5 X 98
79 X 100
85 x8S
64 X 77
64 X 77
74 X 81
80.5 X 93
85 X 88
79 ~xlOO
68 x «8
79 X 100
79.3 X 100
85 X 88

c.c.

499
349
498.78
348
490
499
491
490
499
480
499
49S.S
499
498.78
480
499
499
498.7S
490
486
490
499
499
490
499
480
498.78
486
498.78
499
490 .

498.8
499
490
496
498.78
490
494
499
490
499
499
490
490
494
490
480
498.78
490
499
498.8
499
490
498.78
490
499
490
490
349
498.78
499
490
494
490
498
499
499
409

Size 0!

Tyres.

in. or mm.
20x23
26 X 2i
26x3
20X23
26 X
20x25

G.50 X 05

20x2i
56x2|
26 X 2.?

650 X 05
2Sx2.5
2Cx2|
26x3
26x2.5
050x05
20x23
20 X 3
050x05
26x25
20x23

050 X 05
eox23
20x21
26x3
20x25
26X3'
26x25
20x3'
26X2J
26X2|
2Sx2i
2(JX2|
26X23
26x2,5
26 X 3-

650 X 05

6.50x05
0.50 X 05
20x2i
050 X 05
650 X 05
20x2i
20x2i
860-X 65
20x21
26 X 2I
20x3" .

26x2}

23x25
26X3'
20x2i
26x3
26x2i
650x65
26X2J
26X28
26x2i
26x3
20x2
20x2
26x2?
26x2|
28x2}
26x2}
26X2|
2GX2J

CI7
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T.T. NOTES AND NEW^.
Summary of !he Praclising for To-day's Senior Race

PRACTISING for the Tourist Tropliv

races was concluded on Monday uf

this week. The Junior competitois
almost immediately handed in their

machines for the preli-minary inspection,

the Senior riders submitting their

mounts for the same purpose yesterday
(Wednesday).

In viewing the practising each morn-
ing, one was greatly impressed by the im-

provement in the majority of machines
since the last event. Slechanical troubles

were surprisingly few, and were chiefly

of only a minor character. Every day
it was apparent that during the past
twelve months more has been learned re-

Toolbag with armoured lid to fit the

top tube on the Nortons.

garding engine design and weight distri-

bution than in any similar preceding
period.

* * *

There is little of the experimental in

this year's race
;
yet most of the machines

are entirely new to the public. There has

been less of the last-minute decisions,

and more evidence of a long pre-deter-

mined programme brought to a successful

conclusion. Optimism reigns in every
Island garage—optimism which in some
cases is fully justified, in others borders
on egotism. One can fully understand it.

The best brains of each factory have,
Qr nearly twelve months, been concen-

ated upon producing a motor cycle to

win this race, and in most cases the

speeds aimed at have been attained, and
the expected stamina has been achieved.

The difference between the winning

machine and the others probably will be
that the designers of the former aimed
a little higher, for opinions are not unani-
mous regarding the maximum speed limit
of the course.

* :;- *
Governor's Bridge, being handy to

Douglas, was a popular spot for specta-

tors in the early mornings of last week,
but the hairpin is so sharp that it is im-

possible to negotiate it at speed, and
those who attempted to take it fast usu-
ally took lofiger over the business than
the steadier riders. Quite the prettiest

Performance in the practising at this spot
Vvus made by Tim Wood, who was .jc-

companying Clapham on a Scott-Squirrel.

The latter came rather too wide, and had
to brake hard to avoid the wall. Mean-
while, Wood dropped neatly round on
the injide, and the pair accelerated with
a roar, rounding the second bend side by
side. Many are disappointed that H. 0.

(Tim) Wood is not competing in to-day's

race, as he is undoubtedly one of the

finest riders in the Island. His win in

1913 is still remembeied.

Several firms in both Junior and
Senior events ran " dark " in practice.

Their usual custom was to time from
some particular point on the course and
stop or slow down before the official

finishing point. Others merely drove fast

enough to learn the course, keeping a

considerable reserve in hand. This
custom madSi the estimatioii of form
more uncertain than ever.

* -X- *
Some of the best cornering has been

done by " Dugcie " Brown (Norton),'

G. Dance (3i Sunbeam), Denley (2^ Velo-'

cette), last vear's winner, T. C. de la

Hay (3i Sunbeam), F. 0. Njrth (3^
B.S.A.), V. OUson (3-^ Sunbeam), and,
of course, the Scott riders.

* * *
The new Scott" retains the distinctive

exhaust note which once heard is never
forgotten. Expanding and spur gears are

operated by sejiarate pedals, and it is

amusing to watch the process of changing
gears on corners. Nevertheless, the
results are most satisfactory and the Scott

\\\\\ stait as one of the favourites.

Some of the iNortoii contingent. Very consistentworl< on the course, has been achieved by the riders

ciS
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liglitweight. A rich mixture is drawn into
the crank case via a rotary disc valve
driven by the cranksliaft. In addition air
is drawn in througli the normal inlet port,

A scene ft the New. imperial garage in the Isle ot Man.

Graham Walker ig in charge of the
Xorton No. 2 team, and is optimistic as
to the chances of some of his ijioliijis.

-:•:• » *

The popularit^V of the 250 c.c. machine
increases. There were' three limes the
number of competitors for The. Motor
Cycle. Cup this vear thaii in the 1920 race.* * «

Owing to the coal strike, Massey-Arran
were unable to complete their n"ew frames
which were to have embodied several strik-

ing features.
* * *

F. C. North (B.S.A.) has had a curious
accident. In attempting to operate the oil

pedal his foot slipped to the ground in

front of the footrest. As a result he
twisted his ankle, breaking a small bone,
Happily he has progressed favourably,
and was expected to ride .to-day.

A.C.U. porters to assist in the removal
of motor cycles from the boat are mnch
appreciated ; their only fault is—their

scarcity.
« ' * *

Unless J. 0.
Groves, the
prix ate o w u e r

Kudge entrant,
starts there will

bo no belt-driven
machine in the
Senior racr.

* * *

Rumour has it

that one of the
best known
Senior riders
averaged over ICO
m.p.g. in practice,

and that he can do the whole course with-

out a refill.

* * *

A most interesting competitor for The
Motor C'l/rle trophy was the Sun Vitesse

Anderson quirtz plug
on Dixon's Indian. The
explosion flame can be
seen through the quartz

top.

The Indian tool-box consists of a metal

case fixed to the loop frame immediately

behind the front mudguard.

a control being arranged at this point. A
Moss foot-operated three-speed gear is

fitted.

* » *

There have been some complaints with
regard to the state of thercourse, which is

bun^py in places and loose in others. On
the whole, however, it is not bad.

* * *
The Triumph riders have been taking

things quietly. Nevertheless, Shemans
has. been timed from Kamsey to lap in

43m. 50s. (over 52 m.p.h.), and he was
not really pushing his mount. On one
occasion S(;unina finished a practice spin
with a bad dent in his rear rim, but had
not the faintest idea where the trouble
had occurred.

» * *

The rOad at Kep)jel Gate was repaired
during the practising period, and the
new patch of tarmac made a considerable
improvement.

* * *

Clapham (Scotth the Ilkley Club's
nomination, and .lackson (Norton) come
from the same district, and have a private
match on. It is rumoured that they care
not who wins the T.T. provided the
match is settled to their satisfaction.

,1

Underside of B.S.A. cylinder head, showing
arrangement of valves and plug.

Noel H. Brown, the well-known Liver-

pool rider, will probably take the place

of J. Malkow in the Indian team. The
former put in two very useful laps within
twelve hours of his arrival on the Island.

E.xperience does.count!
* * *

The Manx Motor Cycle Club did yeoman
service throughout_the practising. Keen
members attended danger spots at 4 a.m.
daily and swept the course before com-
petitors arrived. In case of a fall both
man and machine were removed -from the
fairway almost before they came to rest. In the Ro\er stable. G. L. White, in the white jersey is one ot the reserve riders.
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T.T. Notes and News.—

A souvenir booklet, containing the
liistoiy and results of the T.X. races

from 1907 to 1921—the latter to be
tilled in^ of course, on the blank
pages provided—is being distributed

bj' the Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.
There is a neat touch on the final

page, which is devoted to " Per-

sonal Particulars." Against the

space for insertion of " make of

machine," an asterisk indicates the
pertinent footnote, " If not Scott,

why not? "

-;< « -:•;•

It is claimed that about 80% of

the machines in both races are fitted

with Brooks saddles. As the saddle
becomes quite an important item
after 200 miles at 50 rn.p.h., this is

an excellent testimony to the excel-

lence of the two special models which
J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., market
for racing machines'.

* * *

Entrants might, if they so desired,

choose and supply their own racing

colours. This provision was not very
fully taken advantage of

;
probably the

majority had too much to think about
otherwise. Those Avho decided on
racing under distinctive colours were
as follows :

Douglas.—Blue and white with white

sleeves.

Indian.—Red.
A. J.S.—Black and gold; gold cuffs, gold

diamonds back and front.

Edmund.—All white.

B.S.A.—Cream and green, vertical half

and half.

Jasies.—Brown and gold : gold sleeves.

Eaic 'V^'iLLiAWS, Ltd.—Royal blue and
gold.

H. R. Harveyson busily making adjustments,

garages both the riders and mechanics have taken I

utmost pains with every part of the machines, know

full well that the final result is often decided

attention or inattention to an insignificant detail

R. Carey.—Light blue and dark blue

(vertical, half and half) ; crest on

. pocket.
Sdnbe.\5i.—Black and gold.

* * *

One of the most consistent cornerists

is V. OUson (3^ Sunbeam). Hassall (3^

Norton), on the other hand, gets round

much faster, but relies on his brakes a

good deal for corner work.
* * *

If all accounts are true, -the present-

day machines, "even those of externally

-conventional ctesign, have left behind the

products of 1914. Even a side-by-side

valve 250 c.c. Hobart-Jap was claimed

to do practice laps at 47 m.p.h.

JUNE 1 6th, ig2i.

The Triumph side-by-.side valve
machines are badly handicapped by
the absence of G. E. Stanley, the
state of whose health prevents him
taking charge of the new engine.

* * *

Several riders have fitted the new
Easting handle-bar screen.

The 3j h.p. twin James machines,
which, by the way, are the standard
type as sold to the public for several
years past, seem to have excellent

,

acceleration powers.

* -X- *
Several of the Nortons have

Webb expanding front brakes, and
O'Donovan has arranged separate
levers so as to obtain both hand
and foot gear control. Mitchell, a

private entry, has put in much good
work on his Norton, and has accom-
plished some useful lap times.

-::- •» *
The Scott Squirrels are very much

fancied ; they are very fast, and
corner as only Scotts can corner.
Incidentally, they are practically the

standard sporting mounts as sold to the
public.

T1M.E AND SPEED ON THE T.T.
COURSE.

Time per lap at speeds

GO m.p.h.

from 40 to

40 m.p .h. . . . . 56 min. 3S sees. \

41 „ .. .. 55 „ 15 ,.

42 , .. .. 53 „ 56 .,

43 . . . . . 52 , 41 ,.

44 „ .. .. 51 .. 29 „

45 „ .. .. 50 ; 20 „

46 .. -.. .. 49 „ 14 ..

,47 .. .. 4S „ 12 ,.

Us , .. .. 47 „ 11 „

49 .. .. .. 10 , 14 ,.

50 „ .. 45 „ IS „
51 „ .. .. 44 „ . 25 „

52 ,. .. .. 43 ,. 34 „
53 ,. .. ' .. 42 „ 44 „

54 ., .. .. 41 •f 57 „

55 „ .. 41 ,. 11 .,

56-
,. .. .. 40 „ 27 „

57 .. .. .. 39 „ 44' ..

5S ., .. .. 39 3 „

59 ,. .. .... SS „ 23 ..

60 ,. .. .. 37 „ 45 ,

Record lap, Georiie Dance (3 r Sunbeam),
1920. Speed 55.62 m.p'.'}. Time

40 min. 43 sec

Last week we mentioned the "
little maids from school." whose enthusiasm runs so high.

Here they are in the early morning hours, watching their favourites during practicing. The

Norton rider is H. Hassall.

Some of the best practice times \«*re

recorded fully a week before the races.

.Most of the riders endeavoured to get an
idea of their "capabilities in one " all, out

"

lap and then conserved their energies.

Unfortunately, they often tried to camou-
flage their true times. The following
list is fairly informative, however :

. , m, s. m. s. m. s.

Tie In Hnv [Sunbeonj)
H. E, Davies (2% A.J.S.).

D Brown (Norton) ..

A. Bennett {Sunbeam)
H. H.issall (Norton)"..
H. Lo Vack (Inaian)

J. WhMley (Sunbeam)
D. S. Alexander tiCoiton)

F. W. Dixon (Indian)

Bison's last time is equivalent to a

speed of 54.5 m.p;h., and is nearing Geo.

Dance's u-ecord lap made in the race last

vear of 55.6 m.p.h.

54 5
43 30 43 35 43
45- 39 46 4
42 35 42 40
42 13
42 55 42 40
44 45 45 48 47 33
47 30 45 53
43 15 43 5(5 41 35
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THE

AUTO-CYCLE UNION
GIVES VALUE FOR MONEY.

5atien. It was shown at the annual
general meeting of the Auto-Cyclo
Union that the governiixg body had
worked at a Joss during the- last

financial year, and while we should
have liked io liave seen a. bett-er

financial position, it is gratifying to

know tliat the Union speudis its income
instead of husbanding money which
has been collected from riders. The
adjninistrative charges- of the Auto-.
C}'cle Union are ^nall because so much
of tlie work is lionorary, and motor
cyclists, can realise from the financial

statement of the Union that they are
getting very good value for th,ejr sub-
scription fees. It is tho policy of tho
A.C.U. to spend its income on tho
movement which it controls. Last year
the Tourist Trophy Races were r'nn at
a loss, and I daresay a number of other
competitions cost the Unioh money,
but that did not- stop them from ar-

ranging a comprehensive programme
for the forthcoming season. The Union
just does not e.\ist for profits, and if

it piled up a nice little amount as a
result of a p.articulaady successful year,

well, wo could reckon on getting even
greater advantages for our annual
subscription during the next year. It

seems to mo that an organisation which
lavs no claim to a big holding in gilt-

ecfged securities is either an unsuc-
ceissful body or else that it spends its

income, and if, as in the case oi the
A.C.U., the latter obtains and the
spending is done in the interests of

motor cyclists, then we ought to con-
gratulate ourselves on the fact that
the balance sheet sliowB a loss.
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Laiorence H. Cade, in
" The Clarion."

25-3-21.

Every motor cyclist who is not yet a member should act upon the testimony of this well-known

writer and JOIN the Auto-Cycle Union AT ONCE.

SUBSCRIPTION £1 FOR 12 MONTHS.
No Entrance Fee. No Charge for Badge.

Ftdl particulars, and an interesting new booklet from

:

—
The Secretary, Auto-Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." C2^
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You can buy an Omega-

Villievs for £50, an

Omega-Jap for £60, a»

Omega Combination

for £go. Write for lists.

a^\ECA
Tma again ! Two Omegas entered — usual

result — 1st and 2nd places. The Garrowby Hiiuiimb

plants another feather in the Omega cap

—

1st and 2ncl in the 350 c.c. class

— 100% efficiency once more. These consistent wins cannot fail to convince

the discerning motor cyclist ol the roadworthiness of Omegas. Everyday riding

only emphasises the reliability, power, speed, and all round quality of the omnipotent

Omega. It is the Motor Cycle for you, your friends, and their friends. Get to know it.

W. J. GREEN, LTD.
Omega Works. COVENTRY

London : BARTLETTS, 93, Great Portland St.. W
Birmingham : COUGH'S, 183a. Broad Street.

" A 'inachinc

for cvcrv

rider.'"

Motor
Cycles

A R -VEL'ATION OF VALUE
MAKE it you*- business o inspect and test

the HENLEY MolorCyclj, compare its
deugn, fin^sh and equipment with other

makes of hig er pric3. but no higher quality

—

put it to the test and discover its speed and
power, let us furnish you with proof of its re-ma kable r lability and economy. Built to
last a lifetime, tha more you run it, the
belter it gets- a machine for every purpose
at a low price, and low upkeep coss.
5EH, S^ ^"' P Model Four Stroka 76 Gns.
SiStSw ^''1"' Model •Maglita"oet 90 Gns.HENLEY 21 hp Twos roKe Model 63 Gns.
''n ! fj:- II iis:rjud Fold r mid ad.ressof ncai\sl Aoenl
T.-.E H NLEY ENGINEERING Co, ttd

114, £pr.ng Hill, Birmingham.
i.imiiiigham .ma District Agents : Easton,
Llcyd and Co., Ltd., Easy Row. Biimin^ham

hL^

sAve
YQU

.POUNDS;

C24 hi ansiL-erinq these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/eh.'
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r,T. Notes and News.—
Styles of coi'nering differ very "widely,

and, though taany take the easier bends
leaning out, almost every rider leans
in on the really bad corners. At Quarter
Bridge, for instance, there was no single
exception to this rule during Friday's
practice.

* * *
The practice of put-ting out a foot when

cornering may be said to have dis-
appeared. Only one instance has been
noticed . during the preliminary laps.

* * *
All Elackburne eugined machines have

been doing well in practice. To begin
with, their riders took the course steadily,,
but latef on lap times improved rapidly.

* * *
Perhaps the Ivy machines are as near

to standard as anything on the course.
A larger tank is almost the only modifi-
cation.

* * *
Why should not the tourist be afforded

the convenience of foot or handle-bar con-
trolled oil pumps ? Practically every
machine in the T.T. is fitted with one
or other system, and yet 99% of present-
day touring machines lack this refinement.

. * * *
B.S.A.'s have found some improvement

in steering by the substitution of 26 x
3in. tyres for 650x65 mm. on the front
wheel only ; while Triumphs have been
testing 3in. tyres all round.

* « «
The new T.T. Scofts are very fast,

and can corner in true Scott style; the
angle at which the machine leans over is

terrifying to onlookers. B.S.A.'s also can
be tilted to an extraordinary degree, but
not quite so much as the Scotts.

Victor Horsman, the Liverpool Norton
rider, who has a splendid record for

successes in track events, rehability trials,

and the T.T. Liverpool expects him to

take home the Trophy.

Friday's gale made a wonderful differ-

ence to the number of spectators, and
the grandstand was almost empty. At
Quarter Bridge also spectators could have
been counted on the fingers.

* * *
A few entrants still had qualifying laps

to complete on Friday.

F. W. Dixon will be a tormidable com-
petitor on his single-cylinder Indian. Very
fast lap limes have been made by him
during practice.

Combined filler cap and funnel designed by
S. L. Bailey for the Douglas T.T. machines

* * *
A strong wind down the mountain on

Saturday morning caused several riders
to_ overshoot Craig-na-Baa corner. In
spite of one or two spills, no serious
damage was done.

* * *
Graham Walker's engine had a mysteri-

ous accident during Friday night" both
valves being hammered inwards at the
base. If anyone had been tampering with
the machine with a view to putting it out
of the race he was disappointed, for
Walker was out with the same engine on
the following day.
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Douglas filled up rapidly towards the
end of last week. The approach of the
races makes a great difference to the
numbers in the town.

* * *
Last week Rovgrs changed their engines

over into new frames, and are very pleased
with the results. The new frame is lower,
and has improved the team's corner work.

* * *
Isle of Man sheep are by way of being

acrobats, but the one that jumped a wall
in front of Douglas Alexander will never
do it again. 'This rider had a narrow
e^ape, and travelled nearly seventy-five
yards with a buckled rear wheel after

the impact.
* * * -

A very noticeable improvement has been
made in riding during the past few days.
Several men new to the course are now
cornering like old hands.

* * *
\ practice lap of 47m. 4s. is no mean

performance for a 250 c.c. engine.
Nevertheless, Ravage accomplislied this

feat on a little Hobart on Friday last.

* -it *
Dust his troubled the riders very con- .

siderably during practice, and the sharp
grit and small stones on the mountain
roads have been responsible for many
tyre troubles.

* * #
After D. Alexander's accident with a

sheep—George Dance brought him into

Ramsey (from Sulby) on the tank of his

T.T. Sunbeam. Though duly grateful,

Alexander feels happier in the more
orthodox position

!

* * *
Saturday's practice was taken very

easily by most of the riders, the gi'eat

majority of whom have qualified. Some
of the A.J.S. men for Tuesday's race,

however, were averaging 45m. for the lap.

L. Mitchell (Norton), a daring rider, weD
known to spectators at Northern hill climbs.
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G. Clapham (Scott),

who is much fancied by

Yorkshiremen. He was

entered for the T.T. by

the enterprising llldey

M.C. and L.C.C.

G. Dance (Sunbeam),

regarded by many as

England's super speed-

man on the road. Last

year he beat all lap records

for the lO.M. course,

his time being 40m. 43s.

(55-62 m.p.h.)

CORNERING IN PRACTICE,
NOTHING deceives the eye more

easily than speed corner work. A_

mah who rides quietly and creates

no impression of speed may, and probably

does, get round quicker than he who
crashes up to a bend, puts on his brakes,

dry-skids, and disappears in a cloud of

dust amidst the cheers of the spectators.

Perhaps the beet exponent of the art

of cornering in the Isle of Man is George
Dance, yet he seldom appears to corner

fast, except when he passes -with another

competitor. His stable mate (and last

year's winner), T. C. de la Hay, is rather

more showy, but a first-class hand.

Bennett, another Sunbeam rider, is also

good—in fact, there is hardly a weak
spot in the Sunbeam camp.
Amongst the Indian entry, Le Vack

and Dixon form a sharp conhast. The

Ingenious steel plate bottom bracket on
the T.T. Dot.

former, though he corners fast, gives
little impression of speed, while the
latter appears even faster than he is

!

Scotts have a method of cornering of
their own, for the low centre of gravity
permits the machine to be heeled over
to apparently impossible angles; but,
though they are probably the best

machines for cornering in the world, the

sharp scream of the engine increases the
effect of speed to a considerable degree.
As an instance, one morning a Triumph,
apparently rather high-geared, came down
the mountain towards Hilberry at a very
moderate speed, as far as the eye received
the impression. It was followed at an
interval by a Scott with the high, sharp
crackle of a w-eU-tuned trembler coil.

The first machine attracted little notice

on the bend, but a visible thrill passed
through the spectators as the Scott flashed

bv. Yet the distance between the two

The " father" of British competition riders.

F. W. (Pa) Applebee, the oldest competitor

m the races. As last year, his mount in the

250 c.c. class in the junior race was a

Levis, a machine on which he is very much
" at home."

was not decreased when the pair passed
out of sight towards Signpost Corner.

H. Hassall is a wonderful rider. He
approaches even such corners as Quarter-

bridge at a terrific speed, and relies on his

brakes to an almost unprecedented degree :

yet the marvel of his cornering lies in the

fact that, even though the rear wheel be
locked suddenly, he doee not skid all over
the road, but maintains a comparatively
even curve throughout. ,

-
. _

Dixon, for instance, will take Signpost
leaning in on one morning, and on the
next day he will whizz round Ballacraine
leaning out. This entrant is one of the
most versattle riders in ' the race ; he
appears to be immensely strong and
active, and on one occasion, in 'the case

of a spill at Governor's Bridge, he had

Details of the rotar>' valve fitted to the

Sun-Vitesse Iwo-stroke. (Left) Crank case

endplate. (Middle) Disc valve. (Right) Loose
end of crank pin. Note the five pegs for

driving valve disc.

picked up the machine and was in the
saddle afmost before one had realised
that he was off.

During the early practice there was a

lot of untidy work by newcomers to the
course, who almost invariably attempt to
get round too fast, and either " pile up

"

or make a very slow turn in disgraceful
style. This sort of thing wears off with
practice, and is quickly shown by the im-
provement in lap times.

The brothers Wood are, perhaps, the
finest exponents of the Scott clan, and
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The weather was Hue, but there were

slight showers on the mountain road.

Best laps were made by

:

ni. s.

De la Hay (Sunbeam) .. .. "3 JS
L. Mitchell (Norton) 43 20

A scene at Hilberry comer during practising In the early hours. Two Senior riders abou!
to take the bend after a run down the fast straight stretch.

when Tim conducts hi.? team round the
coui-se he attracts more attention by his
clean cornerijig than most of the a'ctual

competitors. Clapham is new to the
course, and yet on his second lap he took
Hilberry at a speed whi^h can seldom
liave been bettered and with never a
flicker of the wheel track.

B.S.A.'s were largelj' designed for
corner work, and, though not quite per-

fect, they more than make up in accelera-
tion the little they lose in steering.

Such old hands as Duggie Brown, the
-Alexanders, Noel Brown, OUson, Hors-

man, and others of tliat ilk seldom make
a mistake, though they are not often
singled out "by the unlearned spectator
as star performers.

THE FINAL DAY'S
PRACTICE.

MONDAY morning, the last day's

practising, revealed nothing of

particular interest. Most of the
riders simply toured round the course.

Staufield (Scott) fell, and although his

machine was wrecked he was little hurt.

Gate quadrant for three-speed hght-

weight Burman gear box, and h.b.

controlled oil pump on Massey-Arran.

The roads were mudi improved by the

recent rain, and if the weather holds will

be in excellent condition for both races.

On Monday the Junior competitors

handed in their machines tor sealing in

readiness for the great contest on the

following day.

A Sphinx plug with copper wire electrode

and corrugated internal insulation to prevent

shorting by carbon deposit.

SUMMARY OF THE PRACTISING,
Impressions on (he Eve of (he Races Senior Riders' "Form."

THAT there are rosy chances of any-
one winning, and a feeling that it is

anybody's race until the winner
actually crosses the finishing line, is the
impression gleaned as a result of an
eleventh hour run round the depofs at
the beginning of this week.

This torn- proved distinctly interesting,

for one saw competitors putting final

touches to their machines, many of them
quietly confident of success.

The fact that the motor cj'cle industry
is so strongly represented this year, lends
added importance to the race. Certainly
no expense is being spared by the army
of trade representatives in the Island in

looking after the interests of the riders,

their machines, and particularly their

equipments. Depots are established at

Eamsey, Peel, and Douglas, and, at these,

riders and mechanics are busy with the
final overhaul of their mounts.

Trouble has not been entirely absent.
For instance, aluminium pistons have
proved a source of worry, and new ones
of different alloy have in some cases eased

the riders' minds,
who use 4+ to I

particularly of those machines are fitted with tanks which are
gears. Mo=t of the capable of holding over three gallons nf

Men and machines at the B.SA. depot. The striking design of the B.S.A.'

has caused comment wherever seen.

s for the T.T.

r>3
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G. E. Stobart and G. Strange, two of

the James team.

"'mm

petiol and a gallon of oil. The use of

such a tank will entail only one stop for

replenishments.
The Triumph camp is in two sections

—

one concerned with the side-by-side valve
machines, and the other with the now
famous "hush-hush" Ricardo engined
mounts. The latter type is faster ; but
the whole camp impresses one by its quiet
confidence. All the Triumph riders are
well content with the workmanlike two-
speed gears, particularly with their
behaviour on the mountain road. It is

interesting to note that whereas the side

valve machines have a hand-operated
change - speed gear, the four - valve
Triumphs have foot control for the change-
speed mecha'nism. We observed that
Druid forks had been fitted, and that the
tyres also liad beeh changed for the race.
Most of these machines have new Dunlop
flat base rims with staggered spokes, set
in two rows and with much jvider hubs

The new Norton head lug embodies extra

large ball races, a single head clip with
central handle-bar fixing, and a single

greaser for the rear fork spindle. , .

than usual. Three-inch Dunlop Magnums
are fitted on the rear wheels of the side
valve model.
The Scotts, of which much is expected,

have four-speed gears, which appears to
give them a great advantage, and their
comer work and acceleration is an "eye
opener." Geoffrey Clapham and Clarence
Wood are undbubtedlj' favourites amongst

D4

the Scott team. Incidentally, Wood is

actually using 700x80 mm. Palmer tyres

on the rear wheel.

In all the Ramsey camps, however, one
hears much about the wonderful speed of

the Indians, and particularly of Dixon's
three whirlwind laps, which he got in

during the morning's practice—^^an excep-
tional achievement during the limited
time available.

Dark Horses ?

At Peel we saw the O.H.V^ Martin-
M.A.G. undergoing its final test for. fit-

ness. These machines are sure to do
well.

Excepting Eric Longden's Coulson-Jap,
the James machines are the only other
make in the Senior race with V twin
engines. Strange, Lidstone, and Stobart,
the James team, are all seasoned riders,

and their consistently fast but sfeady
lapping should put them well in the
running for the team prize. Their mounts,
too, appear to possess excellent accelerative

powers.

Douglas claims the biggest percentage
of competitors, for Nortons, Douglase.?,

Sunbeams, Indians, and Rovers are quar-
tered there. Amongst most of the riders

the feeling prevails that the published
practice times are no criterion, and that

much bluffing as to speeds has occurred.
Some riders have been in the habit of

stopping on the course two or three times,

and then continuing. AH this indicates

-that several dark horses, of 80 m.p.h.
calibre, exist, and records are practically

sure to be broken.

If the day is fine, Hassall and
" Duggie " Brown (Nortons) will be the
most favoured men, but Sunbeam
enthusiasts point to de la Hay, George
Dance, Reg. Brown, and Eric W'illiams,

and ask how can these be beaten.
The Indians' seasoned riders such as

Le Vack, Harveyson, and Dixon, whose
speeds have undoubtedly improved each
day, have created a splendid last minute
impression, whereby everybody's calcula-

tions have been upset.
Thus, with such a representative and

magnificent lot- of riders, it is clear that
the race is very open, and a win by any-

An enormous filler cap occupies the front

end of the Scott tank.

one of ten men would occasion no surprise
to experienced judges who have followed
the practice form thi-oughout.

Incidentally, Mr. Alec Ross soon got
busy with his annual fund in aid of the
Douglas hospitals, and at the beginning
of the week alreadv counted upon raising
at least £100.

Smiles at the Douglas Garage. S. L. Bailey, on the extreme left, is pleased with the work
that the " boys l' have accomplished during the practising.
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AT CRfllG-Nrt-BflA CORNER

Eric Williams, on a 2| h.p. A.J.S., wins the Junior iourisi Trophy a( 52 m.p.h.;

H. R. Davies (2J h p. A.J.S.) second; T. M. Sheard (2^ h.p. A.J.S.) ihird.

2:1 h.p. New Imperiat-Jap Four-stroke, ridden by D. G. Preniice, gains

"The Motor Cycle" Cup. A.J.S. Riders awarded the Team Prize.

LAP AND TOTAL DISTANCE RECORDS BEATEN.

TCESDAY'S race for the Junior Tourist

Trophy was strenuously fought out,

and, as was expected, record E])eed9

were attained. But for mist on Snaefell,

tlie weather wae ideal and the organisation

excellent. A sweeping succees was scored

by the single-cylinder overhead-valved
A.J.S. machines, which occupied first four

places at the finish. Eric Williams, who
won in 1914, again acliieved rictoiy, aver-

aging 52 m.p.h., actually a greater* speed
than was made by the winner of last year's

Senior race. Bad luck robbed James
Whalley (who rode a Massey-Arran with
a Blackbume engine, instead of Gates) of

the leading position during the last few-

miles of a most strenuous race.

Saccesshil Overhead Valve Engines.

The mountain stretch is always fraught
with possibilities ; this year was no ex-

ception.

Though A.J.S. machines were expected

to win, no one anticipated such a run-

away victory. WhaUey's ill-fortune,

which dropped him to fifth place, was
a matter of general regret, for his hand-

ling of his machine was admirable.

Douglases were confidently expected to

give the A.J.S. men a close race, but

they failed to live up to expectations.

The 1921 Junior Kace in

a Nutshell.

Starters—Sixly-five.

Completed the course—Thirly-dght.

Winner ;

Eric Williams (3J A.J.S.)

2h. 37m. 23s. Average speed 52 m.p.h.

Second :

H. R. Davies (2J A.J.S.]

3h. Jim. lOs.

Third:

T. M. Sheard (2J A.J.S.)

3h. 41m. 19s.

250 C.C. class for " The Motor Cycle"
Cup.

D. G. Prentice {2{ New Imperial-Jap)

4h. 12m. STs. Speed 14.9 m.p.h.

Fastest Lap.

H. R. Davies (2J A.J.S.J

Club Team Prize.—Wo cesler.

Overhead valves were used by the first

six riders. The J.A.P. engine on
Howarth's Dot, which finished seventh,

had side-by-side valves. Prentice on the
250 CO. New Imperial-Jap was tenth,
winning The Motor Cycle Cup at a speed
of 45 m.p.h. To the Levis belongs the
honour of the first two-stroke home

;

Davison was twelfth in the general classi-

fication.

Thirty-eight of the sixty-five starters

finished the race.

Off!

Alfred H. Alexander (2J Douglas), who
was enthusiastically cheered, probably
made the best and speediest start, the
distinctive note of his exhaust varying as

he changed up through his four gears.

The ovation~nccorded " Pa " Applebee

(2i Levis), however, . was even more
vigorous.

It soon became patent to all lh;.t the
race was going to be the fastest of any
Junior event. Senior speeds were being
attained by the speediest men, so there
was a certain amount of overtaking even
in the first two or three miles. Within
the first seven miles Fairweather (Blaok-
burne) quickly passed three of the 250
c.c. machines — Edwards (2^ Levis),

Savage (2^ Hohart), and one of the Ivys.
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The Junior Tourist Trophy Race.—

Alexander (Douglas), Davies (A.J.S.),

and Hariis (A.J.S.) also overhauled three

or four riders before Ballacraine. Brown
(New Scale), the first man away, suc-

ceeded in retaining his position, but on
the next lap was caught by Fairweather
before reaching Ballacraine.

At Ramsey different styles of corner-

ing were witnessed, Even on the first lap

Miller (Martin) took the hair-

pin in a very wide sweep.

Whalley's cornering appealed

clumsy at first sight, but he
got round at good speed ; this

also applies to his

performance at the

o t h e r corners,

where he in^an-
ably used his feet

to steadv himself.

Several times theie

pir®is((ipLE

wonderful to watch on
such corners as the
Ramsey hairpin.

In the meantime,
Whalley (Massey-Arran)
was creeping up, and in-

dicating that a win by
a dark horse was not im-
probable. Harris and
Davies were steadily gain-

ing long before Ramsey

.

was reached. At
Craig-na-baa, Whalley
had so increased his
lead that it was ap-
parent that all pre-

ERIC WILLIAMS.
THE WINNER ON
A 2] HP. AJ.S

junior Tourist

Trophy.

To win a hotly-contested race in 1914, and then again in 1921, is Eric Williams s record,

incidentally, he won the D.C.M. in 1914, and is a very successful rider in reliability trials,

He won the Junior race on Tuesday in the record lime of 3h. 37m. 23s., a speed c

32 m.p.h.
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vious Junior records would be beaten,

but all the A.J.S. machines were hot

on his track, and were overtaking

as many as a dozen men who had
started before them. It occasioned no

surprise, therefore, w'hen it was known
that Davies had made best time at a

speed of 54.6 m.p.h. for the first lap, with
his colleagues second, fourth, fifth, and
sixth. Davies was only 46s. slower than
Dance's record lap in the Senior race

last year.

First Lap Times. _

m. -

1. H. R. Davies (2*1 A.J.S.) 41 29-
2. H. F. Harris (23, A.J.S.) 42 19'
3. J. Whallev (2% Massey-Arran) 42 47
4. G. Kelly (2% A.J.S.) ..•. 43 53

E. Williams (2^1 A.J.S.) 44-0
T. M. Sheard (23,^ A.J.S.) 44 15
C. W, Fairweather (23^ Blackburne) .

.

45 55
O. Wade (234 A.J.S.) .' 46 12
R. Lucas (23.4 Coulson) 46 20
D. Young (2";i Blackburne) 46 34
A. H. Alexander (234 Douglas) 46 35
H. Thorpe (234 Douglas) 46 36

Sulby Bridge provided the usual quota
of thrills. Savage (Hobart) was among
those who, approaching it too fast and
dry skidding, fell, narrowly escaping
being run over by two A.J.S. riders fol-

lowing close on his heels.

Albert IMilner (Levis) was unfortunate.
His number was 13, and on the first

lap he sheared a sprocket key, and
retired.

Brockbank (Brock-Blackburne) seized

his engine at Governor's Bridge, -and
pushed his machine to his depot to re-.

tire. One of the cylinders of A. Alex-
ander's Douglas was misfiring when pass-
ing the grandstand at the end .of the
first lap. Shortly after Ballig Bridge
he ran on to the grass, and hit a stone,

which unseated him,
and wrecked his ma-
chine. He was saved
from serious harm by
the legulation helmet,
which bore evidence

was considerable excitement on the
Siiaefell bends, when two or three
competitors arrived in a bunch, but
sportsmanship prevailed, and the men H. R. DAVIES,

SECOND ON
AN A.J.S.

T. M. Sheard has ridden in every T.T.
race since 1913. On Tuesday he was third

on an A.J.S.

considered one another. Lord (Hobart),
Newni^i (Ivy), and Young (Blackburne)
formed one group at the hairpin, but the
last-named got ahead by superior accel-

eration. Norris (Sun-Vitesse) got into

the gutter, but made a good recovery.
The magnificent riding of Davies was

r>6

If the race had only been six laps instead of five, H. R. Davies might have regained tha

leading position. As It was, he led In the first lap, was unplaced in the Intervening circuits

but finished second, and only 3m 47s. biehind the winner.
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The Junior Tourist Trophy Race—
of how he had fallen, and skidded along

the ground on his head. His brother,

J. E., on a sister mount, arrived at the
depot with a broken rocker, and retired.

However he reconsidered his decision

after replacing the broken part.

The weatlier, which had promised well

at the start, became overcast, and on the
mountain mist so bad was it that it was
impossible to see 100 yards ahead. This
naturally slowed competitors somewhat.
Notwithstanding this, A.J.S. machines
managed to come within a minute of

their first lap times ; in fact, Kelly was
only 4s. slower, and Harris actually

5s. than their first laps.

The riders were now eteadymg down to

a hard race, and took bends and bridges

with greater care. Some evidence of the

strain upon tyres and brakes imposed by
the race was present in the very noticeable

smell of burning rubber after each bunch
of competitors had negotiated the sharper
bends.

Cantious Covering.
After Craig-na-baa the cornering was

not particularly spectacular. Eiders ap-

proached cautiously, and accelerated im-

mediately. Of a bunch of six riders

who came i-ound together. Prentice (New
Imperial-Jap), winner of The Motor
Cycle Cup, made easily the best per-

formance. As was suggested might be
the case by the fast times for the first

lap, mechanical troubles became more
prevalent on the second circuit. Horton,
who had completed a circuit in 46m. 40s.

on his 250 c.c. New Imperial-Jap, Eve'
(Jlartin), and J. Weatherell (E.W.
Scout), dropped out through various

causes at Sulby Bridge. The front brake
of Olsson's A.J.S. came adrift, and he
was thrown, fortunately without" injury.

Second Lap Times.
h. m. s.

1. H. F. Harris i2'.', A.J.S.) 1 24 33
2. J. Wliollev (2;;i Masscr-Airan) 1 25 35
3. E. Williams (25i A.J.S.) T 1 27 38
4. Q. Kelly (2% A.J.S.l 1 27 50

T. M. Slieard (2^ A.J.S.) 1 29 23
O. W. Fainv&itber (25i Blackbanie) .

.

1 32 4

O. Wade (2?;, A.J.S.) 1 32 36
L. Horton (New Imp€rial-Jap} 1 ^^ -"
D. Young (2% Bl.lckbnmc) 1 33 ^1
J. Emerson (2^1 Douslas) 1 35 6
H. E. Davies (2=1 A.J.S.) 1 35 35
E. Carey (2^1 BlaAbuinc) 1 37 25

Davies passed the grandstand on his

third lap after some delay, though his

engine liad the same healthy crackle. It

subsequently transpired that his front

tyre had punctured, which dropped him
back to the eleventh position. . The
leader, Harris, too, suffered delay, letting

Whalley into first place. There was a

buzz of excitement at this unexpected
development.
The Alexanders' luck was certainly

out, for "Duggie," on a twin Coulson,

tan out of petrol at Craig-na-baa, and
had to retire. Fairweather, who had
been doing so well on his Blackburne, feD

on the mountain during his third lap,

but was not seriously hurt. After rest-

ing at the Bungalow he continued.

Craig-na-baa and Hilberry Corner were
favourite vantage points, and two
successful methoilfi of cornering were
adopted. Some kept pn the outside of

the road till close to the Corner, then cut

across close in : others cut in earlier.

At Hilberry there is a bad bump, which
lifted some riders out of the saddle. Harri-

son (Velocette) was extraordinarily neat

;

he did not cut out, but kept close to

the Corner, maintaining high speed

throughout. Humphreys, on a similar

machine, was as good. Davies kept close

in, and left the saddle on hitting the

bump ; nevertheless, he appeared fastest.

In the 250 c.c. race for The Motor
Cycle Cup, the little J.A.P. four-strokes

were going great guns, notably Pren-

tice's New Imperial, which lapped in

49m. 40s. ; Blaek's Omega, 49m. 53s.

;

and Boulton's New Imperial, 50m. 41s.

Prentice actually enjoyed a non-stop run;

and the two-strokes, at first, seemed quite

out of it for speed, although Davison

(Levis) and Harrison (Velocette) were

running very consistently, whilst the Ivy

machines always created good impressions

as they sped past the stand.

Third Lap Times.
h. m. s.

1. J. Wlialley (2';i M.issev-Arran) 2 11 16

2. E. Williams (25i A.J.S.) 2 11 58
3. T. M. Sheard (2% A.J.S.) 2 14 11

4. G. Kelly (2--i A.j;S.) 2 15 15
n. R. Davies (2"'', A.J.S.) 2 17 55
O. Wado <2ii A.J.S.) .: 2 22 8
D. Yoong (2% Blackburne) 2 23 18
E. Carey (2-/i Blackburne) 2 27 10
\V, Howarth (2''4 Hot) 2 28 38
D. G. Prentico (2ii New Imperial-

Jap) 2 30 35
S. A. Newman (3 Ivy) 2 40 51
D. S. Davison (2',1 Jjevis) 2 32 17

The telephone announced that Pugh
had retired with a broken magneto
spindle. 5Iagniticent riding gave Davies
the fifth position at the end of the third

lap, so he was still to be reckoned with.

Wade, Young, and Carey came next in

order. Prentice liad cliinbed to tenth

position, and Davison (Levis) to twelfth.

With 6o many A.J.S. men as runners-

up, it was clear that any untoward happen-

ing to Whalley would ensure another
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Wolverhampton victory. The slow Douglas

laps robbed the event of much interest;

their 2J h.p. engines in 3i h.p. frames

made a total weight of over 280 lb., a

distinct handicap,
Booming of engines and the strains of a

string band at the stand formed strange

mixtures. A lap in 42m. 51s. gave

Williams (A.J.S.) the lead at the end of

four laps, with 68s. advantage over

Whalley's Massey-Arran.

Fourth Lap Times.
h. ni. s.

1. E. Williams (2';.', A.J.S.) 2 54 49

2. J. Whalley (23i Massey-Anan) 2 55 57
3. T. M. Sheard (2% A.J.S.) 2 57 31

4. H. E. Davies (2il A.J.S.) 3 6

G. Kelly (254 A.J.S.) 3 1 46

O. Wade (2% A.J.S.) 3 10 6
D. Tonne (2»i Blackburne) 3 10 8
W. Howarth (2«i Dot) 3 16 2

E. Carey (234 Blackburue) 3 19 56
D. G. Prentice (2^4 New IinperiaWap) 3 20 25
S. A. Newman (3 Ivy) 3 20 56
Q. S. Davison '?>', T,.-vi«i 3 22 52

D. G. Prentice, on the 2i h.p. New
Imperial-Jap, with which he won The Motor

Cycle Cup, thus securing this honour, which

was gained last year by a two-stroke, for a

four-stroke His time wa; 4h. 12m. 37s

G. S. Davison (2i Levis) was second in

the keenly contested 250 c.c. class. Last

year a Levis won The Motor Cycle Cup.

. Williams stopped for replenishments

-ather than risk another lap, and \yaa

;old he was among the first three. Having
speed in hand, he whisked off again in

less than a minute. Davies and Kelly

also changed places, but Wade and
Young, riding very consistently, main-

tained their positions.

The spectators eagerly followed their

times, recorded on the score-hoard, for

their starting order was maintained right

round to Craig-na-baa, when No. 23 was
signalled. At that point, it seemed that

Whalley rpight prove the winner by a

few seconds, but his supporters were
crestfallen a.s the precious minutes rolled

bv with no signs of the Massey-Arran
rider. Cinema men formed a line to

record his achievement.

Whalley's Hard Luck.

Whalley had to finish over 14^m. ahead

of \\~illiams. As the latter carried No.

52, watches were consulted, but it was
soon clear something had happened, for,

instead of Whalley appearing round the

corner from Governor's Bridge, Williams

dashed along a winner, and Whalley was

not even in sight. When he did appear,

it was evident that he was in trouble, for

he cruised slowly round the bend with

his rear tyre off the rim and steering an
unsteady course. He told us his tyre had
suddenly deflated at Windy Corner, five

and a half miles from, the finish, which
unfortunate incident robbed him of a

place among the first three.

Notwithstanding, he finished fifth,

after a most plucky -lide, and received a

magnificent ovation.
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The Junior Tourist Trophy Race.

—

The Massey-Arran ran with clocklike

regularity until the misfortune, the over-

head valve Blackburne engine proving as

healthy on its last circuit as at. the start.

When Whalley fell the change-speed
rod of his Bui-man gear was damaged

A.J.S. overhead valve gear, showing cooling

ribs on head and valve guides.

and his exhaust pipe knocked adrift.
Pulling himself together, his nose bleed-
ing profusely as the result of his fall,

he remounted, but found his middle gear

Final Positions and Times.
„ b. m. s.

1. E. Williimis {2=4 A.J.S.) 3 37 23
2. H. R. Davies (2=4 A.J.S.) 3 41 10
3. T. M. Sheard (2% A.J.S.) :'.... 3 41 19
4. G. Kelly (2% A.J.S.) 3 49 22

J. Wialley (2->/i Massey-Arran) 3 52 39
O. Wafle (2% A.J.S.) 3 59 2
W. Howaith (2% Dot) 4 5 14
H. F. Harris (2% A.J.S.) 4 9
E. Carey (2% Blackhurne) 4 12 14
D. G. Prentice (214 New Imperial-Jaul 4 12 37
G. S. Dayison (214 Leyis) 4 15 26
W. G. Harrison (2y Velooette) 4 22 33
P. W. Appleby (214 I.eyis) 4 29 7
E. Humpbreys (214 Velocette) 4 31 14
E. A. Jacob (254 Coulfion) -. 4 35 36
S. A. Ne^yman f3 Ivy) 4 39 28
A. G. Miller (2"4 Martin) 4 39 59
W. J. Lord (214 Hobart) 4 40 51
G. Browne (2%j New Scale) 4 42 4
J. Emerson (2'j4 Xlouglas) 4 42 43
G. Denley (214 Velocctte) 4 44 33
N. Black (214 Omega) 4 48 41
— Green 4 48 54
S. F. Haden (2% New Comet) 4 50 39
.T. Holroyd (2% Massey-Arran) 4 52 19
A. Jones (3 Ivy) 4 52 34
G. Kelly (2% A.J.S.) ..; 4 57 10
G. N. Morris (3 lyy) 4 58 33
B. Bisbop (234 SuD-Vitesse) -5 2 49
J. Joynson (2"i4 TJ.U/T.) 5 3 48
A. Edwards (3 Levis) 5 8 48
H. Petty (2-.4 Coulson) 5 14 48
C. Edwards (3 lyy) 3 15 18
F. Longman (2"j4 Wooler) 5 29 29
L. Vicar-y (3 Ivy) 5 30 58
H. Martin (2 Martin) 5 38 40
J. R. Alexander (2% Tlouglas) 5 57 54
G. Jones (214 New Hudson) 5 58 2

A
DURING a chat with the winner just

after the race, Eric Williams, whose
second win- was e.xtremely popular,

said that his A..J.S. gave no trouble
throughout, and that for three laps he
ran on threequarter throttle, opening out
for the last two laps. On the third and
fourth laps lie was considerably ham-
pered by mist on the mountain road.
Though he was told he was in the first

three he was not aware that he was lead-
ing. He confessed that he ought not to
have ridden, for, although only twenty-
seven years of age, he suffers from rheu-
matism, and was in hed all Sunday. He
rode with his arms swathed in Thermo-
gene and felt very stiff, but finished his
remarkable race at over 52 m.p.h. in

frpsh condition.

Although this corner at Governor's Bridge slows even the most daring rider, H. R. Davies

(A.J.S.) is not allowing the spectators very much time to admire his excellent comer work

!

only operative, so he had a treble han-
dicap. Supporting the exhaust pipe,

and with a flat tyre, his progress was
slow and difficult to the finish.

British Pluck.

Such a disappointing termination to a

glorious ride has seldom been witnessed,

and it seems to be one which qualifies him
for the Nisbet award for pluck and endur-

ance. Although, on the other hand, Jones
(New Hudson), who was pitched into the

river at Sulby, also qualified. He pluckily

straightened out his forks, and against the

doctor's orders proceeded to finish TVithvthe" r

frame badly out of line.

So ended a most strenuous contest.

No trade team qualified for the team :

prize, but the club prize was won by the

Worcester Club. Curiously enough, the

Wolverhampton Club had nominated the

same team, but the Worcester nomination
was first received. The riders _were

Harris, Williams, and Davies, who all

rode A.J.S. machines.

Another two-stroke was third amongst

the " two-fifties." W. G. Harrison

(2J Velocette) incidentally was a private

entrant.

CHAT WITH THE WINNER.
Williams fancied Davies as winner,

though he regarded Whalley as a dark
horse, and only on the previous day was
greatly impressed by this rider's prac-

tice form.

Williams and Whalley. - ^

Williams overtook Wlialley near Sign-

post Corner on the very last lap. Sup-
plies were taken aboard at the end of the
second and fourth laps, but the later

replenishment was only a precautionary
measure. He saw Alexander's machine
by the roadside, and could only wonder
as to his fate. The winning A.J.S. had
three ratios, viz., 4J, hi^, and 8^ to 1.

He was agreeably surprised when he
learned of his high average, and was of

opinion that very few of the Seni . riders

will beat it on Thursday. Incidentally,

he confidently expected Davies's " 2|
"

to be in the fu'st six.

Williams's progress in the race is in-

teresting. Fifth in the first round, he
was third in the next lap, second at the

end of the third lap, and led for the

last two laps, winning by 3m. 37s.

Qnestioned by The. Motor Cycle, re-

garding the possibility of the 2| li.p.

A.J.S. being marketed, Mr. G. Stevens

replied that the machine had proved so

reliable both prior to and during the race

that it was highly probable the firm

would decide to market such a mount.

A definite announcement might be
expected shortly, and a decision in favour

of such policy will be appreciated by all

A.J.S. admirers.
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Olmes to Cigl^t TLamps.
June 16th

,. 18th

„ 20th

,, 22ii(i

9.46 p.

9.48
,

9.48 ,

9.49 ,

Continental Show.
At the recent Prague exhibition motor

cycle.5 were e.xhibited by ten fiitiis.

Attempts at Track Records.

On Saturday George Baker, on his 80
m.p.h. 2J h.p. A.J.S., will attempt to

lower the track records at Heme Hill
during the cycle race meeting of the
Kentish Harriers.

Jbituary.

We regret to announce the death, as
the result of a motor accident, of Dr.
John Downie, _ the president of the
VValsefield M.C.C., and one of the
founder members of the Bradford M.C.
and L.C'.C.

rhfi Five Hundred Mile Race.

Entries for the 500-mile race on July
2nd for the Jliller Gold Cup, cease next
IVednesday. the 22nd. The address of the
secretary of the B.iM.C.R.C. is Mr. T.
W. Loughborough, The Mill House, War-
lingham, Surrey.

in Ingenious Fraud.

Representing that he is a Zenith test

rider who has broken down and is short
jf money, a man has been stopping motor-
ists in the neighbourhood of Birmingham
ind Worcester, and obtaining small
" loans." Zenith Motors, Ltd., write
n-arning our readers of the activities of
this individual.

Sntries for the Belgian Grand Prix.

L p to the present seventeen entries
iiave been received for the Belgian Grand
Prix, including three Xortons, four
Saroleas, one Rudge, four Triumphs,
I James, four B.S.A.'s, and a Sun. Of
;he Xortons, Graham Walker is riding
Jne, and is so far the only English entry
ippeariiig in the list.

forkshire Club's Enterprise.

After setting an example to the motor
:ycle clubs of the country by enterijig
jne of their members for the Tourist
rrophy Race, the Ilkley M.C. and
Li.C.C. has followed this up by nominat-
ng another member, Leslie Runton, for
he Grand Prix. An enthusiastic rider,
Leslie Runton is making a good recoverv
:rom his accident in the Harrogate Club's
recent hill-climb at Otlev.

T.T.

THE SENIOR RACE
Next Thursday's issue of

Will contain a fully illustrated description

of the Senior T.T. race, and further

impressions and illustrations of the Junior

event.

Where do Stolen Machines go to?

A Bristol reader (Mr. A. Sulcliffe) sends
us cuttings and a photograph from the
/Irintol Tiinci uiul Mirror describing and
showing a huge batch, of alleged stolen

machines now resting at hie local police

station. He asks, " What protection is

the new licensing scheme if such whole-
sale tliefts can take place?"

Police Activity in Cheshire.

Surely the limit iii persecution for

trivial offences was reached when a Man-
chester reader was stopped by the police

on the Wilmslow Road, Cheshire, for

having one shoe missing on his front
brake ! Incidentally, the missing shoe
in this case was known to have been in

place eight miles previously. Evidently
motor cyclists must ride with caution in

this neighbourhood.

Facsimile of the ticket of admittance to

the grandstand seats reserved by The Motor
Cycle for the Grand Prix Race on July 24-6.

Only a few remain, and those desirous of

securing one should make application at

once to the Editor. The price is ten francs.

Special ^features.

THE JUNIOR T.T. RACE.

HOLIDAY TOURING—WHERE TO GO,

Fi'eak Hill in the I.O.M.

Another freak hill has been discovered

by T7ic Motor Cycle. It is in the Isle

of Man, in the neighbourhood of Laxey,
and is in the nature of a staircase

—

about the same width, but nearly six

hundred yards long! It has already been
climbed, though the successful rider stuck
with the crank case on the ground, and
had to dismount in order to lift his

machine over the hump.

Found.

.Mr. E. Sidwell, of Alton Hall. AUesley.

Coventry, on a recent Saturday picked

up a pair of overall leggings on the road^

between Coventry and A.llesley. The
owner should communicate direct.

A reader reports finding a leather-

bound case about five hundred yards

from the Abingdon-Oxford cross roads,

near Cumnor Hill, on Wednesday, the

25th ult. It was handed in at the Oxford
Police Station.

The Future oJ the Paris-Nice Trial.

In view of the success of this year's

Paris-Nice Trial, the Moto Cycle Club
de France and its president, M. Hamon,
have decided to extend the competition,

and to run it on more ambitious lines.

Next year it will be supplemented by a

tour round France, divided up into fairly

long sections to be covered at a good

speed, while the competing machines will

be exhibited in the various large towns
visited. The Tour de France (as the

event will be called) will probably take

place from A.-pc\\ 15th to May 10th", 1922,

and these dates are being submitted for

acceptance to the Union Motocycliste de
France.

Reliability Trials in South Africa.

The course used by the Rand M.C C.

for its recent reliability trial started from
a place called Baragwanath, a name not
unknown to racing motor cyclists in this

country. From this place competitors
went to Potschefstroom and back to the
starting point—a distance of about 120
miles.

The following competitors were success-

ful : Arthur Hildebrandt (Hilda), D. A.
Scott (A.J.S.), A. Long (Coulson B), P.
Flook (Norton). J. R. Berrv (Triumph),
P. L. Evans (Coulson-B), C. D. Wolks-
wiiikel (Harley-Davidson), P. Leishars
(Excelsior), A. Langerhuit (Harley-
Davidson), and E. Simon (Coulson-B).

D13.
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Imports and Exports.

Owing no doubt to the clouded indus-
trial outlook, both the import and ex-

port figures for motor cycles for May
have fallen considerably, as compared
with those for April. Only twenty-seven
motor cycles w^ere imported last month,
while their total value is almost half
the figure of the previous month. Over
tlie same period exports were approxi-
mately 75% less. Detailed tables from
the Board of Trade returns for April
and Maj' follow :

IMPORTS.
April, 1921. Ihy, 1921.

Number of motor cycles 71 ... 27
Value of machines and

parts £18.440 ... £9,415

BRITISH EXPORTS.
April, 1-921. May, 1921.

Number of motor cycles 1,160 ... 864
Value of motor cycles

only £92.823 ... £66,898
Value of parts £26,785 ... £21,095

Total value ... £119,708 ... £87,993

M.C.C. Inter-club Team Trial.

Twenty-five clubs have definitely entered

-

teams for the M.C.C. intcr-club team
trial for The Motor Cycle Cup, to be
held on Saturday, June 25th. It is

possible that there may be two or three

more late entries. A list of the compet-
ing clubs follows :

Leicester and District M.C.C.
Surbiton and District M.C.C.
Worcester and District M.C.C.
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.C.
Brighton and Hove M.C.C.
Birmingham University M.C.C.
Motor Cycling Gipsy Club,
North-West London JLCC.
Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
Banbury and District M.C.C.
Bucks County M.C.C.
Essex M.C.
Oxford M.C.
Woolwich, Plnmstead, and District M.C.C.
Ealing and District M.C.C.
Brookdale Club, Catford (Motor Section).
City and Guilds Engineering College, M.C.C.
North London M.C.C.
Norfolk M.C. and L.O.C.
Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C. and

l:c.c.

Camberley and District M.C.C.
Luton and Soutll Beds A.C.
Herts M.C. and L.C.C.
Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.
Basingstoke M.C.C.

Volunteer Officials Wanted.

ilotor cyclists in the neighbourhood
Bournemouth, Blandford, Shaftesburj

and Wimborne, who would be willing t

assist in an official capacity in th

Bournemouth- Club's open trial on Jul

2nd, are asked to communicate with Mi

E. L. Herring, at 44, iliddle Roac

Bournemouth West. Reasonable expense

would be allowed. '

.
"

The Small Four-wheeler.

We believe (says The Aulorar) . tha

there is a great future for the very, sma

four-wheeler of a type considerabl

lighter and with a smaller engine tha

that which represents what is geneiall

known as a " light car."

CLUB NEWS. <^°-^"-<^ ^-™

Manchester M.C.

On Saturday next the club will hold
a reliability trial for the Ferodo Cup
(presented by Mr. Herbert Frood). The
course will be a secret one of 80-100 miles.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Awards in the recent twenty-four-hour

trial to Torquay and back have now been
announced, and are as follows :.

(icild .WerfaZs.—R. A. Player (4 Triumph) and T.
H. Meakin (4 Triumph sc).
Gold Centre Medals.—1.. Crisp (VA Humber), D.

Atkin (5-6 Rover sc), C. N. Green <5-6 Rover sc),

H. A. Smith (4 Triumph sc), F. Yates (41/2

Humber sc), H. R. Caswell (5-6 Coventrv Victor
sc), R. Griudlay (4V. Humber sc), W. A. Fell
Smith (8 Rex sc), and T. R. Gibbons (8 Acme sc).

Halifax and District M.C.C.

Held over a course that proved " too

easy," and was voted dull by the com-
petitors, the recent reliability trial never-

theless aroused great interest locally. B.

Hanson (3^ P. and M.), F. E. Jackson
(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), and A. Hinch-
cliffe (G.N.) tied for first place. Next
in order of merit came C. Adams (4

Triumph sc), W. Smith (5-6 A.J.S. so,

and B. Barber (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc

Eedditch and District M.C.C.

Formula and time results of speed
trials held on June Ist, have now been
decided, and are as follows :

"

TIME CLASSES.
350 c.c. Solo.—1, F. Wood (a-ij Verus) and T.

Ward (2% Verus), tie; 2. T. Weaver (2% Verus);
3, Gem Smith (2^4 Morris).
600 CO. Solo.— 1, W. E. Smith (31/, Norton); 2,

Gem Smith (3% Martin); 3, F. Simmonds (31/2
Norton).
Unlimited Solo.— 1, W. E. Smith (3^^ Norton);

2. T. Weaver (5-6 Verus) ; 3, F. Simmonds (3%
Norton).
750 C.C. Passengek.— 1, W. E. Smith (3V>

Norton sc); 2. T. Weaver (5-6 Verus ac).
Unlimited Passenger.— 1, W. E. Smith (3^A

Norton sc); 2, T. Weaver (5-6 Verus sc).
Fastust T1.ME OF Day.—W. E. Smith (3>/'.

Norton).
FORMULA CLASSES.

350 c.c. Solo.— 1, J. Dosher .(21,4 Enflekl) and
T. Ward (2!4 Verus), tie; 2, T. Weaver (2% Verus)
and P, Wood (2--i Verus), tie; -3, C. Hull (214
Levis) and T. Weaver (2V( Verus), tie.
600 c.c. Solo.—1, W. E. Smith (31/, Norton);

2. J. Dosher (2i,i Enfield); 3, Gem Smith (214
jVIorris).

Unlimited Solo.—1, J. Dosher (2V. Enfield); 2,
W. E. Smith (3V. Norton) ; -3," G. Hull (2% Levis).
750 CO P.issE-NGF.R.—1, W. E. Smith (3i/. Norton

sc); 2,.T. Weaver (5-6 Verus sc).
Unllmited Passenger.-1, T. Weaver (5-6 Verus

EC); 2, W. E. Smith (3V- Norton sc); 3, S.
Bright (6 Enfield sc).
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Bervrick and District M.C.

Results of the President's competition,
which took the form of a consistency

hill-climb, were as follows :

1, J. McJjauchlan (4 Triumph), ?s. error; 2, W.
H. Dodds (4 Triumph). Is. error. Fastest time of

day, W. Murray [5','2 Sports Sunbeam).

Lewes and District M.C.C.

The club's first reliability trial was a

great success, attracting nineteen com-
petitors. There were very few failures,

and the rmi was voted a most enjoyable
one. Results :

SIDECARS.^, S. Dunford (7-9 Harley-Davidson
sc), Matchless Cup; 2, G. W. Blakey (7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc), silver medal.
SOLOS.—1, G. E. Stacev (2% Verus), Enfield

gold medal; 2, L. Holt (2",i Verus), silver medal;
3, R. Arblaster (4 Coulson-B), bronze medal.

Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Buncombe Hill Avas again chosen as

the venue of a hill-climb on Thursday
last. Twelve classes drew sixty-eight

entries from the Barnstaple, Bridgwater,
Dorchester, Exeter, Taunton, Weston-
super-Mare, and Yeovil clubs. An excel-

lent afternoon's sport resulted, and some
very fast times were recorded. The
results were as follows :

TAUNTON CLUB ONLY.
Solo up to 270 c.c—1, S. Crowhurst (2^4 Cedes),

Im. 75s.; 2, F. Hewin (21,4 Cedos), Im. 10|s.; 3,

W. G. Churchill (214 Verus), Im. 25is.
Solo up to 350 c.c—1, I. F. Anderson (2^4

A.J.S.), 47is. ; 2. W. G. Churchill (2% Verus),
50|s. ; 3, W. H. Oolman (2^4 Douglas).
SOLO UP TO 600 c.c—1, L. G. Williams (3iA

Norton), 42s.; 2, S. W. Easton (3 A.B.C.), 42is.;
3, S. Goodman (3V' Sunbeam), 44s.
Solo up to 1.000 c.c—1, W. H. Colman (8 New

Imperial), 39is.. fastest time of the dav; 2, C. A.
Pollard (8 Zenith), 40s.; 3, L. G. Williams (Sy™
Norton), 40|s. -

Sidecar up to 600 c.c—1, S. Goodman (3'A Sun-
beam), 58s.; 2, W. H. Colman (4V. Quadrant), Im.
20s.
Sidecar up to 1.000 CO.—1. S. Goodman''(3i4

Sunbeam), 58?s. ; 2, J. Skinner (6 Martinsyde),
Im. Sis.

OPEN TO AUb CLUBS.
Soio UP to 275 c.c-1, E. Hewin (2i/l Cedos),

Im. 12s.; 2, W. G. Churchill (254 Verus), Im.
26is.
Solo up to 350 c.c—1, S. F. Anderson (234

A.J.S.). 47gs.; 2, W. G. Churchill (2';4 Verus),
50|s.; 3, W. J. S. Bament (2^;4 Douglas), 65s.'
Solo up to 600 c.c— 1, V. G. Tucker (3y™ Nor-

ton), 39Ss.; 2, L. G. Williams (3'/- Norton), 41s.
Solo up to 1,000 cc—1, C. A. Pollard (8

Zenith), 40s.; 2, L. G. Williams (31/2 Norton), 40Js.
SroECAR UP TO 600 c.c-1, S. House (3V2 Norton),

51ss. : 2, S. Goodman (31/0 Sunbeam), 57is.
Sidecar up to 1.000 c.c—1, S. House (31/. Nor-

ton), 51is.; 2, C. A. Pollard (8 Zenith), 53s.; 3, S.
Goodman (31/. Sunbeam), S8|3.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Thirty-two competitors started car th

week-end trial to ' Llangollen on the 4t

inst. There were few failures, and

lightweight sidecar outfit—a 2| h.p. Veru

—completed the course and cbmbed ever;

hill without loss of marks.

Standard M.C.C.

On Saturday a very successful tria

was held, with the Maudes ChaUeng.

Shield and gold medal as premier award

From an entry of seventy-eight ther

were sixty-nine starters, but a course

which included the ascent of Sun Risnis

twice, weeded the finishers to thirty-five

Romford and District Reliability Trial.

At the recent reliability trial to Cam
bridge and back, the best performance

was made by W. .
Sharpe (3 A.B.C

who lost onlv six marks, thus winnmg
the Rhodes "Cup and a gold m«dal.

Second and third were W. G. Crabt

(7-9 Indian) and D. S. Maitland (3j

Scott).

Warrington M.C.

S. Doward, on a 7-9 h.p. Indian, made

the best performance in the recent reli-

ability trial, losing only four marks. W.
T. Haddock (2i Thrasher), W. Moore

(2J Douglas), and J. Bardsley (6 Martm-

syde sc.) were first in their respective

classes; while "amateur" prizes were

won by W. Powell (2^ Connaught). E.

Tryer (4 Triumph), and C. Bmgham
(6 Enfield sc).

North London M.C.C.

The slow hill-climb held at Handpost

Hill on Saturday resulted in a victory for

four-stroke machines. The event took the

form of a knock-out competition, competi-

tors ascending the hill in pairs. The

results were as follows :

SOLO.—1, E R. Bowen (4 Triumph), silver

medal); 2, R. W. Greaves (4 Norton), bronze
medal; 3. J. F. Hull (23,4 Wooler), an accessory.

SIDECAR.— 1, R. L. Richardson (6 B.S.A.),

silver medal; 2, C. N. Noel (4 Blackbume), bronze
medal.

The attendance was good, and in ^•^ew

of the increasing attendance at club events

it has been decided to make an award
to the member who puts in the largest

attendance for the second half of the year.,:
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lDINSURGH RELATIVE DISTANCES

THAT CAN BE COVERED

BY VARIOUS VEHICLES

ON A 2 GALLON
TIN OF PETROL

''
II, H,F^ CAR ,4 pa:

>3t^

WHAT IT COSTS!

The fuel consumed

by various types of

machines reduced to

cost per mile per

passenger. It will be

seen that a single-

cylinder sidecar outfit

\vith three up is the

most economical method

of transport on this basis

of calculation.

Coventry

,
?5^ ^

\S HP CrCl£_CAR\

I Z',^ H.P SIDECAR
I

rBRlSTOL

Readin^

^ ^^<\ N0RWOl>

I
5-6 H. P. SIDECAR

\20-H.P. CAR\

I
119 H.P. CAR

I

^Eastbourne
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COMPETITIONS FOR THE DISABLED.
Rally of the Disabled Drivers' Association at Richmond Park.

AN encouragingly large- number of dis-
abled ex-s3diers, including several
sidecarists, assembled at Richmond

Park, Surrey, on Saturday last to take
part in the Disabled Drivers' Rally, the
first meeting of the recently organised
Disabled Drivers' Association.
The programme for the afternoon,

which followed the assembly at Richmond
Park, included a gymkhana at the rear
of the grandstand on the Epsom Downs,
and a hill-climb ori the gradient in front
of the stand, preceded by tea at Wood-
cote Park.

It was surprising but gratifying to see
the ease by which these men, disabled
by the war in hand or foot, were able
to control their machines. Cycle cars
and light cars, of course, are more easily
adapted to the particular requirements
of these limbless heroes, since the element
of balance is eliminated. Sidecar outfits,
however, figured prominently amongst
the vehicles lined up at the rendezvous.
A particularly ingenious arrangement of
controls had be«n fitted to a Rover outfit
for a rider who had lost the use of his
right leg. Two large bicycle type handle-
bar levers were fitted, the left one con-
trolling the cluteh, and the right con-
nected to the. band brake, which was
also operated by a long lever on the
off side of the machine. Both controls,
however, could be actuated independently.
The kick-starter had been substituted
by another long lever, whilst the valve

lMC^iJg«v' ff^H^^^iBi^Ejj^^^CsiW^:»J,^.gvK5£«!jSfej;'in«dSifii5isSt&^ _^

A scene in Richmond Park, last Saturday, where a rally of disabled ex-service men took place

lifter had been fitted to the top tube of
the tank.
Another system was exemplified on a

4 h.p. H.B. outfit. The starter was again
in the form of a, long lever, whilst the
rear rim brake was also lever-operated.
The new organisation is an excellent

scheme, and should enable the members

to enjoy the sporting runs and competi-
tions which have previously been ex-

clusive to the more fortunate. It is

hoped that this event will be folloAved

by many more such runs, and also that

all drivers maimed in the war _will come
forward to swell the ranks of the new
club.

ENTRIES FOR THE GRAND PRIX.

ENTRIES at ordinary fees for the
French Grand Prix motor cycle
race, which will be held at Le Mans

on July 24th, have now closed, and fifty

machines have been accepted. British
makes are well represented. As entries

are received by the Union Motocycliste
de France at double fees (800 francs per
machine) until the last day of June, it

is likely that there will be sixty starters.

The competitors comprise nine in the 250
c.c. class, eight in the 350 c.c. class, and
thirty-three in the 500 c.c. class.

The following is the full list of
entrants :

250 c.c—Alcyon, Moto Solo (Clech),
Jloto Solo (Cottin), Labor, Velocette
(two), and Griffon (three),

NOVICES' OPEN TRIAL IN
LEINSTER.

AN open novices' reliability trial, pro-
moted by the Leinster Motor Cycle
Club (Dublin), held on the 4th inst.,

attracted an entry of sixty riders, of
whom fifty-four competed, and forty-two
completed the course. „
SPECIAL PKIZB for Best Performance of the

Day.—T. F. Slovin (2i,i Velooette).

FIEST-OLASS AWARDS.
SILVEP. MEDALS.—T. F. Sletin (21/1 Velocette),

S. Payne (2?,4 Sun), G. Dnggan (3'/, Norton), G.
M. Eccles (4 Omega), F. C. Felton [HVi B S A

)

N. Whitton (7-9 Indian), W. Jone.! (6 Enfield sc )

H. P. Moloney (3 Enfleldl, O. Callaslan (2^4 Eoyai
E"by), ^. Callagljjin (4 Trinmpli), H. L. PWIlins
(7-9 Harlcy sc), W. F. Makolmson (G.N.), and
J. C. Donaldson (sy^ Kudge).

Dl6

350 c.c.—Alcyon, Douglas (Isodi),

Douglas (Schlee), Douglas (Gambini),
D.F^R. (Pierre), D.F.R. (Dubost), Verus-
Jap, and Thomann.
500 c.c—B.S.A. (Pickering), B.S.A.

(Gibbs), B.S.A. (Poole), B.S.A. (Cha.p-

paz), Norton (V. Horsman). Norton (H.
Hassall), Norton (G. Walker), Alcyon
(three), Bianchi (G. Maffeis), Sunbeam
(two). Peugeot (Pean), Peugeot (Gillard),

Peugeot (Benoit), Triumph (three),

Douglas (Alexander), Douglas (Emerson),
Douglas (Thorpe), Janoir (Duverne),
A.B.C. (Naas),-A.B.C. (Bartlett), A.B.C.
(Finzi), A.B.C. (Roily), A.B.C. (Ber-
nard), A.B.C. ( ), Griffon (Vuil-

liamy), Sicam (Trebia), Rover (Delarbre),
and another not named.

BEOXZE MEDALS.—H. H. Hill [2% Douglas),
O. Maguire (2ii Entield), L. Foisytli (7-9 Indian
so.), 0. Bradford (3i/, Budge), O. K. Jones (4
Douglas), W. H. Osborne (S'/j P. and M. so.), H.
G. Ellerlier (2W Dougla,s), Dr. T. F. Broderick (214
Levis). H, B. Eyans {.2% Douglas), G. Briggs (2=4
Douglas), D. McCrea (31,!, Endge), W. G. Eogan
(23-4 Holiart), A. Deyerell (SVo B.S.A.),. W. N. Kvle
(214 Enfield), H. McClintock (3',i Premier], G. A.
Graham (8 Enfield sc). F. C. Partes (4 Triumph),
.T. T. Cat.hoart (214 James), W. "J. Fagan (5 Indian),
Ind F. N. Drorer (214 Velocette).

CHOSEN ROUTES FOR
THE ILKLEY TRIAL,

BY the manner in which it organised
the one day open trial under the
A.C.U. last year, the Ilkley Motor

Cycle and Light Car Club earned for

As is generally known, the Freiuh
Motor Cycle Grand Prix is being held in

conjunction with the Car Grand Prix
on a triangular course specially prepared
for these two I'aces on the outskirts of

Le Mans. The motor cycle race profits

enormously by this combination, for tlio

entire course, which is about 10| miles

round, has been relaid, and will be barri-

caded and guarded by troops, for its

entire length on the day of both of tlie

races.

By being held on the eve of the big car

race, the motor cycles will have the
advantage of a perfect road surface; and,

as the course is practically level with
but three right-angle turns, the highest

speeds can be attained.

itself a high reputation, providing one
of the most sporting day's rides that has
yet been enjoyed in the North. This
year, by the manner in which it is enter-

ing upon the arrangements for the open
trial, to be held on July 15th, it Jooks
like adding materially to that reputation.
The solo riders climb Middle Tongue

Hill in Nidderdale, Summer Lodge
(famous as the hill which caused the
"strike" in last year's Six Days Trial),

and Preston Scar in Wensleydale. The
sidecar men miss these delights, but,
as a compensation for Summer Lodge,
they are sent round by the Buttertubs
Pass. The total mileage for the solo

machines will be 168f, and for the side-

car riders 174i-.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible^for the opinions of his correspondents.
All btters must b? addressel to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Herltord Street, Coventry, and muct b' aeoompanied by the writer's name and address.

FOLLOWING THE SPORT ON PAPER.
Sii',— I was much pleased to see that one of the opening

nrticles in a recent issue related to 'following the sport on
paper." I know quite a number of readers in my locality who
are not only content to but really enjoy following the sport
on paper.

I am really writing this note (there are hundreds think-
ing the same thing, but not n-riling) to let you know that we
(readers, but not riders) are exceptionally pleased to see that
you appreciate us so much. I am writing from a knowledge
of readers in this district, and I feel sure it will stand good
all ovei the country.

I might also mention that tlie technical side of vour paper
is most interesting, but for the benefit of your le.-is learned
readers a small e.\planati(in of flic more scientific and alge-
braic terms sometimes ufod would make T/ie Motor Ciple
the best that money could buy. STRANR-AEll

Stranraer, >Scot]aiid.

SIDECARS FOR DISABLED DRIVERS.
Sir,—Referring to a letter on page 650 requiring informa-

tion on sidecars for disabled riders, and signed "1914-1919."
you will be interested to hear that we recently adapted the
(.onnaiight £100 outfit for a manwho has lost 'his left leg.

In his case we had to transfer the foot brake (already on
the left) to the right hand side. We made a few other minor
alterations, and, as a result, lie is riding tlie outfit dailv
without difficulty. WARLAND DUAL KIM CO., LTD.

"

Sir,—Replying to " 1914-1919's " letter I may say that I
had the misfortune to lose my leg in the •var—theleft leg,
4in. above the knee.

I am riding a 4 h.p. Triumph and sidecar, and I find that
there is no 'discomfort in using the ordinary saddle.
The brake pedal is, as you know, on the left, and cannot

be transferred very easily. This difficulty was surmounted
by having two straps passing through the' hole in the brake
pedal, and making them into two loops into which I insert
my artificial boot, and wliile keeping the foot in place I find
that by having a stronger spring on the back brake the
weight of the leg does not put the brake on until such times
as is necessary, when it can be manipulated with the greatest,
ease. In fact, the leg being always in contact with the brake
makes for a quicker action in emergencies. I have arranged
the foot rest on that side so that it does not interfere with
the brake.

Does anyone know if the Triumph brake pedal could be
made to operate from the right?

NORMAN D. BROOKS.

Sir,—On my 1920 5-6 h.p. Rover sidecar, which is entirely
hand controlled, the straightforward design of the machine
lends itself more easily to alteration of controls than many
makes, and, further, has the advantaM oL being of good
weight, having large wheels,' long wheelbas* and, most im-
portant, a low saddle position.

The clutch and brake controls (standard being foot) are
operated by levers on the handle-bars and working by -^'n\.

stranded cable in rigid metal tubing. A lever brake "is also
fitted, acting on a friction principle. The gear change is

cfhtral. The footboards require edgings round to keep oive's

feet from bouncing off. - ;

Further, a substantial saddle cover is necess.nry to save
one's trousers .from wear due to contact, between the hard
artificial leg and saddle. (This from experience, alas!) An
ui'ilinary large size Brooks saddle is very comfortable.

A lever starting gear is fitted to the kick start spindle,

discarding the crank. The exhaust lift lever is fitted to the
top main tube in a suitable position.

'

Tliese alterations were satisfactorily earned out by Mr.
P. W Surplice, of Bournemouth, after about six weeks
experimenting. Needless to say I have no trade connection
with him, but can thoroughly recommend him, as he has
fitted out other machines for one-legged riders, mine being
bis first double case, for I have lost both legs.

The tax is only 5s. for a converted machine. R.G.P.
Parkstone.

JOURNAL BEARINGS FOR MOTOR CYCLE HUBS.
Sir,—Mr. A. J. Hubdell wishes to know the experience of

those who have used journal bearings in the front wheels.

This is my experience. I filled a journ.il hub in 1919, with
the result tliat the set of bearings in when fitted and two
sets since are worn out. A fourth set is now wanted badly.

The two new sets cost me. at least. 25s. i^er set. I have
used both single and double rows of balls, but there is no
adjustment, and they liavc "gone wobbly" very soon indeed.

Manchester. .
S.W.

Sir,—I am very surprised to see that Mr. Hobdell's letter

in a recent issue has not received the attention it deserves

—

not only at the hands of motor cycle manufacturers, but by
the m.ikers of the bearings themselves, who, one would
imagine, would be in the best position to speak authoritatively

on the subject.

As a humble member of the motor trade, it has interested

me greatly to note the gradual adoption of roller and ball

bearings for jjear boxes and engines, and I suppose the change

will eventually bo made with motor cycle liubs.

I am in agreement with Mr. Hobdell, that with a sidecar

machine, the side pull will be considerable, and. personally,

I do not think the usual bearing would deal with this. A
thrust bearing would be required.

Perhaps the bearing makers will enlighten us as to the

. ability of journal bearings (both roller and ball) to deal with

such loads.

-Do we take another lesson from car practice? jNIakers of

car hubs are effecting the change now even with the cheaper

makes. The better cars have been so fitted for years.

Orsett. W.B.S.

CONSIDERATION FOR THE DANGEROUSLY ILL.

Sir.—With a son lying dangerously ill, and with straw

on the road for fifty' yards in front of my residence to

deaden the sound of traffic, as a motorist of twenty-five

vears' standing I have been surprised to find that my
iellow motorists, in a very large proportion, seem to be

lacking in all thought or consideration for those who are

suffering the tortures of pain and distress.

The sight of straw or jieat covering a road is surely an
indication to the meanest intellect to refrain from noise,

yet car drivers and motor cyclists—the latter the greatest

offenders—have blown 'hooters, opene^ exhaust cut-outs,

and shown by the expression in their faces that the strpv

obstruction was a nuisance to. them, and that the suffering

of a' fellow creatui-e was of little; consequence.

itay I. as an old motorist, ask you to suggest thej^adwption

of a "code rule amongst those .who drive cars Or motor
cycles that straw or peat covering a road should in future

be recognised as a road sign, and indicate to all to go

slowlv, make the least noise, and refrain from hooting

within five hundred yards? 'R. A. OSMAX.
C2t
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MR COOLING AND OIL COOLING.
Sir,

—

Be Mr. Granville Bradshaw's article on cooling of

motor cycle engines, I had a peculiar experience while

driving a Napier lorry in tjie 51. T., A.S.C. One day \yhile

proceeding from Crowborough to Tonbridge the lovjer joint

of the radiator burst, leaving the engine absolutely dry. I

went some four or five miles before I became aware some-
,

thing was wrong. After waiting an hour and rejointing, I

filled up with water and started up. ~The engine started,

ticking very uicely—much quieter than before, as previously

it had been badly carboned up.

I attributed the fact that neither bearings, valves, pistons,

or cylinders \\eve damaged to consistent over-oiling, as I

was new to lorry driving, and thought I had to keep the

engine smoking! Also, I was using Wakefield's Castrol, as

the depot had run out of everything but motor cycle oil.

Glasgow. M.T.

Sir,—On reading the first instalment of Mr. Bradshaw's
article, I gather that air-cooling at its best, with natural

draught, is, as we may say, barely good enough for its

purpose. Water-cooling is all right, but too cumbersome
and complicated. May I, then, enquire—and I would be

very glad of JMr. Bradshaw's reply—whether the use of a

simple compromise, in the form of a Perkin tube, has ever

been seriously considered ?

Since it is not everyone who knows what a Perkin tube

is, I may say that it consists of a stioni; walled tube partly

filled with water and
hermetically sealed at

both ends. It was
used in a motor car

I'adiator system some
ten or fifteen years

ago by, I think, the

Lune - Valley Engi-.

neering Co., of Lan-
caster, but in that

case it complicated
rather than simpli-

fied the cooling
system. It acts, of

course, as a very
efficient means of

transmitting heat at
temperatures above
boiling point only,

and is ever so much
more efficient than
rods of any metal.

That it would stand

the high temperature
of an air-cooled

cylinder is clear from
the fact that it has
been used with one
end in a furnace and
the other in the

ovens in which bread
was baked. That
was used, of course,

for heating rather

than cooling, but the principle

is the same. Jly question to JNIr.

Bradshaw would be as to

whether he thinks it would be

practicable and worth trial to

embed the lower ends of a series

of Perkin tubes (say jin. out-

side and -i'ji"- inside diameter)
in the cylinder walls and head,
and to fit the upper ends with
cooling gills.

Having no means at disposal
for making such an experiment,
but in the belief that the
method would have certain dis-

tinct (Id vantages even over
water-cooling, I w-ould be very
glad to know that the matter
was being considered by others
who want to see petrol engines
improved. J. H. LESTER.

. C3(J

'* wad some power the ^ift.e gie us.

To see oursel's as ithers see u

AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM SPEEDS.
Sir,—I have been very much interested in the letter from

Mr. E.. 0. Atcherley, re the speed of 50 m.p.h. which he
asserts he has obtained from a 1919 Triumph, and should
advise him to take up speed in earnest,, as this is really re-

markable from a standard Triumph. I am afraid I am a
little late in answering his letter, but I have only just

returned from a 900 mile journey, and, being the
possessor of a quite good sporting 'bus, which is really fast,

I am especially interested, as, although I was a D.R. from
1914 until 1919 (riding only Triumphs—in that time I had
nine new machines, and since demoliilisation have had three
of that make), it was, I always thought, a very good "tub"
that would do fifty. Whilst I am a great admirer of the
Triumph as being a bicycle for every-day work, I shall

want a lot of convincing re his mile a minute machine, as,

although on paper, and in conversation, sixty is often men-
tioned, I think I am not far wrong in saying that it is

like the fish the angler talks about, very much exaggerated~
I would suggest that ilr. Atcherley verifies the truth of his

speedometer. Let us pass on to the letter of Mr. L. W. E.
Hartley, re averaging thirty. On a recent Saturday, start-

ing at 10 a.m. and finishing at 6.30 p.m., including stops for

petrol, I covered a distance of 219 miles, which works out
somewhere about 25 m.p.h. ; and I did not stop to admire
any scenery nor to pick daisies, but just kept going.

Although I am as fond of speed as anyone, I really do not
think that on a really hard day's running one can average
much above this.

The machine I am at present riding is my eleventh since

being ''demobbed" (and three I had pre-war), and I think
I can honestly claim I have "lidden every class of motor cycle

barring a big four-cylinder 'bus. I am immensely fond of

speed, I love speed, I even thrive (up to the present) on
speed ; and the reason I have had so many changes is that
I am ahyays on the lookout for a faster 'bus, and, as I do
quite a lot of riding (4,600 miles in the last three months),

I think I may claim to know a little of road
speeds, averages, and the speeds of standard
machines. _^ ^

I also use a fairly accurate speedometer, and
do not do my riding with large exhaust-pipe,
leather coat, and blase attitude, round the
local park, as so many of our 60 m.p.h. speed-
men do

!

RELKCUB.
Cardiff.

EAST END CHILDREN'S OUTING.
Sir,—Permit me to thank you for your kind

support of ^Ir. Loughborough's recent apoeal
fj5r motor cyclists

who would volunteer
to

.
convey children

from Bow to Hert-
foi'dshire for a day
in the country,- and
to express my most
grateful thanks to

those who so kindly
responded and so en-

abled the effort to be
cai-ried out success-

fully.

When each contri-

buted according to his

power, it may seem
invidious to mention

names, but I must especially thank ilr.

A. J. il. Ivison. of Mill Hill, to whose
untiring efforts the success of the outing
was mainly due, and Jlr. Duncan Watson,
chairman of the Harley-Davidson Co., who
most generously presented a large box of

chocolates to each of the sixty children.

Jlay I venture to add the hope that this

effort" will be improved upon by othei-s ?

A day's happiness in the country, to a

child of the slums, is worth a little self-

sacrifice^and I have found that motor
cyclists are good-hearted sportsmen alwavs.

Bums.

THE HOST OF THE OCCASION.
Harpenden.
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RETAINING OIL ON THE MAGNETO CHAIN.
Sir,—I have had the same trouble as Hr. Willoughby, only

my " bus ' used to pull up and stop. If first the c'ham is
taken off. and cleaned in paraffin, and boiled in a mix-
ture of tallow and blacklead for a few minutes (so that this
lubricant will get under the rollers), and then when in place
smeared with plenty of Prices' Bermoline it should not
cause any more trouble. G. E. JACKSON'.

[

Sir,—I notice that one of your readers has been troubled

[

^vith magneto chain lubrication. I think the following
method, if carried out, will overcome that difficulty.

Kemove the chain cover, smear the chain mth graphite
;

replace cover very tightly after seeing that b3t,li faces are
clean. From the flywheel side of the engine, a email opening
will be noticed in the chain cover against the magneto
sprocket wheel; oil freelv here, making the chain cover act
as an oil bath. LUBRICATION.
Worksop.

P>
Sir,—Referring to the letter by .Mr. J. L. Willoughby. rn

"Retaining Oil on the JIagneto Chain," a friend and T had
the same trouble on a 1920 two-stroke. An unusual stiffness

,

in the engine was traced to the magneto chain, which was
found bone dry with the links standing up like the teeth
of a saw, and bright red rust e.\uding from every bearing
surface. The chain was soaked' in paraffiii, carefully eased,

;

and well brushed over with engine oil, but after about thirty
miles it was as bad as ever. The alignment of the magneto
was tested and found O.K. by the agent, who replaced the
chain free. This promptly wept the same way, so we di-illed

a hole in the casing (pressed steel), and injected plenty of
oil before evei-y run without any improvement. "Stewing"
ill graphite grease cured the trouble for about one huiidred
miles.

It looks to me as if the chain, after slinging llie

lubricant off, gradually heats up, until, on a long run. it

becomes practically rcrf /inl, which would explain the bright
coloured rust working out from the inner surfaces of the
c liain. Stewing in graphite grease every one hundred miles,
a really well-fitting oil bath case or a liberal drip feed are
my only suggestions. Perhaps the makers or the chain
manufacturers can cast some" light on the subject.

E. A. L. PARKER.

Sir,—As most of my riding has been, and is being, done
in a Villiers-engined machine, Mr. .T. L. Willoughby 's letter

naturally caught my eye. His trouble in keeping the chain
1 oily IS, I think, shared by. many, but is, in many cases,

an example of " what the eye does not see," because I dare-
say that, had the rattle not drawn his attention to it, Mr.
Willoughby would have forgotten the existence of the chain
altogether. Chemieo chain lubricant should be better than
oil, I should imagine, and can be revommended. As regards
the rattle, I should imagine that the chain is out of line, and,
perhaps, also one of the sprockets eccentric. This rattle once
worried me on a 1914 Yilliers. On that engine the magneto
listed on two rails cast on to the silencer ends. The cure
was effected by new type "engine plates and magneto
platform.

" ~
OE ISg'a.

Harbornc.

MORE ABOUT THE AJR.BVTHNOT TROPHY TRIAL.
Sir,— la reply to " KlS's " letter about last year's Arbuth-

I! .t Trophy Trial, published in T/ic ilolor C'l/dc of June 2nd,
i- he not rather hurriedly drawing conclusions when he
''scribes it as a machine smashing trial? :

I gather that he was at the finish of the trial rind heard
the competitors' accounts, which would, no doubt, have
exaggerated the poor state of some of the^roads. He states

• -that he saw the machines at the finish. Did -ho see them at

the start? I was unable to compete in last year's event, but,

i- judging from the account in T/ie Motor Cycle, and knowi^
something of the district in which the ti-ial was held, I

,• concluded that mckst of the failures were due to the machines
' not being properly prepared, and that some were due to

bad luck. Owing to the wet weather, the course was stiffer

than it might have been, but, even so, the roads were good
compared to those in several other trials, where, not only
do machines complete the course, but also several gain gold
medals and are in a fit state for riding at the end. .Surely,

- therefore, the Arbuthnot Trophy Trial cannot be accused of

"machine smashing."
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1 iiave only been able to compete in a few of the easier type

of trials, but only on one occasion have I smashed up my
machine, and that instance was entirely due to nn- own
stupidity.

I do not think " K15 " is justified in calling the roads in

question " a collection of rocks and boulders," as is suggested

in Jiis last paragraph.
Last year's course was ideal for the class of competitor

concerned. I am sure that "KIS" w-ill agree with me that

the course must be stiff enough to find a winner without

falling back on acceleration tests, etc., the results of which
depend so largely on the machine, when, as far as possible,

only the personal element should be tested in a trial of

this nature.

Trials are one of the best sports extant, and I think it

is up to all naval officers who are at all keen on motor
cvcliiig. to make every effort to compete in this year's event

and make it a real success. I am sure thev will enjoy it.

H. F. FELLOWES, Lt. R.N.

Sir,

—

Ihave just road- a letter in your issue of June 2nd,

which is distinctly liable to frighten off intending competi-

tors in this year's Arbuthnot Trophy Trial, who know
nothing of competition riding.

I saw in The Motor Cycle of May 27th that the course

to be followed this year is to be much the same as that of

the A.C.U. one-day" trial. As a competitor in the latter

event, and an intending competitor in the Arbuthnot, I

would like to assure everyone that there is nothing included

which might be considered of a "machine smashing" nature
cvtn by gentlemen with such a lively imagination as "K 15."

Let him by all means bring along a pocketful of corks if he
wants to ; they are such useful things !

I think if more "N.O.'s" realised what a thoroughly
sporting. and enjoyable event the Arbuthnot Trophy is they
would do everything in their power to compete every year.

A better two days for a keen amateur motor cyclist cannot be
imagined, and there is no risk whatever of smashing one's

machine. HALF LITRE.
Penally.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDEXCE.
Referring to " Puzzled's " letter last week under the

heading " Solution Next Week !
" the cause of his trouble

was that the piston had been replaced with' the baffle the
wrong way round.
An Irish correspondent recently went tc considerable

trouble to help a stranded B.S.A. rider who broke an
exhaust valve outside our reader's house. It was a very
wet day, and, amongst other things, the. motor cyclist

borrowed an overall coat. He has not yet returned this.

The address of our correspondent is Killinear House,
Drogheda.

• Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists :

; Uaued in coniiinction with The Mo'.or Cvc'.i
'

.
'.

.

I MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE 5

S THE'VI.' The stantlard handbook on theTiiotor .

; cycle, it deals with every part of the machine, J

, and with ever>' t>'pe of machme, and will be found Price- Book •

invaluable to all motor cycle riders. New Edition, net. poit.

; Just published .. ... 2/G 2/10 I

! ' TRACIN'G MOTOR CYCL'^ TROUBLES '

•

Z A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of

; remedying them when found. Fourth Hdition .. 2/- ^/^ I

: 'MAGNETOS •• By A. P. Young. . I

; A complete treatise on magneto ignition for motor I

J
cars, motorcycles, and aerop!anes. Second Edition 4/6 4/10 ;

: "TWO-STROKie^ MOTOR CYCLES." :
• A reliable treatise on Twn^sfrokeSj from the rider's

• point of view. Just published .. .. .. 3/- 3/3 j

'MOTOR CYCL»-" REMINISCENCES '

I
• By "LxiON," of riif Motor Cycle .. ..5/- 5/3 I

: THE MOTOR CYCLE' ROAD MAP^. :
• Enpl»nH and Wale**. Sco^'anJ. Lo^'^o^ (showing •

R roads into and out of London and avoiding London). •

Z Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 S/i^ Z

Z THh MOTOR CYCLE' ROUTE POOK Z

Z With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and I

J Wales, Scotland, and the London District .. 5/- 5/4 J
- •

Obtainablebypost (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd

I 20. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and •

Railway Bookstalls. Z
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A selection of questions ot general interest received trom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether Intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urg^i to write clearly ^nd on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " L^gal " in the top lefc-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects-

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should te addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be
cealt witli by the A. A. arid M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the

^-^, roads in any particular locality. _. ^

?

FITTING A GEAR BOX.
Please state whether it is pos-

sible to coiivert satisfactorily a
1910 Sg h.p. fixed engine Triumph
into a three-speed kick-starter

model by fitting a gear bo.x, etc.,

on to the bracket between the^ mud-
guard and engine bearers?—T.B.

It will be impossible to fit a countershaft
gear box on your 1910 Triumph unless you
have new rear stays fitted to the frame ;

the new stays must have a special bracket
suitable for carrying the gear box.

CARE OF 4 H.P. DOUGLAS.
Kindly advise me on the fol-

^^1 lowing concerning, my 4 h.p.

% Douglas. (1.) What brand of
i-i hibricating oil do you recommend

for engine, gear box, and timing
gear respectively? (2.) Does the mul-
tiple disc clutch require lubrication ?

If so, what is the best lubricant? (3.)

The Amac carburetter is at present
fitted with a No. 28 jet. What adjust-
ments are necessary for using benzole?
-L.T.

(1.) A good quality oil of medium body
will suit, the engine and gear box,
although a slightly thicker oil would
perhaps be preferable in the latter.

There is no need to lubricate the timing
gear separately, as it receives the neces-

sary amount of oil automatically. (2.)

The clutch does not require lubrication.

(3.) It may be necessary to lower the
level slightly when using benzole, and
possibly a slightly smaller jet will be an
advantage.

A SILENT MACHINE WANTED.
As a regular reader of your

^T] paper, I - should be glad if you
^ would advise me on the following
-LI point. I have a 7-9 h.p. 1919

Powerplus Indian, which is most
noisy. What can I do (even with
slight loss of power) to remedy the
fault ? Would you recommend an
aluminium silencer?—T.P.E..

These machines are not usually noisy,
and we can only think that the silencer
on your machine has either become
damaged or has been altered in some
way. (We assume, ot course, that you
are not dri^ing permanently with the
spark retarded.) It is doubtful if you
can obtain any silencer which may be
readily fitted to your machine, as con-
siderable alteration to the existing
e.Khaust pipes would be necessary.

C2S

CONVERTING A TWO-SPEED CONTROL. •

I have a 3 h.p. Enfield two-
speed and kick-starter, but I do
not like the present method of

engaging the gears. (1.) Could
these be made foot-controlled as

the Scott J (2.) If this i§ not possible,

. could it be done from the handle-bars ?

—A.L.

It would be extremely difficult to make
the Enfield gear control suitable for foot

important i)at(is.

Thiirs. June 16th—Senior T T. Race.
Sal., June 18th—Norlh-Western Centre

A.C.U. Open Speed Tria's

Sal., June 25lh—M.C.C Inter-team Trial
for "The Motor Cycle" Cup

Fri.. July 1st, and Sat., July 2nd~
Arbulhnot Trophy Trial.

Sat., July 2nd— Bournemouth M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat. July 2nd—500 Mile Race at Brook.
lands for the MiLer Gold Cup.

Thurn,, July Tth^Essex County and
" Southend A.C. and Essex M.C. Joint
Open Speed Trials

Sal., July 9lh—St. Andrews Speed Trials

Sat., July 9lh— Cardiff M.C C. an!
associated club; Open Hill Climb.

Mon., July lllh, to Sat., July 16th-
Scottish Six Days' Trial.

Sal.. July 16th—Ilkley M.C. and LC.C,
Open Reli bility Trial.

Sat.. July 23rd—East Midlanl Centre
A-C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Sun., July 24th—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Race in France.

Sat., July 30th—Newcastle and District
M.C. Open Speed Trials.

Mon . Aug. Ist, to Sa'., Aug. 6th—
International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land.

Sat., Aug. 6lh—B.M.C.R.C. Open Brook-
Ian -^s Meeting.

Sat. Aug. 6tli—North Wa'es M.C C
Open Reliability Trial.

Fri. Aug. 12lh—Motor Cycle Grand
Prix in Belgium.

Sit.. Aug. 13lh—Cumberland M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sal., Aug. 20th—Weste» Centre A.C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Thurs. Aug. 25lh — Yslalyfera and
C-irmarihen M.C.C. Open Speed
Trials.

1

Mon., Aug. 29lh, lo Sal., Sept. 3rd-
A.C.U, Six Days Trial.

Sal., Sept. 17lh—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

Fri.. Sept. 23rd. lo Tues., Sept. 27th—
Anglo-Dutch Reliability Trial.

operation, although a good mechanic with
workshop facilities could no doubt devise
a method. Handle-bar control also does
not lend itself to adaptation in this case,
as the jorce required to engage the gears
would very quickly cause flexible wire
mechanism to become out ot adjustment

;

the design of, a control would also be
difficult.

FAULTY JOINTS ON TWO-STROKE
An American two-stroke engine

which I overhauled recently will
not start except for an occasional
explosion, but the spark appears
very good, and the carburetter is

so simple that I cannot, see how any
fault could be there. On turning the
flywheel there is a hissing between the
cylinder and crank case. Should this
be gas-tight? (1.) Could you suggest
a possible cure? (2.) Will benzole
damage the cork float of the carbu-
retter ?—G.F.

(1.) Th,ere should be no leakage between-
the c.ylinder and crank case, and you
must remove the former and remake the
joint with thick brown paper, smeared
with seccotine. (2.) Unless the cork float

is periodically varnished with ' shellac,

it will be damaged eventually by benzole.

REAR PLUG OILING-UP.
(1.)- The back plug of my

Douglas is continually sooting
up. . I have just had new piston
rings put in, and I drained all

the oi} out, thinking there might
be a stoppage in the overflow. I have
also had a new plug in, but none of
these things cure it. The machine runs
well until the plug soots up ; when the
plug is cleaned it goes oft again with-
out a hitch. It is a 1919 machine,
and I have been using petrol. I have
had no trouble up to about a month
ago. (2.) Would paraffin or a mixture
(say half and half) of paraffin and
petrol be injurious to the engine of the
above machine?—E.M.C.

The trouble is evidently due to over-
lubrication of the back .cylinder ; this is

a common occurrence on horizontally-
opposed engines, which should, not be
over-oiled. You might limit the supply
of oil slightly, and it would be advisable

.

to increase the gap of the sparking plug
points ill the offending cylinder : it will

do no harm if you open them about
fVin. or even -^in. (2.) A mixture ot
half paraffin and half petrol would not
injure the engine in any way, although
the running might be a little harsh.
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For Clutch Plates
& Brake Liners

Read the toUowing:— _

A-£It' ROVER CYCLE CO.. LTD.,
" May 2S1I1, 192 1.

" You will be very pleased to learn tlial Iks

Rover Motor Bicycles, on Saturday last,

achieved a very big success. One of our 3i

h.p. machines ridden by Mr. Ravenhall won the

only three A maleur Speed Trials for Sidecars

at Stile Cop Hill Climb in the lolloivins

classes :—
500 c.c.

750 c.c.

1,000 c.c.

ClaSi

Class

Class

are Second to None
Send /or jiill particulars mid trial samii/es to

SMALL & PARKES, LTD.
(Incorporating the'- DO-N" lutcrests ol Hays Standeu &Co.,Lld.)

Sales Office: 71,Southwark St., London, S.E.I
or to the

Head Office : - - Hendham Vale Works,

Harpurhey, MANCHESTER.

"// will probably be gratijymg lO you ic

know thai the gear box for tins particular

machine was fitted with your clutch plates, which

evidently stood the test extraordinarily well."

VELOCE LTD., rgai.

"It may interest yon to know that your

'DON' Brake Lining was used on all three

Velocettc Machines which competed so success-

fully in the 1920 A.C.U. Si.x Days Trial.

It was Joiind to be quite satisjaclory in aV

cases, and has since been used both lor com

petition and lonring purposes."

VERUS
RECENT CONTINENTAL SUCCESSES,

FRANCE-Ebnemont Hill Climb-K. Bartlett, 2^ Verus-FIRST
ITALY—Circoite di Crema—O. Garanzini „ FIRST
ITALY—Premio Internationale di Brecia, 240km., 0. Garanzini, FIRST

(This is one of the most important races in Italy.)

: FURTHER ENGLISH SUCCESSES.
DORCHESTER M.C.C. 75 MILES TRIAL.

W. G. Churchill on 22 h.p. VERUS FIRST PRIZE.

SOUTHPORT SPEED TRIALS, May 21st.

W. Cunningham on 2J h.p. VERUS FIRST PRIZE.

LEWES & DISTRICT M.C.C. RELIABILITY TRIAL, June 5th.

G. E. Stacey on 2f h.p. VERUS FIRST PLACE-GOLD MEDAL.
L. Holt on 21 h.p. VERUS SECOND PLACE-SILVER MEDAL

Writ; jor names of nearest agents, and new prices, to :

Alfred Wiseman, Limited, Glover Street, Birmingham.
T In K oa J Central 5311.

lelcgcams: "Verus, BirmiDgham.' ieiepnones
^ \'ictoria 560 & 561.

hi answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C31
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This Week's

Selection.
Ingle Nook, Bury Road,

Rochdale.
2o;5/21

Dear Sirs,
I must write and tell you

how extremely pleased I am
with my 1920 James 2J fa.p.

2 -stroke. Last Easter I went
to Croydon (10 miles far side
of London) . The journey
from Rochdale is 210 miles
This I did in 10 hours, with-
out any trouble whatsoever
I emptied the petrol tank at
commencement, and put one
gallon in. This ran out at
Stony Stratford, 140 miles
away . On the return journey

,

which I did the day following,
I repeated the performance.
I.e., a non-stop run home, 420
miles, and not one hitch.

I have done roughly 5 ,.000

miles with this machine, and
have yet to have my first
trouble. I have not even had
a sooted plug, I use the
machine daily for business,
and beyond filling up with
oil and petrol , and lubricating
machine, I have never needed
to touch it. It has so far
beenawonderfnl machine.

I have also done 200 miles
with a passenger on carrier,
II stone 6 lbs., and no signs
of heating up.

Wishing you every success

A satisfied owner,
EDWARD S.DUNCAN

Any Manufacturer can make wild im
supported statements concerning his oun
machines. The words "best," "fastest,

most reliable," etc., are becoming

positively wearisome.

We propose, therefore, to publish—week
by week—in this space an unedited letter

from a private owner and rider selected

from OUT weekly post, with a view to

giving the motor cyclist a fellow rider s

opmion of the machines we turn out

Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

ZJ

/ / y
, -v

/^ ^ -^^

/ -if
/

A

Illustrat.cm slioios our model J.35 U>iderslu7ta

LiglttwHolU Chassis, suitable /or machines up
to 3i k.p. Tlie patented Inangidar principle

gives exceptional strength and rigidity, cmn'
bined -with minimum weight. Frame distortion

is totally 'nipossible^ The chassis is weU. sprung,

having large Cee-sp-ingsatthe rear and a semi-

elliptic leaf spring in f> ant. It is made throuah-

out in our oic" w-r sliope from tlie best quality

solid drawn stee' Utbe.

The three-point attachment fittingsare machined
from the solid steel bai—eliminating all ris'i

of breakage at titese points.

Price of chassis only £18.

Dunhitl Lighlweighl body, model B.36, for

ma,chines up to 4 h.p. Smartly finislied,

attractive design, strong-y made, very light.

ample room for
tonls. aiid plenty
of kg foom. With
or without door.
Standard colour
green, upliolstered

leather clofh to

match.

Price, vwuntedo
A .35 chassis
described dbova,
£30.

Strongest lightweight

on the road

ALL Duahill Sidecar Chassis em-

body the iriangular frame design

of which we were the origiuai

patentees (No. 4784 /ig). This gives

the strongest possible chassis, W'.Ich

is yet exceedingly light in

weight. Duohiil Chassis

satisfactorily do the work of other

chassis more than twice their

weight.
;

Obviously, then, the DunbiU
patent triangular design materi-

ally reduces running cost and
enables you to get better ser-'

vice from your sidecar outfit.

The triangular frame design is

described and illustrated very

carefully and thoroughly in our

catalogue, a copy of which we
shall be happy to send on request

SPECIALISTS
359-361, Huston Road, N.W.i.

y\ Glasgow : 72, St. "Vincent St. -.J

bend nuui for the D inhtll lUustratei
< atalogtie f "^irfecars Simply fear out
this advert LsemciU, wnte your name
and address ni tlie margin, and po.,t

to us.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

MAGNETOS
IMMEDIATE
DELIVE.RY

FOR ALL MAKES
OF MOTORCYCLES

ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR PRICES

can l>£. dapendad, aljpcrv

1S=E-I-C MAGNETOS 11.° Sampson Rd. North, BIRMINCHAM=

To preserve the beauty of your new outfit or
smarten the appearance of the old " 'bus," use
'Derusta,' the Rust-Remover, and 'Corrosine,'

ihe Rust-Preven cer Dope. In i /6 & 2 /6 size,

Packages of your Dealer or direct from

rlLIVVljEi ^y Rust-Preventer Firm."

Union Works, SMETHWICK.

C32 In answering iheseididveriisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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= 3 h.p. BRITISH RADIAL Motor Cycle
NO VIBRATION. A PLEASURE TO RIDE. PERFECT COMFORT

Not an cxpcrimeat, but a morcugfaly tested and proved out machine
Advance in Motor Cycle rn<'fnecrinrt practice ';<? "T^ts Motor Cyoic,' 5t-i i t:-j. ig2o,

Smooth
Running.

Ease of

Starting.

Reliability.

Quick

Acceleration.

Ample
Power.

Simplicity.

PRICE 95 GUINEAS {3'o7:) ^Si^r^'-^o^S.l
(jrUioeas,

this
110 4U('tne.
season.

iiPEClAL FEATURES : Perfect balance of reciprocating parts, 3 cylinders set at 120°, great ease of starting, quid: acceleration, timpiicityin
desifin, perfect cooIin3 by vaned fi}^vheel and cowl, detachable cylinder headi, enclosed valves, alLLminium piston ot slipper -ype, no
Etag/;er m con-rods or cylinder, no loss of power in long hill climb.

BKIEF SPECIFICATION : 3-cylinder, 4-stroke, British Radial engine, Sturmey-Archer 2-speed gear bos, kick-starter and clutch, Senspray
carburetter, ChaLer-Lea spring fork, 26''X2|" wheels, Dunlop studded tyres, 2 band brakes acting on rear wheel petrol coaumption
•^o m.p.g., speed ol standard machine 48 ni.p.h., all black finish, six months' guarantee.

TO AGENTS : A FEW AGENCIES STILL OPEN—INQUlRIi NOW
ihi^italcd Cn.'alostt- and inquiries on appUcalion '.0

THE BRITISH RADIAL ENGINE CO., 429b. King'sRd.,Chelsea, London S.W.IO.
Proprietor J. E. MANES, A.C.G.I.) Telephoje Kcnsing.on >i.

In answerinq these adiertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C35
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4i h.p.

Flat Twin.

"One of the Quietest Machines on the Road."

pRAISE indeed, and fully justified in its

^ application to the Flat Twin-cylinder H umber

Mo'.or Cycle, a model which has been described

in motor cycling quarters as " Coventry's finest

production." Certainly, the outstanding feature of

the engine is its almost uncanny silence. The

machine has won many conspicuous successes in

recent trials, and greatly enhanced its popularity

thereby.

The following letter from a purchaser is an illustration ol

the satisfaction which is generally expressed by owners :^

"The 4h h.p. ' Humher' Combination 1 purchased jrom you

last July has been entirely sotisjcclory. It is comjortahh. fast,

and has ample power Jor all the running 1 have, or am likely

to put it to. I obtained the FIRST PRIZE in the Reliability

Trials held by the Rugby and District Motor Cycle Club, on

April 24/21, / did a non-stop run icithout the slightest

difficulty or worry. 1 can thoroughly recommend the 4^ h.p.

' Number ' to anyone who wishes Jor reliability and comjort

combined with a very usejut turn of speed."

Before choosing your macliine

write for full descriptive booklet.

Price £140 Solo.
Combination Outfit £173 12s. 6d.

HUMBER LTD., COVENTRY
LONDON - 32, Holborn Viaduct, E.G.I.
REPAIR WORKS - - - Canterbury Road, KHburn, N.W. 6
SOUTHAMPTON 25 and 27, London Road

Dealers everywhere.

XL-ALL SADDLES

STILL EXCEL ALL
OTHERS IN

COMFORT. QUALITY.
PRICE,

Sole
Manufacturers JOHN LECKIE & Co., Ltd ,

London Saddlery Works, Walsall.
M'hen ordering saddles, please give make and year of machine

ADDRESS ALL ENQUIRIES TO WALSALL.

A boon to Motor Cyclists

and all road users.

Unsuitable Motor Goggles are

worse than unsuitable eyeglasses

JACQUEMIN'S GUARANTEED' COLLAPSIBLE
CHLOROPHYLLE (regd.) GOGGLES look will
and ABSOLUTELY PROTECT THE EYES from
Sun and Road Glare, Prevent Eyestrain, Headache,

and Injury from Dust and Flies,

Assorted patterns with

Chlorophylle Lenses, from 6/- to 15/6 per pair.

Assorted patterns with

Clear Lenses - . . from 3/6 to 14/6 per pair.

Of all Accessory Dealers and Opticians. Ask for and insist ou Jacaaemiua.

Sole Manu'acturers;

J. B. JACQUEMIN BROS,, LTD.,

65, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.I.

C36 In answering the.se advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyclt."
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BENETFINKS
Motor Cycling can be made Economical if

you purchase your accessories from

'The CITY'S OWN STORE'
Mechanical

MOTOR
CYCLE
HORNS.

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. Advertisements, xi.

S in 1
COMBINATION
POCKET TOOL. ^">'"^' "

Compri8.8 Tweezers. Turn- ^U^h doWQ
Bcrew. CIm'et. Awl and Co-k- tion, clip

Hcrew. No Motor Cyclist should fitting,

bo wiihoiit one o' these sironir. price
han y. compact tool | f£* Post od
set9. Pr ce.rOit free M. j \J -^

Motor Cycle MIRROR
l':M\ adjustable, oio. convex cla->s

' IN ill;,' vtry larKe rleld of vision, alum-
Ininm back with uickol rod ^ y /y
and clip. Briti.sh made. E 3e- / / ^
uliere !2 6- Pilcc post £ree

8/3

Celluloid

FACE
SHIELD

Very light and compact, 1 / ^
bound chenille. Post free . ' ^

MOTOR 17 1 XQ
CYCLE otl.L.10
By Best Makers. in perfect condition.

6ft, Oiil. .-, iui S 9
I ft. (in. X (in 9,9
Sit.,6in. X lin 17,9 •

Postage 1 /3.

WATERPROOF MOTOR
CYCLE COVERS.

I'or use at Monic or on the Road.
Light, and very compact— quite

waterproof. '1 he extraordinary
ttsponse to our advertisements
of these Covers has convinced u-

that this is a necessity and not a

Iii.Kury. and we have therefore

completed the purchase of a

furthcrhugo supply of Govcrn-
nient Fabric, and shall conlinu-'

to sell this wonderful hue while

stock la^ts.

Solo size. oft. X 6ft.

Government Prooled l C2 / ^
P Cambric . . , . . •* •^/.

Eyclettcd at end corner?.

Combination s'xiG. OO £^
1 2ft. X 6ft. or 9x0 ^i^*, VJ

Post I-ieo

Ex Government Stock.

BUY NOV^.
This opportunity will never occur again, once this stock is

exhausted. Absolutely penect and in splendid condition
Mill; Cur Price Li>[ Vr-,---

WOOD MILNE, Key Grip. Special . . .. 25 9 Al 9

WOOD MILNE, Kev Grip, Sncclal.. .. 27/9 43 3

WOOD MILNE, Key Grip, extra strong

CLINCHER DE LUXE, extra heavy

BATES, Special Heavy Rib . . . .

WOOD MILNE, Special 3-plv . . .

.

WOOD MILNE, Special Extra &rong
Hcavv Rubber Sturldetl. Rest . . . .

CLINCHER DE LUXE, extra heavy

BATES, Special Heavy Rib

24x2
26x2
26x2
26x2.'.-

26x2i
26 X 2i

26x2t
26x2t

26x2)S
to fit

2i

28 X 2,Ho
nt2;

26x2.V|

to fit

2i I

26 X ri to
ftl 21

i8 X '•

to lit

riritiahoT
Americuii

r. nis

1 WOOD MILNE, Special 3-ply

I" - -

Cur Price Li

. 25 9

. 27/9

. 31/6
. 31/6
. 31/.
. 27/9
. 32/9
. 33 9

.

.

35/-
,

.

33/-
.

.

29/9
.. 32/9
.

.

34/6
PALMER, Cord Heavy

WOOD MILNE, 4-ply, extra strong. .

HUTCHINSON, Passenger .... .

.

32/6
WOOD MILNE, extra strong . . .... 35/9-
Rubbcr Studded, extra heavy 35/-
WOOD MILNE, extra strong 39/6
Heavy Rubber Studded 45/6
BATES, Extra Strong Ri.-.bcd 47/9

. WOOD MILNE, e.xtra heav7 2 9/9

D3 -

34 6
63'-

-:8'6

55;'-

51/6

59/6
75/-

51/3

79/-

65/-

67/-

-65/-

68/6

69/9
63'-

110/-

79'-

INN£R TUBES '^nl'l^i^Mlkli:"' 6/6 fJiS^ 7/6

BENETFiNKSTK^^

You cannot be certain
without the. help of a pressure

gauge whether the air pressure in

your tyres is rio lit. Pressures must
be right ifyou would get the utmost
mileage and safety and comfort cut
of the tyres. When tyres were
small it was fairly easy "to make
a good guess," but, nowada}'s,'

when tyres are up to 28in.x siin.,

under or over-inflation is very
difficult to avoid unless you can
test the air pressure. L'nder-

inflation causes heavy wear and
drag, and makes steering difficult.

Over-inflation means discomfort.

Insist on ha\'ing tli.'
"

18^

uiir^^M
TYRE VALVE

" Schrador Universal" Moiur Cycle

Tyre Valves are one piece, jointless air-

tight valves which require less frequent
inflation, and which can be easily and
quickly tested—with a minimum of

trouble

—

hy a tyre pressure gauge.

^\"itll " Schrader Universal"

Tyre ^'alves you can get your
pressures right, andkeep them so..

. "Insides" need no adjusting for

inflation ; they are easily removed
or replaced by ' using the slots of

vdve cap a& a kej^ Extra
insides" can be had from all

good dealers.

CONVERSIONS
The valve? on your, present tyr^-^—if not

already ^'Schrader L'ni\ersol5," can be adapted
to the "Schrader Universal" principle at a
trifling cost. And then you will have no incon-
venience from leakages, arising from perished

"^ "
i
iRM valve rubberi, or othe£ causes. Write to us for

^ particulars,

IlUtstrMed Booklets post free.

rf^
—

• VICTORIA RD. WILLEJ-DEN J"'":^

UONOON • • • N. W. lO
MANUFACTURERS OF • THE

'VCHRADER UNBVERiAB.*'
TYRE-PREXfURE GAUGE

In ansu-erinri thfsr r/f/ rrrt i.^et/iPnt-^ it i< d irahh^ to 7nen(i07i "lie: Mff^.-r t -/rle. cy-)
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A few recent successes

Victory Cup -

Midland Centre

[

A.C.U. Trial I

2 GOLD MEDALS

. GOLD MEDAL

London-Edinburgh - - SILVER MEDAL
{Puncture only reason loss of GOLD)

Lycett Trophy - - - GOLD MEDAL

Sangster Trophy - - GOLD MEDAL
Keighley MX. Trial - CUP & GOLD MEDAL

TWO FIRSTS in Stockholm Local Trials,

ONE FIRST Gothenburg- v

and that " big-hearted-ness " means to YOU, that there's no
big or little jaunt awheel, -no trip, no tour, no matter how
arduous, which caiinot be accomplishedpleasurably and.success-
fully on "this little mount with a big heart," this- best of- all

. Lightweights, which you can buy as a sold at 4S Guineas, or

-

in the form of the daintiest little passenger machine extant at

92 Guineas—Wouldn't you like to know more ?-^l'ben. send for
"Touring for Two," a booklet as dainty as the "Utile 'bus",
which it describes.

HUMPHRIES & DAWES, LTD.,
Hall Green, - BIRMINGHAM.

Try the SHALER way

It's perfectly simp'e— anyone can proiuce a clean, firm^ pc nanent tube repair

at the lirst atlempt. No expert knowledge of vulcanisin ; it leeded— and the

resu'tant repair becomes part of the tube itsalf. 1 he

Five Minute

Vulcaniser

is used with perfect success by more than a million motorist; al'.over the world.

Use the Sha'er, and save tim?, trouble, and money.

r„S Price 10/6
WitK 12
and heat

Renewals' 12 Round patch and heat units, 5/6;
12 Oblons. 5/6; 25 Extra Long, 18/-

OBTAINABLE THROUGH ALL MOTOR DEALERS.

B.M.T.
Compare the price -

The quality isincom-
parable.

OIL I

•^^ E« Newton, Ltd.
Albert E. Newton. Man Director (27 years

with the Vacuum Oil Co.),

50, Pall Mall. London, S W,l.
'Pkoit^ : Gcrrard 8Soo.
'Grams: "' AiwwtoyU, Charles, London"

WHITLEY SIDECARS.
Produced for the MAN who must have the BEST.

Catalogues from all reputable Garages.

CHAIN ADJUSTER. CLUTCH CONTROL PEDAL.

Price 6/6 post paid. Price 5/- post paid.

For use with Stupmey-Accher Gear Boxes.

THE WHITLEY IVIANFG. CO., LTD.,
LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.

Phone; No. 835. Wires; " Whitcai'S."

C40

St. Jaiiici'n 14

In answerinri the.se adveTtisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor C'l/cle.
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THIS need.
It completely solves the problem of perfect Pillion riding.

Scientifically designed to assure maximum comfort ond safety, it has a substantially-

made frame of particularly handsome build and finish. No sharp corners or projecting:

metal edges. Well padded scaped Seat on stout metal base. \'ery strong, double-action
Clip fastening. Fitted on any carrier in 3 minute;.

The spring- action is through rocker arms at each conier on strong lateral springs, the
whole seat moving vertically ONLY, honce NO-UND—OR SIDK SWAY. NO-UOUNCIN'G
OR BUMPIN'G is possible. -and all danger of steering-wobble is eliminated. No movin;;

parts to pinch the fingers. Hamllc
r.t rear for passenger's assistance,

and for lifting niachincontoStard.
Send forfuHer particulars. Obtain-
able of all Dealers and Garagts.

The

^Sole Manufacturers of

LEATHERIES, LTD.,

Sampson Rd., North,

Birminehdm.

Thi

ip2l

Yours for £70 down
YOU may begin enjoyin" possession ol this dainty little car NOW, the makers having decided on a Deferred

Payment Plan in response to universal demand. You pay £70 down and thereafter II monthly instalments

of £17 and one of £16—260 Gns. in all. To the Cash Price, 250 Gns., only 10 Gns. (4%) is added for

deferred payment. Write below for specification and particulars.

LITTLE MIDLAND LIGHT
CAR CO. (1920), LTD..

Southgate Works, PRESTON.

: 2-Seater and roomy single

: tlickey; 8 h.p. J-.^.P. engine,

: W.'i.TER - COOLED ; three

: speeds and reverse: electric

: lighting: Michelin defacb-

: able wheels. Tax £9.

:f-'ullv equipped.

l.ondnn and Home Cotinlics Aosnfs:

VIVIAN HARDIE & LANE, LTD.,
24, Woodstock Street, New Bond Street,

LONDON W.l.

To w'loni all rnQiiirics from London and llajm
Counties shoaht he addres^sd.

In ansuerin-7 l/,cse odrerti.^rmrntx it is de^JTuhle to nr:nlijn "77:2 M .tor Cijde." C43
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: II

:

V
V
11:

To yet another PRIVATE OWNER, Mr. J. H. GREEN, riding his standard 8h.p.
" EXCELSIOR " Combination in each event, are credited the following results:

1ST CLASS
AWARD.

The MEAD MARTIN
1 ^{j^^^tXI; |CHALLENGE CUP/lhe only Sidecar Entered|

This success is all the more praiseworthy in that, owing to the severity of the course, the "EXCELSIOR"
was the on/y'sidecar machine entered, yet proved THE ONLY WINNER OF AN AWARD IN THE EVENT.
Warrington Club Melbourne WARRINGTON CLUB PEARN PRIZE
Bowl Reliability Trial: x

~~^
__^ RELIABILITY TRIAL, ist in sidecars entered

PRIZE. E\'"IIil1'i nil* "-. «,^ ,

GAINED SECOND AWARD.

This handy little set, ready for immediate
use, makes small adjustments a pleasure.

Consisting of three spanners to fit six sizes

of nuts, a screwdriver, and a telescopic

tommy-bar; the set, when fitted into its

neat little case, is a model o f compactness.

Note the reduced prices

:

Price per set (includiug inland post-

age) 3/4J ; or in leather case, 4/9-J.

Obtainable from all agents.

Accles 6? Pollock,
Limited,

Oldbury, Birmingham.

M.C.23.
BRIT. PAT.]5S46/a.

POPULAR MODEL
fully equipped, ready for the road,

£198
THE CAR YOU CAN AFFORD

LONDON to EDINBURGH,

5 GOLD MEDALS.
1 SILVER MEDAL.

.Agents for

—

NORTHUMBERLAND and DURHAM:

GRIMSHAW, LEATHER & Co.,
LIIVIITED.

Barras Bridge, Union Street*

Newcastie-on-Tyne. Sunderland.

Reed Street, West Hartlepool.

>£j

C44 s/77 ansioering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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7 h.p. A.J.S £215.
Dynamo Lighting Set f 28 extra.

8 h p. Royal Enfield Combination
£160.

21 hp. Lightweight .. £65.

4 h.p. Norton .. .. £135.
Ditto with de Luxe Sidecar £177.

fe_,.==»iS?^
!-5^r_2a

//

-^'

4 h.p. Triumph Combination £ 1 65.
Ditto, Chain-Drive Model £175.
Solo .. .. £115 and £125.

^
M

7-9 h.p. Indian, shop soiled

With Electrica'. Equipment and Spesdonjeter.

CASH.
DEFERRED

EXCHANGES.
PAYMENTS.

'Grams: Slk&^'^'§^Mr'iN':-^'vff^^i 'Phone:

B'ham."
•^gj|S'-^r^i:ig3||tiir^'^^"fli 2910.

It's Worth While!
Expert advice to assist you in deciding upon
your new motor cycle may save you pounds

!

Here, at The Birmingham House lor

Motorists, the pick of the motor cycle world

is arranged for your inspection. Expert

disinterested advice is yours for the asking.

Agencies Include :

—

A J.S., Enfield, Triumph, Rover,

Norton, New Imperial, Humber,
James, Massey-Arran, Edmund,
B.S.A., Blackburne, Calthorpe.

P. J. EVANS
(Winner Junior T.T. 1911)

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE FOR"
MOTORISTS.

Showrooms: 81-91, JOHN BRIGHT STREET.
Service Depot: 14-22, SEVERN STREET.

BIRMINGHAM.

11 h.p. B.S.A. Model K . . £123.
H h.p. „ „ H .. £126.
Complete with Sidecar as illustrated.

In answering t!iis arlvertisctncnt it is dcsirahh to mention " TJic ilotor Ciidc." C47
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The Tourist Trophy Races.
HERE'S TO THOSE WHO MAKE MOTOR CYCLING WORTH WHILE

!

COOPER SIDECARS

nOB BBBBa ^BBH ^n^B lytBIM ^^^Sl BEB^
""'iiT'*'

'

BiBaBgEBSnaBBBiSBBlBBSyBBSai

BELGRAVE ROAD BIRMINGHAM,

Pafexi 33617/20.

V LEG SHIELDS
TO SUIT ALL MACHINES.

EXHAUSTIVE TESTS PROVE
Complete Protection, Increased Power, and
Fuel Economy, Through Engine Cooling
Without Wind Resistance.

Ij wwbiainahle through your agent apply direct :

SPEEDWELL GEAR CASE Co., Ltd.,

Broad Street, Birminsham- Lamb Street, Coventry.

BARTHOLOMEW'S MAPS
Readers are invited to send for a copy

of new eight-page list, giving particulars

of Maps and Plans for all Districts in

England, Scotland and Ireland. A copy

will be sent free on application to the

:: :: Publishers. :: ::

JOHN BARTHOLOMEW & SON, LTD.
Tlie Geographical Institute,

DUNCAN STREET, EDINBURGH.

Cycles.

Model 92 'fl? illustrated) — Black
tiniah. Nickel-r-lated bezel. Indi-

cates speeds to 60 miles per hour.

Total mileage counter to 10,000,

and repBJits. Quickly reset trip-

counter.

Price £6 5s. Od-
Model dO corresponds in other details

but is without trip mileage counter.

Price £5 16s. Od-
Back -wheel drive for "Triumph,"5s.
extra. Back wheel drive for " Indian »

or "Harley-Davidion, " 10s. extra

Mflnufactitied by

NORTH & SONS, Ltc

WATFORD,
and 14, Soho Square, London, "W.l

FINAL. CL-EARANCE SALE
Reductions of from 25 to 75% off usual list prices.
When once cleared cannot be repeated at the price.

MOTOR
CAR

HOUSES
FROM

£10 2 6
Every Article is New, Perfect, and Complete as list.

Send for F.S. Catalogue No. 85, Post Free.

T RATH * fO IXn 18. SAVOY street,
I. DAin (X \AJ., Li 11/., LONDON, W.C.2.

OUR NEW SHOWROOMS ARE NOW OPEN.

TtlEV^Al-ifc. USE

SPEED
MOTOnL OL1.S
HIGH GRADE AND
UNEXCELLED FOR

CYCLES.

Johns. Morr!s& Son (Oils), Ltd., Gross Lane Oil Works, Manche

C4S In answeHna these advertisements it U desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraplis of under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable,^—•r-cS'
to ILIFFfi & SONS Ltd., and crossed_—»—

'

Treasury' Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All adverass nenis in tiiis section should be

acBompaniel with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of '• The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street.

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle." by the Drst post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at (he end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes,

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience oi advertisers, loiters may be

addressed to Durabers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost ol

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include th^

\vords Box 000, c/o" Tlic Motor Cycle." Only thenumbei
win app2.ir in the advertisement. All replies should be

addressed No. 000, c/o *' Motor Cycle," 20, Tndor Street

E.G. 4.. Readers who reply to Box No. advcrtiseitisnts are

Wiiruc'.l against sending remittance through the post except in

registered envelopes : tH all such cases the use of the Deposit
System is recommended, aud the envelope should be clearl;

tmrked "Deposit Department.'^

In the case ol motor cycles odered for sale under a box
numbor, as it is unusual lor these to be sold without first

being inspecleJ by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

lacUltate busioass by embodying In their advertisement;

some mQotlon: ol (he district Id which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

MT DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons wlio hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may d^al in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit Svitein. If the money be deposited with "The
Motorcycle,'' both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and it a sale is effected we remit the
amouat to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the dGp35itor, and each party to the transaction pay?
carriage one way. For all transactions up to £10, n

deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over j^io

and under £50, the fee is 2/6; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-;

over £75 and under £100, 7/G; and on all transactions
over ^lOQ, i %. All deposit matters arc dealt v.ith ai

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
arders should be made payable to lUffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot

the D^pout System, Other advertisers may be equally
iestrou^, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are req;:e:ted to resard the
jitencg as an indication that the foods advertised have
alread/ been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to
Bach one by post.

IQXI^: laiBCD!

MOTOR

iTHE SPEED!
TO PLEASE

AND

THE NEED

OF EASE
ARE CATERED FOR BY

THE
Eastern Gar&ge

COMPANY.

Our stock lists embrace
all types of machmes,
both new and second-

hand, and, if desired,

payment can be made
by a quarter down,

and twelve monthly
instalments.

We are also prepared

to arrange exchange
transactions.

May we have the

pleasure of dealing with

your enquiry ?

B
Eastern Garage Co., i

Official Repairers to l_l

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

A .B.C., guaranteed as new, done 500 miles, owner
got car; inspected any time; ^100.—Black BuU-

iMarket Place, York.

A .B.C. 1921 Comhinntiou. brand new
£135; licensed, all lamps, horn, etc., £141/10

Deriingtou, Grafton Ed., New Mnldeu.
,

LX3340

puiirimtee.— ao.-
[4710

1 Q21 A. B.C. Machines in stock, complete stock ol

J-»/ spares stocked.—W. Luther J. Daviec. 71, Com
mercial St. '" 2488. [0639

epeedometor and

Newport, Mon

Bl
1 Q20 A.B.C. and Special Sideoar,
J-*^ nLce?(;ories, small mileage, condition ns new
uenrest £120.—Bolton, 29, Blenheim Plnre, Leeds.

[4008
1 Q21 A.B.C due from works this week, complete
JLt/ with kick start, Lucas lampf. and tax paid;
£115.—54, St. James St., Ashtod, Birminsham.

[X386G
A.B.C. Combination. 1921, superb turnout, every

equipment: £140; owner must realise.—302,
f-ondon Rd., Thornton Heath. Thone : 2237 Croy-
ilon. [4625

A .B.C., dynamo lighting, electric horn, kick starter.
-^ Cowey trip speedometer, etc., smnll mileage, con-
dition na new, tax pitid; best ofler for cash.—14, Goodi-
-<'u Av., Walton, Liverpool. [4513

A .B.C. Coml'iniitiou, Dec., 1920, kick start, Cowey,^ electric liphts. T.T. bars, like new, done 500 -miles;

xll5, or exchange late model lightweight and cnsh.-
We^t, 50. Miildon lid., Acton, "\V.3. [4297

A.B.C. delivered July. 1920, ns new, only done
1,300 miles, including accessories, speedometer,

mechanical horn, tax and insurance policy ; £90. -

Dudson, 3, Akenside Rd., Hampstead. N.W.3. [0592

A .B.C. 4-8peed 1920 Model, fitted for sidecar, run^ 40O miles only, perfect condition; beat offer over

1100 accepted for quick sale; owner going abrond.—
Write Gntes, 138, Gloucester Terrnce, W.2. [3565

Abingdon.
in 19 Abingdon King Dick 6-7h.p. Combination.
Ai^ Canoelet. 3-speed, counterehalt, fully equipped,
liccm-cd, first-class condition and appearance, any
uial or in.ipection; £125.-34, Basnett Rd., Batter-

^La, S.W.ll. [4140
Acme

CME 1921 J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed

Sturmev-Archcr, spare wheel, interchangeable.
' " -Luck. Earlfidon. Coventry. [X3747liiand new; £160.- Earlfidon. Coventry.

Value.—One only brand new 8h.p.A STONISniNG - -

1\. Acme combination, detachable wheels, spare

v.)ir. 1. makers' list price £213; reduced to £170 spot

. t-h - The Premier Motor Co.. Aston. Rd., Birming-

l,;it,i" [X3776

A.J.S.

JULIANS ol Reading have 1921 A.J.S. In

^AN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 A.J.S. in stock

•V.

Reading, have 2^ih.p.ULIANS. ol
in stock.

D
J
PICKEKING, Slilewsbury.-A.J.S,

hand; exchanges,

-|Q21 7h.p, A.J.S.
-i-U Agent, Rotherham.

1 Q21 2"',ii.p. A..J.S. in stock;
J-^ Ltd., Agents. Eastbourne,

1 Q20 A.B.C. Lucas
J-" £105, ' "

CYCLES
A.B.C.
dynamo

FOR SALE.

8, Manor Rd.,
lighting, speedometer;

Coventry. [X3876

R.A.C.

Repairers

.\.C.U., A. A. & M.U.

A.B.C, 1.054 miles, dynamo lighting, speedometer,
etc.; cash bargain, £115.—Collier's Motorics,

Hr.rton St., Halifax,

1 Q20 A.B.C, complete, lamps, bom,
.*-*' tax p-iid, splendid condition
London Ed.. Horsham.

[3801

tools, new tyre,
£95.—Jackson,

[2663

418, ROMFORD ROAD
H FOREST GATE, E.7.

i

i

Telephone : 490, East Ham.
Telegrams: "Egaraco, London.'

stock
0532

£215.
10519

A.J.S. model
(0537

new and second-
[X3846

Outflt in Stock; £215.—Cross,
[X3756

list price.—CafTyns,
[3587

OSh.p. A.J.S., new 1921 model, actually in stock:

.4 4 £105.—Crow Bros., Cuildlord. [4044

A.J.S. : All models and all spares stocked.—Mer-

rick's Stores. Listerhills Rd., Bradlord. [2492

A J S Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams.

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.

AJS 1920 Combination, excellent condition; £150,

or nearest ofler.-Lieut.-Colonel C. Hawkes, Bjirges-

ton, I'embroke. [X3687

AJS 1916 Combination, perlect condition; bargain,

£100.-72, Grand Parade, Harnngay. Phone

:

Hornsey 1646. f^H''

DA.N GUY, Weymouth.—A.J.S. 6h.p. combination,

1917, recently re-enamelled

throughout; £120.

O.'Jhp A J.S. 1916 Sports, 3-speed, good condition,

/Q'S very la-st; £70.—Wallinglon, The Nook, Grap-

penhall, Cheshire. [4555

A J S —London and Wal,=all agents ; immediate de-

livery; exchanges or deferred payments.-Maudes'

Motor Mart, London and Walsall. [2420

21 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo lightinr

splendid condition
(0558

li/'cost '£248"a. lew week's ago, run" a lew hundred

miles only, tax paid; £218.-114. Brixton Hill

-|Q21 7h.p

All letters relating to adiertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

IMotor Cj'cles ad\'ertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)-

K2- rn I

[4331
. A.J.S. Combination, 3 lamps, hood and

cover, speedometer, spare wheel, side screen.

5 30 p.m.-J. W. Wood, 46, Glen St., Colue.
[3535

E27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S,

1 Q20 A.J.S., Lucas Magdyno lighting set, hood,
J-i/ screen, exceptionally fine outfit, perfect condi-
tion; 180 gns.; Midlands.—Bos 696, c/o The Motoi
Vyde. - [X3774

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-I920 6h.p. AJ.S. Combina-
tion, purchased November, as new, guaranteed con

dition, fitted Lucas Magdyno, small mileago. tax paid:
£195.

, [0596

A.J.S. Combination, 1921 mode!, as new, not driven
50 miles, complete with dynamo lighting, and

tax paid; £225.—The Eastern Garage Co., 418, Romford
Rd., Fores6 Gate, E.7. [2871

A.J.S. Sh.p., 1920 {Dec), combination, beautiful
condition, small mileage, lamps, speedometer,

spare wheel, licensed, expert inspection invited; £158
—Crow Bros., Guildiord. [4554

A.J.S. 1913 6h.p. Combination, engine thoroughly
overhauled, in really good condition; £80.—The

Layton Garages, 30, Holvwell St., Osford. 'Phone

:

581. Tel.: Integrity, Oxford. [4567

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1916 model, interchange-
able wheels, hood, screen, electric lighting, speedo-

moter, horn, luggage grid, epnree; £120,—May Villn,
London Rd., Harleston, Norloik. [3781

A.J.S. Lightweights, 2^h.p. Can now eupply from
stock. Book your orders now and gave disappoint-

ment. Official agents for this famous lightweight.-F.
E. Wootten, Ltd. High St., Osford. [3695

A.J.S. 6h,p. Combination, purchased September,
1920, large Lucas lamp and horn, Watford speed-

ometer and wind screen, spare wheel, perfect order,
very little used ; £ 1 70, or best offer.--J. Elliott,
Ardress, Loughgall. Co. Armagh. [4152

A.J.S. 2^h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, kick starter, all-

chain, fully enclosed, semi-T.T. wide handle-bars,
Lucas head lamp and horn, in good condition and ex-
cellent running order, completely equipped; £60.—Q.
H. Murchisou, Fulford, York. [4318

1 Q^^ A.J.S., Grindlay spring wheel sidecar, 5 lamps.
J-*^ electi'ic and gas. Low's generator, spare wheel,
screen, Watford trip speedometer, luggage grid, tools
and spares, splendid condition, bargain, buying car;
£160 lowest.—85, Lawrence Rd.,-Southsea, Hants. [4365

LATE 1914 6h.p. A.J.S. Coachbuilt Combination,
fully equipped, hoed, screen, higgage grid, etc.,

appearance exceptional, condition perfect throughout,
little used, taxed £100 level; exchange cycle car,
A.V. bicar preferred.—5, Howard Rd., Bromley,
Kent. [4027

A.J.S. Combination, £215; dynamo lighting model,
£243, family model, £220/5; also 1920 combina-

tion, beautifully equipped, £190; deferred payments il

desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltliamstow, 50,
High Rd., Wood Green, N., and 387, Euston Rd.,
London, N.W. [3818

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, 6h.p., low mileage, spring
pillar seat, hood, cover, screen, storm apron,

knee grips, P. and H. lamps, horn, speedometer, spare
wheel (xinused). tax paid, exceptioniil condition through-
out, perfect running order; £160.-1, Oxford Rd., Hay,
Hereford. [4402

A.J.S. 1921 (March) 7h.p. Combination, Lucas
-'i .dynamo lighting, electric horn, Cowey speedo-
meter, hood, special celluloid side screen, spare vrheel,

unpunctm-ed, mileage 2,000, perfect condition,
licensed for year; price 210 gns.; no offers.—Apply,
Eccles, The Oaks, Sulharastead, nr. Reading. [4334

A.J.S. 7h.p. 1921 Model, with special Henderson side-

car, screen, large locker, luggage grid, spare
wheel, dynamo lighting, electric horn, Eonnikt^en speed-
ometer, disc wheels, watch. semi-T.T. bars, Brooks leaf-

spring saddle, legshields. Sinks carburetter, B. and L.
meehnnical oil primp, all tools, spares, etc., a magniii-
ceut outfit, absolutely as new; any trinl or examination;
£225, or eschfinge lower power and cash.—C.S., 14,
Swaton Rd.. Bow. E.3. Tel: 3155. [4734

A.J.S, 4h.p., 1916, scarcely used till 1919, engine
just rebushed. gears new" December, also chains,

chain cases, sprockets, 5 good covers, tank and sidecar
just repainted, spare wheel, spring seat-pillar. Cox
Atraos. Tan-sad, Easting, hood, Cowey speedometer,
horn, F.E.W. valves, sidecar check sprincs. electric light-

in^. Speedolite, Hunt's lamps, 6 volt accumulator,
hr,udle-bar muffs, spare clutch plates, -chains, valves,

etc., owner buying car, ride 50 miles to probable pur-
chaser; £100.—Capt. Cardew, Survey, Larkhill, Surrey.

[3572

Alldays.

PICKERING. Shrewsbury.—Agent for Alldays All on
;

exchanges arranged. {X3847

KICKHAM for Allon, sole agent for Bristol and
dii?trict.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3356

£42, or nearest
am, S.W. [4489

ALLON, late 1920, condition and tyres perfect, tax
paid; £62/10, offers; after 6.-195^, Albany St.,

N.W.I. [3966

ALLDAYS Matchless, 2-stroke, S.A. 3-speed clutch,
new tyres, belt; £35.—ISO, Garratt Lane, Wands-

Torth. [4287

ALLON 2^h.p., 2-speed clutch, all accessories, per-
fect ccr.T^iticn, tas paid; nearest £50.—Stacy, 6,

Grosvenor St., CamberwelL [4295

E
ALLDAYS AlloD, 1918, 25/4h.p. : i

offer.—55, .St. Luke's Ed., Claph;

SPORTING
OFFER

In order to increase our post-sale

business, we are prepared to refund
the remittance on every 100th order,

and send the goods, carriage paid,

no matter the amount. We keep
separate books for post-saies, there-

fore this offer does not apply to

counter customers.

A FMES ©FFEM
To all customers mentioning this

advt. when ordering goods over £1

we are prepared to give a first-

class motor cycle Repair Outfit
entirely free of charge.

We are prepared to supply any
cover at the lowest advertised figure

of our various competitors,

CARRIAGE PAID.

COVERS SEE OPPOSITE
COLUMN.

TUBES NEW AND FULtV
GUARANTEED

Oar List Our Lis:
Price Price Price Price

a 6
2li

X 2.
2;|-

.B/B
7/-

10/-
10/3

26x2il
x2i 1

8/9 13/3

liO s •a S/3 11/3 26x21 8/9 12/9
28x3 Dunlop Moulded. 9/6.

BELTS— in Standard Lengths.
Silvertown. Lycett, |in. ^in. |in. lin. liin
Batea, etc. Per Foot 1 /7 1/9 2/2 3/3 3/6

These Special Clearance Lines are

sent Carriage Paid, on 7 days'

approval, against remittance.

ORDER THE

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264 -266, Vauxliall firidge Rd;,
;- Victoria:; S-A\?:4:..;

TelepJioheiyictbfia655i^^4<j^^

D

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

1020 Allon de Luse, 2^ih.T)., 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick
f-y start, beat accessories, 600 only, qs new, £65.—
Collms, Telephone Exchantje, Filton, Bristol. [4316

A LLDAYS Allon, 2-speeil, clutch, guaranteed as new,
-*^»- heavy DunlopSj legshields, lig^hting sets, etc.

;

trial; £70.-Smith, 18, Bristol Hd., Biimingbam.
[X3632

A LLDATS Alloji, 2^;4'h-p., 1919, lamps, liorn, pump,
-*^ tyres a^ new, legshields, tax paid, mechaniciilly
perfect; i55.—Benson-Uare, Gloucester Rd., Eoss, Here-
fordshire. [4412

ALLDAYS Allon 1920 (JrUy) 2y^h.p., speeds, K.S.,
clutf-h, leg shields, heavy Dunlops, lighting set;

nearest £67/10.—Harper, Penelve, 4, Wanllp Rd,,
Systou, Leicester. [3895

1 Q18 Allon Sh.p. Sporting Combiuation, Sturmey
-*-*' counter:^haft. Bin-k.s ?-jet, E.I.O. maK-, Lncaa
dynamo lighting and horn, spare wheel and tyre, car-
rier, etc., fast and sound; best offer; lightweight taken
in part.~47. Bishops Rd., PeterTDorough. [4461

American X.

AMERICAN 5., 1916-17, 3-3peed, K.S., clutch, tax
jiaid, lovely combination: 75 gns.—50, Royal Av

Chelsea, S.W. £4404

THE Last One at this Price.—Brand new 1921
American X 7-9h.p., 3-speed, with Milford bul-

bous back model de luxe sidecar, 27x31.2 tyres, list

price £217; offered at £175 cash.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X3777

Ariel.

_"f
ULLANS of Reading have Ariels in Stock. [0533

AN GUY, Weymouth.—Ariel agent; early delivery
dates. [0550

1 Q14 Ariel, T.T. mo'del; bargain, £39.—Rc€s, 86,
-i-t? High Rd., Lee, S.E. [3986

"IVTEW 3V'h.p. Ariel, 3-speeds and Jtick-start; £100.
-^^ —3, Parker Lane, Burnley. [S3512

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

model Ariel.—Cliapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.
tX3793

3ih.p. Ariel Coach Combination,. 3-speed C.S.,
2 K.S. ; bargain, 69 gns.—Claremont Garage,

Blackpool. [4019

ARIEL 3VL'h.p., 1920, countershaft, 3-speed, lamps,
horn, pillion, spares, licence; must sell, £90, or

ofler.-Seeu 8, Little Goodge St., W.l. [5772

ARIEL 4h.p., ccnntershaft. mechanicany perfect,

trial pleasure, tax paid; £32/10; lightweight

sidecar part.—7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. [4062

NEW 1921 Ariel 3V'h.p. Combination, 3-&peed. etc.,

in stock; list price £135: exchanges entertained.
-Bambers", Eastbank St., Southport Tel. : 607. [8742

ARIEL SVoh.p., actually in stock, at new reduced
price; also other good makes, both new and

second-hand.-Autoveyors, Ltd,, Service Depot, 12.

Palmer St., S.W.I. - [0463 ,

1 O20 3V2h.p. Ariel Combination, tools, Lucas lamps
Xtil and horn, licence, excellent condition; £100, or

reasonable offer.—Statham, 45, Warrington Crescent.

Maida Vale, W.9. [4184

ARIEL 1920 3iAh.p. C-ombination, lamps, and usnal
equipment, including licence; £105.—The Laytou

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'PhOne : 581.

T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. L4571

ARIEL.—This ia the maehine for reliability. We are
'

practical riders and gold medal winners with this

wonderfully efficient and reliable motor cycle. We can
give you immediate delivery from stock. All spares in

=tock. Trade eupplied.—Jones* Garage. Muswell Hiil,

and at Woodside Parade. N Finchley [0378

31.h.p. Ariel C.B. Combia^tion, 3-speed, kick start,

2 new heavy tyres, laaa'ps, horns, toolbags, discs,

wind screen, hood, pillion seat, etc., just been
thoroughly overhauled, gold medal Scottish Six Days,
tax paid; £65.-152, Pcckham Park Rd., Peckham.
S.E.15. [4359

Armls.

NEW 6h.p, Armis-Jap Combiuation, S-speeds and
kick start; 145 gns.—3, Parker Lane, Burnley.

[X3511
Bat.

6 -Sh.p. Bat Con :i built Combiuation, 2-speed, kick
start, sprin- -frame; trial; £76, offers.—Smith,

Fernview, Rodbourne, Sivindon. [4514

BAT-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Countershaft, Sturmey 3-speed,
splendid condition, £70; 2^4h.p. Douglas, run-

ning, £14.—Perrin, 6, Etna Rd., St. Albans. [4594

BAT 8h.p._and Montgomery Sidecar, 1920, Easting,

tools, lamps combined acetylene Jiod electric,

spares, in be*t running order; £135, or offer.—Ivens,

Eacombe Cottage, Weudover. [4381

BAT, 6h.p., Model 4, 3-speed clutch, kick starter,

as makers' specifications, 1920 model, shop-

soiled onlv; bargain. £110, for cash only—Mehes,
156, Gt. Portland St:, W.l. 'Phone: Langha,m 2230.

[3797
Beardmore.

BEARDMORE, done 377 miles, unscratched. P.H.
lamps (new), Bonniksen, etc.; best oSer over £70.

—19, Dorset Ed., Harrow. [4058

B28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private ownei's are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Cedoa.

EKtCKHAM for Cedos, sole asent lor Bristol and
disti-ict.-Stokes Crolt, Bristol. [3357

FOR Sale. Cedos motor cycle, absolutely new; £60.
-Box 4.671, c/o The Motor Ciiclc. [4213

Chatei-Lea.

CHATER-LEA 8b. p. Combination. Model 10; £160;
catalogue on request.—The Moreton Garage, 2.

Moreton Terrace Mews, Pimlico. S.W. [1854

CH.^TER 6h.p. Combination, Sturmey 3-speed hub
gear. handsome 2-seater sidecar; £45.-44,

Whyteville Rd " " - -

Stratlord 233.
Upton Lane, Forest Gate. 'Phone

[4437

CHATER-LEA Combination. S'/oh.p., Bosch mag.;
£30, or near offer.—Apply. 3. Wedderburn Ed..

Hrimpfitefld. Can be seen at Bauuders* Garage, 30, High
St., Hampstead. [3626

/^H.\TER-LEA No. 7 Bh.p., 3-speed countershaft.]
^-^ handle start, now C.B. t-indem sidec-ar. hood, re-
cently overhauled, sound condition; £90.-111, South,
omptou St., Oamberaell. [4077

|

CHATER-LEA New Model No. 10 Sidecar Combina-
tion. 8h.p.. 3-speed, the best value on the market:

.£160. Have you seen it? Write lor leaflet.—Chater-
Lea. Ltd.. Banner St., London. E.C.I. [3142 I

Chater-Lea>Jap.

CHATER-LEA Combination, 8h.p.
coantershalt; £55.-17. Heatou

FREE
OFFER
See oth e-

advts, in Jii

'S3ue,

.T.A.P.. 3-speed,
.ton Rd.. Mitcliam.

[4452
6h.p. Chater-Jap. 3-specd. clutch, overhauled and i

re-enamelled; £45.-22. Could Rd., Twiclsenham.

3
[4429

Iih.p. Chater-.L-ip. Bosch mag., spring forks. low,
2 fast; bargain, £26: sidecar £4.-Seller, 16, Miison

bf., \V:dworth. [4749
(^H..\TEfi-J.A.P. 4h.p.. N.S.D. 2-speea, lamp,vy Klaxon, Tan-.Sad. tax; any trial; £50.-44.
Okebiirn Rd., Tooting. [3944

|

Chater-Lea-Precision.
f^lIATER-LEA-PRECISION 4«h.p.. Bosch mag.l
^-^ new Dunh.pg, good rnnninc order; £35 bar-
gain.-Gower's Drug Store:, 162, South St., Ponders
Ehil, .Middlesex. [3566

Cleveland.
"IQ20 3h.p. Cleveland. 2 speeds and kick start,
".•^ chain drive; 60 gns.—30. Talbot St.. Bum-
'«•• [X3513

I

CLYNO 2-stroke, tax paid, all on; £38.-75. Eieh-I
inond Ed., Barnsbury. N. [4292

1Q14 Clyno Combination, spare wheel, lamps, tax
-Lt/ paid; £95,-Ross. 86. High Rd.. Lee. [3987
8h.p. Clyno-Jap, running, less chain cases; £40.—

Banister and Botten. 341, Upper St., .N.l. [4632

CLYNO Lightweight, 2 speeds and clutch, overhauled
l)V makers, new tyres; £35.-Terrv, Js'orthdown,

Wrothnm. * [3514 1

OAli.P. Olyno. 1919, 2-6peea, haai clutch, perfect~4 tax paid; £45. near offer.—356. York Ed..
W.lndsworth. [3602

CLYNO Combination. 3-3peed. kick start. 2 spare
wheels, fully equipped, tax paid; £90.—S7. Hlvcr

Av., Palmer's Green, N. [4208

1 Q20 2',ih.p. Clyno. 2-specd and clutch, very little
-l-^'used; £50; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118.
Bromplon Rd.. London. [4698

"J
Q20 Clyno 2«.h.p., 2-specd. clutch, mileage under

M-*7 600. in perfect condition; £50, or nearest.-
3a, Standen St., Tunbridge Wells. [4109

CLYNO 1920 2-3troke, 2-speed and clutch, lamps,
horn, tools, licensed; £55.—Hewin's Garages,

Ltd., the Real Service Firm, Taunton. [3880

CLYNO Combination. 3-speed. kick start, chain
drive, any trial ; £88 ; take k wer power part.—

57, Kenbury 'St., Cainberwell, London. [4421

CLY'NO Combination, 1916. 6h.p.. 3 speeds, etc
spare wheel, just overhauled, and fully equipped

£90.-270. Westborough Rd., Westclilf. [3938

1Q21 Clyno 8h.p. 3-speed Spring Frame Combination,
-*.*' guaranteed as new, very smnirmileage; £200.—
M.rrshallsay, Bilker, Chickerell, Weymouth. [0622

CLYNO 5-6h.p.. 1915. with brand new Bowser 2-
seater sidecar, good running order; what offers.

King Edward Garage. Church End. Finchley, [4499

CLYNO Combination. 5-6h.p., lamps, horn, all acces-
sories, splendid condition, any trial; £80. or offer.

—Rev. O'Connell. St Michael's, Shcpton Mallet. [4153

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Standard Combination, spare wheel
and tyre, hood, lamps, excellent condition; £75

13, Carlyle Sq.. S.W. 3. Tel.; Kensington 898. [4276

6h.p. Clyno Combination, electric lighting. 4 wheels,
splendid condition, ride away, cash required]

must be sold; best ofl'er.—15a, Deansfield Rd.. Eltham*
(3919

CLYNO Combination. 1914. 3 speeds, clutch, and
kick starter, spare wheel, fullv equipped, and

pf-rlecl condition; £78.—62b, Highgate Rd., Kentish
Town. [4143

3,000
COVERS
direct from the Manu/nr- "VT'-
tircrs. A'o( n\D. or ohi sloe!:.

^-

ENGLEBERT

Super-reinforced
The cover that haa been deslRne-l to

withstand any strain that it is poss.blc to
put it to—that will stand the kick of any
motor cycle enffine yet made—that will

lost out any other make. These covers
are a combination of everythinK that is

best in tvre manufacture. The finest

possible rubb:r, the 8tron;:c>t possible
^v.-ilU. and the b2sl brains to tnaka the
best out of tScm."

Whatever tyre mileage yoi

satisfied with, these tyres are '

tor more."
good

Size.

26 X 2

26 >; 21

26 >: 2>

26x2
x2t

28x3

Pattern.

Touring 3-pIy Rut>-

ber-studdetl ....

Passenger 4-ply

Rubber-studded .

Tourlnp 3-ply Rub-
ber-studded

Passenger 4-ply

Rubber-studded .

Touring 3-ply Rub-
ber-studded

Super-reinfprccd Ex.

Heavy
Touring 3-ply Rub-

ber-studded
Passenger 4-ply

rubber-studded .

.

Super-reinforced Ex.
Heavy

Racing Rubber Bars
and Studs

Our
Price.

23/-

26 6

24 6

27 9

26 6

32,6

27 '6

30 9

39 -

50 6

10/3

55/-

6l/9

We guarantee these covers to give

anunimum mileage of 3,000 miles,

and will replace any proving faulty

on this basis. These goods are sent

on 7 days' approval against re-

I

mittance. Carriage Paid.

ORDER THE

7 he \aiiic

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.iLE.

Clyno.

CLYNO Lightweight. 1920, very little used, lamps,

mechanical horn: 60 gns.—Vivian Hardie and

Lane. Ltd.. 23 and 24. -Woodstock St., New Bond
St.. w.i. to^^i

CLY'NO 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, detachable

wheels, 2 new tyres, lamps, horn, etc., just

been overhauled and repainted
Havelock St., Forest Hill. S.E.23

sacrifice £80.-1.
[4030

1 Q 17 Clvno 5-6h.p. Combination, sparo ^v «cl

Ac/ lamps, screen, recently overhauled excellent

condition, .tax paid; owner abroad; 100 gns.

Blondell. 30. Warrender Rd.. Tuinell Park. [4456

CLYNO 5.6h.p. Combination. 3-speed. kick start,

spare wheel, interchangeable, thoroughly ovel-

hauled, new chains, splendid condition, insurance, tax

paid; what oIlcrs'/-Latham, Ratby, Leicestershire^^^

MISS E. DOOLEY.-1916-17 6-6h.p. Clynos. W 1).

models. K.S.. clutch, renovated. £65 each, with

new mag. and carburetter. Please look to my advei-

tisement under Miscellaneous lor Clyno "mires ele

«tc -Please apply for the iilmve to Miss L. Dooley. 33

Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W. 8. ["695

CLYNO Sh.p. Combination, hood, Bluomel screen.

Cowey speedometer. Stewart mechanical horn

electric Iig\t, 4 interchangeable wheels. 2 covers new.

pillion seat and platform, =1'»«
''f'™' Sds ta»

sidecar step, luggage carrier, 3 tool upboaras. tux

paid fully Insured, any trial; nearest £100; appoint

ment.-J.. 67a. Colfe Rd.. Forest IIill. S.E. [4490

Coniiaught.

PICKERI.VG. Shrewsbury.-Connnughts

prices from £47/10,

ht. comr-^.^ ....,.,.-. --;.— - „^ iv^«v
2 speeds; £45.-Whita House, I».ins St,^\^l.eXj

.tnck :

[X3850

TO 20 Connaught. complete lumps, horu. licence paid.

157 2 speeds; £45.-Whita House, Ii.ins St, ^y«^-
haln.

nONNAUGHT 1920 a'.ih.p.. single-spced new.

\y shop-soiled only, fully guaran eed ; 40 gns.-l
.
J.

Evans, 81-91. John Bright St.. BirmicsSam. 13925

CONNAUGHT 1921 Combination, accessories, tax.

insurance, not done 100 miles; £9.'; cost £120.

owner leaving conntry.-lU, Gt. Portland St., \V
^^^

CONNAUGHT 1920 2Vjh.p. 2-strokc. 2-spced. very

gS-d condition; i^S.-ThcI.ayton Oarages 30,

Holvw-ell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581. T.A.
:

I^tcK^'l'^

Oxford.
"^

CONNAUGHT (late) Z'iAi.p., Amac, E.I.C.. variable

ignition nunlops. ilrufds. lamps accessories,

licence, brand new condition ; £38 ; exchange 2Vih.P^

DoUBlas.-63. Solon Rd., Brixton ["^Ol

/-^ONNAUGHTS.-AII models in stock from £47/10

Ky cash, or £25 down and U paymonls of £2/7/5

-

lamb^i 151 High St., Wallhamstow, 60. High Rd..

VW Green. N..%nd 387, Euston Rd., London. N^W^

Cotton.

in2l Cotton-Blackburnc in stock, fastest tiinc and

ly record for hill 350 class t^st"" Vallev
r:„„ ,.rl. on. _a„,.tv, Wnlea Distributer: W.M n r Tune 9th.-8outh Wales Distributer

:

Lu?i^r J."''Daviea, 71. Commercial St.. Newport

Mon. 'Phone; 2488. l"*""

Coulsnn.

-DICKERING. Shrewsbnry.-West Shiopshiro agent for

1 Coalson; exchanges. lXiB43

T ATE 1920 Coulson B, 4h.p.. licence. Lucas lamps

I I '.„.i h„rn- 70 ens.-54. St. James St..
'^^^^^^^

„ .— "^°'''- Willshire

Vy Agents, Wessex Mo*
Salisbury. 'Phone :

72.

COULSON, 1920. 2?.lh.p. ,,,.„. -,- „ ,

enuinned taxed, perfect condition: £65.—K. J

Clark anl^o:,' 7, Exhibition Rd.. South Kensingto

S.W. 7.
,

CnniSON B 4h.p., 1920. shop-soiled, as makers

spfciflcation at bargain price of £100 for cash

only.-iSei^s! 156. Ot. Portland St.. W.I. Phone:

Langham 2230. ^^^l^
-H\20 23ih p. Coulson-Blackburne, guaranteed mech-

19 anically perfect, small mileage, trial invited;

£70 or exchanges considered.-C. Patej, Braseno«

College, Oxlord.
'•'"'"

riTTTqoV-B 1919, semi-T.T., spring fr.ime, smart

-tiller lamp, tax. overhauled, sinart and sporty

little 'bus: i65, or ofSers.-Gordon, Lancing Coltege.

Shoreham-by-Sea.

±J and horn; 7o' gns.—54, St.

Birmingham.

COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock -Sole \yiUshire

Agents, Wessex Motors, Ltd.. 60. Catherine^St.

Blackbnrne, 2-spced.
£65.—E. B.

lington.
[3970

C^
[3628

'J he Firm
-WAY-

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266. Vaaxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria. S.W.I.
Tolephonee : Victoria 6553 and B5S4.

NEW 1921 2?ih.n. and 4h.p. Coulson B. 3-speed.

kick Etart«r; list prices, £117/10 and £126; m
^tock' exchanges entertained. — Bambers , Eastbank

St.. Southport. Tel.: 607. [8741

COULSON B 4h.p.; 120 gns.; an ideal solo or side-

car mount, as low and handy as a Levis; in stock.

-Sole agent for Leeds and 15 mUes radius, excluding

Bradlorcl, The Headingley Motor and Engineering Co.,

Ltd 18 St. Michael s Lane, Leeds. 'Phone : Head-

ingley 480. 10193

Coventry Eagle.

PICKERING. Shrewsbury.—Coventry Eagles in stock:

exchanges arranged. [X3851

COVENTRY EAGLE, Dec, 1920. Villisrs 2-6trok«,

e-xc«llent condition, equipped, licensed; offers; seen

week cnd3.-38, Leslie' Rd.. Noitliasipton. [3631

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol Mie Issue. B31

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coventry Engle.

COVENTRY EAGLE 1917 2Wi.v., splendid condi-
tion, 2 speeds, very fast; ^648, including: acf^es-

sorles, tnx paid.—Dord, Bain, Ripley, Surrey. [X3875

COVENTRY EAGLE-J.A.P., 1920, 2i/2h.p.. 2-speed,
ideal little lightweight, practically unused; £60

cash; exchange, or ari'ange convenient payrnents.—
Bunting's Motors. Wealdstone. [4640

1 Q20 3V:>h.p. Coventry Eagle, complete with lamps
J-^ and horn ; £100 ; new model, shop-soiled only,
listed £116 complete.—S. Lewis, 19ai Upper Charlton
St., Carburton St., off Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4308

COVENTRY EAGLE-J.A.P. 1920 2^/ih.p.. 2-speed,
cLitch, kick starter, mileage 1,500, thoroughly

sound condition tax and insurance paid for year; £65;
trial, Rochester.—Box 4,674 ,c/o The Motor Cycle.

[4674

Coventry Victor.

OWNER Going Abroad, bargain of a lifetime.—New
5-7h.p. Coventry Victor combination^ uncrated;

list price £170, first cheque for £145 secures; Lanes.
—Box 4,664, c/o T7ie Motor Cycle. [4038

THE Perfect Plat Twin Engine —Immediate delivery
of standard Coventry Victor touring machine.

5-7h.p., 3-speed gear, all-chain drive. £125- also short
wheelbase sporting solo machine, guaranteed 65 m.p.h.,
£1 35 ; send tor catalogue ; agents wanted where not
represented.—The Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd.,
Coventry. [0520

Dayton.
DAYTON 2-fitroke, good order, recently overhauled,

tax paid: £26.—B. Kelly, 19, Devonshire Rd.,
Stratford, E.15. [4285

De Dion.

DE DION 3V.h.p., C.A.V. mag-., good running order;
£17.-Wingrove, Old Snnim, Salisbury, Wilts.

[2438
Diamond.

DIAMOND-VILLIERS. brand new; to clear, £39.—
Cldrk, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [3977

EKICKHAM for Diamond, sole agent for Bnstn
and Bath district.—Stokes Croft. Bristol. [3355

CYRIL WILLIAMS lor immediate delivery of all

models Diamond.—Chapel Ash Depot, "Woh-erhanip-
ton. [X3817

"I Q 19-20 Diamond-Jap, Enfield gear, as new, speed-
J-iJ onieter, tax, insurance; £60.-49, South Lam-
beth Rd., London. [2933

J.A.P., Enfield gear,
£5f "' ' - ^ .

..

South Kensington, S.W.7. - [3971

DIAMOND 1920 2:^/ih.p. 2-stroke, lighting set, tax
paid, as new, guaTantee<l. gift; £39,-Willetts.

Rookery, Lanesfield, Ettingshall, Wolverhampton,
[X3788

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Diamond Model; cash
or deferred payments ; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. [0507

Douglas.
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., 32-35, Green St.,

Cambridge.—Below.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 23ih.p.. 2-speed, including P.
and H. lamps, horn, and lirence holder; £85; in

stock I exchanges.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35.
Green St., C-ijnbridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 21-ih.p., 3^speed, clutch and
kick starter, including P. and H. lamps, horn

and licence holder ; £105; in stock; exchangeg.-Herbert
Robin-son. Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.:
995. T.A. : Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 4h.p. Solo, £130; or combina-
tion. Including P. and H. lamps, horn, licence

holder, and sldefiir wind screen. £170 ; exchanges.—
Herbert Robint:on, Ltd., 32-35, Green St.. Cambridge
Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

lamps, lorn, licence paid,
"

_ _ " £95.—
Herbert Robint^on," Ltd., .'^2-35, Green St., Cambridge.
TeL: 995. T.A.: Bicfcles. [3821

DIAMOND, 1 920. J.A.P., Enfield gear, original
tyres unmarked; £50.—Clark, 7. Exhibition Rd..

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p.,
flrstrclafis appearance, mechanically sound;

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1917, in perfect order; £55.-56
Park Lane, Kidderminster. [354']

/J h.p. Douglas ^Combination; £86.—Speech ley. 86.
Churchfteld Rd., Acton, W.3.

[3544

. 86.
[3846

E. KICKHAM for Douglas and spares ; trade sutv
plied.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3351

2-8peed, very nice order ; £50.-1,
*" " ' [4264

Douglnfl, 1915: 38 gns. ; engine just over-
hauleil-Philpott, Chailey, Sussex. [3721

33.1L.P. Dougla.3
4. Bellinghani Terrace, Catford.

OJih.p.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., single-speed, good condition,
taxed; £20.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. ^4453

W.D. 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-Epeed, good running con-
dition; from £40.-114, Brixton Hill. [4329

1 Q16 4h.p. Douglas, condition excellent: anv trial:
J-i/ £65, no offers.—Terry, Arcade, Bedford. [X3681

£35.-1913 23^h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, splendid run-
ning order.-King, Egrove Farm, " Oxford. [X3800

35.h.p. Douglas, new Palmer tyres; first 25 gns.
4 secures.— 1, Austin Way, Uxbridge. [41231

IN STOCK.

B.S.A., all chain £110

NEW IMPERIAL, 3-

speed, clutch and kick-
start. . . . 77 gns.

VELOCETTE, 2-speed,
£75

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-

speed, kick -start and
clutch .

.

. . £70

FRANCIS BARNETT,
2-speed , kick-start and
clutch .

.

. . £85

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p.,

and sidecar . . £185

ZENITH, ail models.

O.K 48 gns.

ARIEL, 3-speed £100

ROVER, 75 miles per
hour machine. . £100

P. & M., 2-speed £115

NEW HUDSON, 50 gns.

For further list see opposite
page.

JULIAN
84, Broad Street,

Biggest dealer in the South.

'Phone: 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

TJOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

IQ21 Models in Stock: 4h.p. combmation, £170; 4
S-Y ll.p. solo, £130: a'zlh.p. dutch model, £105;
2%h.p. 2-speed model, £85; extended payments il

desired; spare parts stocked; repairs.—Iiouglas speci-
alists, Vivian Ilardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24. Wood-
stock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l.
Phone : Maylair 6559. [0375

JJOUGLAS Motors in Stock; £85; lamps, etc., free.

/7J.0UIILAY, the great Douglas agent and expert,
^-^ Fallowfield, Manchester. [4487

"PJODGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, W.D., new
--' tvres. recently overhauled, splendid order; £65.

DOUGLAS 2?<h.p., 1915 W.D., new mag., new forks,
recently overhauled, electric light; £4"2.—J.

Russell, 98, High St , High Barnet. [4065

"TJOUGLAS, 2%lh.p.. perfect, Binks, fast; £40, no
-•-' offers.—37, Leamington Rd. Villas, W.2. [4142

T\OUGLAS 2'fih.p. 2-speed, with lamps and horn in
-J-J" etock, £85.—liivett, 236, High Kd., Leytonstone.

[1450
"I
Q15 Dotlglas 2->41].p., 2-speed, guaranteed perfect;

J-t/ f37/10, oSers.-Chiltern View, Wing, Bucks.
5692

1Q14 Douglas 25;4h.p., 2-speed, overhauled, lamps,
-••-' etc.; £5Z.—23. Wrottealey Rd., Harlesden.

[3632
DOUGLAS 234h.p., splendid condition; £23; tax

paid, ride away,—196, Ramsay Rd., Forest Gate.
[4023

DOUGLAS 1921 25ih.p., 3-speed, clutch, brand new;
£90.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

[3976
2.3.h.p. Douglas, reground, new pistons; £20, offers.—
4 2, Stratford Villas, Elmgrove Rd., Weybridge.

[3958
SHOP-SOILED Douglas 1920 4h.p. Combination,

complete; £145.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham,
[X3760

DOUGLAS 23.'4h.p., lamps, touring spares; offers;

view after 6.—109, Streathbourne Rd., Balham.
[4156

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. All-on, ta-x paid, fast, reliable;
what offers.—29, Berwick Rd., Walthamstow.

[3950
CTEIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Douglas.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp-
ton. [X381S

DOUGLAS 2'j4hp.. Dunlops, lamps, 1915, not W.D.
model; nearest to £37.-308, King's Rd., Chelsea,

S.W. [4369

tQ19 Douglas 2^h.p., fully equipped; bargain, £56,
-*-«7 —Braemar, 17, St. Quentin's Av., North Ken-
sington. [4301

Tj Q20 254h.p. 3-speed Douglas, fully equipped, perfect
JLif condition; £73, bargain.— 14, Godwii
Gate, E.7.

"jQ20 2%;h.p. Douglas, 3-speed,
-ft- 9J lamps, speedometer,
Brixton Hill.

in Rd., Forest
[3840

clutch, kick-starter,
nearly new; £84.-114.

[4332

GIBB. Gloucester, can give immediate delivery
Douglas 1921 models and spare parts from stock.

—Phone : 852. [6340

DOUGLAS 23cih.p., 1914, just overhauled, perfei't

condition, not .used during war: £50.-20, Queen's
Bd., Hertford. [3725

DOUGLAS 1917 2%h.p., 2-speed, as new; sacrifice
43 gns.—Lambert, Goose Yard, St. John St.,

Angel, E.G. [4739

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918-20, must stand
expert examination, no fancy price.—Cuthbert,

Arthur St., Ayr. [X3598

^h.p. Douglas
is. ai:

Bletohley, Buck:

2^h.p. Douglas, licensed,
4 speeds, all on; £45, or offer.-S. W. Goodman.

very fine condition

,

Ima
[3706

DOUGLAS 23ih.p., perfect condition, all on. licence,

not W.D. ; £5S, or near.—Willson, 118, Bridge
End Rd., Grantham. [3713

"I
Q'^iO 2';^lt.p. 3-epeed Douglas and accessories, tax

XJ/ paid, in goo<l condition; £75,—Bounds, 223, High
Rd . Kilburn, N.W.

DOUGLAS Combination, 1918, perfect,

after 7.30; must sell, 72 gns.-66, Umfreville

[3982

any trial

Rd., Harringay, N. [4349

~10^5 Douglas, 2-speed, overhauled, all on, spares,

XrJ tax paid, guaranteed; *40; ride away,—4, Gay-

wood Rd., Walthamstow. [4190

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1914, Bosch, Tan-Sad, Stewart-
Warner, good condition; cash, £45.—Birt, 339,

Central Markets, E.C.I. [4144

2 3 h.p Douglas, 2-8peed. Bosch mag., new Amac car-

4, l)urett.er, good nuiuing condition; £40.—Tanner,
Munsley Court, Ledbury. [3720

1 C&14 2=J4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, stored during war,

it? tax paid, lamps, and all accessories; £40.— Tiitt,

36, Rawling St., Chelsea, S.W. [3604

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2%h.p., tax paid, splendid con-

dition, tyres good, back one new; £26; 2627.-7,
Northcote Rd., Sidcup, Kent. [4148

B32 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield

NFIELD, 8h.p. J.A. P., 1918, colonial model,
roomy sidecar. Easting, lamps, toola, spares,

new spare tyre, mechanicaHy perlect; £105.-42, Sale-

hurst Kd., Brockley, S.E.4. [4139

IJiNFIELD Cnmbination. 6li.p.. late 1914, stored.
J hood, wind screen, lamps, luggage grid, spares,

tax paid, excellent condition; £95.—Haydon, 39,
Mackenzie Rd., Beckenham. [4728

ENFIELD 2-stroke. September 1920, complete lamps,
horn, licence paid, only ridden a lew miles;

£49M0 no offers.—Ellis ond Co., 360, Lillie Ed.. FuV
ham. 'Phone : Hammersmith 1553. [4061

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination. 1918. mileage 9.000,
fully equipped, houd, wind screen, speedometer,

etc., Bosch magneto, perfect appearance and running;
£120.—Box 4,610. c/u The Motor Cycle. [3637

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Combination, electric lighting,
Easting screen, licence paid, etc., almost as new;

.€150.—The Layton Garages, 30, Jlolvwell St., Osford
'Phone : 531. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [4574

1Q20 Enfield Combination, lamp?, horn, watch
-Lt' speedometer, mirror, Tan-Sad, hood, screen,
luggage grid, tax, etc.. everything as new; £130.-18,
Hestercombe Av.. Fulham. Kensington 2372. [4282

1019-1920 8h.p. Royal Enfield Combination. Lucas
-1-t' dynamo lighting, special Enfield familv side-
car, screen, iiood, etc.. perlect; £140; 2'',li.p. DouRlas
in part payment.—73, Sonthfield Rd.. Oxford. [4342

TJiNFlELD 2i/,h.p.. £65; 8h.p. combination. £160;
.M-i 2-seater 4 gus. extra; in stock; deferred payments.
- -Lamb's. 151, High St.. AValthamstow, 50. High Rd..
Wood Green. N., and 387, Enston Rd.. London, N.W.

r3809
ENFIELD (lato 19171 6L.p. Combination, Ilosch,

E;i>tinR screen, juc^t overhauled nnd in first-clas.

(onJition, stored sine© March, 1919. 2 new tyres,
licensed ?.3rd May; £105.—Canard, 77, Ladbroke Grove,
\V.11. [4082

1 Q 14-1 5 6h.p. Enfield Combiuation, wind screen.
-!-«/ hood, luggage grid. Luiyts lighting set, Low gener-
ator, speedometer, imd Tjin-Sad. very tost, «ood condi-
tion: dSllO, or offer.—FranciH, 42, Heywood Rd., Brom-
ley, Kent. [3681

ENFIELD 3h.p.. 1919, Dec, 2.speed, clutch. K.S.,
splendid condition, carefully ridden by enginecj

owner. Lucas lamps and horn, tools, spares; £68. -

Applv. evenings or week-ends, 215, Staines Rd.
Hounslow. [402C

ENFIELD Combiuation. 1916. Lucaa Loin, Luca;
head lamp and gener^itor, sidecar larai*, rear lamp,

excellent anpearanc© and condition ; £85.—Herbert
Robinson. Ltd.. 32-35. Green St.. Cambridge. Tel,

995. T.A. : Bicycles. [3825

ENFIELDS.-The cheapest twin on the road. \Vp
are North London agents, and can supply from

ptock standard models £160, electric £182. cash, or
deferred payments. All spares in stock. Trade sop
plied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and at Woodside
Parade, N- Finchley. [038''

Excelsior.

XCELSIOR 4'~jh.p. Combination, as new. maker.x'
guuranteo; £135.—Taylor, Capel, Ipswich. [3750

"C^R -Sale, 4h.p. Excelsior, K".S.tT. carburetter, engineA in new condition; £15.—Appleton, Rose House. St.
Lawrence, Rumsgate. [3691

EXCELSIOR 2'/2h.p., 2-si>eed, kick start, brand
new; list price £66. accept £58/10: owner Gone

abroad.—Apply, Laurel Villa, Gloucester Rd., Chelten-
ham. [3751

ASTONISHING Value.—Brand new 4'^.p. Excelsior
Big Single Combination, bulbous back sidecar, list

price £160; reduced to £125 spot c:tsli.—Tho Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd , Birmingham. [X3778

~|Q20 British Excelsior, 2^h.p. J,A.r., countershaft
-i-i' 2-spee<l, free engine, Lucas and Miller lamps,
nieohnnicid horn, all tools, licence paid, fully insured
till March nest, mileage under 800, better than new;
any tri.-il or expert examination; cost £85. accept first

£65.-T.W.B., 135, Pembroke Rd., Seven Kings, Es^ex.
[3676

F.N.

F.N. 1921 Combination, unridden; £175; must sell.

—30. Canterbury R<1., Kilburn. N.W.6. [4063

F.N. 4-cyl., B.B., Piranas. Bosch, wants tuning; £22.
—Brown. Eirkhill, Nigg, Aberdeen. [4102

F.N. 4-cyl. 5-6h.p., splendid condition, lamps, horn,
tax pjid; £30; after 7.— 101, liurliughaui Rd..

S.W.6. [4183

F.N. 21/ih.p., 2-spoed, new engine, receipt shown, reli-
able; nearest £21; after 6 o'clock.—88. High RJ .

East Finchley. [4389

F.N. 4-cyl., top hole order, newly plated, enamelled
blue, now tyres, all on. gift; £38.—Farmer, 7b.

South Vale, Upper Norwood. [3886

F.N. Combinations in Stock; reduced price, £188;
call for a trial run.—Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton

Place. Bond St.. W. Mayfair 4792. [6071
-1 iC|21 F.N. 4-crl. Combination, all accessories, under
X«/ 2.000 miles, in new condition; £160.—Motori.sta'
Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89. Wigmore St., W. [4753

E

FULLY EQUIPPED
REBUILT

P.&M.
MOTOR CYCLES.
2-speed, kick start,

£70
Fully renovated newly stoVe enamelled,
tanks in makers' colours, and with

fu I equipment of new accessories
including lamps, horn, bag, tools, etc

Guaranteed for 3 months.

REBUILT

TRIUMPH
MOTOR CYCLES.

Rebuilt as new by the Triumph Com-
pany, and carrying their guarantee.

3-speed countershaft, kick
start, and clutch,

£95

SPECIAL OFFER
OF NEW TYRES

in order to clear the remainder of our Stock.

Brand New ex-W.D. Covers.

MACINTOSH and
KEMPSHALL
28 X 3 for English Rims.

WOOD-MILNE
28 X 3 for American Rims

CLINCHER de LUXE
26x2i for old size rim.

each 22/^J each

Carriage Paid.

Please mark envelopes " Tyres.

"

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

F.N.. 4-c.vl. 6h.p., new tyres, tubes, lamps, tank,
drip-feed, horu, carburetter, handle-bars, com-

plete; £25; tax paid.—Alwood, c/o S.E.H., Deal.
[3912

£50, or exchange.—1914 coaclibuilt F.N. combina-
tion, 2-=peed, clutch, kick start, spring wlicel

chassis, all on, taxed, and perlect,—27, Corinne Rfl.,

Tulnell, Park K.19 "

. [4483

IMiVrEDIATE Delivery of any F.N.-'model; cash or
deferred payments; book your order now and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South aide, Clapham Common, S.\V.4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. [0500

4-CyL. F.N., mechanical valves, 2.speed gear,

H.B. clutch, new engine parts fitted, frame
altered and enamelled, new saddle tank fitted, over-

haul cost over £28 recciitlv, reliable and powerful:

£45, or oHcr.-Riches. 61, Union St., Bedford. (D)

F.K. S-6h.r., bte 1913 Mored 4 years], clutch, J-
,siieed, sportinp aluminium Projectile sidecar, el«c-

'{<'• ^liW'ivf Bosch inae., Cowey speedometer, tilu-

rni&irim rvottjonrd--, horn, etc, completely nverbnuled,

c^plendid condition and appearance:' nearest £55.—
James, 20, 'Woodville Gardens, Eulius- (4105

Prnncls-Barnett

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Francis-Barnclt in

stock. . l°'''3

1Q20 Francis-Barnclt-Jap, 2-spced clutch and kick

AJJ starter, complete with accessories, run about

100 miles; £72/10; easy payments,—Harrods, Ltdj.

118, Brompton Rd., London. [4700

Orandex.
3h.p. firandcx, good condition, overhead valves,

racing engine: £23/10; licence paid.-^^^ns^

Croyland Rd., Lower Edmonton. [4687

Harley'Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent lor Barley Davidsons; Iroro

£120 aucev, 12, Ecclcsall Rd 10577

PICKERIKG. Shrewshurv.-Shropshirc agent H.irley-

Davidson; exchanges arranged. [X3ti5,.

HAELEY 7-9h.p., 1917, electric, good order; £82,

or Oder.—Hiiye-, 33, The Cliaso, Clapham. [4257

1021 New Flat Twin Itarley. sporting sidecar, £145;
XV also 1920 HK^el, £140,-noS6, 86. High Rd. Lm.

HARLEV Sports, brand new, cnnipoed; £122,—
Clark, 7, Exhibilion Rd., South Kensington.

[3975

H.-VRLEY-DAVID.'iON.-All models in stock, new
and sciond-hand.-Solc Agents, Bamber s. South-

port, Lancashire. Tel. : 607. [5009

1 Q20 Harlcy-David.-ion, Vatsonian sidecar, Inlly

At' equipped, condition as new, tax paid; £140.—
50, Hyde Park Rd., Southsca. [4424

TO 19 Hailev Conibimitiou, hood nnd wind screen,

Ai/ electric iightiiig, tax paid, not W.D.—64, Cbnreh
St.. Kdirivare Ed.. London. ["751

1O20 Harlcy-Davidson 7-9h.p., electric lights and
At7 horn, iwrlect condition, fully equipped; bar-

gain, £140.-75, Cleave Rd., Gillingham, Kent. [3765

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1920, C.B, sidecar,

screen hood. grid. Tan-Sad. discs, e.ectric, per-

lect; price £185, or ofTer.-'Pbone : Battersca 1"0

L-\.TE 1920 HarlcvDavidson Dc Luxe Combination,
bcautilully equipped, disc, perlect; £155.-24.

Balliol Rd.. Oxford Gardens, ^orth Kensington.
[4206

HAELEY-UAVIDSON, 1919. never changed hands,

nnd hiu been cnrefufiy maintained, nice condition,

tax paid- £100.-^Vitcomb, Long Bennington. ^1""*:

bum. '
'"''"''

TO 19 Hurley-Davidson 7-9h,p. Combination, lamps.

If horn, vi-iud screen, etc., tax paid, condition per-

fect: fl20.-Baird, 48, Portsmouth Ed., Woolston,

Southampton. [3527

HARLEY'-DAVIDSON 1920 Special "We Kan
Opit" Model, perfect, very complete; £180;

all on.—Colonial Motors, 104a. Finchley Rd., N.W 3.

Hamp. 7822. f"""

1 O20 Ilarley-Davidson Electric Combination, 7-9h.p.,

L*y mileage only 1,100, owner abroad, tax paid, as

new- £150, lowest.—Barnett, c/o Boyccs, 329. Arch-

way Rd.. Jlighgatc. N. 12984

HARLEY-D.WIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model, Swan
sporting sidecar, electric lighting, good condition,

as new; £185.—Parker's, Bradsnawgate, Bolton; also

245, Deansfiite, Manclicetcr. [X3670

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1919, 7-9h.p., speedometer,

lamps, horn, in good condition; £97/10.—The
Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St„ Oxford. 'Phone :

581. T.A. : Integrity. Oxford. [4575

HAELEY-DAVIDSOS 1918 Combination, lamps,

horn, mirror, mecbnnical condition, enamel, plating,

and tyres as new, tax paid: £105. cash bargain.— Sharp,

Undeihill Farm, Bainet. Tel.: 186. [3530

1 O20 Harley-tlavidson and Sidecar, eler^trio model.
AJ7 Tan-S.id. etc.. £150. iK!rfect; 1919 Harlcy-David-

son, new sidecar, hood, Tan-Sad, etc., f120.—Soamcs,
2, Petersham Terrace, Gloucester Ed., London. [365.'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, «hen desired, marked (P),
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motor cycles for sale.
Harley'Davidson

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Genuine 1919 Combination,
de luxe sidecar, as new, wind screen, speedo-

moter, lighting set, tax paid, etc., owner going
abroad; £155, or near offer.—50, Bath St., E.G.

[3923
£115.-1917 Model 17F Harley-Davidson, with all

accessories, speedometer, brand new bulbous back
model de luxe Mills-Fulford sidscar; a real bargain.—
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[X3779
BARGAIN, 1915 4V_.h.p. Harley-Davidson Combina-

tion, lamps, horn, coachbuilt sidecar, all in
good order and condition; £65; exchanges entertained.
— Bamber's, Ltd., Eastbanfc St., Southport. 'Phone :

607. [3524

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson 1918 Combination, mag.
model, excellent condition, new luxurious side-

car, hood, wind screen, year's insurance, tax paid;
£140, near offer.—Mess Secretary, St. Mary's Barracks,
Chptham. [3934

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 7-9h.p., 1918, mag. model,
luxurious combination, special sidecar. Easting,

Lucas dynamo lighting, horn, fine appearance, perfect
everywhere, tax paid; £150, or offer.—38, Lordship
Lane. S.E.22. [X3767

1Q19 Harley-Davidson Combination, large bulbous
X«7 car hood, screen. with wings, leg shields, full set

lamps, speedometer, tools, tax paid, in goo<l condition
and vcrv smnrt appearance; £160, or offer.—Bushev
View, Hampton Wick. [3951

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 191S 7-9h.p., OTerhauled, re-

eiiiimelled, reploted, and practically indistingnish-
fible fro;u new. 29x3V3 tyre on rear: £77/10.—Smith's,
86, Chalk Fiirm Rd. (opposite Chalk Form Tube
St.ition), London. 'Phone: Hampsteod 2767. [4398

HARLEX-DAVIDSON ,nnd New Twin Mills-Fulioi<l

Sidecar, 7.9h.p , 1919, accumulator electric light-

ing, raechnninnl horn, licence paid, new appearance and
condition: £150.—Herbert Rohinc^on, Ltd., 32-55. Gree.n

Bt., Cnmhridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [3823

1 Q 19 (Oct.) Harley-Davidson Combination, electric

J. ft/ model . Easting. Collese shields, discs, and
spares, winner of gold and silver medals, just over-

hauled by makers, perfect, any trial, tax paid; £145.
—Tait. 4, Station Buildings, Woodside, S.E,25. [4662

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Combination, electric

lighting and horn, also Klaxon p.nd speedometer,
engine just thoroughly overhauled, enamel and plating
good, discs fitted, H.-D. sporting sidecar with wind
screen; £120. or offer; take solo and cash.—F.
Warren. Hindon, Wilts. [4444

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comhinntion, electric model,

purchased new 1916, Easting screen, laid up
during war,, niechanicnlly perfect, no parte have been
replaced, mileage approx. 5,000, any trial, guaranteed
Bonnd, licence pai<l; £105.—Managing Engineer, Elen-

tricity Works, Birkdale, Lanes. [X3658

7-9h.p. Harley-DavidsoQ Combination, late model, ex-

cellent condition, all on, ^vith large bulbons back
Bidecar, Tan-Sad nurt screen, fitted with motor t-ar

dynamo electric lighting, engine overhauled last week,
5 laps on Brooklands at 50 m.p.h. ; £140, tax paid.-
Robinson, 152, High St., Peckham, S.E.15. 'Phone:
New Cross 990. [5685

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS at Reduced Prit^e^.—Sports

model, £150, standard 7-9h.r). model. £175;
7-9h.p. electric model, £180; sidecar £45; also 1920
7-9h.p, comtiination, lavishly eanipped, £220; alt^o 1915
combination. £95; 1916 combination, £100; 1920 4h.p.

FOlo £95; 1920 sports model, new, £140.—Lamb's, 151,

High St., Waltbamstow; 50, High Rd.. Woc<l Green,

N. ; and 3S7. Eustou R-d., London. N.W. [3819

Hawker*
HAWKER Lightweight, 23,!ib.p., 2-stroke; immediate

dehvery of all modek.—Derrington, Grafton Rd.,

New Maiden. [4711

Hazlewood.
£75.—5-6h.p. Hazlewood-Jap combination, 3-speed,

K.S., excellent running order.—33d, London Rd.,
Forest Hill, S.E.23. [3953

Henderson

E.
KICKHAM for Henderson, sole agent for Bristol
and Bath districts.—Stokes Croft, Bristol,

[3354
HENDERSON 4-cyl. Clutch Model, esoellent order;

£80, no oflers.-Box 4,696, c/o TJie Motor C-vcle.

[4761
BARGAIN.—Henderson lOh.p.; £40; clutch mode!,'

running order; aj^ply Sunday.—130, Stamford
Hill, N. [4665

]/^h.p. 4-c.yl. Hender<^on Combination ; £110, or ex-
-^ change new 2^4b.p. "Douglas.—462, Leahridpe

Rd., Leyton, E.IO. [4080

1 Ah.p. Henderson, 4 cyls., 2-speed, clutch, handle
JL\J start, as new, guaranteed; no exchanges;
lowest. £80.-106, Barlow Moor Rd., West Didsbury.
Manchester. [4033

HENDERSON, 1920, Ladbroke all-weather sidecar,
electric light, very handsome outfit, guaranteed

perfect? offers, exchanges.—Goad, 122, Maida Valf.
W.9. Hampstead 1353. [4590

HENDERSON 1920^ dynamo. £45; Fulfcrd side-

car, liood, screen, speedomete*, cost £250, abso-
lutely sound; £180, or exchange; see Exchange colnmn.
—FairhoJme, Dunbar Av., Norbury. [4154

To Ensure
Satisfaction

DEAL WITH THE

SERVICE
COMPANY (LONDON) Ltd.

1921 Modek
All the best makes in stock for

Immediate Delivery.

CASH, EXCHANGE, or EXTENDED
PAYMENT TERMS.

You can secure a machine on payment of one
quarter of the cash price, and we can quote
you for the balance with accessories, insurance,
and tax, in i2 monthly pa\TTients. Please
WTite and let us know the machine you require.

In Stock.
BROUGH 3-6 li.p. Combination, hood,

screen, Lucas lamps, horns, etc.

Reduced to £180
CLYNO, S h.p., spring frame, detach-

able wheels, screen, etc Reduced
to £190

A.J.S. Combination, 7 h.p £215
ARIEL, 4I h.p., 3-speed, all-chain

drive £t10
Drtfo, with MUford Sidecar £137 10
B.S.A., 4jh.p., Model H.2 fllO
Ditto Combination, with No. 3 Sidecar £152
B.S.A. Model H all-chain drive Com-

Ijination, Magdyno lighting £172 15
ENFIELD S h.p. standardCombination £160 D
LEVIS, Popular Model £60
MATCHLESS Model H Combination . £185
Ditto, with dynamo lighting £207 10

P. & M. 3I h.p. Cjjmbination £155
SUNBEAM 3l h.p £155 8
Ditto, complete with Sidecar £180 8
TRIUMPH, Model H £115
Ditto, Model S.D., afl-chain drive . . £125
ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch. Model H. . . £144
VELOCETTE, 2-speed, all-chain drive £75
ROYAL RUBY, 2! h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter £84
O.K., 2* h.p., single-speed £50 8
onto, 2-speed £59 17
O.K. 2j h.p. special Sidecar Com-

bination, with 2-speed clutch, and
kick-starter 92 gns.

RALEIGH Combination, 5-6 h.p., H.O.
twin, spring frame, detachable
wheels £184 16

STANGER, 5 h.p., 2-stroke twin,

3-speed, sprin^'j frame £125

The above terms apply also to Second-hand
Machines, of which we have a representative

Stock.

MAY WE SEND YOU A LIST ? EVERY
MOTOR CYCLE OVERHAULED, AND IN

GOOD ORDER.

WATCH OUR WINDOWS for Results
of T.T. RACES, lap by lap. Results
'phoned or wired to customers if desired.

*2)289-293.HichHolborn
LONDON, W.C.

Telegrams: "Admittedly, London."

Telephone : Holborn, 6430.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

0-SPEED Ilobart^ Rotherham.

Hohart
in .Stock

;

£65.—Cross,

19
2

H

Agent,
[X3768

21 Hobart, Jap engine, Sturmey-Archer gear, ehop-
soiled; £70.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [3988

ilh.p. Hobart, first-class running- order, tax paid;
4 £2S.-H. McFadyen, North Esk Bd., IXonfrose.

[3510
OBAET-VILLIEKS 2-speed, complete, in splendid
condition: £45.—Bolton, 29, Bleulieim Place,

Leeda. [4009

HOBART-J.A.P. 25,4h.p., clutch, K.S., Sturmey-
Archer, lamps, speedometer, Cowey, new July,

1920, done 400; best offer; must sell.—92, High Rd..
Iliord. [3776

Humber.
2 h.p. Humber, good condition, ride away; £18; ex-

changes.—76, London St., Chertsey. [4215

3jlh.p. Humber, 2-speed, Canoelet sidecar; £35;
2 separate.-Tegg, Camille. Pangfaourne. [4350

23.h.p. Humber Twin, fast, sporty, recently renovated;
4 £32.-Steeven3, Lyme St., Axminster. [4417

Oih.p. Humber, Bosch, Amac, round tank; bargain,
'W* £20.—Blake, 216. WestDourne Grove. W. [3241

3 h.p. Humber, overhauled {cost £12), re-en.'imelled,

plated, everything perfect, tax paid.—Parsons, Bed-
worth. [X3807

HUMBER LightweigM, lamps, horn, tax, new B.

aud B. cnibuiettei; £25.-71, Greyswood St.,

Miteham Lane, S.W.16. [3683

3ih.p. Humber Combination, 1914, 5 speeds, clutch,

2 and kick starter; £55, without sidecar £45.—
9, Earlshall Rd., Eltham, S.E. [3960

HUMBER (1913) 2'/lh.p., in splendid condition: £25,
or reasonable ofier; also lady's cycle, £5.-8,

Bartholomew Rd., Kentish Town. [3560

r.O.C.H. have a 2-74h.p. Humber, cheap, £28; also

several other lightweights from £30.-6, Heath
St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). [3855

1 Q13 Humber Combination, tax paid, lamp.?. Klaxon,
-I-*/ good condition: genuine bargain, £45, offers.-

152, Meeting House Lane, Peckham, S.E.15. [4707

HUMBER 4Vjh.p. Flat Twin, noted for reliability,

immediately; exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
80. 14240

4h.p. Humber Coachbuilt Combination. 3-speed,

clutch, perfect condition, all on, tax paid; £55;
apply between 8 a.m. and 7 p.m.—62. Plashet Rd.,

Upton Park. E.13. [3766

HUMBER 3i(,h.p. Combination, licence paid,

splendid cotldition; wanted, small motor van or

higher powered combination, or sell.—Bishop, Wood-
bine Cottage, Stonecot Hill, Sutton, Surrey. [3770

HUMBER and Corvette Sidecar, 1919, 3V2h.p.,

Stewart speedometer. Luca^ horn, electric lamp

set, only ridden 3,000 mile?, mechanical condi-

tion gnaratteed, appearance excellent; £90.—Herbert
Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., CSimbridge. Tel.:

995. T.A. ; Bicycles. [3824

Impei'L

3h.p. Imperi, Eisemann, B. and B., automatic pulley,

lainpsi, horn, low, comfortable, tax paid, ride

iiway. £17.—Dcdd, 135. Bathurst Gardens, Wiliesden.

N.W.io. [1387

Indian.

E KICKHAM for Indian, sole agent for Bristol and
district.—Stokes Croit, Bristol. [3353

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, sporting sidecar, lax

naid; 58 ens.—Claremont Garage, Blackpjfl.
[4017

1 Q19 7-9h p. Indian. 3-speeds and kick-start, spring

J" frame; £80.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley.

T rt21 Indian Scout, shop-soiled only, list £157; aceept

J.«7 £132.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley. Tel. : ^°l^-

INDIAN 7-9h.p., perfect condition, new tyres and

chains; bargain, £65.-14, Gloucester Ed., Ealing.

W.5.
- ["072

£52 —7-9h.p. Indian, new condition, equipped, tax

paid; sacrifice.—13, Pindook Mews, Maida Vale

W.9. I'iZiB

INDIAN and Sidecar, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, lamps, etc.;

£55 Speechley's 86, Churchfleld Bd., Acton.

London, W.S. 13710

4h p Indian, electrically equipped, spring frame,

speedometer; £66; sidecar cheap.—Flonzel, Kings-

way, Woking. [1168

1 (f\18 Indian, 7-9h.p., 2-seater C.B. sidecar, perfect;

-Li? best offer • not done 500 miles.-15, Argyle Rd..

Tottenham, N.17. [1520

7-9h V Indian Powerplus. brand new. and Canoelet

sidecar; bargain. £105.—Pike. 102a, Church St.,

Chelsea. 'Phone: Kensington 137. [4368

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, electric lamts
and horn. hood, screen, acce.-sorie.^. excellent

order; £100.-38, Cavendish Ed.. N.W.6. [4093

1016 7-ah p. 3-speed Indian, Swan sporting side-

J-«/ car, like new; £75.-44, Whyteville Rd.. Upt«n
Lane. Forest Gate. 'Phone : Stratford 283. [4438

B36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cvdes i.rtvertised by private owners are, when desired, marlsed (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Matchless.

|Q20 Matchless M.A.G. Ckimbination
Xt/ speedometer, spare wheel, wind
under 3,000. overhaul just completed;
Motors, Canterbury.

1 Q20 Sh.p. Matchless, Magdyno, hood, screen
-»-'-' shields, sidecar step, speedometer. Pillion

amps, horn,
screen, mileage
£160.—Philpot,

[4228

lep-

nt,

sparos, splendid condition; £175.—Smith, 175, Ntu
North Ed., Islington, N.l. • [3538

MATCHLESS, late 1920. M.A.G., Magdyno. am-
meter, hood, screen, speedometer, interchange-

able wheel, etc., perfect condition : £165. or near
oHer.—Carlyle, 116, Duke St.. Liverpool. [4487

NOTE.—"We are agents for every leading make of

motor cycle, but no better value can be found
to-day tUan the Matchless at £185.

PLACE Your Order N'ow nith the popular Matchless
agent, satisfaction guaranteed, at your service

always.—'Phone : Greenwich 751.—Ham E. Claphain
[Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greeuinch. S.E.IO. [4643

horn, shields, tax, insurance paicl,
£170.-240, High St.. East Ham. K.12. [4447

MATCHLE3S-J.A.P. 8h.p., 3-speed clutch, coach-
bnilt sidecar, wind screen; £60; would consider

exchange uselul article; appointment.—Newman, 48,
Cambcrwell Grove. Camberwell. S.E.5. [4633

1920 Sli.p. Matchless Combination, complete
__. , Easting moreen, nil lamps, fli»are wheel

nnd tyre, tool.?. spare=, guaranteed perfect and as new;
first cheque £155 securei.—Dav, Okehampton, [3966

1920 Alatchless H Model Bh.p., hood,
ecieen, spare wheel, lamp, speedometer, Tan-Sad,

tax. insurance paid, perfect condition
am

LATE
with hood.

MATCHLESS.-
Mudel H Match le'ss

MATCHLESS _ _
lighting £22/10 extra;

1 can give immediate delivery ol 1921
_ -latchless combinations at latest re-

duced prices. I also have oo view the latest Matchless
sports model; inspection invited.—Ross, 86. High IM..
Lee. [q002

At Reduced Prices. £185, dynamo
„ . - . 2-seater, £6/10 extra; 6

model.s in stock; demonstration free! v.—Lamb's, 151,
Kigh St., Walthamstow. 50, High Rd., Wood Green,
N., and 387, Euston Rd.. London, N.W. [3810

MATCHLESS. Aug., 1920, Sh.p. J.A.P., spare
wheel, grid, screen, lamp^i,. etc.; following lately

fitted : Sidecar hood, rear drive speedometer, hg-
shields, and complete Tan-Sad. llccns^ed. insured, i^r-
iect order, owner going abroad; bargain. £148.—Han-
cock, Lynwood, Truro. (4491

"I
Q 18 Victory Model Matchless Combination 8h.p..

i-ir purchased 1919, horn, lamps, mirror. Tan-sad,
wind screen, storm apron, tools, leg guards, discs,

spare wheel, also camping outfit, a luxurious turnout,
in excellent condition. t;ix paid; £165, or neaiost
ofier; inspection invited.—F. Cadwallader. 18, Park
St.. Pembroke Dock. [3615

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and prat ti-

cally designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Hoycc
on three wheels ; immediate delivery from stock, for

ca=ih. deterred payments, or exchange; trade supplied,
all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill.

N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [0381

Mnxlm.
Dec. 1920, 3hj). 2-atroke, abso-MAXIM-DALM. . ^

lutely new, Aniac carburetter, E.I.C. mag,, Albion
2-speed. Hutchinson tvres, accessories. £52; ditto with
clutch, kick start, £58/10.-224. Pentonville Rd., Lon-
don, N.l, [4292

Metro
MElTiO-TYLER 2^',h.p . 2-si>eed, 1919

new; £45.—C. Taylor, Trumpet Hqtel
(Aug.), as
Stafford.

[3506
METRO-TYLER 1920 2^4h.p., 2-speed. Type S.

new. fchop-soiled only; £65.—P. J. Evans, 81-91.
.John Bright St., Birpiingham, [3926

1 Q20 2'2hj3, Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, discs, lamps,
Xt/ horn. Tan-sad, etc.. tax paid, perfect condition;
£45.—Hare, 21. Mostyn Gardens, Kensal Rise, N.W.

[4235

Minerva.
2Xh,p. Minerva, Amac, coil, lootboards. lamps, horn,

4 suit learner; £22. or offer; after 6.— 16. Christie
Rd., South Hackney. [4112

3ih.p. Minerva, B. and B. carburetter, Simms mng.,
2 good tyres, £25; Wall auto wheel, as new,

£10—47, Acklam Rd., W.IO. [4738

Mohawk.
MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, nt lowest

possible prices for cash or easv payments.—Molmwk
Cycle Co., Ltd., 2-8, Alexandra Rd., Hornsey. [3698

Monarch.
MOXAECn-VILLIERS 2-stroke 2^'ili.v., 2-speed.

I:ite 1920, lanj[H. tux paid. etc.. etc., ahnost new
riny te-t.—371, E.-irlsfleld Rd., London. S.W.18. [4097

MONARCH, 1920, 2i,.^h.p. Villiers 2-stroke. single
gear, lamps, licence paid; £37 r 10.—The Lavton

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581
T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [4581

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE 2h.p., incomplete.

£10,-124. Gto\c Rd., Bow.
good condition;

(3651

e Lfu

DOUGLAS
reconditioned by Burlington and

made absolutely reliable and road-

worthy, is a fit mount for the most

discriminating motor cyclist.

Indislinguiiliahle jrom new. Fitted with New
Cnrbureller, New Tyres. New Bell. New
Chain, etc. Fully eqirpbed and guaranteed

for 3 months

2i h.p. 2-Epeecl £65

4 h.p. 3-specd. k.s , solo . . -

.

£85

4 h.p. 3-speed, k.s., combinallon.

with Brand New Burlington s.'c. £110

EVERYTHING FOR DOUGLASES
Urilc for quotalion5. Trade Supplied

RE T.T. RACES.
".y the courtesy of 'The Motor Cycle'

we sha I display in our windows the

latest wires giving lap by lap infor-

mation as the races proceed.

To 4 h.;). Douglas Owners
No more btokon drawbolU.

.\ new form of operatitig
mechanism for the 4 h p.
Douglas Motor Cvcle, bv
which the Drawbolt is entire
ly eliminated.

^>'rilc for lull particular:

Trade Supplied.

TlflLSS
BRAND NEW NOT W.D

MOSELEY HEAVY
26 X 2!/' 28 X y 32 '6.

Cirriage Is. extra. Trade Supplied.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Motosacoche.

Oh. p. Motosacoche Lightweight, lamps, fas paid, in^ perfect condition: £20 tor quick sale.— Cox, 21,
liobson St., Cambridge. [3783

New Hudson.
JULIANS of Reading have oil New Hudson models in

stock. r0534

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY. LTD.,

7, South Side, CLAPHAH COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone Brixton 417
Grem;: "Burlington M jtors Clariham."

(Just by Clapham Common Underground
Station

)

4 h.p. New Hudson. 3-speed cliitch;
St., Amersbam.

il<i 3-speed New Hudson, fine

Ross. 86. High Rd., Lee.

£40.—Bass, High
[4633

1Q14 3-speed New Hudson, fine condition: £36.—
-It)' Ross. 86. High Rd., Lee. [3993

BARGAIN. 4h.p. 1919 New Hudson, bulbous equal
new: £105.-15, St. Paul's Rd., Bedford., [3543

T| Q20 New Hudson Lightweight, 2-speed, excellent
JLi^ condition, tax paid; £55.—Rogers, 42, Church
IM., Ilendon. [4504

NEW HUDSON 1917 2V,h.\}.. 2 speeds, perfect

order, legshields, Ux paid; £35.—Box 693, c/o
rite Motor Cycle. [X3823

NEW HUDSON Comtiination, 41i.p., 3 speeds, clutch,

kick start, fine condition, Tan-Snd ; f60.—Mnrrell.
Old Schoolhouse, Barkiugside, Ilford. [5672

NEW HUDSON 1918 2i.ih.p., 2-speed counten-haft,

all on. tax paid, excellent condition; biiigaiu, 40
gn.s., nenre.4.—152, Glcnarm Rd., Clapton, E.5. (4083

lOl'' 2'4kP. Nc»' Hudson, stored till 1919, under
X*/ 3,000, excellent order, go anywhere, lamps, etc.

bargain, £28.—Barriuglen, 51. Castle St., Battertea.
[4386

NEW HUDSON (June, 1920) Tourer, 2'/,h.p., lunn*,

hum, rear's tax paid, mileage 300, absolutely per-

icct- £60, offers; appointment.—Kitching, 16. Rowley

Rd., Iliirriugay, N.15. 136'?8

NEW HUDSON C.B. Combination. 3"/'di.p., Sspeed
rcbushed and rcupholstcred. nerlect nicchamcal

order, speedometer, etc., smart; take £40.-75, ^lall-

ivood Rd., I.eytonstone, E.ll. (3939

6 h.p. New Hudson C.B. Combination. 1914 3-5nced

countershaft, clutch, K.S., fully eqmpped, nearly

new tyres, goixl condition; bargain, £70.— 'I'a., lor, lan-

yard, Ilollingbourne, Maidstone. (3619

BIG Six New Hudson, Armstrong 3-spec<l, coach-

built sidecar, fitted hood, screen, 3 lamps, per-

fect order tor Humberetto or other 2-scater, cash ad-

justment.—12. Wadham Rd., Portsmouth. [4430

1 14 New Hudson Combination, S'.ih.p.. 2.speed,

III excellent condition, 2 tyres (newl, complete

illi accessories; bargain. £55: without sidecar,

i; 45.-7, Norwood Rd.. Heme Hill. S.E.24. [4525

i>54—
1914 4h.p. New Hudson Combination. 3-speed,

' dutch, K.S.. lamps, liorn. generator. Boech. B.

..nd B., tax paid, just repaired (£101: owner pomg
iil.road.-13. Norlmry Ay.. Notbury. 'I'houe: Streatlaim

27. Eveniugs. \.imi

£35.—New Hudson 2"ih.p. J.A.P., completely over-

hauled, rc-cnamclled and plated. 3.spcccl gear,

kick start, tyres, tubes, and all fittings brand new. tax

ipaid; a real barEain.-20, Heath Ud., Twickenham.
Phone: Rirhniond 96. [4234

NEW HUDSON Lightsveights. all models, on view ;

Popular. 50 gns. : de luxe. 65 gns. ; .\ce. 75 gns.

Spares for 2"/jh.p.. SVih.p.. and 6h.p. machines stockfd.

Catalogues and any inlormation by return.- New
Hudson Depot. 45. Cray's Inn Rd.. Holborn. W.a2^^

New Imperial.

JULIAN'S, of Reading, have New Imperial 2-)',ll.p.

3-3peod model in stock. (0638

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 C.B. Combination. Bh.p.,

perfect condition; £110.-88. Kew Rd.. Rlch-

mr.nd. f'^'

NEW BIPERIAL. 2"'ih.p., shop-soiled onlj\ 2 speeds,

kick starter, hand clutch; to clear, «70.--Phd-

pol, Motors, Canterbury. (t-z*

-lfk21 New Imperial Lightweight, countershaft gear,

itf kick starter, 250 miles' only; £69/ lO.-Collier's

Motoric!, Horton St., Halifax. [3800

042—New Imperial, 2',-ih.p. .T.A.P., 2 speeds, as

a^ new aluminium disc, speedometer, lamps, ta.ved,

1 niion seat, perfect condition.-143, Ravensbury^ Rd
i;arlsfield, S.W,

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Sh.p. Combination, Easting,

all lamps, etc., spare . cover, perfect condition;

El 45 or near oHer.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley

Rd., N.W.S. Hamp. 7822. [4667

NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. J.A.P. Combination, 1920

all-chain drive, Lucas lamp sets. Easting tcreeo,

licences paid, perfect condition throughout; £12r

Dominy and Co., Winchester.

[4620

[3839

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol any New Imperial Model;

ca?h or deferred payments: book your order now

-,nd avoid disappointment later.-BurlmBlyjn Jlotors,

Ud, Soith Side,' Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone:

Brixton 2417. 10=0°

•VTEW IMPERIAL, 1919.,^ 2%h.p. J.A P., 2_speed,

IN clutch, K.S., lamps, born, m good condition

j;50.-The Layton Garages, .30, Holywell St., Oilord

"lionc: 581. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. (4579

New Scale.

NEW SCALE 1920 S'A.h.p., Barman 2-speed gear,

Precision engine, W^atsonian eidecar; £80.—
Hewins' Garages, Ltd., the Real Service

Taunton.

Firm,
[3875

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Viotor Cjcles advertised by private owners are, when de

advertisement, and the date of the issue,

sired, marked (P).

B39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

pEEMIEB Motor Co. lor 1921 Nortons.

ANY Model Norton delivered to your address,

carriage paid, within 24 hours.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Ed., BirminBham. [0625

TULIANS ot Beading have Norton 16H. in stock.

JULIANS of Keading have Norton Model 9 in stoclc

[0489

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Norton official agent; early

deliveries. [0595

TVrOBTON 1921 Famous 3V.h.p. trom stock; £132.-
l^ Gibb, Gloucester,

"
[0444

PICKEKING, Shrewsbury.—All Norton models lioui

stock; exchanges. [X3855

NORTON T.T., Philipson, h.c, condition as new;
£65.—Hughes, Mental Hospital, Bexley. [4374

NORTON Motor Cycles.-Can deliver anywhere;
early dates.—Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin,

[4029

CTEIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Norton.—Chanel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp-
ton. [X3820

NORTON 1921 Models.,
Motors, Ltd.. 60.

•Phone : 72.

-Sole district agents, Wessex
Catherine St., Salisbury.

[5005

NORTON.—Sole Walsall agents; exchanges or de-

ferred payments.—Mauded'
Gaiage. Walsali.

Motor Mart. Walsall
[2421

NORTON, B.R.S., renovated as new, Philipson, real

hot stuff, lamps; £60; after 6 p.m.— 156,

Browning Ed., East Ham. [3752

FRANK WHITWOBTH, Ltd., of Birmingham, have
Nortons ready for Immediate delivery; also a

fine second-hand 3^h.p. Norton. [X3864

NORTON, Model 16H, SVzh.P-, tnUy equipped, tax
paid, used twice only; £120, no offers; Whit-

Etable.—Box 697, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X3806

NORTON 1921 Motor Cycles, brand new, all models
in stock, immediate delivery.—Palin,_ Sole Agent,

Bourne St. (nr. Spot), Osmaston Rd., Derby. [3181

1 Q20 Big Four Norton, sporting sidecar, Cameo,
-a-«y lamps, Cowey horn, spares, tax paid, excellent

condition; £145.—Box 704, c/o The Motor Cycle
[X3790

NEW 1921 SVzh.p. Norton. 3-speed, kick start, 16H
model, in stock; list price £132; exchanges en-

tertained.—Bambers', Eastbank St., Soothport. Tel.

607. [8739

NORTON 1921 3y2h.p., T.T., fully equipped, speedo-
meter, tax paid, indistinguishable from new; £100.

—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate,
Manchester. [X3673

NORTON Big Four, Swan sidecar, splendid condi-
tion. Easting, Binks, spring seat, leg shields, elec-

tric lamps; £125; New Enfield wanted.—Smith, 27,
Prince's Av., Hull. [3852

NORTON 1919-20 Big Four, Do Luxe sidecar,
speedometer, all lamps, perfect condition,

licensed for 1921; £135.—Mattock Motor Co., Mattock
Lane, Ealing, W.5. . [4445

NORTON Agents.—Motor cyclists in or near Oldham
call. Our Mr. Mitchell will demonstrate to you

the finest machine in the world.—Bulloughs Motors.
Waterloo St., Oldham. [2050

MAY, 1921 Big Four Norton combination, as new,
only done 500 miles, fully equipped, Henderson

sidecar; £165; 700x80 tyres.—Greaves, 43. Lithos
Rd., Hampatead, London. [4116

NORTON 16H 3^h.p., 3-speed, all chain, 1921, not
done 200 miles, licence paid, horn, knee grips;

cheap, £125; owner going in for car.—Apply, Jones,
100, Cambridge Ed., Southport. [4214

3f* H Norton, all accessories, good tyres, 140 m.p.g.
.O solo, Canoelet sporting Triples; £120 solo;

£135 combination, or offers.—Write. Williams, 20,
Willoughby Ed., Hampstead, N.W.3. [9376

POTHUNTERS.—Certain winner eve/y time; 10-80
m.p.h. on top; 1920 Norton 3J4h.p., 3-Bpeed, in-

distinguishable from new, equipped, licensed; £98, no
oKers.-20. Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [4220

NORTON 1921 3i,^h.p., 3-speed, all-f,hain, perfect, tax
paid, just returned from mal.ers, having been

speciallv tuned for competition work; price £120.—
Howard Davies, Bryn Golen, Eutbin, N. Wales. [X3133

NORTON 1921 Big Four Combination, wind screen,
Tan-Sad. spring seat pillar, cover, sprocket, etc.

;

£160; exchange Raleigh or sports Sunbeam solo; cash
adiustment.—Williams, West St.. Congleton Cheshire.

[X3764
NORTON 1921 Big 4 Combination, special sidecar

with large lockers, Tiir^Iex screen, overeize tyres.

only 6 weeks old, and perfect in every way, licensed

:

£170.—Hewins' Garages, LW., the Real Service Firm,
Taunton. [3877

NORTON Big 4 Combination, delivered February
last, splendid machine. Ride Easy sidecar. East-

ing all lamps, mileage not over 1,500; £140.—
Colonial Motors. 104a. Finchley Ed.. N.W.3. Hamp.
7822. [4666

Smashing value

The best ofFer

of the year

AND SIDECAR
New— unused— fresh from works

fully guaranteed.

£125

£128

Chain-cum-belt model,
all complete with high-
class coach-built side-
car as illustrated.

All-chain model, com-
plete with high-class
coach-built sidecar as
illustrated

FRANK

WHITWORTH
LTD.

139, New Street,
Repairs and Service Depot : 105-107 Bristol .-treet).

BIRMINGHAM
Telephone Midland 2221,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

XrORTON 1921 Big Four Model, Henderson sidecar,
-L" Lucas Magdyno lighting, Cameo wind ecreen, over-
sized tyres, tax paid, insured, indistinguishable from
new; £170.—Parker's Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,
iJeansgate, Manchester. [S3674

1Q20 Big- Four Norton, de luxe sidecar, 700x80X *J tyres, electric lighting (accumulator), Watford
trip speedometer, hood. Cameo screen, removable
dickey seat for child and many spares; £l50.~Lloyd,
btaplegrove, Taunton. [4472

LATE 1920 Big- Four Norton and Henderson side-

car, Cowey horn,
, 8pee<lometer, large P. r.rd H.

electric rear, and Hidecar wind screen and cover, mile-
age 4,000, condition perfect- £135- any trial: privately
owned.-R. Fenn, 11, Harsuctt Rd., Colchester, Essex.
(D) [-603

|V"ORTON 1920 Model H. mileage 5,000, last year's
-'-^ isle of Man machine, special close ral.io gear box,
Lucas lamp set, Cowey horn and speedometer, an
exceptional engine and machine, in perfect condition,
licence paid; £135, no offers.—Crane, Mount Herman,
Woking. [3659

31.h.p. Norton Combination, 1917, 3-speed. Sturmey-
2 Archer, lamps, horn, tools, in good running

order, fast machine, blue sporting Canoelet sidecar,
?ery comfortable; £85 first cheque; owner ride 50
miles for sale; going abroad.—Gordon, 4, Walton Cres-
cent, Oxford. [4469

N.S.U.,
Swan Lane

N.S.U.
perfect, ride away

;

Sellindge, Kent,
-Birch.
[4173

N.S.TT. 1914 2^ih.p. Twin, tax paid; best offer ac
cepted; after 6.-21, Southbrook Rd., Lee. S.E.12.

[4392
6h.p. Twin N.S.U., 2-speed, Bosch, Amac, coacbbuilfc

sidecar, tax paid; £50.—Blake, 216, Westbourne
Grove, W. [3240

5-6h.p. N.S.TT. Combination, 2-speed, clutch, Bosch,
B. and B., discs; bargain, £50, offer.—30, Streath-

bourne Rd., Balham, S.W. [4171

N.S.TT. 4>^.p., Barman gear, K.S., H. clutch, i

frame, tyres, lamps, C-B. sidecar, good conditio

£50.—Rowley, Orsett, Essex,

|Q14 N.S.U., 2h.p., 2-speed,

[4750

F.E., complete, all

accessories, recently overhauled, splendid con-
dition; £23.-10, South St., Hammersmith. [4146

£19.~3V2li-p. N.S.U., Erricson raag., B. and B., ad-
justable pulley, horn, H.A.H. lamp, running order.

—Lewis Taylor, West End Ed., Golcar, Huddersfield.
[3526

N.U.T.

N.U.T. 1920 Electric, licence, new back tyre, spare
tube: bareain. £120.—Rinlev Strone and Co.,tube; bargain, £120

Farnborough.
Ripley Strong and

[3773

N.U.T., twin racing overhead valved engine, very fast,

sporting solo mount, diec wheels, lamiw, horn: £55.
—Brown. 84, Ceres Rd., Plumstead. [4293

A4h.p. N.U.T.-J.A.P. Combination, variable gear,
accessories; £55. or near offer, for quick sale.—

King, 2. Westwell Ed., Streatham. S.W. [3761

N.U.T. 1920 SVch.p., dynamo lighting, tax paid, in-
distinguishable from new; £125.—Parker's, Brad-

shawgate, Bolton ; also 245, Deansgate. Manchester.
[X5675

N.U.T.—Sole agents for nine counties; special ex-
change or deterred payment tenns; immediate de-

livery all models ; trade supplied.—Maudes' Motor Mart,
London. Exeter, and Walsall. [2422

N.U.T. 2^4h.p., 3-speed, special o.h.v. racing twin,
enamel and plating as new, engine completely

rebushed. horn, and electric lighting; £70; tax paid;
after 6.30 p.m., or week-end.—7. Blenheim Crescent,
S. Croydon. [3596

1 Q20 N.U.T. SVoh.p., sports model, 3-speed S.A, gear,
Xtl Magdyno, Cowey speedometer, _ trip. Palmer tyree,

horn, knee-grips; cost £155 April I'st this year, done
about 1,000 miles: 95gus., for quick sale.—IIL,
Kramer Mews, West Eiompton, London. [3357

O.K.

JULIANS of Reading have all O.K. models in Ktocb.
[0481

O.K. 2JAh.p., 2-speed, 4-stroke, licensed, equipped;
£35, "offers.—5, Home St., Frindsbury, Rochester.

[4340
O.K.-VILLIERS 2^h.p.. late 1920, 2 speeds, new

condition; £42.—Eagles and Co.. 275, High St.,

Acton, London. [4614

O.K. 2h.p., 4-stroke, 2-speed, In splendid condition,
speedy and reliable ; £30.—3a, Standen St.,

Tunbridge Wells. [4108

-| Q20 (Aug.} O.K.-Union 2V2I3-P-. lamps, horn, per-
Xt? feet, tax, mileage 500; £42.-170. Winchester
Ed., Higham'3 Park, E.4. (After 7.30.) f4092

O.K (late), 2»41i.p. M.A.G., Albion 2.speed cf>unter-

sbafl. Druids, lamps, footboards, licence, new con-
dition; £38; exchange 2^i4h.p. Douglas.—63. Solon Rd.,
Brixton. [4704

0,K .—AH models in stock from £50/8 cash, or
£14/3/6 down and 11 payments of £3/12/9.—

Lamb's 151, High St., Walthamstow, 50, High Rd.,

W^ood Green, N., and 387, Euston Rd., London. N.W.

E40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

T'DGE, 3V''h.p., Senspray, Mabon clutch, lamps,
horn: £27.-8, Barmouth Rd.,.- Wandsworth.

[4278
15 Eudge Multi, S-6h.p., fast, reliable, good tyres,
iiimps : £40, or offers.—Davies, 83, Nen'bold Ed..

ui^by. [2841

UDGE 3Vjh.p., N.S.U. gears, climb anything, tyres,
etc., perfect, gift at £35.—Riley, Elkstone, Bux-

, Staffs. [4459

Q21 Eudge Multi, T.T.. new, tax paid, insured, best
nccessorles: £85.-168, Wellington Ed. South,

Iinui^low. • [4299

UDGE 19:3-1914 Si/.h.p. Clutch Model, Bosch mag..
Hne condition

; £35.-580, Wandsworth Ed., Cl.Tf
. S.W.8 [4096

VDGE SVoh.p., 1914, new Dunlop eover, new belt,
"dl on, ^ound condition; £54.-11, Hadley G.tr-

, Chiswick. [4395

[Q19 Eudge Multi Combination, licensed, lamps,
*-*^ smart "Hendereon sidecar, licensed; h very cheap

t fSO.-Welford, Jnmes St., Brighton. [3741

Q20 Rudge Multi, sloping top tube, all accessories,^ licence paid, perfect condition: £75.—The
remier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X3784
r ATE 1920 7-9h.p. Eudge Multi Combination, Cowey^ trip speedometer, Easting, lamps, etc., tax paid;
ear...it £140 6ecures.-136, High St., Buttersca. [4407

921 Rudge Multi 3',ih.p., pednl starter; £85- de-
livery this week.—ClilTord Wilson Mfg. Co., 177,

Vestminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Tel.: Hop 210.
[46115UDGE Multi 5-6h.p., 1915 model, flrst-class con-

-l dition, tax paid; £42/10.—Newnham Motor Co.,
23, Hammersmith Kd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith

[4241

3 UDGE, 1914. T.T., clutch, all accessories, top-hole
-t' luiidition; exchange entertained; £48.—Apply,
Iph and Co., 7-8-9, Cambridge Place, Paddingtoh.

'el. : Padd. 688. [3788

Q20 .'hitej Eudge Multi, I.O.M., lamps, trip speedo-^ meter. Klaxon, knee gripe, tools, spares, leg
hieliU, long exluiufit. tux paid; £75.—Spencer, Drift-
ay. Enrnham. [4010

RUDGE Multi Combination, 7-9h.p., .Tune, 1920,
fully eauijjped and spares, condition perfect:

ny trial; £110, or offer.—Jones, 60a, Leytonstone
a., .Stratford, E.15. [3930

pilE Very thing.—Sljh.p. T.T. Rudge. clutch model.
±- lamps, horn, etc., long plated exhaust, knee grips,
1st. excellent condition: £36, offers.—Barnes, 83c
>ini(y Ed., Tooting, S.W.17. [4528
ni6 Si.l-h.p. T.T. Eudge Multi, handle-bar clutch,
•-' kick-starter, C.A.V,, Senspray, lamps, accessories

iceiice, new condition; £58; a-Yih.p. Douglas part

—

^, Solon Rd., Brixton. [3020

920 Rudge Multi, new T.T. I.O.M. Model, com-
plete with lamps and horn; £85 to clear.—8.

wis, 19a, Upper Charlton St., Carburton St off
t. Portland St.. W.l. [4307
aACEIEICE.-1918 Eudge Multi combination, 3iAh.p.,> mechanically perfect, with brand new Dunlop
lagnuiu tyres : first cheque for £55 secures.—Butler,
it. George's Rd., Bexhili.on-Sea. [3674

RDDGE, I.O.M. 1914 T.T. winner, immediate de-
livery at £85: demonstrations of this model or

9h.i>. :Multwin with pleasure.—Meeten Motors, Eudge
pecialists, Dorking. 'Phone; 163. [4465

Q20 Eudge Multi Si/ih.p. Combination, Millford side-^ car. Klaxon, a.^tylene lighting, insured to Oct.,
high overalls, good condition; £90 cash, or nearest
ffei.—Write, E. Ellis, Parkside, Barking. [4394

SPECIAL Sporting 1920M I.O.M. T.T. Rudge Multi,
^ enlarged inlet and exhaust ports, special cam, extra
igh compression, 2 plugs per cylinder, very fast, as
ew, guaranlecfl, licensed; £74.-186, Loudon Rd.
wickenham. [3954
DRAND New 1921 Rudge Multi T.T. Model 499
-^ C.C. 3M.h.p., front, rear lamps, screecher, gene-
ator. tools, being delivered from workks. splendid
argain. all new: £81/10; list price £93.—Box 4.601,
o Thr Motor Cycle. [5593

RUDGE Multi, 1919, 3',Ldi.p., born, acetylene, tools,
licensed, front tyre unounctured, beautiful con-

ition, £68: or with 1921 Grindlav sporting sidecar
;90: any trial.-Write. Carus-Wilson, 5, St. Peters-
iurgli Place, London, W.2. 'Phone : Victoria 9390.
Iter 9.30. [<1478

Scott.
aCOTT, 1910. mechauicnilv perfect, tux, and all on:
' oilers.—Sowerby, Beelshy. Grimsby. [1537
'COTT 3^ih.'p., 1921, from stock, £130; or with
' Watsonian sidecar, £152/10.—Gibb, Gloucester.

[0445
Q20 Scott Combination, all lamps, engine No. 4555-f a very cheap lot at £100.—Weliord, James St

,

nthfcn. •

[3740
COTT C.B. Combination, 1916. lamps, wind

screen, speedometer, perfect; £65.-88, New Rd
lichmond. [4323
^COTT and Sidecar, perfect condition, tax, LucasJ lamps, horn, etc.; £110.-19, Littledale Rd.,
igremont, Ches. [4496

TYRES

THE
FIRSt

TRAVEL

OVER

100
ivrlLEs
PER HOUR

AS
RELIABLE

AS
THEY ARE
FAST

NOTHING

ON EARTH
THE KEMPSHALt
TYRE CO. (Eu°/ope) Ltd.,

97 98, Long Acre, LONDON, W.C.2
'I'lione—2(4.0erraVd (3 lines). ••

'Grams—"Studlesa, Rand, Londoa."

Cambridge St. Rubber
Works, MANCHESTER

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott

CJCOTT 1915 Combination, re-enamelled, lamps, horn,
^~^ semi-T.T., spare touring, no tool kit, tax paid;
£75.—Keeble, 90, Croxted Rd., Dulwich, S.E.21. [3599

-1 Q20 Scott, new 1921, splendid condition ;• £95; by
-L*^ apiwintment it possible.—Watkins, 71* Cairo
Ed.. Church Hill (near Iloe St. Station), W'altham-
stow. [4198

SCOTT 1920 Combination, sidecar, 1921, electric
light, luggage carrier, Easting, tyres good, tax

paid, excellent condition; £135.—C, 2, Madeira Court,
Madeira Place, Brighton. [3668

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920, 2.speed gear, slightly

^op^soiled. and unused; at £130.—Burlington
Motors, Ltd, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W 4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417. [0510

SCOTT 2-spced Standard Model, Mny, 1920. under
1,000 miles, appearance and tune perfect, all ac-

cessories, lioenrted ; wicrifice £93, or close offer.—12.

Leiwide Av., Muswell Hill, N.IO. [4730

"I 020 3\\ih.p. Scott Combination, complete with
-Lt? lamps and horn, speedometer, tax paid for 1921,
in nice order and condition: £125; easy payments.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [4697

Singer

31h.p. Singer, clutch model, Bosch, B. and B., per-

2 feet; £35.—Blake, 216, Westbourno Grove, W.
[3242

Sparkbrook.

SPABKBEOOK 1915 2',ih.p., 2-speea, nccossoiies,

tvres almost new, in good condition, licence paid;

£38.—Pascoe, Chantry Cottage, Kemsing, near Seven-

oaks, Kent [3749

S'
PAKKBROOK 1920 2'^h.p.. 2.speeds, as makers'

si>eciRcation, ehop-soiled only; two of these at

1 the bargain price ol £50 each (or cash only.— Mi-bfjs,

156. Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230.
I [3794
I Stan.

QQ GNS.: 2t^.h.p. Stan 2-stroke motor cycle, Dunlop
00 studded "tyres. B.B. carburetter. Arden spring

fork.—Sun Motor Co., Westwood Heath, nr Coventry.
[X341

1

Sun
SUN-VILLIERS 2V'h.p. 2-stroke Motor Cvola. single-

speed, perfect order; price £35.—Apply, .1.

Sparling. Rathkeale, Co. Limerick. [3771

1 020 2i,ih.p. San-Vitesse, licensed, 2-speed counter-

1-if shaft gear box, lamps, and horn; first 50 ens.

secures.-A. Curtis, Station, Moulton. [3561

SUN-Vn-LIEES 2'4h.p., like new, tax paid, little

used, P.H.. Goodyear, fully equipped, must Mil;

real bargain, £30.-46, Inchmcry Ed., Catlord, |-E.6.

20 Sun-Vitesse 2"'',h.p., 2-speed, perfect in every

J.^ wav. electric lighting, new aluminium disc

wheels, Tan-Sad, new tyres; £60, or nearest -3a
Standen St., Tunbridge Wells. [4106

1O20 Sun-Vitesso 2V'h.p., 2-specd, complete with P.

i«^ and H. lamps, mileage about 500; tor £56, or

offers, very swift, and appcnrance as new.-E. Burrows.

The Elms, Wisbech, St. Mary's. [3666

fl.'Jhp Sun-Vitesse, 1917, 2-stroke, single-speed, lully

/S4 eciuipped, licensed and insured, makers over-

haul last Feb., faultless condition- best oHer over

£30.-L. Waverlcy, West Byfleet, Surrey. [4556

Sunbeam.

E.
KICKHAM for Sunbeam, f_ole agent lor Bristol

and district.-Stokcs Croft, Bristol, [3*52

1 O20 Sunbeam Combination. SV-h.p., lully equipped,

i-U tax paid; iei55.-PhiUiot, Motors, CanterbniT-

1 ni8 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, spare wheel, all

IJ7 on, as new; £145.-Spiawson, 21, Holbeach Rd
Catford. t'«^2

SPOUTS Model Sunbeam, 145 ens.; S'.ih.p touring

model, 148 gns.,in stock.-Cros5, Agent, Eother-

ham. [X37a7

SUNBEAM 27ih.p. Solo, done 300 miles, speedometer:

what oSersP-Akeroyd, Victoria Hotel, Bndlmg-
ton. C^^"

31.h p. Sunbeam Combination, 3-speed, coach side-

2 car splendid order; 95 gns.—Claremont Garage,

Blackpool. [1015

31h.p. Sunbeam ante 1920), used very little, prneti-

2 cally new, fidly equipped; offers.-Box 4,S20^ cJo

The Motor Cycle. [=699

1 19 (Sept.) 3i/.h.p. Sunbeam, hardly scratched.

LV engine perfect, well equipped; £115,—Lieut.
Northheld, March, Cambs. [584-i

T fkl9 3'.hp Sunbeam Combination, tax-insurance

lt» paid." electric lights, hood, perfect; £110---

Fostcr. 341, Upper St., N.l. [4630

1021 3V.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, in stock for irn-

LiJ mediate deliv»ry: makers' list pnce.-J. Smith

and Co., 52-54, Ilarapstead Ed., N.W.I. 10353

SU.NBEAM, 2;;.,h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, clutch, kick

starter, lamps, etc.. registered, perfect '.rdcr

£55.-302, London Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [4626

19=
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

I Q20 Sunbeam Sports Model, mile.ige 300, Lncas
-•-«' lamps, Bonniksen, Cowey, lesfihields, condition
83 new: f 130.—Cliirney's Garage, H.nrpenden. r3502
CjUNBBAM, 1916, with Sli.p. M.A.G. engine, will take
*y' 5 almost anywhere on top gear, fast, lamps, horn,
tax paid, etc.; £130.-35, Upper AllJert Rd., Sheffield.

_. [3520
1 Q21 (April) 3i/2h.p. Sunbeam, mileage 1,300,
J-»^ lamps, speedometer, new condition: £140.—
Graham, East Lodge, Wargrave Manor, Wargrave.

[4471
CJUNBEAM 3i/2h.p., semi-sports model, entirely equal
*^ to new, with Lucas lamps, horn, knee-grips,
licensed: price £13S.-Tupling, Ltd., New St., Whit-
church. [4517

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination, late 1920, electric
lighting, spare wheel, new tyre, hood, screen,

equal to new, tax paid; £250.—Domiiiy and Co., Win-
chester. [5893

SUNBEAM 3;,^h.p., late 1919, leg shields and apron,
Millford 1920 sidecar, Easting screen, excellent

condition: £125; seen Hampstead.—Bo.x 4,698. c/o
The Motor CijcU. [4748

1 Q15 3Voh.p. Sunbeam Combination, overhauled by
-»-•/ makers, hood, screen, Lucas lamps, horn, tax
paid for year, perfect order; £120.—Byfleet Automobile
Co., West Byfleet. [2548

GUNBEAM 1915 SVoL.p. Model with Sidecar, com-
'-^ plete with all accessories, excellent * condition

;

£110.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deans-
gate, Manchester. [X3671

SUNBEAM 6h.p. Combiuation, all ae new, interchange-
alrfe wheels, magnificent sidecar, all accessories

:

£145.—Birmingham Vulcanising Co., Key Hill. Bir-
mingham. Tel.: 248 Central. [53869

1Q19 (May) Sunbeam 3i4h.p., with Grindlav side-
-«-*^ car, excellent condition, lamps, horn. Sunbeam
tools, tyres, tubes new. licensed; £135.—Leyland, 4,
Liverpool ou., Weaste, Manchester. [3540

SUNBEAM 31/oh.p., late 1919 combination, makers'
sidecar, speedometer, all new Michelins, full

equipment, perfect order; £130.—Geary, Butler's Gar-
age, 65, Queen's Rd., St. John's Wood, London. [4602

SUNBE-iM 3'/2h.p. (late 1920 Touring Model, P. and
U. lamps, Lucas horn Watford trip speedometer,

genuinely soiled only.; exceptional valne, £130.—Herbert
"Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.:
995. T.A.: Bicycles. [3826

1019 Sunbeam Sh.p., double seater Henderson side-
-*- 1/ car. Ace discs. Klaxon, speedometer, electric liglit-
ing, 2 new spare retread tyres, tax paid, recently over-
hauled; owner purchased car; price £150.—Ernest Hohbs,
Little Faringdon, Lechlade. [3557

6h.p. Sunbeam Comljin.itiou, 1914, brand new sidecar
chassis, thoroughly overhauled, complete with

spares, Cowey speedometer. Cameo wind screen, apron,
Kla.xon and lamps, tax paid, everything in perfect
order; £115; London.—Box 4,695, cM Tlie Motor Cvcle.

[4760qUNBEAM 1916 Si/oh.p. and Skiff Sidecar, good lamp
'^ =ct, horn, mirror, speedometer, screen to sidecar,
licence paid, guaranteed mechanically sound and good
appearance; £105—Herbert Robinson, Ltd. 32-35
Green St., Cambridge. Tel.; 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

[3822

T.D.C.
£24.—T.C.D. de luxe 2-stroke, taxed, runs splendid,

good condition.—143, Rayensbury Rd., Earls-
field, S.W. [4621
fy.D.C. 1920 2-stroke; Albion 2-speed, licensed, in-
-«- snrcd, equipped, go anywhere: £36.—Farmer, 7b,
South "Vale, Upper Norwood. [3885

Torpedo.
rrOHPEDO-PRECISION 2%h;p., new engine, 1919,
-»- 2-speed. tax paid; £26, near offer.-Waters, 10.
Somerset Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [4468

Triumph.
JDREMIER Motor Co. {or 1921 Triumphs.

"TIRIUMPHS at the new reduced prices now in stock.

W^„,';?°
deliver to your address within 24 hours

2l4h.p. hglitvveight Triumph, £70; W.D.B. (reno-
vated), £95; Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £115; Type S DCham drive, £125; sidecars from £25 to £50—Buy
your machine direct from the Triumph specialists
The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham.
ASTONLSHING Offer of new Sidecar Combinations^ j"^';'!"'^ new 192: Type H 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph;
ntted with new Canoelet coachbuilt sidecar, Dunloij
tyre, coverall apron, 4-point attachments to fit iuo-s
incorporated in Triumph frame; £137- no easy nayments; the best offer of the year; free delivery to any
address.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd Birmingham. ''[0627

J~~jEOSS, Rotherham, can deliver all model TriumphsVy from stock. [X3755
I-PRIUMPH 1911, very fast, perfect; £35.-88, Kew*- Rd.. Richmond. [4326
IQIS Triumph, in first-class order; £65—88
-«-f Brampton Rd., St. Albans, [4672

.^^^^^

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Agent for

AJS and British Excelsior Machines

FOR BUSINESS, PLEASURE, OR
HEALTH-THE MOTOR CYCLE
IS A SOUND INVESTMENT.

NEW 1921 COMBINATIONS.
A.tJ.S. 7 h.p. Comb., with spare wheel, screen,

luggage carrier, etc £215
BRITISH EXCELSIOR 8 h.p. Comb, de luxe . £195
BRI'TISH EXCELSIOR 6 or S h.p. Comb., 3-sp.,

all-chain drive £155
ZENITH 8 h.p. clutch model Comb £177
RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. Comb. . .

.' £184 16
MATCHLESS S h.p. Comb £185
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Comb., all-chain drive £165
ARIEL 4I h.D. Comb., all-chain drive £150
P. & M. 3i li.p. Comb., 2-speed £155
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Comb., 2-speed £160
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Comb., dynamo lighting .. £182 10
B.S.A. 4J h.p. Comb., Model H.2, all-chain . £152
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Comb., all-chain £175
G.N., 8 h.p., r92i, new Popidar £198
COVENTRY PREMIER, 8 h.p,, dynamo li,?ht-

ing, dickey seat £250
MORRIS-OXFORD de Luxe, ior4, new body,

upbolsterv, and hood, equipped £225

NEW 1921 SOLO MOUNTS.
A.J.S., cj h.p., 3-speed. clutch, kick-starter. £105
EXCELSIOR-BLACKBURNE, 2.} h.p., 2-sp.,

clutch, K.S £96
SCOTT, 3J h.p., 2-speed £130
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D., all-cham ... £125
ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports Model C £115
EXCELSIOR, 2V h.p., sporting model £49 10
ENFIELD, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £65
O.K.-JUKIOR, 3 stroke £50

SHOP-SOILED AND USED MOUNTS.
A.J.S. i9-!o f. h.p. Comb., dyiiamo lighting,

Klaxon horn, etc £185
*A.J.S. 1920 6 h.p. Comb., acetvlene lighting,

hood, horn, etc .'..,. £175
*ZENITH 1920 8 h.p. Comb., soecial Patey

Sidecar, electric lighting, hood, screen,

speedometer £155
*ENFIELD 1915 6 h.p. Comb., acetylene light-

ing. Easting windscreen, etc £110
'"TRIUMPH 1919 4 h.p. Comb., Easting wind-

screen, etc
.^ £120

BRITISH EXCELSIOR 1921 de Lu.-ce Comb.,
8 h.p. Blackburne engine, dynamo light-

ing, electric horn, screen, hood, spare
wheel, etc., run only 250 miles £219

=^S!NGER 1914. 4 h.p. Combination, fully

equipped £65
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 1920, 6 h.p., 3 speed,

all-chain drive, unused £140
*RUDGE-MULTi,I.O.M.model,fulIyequipped £72 10
*ENFIELD Comb., S h.p., 1918, Easting, fully

equipped £120
*AJ.S., 1916, 2% h.p., equipped £65
TRIUMPH, .\h.p., W.D.B., renovated and

guaranteed by Triumph Co., from £90
EXCELSIOR, 1920, 2-V h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,

clutch, and K.S". £50
CALTHORPE, 1920, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-sp.,

unused £59 10
*Denotes machines which arc TAX PAID.

RIDE while you PAY.
Any of the above Machines supplied on our " Payment
out of Income " System. One-third down, and balance

spread over twelve monthly instalments.

N. 1 AYLOR & UO., Ltd.
Showrooms

—

UTotor Cvrlos and Cars,

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
ArcPSRorie*; '^nir Part- nn'l M^ 'its

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road,W.C.I.

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.CI
Garage; Tottenham Court Ttoad, W.l.

Tele ihones; .^ccessorie'^ and Repairs. Museum laiO.
Motor Cycles and Cars. KensinKton 726"l.

Tr.lo'rroTYi- "B-na^pf'-n Ws«t-"rit-, on-l-n,"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
TriiiniDll.

I Q18 Triumph, ooant€rgliaft, guaranteed perfect. Mlj-L»^ e<juipBed.-204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. [3529

~l Q20 Triumph, 3-speed perfect condition, equipped*itf £95.-144. Tjidbroke Grove. W.IO. fsiai
'T'RIUMPH (Baby), new condition, guaranteed-
J- Ji43.—51, Kendall Rd., Beckeuham, 8.E. [4127
£22.--3yoh.p. Triumph, splendid appearance, good lun-
':*' nine order.-King, Effrove Faim, Oxford. [X3801
TO 19 Triumph, new condition, hot stuff; £75, quick-^^ eale.-Wilton, White Swan,.Upper Nonvood. [4718

'T'l^IUMPH, 1917, renovated, fast mount, £55;
-•- Triumph, 1918, condition excellent, £65.—Below.
T^EITJMPH, 1918, in perfect condition,
-"- series: £58, no oSers.— 135, Edgwaie Ed., W.2.

[4762
£34.-^1913 3-specd 3i(.h.p. Triumph, clutch, luUyo^ equipped.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. rX3802

1 QI8 Countershaft Triumphs from f52.—Bracmar,-L«^ 17, St. Quentin's Av., North Kensington. [4300

T)^S ^J?^' Wermouth.-1921 Triumph all-chain com-
•*-' bmatiou; £175, Baby 2-strok6, £70, from .stock.

^59.-1918 Triumph, snip, lamps, tools, general con-<^ dition perfect.—282, South Lambeth Bd., S.W.8.
[3769TO 14 Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, excellent condi-

-»-f tion; £40.-1, Autill Ed., Tottenham. N.15.

'pHIUMPH 31,11. p., ta.it paid, all on, any trial, ride
-•- away; £28.-4, Abinger Rd., Bedford Park, W.4.
_ [4063

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph Combination, electric lainp.^,
-•«-' Easting, tax paid; £125.-114, BrLxton Hill.

[4330
TRIUMPHS.—Fine assortment at prices to suit all;

3 months' guarantee given.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,
Lee. [3994

TRIUMPH, 1914, Gloria
order; £85.—Particulars,

pool.

1Q19 Triumph 4h.p., new condition, acce;
--*/ complete; sell £90.—Hutchings, TTiln

sidecar, perfect runuing
41, Central Drive, Black-

[X3792

ories
Hilmarton

[375;

TRIUMPH Combination, late 1919, bulbous side
car, e-xceptional outfit; £125.—Cook, Jeweller

Newark. [3571

TRIUMPH, 1911, 3Vih.p., splendid running order
*28; tax paid.—382, York Rd., Wandsworth

S.W.18. [427'

1 Q20 Junior Triumph, as new, fully equipped
-1-*/ licensed; £60.—Brown, Stoke Mandeville, Avlcs
bury, Bucks. [3891

1 Q 10-11 Triumph, complete less wheels, stand, bars
L9J £15, or nearest; splendid condition.—8, Ashlej
Park, Bristol. [388f

31h.p. Triumph, 2-speed and free, all on, excellen
2 condition, fast; £37.—Malcolm, Brooklyn, Hard^

Grove, Worsley.
"

[Tf:lt

fyRIUMPH Si/oh.p., 1913, clutch model, good order
-- £35; private owner.—Apply, 51, High Rd., Eas
Finchley. [437;

BABY Triumph, late 1920, beautiful condition, al
accessories; £55, or nearest.—29, Gap Rd,

Wimbledon. [402

TRIUMPH 1913 C.B. Combiuation; £48, genuin.
bargain.—19, St. Michael's Rd., Stockwell, S.W

(2 knocks). . [4271

TRIUMPH S'/oh.p. Combination, 2-speed, Bosch
lamps, tax paid; after 7; £50.-1, Alexandra Av.

Batt^rsea. - [431:

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, all accessories: £85
exchange I.O.M. Rudge.—139, Wallwood Rd.

Leytonstone. [420'

TRIUMPH 1914 3l,i,h.p. 3-speed, good condition
£35, or best offer.—Dollis Automobile Co., Churc

End, Finchley. [368

-I Q21 4h.p. Triumph Model H., £115. with CanoeU
J-tf sidecar £145.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.
Wa'.tuam Cross 31. [034

£33.—Triumph SVjh.p., excellent condition, tyres, bel
and lamps, practically new, Bosch mag.—Goring

Shortwood, Staines. [376

TRIUMPH Renovated -Models from £65.—Newnhai
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone

Hammersmith 80. [424

4 h.p. Triumpii Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speec
clutch, perfect condition; £60.—St. Olaves, Eas

worth Rd., Chertsey. [359

TRIUMPH 3>ih.p.. clutch, K.S.. T.T. bars,
tvres, Tan-Sad, all on; £46.-92, Tennyson St

Batteisea, S.W. 8. [444

TRIUMPH, 1918, thoroughlv overhauled, new coacl

built sidecar; £76.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd
South Kensington. [397

MAY. 1919. Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed countershaf
trial, tax paid; £83, or near offer.—Jones, Wei

ington Court, Hereford. [366

1 Q20 (late) Triumph Combination, perfect cone
JLJy tion, 3,000 odd miles, tools, spares; £125.—

4

Bedford Av., Barnet. [41

B44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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brackets
Special
dust and
weather-proof front

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

IRIUJIPH 4h.p. Countershaft Coachbuilt Combina-
tion, 45541, accessories, tax paid; £72.-39,

Dllis Park. Finchley. [4179
918 Tiiuinpli Combination, lamps, tools, ride auav:

le;iving Kennington ; sell £80.—'Phone : 7839
mtral. Appointment.

'

[3727
IRIUMPH 1913 3-speed 3Kh.p.. exceptional condi-

ticn, licence paid, any trial; £55, or nearest.—

|

ppen. i\Jarden, Kent. [4132 .

IRIUMPH 3i$h.p., 1912, tax paid. 3-speed hub. 'CCeSSOrieS.
clutch, cylinder, Fellows mag., new; £38.—Scott,

d Farm Rd., Guildford. [4060
JEW Triumph Latest 4h.p., Lucas accessories:
1 cost £140, sacrifice £112; bought car.—77,
rieklade Rd.. Swindon. [3762

918 Countershaft Triumphs, from £52: combina-
tion, £72; all perfect.-24, Balliol Rd., 0.\ford

ardcns, North Kensington. [4204

TRIUMPH 1914 (December) T.'^, 3-speef] hub gear.
Lucas lamps, horn, licence paid; £50, bargain.

Bacon, Wellington, Salop. [3541

914 4h.p, Triumph-Gloria Combination, open to
expert examination and trial; £50.—Sevan,

icania Buildings, Llanelly. [3854

919 Triumph Combination, licensed, perfect con-
dition, equipped, any trial; £95.—Farmer, 7b,

nth Vale, Upper Norwood. [3884

(ill.p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed, 1913, wicker
'2 sidecar, any trial, tax paid, lamps, and kit;
iO.— 155, Terry Rd., Coventry. [S3596
TRIUMPH, 1914. 3-speed, clutch all on, licence,

Uorpd 4 years, perfect condition; sacrifice, 44
IS.—30, Carlton Rd., Leytonstone. [4646

917 4h.!,.. 3-speed Countershaft Triumph, ride
away; £50.-44, Whyteville Rd., Upton Lane.

>rt5t Gate. 'Phone : Stratford 283. [4436

>60.—Triumpli W.D. mode), rebuilt, Storuiey-Ardier
* 3-speed pear box, 4b. p. engine; sacritic^.^ack
ard, 11, Radford Rd., Leamington Spa. [X3868
h.p. Triumph Combination, October 1919, speed-

; omcttr, lamps, mirror, perfect condition; £118.—
inn, 81, Bolingbroke Rd., Coventry. [X3878
45.— 3i.jh.p. Triumph, clutch, PhiUpson. new tyres,

' iill on, ent'iue overhnnled, new hack wheel, tax
id.—Penny, P.O. Road, Cobham, Surrey. [4296

918 Triumph 4h.p., kick start, 3 speeds, clutch,
mechanically perfect, equal new. ride away;

55.—Brawn, 94, High St., Beckenham. [4356

918 Triumph and linhtweieht Henderson sidec-ar,
lust nnd powerful, InmpH, horn, tools; £75. lowest.

riioinas, Biigstock, Thrap.ston, Northants. [3556
ATE 1918 Triumph Combination, lamps, speedo-

J meter, spares, perfect, tax paid; £lOO; offers.—
, Park Avenue South, Hornsey, London. [4467
*25.—3'^h.p. Triumph, engine perfect, drop frame,
^ 1920 tank, good tvres, P. and H. lamps, horn;
y trial.—88, Brook Green, Hammersmith. [4281

TRIUMPH.—All models for immediate delivery; ex-
. chanyew.—Newnham_ Motor Co.. 223. Hainmer-
lith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [4239

li.p. Triumph Combination, 1914, 3-speed and clutch,
all on, excellent condition, re<;eut improvemontii-

5; e\eniiig6.— 32, Dacres Rd., Forest Hill. [3726
VU.C.H. ore Triumph Agents.—Combination^! nnd

EOlcw, new and eer-ond-hand. in stock.— 5, Uenth
., Hampstcad (near Hampstead Tube Station). [3862'

IRIU.MPH-GLORIA Combination, 1918. fitted 1920
sidecar, perfect condition throughout; £100 —

Accessories Co., 306, High Rd., Lee, S.E.13. [3601

914 T.T. 4h.p. Triumph, 3-a]>eed, clutch, just been
rei'litcd, re-enamelled, and overhauled throu^h-

t; £50.-17, North Everard St.. Kinfi's Lynn. [4758

1R1U-MPH 4h.p.. 1918 model, countershaft 3-speed,
all accessories, excellent condition, licensed;

5.- Wise. 171, Church St., Kensington, W.S. [3550

920 JiUyi Baby Triumpli, nenrlr new. lamps, etc.,
;tn<l tiix paid; £59/10, close oflor.—Seen Giaham'e

rage, Church St, Enfield Town. Tel.: Enfield 82
[3961 I

POETIXG 3",i-h.p. Triumph, wide bars and tank, ex-
' fellent order and appearance ; £35, or exrl ancc
lUghis.—Lufl, 1, Pewsey Rd., Marlborough, Wilts.'

[.-613
'OR Imruedifite Sale, W.D. Triiimph and sidecar,

newlv overhimled, with full equipment: £85, or
irest offer: London.—Box 4,667, c/o The Motor Cycle.

*Rir\[PH 3'...h.p., perfect running order, spare.-.
laoips. speedometer, any test, insured; letter pre-

Te<l.—Grantham, 139, Wakeman Rd., Kensal Rise
[3623 i

921 Trmmph Combination, mileage 300. Easting.
Falluliie lamps, D.A. cvlinder. etc., tax paid-

riect. £155, no ofTers.—Moulton, Holt, Norfolk
[3624miUMPH 1918 4h.p. Countershaft. Millford-Sun-

Ixjrini r.ide;ir. Easting, nil on. tax pjiid. perfect
iditiou; £95.—M., 6, Priory Gardens, Hiphgute. N.6.

[4371
Ih.p. Triumph, 3-speed. clutch, and Bosch, handle-
2 bar control, all equipment, spares, licence per-
t condition, trial.—69, Redlands Rd., Penarth, Car-
'- [4462

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets

Specialities.

NOTE REDUCED PRICES
H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.— Head, Side, and
Talt Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Cases, Switch.

Wiring, etc. Ready for installing.

Fig- S95-
Codeword
"Daylite"
Best quality
finish
throughout.
Very mas-

I J{jB>,n(kH .
JgiV^B-' «<jt^

sive and "'

)jSStvf»aHfcr^ I

NEW PRICES

Xickel- plated
60/- each.
Fig. 893

Black- pi a ted
65/- each.

OLD PRICES
1-ig.So.S—Nickel

73/6 each.
Fig.893_Black,

76/0 each.

Medium Size Model. l"ig. 881.
Best quality tinish throughout.
Totally insulated holder, with
switch and 4-volt bulb,
adjustable focus, adjust-
able brackets, dust and
weather -proof ^\
front. As illus-

trated. Fis.SSi.
NEW PRICES ,.„^ „ ,

Nickel . . 36 - J<- ? )/

Black .. 39, " ^-^^^'^

Old Prices

**>«/,

Fig. 560, Sidecar Lamp.
As illustrated. Complete
switch, bulb, wire, nuts,

washers, etc. Price 8/6
each.

Fig. 878.
Similar to Fig. 895, but
smaller, and with special
pullon" front. Rubber

ring casting for glass.
Price,

HIack-plated, 40/- each.

F'g- 573- Shows red
danger signal, lights No.
plate. Complete with
switch, bulb. %\ire, clip,

etc. Price 9/6 each.
'Force" Hellesen Bat-

ter>', 9/11
i86. Special metal case

tor " Force."
Complete rear set.

A. H. HUNT, UTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.

Telegrams.
' Keyage, Croydon.

T'lsphones.
"•rnvdon 2225, 2226.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUijiPH, countershaft, renovated by makers March,
1921, still under TriumphV guarmitee. unscratched

;

genuine machine.—Offers to 53, Christchurch Rd.,
Reading. ^ [3790

19 Countershalt Triumph and Sidecar, fully

equipped, tax paid, engine No. 62193, guaran-

teed not W.D. ; ^95.—Fitt, Wear Pikes, Church St..

Chelsea. i^^^^

TRIUMPH. 1920, Gloria sidecar, hood, screen,

lamps, speedometer, horns, perfect condition

;

! expert inspection requested; £135.-6, Park Rd.. East

;

Twickenham. [1831

20 Triumph Combination, Montgomery purple

sidecar, electric lighting, speedometer, etc., ex-

..'Irnt condition; £120; exchange higher power com-
lihi.ition or good solo.—4. Kenilwcrth Gardens, Seven
Kings, Esse.\. [4133

ra20 sporting Triumph Combination, electric lights.

if disc wheels, speedometer, knee-grips, hood ^ and
screen, etc.; £125.—Perry House, Emptess Av., Wood-
loid, Essex. [X5689

1 Q14 "Triumph 4h.p., 3^speed, fast machine, just

-L«7 [jficn completely overhnuled, in splendid condi-

tion, licence paid, epeedonieter, etc.—Barnes, lirojul-

l.'inds, Chesham. [^391

TRIUMPH, fleshly overhauled, late W.D. models;

£57; all first-class, new tyres: only lew left.—

R. B. Clark and Co.. 7. Exhibition Rd.. South Koii-

singlon. S.W.7. [3972

19^

19=

1Q20 4h.p. Triurapli and Milltord Sidecar, perlcct
X*y condiiioii, lamps, speedometer, horn, spares, an<l

licence; £100. -Brook Bros. (Buruham-on-Sea), Ltd..

Uurnham. Sonier-set. [3785

TliiriLPH Couibiiiatioii, 1918. 1921 Snndnm sports

sidwar. euaniel and plntins good, 2 horns, lamps,

gas, ele. trie, tools and spare-s, tax paid; £105.-73,
Elthimi M., Lee, S.E. [1089

1 Q 16 (Oetoher) Triumph Countcrshalt Combina-
X*y tioD, just completolv overhauled by makers

nnd re-cnanicllcd: trial; £77/10. or near.—3a. Standen
.SI.. Tunbridge Wells. WHO
1018 Coiuitershuft Triumph, irith siilccnr, wind
Xi/ eerceu, lamps and horn, complete, Ruarantecil

pcifeit condition; no offers; f76.—Bcecher, 472, Areh-

waj- ltd.. London, N. [3837

TEIUMl'H Couihination, 1918. fully eiuipped. East-

ing screen, the whole outfit renovated as new;

barBiiin for nuiel; snle.-304, FuUiam Ed., S.W.IO.

Thonc: Kensington 2372. [3562

TRIDJIPH. 1921 models, in stock lor immediate de-

livery at makers' reduced prices; exchanges

arranged, or deferred i>aj-ments.—Eagles and Co.. 275.

1 High St.. Acton, London. [4613

TRIUMPH, 1913. S'/'.h.p., 3-speed hub, clutch, all

accessories, nice appearance, mechanically per-

fect: £45, or exchange T.T. big twin or single.—G.

A. Warren, Hindon. Wilts. [4172

TO 14 (late) Triumph C.B. Combination, 3-speed

-Li/ hub. clutch, speedometer, lamps, horn, tax

paid- must sell, best offer accepted.—Gardner. 2.

Breams Buildings, E.C.I. [4722

-,..-..., 2-stroke, 1920, new eondiUsn,
Lucas lamps, horn, tax. insurance paid, uiot-

£62;iO.-Hndfl.!ld.
[X3629

TRIUMPH 2",ilj.p,

Lucas lamps,
hoards or foot-ri-sts, Xl'all saddle
Wehheath, Eedditch, Worcs

TRIUMPH, eountershalt. 1918, ridden 1,000 milea

only, as new. complete equipment and spares,

enamelling, plating, mechanism- perlcct; £85.-42.
Silehurst Rd., Brockley, S.E.4. [4138

CEOYDOjS' Agent lor Triumph motor cycles. All

models in stoik ready for immediate delivery.

—

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd 145. North End,
Croydon. 'Phone: 2624. [1348

TRIUMPH Baby Junior, 2'/,h.p., 1920 model, lamps,
horn, pannier bags, tools, spare belt, new hack

tvre, front as new, tax paid : £60.—BensOD-Dare, Glou-
nester ltd., Eoss, Herefordshire. [4413

BARGAIN.-1917 Triumph eountershalt combina-
tion, electric lighting, new hood. Cameo, over-

hauled, readv tour, guaranteed perlect; £75.-89,
East Hill, Wandsworth, S.W.18. [4124

TRIUMPH, 1915. Swan C.B. sidecar, excellent con-
dition, completely overhauled, stored during war,

lamps, spares, tax paid; £95; after 6 p.m.—Tiltman,
3, Randolph Rd., Maida Vale, W.9. (3856

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p.. direct drive T.T. model, new
but slightly shop-soiled, unrepeatable bargain;

£80.—The Layton Garages. 30. Holywell St., Oxford.
'Phone: 581. Tel.: Integrity, 0.xJord. [4566

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. and Henderson new lightweight
sidei^ar. jjerie^-t condition, fully eauipped. luggage

crid. indi<itinBui-:liabIe from new. tax paid; £129.—
Edwards, Bryn Hclyg. Newc-astle, Emlyn. [3715

TRIUMPH, late model countershaft, fully equipped,
licence paid, new enamelling and plating, beau-

tiful condition; £70.—Gray and Levin. 5. The Br.ule-

vard, Balham, S.W. Tel.: Streatham 2417. (3859

"IQ19 Triumph Gloria, hood, screen, speedometer.
-L^ electric horn, sjjares and cash for 1919 or 1920

l3-10h.p. Zenith combination or sell; £130.-19, Crov-

', don Rd.. Eheers End, Beckenham, Kent. [4506

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR SALE.

IQI8 Triumph Combination, in excelle
J-tf all tyres good, engine, gear box.

CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

3 ill. p. Tn'umplr, 1911, free engine clntclr, N.S.U. atl-

2 justable pulley 2-speed gear, roomy 2-seatP?'
wicker sidecar, Lucai Vjrn, lamps, tax paid; £45.— Keu-
ninre, 100, ,Spencer's IK , Crawley, Sussex. [4106

"pRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., 3-sp<'0d, .viodel H, nscd for
-*- 300 miles, BonnLksen speedometer, leg shields,
spare belt and tube in carrier, handle-bar watch,
guaranteed as new, tax paid; £105.—Below.
'T'RIUMPH 1920 4h.p., 3-specd, Model H, Lucas
J- accessories, mirror, horn, tax paid, splendid
order; £85.-Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av..
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0065

'pRIUMPn 4h.p. 1914 Combination, Gloria sidecar,
-^ 3-speed, kick-starter, lamps, tools, recently over
hauled, in perfect condition; £75.-45, Cornwall Rd.,
Brixton Hill, S.W.2. "Phone: Brixton 3088. [3621

f Q 13-19 Triumph 4h.p. countershaft, unused 18
JL*^ months, new stove enamel and plating, abso-
lutely perfect, all on, tax paid, strip or ride 50 miles;
£73.—Garaged, 106, North End Rd., West Kensington.

[4176
excellent condition,

etc., perfect,
£85; and Triumpll solo, similar machine, £62.—J.
Haynes, 28, Church St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. 'Phone :

1330. [3936

TRIDJIPHS.-We are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery: chain drive, chain-

cum-belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Mus-
well Hill, N',10; and at Woodside Parade, North
Finchley. [0382

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash
or deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapht-m Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417- [0504

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch K.S., lamps,
horn, licence paid, knee grips, W.D. bars, long

exhaust, almost as new, very fast; £100.—The Layton
Garages, 30, Holvwell St., Oxford. 'Phone 681. T.A.

:

Integrity, Oxford. [4585

£56.—Triumph", 4h.p., 1914, Sturmey 3-speed, clutch,
hub gear, cylinder rebored and new piston fitted,

all parts replated, tax paid, machine and tyres in
excellent condition throughout.—5. Third Av., Selly
Park, Birmingham. [4128

£65,-1916 4h.p. Triumph 3-speed countershaft coach-
built combination, electric light, Klaxon horn,

various spares; any trial; owner bought car; first
cheque secures; real bargain.-Major Ellevshaw, Play-
natch House, Sonning, Oxon. [3703
"1Q20 T.T. Triumph, fitted lamps, Cowey horn.
•^*^ aluminium dfscs, large copper exhaust, A.K.
tnee-grips, Tan-Sad. fast, sportv, condition new; sell
£95, or exchange with cash for 16h.p. H Norton-
J. R. Savage, Plitcham, King's Lynn, Norfolk. [3669

TyACOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
»» Triumphs, oil models in stock, new chain drives,

new chain-cum-belts, solos and combinations; also 4h p
renovated models, £90 and £95 ; immediate delivery

,

supplied OD easiest of easy terms; trade supplied,
[45371020 Triumph, 4h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft,

--t/ polished discs, indistinguishable from new, per-
,iect running, £85; or with new unused 1921 Mont-
gomery sidecar, £115; the best looking Triumph in
London.—35, St. Clement's Mansions, Lillie Kd, Ful-
ham. [4380

TRIUMPH, 1918, with new Ladbrokc sports sideca
exceptionally fine condition, £85. All these

machines are in perfect condition, and I am prepared
to guarantee any; plate and enamel, etc., far above
the average.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W.9. Hamp-
stead 1353. [4559
rpRIUMPH, 1920, countershaft, racing and standard
J- piston and cams, 3 sprockets, close ratio and
standard gears, plated tank, crank case and covers
buffed, lamps, horn, speedometer, new back tyre,
belt, and many spares, guaranteed over 60 m.p.h.i
machine has performed conspicuously in reliability
and speed trials; £110; tax and , insurance paid.—C.
Aloser, Ashburnham Grove, Bradford. [3933

Trump.
nrtRtTMP-J.A.P 1914. 4h.p., 3-speed, dutch, kick
-*- start, excellent condition, all on; dE47 —Will-
cocks, Wyebrook House, Oxford Ed., High Wycombe

[4192

JULIANS, of Readini

Velocette.
have 1921 Velocette stock.

[0486
JPJYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all^ models Velocette.-Choiiel Ash Depot, ' Wolver-
hampton. [X3S22
1 021 Velocette, Lucas lamps, Olayrite horn, licence^^ excellent condition, 600 miles; £72.—Torwortli"-"~ "" -i-—'-

[3828

2-speed, chain drive,
condition, accessories, in-

surance, tax ; bargain £35.-288, Saiigley Rd., Cat-
ford, S.E.

'

[4118

VELOCETTE 1920, 2-speed, licence paid, Lucas
lamp, horn, almost new, cost over £80; price

£65. — The Lavton G.irnges, 30. Holywell St., O^tnid
Phone: 581. Tel.: Integrity, Oxford. [4564

Parsonage, Bawtry, Yorks,

VELOCETTE, 2-strokc,
thorough mechanical

ALEXANDER'S
FOR BEST SERVICE

!

IT PAYS YOU TO WATCH OUR
-»~» SPECIAL OFFERS! ™—
T H B e ^Af E E K J

2 only, new 192G 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-spee(fi

Cost £100. Sale Price £83
1921 2J h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed,

with 1920 engine £68
Ditto, with clutch and kick-start . . £73
Don't Delay. Send Cheque AT ONCE.

New 1921 Models in stock comprise

:

DOUGLAS ENFIELD
NORTON MATCHLESS
INDIAN
P. & M.
VELOCETTE
ZENITH
COVENTRY EAGLE
OMEGA
NEW IMPERIAL
ACME
BRADBURY
CALTHORPE
ACE
MORGAN RUNABOUTS, G.W.K
CALTHORPE, and DOUGLAS LIGHT

CARS.

B.S.A.
LEVIS
COULSON B.
WILKIN
VERUS
DIAMOND
REX
BAT
QUADRANT
HOSKISON
SPARKBROOK

Send at once for our Buyer's

Guide and Second-hand List.

CASH, EXCHANGES,
DEFERRED PAYrifflEIMTS,

accessories

Finchley, N.3.

1919 , _
tax "paid; £110.-4, The Hawthor113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH

72-274,GT WESTERN RD., GLASGOW
B46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles ac^vsrtlsed by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

1 021 Velocette.—All models in stock for immfdiat;
-- •^ delivery, with new pattern internal expanding
front brake. Model D2, 2.speed, £75; Model DL2
lady's open frame, £78; Model D3, 3-speed, £85; buj
your machine direct from the Velocette specialists.—
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[X378(

Verus.
VTERUS 1920 2i/2h.p., 2-speed, kick start, lamps
' KUixon, licensed, as new: £70; entertain ex

change or deferred payments.—Bunting's Motors, Weaid
stone. [464:

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Venis Model; cash o
deferred payments; book your order now an^

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix
ton 2417. [050

Victoria.

PICKERING, Shrewshnry.-All models Victor!
stock ; exchanges. [X385'

Vindec.
2-stioke 1917 Vindec Motor Bike, til

ion, lamps, tools, etc. : £50.-26, Ho
land Rd., East' Ham, E.6.. [373

r)NE 2Mh.p.
^-^ top condition.

Williamson.
8 h.p. Williamson Combination, Douglas engine. 1914

£55.-32, Carysfort Rd., Stoke Newington, N.lf

WILLIAMSON 81i.p.
equipped regardless,

crankshaft, bill shown;
Rd., Tooting, London.

[394
Combination, air-coolec

engine rebushed, ne
£100, or near.—29, Selkir

[468

Wolf.
t>3.h.p. Wolf-Jap, lamps, horn, tax paid, ride away
^4: bargain, £22/ 10.—Banister and Botten. 34:
Upper St, N.l. [463

WOLF Combination, King Dick 4h.p.. all-chaii
countershaft, late 1916: £85: tax paid; genuin(

appointment.—21, Deans Rd., Hanwell, W.7. [433

WOLF.—Sole ageuta lor London, South of Thame
and district. We .ire now fixing snb-agencie

and invite enquiries—Burlington Motorg, Ltd., Soul
Side,' Clapham Common, S.W.4, 'Phone: Briston 241'

[050

Wooler.

1 Q20 Wooler, 2^4h.p., condition as new; 55 gns
17, Sussex Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. [438

WOOLER,
ttial.-

WOOLEE, 1920, as new: 63 gns.; exchange turn
ture.-lO, Clarendon Ed., Netting Hill. [S.381

"1Q21 Wooler Touring Model; fl[.st cheaue 60 gns
-L*/ tax paid—Particulars, 66, Adelaide Ed., Ealin

[X36;
., 1920, £60; extra good order, lamp
64, Forthbridge Rd., Clapham, S.W.ll.

[45!

WOOLEE, 1921 : immediate delivery from stock.

Lockwood's. Commercial Rd., Eastbourne, Siisse

agents. t261

1Q19 Wooler Flat Twin, guaranteed mechanicall
-It? appearance and tyres excellent; first £55.—Pearc

Bromley Cottage, Handsworth. [351

WOOLER 2^1h.p. Tourist Model, 1920, shop-s .

only, lamps. Cowey horn, at the. bargain pru

of £87/10' for cash only'.-Mebe^, 156, Gt,

St.. W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230.

Portlan
[37i

1 (120 Wooler 2=,ih.p. Plat Twin, done only 700 mils

-It/ tax paid, all Lamps, very fast: cost £115 recentl

in splendid condition, as new; sell £55; do 75 per hou

— G. Huddlestone, 9, Edward St., King's Lynn. I47t

Zedel.

ZEDEL 3h.p. single-cvl., m.o.v., Brampton's,

new, less mag., tax paid; £28.—Spencer. 10

Kitchener Rd.. Forest Gate, E.7. [36:

Zenith.

TULIANS, of Reading, have Zenith 1921 5h.p.

-Zenith agent, early delive
[05;

-Zeniths from 'tocl

[X38I

DAN GUY, Weymouth,
all models.

J.
0. PICKERING. Sbrewsbur:
exchanges arranged.

ZENITH 2";4h p H.O. Twin, countershaft, unuse-

offers.-Box 4,510, c/o Tlic Molor d/cl',. [26!

-1 r»14 Special 6h.p, Zenith, C.S. gear, £65; also 19:

19 5h.I model,'^£60.-Ross, 86, High Rd., I«.

ZENITH 6h p. Combination, kick start, clut<;h, I

accessories, tax paid; S75.-Rogers, 42, Chun

Rd., Hendon. 1''=

FO C H for Zeniths.—New and second-hand machii
'

in'stock.-5, Heath St., Humpstead (near Hnii

stead Tube Station). l^"

ZENITH 5-6h.p. Twin, 1916. new sidecar, Eastii

screS.. Dunlops, lamps; £85.-308, King's R;

Chelsea, S.W. '*'

Qh.p. Zenith, 1919, kick start, Dunhillj^ S.C.;

[4i:
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

1Q20 5h.p. Sporting Zenith, lauipB, liorn. tax paid,

liJ iibout 900 milea; f90, or exchange.—367, Ohiirch

Id., Lpyton, E.IO. [1518

7ENITH Flat Twin, new May, only used week-ends:
LJ 79 gns. : tax paid; owner bought car.—120,

Iranksome Rd., Brixton. [4129

ZENITH 1917 4h.p., lamps, Klaxon, epeedonieter.
licence, food condition ; £50.—Gould, 55, Plim-

oU Ed., Finsbnry I'ark, N.6. [4182

IQ15 SV'h.p. Zenith, in grand order, tax paid:
LV £32.-44, Whvteville Kd., Upton Lane, Forest
Sate. 'Phone : Stratford 233. [4435

ZENITH 6h.p., 1913, coachbuilt sidecar, good con-
ditionr tax paid; £65.—Andrews, Camden House,

Jew Dalton St., St. Albans. Herts. [3620

ZEXITH-GEADUA 1915 3'A-4h.p., fully equipped,
Tan-Sad, exrellent condition ; £45.—Sunnviidc,

Jppor Colfe Kd., Forest Hill, S.E. • 13677

IQ16 4h.p. Twin Zenith, kick start, clutch, semi
!.«/ T.T. bars, a sporty mount; perfect, £58. ""

Jhurch Lane, Charlton, London, S.E.7.

Miillord Sidecar, completely equipped, mileage-— Clark, Trinity Hall, Cambridge

20.
[4011

7ENITH Combination, 6h.p., K.S., C.S., J.A.P.,
^ Bosch, lamps, overhauled, tax paid, trial; £85.—
4, North Side, Wandsworth Common, S.W. [4427

7ENITH Late 1919 3|^h.p., single-cyl., exceptional
^ condition, lamps, horn, and licence paid; £68,
r nearest.—H. Wade, Junr., Marden, Kent. [4131

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1914, 6h.p. J..\.P., overhauled,
??wan .sidei.:ar, luggage grid: £72; tax paid.-

Saglcs and Co., 276, High St., Acton, London. [4616

ZENITH Combination, 5-6]i.ri., Late model, run only
1.000 miles, complete with lamps, horn, etc., tax

aid; price £110.—Baker, 33, High St.. Dorking. [4071

I Q19...(.n.ecember) Bh.p. Countershaft Zenith and

inder 3,000; 135 gns,
[1972

I Q20 Bh.p. Zenith Combination, lamps, etc.. per
Ltf feet condition, tyres unponctured. mileage 900;
5135.-138, Stapleton Hall Rd., Stroud Green, N.

[2925
ZENITH, 1920, 6h.p., sports model, fhop.soilcd

only; reduced to £110.—The Layton Garages; 30,
lolvwell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581. T.A. : Integrity.
)xford. [4576

7ENITH, S.6h.p. .T.A.P.. remarkably good condition,
Z^ countershaft model, lamps, etc., new belt; £60, or
lear olTer.—37, Daleham Mews, Hamp.=.tead. 'Phone :

608. [3847

rHE Zenith Service Depot at 89. Wigmore St., is

in a position to supply new 1920 models at
ireatly reduced prices.

8h.p. and 6h.p. Countershaft Models, with kick
starter and clutch, price £116; 8h.p. and 6h.p

tandard models, £110: 5h.p. sporting model, £96
IT17E can give immediate delivery of alt 1921 models,
vv and are making a special offer of one 1921 5h.p.
porting model, slightly shop-soiled, at £115, complete
vith all accessories, lamps, horn, speedometer, licence
lolder.

rHE Zenith Service Depot can supply any spare
part for models from 1911 upwards, and any

)art not in stock can be supplied within 24 hours'

J<ECOND HAND, privately-owned machines for sale
^ at reasonable prices, all of which have been
ixamincd lefore being offered for sale. Pay the depot
I c^ll to-day and tak advantage of the low.priced
nachines offered.

—'Phone : Mayfair 5598.—The Zenith
iervire Depot, The Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd.,
19, Wigmore St.. W "

[9824

IQ19 Countershaft Zenith Sh.p., Swan sporting
*-U sidecar, discs, lamps, all accessories, very sporty
,nd in excellent condition; £130—14, Bulstrode Av",
Jounslow. [4460

IQi7 Zenith, 8h.p.. sports Canoelet, K4, Bioks.
Lt/ Bosch, discs, electrica; sell £90, or exchange
vith ca.«h for Morgan.—18, Hestercombe Av., Fulham.
Sensington 2372. [4283
ZENITH 1920 Bh.p. Sports Model, quite new, but
^ very slightly shop.solled ; £110.—The Layton Gar-
ges. 30, Holnvell St., 0.xlord. 'Phone: 581. T'^l
ntegrity, Oxford. [4568
^EXITH 1920 5h.p. Countershaft Model, shop-soiled
J cnly, cost £140; bargain price, £115.—The Lay
)n Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone
el. : Integrity, Oxford.

581.
[4569

7ENITH-GRADUA 4b.p. Combination and acces-
'-i series, new C.B. sidecar, fast, and pull any-
here, good condition: £50, or offer.-Reeve, 32, St.
lary's Kd., Tonbridge. [4723

Bh.p. Zenith. 1920, clutch combination, beautiful
sidecar, all accessories, spare belt and inner tube

IX paid, small mileage, any trial; £170.—Holmes'
lak Lodge. Liphook. Hants. [4500
ATE 1920 Sh.p. Sporting Zenith, electric lighting,

special oiling, long plated exhausts. Klaxon, etc.,
)ol8, spares, showroom condition ; £100, near offer.-
3, Coru Market, Worcester. [X3794
7E.N1TH-M0NTG0MEHY Combination, 8h.p., coun-
-^ tcr^haft, excellent mechanical condition, seen
larshall's Garage. Cambridge; £85.—Particulars,
oraon Parker, Mildenhall, Suffolk, (4466

TOR
CYCLES

All these Machines may be acquired on
HarrodsuniqueSystem olDeferredPaymenta
Details Free. Fricet quoted are ex works

NEW SOLO MACHINES

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenitb.

ZE^^TH Motors, Ltd., Hampton Court,—1920 shop-

soiled 8h.p. models, from £108. [9215

£110.—Zenith late 1920 Sh.p. sports, mileage 1,200,

specially good engine, fast but flexible, new ap-

nny inspection anapearanoe, speedometer, knee-grips
trial.—G.C., Trinity College, Oxford. [2583

ALLDAYS ALLON. 2J h.p., 2-speed,
clutch and kick-starter £75

BEAUMONT, 2| h.p., Blackbume
engine, all-chain, clutch & k.-s.

B.S.A., 4i h.p., model K.2, c. & k.-s. £107
B.SJV., 4i h.p., model H.2, c. & k.-s.

COULSON, 2j h.p., clutch & k.-s. . . £111 6
COULSON, 2 J h.p., ^-sp., c. &k.-s. . . £117 12
COULSON, 4 h P .

3-sp.. c. & k.-s. £126

lia20 eh.p. Coimteishoft Zenith, Canoelet £40 side-

X*y car, all accessories, wind screen, 'U atlord trip,

eti-., small mileage, original tyres; £175, near offer--

HutchiuBB, Hockley Heath, Warwickshire. [X3i9b

ZENITH 1920 5h.p. Sporting, lamp, horn, rubber

and leather belts, all tools, licence, insured, only

done 2.000 miles, perfect condition: £100, or near

offer.—Sinnett, Uni™rsity College, Oxiord. Lo»w

ZENITH 1916 6h.p., makers' overhaul, now £50

sidecar, fully equipped, licensed, 85 m;P-S-. "
cellent condition throughout: £88; exchange light_

weight and cash.-126. Queen's Rd., Dalston. [4175

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Combination Lucas Ijead. roar,

and sidecar lamps, Cowey speedometer, knee grips.

Ace disc wheels, luggage grid, equal '% "^V""":"
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate

Manchester.
[X367Z

ZENITH 90 bore Combination. 1914, countershaft,

clutcu, kick-start, new sidecar last year, I'.ast-

ing wind screen, new tyres lamps, horn, tooK^discs_,

I tax paid good condition; what offers:'

Tlic Motor Cycle.

-Box 4,609. c/o
[3638

£99 15!-irki6 6h.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft, kick

o!l9' Stan, C.B. sidecar, complete with
""/,<^'''>==°"f

'

Clin flltax paid one ye;ir, good running order; £70.-bcotm
*»1" " Motor Works. 80, Upper Tooting Bd.. London, t,.JV17

Phone : Slreatham 2707. [4372

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p, 2-speed £85
DOUGLAS, 2? h.p., 3-speed, c. & k.-s. £105
ENFIELD, 2} h.p., 2-speed £65
FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2j h.p., 2-sp.,

clutch and kick-starter .... £89
HOBART, 2] h.p., 2-specd £65
HUMBER, 4i h.p., 3-speed, c. & k.-s. £140
INVICTA, 2} h.p., 2-speed, c. & k.-s. £85
INVICTA, ^i h.p,, 3-speed, c. & k.-s. £110
LEVIS, 2\ h.p., single-speed £60
LEVIS, 2| h.p.. 2-speed £68
NEW IMPERIAL, aj h.p., 2-speed.

.

£73 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 23 h.p., 2-spced,

clutch and kick-starter £80 17

ROYAL RUBY, 2j h.p, 2-sp.,c.& k.-s. £84
O.K., 2i h.p.. single-speed £50 8

O.K., il h.p., 2-speed, clutch & k.-s. £67
RADCO. 2} h.p., single-speed £44 2
SPARKBROOK, 2 i h.p., single-speed £64
SPARKBROOK, 2* h.p., 2-speed .

.

£70
SUN, 2i h.p.. single-speed £49 17 6

SUN, 2
J-

h.p., 2-speed. clutch & k.-s. £66 10
TRIUMPH, 2 J h.p, 2-speed £70
TRIUMPH, 4 li.p., model H.,c.& k.-s. £115
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., model S.D., all-

chain, clutch and kick-starter £125
WOOLER,2j h.p., twin, sports model £94 10

YOUNG, I J h.p., cycle and motor £31 17 6

NEW COMBINATIONS
B.SJ^., 4j h.p., Mills Fulford sidecar £128

COULSON, 4 h.p, spring frame £165

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., flat tivin £170

ENFIELD, S h.p., dynamo hghtine .

.

£182 10

HAZLEWOOD, 6 h.p., shop-soiled .

.

£165

HUMBER, 4J h.p., smart sidecar. . £173 12 6

INVICTA, 3i"h.p., Classic sidecar .

.

£130

INVICTA. -vi'h.p., Mills Fulford sidecar £135

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., moael H . . .

.

£185

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., chain drive £168

QUADRANT, 4i h.p., chain drive .

.

£125

TRIUMPH, 4 li.p., Gloria sidecar,

belt and chain drive £165

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Gloria sidecar,

all chain drive £175 R
Rp G -Horley-Davidson, 1920, ele'tricol model com-

bination, splendid machine; £165.

'W^?°il. Shetn S wf4 '^P^hooYf'^ut^if™2f
116-1 18 Brompton Road London SWl i^.h.-,^'e^ !r"?a'nf^"°'

''''•
c^^^*
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Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

Latest lists and other particulars free on request

HARRODS LTD

rjTENlTH Bh.p., sporting mode with Bramb e imder-

Zi slung sidecar, exceptionally last "<>"", °^'''^5'

mechanical condition guaranteed perfect, tax paid,

Siuipped. reason sale, room wanted: nearest o^er £80

-2, Langley Court, Long Acre, W.C.2. [ti'o

L\te 1920 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, <-ountershaft,

kick .l".rt, Henderson sidecar, recently n"']'""'"!;

vyind screen, speedometer, electric lighting, all eparK,

co.t £226- done under 2,000 miles, guaranteed pci-

fa'tMacHilce risgns.-H.'Mason, Ivy Ho.i.se, Thomas

St.. King's Lynn. l^""

ZKXITH Sh.p. Sports Model C, mUeago negligible,

condition and appeiirnnce as now. '^^<","l"='?„™7"J
ipiipment, with additional spares, an ideal Inst tour-

.tluipmenx, wnii nuuiin-uiit o,.u,^-, "".."-—. j /„-
iug solo machine; any tria or examination:

»''f
"?« *"

suianoe paid; for Immediate cash 9° "";-"'ii XS;
Country Life Hotel, Datcliet, Bucks. 'Phone; " '"^"^

[4289

This machine1Q20 (August) 8h.p. Sports Zenit... ..——--
i-U is special throughout, and v,;as built fof •! X-

Prestwich Esq. Special features include specW Pis-

ton^ plated tlppetr^timing case and silencer. Rudge

S rme large oversize Palmer cord tyres, electric

Sling compfetj. old type Amac, Cowey mechanical

horn a^ul s"Ldoieler, .John Bull knee erips Pedley

•-bar grips, licence paid and fully insured,just

„ni.ed and in perfect condition
:_,

£135.-Ln

St^ljX^ HouKI'st: And^wsfNof^ich
[3575

A 8 a Lady's Motor Cycle, the Ivy fa I'-Se"d lor

A details from the Midland agents. Frank Whit

worth, Ltd., Birmingham. [iJODi

1 Q20 2^-',h.p. Lady's Calthorpe-Jap, Eufield _^2-Bpeea,

At/ free engine,_ mileage 300, perfect;

Holdsworth, 28" Leeds Rd., Harrogate.
60 gns.-
[X2958

LADY'S Douglas 2^'ih.p.. 2<:yl., 2-speed, kick start

aid <lutcl, Binkl carburetter, tyres _ui>I>.™ct_u_red.

in splendid condition, running

£gO.—205, Normanton Rd., Derby.
order, all on. tax paid:

[X3655

29, Ckmington
[4203

Miscellaneous

5-6h.p. Motor Cvcle, new lyres; £20,

Rd., Lewisham.

K .6h.p. Chater-Jap, clutch, £22 ; sfMrling Humbcr,

5 tax paid, £12.-14, PhcEuix St., Euslxin, N.WJ.^^

20 Combination., Lucas lamps.^Cowcy horn, os^new

[4408
19 '^12™"48;' Wurlo"crB.C Paddingion. "Tei: : WiHes,

31 h.p. Twin, speed, excellent tyres, spare, handlrtars.

2 accessories: £48, bargnin.-Pwllycrochan Hotel

Garage. Colwyn Bay. li.0010

ALLOWS Jtatchlcss 2i4h.p. 2-6troie, .
excellent

condition, £27; Roc 5h.p twin, bargain. £15-
20a, East Hill, Dartford, Kent. [1682

RTCHMONTD Park Garage, 110. Upper Richmond

Rd. Rast Sheen, S.W 14 ('Phone: Putney 2622),

have some exceptional bargains.—Below.

RP G —4-oyl F.N. 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, hand clntch,

dripped bock frame, late model: f35.-Below.

RP G -Humber Ughtweight, single cyl., splendid

order; fl5.—Below.

p.G._Levi3 2-stroke. all accessories; £28,—Below.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

BARGAINS.—New O.K. s, Ariels, Harleye, Omegas
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booths

Alotories. Halifax.

ARGAIN3.—New 4^h.p. Quadrant and sidecar
£125; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—Booths

Motories. Halifax.

T> ARGAINS.—1920 Indian combination, dynamo liglit
--» "Iff, screen, £165/10; 1919 7-91i.p. Harley-Unvid
ton combmation, f 135/10.-BootbE' Motories, Halifax

pjAEGAIiSrs.-G.W.K. 1915 car, detachable wheels,
J-* £185/10; 3Vl'h.p. Ariel.- free engine, accessories,
£35/10; 1914 P. and M., £45/10; 1920 Scott( £87/10;
1920 O.K., £35/ia.-Booths' Motories, Halifax.

clutch,
Booths' I

T>ARGAINS.-Clyno 2-stroke, 2 speed,JL» £35/10; 1919 Rudge Multi. £f7/10.-
Motones, Halifax.

"DARGAINS.-New 1921 Rudge Multi, £85; 1916
]

-•-» Douglases £42/10; 4h.p. Douglas, £69/10; 4h,p
Uouglas, with new sidecar, £96/10; 1919 Iloyal Ruby I

combination, £110/10.-Booth3' Motorics. Halifax.

"R ARGAINS. -Shop-soiled 1920 models: 2%h,pJ-» O.K., £43/10; ditto 2-speed. £64/10: 2^4h.D ,

Omega-Jap, 2-speed, £67/10; Harley-Davidson and
tidecar, £189/10; 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/10;
exchanges entertained. Pay us a visit.—Booths
Motories. Portland Place. Halifax. Tel.: 1062. 17544 1

£15.—Combination, 4h.p., 2-speed
?ico'^°°;P''S? '"^'^ engine, excellent
4,662, c/o 27ic Motor Cycle.

8

handle start,
condition.—Box

[4036
h.p J. A.P.-EnfleJd 2-speed Combination, «95; also

bcott sporting combination. £65; 4i/ih.p. counter-

""s^'t.^'T'^^^ c'?', '^^S,'
"""= "' exchange modern^-seater.—Iron Bridge, Newport Pagnell, [4531

S^?.^^f *'i;
"^^ '""d'tion and appearance, complete

aUn T??;^,?li- «.h'
speedometer, long copper exhaust;

£95 The f f, Si"-' 2;|I'«<'. requires slight attentioni.95 the two.-Sydney House, Caterham Valley. [3755
|

A^ «„nS,?°i,'T'''^~f'"="^P'i°°'^' bargains in shop-

fi7. iSi- , "°/°'' '^^'^'^^ ^"^ combinations for cash or.the easiest of easy terms, no extra charge.-Writephone, or call at Wauchope's. Shoe Lane, London!

Qh.p Clyiio-Jap Combination, oil on, tax raid £85^

Rova? r';'-,],/^?
*'"" Calthorpe, a^ new. £45° 2^,rh t'

f2viS^' f-'''roli«. 2-speed, good order, £35; 2i,hi.

IZ'Min'eton'I'^i^^i.^^
'°'>-^»*-^- °« Cof', 39, Es^se'x

F°;.?,'„^i,„!?»'l 'f™'J-I"an<3 <:ycles, combinations, and
t^v ^^^ J^, ,

"* ''^"Ea"' P^^es; exchanges arranged;any new motor cycle combination or car suppliedcash or easy payments.-5. Heath St., Hamnstead I

itS 3?5T'''if"
Tube Station). Thone

: Ep^stead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays. [3867

1

B''^?nA'!^'^'»ii'°
excellent running condition.-J-» Alldays Alien. 2-spi.ed and clutch, £35; Royal IRuby, 2.speed £30; Hobart, 2-speed, £30; Sun''Villiers, 2-speed £27; Levis. £27; Connaught £27-Hobart, £22; T.D.C., £20. Evenings tetween 5 Iand 8.-Grmyer, Island Row. back 634. Commercial

[4725
Rd„ E.

DARGAINS.-N.S.U. 5h.p. twin, 2-speed pulley,J-» castor sidecar, lamps, etc., old, but in good 1lunning order and condition, take 3 anywhere
licensed, cheap, £27; Auto-Wheel, good ruinine

Iorder complete for £8; New Hudson lightweight'J.A.P. engine. Bosch, 3-speed clutch hub fitted withnew parts, good running order, cheap, £18.—Keen.
jjConiinstsr.

r^i^'iT

yiCTOHr Garage. . Victory Garage—Triumph 4h.p..

,T
1313, conntevshaft, lamps, horn, tax paid, £75-

Douglas 2Jih.p., 1916, unsoratchefl, brand new gear!
box and mag., absolnfely 03 new, £52/10 Norton 3V.
h.p,, B.R.S,, 1919. 70 m.p.h., Philipson, lamps, horn'
(Ijscj, knee grips, tax paid, £86; Triumph 1918 counter-
shaft and hght eportmg sidecar, fully eijuipped, tax

I

irajd, £96; Indian 1919 7-91i.r., coarhbuilt sidecar, elec-
tric hghtmg, £130; Zenith 1914, 90 bore, and sporting
Bldocar, lamps, horn, wind screen, brand new covers
throughout, clutch and K.S.. fax paid. £110; Quadrant
3h.p., good goer, £25; mechaniojil horns, new 17/6-
tyres, tubes, lamp sets, etc., at bargain prices- ma-
chines overhauled and tuned. Write or call.—2b '

Den-
mark Rd., Camlierwell. '

[4074
[

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
DTO-WHEEL, brand new, in crate; dSlS. — 308
King's Rd.. Chelsea. [4368 I

£11.—Auto-^^^leel and strong Humber cycle, tax paid
—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [S3803

AUTO-WHEEL, new tyre, tax paid, wants slight
attention; £10.—Box 4,683, 0/0 The Motor Ci/cle

(4681
.

tax paid, perfect condition; £10,
Woodliall Terrace, Thornbury, Brad-

ford. [3712
I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
MOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday, 42/6; 1

week, 85/-; combination 52/6 and 110/-; write t

for further information.—Maudes'. 100. Gt. Portland
St., W.l. 1X2672

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

I

free.—Rayner. 10-12, George St.. Blackpool.
[X7038

I

A

AUTO-WHEEL,
bargain.—2,

^r satisfyctlojn

EXCHANGES QUOTED
1921 NEW LIQHT CARS.

ST/'NnBRD II 6 h,n.. 4-seater £610
STANDARD, 1 1.6 h,p , 2-seater £675
AIkEDALE, ii.gh.p., 4-se.iter £4/0
AIREDALE, ii-g h.p., chassis £400
LAtONDA, il.g h.p., 4-seatcr 1420
CALTHORPE. 2-seater. Reduced price £420 u

CALTHORPE 4-seater. Reduced price £450

1921 NEW mOTOR CYCLES.
COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheckr E25j
AGME-J.A.P. S h.p, all-chain Combiiia

tion. Sparc wheel and tyre £190
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £150
EDIVIUND-BLADKBURNE, sp. frame . £98
ROYAL RUBY, 2J h.p., 2-speed, sports 80 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p.. and Sidecar . 160 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2I h.p, c/shaft, k.-s. 77 gns.

SCOTT Combination £170 ,

SCOTT, new Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar .... £165
TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar . £1BS
B.S..A. iwin Combination £175
P.S.A (' h, p. all-chain Combination £152 10

SUNBEAM, 3* h p., new type, Sporting £152 6
SUNB AM, 3I h.p, Touring £156 8
NORTON Big"4, 3-speed £135
I.UKrOi^, 3) h.p.. single-speed iSi u
•DOUGLAS," 2i h.p.. 2-speed £85
•DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3-speed, clutch . . £105
'DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170
•Including lamps, generator, norn, l.cence-nolder.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

A.B.C, 1920. dyno lighting, speedo-
meter, nominal mileage £115 ^

DOT-J.A.P. 1920 8 h.p. Combination . . £145
RUDGE-MULTI, 3* h.p., spring forks £37 10
EDMUND, 2? h.p., 1920, 300 miles .. £69 10

ALLDAYS-ALLON, igi6, i\ h.p., 2 sp £47 10

BROUGH, rgi6, 3-speed, countershaft £69 10
COVENTRY - EAGLE, 1920, 3J h.p.,

Sturmey c/shaft 3-sp., very smart £95
DOUGLAS, 1919, 2| h.p., 2-sp., Tax pd. £65
ENFIELD. 1920. 2j h.p., 2-sp., Tax pd. £57 10
CLYNO, t92o, 2-speed, lightweight . . £55
SCOTT, rgao, well equipped. Tax paid £105
MINERVA, twin, spring forks £35
ARIEL. 1920, 3J h.p.. 3-speed c/shaft £84 le

VINDEC, 7 h.p., 2-speed, F.E £42 10

NEW IMPERIAL r92i; 200 miles .. £69 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
SUNBEAM, 1920, 3i h.p. Combination £160
mORGAN, h.p.. sporting, lax paid £115
MORGAN, J9I5, ^portiuj £130
NEW IMPERIAL I92r 8 h.p. Combina-

tion, lax paid
; 400 miles £157 10

PREMIER, 3* h.p.. 3-sp., and Sidecar £65
BRADBURY 6 h.p. r920 Combination £135
ARIEL 3* h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £99 10

HENDERSON ro h.p. 4-cylmdsr Com-
bination, very smart condition . . £195

14ARLEY 1920 Combination, electric . £180
HARLEY, 1916, & s/car, very smart £105
INDIAN 3-spced twin Combination . . . £85
INDIAN, ditto, wants slight atten^on £50 ,!

RUDQ" "i-fj h.p., MuUi-Rudee Sidecar £65

BRADBURY, si h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £59 10

tiOUTi, 1920. with new .idccai £135 J
TRIUMPH 3-speed 4 h.pr Coach Comb. £75 u

ALEGTO rg20 Conch Combination . . £82 10

BRADBURY, 3} h.p., 3-sp., counter-

shaft, Sidecar ,. £75

Deterred Payments Taken.

C:is)i oflers considered for Second-hand Models.

SUNDRIES. '

1920 Carburetter, shop-soiled £2 17 6

New Magnetos for Triumph, Douglas,

B.SA,, and other makes £5 17 6

New Army Rainproofs. r3^in,xriin. £0 5 6
New " Perfectiod " Sidecar, soiled.. £19 10

New Miller's Lamp Set £2 4
New " Perfection " Sidecar Body. .. . £6 16

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
A RGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for

j^ invalid and disabled.— Particulars, Argson Eno.
Co.. Ltd.. 3, Kendalls Mews, George St,, W.l. [2647

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
CjCOOTER, Auto-TMieel unit, all on, tax paid- £18-
*•-> -B., 11, Holmwood Rd., Iltord. [3509
A.B.C. Skootamota, 1921, new; £33.—Frank Whit-
-'^ worth, 139, New St., Birmingham. [X3861

A .B.C. .Skootamota, 1921, as new; accept £30,-cx Jones, 126, Bristol Rd., Birmingham. [X3791

MOTOR Scooter, 20in. wheels, in perfect condition;
fil4/10.—158, Nottingham St., Sheffield. [4312

A UTOGLIDER, Model A, 23,.lh.B., ehop-soiled; 30 gns.,c^ barg.iin.—Christie, Cj-cle Agent, Torauay. [2440

SKOOTAMOTA A.B.C, 1920, as new, splendid run-
ning order; 30 gns.—Thornbank Statham, Lymm,

Ches. » [4209

1 Q31 Skootamota, jnst received from works,^•^ crate; £31/10. — 54, St. JameT St., Ashted.
Birmingham.

. [X3860

KINGSBURY Scooter, with seat, carrier, horns,
tools, as new; £25 lowest.—Rogers, 42, Church

Bd., Hendon. [4503

KINGSBtJEY Scooter, 2y,h.p., seat fitted, as new;
cost £48, accept £28.—Holdsworth, 28. - Leeds

Bd,, Hanogate. [X2959

SKOOTAiMOTA, A.B.C, brand new, in crate, lalciit

model, complete; 35 gns.—Bradshaw's Motor
House Preston 18551

AUTOGLIDER,, new, carries 2, 47 gns. ; exchange
with cash, combination.—57, Kenbury St., Cam-

berwell, London. [4419

WHIPPET Scooter, in good running order, scarcely
been used, licensed; sacrifice £21.—F. Avey, 44.

Queen's Rd., Teddington. [3582

AUTOPED Scooter, unused, complete with lamps;
£18/10.—Speechlev, 86. Churchfleld Rd., Acton,

W.3. 'Phone : Chiswick 1902. [3845

AUTOGLIDER, seat attached, carries 2, little used,
new end of 1920; £40.—Capt. S. Pritchard, Oak-

field, Poynton, near Stockport. [3667

UNIBUiiS Scooter, 2V2h.p., 2-speed, clutch, practically
new, only 50 miles; owner deceased; £60.—Riden,

95, Howarth Bd., Plumstead. London. [3639

AUTOPED Scooters, 1920 shop-soiled model, com-
plete with dynamo lighting, head, tail lamp,

etc.; £20.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [3928

TWO A.B.C." Skootamotas, as new; £30 each, or
£55 the two; owners selling, as have bought

car : trial by appointment.—Write, W., 9, Temple
Fortune Lane, N.W.ll. [3889

A.B.C. Skootamotas, 35 gns.; Mobile Pup scooters,
25 gns.; all brand new at these special prices;

delivered free anywhere in Great Britain.— Egertons,
Northgate. Ipswich. 'Phone ; 962 [333F

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
A.J.S.. side screen,, brand new; £1/5.—10, R-avleigh

Rd., Wolverhampton. [3946

HOOD, B.S.A., new, £3, or exchange Easting
screen.—97. Sydney St., Chelsea. [4357

SANDH.^M'S make thousands of hoods every year;
50/- each. First quality twill waterproof.

SANDUMS.—The Sandum Potent Wind Screen of 100
positiong, as shown at Olympia. Finest screen

on tho market; 90/-.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427. [0635

SUPERIOR Sidecar Hoods, cheap; repairs, uphol-
stering, cushions.—Henney, 37i, Queen's Rd., New

I

Cross, London. [4279

TOLEDO Hood, highest grade, brass fittings. 47/6;
fittings, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd.,

Tottenham, London. [4764

GREAT Reductions.—Hoods at 45/-, 72in. twill 11/6
per yard, celluloid 17/- per sheet; come and

I
inspect our latest models.—Hercules Hood Co., 698,

Seven Sisters Bd., Tottenham. [3539

BODIES.

s
FOR

SANDUM, the largest and most renowned sidecar

body builders In country.

SANDUMS have put on tho market over 10,000 side-

cyr bodies.

SANDUMS have tie only adult 2-seater body on the

market which is not unsightly. Write for oui

I

Dual-purpose Body catalogue.

SANDUMS Repair Bodies and Chassis of any make

with the use of up-to-date machinery in foui

I

factories.

loANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd., 336. Gray'| Inn

10 Kd., London, W.C.I. Phone: Museum 342'7.

[0634

B48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

advertisement, and the date of the Issue,

ed, marked (P).
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The 192i Tourist Trophy Races.

IX
any revi-.;\v of last- week's T.T. races the out-

standing feature was the success of the rider

of a Junior 350 c.c. macliine in the Senior

500 c.c. class. Such a result was little

e.vpected in most quarters, thou^'h the fact

of last year's Senior winner's time being hand-
somely beaten in the Junior race on Tuesday of

last week foretold that Senior mounts would be
hard put to it to equal the fleetest 350 c.c.

machines. Many consider that the 500 c.c.

machine is at a disadvantage on such a tortuous
course, and that the race is not won on sheer
speed on the level, but upon corner work. Be that

as it may, the winner was in no sense a reckless

rider, and, possessed of a mount which held the
road magnificently, he was able to prtvve what we
•suggested after last year's Senior race, viz., that the
present limit of 500 c.c. might reasonably be cut

down to 350 c.c. Junior machines to 250 c.c,
and genuine lightweights to 200 c.c. without loss

of speeil. After all, as we have long argued, if we
gain anything by the T.T. it is in efficiency from
a given capacity, and instead of piling on weight
to cope with the increased speed attainable, and
producing heavy solo machines (some scaled over

300 lb.), the natural course seems to be gradually to

continue the restriction of engine " cc," and so
gain the advantage of greater engine eliiciency by
reducing weight. Many question whether the ideal

solo mount is a machine of 80 m.p.h. calibre
scaling 300 lb.

; yet that was a fairly common
.specification of Senior machines. Speed is only
of real value when opportunities for its emplovment
are avaiialile.

After all, when a 350 c.c. machine is capable
of wmning the Senior event, the Tourist Trophy
races are well on the way to attaining their real

objective, and, since the Isle of Man course mav
be considered as typical of average British road
conditions, it is unlikely that the solo tourist will

require more speed or power than is proviijed by
the modern 350 c.c. engine.

Single=cylin(Jer Engines.
I hi.s year, overhead valve single-cylinder engines

scored decisively, but in saying this and without
any desire to detract from tiic .Senior winner's per-
lorm.ince, certain 500 c.c. side-by-side valve
machines which came within an ace of winning the
Trnphy failed from reasons of ill luck. According
to the winner, his maximum speed was about 73
m.p.h., yet it is known that Senior machines in
the race were capable of 80 to 85 m.p.h. It is the
uncertainty of a non-stop .run in such a long dis-
tance event which vests so much interest in the
T.T., and in this connection it is significant that
in the Junior race of fixe laps, thirty-eight of sixty-

five starters survived the course, whereas in the
Senior event of si.\ laps, only twenty-four of si.xty-

foiir starters completed the course within the
allotted time. The efficiency of modern single-
cylinder engines is remarkable. In the races they
greatly outnumbered twins. Such considerable
strides tt>wards the lightening of reciprocating parts
have been made possible by recent research, that
tine of the main disadvantages of the single-
cylinder engine h.is been dissipated, since con-
sider.itions of strength and rigidity render it difficult

to produce pistons and connecting rods of equivalent
relative weight for very small tw^in or multi-cylinder
engines. The first 350 cc. twin occupied twentieth
place in the Junior race, and the first 500
c.c. twin (a two-stroke) was seventeenth in the
Senior event.

Three-speed countershaft gears were the rule
on the machines of the leaders, yet it cannot
he overlooked that a machine which for four laps
made the fastest circuit had but two speeds, and
was c'necked by temporary trouble on t!ie two
remaining laps. Chain drive is, of course, now
firndy established as the best form of drive for fast

motor cycles, and in the Senior event ever\-

machine was thus equipped. •
A technical review of the races will be found in

another part of this issue, and also a graphic
description of the Senior event.

-^—^^^^-^-^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y y ' ' / / y / / >\ \ \ \.\ .K. A—r-
'- ' > ^ ^ ^ ^ \ A. \ '^ >. \ . ^

An Index to the advert s ments in this issu? will be found on rase 62
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The Value of Racing.

YES, it is certainly true that the T.T. costs a mint

of money, and that in the- final issue eyerv half-

penny of the cost comes out of our pockets.

But just as racing developed the British 500 c.c

machine—the world's best general utility machine

—

so the Junior T.T. is ultimately going to provide us

\\ith a roadster machine which will be handier than

the 3^' h.p., and cheaper to buy, without being any
slower on the level or any weaker uphill. The proof

is that in 1921 the A:J.S. covered five; laps in less,time

than four laps occupied twelve months ago. This is

intensi\e culture with a vengeance.

F.I.C.M.

THE International Federation of Motor Cyclists has
a rule that events held under its regulations must
be open to all nations. So ex-enemy stuff was

not barred in the T.T. There was pretious little of

it about, l)ut one rider still treasures a pair of pre-war
Bosch plugs, which have .long .been the apple of his

eye. The massed battalions of. plug manufacturers
could not brrlly-bribe or argue him into a change. So
he was the only starter who used German plugs.

Presently he fell by the wayside.' Eagle-eyed emis-

saries of British firiiis side-stepped the marshals to

inspect the -derelict ' machine. _ Great was the rrlee

when one Of the Bosch plugs proved to have gi\en
way in lap one to a British article.

If the Island Went Dry?

THE T.T. is an event which suggests—rand gene-

rally receives—a certa^in. amount of celebration.

The Island has' always resembled Thrams in that

its population includes a large percentage of the unco'

guid. There are rumour.s-r-A^Jrr/'^f rumours, as most
motor cycUsts regard them—that the Island may. go
''

(.Iry
'' before 1922. , In fact, one eminent member of

the trade is already designing a petrol tank with a fake
bottom, .so.-that he may take over his whisky ration .if

all the Slanx bars close dd%n. Others are discussing
the possibility of a new course somewhere else, and
at least one crack rider says he would rather T.T. in

Ireland with the risk of bombs and chessboard holes
at e\'ery hairpin than put up with lemonade at his pit

rn the thud la]). I Jon t think there is any real fear.

Some of the Manx folk have their prejudices, no
doubt: but at least they a'llknow how to tempt us

over there, and how to denude our pockets on arrival.

The Island will not go dry : but if it does, the dryness
will continue to display a suspicion of moisture in

T.T. week.

The Singletons.

nX the Junior T.T. there were eight solitary repre^

sentatives of eight different makes. Two failed

to finish, but all honour is surelv due to the

following singletons :

7tb. W. llowartli (Dot-.Iap).

19th. C!. Browne (New Sca-le).

22ncl. N. Black (Omega).
24th. S. F.. Hadeu' (New Comet).
38th. G. W. Jones (New Hudson).

H. G. Hawker completed the octet, but never went
to the Island.

Average Speed.

^^^TSH some first-class rider would do a lap of the

Manx course with a recording speedometer fitted,

giving a graph- of his speed variations, Like those

Negretti and Zambra^barographs, do they call them ?

For example, Howard Davies laps at just -over 55
m.p.h. He does a few ya^ds at 5 m.p.h. round
Ramsey hairpin a.nd : Governor's Bridge, . and slows

to 20 m.p.h. momentarilv at many lesser curves. What
does he touch in the mad drop off the mountain—80

m.p.h. or more? What is he really doing at Balla-

craine, at Craig-na-baa, at Hilberry ? It' would be

extremelv interesting to have a full graph of the

actual speed variations which go to compose a fastish

lap. Will somebody please carry out this stunLnext
vear ?

The " Oil Pomp."

.

' OST machines in the Island get a sobriquet of

sorts, generally abusive and sometimes positively

improper. The nicknames are taken in good
part, and the Wooler is rather, proud of being hailed

as the " Flying Banana," while the Sun Vitesse,, being

remarkable for its engine balance, answers to " St.

Vitus-" without protest^ But a certain sparking plug

maker persisted with marked venom in alluding to a

nameless machine as "that blinking oil pump." I
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questioned him. " Tiie ijarned ffirng smokes like a
gas attack. There are umpteen of them entered,
l-lvery^ man jack of them intends to carry ten spare
plugs in the race, and they think they are fast enough
to change two plugs a lap and \vm. I don't mind
giving plugs by the dozen, but when it comes to
grosses ... !

"

An Anti-motorist.

I X tlie Princes landing stage at Liverpool there
is a \eteran porter of some seventy summers.
One of his jobs this year was to embark a

7 c) h.p. Harley without assistance. There was a
loin. step up on to the gangway. He stubbed the
front wheel against this step, found the machine had
become immovable,, and sought relief by waggling
the gear lever. Thus, he got the Harley into bottom
gear on full compression against the .step. Beliind
him a crowd were fighting to board the s.s. ISLona.

Before him a bevy of . bla.sphemous porters were
struggling to get down the gangway for fresh loads.
Our elderly friend is now a rabid anti-motorist.

On a Rodge.
T7 MAKE it a jioint every summer to wangle a

ii really long run on either a Rudge or a Zenith.
Sidecars or trials' secretaries, have driven most

of us to accept the chain drive and the double figure

gear ratio as our ordinan,- nourishment. .But we still

have the sense to recognise that for solo work in

country where hills are hills (and not gvmnasia for

training young chamois), the infinitely variable gear
with the belt drive knows no rival. So last week I

borrowed a Rudge, and ripped off 150 miles across
rountry in one piece with infinite relish. Non-stop,
mI course. My one complaint was that the 500 c.c.

Rudge has grown so hearty of late years that in an
ordinary English countv a solo rider docs not reallv

need the gear lerer at a!l—you can romp up anything
you meet by a touch -of the throttle. It is a nice
bus. A pal has offered me a heavy wager that I
will not get a gold on it in the English or Scottish Six
JJays. I am half inclined to take it on. If the
present gorgeous weather were likely to last, I am
.sure I would risk my money. But I hear that
Secretary Loughborough is mapping out routes in
Devon, and, as for the Scottish—well, some of us
know what Applecross is like in pouring rain. So
perhaps I would feel safer on something heavy with a
chaui to it, and one of those beastly but inevitable
competition gear boxes with a low ratio of about
22 'to I.

Comfort First.

THERE is probably no feature in which various
makes of motor cycle are more differentiated
than that of comfort. I have recently been

carrying out some pri\ate tests on the point. I began
by selecting a car with good springing and approxi-
mately tiie same max-imum .speed as the average 31^
h.p. motor bicycle. A route was then laid out which
included surfaces va-rying from superb to atrocious,
and a typical assortment of straights, corners, and
gradients. The car was then sent o\er the. route in
the hands of a driver who was instructed to go as fast
as was (i) safe and (2) comfortable. Three separate
makes ot motor bicycle were sent o\€r the same course
under similar driving orders, no watches oi- speedo-
-meters being carried on any of the four xeiiicles. An
almost identical average speed (rather a high one) was
recorded by the car, by a spring framed motor bic}'cle,
and by a motor bicycle with 3in. tyres. The' fourth
machine, which had a rigid rear frame and s.^gin. rear
tjTcs, was 7 m.p.h. slower over the course than the
other trio, and its rider complained on arrival that a
legal limit average would be grossly uncomfortable o\er
the course on the machine in question.

'^'','^';,",f\Sulby Bridge i5_ one of the most picturesque spots on the course, greater interest attaches to this picture because it depictsI Wl„ll , n^ M A Di L V T .7 Vi "f'r, " ' "'
, ". ^' S"=''"=' '"'cresu anacnes to tnis pjcturc because it depict

I. \^ halley (2, Massey-Arran-Biackburne), the "hard luck man of the Junior, on his fourth lap. and still holding a leading position.

B2g
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Modern Sidecars and their Screens
and Cushions discussed Irom (he

Passenger's Point of View.

SIDECAR owners appear to be divided into tliree

distinct classes : tiiose wlio appreciate tlie

requirements of their passengers and provide for

their comfort, those who do not, and the in-

-

experienced.

The first groujj requires no reminder regardhig tire

many little points which so; add to enjoyment of the

pleasures of the open road as a sidecar passenger, and
the number of de lit'xc outfits, in commission nowadays
indicates that this class is in the majority. The in-

experienced may learn by observation' how to provide-

that comfort enjoyed by stich a -large number of side-

car enthusiasts. - -

On the other hand, , the second category of sidecar

owners may require weaning from the idea that they
owe to their passengers more than is provided by a

sidecar body, a chassis, a wheel and an apology for -a

cushion.

A 'Busman's Holiday.
Actual experience is more- convincing than argu-

meiit. The sidecar driver whose usual passenger is

less enthusiastic than -she was wont t^i.be sliould under-
take a lon^- journey as passenger- in his own sidecar.

If a passenger has complained of undue fatigue at the

L'ud of a journey, has a pain in the nape of the neck
or the shoulder, or i,s subject to headaches, something
is at fault, and something^ which usuallv can be reme-
died. The dri\'er who takes a 'busman's holiday will

discover these things—discomforts .which perhaps his

pas.senger h.as suffered unnecessarily, in silence and
perhaps ia ignorance that all sidecars are not alike. •

(Left) A screen and side curtain arranged to

provide full protection from draughts on a

tandem-seated Grindlay sidecar.

(Right) This Matchless outfit has been

ingeniously .equipped with two screens—

a

Bluemel and an auxiliary screen which is

concealed under the apron.

We will imagine a fast machine equipped with, a

light sjdecar which has been produced without full

consideratioif of the service it is intended to fulfil.

Probably the. motor cyclist on his 'busman's holiday

will discover that the body is a little too narrow aiid,

perforce^ he is compelled to use the " topsides " as

arm rests, in which case it may be found that the seat

is a little too- low^-a combination that:produces at least

three distinct discomforts. First, the arms have par-

ti-ally to support the weight of the body, and after a

journey over indifferent roads, ,Gne~ suffers from that

stiffriess such as : experienced after unaccustomed
exercise in a gymnasium; secondh, with arms
" abimko," it is almost impossible to use the rear

cushion as a back-rest ; and thirdly, .should it rain,

the elbows are " out in the wet."

The Position of the Sidecar Cushion.
The remedy is obvious. A wider body is- desirable ;

but no doubt the' majority of those possessing such
sidecars will prefer to^ render' the existing body more
comfortable. In this event, much benefit will acctoie

from a little patient experimenting with different

heights aiid angles of ~tlie seat cushion.

Owners of single-cylinder machines who have sub-

mitted themselves to the test as passengers no doubt
will have been impressed by another form of discom-
fort, i.e., the noise of the .exhaust.. The bark of a

healthy engine heard bv the pas.senger is a very different

sound from that which the driver may have enjoyed.

If the 'busman's holirlay be undertaken on a day
when rain is encountered, the passenger pro tern, will
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Sidecar Comfort-

find that the rain that beats in
his face as a driver is nothing
compared with tlie stinging mix-
ture of rain and fine grit which
is thrown into the passenger's
face when splashed up by the
front \\heel.

One such trip should convince
the temporary- -passenger that a
windscreen,^ which he may h-a\-e

regarded as. a speed destroying
luxury, is an absolute essential.
He should bear in rnind that all

car s—even semi-racers—a r e
fitted with screens; yet the occu-
pants of a car are very much
higher from the ground and
further away from- the wheels
than the sidecar passenger. It
is interesting to know that The
Autocar considers that a screen
for the rear seats of a four-seater
is as necessar)^ as the driving
screen in front.

Of all the types of windscreens
available for fitting to sidecars,
the least serviceable is that which
is merely a pane of glass or cellu-
loid in a rectangular frame.

Especially is this the case
when it is placed too far forward. This tvpe, however,
can be made to provide the neces.sary comfort if it is
fitted with a side screen of hood material, which should
be more than a triangular curtain from the top of the
screen direct to the sidecar. The method .shown in
the illustration (of the Grindlav .sidecar on the pre-
ceding page) indicates how a side curtain should be
fitted in conjunction with a square screen placed well
forward—as it must be where a child is carried in front
of the adult passenger (unless two screens are used).

K^S'QciLE 775

T. Weaver, who lias demonstrated the power
and reliabihty of the modern 2J h.p. sidecar outfit.
His mount is a Vcrus, and he survived a recent
strenuous two days' trial without loss of a mark.

Members of The Motor Cycle
staff have used t\vo screens with
success, and one of the best
arrangements has been found to
be a small rectangular screen at
the fore end of tlie well, to pro-
tect the juvenile passenger, and a
Bluemel screen for the rear seat.

• One of the illustrations on the
previous page depicts a Match-
less family sidecar so equipped.
When the front seat is not in use
the forward screen is placed in a
horizontal position under the
apron.

The Bluemel screen is con-
structed of steel and celluloid and
has side wings which ehminate
the necessity for a side screen, as
the main screen can he adjusted
as desired, both in its height and
its " fore and aft " position. The
latest model is an excellent fit-

ment in service and neat in

appearance, large enough for the
most commodious sidecar, and
yet not out of place on a body of
the sporting type.

The Royal model Easting
-screen is another fitment which
should be carefully considered.

The comfort provided by this type of screen is now
well-known to many thousands of motor cyclists, but
all aj-e not cognisaiit with the latest model, which is

carried on rods pivoted at the forward end of the side-
car, so that access and egress are greatly facilitated.
The Easting can also be used in lieu of a hood by
tilting it well back over the passenger's head. A small
window is fitted in the apron.
We have mentioned I>efore that the forward position

is not ideal for a glass screen, and several makers now

A graceful design of V-fronted screen mounted on the hing
dashes of ihs 8 h.p. Excelsior outfits.

When the Royal Easting is used as a hood, a small mica window in
the apron takes the place of the transparent screen.

C31
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market machines

with screens fitted

on a hinged dash.

Notable a m o n g
these is tiie A.J.S.,

where, however, it
^

h a s been found

ad\autageous to fit

a small side curtain.

I n fact on the
latest model, t h e

manufacturers offer

a side screen of

celluloid.

The 8 h. p. Excel-

sior^ outfit screen

has been developed

a little further. Not

onlv is the front
. ^r i , i

screen fitted to the hinged dash, but.t is V sliaped

and has a side screen incorporated. .

Even the smallest sporting sidecar needs a ^

screen, and some owners go so far as to fit a

hood. ' One of the best equipped spoitmg

sidecars we have seen is illustiate<l. It is a

Yerus-Canoelet, a sidecar paiticulaiU suit-

able for use with such machines as the Yeius

and other 2
.;.i

h.p. Blackbume engmed

mounts. It will be noted that it is httei

with a step, a luggage grid, and a hood an<l

screen.

Incidentally, the lightweight sidecar outfit

is becoming more popular every day, for such

is the power of the average 350 c.c. engine,

that machines so fitted are found quite suit-

able for serious touring. As an example of

this, we may niention that a thiee-speed 234

h.p.' Verus and sidecar survi\ed the lecent

Two Days Trial of the Biimingham Club

A small sporting sidecar, possessing all the refinements of ihe

models— the 2i h.p. Verus-Lanoelet.

notalway-s does

machine. Very

JUNE jjnL n)2i.

without the loss of-

,a mark. This, too,

is jiot ai) isolated,

example of w h a t

can be accomplished

with the lightweight

sidecar.

The question of

weight is a ^ital

' one. But as the

power - w e i g h t

latios of engines are

cfecidedly improv-

ing, refinements may
be added to the

sidecar ^vithout un-

duly burdening even

the smallest engine.

Finally, it should

be remembered that

such. a fitment as a windscreen slow- a

often the reverse is the case.

leading heavier

TO KEEP THE HOIVIE

FIRES BURNING!

(Left) Every little helps.

An A.J.S. sidecar is pressed

into service for the con-

veyance of the domestic

fuel.

(Right) A case where the

"willing horse" was badly

abused. It need hardly be

staled that this load was not

conveyed under power to its

destination.

. x,.^

B3-
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ESSIONS OF THE JUNIOR RACE.
Surprising Performance of (he 350 c.c. Engines.

The Race Reviewed by B H. Davies

"E have had" more exciting spectacles than this

year provided in the Junior T.T., but we

have never had better cause -for congratu- _

lation, or more food for thought. The race is a

regular sermon preached to the trade, the rider,_ the

press, the engineerj the financier, and the advertising

expert. - Unlike the average church sermon, it will

not send its auditors to sleep.

Text No. I is the power of .a sound technical

brain. Ten firms enter for the 350 c.c. trophy. One

of them" triumphantly annexes six of the first eight

places on the list, though the other nine unquestion-

ably had the will to win if they could. It follows

that text No. 2 is the value of prolonged preparation.

The A.J.S. people got their small single out in a

hurry for the 1920 race, and snatched a lucky victory

by the skin of their teeth, after a series of smashed

vital parts. By 1921 they have "summered and

wintered " the 'bus, as they say in Sussex, and con-

sequently prove invincible. By 1922 some of their

leading rivals will ha\'e had time to develop full

stamina', and io polish up a little more speed. Then
we may see a real race, and not a walk' over.

Unprecedented Reliability.

Third in point of interest I set the miraculous relia-

bility of the machines. The stay-at-home student may
fail to see anything very marvellous in the fact that

thirty-eight machines completed the course out of

sixty-five starters—a percentage' of fifty-eight. I am
writing away from my files, but I cannot recall any

race—car or cycle—which produced such a -fine per-

centage of finishers. I never saw the huge A.C.U.
scoring board so packed Avith lap times from end to

end and from top to bottom. In an international motor
car race nobody is surprised if only 30% of the starters

complete the distance. This splendid record of 58%
reliability at record speeds over a vilely dangerous
and difficult course has been achieved by what one

may call the Ugly Duckling of the motor cycle world.

I.e., the tiny machines which until recently were the

butt and the bugbear of most practised riders. ' Even
to-day Great -Britain - is the only country which takes

them seriously.

One flcvir Faster than L3St Year.

Next in order we must digest the phenomenal speed

of the race—roll it on our palates and scent its aroma
like a good wine. One solid hour faster than last year!

Fifty-two miles an hour—and, at that, the winner did

not open out till after -the half distance, and was
possibly not the fastest man in the race ! A Junior

record lap of 4101. 4s., when the previous Senior lap

record put up by
,
that king of speedsters, George

Dance, in 1920, was no better than 4pm. 43s.! This
record means over 55 m. p. h. round a course which has

been likened to a skein of Berlin wool after an eel has

had an epileptic fit in it. It is hard to_say whether the
sheer adrievement of such .speeds from a 350 c.c. engine

or the astounding acceleration of a whole hour over

five laps within twelve months is the more amazing
feature. Nor. must the 2^4 h.p. machines be allowed

to overshadow the babies. Prentice's New Imperial

is not a member of the medium roadster class like the

2^' h.p. Douglas and others which have long been

welcomed in the Tourist fraternity. It is a beggarly

little 249 c.c. Its w^eight only just topped the 200 lb.,,

and in averaging better than 44 m.p.h. it had to

clamber up the seven-mile ascent out of Ramsey. We
shall have to watch the 2% h.p. : it may yet loom as

'

large in the industry as ever the 3^ h.p. has done.

The one unalterable demand of the motor cycling

public is a certain minimum perfoiTnance in respect of

speed and climb. Give them that. The less the

machine weighs, the less the machine costs to buy and

to run, the better most of them will be pleased.

In estimating the high factor of reliabihty displayed

in the race, we ought not to overlook the petty items
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which are regarded as mere accessories to an engine—
a gear box and a dashing rider. Take tvres, for
example. Tyres are often mentioned by astute riders
to camouflage some mechanical trouble, 'so that a tale

Q •Ir^u™"'^'^
cannot always be taken at its face value,

still, this years Junior affords a very good demonstra-
tion of tyre quality. The roads were unusually drv
and flinty. The speed was phenomenally high. Yet only
two men encountered serious tyre disasters. Howard
Uavis was possibly depri\ed of victory by a puncture.
VVhaliey was decelerating as the race progressed, so it
IS probably fair to sa\ he lost second place rather than
victory through a puncture. But there were 130 coversm the race, and well o\-er 1 00—possibly over 120—of
them stood. the racket nobly. Or take another acces-
sor)—plugs. A plug expert told me he never
feels any anxiety about plugs at Brooklands where full
speed is sustained, but that he considers tlae Manx
races are an acute problem with the ever-varying speed,
frequent cut-outs, and so on. Yet the lap times prove
that a good modern plug will stand unlimited heat, plus
unlimited oil. '

Turning to the actual incidents of the race, I frankly
admit that my fullest sympathy goes out to Howard
Davies, although after his Thursday's triumph he pro-
bably does not want much ! I set out the lap times of
the three men who had some chance of winning.

1st

2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Total

Eric H. R. J.
Williams. Daviks. W nALLF.T.
H. M. S. H. M. S. II. M. S.

44 41 29 42 16
43 38 55 6* 43 19
44 20 41 20 45 41
42 51 42 11 44 41
42 34 41 4 56 42*

s.

35
23
56

sense.

... 3 37 23 3 41 10 3 52 59
Tyre trouble on these laps.

779

Now, if we credit Davies and Whalley with five laps
covered at the average speed of the four laps in
which they did not puncture—41m. 31s. per lap for
Davies, and 43m. 59s. for Whalley—the first three
riders would have been :

n. M.
1. Davies 3 27
2. Williams 3 37
3. WTialley 3 39
These conjectures are pure "hot air," in a ov.io^,

but they suggest that Davies was genuinely unlucky
not to win, for his four non-stop laps averaged over
54 m.p.h. Whalley was also extremely unlucky, but
he was not robbed of an easy victory by his fall.
.Moreover, if he had won, the Massey-Arran luck would
have been incredible—to score at the first essay, with
a proprietary engine fitted to a new 'bus, and' ridden
by a man secured by a fluke on the eve of the race !

I hope and expect to see Whalley win a good race in
the near future when luck serves him better : he is

a rider of the extremely select, top-notch class. In-
cidentally, the times indicate what a positive chasm
divides the crack rider from the ordinary man. It
is as impossible as it would be unkind to identify all
tiie men who enjoyed non-stop runs : still more so to
name those who might have had five non-stops if they
had done nothing silly in the way of machine control,
engine control, gear control, or oil management. But
It is no exaggeration to say that a rider like Howard
Davies could give ten minutes per lap to a good many
racing men, even if they were mounted on machine's
as good as his own. He' can give two minutes a lap
to anybody outside a very select coterie, whose names
will occur to my readers; and he could give twenty
minutes a lap to many amateurs who have carefully
built up small local reputations as speedsters.

Turning to the babies, I hope my good New Imperial
fnends will not feel hurt if some of us almost wanted

J. Joynson (2i N.U.T.) on the Gooseneck--one of the dangerous twists of the course. At thU r^\„t \ • l l
various.styK comeri^fg adopt«l by "he rideU "^ "" ™"' """'''"^ '° "''''' ""'
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the Levis to head the lightweight

class, just for the sake of auld

lan.g syne. The Butterfield
brothers were almost the only

men in England who believed in

the tiny engine through thick

and thin—they are very largely

responsible for the fact that a

" flyweight " class exists. Poetic

justice would have been satisfied

by a Levis victory. Still, their

turn may come again, and the

New Imperial-Jap performance
was certainly hot enough for

anything. It is not many years

since the fastest lap in the Senior

was under 50 m.p.h., and a

250 c.c. New Imperial ridden by
Prentice in 1923 will lap at 50
if he gets a non-stop. The
Velocette toyed with the Six Days
Trial last year, and, like Alex-

ander (the great, not " Duggie "

or " Alfie" or " J.R."), is now
sighing for new worlds to con-

quer. It could not quite conquer
this this year, but it finished

three machines out of four, and
the trio's joint average approached
42 m.p.h. Good enough, eh?

Cornering.

Some observe,rs found the

cornering disappointing. I feel

nothing" but a vivid dislike for

the ghoulish type of spectator

who g o e s to Sulby or the

Governor's Bridge with a sneak-

:
ing hope of witnessing a bad
crash. My own judgment is that

the corner work was superb.

Take Governor's Bridge as a

sample. The men approached,
the first angle of this terrible Z
very fast. They; slowed down so

accurately that the machines
practically came to a standstill at

the point of the wall, so that

they could be wrenched round in

their own length. In the getaway
for the C bend which follows,

they were deceptively fast, judged
by the roar of their engines

;

they were lying over at a steep

angle with the wheels only a few
inches from the gutter all the
way round. In other words,
there was just the perfect com-
bination of dash and restraint.

The Douglas debacle was natur-
ally the chief disappointment of
the day. We trusted them to

threaten the A.J.S. monopoly,
and make a real breath-catching
race of it. They had five

machines, all ridden by good men,

c8

Lined up for the start of the Junior race—for the competitors, a most trying half-hour,

reminiscent of waiting for " zero " or the dentist's ante-room.

!
!! Our photographer did not report what H. Petty said when the rear tyre of his

2£- h.p. Coulson went flat. Only those who have suffered in similar circumstances can

fully sympathise with the victim.

^..z

Looking back—but why? Apart from the danger of the practice there is a superstition

that it brings bad luck. Possibly W. J. Lord (Hobart) is wondering what would happen
if Kepple Gate were to swing shut

!
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and their two finishers could do no better than
twentieth and thirty-seventh'. Li South Africa there
is a thorn bush called " waacht ein beetje," or
whatever is the Cape Dutch for " wait a bit." It

expresses the mood of the Douglas camp. They have
been so frightfully busy since the war that they started
preparations_^ for the Junior rather too late. In plain
English, they had a thumping good Junior engine,
but they had not got a Junior frame. So the eager
little engine had to be dropped into a walloping Senior
chassis, and was set to pull over 280 lb. up the
mountain. Remember the thorn bush when \g22
comes round.

"Subsidies."
»t is perhaps hardly my province to mention one

rather objectionable feature of the secret history of
every T.T. race, but it deserves a line or two, because
it is a great nuisance to everybody except the riders,

and is liable, under certain circumstances, to hoodwink
the public. I refer to the eternal chaffering in which
most riders indulge with regard to the equipment of
their machines. The fact that—let us say—Spuggins's
split pins were used on the victorious machine is a

useful advertisement to Mr. Spuggins. So he and the

other manufacturers of split pins—Muggins, Buggins.

and the rest—bid against each other for the custom pT
the various riders. So it comes about that the more
mercenary riders are perjietually bargaining and
changing—let us say—their make of tyre lever or tank

enamel until the last moment allowed by the rules.

It follows that these subsidies allow a quite undis-

tinguished private rider to make his expenses and a

bit over, whilst the winner, if he be a smart man of

business, might conceivably net four figures. The
A.C L'. is doing its best to repress tlie business by

compelling equipment to be specified in advance. I

dislike it, because—well, if I happened to manufacture

a second-rate belt or chain or plug or tyre or mag-
neto, and had sufficient capital at my disposal, I might

get my frares on to nearly every machine in the race,

and -so create a wholly false impression. Up to the^

present no harm has been done. No firm has ex-

ploited the system to fob off a bad article on the

pulilic. This does not alter the fact that the system is

rotten. This system helped to kill British magnetos in

pre-war days, and will always ensure the failure of any

novelty which does not enjoy heavy financial backing.

In conclusion, no^ lirni in the trade need begin to

regard the Junior T.T. as the private preserve of the

A.J.S.—a kind of walled-in park, with " Trespassers

will lie prosecuted'"' placarded all over it. Give the'

A.J.S. full credit for three successive wins. But if

the tin-tack—or whatever it was—which checked

Whalley on his fifth lap had elected to afflict Williams
instead, the race would have lieen won at the very first

time of asking liy the Massey-Arran—a machine of

which \ery few have been made : a fine engine, but

one which anvlxxly can buy in duplicate on the open

market, and an amateur rider picked almost at rauflom.

It follows that the A.J.S. team—though formidable

—

is not invincible. Several concerns mean to set it a

tough proposition in 1922.

A SCENE IN THE JUNIOR RACE.

G. Prentice (2i h.p. New Imperial-Jap), who won The Motor Cycle Cup. and E. A. Jacob (Coulson),

who successfully completed the five laps, cornering well at the Ramsey Hairpin.

C9
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Technical Aspects of the Junior T.T.

—

the 250 c.c. class to the efficiency and easy change
of their gear box ; and tlie new light Burman three-

speed (which was fitted to Whalley's Massey-Arran)
appears an admirable job. Certain manufacturers
experienced considerable gear box -trouble during

practice, but overcame these initial worries before the

race. Douglases and Scotts~ used four-speed gears,

thougli the gear on the latter machines was used as a

three-speed, since two" ~of the ratios were very close

together.

Perhaps the most notable two-speed entry was that

of the Triumph Co. Their own, two-speed box is

an admirable piece of work, and the wonderful slow
pulling and acceleration of the overhead valve engine
compensates for the lack of the third ratio; while
the performance of the side-by-.side valv£ engine in

putting up a lap in 40m. 8s. does not appear to indicate
anv loss from this cau.se.

TRANSMISSION STATISTICS .

JUNIOR RACE. SENIOR RACE.

ig20. 1921. 1920. 1921.

Direct belt 4 3
17 21

II 41

I

I

0*
Cbain-cum-beJt
Ail-chain 67

^Omitting non-starting Rudge

Frames.
Only two new frames made their appearance in this

year's races—the T.T. Scott, with its cleverly-arranged
triangulation and its detachable sub-frame carrying
engine and gear unit; and the sloping frame (giving
an extremely- low position) of the new B.S.A. As
regards breakages, frames seem to'have made consider-
able strides, but more than one manufa^rturer has
discov.ered that where high speed^g are ;Concerned there
is more in designing a good steering machine than
good forks and low centre of gravity. This lesson,

taught by the general increase in speeds, should prove
valuable, and it is to be hoped that those manufac-
turers who encountered steering troubles (in spite of
the fact that the best known principles of frame design
were embodied) will continue their experiments for the
good of the trade and the motor cycling community
at large.

Another noticeable feature was the
'
fitting of

auxiliary chain stays by Sunbeam and Velocette—

a

feature which is worthy of special con-
sideration for maintaining lateral
rigidity.

Carburetters.

Although the majority of entralits

competed with standard types of car-

buretter, the Amac two-lever being the

most usual, there are two points worthy
of special notice. A.J.S. machines, as

before mentioned, used an additional

extra air on the engine side, and several

riders, including the winner of The
Motor Cycle Trophy, employed Cox-
Atmos single-lever carburetters with

admirable results. On the other hand,
the Indian machines, usually fitted with

a single lever carburetter, reverted to

An oscillating oil

pump on the Sunbeam
magneto chain case.

Part section

of small K.L.G.
plug as used

on Levis and

other machines

two levers for the T.T., and

certain other automatic car-

buretters were fitted with a, second

control lever.

Bearings and Lubrication.

In view of the prevalence of

ball and roller bearings on racing

engines, it is interesting to note

that, with the exception of a

double
,
row roller big end, the

A.J.S. is a plain bearing engine

throughout, which supports the

contention that, ' provided the crankshaft is properly

constructed, and that regular lubrication is ensured,

there is but- little friction loss with this- type of

bearing. Mechanical lubrication is making head-

way. Sunbeam, Rover, Velocette, and B.S.A. de-

signers being amongst its supporters, and it isTikel)'

to make many more converts in the riear future. Ir

this connection, it is interesting to note that the' Velo-

cettes used just about one and a half pints of oil foi

the whole course, so regular and satisfactory is theii

pump. .This fact also provides the main cause of the

-regular twO-stroking, even down the mountain, of this

fascinating little mount. Handle-bar or foot-controlled

oil pumps are- almost universal for racing purposes ;

^and, until mechanical lubrication becomes standard

practice, there seems no reason why touring machines

should not be so equipped.

Flywheels.

With the exception of two-strokes and flat twins

the Blackburne was the only outside flywheel engine

in the races.
' Nevertheless, a proper realisation of

1he merits and defects of each type appears to be

gaining ground.' For instance, outside flywheels were

kept as close as possible to the craiik web so as to

avoid torsional oscillation, and^ inside flywheels were

given much greater clearances from the crank case so

as to-avoid oil drag— J^: to ^ clearance being given in

most cases instead of -^ to J. The Ivys had steel

rims shrunk over the crank _webs, which, iri addition

to raising the crank case compression, assist steady

running by centralising the rotating masses.

Brakes.

Fewer auxiliary brakes were fitted than usual, but

the Webb expanding front brake has made great head-

way, as it deserves to do, not

only lightweights, but, in many
cases, 500 c.c. machines being

equipped in this "way. Good
brakes are vital to the security'

of tlie rider, and, in addition,

save many seconds per lap by

enabling corners to be

approached at higher speeds.

It is encouraging, therefore, to

find that standard brakes were

considered to be sufficient in so

many cases. The A.J.S. ex-

panding brake undoubtedly

proved its value. Convenience was

also considered in the design and

position of the brake pedals

—

quite an important point.

The adjustable shock

absorber on the engine-

shaft of the 350 c.c

New Imperial.
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^ Tyres.
There was a noticeable increase in Jyre

sizes, 700x80 mm., 28x3in., 26x3in., and

650 X 65 mm. being common sizes ; while only

Levis, New Hudson, and Velocette machines

remained faithful to 24in. wheels. Three
ribbed and rubber-studded tyres divided the

honours fairly evenly, and it was not un-

common to find studded tyres on the rear

wheel with three-rib on the front, while the

front tyre was occasionally of smaller section

than the rear. This arrangement is probably ideal for

the T.T. course, though the tourist naturally prefers

-interchangeable tyres.

Ignition.

K.L.G. plugs almost monopolised the entry, and
it is a tribute to their excellence that so little plug
trouble was experienced in spite of high 'compressions

and oily engines. High-tension magnetos were uni-

versally employed, but it was noticeable that some of
the small machines fitted a larger sized magneto for

Section of special

Hutchinson tube in

use in both Junior

and Senior events.

the race. Scotts were fitted with the Lucas

two-spark instrument.

Congratulations.

In conclusion, it is clear that the Junior,

Senior, and lightweight trophies were carried

off Tsy a combination of .superb design and

workmanship and exactness and care in tuning..

The speeds which were accomplished, especi-

ally in the Junior event, were such an improve-

ment over last year's as to indicate a-n enor-

mous advance in motor cycle design and con-

struction. Had the Senior event been run on a typical

French course, with long straight stretches and com-

paratively few corners, the results might have been

different,' b*t in any case Messrs. A.J.S. are to be

most heartily congratulated on designing and building

what is probably the fastest road racing machine

suitable for the British Isles. We may feel assured

that the very valuable lessons which they have learned

will be incorporated in their touring machines, and it

is even to be hoped that the T.T. machine may lie

placed on the market.

OVERHEATING.
Is the Defect Misnamed? Heal, in iiself. does not lessen Efficiency.

I

HAVE two machines. One of them appears to get

almost red hot—so far as actual temperature goes.

It fairly sizzles! Yet this engine never overheats.

It will haul a sidecar up the inteixninable pas.ses of the

Highlands, pulling better at the top than at the bottom.
The temperature it attains is something colossal. I

have seen flies drop dead in the air on approaching
within a yard of it!

The seconrl engine runs remarkably cool. One can
hold one's hand on the cylinder without discomfort,

yet after two miles of low gear work it pinks itself out

—and that at a much lower temperature than the first

normally runs at. In other words, one gets hot but

does not o\erheat, while the other keeps cool and does
overheat. A (laradox surely.

A Matter of Distortion.

This, I conclude, is purely a matter of distortion.

The first engine '' distorts evenly,'' the second distorts

in such a way as to lose its compression—or at all

e\ents, to upset itself. Overheating, then, in the

ordinarily understood sense, is not in this case so much
a matter of attaining a high temperature as it is of the

engine retaining its proper shape at the maximum
temperatures it reaches.

One might argucfrom this that it does not very

much matter of what metal cylinders are made so long

as they are the right shape. If pre-ignition and exces-

sive oil consumption could be washe.d out, a hot

running engine would be every bit as good as a cool

running engine. In other words, the only real reason

^^hy an engine should run cool is because we are accus-

tomed to regarding motor cycle cylinders as such badly

designed articles that unless they do run cool they

warp out of shape. Make the cylinder symmetrical,

and I venture to think that it would not matter a great

deal whether it were made of aluminium or cast iron,

or any other reasonably suitable material. Indeed, if

it were possible to make the cylinder and piston ab.so-

lutely symmetrical, the only advantage of aluminium or

machined steel would be its lightness.

Why "Overheating" is Difficult to Cure.

My own experience, mentioned in the first ])ara-

graph, makes it easier to understand why " overheat-

ing " is often so difficult to cure. We may not be

trying to cure overheating at all ; we may be trying to

cure warping. And since some engines begin to lose

power through warping at a much lower temperature

than others, it will be seen at once that under certain

conditions no number of auxiliary radiators, etc., are

of very much use.

Personally, I have adopted my old friend " Ixion's
"'

tip, and find it very effective. '\Vhen " Ixion " buys a

new machine he flies at full throttle round the entire

countryside, till his engine is absolutely and utterly

blued.' He then takes it home, and by dint of a coal

hammer and a blacksmith's file he trues up the piston

in a vice—a thing that " Ixion " might do, but which

we would not recommend anyone else to try.

After the First 1,000 Miles.

With my own new machines I blue theni \\\ utterly

during the first 1,000 miles, then return them to the

makers, pointing out that the cylinder and piston arc

warped, and will they please have the engine machined

up and trued, as the compression is rotten. This well

and scientifically done, it is impossible thereafter to

take a rise out of that engine. Miles of full throttle

have no effect upon it, and I may add that my present

hot engine was subjected to this treatment, while the

cool runner which overheats has not been back to the

works. It will go in due course, and I guarantee that

when it comes back it will prove as impervious to over-

heating as its excellent stable mate.

H. Mortimer B.mten.

C17
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CURRENT
THE SENIOR T.T. RACE.

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF THE RACES.

IMPRESSIONS OF THE JUNIOR EVENT.

Oimcs \q ClgJ)t

June 23id

„ 25th

„ 27th
„ 29th

Camps.
9.49 p.m.
9.49 „
9.49 „
9.49 „

Overwhelmed

!

Mesisrs. A. J. Stevens (1914), Ltd.,
Wolverhampton, ask us to insert the
following note: "As it is quite impos-
sible for us to thank individually all- who^
congratulated ns upon our recent success

in the T.T. race, we trust they will accept
this as an acknowlecj^ment of their good
wishes."

A Beauty Spot in the I.O.M.

On the Island last week many visiting

motor cyclists took advantage of the hos-
pitality of Mr. H. H. Grippin, who in-

vited them to tea at his hotel at Glen
Helen, and gave them permission to roam
through the very beautiful glen.

C. and M.T. Benevolent Day at Man-
chester.

On ^Monday subscriptions for th« Man-
chester Centre of the Cycle and Motor
Trade Benevolent Fmid will be sought by
an energetic committee, led by the
chairman, Mr. Fred Webster, and assisted

by a band of volunteers. It has always
been the custom in the past for sym-
pathisers to express .their appreciation
of the work of the fund by means of dona-
tions on that day, and it is lioped that
on this occasion those who have previoubly
assisted in this way will forward their

donations to the centre hoii. treasurer,

Mr. A. Freeman, Lucas, Ltd., ilan-
chester, in order that their contributions
may go to swell the total for the day.
The adequate, organisation of the outlymg
districts is one of the problems of the
scheme, and the services of- those who
can spare an hour for this purpose will

be appreciated by the hon. secretary, Jlr.

N. Randolph, Dunlop Tyres, Manchester,
who will furnish ,-11 particulars.

THE MAN WHO KEPT THE JUNIOR RACE INTERESTING!
The end of a plucky ride. J. Whalley, with flat rear tyre and with silencer adrift,

finishing a ride remarkable for fine riding, bad luck, and sheer grit.

ifter

Popular Machines with the Clubs.

An analysis of the makes of motor
cycle entered by the various clubs in

the M.C.C. Club Team Championships
for The Motor Cycle Cup, to be lield

on Saturday, provides some interesting

information. There are 23 Triumphs, 17

Nortons, 13 Harleys, 13 Sunbeams, and
11 Indians

1914 AND 1921 T.T. WINNER.
Eric Williams's tired smile of victory would

indicate that he would enjoy much more 3

quiet bath and a few hours rest than the

enthusiastic demonstrations of his admirers.

Reliability oJ Overhea'd Valves.

Overhead valves swept the board ii

the Junior race. The most violent criti

can hardly object that properly designe(

overhead valve gear is unreliable afte

the consistent performance of all th

A.J.S. machines.. The average tourist

at any rate, will hardly break valve

that withstand five and six laps of th

Isle of Man course at over 52 m.p.h.

Safety in Night Driving.

There is still room (says The Avtocai

for improvetnent in the rules and reguhn

tions governing the position of lights o

modern road vehicles. When trucks an

trailers are being drawn by a tractio

enijine each should carry a light upon it

right-hand side, so that other road usei

can see plairily exactly what they ai

meeting. Also when an engine is towin

trucks, etc., every truck should be pre

vided with a red light to the rear ; an
when any part of a load projects moi
than three feet beyond the rear light tl

load itself should also carry a red ligh

CI8
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SPEED-AS RECORDED BY THE CAMERA.

(Top) A fine im-

pression of F. Boultpn

(New Imperial) juid J.

Emerson (Douglas)

faking the bend just

beyond Ramsey, during

the Junior T T.

(Bottom) Eric

Williams, the winner

of the Junior Trophy

in a characteristic

racing altitude at Hil-

berry Comer.

«S
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ROAD TESTS
OF NEW
MODELS.
The 2ih.p. O.K. Sidecar.

WHEN it is realised tliat

the five leading 250 c.c.

lightweights in the
Junior T.T. race finished the

188 mile course at speeds vary-

ing from 42 to 45 m.p.h., one

cannot ^vonder at the growing'

popularity of this type of motor
cycle for light sidecar haulage.

Machines that make such fine

performances as these must
possess a reserve of power much
above the requirements of the

ordinary 20 m.p.h. solo rider.

This is no new discovery, of

course. The ultra-lightweight

sidecar outfit is now an estab-

lished type, and more and more
makers of genuine lightweights

are turning their attention to

the sidecar hauling possibili-

ties of their products. Messrs. Humphries and Dawes,
Ltd., the makers of the 2j:( h.p. O.K., foi-m a case in

point ; although in this instance it has been decided to

adr)pt an. engine of slightly larger capacity, and the

frame has also been modified^-it - has not been re-

~

designed—to meet the additional claims on power and
reliability entailed by the extra passenger. That by
doing so they have not lost the daintiness and low
weight one expects (but does not always get) from such
outfits Avas proved to us recently on -the occasion of a

short road trial of the new model.

An Impression of Solidity.

On first mounting the saddle, and even before start-

ing up the engine, one gets the impression that this -

lightweight outfit is a serious proposition and not a toy.

The riding position is comfortable, and—an important

l^oint.—even a fairly tall rider is not cramped, and
the designers have succeeded in making a small

machine 'J feel " like a big outfit (as regards the

rider's position) and yet have retained perfect sym-
metry in the general outline.

Starting up, any lingering qualms and suspicions

that, after all, the O.K. outfit would be underpowered
for the

,
heavy load we were to impose upon it

were quickly dispersed. A pleasing purr from
the engine might have been produced by almost

any two-stroke—although there was a noticeable

absence of vibration—but ..on " opening out " the power
and acceleration were unmistakable, and top gear was
engaged in a very short space of time indeed, con-

sidering the conditions—an up-grade and a heavy
passenger.

Our favourable initial impression of the power of

the engine remained during the I'un, which included

C24

A lightweight sidecar outfit designed to meet the requirements of those to whom economy in

upkeep is a consideration—the 2;| h.p.. O.K. Junior.

.only one gradient that called for the lower ratio. This

change-down we had fully expected, but had the road

. been clear we think,that, actually, we might have just

got up on top.

As' we mentioned earlier, the engine is of a greater

capacity than the one normally fitted to the O.K.,

being a Union two-stroke of 70x76 mm. (292 c.c).

It is a workmanlike design of the three-port type, and

is chiefly notable for the novel rnagneto drive—a uni-

versal coupling from the main shaft. Otherwise it

follows conventional lines.

Excellent finish characterises the whole outfit, in-

cluding the sidecar body. Regarding comfort from

the passenger's point of view, we found that some
experiments with different angles of the' seat were

necessary to find a really easy position.

Considering the price, which is only 92 guineas for

the outfit, the O.K. sidecar will, we predict, rapidly

take a leading position, in its class.

AN A.C U. OBSERVED TRIAL.

THE longest observed trial vet undertaken by the

A.C.U. will take place shortly after the T.T.
races, when two Excel motor bicycles will com-

plete a run from John-o'-Groat's to Land's End without

stopping the engines, in charge of eight drivers, each

man taking a 200 miles section.

Although there is nothing difficult in the way of

hills on the course, which is about 889 miles in length,

the trial is one which will test any machine.'

Of the two machines, one will be fitted with a 4 i,.-^.

Blackburne engine and the other a 4 h.p. single-

cylinder J. A. P., 550 c.c. 'We hope to make reference
' to these machines in an earlv issue.
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RACE
Pluck, endurance and clever driving

are factors that tell in winning a

race. But the right gear is the

one which decides the odds m
your favour. The man who has a

Sturmey-Archer fitted to his

achine knows that he can go "all

out" for a win with absolute confi-

dence in the absence of gear trouble.

STURMEY-ARCHER GEARS, Ltd.

NOTTINGHAM.

;(o)iiiiKi'ir[i[s

In aTUwermg this advertisement it is deairnhle. to mention " The Motor Cucle." C27
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Lucas Magnetos (formerl]

the winning machines in b(

—
SENIOR T.T. RACE, A

— JUNIOR TJ. RACE, A

The 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th, ai

this Race by machines fil

THIS SWEEPING SUCC
CONSISTENT RELIABIUTl
MAGNETO IN THE MOST

THE BLUE RIBAND

MANUFACTl

JOSEPl
Sj

THE LUCAS E
BIR

C26 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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St)

he First 15 MACHINES in the
|

Junior T.T. Race were |

[i.L.G. Plugs
I

8 riders who finished, |

sed K.L.G. Plugs. i

reatest success in the history of this classic event.

\ll were available—K.L,G. were chosen.
yy

Sole Manufacturers:

THE ROBINHOOD ENGINEERING WORKS. L!?
PUTNEY VALE, LONDON, S.W.15.

Joint Distributors and Sole Export Agents

:

S. SMITH & SONS (M.A.) LTD.. CENTRAL WORKS. CRICKLEWOOD.

In artsweri/uj t/iis advertisement it is desirable to viention "The Motor Cycle."
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Crank
drilled
driving

case— oil passage
through web , to
side of crankshaft-

^dor^ ^""^^"^t^
^

viraa

in the undoubted superiority of the ;f60 Hawker Lightweight overmachines costing twice

as much. You fill the sump with lubricant, and the running of the engine forces the oil to

everypointof friction. No worry—nowaste—no mess. 1,200 miles to every gallon of oil.

Hawke
yfte oil s^tmp, showing gauzt
filter through ivhich the oil is

forced to the crank -shaft with
every downward motion of

the piston.

Base of lubricator with screw
cap which gives access to the

gauze fiUer,

2 -STROKE, 2 -SPEED LIGHTWEIGHT
the machine mth the remarkably low subsistence level has other excellent features, too.

Let us just explain why the Hawker is best suited to your needs and your pocket

Write now to ;

H. G. HAWKER
ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.

oficL tAshJLA notAmg

MOTOR
SPIRIT

You can rely upon
B.P.— the 'clean' spirit

that makes for easier

starting, increased
power, cleaner combus-
tion, and greater mileage.

British Petroleum Cs.It^,

22.FENCHURCH ST, LONDON E,C.,3

C30 In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Sutton-in-Ashfield M.C.C.
A class reserved for ladies iii the recent

reliability trial was won by Miss B.
Dove (2i O.K.). with Miss W. Parnell
(4 Douglas sc). General results of the
trial were :

1. J. Savory (2?4 Donglas) ; 2. H. Battery (8
Eei sc); 3. E. Oscroft (4',4 B.S.A.).

Doncaster and District M.C.C.
Results of the most successful gym-

khana held recently at Cusworth Park
were as follows :

QUAKTEE MILE EACE (Two-strokes Only,
275 c.c. and Under).—1. H. C. Dodds [Zh'- Radco);
2, A. B. Dodds, Jr. (2V2 Levis).
QUAETEE MILE RACE (Solo. 350 c.c. and

Under).—1, H. Cluistian (2-4 Douglas); 2, B. B.
Hepworth (2^i Douglas).
EGG AND SPOON RACE (Solo. tFDlimited c.c.)

—1. J. E. Slater (3'A Suiibeam) ; 2, H. Harper
(2% Coubon B.).

^

Ml'SICAL ClTAraS (Solo or Sidecar, Un-
limited C.C.— 1, J. E. Slater (3'^ Sunbeam) ; 2, U.
Christian [2% Douglas).

- QUARTER MILE RACE (Solo. Unlimited
c.c.).—1, H. Christian (2% Sunbeam) ; 2, J. J.
Lister IZ'.i, Norton).
BALLOON BURSTING COMPETITION.-l, J.

J. Lister (3'/. Norton); 2, R. B. Hepworth (2%i
Douglas); 3, S. Leach (4(4 B.S-^V.).

Bristol M.C.C
On a recent Saturday afternoon the

club carried out a very succe.ssful trial

for amateurs. A course of twenty-six
niiles, starting and finishing at Keynsfiam,
was covered twice. It included several

stiff hills, and touched Farraborough, the
outskirts of Bath, and Lansdown. A
number of secret checks were taken, to

afford a definite means of finding a

winner. Thirty-five started, and about
twenty-three finished tlie course, the pro-

visional result being as follows :

1, and King Cup, A. B. Fuller (2^ Douglas);
2. J. Baynton (4 Blackbnrnel; 3, 8. G. C.
Walters (7-9 narlev-Davidson sc).

SPECIAL SIDECAR PH1/.K.-IL J. Hobbs (4
Blackburne sc).
SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL (lor Best Lightireight

Performance).—J. Bartholomew (2Vi Verue).

"WeeK-and (Tlub TEvcnts.
June Si.—Barrow and District M.C. Gymkhana.
June SS.—Lister 31.C.C. Keliabiiity Trial.
June S5.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Speed

Trials.
June S).-Bradford M.C. and l.C.C. Freak Hill-

climb for the Wilson Cvp.
June U.—Luton and South Bids. A.C. Social

nun and Old Crocks' HiUclimb. .

June li.—Kurthtrn M.C. Gipsu JJun to Slatrard
Peel.

June t5.~IVcst Kent M.C.C. Captain's Cup Xight
Trial.

June a.—Ureter M.C. and J.C.C. Club Itun to
Budleigli Sallerton.

June a.-Bristol M.C.C. Betiabilittl Trial.
June iS.—yorth Wales M.C.C. " Follow the

Leader " Competition.
June 25.—Kiddcrminiiter M.C.C. SjJced Trialt.
June H.—Dcusbury and District M.C.C. KcliabaUu

Trial.
June SS.—Central London M.C.C. Club Run to

Shenley.
Jane !S.—lry M.C:C. (Wolverhampton) Club Itun

to liiijhgate Common.
June iS-SC—Wolcerhampton M.C.C. HeliabUitu

Trial.
June ti'Se.—Loughborough and District M.C.C.

Week-end Run to SkegncM.
June m.—Hartte-pool M.C. Carlton Cvp Kelia-

bility Trial.
June tC.—Donra.strr M.CC. r. Leeds Motor Union.

Intcr-clvb Team Trial.
June 2e.—N. Western Centre A.C.V. Blake Cup

Inter-team Trial.
June Sr,.—Bishop A uckland and District M.C. Club.
June i6.Siu:caatle and District M.C. Johnston's

Trophy Itrliabilitu Trial.
June !e.—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Hun to Cheddar.
Jung !6.~Coventry Triangle M.C.C. Club Hun to

Stourport.
June se.—Korth Lindsey A.C. Club Run to Momal

Dale.
June !6.— Wakefield and District M.C.C. Club

Run to Uklcy.
June IC—Leeds and District M.C. Club Run to

Filey.
June SS.—Canterbury and District M.C.C. Paper.

chase.
June 16.—Sheffield M.C.C. Club Run to Thome.
June la.—Reiaate. Redhitl and District M.C.C.

Iteliabilitu Trial.
June Se.-Holuood M.C.C. Club Run to Cuildlnrd.
June S6.—Glasgow Weetcm M.C.C. Open Son-utop

Trial.
June S6.—Central London M.C.C. Club Run to

Ivinghoe Beacon.
June £8.—Berwich and District M.C. Ficc-prcsi-

dent's Run.
June Id.—dberdare and District M.C.C. Ultydd

Williams Cup Trial.

Tf "i

t*—-

Tannton and District M.C. and
L.C.C. Club.

Taunton, Bournemouth, Barnstaple,

Bridgwater, Dorchester, Exeter, Yeovil,

and Plymouth clubs were all represented

by teams in the Yeovil 'to Land's End
reliability trial. The Exeter team, con-

sisting o"f A. M. Knill (4 Indian Scout),

G. R. Claridge (4 Triumph), and E. H.
Williams (4 Triumph sc), won the

premier award. Medals were awarded as

under :

SIDECAR HWCHINES.
Silver Medals.—F. Skinner, Taunton (6 Martin-

syde sc.) : Chas. Forward, Barnstaple (4 Douglas
sc); F. J. Blackwcll, Dorchester (4 Triumph sc);
H. S. Williams. Exeter (4 Triumph sc); T. V.
Hook, Yeovil (4 Douglas sc); E. A. Wright, Yeovil
(7-9 Indian sc); J. Glanville, Bridgwater (4 Norton
sc); and E. H. Williams. E.\eter (4 Triumph sc).

Bronze Medals.-E. Sparrow, Yeovil (414 James
sc); T. Fallow, Plvmouth (7-9 llarlcy-Davidsoa
EC); L, S. Potter. Taunton, (6 Mnrtinsyde sc.)

;

and F. A. JL Dodd, Dorchester (4 Coulson-B sc).

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Silver Medals—W. J. Bailey, Dorchester (25i

Douglas); J. F, Anderson, Tnuntxjn (2% A.J.S.)

;

J. P. Webber, Barnstaple (2''i Douglas); R. E.
Waterman. Yeovil (2^4 Douglas); and H. A. New-
ton, Yeovil (2*;4 Douglas).
Bronze Medals.—C. R. Gage, Yeovil (2^i

(Zenith); Miss N. Phillips. Plymouth (2'A Con-
naught); P. V. Hare, Taunton (2^4 Douglas); P.
Hewin, Taunton (2"''i Blackbird); ond S- fl. Crow-
hurst, Taunton f2^i Cedos).

SOLOS FUR 350 C.C.
Silver Medals.—A. M. Knill, Exeter (4 Indian

Scout); G. L. Mociish, Yeovil iSV-i Sunbeam); 8.
H. Shattock. Taunton (^'4 Scott Squirrel); 8.
Goodman, Taunton (31.2 Sunbeam): F. G. Vincent,
Taunton (31-'; Sunbeam); G. E. Claridge, Exeter
(4 Triumph); A. J. Trenchard, Dorchester (4
Trinmph); A. E. Hann, Dorchester (3 A.B.C.); B.
V. Tucker, Bridgwater (3i,4 Norton); C. G. Clap-
shaw, Yeovil (4 Douglas) ; S. House, Bridgwater
(3V* Norton); and R. J. Symonds, Dorchester (3l^

Lea"-Francis).
Bbj>nze Medals.— R. B. Robins, Dorchester (4

Triutoph): S. W. Easton, Taunton (3 A-B.C.)

;

O. Ford, Exeter (41,4 B.S.A.) ; K. Delve. Barnstaple
(4 Triumph); D. S. Southcombe, Yeovil (3>/s
Norton); F. Deyond. Y'eovil (4 Douglas); J. Bis,
Exeter (6 A.J.S.l; JL T. Spooner, Plymouth (5-6
Raleigh); Mrs. Ogilvie, Taunton (4 ^iumph); H.
F. Underdown, Exeler (3'A Norton); E. W.
Boucher, Exeter (8 Zenith); P. C. Gardner, Taun-
ton (314 Scott Squirrel); and D, J. Gill, Dorchester
14 Triumph).

, mn;''
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FOUR-STROKE v. TWO-STROKE IN THE JUNIOR.
Many ol the spectators are so busy coosultiDg programmes and watches that they heffdJy notice this little duel between D. Young (2| Black-

burne) and L. Vickary (3 Ivy) at Craig-na-baa.

C3t
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CONCERNING SIDECAR BRAKES.
Systems that are Dangerous and those Ihal are not.

Well-known Rider.
The Experiences of a

THE coming of the sidecar taxicab has once more
brought to the front the question of fitting

a brake to tlie sidecar wheel. There is an

idea abroad that these brakes are dangerous per se.

In tlie case of the independent passenger-operated

brake, this "may be admittecl at oiice without much
fear of contradiction; but there are other types,

notably the driver-

operated c o m p e n-

sated brake, " which
should not be con-

demned
thorough

tion.

Before

to detail

without
' investjo'a-

When the brake is applied to tn

;

driving wheel the tendency is for the;

sidecar outfit to swerve to the right.

venturmg
experiences

with sidecar brakes,

it may be desirable

to trace causes and
effects ivhen brakes

are applied. Take,
in the first place, the

ordinary sidecar
outfit w^ith a rear
brake on the motor
cycle but none on

the sidecar. W hen
the rear brake is

applied the cycle is retarded, but the sidecar must
still tend to run on. As the attachment is anchored
to the cycle, it is safe to assume that it must try

to run round it, pivoting to the right. (In these notes

I assume throughout that the sidecar is on the left

of the cycle.) I suggest, therefore, that the sidecar

must exert a push to the right. We are, however, so

accustomed to this effect, accepting it as part and
parcel of sidecar driving, that we do not notice it,

but correct it automatically. •

Independent Brakes Undesirable.
At the other end of the scale is the outfit with an

independent brake fitted to the sidecar wheel. When
this type of brake is applied, the effect is the exact

opposite to that prevailing when a brake is applied

to the driving wheel. The sidecar is retarded and
the cycle attempts to swing round it. The result is

a very decided pull to the left, difficult to correct.

If a brake is required on the third

wheel, then it is obvious that we must
have the sidecar brake intercon-

nected with that on the d r i v i-n g
wheel, but so designed and adjusted
that application of the brakes exerts

less retarding effect on the sidecar

than on the motor cycle. . This is

c om m o n 1 y called a compensated
action. It is easily rigged up for

experimental purposes by introducing

a yoke-bar at some point in the con-

trol. If the pull rod is attached to

the centre of the yoke, there is still

a decided pull to the left. Unequal

032

If I

power

distribution of power is obtained by moving the pull

away from the centre.

Experiences with Compensated BraKes.

I had precisely such a brake on my Clyno outfit

for the Scottish Six Days Trial of 19x4-

remember rightly, I found about three-fifths

to the motor cycle
brake and two-fifths

to the sidecar brake

w as a satisfactory

distribution.

When I first fitted

this brake I felt a

slight sensation of

"pull to the 'left
"

whenever I applied

it. But this, feeling

quickly disappeared,

and at no time w-as

it at all pronounced,

still less dangerous.

The fact, however,
remains that other
riders always noticed

it when they drove
my outfit, but they
also ceased to feel

it after the first few
miles. Now comes my main contention,

this " pull to the left

A brake on a sidecar wheel tends

to turn the machine to the left

—

hence the desirability for brakes on

each of the rear wheels operated

- by a compensating lever

I believe

is nothing more than an

absence of the "push to the right," which- 1 have

suggested is inherent in all ordinary cases.

PEDAL

Compensating lever arrangement for

actuating rods of rear wheel and sidecar

brakes suggested by our contributor.

A System Worth Adopting.

Until I am convinced of some better interpretation

of my experience, I cannot help thinking that every

ordinary sidecar oufit does tend to '' swing right
"

whenever the brake is applied. We are, however, so

used to it that it does not occur to us to isolate

the phenomenon. In sjDite of the risk of being

scarified by the high brows of the technical world, I

will go so far as to propound a theory I suggest that

a driver-operated compensated sidecar brake of the

type described, so far from being dangerous, is superior

to having brakes on the motor cycle alone, because

:

(i) It corrects the "push to the right" inherent

in every ' non-sidecar-braked outfit

and (2) increases greatly the total

jretarding effect obtainable before
wheel-lock supervenes which is the

important period.

I can truthfully say that my three- -

braked Clyno outfit in 19x4 was,

just because of this third brake,
the most delightful machuie to drive

that I have ever yet handled in a

long riding experience. I can only

hope that this present revival of the

subject will lead to a general adop-

tion of the compensated sidecar
brake. P. W. Bischoff.

y==^
TO REAE. WHEH.
BRWCE
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H. K. Davies, on a 2J h.o. A.J.S. (74 x 81 mm. = 349 c.c), wins in the Record Time of 4h. 9m.
22?., at an Average Speed of 54'49 m.p.h. ; F. W. Dixon (3i Indian), Second ; H. le Vack
(3J Indian), Third. Fastest Lap by F. G. Edmond (3J Triumph) in 40m. 8s. =56'44 m.p.h.

THE results of the Senior race last

Thursday were received with pardon-
able incredulity when Thf, Mofor

Cycle wires Hashed them all over the
country. Howard Davies, using the same
350 c.c. engine with which he i-ode second
in the Junior two days before, won the

Trophy in 4h. 9m. 22s., at an average speed
of §4^ m.p.h. He was the most consistent

rider in the field. For the first four laps

he lay second, each time behind a dif-

ferent' leader. Taking the lead after four

laps he finished au easy winner by 2ni.

13s. from F. \V, Dixon, on an Indian.
Davics's time was 13m. Is. faster than de
la Hay's winning time on a 500 c.c. Sun-
beam in 1920. Le Vack. on another
Indian, was third, he and Dixon having
been Davies's most consistent pursuer.s

throughout. Sunbeam, Triumph, and
Norton machines divided the next nine
places. The only other 350 c.c. machine
entered (another A.J.S., ridden by H. F.
Harris) was fourteenth. The fii-st private
owner to finish was W. Hollowell, Nor-
ton, twelfth. The fastest twin-cylinder
was a Scott ridden by R. W. Stanfield
(seventeenth). W. Brandish drove his

Rover into the thirteenth place. Sixty-
four machines started, and twenty-four
finished. Many of the leading cracks,
whom popular fancy tipped as possible
victors, were thrown, including de la

Hay, C. P. Wood, and G. Dance. The
1920 lap record was broken twice, viz. :

In lap 4, A.
40m. 19s.

In lap 4, F. G.
Triumph), 40m. 89.

Bennett (Sunbeam),

Edmond (side valve

A good shower would have been wel-

come to lay the dust on the eve of the
race, but Thursday brought a continuance
of bright sunshine, tempered by a cool

"One" and " tv!o" the numbers read, and very appropriately too, fo; de la Hay (Sunbeam)
was first in the Senior last year and Davies (A.J.S.) was second in the Junior en the

precct) ing Tuesday—but. six hours later 1
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Britain and Amt-rica represented by J. A. Watson-Bourne (leading on a side-valve '1 riumph)

and F. W. Dixon (3J Indian). Dixon, a wonderful rider, was eventually victor in this

duel, and, incidentally, finished second in the race.

wind. Patches of thin mist dotted the

mountain, and at times blew down into

the lowlands like smoke.
An air of subdued excitement pervaded

the neighbourhood of the stands as the
crowd mustered and the riders completed
their final preparations. Everybody
expected a terrific race, and a breathlessly

close finish between perhaps half a dozen
men.

When the competitors were admitted
to the tent, several tyres were discovered
fiat. Shemans's four-valve Triumph had a

l^in. nail in its back tyre, Horsman's
Norton had a pinhole puncture, and one
or two others were suspicious of foul play
for similar reasons. However, the tent
•h'as opened early enough to admit of

repairs, and sixty-four starters were soon
filing out to their starting places. No. 4

(fvy) had been transferred to the Junior

race on the previous Tuesday ; Groves's

Rudge never came to the Island ; ilallon

(Sunbeam) and Eric Longden (Coukon)
were absent through injuries received in

practice.

Deputies.

Eric Williams's rheumatism had not been
relieved by his ride in the Junior, so his

Sunbeam was entrusted to Albert Milner.
Clayton replaced Carey on the Black-
burne, A. E. Wood took Gus Kuhn's
place on the B.S. A., and Grahame Walker
deputised for the injured Norton rider,

Minton. A. H. Alexander was on the
grandstand with his arm in a sling, and
Norman Blade rode his Douglas." Mal-
kow's indian was ridden by Noel Brown,
and H. F. Harris handled 0. -.Wade's
350 e.c. A.J.S - W, H. Hadfield took
the mount of No. 64 (Norton), D. Young
rode Remington's Blackburne, and Brock-
bank replaced E. Smith on No. 68 (an-

other Blackburne).
De la Hay started No. 1 by riglrt of

his 1920 victory, but No. 2, H. R.
Davies, was e\'en more warmly cheered,
both on account of his ill-luck in the
Junior and because of his plucle: in

challenging all the 500 c.c. machines.
Both men got away in great style,

immediately followed by Sgonina on the
first of the four-valve Triumphs, remark-
able for its very quiet exhaust.
The programme bristled with famous

names, alike of riders and of machines.
Small wonder that even the experts
looked bewildered when a fair spectator
a.sked for a tip. " Wait till they've done
a lap !

" was a typical suggestion. Many
of the Manx natives w-ere backing H. R.
Davies, against whom 17 to 1 had been
accepted overnight. The more technically-
minded observers proved to be rather
wide of the mark. The most violent par-
tisans were unable to feel real confidence
in their favourites when competition
threatened to prove so tremendous. The
progress board was watched with almost
painful anxiety, and everybody was eager
for the first lap to finish, so that the
times might provide some index to form.
]\lihier left with an inflator stuck in

Ihere has been considerable discussion lately as to who is the "champion motor cyclist." Many of our readers will not seek
this illusive being much further than Howard R. Davies, who is shown (at Laurel ^nk) making, perhaps, the greatest piece of
motor cycle history to date—i.e., second in the Junior and first in the Senior with the same 350 c.c. A.J.S. engine.
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Tourist Trophy Races
JUNE 14-16.

Again
Excels!

JUNIOR T.T.
Aggregate Distance

65 ENTRIES.
188 Miles.

Won on Castrol for

SECOND TIME
IN SUCCESSION

Average.

1st Mr. Eric Williams A.J.S. 52 M.P.H.

2nd „ H. R. Davies A.J.S. 51M.P.H.

3rd „ T.M. Sheard A.J.S. 49IM.P.H.

In the Fly-Weight Class (250 c.c.) G. Prentice,

riding a New Imperial, was First.

SENIOR T.T.
Aggregate Distance : 226 Miles.

64 ENTRIES.

Won on Castrol for

SIXTH TIME
IN SUCCESSION

Average.

1st Mr. H. R. Davies A.J.S. 541 M.P.H.

3rd „ HLeVack Indian 54 M.P.H.>>

This remarkable testimony speaks for itself—
and for the ideal lubricant.

All

on

Castrol

C. C. WAKEFIELD, & CO.. LTD.,
Wekefield House, Clieapside, LONDON, E.C.2.

Pocket Lnbricatton
Index and Pritse

Liei post free on
request.

leccuue it-

In anewering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The A/ntnr Curie
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^/^%%
A.V, 8-10 h.p. CAR

AT LESS THAN "SOLO" PRICE
,\\\^

#^^'4
a

®

!•!

a

a

a

Abridged

Specification:

8 h.p. or 6 h.p.

(at your option)

latest type J.A.P.

engine, two-

speed fool-proof

gear,ball-bearing

throughout
raultiplate clutch

CHAIN DRIVE,
Claudel or Capac

carburetter,
cantilever spring,

ing, Thomson
Bennett magneto,

SCREEN,HORN,
DISC WHEELS,
TOOL KIT,
NUMBER

PLATES.

The Price of the Famous

i4A.v." MONOCAR
has now been reduced to

100 Gtiiivee^s

~S\?^ A most (ascinat-
''^ ing and service-

able little "bus"
with a record for

speed, reliability

and hill-climbing

achieved at
Brooklands, and
all big road trials,

placing it well in

front of all rivals.

Running Costs

A Private Owner
who has driven

an A.V. over

1 9,0 mi es,

in writing of his

great apprecia-
tion gives his

average petrol
consumption at

over 70 miles per

gallon, and as to

tyres the original

pair are still run-
ning on the front

wheels.

= "A V

Biiiiiaiiiiii

a

a

a

a

a
(Dickey Seat included)

For CATALOGUES and TRIAL RUNS apply to ^
CONCESSIONNAIRES LTD., 15, Woodstock Street (next Bond Street), LONDON, W.l. |

A few good districts open for LIVE AGENTS. =
iiaiiiiiBiiiiaiiiiHiiiiiaiiiiiBiiiiiaiiiiniiiiaiiiiaiiiiiiaiiiiiHiiiiiaiiiiiBiiiiiiiiaiiiiiBiiiiaiiiiBiiiiiaiiiiiBiiiiiaiiiiB

DRUID
FORKS ON T.T. WINNERS.

The remarkable strength and efficiency of the DRUID Fork and its ability to successfully withstand the
gruelling and " super-strenuous " conditions encountered in the greatest of all Road Speed Events —

^
The

T.T. Races— was most graphically demonstrated in the 1.921 Events, when machines equipped with
standard DRUID Forks won the following positions;

—

SENIOR T.T.

1st, 5th, 6th. and 7th.
JUNIOR T.T.

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th, & 8th.
250 cc Flyweight Section

2nd, Srd, 4th, and 5tli.
These aotable successes most emphatically prove :

—

That ihe DRUID is the Expert's choice.
That the DRUID will withstand the hari^est and most gruelling: wear and tear
That the DRUID is highly efficient, relieving ihe rider from shock and nerve strain, and ""

That the DRUID helps to gel the Best out of mac ine and rider— and clearly points to the wisdom of motor cyclists everywhere

riding DRUID - equipped Machines !

A, DREW & CO.. I^TD., LEOPOLD STREET. BIRMINGHAM.

d6 /n anstvering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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SETTING THE PACE!

(Top) a Dance (3i Sunbeam). No. 67, and W. Brandish, jun. (3i Rover), No. 52, lying over at Braddon Bridge. The position o{ these hvonders was approximately maintained for a complete lap. Incidentally, it was at this point that C. P. Wood (Scott) fell in the first lap.

(Bottom) H. R. Davies (A.J.S.). Nd. 2, setting a very hot pace for J. W. Moffat (3^ Scott), No.l5, on Ballacralne corner. b;
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W. Hollowell (3J Norton) on the Gooseneck. The cornering at this point was

good in both races, and the gradient immediately after showed up the machines which

were losing " tune."

his legging, and had to ram it further

down as he got away. Bennett, the

American dirt track rider, got his Sun-
beam off the mark in great style. The
Indian men wore blazing red jerseys, and'
were easily recognisable. Whalley got a

special cheer in recognition of his ill-luck

in the Junior. When half the men had
left, the progress board showed that one
of the popular tips—C. P. Wood on the

Scott—was in trouble this side of Balla-

craine. The numbers on the board, re-

cording the order past the various tele-

phone boxes along the course, showed
that Davies's little A.J.S. had actually

passed de la Hay's Sunbeam in the first

dozen miles. Of the rest, slower men
were clearly being overhauled by Bennett
and Dance (Sunbeam), Pattison "and
Shemans (o.h.v. Triumph), Edm'ond (side-

valve Triumph), Le Vack and Dixon
(Indians), Hassall, Hollowell, and Mit-
chell (Nortons). Dance, of course, got
a rousing send-off as he left, and just

then our anxiety was relieved when the
board showed that C. P. Wood was still

riding.

Only Eight Minutes Elapse.

The last man left at 10.3 a.m., and only
eight minutes elapsed before the roar of an
exhaust signified that H. R. Davies was
completing his first lap—41m. ITs. from
a standing start was .pretty hot ! Every-
body said, " If the 2J h.p. A.J.S. can do
41m. the 500 c.c. engines will get down
to 39m." De la Hay thundered past, close
on Davies's heels, and apparently travel-
ling a little faster of the two. At a
similar interval — about 4cs. — came
Sgoniua, quiet and fast, and presently
the procession became almost continuous.

All the men were very dusty, and quite
a number had slipped their goggles down
to their necks, which suggested fog on
the mountain. Langman and Clayton
came through alongside, with Shemans

d8

on their heels^a dangerous formation, in

view of the corners just ahead.
As we w-aited breathlessly for the lap

times. C. P. Wood came in and stopped
at his cage. He had been thrown at

Braddan Bridge, stopped twice to tinker

a battered air intake, stopped again at

Ramsey to stuff a handkerchief into his

cut knee, and, nevertheless, lapped in

53m. 28s. Brother "Tim" and a doctor

forced him to retire. When the lap times
were complete, most of the spectators

received a great shock, for Davies's
dazzling ride had actually taken the

2| h.p. A.J.S. round faster than anything
except Di.xon's Indian, and none of the
machines had equalled the record lap in

Tuesday's Junior race.

Positions at the End of the First Lap.
m. s.

r. W. Dixon (Indian) 41 16
H. R. Davies (A.J.S.) 41 17
F. G. Edmonds (s.v. Triumph) ....: 41 37
6. Dance (Sunbeam) 41 39
H. Le Vack (Indian) 41 57
J. L. Mitchell (Noitcn) 42 3

C. Sgonina (4.valve Triumph) 42 4
A. Bennett (Sunbeam) 42 8
G. J. Shemans (4-valve Triumph) 42 10
H. Hassall (Norton) 42 14
W. Hollowell (Norton) 42 27
H. R. Haireyson (Indian) 42 29

The half-minute interval between each
starter naturally caused the finishing of

the first lap to be sjjread out over half-

an-hour
; , but presently everybody knew

that one minute covered the ten leading

men, and our anticipations of a terrific

race seemed to be justified. One or two
dangerous men failed to appear—notably
Clapham (Scott— broken piston at

Crosby), and unlucky Whalley (Sun-

beam), who had started with a poisoned
hand in defiance of medical orders.

Fifty-six of the sixty-four starters had
passed when the astounding little A.J.S.
was signalled in on lap 2. Davies had
slowed down a little—41m. 53s.^—and the
crowd half expected his meteroic promin-
ence to die away as the 3^ h.p. men
warmed to their work. All the men were
due to stop for replenishments after the
second and fourth laps

;

' with the aid

of special appliances and intensive drill,

a stop of 15s. was regarded by smart
teams as the absolute maximum. Many
riders kept their engines running to

ensure a speedier getaway, and the time
board indicated that the race might easily

be won or lost on efficient depot work.
Reg. Brown, Dixon, and Dance were
amongst the quickest.

Nearly a Record Lap.

Lidstone's chain came off as he re-

started, and in the next lap he had two
punctures on Snaefell. Edmond's side-

valve Triumph went round in 40m. 45s.,

i.e., 2s. outside Dance's 1920 record.

This hoisted hiiii into first place, and
- the leading dozen after two laps evinced
considerable reshuffling. It was ominous
that the A.J.S. remained as consistent

ae it was speedy ; but Triumphs, Sun-
beams, and Nortons were still dangeious.

G. .\. Vandervell (3J Norton) jumping the bridge at Ballaugh, which the majority of riders

disliked more than any other on the course, owing to the twisting nature of the road
at this point.
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receives an ovauun tium tlie i^iaiiu[iheers for the winner. H. R. Davies (2:j h.p. A.J.SJ
stand as he flashes over the finishing hne at nearly 60 miles an hour.

Second Lap Order and Growing Times.
li. m. s.

(',, Etimond (Tnumpb) I 22 22
R. Davies (.\.J.S.) 1 23 10
Dance (Sunbeam) 1 23 15
W. Di.von (Indian) 1 23 25
Le Vack (Indian) 1 23 38
Hassall (Norton) 1 23 42
J. Shemans (4-valTe Triumpli) 1 24" 2
Bennett (Sunbeam) 1 24 U
Hollowell (Norton) 1 25 13

1 25 30J. L. Jlitchell (Norton)
J. W. Sliaw (Norton) 1 25 38
S. Gill (4-valTe Triumph) 1 25 43

The depot stops immediately after the
end of lap 2 would obviously render
lecord times improbable on lap 3. The
humiliation of the 500 c.c. class before
the little A.J.S. seemed certain if Davies
encountered no trouble.

It was known that he had shifted his
Junior engine into a new frame for this

day's race, so completely had its be-

haviour on Tuesday pleased him. A buzz
of discussion whiled away the brief in-

tervals between the passings of dangerous
men. Was Davies's dazziinp; riding re-

sponsible? Were the 3^ h.p. mounts
unable to use their full speed on so tricky
a cour.se? But the scoring board relent-

lessly proved that the men were string-

ing out. After one lap ten men were
riding within sixtv seconds of Dixon,
the leader. After three laps the first men
were spread out over gaps totalling nearly
six minutes. The plain fact Avas that the
combination of Davies and his A.J.S.,
man and machine, had so far completely
outridden sixty-one 3^ h.p. Di;.ohines.

The dominating issue of 350 c.c. v. 500
c.c. was variegated by a -few incidents

during this third lap. Two very for-

midable men in de la Hay and " Duggie "

Brown, botb tipped at tha post as pos-

sible winners, had to be wi'itten off.

The hope of Man.\ land fell out with a

broken valve rocker. Sunbeams were de-

veloping a marked offensive : George
Dance was going to the front, and Bennett
was not far behind. Dance and Dixon
apparently rode the whole of lap 2 with h

constant interval of about fifty yards

between them. Norton hopes sank when
Hassall was held up with temporary
lubrication ti-ouble.

Third Lap Positions and Growing Times.
h. ni. s.

G. Dance (Sunbeam) 2 4 37
H. R. Davies (A.J.S.) 2 5 5
A. Bennett (Sunbeam) 2 S 45
H. Le Vack (Indian) 2 5 59
r. W. Dixon (Indian) , 2 6 27
G. J. Sliemanp (Triumph) 2 7 36
H. Langman (.Scott) 2 8 18
F. G. Edmond (Triumpli). 2 8 20
J. L, Mitchell (Norton) 2 9 37
J. W. Shaw (Norton) 2 10 15
J. A. Watson-Bourne (Triumph) 2 10 39
J. L. Emerson (Douelas) 2 10 62

Edmond's drop from first- to eighth
place was due to a broken petrol pipe at

Sulby. Dance was now assuming the
place we expected him to fill. The most
consistent men were still Davies and the
Indian riders, though Bennett looked
most threatening.

A Dramatic Lap.

Lap 4 might easily have proved
decisive. There would be no more depot
stops till it was finished. -It was specu-
lated that Dance might increase his lead,

and Bennett would jiossibly catch Davies.
It would also show us if the Indians had
any more speed up their sleeves. No man
could be expected to " ride canny " after

the half-distance. Nobody dared to quit

the stand in search of lunch. The minutes
flitted past, and at last Davies's arrival

heralded the half-hour which would see

all the leaders finish their fourth laps,

stop to replenish, and roar away again.

Davies was off again like chain lightning

after the briefest of depot stops. Bennett
electrified the crowd by a phenomenally
early appearance. Quickening up each
lap, he had improved his p^ace from
eighth to first, and his fourth lap broke
all records—40m. 19s., or 55.15 m.p.h.
Bennett being No. 9, there v.as a good
wait before the later starters arrived.

More surprises were in store. Edmond
was signalled in early on a wonderful lap
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of 40m. 8s. (55.4 m.p.h.). Dance was
seven or eight minutes late; his chance

had been wrecked by a toss at Glen

Helen. Machine and man turned a com-

plete somersault : the two lower gears

were put out of action, and he had to

ride the last three laps on top gear. So

the two Indians drew still nearer the

front, and three Triumphs waited

hungrily for an opening.

Fourth Lap Positions and Gro\i*ig Times.
h. m. s.

A. Bennett (Sunbeam) 2 46 4
H. R. Davies (A.J.S.) 2 46 14

H. Le Vack (Indian) 2-47 32

F. W. Dixon (Indian) 2 47 51

P. G. Edmond (Triumph) 2 48 28

G. J. Shemans (4-valve Triumph) 2 50 2

G. Dance (Sunbeam) 2 52 42

J. A. Watsoo-Boiirne (Triumph) 2 53 4
J. L. Mitchell (Norton) 2 53 18

J. W. Shaw (Norton) , 2 53 43

T. M. Sheard (Sunbeam) 2 56 15

W. Hollowell (Norton) 2 58 11

Dance, being No. 67, had not long

departed before Davies—No. 2—dashed
through on his fifth lap. Bennett follo\ved

fairlv punctually, but was visibly losing

pace'. The A.C.U. had insisted on a

medical certificate before allowing him to

start, in view of his fall at Craig-na-baa

on Saturday ; he now began to feel the

effects of a slight concussion—he was
riding a marvellous race considering the

tircumstances. Lidstone, passing the

cages at 60/m.p.h., nonchalantly threw a

mangled tube into his depot.

The crowd were all on tiptoe to see the

full score for five laps. The Indians were
clearly unable to catch Davies. We did

not as yet know that Dance had only one

gear : his speed as he passed through was
truly terrific, but he had lost too much
time in the last lap. Bennett was
evidently tiring. Unless Edmond on his

side valve Triumph could overhaul the

fleet little A.J.S., the incredible seemed
inevitable—an outright victory by a 2\
h.p. engine. One by one the marked men
whizzed through. Then amateur time-
keepers wrangled over their watches for

'^ ,*».
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T. M. Sheard (on a Sunbeam^ corner-

ing at the Ramsey Hairpin in the Senior

race. He piloted an A.J.S. in the Junior

event, finishing third.

DII
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Here is photographic evidence of the fine and accurate riding ol J. A. Watson-Bourne (Triumph). Only a few inches sepaiate him
from the comparatively high kerb of the pathway at Braddon Bridge. Incidentally, we think it will be admitted that this is one

of the finest photographs of cornering ever taken
\

a minute or two till a messenger ran with
a paper slip from the timekeeper's box
tu the brushman at the board. At last

the full times went up.

Filth Lap Positions and Growing Times.

H. K. Davies (A.J.S.)
A. Bennett (Sunbeam)
F. G^ Edmond (Triumph)

in. s.

28 16
28 17
29 57

F. W. Dixon (Indian) 3 30 18
H. Le Vack (Indian) 3 30 21
G. Danee (Sunbeam) 3 36 18
J. A. Watsoji-Bourne (Triumph) 3 36 40
J. L. IVIitcliell (Norton) 3 38 42
T. M, Sheaid (Sunbeam) 3 41 41
F. C. Townshend (Tiiumph) 3 42 21
H. F. HaiTis (A.J.S.) 3 44 15
D. S. Alexander (Norton) 3 44 35

These positions were tolerably decisive.

Bennett was decelerating. Edmond had
to get back 101s. from the A..J.iS.'on the
final lap, and Davies is the last man on
earth to permit, such libeities, and neither
Dixon nor Le Vack could be expected to

gain 2 mins.

Nothing but accident or trouble could
now stop the A..J.S. As it happened, it

was Edmond whose luck was out. His
oil tank burst at Quarter Bridge. Three
times on the lap his engine seized. The
last seizure occurred on the mountain,
where poor Edmond was so done that he
had to rest ten minutes before he could
free the piston ; of course this tragedy
was not known till later. Davies
screamed over the finishing line at

1.40 p.m., his engine .going better than
ever ; neA'ertheless, the necessary time
allowances for late starters had to be made
before it was quite certain that he had
won. The minutes ticked away—too late

for Bennett (No. 9) to win now ! Edmond
had started 21ini. after Davies. Two
o'clock struck ; the minute hand of the
big official clock slid relentlessly on—2.2.

2.3, 2.4. At_ last Mr. Loughborough
seized the megaphone, and announced

that the incredible had become the actual.

The impudent little 350 c.c, handled

with superb ability by Howard Davies,

had outstayed and outstripped the cream

of our 500 c.c. engines—a miraculous feat

which will always be famous in the annals

of the sport. Naturally, our first reflec-

tion was : "If only Davies had not

punctured in the Junior, he would have

won them both in one year on the same

engine !

"

Final Positions and Total Times.
h. m. s.

R. Davies (A.J.S.) 4 9 22

W. Dixon (Indian) 4 11 35

Le Vack (Indian) 4 12 6

Bennett (Sunbeam) 4 14 11

A. Watson-Bourne (Triumph) 4 18 55

L. Mitchell (Norton) 4 24 4
G. Edmond (Triumph) 4 24

G. Dance (Sunbeam) * ?* ?5
T. M. Sheaid (Sunbeam) 4 26 42

F C. To-wnshend (Triumph) 4 27 51

D. S. Alexander (Norton) 4 29 30

VV. HoUowell (Norton) 4 30 18

Impressions at Various Parts of the Course,
BRADDON BRIDGE.

BRADDON was quite a favourite
vantage point, and several hundred
spectators had assembled on both

sides of the awkward double corner.
Thrills there were in plenty, for the prac-
tice laps had taught the most adven-
turous just how fast they could negotiate
it without a spill.

Eace day speeds are always a little

faster than the best practice perform-

ances—riders take a little more risk and
place increased confidence in their; judg-
ment and the power of their brakes. On
his first lap Clarence Wood, the Scott
first string, over estimated one or the
other

; probably his brakes were at fault,

for he struck the bridge and rather
severely cut his leg in addition to
damaging his radiator. His carburetter,
too, was knocked about. He carried on,

. however, only to retire at his depot.
Sutcliffe, one of the Norton riders,

also came to grief here through his foot-

rest catching the ground, tearing up a

furrow in the road and throwing him
lieavily. He was not seriously hurt.

Li the last circuits, it was obvious that

the riders were speeding up, and not a

few spectators sighed wdth relief when
their favourites came through the test of

driving for the last time without harm.
Dixon had accelerated up to sixty again
in a very short distance, and Dance's
supporters at this point knew that the
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HOWARD R. DAVIES, winner of the Senior

Trophy on his 2f h.p. A.J.S., was also secr^d in

the Junior T.T. The overhead valve A.j5.
engine for both races measured 74 X 81 mm. =
349 C.C., the gear ratios used being 4.8, 6, and

to 1 . His average speed for the 226vi miles

H.LE VACIC and his 31 h.p. Indian,

which he rode into third place. Tlie
engine is identical with Dixon's, and his

average speed was 53.91 m.p.h. All
three leaders enjoyed no trouble runs,

stopping lor replenishments on two
occasions only.
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Senior Tourist Trophy Race.—
Indian rider had drawn ahead obviously
through some mishap to the Wolverhamp-
ton star. It subsequently transpired that
the Sunbeam crack was only able to use
his top o-ear for the last three laps, which
slowed Tiim on the corners and up the
mountain. However, he appeared to be
unable to shake off Brandish, who, jockey-
ing his Rover superbly, was close upon his

heels for tw'o complete circuits.

f^S'^OLI! 'JUNE 23rd, ig2i.

Brandish, on the Rover, impressed the
onlookers with his steady and constant
riding.

BALLIG BRIDGE.
WATCHES and unofficial .score boards

were greatly in evidence at Ballig
Bridge, and most of thfe spectators

were able to follow the progress of the
race. Even the local lads and lassies,

Everyone seemed to e.xpect that the
first three men would provide an exciting
race in themselves, for the chances of

de la Hay's Sunbeam (No. 1), Davies's
little A..J.S. (No. 2), and Sgonina's over-

head valve Triumph (No. 3) were freely

discussed. Pi;obably they did not quite

expect the Junior machine to overtake
last year's Senior winner before reaching
that point—within the first eight miles

—

and a cheer went up as Davies was- seen
' hurtling, towards the bridge. He
negotiated it in masterly style, leap-

ing several yards and landing with-
out sign of a wobble. Forty-five
seconds later de la Hay passed, the
expression on his face suggesting re-

straint. Evidently he expected the
smaller machine to crack up, and,
eliminating Davies from his mind as

a possible finisher, had set himself
a schedule;
The next five passed in starting

order. Townshend (Triumph) had
already caught C. P. Wood, who had
started two minutes ahead of him,
and they crossed the bridge together,
as did Taylor (B..S.A.) and Harvey-
son (Indian). After these initial

thrills, the riders formed an almost
unbroken procession until the second

BALLACRAINE,

AT Ballacraine the spectators

worked themselves up into a
high pitch of e.xcitement.

They had assembled to be thrilled

and were not disappointed, although

the excellent riding of the experts

on the on© hand and the cautiousnes.s

of the less experienced on the other
relegated this once dreaded corner
into the " general " class. On his

first lap, HoUowell (Norton) at-

tempted to improve upon his practice

speed at tliis point, and narrowly
escaped crashing into the wall, while
on the second circmt Norman Black
(Douglas) scraped by with barely an
inch to spare.

Several long intervals between com-
petitors were more than compensated
for by the spectacle of three or
four riders negotiating the corner
abreast. One of these trios consisted
of Edmond (Triumph). Horsman
(Norton), and Elliott (Rover), the -

last mentioned coming to a standstill
due to a cylinder plug blowing out.
Lucas (Scott) also retired here with
one cylinder out of action.

Hassall (Norton) took the bend at
a splendid speed, as did Harvey-
son (Indian), who was very much
behind time, and Was riding '

like a
demon to regain lost ground. " Dance's
cornering was wonderful to behold, and
Dixon was close on his heels, as he
had been for many miles. Strange, on
his 1914 type twin James, was doing all
he was out to do, and could be expected
to do in view of latter day developments.,
A standard machine on well tried lines
was in the race to prove reliability; whilst

D14
'

(Left) At speed rou nd Pfl'pcrp're rcirtr G. E. Slobart, who piloted his James

twin in capital form. (Right) H. Thorpe and A. H. Alexander, both riding Douglas

machines, hurtling towards Laurel Bank after crossing Ballig Bridge

by processes of deduction, were able to

estimate the relative positions of their

favourites. It was rather amusing to

hear them discussing the Italian Sgonina,
the Frenchmen Le Vack and de la Hay,
and the Americans Harveyson and
Dixon. They were uncertain whether
Olsson was a Dane or a "misprint."
Of course, as it happened, they were
wrong in every case.

lap, when the excitement became intense,

as Davies _ was seen to be still lead-

ing the Srmbeam by half a minute,
showing a nett gain in time of a minute.

From Ballig Bridge round again Davies
had taken 40^ minutes, but Vandervell
(Norton) had only taken another fifteen

seconds, and Bennett (Sunbeam) was
timed to have lapped at 41m. and Hassall
(Norton) 43m.
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Senior Tourist Trophy Race—
Ihus throughout, the race was followed

at Ballig with an eye on the watch ; so
keen were many of the spectators in this
respect that they missed the demon-
stration of riding skill.

CRAIG-NA-BAA.
THE Ramsey hairpin and Sulby Bridj;e

seem to be I'alher played out as van-
tage points on the course. Not so

Craig-na-baa. Here there were crowds .i
spectators. No one was allowed to stand
in front of the inn and against the wall
round the corner, where a mattress had
been placed' so as to soften the impact

The Auto Cycle Union deserves the

congratulations of all motor cyclists for

the e.xcellent organisation of this year's
event.

* * *
There was a "• Press T.T." after the

Jiuiior race, for The Motor Cycle was on
sale in the Island with a description of

the Junior event the day "following—an
unexpected but thoroughly appreciated
event. *)(*

Previous T.T. winners who witnessed
Jast week's races were Jack Marshall, F.
A. Applebee, P. J. Evans, Tim Wood,
Hugh Slason, Harry P>ced, and, of course,
Eric Williams, and T. C. de la Hay who
again competed.

* * *
Everybody is asking what positions 2|

h.p. machines will occupy in the 500-niile

^race at Brooklands on July 2nd. Make
no mistake, Howard Davies's performance
last Thursday has given the 3^ h.p. e.xpo-

nents a thorough fright.

X- * *
Dr. Low, the judge who e.tamined the

winning machines after the races, spoke
in high terms of praise of their internal

condition, and laid particular stress upon
the improved lubrication systems.

* * *

Tlie heaviest competing motor bicycle

in the Senior race was Simister's B.S.A.
(314 lb.), and the lightest H. R. Davies's
A.J.S. (202 lb.). The heaviest rider was
Wat>on-Bourne (195 lb.) and the lightest

R. \V. Stanfield (129 lb.).

* » *
"Pa ' Applebee found out on the way

to the enclosure that he had covered a lap

in practice that morning with his cylinder
nuts only finger tight.

* * *

W. Brandish, jun. , was noticeably the
fastest Rover rider, and rode most con-

sistently. His lap times were 44m. 34s.,

44m. 4is., 46m. 6s., 44m. 32s., 46m. 3s.,

and 44m. 40s. The two 46m. laps were
those following his stops for replenish-

ments.
* * *

For consistent running the record of

the two Sun Vitesse riders would be hard
to beat. In the Junior race they finished

twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth, G. N.
Norris beating his confrhc, M. Bishop,
by 4m. I63. It should be added that tlie

entries were made on the last day, and
the company immediately began to build

up two motor cycles with rotary val\e

engines of 247 c.c.

should a competitor strike it. Happily
it was not needed.
The fiist interesting news was that de

la Hay and Davies were running close

together, and soon after that the latter,

who was leading, was reported to have
reached Ramsey. His arrival, foUow-ed
by de la Hay and Sgonina, was vocifer-

ously cheered. In course of time it w;is

clear that the leading men were Davies,
Di-xon, Edmunds, Le Vack, and Bennett,
but definite news was hard to gather.

Though the corner was on the down grade,

all the riders changed down to second to

negotiate it. On the occasion of Ben-
nett's (Sunbeam) first, arrival, he went
dangerously near the wall.

T.T. TRIFLES
In Thursday's race, de la Hay. the T.T.

holder, had one of the aluminium valve

caps blow out during the third lap. The
cause of his retirement was not ascer-

. tained until after the event, and thousands
were left wondering what had happened
to him.

* * *
There was talk in the Island of arrang-

ing next year's T.T. on French soil, and
there i.s much to be said in support of the

onggestion.
* * *

To average 44.9 m.p.h. for 1883 miles

is a performance which indicates the

progress of 250 c.c. engines. The figures

represent the record of D. G. Prentice
when he won The Motor Cycle Cup on a

2i h.p. New Imperial-Jap.
* « *

The A.C.U. officials were very keen on
the observances of the rule dealing with
the changing of competitors' equipment
specifications, but the official who com-
plained that a rider who had declared
he would use a Lucas magneto and
turned up with a Thomson Bennett (made
by the Lucas Electrical Co.) took the
biscuit.

* * *
The Electric Ignition Co. were distri-

buting mascots in the shape of silk hand-
kerchiefs bearing a lucky horseshoe
(magnet), and wishing the wearer the best
of good fortune.

* * #
The timing box on the grand stand

was an excellent piece of organisation.

The edifice was built on two storeys, in

the lower of which there was a small
independent telephone exchange con-
nected to the principal parts on the
course. Above were desks for the time-
keepers, facing a window looking up the
road;, a calculating machine to facilitate

the working out of the times which were
entered in the scoring books and also on
cards which were dropped down a chute
to Boy Scouts, who passed thftm to the
scoring board official : and two telephones,

one to the marshal and the other to the
principal posts on the course. The clerk

of the course, Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
sat at a window at his own desk, with
the telephones-and a megaphone at hand.

* * *
Sulby Bridge, regarded as the most

dangerous bend on the course, was treated
with great caution by most ; H. Pattin-

son CTriumph) did a lurid skid, but re-

covered himself, while A. E. Taylor
(B.S.A.) and H. Langraan (Scott) were
not too happy.
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Some excitement ensued when Milner
(Sunbeam) and Harveyson (Indian)
arrived together, the Indian rider
eventually shooting ahead down the
straight. Pattinson (Triumph), like all

the Triumph riders, cornered and rode
magnificently. Sutcliffe and Hadfield
(both on Nortons) were the first "men we
noticed to take the corner without cut-
ting out.

One of the finest exhibitions of riding
was made by Dixon (Jndian), who actually
passed a competitor on the inside of the
corner. Baldwin (Martin) retired here
with a broken crankshaft, and Milner was
in trouble through a pin puncturing his

rear tube.

Colonel Maddoc, the chief of police in

the Isle of Man, <vas of immense assist-

ance to the A.C.U., and personally at-

tended at the Grand Stand On each
race day.

* * *
The I.O.M. Steam Packet Co.'s men

say that the roar of the T.'T. exhausts
was audible several miles out at sea.

* * *
G. Strange (James) burst his back tyre

on the last lap, and fell three times in

consequence.
* * *

Norman Black had only ridden his
Douglas three minutes prior to the race
(he took A. H. Alexander's place). His
back brake went out of action in the
second lap. and he rode four laps with-
out it.

* * *
W. Hollouell, who was the first private

owner and ran into twelfth place, is only
twenty years of age. He is a member of
the Warrington M.C.

* * *
The Scotts emit four separate notes on

their difTerent gears. In decelerating
they are the first fonr notes of " Home,
Sweet Home," and in accelerating of
a well-known hvmn.

'* » *
Riddell (B.S.A.) provided some comic

relief after his retirement by pedalling
past the grand stand in the wrong direc-
tion on a lady's pu.sh bicycle.

* * *"

J. L. Mitchell fell at Sulby Bridge, on
liis second lap. and hurt his shoulder
rather badly. For the remaining laps he
was unable to use his left hand.

* *
The Sunbeam ridden by Sheard. which

finished ninth, was owned by
the Manx motor cyclist, H. B. Mylchrcest
in a private capacity.

* "* *
Davies's (A.J.S.) expression was one

of great concentration, in strong con-
trast to many, who never seemed so
occupied but that they could wave to
friends.

THE NISBET AWARD.
THE A.C.U. has decided to award the

Nisbet Trophy for the most plucky
performance to G. W. Jones (New-

Hudson). On his second lap Jones struck
Sulby Bridge, and was precipitated over
the parapet into a bramble bush. Un-
daunted, he made his machine rideable.
and completed the subsequent three laps.

Dig
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A TWO-MILE HILL-CLIMB.
T.T, Machines and Riders in Event organised

by the Manx A.C.C.

On Craig - na - Baa
corner in the Manx
M.C.C. hill-cllmb ; the

solo rider is W. J. Lord
(2j Hobart), who made
second fastest time in

the 250 c.c. class for

actual T.T. riders and
machines Inset is

E. B, Ware on a

Morgan at the same
point.

IT has become a custom of the local
club in the Isle of Man to organise
some event, on the day following the

Senior T.T., and this year a hill-

climb was held, in the reverse direction
of the T.T. course, from iiilberry to
Keppel Gate.
Quite a number of those who rode in

the races entered in the special classes
for men and machines which actually'
competed in the T.T. races, and some
fast times were nlade over the two-mile
climb, which, although not severe in
gradient, is very trying over the last
half-mile.

The organisation was not particularly
effective, and those especially who had
established themselves at Craig-na-baa to
see the cornering had little understanding
of the meaningless succession of riders
who came by in any order but that in-

dicated on the programme.

The Triumphs especially made good
ascents, as did the A.J.S. machines in

the 350 c.c. class. In the 250 c.c. class

B. Kershaw was very fast; but, owing
to taking the corner too fa,st, he lost

time in recovering from the ditch into

which he rode ; unfortunately, he was
disqualified on a technical objection, but
was obviously faster than others in his
class.

Fastest Time by a S^.

No very startling performances were
made in the open classes, in which H.
Hassall (Sj Norton) rode to victory ; but
e.Kcellent attempts were made by Miss W.
Simmonds (3i N.U.T.), H. H. C. Price

(6 Martinsyde), and W. Brandish, jun.

(3i Rover). T. H. Copeland (3i N.U T )

had a bad fall at Craig-na-baa, but did
no serious damage, as his machine skidded
into the wall wheels foremost, thus mini-

mising the impact. The projecting por-

tion of the wall was subsequently padded
with sacks of straw, but no one else fell.

Passenger entries were lacking, and a

duel between a G.N. and A. B. Ware's
Morgan provided the only runners in this

class ; the latter was noticeably faster.

500 c.c. CI^SS (for actual T.T. maclunea and
riders).— 1, F. Edmond (Trmmph), 2in. 17s.;

~

E. Williams (Sunbeam), 2ra, 25|s.

350 c.c. CLASS (for actual T.T. machines and
Tiders).— 1, E. Williams (A.J.S.), 2m. 29s.; 2, H.
Harris (A.J.S.), 2m. 29Js.

250 c.c. CLASS (for actual T.T. machines and
riders).—!. G. Davison (Levis), 2m. 54Is. ; 2, W.
Lord (Hobart), 3m. 2s.

500 c.c. CLASS (open).—H. Hassall (Norton),
2m. 4s.; C. Sgonina (Triumph), 2m 10s.; D. S.

Ale.\ander (Norton), 2m. 30s. ; J. S. Mylchreest
(Norton), 2m. 31s.

350 c.c. CL.4SS (open).—G. Grinton (A.J.S.),
2m. 30s. ; R. Jacobs (Coulson), 2m. 32s.: B. Ker-
shaw (New Imperial), 2m. 50s.

CYCLE CAE CLASS (not exceeding 1,100 c.c.).—
A. B. Ware (Morgan), 2m. 45s.; A. Hogg (G.N.),
4m. 20s.

CURRENT CHAT (Continued
from p. 786).

The International Six Days.

Entries at ordinary fees for the Inter-
national Six Bays, August 1st to 6th, close
on Saturday next.

Eiiuipment in the T.T.

., .- G. Prentice's New
Imperial, with which- he won The Motor
Cycle Cup for the best performance on
a 250 c.c. machine, had a J.A.P. side-by-
side valve engiae, and vjas equipped with
an E.I.C. magneto, Cox-Atmos carbu-
retter, K.L.G. plug, Avon tyres, John
Bull knee grips, and Pedley handle-bar
grips.

The Scottish Six Days.

Over sixty entries have already been
received for the Scottish' Six Days on
July 11th to 16th. The entries, at normal
fees, close on Monday next.

The Gfrand Prix.

As previously announced. The Motor
Ct/cle has secured a number of tickets for

reserved seats in the grandstand for the
Grand Prix race on July 24th. A few
of these tickets still remain, and early
application to the Editor is necessary in

order to secure them. The price is ten
francs.

riders tookl
Centre OpenI
last. There
divided intol

Speed Trials at Morecambe.
Quite a number of_ T.T

part in the North-western
Speed Trials on Satiirday
were sixty-one entries in all

all the usual classes. A course of on
kilometre was marked off on the More^
cambe Promenade, and some high speed:

were put up. Unfortunately, the meet
ing was marred by a sad accident, for in

the 1,000 c.c. sidecar class (e.xper(

barred) S. Seal dashed into an eleetrii

light standard, with fatal results. H;
wife, who was in the sidecar, escapei

with slight injuries.
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FIRST OUT WITH THE JUNIOR T.T. REPORT.
How "The Molor Cycle" came to be
on Sale in (he Isle of Man with a Full
Report of the Junior Tourist Trophy
Race (he day following the Event. A
Much Appreciated Journalistic Scoop.

In order to reach the Isle of Man on [he day
following the Junior race, The Motor djclc.

containing a full report of the event, had to be
delivered In time for the 10.30 a.m. boat at

Liverpool The 40 h.p. Lanchcster car commis-
sioned to do this Is depicted at the start and finis,,

of Its 120 mile journey. (Left) Leaving Coventry
in the early hours of the morning. (Right) Along-
side the S.S. "Mona's Queen" on the Liverpool
landing stage

'O successful were our plans for giving readersO i^*^'
*^d ilustrated account of the Junior Tourist

irophy Race as quickly as possible after the
event, that vye were able to have copies of T/ic Motor
Cycle on sa e on Wednesday's boat and in the Isle
ot Man on Wednesday afternoon, i.e., the day after the
event. Seemg that the Isle of Man is about' 17,- miles
as the crow flies from Coventry, where The Molo> Cycle
is at present printed, careful organisation was essential

in order to secure this advantage. Congratulations
from all quarters have been showered upon this journal.

As we have been asked many times how the feat
was achieved, we venture now to provide a few particu-
lars concerning it. One of the chief factors in this
case was the service rendered by a' superb 40 h pLanchester car which the Lanchester Motor Co
placed at our disposal. Directly the race was over
on luesday the complete description was transmitted

.,, WHO WILL WIN?

the Collie' De;rl?'utSU^^17;Ie\tTu^ ="":^^-
't t' '^7^ ^^~- ^LefO Outside

d,scussmg possibilities between the fifth and sl.xth laps on TTiursday.
" ""' ''"''''^^- ^^'^^'^ ^^^ ""^'^ "^ Coventry-,
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to Coventry. Owing to congestion on the wires our

long message did not reach, the office till ^0.30 in

the evening. After the usual technical routine of

preparing the pages had been, gone through, printing

started in the small hours of the morning, and by

4.45 a.m. some thousands of copies were complete

and ready for despatch.

Shortly after five o'clock these copies, made up in

parcels, were loaded on to the platform of a special

body mounted on the 40 h.p. six-cylinder Lanchester

chassis, which at once s^t out along the open roafl at

speed for Liverpool. Despite the fact that it was
cariymg a dead weight of approximately three-quarters

of a ton of papers, the smooth running ^ and powerful

vehicle was able to take advantage of the freedom
from traffic which the small hours of the morning gave,

and to arrive with plenty of time in hand to catch the

10.30 a.m. Isle of Man boat from the Liverpool land-

ing stage.

JUNE 23rd, ig2i.

There were eager readers on the boat who did not

anticipate such a pleasant surprise, and in Douglas
itself it is no exaggeration tO' say that the promenade 'i

was " blue," for the familiar cover of The Molor
Cycle was everywhere in evidence.

" The Motor Cycle " Telegram Service.

During the course of the Junior and Senior T.T.
races the respective lap positions were promptly trans-

mitted by wire throughout the country. Never has ,•

the Douglas Post Office been pressed to the exteiit .^

it was on Tuesday and Thursday, but there waslittle '

delay in flashing the progress of the races, diie to.

careful organisation prior to the event. That the

telegrams were greatly appreciated we have ample ~,

evidence from many quarters, and in almost every ..;

ca.se' the writers mention the crowds which surged

around The Motor Cycle score boards in all the lead-

ing towns and cities. Enthusiastic motor cyclists -\vho

were unable to visit the Island were thus again pro-

vided with the first news by this journal.

CLUB NEWS, ^^"p'^rfs^r

Glasgow M.C.C.

Official results have just been issued
of the open trial held on the 12th inst.,

and are as follows :

GOLD MEDALS.—A. S. Barnard (8 New Im-
perial), R. Watson (4i; Humber), T. Doughty (4
Trramph), L. C. Hilyer (3>5 Ariel], G. C. Proctor
(6 Ariel), G. F. Small (7-9 Harjey), M. J. Fraser
il j\.J.S. so.), J McFadyen (8 Sunbeam sc), and
B. Gold (8 Blackburne sc).
SILVER MEDALS.—R. M. Wilson (2>J Hcbart),

E. A. Small (6 Zenith), J. McPhie (5-6 A.J.S. sc),
and R. D. Robertson (8 Matchless sc).
BRONZE MEDAL.-A. C. Capaldie (5-6 A.J.S.

sc).
SPECIAL AWARDS.—The winner of both the

novice prize and the open special prize was A. S.
Barnard (8 New Imperial).

North London M.C.C. and North-west
London M.C.C.

On Saturday, those active clubs of the
South iN'Iidland centre held an inter-club
liiU-climb on KojD Hill for temporary
possession of a challenge cup. As will

be seen from the appended results the
younger club (the North London iW.C.C.)
triumphed over its long established
opponent by eighteen points to nine.

Prestwich dwarfed his opponents in the
350 c.c. class, Marshall and Thompson had
their A.B.C.'s in wonderful fettle, and
Fitzgerald's riding of his 4 h.p. Norton in

both solo and sidecar classes was very
fine, but Read's Enfield again put up
fastest time of the day. Results :

250 c.c. (SOLO).— 1, G. Richardson (2i,4

Velocette). North London. 55s.; 2, W. P. Cooper
(21/S Velocette). North-Wcst London. 58^3.
350 c.c. (SOLO).— 1, A. Prestttich (I^i Dot-

Jap), N.L., 42is. ; 2, T. E. Moon (2"}4 Douglas),
N.W.L., 57|s.
500 c.c. (SOLO).— 1, E. A. Marshal! (3 A.B.C.),

N.L., 34is. ; 2, G. J. Thompson (3 A.B.C.),
N.W.L., 40s.
750 c.c. (SOLO).— 1, D. P. C. Fitzgerald (4

Norton). N.W.L., 37s.; 2, A. J. Beauraine (S'A
Sunbeam), N.L., 40^.

UNLLMITED ISOLD).- 1. G. J. Read (6 En-
field), N.L., 34s.; 2, E. Richardson (7-9 Indian),
N.L., 37is.
550 c.c. (SIDECAR).—1, A. L. Jeffery (S'/e Sun-

beam sc), N.L., 775S.; 2, G. J. Thompson (4 .

Triumph sc), N.W.L., 94s.
750 CO. (SIDECAR).— 1, D. F. C. Fitzgerald

(4 Norton sc), N.W.L., 52s.; 2, R. W. Greaves
(4 Norton sc), N,L., 54s.
UNLIMITED (SIDECAR).—!, H. Hoare (6

Enfield sc), N.L., 53s.; 2, D. Colver (7-9 Indian
sc), N.L., 56s.

1,100 c.c. (CYCLE CAR).—1, O. D. Malby
(8-10 Morgan), N.L., 56|s.; 2, H. B. K. Sawtell
(8-10 Morgan), N.W.L., 70|s.
RESULT.—North London, 18 .points; North-

Wcst London, 9 points.

At the conclusion of the inter-club

event the North-West London Club held
a members' climb with the following
results :

SOLO (250 c.c.).— 1, W. p. Cooper (2"4 Velo.
cette), .60s.; 2, T. E. Moon (234 Douglas), 61is.;
3, -Miss Buchan (2% Douglas), 81?s.
SOLO (500 CO.).-1. G. J. Thompson (3 A.B.C.),

40),s.; 2, 11. James (3i/« Norton), 44;s.; 3, A. Cart-
wright (3V-' Sunbeam), 47s.
SOLO (750 cc.).-.l, D. P. C. Fitzgerald (4

Norton), 37;s. ; 2, G. J. Thompson (3 A.B.C.),
40s.; 3, H. James (3i/, Norton), 44s.
SOLO (Unlimited).—!, Fitzgerald (4 Norton),

37s.; 2. R. L. Richardson (7-9 Indian), 38s.; 3,
G. Thompson (3 A.B.C.), 40s.
SIDECARS.— 1. Fitzgerald (4 Norton sc), 5l;s.

;

2. Thompson (4 Triumph sc), -84^5.
CYCLE CARS.-l, E. J. Pittock (8-10 Morgan),

67s.; 2, H. E. K. Sawtell (8-10 Morgan), 7O3.

Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham A.C.

Open to the Midland Centre A.C.U.,
a. hill-climb will be held on Saturday;
July 2nd, . at Penkridge Hill, near
Rugeley.

Standard M.C.C.

A. Harriden, on a 4 h.p. Triumph side-

car, won the Maudes Challenge Shield in

the trial held on the 11th inst., and re-

ferred to in our issue of last week. B.
Edwards (3^ Norton) made the fastest

ascent of Sunrising Hill.

Luton and South Beds A.C.

So good was the organisation at tlif

recent speed trials that twelve classes

were run off in a shade over two hours

and a half. C. Baragwanath (8 Zenith)

made fastest time of the day. Results :

CLASS 1 (250 c.c.)._l, C. Dunham (2ii Velo.
cette), 15s.; 2. H. Reyre (Zy^ Newson), IBs.;
3, A. Sims (214 Levis), 16Js.
CLASS 2 (350 c.c. Solo).— 1, C. Dunham (21.4

Velocette), 164s.; 2, A. Sims (2;^ Levis), 16|;
'

3, H. Reyre (214 Newson), 15Hs.
CLASS 3 (550 c.c. Solo).— 1, A. Marshall (3

A.B.O.), 13is.; 2, C. Smith (3ii Norton), 14s..
3, B. Wright (31,!, Norton), 15is.
CLASS 4 (750 c.c Solo).—H. Saddington (5-€

James), 13s.; 2, A. Marshall (3 A.B.O.), 13-;s.

;

3, C. Smith (3i;, Norton), 14s.
CLASS 5 (Uiilimited).—1, C. Baragwanath 18

Zenith), 12Ss.; 2, H. Saddington (5-6 James),
13Js.; 5, C. Smith (31/, Norton), 144s.
CLASS 6 (Sidecars up to 550 c.c).— 1, C. Smith

(31A Norton sc), 17s.
(5LASS 7 (Sidecars, any capacity).— 1, C. Barag-

wanath (8 Zenith sc), 14|s. ; 2, H. Saddington
5-6 James sc). 15is. ; 3, A. Barlrer (8 Zenith sc),
16Ss.

CLASS 8 (Cycle Cars up to 1,100 cc.).—1, P.
Child (10 Morgan), ISfs.; 2, F. Child (10 Mor-
gan), 19is.

North Lindsey A.C.

A single-geared machine—a 3^ h.p.

Rover piloted by R. Smith—gained first

place in the recent reliability trial.

Second and third respectively were H.
S. Jarvis (5 Bat) and K. Macintosh (4^ V

B.S.A.).

Leeds M.U.

There were thirty competitors in the I

trial for the Amateur TropTiy on the 12th I

inst. Final placings have now been I

announced :

1, H. T. Peel (4 Douglas sc); 2. P. Greaves (3?i|
Scott sc); 3 and 4 (tie), J. E. Hill (4 Triumph)!
and P. W. Wilkinson (6 B.S.A. sc); 5, C. Steven-|
son (4 Triumph); 6, T. Foster (4 B.S.-4. sc).

The Auto Cycle Union officials and
ihe press were hospitably entertained to
dinner by the Manx Motor Cycle Club
on the eve of the T T. races. In the
absence of Councillor Crookall, H.K.,
the chaii was most ably occupied by
the Rev. E. H. Stenning."

Dr. Templeton, who proposed " The
Vi^iiing Motor Cycliets," extended the
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MANX HOSPITALITY.
guests a very hearty welcome, especially

as their visit had at one time been in

danger of postponement. Especial thanks
were due to those whose efforts had
resulted in the improvements of the
steamer service. The Tourist Trophy
races were of great benefit to the Island.
Another social function was the Manx

A.C. lunch to the A.C.U. officials.- The

chair w-as occupied by the president, MrJ
W. H. Blaker. Among the distinguiishec

Manx officials present were Col. MadOcJ
Chief Constable, and Mr. J. Drinkwater]
On the Sunday afternoon prior to the

races, the visiting motor cyclists werd
entertained by Mr. H. H. Crippin, pro!

prietor of the Glen Helen Pleasure
Grounds, at a garden party.
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LAP SCORES OF THE 1921 TOURIST TROPHY
RACES.

Individual Lap Times and Total Times of tiiose wlio Finished in either Race.

SENIOR T.T. RACE.
Distance 226.5 Miles (6 Laps of 37.75 Miles). 64 S(arlers. 24 Survivors.

Rider and Machine.
Weight ot

IMachine.
Total

Weight
nrst
Lap.

Second
Up. Third Up. Fourth Lap. Fitth Lap.

Sixth

Lap. Total Time. Average Speed.

1 H. R. DAVIES(2}A.T.S.)
2 F. VV. DIXON {^'. Indian)
."! H. LE VACK (3! Indian) .

lb.

'202

27.1

281
23

1

270
2.58

2()()

231)

23n
2r>ti

255
251
257
210
273
277
255
2C5
207
288
259
230
211

241

lb.

347
417
.139

370
405
405
JOS
377
.181

422
399
392
433
357
433
448
38.1

431

4Ii
4.50

400
3S9
400
S79

m.
41

41
41
42
43
42
41
41
U
4-4

U
42
44
43
44
42
48
4S
42
40
50
47
43
40

s.

17
16
57
S

9

3

37
39
8

41
27
34
35
8

10
1

18
10

29
19
39
27

m.
41
42
41
42
42
43
40
41
43
41
41
42
44
43
43
41
40
47
41
41
40
41
05
40

53
9

41
3

59
27
45
20
21

8

40
41
05
48
52
64
14
52

17

in
58

h. m.
42
43
42
41

44
44
45
41
45
40
45
47
40
45
40
43
40
48
43
r,l

r.7

48
01

s.

55

21
34

21
7

58

22
14

1

1

53

34
10
3

31
•'>.

34
45
49
17

h. m.
41
41

41
40
42
43
4)
48
43
43

44
45
44
44
45
42
40
40
42
50
10

49
47

s.

9

24
33
19

41

8

32
50
33
5

32
34
55
2G
41
13
20
15
54
50
4

h. m.
42
42
42
42

. 43
45
41
43
45
44
40
40
40
47
47
40
46
47
46
61
48
48
48
47

s.

27
49
13
30
24
29
30
20
30
12
27
3

5

11
47
00
35
47
17
41

41

m.
41
41
41
45
42
45
54
48
45
45
44
40
44
40
40
57
45
40
57
49
55
47
08
49

s.

6
17
45
64
15

"9

7

1

30
65
40
40
33
35
26
28
21
26
40
25
10
10

h.

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
I

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4
4
6
5

5

m.
9

11
12
14
18
24'

24
24
20
27
29
30
30
30
31
34
39
43
50
52

4
21
27

s.

35

11
65
4

25
42
51
30
18
30
53

14

4
44
15
21
20
41
33
8

m.p.h.
54.49
64.02
63.91

1 A. BENNETT {?A Sunbeam)
5 J. A. \\ATSON-B0UKNE (34 Triumph) .

.

(i J. L. MITCHELL (3! Norton)
*7 F. G. EDMOND (:« Triumph) •Fastest lap

S G. DANCE (34 Sunbeam) (record),
'.IT. M. SHEARD (3.i Sunbeam) .lOmin. 8scc.

Ill F. C. TOVVNSHEND (3.1 Triumph)
11 D. S. ALEXANDER (3( Norton)
1-2 W. HOLLOWELL (3.! Norton)

fourth lap,

speed 60.44

m.p.h.

13 VV. BRANDISH (31 Rover)
11 H. F. HARRIS (->J A.J.S.)
1.-.. NOEL BROWN (3.1 Indian)
Hi J. G. SHEMANS (31 Triumphi
17 R. W. STANFIELD (3', Srottj
18 R. J. BRAID (3>. Triumph)
m M. H. EDMUNDS (31 Triumph)
211 NORMAN BLACK (31 Douglas)
L'l G. STR-ANGE (3.1 James)
2L' J. W. MOFFATT (3.1 Scott)
2.'! V. OLSSON (3.1 Simbeam) ; . . . .

24 A. MILNER (3"! Sunbeam)

The winner, H. R. Davie-, gained the Senior Tourist Tropin-, £•'" in cnsh and a gold medal. Second and third receive respectively £-*•'» and il.l. Second

to seventeenth to finish, whose times were within 30 minutes of winner, receive gold medals. Tastcst time in each lap is shown in darker type.

JUNIOR T.T. RACE.
Distance 188.75 Miles (5 Laps of 37.75 Miles). 65 S(ar(ers (43 in 350 c.c. Class,

22 in 250 c c. Class). 38 Survivors (25 in 350 c.c. Class, 13 in 250 c.c. Class).

Rider and Machine.

1 ERIC \V1LLI.\MS (2? A..1.S.)

2 H. R. DA\IES (23 A.J.S.)

3 T. M. SHEARD (2J A.J.S.)

1 G. KELLY (2} A.J.S.)
.-.

I. WHALLEY (2i Massey-Arraii) . .

•; b. WADE (2,i A.J.S.)

7 W. HOWARTH (2J Dot)
8 H. F. HARRIS (2? A.T.S.)

;. 9 R. CAREY (BlacHiurncl

10 D. G. PRENTICE (i\ New-Imperial)
11 G. S. DAVISON (2) Ixvis.)

12 W. G. HARRISON (2J Velocette) ..

13 F. W. APPLESEE (2} Levis)

It R. HUMPHREYS '21 Velocctlc)

Au E. R. JACOBS (2) Coulson)
10 P. NEWMAN (3 Ivv)

17 A. C. MILLER (2? Martin)

18 W. J^I.ORD (2f Hobart)
19 (',. BROWNE (2?, New Scale)

20 I. EMERSON (2^ Douglas)
21 (.;. DENLEY (2} Velocette)

22 N. IiI,.\CK (21 Omega)
23 R. A. GREEN (.? Ivy)

24 S. F. HADEN (2,i New Comet)
25 J. HOLROVD (23 Massey-Arran) .

.

20 A. W. JONES (3 Ivv)

27 W. H. KELLY (3 Ivv)

28 B. H. NORRIS (2.V Sun-Vitesse) ....

29 M. V. BISHOP (21 Sun-Vitesse)

30 J. TOVNSON (2} N.U.T.!
31 A. "EDWARDS (2J Levis)

32 H. PETTY (2} Coulson)
3; C. F. EDWARDS (3 Ivy)

34 F. A. LONGM.\N (2? Wooler)
35 H. MARTIN (2} Martin)

30 E. \'ICARY (3 h-y)

37 J. R. ALEXANDER (23 Douglas) .

38 G. W. JONES (2J New Hudson) ...

Weight ol

Machine.

lb.

210
210
208
200
220
2119

2ilS

211

246
209
185
182
178
183
248
210
232
210
228
28[
197
212
221
195
248
213
199

233
184
251
199
211
223
217
237
175

Total
Weight.

lb.

357
305
351
3.50

4112

391
301
303

411
340

3S3
350
300
311
395
305
437
318
371
430
313

352
330
398
3.52

3-10

430
3S0
370
331
405
352
301
387
331
447
300

First Lap.

h. m.
41
41
44
43

40
49
42
49
40
.50

61
33
53
.50

49
53
50
49

49
51
55
51
8

61

68
29

Second Lap.

h. m.
43
6t
45 8
43 57
42 49
40 24
49 7

42 14

61 14
66 32
55 46
49 47
67 49
56 51

51

48 21
59 52
55 4
.)0 37
55 53

64 10
60 7

3 25

1 1

.50

Third Lap.

m. >;.

41 211

42 20
41 4S

4 7 25
46
49
00

1 11
49

62 30
64 60
63 38
65 69
61 58
1 44

.50 7

15 1
24 10
63 27

1

4
39

57 10

58

68 46
1 13

50 2
.50 35

1 33 35
50 50

1 4 4012
.55 29

1 69 49
1 10 48

Fourth Lap.

h. m. s.

4'.: 51

42 11

40 31

41 41
47 68
47 21

44 34
5"' 20
49 :i}

50 36
.52 63
53 (1

53 20
61 49
.50 6
53 12

.i)-> 31

.50 39
60 39
68 .s

49 28
59 1

1 3 14
55 9

47 37
60 64

1 41

1 C
62 I

1 25 45
62 23

1 .31 34

6t I

69 .32

01 44
1 21 21
1 9 19

.
1

Ih Lap.

m. s.

42 34
41 4
61 38
4 7 30
50 42
48 6'.'

49 12
40 25
62 38
62 12
52 34
53 «
53 7
61 14
68 11
18 3'^

63 48
50 62
56 64
.52 42
.1/ 9
19 15
1) 44
58 19
11 27
48 44
52 1

12
31

50 19
.50 50
8 33

61 67
32 2
1 52

58 23
61 37
8 12

T«tal Time.

h. m. s.

3 37 23
3 41 10
3 49 9
3 49 O',

3 52 39
3 59 -2

t 6 11

I 10 9

I 12 14

•1 12 37
4 16 20

4 22 33
I 29 7

4 31 14

4 35 ;:o

4 39 23

4 39 69

4 40 51

I 42 1

4 42 43
4 44 33
4 48 41
4 48 61
4 .50 39

1 .52 19
4 52 31

4 57 10
4 68 33
5 *? 4y
;) 3 48
.1 8 48
;> 14 48
5 16 18
5 29 29
6 38 40
6 38 68
5 67 64
^ 58 2

Average Speed.

m.p.h.
02.1
61.16
49.45
49.4
43.7
47.4
40.25
46.3
44 9
44.8
44.1
43.15
42.15
41.8
41.1
40.55
40.5
40.3
411.1

40.0
39.8
39.2
39.15
39.0
33.75
38.7
33.15
37.95
37.4
37. .33

30.05
30.0
36. 'J2

34.4
33.42
33.41
31.7
31.02

The winner, Eric Williams, gained the Junior Tourist Trophy, £40 in cash and a gold medal. Second and third receive respectively ;(20 and £10. Gold
medals were awarded to 35nc.c. entrants finishing within 3u minutes of winner's time, and gold medals to entrants of 260 c.c. machines finishing within
30 minutes of D. G. Prentice (250 c.c. New Imperial- Jap), who won Tire Motor Cycle Lightweight Trophy. Fastest time in each lap shown in darker type.

Fastest lap of the Junior race, H. R, Davies (.A.J.S.I, 41m. "4s. — 56 m.p.h.
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A CHAT WITH THE SENIOR T,T. WINNER.
A Junior Rider who Won (lie Senior Event.

HOWARD R. DAVIES, who came
wonderfully near scoring a double
success in this year's T.T. races,

is single, and commemorates his twenty-
sixth birthday next Monday, the 27th

inst. The2| h.p. A.J.S. machine on which
he won the Senior Trophy at 545 m.p.h.
was not the same that he handled in the
Junior event (when he finished second
after puncturing in the second lap, and
subsequently retrieving his lost position),

but the engine was transferred to the
Senior frame. It is a wonderful engine,
too, measuring 74x81 mm. = 349 c.c, for

it laps Brooklands at 71 m.p.h. Davies
told us that his machine, geared 4.8,

6, and 8 to 1, could attain 72 or 73
m.p.h. on favourable stretches of road.
His trip was uneventful (so ho said),

for, apart from two stops at the replenish-

ment pits, he enjoyed a non-stop run.

No risks were taken at any time. He
passed de la Hay between Ballacraine
Corner and Ballig Bridge, on the first

lap, and thereafter had a fairly clear

run until he began to overhaul the tail-

enders of the procession. Mist on the
mountain proved a slight handicap on
two circuits, for it necessitated removing
the goggles. Asked if he knew his posi-

tion, Davies replied " No," ; ul imagined
Dance was leading him, though cheering
crowds indicated that he himself was

. among the leaders, despite his limited
engine capacity. Davies's mount ran most

consistently throughout. Second for four

laps, he attained the lead at the end

of the fifth lap, and never lost it again

—

the only competitor to occupy the leading

position for two laps. At Governor's

Bridge, nearing the end. he actually had

time to recognise a chum, who signalled

H. R. Davies, the winner of the Senior

Tourist Trophy.

that he was leading." Davies was full of
praise for his little mount, which never
faltered throughout, and, as he ptit it,

" finished in perfect fettle."

At this remark, he specially went out
of his way to introduce his mechanic,

Bob Shakespeare, who has tended the

A.J.S. T.T. machines from the outset,

and is responsible for Davies's hiU-

climbing and speed mounts. The A.J.S.,

which weighed 202 lb., he told us, steers

perfectly on the Manx course, which, no

doubt, accounted for the rider finishing

£0 fresh. Noticing that the front rim was^

untouched, Davies replied to our interro-

gation that he had never ased the ii'ont

brake throughout. Howard Davies, mag-
nificent rider though he is, was certainly

in luck last week, for he accepted a wager
of 75 to 1 with S. L. Bailey that he could

not name the winner of the double event

—and won ! But for a slight dent in the

back wheel rim, the A.J.S. mount was as

good as it started, and the Hutchinson
tyres wore remarkably well and remained
almost immarked. Other equipment in-

cluded Druid forks, Amac carburetter,

T.B, magneto, K.L.G. plug, Renold block

chain on front and roller chain at rear,

A.K. knee grips, and he used Castrol R
lubricant and Pratt's spirit.

It should be added that, apart from last

week's achievement, Howard R. Davies,
when riding a Sunbeam, tied for second
place with the late 0. C. Godfrey in the
1914 event. After being taken prisoner
whilst flying over the German lines in

1917, Howard Davies, subsequent to his
repatriation, joined the Amac Co., and
later joined Messrs. A. J. Stevens and
Co., Ltd., as competition manager.

THE INDIAN ACHIEVEMENT.
Non-stop Runs for Dixon and Le Vack.

SECOND and third to finish in Thurs-
day's Senior T.T. race were F. W.
Dixon and H.- Le Vack, respectively,

riding 3^ h.p. Indians. Both enjoyed
non-stop runs, except for two replenish-

ments at the depot in front of the grand-
stands. At the start, Di.xon unquestion-

ably was one of the favourites, and lived

up to expectations by leading at the end
of the first lap, covered in 41m. 16s. from
a standing start. His top gear ratio is

4.75 to 1, and, according to Dixon, his

Indian is capable of 85 m.p.h. Half-
way round the second lap he noticed his

r. W. Dixon, second in the Senior T.T.

engine falter, and, glancing down at the
valves, saw that the inlet spring had
broken in the centre of the coils. Carry-
ing on, he found that his maximum speed
had decreased quite 5 m.p.h. Dixon did
not wear goggles, relying upon an Easting
screen affixed to the left handle-bar.
Crouching low, he sat his machine per-

fectly, and his pace past the grandstand
was a sight to behold. Both brakes of

the Indian "are on the back wheel, and
foot-operated. His was the only Indian
with footplates, as the others had rests.

The single-cylinder Indian engine, which
measures 79.3x100.8 mm. = 498.8 c.c, was
specially designed by C. B. Tranklin (an
old T.T. man, now at the Indian factory
in America) for the race. It is inclined
rearwards, and side-by-side valves are
used. The piston is of aluminium alloy

with two rings, and is grooved dow-n the
skirt, whilst the connecting rod is drilled.

Examiners spoke in high terms of praise
of the internal condition of the engine,
the piston having no trace of carbon.
The cylinder head, by the way, is flat

for half its circle, and sloped upwards
over the valves. Dixon's mount had a
Schebler carburetter ( the only one in the
race), K.L.G. plug, Renold chains, and
Hutchinson tyres, the ribs on the back
tyre having gone, but the front tyre
remaining perfect. He used Speedwell oil

and Pratt's spirit.

H. Le Vack thinks he would have done
better if he had had another month's
e.xperience with his engine, for he had a
no-trouble run, and did his best. Of
course, Le Vack is always regarded as a
super " track " rider, and it was notice-
able that he negotiated the many twists
on the course with commendable restraint.
As regards eouipment, his mount was
precisely similar to the other Indians,
except for an Amac carburetter, and foot-
rests in lieu of f-ootplates.

H. Le Vack, who finished third in the

Senior race.
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A LAP AT 56.4 M.P.H.
F. G. Edmond's New T.T. Record on a Side-by-side Valve Triumph.

THE honour of accomplishing tlie

fastest lap fell to Fred G. Edmond,
who was mounted on one of the new

600 c.c. Triumph machines designed tor
the race by G. E. Stanley. A long stroke
engine is used, viz., 80.5x98 mm., 498.7
c.c, with side-by-bide valves, in conjunc-
tion with a two-speed gear, providinf
ratios of 4.2 and 6.5 to 1. RenoliT chain
transmission is used throughout. Edmond
IS engaged at the Triumph works in
Coventry, and latterly, since the com-
pany dropped 500 c.c. engines some years
ago, he. has become expert as a sidecar
e.xponent. But his e.xhibition on Thurs-
day should have won him a better place,
for Edmond and his Triumph were in
great form. It was in the fourth lap
that he set up a new record of 40ra. 8s.,
equal to a s|ieed of 56.4 m.p.h.. which
incidentally lifted him from eighth l<i

fifth place. The previous lap. iKCording
to Edmond, would have been faster still,
for he was delayed for over si.x minutes
replacing a broken petrol pipe near Sulbv
Bridge.

Undaunted, he completed two more
excellent laps, creeping up to third
position, only to lose the sporting chance
he had of anne.xing the trophy bv
reason of the special oil tank at the
rear of the seat tube breaking loose
from the clip supporting it. This
occurred at Quarter Bridge on the last
lap. As a result of the. los.s of oil

his engine seized three times on this final

lap, the last time near the summit of
Snaefell. He had insufficient energy to
push it free, and had to wait for ten
minutes for the engine to cool down.
Remounting, he got home seventh, his
average speed for five laps being 54

Dunlop Magnum 3in. tyres, Amac car-

buretter, M--L magneto, and Lodge plug.

Mr. P. J. Evans, of Birmingham,
recognising the merit of Edmond's

5644 m.p.h. lor 37J tortuous miles was
F. G. Edrriond's terrific speed for his record

lap—a time that must stand for another twelve

montlis, and, perhaps—who dare hazard?^
indefinitely His mount, of course, is a side-

)y-side valve Triumph.

Ir^^\^"li

m.p.h., and for the full course of six

laps (226i miles) 51.4 m.p.h. Edmond
earned the respect of the thousands
who had eagerly followed his progress

and regretted the ill-fortune which befell

him. The Triumph equipment included

achievement, has decided to present him
(as also to H. R. Davies, who accom-
plished the fastest lap in the Junior race)

with a silver cup. Mr. Evans won the
Junior T.T. in 1911, when ho rode a
.23 h.p. Humber.

"IFS" OVERHEARD IN THE ISLAND.
IF Edmond's oil tank had not sprung a

leak?
If the A.C.U. oflicials were not too

hasty in announcing the final positions

with two possibilities of quicker times?
If Dance is not the most popular

"Senior" rider of the day?
If " Pa " Applebee is not the most

popular " Junior " rider of the day?
If the organisation did not e.\ceed in

e.xcellence previous T.T. events?

If the early boat on Friday exceeded
the limit in carrying capacity?

If next year's races .will be held in

Ireland or France?
If the weather could ever be wet for

a T.T. ?

If the Senior race will be for 350 c.c.

machines ne.xt year?
If Juniors will be restricted to 250 c.c.

and bantamweights to 200 c.c?
If Colonel Brereton is not a most

courteous and appreciated chairman of the

A.C.U. ?

If the old rule of allowing extra c.c
for multi-cylinders will reappear?

If G. W. Jones really fell into the river

at Sulby, as Secretary Loughborough
announced ?

If Bennett, tlie Sunbeam rider, h.'u!

enjoyed better health on Thursday?
If twin-cylinder mounts will receive a

similar setback again ?

If the Triumph camp will select their

riders earlier next year ?

If Edmond was not- the real surprise
packet last Thursday ?

If Davies or the A.J.S. really won ?

If the " double event " will ever be
pulled off again by any one firm?

If the officious Manx ijolice are re-

lieved now that motorists in their

thousands have- left the Island?
If the competitors appreciated the

work of a score of enthusiasts on the

mountain road on Wednesday in removing
loose stones ?

If there will be a race for T.T. winners
before long—they all attend the races

regularly each year?

If the action of P. J. Evans in present-

ing a silver cup for the fastest lap in

each event is not really sportsmanlike ?

If the A.C.LT. recognises the joke in

refusing the offer of cups for fastest laps
"because it encourages blinding"?

If the Scott notes, reseoibling the pipes
of an organ, were not refreshing to all ?

If ' Juniors " which weigh approxi-
mately 300 lb. ought not to be automatic-
ally relegated to the Senior class?

If Davies could have improved his time
with a 5(X) c.c. mount?

If the A.J.S. has not taken much of the
shine out of 500 c.c. machines?

If bargaining for the change of equip-
ment on the eve of the race will be pre-
vented by the A.C.U. in future?

If the 500 mile race at Brooklands will
give a chance for 500 c.c. machines to

regain lost laurels ?

If the motor cycle T.T. will precede the
car races next year?

If tar will be introduced to Man.x roads
before long?

If Whalley was not the most admired
man on Tuesday?

If Prentice did not prove that modern
250 c.c. lightweights are capable of satis-

fying all average tourists' requirements?
If Dance had not turned a somersault

in Glen Helen ?

If the spectators knew that Dance's
Sunbeam had to climb the mountain three
times with only top gear available?

If safety helmets Avere not the means
of saving three men?
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CLUB TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP FOR 1921.
Popular M.C.C. Event for "The Motor Cycle" Cup attracts Twenty-seven Team Entries.

TWENTY-SEVEN teams representing
practically all the leading clubs in

the country will, on Saturday, com-
pete in the M.C.C. Club Championship
inter-team trial for Thr Motor Cycle Cup.
The start will be from Tring, the first man
of the Leicester and District M.C.C. (last

year's winners) being timed away at

1 p.m., and the remaining 161 competi-
tors at half minute intervals.

Tliree circuits of a thirty-three mile
route, including most of the well-known
Chiltern hills, are to be traversed non-
stop, the team with the greatest total

non-stop mileage to win. If more than
one team records a complete non-stop the

cuj? will be awarded on a " riding to

schedule" basis. Individual competitors
may choose their own schedule speeds
between limits of 17 and 20 m.p.h.

A full list of the competitors, with
their nuiiibers, follows :

LEICESTER AND DISTRICT m!c.C.
Starting
Time. No. Rider and Machine.

H. M. s.

1 .. 11 H. Petty (31/2 Norton)
1 30 .. 12 R. Harris (4 Norton sc.)

1 1 .. 13 W. O. Pymm (5 Raleigh)
1 1 30 .. 14 J. O. Handle (4 Norton sc.)

1 2 .. 15 C. J. Wilcox (354 Scott)
1 2 30 .. 16 W. Chapman (8 A.J.S. sc.)

ReseTves: R. A. Spitall {4 Norton sc), P. J.
Strong (214 Velocette).

StTRBITON AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
1 3 .. 21 E. C. Stannton (4 Triumph)
1 3 30 .. 22 Captain R. Charlesworth (8

Zenith sc.)

1 4 .. 23 R. A. Green (3Vi. Norton)
1 4 30 .. 24 D. H. Davidson (7 Harley sc.)

1 5 .. 25 W. .J. Kelly (3y, Norton)
1 5 30 .. 26 L. Bachelier (7 A.J.S. sc.)

Reserves: A. Ellison (5 Zenith), H. W. Bull (6
A.J.S. sc), R. Preston (51/2 Sunbeam).

WORCESTER AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
1 6 .. 31 J. A. Ne-wman ( )

1 6 30 .. 32 B. Bladder (8 New
Imi>erial sc)

1 7 .. 33 B. Kershaw (254 New
Imperial)

1 7 30 .. 34 E. Williams (7 A.J.S. sc.)

1 8 .. 35 T. O. De la Hay (3%
Snnbeam) f

1 8 30 .. 36 E. Choldcroft (6 A.J.S. sc.)

Reserves; J. A. Chadwiclc ( ), Reg. Brown
(3% Sunbeam).

COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE M.C.
1 9 .. 41 D. Atkin (6 Rover)
1 9 30 .. 42 S. Wright (4V> Humber sc.)

1 10 .. 43 W. Brandish, Jr. |6 Rover)
1 10 30 .. 44 P. G. Edmond (4 Tiiumph sc.)

1 11 .. 45 L. Crisp (4i/> Humber)
1 11 30 ., 46 H. Finch (4 Triumph sc.)

llcserves: G. White (6 Rover), R. B. Roberts
(4 Triumph), R. Grindlav [V/-, Humber), G.
Ravenhall (S'A Rover sc), W. A. Fell-Smith (8
Rex sc), A. P. McGowran (4 Triumph sc.)

M.C.C.
51 P. W. Moffat (31/2 Douglas)
52 E. A. Bridgman (7 Indian sc.)

53 R. B. Clark (254 Coulson B)
54 P. J. Watson (6 Ariel sc.)

55 W. B. Gibb ( Douglas)
56 G. Nott (7 Matchless sc)

Reserve: A. C. Robbins (254 Wooler).

BRIGHTON AND -HOVE M.C.C.
1 15 .. 61 H. W. Richardson (4 Indian)
1 15 30 .. 62 H. D. Dobson (31/3 Norton sc.)

1 16 .. 63 A. B. Friend (3V. Sunbeam)
1 16 30 .. 64 L. G. Watts (4 Triumph sc.)

1 17 .. 65 W. H. Sheraton (3i/. Norton)
1 17 30 .. 66 J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-

Lea sc.)
Reserves: C. Volk (3Vo Sunbeam), H. Skinnel

(7 Harley sc)

BIRMINGHAM UNIVERSITY M.C.C.
1 18 .. 71 T. McKenzie (3 A.B.C.)
1 18 30 .. 72 — Hector (7 A.J.S. sc)'
1 19 .. 73 H. H. Watling (3 A.B.C.)
1 19 30 .. 74 E. Poppe (6 Rover sc.)

1 20 .. 75 W. B. Barnic-Adshead (31/2

Sunbeam)
1,- 20 30 .. 76 — Jolly (4 Norton sc)
Reserves; W, J. E. Gammage (4 Triumph), R.

E. Grant (7 F.N.) pass.. — Crewe (4 Norton), —
Botcher (6 Rover sc.)
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THE MOTOR CYCLING GIPSY CLUB.

12
12 30
13 (1

13 30
14
14 30

Rider and Machine.
Starting
Time. No.

H. M. s.

1 21 .. 81 A. Guthrie (3 A.B.C.)
1 21 30 .. 82 Major S. R. Axford (7

A.J.S. sc.)

1 22 .. 83 A. G. Fenn (5 Raleigh)
1 22 30 .. 84 E. M. Oliver (7 A.J.S. sc)
1 23 .. 85 S. T. Tessier (3ii. Bat)
1 23 30 .. 86 J. O'Sullivan (7 Harley sc.)
Reserve: J. Perrier {7 A.J.S. sc.)

NORTH-WEST LONDON M.C.C.
1 24 .. 91 E. T. Pierce (5 Rover)
1 24 30 .. 92 E. J. Pittock (8 Morgan)
1 25 .. 93 G. J. Thompson (3 A.B.C.)
1 25 30 .. 94 H. V. Davidson (8 Morgan)
1 26 .. 95 T. E. Moon (254 Douglas)
1 26 30 .. 96 H. D. Cuddeford (7 A.J.S. sc.)

Reserves: P. L. B. Wills (3V. Rudge), J. D.
Sangway (5 Zenith), P. H. Goddard (6 Enfield sc)

SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE M.C. AND
L.C.C.

1 27 .. 101 E. A. Wheatlev (4 Triumph)
1 27 30 .. 102 S. Sawer (4 Norton sc)
1 28 .. 103 D. H. Kaye (4 Triumph)
1 28 30 .. 104 J. A. Stacev (8 Matchless sc.)

1 29 .. 105 E. Searle (4 Triumph)
1 29 30 .. 106 F. W. James (10 Morgan)
Reserves: C. E. Turner (414 B.S.A.), Geo.

Fletcher (7 A.J.S. EC.)

BANBURY AND DISTRICT M.C.
1 30 .. Ill H. G. Askew ( Rover)
1 30 30 .. 112 E. A. Thornett (8 Acme sc)
1 31 .. 113 D. Brageins (4V. B.S.A.)
1 31 30 .. 114 A. C. Thornett (8 Acme sc.)

1 32 .. 115 M. Bennett (4 Blackburne)
1 32 30 .. 116 A. H. Burgess (8 Sunbeam sc
Reserves: F. Askew (8 Morgan), M. Pearson (4

Triumph), J. Baker (414 B.S.A. sc), W. Chamber-
lain (4 Triumph).

BUCKS COUNTY M.C.C.
121 W. G. Harding (4 Triumph)
122 C. F. Michell (7 A.J.S. sc.)

123 R. Pugh (4 Triumph)
124 J. K. Demons (7 Harley sc.)

125 P. Manley (4 Triumph)
126 R. Newitt (7 Harley sc)

Reserves; W. Pugh (4 Triumph), D. Youers (6
A.J.S.)

ESSEX M.C.
131 F. Roberts (3 A.B.C.)
132 E. A. Colliver (7 Indian sc)
133 R. Goes (4 Indian)
134 H. Le Vack (7 Indian sc)
135 F. W. Applebee (214 Levis)
136 D. S. Parsons (7 Match-

less sc.

)

Reserves: E. T. Elliott (4 Indian), C. W.
Bairstow (7 Indian sc.)

^
OXFORD M.C.

1 39 ., 141 E. Colegrove (4 Triumph)
1 39 30 .. 142 R. J. Pigott (4 Norton sc)
1 40 .. 143 A. D. Cruickshank (31/2

Norton)
I 40 30 .. 144 L. Averv (7 Harley sc.)

1 41 .. 145 L. A. Welch (41,4 B.S.A.)
1 41 30 .. 146 J. Avery (7 Harley sc)

Rider and Machine.

CITY AND GUILDS ENGINEERING COLLEGE
M.C.C.

Starting
Time. No.

H. M. s.

1 51
1 51 30
1 52
1 52 30

1 53
1. 53 30

33 ..

33 30 ..

34 ..

34 30 ..

35 ..

35 30 ..

1 36
1 36 30
1 37
1 37 30
1 38
1 38 30

181 A. H. Masser (7 Harley)
182 A. G. Mansell (10 Morgan)
183 C. M. Hyams (2'," Velocett«)S
184 P. E. Higgs (8 Newa

Imperial sc)
185 W. Clynes (3 A.B.C.)
186 A. B. Bourne (8 Matchless ec:.)^

Reserves: J. H. Brass (4 Triumph sc), H, 3^
Finch (31/2 Sunbeam), T. Clutterbuck (4 Triumphl;^

NORTH LONDON M.C.C.

1 54 .. 191 H. R. Harveyson (4 Indian)
1 54 30 .. 192 F. E. Jones (S'A Ariel sc)
1 55 .. 193 R. H. Baxter (214 Hadco)
1 56 30 .. 194 H. B. Shutes (8 Matchless sc)
1 56 .. 195 C. C. Labin (4 Indian)
1 56 30 .. 196 E. W. Greaves (4 Norton sc.)

Reserves: D. H. Williams (3 A.B.C), A. J.
Ivisou [7 A.J.S. sc)

NORFOLK M.C. AND L.C.C.

1 57 .. 201 E. A. Daniels (3V.. Norton)
1 67 30 .. 202 M. G. Bagshaw (7 Harley sc)
1 58 .. 203 H. J. Hannett (4 Indian)
1 68 30 .. 204 H. D. Wheeler (8 New

Imirerial sc.)

1 59 .. 205 H. F. Mase (3 A.B.C.)
1 59 30 .. 206 C. W. Dix (6 A.J.S. sc)
Reserve: G. H. Hanworth (4 Norton)

ROCHESTER, CHATHAM AND DISTRICT
M.C. AND L.C.C.

2 0.. 211 S. White (21/2 Levis)
2 30 .. 212 G. Packman (8 Matchless sc.)

2 1 .. 213 G. Maund (3 A.B.C.)
2 1 30 .. 214 C. Glover (8 Zenith sc.)

2 2 .. 215 A. W. Clarke (4 Triumph)
2 2 30 .. 216 G. R. Jenner (4 Triumph sc)
Reserves: P. S. Short (6 Rover), H. J. Law-

rence (7 Matchless sc.)

BASING.STOKE M.C.C.

2 3 .. 221 R. Clark (7 Harley)

-

2 3 30 .. 222 W. Julian (7 Harley sc)
2 4 .. 223 S. Helleu (3V2 Norton)
2 4 30 .. 224 R. C. Chawner (3V2 Sun-

beam sc.)

2 5 .. 225 P. W. Long (8 Zenith)
2 5 30 .. 226 J. Jackson (8 Bat sc.)

Reserves; J. S. Gardiner (8 Zenith), S. 11.

Rose (8 Matchless sc)

CAMBERLEY M.C.C.

231 A. Love (3V. Sunbeam)
232 H. Whittv (8 Sunbeam sc.)

233
234 P. W. White (8 Sunbeam s. .)

235 P. Street (3',o Sunbeam)
236 E. J. Over (3''/2 Sunbeam sr.)

Over.

6
6 30
7
7 30
8
8 30

Reserve:

LUTON AND SOUTH BEDS A.C.

WOOLWICH, PLUMSTEAD AND DISTRICT son (6 Ariel)

2 9 .. 241 S. Brown (4 Triumph)
2 9 30 .. 242 A. Saddington (6 James .=c,i

2 10 .. 243 G. Dunham (4 Norton)
2 10 30 .. 244 H. Reyre (6 James sc)
2 11 .. 245 T. Bourlet (3V2 Ariel)
2 11 30 .. 246 F. Child (8 Morgan)

Reserves:^ R. Hickman (3V2 Rover), S. Dickin-

1 42
1 42 30
1 43

43 30
44

1 44 30

Reserves:
( )

M.C,
151 P. Walker (3V> Rover)
152 T. J. Boss (7 Matchless sc.)

153 — Stevtler ( )

154 F. OBrien ( sc)
155 C. Cleare ( )

156 G. D. Hardee (7 Match-
less sc.)

F. J. Ellis (8 Matchless sc), — Elsey

SUTTON CQLDPIELD AND NORTH BIRMING-I

12
12 30
13
13 30
14
14 30

HAM M.C.C.
251 J. A. Watson Bourne ( )

252 Rex Mundy ( )

253 H. J. Willis ( )

254 H. Bovton ( )

255 F. Hall ( )

256 Alan Watson ( )

EALING AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
1 45 O
1 45 30
1 46
1 46 30
1 47
1 47 30
Reserves

161 A. H. Tilbury (3V2 Ariel)
162 J. A. Masters (7 Harley sc)
163 C. P. Temple (4 Harley)
164 F. A. Longman (3V. -'^riel sc)
165 W. G. Boyer (3V2 Norton)
166 S. E. Longman (7 Harley sc.)

~ H. Douglass ( T. B.), P. V.
Edwards (414 B.S.A.)

BROOKDALE CLUB (CATFORD) MOTOR
SECTION.

1 48 .. 171 R. C. Boxer (4 Triumph)
1 48 30 .. 172 — Bo.xer (7 Coventry

Premier)
1 49 ., 173 J. Hoult (354 Scott)
1 49 30 .. 174 J. J. Leonard (8 Bat sc.)

1 50 .. 175 H. Leng (3 A.B.C.)
1 50 30 .. 176 B. J. Sims (4 Triumph sc)
Reserves: W. J. Reynolds (3ii Ariel), S.

Ascott (414 B.S.A.i, H. A. Philbrick (4 Triumph),
H. A. Cooper (7 Bradbury).

Team not yet nominated.

ILKLEY AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

2 15 .. 261 W. Moore (354 Scott)
2 15 30 .. 262 J. N. Longfield (7 Indian sc,

2 16 .. 263 W. F, Scott {3% Scott)
2 16 30 .. 264 J. S. Duxbury(354 Scott sc)|

2 17 .. 265 G. Clapham (354 Scott)
2 17 30 .. 266 H. W. Sellers (3V2 Sun-

beam sc.)

Reserves: C. Clegj (354 Scott). J, H. Holmei
(354 Scott), 0. A. Barker (8 Enfield sc)

NOTTINGHAM AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

2 18 .. 271 G. W. T. Hartwell (3 Beard
more)

2 18 30 .. 272 W. E. Brough (5 Brough sc,

2 19 .. 273 P. Stevenson (3i<. Brough)
2 19 30 .. 274 I Cohen (5 Raleigh sc.)

2 20 .. 275 J. R. H. Knight (3V2 Brough
2 20 30 .. 276 J. R. Sylvester (7 Harley sc
Reserves: J. H. Watson (4 Triumph sc), I. R

Debenham (3V2 Brough
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SPEEDWELL
THE TRUEST TEST.

THE gruelling (our miles climb of Snaefell— the wrench and

recover)' at Quarter Bridge— the breathless moment, stamping

on brakes, then accelerating madly at the Ramsey Hairpin, the

long mad blind down the mountain and better than a mile a

minute—these try rider, machines, and oil to the utmost

More bitter strains is packed into these few hours than the average

rider encounters in a life-time—and " Speedwell
"—the oil that

-rtood this test is the oil for you.

7 out of the II on "Speedwell," including S. W. Dixon on Indian,

second, and the record lap. S. G. Edmonds

Only "SPEEDWELL" could do it!

Eritish Oil & Turpentine Corp., Ltd., 55, Chancery Lane, W.C.

MOTOR

Motor Vehicles for Business Purposes

ANY readers of "The Motor Cycle"

who are concerned with motor

vehicles for the carrying or de-

ivery of goods, or are interested in

transport undertakings of any kind,

fhould study the pages of " MOTOR
TRANSPORT " each week.

This journal deals in a practical

manner with all aspects of motor haulage

and delivery. It is equally useful to the

owner of a single van or lorry as to those

who own or control fleets of vehicles.

Reliable and helpful information i;

provided ior users and prospective

users ol motor road transport, tor

operating engineers and lor drivers and
mechanics.

Among the subject.- dealt with
are—Costs of Running various types
of motor vehicles for trade and in-

dustrial purposes; Descriptions and
Illustrations of new vehicles, com
ponents, and accessories. Care and Main-
tenance of business vehicles; Practical
Notes for drivers and mechanics; Motor
Transport finance, legal matters, etc.

A consulting staff is at the service ol

readers to give advice and information,
free of cost on all transport matters.

Proprietors : lUFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, EC

4

EVERY SATURDAY
Price 3d.

Of All Newsagents,

WITH WTHICHIS
nvCORPORATED
CH J^OTOR 9 CD
CD TRAcnoiv cnMOTOR

^TRANSPORT

I If you
i are

I
interested

: write to-day

for a

i FREE
iSPECIMEN

I

COPY
mentioning

I

"The Motor-

Cycle."

Subscription Rates.
Home .. 19/6
Abroad .. 23/10
Canada .. 19/6
per annum, post free.

In answerina these advertisements it. is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. D2<}
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OMEGA
2| h.p. J.A.P. IVIODEL

FROM £60 •

2| h.p. VILLIERS IVIODEL

FROM £50
Deferred Payments.

£15 15s. down.
12 MONTHLY INSTALMENTS.

BARTLETTS
93, GREAT PORTLAND ST.

LONDON
,

"LOVE
AlHONfi THE MOTORS'

(Praijeraforfoi-gtveitess to a saintly geniUmin)

CANALWAYS BE BELIED UPON
FOR THE BEST SELECTION.

The SPLENDOUR of OUR
STOCK is UNEQUALLED.

We made our debut in the motor trade some •

16 years ago. Lone experience and ancient
goodwill with pre-eminent manufacturers
enable us to conduct business In our "Post
War " premises with pleasure to ourselves

and satisfaction to clients.

AGENTS & CONTBACTOBS for all first grade

MOTOB CYCLES, SIDECABS & ACCESSOfilES.

Favour us with your esteemed enquiries. You will

receive prompt attention and very careful service-

We specialise in

INDIAN, ROYAL ENFIELD,
SCOTT, SUNBEAM,
TRIUMPH, ZENITH,

and can supply these and many others from stock

J, L. LOVE & CO.,
21, Park Road, Bromley, Kent.

'Phone:
664 Bromley.

'Grams:
' Love, Bromley, Kent."

The Oil to use

"CHALLENGE'

HM

CHALLENGE
oiLcstu:?

STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON. HI6.

A Pillion Seat with
covered springs for 251-

The SAX Air-spring Cushion is

a complete pillion seat built up
with 8 springs, as illustrated

below, & covered in best rexine.

Straps are fitted for securing

to any carrier, and hand-grips

provided for the safety of the

passenger.

Price, post free 25/'
Without hand-grips 27/-

The frame of the SAX Air-spring Cushion.

George St Works
"OVENTRY.SAXESSORIES, '^

VALVE ATTACHMENT

Valves lubricated and protected from
road grit: Air Leaks entirely prevented

and consequent saving in Petrol.

HUGE SUCOESS
on Triumph, Sunbeam, J.A.P., A.J.S., B.S.A.,

Arcel, Blackburne, Rovei-, Douglas (4 h.p. only), etc.

Immediate Delivery from itock.

Write for Illustrated Booklet to—

RUBBERINE
6-10, Market Road

UfVilTED,
London, N.7.

If you can't call— write me ! |

229 Dm\^(SGATE.

/lA/^CHESTER.
READY TO RIDE AWAY.

BRADBURY, 6 h.p., 3-speed, K.S.,

and clutdi £135
BRADBURY, 4 h.p., 3-speed, K.S,

and clutch .' £103
BRADBURY, =J h.p., 2-speed, K.S.,

and clutch £98

NEW SCALE, 3.Vh.p. Precision,

2-spced, K.S.. and clutch ... £80

NEW SCALE, 4h-P- Blackburne,
3-&peed, K.S., and clutch ....

OMEGA, 2j h.p., 2-speed, K.S., and
£100

£83clutch
OMEGETTE Model, ;ih.p., single-

speed : £50
WILKtN-BLAGKBURNE, 4 h.p.,

' 3-=peed, K.S., and clutch ... £122
LEA-FRANCIS, 3'. h.p., 3-speed,

M.A.G. engine £125

ROYAL RUBY, e} h.p., sports

model, 2-speed., K.S., & clutch SO gns.

O.K., 2'} h.p., single-speed 48 gns.

O.K., 23 h.p., 2-speed 57 gns.

O.K., =3 h.p., 2-sp.. K.S., and clutch 64 gns.

SECOND-HAND.
VELOCETTE, 1921, 2-?peed, all

black. Tsix paid. Like new . £55

NEW SCALE, 1920, 2-speed, K.S.,

and chitch. Tax paid. In

iirst-class order £65

Cash or Deferred Payments.

TOM DAVIES.
229, OEANSOATE, iVIAIMCHESTER.

TeIeDhor.e— 536 Central

O^O In answerino these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Novelty in Saddle Construction.
pOMFORT is all the cry nowadays,V— and it IS, therefore, not surprising

to Imd several makers introducinc
novel ideas m saddle construction. Two
ot these which we illustrate, have reached
the marketing stage.

Quite one of the neatest licence holders
on the market—the Homa. Strongly made,
and possessing a screwed front, it Is also
entirely waterproof. It may be obtained In
a variety of finishes from the Homa
tngineermg Co.. Whetstone. Leicester

Legshields that harmonise with the outline
of the machine—the V. and G. set, that Is

c ifu ',•
^'^y- ''"'' ^- Chapman Road,

Small Heath, Birmingham

Col! springs lorm a very flexible backing for
the seat portion of the Terry saddle.

Herbert Terry and Sons, Ltd., of Red-

j .1
"''^ spring specialists, and their

saddle makes good use of their chief pro-
duct. The framework, of fairly conven-
tional outline, IS suspended on two large
coil springs, while the seat itself is built
up by a series of light e.xtension springs
looped horizontally along tho frame. A
felt >and waterproof, or felt and leather
cover IS provided at option.

T ?" ."^ 'i''^,
''•'""'• *'• saddle of the

Industrial Rubber Products, Ltd (191-2
lottenham Court Road, London, W 1)'
is chiefly remarkable for the fact that' no
springs-at least, steel springs-are used
111 Its construction. Very elastic rubber
links, of the type emploved for the sus-

One long bolt ingeniously serves to
clamp the licence holder together, as well
as to provide a front anchorage to the
mudpard of the New Scale combined
number plate and hcence carrier. This
htment is strongly made in aluminium,
with an inserted steel plate, by Messrs.
Koberts and Hibbs. Bank Street Works..
Uroylsden, Manchester. (Price I Os)

Rubber "springs, one ot which is sho^vn
detached are used on the saddle of Industrial
Kubber Products. Ltd.

pension of aeroplane wheelsf are substi-
rured tor the more conventional steel
coils, and it h claimed that very~ easyridmg IS obtained. Should on. of these
springs break, replacement is thematter of a moment, as i: simply means

the removal of a couple of split pins.

Suitable for all makes and sizes of iin
and a'ln. pitch chains, the Penncnt rwet
extractor is a moderately priced but well-
finished Instrument. (The Penncnt Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd., Central Worb. Watery
Lane, Birmingham.)

Extremely simple and neat is tnis
hammock- pattern pillion seat marketed by

^^^T c>y- ff'^'Se, Ltd.. Holbom.
London. h.L. I

. How the canvas seat, which
IS mounted on rollers, yields against the
light tension springs is easily understood
Irom the picture

Two recently introduced sparking plugs
which sell at moderate prices ; on the left,
the Gaietta (steatite insulation), which is

S- 1 V, ',,
^"^"^^ Company. Ltd.. 239,

High Holbom, London. W.C, and on the
right a Touring Model" Sphinx, made
by the Sphinx Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Bradford
Street, Birmingham), which has a ceramic
insulator.

(33
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Among the Accessories.—

Solo Electric Lighting.

DEX battery or accumulator lighting

is generally very simply fitted by
the owner of a sidecar outfit, but

the less fortunate solo rider has often to

exercise considerable ingenuity before

he can so equip his mount.
The accumulator of the H.A.H. set,

illustrated below, is carried in a metal
box designed to clip on to any con-

venient frame tube. A .
Hunt speed-

Including the speedometer lamp, this

H.A.H. set has been designed specially for

solo motor cycles.

ometer lamp, which is fitted with a blue
anti-dazzle glass (already described in

The Motor Cycle), may be supplied with
this outfit, which is made by Messrs. A.
H. Hunt, Ltd., H.A.H. Works, Tun-
stall Road, East Croydon, Surrey.

In Westwood's Daybeam set the bat-

tery is carried in the position of the

generator on an acetylene outfit. It is sold

at £5 5s., including rear lamp and wiring,

by Westwood Rim and Patents, Ltd.,

Lawden Road, Bordesley, Birmingham.

Are two
lights better

than one—

m

anti-dazzlmg

qualities?
That they are is the idea ot Saentific and

Projections, Ltd., 5, G-awford Passage,

Farringdon Road. London, E.C.I, who
market the Screenlight electric head lamp
shown above. A neat focussing device and

an air and moisture-tight interior are com-
mendable features.

A LIGHTWEIGHT HORN.

A small edition ot a well-known horn,

the Dekla No. 14, which is specially made
for lightweights, by Clayton-Wright Bros.,

167, Hampton Street, Birmingham.

FOR GRINDING VALVES.

Damp-proof Holder,
BELONGING- to the screw-on face

category, tho Stadium licence holder
has the additional feature of a neat

adjustable clip to fit aiiy size or shape
of tube or bar. Messrs. Etienne and Co.,

61, Great Eastern Street, London, E.G. 2,

are the makers.

Ewart's valve-grinding tool.

The "plug" portion screws

into the sparking plug hole,

while the centre distances may
be varied to suit different

engines. F. C. Ewart, 117, Wainwright St..

Aston, Birmingham, is the maker.

AN IMPROVED
HORN CLIP.

An improvement

in the original

mechanical horn

(the Klaxon, made

by the Klaxon

Co., Ltd.. 38-40.

Blandford Street,

Baker Street

London. W.l). a

very neat one-bolt

top tube clip

JUNE 23rd, 1921.

Calculating Engine "Revs."

WERE every motor cyclist equipped

with the Capac Revometer there

would probably be fewer examples

of bad driving to shock the eyes (and ears)

of the mechanically-minded. This little

gadget (no other word adequately describes

Just how fast the engine is turning over

may now be found out at two glances—one
at the speedometer and the other at the

Capac revometer (above).

it) consists of a graded scale, giving in

figures the corresponding r.p.m. of the
engine on the various gears at each speed
as recorded by speedometer. Each dial

is specially graduated to suit the gear
ratios of the machine, and it may be
obtained either as illustrated or with a
special 1 andle-bar clip. As the name
indicates, this device is made by Capac,
Ltd.,. of 2, Woodstock Street, Oxford
Street, London, W., the manufacturers
of the Capac automatic carburetter.

Picnic Case.

THESE neat cases, which contain flask

and metal cases for sandwiches, will

appeal both to the solo rider and
sidecarist. Everyone who has carried
Thermos flasks on a motor cycle knows
how liable they av2 to crack if packed
carelessly, and these cases, which prevent
undue shaking, will in the long ri.ii prove
an excellent investment. They are sold

by Messrs. J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd.,
Great Charles Street, Birmingham.

The Stadium licence holder.

Picnic cases, contammg Hask and sandwich

box, that have been specially designed for

the motor cyclist by Messrs. .1. B. Brooks

and Cc Ltd., Birmingham

C34
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The Editor does not hold himself responsiblejor the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Herttord Street. Coventry, and must be accoapaaiei by ths w.-Uer's name and address.

'^HAIN LUBRICATION.
Sir,—Mr. Haselgrove invites the opinions of your readers

on his lubrication device
I would venture to suggest that some means of adjusting

the revolving brush might in time be found necessary. As
it is at present there is ncj way of doing this. It would" be
quite a simple matter to arrange it so that the brush could be
raised or lowered, in order to get the right bearing on the
chain ; this would have to be done periodically, as the bristles

would wear down and no longer touch the chain, and thus
the brush would lie idle. H.S.P.
Osborne.

MOUNTS FOR DISABLED SOLO RIDERS.
Sir,
—

" JIaimed " (Coatbridge) wishes to get in touch with
a one-armed solo driver.

I lost my left arm in France (a high amputation), and I

ride a 3^ h.p. solo Triumph, through all traffic; also on the

"Prom." (at Southport) when it is packed with cars and
carriages. The machine has never been arranged to suit my
conveuience.

I am confident that I can drive any make, and I am now
about to purchase a 7-9 h.p. Indian. I control speed by the

throttle, and I do not use footboards. Incidentally I can
repair a puncture without any help. My last word to the
one-armed is, " Be independent and have no fear."

J. MURRAY.
RETAINING OIL ON THE MAGNETO CHAIN.

Sir,— Refen'ing to Mr. J. L. Willoughby's enquiry concern-

ing noise caused by the magneto chain on the 1920 Villiers

engine, I may say that I had the same trouble with a 2^ h.p.

ViuieJ6-engined Sparkbrook I owned last year.

I soon cured this annoying rattle, but not just by oiling^

about every 5(X) miles. I used to fill the whole of the magneto
chain case with raw vaseline, and this proved a very effective

chain silencer as well as lubricator. No doubt any other

grease would prove equally satisfactory, graphite especially so.

I carry out the same process with my present machine

—

a oi h.p. P. and IM.—and it is just as efficient as on the

Villiers engine ; in fact, the chain is scarcely audible even

with one's ear close up to the case. T 9095.

CuUompton.

DAMAGE TO ROADS—A DEFENCE OF THE TRACTION
ENGINE.

Sir,—On page 697 of The Motor Ci/ch there appear two^

photographs with a certain amount of print beneath them
to which we take exception. We have driven traction engines

for twelve and five years respectively ; and also having had

.some little e.xperiehce in driving and riding motor cars and
cycles we feel we are capable of looking from several points

of view at the statement, " Why private motorists are heavily

ta.xed." Your correspondent's explanation is silly. We
venture the suggestion that if m the future he feels

tempted to spill ink he should think first, and then—think

again. Two questions we would like to ask him_, among
others, are ;

Why are there no tracks of engines or vans in the first

photograph ?

Are there no police in Stafford, and, if there are, would
" he kindly inform us if the crew who were with the engine

he mentions have served their sentence out yet? Having

been keen readers of Tlie Motor Cycle for the last three

years, we feel it would be unfair to you as Editor and to

"traction engine owners and users to let the statement pass

without comment. L. W. BARNETT.
J. S. BARNETT.

WANTED, AN ULTRA-NARROW SIDECAR.
Sir,—I want a sidecar outfit which will pass through a

passage 53in. wide—not less than 4 h.p. chain drive Triumph
preferred, but not essential.

I shall be very glad if any ,ot your readers can give me
some advice on this, as I know nothing of motors. I have

measured several machines; none were less than 57in. wide

over all. A.C.C.

London, S.E.18.

SPEEDMEN INVITED TO IRELAND.
Sir,—As a member of the Ulster Motor Cycle Club, I often

wonder why more of the speedmen on your side of the water

do not pay us a visit. Ireland is a pretty place, and the motor
cyclists here are hard to beat as good all-round sportsmen.
" Visitors should lyive no fear of the troubles, which are

much magnified by some newspapers. Of course, I am only

referring to our northern corner. We ourselves, though
troubled considerably by permits, etc., have our spare time

fully filled by hill-climbs and speed and reliability trials.

I would particularly invite your faste.'St men to vieit our

Magilligan speed trials on July 15th and 16th. Magilligau

lies on the coast jbout si.\ty miles north of Belfast, and is a

fine, hard stretch of sand some eight miles long, and a great

place for speeding. Last year we had the pleasure of

George Dance's company, and I am sure he will agree with

what I say. This year's two-day meeting will, I believe,
tne prize list,

may be favoured
many riders, who

include four cups in

Trusting that we
with the company of

can be assured of hearty Irish recep-
tion,

DUGGIE.
Belfast.

FKESERVING A DISriNCflVE CONTOUR.
This idea of designing the sidecar body to conform \vith the

contour and colour scheme of the tank would not pan out at all

so nicely on many machines as it does in this instance. The outfit

—a Wooler—was snapped recently in Richmond Park. It will be

noted that the sidecar wheel is sprung in the same manner as

the bicycle.

c?5
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ATTRACTING THE MAN AHEAD.
Sir,—Might I suggest that a new motor signal be devised

for communicating with riders ahead? On several occasions
recently I have observed small articles, such as straps, rear
lamps, etc., fall frorh motor cycles, and as I drive a sidecar
with a fairly heavy load my only method of informing the
riders of the fact has been to " blind " mitil they were over-
taken and told. Unfortunately tlie invariable result of
sounding one's horn in such cases is the rapid disappearance
of the .solo rider in a cloud of dust ! Last week I saw a rear
lamp fall from a motor cycle at 9 p.m. The rider had every
appearance 'of being on a long journey, but on my "bellow-
ing " with my Klaxon he streaked off as though chased by
Satan. When he came to light up he and his lamp would
be miles apart. GEOEGE ALDERSON.

IS THERE AN AGE LIMIT?
Sir,—Owing to my age (68), both the A. A. and the A.C.TJ.

have refused my insurance, and, of course, membership,
although I can show a clean sheet, and have been on the

road all my life. I am, how-
ever, in very good hands,
as the Wheel and Wing Com-
pany inform me that it " was
rather unusual to reject

Mr. H. Bourne, whose comparatively youthhii appearance somewhat
behes his sixty-eight years, explains the cause in his letter.

an insurance on the grounds of age." This company took
me on at once and most kindly sent me a covering note
even before I had sent them any money I I enclose a
photograph in. order that you can see for yourself that
.1 am pretty fit and quite active for a man of my years. I

might add that I thought it my duty to give up riding
during the war. HENRY BOURNE.

ELECTRICAL PHENOMENON.
Sir,—With reference to the correspondence in your columns

concerning the effect of coiling the high-tension cable, I hope
to show that the effect on the spark is negligible.

The resistance of the coiled lead, assuming that all the
factors have a maximum value, will be given by the formula
E.-=2,r fcL.
When E = EHF of self-induction, opposing the spark EMF.

f = frequency of circuit.

L = coefficient of self-induction of the coiled lead.

4,000
Then E = 277 X -^77- x .001 x

oU
005.

.-. E = 6.282 X 66.66 x .000005.

.-. E = ,00204 volt.

In the above, the frequency per second I have taken as

4,000
(r.p.m. of engine divided by 60).

The current is so minute that to approximate to it I divided
the watts in the primary by the approximate voltage in the

10
secondary : .001, which, of course is much on the

10,000
large side.

The coefficient of self-induction oi the coil hae been taken
as .005, although it could not possibly be as high as this.
Result, the opposing EMF will be less tFTan .002 volt from
C36

the, say, 10,000 volts of the high-tension circuit, as they are

not necessarily in phase. For a twin-cylinder engine the

result may possibly be taken as doubled ; but, in any case, I

think this proves that the coiling of the dead is insignificant

unless the turns run into thousands and the factor ,005 in

the formula is increased somewhat. CONN ROD.
Newcastle.

Sir,—In reply to the letter from Mr. F. E. Schofield in your
issue of June 9th, we note that coiling the high-tension cable

twenty times round an iron core did not affect the firing of

his motor cycle engine. Mr, Schofield does not say whether
the iron core was insulated or connected to the frame of his

motor cycle. The core being "earthed," as in the original

expei-iment described by Mr. N. W. Benley, would increase

the resistance to the spark as compared to a similar arrange-

ment of wires but with the metal core insulated.

Of course, even if the wiring were precisely the same as

in the original experiment, it is quite possible that no
misfiring, might be experienced, because the low speed output
from different makes of magnetos varies considerably.

• LODGE PLUGS, LTD.

FROM THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER'S POINT OF
VIEW.

Sir,—I should like to say a few words in reply to

"Draughtsman's" rather scathing letter in your issue of June
2nd. As a motor cyclist of nineteen years' experience, and
also a qualified mechanical engineer, I have no hesitation in

saying that the majority of present.-day designers of motor
cycles are just as eificient at their job as are designers in any
other branch of engineering. Unfortunately, their "style is

cramped," so to speak, by the lack of even very elementary
technical knowledge possessed by the majority of present-day
motor cyclists. Sad, biil true ! The old hub ball race has,

after twenty years of continual ill-use and neglect, proved
reasonably efficient, and very simple. Hence its retention.

If " Draughtsman " can design a bearing more efficient and
equally simple, why does he not do so, and make his fortune?

As regards " Draughtsman's " remarks about transmission,

I would point out to him that it was, and still is, a common
occurrence to see cars with broken propellei'-shafts and
stripped driving or crown pinions. When a car does this it

is a serious matter, but when a bicycle breaks a chain it is

a ten minutes' job. He has, of course, omitted the comparison
,of power to weight ratios. '

I heartily agree, as I think most experienced motor cyclists

will, that motor cycles have still a long way to go, but I

would remind "Draughtsman" that the best way to effect

this is not by destructive criticism, so often born of ignorance,
but by solid work. His remark about two-strokes shows an
ignorance of tlris "breed" of cycle which does not do him
credit.

i have no connection with any branch of the motor trade.

St. Andrews. AILERON.

Sir,—Your correspondent "Draughtsman" should be en-

couraged. His suggestions as to _the correct manner of

designing a motor cycle, and also how to " improve the
breed," are truly remarkable, and no doubt our manufac-
turers will sit up and take notice.

It is a matter of serious moment it our eminent designers

are incapable of designing a hub suitable for carrying jom'nal
ball bearings—but we feel quite happy, knowing full well
that such is not the case.

"Draughtsman" should note that in the common cup and
cone hub, the cups are pushed into the shell in the same
manner as a journal ball race would be, the super-technical
skill would appear to be quite unnecessary to design a
journal hub when one bears in mind that some makes of

hub can be stripped of their cups, and these may at once
be replaced with journal bearings.

It is simply a matter of finding a ball race of the same
outside diameter as the hub shell, and. having fitted the
race's hub trouble ends.
We take this opportunity of informing your correspondent

and any others who may be interested that we make a
speciality of fitting existing cup and cone systems with self-

aligning ball races, and our efforts have been attended, with
complete success in every case of conversion.

THE PELICAN ENGINEERING CO.
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'WARE MOTOR CYCLE THIEVES.
Sir,—Hay I, as a victim, warn your readers against the

alarming increase in daring motor cycle robberies in London?
The theft ol machines is rapfdly being developed into a
fine art.

During the afternoon of Derby Day my 4 h.p. Triumph
(late 1918, clutch and kick-starter, engine number 58146
E.T.H., frame number 287204) was left by a mechanic for a
few minutes in an enclosure m front of SeU's Garage in

Rosendale Road, West Dulwich, and when he returned it

had vanished.
When the machine was taken the oil feed pipe had been

removed forr.epair, so that before the person had ridden a mile
his boots would be smothered in oil forced out of the engine,
and he would in consequence be very conspicuous, especially

to those who saw him finish his ride.

I should be very gi-ateful to any fellow motor cyclist who
can give me any information which may help in the recovery
of the machine. My gratitude would take the form of a
substantial reward. W. J. RIX.
[Any information will be forwarded by us to our corre-

spondent.

—

Ed.] '

AIR-COOLING AND OIL-COOLING.
Sir,—Mr. Bradshaw's article was most instructive and

interesting; but perhaps he, or someone else, will answer
the problem as it appears to me.

If ail engine is to be thoroughly reliable under all condi-.

tions, ft must be able , to withstand hard usage under the
severest conditions of all. These I take to be a stiff hill,

which makes low gear absolutely necessary, a light following
and hot breeze of about the same speed as the machine,
and the hottest of hot days.

If the hill is long, the water-cooled engine would boil its

water away, unless a very powerful fan was used. The air-

cooled engine would depend on radiation and pure convec-
tion currents of the air as set up by the heat ; unless again
a sufficiently powerful fan was used. Sly question is, " Can
the air-cooled engine be so designed to keep sufficiently cool
under these conditions without a fan?" Probably vertical
fins would be more useful in this case.
The oil-cooled engine also depends upon the air for keep-

ing the oil cool; would this fare any better under such
conditions?

"

R.E.C.
Ilfracombe.

THE CHAIN DRIVE TRIUMPH ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—Your article on this machine was most interesting,

but I do not think the writer was eithei- kind or unkind
•enough. May I mention the following pointe

:

Chain Drive.—The spring drive is delightful. The more
one rides the machine the greater becomes one's appreciation.
It is sweeter than a belt drive.

Front Ch.un Ca.se.—This is the only chain case I have
ever had which does not let dirt in. The oil is perfectly
clean, and just as poured out of the can.
Gear Box.—I am very sore about this. It is impossible

(aj to change down without lifting the e.vhaust, (b) to
change into neutral from any gear without stopping the
engine when the machine is stationary. The idea of using
the exhaust to change down is hopeless. One wants to
accelerate the engine—not slow it. (I must explain that one
cannot get a neutral position, between top and second ; or, of

course, changing could be done very well on the exhaust
d la Douglas method.) It is extraordinary that a firm of
such eminence should produce such an arrangement.
Decompressor.—Mine only works occasionally, but my

real grumble is that oil creeps down the small toe-operated
lever and ruins one's shoes. The decompressor has to be
taken to pieces to remove the timing cover. There is no tool
(I believe) provided for this job. A special one is necessary.
If Urms persist in using quaint screwheads they should at

least provide the wherewithal to manipulate them.
Whilst speaking of tools, I think one of the best remarks

ever made appears in the A. B.C. instruction book. "An
adjustable spanner is an emergency tool." Most motor cycle
manufacturers provide set. spanners (if any), which should
certainly be used in a very serious emergency only, and then
only with great care ! One belonging to my 'bus would
make an excellent jigsaw puzzle if cut into quite a few pieces.

Foot Brake.—'This is excellent, but the operating lever is

most inconveniently placed, and, in spite of footrest adjust-
ment, fouls one's leg. This is very unpleasant on bad roads

(the adjective is hardly necessary), also one's foot is very

liable to slip off the lever, which is much too small.

Inlet Valve.—I cannot remove mine without shifting the

gear quadrant or cylinder.

Valve Gear.—This is terribly noisy.

Ge.ar Ratio.—I use my machine solo, .and was very

surprised to find that I could not get a higher top ratio than

4| to 1. Tliis is too low for comfort.

Petrol.—As delivered, the 'bus did about 90 m.p.g. I

have knocked the jet up and get 126 m.p.g, regularly at an

average speed of 30 m.p.h. The tank is too small
—

" as it was

in the beginning," I suppose 1

Petrol Injecting Tap.—^This remains free for 200 miles.

The bore is too small. An excellent stunt for boring out tilie

carbon is to open out a split pin and use it as a " D " drill.

I over-oil habitually.

Speed.—I have yet to find a road on which I can let the

engine out. On "my small jet it has done 49 m.p.h. per

Bonniksen. and had "something in hand. 1 expect many of

your readers will laugh at this, but not those who do most of

their riding in Staffordshire.

In conclusion, I wish to say that I have the very greatest

respect for the Triumph Company's products. I always return

to a Triumph after becoming "fed up" with working in the

garage.
Tlie firm has kindly promised to alter my gear box when

I can spare the machine. C. H. STEPHENSON.

MAXIMUM SPEED OF THE ALL-CHAIN TRIUMPH.
Sir,—In your issue of the 26th iilt., Mr. Clifford Atcherley

disputes your contributor's statements in regard to the

speed of the 4 h.p. Triumph. A good deal might bo written

on both sides of the question, but from basic facts there

is no getting away.
According to recent tests, the standard Triumph engine

develops 9.2 h.p. at 2,900 r.p.m., this being the peak of

65___ ___^^________ the curve (a com-
paratively low
speed at which to

develop maximum
power).
Now, in the

a c com p allying
curves, speed is

plotted against
horse-power. The
curve A applies

only when low
bars are used and
the rider is

crouching low ovec
them ; curve B is,

for the ordinary touring position.

Now, allowing an efficiency of 90% for the Triumph
transmission (a generous figure), we have 8.28 (say 8.3) h.p.

available at the back wheel. This in the case of curve A
gives us about 56.5 m.p.h., not more (probably less in

practice, owing to the perfect surface on which the experi-

ments, to build the formula, were conducted).

In the case of curve B 51.5 m.p.h. would be a liberal

estimate of the speed. From this it will be seen that under

the most favourable conditions, with the engine in tip-top

condition and tune, a standard Triumph has a maximum
speed of between 51.5 and 56.5 m.p.h. Shall we take the

mean 54 m.p.h.? Then the necessary gear ratio with a 28in.

wheel is slightly over 4.5 to 1.

Let us see how this is borne out in practice. In the

inter-' Varsity trials (held a short while ago at Harling
Common), 750 c.c. class, 4 h.p. Triumphs took first, second,

and third places, and their speeds were 63.54 m.p.h., 53.5

m.p.h., and 53.0 m.p.h. respectively. The machine gaining

first place was, I suggest, not standard in every respect.

(Perhaps Mr. C. iMoser will correct me if I am wrong?)
The speeds of the second and third machines are very
close to the average of our maximum speeds obtained from
the curves, and they were, I suggest, standard machines in

very good tune.

Seeing this, I think we may safely assume that very few
standard Triumphs on the road can exceed 50 m.p.h.
What curves and formula; I have used are those used by

Mr. D. S. Heather, B.Sc, A. M.I. A. E., one of the most
prominent of our designers, and are consequently in-

disputable. L. W. G. HARTLEY.
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TO AID THE DISABLED.
To meet a demand for mechanical pro-

puls^'in of the Argson type of hand-
propelled chair, the Yukon Motor and
Engineermg Co., Yukon Road, Balham,
London, S.W., has produced the power
unit here shovm fitted to such a chair.

It consists of an

air-cooled single-

cylinder, two-

strolte engine,
driving directly

two small friction

wheels, which bear

up against the

tread of the tyres

on the rear wheels.

RETAINING OIL ON THE MAGNETO CHAIN.
Sir,—May I state that for some time I wae troubled by

this complaint (chain lattle), which marred an otherwise
perfect machine.

Like " J.L.W.," I tightened up the chain, but the result

was failure, as the rattle was converted into a bad mechanical
click. Taking off the cover, I found the edges of the chain
linlcs covered with aluminium dust, and on looking at the
casing found the chain had ploughed a deep groove in the
pieces projecting inwards on which " Villiers " is cast. On
filing off this groove the rattle disappeared, and the machine
runs perfectly. This is the only fault I have found, and the
makers might remedy this by fixing a cover with more
clearance and without the inward projections.

As regards the chains running dry, if Mr. Willoughby will

take oft' both magneto and driving chains and clean them
well in paraffin, and get some mutton fat and melt it in an
old tin and then " fry " the chains in it for a few minutes,
rubbing oft' the fat when cold, I think his chain troubles will

be ended. I never use grease on the outside of my chains,

only applying the above method fi-om time to time, and I

have no chain troubles at all. BC 3559.

Leicester.

HOME-MADE SIDECARS.
Sir,—I enclose herewith photographs of my 7-9 h.p. Indian

and sidecar with which I obtained the prize for the smartest
and best equipped motor cycle in the Glasgow 'Western
M.C.C.'s opening social run. The sidecar is entirely home-
made. The framework is construct'ed of 1 x lin. ash to suit

the Millford Lidian sidecar chassis. The panelling consists

of three-ply wood, T^in. thick, and the hinged dash (carrying

1 his sidecar, ttie body of which was made entirely at home by
its owner, Mr. G. Hope Wilson, obtained the prize for the smartest

and best equipped outfit in the opening run of the Glasgow
Western M.C.C.

the aeroplane windscreen and dash lamp and switch) is also

of the above materials. The locker on the rear has a' frame-

work of Ixlin., and is covered with three-ply ^in. thick,

with three corrugated rubber strips for luggage. The seat

is on the floor, which is Jin. thick, and carries a large cusliion.

The back is padded, as also are the sides and arm rests, and all

are covered with green American cloth. The locker is fitted

with a lock and has ample accommodation for spare tube,

repair outfits, spai-e set. of chains, pump, half-gallon tin of

oil, and tool rolls, etc. The weiglit is about lialf that of the

standard Indian body. C4. HOPE WILSON.

Sir,—I am enclosing photographs of a sidecar body made
by myself from the instructions in an article on " How to

JIake a Sidecar Body," which appeared in The Motor Cycle
some months ago.

Although I have not emulated the design exactly, I fol-

lowed the main principles in the article, and, as I have
never attempted an}d:hing
of this nature before, I

should have been rather
at sea without the

Mr. J. R. Woods, whose letter appears on this page, made this

handsome sidecar body himself, helped by an article in The Motor

Cycle some months ago on this subject

I found the hints on lining particularly useful, and I

was able to line the body in Triumph colours without trouble.

The windscreen is a piece of plate glass mounted in the

frame of a. small aero windscreen, cut in two, and the rail

at the back is a towel rail which cost a shilling. Another

shilling bought the transfer monogram which is on the door.

Including all fittings, and upholstered in Resine, the cost

was roughly £5. Also it has been a very pleasant occupation

during the winter evenings. J. R. WOODS.
C40
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T.T.
LAP RECORD SMASHED

by F. G. Edmond on the "Triumph,"

fitted with

PLUGS
in 40mins. 8secs.

Average speed 56"4 miles per hour.

This is the fastest lap ever

done in the island, and

beats the previous record

by more than ten minutes.

In ansiverinfj this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. C4J
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Everybody cannot win a Tourist's Trophy,

but it is within the means of every motor

cyclist to have a "tourist trophy" of his

own in a SHEFFIELD HENDERSON
Motor Cycle Combination.

A high-grade machine, plenty of power
with the world famous HENDERSON
SIDECAR, luxurious and efficient— all at

£150 : : ready for the road— is an

offer which must tempt every motor
cycling enthusiast.

Think of the thousands of miles of care-

free running ! Think of the low petrol

consumption ! Think of the power on
hills and then ask yourself whether you
can get similar efficiency, similar comfort

and similar power for anything like the

figure.

Ask your local dealer for full particulars

and if he cannot supply them, write

direct to us and we shall be happy to put

you in touch with the Shefiield Henderson
Agent nearest you.

HENDERSON MOTORS, Ltd.,

Aero Works,

73, Fitzwilliam Street, SHEFFIELD.

Having a surplus stock of disc wheels we are
willing to supply same at the price of one guinea
per set. When ordering please state size of sidecar
wheel.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
FOR EVERY MOTOR CYCLIST.

ACCUMULATOR ppirr 4?o Post

CONVERSION SET *^Kict a:^ p^^^
DESCRIPTION—A strong metal box with hinged lid and well-
made switch that fits on the existing acetylene head lamp bracket.
The box contains a 4-voIt accumulator capable of lighting head
and tail lamps for eight hours continuously with one charge. A
specially designed adaptor fitted with bayonet cap lamp
replaces the acetylene burner m head lamp. A complete tai^ lamp
is supplied together with screws for fixing !t to the back number
plate. Both lamps are fitted with suitable lengths of flexible
connecting wire for connecting up to the battery box. No
additional cost above the £2 is required to install the set in
working order. The following list of standard acetylene lighting
sets wiU give an idea of the type of brackets suitable for holding
the battery box.
Powell & Hanraer lamp Nos. 127H.B., i2?S.B., 128H.B., 12S.B., 125H.B..
140H.B. Miller Lamp Nos. 29H., 31H., 24.S., 22H., Lucas Lamp Nos.

462, 341 331. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

WATES BROS., 132, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2.
'Phone : Gerrard 576.

Speedometer Lamp
A neat attachment, by

which a rider at night can

read both speed and

mileage—the latter being

essentia! for regulatmg

the oil supply to the

engine. It is operated

by merely pressmg the

top—the dry battery is

self-contained, and can

be easily removed for

replacement.

By simply twisting the top, the h-ont portion of the lamp can
also be. used for reading the time, should a watch be fixed

near the speedometer.

Supplied in Nickel
or Black - Price 20/-
Spare dry batteries, 1 /6 each

including postage.

The lamp is beautifully

finished, and the effect of

the combination is very

striking.

COWEY ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
ARCHER WORKS, KEW GARDENS, SURREY

Telephone : Richmond 447 iS- 468. Te'egrams : ''Cowey, Kcw Gardens.'
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A selection ol questions of general interest received Irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, B.C. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d, Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on -one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "L^gal" in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.-—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

cf the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be

cealt with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the

roads ;n any particular locality.

COST OF RUNNING SINGLE OR TWIN.
What are the proportionate

running costs between a 6 li.p.

-2J twin and 4L h.p. single?—A. L.U.
There is probably no appreciable differ-

ence in the running cost of the two
types of machine mentioned ; the actual
economy of the single-cylinder engine is

possibly counterbalanced by the saving
of tyres and transmission resulting upou
the smooth torque of the twin.

WELDING FRAME LUGS.
I find that there is a small

?'
I

fracture in the head lug stamp-
ing of ray 1915 Royal Ruby cycle

-S-J (which I obtained second-hand).
The crack does not extend right

into the tube, but the break appears" to
have been partly mended by a " liner

"

inserted in the down tube of the frame.
Wiiat I want to know is, could this
fracture be satisfactorily mended by
o.\y-acet_vleng welding, or should I get
a new frame from the makers?—H.E.F.

Acetylene welding is" not usually satis-
factory on motor cycle frame lugs, which
are generally malleable castings. If the
head lug of your machine, however, is a
steel stamping, it w-ill be quite possible
to have it repaired by this method

;

otherwise, we would advise you to return
the frame to the makers, as they could
fit a new lug.

SIDECAR AXLES.
Is a sidecar with the enclosed

?t)'pe of wheel safer than the
open whectf I am purchasing a

-^ 6 h.p. machine, and the sidecar
supplied by the makers is an

open wheel. The sidecar attached to
my present machine (4^ h.p. B.S.A.)
has an enclosed wheel, which seems to
me to be less liable to accidents. Is
the risk sufficient to justify the pur-
chase of another make of sidecar with'
an enclosed wheel rather than the
sidecar supplied bv the makers with-
out?—A.L.G.

Presumably by "enclosed type of side-
car wheel " you mean a wheel supported
on the outer end of the spindle by an
encircling portion of the chassis.

-"
Cer-

tainly this type of sidecar has decided
advantages in the way of safety and
strength, but the usual pattern with the
wheel spindle supported only at one side
is quite satisfactory, and there is no
reason why you should refuse the side-
car so designed.

CORRECTING BALANCE.
Jly machine is a 1914 Black-

burne, and a short while ago I

fitted a new piston and connect-
ing rod, which was much lighter

than the makers' old one. At
any speed over twenty miles per hour
there is a good deal of vibration,

caused, I suppose, by the engine balance
being upset. Will you advise me liow

to re-balance it? (f.) Could I drill the

balance weiglits? If so, should I have
to lighten tliem the difference between
the old and new piston? (2.) Is it- pos-

sible to weight the new piston up to

the weight of the old one?—W.H.S.
(1.) You will have to take out appro.xi-

mately half the difference between the
weights of the new and old reciprocating

parts. (2.) It is not advisable to attempt
to add weights to the piston.

GEAR CHANGING METHODS.
I have just purchased a 4 h.p.

^1 motor cycle, fitted with Sturmey-
% Archer three-speed countershaft
-SJ gear box, clutch, and kick-

starter. (1.) What is the correct
method of changing gear, i.e., whether
bv use of clutch or exhaust valve

lifter? Some motor cyclists advise me
to use the latter, as it saves unneces-
sary wear of the clutch plates. (2.)

Should one accelerate when changing
up from low -to middle or top gear,
and fice versa when changing down?
(3.) Is it advisable to. pull straight
through from low to top?—R.J. P.

(1.) It is really immaterial which method
you use ; our own preference with this
type of gear box is to change up on the
e-xhaust lifter, as a very quick change
can be rhadc. When changing down it

is not necessary either to release the
clutch or raise the exhaust : merely
throttle down slightly, and move the gear
lever smartly to the next lower position,
but a smoother change down may be
made on the clutch, especially .on a
greasy surface. (2.) Accelerate the
machine when changing from low to
middle and from miudle to top, but do
not allow the engine to race unneces-
sarily. When changing down, reduce the
engine speed somewhat as soon as the
lower gear is engaged, unless you are
climbing a steep hill. (3.) It is not
advisable to change directly from low to
top : indeed, this should never be done
except in exceptional circumstances.

IN THE JONIOR T.T.
At the replenishment depot ^— where often races are lost or won— Jack Holroyd

(2:J Massey-Arran) is amazed at how slowly the petrol runs through such a large funnel 1

ust what the Boy Scout is so busy at is rather a mystery.
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OVERHAULED MACHINE WILL NOT PULL
An old type 3g h.p. motor^ cycle, the cylinder of which I" have had hored and new piston

-LI rings fitted. It has the latest

type carburetter, with a No. 33

jet and a C.A.V. magneto which is

running at engine speed. The valves

and magneto are timed correctly, and
the engine has very good compression,

but it will not pull up a small hill,

although I can get good speed on the

level. Can you explain the cause of

this lack of power?—H.C.N.
The details you give are very vague and
quite insufficient to enable a complete

diagnosis to be made. It is quite pos-

sible that the ignition timing is too far

advanced ; in any case, it may be neces-

sary to retard when hill-climbing. As a

new piston has been fitted into the re-

bored cylinder the parts may not be

properly run in, and no doubt the power
will improve after the machine has

covered from .300 to 500 miles.

JUNE 23id, ig2i.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"J.K." (Stockport).—10 h.p. Morgan-

M.A.G. : Maximum m.p.gr, flexibility,

and most suitable carburetter.
" A.J.O.F." (Littlehampton).—Coven-

try Premier runabout : Speed on hills

compared with powerful sidecar outfit,

accessibility of rear wheel, cooling on
hilly roads, general maintenance.

READERS' REPLIES.

AN OBSOLETE MODEL.
Your correspondent, "B.S.," in the

issue of June 2nd, who is asking where

he can obtain a connecting rod for his

3g h.p. Minerva, might be interested to

know that the EUenborough Engineering

Works at EUenborough Road, Wood
Green, London, N., make and stock any-

thing in cast iron for Minervas, so pos-

sibly he would be able to obtain what
he wants from them.—W. F. King.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Liverpool to Newcastle-on-Tyne. --

R.E.C.
Liverpool, Maghull, Ormskirk, Burs-

cough Bridge, Rufford, Tarleton, Long.-

ton, Preston, Mellor Brook, Whalley,
Clitheroe, Gisburn, Skipton, Bolton
Bridge, Blubberhouses, Killinghall,

Ripley, Ripon, Leeming, Catterick,

Scotch Corner, Darlington, Aycliffe,

Ferryhill, Durham, Chester-le-Sti-eet,

Newcastle-on-Tyn3. Approximately I6I5
miles.

Heathfield to Oxford.—W.T.F.
Heathfield, Maresfield, East Grinstead,

Blindley Heath, Bletchingley, Redhill,
Reigate, Burgh Heath, Ewell, Surbiton,
Kingston-on-Thames, Hampton Court,
Hampton, Sunbury Common, Staines,
Windsor, Eton, (edge of) Slough, Salt-

hill, Maidenhead, Henley, Nettlebed,
Benson, Shillingford, Dorchester, Nune-
ham Courtenay, Littlemoi-e, Oxford.
Approximately 103 miles.

important 4Dates.

Sat. June 25lh—M.C.C Inter-team Trial
for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.

Fri.. July let. and Sat., July 2nd—
Arbutbnot Trophy Trial.

Sat.. July 2nd — Bournemouth M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat. July 2nd—500 Mile Race at Brook.
lands for the Miller Gold Cup.

Thurs., July 7th—Essex County and
Southend A.C. and Essex M.C. Joint
Open Speed Trials.

Sat, July 9th—St. Andrews Speed Trials

Sat., July 9th— Cardiff M.C C. and
associated clubt Open Hill Climb.

Mon.. July 11th. to SaL, July 16th-
Scottish Six Days' Trial.

Sat.. July I6lh—Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.
Open Reliability TriaL

Sal., July 23rd—East Midland Centre
A-C.U. Open Speed Trials.

Sun., July 24th—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Race in France.

Sat., July 30th—Newcastle and District
M.C. Open Speed Trials.

Mon., Aug. 1st. to Sa»., Aug. 6lh

—

International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land.

Sat., Aug. 6lh—B.M.C.R.C. Open Brook-
lanfs Meeting.

Sat. Aug. 6th—North Wa'es M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Fri. Aug. 12th—Motor Cycle Grand
Prix^ in Belgium.

Sit.. Aug. 1 3th—Cumberland M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial-

Sal.. Aug. 20th—Western Centre AC.U.
Open Spesd Trials.

Thurs. Aug. 2 5lh — Yslalyfera and
Carmar.hen M.C.C. Open Speed
Trials.

Mon.. Aug. 29th, lo Sat., Sept. 3rd-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Eat. Sept 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

Fri.. Sept. 23rd. to Tues.. Sept. i7th-
Anglo-Dulch Reliabi ity Trial.

church, Tring, -Aston Clinton, Aylesbury,
Hartwell, Stone, _ Thame, Wheatley,
Oxford, Woodstock, Chippjng Norton,
Moreton-in-Marsh, Boui'ton-on-the-HiU,

Blockley, Broad Campden, Chipping
Campden, Aston-sub-Edge, Weston-sub-
Edge, Willersey, Broadway, Evesham,
Approximately 104 miles.

MrswELL HiLE TO Evesham.—H.W.
Muswell Hill, Barnet, St. Albans, St.

Michael's Church, Leverstock Green,
Boxmoor Church, Berkhampsted, North-
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The design for the Worcester and District

M.C.C. and Worcester M.C.'s Champion-
ship Trophy, for which members of both

clubs will be equally eligible. The club

champion will hold the trophy for one year,

and gain a replica, which he will retain.

Leather Belts.

Tliose who retain a preference for

leather belting will be interested to know
that the sole agency for the Scellos belt,

a French production, and very popular

in that country, is held by Arthur Din-
ham, 20, Hamlet Street, Blackburn.

Martinsyde Developments.

A new programme for the production
of the 8 h.p. Martinsyde sidecar outfits is

now arranged, and 1921 models are avail-

able for immediate delivery ; the 3^ h.p.

sporting model is nearing the end of its

experimental tests, and it will be pro-

duced in the near future.

Work for the Disabled.

Most motor cyclists are familiar with
the Robbialac display stands exhibited
in agents' windows, and it is pleasing
to learn that these are produced in the
Lord' Roberts Memorial Workshops for

Disabled Soldiers and Sailors.

Dot Price Reductions.

An all-round price reduction of Dot
machines took force from the beginning
of this month. The 8 h.p. Dot-Jap side-

car outfit is now £185 (formerly £200),
while the 2| h.p. solo model with two-
speed gear and kick-starter is reduced
from £89 5s. to £80.

Catalogues Received.

James Grose, Ltd., 4, Old Jewry,
Cheapside, London, E.C. : To the rider
with a mechanical turn of mind, and
fond of effecting adjustments and adding
fitments to his machine, no more attrac-
tive catalogue can be imagined than the
accessories list published by this house.
It is packed with descriptions of parts,
accessories, and tools, most of them
moderately priced.

Dekla, Ltd., Dekla House, 168, Hamp-
ton Street, Birmingham : A small list,

including various models of Dekla horns
and the Handy inexhaustible flash lamp.

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry :

Both pedal cycles and motor cycles are
listed together in the new Rudge cata-

logue, which contains illustrations and
specifications of all the leading models.

Royal Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd., Al-
trincham : One of the most complete and
best illustrated catalogues we ha^^e yet
seen. The line drawings of the inter-

esting features—many reproduced pre-

viously in Thi Motor Cycle.—should be
especially valuable, as they help the rider

to understand his machine and to effect

such adjustments as may be required
from time to time.

Humber, Ltd., Coventry : The cata-

logue of the Humber flat twin motor
cycle embodies an instruction booklet
also. It is well produced, clearly written,

and thoroughly illustrated. One point iqx

"riders to note is that the oil sump only

holds sufficient lubricant for si.xty miles.
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Sparking Plugs Aid Two
Gold Medal Winners

In the London-Edinburgh Motor
Cycle Run, AC Sparking Plugs

were fitted to the machines of

two Gold Medal winners—]\Ir.

R. B. Clark and Mr. G. Pigott.

"Although the plugs were used
in an pily engine, they gave
no trouble whatsoever," writes

Mr. Pigott. AC Carbon Proof
Plugs sa\-e trouble by clirnina-

ting need of cleaning, misfiring,

and short circuits.

AC Brands are: AC Titan, AC
Carbon Proof and AC Two-Piece

Obtainable from leading dealers

and garages. Price 5/-.

AC SPARKING PLUG CO., LTD.,
1-4, Thurloe Place, London, S,W.7

A boon to Motor Cyclists

and all road users.

Unsuitable Motor Goggles are

worse than unsuitable eyeglasses

JACQUEMIN'S GUARANTEED COLLAPSIBLE
CHLOROPHYLLE (regd.) GOGGLES look weU
and ABSOLUTELY PROTECT THE EYES from
Sun and Road Glare, Prevent Eyestrain, Headache,

and Iniurv from Dust and Flies.

Assorted patterns with

Chlorophylle Lenses, from 6/- to 15/6 per pair.

Assorted patterns with

Clear Lenses . . from 3/6 to 14/6 per pair.

of all Accessory Dealers and Opticians. Mk for and insist on JacQuemius.

?o^c Mann'actnrer?:

J. B. JACQUEMIN BROS., LTD.,

65, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.I.

BENETFINKS
The CITY'S OWN STORE
sterling- Offers from a House whose
Reputation is built upon Utmost
Value and Expert Service.

KICK-UP STAND CUPS.
Very best quality, spring I /A
steel, enamelled . . Price A / •/

Postage cd.

TERRY'S
VALVE UFTER.
A ver>' handy Instrument

for removing Valve Sprmgs.

Postage

9d.

TERRY'S
COMBINATION OILER
to clip on to down tube, holds two

Cans for Oil and one for CIO
Petrol .. .. Price 0/

O

Post free.

SPEEDOMETER LAMP
Elxccptionally well made and

finished, full adjustment, complete

with wire and 4-volt 7 /C
bulb Price I/O

Post free.

W.D. BELTS.
Pcdiey Clipper, etc.,

6' 6" X J' . . 8/9
6' 6" X J' . . 9/9
8' 6" X r .. 17/9
Post free

Guaranteed perfect and fresh.

» All

and

Ex-Government Stock

in Perfect Condition,"W.D. TYRES
LOOK AT THESE AMAZING PRICES:

24 X 2 Wood Milne Key Grip .

.

26 X 2 Wood Milne Key Grip .

.

26 X 2i Bates Heaw Rib

26 X 2i Clincher Extra Heavy

26 X 2^ Wood Milne Special

26 X 2i Palmer Cord

26 X 21 Palmer Cord

26 X 2| Hutchinson T.T. Rubber Studded

26 X 2i Hutchinson T.T. Rubber Studded

o^b"^' Wood Milne Extra Strong, 4-Ply

26'x 2i- Heavy Rubber, Studded, Best

Our Price. L

25/9

2',°!,"^ Extra Heavy Clincher de Luxe

27/9
31/-
31/6
27 9
31 9
32/9
32/6
33/6
34/6
35/-
29/-
29/9
41/3
49/9

42/9

45/3
63/-

54/6

48/6

56/9
79/.

54/6

61/-

65/-

68/6
72/-

79/-

76/6

87/.

28x3 Wood Milne

650 X 65 Wood Milne Extra Strong

700 X 80 Wood Milne Special .

.

26 X 2i or 28 X 3 Tubes best, makes, 6/6 Butt ended, 7/6

No Catalogues—Phase older from this advertisement.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' c^
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THERE IS NO NEEDTO
pay a penny more than 12/6 for a motor cycle mirror. The
DEKLA " Number 1 Standard "

is finished in true DEKLA
style, has a movement that is simplicity itself, and can be adjusted

to any position INSTANTLY. The mirror is specially silvered,

and all parts are unbreakable. It is as good as Dekia motor cycle

horns, acknov^fledged to be second to none. Ask your dealer, or

send a p.c. for illustrated list of DEKLA—the cheapest quality

accessories produced.

London : B. W. Peters,

Diamond House 36, 37,

^a.Hatlon Gardens.E.C.i

DEKLA LTD.,
DEKLA HOUSE,

Hampton Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Glasgow :

G. C. Davidson^

196, St. Vincent Street,

Small

Size

1/2

Post Free

cyUKDER BLACK
-FOR ''-'''»

Large

Size

2/-

Post Free

PRESERVES YOUR CYLINDERS

WITHSTANDS HEAT

RUST-PROOF

Is not affected by Petrol or Lubricating Oil.

Has a Silk-like finish.

Can be used on Hubs, Lamps, Radiiators, etc.

Sole Manufacturers

;

OWEN BROS. & CO., LTD.,
Hull, England.

The Hack Lightweight

OPEN FRAME MOTOR CYCLE.
A MACHINE OF GENERAL UTILITY

Particularly in the country, to and from the station,
town, or golf club, paying calls, etc.

CLEAN TO RIDE. RUNNING EXPENSES HALFPENNY
A MILE. WEIGHT 70 lbs. AVERAGE SPEED
15 M.P.H. STARTS READILY AT A WALKING PACE.
WILL CLIIVfS A 1 in 10 GRADIENT with a 12 stone ridsr.

PRICE 46 GUINEAS.
HACK SIMPLEX IJ h.p. 2-stroke engine (ball bearings^

countershaft and clutch, 20m. wheels, Pa'imer tyres.

THE HACK ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
VICTORIA ROAD, HENDON.

C48 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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For

Immediate Delivery
and every facility and service
in securing your new mount.

SUNBEAM 3i & 8 h.p. Models. B.S.A.

4i h.p. Solo Moui\ts and 6-7 h.p. Combs.

MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combs, and

Tradesmen's Outfits. NORTONS,
Various Models. ROVER 3'. h.p.

Solo and Combs. SUDGE-MULTI,
ENFIELD 21 h.p. Soloand 6 h.p. Combs.

INDIANS, Scout Models. CONNAUGHT.
[!.OYAL RUBY. CEDOS. LEVIS.

Il';.-/i-. Il'iiv, or 'PlioH- lor Fill! P,ulu-u!ari.

BRAID BROS.
Midland Gara .e & Repair Works.

COLWYN BAY, N. W.
I'/ictie: 105. Telegrams: *' Midland y Colwyn Hiiv.''

l!!!iH!!!n!llllllll!!!!|millllllllllllllmi

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll,,,,,

"l'"<iiii>i"uilllllllllllllllllllllllll|j

Shirts and Collars Guaranteed

WHEREVER you see

an Outfitters with the

RADIAC sign in the win-~

dow, you can be sure of

satisfaction. Wherever you

buy them RADIAC Cotton

Tunic Shirts are guaranteed

fadeless.

RADIAC Collars (soft or

starched) are also guaran-

teed to give you entire

satisfaction. To be obtained

in a wide range of colours

and designs.

Sold by aU the leading Hosiers

Sole Manufacturer! : McINTYRE. HOGG, MARSH & CO. LTD.

New Bosinfihall Street. London. E.G. 2 27 Portland Street, Monchesfer

iitiriiini<i>iiiiii<iMiiiiii»r

)iiiiiiitlllillliuHnni:^n

Iuiw I iitiuii ituiinituiiiiiiMKlliiiitiriiinKoii

St. Jama's t

€1 ^cfOKxAn ^^^a/ mjuxAS
a (jAeat^eaC to qcu

When a man buys a motor cycle he expects advice—service. He wants to know the right machine at
a price to meet his pocket. We give this service. Our policy is, and always has been, "Business

Integrity "—the only way to get clients and keep them.
SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS. SOILED MACHINES.

P. & M., 3! h.p., 1919 ooachbuilt Combination,
lamps, speedometer, and licence £80

SUNBEAM, 1920, 8 h.p. Combination, lavishly
equipped, small mileage, excellent condition £190

SCOTT, 1920 Combination, sporting sidecar, tamps.
Licence, etc £125

A.J.S., 6 h.p., 1913-14, 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar... £75
ARIEL, 1920, 3 5 h.p. Combination, 1921 sidecar,

lamps, horn licence, in thoroughly good order ... £110
BLACKBURNE, 4 h p , 1920, MiUford sidecar, elec-

tric lighting, perfect condition £120
BLACKBURNE, 1920, 8 h.p., wi.h Henderson Elite

sidecar, fully equipped, including licence. Easting,
etc., fine condition £140

B.S.A.. 1914, 31 h.p., 3-speed, B S. A. sidecar, lamps,
horn, and licence £67 10

SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.
NORTON, 1916, special B.R.S. model, winner of many competitions,

one of the fastest Nortons in England, beautiful condition £75
N.U.T., 3 ' h p ,1920, Magdyno,(ully equipped, almost as new, licenced

and insured £110

90, HIGH STREET OXFORD,
III

AND
LONDON ROAD, BICESTER.
Phones—581 &7S4 Oxford 'Phone—35 Bicester
'Grams—•" Intosrity," Bicester and Oxford.

A.B.C., 1921, 3 h.p.. 4-speed, soiled only, list price
£120, clearance price £100

BEARDMORE PRECISION, 1921 model, shop-3oUed
only, clearance price £75

BLACKBURNE, 1920.4 h.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn,
etc., soiled only £95

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2f h.p., 3-speed, completely
equipped £78

ZENITH, 1920, 8 h.p.. Sporting Model, new but
slightly shop-soiled £110

SOILED COMBINATIONS.
L.M.C., 1920, 6 h.p., Combination, new but slightly

shop-soiled, bargain price £115
INDIAN, 1921, Powerplus Combination, slightly shop

soiled, special price £198

fet^^TTI
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Hearty Congratulations
to the manufacturers and riders of the
winning A.J.S. machines. For the third
time in succession the famous A.J.S.
has secured the coveted T.T. Trophy.

o^'yr^fes-

Sole London & District Agent for

m^ mm,

AND

BRITISH EXCELSIOR Motor Cycles.

We can give immediate delivery of the 7 h.p. A.J.S.
Combination as illustrated, and early delivery of the 2|
h.p. Sports Model. Summer is here, and the open road
with all its beauty and pleasure is at your command—
now is the time to act. All good makes of motor cycles

supplied for cash or our " Payment out of Income" System.

H. TAYLOR & CO.,
LTD.

SHOWROOMS:

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington
For Cars and Motor Cycles.

21a, Store St.,Tottenham Court Rd.,W.C.l
For Accessories and Repairs.

Wholesale : 38, Alfred Place, London, W.C. 1.

'Phones : Kensington 7260

and Museum 1240.

Grams :
" Dynameiro.

Westcent, London,"

.1^
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor C%clt."
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SPLIT LEGGINGS.
"I know 0? nothing to beat it, and it deserves to b:

better known."—"7:t-io»" in "Motor Cycle" of ijih

March lit deacribins the 'Split" Overalls.

The suit is put on and of! In a tew
seconds, Do pulling ever dirty boots, nor

coiling your hands. They open right

down outside of leg, and are fastened

with two springs. There is absolute free-

dom and comfort, combined with neat-

ness,, and they are guaranteed to keep
vou dry under all conditions of

weather. This is the only suit that kept
out the terrible wet weather in the

Reliability Trials al Copenhagen when
clothing was included in these trials.

MADE IN TWOQUALITIES.

SUIT COMPLETE.
No 1 Medium Weight 72/6

No. 2 Heavy , 78/6

LEGGINGS ONLY.

No. 1 Medium Weight 31/6

No. 2 Heavy „ 33/6

Postaec 1/- extra.

PA,. ,
10677

When ordering give Chest, IVaisi. and Inside Leg
Measurements.

HENRY A. MURTON, LTD.,
6 to 10, Grainger St., NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

o^
'^y^^'

leec

LOOK for an outfitter's in your
J town who has this bright and

eager little " StyleCraft " mascot
(aJways smiling 1) on his counter.
Ask him to show you " StyleCraft

"

sports jackets and trousers. You
cannot desire anything more com-
fortable ; you cannot find any better

value
: you cannot hope for a better

combination of sound cloth, good
tailoring, and right fit.

^"-ATr^sVe

PRICES
Men's Sports Coals SO/- to 90/-

21/- fo 52 iSMen's Grey Flannel Trouset _ _ _

Mens White Flannel Trousers 211- to SOI-

"STYLECRAFT JUNIOR-
Sporh Coals 35- to &0!-
Shorli. grey anJ while ... 7/6 to 20/-
C''eu Flannel Suits (Blazer
and Shorts) 37IGtoOO!-

Guarotnteed^^^ervs Wear

"StyleCraft" agent In eoery town ti-ilh a population
of 2.000 or over. In case 0/ difficulty write to Salt
Manufacturers

:

STiLECRAFT LIMITED. STYLECRAFT WORKS. CONWAY RD . LEEDS
SI. Jaoto'M IS

J/C.

^Q^tSimdi^jy*^^

indudlnq spare wkd&wind scrccr
-^ DEALWITH

JulianS SiBroadS*' Kbdini.
Blsscst Dealers iathcSoutk.

•Phoigg S02\

In answerina <Ae.sc advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C55
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Spend the Holidays

Thro' Glorious Devon or Wales,

it will prove an economical
holiday on a motor cycle from L^MB

EXAMPLE.
.. £95

2 6
(A bargain for cash)

7

It* one-fifth deposit

Payable in ir monthly pa\'ments of £7
If account paid in 2 months

„ ,, + months
,, „ 6 months

£102
21

2 6
2 6

£81

7 4.

£7 2
£5

. £3

6 dis.

dis,

dis.

EXAMPLE.
iq:i MORGAN de luxe ... £228

17 2

£245
. .. 62

2
2

Payable in 11 monthly pa>Tnents ot £16
11 account paid in 2 months

„ „ 4 months

£183

12 9.

£17 2

£11 5

£8 10

dis.

dis.

6 dis.

New 1920 P. & M
(Bargain price

E.\tra for terms .

If quarter deposit

Payable i

If account paid in

EXAMPLE.
. and Sidecar
for cash)

..... ... 3130

9

J

15

n II monthly
2 months . ..

4 months .

.

6 months . .

payments ot £9

£139 15
... 34 15

£105

10 10. -

. £9 15

. £6 15

. £4

dis.

dis.

dis.

1021 DOUGLAS, a

Extra for terms .

If half deposit .

.

EXAMPLE.
1 on ... £85

3 9
1

3

£8S
42

^3 9
10

Payable
If account paid in

n ir monthly
2 months . .

4 months . .

6 months . .

payments of £4

£45

3 1.

. £3 3

. £2 2

. £1 1

13 9

9 dis.

dis.

3 dis.

The isir^Gtr ±Hg cflei^osi-t, -tH^ more a.clva.n-t£a.g;-eousBy you buy.
RUNABOUTS-

MORGAN Grand Prix £218 MORGAN Family Model, dynamo lighting £265
MORGAN dc Luxe, Magdvno lighting £262 MORGAN de Luxe, J.A.P £228
COVENTRY PREMIER .: £250 ROVER Light Car £262

NEW 192t COIVIBINATIONS.
NEW IMPERiAL, 8 h.p £168
MATCHLESS standard £185
MATCHLESS, dynamo lighting £207 10
MATCHLESS, 2-seater £191 10
A.J S., standard, spring seat £215
A.J.S., dynamo lighting, spring seat £243

B.S.A. 6- h.p. Combination £175
B.S.A., 6-7 h.p., dynamo £195 15
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., all on £170
CLYNO, .S h.p £195
ENFIELD, dynamo lighting, hood, screen, spring bars,

2-seater model £194 16

NE^Ar 1921 soi.os
TRIUMPH, Mode] H, 4 h.p. £115
TRIUMPH, all-chain. SD £125
TRIUMPH Junior £70
TRIUMPH Sidecar (Gloria! £50
DOUGLAS, all on, 2j h.p £85
LEVIS, 2j h.p., 2-speed v £68
LEVIS, single-speed, semi-T.T t^ £60
NEW HUDSON Popular £52 10
NEW HUDSON Ace, with spare aluminium piston ....... £75
B.S.A., Model K £107 10
B.S.A., Model H2 £110
DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 3speed £100
PARAGON Sidecars £31 10
ALLON, 2-speed, kick starter £75
HARLEY-DAVIbSON, electrical model £180
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, standard £175
HARLEY-DAVIOSON, sports £150
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sidecar £45
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Super Sidecar £86 5
RUOGE, I.O M £85 0^

1S20 N
1920 P. & M. Combination £130 10
1920 DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 3-speed £92 10
1920 JAMES 4.i h.p. Combination £150

SECOND.
1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar £100
1921 MORGAN, dynamo lighting, hood cover, watch, speedo-

meter, dash lamp, spring gaiters. Klaxon horn, electric
hooter, and manv spares £250

1921 COVENTRY PREMIER Runabout, only soiled £230
1920 A.J.S. Combination, d\'naino lighting, hood, screen . . £195
1920 LEVIS Popular, T.T. bars, and accessories £50
1916 DOUGLAS, renovated model £50
1920 TRIUMPH and Paragon folding Sidecar, and accessories £125
1920 RUDGE, 7-9 h.p. twin, and accessories £85

\A/ANTED 1916 a

LAMB'S

AND SIDECARS,
ENFIELD, 2! h.p £85
ENFIELDI 2 1 h.p., kick starter . . .-. £70
O.K., 2.speed £59 17
O.K., single-speed, semi-T.T £50 8
CONNAUGHT, sinrfe speed £47 10
CONNAUGHT, 2-speed, semi-I.T £62 10
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-specd £75
CALTHORPE, special model £45 3

CALTHORPE, 2-5troke, 2-speed £65
NEV/ IMPERIAL, 2 {h.p., kick starter £80 17
NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p £73 '10

B.S.A. No. 3 Sidecar £42
B.S.A. No. 2 Sidecar £35
B.S.A. No. I Sidecar ... £42
''INDIAN Powerplus Combination, electrical equipment .... £198
*INDIAN Powerplus, solo, electrical equipment £162
-''INDIAN Scout Combination, electrical equipment £185
'''INDIAN .Scout, solo, electrical equipment £148
'''INDIAN Scout, solo, minus electrical equipment £132

0' '^These machines are slightly shop-soiled.

EW IVIACHINES.
, 1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, la\nshly

equippL-d £210
1920 NEW IMPERIAL and Swan Sidecar £150

HAND IVIACHINES.
1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON- Combination, electrical model,

fitted ^lp as new £95
' 1921 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, expensively fitted up

as new £165

1915 B.S.A., ij h.p., K, like new £69
1920 AMERICAN X Combination, dynamo lighting £165
1920 HARiEY-DAVIDSON Combination, lavishly equipped £210
1920 B.S.A. Combination, No. 2 Sidecar, every accessory .

.

£125
1921 FORD Sedan, with nearlv ^50 worth of accessories . .

.

£390
1919 (Dec.) TRIUMPH and VVatsonian Sidecar £95

nd la.'tei- Solo IVlEichines.

387, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I.
'Phone ; Museum 497S. 'Grams: " Lamocy, Eusroad, London."

60, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.
•Phone: Hornsey 1956. 'Grams: "Doulamocy, 'Phone, London."

151, HIGH ST., WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, E.
'Phone: Walthamstow i6g (2 lines). 'Grams: "Cyclotomo, 'Phone, L'dcn."

C56 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
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Yes- all our
machines are in

GUARANTEED CONDITION
In Stock:—

O.K.
AJ.S.

TRIUMPH
RUDGE

NEW HUDSON
DOUGLAS

HARLEY-
DAVIDSON

B.S.A.
LEVIS
ARIEL

ENFIELD
MATCHLESS
CONNAUGHT
NEW
IMPERIAL

Runabouts.

GN.
MORGAN

ROVER
COVENTRY-PREMIER

^^PwHvB
50, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.
151, HIGH STREET, \V.\LTHA.MSTOVV, LONDON, E.
387, EUSTON ROAD LONDON, N.W.

'Phono .. .. Hornsey 1956
'Pho.ie Wallharoslow 169 {2 lines)

'Phono . . .

.

Museum 4978
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DON'T STAGNATE!
Does your business routine mean stagnation—a crowded train to and from town—a walk
through crowded streets? Don't let your England be suburban—come to Allen-Bennett's.

They have the machine of your choice, at the right price—tuned up and ready to ride away.

RECONSTRUCTED MACfflNES ON EASY TERMS.

ENHELD
S h.p., 2-speed. and brand new Enfield Sid.car

DOUGLAS
2i h.p., 2-8peed

4 h>p., 3-speed, clutch and kipk-s!arter

4 h.p., 3 speed, clutch and kick-starter, with new sidecar •

P. & M.
3^ h.p., 2 speed, clutch andkick-starter, with new sidecar
3^ h.p.. 2 speed, clutch and kick starter. Thoroughly
overhauled and finished service green, tank re-enamelled
mcJters' colours

OUR
PRICE.

£125
£35

£115
£90
£68

CASH
DOWN.

£31 5

£16 5

£21 5

£28 15

£22 10

£17

And 12 Monthly in-

stalments of

£8 12

£4
£5
£7

£6

£4

9

17
18

3

13

6

9

6

ALLEN-BENNETT
'Phone

;

Croydon 2450.

- MOTOR CO., LTD., -
The Motor Cycle Specialists,

9, 10, 1 1, Royal Parade, WEST CROYDON 'Grams

:

"Track. Croydon.

WAUCHOPE'S
" BDeal direct with customers for EASY RAYIVIENTS, and not through a financial house.

Terms: ONE-FIFTH down and the remainder in twelve monthly instalments. EXCHANGES
also arranged with the balance payable by extended payments. Write, 'Phone, or Call.™ All the best makes supplied promptly. Below is a selection taken from oar list. B

. NEW 1921 MACHINES.
ARIEL Combination, 4?. h.p £150
WOOLER, 2j h.p., T.T." model, all on !.'!!! 1 .'!!!!

!

85 gns.

I WOOLER, 2? h.p., touring model, all on £90 15

a

RUDGE, 35 h.p., I.O.M. model £85
CHATER-LEA Combination, No. lo £160
ZENITH, 5 h.p., sporting model C . £115
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., clutch, and kick-start, all on £105
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., all on £130
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all on £170
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., improved W.D., 2 speeds, all on £85
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive £125
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H ". " " £115
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Combination £165NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., aj h.p ...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.['.['.[I 70 gns.
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., renovated by Triumph Cycle Co " £95 6
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p. ....... . £65
ROYAL ENFIELD. =1 h.p., kick-start £70
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p £160
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, dv-namo '

£182
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K2 £107
B.S.A., 4J h.p., Model H2, chain drive .'

.'

! . . £110 ,
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p., dynatno £195 15
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p. twin £175
LEVIS, 2} h.p, 2-stroke "l[[[[['.'.\'.'." £60
BLACKBURNE twin Combination, 8 h.p £227 10
BLACKBURNE, solo, 4h.p ; £127 10
Big Four NORTON, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick' start' ............ Si3S
NORTON, 3; h.p., 3-speed, all-chain £132
Big Four NORTON and de luxe Sidecar £177
A.J.S. Combination, 7 h.p ' '

*

£215

A.J.S. Combination, 7 h.p., dynamo £245 15
MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p., standard, with spare wheel and

t>Tc. and screen £185
SUNBEAM, 3; h.p £155 8
VEL0CETTE,'2:t h.p., 2-speed '. . . £7S
QUADRANT Combination, 4,i h,p £125
QUADRANT, stjlo, 4! h.p. .

.". £105
BRADBURY, 4 h.p.' £103 ID
BRADBURY, 6 h.p £135
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Combuiation £173
BRADBURY, 2? h.p £89
COVENTRY PREMIER Runabout, djmamo £250
MORGAN de luxe, a.c. M..\.G., complete with hood and hood

cover, discs, speedometer, lamps, horn, etc., tax paid £240
MATCHLESS, dvnatno, with 2-seater Sidecar £216 15
MORGAN Grand Prix, w.c. M..4.G List price

NEW 1920 MACHINES. Reduced price.

2j h.p. P. & S £65
AUTOPED Scooters, dynamo £25

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
J.A.P. Engine, S-ioh.p., vj.-c., magneto, new (engine only) £40
ZENITH, 5 h.p., 1920 : : £95
INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p., 1913 £60
SUNBEAM and Sidecar, 3} h.p., 1915 £105
A.V. Monocar, 6 h.p. (special engine) £160
GARDEN Monocar, 5-15 h.p., 1914 £70
J.H. Combination, 7-9 h.p., 1915 £75
DOUGLAS and Ride Easy Sidecar, 4 h.p., 1915 £65
CLYNO, 2

', h.p., 1919 £50
DOUGLAS, solo, 4 h.p., 1915 £60
DOUGLAS, clutch model, 2 J h.p., 1920 £85

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4
Phone

c68

Holborn 5777. 'Grams :
" Opificer, Fleet, London.'

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno

"I 017 6h.p. Clyno Corabination, spnre -wheel, lamps,
f-«' tax pnid, fine nonfiition; £100 or close offer.

—

Tiller, Co.-chill, Lynjiiigton, Hants. [5059

PJLyNO 1920 2-stroke.-2-speed and clutch, lamps,
v-' horn, tools, licensed; £58.—Hewin's Garagei,
Ltd., The Real Service Firm, Taunton. [5093

lti21 Clyno 8h.p. 3-3peed Spring Frame Combination,
;^«^ gu.Tranteed as new, very small mileage; £200.—
Marshallsay, Baker, Chickerell, Weymonth. [d622
/^LYAO Lightweight. 1920. very little used, lamps,>> mechanical horn; 50 gns.—Vivian Hardie and
lf°^;„V''^- 2^ '°"* 24. Woodstock St.. New Bond
St.. W.l. (0511

"jQ16 6h.p. Clyno Combination, interchangeable-"^ wheels, 3-sj)eed, clutch, K.S., good tvres, first-
class condition, spares: £75; tax paid.-Le*', 16, Tus-
can Rd., Plumstead, S.E. [5615
/^LYN'O, 6h.p., 1916, 3-speed, kick start, combini-^ lion, overhauled, replated, enamelled, good
tyies, 6ondition, accumulator lighting, interchange,
able w-heels tax paid; £88.-91, Grove Park. Den-mark IIill, S.E.5. [5549

r^LYNO 5-6h.p. 1917-18 Combination. 4 wheels>^ interchangeable, tyres griod, J-speed gear box.
Jiajting wind screen, lamps, and eciupiment. condition
^ «"'"'/.?,';, "'*','' ^-^^^ district; £120, cr near oI(er.-Box 4.778, c/o The Motjr Cucle. [5015

"I
qi6 Clyno Combination, 700x80 tvres. 2 new, spareAy wheel, engine just overhauled", new cylinders,

pistons bushes, Stewart horn, dissolved acetylene
•licensed, exceptional order, black and enhl; £90- alter
6 oclock.-65, Clilton Av., Wembley ilill. Middlesex. J

'ANTED, purchasers for any make of new 1921
i

)„,„ » 1 . "
,
,?"*'" y'^ •""' eonibinatinns, for (

r,-,;; 1 - i"
'l"''^'"';; ^^"^ ve-'eat machine taken- in

nhfif n' ??• I"" "'"I'<^* ™'"« nll™*!.- distance no

Sh'i^?.- f^rino?.""
'"' ""• '

'^^'*'"""ioi4*i|

^^Lh J300LEY.-I916-17 5.6h.p. Clynos, W.D.
models, K.S.. chitch. renovated, ;£65 each, with

Advertisement's, xix.

w-^

M
new mag. and carburetter. Please rook"to m'y"'ad"ver'
^""1^"'"^", Miscc^ljaiicous l„r Clyno spares etc

KillyoiuRd.. Clapham. S.W.8. [4695

Connaught.

J-«^ S32/10.-3, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X3936
Oah.p. 2-stroke ConMught. 1915. in excellent eon-

u,Z.
/"*'°". 'liovouEhly overhauled ra-entlv, Lncas

«• i .."h" ' . ^ eenerators. Jones speedometer, fnni,,

Pott-r- iS'r
' '^'

•
*28.-Smith, Willow Cottaec,

Cotton.
^^'^'

1Q21 Cottpn-Blackbnrne in slock, fastest time and

M^or.ph"iner24l8."- '^'^'"'''''' ^'' "^^^0^^

Cnulson.

/^OtTLSOISr-B 2^,h.p,. 3-speed Starmey, clutch- 106

sVgto''n'!'-
""^' ^°' ''"'''^«™ E<i.: South Een-

1 Q20 2iih.p. Conlson B, special engine, all acces-^^ series, perfect; £73.-40, Anyhoe Rd., W.14.

QOULSOK B 1921 Models in Stoek.-Sole Wilffl"?

^isbti?r'^-'PhoTe^f 7i°'°^^'
^"'- '"

^^'•^"-^tS
i^OULSON B, 1920 model, 2-.;h.n 2-«need lim^s^ horn, etc., licence: accept' £65 ft? immpSsale, ride away.-Smith, 49. Alwyne Ed..V3erlom
10 21 23ih.p. Conlson-B.. 3-spee(l, kiok'start ^efhf-

FlOO offeTs °3"?ff'' ^:^- '»"Pv^"<^"-' horn ns new;
Chester '

I'"-'^««<"' Bd., LoDgsight, Mnnl
[5529

4h.p Coulson-Blackbnrne, December, 1920 3-sceed

-c?ySft«^-i5:^""^-f?^i^
Bt, Southport Tel -607 ~ Cambers

. Ea^tbank

N^

.
:'''l;ick^S?;«-e,e*'c^?lc'"5f^L?' fnlS"'?'-^

^P-?.
ione 500 miles nerfiif ™„j-.- '•'^ insured, on v

la^L"-iith^#8"«^---^^^^^

c°Ya'i^s?un\ ?s-^ow\z '^rj^r ^•'"°-
-'="-

-Sole agent lor ieedl nnS V? „i^' " ^?'"^- '" ^1°*.
Jradlcrd. The Plidingllv- MotoramI 'vtT' =^'^^''"ji°B

i^ley^'ao^'-
^-""A i.-e,^£e^°^ ""^pToZT^nZ^

,

.r^ors
Coventry Eagle.

f"""
I

19 a°nl'tor''n;^^I?,"o'.^„f„»e'^'„r-PWe with lamps
|Utel £116 complete.-S liw5 19; '^n^,;l2''?l

°,"'-''-

t.. Carbur.on St.. off Gt. Po'r'tland SLf"^'.l!=''f;^S§
|

All letters relating to advertisements should

Read what
this Colmore
Customer
Says

And this letter explains ir/iv Cus-

tomers come to us from all parts

of the country. Those who ha\'c

once haO dealings with us come
agnin and again, and more—they

don't forget to let their friends

know that at the Colmore Depot
there is nothing too much trouble,

there is a promptitude and
attention to every motor cyclist's

need which cannot be rivalled

elsewhere.

Note the comprehensive selection
of models we have in stock

—

DOUGLAS
TRIUMPH
NORTON
P. & M.

CLYNO
MATCHLESS
HARLEY-DAVIDSON
LEVrs

ALLDAYS-ALLON
A.C.E.

and remember that we have but
one aim in business— to make
every customer a satisfied cus
tomer, whether over purchasing a
new ma;hine, for a repair job
spare parts, or accessories.

That is why every Colmore cus
tomer is an enthusiast over the
Motor Cycling Service we are
giving.

Colmore Depot,
31, Colmore Row,

Biriuingham.
Also at Liverpool, Manclicsla

and Leicester.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coventry Victor.

'pHE Perfect Plat Twin Engine.—Immediate delivery

rit standard Coventry Victor touring machine,
1, ,?' ^-^Ps™ ES'ir, all-chain drive. £125; also short

wheelbase sporting solo machine, guaranteed 65 m.p.h.,
xl35: send lor catalogue; agents wanted where not
represented.-The Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd.,
Coventry. (-0520

Cygnus.
r~irGmTS-.J.A.P. 4h.p., 2 speeds, spring frame, Sen-
^-' spray, chain drive, licensed, ride away; £32/10;
evenings.—5, Mnrjorie Grove, Clapham Common, S.W.

[5823
Dayton.

"r\ATTO:N' 2.«lroke, splendid order: £20 for qnick
-L-' sale.-Pl.atts, 602, Kingis Ed., Fulham, I^cnclou.

"PJAYTON 2-stroke, tax paid, ride awav, f23i Jliii-J-' eiva engine, a'-ih.p., 30/-.—Davis, 6, (3olboin Mews
^orth, Kensington. [X4098

Diamond. .

TJ" KICKHAM lor Diamond, sole agent tor Bllsliol
-LJ- and Bath dlstrict.-Stokes Croft. Bristol. (S3SS
OTEIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all^ models Diamond.-Chopel Ash Depot, Wolverhnmp-
on. - [X3817
pjIAMOND, 1920, .J.A.P., Enfield gear, original
J--' tyres unmarked; £50.—Clark, 7. Exhibition Rd..
.•^outh Kensington, S.W.7. [3971
TMAtEDI.\TE Delivery ot any Diamond Model; cash
-- or deferred payments; book vour order now, ahd
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors. Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-
ton 2417. [0507

Dreadnought.
TVEE.VDXOUGHT-VILLIEItS, good condition, tax
J-f paid; £30, or near offer.—Qilyend, Straflord St.,
tiainsborongh. [X4120

Douglas.
T^OtJGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

1021 Models in Stock; 4h.p. combination, £170; 4
;^t'

''-E-
'°^°- £130: 2-':ih.p. clutch model. £105;

2-'4h.p 2-spced model, £85; extended payments il
desired: spare parts stocked; repairs.—Douglas speci-
alists. Vnnan Hardie and Lane. Ltd., 23 and 24, Wood-
stock St. (olT 0.xlord St.), Bond St., London, W.l.
TPhone : Maylair 6559. [0375

HERftEItT nOBTNSO^\ Ltd,, 32-35, Green St.,
. Cambridge.—Below.

T)OrflLAS 1921 New 2?ih>.. 2-8peed, including P.
-^ nml H. lamps, horn, and licence holder; £85- instock; exchnngcs.-Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35
Green St.. Cambridge. Tel.: 99S. T.A. : Bicycles.

rjOtrGLAS 1921 New 2\'h.p., 3^pocd, clutch and-^ kick starter, including P. and H. tamps, hornand licence holder; £105; in stock: exchanges.-HerbertBohinson Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridee. Tel.

:

yHo. l.A, : Jjicycles.

T)OUGL.\S 1921 Ne 4h.p. Solo. £130; or eombina-

holder, and sidecar wind screen. £170; excliangej.-

T':i':"9*95'*°''!rT:' i^l^yclei'-^'-
'='"" ''" °"'"''"''^^-

r)OFGLAS 1920 4h.p., lamps, horn, licence ' paid-»-' lirst-class appearance, mechanicaUy sound- £95-1

?;,";-|35"°"'rr; ^BVlycle'|-'='
'^'"' «'

'^''^'^i

B°Y?|;''p'en'ni^''Rd';'r'' " °™' -•>^"': "argain.

T)^^^'"^? ,^''iJl-''-J'' ,'^'""' TOODing order; £25/10-^^ 80. High St.. Besley. [5817

E' •'^?SP^'^¥ '"S
Douelas and spares; trade sup-^-t plied.—Stokes Crolt, Bristol. [3351

2^''!?; D™?!''^ 2-speed. as new; evenings; £68-'V4 41, .Maple Rd., Anerle.v, S.E. L4976

vlor.
[5331

quote the number at the end of each

D°EP^,^\^il''-l'v[ Pl''"Pson pulley; £65.-Ta-'-' 80. High .St., Hornsey, London.
[1

£''i~}^'|.-^"-^''i!?- Douglas, splendid condition, verv
last.—King. Egrove Farm, Cvford. [X420I5

'^4 Paddmgton for fuller particutars. fsiss
"r)OraLAS 1916 25ih.p.. all on, perfect, fast; bar--L* gain. £50.-22a. High St., Sutton, Surrey. [4987
T)OUGLAS 2--ih.p., very little used; £53.-3 Ladv--L' smith Av., Seven Kings, llford, Essex. [5025

-•--' stock, £86.-l!ivett. 236, High Rd., Leytonstorie.

T\0UGIAS 4h.p. 1920 Combination, properly ""OTlr"-L-' hauled; £130 -Cramer, Barn Hawe, Orpington.

T)OUGLAS 2-'ih p.. 2-epe6d, 1916, excellent cond?--L-' tion; £44.-22, Stodart Ed., Anerley, S.E.20

4h.p Douglas Combination, 1919, fully eanipned
hcenseJ; £85.-132, High Rd.. East Finchl?,?. '

D°'^S^^X'^V-\^%'^;P;i 3-^P^^<i- <^'»'-<:'^. brand-new!
£90.-Clark, 7. Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

"TVOUGLAS Sh.p., w.c, clutch, special 3-seater side--L' car, fnlly equipped; £100.-16, Church Rd., Erith
[5610

advertisement, and the d^te' of the issue. 063
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q19 254i-P- 2-speed Douglas, well CQuipped; £50.XU —24, Baliicl Ed., Oslord Gardens, N. Kensing-
ton. [5452

CYRIL WILLIAMS for iinmsdiate delivery of all

mudels Douglas.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp-
ton. [53818

DOUGLAS 1914 2%h. p., 2-speed, fast, powerful ; anv
trial; SSgns. Evenings.—55, Talfourd Kd., Peck-

ham. [4854

1Q13 Douglas 2%h.p., any trial, £35; 1916 2^4h-p.,
-L«-' any trial, .J"48.—Kimberley, Crescent, Leather-
head.

'

[4799

1 Q15 2^. p. Douglas, 2-8peed, perfect order; snip,
-Lt/ £36/15, carriage paid Liverpool.—Woods, Ltd.,
Sljgo. - [5186
33.h.p. Douglas, all aoccessories, splendid condition,
4 licensed; £52.-205, Hampstead Way, Golders

Green. [4774

OFFER wanted for 4h.p. Douglas combination, just
overhauled.—SIadden. Lower Farm, Cuddington,

Bucks. [5040
4h.p. Douglas Combination, late model, all on, splen-

did condition; £65.—Viccars, 2, Stroud Rd.. S.
_Norwood.

; [5617

DOUGLAS Combinations, late models, perfect order;
£75.—Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd:, Upper Hollo-

way, N.19. [X4154
23.h.p. Douglas, 1916, war stored, splendid condi-
4 tion, tax paid, all on; £48.-51, London Rd,,

Twickenham. [5146

GIBB, Gloucester, can give immediate delivery
Douglas 1921 models and spare parts from stock.

—'Phone : 852. [6340

"I Q21 4h.p. Douglas Solo, new April, practically \m-
J-*J used; £120, or near offer.— 3, Gilston Rd., S.W.IO-
Kensington 5732. [4831

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p.. 1916, for countershaft Triumph,
or sell £50.—Flaxman, 183. Church Rd., North-

wood, Middlesex. [5265

DOUGLAS 254h.p., 2-speed, perfect running order:
accept any reasonable offer; must sell.—364, Old

Kent Rd, S.E.I. [5464

D,OUGLAS 2%h.p., 1916, Lucas lamps, Cowey, tax
paid ; £48. LO.M. Rudge wanted.—40, Faucon-

berg Rd., Chiswick. [4838

"I Q 20 2^^h.p. 3-speed Douglas and accessories, tax
J-t/ paid, in good condition; £75.—Bounds, 223, High
Rd., Kilbuin, N.W. [5171

"pjOUGLAS 2">.ih.p., just overhauled, in perfect condi-
-*-' tion, tax paid, tyres good; any trial; £32.-38,
Grace R-d., Ajntree. [5047

33.h.p. Douglas, 191&, 2-speed, accessories, tax paid;
4 £48 : <nfter 5 o'clock.—Rankin, 7, Thornbury

Rd., Clapham Park. [5830

4h.p. Douglas Combination, completely overhauled.
owner oversea?; accept £75 cash.—Major Norton,!

t* *! *• • *****

lA SPORTINCi

i OFFER I
*t*B In order io increase our post-sale business, Bv
*t*Mi ""^ ^'^ prepared to refund tlie remittance ^***
^\tm on every 100th order, and send the goods, *>•
J r^ carriage paid, no matter the amount. SB
VUIU We l<eep separate books for post-sales, IM*f
*;* therefore this offer does not apply to flv
*''W 'O""''' customers. \M'i^

ISA FREE OFFER ffll

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

33h.p. DouglaE,, 2-specd, clutch, K.S., 1914, Tan-
4 sad, all accessories, in splendid condition; 50

gns.—40, Old Rd. West, Gravesend. [5378

1 Q16 2?ih.p. Douglas, lamps, horn. Sinks carburetter,
-1-*' Tan-Sad, escelLent condition; £45.—Edwards, 50,
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [5840

DOUGLAS, 2S4h.p., 2-speed models; from £39.—
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Hd.,

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [5666

1Q16 2%h.p. Douglas, licence paid, new tyres, jast_
-LiJ overhauled, re-enamelled and plated; £40.—
Leonard Ward, 'Phone 5880 Victoria. [5560

|Q14 Douglas 23'ih.p., lamps, tools, tax paid, any
-Lt/ trial; £37/ iO.—'Phone: Wanstead 48, or call

374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone. [5710

DOUGLAS 23jh.p., 1916, fully eauipped and in
splendid condition, t-ax paid; any trial; £50, or

offer.-Tilbury. West Horsley, Surrey. [4785

3^h.p. Douglas, light sidecar, clutch, K.S., 2-Bpeed,
.

4 accessories, licensed, condition, appearance excel-

lent.—12, Denmark Rd., West Ealing. [4770

1Q19 2'^i.p. Douglas, lamps, horn, tools, etc., tax.
J-t/ paid, i,>ertect condition; £60.-12, Wormholt Rd.,
Usbiidge Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [5250

DOUGLAS 2'':ih,p., 1919, all on, tax paid, ride away;
£60; reason lor selling, unemployment.—Cham-

pion 3, Nevada St., Greenwich, S.E.lO. [4782

F.O.C^H. have several good second-hand Douglas com-
binations and Bolos; l>argains.— 5, Heath St., Hamp-

stead (near Hampstead Tube Station). [5083

Halton Camp, Bucks. [5039'

D,QUGLAS 1915 2^ih.p„ 2-sp6cd, licence, accessories;
£45, or near offer; after 6.-84, Stanhope Av.,

Church End, Finchley. [X4050
3ih.p. Douglas, 1914, stored nevf until 1920, 3,200

2 mileage, licence, speedometer; £75.—Goodall,
County School, Ealing. [4775

1Q19 Douglas Z^h.p.^ 2-speed, all on, tax paid;
J-tf £62; . privately owned.—13, CaTersham Rd..
Kentish Town, N.W.5. [5550

4h.p. Douglas. 3-speed, K.S., clutch, new lamp, belt,
etc.. perfect condition throughout; £70.—Mathew,

Fengate, Peterborough. [5290

1 Q15 Douglas, 2-speed, overhauled, all on, spares,
J-*/ tax paid, guaranteed; £40; ride away.—4, Gav-
wood Rd., Walthamstow. [5283

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1916, 2-speed, all on. sparep,
chnin, tube, small mileage, tax paid; 45 gns.—19,

Linden Av., Wembley Hill. [5535

£85.-1920 23/ih.p. Douglas (£105 model), completely
equipped, mileage 150, uuscratched.—Fagge, 9,

Cliurch Circle, Farnborough. [5022

ALL-ON Douglas Models from Stock; 2^4h.p. 2-speed,
£85; 3-speed clutch, £105; combination. £170.—

Moffat, Yeovil. 'Phone: 50. [5043

.... . - , condi-
,
very powerful; £55; after 7 p.m.

—69, Etherley Rd.. Tottenham. [5107

^ERY Smart 1916 2% Douglas, as new, all on, tax

To all customers mentioning this advt.
|

when ordering goods over £1 we are

I prepared to give a first-class motor cycle I

Repair Outfit entirely free ot charge.
[

I
: WE ARE PREPARED TO SUPPLY ANY

I
COVER ATTHE LOWEST ADVERTISED
FIGURE OF OUR VARIOUS COMPE-

l TITORS, CARRIAGE PAID.

1 Q15 Douglas, 2^;41i-P., accessories, tax paid,
J-t/ tion as new, very powerful; £55; after '

paid, goggles, cap, waterproofs; £55!
Foreign St., Camberwell, S.E.5.

31.

[4951

£42/10.—2";4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed. excellent condi-
^ tion, accessories, tax paid.—27, Wandle Rd.,
Wandsworth Common, S.W. [5642

33.h.p. Douglas. 1915, splendid running order, com-
4 plete, lamps, horn, etc., tox paid; £43.-90,

Albion Rd., Stoke Newington, N. [5038

DOUGLAS. 2%h.p., 1918. all on, new gear box,
splendid condition ; £50 ; call evenings.—284,

Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [5684

1Q14 2^4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., tax paid.
J-i7 good condition; anv trial after 6; £45, or nearest
offer.— 15, Windsor St., Uxbiidge. [5515

I COVERS SEE OPPOSITE
ICOLUMN. [

TUBES NEW AND FULLY 8*<
GUARANTEED. M-i

*:«n Our List

J SS Price Price

MUD 26x2 ..6/6 10/-
AH20x2i 7/- 10/3
AnT[l2fix25 8/3 11/3

Our List
Price Price

%%l^\
8/9 13/C:

26x2i 8/9 12/9

.iJm 28x3 Dtmlop Movdded, 9/6.

'>M 3ELTS—in Standard Lengths.
*M silvertown, Lycett, gin. |-in. §in. lin. I Jin

.J.[[|]J
l'!>t»5. etc Per F»t1/7 t /9 «/2 3/3 3/6

*j*H! These Special Clearance lines are sent "j
Vlilll Carriage Paid, on 7 days' approval against illU

<t<tS remittance. H
.••[U]

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR - BOX.
[[J]

ORDER -THE

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
Z64-266,Vaxtxiiall Bridge Rd..

Victoria, SWl
Telephone-Victoria 6553^'4

^

£47.—Douglas, 2-^4h.p., 2-speed, licensed, discs, ail

on, ^mart, little used, in crate.; photo, stamp.—
R. Peebles, 1, Westfteld Lane, Dundee. _ [5266

DOUGLAS, 1919, 2-Vih.p., good order; £25 de-

posit and 6 monthly pavments of £7.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [5100

/I Q GNS.—1917 Douglas combination, 4h.p., mechani-^ %J cally perfect, registered^^lamp ; immediate cash
essential.— 4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [9316

D.OUGLAS .234h.p., 1918, 2-speed, enamel, plating,

and inechanism excellent order, fully equipped

;

47.—30, Crystal Palace Park Ed., Sydenham. [5459

]019 4h.p. Douglas Combination, tax paid, wind
'*y screen, lamps, horn, etc., excellent condition;

£90.—Haydock, 30, Fairacres Rd., Oxford. (D)
[5432

C»38/10.— 2'!4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, recently oTcrhauled,^ lamps, horn, aluminium discs, splendid runninp
order.— 52, Tankerton Terrace, Mitcham Rd., Croydon.

[4811

DOUC '^6 2^,ih.p., ^ith guarantee- £65.'-Light Car
.. . . aSa i-iotor 'Cycle Engineering Co., 26, Tulse Hill,

IJ***
I
S.W. 2. (Half minute liom Brixton Skating Rink.)

8»> I

- - [5211

B*
j
Q5.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, 1915, overhauled last week,

I

/^4 new oversize rear tyre, economical, last;

I*** I Triumph wanted; £55.—Boak, Pickering, Yorkshire,

n*** I

t4963
*

i 1 C|18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, exceedingly smart,
|V*

I

-Lt/ -original transfers, equipped, tax paid, excellent

condition; 70 gns.—Fersfield, Westbury Rd., New Mai-
den. - [S450

1Q18 4h,p. Douglas, absolutely as new, brand new
Xt/ tyres and belt, will guarantee mechanically
perfect; £78.—F. Lingley, New St., Woodbridge, Suf-

folk [5568

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, complete witli

lanlps, speedometer. Klaxon, condition perfect;

£125, or near offer.—219, Philip Lane, Tottenham,
N.15. [5002

1Q18 'l^li-P- Douglas Combination, recently overhauled
JLJ/ (cost £28), BInemele wind screen, lamps, electric

side and rear, horn- £90.-55, Hayes Lane, Kenley,
Surrey. -- ^ - [^818

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917-18, guaranteed in
perfect running order, re-enamelled, sideflar re-

painted; £75.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood ^.adway,
N.W.2. [5762

DOUGLAS 1920 SJah.p., 3-speed, countershaft andf
K.S., spring frame. Ace discs, acetylene lightsJ

horn, tools, etc.; £120.—H. Jensen, 22, Ridgewayl
Enfield. [5285r

DOUGLAS Combination, late 1919, as new, electriJ

lighting, screen^ pillion, luggage grid ; £ 1 lol
or near offer.-Winter, 234, Croxted Rd., Hern*
Hill, S.E.- [502|

3.1i.p. Douglas, 2-speed, licensed, well-kept anJ
'^'-t equipped, speedometer, lamps, electric hornl
aluminium discs; nearest £50.-61, Lumatra Rd., Wesl
Hampstead. [569ff

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, May, 1919. EastinJ
Klaxon, nndershield, 1921 Binks, just thoroughll

overhauled; £110, no offers.—49, Princes Av., Palmerl
Green, N. [547f

BRAND New 1921 4h.p. Douglas CombinatioJ
makers' price £170, accept £155.—Speechley, 8i

OhuTchfield Rd., Actoii, London, W.3. 'Phone: Chii
wick 1902. [550r

DOUGLAS 1920 (May) 4h.p. Combination. P. ad
H. lamps, horn, taxed, new condition througl

out; £115.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South KeJ
sington, S.W.7. [39f

C64 411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"\OUGLAS, 2vih.p., fully equipped, aluminium chain
-f guard, 191&, £55; ditto 1919, £70; guaranteed.
Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd., 23 and 24,^ Wood-
oc:k St.. W.l. [0547

919-20 Douglas -Combination, electric lamps, luggage
grid, tax paid, perfect condition; no reasonable

rer refused, or exchange.— 91, Esmond Rd., Cheetham
ill, Manchester. [5106

920 4h.p. Douglas Combination, engine just over-
hauled, wind screen, lamps, epare tyres, tubes,

^Its. any trial; 104 gns.—Ayer;. 112, Portobello' Rd,.
orth Kensingt:;n. [5771

> 3.1ip. Douglas. Bfnks, disc wheels, ..Tan-Sad, new
^4 tyres, etc., only wants seeing: £45 quick sale:
> dealers: no offers.—Albert Harling, 123, Gt. Huf-
Ik St.. Boro', S.E. [4946

"|OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late model, new tyrea,
'J latest pattern forks and carburetter^ sidecar, un-
5ed; £80; .new 2"'4h.p. Douglas ccnoidered. — 48,
entney Rd.. Balliam. [5334

>3.h.p. Douglas, good order, 1911 engine, fitted with
'4 1916 2-stpeed coiintersluiit gear hox ; £27/10, or
lose oftei: also 1911 engine spares.—'W^itflrloo House.
rorth Che.-iui, Suney. - [5600

r^OUGlUAS 1919 2";.',h.p., 2 speeds, originarenamel,
-J new heavy DunJoxjs, lamps, accesaoriea, licence,
an-Sad, unscratched, new condition; £55.—G., 63.
olon Rd.. Brixton. • [5588

"^OTTGLAS Combination, 41). p.. 1920, new Imrk tyre.
-' iill liini[i-, horu, c-tr.. aad lic«n?e<l. in very rdo*!- -- -

^^^ - -- -

sndition': £ 120.— ITewin'j Garages,
ervice Finn, Tauntcii.

The Real
[5092

ELI CL^-ViiK can give y»ui good service both in new
machine-i and Epai;^s: ti-y me. 1 may be useful

3 you.—The Pioneer Agent lor Douglas Motors, 196,
ibeltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016

DOUGLAS Combination, 4b.p., 1921, only done ri

few miles, licensed, fitted all lamps, horn, etc..
andition perfect; ^£150.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., Tlui
:eal Service Firm, Taunton. [5091

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Comhinntious, 1917 iit £85, 1919 .'lY

i)115: both wfll eouippcd und in tlr^t-ciiif** orde'.
-Newuham Motor Co.. 223, Hiuuiuorsmith Ed., W.6.
Phone : Hnmmer.'mitli 80. [5671

JQlS 2''!.ili.n. T.T. Douglas, 2 spetvJa, makers" colours,
L«/ original enamel, Amac, Thonison-Bennctt. lamps,
ccessories. licence, uuscratclied. new condition; £55.—
3, Solon Rd., Brixton. . - . [5587

Ih.p. Douglas Ciimbination, spocinl sidecar. Bink.=,
3 lamps, horn, specdbmteer. screen, spares, tax

laid. =pleGdifl condition, not W.D.;
5, Dorset Rd.. Wimbledon. ,

1124: 2
26 2

bargain, £80.
^ [5233

iPEECHLEY> 86. Cburcbfield Rd.. Acton. W.-
\J Brand new 4h.p. D"uglas combination, 1921

price £170. nccciit

[5780
jiodel, lullv equipped : maker
1 155.-Phone; .Chiswick 1902.

|li.li. I louplas Cotnhinntiou, 1917. ju.^t nveihauled nnd
*3 (Miaiiiellf'-d, new cylinders, etc.,' fltte<l, sid'ecnr le-

pbolstered, perfect condition;' any trial; £95, or offer.—
arliib. Chemist, Ohesbnm, Emks.

.

[4809

DOUGLAS 4h.p, CornbiuiVtion, good condition, ou-
piue ju-ft overlmulcd,. tyre. good. n»-w spare, linni*^.

3d1s, etc.. tax paid: uny tridl ; £85.—Richmond. 28.
Iraham St., Penrith, Onmberhmd. [4871

DOUGLAS Combination. 4h.p.. 1920. friecial CI.Tm]e>-
Hobson carburetter, winner ot many iiriaes. and

Molutely tip-fop condition; £130.—Hewius'
td.. The Real Service Firm, Taunton.

Garrtpes,

[5089

^EXUIXE Douglas a^'ib.p.. 3-speed. clutch. K.S., leg-
JT sbitilds, as new, tax paid, perfect condition; must
;U: I'wncr buying combination: £65.-0. Watson,
hakespedre Head, Arthur St., Hackney. [5248

918 4b. p. Douglas, 3-.speed, Ii.S., cuamel, plating,
tyie»* good, tax, insurimcp paid, also sidecar

loasis and wheel; bargain, £60.—Lynn, 37, Rodclifte
,d., Hitchin. 'Phone: Tottenham 2074. [5156

920 2'r4h.p, Douglas, 3 speeds, lamps, Smith's speed-
ometer. Klaxon, tux paid, nil accessories, in

eantiinl contUtion : £75. or nearest: trial alter 8 anv
veuinp. -Mills. n<jllv House, Buckhurat HilL [4923

920 (July) Douglas 4h.p. Combination, leg shields.
Easting srreen. lamps, and full spares, tax

aid. perfect condiLinn. expert- examination invited

;

120.—The Mount, Aston Clinton, Tring, Herts.
[5759

UARANTEED 1915 Douglas 2'4h.p., Amac, B!ic
mag., lamps, born, 2-spGed. countershaft, enamel

i

lid mechanlsrir all good condition, snare cbain, belt,
id tcol rcll; 40 gn«.—Warrington, Chestnuts, Over,
ambi;.

^
' ^ [5280

MMEDIATE Delivery of any Douglas Model; cash
. or deferred payments; book your order now and
roid disappointment later.—Burlington IVrotors, Ltd..
outh Side, Ciapham Common, S.W.4. "Phono : Brix-
>n 2417. ' [0505

9:o 4h.p. -Dougkis Combination, electrio lights,
Cowey. Easting, Stewart horn, 2 tyr&j new, spare

'It, . liaiu, 2 tub^. 2 tyres, muffs, tax paid, insurance:
itpr 6.30- £110.— Dr. Panthakv. Islington Infirmary," 'it:iitt» Hill. [4889
^<^»U(";LAS Combination,' 1921 Al!-on Model, fitted
-'

' itmpiete and licensed, Cowey speedometer, mile-
i: rider 500, and absolutelv undistinguishable from

ew; £155.—Hewin's Garages. Ltd., The Real Ser-
" Firm. Tauntun. [5095

26 21
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Wood-Milne SpMial . .

.

Wcod-K::.-,e Ex. Heavy
Clincher do Luro Heavy
Wood-Milne Special .
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Dunlop W.D. Heavy .
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.
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.
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.
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.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 4h.p.. kicli start, rlutch, . lamps, toro,
etc.. just been ovarhailled, plated and enamelled,

beautifully upholstered sidecar; £125, bargain; or ex-
change lightweight and .cash.—26, Eastbourne Rd.,
Tooting, S.W. Evenings. __. [5216

DOUGLAS 4b.p., 1918, as new, fitted P .and II.

electric lighting set. electric Apollo horn, diso
wheels, bulbous sidecar, new Royal Eastin;; wind scrrc'i,

top-iioie "bus, only wants seeing, tax p.Tirl; £110 (.ii-h.

—15, Bircliwood Hd., Tooting Bee, S.\\M7. |5321

tfJJIb.p. Douglas, 2-siieed. 1915, replnt-.l flvwhcel, c:ir-

^^4 buretter, fllnoiiuiuiii discs, platiuui.i - uutiicts, and
Blnemel infi.-itor brand new, H.H. eleetiic head lump
and 2 aretvlene sets. Khixou, Abingdon tools: £52,
guaranteed.—Hardv, 63, Shepherd's BusL Ed., Hammer-
smith, \V.6. 16314

ALL 1921 Douglas Models, 2';ih.p., 4h.p., and new
improved W.D., at £85, all fully equipped: trade

supplied. Extended payments taken at one one-fiftll

down, remainder in 12 equal monthly payments: ex-

changes arranged.—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet

St., London. . [1538

WANTED, rureliascrs for any iunke of new 1921
Douglas niotor cycles and combinationi;, for

immwliate delivery. Your present niacliine t-'ilien in

part exoliange: full market value allowed: distance no
object.—It. Uaiuber and Co., Ltd., 2, Enstbauk St.,

Southport. Tel.: 607. [0647

ULINA Garage.—2":,h. p. Douglases, renovated, in

makers' colours: £44 each; complete with tool-

bags, tools, and front brake. All our machines have

been thoroughly overhauled by us. nnd all worn paits

renewed. Before purchasing elsewhere, it will pay you
to give us a call. All the small dealers buy from us,

so why not you direct. Don't bo misled. We have
the poods, and can supply any spares. The trade sup-

plied.— Sulina Garage. 'I'ho Douglas Specialists, ' New
Park Rd.. Brixton llill. S.W.2. 'Phone: Streatham 40
and 2563. Open Saturday afternoon and Sunday morn,
ing. (4648

Duzino.

LEICESTER and Coventry Distributing Agents for

Duzmo overhead valve sporting motor cycles;

doliverVes now commenced; demonstration model on
view.-ffaylor's Garage, Anstoy, Leicester. 'Pliorie ; 52.

[2522
~ Edmund.

•I* TTDMrXD LigUfueiclit, leaf spring frame, EnPield 2-

.,' J2l speed, splondid order; J:52.-Vhitt», 602, Kind's

S^

ltd., ruUijini, London. [4836

I
Elswicli.

[1014 Elswick-Precision, 4Vih.p., 3-specd, clutch,
-L*/ roinbination. all on, perfect order, trial: £60.

I

- 25, Bacciiiis Walk, lloxton. , [5362

j

GnBeld.

I
TULIA.MS, of Reading, have 1921 Enflelds In

7,S /.

1

J***! 1 Q20 Enfield 2-stroke. 2.sreed, unused;
|.J.[Xt/ i:62/10.-Wood». Ltd., Sligo.

|21 Royal Enfield 2-stroke. uncratcd;

!: 19'V^ni

ME] These special clearance lines are sent Carriage

*«H P^'"'" *'"' "" approval, seven days against
[i|ij»;«

,J,(T]|] remittance. TRADE ALSO SUP.^LIED. >»r,

...;:::;::»;:>;::;:::';•»:;:

took.
[0478

liargain,

[5188

i»ilQ21 Roval Enfield 2-st.roke. uncratcd; £57/10.—
,,; JLt/ 272, Green St., Forest Gato, [5010

fi.r.l OlS.-^Enl'ield twin. 2i;,h.p., tax paid.-Writc. 323.

H^;^^^ Si. -Margarel's Hd., Twickenham. (5479

p. Enfield, poricct; vvhnt offers?-Eliyi
uis, James St., Monmouth. [4928

!Ti CHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enfields. all models
Dv| iS in stock.—J. A. Sttfcey. 12. Ecclesall Rd. [0573! T71NF1ELD 2.3troke, 2.speed, 1916, litle used, licenoe,

n.r. Jll etc.; £43.-34, Selsdon Ed., West Norwood,
y *

[5678— . 1 Q20 Enfield 3]l.p. Twin, new condition, lamps,
' []]Il»i» -"-^ horn; £58.-97, Sylvan Av., Bowes Park, N.22.

'-- •- ya [5626

NEW 1921 Enfield Combination in stock: list price
£160.—Bounds' Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilbam,

N.W. [5169
j.*.t /»h.p. Royal Enfield with twin cane sidecar, complete

I I O with lamiK, etc., licence paid.—Tiilbot, 47, High
IV St., Ware, . [5785

l***hpNFIELD 2",4h.p. 2.stroke, 2-speed, 1921, in stock,
1.1 ill £65: kick starter, £5 extra,—Eivett, 236, High

S3'-

ri/-

ltd., Leytonstone, [1451

TheName

ORDER "'^'E^

EBHim I ^^
kksatisssisa

LONDON'S -LEADING TYRE . HOUSE
264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria. S:W.l
'

-Cetephone:-Victoria '6553(^4- -^

61i.p. Boj'ul Enfield and Sidecar, equ.'il to new; any
trial; £125, or nearest.—Percy Miller, Bnrton Lane.

Urannton, N, Devon. ., [437B

ENFIELD 1921 Combination, Vickers Sli.p., Mag-
dvno, as new; best offer.—Piano Works, Wood-

cheater,
' Stroud, Glos. [X3667

NEW 1921 Enfleld Combination. 8h.p.. it) stock; IiVt

price £ieo.—Fooler and Brigden. 130. Euston 1I(L,

[0621

peed, full.v equipped, tax
paid, condition as new; bargain, £65.—27, !Mary-

land Sq.. Stratford, E.15, [5120

1 Q21 Enfield, 8h.p., 2-seater sidecar, dynamo, as
-i-*/ new, cost £200. tax paid; £163, near offer.—
6 Tower Rd., Dartford. [5574

ENFIELD 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, excellent
condition, lamps, accessories; £85.—Slngri^tlse,

225, Franciscan Rd., Tooting. [o35';

1 CI 16 T, T. Enfield 3li.p. Twin, 2-3peed. engine
Xtl G2505: £40. or near offer.—Moorcroft, Horton-
in-Ribble^dale, Settle. Vorks. [5270

N.W.I. Museum 4827.

-IQ21 Enfield 2.stroke. 2-<

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the rlr.tc of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlied (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES
nniield.

FOR SALE.

clutch, K.S., excellent
Sli.p. Enfield. 1916. 2-sp»e.<l. .

(Condition, t.'ix rjiul; or exchange combination:
£60.-17, Herscliel St., Slough. [5449

EWIELD 2-strokc, 2!ih.p.. 2-speed, all-clwin drive,

complete with lamps, iind licence paid; £40.—
Hall's Garage, Stevenage, Herts. [5499

1017 Sh.p. Kos-al Enfleld, donWe seater sidecar, all

J.*/ accessories, tax paid, in perfect condition throut^h-

,

out! £110.-114, Brixton Hill. [5418 ! ACCeSSOriSS,

H.A.H.
Complete
Eiectric

Lighting

Sets.

NEW 1921 8h.p. Enfield Combination, in stock,
list price £160; exchanges entertained,—Bam

bers', Eastbank St.. Soutliport. Tel. : 607. [8740

"IQ21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, dynamo model;
A»^ £182. and 8h.p. standard model, £160.— Sher-
herd, Enfleld Highway. Tel.: Waltlium Cross 31. [0341

3Ii.p. Eufleld Twin, 1917, not done 1,000 miles, cane
canoe sidecar, perfect mecbanical condition : £45.

-Dr. Thomas, W. Dravton, Middlesex. Seen any time.
[5788

ENFIELD Bh.p. Combin.ation, 1916, in good condi-

dition; trial or examination at any time; £85;
tax paid.—94, Hoprers E<1., TVinclimore Hill. N.21.

^[3122
ENFIELD Combination. 6h.p.. 1914, 2-seater sidecar,

excellent condition, tax and insurance paid; £85.
—R. Grimson. 23, Shaftesbury Rd., Hammei-smith.

[6342

ENFIELD Sh.p. Twin, 1918, and Canoelet sidecar,

perfect; £70. including lamps; exchange piano

enteitained.—Morlev, 6, Sussex Place, South Jiensing-

ton. [5548

ENFIELD 1916-1917, M.A.G. Sh.p., 2-speed, kick

stflrt. in splendid order; £45.—Butterivorth's Gar-

age, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: .Streatham

2813. [5426

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, Bosch, new Amac, good tyres,

tubes, licensed, ride away; nenre-rt £25 gets it;

comWnation wanted.—J. Stiff, Askett. Princes Eisboro',

Bucks. rX4128

ENFIELD, Nov., 1920, Luca.s mag.-dynamo lighting,

fully equipped, tax paid, perfect: £150; any
time.—Welland, Hillside. Egerton Rd.. South Norwood.
S.E.25. ,

[5293

1 021 Eiiyal Enfield 2yh.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speefi, kick

J-U starter. 400 miles, absolutely new condition;

list £70, accept £55. or near^t.—Boscombe Hrn«e.

Salisbury.
^

[1909

S.E. London Service^ Depot.—In stock Sh.p. Enfi-kl

combination

Specialities

NOTE RiOOGED PRICES
H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.— Head, Side, and
Tail Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Cases, Switch,

Wiring, etc. Ready for installing.

Fifi. 893.
Codeword
'' Daylite

'

Pest quality
i i Ti i s li

tlirougbout.
Very mas-
sive and
strong.
Ad ju stable
focus. A d -

j u s t a b 1 e
br ack ets.
Special
dust and
weather-proof front

Large-Sized
Model.

£1^0; tandem sidecaT, £164; S'^J

£65.—Cleare and Co., 125, High St ,

' [5201
h.p. 2-stroke,
Woolwich.

-| Q19 (November) 2iih.p. 2-stroke Royal Eufield, 2-

X*/ speed clutch model, lampA and horn, good condi-

tion thionshout; £50 casli.—Redler, Poplars, Bathnool,-

iip;tr Taunton. [^827

TJOYAL ENFIELD 1920 2Vih.t).. 2-stroke, lamps.
-"» horn, nnd tools, excellent order, taj paid; £48
nl'ter 5 n.ni., 1 <i'eiock Saturday.—34,
Abbey Wood. S.E. 2.

ilcLecl Ed..
[5826

WATJCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, "London. E.C.4.-
Royal Enfield models irom stock, combinationF

and lightweights, from £€5; supplied on our easie'^f

of eosy payment systems. [4559

ENFIELD, 3h.p., • 1917, Binks. dynamo lighting,

clock, speedometer, engine just rebushed. new
back tyre, splendid condition throughont; £60.—28.
Streatley Rd., Brondesbury. 14965

ENFIELD, late 1919, 8h.p., polished aluminium side

car and discs, fully equipped, speedometer, wind
screen, etc., condition a? new; £125.—Norfolk, 5, Hem-
dean, Hill, Caversham, Reading. [5641

ENFIELD 1921 Brand New Sh.p. Combination, just

arrived from works, in stock for immediate de-

livery, no waiting, ready to drive away; £160.—
Wilkin^, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [5180

Fis- S93.

Codeword
"Daylite.'

NEW PRICES
Fig. 895

i\ ickel -plated
60/- each.
Fig. 893

Black- plated
65/- each.

OLD PRICES
Fig. S95—Nickel

72/6 each.
rig.893--BIack

76/6 each.

MOTOR

3ii ialacQps, " horn, tax paid, practically new, Cox-
Atraos, accessories, beautiful cojidition, guaranteed
perfect: exchange.—89, East Hill, WnndsMorth. [5602

ENFIELD (Sept., 1917) 6I1. p. Combination, Bosch,
Easting, lanix>s, ju^t overhauled, perfect condi-

tion, stored for 3 rears, mileage about 3,500, 2 new
tyres, Ux paid; £98.-22, Hambalt HA., S.'W. [5829

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, hood, .svreeu, lamps,
horn, speedometer, Tan-Sad, Binks, tax paid; any

trial: £75: cash M'anted. After 5 by appointni-enr.—

Carter, 6, Scotland Green Rd., Ponders Eud, Middlesex.
[4872

ENFIELD 1920 Combination, 8h.p. J. A.P., complete
with Lucas dynamo lighting set, cundition and

appearance equal to new; bargain, £140, tax paid.—
P J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[5082
ENFIELD 1919 8h.p. Combination, Colonial mrdel,

wind screen, lamps, spsedompter, horn complete,
tax paid, vsry nice order; £110.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgats Av., Camomile St., E.C. Tel. : Avenue
5548. [0066

1020 Enfield Combination. -6h.p., hood, screen,
J- *y speedometer, watch , mirror. Tan-sad , 2 horns,
insurance, tax paid, new spare chain, tube valve, only

run 2.400 miles; £148--West, 51, Andover Rd.. Win-
•bester. [B397

Medium Size Model. Fig. sBl.
Best quality finish throughout.
Totally insulated holder, with
switch and 4-volt bulb,
adjustable focus, adjust-
able bracuets, dust and :7r'i^Jf'
weathei -proof ^'^ j^^JK
front. As illus-

trated. Fig. 8S1. f^ri,b

hEW PRICES f'iM::.
'^*^-

Nickel .. 36'- rl*^-

Black .. 39,

Old Prices
Nickel . . J 3/
Black . , 47/

CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rnfieltl

ENFIELD Combination, dynamo lighting. Easting
screen, Lucas horn, speedometer, watch, mirror,

tools, spai'es, beautiful outUt nearly new, practically

unscratched; £125; first witn cash,—436, Whitehorse
Rd., Thornuon Heath. [5618

ENFIELD 2i^.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, brand new.

1921 model, just arrived from works, in stock

for immediate delivery, no waiting; £65; ready to

drive away; easy payments arranged.—Wilkins, Simp-

son, opposite Olympia, London. [5179

1 OlS Sh.p. Royal Enfield Combination, hood, screen.

-L«/ gas lamps, spsedometer. Bints, miiTor, luggage

grid, pump, spares, overhauled at £30, tax -Paid, ren-

dition as new, seen any ttme, trial; £130.—CJB., 30,

Westbourne St., Sloane Square, S.W.I. 15217

ENFIELDS.—The cheapest twm on the road. We
are North London agents, and can supply from

-took standard models £160, electric £182, cash, or

deferred payments. All spares in stock. Trade sup-

plied.—Jones' Garage, Mnswell Hill, and at Wood^ide
Parade. N Finchley.

WANTED, purchasers for any make of new 1921

Royal Enfield motor cycles and. combination?! for

immediate deliverv. Your present machine t-akeu in

part exchange: full market value allowed; distance no

object.—R. Biimber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank
Soutliport. Tel.: 607. [064i

E:NFIELD 1920 6h.p. Combination, electric lightiu?

Cowey horn and speedomet-er, wind Gcreeu, licod,

extra luggage carrier, spare tyre and tube, all tooh

and extras tyres good, excellent running order, muoag^

5,200, full insurance to March: trial after 6, ex'ep

Saturday; £150.—Annand, 37, Woodville Rd.. Ealm?
• [505t

Excelsior.

STONISHING Value.—Brand new 4>ih.p. Excelsior

Bi" Single Combination, bulbous back sidecar. list

price £160; reduced to £125 spot cash.—The Prernier

Motor Co.. Aston Rd , Birmingham. [X3778

T 020 Excelsior 4h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar. win(

i-i/ screen, lamps awl horn eomp'ete, only done 20(

miles- 4-ost over £170, will accept_£125 for quick ^ale

—H \dam«. 120, Chandos St., Netherfield. ^-i^*^"*

A^

[499'

Fafnii*.

3X.h p Fafnir, 2-specd countershaft, excellent onler

£15,2 "pulls sidecar, tax 30/-

Reading.

Ih.p. Fafnir Combination, mpdern frame. 3-speed

-67, Wantage Rd.
[X4157

32"c'ount'erThaf"trkickstk''rt; snfendid condition, tyro,

good, licensed.; £50.-\Varder, Fleetham, Bedale. [494J

F\FNIB. 3i:.h.p., 2-speed, clutch, countershaft, all
*
chain driVc, lamps, horn, discs tax paid^ sport

model- 20 gns.—13, Stmiley Rd., Bromley, Kent

F.N.

[559i

*'*®i

I'ig. 878.
Similar to Fig, 895, but
smaller, and with special
" pull on " front. Rubber
ring c^';*ni9 for i^Jass.

New Price,
Black-plated, 40 '- each.

Old Price, 55/-

Fig. 560. Sidecar Lamp.
As illustrated. Complete
switch, bulb, wire, nuts,

washers, e^c. 1-^icc 8/ 6

each.

Fig. 57:5. Shows red
danger signal, lights No
piate. Complete with
switch, bulb, wire, clip,

etc. Price -8/6 each.
Force" Hellesea Bat-

tery, 3 /I I

for "Force," 8/6.
Complete re^r set.

27/g,

Postage extra on the above,

A- H. HUNT, t-TTO.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones: _ Telegrams;

Croydon 22

2-si:teed. splendid condition; £25.-17— "" ' — [5571

Id'
¥-'

19^
Advisory Agenc.T,

XJ^.N. Combiuation.,

F.N.. 5-6h.p., _ . - -

Heaton Ed., jntcham.

N 4-cvl., 2 speeds, clutch, low. good rimniai

order;" £3B.-Eailswood, Church St.. Wokin|^^-^

21 FN Combination, 4-cyl., like new; bargain

£170 —Ingham, 53, Bean St., Blackpool.
[X415{

V T.iehtweigM. speeds, splendid condition; selj,

banite more power.-Engineer, -WorkhouEe, Kiuk

Lynn- „ t,

F.N. Combinations in Stock; reduced P^f-^^^f .

iall for a trial run.-Gnmes and Go., 18. Brutor

Place Bond St., W. Mayfair 4792.

21 FN l-cj"! Combination, all accessories, unde

2 000 miles, in new condition : fleO.-Motnnst!
Ltd.. 89. Wigmore St., W. [475

S-6h.p., 1913. 2-spe»d, liani

clutch electric lump, horn, in splendid order; £S;

-Bnttern-oith's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hil

•Phone: Streatham 2813. • L542

FN quite new September, 1920, unridden, 7h.p.

i-ev! ,
3-fpeed, solo; best ofler oyer ilOO, or e5

change modern Triumph or other god solo or combine

tion.-Goddeu, 11, Fellows Ed., Hampstead. [524

IMMEDI'^TE Delivery of any F.N. model; cash c

deferred payments; l»«.k your order- now an

avoir! disappointment later.-Burlington
,

Motors; ^
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. Phone .

-

ton 2417.
^"*"

K\ND New P.N. 7h.p. 4-cyl. Shaft-drive llotf

Cycle with coachbuilt eUe-ar, hood, wind screei

lamps and ho™, owner just taken <leUvery of n,achm<

hut is nbliged to sell owing *», '"T'' t"'?* S,',„„\

will -Lncviftce for £170 for qmck sale.-Jackson, Sunn!

side," JTew Nuttall. I^otts. 1*9^

FrnncisBnrnett

TULIANS. ol Beading, have 1921 Francis-BaTnclt i

c-l ^tock
"

,

^

EANCIS-BAENETT, 2lih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, cliitcl

£80.-

B^

F^
24, Carlton Ed

"516

,
22^6. ' Keya?e, Croydon.'

accessories, splendid condition;

New Soiithgate.
, , » , j i ,„

1 a20 Prancis-Barnett-Jap, 2-speed chttdl and Uc
1» starter, complete with accessories, run aho«

100 miles; £72/10; easy payments.-Harrod-. Ltd

118, Brompton Ed., I,ondon [527

E34 All letters lelatinfi to advertisements should quote the number at tbe end of *acli advertisenient. and the date of the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley'Davidson.

lEKFIELD Agent lor Harley-Dafidsons;
ri2n-SUrpv 12. Ecclesall Rd.

Irom
[0577

120 Hurley-D;ividson '• 4h.p.
J '-(iuipltecl, ijerfcct coiiditiou

;

T-'Ih Molor Cycle.

fAELEY-DATIllSON CombinatioD, 1915, in first-

L ihns order; £10C.-E. D. Allen, Hoddesdon, Herts,
fSS^l

"AIILEY Sports, brand new. equipped: £-122.—
- Clark, 7. E.xhibitiun Rd., South Kensington.

r3975
'AELEr-r)AriD.SON 1916 Macljine. 1920 sidecar;
-any trial; f105 —Kjuiljerlcy, Crescent, LeiitlJer-

d. - [4800

Mat Tnin, fiillv

flOO.-Box 4.800,
[5240

!

^19 Harley, in absolute perfect condition, fully'
^ '-(jtiipped, licence paid; any triah f95.—Sandnni.
;, I'eutonviUe Ed., W.C.I. ; [0653

rARLEV-DAVIDSON.-AU models in stock, new
- and second-hand.—Sole Agents, Bamber's, South-
t. Lancashire. Tel. : 607. [5009

'AELEr-DAVIDSON 1918 Combination, oU. acres-
- frories^ escelleut condition, tax paid; £125; after
iV-lock — 7. Tnornburv Ed., Clapharu Park [5831

"ARLEY, 1919 (late), and sidecar, luxuriously
- e-iuipped, no beder Harley on the road, licensed:
rest £140.-132, Hieh Hd.. East I'inchlev. [5693

)19 Harley Combination, overhauled, re-enamoUcd.
a Of! plated, accumulator lightinR, speedometer,

; £135, near olTer.-29, Uerocrt Rd., Woolwich.
[5614

il8 Harley-Davidflon Combination, in nice order
7 and eonditiou throufe'hout, electiic liyhting and
paid: fl20.—W;dker, 15, Grcon Place, Crayfcird,

[4803

ARLEY-DAVIDSON Combiualion, 7-9h.p., disc
...wheels, dynamo lighting, mechanically perlcct:
15; any trial.—H.L,, 57, Catlord Hill, Catlord,
.6. [5035

'AELEY-IJAVIDSOX 1920 7.9h.p. Combinati..!..
- electric liglitinjj', all ncce;«soTie3, <'onditi<in as new,
used this year, tax paid.—15, Wocdberry Itiiwu.

sbury I'aik. [524S

>15 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, mag.,
complelo with lamps and horn, running order,

paid: £70, or near olTer: seen any evening.—Ha lli-

, 32, Wellcsley Rd., Sheernes>. (5640

ARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 7-9h.p., oiaK., Rennoc
2.searer sidecar, all acossorics, small mileage,

and insurance paid: sacrifice, £160: owner bought
-Tunier, 22, Brigslock Rd., Thornton Heath.

[5355
AEGAIN. 1915 4',.jh.p. Harley-Davidson Combina-

tion, lamps, horn, coachbuilt sidecar, all in
1 order and condition; £65; e-xchanges entertained.
ituber"3. Ltd,, Eastbank St.,' Southport. 'Phone :

(3524

^

ENGLEBERT
TYRES

Super-reinforced
The cover that has been desiRns-l to

withstand any strain that it is possible to
put it to—that will Ftand Ihe k'ck of any
motor cyc!e engine yet made—ihal will
Ieis; out any other make These covers
are a! rombina'.ion of everythinji that is

best in tyre manufacture. The (i-iest
possible rubber, the strongest possible
walli, and the b3st brains to maki ihe
" best out of them."

SPECIAL
OFFER

fc20 Ilitrlfjy Cuiiibiuiitioii.
' hoin, si-t'etlouieter.

elcL-tric lucdel, l;imp3,
tools, tyres iiourly new, alu-

lum number pltites, not h'-en ridden this yeitr

;

0, or uear oiler.—Smith, NelherfifJds. Berkhamsted,
Es. 'Phone: 100. [5302

AELKY-DAVIDiON Combination, rouiidete over-
baul just fonii>leted, eieftric lichting, iiierJinniViil

If eti'. ; £135 nett [uo nbsurd olVerR for spot ensli,

*e).—West Loudon (inrage, Kenlev St., Trince.^ Rd..
1. 'I'hone: Park 5139. [5608

ARLEY-I»AVIDSON Combination, late X919, just
uverhauled and ve-euamelled. contlition and

larance as new, large roomy sidecar, or woidd fit

.ter lx>dv if required; £135.—Owen, 59. Scholefleld
Upper" Holloway. N.19. , [X4155

ARLEY Combination, .is new. dynamo lighting,
Auslev wind screen, fully equipped instrument

d, luggage carrier, et<-., beautiful turn-out; £145: !

—
intme.it (bv letter) after 6 p.m.—R. Thomas, Jun..

|

—
Courthope Rd., Hampstead, N.W.S. [5594 ;«
iRLEY^-DAVIDSON' (late 19201 7-9h.p. Combina-,=l
tion. electric model. Kastinp. double apron, tools. ^

iometer, just overhauled, like new, tax paid, in-

i all rij.k3, including pas.;enper, 2,000 miles; £175.
lin : owner buvinp car.—Williams, Grafton House,
atficldi. Shreviijbury. [5774

^RLEY-DAVID.SON 1919 Combination, special
coachbuilt sidecar, fitted with dickey seat in

3US tail. co:-t £50, sptedometer. Easting, condi-
a; new, perfect, in every detail; £145 for quick
— Noyes, 163. Railway Approach, Shepherd's
Tel. : Hammersmith 942. [5569

3iRLEY-UAVIDS0N 7-9h.p. Combinntion. latest

, electric model, done under 2,000 miles. Easting
fccreen, speedometer, electric and mechanical horns,

)r, hundle-hnr glov^?, Tnu-Sad, complete with bcu-r.

footrests, himp on sidecar, licence for year, escel-
rondition ; cost £300; what offers?—Harrison. 92.
Eeiient St., Ulnsgow. - [4812

OOVERS
Our List

Size. I'attern. Price. Price.

26 X 2 Tourlnc 3-ply Rub-
ber-studded 23 - 1" 1

Passenger 4-ply
Rubber-studded . 26 6 :

^

26 .21 Touring 3-ply Rub-
ber-studded 24 6

Passcnjer 4-ply
Rubber-studded .

27 '9 55:'5
26,: 2', Touring 3-ply Rub-

. bcr-studded 26/6 .^^

„ Super-reinforced Eic
Heavy 32 6 6i;-)

26x21 Touring 3-ply Rub-
x2J ber-studded 27/6 55/-

Passenger 4-ply
rubber-studded .

.

30 9 f.i h
20 3 Super-reinforced Ex.

Heavy 39 - -,s

,,
Racing Rubber Bars
and Studs 50 6 Ion n

7'hcse coccrs are not !('./>. or old stocK;

but dirrcf from the manufacturers.

Whatever tyre mileage you are

satisfied with, these tyres are

"good for more."

We guarantee these covers to give a minimum
mileage of 3,000 miles, and will replace any
proving faulty on this basis. These goods

are sent on 7 days approval against remit*

tance. Carriage paid. For particulars of

our "sporting offer * see other advertisements

appearing in this issue.

ORDER THE

^IIIIIH
The Name

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hazlewood.

1 Q20 5-6)1. p. H.nzIijwofidsJap Ciondiinntion. E.-istincr,
J-*^ Pfjuipjied, t;ix Tinid: ^arrjfif-e 93 pns.—Riini~den':j.
M;ivl..eU Av., Rliirki-M. • [5139

E

^

Henderson
KtCKll.VM for Ilender-son, solo ;igent for Biistol
and Bath districts.—Stokes Croft.^ Bristol.

[3354
"I /\hp- 4-cji. Hendersoji and Sideoar, perfect,- hood,
J-vK srrecu. iieee.Hsoiies : £95.—Cole, 2b, Narhonne
Av.. Cliiphiim, S.W.4. [4922

HENDERSON Featherweight, practically new. lamp,
apron. Ihinlop extra heavy, complete; £14.—

MighcU, Manor Farm, Bedding ton. Croydon, Surrevi
[5307

1 Ah.p. 4-oyI- Henderson Comhinntion,'' 1917, nil in
J-" splendid condition. little used, speedometer. P.
ind H. l.'iuips, :icee*sories : £120.-41, Eouveiie Ed..
Fnlkcstone. [5524'

1 Ql5 Hendorion Combination, lOh.p., 4-oyl., just
-LnJ thoroughly overhauled", electric lighting,- in
first-class order, nnv trial; 95 gns.-Capt, Taplin. 16,
Lordship Park, N.16. [5511

HEN'EiEESON 4-cyl. lOli.p., late 1920, Cui.Jolm Mudd
'otu-bl-'Uilt sidcvor, dUnppeariug' hood, accunmlntor

liehtiap. horn, f^iiecdonieter, elock. new simre tyre, tax
and iusnitmce paid, perfect condition, mileage 2.000:
i-198.~M!tjor Uell. 191, Cotehcrne Court. -S.\V.5. [484G

1Q21 4-cyl. Henderson, with tandem sidecar, illus-
J-«' trated in this paper on March 3rd and 24th,
and claimed to be one of the most handsome turnouts,
electric model, reverse gear, disc wheels, electric horn,
2 eloitric lights inside sidecar, speedoinetor, hood.
side nirtaiiiH, and wind screens, prid, Tan-Sad. only
ridden 3 ^^ceks. .celling by doctor's orders; sacrifice

£275: cost £350; Ruarantced iierfoct order.—Taplin.
7. York Buildings, Hastings, Sussex. [4967

1Q20 noh.iii-Villiers, 2-.-;recd.

^j -*-^ equiiTied, licensed, insnrai

Hotinrr

flue condition, fuUy
nee; best over £55.—

:=:ISitiith, 46. Ecndon Hd., Newark. [4988

= TTOBART 4h.p. .T.A.P. Combination, variable. Bosch,
J- -I- B. and B., screen, good order, tax paid: £38.—

^ 10, .Station Hd.. Shortlands, Kent, [5361

=^XJOBAKT.V!TXIERS 1919 2"jili.P. 2-stroke. 2-;peod, •

' XA lamps, leRshield; as new; bareain, £36/10.—
1
Wooding. 26. Danehurst St., Fulhom. [5680

~^ Humber. ,

^1 Oh. p. Hunihcr, Bosch, An ac, good running order;'
B! 'V £22, 01 otr-.-r.-IIarris, 65, Old Vienutge Bd..=

I Exeter. [4794

HUMBER 4h.p. 1920 Flat Twin. 3 speeds, rew con-
dition : £82j tox paid.—Eagles and Co., 275^

Hipli St., Acton, London. [3493

HL'MBER 3',i:h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 3-»peed, cluteh,
kick stait. (iplc'utlni condition; £50.—Pearce. 49,

Waljiole Rd.. Bromley. Kent. (4787

3h.p. Humber. new, C.A.V., B.B. lamps, overhauled,
nice running order; first cheque 18 gns. secures.

-76. Western Rd„ Southall. W. [5068

— XJf^^EER 2h.i)., 160 to 180 ui.p.g. gnoianleed, Itand^
13 XX little machine, tax paid: £24, or near offer. Aiter
m! 7.-56. Laneaster Rd., Stroud Green, N.4. (5242

^; TTUMBER Combination, 1919, 3-spccd. 3!^h.p.. flat— XX twin, wind screen, speedonicter. . fully etiuipoed,
paid, ready ride away; £90.—Watkins, Ouk-

' (5399

=
: TXrMBER 3>di.ii. 2-speed, eiuteb. foot coirtrol. aide-— -TX car attaehiiien''. e.Kcetlent condition, leady lor the— road; njon''v uigentlv refiuired: will sacrifice for fjiiiek

KM siilt.-.-93, Brudenell Rd., Tooting, S.W. [5256

= TT0MBER 1917 6h.p. Flat Twin Comhinaticn,
^ XX water-cooled. 2-scater sidecar, D.A. light ing set,
—

-

hood, screen, speedometer, tax paid, in very good
order, a bargain ontfit ; £95-—Eice and Co., 15-16,
Bishopigatc Av„ Camomile St., E.G. Tel. : Avenue

zzi' 5548. [0063= Indian.
KICKHAM for Indian, sole agent for Btiitol and
district.—Stokes Crolt, Bristol. (5353— ' TNDIAX Sidecar, less wheel, tradesman's sidecur. Drum-

jE
monil 3'.j.—264, Tpland Ed.. iJiilwidi. [4857

I'ke Fivm

;. Hawker.
l^KER. the new 2':ih.p- 2-specd model-, in stock:
£63.—Welford. James, St., Brigliton. ' [50Q5

LWKEE LicUtweiglif, 2'-i1j.p., 2-«trol:e. single
speed, £50 : 2-speed, £60 : deliver)' in 8 days.

—

;n(ftO'j. Grotton Bd., N'iw ar.nldeu. [5794

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,
2oa-2-6, Vauuhall Bridge foad, S.W.f
to where all cost orders should be sent.
44, Eurbiton Road, Kingston-on-Thames,

Telephones : Victoria 6353 and 6554.

1 02i Indian Scout, sliop-soiled only, list £157; accept
ii/ £132.-3. Parker Lane. Burnlev. Tel.: 1032.= -

rX3771
=: TXIJI-^X, late 1918, clmin drive, 3.*peed. kick start,

X spl-endid condition; £65.—28, Bourne Rd., Beslev.
(5818— 052.—7-9h.p. Indian, new condition, equipped, tax— ^ paid; sacrilice.-13, Pindock Mews, Maida Vale.,

;=,W.9. [4269

INDIAN SVi-li.p., 3-si)eed, coacliltuilt sportiuB sidecar,
tax paid; £80; trial.—2, Henthfield Gardens, Cbis-

wick. (4919

INDIAN 1920 Powerplus Milllord Combination,
dynamo lighting, fully eauipped, splendid condi-

tion, mileage under 5.000: sacrifice £135.-33. Vic-
toria St., Coventry. [X4211

POWERPLUS Indian, 1918, overhauled and re-

cnamelled. guaranteed perfect throughout, £68;
new sidecar. £35 extra.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood
Broadway, N.\V.2. [5761

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES F0« SALE.
. Indian.

£50.—Indinn 7-9h.p/ Powerplus, 3-speeii, K.S., cUiti^li

;

pnrt exchange 33ougTas,—33ay, Fiims Blai''',

CJielmslord. [5149

INDIAiS]' 7-9h.p., tos paid, T.T. bars, very smart, nnd
m splendid condition ; any trial.—Tilbuvy, West

lioivley, Surrey.

"B Ql6 7-91i.p. Indian, first-class condition,
-i-tf lamps, tyres nearly new, tax paid; £55.~
Garage, Uxbridge.

[4786

with
Rose's
[5375

INDIAN, 1915r 7-9h.p., T.T., clutch, lamps. Klaxon.
£15 new parts fitted; any trial; £40.-23

Rd.. Croiich End, N.8.
Tivoli
[5643

7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combination, spring frame,
3 speeds, clutch, etc.; bargain, £85:—Fisher, 24,

TremacToc Kd., Clapham, S.\V.4. [5433

overhnu'ed

£90.^Powerplus Indian,
equipped, perfect _couJHion, pillion seat,

1 Q14 7-9h.p. T.T. Indian Combination;
S-iJ find re-ennmellefl, speedometer, screen; £40,
near ofl'or.— 6, Ka^t View, Nautwich.. - [5292

T.T. Indian 7-9h.p., clutch model, horn, speed-

ometer, lamps and tools, almost equal to new;
£60.—Howarth, 76, Morris St., Oldham. [X4159

1919, milrage 1,000, fulW
licensed

sidecar,' trial.-.7", Bay Vue Rd., Newhaven. ' [5289

1Q21 Indian Scoiit, 4h.p.. speedometer, licence, ccst
±Zr £160, carefully ridden; £118. offers, exchange —
I.'obinson, Station Rd.,' Dalton-iii-Funiess. [5658

7-9h.p. Indian, l;)te-t war model {1919), electric light,

sprint? frame, perfect order; £83, or nearer^t.—

Tliorntou, "l72, Denton's Gre«n, St. Helens. [4940

1018 Indian. 5-6h.p., 3-speed. clutch, kick starter,

-I-*' electric lighting, new tvres. tax paid, as new;
£80.-5, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [5516

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, Projectile sidecar, wind
screen, erjuipped, tax paid, nbF.olute gift; first

58 En=.—Ramsden's Sloybell Av., Blacknool. [5141

electric model, fitted with De
,

^"bMt

,
Hammersmith. [5158

„ _ 600 miles only,

equipment"; cost £200. sell £160;
part.—28, (jTosvenor Ed., I^orwich.

[X4051

1 Q 15 7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame. 3-speed, kirk
J-e? starter, just been thoroughly overhauled; bar

NDIAN Scoirt, 1921, .._.

Luxe sidecar, unlenge 200,_ten days old;I
ofiers?-ilicks, 32, Lena Gardens

INDIAN Scout Combiuntion, perfect
Fasting, lamps,

lightweight 2-stioke p;

615 7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame,
carter, just been thoroughly ov

gain, £68.—Harburn, 36, Brannton Rd., Barnstable^ [4969
"IQ19 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus, 1921 Hendce side-

L*^ car, mileage about 100; £120, or near offer.—

Apply, Mr. Willsher, 5, Kempson Rd., Fulham

INDIAN i920 Powerplus Combination, dynamo Jiglit-

ing kick start, 3-

by appointment.

19^^

[5135
light-

ing kick start, 3-speed, perfect condition; £120;
teen by appointment.—190, Worple Rd., Wimbledon.

T Q19 Indian 7-9h.r. Powerplus, with new C.B.

X*y hulbonr; back sidecar, new lamps and horn, tax

paid- £115.—Wilcox, 25, Cromwell Rd., Peterborouah.
[5466

"I021 (late) Indian Powernlus Combination, dynamo
XwJ' liplitiny and horn, speedometer, in first-class order

;

£155- aiiv triai.-Neale, 91, Elmers End Rd., Becken-

haiu,
'

[4792

INDIAN 1919 Combination, brand new, bulbous siAe-

car, gnaranteed perfe-t order, D.A. lighting, all

nn-essories; £100;—33, Streathbourne Rd., BaHiam,
S.W,' [5787

1919 Powerplus Indian, 5-speed, K.S., a,- new,
ith brand new 1921 Rennoc sidecar; £125. or

would exchange tor small car.—Aubrey, Town Hall.

Elgin. - [5262

INDIAN Powerplus, 1919, fitted new Millford de
Luxe sidc'^ar, lamps, generators, tax paid, like new,

new tvre'i;whnt offers—Hicks, 32, Lena Gardens, H;im-
mersmith.

' [5159

THE Very Best Value of To-day, a limited number
only. Latest 1921 Indian, shop-soiled only, brand

new, NE 21 models, electrically equipped; combination,
£198; solo, £162.

SCOUT Models, electrically equipped, £166, with
model de luxe sidecar, solo, £162; combination,

Willi sporting sidecar, £180; combination, less e'ectric

Tittiut;^, £170; combination, less electric fittings, with
sporting sidecar. £164; 3010, but with speedometer,
£132; order early to save disappointment.

LATEST NE 20 Powerplus Combination, fitted with
several exti-as. used as demonstration model only,

in beautiful condition, licence paid; £155, or best offer.

-Tlorswill, Indian Agent, 42, Bridge St., Chester.
'Phone : 943. [4778

MOTOR Cycle and Sidwar, Indian 7-91i.p., lamps,
iiiid all accessories, kick start, as new, ' tax ptrid.

— Av)Tily. T. Lavender, Cherry Orchard Farm, Non.such
Park, Ewell, Surrey. [4864

1 Q20 Indian Combination, carefully ridden 1,800
-L*/ miles, fully ennipped, electric, luxurious sidecar,
Easting, nnpunctured, recently overhauled; cost £226,
will sl41 £180; take good lightweight part exchange.-
Carn Brea, Lion Lane, Haslemere. [5442

"|02C 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, disc wheels, elec-Xv trio horn and lighting,' speedometer, ammeter,
new. batteries, switchboard, rang, overbauled, kit, eparee.
tir.<t-rate order; cheap for cash; buying car; photo for
stamp.— 184, St. James' Park Rd., Northaniptou. [4981

FULLY EQUIPPED

REBUILT

OUGLA
MOTOR CYCLES.
As nearly like new as it is

possible to make them, con-
sisting of the pick of the ex
Government machines, and
50% new parts, including
NEW Carburetter, NEW
tyres, NEW belt, NEW chain,
etc., etc. Complete with full

equ pment of NEW acces-
sories, including lamps horn,
bags, tools, etc., all ready for
the road.

2| h.p. 2-speed,

£65
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-start and

clutch,

£85
4 h.p. 3-speed k.s. Combina-
tion, with brand new Sidecar

in Douglas Saxe blue,

£105
Guaranteed for 3 months.

Each machine rebuilt in our
own extensive up-to-date
works,newly stove enamel led,

replated, tanks in makers'
colours.

From June
!ng at the
:: :: F.R.S.

13th we are supply-
inclusive price NEW
EQUIPMENT. :;

Delivery from Stock. Trade supplied.

Cash or Deferred Payments.

All provincial and trade enquiries to .
—

CRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

JVlotop Engineers,

WBSBECH.
London Office: 50, Pall Mall.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INBIAN I>;Ue 1920 Dynamo Lightiii^^ Combiri.itio]

_
enamel as new, CHgine perfect; £135, or excbqngi

—Newnliiim Motor Co., 223, HaniJiieisuiitli Kfl,, W.I
'Pliono: Hiimmeiamith 80. [567

INDIAN ^Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, tick .star
overhauled, re-enamelled, electric lighting, gru

etc.. for touring, tax paid : £80, solo £55.~Leit
House, Oakdale ltd., Weybridge. 1540

TNDJAN Combiuation, electric, hood, screen, speedc
meter, legshields. luggage grid, tyres nearly nev

all iu .splendid condition, been well looked after. 1914
£95.-17. Lambton Rd,, Horusey Rise. [562

INDIAN and Sidecar. 7-91i.p., 2-speed and clutcl
siiorting sidecar, fully eriuipped, tax paid to Decen

lier; y.-ceiit £45.—Siieerhley, 86, Churcbtield Ed., Actoi
London, W.3. 'I'houe: Chiswick 1902. [550

OARGAIN, 1921 4h.p. Indian Scout, electrical!
--' equipped, speedometer, e'c. in excellent cond
tion, only rnn 1.000 miles; £154.—Bamber's, Ltd
EastbaaK St., Stiuthpurt. 'Phone : 607.. [352'

1 Q20 Super-Powerplus Indian Combination. Millfor
*-*y sidecar, actual competition model, iu perfec
condition, all accessories; £135.—Levitt, 80, Streal
ham High Rd., S.W. Streatham 2701. [505

1 Q20 Indian Powerplus Combination, dynamo lighl

-X«7 ing p.nd horn, disc wheels, wind screen, luggag
grid, tax paid, mileage 5,000, perfect condition; £13J
—Tompkins, Brickliill Rd., WellingboLougli. [526

TO IS Indian Powprplus Combinntion, only done 10
-L«^ miles, splendid couditio;i, electric light, Klnsoi
.shields, speedometer, back seat, wind screen ; any trial

£145.—MorrisR, 8, Victoria Ed., Fintjbury^ Park, N. [558

INDIAN 7-911.1). Combination, 3 speeds, kick .starte

on right side, spring frame, latest pattern India
sidecar C.A.V. electric lamps and liorn ; £8'8

; tax pai<

—Eagles and Co., 275", High St., Aetou, London. [549

1 Q21 Indian Scout, dynamo lighting-, electric hon
J-t/ speedometer, brand n^w, just delivered, long c:

haust pipes, 3 extra sprooket^f;, tax iiaid ; must sell: £14
—King, c/o Bambers', 33, Livejpool Rd., Eirkdale.

[JV593

INDIAN Comoinatiou, 1914, spring frame, kick star

rear speedometer, electric lamp, tax paid, rised oi

season onlv, milease under 6,000, just overhauled, pe
feet: £85, or near ofier.—Earoda, Hook, Surbiton.

[52£

INDIAN Combination, 7-?h.p. Powerplus big van
dynamo model. Easting, all accessories, and ta

paid, small mileage, and as new, very fast and powe
lul; £148.—E. J. H., Brockenton, Belmont, Surrey.

T Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Combinntion, dynamo lightinAv elci:tric. horn, engine 70E566. many .-^pau

privntt? owner, coit £239, re^'Cipt shown; £160.
Wilmot, e/o Mrs. "Worley, Walton Lane. Bairow o

Soar.
.

[49'

INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p. Powerplus, 3-speed, hand ai

foot clutch, spring frame, tyres, hardly t=oile

tip-top condition throngUout, lamps; too heavy prese

owner; £85.—Hopkins, 33, Briscoe Rd., Hoddesdo
Herts. [55'

INDIAN 5h.p. Combination, 1916. Easting scree

horn, lamps, legshields; many spares, everythr
splendid condition, tax paid ; bargain, £70.—A pji

Goldsack. The Cricketers. Shirley Rd.. Addisconil
Tel. : 139 Croydon. (40

WANTED, purchasers for any make of new 19
Indian motor cycles and combinations, i

immediate delivery. Tour present machine t-!ik«^u

p;irt ex^'hange: full morket value allowed: di*:t,'inie

object.—E. Bamber aud Co.. Ltd., 2, Eastbauk S

Southport. Tel.: 607. [06

1020 7-9h.p Iddian Powerplus Combination, mi
XU age only 3,500, tyrps nnpunctured, sid?car- u

biilsL'^red in red and special spring s^at fitted. V5

smart outfit, condition as new. and perf?ction

evi^ry way, any examination or trial, must sell; £16
private owner.—Reeves, High St., Purby. [51

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus, American Army Mod
3 speeds, clutcli, and kick start, complete wi

Lucas horn and lighting -^et, tax paid, machine gu
anteed in absolutely perfect condition, and int

tinguishable from new; accommodation reason

selling; lowest £63.—Walters, 50, Cobden St., Kidd
minster, Worcestershire. 156

INDIAN N.E.20 Combination, large valves, elect

equipment, lar&e legshields, wind screen, lugpj

f-nrrier, mileage 3,000, snare new cover, tube, batt^

valve, tools, licence paid, 'in'^ured, carefully used, lo

like new- grefit bargain, £160, or exchange light c;

seen bv appointment onlv.-20. Speucer Hill, Wiml
dun, 'Phone-: Heneingtou 6447. [5

19 Indian 7-9h.p., right-haud kick star(

painted Harlev olive brown, uuder 2.000 rai

tamp, born, fitted with spring; wheel sidecar w
accommodation for 2 children il necessary, Cai

screen, licence naid, discs to all wheels, only wa
seein*^' 135 gns., or exchange for latest Fori^

Conner. 12. Wray Crescent. Tollington Park. N.

Invicta.

1 O20 2^h.p. Invicta-Jap, 2-speed clutch and I

I*/ starter, complete with accessories, very sn

-v-iieage; £60; easy payments.—Harrods. Ltd., ]

Brompton Rd., London. '5

19

B36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

advertisement, and the date of the issue,

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ivy. •

y 1921 Model-.— Sole district aRents, VVessex
ftlotors. Ltd,, 60. Catherine St.. Salisbury.
,ne : 72. [5006

Ixion. •

EON-VILLIERS 2V.ii.p., 1916, tax paid, insur-
ance: £32. oHers.—26, Old Gloucester St., W.O.I. !

[5522
I

rON-VJLLIERS. 2-'.,Ii.p.. Aujr.. 1920. lamps.
Klaxon, pump, all acL-essuries. condition new, £42,
age 1,000.-34, Chatterion Rd., Bromlev. Kent..

[5487
JameB.

\N GUY. Weymouth.—James agent, early delivery
dates given.

,
[0552

ME3 4Vih.p. -Combination. 3-speed ; £65.—Law-
son, Tennyvenic, Dalniellingtoji. . . [4955

MES 1920 2-f*pf;e:l, 2-^.t\o]^e. new, shop-soiled (£75);
accept 60 en-s.—Smith, 268, Lji vender ' Hill, Clap-
Junction. [4989

i20 (hite) 3',{'li.I'. Twin Jiinies. 3-si>«d oountbrsh.nft.

K.S.. new i-niiditinii ; £100. — I'vnimes, Piirk
ie„ Silver St.. IMniuuton. [5827

MES Lightweight 2-stroke, 2-specd. excellent con-
dition, good accecsorics and lully licensed; bar-
, £38.— Bunting, Wcakbtone. [5687

\20 Jjiiue? 2'ili-r--LiKhtwcit;Iit. 2 sitecdfl, 1'. and 6.
'

. l;i[nii«, t(ix paid, in excellent iiinning order and
litiou; 55 giis.—Bo.'; 4,734, c/o The Molor Cjiclc.

[4843
MES Combination, late 1920. 5-6h.p. twin, per-
fect, done 2,600, sjjtfedoniptor, sparer, acces-
s; £160; owner having c%.r.—"35, Ashurst Rd.,
rn Barnet. iN.l?,. [5586

)20 Janigs;, 2Vih.p,. 2-speed, 2-strulce, lee shields,
Lucas lumps, Iluulops, .•ipare j)istuu, valves, belt,

, elc, tax paid; £55. or neire-^l.—Head, Bockinp
rch St., Braiiilree. [X4153

.MES 4V'(h.p. 1919 Com'.iiniitirin. 3-spced conuter-
shnlt geitj, (liiiiii drive, 'Ciincelet-Jiimes Bider-.ii,

lometer, Jind all juifessorio-^; £72; tilx piiid.-^Fak'Ici

Co.. 275, High St., Acton, London. [5494

JklES Cftrckr. Aiimist. 1920. not done 300 mile--,

hiid tiji troiii O.tulw'i tct April, Lui-jih laniiiB (un-

). tyri'^; uni'iiiiitdwd. tJix jiaid; uciucst offer to £55.
-nt, 49, I'iiiktield Rd., Sefton I'm k," Liverpool. [4866

MEDIATE Delivery ol any .Tames Model; cash or
deterred payments'; book your order now, and
1. disappointment later.—Burlington Motors. Ltd..
h Side. Oaphara Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-
2417. [0503

TONLSIUNG Value- Brand nsw 1920 James 5-6
h.p. combination, uiridtl d? luxe bulbous bark
ar, makers' list price £190; will accept £150
cash.—The Premier MoLtr Cc. Astcn lid., Bir-

ihani. [X37S0
.MES CumbinaMoii, 5.6h.p.. late 1920. hardly
used. Lucas dynamn lighling, electric horn, speed-

ter, tiix paid. Easting screen, etc.;, will exchange
smalier-powcreil cum bi nation nnd cosh.—Barker'?
--rs. 194. lialhani High Rd. Tel. : LTtchinero
1. [3548

J.E.S.

under 40

;

[563C

3.S., splendid oriler, electric lamps. licensed;
£17/10.- 1, RosenionL Villas. Clarendon Rd..

:ord. Middlesex. [5340
Kelecom.

.h.p. Keleconi-Excelsior, nmning 'irder. lamps,
etc.; £35.-59, Nelson Sq., S.E.I. [5659

Kerry.
ERRV. 2"'.'ih.l'-. a.i.v.. good condition, new belt.
new T.B, mag., good tvTc.^: £12/10.—A. V. L.

;r, 40. Wc5t St.. Croydon. [5763

Kingsbury.
INGSBlTtY 1921 2'-.,h.i... ?srced. l:ix. all on, brand
f.Jieiv: £58.-5. Giraud St., roi'lNi, K. [4860

Lea<Francis.
SA-l'TlANOIS Combination, new 1320, 3',Mi.p. twin
M.A.G. engine, good condition; £65.—B., 9, roll

„ London. - [5609

|15 3'.':.h.p. L^.n-Ernncls, S-speed elnteh, liceu-ecl.
excellent ordor; £55.—Edw;ird8. 50. Harringtou

-South Kensington. [5841

|20 (late) Lea-Francis Swan de luxe Combinaticn,
first-ciass outfit, perfect condition; £125.

est.—Money. 63, BsrkeLy Rd., Coventry. [X4142

lA-FRANCiS 3'.-jh.p. Twin, 2-spced. foot and hand
clutch. K.S., tax p^id. good tyres, perfect con-

>n: barga-n, £45; trial.—81, Bnrtord -Ed., Catford.
[5585

SA-FRANCIS 3i4h:'.., 1915, and sideenr, carefully
used l>y same owner, exceMeut condition, all eriuip-

toomrilcte; £85.—Write Kicholsou, 26, Budye Bow,
|

aon St., E.C.4. [561] !

VA-FRANCIS'Coaibiualion. 1920. Afilirord sidecar.
spare wheel. D.A. lighting, spcedon:c(er, and
r spares, as new; £1?0.—Hewin's Caragos. Ltd..
,
Real Service Firm, Taunton. .

- [5094

1

1 20 .I.E.S., practicJiUv new. mileag<
£28.-8, Silver St., Enfield.

1
FULLY EQUIPPED

ISEBUILT

P.ikM,
MOTOR CYCLES.
2-speed, kick start,

£70
Fully renovated, newly stove enamelled,

tanks in makers' colours, and with

fu 1 equipment of new accessorie?,

including lamps, horn, bag, tools, etc

Guaranteed for 3 months.

REBUILT

TRIUMPH
MOTOR CYCLES.

Rebuilt a-, new by the Triumph Com-
pany, and carrying their guarantee.

3-speed countershaft, kick
start, and clnlch,

£95

SPECIAL OFFER
OF NEW TYRES

in order to clear the remainder of our Stock

Brand New ex-W.D. Covers

MACINTOSH and
KEMPSHALL
28 X 3 for English Rims.

WOOD-MILNE
28x3 for American Rims

CLINCHER de LUXE
26x2'^ (or old size nm.

each 22/^J each

Carriage Paid.

Please mark envelopes " Tyres.'

Crabtree & Son, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

D

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

r EVIS, Levis. Levis

/GENTLEMAN'S Popular Model. £60; laclv's Popu-
V-T lar Model. £60; Model S. 2-speed. Imnd-controlled
elutcli, £68; immediate delivery. Levis specialists and
jole distributers Itir London and district. jSpare parts
.-tocked; repairs undertaken.— Vivian Hardie and, Lane.
Ltd.. 24. Woodstock St. (oft 0.tlcrd St.). Bond St..
W.l. . [0384

1 ULIANS of Ueading linve all Levis models in stock.
[0483

.•\N aUY Weymouth.—Levis 1921 models in stock;
£60. 10554

LEVIS 1915. gowi order; £28.—Xonuand, Brid);8
St., Maidealiend. [1935

LEVIS 1919"'',. little used, accessories, e.vcellcnt con-
dition; £45.-201, London Hd., Croydon, [5486

X QI9 2Jili.p. Levis, ^Quipped, tas p.TiJ, perfect; sacri-
J-" free 34 ens.—Eamsden's, ilaybeU Av., Bloflrpool.

„ ' 15136
jiYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery ol iill

'->' models L'^vis.—Cliupel Asli Depot, Wolverliampton.
[X5819

1 Chl4 Levis 2-stroIce, perfect running order, licensed:
J.'t' wliiit offere:--Husljcs, Temperance, Builth Weils.

[4850
LEVIS, very fast, must sell, tax paid, tyres, belt,

pood condition. Eosdi ; £28.'10.—E.A., 66, Ohurcli
ltd., Acton. [5172

LieVIS.—Sole Wnl.sall ngents; epocial exchange nnd
deferred payment terms; immediate delivery.—

ManuCi', Walsall tiarage. Wnlsnll. [2423

"I
Q20 r,evis 2',ilj.p., fast uincliine, fully eauipped,

^*^ (»nly done 800 miles, like new: £42.—Brooker,
.Mill II. .use. Saltei^ Ud., King's Lynn. [4939

LEVIS. 1919. 2.sr*i-d. £22; Zenith 4h.p.. £30: lu-
vict:i 41i.i.., £22.10; cash wanted. Alter 6.30.—

71. St. Ueruinu's Kd., Eorest Hill, S.E.23. [5239

LEVIS 2i,ili.p.. 2.spced, clutcli, and kick start. Palmer
cotd tvres. lumps, and horn : £50.—Wnlltiank, 76,

Eastern Ed.. Wylde liiecn, Eirmiugham. [X4106

]" EVIS S|.,rt>. 2",h.p.. 2.specd, new March. 1921,
-i all .>,.'('_.. -nri<';. pillion seat, tank tool box, mile.

ii'A'i 1,100. Kuar.'inlecd perfect; 60 gns.-23, Tivoli
lid.. Crouch End, I.-ondou, N.8. [5148

JN Stock, 1921 Levis. £60. Good nine needs no
bush. NufT sed.— Sole agents. The Ileadingley

Motor nnd Engineering Co.. Ltd.. 18, St. Michael's
fJine. Leeds 'I'hone: Ileadingley 480 10494

LEVIS Popular 2>^i.p., late 1920. perfect condi-
tion, all accessories. £50 complete, cost £80,

owner uncxpoctcdly ordered abroad.—Write R. D. Mor-
rison, 63, Lee Rd., Blackhcath,- London. [o213

1Q21 Levis— .Ml models in stock lor immediate d.)-
-i-v livery, despatched within 24 hours, carriago
paid to any addrt-«s: model S 2;<h.p., a-specd Sturmey-
vVrcher gear, handle-bar-controlled clutch. £68; 2Kh.p.
tturing. £60; 2.'<h.p. sports. £60: buy your new
machin_' direct from the Levis specialists.-The Premier
iM:.t4;r Co.. Aston P.d.. Birmingham. [X3782

I.incoln.Elk.

LIXCOLX-ELK 4";h.p., 2 speeds, kick start; £36.-
264, Upland Ud., Duhvicjl. [485'3

I..M.C.

3ih.p. L..M.C., single-speed, good running order;
2 bargain, £30.-47. Station Rd., Hitchin. [4111

Marlow.
"YfAELOWVII.l.IKKS 2-stroke, 1921, 2-6peed gear
vrj. box; £60.—Mmris. sheppard anS Co.. Bishop's
Stortford. [4897

Martin
MAETIX oljh.p.. o.h.v.. 90 Lore J.A.P., Brooklandj

model. 2-8peed, pl.ited < ylinder and large bofe ex-
haust, pressure oiling svstem, perfect condition: £62.—
(i. Mnrtin. n.'o Foster's tiarage. East Griustead. (Also
s...* under Reading-Stiuidard.:. [4826

Mnrtlnsyde.
MARTI.NSVDE Combination, standard £160. de

luxe .£215; catalogue on request.—The Moreton
flarage. 2. Mnrctoo Terrace itlews. Pimlico. S.W [185'^

MARTINSYDE 1921 6h.p. Combination, practically
new. Easting wind screeri, Binks. lamps, horn.

t;i.t paid, don't miss this bargain; £125.—Elce and
Cv.. 15-16. Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C. Tel.:
Avenue 5543. i006S

Miitchless.

ATCHLE33M^
J Q21 Combinations, any .-nodel from stock or id lev,
X»7 days. Gradual payments can now be arranged
livery outfit personally tested by the Matchle^.
• pecialists. Spares of all dates in stock.-J. Tassell.
liloomfleld Ed., Pluinrtead. (5374

JULIANS of Ecading have oil Motclileea models in
stock, f04B0

1 Q21 Matchless Combination, nsed once, unscratehed;LU £160.-24, Balliol Rd., N. Kensington. [5455

8 h.p. o.h 7. Mat'-hlevs-Jap Combination, e/juipped, Ta:c

IKlid; gift, 49 gns.—R;imi:d.-.n'-i. MayVell Av..
lilackpool: rsia?

All letteis relating to nc!ve:tiseinefits should quote the numiitr at the end of each adi'ei'tiserae.it, nnd the date o! tli;

Motor Cycles advertised '

.
private owners ".re, '.• hen desired. mnriieU (P).

C", 7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I Q21 Jliii-Ue)
J-t/ (Veliveiy.—EdM'ard:

Matchless.
I

oil iiicxiels in stock, Jof immediato
50, Honiiigton Kd., Smith

Kensington. [5845^

7-9h.p. Matcliless Combination, 2 speeds, V.S., excel-

lent running older; £60.-43, Kussell Av.,

Wood Green. [5597

1021 MateJilcss. Miigrtyno lighting, brand neiv, un-
Xf ii«ed unre^istere4, must sell; £188.-41, Jlidrid

[5846 I

new, in stock, from
.—Sheffield Agent, .1

[0574

Rd., B.arnes, S.W.

MATCITLES.S Combinations,
£174; 1921 models, £205,

A. Stacey, 12. Ecclesall Rd.

MATCHLESS, the incomparable combination. B ,

from the agent with the wonderful Matchless

sales-and still forging ahead.

SAM E. CLAPHASt (Motors), -Greenwich ('Phone:
751). Special notice, the Sports model illus-

' atrated in to-day's issue; identical outfit can be seen:

in my showrooms at Greenwich. Place your order

immediately, it has caused a furore; any alteration or

fitments to suit clients. I

IMMEDIATE DeliveiT, 1921 Sports single, 2-seater,

and trade oulfits.—Sam B. Clapliam (Motors), 27,

Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. - [5699

MATCHLESS 1921, delivery trom stock; exchanges;

£185.—Geo. Smith (opposite Arding and Hohhs),
Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction. [4993

MATCHLESS 1197, M.A.G., electric, Tan-Sad, hood,
suiieen, en^amelled as new. ep-lendid condition

;

£125.-39, Kyrle Rti., Cl.aph.am Common, S.W.ll. [5800

8h.p. Matchless Combination, late 1917, 4 interchange-!
able wheels, 3 speeds, kick starter, in splendid

j

order : £100. or offers.-Southwell, Shenlerbury, Cromer.
[4822

1Q12 or 1913 6h.p. Matchless, 2-speed, Bosch mag.,
J~*y in first-ciass condition throughout; £47, or best

oiler.—Horswill, Indian Agent, 42, Bridge St., Chester.',
[4,V9

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, all spares and acces-
_Lt/ snries, only done 1,500 miles, indistinguish-

able from new; £170.-80, Strcatham High Rd., S.W.
[5050

"1C|21 Matchless Combinations in stock, reduced (irice

-I.*:/ £185. These luxurious outfits represent the finest

value oitcred.—Daw, Matchless Apcnt, 114, Brixton Hill.
[5419

MATCHLESS 1921 Models in Stock; latest price

complete, £185; inimediace delivery.—Agents, R
B Clark and Co.. 7. Exhibition Rd., South Kensing
ton. [3973

MATCHLESS (late 1914) M.A.G. Sh.p. Combination,
complete equipment, all sp-ares, magnificent con-

dition: £135, lor (luick sale.—3, Hillcrest Rd., Acton,

W.3, [5318

MATCHLESS 1920, mag. engine, dynamo, spare

wheel, speedometer, tax paid; £155, or part pay-

ment for new 8h.p. Rover car.-M., 11, Egerton Rd.,

Greenwich. [6200

TITATCHLESS,

I Q 20 Matchless, spring Jrame, combination, Mag-
-M-«^ dyno, speedometer and all accessories, as new;
£175 —Levitt, 80, Streatham High Ed., S.W. Streat-

ham 2701. [5049

MATCHLESS.—Best value on market at new price,

£185: in stock; exchanges arranged.—Agents,

B Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., South
[5770

B.
Kensington.

Matchless, Matchless.—Latest 192j

model 8h.p. combination, fur immediate delivery

—Vivian Hartlie and Lane, Ltd.. 23 and 24, Wood
stock St.. Wl. [041

»

MATCHLESS Combinations at tlie reduced prices.

Your present machine taken in part exchange.

—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [5661

lCil5 Matchless 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick
X^ starter, Lucas electric lighting, hood, wind screen,

epeedoineter, etc., excellent. condition, tiix paid; .£95.-

13, Crook Log, Bexleyheath, Kent. • [5311

MATCHLESS Victory M(xlel, hood, screen, lamps,

iullv eQuipped, tax paid, insure-d next Jan., flrst-

elass condition; best oilier: must sell.—Welland, Hill-

side, Egerton Rd., South Norwood. S.E.25. [5294

1Q14 MatGhl(?ss Countershaft, with 1918 sidecar,^O just been overhauled,, tax paid, £60; a!so

N.S.U. 2-speed gear, nearly new, adjustable pulley,

£6; suit Sh.p. J.A.P.—185, Shernhall St., rt'altham-
stow. [5381

MATCHLESS Combination, H2, late 1920, Lucas
Magdyno, inspection lamp, Watford speedometer,

child's seat, small mileage, £20 spares, licensed, b au-
tiful condition; £185.—Headmaster, Madley, Hereford-
Ehiro. [5384

OCTOBER. 1920, Sh.p. Matchless Combination.
M.A.G. engine, dynamo lighting, hood, screen.

2 horns, speedometer, inspection lamp, 4 detachable
wheels, complete tool kit and sundry spares, photo-
graph; £200, detachable travelling bos extra.—Symons.
Silverdale, Paignton. [5108

RACING Model Matchless, 6-8h.p. o.h.v. J.A.P..
single gear, new mag., tyres, appearance and

mechanical condition really sound, want^ trifling re-

pair,, unique opportunity for speedman; £35, or offer;

seen Wauchopes, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—N. Vinteent,
B.A.F. College, Oranwell, Liucs. [5129

It is ten to one that the spare

part you need for your "bus"
— the detail of equipment

you've been hunting for—may
be secured at

BURLINGTON'S
TWO NOTABLE BARGAINS

\

igci CALTHORPE, 2 stroke. 43 5^5. j

lightweight. 2.', hp., n-rw ..
^^**'

;

1921 CALTHORPE Combination, "j Q5 '•

3 h p.. Sturmey-Archer 2-spe?d. Vw ;

kick-starter, dynamo lighting, new 6NS. :

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

20 Matchless Combination, nearly new. complete
with hood, screen, all Lucas lamps and horn,

spare wheel and tyre, tools, spares, beautiful outlit.

in perfect condition'; first cheque for £130.—Lugg. Oke-
hampton. [5097

MATCHLESS Brand New H2 Combination, 19

guaranteed, special engine, delivered this week,

equipped Lucas acetylene. Easting, etc., cost £194;
accept £180; buying car.—Hynard, Austin LodKC,

Eynsford, Kent. - [53^3

MATCHLESS 1921 Models at reduced prices. De-

livery from stock. Complete combination, ^pare

wheel and wind screen, £185; 2-seater sidecar £7/10
extra; exchanges or extended terms arranged.—City

agents, Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., B.C. Te!.: Avenu-e 5648. [0069

MATCHLESS, 1920, Model H, complete ivith

dvnamo lighting, speedometer, horn, hood, leg-

shields,' mirror, and usual tools, an ideal outfit, only

done 3,000 miles; £187/10; condition like new;

owner taking delivery of a light car.—Can be seen

at Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olyinpia, London. [572<!

MATCHLESS Brand New 19^1 Combinations, at

makers' verv latest reduced prices, with Mag-

,lviio liKhtioK. £207/10; without Magdyno lighting,

£185 • no waiting, actually in stock ready for im-

mediate delivery, call and inspect; easy payments

arranged.-Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lon-

don. '

1(rk20 Matchless Combination, M.A.G Lncas dynamo
Xif lighting, horn, speedometer, hood, legshields, all

tyres new, the whole outfit in tip-top conaition, just

neen decarbonised and overhauled l^%nVf|^= >"'"',"

obtained delivery 1921 motlel; -will accept £155.-C,n ue

seen Sontlicrn Motor Exehange, Eromiey Kd., Bellin„-

h.am.-near Catfbrd, S.E. __
[*»S5

MA.TCHLESB.—VVe arc the recognised North Lcwdon
"
agents for the delightfully sprung an,i praeti-

icallv designed Matehless combination; the Kolis-Kojcc

on three wheels; immediate delivery troin stock foi

Ciish, deferred payments or exchange; t;,a<^e supp led,

all spares in stock.-Joues' Garage, Muswell 11.11,

N. 10, and at Woodside Parade, North 1 .nchley. [0381

MATCHLESS M.A.G. 7-9h.p. 1915 Combination 3-

speed countershaft, cluti h. ki.'k st.iit siierit chain

to gear box, sidecar has trade delivery body fitted, very

expen,sive chassis, suitable tor any. type of private body

also- the outfit is in Kood condition mechanically, in-

eluding chains and tyres, will climb anything, runs

I.eautitully, but Ls rather shabby , in appearance; will

•icceot £65 for quick sale ; any trial given ;
a bargain.--

E.Tatson, Victoria Ed., AldeVurgb, Snfiolk. 16741

{Vlaxim

MAXIW-DALM, Dec., 1920, 3hj 2-3troke, abso-

lutelv ne/. Amac carburetter, E.IC. mag. Albion

j.sneed Hutc,/ nson tyres, accessories. £52; ditto with

clutch.'kick si'art, £58/10.-224, PentonviUe M.. Lon,

don, N.l. l^-^^"

Metro

lfkl9 (Nov.)' Metro-Tyler 2"^Ui.p.. Albion 2-speed,

Lu discs speedometer, spare belt, tools, etc., mileage

oncer 2,006, tax paid; £48.-Sellman. 120, Corn St

Witney, Oxon. l'""^

Minerva
MINERVA, 21/ih.p., new Dixie mag., new heavy

Dunlop tyres, Amac, good condition, going

order. Klaxon horn,, tax paid; £18, offers.—Weight,

29, Belle Vue Ed., Ealing. " [4943

Mohawk.
MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest

possible prices for cash or easy payments.-Mohawk
Cycle Co., Ltd., 2-8, Alexandra Ed., Hornsey, [3698

Monarch
£60 offers,—Monarch-Jap, 1920, 2-sreed, clutch, kick

starter, disc, lamps, etc., tax paid ; expert examina-
tion; also sidecor chassis, cheap.— 6, Holly Mount,
Hampstcad [5166

Motosacoche.
i>lh.p. Motosacoche, splendid order, tax paid; £18.-
z** Platts, 602, King's Ed.. Fulham, London. [5319

MOTOSACOCHE, mag., Druids, B. and B., Whittle;

£18 or Auto-Wheel and cash; ofTers.-Huggins,

Skelton, nr. York. [X4151

£11/10—Motosacoche, splendid appearance, new
mag., Dunlops, running order, tax paid.—King

Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X3944

£38 -1914 Motosacoche, 31/A.p. twin. 2-speed licence,

extra last, perfect con^ition.-Wallis, 23, Harting-

ton Grove, Cambridge. _
[o^"

Olh.p. Motosacoche, with variable gear, goixl tires,

/*2 running order, licence paid; £19/10.-John

Oswald and Son, Brechin. 1=116

STOTOSACOCHE l^ih.p , mag., B. ancl B., Drnids,

iVi good condition and running order, horn, spares,

tax paid, new cover and tube; £16/10 on rail.-John

son, Skelton, near York. L-i-^iso

-|fkl4 3V.h p. Twin Motosacoche. M.A.G. engine,

IeJ Enfield 2-speed, all^ihain (new), .2m. exhaust,

special fittings, do 40 on low, tax paid
;

exchange
1.1^^" , _ _..°-L„*—J. eAc QQ Tr.nst Hill. Wands-

[5603Douglas; "guaranteed; £45.-89. ' East Hill, Wands;

B.38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

.Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desi

wortn

advertisement, and the date of the issue

red, marUed (P)-
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The Number of Motor Cycles.

STATISTICS have recently been published by
the Ministry of Transport giving the number
of motor CNcles registered, which show the

number liceased up to May 31st.

We have reason to believe that representa-

tions have been made to the Ministry from u good
many quarters that the statistics should be con-

siderably amplified in such a manner as to

render them of real value to the trade and public.

The collection, of statistics is, of course, an

expensive matter, and it is only natural that the

Ministry of Transport should desire to be satisfied

that there is a real cause for their compilation
before, tlie department spends money belonging to

the Road Fund, for which vhey are trustees on the

behalf of motorists. It is possible al-so that

the compilation of these statistics may be. made a

little more difficult if the Ministry accedes to the

requests made by the House of Commons that

broken period licences be issued instead of the

existing annual, and last quarter motor cycle licences

at half rales. We have strong hopes that the

Ministry may be induced to meet the motor cycling

public in this matter, as it is most desirable that

the public be informed of the number of' light-

weight and mediumweight motor bicycles licensed,

so that they may obtain some idea of the degree
of popularity enjoyed by either type. These two
grades pay differing fees, so the figure for each
should be easily obtainable. Another point as to

which the public would like to be infui-med is the

exact proporticJn of motor bicycles to sidecar outfits

and three-wheeled runabouts. Anvone hving
round London might be led to suppose that sidecar

outfits exceed solo machines in number, but this

is not so in other parts of England, and there

are certain districts in which we know that the

motor bicycle is more numerous than the passenger
machine.

The development of the sidecar is intensely

interesting. When first placed on the market few
motor cyclists of that day thought it could possibly

survive, but it has survived, increased, and multi-

plied. What we may require to know in the near
future is just how its development is continuing.

The 350 c.c. Sidecar.

THE
success of the 350 c.c. engine in winning

this year's' Senior Tourist T'rophy has
influenced several manufacturers seriously to

consider its adoption for mediumweight
sidecar work. These makers already know

the capabilities of the small two-.stroke as tiie

propellant for a light sidecar, but, for some reason,

very few have marketed a four-stroke-engined outfit.

Now, it is argued that a type of engine which is

capable of averaging 54.5 m.p.h. for over 200
miles may be regarded as suitable for average
speeds of 25 to 30 m.p.h. with a sidecar. At this

year's Olympia Show, therefore, several fight four-

stroke siiiecar outfits may be staged to form a link

in the range of .sidecars, just as the solo mount
with the same engine bridges a gap between the

small lightweight and the larger 500 c.c. type of

machine.

It is a well-luiown fact that few motor cycles are
run under conditions demanding their maximum
jjower, and that the large reserve of power avail-

able is- seldom required by the average user. The
modern 350 c.c. engine may be likened to the
pre-war 500 c.c. power unit in many respects, and
there seems no reason why either for solo or sidecar
purposes, the smaller engine should not revive
interest in the mediumweight machine at a
moderate price. Too long have weights tended
to increase, and a fast, go-anywhere 350 c.c. solo
motor cycle, under 200 lb. m weight, and a sidecar
outfit with 90 m.p.g. economy, cannot help but
a.ssist in enhancing the popularity of motor cycles.

It may be necessary, however, to- issue a-waming
to motor cycHsts that it is unwise to attach a side-

car to the average 234 h.p. motor cycle unless
special precautions are traken ^ ensure extra frame
.strength, which shows that there is a danger that

it may be spoiled from the solo point of view.

:zi -^ ^ ^ .^..///// ./ ./ \ A V \ \. A V \ V s \

An index to the advert s.nients in this issue will be found on the cage facing tfie back cover
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" The Motor Cycle " T.T. Tip.

UR tame tipster did not do so badly over tliis

year's Senior race. He gave Dance, Clarence

Wood, and H. R. Davies to beat the field.

Dance was leading by 28s. at the half-distance, and
was a certain victor, barring accidents. Clarence

Wood, during practice, beat the existing official lap

record; and Davies, as all the world knows, won.
I hope "Michael Kirk " got oh the A.J.S. at fifteens.

Secret Timing in Practice.

THERE are a variety of dodges for discovering

during practice what a machine can lap in,

\vithout giving away its speed to the public.

The simplest consists of marking off an easy, straightish

stretch, perhaps three miles long. Call this stretch

AB. On the first practice lap you time your men
precisely over this distance, viz., from

. A to B.

Robinson's time for it is, let us say, 2m. 52s. On
any future test laps you time Robinson from B to A,
and add on 2m. 52s. ; Robinson then passes point A
all out, pulls up, has a cigarette or two, and presently

passes point B with a flying start. He is officially

recorded as having done 54m. ; but you know his real

time was equal to, let us say, 39m. 59s.

Record Laps.

VERY few of the Manx spectators recognised that

there are only three laps out of the six in the

Senior race in which record time is humanly
possible. . On lap i the men are handicapped by a

standing start. At the commencement of laps 3' and

5 they stop at the cages to take up petrol and oil.

So the chances of record are absolutely limited to

the second, fourth and sixth laps. One might really

identify lap 4 as the most likely to furnish new figures

;

for in lap 2 most men keep a little in 'hand, as the

surfivors have not yet sorted themselves out ; and
in lap 6 both man and engine are growing a little

weary, and should not be forced unless dire necessity

compels.

The Family Sidecar.

SO^fE of my private correspondents have been
following the example of the Rev. Mr.
Quiverful in Anthony Trollope's " Barchester

Towers." In other words, the number of their olive

branches suggests that a second-hand motor char-a-
banc would best suit them as a family motor. As they
cannot afford the petrol consumption which charac-

A.26

terises these monsters, and as the garage at " Ivydene "

and similar residences is usually of the tenant's

fi.xture lean-to order, they are compelled to make
shift with a multi-seated sidecar. They seek advice

on the best layouts, and particularly on weather pro-

tection—double windscreens, full length hoods, anc

the like. I am no sidecarist, and my family is pro-

portioned to income tax at 6s. in the ^. But perhap;

some prolific reader will oblige with advice through

our correspondence columns—I promise not to print

his name, if he is shy. Serious tragedies are involvec

in some of these appeals. Take, for example, the

sad case of Mr. X — , of Balham, who has six

children, and has been trying to make shift with ar

ordinary single-seated sidecar. Little Reggie, fell off

the carrier on Easter Monday. Tiny Mabel suffered

from croup after the last B.M.C.R.C. meet, because

the screen could not be used if more than the twins

rode in mummy's lap. And so on. Such pathetic

apiDeals will surely appeal to all that is best in m)
readers.

Ambitious.

MEXCEFORTH these columns will know me no

more. I relinquished my early ambition of

becoming a Senior Wrangler when, my school-

master introduced me to surds. But I grasped enough
arithmetic to see the possibilities of bookmaking
as it is conducted at Brooklands. Recently, for

example, I watched a bemused public accepting odds
ranging from evens to fi_ves in a field of some fifteen

starters, amongst which even those who knew exactly

what their own cars could do were not confident

enough "to back their opinions. The favourite started

at evens, closely pursued in public. favour by another

driver at six to four, and a third at two to one. Fives

was the price laid against the most hopeless outsider.

I always wished to die a millionaire, and readers are

requested to keep an eye open for my stance at the

next B.M.C.R.C. meeting. [Note.—We have raised
" Ixion's " salary, and he has agreed to stay on.

—

Ed.

Rival Sports. •

Trr\URING a brief holiday various old friends have

\\J) tried to seduce me from my allegiance to the

queen of sports. Jones, for example, is a golf

maniac, and he dragged me out on the links. I alway;

understood that "links" was braw Scotch- for sane

dunes. In his case the tenn applied to a mountair

covered with bracken. I began the day by spending
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I2S. (equal to three gallons of the best petrol) on four

small globules of guttapercha (made—to their eternal

shame—by tyre companies, of all people), and spent

the rest of the day hunting for them in, waist-deep wet

bracken, whilst Jones dilated on the folly of '" pulling

one's arms in." Next day another holiday neighbour

introduced me to cricket. This is a form of ceremonial

exercise for .which there seems to be even less excuse.

A tall and muscular jierson, who, 1 understand,

corresponds fo what we motor cyclists call a shamateur,
raised three enfirmnus bruises on various parts of m\
anatomy, after which he sent my off bail so far that the
game was suspended while somehi;dy measured the

distance—thought to be a record. 1 then sat, thinly

clad, on a hard bench in an east wind whilst other
persons amused themscKcs for diree hours. After
that I was placed in alarming proximity to a succession .

of large and ruthless men, who slammed balls at me
for hours. I had to run after these balls till T ached
all over. , On my next vacation I will be strictly

loyal to the motor cycle. [ cannot think how anybody
can be so foolish as to play the silly games of which
1 \^\^^e spoken.

•SCENES IN THE T.T. Ri.CES

oi7

The Week-end.

SOME motor cyclists go to church on Sundays. Others

worship under those two famous divines, Dr.

Greenfields and Dr. Open Rhodes. For myself,

I consider that some moral discipline befits the first day

(jf the week, and I habitually read The Automobile

Engineer. Not because I understand it (except about

5% of the advertisements). Not because it is interest-

ing (its contents seem to be equally divided between

trigonometry and G.A. drawings, both of which are

Greek to me). But because it is an. infallible preventive

I if swollen head. You all know that motor c\ cling is a

most pernicious sport. When you have owneil a baby

two-stroke for three months, you begin to fee! and talk

as if Mr. Kicardo was a chicken to you in mechanical

know-ledge. It is here that the abstruse articles in

Tlie Automobile Engineer have a chastening effect.

But a recent issue contained two articles of real

interest to motor cyclists (I didn't write them, and I

have no shares in its publishing company). One is a

super-expert's diagnosis of the Cox-Atmos carburetter.

L'ntil I read it, I used to fancy that all carburetters

were- much of a muchness, and that if one vaporiser did

vou really well, it was either a gorgeous fluke, or else

you'd got the right man to

lune it for you. But it now
loi.iks as if the Cox - .\lmos

really was a su])er-carburetter,

for We leani tliat the -I'cporter

man has been watching a Cox
pushing mixlure through a glass

pipe, and, apparently, the gas

was like a dfy wind in a sand

desert; to judge by the stuff

my present carburetter s])its

nut of its air intake, its mixture

is more like a Scotch mist, w'ith

l>atches of thick cloud in it.

.^^^^B#!«*-•e-•«<:i-•AI•

\- / (Top) Victor Horsman (Norton) negotiating the bend in Ballaugh

v^ village.

(Uft) W. Howartli (2% Dot) going well at Hilberry.

(Right) R. Lucas (Scott) immediately after crossmg Sulby

Bridge.

A27
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THE

Isle 5FMAN

Manxiand Through tne Lyes oi a Pressman. By B. H. Davies.

rHE old spot, and the

old crowd, and the

old fun ! A crowded

boat from Li\er-

pool, so full that

the elderly 1 a d y

w i t h the canary

complexion, w h o

«s mx f Ti'w •wii—t "- TT-r '^'''^ never heard of

It "ItJjMJ^"- -^'"^fy Mothersill, cannot
Vi ^^Afm^'"'"^ 'Ya «£f possibly reach
X-. - either the saloon or

the side of the boat,

but. must render her tribute to Neptune exactly Avhere

she has collapsed—and thank the gods, dear reader,

if that spot be not vour ow n shoulder '

Joys of the Sea Trip.

The usual pile of luggage is just forward of the stern-

castle, or whatever they call it. The joy with which

you wriggle out of the queue at the Liverpool landing

stage is tempered by seeing your own suitcase and your

fairy's cardboard hat-container laid
_
on the deck at a

point which will presently be the foundation of a heap

of luggage as big as the Cunard coal dump. 'Thena
mile outside Douglas people trample aft to regain

their hand luggage—^the heap is tippled over^ and dis-

sected ;
your fairy 'bursts into tears Avhen she recog-

nises her.concertina'ed hat box : her complexion .^egins

to run : your own suitcase is—where ? There is the

bicycle to extract from the bow'els of a noisome cavern

near the bilge. There is the narrow gangway to be

negotiated : steep, green slippery steps to be climbed

(the tide is always out): the sidecar to be reattached,

and last, but not least, the Manx porters to be remu-

nerated. -'Then one is free to push the outfit to the

nearest petrol depot, a good mile aw^ay.

Still we get there. The first night is usually brief.

They have no liquor control in the Island: and one

meets lots of friends. -. So to bed about 2 a.m. l>p

again about 3.30 a.m. to -see the practice. Feverish

work with a watch and a pencil as the men start oft.

Disappointing when Georgie Dance laps m 90m. ns.

You decide not to wout about timmg them next

morning. , ,

Durino- the dav vou go round the various camps

where you will encounter much of the youngest, silliest,

and sportingest

-m a n h o o d of

Great Britain.

Especially, pei-

haps. at the
Scott camp. I

d o n
'

t know
whether they
h a \- e their
mothers w i t h

them, or whethei

their trainer is

a martinet. An} -

how, nothing is

known to them
bv its propel

name. If they

offer vou " bread

a n d dripping
"'

at II a.m.,

accept promptly :

__you can't tell

what it will be,

but it will cer-

tainlv arrive in

a tumbler.
Similarly i f a

Prolonged and clumsy replenishment of

the machines might easily lose a rider

the race. Here is seen the syringe used

for lubricating oil. and the petrol tank and

flexible pipe by means of which supphes

were delivered rapidly to the Scott

machines.
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A Week in the Isle of Man.—

stout fellow wearing the gilt " limit gauge " should
invite you to partake of ' Quaker oats ''

at midnight.
: don't wither him with a glance. Appear grateful—the
waiter will probably produce a magnum of -1906
Heidsieck.

By no means "Dry."
For the benefit of the uninitiated I would sav that

Mr. Pussyfoot Johnson has not yet turned his atten-
tion to Manxland. If your head is weak, you will be
quite safe so long as the men are in training. But on
race nights, when trophies are being christened and
sweeps are being liquidated, only the stoutest fellows
can safely venture abroad. On Senior night at least

half a dozen people whom I had never met before
tearfully invited me to come and stay at their homes
for a month.

The Junior race? Of course, you know the modern
fashion? Vou see the start at the grandstand. Then
you get a seat in any old conveyance from the lamp
bracket of a sports Sunbeam to a lady's knee in a
motor roach, and go off by the back lanes to Hillberry
or Balhg Bridge or Keppel Inn. Finally you return
to the stand for the finish. It makes an arduous day,
but yon get a bit of cornerwork plus the tlirill of tlie

finish.

8i.g

The sympathies of a British crowd are always with
the fellow who is tackling long odds, so, though
Williams and Davies are popular idols, the almost
unknown Whalley was cheered to the echo i.n his lonely
.struggle against the devastating A.J. S. team, and his

spectacular defeat was something of a disappointment
to a sporting crowd.

H. R. Davies is the outside edge .of the absolute
limit, and knows the Manx coin-se as most of us
know the -keyhole on our front door. At Hillberry
his wheels- took the same line to an inch in each lap,
and his riding was such a magnificent compound of
speed and restraint that a lot of people after seeing him
in the Junior went off and barked him for the Senior.

'

The baby " two-fifties " were tolerably amazing.
It looks as. though lightweights capable of finishing a
Six Days and averaging over 40 m. p. h. in the T.T.
.should soon have a more recognised position as real
touring mounts. The best true yarn about the Jumor
is that one competitor covered the whole course with
his ignition fully retardeil I

Golf and Horses.
Wednesday was devoted to such pursuits as the

Manx Derby and golf. I do not know which party
returned home tlie more impo\erisiied. Ordinary goff
handicaps do not count in the Isle of Man. Vou get

"ue stroke for every morning you have been up
at three o'clock to see the practising. A story
IS going the rounds about one trade'magnatc '(I
lancy it is a chestnut fathered upon him, but no
matter). On the Fort Anne links there is only
• me bunker; it is close to a green, and consists
"f half an inch of .sand, camouflaging a liase of
naked rook. Mr. Manufacturer drove his ball
into the bunker, and made six ineffectual attempts
to play it out. Attempt No. 7 not ..nly extricated
the ball, hut actually holed it out on the adjacenl.

'

green. Beery tripper looking on with jjrofound
interest is heard to remark, " Gor ! Ain't hn
going to have some blinking job now? "

At

(Lett) The wired-off enclosure along which
ail competing motor bicycles were wheeled to

the weighmg machme, thence to the marquee.

(Right) Weighing the Velocelte on which
G. Denley (on right in photograph) rode r.

cood race in the Junior event.
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A Week in the Isle of Man.—

Another good story relates to rather a greedy

motorist, who took great pains to order many delicacies

for lunch before marooning himself and party at

the Bungalow for - the Junior race. Whether our

gourmand had been looking on the' wine when it was

red, or whether much early rising for. practice had,

clogged his brain, I know not, but he left his false

leeth on the washstand, and did not discover his

omission till the party had reached the summit of the

mountain.

One visitor to the Island w-_as trying to sell his water-

cooled passenger outfit to a pal. He sought out an

Imposing hill, and waiting till the pal was close behind

(on a Ford) he engaged bottom gear, opened up to

4.000 r.p.rn., and shot up the incUne like a scalded

rabbit. Shortlv afterwards sonny in the sidecar

remarked innocently, " Pappa, it's raining!" Pappa
cast one incredulous glance at the brassy sky, and
remarked furiously, " D— it, I've burst my radiator

!"

Mercifully Pappa spotted an open farmyard gate close

at hand: he swung round and concealed the damaged
outfit in a cowshed until such time as the pal and the

Ford had passed by.

An Historic Achievement.

I fancy most people were disappointed with the

Senior race. Of course, Davies's achievement was
simply miraculous, and will be deservedly historic. But
it was rather a humiliating business. The A.J.S. was
the only British machine which could retain the Trophy
for England. The rest were either too slow, crashed,

or met trouble. The finish was nothing like as close -

as it ought to have been. Two or three of the crack

riders performed \ery disappointingly, as far as lap

times go—a fact which I ascribe to the loose and

dangerous condition of the mountain road. Maximum
speeds of 80 or 85 m.p.h. are not of much use if the

road surface on the only fairly "fast" stretch does

not permit of them being used.

Errors of Judgment or Design ?

The running of all the British machines, barring the

A.J.S., was surprisingly spasmodic. If all the crashes

were due to pure errors of judgment, they do not do our

men much credit, for although the spieeds were terrific,

the course was at the worst quite dry. If several of

them are to be ascribed to brake failure or jumpy steer-

ing, so much the worse.- Some of the slower men, at

any rate, did all they could be expected to do. We
e.xpect great feats from our cracks: i-f they did not fail,

their machines failed. . No doubt luck \yas badly out

in some cases. For example, a certain firm had -real

hopes of winning the Trophy and the team prize. It

had two hot stuff merchants out to \vin, and a sedate

sure finisher to complete the team. No. i crashed
through a dry skid. No. 2 broke' a i!)art which had
never gw&Vi any trouble before. No. 3 finished accord-

ing to plan. Other firms had equally aggravating

e.\.periences. It is very odd that all our machines but
one should fail on the same day. The two Indians very

nearly reaped the reward of a shrewd estimate : they

almost hit off the speed essential to x'ictory, and I

suppose Harveyson would have been up with them, had
his tyres held.

And so good-bye to the Island for another twehe
months. The sea is like a millpond as I peer across

Douglas Bay. and this quite reconciles me to departure.

It is a terrible little Island. ^Everv year I bring more
money than I did the 3'ear before. E\-erv year I pay
my landlady by cheque, and borrow money from her to

get home with. Still, it is well worth it.

T.T. WINNERS OF PAST YEARS SNAPPED ON THE ISLAND.

«". n

P. J. Evans, winner ot tht

Junior race in 191 1, on a 2J h.p,

Humber.

T. C. de la Hay, who won
the Senior race in 1920, on a

3-^ h.p. Sunbeam.

F. A. Applebee, who won
ihe Senior race in 1912, on a

Scott.

Eric Williams, winner of the

Junior T.T. in 1914 on an .A.J.S.

and also the Junior race this year

on a similar mount.

In addition to the above. Jack Marshall, who won the single-cylinder class in 1908, and H. 0. Wood, 1913 winner on a Scott, were also

on the Iskmi to witness this year's contest.
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A Commenlary based upon Practical Experience and a Study oi Overseas Opinions.

Te Develop the It is not always an easy task for the
Overseas Side- British nianiifacuirer of sidecar outfits

car OiitKt. [,> obtain accurate information as to

what is really wanted by the overseas

motor cyclist, and the exami)le of Mr. J. L. Xoi'ton.

the desij;ner of the motor cycle bearing his name,
who is making an extended tour of the Dominions this

\ear, is one that might profitably be followed b\ others.

It is still more diffi<Tjlt for the English maker actuallv

to test his standard models under the most severe over-

seas conditions. Probably his finest opi)ortunity of

doing this is the appro.ximation presented by the Scot-

tish Six Days Trial, which takes place in July.

The Western Highlands of Scotland are sparsely

pojjulated, the railway system is mainly conspicuous
b)- its limitations both in extent arid service, and the

roads are usually just good enough for the traffic they

have to bear—perhaps a flock of sheep and two farm
carts per day! For a considerable period of the trial

I lie rc>ute ruits through this district, and it is gratifying

that so many makers .seize the opportunity of testing

their products under such conditions. Undoubtedly a

desire to gain knowledge for the overseas market is at

the back of the big trade entry, and the amount of

good the trial will do, especially to the passenger

\ehicles. is. simply iinmeasurablc from the point of view-

i>( the buyer abroad.
Cj3 EJ] Cj)

^

Smaxl section tyres have always been

l>articularly disliked- by the man who
does inost of his riding well away from
civilisation, but at length his desire for

tyring looks likely to be gratified. For the

in motor cycle history 26 x. 310. (and like

sized) tyres were quite generally fitted for the T.T.
lace ; and if some of the most conservative maniifac-

rurers have come to consider that these are fast enough
for such a race we mav, at last, see larger section tyres

on the tourist's machine. After all, now that the
'' slowing effect '' bogev has been killed, there remains

Tio legitimate excuse for tyi"es of small section on any

machine, excepting perhaps the Brooklands sprint

model. Surely, one very valuable lesson of the T.T.

When both hands are required for steering—be the

need caused bv a combination of 60 m.p.h. speeds and

awkward corners, or merely 15 m.p.h. and rutted

tracks—it is disconcerting, even dangerous, to attempt

to operate an oil pump located in a corner of the tank.

The pushmg stress on the plunger, too, further tends

Tyre Sizes and

Foot Oil

Pumps.

'' big, fat

'

first time

to upset the balance of the machine. Thus a foot-

operated [jump is clearly de.sirable. But it was not

until the ig2i T.T. that the great majority of our

ilesigners recognised this. Olympia, this year, will,

we hope, show the fruits of this recognition. Inci-

lentally this is an excellent example of an improve-

ment evolved for the convenience of the speedman

which will prove of the utmost benefit to the rough

rider.

* * cji-

Lessons Applic- Wiitr.E the T.T. course includes

able 10 Overseas nothing freakish, it is generally

Requireuieiiis. allowed that it forms a supreme test

for the motor cycle over all varieties

nf normal road conditions, but at double the normal

rider's speed requirements. For example, control-

lability is an e.xceedingly important point to the T.T.

rider. It, therefore, follows that from the machine

that survives with honours the gruelling and tortuous

200 miles can easily be evolved the machine most

near to the ideal as an all-round utility mount—

a

mount incidentally that win be, automatically, almost

as tractable and easily handled on the worst pioneer

tracks as one that lias been designed specifically for

such conditions. It will also possess many other

desirable qualities.

Although our average overseas reader may think

that he only wants larger engines, greater clearances,

and larger wlieels—judging from our mail bag—pro-

bably he would benefit much more, actually, by greater

reliability and efficiency in existing mediumweight

mounts.
' This is just what tlie T.T. does, e.g., the

performance of the 202 lb. 2|'4 h.p. A.J.S.

Briefly, then, the races evolve the perfect solo mount

—an(J, indirectly, of course, the passenger machines

are benefited.
* i» *

World-wide .Vlthough, no doubt, road-racing

Importance of events occur more often than once
the T.T. a year in, say, Canada, South

Africa, or Australasia, the I.O.M.

meeting is in a class by itself in that it attracts the per-

sonal efforts of nearly every important motor cycle firm

in business, and thus ensures that each entrant will send

his men to the post with fhe besl that liis brains, his

money, and his skill can command. No other road

race in the world can claim this. Important, hardly

fought and sporting as it may be, the average long

distance overseas event does not, and cannot, hope

A31
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Overseas Section.

—

for more than one or two makers to be strongly and
directlv represented, the remainder of the entry usually

being made up of local agents and amateurs on a

varyingly representative selection of rival makes—and
even then the most suitable and " likely " mount for

JUNE 30th, ig2i.

the course may not even be known in that particular

country

!

Such a representative entry from the leading manu-
facturers of the leading motor cycle country is exclu-

sive to the T.T., and, therefore, it must be admitted
that the race has an importance all of its own.

A Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.
stiffen Trials !

An Aden correspondent, "Colonial," wishes us to head"
liis letter as above. His views are interesting, in that they

show how closely English trials are followed abroad :

" I fear this will be rather an echo of the past, but doubt-
less the question will crop up next year. The Land's End
18 m.p.h. regulation seemed to raise a storm of protests at

the time. Surely a modern trial must be made stiff. It

seems to me that the ideal trial, /.e., the trial which is

instructive in searching out weaknesses in machine and
driver, is that which makes it impossible for any but the

cleverest riders on the best machines to get a 'gold,'
' silvers ' for the ijood riders, and nil for the merely average

trial rider. Only in this way will the standard of machines
be improved, and, what is perhaps more important, the

driver's art of getting the best from a machine, wherein
lies the whole sport of the motor cycle. Cheapening gold

medals will inevitably make everyone lose interest in trials,

except the objectionable namby-pamby type of pot-hunter,

and surely we do not want him encouraged !

"

Hard Going in Nigeria.

A Nigerian correspondent, signing himself " A Well-
wisher," states that 22 m.p.h. is an appalling speed on some
of the "roads" out there. Therefore very fast machines
are not wanted. He writes : "I was very much interested,

and amused, with 'Winter in the Highlands' in your excel-

lent journal of March 3rd and 10th. The writer should vide

over some of the roads out here : he would not then write

about never letting the machine travel at less than 25 m.p.h.
" I, too, have a P. and M. and sidecar, and find it an

excellent machine, my only complaint being the smallness of

the tyres.
" One of the journeys I have to make constantly is twelve

miles over a road which begins with an up-hill hairpin bend
of about twenty degrees ; there are a lot of such sharp turns
that you seem to be coming back to your starting place ; and
the surface consists largely of loose red latrite, which cuts

up the tyres at an awful rate.
" ]My wife and I took that journey recently. We got on

a bit of straight road, with, comparatively, only a moderately
bad surface, so I worked up a speed of 22 m.p.h., but even
at that slow speed we did not enjoy the jolts we got when
crossing a network of ruts (caused by recent heavy rains).

averaging about a toot wide and four or five inches deep.

That it did not break is an excellent testim.onial for the

machine.
" Some of those who grumble so much about the condition

of the English roads should come out here for a bit."

Popular Makes in Switzerland.

That England is not at all well represented in Switzer-

land is the opinion of Mr. A. W. J. Muksell (Geneva) :

"Your correspondent ' Surev ' comments on the lack of

British motor cycles in the canton of Geneva. This is only

due to the fact that Geneva is the centre of the motor
cycle industry of Switzerland, and for the past years people

have been patronising local makers and buying such
locally manufactured machines as the Motosacoche and the

Jloto-Reve. But it is noticeable now how foreign machines
are quickly becoming popular. France is rapidly becoming
a rival to Great Britain, owing to the extremely high rate

of exchange. The Bleriot motor cycles are being imported
into Switzerland now, and are selling at the low price of

2,500 francs. On the other hand, England is very badly
represented here, the only agency here being for the

Hobart motor cycles. Lastly, I may add that the most
suitable machine for solo tourist woi'k in Switzerland is a

lightweight of 2| h.p."

Spares in India.

We make no excuse for publishing one letter on the

eternal subject of spares. It is typical of many, and is chosen
mainly because it is terse ! ^IR. E. P. F.vwcett, of

Lakhimpur, LT.P., India, writes : "When will British motor
cycle manufacturers learn that it they wish to compete with
the Americans, they must give better service? In February,
1920, I had the misfortune to break the valve glass of the

Best and Lloyd sight feed lubricator on my 3-8. A. The
district local agent promised to get me one, but by Novem-
ber had to confess his inability to supply me. I tried vari-

ous shops, including those of the local agents, in Calcutta,

Lucknow, and Delhi, unsuccessfully. I finally wrote home
for one, and was informed of despatch in JNIarch, but am
still awaiting the parcel. '

I succeeded -in piecing together
the fragments after a fa.shion, but an air-tight fit was im-
possible, consequently back pressure interferes seriously

with the free flow of oil t».the crank case."

The manufacturers of this unconventional motor cycle chose the T.T. week and the Isle of Man as fitting time and place for its debut to

the public. It is known as the "Ner-a-car wheeler, ' and it created quite a sensation on Douglas promenade. The engine is a two-stroke

of 211 c.c. capacity, and five speeds are provided by a friction transmission set. Ladles and elderly people particularly were interested.
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ofJ-he

cA 500 CO. Gace
siili needed —

•

The teehnicai value

0/sustained speed
\ events discussed

.

LIKE many other enthusiasts I went to the Ishtnd
this 3ear prepared to take a. tearful farewell of
the Senior event.- Last year's race was a hastily

organised affair, helJ too soon after the -war. Most
of the, 500 c.c. specialists abstained, and the 1921 race
was rightly regarded as the first genuine post-war T.T.
We knew til at the 31^ h.p. Norton had bettered 90
ni.p.h. at Brooklands, and that several firms had spent
enormous sums witli an eye to victory in the Island.
Many people had ominous forebodings about the race.
The sH h-P- '^^'''S already over-deveIope<l for the course.
A dozen men were to start the

last lap within seconds of each
other, and fight out a painfully

desperate finish. The course
was to be littered with wreck-
age, produced by the perils of a

tight race on super-speedy
machines. Next year 350 c.c.

was to lie ,the highest imagin-
able capacity for the Senior
race, and the 250 c.c. "egg-
cups'' were to. have the Junior
all to themselves.

These pretty fancies lywe all

foundered on the rock df reality.

It is idle to pretend that the 500
c.c. type cannot i>e further improved by more T.T.
races. All our crack 500 c.c. machines have been_,

soundly thrashed by the little A.J.S. and by a couple of

Indians; the latter is an improvisation, a bisected twin,

rather than a deliberately designed ideal. The British

3-i h.p. can hardly take this beating lying down. It

is an arguable proposition that the tourist 500 c.c. is

now more than adequate for all road needs and proof
against all road tests. Students may plausibly assert

that asking a roadster machine to average 55 m.p.h.
over the Manx course is comparable to- designing a twin
perambulator for the Arctic circle. But these argu-
ments apply with equal forc:e to the Junior T.T.

Will the cylinder capacity limit of the Senior T.T.
machines be reduced for future races ? Before
the I aces in the Isle of Man, opinion was almost
unanimous that the .VW c.c. type had been so

developed thai it would prove too fast for the course.

Further, it was thought that the annual Tourist
Trophy event had served its purpose so far as

concerns this size of engine. Opinion is slill

divided, and many lean 10 the view that most
post bellum desi'^ns have not had snfficienl tune
to be fully developed, and should be given another
year to regain prestige loaf in their defea! by a
machine of 350 c.c. capacity, and by two motor
cycles of Transatlantic origin. In this article

the writer discusses the position as he sees it.

My personal view is that we can drop the Senior
ex'cnt (or cut its capacity limit^down to 350 c.c.) when
two conditions are fulfilled, viz. :

(i) When most 3^^ h.p. machines can do six

laps in an average of 43 mins. without trouble,

(j) When victory -becomes a mere matter of
taking the most risks, the necessary speed and
reliability being taken for granted by all the lead-
ing entrants.

Examine these conditions for a moment. In this

year's race there were certain machines wliich were
discovered t o have badly
designed cylinders. Their
riilers found in practice that
disastrous distortion occurred
above a certain speed. The
riding orders gi\'en to these men
at the post were to lap at 45m.
average for the team prize.

E\en this very modest ambition
was unfulfilled. In 1922 the
engines made by this firm will

show much more stamina when
climl)ing with a sidecar, and
that stamina will be the direct

result of 1 92 1 T.T. experi-

ence.
Take another team. The technical staff were

allotted ^10,000 in 1919 wherewith to win the 192

1

T.T. outright. They did not win, though they over-
spent their allotted capita!. Have we nothing more
to learn about the 500 c.c. engine when two years and
^10,000 end in failure?

Take another team. Despite ample Brooklands
experience, all their machines suffered from valve
trouble. It was not the most serious type of valve
trouble, but it ruined hopes which would other\vise

have been fulfilled. Is the average valve perfect?
Are not further valve- tests, under the peculiarly
searching conditions of the T.T., worth a little outlav?
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Again, the trouble encounteied

with pistons in practice, if not in the

race, would provide materials for a

regular treatise; and many of the

entrants have learnt much. Tyie
makers, plug makers, chain makeis

—

all have come home with new know-
ledge tO' assimilate. If another 500
c.c. j-ace is held next year, there \\\\\

be similar .gains in knowledge

// tlic capacity is cut doivn to JS<^
c.c, we sidetrack tlie 3^ h.f. off

the line of development ; the 3I h.p.

is still the typical British—'bus—we
cannot afford to sidetrack it. Theie
are two main i arguments against the

survival of the Senior in its present

form. One is its cost. Of course, a

firm which has laid out a vast sum
without reaping any advertisement
will be inclined to grumble. But
experience always has to be paid for,

and is always worth paying for.

Moreover, a lot of the expenditure
has been foolish. The proper
method of tackling the T.T. is to

begin at least a year in advance, and
to run the experimental macliine

(not the engine only) to destruction

What is Brooklands for? Yet

More than one eminent motor cycle

representative came from the Continent to

see the T.T. races. Here is M. Paul

Kelecom, associated with the F.N. factory

at Liege, and Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, who

acted as time auditor durmg the races,

watching N. H. Hadfield making adjustments

on his Norton.

at high speed,

some of the failed

JUNE 30th, 1Q21.

entrants limited their preliminary

tests to

(i.) Bench tests of the engine

at constant speeds (so different

from the wild variations of stress

in a road race).

(2.) Road tests of the
machine as a whole (at speeds

far below the Manx average).

The exact opposite is wanted, \'iz. :

(r.) " Jerk " tests of the

engine from o to 4,000 r.p.m.

(2.) High .speed tests of the

machine as a whole.

The second objection to the "Senior"

is more subtle. Many of the T.T.
riders still sav that victory goes to

the man, rather than the machine.
In other words, they think that

Da\ ies would ha\e won on anv mount
which gave him a clean run.~ If that

were true, it is more to a firm's

interest to engage men like Dalies or

Dance than to build a super-machine.

As soon as victory depends wholly or

e\'en principally upon the rider, it

will certainly be time to revise the

conditions. Meanwhile let us notice

that

:

1920 Davies rode in both races, and
to fini.sh in either,- being let down by a

machine which had not then " found
itself."

(b) If we could mount Davies,

Dance, Dixon, Le , Vack, Edmond,
Shenians, Bennett; de la Hay, Hassall,

C. P, Wood, and D. M. Brown on
^ ele'^en similar machines^all A.J.S.,

Indian, Sunbeam, or anything you like

—wlio would win ?

Nobody clarebet heavily on such a race.

There is very little difference between the
leading men._ The A.J.S.- won partly

because it was .just about the best tested

In

(Left) At this spot—Suiby Bridge—G. W. Jones

fNew Hudson) was precipitated over the parapet

into the bramble bushes. He continued to race,

however, though it was against the doctor's orders,

and gained the Nisbet award for the most plucky

performance during the two T.T. races.

(Right) D. S. Alexander (Norton) commencing
the mountain climb after rounding Ramsey
hairpin corner (observable in the distance).
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machine in tlie race, partly because its rider is

brilliant, and made none of the tiny miscalculations

to which the best men are liable. Of his ten chief

rivals, as before-named, tno were on slower mounts,

five had mechanical troubles, one was physically

unequal to six laps at the date of the race, and the

other two "crashed," i.e., at least seven out of the

ten were beaten by the machines they rode. I am tlie

last man to underestimate the human factor, but even

in the 500 c.c. class the machine still counts as much
as the rider—aye, and more. We can all name
machines on which even Davies could never have won.

I suggest then, that the functions of the T.T., with

reference to the. 3^4 h;p. machine, are by no means
exhausted. I hope the race will be repeated in 1922.

In that case, the A.J.S. will not win, nor will any

2.>4 h.p. machine, however brilliantly it may be

handled. The two fastest laps this year were both

put up by 3>^ h.p. machines, one ridden by a man
suffering from concussion, and the other by a man
who is well past his first youth. By June, 1922, some

machines which were "green" this summer can be

ripened.

One great merit of transferring the 350 c.c. machines

to the Senior would be the unveiling of the real light-

weights. At present they ase com-
pletely overshadowed by tlie 2.;4

h.p. Pre)itice won his race com-

fortably : but he finished tenth in

the combined event, and as he was
more than half an hour behind the

fastest •?^o c.c, his victory was

E. R. Jacobs cornering

''1

^^i^^:

not recognised by the crowd. The firms which
make full use of the Six Days and the T.T. arc

rapidly perfecting their 250 c.c. models. Ere long

they will certainly have a race all to themselves. By
that tirrie their more dubious rivals may die a natural

death : and the public, attracted by the T.T, perform-
ances of the better class babies, will be more likely

to pick a sound machine.
It is quite certain that the T.T. must be kept clear

of the car races in 1922, and preferably it should pre-

cede them. The two cannot be hekHn the same week
—how can cars and cycles practise together, and what
sort of surface will the cars leave on Uie roads ? The
T.T. must therefore come very early or very late in the

season—early, for choice, as the roads will be better

in spring than in autumn. In that case, it is not too

early to commence trying out 'buses for the 1922 race:

and the 500 mile race at Brooklands provides a splen-

did opportunity at low cost. Amour proprc need not
hinder a manufacturer from using this race 'as a test,

rather than an advertisement. I know one maker .who
always enters a private owner in trials if he \vants to
lest anything he cannot quite trust : if the 'bus fails, it

is, "Oh, there was a duffer amateur up!" If it suc-

ceeds, the credit is doubled. Anyhow, 500 miles of

full throttle will unearth new weaknesses in some of the

., ,•/-., Manx machines and test the
easily on his Coulson.

.. v c i.- i i ^umoihfications inspired by the

T.T. in others. - In both
cases sucir information i s

worth as much to a firm as

Capt. ^Miller's gold cup.

Road Rider.

RIDING .ATTITUDES

OF

TT. COMPETITORS.

W. Howarth appears to be quite at home on his Dot A. Edwards, who rode well on his little Levis.

THE ROADS AND MOTOR CYCLES.
EVEXTUALLV, perhaps, the roads of this countn'

will be so constructed that their surface will

be uniformly good. Most drastic alterations in

the method of construction are necessary to avoid

the expensive repairs which have to be undertaken at

the present time. The light forms of motor vehicles,

especially motor cycles, suffer most, and -are subject

to taxes quite out of proportion to tlrose of heav7

transport vehicles which destroy present-day roads

within a few months of their completion. In the

meantime spring frames, or, at least, some form of

saddle suspension that damps out road vibration, have
-become almost a necessity.

Bad roads have also brought into popularity larger

tyres, and in this connection there is a tendency for

riders to inflate at lower pressures than those for

which the tyres have been designed. Hence it be-

hoves those who use "oversize" tyres to ascertain

whether the walls of their tyres are sufficiently strong

to withstand the strains to which they are subjected.

B.3
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HILL-CLIMBING IN IRELAND.

A competitor on a Douglas going well in a hill-climbing contest recently held by the Dublin M.C.C. at Tallaght, Co. Dublin,

Hampstead Amateur IVI.C.C.

On July 16th this club is holding an
open hill-climb, solely - for amateurs, on
machines with standard engines. Entries
(3s. 6d. fee) .should be sent to Mr. Henry
Brent, 38, Frognal, London, N.W.3.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

Following are the results of the hill-

climb held at Grange Hill, Cuthorpe, near
Chesterfield :

560 c.c. SOLO.—p. Taylor [i]^ Sunbeam).
350 o.c. SOLO.—J. Jenkins (2X Velocette).
UNLIMITED SOLO.~H. Taylor (3'^ Sunbeam).
B60 c.c. SIDECARS.-C. Turner (4'-.{ BS.A. sc).

UNLIMITED SIDECARS.—L. Adams 7-9 Indian
sc).

H. Taylor (3^ Sunbeam) made fastest
time of the day.

Stamford and Peterborough M.C.C.

About forty members entered for the
recent hill-climb, witli the following
results :

275 CO. SOLO (STANDING START).
Stamjord Club.—l, G. Brown (2 '4 Massay-Arran).

28is. ; 2, C. Belton {2'4 Levis), 35s.
Petcrboroiitih Cluh.—l, M. Mason (2'i Levis),

321s.; 2, A. North (2.14 Connaught), 32|s.

350 c.c. SOLO CLASS (STANDING START).
Stamford Clvb.—l. G Brown (21-; Massev-Arran).

27Ss. ; 2, L. Moulds (2i{ Doiiglas), 30is.
Pctcrboroiioh Cliib.—l, M. Mason (2;i Levis),

32ss. ; 2, B. Ladds (2J4 Douglas), 36s.

600 cc. SOLO (STANDING START).
Stamford Chib.—l, G; Freer (S'l Scott), 25!s.-

2, G. Brown (2i.i Massey-Arran), 27|s. ; 3
'
S.

bymons (3ii Bradbury), 30s.
Peterborough Club.—B. Stapleton. (3M Sun-

beam), 21s.; 2, E. Gaunt (4 Triumph), 23|s. ; 3,F Paten (4 Triumph). 24Js.

UNLIMITED SOLO FLYING START
Stamford Cliib.—l, G. Freer (33< Scott), 17?s •

2. G. Brown (2I4 Massey-Arran), 18s.; 3, 's'
Symons (3J-5 Bradbury). 21s.
Peterborough Club.—l, M. Stapleton (3i.<~Sun.

beam), 15is.; 2, S. GaunI; (4 Triumph), 16is K
Vickers (3 A.B.C.), 163s.; 3, H. Paten' (4Triumph), 163s.
Passenger Class (Flying Start).-!. M. Burrows

(ff Enfield), 22Js.; 2, J. Dunn (12 Morgan). 235s.
Standing Start.-J. Dunn (12 Morgan), 30is.

;

'2,W. BuiTOKS (3 Enfield), 32ss.

B4

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

Results have now been announced of

the trial for the Muratti Trophy held on
the 19th inst.. and are as follows :

WINNER OF TROPHY AND GOLD MEDAL.—
T. W. Monkhouse. age 63 years (4 Triumph sc),
who lost no marks on time.

.WINNERS OF MIDWOOD CUP AND GOLD
MEDALS.-G. Hill (3''4 Scott) and D. Berry (4
Triumph), tied.

BRONZE MEDALS.-W. Wells {i'A Sunb-'am)
and H. Acklam (6 B.S.A. sc).

SPECIAL PRIZES.-II. Acklam (6 B.S.A. sc),
L. Bonser (2^4 Alton). A. Bainej (2^ Sun), B.
Hill (214 Velooette), and G. Wrav (4'Triumph).

Wellingborough and Rushden District

M.C.C.

There was a large attendance at the

hill-climb at Hardwater Crossing, which
was held under ideal weather conditions.

Norton riders carried most of the

'J
firsts," but A. J. Bosworth (3^- Brough)

made a good second fastest time.

500 c.c. CLASS.—1, Spencer Eobb (3,'-5 Norlon);
2, Rex Ludlow_(3j.2 Norton).

750 cc CLASS.— 1, Spencer Eobb (31 i Norton);
2. A. J. Bosworth (3]-^ Brough).

Fas(:est Time of Day.- S. Robb (3) 2 Norton), 25s.

H. Ackland, jun. (Blackburne), comes to grief in the watersplash at Knox during the

Harrogate and District M.C.C. trial for the Muratti Trophy.
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Club News.

—

Kelso and District M.C.C.

An open hill-climb will be held at the
well-known Lawton Hill, near Jedburgh,
on July 23i-d.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. and
Nuneaton and District M.C.C.

On Sunday,, the 19th inst., these clubs
held a joint church parade at Stocking-
ford Church, the Eev. J. JI. Philpott (an

A.C.U. consul) conducting the service.

Berwick and District M.C.
A consistency hill-climb held on the

19th inst. resulted as follows :

SOLO CLASS.—W. Murray [V/i Sports Sun-
b:'am). error itll s.

SIDECAR CLASS.—H. E. Blacknoy (4
Triumph s.c.) error ilh s.

Fastest Lime ol tbe day.—John W. Lee, Jun.
. (3^2 Sports .Surfbeam).

Maesteg and District M.C.

Held on a fairly difficult fifty-mile

C'i'irse. the recent reliability trial al-

tiacted fifteen entries. Results :

COLD MEPALS.-W. Ivor Thomas {3H S"""'
beam} and J. J. Boyd-Harvey (3'.4 'JSoott-
JSanirrel).

SILVER MED^VLS.—J. J. Salter (i'i flrad-

buryl: H. Smith (7.9 Harley "Davidson s.c);
W. Aston (3ij Scolt-S(iuirreI).

Kidderminster M.C.C.

Appended are results of the recent

fle-xibiliiy hill-climb, the times being tJie

differences lietwecn fast and slow ascents.

No clutch slipping was allowed in the

slow climb.

1. F. Ailam mi Norton), Im. 31s.; 2, H.
Jlorris (2I4 Diamond). 57!s. ; 3, G. Adam (2Ji
Verus-Blaclibarne), 52Ss.

Leinster M.C.C.

On the 18th inst. the above club held a

handicap hill-climbing competition, which
was very well supported. Results :

Handicap
250 c.c. Time.

1. Major W.iter.s {2',i Diamond), scr. 443.

2. P. Dovie ra'i Enlleld), 7s. ... 47i3.
3. G. Callaglian (2ij Leivs), 8s. ... 50s.

350 c.c.

1. n. B. Evans t2".i Donglas). 75. 44s.
2. W. Gilmour (2''. Douglas), 7s. ... 4S?s.
3. G. Canaglian <2Vi R. Ruby). lOs. 52is.

550 c.c.

1. G, MiGIade (4 Triumph), ser. ... 43is.
2. I). McCrea (3i- Rudge), 23. ... 44Js.
3. 3. MoNeiil t4 Triumi>h). scr. ... 49^8.

UNLIMITED.
1. II. L. Phillips (7-9 Ilarlev). 2s. ... 343.
2. W. Knowles (7-9 Indian). 2s. ... 363.
3. \. Sumraevville (7-9 Indian). 2s. 37^3.

SIDECARS.
1. W. L. IloWing (6 Enfield sc.). 83. 43a.
2. R. riiillips (7-9 11,-u-ley sc.), 4s. ... 43S«.
3. W. Bmney (8 Enfield sc). 6s. ... 48is.

South Midland Centi'e A.C.U.
At a meetrng of this newly-formed

centre, it was decided to hold a centre
trial on Saturday, July 16th. A brake
test, a hairpin corner, and a colonial sec-
tion will be included in the route, to be
made up of two seventy-mile non-stop
sections. TMr. Frank Thomas (of 172,
Belsize Road, South Hampstead, London,
N.W.) is the trial honorary secretary.

Julij ;. -Herts C\nintii A. and Ac. C. McH at
Wiltoin Vrauiic.

Jtthj ^.Sulton Calttftcld and North Birminghavi
.I.e. IliU-climb at Pcnkridgc Hill.

Julj ^.—Kiddcnatnstcr, Stonrbritlpc, and IVolver-
hanipton M.C. Clubs. Intcr-club Hilt-
climb.

,1hI,i i.-Xf,rth-irciil Lotuipn M.C.C. Speed Trials.
'III! If J.—Edinbaroh and District M.C. "John

Hull Troiihy Trial,
lain S.— Yorlcahirc Centre A.C.V. Team Trials.
.Inly i.—Middlcsbrotmh and District JU.C. Hill-

climb.-
hilii i.-Bzetcr >;.<?. and J.C.C. Club Trial over

Dart moor.
July 2.—XortJi Lindsey A.C. Speed Trials in_

Holme 7.onf.
July i.~Corcntru Trianylc M.C. JlilUcUmb.
Jnly '2.— Wolrerhampton .iuto Tfomads. Jielia-

bility Trial.
July S.~ Saltcoats and District M.C.C. Jieliability

Trial.
July ;i.— tVcst Birminoliam M.C.C. Hill-climb.
July 2..—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Intcr-club Trial.
July 1!.—Coventry and \l'arteicl:shire M.C. liclia-

hilllt, Trial.
July i.~Dru-abiiry and District M.C.C. freak

ll'dl-climb.
July 2-2.~ -Northern M.C. Anderson Cup Trial in

the Lake District.
July 3.—East MiStand Centre A.C.V. Champion-

ship Trial for Tlalcigh Cup.
J\ily S.^Centrat London M.C.C. Club Tiun to

Maidenhead Thicket.
July 3..-Stafford and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Llanqullen.
July 3. -Halifax and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Maker.
July 3.-ll'akrfield M.C.C. and heeds U.U. Inter-

club Run. ^

July 3.—lSishop Auckland and District M.C. Re-
liability Trial.

July 3.~Uarroyote and District M.C.C. President's
Trophy Trial.

July 3. -Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Club
Run to Little Common.

July 3.- Estez M.C. Club Run.
July 3.-Ba8inystoke and DisU-ict M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run to Tliyhcliffe.
July 3.- U'oohcieh. Plumstead, and District M.C.

Picnic at Itaitei/'s Hill.
July J,— .Veirrftsf/c aiirf District M.C. Chase Cup

Trial.
July e.—Surbilon and District M.C.C. Butler Cup

Trial.
July e.—Scarborouah and District M.C. Whitbu

Srclion ReUabilitil Trial.
July 7.~Taunton and District .V.C.C and L.C.C.

too Mills Reliability Trial.
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West Birmingham M.C.C.
Only one competitor succeeded in reach-

ing the' summit of the hill during the
recent "old crock'' hill-climb. He was
R. G. Smith, while J. F. JIundy was
second.

Rugby anl District M.C.C.
Results, obtained an a handicap basis,

of the hill-climb held .on the 19th inst.
at Whilton are as follows :

1, A. Oxcnbury (2^.; Donglas); 2. G. B. Bradley
(6 .•Vriel); 3, A. W. Webb (3;i Triumph).
Fa.'test time of the dav : G. B. Bradley

(& -\riel), 25|s.

Hull A.C. and L.C.C. and HuU M.C.C.

Results of the joint tAvelve-hour reli-

ability trial for the " Dick Ellis
"

Memorial Trophy have been announced :

1, W. K. Lythe (4 Douglas) ; 2, W. Padgett [Z'A
Sunbeam); 3, M. Crawford, Jun. [2I2 Sun
Vitesse); 4. T. Bcaulands (7-9 Harlev sc),
special sidecar prize: 5. M. Simpson (6 Enfield
sc), sealed prize.

Birmingham H.C.C.

Full results of the Llangollen Trial,
referred to last week, are now available,
and are as follows :

SILVER SOUVENIRS.—Mrs. F. W. Giles
(2"i A.J.S.); F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc) ; T.
Stevens (7 .James sc.) ; E. J. Neal (2^. Metro-
Tyler); L. H. Perry (10 Morgan).
SPECIAL NOVICES PRIZE.-A. W. Newman

(4 Coulsmi Bl.
SILVER ,\IEI)ALS.-G. R. Morgan (4 Triomjih

sc); P. .). Willcin^ (2i-. New Imperial); .Mrs. R.
W. Duke I2j.i Velocette); R, W. Duke (4
Triumph); A. \V. Thrush (SJi Sunbeam); S.
Hall (3'.s Sunbeam); T. F. Watsou (4 Norton sc);
F. H. Fentherslono (3' 5 Hnmber); S. H. Rhodes
(4 Wolf-niackburne sc); H. P. Cutler (4 Norton
scl; II. \. Harris Wi Sirrahl; R. A. Fawssott
(414 B..S..V); H. C. Jenneus (3',i. James) ; F. T.
Hill IS-6 James sc); E. .T. Bastock [2'A Levis);
A. H. Stubbs (4'4' B.S..-^.); F. If. Brown (S Rex
sc); W. A. Down (2'; Bown) ; B. Bladder (8 New
Imperial sc ); .-V. T. Cooper (8 Matchless sc); T.
H. Weaver l2-'4 Venis sc); and J. G. Orford (2'4
British Standard).

Surrey M.C.C.
The annual trial to Exeter for the

Triumph Cup took place on the 17th and
18th this month. On the outward journey
Peak Hill was observed, and Liont-l
Jlitchell (3i Rudge) and Capt. Peaty
(Hawker) made fast ascents. The two
Baby Triumphs, ridden by C. J. Feeny
and M. Dickenson, climbed well. There
were no failures on Trow Hill on the
second day. Results have now been an-
nounced as follows :

'

TRIUMPH CUP.-Licne! Mitchell (3M Rudge),
who thus wins the trophy outright.
CHAIRMAN'S CUP.—M. Relph (Coventry

Premier).

Mr. Philin G. Robinson, " Evenley,"
Carshalton Road, Sutton, Surrey, has Just
been appointed secretary of the London
section of this club.

Members of the "live'' Bristol M.C.C. prior to recent club run to Nailsworth. Five of the riders are Douglas owners, while
the one on the extreme left drives a Simbeam sidecar,
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible^for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must bs addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

ACCBSSOm^S THAT WON—AND LOST—THE T.T.!

Sir,—I notice in the columns of your valuable paper,

after races and trials, different manufacturers advertise
their products (such as engine, carburetter, magneto, saddle,

belt or chain, tyres, and even oil and petrol) as being part of

the winning machine, each manufacturer taking credit for

bis own product as being instrumental in winning the race.

Now, it would be interesting to know what firn»=HS going
to take credit for the tyres which " let down " some machines
that might otherwise have won the T.T. had it not been
for these defects. ^

I think this information would be of quite as mucli value
to the motor cyclist as the name of the tyres which w-exe

fitted to the winning machine. ENFIELD.
Londonderry. ^

Sir,—Whose chewing gum won the T.T.
London.

X.Y.Z.

EAST END CHILDREN'S OUTING.
Sir,—Young East London sends its greeting to readers of

The Motor Oi/ch, and wi.sheo to record that, by the- courtesy
of some of its readers, it has had the treat of its life !

A whole day in the country is a big enough joy anyway,
when you live five or six in a room, in stuffy little houses
down drab grey streets and airless alleys. But a day in the
country, when a fleet of motor cars and motor cycles with
sidecars comes to fetch you all the w^ay from Bow to
Ilarpenden and returns you at the end of eleven hom's
cranmied full of joys, is something to remember all your life.

As we packed ourselves into these wonderful little cars, we
felt like veritable kings and queens, and we cannot say a
big enough "Thank you" to the "prop'ly motor men " who
spared a precious Saturday to give us such' a day of wonderful
surprises,

.-x,

9.50, Saturday morning, June 4th, saw us packing in

—

fifty of us, from five to eight years old, with ten older people
to keep us company. 8.30, Saturday evening, saw us tumbling
out, laden with flowers and chocolates, our mothers, fathers",

and big brothers and sisters all lined up to welcome us home
and hear the tale of our wonderful adventures.

V. D. LESTER, ) On behalf of the bovs and crfrls

A. M. PULLER,/ of Kingsley Hall, Bow, E.

RIDER OR MACHINE?
Sir,—.May I put the following conclusion of mine to others

of your correspondents, and thereby ascertain the general
opinion on this absorbing event? --

Surely in the light of this year's results one must not
place too much admiration on the motor cycle concerned
(the 2| h.p. A.J.S.), cons~idering that this machine has.won
the .Junior race three years in succession, but always in the
hands of one of the "crack" Williams'? This points to the
event now resolving itself into a tussle between driver and
driver, as surely nobody will hold himself up to ridicule
by arguing that the 2| h.p. A.J.S. is actuallv so much
faster, or more reliable, than a Norton, Sunbeam,' Indian, or
Triumph. No, obviously the firms entered in the Senior
race, and not represented in the first three home, must look
around for the services of more expert riders, such as Davies
Eric Williams, and others, rather than contemplate new
designs tor their already excellent and speedy engines.
BIO

Mr. H. R. Davies deserves all credit for his masterful per-

formance, and should he be riding for another firm next

year, I think, given, as in this year, physical endurance and

an absence of tyre trouble, that firm will see its machine
piloted to victory.

Tlie opinions of the various manufacturers concerned would
be interesting and enlightening. T.T. ASPIRANT.
Dunmow.

MARKETING THE T.T. MACHINES.
Sir,—Your leading article entitled " Speed and the Tourist

Trophy" should definitely settle the ciuestion as to the

advantages gained to the motor cycle world by this yearly

event.
The wonderful performances of the winning machines have

only been attained by competing on this course, and bear out

your views. The public will eventually benefit provided a

similar machine is put on the market.
Possibly the following argument will not be shared by all,

but we contend that, in future, there should be a clause

inserted in the conditions that no machine can be entered

unless the price is stated, and that the machine is available

to the buying public— in other words, "The same as you can

buy.'-' '

, j_

This would liave the effect of lessening the time when such
things as a perfect overhead valve 2| h.p. 350 c.c. engine,

and the like, would be in the motor cyclist's hands.

As it now stands the engine and other parts of a motor
cycle are little further removed from the designs prevailing

before the war.

In conclusion, we would suggest that if such firms as A.
J. Stevens, Sunbeam, and Triumph woilld market such
a machine they could be assured of a ready sale a,s we
feel that a three or four-speed 2| h.p. is all that is required
by the sporting solo rider. A, FLETCHER.

S. C. METZGAR.
-J. F. PARKER.
F. SHAPLAND.

CLUB SECRETARIES, NOTE!
Sir,—As a constant reader of The Motor Cycle. I^ think

some other readers might like to hear of a very suitable hill

for speed trials. This is Britwell Hill, near Watlington,
Oxfordshire. There is practically no traffic, and it has a

good straight start, and, I should think, about half a mile of

.straight w'ide climb. 'The surface is better than Kop, and
there is a good straight finish.

PAUL HECTOR JOHNSON.

CARBURETTING A CATERPILLAR—NEARLY

!

Sir,—A short time after starting out the other day, I came
to a sudden stop, with that peculiar feeling which betokens
petrol shortage.

On examining the "^auze filter in the carburetter, I found
a small green caterpiuar neatly curled round and just filling

the filter. I could only account for its presence by the
fact, that just before leaving home I had been strolling

round the garden, and had probably dislodged the insect

with my hair, whence it fell into the tank as I bent over
to examine the supply of petrol prior to filling up.

Can any reader beat this for a quaint reason for a

stoppage? HERBERT L. ATKINSON.
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PETROL TINS ON SIDECARS.
Sir —ilay I ask your readers if they liave experienced the

tollowmg difficulty m carrying petrol on their journeys with
sidecar outats, and if they think that a specially made two-
gallon can to carry on motor cycles is needed?

I have found, in carrying the ordinary petrol tin in the
petrol can holders on sidecars, that the vibration of the
chassis very quickly causes a leak to develop in the ordinary
can as supphed by the difierent petrol companies. Time after
time I have put a full can in the holder on my Triumph only
to find that after a few miles on the present roads a leak had
developed, and that petrol was running to waste. The
ordinary tins are made of a vei-y thin gauge tin, and an
experiment I have been carrying out seems to prove that a
heavy gauge can could be made to stand the ribration and
to stop tills difficulty. I know the Triumph Co. has
experienced it, as it is experimenting with a spring holder.

It is an enormous advantage to carrj- an extra can with
one. :My own practice is to do this ; then, Avhen I have
-emptied the can into my tank, to call at the nearest garage,
tal>c a new two gallons, tip it into my own private tin, and
so save myself the difficulty I have hitherto experienced of
getting the garages to split a can for a gallon or so when
on a journey. It seems to me that if a really strong can could
be purchased, colom-ed to match one's outfit and at a reason-
able cost, it might meet a big sale. Queries among riders on
the road seem to confirm this, as only recently I had quite
a number of riders, on seeing the specially strengthened can
I use on my Triumph outfit, ask where such a can could bo
purchased. R. C. MEASURES.

SIDECAR V. CYCLE CAR.
Sir,—I have been a reader cif }"our paper ever since I was

a schoolboy, and have had fifteen years experience with many
different makes of cars and motor cycles, and would be grate-

ful for the courtesy of your columns to reopen the vexed
question of "sidecar v. cycle car." Jly present mount is a

WINNER OF THE NISBET .4WARD

A late arrival on the Island, possessing a late number in the race, and the last man to finish,

G. W. Jones (2i New Hudson) nevertheless made one of the pluckiest performances of all.

He is shown passing the Craig-na-baa Hotel—an unofficial grandstand.

tirst-class twin-cylinder sidecar outfit, produced by a famous
iirm, which I bought last Christmas, as I did not feel I could

run to the price of a small car. I have now come to the con-

clusion that this was false economy, and am selling my sidecar

and buying a light car. I need hardly say tjiat I am a

married man.
For commercial purposes, or for general utility, a sidecar

is undoubtedly a good proposition, but for serious touring it

is very unsatisfactory. Jly new light car is certainly expen-

sive, but its workmanship "is magnificent. It is sold complete

in every detail and with every accessoiy, and provides for

driver and passenger the maximum of comfort and protection

against the weather.
yiy sidecar -outfit was, I admit, a very good one, as such,

but its shortcomings were so many and so serious, as greatly

to outweigh its merits—initial outlay, low running costs, and
handmess, as compared to a cycle car or light car.

The selUng price does not include many of the most
necessary accessories—lamps, speedometer, horn, legshields,

and, above all, it has no mechanical lubrication. Yet with
all these very necessary additions the price comes out at

about £250. Tlie absence of mechanical lubrication on British

machines is to me a mystery- All American machines have
it, and have had it for some time, and a car fitted with the

antiquated hand pump would never find a purchaser. In

addition comes the outlay on special clothing, overalls,

helmets, waterproofs, etc., most of them very ugly, which
are a necessity to an all-weather rider, who wishes to keep
himself clean, warm, and dry. In fact, clothing is an even
more costly problem than flimsy accessories and useless

gadgets ; but it is a problem which never worries the light

car driver, who can go out to dinner in dress clothes on a

winter's night, a feat which would puzzle a motor cyclist.

Again, a motor cycle seems to suffer fi-om petty and
annojang breakdowns from which cars are generally immune.
I have had biu'iit out clutches, ba-oken control wires, choked
jets, broken belts, and the shaking loose of important nuts.

Now let me take the question of

comfort. The passenger in the side-

car is well provided for, but the un-
fortunate driver is exposed to every
variation of our variable climate

—

mud and dust, rain and wind, he gets
them all, includmg the vibration from
the roads which are now for the most
part very bad. My rear wheel is

unsprung—a wretched principle—while
the handle-bars are supposed to be
insulated from road shocks by the
spring forks. As a matter of fact, on
a bad road they are not, and I can-
not exceed 15 m.p.li., which becomes
wearisome after fifty or sixty miles

;

and when I am passed at double the
speed by car after car, the occupants
of which do not appear to notice the
state of the roads, I sigh for a
properly sprung four-wheeler. This
latter I now fortunately possess. It
is my humble opinion that the un-
sprung sidecar wheel transmits a lot

of vibration to the frame of the motor
cycle, and I ask w'liy all wheels can-
not be sprung. One might as well buy
a car with one wheel unsprung.

W. E. YOUNGER.

WHAT OUR ROADS HAVE TO
STAND!

Sir,—May I draw your attention to

one of the ways in which our roads
are destroyed.

Last week I was returning home
from London by way of Sidcup,
Wrotham, Maidstone, etc., about six

miles on the London side of Wrotham,
when I met a steam lorry. This was
dropping flaming coals on the tarred

road, and the tar was burning in large

patchcs,~and for one hundred yards or

so little fires were burning all about.

Surely this ought to be stopped?
E. F. W. BUCKELL.

BII
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CLOSE RATIO GEARS.
Sir,—May I request the publicity of your correspondence

cokunus to reply to "Ixion's" remarlis in a recent issue?
- I must say that I have a profound respect for "Ixion's''
opinion, as I know his experience is of long years of riding;
and, consequently, when he calls me a " tminy fellow" I

suppose there is some good reason for doing so. HowevB!-,
that reason is rather too deep for me. ife to whether I am
a speed 'merchant. By intention, yes ; but probably by
comparison, decidedly no !

" Ixion " accuses me of being " perfectly oblivious " to the
fact that there is " lots of choice " in the close ratio gear
bos line. Not guilty. I am well aware that there are close

ratio gear boxes to be had, but on how big a percentage of

solo machines are they standard, or even optional? How
often does a 3^ h.p. solo require a 13i to 1 bottom gear (I

did not say " use" a 13j to 1 gear) when under usual con-
ditions? And yet we find a very large number of solo

machines with gears of about 5 to 1, 8^ to 1, and 13^ to 1.

Yes, I know the answer will be " traffic." A Rudge-Multi
(lin. belt) with a bottom gear of about 6 to 1 is perfectly

tractable in London traffic, according to my experience of

the breed (I have owned four of them) ; and, moreover,
with this same bottom ratio have climbed Edge Hill, two up,
after putting up a 30 m.p.h. average from Southam {w-ithout

a stop at the foot of the hill).

The larger number of modern motor cyclists serve their

novitiate on a flat twin, two-stroke, or else a sidecar outfit .

of the big twin order, where one opens the throttle to

accelerate, and lifts the exhaust valve and stands on the

brake to stop. Consequently, it takes them twice as long
(and may be longer) to learn to get the best out of an engine.

Hence the need for wide ratio gear boxes. Those who learnt

on a single gear single-cylinder, do not need this type of box,

hence my suggestion that closer ratios can be with advantage
made optional. It should not be necessary (as "Ixion"
suggests) to apply to the gear box makers. ;

I have a leaning toward belt drive, not only because of the

variable gear obtainable, but also because, in the case of an
engine seizure (granted, not a frequent occurrence) the belt

does slip, and one does not fare quite so badly as would be
the case if chain drive was fitted.

In regard to "Ixion's" remarks »-e B.M.C.R.C. meetings
and speedometers, I seem to remember Emerson racing last

year with a speedometer on his A. B.C., or was it a revolution

counter ? Another bold man !

What with " bold men " and a " funny fellow." who is

afterwards " dead right," things are rather complicated,

n'est-cc ixis, Mr. Editor?

I hope " Ixion " will continue to find me as amusing as I

find his "Comments" interesting and instructive.

L. W. G. HARTLEY.
FASCINATING BELT DRIVE.

Sir,—I have just finished my first thousand miles on a

1921 Sj h.p. Rudge Multi, and' must pay a tribute to the
extraordinary fascination of the variable pulley idea. Much
of what I have to say applies equally to other machines of

the same type, such as the Zenith.

The point soon strikes one that the gear has possibilities

very different from the ordinary type. The ideal is to keep
the lever constantly in action, more or less like the throttle

lever; and I find the engine is even more sensitive to move-
ments of the gear lever. My machine has twenty notches

on the gear quadrant, yet the movement through one notch
has always a noticeable effect ; at some speeds it is very
pronounced. On wet roads the high gear of 3i to 1 is used,

as belt slip with rubber belts is somewhat marked on opening
out. With a little experience, one is soon able to find a

position where the speed remains at 20 m.p.h. without
slip. On hills or roads other than tarred, belt slip in

wet weather is less. (The modern tarred road dries

quickly, but while it is wet it is reri/ wet. The sight of a
fast car moving, surrounded by a cloucl of spray like a

torpedo boat destroyer, is something we never saw in the
old days.) I do not object to this slip : it gives a. smoother
motion, and lessens the tendency to skid. Comfoi't. as

regards mud slinging, and safety alike suggest a moderate
speed on the two-wheeler when it is wet. In hill-climbing
under the worst conditions of wet, one drives entirely on the
gear, raising and lowering it as slipping appears or disappears
—altogether a novel and interesting method.

Belt slip seems entirely dependent on belt speed. I am
told that slip in wet weather is less with leather or canvas
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belts, but I have not tried the experiment. It is much
more interesting to control belt slip by gear lever manipula-
tion. This control enables one in dry weather to run with
a very slack belt. In practice it really comes to this : that
in dry weather one has less slip with these variable pulleys
than with even the large countershaft type—a statement
hard to accept until one has had experience with thera.

On level roads with a following wind, or down slight

inclines, one puts in the highest gear, which affords a most
delightfully swift, noiseless motion, with the engine _ just

ticking over. The ordinary machine with a high gear of 5
or 4g to 1 has nothing like this to offer.

Acceleration, when gear and throttle are moved in unison,
is extraordinary, permitting of quick and really safe corner-
ing. After a time one gets to know the feel of the com-
bination of the two, so that the engine runs constantly with
a smooth, effortless action : there is none oi Jhe sense of
labouring that even the best of the "one-lungers" at times .

shows in picking up. ,

Without labouring the point further, I have said enough
to show that the logical position for tihe gear lever is on
the handle-bar in this type of machine, for it is continually
used, more like the throttle than like an ordinary gear lever.

I have often wondered if any of your readers have tried
to operate the lever from this position ; the necessary fit-

ments would not seem to be difficult to arrange. Perhaps
some of the ingenious accessory makers might take it up.
It w-ould, I know, appeal to many Rudgc riders.

There are other details about the Rudge which attract
one. The tank holds well over two gallons, so that one can
depend on its taking the whole contents of the standard two-
gallon tins. A tank which only just takes two gallons will

not do this unless practically empty. The foot control for
lubricating, the large tyres, the hinged section of baCk
mudguard for exposiiig the back wheel in tyre repairs, the
enormously strong vvheels, the perfect balanc e for pillion
work, etc., are other points. But the great outstanding
feature is the. variable gear, and the one thing required to
make this fully available is handle-bar control.

Lancaster. MEDICUS.

SUMMARY' OF CORRESPONDENCE.
ilr. J. W. Saxton calls attention to a remarkably good

performance on a 2^ h.p. single-geared Levis. He toured
1.900 miles in fourteen days from London to Land's- End
via Y'ork, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Carlisle, Liverpool, Bar-
mouth, and Bristol, and then continuing back to London via
Sidmouth.
One or two letters continue to reach us on the subject of

the drying-up of magneto chains. Thinking the trouble
may be caused by the heat of the engine. Sir. W. Ward
recommends ordinary foundry plumbago as a lubricating
medium.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Tssued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle-

• MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM.' Tlie standard handbool< on tlie motor
cycle, it deals with every part of the machine,

and with every type of machine, and will be found Price. Book
invaluable to all motor cycle riders. New Edition, net. post.

Just published 2/6 2/10

'TRACING MOTOR CYCL"^ TROUBLES"
.V system for tracing motor cycle faults and of

remedying them when found. Fourth Edition .. 2/- 2/j

"MAGNETOS." By A. P. Young.
A complete treatise on magneto ignition for motor
cars.motorcycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition 4/6 4/10

TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
.A reli.able treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider s

point of view. Just published .. .. ..3/- 3/3

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " l.xiON," of r*i Moior Cyde .. ..5/- 5/3

THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Ensrland and Wales. Scotland. London (showing

roads into and out of London and avoiding London).

Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 5/10

THH MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District 5/- 5/4-

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd

-o Tudor Street, Xondon, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection ol questions of general interest received Irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must bs accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope lor reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "L?gal" in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

cf the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in tL"© ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp}, and will be
dealt with by the A. A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the

roads .n any particular locality.

RAISING THE GEAJt.

I have a 1919 4i h.p. B.S.A.,
^n which is rather slow for solo

y work ; would you advise me to
-SJ put a smaller sprocket on the

back wheel, and if so, where
could I get one made?—P.S.A.

If you wish to raise the gear it would
be better to fit a. larger driving sprocket
on the countershaft. No doubt the
makers of the machine would supply
yon with one.

TWO-STROKE FLAT TWIN IGNITION.
I have a 4-5 h.p. Levis flat

—
I

twin two-stroke engine, and on
^ e.xamination I find that both
-SJ cylinders fire together. Can you

enlighten rae as to whether I

could Use two double pole plugs in con-
junction with a single-cylinder magneto
running at engine speed, or is it essen-

tial that I should have a special two-
spark magneto ?-rH.E.S.

The most satisfactory method of running
a two-stroke flat twin which fires simul-
taneously is to use a special two-spark
magneto. Such magnetos were made
during the war for the engine which you
have, and you might be able to obtain
one still. If you attempt to use a single-

rylinder magneto with double-pole plug,
you only require one of these special

plugs in conjunction with an ordinary one
in the other cylinder, the two plugs being
connected in series. As a general rule,

double-pole plugs do not give very long
service, as the space available for insu-
lation is very limited.

TRADE NUMBER PLATES.
(1.) Is a licence necessary to^ deal in new or second-hand

^ machines? (2.) Could I obtain a
-iJ special number for registration

to use on any machine when
riding it home? If so, to whom should
I apply? (3.) In the case of the sale
of a second-hand machine or a new
machine, am I liable to pay any taxes
whatever if I do not use the machine?
—M.R.

1.) No licence is necessarv. (2.) Trade
registration numbers may be obtained
from the local registering authority, but
they mtist only be used on machines under
test or on demonstration runs; moreover,
each time a machine so numbered is taken
ut the details must be entered in a log

li'rok. which must be always available for
police inspection. (3.) There is no need

tg pay a tax on a motor cycle provided
it is not ridden (such as any machines
whicli you take into stock). If a machine
is taken on the road under its own power,
the owner becomes liable for taxation,

unless, of course, it carries trade number
plates and is being used for above- -

mentioned purposes.

LIGHTWEIGHT VALVE TIMING.
What is the correct valve and

ignition timing of the Precision

Junior engine (1914 model) ?

—

G.O.

Time the valves so that the exhaust is

just closing and the inlet just commenc-
ing to open when the piston is on top

dead centre of the stroke. The spark
should occur when the piston is on top
dead centre of the compression stroke,

with the ignition control two-thirds re-

tarded ; should the magneto be of the

fixed ignition variety, however, time the
spark so that it occurs when the piston

is 4 mm. before the top of the stroke.

TWO-STROKE MISFIRING.
(1.) I have an O.K. Junior motor

_ cycle, 2| h.p. Villiers engine,^

^ fitted with .'imac carburetter.'

The machine rmis well, but ap-'

parently will take no air. On
opening air lever very slightly, a vio-

lexit banging in silencer ensues, and
a falling off in speed is noticed. Can
you explain, please? If the engine 'S

run on the stand and the air lever

advanced, banging is followed by puffs

of smoke from the exhaust pipe. Petrol
consumption is excessive. (2.) Using
petroil lubrication, can 25% benzole Le
mixed with petrol ?—F.R.W.

(1.) Unless there is some obstruction in

the petrol supply, it would appear that
the jet is too small. You do not state

what the consumption is, but we would
suggest that you lower the level and fit a
larger jet. (2.) You can mix benzole with
petrol in any quantity, or use it entirely

if you desire, and it is quite possible to

use the " petroil " system.

One of the white posts (clearly defining every mile of the T.T. course) which were put up by
the makers of John Bull tyres. These "milestones" were much appreciated by competitors and
spectators alike.
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A STUCK UP VALVE.
When staitiiij; up the engine

^1 of my 8 h.p. Enfield recently, I

^ was unfortunate enough to have
-2J the carburetter on fire.. I was,

however, able to smother it

without 'much damage, but fear a

repetition. Can yon suggest a reason ?

The same thing occurred -once before,

Lut it was attributed to sticking valves,

v.aich were afterwards reground, and
the trouble was apparently cured. This
cannot be the cause now, as the engine
has been taken down and valves

ground in, since when it has only had
a trial run of about five miles. After
the engine has started up, is there any
chance of a fire on the road—I mean
while running?—S.W.

Tlie trouble is most probably caused bj'

the inlet valve sticking, and, even
though the engine had only lately been
assembled, there is no reason why this

should not happen. Probably there was
some congealed oil on the valve stem
which prevented it returning quickly on
to its seating. At the same time, fires

on motor cycles are very ~ unusual,
whether due to this or any other cause.
There is usually little chance of a fire

taking place when the machine is actually
running.

READER'S REPLY.
AN ELUSIVE TRANSMISSION KNOCK.
In a letter in your issue of June

2nd, your correspijndent "E.G."
describes exactly the same thing which
occurred to ' me recently while riding
a 2j h.p. Levis, and perhaps my e.xperi-

ence may be of service. I thought the
big end was worn, but eventually found
this was not the case, and that the fault
was due to a deposit of hard burned
carbon underneath -the second piston
ring. After cleaning,- the machine ran
perfectly, and I ascribe the original
cause to unsuitable (i.e., too thin) oil.

—

Multum-in-Parvo.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Derby to Kimbolton.—D..J.B.
Derby, Alvaeton, Kegworth, Lough-

borough, Quorn, Mountsorrel, Leicester,
Oadby, Great Glen, Kibworth, Market
Harborough, : Desborough, Rothwell,
Kettering, Barton Seagrave, Burton
Latimer, '^ Irthlingborough, ' Higham
Ferrars, Kimbolton. Approximatelv 74^
miles. rj

Newport to Barnstaple. -—A. E.D.
Newport, Chepstow, Lydney, Newn-

ham. Gloucester, Quedgeley, Eastington,
Cambridge, Berkeley Road Station,
Stone, Alveston, Alraondsbury, Bristol,
Churchill, Sidcot, Highbridge, Pawlett,
Bridgwater, North Petherton, Batlipool,
Taunton, Milverton, Wiveliscombe,
Bampton, South Moltou, Swimbridge,
Barnstaple.

Wf.mbly to Yarmouth.—E.A.C.
Wembly, Bushey Heath, Elstree, Ead-

lett. St. Albans, Hatfield. Stevenage,
Baldock, Boyston, Whittlesford Station,
Six Mile Bottom, Newmarket, Barton
Mills, Thetford, Larlingford, Attle-
borough, Wymondham, Norwich. Thorpe,
Blofield, Acle, Burgh St. Margaret,
Filby, Caister, Y'armouth. Approxi-
mately 1424 miles.

B16

Newcastle - ox - Tyne to Bath (via
NoTTINCiHAU).—R.S.J.

Newcastle-on-Tyne, Durham, Ferryhill,

Aycliffe, Darlington, Stapleton, Barton,
Scotch Corner, Gatterick, Deeming,
Baldersby Gate, Ripon, Ripley, Harro-
gate, Spofforth, Wetherby, Bramham
Moor Cross Roads, Aberford, Ferry-
bridge, Barusdale Bar, Doncaster, Wad-
worth. Tickhill, Oldcoates, Carlton,

Worksop, Welbeck Abbey, Cuckney,
Market Warsop, Mansfield, Nottingham,
Beestcn, Long Eaton, Castle Donington,
Ashby-cie-la-Zouch, Measham, Tamworth,
Fazeley, Coleshill, Stonebridge, Ivenil-

worth, Warwick, Stratford-on-Avon,
(edge of) Clifford Chambers, Mickleton,
Weston-sub-Edge, Willersey, Broadway,
Winchcomb, Cheltenham, Shurdingtoji,
Painswick, Stroud, Nailsworth, Dunkirk,
Bath. Ajjproximately 302^ miles.

important i>at(is.

Fri., July Isl, and Sat.. July 2nd

-

Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Sal.. July 2nd — Bournemouth M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sal.. July 2nd—500 Mile Race at Brook
lands for the Miller Gold Cup.

Thurs., July 7th-^Es8ex County ani
Southend A.C. and Essex M.C Join!
Open Speed TriEils.

Sat., July 9th

—

SL Andrews Speed Trials

Sal., July 9lh— Cardiff M.C C. and
associated club: Open Hill Climb.

Mon., July 11th. lo Sal., July I6th-
Scottish Six Days' Trial.

Sat. July 16lh—Ilkley M.C. and L C.C.
Open Reli - bility Trial.

Sat.. July 23rd -Fast Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials

Sun., July 24lh—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Rac^ in France.

Sat.. July 30lh—Newcastle and District
M C. Open Speed Trials.

Mon . Aug. Ist. to Ea"., Auk. 6lh—
International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land.

Sat., Aug. 6th—B.M.C.R.C. Open Brook-
lan-^s Meeting.

Sal. Aug. 6tli—North Wa'ts M.C C
Open Reliability Trial.

Fri. Aug. 12th—Motor Cycle Grand
Prix in Belgium.

Sit.. Aug. 1 3th—Cumberland M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sal.. Aug. 20th—Western Centre AC.U.
Open Spead Trials.

Thurs. Aug. 25th — Ystalyfera anj
Carmar.hen M.C.C. Open Speed
Trials.

Mon.. Aug. 29th. to Sat., Sepl 3rd—
AC.U. Six Days Trial.

Eat, Sept. I7th—
Grand Prix Racs for Cycle Cars.

Fri., Sept. 23rd. lo Tues., Sept. 27th—
Ang'.o-Dutch Reliability Trial.

HUCKNALL TO BUDLEIGH SaLTERTON.—
G.R.

Hucknall, Nottingham, Beeston, Long
Eaton, Castle Donington, Ashby-de-la-
Zouch, Measham, Tamworth, Fazeley,
Coleshill, Stonebridge, Kenilworth, War-
wick, Stratford - on - Avon, Mickleton,
Weston-sub-Edge, Willersey, Broadway,
Winchcomb, Cheltenham, Painswick,
Stroud, Nailsworth, Dunkirk, Bath, Cor-
ston, Marksbury, Farmborough, High
Littleton, Farrington Gurney, Welis,
Priddy, Cheddar, Westbury, Glaston-
bury, Somerton, Ilchester, Ilminster,
Pea-semarsh. Chard, Yarcombe, Honiton,
Sidbury, Sidford, Newton Poppleford,
East Budleigh, Budleigh Salterton. Ap-
proximately 253 miles.

Through Feminine Goggles.
The house making- The Motor Cycle

ladies' co.stumes to Miss Peggy Fraser's

designs is "Billy's," Grove Arcade,
Wallasey, Che^jre, and not " Bisley's,"

as meiitioned recently.

A Low-priced Monocar.
What must now be the cheapest four-

wheeler on the market is the A. V

.

, which
with full equipment is being offered at

the round figure of £100 by A.V. Con-
cessionnaires, Ltd., 15, 'Woodstock Street,

London, W.l.

Guaranteed Petrol Consumption.
In a series of "talking points" issued

by the WoBler Motor Cycle Co. to their
agents, an estimation of runniiig expenses
is included. Petrol is given as a cost of

.24d. per mile, or 145 m.p.g. ; this, inci-

dentally, is the figure guaranteed as a
minimum.

A North-eastern Coast Garage.
The Spa Motor and Engineering Co.,

of A\'enue Victoria, Filey Road,. Scar-
^borough, have reopened their motor cycle
depot after reconstruction. Their pre-
mises were completely destroyed by fire

in December last.

Faded Licences.
Recently two motor cyclists were sum-

moned because the handwriting on their

licences had faded through exposure to

sunlight ; and, in consequence, Messrs.
H. C. Stephens, the well-known manufac-
turers of writing-inks', have forwarded
a sample bottle of their ink—which they
guarantee will not fade—to every licens-

ing authority in the United Kingdom.

Rudge Wrinkles.
Always useful, the latest edition of the

well-known Rudge instruction booklet is

one of the. most complete of its kind
published by any motor cycle manufae-
turer. Not only does it contain a mass of
useful hints and tips, but it embodies a
volume of interesting data regarding
Rudge machines of various years of-

manufacture.

Some British Siy:cesses in Holland.
Douglas machines have been performiiig

successfully in Holland recently, and
secured the first five places in the
Niewelingen Trial on May 1st. and the
first three places in both the Apeldoorn
of 660 km. on Jlay 22nd and 28th-29th
respectively. Three first places were
secured by Jac. Brtint. In addition
to the above, machines of the same
make were ridden into first and second
places in the premier race at the Veendam
grass track, and first place in the New-
comers' Race on June 5th.

Catalogues Received.
Ariel Works, Ltd., Bournbrook, Bir-

mingham : The Ariel catalogue is well
printed, and, in addition to excellent
illustrations of the various machines re-

produced on a large scale, it contains a
number of pictures of Ariel machines in

various reliability trials.
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A NEW FLYWHEEL MAGNETO AND
LIGHTING SET.

A B.T.H. Inslrument producing equal Spark El^ficiency ihroughont Ihs Ignition
Range, and providing tiie Necessary Curreni for Ligh ing Purposes.

FOLLQWING up the success of their
Sparklight magneto lighting set for
two-strokes the B.T.H. Co. is in-

tioducing a flywheel magneto for com-
bined ignition and lighting purposes.
The construction of the new instrument

is^simple and admirably carried out. On
a back plate capable of rotation through
an angle of 30° are mounted the lamin-
ated field, combined high and low-tension
coils, condenser and aero-type contact
breaker. The first mentioned items need
no description, but the contact breaker
IS mounted on a bronze bush, the hollow
spindle being lubricated- by a wick feed.
The rotating portion or flywheel is built
up of 40 ton bronze, developed by the
B.T.H. Co. for heavy turbo work. Into
an innri- ring are cast' the laminated poleSi
and round this ring lie two semi-circular
magnets having ground contact surfaces
and being attached to the poles by screws,
wliile surrounding the wimfe is "an outer
case of the same 40 ton bronze. Carried
on the boss of the rotating member is

the contact breaker cam which operates
the rocker arm in a normal manner.

Mo Separate Lighting Coils

Cui-rent for lighting purposes is ob-
tained in an exactly similar manner to
that employed in the" Sparklight set—that
is, the idle maximum whicli occurs in all

engine speed single-cylinder magnetos is

employed to charge an accumulator. Tha
collecting brushes revolve idly on brass
strips in the distributer until the engine
attains about 600 r.p.m., at which speed
the distributer is moved laterally by the
action of spring-controlled centrifugal
weights. Lateral motion of the distri-

buter brings the necessary segments into

contact withthe collecting brushes, and

On the boss of the rotating member are carried

the contact-breaker cam and the distributing

segments. The" latter are capable of being moved
laterally by centrifugally operated weights ; between
the inner and outer bronze casings lie semi-circular

magnets.

The B.T.H. combined lighting and ignition

set fitted experimentally to a Triumph
junior. An important feature is the enclosing

of the flywheel magneto m a waterproof case.

above 500 r.p.m. the accumu-
lator is always on charge. A
spun aluminium cover protects

the instrumen^t from water
and dust. A special five-

candle power bulb has been
introduced by the B.T.H.
Rugby works to suit the new
set. The accumulator,, which
is similar to that used with,

the Sparklight, has, when
fully charged, sufficient capa-
city to provide light for ten

hours, even without the ad-
ditional charge which is

constantly being provided.
Carried on the handle-bars 'U

an aluminium case this accu-
mulator is readily accessible,

the whole of the back plate
complete with switch being
detachable after removing six

screws. The two terminal
wires are easy of access, and
the accumulator may be with-
drawn by means of projecting
flaps formed as part of the
rubber packing.

It is claimed that the new
insti'ument, besides providing

lighting current, is cheaper than a mag»
neto, since it saves a drive, provides
better slow running and increased fuel

economy.

In the latest accumulator box the
whole aluminium front is readily detach-
able complete with switch ; the accumu-
lator only can then be moved by means

of the e.tteniion of the rubber packing
piece.

From a short run on the road we can
speak highly of the slow-running quali-
ties of a Triumph Junior fitted, with the
B.T.H. flywheel magneto, for it was pos-
sible to turn in small circles and cut
figures of eight in a normal roadway
without touching the controls and with-
out a sign of four-stroking.

It Avill be interesting to watch the de-
velopment of this new device, for though
the Villiers flywheel magneto is already
well-known, the B.T.H. combined ignition
and lighting set is the first instrument of
its type to be placed on the marliet as a
proprietary article.

Back plate, showing arrangement of coll and

contact breaker, laminated fields and collector

brushes tor lighting set.
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THE PROGRESS OF OIL-COOLING,
A 90' V Twin cooled by Oil Circulation and combined with a Four-speed Gear Box

and Plate Clutch.

r^ _

.

A V TWIN

BRADSHAW

ENGINE, -

§'•-

-y.

Flywheel side of the Bradshaw engine and gear unit. Note the

grease cups for lubricating the overhead rockers.

Final drive side of the 93 oil-cooled Bradshaw enjzine. Observe the

cluLch control and driving spindle of the four-speed gear box.

UNDOUBTEDLY one of the most ad-

vanced engine designs recenUy pro-

duced is the oil-cooled 3-^- h.p.

horizontal twin evolved by Mr. Gianvilie

Bradshaw, and emboided in the Zenith
machine which was such a

centre of interest at. the last

Olympia Show.
A larger engine, on more

ambitious lines, has now been
produced, and, as the same
principle is adopted, it may
be well to recapitulate the
essential features. During
the course of e.Kperiments on
various cooling systems, it was
found that a large proportion
of the heat 'dissipated was
radiated from the crank case
surface. Accordingly Mr.
Bradshaw pursued this thsme.
and, as lubricating oil played
an important part in transfer-
ring heat from the piston and
cylinder to the crank ca'se, the
logical result w-as to increase
the amount of oil present in
the crank case, and to increase
also the surface of the crank f^
case for radiator purposes.

The_ difficulties which have
to be contended v/ith in de-
signing an air-cooled cylinder
were set forth by Mr." Brad-
shaw in The Motor Cyrle of
May 2&th and June 2nd _: and,
in order to grasp the raison

C4

d'etre oi oil-cooling, those articles should
be carefully studied.

As regards the new engine, this is a
90° V twhi of g0x77i mm. "bore and
stroke (985 c.c), and at first sight it,

vcr-plate removed, showing the timing gear. This cover

venders accessible the split big end bearines.

appears lo consist of a clean alurainin.m
Do.x casting, through which protrude the
two cylinder heads. The cylinders are
plain cast iron barrels, devoid of rib.<,

mth a rectangul-ar flange at one end.
The- detachable heads carry

_ two overhead valves, and are
• well ribbed for cooling pur-
poses : these also have rect~

angular flanges. Both cylin-

der barrel and combustion
head are held down by four
long studs, and the cylinder
barrel is thus wholly inside
the Crank case. A balanced
crankshaft is carried in a

plain phosphor bronze bush
on the off side and a 4arge
Hoffmann ball bearing on. the
near side, an outside flywheel
being employed, of course.

Aluminium pistons, with two
rings of narrow section in the
head and-a.n oil -scraper ring
in the skirt, leave the middle
portion of the .skirt lecess^'d

to a considerable depth, and
the gudgeon pins are allowed

to float in the piston bosses.

The pi.ston heads are slightly

concave, and no ribs are

utilised beneath them.
As an instance of tha ample

size of all bearing surfaces, it

may be mentioned 4hat the

raainshaft is Ijin. in diameter,

while the bis end bearings are
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of Ijiii. diameter x Ijin. in length.

Split big end bearings are a commendable
feature, and they may be dismantled
through the large aluminium cover which
extends from top to bottom of the crank
case on the o.ff side. Accessibility of

all components has, indeed, been carefully

studied, and the engine is so designed
that it may be completely dismantled or

erected without taking the crank case

out ofthe frame.

One-piece Camshaft.

The camshaft has four cams formed
integrally with it, and is driven by a

train of gear wheels from the mainshaft,
operating the four valve tappets through
the agency of rocking levers. A Fellows
magneto is at present fitted on the top
of the crank case, and provision is made
to prevent too much heat being conducted
to it therefrom. It is secured by a strap,

"and is driven by a simple fjuickly de-

The one piece crankshaft with side-

by-sid? big ends. The massive pro-

portions ot the crank pin will be observed.

lachable coupling. The cover of the mag-
neto driving wheel has cast with it the

centre section of the inlet pipe, so that

this is brought to a temperature which

should assist vaporisation of the charge.

Two fle.xible joints are inserted in the

induction pipe in order to allow for any

distortion or expansion whicli miglit con-

ceivably cause trouble were a single one-

piece pipe fitted.

Valve gear details have been simplified

to that trouble should be well nigh im-

|jussible. The rocking levers have bear-

nigs ain. in diameter, and are each lubri-

cated by a large greaser. A single sub-

stantial pillar supports both rocking

levers, and each valve has two concentric

springs, so that, should one break, the

valve cannot fall down into the cylinder

head. The tappet rods have a simple

and accessible adjustment.

So much for the power unit. There
is, however, incorporated with it a four-
speed gear box. plate clutch, and kick-
starter. The gear box shafts are parallel
with the mainshait. and the clutchshaft
carries clutch, gear wheels, kick-starter
pinion and ratchet, and clutch stop. This
complete assembly may be detached by re-

moving the smaller gearshaft cover plate
on the near or flywheel side of the engine.
The clutch consists of thirteen steal

plates housed in the constant mesh gear
wheel, to wliich one set of plates is se-

cured by six splines. The other set <if

plates is secured to the clutchshaft by
four splines, and the two sets of plates
are normally held together by a spiral

spring situated in the hollow clutchsliaft,

and acting on the clutch spindle and a
substantial end plate.

Both gearshafts are short and rigid,

and . the gear wheels are exceptionally
large for motor cycle practice. The kick-
starter ratchet is particuhirly sturdy, and
is operated by a rack in the usual manner.
The driving-shaft assembly is easily dis-

mantled by withdrawing the shaft when
the gear wheels, ivhich are carried on
large splines, remain in the crank case.

Ball bearings are utilised for both gear-

shafts. The selector gear is adjustable,

and, together with the driving-shaft,

present the only points at which oil might
possibly leak when wear takes place.

Oil-cooling in Practice.

There now remains the lubrication and
cooling system to be described, and as

this affects not only the power unit but
the gcari=, it is appropriate that it fbculd
be clealt with last. The crank case is

made to accommodate the four-speed gear
box in order to increase the surface avail-

able for the radiation of heat. About one
and a quarter gallons of oil i(= contained in

the crank case, and a simple gear \>heel

oil pump draws oil throush a large and
cattily removable filter and delivers it to

the hollow crankshaft, whence it is forced
to the big end bearings. . By w'ay of

the oil grooves the oil is then forced ont
at the sides oj. and between, the two big
end bearings, so that three copious
streams of oil are thrown on to the
cylinder barrels, camshaft, and gearshafts
efficiently lubricating the whole engine.

It i.s by means of this constant flow of

oil, which is at the rate of half a gallon

per minute, that heat is tran.sferred from
the pistons and cylinders to the walls of

the crank case, whence it is dissipated

by the air currents passing over the
crank case.

Throughout the engine detail design
has been carefully thought out. e.f/., a

small ball thrust race is inserted in

the clutch mechanism ; valves, cylinder

barrels, and combustion heads are inter-

changeable for front and rear cylinders

;

the vertical Claudel-Hobson carburetter

may be replaced by a. horizontal type by
reversing the elbow ; a crank case release

valve of simple but effective design is

fitted ; and the crank case has been pro-

vided with lugs for its easy installation

in the frame.

For Cycle Cars.

An engine is also to be produced with-

out the gear bo.\ and clutch, in this case

the oil sump being somewhat longer,

with a view to its use on cycle cars,

where the engine is carried across the

frame at the front. For cycle cars and
light cars the engine will have a longer

stroke—86 mm.—bringing it up to

1,100 c.c.

Quite an unusual system of cylinder

construction is employed, the whole of the

cast iron barrel being sunk within tlie

crank case, and oil being used as a cooling

medium.

The first experimental engine was
recently dismantled for our inspection
after we had seen it running on the test
bench, and after forty houry* running the
piston heads were entirely free from
carbon. A small amount of carbon was
present on the combustion heads. The
cylinder barrels were also quite bright
and free from any discolouration, so that
there can be little doubt of the efficiency

of the cooling system. The oil when
drawn off from the sump was also clean
and free from carbon loarticles. The
engine runs extremely quietly, and is

free from the "rattle" associated with
air-cooled engines.
The engines, and all other Bradshaw

productions, are now being handled by
yiv. Gilbert Campling, 90, Jermyn Street,
London, W.

THE ARBUTHNOT TROPHY TRIAL.
THE importance of a reliability trial

need not always be measured by the

number of entries received. So. far

as entries are concerned, the Arbuthnot

Trophy Competition has been notoriously

unlucky : but, while the entry list for

the event on July 1st and 2nd is not

sui'prisingly large, it is better than it ever

has been.
The trial starts at 9 a.m. on iriday,

,Iuly 1st. from Bligh's Hotel, Sevenoaks,

and" continues over a sporting course, and

v.ill finish up at Brooklands on Saturday

afternoon in time for the competitors to

see the finish of the 500 miles race.

Though entries are nominally closed,

the secretary of the Auto-Cycle Union,
83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I, .taking

into consideration the difficulties under
which naval officers labour, will be
pleased to consider the acceptance of fur-

ther entries if they are sent in imme-
diately. The entries are as follows :

Lie\it. .T. Graham, jiin., R.N. (Triumph).
Lieut. H. P. D'A. Benson, H.N. <2.i Omega-Jap).

Eng. Lieut. C'.rn. A. K. Diblev. R.N. (Indian).

Eng. Lieut. Com. S. G. Wheeler. E.N. (4 Coulson-B).
Sub-Lieut. Cane. R.N. tReading-Standar-l).
Sub-Lieut. H. B. Baker. R.N. (6 A.J.S.).

Lieut. R. C. HoTenden. E.N. (8 Zenith;.
Lieut. C. Plumer, R.N. ( ).

Lieut V. H. Giddy, R.N. (Scott).

Lieut. L. A. Heath. R.N. (Bat).

Lieut. W. Derek Stephens. H.K. (4 Douglas).
.Sub-Lieut. A. 11. Kimmins, R.N. ( ).

Suti-Lient. R. T. Grogan, R.N. (6 Zenith).

Sub-Lieut R. O. Bellasis, R.N. (Scott).

SutnLieut. W. G. L, Cooper. R.N. (Scott).

Sub-Lieut. T. E. N. Kno.t. R.N. (Triumph).
Lieut. T. H. Back. R.N. (Triumph).
Lieut.- W. S. .Jameson. R.N. fSunbeam).
Lieut. P. V. James. R.N. (5 N.U.T.)
Sub-Lient. H. V. Chads. P. N !Trinmi)h).
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THE CLUB CHAMPIONSH P

Oimcs
June 30th
Julv 2iid

..' 4tli

., 6th

TLlgbt ,amp»
9/18 p.m.
9.48 ,,

9.47- „
9.46 „

Found.

Passing East Cioydou Station on a

recent Sunday, a reader, who signs him-
self " Sprocket." picked up a Voltalite
dynamo. Any applications for this will

be forwarded to the finder.

Hospital Collections during T.T. Week.
Following the usual custom, various

collections were made during T.T. week
for Noble's Isle of Man Hospital. A
cheque value £100 was handed by INIr.

Alec Ross to the Deemster on Thursday,
after the Senior race, and a further
cheque for £13 4s. 8d., the proceeds of

later receipts, was forwarded on the 21st
Inst.

Motor Cycle Grand Prix Race.

There are still available a few of The
Motor Cycle reserved tickets for the
grandstand at the Grand Prix.

The Automobile Association has re-

served a number of berths for cars or

motor cycles on the boats to French ports.

Members intending to go over to France
for the Grand Prix may take advantage
of the few still available between July

16th and 20th, but, to avoid disappoint-

ment, they should make immediate appli-

cation to the Secretary, A. A. and M.U.,
Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, Ijondon,

W.G.2,

Research.

It is interesting to note that the manu-
facturers of the winning machines in this

year's T.T. races, including the winner
of Tlie Motor Cycle Cup, are membeis
of the British Motor Cycle and Cycle Car
Research Association.

South Wales Open Hill-chmb.
Representing the motor cycle clubs of

Bargoed, Cardiff, Newport (Mon.), and
Tredegar, the South Wales Motor Cycle
Open Competition" Committee is holding
an open hill-climb on Catsash Hill, near
Newport, at 1 p.m., on July 9th. There
will be two challenge cups in the
av.'ard list.

Over £8.000,000 from Taxation in Five
Months.

Taxes should be lower next year, since

the amount asked for by the Ministry
of Transport for the repair of roads has
been exceeded during the first fii-c

m.onfhs of this year. £8,436,000 has been
collected, which amount includes £760.000
from motor cyclists, the avei'age amount
per licence holder being £2 Is. Only
sixty invalid vehicles at 5s. have been
licensed.

Civic Welcome for T.T. Winners.
On their return tO- Wolverhampton af tet^

the T.T. races, an enthusiastic civic wel-

come was accorded H. R. Da,vies and Eric
Williams (winners of the Senior and
Junior T.T. respectively). Large crowds
assembled in the decorated streets, aiid,

headed by a local band, a procession

marched to the station to receive the

returning heroes.

"Smelly Motoi Bikes."

This is the absurd heading of a small
paragraph in a Grimsby paper reporting'
the prosecution of several motor cyclists
" for allowing the exbaust gases to escape
into the atmosphere. Fines of 10s. were
imposed. . . . ." That's all

!

Ride with Caution.

On the Liverpool-Ormskirk road,
between the ninth and tenth milestones,
there is a quarter-mile stretch of road in

an appallingly bad condition, caused by
heaAV traffic on a newly-made road before
it had set. A local reader sends us the
warning.

Going North.

Those contemplating Scottish tours

should note that the inner road from
Newcastle to Edinburgh via Galashiels

and Jedburgh is in a very bad state.
-" Particularly is this so," says one of

our readers, Mr. W. T. Rawcliffe, " from
Carter's Bar to Otterburn." Intending
tourists would do better to "ollow the

main road.

Scottish Speed Championships.

In addition to the five-lap Scottish

inter-club team race, there are eight open
classes and three confined to private

owners on the programme of the Scottish

Speed Championships to be held at St.

Andrews on July 9th—all these events

being for solo machines only. There are

also two open sidecar races. Eliminating
trials will be held if the entry list be-

comes unwieldy.

NORTH-WESTERN "CENTRE A.C.U. OPEN SPEED TRIALS ON. MOKECAMBE PROMENADE.
G. W. Walker (31 Norton), winner of the 500 c.c. solo class, at the start of the event.
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JOHN-o'-GROAT S TO LAND S END. In ord^r to demonslratc the teliabilily of (he XL
motor cycle—a new production—the manufacturers, as a debut, entered it for a "non-stop"
trial from john-o'-Groat"s to Land's End. under A.C.U. observation. The above illustration

depictsa fuel halt at Bristol on Saturday evening. The Trial was successfully concluded on Sunday.

A Remarkable 350 c.c. Engine.

Ne.xt Aveck'.s issue of 7'/if Mfitoi Ci/rlr

will contain a technical description of the
.remarkable 350 c.c. A.J.S. engine which
won both Senior and Junior T.T. races.

The International Six Days.

It has been decided that entries for
the International Six Days trials in

Switzerland may be accepted at ordinary
fees up to .July 10th and at double fees
to July 15th.

Westcliff Speed Trials.

A very large entry in all classes has
been secured, for the joint open speed
trials of the Essex M.C. and the Essex
County and Southend'and Distrit-t A.C.,
to be held at WestcIifT on Thursday next
(July 7tti'

Sun-Vitesse Lightweights in the T.T.
Eighth po.aition for The Motor Cycle

Cup^ in ibe Junior T.T. race was gained
by B. H. Norris oii a 2^ h.p. Sun-Vitesse,

837

the two Sun-Vitesse machines thus
finishing together. We make this state-

ment "because our original report in the
issue of June 16th credited G. N. Morris,
on an Ivy, with this position, and at

least fwo other papers have already
copied the error!

Ealing Club at Brooklands.

On the 16th prox. the Ealing and Dia-

trict.-!M.C.C. will hold a race meeting at

Biooklands, with a c\ip presented by Mr.
Duncan Wat.son as t4ie chief award.

Strenuous Work in the Junior T.T.

R. Weathercll, rider and manufac-

turer of the R.W. Scout lightweight in

(he T.T., informs us" that the tank

upon which he had. to perform ex-

tensive soldering operations twice in the

course of the race was a Manx produc-

tion hurriedly substituted for the original

article which was danjaged in practice.

Otherwise his machine ran perfectly,

completing four laps, one in 53m.

Judging T.T. Speeds.

Six hundred ontries were received by

Messi's. S. A. Newman, Ltd., for their

competition to estimate the best time by
an Ivy rider in the T.T. The three prizes

were awarded as folloW'S : Messrs.

Blakes' £5 prize.— Mr. J. JIcGiU, 203,

Carlton Road. Worksop. Messrs. Frank
Whitworth's £5 prize.—Mr. E. E. Prit-

chard, Olareniont Cottage, Brownhills,

Walsall. Messrs. Maude's Jlotor Mart's
£5 prize.—Mr. W. Thomas, 9, Belmont
Hoacl, Ilford.

Souvenir cuH links presented by the A.C.U.
to the marshals at the T.T. races.

The M.C.C. at Brooklands.
On July 9th, the M.C.C. .will hold its

eighth Brooklands meeting. There will

be handicap and scratch races for 350
t.c, 560 c.c, and 1,100 c.c. solo
machines—the first •seven finishers in the
handicap classes being eligible to compete
for the "Harry Smith" Gold Challenge
Cup—and also handicap races for single
;ijid twin evlinder sidecar machines.

N. WESTERN CENTRE (A.C.U.) TEAM TRIAL
Having survived the waterspVash, A. Walsh (4 Douglas sc.) succumbs to gradient

owing to a slipping belt.
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Near Princes Risborc -Eric Williams (7 A.J.S.) at the head of a stiirp ct ccirretitors. His nonchalant riding position is

in startling contrast to his very familiar T.T. racing attitude.

The M.C.C, Inler-team Trial resuKs in Success for (he Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C C.

As usual, brilliantly hot weather
favoured the M.C.C. Inter-team
Trial for 77/ (? Motor Cycle Chal-

lenge Trophy last Saturday. The contest

was inaugurated in 1904 with the idea of

fostering and encouraging the formation

of motor cycle clubs and of promoting
a friendly rivalry between them. This
year twenty-eight clubs entered, of

which only one, the Nottingham and Dis-

trict, M.C.C, did not put in arr appear-

ance. Owing to numerous last-minute

changes of riders and their mounts, the

corrected programme was full of altera-

tions, but the winning team—the Sheffield

and Hallamshire., M.C.C. — started as

originally chosen.

Keeping Cool

!

This year it was decided to run the

trial over the same course as that em-
ployed ill 1919 and 1920, but in the re-

verse direction—a suggestion which first

emanated from The Motor Cycle, and one
which worked e.xcellently in practice. The
teams were started from the same con-

veniently placed lane leading into the

London-Aylesbury main road. So hot wa,s

the weather that the Ilkley team rode in

plaited straw sun bonnets, which rendered
it hard to distinguish the sex of the side-

car passengers from a distance; while G.
D. Hardie (of the Woolwich, Plumstead,
and District M.C.) and his companion
made the three tours of the course in

their shirt sleeves.

The course was 33-3- miles long and had
to be covered three times at a speed
between 17 and 20 m.p.h. ; the club whose
team finished complete, and Avhose second
and third lap times most closely appro.xi-

mated its first lap times, was adjudged
to be the \riuner of the trophy.

Now as regards the course, the first

hill of note was that situated within a

cjuarter of a mile of the start and lead-

ing up to Wiggingfon, which accounted
for more than one failure in the first lap.

J. Avery (Harley sc), Oxford Club,
failed, and W. ToUey (4 Triumph) had
his gear lever jump out of engagement,
whilst Choldcroft (A.J.S. sc), Worcester,
could not disengage his top gear at the
psychological moment, and the observers
ruled that his mount temporarily came
to a standstill, although Choldcroft did

A member of the winning Sheffield learn,

S. Sawer (4 Norton sc), going well on
Wiggmgton Hill.

not admit this, and carried on. S. Hellen
(Norton), Basingstoke M.C, stopped
owing to lubrication trouble two miles

from the start.

After this there were no difficulties for

another mile or two, although the road
surface was very loose owing to the

drought, and the dust was appalling. It

was not, however, till half-way round the

course that anything interesting was
encountered ; but "a few miles from the

sharp turning outside Jlissenden, the

course (excellently arrowed by the way)
went suddenly oif to the left and ascended
a long ea.sy hill through invitingly shady
beechwoods. Next came the descent ot

Phik Hill and the climbing of Kop, pro-

bably the most trying hill on the course.

There were a good many spectators here.

Periormarices on. Kop.

The hill accounted for several failures

in the first lap, but -none in the . other
two. H. V. Davidson (Morgan), North-
We«t London M.C.C,.came to a standstill

owing to wheel spin. E. P. Higgs (B

New Imperial sc). City and Guilds Club,
failed, and C M. Hyams (2^ Velocettel.
of, the .same club, met a similar fate.

There was a good deal of passing on the

hill, which, though awkward for the solo

mounts, was skilfully carried out.

Leaving Kop, the competitors de-

scended Whiteleaf Hill, and followed the
main Wendover Road for a spell. Then
ensued a long steep hill after Chequer;
(the Prime Minister's country seat), a
brief run through woods and over a

rough surface, and then a sharp ascent

up Dinah's Hill, probably the steepest

on the course, but too short to l-.f

dangerous. There was only one failure

here during the first lap, this being
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An Ariel rider. W. Nash, passing the quaint old White Swan in the village of Gt. Missenden.

Bourne (Matchless sc), of the unfortu-
nate City and Guilds Club. Pigoit
(Norton sc.) was baulked by a cai-f at
this point, but did not stop. D. S.
Parsons (Matchless sc), Essex Club.
threw down his number cards before the
observer, as he passed him as a signal
that he had stopped. About a mile from
this point, Watson-Bourne punctured bis

tyre with so sharp a stone that it cut
the brass tyre valve clean across.

'

Of the twenty-seven clubs from all over

the country which started, only twelve
had complete teams at the end of the

first round, which fact conveys some idea

of the severity of the course axid the

number, of tyre troubles experienced. -

These clubs were : Surbitou, il.C.C,

Sheffield. Worcester, Brighton. Bucks,

Coventry, Birmingham University, North

London," Norfolk, Camberley. and.Luton.

The second and third laps took a heavy

toll of tvre troubles, and at our vantage

point at'this stage, on one of the steepest

hills. Bridgman (Indian sc). M.C.C..
.

,T. Chater-Lea, jun. (Chater-Lea set,

Brighton M.G.C.. and Wheeler (New Im-

perial sc), Norfolk, parsed with flat

tyres.

Tyre Troubles Galore.

The first team to arrive iii its entirety

was the Worcester and District M.C.C:,

but Newman's A.J.S. sc. was running

i;n the rim, and continued for thirty-

seven miles. Such a procedure is always

dangerous, and eventually the wheel com-

pletely broke up just short of the finish,

tvre and rim being severed. It was a

very plucky attempt to finish with a clean

score. The ne.xt complete team to pass

v.as the Sheffield Club riding in close

formation and with wonderful consist-

encv. and this on a gradient of about

i in 6. The Norfolk team was the third

complete team to pass, and we then

knew that one of these three would carry

off the trophy. Newman's fate was still

unknowm. and, despite Wheeler's side-

car tyre, it was thought that the Norfofk

men had a sporting chance, but it eventu-

ally iranspired that the frout wheel of
Daniel's Norton had punctured five miles
from the finish.

It was indeed hard luck that several
of the crack teams w-ere out of the run-
ning, among which may be mentioned the
so often victorious Coventry Club, one
of whose men, Brandish (Eover), finished
practically the whole of the second round
on a fiat back tyre to assist the score,
though he failed to averagp the requisite
17 m.p.h. minimum, and the M.C.C. who
lost Watson (Ariel sc.) by reason of a

broken frame. Bridgman's performance
was very plucky. His sidecar tyre punc-
tured fit the second lap^, but he carried

©n undaunted, and one by one heard the
spokes of the wheel " ping " as they gave
way due to the strain. Nevertheless, his
Indian finished non-stop—although- the
broken -spokes by then resembled a
Catherine wheel !

Only- Three Non-stop Teams Left.

By the end ef tlie second lap the
twelve clubs with complete teams had
been reduced to three, which sriiall per-
centage suggested that no complete team
might survive. . The three clubs -in ques-
tion were the Worcester and District
M.C.C. (later disputed by a marshal who
reported one rider as "having stopped
momentarily), the Sheffield and Hallam-
shire M.C.C, and the Norfolk M.C
Actually the two last named eluLs have

been among the most consistent supporters
of the M.C.C. team championship, so that
their prospects .01 ultimate success proved
very popular. It is a strange fact, but it

ie seldom that any new club competes and
carries off the trophy at the first time of
asking, for there are many little but
important points requiring scrupulous care
to ensure a complete team non-stopping
on the crucial day. All this is learned
only by bitter experience.
The Ilkley boys are a tough lot. One of

them, W. R. Haggas,, left liis home near
Ilkley for Tring on Saturday morning at

five o'clock, accomplished a non-stop, run
on his Triumph, and set off again for
Yorkshire after the contest. Four of them
made non-stops, Longfield overshooting a

corner on the first circuit, and just failing
to recover himself. After Watsun-l'xnn

m

punctured, Willis, of the Sutfon Club, h,id

turned over, and Roberts, his companiou.
stopped with plug trouble, the othei-

members of the team, except ilundy
(Humberl. elected to withdraw, theii

reason being " for refreshment "—it was
still scorchingly hot. One can sympathise
with the officials at the starting point over
their long vigil, for thei'e was no shade,

Branctiing of! at the fork roads near Chesham. H. Masser (Harley-Davidson) and
A. G. Mansell (Morgan), both of the City and Guilds Engineering College M.C.C. The
former made a non-stop run.

C13
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A bunch of compebitors on Kop Hil . As can be judged by the photograph the dust was wel

made it none too comfortable for competitors and official

and the pei'spiralion rolied down the faces

of the tiniel<eepers, Messrs. Bidlake and
Walker, who were assisted by Messrs. W.
H. Wells, Ogilvie; Head, and Cooper.
By the time the leaders were due to

finish, a goodly crowd had collected. The
first man home non-stop was Pymm
(Raleigh), Leicester Club, followed at

intervals by the lemiiants of the \aiiiui^

competing teams. Many of these had to

struggle home. For instance, Axford
(A.J.S. sc.) had the bad luck to jiuncture
his front tyre, but kept going ; and
Bladder, of the Worcester Club, was on
a flat driving tyi'e. To the Sheffield and
Hallamshire Motor Cycle Club fell the
honour of getting the only teanr home
ciimpkte tlioUjjh at that time thei e was

stirred up, and this with the great heat

a chance for the Norfolk team, which
started later, to cjualify. When their time

came, however, it was observed that R.

A. Daniels (Xorton) was missing. He
had stopped five miles shBrt of the finish,

so that the Sheffield team were left in-

disputable winners, the team finishing well

to time, and almost within a stone's throw
of one another, an excellent demonstration
of leliability and regular running.

Seven clubs "registered five men with
non-stop runs, the second team, on points,

being the Norfolk M.C. and I.J.C.C., with
a siore of 595 miles, the North Lendon
M.C.C. scoring 563 miles.

In all 101 competitors registered noii-

stop runs.

(Left) A Harley-Davidson rider, M.
G. Bagshaw, negofia;ing a bend near

Great Missenden. (Right) C C
Labin (4 Indian) on Pink H...^

gradient which was hardly noticed by

ihe majority of riders Both com-

petitors made non-stop runs.

CI4
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-r, c, ft; , , juii L- »,^ WINNERS OF THE CUPThe Sheffie d and HallamsWe M C and L.C.C team, all of whom recorded non:srop runs.

The following are the leading clubs in
their order of merit :

CLUB CHAMPIONS OF 1921.
IST.-SHEFFIELD A.ND HALLAMSHIRE M.C.C.

Time
— error.

E. A. Whcatlcy (4 Triumph) non-stop ...
"'47

fe. Sawer (4 Norton sc.) L
D. H. Kayo (4 Triump)i) :'.; aa
J. H. Staccy (8 Matchless sc.) „ "' 1 3%E. Searle (4 Triumph) ... t 22
1'. W. James (10 Morgan) ... ,', ,.', J 9

Total time error 7 42

Score. 600 miles (maximum).
2ND.-N0RF0LK M.C. AND LCC
K. A. Daniels (S'j Norton) ... 95 milesM. C.. Bagshaw (7 Harley-Davidson) ... nou-stopH. J. Hannett (4 Indian)
H. D. Wheeler (8 New Imperial sc.) ... - "
tl. G. Gowing (3';. Sunbeam)
c. w. Dix (6 A..i.'s. sc.) ... .;; ;:; ;;

Score, 595 miles.

3UD.—NORTH LONDON M.C.C.
P. Walters (4 Triumph) non-stop
R. H. Baxter (2ii Hadco) ...

F. E. Jones (3V. Ariel sc.)
H. B. Shutes (8 Alatchless sc.) ... L 63 miles
C. C Labin (4 lm.au) non-stop
R. W. Greaves (4 Norton) , ... „

Score, 565 iniles.

The Runners Up.

''^";,7 ^A"=?,^
County M.C.C 541 AIiles.W G. Harding (4 Triumph), C. F. Mitchell |7

A.J.S. sc.) J. K. Flemons (7 Harley-Davidson

!S.-'-tT^-, *'a"'"?>; f Triumph), and R. Newitt
(7 Harley-Davidson sc).

5T11. Beiciitok AND Hove M.C.C. .. 537 AIiles
II. K. Kniglit (SI/; Norton), S. Dunford (7'

Harley sc), A. B. Friend (3';. Sunbeam). W.
H. Sheraton (3':.. Norton), anJ 3'. Chater Lea
(8 Chater-Lea sc).

6tU. CoVENTBY and WAKWICKSeinE SI.C.

R. R. Grindlay (4V2 Humbev). S. Wr'iglit |4r:',

number sc), F. G. Esmond (4 Triumph), LT
Crisp (4), Humber), and D. Finch (4Triumph sc).

7Tn Herts County M C. and L.C.C. 621 JIiles.
H. Wright (8 Matchless sc), J. Shepherd (4V.Humber), E. dii__J. Birch (8 .Matchless sc ) C
b. Bourne (4 Triumph), and S. Hall (8
jiorgan).

STii Brookdale Club (Cateord). 507 AIiles.
P.. J. Sims (4 Triumph), H. Philbrick (4Triumph), J. Holt (3-s Scott), J. J. Leona d
(3 Bat sc), and H. Lens (3 A.B.C.).

9th. Worcesteh M.C.C 500ArTiri
B.. Bladder (8 Ne«- Imperial sc B Ker'haw
(2.-4 New Imiierial) E. Williams (7 A.XS ) Z
VJs'"scl

^^'^'"'>»' and E. Choldcrott (6

Other Non-stop Riders.
Luton and SOCTII Beds A.C.-S. Brown (4Triumph), A Saodington (6 .James sc), H. Revre

(6 James sc), and F, Child (8 .Alorgan).

Ilkley ajid Dis. M.C.C.-W. r. HagKas 14Triumph) J. S Du.xb,yy (3-^4 Seoti), R.^^^'lyli?(3r„ Sunbe.im), and H. W. Sellers (3'/. Sun-beam sc). '-

Motor CvcLiNo Gipsr Club.-S. R. Axlord (7

at'I'''.,.'^-
*'/£"\-.'S„Ral<;'i;hl.. E. .M. Oliver (7A.J.S. sc). and O. E. CuHe (.Metro-Tyler).

Banbury a.nd Dis. Al.c.-H. G. Askov (Rover)M. Pearson (3",. Norton), JL Bennett, 4 Black-burne), and F. Askew (3 Alorgan).

tn^^l™,^^';!' i?^r,^'^-
Jlf'C—R. Harris (4 Nor-ton sc), W. C. Pymm (5 Raleigh), J. Brown (8Alatchlcss sc),-»nrt W. Chapman (8 A.JS sc).

SURDITON and Dis. JI.C.C.-R. C. Staunton (4

7„nTv"H' ?• 'K- °-!?™ ''"; -"^"orton), D. H. David-son (7 Harley-Davidson sc). and R. Preston (31.ounbeam), ^,
, -

.Motor Cvclino Club.-P. w. AIoHatt (3'..

?°i"i^ ?l • h ^•, Bridgman (7 Indian sc), W. b:Oibb (3'-., Douglas), and O. Nott (7 Alatchless sc).

.^''TSJ'J?,"'^?',
UNlvFitsiTY M.C.C.-T. AIcKcnzie

Po„;„ /Fi;
" H. Watling (3 A.B.C.), and E.loppe (6 Rover sc).

r
??*'*•,'' J^°^^^'' -^'-C.-F. A. Applebec (4lodwn). C. Dav 13'.. Sunbeam), W. C. Hemv 7

A.J.S. sc), and S. 51. Grecnms (7 Indian sc).

Oxford Af.C.-R. J. Pigott (4 Norton sc).
A. p. Cruickshank (3):. Norton). L. Avery .(7
Harley-Davidson sc), and L. .\. Welch (41/, B.S.A.).
E.\lin-o and Dis. M.C.r.-O. F. Temple (4

Harlev-Davidson). W. C. Boyer (3':. Norton), and

'

b. fc.. Longman (7 Harley-Davidson sc).

Woolwich, Plu.mstead, antj Dis AIC—T )

, "i -y."'fl'''v?
'='•' ^- OBrien (7 Alatchless

sc), and G. D. Hardee (7 Alatchless sc).

City- AND Guild Engineering College AI C C—H. Alasser (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) and w!
Clynop (3 .\.B.C.).

Rochester. Chatium, and Dis. At C \nd
Iv^;'^.T'*-

^^,'""' ,'2^''= I-evis), G. Packman' '(SMatchless sc), and Ci. JIaund (3 A.B.C.).

Camberley .M C.C.-A. Love (3>(, Norton) and
E. J. Over (SM. Sunbeam sc).

B.lsnjoSTOKE AI.C.C.-R. Clark (7 Harley-
Davidson).

Sutton Coldfield and N. Bicmingham A.G.—R. G. Alundy {V/^ Humber sc). _

The riders ware E. A. Wheatley (Triumph),
jrtoi 3c.), and F. W. Jam.-3 (10 Morgan).

THE CLUB CHAMPIONS
OF 1921.

NEEDLESS to say the Sheffi-eld and
Hallanishire Club team whicli won
The. Motor Cijclt Fifty Guinea

Trophy last Saturday \vere highly elated
with their success. " Careful preparation
beforehand won them the honour. Tlie
Club Committee selected the team, and
appointing that seasoned rider, S. Sawer,
as captain, all the men took great pains
to ensure absence of trouble on "the"
day. Their headquarters weie at Ayles-
bury, and the team converged on that
point on Friday evening. This year is
not the first occasion that the club has
won, for the coveted cup fell to the
Sheffield Club in 1913, when no fewer than

- forty-one clubs competed for the honour.
All except one machine had all chain
drive this year, and a start was made on
brand new tyres. Stacev's Matchless was
only collected from the Woolwich worUs
on Friday, but on the other hand Sawer's
Norton registered its third successive
non-stop run in the team trials. All the
machines were in e.xcellent condition
at the finish. On the wav to Tring the
team suffered four punctures between
them, but Sunday's trip home was farmore enjoyable, for the men were in
'I'S'' 'P'"'^ ^"d (?''*''-''' 'heir long trip
of 170 miles on nil British machine! hadnot been m vain.

-a^"-^^^!^. TROPHIES

PRESLNTED BY
Mr. p. J. EVANS

FOR
FASTEST LAPS

IN THE
T.T. RACES.

The recipients

are H. R. Davles

(A.J.S.. 55.15

m.p.h.) and F. G
EdmondfTriumph
56.4 m.p.h.)

CI9
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A LANCASHIRE TEAM TRIAL,
Nor(h-Wes<ern Cenlre A.C.U.

find a StiJf Course. Four

Survivors o! 68 Starters.

CHIPPING is a tiny village in Lanca-^
shire, some twelve miles north of

Preston. It is 'the hub of the motor
cycle wOrld, according to the inhabi-
tants, for, not only did it provide- that

now famous " dark horse." Whalley, the

. T.T. man, but last week-end it provided
the rallying "point for a well-supported
trial.

The North-western Centre A.C.U. held
a most successful trial, largely in thg
.-ame district, about a year ago; but on
tliis occasion a team trial was decided
upon, each team of four (two solos and
two. passenger) having to complete three
circuits of a thirty-five mile course.

A Late Start.

Unfortunately, a number of .competi-
tors missed the starting point, owing to

the non-arrival of an official, and, in con-

sequence, th« event started an hour late.

Meanwhile, at the request of another
official, the locals had dammed up the

first observed watersplash, so that it

would - come up to the hubs of the

machines. Other marshals, arriving to

A'lew this handiwork, promptly allowed
most of the water to escape, thus render-

ing the competitors' task a shad© more
hopeful.

From Chipping the roads were bad at

the outset, and, although there were no
hills with gradients of the " unclimb-
able " order, yet it was only with diffi-

culty that " footing " could be avoided
in a number of places. The tit-bit of the
course, how'ever, was the first watersplash

at Hawthornthwaite Fell.

G. Tuckett (4 Triumph) and A. Nuttall (3^ Dalton) in the watersplash which accounted for

the bulk of the failures in the North-Western Centre Team Trial for the Blake trophy.

Owing to the depth of -the water,
almost half the entry failed, and many
who successfully negotiated the stream
immediately fell victims to the severe
gradient which followed immediately
afterAvards.

J
According to viewpoint ! The driver, A. J. Bailey (4 Norton sc), actively overcoming a

difficuhy, looks cheerful, but the helpless passenger appears to be taking things to heait.

Two Triumph riders, W. H: Lathom
and W. Eatcliffe, were the first arrivals,

and tile contrast of their methods was
typical of the entire field. The former
came through steadily, and had no mis-
fortune, but the latter charged the water
in a rush, and stppped.

Particularlv good riding was exhibited
by 0. Entwistle (3^ Sunbeam), H. Walsh
(2| A.J.S.), P. Crompton (3i Triumph),
O. E. Carter (4 A.B.C. sc), and 0. Wade
(5 A.J.S. sc). T. Cheetham came
through the splash w'ell, but found the
power of his Scott inadequate to haul
sidecar and passenger up the ensuing
gradient, while H. C4ibson (8 Royal Ruby
sc), after crossing the stream and making
a star climb, suffered a damaged gear,
and w-as later compelled to retire.

Another Water-splash.

A mile and a half further on a very
innocuous splash was observed also, but
the checkers were having a slow time,
for there were no failures to record.

The route then led through the wild
scenery of the Trough of Bowland into

Yorkshire, the descent of the pass being
very loose. . Several miles of winding
lanes "followed through Chipping, down
a narrow stony lane of precipitous

gradient, and so to the starting point for

the second circuit. Of the sixty-eight

starters, however, only -twentyJive com-
pleted the first lap, and the second Cir-

cuit weeded out another ten. Therefore,

but fifteen essayed the final circuit, and
only four returjied, thus bringing an
exceptionally strenuous afternoon to an
end.
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Immediately after negotiating the swoll
c-.rT'vf Vlu-

"'>'°^^^':"? the swollen walersplash. the competitors found themselves

Roya°Rubv'
'""^ "'" """°'"'' '° ^ ^""^ gradient. The machine is a

^
The following members of their respec-

tive teams completed more than one lap •

„ BURY AND DISTRICT M.C. (No. 3 Team)

-

p Enhvstle (3',; Sunbeam). 3 laps; P Cromp o„
4 Triumph) 2 laps; C. Guthrie (7 A.J.S. so ). 3

E.\ST I^A^CS. J[.C. (>,'o. 2 Team).-W. H.

LIVERI^OOL M.C. (No. 1 Tcamj.-J. Fox (4Norton) 2 laps; and J. H. Green (8 Excelsior
;L. J , £. laps.

,i^lANCHESTER M.C. (Xo. 2 Team).—H Scholes(\,Tru™ph). 2 laps; E.Fcster (8 Dot sc . 2 laps!

WARRI\GTO.\ M.C. (.\o. 2 Tcam).-W. N.

A JS i?|- 2'°laT'' * '"" """^ '^ ^°^"^^ '6

OLDHAiVr AND "district M.C. (Xo. 1 Team).
~iJ- t''^'!'^*

/''^ Harlej-Daviclson sc), 2 laps;and J. H. Taylor (79 HarlevDavidson sc.). 1 lip

r^'?'^*.''','-^^-'^'''*-
'*'•*'• l^o- 1 Tcam).-n. Walsh

(2-4 A..T..->.), 2 laps; and J. H. Whitlakcr (3''-.

.Sunbeam), 1 lap.

BL.\CKPOOL AND FYUDE M.C. (No. 2 Team).
—J. Riley (4 Triumpli). 2 laps.
BURY AXD DISTRICT .M.C. (No. 1 Tcam).-

,.;.,„"'',"'' '^ - Sunbeam), 1 lap; and W. Lord
(3Vj Sunbeam tc), 1 lap.

BgKT AXD DISTRICT 51.0. (Xo. 2 Team).-
J. Pilling (3 A.B.C.), 1 lap; and A. Coyal (6B.S.A. sc). 1 lap.

UVEHPOOL M.C. (No. 2 Tcam).-0. Wade (S
A.J.S. sc), 1 lap; and H. A. Harben (7 Indian
sc). 1 lap.
VVARRI.VGTOX M.C. (Xo. 3 Tcaml.-A. J.

Bailey (4 .Norton sc), 1 lap.

Tlie following teams were entirely
eliminated :

JVarrinston M.C. (Xo. 1 Team), Liverpool M C.
(Jo. 3 Team), and Blackpool and Fylde MC

.(-^os. 1 and 3 Teams).

The lower slopes of the western side of the Trough of Rowland. H. Jacques (7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc.) is commencing the ascent.

^43

SATURDAY'S 500 MILES
RACE AT BROOKLANDS.

List of 64 Competitors with Numbers
in tlie B.M.C.R.C, Long Distance
Race for the Miller Gold Cup. The
start is at 7a.m.

CL..\SS E.—1,000 cc.
Bore and

_ No. Rider and 5rachine. Stroke;
1 J. E; G. Haiwood (Zenith)
2 R. Dequiu (Zenith) S2 x HI (ri:l 1 c.cl
3 C. F. Tcrnple (Harlev-

Davidson) .'. Rt X SO fSSSc.c.)
I K. A. Hellon (Zeiiitli) SO x 09 (il9il c.c.)

5 D. H. Davidson (Harlev-
Davidson) St X 89 (OSS c.r.)

e H. Lc \'ack (Indian) 79..9xlOl {II9S c.cl
7 H. R. Harvevion (Indian) . 79..'!xl0l (OiiS cc)
8 O. M. Baldwin (Indian) . . 79.3x101 (998 c.r.)

9 C. G. l'ulliir(Auzaiii-.Zenith) 83 x 93 (390 c.c.)
10 H. Jcpsou (Zenith) S4 X 89 (989 c.r.)
11 K. Don (Zenith) . S5.5x 85 (9SScc|
12 F. C.Townshend (Zenith) . S5,5x 8.3 (9S8 c.c)
13 V. Gavford (Zenith) SS.iiX 85 (9S8 c.cl
11 F. \V. Di.xon (Harley- '

. .

'

D.ividsou) St X '89
' (993 c.c.)

15 J: w. Woodhouse (Match-
less) _ (99;Vc.cl

10 G. Packman (Matchless) .

.

90 x 77.5 (HSfi cc!
17 B.C. Woodhouse (Matchless) — (99'S"c.c 1

18 E. B. Ware (Sunbeam-Jap) 85.5 X 85 (980 cc)
10 A. G. Miller (Marlin)
20 H. Reed (Dot-Jap) 33 x 85 (OSO c.cl

CLASS, D.—750 c.c.
,

-1 E. \V. Parham (Coventry
Victor) ; . . , 75 X 73 (OSS c.cl

22 R. N. Stewart (Trump-Jap) 70 x 82 (7Jf c.c)
23 F. A. McNab (Trump-Jap) 76 X 82 (7.IS cc.)
21 J. C. Watson (Harlcy-

Da\-idson) (id x 70 (584 c.c.)

25 W. H. Bashall (Marlinsydc) 70 X SS (OSO c.c.)
2i; J. T. Bashall (Martinsyde). 70 ,X88 (cSO c.c)

"CLASS C—SOOc.c, ^
27 F. RoluTts (Covcntr>'-E3Slc) 85 X SS ' JWO'cc)
28 G. J. Shcdmans (Triumph) . SO..'i x 98 "t 199 c.c )

29 F. G. Edmonds (Triumph). 80.5 x 9n (199 cc.)
30 V. E. Horsman (Norton) . . 79.5x101 (lOS cc)
31 H. H. Beach (Norton) 70 x 100 (190 cc.)
32 J. D. Nixon (A.B.C.) Ci x 80 (309 c.c.)
33 J. L. Emerson (Douglas) . , 08 x OS (.101 c.c)
31 E. Lonsden (Coulson-Jap) . C4.5x 70 (198 c.cl
35 H. H. Bowen (M.artinsyde) 00 x 88 '(.I97c.ci
31! (Blackburne)
37 J. A. Watson-Bourne (Rex) 85 x SS (499 c.c)
38 Tommy Thomson (Douelas) OS x 08 (-199 c.c.)
39 D. R. O'Donovan (Xorton) 79 xlOO (190 cc)
40 G. .\. \'andervell (Xorton) . 79 x 100 (490 ccl

Reserve*;

;

41 H. Lansman (Scott)
15 G. Clapham (Scott)-

40 C. Sgonina (Triumph) .... 80.5 x 98 (499^c.ci
47 G. Dance (Sunbeam) 85 .x SS (499 c.c.)

CL.\SS B.—350 c c
•>0 A. A. Pre5twich(Dot-Iap) . 70 x 90 (340 c.c)
51 JR. V\'cathercll (R.W. Scout) 73 x 76 (318 c.c.)
52 A. \. Swan (New Iraperial-

-Tap) ; 70 X 70 (20,> c.cl
.53 S.M. Greening (Coul5on-,Tap) 70 x 90 (348 c.c.l
>i A. tt'atson (Douglas) 60 x 60 (350 c.c.)
to tS. E. Wood (Douglas) 00 x 00 (350 c.c.l
5o J. Holroyd (Edmond, 70 X 90 (346 c.c.)
57 (Marlin)
5S }J. F. Newey (New Comet) . 70 x 90 (340 cc)
59 Tudor Thompson (Douglas) 60 x 00 (:i50 c.c.)
00 J. F. Hull (Wrxilcr) 60,5x 60 (345 c.c)
01 S. E. Longman (Woolcr) .. 60.5 X CO '315 c.c)
62 P. Brews'cr (Woolcr) 60.5 X 00 (345 c.c.)
03 F. A. Lon.Erraan (Woolc-r) .

.

00.6 x 60 (345 c.c)
Ot }L. A. Eees(Beardmore) ,.. 74 x SI (.149 c.c)
05 E. Kickham (Douglas) 00.5 x 60 (349 c.c.)

R-^serves

:

00 *X. Norris (Ivv) '. 75 x 79 (.'!49 c.c)
07 J. Whalley (Massey-Arran) 71 x 88 (348 c.c.)
""

CL.\SS -A.—2.50 c.c.

' '

OS J. V. Prestwich (Massey-
-'^rranj 64.6 X 76 (249 c.c)

''.9 tH. t-'eivey (Levis) (17 x 70 (247 cc.)
70 tA. K. Smith (Morris-

Wanic) 07 x 70 (247 c.c.l
.! iG. S. Smith (Morris-Warne) 07.4 X 70 (249.5 c c )

72 G. Savase (Hobart) ..;... 0.1.5

X

70 (249 c.cl
7.? H. .Martin (Martin)
74 B. Kershaw (New Imoerial) 64.5 x 70 (349 cc)
75 W. J. Lord (Hobart) ..... 04.5 x 76 (218 c.c.)

Reserves

:

70 W. A. Jacobs (Acme-Junior) CJ.5x 76 (249 c.c)
*ln this Class Nos. 41, 42, 43, 48, and 49 are Blackburne

re.serve>.

f-Entered by H.R.H. tlic Duke o£ York.
JTwo-stroke engines.

02
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CLUB NEWS, nte-st/r
West Bii-mingham M.C.C.

At a committee meeting held on
Friday it was decided to substitute a

social run to the Sutton Coldfield hill-

eiimb at Penkridge Bank instead of hold-
ing the club hill-climb on July 2nd.

Falmouth M.C. and L.C.C.

Sixteen competitors started in the re-

liability trial on the 22nd inst., and only
three failed to finish.. Results :

1. W. P,-iscoe (21A Bown-Villiers); 2, E. Hamer
Hunt (8 Matchless sc); 3, W. Briinacombe (4
Triumph); 4, L. Woodland (Sy^ P. and M.).

Herts. M.C. and L.C.C.

A highly successful hill-climb was held

on Carbon Hill, Newgate Street, on
Thursday evening, the 23rd inst., in

which twenty-eight machines competed
before a large iiumber of spectators.

Fastest time of the evening was made by
H. H. Saddington (5-6 James), winning
a gold medal Results :

SOLO (550 c.c.).-l, H. Reyne (2'/, Eeyne-New-
son); 2, T D. Bowden {2"/i Woolerl ; 3. J.C.
ylimmer (2':4 Douglas).
SOLO ;600 c.c.).— 1, E.- F. Harveyson (4

Indian Scout); 2, H. Revne (2V> Beyne-Newson)

;

3. G. L. Giddings (4 Triumph).
.SOLO (Unlimited).—!, H. H. .Saddington (6-6

James); 2, E. F. Harveyson (4 Indian Scout); 3,

C. H. Catesbv (3t:. Norton).
P.ISSENGER MACHINES.— 1. H. H. Sadding.

ton (5.6 James sc); 2, S. Hall (8-10 Morgan);
3, A. A. Pollard (11,9 A.C.).

Bradford ffl.C. and L.C.C.

Gorgeous weather prevailed at the freak

hill-climb on Saturday last, and a veiy
big crowd assembled to see the sport,

and contributed generously to the collec-

tion for St. Dunstan's Hostel. Each com-
petitor was allowed two climbs, the best

performance for consistency being C. B.

Haigh (3j Scott-Squirrel), who obtained
157 and 158 marks out of- a possible 150

each climb. The winner scored 152 and
159 marks. Results :

1. Wilson cup and gold medal, W. Clou^h (3^/(

Scott); 2, silver medal, C. B. Haigh (3'^ Scott
Squirrel),
SIDECAR CLASS.-Gold medal, R. A. Bonner

(4 Douglas sc)

Mr. Wilson, the do'nor of the cup, de-

cided that C. B. Haigh should have a
gold medal for his brilliant consistency

of climbing.

Lee's University M.C. and Sheffield

University M.C.C.
,

On Saturday, June 18th, inter-'Varsity
speed trials were held between Leeds and
Sheffield Universities at Leeds over a
flying quarter-mile. Owing to a series of

unfortunate accidents, Lieeds Was only re-

presented by five men. Results :

350 c.c. SOLO.— 1, — Adcock (2% Douglas),
Sheffield, 16::s. (54 m.p.h,) ; 2. C. P. Porrit (25,i
Dr.uglas), Leeds. 17s. (53 m.p.h.); 3, — Shepherd
\2'_^ Beaumont), Sheffield. 17is. {52 m.p.h.).
550 c.c. SOLO,— 1, H, Kendall (3V< Norton),

Sheffield, 13!S. (67 m.p.h.): 2, — Hudson (3JA
Korton); Sheffield, 14s. (64 m.p.h,); 3, G. E.
Soddards (3'/, Rudge). Leeds, 16s. (56 m.p.h.).
750 c.c. SOLO,— 1, — Hudson (3V- Norton),

Sheffield. 14is. (63 m.p.h.); 2, H. Kendall {3V>
Norton), Sheffield, 14|s. (62 m.p.h.); 3, G. E.
•Siiddards (3V- Rudge), Leeds, and Malcolm Brown
(5 A, B.C. I. Sheffield. 15|s. (59 m.p.h.).
1.000 c.c. SOLO.-l, H. Kendall (31/" Norton),

Sheffield. 133s. (67 m.p.h.); 2. — Hudson (SVo
Norton), Sheffield, 14is. (62 m.p.h,); 3. Malcolm
Brown (3 A.B.C.), Sheffield, 15s. (60 m.p.h.). .

1,000 c.c. SIDECARS.—1, G. G. Hardy (8
Zenith sc), Leeds, 16eS. (54 m,p,h,) ; 2. — Shep-
herd (8 Excelsior sc), Sheffield, 17s. (53 m.p.h,).

Sheffieltl won by thirty-five points to
ten. The fastest time of the day was
made by H. Kendall (3^ Norton) at

67 m.p.h.

POSTAL REGULATIONS.
Owing io the recent decision oj the

Postal Authorities to discontinue Sunday
collections, matter relating to club events

should be posted to the Editor on

Saturday evening, or from Post Offices

and Railway Stations where late fee

letters are accepted on Sundays.

Coventi'y Triangle M.C.

- Owing to the large number of entrants

(168 in all), four events in the gymkhana
on the 19th inst. had to be held over
until last Saturday. Results of both
days' contests follow ;

SLOW RACE (Solo).— 1, A, Close (31/:; Sun.
beam); 2, JI, Baron (4',.1 B,S,A.).
HANDKERCHIEF GATHERING RACE.-l.

Mrs. Perkins (4V4 B.S.A.); 2, M. Prosser (4
Douglas).
OBSTACLE RACE (Solo).-l, A. Webster (2-|i

Douslas); 2, H. Baron (414 B.S.A.).

OBSTACLE RACE (Sidecar).— 1, J. Healey (4

Triumph sc); 2, J. Yardlev (3i/, Humber sc).

LADIES- DRIVING CONTEST.-l, Miss Warren
(2^!:, Levi's); 2, Mrs. Vice (4 Triumph).
BEST HOME-MADE FITiMENT.-xMartin (com-

bined tube carrier and pillion seat).

PLUG REMOVING RACE (Solo).—A. Webster _

(2-, Douglas). -

PLUG REMOVING RACE (Sidecar).^W. Brown
(41-0 Humber sc).

JIUSICAL CHAIRS.—1. Mrs. Vice (4 Triumph);
2, — . Crooke (3'/2 Triumph).
BUN EATING CONTE.ST.—1. W. Brown (41/,-

Humber sc); 2, S. Healey (4 Triumph sc).

Bristol M.C.C.

An interesting half-day trial was held

on Saturday, interesting because, not
considering one ascent sufficiently strenu-

ous, the organisers terminated the trial

with two climbs of the famous hill of

Porlock. It amounted, in fact, to a

speed-judging competition uphill.

Some thirty starters left headquarters
at Bristol on a stra.ight-away 20 m.p.h.
run without intei'mediate checks to the
foot of the hill. There were only three-
failures, but solo riders found it no mean
task to ride slowly round Porlock's
corners, steering -u'ith one hand, watch
in the other.

The result, as follows, was announced
after tea at the Ship Inn ; __

1, H. C. Wiilters (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), no
error, dead on time, case of Speedwell oil, presented

by British Oil and Turpentine Co., Ltd.; 2, Eh
Clark, jun. (31/2 Beardmore-Precision), is. error.

Tan-Sad; Eli Clark, sen. (6 Douglas sc) and H. J.

Hobbs (S'A Bh-wkburne sc) tied for third place,

and twelve others qualified for silver medals.

Eastbourne and District M.C.C.

Results have now been announced of

the trial held on the 19th inst., and are

as follows :

BLAKEM.ARSH CUP. — A. Goldsmith (7-9

Harlev-Davidson sc).
DOULL CUP.—W. Hvlands (New Hudson).
GOLD MED.IlLS.—Class 1, W. Hylands (New

Hudson); Class 2, F. E. Stacey (2''4 Verus sc.);.

5. J, Swindlehurst CS'-. Lea-Francis) ; 4. A. Gold-
smith (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).

-

Brighton and Hove M.C.C.

The club, held its annual trial for the

Dobson Trophy on June 19th. The
course was a severe one of 113 miles,

starting from Brighton. Cob Hill,

Ardingly, was taken on the way out. but

presented no difficulty to any competitor.

The results have now been, confirmed,

and are as follows :

SIDECARS.-l and trophy. L. G. Watts (4

Triumph sc,).-295 points; 2, S. Dunford (7-9
Harlev sc), 290 points.
SOLOS.-l, 11. Kircher Knight (3'/. I>'orton).

293 poTnts; 2, C. Farley '4>4 B.S.A,), 291 points;
3, A, N, A, Hewett (3i,!. Sunbeam), 288 points.

SATURDAY S OPEN TRIAL
AT BOURNEMOUTH.

THERE are several interesting machines
and well-known riders in the entry
list of seventy-three for the Bourne-

mouth and District M.C. and -L.C.C. open
trial on Saturday. The Jupp runabout
will make its first appearance in an open
trial. There are four team entries, viz.,

Worcester and District M.C. and L.C.C,
Bournemouth and District M.C. ami
L.C.C, Mr. J. H. Jones (a Triumph
team), and Messrs. -Martinsyde.
As ah'eady mentioned in The Motor

Cycle, there will be no observed hills,

and several novel tests have been intro-

duced to put the trial on a competitive,

basis. These include a timed hill-climb

and speed test (taken en route).

The first man starts from Bournemouth
at 9.55 a.m., and fi-om the lunch stop

at Bland ford at 2.51 p.m.

^

Porlock was climbed twice rluring the Bristol M.C.C. Trial on Saturday.

at the foot of ihe hill

Competitors
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The Motor Cycle
as Schoolmaster

"The Motor Cycle,' says The Daily Mail, "is the School-

master to teach the Enghsh what a lovely land is theirs."

To many, "
it is the gate of escape from the grime of the

towns into the sweetness of the countryside, and the number

of those who use it steadily grows." The Humber 41 h.p.

Flat Twin-cylinder Motor Cycle has won many conspicuous

succe-sses, and has been described in motor cycling quarters

as "CovenTry's finest production."

Price £140 So^o-

Humber Combination Outfit,

£173-12-6.
With Grindlay Sidecar.

HUMBER LTD., COVENTRY
LONDON: 32, Holborn Viaduct, E.G.I
REPAIR WORKS: Canterbury Road, Kilburn,N. W.6
SOUTHAMPTON - - 25 and 27, London Road

Dealers everywhere.

Prof. A. M. LOW, A.C.G.L
praises the "JOHN BULL" Belt

It was with considerable pleasure that we received from

Prof. A. M. Low permission to publish the following letter.

The name of Prof. Low is Itnown to every Motor Cyclist

as that of a man whose researches are of the utmost

importance to the- sport.

" / Ihank yon for your letter, and am much obliged to yon for the

" holt duly received.

" It might interest you to know that I have frequently employed
" your John Bull Belts on experimental machines, often fitted with
" engines of horse-power otit of all proportion to the size of belting
" available. Not only have I had good results from the point of
" view of reliability, but transmission efficiency tests have shown the

" overall loss to be remarkably small."

Such praise, from such a man, carries remarkable weight.

In the 1921 T.T. Junior, 34 of the 38 finishers, including
the Winner, were *' John Pull " cquioced—in the Senior,

19 cut of 25. As in 1914 snJ 1920—so in 1921.

THE LEICESTER RUBBER
CO., LTD. LEICESTER

In aii-siceriiuj these advcrli-^ements it i.s de-iirnlilr tn infiilinii " 'J'/ie .Motor Vyrle.'
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immm PRICE
47/6

STOP ARGU
THE QUIBBLES ABOUT DISTANCES AND SUPPOSED
CAPABILITIES OF MACHINES MAY EASILY BE SETTLED
BY THE AID OF A "BONNIKSEN." A PROVED ASSET
FOR COMPETITION WORK GIVING RELIABLE INDICA-

TIONS OF SPEED AND DISTANCE RUN.

PRIC£S.

MOTOR CYCLE TYPE. CAR AND CYCLE CAR TYPE

TRIP. NON-TRIP.

£6 5 £5 10

TRIP. NON-TRIP.

£8 5 £7 10

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET
TO THE MANUFACTURERS —

Telephone; 75- (.'i 75 -^ ROTHERHAM & SONS, Ltd., COVENTRY. Telegrams
"Rotherhams
Coventry."

©36 In answering these odveTtisements it is desirable to mention "'Tlip. Motor Cucle."
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Immediate Delivery
RE-PLATED .

RE-ENAMELLED .

RE-BUILT.

Perfect finish in 1920 Colours,

3', h.p. & -2-speed, kick-start and

clutch—Solo—£30 down and 12 montdy
payiTifnts of £2-12-6, or Fitted with well

uoholstered and roomy new sidecar and chassis,

£40 down and 1 2 monthly payments of £3-10-0

Cash: Solo £60 Combination £80

LIMITED NUMBER ONLY.

Acetylene generator, head and tail lamps, tools, pomp, and
mechanical horn, £5 the set

MOTOR VEHICLES (^"fsu^p'iv) ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

15, 16 & 17, Eldon Street, London, E.C.2.
I'hr.n - : Wjll .^J,', -

l5P^7^—> ' iMimiiiniriiiimillllul IIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Sh/rfs and Collars Guaranteed

IF you are one who chooses his

shirts with more than ordinary care

we can promise you a high degree of

satisfaction if vou go to an outBtter

who sells RADIAC Shirts—and
Collars.

Every cotton tunic shirt with the

RADIAC tab sewn on is guaranteed

fadeless. Satisfaction is also guar-

anteed with every R.\DIAC collar,

soft or starched. Obtainable in a wide
range of the latest colour designs.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING HOSIERS

Soh Ma:v.,facliirfrs : McINTYRE. HOGG. MARSH & CO. LTD.
New HasinShall Street, London. E.G. 2 27 Portland Street. Manchester

Illlllilllllllllll IIEIIIIriiii

lllllllllllllUlllllinilllllMmilMIUMUll,! ..^^^J

i

RECENT CONTINENTAL SUCCESSES.
FRANCE — Ebnemont Hill Climb — K. Bartlett, 2f h.p. Verus

ITALY — Circoite di Crema — O. Garanzini ,,

ITALY — Premio InternationaJe di Brescia, 240km., O. Garanzini
(Thia is one of t!e most irnpoTlant races in it^iy )

FIRST
FIRST
FIRST

FURTHER ENGLISH SUCCESSES.
DORCHESTER M.C.C. 7 5 MILES TRIAL.

W. G. Churchill on 2J h.p. VERUS FIRST PRIZE.

SOUTHPORT SPEED TRIALS, May 21:1.

W. Cunningham on 2J h.p. VERUS FIRST PRIZE.

LEV/ES & DISTRICT M.C.C RELIABILITY TRIAL,
June 5th.

G. E. Staccy on 2l h.p. VERUS. .FIRST PLACE—GOLD ,V:EDAL.

L Hch on 25 h p. VERUS. .SECOND PLACE—SILVER MEDAL.

REDDITCH SPEED TRIALS.
On T"me— 350 c.c. Class on 2', h.p. V£RUS F. Ward

and F. Wood tied for FIRST PLACE.
On Formula— F. Ward tied for FIRST PLACE. T.

Weaver, 750 cc. Class, on 5-6 h.p. VERUS, with
passenger—SECOND PLACE.

In Unlimited Class, with passenger. ... FIRST PLACE.
BRISTOL M.C.C. KING CUP TRIAL.

(For Am', taurs only.)

P. E. BEj-lholomew on 2 i h.-. VERUS. 300 c.c. Clasr, GOLD MEDAL

Write for names of nearest Agents, an:! new f rices, to

Alfred Wiseman, Ltd., Glover Street, Birmingham.
lelegrara^- " Vr.rus. Pinnini'h.im."
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K#^oN£iras

FULLY
GUARANTEED

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

FOR ALL MAKES
g| OF MOTORCYCLES

ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR PRICES

•S=E-('C MAGNETOS L" Sampson Rd North, BIRMINCHAM="

To preserve the beauty ot your new outfit or

smarten the appearance of the old " 'bus," use
' Derusta,' iJie Rust-Remover, and 'CorrosJne,
ike Rust-Prevencer Dope. In i /6 & 2/6 size

I^ackages of your Dealer or direct from

OUWuEfl ij, Rusl Preventer Firm."

Union Works, SMETHWICK.

Lightweight

Two-speed Gear
with Clutch and

Kick-starter.

Price :

£12-0-0
ALBION
Eng. Co., Ltd.,

Upper Highgate St.,

BIRMINGHAM.
'Phone : Mid^ 1017.

'Grams :
" East^t."

TMETy^Alofi* USE —
SPEED
HIGH GRADE AND
UNEXCELLED FOR

CYCLES.

John S. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Gil Works, Manchester

Cycles.
IV:odeI 42 'a'i illmtrated) — Blad{

Ijiiish. Kicbel-plated bezel. Indi-

cates speeds to 60 miles per hour.
Total mileage eoiniter to 10,000,

and repeats. Quickly reset trip-

cotinler.

Price £6 5s- Od
Model 40 L^orresponds in other details
"but is witljout trip mileage counter.

Price £5 15s. Od
Eaclt''\\'beel dri^e for "Triiimpli," 5St
extra. Back wheel drive for " Indiaii
cr "Hariey-Davidson. " 10s. extra

jJnintfacHirCd b'i

PiSORTH & SONS, L'iC

WATFORD,
?>>'-' 14. Soho S'-uare. Londoi. W.I

., The
i Stylish

BROP A P.O. FOR PATTERNS AND ORDER YOU.<
SPORTS COAT DIRECT FROM MAKERS

I.SPORTS COAT
Made to Measure frcm 25/-

Tailcrcd on suiiirtest fashion lines, and
f^old -with money bade Kuarantee.
Rend no money—Patterns FREE.

i^.u. Itrin;;;^ ])a,uein.s lor Hainout- ;

Sports Coat fcu t I cm SO/-:
Lounge Suits from 63/-;
Super-Raincoats {iom 36,'-:

fLudies' or Gtnis ). :

Overcoats fron SSZ-I
Ladies' Wrap Coats .. .. 39/11:
Ladies' Skirts .. .. 12i'6;
Ladies' Costumes 63/-'

Ladies PUated Skirts (Navy
liliie or Cieam Seryc). from.. .. 26/-:
Bookl- 1 and Measurement Form.

Ramont Ltd. (DepL l4), Finsbury
Pavemsnt House, London, E C.2.

FflF<5ALi CL.EARANCiE SAL.E:
Reductions of from 25 to 75% off usual list prices.
When once cleared cannot be repeated at the price.

MOTOR
CYCLE
HOUSES
FROM

£7 15

MOTOR
CAR

HOUSES
FKOM

£10 2 6
Every Articleis New, Perfect, and Complete as list.

Send for F.S. Catalogue No. 85, Post Free,

BATH & CO., LTD., '\o%''dS^.
OUR NEW SHOWROOMS ARE NOW OPEN

STREET,
W.C.2

"I have since

running of the machine."
—Extract from Mr. Palmer's letter in "The Motor Cycle" of May 26th. This

correspondent has fitted to his Royal Enfield Combination the ingenious

J-^slVl,*W^*
PATENT SADDLE
SUSPENSION

which is nov^f available for other makes besides the one for which it was originally

designed, the L. M.C.

THE COMFORT Wnte for toU details to WITHOUT
OF A SPRING- The LLOYD MOTOR 173

FRAME MOUNT ENG'NEE»'NG CO., LTD., DISADVANTAGES
132, MONUMENT RD,

BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " TJie Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PR1C£S.

ADVERTISEMENTS m these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terras to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable.^_----55'

to lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed..—*-—

'

Treasurv Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All adverlisj.ii3nis in tnis section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of •• The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor
Street. London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street.

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes,

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement cliarge, which must include tb^

words Bo-t 000,^ /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
wilt appsar in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed Mo. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor Street.

E.Cv. Readers wlio reply to Box No. advertisements are

wanied against sending remittance through (he post except in

registered envelopes ; in all such cases the use of the Deposit

System is recommended, and the envelope shoitld be clearl;

marked "Deposit Department."

In the case ot motor cycles olTered for sate under a box
number, as It Is unusual for these to be sold without first

being Inspected b/ the Intending' purchaser, advertisers will

tacilllate bu>lnei> by embodying In their advertisements

some mention of the district in which (be machine
oflered may be seen and tried.

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
.Motor Cycle,'' both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to f10, a
deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over £10
and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £^75, 5/-;
over £75 and under £100, 7/O; and on all transactions
over £100, J %. AH deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Ilitie & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himiclf ol

the Deposit System, Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silenca as an indication that the goods advertised ha?e
alread/ been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it Is quite imposslb:e to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

"1 Q21 A.B.C. Machines in stock, complete stock ol
-l«^ spares stocked.—W. Luther J. Davies, 71, Com-
mercial St.. Newport, Mon. 'Phone : 2488. (0639

o.h.v. A.B.C, variable
._ . . liorn, etc., very small mile-

age; £85,—Box 4,886, c/o The Motof Cycle, [6003

3h.p. A.B.O., racing eshaast pipes, speedometer.
Klaxon, etc., in perfect condition, and verr last;

£ 1 00.—Maswelton, Cbaseside, Southgate, N. 'Phone

:

East 507. [6911

SPECLAL Racing SUh.p.
gear, lamps, electric tic

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

"|Q20 3ii.p. A.B.C. dynamo lighting, horn, licence
--•^ paid. e.\cellent condition; £103; exchanges
-ntertained.—Bambers, Ltd., Eastbank St., Southport.-
Phone ; 607. fX4597

A.B.C, 1921, sol'" model, showroom soiled only, list

price £120; special price £100.—The La^ton Gar-
90. High St., Oxford.

tegrity, Oxford.
'Phone: 581. t.A. : In-

[6803

1 ia2l A,B.C. Kick Starter Model, fully equippe*! ami
J-*/ licence paid, not ridden 200 miles, taken in ex-
change lor Powerplus Indian ; f 105, or best offer.—
Horsivill, 42, Bridge St.. Chester. [4780

A.B.C. Special Combination, practically new. Lura3
dynamo lighting, Cowey horn. Smith speedometer,

Easting, spare tyre, spares, accessories; £155.—B'^:x

4.860, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5900

A.B.C. delivered July. 1920. as new. only tlone
1.300 miles, including accessories, speedometer,

mechanical horn, tax and insurance policy; £90.—
Dodson. 3. Akenside Rd.. Hampstend, N.W.3. (0592

A.B.C 1921 Combination, genuine A.B.C. sidecar,
J-A new but slightly soiled, list price with accessories
£167; special unrepeatable bargain price. £135 com-
plete.-The Lavton Garages. 90, High St., Oxford.
Phone: 581. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [6804

Abingdon.
4h.p. Abingdon King Dick and Montgomery sidernr,

periett running order: £70, or near offer,— Milton,
208, Green St., Enfield Highway. [5958

4h.p. Abingdon King Dick, nearly new, tax paid, nd-
justablo. pulley: sell £35, -or oxchnngo 2-8troke or

Douglas.—47, North Whnrf Rd., Paddington, W.2. [6905

A BINGDON Combination. 4h.p., 2 speeds, free,
-^\. lamps, etc.. just fitted new 22 gns. sidecar; £55.
—\V. C West, 2, Appain Rd., Roman Rd., Bow, Lon-
don. [6532

A.C.E.
A CE 4-cyI. Combination, run 300 miles only, fully
-t^ equipped; £225.— Clark, 7, Exhibition R<t..

S.W.7. [6844
Acme

ACME 1920 8h.p. Combination, spare wheel Easting,
all accessories, done 700 miles, tax paid; £160.—

Lloyd Jones, 75. Marchmont Rd., Wallington. [663G

ACME, 1921. J.A.P. 8h.p.. Combination. 3-speed
Sturmey-Archer, detachable wlieels, spare wheel,

interchangeable, absolutelv brand new; remarkable bar-
gain, £155.--Luck, Earlsdon. Coventry. [X4621

A CMEJ.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, detachable wheels.
-tV spare wheel, electric lighting, wind screen, used
for lew demonstration runs, not done 500 mile*,;

makers' list price £213, a bargain £140.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. tX4546

A.J.S.

JULIANS ol Reading have 1921 A.J.S. in etock
0532

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-1921 A.J.S. in stock; £215.
[0549

JULIANS, of Reading,
in stock.

have 2''ih.p. A.J.S. model
[0637

*| Q21 A.J.S. Combination in stock; list price.—
J-i7 Cross. Agent, Rotherham. [X4551

A .J.S.. T.T. winner, new 1921. 25ih.p. model;
-*-^ actnally in stock.—Moss, Wem. [X^540

A.J.S. : All models and all spares stocked.—Mer-
rick's Stores, Listerhills Rd.. Bradford. [2492

A.J..S. Spares; prompt delivery.— Cyril Williams.
Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.

[8592
1 (Q16 A.J.S. Combination, recently overhauled, splen-
-I-J7 did condition.—H.D., 2, St. Peter's St., Northamp-
ton. • [X4344

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p., complete with sidecar, larnps, horn,
etc.: £75.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St..

rjimiinghom. [6213

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—A.J.S. 6h.p. combmation.
1917, recently re-enamelled, splendid condition

throughout; £120. [0553

Tj Q20 6h.p. A.rfT.S. Combination, well equipped, ex-
Xt7 cellent condition; £185.—Overend, 224, Black-
burn Rd., Accrington. [6720

immediate d&-A.J.S.—London and Walwill agents
livery; exchanges or deferred pajTnenta.—Mimdes'

Motor Mart, London and Walsall. [2420

A .J.S. 1920 Combination, electric lighting, speedo-
-A. meter, etc ; trial London district ; tax naid.—
Apply. Box 739, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4592

DAN GUY, Wevmouth.-1920 6h.p. A.J.S. Combina-
tion, purchased November, as new, guaranteed con-

dition, fitted LucQS Magdyno, email mileago. tax paid;
£195. [0596

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, splendid condition, Lxicas

\-*y lamps. Tan-Sad. Lucas^ horn.^Ieg shields, spare

wheel, tax paid; £160.-

Tel. : 189.
-Southern. Grocer, Gloucester.

[6481

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private o\vner8 are, when desired, marked (?)•

BI7
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A.J.S. 254b.p.,
land motor cyclists.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A -J.S. 1919 (Sept.) Combination, with hood and
-ti. cover, spare wheel with new tyre, all lamps,
mileage 3,000; nearest to £150.—Glenwood, Granville
Rd., North Finchley. [6118

the euper-solo motor cycle. To ]Uid-
cyclists, pince your order now with

P. J. Evans, distributer for Warwickshire, 81-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [6207

A.J.S. 1913-14 6h.p. CombioatioD, 3-speed, kick
start, chain drive, really good value; £75.—The

Layton Garages, 9.0, High St., Biccbter, Oxon. 'Phone :

581. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [6805

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, dynamo lighting, *Binks,
side screen, hood, spare wheel, etc., tyres un-

punctured, very little used; 165 gns.—Spurling, 8,

Courthope Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3. [6297

A.J.S. Late 1919 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen,
side curtains, spare wheel, good condition, not

used this year; £119.—W. Brandish and Sons, Triumph
.
Garage, FolesTiill Rd., Coventry. [X4633

A.J.S. Lightweights, 234h.p.
,
Con now supply from

stock. Booli your orders now and save disappoint-
ment. Official agents for this famous lightweight.—F.
E. Wootten, Ltd:, High St., Oxford. [3695

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, Lucas acetylene light-

ing, hood, screen, side curtains, speedometer, iux-
iirionsly equipped, tns paid; £170.~PaTker's, Bradshaw-
gate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X4490

1 Q19 A.-J.S. 6h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo light-
J-iy ing set, electric horn, speedometer, legshields,
Cape hood, etc., in splendid condition; what ofEerfi?—
Wills, 9, Winifred Ed., Urmston, near- Manchester.

[6217

1 Q20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, mileage 1,300,
Atf speedometer, accumulator lighting, child's seat,
Easting screen, condition as new; £175, or near offer.

—Coventry Motor Mart, London Rd., Coventry.
[5C4532

1 Q 19 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., spare wheel, new
J-v lamps, horn, mirror, speedometer. Klaxon,
Terrv's pilUon, new tyre, Binks carburetter, in fine
condition; £175.—Boyne, Grocer, Thomas Lane, Wake-
field. - [6616

A.J.S. Late 1919 Combination, wind screen, spare
wheel, Lucas lighting set, horn, petrol tin carrier,

luggage grid, tax and insurance paid, perfect condi-
lEion, any trial; £l65, or nearest offer.—Fred Single,
'High St. Cinderford. [6723

j
A .J.S. 7h.p. Brand New 1921 Combination, inter-

-ii changeable wheels and spare^ just arrived from
works, ill stock for immediate delivery; £215; no
waiting; easy payments arranged.—Wilkins, Simpson,
opposite Olympia, London, [6036

SLIGHTLY Used 1920 Sh.p, A.J.S. Combination
electric dynamo, spare wheel, tyre, and tube, screen.

;etc. ; machine has not done 1,000 miles; £190, or near
'ofEer; open to any inspection or trial; private owner.

-

.Fugh Eng. Works, Shirley Ed., Addiscombe, Croydon
[6076

WANTED, purchasers for any make of new 1921
A.J.S. motor cycles and combinations, for

(innnediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
iUirt exchange; full market value allowed; di^t-ance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co.,. Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.

Southport. Tel.: 607. [0649

1 Q20 (Dec.) A.J.S. Combination, dynamo lighting,
X t/ interchangeable lorry ^ody with sidecar, business
or pleasure, perfect condition and appearance, special
enclosed speedometer drive and front brake, Binks
Brooks cantilever saddle; £200, or exchange cash and
Baby Triiimph.—37, Green Walk, Crayford. [6167

jT Q20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, mileage' 2,000,
'Xt? speedometer, accumulator lighting, large sidecar,
dark blue, black leather, child's seat, Easting screen,
grid, enginenew November, condition as new, excep-
tional machine, expert examination invited; £170,
lowest.—Jackson, Nook, Bray's Lane, Coventry. [X4468

TO Sportsmen.—2^. p. A.J.S., 3-speed, hand clutch,
K.S., all-enclosed chain drive, very fast machine,

spores include racing and touring cylinders, both com-
plete valves, etc. ; sprockets for flat racing and hill-

climbing, and chains for same, the whole 'bus in ex-
cellent condition, an absolute gift; 69 gns.—Hopwood,
Montauban, Rainow, Macclesfield. [6657

llllllillllillllll

Alecto.
1921 Alecto SVjli.p., countershaft,

£61/10.
[6400

BRAND New ,_ . .

kick start, h:ind clutch, accessories, tax
—Walter Jones, Newport, Salop.

Alldays.

E. KICKHAM for Allon, sole agent for Bristol and
district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3356

TO 20 Allon De Luxe, top-hole condition; offers.

—

-!-t» l-Iorner,. 51, Montholme Kd., S.W.ll. [6488

T|018 Alldays Allon, 2-sDeed, nearly new. tax paid;
-i-O £38.-65, Church St., Edgware Kd., W.l. [6907

ALLDAYS Allon 23/lh.p., 2-speed, 1915, excellent
running order. Palmer and Avon tyres, and licence;

£48/10.-34, Queen Anne's Gardens, Enflekl. [6491

ALLDAYS Allon, about 1919, Saxon forks, plate and
enamel hardly scratched, complete less power

unit, tax paid; £15/10; suit Villiers. T.D.C., etc.,
engine—Dawson, 34, Ampthill Rd-, Bedford. [6508

A ILDAYS Allon, late 1920, condition perfect, tax;
•ii- after 5; £62.-95, Danby St., Peckliam, [6281

The BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTORISTS.

The Finest and Best
Equipped Showrooms in

THE MIDLANDS!
1921 Motor Cycles in Stock.

7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £215
Ditto, with lighting set £243

7 h;p. JAMES Combination £195
8 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination £160

Ditto, with lighting set £182
7-9 h.p. INDIAN Comb., shop-soiled . . £198
5-6 h.p. ROVER Combination £167 10

3,; h.p. ROVER Combination :.. £152 10
8 h.p. NEW I!V1PERIAL Combination. £168
4 h.p. NORTON, with deluxe Sidecar . £177

3l h.p. NORTON and Sports Sidecar,
with Lucas Magdyno £192

4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination £175
4:1 h.p. JAMES Combination £170

4i h.p. B.S.A., Model K.2, solo £107
Ditto, with Sidecar No. 3 £149

6-7 h.p. 6.S.A. Combination £175
4j h.p. B.S.A. Model K Combination^. . £135

4'i h.p. B.S.A., Model K, with Cooper
Sidecar £123

4i h.p. NUMBER, flat twin £140
4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT, shop soiled . . £132
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, chain-cum-

belt £115

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, all-chain drive £125
3* h.p. JAMES, twin solo £135
3" h.p. CALTHORPE Combination, M-L

Maghta 110 gns.

3,Vh.p. ROVER, 3-spe^d, chain drive . £115
3! h.p. ROVER, T.T., single-speed ... £90
3J h.p. NORTON, 3-spccd,i6.H £132
3J h.p. NORTON, T.T.. single-speed ... £98
2; h.p. NEW IIVIPERIAL, kick-start . . £80 17

25 h.p. MASSEY-ARRAN, J.A.P. engine £90
Ditto, with Elackburnc engine
and Sturmey gear 95 gns.

2jh.p. EDMUND-BLAGKBURNE, 2-sp.,

kick-start £98

23 h.p. EDMUND-J.A.P., 2-speed £85

2i! h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed . . £73 10
2? h.p. CALTHORPE, single-speed 43 gns.

2j h.p. ENFIELD. 2-speed £65

2i h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-speed £70

2i h.p. JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £75

A • A FEW 1920 Shop-Soiled Modeis
;W various makes. Bargain prices.

B Send for List. J

jllllllllllllllllllllllll

P. J. EVANS
81-91, John Bright St.,

BIRMINGHAM. ^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
.\lldays.

"I Q 17-18 Allon, 2-speed, clutch, accessories, tax paid,
-1-^ take 2 anywhere, real bargain, must sell; 39
gns., after 6.-35, Palliser Rd., West Kensington.

[6474
American X.

AMERICAN X 1920 7-9h.p., with Swan sporung
sidecar, dynamo lighting, indistinguishable from

new; £125.~Parker'3, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,
Deansgate, Manchester. [X4491

AMERICAN X, bought new Dec., 1918, 3-speed,
K.S., and Mills-Fulford sidecar, wind screen .ind

hood, been completely overhauled and re-enajnelled,
and all worn parts replaced, not been run since last

August; sacrifice £85, or near offer.—Mann, 42 Wut.
nell Rd., Blackpool. [6253

Ariel.

JULIANS of Reading have Ariels in Stock. [05.33

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Ariel agent; early delivery
dates. EO650

1 Q20 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, uunsed;
J-U Butler, Baldock.

£128.—
[5931

1 020 SV'h.p. Ariel, nearly new condition, licensed;
J-iy £78.-Butler, Baldock. [5930

CTKIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery 01 all

model Ariel.—Gbapel Ash Depot, Wolvetharapton.
[X379i

1 Q21 4l/2h.p, Ariel Combination from stock; £150,—
-i-^ A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket.

[6792

ARIEL SV-kp., 1915, Al condition; exchange
lightweig"ht, or sell £40.—Holland, 2,8, Lonsdale

St., Burnley. - [6110

A RIEL 3i4h.p., just overhauled, new piston, cylinder
ii- re-bored, tax paid; £35.-29, Tivoli Rd., Crouch
End, N.8. L6515

T C42O 5-6h.p. Ariel Combination,
LtJ £120; also 1914 T.T. model, bargain, £36
Ross, High Rd., Lee.

nice coudirion,'
536.-
[6236

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments,
iSpnres supplied from ,stock.-West Central Agency,

Wincyele Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [5212

ARIEL 6-7h.p. 1919 Combination, lamps, .screen,

tax, excellent condition; J 1 15.—Newnham Motor'

Co., 223, Hanmersmith Rd., W.u. Thone : Ham-
mersmith 80. -6674

A RIELS.—Buv your Ariel irom Hirst and Parsons,

374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone. Aviels m
' ' ' charge; exchanges.

[6835
oftock; riding taught free

'Phone: Wanstead 48.

ARIEL 3'/.h.p. (Nov., 1919), lamps, speedometer, leg-

shields, spares, usual accessories," good condition,

Uccnsed; £82. or near; seen anj time.-Bunch, Beech

Cottage, Yateley, Hants. --
_ .

• [6582

ARIEL SV-h.p. actually in stock at new reduced

price' also other good reliable cycles, both new
and second-hand.—Autoveyors, Ltd., Service Depot,

4-12, Palmer St., S.W.l. l046S

ARIEL 1920 Si/oh.p. Combination, 1921 s^idecar

J\. completely equipped^ .and licensed: £105.—Tha
Lavton Garages, 90, High St.. Oxford. Phone ; 581

T.A. : Integrity, Oxford.
' L6806

ARIEL Twin Combination, 1914, ah-chain. Bweh,
Amac, Enfield gear, new tyres, lamps, etr\, tax

paid, perfect mechanical condition: any trial f'Seivrl;,

£65.—Kosini, 23, Rosedale Ed., Richmond. 1X4500

3]_hp, Ariel, 3-speed, clutch, completely oveiliauleil

2 and re-enamelleil, gear overhauled (cost over £51,

new back tyre, wide bars, powerful and reliable, tax

paid- £35.-Bernard, Jacaues Court, Blham, Cauter-

bury.'
~

^
'-^^'^^

ARIEL Service Depot.-Orders now booking lor the

new all-chain- models, which are -the Bolls-Eoyee

of motor cycles. All spares stocked Pronrpt attention.

-F. Speak'man, Ariel Expert, 7 Rochdale Rd.. Har-

pnrhey, Manchester. Tel. : 325 Cheetham Hill. 15999

ARIEL—This is the machine for reliability. We ar0

practical riders and gold medal winners with this

wonderfully efficient and reliable motor cycle. We can

Eive you immediate delivery from stock. All spares m
it^ck T'ade '-iipnlied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill,,

and at Woodside Parade, N, Finchley. [0373

Arno.

ARNO Combination, licensed, perfect condition, %
- speed, free; nearest> £45, or exchange - with

cash for modern mount.—Frodin, Hampton-in-Arden

Stonebridge 1 mile), near Birmingham. [X4604

Bat.

1 n20 6h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, 4,000 miles. F.E.S.

Lu lamps, Stewart horn," Easting screen; filoS or

nearest offer,—Dumet, Longford, Cannock, [5204

1 fk20 8h.p, Bat-Jap Combination, splendid condi-

jL«7 tion- too powerful for owner; quick sale,

£120; any trial.-16, Seldon St., Battersea, Londom^

BRAND New 6h,p, 3-speed Bat-Jap, spring irame.;

semi.T,T. handle-bars; makers' list price £163,

offered at £120 cash,-The Premier Motor Co,, Aston

Rd,, Birmingham, ^J^tana

20 6h p. Bat Combination, lamps, horn, licence

paid, insurance, only run 300 miles, m perfect

condition; £150,-Bambers, Ltd,, Eastbank St.. SoiitJi.

port. 'Phone: 607, [X46CO

19=

EiS All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

MISS DOOLEY—1915-16-17 5-6h.p. Clynos, clutch.

K.S., renovatetl and complete from £55 each;
seen anv time during the day.—Please apply to E.
Dooley. '33, Killyon Hd., Clapham. [6269

5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, tax paid, recently over-

hauled, new chains, tyres, lamps, 2 spare wheels,

just done fortnight's tour; £95; appointment.—
Weeden, 235, Stanstead Rd., Forest Hill, S.E. [6165

CLYNO Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., 1918, 3-sp^ed.

detachable wheels, privately owned, first-class

condition, electric light, very fast; £110, bargain.-
Seen at Durham Works, South Ealing Station, W.S.
Tel.: Mayiair 162. [6319

WAXTED, purchasers for any make of new 1921
Clyno motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your piesent machine taken in

part exohanpe; full market value allowed; distance no
object.—R. Enraber and Co., Ltd., 2, Ea&tbank St.,

Southport. Tc-1. : 607. . [0651

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 1916-17 models, re-

built, repiated, enamelled black, 3 speeds, kick
start, foot clutch, new carburetters, magnetos, inter-
changeable wheels, enclosed cliain drive, new sidecars,
painteii to choice, as new; solo, £75; combinations,
£90.-Ileum Bros., 94, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone:
Brixton 2888. [6274

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination. 3-speed, clutch, kick
start, new bulbous sidecar body. hood, screen,

electric lighting, spare wheel, just completely over-
hauled, renovated and-rebushed at cost over £50, new
cylinder-, new pistons, in perfect condition through-
out, tyres nearly' new, any trial; £100.—23, Skelwith
St., Hammersmith, \V.6. ... [6787

CLYNO Combination, 1916, 6h.p., 3-speed, splendid
condition, overhauled 4 months ago when mech-

anical lubrication was fitted.- complete witli electric
lighting, wind screen, and full set of spares and tools,

usual spare wheel, 3 tyres practically new, enamel-
ling perfect, fine bargain and ready to go anywhere;
£105. or nearest oHer; owner' wants small car.

—

Middlemiss. 16, Linden Terrace. Whitley Bay. [6160

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT 2Uh.p., Amac, E.I.C.. lamps, acces-

sories. licence, brand new condition; £35.-63.
Solon Rd., Brixton. [6562

Cotton.

COTTON 1921 (New) Triangulated 2-speed 2.stroke.
unable to use. list £72; accept 55 gns.-Miss

Oakes. 2. College St.. Gloucester. [6768

1 Q21 Cotton-Blackburne in stock, fastest time and
J- *y record tor hill 350 class Eastern Vallev
M.C.C., June 9th.—South Wales Distributer: W.
Luther J. Davie.^, 71, Commercial St., Newport.
Mon. 'Phone : 2488. [0641

Coulson.
COrLSON-B., late 1920, 2^1i.p., new, unused; any

tiiid: bargain for cash.—John Hull and Co., War-
minster, Wilts. [5986

"I Q21 2"'4h.p. Coulson B, 2-speed Sturmey, in stock;
J-«' 97 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kcni^ington. [6781

COL'LSON-B. 2^4h.p., perfect, equipped, licensed;
£55, offer.-Adeney, Mary's Hospital School,

Paddington, London. [6441

COULSON, 1920, 4h.p. Blackburne. 2-speed sports
model, brand new; to clear, £90.—Bartletts, 93,

Gt. Portland St., W. [6939

COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.-Sole Wiltshire
Agents. Wesriex Motors, Ltd.. 60, Catherine St.,

Salisbury. 'Phone: 72 [5007

COULSON B.—Sole concessionnaires London and 17
Sijuthern counties.—London Victors, 61. Holborn

Viaduct, London, E.C.I. [6529

COULSON B.—Most successful of all spring frame
machines. We can supply any model from stock;

cash or deferred payments; also few shop-soiled on very
favoiu'able. terms.—Lontlon Motors, 61, Holborn Via-
duct. London, E.C.I. [6530

COULSON B 4h.p.: 120 gns.; an ideal solo or side-
car mount, as low and handy as a Levis; in stock

-Sole agent for Leeds and 15 miles radius, excluding
Bradford, The Headingley Motor and Engineering Co.
Ltd.. 18. St. Michael's Lane, Leeds. 'Phone ; Head-
ingley 480. . r0493

COULSON B.-Winner T.T. Junior Race, Brook-
iands, 21st May. Londun-E.xeter, London-Land's

End. London-Edinburgh, 7 gold medals. 4 silver
meilals. and numerous local awards, holds world's-

.n.l for 2^f4h.p. and sidecar; 2-'jh.p. sports mode!
wiUi J.A. P. engine. 90 gns.; ditto, with Blackburne
engine. 97 gns.; standard de luxe models from 106
gn^. tu 120 gns.; sidecar combination, £165; also few

p-^uiled at bargain prices. We can supplv anv of
the:^e mudels immedlatelv either for cash or on" deterred
payments. Write tor Book of the Coulson.".—London
Mntnrs, 61, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.I. Citv
^230. |;6531

Coventry Eagle
COVENTRY EAGLE, 1915, 2"'i]i.p. Villiers, tools,

fxretleut condition, little used, t:ike 2 anywhere:
£35-20. Stnusfield Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [6901

R;AGXS.-1920 Co'ventrv Eacle. 2"':,h.p. J.A.P.,
*J V countershaft 2-8p«ed, K.S., olntch, all on, licen^^ed,
111 new condition. 'Phone; Citv 8575.—Bresler, 67, Citv
R'h. E.C. . [6578

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH
272-274,GT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW

FOR BEST VALUE

THIS WEEK'S UNPRECEDENTED
OFFER!

One only. 1920 4 h.p. twin
ARMIS, M.A.G. engine, 2-speed,
clutch and kick-start, very fast.

List price £T 35

FIRST CHEQUE FOR £100 SECURES.

NOW IN STOCK, 1921 MODELS OF THE
FOLLOWING MAKES:

DOUGLAS
NORTON
INDIAN
P. & M.
VELOCETTE
ZENITH
COVENTRY EAQLE
OMEGA
NEW IMPERIAL
ACME
BRADBURY
CALTHORPE
ACE
MORGAN RUNABOUTS, G.W.K.,
CALTHORPE, and DOUGLAS LIGHT

CARS.

ENFIELD
MATCHLESS
B.S.A.
LEVIS
COULSON B.
WILKIN
VERUS
DIAMOND
REX
BAT
QUADRANT
HOSKISON
SPARKBROOK

Send at once for our Buyers'

Guide and Second-hand List.

CASH, EXCHANGES, AND
DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

ALEXANDER'S

19=

19=
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY EAGLE 1920 2''4h.p., J.A.P. cnsine, 2-

speed, clutch, kick starter, new condition, little

used, lamps, horn, etc.. tax and insurance paid; £60,
no oHers.—Ward, 15, Windmill Way Buislip, Middle-

sex. [6776

20 Coventry Eagle, 2iih.p. J.A.P. ,
2-speefI Sturmey,

K.S., lamps, horn, tools, railetige 1,500, condi-

tiou guaranteed; £65, or exchange late I.O.M. Hudgo
with adjustment.-Ueeteson, Platts Villas, Endon, htoke-

on-Trent. , [X4581
Coventry Victor.

THE Perfect Plat Twin Engine.—Immediate delivery

of standard Coventrv Victor touring machine,

5-7h.p-, 3-speed gear, all-chain drive, £125; also short

wheelbase sporting solo machine, guaranteed 65 m.p.n.,

£135- send for catalogue: agents wanted where not

represented.—The Coventry Victor Motor Co.. Ltd^
Coventry. [0520

Dayton.
£16'10.-D.ivton 2-stroke, sincle gear, good coiiditicui.

—Hanvood, 100, Avenue Ed., Swiss Cottage, >"'-
[5954

De Luxe.

21 2=ih.p. De Luxe, 2-strol;e, lamps, pillion; £35:

exchange higher power; after 6.30.-26a, Mnnaton

Ed., Peckhnm Eye. [=°'^

EW 1921 De Luxe Blackburne, 2'!',h.p., 2-speed

Stunur-v, kick start and chitcli, pan saddle, Bramp-

tons Biflex forks, and Dnnlops, aluminium iootho.arm,

luxurious mount ; cost £98, accept £68 ; any tnal.--19i_

Sweetman St., Wolverhampton. 1"^ '

'

Diamond.
EKICKHAM lor Diamond, sole "Bent loT Bristol

and Bath district.-Stokes Croft, Bristol. (3355

CVRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Diamond:-Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhnmp-

ton
[X381(

DIAMOND 2-stroke, 2-8peed, 1919., all,
'^'^''l.^"'''^'

perfect order; £47.-71, Approach Kd., Victoria

Park, E.2.
^"°^

-I O20 Diamond-Jap. Enfield gear
''Va^'''o'','!ih"Lam'LU insurance, accessories; £50.-49, South Lam-

beth Rd., S.W.8. 1-°'^'

DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 1920. perlect order and

condition, lamps, tax paid; trial g'V™ :^'-' 1°-

-Clements. 19, Stockwell Park Crescent, S.W.9^.^^^,

TMMEDIATE Delivery ol any Diamond Model; cash

1 or deterred payments; book your O'^" """v^S"
avoid disappointment latcr.-Burl.ngton .Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. Phone .
Brix-

ton 2417.
^"''"'

DIAMOND, 1920 (November) T.T.. nltra violet mwlel,

fitted with highly tuned 2",ili.p. Singer engine

;4-strokel, Enfield 2-sreed and clutch, latest^ Sensyf?! -

ilrooks B220 and Palmer cords, in excellent condition

throughout, verv fast and reli.able, smart block and

primrose enamelling, fully equipped for the road iii-

clnding new Cowev speedometer, complete set of tool.s

and siiares; £65. Photo: any trial with pleasure after

6 evening. - Rose, Highfleld House, Ginnsborough.

•Phone: 36.
1X4577

Douglas.

pjODGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

1Q21 Models in Stock: 4h.p. combination. £170: 4

ly hn solo, £130; 2-;ih.p. clutch model, £105.

2-.,hp 2-speed model. £85; shop-soiled bargains: ex-

tended payments if desired: spare parts stocljed: re-

paiis.-Dongl.as 8pe<inli8t5. Vivian Hardie and Lane

Ltd . 23 and 24, Woodstock St. [oft Oxford St.], Bond

St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 5559. [0375

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd.. 32-35. Green St..

Cambridge.-Below.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 2'ih.p.. 2 speed, inelnding P.

and H. lamps, horn, and licence bolder; £85; in

stock; exchanges.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35,

Green St., Cambridge. Tel.; 995. T.A. :
Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 2%h.p, 3-«peed, clutch and

kick starter, imluding P. and H. lamp,;, horn

and licence holder; £105; in stork: exclianges.-HetI.ert

Robinson. Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.:

995. T.A. : Bicycles.

DOUQL\S 1921 New 4h.p. Solo. £130; or combina-

tion, including P. and H. lamps, horn, licence

holder, and sidecar wind screen. £170: excbanges.-

Herbert Eobinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St.. Cambndge.

Tel. : 995. T.A- :
Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p.. lamps, horn, licence paid,

flr.st-cla(is appearance, mechanically sound
;
£95.—

Herlwrt Eobin.=on. Ltd., 32-35, Green St.. Cambridge.

Tel. ; 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [6256

,20 Douglas 4h.p. for sale.—Scott-Hansen, 61, Evelvn
' Gardens, S.W.7. [6920

GOURLAY. the great Douglas agent and expert.

FidlowReld, Manchester. [6094

19 Douglas 2'iih.p., fully equipped; £58.—Royal
Berks Motors, Reading. [6128

KICKHAM for Douglas and spares; trade sup-

plied.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3351

19

19
E
NEW 1920 Douglas Combination, shop-soiled • £145.

Cross, Agent, Rothorham. [X4553

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Blotor Cycles advertised jy private owners are, when desired, marked IP).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOOGLAS. 4h.p., 1916, excellent condition,
trial; £65.—Terry, Arcade, Bediord. [>

1018 254KP. DoTitrlas, nearly n^w, tax paid; £38

anv
[X4684

-66, Cliurch St., Edgware Rd., W.l. [6908

Outfit, Lucas electric lamps.
^ " Mortlake. [X4419

PalJrey
S.W.8. [6661

D0COLA.S 1921 4h.p. Solo; £120;
quite new.—JMarston. 31, Bridge

£55.—.1913 2^;41i.p. Douglas, 2-speed, good running
order.-King, Egrove Farm. Oxford. [X4562

DOUGLAS 1920 C.B
perfect; £90.-54, Ooval Ed.,

1 Qi6 23ih.p. Douglas, as new; £45.-59
J-«-' Place, Dorset Rd., Clapliam Ed.,

£i3.h.^. Dougl.is, 1919, fully equipped; f55.—Braemar,
'^4 17, St. Qnintiu's At., North Kensington. [6498

SEVERAL a'ih.p. Douglas macllines from £40.—
a. J. Young and Qo., Ltd., Newmarket. [6797

DOUGLAS 1920 2?4h.p., excellent condition; £70.-
50, Lejghaui Court Ed., Streatham. 'Phone: 413.

[6228
4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, pe'rfect condition,

fully equipped; £86.-8, Sion Ed., Twictenhani.
[6180

"IQ19 2%h.p. 2.-speed Douglas, fully equipped, per-
-«-«^ feet; £50.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[646Q
T.T. bars, etc.,

St.. Chester.
[6545

:048; 1916 Douglas 4h.p., 3-speed, kick start, makers'^ -colours, splendid order.-156, Stockwell Ed., S.W.
[6551

"IQ'-5 2'f4h.p. Douglas, perfect condition, all on, tax
-tt* paid; £45.-23, St. Margarets Av., Harringav.

(6463
CTEIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Douglas.—Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhamp-
ton. [X3818

"I Q 14 Douglas, 2-speed, all on, tax paid, good con-
-i-*y dition; trial.-Mansell, Police, Treharris, S.

Wales. [5867

DOUG-LAS 2^4h.p., 2-speed, witll lamps and horn,
in stock; £85.-Rivett, 236, High Rd., Leyton-

sfone. ^__
- [5950

-| Q20 244h.p. 3-speed DouglaB and accessories, tax
JLiJ paid; £75.-Bounds, 223, High Ed., Kilbnrn,
X.W. [6033

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., late model; £85; like

new.— 151, Pathfield Ed., Streatham Common,
S.W. [6141

I Q16 2^jh.p. Douglas, .2-speed, complete and In newA" condition- £40.—1S6, Stockwell Rd., Brixton,
S.W. [6552

DOUGLAS 1917 2%li.p., 2-speed, perfect condition

;

43 gns.—Lambert, Gorse Yard, St. John St., Aneel,
E.O. [6924

"PiOtTGLAS, 1918, almost new, IuHy equipped.
licensed; £50.-202,

new,
Munster Rd.,

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918-19, first
condition; sell, exchange.—288, Sangley

_ _ _ _ _ _ Fulliam.
S.W.6. [6116

^ IBB, Gloucester, can give immediate delivery
vJT Douglas ,1921 models and spare parts from stock.
-Phone: 852. ~ [6340

DOUGLAS 1915 2^4h.p., all on, carefully used; bar-
gain, £50.—Rev. Curtin, St. Patrick's, Conwav

Rd., Plumstead. - — [5859

class

. . Rd.,
Catford. S.B. [6397

O50; 254h.p. Douglas, 1916, uncrated 1919, all on,^ tax paid, perfect condition.—1, Melrose Rd., Mer-
ton Park, S.W. [6603

V>ilh.p. Douglas, 1918, 2-speed, lamps, etc., tax
^4: paid, splendid condition; £58/10.—Pellant,
Harpenden, Heits. [6293

1Q15 2^411.p. Doirglas, perfect condition, very fast,
t-'J all accessories; £40; after 6,—Collins. 69.
Argyle Ed., Ealing.

-

[6614

1914, Bosch, new Amac, fully
licensed, spares; £54.—Edward.?,

Dartfoi-d. [6439

DOUGLAS 254h.
equipped, last,

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, licensed, new bulbous
body, iuUy equipped, very fine lot; £90.-4.

Gcwan Av., Fulham. [6613

-J
019 Douglas 4h.p.. Combination, perfect, mileage

Xt? under 3,000, fully equipped, tas paid; £90.— 13a,

Tavistock Ed., Croydon. [6022

4h.p. Douglas 1917 Combination, lamps, horn,_ wind
screen, discs, tax, speedometer

Doggctt Ed., Catford.
nearest £75.-82,

[6362

1Q19 Douglas Combination, electric Jigiit, hood
screen. Klaxon, as Jrew; price £105.-

.St., Hammersmith.
Cox. 119,

[6358

1 Q20 (August) Douglas 'Comljination, perfect order,
Ji*y completely equipped; £105, or offer.—Payne.
Hill Farm, Eoydou, Essex. [6318

£40.—Douglas 254h.p., igiS-ie, ta!:, lamps, horn,
tools, nearly new tvres, splendid condition.—21,

Windsor Rd., Denmark Hill. [6734

"IQ20 2^4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., lamps,
JlO horn. Binks, tax paid, insurance; 70 gns.—10.
Grena Gardens, Richmond. [6304

ALL-ON Douglas iModels from Stock; 2%h.p. 2.speed.
£85; 3-speed clutch, £105; combination, £170.—

Moffat, Yeovil. 'Phone : 50. [5043

Down to the

Sea by the

BURLINGTON
Reconditioned

DOUGLAS
It was recently stated in a Loudon
Daily that the man of limited means
could procure a reliable reconditioned
Combination at ;£i20 from a firmwhom
the writer knew to be honest.

We therefore draw "Motor Cycle"
readers' attention to our reconditioned
macllines, which are guaranteed for

3 months at a price much below that
quoted above

We have established amongst the
motor cycling fraternity a reputation
based on honest workmanship and
value.

Therefore,
with us.

you are safe in dealing

DOUGLASES
Indistinguishable from new. Fitted

with new Carburetter, New Tyres,

New Belt, New Chain, etc., and

fully equipped for immediate service

on the road.

2J h.p., 2-speed . - - . £65

4 h.p., 3-speed, k.-s. Solo - £85

4 h p., 3-speed, k.-s. Comb.,

with Brand New Burlington

Sidecar £110

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,
7, South Side, CUPHAH COMMON, S,W.4.

Phone: Briiton 2417.
'Grams: ' Burlingtrn Motors, Clapham." -

(Just by Claphara Conimon Underground
Station.^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

T)0IIGI,A9 2^4h.p., 2.8pced, T.T., just overh:iuted,

vu.. i J"^'"^h ''?^ '^^- £12—Spencer, ChestM
I'iace, Ashton-undcr-Lyne. [5922
Oili.p. Dougl.ns, 1917, perfect condition, good tvrea.

rT , T,'?™'„'""'I'^' ^oo'"; flS, or oflors.-E. H:]rt, 3
JJeal Ed., Tootiug Junction. [5977
^h.r. .EDUglas Combination, excellent appearance, elec-

1
„""^,"8ntiug, licence and e.iuipment; £78.-Gr06e,

1, Bromley Grove, Shortlands. , [5874

T)*'?'^^-*^ 4h.p., 3-speeds, kick-starter, late Ijpe,

7Z^ , V, ,;
^""^ condition, new tyres and" tubes;

£55.-3, Balfern Grove, Chiswick. [6341
"pjOtTGLAS 4h.p., 3-Epoed, not W.D., tax paid; £49
fh\ ~?l?i;''°''ain Motor Co., 223, Hamersmith Rd..
VV.6. Phone Hammersmith 80, [6681

1915 2"-;lh.p., 2-speed, re-enamclled,
.. ^„ „ -^1, gns.—Smith s, 86, Chalk Farm Ed.,

omiosite Clialk Farm Tube Station. ro669

DOUGLAS
licensed;

1 Q^S Douglas 25,ib.p., lamps, tools, tax paid, any
„. „'rial;_£37;;i0.—'Phone: Wanstead 48, or call

lamps,
_ aone : ..„.

374, Grove Green Rd„ Leytonstone.

J)OUGLAS 2-4h.p., 1914, Bosch,

[5710

^ - .. , --r-, ——-, Stewart-Warner
Ian-bad, good condition; £45, or nearest offer —

Birt, 339, Central Markets, E.C.I. [660J
TiOCGLAS 2»4b.p., 1918, 2-sireed, excellent Condi-
J-^ tioD, tax, accessories, only wants seeing; £45.—
164, Broadfleld Ed., Catford, S.E. [6396

^40.—25,4h.p, Douglas, 2-speed, makers' colours, foot-ed boards, lamps, licence, accessories, new nondi-
tiou.—55, Perrers Rd., Hammersmith. [6560

3 ah. p. Douglas; £40; 1917, tax paid, many spares,
4 including tyres.—Ward, la, Sternhall I.ane,

Peckham, S.E. 15. New Cross 1778. [6880

F.O.O.H. have several good second-hand Douglas com-
binations and solos; bargains.-5, Heath St., Hamp-

stead (nr. Hampstead Tirbe Station). [6080.

BRAND :New 4h.p. Douglas Combination, never diiven-,

, including tools, lamps, pump, horn, and tax paid;
fl55.—Dudley House, Park Ed., Wembley. [6374

DOUGLAS Jlotor Cycle, 1916, tax paid for 12-

months.—Can be seen 135, Cricklewood Broad-
way, N,W.2. Privately owned; open to offers. [5898

DOUGLAS, 1919, 23.4b.p., good order; £25 de-
posit and 6 monthly paynaents of £7.—Halifax

Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [6220

£90; 1918 4h.p. Douglas combination, practically
new sidecar and tyres, perfect mechanical order,

licensed.—Neil, 65, Mildmay Grove, London, N. [6643

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 Solo, special sports 'bus, veryi

fast ; £87/10.—Newnbam Motor Co., 223, Ham-
mersmith Hd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [6681

1 Q20 41l.p. Douglas Combination, fully equipped,
-Lt' mileage 1,400, uuscratched, perfect; sacrifice
£125.-28, Wellieck Bd., Bolsover, Derbyshire. [5890

33.h.p. Douglas, reconditioned, new tyres, pannier bags,
4 etc. ; i45 to clear.—Auto Traders, Ltd., Pugh

Engineering "Worts, Shirley Ed.,' Addrscombe, Crovdou.
[5894

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 2-speed, perfect, as new, fully

equipped, buffer spring forks, licensed; £45, oi
near; after 6.-9, Gunter Grove, Chelsea, S.W. 10.

'6447

D-OUG-XAS 2S4h.p. 2-speed, fully equipped, new
lamps, tax paid, perfect condition, tyres new;

£47.—Cucktteld, Sueath Av., Golders Green, N.W.
[6568

-1 Q20 (late) 2;jih.i).. Douglas, clutch, kick starter,

J-»/ speed, all on, as new, mileage under 1,000: any
trial what offers —Z., 3fi, Alexandra Ed., Croydon.

[6855
Douglas, tax paid, appearance and condition

indistinguishable from new; solo, 69 gns.; com.
biuation, 85 gns.—Ramsdens, 8, laay Bell Av., Black,
pool. [6191

DOUGLAS 1918 2'-4h.p., 2-speed, enamel, plating
and mechanism excellent condition, fully

eauipped: £48.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., S\den.

ham. [648:

4h.p. Douglas, £59, " 1917, or witb new bulbou:
body sidecar £75, completely overhauled.—Ward

la, Steiiihall Lane, Peckham, S.TS.15. New Cros:

1778. [687!

DOUGLAS 1918 Lady's Model 2J*.p., 3-spred

clutch, kick-start, all accessorieSj perfect coadi

4h.p.

tion; £68.
E.16.

-Adams, 15, Varley-Rd., Custom Hruse
[631!

DOUGLAS Combination, late 1919, as new, electrii

lighting, screen, pillion, luggage grid; £110lighting.
OF near offer.-

Hill, S.B.

pillion
-Winter. 234,

Douglas, 2

Jgage grid

;

Croxted Rd., Herni
[502!

makers' coloursIQIS 2^4h.p. --..-., - .
. ,.

J. t/ original enamel, lamps, accessories, licence

uuscratched, new condition; £55.-63. Solon Rd.
Brixton. 1^56:

OUGLAS 23.4h.p., 2-speed, new tyres, footboards

leg shields,' lamps, tax paid, -not W.D. ; £42/10
rt, 371, Eairlsfield Rd., Barlsfield (IS min

Waterloo).
^

1614!

7 4h.p. Douglas Combination, in tip;top -rnnnini

-Urqub

Xi/ oid'eit hirnpsr good tyres, overhauled, enamell«

and plated; trial allowed; £98.-50, Cotswold GardttiF

East Ham. 159B(

B22 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlied (P).
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DOUGLAS
delivery

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

Motor Cycles in Stock, for immediate
- -.. 2=,4h.p^ all on, -£85; 4h.p., £130.—

Sole district agent ; Pollard. Broorafield Rd. Garages.
Chelmsford. [X4590

BRAND New 1921 4h.p. Douglas Combination:
makers' price £170; accept £155, fully equipped.

—Speechley, 86, CluirdiBeld Rd., Acton, W.5. 'Phone :

Chiswick 1902. [6072

"P^OCGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, thoroughly ovor-
^-^ hiuilied, all on. appearance and condition ns uciv.
licence imidi any trial: f105.—Steer, Station Ed., Mi'l-
iiurat. Sussex. [6231

DOUGLAS Combination, 41i.p.. 1920, new back tyre,
all lampts, horn, etc., and licensed, it

condition: £120.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd.,
very K'lt^

The Heal
[6178

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, licensed 1921, magnifl-

.-*-V, *'^"t condition, 600 miles, £150 insurance, electrit
lighting, special scuttle dashboard
hanger Laae, Ealing.

A^V-, Donglas Combination, late 1918, perfect^ tion, luxurious sidecar, low mileage, unust
months through illness: £90.-4, St. Alban's
Islington Green.

"p^LI CL.\RK can give you good service both i;

-^ machines^and spares; try me. I may be

-20a. Pits-
[6922

Town.

"PJOUGLAS Combination, late 1919,^ lamps, etc., new tyres, 12 month

4h.p. Douglas,
lamps, tools

onndi-
- — -...leage, unused l5

months through illness; £90.-4, St. Alban's Place,
Islington Green. [6919

in new
* «.. ,..r--- -' ' "^ "— - — J "- useful
to you.—The Pioneer Agent lor Douglas Motors, 196,
Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [0016
QAli-V'. Douglas, tax paid, lamps and horn, enginely^ been overhauled, new piston fitted, new cover,
nde away: £25; seen alter 6.-232, High St.. Camden

(Pull bell at side.) [6287

all accessories.
. . ... ..-.. ....^.., ... months' licencs paid,

spleniild condition: oSers.-AppIy, 9, St. Thomas Ed.,
fat. Annes-on-Sen. (Evening.) [6011

1919, excellent condition throughout,
mps, tools, spares, perfect lubrication, many im-

provements over standard; £70; tax paid.—81, Drake-
lell Rd., Pvew Cross, S.E. [6339
pvOUGL.'VS 1920 2?4h.p.. 3spccd. completelyJ-' equipped and in splendid condition; £78/10.—
Tha Laytcn Garage^ 90, High St., Oxford. 'Phon"
581. Tel.: Integrity, 0.\tord. [6319

"TiOUGLAS 2''4h.p., 2 speeds, cintcli, Bosch ma^.

:

--' £50
: newly renovated, new tvres, eaddle, l>clt

etc., costing £20; tax paid; after 7 o'clock.-e?, New-
ton St., New North Ed., N.l. [6412
CJUPER Posh Douglas 2i,',h.p., 2.speed, engine No.
*-J 31598, indistinguishable from new, new Bosch
mag., guaranteed perfect, licensed; 45 gns.—20, Treen
Av.. Uoggers Corner, Barnes. [6514
pjOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1921. only done aJ-' few miles, licensed, fitted all lamps, horn, etc..
Dondilion perfect: £ 150.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd.. The
Real Service Firm, Taunton. [6172

T~kOUGL.\.S. 1915, 2-speed, just overhauled, perfect
77:

order fast, lamps, accessories, tax paid, £47/10:
1915 Douglas frame, perfect, complete, £3/10.—Wood-
cock, 12. .\mpthill St., Norwich. '[6635

1Q15 2'lh.p. Douglas, lamps, horn. Binks c.rbu-
J-«^ relter, Tan-Sad, aluminium footboard*, licensed
perfect condition: 41 gns.; another one at £37 —
Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [6780
IQIS (late) 4h.p. Douglas and Grindlav Sidecar.
-•-^ hood and screen, horn, licence paid, excellent
condition: £105; exchanges entertained.—Bambers
I.td.. Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone : 607. [X4598

1 Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, tax paid. S-speed
-•-^ clutch, K.S., 2 generators, 3 lamps, horn, speetlo-
meler, spare chain (new), '-'" ...
£95, excellent condition.
32.

belt, tube, tvres as new
-Penfold, Arundel. Tel. :

[6067
TiM.MEDIATE Delivery of any Douglas Model; cash
-1. or deferred payments; book vouv order now and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors ^d
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone' Brix'
ton 2417.

f0505
pvOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1919. specialJ-' Llaudel-Hobson carburetter, winner of many
prizes, and absolutely tip-top condition, Ucensed; £120r;.Hewms Garages, Ltd., The Real Service Firm'
I'aunton. ^^^^^
T-iOUGLAS 1918 ajili.p., 2-speed, T.T. model, bnfl.>rJ-' head, new lighting set, horn, tools, etc., new
Paliiier tyres and tubes, footboards, tax raid un-
Bcratclied: f4J; exchnnge.-18, Marlborough Ed OldKent Rd., S.E.I.

1 Q20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination,
-•-" sured, overhauled, ~ '

[6895

speedometer, wind screen
without accessories £105
Daneliurst St., Fulham.

. like new. fully in-
Binks inverted carburetter
lamps, epares: lowest £125:
after s p.m.—'SVooding. 26,

[6229
TYOUGL.\S Combiiiation. 1921 All-on Model, fitted'-^ complete and licensed, Cowey speedometer, mile
5!J .""^f!lr^°?} ^'"'. absolutely indistinguishable fromoe«. £155.-Hewins Garages, Ltd., The Real Ser
rice Firm; Taunton [6175

Pounds.-1918 Douglas. 2--4h.p.. lullv equipped
licensed for year, long exhaust, flexible and fast'lip.lop machine.--Seen at Gordon R. Croxford's, EastBhecn Garage. The Corner House, East Sheen, S.W 14

I'li-iie: 1142 Richmond.- [6766

48

Why is it The
BURLINGTON
SIDECARS

are best ?
Because they are :

—

Beautiful in design, strongly built to
endure, well equipped and comfort-
able, super-finished in every detail.
QualitT,' throughout.

Our illustration is of the

No. 1 SPEEDY MODEL
Complete with Apron £24 O O
finUhed in Red, Blue, Green, and Greu, or in

colours to order.

IVrile for complete specification and price list.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAIN LIST.

£77 5

£110

78 GNS.

£145

£80

£50

£120

£130

1921 CALTHORPE, J.A.P. llnficld

2 speed gear and kick-starter ,,

1921 WOLF, Model D., 4 h.p. Black-
burn^ engine. S.A., 3-speed, clutch
and kick-starter, Brampton Forks,
Amac carburetter, new
1921 DIAMOND VILLIER5, c^ h.p.

2-spced, 2-stroke, clutch and kick-

starter, new .

.

1921 WOLF, Model D. Combination,
4 h.p. Blackburne engine, Sturmey-
Arclier 3-speed gear box, Burlington
sidecar. Easting windscreen,' all

accessories, tax paid

1920 C0UL80N->B, 4 h.p., 2-speed
spring frame, very fast and com-
fortable machine

1920 PRIORY, 2j h.p., 2-stroke,

Ardcn engine, Lamps, Horn, etc

1920 SCOTT, Sports model, 2-speed

new
1910 TRIUMPH Combination, com-
plete with electric lighting ..

The above are in stocf^ ready for Service.

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS.

Convert your Clutch into foot as

well as hand control. A neat pedal

which an amateur can fit easily and
quickly converts the standard
machine into foot and hand opera-

tive clutch model. , Price, 4/-
Postage, 4d.

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W. 4

Phone: Brixton 2417
"Burlington Motor-, Clapham"

{50 yards from Clapham Common Underground
Station.)

All letters relating to advertlsemetits should quote the number at the end ol each
Motor Cvcles advertised bv Drivate owners are. nhen deslr

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

DOUCL.^S 4h.ii. Combin.-ition. late 1919. kick
starter, clutch. 3-3peed. lamps, liorn. tools.

Easting, tax paid, mechanism perlect, e.\cellent con-
^iilion; alter 6 p.m.; best oHer secures.—Ilcathfield.
-Mordeo. near Wimbledon. [6137

NOTICE.—Eeccntlv I advertised a 1919 4h.n.

Douglas lor £83. This machine is penumcly
worth £90, but. being compelled to sell. I will accept

first oHer above 70 gns.; enquiries.—Child, 17. St.

George's Av., Bridlington. [6641

DOUGL.A.S 2"'4h.p., 2-speed. engine new 1919. re-

plaled, reenanielled electric lamps, mechanical
burn, tools, spares, thoroughly sound condition, tax

paid, 11 months' insurance; £58; seen appointment.

-

53. Ruskin Walk. Heme Hill, S.E.24. 'Phone : 652
Brixton. [6765

pkOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1918, licensed, in-

J-' sured, excellent condition, first-clnss running order.

Binks carburetter. Lucas lamps, horn. Cameo wiml

screen, tvres good; any trial or expert esaminatiou;
£100, or 'near ofler.-Lambert, 110, Sturtley Ed., West
Hartlepool. 16020

ALL 1921 Douglas Models, 2%h.p., 4h.p., and new
improved W.D., at £85. all lully equipped; trade

supplied. Extended payments taken at one one-filtll

down, remainder in 12 equal monthly payments; ex-

changes arranged.—Waucbope'3, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

St.. London. [1538

WANTED, purch.isers tor any moke of new 1921

Douelas motor cycles and combinntiona. lor

ilunieduite delivery. Tour present machine token in

part cKchanpe; full market value allowed; distance no

obj&t.—E. Camber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St^

Southport. Tel.: 607. 1°°^"

DOUGLAS 4h.r. Combination, 1920 (Augustl. 2 light-

ing sets (acetylene and electric). Klaxon, speed-

ometer, Tan-Sad, Easting, aluminium leeshields, spare

wheel complete, tools, many spares, splendid condition,

little used; any trial; tax paid: £135, or near ofler for

ciinck sale.-Seen evenings after G, 22, Hythe Ed .

X.W.IO. 16027

Duzmo.
LEICESTER and Coventry Dislribnting Agents for

Duzmo overhead valve sporting motor cycles;

deliveries now commenced; demonstration model on
'. iew.—Naylor's Garage, Anstey, Leicester. Phone : 52^

Edmund

f~<
OTJELAT, the spring frame Edlnuud agent, Ejillov.j

X field, .Manchester. [609o

1 Q21 2"''.h.p. Edmund, spring frame, shop-soiled;

ly £90.-Eoss, 86, High Kd., Lee. [6241

EDJIUND, 2>»h.p. J.A.P., 2-specd, clutch, lamps
horn, speedometer, spring frame, good order; i.4.i.

-136, Ravcnsbury Rd., Earlsfleld, London. [6777

EnBeld.
TULIANS, ol Reading, have 1921 Enfields in stock.

tj [0478

-1020 Enfleld, Z-ftrokc, practically new; £46,-45.
J-«7 Pelham Rd., Wimbledon. [6584

SPBELD 1916 3h.D. Twin, splendid condition; £45.

1, Priory Ed., Kcw Green. [6650

21 Royal Enfield 2.stroke. uncrated; £57/10.—
272, Green St., Forest Gate. [5010

1tfil9 3h.p. Twin Enfield; £50.—Shepherd, Enfield
i-if Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [0341

SHEFFIELD Agent lor Royal Enfields. all models
in stock.—J. A. Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd. [0573

"p"OE Sale. 1916 Royal Enfleld motor cycjCj oh.r^^, in

E
19

N
perfect condition ; £45 for cash.—Aldreds', Driffield.

(X4349
EW 1921 Enfleld Combination in stock; £160.—
Bounds, Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilbuin, N.W.

[6031

NEW 1921 Enfleld Lightweight in stock; £65.-
Bonuds, Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilburn, X.W.

[6032

ENFIELD Combination, 1918. good throughout,
fully equipped; £85.—Park 5541.-204, Ladbroko

Grove, W.IO. . [5875

ENFIELD 2Vih.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1921, in stock.

£65; kick starter £5 extra.—Rivett, 236, High
Rd.. Leytonstone. [5951

ENFIELD 6h.p. C.B. Combination, fully equipped,
perlect condition; trial, after 6 p.m.—22, Cromer

Rd., Tooting, S.W.17. [6406

ENFIELD 1921 Combination. Vickers Sh.p., Mai;-

dyno, as new; best oSer.-Piano Works, Wood-
rheater, Stroud, GloB. - [X3667

NEW 1921 Enfleld Combination. Sh.p., in stock; list

price £160.- Fowler and Brigden, 130. Euston Kd.,
N.W.I. Museum 4827. [0621

ROYAL ENFIELD 3':.h.p. Twin, 1914-15, in good
condition, goes well ; £35.—Colonial Motors, 104a.

Finchley Rd. Hamp. 7822. [6848

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, wind screen, all

accessories, splendid condition ; £95, or near ofler.
—

'V^allance, Newhaven, Sussex. [6029

ENFIELD Twin, speeds, black with gold, perfect con-
dition, fullv equipped, tax paid; £35, offers.— 152,

Meeting Hcuse Lane. Peckhnm. [6921

avertisement. and the date ol the issue,

ed. marked (P).

B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

"jQ21 Enfield CombiDation. 8h.p., dynamo lighting.
J-t' spares, tax paid, mileage only 150; £170 or
exchange 2-seater.-36, Carleton Rd., N.7. [6620

T^XFIELD Combination, 6-8h.p., 1917, J.A.P., spares,
JLJ speedometer, tax paid, just orerhadled; appoint-
lui-iif; i98, or oaer.-30, Finlay St., Fnlham. [5961

ENFIELD 2>4h.p., 2-stroke, 2.speed, Sept., 1920, com-
plete lamps, horn, tool kit, mileage r

'

'

teed, tax paid ; bargain, £50.-
eage 200, gnaran-

-644, Fulham Ed., S.T\'.6.

[6016TTNFIELD 3h;p. Tnin, 1918, and Canoelet sidecar,
J-i perfect; £70, including lamps; exchange piano
eutcitamea.—Morley, 6, Sussex Place, South Kensing-
ton. [5548
T^XFIELD 2'4h.p., 1920, 2-specd, only run 600 miles,
-L-i as new, licence paid 1921 ; £50, or close oSer.—
Wiite Box E.P.T., c/o Davies and Co., Finch Lane,
fc.(-.3. [5146
TTXPIELD 1916-1917, M.A.G. 3h.p., 2-speed, kick

/,''' ,V:1"
splendid order; £45.—Butterworth's Gar-

age. 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.
2813.

'Phones Streatham
(5426

^C E. London Service Depot.—In stock Sh.p. Enfield
i

J-'
combmation, £160; tandem sidecar, £164- 2'i

*'"
,
2:stroke, £65.-Cleare and Co., 125, High St.;" oohvich. [5201

T7XFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1913, splendid nm-
-•-' lung order, newly painted coach sidecar: about
-tao.-BeT. A. E. Swallow, 423, Blackburn Bd., Ha.s-
lingdeii. [6670

68

] Q15 Enfield 3h.p., 2-speed,A" etc., T.T. bars, spare tonring

It^A GNS.-Siih.p. twin Eoyal Eufleld, 1918, perfecty\!f condition, lamps speedometer, tools, spare paits
lonkii and runs like new.-20. Heath Bd., Twickenliam
I'hone: 96 Eichmond. [6073
Ty.\UCHOPE'S 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
'' ..Roy^J Enfleld models from stock, combinations

and lightweights, from £65; supplied on our easiest
of easy payment systems. [4539

j

If) 14 Eoj-al Enfield 6h.p. Combination, good condi-

'

V J'i"''
Bosch mag., J.A.P. engine, accessories: ae-

'^ept £90. or nearest ofler.-L E. Ewen, 229, West End
Lane, N.W.6. H.imp. 2088. [6881

Gns.~6h.p Enfield combination, Xucas lamps i

and horn, speedometer, screen, etc., excellent
condition.—Gray and Levin, 5, The Boulevard, Bal- .

ham, S.W. Tel.: Streatham 2417. [6162
sail. p. T.T. Twin Enfleld, 1916, G1970, 2-si)eed, kick
-» starter, tax paid, new chains, guaranteed perfect-
.42/10. Several other bargains. B.\changes

.u call, 89, East Hill. Wandsworth, S.W. 18.

T^NFIELp Brand New but Slightly Shop-soiled Sh.p.
-«--' Combination, 1921 model, absolutely like new
"V;?.'„P"™,^160; sacrifice £147/10; inspection invited
Wilkins, Simpson, Opposite Olympia, London. [6234

new chain, clutch ring,
, -.— - --.tring bar,;, excellent con-

dition; all on 40 gns., or near oiler.— Doran, Engineer's
Ofhce, Albert Dock Extension, N. Woolwich. [0186
T7NFIELD 1921 Brand New 8h.p. Combination, just
-•-' amved from works, in stock lor immediate de-
Jnery, no waiting, ready to drive away; £160 —
Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [6039
TPyFIELD Combination, 1916, Lucas horn, Lucas
-•-' -head lamp and generator, sidecar -lamp, rear lamp,
•xicllent appearance and condition ; £85.—Herbert Eobin-
«on, Ltd., 32-35, Green "St., Cambridge. ' Tel.: 995
l.A. : Bicycles. -

[6260

2-speed, brand new,
,

just arrived from works, in stock
for immediate

' delivery, no waiting; £65; ready to
drive away; easy payments arranged.—Wilkins, Simp-
^f>:i, opposite Olympia, London. [6058

LATE 1914 Enfield-Jap Combination, 6h.p., Bosch
mag., lamps, speedometer, screen, new tyres

sp.ires. etc., tax paid, iully insured, guaranteed
mechanically perfect, little used during war; £125, or
• tier.—Phillips, 69, Station Ed., .Swindon. [5944
p'NPIELPS.—The cheapest twin on the road. We
-*-' are North London agents, and can supply from
ftock stiindaid models £160, electric £182, cash or
deferred payments. All spares in stock. Trade sup-
plied.—dopes' Garage, Muswell Hill, and at Wood^ide
Parade. N Finchley. 10330

TX/'.^VXTED, puvchasers for any make of new 1921
»' Eoyal Enfield motor cycles and combinations for

nnmediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed: distance no
oliject.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,
i5outhport. Tel.: 607. [0645

Excelsior.
"piXCELSIOB. 2;5h.p., 2-stroke, equipped, nice
-L* machine; £29.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [6453

Excelsior, 3-speed
perfect; £110.-^H.J., 595,

- [5983
X)EITISH Excelsior, 4>i,h.p., Bosch, B. and B,,
-^-^ lamps, horn, tax paid, perfect condition, enamel
and plating as new; best oflers over £30.—Cable, To-nn
Steps, Aldebnrgh. - [6179

Fatiiir.

0-!i''-P- Fafnir; B. and B., Eisemann, sacrifice for
^^4 cash; £23.-14, Hillcrest Rd., Upper Waltham-
stcw. [63H

MOTOR FOR SALE.

m*.

^ASPORTING^
> OFFER -

CYCLES
F.N.

pOE Sale, 2Jih.p. F.N., excellent condition, all leadj
?"

1 Ju'"' ,""<3--fPlily. G.H., Boltous Librarv. 8,Kiiightsbndgc, S.W.
.
-^.^

[501J
Xf.N. Combinations in Slock; reduced price, £188-

Pi -"d ? o. '",^,' run.-Grrmes and Co., 18, Bruton
Place, Bond St., W. Mayfair 4792. ;607l
Xj^'.X. 1920 7h.p. Combination, hood, screen, electric-t ligJiting, Cowey speedometer, 3in. Palmer tvics all
round, excellent condition; £155.-Dixon, 172, Brr.wn-
hlll Ed., Catford, S.E. [6054
"p.N Combination,, 5-6h.r., 1913. 2-spee<l, hand

-n J:""'-"-
.electric lamp, horn, in splendid order ; f .55.

-Buttemorth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton HiB
Phone: Streatham 2813. [5425
.A MONG the very best the F.if. Irghtweight was
-iX always pre-eminent. We have a 1921 model ab-
solutely as brand new; price £65; -licence paid.

—

Bunting^s Exchange, Wealdstone. [6521

1913. 4-cyU 2 speed, clutch, kick starter,
lamps, horn, discs, mechanically perfect, over-

hauled F.N.'s March at cost of £45; sacrifice £60.—
Crewe, 22, Blenheim Gardens, N.W.2. [6337

IIMMEDIATE Delivery of any F.N. model; cash or
deferred payments; book your order now and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlingtxin Motors, T^td.,
SoutTi Side, Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone ; Brix-
ton 2417. [0500

Francis- Barneit
JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Francis-Barnett in

stock. - [0479

"|Q20 Late 2":4h.p. Francis-Barnett, .J.A.P. engine, in
-!-«/ magnificent condition, 2-speed Sturmey-ArcJier,
kick starter'. cUitch, accessoiies. insurance, tax pai<'
£70.— Saunders, 51, Babington Ed., Streatham, S.W.I

[37,'

(ir^ndex.
Qh.pu Grandex^ Combination, nearly new; £100

p.N.,

Picca, 8, .Stephen .St., W,l.

Green.

[6057

^fim AS7'-4TER-COOLED Green Motor Cycie, 3-,',h.p.. sped.l^am
j
VV iiUy built lor speed ' ' '

' " '

^.>
i" In order lo increase our post-sale businDSs, -(tiu

:i-fect;| imi we are prepared lo refund the remittance aM
rnloo' M * "" ^""y "»"' o"""' an<' ««'«' ""e Bool's. Km
Lb4.i2 ^, carriase paid, no matter the amount C^, carriage paid, no matter the amount.

illUi We keep separate books for post-sales,

™,* therefore this offer docs not apply lo JiSm
M't counter customers.

.^,_ work, complete with lamps,"
i

horn, etc., tax paid; may he seen arid tried after 5
B.mj first £75 secures.—R_D., 4, Edwin Rd., Twicken-
ham. [6265

i
Hadeii.HADEN-PRECISION 2-Btr<jke, S'/Ji.p., 2-speed, E.S.

models in stock; price 75 gns.^T. Williams. 9,
Lower Chatham St., Oxford Ed., Manchester. [S4680

j

1IarIey»Davidson.
SHEFPtELD Agent lor Harley Davidsons: horn

£120-—Stacev, 12. Ecclesall RH - 10577

%yiJJ
I 1 Q21 New Flat Twin Harley, sporting sidecar. £140-

.mri I A" also 1920 model, £140,.^Ross, 86, High Rd

PNFIELD 2,',ili.p., 2-stroke,
A-i 1921 model, ' ' "

I

|{ A FREE OFFER {
"% To a!l customers mentioning Ihis advl. 'g

! ':!!lir...S'iV''"l.J°'tJ:!?L^l..'!'.'..^.l \m JJarley-davidson New

[6245

15

Wal-
[6317

hill I prepared to give a first-class motor cycle
rmi,* Repair Outfit entirely free of charge.

[TTfjl-^••••••* ~riTTl

™", ; WE ARE PREPARED TO SUPPLY ANY : Z™
UlUl" : COVER ATTHE LOWESTADVERTISED ; /UIU
jfm/ FIGURE OF OUR VARIOUS COMPE- • Jmii™ : TITORS, CARRIAGE PAID. i 'tM

HAELEY Combination, late 19M: £95.
change Douglas and casli,—1^ Tarver Rd.,

worth.

Sports Model, willi
lieedonieter. Klaxon, etc.; £140.—Marston, 31,

i

Bridge St., Chester. [6536

HAELET-UA-^aDSON 1920 Electric Model and CH.
sjdecai', licensed, speedometer, perfect

;

Coval Ed., Moitlake.

ml
_> TUBES NEW AND FULLY

GUARANTEED.
Our List
Price Price

J 2iix2 ..6/6 10/-
i^K 2Sx2i 7/- 10/3
flFll. 26x2J 8/3 11/3

Oiir List
Prica Price

£150.-54,
[X4418

HAELEY 7-91i.p., 3-speed countersliaft, electric li-ht,
luxurious sidecar, wind screen-; £90.—Kin^. 60,

Loivdeu K(l., Heme Hill. [621fr-

,"^ TTARLEY-DAVIDSON.-All models in stock.

fiWWl -*-^ <i-nd scconcJ-hand.—Sole Asents, Bamber's. Soutli-
'g—

;
porL, Lancashire. Tel.; 607. [5009

'gbS ,

TTAnLEY-BAVIBSON Combination, 1918, fitted np
Crrm -*--^ romplete, fine machine, any eAamination; £110.

2|.2i| 3/3

26s2i 8/9

28x3 Dunlop Moulded, 9/6.

13/a

12/9

npli

-Heightoir,

ap-

mum

8h.v- Electric Model Combiuatio
hand and foot clutch,

llish Ed., Tottenham.

Oi These special clearance lines are sentCarriage ^U
[jfjii' Paid, and on approval, seven days against .n
i^/ remittance. TRADE ALSO SUPPLIED. '»il

The Name

-"^i"-----^-

fine machine, any eAamination ; £110,
Elton, Peterborough. [X4415

XJBIVRLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Combination, gooil
X± praiiince mid cojiditioii : for quic"k sale £120.
29, Gifv St., Higljer Opeii.shnw, Hanehester. [6420

have a late model HarJey-Davidson corn-
bargain, dyjiarao, tax paid.—S, Heath

St,, Ham.|jstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). [6085

7-9h.p. Havley jCombination, new 1916, stored 1917-
19. perfect ruuuiug order.; £87/10, or offer; must

j

sell, buv-ing car.—Lt. Powell. Pinvin, Pershcre. [6158

]CI20 Harley 7-9h.p. Combination, dvnanio lighting,
-»^ etc.. as new; £1-50

1 —- -t- binauion

ORDER THE

Bj:i-.Hii 1. fflm

'C.S.. 14, Swaton. Rd.,
150; exchange lower power.^
Bow, E.3. Tel. : E 3155.
_

-
- [6916

1 Q20 Harley Flat Twin Combination, 4h..p., electric

\
XO lighting. Easting, speedometer, per -ect, 100

) mile's' trial.; £150, or nearest.—13, Vernon Rd.. East
,
Sheen. [6607

HARLEY 7-9h.p. Speed Model, very Jast. registered

Brooklands. property well-known rider; £108.

—

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I
Telephone:- Victoria 6553 ^4 ^^

\
Clark
4096.

H
7, Exhibition Ed., S.W. 7. 'Phone: Kens.

[6843

AULEY Combination, 1918, in excellent coodi-

Said
[a

^, £115, or lower power -part.-

mmcrsmith, London.
-76, ^Dallins Bd.,

[6383

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h,p. Model, with Swan
.:.porlinp .sidecar, electric lighting, exeellent con-

ditiurT; £175.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton: also

245, fteauigate, Manchestei^. [X4492

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised hv orivate owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW" IJIPEEIAI/ 1921 8h.p., Henderson Elite side-

I

car and screen, mn 500 miles, lamps and horn,
leifect condition; il20, or close offer, licence paid
.921.-Write Box E.P.T., c/o Davies and Co., Finch
t/ane. E.C'.S. [6147

NEW mi'EEIAL 1919 Skp. Combination, tax paid,
giuiiauteed in perfect mechanical order. Easting

irind screen, new spare tyre and tiro tubes, all acces-
iories: £140, or near offer.—Scott, Ashmount, "Woodside
4.V., iinchley, N.12. [5975

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Sh.p. Combination, better
than new, recently completely inspected and

;uned by makers, all lamps, Cowey horn, mirror, East-
ing, guaranteed perfect; £145, or very near offer.—
3olcniaI Motor Co., 104a, Finchley Kd. Hamp. 7822.

[6847

Norton.
pREMIER Motor Co. lor 1921 Nortons.

A NY Model Norton delivered to your address.
t3. carriage paid, within 24 hours.-The Premier!
Motor Co., Aston Kd., Birmingham. [0625

1

TULIANS ot Ueading have Norton 16H. in stock. I

JULIANS of Beading have Norton Model 9 in stock^ [0489

DAN GDY, Weymouth.-Norton offlcial agent; early
deliveries. [0595

NORTON .Alotor Cycles.-Can deliver anywhere;
early dates.—Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

[4029W-ORTON 1921 3i,ih.p., Model 16H, guaranteed as
LI new, only run 300 miles; £115.-Moss, Wem.

[X4544
D.R.S. Norton, renovated os new, lamps, very fast-
•-» ±60; cveniues.—156, Browning Rd., Eaet Ham.

DTBIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all
models Norton.-Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp- '

[X3820

, imme-
Bridgc St.,

[6540

^OHTON, Model 9 £98, Model 16 £132
L' diate deliveries. >» -- —

.— Marstoa, 31
;he3ter.

lyoHTON 1921 Models.-Sole district agents, Weeeev
ol

Motors, Ltd., 60. Catherine St., Salisbury
Phone: 72. (500^5

|>TOKTON 4h p. Combination, 1920, Lucas lamps andL^ horn, Watford speedometer, as new; £135 Ilodc-
ler. Oswestry. [X4099
|>JORTON.-Sole WaUall agents; exchanges or de-
-

ferrwl paymenta.-Maudee' Motor Mart. Walsall

\TORTONS 16H and Big Four, and B.R.S. specials
^ J^°'^ stock.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139 New
t., Birmingham. [X4160
r ATEST Big 4 Xorton and Grindlav sidecar, as new

''^",'^'i, "°,' ''™« ^°°°- *"^ I'"i<l; fl60.-l, Gros^
enor Rd., Bufby. (X4346
\JORTON SVL.h p., 6 months old, as new, Lucas
"A Jfr'^.ssories, Bmks carburetter, ta.x paid; £105-
66, High St., Cradley Heath. [6108
VJORTON 1921 Motor Cycles, brand new, all modeli-' m stock, immediate delivery.—Palin. Solo Agent
?curne ?t. (nr. Spot), Osmaston Rd.. Derby. [3181

\JOnTON Big Four Combination, 1921, Mills-Ful-
Itrd sidecar, lamps, Bcnniksen, tools, oversize

yres; £135.-17, Sussex Rd., New Maiden, Surrey.

1021 Big Four Norton, horn, licence paid, excellentLi/ condition; £109: exchanges entertained.-
tombcrs, Ltd., Eastbank St.. Southport. 'Phone-'" [X4596
yjTORTON Big Four 1921, with sidecar, lia.,ling

I

srreen lamps, and horn; £145.—Newnham Motor
o., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. Phone : Ham-
lersmitli 80. [6672

'ir''"-^i^\,"'"'x^"-™''*'
noncaster. have late 1919 B.R.S.

-^ o'-h.p. Norton, Philipson. lamps, horn, tax, very
t^t and powerful: £85, or exchange. See their advt
IlS' ollaiieous items columns. [6859
U'ORTON. 1921 Big 4 Combination, special sidecar\ 'H'^^l '"'S? lockers, Triplex screen. 700x80 tvres.
jst £185, soiled only, licensed; £160.-IIewin's Gar-
jes. Ltd., The Real Service Firm, Taunton. [6171

[021 (March) 3i.:.b.p. Norton, specially tunedLf machine with Ricardo slipper piston, close ratio
;ar box light sprockets and chains, many spares, ex-
ipllon.Tliy fast machine, mileage about 1,000 condi-
on as new; £120.-Bos 4,917 c/o The Motor Ct/clt.

^ORTON. 1921. 16H, 3-speed sports model, 'com-
1 plete with all accessories and licence, used one
eek only, a very fast example: owner exchanging lor
ir: price £115.—The Layton Garages. 90, High St
xlord. Phone : 581. T_A. : Integrity, Oxford.

AflTCHELL, our representative, rode his private
^' 1920 3',ih.p. Norton in the Senior T.T. to prove
IS cnnHdence in the machine he s«lls. Result, first
ortou first i<rivate owner, and sixth place in the
reatcst rac;. ever contested. If the effort deserves en-
tuiageinent, you can do no less than plaoe that Norton
-der with him and watch him in the next big event
Bnllonghs Motors. Ltd., Waterloo St., Oldham. [2050

Sole Distributors for

READING
STANDARD
The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle

REDUCTION of PRICE
/"I

\ QOI_0 ^oiTipIete M-ith dynamo lighting, clec-
\* J W\/fc\/ trie horn, all lamps, pump, CICO
tools, 3 in^ui'Jis* -iianuiti'C dtlDO

(2) COMBINATION ^^^:'Z:
ilever sprung M.P. sidecar, cover-all apron, £100
sidecar lamp and bracket, stand XIHO

COMBINATION fS'i^- t^^^^i^
'I'Ll_^ *iM," ^ii]-k- or double seatcr at will, fitted
with hood to cover oneof two passengers, tolding screen,
sidecar lamp aud bracket, step plate, stand. COOC
and coverall apron X^^O
Above prices include Dvnamo Lighting {not

combined with magneto), all Electric Lamps. Electric

Horn, Shock Absorber. Cover-all Apron, etc,

CANTILEVER SPRUNG SIDECARS
FOR ATTACHMENT TO Reading-Standard,
Sunbeam, 31 and 8 h.p. Zenith, EnQcld, Harley-
Davldson , Triumph, Douglas, 4 h.p. Blackburne,
8 h.p. B.S.A., 4 and 5-7 h.p. Rudge, 6 h.p. Hen-
derson, Excelsior (.American). British Excelsior,
Indian, Ace, Matchless, Ariel, Rover, A.J.S.,
James, and D.O.T. Painted in any one of six
colours. Blue, Green, Red, Black, Grey, or
R.S. Green. 33 QfJS.

89, Gt Portland

Streiet London.

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

T3.R.S. Model Norton. 1916.—This machine is the
j

J-* winner of many competitions, is one of the fastest
1
Nortons in England, and is in beautiful condition:

i

£75; particulars with pleasure.—The Layton Garages.
[90. High St., Cxford. 'Phone: 581. Tel.: Integritv.

[

Oxford. [6322

VyANTED, purchasers for any make of new 1921
I V' Norton motor cycles and combinations, for
immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed: dietance no
object.—R. Bomber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..
Southport. Tel. : 607. [0644

N.S.U.
N.S.TJ. S^i.h.p.. 2-speed, overhauled, as new; £25.—J.

Vyse, Stanstead Abbotts, Herts. [6048

05.h.p. N.S.U. Twin, 2-speed, spring frame, as new:
'V4 £25.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [6451

"V"..?.!;. S'ih.p., 2-speed, Amac, C.A.'V., new Dnnlops,
^^ perfect order, tax paid; £20.-46, Eavnton Ed.,
Enfield Wash, N.

'

[6664

N.U.T.
N.U.T. 3',ih.p., 3-speed, new 1921 model; £126.—

Marsion, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [6541

FOB, Sale, 1921 N.U.T., dynamo lighting, fpccdo-
raeter, etc., new condition, a bargain: £135.—

Chauffeur, Hojmwood, Kingston Hill, Surrey. [6640

N.U.T. 1920 3U.h.p., dynamo lighting, tax paid, in-
distinguishable from new; £125.—Parker's, Brad-

sbawgate, Bolton; also 245-, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X4495

[VT.U.T.—Sole agents for nine counties: special es-
i-'l change or deferred payment terms; imraetliate de-
livery all models; trade supplied.—Maudes' Motor Mart.
London, Exeter, and Walsall. r2422

N.U.T. o.h.v. Twin, 3-speed, horn, electric lighting,
appearance and condition as new, very fast; £65,

or near offer; tax paid: 6.30 p.m. or week-end; plinto.
—7, Blenheim Orescent, S. Croydon. [6731

N.U.T. 3Mh.p., 1920, -n-ith Magdyno and fully
equipped, licensed and insured, condition almost

as new. and a bargain at £110.—The Layton Garages,
90, High St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. Tel.: Integritv,
Oxford. [6820

O.K.

JULIANS of Rsading have all O.K. models in stock.
[0481

1Q21 2:ih.p. O.K. Junior; £50/8.—Morriss, 139.
-li' Finchley Ed.. N.W.3. [5995

1Q21 O.K., brand new, shop-soiled; £42/10.—Par-
-»-£' kers. Station Rd., St. Ives, Hunts. [6774

O.K., 1920, fixed gear, all lamps, etc., brand new;
to clear, £45.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland St.,

W. [6942

O.K.-J.A.P. 2''ih.p., 1919, 2-speed, all accessories,
long exhaust, tax paid; £46.-16, Tanga Rd..

Hampstead, N.W.3. C6638
£35.- O.K. elate) 2'ih.p., M.A.G.. Albion 2-spee(l

gear box, footboards, lamps, licence, new condi-
tion.—63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [6564

O.K.-J.A.P. 2^4h.p . 1915, 2-speed, lamp, horn, in

lovely order: £28/10.—Butterworth's Garage, 64,
Mill Lone, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813.

[5427

Omega.
OMEGA-J.A.P. 2?ai.p., 2-speed, 1919, all spares:

cheap.—Cranfteld, Lord Eoberts Av., Leigh-on-Sea.
[6882

QQ GNS. Exchange.-1919 Omega-Jap. 2 speeds, tax
O ?/ paid; any examination.—Seabndge (see Ex-
change). [6625

19 20 Omega-Jap, 2;-.ih.p., 2-speed, all accessories, tax
paid, small pTileage. as new; bargain; £45.-

8, Half Moon Lane, Heme Hill. S.E.24. [652t

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired

OMEG.-V 1921 Models. J..A.P. engines, £60; 2-

speed, £66; 2-speed clutch and starter, £73:
deferred payments.-Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland St., W.

[6944
OMEG.-\. 1921 Models. Villiers Mark IV. engine;

fixed gear £50. 2-speed gear £58, combination
£90; deferred payments.—Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland
St., W. [6943

P. and M.

JULIANS ot Eeading have 1921 V. and M. in »tock.
[048R

P. and M.. late type, excellent condition, lamps, etc.:

£45.-53, Pelbam St., South Kensington. [6572

P.
and M, Combination, fully equipped; £75.

—

Speechlev, 86, Churchfield Hd., Acton, W.3.
[6070

1 018 P- 3nd M. Combination tax paid, fine condi-
X*/ tion, any trial; £70.—39, Glebe Rd., Hornsey.
N. [6722

P.
and M., aa new, K.S.. 2 speeds, perfect running;
£45.-35, St. Clement's Mansions, Lillie Rd,,

Fulham. [6605

CYEIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models P. and M.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-
hampton. . - [X3821

P.
and M. Combination, lamps, speedometer, screen,

late model, perfect order; £70.-14, Effra Parade,
Brixton. [6271

ertisement, and the date of the issue. b29
, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALK.
P. and M.

and M., with new sidecar, speedometer, etc, per-

£55.-38, Wallbutton Ed.,
[6166

feet running order
Brockley, S.E.

P.
and M., 3Voh.p., 2-speed, 1917, lamps, tools, and
accessories, splendid condition ; £45.-19, Valnay

St., Tooting. ' [6502

£50.-1918 P. and M., Klaxon, electric lamps, me-
chanically perfect, tax paid.—26, Noitli Villas,

Camden Sq., N-W.l. [5885

1 Q19 P- and M., 30 gns. sidecar, electric horn, light:
J-«/ rtnmeroiifl Rnnrp.^. all as new: £75.-55. S'mimerou6 spares, all

James's Ed., Bermondsey.
55, St.

[6910

P.
and M., 2-speed C, K.S., overhauled, re-enaraelled
and plated; £55, olTers; exchange lightweight.—

56, Conington Ed., Lewisham, S.E. 13. [6315

P.
and M. Combination, 2-speed, clutch, excellent
going condition; must sell; owner going abroad;

best over £32.-502, London Ed., Thornton Heath.
[5943

P.
and M. Combination {late), thoroughly overhauled,
Cameo, Lucas lamps and horn, et<;., climb any-

thing; bargain, £66.-70, Miaet Av., Harlesden, N.W.IO.
[6697

"I
Q20 P. and M. and brand new Swan sporting sidecar.

J-t/ machine done about 500 miles, sidecar ' nevev
been ou road, perfect order; £110, or near.—202,
Trinity Ed.. S.W.17. [6298

P.
and M. Combination, 1918-19, hill equipment and
spares, appearance and general condition excel-

lent, new 3in. tyre, tax paid, guaranteed; £77.-137,
High St., Aidershot. [6642

"jQ18 P- 3-nd M.'s, renovated, as new and guaran-
JLtJ teed, £55, delivery immediate; unrenovated
machines, irom £15.—Inman and Boardman, Durham
Ed.. Seaforth. Liverpool. [5269

1 (ft 19 {November| P. and M. Combination, engine
-*- *y 8452, splendid 'bus, faultless condition ; reaeon
foi- i^'.ile. purchased car; any demonstration; spare.?; £90.
—248, Bentley Ed., Doncast^r. [X4507

P. and M. 3>^h.p. 1919 Combination, complete with
lamps, speedometer, and licence; bargain price,

£75.-The Layton Garages. 90, High St,, Oxford.
'Phone; 581. Tel.; Integrity, Oxford. [6826

P.
and M., 1920, R.A.F., bought new, lamps, speed-
ometer, mechanical horn, new back Dunlop and

tube, front untouched, spares, tools, mechanically
sound, splendid appearance^ £80.—Steventon, Stoke
Goldingtcn, Bucks. [6343

P.
and M. 3y2b.p., 1919 model, in unusually fine
condition and not W.D. model, equal to many

1921 machines absolutelv sound investment; £70.—
The Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. "Phone :

581. T.A. ; Integrity, Oxford. [6815

1 021 P. and M., only just delivered, new, registered.
J-t/ Lucas accessories, aluminium numbers, Terry's
pillion, spai'e valve, etc., perfect throughout, cost £130;
sell £120; might consider other bike in part payment.
—69. Church Ed., Hendon, N.W.4. [5905

P.
and M. all-chain drive Combination, excellent con-
dition, accessories all on, spares, tools, etc.. tax

paid, thorough inspection and trial. £85; 1920 Binks
carburetter, complete, and 25x2^3 butt end Dunlop;
£3; any time.—Best, 2, Canonburj- Grove, Canonburv,
N.l. [6303

Paragon.
1Q20 Paragon 3h.p. Motor Cycle, in good condition;
X«/ £42.—Scotia Motor Works, 80. Upper Tooting
Ed., S.W.17. "Phone: Streatham 2707. [6472

Peugeot.
PEUGEOT 3h.p., fixed gear, mag., drip feed, goori

tyres, in splendid running order; £14.—Butter-
woith's "Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Plioii©:
Stieatham 2813. [5429

Pope.
npHE Last of the Popes.—We have sold our stock
-*- of these fast powerful machines, and cannot
airange satisfactory terms with the manufacturers tor
Ii-rther supplies, consequently our demonstration outfit
ZF for sale; first cheque of £85 secures.

SPECIFICATION : 7-9h.p. engine, overhead valves,
mechanical lubrication, 2-speed gear box," steel

platt clutch, all-chain drive, rear wheel springing, 28x
Sin. tyres, latest pattern bulbous back sidecar on
underslung chassis, electric lighting, mileage under
3,000, almost new condition.

WE still maintain stocks of Pope spares, and can
make parts for any machines.

SAMUEL REED and Sons, Automobile and Jlotor
Cycle Engineers. 136, Gt. Dover St.. S.E.I, and

168, Hither Green Lane. Lewisham, S7E.13,
Hop. 2537, Lefe Green 794.

Tel
[6937

Precision

Precision.

Combination

;

£38.-59, Palfrey41h.p. .

4 Place. Dorset Ed., Clapham Ed., S.W.8. [6662

PRECISION 4h.p. 3-speed C.B. Combination, good
condition and appearance ; wortli seeing ; reac^on-

able offer accepted.—26, Albert Ed., Hendon, N.W.4.
r6364

Premier.

PREMIER 1915 3iAh.p., 3-speed, Henderson sidecar;
£40.—Parkers, Station Rd., St. Ives, Hunts.

[6775

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

Accessories. Specialities

NOTE REDUCED PRICES
H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.— Head, Side, and
Tail Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Cases, Switcli.

Wiring, etc. Ready for installing.

Fig- 895. ;^^^[fev, , „. ^
Codeword ^ ^mk\ Large-Sued

"Daylite" // ^Bk\ Model.

Fig. 89s
Nickel- plated

60/. each.
Fig. 893

Blaok-pla t ed
65/. each.

OLD PRICES
Fig. 895—Nickel

72/6 each.
Fig. 893—Black,

76/ D each.

Medium Size Model. Fig. S8i.
Best quality finish throughout
Totally insulated holder, with
switch and 4-volt bulb,
adjustable focus, adjust-
able brackeC=, dus^ and
weather p r o o t

-front. As illus-

trated. Fig. 881.

NEW PRICES
Nickel .. 36/-
Black .. 39'-
Old Prices

Fig. 878.
Similar to Fig. 895, but
smaller, and with special
"puUon" front. Rubber
rin? casting for ijlass.

New Price,
Black-plated, 40/- each.

Old Price, 55 /-

Fig. 560. Sidecar Lamp.
As illustrated. Complete
switch, bulb, wire, nuts,

washers, etc. Price 8/

6

each,

Fig. 573. Shows red
danger signal, lights No.
piate. Complete with
switch, bulb, wire, clip,

etc. Price 9/6 each.
' Force " Hellesen Bat-

tery, 9/11
385. Special metal case

for "Force," 8/6.
Complete rear set,

27/6.

Postage extra on the above.

A. H. HUNT, L.TD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Telegrams :

Croydon 2225, 2226. " Keyage, Croydon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

pREMIER 1915 4h.p. Countershaft, 3-speeJ, K.<
-» tax paid; £58, or nearest offer.—Peplow, Cln
Salop. [55,

3ih.p. Premier Combination, 2-speed, overliaule
2 £65.-Stangoe, 3, Bolckow St., North Skelto

Cleveland. [58'

PKEJIIEE 2'/>h.p., good- condifcion, new lin^

gudfeon pin, and bush; £25/10.—Police Cottai
Barkivay, Eoyston, Herts. [581

PREMIER Combination, 7-9h.p., splendid outa
fully equipped: £98, take lower power part. "

Kenbury St., Camberwell. [64'

3ih.p. Premier Combination, 3-speed, clut-ch. tyr(
2 tubes, as new, 3 lamps and 3 generators, hor

mirror, Bosch, tax paid;" £57.-180, Lincoln Ri
Walton. Peterborough. [61;

PREMIER sy^h.p. 1916 Combination, 3 speec
countershaft, all on, e.\cellent condition, ti

paid; any trial; £58 lowest.—J. Pearce, Island C<
tage, Ufton, Reading, Berks. [64(

PBEMIEH. SVjh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, -2-spee
perfect condition, recently ovei-hauled, repainte

tax and insurance paid; 35 gns.; Tide awav.—

4

Lucerne Rd., Highbury. After 7.30. [641

PRE:\IIER 7-9h.p. 3-speed Countershaft, Bosch ma(
double-seater sidecar, 3-fold wind screen, ore

hauled, powerful machine, guaranteed running orde
tax paid; £70 or offer; photo.— 2, Mascotte Rd., Pu
nev, S.W.15. [67(

P.V.

EW 1921 Spring Frame, P.V., 2i/2h.p. Villiers, /

speed, clutch, kick start, climb anything; £:
under list.—Lewis, c/o Miss Scholefield, Mirfiel
Yorks.

"

[65i

THREE 1921 Shop-soiled Motor Cycles, P.V. sprii

frame, Villiers 2-speed, perfect condition; £6
01 with kick st.nrt and clutch, £59 ; first cheques seen
these.—Wigfall's, Infirmary Ed., Sheflield. [X44:

P.V.-J.A.P. 1913 Slyih.p. Twin, spring frame, acce
.series, speedometer, excellent appearance, sple

did climber, tax paid: £38, near offer.—Seen. Bra
ford's Garage, Boundaries Rd., near Balham Static
S.W.12. [63i

Oundranc.

1Q20^ Quadrant Coinbination, nice order; £90.

N^

Ross, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [62;

QUADRANT 4h.p., 3-speed. sound running orde:

£25.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [65:

1021 Quadrant . Combination, new condition, acce
XtF series; £100.-Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminsti
Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [67S

QUADR.ANT Combination, 1920, 4h.p., 3-speed,

accessories; £90; yery small mileage.—Marsto
31, Bridge St„ Chester. [66;

QUADRANT Combination, SVjh.p., W14, goad CO

dition; £55, lowest.—Full particulars, ffhipton, 4

Pagoda Av., Richmond, Surrey. [65':

QUADRANT Sole Agents and Wholesale Distributel

London, Southern, and Eastern Counties
, .,..., .-,ai„.-.,, ^.^^.^i^^,-^ r,liff,iT.^Clifford Wilst

Rd., S.E.I. Tel
[57C

spares stocked. Official repairer

Mfg. Co., 177, Westminster Bridgi

Hop. 210. _
LATE 1920 Quadrant Wih-V- Combination, splend

condition, Uunlops unpunctnred, lamps unnse

Eastings, horn, hood, mirror, tax paid; £110, cost £1

(guaranteed lanltless).-Cornford, q. Mitcham Lan
Streatham, S.W.16. [60,

Radco.
ADCO, 1920, 2-speed; any trial; bargain, £43.

93, Rushmore Rd., Clapton. (65C

ADCO-VILLIERS, 2-;ih.p. 1916, all on, tax pai
Bentlev, Beverle

r59(

67;

R
E- Yorks. „ . , ..

Raleigh.

PREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Raleighs.

WE can deliver to your address within 24 hou

the new Raleigh 5-6h.p. fiat twin, spring fram

,-liain drive; solo 140 gns., sidecar 175 gns.-So

Bi-mingham agents. The Premier Motor Co., .Ast<

Rd., Eirmingliam.

h.p. Raleigh , Motor Cycle; price £12.-.A;ipl

Pickett, Gipsey Bridge.

igh, S.A,
139, Finchley Ed., N-\y.3. 159;

Flat Twin, spring frame, combi
- - - ' ' - -'- "oper

42" Church "Rd.," Hendon. [15(

RALEIGH -Spring Frame Flat Twin; immedia

delivery; .-olo or combinations; exchanges.

Newnliam Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., \\

Phone :
Hammersmith 80. I6b

WE can give delivery of this -famous make
machini from stock; there is no better quali

or finish possible; a perfect machine in every pun

Jnd detail? Raleigh 5-6h.p. flat twin solo, 140 gns

combination, 176 gns.-G. and J. Dawson, 60 and 6

Regent St., Cambridge. L"°"l

3
1021 5-6h.p. Raleigh, S.A. 3-speed; £147.-Morri
XU an- - '" '" ^'^""'"

and Co., Ltd.,

R'^atto™7'6'gul::"s"oTo l46-km,; iS stock.-Roper

Readuig.Standard.

Tfkie Reading-Standard Combination; £90.—Roj

IV 86, High Rd., Lee.
"^^'[62'

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by orivate owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Reading-Standard.

iE\DlNG-STANDARD, 1920, dynamo Iightin„.

u Henderson touring sidecar, great l"Se?B'^

acity; £165.—Sumner. 70, Camden Mews, ^.\^-l.

p EADING-STAKDARD Combination, 1920, lOli.p.,

!> suijiH uiileiige, pertect rendition, dynamo Ijgnting

;

t £265, accept £175.-Tiner, Town Mailing, MaKl
ne. [5959

• EAniNG-STANDARD Combination. Jtme. 1920,
L/ 10-12I1.P., electric lighting, 2 horns, speedometer.
a Tro^.Tn..v ^YJnd screen, tax paid, good condition;

jRr satl^^ction

[6066
S., East'ng ^ .. ^ .-

—

50.~PenIoId, Arundel. Tel. : 32.

Revere.
ErERK-riLLIEIlS, 1921, Ilanlors (unpiinetured,,

b le^'^hields. footboards, mileage 500; £35.—Smitli-
9, ^laryvale Rd., Bournville. [X4608

Rex.
>EX 1913 31,211. p., stored 4 vear-s, sound, new tyres,
t licensed; £34.-6, Moore St., Colne, Lnncs. [6665

920 Sh.p. Rex Combination, electric lighting, spare
wheel, hood, screen; £110.—Ross. 86, High Rd..

e. S.E. [6240

EX 3b. p., Dixie mag., B. and B. carburetter; £12.
t in running order.—45, Culvert Rd., Piittersea I'lul;

I., London. [6436

0x77''o 4h.p. o.h.T. Rex-Jap, discs, Mabon gear,
tax paid; £38; smart appearance.—Price. 71.

. George's Rd., Leyton. [5924

>42.—5-6h.p. Rex ooachbuilt combination, ivith 3
* speed gear, clutch, and free engine, and mag..
res good; ride away; tax paid £4.—Box 4,869, c/u
\t Motor Cycle. [5936

I
EX Combination, 6h.p. twin, 2-spced, handle
start, £4 tax paid, lighting get, mechanical

rn, etc., only needs seeing; a sacrifice, £45.—
alker. 769. Romford Rd., IManor Park. London, E.

[6295

I
EX Twin, witlr"conchbuilt sidecar and new Dunhill
chassis, Mabou clutch, variable gear, engine just

erhauled, Dunlop belt and tyros as new, lamps, liorn,
:. : £50, or near offer.-33, Melbourne Av., West
iling, WM3. (D) [5871

STONISHING Value.-Brand nevf Sh.p. Rex-Black-
•• burne combination, detachable wheels, spare
leel, makers' list price £218; offered at £175 spot
5h : only one at this price.—The Premier Motor Co.,
iton Rd^ Birmingliam. [X4547

IEX-.T.A.P. 1913 61i.p.. handle start. Mills familv
sidecar, hood, screen, luggage carrier, all acces-

rie;, good order, frequent Sunday runs to South
last, never a breakdown; price £65; license paid.—
raos, I, Arundel Gardenc, Notting Hill, W.ll.

1:6467
Roamei*.

IOA^IER-J.A.P. 1914 6h.p. Combination. 2-speed.
clutch and liandle sUrt. tax paid; £70.—Boat-

ruse, Valentine's Park. Ilfurd. [6359

^
Roc.

IOC 4h.p., 2 speeds, handle start. B. and B.,
Bosch, £29; sidecar, £5.-122, Portnall Rd.,

iddingtoD, W.9. [6388

Rover.
"ULTAXS of Reading have 75 m.p.h. Rorer model in

jtock. [0585

tOTER Combination. 5-6h.p., atted Lncas 1921 Mag-
dvno lighting: £120.—Also

OVER Combiuntion. 5-6h.p.. H.A.H. ncoumulator
w ligliting set; £105. Both in excellent condition;
n be tried any time.—Apply, E. Freeman, High St..
ueutry. [6064

920 Rover T.T. 3\'.hj>., single-speed; £85.-A. J.
Young and Co., Ltd., Ne\vmarket. [6793

• 111. p. T.T. Rover, 1920 engiue, h.c Pbilipsrin, beauti-
'2 fill condition; cheap.—37, Eldon Rd., Blackburn.

[X4583
920 Rover 3i;;h.p.. 3-speed. 800 miles, lamps.

Klaxon, tax paid; £85.—Moxcn, Barmer, King"?
rnn.

. [5337

I
OVER. T.T.. Philipson, 1919 (Sept.). aR acces-
soric;, very fast; £70, or near offer.—Box 4,951.

o TAf Motor Cycle. • [6926

^OVER 1919-20 5-6h.p. and Swan sidecar, electric
li^litiug: excei>tional bargain, £110.—Bartletts

i. Oi. Portland St.. W. [6946

tOVER Coachbuilt Combination. 3V-'h.p., 1914, 3-
^peed. clutch, overhauled, tax paid, good condi-

m; £52.-45, St. Albans Rd., Seven Kings. [6326

• ih.p. Rover Combination, 1920. mileage 2.500,
'2 lamps, Cowey speedometer, horn, tax paid, as
w; £135.—Sale, Langley House. Kenilworth. [X4531

>OVER. 3'-h.p., 1920 touring model. 3 speeds,
* clutch, kick starter, shop-soiled only, as makers'
lecifications; at barga.in price of £100 for cash only.
See below.

iOVER, T.T., Philipson pulley, shop-soiled only, as
per makers" specifications: at bargain price of

85 for cash only: 1920 model.—Mebes. 156. Gt
>rtliii.I St.. W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230. [6099

EXCHANGES QUOTED
1921 NEW LIGHT CARS.

STANDARD, ii.6h.p., 4-5Calcr £610
STANDARD, ii.6h.p., ^-scaler £575
AIREDALE, ii.gh.p., 4-scatcr £470
AIREDALE, ir.gh.p., chassis £400
LAGONDA, ii.gh.p., 4-seater £420
LAGONDA, ii.gh.p.. Coupe £420
CALTHORPE, 2-seater. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE, ^-sealer. Reduced price £450

1921 NEW MOTOR CYCLES.
COVENTRY PREMIER vwhclcr .... £250
COULSON-B., 1 lip., sprini: frame ... £t26
ROYAL ENFIELD .slip. Combination £160
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE, sp. frame . £98
ROYAL RUBY, _ , h.p.. c-spccd, sports 80 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, S Ij.p., .and Sidecar . 160 gns.
NEW IMPERIAL, z\ h.p., c.'shatt, K.S. 77 gns.

SCOTT CDmbiuation ' £170
SCOTT, ii.'W Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, 6 h.p.. and Sidecar £165
TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar . £155
B.S.A. twin Combination £175
B.S.A. il h.p. all-chain Combination . £152 10
SUNBEAM, 1,'. h.p., new tvpc, Sporting £152 5
SUNBEAM, 31 h.p.. Touring £155 8
NORTON liii; ^. 3-speed, and Sidecar . £165
NORTON, V h.p., single-speed £98
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 2-specd £85
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p.. s-specd, clutch . . £105
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170

Deferred Payments quoted.

^liicludin:; l.tinps, treiicrator. horn lircncc-
h^ild.r.

SECOND HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

NORTON Bis Four. 3-spc-ed £115
DOT-J.A.P. 1920 Sh.p. Combiudliuii . £145
CONNAUGHT, 1921. Tax p.aid £45
EDMUND, rj h.p.. 1920, 300 miles £69 10
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 1916, 2.'. h.p., 2-ip. £47 10
BROUGH, !0l6, j-speed. countershaft £65
DOUGLAS 1919. 2-.' h.p.. 2-sp., ta.x paid £65
ENFIELD, 1920, 2) h.p., 2-sp., tax paid £57 10
CLYNO, i'j2o. 2.specd. liqhtweight ... £55
MINERVA, twin, spring forks £29 10
ARIEL, 1020, 3.'. h.p., 3-speod. c .'shaft £84 10
VINDEC, 7-9 h.p.. 2-speed, F.E £42 10
TRIUMPH, 3! h.p., single gear £35

PASSENGER MACHINES.
MORGAN, 1910, w.-c. .\ero £175
MORGAN, .Sh.p., sporting. Tax paid £115
MORGAN, 1915. sporting £130
SCOTT 11)20 Combination. Extra good £135
BRADBURY 6 h.p. 1920 Combination £135
ARIEL 3' h.p. J920 3-sp. Combination £99 10
HENDERSON 10 h.p. 4-cylinder Com-

bination, very smart condition .. . £195
HARLEY 1920 Combination, electric . £175
HARLEY, 191G. and S/car, very smart £105
INDIAN 3-speed twin Combination ... £79 10
READING STANDARD 3.speed Comb. £100
BRADBURY, 3'. h.p., 3-spced, Sidecar £59 10
TRIUMPH 3-5peed 4 h.p. coach Comb. £75
ALECTO 1920 coach Combination .... £82 10
BRADBURY, 3I h.p., 3-sp.. countershaft

Sturmey, coach Sidecar £75
ENFIELD 1915-16 Combination £105
CHATER-LEA Sh.p. 3-sp. Combination £85

Deferred Payments Taken.
Cash offers considered for Second-hand Models.

SUNDRIES.

1920 Carburetter, shop-soiled £2 17 6
New Magnetos for Triumph, Douglas,

B,S.A., and other makes £5 17 6
New Army Knapsacks, 13I x iiin. . . £0 5 6
New Miller's Lamp Set £2 4
New " Perfection " Sidecar Body .... £6 15
New Perfection coach Sidecar (shop-

soiled only) for Triumph £19 10
Second-hand Douglas Magneto £1 17 6

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover

FRANK WHITWOHTH, Ltd.. cf Birmingham, re-

commenda the chain drive 3.speed 3V:;h.p. Rover
at £115 as one of the best value machines in the trade.
Delivery from stock. (X4176

3I.h.p. Rover,- 1919, and canoelet sidecar, excellent
2 condition, lamps, horn, speedometer, only 3,000

miles, two new tyres, tax paid; £95.—Perriman. 41.

Grove Rd., Chertsey. [6309

|Q20 5-6h.p. Rover, lamps, Lucas horn, tools, etc..

-*-^ tax paid, solo and sidecar gears, only ridden
solo, perfect, mileage small: 100 gns.—Write, W.
Young. 119, Piccadilly, W.l. [6410

1020 (.July) S'.^h.p. Rover C.S., all-chain, lamps,
-l-«^ horn, tools, tax paid, guaranteed perfect; £90.
—Hollidav Bros., 20, Queen St., Hammersmith, W.6.
phone: trammersmith 1944. [6829

ROVER 1921 6h.p. Combination, electric lighting.

Cameo, tax, as new; best offer, or exchange solo

and cash.—Nennbam Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. Phone : Hammersmith 80. [6673

1Q17 S'.'.h.p. Countershaft Rover Combination, 3-

-LJ' speed, speedometer. Klaxon, C.A.V. electric liglit-

inc throughout. Easting wind screen, date and condition

suaianteed: £75.-37, Arlington Rd.. Surbiton. [6585

ROVEE Combination, 5-6h.p., new in 1919, Sunbeam
sidecar, fitted with wind screen, hood, side cur-

tains, aluminium disc wheels, Tan-Sad, saddle, perfectly

eiiuipped, excellent condition; £120.—Wnide Bros., Ash-
tead, Suirey. [4791

Royal Ruby.
£35.-1917 2^'jh.p. Roval Rubv, n^v heavy Dunlops,

tax paid.—Hurst, Wantage. [6394

ROY.\L RUBY Sports Model; 80 gns.; in stock —
.lolin Aldrich and Co., Diss. [0630

"IQ19 8h.n. Hoval Rubv Combination, luxurious
JLU outllt; £90.-24. Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[6462

1 Q19 8b. p. Roval Ruby Combination, fully equipped,
i-if mechanicnily perfect; f95.—Braemar, 17, St.

'I
Quintin's Av., North Kensington. [6496

ROYAL RUBY 3h.p., spring frame, only 30 miles,

makers' gnnrautee, licence, horn : £85, offers.—
Write Goold, 9, Victoria Rd., Kensington. [6062

ROYAL RUBY 1919 Sh.p. J.A.P. Combination,
excellent condition, tullv equipped, low mileage:

£120, or offer.— 129, Ladbroke Rd., W.ll. [6103

ROYAL RUBY 8h.p. Combination, 1918, unused,
perfect, fully equipped, Dunlop tyres, Millford

si.leoar: £95.—'Phone : Park 5541.-204, Ladbroke
Grove, W.IO. [5875

"|Q20 Sh.p. Royal Ruby and Sidecar (2-seater at
X«7 option), lamps, speedometer, liorn. Binks carbu-
retter, lujjurious outfit, splendid condition, owner
buying car.—Digges, 11, Howard Rd., Southampton.'"

' • ['5749

• Rudge.
RUDGE .Mulli, I.O.M. model, brand new 1921; in

stock; £85.—Moss, Wem. [X4543

UDGE Multi 3",;.h.r., 1921. Dew; f80.-C.H., 30.
Addington Sq., Camberwell, S.E. [5870

20 3V'h.p. Rudge Multi, T.T., nearly new condi-
tion, licensed: f 75.-Biitler, Baldock. [5934

UDGE. 1921 model, I.O.Hf., T.T., new, in stock;
£85.—Bartletts, 93. Gt. Portland St., W. [6945

3ih.p. Rudge, F.E., good condition, tax paid; £28.
!2 Chaplin, Melville Cottages, Rainham, Essex.

[5917
£85.—Now Rudge Multi, delivery from slock.— Clif-

ford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.
[6801

31L.p. Rudge Multi, 1920 (Nov.!, little used, spaiw,
2 lamps, meter, tools; £80.—Whiting, 5, Bath Rd..

Cheltenham. • [6024

RUDGE Multi, 1915-16, T.T. racer, lamps, tools,

spares, tax paid; £45.-33, Weymouth St., Wat-
ford, Herts. ^— [6168

5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, C.B. .sidecar, per-

fect running order, new tyres, belt; 75 gns.—80.
Bishopric, Horsham. [6555

RUDGE Combination, double-seater, N.S.U., handle
start, tax paid; £45, or offer."^55, Bathurst

Gardens. Kensal Rise. [6446

RUDGE Jfulti and Rudge Sidecar, tax paid, grand
order, this is a bargain; 49 gns.—Ramsdens, 8.

'May Bell Av., Blackpool. [6201

RUDGE Multi 3'3h.p.. tank re-enamelled, new
wheels, speedrtneter. fine condition; £45.—Higgs.

42. Shenley Rd., Camberwell. [6375

RUDGE Multi, late 1914, unused during war, hand
clutch, all accessories, splendid condition; £45.

—

Smithfleld House, Aldbourne, Wilts. (6594

I 1 Q20 fOct.) Rudge Multi. I.O.M. T.T. model, lamps,

i
Lu horn, tax paid, unused since Feb.; £70.—
Parkers, Station Rd.. St. Ives, Hunts. '

[5773

31h.p. Rndge Multi, plate dutch, tank, 1920 oolonw,
2 tax paid, fast, excellent condition ; ride away.—

S. Biich. 42, Buckwell St., Desborough. [6685

RUDGE Multi Combination, 3V2h.p., speedometer,
Lucas lamps, horn, splendid tyres, licensed: £50.—

J Hermitage, 5, Haselrisge Rd., S.W.4. [6378

R
19
R
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

JQ21
I.O.M. Rudge, tax paid, insnred, ridden 100

-9J miles, lamps, horn, knee grips; accept £85, oi-

rear.- 168, Wellington Rd., South Hounslow. [6615

4>55.—1916 SVjh.p. Rudge I\Iulti, handle-bar clutch;
c-v kick starter, lamps, accessories, licence, new con-

dition: 2';j,h.p. Douglas part.— 63, Solon Rd., Brixt-on.
[6563

RUDGE Multi Combination, 5-6h.r., 1920, electric

liffhtr ate, excellent condition, iusuianne and tax
iiaid.-Apply, 2, Isis St., Eailsfield, S.W.IS. £100.

[5976

1 Q20 SVih.p. Rudge, I.O.M., peflect mechanical
J- «/ condition, lamps, spares ; view evening or by
appoiutroent: £75.—Davis, Hither Deacons, Elstree.

Herts.
^

[6158

RUDGE Combination, sydi.p. 1913-14, 2 speeds,
clutch, fully equipped, sound condition through-

out; bargain, £45; trial.—29, AUrop St., Upper Baker
St.. N.W. [6466

RUDGE Multi 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, speed-

ometer, wind screen, lamps, spares, -tools; trial

any day till 7 p.m.;
Wandsworth.

£100, or near.— 1, Melody Rd
.

[5880

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p., 1920 model, ooiuplete with
Rudge sidecar, all accessories, wind screen, and

tax paid; £95.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John" Bright St.,

Birmingham. [6208

RUDGE Multi, 1920, 7-9h.p.. all accessories, luxuri-
ous coachbuilt sidecar, Easting wind screen, ex-

<'ellent condition ; £110.—The -Spalding Motor Co..,

Ltd., Spalding.
-

[5927

£65.-1920 3Hh.p. Rudge Multi, excellent condition,
little usedi" tax and insurance paid, -with lamps,

pump, all tools, etc., good tyres and tubes.—30,
Queen's Rd., Battersea, London. [630G

RUDGE Combination, late 1920, as new. Easting
wind screen, V. and H. lamp set and horn, tax

paid and insured; bargain, 105 gns.—Bruton Mew;.
Garage, Ltd., 16-20, South Bruton M«W3, W.l. £5897

1 Q20 Rudge Multi, guaranteed as good as new, LucaB
-i.*y lamps, spare belt and tube, Tan-Sad seat, complete
set of tools; £80, or exchange with cash difiereuee for
Morgan.— Cowper, Eddisbuiy Lodge, Eelsall, Chester.

[G05S
3ih.p. Rudge Multi, engine 11935, late model, over-

2 hauled, fast, long exhaust, tyres good, clutch,
Senspray, C.A.V. lamp, horn, licensed ; sell £45, or
exchange higher power solo; trial iinti! 7 p.m.—48a,
Ilawley Rd., Kentisli- Town, N.W.I. [6152

1 Q20'/. rtudge Multi, I.O.M. Lucas Iwrn, Brooks
-1 *' B 170 saddle, brand new F.R.S. Major lamp,
lax paid, flat T.T. and upturned touring handle-bars,
verv small mileage, carefully driven, indistinguishable
irom b^and new, £72; or, fitted with Brooks B 600
latest 20in. cantilever spring saddle (equals spring
.ranie). £77.—Eilocott. 41a, Whitchurch Rd., Cardiff.

[6648

Sarolea.
,

SAROLEA 2rseater Combination, 2 speeds, free en-
' gine, K.S., horn, and head light, in running order;

£40.—Thompson, 46, Ancona St., Pallion, Sunderland.
[6051

Scott.

SCOTT, brand new, unused, sports model; in stock;
£125.—Moss, Wem. [X4541

SCOTT, 1913, tyres nearly new, good running order;
£22.—Box 737, c/o TJte Motor Cycle. [X4570

SCOTT Combination, 1920, perfect; £130, or nearest
offer.—Griffiths, Vicarage, Fishponds, Bristol.

[5855
F.O.C.H. have several Scntts, solos and combinations;

bargains.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. ITamp-
stead Tube Statiun). [6084

SCOTT Combination, complete with lamps, just over-
hauled, licence paid; £65.—StickUnd and Rowsell,

Engineers, Bridge, Taunton. [6652

IQl'l Scott and Sidecar, just overhauled, new ciiains,
J-U tyres, mag"., etc., perfect; any trial; £70.— 6-2nil,

Ellington, Ashington. Northumberland. [X4348

1Q20 Scott and 3\IitHord sidecar, in good condition,
Jt-v new tyri^ speedometer; £120. offer.—Homan,
1, Neville Court, Grove End Rd.. N.W.8. [X4556

1020 Scott 3^h.p., standard model, excellent order,
i-*y T.T. bars, original tyre*?; any trial; £90, a bar-
t;ain.—Wood, High St., Kirton-iu-Iandsey, Lines. [6050

SCOTT 3^/lh.p., May, 1920, run under 1,000 miles,
' condition perfect, and as new, accessories, licensed:'

will ride 100 miles;
Hill, N.IO.

£82.-12, Leaside Av., Mnswell
[6912

SCOTT Sports MoGel, 1920. 2-speed gear,
shopiijoilecl, and unused ; at £130.—Bi

slightly
-Burlington

:^b^to^s, Ltd , South Side, Clapham Common, S.W,4.
'PJjone: Biixton 2417. [0510

SCOTT Combination, 1916, good condition; £60, or
near offer, or would exchang'6 for solo Rudge,

Triumph, or Norton.—Knight, Sewardstone, Chinplord,
fbonc: Waltam Cross 211. [6368

1Q20 Scott and Watsonian Purple R34 Sidecar, with
t' aluminium dash and screen, Lucas lamps and

horn, medical reasons for selling: £120. or exchange
with cash adjustment for late Morgan".—Dayson, 51,
Bi'vn lid., Swansea. [6554

SON^
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED

A sweet, silent drive is only

obtainable with a

Philipson
No gear box friction

No grinding noises.

No wheels or pinions
to chew up

The lightest, speediest, and
simples't gear on the market for
direct belt-driven 2-stroke.

The weight of the Philipson
gear complete for Villiers
Mark rv. is - - - - 71bs

Allow forVilliers pulley-

4ozs.

21bs. 130ZS.

This is the total weight added
to your machine - - - 41bs.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

During the past few weeks the follow -

ing machines have been fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley

Triumph,
Rover,
Norton,
Douglas,
Singer,
Bradbury,
Ariel,
Swift,
Abingdon
IVIinerva,

Precision,
n/latchless,

ivy Precision,

Arno,
Rex,
B.S.A.,
James,
L.M.C,
Lincoln Elk,
IM.U.T.-Jap,
Humberj
N.S.U.,
Peugeot,
Rudge,
Quadrant,
Alldays,

Villiers Mark IV.,

and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write us.

aEDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carria^'

Paid"

Philipson & Co., Ltd.
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 40 years.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

S'COTT Combination, 1915-16, w.c, gears and engi
' thoroughly overhauled!, new Palmer tvre^ n

used 2 years; aJiy trial; £55' or solo.—E. Chessmi
9, Wilson St., York Bd., Wandsworth. [61

SCOTT laao, complete witli cigar-shaped spt rti
sidecar, very good condition, corapletp wi

lamps, horn, and licence; offered at £120.—The L;
ton Garages, 90,. High St., Oxford. 'Phone: 6i
Tel. : Integrity, Oxford. ;68

Sun.
SUN-PEECISIOU, CD, sidecar, 3-speed, licensed f

—Butler, Baldock.
"

[59

SUN-VITESSE, 1921, 2-speed accessories, taxe
£65; near offer considered.—Prout, Canon i

Taunton. [65

tf>iih-p. Sun-Vitesse, 2-speed, countershaft, e.^ci lie

'-W4 condition, licence, insurance, . and all ace
fories; 38 gns.—Bugg, Green Hal] Farm, Bramfit
Hertford, Herts. [61

SUN-VILLIEKS 23ilr,-p., 2-stroke, 2-speed. "por
fast, semi-T.T., Brooks saddle, Terry links. Ilea

26X2X 'tyres, electric lighting, new belt; £35.-1
Bedioi-d ild.. East _Finchley. [63

Sunbeam.
SUNBEASI 3i/4h.p. Touring Combination, unusi

in stock; exchanges.—Moss, Wem. [X45

E. KICKHAM for Sunbeam, sole agent tor Bris
ajid district.—Stokes Croft, Brist-ol. [33

1 Q21 Sunbeam, £20 under "list price, guaranteed
-i •-' used.—Particulars, Goodman, Ellesmere, Xor
ampton. [60

SUNBE-\.M Sh.p., 1920 model, dynamo lightii
£145; mileage very small.—JMarston, 31, Bri(

St., Chester.
'

[65

3 ill.p. Sunbeam Combination, 3-speed. tax pa
2 only 89 gns; wire to secure.—Eanisdens, 8. J

Bell Av"., Blackpool. . , [61

3 111. p. New Siuibeam and sirlecar, - iirtercliaiigea
2 wheels; £20.0; from stock.—A. J. Youiig a

Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [67

QUPER Sporting Sunbeam, 2=4h.p., clutch, K^ discs, copper exhaust, appearance -new; £-65.—
Wliitegate ltd,, Southend. [5!

T.T. Sunbeam, 1919-20, black and gold,, gua'anteei
tip-top condition, complete in every detail ; neai

110.— 16, Durham Ed., Wimbledon. [6(

STJNBEAJI Sh.p. Combination, brand new, Ln
Magdyno, spare wlieel, hood, screen; cost £2

take £205.—Hutchings, Forrabuiy; Bognor. [6i

1Q14 Sunbeam Combination, 3Voh.p., overhaul
-!-•' new parts by makers, splendid order; £!00,
very near.—Clark, Devonshire House, Billericav. Ess

" [XAi
SUNBE-IIM 2»ib.p., excellent order, oil bath, hj

clutch, K.S., 2-speed, speedometer, lamp-;. 1

and insurance paid; £60.—Sewell, Brampton, Ht
ingdon. [6]

SUNBEAM Combination, 1914, in splendid orrler-j

spec<l kick starter ;.^67/10.—Butterworth',- ^
age. 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Stie.iitB

2813.
""

[51

1 Q20 3yoh.p. Sunbeam, Montgomery sidecar. 19
1-iy lamps, speedometer, horn, pillion, insured F(
1922, tax paid; £160, or offer.—4, Blenheim A
Leeds. [57

]Q20 Sunbeam SVjh.p., with new sidecar, om
,ij going abroad; will accept £155, no denier;

Write only, A. E. Harling, 123, Gt. Suffolk i

Boro, S.E. [6(

CUNBE.^M 1916 Sy^h.p. Model with Sidecar. «
t^ plete with all accessories, excellent rnniiitii

£1 10.—Pnrker's Bradshawgote, Bolton; also 245. Dm
gate, Manchester. 'X4'

SUNBEAM 1920 3';h.p. Combination, S-spe; 1, i

starter, Botax electric lighting set. mileag urn

) 500, tax paid; £165.—Nichol, 1, Hogarth Pis

I

Earl's Court, London. [61

SLTNBEAM Combination, 1919, black an! g(

lamp6 and horn, guaranteed order; £95.- Rut
wortli's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton -Hill. 'I-'hoi

Stieatham 281_3. tS'

1014 S^Ah.p. Sunbeam Combination, lamps, sere

Xtf speedometer, tax paid, guaranteed sound, n

cylinder and piston; £85, or close offer.—Walklin,

Beacousfleld Ed., Brighton. 6<

LATE 1920 Sunbeam 3V'h.p., as 'new, stored wint

mileage 500, legshields, Cowey, Luca? dyna

li'^hting, carefully ridden: sacrifice £135.-7, :\la'^""

Rd., Clapham Common, S.W.4.

1 021 3Vdl.p. Sunbeam Combination, bought 1

jLtf month, Lucas lamps and horn, Watford spee

meter, licence paid, perfect machine; £195, or n

offer —Levland. 15, Sweeting St., Liverpool. ^ "«

[6'

X4i

SUNBEAM 1920 3i.ih.p., Magdyno .lighting. Ltt

electric horn, oversized _tyre^, absolutely inc

linsuishable from new; £135.—Parker's, Br.i.lshJ

gate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. X^t

CJUNBE^M 3ryi.p. Late 1919 Combination, make

O sidecar, speedometer, all new Jlichelnis. I'

equipment, perfect ofdei; 110 gns.-Geary, h«m
I Garage, 65, Queen's Rd.. St. John s Wood.

B32 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at 1;he end ol each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

advertisement, and the date of the issue,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

(19-20 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas Mag-
' dynamo lighting, interchangeable wheels, spare

wheel, speedometer, screen. Klaxon, handsome outfit;

185 gns. ; exchange solo.—19, Streatly Rd., Kilburn.

SUNBEAM 3'..h.ii. dote 19201, tourine model. 1'. and
H. lamps. Lucas horn. Watford trip speedometer,

penuinelv soiled onlv; exceptional value, f 130.—Herbeit
Robinson. Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., .Cambridge. Tel.

:

995. T.A. : Bicycles. .
[6257

SUNBE.\M S'i.h.p. Combination, as new. perfect

condition, very little used, tax and insurance
paid to February, lamps, wind screen, hood, etc.:

first offer £150 gets it.—Apply, 731. Romford Rd..
-Manor Park, E. [6962

8b. p. 1918 Sunbeam Combination, legshields, lamps,
^ interchangeable wheels, speedometer, horn, etc.,

black aud gold finish, excellent appearance, perfect run-
ning order: £135; London district.—Reply. Box- 4.935.
c/o The Motor Ci/ch. [6864

SUNBEAM Combination. 8h.p.- M.A.G., Lncas
dynamo lighting and horn, 3 speeds, Binks, spee<l-

ometer, clock, A.K. knee-grips, aluminium number
plates, sp.-ire wheel: £175; owner bouRht car.—Watson.
Collins' Store". Cranleigh. 'Phone: 58. [6144

SUNBEAM 1920 8h.p. Combination, lavishly eonip-
ped and used for small mileage only, excellent

condition, and a bargain at £190: fullest particulars
with pleasure.—The Laytcn Garages, 90, High St..
Oxford. 'Phono: 581. Tel.: Integrity. Oxford. [6824

"IXTANTED, purcha.ters for any make of new 1921
T» Sunbeam motor cycles nnd coml>iuations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange ; full market value ollowe<l: distjince no
object.—R. Bnmber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eostbank St.,
Southport. Tel.: 607.. [0648

T.D.C.

T.D.C. do Luxe 2-stroke, rtrns splendid, good condi-
tion: £22; licence paid.-143, Ravensbury Rd.,

Earlsfield, S.W. (6778

Ions.
Hd..-T..

[6623

19

T.D.C. 2-,h.p. 2-stroke. Bosch, Z.speed. Dunlons,
licence, accessories; £30.-1, Townlev

Dulwich, S.E.22.
Torpedo

TORPEnO Precision. 1914. also 1919 C.B. sidecar:
offers.-Thompson. 52, Clarance Rd., Kcnli.<h

Town. [6307

Triumph.
"pREMlER Motor Co. for 1921 Triumphs.

T^RIUMPHS at the new reduced prices now in stock.

WE can deliver to your address within 24 hours
2%li.p. lightweight Triumph. £70; W.D.B. (reno-

vatedl. £95; Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £115; Type S.D..
Chain drive, £125: sidecars from £25 to £50.—Buy
your machine direct from the Triumph specialists,

ASTONISHING Offer o! new Sidecar Combinations.
—Brand new 19?.- Type H 4h.p. 3-specd Triumph,

fitted with new Canoelet coachbuilt sidecar, Dunl. p
tyre, coverall apron, 4-noint attachments to fit lags
incorporated in Triumph frame; £137; no easy pav-
raenta; tire best offer of the year; free delivery to any
address.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [0627
4h.p. Triumph. 1919, and sidecar; £105.-100. High

St.. East Ham. (6169

CROSS. Rotherham, cari deliver all model Trinmplis
at list prices. [X4550

TRIUMPH, 1911. verj- fast, perfect: £25.-M..r!ev.
49, Nartord Rd.. Clapton. London. [6276

3Xh.p. 1912 Triumph, excellent condition; £28.—
2 17. Sussex Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. (6357

"IQia Triumph CB. Combination, perfect, all on.—
--«-' 26. Gunnersbury Lane, Acton, W.3. (6717

TRIUMPH 1913 3'ih.p.. clutch :.iodel, f.isl, irii.nte
owner.—51. High Rd., East Finchley. [6414

3 111. p. Triumpb. Grado gear, in good running con-
2- dition: £30.—Fooks, Elmer, Leathcrhead. [6391

13 Triumph Combination: £85.-59. Palfrey
Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd.. S.W. 8. (6660

TRIUMPH Combination, new, slishtly shop-soiled:
what txflers-Chappie, Odiham, Hampshire. (5968

TRIUMPH, 1912. 2^peed. dropped fnuue, just over,
hauled; £30.—Furze, Manuden, .Staustcd, Essex.

(5957
1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p.. chain, belt. lamps, horn, small
X«-' mileage: £95.—Fred Pollard, Pratt St.. Soham.

[6750TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p. Countershaft. lullv equipped;
£60.-Park 5541.-204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO.

TRIUMPH Combination, , countershaft. splendid
condition; trial; £75.-17, Heaton Rd.. Mitcham.

[6454
£20.—3i;h.p. Triumph, splendid ,-ippearance, good

running order.—King. Egrove Farm, Oxford.

TRIUMPH, 1920, renovated, practically unused;
bargain, £75.—Seen 32, Pembridge Gardens. W.

TRIUMPH Junior. 1920. accessories, as new; £55.
—Cress. 2, Barmouth Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.

[6314

All letters relating to advertisements should
Motor Cycles adve

BEST
BARGAIN
MART

IN STOCK TO DAY

NEW 1921 MODELS.
A.J.S. 7 h.p. CombiiL-ition. complete £215
ARIEL

.t'.
h.p. Combination £150

B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combinaliou £175
B.S.A. 4i h.p Combiilatioi. Model

K.: £149
B.S.A. .fl h.p. Combination, Model

H.- £152
MATCHLESS Model H.; Comb. . . £165
ENFIELD s h.p. Combination £160
NEW IIVIPERIAL 8 h.p. Comb. . . £168
BAT s hp. sprins frame Comb. . . £185
QUADRANT |! h.p. 3-5p(Cd Comb. £125

SOLO MACHINES.
DOUGLAS, ;,' h.^. ;-5pecd. all on £85
RUDGE, V lip.. I.O.M. model ... £85 1

ZENITH GRADUA, .j-5 h.p., sports
M.-M C £115

TRIUMPH, 1 h.p.. 3-spec<l. Model H £115
TRIUMPH, .| h.p.. 3-spo.d. chain

fbn- £125
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., :i h.p.. ;-sp. 66 gns.

CALTHORPE, 3 h.p., 2-sp., s-strokc SO gns.
LEA-FRANCIS, 3I h.p. t«in, 3-sp. £125
8.S.A., -1 1 h.p., 3-speed. Model K.j £107
B.S.A., il h.p.. 3-5peed. Model H.2 £110
NEW IMPERIAL, ;] h.p.. 3 spc.:d 70 gns.

CYCLE CARS AND LIGHT CARS.
MORGAN, s h.p., dc luxe, w.-c. . . £228
MORGAN, 8 h.p., Family Model.

w. c £235
G.N., 10 h.p.. Touring Model, fullv

equipped £241
COVENTRY PREMIER, duiamo.

dir kcv . £250
M0RRIS-C0WLEy,n.9h.p.,Sports

.\Kk.Ic1 £395

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
r.l::o ZENITH h.p. comiter;halt

Combin.ilion £115
to::! QUADRANT .('. h.p. Comb. £110
191O P. & M. Combination £85
iqi9 MORGAN, 8 h.p., Sportini;

Model £135
iQjo MORGAN, 8 h.p., de Lu.xe

M.xlel £1S5
rQr7 HUMBER 6 h.p. twin Comb. £95

SHOP-SOILED SIDECARS AT GRE.\TLY
REDUCED PRICES.

EXCHANGES. EXTENDED TERMS.

15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile Street, E.C.3.
'P/ioiu:: Ai'CiiM 5543.

'Graitis: " Elc£inocyca, Stock, Lo>kion.

ELCE
(?eo

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

DAN GUY, Wevmouth.— 1921 Triumph all-chain com-
bination : £175. Baby 2-stroke, £70, from stock.

[0623
TRIUMPH Combination (latel, new body and tyres,

overhauled, lamps: £85.-14, Eflra Parade, Brixton.
[6272

TRIUMPHS.-Fine assortment at prices to suit all.

3 months" guarantee given.—Ross, 86, High Rd..
Lee. [6244

TRIU.MPHS. 1919 T.T.. 1918 countershaft, both very
fine condition: £65, £57.—Terry, Arcade. Bed-

ford. [X4685

3 ill. p. Triumph, single gear, all aecessories, perfect

2 running order: £36/10.-Swift, 91, Langroyd.
Collie. [X4501

' JO 18 Countershaft Triumphs, perfect, from £50:
-l" combination, £70.-24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
-iuglou. [6461

BABY Triumph, 1920, as new, all accessories, lioenscrt.

£58- also 3'/'h.p., renovated, £40.—Llanfair, Llan-

dyssul.
"

[6053

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, 4h.p., countersliaft.

perfect ; £85, or separate.-I79, Brixton Rd..

S.W.9. .
[X4559

TRIUMPH 4h.p. and new Millford Corvette sidecar.

3-=peed, clutch; £75.—Marston, 31, Bridge St..

Chester. [6=43

TRIUMPH 1919 41i.p.. recently overhnulcd, perfect

coudition: £75.-Heliot, 11, Eliot Park, Lewishani

iS.E.13. [6t91

TRIUMPH, T.T., S'Mi.p.. po.sh machine (1921

Amac); the goods.—Smith, 229, Maryvale Rd„
Bournville. (X4607 ~

TRIUMPH S'ili.p.. S-speed countershaft, with coach-

built sidecn'r: £55 cash.-Rice, Hampton House
East Grinstead. _

[6575

1 Q14 41i.p. Triumph Combination. 3-8peed hub. tax,

-LU insurance paid: big bargain, f55.-Sinithj rnjl"^
Stony Stratford. (.6666

3ili.p. Triumph Combination, modernised. 2 speeds.

2 splendid condition: £36.-149, Sumatra Rd., « est

Hampstead, X.W. [6060

TRIUMPH. 1910 model. 2-speed and clutch: £22.—
W. Brandish and Sons, Triumph Garage. Fole.s

bill Rd.. Coventry. (X463a

TRIUMPH. 1917. 4h.p.. exceptionally fine condition;

£65: exchangcs.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:
Hampstead 1353. l^"^^

1O20 Triumph. Model H, absolutely brand new.
i-J/ makers' guarantee; £100.—Parkers, Station

Rd.. St. Ives. Hunts. [6772

7QI8 Countershaft Triumph. Sunbeam sidecar, all

1-V accessories, tax paid; £85; any trial.—Castle.

South Benneet, Essex. [5863

t Q18 Countershaft Triumph, mechanically perfect.

i-tf tullv equipped: £58.-Braemar, 17, St. Quiutin s

Av.. North Kensington. (6497

TRIUMPH, about 1912, splendid condition, complete
less power unit, tax paid; £10/10.—Dawson. 34.

Ampthill Rd., Bedford. (6510

TRIUMPH. 1912. clutch model, complete, lamps,

horn, tax paid, good order; £40.—The .Spalding

Motor Co., Ltd. Spalding. (5926

TRIUMPH, 1912, perfect condition, free engine,

clutch, just overhauled, re-enamelled; £40.—
Iliggiiis. Northfield, Tetbury. - (6726

TRIUJIPH 1913 Si.ih.p., clutch (new), Bo.sch, thci-

oughlv overhauled, guaranteed; bargain, £30.—
King. 2, Hafton Rd., CatJord. (6135

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Solo. 3-speed, kick start; £66.-
Newnham i^Iotor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd..

W.6. 'Phone Hammersmith 80. [6680

£45._4h.p. Triumph. 1915. not run 300 miles since

overhaul last December; trial by appointmenl.--

Linde, 10, Kensington Gate, W.8. [5862

TRIUJIPH. late W.D.. thoroughly overhauled, no

such value elsewhere; £60.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7. 'Phone: Kens. 4096. [6841

13 Countershaft Triumph, makers' colours, splen-

did condition: £68.—'Phone : Wanstead 48.

374. Grove Green Rd.. Lc-ytonstone. (5711

TRIUJIPH 1914 4h.p., 3-sreed. clutch very little

used perfect condition: £40.—Watson, Bank
House. Kew Bridge Rd., Brentford. (6590

1 O20 Triumph, 3-speed countershaft, just like new
JLi/ (not tenovotcdi. licensed, accessories; 77 gns.—

Fersflelil, Westhnry Rd.. New Maiden. [6632

TRIUMPH Junior, 1920, 2",4h.p., 2-BpeeTI, full equip-

ment licence paid: £50. or nearest offer.-Turnei.

1. North Terrace, Mildcnhall, Suflolk. (5964

TRIUJIPH Countershaft. 1919 or 1920 perfect

order; Coventiv district; no dealers; £75 spot

cash.-Box 741. cjo Uic Motor Cycle. (X462B

TRIUJIPH 4h.p. and Henderson 1920 Bl Sidecar.

Cameo wind screen, all lamps, horn, etc.; £85.-

28. Lower Addiscombe Rd.. E. Croydon. [6533

TRIUJIPH 4h.p.. late 1918. perfect condition, fallv

eciuipped. new 28x3 fliiiilop tax paid, eenuiiie:

£70. nearest.-UO. loiest Hill Rd.. S.E. [6C90

19'

quote the number at the end o? each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A3

rtised by private ownera are. when desired, marked (P^.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

VEBY Sportiug Tl-iiimi.l), 1921 tax paid, kick
starting. Klaxon, Tan-Sad; best ofler over £60-

- Broom, 88, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6961

TBIDMPH 191S 411. p.. S-speed, countershaft, in
perfect order: £65.—Smitl.'s, 86, Glialk Farm

Hd., opixjsite- Clialk F.irm Tube Station. [0658

1Q18 Countershaft _. _. ,

i«^ Sturniey g^jars. brand new bulbous sidecar, tax
paid; 80 gns.—9, C'hiuch R.J., Wiljosden. [6:

T.T. Triumpli, 1919, splendid condition, last and ..
lialile, Lucas lamps and horn; seen any time: ,£75;

—Four Crosses, ilarket Biayton, Salop. [X4499
4h.p. Triumph, 1918, 3-speed, clutch and kick starter

condition good throughout: nearest offer £75 —
Bo.Hlock, Ncwholm, ILeftwich Green, Northw.ich. [6725

TB-IUMrii 19:7t4 4h.p., countershaft, coachhnilt
sidecar, Lucas lamps. Klaxon, licence paid ; £90.

—Worhy, 34, Courland' (xJKiTe, Clapham, S.W. [66-58

TBIDilPH 1918 4h.p. Countershaft, enamel, plating,
and mechanism splendid condition, fullv equipped:

£75.-30, Crystal Palace Park Hd.^ .S.ydenham. [6483

l^.O.C.H. ar« Trininph Agent.3.—Combinations am,
J- solos, new and -econd-hand, in stock.—5, -IT©ath
.St., Hampstead (nr. Ifampstead Tube Station). [6081

"lOlS Coiuitershal't Tiitmiph Combination, windXef srreeu, lamps,, horn, complete, perfect condition
i95: after 6 p.m.-153, Philip Lane, Tottenham, X.15

[60171021 Triumph, chain drive, Gloria combination
X*^ nearly new, full- set lamps, horn, Easting screen,
1^-t; £145.—Engineer, Waterworks, Royston. Herts,

[68021Q20 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, fixed engine, Enr
-ttf lamps, horn, sjjares, exceptiona,! "machine
new condition; £80.-30, Tndor Ed'., Southend-c
.Sea. [5455
'T'RIUJtPH, kick starter, clutch model, excellentA condition, fully equipped, tax paid, ride awav;
absolute gift, £26.—Marks, 121, Acton Lane, Chiiswick," -4. [6.T47

£68: Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, sporting combina-
tion, speedometer, electric lishting, wind screen,

tax paid, rea.dy [or an.y jeutney..—166, Stockwell Rd.,
S.W. . [6549

1 C^ 20, (late) Gounterehaft Triumph; very little uscjl,
-£- «^ tyn^s uupunctuied, beuntifnJlj equipped, as new

;

cost over £140, sacrifice £105.-163, Francis Rd., -Ley-
ton, E.10. [6469

TRIUMPH 1913 31..I1.P.,. clutch and kick start, re-
bushed and overhauled throughout,, costing £11,

mechanically perfect; bargain, £39.-9, Riversley Rd..
Nuneaton, [6553

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919.. licensed, condition
new, Royal Easting, speedometer, fully eanipped

:

£S5: very fast and powerful—28a, Dariehurst St.,
KiUham. [6612

BASY Triuurph, August. 1920, complete with tools,
lamps. Klaxon, knee grips, spare belt, tube, plug,

ra:: paid; £60.—J. P. Eees, Tlie University, Edgbastun,
Birmingham. [X4454
-1020 Triumph, Model, H, 2.500 miles only, Cowey
-^^ speedometer. Klaxon, P. and H. lamps, tax
paid, splendid condition; £85.-139, Golders Green
R.I., N.W.ll. [6306
£?35.—Triumph Slijh.p., 1912; disc wheels, ailuminiuni
cW footboards. Klaxon.- BunlOp heavies., tools and
-pares, in good running, order, licensed.-Ca.pener, 5,
ship St., Depirord. [5912

TRIUMPH Combmatiion, 3-speed, hand clutch, kick
start, mechanical horn, etc., appearance as new

£98, or near.-Teeth, 769; Romford Rd., Manor
Park, London, E. [6296
'T'RIUMPH. 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, excellent
-*- condition, aaiy trial,, tax paid; £65, or nearest;
not. Sundays.—Richmond House, Crescent Rd. Shep-
perton-on-Thames. [6065,

035.-3H.h.p. Triumph, 1911, N.S;tr. 2-speed. clutch
f^^' free engine, adiusta,ble pulley, tax paid, honj,
lamps, good order; sacrifice.—Kenmare. 100, Spencers
Rd., Crawley. Sussex. [6567'

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, 1918,, 3-spced. K,S..
etc.. lully equipped, and in splendid ordtr

.cuar^nteed: any trial; £75.-33,, Hacktord Rd .

Brixton. S.W. [6935

f"tEOVDON Agent for Tiiumidi motor cycles. All
^^ models in stock re,^dy for immediate dcliveiy.-
Moore's Prasto Motor Works, Ltd: 145, North End
t "roydon. 'Phone : 2624. [134S'

TRIUMPH.—Best rallle in thoroughlv overhauled
Triumphs, all la,t;e models, £58: speciallv

selected, £60.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition
Rd., South Kensington. [6840

"[,0,21 Ttiuniijh Juniov, mileage 150, complete with
-*-t/ new Liu as lamps and horn, latest Cowey trip
FoeedonieTci, tax piiid: ... - ,- -,

-,

Abliotsford Ed., Bristol

HJ

j
The I

IVERY THINGm
I you WANT I
^ can always he found at the =
= Service Go's Showrooms at ^
^ the most competitive prices, =
= -for example

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1Q13 Triumph 4h,p., countershaft, rebuilt, new-»»' parts, W,D. model, indistinguishable from •

brand new; £75.-Barnett, 21, Rodborough Rd.,
(olders Green, London. [6139
T^RIUMPH Combination. 4h.p., 3-3peed Sturmey-
•«- Archer countershaft. 1919 model, complete; £85.
-Newah.am Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Hd., W.S.

Hammersmith 80. [66.79^Phone :

LEATHER MAP CASES
Or.D. Stirplu.s). _

All leather, as illustration, with stout leather ^zz

straps. Frout n" x 8"—faintly ruled i"square. 3^
WONDERFUL VALUE. =

POST FREE T/©' WORTH 2-/6. =
SERVICE =
GRIDS. =

Fit to Sideca _ ^_
Body. All weight ^\ Chester.'
sprung —• \^ry
strong — easily
fitted.

1 020 .Tumor Triumph, in .splandid condition, P. andJ-^ H, lamp:3, No, 120 horn, rear lamp, new tyre,
tax paid, all tools; a bargain. £57; as new.^Rhnsha. j3
Motor Co... Romford. Tel. : 95. [6846 -

1 014 Tritimiih 4h.p. Gombintition, S-speed, lamps, and ^
-B-«^ all ;iio<^saari(V. in perfe^'t condition, l)een stor*?d v
5 years; any trial; tax paid; best ofiej over £60.—T.
Bates, I'ertpuli;jlj, St. Xeots,, Hunts. [6C47

"IQ18 W.D. Triumph, overhauled by makers 1920,
J-*' excellent condition, 19-20 Mon-tyomcry :N"'>. 3
fjidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer, tools, manv spares;
£90.—Capt. Lewis. Drill Hall, Swansea. [5946

^r T Q20 Triumph Gloria Combination, Cameo screen,
:^ L*J lamps, mileage 3,500. engine 666] 1, owner-

driven, tax paid-, insurance till .January ; £ 12.0.—
Adams, Fen ton, 317, Squires Lane, Finehley, N.3.

r6746
1 QlS and 191-7 Triumphs. 3-speed. clutch, K.S., ce-
Xtf conditioned and overhauled, excellent ccndtiion,
from £52 in makers' colours; new coachbuilt sidecar.
£17.—Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton. [678n

GNS. Exchange.—1918 Triumph. 3 spe&Js
liitch. kirk start, very nice roomv sidfi^ar.

(ijJding chassis,, hood, screen, lamps, leE shields, tax
paid, smart; any examination; triaL—Seabridge (see

Exchange).
.

'

_
- r662e

Z=. 'JiRICMPHS.—We are the North London agentc., and— !
-«- can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-
um-belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Mu?-
ell, Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade. North

chley. [0382

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model;, cash
or deferred payments; book your order now, and

Z^i avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors. Ltd.,
=^1 South Side, Clapbt:m Common. S.W.4. 'Phone:. Brix-=

j
ton 2417.. r0504

London, E.G.4.—
new chain drives.

new chain-rnni-belt<^, solos and combinations ; immediati'
delivery: supplied ou easiest o£ easy terms; trade suii-

phed. " [4537

LATE 1918 Triumph Combination, 4h.p.. mi
scratched, as new, 1921 Watsonian, all on, tax

y.aid. 50-mile trial; £87; 2"'4h.p. Douglas exchange
onsidered.— 8:, Ambush St., Higher Opeushaw, Man-

[6485

= 78

I
=

I

>vell

I =|FiDi

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,
Triumphs, all model<; in stK:k,

C.'tRKl.'^GE
P.\ID 2T 6.

accept hest ofler.

-

-iloflat, 25,

[5988
"1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph, S-speed, clutch and kick starter,
J^tf lamps, liorn, speedometer, tax paid, machine iir
(Splendid condition, only done 2,500 miles; price £87/10
—Bimcan and Shepherd, S3, The Parade, Goldei's Grccii

[6008

" SERVICE " NO. 1

BELTED SUIT.
(.•'is Illustrated).

zz: Made of Extra Stout Double— Twin interlined rubber. Jacicet
D.B. 40iiis. long, wind cuffs,m storm collar, Four out pockets.= TACKET ST ,6= SEATLESS TROUSERS 36 6= OVER.ALL 25 'B— All seams, stitched solutioned

=z and taped giving absolute we&iher

^ protection.

=: TRIED, TESTED, AND= PROVED RELIABLE.
Z^ State Ghest and Inside Leg
=: ileasucemeuts.

HELMETS.
\ (As Illustrated)

J^
Take the sting out of wind and rain

and protect the hair from. dust.

TAN" CHKOME LE.ATIIER.
Lined cotton fleece.

POST PAID -l-l'S.

"^
289-293,H!ChHolborn 1

LONDON, W.c. =
Telephone : Holborn 6430.

Telegrams :
' Admittedly, London."

TRIUMPH C.S". Slaorting Combination, Mead and
Deakin Canoelet sidecar, discs, lamps, etc:, new

tvrej .nnd tubes, new 1920 S.A. gear box, splendid
cotidition; any triat; what offers ?—33, Hacfeford Rd,,
Brixton, S.W. [6934

^' 1 QSO T. T. Triumph, SVjh-p., fixed eu&ine. 600 mikv
z^ XO only, condition as new; £68 nett tor fasli, oi

r:r would t;ike brand' new 1,921 Sh.pL Rover oar in ex-^ 1 b;inge with ea.sh adjustment.—Box 4,920, l/o The
:= Uolor Cycle. [6206

''ZZ\ "I Q20 Trmmph,. 4h-p., 3 speeds, countershaft.
;^;l XJ^ polished discs, indistinguishable from new, pei-

:~i feet running, -£85: or witli new unused 1921 I^ront-

;rz! ?oraerv sidecar. £115.-55, St. Clement's ^Mansion?.= 'Linie"Rd., Fulham. [6604

=
1 rpmuMPH, renovated, new April, 1921, and new Ex-

;—;! X celsior eoachbnilt sidecar, bulhona backed locker,

—

;

tools. Millers lamps, 2 generators, tox paid, practically— new outfit; leaving Ehglaud Jidy ; £120;-Ibbotson,
Fillongley. Coventiy. [X4I43

TRIUMPHS ! Triumphs !— Only a lew W.D:
machines left, that have been Iboroughli' over-

hauled in our own works-; from £65.—Triumph
Spenali'^ts, Tlie Hackfiord Engineering Co., WS, Hack-
fold Rd., Bri.'iton. S.W.9. [6932

TRIUMPH Model H., mileage 1,6G0, appearant^e a-^

new. caietuUy run iu' by exiiert owner, lamps,

liberai: spiu-es,, hcensed; any trial or inspection:, first

reasonable ofEer over £90 secures.—Competitor,. 6.. Clar-

ence Cresceut, Windsor. [6903

"I Q20 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, peiieet condition, tax
-*-«^ paid, lamps, and all- accessoriee,, spare valves and
springs, spare belt, spare long exhaust if want«l, spare

^lu!,^ also repaic outfitf. bargain. £85.-S., ** Idleho^ir,"

Avenue Gardens, Horler, Surrey. [6140

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, brand new
tvrcs a,nd tubes, 1920 S.A. o-speed gear box,

clutch, K S., etc.. new Dunhill sidecar (cost £35),
the complete outfit fully equipped; £110, or near

ofier.—33. Hackford Rd.. Brixton, S.W. [6933

TRIUMPH, brand new, but slightly shop-soiled,

1921 model, fitted with all-chain drive, 3-speed.

kick starter, hand clutch, usual price £125; sacrifice

£112/10; this special offer cannot be repeated.—Wil-
kins, Simpson, Opposite Olympia,, London. [6235

TRIUMPH 4h.p., brand new. chain-drive, 1921
model, just arrived from works, in stock for

immediate delivery; £125;. secure now at makers'

latest reduced: price; easy payments axranged--^Wil-

kins, Simpson, opposite Olynipia, London. [6037
lT=

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and iJie date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desii-ed. marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Tihimph,

20 (April) Triumpli and Montgomery sldecur,

large P. and H. lighting set, Bonniksen, Lucas
horn, spares, mechanically pevlect and condition as

new; cost £170.—Oilers to Chai-les, c/o Sadler. 64.

Castie St., W.C.2. 1921 Enfield conabination wanted.
[6442

WAJsTED. purchasers lor any mnke of new 1921
Triumpl; motor cycles; and conibinotiona, for

immediate delivery. Tour present machine taken in

part exchange: full market value allowed; distance no
object.—E. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southpbrt. Tel.: 607. [0646

TRIUi\rPH Combination, en^^ine No. 43277, latest

gear change, special show model, polished cr;nk
case, Ace black di^cs. Stirling legshields, Terry pillion

seat. Lucas lamp and horn. Sin. new tyree, spar*^

chain, belt, valves, piston rings, etc., new Stanford
black bulbous back sidecar. Cameo wind screen, ccver-

all apron, luggage grid, engine recently overhauled
bv Triumphs; the whole absolutely Al: bought car;

£120.—Craddbck, 64, Lysways St., Walsall. [X4606

Velocette.

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Velocette in stock.
[0486

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of nil
|

models Telocette.-Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-

1

hamptoa. [X3822

"I Q15 Velocette, accessories, several new parts; bar-
J-«7 gain, £32. must sell.—Lawrence, 86, Hargwyne
S.t.. Stockwell, S.W.9. [X4591

Id 16 2»4h.p. Velocette. 2-8peed, all-ohain, Bosch,
LtJ SenKprn;-, tyre Al, licensed, all on; any trial:

£36, no offers.—Penney, Surveyor, Brinscnll, Lanes.
,

rX4509 '

VELOCETTE. 1921. completely equipped, including!
Ijucas accessories an'd 1921 licence, cost £85.

scarcely soiled; an unrepeatable bargain. £65.—The
Layton Garages, 90, High St.. Oxford. Phone: 581,

T.A.: Integrity. Oxford. [6812

j Q21 Velocette.—Latest models, with new pattern
XtJ internal expanding front brake, now actually

in stock : 2Vih.p. 2-speed £75. 3-sneed £85, ladys
open frame £78. The aristocrat of the lightweights.-

Buy vour machine direct from the Velocette Special-

i=ts. the Premier JMotor Co.. Aston Rd.. BirminKham,
[X4549

Verus.

"1 Q20 2^4h.p. Verufi-Blaekbume, oluminium discs.
J- *y enamelled black, ridden 250 miles, tax paid

:

£80.-Sbepherd, Enfield Highway. Teh: Waltham CroB.'^

31. [0656

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Verus Model; cash or
deferred payments ; book your order now and

avoid disappointment later.-Burlington Motors. Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W .4. 'Phone: Brix-
ton 2417. [0502

VERUS-BLACKBURNE 1921 2-';h.p., special over-
head valve engine, complete equipment, includ-

ing licence, muny spares, a very fine competition 1

model; £85.—The Layton Garages. 90. High St..

Oxford. Phone : 581. T.A. : Integrity. Oxford.
[6810

Villiers.

FOR Sale or Exchange. 2-stroke Villiers (Sun),
splendid order; £35. — Horsfield, Overseal.

Burton. [X4560
Vindec.

£21; Bh.p. Vind*? combination, 2-speed, perfect, anv
trial.-Willis, 237. Derinton Rd.. Tooting, S.W.17.

[6336
1019 2Vih.P- 2-stroke Vindec, lamps, tools, in llrst-
Xt? chids order; £45.-26, Holland Rd., East Hnni.
E.6. [5981

Wanderer.
£15.—Wanderer 3h.p.. 2-specd. good order.-177.

Westminster Bridge Rd.. S.E.I. [6800

Wilkin.
1 Q21 4h.p. Wilkin, 3-speed Sturmey. brand new

:

Xt? our price £95. list price £130.—Edwards. 50.
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [6782

Williamson

1 Q15 8h.p. Water-cooled Williamoou and new sidecar.
M-iJ tompiete with hood, screen, etc., new tyres, just
been completely overhauled; price £120.—The Choughs
Engineering Co., Ltd., Teovil. [X4345

Wolf.
^ih.p. Wolfe 2-stroke. 2-speed. ride away; £33.—F.^2 Bridle, Beaminster, Dorset. [6334

Q 3.h.p. Woll-Jap, guaranteed: bargain, £26.-215,
I

'-"J 4 Commercial Rd.. Pcckham, S.E.15. [6134

WOLF l"-.h.p., C.A.V,, B. and B.. perfect running
'

order, belt and tyres good, tax paid; £17/10;
after 6.30.—66, Dalmeny Av., Norbury, S.W.16. [6517

WOLF-J.A.P. 1921 23ih.p., 2-,^p€ed, kick starter,
hand clutch, lamps, horn, eoiled only: £42/10.—

Bntterworth's Garage. 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. '

Phone: Streathom 2813. [5428

TXT"OLF.—Sole ogeuts for London. South of Thame<;.
» » and district. We are now fixing enb-agencies,

and invite enquiriea—BurlingtoD Motore, Ltd., South
Side, Claphom Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brixton 2417.

E0508

TYRES

SURVIVE

6 YEARS
CONTINUOUSM
and Still like

Charlie's Aunt

24, Armlhorpe Road,

Ranmoor,
Sheffield.

2ndMayA92\.
Sirs,

In 1915 I bought

an 8 h.p. Chater-Lea,

fitted with Kempshall

Tyres. The tyres have

been in continuous

use for SIX years, and

are not yet worn out.

I think this is a

wonderful record of

service.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed)

W. H. Berisford

THE KEMPSHALL
TYRE CO.. (Eu^ip.) Ltd..

9T-9B, LOPE Acr«, LONDON, W.C,2

'PhoDer-!44 Gorrard (2 lines).

fGraiiu
—"Studlets, Rand, London.

Cambridge St. Rubber
Works, MANCHESTER.

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wooler.

1Q20 Wooler. fully equipped; 65 gns.. or exchange.±U —61, Jephson Ed., Forest Gate, E. [6736

WOOLER 1920. extra good order, lamps; £65. or
otfer.—64. Fortlibridce-Ed., Clapham, S.W.lt.

[6765

WOOLEE, 1921 ; immediate delivery from stock.—
Lockwood's, Commercial Bd., Eastbourne, Snsses

acents. [2615

WOOLEB. 1920V>. lamps, Clavrite horn, footboards,

tax paid, excellent condition ; £60.—Nelson, Barn»-
il.de, Burueside, Kendal. [6656

1Q20 Wooler. 2"'ih.p., semi-T.T., special engine, con-,.
X«7 dition better than new, appearance as new. acces-

i sories. tax paid; £65.-Langlord's, 37, Cricklcwood
Broadway, N.W.2. [6738

WOOr.ER 2''',h.p. Tourist Model, 1920, shop-soiled
only, lamps, Cowey horn, at the bargain pric.

of £87/10 for cash only.—Mebss, 156, Gt. Portlana

.St.. W.l. 'Phone: Lnngham 2230. [6098

£60.-1920 Wooler, Cowey horn. P. and H.. foot-

boards, footrests, complete set spares, mileage

I 1.000. just decarbonised first time; excellent condition
throughout, genuine bargain, or exchange countershaft

. Triumph.-Hurst Lodge, Hadley Ed., Barnet. [6282

Zenith.
ol Reading, have Zenith 1921 5h.l

1 Q21 8h.p. Zenith, model H. K.S.;
Xt/ 139, Finchley Ed., N.W.3.

TULIA.N'S,
'f stock. [0182

D.-VN GUY. Wevmouth.— Zenith agent, early delivery
all models. [0556

Morriss.
(5994

ZENITH 1913 6h.p.. splendid condition; £45, a har-

Kain.—Longney, Oswestry. [X4100

1021 Zenith, sports, all on. tax paid; cash £105.—
LV 74, Handiroft Rd., Croydon. [6421

ZENITH 1921 5h.p. Sporting Model, shop-sni!ed

only; £100.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. (6345

ZENITH 3'..h.p., excellent condition, all on. Tan-
Sad; £35.-17. Heaton Rd., Mitcham. (6452

£35.—4h.p. Zenith. Gradua gear, new tyres, splen-

did condition.—King. Egrove Farm. Oxford.
[X4566

IQ14 Special 6h.p. Zenith. C.S. gear. £65; also

i-'J 1915 5h.p. model, £60.—Ross. 86. High Rd.,

Lee. [6247

ZENITH 1920 Sports Model, 6h.p., condition as new;
£95.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Bir-

nmehaiu. (6210

1 Q 14-15 4b. p. Zenith. Bosch mog., perfect, tax paid;
LU must sell; £46.-257, Cavendish Hd., Balhnm.
^W.ll. [6587

ZENITH, £50.-Sidecar or solo, Gradua gear, 6h.p.,

good condition; any trial; bargain.—Ellum.
r..kesdawn. [6468

ZENITH. Model C. 1921. shop-soiled only; £110.—
Hcwin's Garages, Ltd., The Heal Service Finn,

aton. .

[6176

1 Q20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith , Combination,
XU speedometer, electric lights; £135.-53. Bns-
ion Rd.. S.W.9. [6890

ZENITH 8h.p. Sporting Combination, licence, all

on beautiful condition; £98.- Burns. Prehen,

lie Rd., Purley. [6475

FO C H. for Zeniths.—New and second-hand machines

in stock.— 5. Heath St.. Hampstead luear ll-iiup-

slead Tube Station). (6082

1Q19 Zenith 6b.p., . first-class condition, lamps.
i-U tools, spare belt; £80, or near offer.—Ro.val

Berks Motors. Reading. [6127

1 Q20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith, fitted with Hender-
Xt7 son sidecar, splendidly equipped, mileage 1.500;

; 110.-37, Arlington Ed., Snrbiton. [6583

r.T. Zenith-Gradua, 5-6h.p. twin, perfect condition,

speedometer, lamps, disc wheels, licence paid.—
Eandall, Garfield Ed., Chingford, Essex. [6057

ZENITH 4h.p.. 1915, speedometer, lamps, all on, ex-

cellent condition; £45; bargain.—Goad, 122,

Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [6428

ZENITH 6h.p. Canoelet Combination, all accessories,

splendid order; £70; exchange lower power.—C.S..
14. Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E 3155. [6913

SPORTING Zenith, used only 6 weeks, 5h.p., 1920,

honestly good 'bus; trial or expert examination;

£85.—Gibson, Stanstead, Sutton, Surrey. Tel. : 1105.
[6767

"I Q 19 8h.p. Clutch Zenith-Miltord Combination, com-
XJ/ pletely equipped, engine just overhauled, excel-

lent condition; ofiers.—Clark, Trinity Hall. Cambridge.
[6350

1Q20'2 Sh.p. Sports Zenith, mileage about 2.500,

Xi/ licence, insurance, tools, spares, accessories;

£85—1, Grosvenor Rd., near Golf Links, Muswell Hill.
[6360

OA>'77^-' Twin Zenith Combination, 1915. stored

t/U during war. riddeir four times since, whole
r.utfit as new; a gift at £85,—Carr, 39, Newman St..

\V.
' [6891

1 4113 Zenith. 6h.p., Gradua. Bosch, B. and B., sjilen-

Xf? did condition, large C.B. sidecar, fair condition

'heavy Dunlops, tax paid; nearest £65.-

I The Motor Cycle.

Box 4,884. c/<*

[6001

All lettei'S relating to advertisements shoiiiU quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. A35
Motoi' Cvclcs au'tci ti!,ed by orivate onner-s arc. when desired, marked Ji'i-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

8h.p. Spmiiiig Moilel Zenith, 1920 raoilel. brand n;BW

but e^Iightly shop-soiled; £110.—Thf: I'^-ston

Garages, 90. Hish St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. Teh:
Integrity, Oxford. [6818

ZIlNITH 8h.p., 1917, kirk start, clutch, Norton
coachbuilt sidecar. Easting screen, smart appear-

ance, mechanically sound; £100; appointment.—Par-
risli, Beacontree Heath. Romford. [6599

ZENITH, late 1920. 8h,p., countershaft, lamps, horn,
tax paid, complete with Swan sporting sidecar,

absolutely as new, very smart outfit; £145; exchanges.
—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone; Hampstead 155.3.

[6424
"1019 (Dec.) Sh.p, Specially Built Sports Zenith, in

At' grtind condition, new tyres and belt, discs, long
bras.s eshnnst, done 80 ui.p.h. on Brooklauds; cost

£140. sncjifice £105.—Apply. 22, Bu'^kland St., Ne^
North Rd.. N.l. [6886

Q^ BORE 1921 Brand New Racing; Model Zenith,
»-'" 90 mm. bore o.h.v., J.A.P. engine; a unique
oli'er to those who deJight in sheer speed; £146.—
Eric Williams. Ltd.. The Motor Cycle Depot, Wor-
cester. 'Phone : 495 [6644

ZENITH Sh.p., 1920, clutch, kick start, special
Patey .sidecar, complete with hood, wind screen,

horn, speedometer, tools, etc, tax paid, mileage 1.800,

as new; £145.-12, Kendrick Mews, South Kensington
Station. Kensington 7276. [6788

1 Q14 SJiih.p. Zenith-Gradua Coachbuilt Ccmbina-
-LU lion, ta.\ paid, fully eqixipped, 3 heavy Dun-
lop5. Bosch. B. and B.. electric light, jnst been over-

hauled, must selJ; £52, or would" sepai-ate. -27, Flax-
ton Rd., Plumstead. London. [6340

FOR Sale. Zenith 1919 6h.p., delivered 1920, lamps,
speedometer, Klaxon, knee-grips, F.E.W. \alve

attucliuients, front tyre very good condition, back tyre
brand new, Dunlop IVlasnum oversize; £85.—Rogen-
hager, R.A.F.. Duxford, Camtas. [6365

ZENITH 4-5h.p., clutch and K-S., engine just ovei-
litiuled by J.A.P. (receipts shown), tyres (Sunstone)

and belt almost new, all accessories, speedomet-ei, and
spares, condition guaranteed perfect, tax paid; any
trial given; price £70.—B.. 11, Pleasant Place, Essex
Rd., N. After 6 p.m. [6885

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Model Levis, 2i/4h.r., new condition
6, ]:)ouglas Rd., Heme Bay.

30/-

No. 204 HEAD LAMP SET
Absolutely reliable, suitable for all maltes of Motor

Cycles. VV"itc for particulars;

D.OUGLAS, 2-speed,
tion. licensed: £3

5-6h.p- Twin C.B.
good condition; £35, ofiers.-

£45.-
[6693

olutel), new tyres, good condi-
tion, licensed; £33, snip.—46, Shaw Rd., Black-

pool. [X43a7

AS a Lady's Motor Cycle, the Ivy is It.—Send for
rle'aiU frnin the Midland agents. Frank Whit-

worth, Ltd., Birmingham. "~

rX4180
^B.h.p. Calthorpe-.Jap. 2-speed, free engine, excellent
""W-* condition, almost new ; lesson with pleasure;
would accept £44.-48, Ditton Rd., Snrbiton. [6120

LADY'S Douglas, 2%h.p., 3-speed, kick start, lamps,
horn, good condition, good running order, tax paid

;

£70.—Hartley, 67. Wigorn Rd., Bearwood, Eirminghani.
!DJ - [6637

Aliscellaneous.
3h.p. Motor Cycle, new tyres, belt, tax paid; £14.—

SJumner. Bridge St., Darwen. [5884
3Ii,p. jMolor Cycle, 2-speed. tax paid; £18.—George. .

31, Somerford Grove, Tottenham, London. [6143
|

Combiuntion. Gindo, Bosch, E.B..
-Nicholson, 59, High-

bury Quadrant, London, N. [6415

BARGAINS.-New O.K.'s. Ariels. Harleys, Omegas,
Quadrants; e-xchangea entertained. — Booths

Jlotorie;, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New 4V:.h,p. Quadrant and sidecar,
£125; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—Booths

Motorics, Halifax

BARGAINS.—1920 Indian Combination, dynamo
lighting, screen, £145/10;- G.W.K. light car, de-

tachable -vUeels^ £155/10.—Booths Motorics, Hali-
fax.

'
"""

"' " •' ....
counter

. - ., . , 3-speed,
chain drive, £39/ 15.—Booths Motories, Halifax. "

B.VRGAINS—7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed. £29/10; 6h.p.
Chater-Lea and sidecar, £30/10. — Booths

Afotories, Halifax.

field lightweight, 2-speed,
._ _ riumph, £26/10; 3'/2h.p.

Ariel, £55/10; J.E.S. motor set on cycle, £17/10^-
Booths Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS. - 3Vi;h.p. 1914 P. and M., £49/10;
nearly new 1921 2-speed Omega. £51/10- 1920

O.K.. £35/10; 1920 Scott. £87/10—Booths Motories
Halilax

BARGAINS.—4h.p. Douglas. 3-speed, £59/10; 1915
2';ih.p. Douglas. £37/10; new 1921 Rudge

Mn!ti, £85.—Booths Motories. Halifax.

"IDEAL"

SIDECAR

LAMP.

Similar m construction to 19/4 J_i,mo, but havma
i^in. diameter lens, and also Ruby Lens in rear.
List No. 205. Price 8/6 each. Plated finish.

SIDE LAMP.
List No. 19/4.

Price 16/- each
Rt ht or Ipfttittm

SIDECAR LAMP.
List No. 19 /2

Price 6 - each

MADE
TO

LAST.
• le fr m olid brass tiniel

and tlircaded at joints E\ pry
part of Bol d construction
Th 39 1ft nps may be taten to

for clcani it; and ^\ ill rema u alight
111 the stronge-st gale. Best quality lensea
are fitted, and can be easily replaced if
liroken These laniD^ v,-in last as lone as

the macliiiies they are nsed on, and are absolately rnstle^a

BARGAINS.—8h. p. Matchless combination,
shaft senr, £49/10: 4i/41i.p. James,

BARGAINS.—3h. p. Enfiei
£35/10: 3V-jh.p. Trii

"DAY BEAM"
ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFITS
Solo £5 5 0. Combination £7 7 0.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS FREE.

BARGAINS.-Shop-soiled 1920
O.K., £43/10: ditto 2-speed,

models : 2^4h-p.
. £54/10: 2">:|h.p.

Omega-Jap, 2-;peed. £67/10; Harlev-Davidson and
eitlecar, £139/10: 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/10:
exchanges entertained. Pay "ns a, visit.—Byoths
Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel.": 1062. [6L95

Licence Holders
(For Motor Cycles),

Number plate fitting, as illustra-

ted, complete with outs and
screws.
List No. 214. 3/6 each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clips and screws.
Price 4/- each
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

complete attachment for fitting to either woodwork 01
metal work. List No. 216. 3/6 each.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous. .

AUTO-WIIEEL, pei-fecfc, tax paid. £9/10; F.N. 2^4
h.p.. 2-speed, free engine, perfect condition, ride

to purchaser oO miles.-6, Ruskin Rd.. Crewe. [5937

COMBINATION, twin M.A.G., 3 speeds, countershaft,
hood, screen, kick start, £33; Douglas 2.%h.p., 2-

speed clutch, splendid order, £27.—Clarendon Works,
jHump-nge Rd., Bordesley Green, Birmingham. [^4530

VICTORY Garage, Victory Garage.—Triumphs.
Doiiglases, Clynos, Indians, Nortons. Zenith.';, aii

at bargain prices; accessories, tyres, tuhes, machines
overhauled and tuned.—Write or call, 2b, Denmark
Rd., Camberwell. [6302

Al Opportunity.—Exceptional bargains in sho]>
soiled motor cycles and combinations for cash 01

the easiest of easy terms, no extra charge.—Write,
'phone, or call at Wauchope's, Shoe Lane, Loudon.

[4535
31h.p. Ai'iel Combination. 1921 model, condition as

2 hew, all in, has not done 500 miles, any tiial,

mech.iuical or otherwise ; also a 2i4h.p- New Hudson
lightweight, 1920 model; ill-health reason of selling.-
Applv. A.W. Sutton, Newsagent and Confectioner, Hiph
St.. Sandy, Beds. _ [6075

F.O.C.H, for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arrauged;

any new motor cycle combination or car supplied.
cash or easy payments. ~ Fair Offer Car House. 5,

Heath St.. Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Sta-
tion).. ^Phone : -Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. includ-
ing Saturdays. ' ..

"- - [60B7

FOR Sale, motor cycle, ridden and finished in the
1921 Junior Tourist Trophy Races, in perfeci

mechanical condition, and complete with spares, tools,

etc., licensed, fine machine for hill-climbs or competi-
tion work, machine guaranteed to be in top-hole con-
dition, with excellent linish; accept best offer over

£85; photo and details on application; carriage paid
to any part of England.—Box 4,885, c/o The Motor
Cycle. .

[6002

BATCHELOR'S Bargains.—1920 Metro-Tyler. 2-

speed, tax paid, £45; 1919 Douglas, 2-speed, ac-

cessories, tax paid, £55; 1916 Douglas, accessories. t;ix

paid, £45; 1918 8h.p. Clyno combination, aecessorie?,

£30: 1920 P. and M., tax paid, accessories. £90; 1920
i\^ew Hudson, 2-speed, brand new, £55: 1920 Sun, 2-

specd, kick start, brand new, -£55: 1920 Sparkbinok.
2-speed. brand new, £56; 1916 Enfield 3h.p.. 2-Epeed.
tax paid, £40; 1921 4h.p. Bradbury, chain drive, and
Montgomery sidecar, brand new lot, £125; 1921 4h.p.

Triumph and Montgomery sidecar, brand new, £140:
1921 Clyno Sh.p., spring frame combination, brand
new, £175; 1921 Sh.p. Chater-Lea combination, brand
new. £160; 1921 Douglas, all on, 2%h.p. model, £85-;

1921 Zenith sports model, kick start, £130.—Batchrlor.
36, Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thames. [6727-

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO Wheel, excellent condition; bargain, 10 "gns.

J\. —4. Albert Bridge Rd., Battersea. [6136

GENUINE Wall Auto-Wheel, complete, splendid con-

dition • £12/10.—Hurrays, 37a, Charles St., Hatton
Giirden, Holborn. [X4503

1 Q21 Young Engine Attachment, accessories, and
Xtf bicycle complete; cost £30, accept £20.—Gray's
Garage, Watford.

"

. [5974

1 Q20 Auto Wheel, perfect condition, not run 50
Si*y miles, cost £27/10 plus 30/- tax; sacrifice 13

gns.—24, Gunthoi-pe Rd., Walton, Peterborough.
[6153

3h.p. Eriggs and Strntton Aut.o-\nieel. 1921, pcn'ect

conthtion : special reasons for sale; £25,~ iirclud-

ing tax and spnres.—Fleetwood I'aul, Eoorley tireen,

Botley, Hants. [0643

A'
UTO-WHEEL, model de luxe, nearly new, fitted

to gent"** Golden Suubeiiiu, 2-speecl
.
ge^ir, oil

i bath •Tear ease; .sell together £27/10, or separate.—
^ Buttcrworth'.s Garnse. 64, Mill Lane. Brixton Hill.

I'Phoue: Stieatham 2813. [5430

F'OR Sale or Exchange. Young' motor attachment.

icn.Dl<>te vii'i ladv's cycle [good running order]

;

l£20 or exchange for 2'^h.p. lady's model M.C., 2-apeed,

kick start and clutch.— Marriott, High St., Kibworth
I Beauchamp, Leicestersliire. [5856

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.

SOLO and Combination for hire. London and Essex
districts.-Box 4,949, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6883

MOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday, 42/6; 1

week, 85/-; combination _52/6 and jllO/^; write

further information.—Maudes'.
W.l.

Portland
[X2672

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

TRICARS FOR SALE
2h.p. V

_ riv

-177rHa'tfi6ld Rd., St. Albans.

HUMBER Tricar, 1914, . _ .

as new, 2-6peed, chain drive, cone lorecor
find M. engine,

£30.
[5915

TRADE. >? ^^J P>

IT\
RIM & PATENTS LT9

i-AWDEN RP BDRDE5LEY BIRMINCHAM

.

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.

INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue
iree.—Rayner, 10-12, George St.. Blackpool.

[X7033

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for

invalid and disabled.—Parliculars. Argson Eng.
i Co.. Ltd.. 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. 12647

A 36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marke'i '"*
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MOTOR SCOOTERS.

A.B.C. SkootamoU, 1921, new: £33.—Frank Whit-
wortli. 139, New St., Birmingham. [X4178

ATJTOPED Scooter, nevf 1921, sMt, (l.raamo ; fl7.-E
Cliapiiell, 6, Tborlev St., Uislioii's Stortford, Hert.s.

r5973
AUTOPED Scooter, as new; £12; no offers; no ap-

prcval.—Bradwel], 4, Sandygate Rd., Folkestone.
[6136

SKOOTAMOTA for Sale, excellent condition, little

used; offer wanted.—Write, Colliding, Hundred,
Eomsey. (6684

1 021 Skootamota, jiist received from works, in
itf crate; £31/10. — 54, St. James St., Aslited,
Birmingham. [X4179

KIXG.SBUBY Scooter, 1920, obsolutely new: cost
£45, .iccept £25.-MnrraTs, 37Q, Charles St., Hntton

G:ir<leii. Hulboru. [X4504

AUTOPED Scooters.—1920 sliop-soil^d model, com-
plete with (lyniinio liglitiuK, head, tail lamp, etc.

:

f20.-P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birniinc-
hiilii: . [6209

.B.C. Sltootamotas, 35 gns. : Mobile Pup scooters,
25 gn?. : all brand new at these special prices;

ciehvered free anywhere in Great Britain.- Egertous,
Northgatc. Ipswich. 'Phone: 962. [3335

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
SANDIIA.M'S make thousands of hoods every year;

50 - each. Ffrst quality twill waterproof.

S^NDUilS.—Tlie Sandnni Patent Wind Screen of 100
PO.'.ition'i, as %hov-n at Olympia. Finest screen

on tlio market: 90^.

A-^

SANDIIAM EDgineering Co.. Ltd., 336. Gray's Inn
Rd.. W.C.I. 'Pbone : Museum 3427. [0635

TOLEDO Hood, highest grade, brass fittings, 47/6;
fittings, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd.,

ToUenham, London. [4754

GREAT Rednctions.-Hoods at 45/-. 72in. twill 11/6
jier yai-d, celluloid 17/- per sheet; come and

inspect our latest models.—Ilertules Ilbod C^., 698,
Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [3539

BODIES.

most renowned sidecnr

SANIIIIAM Engineering Co,
Rd.. LcnJoii, W.C.I. Phone

Ltd.,

SANDUM. tlic largest nod
lioOy builders in country.

SANDUAI3 hove put ou tlie mnrket over 10.000 side-
<.;ir Liodies,

SA^"DUiIS have the only ndult 2-seater bo<ly on the
mnrket wtiii ii is not unsightly. Writo for oui

Dual-purpose Body catalogue.

OANDUMS Repair Bodies and Chnssis of any mnkeO with the uso ot up-to-dnto machinery in four
lartoriea.

336, Gray's Inn
Miueum 3427.

[0634
"Y^'EXUS Step Bodies are the best for old chassis.

VTENCTS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and Tory smart.

\rENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong ond light,

hut night unsightly. Get one. i

VENUS BwlierJ are made in a factory and supplied !

direct. Catalogue iree. I

s'US Sidecar Co.. 6-14, Gourley St.. S Tottenham.:
[0519

SIDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, best quality; £7/7 ,

original £12/12.-64. BiEhopsgate, London. [0614 i

NEW Body, sent 2, painted Mue-black, locker, etc.;,'

only want*; seeing; hiir^'ain.— 10, Courcy Ed.. I

yEXL

Hurnsey.

LARGE Coachbuilt Sidecar Body
seat fitted, nearly new; £10, offers

Victoria Rd., Sutton.

SIDEC^VR Bodi»s.
bodies; £12- each

Rd.. Brixton, S.W.

[5858-

hood and child's
Smith. 7.

;

[6355
\

Trto brand new Harley-Davidson I

worth double.—33, Hackford !

[6931 i

TOURIXG Sidecar Body, complete with child's seat, i

Cameo, apron, good condition; i!7'10.—Toronda !

Works, Chapel Grove. Addlcstone. * [6610

;

RIDEEZI Bodies in art colours ond finish from !

£6,10. Inspect our champion 2-fieater.—Sidecar
Body Co., 25, Upper Clapton Ed., E.5. [5685

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-
class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.—The
Wiliowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

SIDECAR Bodies, touring, tandem, bulbous back,
sporting, liKhtweiRht. stepped mwleUi ; few clearance

lines cheaji. Call, io.siject, and he fitted same day.—T.
Williams, Manufacturer, 9, Lower Chatham St., Oxford
" ' ^' • '- [X4578Ed., Manchester.

BASTOXE'S for coachbuilt bodies {no better
I. lit'.iiier house}, sporting models, bulbous back and

step partem. AH at low prices. Call or send vonr re-
nmrem^nts.— 228, LV-ntouville Rd., King's Cross. Lon-
don. X.l. T--1. : 2481 North. [6851

v'C.tlT

TAYLORS
Sole London and District

Agents for A. J. S. and British

Excelsior Motor Gjcles.

We have them in Stock
The famous

winner of the following

TOURIST TROPHY RACES
Junior
19 14
1 9 2 O

1921
Senior

1921
Think it over!
A 2| h.p. A.J.S. beat the

field of 31 h.p. racing mounts

We Can give immediate delivery of

the 7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, and

earh- delivery of the 2J h.p. Sports

Model. Simimer is here, and the

open road with all its beauty and
pleasure is at your command
— NOW is the time to act.

A.J.S. 7 h-P- Combination . . £215

AJ.S. 2|h.p. Sports Model £105

IVIatchless, Enfleld, Ariel, P.&M.,

Triumph, Excelsior, O.K., B.S.A.,

Scott, G.N., etc., in Stock at

Agents' Lowest Prices.

Any make of machine supplied on our

EASY PAYMENT SYSTEM.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms

—

niotor Cvclcs find Can.
52-53, Sussex Place. Soulh Kensington.

Accessories Simre Part* in 1 Rr-p xirs,

21a, Store Street,Tottenham Court Road,W.C.i.

Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C-I
GaroKO: Tottenham Court Road. W.l.

Tele hones: Acce=isorio^ and Bepaira, Museum 12ID
Motor Cycle?* and Cars. Kcnainsfton 7'2G 1

Teletrram'*: "Dynametro, Wcsti'ent, T.ondno.'

' BODIES.
SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade onl.v. Work-

ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original
designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to ;^cale.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.— 20, Tudor St., London, E.C-4.

[0004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

J
POR

sANDHAM tlie Smart Sidecnr Specialists.

ANDUM Sidecarj.—Best Value in Olympia Show

t^ANDDM Models—Tlie Exquisite £24/10, andO Sports £28/10. are of distinctive appearance.

SANDDiM Elite Sidecar. £28/10: the smartest side-

car on the road; highly recommended in " The
Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Sizo

of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
fortable seating lor 2 adults, with the weight in cor-
rect position over lear axle. Finished in colours to
suit any make of machine, £15: bodies only, £22/10.
The latest development of the 2-seater as deaigned by
lis. and approved by the lecognised experts.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs. ; price £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inu
Hd.. W.C.I. Phone: Museum 3427. Factories:

162 to 165. Pentonviile Rd.. N.; and Britannia
Works, Britannia St., W.C. 10019

pIDEEZI Sidecars.-Speeitil offer.

"DIDEEZI SIdecars.-SpecinI offer.

TJIDEEZI Sidecnrs.-Special offer.

BEST of Everything. No shop-soiled siclcnrs in
stock. All new and perfect.'

tf> K 1921 Bulbous Models, nil coloms, nt £19 each.

S; 1921 Lightweight Models, all colours, Qt £15

1 O HEAVY Chassis, for Harley-DavidsOD, ot £12±^ eiiLh.

ATTACHMENTS in stoik for all machines.

"DIDEEZI Specinl Chassis for Douglas uiachiucs.

piDEEZI Champion 2-sealer.

RIDEEZI (Coleford Motors, Ltd.), 25, Upper Clap-
ton Rd. 'Phone: Dol(-tOD 3110. 'Grams: RidepKi.

Lnwclnp, London. [5686

MIDDLETONS Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 year*!.

MIDDLETONS Patent Unbreakable Chassis for
higli-jjowcred machines ; Zeniths. Harleys.

Indians. New Imijerials. Sunbeams. Blackburnes. etc.

TNDIANS with kirk starter on lelt present no
— difficulty with Middletons special model.

MIDDLETONS specialise in frame repairs of all
kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks

promptly corrected,

CAMEO Screeas in stock to suit all makes a*
Middletoas. Trade supplied also.

MR. RIDDOCK, riding Bh.p. Zenith. Middleton side-

car, won inter-Varsity hill-climb. He also won
Esses hili-climb with Middleton t'stent spring wheel
sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and mors comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETONS. I ondnns oldest esfablished eide-
c-ir makei.'', wholesale, retail, and export, 27,

Stroud Green Ud.. Fiosbury Park (near Tube).
Phone: Uornsey 1584. [0522

IDECAR. C.B., fail condition; £9.-48, Gt. Western
Rd.. I'addingtou. [5888

CANOELET Minor Sidecar, new; £12, offers.—India
Arms, High St., Winchester. [6159

Sidecar Chassis, suit all makes, £5, complete
with tyre and f^bc—Below.

Coachbuilt Sidecar Bodies, £1 eacli.—24.
Church Walk, Hampstead, ond 20, Sydiiev

Mews. Chelsea. [6897

OACHBUILT Sidecar. 26in. wheel, practicallv new;
£9.—Box 738, c/o The Mvtor Cycle. [X457i

PLENDID Torpedo Sidecar, dark blue: £12; evn-
ing8.~156. Browning Ed.. East Ham. [6372

WAN Sidecar, complete, as new; reasonable offi-r.—

McEweu 82, iJoggett Rd., Catford. [6553

IDEC'AR, nearly new. 4-point suspension

;

£ 16.—
Webb, 2. Sylvan Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [6324

S^

300
200

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled high-class coachbuilt side-

cars; cheap,—Booths Motones, Halifax.

B\Rf; \INS.—Sliop-soiled undeTslung sidecar chassis,

clieap.—Booths Motories, Portland Place. Hall-

lax,

BARGAINS,—Hisli-class coachbuilt bodies, any

colour,—Booths itfotories, Portland Place, Haii-

T>.\RGALN'S,—Shoi>_soiled

B^ 257-. — Booth?
[6193

£27/10 sidecar. suit

"TViiiinpTi' oT'b'.sTa'T £18/15,-Booths Motorics,

Halifax.

B.iRG\ INS —Nearly new Henderson sidecar, s.uit

Kud^e, £16/15; Milllord 27 gn, sidecar, nearly

new, £16/10-—Booths Motories, Halifax.

1 ^BOAIN'S,-.N'ew full-size coach body, locker^iinde-

Fcat. £6/19/6; cane body.

Motorics, Halifax.

PUOENIX Sporting Sidecar, 1919, perfect; £12--

A. Hallett, 27, Oliver Rd., Walthamstow. [S361

MILLS-FULFOED Sidecir Chassis, coniplete, ivitli

ivjieel and 3id arm; £4,-179, Brixton Rd, |.W,|^

DOUGLAS and P. and U. Sidecars from £14.—
Stock, 107. Coningham Rd., Shepherds Bush.

MIDllLETON Sidecar, in -good condition; £3/10.-

Apply Mr. Sutton, 50, Iiivieta Ed., Custom House,

E.16.

I.VJIBER . Semi-touring

[6955

Models, Dunlop tyres

;

78, Church St..^ "irsTlO.-Bright and Hayles;

Cnmberwell.

C-VMBEE Lightweight .Models, Dunlop tyres;

"£17/10.-Biight and llayles, 78, Church St..

Caniberwell.

C\MBER Streamline Model, Dunlop tyres; £18/10
-Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell,

C-VMBER Tandem Models, Dunlop tyres; .£26^
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St,, Camberwell.

CAMBER Utility Models; *25; Dunlop tyres.

-

Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CVMBER Utility Tandem Models, Dunlop tyres

large locker space; ie27.-Eright and Hayles, 78.

Church St., Camberwell.

C1.S.MBEE Harley and Indian Models, 28x3 wheels,

/ from £29.-Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St..

Camberwell.

C-^MBER —We undertake . repairs, repainting, and
upholstering to any make of sidecar.—Bright and

Hayles, 78, Church St., Camhenvell.

CAMBER.-We aie the largest makers of sidecars

in South London. Established 1899.—Bright and

navies. 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.. Phone;

Brixton 2951. t2980

OIDEC.4R, Harley-Davidson. 1920, perfect, hoot],

O curlains, screen; £30.—Bradley, Furnisher. Ed-

men ion. [6349

MILLS-FLTLFOED Sidecar, ofi Iruimph-; fH/.H:
lide away.-Hurt, 75, Crowborough Ed., Tooting.

.S.\V.17. [5886

SIDECAE, splendid order throughout, 4.point connec

tion ofiers.-Larkspur. Brannocks Park, Ilfin-

(5987

w\

TWO-SEATER feidecar, suit aQiilt and ch.ild, coacli,

28x3, oH Havley; £10, or oHer;—12, Glenfield

R<1.. Leicester. [X4539

^TCKER Chair Sideear, Mills-Fullord clinssis. snit-

iih]f lif;liti\ eight, splendid condition
; £5.— Hnbd;iy,

I'linr St.. Oxford. [6041

MILLS-FITLFORT) 2-seater (tandem), suit 7-9h.p.

Harley, in splendid order.—Dennis, The Bunga-
low, initwick, Beds. [6354

B A STONE'S for L.idecurs aud bodies

;

no better or
cheaper liouse. Kindly inspect our models bel'ore

vurchosing' elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other niodeU
in stock. Bodies from £4/13/6; complete sidecars

ironi £14/18/6.

ASTONE'S.—Wc have a few soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at low prices.

s'E'S.—Distributing- agents for the famous
gomeVy sidecars. LntCf^t 1921 sporting and

other models in stock; trade supplied.

B
BASTON

Mont?

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.),
King's Gross, London, N.l. lel. : 2481 North.

[6851
CJIDECAE. Jlilli-Fullord chassis, new, roomy, C.B.O body, fit P. and -- ~ •

recn St., Forest Gal

T IGHTWEIGHT Coachhuilt Sidecar, £7/7; Auto.

228, PentouTiUe Ed.,
"orth.
[6850

.. C.B.
M., Triumph, B,S.A., etc.—272,

Crecn St., Forest Gate. [5009

- , . £7/7
Wheel, best make, faultless, £10/10.—Phm>rock, 1,

Eittoms, Kiugstou-on-Thames, [6013

MILLF.OHD and Douglas Chassis, complete with
ali fittings and new tyres, etc.; £8/10.—33,

H.ack[ord Rd., Brixton, S.W. [6929

SIDECARS, several, for sale, cheap: Douglas chassis,
£8/15; Clyno bodies, unused, from £3/15;.— 57

Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [6480

T~lOU0LAS Sidecar, as new, complete with new tyre
J"-^ and tube, body upholstered in green leatlier;
tie.- 33, Hackloid Ed.. Brixton, S.W. [692^

GRABTREES'
of WISBECH
SPECIALISTS IN THE REBUILD
ING AND RECONDITIONING OF

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES.
We claim that our re-built

Douglas machines are
superior both mechanically
and in finish to any other
re-built machines on the
market. They consist of
over 50% new parts, includ-
ing NEW carburetter, NEW
tyres, NEW chain, NEW belt,

etc., etc., are practically in-

distinguishable from NEW,
and are complete with NEW
F.R.S. equipment of lamps,
horn, and licence holder, and
also bags, tools, and pump.

2J h.p. 2-speed,

£65
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-start and

clutch,

4 h.p. 3-speed k.s. Combina-
tion, with brand new Sidecar

<n Douglas Saxe blue,

Guaranteed for 3 months.

Each machine rebuilt in our
own extensive up-to-date
works, newly stove enamel led,

replated, tanks in makers'
colours.

Deferred Payments Arranged

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

IVSotor Engineers,

WISBECH.
London Office : 50, Pall Mail.

SIDEC.4R ATTACHMENTS.
A.AV. ilannfacturing Co., nianufactnrerK of Ladhroke

sidecars ; all-weatiier model, smartest on the road,
disappearing coupe hood, £38/10.

A.W. ^Mannfactuiing Co.—The Ladbroke lightweigiit
sidecar, very smart-, suitable for Triumphs, £19,'19.

A.AV. Manitfacturing Co.—The Ladbroke standard, an
excellent touring model, ivill sttmd hard wear;

£22/10.

A.W. ILannfacturing Go. for sidecars of distinction,
quality^ at mo'dernte price. Particulars given by

retuni.

A.W. Manufacturing Co. have a few *?hop-soiled

bodies, also nearly new Douglas chassis, cheap.-
13 to 24, Avenue Close, Poplars Av., Willesden Green.
Phone : Willes'den 2805. [6431

CAXOELET C.B. Sidecar (or sale, aa new, tyre,

lamp, generator. Easting wind screen, Triumpli
fittings.—Prescott, Rainhill Stoops, Lanes. [5966

HENDERSON Lightweight Sidecar, as new, 4-point

attaclinicnt, suitable 5V-'h. p. Norton etc.: £15.—
Cbestou, 60, Shcrbnall St., Bnlton--on-Trent. [S4473

MILLFOHD Sidecar, as new, complete with all

fittings, and new tyre and tube, suit Triumph
or P. and M.; £16.-33, Hackford Rd., Biixton, S.W.

r6928

COMFY Sidecars, bulbous back, withi..lccker, under-

slung chassis, quick attachments; 23 gns. Your
old sidecar in part payment.-Comfy Sidecars, Leyton-

stone. * [1058

ENFIELD Sidecar, complete-, enamc! and uphol-

stery good.-inchlding wind screen, fit any model

from 1914 to 1921; £15.-15, Snmmerhil! Rd., Dart-

ford.
- 16122

MILLFORIi lie Luxe and Swan Sidecars for Harley,

.\merican X, and Henderson machines; prices

from £35.-Halifa.>: Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St.,

HrilifaK. ~ ^ [^224

BRAND New Sidecars at greatly reduced prices;

please call and mspect.—Elce and
Bishopsgate Av., Caniomilo St.,

,A.venue 5548.

RENNOO Sidecars, bodies, hooda, screens, largest

stock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our 1921 catalogue. 3S pagei. 80

dlustrations.

PHCEXIX Sidecars.-All spare parts in stock by the

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian

motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can de-

liver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 secondhand and clearance

sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc.. all to clear at> knock-

out prices. Note : Write for special clearance list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make ol

sidecar, repainting, and reuphohtering a speci-

ality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecjirs to fit all makes,
English and American.

Co.. 15-16,

E.C.3. 'Phone ;

L0066

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send lor Ihelr 1921
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd.. Head Office and Engineering
Works, Victoria Works, Victoria Rd.. Stroild,

Green N.4. 'Phone : Hornsey 850. Body Building
Dept.,' Progress Works, Marlborough Rd„ HoUoway.
N,19, 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2931

MILLS-FULFORD Coachbuilt Sidecar, perfect

condition,. £12; Turner coachbuilt sidecar,

with, child's seat, liood, screen, £12.—MarsTon, 31,

Bridge St., Chester. [6542

SIDECARS Complete. Bodies and c-linssis supplied

separately; hoods, screens, aprons, repairs, and
lepaints —T, Williams, ilannt'nctiuer, 9, Lower Chat-

ham St., Oxford Rd., Manchester. [X4579

F'OR Sale, Graccirull all-aluminium sidecar, as fitted

to the A.B C.^ mounted on a Harden ci:aspia;

the best made and handsomest sidecar on the i.-'rtd; £?8.
-Rogenhagen, E.A.Fr. I luxt'ord, Gambs. [6366

-1 tf\20 Montgomery .Sidecar. Harlev colour and fit-

-It/ tings, 284n, wheel, brand new, £28; also 1920
Mont-^omery sidecar. 28in. wheel, brand new, £22.—
Batchelor, Clarence St., Kingstou-ou-Thames. [6727a

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are made for comfort,
attachments for anv machine; price IB gns. up-

wards; have few cars to clear at reduced prices; repairs,

reoaiiiting etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co.. Leicester.
[0335

LANCASTER Superb Coachbuilt Sidecars, smartest

designs, lowest prices, any colour, from £15 com-

plete • bodies only from £5. Call and inspect at The
Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Noi-viood Rd,, West Norwood,

S,E.26. [6073

HENDEH,SON Coachbuilt Featherweight, brand
new, £15, cost £21; Watsonian R34, unsoiled,

£19; Bastone coachbuilt featherweight, unsoiled, £13;
genuine bargains.—29. Montford, Place, Kennington.
S.E.U. [6390

SIDEC-\R.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested
7 years on motors up to gh.p—Hopley, Upper High-
gate St., Birmingham. [0153

.138 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
DOUGLAS .Sidecars Complete. £16; as new; P. and

M '3 ditto £15; Sunbeam 28in. wheel sidecar, as

new £17; Canoelet sidecar complete, second-hand.
£15'; ljodie.s ot all designs in stock from £5/5 to

£10/10.-Below.

CLYNO. Douglas, P. and U., Montgomery chassis.

ex-W.D.. from £4; bodies Irom 30/-.—De Cort
and Flynn, 39. Essex Rd., Islington, N.l. [6757

WE Have a few shop-soiled model Elites [with or

without doors), and one double-senter for sale at
low prices, ready for attachment to any make of motor
cycle.—Wrrte for full particulars to Henderson Side-
cars, ritzwilliam at., Sheffield. [6074

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, und has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any m.ike of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination wll pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd.. 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [0388

19

OF
READING

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
21 G.N.; £198.-Morriss, 139, Finchley Rd.,
K.'W.3. [5996

ORG.'^iV 1915 Grand Prix; £110, or nearest; any
trial.— 1, Priory Rd., Kew Green. [6651

£20.—A.C. Sociable. 3-wheeIer, single-seater, running
order.—King, Egi-ove Farm, O.xford. [X4567

MOKGAX. 1916 sporting model: £120, c.r i.ei.rest

offer.-166. Green St., Forest Gate; [5971

8h.p. Morgan, a.c, 1916, very good order, licence
paid; £120.—Heighton's, Thrapston. Norlhants.

[X4417
CYCLE Car, well made, V twin, 8h.p., hood, screen;

£55.-15, St. Mary Abbott's Terrace. Kensington.
[6873NEW 1921 G.N.; £235: dynamo lighting.-24.

Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone : Stratford
309. [6557

GIBBONS jMark III. 2-seater, new, great bargain;
£35, or near offer.—Wain, Cotton Rd., Potters

Bar. [6189

TAMI'LIIC Cycle Car, 1920. little used: owner bur-
iug larger car; £125.—Chappie, Odiljnm, Hnnip-

lihire. [5969

MORG-ANS, second-hand, several in stock.—Revs,
373-384, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone: iNInseura

6436. [5753

G.P. w.c. Morgan for sale, engine has I'een re'uiilt
l>y makers : oflers.—Prescott, Balnhill Stoops,

Lnucs. [5965

MORGAN 1919 Grand Prix, electric lighting, all
accessories; £190.—Marston, 31. Bridge St..

Chester. '

[6547

MORGAN, brand new 1921 Grand Prix M.A.O.,
£15 under list; exchanges.—102, Westwcod Rd.,

Coventry. [X4629

"DOVER Light Car, 1921 model. 8h.p., early delivery;
-Cl 250 gns.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St..
London. W.l. '0350

MORGAN Grand Prix, 1916. overhauled, reuphol-
stercd. repainted, many spares; £140.—14, Milton

Park. Highgatc. [6338

G.X.. 1920, discs, dynamo, owner driven: best over
£200 : accept modern motor cycle part.—Moss.

Elundell, Huntingdon. [X4505

1 Q20 T.B. Runabout, 1921 new Precision engine,
-L£/ *iuite new; £180. a bargain.—Swift, Engineers.
T.'^d'nir>-, Herefordshire. [5923

G.N. Cycle Cars, latest models, always in stock:
£198 and upwards.-Drake and Mount, Ltd.,

Motor Agents, Bracknell. [3696

1Q16 Grand Prix j^forgan. very fast: £150. or ex-
-It.' chance for combination witn cash adjustment.—
Ross. 85, High Rd., Lee. [6249

G.N., 1914, overhauled, perfect; £110, or will take
best offer of 2-^ih.p. solo and cash.—Herring, 221,

Newark Rd., Bracebridgo, Lincoln. [6654

G.N., 1920.^dyDamo lighting, 5 wheels, nearly new;
£220: wanted, combination, cash adjustment.—

61. New Kent Hd., London, S.E.I. [6686

CHASSIS, 8h.p., W.C. 3-speed, reverse. diHerential,
good running order; bargain, £30; offer.—30.

HarclJ Rd.. Upper Norwood, S.E. [6316
I

1Q20 G.N., dynamo, spare wheel, mileage 2.500.
-LJ/ exceptional condition; £205; consider exchange
motor cycle.—9. Fleet St., Torquay. [X4627

TAMi'LIX 1920 2-seater, very nice condition through-
out, licensed: ^xchanse for motor cycle, or sell

£100,- Bunting's Motors, Weuldstone. [6620

G.N.'s.-All models for immediate delivery: extended
l'ayraei.ts: exchanges.—Reys, 378-384, Euston

Rd., -N.W.l. 'Phone ; Museum 5436. [5754

DAN GUY. \yevmonth. Morgan Agent.—Family
model. M.A.G., £240. Ds Lrrse M.A.G. £233,

G:anil I'lix, M.A.Q., £223. from stock. [0624

G.N. Cycle Cars.—All models in stock from £198.
complete: exchanges, easy payments.—A. S.C. 60,

Moltilner St., W.l. Tel.: Museum 6626. [6875

G.N.. new 1921, just delivered, dynamo lighting,
aptue wheel, etc. : £275 : accept motor cycle pnrt-

esehnnge.—Kiaer, 8, Grenville St., W.C. [6958 '

TimCEl
The machines which made out-

standing performances were the

TRIUMPH
NEW IMPERIAL

LEVIS
We can give delivery

of all the above

FROM STOCK.
Also the following for

immediate delivery :

NORTON, 16H model.. .. £132

NORTON, No. 9 model . . £98

A.J.S., 7 h.p. combination . . £215

ENFIELD, 8 h.p. combination £160

ENHELD, 2i h.p., 2-stroke . . £65

MORGAN, De Luxe. M.A.G.
water-cooled £240

COULSON B, Sports . . 97 gns.

0.K 48 gns.

H.JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

READING.
•PHONE; 1024.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1Q16 G.P. Morgan, special back, outside exliansts;
--«? £145: exchange combination.—18, Hesterconibe
-Av.. FuDiam, S.W.6. Kensington 2372. [6700

AY. Monocar, 8h.p., Sturmey-.\tcher 3-speed gear box.

good running order; owner going abroad; £65.—
Veiney, The Lodge, The Grange, Suttou. [5916

BARG.AIN.—M.M.C. cvcle car chassis. 2-speed. re-

verse. dilTerenlial. dismantled; £10, nearest.-

Newman. Fair View, Ilorton Rd., Gloucester. [6721

A.V. Monocar. 8h.p. J.A.P., Lucas accessories, in-

distinguishable from uew; £130.—Parker s, Br;ul-

5b;nvgat«, iJolton; also 245, lleansgale, Manchesler.

1 Q14 Morgan de Luxe, 8h.p., hood, screen, just ovcr-

-LiJ hauled, tax paid: will ride 50 miles to purchii-^cr;

£123; photo.-257, Caveudish Kd., Balham, S.W.ll.
[6000

1 021 G.N., dynamo lighting, speedometer, /IM^^S'

-i-i/ sent, verv small inile.ige, and as new; ±225.—

Tel.: Museum 6626.-A.S.C., 50, Mortimer St., ^^.l.

IMMEDIATE Delivery, 1921 Morgan Grand Prix.

M A.G. W.C. engine, lull equipment.—Reys, 378-

334, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum 6436.
^

IM^IEDI.ATE Delivery, 1921 Morgan de Luxe,
MAG W.C. engine. lull equipment.—Reys, 378-

384, Euston Rd., N.W.I. Phone: Museum 6436.
[5751

COVENTRY PREMIER Runabouts for immediate
delivery; extended payments: exchanges.—Reys.

378-384. Euston Rd., N.W.I. Phone; Museum
6436. 15755

LIGHT Car. J.A.P. 8-lOh.p., 3 -speeds :ma reverse,

2-seater, wire wheels, hood, screen, horn, dark red:

£95, or exchange.-llL, K;r:uuer Mews, West 1 rcniptmi.

Loudon. L../.0

LM , 8h.p. J.A.I'., W.C. 3-speed and reverse, fully

equipped, perfect: £180 cash, or take late eom-

l.ination part.-E. Todd,. 181, Plymouth Grove, Man-

chcfter. ^ [5881

1 Q21 T.B.-Blackbnrne. water-cooled, dynamo lighting,

-Li' not done 200 miles; what ofllcrs, or euterbun

Kiiod combination and cash.-Campbell. 14, I-Iassett^ St.,

Bedford.
' [5911

A.C. Sociable, dummy radiator and bonnet, wheel

steering, side door, everything complete, perfect

order, tax paid; £55, or near oiler.—Box 732. c/o

ri.c Motor Cycle. [X4470

MONOCAR, A.V. type, fitted 3Vjh,p. Triumph,
friction and chain differential, body and mud-

guards nearly assembled, complete £20.—Lee, Houghton
Itegis, Dunstable. [3f4456

MORGAN, J.A.P. air-cooled, electric lighting, disc

wheels good tyres, hood, screen. 2 bodies, re-

lentlv overhauled; any trial; £105.—Leonard Hook.
West" End. Uoniton. [6729

COVENTRY PREMIER Runabout, dynamo ligbtinir.

detachable wheel and spare, dickey seat: immedi-
ate dflivery: f250.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.I.
Tel. ; Museum 6626. . [6876

MORGAN 1919-20 O.P. lOh.p. M.A.G., w.c,
finished dark green, acetylene, discs, Cowey

horn, spare tube, jack, pump, tools; £170.-65.
Osborne Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. ' [6333

A.V. 1920 8h.p. IMonocar, electric head, gas tail

lamp3, horn, screen, etc., good condition and very

fast- £70; exchange good motor cycle and rash.—
.f. C. Pbipp. Albert St., Swindon. [6589

TAi^MPLIN Cars.—We are the largest contractors in

London for these famous cars, complete with full

equipment; £145; special terms to the trade.—Percy
.ind Co.. 314, Euston Rd.. N.W. . (6791

ITTADCHOrB'S. 9. Shoe l,ane. London, E.C.4.—
V> 1921 Morgan de Lu.ve, a.c. M.A.G. engine, fultv

equipped, hood, screen, etc., not ridden 250 miles, tax

paid : £225 ; easy terms arranged. ^ [4536

RICHARDSON Light Cars.—We are -the London
agents, and have all models in stock for immedi-

at-^ delivery; e.xchonge.s. easy payments.-A.S.C.. 60,

Mortimer St., W.l. Tel,; Museum 6626. [6877

THREE-WHEELER, 6h.p. engine. 3-speeds, worm
drive, M-L magneto, new Binks. radiator, tubes

and tyres as new. 26x2J^. wants finishing, good con-

dition"; £25.-4, Avenham Grove, Blackpool. [6104

MORGAN, sporting 1915, J.A.P. a.c. engine over-

hauled by makers, new wind screen and back
wheel, discs, lamps, very fast, reliable machine; £110:
trial.-Write 33, Leven St., Saltburn, Torks. [6052

* .C. Sociables, by the A.C. Co.. dependable little

-^ runabouts, mechanically sound, good appearance.

mrileru. fullv equipped; Irom £55 to £85; trial.-29.

AUsup St., topper Baker St., London, N.W. [6465

PREIMIER 1921 Runabout. 3-speed and reverse,

spare wheel, dynamo lighting. £250, new models.
new in stock; also one used 1,500 miles £210. and
one used 1,800 miles £200.—Marston, 31, Bridge St..

Chester. [6546

AGENTS for G.N., Grahame-White. Coventry Pre-
mier. Kingsbury. Rover, and other light care,

new and second-hand; always a good selection in

-tock; cash or extended payments.—Service Co.. 292.

High Holborn. W.0.1. [0474

"I 021 Morgan Runabouts, de luxe, family, and aero
X«/ models, ready drive away; complete stock ot

=pares. chains, sprockets, tyres, etc.—Main distributer

Monmouthshire ; W'^ Lutlier J. Davies, 71, Coraraer-

cia.1 St., Newport, Mon. 'Phone : 2488. (0642

.Ml letters relating to ndvertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A39
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

J7'0R Siile, or exeliaiige for sidecar machine, Giilinp
.

. 3-ivhceter, excellent coBditiou, tax paid, 2-seiite

.irid. dickey, iuterchnugeable wheels and spare; uew tyres,

lull eQuiinuent, manv spares, unused parcel body, suit

tKidosmau: £85.—Sparey, 112, Georse St., Bedford.
[6055

A.G. S-eii.p- 4-ivheeI Cycle Car, 1914, grey, black
iviijgs, lioofl. screen, CA-V. dynamo ligbting, 700x

80 tyres all sound; perfect meclianical condition, a most
K'linble and economical 2-seat^r, privately owned; any
trial willinglv; price £150, or near ofCer.—Batley, N"ew-
Ji:iin Court, Woiceeter. [6009

CARS FOR SALE.
£50 Down and 12 payments of £5 monthly secures

leliable landarilet.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£50 Down and 12 monthly payments £7/10 secures
reliable 2-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

ff»-250 Cash secures 221i.p. Berliet Chassis, monobloc,^ as new, 4 speeds; exchanges.—Palmer's Garage,
'i'ooling.

£225 Cash secures 1917 Napier Chassis, 4 cyls.,, 4
speeds, worm drive, Rndge detachable wheels.—

] 'aimer's Garage, Tooting.

£75 Down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures
magnilrcent Napier ^4, landaailet, as new.—Palmer's

(Parage, Tooting.

_1*200 Down and 12 monthly payments £25 secxires

ow 1916 Knight Daimler landauJet, as new.—Palmer's
. Garage, Tooting.

8h.p. Perry 2-seater, 1914, monobloc, 3 speeds,
Sankey detachable wheels; £125,—Palmer's Gar-

age, Tooting.

<>100 Down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures
cV 12-I4h.p. Fiat landaAiIet,. cheap running car.—
V.tlmer's Garage, Tooting.

O200 Cash secures 15.9h.p.
cW inside, monobloc
i;.rrage, Tooting.

£200 Cash secures a 30h.p. Berliet open touring car,

6-cyl., 4 speeds, splendid condition.—Palmer's
Garnge, Tooting.

*?100 Down and .12 monthly payments £10 secures^ 30h.p. Sheffield-Simplex landaulet, wire wheels.—
Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£275 Cash secures 38h.p. Knight Minerva landanlet,
detachable rims, splendid condition.—Palmer's

Garage. Tooting.

£120 Cash secures 8h.p. Bleriot Whippet, dynamo
lighting, hand starter.—Palmer's Gaxage, Tooting..

[671U
ABSOLUTE Bargains.—Sixty cars stocked; postcard

procures list. Call.—Douglas S. Cox, West Nor-
wood. [4488

DE DION 8h.p. Light Chassis, Bosch, Zenith, gate
change, mechanically perlect; photo; £32.—C/o

264, Soho Rd.. Birmingham. [6592

GRAY and Raynes, Doncaster,, have several cheap
cars, chassis, and lorries for sale or exchange. See

, . Benz landaulet, seats 4
detachable rims.-Palmer's

adrt. Miscellaneous items columns. [6858

DE DION, twin-eyl., .

5-seatpr open touring

JACKSON 2-seater for sale or exchange for combina-
tion; £50, or near offer.—Seen at Gray and Levin,

01(1 Devonshire Rd., Ealhaui, S.W. Tel.: Streatham
2417. [6161

I:^XCHANGE 1915 10-12h.p. 4-cj'L Lagonda, 2^seater
-i and dickey, in excellent running order,, one year's

tax paid, for first-class combination, or sell.— 64, Church
St.. Edgware Ed., W. [6909

^25; 4rwheel cycle car, De Dion engine, 3-speed, re-
c*^ verse, hood, lamp, screen, horn, etc.; best offer
secures.—Kinsey and Co... 352, Lower Addiscombe Ed.,
Croydon. Thone ; 1129. [6601

very nice comfortable family
Jng car, complete, in excellent

;!l]-rnund condition, tax paid to end of year; bargain.
£115: trial.-lla, Daflorne Rd.. Upper Tooting. [.5997

1 Q15 Humberette, air-cooled, 2-seat6r, hood, screenJLt/ Stepney wheel, spare tyre and lamps, thoroughly
oveihauled, and in excellent running order price £100 —
M;iy iiud_ Butcher, Ltd., 12, Heybridge, Maldon, Essex.

[5989
O140.-10h.p. 2-seater 1915 Trumbull, 4-cyl., tax
c*«^ paid, water-cooled, 4 speeds, electric light, detach-
able wheels, hood, screen, very good climber.—Owner,
8, Randolph Mews, Maida Vale, W.9. Appointment.

TTUMBERETTE.-We have two of tliese deliihtful-tJ- little cars, overhauled and repainted, fit for any
company, seat 3; £130 and £140; exchange or terms
-Bnnting Motors, Wealdstone. (Closed Sundays)

[6523

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
OlOO Down and 12 monthly payments of £25 secures^ a magnificent 3-ton lorry. — Details, Palmers
(-aragG, Tooting. [6705
CjMALL Rover Tan, eoachbuilt body, suit tradesman
tT +"' good running order; £30.-59i Clarendon Sq.,'tuston, N.\\.l. [6494
'TiRADESMAN'S. Carrier, 8h.p. Girling, live axle, mag
ivin ^-7"^^??' and reverse, roomy box body, tax paid-£40.-17, Monmouth Rd., W.2. [6872

F*^^Ji'n^o^\° ^°r^
Tans, best ofCer secures; also

V p n^-Sn-^" oS'" l^J^'
°^ exchange good motor cycle.-

J L. O: Ellis, 23, Maryport St., Devizes, Wilts. [5998

Because
I get real

Ask any one of that ever increas-

ing host of Colmore Customers

why he comes ' again and again

to us, and you will always get

the above answer. And, without

making any inflated claims, we say

definitely that we can give you

overwhelming satisfaction in every

transaction you have witli us

—

Motor Cycles^
a wide and varied
choice of really top-

hole machines.

Repairs—
c arrSe d out
scientiously and
and incidentally,

przmptly.

con-
well,

very

Accessories
a zvide midcomprehensive
range of all those little

"essentials" every Motor
CycHst wants.

Spare Parts
a large slock of these for

all machines—especially
for Douglas, Triumph,
Matchless, etc.

Attention
to your
every need —

We have an infinite cap-
acity for taking pains,
and for going out of our
way to please a customer.
There is nothing too much
trouble, while courtesy
and cheerfulness always
surround you at the

Colmore Depot.

NOW, can you wonder that people send
to us from all parts of the country?

Colmore Depot,
31, Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
Brandies also at
Liverpool a.nd

MancJtcstefj

Leicester,

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEKICLES.
A.C, Tradesman's Box Car

verse and Iiruid bmke,
rrier. 1S16 JaLe model, re-

.
-~ , exoelleut cnuditicn: any

trial;, bargain, £55; would exchange for motor cycle or
cumbinatioQ.— 1, Norwood Rd., Herne Hill. ii.E:24

[6527

TAXICABS.
^100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £20 se^nroqpw Loudon ta-xicab.—Details,. Palmer's Gaiage. Toot-
'"S. [6704
OIDECAB Taxi Combinations.—Cbusult us, tile-

^^ onginntore and ex:perts.—County- Cycle and Motor
Co., B.S.A. Specialists, Broad St., Birminghum. [-3"'4

LXT L .N D l: D I'A VMEN T S.

I^^W or Second-hand Light Cars-, 3-wheelers, or motor^^ cycles on deferred' pavments.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, 25, Horton St., Halilai [6224

l^'^OR Best Treatment and Best Terms for light cars
-*• or cycle car or motor cycles ot any make, new or
secoud-ljand, wiite The Service Co.. 292,
horn, W.C.I, or 'Piioue 6430 Holboru.

High Hoi-
[0580

A40 AH letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the

ENGINES.
5-6h.D. Bex Water-eooled Engine;; £7..—l'4,.PhceuiK St.,

Euston, N.W.I. [6492
"p. and M; Engiiie, late, good condition; £8.-1.
J- Springfield Park Crescent. Catford, S.E.6. [6453

HEPPELTJTWAITE Stationarv Engines. 6h.p. Be
Dions £8, Sh.p. £10; 8h.p. Minerva, £10/10.

HEPPELTHWAITE.-4h.p. number unit, £10;
Star 3iAh.p., £4/10; 5V.h.p. P. and M., a.i.y,,

£5; 3i/2h.p. Clyde. £4/10; 2h.p. Minerva, £3/10; and
others. T.B. magnetos, £2/5v.-'Phoue: Brixton 1958.—
iieppelthwaite's, 17-19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth,
Loudon, S.W. 8. [6506

| 013 Triumph, good as new, Bosch mag., watertight.
-«-«-' new Einks carburetter; £18.—Wm, Andrews, Kent
St., Belfast. [6010

T Q20 2';ih.p. T.DlC. 2-stroke Engine, with E.I.C.
J. ^ mag., small mileage; £10.—Wren, Kimpton.
Welwyn, HertSi [6370

6h.p. Twin Sarolea Engine, magneto, induction pipe
and exhausts, 2-speed gear,, oil good condition ;

£10.-62, Upper Tooting Rd., London. [6056

4r>3;li,p, TJuion 2-stroke Engine, brand new, complete
/W4 with ma^^neto; sacrifice £13/10.—Skinner, 23,
Wilton Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham. [X4619

8h.p. M.A.G. Engine, perfect condition, guaranteed,
lace 1920-. price £32/10,—B. P. G-arage, 40, Mur-

:iy Mews, Murray St., Camden Town, N:W. [2328

DALM Sh.p. 2-stroke Unit, complete with magneto,
carburetter, silencer, and engine pLatee, praeticallv

no cfleis, pleased— 24S, Bentlev E<i., Don-
[X4508

new: £10
caster,

PRECISION Junior 2V4h.^. Engine, complete with
2-speed F.E. gear box, in splendid- condition and

running order; £10/10.—Dawson, 54, Ampthill Rd.,
Bedlord. [65(59

B.S.A. ii^ngmes, 4'»^ili:p.,

thoroughly overhauled
£12.—Marble
Rd.. W.2

Ehginesj
y o
Arch

4i/ih:i

Uaulec
Motor

in new condition,
aud new parts fitted-

;

Exchange, 135, Edgware
[6953'

TEN Powerful 2^4h.p. 2-stroke T.D.O. Engines to
clear, £6 each, list price £10/10, complete with

\ariabl6 s^ear pulley.—Assembly Bept,, 191, Sweetman
St., Wolverhampton. , [6376

VERTICAL Twin, about 4h.p., 56x76, well made,
perfect condition, carburetter, mag.,, sprocket,

and pulley, runs like Douglas ;-..,£5.—Nethersole, 16,
Pleasant Plade, Margate. [6183

GENUINE Offer in Engines.—Ha.ving ' purchased'
manufacturer's stock of well-known 2-strok6 en-

^;ines.. we can oHer at the exceptional price of £12/10,
mplete with chain driven 0:A.Y. magneto, plug, cable,

exhaust pipe- and silencer, gi^iri-auteed. in perfect order,

and brand new; suitable for any standard, lightweight
frame; approval.—British Standard Motors, 41, Newtown
Row, Birmingham. [X4343

J -A.P. Engine?. J, A. P. Eiigines J.A.P. Engines:
I have tlie largest stock of J;A.P:- engines and

parts in England, over 30 engines always i;i stock to
.-elect from, and the price 5h;p. twins, £ir/10; 8h.p.,

fitted witJ- new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20; aud
8h.p., £18/10: 2^.'ih.pi J.A_P. engine and mag.,
£18/10; 4h.p. J.A.P. and mag.. £17/10; SJ^h-p.
Humber aud mag., £12/10; 3,'zh.p. Premier and mag.,
£15.; 3]/2hp. Rudge and mag., £15 ; 2^:th.p. Minerva,
£5; stamp reply:—Hawkins, 455, York Rd., Wandsworth.

[1695
AKE Your Own 2-stroke Lightweight.—Sets of

castings and parts for 2-stroke engines, suita,ble

for scooters, cycle attachments, or lightweight motor
cycle.?: Castings in first-class quality cast iron, phos-

phor bronse, aud aluminium, steel for shafts, all neces-

sary nuts, bolts, and studs, together with blue prints

giving all required dimensions. All these parts may
be machined up to a small centre lathe, and are guar-
anteed to build up into a powerful aud up-to-date
engine. We guarantee all material, and will replace
tree of charge auv faulty castings, etc.; pxice 57/6 (on
rails Manchester). Cash with order; Prompt delivery.

W. H. Taylor and Co., Ltd., Motor Engineers. Bury
New Rd., Prestwich, nr. Manchester. [0633

M^

end of each adveitisement, and the date ot the issue.
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CARBURETTERS
For

Heavyweights

Light weights,

Two -Strokes.

THEY GET
THE BEST
RESULTS
FROM YOUR
ENGINE.

SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
BOOKLETS
'Post Free)

Type B.S.V VariabU Jel Model.

BROWN & BARLOW, LTD.
'^".rburet Works, Witton, Birmingham

phone: Fast 301. Telefframs' '" Carburel. FirminRham.

--'J3

If you have a sidecar machine, consider
the economy of buying a 5-galIon drum
of oil for your season's requirements—the
saving is CDnsiderable.

We have ready an interesting, illustrated

leaflet showing how you can pour oil

from a drum with-ut spilling a drop.

The current Lists «ive the prices of oils m drumi
Please mention "The Motor Cycle*

PRICES COMPANY LIMITED
BATTERSE.\.LONDON.S.W.ll

Alexandra

House.

Queen Sq.
LONDON

Money back in
full if they go
sticky, leak.

"Ixion" knows how to keep dry!
"Ftiinlly I boiislit a Or^l-crade suit 0/ grey Oihkiiis made by Barbuurs
ol ioiitli Shield':, mid louiid I could ride my 200 miles ot a trial,
stand III It steady doinipour through two hill-climbs per diem, sit on

^ wet gia^s banks when my legs wearied, and gel into the hotel al night
^
bone-dry; moreover, il the oiUes were hung up over night in a wall-

^

less stable tor the draughts to play around them, they were invariably
bone-dry long be/ore the firs' 'om'pelitor got away next morning."

in his Occasional Comments—" Tne Motor Cycle.'

W.C.

Beacon Oilskins
DON'T GO STICKY OR LEAK.

The Beacon Motor Cycling Suit will keep voii as
dry as it does "Ixion," and will enable you to
drive all day against wind-driven Rain and SIcet
without letting you get wet or chilled.
Black double lightweight Jackets with Windcufls,
double fronts, and two roomy pockets, 27/6,
semi-buttoned Legging Overalls, 16/6.

SUIT COMPLETE (?»:) 43/-
In Bronze Grcy_Iackets 32/6. Semi-
buttoned Legging Overalls, 18/- Suit
complete, post Iree, 60/6 with Seated

^

Trouser Overalls in place of loggings, S6/-
and 63/6 the suit respectively.

Prices given are for Jacket length 33". For
36" & 39" length please add 2 /6
and 5/- per jacket respectively.
Overalls : Prices are for 28" to 33'
inside l?g, and for Seated Trouser
Overalls up to 40" waist.

f^^laae Free U.K. ; extra ohrt>f,it.
lAllow also extra time for tvecial
Seasonitia of Oversea! Ordera. J

To order, hindtu ttate colour needed.
Jive iaclcel lensth. rhestand in»ite leii
nieoAuret. and enclose remitlanee-

ILLU8TRATED LIST POST FREE
Send a postcard to-dav f(»r this
Booklet of " Weather Comfort."

J. BARBOUR & SONS, Ltd.,
26, Beacon Buildings, /tj.

South Shields, England. ,i) U3'.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.
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PLUG n
^

'''';

C. That engine fitments should be changed by competitors at the last moment,

contrary to the makers' own selection, is opposed to the best interests of

the sport.

There was no bonus distribution in the island of Lodge plugs.

86A

[OTQR^CLE ^g^
ŵ.

The fastest time
ever made for

a lap m any

T.T. race
has just been accomplished by

. Li. hdmond on a 1 riumph

fitted with a ^'^

g^^^^^ ^1^^g;^^3S3
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